
Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column F: Count:
top-concern 1

No I do not 8778
Column F: Count:

Effec4veness of the vaccine 1870
other 1366
Alterna4ves (Ivermec4n, etc.) 1874
Mandatory vaccina4on 2607
Roll-out by government 646
Covid passport/ID 239
Cost to the taxpayer 176

Not fully 3714
Column F: Count:

Roll-out by government 1033
Mandatory vaccina4on 681
Alterna4ves (Ivermec4n, etc.) 517
other 444
Cost to the taxpayer 129
Effec4veness of the vaccine 859
Covid passport/ID 51

Yes I do 4658
Column F: Count:

Roll-out by government 2370
other 449
Effec4veness of the vaccine 1032
Cost to the taxpayer 301
Mandatory vaccina4on 231
Covid passport/ID 48
Alterna4ves (Ivermec4n, etc.) 227

1



Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column F: Count:
top-concern 1

Column E: Count:
status 1

No I do not 8778
Column F: Count:

Effec6veness of the vaccine 1870
Column E: Count:

business owner 330
re6red 467
employed individual 790
unemployed individual 244
student 39

other 1366
Column E: Count:

re6red 328
business owner 262
employed individual 518
unemployed individual 230
student 28

Alterna6ves (Ivermec6n, etc.) 1874
Column E: Count:

unemployed individual 271
employed individual 659
business owner 439
student 24
re6red 481

Mandatory vaccina6on 2607
Column E: Count:

business owner 607
employed individual 1163
re6red 423
unemployed individual 350
student 64

Roll-out by government 646
Column E: Count:

employed individual 208
re6red 239
unemployed individual 75
business owner 117
student 7

Covid passport/ID 239
Column E: Count:

business owner 63
employed individual 98
re6red 40
unemployed individual 34
student 4

Cost to the taxpayer 176
Column E: Count:

re6red 38
employed individual 83
unemployed individual 26
student 4
business owner 25

Not fully 3714
Column F: Count:

Roll-out by government 1033
Column E: Count:

re6red 424
business owner 195
employed individual 338
unemployed individual 62
student 14

Mandatory vaccina6on 681
Column E: Count:

employed individual 334
unemployed individual 69
re6red 118
business owner 136
student 24

Alterna6ves (Ivermec6n, etc.) 517
Column E: Count:

employed individual 204
business owner 90
re6red 171
unemployed individual 49
student 3

other 444
Column E: Count:

employed individual 157
business owner 63
re6red 163
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unemployed individual 56
student 5

Cost to the taxpayer 129
Column E: Count:

re6red 38
unemployed individual 10
business owner 18
employed individual 60
student 3

Effec6veness of the vaccine 859
Column E: Count:

employed individual 385
re6red 242
business owner 108
unemployed individual 109
student 15

Covid passport/ID 51
Column E: Count:

employed individual 26
re6red 4
unemployed individual 7
business owner 13
student 1

Yes I do 4658
Column F: Count:

Roll-out by government 2370
Column E: Count:

re6red 838
employed individual 930
business owner 407
unemployed individual 149
student 46

other 449
Column E: Count:

re6red 163
employed individual 181
unemployed individual 34
business owner 65
student 6

Effec6veness of the vaccine 1032
Column E: Count:

employed individual 451
unemployed individual 90
re6red 339
business owner 122
student 30

Cost to the taxpayer 301
Column E: Count:

re6red 70
business owner 34
employed individual 162
unemployed individual 29
student 6

Mandatory vaccina6on 231
Column E: Count:

business owner 40
unemployed individual 31
student 6
employed individual 92
re6red 62

Covid passport/ID 48
Column E: Count:

student 1
re6red 10
employed individual 28
business owner 5
unemployed individual 4

Alterna6ves (Ivermec6n, etc.) 227
Column E: Count:

employed individual 86
re6red 81
business owner 41
unemployed individual 15
student 4
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Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column F: Count:
top-concern 1

Column E: Count:
status 1

Column B: Count:
province 1

No I do not 8778
Column F: Count:

Effec7veness of the vaccine 1870
Column E: Count:

business owner 330
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 141
KwaZulu-Natal 37
Western Cape 91
Mpumalanga 16
Eastern Cape 15
Free State 9
Northern Cape 7
Limpopo 10
North West 4

re7red 467
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 165
KwaZulu-Natal 62
Western Cape 158
Mpumalanga 16
North West 12
Eastern Cape 24
Free State 11
Limpopo 11
Northern Cape 5
Outside SA 3

employed individual 790
Column B: Count:

North West 30
Eastern Cape 52
Mpumalanga 44
Western Cape 159
Free State 26
Gauteng 364
Northern Cape 15
KwaZulu-Natal 77
Limpopo 22
Outside SA 1

unemployed individual 244
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 12
Gauteng 98
Western Cape 71
KwaZulu-Natal 29
Free State 8
Northern Cape 3
North West 4
Eastern Cape 8
Limpopo 11

student 39
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 18
Mpumalanga 4
Eastern Cape 3
Western Cape 6
KwaZulu-Natal 3
Free State 1
Limpopo 3
North West 1

other 1366
Column E: Count:

re7red 328
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 22
Free State 5
Western Cape 111
Gauteng 107
Limpopo 12
KwaZulu-Natal 38
Mpumalanga 19
North West 13
Northern Cape 1

business owner 262
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 97
Mpumalanga 16
Northern Cape 2
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Western Cape 75
KwaZulu-Natal 39
Free State 9
Eastern Cape 10
North West 8
Limpopo 5
Outside SA 1

employed individual 518
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 56
Western Cape 122
Gauteng 227
Mpumalanga 37
Limpopo 20
Free State 16
Eastern Cape 25
Northern Cape 6
North West 7
Outside SA 2

unemployed individual 230
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 102
Western Cape 51
KwaZulu-Natal 38
Eastern Cape 9
Free State 6
North West 7
Northern Cape 4
Mpumalanga 5
Limpopo 7
Outside SA 1

student 28
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 2
Western Cape 9
Gauteng 11
KwaZulu-Natal 3
Free State 1
Mpumalanga 1
Eastern Cape 1

Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 1874
Column E: Count:

unemployed individual 271
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 10
Gauteng 95
KwaZulu-Natal 53
Western Cape 76
Northern Cape 3
North West 6
Free State 12
Mpumalanga 6
Eastern Cape 8
Outside SA 2

employed individual 659
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 209
Gauteng 254
Limpopo 7
Eastern Cape 37
KwaZulu-Natal 88
Free State 15
Northern Cape 6
North West 15
Mpumalanga 25
Outside SA 3

business owner 439
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 59
Gauteng 166
Western Cape 135
Mpumalanga 21
Eastern Cape 19
North West 10
Northern Cape 5
Limpopo 10
Outside SA 2
Free State 12

student 24
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 4
Gauteng 10
North West 2
Free State 1
Northern Cape 1
Limpopo 2
KwaZulu-Natal 4
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re7red 481
Column B: Count:

Free State 13
Gauteng 149
KwaZulu-Natal 71
Western Cape 159
Eastern Cape 37
Mpumalanga 20
North West 11
Limpopo 16
Northern Cape 3
Outside SA 2

Mandatory vaccina7on 2607
Column E: Count:

business owner 607
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 62
Western Cape 221
Free State 7
Eastern Cape 27
Gauteng 234
Mpumalanga 25
Limpopo 12
North West 12
Northern Cape 5
Outside SA 2

employed individual 1163
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 95
Gauteng 525
Western Cape 343
Mpumalanga 45
Free State 34
Eastern Cape 46
Northern Cape 7
North West 32
Limpopo 28
Outside SA 8

re7red 423
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 160
Limpopo 16
KwaZulu-Natal 46
North West 13
Eastern Cape 26
Gauteng 121
Free State 16
Mpumalanga 19
Outside SA 2
Northern Cape 4

unemployed individual 350
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 138
Western Cape 132
Free State 10
KwaZulu-Natal 34
Mpumalanga 5
North West 5
Northern Cape 8
Limpopo 6
Eastern Cape 12

student 64
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 3
Gauteng 23
North West 3
Northern Cape 2
Free State 3
KwaZulu-Natal 2
Western Cape 25
Eastern Cape 3

Roll-out by government 646
Column E: Count:

employed individual 208
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 95
Western Cape 59
Limpopo 11
Eastern Cape 7
Outside SA 1
Mpumalanga 8
KwaZulu-Natal 11
North West 8
Free State 5
Northern Cape 3

re7red 239
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Column B: Count:
KwaZulu-Natal 26
Mpumalanga 11
Western Cape 92
Gauteng 79
North West 8
Free State 4
Northern Cape 2
Limpopo 4
Eastern Cape 13

unemployed individual 75
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 23
KwaZulu-Natal 7
Gauteng 26
Eastern Cape 8
North West 5
Mpumalanga 2
Free State 2
Limpopo 2

business owner 117
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 32
Eastern Cape 10
Gauteng 52
Limpopo 5
KwaZulu-Natal 8
Mpumalanga 4
North West 5
Free State 1

student 7
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 2
Western Cape 2
Northern Cape 2
Gauteng 1

Covid passport/ID 239
Column E: Count:

business owner 63
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 19
North West 3
Western Cape 23
KwaZulu-Natal 5
Limpopo 3
Northern Cape 2
Eastern Cape 4
Outside SA 1
Free State 1
Mpumalanga 2

employed individual 98
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 20
Gauteng 46
Limpopo 3
Mpumalanga 11
KwaZulu-Natal 6
North West 1
Eastern Cape 6
Free State 3
Northern Cape 2

re7red 40
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 12
KwaZulu-Natal 7
Mpumalanga 3
Eastern Cape 3
Western Cape 12
Outside SA 1
Limpopo 1
Free State 1

unemployed individual 34
Column B: Count:

North West 2
KwaZulu-Natal 6
Gauteng 10
Western Cape 12
Free State 2
Limpopo 1
Northern Cape 1

student 4
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 3
Limpopo 1

Cost to the taxpayer 176
Column E: Count:
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re7red 38
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 14
North West 6
Eastern Cape 2
KwaZulu-Natal 4
Western Cape 10
Mpumalanga 2

employed individual 83
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 3
Gauteng 45
KwaZulu-Natal 5
Western Cape 18
Mpumalanga 5
Northern Cape 3
North West 2
Limpopo 1
Free State 1

unemployed individual 26
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 15
Western Cape 6
Eastern Cape 1
KwaZulu-Natal 3
Mpumalanga 1

student 4
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 2
Gauteng 2

business owner 25
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 7
KwaZulu-Natal 4
Mpumalanga 2
Gauteng 8
Eastern Cape 1
North West 1
Free State 2

Not fully 3714
Column F: Count:

Roll-out by government 1033
Column E: Count:

re7red 424
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 58
Gauteng 151
North West 9
Western Cape 165
Eastern Cape 16
Free State 10
Limpopo 2
Mpumalanga 12
Northern Cape 1

business owner 195
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 91
Western Cape 61
KwaZulu-Natal 18
Mpumalanga 7
Eastern Cape 8
North West 3
Northern Cape 1
Limpopo 1
Free State 5

employed individual 338
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 175
Mpumalanga 14
KwaZulu-Natal 30
Eastern Cape 14
Western Cape 96
Limpopo 4
Northern Cape 2
North West 3

unemployed individual 62
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 32
Western Cape 14
Northern Cape 1
North West 3
Limpopo 2
Eastern Cape 4
Mpumalanga 3
KwaZulu-Natal 3

student 14
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Column B: Count:
Eastern Cape 2
KwaZulu-Natal 1
Outside SA 1
Mpumalanga 1
Gauteng 6
Western Cape 2
Free State 1

Mandatory vaccina7on 681
Column E: Count:

employed individual 334
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 110
Gauteng 150
KwaZulu-Natal 27
Eastern Cape 11
Limpopo 3
Mpumalanga 10
Free State 9
North West 8
Outside SA 3
Northern Cape 3

unemployed individual 69
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 27
Gauteng 23
North West 4
KwaZulu-Natal 10
Eastern Cape 2
Mpumalanga 2
Free State 1

re7red 118
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 15
Western Cape 39
Gauteng 40
Mpumalanga 6
Eastern Cape 7
Limpopo 2
North West 4
Free State 3
Northern Cape 1
Outside SA 1

business owner 136
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 47
Western Cape 51
KwaZulu-Natal 17
Mpumalanga 6
Eastern Cape 10
Northern Cape 2
North West 1
Limpopo 1
Free State 1

student 24
Column B: Count:

North West 1
Gauteng 8
Western Cape 7
Limpopo 3
Eastern Cape 1
KwaZulu-Natal 1
Northern Cape 1
Mpumalanga 1
Outside SA 1

Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 517
Column E: Count:

employed individual 204
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 80
Western Cape 56
North West 2
KwaZulu-Natal 39
Eastern Cape 11
Mpumalanga 7
Limpopo 5
Free State 3
Outside SA 1

business owner 90
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 31
KwaZulu-Natal 17
Western Cape 21
Mpumalanga 6
North West 3
Limpopo 2
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Free State 2
Eastern Cape 5
Northern Cape 3

re7red 171
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 42
KwaZulu-Natal 45
Limpopo 6
Western Cape 57
Eastern Cape 9
North West 1
Free State 4
Mpumalanga 6
Northern Cape 1

unemployed individual 49
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 23
Western Cape 12
Limpopo 3
KwaZulu-Natal 9
Free State 1
Northern Cape 1

student 3
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 2
Western Cape 1

other 444
Column E: Count:

employed individual 157
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 36
Gauteng 74
KwaZulu-Natal 27
Eastern Cape 8
Northern Cape 1
Mpumalanga 4
North West 2
Free State 2
Limpopo 3

business owner 63
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 21
North West 1
Gauteng 28
Eastern Cape 2
KwaZulu-Natal 8
Mpumalanga 1
Limpopo 1
Northern Cape 1

re7red 163
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 53
KwaZulu-Natal 27
Free State 2
Gauteng 64
Outside SA 3
Eastern Cape 10
Mpumalanga 3
North West 1

unemployed individual 56
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 22
Western Cape 16
KwaZulu-Natal 6
Mpumalanga 4
Limpopo 4
Eastern Cape 3
Free State 1

student 5
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 3
Gauteng 2

Cost to the taxpayer 129
Column E: Count:

re7red 38
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 19
KwaZulu-Natal 6
Western Cape 10
Free State 2
Mpumalanga 1

unemployed individual 10
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 4
Western Cape 2
North West 1
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Eastern Cape 1
KwaZulu-Natal 1
Limpopo 1

business owner 18
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 8
Free State 1
KwaZulu-Natal 4
Western Cape 4
Eastern Cape 1

employed individual 60
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 7
Gauteng 36
Western Cape 10
Free State 2
Eastern Cape 3
Limpopo 1
North West 1

student 3
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 2
Eastern Cape 1

Effec7veness of the vaccine 859
Column E: Count:

employed individual 385
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 185
Mpumalanga 13
KwaZulu-Natal 53
Western Cape 93
Free State 5
Limpopo 10
Northern Cape 5
Eastern Cape 18
North West 2
Outside SA 1

re7red 242
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 40
Gauteng 86
Eastern Cape 15
Western Cape 80
Free State 7
Limpopo 5
Mpumalanga 2
Northern Cape 1
North West 4
Outside SA 2

business owner 108
Column B: Count:

Free State 3
Gauteng 55
Western Cape 26
KwaZulu-Natal 10
Eastern Cape 5
North West 2
Mpumalanga 7

unemployed individual 109
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 20
Gauteng 45
Mpumalanga 7
Northern Cape 3
Eastern Cape 5
Free State 4
Western Cape 17
North West 4
Limpopo 4

student 15
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 4
Western Cape 2
Northern Cape 1
Limpopo 1
North West 1
Free State 1
Eastern Cape 1
Outside SA 1
KwaZulu-Natal 3

Covid passport/ID 51
Column E: Count:

employed individual 26
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 12
Western Cape 8
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KwaZulu-Natal 2
Eastern Cape 1
Free State 2
North West 1

re7red 4
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 2
Gauteng 1
Free State 1

unemployed individual 7
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 3
KwaZulu-Natal 2
Gauteng 2

business owner 13
Column B: Count:

North West 1
Eastern Cape 3
Mpumalanga 1
Western Cape 5
Gauteng 3

student 1
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 1
Yes I do 4658

Column F: Count:
Roll-out by government 2370

Column E: Count:
re7red 838

Column B: Count:
Gauteng 314
Western Cape 339
Eastern Cape 43
Limpopo 6
KwaZulu-Natal 91
Free State 15
Mpumalanga 13
North West 11
Outside SA 4
Northern Cape 2

employed individual 930
Column B: Count:

Outside SA 5
Gauteng 487
KwaZulu-Natal 90
Western Cape 254
Mpumalanga 11
North West 16
Eastern Cape 27
Free State 18
Limpopo 16
Northern Cape 6

business owner 407
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 122
Gauteng 203
Mpumalanga 14
Limpopo 7
KwaZulu-Natal 38
Eastern Cape 6
Free State 8
North West 6
Outside SA 3

unemployed individual 149
Column B: Count:

North West 3
Eastern Cape 9
Gauteng 62
Western Cape 40
KwaZulu-Natal 29
Mpumalanga 3
Limpopo 1
Free State 2

student 46
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 2
KwaZulu-Natal 7
Outside SA 3
Western Cape 10
Gauteng 21
North West 1
Mpumalanga 1
Eastern Cape 1

other 449
Column E: Count:

re7red 163
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Column B: Count:
Eastern Cape 9
Outside SA 3
Western Cape 64
Gauteng 58
Free State 2
KwaZulu-Natal 22
Mpumalanga 4
Limpopo 1

employed individual 181
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 37
Gauteng 99
North West 4
Free State 8
KwaZulu-Natal 18
Mpumalanga 4
Eastern Cape 5
Northern Cape 1
Limpopo 3
Outside SA 2

unemployed individual 34
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 10
Limpopo 1
Eastern Cape 1
Gauteng 15
KwaZulu-Natal 4
Northern Cape 2
North West 1

business owner 65
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 3
KwaZulu-Natal 8
North West 3
Gauteng 29
Western Cape 18
Mpumalanga 1
Outside SA 1
Limpopo 2

student 6
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 4
North West 1
Eastern Cape 1

Effec7veness of the vaccine 1032
Column E: Count:

employed individual 451
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 76
Gauteng 223
KwaZulu-Natal 77
Mpumalanga 16
Free State 16
Outside SA 2
Eastern Cape 14
Limpopo 14
North West 11
Northern Cape 2

unemployed individual 90
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 2
Gauteng 53
Western Cape 15
Free State 1
KwaZulu-Natal 11
Eastern Cape 3
North West 3
Limpopo 1
Northern Cape 1

re7red 339
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 12
Western Cape 128
Gauteng 129
KwaZulu-Natal 40
Limpopo 7
North West 5
Eastern Cape 14
Free State 4

business owner 122
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 57
Mpumalanga 7
Western Cape 28
Free State 7
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KwaZulu-Natal 12
Outside SA 1
Eastern Cape 6
North West 3
Limpopo 1

student 30
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 13
Limpopo 1
KwaZulu-Natal 3
Western Cape 9
Free State 1
Eastern Cape 2
North West 1

Cost to the taxpayer 301
Column E: Count:

re7red 70
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 28
Western Cape 16
KwaZulu-Natal 13
Eastern Cape 6
Free State 4
Mpumalanga 1
North West 2

business owner 34
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 9
Gauteng 19
KwaZulu-Natal 4
Eastern Cape 2

employed individual 162
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 8
Gauteng 101
Western Cape 26
Free State 3
Northern Cape 3
North West 3
KwaZulu-Natal 13
Mpumalanga 2
Limpopo 3

unemployed individual 29
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 17
KwaZulu-Natal 2
Eastern Cape 3
Western Cape 5
Limpopo 1
Mpumalanga 1

student 6
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 2
Gauteng 3
KwaZulu-Natal 1

Mandatory vaccina7on 231
Column E: Count:

business owner 40
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 20
KwaZulu-Natal 8
Western Cape 5
Free State 2
Mpumalanga 2
North West 1
Limpopo 2

unemployed individual 31
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 11
North West 1
KwaZulu-Natal 6
Limpopo 4
Western Cape 8
Outside SA 1

student 6
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 2
Gauteng 2
Eastern Cape 1
KwaZulu-Natal 1

employed individual 92
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 28
North West 3
Gauteng 44
KwaZulu-Natal 8
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Free State 2
Limpopo 1
Mpumalanga 2
Eastern Cape 3
Outside SA 1

re7red 62
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 19
KwaZulu-Natal 10
Gauteng 21
Eastern Cape 5
Mpumalanga 3
Free State 2
Outside SA 2

Covid passport/ID 48
Column E: Count:

student 1
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 1
re7red 10

Column B: Count:
Free State 1
Gauteng 2
Western Cape 5
KwaZulu-Natal 2

employed individual 28
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 20
Western Cape 3
KwaZulu-Natal 1
North West 3
Eastern Cape 1

business owner 5
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 3
Limpopo 1
Outside SA 1

unemployed individual 4
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 2
Gauteng 2

Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 227
Column E: Count:

employed individual 86
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 19
Western Cape 14
Gauteng 38
Limpopo 3
North West 2
Mpumalanga 2
Free State 3
Northern Cape 1
Eastern Cape 4

re7red 81
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 25
Eastern Cape 3
Gauteng 21
Mpumalanga 4
KwaZulu-Natal 25
North West 1
Limpopo 2

business owner 41
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 14
Gauteng 17
Western Cape 4
Mpumalanga 1
Free State 2
Eastern Cape 2
Limpopo 1

unemployed individual 15
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 7
KwaZulu-Natal 6
Western Cape 1
Eastern Cape 1

student 4
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 1
Gauteng 2
Western Cape 1
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Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column F: Count:
top-concern 1

Column E: Count:
status 1

Column B: Count:
province 1

Submi&ed province country decision status top-concern message first-name
No I do not 8778

Column F: Count:
Effec7veness of the vaccine 1870

Column E: Count:
business owner 330

Column B: Count:
Gauteng 141

2021-02-23 
14:59:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe that looking at the actual sta7s7cs that we have 
had a pandemic. I also therefore do not believe that we need to 
vaccinate a popula7on with an experimental medical advice. Siobhan

2021-02-22 
13:44:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not effec7ve with our strain of Covid and their are 
alterna7ves that are!   
It feels as though South Africa is not leading thought about our 
unique strain of the virus, but following a strategy  of vaccines 
just because that is what the rest of the world is doing.  We have 
thought leadership in our country - where are they? Laura

2021-01-31 
21:58:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Robyn

2021-01-28 
16:55:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gert

2021-01-28 
16:53:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gert

2021-01-28 
15:31:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hi 

I do not trust in something that has not been tested before , we 
are being the guinea pigs . 
I don't trust the vaccine at all . Jose

2021-01-27 
20:33:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The 7me making and the explana7on not convincing and why 
not find a medica7ons? Marie-josee 

2021-01-27 
08:30:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It take 3 to 5 years to developed an effec7ve  vaccine.  The effect 
of the vaccine is not properly researched and what the side 
effects are. This new strain is probably not included in this 
vaccine - so why use it then? The fact that the manufacturer  and 
supplier does not accept responsibility if something goes wrong, 
confirms my suspicion that there is insufficient evidence that it is 
effec7ve and without side effects. Who benefit of all these 
vaccine at the end of the day is my ques7on. Renate

2021-01-26 
18:05:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the possibility of side effects. How can 
they take 20 years to develop a vaccine for measles, and less 
than a year for this vaccine. I would like to see alterna7ves,  such 
as Ivermec7n etc being inves7gated with more haste, as side 
effects etc are already known. Angie

2021-01-26 
15:08:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine from India is only 70: effec7ve against Phizer vaccine 
that is 90% effec7ve. This is not a virus it is a bacteria that causes 
blood clots so why dont the use the efferme7cin or aspein to kill 
the bacteria and thin pa7ents blood. Ir also cost the SA 
govermenr 3$ dollara more from India than Europe. Loutjie

2021-01-26 
14:49:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No flu vaccine has ever been effec7ve. How can an untrialed 
untested vaccine  be given to the general public. Side effects 
unknown!!  The cost to the taxpayer!! And the vaccine MAY only 
give a 2-3month protec7on-ridiculous!!  Why is Ivomec tablets 
not made freely available-there is enough data that indicates 
that it may be of great benefit and it is a cheap drug!!!!! David

2021-01-26 
14:03:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think this should be forced onto any one, just like any 
vaccina7on, it should be once choice to take the covid vaccine. 
This vaccine has not gone through vigorous tes7ng and  as a 
result I for one don't need nor want it Leeuw

2021-01-26 
00:00:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly there has been so many good reviews on Ivermec7n yet it 
has been with held from ill people.  I know of two cri7cally I'll 
friends who took the medica7on and fully recovered. The 
vaccine has more side effects and I don't feel it is safe. Yolandie

2021-01-25 
21:24:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

the vaccine by admission of many professionals in the relevant 
field,  have men7oned that it does not prevent contrac7on of 
the virus neither does it prevent the spread of the virus,  why 
are we not looking at the sugges7on by professionals for r the 
use of Ivermec7n which is on the WHO list of essen7al 
medicines,  it's affordable. and proven to have posi7ve results. 
The argument by the likes of SAPHRA,  is there has not been. 
enough tests done on Ivermec7n,  neither has there been 
enough tests done on the proposed vaccines,  yet her we are 
having it rolled out,  it takes about 3 years to develope a tried 
and tested vaccine,  this according to professionals,  yet this 
vaccine has been developed and "tested " in 6 months. I am of 
the opionion that all South Africans should be given the choice 
to accept or refuse the Vaccine without any concern of 
vic7miza7on  or being bullied or or prejudiced in any way and 
form,  by means of geing a vaccine ID,  which as we may or 
may. not be aware will prevent us from. accessing ameni7es,  
travelling,  using public spaces,  renewing drivers licenses,  
buying power etc ,  that in no uncertain terms is bulling.   

concerned and proudly South African Mohammed 
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2021-01-25 
12:27:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Before money gets wasted on a vaccine rollout we need to 
determine if whether the vaccines are effec7ve against new 
variants of the virus, otherwise it will be useless if by the end of 
the year we on the 4th variant of covid n the vaccine 8s 
ineffec7ve. Kamohelo 

2021-01-25 
12:22:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am 67 years old. I have never yet had a flu vaccine and only 
contract bronchi7s once annually or some7mes maybe only 
every 2 years. I am extremely healthy; exercising regularly and 
s7ll play tennis three 7mes a week. I am on no medica7on, visit 
my doctor maybe once every 5 years and I am on a medical aid. 
I believe the vaccine cannot be effec7ve amer such a short 
period of tes7ng and being a man-made virus (my convic7on) I 
cannot see how any vaccine will work. 
My concern is that they are going to enforce this vaccine onto 
older people and I feel it is our God given right to refuse. Leona

2021-01-25 
08:20:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe we are individuals and responsible for our own health. 
This blanket approach is communis7c and has ominous ulterior 
mo7ves, globally it would seem. I am quite fearful of the obvious 
signs of an apempt at a new controlled world order. Almost 
every rule in place is irra7onal and designed to oppress, showing 
the lack of sincerity in really dealing with things. People have 
always got sick, there have always been viruses around, and our 
bodies are designed to fight this if you empower your mind and 
body appropriately. Suddenly we give this thing a  name and 
there will be no end to this. All vaccines should be tested for 5 
years to make sure there are no side effects. This could destroy 
what health we may have, completely. Maybe its designed to do 
this.  I have worked at my health, am 66, exercise daily, eat well 
and take the necessary supplements. Wearing a mask s also 
documented to expose you to destruc7ve carbon monoxide 
instead of oxygen. The mask is actually increasing vulnerability 
to every disease out there. Further, there are always varying 
strains of varying viruses, so how can one so-called wonder 
vaccine address all these different strains??  So in summary, no 
one will come near me with a needle and any kind of vaccina7on 
of any sorts!! Mark

2021-01-25 
06:45:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Too many ar7cles of people dying from it. The cost of the vaccine 
is another concern. The government handling of vaccines is 
pathe7c. Marius

2021-01-23 
22:19:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Different strains of the virus so how effec7ve is the vaccine. 
Insufficient tes7ng. May

2021-01-23 
21:14:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines will do more deadly harm than covid19.  Government is 
transparent.   

He must Encourage to live healthy, build immune systems thru 
proper food consump7on and medics if need be. Teboho

2021-01-22 
21:43:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The roll out of this vaccine is dangerous and reckless its untested 
and there us no proof thst it works and have any side effects its 
once again all about money that is being made by evil Bill Lucifer 
Gates and his cronies. Johan

2021-01-22 
18:31:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Unproven experimental vaccine 
Ivermec7n must be allowed for early treatment  Jason

2021-01-22 
14:34:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is NOT a vaccine, it is an experimental biological compound 
that  has not been through the rigourous tes7ng normally 
required. The BigPharma companies making it have been 
indemnified from any side effects it may have. It is not even 
effec7ve on the current strain we are dealing with since October, 
SO WHAT IS THE POINT of spending billions of rands on an 
untried and invalid item.  Why are we not CONCENTRATING ON 
POSSIBLE CURES. There are so many qualified medical 
professionals world-wide telling us that there are valid 
treatments, why are we not running trials on those to see if we 
can save lives (and our economy) IMMEDIATELY. The government 
was incapable of distribu7ng food parcels to starving families for 
the past ten months, and COVID financial relief packages and 
PPE to frontline workers. HOW ON EARTH WILL THEY BE ABLE TO 
DISTRIBUTE THE VACCINE TO MILLIONS?  As far as making it 
mandatory...ARE YOU KIDDING! Chandre

2021-01-22 
13:18:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines so far have not proven to be effec7ve at all, we 
have seen people collapsing amer being injected with the 
vaccines, other become disabled. the greed by pharmaceu7cal 
companies and poli7cians is making me even more 
uncomfortable.  

So the whole roll out of his vaccine does not ins7ll confidence.  

I would be happier if we developed our own vaccine. Bella

2021-01-22 
11:35:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our people will be guinea pigs!. There is no need for this vaccine 
at all - and the vaccine companies are currently not liable for 
side effects short term and long term. This "vaccine" contains 
detrimental elements including rNA which changes or dna, plus 
luciferase, aborted foetal cells, animal cells.  
These vaccines were developed very has7ly. Moderna vaccines 
caused issues in 80% of par7cipants. Their efficacy is also 
ques7onable. Ivermec7n, a wonder drug that is safe and has 
been shown by many studies to prevent contrac7on of covid and 
when contrac7on has occurred, has reduced symptoms and 
hospitaliza7on dura7on, has been made illegal in South Africa. It 
is approved in most African countries. This government is not 
interested in saving lives. It is about poli7cs, power and money. 

Bev

2021-01-22 
07:10:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Pharma Industry is one of the most corrupt, manipula7ve , 
dishonest money grabbing ins7tu7ons in the world and I will 
most definitely NOT let anyone inject their rushed and poorly 
researched "vaccine" into my body. Ingo
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2021-01-22 
07:09:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't feel safe taking the vaccine due to various rumors going 
on around the world about the vaccine that altes people's DNA. Natasha

2021-01-22 
06:16:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pierre

2021-01-22 
05:19:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With no clinical trials or proof this vaccine is affec7ve against the 
virus means it's poten7ally dangerous and a waste of money.  

Clinical trials are important and I'm not signing an indemnity 
form in case I have a bad reac7on and have no recourse.  

I say wait for herd immunity. 

Thank you and enjoy your day. Clive 

2021-01-21 
21:31:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not in full belief that this is a solu7on and no conclusive 
studies have shown effec7veness of it. Also why dose when 
there are new strains. 
What are the long term effects , no studies. 
Could it create birth defects. Could we be crea7ng more 
problems . 
Treat AIDS first it is a higher killer than Covid. 
Same as Flu, pneumonia, cancer. 
This whole thing has been marketed by governments out of 
control. Struan

2021-01-21 
11:09:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Neil

2021-01-21 
10:37:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'd like the government to give us op7ons of whether uou want 
the vaccine or not, cause the romours we had already and my 
personal research, our government has sold us, and they are 
geing alot of money for this. How are they feeling doing this to 
their own people, mxm may God be with them. Tebogo

2021-01-20 
19:35:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lizelle

2021-01-20 
17:55:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Government  is NOT working in the interests of the public. 
Their has been no transparancy or logic for any of their 
lockdown measures 
They have undermined the health of the na7on while giving no 
meaningful advice on  
known measures to build natural immunity,   its known that 
Vitamin D sunshine  and excersize are essen7al  -  that good 
nutri7on and healthy  lifestyle physically, mentally, socially, and 
emo7onally are essen7al to prevent illness.   These have been 
ac7vely  aggressively undermined. 
Alcohol thins the blood  which is an asset  against blood cloing, 
which is the major cause of death.  and those with high blood 
pressure, any circulatory problems or obesity needed to be 
advised to take blood thinners.    There are many natural herbs 
that assist in reducing infec7on  and steaming, warm water with 
lemon and gargling with salt all assist in propec7ng individuals.   

The wearing of masks, should ONLY appy to those infected or 
with impaired immunity 

Money was allocated for  ISOLATION FIELD HOSPITALS.   (the 
stadiums are available) 1000s are dying due en7rely to the lack 
of these facili7es.    Nurses have become the super spreaders,  
being infected by mu7ple muta7ons, they travel on full taxis and 
to their families 

WE are Africans,  we have  fought baples with Aids, Malaria, TB, 
Cancer, Diabe7s, malnutri7on, polluted water,  -  these are the 
killers we live and die with.   We accept as part of our lives,  we 
DONT shut down living because people die. 

This new VIrus is  frightening because of the media Hype.     
Sta7s7cs are playing games, as they always do,  we know they 
are not accurate.    The tota death count now  per capita of the 
popula7on is quite  normal  except the numberof suicides has 
escalated drama7cally. 

 The health of the Na7on in every sphere,  has been nega7vely 
impacted  by lockdown. 
Vaccina7ons are  about MONEY MAKING ,   another avenue for 
Corrup7on.  Another means to make the rich richer, and the 
poor poorer.    There are plenty or natural remedies available 
with minimal side effects and a mere frac7on of the cost.  AND  
as usual preven7on is the beper op7on. 

NO NO NO -  the na7on must WAKE-UP   Vaccina7ons are not for 
use in AFRICA 
Give us back our human rights,  our freedom to live and regain 
our health. 

  Ruth

2021-01-20 
15:52:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We cannot know with absolute certainty that the contents of the 
vaccine will not be tailored for biological warfare against people 
of colour. Rumbi
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2021-01-20 
14:36:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus is constantly muta7ng. The current vaccine was 
created for the first strain. Our whole family recuperated from 
the SA (3rd or 4th strain already) in December 2020. 

1. I believe our family is now immune  
2. Vaccines for the old strains are a waste of 7me Hes7e

2021-01-20 
14:21:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a na7on we could have tasked our own Doctors, Scien7sts as 
well as Tradi7onal Healers to work as a collec7ve and come up 
with our own cures. Just as much as India can come up with a 
vaccine doesn't South Africa have qualified staff to do the same. 
Why must we always wait for other na7ons to come to our 
rescue when we have brains and hands? Edna

2021-01-20 
13:51:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dear Sirs,  

I have been in the health industry for the last 17 years and while 
I understand the reason for usage of a vaccina7on, to firstly 
expect taxpayers who are already stretched beyond their limits 
to fund the process and also to administer a vaccina7on to a 
specific strain of virus is a huge mistake.  

When one is vaccinated against Covid-19, one is vaccinated with 
a prepara7on to a specific strain and the biggest concern 
regarding Covid19 is firstly the reac7vity of the body- as tes7ng 
has not been conducted long enough to ensure safety for 
ci7zens and secondly to force the popula7on to have the 
vaccina7on with a vaccina7on passport is a serious viola7on of 
our rights and in addi7on one can s7ll get and pass Covid19 and 
it's variant as this virus can mutate rapidly based on the 
substrate with which it is exposed to. 

A beper op7on would be to look at alterna7ve health resources 
which are not only inexpensive but also easier to roll out and can 
be vastly suppor7ve in achieving op7mal health.  

Ivermec7n can be manufactured inexpensively into a 
homeopathic prepara7on to prevent and combat Covid19  and 
it's variant (with nil side-effects) as it supports immune func7on 
rather than subjec7ng the subject to the virus and having a wait 
and see reac7vity. 

 In addi7on we are a very hot country and to store the 
vaccina7on which needs to be kept at -70 degrees will result in 
ineffec7veness of the vaccina7on in most circumstances and will 
more than likely result in the vaccinated individuals exposing 
themselves to the virus or a variant and spreading it even more 
as they express symptoms associated with vaccina7ons.  

It is widely known that the pa7ent can develop symptoms amer 
having a vaccina7on and this will have a far reaching effect to 
our ci7zens and when one has the vaccina7on one should isolate 
for the period of 14 days and to do this amer each shot which is 4 
weeks apart will bring our economy and country to a grinding 
halt and will be thee death of us all making it far wiser to rather 
take our chances with Covid19 or a safer alterna7ve. 

 Anther op7on which has been tested for a vast majority of years 
and has proven effec7ve is to look into the natural vaccina7on as 
provided for by the Irish based company called Cellnutri7on 
Health.  It has been subjected to a 4 year clinical trial and has 
shown to be effec7ve. This would be far more  cost effec7ve for 
the public at large and safer as it works on restoring the 
immunity as it is an immunotherapy. It is also inexpensive to 
supply so pa7ents wan7ng this variant can purchase it 
themselves. 

I hope that our government listens to the public and puts as the 
President claims South Africa's ci7zens Health first and not the 
pockets of those who have a financial gain in this pandemic. 

As for me, I am holding out and will not subject myself or my 
family to a vaccina7on which is s7ll too new to possibly be 
effec7ve. Tenielle

2021-01-20 
13:06:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Gov dealing with the pandemic has been unprofessional from 
the start. 
They are the one body that could protect us and yet they did 
not. 
Now they want us to take vaccines which they can not confirm if 
it will make us sick or not or kill us or not. 
Either the medical consultants and gov (and the govts of the 
world) are making money from Covid 19 or they are lying to us.. 
If Covid 19 has not killed you, the vaccine probably will. 
This is not even men7oning killing off the economy and most 
small businesses. 

Gideon

2021-01-20 
12:24:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the effec7veness of the vaccine. I don't see how 
there would be an effec7ve and safe vaccine for covid19 already 
(short space of 7me) when we've been bapling with other more 
deadly deases for decades and no vaccine is said to have been 
formulated as yet. Ntebo
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2021-01-20 
10:11:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The whole world is rolling it out without concerns on the amer 
effects. The hit rate of the vaccine solving the problem is 
between 50 to 70 %.  We don't know how long its going to last in 
our bodies. Will the world popula7on become more sickly with 
other elements. 

We are forced in to have this vaccina7on by making  the 
Pharmacu7cals wealthy. Human live is of no concern just need to 
make money kieben

2021-01-20 
08:33:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am 100% against the vaccine! My reasons are simply becuase it 
had not been tested enough and people are geing sick and 
dying from the vaccine! My husband is a  educator and if he has 
to get it and die who would provide for my daughtet and myself. 
I am sorry our government needs to take responsibility and get 
their act together Karlien

2021-01-20 
08:33:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am 100% against the vaccine! My reasons are simply becuase it 
had not been tested enough and people are geing sick and 
dying from the vaccine! My husband is a  educator and if he has 
to get it and die who would provide for my daughtet and myself. 
I am sorry our government needs to take responsibility and get 
their act together Karlien

2021-01-20 
00:16:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

For a synthe7cally produced vaccine, first of it's kind, with NO 
7me given to effec7vely test  the possible side effects of it, 
which can only be determined by allowing at least 2-years of 
research and observa7on for this new vaccine soon to be forced 
upon the world, is absolutely madness. There are other 
alterna7ves to use such as Ivomec7n which has already been 
proved to be effec7ve.  

We've had pandemics in the past of Human History, and NONE, 
has been addressed in the way COVID-19 is being addressed, 
and it's receiving apen7on like the world has never seen before. 
This is a dangerous path the leaders are embarking on, and 
when severe side effects are manifes7ng a couple of years down 
the line, shoulders will be pulled-up and blame would be shimed. Chris

2021-01-19 
16:08:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines are DANGEROUS with lots of side effects, not effec7ve 
and never was! What about long term effects??? NO mandatory 
vaccines or  sanc7ons imposed on those refusing vaccina7ons!  
PS PCR CANNOT be used to diagnose ANY virus or disease, 
including HIV. PCR gives 97% false posi7ves! Dalene

2021-01-19 
10:07:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine was not tested properly Johnita

2021-01-19 
10:05:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has been proved by over 500 doctors in S.A that Ivomec will 
prevent and cure Covid. They have wripen lepers to 
Government to make it legal and it is safe for human 
consump7on. Louise

2021-01-19 
09:56:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To develop vaccina7on can take years. When they say they have 
developed one what are they measuring for a virus that no one 
understands as yet!  

Many viruses are s7ll coming and go by the look of things. Let us 
take precau7onary measures, natural ways of dealing with this 
pandemic. 

Africa must rise and develop their own research and medicine. 

We are 7red of being controlled and deceived by the Western 
Countries 

It is dissapoin7ng that the vaccine be called South African 
variant Vaccine! 
China did not want to claim responsibility for the first wave 
when Donald Trump called it a Chinese Virus and when they  
now call  it South African Variant, we are stupid enough to 
receive it because they could not wait to smear Africa with their 
evil ac7ons. Helen

2021-01-19 
09:14:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This en7re plannedemic is man made , by a socialist organiza7on 
trying to mass control , and/or control the popula7on. All 
endorsed by the governments of the world including ours. 
There are two drugs that totally clear and cure covid. Use them . 
The current untested vaccine does not work , it kills people. Fact 
Stop financing Global Pharmaceu7cal companies , endorsed by 
evil creatures from hell like Bill Gates, Soros and the Chinese 
Government.  Chris

2021-01-19 
07:36:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not tested properly. Long term effects not known. Carl

2021-01-19 
03:57:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am worried that that there is zero par7cipa7on of black African 
and Colored medical scien7sts and professionals.  
Where are the voices of Africans? We just follow like headless 
sheep what the Western world and the WHO is saying. 

People like Professor Karim and company just represents 
themselves not the aspira7ons and desires of the majority. 

Lehlohonolo 
Gabriel 

2021-01-18 
23:26:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think we should not rush because we are not sure the 
ineffec7veness of the vaccine with its side effects. I am not going 
to be vaccinated. 

Mamotlhaba
ne

2021-01-18 
20:40:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dont trust our government at all .I would suggest the people 
who approved the vaccine to take it first and why so many 
people to be tested if its a trial,and why spend so much money 
on it .Sounds dubious to me .Nothing mapers but money for 
these bigheads,unfortunately even honest people are in doubt 
because we just dont know who to trust anymore Nadia

2021-01-18 
18:22:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pieter
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2021-01-18 
17:12:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust that vaccine connected with Bill Gate ..I also do not 
trust our government now because they do not tell us the 
background of this vaccine if it was tested in our laboratories in 
South Africa..is our GOVERNMENT lost their minds...Can't we do 
our own thing not to rely on ather countries? Ramaphosa needs 
to grow and become the real Father of this Country or he must 
leave that office...NO...NO...NO ..I DO NOT WANT THAT VACCINE Mathunjwa 

2021-01-18 
16:50:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bev

2021-01-18 
16:10:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned of rge effec7veness of the vaccine and that there  
are beper  alterna7ves  than the vaccine we as south Africa will 
be geing and administering to our people also the side effects  
are greater  than being a possible cure Jan

2021-01-18 
15:43:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If first world coun7es do not trust it and do not want it, so who 
are we to trust .. 
We have heard and see professionals crushing it with their 
medical  exper7es Xoli

2021-01-18 
15:34:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nicole

2021-01-18 
14:57:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It takes 3 -5 years for the effec7veness and veracity of any new  
to be tested. 
Will the leaders of our country and provinces and  regions 
(President and the whole cabinet, all MPC's, and all Regional 
councilors, and the top management of all poli7cal par7es) take 
the vaccine first to prove to us that  they are not manipula7ng 
the na7on, and can these vaccines be administered to them by 
indepent, relevant and relying medical officers? 
Preident Biden was injected, but there is no proof with what he 
was injected. 
Why must those vaccinated s7ll wear masks? - this means there 
is no trust in the vaccine. Stan

2021-01-18 
14:43:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not had sufficient trials to prove efficacy or 
safety. Chris7e

2021-01-18 
14:12:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To date no vaccine has been found for the common flu, even 
amer years.  Now they want to tell us that in 8 months they have 
found an unproven vaccine that actually works?  Really, what a 
load of bull. Annepe

2021-01-18 
13:30:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Seems sinister, expensive, not fully tested Anne

2021-01-18 
12:46:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is how safe and effec7ve the vaccine will be along 
with the costs associated to it. If the vaccine is safe, why are we 
going to be forced to take it for a disease so deadly you have to 
be tested to know you even have it. Furthermore, our 
government are involved in endless forms of corrup7on and I 
don't believe this will be any different cos7ng millions to tax 
payers. I am extremely concerned with the safety of the vaccine 
and roll out plans. Mark 

2021-01-18 
12:28:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This experimental vaccine has not had enough trials to be 
considered a viable op7on for anyone.  There have been reports 
of adverse effects all over the world.  We have alterna7ves 
including strengthening our immune systems, using alterna7ves 
etc - but none of these op7ons are being given to the South 
African public.  I think this is a very expensive mistake and it is a 
mistake that will cost lives Laura

2021-01-18 
12:19:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Most vaccines do not work well and have sever side effects,  
wrather use alterna7ve medicines to treat and cure people....... 
Legalise ivermec7n seen as other countries are using it .... Dee

2021-01-18 
10:44:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Looking back in history, all previous corona viruses, namely mers 
and sars disappeared amer two years. Sarah

2021-01-18 
10:37:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines have not yet been proven safe as many people die 
because of the vaccines or show terrible symptoms Jan

2021-01-18 
10:37:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are hearing more and more about the horrific possible side 
effects up to death. There seems a total dearth of proper tes7ng. 
There are a lot of far more cost effec7ve alterna7ves out there 
where doctors interna7onally are having great success like with 
Ivermec7n, Hydroxichloroquine, nebulizers and the like.  All the 
authori7es do is ban the alterna7ves whereas they should be 
tested and pa7ents offered these alterna7ves. 
Also there does seem to be a lot of scien7fic evidence on the 
effects of the RNA basis on a persons DNA. There also seems to 
be a lot of doubt about the actual efficacy of this vaccine as a 
whole. 
Sta7s7cally it appears that the vaccine will prevent fewer people 
geing the illness than naturally and the risk of horrendous side 
effects or death is higher than catching the illness naturally. Simon

2021-01-18 
09:37:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Kha just i7we thodulususo tsiralezo yo yoteaho nga masia 
ndaitwa nga vaccine 
2. Nga hu fundeziwe nga ziherbal zono chou thusa . Upward na 
covid uri ri shumise dzone 
3.    Ndi nnyi ane a do dzhia vhuditinduleli  ha masia ndo oitwa 
na vaccine Lorraine 

2021-01-18 
09:28:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We cannot trust the government with our lives. Covid 19 can be 
cured, we dont need any vaccina7on. Mash

2021-01-18 
09:28:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is other safer alterna7ves like Ivermec7n. The reason that 
the government do not want to use Ivermec7n is because a 
ministers son got the contract for  the Covid vaccine.  It is a 
money making scheme all the way and absolutely NO CONCERN 
for the health of the South African ci7zens at all. There a no 
clear communica7on on what this vaccine will consist of. I 
suggest that ALL THE GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS take the vaccine 
first before they inject it into the healthcare workers. If the 
government so strongly believe in their product they must proof 
it to us that it is safe by taking it themselves and wait for 3 
months to see the side-effects on them. 
I personally will not take the vaccine secured by the government 
at all, because they are not trustworthy with anyone's life.     Louise
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2021-01-18 
08:58:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine was was produced at "warp speed" and approved under 
"emergency" status. Pharmaceu7cal companies are completely 
exempted from any liability. They thus don't trust their own 
vaccine. Hauke

2021-01-18 
08:49:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has not been tested! Alot of people has died because of  the 
vaccine  and got funny side affects before they die Bianca

2021-01-18 
08:38:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think this vaccine has been tested enough and it concerns 
me that apparently there are no trace of the Covid-strain in the 
vaccine - so what are they injec7ng us with? Also, some healthy 
people injected with it, died or fell ill amer receiving the vaccine. Marlize

2021-01-18 
08:28:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no evidence that the vaccine is safe and effec7ve.   If the 
Government claims to be democra7c, we must be given the 
FREEDOM to choose whether to be vaccinated or not. Colleen

2021-01-18 
08:12:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have had many vaccines for when i travel, so i am not an an7 
vaccine person, but I dont trust that they have got the vaccine 
completely sorted, where have you seen that you can develop a 
vaccine in such a short 7me but for other illnesses they cannot . 
I for one wont be taking this vaccine, not for something that 
other proven off the shelf meds have shown that they work. Stewart

2021-01-18 
08:05:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The president must allow  the country to produce its own 
vaccine not to procure it Tsholo

2021-01-18 
07:50:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been  threw enough tes7ng. There is also a 
lot off nega7ve efects. The vaccine is only preve77ve , not a 
cure. The companies that supply want us to sign a document tha 
thy are not to be held responsible for any nega7ve effects it 
might have.  I would rather get the virus and allow my bodies 
immune system work preven77ve  against the virus. Willie

2021-01-18 
07:45:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This should be a volluntary op7on to those who want to take 
untested  the vaccine. Death toll is far less than TB, AIDS and 
even common flue. This can not be forced on any person/ child Helena

2021-01-18 
07:30:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Frank

2021-01-18 
06:51:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust this vaccine targeted at “helping Africans” when 
we have been impacted the least in the world.. They should help 
Italy, America etc first.. I am happy to wait. Gugulethu

2021-01-18 
06:41:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If other drugs are available that  have shown to be working 
against Co and have been used in the treatment 
successfully,albeit not always without sudeeffects in some cases 
as with most drugs,why is the government hellbent on only 
providing a drug that is also siing with the same concerns? 
Without clear answers, the populace will theefore rightly 
assume that there are nefarious  ac7ons taking place.Are people 
doing things for the right reasons I.e. to save life's,or is it just 
plane and simple greed,by investors and pharmaceu7cal 
companies.E.g. Ivermec7n is apparently a cheap and available 
drug,so why not use it......because its more lucra7ve to get 
funded by the stockmarket that actually manufacture and sell 
their product.Dr Katradas requestv by leper is a valid one,why 
not test invermec7n properly and then give a defini7ve answer? Evan

2021-01-18 
01:02:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine lulama

2021-01-18 
00:04:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Can leadership lead by example and take the vaccine first Mahlogonolo

2021-01-17 
20:20:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In fact, the research and development of all COVID-19 vaccines is 
rela7vely hasty as there has been a number of fatali7es 
worldwide. They should have gone through more sample tests 
and longer clinical verifica7on before being fully introduced to 
the market. But 7me does not wait, and the pandemic does not 
wait. The vaccines have been promoted to the front line of the 
COVID-19 fight with much haste. 

If there needs to be some comparison, then China's inac7vated 
vaccine definitely has more solid founda7on in safety than 
Pfizer's mRNA vaccine. The inac7vated vaccine technology has 
been very mature and has undergone decades of clinical tes7ng 
"an argument for a later stage". 

 This is the first 7me that the mRNA technology was applied to 
the vaccine and I will not use or administer this Vaccine to my 
pa7ents as the research and the tecnology to be able to roll out 
a vaccine in such a short 7me without the long and short term 
case studdies .  

This large-scale promo7on of Pfizer's vaccine should only be 
promoted amer of large-scale tes7ng has been done. 

I WOULD LIKE TO END OFF WITH THIS:  AS DOCTORS - WE DO 
NO HARM 

Gavin

2021-01-17 
19:44:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe there's been enough research into this so called 
vaccine there's s7ll no cure for aids, or flu and the flu injec7on is 
not effec7ve at all and makes most people Ill 
So no thanks not interested in this so called vaccine Sharon

2021-01-17 
18:17:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

THIS VACCINE WILL KILL PEOPLE IT IS NOT PROPERLY TESTED TO 
HUMANS VELI
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2021-01-17 
16:08:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concerns include: 
- ingredients 
- lack of safety and efficacy studies (Many vaccines also do not 
have adequate tes7ng) 
- Preserva7ves and adjuvants and their effects on the brain and 
body - heavy metal toxicity 
- No studies evalua7ng the effects of the vaccine on co-
morbidi7es, or other medica7on interac7ons 
- The availability of other effec7ve treatments with minimal if no 
side effects - Ivermec7n, artemesia, etc 
- Further stealing by our corrupt government officials - 
guaranteed to be a tempta7on since they have con7nued to 
prove that there are no consequences (to them) to stealing in 
this country.   

Siobhan
2021-01-17 
15:35:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Use tablets available Lorraine

2021-01-17 
15:27:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Given the circumstances under which these vaccines are 
developed, there are plenty of intelligible reasons to be 
suspicious of the safety and efficacy of it. 
The fact that it will come at a very high cost to an overburdened 
and abused tax base makes it more objec7onable.  
Furthermore, if the vaccine is to be used as some poli7cal power 
play exercise, in the context of a pandemic that has already seen 
too much poli7cisa7on and further abuse of a popula7on 
desperately trying to keep a struggling economy alive, then it is 
uperly unacceptable. That will be cause for unrest. 

Secure enough vaccines for those who volunteer, subsidise the 
vaccine for those who can't afford it. And let democracy live 
through this trial who's outcome is unlikely to be bepered by a 
global rollout of the most ques7onable and probably dangerous 
experiment of the 21st century. Frikkie 

2021-01-17 
15:25:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It was not properly tested. The cost is to high and the privaye 
sector is not involved. This could lead to more corrup7on  and 
money that is mis used. 

There is alterna7ves that must be tested,  heard immunity is our 
best op7on, with alterna7ve drugs. 

Suzet
2021-01-17 
15:16:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This will be last year's flu vaccine! This year's strain is new! Idiots 
running this country!!! Jim

2021-01-17 
14:58:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Shakeel 

2021-01-17 
14:17:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine takes many years to research and produce. There is a 
need for proper studies at for 1 year Moshabi

2021-01-17 
12:00:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I s7ll need to know more about the safety and efficacy. What 
about the other informa7on that is on social media and 
elsewhere which is NOT conspiracy theory. Thulani

2021-01-17 
10:52:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Patented Covid 19 equals man made  .. hiv has no patent or no 
vaccine .. agenda 21 in full swing .. as a tradi7onal doctor of 
herbal medicine I do not agree with vaccina7on on a virus that 
was made in a laboratory .. when the is no vaccine for Hiv .. I 
declare that I will not take this vaccine and I take and reserve my 
human rights and say to govt .. a band of criminal geriatrics .. 
please vaccinate yourselves first .. And watch your side effects 
roll out .. this is control for your body mind and soul. . And I or 
any other South African should not have to put up with this 
blatent disregard for human rights our govt is doing it's best to 
enforce ..  92 percent recovery on cyril's words ..   and a vaccine 
that only has around 80 percent effecicy Do the maths govt .. 
You have failed us and greased your pockets .. And we the 
people have had just about enough .. I declare my sovereign 
rights to treat myself the way I see fit.. I spit at your mandatory 
vaccina7ons  get your house in order.. Jason 

2021-01-17 
10:50:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My immune system works beper than the vaccine. If someone 
wants it let them have it. Don’t force us to take it.  Washing of 
hands and sani7zing is a good thing. Mask wearing is useless.  If 
you are scared wear a mask. Don’t force me to wear one. Deon

2021-01-17 
09:29:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine It’s not human dna Peter

2021-01-17 
08:31:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don’t trust the pharmaceu7cal companies. They have a record 
of exploi7ng people to make money. 

Also, they take no liability for something that could go wrong. 
This makes no sense to me. So they can inject anything they 
want and take zero risk for the consequences. The recipient of 
the vaccine pays the price and takes the risk. Deepak

2021-01-17 
07:39:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Cruelty against Humanity 
Man made control Isak

2021-01-17 
06:46:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Inject the corrupt poli7cians, police etc. They are keen to roll out 
the vaccine. I am sure they are in again for the back hands from 
Bill Gates etc. Neels

2021-01-17 
06:45:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine should be tested before are given to people, but this 
one there is no proof of that! Samy of it and that we are force to 
take it, i will  not take what is not my choice and my family too. Nomusa
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2021-01-17 
06:26:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not a vaccine, it does not qualify to be a "vaccine" 
by defini7on. The content and the efficiency and amer effects are 
not known. Too liple informa7on is available to the public. The 
side effects of the "vaccine" seems worse as just geing covid at 
this stage. I will not take a vaccine that is not properly 
researched. Non-disclosres signed and informa7on being witheld 
from South Africans is unethical. There are too many deaths in 
Norway, USA and other countries amer the vaccine was taken,  

it might be 'fake news' but then the contrary needs to be 
provided and tested & witnessed by experts not in the pockets 
of Bill Gates, government or big Pharma, so that we can make an 
informed choice. Supply ci7zens with more informa7on 
regarding the "vaccine". 
We are basically trialling the vaccine anyway and giving it to old 
people first! Shocking! 

Many people, 100s maybe 1000s have already been successfully 
treated with natural remedies that do not harm the body, that 
do not cause death, that infact enhance health & wellbeing! 

An inadequately tested vaccine, millions of people on the 
breadline, a government rife with corrup7on,  big pharma 
seeking evermore $, Bill Gates wishing to reduce the 
popula7on... 
Well: South Africa is a perfect place for this isn't it!!! 

If the government is so sure this will work, let the president and 
cabinet be the front line and publicly have the shot first!!!  These 
shots must be publically Tested to be the same vaccines as 
proposed to be given to the popula7on, plus witnessed by 
independent experts in the private sector,  live on camera for all 
ci7zens to witness. 

Vaccina7on is a choice. No democra7c government is allowed to 
force personal decisions on how to manage health. That is called 
tyranny not a democracy. Who is kidding who, we havent been a 
democracy since Mandela stepped out of office! Monique

2021-01-16 
22:22:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough 7me was spent on tes7ng & trials of the vaccine. 
Look at how HIV & AIDS treatment deformed people, the amer 
effects were horrific , un7l more trials & tests were done. Lebohang 

2021-01-16 
21:34:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine It should not be forced on those who don't want it Brunswick

2021-01-16 
21:24:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Simon 

2021-01-16 
20:57:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Don

2021-01-16 
18:42:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

While some COVID-19 vaccines have been granted emergency 
use authoriza7on, they s7ll haven’t even completed Stage 3 
clinical trials. Data for some end points won’t even be collected 
un7l 24 months amer injec7on. As such, they are s7ll en7rely 
experimental 
COVID-19 vaccines’ adverse side effects are s7ll rela7vely 
unknown. It’s also unknown whether they might affect fer7lity 
— a real concern since the vaccine triggers your body to produce 
an7bodies against the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, and spike 
proteins in turn contain syncy7n-homologous proteins that are 
essen7al for the forma7on of placenta. If a woman’s immune 
system starts reac7ng against syncy7n-1, then there is a 
possibility she could become infer7le 
Pfizer’s mRNA vaccine contains polyethylene glycol (PEG), and 
studies have shown 70% of people develop an7bodies against 
this substance. This suggests PEG may trigger fatal allergic 
reac7ons in many who receive the vaccine Conrad

2021-01-16 
14:49:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't support the rollout of vaccines unless the companies that 
are producing them will be held accountable if something goes 
wrong. I won't be taking it together with my family. Thanks. 

Morena 
Kenneth

2021-01-16 
14:06:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Al vaccines have not been sufficiently tested as by history  NO 
vaccine has been / can be effec7vely developed in such short 
space of 7me. I am greatly concerned of future affects on 
people. I see all presents vaccines as EXPERIMENT DRUGS PIETER 

2021-01-16 
11:24:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Impossible to try-and-test in such short 7me; how effec7ve for 
new strains? Government is ill-equipped to manage. Allow 
alterna7ve treatments such as tried-and-tested Ivermec7n Opo

2021-01-16 
10:01:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Anything that involves the useless anc government is bound 
to fail, these cunts are so fucking stupid it’s beyond belief. They 
could not organize a fuck in a whore  house.   
2. Vaccine don’t  work in viruses, where is the AIDS virus vaccine 
amer 40 years of study?? Harry 

2021-01-16 
09:38:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This virus is more fatal than a common cold how can a vaccine 
be made in this short a 7me. Test on Government first Chrispa

2021-01-16 
09:30:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Athol

2021-01-16 
08:50:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Morne
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2021-01-16 
08:31:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

considering it took 6 months to make this vaccine  and they dont 
have 7me to  test it  fully they shouldnt force people to take it . it 
must be a maper of choice.  there is many conspiracy theories 
right now which may or may not prove to be true but as all 
vaccines have been trusted with 7me so to will this one . as for 
the cost it should not be put on the taxpayers . we should look  
at alterna7ves . this is a south african problem and since we 
have so many poli7cal par7es naybe they can contribute towards 
it or else they can take it from the south african reserves . 
alterna7vely all corrup7on money can be retrieved  and put into 
beper use or SARS can fund the bill . Look at resources in the 
country . taxpayers have contributed more than their share. this 
is not their responsibility . Tasneem

2021-01-16 
08:07:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the side effects as well as the long term effects of 
the vaccine. I understand the urgency towards the vaccine, but 
yet people are dying every minute of malaria - where’s the 
urgency in that?  

It’s been trial and tests for a few months. That to me is not a 
good enough 7me span  for a World roll out. Dominique

2021-01-16 
07:26:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine not proven to stop the virus or its muta7ons.  Also not 
proven to stop the spread of the virus.  Also not proven to  be  
without any nega7ve side effec7ve. Will not par7cipate un7l the 
manufacturers and government take responsibility for any  
deaths or nega7ve health problems associated with the vaccine.  
People must be fully informed and get wripen confirma7on that 
this has been tested and that any nega7ve effects of the vaccine  
and medical costs  and claims due to this, will be paid by 
government. Julian

2021-01-16 
06:45:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not had a long term experience how must I 
know what will it do to my body or the body of our loved ones. I 
refuse to take something I don't know the affects to my body in 
the future. maria

2021-01-16 
06:21:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

You want to vaccinate ci7zens of this country with a concoc7on 
whipped up in a rush with zero documenta7on on the side 
effects and long term damage? You want to solve 1 problem but 
in the process create 50 more.  

You’re sudden “rush” for a vaccine (which you also “secured” 
months ago from also India) is nothing but a vailed apempt at 
begging for more funding and pathe7c elec7on poli7cs.  

On top of that you “bought” the cheapest crap on the market - 
why not import Pfeizer’s? O yeay - they want real money and no 
“deals for a buddy”? India? Your Gupta friends in it again?  

Go look in the mirror - that one looking back at you is the only 
one buying your BS. Anepe

2021-01-16 
05:10:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe In The vaccine. There is absolute no tangible 
proof that it works. There are side effect and if you listen to the 
so called professionals they themselves are not certain that it 
works. Right now who ever receives the vaccine will be part of 
the trail and error period.  Let the poli7cians inject it and let 
them use it for the next 5 years and let’s see what the outcome 
is before I will . There are tangible definite products on the 
market being removed that work and if you get it your natural 
immunity against it is by far beper. This is just an opportunis7c 
tac7c of the WHO and ANC corrupt opportunity Carl 

2021-01-15 
23:24:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No do not support it, but those who want take jab can do it

Harry 
Nongoma

2021-01-15 
18:12:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It's a big mistake to roll out a untested vaccine where there is no 
proof thst it actually works its a very dangerous game the so 
called government is playing with lives Johan

2021-01-15 
17:10:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concerns - These Vaccines have been developed too fast I don't 
believe the processes were followed through like... 
Exploratory stage 
Pre-clinical stage 
Clinical development 
Regulatory review and approval 
Manufacturing 
Quality control 
The vaccines efficacy and safety is ques7oning because there is 
insufficient clinical trials. Tests for potency, safety, and purity for 
each vaccine lot is suspect. SA has professional scien7sts are our 
medical professionals incompetent to develop our own vaccines. 
Why must SA use vaccines developed by other na7ons we have 
our own DNA dynamics etc. Why is Africa the Na7on selected for 
the vaccine roll out. Why are the poor and vulnerable the targets 
for roll out. There is no transparency concerning the 
manufacturing and content of the vaccines. Why is it mandatory 
if there are other cures. Why are the medica7ons that can cure 
removed from pharmaceu7cals and banned... Something sinister 
is wrong with these vaccines 

Apostle 
Eugeny

2021-01-15 
15:55:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I will not take a vaccine that is not tested and proven.  Nicola
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2021-01-15 
15:12:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concerns around around coronavirus vaccines are the 
following: 
1. There has never been a successful vaccine In the past. Due to 
the rapid evolu7on of corona viruses. 
2. The studies showing support for the efficacy of the vaccine, 
used other vaccines as controls. Cross ac7va7on with the flu 
vaccine, will skew the results. In a number of ways. Making a 
results doub{ul. 
3. Cross ac7va7on with the adv 5 vector used Astra Zeneca 
vaccine in the vector made hiv infec7on more likely in a previous 
hiv vaccine trial. Can we be sure there is no variola7ng virus 
contamina7on (SV40) from the chimpanzee kidney cells. 
4. The moderna vaccine basically is unusable in any person who 
is at risk of developing severe covid symptoms. Due to the risk of 
anaphylac7c shock. 
5. By improving nutri7on general health we can avoid these 
problems altogether. Obvia7ng the need for these stopgap 
kneejerk measures. 
6. Bill Gates Gates is involved.. the person who made so much 
money selling faulty somware that required vaccines not to get 
viruses. When there were countless opera7ng systems for free, 
that was immune to computer viruses. But he s7ll managed to 
corner the market with this created need for an7virus somware, 
that wasn't 100% effec7ve and hamstrung your computer. This 
looks much the same. 
7. Removing the human popula7on from immune challenging 
infec7ons, will long term require more interven7ons. Focusing 
on high quality food produc7on, and increasing taxes on 
unhealthy processed food, improving food security and job 
crea7on will make for a more resillient popula7on. 
8. This virus is changing in the short 7me the vaccine will be 
ineffec7ve. Even if it were truly effec7ve to start with. It is a 
waste of taxpayers money. 
9. In the rollout I doubt proper pa7ent histories will be taken, 
with this much haste, there will be no 7me. Therefore there will 
be more adverse reac7ons than es7mated by the trials. Which 
were already high at 2.8% 
10. Sweden with no lockdown showed no excess deaths in 2020. 
In fact nowhere else have we seen excess deaths. It I only once 
SAMR altered the expected deaths that we see what looks like 
excess deaths. Also excess deaths due to avoiding medical care 
have been lumped with covid deaths, and s7ll, no excess deaths 
really. 

Alterna7ves: 
Vitamin A D Zinc querce7n and glutathion nac and 
hydrochloroquine.... 
Or just eat healthy and

2021-01-15 
14:59:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Denis

2021-01-15 
14:35:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough 7me been spent on  researching and tes7ng the 
vaccines on men. The results are thus vague and side effects not 
clearly. Neels

2021-01-15 
12:44:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All these vaccines are highly toxic..   

They are to be administered to the ANC poli7cians first Sid

2021-01-15 
12:08:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am highly suspicious of the efficacy of this vaccine. This is the 
start of the new world order to control the popula7on of the 
world and these vaccines are the start of that. For decades 
vaccines have been sought to cure cancer, HIV, even the 
common cold and nothing is available,  now all of a sudden a 
vaccine for this vitus has become available in 10 
months???? ....don't buy it Les 

2021-01-15 
12:02:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I do not support any type of vaccines . Patrick 

2021-01-15 
10:26:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is EXPERIMENTAL. We do not know enough about 
the long term effects and if it actually works. I think there are 
more disadvantages than advantages if you look at the research. 
It should not be forced on any one to take the vaccine. It is also 
not proven that the vaccine will stop the spread of the virus. 
What if all the healthcare workers are vaccinated with this 
experimental vaccine and they have a nega7ve reac7on in the 
long term? Who will then take care of people in need of medical 
apen7on? What if all law enforcement are vaccinated with this 
experimental vaccine and they have a nega7ve reac7on? Who 
will protect our ci7zens?  
I do not think it should be mandatory to take an experimental 
drug, I do not want to be a guinea pig. Natasha
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2021-01-15 
10:21:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ques7ons to Government we all should be asking.... 

If I get vaccinated: 
1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them? 
- No 

So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So...what the hell is it actually doing? 

What is the real agenda? You are insis7ng people take an 
injec7on that doesn’t fall within the accept defini7on of a 
vaccine, it changes human DNA. Vaccine don’t play with humans 
DNA Darryl

2021-01-15 
10:19:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines take up to 13  years before fully developed. No tests or 
data confirma7on to the success on any vaccines. 2dly more 
people die with the commen flue than covid 19 with a 99.9 
recovery rate. with respect to those who lost someone dear to 
them. It's a scam to minipulate human popula7on and  to 
control the freedom of humans! Janus

2021-01-15 
10:06:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no proof that this vaccine will work. There is no 
guarantee that there will not be side effects. There is far too 
much talk about the virus being man made and the vaccine will 
again benefit certain people financially. I feel there are a handful 
of people controlling the world and the masses simply have to 
accept what is thrown at them. Alec 

2021-01-15 
09:29:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

One cannot trust a vaccine that has taken about 6 months to 
research and manufacture. Vaccines usually take years before 
they are safe for human consump7on ... it's a no from me. Tony

2021-01-15 
09:03:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The so called covid virus mutates so what use is a  vaccine, same 
scenario as the flue vaccine ? Craig

2021-01-15 
08:51:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the current recovery rate, why the vaccine?  What is the 
composi7on of the product?   During tes7ng, how many 
animals/people have died?  Why will it change one's DNA and to 
what extend?  What are the long term effects?  What are the 
effects to unborn babies or pregnant women? 
There are just too many unanswered ques7ons. 
The vaccine is not a "silver bullet" and is not intended to cure or 
prevent the spreading of Covid. 

This is a waste of 7me and money and the ANC government 
cannot guarantee the success rate in any event.  Thank you but 
no thank you.. Dries

2021-01-15 
08:48:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has the vaccine been tested on millions of people or only 100 is 
it ? percent safe & what are the side effects Graham

2021-01-15 
08:38:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no ques7on that the development of the vaccine has 
been rushed and uses an en7rely new approach. There is plenty 
of scope for unintended consequences. Secondly it is irra7onal  
to vaccinate for a disease with such a high survival rate. Barry

KwaZulu-Natal 37

2021-02-20 
15:56:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines have not been properly tested.  The effects may not 
show now but what about years down the road.  Especially 
vaccines that are RNA related.  This is dangerous and 
unpredictable.  Why would one inject themselves with these 
DNA altering drugs not knowing what it can do to you in years to 
come.  Lee-Anne
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2021-02-18 
16:30:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the government will take responsibility with the 
pharmaceu7cal companies for Any loss or damage or ANY side 
effects that may occur directly or indirectly as a result of the 
vaccine I will consider taking the vacvine. 
Pharmaceu7cal companies must waiver their immunity against 
prosecu7on for any side effects or condi7on that may occur amer 
taling the vaccine and proof that it is 100% safe. Herman 

2021-01-31 
18:24:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no concrete evidence that the vaccine will work. not 
enough tes7ng was done to secure the effec7veness of the 
vaccine. Phase 3 of the tes7ng was not completed by the 
university that created this vaccine. 
remove immunity from big pharma that they will be held 
responsible for any loss or damage that may occur amer taking 
the vaccine. 
government must take responsibility for any loss or damage that 
may occur by taking the vaccine. 
Parliament must take vaccine before given to public to proof that 
it is safe. Harry 

2021-01-24 
19:56:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Shamim 

2021-01-22 
06:28:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Janet

2021-01-22 
04:08:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

So now only amer a year there seems to be a vaccine for a 
Pandemic that has brought the world to its knees. Yet we s7ll 
cant get something for the common flu. This Virus as we all 
know was "Man Made" and now we have a  " Miracle Vaccine " 
that just "appeared". Its all been planned to put fear into the 
world popula7on and for the popula7on of the world to "bend a 
knee" to the "powers that be". So now tell me, is there any proof 
that this vaccine actually works or  is a "thumb suck" and let it 
be a maper of "lets see what happens"? If one gets the jab can 
one go "surf" for example? Here's an idea. Let all our so called 
"kuk decision makers" Our Poli7cal Leaders be the first to line up 
and take one in the arse, put them in a ward of covid pa7ents 
without a mask, lets sit back and wait and see what happens!! I 
think thats a Fantas7c idea eh!! I think I would rather have some 
Hydroxychloroquine or ivermec7n handy which has been proven 
all over the world. Funny how fast these were removed from 
hospitals and the like thereof. So now tell me, who are the 
"manufacturers" and "distributors" of the vaccine? It will be 
interes7ng to see the "link" between these companies and our 
poli7cians. Something like the ban on cigarepes and those 
trading illegally (see where I am going with this?) Below is 
something I found which will make one think. Kinda sums up the 
above. 
“A large range of studies in various countries show that 
Ivermec7n can possibly be effec7ve in the treatment of the 
virus,” Barend Uys, Afriforum’s head of research said. 
According to him, it was irra7onal to approve the use of a 
vaccine that had been developed within months while at the 
same 7me banning the use of a drug that had been proven safe 
and been in use for four decades." 
So now we sit back and wait!! Russell

2021-01-20 
16:34:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I R. Naicker will not want a vaccine to be injected in to my body, 
reason being that there has not been any trials and tes7ng 
done,, we have do many diseases and you the government could 
not come up with a vaccine, is this a joke? Your concern is purely 
monetary and not the lives of the people of South Africa. rajen

2021-01-20 
16:05:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are not guinea pigs. We're all being led like sheep to the 
slaughter. I have no trust in our government coz they block 
access to medica7on that works then tell us to take a vaccine 
that was developed so quickly and not tested properly. Nothing 
makes sense but at the end of the day South Africans are not 
stupid!! Thank Lord Jesus for giving us brains to think, yeah!! Sand

2021-01-18 
21:36:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ahmed

2021-01-18 
16:51:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that, why South Africa always rely on the 
interna7onal countries to get vaccine? Why the vaccine is 
wripen not be used by certain countries? Philani 

2021-01-18 
14:48:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There have not been enough clinical trials to prove the vaccine 
works.  SARS Cororna has been around for thousands of years 
and to date no-one has effec7vely manufactured a vaccine that 
works.  Even one the current flu vaccines has more risk of killing 
people that the current virus itself!  I believe that a cure is more 
important than a vaccine as the current vaccine cannot prove it 
will protect you - from geing covid or from spreading it! Why 
waste money on a "plan" not provided by your own health 
professionals in this country and one guided only by profit?  
Ivermec7c works.  Pay the licence/registra7on fee so SAHPRA 
can dispense it legally - not that it's not already being used 
here!!   It's a cheap generic, very readily available and the side 
effects minimal.  It is on the WHO / USA pharma list as one of 
the most important drugs every made so why not make it readily 
available to the very people you are supposed to protect?  These 
"vaccines" are in fact experimental "drugs" and so far some of 
the side effects are horrific! If Govt is so hell bent on using this 
method, let them be given it first - and yes, a proper vaccine, not 
a placebo.   There are too many risks involved and I feel Govt is 
not considering those - only the financial incen7ves to go an 
unsafe route for the people. Jude

2021-01-18 
14:47:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Haven't heard anything about animal trials before injec7ng to 
humans, unless we're now guinea pigs.  The 7me frame for 
tes7ng purposes is extremely short to be approved, unless they 
start with law makers n professors. Mutsu

2021-01-18 
13:47:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is not a proper vaccine, was not tested, nor approved like all 
other medicines or chemicals that are distributed in SA.  GUNTHER
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2021-01-18 
12:02:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Helen

2021-01-18 
09:12:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the money we took (500 bullion) i think it would be more 
the enough for us to develop our own vaccine.it would be 
offering product improvement on the various  available vaccine 
in market then we sell to African countries...turning the 500 
billion into an investment Mdumiseni 

2021-01-18 
09:07:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It takes up to 5 years to produce and test an effec7ve vaccine.  
These vaccines have been produced all over the world in a very 
short 7me and none of them are really effec7ve and the side 
effects have not been studied en7rely.  It  it is as if there is a 
world wide agenda to just force this on us. Crawford

2021-01-18 
01:34:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel our government has gone and spent money on a vaccine 
which is not fully tested by any of our scien7st. The amount of 
7me its talent for the vaccine to be produced is so short and not 
fully tested. Government needs to be promo7ng other methods 
to beat or curb the spread of the virus. Andile 

2021-01-17 
19:42:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mala

2021-01-17 
11:31:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These Vaccines have not been tested properly prior to this 
administra7on........that is on animals. 
Also......why is it necessary to have a Vaccine for a sickness that a 
person needs to be tested for, to find out whether they have the 
illness  or sickness. 
The number of deaths worldwide.........are less than an annual 
flu......does not warrant this. 
The ingredients of the vaccine are believed to be suspect and 
harmful. 
That this chinavirus dies when exposed to over 24° C.......for 
longer than a minute. 
The Who downgraded this virus to normal flu in March 2020. Will

2021-01-17 
10:42:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No apen7on seems to be being paid to the dubious efficacy of 
the vaccines we are being supplied with, the higher than normal 
poten7al for vaccine injury and the existence of alterna7ves to 
the vaccine; vis natural achievement of herd immunity (the 
ideal!) by allowing free interac7on of the virus with younger and 
low risk members of the popula7on. 99.7% will get through it. 
Add to this scenario the use of proven protec7on such as 
Ivermec7n, hydroxychloroquin, supplements, social distancing, 
masks and hand washing, properly promoted and supported by 
government and civil society then we will achieve our goal 
sooner and at a significantly lower cost. B

2021-01-16 
20:35:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe nor trust the sta7s7cs issued regarding this  
"pandemic" The flu vaccine, brought out many years ago, never 
worked. Suddenly the flu has miraculously vanished, and they 
want to bring in a vaccine which has  been researched  for barely 
a year,  with no 7me to discover  the long term side effects. I 
never have, and will not now, be a guinea pig. michale

2021-01-16 
17:33:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mark

2021-01-16 
16:46:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe it will be a waste of taxpayers money and it believed 
not to last long when you will need to get vaccinated again. I 
also believe that there has not been enough tests done on side 
effects etc. I will not have the vaccine. Linda 

2021-01-16 
15:21:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rodie

2021-01-16 
11:53:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why use a vaccine that hasn't been proven or tested, but not 
approve Ivermec7n which has been tested and proven to be 
safe. It has been used since 1973 and the cost to government 
will be much cheaper and be able to reach all south Africans, so 
think again Ramaphoza Colin

2021-01-16 
10:47:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would consider taking the vaccine if the EFF vaccine the DA 
who then vaccine the ANC who then vaccine the EFF and the 
batch is  chosen by the family of the last murdered farmer.. this 
is a serious answer! Which shows the lack of confidence in 
government and there honesty! Trev

2021-01-16 
08:43:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ramaphosa's sta7s7cs in his rollout campaign are fundamentally 
flawed.  There are 3 cri7cal factors missing. 
1) no of people the have had covid and don't need to take it , 
possibly even, shouldnt take the vaccine for reason of 
hypersensi7vity. 
2) number of people that have passed away by year end 2021, 
significantly reducing the popula7on by a million or so,, at the 
current rate. 
3) people that have contracted and are currently figh7ng for 
their lives, future 2021 contracted, at the current rate of a 
million every 50 days. 
(Issuing of vaccines does not change the xfer papern of the 
corona virus, thus there is no evidence for a reduc7on in 
transmission, however, as in the flu vaccine, it is very likely that 
there will be a massive increase in cases for whatever reason the 
various government bodies choose to deny) 
In summary, if the rollout ignores these stats it is poorly planned 
and true to the governing par7es style of leadership, wreaks of 
corrup7on and incompetence. There is no reason why the 
vaccine can't be rolled out thru normal channels just like the flu 
vaccine, allowing  the bio junkies access to their 
drugs....................unless their is a hidden agenda. Ft 

Dave
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2021-01-16 
08:43:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ramaphosa's sta7s7cs in his rollout campaign are fundamentally 
flawed.  There are 3 cri7cal factors missing. 
1) no of people the have had covid and don't need to take it , 
possibly even, shouldnt take the vaccine for reason of 
hypersensi7vity. 
2) number of people that have passed away by year end 2021, 
significantly reducing the popula7on by a million or so,, at the 
current rate. 
3) people that have contracted and are currently figh7ng for 
their lives, future 2021 contracted, at the current rate of a 
million every 50 days. 
(Issuing of vaccines does not change the xfer papern of the 
corona virus, thus there is no evidence for a reduc7on in 
transmission, however, as in the flu vaccine, it is very likely that 
there will be a massive increase in cases for whatever reason the 
various government bodies choose to deny) 
In summary, if the rollout ignores these stats it is poorly planned 
and true to the governing par7es style of leadership, wreaks of 
corrup7on and incompetence. There is no reason why the 
vaccine can't be rolled out thru normal channels just like the flu 
vaccine, allowing  the bio junkies access to their 
drugs....................unless their is a hidden agenda. Ft 

Dave

2021-01-16 
06:57:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We all know by now that the so called virus is a NWO agenda 
that is being forced on to us. Let all government officials have 
the vaccine first star7ng with the president and all members of 
cabinet. The possibility of them surviving is ques7onable as the 
Gates depopula7on agenda sugests which will leave the 
remaining ci7zens that are fed up with all the bullshit to live 
normaly. Strange that all the so called conspiracie theories  have 
now been proven to be correct .and that people have awakened. 
Like me most people have had enough of all the lies  and 
therefore most of the ci7zens in this  country will not agree to 
take any vaccine . The ques7on s7ll is how will they pay for it as 
the country has been bankrupted . Faan 

2021-01-16 
05:42:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am NO lab rat and will not be bullied, lied and force to take 
anything i am not fully understand., trust and happy to take. The 
government are a bunch of lying thieving thieves which only act 
for their own riches and gain. How can you trust these people? 
Flu, Tb, aids, cancer all have been around for a very very long 
7me and where is the cure? People s7ll die of the above. How 
did they managed to find a wonder drug within one year for CV. 
Medicine is available in SA and on the WHO's list of safe or 
approved medicine yet the leaders of the country decide to 
ignore this and it is clear the corrup7on con7nues. Our well 
being is not a priorty for the leaders of this country. The side 
deals and kick backs take preference.  Just remember leaders of  
countries, you are not immortal, you will die sooner or later, vac 
or no vac. In GOD we trust, Amen. Laurens 

2021-01-15 
23:50:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lella

2021-01-15 
21:20:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tyrone

2021-01-15 
19:25:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How can I trust a vaccine that's been developed in less than a 
year. Where years of research has gone into HIV and cancer 
cures, and yet, s7ll no vaccine to show for it. 
Who's to say that this vaccine won't long term side effects? Raymond 

2021-01-15 
16:52:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alida

2021-01-15 
15:47:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is not a vacc it’s a biogical  DNA modifier. It hadn’t been 
tested. Inject government first. One can s7ll infect others and is 
only 95% effec7ve. Give us our business back, jobs back, stop 
using incorrect PCR test. Tax money wasted. Carine

2021-01-15 
15:31:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Volgens dokter en regs geleerdes is die entstof in die eerste plek 
nie goed na gevors nie  2} jy kan die regering nie 2 woorde 
vertrou wat hulle se nie 3}Hulle wil nou 20 miloen mense inent 
tot volgende jaar wat van die res.hulle het in elk geval nie geld 
om entstof te koop nie maar dan is daar tenminste genoeg dood 
om die wereld met 1 bijoen te verminder en dan skuld ons Sjina 
soveel geld dan kan die sjinese maar net die land oorneem vir al 
die skuld Gert

2021-01-15 
13:31:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine jacques

Western Cape 91

2021-02-01 
15:17:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will it stop transmission?  
What is the long term safety data regarding cancer, infer7lity, 
auto-immunity response etc. ? 
Will vaccine companies take liability and accountability? Abigail 

2021-01-29 
15:37:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust a fast tracked vaccine that does not even 
guarantee immunity nor does it guarantee that you will not pass 
on infec7on. What is the point? I will not be taking this, neither 
will my children.  However if other people want to, that's their 
funeral. Caryn
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Most of you are unequipped to lead in 2021, as what the elite 
are forcing on the popula7on is: be vic7ms of directed energy 
weapons, be locked up, and to get free again take a series of 
injec7ons (sterilizing, lethal, gene modifica7on, social credit 
which is not a currency, sapelite and mobile tower direct energy 
weapon tracking), or be locked away, and unable to work, travel 
or earn a living.  
The virus has not been isolated property, and contagion is a 
theory not backed by fact. The tests are a failure. It would be 
harder but right to do the right thing and Unlock the Planet. 
If you do not - you will live through the most undesirable 7mes 
imaginable and eventually be on Nuremberg 2.  hpps://
www.bitchute.com/video/dUb66PZ5EgY/ 

Unrestricted Warfare and Bioweapons!   
“We cannot let our rulers, for whatever reason, organize our 
collec7ve suicide any longer.”  Dr. Mike Yeadon Ex Pfizer 
CEO. 

Developers of Oxford-Astra Zeneca Vaccine Tied to UK Eugenics 
Movement  hpps://thewallwillfall.org/2021/01/03/developers-
of-oxford-astra-zeneca-vaccine-7ed-to-uk-eugenics-movement/ 

Partner companies - hpps://www.dmlawfirm.com/crimes-of-
covid-vaccine-maker-pfizer-well-documented/  

IT WILL NEVER STOP! Preplanned Future Pandemics - to 
Exterminate humans?? 

SPARS Pandemic 2025: URGENT  The Pharma Rogue Players will 
not stop, as there is no accountability, and they are being paid 
by rich obsessive psychopaths that want a genocide, and will kill 
everyone if this is let happen.  
hpps://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/
pubs_archive/pubs-pdfs/2017/spars-pandemic-scenario.pdf 

Safe effec7ve treatments are available – the truth will save us 
from destruc7on!  
Hydroxychloroquine really works “The chances that it doesn’t 
work are calculated to be one in 17 billion. There’s no 
controversy over whether or not hydroxychloroquine works. The 
controversy is on the public health approach to COVID-19." says 
Professor of Medicine Dr Peter McCullough, describing the 
treatment as “the most widely used therapeu7c” to treat 
COVID-19 in the world. Mr McCullough said “the virus invades 
inside cells, so we have to use drugs that go inside the cell and 
work to reduce viral replica7on". “The drugs that work within 
the cell and actually reduce viral replica7on are 
hydroxychloroquine, Ivermec7n, doxycycline and azithromycin”.  
5. Vaccines could be a direct breach of the Geneva Conven7on*  

In January 2020, The Geneva Statement, the world’s leading 
ethicists and scien7sts called for an end to this kind of 
experimenta7on. 
Prac7ce Rela7ng to Rule 92. "Mu7la7on and Medical, Scien7fic 
or Biological Experiments" 
hpps://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/
v1_rul_rule92 

Biowarfare companies on Patent, “gene ex7nc7on” weapon - 
US’s secre7ve Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(Darpa) patent holder 
 hpps://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/dec/04/us-
military-agency-invests-100m-in-gene7c-ex7nc7on-technologies 
 hpps://www.ib7mes.sg/glaxosmithkline-owns-wuhan-
ins7tute-virology-pfizer-too-linked-chinese-lab-heres-
truth-54047 

DARPA PROGRAM IS COMMITTING THE GREATEST VIOLATION OF 
PERSONAL PRIVACY IN HISTORY  

 ``By obtaining a sample of a persons DNA and 
determining the resonant frequency. hpps://mobile.twiper.com/
OratorBlog/status/1343564402591612928 

Why are they determining resonent frequency? To use Sionic 
weapons and a brain net, mind control, and to read your mind, 
see your vision and load it to the @!, even to target you from 
space!  

A liple story: in 1918 radiowave towers were installed, and 
people reacted (just like 5g now), and the soldiers were given 
numerous injec7ons. They reacted, but many people were 
forced to wear masks, and injec7ons were administered. There 
was 0 contagion! The organiza7ons involved are doing it again. 
The video journalism is called #Opera7onRadia7on - a Viral 
Warning to the World.  

So you have 1) reac7ons to non safety assessed 5/6 Gen 
electromagne7c hardware that must be switched off for 
scien7fic evalua7on 
2)Mask Mandates based on no science, causing permanent 
health damage and pneumonia 
3)the Lethal Injec7ons - its the ini7al bioweapon that will be 
ac7vated with future introduced pathogens! 

DEATH BY MASK:  
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2021-01-27 
13:33:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We do not know if the vaccine works and government is just 
was7ng tax payers money. 
There are a product that is working quite well against Covid19. 

As this lady in previous comments said. 

The vaccine has not been properly tested over 7me and 
therefore there are and will be many nega7ve side effects. We 
do NOT trust it. Ivermec7n, on the other hand, has been in use 
for many years and doctors and specialists have very effec7vely 
used Ivermec7n in the treatment of Covid 19 pa7ents. There are 
many clinical studies with the results to prove this, calling it a 
miracle cure and saying that it is even effec7ve in preven7ng 
Covid 19. May put government please take heed of what these 
scien7sts and doctors are not only saying, but also proven 
through their clinical studies, which they have also made 
available to the WHO. Karin

2021-01-26 
21:40:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont see how you can use an immune suppressor to combat an 
undefined immune deficiency....  this smells ripe for 
corrup7on .... and sadly I stand with the Doctors alliance on 
this. ... present me with the real facts and engage without a 
profit margin...  I cannot support a roll out of a product that has 
not got a por{olio of independent studies to support it.  

Who isolates the healthy in order to combat a sickness with less 
than 5% mortality.... Damian

2021-01-25 
14:38:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Doctors around the world are advising NOT to take this vaccine. 
It is untried and untested. 
THERE ARE ALTERNATIVES like Ivermec7n. 
It has a 100% success rate. 
Duh! Anton

2021-01-25 
13:55:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If we cannot develop a HIV vaccine in more 30 Years and no 
vaccine for the common cold, how is it possible that in a liple 
more than 3 months 7me Big Pharma has suddenly a vaccine for 
Covid19?   What about the different variants?   What about the 
serious Side Effects in Israel , US and other places?   It is my 
believe that his is just another big money makings scheme from 
Big Pharma.   This is just a common flue virus as the carrier 
infected with a parasite. The reason so many people die is 
because of incorrect Hospital Treatment and flawed advise from 
the WHO.  How come no Autopsies?   How come the WHO's top 
guy has no medical qualifica7ons?  This Covid19 Fiasco show 
how unprofessional ,foolish and greedy the medical disciplines 
and professions are.   Microsom also stands to make a lot of 
money with their digital passport somware.  If I was a 
government leader I would not Vaccine because with what are 
you Vaccina7ng?  Chances are 90% and higher that this vaccine 
program will be in effec7ve because it is based on BS. Ben

2021-01-24 
12:17:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not a single one of all vaccines against covid-19 that are being 
made available have been proven to be effec7ve as they have 
not been tested extensively for efficacy.  The captured South 
African ANC Government is wholely unqualified to make ANY 
decisions regarding ANY medicines or medical prac7ces, as they 
consistently ignore REAL global and South African  viral experts 
in this regard, and choose to follow advice by medical dunces 
who are unqualified to give advice on the subject AND who have 
a vested interest in pushing vaccina7on. 
The best and most cost effec7ve treatment against ALL SARS/
covid strains Ivermec7n whose efficacy has now been proven by 
ACTUAL covid pa7ent trials in both America and Australia, 
Addi7onally, the World Health Organisa7on has in this month of 
January 2021 listed Ivermec7n on the WHO proven efficacy list 
for covid virus treatment. and recommends that Ivermec7n  is 
used for treatment of covid-19 and other covid and SARS virus 
strains. 
There is therefore absoute NO SANE REASON why the South 
Afrcian Government and all their uninformed and captured 
minions should promote vaccina7on against any covid virus 
strains. 

       Walter

2021-01-24 
08:31:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine not properly tested and manufactured. 
A money making scheme. 
Medicine already exist Ter7us

2021-01-23 
07:22:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No need for the vaccine amer contrac7ng the virus because of 
immunity. Most people do have immunity already. Why 
vaccinate people if the surviving rate is above 99%. Gene

2021-01-22 
22:37:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Its a rushed vaccine for a virus that's killed less people than dirty 
water has last year. I don't trust it, and I think the media, big 
pharma and the governments benefit too much financially for it 
to be to the general publics best interest. Keep it away from me. 
By body my choice. Cur7ss

2021-01-22 
14:52:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It’s an experimental vaccine with zero liability on Pharma side.  
To-date many side affects and several deaths recorded amer 
vaccina7on. Effec7ve and safe and affordable alterna7ves like 
Ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine should be prescribed. Dirk
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2021-01-22 
11:08:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly let's call it what it is. The medical device being distributed 
is NOT a vaccine, it is a untested experimental  lab  engineered  
medically therapy.   
All the vaccine candidates are categorized as experimental for 
the 
following four reasons: 
• the pharmaceu7cal companies have applied for inves7ga7onal 
use status 
• adverse events will be sepled under the legal standard for 
experimental medica7ons 
• recipients are enrolled as subjects in a medical trial to gather 
data on side effects. 
• persons are enrolled in a pharmaco-vigilance tracking system 
for at least two years 
• many groups of persons have not been studied at all, 
including: prior COVID-19 
pa7ents, pregnant women, youths, elderly 
• no published animal studies data 

It is especially concerning considering the fatal failure of prior 
coronavirus vaccine apempts such as SARS-CoV-1, the virus that 
is 78% iden7cal to SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19). Prior coronavirus 
(and other respiratory) vaccines have failed due to the scien7fic 
phenomena known as pathogenic priming that makes the 
vaccine recipient more likely to suffer a sudden fatal outcome 
due to massive cytokine storm when exposed to the wild virus. 

It is clear from the discussion in medical forums that by taking 
this therapy, you  s7ll have to wear a mask(so not preventa7ve at 
all), you are s7ll at risk of geing Covid-19 (S7ll not preventa7ve) 
and since it has not been put through the normal process of 
tes7ng, the risks of serious adverse affects are very high. 

This leads to the ques7on of why anyone would take a 
experimental therapy drug that does NOT prevent or protect you 
from the so called purpose virus, Covid-19. You only add huge 
risk to take a chance with the  side effects, which is s7ll 
manifes7ng as this is being rolled out interna7onally. It is also 
responsible to note that current side effect range from  mild 
headaches, swelling to uncontrolled muscle shaking and deaths. 
In stark contrast to this, drugs like Ivermec7n, being used for the 
last 40 years on humans are  being indicated as very effec7ve 
symptoma7c treatment for both light and severe Covid infec7on 
cases. Drugs like chloroquine has also proved to be posi7vely 
assis7ng with recovery in Covid pa7ents.   
With no tested(read guarantees) on preventa7ve func7on, the 
rollout of the so called 'vaccine' is nothing but a marke7ng ploy 
for a experimental therapy drug. 

The government's strong reac7on against allowing effec7ve 
symptoma7c  treatments and chloroquine are a strong indicator 
that the 'vaccine' rollout does not try and safe human live, but 
rather follows the interna7onal narra7ve. Real proof from 
various ins7tu7ons, including the WHO has indicated the 
effec7veness of these alternate drugs, which all have been in 
circula7on for numerous years. Instead the driving and media 
focus is to evangelize the experimental drug, which is untested 
on humans and does not even guarantee immunity/preven7on 
of geing infected by Covid-19.   
Lastly and maybe more important is the current planning of 
FORCING people to take this experimental drug. This is not only 
a breach of basic human rights to the sanc7ty of your own body, 
but forcing a poten7ally dangerous untested drug onto everyone 
with no choice being given .  
This is a trampling human rights, especially taken into account 
that there are very effec7ve symptoma7c treatments and the 
actual mortality percentages is around 2-4%, which definitely 
does not cons7tute this draconian reac7on. 
The fact that the government is endorsing this just further 
confirms that there is a ulterior mo7ve to the rollout and  
communis7c rules and forced human right viola7on being forced 
on the helpless popula7on. 
My choice is no and will stay that. Rudi

2021-01-22 
08:11:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jeanne

2021-01-21 
14:37:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ivermec7n Desire

2021-01-21 
12:38:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine s7ll on the early stages and s7ll needs to be proved 
effec7ve as there was another variant of the virus that was 
iden7fied. An intensive study and research needs to be done 
before it can be declared safe to use. sbusiso

2021-01-20 
17:58:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are many statements regarding the vaccine and it seems 
as though the government isn't sure if what their bringing to us 
and so I feel that their should research more on the products 
they bring to us before doing so. Samantha

2021-01-20 
14:00:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How is it possible that other deadly virus that has been around 
for many yrs has no vaccine but Covid has a vaccine in 1 year.  
Other so called must have vaccines that has  years and years of 
research and tes7ng behind it and has been administered 
especially in Africa has had horrid side effects. There is no way 
that this Covid vaccine is an excep7on.  Dont use me and my 
people as test subjects!!! Aldrich
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2021-01-20 
13:44:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It remains a huge concern that it takes experts in the 
development of vaccines a number of years to produce a 
vaccine, but within less than six months government  wants to 
vaccinate the ci7zens of South Africa with vaccines that has not 
been developed in our country and that without trials.  Huge 
concerns has been expressed by not only experts worldwide, but 
also by medical staff in South Africa. 

I don't think Cyril knows what he's busy with, wearing the New 
World Order badge on his jacket?  It's all about control of the 
masses and another huge money making business.  As with flue 
annually, ppl should be careful to protects themselves, but this 
has been blown out of propor7on.  Nothing wrong with wearing 
masks and sani7sing hands and the en7re world if need by 
around you.  I've been extremely alert of seasonal changes in 
weather, etc. to protect myself and my family. JANN

2021-01-20 
11:52:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Francois 

2021-01-20 
06:45:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Amoré

2021-01-19 
21:48:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How  many people are going to pay with their health for these 
vaccines to be tested on them.  How sure can you be these 
vaccines are safe?  They have not had the 7me to trial them 
properly.   

Why do we as tax payers have to fit the bill for the vaccine when 
so much of the money for covid for wasted?  Why don’t we 
rather focus on  the real problems like hunger and poverty? Jessica

2021-01-19 
21:48:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How  many people are going to pay with their health for these 
vaccines to be tested on them.  How sure can you be these 
vaccines are safe?  They have not had the 7me to trial them 
properly.   

Why do we as tax payers have to fit the bill for the vaccine when 
so much of the money for covid for wasted?  Why don’t we 
rather focus on  the real problems like hunger and poverty? Jessica

2021-01-19 
17:16:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think ivermec7n should be given a chance. It would be more 
effec7ve & far less side effects. I dont understand the urgency to 
get everybody vaccinated quickly knowing that this vaccine was 
not tested enough or proved to be effec7ve. Our government 
should have their peoples interests at heart first before that of 
geing onto the world wide program & feeling like we're 3rd 
world for not complying Shahnaaz 

2021-01-19 
13:19:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hoe  die Hel kan hulle die Vaccine vir enige mens gee  as dit nog 
nie oordentlik getoets is nie.  This Virus is not contained, how 
can you make a Vaccine if this Virus has not  yet been contained.  
Hoekom word Pharma gevrywar teen enige claims van Dood of 
nega7ewe efekte of baie slegte reaksie teen die middel.  Billl 
Gates Poepol het klaar beves7g dat hulle mense gaan vermoor.   
Wat beter manier om dit te doen.  To have total control.   

Nee Dankie.  Hou verby, stel nie belang nie. 

Rachel
2021-01-19 
11:43:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine will change your dna and the side effects is much 
worse than any sickness. Pierre

2021-01-19 
10:19:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Herd Imunity occurs naturally,  coupled to alterna7ve treatments Tommy

2021-01-19 
09:02:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek sal glad nie die inspui7ng neem nie.  Hoe is dit moontlik om 
so vinnig 'n teenmiddel te kry?? Laat die president en sy kabinet 
die eerste inspui7ngs kry en indien dit werk na 'n maand, kan die 
mense wat dit wil he, kry.  Dit moet vrylik wees, niemand mag 
gedwing word om die inspui7ng te ontvang nie.  Lorraine

2021-01-19 
06:58:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mihle 

2021-01-19 
06:39:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines have NOT been tested enough. It's also  the first 
trial of MRna. We are taking huge huge risks with a new way of 
vaccina7ng.  
And this all for a 97%recovery rate, this is not a pandemic.  
And once people take the vaccine, they will s7ll be con7nuing as 
we are now. Wearing masks,  social distancing and it does not 
stop the transmiing of the virus. There will be now millions of 
people that WILL test posi7ve of covid BECAUSE  they took the 
vaccine. And then the numbers go through the roof and that's 
were everyone's focus is "the numbers of cases" not the actual 
cause of death. This is alot of money spent with NO guarantees 
at all! Dominique 

2021-01-19 
00:39:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Any vaccine needs a test period of 5 to 12 years. Not 10 months. 
I DON'T trust Big Pharma or Poli7cians. 
I  tested posi7ve for covid. 
Took Ivemerton  up and running 2 days later. 
This is just another goverment loo7ng scheme 

Emile

2021-01-18 
20:35:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The studies and clinical trials have been rushed. Virusses mutate, 
we know this because in less than a year, there is a new? South 
African ?strain. It`s very possible that every year we`ll see new 
muta7ons of this virus, meaning the vax will not be effic7ve 
against these strains, only somewhat effec7ve against older 
variants. So there`s no point really is there, in geing people 
vaccinated, as they will need a new shot every couple of years. 
The vax which is touted by Goverments, as a life saver, is not 
safe, it won`t be effec7ve for long, apparently you can s7ll get 
infected and you s7ll might infect others. It`s senseless to spend 
mega money on this. Rather use the money to find a reliable 
alterna7ve,..whether now Ivermec7n or Atermesia or what not Mari
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2021-01-18 
18:10:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The current vaccine data DOES NOT tell us if the candidate 
vaccines: 
1) Protect a person from geing infected with COVID (they may 
reduce the severity of symptoms) 
2) Stop the transmission of SARS-COV-2 

Thus, even if the mass vaccina7on campaign went ahead, there 
is currently NO DATA to suggest it would make a difference in the 
spread of the pandemic. 

The precau7onary principle would state that interven7on on 
such a large scale should be done amer there is massive evidence 
of safety and effec7veness. By defini7on, any license of 
emergency use is enabling an experimental substance to be 
administered to the popula7on and would have very limited 
evidence of safety. 

In all candidate vaccines, important safety and effec7veness 
steps (like animal tes7ng) have been skipped over or 
abbreviated. Each of these steps was created for very good 
reasons and have now been abandoned. 

If there were adverse effects with just 1% of people, that would 
translate into roughly 400 000 injuries. 

As of 18 Dec, the rate of adverse events in the US was 2.7% 
where people were unable to perform normal daily ac7vi7es, 
unable to work, required care from doctor or health care 
professional. (Anaphylaxis Following m-RNA COVID-19 Vaccine 
Receipt by Thomas Clark, MD, MPH December 19, 2020) 

This would create a 7dal wave of people needing medical care 
that would dwarf COVID. 

The last 7me vaccines were rushed to market in this fashion was 
for Swine Flu. Following the swine flu outbreak of 2009, about 
60 million people, most of them children, received the vaccine. 

It was subsequently revealed that the vaccine, Pandemrix, can 
cause narcolepsy and cataplexy in about one in 16,000 people, 
and many more are expected to come forward with the 
symptoms. The UK government was due to pay out about £60 
million in compensa7on. 

Across Europe, more than 800 children are so far known to have 
been made ill by the vaccine. 

Should there be ill effects, The South African Healthcare system 
has no formal way of tracking this data and making 
determina7ons. 

Should there be ill effects, who would be held liable for such 
injuries? The South African government, the healthcare provider 
who administered it or the manufacturer? Greg

2021-01-18 
14:45:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Who is owning the fall-out from poor vaccina7on research, 
possible cancers and other health disorders? Who is paying for 
any of these in 5 or ten years 7me? Who even knows what is in 
the "vaccine"? Which version of the virus (of at least three 
variants to date),  are people being vaccinated for? This is totally 
unproven science and is more dangerous than the virus itself - 
who is actually paying for all of this? Mark

2021-01-18 
12:06:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First of all why do we have to get vaccines outside ? Don't we 
have our own scien7sts and top doctors that can come up with 
that same vaccine?  We are an gullible as a country  that even 
that vaccine do we know what is inside it. They should  not force 
people to take this nonsense because all I caand now is that 
there is more to this vaccine that they are not telling us! Dawn 

2021-01-18 
11:18:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why do we need a vaccine for something that 99% of the 
popula7on recovers from? 

Secondly, why waist money on a vaccine when there are medical 
voices poin7ng out cheaper op7ons that work?. Eugene

2021-01-18 
10:28:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Up un7l government assures the public that the vaccine will not 
have amer effects and the government clears all the conspiracies 
around the vaccines. we have heard of people dying amer being 
vaccinated. at the moment I reject the vaccine on behalf of all 
south Africans with the highest contempt it deserves. No one 
should ever be forced to take a vaccine. if those that take the 
vaccine will be immune, why is there a need to compel every 
one to vaccinate? 

the will of the people shall decide. A
2021-01-18 
09:56:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not proven worldwide for longterm effects. In fact 
nega7ve effects have surfaced form the BionTech Pfizer Vaccine. Ingo

2021-01-18 
09:51:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dont need the vaccine and dont want it.  

23 people in norway died from the vaccine, just to men7on a 
few. Pieter

2021-01-18 
09:13:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No obligatory vaccine. Virus will mutate. Vaccine has not been 
tested long term. Puck
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2021-01-18 
08:29:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. The vaccine is not tested and scien7fically proven to be 
effec7ve, 
2. The vaccine manufacturers are not liable for claims should 
there be adverse effects.  This is ridiculous to say the least.  They 
can offer anything without the necessary long term tes7ng and 
the masses take the risk.  Totally unacceptable, 
3. Proven alterna7ves hydroxychloroquine and ivermec7nare are 
not considered even though they have a proven track record of 
decades whilst the vaccine is not tested properly.  Where the 
vaccines are already administered there are already adverse 
effects on people.. 
4. False news and claims that the protocols of masking, etc, is 
working.  If they were working, why is there a second wave, 
especially under health workers where the protocols are 
followed with the utmost care? 
5. My health is my responsibility and I do not want to take a 
mandatory vaccine. 

Gerda

2021-01-18 
08:27:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. The vaccine is not tested and scien7fically proven to be 
effec7ve, 
2. The vaccine manufacturers are not liable for claims should 
there be adverse effects.  This is ridiculous to say the least.  They 
can offer anything without the necessary long term tes7ng and 
the masses take the risk.  Totally unacceptable, 
3. Proven alterna7ves hydroxychloroquine and ivermec7nare are 
not considered even though they have a proven track record of 
decades whilst the vaccine is not tested properly.  Where the 
vaccines are already administered there are already adverse 
effects on people.. 
4. False news and claims that the protocols of masking, etc, is 
working.  If they were working, why is there a second wave, 
especially under health workers where the protocols are 
followed with the utmost care? 
5. My health is my responsibility and I do not want to take a 
mandatory vaccine. Albert

2021-01-18 
08:12:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Well in this current situa7on a vaccine won't help those who are 
currently infected. If this government really care about their 
people why not legalize ivermec7n.its our right to to have a say 
over our health. Why not do our on  study on ivermec7n. Many 
countries have use it with great success. By banning a medicine 
that is safer than a vaccine ,you are crea7ng  yet another 
blackmarket.people are overdosing on the animal one,why you 
did this ,we are so desperate to safe our own and the lives of our 
love ones .this us unprecedented 7mes as this vaccine was so 
quickly thrown,why not give ivermec7n a chance. Hannelie

2021-01-18 
08:12:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This global dictatorship of when what and how has me really 
concerned. While I understand countries need to be lead 
effec7vely, the handful dicta7ng Covid-19 laws and roll out of 
vaccines i feel have a personal agenda. I'm not comfortable 
injec7ng anything into me that was developed in under a year.  
So GOVT officials can go ahead. But I will not be told I MUST take 
the vaccine. My body is sacred and mine to do what I want with 
it. Bernadine 

2021-01-18 
06:45:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is created to change a person's DNA. It will probably 
not maper in the first few years, but later there will be a 
problem. Much bigger problems in a person's life. 
God created us with the DNA in our bodies. And NO ONE is 
suppose to change it by will! 
It is against my religion as a Chris7an and my knowledge that it 
will cause problems in my body at a later stage. 

Also if you look at the South African Government Clinics, how 
they distribute medica7on and how they treat pa7ents, it is not 
acceptable. 

My final concern is that I am not a lab rat to take tests on what is 
working and what not Bubbles
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THIS IS THE PROBLEM, THE CONCERN, THE TRUTH AND THE 
SOLUTION:- 
1. THE PROBLEM IS REVEALED HERE: hpps://
lifesureplan1.yolasite.com/ 

2. The concern is decep7on, imposi7ons, lies, hidden WARFARE 
on the ignorant public, tyranny in many varied forms imposed 
onto the public via governments, corpora7ons, secret socie7es, 
Pharmaceu7cals, etc., hidden globally aligned Satanic driven 
agendas, conspiracy between top echelon Satanists & witches to 
impose on and make war with the ignorant public, maiming 
people via witchcram High-Tec trans-humanism linked electronics 
and code in present covid "vaccines", mind control drugs and 
other technologies, of which some is included in some presently 
offered vaccines ; also the blatant WAR of Bill Gates, Melinda 
Gates, GAVIE, Soros and other top echelon Satanists Elites to 
rob, control, impose on, maim and kill the public, etc. 

3. The truth is this: A WAR IS BEING WAGED ON THE PUBLIC ON 
MULTIPLE LEVELS AND THE INFORMED DEEP RESEARCHING 
INDIVIDUALS CAN DETERMINE IT NOW CLEARLY; THIS INCLUDES 
the present "PANDEMIC", THE LOCKDOWNS; THE PLANS 
SUGGESTED TO VAXX MOST PUBLIC MEMBERS BY PLANNED 
ENFORCED INCLUSIONS/EXCLUSIONS, IN MANY THINGS, IF THEY 
DO NOT COMPLY AND RECEIVE THE PROPOSED VACCINES 
PLANED FOR THEM, and so on. 

4. THE SOLUTION IS THIS: Stop the mul7level WAR [INCLUDING 
DESTRUCTIVE HARMFUL VACCINES/DRUGS] on the public; Stop 
the Satanic WAR on the public; Stop the covid scam in its 
totality; Expose the dark eli7st en77es that had planned this 
total war years ago and those that are driving it presently! Stop 
medical vaxx Frankenstein type Pharmaceu7cal/Eli7st/
Government/Corporate/W.H.O./U.N. experiments on the public, 
including dangerous drugs, harmful vaccines, STRIPPING 
PEOPLES OF THEIR NATURAL RIGHTS, FREEDOMS, JOBS, 
FINANCES, SAVINGS, INCOMES, HEALTH, ETC. 

Also the covid test kits gives false posi7ves and is NOT suitable, 
neither designed for these covid tes7ngs; 

Furthermore, the present offered vaccines are NOT "vaccines" 
but something totally Alien in purpose and in composi7on and in 
its constutu7onary mul7level advanced technology form, meant 
to harm and NOT to help any of its recipients, but rather to 
TERRORISE their bodies and spirits with Satanic evil purpose, 
DESIGN and harmful intent! 

This is what my personal very deep holis7c research shows me 
7ll date! 

Therefore the solu7on is to cease all of the offered and unlawful 
imposi7ons planned and purposed currently on/for the public, 
and to also stop the Satanic U.N./N.W.O./W.H.O. EVIL PLANS [AS 
DOCUMENTED] TO COMIT GLOBAL GENOCIDE AND HARM 
PLANNED AND EXECUTED [AS PER THE PRESENT RECIPIENTS] ON 
TAXPAYERS/CITIZENS! 

SOLUTIONS FOR BIO-CHEMICAL WARFARE IS AVAILABLE, SUCH 
AS Counterstrike V12; Dr. Robert C. Beck's "Take Back Your 
Power" protocol which includes a solu7ons therapy package or 
protocol to handle ALL bio-warfare pathogens, etc., ALSO, Dr. 
Hulda R. Clark has published books on safely trea7ng the factors 
rela7ve to diseases, pathogens, viruses, parasites, molds, 
DISEASES OF VARIOUS KINDS, etc. 

Further, the present solu7on for nanobots, nano components/
robots, somware code, IC chip implants derived from certain 
used medical swabs and injec7ons regard this covid program is 
to simply stop this Satanic insanity, stop the implants, stop the 
global toxic harmful offered vaccines; 

Further, arrest the conspirators who are behind this all, have 
planned it all; HAVE LAUNCHED IT; have conspired with world 
leaders to help execute their evil covid driven schemes, bring 
them to public trail and very severe sentencing AND STRIP THEM 
OF ALL OF THEIR ASSETS and distribute it to those that they have 
harmed, robbed, deceived, lied to, and made to loose their 
businesses, jobs, income health and lives, etc! 

Furthermore: HOW CAN ONE SAY THEY HAVE PREPARED A 
VACCINE FOR "COVID19" IF THERE IS NO PROVABLE/SHOWN/
EXISTING VIRUS THAT CAN BE USED OR HAS NOT/CANNOT BE/
BEEN USED TO PREPARE A RANGE OF "VACCINES" WHICH ARE 
NOT VACCINES AT ALL, BUT RATHER A SOPHISTICATED SATANIC 
WITCHCRAFT HIGH-SCIENCE ALTERNATIVE EVIL MECHANISM/
PRODUCT/TOOL OF HARM & RABID TRANSHUMANISM, LINKED/
EXECUTED TO e.g. SATELLITES/5G/6G HUMANS CONTROL TYPE 
PLANNED SYSTEMS??? 

TO SUMMARIZE THE SOLUTION IN ONE PARAGRAPH:- 
STOP THE GLOBAL "NEW NORMAL" INCLUSIVE EVIL PLANS OF 
MASS HARM; MASS ECONOMIC DESTRUCTION; MASS MURDER; 
MASS CHANGE OF HUMAN BIO-INTEGRITY; MASS THEFT OF 
PUBLIC/PRIVATE FUNDS AND ASSETS; AND GO ARREST AND 
IMPRISON THE SCUM BEHIND ALL OF THIS INSANITY! 
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2021-01-17 
19:20:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines are unsafe. I don’t trust the agenda of those 
manufacturing the vaccines. Zulmira

2021-01-17 
19:18:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines are experimental/trial phase- there side effects 
and effec7veness are s7ll in ques7on. I am pro well trialed 
vaccines but do not agree to be the lab rat’nn Mark

2021-01-17 
18:24:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I disagree to use an experimental vaccine which is not well teste. 
Look at how many Downsindrone  And au7s7c Children There 
are due to safe vaccines. No how many will have amer effects 
due to thisVaccine. If Government approves it, then all in 
Government and there families should take it first and those that 
are pro thisVaccine. Do not enforce it on those that do not want 
to take it. It is unfair.  
US frontline dochters, who has people’s best interest at heart 
disapprove of it because it is not proven and amer effects are not 
known. Big No from me Gert

2021-01-17 
18:09:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no proof that this vaccine does anything. It takes years 
to develop a workable vaccine. There are so many variants of ry 
he virus. What are you trea7ng actually Sonja

2021-01-17 
17:34:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have strong concerns over a vaccine that has not been tried 
and tested and side effects known as well as unknown efficacy. I 
also have concerns over government roll out and distribu7on of 
this vaccine as they have not been prudent with  relief money. 
Frankly I feel they cannot be trusted Estelle

2021-01-17 
12:47:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First let all government officials, 9 provinces, municipali7es first 
take the vaccine and proof.  
How do i know its the same vaccine. Sam

2021-01-17 
11:45:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think enough 7me has been given for tes7ng and or trial 
period. This could be a 7cking 7me bomb. There is not even a 
vaccine against the common flu, and now there is a vaccine 
against Covid-19. Jacobus 

2021-01-17 
11:22:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough 7me has been allowed for tes7ng the effec7veness 
of these vaccine. 
Why invent the wheel when there is an alterna7ve fully tested 
and approved alterna7ve at a cheaper cost? Do not take this 
vaccine. Please do not have them use this vaccine on you 
PLEASE. It is not safe. Michael

2021-01-17 
10:59:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine can't be considered as Effec7ve and safe in such a 
short 7me. Vaccine companies are not held accountable if there 
is injury. Release full disclosure of content of vaccine. Let other 
countries try it out first do not use our people a Guinea Pigs Job

2021-01-17 
09:55:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has been created very fast. How can others take 
years to come to frui7on and this one is ready in a maper of 
months. I don't trust this vaccine because it was suddenly 
available in a very short 7me period. NO!  This is all a farce.  

Wayne

2021-01-17 
09:35:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Oxford vaccine uses a 7red and tested method, unlike the 
Pfizer and Moderna.  

The rush to vaccinate people without longterm health studies on 
the new MRNA vaccines is extremely dangerous and I will refuse 
it. 

Ivermec7n does have a good track record, I'd use that as a 
treatment. Adriaan 

2021-01-17 
09:06:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our people have suffered from TB, HIV etc without a vaccine 
solu7on. 

The evidence and the agenda of the NWO is freely available. 
Ramaphosa took money, and offered our na7on as Guinea pigs.  
We might be poor Africans, but we are not stupid, vaccines 
coming here would not be used in Europe. 

Let the government,including EFF and DA ALL take the vaccine 
publicly first. 
Come back in 3 years 7me and we will study the responses of 
their injec7ons in their bodies. 
The outcome will be easy, as they will all be dead. 

We are not party to this delusional onslaught by satanic people 
and Selah! Robert 

2021-01-17 
05:13:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not yet been declared safe to use. Intensive 
research s7ll needs to be done as the new vaccine has not 
finished even a year in the market. I am very concerned with 
side effects that it might causes. Sibusiso

2021-01-16 
22:08:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Derek.Singlet
on 
47@gmail.co
m

2021-01-16 
21:19:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine is a process that takes years. Within a year they want 
us to trust a vaccine. I am sorry. I cannot inject something into 
myself which I cannot trust. A lot of people will get sick as has 
been happening sofar in the rest of the world from taking the 
vaccine. Marius 

2021-01-16 
18:41:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It appears that even if everyone gets vaccinated, this does not 
mean the end of lock down.  We will s7ll be expected to wear 
masks indefnitely and prac7ce social distancing.  People can s7ll 
become ill despite the vaccina7on.  Considering this and all the 
unknown side effects and risks of the vaccine, I don't think it's 
worth it. Carol

2021-01-16 
13:54:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Tell Cyril to shove those vaccines far up his arse! 
Herd immunity from Covid vaccine??? 
When are these people gonna get punished for their crimes 
against SA??? K.

2021-01-16 
13:45:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Daphne
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2021-01-16 
13:22:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It took years to develop different vaccines. How can they 
develop one in less than a year that is save to use.. I do not trust 
the vaccine for covid 19 Evelene

2021-01-16 
11:03:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The efficacy and the safety of the vaccine hasn't been proven. So 
it could do more harm than good, in short. Karen

2021-01-16 
09:26:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No tes7ng or animal trial basically we are the human guinea pigs 
this is in total viola7on of the Nuremberg conven7on. Big 
pharma  has been given impunity against harm or nega7ve 
effects which means they know it is harmful and will kill people 
as we are already seeing worldwide. The astra zeneca vaccine 
has been the worst problem so far even being stopped in certain 
countries. 24 people just died in norway amer receiving this astra 
zeneca vaccine. This is total madness and murder on a massive 
scale Gavin

2021-01-16 
07:52:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Belinda

2021-01-16 
07:49:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ques7ons to Government we all should be asking.... 

If I get vaccinated: ??? 

1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 

2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 

3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 

4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 

5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 

6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 

7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 

8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 

9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 

10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 

11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 

12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 

13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 

Linda

2021-01-16 
07:27:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Official comment is that it is completely unknown whether the 
vaccine wil be effec7ve in preven7ng  contagion all.  Alterna7ve 
meds that are approved as safe  and that have proven to be 
effec7ve and cost effec7ve and readily available  ( such as the 
WHO approved wonderdrug Ivermec7n) need to be used before 
trying unproven , very costly and possibly completely ineffec7ve 
vaccines. Mark 

2021-01-16 
06:06:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This drug is s7ll in the experimental phase. Effec7veness has not 
been proven. Anna

2021-01-16 
01:41:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jenifer

2021-01-16 
00:12:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Seen to many case studies where the Vaccine is causing terrible 
side effects. Edward

2021-01-15 
21:58:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

good day 
my concern is that we do not know how safe this vaccine is? 
impossible to create an effec7ve product in such as short period 
of 7me. all good an well it gets rolled out, however who is going 
to fund it? tax payers right! you can not force people against 
there will to freely get vaccinated. in due 7me when it is safe...I 
will then re-think about it lorraine

2021-01-15 
21:17:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nico

2021-01-15 
20:04:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Its rediculous we have to be subjected to this nonsense when 
there is a 98.9% survival rate for Covid and we have no idea 
what side effects the vaccine will have Dennis

2021-01-15 
17:21:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why vaccinate with a product that has not been thoroughly 
tested nor do we know the long-term effects of it when there is 
a perfectly safe, age old medica7on (Ivermec7n) available at an 
affordable price to treat Covid? Maxine

2021-01-15 
16:35:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is not about the virus.  It is about the depopula7on  of the 
world. Christopher
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2021-01-15 
15:56:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Allow voluntary par7cipa7on for those who want to vaccinate, it 
should not be mandatory & forced on us. Gavin

2021-01-15 
15:53:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Since we have our own strain of the virus, how can we be so 
certain that this vaccine will which was developed for the UK 
strain (in record 7me [as in without proper tes7ng]) will be 
effec7ve here. The side effects are a concern as covid does not 
seem to be as deadly as we where told. Nicholas

2021-01-15 
15:49:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let the whole Government be injected first  and all the 
government employees so 
that we can see if it works. And the DA must inject the ANC and 
the Anc the EFF and the EFF the DA  so we can be sure they do 
not  lie to us.  I shall rather drink Ivomac and shall refuse to be 
injected RPJ

2021-01-15 
15:44:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I object to the roll out of this virtually untested and expensive 
vaccine, when there is overwhelming evidence that much 
cheaper and tested drugs, like Ivermec7n and others, are 
virtually 100% effec7ve against Covid. Eugene

2021-01-15 
14:42:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Insanity the vaccine not tested according to proto calls for 
vaccine safety.No goverment will force me or my family they can 
expect full resistance .INTERNATIONAL LAW  OF 
HUMANRIGHTS.MY BODY DOES NOT BELONG TO THIS 
INCOMPETENT GOVERMENT. Schalk

2021-01-15 
13:06:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am wary of puing anything in my body that has not been 
rigorously tested - do we fully know the side effects or long term 
effects of this vaccine? My pharmacist aunt is alarmed by the 
quick turnaround of this vaccine, and her experience and 
judgement are good enough for me. I want to be able to choose 
whether or not I take the vaccine, and not have it imposed on 
me , especially when the vaccine does not guarantee you 
becoming infected again, and it certainly does not make you safe 
to be around should you be infected. I am happy to wear a mask 
in public, but I do not want to take this vaccine or force my 
family to take it either. And those who are vaccinated will s7ll 
have to wear a mask! I'll gladly witness our top leaders take it 
first, and see how they're doing in a year. ELLA-MARIE

2021-01-15 
11:32:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are being told that medicines which have been in use for 
many decades in humans, such as  hydroxychloroquin and 
ivermic7n (both of which have been shown to be effec7ve in the 
treatment of Covid-19 in many studies)  may not be used in 
South Africa due to the lack of clinical trials on Covid.  However, 
in the same breath government is going to be spending billions 
on vaccines which have been tested for 6 months on a handful 
of people.  We have no idea of the long term effects or side 
effects of the vaccines. 

Also, with Covid now muta7ng, the vaccines are likely to be of 
liple effect in any event (supposing they are the "silver bullet"). 

With proven cures such  ivermec7n , one has to wonder about 
the mo7ves of government in going so far as to raid pharmacies 
and hospitals to stop its use.  With people dying, why are they 
trying to stop the use of proven cures?  One can only suspect 
more sinister mo7ves than preven7ng people experiencing the 
side effects of headaches and nausea. Rowan

2021-01-15 
11:25:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine, bypassing animal tests, 
approved in a maper of months instead of years.  It is COSTLY 
and may even be DEADLY.  There are PILLS that have been FDA 
approved for years that are PROVEN to work to protect and 
prevent this VIRUS namely: Hydroxychloroquine and 
IVERMECTIM are CHEAP and SAFE. This should be used instead, 
but wait for it - not part of this Great Reset (communis7c 
agenda) . No profit in it for Big Pharma? Sandy 

2021-01-15 
11:18:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Immunity-boos7ng measures should be priori7sed - such as 
vitamin D3 - as well as alterna7ve and proven effec7ve 
treatments BEFORE a vaccine is even considered. These are far, 
FAR cheaper than the development and roll out of a vaccine that 
is not fully proven to be effec7ve. Anzelle

2021-01-15 
10:44:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support the Vaccine at all. The government must stop 
being puppets and listening to what is being fed to them from 
outside influences. They need to get onto the ground and decide 
what is best for their country and not follow what the rest of the 
world is doing. 

Jade

2021-01-15 
09:24:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This COVID19 is a scam. It is a war between China and the USA. 
Every elec7on year, something happens to impact the results. 
Trump put China in its place re: trade. Doctors are not even 
tes7ng for the flu anymore. A pawpaw tested posi7ve in 
Tanzania. A Florida doctor died amer taking the vaccine. AIDS is 
an eg of what the west is capable of and what they actually 
thinks about Africa. They want our resources. They want to get 
rid of our people. France wan7ng to test on Africans!!! Colonial 
mindset. Take control ZA. Open the economy. Natalie 

2021-01-15 
09:16:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

They cant come up with a TB , Cancer, Aids vaccine in all the 
years but a major Flu bug within 6 (six) months no problem. I 
may look like a cabbage but i not green like one. Ernest 
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2021-01-15 
09:11:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dear Government ANC. 
The vaccine hasn't been adequately tested, and is not 
guaranteed to even be effec7ve. 
Their is No Proof that it will kill the virus, so why must I take it!!! 
Will Our Government ANC give me 100% compensa7on if 
something goes wrong, so that my family will received a R10 
Million from my Government ANC, for compensa7on if I have 
Any Side Effects!!! - I need this Guarantee First!!!! 
More 7me is need to see if the vaccine has life changing effects. 
Furthermore, due to all the corrup7on in the ANC, I cannot trust 
them and I would prefer if the Private Sector is involved 100%, in 
all process. 

Elda
Mpumalanga 16

2021-01-26 
16:50:01

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Total lack of safety, on 15/1/2021, 181 deaths was already  
reported to VEARS due to COVID vaccines. 

None of the vaccines was tested to show reduced deaths, 
reduced ICU admissions or even reduced hospital admissions . 
There is amer 35+ years no effec7ve HIV vaccine or common cold 
vaccine as especially the  RNA viruses mutates con7nuously. As 
we have seen with the new version here. Vaccines available is 
outdated for South Africa and of 0 value. 

We will end up with people dying of the virus and  of the vaccine Willem

2021-01-23 
11:21:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

"to combat the coronavirus" This is part of the problem we have 
no one that  can provide us with a guarantee that the vaccine 
can combat the virus. This vaccine has not been tested properly 
and there are a lot of medical prac77oners that explains that the 
vaccine is s7ll in a trial process, which means that if the South 
African government undertakes to have 2/3 of the popula7on 
vaccinated then we have 2/3 of our popula7on as Ginny pigs 
tes7ng the product. If this does not  work what guarantee of a 
claim against the manufacturer does the popula7on have or  
have they provided a owners own risk policy! If we have 
obtained the vaccine from India, why is it that they have only 
vaccinated only 381 305 of their own popula7on as per the stats 
19/1/2021. Surely if India have the vaccine already and it was 
tested they would have vaccinated far more people of their 
popula7on of   1 361 261 670!  97% Of their popula7on that got 
the virus has recovered, their % ac7ve people to their 
popula7on = only at 0,01% ?? they already have 0,75% 
recovered to their own popula7on, so it seems that the system 
they following at this stage works.  
       JOHAN

2021-01-21 
09:14:29

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Isabel

2021-01-18 
12:20:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Megan

2021-01-18 
09:16:41

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Before government used to test internally every imported 
vaccine before administering it to the people - why not  the 
Corona virus vaccine! We never heard our local researchers 
saying this vaccine has passed our internal test. Again South 
Africa had planned to make its own vaccine - what happened to 
the dream! Kerison 

2021-01-17 
18:47:08

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not tested enough.  Its all a big farce. Pieter 

2021-01-17 
18:19:16

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1 Ques7on  
Why if government knows that vitamin D, vitamin c and Zinc is 
important to have in your system, they do not supply each and 
every ci7zen with this important nutrients? 
Let's start basic, give every ci7zen this each month for free, and 
test the results amer 30 or 60 or 90 days? Johan

2021-01-17 
18:07:32

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is more than enough informa7on out there clearly 
providing the health warnings about this vaccine. It took 10 to 
12 years to previously produce flue vaccines, vaccines that s7ll 
don’t work that effec7vely let alone on a virus that is muta7ng 
as fast as Covid-19. The fact that the pharmaceu7cal companies 
behind the produc7on of this vaccine are not being held 
responsible for any nega7ve implica7ons as a result of taking the 
vaccine should say it all. Let’s not even get into the fact that it’s 
not actually a vaccine or that there are serious ques7ons as to 
the methods being u7lised, methods that have already failed on 
animal tests. It certainly is a clear red flag for me.  
But none of these fact are being taken into account when it 
comes to our incompetent government. All they do is swallow 
the garbage they are presented by those that have provided 
billions of Rands that have certainly not been spent on what 
they should have. Just another item to add the already  massive 
list of incompetent decisions the ANC have made over the years. Greg

2021-01-17 
09:58:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Andre

2021-01-16 
18:49:05

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine ANC leadership must start vaccina7ng first and  lead by example. Thamsanqa 

2021-01-16 
10:55:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Paul
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2021-01-16 
10:49:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is concern for me especially with the NDA that they 
have sign and why they start with health care what if something 
go wrong. 
My sugges7on is they should have considered African herb as it's 
now known that this vaccine is not cure so why can't we as 
African finds our own  vaccine why can't we test our herbs it's 
high 7me we depend on our own. 
What's so hard to try our herbs like we going to try the western 
herbs for me this is lazy and incompetent move from 
government.  

John 

2021-01-16 
07:53:24

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This has not been tested properly due to the 7me constraint. 
There are other alterna7ves which has been proven such as 
Ivermec7n.  
I will NOT take the vaccine to enrich Big Pharma! Ellen

2021-01-15 
22:12:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine is not safe. Will not accept  vaccina7on. Suzanne 

2021-01-15 
13:39:59

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The safety of the vaccine has not been tested. The speed at 
which it was developed raises concerns regarding safety in 
humans, safety during manufacturing and packaging processes. 
Long term survival of the vaccine.  It has not been shown to be 
effec7ve against the new mutated variant.  

CP
2021-01-15 
11:36:27

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Even if it is available i wont take it Roy

Eastern Cape 15
2021-01-25 
10:20:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thamsanqa

2021-01-21 
18:04:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No recourse when something goes wrong. 
Sole bread winer, who will feed my family if I get sick.  
The next thing they want to force us to get it, what happend to 
democracy.  
No no no Shane

2021-01-21 
17:10:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I’m concerned that the vaccine may put the health and lives of 
individuals at risk. 3-6 months effec7veness implies that one 
would need to be vaccinated every 3 months. That means an 
accumula7on of toxins such as aluminium sulphate and 
isopropyl 90 (or other common vaccine ingredients that are 
dangerous to one’s health). The vast majority of the popula7on 
does not know anything about vaccine detox nor have access to 
health foods and supplements. Furthermore, we have no idea of 
what long-term side effects are of the vaccines. Nor do we know 
how the vaccines are cultured - eg. With the use of aborted 
foetal cells (human diploid cells) - which is considered unclean/
unethical  by many Muslims, Jews and Chris7ans. The use of 
ivermec7n and or other well known medica7ons should be 
further inves7gated. I strongly object to forced vaccina7ons as 
this is a direct contradic7on of our human rights. Grace

2021-01-19 
20:54:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont support vaccine which is not manufatured in sOuth africa 
scien7st. Lungani

2021-01-19 
16:06:30

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

as long as i am healthy and fit,i  will not be taking any type of 
vaccine/drug or other medica7on not yet 100% proven to be 
safe and effec7ve,yes,there is a virus going around,yes,some 
people are dying,un7l i have proof that this so called vaccine 
does actually work and i am happy with the results,there is no 
chance i am prepared to risk my life or health,not for anyone!! wayne

2021-01-19 
07:25:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In my opinion is that the vaccine is not save for humans, people 
will get sick and can die, people geing allergic reac7ons due to 
the vaccine,  
no vaccine can prevent covid19 so what is the use to take it and 
the vaccine was not tested.  

Maphys 

2021-01-18 
20:07:24

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus has not been isolated to study its characters and its 
danger to the society. The virus has only killed 1% of the 
popula7on and for it to have this apen7on while people have 
99.9% chances of recovering without treatment. 
The vaccine needs to be studied in response to the characters of 
the virus when the virus has been isolated and studied Andisa

2021-01-18 
10:12:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines are experimental drugs and I'm not willing to take 
the risk. 

The vaccines evidently do not reduce transmission risks. 

The vaccines pose a greater threat to people than the virus itself. 

I fail to see the need to vaccinate the en7re global popula7on, 
when the fatality rate of the virus is below 3% and appears to 
primarily affect people with pre-exis7ng health condi7ons. 

The risks of Covid-19 are overstated and there are far greater 
health threats which are not receiving the propor7onate level of 
governmental apen7on.  

I am suspicious of apparent global agendas and the 
manipula7on of Covid-19 in order to force certain changes (ie. 
global "re-set"). Richard

2021-01-18 
09:32:26

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hatridge
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2021-01-18 
05:59:37

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The proposed vaccine is only in an experimental phase owing to 
its age of development. The greater risk of harm to our people is 
more probable than any cure. Historically vaccines have proven 
to be more harmful than beneficial, refer to a very old and well 
researched book called the "The Poisoned Needle". Further 
there is documenta7on available that big Pharma profits are first 
priority and that adverse effects like steriliza7on are part of the 
agenda of vaccina7on. 

Abdus Samad

2021-01-16 
22:29:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has already shown that it has nega7ve side effects 
and that it poten7ally can be detrimental to some par7cipants 
health. I am not in favour of taking any vaccine as I have had 
many vaccines before which affected my body nega7vely and I 
now have  Mul7ple Sclerosis (MS) as a result. MS is an auto-
immune condi7on in which the body apacks it's central nervous 
system. It is seen as a threatened disease caused by overload of 
toxins which had gathered in the body- the vaccines which I had. 
Now, I am stuck with a debilita7ng disease, since the age of 40 I 
have struggled to walk and I now walk with a walking s7ck.  
Furthermore, my life has been shortened by 10 years due to the 
vaccines. Nobody warned me against these nega7ve side effects 
which I would be facing! Karen

2021-01-16 
14:38:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines destroy human body cells and change the structure of 
the DNA.... Siphamandla

2021-01-16 
07:55:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How can a vaccine that was developed so quickly be effec7ve 
when already we are seeing new strains. Surely this vaccine will 
not work with new strains how can anyone be sure.  Social 
distancing is the best solu7on but just drive past any Post Office 
or Home Affairs and we see how this virus is spreading. Renee

2021-01-15 
12:41:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am sorry. I will not have a vaccine injected into me or my family 
that was developed and manufactured in months. There is not 
enough knowledge about the long term side effects of any of the 
vaccines. This again is being funded by the taxpayers, and from 
what I researched, and those who have medical aid schemes for 
their families!! This is grossly unfair!! With government wan7ng 
to head the roll out of the vaccine, I see A LOT more corrup7on 
on the horizon. Frank

2021-01-15 
10:42:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Every year thousands of people get the flu vaccina7on and that 
does NOT work!!! 
What makes this one different? 

Charmaine
Free State 9

2021-01-25 
06:12:14

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think we should rather roll out ivermax, which cures people of 
the virus and it can be made locally and it is a known cure 
throughout the world. The vaccine is not the best op7on as it 
has not been properly tested and we don't know the long-term 
effects. We as a country cannot afford the vaccine. Gavin

2021-01-22 
10:50:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mambi

2021-01-20 
07:55:12

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

People can be encouraged to steam atleast twice a day and that 
would work beper than vaccine and no tax payer will pay for 
this. 

South Africans can develop their own vaccine so why take it 
elsewhere  
We don't want to be killed ? as rumored Nicky 

2021-01-18 
13:16:40

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is a campaign to depopulise the human kind. It comes with 
with unforseen circumstances that is going to cost the 
goverment as well as put people in jeopardy. I am not 
suppor7ng it. and I have my reasons. Whoever wants to take it is 
thier right. Let it not be compulsory or mandatory to take it. I for 
one and my Family are against it. Kelebogile

2021-01-17 
19:45:43

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine De Wet

2021-01-16 
08:54:15

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Daar is effek7ewe (en baie goed Ivermec7n en 
Hydroxychloroquine is lank reeds op die mark en goed nagevors, 
maar word verbied terwyl die vaksine waaroor daar geen 
langternmmynstudies is nie, as die antwoord voorgehou word.  

Die effek7witeit van die vaksine is nie bewys nie. Waarom as dit 
werk, word daar vermoed dat ons steeds maskers sal moet dra, 
ens.? Gegewe die talle nuusberigte oor die wêreld heen, is daar 
genoeg bewyse om die veiligheid van die vaksine erns7g te 
bevraagteken. 

Die regering het biljoene rande tot sy beskikking gehad en 9 
maande later is ons gesondheidsisteem steeds nie gerat om 
pasiënte effek7ef te hanteer nie. M

2021-01-15 
17:52:27

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Normally test on Vaccines takes years. This is to quick, The 
President and all Ministers must take the vaccine and then if 
nothing goes wrong  within a month or 3 then it can be given to 
others. Rather test other medicine recently in the news for 
human intake Louise

2021-01-15 
13:40:16

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine 12 months to develop a vaccine is cuing a lot of corners Ian

2021-01-15 
10:58:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I, for one, will not take the vaccine.  I do not think it can be 
trusted,  how can a vaccine be developed in months? And 
obviously, we cannot trust our the ANC with our health. Irma

Northern Cape 7
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2021-01-23 
02:15:26

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Main concern surrounding side-effects of the vaccine.  Will 
government or pharmaceu7cal companies rolling out caccine 
carry responsibility for individuals adversely affected by taking 
vaccines. A clear indica7on that vaccine manufacturers will not 
be exanorated from responsibility for individuals becoming 
disabled or dying as a result of taking vaccina7on. This because 
any rollout of medica7on must be adequately tested on different 
subjects and all shortcomings also clearly s7pulated to 
consumers. 

Sylvester 
Kgotso 

2021-01-18 
07:04:42

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No vaccine!! We have HIV for many years and there's no vaccine, 
how on earth can they find one in a few months now for Covid?? 

That men are from the devil itself!! Marthie
2021-01-17 
22:41:23

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jurie 

2021-01-16 
21:52:30

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not only does no one know how effec7ve this vaccine is, nor do 
they know what side effects it has. No no no a trillion 7mes you 
want to kill our ci7zens!!!!!! 
People do not need this vaccine there are other far more 
effec7ve than the vaccine with no side effects!!! Rina 

2021-01-16 
15:47:39

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kim

2021-01-15 
21:24:26

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines have not been tested and we will all be guinea pigs. 
Furthermore the government has already signaled that one will 
have to be inoculated every year as strains mutate.  

There is a proven exis7ng medica7on available already 
Ivermec7n that is cheap and very effec7ve.  
Why spending so much money on something that is not proven 
to be wirking safely. Renate

2021-01-15 
21:24:25

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines have not been tested and we will all be guinea pigs. 
Furthermore the government has already signaled that one will 
have to be inoculated every year as strains mutate.  

There is a proven exis7ng medica7on available already 
Ivermec7n that is cheap and very effec7ve.  
Why spending so much money on something that is not proven 
to be wirking safely. Renate

Limpopo 10
2021-01-22 
15:59:34 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Wim

2021-01-22 
14:38:41 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Venessa

2021-01-22 
08:22:58 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine have not been tested extensively  and  it is to soon  
to roll it out.No need to vaccinate in any case,there is more 
effec7ve more safe alterna7ves without any side effects or 
mortality rate.With a 82 % recovery rate in SA,it is totally 
unacceptable to inject people with a foreign substance that has 
no history for its effec7veness.My body,my choice. Theo

2021-01-22 
06:22:35 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ent sto is nog nie  goed genoeg getoets Louis

2021-01-20 
14:26:54 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine takes about 30 to 40 years to develop . There are too 
many side effects . Johan 

2021-01-18 
12:09:43 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our scien7sts should verify the effec7veness of the vaccine and 
why can't we use our own vaccine? Matema 

2021-01-17 
11:29:09 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No vaccine has ever been given without many deaths and side 
effects. Natural medicine is far more effec7ve. Carlo

2021-01-17 
06:59:55 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have lived with HIV and AIDS for years and yet 7ll this date 
there is no vaccine, how is it possible to have a vaccine in a years 
7me for “deadly” coronavirus and s7ll not had a vaccine for a 
disease that has killed millions and s7ll is. The effec7veness of 
the vaccine is ques7onable and the inten7ons behind the 
crea7on of it are ques7onable. Loyd tebello

2021-01-16 
17:33:32 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is this vaccine fully tested,as we read on social media that it's 
killing people around the world. This must not be compalsary. Ephraim

2021-01-15 
12:10:05 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Apart  from the efficacy of the vaccine , the government should 
let the private sector roll out the vaccine . Government 
involvement means corrup7on ! Henry

North West 4

2021-01-21 
14:15:00

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We all have ID'S why do we need another one. It is going to cost 
money to make new ID's.  At  this point in 7me the vaccine is not 
known to provide us with the nessary protec7on from the virus. 
Perfectly healthy people die from the vaccine. The goverment do 
not have the money to buy the vaccine. There is so many flaws 
in the vaccine. The virus is muta7ng so fast will the old vaccine 
help to prevent it?  TISANIE

2021-01-20 
12:15:51

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Insufficient tes7ng and trials for the long term possible side 
effects. Johnson and Johnson vax is only 70% effec7ve anyway. 
Ivermec7n needs to be considered Sean

2021-01-18 
15:49:29

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Rela7ng to other vaccines produced over the past years and the 
set trial milestones, it is not possible to create, test and legalize 
it in a few months. What I can find is that some milestones were 
cut out and that the vaccine  producers are not held responsible 
for any health or adverse affects that may be caused by the use 
of the vaccine. They say it is a vaccine but the way it is prepared 
and presented is not classified as a vaccine. Arthur

2021-01-18 
11:39:22

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I CANT BE VACCINATED IN MY AGE WITH SOMETHING THAT 
THEY THEMSELVES ARENT SURE OF ,THEY CANT TAKE 
SUGGESTED METHODS OFFERED BY AFRICANS . PULANE

re7red 467
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 165

2021-02-23 
09:33:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 echo the comments by Christo regarding the vaccine s7ll being 
in the experimental stage while there are medica7ons that 
already exist that can be re purposed Ronald
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2021-02-02 
09:49:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Other vaccines have been tested for at least 5 years before being 
used, on people, while these covid vaccines have not been 
tested extensively anywhere. Many of the people used as guinea 
pigs had many adverse affects and deaths, which was apributed 
to underlying illnesses. Some  scien7sts  and doctors tell us that 
the covid deaths are contributed to underlying illnesses.  Yet, 
they and the government want to vaccinate those 18 years and 
older with underlying illnesses to be vaccinated first!!! It makes 
no sense. Do they want to cull people like animals? Ko7e

2021-01-29 
15:39:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not safe Alfreda

2021-01-27 
10:48:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sydney

2021-01-27 
10:37:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has been insufficiently tested, it is experimental and 
no one should be forced to be a guinea pig.  Although the 
government may not make it mandatory  with the support given 
by government  companies, schools , etc will make it mandatory. 
No one knows what the long term effects of the vaccine will be.  
Ivermec7n treats covid 19.  
Tests show 100% success in comba7ng developing the virus and 
in curing the virus if detected early. Nothing can help people 
when the virus is in the late stage. To push vaccines we are told 
that Ivermec7n is dangerous, this is nonsense as the drug has 
been sold for years to all ages and does not cause harm. 
THE MOST IMPORTANT FACT, OF WHICH MOST PEOPE ARE 
UNAWARE, IS THAT COMPANIES PRODUCING THE VACCINES ARE 
NOT LIABLE FOR ANY SIDE EFFECTS, INCLUDING 
DEATHS........THEY CANNOT NOT BE PROSECUTED, BY 
LAW!!!!!!!!!!!! GLYNIS

2021-01-27 
06:11:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Michael 

2021-01-26 
18:01:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine We have seen  undoctored videos about killing Blacks. Alfred

2021-01-26 
17:39:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine has not been properly tested. Ozzie

2021-01-26 
17:22:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust this vaccine as it comes from India where the virus 
came from.  Clarence

2021-01-26 
14:37:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid 19 keeps changing and the vaccine has  not been tested 
long enough to see if covers all strains. 
There are also other methods to fight this, we must develope 
our own solu7on and not make other countries rich because of 
threat and fear HM

2021-01-25 
09:42:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Informa7on regarding the vaccine indicates only a 17% efficacy 
rate,That is not realis7c.One needs at least a 70-80 % efficacy 
rate for an effec7ve programme.Rolling out vaccines that have 
produced amer 4-5 months cannot possibly have gone through 
the required tes7ng protocols,and there have already been 
several adverse reac7ons to the vaccines in several countries. Gail

2021-01-25 
07:30:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jack

2021-01-24 
21:50:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please vaccinate prisoners and poli7cal leaders FIRST. If it works 
then it can be given to the rest of the popula7on.  I for one am 
not holding my breath. In 70 years a vaccine against hiv and 
cancer has not been found. In less than 1 year a vaccine has 
been found for Covid19.  Bullshit!!! It has not been tested and 
therefore the effec7veness thereof is dicey. Cannot be a 
worthwhile vaccine. Give the poli7cians of SA and the rest of the 
world first chance to experiment with it. No way will I be 
vaccinated! Brenda

2021-01-24 
21:50:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please vaccinate prisoners and poli7cal leaders FIRST. If it works 
then it can be given to the rest of the popula7on.  I for one am 
not holding my breath. In 70 years a vaccine against hiv and 
cancer has not been found. In less than 1 year a vaccine has 
been found for Covid19.  Bullshit!!! It has not been tested and 
therefore the effec7veness thereof is dicey. Cannot be a 
worthwhile vaccine. Give the poli7cians of SA and the rest of the 
world first chance to experiment with it. No way will I be 
vaccinated! Brenda

2021-01-23 
11:05:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alta

2021-01-23 
08:10:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There isn't a clear picture on the proposed vaccine whether it 
will work or not , and so much of controversy on its effec7veness 
due to the large corporates involvement hence the dubious 
results. Solly

2021-01-22 
19:47:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Joyce

2021-01-22 
16:03:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are alterna7ves to the vaccine that can be used, and the 
vaccine is not a cure and has not undergone any long term trials 
and healthy people with strong immune systems recover from 
most viruses without vaccines. Anne

2021-01-22 
06:52:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Till todate we s7ll don't have a effec7ve flu vaccine but there is a  
covid vaccine developed in two years which has not been tested 
and you expect the public to believe you with so many medical 
professionals who are ques7oning this covid conspiracy. Nic

2021-01-22 
06:28:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccines were not tested long enough. Hana

2021-01-22 
06:03:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

23 elderly people died days amer receiving it from one old age 
home? No thanks Rosa
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2021-01-22 
03:51:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek persoonlik voel dat  dit net regverdig sal wees as as ons 
president en 
 die kabinet eers  die vaccine ontvang  sodat ons meer vertroue 
daarin kan  
he. My groot probleem met  die skielike teen middel  teen die 
Covid 19 virus 
is dat indien dit dan so maklik is om so vinnig n akurate, veilige 
teenmiddel te  
 formuleer en al die veiligheids toetse te doen waarom kon die 
slim mense 
tot vandag toe nog nie n kuur teen kanker kry nie.  Nou word 
daar van ons  
verwag om te glo dat hierdie vaccine  veilig is en geen gevare vir 
ons inhou  
nie.  Nee wat, ek bly maar sover moontlik in my huis en volg die 
reels van maskers 
dra, hande was en sani7zing. Ek leef in elk geval al so vir die 
laaste  2 jaar aangesien ek gediagnoseer is met Lupis. Dit is dus 
vir my n lewenslange leefwyse. Linda

2021-01-21 
16:17:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid is a type of influenza that is already muta7ng. How can a 
vaccine based on the first covid virus be effec7ve against the 
new muta7ons? This vaccina7on should be mandatory un7l its 
efficacy has been fully tested, worldwide. Louise

2021-01-21 
13:06:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dont know if it will work or is a scapegoat for other reasons. Isabel 

2021-01-21 
09:16:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alida

2021-01-21 
03:10:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This vaccine has not been tested properly Lize

2021-01-20 
13:33:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine has not had enough 7me to test and Ivermec7n is the 
cheap and proven alterna7ve.South America and India and many 
South Africans are proof enough to allow its use buy the 
majority of the poor masses .Read ar7cles of horrors already 
being experienced by the Pfizer Vaccine which in comparison to 
Ivermec7n has not a single person that has taken the dosage as 
prescribed by medical professional's. Abie

2021-01-20 
13:20:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like a local vaccine manu factured in South Africa...we 
have scien7sts  in our land also.Thanks. Ann

2021-01-20 
11:58:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If looking at vaccine tes7ng unsa7sfactory and news of people 
geing very sick and dying amer been vaccinated  no one to be 
forced to take vaccines. Person human rights to be protected by 
people tacking it only on free will  and not forced on any body. If 
they want to to forces it let the ANC government( Ciryl 
Ramaposha and his ministers to be vaccinated first by public 
members) as proof it is safe. Medicine that proven works is 
prohibited but vaccines proven is harmful is used, seems peoples 
lifes do not maper. Seems our government is  part of people that 
wants to control worlds popula7on numbers by killing people 
with this vaccines.  JOHANNES

2021-01-20 
07:48:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will have no part of a vaccine that alters my DNA in order to 
make Big Pharma rich and mess me up. The vaccine has not 
been properly tested and one can s7ll get Covid amer the 
vaccine, so what's the point. The New World Order want to 
make it mandatory to control us. Completely evil. Beper to boost 
immune system and trust in the Blood of Jesus to protect us 
from disease and pes7lences. Valerie 

2021-01-19 
21:05:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

On behalf of my aged parents and brother with disability.  My 
re7red cousins and other family. This vaccine has never been 
tested enough and never on animals at all.  This vaccine violates 
all the rules of any previous ones made in history.   The science 
behind it is, as has been pointed out by the Chief Jus7ce, quite 
evil.  To change human DNA is to play a role of crea7on that is 
very much against any law of nature!   
Already there have been too many bad side effects for those 
pi7ful humans who volunteered!  
Many are even dead!  
Here is the SCIENCE! ___   avoid the COVID-19 jab at all costs 
because it contains an untested new technology known as 
mRNA, the long-term side effects of which are completely 
unknown. 

mRNA directly alters the gene7c material of those who receive 
it, much like what happens when “scien7sts” gene7cally 
engineer (GMO) food crops like soybeans or corn to make them 
resistant to bugs or drought. 

“This interven7on can be compared to gene7cally modified 
foods, which are also very controversial,”  
NO - STOP THIS DIABOLICAL VACCINATION FOREVER. NO 
HUMAN DESERVES THIS!!  

Marcelle
2021-01-19 
17:49:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vanessa 

2021-01-19 
17:38:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I honestly disagree wth Cyril Ramapoza to vaccinate ppl against 
they will..do we hve a choice in this..wots gona follow next the 
chip thts gona b implanted on our  back hands..i thort Cyril was a 
Chris7an  how can he allow Bill gates to mess wth his mind like 
this..this caccine not gona help us but destroy many South 
Africans..i'm not taking no vaccine they can rather kill me..i will 
not except the mark of the beast..Tell Cyril i said he mus except 
God as his saviour bcz the Lords second coming is near..he must 
repent n ask God 4 forgiveness..He's gona kill millions of his 
fellow South Africans Beulah
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2021-01-19 
15:05:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concerns.. there is already corrup7on and who keeps paying the 
tax payer, so some government guy is just going to steal the vac. 
And sel them at a profit mark my words that is what  is going to 
hsppen Sarah

2021-01-19 
15:02:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not enough resurch. Elke 

2021-01-19 
14:11:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have already no7ce the death of old people and see the 
vaccine as a tool to reduce the popula7on via the vaccine. At no 
stage was the organizers transparent with the SA popula7on 
regarding the process or neither were they been informed. 
Suddenly, out of the midst arise a vaccine, one from a source of 
vaccine types ... how was ours selected? What was the basis?  
I am not interested to take something which is used on 
animals ... I am not a cost to our government as long as I am 
paying my income tax. Gerhard

2021-01-19 
12:27:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have the vaccines been tested enough , normally takes a year to 
test vaccines.  Or is this another money making racquet?    If 
people adhered to the rules in the first place things would be 
much beper.   This virus is here for a while just comply to the 
safety rules. Anne

2021-01-19 
09:36:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Time bom for your health, NO CURE. Same as the Spanish flu ALL 
that was vaccinated DIED.  The vaccine is not a cure its a curse to 
kill your healthy body. Once in your blood stream it's 
irreversible.   Sarah

2021-01-19 
09:23:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe it is my right to decide if I want to vaccinate my children 
and myself. This is a cons7tu7onal right to decide for myself. I 
am not a firm believer in vaccines. I do not regard them a safe 
(as there are substan7al evidence that they are not all a 100% 
safe) and this one in par7cular are not thoroughly tested and the 
long term effects are not know yet. Let the ANC vaccinate 
themselves and their followers first if it is that important to 
them and if they believe in the effec7veness of the vaccine. I 
believe there are alterna7ve meds to fight this pandemic, the big 
guns just don't want to know as the agenda is dark. Ian

2021-01-19 
06:41:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that government should be part of this rollout first. What if 
the vaccine is not effec7ve or not safe and causes more harm, 
then that would not be ok for our health workers as they are 
needed the most especially during these unprecedented 7mes. 
There is already a shortage of health workers as it is. So no it's 
not in the country's best interest. Anthea

2021-01-18 
21:01:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ntombentsha 

2021-01-18 
20:58:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Don't trust the government with the rollout 
Who say the vaccine is safe or are we the guinea pigs Nickie

2021-01-18 
18:26:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Susan

2021-01-18 
17:42:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Unfortunately, S A has seured Chinese/ Indian vaccines which 
have not gone through the trials. COVAX etc  NO GOOD. They are 
trying to save money at the epense of their peole. Anya

2021-01-18 
17:24:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have many doubts about it.  

Jeanepe

2021-01-18 
16:44:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do NOT support an expensive roll out of the Covid-19 Vaccine.  
People who get Covid badly, or who die from Covid, have 
weakened immune systems.  Rather build people's immune 
systems with Vitamin D & C, and then use accepted an7 
inflammatory drugs to treat them if necessary - there are many 
scien7fic studies on these, but the mainstream media is not 
publishing them.  The vaccine is experimental, gives no 
guarantee of  immunity, and has very serious side effects.  In 
addi7on, it costs a huge amount of money, which we as 
taxpayers will need to pay.  Herd immunity is built up by a 
percentage of the country tes7ng posi7ve, you don't have to 
wait for a vaccine to build herd immunity. 

A mandatory vaccine would be criminal.  It has not been 
monitored or tested for long enough.  Already people in Europe 
and the US are dying from the vaccine. Beth

2021-01-18 
16:19:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let the members of parliament anf their family membera be the 
guinea pigs to see the effec7veness thereof.  Hester

2021-01-18 
15:46:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To whom it may concern 
The vaccine has clearly NOT passed the standard clinical trials.  
One example is there have been no animal trails on this vaccine. 
I object hugely that there are aborted human fetus  cells in this 
vaccine. It has been proven to kill people. Norway today 
announced they had had more deaths from the vaccine to date, 
than from the corona illness. it is scien7fically proven that the 
SARS Cov2 virus of COVID19 has not been isolated. Ref  Dr 
Thomas Cowan and John Rappaport . Or and Dr Andrew 
Wakefield 

Michèle

2021-01-18 
15:09:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe that this vaccine has been properly tested. We 
are using people as test subjects and this can not be legal. If the 
government believes in it they should all be the first to get it . 
Corrup7on will again see itself in the forefront of this Anka

2021-01-18 
14:36:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ci7zens have choices.  They can not be forced to take a vaccine 
they do not want.   The government has no right to insist ci7zens 
have the vaccine.  Why is the cost of the vaccine now put on the 
shoulders of each ci7zen? each individual has to pay out of their 
own pockets  for this vaccine?  There is no proof that this 
vaccine will react the same for all ci7zens.  There is no proof that 
this vaccine will save a persons life, or prevent them geing 
infected with the covid virus. 
I will not have the vaccine.  Deanne
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2021-01-18 
13:55:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Linda

2021-01-18 
13:43:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Elkeen is gereg7g op sy eie besluit of hy/sy die 'vaccine' wil 
neem, al dan nie. Andre

2021-01-18 
13:34:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine JOY

2021-01-18 
12:48:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines take at least 10 years to test & perfect. There is no way 
I will allow any vaccine to enter my body that is unsafe & not 
sufficiently tested. People are dying from the vaccines that are 
being administered because they have been fed the wrong 
informa7on as to the efficiency of these untested vaccines. Are 
the authori7es trying to kill the popula7on or cure it? There are 
safe drugs that are having wonderful results- that’s the way to 
go! Meriel

2021-01-18 
12:35:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Michael John

2021-01-18 
12:01:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is untested , not really a vaccine as it carries DNA 
altering nanopar7cles , cannot guarantee any medical treatment 
for Covid19 , as the virus is constantly muta7ng. 
I will not agree to be vaccinated and will not forfeit my religion 
for inter alia ,State Control as shown by many ar7cles as the 
purpose of the nanopar7cles 
Will not become a barcode  run by some computer ( that is 
Biblically the mark of the Beast.) 
Ivermec7n  has a proven curing ability and has a Nobel Prize for 
an7 viral success. 
Who is paying who to ban it in SA ? S.jean

2021-01-18 
11:52:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

has not been proved,  too early to have produed a vaccine,  not 
trusted. Alan

2021-01-18 
11:46:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust any covid vaccine because it is technologically 
generated and I believe it is a precursor to the 666 microchip. 
Further the G5 has some connec7on to the vaccine - it can 
either control a person's brain or it can kill! 
All the vaccine ingredients should be listed and explained in 
layman's terms. 
I will freak out if the vaccine become mandatory. Frieda

2021-01-18 
10:36:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not tested sufficiently Fsusia

2021-01-18 
10:13:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It takes 10 years to  come up with a vaccine, now all of a sudden 
in a few months a vaccine has suddenly been developed?  I don't 
trust this, I don't want it and there have been too many 
comments against it,  The ANC and EFF are more than welcome 
to be the first to get vaccinated before the vaccina7ons run out. Gwyneth

2021-01-18 
09:52:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe in this vaccina7on. 
It is only meant to get control over people. 
Could be poisonous, severely harmful and most of all the 
beginning of the Mark of the beast as explained in Revela7on. 
PLUS was7ng millions of Rands which SA do not have anymore. 
Sassa grants should rather be paid out.  Leave the vaccines. Rosa

2021-01-18 
08:28:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

From much info  presented  by highly respected medical 
professionals worldwide over the past year,  is very clear that the 
vaccines in ques7on are experimental and have not yet proven 
to be safe or effec7ve.  However it appears ( again statements 
made by medical professional), that the use of 
Hydroxychloroquin and more recently Ivermec7n, have proven 
without any doubt to be highly effec7ve in the  treatment of  
Covid/SARS2 workdwide. As such these two drugs should be 
made  readily available  to the people of SA immediately Desree

2021-01-18 
08:24:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Coenie

2021-01-18 
08:03:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The current vaccines have been has7ly prepared and have not 
been tested enough in the long term.  Furthermore, it is not 
proven if the present vaccine will be effec7ve against muta7ons 
of the virus which will then render the vaccine useless if another 
muta7on becomes dominant and the current strain becomes 
ex7nct. The virus has a 97.22% survival rate on average 
according to the case-fatality ra7o provided on the COVID-19 
Dashboard by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering 
(CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University (JHU). There is also a 
poten7ally beper vaccine being developed from the well 
documented standard yellow fever vaccine, known as YF17D, 
which has been in use for 80 years and has a good safety record. 
Since the covid survival rate is so high, vaccines should be 
voluntary and recommended to individuals in the high risk 
category, (elderly etc). hpps://www.medicalnewstoday.com/
ar7cles/adapted-yellow-fever-vaccine-may-protect-against-
covid-19 

Ralph
2021-01-18 
07:15:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If every body take the maper seriously and is concern about 
their health, we do not need any vaccine, we need healthy food. Cecile

2021-01-18 
07:13:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe in the vaccine. There are definitely other op7ons 
that have proven effec7ve. The vaccine is a planned method by 
the NWO. There is no way that I will take it Elsie

2021-01-18 
07:06:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

vaccines have been rolled out before in the past and have been  
proved to be agenda related.  some have proved to contain 
mercury 
and direct rela7on to au7sm. no one should trust a vaccine 
programme 
when the cdc has been caught lying and fixing the "numbers" 
proper tes7ng and disclosure of the contents needs to be 
released 
first. kevin
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2021-01-18 
06:21:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ernest

2021-01-18 
06:15:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is yet to prove itself.  I do not believe that it had 
been tested enough and I certainly will not take it. Esme

2021-01-18 
05:36:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I don’t trust the vaccines Grace

2021-01-18 
00:58:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Wil the vaccine  help prevent the first and second wave of the 
virus ?  

Will we go back to normal ? Eddie
2021-01-17 
21:00:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Trudie

2021-01-17 
20:03:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is s7ll a trial and experimental and dangerous. 
Ria

2021-01-17 
18:52:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Albrecht

2021-01-17 
18:21:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Who are trustworthy...nobody...everything suspicious....my inner 
sense says NO...run now and stay healthy/alive! 
I never needed a vaccine...and will not need it in 
fiture...especially when we see whats the moive morandi 
behind this... 
O LORD MERCY!! Jacoba 

2021-01-17 
18:15:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Cannot develop a vaccine  for flu amer a hundred years  but can 
develop a covid one in less than 12 months. I won't be a guinea 
pig for pharmaceu7cal companies trying to make money Jeffrey

2021-01-17 
18:11:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Where there is risk, there must be choice. The vaccines are not 
tested long enough, I will not put something in my system that is 
not tested long enough like all other vaccines. Once it's in my 
body, it cannot be taken out, it's in there to sow havoc, and 
there is nothing I can do about it. No thank you, I'll not have it. Colleen 

2021-01-17 
18:07:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I own my body and NO ONE will vaccinate me.. Covid is a myth 
and Govt can go to hell with their vaccine.  Eugene 

2021-01-17 
17:56:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have a bad reac7on to most medicines. I can only take 
Paracetamol for pain and have 
to be very careful with all types of medica7on. I got a flu 
injec7on years ago and got 
violently ill from it. so I do not think that this is something that 
can be given to just 
anybody. Surely more tes7ng should be done for people who 
have reac7ons to  
certain medica7ons. Veronica

2021-01-17 
17:01:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vacine to new, Ivermec7n as an alterna7ve. Val

2021-01-17 
17:01:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vacine to new, Ivermec7n as an alterna7ve. Val

2021-01-17 
16:46:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine s7ll to be researched. Too many people die of it. 
Further government want to be the sole monopoly for 
distribu7on which will not be  successful. Elsa

2021-01-17 
16:35:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are 2 answers regarding when this will take place, 
government say mid year, health department say Jan/Feb. 
Will the vaccine be supplied by the supplier of the 20million 
doses or by 2 other and will they be effec7ve or the same. 
This vaccine was turned out in about 9 months and one wonders 
about the effec7veness  considering other vaccines  took longer 
to produce.  
Thinking of the produc7on speed of this vaccine makes one 
believe the designer of Covid-19 and the new strain were all 
manufactured at the same 7me and therefor the 
trustworthiness becomes scep7cal. Ebie

2021-01-17 
16:22:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not personally have the vaccine un7l it is proven to have 
prevented further outbreaks /has brought present situa7on  
under complete control/ it can be proven that it does not affect 
one’s current good health/full reports(from a RELIABLE source) 
that it has not caused damage and death. 
The above will take a long while.. excellent monitoring..honest 
and unbiased repor7ng. 
CAN SOUTH AFRICA DI THIS AND ALL OF THE ABOVE...PROVE 
IT!!!? Jane

2021-01-17 
15:35:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine not fully tested   we are not guinea pigs shaun

2021-01-17 
15:28:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

None of the vaccines  offered have been sufficiently tested 
clinically under acceptable medical  condi7ons. The tes7ng 
procedures are also flawed. You don't know what you are geing 
yourself into. Let the HERD be brain-washed!  Not for me. Lesley

2021-01-17 
15:01:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Let the parlement use it first Henk

2021-01-17 
14:39:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Merlene

2021-01-17 
14:24:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine hasn't  been tested long enough. How long were any 
other vaccines tested before being approved. Even the common 
flu vaccine was tested for much much longer Thelma

2021-01-17 
13:38:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Peet

2021-01-17 
13:35:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ques7on: WHO KNOWS what's in the vaccine?? How many 
deadly chemicals? 
Also, so many other illnesses, eg cancer, and NO VACCINE and 
yet one is found so quickly for Covid?? Strange. If the scien7sts 
can give us EXACT ingredients then we'll look again. Thanks. Beckie

2021-01-17 
12:24:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

not enough research done.  they have not cured HIV or cancer or 
flu but in 9 months we have a covird vaccine.  no we are test 
subjects for research marietjie

2021-01-17 
12:07:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Robert

2021-01-17 
12:00:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is the first ever mRNA vaccine to by administerd to humans. 
No long term effects are known as well as the effec7veness of 
the vaccine. Johan 
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2021-01-17 
10:58:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine was not tested long enough. There is all ready 
worldwide huge concerns of this vaccine where people are dying 
because of this. I am so sick and 7red of this government that 
does everything for financial gain to them selves and their 
immediate families. No concern for people that lose their lively  
hood  because of corrupt officials, government  and those that 
are promo7ng the new world order.  Take your vaccine, corrupt 
officials and this useless government and all that are paying to 
promote this and go and live with Soros, big tech and all those 
liberals and his cohorts. Mariane

2021-01-17 
10:44:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In my view, to combat this disease demands a vaccine that is 
safe and potent. Before allowing the use of a COVID-19 vaccine 
in humans, scien7sts should have evaluated the safe use thereof 
in many animal models and provide strong evidence that the 
vaccine will prevent infec7on of others once taken.  I agree with 
the many people who believe vaccina7on is not safe, so it is my 
right to refuse it without being subjected to pressure and 
propaganda.  I support freedom of choice. 

Around the world, efforts are seen to support ‘quick-fix’ 
programmes aimed at developing vaccines against COVID-19. 
Make no mistake, it’s essen7al to develop drugs and vaccines 
that are widely available across the world, but it is important not 
to cut corners! 

Cathy

2021-01-17 
10:40:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is a untested vaccine that hold a nega7ve medical outcome.  It 
wil not prevent contrac7ng and spreading of the virus.... Bill 
Gates stated that fact himself Eurika

2021-01-17 
10:39:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Swrt

2021-01-17 
10:34:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Moira 

2021-01-17 
10:30:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Freedom of choice, 

But I s7ll have the beper solu7on, 
Buy the Chinese vaccine, vaccinate our officials first then 
everyone and all working in ANY government ins7tu7ons/ 
departments, 
Then The ANC then the EFF and amer that solidarity members. 
Then the rest DA and every other party, 
Amer that problem solved ,  
In this instance I would take your DNA altering vaccine ? Des

2021-01-17 
10:01:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are s7ll to many uncertain7es  The long term reac7on of 
peoples with nega7ve r esponses to the vaccine  has not yet 
been resolved. It is unethical to use  fetuses  in the vaccine as 
well. Sonnet

2021-01-17 
09:21:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is not a proven cure or proven to be effec7ve and 
that people will not apract Covid 19. I believe it is an engineered  
DNA changer by the dirty people of this world Hercules

2021-01-17 
08:41:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. ;The track record no good.  
2. People s7ll die 'inspite' of vaccina7on. 
3.  If government is so sure of effec7veness, cabinet should be 
first in line and not healthworkers. 
4.  Forcing this unproven  vaccina7on on popula7on to validate 
the idio7c 'contract' by over zealous army is nothing but 
dictatorship and enfanger democracy. Ansie

2021-01-17 
08:40:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will this vaccine work?  From listening to, and reading reports 
from media from all parts of the world  It seems that there is no 
guarantee that this works, in fact there is more damning 
evidence  telling me it is dangerous to many.  Big Pharma and 
the big players will obviously make Billions.  Why are medicines 
that do work for the treatment  of covid being banned by 
Governments such as Ivermec7n. I know of people in Uganda 
and Zambia who have cured themselves using this medicine and 
now has just been banned. Ridiculous. This will just create 
another smuggling opera7on at black market prices as farmers 
also need this for their stock 

A facility for the elderly in England, 480 residents, were 
vaccinated on Tuesday .  By Thursday there were 8 deaths and 
138 cri7cally ill.  This facility, since March had 3 residents with 
covid, they were treated in the facility, they had not had 1 death 
un7l people were vaccinated.  This informa7on was sent to me 
by a person I know who works in this facility. Not from any 
media source.  This is a fact and they do not know how many 
more will get sick and possibly die. Main stream media does not 
report this, WHY? 

Covid and 5G is connected, read the report from the Italian 
Ministry of Health, they defied WHO regula7ons of no covid 
autopsies, scien7sts found blood cloing as the cause of death, 
changed there treatment regime and discharged 14,000 pa7ents 
in one day.  Why is this not on main stream media 

While covid is around, it is not the deadly flu main stream media 
are telling us, In this country Abor7on kills about 45 per 100,000  
all other causes of death are much higher than covid which right 
now stands at 0.036 people per 100,000. So why vaccinate? 
The billions of rand could be spent in a far beper manner, like 
food subsidy, which in turn would help millions of South Africans 
increase their immune systems Garth

2021-01-17 
08:28:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mary
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2021-01-17 
07:56:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is not safe, has not been properly tested, has harmed and 
killed people and has foetus in it and amer you take it you can 
s7ll get Covid. It is the New World Order way of culling the 
human race. 

Valerie
2021-01-17 
07:17:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Daar is te min navorsing en daar is ander mediese opsies Yvonne E

2021-01-17 
07:11:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We all have a right to choose, we react different to vaccines, and 
this is not a cure, the government should be focusing on 
spending the money to finding a cure. We have a corrupt 
government, they don't want to pay the nurses and doctors 
instead they resort to killing them with the vaccine. Haebo Mr 
President. Adelaide 

2021-01-17 
06:59:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We do not know enough about the vaccines.  Not enough 
research has been done.  There is no freedom of choice.   David

2021-01-17 
06:07:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is the biggest  pandemic that anybody alive today has ever 
experienced and yet  the vaccine was developed in less than a 
year. How effec7ve can it be? Amer vaccina7on we s7ll have to 
comply with all the protocols that was put in place to prevent 
the virus .  Nothing guarantee that you will not get the virus 
again.  Big medical companies have not had the 7me to test the 
vaccine . Donovan

2021-01-17 
05:13:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Perfectly healthy fit over 60 individuals should not need a 
vaccine just because they are  senior . 
Many over 60s are healthier and fiper than many  younger 
people due to lifestyle choices . Dianne

2021-01-16 
22:48:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maud

2021-01-16 
21:56:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Don't trust the vaccine. It takes 7me to manufacture and test 
vaccines properly. I would rather rely on my body's ability to 
fight this virus. Daphne

2021-01-16 
21:47:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Covid -19 vaccine is not a normal vaccina7on but uses 
mRNA. This is s7ll experimental and many have concerns about 
the ul7mate side effects in the long term.    
Secondly, the first wave of covid19 is over and the vaccine is 
based on that strain. There is now a new mutated strain (like 
every year of the flu virus) which would need a new vaccine. 
The main thing for me, I am convinced that naturally acquired 
immunity is the best and the safest.   This new experimental 
vaccine does not prevent covid19, it has only been tested for its 
reducing of some of the symptoms. So why take such a high risk 
for so liple effect? Liz

2021-01-16 
21:31:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough research done. What are side effects? Does vaccine 
actually work????. As an older person 65 +I'm not prepared to 
risk my life for a rushed vaccine. Carina 

2021-01-16 
20:04:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Inoculate the members of parliament  and their families first. 
Scien7sts, doctors, specialists,  professors, universi7es, all have 
tried to come up with a vaccine / cure for  cancer and HIV for the 
last 40 or 50 odd years  nothing this far. Now there is a vaccine 
for Covid 19 i  the first year!!!!just cannot be effec7ve and safe. 
Too good too be true and therefore I say scratch it. Give it to all 
the poli7cians and their families first. Let them be the guinea 
pigs. They are all past their use by date and too full of 
themselves.  If they get inoculated and amer a month will be fine 
I suggest start to innoculate the rest of the popula7on. Not fair 
to start with the children. They are the innocent ones. Brenda

2021-01-16 
18:23:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We can not trust vaccines which have not been scien7fically 
tested !!! 

Erika 

2021-01-16 
17:56:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do not trust the government and the WHO. It is all about  
money and  control. We the people are the vic7ms who will pay 
the price to kill ourself. The poli7cal elite should take the 
vaccina7on first to see how save it is. Khallid 

2021-01-16 
17:50:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should go trough a full round of tes7ng and should 
NOT CONTAIN rmDNA Neville

2021-01-16 
15:21:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe that vaccines work.  The side effects are more 
long las7ng.  Like the measles vaccine and au7sm.  It is not a one 
size fits all.  They will inject the same amount of vaccine into a 
46kg  person compared to a 200kg and say it works.  Come on - 
logics.  I have advised my en7re family not to take the vaccine.  
How do you keep the vaccine at minus 70° and then inject   
it?? Marion 

2021-01-16 
15:16:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It Shud be tested on our really well organised suppor7ve 
poli7cians before our valuable health workers or anyone else 
under close independent supervision to make certain it's the 
same drug given to the South African society... amer all if Dey are 
so confident we wud gladly follow...(scary considering drugs 
manufactured specifically for the eradica7on of blacks n 
distributed to Africa only). Thevaraj

2021-01-16 
15:04:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek glo die entstof is nie behoorlik getoets. Daar moet eers bewys 
word dat dit effek7ef gaan wees.  Ek as pensionaris sal weier om 
in ge ent te word. Elsabe

2021-01-16 
12:17:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Previously we have been told that an effec7ve vaccine takes a 
decade or more to be formulated, tested and rolled out. Now 
we’re expected to par7cipate in an experiment with a rela7vely 
untested vaccine.  
I believe that without a lockdown we will reach herd immunity in 
a short while, allowing us to live our lives and save the economy.  
Further why does this useless ANC government want to be the 
sole provider of the vaccine? More expecta7on of thieving and 
corrup7on? Grant

2021-01-16 
12:13:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If they trust WHO so much, they must start with Lithuli house, 
Union building and Parliament. Khoboso
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2021-01-16 
11:42:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are presently in  a global war, much bigger and fiercer that 
the Second World War.   Two of the aims of the powers behind 
it, are to control all people and to affect mass depopula7on.   
Why play in the hands of the people orchestra7ng this world 
onslaught and sooner or later loose everything, by rolling out 
dangerous vaccines and by incurring more debt? MNR

2021-01-16 
11:27:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Daar moet nie met 'n ding weggehardloop word en alles wat oor 
die "vaccine"gesê word vir soetkoek opgeëet word nie, maar 
eers deeglik navorsing gedoen word. Alle maatskappye jaag nou 
om eerste te wees daarmee, want daar is miljarde te maak. 
Buitendien het die regering nie genoeg geld om genoeg van die 
"vaccine" aan te koop nie en 'n bankrot regering sal dit op die ou 
end maar weer op die belas7nbetaler aflaai. Pieter

2021-01-16 
11:00:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine has not been tested long enough. What are long term 
effects. Why are the Labs that have made vaccine not liable for 
any effects to people?  

Joyce 

2021-01-16 
10:53:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Mandatory vaccina7on - this is a vaccina7on that we know 
nothing of. Normally any vaccina7on goes through years and 
years of trials and study, in under a year this vaccina7on is 
available and declared safe???? at the same 7me the big 
companies, Phizer, Moderna etc gets immumity against liability 
claims.... WHY? Because the outcome will only be apparant in 15 
to 20 years from now. I will not take that gamble especially as 
there is alterna7ve, non invasive drugs available (Ivermec7n) 
that can prevent death moderately up to 83%, this has already 
been properly researched. Why is Ivermec7n, which is totally 
cost effec7ve withheld from the ordinary South African? If you 
can stop even 1 death by authorising that dr's may prescribe this 
drug, instead of pushing your own agenda, should you do it? Any 
death that occurs from now should be treated as murder. 

Anton

2021-01-16 
10:36:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Too late, prefer to adhere to mask wearing etc.  Healthcare in 
crisis(as is everything else) so don't trust vaccines as scared of 
possible long term problems. Is this Healthcare department 
capable of keeping vaccines at the correct temperatures!  No do 
not support this Colleen

2021-01-16 
09:49:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have a popula7on of 59 million people and for now 
vaccina7on will only be for 20 million. It looks like its only on 
trial for now to see the outcome. I am one of them to wait for 
the results to see the effec7veness amer a year or two before I 
might change my decission and there is no more variants. Willie

2021-01-16 
09:34:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ligia

2021-01-16 
09:14:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This has not been tested long enough to give me 100% safety Charmaine

2021-01-16 
08:20:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Including roll out by corrupt government,no guarenty of 
effec7veness.Why are alterna7ves  not beeing made available?Is  
this virus man made for  personal gain and dominance?Likely. Jonathan

2021-01-16 
07:22:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Need at least three years to test vaccine.  Pieter

2021-01-16 
06:13:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Has not been tested sufficiently and long enough. werner

2021-01-15 
23:58:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As with many viruses- there are mul7ple vectors of covid strains 
already. This roll out is a farce to make government look good. 
We already know what the outcome is going to be and there will 
be a ready prepared statements for the different outcomes. The 
vaccine is not successfully tested and yet the roll out will cause 
varied results. Money and fear is driving this nightmare engine. 
So step right up with your money in hand and hope the vaccine 
works with your par7cular gene7c make up. There will be many 
flavours in the future as the vaccinated themselves will each 
have a new form of covid to play with. Apologies for being 
nega7ve,  but the future will bear this out, sadly at the cost to 
the ci7zen of our piece of earth. Barry 

2021-01-15 
23:07:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are  lead to belive that this virus has mutated. Will the 
vaccine that has been developed be effec7ve or will it be like the 
flu vaccine that will have to be changed every year? I don't trust 
this government. This is just another way of fleecing the public 
and lining their pockets. Annepe

2021-01-15 
23:07:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

un7l to day no vaccine for cancer, HIV,  TB or common flu for 
how many years and vaccine for covid within a short 7me under 
six months. 
Does not make since. 

Daniel
2021-01-15 
21:57:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Peter

2021-01-15 
21:33:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How many years have they been working on Vaccines for cancer, 
HIV and many other diseases?  How many years did it take to 
complete Vaccines for polio, TB, yellow fever etc before it was 
administered?  Suddenly amer a few months they gave a vacinne 
for a virus they hardly know and cannot guarantee immunity if 
taken. Rumour has it that some of the people whom had it 
either died or have severe health issue they never had before. I 
do not trust the effec7veness of a vacinne that has no proven 
success and therefore will not take it. Ger7e 

2021-01-15 
17:38:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I do not believe that the vacine is safe.  Nicholas 

2021-01-15 
17:33:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vacine is dangerous.  It has not been tested enough. Toooo 
many unanswered ques7ons about this topic.  How effec7ve,  
length of immunity., new strains, none of this nonsense for other 
flu strains i. e swine flu. The other two nega7ve answers are also 
valid.  Government too incompetent to do the roll out and then 
of course the standard reason being the accompanying ever 
present  corrup7on. Doris 
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2021-01-15 
17:29:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Laat hulle maar met die President en kabinet begin, ons sal maar 
eers kyk wat gebeur met hulle. 
Kan nie verstaan nie waarom die haas.  Die entstof is nie eers 
behoorlik getoets nie, 
wat se nega7ewe gevolge kan dit op 'n  persoon hê. 
Almal kan nie dieselfde medisyne of entstof kry nie. Magriet

2021-01-15 
17:19:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ivermec7n is available and has been proven to help yet  you 
choose to roll out a vaccine that hasn’t been tested .Will the 
president be an example and take the vaccine first Talib

2021-01-15 
17:17:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not safe Corrie

2021-01-15 
16:56:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ivonne 

2021-01-15 
16:47:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Johanna

2021-01-15 
15:29:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This vaccina7on is fairly new, I don't trust it yet Bets

2021-01-15 
13:17:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To ensure that the vaccine is effec7ve it is to be given to all 
members of parliament and prisoners'. If the vaccine is effec7ve 
and the results are acceptable then can the rest of South Africa 
be given the vaccine. GEORGE

2021-01-15 
13:13:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine that the SA government wants to roll out, is not 
trusted as it seems that not enough 7me has been allowed to 
produce it. It needs to compare favorably with the vaccine that 
the UK, USA and Canada are rolling out. Gerard

2021-01-15 
13:13:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is not properly tested. Not enough 7me has elapsed for 
adverse side effects to be listed.  There is too much uncertainty 
surrounding the safety of the results. Lynda

2021-01-15 
13:06:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Opo 

2021-01-15 
12:51:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Doris

2021-01-15 
12:07:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support the proposed vaccine rollout for a number of 
reasons. 
1. It is not necessary. The covid19 name is a deliberate name 
created to mislead the public. There is no such thing. There has 
been a deliberate worldwide conspiracy fact to label any illness 
covid19. The numbers of deaths again are also conflated with 
“she/he died amer tes7ng posi7ve for coronavirus”. or “died with 
covid” or “died of covid”, “as a result of” or “because of”, but 
“amer tes7ng posi7ve”. 
It remains impossible to differen7ate between ‘died with Covid’ 
and ‘died of Covid’ and thus the mortality rate is hard to 
establish. This is deliberate poli7cal manoeuvring.  
2. There has been todate no scien7fic evidence of the 
iden7fica7on or isola7on and purifica7on of (SARS-nCOV) 
anywhere in the world. Therefor any vaccine created will not 
have a target. 
3. The deaths that are being published to support the vaccine 
rollout are decep7vely erroneous based on (2) 
4. It is becomeing more evident that the IFR is well below or 
equal to a common influenza. The infec7on fatality rate of 
COVID-19 inferred from seroprevalence data 
-10.1101/2020.05.13.20101253. Ioannidis, John P.A. Bulle7n of 
the World Health Organiza7on doi: 10.2471/BLT.20.265892 
5. The recovery rate from COVID-19 — the disease that 
originated in Wuhan, China and was once adver7sed as the 
plague of the century — will soon reach 99.9%, and is currently 
within a range of 99.75%-99.875%, according to the best 
es7mates based on WHO and CDC sta7s7cs. This has been also 
confirmed by  scien7fic research. 
6. There is no necessity to spend billions of tax payyers money 
which we don't have. Spend a minimum on a small number of 
doses for people who want a vaccina7on. That can be done by a 
simple survey with people reques7ng this solu7on with their 
names and addresses . 
7. This proposal is simply a waste of money that will enrich and 
medical indiustrial complex and vaccine  industry. John

2021-01-15 
11:51:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe that a vaccine has been developed!!! I don't know 
too much but I know from past experience with my elderly 
parents. When it was 7me for the flu vaccina7on they were first 
inline. Year amer year they were so ill with the flu that it cost me 
a small fortune for them to see doctors and one an7bio7c amer 
another to see which one worked. No thank you. I will take my 
chances. All government officials must be the first in the queue 
to be vaccinated and film and aired........  This is my opinion. 
Vaccina7on are normally a year or two if not longer behind a 
new flu strain. What makes this one "covid19" and different and 
who has it been tested on?????? Ann

2021-01-15 
11:47:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that the vaccine has not been tested.  The cost  is 
also a  concern, as the tax payers of South Africa are already 
under a lot of strain.   The government should have looked at 
other op7ons. It is one 100% certain that there will be a grand 
scale of corrup7on by government  be in charge of the vaccine .  
Strongly suggest that Ramaphosa and his cronies get the vaccine  
first with independent doctors administra7ng the vaccine. I for 
one will not get the vaccine. Sonja

2021-01-15 
11:04:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Start the tests on the Government officials, thank you.  I do not 
believe they are safe. Joan

2021-01-15 
10:56:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is far too liple tes7ng done to determine thats this vaccine 
will help with any future or current strians of the virus, this is a 
waste of money that the taxpayer will have to give eventually. Brian

2021-01-15 
10:49:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is this vaccine going to make me sick when I'm not sick. Give it to 
the government first Gwen
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2021-01-15 
10:44:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why make the vaccine mandatory?  
Not sufficient  research has been made yet.  
 I'm  not compelled to be vaccinated. Erica

2021-01-15 
10:29:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dee

2021-01-15 
10:26:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As far as I am concerned the vaccines have not been tested 
sufficiently to convince me that they are safe and will keep me 
safe. These drugs normally take many years to be tested 
thoroughly but have now merely been rolled out within months. 
Have the vaccines been approved by our medical fraternity? I 
doubt it. Why does the government not allow Ivermec7n to be 
prescribed? This drug has been tried and tested but our 
government will not even look into it. It is cheap and readily 
available whereas I believe that the vaccine will cost a lot more 
and the roll out will create more corrup7on with the ANC 
hierarchy. Richard

2021-01-15 
10:19:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It's not a pandemic! Why no vaccine against tb which kills many 
more? Where Is the hiv vaccine? Jane

2021-01-15 
10:14:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine It has not been sufficiently tested Erika

2021-01-15 
09:28:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pieter 

KwaZulu-Natal 62

2021-02-22 
13:41:31

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

~ It is registered as an experimental vaccine which is tested on 
humans without knowing possible future impacts and/or side 
effects and  its effec7veness  . 
~ New science in the development of this experimental vaccines 
undertaken in a rush without doing the normal test trails can be 
considered dangerous and high risk.    
~ The Pharmaceu7cal Companies are exonerated from any 
liabili7es should issues developed as a result of taking the 
experimental vaccine. 
~ There are  exis7ng drugs and protocols that can be used for the 
treatment of Covid 19 as RE PURPOSED DRUGS as follow: -  
Ivermec7n /Zink/VitD       
                                                                                     
Hydroxychloroquine /Azithromycin/Zink/VitD/VitC 
                                                                                     
Budesonite(Nebulise ) Azithromycin /Zink/Low dosage         
Asprin   
These protocols must be prescibed by a Doctor. There are many 
tes7monies that it works . Christo

2021-01-26 
15:56:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Carey

2021-01-25 
22:41:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not yet proved to be a success Korrie 

2021-01-25 
19:13:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is a result of general panic of the popula7on and 
poli7cians worldwide and I believe the vaccine has to-date not 
been be fully tested to ascertain its long-term effec7veness 
against all strains of the virus and most importantly its side 
effects which in some cases could prove fatal. Unless this is done 
the vaccine should not be rolled out to the public. 
Does SAHPRA an en7ty of the Na7onal Department of Health, 
created by the South African Government have to cer7fy the 
vaccine is effec7ve and safe to be administered to the public. 
Does SAHPRA have the competence to carry out this task as 
government policy is to employ persons on race and gender 
quotas and not on merit! 
There are many persons amongst the minori7es who have the 
educa7on, skills, ability and experience, but are overlooked due 
to their race who could add value to the country. 
The government and their cadres must not be involved in the 
procurement of the vaccines and they could be used for tes7ng 
of the vaccine! 
Part of the problem with the spread of covid is the lack of 
discipline in obeying the basic rules of wearing a mask properly 
and social distancing. 
We are s7ll a free country thus the government cannot force 
persons to be vaccinated against their will. 
Taxes must not be raised to fund the vaccine as the government 
“allowed” the state capture to take place which has bankrupted 
the country. 
As at January 25th 2021 South Africa had 1,412,986 coronavirus 
cases and 1,230,520 recovered and a death rate of just under 
3%.    

Robin

2021-01-24 
11:05:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With so much  medical evidence of the effec7veness of 
Ivermec7n and its cocktail of exis7ng minerals, why isn't this 
Govt and its Medical advisors  implemen7ng this treatment  
early to those who are posi7ve? Seems to us there is a hidden 
agenda here? 

Fred 
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2021-01-22 
17:08:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

One of the major arguments against vaccine-induced immunity 
is that it primarily s7mulates the humoral immune system and 
not the cellular immune system.  

The problem with this approach is that you can have high 
an7body levels and s7ll get the disease. It’s very difficult and 
expensive to measure the cellular immune response, and 
immunologists admit that they are s7ll in the dark about a lot of 
the finer points of the overall immune response. 

An7body 7ters or blood levels don’t tell you whether you’re 
going to be immune in the future, because an7bodies are only 
one aspect of the immune response, and in some cases are not 
even necessary to easily combat the sickness and become 
immune. 
Injected vaccines do not interrupt propaga7on of the virus. The 
an7body really is a real wrong roadmap to look at to tell what’s 
really going on. Some7mes there’s correla7on, but it’s certainly 
not a given. For example many people ended up contrac7ng 
small pox and polio from the vaccines. 

Janet

2021-01-22 
17:05:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is impossible to know  how long the vaccines are effec7ve 
beyond the 7me they have been in existence.  So if they were 
tested in pa7ents for 14 days you don’t know if the vaccine 
works for 15 days. Same with 2 months same with 6 months. 
So when reporters or spokespersons( including presidents or 
health officials) say that a vaccine is effec7ve it should come 
with a caveat (warning) for what period of 7me they know. It is 
impossible to know what the long term adverse effects are when 
the medicines haven’t been out long enough to know. 
A prominent  FDA scien7st cited that the side effects and risks of 
the en7re popula7on becomes the test study group. Even with 
large study groups it is impossible to pick up all side effects 
which may show up in a general popula7on years later and 
impact hundreds of thousands of people. These may not be 
evident 7ll it has been in use for a large group of people for a 
long period of 7me.  
CDC report : 18th December of 215,000 vaccine doses –  5,052  
reported an unspecified health impact event  (2.3 %)  These 
include being unable to perform normal daily ac7vi7es. Required 
work or care from a doctor or health care professional.  
Covid 19 vaccine reported responses: 
• Pain at injec7on site 84.1 to 92 % 
• Fa7gue 62.9% to 70% 
• Headache 55% to 64% 
• Muscle pain (Myalgiia) 38.3 to 61.5 % 
• Chills 31.9%  to 45.4% 
• Joint pain (Arthralgia) 23.6% to 46.4% 
• Fever 14.2% to 15.5% 
• Injec7on site swelling 10. 5% to 14.5%  
• Injec7on site redness 9.5% to 10.5% 
• Nausea and vomi7ng  1.1% to 23.%  ( 1 in 4 pa7ents) 
• Malaise .5% 
• Swollen lymph nodes  
How does one jus7fy offering vaccines with different safety 
profiles?  Side effects can take months or even years to become 
evident. 
Vaccines cause Epigene7c altera7ons which result in:  

• Gene7c disorders  
• Cell death  
• GI disease  
• Developmental disorders 
• Metabolism dysfunc7on 
• Cell signalling problems  
• Cardiovascular disease 
• Immunological disease 
• Connec7ve 7ssue disorders  
• Energy produc7on problems 

William
2021-01-22 
14:19:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gesie 

2021-01-22 
12:28:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Trudy

2021-01-21 
15:52:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is not a vaccine it is trail and error it won't stop you geing sick 
it is a dangerous short term solu7on with side effects. Gerhard

2021-01-21 
12:56:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been tried and tested enough. It has been 
tested over a very short period and the unknown side effects 
could cause further complica7ons and may even result in death. Cynthia

2021-01-20 
20:38:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Good day 
 Herd immunity of 40 million South Africans. Is this to say no 
foreign na7onals or illegal immigrants are included in this 
number? Furthermore assuming 100% of adults consent to 
vaccine (I'd say at least 30% will not) it would s7ll mean in order 
to reach 'Herd Immunity' young children and teens would need 
to be vaccinated with a 'vaccine' that has not been tested 
sufficiently. Roger

2021-01-20 
20:05:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine John
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2021-01-20 
14:45:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am worried that the government will purchase the Chinees and 
Russian vaccine 
I will never trust any vaccine from these countries and I will 
refuse to be vaccinated with thier vaccine as these coun7es 
cannot be trusted as they are experts at deciving people and 
telling lies Carel

2021-01-19 
22:30:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have my reserva7ons regarding that vaccine as we have not 
been informed of exactly whatvit contains. There are reports of 
adverse effects, even death from taking covid vaccines.  Use 
Ivermec7n which is a safe drug. Let tge Minister of health, the 
President and Mr Abdool Karrim be the first to take it, to didplay 
its effec7veness. Leonie

2021-01-19 
09:37:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support vaccina7on at this stage, due to the fact that 
the vaccine has not been sufficiently tested.  How can a vaccine 
that has been  created in a very short 7me, be safe? One vaccine 
for the different strains? You must be joking! 

Something like Ivermec7n used over many years in  humans in 
the rest of Africa and India are not allowed due to the fact it was 
not tested enough, but we can receive a vaccina7on that is 
virtually untested ??   

Something is very wrong with this picture!! Who is benefi7ng 
from this arrangement? 

  Tania

2021-01-19 
09:06:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Apart from ques7oning the  effec7veness of the vaccine ( which 
has not yet been confirmed..even by the producers of said 
vaccines) there are serious ques7ons and 'red flags' such as the 
fact that the manufacturers will not accept any liability for 
vaccine injury.  They have also stated they canmot be sure that it 
will protect the vaccinated from acquiring or transmiing the 
virus. Why then do we need it?  
Why are the elderly ( who are already closer to the end of life 
than youngsters) being given the vaccine?  Pneumonia has long 
been called the 'old man's friend'.. 
Big Pharma has spent billions on these dubious vaccines and 
now they must recoup the money...at the sheeple's expense!  
No!  
We should not be forced to take the vaccine AT ALL.  Those who 
wish to may, but leave the rest of us alone! Julia

2021-01-18 
17:47:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All Vaccines have been rushed through trials without proper 
results: Covishield: Bri7sh/Swedish product with 90-95% 
efficacy. Need 2 Doses 2-3 months apart.. With Current 
Government proving themselves extremely inefficient we might 
never see the second dose! NO THANK YOU! I no longer trust 
the Government with my wellbeing.. 
Covaxin: Indian developed product using live inac7vated viruses 
to trigger immune response..And offering hospitals for pa7ents 
with serious side effects and also compensa7on for those 
effects! Clinical efficacy yet to be established.. NO THANK YOU!  I 
no longer trust the Government with my wellbeing.. Rina

2021-01-18 
15:11:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I don't trust the vaccine and the Government Johan

2021-01-18 
14:31:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cobus

2021-01-18 
11:56:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines for covid 19 have been developed in record 7me and is 
being distributed worldwide without proper assessment (despite 
claim to trials);  this compels one to ques7on both the efficacy of 
it and intended purpose. Cynthia

2021-01-18 
09:46:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

does anyone know how effec7ve this vaccine is going to be??? 
no informa7on has been given to us the public. Also any medical 
products made in India is suspect.   

Philip
2021-01-18 
08:17:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Marie

2021-01-18 
07:34:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All my concerns are addressed by the prepared answers given 
above: 
Biggest is effec7veness of a has7ly put together vaccine with 
viruses that are known to morph and hence like flu vaccine 
prove to be ineffec7ve. 
Govt purchase: readily like all govt programmes pay highest 
price for least effec7ve and low grade products... kusile is one of 
many examples. 
Why has ivermec7n been deemed illegal as a default without 
any inves7ga7on for effec7veness? Front line health workers 
using it? Anne

2021-01-18 
04:58:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I live in the area of Pennington which is small and with social 
distancing effec7ve washing of hands have found our area to be 
safe...as a Chris7an im concerned about freedom of choice that 
this vaccine has ques7onable contents has not been tested and 
that vaccine pharmaceu7cal countries stand to make money off 
the people by using control...absolutely against it Ruth

2021-01-17 
23:28:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elizabeth 

2021-01-17 
23:04:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is being rushed without sufficient trials being done. 
This is again an opportunity for corrup7on to con7nue and 
people to enrich themselves Ramjit
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2021-01-17 
22:25:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The 7mespan up to now does not allow sufficiently to determine 
possible side effects. Hasty implementa7on does not only pose a 
bigger danger to the popula7on but also indicates hidden 
mo7ves in administering it. The ac7ons ins7gated by the so 
called "Na7onal Covid virus Command Council" are  autocra7c, 
poorly mo7vated and therefore highly suspect. It reeks of 
conspiracy, as well as total disregard of the intellect of the 
ci7zens. Small wonder that it breeds suspicion. Daniel 

2021-01-17 
20:55:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sheila 

2021-01-17 
20:31:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anne

2021-01-17 
16:17:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is alternate medica7on like ivermec7n which together 
with other medica7on is sufficient and readily available and 
proven many 7mes over. Manufactured since 1970. Why roll out 
so much money puing the country in debt for something that 
has no guarantee that it works. I will bet on ivermec7n over any 
other drug. 

Mahomed 
Iqbaal

2021-01-17 
13:50:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the vaccine, much less do I trust the government.  I 
have no faith or trust in this corrupt government to have the 
best interest of its ci7zens at heart. Daphne 

2021-01-17 
09:25:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support this roll out .why is there different vaccines for 
Europe, Canada and then a different one for Africa???? Cipla 
clearly states on their. Vaccines  for which countries it is to be 
given Jackie

2021-01-17 
08:48:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It's very suspicious to me that they so quickly found a vaccine for 
this covid, but for many many years, there has never been a 
vaccine to cure HIV, Cancer etc! Why should we be Guinea pigs 
to this vaccine? Why don't they start from the top, like the 
president and ministers, everyone in Government ? Let's see if 
they survive  first! Johanna

2021-01-16 
19:40:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dear Sir 
I am extremely concerned about two things: the effec7veness of 
the vaccine as this virus is said to mutate and develop different 
strains and the unknown , irreversible side effects of the virus on 
the human body. 
Covid 19 can be treated with many effec7ve medica7ons that 
have been proven many 7mes over.  
It is very interes7ng that people who have been doing contract 
work in Tanzania have said that for some unknown reason , the 
people living there say they dont seem to be experiencing Covid. 
This informa7on I personally heard directly from someone who 
had been working there  for 6 weeks. 
I am aware that there has been a huge "wave of Covid " in many 
parts of South Africa ,  but also that there has been a great 
increase in the recovery rate.  
I feel sure that if more apen7on  be given to the many 
medica7ons that have successfully cured Covid 19 and healthy 
lifestyles , this will contain and eventually eradicate Covid. 
Another great concern is that parents should be able to have all 
the necessary , relevant informa7on concerning such  a 
vaccina7on and that it should be op7onal. If the vaccine is 
effec7ve those who choose to have it do not have to worry 
about being in contact with those who do not choose to have it. 
There are too many unknown facts about such a vaccina7on .  
This decision needs to be prayerfully 
considered. 
Regards 
Bernice Wright 

Bernice
2021-01-16 
19:05:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bernice

2021-01-16 
18:15:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is this vaccine tried and tested ,what guarantees have the public 
or herd  
Have if this untested vaccine produces other life threatening  
complica7ons. Who is going to be accountable for the law suites 
the government or the suppliers. Most professors and people in 
the know indicate that it takes five years to produce a vaccine,so 
what guarantees have the public that there won't be side 
effects.How come people only pass away from Covid ?you only 
hear this all the 7me 
No one passes away naturally these days, or of other ailments. 
Why are people not treated where the mucus  
Is vacuum off the affected area as demonstrate on Carta 
blanch ? 

Kevin 

2021-01-16 
17:43:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This measure is extreme and not necessary. Of the over 1m 
people to have contacted the virus more than 1 million have 
survived.  It would make more sense to take some of the blood 
of those who have survived and administer to the sick rather 
than spend billions of SA rands in another na7on.  
Absolutely ludicrous idea to vaccinate when the vaccine has not 
even proven to work. Bev

2021-01-16 
17:25:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Joan

2021-01-16 
16:15:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel the vaccine has not been tested sufficiently for side effects 
or long term effects. If we start vaccina7ng all essen7al workers , 
school children and teachers and there is a problem with the 
vaccine we could destroy Our beau7ful country! Serena

2021-01-16 
15:17:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Number one I do not support mandatory vaccina7ons. Number 
two I don't think there has been enough 7me  for enough 
research on this vaccina7on.  What are the side effects? I would 
want more informa7on before I took it. Gail
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2021-01-16 
15:00:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Amanda 

2021-01-16 
13:40:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has not been tested enough. Produced and rolled out too fast. 
Release Ivermec7n in the mean7me. it is proven and allowed by 
other countries with full medical support. Peter

2021-01-16 
06:56:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the Government is going to roll out the vaccine , I say let them 
be the guinea pigs. I cannot afford to get sick ( 7ght chest from 
old bronchi7s) so I want to know it's safe before I take it.  I'll bide 
my 7me to see how it affects others, especially older re7red 
people (I'm 67) before I'll take it. Jenny 

2021-01-16 
04:04:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont believe the vaccine has been properly researched, I also 
dont think this government has any idea what they are doing.

Maureen 
Robinson 

2021-01-15 
20:39:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not agree to being vaccinted with no concrete evidence that 
this vaccine they are trying to force me to have has had 
sufficient studies in such a very short period. And what is the 
ingredients do they place into the vaccine? Where is the proof? 

Cheryl
2021-01-15 
17:51:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This vaccine has to many side effects Cornelius

2021-01-15 
17:39:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No cure has been found for Aids or TB amer so many years. In 
less than a year a vaccine is found for Covid????? Do not trust 
the vaccine or the government Sharon

2021-01-15 
17:18:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Willem

2021-01-15 
17:08:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Noreen

2021-01-15 
14:32:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no conclusive evidence that these vaccines are effec7ve 
for the treatment of COVID.  
The vaccine producers have been granted immunity against 
prosecu7on for any failure if these vaccine or side effected 
caused, including death.  
The vaccines have also not been subjected to animal trials.   
It takes on average 10 years to develop a suitable vaccine and 
yet we’re rolling these out within 6 months. Byron 

2021-01-15 
14:16:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Peter 

2021-01-15 
13:43:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Derek

2021-01-15 
13:23:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Heino

2021-01-15 
12:54:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines are being developed and tested over an 
extremely short space of 7me at great cost.  Even without a 
vaccine, the recovery rate has reached 92% in South Africa in 
November and even though it has dropped because of the 
"second wave" it currently stands at 80%.  The current lock down 
regula7ons should rather be policed and enforced consistently 
without fear or favour first. Basil

2021-01-15 
12:54:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 What are the side effects going to be.  who knows what side 
effect it might have on the body  in 3 months  to 3 years later.. 
not for me thanks.  Why has a vacine for the Common cold never 
been produced? BRIAN

2021-01-15 
12:39:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No proper tes7ng has been done for long term side effects etc 
according to established protocols - unethical.  Do more tes7ng 
on Ivermec7n - far more cost effec7ve and an already 
established drug Jackie

2021-01-15 
12:35:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Neither I or any of my family will have this  vaccine as we do not 
trust this Government and its pandering to the CCP and want 
nothing to do with their covert underhanded corrupt ways .  

Clifford

2021-01-15 
11:25:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines have not been tested, not even on the bat's that 
the WHO claims to spread the Virus, and no results are 
published from anywhere in the world. 
There are no Contra-indica7ons disclosed.  
The world poli7cians, like Joe Biden, were filmed being 
vaccinated with a substance that was not clearly disclosed to the 
public.  
The Zambian President's recorded advice on the vaccine is the 
best considera7on to date. Denver

2021-01-15 
11:12:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines have not been thoroughly trialed. Use alterna7ve 
such as Ivermec7n. Much cheaper and is proving effec7ve. Dawood 

2021-01-15 
10:44:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No ways will I take this so called vaccine, I have heard that 3 
people in the USA have died  7 ~ 10 days later amer taking this 
vaccine! So if the government wants to test it, give it to the 
prison inmates and see if they stay alive. We as ci7zens will have 
to pay for this S#!T at the end of the day as this so called 
government  is bankrupt - so who pays !!!!!! we do. Pedro

2021-01-15 
10:41:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine takes years to develop and we have not yet find a 
vaccine for HIV , common cold or cancer, this vaccine took a few 
months to develop and have not yet been tested properly , to 
get the South African people to have the vaccine , parliament 
can be vaccinated first to prove to the  then that there is no 
harm in taking it , we can talk again amer 3 years 7me to see 
what the effect was on the parliament vaccina7on. Gerrit

Western Cape 158
2021-02-21 
05:30:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine hayley

2021-02-10 
11:50:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Norma
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2021-01-29 
00:19:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is not a vaccine. They are using the term “vaccine” to sneak 
this thing under public health exemp7ons. This is not a vaccine." 
"This is mRNA packaged in a fat envelope that is delivered to a 
cell. It is a medical device designed to s7mulate the human cell 
into becoming a pathogen creator. It is not a vaccine. Vaccines 
actually are a legally defined term under public health law; they 
are a legally defined term under CDC and FDA standards.[1] And 
the vaccine specifically has to s7mulate both the immunity 
within the person receiving it and it also has to disrupt 
transmission. 
And that is not what this is. They (Moderna and Pfizer) have 
been abundantly clear in saying that the mRNA strand that is 
going into the cell is not to stop the transmission, it is a 
treatment. But if it was discussed as a treatment, it would not 
get the sympathe7c ear of public health authori7es because 
then people would say, “What other treatments are there?” 
The use of the term vaccine is unconscionable for both the legal 
defini7on and also it is actually the sucker punch to open and 
free discourse… Moderna was started as a chemotherapy 
company for cancer, not a vaccine manufacturer for SARSCOV2. 
If we said we are going to give people prophylac7c 
chemotherapy for the cancer they don’t yet have, we’d be 
laughed out of the room because it’s a stupid idea. That’s exactly 
what this is. This is a mechanical device in the form of a very 
small package of technology that is being inserted into the 
human system to ac7vate the cell to become a pathogen 
manufacturing site. 
And I refuse to s7pulate in any conversa7ons that this is in fact a 
vaccine issue. The only reason why the term is being used is to 
abuse the 1905 Jacobson case that has been misrepresented 
since it was wripen. And if we were honest with this, we would 
actually call it what it is: it is a chemical pathogen device that is 
actually meant to unleash a chemical pathogen produc7on 
ac7on within a cell. It is a medical device, not a drug because it 
meets the CDRH defini7on of a device. It is not a living system, it 
is not a biologic system, it is a physical technology - it happens to 
just come in the size of a molecular package. 
 It is made to make you sick. 
80% of the people exposed to SARSCOV2 are asymptoma7c 
carriers. 80% of people who get this injected into them 
experience a clinical adverse event. You are geing injected with 
a chemical substance to induce illness, not to induce an 
immuno-transmissive response. In other words, nothing about 
this is going to stop you from transmiing anything. This is about 
geing you sick and having your own cells be the thing that get 
you sick. 
When the paymaster for the distribu7on of informa7on happens 
to be the industry that’s doing the distribu7ng, we lose. Because 
the only narra7ve is the one that will be compensated by the 
people wri7ng the check. That goes for our poli7cians… and our 
media - it has been paid for - if you follow the money you realize 
there is no non-conflicted voice on any network." 
- Dr. David Mar7n, Jan 5th 2021. Mike

2021-01-27 
07:53:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not proven to be effec7ve or tested for the new strain as well. 
Alterna7ve Ivermec7n has cured people within a few days. 
Keeping the vaccines in a good condi7on will going out in the 
field is ques7onable. Corrup7on is sure to follow. The ANC has 
proved itself over and over again. I will not take it. Antoinepe

2021-01-25 
20:45:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am against a vaccine that has no grounds of sufficient tes7ng 
AND is fear based and unsupported .   I am also concern when I 
"follow the money" and where the profits go Graham

2021-01-25 
14:59:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our human right is to make our own choice as to whether we 
want to have vaccina7on or not. Nobody has a right to tell us 
what we can and can’t do to our bodies. People have died amer 
being given a covid-vaccina7on so is it truly effec7ve. 
Pharmaceu7cal Companies do not and will not take 
responsibili7es for death or any serious side effects. They are 
only interested in how much money they can make and control. 
I'm suspicious, the sta7s7cs of tes7ng are not accurate and there 
is no real evidence that this is killing more people than flu has 
done in the past. Nobody seems to die from cancer, TB, heart 
apacks, etc. There seems to be more ques7ons than there are 
answers. I don’t trust the narra7ve that we are being fed, this 
disease was designed to reduce the popula7on, create fear and 
an economic catastrophe. More importantly the virus was 
created so that the vaccine could be enforced, which will allow 
our RNA to be manipulated. NO TRUST IN GOVERNMENT, Big 
Pharma, Corpora7ons and the WHO. Follow the money, who is 
geing rich, certainly not the majority! AB

2021-01-25 
10:40:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Daar was nie genoeg tyd om entstof vir menslike gebruik te toets 
en newe effekte te bepaal nie Helna

2021-01-25 
10:36:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Daar was nie genoeg tyd om doeltreffendheid van entstof vir 
menslike gebruik te toets nie. Helna

2021-01-24 
17:53:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Bharat Biotech "COVAXIN" admits to the following. 
"The clinical efficacy of Covaxin  is yet to be established." 
Par7cipants "will be paid compensa7on if they suffer adverse 
events." 
Par7cipants  "will be provided care in government hospitals.." 
In effect then the people of South Africa will be a TEST SITE for 
this vaccine, and the  GOVERNMENT will be prepared to provide 
hospitalisa7on and compensa7on ! 
YOU MUST BE JOKING !! 
Seems like the Guptas are in play again or maybe it is just the 
ANC. Chris7na

2021-01-23 
16:18:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rob
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2021-01-23 
11:23:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Untested from India? 
Also, should the Pres start fingering private investment, then we 
are in trouble - clearly the money needs to come from 
somewhere? (Maybe they also mis-7med pushing their NHI 
agenda?) Rodney

2021-01-22 
21:46:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Shâron-Rose

2021-01-22 
21:33:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A UN charter makes use of a vaccine before tes7ng on animals 
illegal. This has been ignored.  Oliver

2021-01-22 
14:07:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a Mechanical Engineer and am well aquainted with R and D 
as ths has been part of my family business for 60 plus years. 
Distribu7on of any product should be done in efficient business 
like manner, this is not a government func7on, speaking from 
experience. No gaps of oversight or transparency  should be lem 
exposed as this will be the downfall of the func7on. No vaccine 
should be distributed that has not been medically tested for the 
a period laid down by interna7onal authori7es. Test results 
should be available to the public for scru7ny, no product should 
be purchased without an undertaking of success. No distribu7on 
should be apempted un7ll such parameters have been met. The 
whole func7on should be managed by a country wide business 
with a very good coverage of all areas. A organiza7on with an 
excellent track record. 

Geoffrey

2021-01-22 
12:59:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In my opinion the vaccine in ques7on has not been tested 
thoroughly. According to the news people s7ll die amer taking 
the vaccine. ????? Des

2021-01-22 
00:21:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek is glad nie geneë met die toediening daarvan. Ek sal in elk 
geval geen familie lid van my toelaat on dit te neem nie. Dit is 
nie eens getoets op mense nie. Soveel need effekte kan 
plaasvind. Almal se immune stelsel is nie opgewasse vir n 
ongetoetsde vaccine wat soveel meer skade as goed doen. Victor

2021-01-21 
19:52:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fazlin

2021-01-21 
18:12:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough data available on the effec7veness of the vaccine. 
Not sure which of the available vaccines will be effec7ve.  
Should not be mandatory. HILTON

2021-01-21 
16:45:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

this vaccine has never been proved. 
secondly  there were no public opinion about vaccine. Bernard

2021-01-21 
10:08:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not just the effec7veness but also the cost to the taxpayer, I 
understand that goverment want to increase the income tax to 
pay for this vaccine, which is unacceptable we are already paying 
too much tax that are stolen! what happenened to the money 
goverment got for covid-19 relief? Those who want the vaccine 
let them pay for it why must we taxpayers foot the bill for the 
whole na7on, there is already too much people geing grants 
that are carried by the taxpayers. I am not going to be forced to 
inject something into my veins just because goverment says 
so!!!!! maryna

2021-01-21 
07:40:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine hennie

2021-01-20 
18:34:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are so many nega7ve stories going around. I don't know 
what to believe. Anthony

2021-01-20 
14:48:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned as this vaccine has been rolled out rapidly 
without the proper safety tes7ng.  So we don't know what the 
side effects are and if it is safe.  Taking a vaccine from Bill Gates 
who is trying to depopulate the world, is not wise.  It is like a Jew 
taking medicine from Hitler.  I think the first people to get 
vaccine should be prisoners, who are a high risk popula7on.  
They are supposed to be serving their debt to society, so let 
them do something useful.  Denise

2021-01-20 
11:25:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Insufficient tes7ng and trials for the long term possible side 
effects.  Johnson and Johnson  vax is only 70% effec7ve anyway.  
Ivermec7n needs to be considered.  Big drug companies are 
going to make millions on a vax that may not be effec7ve with all 
the new variants occuring. ray

2021-01-20 
09:10:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been properly tested, not on animals or 
humans.  It has been rushed through.  Its ingredients include  
aluminum (a known neuro toxin), mercury, aborted fetal 7ssue, 
animal body parts and other very strange ingredients.  And who 
knows what other ingredients are in the new vaccine which they 
have omiped to men7on.   I have no trust in the big 
pharmaceu7cal companies, all of which have paid out billions to 
vaccine damaged children and adults in the past.  Many people 
have experienced adverse reac7ons including death.  Only just 
recently 33 Norwegians have died shortly amer taking the 
vaccine. The vaccine manufacturers accept no liability. If 
anything happens to me or my family I have no recourse. Unless 
the government takes personal responsibility and signs an 
indemnity form accep7ng full responsibility and assuring me 
that no harm will come to me or my family, I will not be taking 
the vaccine, or the test for that maper. CHERYL

2021-01-20 
07:21:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Too many side-effects. Not tested properly. Dont trust this 
commie government with ANYTHING, least an overnight shady-
deal vaccine! Let them use it on themselves and their cronies 
first! Elna
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2021-01-19 
22:38:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Interna7onal news agencies  broadcasted on behalf of 
pharmaceu7cal companies that it  would take years to create a 
vaccine.. But!!!! suddenly within  3-4mnths many 
announcements of  the availability of a variety of vaccines .   
Rather suddenly ... 
Africa  including South Africa is not a rat lab for Europe...  Europe 
keep your tes7ng to your own ci7zens!!! We in SA have our own  
medicine and solu7ons. Sara

2021-01-19 
21:49:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is much evidence to prove that IVERMECTIN IS THE 
BETTER & MORE EFFECTIVE DRUG BUT IS PROHIBITED! WONDER 
WHY?????????? Pam

2021-01-19 
18:39:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ek vertrou nie die vaccine nie.. Annatjie

2021-01-19 
18:39:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ek vertrou nie die vaccine nie.. Annatjie

2021-01-19 
15:19:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not safe!! Not enough research!! No guarantees!! Dorothy

2021-01-19 
15:00:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no proper scien7fic evidence that a SARS virus can be  
vaccinated against.  Our immune system can be supported with 
extra vitamins and minerals and this would amount to an an7-
viral jab. By using the word vaccine the public are  being mislead. 
More effort needs to be put into therapeu7cs to enable people 
to survive an apack of this viral flu. Michela

2021-01-19 
14:44:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe trials of this vaccine have been conducted long 
enough for there to be conclusive results.  What about side 
effects; short-lived or permanent side effects?  Most vaccines 
are tried and tested for years before being used on popula7ons 
but these vaccines have been rolled out within a maper of 
months. I, for one, will refuse to be vaccinated!!! Jennifer

2021-01-19 
14:19:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to select more 'top concerns'. I have a huge problem 
with (1) Mandatory vaccina7on and with that (2) Effec7veness of 
the vaccine, may not be en7rely safe. (3) Roll-out by 
Government, reeks of conspiracy and definitely not to be 
trusted. Too much cloak and dagger around Covid-19. The 
monopolis7c nature of the procurement already raises a red 
flag. (4) Cost to the taxpayer, we are already burdened with so 
much governmental debt. (5) Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n) doses 
should be adjusted for human use. It was originally tested by 
humans (the scien7sts who developed it) and found to be 
perfectly safe. So why discount its value. 
 I truly believe that Covid-19 is a man-made virus, released to 
cause mayhem across the globe. Perfect biological warfare. 
What are we not being told? Don

2021-01-19 
13:30:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 The virus hit us last but WHO wants us to be the first to take it. 
All WHO officials and Bill Gates and family should be vaccinated 
by neutral health prac77oners. Our government offials should 
follow. The whole world should watch them being vaccinated. 
Then we may be convinced. Yul

2021-01-19 
12:33:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The big problem that I have is the effec7vity of the vaccine, the 
common cold, influenza and cancer, despite millions being spent 
on it, and decades of research and tes7ng have not been 
defeated. 
How does something as virulent as COVID-19 and i9t's muta7ons 
get the roll out in just over a year. 
I don't think there are enough answers for the ques7ons being 
asked 
Too many variables Jeremy

2021-01-19 
11:55:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is only effec7ve for a limited 7me.  No other vaccine 
was developed in such a short 7me. To many uncertain7es 
remain. 
There are other methods to combat the disease eg Ivermec7n 
and improving the immune system. 
The neglect of the healthcare system should not become the 
cost of the tax payer.      Ilse

2021-01-19 
11:18:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It seems that people are being reinfected by the  latest virus. The 
vaccine was created for the Covid-19 virus and therefore I 
believe that it is not going to be effec7ve against the new strain 
which seems much more resistant.  I believe more work needs to 
be done on the vaccine. Usually these things take years of 
tes7ng and side effects are probably being put to one side 
because of the panic the world is in.  There have been adverse 
affects to this virus but not much is being said about them.   I 
shall wait to see what happens to others before I make any 
decisions - and that should be my right.  We live in a democracy 
and everyone has the right to make up their own mind - whether 
for health, religious or other reasons. Merle

2021-01-19 
07:03:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not one vaccine on the market has been tested and trialed 
properly. The South African popula7on is being used as guinea 
pigs. There are alterna7ves that will be more effec7ve and less 
costly,eg Ivermec7n. There are no guarantees that the vaccines 
will be effec7ve. Every 7me, the virus mutates, people will have 
to be re- vaccinated. This is nothing else but fraud being forced 
on the South African public. Alna

2021-01-18 
23:46:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek bekommer my oor die: 
Betroubaarheid van die kits ontwikkelde entstof. 
Langtermyn nagevolge vir ontvanger. 
Nega7ewe resultate na toediening wat gelei het tot dood van 
ontvangers. 
Finansiele implikasies, ek is nie bereid om entstof self te ontvang 
nie, hoe kan ek dit vir ander persoon borg. 
Gaan massa inen7ng 3/4/5 uitbrake voorkom. Geld is reeds op. 
Die virus muteer. Hoeveel entstowwe het ons later nodig? 
Gesindheid van groot deel van die bevolking t.o.v die erns van 
die probleem. AE
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2021-01-18 
23:46:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek bekommer my oor die: 
Betroubaarheid van die kits ontwikkelde entstof. 
Langtermyn nagevolge vir ontvanger. 
Nega7ewe resultate na toediening wat gelei het tot dood van 
ontvangers. 
Finansiele implikasies, ek is nie bereid om entstof self te ontvang 
nie, hoe kan ek dit vir ander persoon borg. 
Gaan massa inen7ng 3/4/5 uitbrake voorkom. Geld is reeds op. 
Die virus muteer. Hoeveel entstowwe het ons later nodig? 
Gesindheid van groot deel van die bevolking t.o.v die erns van 
die probleem. AE

2021-01-18 
22:04:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It normally takes five years for a new Vaccine to be developed 
with all the tes7ng etc,  This Covid Vaccine was developed, 
tested and approved in less than one year. There have been 
numerous reports of people having feinted amer taking the shot,  
people suffering from facial spasms amer receiving the vaccine  
and worst of all,  people have died amer receiving the Covid 
Vaccine.  My point is that this Vaccine was rushed through all the 
stages of development and this is totally unacceptable. I will not 
be taking this Vaccine for the above reasons. Philip

2021-01-18 
21:45:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine June

2021-01-18 
20:44:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the side effects and effec7veness of the vaccine. I 
am 60 years old and dont believe we can trust the vaccine to 
work and not make us sick Charmaine

2021-01-18 
15:44:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would not take the vaccine as too many people have already 
died in countries where the vaccine has been given (eg Norway)  
The vaccines are s7ll not properly proven to be lifesaving. The 
C0VID Virus is also muta7ng almost daily everywhere so who 
knows which vaccine would be the most effec7ve  especially for 
mass immunisa7on. Adele

2021-01-18 
14:34:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe that these vaccines are being rushed, and have not 
been thoroughly tested and proven to be effec7ve, and not 
cause serious side effects. For our government who don't have 
money to pay the most vulnerable people in our society their 
grants, but want to spend billions on a vaccine for a disease that 
has a very high recovery rate, is completely ridiculous. Mariepe

2021-01-18 
10:37:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mapuleng 

2021-01-18 
10:29:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has been rushed and not tested properly. I am also 
concerned about the effect of the injec7on of RNA and DNA on 
the long term effects on those injected. They require mul7ple 
injec7ons! Why did they not go the route of the tradi7onal 
vaccine developments. This can have serious consequences. 
Then, the virus is muta7ng all the 7me so will we have to be 
injected for all these muta7ons as well? No, I don't think this has 
been properly planned right from the outset. Kevin

2021-01-18 
09:31:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Beth

2021-01-18 
09:15:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jenny

2021-01-18 
08:58:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This vaccine has not gone through the proper channels Zepa

2021-01-18 
08:52:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not gone through the proper channels i.e. hasnt 
been sufficiently tested.  No one can tell what long las7ng side 
effects this drug will on the people who have been vaccinated in 
the future.   There are no guarantees of what you will end up 
with in the next few years.  This vaccine is purported to mess 
with the cells in the body and portein absorb7on.  How is the 
body going to know what protein should be affected  and when 
cells are altered  you are in deep trouble.  I think that all the 
Government Officials should be the very first people to get the 
vaccine.  If Government is so sure that this vaccine is life saving 
they should prove it.   It should be op7onal for health workers if 
they want to take the chance with their lives at this early stage 
of the vaccine.  I definitely do not agree that young children 
should be vaccinated.  Poor communi7es seem to be the worst 
affected areas in South Africa so the very first people amer the 
Government Officials should be the informal seplements where 
people do not have the means of social distancing and where 
they are hardest hit with Covid.  Whether or not you get 
vaccinated should be your own choice.  i personally would rather 
take my chances with geing Covid than being vaccinated with a 
drug that has not been properly tested.  Talk to me in 10 years 
7me and then I will make the decision whether or not I will be 
vaccinated. 

Michelle
2021-01-18 
08:49:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no prove of an affec7ve vaccine. People are going to be 
used as guinea pigs Jan

2021-01-18 
06:57:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine is no 100% safe.  Why is it Mandatory.  Suraya

2021-01-18 
04:23:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There was a rush by all major componies to get the  vaccine as 
soon as possible.i dont think that it is about geing the vaccine 
but about much how money they can make with selling 
ineffec7ve vaccines.we know the importance of vaccines but 
taken shortcuts to make a buck is criminal. Alan

2021-01-17 
23:28:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccina7on does not protect you from not geing the virus, 
as making the public believe and the elderly that are not on 
medical aid will not be able to afford it. Deirdre

2021-01-17 
22:11:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is wrong to force people to take a vacine  that did not go 
through  proper trials.  If the vacine backfires the vacine 
manufactures cannot be held liable  .  So who is going to be held 
liable  ? 
The Poli7cians ? 

Sedick
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2021-01-17 
19:26:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elmien

2021-01-17 
18:45:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is an experimental one.  I am not in agreement of 
being used in this unproven and high risk  experiment. I am in 
favour of using proven treatments by expert scien7sts, I.e. 
hydroxychloroquine  and ivermec7n  that have been safely used 
for decades with very liple side effects 
 I do not trust the pharmaceu7cal companies with great financial 
power to corrupt. Claudia

2021-01-17 
17:11:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lyn

2021-01-17 
17:01:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine has not been tested adequately: unfortunately I don’t 
trust the govt & employees  not to have an ulterior mo7ve AL

2021-01-17 
16:09:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Allan

2021-01-17 
14:29:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Daar is nog geen bewys dat die entstof werklik getoets is nie   
Hulle wil ons gebruik as proef konyn probeer en weer probeer  
dalk werk dit as dit nie werk nie  is ons jammer. Die wonder 
woord in SA sorry. Ek sal  my nie laat inent nie.  Jacobus 

2021-01-17 
13:33:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It appears that the ANC government is not sure what to do but 
use the ''man in the street'' as a guinea pig. If it works, 
government officials will then take the vaccina7on, but not 
before it has been proven. A doctor in the UK, Dr Vernon 
Colman, had placed a rather disturbing video on YouTube 
regarding the Covid-19 vaccine. Scarry, very very scarry. This 
should have been shown to the en7re na7on, then asked 
whether they were in favour of the vaccine amer viewing what 
had/is happening regarding the vaccine!!!! Stewart

2021-01-17 
12:51:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont trust its effec7veness or safety as it has been rushed and 
not tested over 7me 
No person should be forced to have it but given the op7on 
knowing and understanding all the facts  first. Patricia

2021-01-17 
12:37:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines are not effec7ve. 
Rather Ivermec7n and Hydroxychloraquine Veneta 

2021-01-17 
10:21:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a 64-year-old South African female with no co-morbidi7es. I 
have never taken flu-vaccines. 

I do not believe the injec7on offered by government to be a 
vaccine because it does not introduce the pathogen to the body 
and because it does not bring about permanent immunity. Doris

2021-01-17 
09:43:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How in heavens name cud they have found a vaccine so quickly, 
it's ludicrous to force us to take the vaccine. We have a right to 
decide what goes into our bodies. Ramaphosa and all his 
crooked cronies can try out the vaccine first, but I decline to take 
something that doesn't state what it is made of, or what 
ingredients was used to make it. These people are worst than 
Hitler, and I shall put my Faith in God, definitely not this corrupt 
government Kulsum

2021-01-17 
09:20:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Edward 

2021-01-17 
08:19:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In excess of 30 years they cannot find something to stop spread 
of hiv, cancer but in less than a year they make something to fix 
covid (overrated flue). Now they want to force you to get thist 
pumped into your body. No thanks. Alta

2021-01-17 
08:15:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Most frontline health-care workers have had the virus, and 
should already have some sort of immunity. There are different 
strains of the virus, will the vaccine cover all strains. How long 
will the vaccine be effec7ve for before it will need to be 
readministered David

2021-01-17 
08:15:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Has this vaccine been tested on pa7ents with cancer? C

2021-01-17 
07:39:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There have been many cases already in the Uk and USA where 
people have been seriously harmed by this vaccine . This has not 
been revealed in mainstream media .To take it or not  has to be a 
ques7on  of personal choice to take your life and  your  health in 
your own  hands.  Not mandatory.The  cure seems more 
dangerous than the sickness. Annepe

2021-01-17 
07:22:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

hpps://brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-simone-gold-the-truth-
about-the-cv19-vaccine_Fu34OqTsATzS3rA.html J

2021-01-17 
05:44:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My biggest concern is the lack of long term clinical trials to 
ascertain beyond doubt , the efficacy of this Vaccine. Normally 
vaccines are tested over a lo g period throughout the world.  I've 
also seen pictures online of "Vaccines " given to African 
Countries that states on the label.....NOT TO DISTRIBUTED IN 
THE USA,CANADA AND THE EU.  That makes me wonder why? 

Clarence

2021-01-17 
01:15:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Enforced immunisa7on will make us guinea pigs in unchartered 
territory. The new vaccines are untested.  Past animal trials using 
the current vaccine technology has been disastrous. Vaccines are 
being rolled out without following the normal protocols of 
vaccine tes7ng. Once administered,  any nega7ve effects cannot 
be undone. Please don't play with our genes.  
Why is there absolutely NO informa7on on proper health care? 
There is so much available.  I have yet to read one official  piece 
of health advice that will help strengthen immune systems and 
resilience.  All planning appears to revolve around drug 
companies who don't want us to be healthy because it means 
less money. They don't want us to receive personal health 
informa7on .  Please allow personal choice. Jean

2021-01-17 
01:15:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not proved to help. It is s7ll in trial   I never got 
any flu shots in the past so why now?  No one in my family, not 
my children, my mother or grand children will be vaccinated. Magda
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2021-01-16 
23:59:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My primary concern is that we are only looking to access 
vaccines from India, China and Russia.  
Over the years there have been numerous vaccines and 
medicines which have been withheld for years due to the 
necessity for prolonged and varied tes7ng. Now there is an 
unseemly rush to release vaccines which have just been 
manufactured and which have not undergone even the most 
basic tes7ng e.g. the Indian vaccine will not be given to children 
and pregnant women due to their not having been fully tested. 
The government has declared a recovery rate of over 80% yet 
they seem to have no idea whether those 80% now have a 
natural immunity - which would usually be the norm as 
recovered persons would build up an7bodies. 
Furthermore, the authori7es seem to be vague about many 
things. 
1) how accurate is the tes7ng being used as people have been 
found to produce posi7ve and nega7ve results from the same 
tests within a week. 
2)  would the preferred vaccines be effec7ve against new strains 
of the virus or only the strain against which cursory tests have 
been conducted. 
3) I am 77 years old - deemed to be high risk - yet I have 
overcome the virus recently purely by strong dietary observance, 
adding vitamin and zinc supplements to my diet and ensuring 
that I adhere to prescribed medica7on. 
I firmly believe that we have had a knee-jerk reac7on with 
panicked approach to the whole situa7on and I certainly will not 
support vaccina7on for myself or my family un7l such 7me as 
comprehensive tes7ng and contra indica7ons have been fully 
explored. 
May I remind the authori7es that we had a world-wide crisis in 
the past 50 years as a result of Thalidomide in similar rushed and 
incomplete tes7ng? Rosemary

2021-01-16 
21:52:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support covid vaccine roll out whether it's mandatory or 
not. I do not take flu or any vaccines as I don't trust any of these 
being injected into my body. Too much nega7vity on news & 
social media about virus & vaccines. These things can not be 
forced on any human being. Shane

2021-01-16 
20:02:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As well as the effec7veness I am very concerned about the 
safety of all the vaccines. None of the vaccines have been 
properly tested. They have all been rushed and nobody knows 
the long term effects. Neil

2021-01-16 
19:28:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let the vaccine be tested by south african researchers  then 
voluntary vaccina7on amer /mainly  controlling  covid  19 variant  
as before in phase 1 . 100 % educa7on to communi7es about 
preven7on  and boos7ng of immune system /  we are not sure of 
side effects of this vaccine preferable  educa7on /educa7on Nonkonzo

2021-01-16 
19:24:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Charmaine 

2021-01-16 
19:21:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am 70 years old. Have never had a flu vaccina7on and never 
will. 
I do not believe a vaccine is the answer to a virus. Common 
sense  in preven7on is the logical way to go Florence 

2021-01-16 
19:01:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sylvia 

2021-01-16 
18:26:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Daphne

2021-01-16 
18:04:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Daar is 'n beperkte tyd aan so 'n uiters belangrike inen7ng 
spandeer. 
Wetenskaplikes, ensovoorts, eers onlangs gevra vir hul insepe , 
nou eers oorsee vir meer navorsing Erna

2021-01-16 
17:50:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Stebas7aan 

2021-01-16 
17:03:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the ANC in charge the vaccine most probably will  kill off all 
the intelligent  people in SA    paul

2021-01-16 
16:23:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is not a vaccine. This is gene therapy. People are dying from 
this vaccine. It does not even protect you against Covid, just 
lessen the symptoms. Wilhelmina

2021-01-16 
16:21:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the vaccine or the coverment’s  agenda.  I will not 
take this vaccine and  have a choice over my own body and 
health.  Jeanepe

2021-01-16 
16:05:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why would our "Government"  want to start the inocula7on  
first with our Hospital Nurses and Health Care Workers, then the 
Hospitals, Clinics, Shopping Malls, Taxi Ranks and Schools? 
Because the drugs to be given (other than Ivermec7n) are 
deadly and all the people men7oned above will be DYING LIKE 
FLIES! Government would then  claim that it is because of the 
"SUPER SPREADER CORONA VIRUS"  and NOT the INFERIOR 
VACCINES to jus7fy the BRIBES  they have received from BILL 
GATES and  the IMF !! There are no limits to GREED I'm afraid!! Arie

2021-01-16 
16:04:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine will kill many people as it is not tested 
correctly.....try it on the thieves in the  country in case it fails the 
to the good people of SA once we know it works. 
Besides the fact that it will use all the remaining sources lem to 
pay for it.....maybe get Zuma and the other thieves bank 
accounts blocked and use that money. Michel

2021-01-16 
15:39:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Arnold

2021-01-16 
15:33:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust the government . Them having the sole acquisi7on 
right leave too much room for fraud them and nepo7sm. I think 
it has already taken place since delivery will be soon. ! 
Sourcing from India is dodgy! I do not trust the government to 
do quality control. Give my share to one of the ministers ! Hybie
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2021-01-16 
14:03:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is s7ll very much of a gamble with people's lives, 
also alarmingly in the long run, and unbelievably costly. 
Ivermetcin is safe, as cheap as 19c per dose, and has been used 
by humans already for years. To say it is unsafe, irresponsible,  
illegal and not suitable for humans, is not only a lie, but lets 
people die rather than at least trying to help them with this 
wonder drug, described by doctors all over the globe as a gim 
medicine. Alta

2021-01-16 
12:45:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Every South African should decide for himself if  they would 
want to be Vaccined or not!!! Un7l today there are people 
MURDERED every day by Ramaphosa and co by forcing the 
Ci7zens to be Vaccinated with DNA altering RUBBISH as 
PRESCRIBED BY BILL GATES who has NO MEDICAL BACKGROUND 
WHATSOEVER!! Ramaphosa must rather PAY BACK THE BRIBE 
that was given to him by his PUPPET MASTERS ASAP!!! 

Arie

2021-01-16 
12:28:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont believe  that it is safe. Who  did they test it on. I am not 
part of a herd, I'm  human. I don't  trust the government,  and 
never have.  Where is the money coming  from suddenly.  There 
is a lot of talk of conspiracy, on world domina7on and  to reduce 
the popula7on. Why is this so called virus,  muta7ng so fast, the 
flu virus does not  and they can't  even cure the flu. Elize

2021-01-16 
11:29:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The effec7veness and safety of vaccine.  Amanda

2021-01-16 
10:35:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elizabeth HE

2021-01-16 
10:32:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will keep it short and sweet! I have informed myself regarding 
this maper!!! The drugs that various companies have put out 
there very recently are untested! I have seen clips as well on 
people that have taken the Covid19 vacinnes in the united 
Kingdom and Germany that are now in a cri7cal condi7on!(They 
were healthy and now look as if they have Parkinsons desease.
(PHIZER PRODUCT).This product has an Aluminium component 
in the vaccinne 10,000 7mes the permissible limit!Fact!!! It is 
documented!The Aluminium stays in your body for life!Fact!!! I 
am healthy so I will not take these untested drugs.The world is 
being informed about this but many will have serious problems 
as they will doubt what I have have wripen here.If you are 
healthy do not take the vaccinne!!!!The choice is yours! Werner

2021-01-16 
09:06:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The 7me it took to make the vaccine if far to quick and has no 
proof  of stopping the spread of the virus 
I had sinus cancer during the peak period of the virus under 
went a 4 hour opera7on and sent home I only use the musk at 
shops or mall other than that I don't use the musk at all Leslie 

2021-01-16 
09:01:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Given our popula7on of ? Two thirds by year end and only have 
20 million vials I’d say they are sucking their thumbs once again? Walter

2021-01-16 
08:22:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Corona viruses are ever-present and mutate, making any vaccine 
obsolute in no 7me.  This could be a very expensive exercise in 
fu7lity.  We need to acquire herd immunity, as with everything 
else.  Flu, Malaria, AIDS, and many other diseases kill  people all 
the 7me, and we do not destroy the country for them.   
More people will possibly die from suicide than corona virus, as 
they will be des7tute and very depressed.  Hydroxychloroquine 
and other meds, and even plain zinc tablets are omen very 
effec7ve.   

Verity
2021-01-16 
07:52:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Malcolm

2021-01-16 
07:39:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elza

2021-01-16 
01:59:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been tested properly. This epidemic is 
currently muta7ng... Apparently... How do I know that the 
vaccine is effec7ve?? Esther 

2021-01-16 
00:44:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly I DO NOT want to be vaccinated.  Where have ever heard 
of a vaccine ready tested in a year. No way do I want it near me.  
I will wait and see how it  affects people! Lorraine 

2021-01-15 
22:30:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Helene

2021-01-15 
22:04:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Most vaccines have taken years to develop and are tried and 
tested over the many years. 
To have a vaccine that was developed in less than a year is a bit 
suspect and needs further development and tes7ng in my 
opinion.  
The other concern is the inherent corrup7on in our government 
regarding the distribu7on and administra7ng of the vaccine. Victor

2021-01-15 
21:04:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ek en my eggenote stel nie belang om in geënt te word nie. Hein

2021-01-15 
20:54:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Andries

2021-01-15 
20:01:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

ALL vaccines in the past were tested extensively for long-term 
side effects. None of the Covid 19 vaccines have been proven to 
be safe. It has been  concocted in the last few months and now 
everybody wants to force it down our thoughts, even without 
proof of its effec7veness! Gysbert j

2021-01-15 
19:54:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ann

2021-01-15 
19:38:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine  was not on trials long enough.  All over the world 
reports are coming in about bad side effects.   Also the vaccine 
makers are taking no responsibility if there are bad side effects Jackie

2021-01-15 
19:33:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No I will not Andre

2021-01-15 
19:32:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fanie
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2021-01-15 
19:06:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would have liked to select mul7ple op7ons as to make  concern 
(s).  
The vaccine has not been tested throughly enough for human 
consump7on at this stage. Previous apempts at a corona vaccine 
have not been successful and have shown some side affects of 
which long term affect is uncertain. 
Why the essen7al services first when they aren't the the ones 
most vulnerable.  Surely do those most vulnerable first and that 
will relieve the rush on our already stretched healthcare 
industry. Also if we have unknown reac7ons to this vaccine,  the 
last people you want to fall first would be your health care,  
emergency , police and military personnel.  
Also why do you need a vaccine for a virus that has a 95 % plus 
survival rate and for a virus that is muta7ng.  Will today's vaccine 
work against the next muta7ons?  
What about the alterna7ves that are suddenly being banned 
that seem to have posi7ve results  and have been used for 
decades already for various other ailments.  These drugs are 
freely available ,cheap and most known side affects are mild to 
nothing.  These drugs are WHO approved and freely available 
where most average ci7zen could afford. 
To make a vaccine mandatory of which the efficiency is not 
proven,,long term affect is not known,safety is uncertain and to 
test it on the very people we rely upon for our health and 
safety , is nothing short of suicidal and insane. 
And who is going to foot the bill for this idiocy. Peter 

2021-01-15 
19:04:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Barbara

2021-01-15 
19:04:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Barbara

2021-01-15 
18:36:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines have been rushed through without proper trials.  
And the pharmaceu7cal companies p are  not being held 
responsible for side effects is a red flag to me. Susan

2021-01-15 
18:17:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Gaan die inhoud ooit die regte goed wees. Met oormaat alkohol 
in land kan dit miskien uit wyn bestaan. Cobus

2021-01-15 
18:10:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine cannot be considered effec7ve because there is no 
pandemic to effec7vely vaccinate against. Millions of people 
worldwide are now aware that a gigan7c hoax is being 
perpetrated by governments against their ci7zens. No virus has 
been isolated and shown to cause the symptoms claimed to be 
from Covid. The CDC in the US has admiped as such. The 
symptoms are laughable, 35+ (at last count) in number, ranging 
from loose teeth to toe rashes! The PCR tests used to test for 
Covid are being primed for what, since there is no isolated virus? 
Probably a gene7c sequence naturally present in the body. Then, 
the WHO recommends 40 cycles for the test, when any number 
over 25 is unreliable. Bear in mind every cycle doubles amount 
of the gene7c material in the sample, allegedly "the virus". So-
called "cases" are driving the hoax and these are liple but bogus 
PCR test results. Another bogus idea is that of asymptoma7c 
illness, that people without symptoms are infec7ous. There is 
NO, I repeat NO irrefutable scien7fic evidence to support this 
claim. In fact a recent study involving 1m people in China 
demolishes it.  Overall annual deaths in the UK and the US (and 
probably SA) are in the normal range for 2020. Strange, when we 
have millions allegedly sick and dying!  Deaths due to Covid are 
being falsified to give the impression of a "deadly pandemic". I 
know personally of a 94 year-old who was receiving pallia7ve 
care for terminal cancer who was a "Covid death". What 
happened to flu cases in SA, NZ and OZ last winter? They 
disappeared - why? "Doctors" tell us masks, washing and social 
distancing are the reason. How come, then, has Covid survived 
and thrived? The vaccines are neither safe, nor effec7ve, as 
anyone looking closely at the literature will see. For example, the 
claim of 95% effec7veness is a lie,  based on cynical use of 
sta7s7cs. Since the virus has not been isolated, what are they 
inocula7ng against? How were they developed and successfully 
tested in such a short 7me, 10-20 7mes less than the norm? 
Already there are reports of deaths and other serious effects 
from places where they are being rolled out. All this for an 
alleged  illness which has an admiped  99.97% recovery rate (all 
ages included).  We have to say NO to this now, and the 
destruc7on this hoax has caused.  I appreciate that many will 
find what I have wripen challenging to accept. I invite them to 
do their own research with an open mind and  treat the pitch in 
the media with some skep7cism.  Ask the authori7es to provide 
proof of claim for what they are telling us. Ian

2021-01-15 
17:42:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No person should be forced to take a vaccina7on, and if they 
take it, it should be with: 
1.  A wripen 100%  assurance that it will prevent the illness it is 
supposed to prevent 
2. A wripen 100%  assurance that the vaccinated person will not 
pass on the virus to another person ie not not be infec7ve.  
3.  A wripen  100%  assurance that the vaccinated person will 
not experience ANY nega7ve side-effects 
4. A wripen  100%  assurance that the vaccine will protect from 
ALL strains of the so-called Covid Virus.. 
Vaccina7on should be done by private doctors, to those who 
voluntarily elect to take it, and not done by government, who is 
notoriously known for mismanaging funds and protocols. Leonora

2021-01-15 
17:35:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Johan

2021-01-15 
17:13:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ian
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2021-01-15 
16:48:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not proven safe and we have no idea what long 
term nega7ve effects it might have, if it is indeed effec7ve or for 
how long it will be effec7ve. ARNO

2021-01-15 
16:30:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Realis7cally in a country of Sixty million people what good is 
vaccine for only 1/3rd of the popula7on.    What good is a 
vaccine that is allegedly only 70% successful when other 
vaccines are available that are 90% successful.  Once again the 
residents of SA are being short changed.  Why is there 
insufficient vaccine for all the popula7on?  What ac7on is being 
taken to provide the follow up vaccine if the ini7al vaccine is no 
good without the follow up? Jennifer

2021-01-15 
16:26:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The new vaccine does change some of your RDNA and is 
irreparable. The elderly are being used as guniea pigs. Rather 
make use of something known as Ivermec7n. The worst in SA is 
the overpopula7on - it must be reduced dras7cally Rudolf

2021-01-15 
16:14:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do  not trust the covid vaccines.   Not enough tes7ng done .   
Future side effects??  Why do we get our vaccines from a 3rd 
world country. ? What will the cost be. and who will pay for it ? ?  
Using our medical aid to pay for it.    Corrup7on will be thriving 
again.   What will happen if you get sick of that vaccine  because 
dit does not agree with your body-make-up.   Who will be held 
liable?   Nee wat hou maar die vaccine vir die wat dit wil hê.     
Daar is te veel onsekerhede tans . Die regering wil weereens in 
beheer van alles wees en ek vertrou hulle nie.   The 10 billion 
rand bail-out that will go to the bankrupt  airline  can be used to 
pay for the vaccines . 

Fred 

2021-01-15 
15:40:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is this not a MANMADE Pandemic to control Man Kind.Top Dogs 
of the World to run the world and we the People must jump 
when they Command. Graham

2021-01-15 
15:32:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is unsafe and has not been tested over a 
compulsory 3 year period.  I suggest that the president and all 
poli7cians, the DA, EFF and ANC take the vaccines first, amer 
which all goverment officials can follow.  Therefore the ANC can 
shove their 20 million vaccines up their rear passages. Elizabeth

2021-01-15 
15:24:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

ANC and the DA is all involved in the depopula7on of the worlds 
ci7zens.  There aim is 3 billion people world wide are to be 
murdered, and they are doing it with this vaccine. People who 
are falling all over themselves to be vaccinated will realize 
amerwards that this vaccine does not cure you or protect you 
against further infec7on. This is a lie! How do they intend to 
vaccinate the millions living in shacks and poor areas? How are 
they going to get the homeless to be vaccinated?  

The  strategy against the popula7on is to keep us in fear. This 
vaccine has not been proven healthy or safe. A vaccine takes 
anywhere from 10-15 years to produce as safe for the people, 
but these devils have all of a sudden in less than one year 
produced a vaccine. Doesn't it make you think people, why are 
the Bill Gates, and the Fauci's, the WHO and company so eager 
to force this onto us. Have you people not been listening, and 
watching what these devils are saying, and what the learned 
people and doctors and professors and scien7sts who s7ll have a 
conscience are saying against this vaccine. WAKE UP PEOPLE 
DONT BE FOOLED! The President of SA is a NWO puppet and 
following their orders. I am one of those dissenters who will not 
be fooled nor forced to take a vaccine. It is against all my 
religious convic7ons and moral standing. A big NO to vaccines! William

2021-01-15 
15:19:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines are ineffec7ve and uncertain . 
Other treatments exist and I think are beper . Leonard

2021-01-15 
15:04:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How can this government import an untried and untested 
vaccine ??? It has been proven that other vaccines do more 
damage and are causing more deaths. I think that all Gov 
officials should take the vaccine first before tes7ng on the 
popula7on! If they do it and there are no deaths, and it’s efficacy 
has been proven, then roll it out.  I for one will refuse any 
injec7ons from any source. My source of protec7on is GOD. 
Amen ? Belita

2021-01-15 
14:51:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is of concern is that these now various vaccines have not 
been adequately tested. 
So, what guarantee is there that it will not to give one covid? 
Have these also been approved by the health professions  as 
being safe to administer? 
Also, with this all now being a rush job to acquire vaccines from 
wherever, have the correct authorisa7ons of purchasing 
processes and measures been put in place to avoid corrup7on? 
People must just adhere to the basics of washing hands, wearing 
masks and social distancing. Frank

2021-01-15 
14:12:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm totally against this vaccine as it was done too soon with 
insufficient 7me for trials. No mandatory vaccine should be 
allowed as there are too many people with comorbidi7es. I 
myself am allergic to many types of medica7on and will not take 
a chance of an adverse reac7on. Just the ordinary flu vaccine 
caused me to have bronchi7s almost immediately. 
Nobody can claim damages if there are problems  
There is something else going on behind the scenes over the 
world. Very untrustworthy all round. 

 TEMPLETON
2021-01-15 
14:07:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not so sure how this is going curb the virus . Medical staff is 
under pressure. How safe us the vaccine                MYMONA 

2021-01-15 
14:04:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine TEMPLETON
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2021-01-15 
13:07:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

WHERE ARE THE TEST RESULTS OF THIS VACCINE? Have these 
results been made public for all to see? Why are the Presidency 
and its members and Health Care workers who are in the front 
line not inoculated first. It is amazing that a vaccine is developed 
in such a short space of 7me for COVID 19, yet cures for HIV, 
common colds, bird & swine flu are s7ll to be discovered.  
Something is arousing suspicion in vast majori7es Na7onally. Robin

2021-01-15 
12:57:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

T has taken more than 40 years to create a flu vaccine & it's not 
effec7ve. How on earth can a vaccine be created in such a short 
7me? Is it a vaccine or a placebo to fool the masses? I will not be 
in the queue for this 'vaccine' especially as it's government 
implemented....I don't trust this lot at all. Caroline

2021-01-15 
12:57:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

T has taken more than 40 years to create a flu vaccine & it's not 
effec7ve. How on earth can a vaccine be created in such a short 
7me? Is it a vaccine or a placebo to fool the masses? I will not be 
in the queue for this 'vaccine' especially as it's government 
implemented....I don't trust this lot at all. Caroline

2021-01-15 
12:51:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am fearful that this vaccine could make things worse and I 
much prefer natural remedies. I believe there are alterna7ves 
and these should be offered.  Big Pharma seems to be all about 
money. monica

2021-01-15 
12:25:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no guarantee that any vaccine will protect you from 
future occurrences or transmit virus to other people. You s7ll 
have to wear a mask because the law says so. 

Why do pharmas require indemnity from goverments before 
access to vaccine is allowed? 

No human or animal tes7ng was done in developing the vaccine. 

Are the health front line personal now going to be the lab rats? nico

2021-01-15 
12:22:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not effec7ve as proven by scien7sts.The 
effec7veness of Ivermec7n  as a cure is brilliant thus lim the 
ban.It is cheap and accomplishes the purpose.Everyone keep 
your immunty boosted and be safe. Gillian

2021-01-15 
12:03:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine for covid is not save enough to be used on people as 
the development 7me is too short as effec7iveness and safety 
has not been proved. Artur

2021-01-15 
11:32:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is not a vaccine. It is a gene therapy. it modifies your 
DNA. You become a GMO human. A lot of very bad side effects. Catherine 

2021-01-15 
11:12:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been fully tested.  Who knows what the 
effects will be in a year, five years?  I am not a conspiracy 
theorist but there is something weird going on.  I don't trust Bill 
Gates or any government, par7cularly ours. I am 66 years and I 
will happily give my vaccine shot to someone who believes the 
media... Irene

2021-01-15 
11:07:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a qualified naturopathic consultant.  I don't follow the main 
stream media, but I do read a considerable amount of 
informa7on wripen by highly qualified people on the subject.  
The so-called vaccine in ques7on is not a real vaccine, but is 
more likely a form of Gene7cally Modified Organism (GMO).  
This will effec7vely change our gene7c structures for purposes 
beyond just defea7ng a, probably, man-made virus. 
Bill Gates and the other technocrats DO NOT have the welfare of 
mankind at heart.  Their objec7ves are a new world order of 
centralised control and massive depopula7on. Peter

2021-01-15 
10:45:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

too much people geing dangerous side effects and some died, 
so this a definite NO shaheed

2021-01-15 
10:37:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do not believe the vaccine is fully tested and therefore do not 
believe in it. It reminds me of the 1976 swine flue affair where 
the vaccine killed more people than the swine flue did. 
Pharmaceu7cals are all on the bandwagon to be first inline as 
that will net them billions of dollars. Think all government 
officials should be innoculated first...as they seem to equate this 
vaccine to vaccines that have been tried and tested for donkey 
years... Willem

2021-01-15 
10:22:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not by this government, or any other Diane

2021-01-15 
10:20:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why not spend money to prevent the virus.  It is much cheaper 
to educate people to keep your immune system strong than the 
billion's of Rands on a vaccine and to role it out. And how much 
will be missed manage. The government must get there 
priori7es right Johan 

2021-01-15 
10:08:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has been sufficient doubt expresed by people who are 
qualified to express such opinions that this rush to roll out the 
covid vaccine is both dangerous (there are already reports of 
adverse reac7ons and even death) and unnecessary. 
Without proper trials and tes7ng and without anyone taking 
responsibility for the mistakes (big pharma has been exonerated) 
it makes me wonder if the rumbles about alterna7ve agendas 
might not carry some weight. 
I will refuse the vaccine dispite my being in the vulnerable group. Eric

2021-01-15 
09:44:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not enough research has been done George 

2021-01-15 
09:24:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are no trials  showing it is effec7ve to the new more 
potent strains evolving. IVERMECTIN developers received the 
NOBEL Prize for it, the WHO lists it as the among the top three 
developments. Yet our Government BANS it  with a convoluted 
explana7on that  shows shear lack of doing their homework 
properly or being bought off . Sad - we could save so many lives 
and I would happily stand first in line to receive it. Willy

2021-01-15 
08:38:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Un7l I know what the success rate is I will not take it. Frieda

2021-01-15 
08:12:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The speed with which the vaccine has been produced is not 
good. I suspect proper tests were not done to ensure its  safety . John
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2021-01-15 
07:36:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not enough research done Norma

Mpumalanga 16

2021-02-18 
11:05:47

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is gates lethal people culling vaccine  relabelled, he and his 
family arent having it which speaks a library about it, he himself 
said of those who survive the vaccine, 97% will be sterile, it 
causes au7sm and ADAH in children, due to mercury and 
aluminium in it. There are par7cles of germ(you only need a 
par7cle to get a germs disease) such as TB, HIV, TYPHOID, 
MENINGITIS AMONGST MANY OTHER deadly diseases. It 
contains MODIFIED RNA, from aborted male and female babies, 
which causes STERILITY. He is, amer all into reducing the people 
of our world in huge numbers. Many of thuse who have gad the 
vaccine  have been diagnosed with "FLACID PARALYSIS"  which is 
a prepy name for POLIO. I rest my case,  I will not have it, also I 
do not want the microchip so they know what I'm doing, when I 
do it and switch me off before The Lord calls me. Maureen

2021-01-29 
04:51:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is our right to chose. This vaccine is not proven to be effec7ve. 
It is tested only a short 7me.  In my 64 years I've never had a 
normal flue vaccine so I chose not to have the covid vaccine. In 
years to come and all the side effects are known then I will 
rethink my opinion. Now the government want to increase the 
taxes to raise the money for this vaccine. This is unfair to us. It is 
only to have more money to steel. They can get the money from 
the people who stole all the funds from the relieve funds. Elsabe

2021-01-23 
22:38:59

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I wont be forced to take any vaccine unless I want it.  As far as 
I'm concerned it's not safe, hasn't been tested properly. 

Helena

2021-01-22 
18:42:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is not enough evidence that the vaccine works.  Our 
goverment is totaly unable to handle such a vast exercise and 
will surely steal the money. Sakkie

2021-01-21 
07:41:42

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

hpps://youtu.be/xFntHpk1uok 
The vaccines will do more harm than good, I say that our 
government should not allow South Africans to be guinea-pigs to 
a vaccine that is in the tes7ng stage! Glenda

2021-01-20 
19:32:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Louise. 

2021-01-19 
09:00:30

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is just a manipula7on and Control,  by governments 
and medical industry, of the masses. Whatever is inside will be 
discovered soon enough and those vaccinated will regret it. 

A. 

2021-01-18 
16:50:46

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe that there has not been enough tests  done and not 
enough evidence  to say that the vaccine is safe to use for 
human inocula7on.  It is a dangerous  drug. People are s7ll dying 
from the vaccina7on.  Not safe. Lourens

2021-01-18 
13:17:12

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Mymain concerns are the fact that the vaccine and the possible 
side effects have not been tested properly.When the outbreak 
started in Jan 2020 "medical experts" warned that to develop a 
vaccine that is effec7ve and safe normally takes years up to 15 
to20 years,the same "medical experts"claim now thst a vaccine 
has been developed within 6 months to a year that are effec7ve 
and safe.??????? 
Secondly due to the above very suspect contradic7on it should 
not be mandatory by any means for an individual to be 
vaccinated.  Jurie

2021-01-18 
09:25:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I really do not feel comfortable to take a vaccine that is not 
thoroughly tested.  Then, India is a third world country, they  
have a greater problem with Covid 19,  if the vaccine is so 
evec7ve, why do they s7ll struggle to get Covid 19  cases 
reduced. The government axpect from me to trust the vaccine 
fro India? NO! Corrie

2021-01-16 
19:14:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine E

2021-01-16 
12:13:11

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe that the vaccine has not been tested sufficiently to start 
vaccine  roll out.  I do not see the good of vaccina7ng people 
with an untested vaccine and then later show shock and surprise 
when things go wrong. Why not use ivermec7n that has been 
tested and proved and affordable. Why must government always  
mess things up.  

 Sybil

2021-01-16 
08:56:06

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The very speedy development  of the vaccine  is of MAJOR  
concern , reports on trial results that will take 2 years to be 
completed, the blanket clearing of the producers of all 
responsibili7es and consequences, and the deaths of recipients 
in the early implementa7on 

I remember the 1960's results of the use of Thalidomide.  

Sorry, I will rather take my chances with known treatments of flu 
- which, according to medical research  - is what this is.  

I am TOTALLY against this panic reac7on to the virus  !! ED
2021-01-16 
08:21:44

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bernard

2021-01-15 
17:47:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has t been properly tested  and therefore is not 
trusted Lorraine

2021-01-15 
12:17:05

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines take years to test and not months... I do not think we 
should be made to take something that has not been tested 
properly and could have a detrimental affect in the future 

Veronica
North West 12

2021-01-28 
00:07:43

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die effek7witeit / veiligheid is nog nie 100% bewys. Gee eers aan 
parlement en kyk hoeveel is bereid om dit te ontvang.  

M
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2021-01-28 
00:07:00

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die effek7witeit / veiligheid is nog nie 100% bewys. Gee eers aan 
parlement en kyk hoeveel is bereid om dit te ontvang.  

M

2021-01-28 
00:06:42

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die effek7witeit / veiligheid is nog nie 100% bewys. Gee eers aan 
parlement en kyk hoeveel is bereid om dit te ontvang.  

M

2021-01-20 
20:21:36

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hoe kan die regering vir my bewys dat dit werk en mense 
genees. Laat hulle in die regering  die President en sy ministers 
dit eerste neem  sodat ons kan sien of dit werk, Hoekom moet 
die regering dit invoer en versprei ,ander gesondheids afdelings 
kan dit ook mos doen P.A 

2021-01-18 
19:43:43

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine To early Andre

2021-01-18 
16:01:10

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It takes years to develop a vaccine .. or does it. ? Do the 
pharmaceu7cal companies earn more from HIV  and cancer not 
having a vaccine than  they would   if there is a cure?  Keep us all 
sick and hoping!! 

In my opinion, this is all based on poli7cs and greed.  I will wait 
and just be careful myself un7l it is proved effec7ve and safe.  I 
did that with the flu jab and now take it  every year. Diana

2021-01-18 
06:22:27

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm a Chris7an. I stand on the Word and know for certain that I 
am covered under the blood of Jesus and that He has given His 
angels charge over my. Therefore I am protected under Psalm 
91. Heathers 

2021-01-17 
11:48:20

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine It is just not gonna work and just make you feel worse Sophia

2021-01-17 
10:40:41

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine suzepe

2021-01-16 
21:10:53

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine were not proven safe, lots of media to support  it, 
they using the public to test it Danie 

2021-01-16 
18:37:19

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Revona

2021-01-15 
21:25:38

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough research has been done.  HIV, TB and Cancer have 
no vaccines yet ,these diseases have been around for years,  and 
all of a sudden within 10 months a new disease covid 19  has a 
vaccine,  this should make everybody thinking. There have been 
over 5'000 documented deaths of people that died from the 
vaccine since Christmas day,  media is not allowed to talk about 
this, even doctors that took the vaccine died.  Those that allow 
the vaccine will be guinea pigs,  no full facts are available,  you 
can get the virus even though you have been vaccinated,  the 
virus can s7ll spread and  one can get infected a 2nd 7me.  Cases 
of Anaphylaxis and Bell's Palsy,   are amongst the side effects,  
becoming sterile is almost a certainty.   More research is needed,    
alterna7ve medica7on like Ivermec7n can be used instead, this 
medica7on has been around for  a couple of years and was a 
Nobel prize winner for medica7on against  infec7ons in 2015.   
Here is a link to DR Rashid Bupar's  facts about the vaccine.    
hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dof_gAtgzaI  
        Carola

Eastern Cape 24
2021-01-27 
12:32:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I do not trust the vaccine Mary-Ann

2021-01-23 
08:03:45

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is nooo proof that this vaccine will work, too much lem 
and done in the dark by the government, private people and 
ins7tu7ons must be on board, too much scope for more 
corrup7on, us the people of SA must feel safe and considered, 
which is not the case, we want to make our own decisions and 
not forced or told by the government, why do we feel not 
considered, because of all the wrong stuff going on , ins7tu7ons 
sucked dry, like our hospitals, not right how people are treated, 
government must gain our trust again. People are suffering, not 
all because of covid, but they cannot , in a lot of cases, earn a 
living for themselves, some people salaries have not stopped at 
all, we need to come together, and we can, stand together , do 
and say things, even if it will be hard,  BUT  respect and trust will 
be gained. Anita

2021-01-22 
17:05:45

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Deborah 

2021-01-22 
08:56:12

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the muta7on of the virus,how effec7ve will the vaccine be? 
Why have the govt banned Ivermec7n when it has been seen to 
drama7cally help the serious covid  cases? 
Why are we in SA paying almost double for the vaccine ? 
This Govt couldnt  organise a piss up in a brewery. 
I dont trust anything they say or do. Bev

2021-01-21 
19:56:30

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Julie

2021-01-21 
19:56:30

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Julie

2021-01-21 
08:06:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not fully tested and people are dying amer 
receiving it. Eleanor
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I object to the mass-rollout of an experimental vaccine, which is 
an unproven method of using mRNA to modify human DNA. The 
en7re concept is morally and ethically wrong, and is a crime 
against humanity.  
The vaccines are untested, and the vaccine manufacturers do 
not face civil liability. 
According to the CDC's VAERS sta7s7cs, there have already been  
3 800 adverse reac7ons, and many people have died as a result 
of pushing this fake science onto people without adequate 
explana7on of the risks. 
All opposing voices are censored and banned, and healthy 
dialogue is discouraged.  
Proposing a mass rollout of a vaccine in which there is over a 
90% charge of recovery is a viola7on of the Nuremburg Code, as 
laid out below: 
****************************************************
********** 

The judgment by the war crimes tribunal at Nuremberg laid 
down 10 standards to which physicians must conform when 
carrying out experiments on human subjects in a new code that 
is now accepted worldwide. 

This judgment established a new standard of ethical medical 
behavior for the post World War II human rights era. Amongst 
other requirements, this document enunciates the requirement 
of voluntary informed consent of the human subject. The 
principle of voluntary informed consent protects the right of the 
individual to control his own body. 

This code also recognizes that the risk must be weighed against 
the expected benefit, and that unnecessary pain and suffering 
must be avoided. 

This code recognizes that doctors should avoid ac7ons that 
injure human pa7ents. 

The principles established by this code for medical prac7ce now 
have been extended into general codes of medical ethics. 

The Nuremberg Code (1947) 
Permissible Medical Experiments 
The great weight of the evidence before us to effect that certain 
types of medical experiments on human beings, when kept 
within reasonably well-defined bounds, conform to the ethics of 
the medical profession generally. The protagonists of the 
prac7ce of human experimenta7on jus7fy their views on the 
basis that such experiments yield results for the good of society 
that are unprocurable by other methods or means of study. All 
agree, however, that certain basic principles must be observed in 
order to sa7sfy moral, ethical and legal concepts: 

The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely 
essen7al. This means that the person involved should have legal 
capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to 
exercise free power of choice, without the interven7on of any 
element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other 
ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have 
sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the 
subject maper involved as to enable him to make an 
understanding and enlightened decision. This laper element 
requires that before the acceptance of an affirma7ve decision by 
the experimental subject there should be made known to him 
the nature, dura7on, and purpose of the experiment; the 
method and means by which it is to be conducted; all 
inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the 
effects upon his health or person which may possibly come from 
his par7cipa7on in the experiment. 

The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the 
consent rests upon each individual who ini7ates, directs, or 
engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and 
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with 
impunity. 
The experiment should be such as to yield frui{ul results for the 
good of society, unprocurable by other methods or means of 
study, and not random and unnecessary in nature. 
The experiment should be so designed and based on the results 
of animal experimenta7on and a knowledge of the natural 
history of the disease or other problem under study that the 
an7cipated results jus7fy the performance of the experiment. 
The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all 
unnecessary physical and mental suffering and injury. 
No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori 
reason to believe that death or disabling injury will occur; 
except, perhaps, in those experiments where the experimental 
physicians also serve as subjects. 
The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that 
determined by the humanitarian importance of the problem to 
be solved by the experiment. 
Proper prepara7ons should be made and adequate facili7es 
provided to protect the experimental subject against even 
remote possibili7es of injury, disability or death. 
The experiment should be conducted only by scien7fically 
qualified persons. The highest degree of skill and care should be 
required through all stages of the experiment of those who 
conduct or engage in the experiment. 
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2021-01-18 
14:58:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How is it possible to develop and test a vaccine in the space of 6 
months? this is ridiculous!! 
Every pharmaceu7cal company is now developing a vaccine, 
(money making racket) is one vaccine applicable to the different 
strains? therefore I say "NO" to the prick. 
It should be an individuals democra7c right to be vaccinated or 
not.  
The targets that have been set for the roll out of the vaccine is 
not achievable. 
Priority for the roll out should start with  the ANC Government 
and if they survive, then consider the rest of the na7on and it 
should be by choice. Eugene

2021-01-18 
12:41:19

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die sogenaamde Entstof word dan nou eerste op mense getoets 
en nie op diere  nie. 
Wasrom kan die Ministers en Staats president nie eerste van die 
Vacv kry nie. Maria

2021-01-18 
10:39:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It hasn't  been tested  long enough  and I  believe  that the side 
effects  would  be extremely  bad for all

Mohammed 
Nazzer 

2021-01-18 
07:46:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vicky 

2021-01-17 
21:40:05

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has no track record, it is suspicious that this vaccine 
can be produced in such a short 7me. where as this has never 
been done in the past. There is no guarantee that our health will 
not be severely affected in future. 
If our medical fraternity does not do the tes7ng on the vaccine 
and says it is OK for the people of South Africa to take, we 
should not take it, 

   

Gloria

2021-01-17 
10:58:45

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Covid vaccine is experimental, no responsibility to the 
manufacturer! There are alterna7ves, like Ivermec7n, tested and 
proven over years, which can be on trail in SA first Annolene

2021-01-16 
22:19:42

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As explained by a virologist, the Sars virus mutates every 4 to 6 
months, so are we going to have to be vaccinated every 4 to 6 
months with a new vaccine.  Just another money making scheme 
by the government. Tienie 

2021-01-16 
21:18:51

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Abrie

2021-01-16 
20:02:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gert

2021-01-16 
10:44:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned that the vaccine has not been tested long enough 
to  determine the long term side effects. 

Gail

2021-01-16 
09:38:12

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not feel that the vaccines have been tested long enough to 
ensure no side effects.  
I have seen a few cases where the vaccine has caused excessive 
shaking of the body and also I've heard of people dying shortly 
amer geing the vaccine William

2021-01-15 
21:34:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How sure can we be that; 1) the vaccine has been sufficiently 
tested ? 
                                                              2) there is NO corrup7on 
involved AT CABINET LEVELS ??? 
                                                              3) is DOH capable of  handling 
the proposed roll-out ? 
                                                              4) is the vaccine a "once -off" 
without hidden follow ups required ? 
We cannot trust our government !! Arthur

2021-01-15 
17:02:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid is changing so rapidly that the vaccine will not keep up 
with those changes. Let our body be the one who creates 
an7bodies specifically designed for each of us. Some people 
tried the vaccine and died in few days.

Eugenia 
Doina

2021-01-15 
15:42:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Every year, some 1.8m people die of TB, yet we've never before 
been forced to wear masks, or 'social distance.' Now, the 
vaccines that haven't been adequately tested, but which are 
being touted as 'the ul7mate solu7on' to Covid-19 (and its 
variants) are being rolled out to the masses, by a wholly 
incompetent cadre of self-serving so-called civil servants.  Have 
we, the voters, learned nothing from the Armsgate deal; Eskom; 
Transnet; SABC; SAA; etc.? 

There's absolutely NO need for a Covid vaccine - except to enrich 
the technocrats even more.   

Such an incredible waste of taxpayers' money!  Bryan

2021-01-15 
15:20:26

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How do we know the vaccine will be effec7ve when they 
discovering new strains of the vaccine? How safe is it when there 
is rumors that it can modify genes? Many vaccines have proves 
more destruc7ve than helpful. Liziwe

2021-01-15 
14:50:37

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dear Mr Ramaphosa, 
I most definitely WON’T  allow anyone to vaccinate me! Please 
use the vaccine intended for me on yourself! 
 Lord o f South Africans KNOW exactly what you & your 
Government intend doing with the vaccines! You should be 
ashamed of yourself!! 
Please note: GOD ALMIGHTY IS ALWAYS IN CHARGE!! 
Han7e Robbertse 
Hankey, Eastern Cape Han7e

Free State 11

2021-01-26 
14:46:28

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is NOT save.....in fact it is deadlier than the virus it self. If the 
gov really care about their people they will NOT vaccinate 
anyone and especially NOT the elderly Annemarie

2021-01-26 
08:26:01

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Riekie
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2021-01-23 
11:53:00

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine not tested with posi7ve results.  Even if it was I will not 
take the vaccina7on due to many neg7vaty published on media. Lukas

2021-01-20 
08:13:59

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough evidence that vaccina7on is effec7ve. 
Rita

2021-01-18 
14:24:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has not been tested thorougly, there is a poli7cal agenda 
behind the vaccina7on and other epossibl effec7ve drugs are 
prohibited before even being  tested . Mandatory vaccina7on is 
also a another great concern.  
We cannot and may not be forced to par7cipate in the 
vaccina7on. And why are there so many rumours concerning the 
vaccine? 

Lerien 

2021-01-18 
13:09:28

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine was not fully tested and i will not take it...in the first 
place it does not kill the virus, so why must we take it???  What 
do they want to reach with this vaccine????? Mar7e

2021-01-17 
12:05:37

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How can vaccines be bought without being tested? How can 
government with their record of corrup7on be responsible for 
the random roll out! And? It must be a personal decision done 
by profesinals! I suggest that we wait pa7ently for a tested 
variant of the vaccine or use tested alterna7ves such as 
chloroquine or ivermec7n Glenda

2021-01-16 
09:13:08

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Johanna

2021-01-16 
09:00:48

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is chemicall engineered and was not tested for 
longer than a year. We have no assurance that it will not cause 
any other health problems amer a year or 2. Marchand

2021-01-15 
18:10:22

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This thing can kill you. I heard of poeple who died because of 
this injec7on . Ben

2021-01-15 
17:37:13

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why is the vaccine manufactured in India and bought from india 
at a high cost. Surely we have dr,s proffesors and scients that can 
develop a vaccine for South Africa. The vaccine must be  first 
given to the President and all the ministers and depy ministers 
first so we can see if they will survive then all the doctors and 
hospital personel then the police then all the people who is 
working at court then all the teachers and children at school 
then the rest of South Africa David

Limpopo 11
2021-01-24 
12:19:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ivermec7n is a safe and effec7ve alterna7ve to vaccine. Rita 

2021-01-19 
11:49:27 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why India. 
There is. To many side effects and  is not tested fully. Hester

2021-01-18 
15:11:58 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is reported that the virus changes  forms and distributed with 
different prices and different quali7es for different countries. 
Failed to produce vaccine here cons7tute waist of tax payers 
money. Anyway people are recovering and just let it reach herd 
immunity in natural way is safer than vaccine.If you roll it out 
first health workers and number two funeral polours staff. Shadumo

2021-01-18 
11:14:48 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have concerns that the Medical Profession that need to be in 
charge of the pandemic are lead by their noses by unqualified 
greedy poli7cians who look amer their own pockets instead of 
the people they are supposed to care for. 
The vaccines are not properly tested  as they are tested in labs 
similar to where the virus had its birthplace without years of 
tes7ng to ensure it is safe and would not cause more damage 
than good 
It is not measles or chicken pox or one of those outbreaks where 
over many years vaccines were developed and successfully 
refined. 
The common cold that we get annually and the Covid 19 
pandemic mimic each other by changing to different strands that 
is unpredictable.  
Annually medica7on to combat the illness are  made available 
and passed on to countries where it would move to as per 
predic7ons made. 
Due to this tried and tested medica7on is prescribed where long 
las7ng effects are taken in considera7on. 
Why are the top medical experts not giving their thoughts on 
this and best solu7ons implemented and discussed on forums 
and made available? 
Who is hiding what and at what cost? Dawid

2021-01-18 
10:49:17 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dit is my keuse of ek dit wil doen. Daar is geen bewys van 
nagevolge nie. Wie gaan kostes betaal van nege7ewe negevolge. 
Dit belas7ng betalers sal nou weer moet opdok vir als. Lina

2021-01-17 
20:37:51 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let goverment officials start with the prosses  and convince the 
people that it is 
Safe , no thank you even if it is free.

Petrus 
Gerhardus

2021-01-17 
11:52:22 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine RAYMOND

2021-01-16 
12:36:20 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Waarom moet dit ingevoer word? Ons het die vasiliteite om 
entstowwe te vervaardig . Dit is weliswaar vir diere en is ten 
gronde laat gaan deur ons regering maar dit kan weer opgeknap 
word. Ek is seker dat ons ook kundiges het. 
2. Ivermec7n word selfs in Indie vir mense gegee om verlig7ng te 
bring teen die virus.Dit is ook in S.A. as skedule 3 medisyne 
beskikbaar. Waarom weier die hoof van SAHPRA  dat die middel   
in hierdie noodtoestand  beskikbaar gestel word om (al is dit net 
tydelik) verlig7ng te bring vir ons mense ? Kobus
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2021-01-16 
10:18:35 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Griepinen7ngs is die mees onwetenskaplike geldmakery wat die 
mediese wetenskap nog uitgedink het.   

Jy word met griepvirusse ingeënt sodat jy griep kan kry en so 
immuniteit opbou, maar slegs teen reeds-bekende virusse. Jy bly 
onbeskerm teen talle nuwe, onbekende virusse en 
virusmutasies. Jy ontvang ook géén beskerming teen bakteriële 
infeksies soos die meeste winterkwale nie. An7bio7kas werk 
weer slegs teen bakterieë en laat jou onbeskermd teen virusse 
en jou kanse is goed om die verkeerde een te neem.          

Ons natuurlike immuniteit bied beskerming teen alle soorte van 
infeksie wat bakterieë, virusse en swamme insluit. Wonderlike 
kruiekombinasies wat jou immuniteit opbou bied beskerming 
teen die bekende virusse, maar ook teen die nuwe onbekendes, 
sowel as teen die bakteriese verkoues, swaminfeksies en die 
sekondêre infeksies wat gewoonlik met griep gepaard gaan.      

Sulke kruie bou die immuniteit so doeltreffend dat dit selfs help 
teen die mikroskopies-kleine malariaparasiet.  

Jy kan ook ‘n fortuin aan mediese kostes met hierdie kruie spaar, 
die newe-effekte van medikasie  vrygespring, die moontlikheid 
van verkeerde diagnose vermy en binne 48 uur weer perdfris 
wees.  

Ons moet die natuurlike weg volg. So vermy ons terselfdertyd 
die moontlikheid van verkeerde medikasie as gevolg van 
verkeerde diagnoses en talle ander probleme.  

Jan

2021-01-15 
20:23:45 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has not been enough 7me to thoroughly test for an 
effec7ve vaccine.  It should be every individual's joice to be 
vaccinated or not Annelie

2021-01-15 
11:03:55 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Sal die regering die vaccine  eers toets deur 'n onatanklike lab. 
Om te verseker dit is veilig vir die mense. Sal die regering hulle 
self eers laat inent waar daar uit verskillende besendings van die 
endstof ingeent word.   

Paul
Northern Cape 5

2021-01-19 
15:12:23

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Piet

2021-01-19 
15:12:22

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Piet

2021-01-19 
12:02:55

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like the choice of op7ng for Ivermectum... I do not trust 
that a vaccine that was miraculously procured within a maper of 
months... I also do not trust that the government has my best 
interest at heart.. Amer being excluded virtually on everything 
because I am white.. There is no democracy so why would I trust 
the government who is failing at almost everything... As a white 
very competent person I am excluded so why am I suddenly 
important enough to take a vaccine.. Nope not going to 
happen... Joan

2021-01-16 
06:29:09

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Deon 
Weideman

2021-01-15 
22:14:46

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Daar is geen bewyse dat die inen7ng effek7ef is. Hoekom word 
dit op mense afgedwing?dwing!!!!! Dit is net hulle bose planne 
om mense dood te maak!  Die regering beter na God toe draai! 
Ons mense is nie so onnosel soos hulle dink nie, ons sal nie die 
inen7ng vat nie, ons sal nie dat hulle ons DNA verander nie! Ons 
behoort aan God!  Miemie

Outside SA 3

2021-01-16 
17:29:54

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

  The vaccine is a fake, at best.  My sister (here in the US) knows 
one of the scien7sts that helped to create it; and he won't take 
it.  What does that tell you? Seth

2021-01-16 
06:48:43

Outside 
SA

Botswan
a

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Long term effects of vaccine not known Jaco

2021-01-15 
17:27:17

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m

No I do 
not re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Various vaccines have different worrying side effects and all 
contain MCR-5 and all will have Iatrogenic effects, in addi7on, 
non have been tested for efficacy or safety ! Norman

employed individual 790
Column B: Count:

North West 30

2021-02-21 
10:50:33

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been tried and tested. Who knows what you 
are being injected with. The corona virus has many different 
strains. For which strain are we being innoculated. My body my 
life. No vaccine for me or my family. Dont trust it. Estelle

2021-01-26 
16:13:06

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

there is up to date no vacine that works for flue like simtoms 
why is this one any different. the other reason i do not trust this 
vacine is becouse is would be enroled by the government of the 
anc and we all learned that they are not trustworthy at all wilma

2021-01-23 
21:06:12

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is that vaccine tried and tested, who knows that vaccine will cure 
nor help to stop Covid-19 pandemic? Where are the reviews of 
that vaccine... 
Why South African government didn't try and munufacture 
locally made vaccine, why do we always get help from other 
countries? More 

2021-01-23 
07:58:01

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek vertrou nie die entstof nie. Die virus het al verander, dus gaan 
die entstof nie doel treffend wees nie. Dis 'n demokra7ese land. 
Ek kan nie verlig word om die entstof te ontvang nie. Dis teen 
ons grondwet. Retha

2021-01-21 
20:39:33

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Those who took it died no thanks Riana
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2021-01-21 
16:37:51

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Gee dit eers vir poli7kusse en kyk wat gebeur. As hulle na 'n jaar 
nog OK is, kan mens dit oorweeg. Jimmy

2021-01-21 
11:37:54

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No to vaccine Takatso

2021-01-21 
11:08:27

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should have been tested first in India and we should 
have stats of many people did the tests to confirm if indeed they 
are immune against Covid. 

WHO should be invited to endorse such products and lastly 
South African scien7sts should be involved in this and be the 
first ones to take the vaccine in na7onal TV to show their faith in 
this medica7ons. 

Thanks. Lerato

2021-01-20 
13:25:40

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not understand why should our government rollout an 
untested vaccine on their people and force healthy individual 
with NO underlying condi7on to take the vaccine. If the elderly 
with underlying condi7ons are a concerned let our cabinet take 
the vaccine 1st to show leadership. Tsietsi 

2021-01-19 
17:04:06

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccina7on should be proven to be safe otherwise all other 
known vaccina7ons will be affected nega7vely in future. Our 
parliament and their families should volunteer to receive it first 
and a year later other people may volunteer to have it. With no 
other objec7ve as immunity of Covid - not misusing it for other 
poli7cal agendas like microchips or Id's Erna

2021-01-19 
08:44:25

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not 100%safe. With reasonable amount of 
research you'll find everything you need to know. Me and my 
family won't take it nor pay for others to take it. A

2021-01-19 
08:11:31

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is absolutely insufficient data regarding the efficiency of 
the vaccine. Covid is not a year old but there is a vaccine?? 
Impossible!! I

2021-01-18 
21:57:21

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It was not even fully tested, and why so much money for 
something that we can develop on our own. Thapelo

2021-01-18 
20:53:13

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Tes7ng period of the vaccine is too short to be considered safe. 
What about asthma7cs, diabe7cs, people with allergies? Has 
sufficient tes7ng been done or are we going to be the Guinea 
pigs? The poli7cians should be first in line. We are surrounded 
by conspiracy theories. Who can we trust?  

Taskeen

2021-01-18 
20:32:13

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine should first be administrated to government officials to 
see if it works. I won't take the vaccine i would prefer alterna7ve 
medica7ons. 
What proof do you get that it is  a genuine vaccine and not just 
water or some other drug. Warren 

2021-01-18 
10:43:36

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I really am not comfortable using the vaccine because there is no 
guarantee that it works and does not have side effects. 

Gladys

2021-01-18 
07:41:59

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I personally dont trust the vaccines that were not approved or 
that did not involve South Africans in its manufacturing or 
tes7ng and approval that it's safe for human consump7on. Our 
learned medical researcher should ensure that it's safe amer it 
has been recieved and declare that their families can get it. Tankiso

2021-01-18 
06:02:29

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Studies done on people who received vaccine, some had severe 
reac7ons.  I myself have serious allergic reac7ons to vaccines in 
the past, accompanied with other underlying medical 
condi7ons. It should also be my choice to vaccinate or not.  I will 
be no threat to those who have been vaccinated.  Start  
vaccina7ng those in parlement first, then all those  areas that 
are hot spots. A

2021-01-17 
12:56:48

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are no vaccines for HIV, Cancer, Flue, Colds, etc, How in 
the hell did they get a vaccine in a few weeks 7me??? I don't 
belive in this shit, it's just to kill people to reduce the popula7on. 
I don't thrust thr WHO, and neither the government. People 
already died amer taking the vaccine, so get rid off it, it's not 
safe. Lore

2021-01-17 
08:54:05

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is so new, it is s7ll in its first test stage. Which means 
is not a complete vaccine yet. It is only an EXPERIMENTAL 
vaccine. It's effec7veness is not yet proven. It's side affects is not 
yet fully known. People must s7ll be able to chose to get it or 
have the right to refuse to get an experimental vaccine.  My 
family and I are very healthy people, we are not scared of geing 
covid-19. We would survive it easily. But we would not risk the 
unknown effects of an experimental vaccine. Jolandi 

2021-01-17 
07:53:46

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I wonder if there have conducted clinical trials on the vaccine 
because it is produced in such a short space of 7me and what 
are the side effects of this vaccine. The recovery rate in the 
country is high and it shows people are recovering. It’s a pity 
people with with underlying health problems get affected badly. 
Let the vaccine be tested first by our own scien7sts to establish 
the side effects and to be proven safe for our people of the 
Republic of South Africa and Africa as a whole. Mononotshi

2021-01-17 
00:09:07

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Lot of bull, they have not ger a vacsine for aids but under a year 
they have a vacsine for covid, bull Robert

2021-01-16 
21:17:42

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

SA should not hurry to implement this. 
Too risky if not scien7fically proven.  
Wait un7l we are rest assured it's safe. Boitumelo

2021-01-16 
10:52:59

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe and am not confident that any vaccine has been 
adequately tested and determined to be safe, the main concern 
is the way the government CHANGES THEIR OPINIONS AND 
WHAT THEY ARE GOING TO OBTAIN WHERE AND WHEN -- it is so 
confusing . THEY HAVE A DIFFERENT STORY EVERY day , THIS IS A 
WHOLE ANC , SELFENRICHING AND VOTERS CAMPAIGN .  
AND CORRUPTION IN THE END IS GOING TO BE THE ANC'S MAIN 
AIM    Henk
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2021-01-16 
08:24:07

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We as South Africans we have fear on this vaccine as we feel 
that we are being killed purposely, our Government to look for 
other solu7ons, why this vaccine it is so easy to be sent to us 
South Africans whereas other countries did not receive Anele 

2021-01-16 
07:59:02

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is not proven. It is a experimental drug. If they want 
they can strart with poli7cians and leave the health care workers 
and children alone. We need them. Jano

2021-01-15 
19:13:29

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough data regarding the efficiency of the vaccine.. no test 
trials??? Irene

2021-01-15 
17:24:38

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccina7ons take a long 7me to be tested and to know the 
dangers amer a few years so how accurate are the vaccines? And 
do I trust the government? NO! A normal flue vaccine makes me 
very sick, so why will I take another vaccine that has not been 
tersted over 15 years like all vaccines? Charmaine 

2021-01-15 
16:47:55

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The efficacy and safety of this vaccines leaves much to be 
desired. I s7ll do not understand how amer so many years there's 
s7ll no vaccines to the likes of Cancer and HIV but there was 
swim response to this one o Covid19. Reuben 

2021-01-15 
10:04:06

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

History has proven that effec7ve vaccines are developed over 
numerous years. A rushed vaccine like this one has now true test 
results and should not be considered as safe. Also the media is 
full of reports about nega7ve side effects amer taking this 
vaca7on. I for sure will not be taking one and niether will my 
kids. One concern I have is if they make it mandatory what will 
we as individuals be able to do? Our rights are being taken away 
from us at an alarming rate. Quin7n 

Eastern Cape 52
2021-02-10 
10:08:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Julia 

2021-01-24 
08:19:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ons land is uitverkoop om die vacine op ons af te dwing deur 
wêreld orde. Volgens hul moet 2 derdes sterf, gaan die vacine 
help om hul doel te bereik? Ek voel dis elke ou se persoonlike reg 
om te besluit of hy/sy fit wil vat. N volledige uiteenseing van 
elke chemiese bestanddeel moet aan openbaar gemaak word, 
sowel as die newe effekte daarvan. Dis hopeloos te vroeg vir so 
iets. Linus

2021-01-24 
07:50:33

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine is out to kill David

2021-01-22 
16:11:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elize

2021-01-21 
14:46:12

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek stel glad nie belang in die entstof nie. 
As ek moet dood sal ek. 
My God is in beheer, nie die duiwel nie. Elana

2021-01-21 
08:50:45

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hoe is dit moontlike dat daar so vinnig 'n middel teen die virus 
gevind is.  Die middel is nog nie beproef nie en nou wil hulle 
mense as proef konyne gebruik.  Is dit 'n manier of die mensdom 
te verminder ? Volgens die media is daar mense oorlede wat die 
middel mee inge-ent is.  Persoolik dink ek daar sit baie meer 
agter hierdie hele virus. MIRANDA

2021-01-21 
08:09:31

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine lionel

2021-01-21 
07:24:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine It will not cure covid,i have the right to refuse Yvonne

2021-01-21 
06:52:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has to be tested by South African scien7sts to 
ensure that the people of South Africa are not killed like flies by 
the cruel westerners 

Artwell 

2021-01-20 
14:21:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the Spanish flue of 1918, only in 1940 was their a vaccine 
available, now not within a year we by a miracle have a vaccine 
for covid-19, LOGIC TELLS U THATS A LIE, why does government 
not allow Ivermec7n to be available for people to use. They 
know that will rune the one world plan. WW3 here we come  Jacques

2021-01-20 
10:43:38

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Over and above government folk having stolen so much of the 
funding for Covid, the working folk of our country will be 
expected to fund the vaccine. 
A vaccine which has been developed in a maper of months 
when no vaccine for the common cold has ever been successful 
in eradica7ng it.  
Over and above that, the vaccine is for the original covid strain, 
we are already on the second strain of it so what good is the old 
vaccine? 
We have been told over and over again what can kill covid, one 
of which is heat, but we are forbidden to go to the beach and 
spend the day in blistering sunshine, instead we will end up in 
malls with recircled air. Is this to make the case for con7nued 
communis7c draconian measures for a disease that, while real 
and vicious, is seasonal? 

Karina

2021-01-19 
19:50:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

the vaccine is causing too many side affects and deaths of 
people in many countries. 
I want govement to explore safer alterna7ves such as ivermec7n 
which is safer and cheaper and is, according to more and more 
evidence, proving to be very effec7ve in killing the covid19 virus. 
 by prescribing Ivermec7n the virus will very quickly be 
eridicated, far faster than a vaccine which does not even have 
any guarantees.  
The Ivermec7n route will be far less a burden on the public 
funds than buying a vaccine, seing up vaccina7on points etc. Jean

2021-01-19 
19:08:33

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We must look at other alterna7ves.  Because to have a vaccine at 
this stage it's way to soon and won't be effec7ve. Proper tests 
and more op7ons should be looked at. Greg

2021-01-19 
08:41:52

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are not told of side effects of this EXPERIMENTAL vaccine! I 
had the virus; I recovered from it and have an7bodies. I do not 
need it. People are going to be ginea pigs !! Machona
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2021-01-19 
08:04:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Before roll out a thorough trial/study by south african 
laboratories must be done.  RSA did that with the HIV/AIDS 
medica7on.  The vaccine must get an approval from our own drs 
and scien7sts. 

Aphiwe

2021-01-18 
19:53:38

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is very controver7al. A lot is said around this, like its origin. 
Can't it be uncovered or iron out and address all the 
misconcep7ons if ever there are. If for example it is man-made, 
why isn't tackled from those premise? I think the government 
can have some ways of stopping this as this vaccina7on has been 
displayed as detrimental. Nkanyiso

2021-01-18 
17:13:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

None of these vaccines have been tested and is not fit for use on 
humans. There are much more effec7ve medicines that work 
much beper than the vaccine. This vaccine is something from 
the WHO and NWO that is inline with there "big reset" project 
that is to lesson the earths popula7on. Andre

2021-01-18 
17:10:57

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not wish to have something foreign injected into my body. 
Not enough research has been done and almost every day there 
is a new thought about these vaccines.Too many dying amer 
having had  it. It seems to be such a rushed move.  

Kathy

2021-01-18 
15:58:04

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Am confused  because i never had people talking about this on 
media*radio, television) so that everyone knows what exactly is 
happening about this corona thing. People are not given chance 
to talk about this give their views. Sikhumbuzo 

2021-01-18 
13:10:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Where and how has this vaccine been tested Herbert

2021-01-18 
12:51:14

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thando

2021-01-18 
11:40:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Im a Chris7an and my bible tells me all about what will happen 
on the last days,so i dont want to be a pert of evil sources,Thank 
you Thembela

2021-01-18 
09:44:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This molecule (mRNA coated with a fat envelope) does not meet 
the defini7on of a vaccine. It neither stops the viral ac7vity nor 
minimizes the pathogenicity of the SARS Virus. Mpumelelo

2021-01-18 
09:03:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine There are way too many unknowns about these vaccines! Michael

2021-01-18 
08:31:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Other countries are doing just fine without any vaccine look at 
China manufacturing the vaccine for while they never even 
needed it themselves. look at our recovering number as a 
country its great and no one even looks at that or ask how those 
people managed to get beper instead we are told we're sharing 
fake news. Indipile

2021-01-18 
08:28:25

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We should not be forced to take the vaccine, most countries that 
piloted the vaccine program are having serious and fatal 
symptoms due to the vaccine. Also it does not protect  
 you as you will s7ll have to mask up and do all necessary 
measures. I think the vaccine will kill more people than saving 
them as I have seen in other countries Thumeka

2021-01-17 
21:49:14

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lorepa

2021-01-17 
19:48:33

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Caren

2021-01-17 
16:58:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vaccine has not been properly tested Jus7n

2021-01-17 
15:00:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Aphindile

2021-01-17 
10:38:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No vaccine were ever developed in such a short 7me and 
worked properly.  
If this was possible where are the vaccine for cancer hiv and tb 
all these are old illnesses.  

So I will not take the vaccine soon. Heinrich
2021-01-17 
10:28:33

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How can a vaccine possibly be found in a year? There is no 
vaccine for a common cold - I do not trust this whole issue Jeremy

2021-01-17 
10:10:38

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not know what the contents of the vaccine is as well as side 
effects What gaurentee do I have that it will prevent me or my 
family members from geing sick?? Ester

2021-01-17 
08:41:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vaccine not properly tested Kagisho

2021-01-17 
08:30:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine You can not create a vaccine in just a few months. Anton

2021-01-17 
08:11:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 My mains issues is why they didn’t come out with a cure for the 
covid instead of a vaccine. Vaccines need to tested and 
monitored for side effects for a long 7me before they can be 
rolled out. People dying no maper how small the numbers are 
shows the adverse effects it can have on different people plus if 
staying home for 14 days cures why can’t we have complete shut 
down for 14days then go back to normal. Athy 

2021-01-17 
05:02:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Did  govt tested the vaccine using our own scien7st?how do they 
know that is going to be effected?,side effects,?,,did govt 
involved SA poeple or the just assumed that we want vaccine. 
We should be the one that we saying we need it.did our govt 
respect us Mnyska

2021-01-16 
20:28:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines are not safe, manufacturers do not want to take 
liability for amer effects. Why is our government procuring these 
unsafe vaccines for the South Africans. It is clear that there is an 
unhealthy agenda planned for South Africans by the 
Government and their partners. This is cruel and against the 
cons7tu7on of the Republic. Mpumi
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2021-01-16 
15:59:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No vaccine has ever been totally safe even amer years of tes7ng 
now the government wants to force a vaccine thats less than a 
year old in the making. What about the  results in years to come. 
No data given or videos on test results (can we even believe 
them as so omen results are manipulated.)  why force people to 
take something if it is so safe?  What about Ivermax products, 
there is a lot  of data the world over  and it  was recognized as 
one of the top three medica7ons in the world.  Why is 
everything  alterna7ve blocked - dont say not tested - vaccines 
not tested either but pushed on an unwilling person.  No no no 
vaccines your predic7on data was wrong on covid why would 
this be any different?  Government has never told the truth on 
any thing but manipulated info for their own agenda like the 
vaccine too Val

2021-01-16 
15:05:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We cannot be sure of thee effec7veness and rather safety of this 
vaccine. I do not support mandatory or mass vaccina7on at all. 
Everyone who wants to take it may take it, those don't want will 
not be forced to. And as men7oned there are some alterna7ve 
treatments available which have proven effec7ve in the fight 
against this disease. Alterna7ve treatment op7ons are available. Misha 

2021-01-16 
14:46:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Cancer has been around for more than 80yrs.....no cure(vaccine) 
HIV over 40yrs......no vaccine 
Covid not even two yrs.....and a vaccine is available!!!!! Hell no, 
you not ganna put that stuff in me and my family Lionel

2021-01-16 
14:06:51

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The efficacy of the vaccines is not certain and could also result in 
death. The money would be beper spent on building a healthy 
na7on with plant based nutri7on programmes , regenera7ve 
agriculture ini7a7ves, and green technology. Candice

2021-01-16 
12:21:35

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe that the vaccine has been tested enough. Usually 
vaccines take years of research and tes7ng so how safe is this 
vaccine? I would not be comfortable taking the vaccine at this 
stage. And does the government have what it takes to effec7vely 
roll out mass vaccina7ons - I don't believe so. Cheryl

2021-01-16 
12:13:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Safer to use Ivermec7n Keith

2021-01-16 
06:48:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Carol

2021-01-15 
21:43:12

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine must not come near SA because it is not tested yet 
on European countries why must we as SA ci7zens be the slaves 
of Europe.Cabinet should first hear what are our comments 
about the vaccine before ordering huge amounts of tax payers 
money they should be hold accountable for their wrong doings 
we as SA are egnore by poli7cians they overule our says.We have 
the right to be heard.

Chief 
Brendon

2021-01-15 
17:57:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How will this help us when not even the common cold has been 
properly vaccinated against. Eldrien

2021-01-15 
15:43:07

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust these vaccine at all. It has been to soon to develop 
and make them  available for human use. How much effec7ve 
are they? How much safety for human use do they have? Has 
thorough tes7ng been made? Are they safe for human use ?  
Will they be tested when they land in our country before use? K

2021-01-15 
15:35:45

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Where are the ar7cles/trials informa7on. Also do not trust their 
informa7on.  Is there evidence of an7bodies produced in these 
trials through blood tes7ng. 
Alterna7ve Ivermec7n  is a valuable alterna7ve with minimal 
side effects, why has it been withdrawn. There is a hidden 
agenda, it is our right to use whatever we hv more trust in.  
Compulsory is out, it is my body and no maper what, i will not 
hv it. 
Many people already hv immunity and an7bodies due to the 
infec7on so why do they need further vaccina7on????? Gail

2021-01-15 
13:19:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Vaccines are not cures they are purposeul infec7ons. 
2. Herd immunity sounds nice what it means is more people will 
infect others,health system cannot handle current load. 
3. If "Herd Immunity" was the goal then they should have 
stopped with stupid things like face masks etc. ages ago. 
Especially or the younger and children shouldhave been let back 
in school. 
4. Other treatments which have shown promise have been 
ignored. 
5. Government is following WHO who has lied to the world on 
various occasions and cannot be trusted. 
6. Government is far too friendly with Communist regimes 
where the virus originated from so trust is low as to the reasons 
for wan7ng to push a vaccine worldwide let alone in South Arica. 
7. Government thus far has shown its complete incomptetance 
in dealing with the virus. 
8. Government thus far has shown complete incompetance in 
administra7on of relief because of government imposed 
lockdowns. 
9. Government has taken an unscien7fic approach from the 
outset and has beginning of this supposed pandemic and has 
been unable tocorrect course. 
10. Government has imposed ridiculous restric7ons and harmed 
the ci7zens in more ways than the virus has or could have done. 
11. the supposed vaccine has not been completely tested to 
ensure no harm is done. 

Thus I find that allowing government to con7nue on this path 
would cause even more harm to our communi7es our country 
and the world, it would be highly irresponsible to con7nue 
allowing this government to be unhindered in it's claims and it's 
doings. Paulo
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2021-01-15 
13:19:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Vaccines are not cures they are purposeul infec7ons. 
2. Herd immunity sounds nice what it means is more people will 
infect others,health system cannot handle current load. 
3. If "Herd Immunity" was the goal then they should have 
stopped with stupid things like face masks etc. ages ago. 
Especially or the younger and children shouldhave been let back 
in school. 
4. Other treatments which have shown promise have been 
ignored. 
5. Government is following WHO who has lied to the world on 
various occasions and cannot be trusted. 
6. Government is far too friendly with Communist regimes 
where the virus originated from so trust is low as to the reasons 
for wan7ng to push a vaccine worldwide let alone in South Arica. 
7. Government thus far has shown its complete incomptetance 
in dealing with the virus. 
8. Government thus far has shown complete incompetance in 
administra7on of relief because of government imposed 
lockdowns. 
9. Government has taken an unscien7fic approach from the 
outset and has beginning of this supposed pandemic and has 
been unable tocorrect course. 
10. Government has imposed ridiculous restric7ons and harmed 
the ci7zens in more ways than the virus has or could have done. 
11. the supposed vaccine has not been completely tested to 
ensure no harm is done. 

Thus I find that allowing government to con7nue on this path 
would cause even more harm to our communi7es our country 
and the world, it would be highly irresponsible to con7nue 
allowing this government to be unhindered in it's claims and it's 
doings. Paulo

2021-01-15 
08:20:26

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe this is safe or effec7ve...what is the point if, amer 
taking it, you can s7ll get it, can s7ll infect others if you have it, 
s7ll have to wear a mask, etc.  Is the point of a vaccine not to 
prevent you geing the illness/disease in the first place?  This 
"vaccina7on" 7cks none of the standard boxes, I will not be 
taking it.  And it has had VERY liple tes7ng, we don't know the 
long term side effects, or even short term side effects...no thank 
you... Belinda

Mpumalanga 44

2021-02-02 
18:26:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1) Vaccine has not been tested properly and it has not been 
proved to prevent the virus. 
2) Why does it only last a few months requiring a second vaccine 
and possibly several more amer that. 
3) Roll out by Government who have proved to have a bad 
record for corrup7on and no accountability. 
4) Where is the money coming from to pay for all the vaccines 
ordered and how much will individuals have to pay to get it if 
they want it. 

Peter

2021-01-31 
15:26:12

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hi, i want to say that this vaccine i do not trust it at all cause Bill 
Gates want to depopulise Africa. When it has arrived let the 
poli7cians be the 1st being vaccinated. I want to know why is the 
government not encouraging tradi7onal healers to make or 
develop a vaccine? 

Jonas

2021-01-26 
20:20:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not proven for effec7vness, what is the nega7ve 
effects. Ivermec7n has some results, why not exploit this 
product further. The tax payer is going to foot the bill for the 
vaccine Herman

2021-01-26 
20:01:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is a infringement of my human rights.  I feel not enough 
research has been done on the side effects  of the vaccine 
longterm. 
 Why can't Invermec7n  be used as it has  posi7ve outcomes Heather

2021-01-26 
16:35:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I strongly do not trust any of the vaccines due to the fact that 
the world goverment wants to (test) it out on all of African 
na7ons. It is part of their plan to eliminate 3billion people in the 
world and they start in Africa JP

2021-01-26 
16:05:36

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Im not taking it. Now government wants to use my taxes to pay 
for this vaccine that will not work. Save yourself a lot of money 
and treat people with Ivermec7n. Proven that it kills the virus. Pierre

2021-01-26 
15:40:04

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I for one will not be taking the vaccine. If really covid does kill it's 
fine. Ake tshepe le goverment e!  

Bulang country re swe once if ke nnete! Se salang ake nyake! Asobeng

2021-01-26 
08:52:48

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been extensively tested. It takes years to 
produce an effec7ve vaccine. Look how many people round the 
world has already died because of the vaccine. If the vaccine 
works, why would we s7ll need to wear masks and keep social 
distancing? Sonjanet 

2021-01-26 
08:52:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been extensively tested. It takes years to 
produce an effec7ve vaccine. Look how many people round the 
world has already died because of the vaccine. If the vaccine 
works, why would we s7ll need to wear masks and keep social 
distancing? Sonjanet 

2021-01-25 
11:54:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No specific trials and results on trials have been indicated or 
provided to the general public for viewing. There is also not 
enough evidence on the side effects that the recipient may be 
exposed to in the years to come. there has not been any proof of 
safety whatsoever. mbuso

2021-01-22 
15:24:42

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccina7on has not under gone enough research. More 
research has too be undertaken. 

Bongani
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2021-01-22 
07:29:45

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines usually takes years to develop.  I'm worried about the 
effec7veness especially in the SA context as it was not developed 
for our circumstances and specific strain,  and then the safety of 
the vaccine as it was not tested over a long period of 7me. Dina

2021-01-22 
05:02:37

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine came out way too quickly for my liking. 

If they can get a vaccine made for Covid-19 in such short no7ce, 
why can't they find cures for all of the other diseases that are 
taking more lives every year.  

They vaccine is going to be the start of another pandemic in Rsa Coenraad

2021-01-21 
20:36:13

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough studies done to prove  that the vaccine will work . 
Too many people had side effects of the vaccine and some 
passed away. I do not trust the vaccine at all .  I feel safer 
without it. Madeleine

2021-01-21 
10:25:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the vaccine won't work because there are many people 
that got infected with Corona virus and they failed to develop 
an7bodies to fight off the infec7on meaning even if they get 
vaccinated they s7ll won't produce an7bodies to form immunity 
for the virus. So it's a waste of 7me and money. I also believe the 
elderly and the poli7ans should get the vaccine first before 
everyone else.  Dumisani

2021-01-20 
12:18:07

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jan

2021-01-20 
10:59:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are so many other sicknesses like HIV, TB, Cancer and a lot 
more. This sicknesses has been around for many years and no 
cure yet. Now the Corona comes and with in a year there is a 
vaccine. I don't trust this vaccine. 

Marjolein

2021-01-20 
09:57:40

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Usually vaccines take decades to develop, and are tested 
properly before rolled out to the public. This vaccine was rolled 
out within a year of Covid 19 hiing us. There is no scien7fic 
evidence of the long term effects and the effec7veness of this 
vaccine. I am not against vaccines. Vaccines are wonderful and 
they save lives. I am just against THIS vaccine. And the fact that 
we are being threatened with Covid passports and nonsense 
makes me more scep7cal to take it. Let the leaders of our 
country take it first so we can see that it is safe Hugo

2021-01-19 
22:51:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thakadu

2021-01-19 
10:15:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This should NOT be called a Vaccine, as it has not been proven to 
work yet!!  I will not take the shot. Leon

2021-01-19 
09:35:03

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

the availability 7meframe was not given enough 7me to test if it 
will provide solu7on to curb or stop the spread of the  virus and 
surely amer effects are unknown. The government uses reac7ve 
method to vaccinate and they will deal with the amereffect as an 
when it happens which pose a risk to our wellbeing.  I do not 
trust the vaccine and do not want it to be tested on my body. We 
should be allowed to prac7ce freedom of choice right on this 
maper, those who agree should be given the vaccine and those 
who don't should be respected. Thandi

2021-01-18 
20:14:17

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I can’t see why taking a vaccine for COVID 19 is necessary ,if it 
won’t stop you contrac7ng it . It’s all ridiculous hype , according 
to global sta7s7cs Covid 19 death rate is double that of the 
common flu ,  do the maths!  If there is no cure for the common 
flu yet , why are they insis7ng that we get the Covid vaccine? Desmond 

2021-01-18 
14:36:50

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nolwazi 

2021-01-18 
13:15:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nkosinathi 

2021-01-18 
13:09:11

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not being tested Darryl 

2021-01-18 
07:13:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine They should test the vaccine properly before using it on people. Anton

2021-01-18 
06:45:19

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been trialed effec7vely. Why does the 
government not allow effec7ve proven medicine which is much 
cheaper , like ivermec7n, to be used?? Andre

2021-01-17 
19:32:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Gree7ngs, 

1. The vaccine is not proven to be effec7ve. why should 
someone take a vaccine and s7ll wear a face mask? 
2. The Covid is only a flue with less than 1% mortality, then why 
do we need a vaccine? is the vaccine the only solu7on 
3. Why people like Bill Gates who has no medical qualifica7on 
are pushing these vaccines? 
4. The vaccine should be op7onal not forced on people. 
5. People should be allowed to choose what they want about 
their bodies.

Imhotep 
Emmanuel

2021-01-17 
17:50:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe there is no solid evidence that proves that the vaccine is 
,firstly safe for everyone and secondly effec7ve against the virus.

Johannes 
Chris7an 

2021-01-17 
16:36:22

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't see the logic in the indiscriminate roll out of the the 
vaccine. First before an individual is given a vaccine, you must 
determine if he/she has already passed through the original 
virus by doing the rapid an7gen/an7body test. If it is posi7ve, 
then there is no need to give him/her the vaccine. This is 
common sense. You cannot give the copy of a virus to an 
individual who has already passed through the real virus. This is 
uperly ridiculous and unacceptable. However if the test is 
nega7ve then he will have to decide if he/she actually needs the 
vaccine. This decision should be based on his age, his comorbid 
condi7on and his general state of well-being. Indiscriminate 
vaccina7on is not only stupid and idio7c but it is ul7mately self 
destruc7ve. Felix Moyo 

2021-01-17 
13:41:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mitchell 
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2021-01-17 
11:18:24

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have seen other countries experiencing nega7ve effects of 
the vaccine and I can not risk my life to be in the first group who 
are going to take the vaccine. Sandile

2021-01-17 
11:02:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Mr Ramaphosa is selling us out. My understanding is that it takes 
years to develop any vaccine successfully. How come we are to 
be guinea pugs for It? The president of Zambia refuses for his 
people to have anything to do with it for a reason. I do not 
believe I will ever support this vaccine at all. 

Winnie

2021-01-17 
09:34:45

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 The vaccine should be given to people who are sick only not to 
everybody. As South Africans we have a right to choose whether 
u want to be vaccinated or not. Jennifer

2021-01-17 
07:51:54

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Loubeth

2021-01-17 
07:35:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is a lot of confusion concerning the vaccines and it’s 
safety. Has it really been tried and tested or South Africans are 
being turned into lab rats. The country can wait un7l a more 
effec7ve and trusted vaccine is made available Simphiwe

2021-01-17 
07:08:32

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vicky 

2021-01-16 
22:01:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough proof. Rather spend money on Health Care facili7es. 

Just another poli7cal agenda  Riana 
2021-01-16 
18:13:04

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This was done inten7onally to get money from tax payers and 
de-populate people. There are people who ini7ated this Covid Thabo

2021-01-16 
16:32:44

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Normally take 2 years to know if the vaccine will work. The 
vaccine was not tested  long enough. Herman

2021-01-16 
14:42:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If it is tested and working, why should we s7ll use masks and 
cannot go freely as we would like to do! NATALIE

2021-01-16 
05:45:45

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is this vaccine even safe for our people? How do we know it was 
properly tested? Also why don't we start vaccina7ng our 
poli7cians to see if it truly works. Par7es much oversee other 
par7es during it to make sure it is done properly before being 
deemed safe to give to our fellow South Africans Gerald

2021-01-15 
18:38:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Cost to the tax payer? Again!!!! 
Louise

2021-01-15 
13:41:35

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

my vaccine can be donated to the cabinet 
chris

Western Cape 159
2021-02-02 
15:34:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pumla 

2021-01-31 
22:15:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont want the vaccine & object to Vaccine passport  
Kerry 

2021-01-28 
15:08:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gaynor

2021-01-28 
12:53:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why risking it with an experimental medical product, i.e. 
Covid ,,vaccine'' (for which the producers take 0% responsibility)  
if  most pa7ents have very mild symptoms, mortality is low and 
there are other available treatments? 
Implementa7on on a mass scale would be just another 
opportunity for corrup7on, loo7ng and controlling people. Monika

2021-01-27 
21:50:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jacobus

2021-01-27 
16:19:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No China made vaccine 4 a man made China virus will be 
injected in my body. 
There are proven cures Ivermec7n, Icomec7n, give drs 
permission to use it. 
Wearing mask and using sani7sers 24/7 weaken ur immune 
system. U die of infec7on, not the virus. Dalene

2021-01-26 
19:01:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not convinced that the vaccine is the answer. Local 
government will once again exploit the distribu7on and profit 
form the sale. Use alterna7ves such as invec7m. Let the people 
choose. Stop enforcing things on people. You don’t have our 
interest at heart, stop pretending. Erhardt

2021-01-26 
18:40:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My son has a global developmental delay due to the DPT 
vaccine.  So no thanks.  People don’t need vaccines that may not 
work but which will affect their DNA. Dawn

2021-01-26 
17:30:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We do not know if this vaccine is 100% and not sure of side 
effects it could have. Before medica7on is released it is tried and 
treated for approximately 10 years before it is released!! 
Government is insis7ng on vaccine roll out but who is paying for 
this? Are we to pay for vaccine like we are paying for Covid 
test?? How can we pay for something that we not even sure if its 
going to work or not! Doesn't mean we're going to get vaccine 
and not Covid Lucille

2021-01-25 
09:36:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Serge

2021-01-24 
22:34:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The effec7veness of the vaccine for all people has not been 
proven. Some people might have severe allergic reac7ons which 
might cost them their lives. Enough studies have not been done. 
I am also against mandatory vaccines. People should have a 
choice. Vaccinate the whole government and publish their 
experiences and side effects. Be transparent in the process. Like 
the flue vaccine, if you don't take it, you might get flue...or not. 
It is a chance you are taking. If you are injected with the flue 
vaccine, you definitely get the flue. This might work on the same 
principle, so no thank you. Debbie
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2021-01-24 
16:23:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don’t want “the virus” being pumped into me...  
There has not been enough research done and the “vaccine” will 
be put in place because of panic not because its the best 
alterna7ve / solu7on to the problem.  

Also what does the vaccine do? Will you s7ll be able to get the 
virus? Does it prevent future virus infec7ons? Will it protect you 
agains the virus? No one can truthfully say...  

I agree that if you want to use the vaccina7on you should have 
acces to the vaca7on and use by choice. 

I don’t want it, for me, my family or my friends. 
I think most of us feel this way, in my inner circle. Liesl

2021-01-23 
11:21:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough 7me to check side effects and people have already 
died amer vaccina7on given to them.  The cost involved to the 
government will then be  pass on to the few in this country that 
actually pay towards the running and upkeep of the country.  
Close our borders and remove the illegal people,  to reduce the 
over popula7on of the country.  Edna

2021-01-23 
09:49:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sue

2021-01-22 
21:55:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not effec7ve Tommy

2021-01-22 
21:39:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine CONNIE

2021-01-22 
21:26:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is another way of culling mankind. What guarentees are 
there this is an effec7ve means to be safe against the covid 
issue. Even now, deaths are being falsified, any death is out 
down as covid, why? This is all a ploy and will lead to more 
corrup7on, more abuse and control.  Why must this burden of 
securing a vaccine fall on the taxpayer, like every other corrupt 
decision,. 

These vaccines are not effec7vely tested and now being forced 
on mankind, to reduce popula7on numbers, to make people 
sick... all this hype is corrupt.. L

2021-01-22 
10:58:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The President & the rest of the cabinet/parliament should take 
the vaccine live on television first. This should be recorded and 
tracked. Astrid

2021-01-22 
08:45:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are no efficient studies on side effects of the vaccine as 
well as efficiency. 
Also with the fast muta7on of the virus , it is not clear that it will 
protect, once vaccinated Karina 

2021-01-22 
08:32:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Janine

2021-01-22 
08:14:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has not been enough posi7ve results to date and it was 
developed too quickly for my liking.  Also too much controversy 
surrounding it. Belinda

2021-01-21 
20:46:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Since the vaccine hasn’t been cleared to cure the covid and the 
recovery rate is siing above 90% is there really a need for it and 
if it is let the president and the whole cabinet take it first. It must 
be randomly chosen and administered by a neutral person jabu

2021-01-21 
19:06:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

good day . to whom it may concern. it's all over the internet how 
the vaccine kills the people.you s7ll want to roll-out the that 
vaccine. it's clear as day light the way the people dies that there 
is something terribly wrong . this corrona virus is the smoke 
screen to kill the people. they want to reduce the popula7on . 
they got no right to take innocent peoples lives. GOD never 
sleeps. i place my life in GOD's hand not a vaccine thank you alfonso

2021-01-21 
18:50:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Forcing people to vaccinate is infringement of their Rights 
especially if there are chances of them dying .Covid ID 's are just 
a way of showing us the people we have put in power are wicked 
and ruthless trying to make people's lives difficult just because 
of money Vuyelwa

2021-01-21 
17:06:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the poli7cians should be the first to get the vaccine so 
that we as a country can know if it's safe. 
Why don't they do test the Ivercmec7n? So now the tax is going 
to be more because there's no money? We had R500 billion and 
it all just disappeared Shannon 

2021-01-21 
12:36:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel the vaccine will not be effec7ve or safe for anyone. 
Firstly; what are the side-effects?  
Secondly; tests are carried out for 3-7yrs depending on the risk 
of the medica7on. Why would a Chicken Pox vaccine tested over 
15yrs, yet the Covid vaccine is less than 1 year? 
They also are exemp7ng people with certain chronic illnesses 
and medica7on.  

There are already evidence the vaccine, has had severe adverse 
reac7ons to the vaccine. This is because they rolling out a 
vaccine that is ineffec7ve and not safe.  
Doctors and frontline staff worldwide are refusing the vaccine, 
why would the medical staff refusing it, if it is supposed to be 
safe and effec7ve?  

Thirdly; where is the point of a vaccine if you are rolling it out 
and there are  high chances; one may need mul7ple shots, 
depending which Covid vaccine they receive. 

What is the truth behind the "Covid Pandemic and the Vaccine" 
WHO, CDC and Governments need to come clean with this Keishia

2021-01-21 
12:29:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is to much bad publicity out there about the vaccine... Bill 
Gates said 3billion Africans must die to stable the world 
economy and I will definitely not be one of them Shahied

2021-01-21 
11:14:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jaco
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2021-01-21 
10:30:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The pace at which this vaccine was developed and the lack of 
tes7ng put this vaccine at risk of  causing more harm that good. 
Absolutely no this further uneducated roll out of poor decision 
making by our government Claudi

2021-01-21 
08:28:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Randall

2021-01-21 
07:09:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jackie 

2021-01-21 
06:50:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccina7on doesn't guarantee that we won't have to wear a 
mask any more and everything will go back to normal amer every 
one has had a vaccina7on. It's our right. Whether or not we 
want it. By forcing something that hasn't be been properly 
tested and given out. How do we know it's not to try and kill us 
off and depopula7on the country.  My body my choice and I say 
NO. Pamela

2021-01-20 
21:41:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont believe the tes7ng and approval process is transparent. I 
also don't trust vaccines with so many adverse reac7ons. I am a 
Frontline health worker and I dont want to be the 1st. Let 
poli7cians take it first.  I also don't agree why tax payers need to 
pay for it.  
Solu7on is to show its efficacy on human beings with proper 
tes7ng and approval processes and proper legal processes. Debbie

2021-01-20 
19:29:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not interested in something not tested and stories of chemicals 
etc that is ordered by the rich like  Ramaposa and friends that 
Coukd be lethal to people Johann

2021-01-20 
16:53:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thando

2021-01-20 
12:46:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe that enough 7me was given to test the vaccine.  
They can get a vaccine for this deadly virus in this short 7me, but 
for decades there are other diseases that they cannot find cures 
for? 
I also believe that making it mandatory to take the vaccine is  
taking away peoples choice . 
I also believe if they not going to make it mandatory you will not 
be allowed to travel etc.  
Manipula7on of the masses Anna

2021-01-20 
07:23:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Janet

2021-01-19 
23:26:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The trials to date show 70% efficacy which I regard as 
insufficient, majority of test subjects under 55 years of age. The 
length of the trials insufficient to determine side effects. 
Furthermore I  reserve the right to decide for myself wether to 
be vaccinated. Marilise

2021-01-19 
22:43:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As an ex-medical professional I am highly concerned about the 
efficacy of this vaccine as well as the reports I have been reading 
about the adverse side affects and deaths that are being caused 
by these "vaccines". I put the word vaccine in inverted commas 
because there is now debate around whether these treatments 
are in fact vaccines by tradi7onal defini7on. They are rather 
more like medical devices and/or gene therapy, the affects of 
which are s7ll to be determined. I have further concern that 
these medical devices are being used to issue 'health passports" 
thereby further discrimina7ng against those who cannot or who 
will not agree to having an untested medical procedure. This 
discrimina7on will further divide society into those who have 
and those who have not. What is the governments plan for 
people who cannot have this treatment? Will they just be 
excluded from society and if so, how does the government 
suggest they will be supported? Germaine

2021-01-19 
21:20:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I simply do not believe our world leaders. I see it as an excuse for 
control from most. Jean-Jacques

2021-01-19 
19:06:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This retro virus, evolves too quickly for a vaccine to be effec7ve 
given the amount of 7me required to produce a safe and 
effec7ve vaccine.  An immediately available and inexpensive 
alterna7ve that has already gone through the rigorous approval 
process reatment, that can kill the virus, like  Ivermec7n is a 
more realis7c and do- able op7on. TL

2021-01-19 
15:45:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Lets all have a choice to take it or not to take it, we are in a 
democracy Doctor

2021-01-19 
14:07:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do not want the vaccine as it is having nega7ve effects on 
people who have received it already. It’s effec7veness has not 
been proven. All the government officials should take it first and 
lead by example.  Annepe 

2021-01-19 
13:18:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe this vaccine is being used to control the popula7on. 
There has been numerous sources in videos claiming there's 
plans to reduce the popula7on.I believe this virus has been 
planted here. I was a vic7m of it myself and from first hand 
experience my condi7on worsen amer taking the test I got sick 
which I don't think its far fetched. I only had loss of taste and 
smell and felt physically healthy before tes7ng for covid. Angelica

2021-01-19 
11:51:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Research Ivermec7n as a priority, allow ci7zens an opportunity 
to make a well informed decision. As opposed to a draconian 
style mandatory rollout of vaccines as suggested. Ana

2021-01-19 
11:41:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is not a vaccine and you can not in such a short period say 
that it is save and had been tested properly. Other alterna7ves 
had been tested over many years and is save and work. This is a 
money making scam and will have a nega7ve impact on all 
human life. If government is really concerned they will 
immediately stop this and supply the alterna7ve to the people. Daniel
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2021-01-19 
11:24:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is evidence that the vaccines can cause severe health 
problems to some human beings.  The government should 
therefore provide  the following informa7on before rolling out 
any vaccine program: 

1.  Scien7fic evidence that the COVID19 virus exists; 
2.  Scien7fic evidence on how the  vaccine will prevent the 
COVID19 virus from muta7ng and that the vaccine will be 
effec7ve against ongoing muta7ons; 
3.  Scien7fic evidence that confirms the long term safety and 
effec7veness of the vaccine; 
5. Scien7fic jus7fica7on how injec7ng a human being  with a 
confirmed neuro-toxin part of the vaccine is beneficial to human 
health and preven7ng disease; 
6. Proof that the makers of the vaccine will be held accountable 
and liable for injury, death and genocide resul7ng from use of 
their vaccines. 

Lastly the government, the minister of health personally and the 
members of the COVID command council personally,  need to 
accept liability for injury, death and genocide resul7ng from the 
vaccina7on program as the decision makers in South Africa 
regarding the roll out of the vaccine; 

Günther

2021-01-19 
10:10:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support the vaccine, this is a personal decision as a 
Covid 19 survivor I believe that the people of South Africa can 
fight this Pandemic merely by following the diciplines set in 
place to protect themselves and others of becoming infected.  
I think that the vaccine should be given to those who are sick 
and already have the virus in the apempt to heal them, not to 
the healthy South Africans as a preventa7ve.  
 I dont have any pre-conceived ideas and theories as so many 
South Africans do however I personally believe this is not a 
solu7on to our current health crisis . Tania

2021-01-19 
09:40:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hi there. I can not support innocent people being vaccinated. To 
the best of my knowledge this experimental biological agent has 
not been proven to cure people from Covid 19,  nor have the 
long term side effects been established. Wouldn't it be easier to 
administer Hydroxychloroquine with zinc to someone suffering 
from Covid 19 rather than poten7ally  permanently affec7ng 
them nega7vely and poten7ally innocent unborn children? Angela

2021-01-19 
07:45:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not tested properly and everything done by government is a  
mess. Riana

2021-01-18 
23:18:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Francepe

2021-01-18 
22:51:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It takes many years to develop and test a vaccine to a level 
where it can be considered safe for humans to use. Clinical trials 
on human test subjects don't even begin un7l a thorough series 
of tests on animals is complete. Then, the human trials have to 
be conducted over several years in order to establish whether 
the vaccine has any long-term side effects. Many vaccines don't 
survive these trials and land up not being produced because 
they are dangerous to use. 

This disease has only been around for slightly over a year. 
Therefore it's beyond any doubt that the vaccine that's available 
now has not been adequately tested and is poten7ally 
dangerous! There hasn't been 7me for clinical trials, which can 
only mean one thing: we are to be the guinea pigs. The 
manufacturers will be watching to see what short and long-term 
side effects we'll develop, and how many of us will die as a result 
of the vaccine (or not - we just don't know). 

Making an unsafe/untested vaccine publicly available is 
irresponsible. If the vaccina7ons are made mandatory, that 
would be criminal. We mustn't allow Covid panic and paranoia 
to tempt us to take such rash chances with our lives. 

Another concern is that central government will have a 
monopoly on procurement and distribu7on of the vaccine. 
That's a really bad idea, considering the inefficiency and 
corrup7on that result whenever central government has a 
monopoly on anything. Francis

2021-01-18 
19:49:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Definitely not safe!! Erica

2021-01-18 
19:28:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Theresa

2021-01-18 
18:44:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe the vaccine is safe. Many people have 
experienced severe side effects or have died. Riaad

2021-01-18 
18:01:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough research and studies done on said vaccine. Also, no 
form of vaccine or medica7on should ever be mandatory and 
forced upon people. This goes against medical ethics. Saskia

2021-01-18 
17:08:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not agree with a vaccine that has not followed the proper 
process. I do not agree with a RNA altering vaccine and I gather 
it does not stop the spread but rather minimizers the effects of 
geing covid. As a healthy human I would rather take my 
chances with geing the virus and geing my own immunity.  barbara

2021-01-18 
15:45:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm happy a vaccine has been found but I am very concerned 
that not enough tes7ng has been done. I do not want to be 
vaccinated and used as a guinea pig in the process. Zi
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2021-01-18 
14:39:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1.  I must s7ll wear a mask amer receiving the vaccine.  
2. I’m not immune against the virus 
3. The fact that its mandatory is very suspicious, especially since 
its not preven7ng you from geing covid-19.  
4. No tes7ng was done. 
5. Gov wont be held responsible if something goes wrong.  

Wendy

2021-01-18 
14:33:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The developers of the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine have 
previously undisclosed 7es to the re-named Bri7sh Eugenics 
Society as well as other Eugenics-linked ins7tu7ons like the 
Wellcome Trust. 
Arguably most troubling of all is the direct link of the vaccine's 
lead developers to the Wellcome Trust and, in the case of Adrian 
Hill, the Galton Ins7tute, two groups with longstanding 7es to 
the UK eugenics movement. 
The laper organiza7on, named for the "father of eugenics" 
Francis Galton, is the renamed UK Eugenics Society, a group 
notorious for over a century for its promo7on of racist 
pseudoscience and efforts to "improve racial stock" by reducing 
the popula7on of those deemed inferior. Does this not worry 
you? 

hpps://unlimitedhangout.com/2020/12/inves7ga7ve-series/
developers-of-oxford-astrazeneca-vaccine-7ed-to-uk-eugenics-
movement/ Shania

2021-01-18 
12:33:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Brazil said that their vaccines are at most 50% effec7ve (if that). 
This being a new vaccine technology used - 'nano' and with so 
liple 7me tes7ng - I dont trust it, my family DNA stays as is! 
Follow the money trail! 
Their are just to many unknowns and they will only surface in 
years to come if taken. Alzheimer, female reproduc7ve system 
etc can be effected.  
I will stay far away from this vaccine! 
They should rather use alterna7ve medicines that we have used, 
has no side effect and works. 
  

karl
2021-01-18 
12:27:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

They haven't developed an effec7ve vaccine for the common 
cold.  Something is fishy! Bronwyn

2021-01-18 
12:19:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Never in the history of mankind have we experienced a global 
overreac7on to a perceived health crisis. The numbers speak for 
themselves and there is no need to the mass vaccina7on of the 
popula7on with vaccines that have not been tested long enough 
to understand any poten7ally harmful long term effects. The 
majority of the popula7on does not require hospitalisa7on and 
experience mild symptoms so why not build up natural herd 
immunity and focus all the money and specialist care that would 
be spent on this totally unnecessary vaccina7on campaign and 
use it to assist the elderly and more vulnerable people in our 
communi7es. Just because the Western European and US 
governments have gone totally insane does not mean we as 
South Africans have to follow their lead into total economic 
collapse. Damian 

2021-01-18 
11:43:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 Firstly it’s my body and my life I should decide if I want the 
vaccine or not, whether your are an essen7al worker or not. 
These vaccines are not properly tested. Every 7me we hear that 
there’s a nega7ve impact if we should use it. Other vaccines 
have been around for ages as numerous tests were done for long 
periods of 7me to make sure that it WILL WORK. Chantel 

2021-01-18 
11:18:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Africans are not play ground for vaccine test. It it must be carried 
out it must old go for the the people who are at risk and leave us 
alone. Go to 60+ or those with underlying health. Sandi

2021-01-18 
11:03:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Leigh-Anne

2021-01-18 
10:48:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I neither trust the COVID-19 vaccine nor it's effec7veness!  
People who have taken the vaccine have died.   
Individuals should be able choose whether they want to take the 
vaccine or not.   
There are other alterna7ves which have proved effec7ve against 
COVID-19 and cured pa7ents. 

Johan
2021-01-18 
10:34:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Judy

2021-01-18 
10:29:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anwar

2021-01-18 
10:13:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Suzanne

2021-01-18 
10:09:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines NOT fully tested. 
Vaccines  alters the human DNA. 
Goverment want to be in control. Lizbe

2021-01-18 
09:44:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hi 
All poli7cians to be vaccinated first (compulsory). 
For the rest its op7onal. 

Fritz
2021-01-18 
09:14:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All I can say is...give it to all the poli7cians first and even amer 
that, I will s7ll  not take it. CR

2021-01-18 
08:24:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Steyn

2021-01-18 
08:10:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine We need to know, with proof, that these vaccines are effec7ve rudy
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2021-01-18 
08:07:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government keeps going on about  Herd-Immunity?? 
These vaccines do NOT make you Immune 
and do NOT prevent you from infec7ng others. 
So you CANNOT archive "Herd Immunity"!! 

So stop claiming that it does. There is no acceptable reason to 
risk  all the side effect of a vaccine VS  a virus >99% of people 
survive anyway. 

It's a big Pharmaceu7cal Money Making Scheme, that's all. Opo

2021-01-18 
07:35:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My biggest concern is where does the vaccine suddenly come 
from. It is something that has not been trial and tested for too 
long. So if this Corona is a man made virus the country that 
started it should have the an7dote. The United Na7ons and 
World Health should hold China accountable for killing so many 
innocent people. They can trial the vaccine on parliament 
members and our president first. Natasha

2021-01-18 
07:13:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Too many side effects. Not proven to cure covid. Deidre

2021-01-18 
06:45:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

So many other tested and approved medica7on are already 
available to treat this disease (yes, ivermec7n is one of them) 
that is cheap and has a 20+ year track record of safety. The main 
reason Im dona7ng mine so nobody can say its white privilege is 
because I dont trust the govt. Lies, money stealing where they 
see an opportunity to enrich the few in power to the detriment  
of the country. We being lied to stealing money from escom - 
how many power sta7ons being built over how many years and 
not 1 MW came from it running billions over budget and we 
need to pay for it.  
So the issue is trust, I wonder who will say true to themselves 
they can trust the govt? For that reason I will not take the 
vaccine. Also, you need to get the vaccine twice in a period of a 
few weeks. How long will it take before the same vaccinated 
persons gets dose no2 to make this whole thing work? They will 
not because the money will be stolen and the Chinese will come 
to collect and the govt will hop on their private planes and leave 
the country because they have no backbone. Also - we supposed 
to have elec7ons this year. WTF - no talk about this important 
thing - why - because you know you being removed. You in your 
own party is so divided but you fake it to pull this whole covid 
over our face so that you can skip elec7ons to be in power for a 
while longer to rip the country apart. johan

2021-01-18 
06:43:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has been developed way too quickly to be 
trustworthy. It does not work in the same way as older, 
tradi7onal vaccines, and for that reason I do not trust that it is 
effec7ve without ulterior mo7ves and side effects.  

Making this vaccine mandatory is a viola7on of our right to 
personal agency. If I do not want this foreign substance in my 
body, that is my right to choose, not the government's!  

You can make the vaccine available to those who are willing to 
try it, but don't make it mandatory un7l AT LEAST 5 years down 
the line when we have proper evidence of its long-term impact. Teagan

2021-01-18 
06:06:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The effec7veness of the vaccine has not been established 
anywhere, in fact all we see is nega7ve side effects. 
Other op7ons  
like vitamins for building your immunity and 
Proven medica7on like Ivermec7n needs to be made available to 
the public - cheaper and prac7cal and sustainable. 
Sassa offices can be used to distribute, as there is no money lem 
amer the them. 
The Government must stop its fear mongering.  

Colepe

2021-01-18 
05:19:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no way this vaccine could have gone through the 
necessary tes7ng protocols to be determined safe and the 
government now wants to test it on our medical services staff.  
To risky. 

Maybe the poli7cians should agree to using the vaccine and 
wai7ng 3 months before dishing it out. Nathan

2021-01-18 
02:36:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Geen persoon gaan my, my vrpu of my kinders inspuit nie. Daar 
is kanker, tb, aids, en nog vele meer wat al vir baie jare bestaan 
en nog nie n genees middel is nie. Hoe kan hulle n vaccine in net 
n jaar uitbring wat dit genees. Gee dit vir die kams7ge leiers van 
die land, die parlements lede, hulle gesinne, die mense wat nie 
belas7ng betaal nie en die mense in die oorvol tronke. Gee dit 
eers vir hulle sodat ons kan sien of dit werk. Vir my spuit 
niemand in nie. Ludi 

2021-01-18 
02:36:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Geen persoon gaan my, my vrpu of my kinders inspuit nie. Daar 
is kanker, tb, aids, en nog vele meer wat al vir baie jare bestaan 
en nog nie n genees middel is nie. Hoe kan hulle n vaccine in net 
n jaar uitbring wat dit genees. Gee dit vir die kams7ge leiers van 
die land, die parlements lede, hulle gesinne, die mense wat nie 
belas7ng betaal nie en die mense in die oorvol tronke. Gee dit 
eers vir hulle sodat ons kan sien of dit werk. Vir my spuit 
niemand in nie. Ludi 

2021-01-18 
00:45:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is proven not to be safe to use. People have died 
amer taking the vaccine.  

M

2021-01-18 
00:36:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has RNA in it which could changes your DNA....it 
allows to create numerous different virusses within your body  
etc.....people died amer taking the vaccine ...it NOT safe.....why 
not try Invermec7n.... its against Human Rights to make it 
mandory...etc etc etc!!!! 

Charli
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2021-01-17 
23:26:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This Covid vaccine has not been tested sufficiently and long 
enough to know whether their are any long term side effects. 
Even Pfizer states on their web site that the vaccine is s7ll in it's 
trial phase and will be for the next 2 years. This will be the case 
for all covid vaccines! What has happened to common sense in 
the world??  There are also many well known alterna7ves which 
are effec7ve and cheaper, ie Ivermec7n  
Besides the above the numerous people I have spoken to do not 
trust our government Dean

2021-01-17 
23:06:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was not tested for a long period. 
People have died amer taking vaccine.  
Vaccine should not be mandatory! Jo

2021-01-17 
22:48:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Interna7onally in countries like Norway ?? and Korea, people 
have died 2 weeks amer taking the Covid vaccine ? and these are 
first world countries!!! 
Too liple research has been done to ensure the safety and total 
security of this vaccine! Fa7ma

2021-01-17 
22:14:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The South African government needs to take it upon itself to 
protect its ci7zens by conduc7ng it's own inves7ga7ons by it's 
own scien7sts into any foreign vaccines being sold to South 
Africa.  Accep7ng a rubber stamp by the WHO for ques7onable 
vaccines that has no proper human trials is not only criminal but 
can lead to genocide. All AU countries must unite in making any 
decisions on vaccines that will be used on Africans in the African 
con7nent. Wan Omar

2021-01-17 
21:49:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why do you need a vacc for something with a 99.7% recovery 
rate explan Jacques 

2021-01-17 
20:35:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support the use of this vaccine. The studies on this 
vaccine done in India had shown a efficacy of only 70% and a 
considerable risk of causing anaphylaxis. The longterm risks have 
not been sufficiently established. Nico

2021-01-17 
17:36:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

When the virus was first discovered, the public were advised 
that it would take 2 years to develop an effec7ve vaccine as it 
would require a vigorous tes7ng process. One year later, the 
virus has been approved for rollout. I have serious concerns 
regarding the efficacy and side effects of the vaccine. The cost on 
the general popula7on would be too great if this process was 
rushed in order to return to normal. Leanne

2021-01-17 
16:56:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The

2021-01-17 
16:26:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alison 

2021-01-17 
15:55:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine....it's more of a gene7c therapeu7c which is 
administered along with PEG (polyethylene glycol). Moderna"s 
and Pfizer's animal tes7ng in 2012 showed that PEG crosses the 
blood brain barrier. It's supposed to dissolve in the body, but the 
allergic reac7ons are severe. Ten 7mes more than the flu shot. 
And a vast majority of people are allergic to PEG. My mom is one 
of them. What is really concerning is that PEG has never been 
used before in an approved vaccine, but it is found in many 
drugs that have occasionally triggered anaphylaxis.  Some 
allergists and immunologists believe a small number of people 
previously exposed to PEG may have high levels of an7bodies 
against PEG, puing them at risk of an anaphylac7c reac7on to 
the vaccine. Pfizer's, Moderna's and BioNTech's vaccine contain 
PEG.  
I won't be geing this miracle jab. Which doesn't protect me 
from geing C19...and I'll have to take a 2nd or 3rd shot. Oh and 
I'll s7ll need to wear a muzzle. No thanks. I'll s7ck to D3 and Zinc. Gené

2021-01-17 
15:48:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support the roll out plan of the vaccine mainly because I 
don't trust that its been properly tested. So un7l one of the 
government officials take it themselves then I'll b knw it works 
for now im staying in doors . ALAINE

2021-01-17 
14:12:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have been living in the UK for a year now and have managed to 
watch this whole world unfold before my eyes whether this is a 
first world country or not, people have died from taking the 
vaccine & none of the government officials are taking it either. It 
is proven that it cannot cure covid & the search for the vaccine is 
s7ll in process. We won’t be able to eradicate it just like that. As 
a South African, we cannot afford anymore deaths in our country 
especially from something that’s supposed to help you. Bripany

2021-01-17 
13:51:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Rapports of sever adverse reac7ons and even death are 
occurring all over the world. And this is only the short term 
effects. People are s7ll told to wear masks and social distance 
amer the vaccine and that it might not even stop the spread of 
the virus. What is the point then? Lindi

2021-01-17 
13:44:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My biggest concern is that this vaccine has never been tested on 
human beings long enough to determine its effec7venecss  and 
long-term side effects.  The fact that the virus mutates so badly 
already may render the vaccine ineffec7ve before it is even 
rolled out. What will happen if its discovered a few years  from 
now that the side effects are very harmful and whole 
popula7ons have been affected? I suggest considering 
alterna7ves medicines rather.  Also, because of the above,  the 
vaccine should not be   mandatory, people should be given a 
choice. Renee
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2021-01-17 
13:25:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If it take many years to formulate a vaccine, why was this 
"miracle" found in such short 7me? Was it properly tested in 
human trials? Does it have side effects? Will it possibly bring 
harm to any that takes it, and if yes who will fund the recovery 
of these folks? What liability cover do we as public (especially 
those forced to take it) get and how do you access that process? 
Present documenta7on of pa7ent respinces on these vaccines 
are not very encouraging, from careworkers not knowing how to 
respond to folks passing away with terrible pains and 
complica7ons.  
A proper study is called for. If not effected please stay away from 
me and my kin. Karel

2021-01-17 
13:10:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is a plethora of ar7cles throughout world news sta7ng 
there are Covid19 vaccine injuries to recipients. Why would our 
government put our people in harm's way? 

Where is the R500 billion and IMF money? 

SAHPRA is funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda7on and 
yet are meant to be objec7ve exploring the efficacy with 
objec7vity? I doubt it. Their funder will have too much influence 
and this kind of corrup7on should not be tolerated. 

The South African puplic also know about Gates funding 
influencing the WHO and CDC. Again, less objec7vity and 
corrup7on of influence. South African government must detach 
from these NWO puppets.  

South Africans of all races are aware and standing together not 
wan7ng this vaccine. 

Mandatory vaccines is against our cons7tu7onal and Bill of 
Rights. Apaching condi7ons thereto Eg. Travel, workplace, etc 
will be a contraven7on to our rights so don't even try it. 

It is the people's freedom to have a right to choose and the 
government has if anything, only proven ineffec7ve the past 25 
years in making anything work. Use the vaccine funds to build 
our society, jobs, food and housing for our people. It is long 
overdue. Karen

2021-01-17 
11:30:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I Think all top officials and government should have the vaccine 
first they are our leaders and must lead the way as well as 
proving to the people it is safe to do so. 
PLEASE OPEN OUR BEACHES  
WHY CAN ONE GO TO A CROWDED MARKET BUT CAN'T SIT IN 
OPEN ON THE BEACH? RIDICULOUS RULING.... YOU ARE KILLING 
OUR BUSINESSES... Anne 

2021-01-17 
11:17:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has been no cure for other diseases such as Cancer and 
HIV. But they have found a cure for Covid in 3 months! This 
vaccine has not been properly tested and people are coming out 
with symptoms worse than ever, death being one of them! They 
can't give public info as to what is all inside this vaccine, but it 
has been made aware that Mercury (poison) is one of them. I 
refuse to take it. Alice 

2021-01-17 
10:38:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Xoli

2021-01-17 
10:18:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Definitely not enough research. And tes7ng done. The vaccines 
so far have mainy really bad side effects. ALSO poten7al long 
term side effects. Try ivermec7n first before jumping to vaccines H
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2021-01-17 
10:13:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines are s7ll experiments and we are being used as 
the guinea pigs. There are alterna7ve therapies for Covid which 
have proven to be effec7ve, yet the governments of the world 
push forward with vaccina7ons as if it is the solu7on. 

There have been numerous incidents of anaphylac7c shock, 
death and other Strange side effects of this vaccine amer people 
were vaccinated - and the big pharmaceu7cal companies don’t 
give a damn - they have full indemnity against anything 
happening. 

When the answer to the following ques7ons is all NO - you have 
to wonder what’s going on 

If I get vaccinated: 
1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them? 
- No 

So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So...what the hell is it actually doing? 

#WakeUpSouthAfrica 

  

Rick

2021-01-17 
09:37:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The lack of adequate tes7ng and the nature or the vaccine. 

The magnitude of uncertainty around the vaccine side effects is 
alarming and no one is talking about the remedies in the event 
things go south. If the body gets affected nega7vely. Who will 
foot that bill, what are the chances of reversing the effects. The 
manufacturers are refusing to take responsibility. What are the 
chances that I might die from Covid vs the vaccine effects. 
Clearly the side effects based on the number of people who 
have vaxxed to date, its at almost 3% before considering the 
longterm effects we haven't realized yet which is way more than 
the 0.04% mortality rate. Sta7s7cally it doesn't make sense to 
vaccinate either. Robert

2021-01-17 
09:10:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The fact that there are those videos sta7ng that "They need to 
kill some people cause the world is overloaded." And that they 
are going to start in Africa why don't they test it on their 
people ? Nomusa

2021-01-17 
08:46:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not enough tes7ng. Jacqueline

2021-01-17 
08:08:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All possible adverse side affects should be disclosed to the public 
for people to make the decision for themselves on whether they 
want to be vaccinated. Mandatory vaccina7on will be a viola7on 
of our human rights. Melanie
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2021-01-17 
07:56:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

*All vaccines do no guarantee effec7veness.  
*Not enough known about the virus. 
*Too many conflic7ng stories going around from WHO, SA DOH, 
SA Gov, other countries. 
*Strain will change as with the normal flu virus 
* No guarantee that this vaccine will not cause more deaths, 
especially with people who have low immune systems., 
comorbidi7es. 
* Normal flu virus changes every year. 
*People s7ll get flu. 
* The concern is that because of way this virus has spread and 
the amount of deaths caused, could cause even more deaths... 
* DOH is struggling already to cope, so if the vaccine doesn't 
work, Drs, nurses and paramedics will be wiped out and then 
there will be a bigger problem., since I believe that Gov wants to 
start roll out with Health Care Workers. 

I am a paramedic and I will not be taking this vaccine due to 
uncertainty regarding the safety to humans.  
Too liple research done at too short a period of a strain of flu 
that is a killer... 
They don't even know for sure what is causing the deaths,  they 
are surmising. 

So I suggest that healthcare workers are not vaccinated first, 
rather start with the long term prisoners, who have life 
sentences. Estelle 

2021-01-17 
07:19:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust this government to give me anything safe and I 
think the vaccine is an unnecessary waste of funds, especially 
since there are other treatments available. Roche

2021-01-17 
07:15:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek stel nie belang in enige vaccine nie. Daar is baie te se oor die 
vaccine en wat dit bevat en wat is die waarheid?  Daar is nie 
gevra of ons 5G torings in ons buurt wil he nie wat in elk geval 
ons gesondheid benadeel en ons immuun verswak en sterk 
radioak7wteit strale baie erger as n mikrogolf uitstraal.  Al die 
GMO kosse wat ons ook inflimasie gee. Dink werk daaraan en 
ons liggaam sal bestand wees sal en self teen n virus veg op n 
natuurlike manier. Mariana 

2021-01-17 
07:10:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not be forced or willingly accept the vaccine. Firstly I don't 
believe a cure can be found in such a short 7me, I don't believe 
sufficient tests have been done to prove its viability. I don't trust 
this government with all their lies. They say Covid 19 is a flu, you 
don't treat the flu you just manage the symptoms. The 
government is geing vaccines from various companies do they 
all contain the same ingredients?? Preserva7ves??? I know I 
can't take medica7on with Sulphur as it will kill me, not all 
pharmaceu7cal companies use Sulphur as a preserva7ve so i can 
only use medica7on from certain companies. Hense proof that 
these companies DON'T USE THE SAME INGREDIENTS. I have 
never had a flu shot ever, so why should I have it now? Because 
the government tells me to, no thank you. I'll take my chances. Debbie

2021-01-17 
05:26:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has been rushed, trials have been short term, so no one knows 
the long term effects!  It's a rush to get everyone vaccinated 
against something that seems to be muta7ng and has different 
strains, the vaccine you give today, may not work against the 
strain that comes tomorrow.  You just have to listen to the 
Zambian president speaking about how he will not have the 
vaccine tested on his people, as no one knows what will be in 
the vaccine that Africa gets, he will only vaccinate amer his own 
doctors and scien7sts have done extensive tes7ng.  I think it is 
foolhardy and a rush job for the South African government to 
implement a rollout on the vaccine, and is more to appease the 
rest of the world. Kim

2021-01-17 
05:20:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My probleem is dat die grood vaccine maatskappye totaal 
imunaty het vir hulle produkte. Jy kan hulle nie hof toe vat as 
iets met jou gebeur nie. Nou wil rigerings dit in ons keel af Force. 
Ek kanie anders om te dink daar is 'n sinister plan daar agter. 
Daar is klaar so baie mense wat gesterf het agv die Vaccine self. 
Daar is ook klaar bewyse dat die Vaccine nie reg7g so evec7ef is 
teen Covid nie. Die regering gan dit moeilik maak later met 'n 
pas vir die wat gevaccine is en die wat nie. Hoekom nou skielik 
na al die jare. Nathaniel

2021-01-16 
21:58:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is the vaccine safe? Is it necessary for an illness that has such a 
high recovery rate?  Will it be required on a regular basis as it 
does not hold its immunity?  What about the advice health side 
effects?  What are the long term effects of this vaccine?  Does it 
change the human DNA with is RNA informa7on as the rumours 
are saying?  Why are the alterna7ve medicines proven effec7ve 
being taken away from us as an op7on?  

The logics do not make sense and it feels like Africa is being used 
as a crash test dummy. Bernie

2021-01-16 
20:48:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe that stAts on covid cases are true.  
This vaccine can't be trusted.. 

Dawood 
2021-01-16 
20:09:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hasn’t been around long enough to know the risks. Sal

2021-01-16 
20:06:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Salome

2021-01-16 
19:56:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not want vaccine as it’s a hoax and will never cure nor help 
anyone in SA. Can the government be transparent and really tell 
us the truth of what is happening behind the scenes, why are 
our people dying as we all know it’s not corona virus, tell the 
truth and it will set you free. We have been lied to - enough is 
enough .. Thembi 
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2021-01-16 
19:07:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I'm no guinea pig. Frans

2021-01-16 
18:51:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Isabelle

2021-01-16 
17:51:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has enough tes7ng been done ? The side effects of vaccine is 
another concern.... 

Zainoenisa
2021-01-16 
17:28:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The Virus is muta7ng.  Will the "original" vaccine really suffice? Hercules

2021-01-16 
15:01:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines are to be trialed and tested before Rolling out and 
administered to al people.There are safer alterna7ves .  Shaye

2021-01-16 
13:52:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do not bring that poison near to me. These are experimental 
vaccines that have not even had a full year of tes7ng. Why would 
you need a vaccine for an influenza with a 99.7% recovery rate 
and an effec7ve cure (Ivermec7n)? Caryn

2021-01-16 
12:13:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine regan

2021-01-16 
11:11:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This mNRA vaccine will cause irreparable and irreversible 
damage as it changes the body's formula7on of protein and auto 
immune response.  It will cause a lot more people to get sick the 
2nd and 3rd 7me another corona iris strain comes along. It is not 
safe to use. Melissa

2021-01-16 
10:38:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do not trust a vaccine without substan7al more tests and trials; 
par7cularly with mul7ple strains emerging. 
As other people men7oned, there are also concerns about 
corrup7on of the purchase and the roll-out. George

2021-01-16 
09:38:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Yanga

2021-01-15 
23:09:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has been rushed through while Cancer meds have 
been tested for decades. There is no evidence the vaccine will 
last long enough r be effec7ve or help against new strains.  What 
are the side effects.  All of it looks like wan7ng to make lots of 
money. 

I had Covid - i'm immune, I don't need a vaccine, thank you. Michael
2021-01-15 
21:29:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The president and all ministers should take it first as we need 
them Wouter

2021-01-15 
20:59:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine ia going to cost South Africans millions. The vaccine 
might have been tested, but not to the full extend. My body, my 
choice. I will not be taking any vaccine unless its been in 
circula7on for a few years. 

The government is making human test subjects of its na7on.  
The government  has financially crippled our na7on and now we 
have to pay to be test subjects. 

Government should use the knowledge we have within our 
country and stop following sheepishly what others prescribe. We 
are not a first world country and we cannot even afford to be 
placed in more debt. Liezl

2021-01-15 
20:54:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Im a frontline worker but i do not want the vaccine. They can 
give mine to ramaphosa. I do not trust the vaccine nor do i trust 
the government. They useless Deanna

2021-01-15 
20:36:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe enough research or 7me was allocated to 
produce this vaccine.   

Angela 
Wilson

2021-01-15 
19:33:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kanya 

2021-01-15 
18:50:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 If there are serious side effects and the health care workers gets 
it first, we are going to have a huge problem. 
They should give this vaccine to the government first. Maryan

2021-01-15 
18:17:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Scien7fic proof of the virus and the effec7veness of a vaccine 
which is not even 6 months in the tes7ng is lacking. First proof 
before you could FORCE inject Eugene

2021-01-15 
17:29:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We should not be used as guinea pigs. There no human tested 
evidence, side effects etc re the effects of this vaccine when 
taken. Taken, this might even worsen the situa7on Ian

2021-01-15 
17:16:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

VACCINES MUST BE PROPERLY DEVELOPED AND TESTED BEFORE 
USE. Johan
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2021-01-15 
17:03:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don’t trust the governments choices. I feel they have (not) 
done enough and should step back so that actual professionals 
and those who know what and how to procure and roll out the 
vaccine can get in with it. I’m certainly not allowing my family to 
be vaccinated with what could poten7ally harm us or have side 
effects. If Cyril goes for the vaccine himself (and I want a close 
up of the packaging and the needle going into his skin) then I’ll 
be happy to take the vaccine. I want what’s best for my family 
not what we get because our government is corrupt and now we 
can only afford some syrup that no one knows of and hasn’t 
been tested. Keep your vaccine ANC I’ll get around this myself. In 
fact, why doesn’t the ANC just step back and allow a decent 
government to take over? You did a good job geing us out of 
the apartheid clutches but you don’t know how to govern. Step 
aside #ancmus{all Cris7ne

2021-01-15 
15:57:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Countries rushing to get the vaccine amer very limited long term 
tes7ng & monitoring. Going to wait & watch for a while. Mike

2021-01-15 
14:57:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First I chose effec7veness of the vaccine as my top concern as it 
is very clear for those who truly care to pay apen7on.  It's quite 
clear that this "so called Vaccine is  in fact not at all a vaccine but 
being instead injected with  a synthe7c body & other extremely 
ques7onable substances.  Experts all over the world are saying 
so, including it being right there from Pfizer and Moderna.  Its 
very clearly been stated that this will NOT prevent You from the 
Corona Virus at all.  All one has to do is to research & listen to 
"Medical Experts" who the world is trying to Censor.  Hmmmm 
wonder why? 

 My EQUAL CONCERN is the Roll-out by Government, is another 
concern as they've failed miserably in almost every area of South 
African Lives. There's so much corrup7on, lying & self serving.  
They boast of 1000's of arrests for unmasked ci7zens whilst 
they're incapable of arres7ng actual criminals who' ve killed 
during the reign of this government more than what the Corona 
has.   

Another EQUAL CONCERN is the mandatory vaccina7on.  Who 
are they to play God.  God Almighty, my Heavenly Father, 
granted ME choices to make.  Will they take responsibility for 
the consequences of their ac7ons when it all goes wrong & it 
will without shadow of doubt.  NO, because they are far too 
corrupt to do so. 

Overall herd immunity would long been achieved by now if there 
was not the interference we have had to endure.  Our immunity 
has subsequently been weakened massively by the current 
ac7ons of masking, sani7zing and social distancing.  All it takes is 
prayerful research & homework as God who gave us His one & 
only begopen Son Jesus is the finest Physician the world will 
ever know. Antoinepe

2021-01-15 
14:34:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 the vaccine properly tested or are we as Africans the world’s 
test dummies. Let members of Parliament and their Tender 
partners 1st take the vaccine. Alterna7ve medicine should be 
used instead of vaccina7ng healthy people and make them also 
sick Hennie

2021-01-15 
14:12:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no proof the vaccine is effec7ve at all, there is plenty of 
proof for cases of damage caused by the vaccine, even death. 
Who is actually making the money here? Teach people how to 
live a healthy life rather, then we can have proper herd immunity 
as geing the virus won't be such a problem -  not fake stats 
created by a vaccine that just puts people at risk of many other 
things.  At the moment they are just spreading all viruses and 
illnesses with masks which are another lie to divide people and 
cause chaos. Has the flu vaccine ever worked? No, so why would 
this be any different?  And the act of crea7ng a vaccine relies on 
cul7va7ng the virus and thus also the poten7al to spread it and 
cause mutant variants. so we can perpetuate the problem and 
then make more vaccines to make more money. Lesley

2021-01-15 
14:03:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Don't believe enough research done - too soon to be seen as 
effec7ve.  Another  issue where someone's gonna get rich at our 
expense and not saving lives! Linda

2021-01-15 
13:07:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is an experimental an unproven vaccine. The mRNA 
component and nano-par7cles in the dose have got nothing to 
do with a vaccine - it is a different agenda completely. 
I will never, never, ever accept this vaccine. Gerhard

2021-01-15 
13:07:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is an experimental an unproven vaccine. The mRNA 
component and nano-par7cles in the dose have got nothing to 
do with a vaccine - it is a different agenda completely. 
I will never, never, ever accept this vaccine. Gerhard

2021-01-15 
13:05:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sue

2021-01-15 
13:03:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There's no track record that is full proof in terms od long term 
effects. CW

2021-01-15 
12:20:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This virus has killed more people than that of AIDS. AIDS has 
been around for some 7me with no vaccine and so has cancer, 
TB & many others been. FAZLIN

2021-01-15 
12:12:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Adele

2021-01-15 
10:59:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The implementa7on of a vaccine that has not gone through 
correct trials that other vaccines or drugs have gone through 
could result in unnecessary deaths due to allergic reac7ons and 
what the vaccine contains needs to be made public and the test 
results from the trial for public opinion. Imraan

2021-01-15 
10:49:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine renaldo
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2021-01-15 
09:31:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not be used as a guinea pig for this new extremely 
dangerous drug. Too many people in other countries are 
experiencing major side effects and some have even died.  Stop 
using the na7on for monetary gain. God put us here for reason 
and the Bill Gates Founda7on cannot and will not stand against a 
thrice Holy God. Odepe

2021-01-15 
09:28:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccine as stated by Dr Tony Fouchi does not give immunity 
to the individual . All it is , is a medical tool to change your DNA . 
No long term trials have been done and people have been dying 
from this poison. Others having sever anaphylac7c shock. Is this 
really a vaccine in the true sense of the word NO, its something 
else that has been concocted up by big Pharma and Tony Fouchi. 
This will do nothing but make you ill. What are the long term 
affects of this...... 

Nobody knows !!!!! Kegan 

2021-01-15 
09:16:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I had covid last year. was a very bad flu and other new pains and 
symptoms, i survived it, no ven7lator required or hospital. Also 
most of my colleagues  Apparently we are not allowed to say this 
too loud we have to jus7fy the ac7ons government took with the 
lock downs.  

Now you want me to take a vaccine that is mostly untested and 
was created in less then 9 months where normal vaccines 
research is at least 3 years?  Also has a lot of side effects and you 
can STILL get sick, just like the normal flu virus and its vaccine. 
Call me stupid or ignorant but not going to take it un7l the kinks 
are worked out and also not going to be a  guinea pig or rat for 
vaccine tes7ng. 

My independent research from doctors all over the world 
indicates Ivermec7n kills the virus in 2 days. Now I hear 
government has been raiding hospitals to get rid of the drug? 
Why? 

The cost for this drug by tax payers (and we as a whole country) 
can not afford this. Governments inability to do anything right or 
proper will take months to rollout.  

Thank you but no thank you. Keep your vaccine for now. Riaan
Free State 26

2021-02-01 
21:22:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Previous corona vaccines have failed and was not successful. 

No proof that this vaccine will succeed. 

Many different strains evolving make a vaccine obsolete. 

No animal studies has been done and it is brand new technology. 
Proper animal trial should be done. Otherwise it is an 
experimental vaccine and we are NOT  lab rats! 

Known complica7ons: transverse myeli7s, Bells' Palsy, mul7ple 
sclerosis, au7sm, Guillain-Barre.  

Unknown complica7ons - especially unknown long term 
complica7ons due to no long-term trials being done.  

Many people have died amer taking the vaccine.  

Pharmaceu7cal companies are immune from all liability andnall 
medical costs will be from personal pockets.  

An experimental vaccine is not safer than a very low infec7on 
fatality ra7o. 

The virus rarely kills and death is mostly limited to the medically 
fragile people with comorbidi7es. More than 99% of all people 
survive.  

Vaccine does not stop transmission of the virus but is a poten7al 
source of spreading new strains. 

The data has not been independently peer-reviewed & 
published. 

The vaccine actually amplifies the infec7on and makes it worse 
(so called "new strains" develop). 

There are tested and safe medicines available that are effec7ve 
against the virus. Why use an experimental vaccina7on? It does 
not make any sense. 

This is not a pandemic according to reliable stats. Healthy 
immune building benifits are removed from people. Joshua
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2021-02-01 
21:06:10

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Previous corona vaccines have failed. 

No proof that this vaccine will succeed. 

Many different strains of the virus make the chances of success 
even smaller.  

No animal studies has been done and it is brand new technology. 
Proper animal trial should be done. Otherwise it is an 
experimental vaccine and we are NOT  lab rats! 

Known complica7ons: transverse myeli7s, Bells' Palsy, mul7ple 
sclerosis, au7sm, Guillain-Barre.  

Unknown complica7ons - especially 
unknown long term complica7ons due to no long-term trials 
being done.  

Many people have died amer taking the vaccine.  

Pharmaceu7cal companies are immune from all liability andnall 
medical costs will be from personal pockets.  

An experimental vaccine is not safer than a very low infec7on 
fatality ra7o. 

The virus rarely kills and death is mostly limited to the medically 
fragile people with comorbidi7es. More than 99% of all people 
survive.  

Vaccine does not stop transmission of the virus.  

The data has not been independently peer-reviewed & 
published. 

The vaccine actually amplifies the infec7on and makes it worse 
(so called "new strains" develop). 

There are tested and safe medicines available that are effec7ve 
against the virus. Why use an experimental vaccina7on? It does 
not make any sense unless you want to cull people. Chris7ne

2021-01-24 
23:29:17

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not feel free about this as  individual I feel if it is for good 
cause let it be voluntary. Because covid started in 2019 but some 
s7ll survive. Then if you take vaccine then you in large number 
and people passed on  it will be a great sadness that cannot be 
reversed. So is beper to be given voluntary but I do not want it. I 
rather die if I have to. sam

2021-01-24 
21:38:31

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are not sure about the effec7veness and what are the 
complica7ons. Can't it be explained to the na7on so that we may 
be able to support  it.  It's a difficult region to under take with no 
informa7on. How long will it take to be ac7ve in the body, such 
thing its important to know. Tsatsi

2021-01-21 
11:55:29

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

there was not enough 7me to do the trials and tests for the 
vaccine.  Sefora

2021-01-19 
19:10:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tshiamo

2021-01-19 
10:07:12

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has the vaccine been tested on humans or is this roll-out the 
test. Others in power have agenda to reduce the popula7on as a 
"some must die for us to live" approach. What technology (or 
nanobots) are in the drugs to make them be able to adapt to the 
new strand/muta7on of the virus.   

I do not support the roll-out as my fellow South African are not 
guinea pigs to abuse for the trial.  Those in power fail to realise 
that we are not blind and stupid - we can be transparent of their 
agenda and schemes to be corrupt, greedy and irresponsible. Carlyn

2021-01-19 
08:59:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough 7me for research on vaccine and its side-effects.  

Did we choose the best op7on available for SA? 

No pressure on individual to be vaccinated. Public do not trust 
the vaccines and its origin.  Ronél

2021-01-19 
08:22:18

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough research in SA because of the new variant - too 
much money being wasted by government surrounding 
COVID-19.  Vaccine seems to be another money making scam. Louise

2021-01-18 
16:27:36

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine has not been tested  extensively and we have no 
knowledge of the long term  side effects 

Members of Parliament should be the 1st people to take the 
vaccina7on so that we see how effec7ve it is. Sarah

2021-01-18 
10:20:08

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Simon

2021-01-18 
07:10:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is not properly tested and may cause other health 
problems in the long run, and even the death of some people. I 
will not take the vaccine unless it is properly tested and PROVED 
to be safe. Egmont

2021-01-18 
06:41:11

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We must first wait for those countries who supply Vaccine to 
vaccinate themselves as their stats are way too high and they are 
not using it Jonas

2021-01-18 
06:26:18

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Chignet 
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2021-01-18 
00:49:21

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is not well tested, I refuse to be a guinea-pig, or to let any of 
my family be used as target prac7ce. 
The Ivormec meds has been there for long, its easier to test and 
the outcomes are much more certain. I would rather take my 
chance with the Ivormec. 

Jaqauline
2021-01-17 
15:25:52

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust that vaccine because they talk  about the popula7on 
which means they want to decrease the number of the people. Nomaqala

2021-01-17 
05:59:35

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I feel the vaccine must first be tested. I dont trust it. Bela

2021-01-16 
21:12:37

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sieuwert

2021-01-16 
20:57:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Longterm safety cannot be guaranteed.  Dura7on of 
effec7veness is  not certain.  Everybody must be able to choose 
whether they want to par7cipate. Corne'

2021-01-16 
20:56:03

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Entstof is te vinnig ontwikkel vir werklike navorsing.  Soveel 
bewyse dat baie minder mense dood is aan covid as wat werklik 
die geval was wêreldwyd. Dit laat mens dink... Rina

2021-01-16 
19:17:27

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines are not helping but destroying us. Natural Herbs 
should be used to cure/prevent illnesses. Kelepile 

2021-01-16 
12:29:15

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Since many people get the disease and worse condi7ons, due to 
the vaccine for which they were vaccinated, there is no good 
reason to endanger anyone to yet another health problem or 
even death. Cheri

2021-01-16 
08:32:38

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not take this vaccine before all the ministers are not taking 
it. It's experimen7ng with human lives. How can Ramaphosa sell 
us out as laboratory rats? Let's see him do it first! A lady friend 
from a friend got a vaccine, saw the video, she acts completely 
abnormal, disorientated... I refuse to be experimented on Annemarie

2021-01-16 
07:16:31

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Wessel

2021-01-15 
23:08:19

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid-19 vaccine is ineffec7ve vaccine direct to certain 
individuals to benefit profits, why do South Africa in need of a 
vaccine for a virus that get cured by just a mere quaran7ne. 
Covid-19 vaccina7on is a biological weapons used by egocentric 
elites. I don't need vaccina7on because it's poison the body will 
react to it in a long run because it is used to depopulate mostly 
MORS (Africans). Thabo

2021-01-15 
15:02:01

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My family and myself will REFUSE to take the vaccine. The world 
with all it's technology and knowledge was in 100 years unable 
to develop a successful vaccine against the common flu virus, 
and you really want informed people to believe that you have a 
successful vaccine now against this virus in a couple of 
months??? 
No thanks... Philip

Gauteng 364

2021-01-31 
17:13:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Big problem is  you guys are dumb enough to inoculate 
people with a substance that has no value in it has not been 
properly tested....and there is so mutch roomers ...besides you 
are not a trust worhy goverment. You dont care about us the 
ci7cens that pay you salarys... Michael

2021-01-28 
12:38:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

COVID Vaccines are being shown to be harmful, and some of 
even dying as a result of receiving the vaccine. This Vaccine is 
harmful and I will NOT be taking it. I would rather get corona. 
And please scrap the Vaccine ID programme. Its just another tool 
for control. Mar7n

2021-01-28 
10:39:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do think there are other op7ons and this is just another money 
making tool for ANC. This pandemic is overrated. Maré

2021-01-28 
09:13:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No trust in vaccine - why do you need a vaccine for a infec7on 
with a popula7on survival rate of 99.6%? 
Something is off - and we do have alternarives... IB

2021-01-27 
20:50:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sandra

2021-01-27 
11:26:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Johan

2021-01-27 
08:12:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elvis

2021-01-27 
07:57:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No way in hell that I take the vaccine. If all poli7cians take it, 
amer 6 months, so will I. If I'm allowed back on the beached etc. 
amer taking the vaccine, I might consider it. Alan

2021-01-26 
21:24:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Frans

2021-01-26 
19:11:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not thoroughly tested as vaccines takes 5+ years 
of intensive tes7ng before it is made available for public and 
there are 3 alterna7ves to combat covid 19 so why the forcing of 
the vaccine if the spread could have been stopped long ago and 
why are those medica7ons that work for covid stopped? Yolandy

2021-01-26 
17:58:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust the vaccine.  Was going to take years to find a 
vaccinex and all of a sudden, overnight there is a vaccine 
available....  

Sylvia

2021-01-26 
17:26:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die is net n geld maak storie vir die gowerment en nog bedrog 
wat hulle kan pleeg. Gebruik mediekasie wat beskik baar is wat 
ons weet wat werk en maak dit bekos7gbaar sodat almal dit kan 
bekos7g en nie nodig het om onweig medikasie te soek nie Jaco 

2021-01-26 
17:26:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die is net n geld maak storie vir die gowerment en nog bedrog 
wat hulle kan pleeg. Gebruik mediekasie wat beskik baar is wat 
ons weet wat werk en maak dit bekos7gbaar sodat almal dit kan 
bekos7g en nie nodig het om onweig medikasie te soek nie Jaco 

2021-01-26 
17:26:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die is net n geld maak storie vir die gowerment en nog bedrog 
wat hulle kan pleeg. Gebruik mediekasie wat beskik baar is wat 
ons weet wat werk en maak dit bekos7gbaar sodat almal dit kan 
bekos7g en nie nodig het om onweig medikasie te soek nie Jaco 
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2021-01-26 
17:26:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die is net n geld maak storie vir die gowerment en nog bedrog 
wat hulle kan pleeg. Gebruik mediekasie wat beskik baar is wat 
ons weet wat werk en maak dit bekos7gbaar sodat almal dit kan 
bekos7g en nie nodig het om onweig medikasie te soek nie Jaco 

2021-01-26 
17:25:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die is net n geld maak storie vir die gowerment en nog bedrog 
wat hulle kan pleeg. Gebruik mediekasie wat beskik baar is wat 
ons weet wat werk en maak dit bekos7gbaar sodat almal dit kan 
bekos7g en nie nodig het om onweig medikasie te soek nie Jaco 

2021-01-26 
17:12:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No proof that it will prevent/kill the virus. 
No proof that you will not infect some one else. Charl

2021-01-26 
15:37:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bang dit maak mense siek en selfs dood  no warran7es Tex

2021-01-26 
14:45:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I suggest Government lead by example and take the Covid 
vaccine and let's see the effect and side effects they get. They 
want to vaccinate Doctors,Sister, Nurses and front line workers 
first. What if the side effects are bad and what exactly is in this 
Vaccine? It could be more dangerous than effec7ve as there are 
so many strains!!!! Annie

2021-01-26 
14:43:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should be Tested on Poli7cians first and have it 
proven to have minimal to zero side effects. The vaccine has 
already proven to do more harm than good. Its reckless to 
vaccinate our front line workers. When there is no more doctors 
and nurses to apend to the sick and wounded. millions more 
people will die.  The vaccine has Not been tested adequately 
that it is Safe. It's been a rush and not all things have been 
considered like they would have developing any other drug. Joy

2021-01-26 
14:41:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust a vaccine that has not been tested thoroughly, 6 
months is not long enough. I will not take the vaccine even if its 
free. Minimum tes7ng period for Vaccines are 5 years. This is 
just another scheme by gov to fill their pockets.  Andre

2021-01-26 
12:41:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are many diseases like flue, cancer and diabetes that 
existed from long ago. A vaccine tes7ng takes 18 to 24 months 
before it can be issued according to WHO.  There was never 
quality inspec7on or checking of vaccines since the introduc7on 
of vaccines. This vaccine when was it tested and who are behind 
its crea7on. The contents of the vaccines must be told to 
everyone and those who becomes maimed or die due to the 
vaccines, the government must be held accountable. No one 
should be forced to take the vaccine. Isaac

2021-01-26 
08:16:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

More Scien7fic Evidence is needed ie long term test in 
laboratories. Money can rather be spent to upgrade medical 
facili7es to care for sick pa7ents. Chris7ne

2021-01-25 
10:33:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Don’t believe it’s tested properly. May have side effects that will 
only show up amer a year or more! Mahendra

2021-01-25 
09:16:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This is all part of agenda 21 Gert

2021-01-25 
08:40:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We know very liple about the effec7veness of this vaccine, I will 
be at ease if our scien7st check this  vaccine and be given 
freedom of speech to tell us what exactly  does  this vaccine 
contains and what are the side effects .  The rollout should start 
with the poli7cians on top. Mary

2021-01-25 
08:32:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I'm not really sure if the vaccine is safe since, thato

2021-01-25 
08:32:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Alterna7ves which certain renowned medical professionals 
across the globe, have advocated, have been ignored. This 
vaccine is rushed, side effects have in some cases been 
catastrophic, long term effects are unknown. It is reckless, based 
on hysteria, and liple is known about the vaccine. There are 
reports of it interfering with DNA, reports of foetal 7ssue of 
aborted babies being used, and there is too much secrecy and 
collusion around this en7re Covid so called pandemic. Deon

2021-01-25 
08:11:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine program have hidden agendas that are not clarified 
by government and or world health organiza7on. The amount of 
twisted informa7on and social media creates confusion and 
concerns on the effec7veness and side effects of the vaccine. 
There is no gaurentee and  the opinion is that 90% of people 
survive the virus and build there own immune system against 
the virus. Reghardt 

2021-01-25 
01:24:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has more effects and is not good for our bodies. The 
inten7on is really bad!! I pray that God stops it if it's not from 
him!! Mokete

2021-01-24 
23:03:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Honestly the way this vaccine was developed it was too fast. We 
are being used as test objects. For example those scien7sts can't 
even develop a vaccine for flu, how in this world can they invent 
a vaccine in 1 year for something way more serious King

2021-01-24 
22:07:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Stella 

2021-01-24 
20:03:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern about this vaccine is that how is going to work on us 
as we have different DNA from where it come from and is the 
vaccine tested first for us south Africans?tax hike Given 

2021-01-24 
07:20:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We must encourage our own ways of using natural herbs which 
has proved 7me and again to effec7ve i.e look at the recovery 
rate,people are recovering without being admiped to the 
hospitals, what is it that heals them? Answer: Natural herbs. So 
stop your half cooked vaccines and go back to the Labs and 
come out with a proper vaccines,this so called experts  said the  
vaccine cannot not be done less than 18 months or less,so how 
did they get vaccine in 6 months? They must stop fooling 
around... Dumisar

2021-01-24 
06:45:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rudy

2021-01-23 
19:42:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support this as the Covid-19 recovery is well when 
taking natural medica7ons.  No vaccine needed that will kill you 
in 3 days Abigail

2021-01-23 
17:00:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Prudence 
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2021-01-23 
10:30:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

An untested unsafe vaccine. People are not scien7fic 
experiments!!! Natalie

2021-01-23 
09:12:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has 70% efficiency and government is rolling this out 
over 10 to 11 months. This is too long. Why is delivery of the 
vaccine from suppliers so drawn out. What happened to the 
funds received foe the covid_19  pandemic.  Why is the private 
sector not involved such as the medical aid funds and 
pharmacies that can enable s faster roll out. We are approaching 
winter and a new wave is posdible reul7ng in more cases and 
ul7mately deaths. Our hospitals are out of capacity snd frontline 
workers are dying too. Save South Africa Mr President George

2021-01-23 
03:10:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Extensive scien7fic study need to be done on the mortality rate 
experienced through clinical trials and also a balanced 
cognisance approach must be taken to determine if it is 
jus7fiable to casually risks lives on vaccine that are not proved 
effec7ve. Perhaps, African tradi7onal indigenous herbal plants 
should be explored in the manufacturing of vaccine domes7cally 
and clinical tests to be done by our own medical experts. We 
cannot put our faith and lives of foreign manufactured vaccines 
which the contents are unknown and which are government is 
prematurely rushed to be rolled out to the perilous assassina7on 
of South Africans. Cornerstone

2021-01-22 
23:11:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mags

2021-01-22 
23:11:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mags

2021-01-22 
21:44:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hierdie entstof is nie behoorlik getoets nie, wat is die newe 
effekte daarvan, daar is al in Noorwee mense dood aan die 
entstof. Kan dit jou reg7g umien maak teen covid, as jy die 
inen7ng kry dan kan jy sonder n masker loop en jy hoef nie meer 
by elke deur jou te onsmet nie - beslis nie? 
Laat die regering die eerstes wees wat die inen7ng ontvang en 
vir die res van die land wys wat met hulle gebeur. 
Sta7s7eke wys dat meer ongebore babas vermoor word met 
aborsies, as wat mense aan covid sterf, hoekom word daar nie 
teen aborsies opgetree nie? 
Ek wil beslis nie die inen7ng ontvang nie. Corrie

2021-01-22 
20:22:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust a vaccine that is made in less than a year. There is 
not enough tes7ng done and will not allow my family to 
par7cipate in geing the vaccine. Lizepe 

2021-01-22 
16:59:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This Vaccineis not fully tested and was made in europe but 
african people needs to be vaccinated first.it must start where it 
was developed then move to the other part of the world 
later.Poli7cians needs to be first vaccinated inclung Mr President 
so that we can be assured that these vaccine is really meant for 
the people Lesiba

2021-01-22 
14:32:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has only been given in 2 doses  with a 3 month 
study dura7on period.  The long term safety and efficacy is 
UNKNOWN.  The  efficacy amer re-infec7on is UNKNOWN.  The 
efficacy with the new SARS COV2 variant is UKNOWN. Karen

2021-01-22 
14:11:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The is no true proof that the vaccine is 100 % safe, even the 
government said so now we have to try something that not 
proven Thando

2021-01-22 
13:50:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine could not have yet been probably tested and  we 
don't know what all the side effects are. Eureka 

2021-01-22 
13:19:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine S

2021-01-22 
13:09:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I just don't trust this vaccine at all and I don't understand why 
south africa is forcing people to take it Nqabakazi

2021-01-22 
12:43:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Current vaccines have shown that they are not fully effec7ve in 
assis7ng our immune systems to develop the necessary 
an7bodies to fight the virus. The rush to insist people have the 
vaccine is illogical and immoral, raising concerns as to why the 
need to rush. If the vaccines are less than one year old, with 
their efficacy not fully observed and or studied outside of the 
lab, there could severe side effects more damaging for certain 
people. The Spanish Flu, along with other deadly viruses had 
vaccines that took 7me to properly develop so as to circumvent 
any untoward side effects. The appropriate studies and tests 
must first be completed before any mass roll-out is considered. 

I will not allow myself or my family to be subjected to mandatory 
vaccina7on. The decision will be ours and ours alone. When the 
7me is right - amer at least one year of widespread usage and at 
least a few million doses - will my family and I discuss our 
op7ons. We do not break any COVID protocol and adhere to the 
safety regula7ons.  No enforced vaccine Iden7ty Number will 
force a change to our right to use the vaccine when we see fit. Timothy

2021-01-22 
12:06:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is not clear to me what the vaccines contains and if there will 
be any side effects. Furthermore, there are new strains to this 
virus as it has mutated in the recent second waive. How certain 
are we that this vaccine provides any protec7on against the new 
strain. Would it not be beper to allow people to develop their 
own immunity against the virus naturally. I have read and 
listened to many specialists regarding immunity.  The virus is not 
a living organism i.e. bacteria so nothing can kill it. No an7bio7c 
will be able to deal with this strain. A few years ago I took the 
normal flu vaccine only to end up with the flu which was far 
worse than any other 7mes of being sick with flu. I am not sure 
each person's cons7tu7on is the same for the healthcare 
professionals to determine with even a high margin of certainty 
that the vaccine will be viable for a vast majority of the 
popula7on. It could in turn cause many more underlying health 
problems and/or adverse events. Razia
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2021-01-22 
11:43:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

the Vaccine is not a cure (as we have thus far seen with its 
rollout and effects in other parts of the world). 
Preven7on is always beper than cure.  

My sugges7on is that the 500billion that was stolen by 
government officials be paid back by the thieves and that the 
money (along with the funds being used to purchase the 
vaccines) is rather used for placing food on the laps of the 
ci7zens who are currently starving. 
Who in their right mind things that a vaccine will be effec7ve 
especially in connec7on with people who are starving!?!?!?! If 
one does not have a healthy and strong immune system then no 
medicine in the world will have a posi7ve effect. Elemheria

2021-01-22 
11:22:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines were developed very has7ly.  Moderna vaccines caused 
issues in 80% of par7cipants. Their efficacy is also ques7onable. 
Ivermec7n,  a wonder drug that is safe and has been shown by 
many studies to prevent contrac7on of covid and when 
contrac7on has occurred, has reduced symptoms and 
hospitaliza7on dura7on, has been made illegal in South Africa. It 
is approved in most African countries. This government is not 
interested in saving lives. It is about poli7cs, power and money. Irénée

2021-01-22 
11:15:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jenna

2021-01-22 
08:48:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As with the flu vaccine, when I have taken it I have been 
violently ill. I haven't taken it in years and I have not been sick at 
all. It concerns me as to what gets put into the vaccines and 
what it can do to your body. I am concerned that if these people 
that get the vaccine could get ill while on duty and that puts a 
greater risk to the rest of the popula7on. Graham

2021-01-22 
08:18:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Karen

2021-01-22 
07:12:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A poorly tested vaccine. No one knows the long term side 
effects. I will not be a guinea pig thanks.  
Since government are made up of individuals over 60 they 
should get it first. Ashleigh

2021-01-22 
05:56:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust todays medici.  I even fell sick when taking the Flu 
injec7on and therefore I am not willing to support something 
that was not propper tests. Hester

2021-01-22 
05:50:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alterna7ve method are available to fight viruses Gerrit

2021-01-22 
02:51:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First and for most this vaccine comes from overseas, America in 
par7cular and its imposed to us in Africa, yet it has never been 
tested  in the states.  What upsets me the worst is that the 
Americans are s7ll dying in greater numbers and yet the claim to 
have a vaccine which help us in figh7ng this invisible disease. 
Does it make sense to you? 

Its as if our lives are for sale cause our government agrees to 
whatever that comes from the Americans. Nhlanhla

2021-01-21 
22:05:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No proper trials were dine to emsure the safety of the vaccine. I 
am concerned about the effects it will have on our popula7on Dorina

2021-01-21 
21:35:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is an unproven experimental drug, It is not known if it is 
effec7ve in preven7ng the disease or preven7ng a person from 
spreading the disease, what is the point of the vaccine? 
I try my level best to keep my body healthy and do not want to 
put rubbish into it. 
I have not seen people dropping dead all over the place the way 
it was predicted and cannot see the point in vaccina7ng people 
for a disease that kills a very small percentage of people and 
most of those over 80 with comorbidi7es. 
from what i have read recently there have been quite a lot of 
deaths amer the vaccine has been given especially in the elderly, 
I personally know of older people that have had the virus and 
recovered. 
I believe the human body has a much more efficient ability to 
fight off viruses than experimental drugs have. 

Ethne

2021-01-21 
21:28:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe in vaccina7on. I think before we could think of 
vaccines we could have look into herbs natural food that can 
help is fight this virus. We are to haste to think we need a 
vaccine yet there are so many wrong things that are happening 
around us. If we could change our lifestyle and our ea7ng habits 
we will win this. So again I say lets get back to our roots and fight 
this virus the african way. Peaceful

2021-01-21 
21:19:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To date there has been no cure for a common flu and pa7ents 
that is immunised against flu s7ll gets immunised with the strain 
but yet s7ll do get flu.  Anyone with co morbidi7es knows that 
there is NO cure for virusses only the sympotms- in other words 
normal vitamins balanced diet etc, and an7bio7cs is only given 
to prevent Bacterial infec7ons. .Whilst COVID is a new virus and 
yet a year later they claim to have a vacine when world wide 
there is no cure for HIV or cancer or even normal seasonal 
flu..even TB. No thank you we will eat healthy qnd prac7ce good 
hygiene Chantal

2021-01-21 
17:17:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not completely happy with this vaccine that has been 
developed in a very short space of 7me which makes it even 
more suspicious. I think the leadership of the country should 
start off taking this vaccine then the rest who are willing can 
follow Matumelo

2021-01-21 
15:19:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The fact that you can get infected more than once proves 
vaccine is pointless. 
Stop the insanity and stop was7ng money. 
Fix the hospitals as you promised last year March, and stop 
stealing money Jeanepe
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2021-01-21 
14:23:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My opinion regarding the reliability and effec7veness of the 
vaccine is connected to the comment made by Bill Gate and his 
cohorts on their plan to reduce the world popula7on using 
Africa as the baseline. This comment is absolutely disgus7ng,  
ridiculous,  absurd, nefarious, and inhumane.  Therefore, given 
this circumstan7al reference,  I have no iota of trust in the so  
called VACCINES. Consequently, I'll advise that the government 
should rather go for a locally manufactured vaccine which could 
be trusted by the Africans. Caleb 

2021-01-21 
12:32:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Since the vaccine will inject a synthe7c gene7c alterca7on 
nobody knows what the longterm implica7ons will hold. By 
altering the gene7c composi7on of the body, other known 
treatements for other illnesses possibly will no longer work 
anylonger. The cost for deployong the vaccine is immense and 
with South Africa's already dead economy, it will just destroy the 
economy further. The WHO is searching for a guinea-pig and 
Africa is the most obvious choice in their eyes  to launch their 
trial-and-error scheme.  Why? Africa is gullable because of the 
lack of exper7se and know-how especially on the medical front.  
It is 7me Africa stands up against the wrath of the rest of the 
world and the reckless ac7ons taken against Africa. Willem

2021-01-21 
11:39:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek glo nie die vaccine is die beste vir die mense nie te veel newe 
ifekte en mense wat doodgaan van dit as een mens doodgaan 
van die vaccine is dit 1 teveel ek vertou niemand meer nie 
behalwe God ons hemelse Vader Jaco 

2021-01-21 
10:52:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I can not see that these vaccina7ons will be effec7ve on a virus 
that is constantly muta7ng into something new. Proper 
vaccina7ons take more than 5 years to develop. The vaccina7ons 
all over the world is making people sick and cause death. Even 
when vaccinated they s7ll get sick with the new strands. So 
what's the use? 
And secondly: It is everyone's right to have the choice and 
decision of being vaccinated or not. Mariska

2021-01-21 
10:52:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I can not see that these vaccina7ons will be effec7ve on a virus 
that is constantly muta7ng into something new. Proper 
vaccina7ons take more than 5 years to develop. The vaccina7ons 
all over the world is making people sick and cause death. Even 
when vaccinated they s7ll get sick with the new strands. So 
what's the use? 
And secondly: It is everyone's right to have the choice and 
decision of being vaccinated or not. Mariska

2021-01-21 
10:48:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Where is the trial results? 
Why we purchasing vaccine formula from another country and 
not sourcing locally? 
How can we be assured of transparency of this deal to get the so 
called vaccine? 
Why must we pay for this vaccine? when the government was 
given billions to combat Covid. Money stolen. 
Is this supposedly vaccine not going to kill people? 
No faith in the government and the decisions taken. 

Ashleigh

2021-01-21 
08:54:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine hasn't even been tested on animal or humans ,  the 
people that have taken this vaccine in various Countries have 
been geing sick.  The reality of this is that this virus hasn't been 
isloted so how on earth can they prove that this vaccine is 
effec7ve and safe. !!!! How can they have developed a vaccine if 
this virus has never been isolated.  This is all about popula7on 
control. Alison

2021-01-21 
08:53:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In the history of vaccina7ons they have taken years to develop. 
And we currently do not even have a vaccine for the flu. I find it 
difficult to trust a vaccine that has been rushed to market with 
no proof of long-term effects.  

Whilst I would love for their to be an end to the pandemic, I 
definitely don't want to be put into a situa7on where it will be 
mandatory to receive it. V. 

2021-01-21 
08:39:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dalene 

2021-01-21 
08:29:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not willing to vaccine an experimental vaccine! Cheryl

2021-01-21 
08:28:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I personally will not take the vaccine, the vaccine that is on the 
procurement list of the South African Goverment is just another 
virus injected into the bloodstream to fight the Corona virus and 
its only 75% effec7ve, in other words the Corona virus can s7ll 
enter your body and make you sick. Hing

2021-01-21 
04:31:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not had proper tes7ng done. If no vaccine can 
be given for cancer etc I find it impossible to have one for covid. 
Also the Pfizer vaccine which has been given to people has too 
many deaths linked to it in other countries. Sorry but no thank 
you. Glen

2021-01-21 
03:02:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kristel 

2021-01-20 
23:22:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Untested. Big pharma has no liability. We will trust them if they 
are liable. Anwar

2021-01-20 
19:38:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is why our African doctors are being undermined, 
being considered not competent, and those people who created 
vaccine are people as our doctors,they also went to those varsity 
Wer you get equipped for that trade,every year we send 
students to Cuba for what reason. my ques7on is what so special 
about those whom their vaccine Are approved while those from 
African con7nent are not. Funzani
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2021-01-20 
17:58:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not tested on all the strains of covid 
Long term effects unknown 
S7ll can get covid 
Alterni7ve medica7on available 
Financial Cost for South Africa 

Suzepe

2021-01-20 
17:56:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been properly tested. Concerns that the SA 
government will purchase a sun-standard vaccine. More people 
will die from the vaccine than from COVID. I don’t trust this 
vaccine at all Chris7ne

2021-01-20 
16:31:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccines have not been  proven to be safe and effec7ve to 
humans. I also don't believe that they have good inten7ons 
about the vaccines. Febridge 

2021-01-20 
15:38:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Itumeleng

2021-01-20 
15:38:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't like the idea of this vaccine... amer seeing a video of the 
nurses taking the vaccine and dying about 10 hours amer that... 
no thanks. 
And they can't force everyone to take it, because there is 
uncertainty about of it's just another killing method...  
They also can't just give the vaccine to all those with COVID-19, 
because they can't even get the numbers right of who has it and 
who doesn't... Iris

2021-01-20 
15:10:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Apart from the effec7veness of the vaccine and the new strain, I 
also have concerns about the  roll-out by Government. There is 
so much corrup7on, who says you are really geing a vaccine 
and not just a placebo. We are also not given alterna7ves other 
than the vaccine. The vaccine has not been tested over a long 
period. Nobody knows what the long term effect will be. Meagan

2021-01-20 
13:40:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Corne

2021-01-20 
13:25:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Megann

2021-01-20 
13:12:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Annemarie

2021-01-20 
12:18:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was not thoroughly tested. 
The vaccine doesn't safeguard you from C19 
You s7ll need to take part in all safety measures. 
It's not a silver bullet. Charles 

2021-01-20 
10:52:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Even with our increasing knowledge and technology it is s7ll 
impossible to have a vaccine for a virus amer one year. Not to 
men7on it has not been fully tested, it has not even beem 
researched what the effects of this vaccine would have on our 
bodies in conjunc7on with all the other vaccines we've had in 
our lives. Many of our people could develop injuries and or die 
of this vaccine (have you watched the news lately??). It's way 
too rushed and our funds could have been much beper used to 
do studies on Ivermec7n which is cheaper and more readily 
available and so far seems to be safer as well. LENE

2021-01-20 
10:41:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concerned about covid19 vaccine is the following that why I 
fully not in agreement with it:  

1.  Government way of increasing tender's for themselves or 
their loved ones 
2.  Cost to tax specially private sectors 
3.  Side effect involve in it  
4.  Why its looks like Africa's countries specially South Africa 
have no say in this? 
5.  It should be individuals choices if they want it or not but not 
to be forced  
6.  Can Government and those in leading the country with their 
families lead us by example in taking  this vaccine first before 
health workers  

Amanda 

2021-01-20 
07:24:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been tested for long enough and there are 
no results that it will be effec7ve on the second or even third 
strain and there is ivormec7n that has been around for in excess 
of 50 years and is safe to use if used correctly. The cost thereof is 
minimal in comparison to the vaccine. This is misuse of 
taxpayers money. How serious is the Government about saving 
lives? Carol

2021-01-20 
06:41:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust this vaccine. Maybe  it's the strategy to eliminate 
some of us. Grace

2021-01-20 
01:10:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Parliament members should lead by example and take the 
Vaccine first George

2021-01-19 
21:00:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why do you want to start with the most important people in this 
7me - health care workers?? It seems stupid. Also there is NO 
substan7al evidence or trails to support the use of this vaccine. 
My body my choice!! Jacqueline 

2021-01-19 
15:57:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is an experimental drug and I would like the point 
the governments to the Nuremberg Code which states 
interna7onally that drug experimenta7on should be consensual. Ralph

2021-01-19 
15:47:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine doesn't guarantee immunity, and is dangerous to human  
health. Keo

2021-01-19 
15:10:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no way that a vaccine can be done do quickly. Cures 
takes years S

2021-01-19 
14:12:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No proof of effec7veness, why must we waste money in a non 
effec7ve mandotory vaccine, which was not tested?  Further, i 
have rights to decide if i want it or not, con7tu7onal.  start with 
cabinet to proof there is nothing wrong with t vaccine, not with 
health care  people who are in the midst of assis7ng the 
unhealthy people Jeanepe
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2021-01-19 
12:45:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is to keep the mouths of the people shut. 
So much funds are already being stolen and South Africa lacked 
serious involvement in developing,  tes7ng and promo7ng this 
vaccine as at least 60% (scale of balance) effec7ve. As usual, we 
fill our bellies with the live of money, and just follow the khaki 
line. 

Celeste 

2021-01-19 
11:01:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We do not know the full side effects of the vaccine, neither do 
we know the long term effects of it. We are not even sure if it 
will really protect people from COVID-19. Regardless, there are 
new strands of COVID now which this vaccine cannot protect us 
from.  It is too risky to trial it on 67% of a na7on, we s7ll need 
more trials on it. At least spend the years of 2021 further tes7ng 
it and trialing it with a few volunteers, while ins7lling the new 
normal in the country.  

But just as the flu vaccine is not mandatory (as deadly as it can 
be), the vaccine should not be mandatory. Palesa

2021-01-19 
10:54:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why would I get a vaccine if I: 
- must s7ll wear a mask amerwards 
- s7ll cannot visit family members 
- s7ll cannot go out during hours of curfew 
- must s7ll sani7ze/wash my hands regularly 
- must s7ll maintain social distancing 
- am not guaranteed that I will not catch Covid-19 
- am not guaranteed that I will not pass Covid-19 on to others 

And... I believe that this vaccine will be taking a chunk out of tax 
payers money - money that is not being used wisely by the 
people in charge, as it is - which leads me to believe that tax 
rates (or even the VAT rate again) will go up to accommodate 
this addi7onal expense! Dal

2021-01-19 
10:05:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The normal flu vaccine makes me very sick amer injec7ng it, I 
then decided I would never get the vaccine as it does not work 
very well on me. So this vaccine is stronger, so the chances that I 
could die from the response of my body are very high. So I 
would die from this vaccine. Kholoane 

2021-01-19 
10:03:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lwazi

2021-01-19 
09:35:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

By now most of the popula7on knows that covid 19 was planned 
years ahead by rich individuals like Bill Gates. There is no 
pandemic. Infec7on ra7o versus mortality ra7o is in the region of 
2%. Why the rush then? The vaccine has not been proven safe 
nor effec7ve. I will not take this vaccine as it was developed and 
rolled out without going through the necessary protocols  to 
declare it safe for human use. Vaccines takes about 5 years to be 
developed. Now the WHO etc want to implement this vaccine 
amer a year since the outbreak???All the previous trials on 
animals during tes7ng proved that this vaccines have severe 
health consequences on the immune system (IThere were 6 
similar previous strains in the past). The animals all died. Now 
they want to test it on humans. Why don't Government just do 
some research on the safety of the vaccine themselves. 
Thousands of Doctors around the world spoke out that this 
vaccine is like poison and harmful and the number of doctors 
speaking out keeps growing by the day. As a Chris7an I fully 
support the prayer by Chief Jus7ce Mogoeng Mogoeng that any 
vaccine developed for the purpose of satanic use to alter the 
DNA of people be destroyed by fire. I dare Government to 
receive this vaccine first through injec7on by independent 
doctors. Once again, there is no pandemic. Invoking fear into 
people is the real pandemic. There are no proof of a medical 
emergency. Stop this madness now for the sake of the safety of 
all people of South Africa. The people that die of this flu are the 
ones that already have a serious underlying medical co 
morbidity. Stop pushing this agenda and invoking fear into the 
people. Oh ja and destroying the economy in the process. Marius

2021-01-19 
09:18:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been tested yet, are we saying Africans are 
supposed to be test subjects! The vaccine has been seen not to 
work in europe but the roll out needs to happen in Africa. 
Another major concern is the fact that the people ( China) who 
put us in this mess act as if they are not to blame, their country 
is back to normal and we suffer! Another thing Chinese must 
leave Africa and go back to their China. Africans are 7red of the 
shit China created. thulani

2021-01-19 
08:56:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Simone
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2021-01-19 
08:29:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My reasons for not suppor7ng is that we cannot risk the lives of 
people by forcing vaccine on them. We fear that vaccine might 
actually kill more people than saving lives.  How can 
Government have confidence in something they have not seen 
working before.  Could this be a new world  order?  We are not 
prepared to give our lives to the devil. I understand that it is also 
difficult for Government, bt President your corrupt cabinet have 
failed you hence we have lost confidence in this Government. 
Let the vaccine be tested with all Government official and their 
families first to see if it will save lives and let be a choice for 
people to whether take it or not. My advice therefore is that Mr 
President this is the 7me you seek the face of God for direc7on. 
Only God can lead you to make the right decision. The country 
needs to cry to God for his interven7on before taking any ac7on. 
Remember that God has put you in that posi7on therefore seek 
his guidance. As people we are sharing our fears and thoughts 
which can be wrong. But God can never be wrong. Psalm 119 v 
109.  "Thy word is a lamp for my feet and a light of my 
path. ......read 7ll verse 107. To you Mr President protect your 
people and forget about your pocket. Do not roll out the 
vaccine . Let those who produced it and their Government 
cabinets and their families prove by taking it themselves. Mr 
President protect your people. Thank you for invi7ng me to 
par7cipate. Beauty

2021-01-19 
08:03:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

i am just worried what is in the vaccine, how do we know that 
we are not allergic to what is in it, is it safe, do we have a right to 
know what all is in the vaccine ? Wendy

2021-01-19 
08:03:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why a vaccine  in such a short 7me.  Not yet for other viruses.  

The taxpayers of SA is taxed to the bone.  Conna

2021-01-19 
07:47:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How do you make a vaccine, without any test results nor trial 
period or informa7on, mandatory and then if it is refused by 
ci7zens how can you restrict the rights and the freedom of your 
ci7zens to move around and be limited in their movement. 
I am against any form of government vaccine push for a desired 
result on which there is currently no grounds or real reason for 
the push. What about the number of people dying from TB, 
Ebola and all these other illness that has been around for years, 
why does government not invest more into these studies and 
find a cure?  
We are conforming to a bigger scandal and plot against human 
kind without doing our own analysis and without us even 
thinking of other alterna7ves.  
Why take a vaccine if you are healthy and living life like any other 
normal person?  

Cornelius

2021-01-19 
07:35:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Only I have a right as yo what goes into my body .  The vaccine 
has been produced too quickly and I'm afraid that in the haste to 
resolve this issue, too many short cuts have been taken to 
produce a vaccine quickly. 

I will definitely not be taking the vaccine!! 

Taking the vaccine should be op7onal.. 
Vanida

2021-01-19 
07:28:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid is a strand of the flue virus and amer about 70 years of 
vaccines ,  people s7ll die from flue.  Most people don't even die 
from the flue itself but from underlying illnesses.  So if the 
Government is scared that nearly 7 million people will die from 
aids and TB and obesity, then a vaccine will not help and if it 
does, a whole lot of sick people will just be sick for longer un7l 
they die in any case.  The Almighty Creator of the Universe is in 
control so every one of us have an appointed 7me to die.  We all 
bear however the consequences of what we have done and 
what we are s7ll doing.   

John

2021-01-19 
06:04:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ivermec7n is available and cost effec7ve. Why is the Goverment 
standing in the way of savings lives? With everything they do 
always turns corrupt and we the ci7zens have to pay the price. 
Stop dragging your feet the evidence is on flccc protocol 
Ivermec7n works not just when people are sick but with 
preven7on. Its proven we don't need more studies WE THE 
PEOPLE HAVE THE SAY I DON'T WANT A VACCINE WITH SO MANY 
PEOPLE HAVING CONVULSIONS AND DYING  BECAUSE OF IT. 
INDIA IS USING IVERMECTIN WHY ARE THEY SENDING THEIR 
VACCINES TO SA? PEOPLE SHOULD REFUSE THIS VACCINE!!! Lelanie

2021-01-19 
04:51:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It seems as if nobody can give any viable feedback on the results 
of the tests done on this vaccine. So, in my book, it means that 
the people who will get the vaccine are all guinea pigs. Who will 
be held responsible if this vaccine causes more problems than 
solving  a so-called virus? Mari

2021-01-18 
22:56:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Based on the research I’ve done, the effec7veness of the vaccine 
has not been sufficiently proven. The possible side effects are 
also a huge concern. There are other alterna7ve treatments that 
we could consider. I will not take it! Lerato

2021-01-18 
22:36:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are not sure of the effec7veness of this vaccine since the 
normal  dura7on of the approval of  the vaccine has been 
compromised and  we must know what are the  side effects  to 
people who are going to take the vaccine . We need to be given  
solid reasonable informa7on regarding the  study of the vaccine  
the State must not just push the vaccine sales volumes. Sibongiseni 

2021-01-18 
22:04:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a health care worker. I know how long and difficult it is to 
create and develop ANY drug. Let alone a vaccine. There cannot 
be enough evidence or trials to support the effec7veness and 
safety if this vaccine. Zelda
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2021-01-18 
21:41:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Angela

2021-01-18 
21:41:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are other alterna7ves to the vaccine that have proven 
effec7ve and the vaccines have not been tested for long enough 
to be proven safe. I also do not trust the ingredients they have 
put in the vaccines. I do not support it at all. Sabrina 

2021-01-18 
20:52:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccine and how 
many pple are going to be reached, the cost of it, are the poor 
people going to be get the vaccine Martha

2021-01-18 
20:52:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine according to what I studied it doesn't prevent  the 
virus and before it can be used please let's know about the 
ingredients used, when I have flue I take ginger, garlic for 
steaming and drinking and mogapo I mix with liple coarse salt 
for water to be able to come back easily, and I work as an 
essen7al worker but since this Covid-19 started I'm s7ll safe, 
even Lengana works perfectly so for now to recommend the 
vaccine my answer is no, maybe amer few years learning from 
other people their reac7on. 

Daniel

2021-01-18 
20:35:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why is it that our scien7st are relying on outside countries that 
do not have 50% of our genes. Why not make our own cure and 
only give it to those affected and once affected by this 
pandemic. Let's remember that not all South Africans are sick 
but 30% of us as many are the once from outside our boarders 
that only use our country for benefits and not really caring about 
the countrys safety. We took long to close our boarders and 
broad stage 2 to ourselves. Let's stop poin7ng at anyone but 
realise that we let the south Africans down as government. 

We did not have their best interest as we affected the country 
from the start by allowing people to comeback and quickly 
moving from level 5 our provinces were not really sine7zed and 
we lied to the country that we care. 

Why don't our scien7sts check the vaccine first and have more 
than 8months knowing its for the best interest of our societys 
health. We must not give our people what we think works 
outside as our genes are not like those from Asia. India is next to 
China and so it must priero7se those near it so the pandemic 
must end. We South Africans can't be fully cured as refugees and 
foreigners are benefi7ng from our health system. We are aware 
the situa7on in Zimbabwe and what it's doing to us. The 
blackmailing country that forces their people to come knowing 
there is a pandemic. No one cares for us as even  Mozambique 
also sent people here knowing we can't control this pandemic. 
Let's fix the foreigners out before issuing the vaccine. Everyone 
must go back home then our country will be sade. 

Many things we South Africans don't prac7ce were brought by 
our outside boarders people and un7l we clean ourselves and 
our land our economy won't improve.  

Look at yourself South Africa as you say Morena boloka setshaba 
sa heso, o feditse dintwal le matshwenyeho. 

I hope South african ci7zens are the first to be vaccinated as this 
is for us not all. May the affected and health workers be first. 
The government must be amer the older genera7on, you my 
government you know how you did not treasure the old by 
never fully closing the boarders and they were all watching. I 
have a 90yrs old grandmother that know longer believes in our 
government or this vaccine as she can also see that we our 
country are not trus7ng in God and scien7sts to create what is 
right for our African con7nent. 

Let's be fair and believe that health is more important than our 
pockets. We s7ll have not resolved the ppe cases but are busy 
purchasing vaccina7on from outside without knowing why this 
second wave increased more than the first wave. We did not 
check where we went wrong as a na7on but blamed the people  
for not following the regula7ons. We never sene7zed our streets 
nor have we fully inves7gated why this pandemic is different 
from our genes. 

Let's not kill the na7on but protect our future by star7ng to do 
right medically as a country. Chereen

2021-01-18 
19:58:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine We do not want the vaccine thats all!! Wendy

2021-01-18 
18:33:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is the point of taking it if it's not gonna protect you from 
being infected or infec7ng others 

Mega

2021-01-18 
17:34:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The public must be made aware about  the processes  done in 
selec7ng the said vaccine, the side effects and other related 
informa7on, like life span,future costs to ci7zens, must be made 
public. No imposi7on must be done. Only  willing ci7zens must 
be considered. No penal7es Tobe imposed to denying ci7zens. Sally
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2021-01-18 
17:19:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I refuse to allow anyone put medicines in me that have not been 
tested and approved by our Scien7sts.  They must approve it is 
100% safe for more plus it must be close to 100% effec7ve. And 
not only for 6 months like the Astra Zenica one that was 
developed within 6 months yet other vaccines take years and 
even decades to develop, test, trials before they get approved. 
AND FOR GOD'S SAKE DO NOT BEING ANY CHINEEEES CRAP 
INTO OUR COUNTRY.  THEY CREATED THIS COVID19 VIRUS. U 
TRUST THEM TO PROTECT US AGAINST IT?? AND NOOOO 
SINOVAC IN THIS COUNTRY.  WHY PAY THEM AND INCREASE 
THEIR ECONOMY WHEN THEY HAVE ABSOLUTELY DEVASTATED 
ECONOMIES AROUND THE WORLD??? NO WAYS IN HELL!!!! Joy

2021-01-18 
17:18:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Denise

2021-01-18 
17:16:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not want anything injected into my body (RNA) that has not 
been scien7fically tested & proven to be safe & without future 
adverse medical consequences to me or my family .  We as 
ci7zens have the right to say no  to anything that could 
poten7ally harm us especially since theres no guarantee of 
safety and I do not consent to this as my legal right. Sophia

2021-01-18 
16:53:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would prefer to have the vaccine tested and cer7fied by South 
African scien7sts before administering Zakhele 

2021-01-18 
16:12:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine as developed by AstraZeneca Plc is first of all a 
mRNA vaccine. The vaccine will modify a human being's gene7c 
material and alter his DNA. The later is no conspiracy theory,  
but is truth. This mRNA vaccine has never been used on humans 
and thus has not been properly tested. Puing this vaccine on 
South African ci7zens is nothing but a viola7on of their human 
rights.  I reject and desist the rollout of this vaccine by the South 
African government. The government must look into other 
alterna7ves which have proven to be working i.e Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquine. The rollout of the AstraZeneca vaccine 
must be stopped and halted with immediate effect. We say 
Nooooo!!! Lukhanyo 

2021-01-18 
16:00:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

When was it tested?lots of informa7on about those that took it 
and died. Palesa

2021-01-18 
15:57:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine David

2021-01-18 
15:39:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Good day, I am a healthcare worker and will NOT take the 
vaccine as it HAS NOT been probably tested as a alarming rate of 
people that have received the Phizer or Moderna vaccine 
overseas has passes away (some a few days amer being injected). 

Research should be focuses at re-purposed drugs eg Ivermec7n 
that has been proven successful in the treatment for 2003 SARS 
Covid infec7on. 

I urge the President to immediately look at the observa7on 
studies showing Ivermec7n in pill form as very effec7ve in 
trea7ng Covid 19 and approve the manufacture/import there 
off. This is also a much more affordable op7on!  

This is the best op7on for trea7ng Covid 19 here and overseas. 

Regards  

Karin
2021-01-18 
15:05:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Due to chris7an beliefs i am against any vaccine as my body is 
my temple and your vaccine goes against my beliefs. Miriam

2021-01-18 
14:47:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is the consequences of the vaccine -   Previous Flu vaccine 
made me very sick.  Not only me, but my whole family.  I'm not 
interested. Mari

2021-01-18 
14:41:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe that this vaccine has been properly tested. We 
are using people as test subjects and this can not be legal. If the 
government  believes in it they should all be the first to get it . 
Corrup7on will again see itself in the forefront of this Chris7ne

2021-01-18 
14:38:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust that the necessary protocols were followed during 
the tes7ng of the vaccine and I don't want my health or my 
family's health to be tested through this tes7ng fase. I also 
believe there are alterna7ve solu7ons available to the public. 
The government needs to let everyone choose for themselves. 
Each person has the right to choose their own method of 
treatment. Karin

2021-01-18 
14:14:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been tested wide and for long enough to 
ascertain its safety and effec7veness. I have big concerns with it 
being tested especially on the frontline workers,. Should the 
vaccine have any fatal side effects, our last line of defence is 
taken down. There have been too many reports that suggest 
that none of these vaccines are ready and 100% safe. We do not 
want to be lab rats for these pharma giants. 

I personally would not take it for at least another 5 years or so. Zakhele
2021-01-18 
13:54:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Were is the safety evidence for human consump7on? Liza
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2021-01-18 
13:11:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I find it very concerning that government is so very quick to 
jump on this "bandwagon" without the best interest of her 
ci7zens at heart. 
If this "vaccine" has been tested for years and years, and found 
to be the absolute best solu7on to this pandemic, then sure, go 
for it. But the truth is; this vaccine has hardly been tested. It 
offers absolutely ZERO change is lifestyle if one was to get 
vaccinated, it offers ZERO guarantees that one will be immune to 
the corona virus, so it adds ZERO value!  
It is a control measure to control the ci7zens. It is a money 
stealing racket - how much are the tender-preneurs making with 
this one....   
Alterna7ves have been presented over and over and over, by 
different scien7sts from different countries, yet the "vaccine" 
gets pushed over and over and over; WHY? 

Charl

2021-01-18 
13:11:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The effects of the vaccine have been adverse I'm many cases and 
i have serious concerns as to the effec7veness and the side 
effects. Daniela 

2021-01-18 
13:00:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hilepe

2021-01-18 
12:59:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine will change your DNA and has Darpa Gel and Nano 
Robots.  It has not being tested and proof that it works. You also 
have to receive a shot again amer 3 months. Our Health 
Organisa7ons in this country will not be able to handle the extra 
health care for what will go wrong with this vaccine. Should you 
become disable wirh this vaccine, who will take care of you. Joan

2021-01-18 
12:58:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was ini7ally for the COVID 19 first outbreak now 
how is it suitable for the new strain? And again why the 
government don't advocate for people to eat healthy, exercise 
and drink the other alterna7ves such as lengana and other herbs 
to cue this COVID, Why?And they don't want to listen to people 
Why, Why Why Lesiba

2021-01-18 
12:57:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All tests done in months not years like all other vaccines !!!! I 
don't think so Audrey

2021-01-18 
12:40:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No prove of vaccinated pa7ence Johannes 

2021-01-18 
12:17:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the effec7veness of the vaccine. Therefore I don’t 
not want nor will take the vaccine. Mkhululi

2021-01-18 
11:56:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Since when has the government done anything that benefits its 
people it only does something when it benefits them,  
The only 7me when government does anything for its people is 
the week before elec7ons. 
Vaccines have proven to be lethal to a percentage of the Country 
and it has been killing our people.  
With this new vaccine you are s7ll required to wear masks and 
you s7ll need to keep your social distancing, so what is the 
purpose thereof if it's not effec7ve other then killing our people. 
The so called 1st world Countries are expor7ng their Vaccines to 
Our Con7nent and Country, why not use it on their own people 
first if it works then they can export it then we will decide if we 
need it.  
I DO NOT CONSENT TO ANY ONE ADMINISTERING ANY VACCINE 
ON ME OR MY FAMILY OR ANYONE THAT I LOVE AND AM A 
FAMILY MEMBER FRIEND AND FOE TO.  

I DO NOT CONSENT!!!!  
Chris

2021-01-18 
11:50:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The current vaccine cannot cure variant. How was the covid 
vaccine developed in 6 months? What r side effects. Why does it 
come with nano technology to be inserted to human beings? Jeremiah

2021-01-18 
11:26:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I honestly do not think the vaccine is safe yet. Boitumelo

2021-01-18 
11:24:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our own scien7sts should test these vaccines first before they 
are rolled out. And wat happened to the research that SA was 
doing last year because the government kept on telling us that 
we are in the forefront of the research. Lindile

2021-01-18 
10:56:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The covid vaccine is just another way for the pharmaceu7cals 
companies, elites and benefiing corrupt governments to make 
more money at the expense / health of the popula7ons they are 
supposed to serve! 
Covid is not a deadly virus for the young and healthy however 
the media and those in charge would like to indoctrinate us with 
false misleading info pertaining to the virus and rule through 
fear so NO i do not in any way support the vaccine and poison 
that it is comprised of!! Taryn
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2021-01-18 
10:55:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Just to many deaths and life altering side effects being reported 
interna7onally for this largely untested and rushed vaccine, no 
noteworthy peer reviews and lots of adverse  opinion being 
removed from public eye, human trials s7ll underway?? 
Governments and select companies, consul7ve bodies (WHO)  
and mul7ple governing bodies are pushing this onto the people 
under a ques7onable need to vaccinate for a virus with a proven 
very low mortality rate? Herd immunity is the beper approach in 
my humble opinion and the use of recently banned alterna7ves 
that were already commercially available that limit the 
mul7plica7on of the virus simply removed from circula7on and 
public access...why the quick shuffle to ban them? This whole 
plandemic / scamdemic is extremely suspect and just too 
planned out to be a reac7ve undertaking by governments 
globally, they are playing out mi7culously planned and created 
scenarios as if rehearsed which we know to be the case if 
referencing the Rockefellar Founda7on and Bill and Melinda 
Gates founda7on poten7al scenarios they have published. 
Furthermore the restric7on of public opinion and pushing of 
social media and mass media propaganda only serves to make 
this stand out as a manufactured event being used to push 
agendas and make select people rich off of its profits while 
millions of people are rendered financially des7tute globally. All 
par7es involved including colluding governments need to be put 
on trial for crimes against humanity under the guise of a crisis!! 
Where have human rights gone, what happened to the 
interna7onal laws wripen to protect the masses against such 
evils, if the governments cannot be trusted then surely it is the 
responsibility of the people to remove them from power and 
hold them accountable!! Shaun

2021-01-18 
10:47:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not had enough 7me to show that it is working.  
South Africans are also a different people and will need our own 
vaccine made for us in our country.  The RNA can cause 
prophylac7c shock if you are allergic to immunoglobulins.  Test it 
and then give it to people willing to take it, no mock injec7ons as 
seen on social media, the real thing. Hilda

2021-01-18 
10:45:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust this vaccina7on roll out from these western 
countries. 
I am someone who likes reading a lot of ar7cles from internet or 
anywhere i can get anything that apracts my eyes. Considering 
the manner in which we have received this so called covid-19 
pandemic. Please allow me to allude the fact that this vaccine 
has not been tested sufficiently and with valid clinical tests as 
they have not been made available so we are content in taking 
this vaccine prior having it sent to African Countries for use. I 
know that i may be regarded as a theorist or what so ever. I 
completely do not support this campaign as i do not think this is 
for the good purpose. This is mainly for the tenders and profit 
making by Bill Gate and his cohorts. Rhulani

2021-01-18 
10:36:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I just don't trust any vaccine developed outside of South Africa. 
We cannot bury our heads in the sand and pretend as if there is 
no war. 
The only thing that should be done is to trust our medical 
personnel and let them develop our vaccine and it will be 
cheaper Sobuhle 

2021-01-18 
10:34:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has not been sufficient tes7ng- the side effects are already 
proving to kill people. we don't condone forced vaccina7ons- my 
body my choice. Emelia

2021-01-18 
10:30:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This will not help South Africa in anyway why is Bill gates making 
South African a tes7ng group for his biological weapons Sifiso 

2021-01-18 
10:19:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe it is highly irresponsible to force persons to take a 
vaccine which has not even completed three stages of clinical 
trials. Really odd reports from reputed news agency's are 
surfacing globally about strange reac7ons to the vaccine, for 
example: a doctor in a Brazilian hospital suffered total paralysis 
less than an hour amer the vaccine was administered. In Norway, 
almost 30 elderly vaccine recipients died with 1-4 days amer 
being vaccinated. 

It is greedy of the bio-engineering vaccine manufacturers to not 
accept responsibility for the effects of their vaccines (which is 
evidence the clinical trials have not been completed!) & 
governments should put their foot own that AstraZeneca, 
Johnson & Johnson's, etc remove the clauses that they cannot 
be sued for libel should persons die from the vaccine. Jacqueline

2021-01-18 
10:13:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

23 Norwegians had died amer taking the vaccine which is said to 
be 95% effec7ve. Our government has procured a vaccine that is 
65% effec7ve at the moment we have a recovery rate of 82% 
without it. This is a waste of money and worse part of it, tax 
payers are struggling to make ends meet our government keeps 
taking without giving back to its people. It's enough now, have 
mercy on us. Gugu

2021-01-18 
10:11:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has taken years for other vaccines to be created and here we 
are taking only a year to create a vaccine that apparently works? 
Our leaders are delusional thinking they have found the vaccine. 
No tests have been conducted to confirm if it works, it’s all hear 
say and they try to make us believe it works without doing any 
quality check or making sure it’s safe for human beings. It’s going 
to be a disaster but that’s what they want anyway. Crea7ng a 
panic and making people sick for their own sickly (excuse the 
pun) agenda. Mel

2021-01-18 
10:06:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is there a dire need for a vaccine that they didn’t have enough 
7me to research on. Why are we the test subjects if our lives 
maper.  Why is the government making a decision on behalf of 
the ci7zens on their health. This should be a choice for each 
person and no discrimina7on to those who oppose. Bongi
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2021-01-18 
10:04:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There's not enough research informa7on shared on the 
effec7veness of the vaccine and I feel like the rollout is rushed 
and forced onto the people. We should be given a choice on 
whether we want to take the vaccine or not. Nozizwe

2021-01-18 
09:50:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines overall takes years to be established safe for use by 
humans. I do not trust the 7meframe this vaccine was made. It is 
also not guaranteed 100% safe, so what is the use of taking this 
vaccine if not 100 % safe.  People already lost their lives because 
of this vaccine.  This vaccine op7on should also not be 
mandatory.  Everybody should choose whether they want to be 
vaccinated or not. Erika

2021-01-18 
09:46:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Annushka 

2021-01-18 
09:41:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I don't trust the vaccine as well as our Government. Nurse

2021-01-18 
09:36:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To Whom it May Concern, 

As of this weekend (18 Feb '21) side effects of the vaccines are 
being reported from the US, UK and the EU. Cases of convulsions 
and even 14 deaths in Norway have the producers changing 
their administering schedules between the 1st and the 2nd 
dosage required to complete the final vaccina7on out of panic. 

The vaccina7ons are the first genera7on of a new type of RNA 
"vaccine" which has been rushed out by pharmaceu7cal 
companies and the long term effects have not been properly 
documented or tested. Hence most of the companies have been 
acquiped of any legal repercussions (US - Project Warp Speed). 
As most of them refused to produce a product in such short 7me 
frame without being allowed their normal trail period (5 - 10 
Years) should they be legally liable. 

The vaccines require more 7me to be observed and studied, 
they are giving direct instruc7ons to our DNA code, which is a 3 
Billion character code with each character influencing the other, 
the repercussions of manipula7ng this code incorrectly could be 
severe in the long term. In three years we could have a society 
dying in mass of normal diseases like the common cold due to 
immune response deficiencies because our DNA has been 
changed to produce the COVID protein inside our own bodies. 

Please don't use society as guinea pigs due to the widespread 
panic and fear mongering propaganda currently spreading due 
to COVID. The vaccines need more 7me to be properly tested, 
observed and changed accordingly for the correct outcome. Lerey

2021-01-18 
09:33:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid is real, I think most people understand this. But I do not 
believe that any of the vaccines developed will have the 
effec7veness as stated through media releases, the main reason 
for this is , people are suspicious creatures... and  like myself do 
not trust or believe the reports being fed to us by government 
even less the stats and probability of the effec7veness 
percentages by the pharmaceu7cal companies. Technology is 
great... yeah we get that, but how even amer years and years of 
studding cancer, HIV, TB and  more known illness has not one of 
them come up with a mild cure?  Money... money and jip... more 
money. I will not take the vaccine voluntary, and if government 
marks it mandatory,  I will it will infringe on my rights. Melissa

2021-01-18 
09:24:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should not be mandatory, we have no surety of the 
of the effec7veness. Dolly

2021-01-18 
09:22:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How safe is this vaccine. And country's who've started with it are 
repor7ng terrible side effects.  This vaccine has been rushed to 
be tested on humans. Mandla

2021-01-18 
09:15:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Those that are selected to take the vaccine during the ini7al 
stages are fine. I personally don’t trust any vaccine. It seems 
nobody knows the real origins of it. 

Yes officials are saying whatever nega7ve opinions people have 
about the vaccine are just conspiracy theories. I say BS. What do 
they know about the vaccine? Some officials believe the same 
theories. 

Taking any vaccine should be voluntary and not forced on 
anyone. I personally wouldn’t take it. Thank you. Thabs 

2021-01-18 
09:09:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines are a farce. They do more damage and no good it 
seems. Will not take vaccine even if government tries to make 
mandatory. Will not par7cipate. Micaela

2021-01-18 
09:08:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First of all everything seems too rushed and not much thought 
or research seems to have gone into this. As a ci7zen I have lost 
trust in our government and feel that this vaccine has not been 
thoroughly tested and our gov is not being 100% transperent 
with us. No to mandatory vaccina7on!!!!!!! Lillian

2021-01-18 
09:04:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine NOT-GOING-TO-TAKE-ANY-VACCINE. Angus

2021-01-18 
08:59:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ther have been too many deaths from these vaccines around 
the world. I have thoroughly read and listened to many health 
care professors and prac7oners that have found no conclusive 
evidence that these vaccines work. Colin

2021-01-18 
08:59:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think all the videos I have seen in social media about 
popula7on reduc7on and vaccine are a lie. I believe there is 
something fishy with vaccine since it even have to start in Africa. 
I'm not taking vaccine. Manngadi 
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2021-01-18 
08:57:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We should not be forced to take a vaccine that has no proven 
track record in effec7veness neither in long term results. We are 
being taken for fools, used as guinea pigs to just make money for 
those that are involved in the supply of these vaccines...there 
are other much cheaper and more readily available medica7on 
that has been around for a long 7me and has been successful in 
curing those ill with the virus now. Please people read and 
enrich yourselves with knowledge before being so eager to be 
used as a scapegoat. There is a bigger picture being played out in 
this whole situa7on, be informed! lilia

2021-01-18 
08:56:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fiona

2021-01-18 
08:55:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe that the ANC is capable to rolling out a vaccine 
and would prefer that the Medical Aids take control of this roll-
out.  Whatever they touch is a complete mess. Gina

2021-01-18 
08:52:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support this at all. It goes against religion and it has 
definitely not had proper tes7ng, do your research and you will 
see that this is not a safe vaccine! Nicole 

2021-01-18 
08:51:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lerato

2021-01-18 
08:47:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not want to take the Vaccine. I dont believe the Vaccine has 
had enough tes7ng. Scien7sts have concerns of how the MRNA 
could affect our DNA make in the long run. I refuse to be a 
guinea pig. I believe their other ways of controlling the virus and 
recovering from the virus, without having to risk long term 
health effects from Vaccines. Rodney

2021-01-18 
08:46:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is a bad idea, it is possible that the vaccine will cause a 
super spread of the virus, also it is likely that the virus will 
mutate and become even stronger. Instead of building immunity, 
many will perish by the virus before anyone becomes immune. 
Just like Schrodinger's cat, It may or may not work, the only 
ques7on is, do you as our elected government really want to 
hurt so many people on purpose? Moegamad

2021-01-18 
08:42:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why should this vaccine be effec7ve and safe if they have not 
being able to create safe vaccines for the other 7 strains of 
Corona viruses? It is also new technology which hasn't stood the 
test of 7me! There are too many unknowns which they cannot 
answer about Covid and as a result can't answer regarding the 
vaccine. This isn't a verified vaccine but s7ll in its experimental 
stages and yet they are willing to give it to millions with no idea 
of side effects in the long term. There is evidence which has 
been sidelined regarding the good results of malaria treatment 
with Covid which has been in the market for 65 yrs and can be 
used in all age groups... why is this not used as an effec7ve and 
safer treatment for Covid? Louise

2021-01-18 
08:34:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maria

2021-01-18 
08:32:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is experimental and we have no informa7on what is 
consists of whether you could have an allergic reac7on to it and 
vaccines cannot stop Covid. There are no guarantees that this 
could break down your system and you could be more prone to 
things like HIV which is not a maper to take lightly. Pfizer who is 
supposed to be the top medical firm when it comes to 
medica7ons and vaccines could not create the proper vaccine, 
killing 23 people in Norway. I will take my chances and don't 
believe that the Government will care whether the vaccine came 
from Europe or America they will source it from the company or 
place that gives them the best price so they can save. There are 
already cops out there offering people at roadblocks vaccines - 
which I might add is not in the country yet. So what is in that  
liple bople? No thanks will take my chances. Dorothy

2021-01-18 
08:28:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines have not been proven safe nor effec7ve. Transfer 
of the virus is not stopped. Theresa

2021-01-18 
08:20:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe that all medical interven7ons and treatments should be 
thoroughly inves7gate and tested for efficacy, interac7on and 
side effects before it is put on the market. The COVID vaccine 
has not gone through rigorous and thorough tes7ng for us to 
understand and know the above effects.  

ABOVE ALL the public should have the right to choose whether 
they would take that medical interven7on or not. I am 
completely against mandatory vaccina7on or other medical 
interven7on. Freedom of choice of ones medical care and 
choices must be protected AT ALL COSTS! Bianca

2021-01-18 
08:17:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is there is far too much trust put in other people's 
hands in the effec7vness and safety of this vaccine. Why is this 
vaccine not first being checked by our own doctors and scien7sts 
to make sure that it's safe for the people of South Africa. To go 
blindly and just accept this is asking for trouble. Carl

2021-01-18 
08:12:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

WHY DO WE HAVE TO TAKE THE VACCINE IF GOVERMENT IS NOT 
DOING SO FIRST, THEY WANT TO BRAND US, INJECT US WITH 
VIRUSSES THAT AT THE END OF THE DAY WILL KILL US ALL AS TO 
REDUCE POPULATION, WHY NOT CURB PREGNANCIES BY 
HAVING ONLY TWO CHILDREN PER MOTHER LYDIA

2021-01-18 
08:12:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a medical doctor I have serious scien7fic concerns about the 
efficacy and par7cularly the safety of these vaccines. Their 
produc7on was rushed and they skipped animal trials which 
should be a major concern for our government. Where is the 
Coronavirus command council now to give sage advice against 
enrolling millions of South Africans into a trial with an 
experimental vaccine?! Anton

2021-01-18 
08:08:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was developed for the ini7al wave. We are now 
apparently on a second wave, with a possible third wave. Where 
is the proof that this vaccine has been tested against the 2nd 
wave. Izak
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2021-01-18 
08:01:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dietmar

2021-01-18 
07:38:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

we have people who lives with the most dangerous disease than 
ever before,yes Covid 19 is deadly, why? 
what was the cause? 
how sure is the government about the effec7veness of the 
vaccine? 
why do they have to start with people at high levels of 
occupa7ons? 
we are all going out, seeing different people at different places, 
we don't know who has the virus and who doesn't have. yet we 
are considered to be geing the vaccine amer the nurses and all 
other government forces etc. 
This sound like the president is confirming that the rumors about 
this vaccine are true. rumors like,the government is trying to 
reduce the popula7on because we are too many,etc. 

can we find the vaccine for cancer,that has many years exis7ng 
and killing our family and friends. The cancer Pandemic has lived 
in our lives for many many years, yet when the Covid 19 
Pandemic arrives,there is a vaccine? 

someone please tell me that this vaccine has nothing to do with 
the rumor that says " the vaccine has something like an implant 
or a tracker, the government and the vaccine company to 
together with china people, want to take over our lives, monitor 
our every step,say,cough,money,etc. 

why should it be said that, those who will be geing the vaccine 
will be monitored by government? has our government ever 
monitored anything in its existence? Hmm, there goes the 
RSA,Doomed by the G,C,C people. 

Sina
2021-01-18 
07:30:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not enough tests have been done to ensure it is effec7ve Emilia

2021-01-18 
06:57:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont thin enough tes7ng has taken place on the vaccine yet  it 
cant e trusted yet Marlize 

2021-01-18 
06:31:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Roelein

2021-01-18 
06:11:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

People die of the vaccine and they have other mo7ves.  This is 
not to save lives,  this is to kill people and to depopulate the 
world. Mar7e

2021-01-18 
06:11:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe  more analysis and tests are required. I think the release 
is premature. Theodora 

2021-01-18 
06:07:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly, this is paving the way for the one world order and 
an7christ by seeing how much control world givernemrns have 
over the masses. But for those who know Jesus as their savior, 
we will be spared from the hour of darkness!  
The vaccine has not been tested long enough to determine long 
term the side effects of the foreign substances used in it. A virus 
that has various strains becomes more contagious BUT LESS 
DEADLY (not that the death rate of covid19 is bad at all). Herd 
immunity can be achieved by allowing the virus to spread and 
giving treatment to those who need it. Rather address abor7ons 
in SA which has a 42% death rate! Madelein

2021-01-18 
05:57:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Why is our country rushing for this un-tested vaccine? What is 
the mo7ve behind this conspiracy?  
2.  Why cant we enforce other alterna7ves than rushing to use 
the money we dont even have. 
3. China is busy manufacturing vaccines that they dont need and 
not using because their managing this virus well, why? Who is to 
benefits  
4. We are led by people who dont care about the wellbeing of 
the community but their pockets, 80% recovery rate is s7ll good 
and gives allowance to explore beper and natural alterna7ves to 
explore. Awelani

2021-01-18 
05:54:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is the effec7veness of this Vaccine and how will it impact 
people with other underlining condi7ons. Danie

2021-01-18 
04:48:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Where has this vaccine been piloted and what was the 
outcome? To be fair this info.  should be shared with the public. 

Nompumelel
o 

2021-01-18 
01:27:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are not sure and concerned if this vaccine will combat 
covid19 and won't cause other problems in people's lives. Lindela

2021-01-18 
01:22:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our so called Government , People who don't and have never 
had the interest of its ci7zens at heart,  Have instead proven 
7me and again that their only priority is to steal and fill their 
own bellies at the expense of a na7on in dire straits ,they are 
now very concerned about the na7ons welfare in veiw of this 
pandemic .HAHAHA they even stole the food parcels, how low 
can you go. One big  
Joke is what they are. Whatever their true  inten7ons are , rest 
assured it's not for the good of south African ci7zens,most 
probably for the good of their own bellies, God willing those 
same bellies will poisen them as they intend to poisen   innocent 
people. Anisha

2021-01-18 
00:00:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine doesn't seem safe Lauren 

2021-01-17 
23:11:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

many people are recovering from covid, thus there is no need for 
the vaccine Promises

2021-01-17 
23:02:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Government is not transparent about the side-effects of the 
vaccine and ignoring concerns about the safety of the vaccine  
therefore it must be rolled out to those who want it & leave the 
ones that do not want it without any pressure. Seapei

2021-01-17 
22:36:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concerned about the vaccine as it has not been thoroughly 
tested. What will the side effects be Charlene
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2021-01-17 
22:33:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is experimental and has not had extensive tes7ng on 
humans or animals. There could be unknown  side effects which 
needs to be confirmed first through thorough tes7ng and 
verifica7on. Marthinus

2021-01-17 
22:31:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not that my opinion maper but it is very concerning that our 
government overlooked all available alterna7ves available to its 
people and ran to spend billions of money on a vaccina7on that 
is not even tested to be effec7ve. 
Another worrying thing is that the vaccine is not full proof to 
prevent Covid 19. We were once vaccinated against flues and 
other forms of diseases but we s7ll got infected. 
My sugges7on is that government should have embarked on a 
na7onwide educa7onal roll out, to encourage our people to use 
our own forms of preven7on and healing because they have 
been proved to be working. 
We are not save with our current government... Norman

2021-01-17 
22:25:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Andre

2021-01-17 
22:04:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe that the Covid vaccine is safe at this point, 
especially since animal trials have been skipped and the roll out 
has been fast-tracked. This is not good science. All this cost for 
something that is, in fact, experimental.  

 The science is overwhelmingly clear that ivermec7n is a safe and 
effec7ve (and affordable) alterna7ve and should be rolled out (at 
a frac7on of the cost of vaccines that have NOT yet been proven 
to be safe or effec7ve). Please stop the ban on ivermec7n. This 
WILL save lives and help us to achieve herd immunity without 
the risks of experimental vaccines or the cost of too  many 
preventable deaths. Michelle

2021-01-17 
21:54:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is not from our country how can we trust those who 
are for world depopula7on to give us a vaccine that will help 
save lives. We should create our own!

Nompumelel
o

2021-01-17 
21:54:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccine is only made for Africans. I belive every country 
should produces it's own vaccine,  since we have our own 
variant in South African.  Interes7ng that the WHO has to 
aprrove the vaccine that has not been scien7fically tested. And 
they want Africans to take the vaccine. I don't aporove of the 
vaccine that is not scien7fically testeing and not produced by 
African countries. And I don't mean, foreign companies with 
plants in African countries. Moeketsi 

2021-01-17 
21:54:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccine is only made for Africans. I belive every country 
should produces it's own vaccine,  since we have our own 
variant in South African.  Interes7ng that the WHO has to 
aprrove the vaccine that has not been scien7fically tested. And 
they want Africans to take the vaccine. I don't aporove of the 
vaccine that is not scien7fically testeing and not produced by 
African countries. And I don't mean, foreign companies with 
plants in African countries. Moeketsi 

2021-01-17 
21:53:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccine is only made for Africans. I belive every country 
should produces it's own vaccine,  since we have our own 
variant in South African.  Interes7ng that the WHO has to 
aprrove the vaccine that has not been scien7fically tested. And 
they want Africans to take the vaccine. I don't aporove of the 
vaccine that is not scien7fically testeing and not produced by 
African countries. And I don't mean, foreign companies with 
plants in African countries. Moeketsi 

2021-01-17 
21:53:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccine is only made for Africans. I belive every country 
should produces it's own vaccine,  since we have our own 
variant in South African.  Interes7ng that the WHO has to 
aprrove the vaccine that has not been scien7fically tested. And 
they want Africans to take the vaccine. I don't aporove of the 
vaccine that is not scien7fically testeing and not produced by 
African countries. And I don't mean, foreign companies with 
plants in African countries. Moeketsi 

2021-01-17 
21:32:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Most vaccines take many many years to prove efficiency. Too 
many people who took part in vaccine trials have s7ll become 
seriously sick or have died. Mignon 

2021-01-17 
21:30:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines are generally useless against influenza viruses.  People 
should be free to take them voluntarily if they think they work.  
Moreover, the civil government should not have a monopoly on 
the procurement and supply of any vaccines as there is thus no 
check & balance against harmful or ineffec7ve vaccines.  In any 
case, the civil government is on the verge of bankruptcy and 
cannot afford to buy vaccines.  Lastly, South Africans should be 
free to consider alterna7ve remedies to cure or prevent this 
virus. Peter

2021-01-17 
21:22:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccine that has not been properly tested. According to 
medical science there is no proof that the vaccine will cause 
immunity. Like other vaccines, the contents of it should  be 
analyzed , years of research should be put in it. Vuyani

2021-01-17 
21:07:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Phila

2021-01-17 
20:24:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support the roll out vaccine. Vaccine must be developed 
by South Africans for South African. Why is the vaccine rolled 
out in Africa but not where the virus is striving the most. There’s 
a great survival rate with COVID. I will not take it or let any of my 
loved ones take it. Amanda

2021-01-17 
20:21:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don’t support the so called vaccine the media warns to much 
about the side effects of it and over see the dead toll is too high 
for taking the vaccine they need much more recharge regarding 
it ? Hermanus 

2021-01-17 
20:08:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

my concern with the vaccine  is 
(there are mul7ple compound interac7ng causing bad reac7ons) dianne
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2021-01-17 
20:05:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The WHO don't even have proper structure of the Covid so how 
will the vaccine help. 
If other vaccines causes au7sm & cancer - what will be in this 
vaccine? 
Bill Gates is behind the vaccine that targets chomosone 8 & 
changes your RNA 
Our president and the ministers says it is save to get the vaccine 
BUT OUR COUNTRY is corrupt & stealing,  so why must I believe 
them? 

Covid is a man made virus, so there is an an7dote, just need to 
find it 

In fact people aren't dying of Covid they are dying of other 
things for example all of sudden nobody does of the flu or 
pneumonia. If you have the actual number of deaths you would 
realise it is not worse than the flu. Also why the hell are 
mortuaries geing money to sign the death cer7ficate as Covid?  

Even the Covid test was not design as a diagnosis but they use it 
as one? The test is so inconsistent, even a paw paw test 
posi7ve??? Explain that...  

Our country gets paid to inforce lockdown to spread fear. They 
are giving our country away without even knowing it.  

Roelien 

2021-01-17 
20:04:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How do we know if the vaccine will be effec7ve and not cause a 
greater surge in covid cases? Is there enough substan7al 
evidence to show it’s effec7veness and most importantly it’s side 
effects. The vaccine will first be given to health care workers. 
What if a lot of our health care workers die from the vaccine, 
who will then care for the sick? In the short 7me frame we just 
don’t know enough about the vaccine and the risk it might pose. Coreen

2021-01-17 
19:56:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is not a vaccine.  Orange juice and vitamin D is all we need.  
Greg

2021-01-17 
19:51:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

6 months ago no one had a clue. Now all of a sudden there is a 
vaccine. I don't trust the science and tes7ng protocols of the 
vaccine Nicolene

2021-01-17 
19:45:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough tes7ng done to roll out a vaccine when a second 
strand of covid is already out, muta7on of the virus makes this 
vaccine pointless and long term effects, effects in conjunc7on 
with other medical issues, medica7on etc have not beem taken 
into considera7on. Erika

2021-01-17 
19:41:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Chantel

2021-01-17 
19:39:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is only designed on the 1st strand of the virus, the 
2nd strand is more adap7ve, and has mutated beyond the 
vaccine so why spend on  something that costs millions and does 
nothing? Sello

2021-01-17 
19:33:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government should give it to the poli7cians first and then 
prisoners etc not health care workers because no one knows the 
long term effects of the virus  

If you want to gamble with lives don’t gamble with lives that will 
have an impact on the country gamble with lives that are not 
beneficial to the country Mark

2021-01-17 
19:30:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is the long term side-effects of the vaccine? What are all 
the ingredients in the vaccine?  No one will MAKE me get the 
vaccine Anneska

2021-01-17 
18:35:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I Dineo

2021-01-17 
18:29:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not interested Claudepe

2021-01-17 
17:37:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think enough tes7ng have been done to the vaccine! 
Amer, not even a year we've got a vaccine, but amer how many 
centuries, there's s7ll no vaccine for the common cold! How can 
we trust a government that steals the country bankrupt  and no 
one gets procecuted!? Renier 

2021-01-17 
17:26:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It takes many years to ensure a vaccine will do what it’s 
supposed to, this vaccine has been rushed & not enough tes7ng 
has been done, as with the flu this virus can change therefore 
the vaccine will not ensure a person is safe.. I have taken the flu 
vaccine once & it made me more ill than if I contracted it 
normally.. 
Here’s a thought, test it first on all government officials & their 
families, let’s see what side effects they have to deal with before 
you roll out to the general public.. Trish

2021-01-17 
17:21:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was created for strand 1. 
We are at strand 2. 
The virus is clever and evolving. 
It will be like the flu injec7on which usually makes u sicker cause 
it was developed for the previous years strand. 

Michelle
2021-01-17 
17:18:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

like every other disease, it is man made for a reason. Before 
1990 i had had covid twice. Gordon

2021-01-17 
16:52:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lerato

2021-01-17 
16:51:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sipho

2021-01-17 
16:25:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not enough proof it works Ina
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2021-01-17 
16:18:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Due to the World Economic Forum striving to push the great 
Reset, there is a drive to get people "vaccinated" however there 
have been reports of nano technology present in the vaccine 
that will stay in you forever. The vaccine will also bring control 
over people's lives by saying that people who are not vaccinated 
can not do certain things or travel. Neil

2021-01-17 
15:30:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why would you give a vaccine to health care professionals 1st, 
when the effec7veness has not been guaranteed, give it to all 
our poli7cians, they can tell us if its works or not. Nikki

2021-01-17 
15:26:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Victor

2021-01-17 
15:10:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Jury s7ll out whether vaccines really work or not.  
Not tested enough. 
Start roll out with President and ministers in cabinet. If they take 
it and it works, then it can be rolled out to others abdool

2021-01-17 
14:58:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no proof that the vaccine is effec7ve and no test to 
proof that is is working, instead the high posi7oned people fake 
the take of the vaccine while we must be forced to take it and 
proof of an alterna7ve exists with posi7ve track record and s7ll 
government who have steal this country bankrupt want now to 
make this vaccine mandatory, with what money who is going to 
pay for this shit, not me. So the tax payer must pay for a trail and 
if its not working me must come back for another and another is 
this the new norm. Forget it. With one shot about a 100 people 
can be treated with the pills from Australia, but no we want to 
see that the government and the gates families geing richer. Deon

2021-01-17 
14:17:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The 7me period for clinical studies is too short to know all 
poten7al side effects Teshira

2021-01-17 
13:50:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Rather build people’s immunity in a healthy way than give them 
more poison that harm their health even more! Elsabe

2021-01-17 
12:42:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Vaccine development is a long, complex process, omen las7ng 
10-15 years and involving a combina7on of public and private 
involvement and COVID-19 it’s only been here for only 9months 
and already there’s a vaccine? Unless if they’ve planned it before 
that there will be COVID-19. 

2. Since this pandemic it’s a worldwide issue why are other 
doctors and specialist are not been involved in other countries 
but poli7cians are? And they don’t have any medical knowledge 
but they are the ones making the calls on this vaccine issue? 

3. They were many doctors who came out to say they’ve been 
helping COVID-19 pa7ents with other methods why were they 
not taken serious if this vaccine is not a monopoly against 
underdeveloped countries. 

4. It must not be mandatory To people. Because if we were to go 
back to the studies of viruses ? it indicates that viruses evolves 
with 7me and condi7ons  so the vaccine your are developing 
now it’s irrelevant to the virus became it Has already been 
evolving ?? Khuliso 

2021-01-17 
12:31:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust our government, to know how effec7ve the vaccine 
is can everyone in parliament, mayors and counselors  and their 
family the first ones to get the vaccine. Our government has 
proven over and over that they dont give a damn about ordinary 
South African. It's always been about them, their families and 
their "friends". Obakeng 

2021-01-17 
11:57:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not sure all the protocols have been followed related to 
safeness of people tes7ng. Think not all anomolies were catered 
for due to poli7cal pressures. Lynepe

2021-01-17 
11:46:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lebogang

2021-01-17 
11:33:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I saw a somewhere somebody speaking about it and have to 
agree, that we should get a vaccine that is suitable for us South 
Africans and not from other countries. And yes other presidents 
in other coun7es have taken the vaccine but who says that's the 
real thing.  I suppose it is a Trust thing with me, and doubt i will 
take it un7l proven. Mona

2021-01-17 
11:23:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine has not been tested and trialed for more that a year  
they one which Government is buying from India,  South African 
has been oppressing the op7on of African Mohlonyane,  
Moringa,  Tshiembu a mbu,  Healing through Prayer of Faith to 
the living God,  Madagascar proposal of Vaccine,  we say no for 
Vaccine that will kill people,  all the Poli7cians of all the Party 
must be the first to be vaccinated  with their family. All the CSIR 
Scien7sts must be given opportunity to evaluate the Vaccine 
together with all South African  scien7sts.   The ques7on of  5 G 
Tower  will there was promise to eradicate Pity Toilet ?  for all 
the Village and Rural area. Nothing is done. The Hospital which 
was inherited by the government has never been maintained or 
nor even new hospital  builded  and  taxpayers money going to 
be used to inject ? untested  Vaccine. The Role of Church  is 
cri7cal if they will be rolling out to people who apend the 
Church  Chris7an will opposite the vaccine that is not approved 
by God . We stand by Chief Jus7ce Moengeng  prayer ⚖ Cynthia 

2021-01-17 
11:03:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was rushed and it's killing people in other countries. 
What happened to the 5 year to run the tests? People have been 
dying of cancer and hiv but there is no vaccine, why covid? Gugu
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2021-01-17 
10:50:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid 19 is a man made hybrid muta7on of the flu virus amongst 
other diseases, studies have already shown that ivermec7n can 
successfully kill this disease if used in the right dosages but our 
great governmenthas decided to ban this drug, how does the 
government, WHO and the whole lot of nut jobs plan to 
vaccinate us against a disease that will just mutate and be back 
again and again? People are already dying of this vaccine, we 
have been living without a vaccine for TB, the common flu and 
many other diseases for the past 100 years, how all of a sudden 
does a vaccine become available less than two years of the Covid 
scamdemic? Thanks but keep the "vaccine" away from me. Nico

2021-01-17 
10:04:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government WANTS people to take the vaccine! The danger 
is the vaccine, not the the virus. They all are lying about the civid 
numbers and deaths. 
The nega7ve effects of this vaccine will only show in people, in a 
years or more 7me, not immedeately. By then its too late! 
This vaccine shoot have been tested, like all vaccines over a 
period then not less then 8 years, like with all other vaccines, to 
make sure it is save!  Jaap

2021-01-17 
09:34:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have heard of too many side effects of the vaccines. Not 
enough 7me to perfect the vaccines and they are not 100% 
effec7ve from what I have read. Lana

2021-01-17 
09:12:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

South Africa had the opportunity to stop the spread of the virus 
and did not because of the billions they took on behalf of the 
poor who never got the money. Its greed and corrup7on thats 
making them push for a vaccine that is unnecessary. I wont take 
it and people should not be made to take it. We did not benefit 
from those billions. Those who benefited with their friends can 
take the vaccine on everyone's behalf. Linah 

2021-01-17 
08:50:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Viruses always mutates, take a flu vaccine for instance every year 
one has to take a shot of it. How will the COVID-19 one taken? 
and the cost of it ,is a burden on tax payers. Frazer

2021-01-17 
08:47:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will the vaccine stop covid? Was it validated by our own 
scien7sts? Why are we the only African country rolling it out? Maserole 

2021-01-17 
08:35:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

For the first 7me in the history of vaccina7on, the so-called last 
genera7on mRNA vaccines intervene directly in the gene7c 
material of the pa7ent and therefore alter the individual gene7c 
material, something that was already forbidden and un7l then 
considered criminal. This interven7on can be compared to 
gene7cally manipulated food, which is also highly controversial.  

This vaccina7on is problema7c in terms of health, morality and 
ethics, and also in terms of gene7c damage that, unlike the 
damage caused by previous vaccines, will be irreversible and 
irreparable. 

This virus was created in a  laboratory to be the excuse to restrict 
freedoms, to change the current economic system to a more 
oppressive / enslaving, scary, blind flock obedience. 

This vaccine rollout will be devasta7ng to South Africa's already 
struggling economy, and a heavy burden on the strained 
taxpayers.  

There are MANY alterna7ve methods to fight this virus and to 
boost your immune system! Ilsepe

2021-01-17 
08:15:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are s7ll in the process of understanding the virus itself , 
developing a vaccines so quick is very dangerous and premature 
as we cannot guarantee people that the virus will go away amer 
the vaccines.  We should focus in the recoveries and ensure that 
people know what the people who has recovered resorted to. 
We have too many recoveries as a na7on and i think it should be 
our learning point and our first go to approach for defea7ng the 
virus.  
We need to understand the side effect  and any risk related to 
the vaccine before we roll it out.  Sheila

2021-01-17 
07:58:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Corona can be  combated without a vaccine, why the sudden 
rush to vaccinate people knowing very well vaccine was 
produced in a hurry.  

Vincent
2021-01-17 
07:49:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kgopotso

2021-01-17 
07:14:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that why is the vaccine made specifically for 
Africa. This people wanna kill all Africans & our government is 
not saying anything. 

The government leaders should be the ones to take the vaccine 
1st. Then the health workers will follow a month later. Selina

2021-01-17 
07:05:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The manufactures them selves have stated that they do not 
know how effec7ve the vaccine is and if you will be protected.   

Further the use of fetuses in the vaccine is against my beliefs and 
I do not want it. My immune system is an adequate protec7on 
against a virus with such a low mortality rate.  

Survival rate of 98.8% is not a cause of irra7onal fear that the 
government is fear mongering with the public, aids, Tb, maleria, 
cancer, murder and many others all kill more than Covid yet they 
are not classified as pandemic. Rolf

2021-01-17 
06:59:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine DOMINIQUE

2021-01-17 
06:54:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine trials are inconclusive. Africa is a tes7ng ground or dump 
site like the chickens 2 years ago. The fact that it may be 
mandatory to take it is also a worrying factor. Mantele
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2021-01-17 
06:47:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Can Ramaphosa and Bill Gates vaccinate themselves so we can 
see this thing works in a public pla{orm before it goes out to 
people. Xola

2021-01-17 
06:42:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Th is vaccine is based on the first string (dna) as they state every 
7me its changing the DNA what is chance that this vaccine will 
work on the 2nd or the 3rd wave that is coming also it was said it 
takes years to get a vaccine at work so we are guinea pigs for the 
vaccine and  if your reac7on is the same as to the flu vaccine 
that makes me so sick that I get even worse flu than normal I'm 
not willing Daleen

2021-01-17 
06:41:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This has a devil ? imprint, we can be given alterna7ve measures 
like vitamins, potessium or to cure this deseas as this is meant 
for kill black popula7on. Alterna7vely leave us amd God shall see 
us through any way He has been with us his na7on/people Maggy

2021-01-17 
06:15:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines has not had a long enough trial run as per normal to 
prove effec7veness and why vaccina7on is their solu7on. Zelda

2021-01-17 
05:46:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cleo

2021-01-17 
05:02:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This vaccine is crea7ng health problems LEONARD

2021-01-17 
04:51:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We not sure what are the side effects of the vaccine.what is the 
real mo7ve for us to take the vaccine. Azhar

2021-01-17 
00:49:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has killed a number off  people in Ireland and 
Norway. The Other sade thing is that the same company that is 
providing this vaccine is responsible for killing people around the 
world with vaccina7ons. Ismail

2021-01-17 
00:22:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has clearly not been tested yet. The firat few million 
people are obviously test subjects. There have been to many 
cases of people geing sick from the vaca7on. Jaco

2021-01-17 
00:22:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has clearly not been tested yet. The firat few million 
people are obviously test subjects. There have been to many 
cases of people geing sick from the vaca7on. Jaco

2021-01-16 
22:58:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Loraine

2021-01-16 
22:07:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Goverment should do a survey and ask ci7zens if they would 
agree on being vaccinated rather than to decide for them. There 
is no proven facts that these vaccines are safe. We should not be 
forced to take it rather let the goverment top officials test it on 
them on public and see what impact it has on our DNA and 
metabolism. I do nkt support the vaccines and surely all 
members of my family and rela7ves will not be vaccinated.  Surprise 

Madimetsa

2021-01-16 
22:00:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Australian doctors are calling on the Federal Government to 
pause the planned rollout of the AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine 
as it may not be effec7ve enough to generate herd immunity. If 
so, why is SA awai7ng its shipment of 20 million doses of this 
vaccine? SA gov needs to do its due diligence before was7ng 
taxpayers money. Hope this is not yet another “oops, the trains 
don’t fit the tracks” scenario. Leon

2021-01-16 
21:46:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zolani

2021-01-16 
21:30:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1.2 million is a lot. I am a teacher and I am a bit concerned if this 
vaccine would be effec7ve.  There is no vaccine for cancer or HIV 
but there is a vaccine for Covid in such a short space of 7me.  
This is suspicious. Boipelo 

2021-01-16 
20:51:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should not be compulsory, vaccina7on should be 
done voluntarily.more test should be done to verify the 
effec7veness of the vaccine. Top leaders should be the one 
taking the vaccine first to prove liability to the followers. Thendo

2021-01-16 
20:44:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Karen

2021-01-16 
20:27:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Wenand

2021-01-16 
20:16:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have never used flu vaccines not do I trust this vaccine. 

I prefer to social distance, mask and sani7ze. 

Secondly, I try to live a healthy lifestyle with plenty of exercise, 
good nutri7on which includes, zinc, querce7n, vitamin D from 
sun. Drinking lots of lemon water, citrus foot, steaming.  

And sani7zing households and all goods purchased.  

So I feel that could cam be beaten naturally, star7ng with 
avoidance of covid geing opportuni7es and building a strong 
immune system. 

I don't trust vaccines, as it's part of the economic exploiters 
growth model. 

Lastly the government officials with their cronies have plundered 
the coffers and I don't know where the money will come from 
except for the diminishing tax base.  

The host ( tax payers) it's on it's death bed because of the greed 
of parasites. Brian
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2021-01-16 
19:54:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In China they don’t have vaccine why in South Africa  & the stats 
that they are coming with isn’t true. I took my sister for checkup 
in Parkland it wasn’t full at all & the government wants the high 
number of infec7on so as to give poor blacks because of 
majority. We are human beings like any other race, people need 
to do as Chinese & Italians they had more deaths but they didn’t 
take it why? Let us not be controlled by capitalist, side effects of 
poison that hasn’t work in any country. We are not puppets we 
have common sense & we are wise, smart. We can think we 
have brains is only that we don’t have money but we can 
differen7ate between wrong & right. Mantombi

2021-01-16 
19:26:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The very scien7st said it takes more than 5 years for a vaccine to 
be developed. Where is this one coming from if no one knew 
that Covid 19 will be affec7ng the world? 
Magadascar vaccine 
Ivermec7n Afuao

2021-01-16 
18:14:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough tests has been done to prove it’s effec7veness as 
well as the side effects Fran

2021-01-16 
17:44:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The effec7veness of the vaccine is a big concern, we do not 
know how long will it protect one just the virus even the long 
term effect of the vaccine are not known. SAPHRA must do it's 
own research to check the effec7veness and side effects of the 
vaccine, we cannot rely on the info from the manufacturing 
countries. Kagiso 

2021-01-16 
17:15:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Let the poli7cians be the 1st to take the vaccine.. Brep 

2021-01-16 
17:01:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has been proof that Covid 19 has a high recovery rate in 
SA, surely there can be other alterna7ves to comba7ng the virus. Lebo

2021-01-16 
16:58:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is far too dangerous and does not prevent spread. 
It's costly to our country with zero benefits.  Our economy is 
being killed for alliances that only benefit a select few like 
Ramaphoza. Annemarie 

2021-01-16 
16:39:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe there is not transparency when it comes to this vaccine 
we as the people of this country are not given sufficient 
informa7on. 

Bontle

2021-01-16 
14:57:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To create a vaccine successfully you need 7me. Nothing is tested 
properly and in this case it is unsafe for humans. Mankind is led 
by fear and lies, this is causing more deaths than the virus Mariana

2021-01-16 
12:52:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dnt trust government with anything.They never do anything for 
benefit of the ci7zens.Let all poli7cians be vaccinated first and 
we see results.This lockdown is useless,just cos7ng the economy 
while tax payers money is wasted and looted.Open the economy 
and booze please i need my cider to unwind amer work.ANC ya 
lapisa and clueless on governing a country. Charmaine

2021-01-16 
12:43:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How would we know if it's going to work, there is alterna7ves to 
taking the vaccine.  Some countries like Zambia is even opposed 
to the vaccine so why should be complacent with this? Our 
government can not be trusted with the funding of this. They 
will steal tax money for this endeavor! Solly

2021-01-16 
12:27:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Can you guarantee people they will not get sick if they take the 
vaccine? When you took the vaccine will you return to normal? 
( no masks no social distancing) if not why take the vaccine? 
What are the long term effects on a person , 5 years on? As the 
anc government is in NO way even remotely trust worthy how 
can the people accept the word of the corrupt about the 
vaccine? Christo

2021-01-16 
10:53:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This  must be a personal choice to take the vaccine as there is no 
guarantees that the vaccine actually works and if available they 
can vaccine government first for 5 year trial period to see if any 
side affects ,lead by example comes to mind. Ray

2021-01-16 
09:52:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government is hell bent on vaccina7ng our frontliners- why 
are the poli7cians not taking it first since they are tou7ng its 
efficacy with no proven record to back it up? The government 
has sold out South Africa on so many levels and this is no 
different. They take their own medicine first now and give us 
feedback on the effect for 6 months and then start talking about 
vaccina7ons. Makgofe

2021-01-16 
09:43:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cea

2021-01-16 
09:29:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

African solu7ons for Africans. We all know that Western world 
will never give Africans something which will save our lives. We 
know that vaccine is basically an introduc7on of light disease 
which cannot cause illness to prepare the immune system. With 
Covid-19 vaccine, it is not the case. They are coding mRNA and 
this is suspecious. If Ramaphosa and Mkhize wants the vaccine, 
they can buy it for themselves. No one should be forced to take 
this insane vaccine. Our kids must never be vaccinated without 
our consent. I can kill someone if this could happen. 

Letlotlo 
Tumisang

2021-01-16 
09:17:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think these vaccines have been tested enough to be 
certain that they are effec7ve and with SA variant now, how 
effec7ve will this vaccine be knowing that it was developed for 
the 1st variant? There is no proof that it will prevent 1 from 
contrac7ng the virus, stop 1 from dying from the virus, or even 
prevent those vaccinated from further contrac7ng the virus. At 
this point, I am not sure what the purpose of this vaccine really 
is. Perhaps the govt can focus on understanding of this vaccine 
will help the achieve what they aim to achieve, immunity of the 
popula7on. What does that really mean? Nelisiwe 

2021-01-16 
08:36:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rotiwa

2021-01-16 
08:31:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I DO NOT TRUST OUR GOVERNMENT WITH VACCINES. VACCINES 
HAVE NOT BEEN TESTED PROPERLY I WILL NOT BE FORCED TO 
TAKE A DNA ALTERING DEVICE. Beula
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2021-01-16 
07:43:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines have no been tested enough so there is no study on the 
long term effects. Doctors have spoken out about the life saving 
effects of Ivermec7n yet it gets banned because it does not play 
into the vaccine agenda that the government is trying to push!!  
Government is playing with people’s lives and they don’t care. Ashleigh 

2021-01-16 
06:59:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think I want allow to be vaccineted lots of people died with hiv 
and aids they ddnt do anything today it's covid 19 they got a 
vaccine so quickly what happened before are leaders are full of 
corrup7on it's more than worse I think they must start vaccine 
the high cabinet so that we can see the results then they can 
vaccinate others but they can't force us to do it's a choice not a 
must worse they wanna start with doctors ,nurses why them 
instead of high cabinet I smell a wropen rats here thank you Khethiwe

2021-01-16 
06:58:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines have not had the mandatory trials periods, they 
were produced in a very short period of 7me and the long terms 
side effects are not yet known . Maya

2021-01-16 
04:42:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tamara

2021-01-16 
03:51:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am  against anything that could alter my DNA ...listen to the Drs 
that has spoken...I can build up my own immunity! What is in 
the vaccine????? Dorothy 

2021-01-15 
22:51:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been properly tested, so how do we know 
it's safe to take? Has anyone from South Africa done research on 
this vaccine? 
Based on the above, it cannot be mandatory. Paula

2021-01-15 
22:30:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Muaaz 

2021-01-15 
21:26:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

They must not force people to get vaccinated , that should be an 
indivuduals choice, 
We dont know if this vaccine wil help one not to get infected and 
what its effect will be on a certain individual Ernst

2021-01-15 
21:15:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our government should be the 1st peopke to get vaccinated 
because we dont knw if it will pass or not,   
They must nt force people to get vaccinated , that should be an 
indivuduals choice,   
We dnt knw if this vacine wil help one n not get infected n all Xoliswa

2021-01-15 
20:52:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nthambeleni 

2021-01-15 
20:39:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nicole

2021-01-15 
20:33:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Julle kan nie eers n miskiet plaag in toom hou nie, TB is nou al 
hoe lank en geen endstof vir dit nie HIV ens ens, so kan ek aan 
gaan , die end stof doen niks nie dit maak gesonde mense siek 
en of dood.  
Gee al die parlaments lede die doses en sommer myne ook, wie 
gaan hier voor betaal as al die hospitaal staf siek of dood of nie 
meer kan werk nie, julle wil net vat maar as daar geen belas7ng 
wat in kom nie. JUlle en die NWO kan gaan bliksempies pluk. 

Onbevoeg om selfs n fiets te ry, kan nie krimenele vang nie, 
verbaas oor korupsie, stom geslaan oor die toestand van 
ESKOM,SAA, en SABC TRANSNET PRASA August

2021-01-15 
20:27:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Irene

2021-01-15 
20:01:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This thing is being tested on Africans and there are public 
statements made that "they need to depopulate  Africa cause 
we are worthless". We are the genie pigs. We have always had 
the best medical scien7sts and medical staff, I am sure they are 
more than capable to produce something that is safe for us and 
made BY US. Also, can we look at alterna7ves for treatment 
when u have covid and also as a preventa7ve measure I.e. 
Ivermec7n. Lastly, why should the vaccine be mandatory.  Please 
don't sell our country out to people who don't value African 
lives. Kailas 

2021-01-15 
19:57:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine rashida

2021-01-15 
19:52:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No proven record that it is effec7ve and safe to use. I have never 
ever taken a flu vaccine so don't plan to take one now.  
It should be a personal choice to take or not and be made 
mandatory. Fiona

2021-01-15 
19:38:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If we do nor reach herd immunity within a short period of the 
start of the vacine programme efforts will be wasted and funds 
ill spent. Herman

2021-01-15 
19:13:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Teniel

2021-01-15 
19:06:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kobus

2021-01-15 
18:04:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please let the members of parliament be the first to have the 
vaccine . Then the of the counsellors.  
The ANC gives it to the eff then the eff gives it to the DA and 
then the DA gives it to the ANC.? Stuart

2021-01-15 
17:29:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is a waste of 7me and the tax money to  give everyone a 
medicine that does not immunize you. The tes7ng of the vaccine 
and speed of geing it approved for human use. World scien7sts 
have been looking for a common flu vaccine for the past 30-40 
years and can not get one and it takes a year for the covid 
vaccine? Wessel 

2021-01-15 
17:20:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Cannot see why we require a vacine when  herd immunity will 
be reached reasonable soon. 
Am not in favor of a vacine that has not been fully and 
extensively tested to prove efficacy. Lynnepe
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2021-01-15 
16:45:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It takes 10+ years to develop a vaccine not to men7on all the 
tes7ng, especially studying and documen7ng the side effects., 
then changing the formula then tes7ng it again... The fact that 
the whole world has rushed this vaccine is extremely worrying 
and mind blowing!! The WHO has a 2030 plan, in it they says the 
world is over populated and they need to start de-popula7ng the 
world.  How do you think they are going to achieve this?  By 
spreading a virus and calling it a pandemic, bringing the whole 
world to its knees and  ruling people by complete fear. COVID is 
treatable!  It has been proven!  Stop listening to mainstream 
media and the propaganda that they push. I don’t trust anything 
these big pharma companies are saying and will not take the 
vaccine, and the government cannot force people to take it 
either. Vanessa 

2021-01-15 
16:24:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If a Government get high and mighty they will force everybody 
to take a vaccine against Covid 19, though the tests are for the 
SARS virus, virusses change all the 7me and it was not tested 
effec7vely. I almost died from a previous flu injec7on, highly 
allergic to chemicals and medica7on, will take my chance 
naturally, no mandatory immunisa7on, Cons7tu7onal rights of 
ci7zens of the world to make a choice. Renata 

2021-01-15 
16:04:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid strains adapt to environmental condi7ons with a result 
that vaccines developed in the UK are highly  unlikely to be 
effec7ve against the strain encountered in Africa and South 
Africa.  
Money is therefore spent on a useless vaccine which has not 
been tested in South African condi7ons nor on South Africans.  
Why spend the money and expose people to a vaccine which is 
useless and is administered for a virus which has a 99,95% 
recovery rate???? 
As per usual the ANC mafia are going to make millions through 
this exercise!!!!! Pierre 

2021-01-15 
15:34:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have mul7ple concerns: 
First the effec7veness. These are all experimental vaccines that 
have not gone through proper trials which means that people 
who do take them voluntarily are taking them out of fear and 
misinforma7on. 
Secondly mandatory vaccina7on is coercion. Forcing healthy 
people to take these experimental vaccines is something out of 
Hitlers play book. They should be voluntary. 
Thirdly, alterna7ve medicines like ivermec7n and 
hydroxychloroquine have been proven to work quite effec7vely 
against this virus. Lancet medical journal have retracted their 
statement that hydroxychloroquin does not work. I encourage 
everyone to do their own research and not believe everything 
that governments and pharmaceu7cal companies are telling 
them to do. Aleksandar

2021-01-15 
15:17:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not being tested on humans, cannot trust it at 
all. I will by no means take the vaccine, keep it for goverment 
and all the elite. 
I can decide for myself whether I want it or not Magda

2021-01-15 
15:12:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anthony

2021-01-15 
14:57:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How can a vaccine that originated ins such a haste in another 
country be used in South-Africa where the experts say we have a 
unique strand?  I do not trust and believe the purpose of the 
vaccine is to improve the health of the popula7on or to prevent 
the spread of the current covid 19.  Rather use the money to 
invest in Ivermec7n which can be administered at any stage of 
the disease to heal the pa7ent.  SHOULD YOU WANT ME TO 
BELIEVE WE NEED A VACCINE - THEN WHY DO CHILDREN AND 
TEACHERS HAVE TO RETURN TO A PERFECT PLACE TO GET THE 
VIRUS?????  TAXI-LOADS (100%) CAPACITY GETS DROPPED OFF 
AT SCHOOL AND  move through the building - CONVINCE ME OF 
THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE VIRUS BY PROTECTING THE TEACHERS 
AND CHILDREN RATHER THAN INJECTING VACCINES MEANT FOR 
A DIFFERENT STRAND IN A DIFFERENT COUNTRY into this 
already vulnerable group of people.   Vaccines that took many 
years to develop s7ll can't prevent certain health issues - how 
can we trust this super-fast-vaccine developed in a different 
country? Daleen

2021-01-15 
14:12:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As the virus mutates like the flu virus does every year, I am 
skep7cal as to the efficacy of being vaccinated. Furthermore, I 
feel this vaccine has been rushed to market with no long term 
tes7ng in place, which may lead to unknown side effects or 
complica7ons further down the line. Ian

2021-01-15 
14:10:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccines did not go through the full length of tes7ng.  The 
effect on the human body on the long term is not tested as the 
vaccine is rushed.  There is already indica7on that 3% of al 
people injected suffer from irreversible health problems or other 
health problems.  People need to do their own research and 
decide for themselves whether they want the vaccine. Al risks 
should be available and vaccines should not be forced. Marita 

2021-01-15 
13:56:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We can prove the effec7veness of the vaccine by having the  
REPRESENTATIVES of the MAIN LEADERSHIP of our country, all 
400 of them be  vaccinated 1st against corona on live television 
and then get them all back amer 14 days on live television to 
show us how they are ding. 

Thanks. Marcel
2021-01-15 
13:50:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are too many ques7on marks around the vaccines - more 
tests are needed to assure their safety Marilize

2021-01-15 
13:45:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concerns are many. Including the safety of this vaccine. I am also 
of the stance that our leadership MUST lead by example and 
have their vaccines first! All of them! Matshemo
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2021-01-15 
13:33:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I truly fail to see how amer only 1 year, and the best doctors in 
the world s7ll not understanding the virus properly, we can have 
a vaccine. 
Not everyone out there are sheep Uncle Cyril. 
Some people are intelligent enough to use their grey maper and 
think things through. 
The virus has already mutated, which means that the so called 
vaccine is already out dated. 
Just like the annual flu vaccine (which I have never had), which 
protects you against last years flu, and you are guaranteed to get 
this years flu if you have the vaccine. 
I haven’t had flu for more than 10 years....  
would that be because I’ve never had a flu vaccine?  
Most likely.... 
Have I had Corona?  
Yes I have. 
What were my symptoms? 
I lost my sense of smell and had a sinus headache. 
Is everyone this “lucky”? 
No 
What’s the actual “preventa7ve measure?” 
A healthy ac7ve lifestyle!  
Eat clean, exercise omen, sleep well! It’s called “self love”.  
Yes, it’s  that thing that society teaches our children not to do.... 
do it!  
I love myself enough to say “No” to the vaccine. Lilia

2021-01-15 
12:33:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are many adverse reac7ons to well established vaccines 
and to have a new vaccine without proper tes7ng and wai7ng 
period being used on any person is unethical and not according 
to established protocols. There are some safe or safer 
alterna7ves like Ivermec7n or tge medicine used in Israel, which 
is well reseached and previously used for Corona infec7ons 
2013.  Monetary gains should not have precedence over the 
safety of people. The reason for the lockdown was to save lives. 
So let us con7nue with that thought and slogan. An untested 
vaccine with an uncertain outcome and adverse side effects, as 
our min of Health has acknowledged, will not save lives. We also 
want a  quality life and not a comprimised life. Thank you. Melinda

2021-01-15 
12:26:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Albert

2021-01-15 
12:13:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ivermec7n has been proven on many studies to control death of 
pa7ents from Covid 19 and is a much, much cheaper alterna7ve 
to this untested vaccine can have long term nega7ve side effects, 
why would a third world country waste money when there is a?
much cheaper alterna7ve? Carrinn

2021-01-15 
11:28:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is an experimental medicine and there is no way to 
understand side effect and birth defect risks. Also, Pfizer vaccine 
needs to be stored at -70 degrees cen7grade. Which South 
African facili7es exist that are able to store it and then distribute 
it in millions? Sasa

2021-01-15 
11:23:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why use anything prophyla7c for a virus that has such a low 
death rate when a medicine to treat the symptoms IS 
AVAILABLE. Ivermec7n is cheap, regulated to be made in SA and 
is CHEAP. It has been around since the 70's, is proven safe for 
use in humans and there are currently 49 studies of which 18 are 
peer reviewed that it is effec7ve in trea7ng the disease!! The 
vaccine is brand new and untested and just another way that our 
lovely government is using to extort and control us. A very 
definite NO to the vaccine. Hester

2021-01-15 
11:16:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the world wide figures/sta7s7cs are taken into account from 
various sources i.e. World Health Organiza7on, John Hopkins 
University and Worldometer, just to name a few. It will be 
observed that: 
a) COUNTRYS THAT WENT INTO HARD LOCKDOWN VERSES THE 
HERD EMMUNITY APPROACH SHOWED VERY SIMURLAR DEATH 
RATES AND RECOVERY RATES. Implica7on, hard lock downs are 
ineffec7ve and destroy a countries economy 
b) CURRENT FIGURES SHOW A SURVIVABILITY RATE FROM 
CONTRACTING covid OF APPROXAMMATLY 99.85%. 
c) THERE ARE A COCKTAIL OF DRUGS THAT HAVE BEEN USED BY 
THOUSANDS OF DOCTORS WORLDWIDE TO SUCCESFULLY 
MEDICATE covid PATIENTS IN THE EARLY STAGES WITH 
ENORMOUS RESULTS WITHIN THREE TO FIVE DAYS. 

There is no evidence to show that the vaccine is effec7ve against 
this "so called new strain of covid" 
Test carried out on pa7ents and medical staff have shown 
various side effects. 
The medical people that develop vaccines will tell you it takes a 
minimum of 5 YEARS to safely develop and test a vaccine fit for 
human use. SO HOW HAS A VACCINE BEEN DEVELOPED IN LESS 
THAN A YEAR????? 

covid Is not a PANDEMIC but a FEAR crea7ng programme to 
subjugate you to the governments CONTROL. 
Let ALL THE GOVERNMENT AND GOVERNMENT EMPLOYED 
PEOPLE TAKE IT FIRST. 
IT MUST NOT BE MANDATORY, AND ANYBODY THAT ARGUES 
THAT IT IS TO PROTECT THE PEOPLE MUST NOT BE CONCERNED 
BECAUSE IF YOU DECIDE TO TAKE THE VACCINE THAN 
ACCORDING TO CERTAIN experts YOU CANNOT BE INVECTED 
WITH THE VIRUS, YOU ARE THEREFORE "SAFE". kevin

2021-01-15 
10:57:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is not properly tested and can do more harm than 
good. We need a safe and healthy op7on that is not going to 
cause more harm to the health of the popula7on. Izak
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2021-01-15 
10:47:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe the virus is serious enough to warrant this gross 
waste of money on a vaccine. Donovan

2021-01-15 
10:43:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has been pushed through far too quickly, and it's 
also not really a vaccine in the technical sense of what a vaccine 
is designed to achieve. The virus has already mutated, which 
should already be a red flag to rolling out an injec7on (it's not a 
vaccine) that may have no  or very liple efficacy anyway. Beverley

2021-01-15 
10:25:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was not tested properly and is not 100% effec7ve. 
There are reports of people who have died amer taking the 
COVID vaccine. Also there is too much corrup7on within 
government circles and the distribu7on of the vaccine is another 
form of  being abused. 

Ismail
2021-01-15 
10:17:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It was said that the vaccine is 50% effec7ve, then what's the 
point of risking people's lives with no guarantee Nokuthula 

2021-01-15 
09:49:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 am extremely concerned that the government is insistent on a 
vaccine that is very new. During the president's speech he was 
amazed that people take other vaccines but dont want this one. 
What he failed to contemplate is that the other vaccines he 
men7oned are older and have been tested, refined and 
perfected over many years. 
They want us to take a vaccine that is hardly 6 months old and is 
therefore largely untested. They are banning well established 
drugs that although are being newly tested for Covid have been 
on the market for many years which again means they are tried 
and tested drugs where the side effects have already been 
documented. They are also ignoring the efficacy that these drugs 
are showing in the fight against this virus. I am geing really 
7red of the government trying to run all aspects of our lives 
including deciding what is good for us. 
Ivermec7n can be used as a cure for Covid-19 why not roll it out 
to all that needs to take it. 
Something is not right..... Koos

2021-01-15 
09:35:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I trust nie hierdie vaccine nie,  waar gaan die regering die geld 
kry, en hulle gaan weer 'n klomp gemors koop wat ek nooit sal 
trust nie. vanessa

2021-01-15 
09:15:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Insufficient data to support chosen vaccine and no guarantee nil 
microchip in it Cindy

2021-01-15 
09:01:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gareth

2021-01-15 
08:09:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Entstof is nie lank genoeg getoets vir newe effekte nie Neels 

Northern Cape 15
2021-01-31 
09:03:57

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Chris7na 
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2021-01-30 
09:40:10

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1.  HOW effec7ve is this vaccine?  There are no names of the 
various vaccines purchased given.  Thus we have very liple (or 
no) medical data available on the various vaccines to make clear 
and concise decisions on taking it or not. 

2.  There is no clear clinical or medical data which clearly states 
what the side effects will be for perfectly healthy recipients,  for 
recipients with underlying condi7ons and/or for recipients with 
allergies.  I cannot take any product without  knowing exactly 
what its composed of, what effects it could have and what the 
short and long term effects could be. 

3.  Bearing the above in mind, how can we be forced or 
mandated to be administered a vaccine we know very liple 
about??  Its like blindly taking poison simply because its marked 
'Safe to Use' by the producers thereof.  

4.  I'm very scep7cal at the rate these vaccines were, discovered, 
patented and trialled.   TB, AIDS/HIV, SARS, Cancer has been 
wreaking havoc for many decades and not a single cure or 
vaccine has been developed for these diseases and condi7ons.. 
yet miraculously 0NE year amer the onset of COVID-19, a variety 
of vaccines miraculously appears.  This papern is quea7onable. 
Are all our scien7ats and experts then only capable and 
equipped to combat COVID-19  and nothing else??  

5.  Ivermec7n and all it's generic varia7ons are PROVEN to be 
effec7ve in trea7ng and preven7ng the coronavirus.  WHY is it 
being downplayed??  WHY is it not being used to save lives??  
WHY is there now a truckload of paperwork needed to be 
completed before it can be administered to pa7ents??    

6.  Give individuals if South Africa the CHOICE to decide how 
they want to be treated wrt COVID-19! If they choose 
Ivermec7m or the vaccina7on , let it be their choice, NOT the 
choice of an incompetent government! 

7.  Where did the funds come from for these vaccona7ons?? The 
current government cannot financially uphold its responsibili7es 
to this country.. and this is due to government's 
MISMANAGEMENT of funds, fraudulent ac7vi7es and billions 
and billions of rands that keep disappearing. No government 
official or body is held accountable for this,  nobody is legally 
pursued.  Yet  they miraculously found funding for vaccine while 
millions are dying of hunger,  we have no water and electricity 
aervice deliveries and social grants have been stopped! I DO NOT 
TRUST this government.  They're suddenly equipped to dictate 
and administer a 'life-saving' vaccine, yet they're INCOMPETENT 
in every other field of exper7se. This fact cannot be ignored.  If 
they honestly and truly want to save South Africa,  the 
government needs to be completely transparent!  Make all 
medical treatment op7ons freely available, give the people the 
freedom to choose how to combat this virus.  I feel our 
government will kill off some of us with their mo7ves,  
incompetency, greed and autocracy before COVID-19 will. Sadly 
so, i do not trust them, thus i do not trust their vaccines. A

2021-01-27 
08:43:52

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned that these vaccines are given to my children. They 
have not been tested properly and there is a major health risk 
involved here. I personally would not take it. My greatest 
concern is that all sort of policies will force people to take it for a 
maper of financial survival. It's unethical. We should be free to 
decide for ourselves without being manipulated. Marina

2021-01-27 
07:39:04

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Any vaccine  is the virus itself.  I have the right to deside if I want 
to take it or not.  What guarantee is there that the vaccine is 
going to work? Antoinepe

2021-01-25 
14:02:46

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My greatest concern is that the vaccine was not yet tested 
properly. There is no proof of the effec7veness against the virus. 
There is more proof that ivomectrine was used with much more 
posi7ve results.  
Further I feel that it should be put out for people to use it 
voluntary and not be forced to take it. Jannie

2021-01-25 
07:54:33

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine nicolene

2021-01-22 
08:48:30

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a South African, I do not feel comfortable taking the vaccine. 
Why are we being  forced to take it and why are there so many 
nega7ve informa7on surrounding the vaccine? We are portrayed 
to be stupid if we are against the vaccine. Why not educate us?  
Create awareness to all South Africans and be honest to us, will 
this vaccine help save us or are there poten7al dangers should 
we take it? Why can't we just be transparent? Why is the 
president of Zambia so reluctant to make the vaccine available 
to his people, he obviously has his doubts just like South 
Africans. The president of South Africa as well as the countries 
who are providing the vaccine or created it should be held 
accountable should anything happen to our ci7zens. Let's 
protect our people and allow them to have an ac7ve role in this 
process. Navashnee

2021-01-20 
07:29:40

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There was no data collected to proof that the vaccine does work. 
Most people had Covid 19 and were using over the counter 
medica7on. Our government should not gamble with South 
African lifes. Let them take it first as they are the trus7ng it. Xoliswa
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2021-01-18 
09:33:41

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why should we take the vaccines which were not tested by our 
own scien7sts? India refused to send the samples of that vaccine 
to SA to be tested theyve even denied them  access to be 
deployed to India to conduct the tes7ng there!!  
I rather con7nue taking  my herbs and steaming.  

Jefferson 

2021-01-18 
08:46:12

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We first need assurance that the vaccine will not cause damage 
at a long run.  We first want to see it carried out in the European 
countries, why the need for it to be tested in Africa first?.  Our 
African Scien7st must thoroughly test it. I do not trust this whole 
concept. Asanda

2021-01-18 
05:02:56

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has been proven that the vaccine causes serious nega7ve amer 
effects. 
No one should be forced to take me vaccine. Melissa

2021-01-17 
20:22:07

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Can  the US government start with  the vaccine, followed by  all 
government officials and then those who need it. The people  
who are not posi7ve do not need to get vaccinated.  Can 
government also be transparent  about how the vaccine,  Also 
why do we have to be the guinea  pigs. Why can't we start with 
the countries with the highest number of deaths, and worst 
cases.  Also can we first try the solu7on China used to lower l liz

2021-01-17 
17:23:05

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Where can we obtain data on the effec7veness. 
Will the vaccine prevent me fromg geing covid 19? CF

2021-01-17 
14:02:11

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Deon

2021-01-16 
16:01:08

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

None of these vaccines have ever being tested or approved 
interna7onaly. I have my rights and will not be forced by any one 
to take this vaccine. 

Brian 
KwaZulu-Natal 77

2021-01-28 
08:15:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is WELL established that not only is the vaccine completely 
experimental, during the ini7al animal tes7ng, studies found 
that the animals were immune-compromised and the next 
infec7on they got was in most cases deadly. 
Added to this, are the wide-spread deaths being caused around 
the world that are being suppressed because it endangers the 
profits of big pharma. 
Added to that, the WHO and pharmacue7cal companies that 
manufacture the vaccine have not even been able to produce a 
SINGLE islolate of covid19 as evidence of the virus and of the 
effec7vness of the treatment.  
And once again, added to this, the en7re narra7ve that the 
vaccine cannot change your DNA is a blatant lie based on what is 
known as the central dogma of molecular biology which is that 
DNA cannot be created by RNA - which is an absolute LIE - 
reverse transcrip7on has been used for over a decade. 
It will be a cold day in hell before I take this BS vaccine that is 
being pushed down our throats and I would urge all South 
Africans to wake up and realise that these bastards do NOT have 
your best interests at heart and this en7re farse is being 
engineered through fear and panic. Brendon

2021-01-27 
21:30:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Im against the vaccine mainly because it affects more lives 
nega7vely. People who already received it either died , have bad 
amer effects, even has health problems. It might be a way to 
eliminate humans for the New World order. Is it quaranteed that 
the vaccine is effec7ve, as it is not a cure.  It has been confirmed 
that it changes a persons DNA. 
Furthermore, if people are forced to take the vaccine, it shows 
there is something wrong. 
Sick people don't even have a choice, People are dying with or 
without the vaccine. Annamarie

2021-01-27 
11:44:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been properly tested over 5-10 years.  what 
are the side effects? 
Why should I be taxed for it if I am not going to take the shot - 
reduce govt SOE's staff and salary bill to pay for it. 
1.5 million doses - thats a joke for a country of approx 60million 
people. 
What will the govt do if there are serious side effects 5 years 
from now - who will pay for that. 
Is the vaccine effec7ve against future strains - clearly not. So a 
vaccine is needed for every single strain. They s7ll havent 
eradicated flu with the vaccina7ons that has been around for 
years. How do they expect to do so amer one year - somebody 
making decisions clearly doesnt have the knowledge to approve 
a vaccine. 
Gah! Terence

2021-01-26 
17:08:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why must we take a vaccine  that we don't  even knw  if is gonna 
work , the people rather  take the ivermec7n  , it has been 
around since 1980,s  , people rather be safe knowing  that it will 
work , then taking a vaccine that will give u side effects  and not 
knowing  what the vaccine  is gonna do to the body Jay

2021-01-25 
10:47:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

my concern is what if the vaccine is not good enough i don't 
where i should say tes7ng or given on health employees is a high 
risk ntombiuthi
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2021-01-24 
19:10:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The most concerning part of the vaccine roll-out is the ID which 
seems like a way to single out individuals who are concerned 
about the nature of this vaccine.  The CEO of Pfizer has said that 
he did not take the vaccine. The ques7on is why hasn't he taken 
the vaccine when they are making it, that on its own raises red 
flags. The biggest ques7ons are,what studies have been 
conducted to approve the vaccine?  how effec7ve is the vaccine? 
Why should we con7nue wearing masks and social distancing if 
the vaccine is effec7ve? And lastly what are the short term and 
longterm side effects of this vaccine and will the government be 
held accountable should the vaccine be found to have severe 
side effects on the populace?  These and many more ques7ons 
remain a genuine concern for the average South African. Xolani

2021-01-24 
13:04:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not agree with the roll out of the vaccine. There is not 
enough research available regarding the effec7veness of the 
vaccine.  

I am afraid that I will get infected with this vaccine. I have lived 
in a house full of people that were infected and have not 
become infected myself.  

CHANTAL

2021-01-24 
08:55:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the vaccine. And it is not right that the vaccine 
should be mandatory especially for those people who don't have 
any symptoms of covid. Bonga

2021-01-24 
08:55:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the vaccine. And it is not right that the vaccine 
should be mandatory especially for those people who don't have 
any symptoms of covid. Bonga

2021-01-23 
19:22:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We can see amer Prayer how God destroys  a vaca7on plant due 
to the control factor.... Carel

2021-01-23 
19:22:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We can see amer Prayer how God destroys  a vaca7on plant due 
to the control factor.... Carel

2021-01-23 
08:20:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine will not work against the new mutated strand of the 
virus, it is effec7ve for the first virus outbrake only, so its 
pointless taking it. Reinepe

2021-01-22 
23:06:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont trust it cos it's made without enough research but 
economic benefit is at the front Thulani

2021-01-22 
17:02:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine industry has long shied away from evalua7ng 
vaccinated versus unvaccinated popula7ons to determine 
poten7al differences in general health outcomes. The few 
independent scien7sts who have apempted such an 
inves7ga7on have liple comfort to give to those who believe 
vaccines are essen7al for health, and mandatory use of vaccines 
by all is the only way to protect society from disease. 
Shockingly In the case of the DTP vaccine researchers discovered 
that the vaccine was associated with fivefold higher mortality 
than being unvaccinated. According to the authors, "All currently 
available evidence suggests that vaccines may kill more people 
from other causes than it saves." In other words, researchers 
concluded that the vaccine weakened immune systems, 
rendering people vulnerable to a whole host of other omen 
deadly diseases and serious health problems. 

Ray

2021-01-21 
10:10:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is not 100% tested that it will not affect people and 
cause harm to their health, as seen some videos trending of side 
affects, also why is  it wripen not distrubated in Canda, USA and 
Europe? Ntando

2021-01-21 
08:31:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is my concern, that as with many vaccines, they are made with 
the live virus. The live virus in these vaccines have the poten7al 
to shed, this has been seen with other vaccines.  

If this is the case with the Covid vaccine this would poten7ally 
expose many many more people to the virus without them even 
being aware that they are being exposed, or that the person 
responsible for exposure is even spreading the virus 
unknowingly, just through having had the vaccine. Although in 
most cases the severity from catching the shed virus is not as 
bad as geing the true virus, we dont know in this instance how 
it would affect the popula7on.  

The above is in conjunc7on with the possibility of adverse side 
affects which may out weigh the benefit of a vaccine, especially 
if the side effects result in life long health struggles versus 
recovery from natural covid exposure, this being that the 
majority of the popula7on can recover from Covid. The risk does 
not outweigh the benefit in my opinion. Candace 

2021-01-20 
21:40:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the effec7veness of the Vaccine. I would rather use 
ivermec7n, if infected than use this vaccine. Chloe 

2021-01-20 
19:32:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jaco 

2021-01-20 
16:20:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not sufficient trials done on vaccines. Ivermec7m has been on 
the market for 40 years and they don't want to allow it to be 
used. Government was to make money out of the people with 
the vaccine. Ivermec7m is cheap. Also need an excuse to 
increase tax. Too much corrup7on. Sharona

2021-01-20 
13:38:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is simply too liple known about the virus and its muta7ons 
and the varying effects on different people. The vaccine 
developments do not have sufficient data on pa7ent efficacy 
outside of control groups.  There is in adequate data on the long 
term safety of the vaccines. There are simply too many 
unanswered ques7ons on the virus and the supposed vaccines 
to engender trust in the processes surrounding the vaccine.  
Alterna7ve therapies are not being considered or studied with 
the same level of energy and resources yet present poten7ally 
higher levels of efficacy to ci7zens around the world. Added to 
this the subversive threat of a vaccine ID insinua7ng a removal 
of basic human right to freedom of choice. Wayne 
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2021-01-20 
12:36:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I want to know what the cost would be to individuals, will 
medical aids cover the cost. 
The government has stolen so much money - how much are they 
making out of this vaccine. 
Not enough proof that this vaccine is effec7ve.  No7ng that 
people have died amer taking the vaccine.  the government has 
failed the people so many 7mes, why would it be any different 
with the vaccine.  Explain where the R500 billion went that was 
meant for dealing with the  COVID VIRUS.  Too many ques7ons 
nd NOT enough answers for me to agree to be injected with the 
vaccine  Sharon 

2021-01-20 
12:29:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

People have been surviving this virus without any vaccines. Why 
does our government see the need to bring this unsafe 
chemicals into our livelihoods. What’s worse is that we think 
that we have a democra7c government but this is not 
democra7c at all since we are being forced into it. My opinion 
test this vaccine on your voluntary subjects and give us solid 
evidence to trust that this stuff won’t kill us. Zamathembu 

2021-01-19 
15:23:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Any sane person with the ability to read and write will know that 
an untested vaccine will fail ! If the Government are so hell bent 
on saving it's Ci7zens, then they must lead the way, take the 
vaccine first, prove to us it works.... 6 months minimum. 
Why look medicine that could save in the eye and ban it is 
beyond me. Government promised to do all that is possible, look 
at all research, get something as quick as possible ! That was 
lies ! Neville

2021-01-19 
13:14:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There’s a significant number of different public sources regarding  
about how the vaccine is. Intended to be used as a medicine 
warfare to kill black people in Africa. The government has never 
addressed that these concerns and outright ignores them. The 
president has not given us comfort about the safety of the 
vaccine for human consump7on.   Slindile 

2021-01-19 
11:41:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

May concern is that this has not been tested though.  There are 
far too many unknown issues Anne

2021-01-19 
09:52:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1.  The effec7veness of the vaccine has not been proven yet.  
Nor has the side effects of this vaccine.  Not enough research 
has been done on the long term effects of COVID 19, therefore 
any has7ly prepared vaccine cannot and will not provide the 
necessary protec7on it claims to have. 
2.  The health of any individual is not the responsibility of the 
government.  it is the cons7tu7onally protected right of the 
individual. 
3.   The cost of vaccine drive.   The overburdened tax payer 
cannot afford this. 
4.  It would be more cost effec7ve and beneficial to the general 
public to embark on a na7onal vitamin C supplement 
programme. Arina

2021-01-19 
09:47:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Give people ARV's, because people who are taking them survive 
covid 19. Mbali 

2021-01-19 
08:06:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are told by the scien7fic community that there are no 
guarantees that you will ne infected amer being vaccinated. No 
vaccine has ever been implemented with so liple tes7ng and 
effects on short, medium & longer term on health has not been 
document scien7fically.  There have been concerns, rightly so, of 
inaccurate tes7ng data.  In Norway, 20 people died amer being 
vaccinated. The Zambian president is not allowing the vaccine to 
be used un7l the Zambian medical team approves them.  
Invermec7n and alternate treatments are available & in use in 
other countries at a least expensive method. Why when u have a 
treatment that SA poli7cians are pushing for an vaccine that is 
not tested properly. Collin

2021-01-18 
22:00:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have seen many reports that this vaccine  has detrimental side 
effects. I don't believe it should be mandatory un7l it can be 
seen to be 99% effec7ve to the human race within South Africa. 
Also a new strain is already reported. How do we know if it's 
effec7ve on this new strain or even a cause of this. Maria

2021-01-18 
17:09:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My most concern is the effec7veness of the vaccine, and mostly 
we are not hearing good news about the vaccine on social media 
and the government is not doing anything about that, atleast the 
government should address the public on that issue so that we 
understand fully about the purpose of this vaccine because we 
are are concerned. We also need to be addressed about the side 
effects of this vaccine, the medical team should also advise us on 
that aspect. Thabisile

2021-01-18 
14:43:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't know much about the vaccine we need more informa7on 
about it I can not agree with any vaccine at this stage which 
country was it helpful what if  they tes7ng this vaccine on our 
bodies  as south Africans I have a right to say no.it should not be 
by force   ntombifuthi

2021-01-18 
14:07:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have been following this corona vaccine story. It is not effec7ve. 
Not even the pharmacist who made it know exactly what they 
are giving out. What I mean is: they can't even answer simple 
ques7ons about it.  

There are reports of people geing immunodeficiency diseases 
and eventually dying. It does not even curb the spread nor get 
rid of the disease. Why are we even supposed to get the vaccine 
then? If it does more harm than good? Amanda

2021-01-18 
13:48:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It does not make sense to use a vaccine with 95% effec7veness 
vs your own body with 99% effec7veness, in addi7on where is 
the safety evidence for human consump7on? Sean

2021-01-18 
13:34:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Debbie

2021-01-18 
13:03:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Khethelwe
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2021-01-18 
12:27:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe the va cine has not been tested according to the new 
developing strain Donavan

2021-01-18 
11:59:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel our government is on the unnecessary rush, the mortality 
rate is raised by the incompetent's of the board moving from 
level 5 to lower level too fast. i foresee the same crises it s7ll 
early to vaccinate ci7zens par7cularly with vaccine not yet 
proven by our own scien7st; i propose country should bounce 
back to level 5.   khulekani

2021-01-18 
11:00:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I don't trust this Vaccine Nhlakanipho

2021-01-18 
09:48:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have to test these vaccines before it is administered to us 
the ci7zens.  We cannot take any chance as there is too much of 
uncertainty about the value of the vaccines, especially where it 
pertains to culling of people.  Also there is so much going on via 
social media that it is impera7ve to get these tested by objec7ve 
group of researchers within our country.  the death toll show us 
that our leaders are not looking amer their ci7zens, but is more 
concerned about enriching themselves.  As a layman we must 
have transperancy in all spheres of the pandemic.  there is so 
much confusion and peoples subjec7ve views that even 
common sense is lost.  If we want our country to grow 
economically without greed and power struggle, then test any 
vaccine that is brought into our country and make its safe, as 
pharmaceu7cal companies now have the right not to be sued if 
the vaccine kills... Oshneedevi

2021-01-18 
09:42:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Muzi

2021-01-18 
09:33:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine needs to be tested on the ministers first, then I may 
reconsider. But we need to see what they are injected with. 
Vaccine should be chosen randomly to ensure there is no 
subs7tute involved. The people in charge are not exactly known 
for their honesty. The composi7on of the vaccine also has to be 
explained in layman terms so everyone understands what is 
being put into their bodies. The costs also need to be carefully 
monitored to ensure that no one is geing rich at our expence. Francois

2021-01-18 
06:48:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My main concern about this vaccine is that we are not given an 
opportunity to air our views, why should we trust something 
that we are not educated on about property, plus a lot has been 
said and our president does not clarify, why are we not like other 
African countries  that are against this un7l proven by our very 
own, why are treated like kids, that you just dictate to,  what 
happened to our free country ? ? Noluthando 

2021-01-18 
04:36:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Khazimula

2021-01-18 
01:35:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has not been tested enough. Who knows what the long  term 
affect on our bodies will be? Henriepe 

2021-01-17 
22:28:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe it is rushed...more research is required on the side 
effects, effec7veness, etc. Yes people are dying but more 
damage will be done if this vaccine get rolled out without proper 
inves7ga7ons... Malondi

2021-01-17 
17:38:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not prepared to ve vaccinated when we don't know the 
long term effects it may have. Denise 

2021-01-17 
17:36:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine William 

2021-01-17 
16:38:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine now not been proven, the ANC government has 
nobodies interes7ng or health at heart, only their own pockets. 
They have not consulted any SA scien7sts, doctors over the 
consequences of the lockdowns, mask wearing, etc. They are 
just following blindly the WHO, who are not elected by the 
people of SA. They have been bribed by the likes of Gates!  
Not interested in their shinanigans in the least. 
No, no, no Patrick

2021-01-17 
16:03:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have heard a lot from different people in different disciplines 
and lem me  with un answered ques7on , my main concern is 
that there has been many illnesses or dieses but to date there 
are no vaccine found , and I will appreciate if our local medical  
people both in western medicine or tradi7onal healers be given 
a chance to come up with something that can help our na7on 
from 7s covid 19 . Because Africa has it all it needs to heal its 
people, why must we import vaccines made up of our natural 
flavours and pay high prices for it. I think there is a link between 
the crea7on of the covid 19 dieses and finding of a covid , to me 
its a business plan , by few individuals. bakithi

2021-01-17 
13:29:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ayesha

2021-01-17 
12:43:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think the vaccine is good for human use, I only suggested 
that it's need thoroughly test before admistered to human 
beings Thembi

2021-01-17 
08:51:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is a triple 6 vaccine, the judge said so himself. There is also a 
lack of efficacy and scien7fic evidence surrounding the potency 
of vaccine in humans. As someone in the medical field, I don't 
see the need for a vaccine to be rolled out, it is dangerous to be 
administered in humans. Mandisa 
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2021-01-17 
08:40:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine, so this evil government is 
using humans to test this vaccine. 

People are already geing sick & dying in countries where the 
Vax rollout has already started. 

This government must allow people to use tradi7onal medicines 
or other ways and not try to force or coerce people into 
vaccina7on. 

Not everyone believes in vaccines & western medicine, so 
government must never tell people to produce a Vax cer7cate in 
order to access government services as that will be 
uncons7tu7onal. Champion 

2021-01-17 
06:37:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zamukwanda

2021-01-17 
03:47:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been tested properly. Its forma7on was 
rushed in order to put it on the market and so pharmaceu7cals 
can start making money from an untested and tried vaccine.  

Regarding the roll out.... 
1 All parliament poli7cal par7es representa7ves must  be 
vacinated 1st. Star7ng with the president. Then his cabinet and 
all other Members of parliament.  

2. Then it must be rolled out to the na7onal council of provinces. 
All members must again lead society by example and vacinate 
1st . 

3. All local municipal councils, star7ng with the mayor as 
number 1 ci7zen must be vacinated 1st then followed by his 
fellow councillors whom we have also elected. 

4. Followed by thw rest of the government execu7ve 
management such as Directors, Assisstant Directors ect. Whom 
ever yields and peddlea poli7cal influence must lead society by 
example and get vacinnated 1st. 

5. Then once all those leaders have been vacinnated , the 
vacinne can be deployed to healthcare workers, SAPS, and 
governments frontline workers. At this point any side effects 
would have been picked up and adressed by the 7me frontline is 
vaccinated. 

Sikhumbuzo

2021-01-16 
23:37:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines  7ll this date was not found for AIDS AND CANCER  yet  
now in a maper of a few months we have vaccines for covid  19 
which I  presume its  lies.   Thank you

Ahmed 
abdool

2021-01-16 
20:49:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1.The vaccine will alter our DNA and make us Zombies. It's not 
safe.  
2. It's for the agenda 21to 30 to achieve Bill gates objec7ve to kill 
30 billion Africans.  
3.  South Africa has no money to increase the salaries of health 
care workers but it has money to kill them 
4. Doctors, nurses and other health care workers have died amer 
vaccina7on. 
5. There 3 variants of  Covid 19 the vaccine was not  tested on 
the 3 variants. Possibility  of furthermore variants

Ntombi 
yomusa 
Sibongile

2021-01-16 
20:20:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

You parliamentstarience fèel free to inject yourselves. You will 
not force me or my family to take  any experimental  illegallly 
patented  drug!!! Helen

2021-01-16 
20:05:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

More research needs to be done  

For aids and cancer no vaccine for years how cone so quick for 
covid. 

Legalise ivertemin Ahmed

2021-01-16 
19:00:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

State must make it's own vaccine jus last month the ruling party 
said they going to create a state owned pharmaceu7cal company 
,they must invest in our own scien7st to come with the vaccine 
and I dont trust this rushing of vaccines coming from the likes of 
Bill Gates the state must protect  its ci7zens. Siphephile

2021-01-16 
18:21:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The safety of the vaccine has not been established. There are lot 
of conspiracies about the Vaccine and for that i do not trust the 
vaccine. 
Maybe the very same government that distrubutng the vaccine 
to the poor should start with them first and lead by example. Mmeli

2021-01-16 
15:50:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

first the vaccine get tested on setain people which right now we 
have no sure of what is in the vaccine how people body going to 
react into it sizwe

2021-01-16 
13:52:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think it's a huge scam to kill all ci7zens by injec7ng them with a 
substance which will have a who-knows-what-effect on the 
human body. It might just mess up our DNA! Many people who 
already took the vaccine all died!! George 

2021-01-16 
13:24:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Cyril is dicta7ng us ,This vaccine needs to be tested if it's safe by 
our scien7sts but he  does what  he wants he does not care 
about us Nthabele 

2021-01-16 
12:04:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We should be using a plant based protein vaccine that does not 
mutate once injected. Our poli7cians should lead as majority is 
elderly and see if the vaccine actually benefits them. If they are 
immune and have actually taken the vaccine properly and not 
had for example water injected, we could possibly believe them. 
Unfortunately there is no trust as they have never proven to us 
that they lead by example Elrien
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2021-01-16 
11:56:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The COVID-19 vaccine is brand new technology, and Full 
research hasn’t been published because it doesn’t exist. No one 
knows if these new Covid vaccines actually block transmission of 
the virus or only suppresses symptoms, or if it does not stop you 
from contrac7ng covid or infec7ng others. There is not enough 
data or research to say whether they might affect fer7lity and 
what the longe term health impact on the popula7on would be.  
The pharmaceu7cal companies have not even completed their 
human trials.  I strongly object to the government or ANY 
ins7tu7on making it compulsory to have  the vaccine and who 
would discriminate against people who opt NOT to get the 
vaccine. Sandra

2021-01-16 
11:24:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not agree to use the current suggested vaccine or any other 
vaccine for that maper. 
And i would like the goverment to respect and protect those 
who does not want to take the vaccine from being nega7vely 
restricted due to non-par7cipa7on. We have our immune system 
to protect us. 

Ivan
2021-01-16 
09:37:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mark

2021-01-16 
08:49:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

From the videos we've seen of people who have taken the 
vaccine in other countries,  we see it causing more harm than 
good. 

Also the warning wripen on the bople that it is to is not to be 
given to people in first world countries,  but to Africa,  we are 
not ginypigs Slindokuhle

2021-01-16 
08:03:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine efficacy and safety not finalised.Ivermec7n already 
proven safe throughout the world.We should all get together to 
oppose the roll out of this vaccine  irrespec7ve whats going on in 
the world. Zainab

2021-01-16 
07:33:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We’ve been told that SA has a new variant, how sure is our 
government that this vaccine will be effec7ve against this 
variant.  And also they have not thoroughly examined the safety 
of this so-called lifesaving vaccines Melisizwe 

2021-01-16 
07:28:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Wayne

2021-01-15 
21:48:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines  aren't proofed to be safe and that they really protect 
people. The risks are to high. Franz

2021-01-15 
12:49:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine SAROJ

2021-01-15 
12:23:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

You can't trust anything that the government says or does for 
the people of SA.  It takes years for a vaccine to be made and to 
be proven safe.  Even on live broadcasts they have admiped that 
there is no guarantee that it will work.  There are other 
alterna7ves but the government won't use it as other people 
(Doctors) will make money and they wont.  The flu vaccine is not 
mandatory so why should this one be? Caryl-Ann

2021-01-15 
11:38:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

For thousands of years man has been  unable to find a cure for 
the common cold. In less than a year a vaccine has been 
developed to cure this Covid 19 virus. There are other exis7ng 
tried and tested drugs that are capable of curing this virus 
coupled with a healthy immune system.  We have a flu vaccine 
that has not eliminated the common cold. Maybe in five or ten 
years a vaccine will be developed for the Covid 19 virus which 
will be as effec7ve as the vaccine we currently use for the annual 
common cold, and this is administered (ie the flu vaccine) as per 
an individual's request and is not mandatory. SYDNEY

2021-01-15 
09:36:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Don’t trust government or the vaccine Lindsay 

Limpopo 22
2021-01-25 
10:48:52 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no conclusive evidence that the vaccine will not have 
severe nega7ve effects nor have an effect on the mutated virus. Deon

2021-01-20 
11:48:45 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Minwaha i no pada 40, ho tumbulwa dwadze kana tshitjili tsha 
HIV ahu athu wanala dzilato, vhulwadze ha Mphigela, vhu na 
minwaha i no pada 100 a hu athu wanala dzilato, Covid-19, a i 
athu tedza na minwaha mivhili, yo no wanelwa dzilato, a zwi 
pfesesei. Ndi nnyi a ne a khou toda u tamba nga vhutshilo ha 
nnyi? Hezwi zwi khagala uri hata ndi mishumo ya swiswi(666). 

Itali ro no di zwi vhala uri, zwitingani zwa vhutelo, vhathu vha 
do loshisiwa livhanda nga khani, hone wonoyu muuluso wo 
wanalaho, a u nga do tou kombetshedziwa kha vhathu? Ndi nnyi 
ane a vha na vhutanzi uri vhadededzi, manese, maswole, 
madokotela na vhashumeli vha muvhuso a vha nga 
kombetshedzwi ili dzilato, ro no wana vhutanzi naho vhu songo 
khwathisedzwa uri, muvhuso u do kombetshedza vhathu ili 
dzilato.

Shumani 
Moses

2021-01-20 
10:48:18 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve is this vaccine, side effects of it, it might be the 
solu7on right now but in a long run we might face more than 
what we are facing currently. Vaccina7on should be sidelined for 
now, and con7nue control the spread of the virus by 
enforcement of covid-19 regula7ons. Samuel
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2021-01-20 
00:15:36 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why are vaccines meant for Africa labelled “Not for distribu7on 
in US, Canada & EU”?  What exactly are they geing that we are 
not geing? ...& Yet, this vaccines are from them(their 
laboratories/countries?  

Are we been exposed for our foolishness & reliance on others 
for everything?!  

How are we gonna trust people that history suggests we 
shouldn’t?  

It’s about 7me African leaders gopa ask themselves why they 
believe they are fit to lead us, honestly.  

I suggest African (herb based) solu7ons for this evil 
pharmaceu7cally designed virus. 

I pray that Bill Gates & all that he corrupted like Cyril 
Ramaphosa, dies,...  in the name of African Gods & Goddesses, 
Amen!!!. 

Sekaname 

2021-01-19 
14:22:32 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not created to beper the people's lifes... Its 
created to kill the people...  The vaccine has not been tested and 
or finished with all the test trials...  The sick people are being 
used as test subjects!!!  So NO NO NO NO i dont agree with the 
roll out of the vaccine!!! Celesta

2021-01-19 
02:44:17 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It was not proved to be effec7ve to be administered to people  
so I don't think is the right thing to do to South African people Tintswalo 

2021-01-18 
15:42:43 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There have been no placebos for the trial. 
People have already died from in it in Norway. 
There is no liability for the vaccine. 

Desmond 
2021-01-18 
12:53:26 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ferdi

2021-01-18 
11:28:33 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I  personally feel there's more hidden informa7on about the 
effec7veness of the vaccine. Actually I feel the vaccine is 
countereffec7ve.  
We have been living with serious sicknesses for years and upto 
now there's s7ll no vaccine.  How did this one come so quick? Is 
this really a natural pandemic or man-made pandemic which the 
owner kept the an7dote for a while so he can gain power over 
the world?  

Why are we this 7me prohibited to prac7ce our cultural and 
tradi7onal ways of dealing with diseases and told to wait for 
vaccine? 

Why was the government not ac7ve enough in preven7ng the 
spread from the start? 
Government should have isolated, forcefully, those who had the 
virus or symptoms thereof earliest so the na7on would be saved 
and avoid the vaccine situa7on.  

Is this vaccine going to be voluntarily taken or the government is 
going to subject us to blackmail such as prohibi7on from certain 
social, business or any ac7vi7es if we are not vaccinated?  I 
understand every person has a right to choose what he/she 
takes to cure their bodies from any ailments.  

Why were African researchers shut down when they came with 
their findings towards treatment of this disease? Mampuru 

2021-01-18 
10:50:17 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't know the effec7veness of the vaccine because it has not 
been tested to establish how people react to it. Tsakani Glory

2021-01-18 
10:38:14 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Good day, my take is now that there are mixed feelings about 
this vaccine i think thourough research of this vaccine must be 
made by our South African Scien7st to check the permanent 
healing effects of it and to ensure that there are no side effects 
now and in future years to come. I am a Chris7an and i agree 
with Chief Jus7ce Mogoeng Mogoeng that there is possibility 
that the vaccine is infested with 666 (the mark of the bist). 
My point is that South Africa must stop with this vaccine, it must 
not be injected into people first before a thourough research is 
done to ensure and to be certain that it is safe with no side 
effects  

We have wifes and children and i don't want them killed, the 
future is theirs. The other thing i wanted to check is why is South 
Africa not having its own vaccine that is manufactured here in 
Mzansi where as we have qualified Scien7sts, why do we have to 
rely on other countries for such things. The President is failing us 
really. 

Leonard
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2021-01-18 
10:13:37 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I disagree to the vaccine.  Someone is making big money again. It 
does  not cure people with Covid as if it did then the hospitals 
would be empty and a cure would be in place, The doctors 
havent even found a cure for a common cold, besides bed rest 
so how can a vaccine be formulated already. 

Lets try this vaccine on the older sickly people, lets see if it cures 
them from  the symptoms noted by Covid, shortness of breath, 
tastebuds, headache, fever, etc. 

Lets test it on Dlamini Zuma and Cyril Ramaphosa and the 
government as they are in the OLD category, dont know what 
happened to re7rement age but she s7ll carries on at her age :(, 
and see if they are affected by the side effects of the vaccine. Elaine

2021-01-18 
06:08:57 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What are the ingredients used to make those vaccines. In this 
maper is like we are not given the right of choice, the president 
has already made that choice for us. I don't want to be 
vaccinated with something that I'm not even sure it works. It's 
made in the USA then let them try it themself we will make our 
own vaccine, our scien7st are capable enough. Our gene7c make 
up in Africa is not the same as where the vaccine is made. Prudence

2021-01-17 
20:08:40 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let the scien7st get a cure  not vaccine  with long las7ng side 
effects, i think steaming together with  prayer can heal our land. 

I think steaming together with prayer can heal our land. 

Konanani

2021-01-17 
09:38:27 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not be a guinea pig. None of these vaccines have been 
studied long enough to have a clear picture of what the side 
effects might be. Marista

2021-01-17 
06:42:54 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It must not be compulsory  south africa should first  have a test 
research to animals not people,  This 5G must be counseled cs 
its radia7on is killing  people. The roll ou must start with 
poli7cians too. Star7ng with ANC.  Leave out government 
officials to be the last people  because  they are not considered  
in RDP houses , their children are not given  free bursary.  Nethavhani 

2021-01-16 
17:10:30 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Where did they try it's effec7veness?  Why should it starts with 
health care workers. It should start with the parliament then 
amer three months we can choose whether we take it or not

Mmatlou 
Yvonne

2021-01-16 
11:36:52 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Willem

2021-01-15 
18:32:07 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Y we should  pay for virus which 85%of popula7on that can 
recovery for it with medica7on 

Bafana
2021-01-15 
17:24:05 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine should be tested thoroughly first. None should be 
forced. Alda

2021-01-15 
14:52:56 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Before roll out the government must first scru7nize the vaccine 
to the core then that's only then it can be given to the masses. Samuel

2021-01-15 
11:28:39 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Louise

Outside SA 1
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2021-01-18 
16:29:57

Outside 
SA USA

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Stop playing with people's lives!!!!! 
 Give back the money you took to use an indian made vaccine 
and use Pfizer like the rest of the world.  
The President's greed will kill a lot of South Africans. STOP 
LINING YOUR POCKETS AND START SAVING SOME LIVES!!!!!!! Stefan

unemployed individual 244
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 12

2021-02-02 
11:47:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has not been enough 7me to properly test and roll out the 
vaccine to ensure it’s safe use. There are already specula7ons 
that some people are dying shortly amer being vaccinated. 
People should have the right to choose as it is a risk to their own 
health. Caroline

2021-01-23 
18:14:40

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Every person in ZA would like to have the vaccine but they cant 
afford it then you going to have a ID for it to do the starving 
humans wil be forced to get something that they cant afford and 
will be judged accordingly by ID no7fica7ons. Its wrong and 
fishy. Sue

2021-01-20 
19:17:24

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In most instances, it takes minimum of 5 years to come up with 
effec7ve vaccine I think these vaccines will not be effec7ve as 
they did. This is nonsense Kenneth

2021-01-19 
18:48:54

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is senseless to buy and roll out a vaccine, if there is no 
conclusive studies to support its efficacy against the new 
COVID-19 strain in South Africa.   André

2021-01-18 
09:03:32

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First of all , this vaccine ? is being tested on humans and it really 
doesn’t have a 100% go ahead that it’s safe . It has tons of 
severe reac7ons and some people even collapse from it and 
some even end up dead because this vaccine was never safe . 
This is just Government tes7ng this vaccine on people . This is 
not safe and it shouldn’t affect tax payers aswell because if it 
does that is really stupid by ANC Government but I can’t expect 
much from this government anyway . First of all old people 
health isn’t that amazing so why vaccinate them if you know 
very well they will have adverse side effects even the CDC has 
shown proof . And the vaccine may not prevent against corona 
virus that was stated by the WHO Scien7st on a Zoom Mee7ng  . 
So clearly this isn’t needed because this virus has a 99.8 % 
survival rate and should people get corona they should just self 
treat themselves. Vaccines will never give immunity even today 
you yourself Cyril took a flu vaccine when young but s7ll get flu 
when you were young and same goes for the corona virus you’ll 
get Covid too. So please stop the rollout and stop what you 
doing and don’t vaccinate people because this is not safe and 
never will be safe . The problem is that you listen to China , WEF 
& WHO . Stop it !  Make up . Save South Africans by ordering a 
herbal cure from Madagascar if you really wanna save lives like 
you claim and leave WHO . Madagascar President said it , so 
please his right by sugges7ng that and stop this vaccine rollout 
it’s unnecessary. There’s people who have HIV and never been 
vaccinated and it’s never been a concern so same goes for 
corona don’t let it be a concern . The problem is that you busy 
with your agendas stop selling this country and Africa and start 
doing the right thing. Thando

2021-01-17 
12:59:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not yet proven to cure or prevent the spread of 
the virus as even amer vaccina7on people will be urged to wear 
musks. If it was well proven and tested thoroughly we would say 
yes to the rollout.  

Its just a waste of taxpayer's money here and the president is in 
a rush to provide . #No to vaccine, if they want it the poli7cians 
must try it and we wait 6 months to see the effec7veness of it 
from them as test subjects. Scaram

2021-01-17 
12:20:49

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Adrie

2021-01-17 
07:41:06

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust our government.  They have failed us many 7mes. 
My other concern is why have the trial in Africa first?  Where as 
the whole world is affected. Precious

2021-01-16 
18:26:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Too dangerous M

2021-01-16 
16:54:04

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not tested enough Chris7

2021-01-16 
09:33:07

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Daleen 

2021-01-15 
18:28:05

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has been no trials for efficacy and safety on the vaccine. I 
believe that as with all elec7ons let the vaccina7on commence 
with leadership from poli7cians. If age and comorbidi7es an 
issue. All if not 90% poli7cians are in this bracket. Lead by 
example and as with vo7ng let there be monitors to ensure no 
placebo vaccine administered. EDITH

Gauteng 98
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2021-01-29 
01:39:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine
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first-name 
decision 
top-concern 
message 
Dian 
No I do not 
Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 
Vaccine may have side effects and has not been proven to be 
safe or effec7ve. Ivermec7n is used around the world and has 
been proven to be safe and effec7ve. 
Mike 
No I do not 
Effec7veness of the vaccine 
This is not a vaccine. They are using the term “vaccine” to sneak 
this thing under public health exemp7ons. This is not a vaccine." 
"This is mRNA packaged in a fat envelope that is delivered to a 
cell. It is a medical device designed to s7mulate the human cell 
into becoming a pathogen creator. It is not a vaccine. Vaccines 
actually are a legally defined term under public health law; they 
are a legally defined term under CDC and FDA standards.[1] And 
the vaccine specifically has to s7mulate both the immunity 
within the person receiving it and it also has to disrupt 
transmission. 
And that is not what this is. They (Moderna and Pfizer) have 
been abundantly clear in saying that the mRNA strand that is 
going into the cell is not to stop the transmission, it is a 
treatment. But if it was discussed as a treatment, it would not 
get the sympathe7c ear of public health authori7es because 
then people would say, “What other treatments are there?” 
The use of the term vaccine is unconscionable for both the legal 
defini7on and also it is actually the sucker punch to open and 
free discourse… Moderna was started as a chemotherapy 
company for cancer, not a vaccine manufacturer for SARSCOV2. 
If we said we are going to give people prophylac7c 
chemotherapy for the cancer they don’t yet have, we’d be 
laughed out of the room because it’s a stupid idea. That’s exactly 
what this is. This is a mechanical device in the form of a very 
small package of technology that is being inserted into the 
human system to ac7vate the cell to become a pathogen 
manufacturing site. 
And I refuse to s7pulate in any conversa7ons that this is in fact a 
vaccine issue. The only reason why the term is being used is to 
abuse the 1905 Jacobson case that has been misrepresented 
since it was wripen. And if we were honest with this, we would 
actually call it what it is: it is a chemical pathogen device that is 
actually meant to unleash a chemical pathogen produc7on 
ac7on within a cell. It is a medical device, not a drug because it 
meets the CDRH defini7on of a device. It is not a living system, it 
is not a biologic system, it is a physical technology - it happens to 
just come in the size of a molecular package. 
It is made to make you sick. 
80% of the people exposed to SARSCOV2 are asymptoma7c 
carriers. 80% of people who get this injected into them 
experience a clinical adverse event. You are geing injected with 
a chemical substance to induce illness, not to induce an 
immuno-transmissive response. In other words, nothing about 
this is going to stop you from transmiing anything. This is about 
geing you sick and having your own cells be the thing that get 
you sick. 
When the paymaster for the distribu7on of informa7on happens 
to be the industry that’s doing the distribu7ng, we lose. Because 
the only narra7ve is the one that will be compensated by the 
people wri7ng the check. That goes for our poli7cians… and our 
media - it has been paid for - if you follow the money you realize 
there is no non-conflicted voice on any network." 
- Dr. David Mar7n, Jan 5th 2021. Dr Glynn 

2021-01-27 
06:39:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ellen 

2021-01-26 
09:59:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Sorry I do not want the vaccine in my body, Ots my body my 
right,I serve a big God that can heal,it is against my believes Ilse
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2021-01-26 
09:36:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No I do not support the rollout of a Covid vaccine. 
My top concern is Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.). 

Everything we are doing about covid (lock-downs, vaccine) is a 
reac7on to the number of cases. A case is defined as someone 
who tests posi7ve in a PCR test. The PCR test is known to be 
unreliable and gives false posi7ves. This means that we are 
reac7ng on false informa7on about the number of cases. Many 
of these cases are not true covid infec7ons! The Vaccine is not 
properly tested, the manufacturers can't say if they will be 
effec7ve for long term immuniza7on, they take no responsibility 
for side effects or deaths, and no one knows what the long term 
effects of the vaccine will be as there has not been sufficient 
tes7ng done. Ivermec7n has been proven safe (over years of 
usage in humans) and is on the WHO recommended basic 
medicines list. It also shows to be effec7ve in trea7ng Covid 
pa7ents (presen7ng with symptoms). Stop was7ng money and 
puing people's lives in danger with a vaccine that has not been 
properly tested for a disease you can't reliably test for, and make 
Ivermec7n available. Stop the PCR Tes7ng to push up numbers 
to scare the public into submission. Is the government prepared 
to take responsibility for any and all nega7ve effects of this 
vaccine? Charmaine 

2021-01-25 
13:21:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It took the pharmaceu7cal companies more than 40 years to 
research a vaccine for HIV and AIDS but because ARV's are a 
mine for the company owners no vaccine un7l today. The reason 
is that HIV AIDS kills mostly Black Poor Africans. Now Cocid 19 
kills across the na7ons. This vaccine is not going to be effec7ve 
as it was said that it will take 18 months to develop a vaccine 
and now this. Modise

2021-01-25 
11:23:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I WILL NOT USE THE VACCINE NEITHER WILL MY 15 YRS OLD 
DAUGHTER. 
THE GOVERNMENT MUST EDUCA PEOPLE. HOW TO USE A 
MASK.  RESPECT SOCIAL DISTANCES. COLABORATE WITH 
SANITATION. IF SOMEONE IS NOT WEARING THE RIGHT MASK: 
GIVE A FINE. MAKE PEOPLE RESPECT. SOMETHING THAT IT HAS 
BEEN LOST IN SOUTH AFRICA. RESPECT ANS DISCIPLINE. END OF 
THE VIRUS. Guadalupe

2021-01-25 
08:52:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Phillip

2021-01-23 
08:59:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Everyone must have a right to say no to the Vaccine... I mean we 
not Animals amer all Government should not Abuse human 
rights! Tshepo 

2021-01-23 
08:32:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lethu

2021-01-22 
22:39:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine karl

2021-01-22 
10:58:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support the vaccine at all. Main reason being that it was 
developed very quickly with very liple research. And with the 
new strain in South Africa experts don't even know if it will work 
to build an7 bodies against it. Bianca

2021-01-22 
09:01:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Catharina

2021-01-22 
07:55:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the vaccine as killed people why should I take it. I have never 
had a flu vaccine. I have not had flu in my life. I just don't trust it. 
Period Jacqueline 

2021-01-22 
05:51:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

South Africa is a country of maby problems. One of which being 
imune system diseases like HIV. 

I do not trust the goverment not to turn SA into a  tes7ng ground 
for vaccina7ons that are not allowed in Europe or America 
because of their strictly regulated medical rules.  

If we are given sub par vaccina7ons it will have a detrimental 
impact on everyone, regardless of race or wealth. Michael

2021-01-21 
21:55:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Annabel

2021-01-21 
14:55:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been tested properly. With the current rate 
of infec7on majority of the popula7on would have been exposed 
to the virus. The virus keeps changing and the vaccine is based 
on OLD data. The decades of normal flu vaccine has not 
eliminated the flu, this virus is here to stay in diffent forms. No 
amount of vaccine is going to elimate a man made pandemic Joyce 

2021-01-21 
13:39:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine that has taken less than a year to develope and has 
not been tested  enough to be safe for humans.  I have never 
had a flu shot and never will. Same with covid vaccine.  Its our 
right to choose to have it or not.  There is proof that ivermec7n 
works and yet our Government con7nues to dismiss it so it 
seems that this vaccine hype is all zbiut control and money. Lee

2021-01-21 
11:08:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This Vaccine is a waste of money! It only being 91% effec7ve is 
the problem. If 98% of those that are infected survive surely it 
logical, the Human Immune System is more effec7ve than the 
vaccine so what is the use of it? Also, by taking the Vaccine, will 
the schools open? Will businesses such as Bars, Restaurants, 
Movie Houses and Stadiums be open and the Economy open? 
Do we stop wearing a masks? Am I contagious to others? Will we 
be back to normal, no more Social Distancing meaning can we 
have Par7es and go to the Beach? Will it kill me as there are 
reports of the blood vessels in some of those vaccinated 
ruptured?  Will I be Covid Resistant? Who is going to Benefit 
Financially from this rollout, no Fat Cats in the Government or 
their Gravy Train Friends and family? If any of the answers are 
contrary to what it should be I believe that this vaccine nonsense 
is a scam to enrich the Government Fatcats and the 
Pharmaceu7cal Company's... Andrew 
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2021-01-21 
08:06:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not take any type of vaccine or drug that has not been 
proven to have been tested on any human and no extensive 
trials have been conducted on people this vaccine has dangerous 
side effects as we already know one has been banned now 
recently that is meant for worms in the treatment of dogs i also 
will not be forced with my human rights to take this vaccine and 
neither will i have my own family and my health put at risk threw 
such a vaccine of any kind and neither will i be forced to take this 
and pay for this no way!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! serena

2021-01-21 
07:16:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Liza

2021-01-20 
18:49:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe that the vaccine will work because it hasn't been 
properly tested there are so many illnesses the don't have 
vaccines for years and within a year they have a vaccine for 
covid-19 i dont think so people are going to die because of that 
vaccine count me out 

Annelie
2021-01-20 
16:46:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Quinton

2021-01-20 
16:32:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not to be trusted no human tests done Marie-Louise

2021-01-20 
08:36:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This whole this is a complete disaster. The Government is only 
doing for their own benefit. they don't care about anyone else, 
nor the country's economy - they only care about themselves 
and they love to watch the economy crash. In the mean7me, 
they get big fat salaries every month Fran

2021-01-19 
15:10:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

i would rather take ivermec7n. it has been taken by many people 
and showed that its works. this vaccine is untested and the 
logterm effects unknown. lizha

2021-01-19 
11:12:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The impotance of it is to arrive and when it arrives it starts with 
the essen7al workers.what about others we are essen7al is just 
we differ according to trades that differs Mmabatho 

2021-01-19 
09:27:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It just sound to good to be true, it's not possible to have found a 
vaccine for covid in such a short 7me or else we've been lied to 
and they've been running test on this vaccine for many year's 
and only came out with this covid virus that suddenly hit the 
world since Dec 2019. Tests and studies are done for a very long 
7me before the correct formula is found for any vaccine. Maybe 
they just gave a new name to a new strand of the flu to create 
fear and take control over people's lives. Before this virus got a 
name, people who might had it and died before maybe the 
reason given was a bad case of pneumonia or something 
simmular. Taking this vaccine should be free and everyone's 
choice, just like the other vaccines already been available for 
years. This should not be something to control people's lives. M

2021-01-19 
06:45:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How is it possible to develop a vaccine in such a short period? 

How can our country afford it when so many are unemployed 
and not been able to receive UIF legi7mately amer commencing 
claim process more than 6 months ago? Louise

2021-01-19 
04:49:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There have been NO posi7ve reporte about vaccine uses 
anywhere in the world. In fact. Most reports are failures. 
Ivermec7n on the other hand has had thousands of proven 
posi7ve results reported. The protec7ve value of vaccines amer 
the fact are null and void as it will not guarentee safety of re 
infec7on. With ivermec7n it does protect. AND its MUCH 
cheaper. Yolanda

2021-01-19 
03:29:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why bring something that is not tested you only want to kill our 
propke with this vaccine. Please stop it Calvin

2021-01-18 
22:02:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are not sure about this vaccine. Other countries are 
objec7ng it and we cant risk. Let parliament people start to 
vaccinate. Grace

2021-01-18 
21:34:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

23 Confirmed cases of people that passed on amer having the 
vaccina7on 
Not enough medical research done Ronel

2021-01-18 
20:11:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Allow the vaccine to be used on the President & Ministers first. 
Let's see if it works for them.... Janine

2021-01-18 
19:53:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hanneke

2021-01-18 
19:18:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine extremely dangerous. Healthcare worker died 2 hours 
amer receiving it. Alepa 

2021-01-18 
19:01:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

will this new RNA vaccine apach and alter the human RNA. Do 
they know whatbis the long term implica7ons of such a vaccine? 
if our recovery rate and the success rate of the vaccine are the 
same, do we really need it? what are the "effects" of thia vaccine 
on the human body? daryl

2021-01-18 
18:27:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Am concerned about our safety, my proposal was that they start 
vaccina7ng members of parliament rather than star7ng with 
health workers Sylvester 

2021-01-18 
17:46:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With reproof people having side effects and even die, I trust no 
vaccina7on. I am an7-vaccine of any kind Ntha7 

2021-01-18 
17:45:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the vaccine is not safe. I don't trust  the people behind 
the vaccine.  There no convincing evidence of the safety the 
vaccine. Bafana

2021-01-18 
17:23:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust anything that is not made by Africans in the interest 
of Africans. Phumzile 

2021-01-18 
17:04:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Raymond

2021-01-18 
10:58:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not gone through the proper channel. It should 
not be rolled out in Africa. We should not accept anything that 
comes to us without strainers verifica7on & valida7on is done to 
this vaccine, un7l it is scien7fically proofed to be safe.  Why do 
we have to touch things that are done by others. We have most 
educated scien7sts and Drs who can verify vaccines/injec7ons 
that can be done in Africa. Ma Lerato 
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2021-01-18 
09:55:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our Government is rushing into mapers without any research 
that can put the publics concerns to rest, first of all we need our 
south African research counsel to confirm that the vaccine is 
indeed true and effec7ve, before billions of money can be spend 
to enrich other fellow government comrades use to do. There 
are remedies that  people can take and works perfect. Let us not 
be careless with our lives. Tshepiso

2021-01-18 
08:53:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Louis

2021-01-18 
08:46:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Snnerie

2021-01-18 
08:25:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am an7 this vaccine because of my religious beliefs.  I also do 
not believe in the efficacy of the vaccine.  I am very concerned 
that this will be made mandatory as i do not want this vaccine 
no maper what.  I believe there are medica7ons that can help 
with Covid very well like Ivermec7on etc and i am not interested 
in a vaccine. GREGORY

2021-01-18 
08:22:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have an immune system problem as well as my religious beliefs.  
I do not support anything that has aborted fetuses.  I am very 
an7 this vaccine and so is my husband. JENNI

2021-01-18 
07:22:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think South African doctors should be given a chance to come 
up with the vaccine or the coming vaccine should be checked by 
our South African scienty. Nonceba

2021-01-18 
07:08:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is rushed and it worries me that they rushed it to be 
administered to unsuspec7ng ci7zens. What if something  goes 
wrong and people die grom taking it?  We saw this happen in 
other countries from reports by reputable newspapers. I can't 
take any chances with this nonsense. I'll s7ck to tradi7onal 
African herbs for now. Lumkile

2021-01-18 
06:39:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I'm scared that once we take this vaccine we will die Thokozile

2021-01-18 
06:33:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All of the above. SA goverment has zero competency and 
capacity to do this roll-out. Then each person needs at least 2 
doses of the vaccine and the long term protec7on is unknown. If 
it follows the normal flu vaccines it is at most a few months and 
the you need to be injected again.  We do not have the money 
and this is suppose to build herd immunity. What nonsens. If we 
want herd immunity we should stop the lock down and let the 
virus that has a 98% plus recovery rate run its course. This 
vaccine also has only a 70.4% effec7ve rate so why should I take 
a chance of a vaccinne that is only 70% effec7ve qhere my body 
on its own has an 98% effec7ve rate without any of the vaccines 
possible complica7ons. JP

2021-01-18 
06:08:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has nto been tested in south africa for effec7veness 
and any side effects, why the rush. Let south africa explore other 
ways of curing the virus, let south African scien7sts test the 
vaccine before giving it to people. The government cannot force 
me to take it if I dont want to. Why are other vaccines not forced 
on people but this one.  
God help south african government to have wisdom and open 
their eyes. Keitumetse 

2021-01-18 
05:10:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Karien

2021-01-18 
00:17:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Shenrazaa

2021-01-17 
21:16:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like for the rulers of our country, who is always fir t with 
claiming benefits for themselves, to show us how it is done. 
Then the suppliers of the government contracts.  
Then all government employees.  
And then go according to your status in South Africa from the 
Government families. Uncle, great uncle. The elderly. By then no 
one will need the vaccine as it will no longer be needed. Stephanie
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2021-01-17 
20:23:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is around the effec7veness of the vaccine. We have 
only had the virus for almost a year and already a vaccine is 
available. We have diseases that are with us over 40 years and 
s7ll no vaccine. In order for us to be sure that the vaccine is 
working effec7vely let the government officials and the 
president be the first to get injected and it must be by ordinary 
ci7zens not their own doctors. We have seen so many videos 
and heard on the news of vaccines that contain certain things 
that are scary. None of the government officials nor the 
president has come out to calm the na7on on these. My belief is 
that where there I smoke there is fire.  

We read on the newspaper that people who were injected by 
the Pfizer injec7on die and you s7ll want us to take vaccine? Do 
you love your people or have you really sold us out as it is said in 
the news? 

I am an ordinary unemployed ci7zen who is scared of what will 
happen next. There is no clarity on what is happening in our 
country. I lost my job am about to lose my house. Please think 
for us jobs are scares, people are dying lem right and center. The 
least our president can do is to come and reassure people that it 
will be okay. 

People are being arrested for stupid things like not wearing a 
mask, breaking curfew rules. GBV is on the rise and nothing is 
done or said about it by the minister. He focuses on the number 
of arrests for not wearing a mask. Meanwhile the police are 
friends with drug dealers and murderers. He can't address the 
na7on instead he is rude and treats everyone like useless pieces 
of shit. He is very disrespec{ul. 

In wri7ng this I am scared of the unknown I have kids and am 
constantly in fear for them 
They have to apend school as and when Angie wants.  

We are all human and have a right to respect and dignity. All we 
need is the government to lead with respect and understanding 
that we are different and need reassurance that we are safe. In 
whatever decision they make. Batho Pele. What is with the 5G 
rumours???? Irene

2021-01-17 
18:29:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why don't they test the vaccine to people who have the virus 
and see if it will work? 
Will they test an individual first before vaccina7ng? 
Those are my main concerns.

Lerato 
Johannah

2021-01-17 
18:16:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What us the rush?  People in far more advanced countries than 
SA are dying from taking the vaccine.  I will not take the 
vaccina7on. Sandy 

2021-01-17 
18:02:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

People are dying of this so called Vaccine. Why is only South 
African Countries the Test Subjects???  
Use alterna7ve Medicine . No Cancer, Aids ect Vaccines have 
been made in many years. How could they get a Vaccine so fast. 
No proper trails have been done.  

Stop the Vacana7on, use alterna7ve medicine for now un7l 
proper  trails have been done and approved by the Medical 
Board. Nadia

2021-01-17 
17:43:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is common for vaccines to have been tested over a certain 
number of years on a specific mandatory fashion. This vaccine 
has certainly not been developed and tested in the same 
manner as other reputable current vaccines. What angers me 
greatly is that Ramaphosa said that we take vaccines such as the 
MMR. This amongst many vaccines have taken years to develop. 
This new vaccine has not.  I understand the need to sourse, 
developed and produce vaccines to save lives, but the covid 
virus needs to be tested and developed properly and safely Peter

2021-01-17 
16:28:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mandla

2021-01-17 
14:42:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Safety of the Vaccine. Thapelo

2021-01-17 
13:40:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tracy 

2021-01-17 
11:55:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is NOT effec7ve it will only cause more deaths we 
have other alterna7ves, like Ivermec7n, hydroxychloroquin. The 
President is going to kill our people not save them. Rosemary

2021-01-17 
10:35:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bugs

2021-01-17 
10:26:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are rushing to get a vaccine that has not been tested enough 
and only developed in less than a year. And the fact that 
pharmaceu7cal companies don't want to take responsibility for 
death caused by the vaccine is a concern. Gugu

2021-01-17 
08:43:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thulani

2021-01-17 
07:58:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tebz
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2021-01-17 
05:23:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the vaccine was really to work, we would have a guarantee 
that we wouldn't have to wear masks, sani7ze, etc, however, all 
these restric7ons s7ll has to be adhered to in order to ensure 
the effec7veness of the vaccine. 
This does not make sense. 
As I see it, this is just a poison that is being developed to wipe 
out enough of the popula7on in order for the rich to get richer 
and also ensure that there are a con7nua7on of power.  
Also, this is just another scheme to bring back communism and 
get away from our democracies. 
I personally will not take it. If it is my 7me, it is my 7me. God has 
His plans for us all and this is definitely not part of His plan as 
there are just too many gaps that cannot be answered. Moenier

2021-01-17 
04:08:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tshepo

2021-01-16 
20:19:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ques7ons to Government we all should be asking.... 
If I get vaccinated: 
1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them? 
- No 
So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So...what the hell is it actually doing? 
#WakeUpSouthAfrica 
But at least you will put the 6 month old vaccine to use on 
murderers and rapists first. The vaccines we had as kids were 
tried and tested for 5+ years, the covid vaccine have no recorded 
long term affects. Jo

2021-01-16 
20:16:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It needs to be thoroughly tested by SA scien7sts,doctors before 
any administra7on Solly

2021-01-16 
18:31:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust it one bit and why should Africans be the test 
subjects Lebogang

2021-01-16 
18:16:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mpho 

2021-01-16 
16:59:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The president and the en7re NCCC SHOULD TAKE THE VACCINE 
FIRST. THIS VACCINE WAS MADE FOR THE FIRST STRAIN OF 
COVID 19 AND I AM THEREFOR NOT TO SURE IF IT WILLBE 
EFFECTIVE ON THIS STRAIN. STICK TO PEOPLE WHO WANT TO 
TAKE A CHANCE  BUT NOT FOR ME THANK YOU Cindy

2021-01-16 
16:48:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve will the vaccine be when there's no vaccine for 
Cancer, HIV/AIDS and Ebola. Why is there a rush when there are 
other variants of the virus. Majority of the ci7zens hardly 
vaccinate for ordinary Flu. Sybil

2021-01-16 
16:24:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is not a well tested vaccine and it contains elements to harm 
and kill people.  Those involved in this vaccine are not liable to 
damages and should be.  This science is only the ruling ideas of 
the elite so it's not science.  For science to exist all people's 
views whether they accept or object should be respected and 
adhered to. For science to exist, freedom must exist.  This has 
not been the case since the start of this so-called pandemic as 
many scien7fic ques7ons have been blocked, freedom 
unnecessarily curtailed, which proves that it is only a man-made 
virus and vaccine and therefore it's a criminal viola7on of human 
rights. B
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2021-01-16 
15:54:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I refuse to take any vaccine! I do not believe in western medicine 
and will always opt for a natural remedy. I believe in boos7ng 
ones immune system to fight virus and disease. God designed 
the human body to include an immune system for a reason and 
in my belief, masks have affected everyone’s immune system and 
made the popula7on more suscep7ble to this plandemic!! José

2021-01-16 
14:59:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Priori7se the vaccine: start with all poli7cians, all implicated in 
state tenders, state capture and criminal ac7vity. 

Do a survey to determine who voluntarily wants the vaccine. Denzil

2021-01-16 
14:34:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Historically development of vaccines have taken much longer to 
develop. This Vaccine cannot be trusted as it was developed in 
such a very short 7me. I think this Vaccine is and will do more 
harm than good Donald

2021-01-16 
14:28:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In the history of medicine. This vaccine has been developed in 
the shortest possible 7me. Further more I believe that it is more 
damaging to health than it is as a life saver. Thirdly, our freedom 
of choice has been taken away from us. The government wants 
to inoculate us as we do our sheep and caple. It is rediculous. Donald

2021-01-16 
13:28:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccines are not well tested and the speed with which they 
must be administered raises a lot of suspicion taking into 
account that corona was just discovered less than 12 months 
ago. Unless there is something we are not being told which 
could mean somewhere someone already knew about this 
pandemic and they prepared a concoc7on for all of us which we 
don't need. THULANI

2021-01-16 
12:44:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gadija

2021-01-16 
09:48:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gregory

2021-01-16 
09:35:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough studies done on the long term effect of the vaccine.  
In Australia peoole tested posi7ve for Aids amer taking the 
vaccine.  Also virus has 99.7% recovery rate.  Why do we need 
the vaccine? There are medicines on the market that works.  But 
I suppose big pharmaceu7cal companies don't make money 
from it. Jean

2021-01-16 
09:34:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think this vaccine has been rushed into produc7on without 
addressing long term effects on recipients and in my opinion it is 
unsafe as this covid19 has not caused anymore deaths in 2020 
than influenza in 2019 so the ends do not jus7fy the means. Craig

2021-01-16 
08:36:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

They talk about “targe7ng” people.  
I’m an individual with a mind of my own. I will NOT be a puppet 
to their trials as these vaccines have not been properly tested. 
The whole world can go wild about it - I’m not interested!!  
It needs tes7ng like all other vaccines for a period of 5-10 years Sonja

2021-01-16 
06:54:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ada

2021-01-16 
05:30:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am 65 years old with a suppressed immune system but I am 
100% an7 the vaccine because it has not been tested or proved 
that it can cure anyone. Other than that it is a vaccine for the 
Covid-19 virus NOT for the Virus strain that South Africa is 
experiencing during this so called “second wave/surge”. Patricia 

2021-01-16 
03:33:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Donald 

2021-01-15 
22:18:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve is it. How well tested is it. Has it been enough 7me 
for "effec7ve tes7ng" 

 too much bad results from people who have opted for the 
vaccine. I would rather gear up, social distance and sani7ze. 
Thank you rhona

2021-01-15 
20:37:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Isabella 
Magdslena

2021-01-15 
20:35:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Carlos 

2021-01-15 
19:29:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine needs to be tested properly before making it public. 
I don't believe that it's necessary to get the vaccine as this is all 
just a Bill Gates scandal to get rid of 3 billion people  in the 
world. 
We the people needs to wakeup and start thinking for our selfs 
and not being led by the corrupt media!! BBC, CNN, News 24 
etc.... Phillip

2021-01-15 
16:38:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If gov is so sure its safe why do they not be the first to take it. 
Why experiment on the people . Catherine

2021-01-15 
16:26:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are cheaper alterna7ves to the vaccine such as 
IVERMECTIN Roberto

2021-01-15 
14:25:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no guarantee that this will curb  the virus.  Personal 
experience.  .I took the flu vaccine when the SARS virus was and 
I became very sick. Dawn

2021-01-15 
14:25:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I'm against a vaccine that has not been proven. Moeletsi

Western Cape 71

2021-01-28 
18:17:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First of all no post moterm were conducted on people who died 
because of Coronavirus to see the cause of death to know 
exactly what to fight in illnesses instead of boos7ng the immune 
system. Secondly it was men7oned that there is a variant in this 
pademic, so how is the vaccine going to cover against all the 
variances. Thirdly did you think of the side effects of  the vaccine  
as people have different blood types and different reac7ons to 
medicine. Boos7ng an immune system might have nega7ves in 
the body pending on the ingridients mixed to make that vaccine. 
So for these reasons I dont want to be vaccinated. Lungile

2021-01-27 
05:27:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not interested in any vaccine so far im healthy i thank you. 
Gloria 
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2021-01-26 
18:00:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What I read thus far is that the outcome of the people who took 
the vaccine had different reac7ons to it. There is no guarantee 
that it is the alternate solu7on.  It is s7ll trail and error.  The sad 
part is that it is tested  on humans. Vall 

2021-01-24 
11:53:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Linden

2021-01-24 
11:53:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Linden

2021-01-23 
13:53:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus is muta7ng.  By the 7me we get it, it might  not 
effec7ve.  In a year's 7me they might find something beper then 
it is the same story all over Malinda

2021-01-23 
12:07:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In my opinion the vaccine hasn't been tested properly..a vaccine 
cannot be safe it has been made in less than a year..it shouldn't 
be given to anyone.. especially our first line of defense and no 
one should be forced to take a untested vaccine!! 

Amanda

2021-01-22 
23:08:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has taken years to produce, manufacture, test other vaccines 
that we had no problem taking - unless this so-called virus really 
was "manufactured" and released on purpose! - no way a 
vaccine (never mind more than one!) could have been 
discovered, manufactured and tested appropriately in such a 
short space of 7me. Belinda

2021-01-22 
20:32:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ques7ons to Government 
we all should be asking....... 

If I get vaccinated : 

1.- Can I stop wearing the mask ? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally ? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid ? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore ? 
- No you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally ? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing ? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands ?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other ? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines ? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather ? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me ? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated ?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them ? 
- No 

So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So...what is the trouble / problem with the vaccine; what is it 
actually doing ? 

#WakeUpSouthafrica mari
2021-01-22 
17:30:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I think its going to kill us. Its dangerous.  Louise
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2021-01-22 
08:44:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why are billions being spent on a RNA experimental chemical 
agent that has not being properly tested nor has it gone through 
all the other tests which ussually takes 3 years or longer? 
There are viable safe op7ons of treatment for a frac7on of the 
cost which has saved thousands of people - to name one 
Ivermec7n with 83% success rate in treated pa7ents. 
And that is not the only one! 
Why then are certain poli7cians so adament about a chemical 
experiment on its ci7zens. 
And while we are at it where has the 5 billion Dollars 
dissapeared that was given to the government for this flu 
"pandemic"? 
Now once again normal taxpayers from black, indian, coloured 
and white middle classes will have to pay for governments 
corrup7on.  
Experimen7ng on living humans with chemicals and biological 
agents without their consent - is that not a crime against 
humanity. Sounds likean event that took place in the 1940's........ 
That was followed by Nerumburg trials.  

Ben
2021-01-21 
21:18:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Everybody should be allowed to choose if they want to be 
vaccinated or not. There should not be mandatory vaccina7on. Sandra

2021-01-21 
15:23:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has not been proven without a doubt that this vaccine will give 
covid-19 immunity. In addi7on, there are too many instances of 
death or anaphylac7c events and I do not feel safe to take this 
rushed vaccine.  Markus 

2021-01-20 
11:31:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government must be more transparent with regards to the 
effec7veness of the vaccine. I believe not enough tes7ng has 
been done and the vaccine is s7ll in it's trial stages.  This could 
lead to possible nega7ve side effects as the new variant is way 
more aggressive and enough people had died of it already. Gloria

2021-01-20 
11:25:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The governments of SA and most of the world have lost 
credibility, especially over the past year. Vaccines that are not 
tested for the intended virus, are ineffec7ve and dangerous. We 
have no proof of the exact strain of virus, only of the false 
informa7on provided by governments. If the lockdown 
"regula7ons" were not effec7ve AT ALL, why should I be forced 
to take a vaccine that contains deadly ingredients? Michelle

2021-01-20 
11:21:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Irma

2021-01-20 
11:16:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I urge the medical profession and government to look seriously 
at other alterna7ves. Doctors in the USA have had major success 
with legacy drugs (cheap and readily available)  such as 
Invermac7n (sp?) which works not only as a cura7ve (zero 
deaths, zero needing ven7lators, 100% recovery rate) but also as 
a prophylac7c (zero infec7ons), Italian doctors have likewise had 
major success with exis7ng drugs. It is uperly irresponsible to 
mass innoculate the popula7on with untested, experimental 
drugs that in prac7ce have shown extremely high rates of 
serious side effects. Aside from this the cost is enormous which 
could easily be avoided by using highly effec7ve, exis7ng, cheap 
drugs. Greg

2021-01-20 
10:27:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As of today i learned that we are ment to wear masks that the 
gov has implemented, however by doing so we stand great risk 
of geing ill or dieing as the CO2 count in a room without 
wearing a mask does not get high. However just by wearing a 
mask we are forced to inhale the toxic co2 that reaches a count 
more that 10 7mes hight than normal.  
The vaccine however it has been told that it has an7-body 
ingedience whcih is no safer than the wearing of a mask. An7-
bodies can also cause a very bad risk of illness and even death as 
an7- body symtoms are extremely much like what the covid-19 
virus does to a person. So do not believe it is safe for anyone at 
all. Infact if we as the people of the country stand together we 
could s7ll survive this pandemic without the worry of a bad an7-
body Jacques

2021-01-20 
08:50:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the vaccine itself and the nega7ve effects of those 
who have already received it. I dissagree with the idea of a 
vaccine ID . I am also concerned about the handling of the 
drug..how its kept.. its effect..how it works..samy to myself and 
family. Marie

2021-01-20 
08:22:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is NO proof that this will work. This is also not a vaccine 
and will actually make you sicker ....maybe not now , but in the 
long run..... If government care about the people of this country, 
then they will work on already proven and tested 
alterna7ves!!!!!! Hannelie

2021-01-20 
06:54:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How can this be secure if its developed in such a short 7me .the 
vaccines for other illness is s7ll in development how can you kill 
us like this !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Faried

2021-01-19 
22:21:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Kyk na die US hoeveel mense was siek . Na die inen7ng hoe het 
hul getalle van siekte en dood gestuig.         Cornelia

2021-01-19 
21:14:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Stop the crime of killing us. Government sold us out to the 
globalists that allowed them to give us their  synthe7c made 
virus that are killing us. They withhold from us alterna7ve 
medical treatment that can save us. Forces us to wear masks   
that are more detrimental to our health. Forces social distancing 
on us that leads to suicide. Took away our jobs and livelihood 
that leads to starva7on, more crimes and murders. And now 
they want to give us vaccines that will add to  the death toll in 
more ways than you can think of. Every thing they do, intends to 
do or propose is detrimental to our health and wellbeing. They 
only want to kill ,destroy and murder us. It's against the 
cons7tu7on and our  
human rights. MURDERERS! STOP KILLING US! Jean 
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2021-01-19 
18:34:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine had not been tested enough to know if there's any 
long term side effects , this government mustn't use the public 
as their guinea  pigs, they should test it on themselves first Glynnis

2021-01-19 
12:32:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that there is no evidence that has been shown to us South 
Africans that this experimental vaccine works. Now we as a 
country have to be the test subjects to see if it works. What if 
this vaccine ends up killing us and it has been men7oned that it 
will be rolled out in schools now my kids have to take this risk of 
losing their lives i dont agree with this plan of ac7on at all. That 
being ssid how can we test a experimental vaccine on our health 
workers? If it doesnt work then we have no health workers to 
help anyone and what about their families. Please provide us 
with some concrete evidence that this experimental vaccine 
works before we go ahead with anything. What happened to the 
lady that passed out 15 minutes amer she was given this so 
called vaccine? We havent heard anything from this woman and 
what was her family told. There are too many unanswered 
ques7ons so how can we trust this thing, how do we know that 
this isnt the worlds way of decreasing the popula7on. I need 
answers Angelique

2021-01-19 
09:50:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is a novel vaccine. It uses a new kind of technology never 
used before on humans before. This vaccine has been rushed 
and there are already numerous allergic reac7ons and deaths 
that seem to be apributed to the vaccine. 

Ivermec7n a drug used for river blindness in Africa,  used in 
Australia and also used in India for Covid has proven safe if used 
correctly. This is also more cost effec7ve and easily obtained. 

There are many doctors successfully using Ivermec7n for covid 
around the world, why not South Africa? Bernadine 

2021-01-19 
02:29:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are many natural ways that I can help myself prevent 
it.besides I don't want to have the amer effects of the vaccine, it 
is a choice that should be made by an individual. Musa

2021-01-18 
19:41:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am worried at the rate the vaccine was made, at its 
effec7veness and I am concerned that it will do more harm than 
good. Also, I would appreciate if the government explores other 
op7ons first. 
It also goes against my ethical principles. L

2021-01-18 
19:37:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not tested enough and the outcome not established. To many 
strains and no guarantee if you get the vaccine that you wont get 
the virus. Annalene 

2021-01-18 
18:58:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Adriana

2021-01-18 
17:40:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Stunki 

2021-01-18 
16:52:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that proper trials may not have been in place, 
how does any medical company test in less than a year and what 
type of vaccine has the government procured, they cannot run 
the country properly because of the corrupt officials, many 
officials don't even possess creden7als suitable for the posi7on 
they hold, how can we trust the  vaccines effec7veness Daniel 

2021-01-18 
15:15:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will not be taking the Vaccine as people do recover from this 
and also dont trust the Vaccine as well as Government. Dauneë 

2021-01-18 
14:32:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not thrust the ANC Goverment Ronald  
Zithulele

2021-01-18 
13:00:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concern about the effec7veness of this vaccine!!..I believe 
we are was7ng so much money!!..where the recovery rate is 
very good!!...There is so much nega7vity around this virus 
anyway...I believe there is a third force opera7onal in the world, 
trying to play god ....which sickens me so deeply!!!...the love of 
money has become so wicket....Our na7ons is 
suffering,starving,the poor an barely manage surviving ...now a 
vaccine  is been develop!!..and billions are been used of 
taxpayers money!!!..Not only in our country but all over the 
world...I believe where hotspots was discovered of the 
virus..those hotspots should have been lockdown,un7l the virus 
dies out.. Millions of lives was sacrifice,because the health 
department is not honest with the world. Each individual I 
responsible for his life...Those who  had to go to work,should 
have been the only people moving around. Because many 
companies are shutdown,there staff is able to work from 
home..Taxis and buses are s7ll opera7ng at full capacity?????? 
People are disobedient period..Even the lost of so,so many 
lives,did not change there mindsets. 
Which I think is so selfish!!!... Dana 

2021-01-18 
07:21:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ca7nka

2021-01-17 
22:34:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ants

2021-01-17 
22:10:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine just treat it as any other flu. soon there will be a herd immunity. Johan

2021-01-17 
20:45:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine dan

2021-01-17 
20:24:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Neels 

2021-01-17 
16:59:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How will we be assured of what we will be injected with? If no 
one can actually produce a sample of the virus that is not 
apached or mixed with something?  
What will the cost be to the tax payer on top of all the other 
rising costs of living in this beau7ful country? 
Will the government be open to do research on cheaper possible 
alterna7ves? If the death rate percentage is so low a vaccine 
should be only be voluntary and not compulsory and the 
government should stop ins7lling unnecessary fear in the public 

Alana
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2021-01-17 
15:43:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has not been tested long enough. Everyone should have a free 
choice F

2021-01-17 
14:42:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Karin

2021-01-17 
12:21:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is the government stance on the effec7veness of the 
vaccine that it is aiming to inoculate two-thirds of the popula7on 
by the end of the year? Will all government official be willing to 
take the first Vaccine before rolling it out in public? Is this just for 
an agenda to make money at the end of the day?   
Can the government assure the masses that there WON'T be 
ANY SIDE EFFECT to some individuals just like other vaccines that 
were provided in some countries earlier.  
ASSURANCE i guess should be the key factor here before anyone 
takes the vaccine. Richard 

2021-01-17 
00:06:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm no guinea pig.Let them try their vaccine on all the ministry of 
parliament Lyie

2021-01-16 
23:07:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

what proof is available of any covid vaccines effec7veness. The 
proposed rollout for healthcare workers- how would we know if 
a placebo or an actual vaccine was administered. Why would 
India with a bigger and poorer popula7on donate millions of 
doses to South Africa. Things just DON'T make sense. Leoné

2021-01-16 
23:07:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine needs to be tested for a proper 7me period.  
Adverse effects have been experienced that is of utmost 
concern.  In the mean7me ivermec7n can do the job.  As well as 
vitamins etc Hjalni

2021-01-16 
15:55:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support mandatory vaccina7on.  I do not trust these 
vaccines which have been produced with unprecedented speed 
in a bid to out-race each other, and because their interac7on 
with other drugs, and on going efficacy is ques7onable and  
mostly unknown. 
As with flu, each variant/muta7on will require a new vaccine. 
We can all choose to have a flu vaccina7on, or not.   This must 
be the same. 

Dee

2021-01-16 
14:19:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No vaccines have been found for some of the most deadliest 
viruses in history but Corona has one and its only been around 
for just over a year. Firyaal

2021-01-16 
13:52:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not willing to risk the lives of my children my love ones or 
any person of that maper we do not know what this vaccine is 
all about so therefore they need to do this on the shelves before 
we do it on others and we must elect people to see that it is 
genuinely given to them before we are given these Vaccines 
star7ng with the government officials Emilio 

2021-01-16 
11:54:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The "vaccine" has not been proven effec7ve or safe! We do not 
want it, I do not need poison in my body. anon

2021-01-16 
11:22:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no trust with regards to the vaccine which has been 
devised by bill gates who has said the world is over populated. 
Also that Covid has not been isolated so how is it possible to 
have made a vaccine for it. In less than a year. Also this virus has 
over 90% recovery rate and many thousands of doctors and 
scien7sts have said there is no need for a vaccine pr lock down 
their seems to be an agenda rolling out to depopulate the world 
and to force us into a new world order communis7c in nature. Jaie 

2021-01-16 
10:36:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Barend 

2021-01-16 
10:25:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If a vaccine for a flu has not been made yet amer all these years 
due to the virus mutata7ng..how can they create a vaccine for 
covid in less than a year and the virus is muta7ng.  I dont believe 
the vaccine is intended for the purpose of helping the man on 
the street. Jerry-lee

2021-01-16 
10:03:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines have not been tested. Injec7ng the frontline 
workers first is stupid as they are all going to get sick or die from 
untested vaccines. Then what? This goverment is not doing their 
research it has been paid off by NWO. Everybody should be 
given the choice to have this vaccine. This virus was created by 
man to destroy the world. Let my body work on it's own to build 
up immunity. There are other alterna7ves that could be used but 
excess to these drugs have been removed from individuals. 
Please don't think South African people are sheep we have 
brains and I demand my right as a human being to make the 
choice  

Nicolene

2021-01-16 
09:57:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Covid vaccine is a total waste of 7me. Even amer 2 doses, a 
person must s7ll wear a mask and social distance, it does not 
protect you from geing Covid. So what is the point????? And 
the side affects that are already being noted, anaphylaxis, death, 
etc. Why is there a vaccine for a virus that has such a large 
recovery rate?  More people die of TB, cancer, etc then of Covid  
but there is no forced vaccine or any vaccine for those diseases. 
This is just a money making vaccine for pharma. Why are other 
safer treatments being ignored? Caitlin 

2021-01-16 
08:15:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Getalle van mense wat dood is aan Covid is nie korrek en 
inen7ng is onnodig Etresia

2021-01-16 
08:13:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die "vaccine" wat Cyril Ramaphosa en sy Anc maters wil he vir 
SA is nie eens behoorlik getoets nie!Jy weet nie waper gif in 
daardie "vaccine" is nie.Dit is op rekord dat die Anc goed 
bevriend is met Bill Gates wat sy invloed wereldwyd gebruik by 
die verspreiding van gevaarlike "vaccines!" Laat Ramaphosa en 
die Hele Anc hul MAAR self  eers inspuit met ongetoetse 
"vaccine!" In SA het coronavirus ontwikkel tot n nuwe vlak.Dit 
beteken dat Cyril Ramaphosa se "vaccine" Gaan nie werk nie! 
Anc mag jy nooit vertrou met mense se lewens nie! Rynhardt
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2021-01-16 
07:25:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I personally won't take the vaccine because it won't work. It is a 
moneymaking scheme by people like Bill Gates.. There is other 
proven medicine that will work but this government won't allow 
it because they are corrupt. I wonder how much money was 
given by Bill Gates to this government so he can have his way. 
And lastly if you are a believer in Jesus Christ you would know its 
part of sa7ns work to rule the world George 

2021-01-15 
23:46:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust the vaccines. For many years there were no cure/
vaccines for aids, cancer etc but suddenly there is a vaccine for 
covid. I feel that there was not enough research done and now 
the government wants to enforce it on us, the ci7zens. Let the 
president, ministers, cabinet members etc get the first injec7ons 
and be the guinea pigs. I have a democra7c right to decide 
whether I want the vaccine or not. The government can't force 
us to take it. They want to control us by taking vaccine. Their 
success rate with handling covid is not good. Lots of money was 
stolen that was meant to help with health care. Why do we have 
to trust the government with the vaccines? Naomi

2021-01-15 
20:42:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The list of why this vaccine is a sham is endless. The same big 
corporate pigs who have ruined all our lives are set to make a lot 
of money from their poison. This is a disgrace and an 
abomina7on to God. May God have mercy on their souls .... 
because , for them , they deserve none.! Clay

2021-01-15 
20:29:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No vaccine for cancer for 1000years and a vaccine for a more 
deadly virus in 3 months? Whos not doing the math? Why try to 
rule the world because of one person that think he can be some 
god that can rule just because of his and his rich friends money? 
Just wipe out all humans that dont comply to their views and 
then bow?  
No!!!!! This is Africa, South Africa we got through Worse 7mes 
and we survived. Just stop lying and stealing and be 
humanitarians cause none of us asked to be here and more than 
5 genera7ons did fail us. Let us make the difference, show the 
world we are worth being treated like humans an not AI on a 
cloud and solve this virus corrup7on with dignaty, vigour and 
passion. Every and each  life in this world counts. Maret

2021-01-15 
18:16:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine hasn't had long enough human trials to know if ut us 
effec7ve or not. Ibtesaam

2021-01-15 
17:50:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are so many issues on this subject ... firstly this race for a 
vaccine, not enough trials have been done. Secondly, you have a 
good chance of bea7ng the virus through your own immuune 
system. Perhaps look at people that have the underlying 
condi7ons first (once the vaccine has been tried and tested) and 
let the rest of the healthy people's own immune carry on with 
the fight off of virusses. It has been doing this for centuries, why 
now force it on people that dont necessarily need it? Too many 
unanswered ques7ons and everybody these days are experts 
even drs that are not scien7st. Not that I trust scien7sts to have 
the best interest of the people at heart. We all know in the end 
it is all about the money. 

Marieta
2021-01-15 
16:39:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Eunice

2021-01-15 
16:39:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Eunice

2021-01-15 
14:55:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Unless the leaders and governments  of the world have been 
lying to us and making a show of fear to make us compliant. 
Unless covid is the tool being used to introduce agendas decided 
on by elites of the world. Unless this whole thing is planned and 
vaccines were planned and tested years in advance THEN it 
means vaccines might be safer. 
Of course this is not the case and if experts are to be believed, 
then the making of this vaccine took 10 days to create so that 
the "tes7ng phases" could take place in the way they claim.  
I do not believe for a minute that it is safe to use. Even mul7ple 
use vaccines given to children carry a risk.   
If it was safe, why did big pharma require immunity from 
consequences from governments. They know it is not safe. Even 
Phizer's vaccine's 95% safety is a play on words. They waited well 
passed the second jab before they even started monitoring 
pa7ents in trials.  
 Purchasing vaccines is throwing money away and we are not 
your test lab rats. Poli7cians should receive the vaccines first if 
they have that much faith in the "experts". Lisa

2021-01-15 
14:44:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Damian 

2021-01-15 
13:48:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kashiefah 

2021-01-15 
10:12:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hendrik

2021-01-15 
09:36:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tracy

KwaZulu-Natal 29
2021-01-28 
06:00:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Karen

2021-01-25 
11:40:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines are not effec7ve. Cant produce a vaccine in such 
short 7me. Many people had died of it and have had terrible 
side effects.  You can s7ll develop covid with vaccine so its 
pointless.  No thanks Elsa

2021-01-25 
11:07:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no one medicine in the world that is effec7ve for every 
individual. 
No  "expert" even knows what the effects will be ie: who might 
die ,or be messed up for life. 
Every individual is different . 
Suddenly a vaccine is being pushed that is "PERFECT"WOW.  
True Democracy does not deny freedom of choice. Reggie
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2021-01-22 
08:50:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine wouldn’t inoculate you from any of the “new 
strains” that the virus could mutate into there for once this first 
strain has moved on you would  now need a New vaccine for the 
new strain. Covid is viewed as a flu and is hardly deadly. Allow it 
to rub its course like every other flu in the history of man and 
carry on.  If it was an actual disease like polio then yes a vaccine 
would be necessary but it’s not.  It’s a strain of flu .. zak

2021-01-22 
00:50:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The way this virus thrive is s7ll puzzling scien7st. Recently South 
African findings discovered it's can mutate. So how is this 
vaccina7on going to able to fight this COVID19? Also the speed 
of finding this vaccine is s7ll ques7onable to me while this virus 
has existed less than a year  while we have number of sickness 
which are s7ll haven't got vaccines but have existed more than 
years. Recently number of countries ( Russia/Australia/etc.) did 
their vaccina7ons but their numbers of deaths are s7ll 
increasing. If I s7ll remember Australia has stopped it's vaccine 
due to findings of HIV side effects found to those who 
vaccinated.

Siphiwe 
Daniel

2021-01-21 
11:48:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not feel that there has been enough tes7ng done on the 
vaccine to prove there are no long term side effects. I believe 
there other ways of controlling the virus via the use of 
ivermec7n and other medica7ons. The recovery rate for COVID - 
19 is s7ll far higher than the death rate to warrant a vaccine.  I 
feel that mandatory vaccina7on is against a persons individual 
right. 

I will not be taking the vaccine and I will not give permission for 
my children to have it either. Taryn

2021-01-20 
20:14:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Caitlin 

2021-01-20 
20:08:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kelly

2021-01-20 
16:13:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Deven

2021-01-19 
18:09:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine is based on a specific variant.  It's scien7fical impossible 
to use old vaccine for new unresearched bacteria. 
Pfizer said it's not 100% and only clinical and serious diseases. 
Instead of wais7ng the loan on uncertain vaccine which will yield 
result for first world classes. Our people while they used as 
guinea pigs; we'd rather look at our indigenous medica7on. 
Conduct research through collabora7ve Tradi7onal Health 
Prac77oners and biomedical. Posi7ve result without sacrificing 
our own Lindiwe

2021-01-19 
09:27:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am worried about the 7me frame that this vaccine has been 
massed produced in, it can certainly not be tested properly, 
already many news reports are coming in of people either dying 
or having severe reac7ons to this vaccine.  Surely do this needs a 
proper tes7ng period before injec7ng the masses with it? Mel

2021-01-18 
17:11:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned on the safety of  the vaccine in our bodies. I 
don't think the roll out should happen without confirming its 
effec7veness and  safety. Let our leaders be the guinea pigs of 
this experiment. Have alterna7ves been considered? What 
about the possible natural cure that was discovered in one of 
the African countries? How about African solu7ons for Africans? Nokubonga

2021-01-18 
14:55:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

no  
nobody has a right to test this vaccine on our bodies leader must 
first be giving this vaccine  
indlela ibuzwa kwabaphambili ongeziwe

2021-01-18 
11:51:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government and other role players have not provided 
enough informa7on regarding the side effects of the vaccine. If it 
was so effec7ve, why all the nega7ve informa7on.  It would 
appear as though they are just following a worldly trend.  Many 
people have recovered from this virus with the administra7on of 
basic medicine and above all, prayer.  
Why not opening up the churches, so the pastors can lay hands 
on people and they can be supernaturally healed. This country 
does not need a vaccine, it needs the souvereign God's 
interven7on on many levels. Jacqueline

2021-01-18 
09:46:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bongani 

2021-01-18 
08:26:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We're facing more eminent problems that need our apen7on 
than rolling out a vaccine we are not sure will assist. Load 
shedding, unemployment, shortage of basic needs and the 
vaccine surprisingly surpuses all these needs. Secondly all the 
deaths reported cannot be said they're due to covid as 
postmatem tests are not being conducted. Ntwenhle 

2021-01-17 
10:42:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine that has taken only under a year to research and trials 
is not and will never be good for use.  
Its reported from other countries that there are severe and 
deadly side effects but this has not been reported on the news . 
WHY 
People have the right to all this kind of informa7on and then 
they can decide. Its human life that you guys are fiddling with. Its 
so sad because people in the rural areas do not have access to 
such informa7on. Me

2021-01-17 
00:22:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

my concern with South Africa and Africa at large is what are our 
scien7st doing for us AFRICA? why our Vaccine had to made in 
other con7nents instead of them coming together for Africa. 
Africa is rich in minerals, plants.  
 Errol
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2021-01-16 
20:00:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines are developed in foreign countries and South Africa 
could have done something on it's own both feets  to develop a 
vaccine that is African Standard  not measured by World health 
organiza7on which has it's own agenda. The con7nent of Africa 
remains vulnerable as all these horrible diseases are cooked 
somewhere and dumped in Africa for foreign pharmaceu7cal 
companies to milk our con7nent dry. Nkanyiso 

2021-01-16 
16:02:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been tested enough to be sure that it is safe, 
if the virus already has a muta7on so this vaccine is already not 
effec7ve against the new strain Dee

2021-01-16 
10:24:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is a joke. 
Ivermec7n is beper. 
Mandatory inocula7on is totally unacceptable.  
The shutdown must end asap Derek 

2021-01-16 
07:23:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ivermec7n has proven to be effec7ve at a very reasonable price 
along with vitamin  c etc, India has done it. The vaccine has not 
had a sufficient amount of 7me to be tested effec7vely , has had 
horrendous affects in some countries and the strain of Covid 
keeps on changing and is a money making opportunity by big 
pharma’s to once again make money with no guarantees Antonella

2021-01-16 
06:30:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no proof that this vaccine will help at all ! I suggest 
Government should all get it first! As they are "essen7al"  
Government's rejec7on against the vaccine allows me to believe 
that it's not as good as Ramaposa tyd to convince! 
No thank you I znd my whole family and friend refuse this 
vaccine from Satan !! Lae77a 

2021-01-15 
20:57:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not so sure about the vaccine... How did they come up with 
it in such a short period of 7me... Whereas we have other 
illnesses that went on for decades without any vaccines etc.. Nkuthalo 

2021-01-15 
19:36:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No  vaccine can be effec7ve in such a short period of 7me. Ivor 

2021-01-15 
18:20:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why should we vaccinate, if musk are working, why social 
distance, if social distance work why we must use the must I'll 
thus work, why lockdown, if lockedown work why vaccine??? Nolwazi 

2021-01-15 
15:31:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I flat out refuse to have myself or any of my family members 
injected with something that has clearly not followed correct 
tes7ng procedures. Also I don't trust something that took less 
than a year to develop. Bronwyn 

2021-01-15 
13:17:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Nobody will force me to be injected with a vaccine that has not 
been tested and proved that it works 100% with no serious amer 
effect on the human body. Let this vaccine go through the 
months or years of tes7ng before i will accept this vaccina7on. I 
have my human rights to reject this one world order through the 
illumina7 to cull the human popula7on by 30 miljion people. Barend

2021-01-15 
09:10:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All of the op7ons given are my concern. The covid vaccine is the 
next great scandal of the 21st century, amer the covid scam. All 
the pharmaceu7cal companies who are promising to deliver a 
new, novel vaccine, for which they will take no responsibility 
should anything happen to your health; are the same 
pharmaceu7cal companies that have provided no solu7ons to 
dealing with the virus. Doctors from around the world have been 
sugges7ng the use of many natural remedies in figh7ng the 
corona virus and maintaining good health (eg. tumeric, ginger, 
cinnamon); while the pharmaceu7cal industry, a mul7-billion 
dollar industry, was able to provide no assistance in figh7ng the 
virus. None of this even touches on the topic of  what is in the 
vaccines themselves, or the vaccine scandals in India and Africa. 
Dr.Robert O. Young, a man with 3 PhDs, has spoken out against 
any form of mandatory vaccina7ons  and his hundreds of 
publica7ons on good health and how to achieve it, non-
invasively, provides a viable alterna7ve to the billion rand 
vaccine scandal; and a logical explana7on as to why the 
coronavirus appears to be so 'deadly'. Kapil

Free State 8

2021-01-23 
10:32:30

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Waarom modt jy dit vat sd jy sterds madker gaan moet dra. 
Steeds sood melsatse deur jou lewe gasn? Wasrom moet jy 
gedwing word om inen7ng te vat met so lae mortsliteits syfer? 
Effek7ef is die sta7s7ese stermesufer nie merkbaar hoër nie.  En 
dan dir grootste vraag watse waarborg is daar dat dit effek7ef 
gasn wees? Sonder waarborg is dit belaglik om dit af te dwing. 
Punt Jaco

2021-01-21 
09:42:53

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support this vaccine as it is not been tested on any 
human or animal and the cause and effects of this vaccine. A 
doctor died from this vaccina7on. They s7ll don't have a cure for 
cancer, HIV/AIDS or the common cold or flu, but within less than 
a year they suddenly found a vaccine to inject people to cure 
this COVID-19 virus. Another nurse took injec7on while being 
interviewed and right amer that she collapsed....no news on 
what happened there. Therefore I will not recommend this 
vaccine on anyone not even on my worst enemy. Lorinda

2021-01-20 
10:15:29

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will take my chance without the vaccine, I am not ready to die 
yet.  The vaccine are killing people in country's where they 
started with vacsiona7on. Unsave 

Hester

2021-01-20 
07:41:15

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been properly inves7gated to make sure 
that it is safe to use, and on top of that we can not trust people 
from outside to provide us with medicals whereas we have our 
own highly qualified doctors who are capable of producing our 
own vaccine that is safe and reliable. My sugges7on is that we 
use ivermec7n as an op7on for our pa7ents. Tholoana 
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2021-01-18 
10:16:25

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not sure of its effec7veness.  
Why are there no vaccines for other illnesses that have been 
around for years but scien7sts rushed to get one for covid?  
Vaccines were given for polio years ago, but s7ll people 
contacted it!! 
It should not be mandatory?? Individuals have rights so whether 
a health worker or not it should be voluntary. Gys

2021-01-17 
21:09:49

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No proof exists that any of the vaccines could actually prevent a 
person from geing the virus or prevent death from the virus.  
No clear evidence exist that the vaccines would have severe 
nega7ve side effects on persons taking it. This is too risky and 
could cause humanity, the country and economy much more 
damage than not taking vaccines and rather trea7ng pa7ents 
with more natural remedies. Susan 

2021-01-17 
09:35:48

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is the vaccine in line with the new variant?  
What is the purpose of the vaccine that no one has answers to? 
The covid19 tes7ng kit must be phased out, in my opinion that is 
the cause. How can you affect people by sneezing but the test kit 
must be inserted so deep to test you unless that kit is posi7ve 
itself! How come no home isolator has recorded death but 
people die on ven7lators?  
500billions  meant to help didn't benefit those in rural areas and 
now how much is this vaccine going to cost a country that is so 
indebted.  
I am personally will not be taking the vaccine, we are not really 
informed by government or officials about the effect this vaccine 
is going to have and I foresee a mass rollout happening. Trea7ng 
us like Guinea pigs to sample something that is so different to 
European countries but claimed to be the same virus. Mokgosi 

2021-01-16 
18:32:20

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let it not be mandatory but choice, some of us are using 
tradi7onal medica7on and so far are healthy. why are they 
forcing us. 

Thapelo
Northern Cape 3

2021-01-23 
07:48:58

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government can't be trusted.  The vaccine's effec7veness and 
purpose cannot be trusted.   All previous vaccine had to be 
tested and documented for years.  This one in a few months.    
Something is up. 
And why vaccinate for something that the recovery rate is over 
90%.   Many other diseases death toll is much higher, but it is 
not men7oned or had this effect on the economy.  Seems like we 
are sheep following the leader over the edge. Maria 

2021-01-22 
21:56:46

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ronel

2021-01-16 
14:36:32

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Charlene

North West 4

2021-01-22 
19:07:57

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is a DEATH ROW  TO OUR FELLOW CITIZENS,IF NOW  WE 
STRUGGLE TO HELP PEOPLE WITH COMOBILIETIES  NOW. 
HOW IS THIS VACCINE GOING TO COMBAT THAT. 

LET IT BE A CHOICE  NOT A LAW 
IF A PERSON WANTS TO DO IT . BUSISIWE 

2021-01-21 
09:41:17

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government can be clear about the test of the vaccine and also 
clarify us that vaccine is preven7ng covid 19 or is curing covid 
19. 
And what if i react nega7vely from the vaccine, alterna7ve for 
me to be prevent or curing. 
Clarity on procurement of vaccine and the source of finance. Neo

2021-01-18 
11:46:22

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elizabeth 

2021-01-15 
14:50:22

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No concrete and long term test results are available, yes people 
are dying yes covid is real. But so was all the big pandemics 
before covid and the world s7ll survived. Leave my democra7c 
right alone to chose if I want to be vaca7onated. 

Steve
Eastern Cape 8

2021-01-22 
19:03:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no need for a vaccina7on an7 viral drugs work 
beau7fully. There is an agenda to the vaccina7on.  

Maria

2021-01-18 
20:39:30

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine takes ten years minimum to be developed. This one 
developed in a couple of months is a life high risk. Let the 
parliamentarians take the first shots. Everbody knows what is Bill 
Gates's plan with this nonsense vaccina7on. Melikhay

2021-01-18 
08:39:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dit is tyd dat die regering opstaan teen die NWO, Covid-19 
bestaan nie. Die masker maak jou siek want jy asem slegte 
bakterië in. Ek en my familie wil nie die vaccine hê nie. 
Dit is tyd dat dokters opstaan en ophou kyk na geld.  Dit is ook 
tyd dat hulle ophou lieg oor hoeveel mense van SARS-CO2 dood 
is. En hoeveel van ander redes dood is. Delita 

2021-01-17 
12:39:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Don't trust anything the govt does. Is this another ploy to 
manipulate us yet some more? 
No, I would rather starve if it becomes mandatory to have this 
vaccine. So liple 7me spent on the effects and side effects 
thereof.  
A huge resounding NO from me Natasha 

2021-01-16 
21:01:35

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

U are a asshol in thinking  stupid  measures  to keep covert in 
control  now l or we must trust you  ple go and jump in front of a 
bus 
Aashol Jacques 

2021-01-15 
21:01:50

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I , personally won't take the vaccine as there is so much 
nega7vity around  its origin. I fear for my life, I would rather die 
because of my stubbornness  rather than being forced to take 
the vaccine  against  my will. Zanele
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2021-01-15 
13:10:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jacobus

2021-01-15 
11:27:28

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Load of Hogwash and Government knows that Ken

Limpopo 11

2021-01-21 
21:34:26 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Other vaccines took years to  develop. This is not normal and 
everything about this "pandemic" is suspicious. I don't trust 
poli7cian's with decisions about my health or safety, if they were 
concerned obout the lives of ci7zens, they would focus on 
curbing crime Mar7e

2021-01-20 
18:50:32 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In most instances, it takes minimum of 5 years to come up with 
effec7ve vaccine I think these vaccines will not be effec7ve as 
they did not go thorough trials so we cannot trust them. Brian 

2021-01-19 
11:30:55 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hennie

2021-01-18 
20:10:46 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If one gets the vaccine how does one prove at a later stage that 
one has had it if it is necessary to prove one has had the vaccine 
to board a plane , cross a border, to enter a shopping mall for 
example? Megan

2021-01-18 
11:07:36 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sello 

2021-01-18 
09:48:14 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines that have been developed around the world are 
not en7rely tested and lots of media outlets have not reported 
on the effects of these vaccines and their effec7veness. The 
pharmaceu7cal companies reported to be developing the 
vaccines have also not been transparent with regards to tes7ng 
and their effec7veness. Only the rich such as Bill Gates will be 
benefiing from the rollout of the vaccines.  Just recently 23 
people died in Norway amer receiving Pfizer Covid-19 vaccines so 
the safety aspect of the vaccines cannot be trusted. All 
vaccina7on should be voluntary and not mandatory as this is a 
sign of Government trying to control us through mar7al laws and 
regula7ons which stem our very own freedoms from our 
cons7tu7ons. Moeketsi

2021-01-17 
22:07:04 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is we have never had posi7ve results concerning the 
vaccine Ruth

2021-01-17 
07:54:44 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Before we can be asked about rollout! I think we should know 
the ingredients used to make this vaccine, its side effects, and 
other future health risks related to this vaccines. I will prefer an 
African vaccine or herbal remedy as we Africans we have been 
using herbal products for thousands of years and I am glad that 
even now most of our herbs are s7ll working well. I prefer our 
health and scien7sts personnel to look at this vaccines check 
whether they are good for use in Africa and whether we're 
receiving the same quality vaccine that is used by the whole 
world. He shall never undermine or ignore the historical effects 
of vaccina7on both posi7ve and nega7ve consequences. 

Zachariah 
Obed 

2021-01-16 
17:00:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What if this vaccine kills more than it saves. Clinical trials should 
be longer to support those with allergies and other condi7ons. 
Many cases have been reported that peoole die of this vaccine. 
It should remain a choice to take the vaccine. Crea7ng 
an7bio7cs would be a start as too treat it as any other virus or 
flu Talitha

2021-01-16 
13:06:10 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not be forced to take the vaccine, it has not proven itself, I 
should have the freedom to make my own choices!! Maryna

2021-01-15 
09:32:24 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has many consequences to recipients that’s life 
changing do you even read the news?  This vaccines has been 
untested and ineffec7ve, for a virus with a recovery rate of 
99.8%.  

Let the government officials and poli7cians have the vaccines 
first we want to see something! 

 Lindie
student 39

Column B: Count:
Gauteng 18

2021-01-28 
17:04:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have been using the flu vaccine for as long as it existed and 
truth be told, it has not been effec7ve because one s7ll gets sick 
amer taking it. Then there is a new vaccine which we are led to 
believe that it will be effec7ve. If they have not solved whatever 
problem there might be with the flu vaccine, how are we to trust 
that the pharmaceu7cal companies will produce a vaccine that 
will be effec7ve against Covid-19? Vusimuzi

2021-01-26 
14:25:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not sure if a vaccine will solve the problem Leah 

2021-01-23 
18:09:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has not been established that the vaccibe is safe for human 
use. There's not really enough evidence to show that it doesnt 
have long term side effects. And they have been reports of 
people who died amer geing the shot. So i think it'll just be 
beper for the methods imposed now to slow and stop the 
spread of the virus to be con7nued anddisregard the acquisi7on 
of vaccines. Sinenhlanhla
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2021-01-23 
06:14:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As  a Country, why can't we develop our own vaccine??? 
Why do we have to order vaccine from other countries where as 
other countries make their own vaccine??? 
South Africa is corrupt. ordering vaccine from other countries it 
will be challenging because corrup7on is another pandemic in 
this country.  

My reasons why I say vaccine must be developed in the country 
are.  
Crea7ng a vaccine in our country will create job opportuni7es 
and employment.  
It will also be available in 7me and it can reach people faster.  
It will reduce the stress of social panic. 
South Africa it's a rich Country, it must not always depending on 
import goods and services.  
We South African we need to start making our own things.  We 
should not depend on foreign countries to come and rescue us. 
We have everything to help ourselves let's start now. Lebogang

2021-01-22 
22:07:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jordan 

2021-01-22 
16:42:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ndi do shumisa ivermec7n Life

2021-01-21 
13:17:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There should be no vaccine for a flu that comes and goes in 
many forms, be it even a cold. 
The survival rate of covid  is 99% and a common cold is 100% , 
what use is a vaccine? 
Mandatory vaccines using a covid/ID is a complete viola7on of 
our rights, so absolutely NOT! 
Diseases such as CANCER or viruses  such as HIV should be a 
priority in finding a cure! There are more deaths from cancer, 
heart disease, etc. Erika

2021-01-21 
08:29:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ria

2021-01-20 
20:44:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine should not be compulsory.  Not enough research 
has been done regarding the side effects, and as a result many 
people's lives who accepted it so far has been ruined.  Any 
government can not expect the people to take it if they 
themselves are not willing. L'lanè

2021-01-20 
08:58:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It's sad that we are in future going to be forced to take this 
vaccine in directly, now we are going to be used as test kits for 
this vaccine that is not tested it's effec7veness and the 
government doesn't care as they are protected their families as 
well. We don't have a say in this it's all about greed, power and 
money period meanwhile people are being killed. Tebo

2021-01-20 
01:35:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Can we go find a cure for cancer  or for HIV? I do not want this 
vaccine and I dont trust it . We have alot of tradi7onal medicine 
in our land why dont we try our own instead of buying from 
India and abroad? Kebaabetswe 

2021-01-19 
07:54:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Xolani

2021-01-18 
22:55:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have a fear of the vaccine not being 100% ass it might affect 
people leave some disabled or worse dead.... This vaccine should 
go through trials before reaching ppl and ppl should  be assured 
that their health concerns are important Thubelihle

2021-01-18 
13:30:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont trust the vaccine i prefer the ivermec7nin the tablet form 
pls ask giverment that we rather prefer the tablets Nadia

2021-01-18 
08:04:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nko

2021-01-18 
06:53:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Though media has tried to report great outcomes. It is clear that 
the vaccine s7ll needs much further tes7ng before we can 
conclude its effec7ve. This is based on the great number of 
doctors, nurses and civilians passing on due to complica7ons, 
resul7ng in mortality.  Time is needed. Paballo

2021-01-17 
22:42:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Get the vaccine scru7nized by our folk in RSA 
Why vaccines are the no alterna7ves except vaccine 
Is religion taken into considera7on ? 

Vu7sani
2021-01-17 
20:13:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Aysha 

Mpumalanga 4

2021-01-23 
11:19:19

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not support covid19 vaccina7on,we have seen how people 
suffer from it in other countries and i dont want to die or have 
complica7ons with my health because of this vaccine Nomfundo

2021-01-16 
23:08:22

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines take longer to test and monitor their side effects on the 
health of the popula7on. In nature there is no microwaved 
solu7ons to life long problems like diseases. 

The danger of being in haste in vaccina7ng the popula7on is that 
the Covid-19 vaccine as not had 7me to be monitored well in 
order to learn its long term side effects and it does not 
guarantee immunity to the disease amer vaccine. 

It is of great concern and the speed of its manufacturing such 
that it plays right in the hands of the conspiracy theorists.  The 
limita7ons  of rights of ci7zens who chooses not to vaccinate is a 
real threat and concern in the world of the free. Takatso 

2021-01-16 
17:05:34

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines have nega7ve effects do they consider those with 
vaccina7on problems DIFFERENCE

2021-01-16 
07:18:46

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What worries me is that the vaccine's effec7veness and long 
term effects have not been properly examined. It is impossible 
for an effec7ve medical vaccine to be developed in such a sort 
7me of space this is rushed and 7me shouldn't have been taken 
to properly analyze the covid-19 vaccine whether people 
con7nue to die or not but the proper channels had to be 
followed to ensure the future safety of those who choose to 
receive vaccina7ons. Canwel
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Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-23 
09:49:37

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is on the effec7veness of the vaccine to eradicate 
virus. The vaccine is meant to immunise the body against the 
par7cular virus vaccinated for, it makes no sense when given a 
vaccine and s7ll take measures to prevent the vaccine. I mean 
what was the point of vaccina7ng from the beginning of we 
suscep7ble to the virus?  
What tests has been done to ensure the effec7veness of the 
disease? What is the comparison between intended effects and 
side effects?  
I would suggest, if you want to help our people, that you pilot 
study must be made on the effec7veness of this vaccine before 
recommending it to the people.  People are not fools, no one 
will take this vaccine as it known mostly to be worsening things. 
Let's not be pressurised by the death toll of this virus and forget 
about those surviving. Do the right procedure by researching 
and tes7ng, and then come to us with a right state of mind and 
inten7on, which is to help eradicate this beast.  
I thank you. Amkelwe

2021-01-18 
20:16:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The is so much contradic7on and controversy and confusion 
about all this pandemic uzotsho kule vaccine yenu....i suggest 
you vaccinate a person who agrees to this vaccine thing. Mna 
sendive kakhul ngayo kungcono ndife ke kunoba ndifakwe 
ivaccine ndingayfuni....guys not sonke we wanted to be 
vaccinated .. 
Phof mna personally speaking andiyfun....umxelele 
kwaloRamzozo ukba mna ndngu Buqaqawuli Nopanjwa 
9910095922085 andfun vaccine Buqaqawuli

2021-01-16 
17:33:33

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Singawo

Western Cape 6

2021-01-22 
12:24:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that the vaccine may have a dangerous impact on my 
health in the long term as I feel it has not been tested properly 
and I don't, in fact, know what exactly they are injec7ng into my 
body, how can the vaccine be rolled out if there are recorded 
accounts of people dying from the vaccine and not covid. IT is 
outrageous if the make a mandatory vaccina7on program as I 
feel the vaccine is a way to control the popula7on and it 
infringes on our human rights. This vaccine may have side effects 
for a young adult like myself in the long term, and how can they 
assure us that it won't if it has not even been tested properly. Alasdair 

2021-01-20 
16:08:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine should be op7onal (not mandatory) and for those who 
choose to have it, should first be tested for exis7ng an7bodies, 
to see if they, in fact, require any immune support at all, by the 
absence of  an7bodies.  This should be possible, by analysing an 
exis7ng blood sample. 

The exis7ng corona test is invasive (deep into the nasal cavity or 
down the throat.).  If saliva droplets must be kept behind a 
mask, then why is the illness not tes7ng saliva or blood? 

Has a test been developed, to test for exis7ng an7bodies?   
Many people (esp doctors and front line workers ), who have 
already been exposed to this virus, are s7ll standing – which 
means the poten7al existence of their own natural an7bodies, is 
high – and if that is the case – how exactly will a vaccine support 
their, already efficient, immune system? 

A chief purpose of a vaccine, is to enable a person to produce 
an7bodies to something, they have not  yet developed immunity 
against.  This is done, supposedly, to support the func7on of the 
body's immune system.  However – what is the purpose of a 
vaccine given to someone who has already developed  their own 
natural an7bodies?   

If the mo7va7on is that a person can be reinfected by the same 
virus or that the virus mutates and that the vaccine can help to 
prevent that – then will the SA Government take full 
responsibility, and offer full compensa7on (to the person 
vaccinated and the affected family), to anyone who receives this 
vaccine and develops health complica7ons amer receiving it?  
Secondly, Can the government confirm, without any doubt, that 
amer receiving the vaccine – that there will be no danger to the 
recipient, to ever contract the illness, or for developing other 
health complica7ons, as a result of the vaccine? 

Clare

2021-01-19 
15:11:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Research Is not sufficient enough. Ci7zens have to pay for the 
vaccine out of pocket Because of the tax increase. Yet we have 
not been told where the 500bn went that was loaned on the 
taxpayers dime.. Use that money..  Or priva7se the vaccine 
seeing that tax payers will have to pay for it anyway. Where is 
the money ramphosa? Monique 
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2021-01-19 
12:24:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust this government because if they can be greedy and 
corrupt with PPE and other covid funds, whose to say the same 
won't happen with this vaccine which comes from taxpayers. I 
strongly believe this vaccine is not tested enough and they don't 
have enough research for this virus. Alot of ques7ons were 
raised to Healthcare professionals where it was asked if once 
vaccinated, what's going to happen. Their answer is you must 
s7ll wear a mask, there will s7ll be lockdowns, you can s7ll get 
infected. They claim the virus is changing, they don't have 
enough facts about this covid. I think they're playing with our 
lives.  If no one could get a vaccine for TB, HIV AIDS, common flu, 
etc where does this so called vaccine come from. I think this 
virus was engineered with the intent to kill a few million people 
worldwide.  This lockdown is killing us, making us unhealthy  by 
being indoors. Aqeela 

2021-01-17 
15:06:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust this vaccine at all. It's been rushed out too quickly 
and some of the side effects due to such a rushed vaccine speak 
for themselves. People fain7ng, some dying and poten7ally 
threatening men's fer7lity.  

In addi7on, there have been videos of health professionals 
supposedly taking the vaccine yet there is nothing in the syringe. 
ON LIVE TELEVISION. The plunger doesn't even move. How am I 
supposed to trust a vaccine that health professionals won't even 
take and would go to such an extent as to deceive the public. 

On top of that, there is word that this vaccine will become 
MANDATORY. Some countries have done so. I flat refuse to be 
forced take a vaccine I do not support. Yet the governments of 
the world and poten7ally SA could seek to undermine my own 
bodily freedoms. Even businesses such as airlines are poten7ally 
denying people flights unless they are vaccinated. It is all an 
absolute joke and an apack on people's liberty. 

In addi7on, why do we even need this vaccine when there are 
other treatments that work just as well if not beper with none of 
the side-effects of the vaccines we've already seen? Why are 
alterna7ve not being inves7gated when this will just become 
another Flu vaccine. There are already mul7ple new strains of 
the Corona Virus thus making whatever vaccines we already 
have completely ineffec7ve. This is how the Flu vaccine works, a 
new strain appears and then there's a new vaccine and it repeats 
ad nauseum. What will make THIS vaccine any different? It all 
comes across as a massive money making scheme since the 
health and freedoms of the people are clearly of zero concern. 

This vaccine won't save the country and it isn't the magic silver 
bullet that is going to end the pandemic for good. Kain

2021-01-15 
12:25:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I trust in God(nature). Peguy

KwaZulu-Natal 3

2021-01-20 
06:51:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not trust the vaccine and I'm not sure if it will be effec7ve or 
safe, the situa7on of Covid19 is decreasing people are using 
alterna7ve medicine's and are doing just fine, we do not need 
the vaccine.  I also do not trust the South African government to 
be responsible enough to carry out such a process. Sinegugu

2021-01-16 
14:53:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thembi 

2021-01-16 
14:51:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anele

Free State 1

2021-01-19 
09:19:33

Free 
State

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have a feeling that it is too soon for this people to have found a 
vaccine.  So I doubt it's effec7veness. If only they can first find 
the solu7on for HIV as it has been here so long before Corona 
virus, then I would agree with reference to their success in 
finding the vaccine or cure for HIV. 

Palesa
Limpopo 3

2021-01-18 
09:20:33 Limpopo

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

KARABO 
CHAKE

2021-01-18 
05:50:34 Limpopo

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines have never been proven to protect people from viruses 
throughout the years and the side effects of vaccines are 
basically fatal because there’s a lot and all include complica7ons 
to one’s health. Tebogo

2021-01-17 
13:58:23 Limpopo

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ta7ana

North West 1
2021-01-18 
05:50:15

North 
West

No I do 
not student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bokamoso

other 1366
Column E: Count:

re7red 328
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 22

2021-02-23 
01:41:24

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

My top concern is - ALL OF THE ABOVE. We do NOT need a 
vaccine for a non-existent "virus". NO vaccine rollout! End all 
lock downs! End all curfews! End pointless mask wearing john

2021-01-27 
22:04:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This covid 19 pandemic seems very stange to me as well as the 
vaccine. I do not want to take it. I don' think it is safe and for my 
benefit. I'll rather take ivermec7n

Marie 
Chris7na 
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2021-01-23 
11:24:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

COVIT IS THE FIRST STEP TO IMPLEMENT THE NEW WORLD 
ORDER.  THE SUNDAY LAW IS THE NEXT TO FOLLOW WITH MANY 
OTHER DEVASTATING CONSEQUENCES FOR THE AVERAGE MAN. 
PEOPLE TEND TO FORGET THAT GOD IS WATCHING THE 
SITUATION. WE SEE THE PROPHESIES OF DANIEL AND 
REVELATION UNFOLDING.   I WILL NOT BE A SLAVE TO THE 
WORLD LEADERS.  PLEASE REMEMBER GODS JUDGEMENT DAY 
IS CLOSE AT HAND,  VACCINES WILL ELIMINATE BILLIONS OF 
PEOPLE

TINUS 
JANSEN VAN 
RENSBURG

2021-01-22 
16:20:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

All the proposed vaccines are experimental and have not been 
fully tested. Their use is exactly the same as a medical trial but 
has not been adver7sed as such. Currently, the poten7al and 
untested risks associated with use of these vaccines outweighs 
its poten7al benefits (again untested) in virtually all sec7ons of 
the popula7on. Giving them indiscriminately to currently healthy 
health workers seems, to me, to be irresponsible in the extreme. 
The risks are: 
A. Failure of previous coronavirus vaccines; 
B. No animal studies; 
C. Known complica7ons of vaccines - e.g.  An7body Dependent 
Enhancement, transvers myeli7s, Bells Palsy mul7plre sclerosis, 
Guillain-Barre etc. 
D. Unknown complica7ons 
E. Pharmaceu7cal companies are immune from all liability 
F. An experimental vaccine is NOT safer than having a very low 
IFR (infec7on fatality ra7o) and healthy individuals in virtually all 
age groups have a low IFR 
G. No proof the vaccine stops transmission of the virus 
H. Unknown mortality  
I. Unknown vaccine 7me benefit 
J. Vaccine data has not been independently peer-reviewed 
K. Any limit to an individual's freedom of movement based on 
his/her par7cipa7on in the vaccine programme (which is 
essen7ally a drug test) (e.g. restric7on of travel etc.) is a human 
rights issue and against our cons7tu7on. 
More details can be emailed if required. 
Government needs to: 
1. Make the roll-out completely voluntary; and 
2. Educate the public as to the true nature of the roll-out and 
poten7al risks for all age groups and health posi7ons so that 
they can make their own responsible (and not misled) decisions; 
and 
3. Make alterna7ve, provably safer, medica7ons (like 
hydroxychloroquine which has been used for over 60 years 
freely available  and which CURRENTLY has a greater PROVABLE 
efficacy than experimental vaccines) available as an alterna7ve 
treatment to the public.  

David
2021-01-21 
21:35:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine is an experimental, biological agent & I don’t care to 
be a guinea pig. Dawn

2021-01-21 
16:11:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Elizabeth

2021-01-21 
10:09:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine is being forced upon us by "big brother" what is the 
agenda why the forcing? There are proven alterna7ves that 
cure , use these. But there have not been enough clinical trials 
on the vaccine, and people are being maimed and killed by it. It 
is a crime against humanity  and therefore criminal to make this 
vaccine mandatory. NO, I do NOT want this so called rollout with 
all its hype. No. Maryse 

2021-01-18 
22:57:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I am a re7red pharmacist. In ALL my professional career, I   have 
NEVER heard of a vaccine that was  researched  developed and 
made available for use by the public with the speed  with which 
the covid-19 vaccine has been.  The other concern is why is 
vaccina7on mandatory.  Flu vaccines are readily, voluntarily 
available to those who want them  without it being mandatory 
for anyone to use it. Who benefits from the sale of these 
vaccines? Is this a case similar to the  Tollgate scam ci7zens were 
forced by our own government to accede to under threat of 
imprisonment should one not pay up? I DO NOT WANT ANY 
COVID-19  VACCINE IN MY BODY ‼ Will the government respect 

that ⁉ ❓ Thami
2021-01-18 
12:20:42

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Let the President and cronies get vaccinated first, to check 
whether they get sick.  I would never have an untested  vaccine Colleen

2021-01-18 
10:55:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine is not properly tested, which takes a couple of years 
to do.  I will not be a guinea pig and I know that other medicines 
available can cure Covid-19, namely Ivermec7n.  Michelle

2021-01-17 
09:25:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

It took many many years for a vaccine to be discovered for polio, 
smallpox,  
Mumps,measles etc. now the government expects us to be the 
Guinea pigs of their try out vaccine. AIDS had been around for 
many years but nothing had been found that can stop it Karen

2021-01-16 
19:36:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Not been tested long enough. Too much conspiracy doing the 
rounds.  The President makes decisions without having 
opposi7on par7es par7cipa7ng. We need true facts.  Why is 
there Cipla meds marked "not for USA, CANADA, EU.? Media 
reports of people taking ill amer innocula7on. If you so sure this  
is safe why dont the decision makers and poli7cians take it first? 
 Lynepe

2021-01-16 
11:52:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Andre

2021-01-16 
09:52:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Heidi

2021-01-16 
09:49:39

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Werner
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2021-01-16 
09:31:19

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

If this "vaccine" is rolled out there are absolutely no guarantees 
that it wont "wipe out large sec7ons" of the popula7on. 
It has actually been proved to be extremely controversial, 
causing many deaths of previously perfectly healthy individuals. 
ITS NOT SAFE for anyone to take. 
The manufactures have been granted immunity for any and all 
resul7ng deaths.  This alone is a major concern. 

Rüdiger

2021-01-16 
08:17:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine has been rushed out without propper tes7ng and 
there has not been enough 7me to see the 
contraindica7ons ,allergies etc  it's taken years for you to find  a 
vaccine for a common cold and HIV which iare also Covid  
infec7ons so how have you suddenly found this one  . Theregave 
not been enough test on humans on this vaccine.  I THINK YOU 
HAVE PIGGY BACKED ON THE FLU VACCINE AND CHARGING THE 
EARTH FOR A FLU VACCINE AND THAT VACCINE MAKES ME VERY 
SICK NO THANKS .. . Robin

2021-01-15 
22:21:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

To much controversy surrounding the vaccine, have not heard 
anything posi7ve about it, we have immune systems to protect 
us, don't trust governments, and the world health organiza7on 
even less. Michael 

2021-01-15 
20:16:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Vaccines should be a choice not mandatory. 

There is a99.97% recovery rate why is a vaccine necessary??? 

What they put into it leads one to stay far from it. 

I listen God not man for my solu7ons. Anthony

2021-01-15 
13:42:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This is a stupid system. I had to rewrite my comment 3 7mes so 
far. For some no-reason my input was ignored / deleted.  If you 
want to know more, contact me directly.  084 200 0965.  or 
loose an ardent supporter. You choice. Donald

2021-01-15 
09:32:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I worked in the pharmaceu7cal industry for 14 years. The tes7ng 
process of the vaccines was inadequate to say the least. Even 
with these vaccines being priori7zed for approval, one needs to 
consider that tes7ng and approval of any medica7on takes much 
longer than one year, these companies managed it in less than a 
year. We are a democracy and all ci7zens should be allowed to 
refuse the vaccine if they don't want it. They want to 
implemented a card carrying system for this which will result in 
aliena7on of individuals refusing to be vaccinated.  Giving the 
vaccine to health workers and essen7al workers first is not only 
stupid it is short-sighted. If the vaccine doesn't work or if these 
people have a bad reac7on to it, our hospitals and essen7al 
services will be at huge risk of closure with lack of services 
perhaps to the point of no services. Essen7al and health workers 
should also have the right to refuse without feeling their 
employment is at risk. Throughout this Covid-19 season the 
ci7zens of South Africa have been dictated to, removing our 
democra7c rights. I have read all the media reports on the New 
World Order etc., if these are true, this vaccine would be an 
ideal method to divide and separate. THE FIRST PEOPLE TO 
RECEIVE THE VACCINE should be those at the top of the tree, the 
THE PRESIDENT, ALL MINISTERS, ALL GOVERNMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT with a wai7ng period amerwards, before 
OFFERING it the ci7zens, who should have the right to refuse 
without any fear of being labelled and alienated in any way - 
using this method would give our medical scien7sts an 
opportunity to monitor reac7ons and carry out further 
necessary or required tests. BUT ALL CITIZENS SHOULD HAVE 
THE RIGHT TO REFUSE. If we don't eventually those who are on 
SASSA and who need their medica7ons from government clinics 
may be refused due to the control freaks we have in our 
government. Michele

2021-01-15 
09:25:59

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

My concern is all of the above! There are s7ll a lot of uncertainty 
and unanswered ques7ons. 2.5 % of people could not go on with 
their lives, some has allergic reac7on, the vaccines wont work 
for the new strands in SA, you must get the same type of vaccine 
on a regular basis,  you can't sue the pharmaceu7cal companies 
if it doesn't work! NO ONE knows the long term side affects! I 
can go on the whole day! The Jesuits and Satan can keep their 
vaccine! Louise

Free State 5

2021-02-18 
08:40:26

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red other

This whole covid scheme was fabricated by the luciferians to 
delete humans all over the world to reach their aim of 500 
million as been stated by the first aim of the free masons, who 
control all of this evil. Now suddenly a vaccine appears in record 
7me. This whole thing is not trustworthy and the communist 
government/anc also, with their leader ramapusa, whose aim is 
to delete the whites. Leendert

2021-01-23 
11:46:00

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red other

It is essen7al that private organiza7ons, such as mining houses, 
corpora7ons and medical aids be allowed to source vaccines for 
their workers/ staff/ members. It is impera7ve that vaccine 
procurement should be broad based and every organiza7on that 
is able to nego7ate the purchase of vaccine should be allowed to 
do so. This will vastly increase the number of people that will 
have access to the vaccine in as short a 7me as possible. The 
faster people can receive the vaccine the more lives that will be 
saved. 
This is not the 7me to put outdated ideology ahead of the need 
to save lives. The needs of the people must come first. The 
arrogant,  genocidal no7on that the government should be the 
only procurer of vaccines must be  condemned in the strongest 
terms.     Donald
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2021-01-19 
06:49:26

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red other

I am most definitely NOT in favor of any kind of vaccine. I have 
my extreme doubts about the presence of COVID in the first 
place and there is a cure for what is "called Covid-19" and that is 
hydroxychloroquine and Vitamin D in the form of sunshine. A 
vaccine which has not been exposed to the required by law 
evalua7on and forced upon a popula7on who basically has no 
clue as to what a "virus" is, how a vaccine is made and how it 
reacts inside the body is unethical and has its own sick agenda.  I 
suggest instead of following like sheep, start an inves7ga7on into 
EMF's and especially 5 G imposed on the popula7on, and 
rather . Stop subjec7ng people to forced ven7la7on which is 
killing our people and start to act ra7onally. Vaccina7on is sure 
death, maybe not immediately but amer a second exposure, it is 
not in the interest of the public and it should be outlawed. If this 
is not an op7on, then people should have the right to choose. Janet

2021-01-17 
21:56:34

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red other

We all know what's behind the vaccine.  It's all over utube and 
internet that we are warned not to take it because the primary 
reason for it is depopula7on.  Bill Gates said so himself. It's 
heartbreaking to realize that our Government does not care 
enough to protect the people of SA. We should salute the 
Zambian President, who said that he won't alow any one that he 
loves to be injected and that's all Zambians.  Chris7na

2021-01-16 
08:39:28

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red other

The ANC have lem it too late. Their incompetence has failed the 
country miserably . That is why we find ourselves in such a 
hopeless and broken system. The answer is simple. By 
incorpora7ng the private sector and using the brains trust in 
South Africa, a solu7on would be forthcoming. And then you 
start the rollout by first vaccina7ng the healthcare personnel and 
over 60’s. Darryl

Western Cape 111

2021-02-17 
13:00:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Three weeks ago Ramaphosa with much fanfare, arrived at the 
airport with an entourage of black cars and blue lights to 
celebrate the first batch of vaccines. Only to realise few days 
later that the expiry date is in 10 days amer it arrived here from 
India. From India of all places. 

This government can't even get this right, as they've bancrupted 
the country, they've almost destroyed the economy, they are 
adamant in their expropria7on without compensa7on lands bill 
to further destroy the countries economy and bring about 
another Zimbabwe.  

Now they have received another batch of vaccines to force the 
ci7zens of SA to take. These vaccines have not been tested and 
proven safe and healthy for humans. Daily on social media, 
facebook, twiper  and Instagram we see via video clips or read 
about people all over the world who have received their first 
jabs of the vaccine with nega7ve results. People who have 
received the vaccine have had physical reac7ons such as par7al 
blindness, reac7onary blotches on their bodies, people have 
collapsed, many have had shaking reac7ons, many have even 
died and much more. This proves that despite what the Bill 
Gates, the Fauci's, WHO, WEF,  and governments say, this 
vaccine is not safe. People who are falling over themselves to be 
injected are falling for the lies of the globalists lies.  

They say it's for our safety, and health, but what they are not 
saying is that the virus will not go away. There are videos out 
where Bill Gates and his wife both sta7ng how that they intend 
to de-populate the world.  

Thank you....but no thank to your vaccine.  

The ANC government has proven that they cannot be trusted to 
govern the country, how can we the people trust them now even 
with this unhealthy and unsafe vaccine. 

William

2021-02-16 
21:18:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

All of the above.  Ivermec7n is a preventa7ve and a cure.  
Vaccina7ons or RNA's are harmful , untested , can damage our 
own an7bodies and can be deadly. The Nuremberg Code allows 
us to choose our own medical treatment.  Vaccine ID's and 
masks are in contraven7on to our Cons7tu7onal rights to travel,  
work , associate, choose our medical treatments etc.  Covit-19 is 
a scam to violate our human rights and destroy our economy. 
We do not consent to communism. Sandy 
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2021-02-01 
19:35:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Firstly , the thieving ANC cannot be trusted to sit the right way 
around on a toilet seat .  Certainly , they're incapable of 
preparing sufficient hospital beds to deal with the Chinese flu .  

The vaccina7ons are not properly tested for side effects either . 

Where does this unemployable bantu government get the 
no7on that the public must pay for these vaccina7ons . 

Every one of these unemployable bantu's has vaccina7on scars 
on his / her right arm , inocula7ng them against inter alia 
measles , mumps , rubella , polio , diphtheria , smallpox , chicken 
pox etc .  

These were FREE to all South Africans , nogal from the WHITE 
GOVERNMENT . 

Certainly wont pay for it , or be inoculated either , despite the 
ANC threat to cer7fy those refusing inocula7on , as mentally 
unstable and  confined to an asylum for the rest of their days . 

I use hydrogen peroxide foodgrade , and have not been sick in 
decades . 

Willem

2021-02-01 
17:03:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

1. Nobody knows the actual number or % of people who 
have contracted the C-virus.  We all know and figures show that 
this is MUCH higher than the official number (could be much 
higher than 40% of the popula7on).   It is logic to state that all 
these people must be regarded as “vaccinated” by the best 
possible vaccine, the actual virus and not a look alike.    
2. Those that push vaccina7on want to achieve herd 
immunity by vaccina7ng xx% of the popula7on, yet is silent 
about all those that have contracted the virus already.   Why not 
do a cheap fast test to determine the % of the popula7on with 
an7bodies and then count them as vaccinated??    
3. At the rate the SA government implements vaccina7on, it 
is most probable that herd immunity would be achieved before 
they have vaccinated 4 000 000 people without an7bodies.       
4. All sta7s7cs and figures given to public are useless to 
make calcula7ons to determine the   correctness of the claims 
made.  The vaccine seems to be an Experimental vaccine.   
5. The same people who tell us the vaccine is 99% effec7ve 
(effec7ve not defined), tell us that those vaccinated must s7ll 
wear a mask and distance themselves from others.   They 
contradict their own claim to effec7veness.    

Jan 

2021-01-30 
11:59:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I am by no means an an7-vaccer, but these vaccines have 
liperally been thrown together within a few months.  The mRNA 
is a total NO NO!  Even the DNA vaccine has had too many 
issues, with side effects.  Interes7ngly, CHINA is not giving any 
vaccines to people over 65 ... WHY? 
I do not TRUST the Government to do what is right.  They have a 
proven track record of total inefficiency. 
As far as Vaccine ID cards are concerned ...... 2030 Agenda !!!!!  
NO NO NO 
There are alterna7ves like Ivermac7n!  
Plus good old vitamins to keep the immune system strong. 
I am definitely NOT GOING TO TAKE ANY COVID VACCINE!!! 

Liz

2021-01-26 
16:58:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Na7onal government has proved its incompetence around all 
aspect of the management of the pandemic and the  
vaccina7ons in par7cular.  
Denying ci7zens who’s medical aids are ready and able to 
provide the vaccines the right to do so is at least a criminal 
offense as is the many deaths that would be prevented with 
7meous vaccina7on. Andries
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2021-01-26 
16:07:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

My concerns are ALL of the op7ons supplied. 

1. It is against my  human rights to FORCE me to take this 
vaccine. 
2. There are medicines available that have been proven to be 
effec7ve - but these are not even considered. 
3. This vaccine has not been properly tested yet.  Please note : I 
am NOT an an7-vaxxer,  but I am also NOT prepared to be a 
guinea-pig. 
4. Our government has shown for the last (nearly) three decades 
that they cannot be trusted - money disappears into their 
pockets and nobody important has as yet been held accountable 
for this.  They can therefore also not be trusted to manage the 
vaccine-funds, the vaccine itself and the vaccine-rollout correctly 
and without corrup7on. 
5. Yes, Covid19 is bad and (apparently, according to (? corrupt ?)  
government sources) very infec7ous.  However, the death-toll is , 
according to numerous other sources, totally inflated and 
untrustworthy.   
6. The rate of infec7on, as advised by these same (? corrupt ?) 
government sources is untrustworthy as other, more reliable and 
believable sources have advised that up to 70% of these 
"posi7ve" cases are indeed false posi7ves.  Even the WHO has 
now adapted their instruc7ons on how the results should be 
interpreted due to the high number of false posi7ves. 
7. We have never been advised to be vaccinated against other 
infec7ous diseases (e.g. SARS / TB / AIDS etc) while the death-
toll  due to  these illnesses is (again according to various sources) 
much higher than Covid19. Hannie

2021-01-26 
15:26:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other No 666 vaccine in my dead body Tp

2021-01-26 
15:08:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Let all Parliamentarians have it first then allow it in them for 3 
months to monitor effects. But it has to be inspected by Honest 
people to make sure it's the very same to be used on ci7zens. 
This is the start of the mark of the beast as The Bible says, and 
our Government does everything other countries tell them. 
Zimbabwe is Not tolera7ng This so why should we. It also 
doesn't guarantee no Covid-19 later on amer the vaccine. Stop 
being like monkeys mimicking the world!!! Ingrid

2021-01-26 
13:16:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Peter

2021-01-25 
14:41:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This is a man-made virus, all part of the Deep Sate to control the 
world! Lorraine

2021-01-25 
13:40:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

People have died amer being given a covid vaccina7on so is it 
truly effec7ve in  preven7ng the disease? I avoid flu vaccina7onx 
because of geing flu from it the only 7me I had the vaccine. 
Now this covid vaccine manipulates RNA which is a new method  
that is not tried and trusted yet. I don't want to have the 
vaccina7on myself so why force it on people? The governments 
of the world could already be more sensible about lockdowns 
that they have been up to now. I'm suspicious - who is geing 
rich out of the vaccina7ons and why must we be forced to have 
it when the governments could find beper ways than destroying 
the economy by locking everything down. The sta7s7cs of 
tes7ng are not accurate and there is no real evidence that this is 
killing more people than flu has done in the past.  By locking 
people down then releasing them to get exposed to the disease, 
they now have reduced immunity so this is not working. It seems 
the vaccine is a money making racket and I fear there are more 
sinister aspects that fall into the category of conspiracies that 
this disease was designed especially to reduce the popula7on by 
killing off  people either by the disease itself or by starva7on and 
worse due to economic catastrophe.  I don't trust this so have 
given you phony info below. Roberta 

2021-01-25 
07:34:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine has not been properly tested for its long term 
effects. 
I object to being forced to do something. Helen

2021-01-24 
09:38:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

My concern is that this is all happening so fast. No proper tes7ng 
has been done. I suspect thete is not one tablet on the market 
that does not have side effects,  some even deadly,  so how can 
anyone guarantee these vaccines are safe? vernon

2021-01-23 
17:18:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

All of the above.My husband and I both had it in December 
2020.Why must we be vaccinated before being able to go abroad 
etc?? Do not trust  the way this pandemic is forcing people to do     
this and that.  Sandra

2021-01-23 
13:53:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

bellieve in the Lord Jesus Christ. See what the prophesy states. 
Vac is against my religion. No vaccina7on as this New World 
Order is Satans way to take our freedom. Fritz

2021-01-22 
17:47:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other norma

2021-01-22 
17:17:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine is PURE POISON AND WILL KILL OR MAIM THE 
RECIPIENT Rodney 

2021-01-21 
14:48:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Yvonne 

2021-01-21 
12:05:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The mRNA gene altering C-19 "vaccine" has not undergone full 
PhI to PhIII clinical trials to establish efficacy and has only 
undergone limited pre-clinical tes7ng in order to rush forward 
what can only be described as uper BS. Hydroxychloroquine 
together with Azithromycin and zinc word superbly and are a 
frac7on of the cost using products with proven reliablity. So, 
count me out. I ain't nobody's fricken guinea-pig. Erich 

2021-01-21 
08:15:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This is going to be just a vehicle to loot public funds by the ruling 
party DAVID

2021-01-19 
20:58:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

It has the capacity to alter DNA - the effects of which may only 
be fully recognized in the next genera7on. By then it will be too 
late. JUST NOT ALLOWED TO HAPPEN! Lennys
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2021-01-19 
00:31:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

As with the bogus "War on Terror," so too with this "War on 
Death (and Disease)", the intent is clear, namely, the coercing of 
the global popula7on to acquiesce in the criminal destruc7on of 
socie7es, communi7es and na7ons, and all only for the 
enriching of the few -- through thoroughly dastardly means -- at 
the expense of the overwhelming majority; all robed in the 
purple of "democracy," "progress," and "human rights!" 
Besides, what betrays the mala fides of the criminal 
experimenta7on of unleashing an untested vaccine on an 
unsuspec7ng public at large, is the post haste urgency with 
which the vaccine makers have prevailed apon the supine 
governments to grant them indemnity against any and all claims 
for the damages which will, and most certainly have, arisen as a 
result of the administering of this monstrously untested vaccine! Kashif

2021-01-18 
23:56:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Johanna 

2021-01-18 
23:33:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Cedric

2021-01-18 
20:07:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Ek sal graag will sien dat hulle eers al die ANC, eff, blf die 
inspui7ng gee en drie maand wag en kyk wat gebeur want 
daardie gemors is onweige. Dankie Daniel

2021-01-18 
18:25:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Government were slow to consult Provincial health authori7es 
and Premiers, e.g. Western Cape, and accordingly have over 
reacted in ordering vaccines that have not been proven 100% 
effec7ve; 

Vaccines that are not 100% effec7ve may not be rolled out as a 
mandatory solu7on this is totally against our cons7tu7on and 
bill of rights; 

Government with the full coopera7on of Provincial authori7es 
should FOCUS on the actual, rather than the apparent, HOT 
SPOTS. In this way considering the high rate of recoveries the 
vaccines that have been appropriately tested could be rolled out 
where it is most needed; and  

The enforcement FOCUS  should be directed at the lack of self-
discipline in the hot spot areas rather than on surfers and other 
minority groups, such as restuarants. 

Paul
2021-01-18 
15:28:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Dit bly elke individu se die besluit of jy ingeënt wil word of nie. Annatjie 

2021-01-18 
15:03:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

It takes years to develop, test & obtain WHO (World Health 
Organiza7on’s)  approval  to roll out a new vaccine.   So I have a 
BIG ques7on mark  on the  7me frame  to be able to roll out the 
new COVID-19 vaccines in record 7mes. I smell a rat & will never 
ever take the vaccine!! Hennie

2021-01-18 
13:41:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Marieta

2021-01-18 
13:04:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

At the moment it is not safe to use. People already died being 
vaccinated including a docter.  Other major side effects making 
people sick. 
I WILL NEVER TAKE IT.   
Parlement, the President and all the ministers must take it first.  
Most are elderly.  Lets see if they are ok amer taking it.   
Un7l then do not even think of rolling it out! Marah 

2021-01-18 
11:30:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I don't believe there has been enough tes7ng. The strain will 
mutate again. Why are alterna7ves not recognised? Big Pharma 
and Bill Gates....too many unanswered ques7ons from 
government Pieter

2021-01-18 
11:26:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This covid scam has mortality rate if 0.003% .....!!??!! 
Do I REALLY have to say more.??   
The vaccine is the actual plan.  
Follow the money people.!!!  
It's not rocket science. Samara

2021-01-18 
09:41:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other It’s against everything we stand for, freedom of choice. LM

2021-01-18 
09:41:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other It’s against everything we stand for, freedom of choice. LM

2021-01-18 
09:13:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Its a world wide hoax to kill more people, making billions of 
money to trap people mentally for the New World Order to take 
over sombies nade by vaccine, chaos is coming.. Andre

2021-01-18 
08:17:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Johan

2021-01-18 
07:26:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This so calledvacine is not a vaccine but a mRNA to program cells 
. There is no evidence that this wil give immuunity. It already 
proven to have severe side effects  and longterm neurological 
disorders such as alsheimers disease and autoimmune diseases.  
It would not give immunity against any virus. Stop with this 
madness. Rachel

2021-01-17 
23:42:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Never will I allow my family to be injected nor myself, because  
of peoples greed for money and no real concern for peoples 
health. Nobody is telling what consequences  thisvaccine will 
have on people's bodies and whether and how it was tested. Karen

2021-01-17 
20:32:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other John 

2021-01-17 
19:15:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I am not interested in being tested  or the vaccine.  I  believe  the 
goverment wants to cotrol everyone and I  am not  sure that it 
does not contain a chip. The way the world is going  shows the 
end 7mes are near. Monica
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2021-01-17 
18:06:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Vaccines that the Government want to use have  not been in 
existence for a length of 7me and has also not proven to be 
effec7ve or what the side effects are. 
Would prefer to use Ivec7n irrespec7ve of the loss of kickbacks 
the Government always get. They should be concerned about 
their ci7zens Ellie

2021-01-17 
17:29:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

To many unanswered and unanswerable ques7ons. There are 
other alterna7ves that have been vilified by the vaccine industry 
because they stand to make or have already made trillions in 
profit with this one vaccine.  Who stands to gain financially 
through the sale of these vaccines? How effec7ve is it going to 
be? Has that effec7veness been empirically proven? Considering 
that there is as yet no vaccine for aids or many other deadly 
viruses it is very ques7onable that the industry happened to get 
a vaccine out so quickly. How many human trials were 
performed and what was use as the compara7ve control in 
those trials? What substances does the vaccine contain to 
control bacterial infec7on of the media of the vaccine 
(Mercury?) ? What substance is used as an "adjutant" to "kick 
start the immune system (Aluminium?)? What is used to allow 
the vaccine media to mix with the blood (Glutamate?) and does 
that then cause the blood brain barrier to be crossed, thus 
allowing mercury, aluminium and the actual ac7ve por7on of the 
vaccine to enter the brain and what are the long term problems 
associated?  Unques7onably dangerous to health as defined by 
law in the USA. Jimi

2021-01-17 
17:15:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Once the vaccines are approved, government is obliged to  
urgently safeguard the lives of the popula7on at large. However, 
it is NOT at liberty to prevent or delay the access of vaccines to 
those ci7zens who’s medical aid policies can source and provide 
the vaccines earlier. Andries

2021-01-17 
17:10:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine has not been properly tested and the adverse 
effects of the vaccine are not being published. Ihas caused a 
number of deaths. In trials 63 out of 65 women have become 
sterile. Many doctors are tes7fying to the fact that RNA 
interferes with our DNA. There is evidence from doctors that 
nano par7cles in the vaccine can affect the brain in such a way 
that we can be connected to our cellphones. This might be 
regarded as conspiracy but it is not. Real scien7sts and many 
doctors say that there is  a 99% chance of not dying of Covid and 
the drive for a vaccine is not really NECESSARY. While the 
number of cases may be rising the death rate remains flat 
despite cases of deaths not caused by Covid being reflected as 
Covid deaths.  
. It has been shown to increase the risk of contrac7ng HIV.  
South Africa should follow Zambia's example and make sure the 
vaccine is THOROUGHLY TESTED before being inflicted on the 
popula7on. I am VERY DISAPPOINTED with government's cozy 
rela7onship with WHO which has not been honest in its handling 
of Covid. Why are proven interven7ons such as the efficacy of 
vitamin C&D and zinc not being prompted to help strengthen the 
immune system and reduce reduce the adverse effects of 
contrac7ng Covid. Why have lock downs been enforced so 
severely further COMPROMISING THE IMMUNE SYSTEM.  
IN a DEMOCRACY a vaccine should not be MANDATED especially 
when it has not been properly tested. I AM HORRIFIED that the 
HPV vaccine has been forced on young school going children - 
that will make them sterile. Do we have government Ministers 
who actually care for the people they have been entrusted with 
to govern. This is not China where the people have no freedoms 
but we are being treated as if the government only knows best. 
They are not doing a good job and have not earned our trust. I 
agree that if they mandate it they must take  
it first. All of them NO EXCEPTION.  
8700 HEALTH WORKERS  in Norway have filed a lawsuit not to be 
vaccinated TAKE NOTE. 
PHARMACEUTICAL Companies that have no liability for injuries 
caused by vaccines should not be allowed to sell vaccines 
especially those which have not been sufficiently tried and 
tested. 
WHO and GAVI have a conflict of interest and are not to be 
trusted. The vaccines are money spinners at our expense. 
Ivermec7n hydroxy chloroquine with zinc have been proven 
effec7ve by many REAL DOCTORS WHO Care yet these protocols 
have been squashed including use of VITAMN C&D! 
UNCONSCIONABLE. WHO IS NOT OUR FRIEND.  

Louise
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2021-01-17 
16:19:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

My concern is that for a deadly diseases like cancer and  Ebola 
(which has been around for some 7me in the congo), both have 
no cure and death is inventable. 
How long did it take for treatment to be discoverd for HIV and TB 
yet in such a short 7me period of less than 12 months a vaccinne 
for covid 19 was discovered and ready for distribu7on world 
wide. How did the scien7sts get that right so quickly and who 
has it been tested on ,how many had posi7ve results. 
in view of the above the goverment cannot make it mandority 
for the people to take the vaccinne that has not been fully tested 
and approved by the medical aid society. 
the treatment needs to have a proven  positve track record 
before roll out. 
 Docktor Mkhize on the media has already raised concerns of a 
middle man charging four 7me more for the vaccinne and open 
to once again corrup7on with in the ANC goverment who 
couldnt care a dam about the people but their own pocket. 
The importa7on of the vaccinne should   be done and dis7buted 
by a reputable south african company in this feild and the 
goverment must not have any involvement what so ever. Doctor 
Mkhize would deal directly with this company to be elected and 
this will ensure that there is no corrup7on and the vaccine is 
distributed fairly and evenly to all south africans 

Hamish

2021-01-17 
16:12:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I am of the opinion that this is a man made virus by China and it 
is a money racket business whereby a few are enriched. Part of 
one world order. Eugene

2021-01-17 
15:57:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Dr Karim. You have taken and oath to do no harm yet are 
promo7ng a drug that you should know, as there is plenty of 
research data available, that  contains modified ( ie synthe7c) 
RNA/DNA which could result in cancers and autoimmune 
diseases to name a few. It also contains nanotechnology, the 
owner of which patent ( Gates Founda7on ), would  then own all 
or part of the recipient of it. Us. Our bodies.  If you do not know 
this Dr Karim do your research. 
You , our Government and the mighty Command Council , oh 
how you love that authority, are guilty of abuse of power and 
Crimes Against Humanity.  
You should all  be hung. 

We, the People,  have a right to know the truth of what is in this 
shot to enable us to make an INFORMED CHOICE as is our right 
in the Cons7tu7on of this country as well as in the Nuremberg 
Code of Ethics (1947) . If you do not know that one look it up. 

This "vaccine" has nothing to do with covid and everything to do 
with the master plan to rid the world of 3 billion souls and 
Africans are the main target as these sick psychos regard us as 
"deplorable" "useless food eaters"" a worthless scourge" "not 
part of the world economy" and should have our rights taken 
from us and be "experimented" on. 

Roll out; First up Dr Karim and the government with their 
spouses and families. 
                   Second the scien7sts who are working on this. 

Dump the rest  

Roll out in schools is child abuse 
Roll out in care homes & to the elderly is mass murder 
Roll out in Malls & at Taxi ranks is psychological coercion 

 Kate

2021-01-17 
13:23:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Firstly it has not been properly tested on anything especially 
humans, it's contents breakdown has not been made freely 
available and the ques7on is, will it have any effect against the 
so called new strain, and lastly what nega7ve effect is it going to 
have on older people specifically those with a lowered immune 
system? There are other alterna7ve cheaper treatments with 
less side affects that can be a more realis7c answer, sadly it 
seems it will not suit this lying, uneducated government's NWO 
agenda. Pieter 

2021-01-17 
12:06:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The spiritual convic7on of a person is the highest morality, 
higher than the Soul, and higher than the body.  Most of us are 
ruled by the convic7on of the strongest, but some of us are 
ruled by our spiritual convic7on. I do not trust this vaccine, and I 
do not trust those who made the vaccine, (its all about money, 
not about life) I do not trust most governments, therefor I will 
not let them rule over my spiritual convic7on. The bible teaches 
us in Ps. 91 that God will protect us from pes7lences . It does not 
tell us to first take the Corona vaccine, and THEN we will be safe. 
I cannot let my convic7ons be overruled by those who made the 
vaccine and does not even believe in God, yet, force me to take 
on something that they cannot even prove to be an epidemic.  I 
will trust God directly. And so should YOU.  
DO NOT PLAY WITH YOUR ETERNAL LIFE!!! It is for ever and 
there is no return once you walk that road. Don't gamble with 
your eternal existence. Jan
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2021-01-17 
08:54:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine has not been successfully tested, it is an ongoing 
experiment, it is not even a vaccine but a protein pathogen, 
which can create any unknown reac7on.  Ivermec7n and other 
medicines work 100% why risk your life and volunteer for an 
experimental drug where you can not even claim compensa7on 
should you have an adverse reac7on.  The mere fact that the 
creators accept no responsibility whatsoever is a clear statement 
that they know what can happen but are willing to kill perhaps 
millions which is a crime against humanity to begin with. By 
pushing the use and trying to put legisla7on in place to get 
people to take it is taking away our freedom and giving them 
permission to kill us. Walter

2021-01-17 
08:25:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

My concern is that the government is pushing for a vaccine, 
before looking at solu7ons like Ivermec7n, etc . 
A vaccine has to be tested for at least 5 years before it can be 
used. My ques7on is, who  (WHO)is going  to benefit from this?   

Janice

2021-01-17 
08:14:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine from India h researchas no  research papers from 
the medical world to endorse the efficacy of their medica7on. It 
is cheap and that is why the Gov went for it. I will not be a 
guiney pig. 

Elza

2021-01-17 
08:13:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Not enough tes7ng concerning the vaccine has been done so it 
cannot be stated that it is safe to use. I'm sure there are 
medicines currently readily available to use but this has become 
a money making racket  
I think it should be rolled out first to our past and present 
corrupt government officials Majied 

2021-01-17 
03:20:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I do not trust this vaccine... And will certainly not be taking it. 
Let the President and his cabinet take this and see the outcome.  
I have heard too much nega7vity regarding this vaccine. Sandra

2021-01-16 
23:46:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I'm not an7 vaccines I'm an7 stupidity. How can you have a tried 
form of medicine and blatantly reject it for a untested vaccine.. 
Where is the logic.. Collin

2021-01-16 
23:15:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Effec7veness amer only 6 months development is too soon 

The government should not have monopoly, private sector 
should be able to do vaccina7ons too 

Other medicines proven to cure  should be considered 
Thana

2021-01-16 
20:53:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Totally impossible to produce a vaccine in such a short 7me with 
no studies or proof that it works!Also unknown effects!.The tests 
do not show covid,numbers have been falsified,the whole thing 
is a hoax-its a bad flu which people with co morbidi7es are 
suscep7ble to!! Ronnie

2021-01-16 
20:31:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I won’t take the vaccine...I’ll look amer my own health & don’t 
trust this fake pandemic. Bernie

2021-01-16 
20:11:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine is unproven.  Authori7es are playing 'Russian 
Roulepe' with our health. 
There should be  trusted op7ons when refusing to partake in this 
gamble. 
The vaccine benefits only the pharmaceu7cal companies.  It is a 
crime against humanity to force this on the general public Elvia

2021-01-16 
20:11:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine is unproven.  Authori7es are playing 'Russian 
Roulepe' with our health. 
There should be  trusted op7ons when refusing to partake in this 
gamble. 
The vaccine benefits only the pharmaceu7cal companies.  It is a 
crime against humanity to force this on the general public Elvia

2021-01-16 
19:59:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

EBOLA killed 25% of its vic7ms but it took from 2014 to October 
2020 for the FDA to approve a vaccine. 

The Wuhan Flu/covid-19 virus kills less than 2% of its vic7ms but 
the vaccine was produced and approved in only a few months. 

Forbes reports that the development of vaccines, treatments, 
medical devices etc has produced 50 new billionaires in the 
healthcare sector in 2020.  

All of the decision-making comrades in the supply chain are 
capable of arranging for a cheap subs7tute instead of vaccine 
and we know that China has previously supplied dog food and 
baby formula with lethal addi7ves. 

Looking at the 7me required to produce a vaccine, it seems 
obvious that recipients of Wuhan Flu/covid-19 vaccine are 
considered no more than expendable guinea pigs whose 
con7nued health is of no great concern, par7cularly since the 
manufacturers are indemnified from any liability. The deaths of a 
third of a million AIDS sufferers using a garlic & beetroot remedy 
in the Mbeki years also does not ins7ll confidence. 

Brian
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2021-01-16 
19:46:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

the covid disease is a moral disease & many countries have been 
permissive of psycho viola7ons & the like. it is illegal , for 
example , to mistreat the spirits of dead animals or people or 
anything. 
when this high abuse is done it kills the heaven so people/
animals can not have a spirit when they die , rain can not fall 
unless forced , etc . 
so to think the vaccine is so wonderful is deceiving us & it has 
not solved the real problem. 
you have to abolish voodoo & psycho kill & necromancy & 
depravity & bad rela7ons with dead animals or people or other. 
you are not allowed to say this vaccine is the answer - animals 
were used in experiments & died . 
why do you not uphold human dignity & effec7ve human beings 
who can be effec7ve & heal ? why can one not heal ? 

the level of type of human with the vaccines is below sub human 
is the type that has sex with corpses for the illegal act that kills 
the spirit of the dead . 
you have never taught how to be immune . you have immune. suzanne

2021-01-16 
18:32:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Margaret

2021-01-16 
17:58:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Not interested in any vaccine that had not been proven, we 
know the purpose, to reduce the popula7on, to be controlled, 
remember the Nuremberg Code and the right to life as per our 
Cons7tu7on. We are responsible for our own health. Mike

2021-01-16 
17:57:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

1. Why is India the country to supply so quick.  
2. Why are this government buying Indian products and not 
Physer products. 
3. Is this a Gupta innia7ve?  
4. Why a vaccine from a Moslem country to a dominant Chris7an 
country. Peter

2021-01-16 
17:12:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

How does this  government that has stolen so much money 
intend to pay for this. Are the thieves going to feel some 
remorse for their poor or perhaps China or the NWO cronies? I 
do not trust this vaccine as it has not been researched enough 
and no one will take responsibility if one is nega7vely affected. 
That alone should be a wake up call. It is all about enriching 
certain people. Masks, tests and vaccines. Wow , some are 
smiling all the way to the bank, whilst others have lost 
everything they worked so hard for. Government officials that 
stole so much must have known what was coming so that they 
and their cadres can live the high life. SHAME ON YOU ALL. 
We should have freedom of choice. If those that are happy to 
take the vaccine, do so by all means as it is your choice. In that 
case those that take the vaccine should not be infected by those 
that wont take it and and visa versa. It is 7me to take our heads 
out of the sand and see what is happening around us. Our 
freedom is being taken away very fast. Soon we will not be 
allowed to make our own decisions. As Klaus Schwab said "YOU  
WILL  HAVE   NOTHING and you will be happy". For some that 
may be ok, but many of us have earned our salaries HONESTLY  
so keep your dirty paws off. 

Maria
2021-01-16 
15:41:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other This is from the devil. They change your DNA Debbie

2021-01-16 
15:33:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

These ‘vaccines ‘ have not been tested adequately, so this is a 
poli7cal decision rather than a medical one. 
With a Global recovery rate of 99%, why is a vaccine necessary? 
90% of deaths occur in elderly folk who have Metabolic 
Syndrome, whilst the remaining 10% are folk with TB and an 
immunocompromised state. 
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n are both effec7ve as shown 
in numerous scien7fic studies and safe as clinical use has 
demonstrated. Their side effect profile is well known. These 
medica7ons are cost effec7ve. 
The vaccine is an expensive Pandoras Box. 

Kerry

2021-01-16 
14:24:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Insufficient research. 
Hasty decisions. 
Adverse effect it's already had on guinea pigs / volunteers / 
medical staff .. dying in their prime.  
More haste less speed.

CATHRIN 
BANTJES

2021-01-16 
13:57:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I do not trust this procedure. 
Carol

2021-01-16 
13:33:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I DO NOT AND NEVER HAVE  HAD VACCINATIONS AND WHEN 
YOU MIX THEM WITH BIG PHARM AND  GOVERNMENT POLITICS 
I PROBABLY NEVER WILL ! GLEN

2021-01-16 
13:10:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Give it to the suppliers first and the poli7cians who okayed the 
vaccine. They are good people give all the vaccines to them. 
Government was never and is not relayable for amer effects and 
damages to our bodies and health. I had my adverse effects of 
polio vaccines, thank you.  AND NO THANKS TO ANY 
VACCINATIONS!!!!!!! Cicilia
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2021-01-16 
12:56:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL I TAKE A VACCINE WHICH HAS 
NOT BEEN PROVEN TO BE EFFECTIVE.  
IT IS AS RIDICULOUS AS THIS LOCKDOWN.  ANC NEEDS TO DO 
PROPER  RESEARCH NOT BY WHO AND B.S. SCIENTISTS NOR BILL 
GATES WHO IS NOT IN THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.  
IF GOVERNMENT WILL SIGN LIABILITY FOR VACCINE MAY BE A 
DIFFERENT STORY FOR OTHERS. 
ANC IS TOTALLY IRRATIONAL IN THEIR APPROACH TO THIS 99. +% 
OF THIS FLU STRAIN. THIS IS BY NO MEANS A PANDEMIC. I DO 
NOT TRUST THE GOVERNMENT TO MAKE  any decision on behalf 
of the populace.  
South African government has been the cause of South Africa 
failing. I do not consent. Ti7a

2021-01-16 
11:58:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

All of the above.  You cannot patent a 'cure' for the flu and then 
force it on people every season.  Basic science, good nutri7on 
and understanding of our God-given immune system will debunk 
this decep7on . Follow the money trail.  
Natural herd immunity was reached worldwide by May/June last 
year, flu season has a regular cycle. Masks and isola7on would 
have only hampered peoples immune systems which creates a 
higher spread in the next cycle.  
Now unhealthy lifestyles which create immune system 
malfunc7ons presen7ng in old age, cancer, diabetes, heart 
disease etc are being wripen off to covid? 
Why is it this 'cure' for covid that brought the world to a 
stands7ll has quickly been produced when nothing effec7ve has 
been done for cancer, hiv, tb etc despite vast funding and 
endless 'research' for decades? 
Hydroxychloroquine is effec7ve for this and many other health 
issues, why was it suddenly restricted or inflated in price beyond 
affordability? 
What we need is a massive dose of uncensored, unsponsored 
truth and common sense.  That and a complete reset of old 
corrupt worldwide governance.  

Heather

2021-01-16 
11:57:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Why have they closed the door on alterna7ves, because they are 
not tested, but the vaccine has also not been tested. Another 
second agenda.  Chris

2021-01-16 
11:39:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Would only  support if vaccine comes from first world and done 
by a medical clinic. Nothing from brexit countries EVER Catherine

2021-01-16 
10:23:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I am highly allergic to flue vaccines and pheumnia vaccines.  Gov 
cannot force us to take these vaccines. My body my choice.   If  
ANC wants to roll it out let them do so on themselves. Star7ng 
with all ministers and parliment office bearers!! Annatjie

2021-01-16 
10:10:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine has been put out there too quickly, not enough 
research. 

Zandra 

2021-01-16 
10:10:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine has been put out there too quickly, not enough 
research. 

Zandra 

2021-01-16 
10:06:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Vaccine hasn't been proved. It's not safe. Other vaccine before 
haven't worked. Have read healthy people have died soon amer 
been vaccinated. Its no no for me. I

2021-01-16 
09:09:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

It hasn't been properly tested. What will the side effects be? If in 
2 years 7me people are not dropping dead from something none 
of us know about. I will take it. 
It takes years and years  of tes7ng even before human 
consump7on, and they keep saying the strain is changing ,so 
how can it possibly work. Caron

2021-01-16 
08:21:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I am 82.  I have received flu injec7ons for over 10 years now but I 
will not take any further.  I do not understand it all, but from 
what I can understand, covid is a hoax.  So how do I trust a 
vaccine?  NO THANKS Dorothy

2021-01-16 
08:18:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

NO.  I will not get vaccinated.  Government is corrupt and lies to 
us.  Why would they want to vaccinate us?  I would rather get 
covid than trust them. Johan

2021-01-16 
08:14:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I am concerned by everything 'covid'.  I will not subject myself 
with being tested or vaccinated.  Not enough research into 
vaccine, warnings from various qualified figures, if Ivermec7n 
already in use and effec7ve WHY vaccinate.  Just TOO MANY 
QUESTIONS.  So NO. NO vaccine for me.  Will take my chances 
with natural selec7on. Brigit

2021-01-16 
06:36:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other It is not tested and is being tested on us. Not on me! Jacques

2021-01-16 
04:59:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Dont trust the vaccine Stanley 

2021-01-16 
00:51:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I fear the safety aspects of a completely untested vaccine over 
the long term , with its func7on based on irs use of RNA and 
consequent DNA changing poten7al for the individual. We hear 
there are side effects tl the vaccines. 
I also do not trust the source country India  , a land of crooks and 
thieves. 
I also do not trust the ANC government  or its mo7ves and 
competence., which has been complicit since its co.ing to power 
in vast fraud and corrup7on and loo7ng of SA's taxpayers ' 
Money and  public bodies. Garth

2021-01-16 
00:49:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

How is it possible to have no vaccine for aids,cancer ,flu for years 
yet a vaccine for Covid in a year. I reject this vaccine and would 
rather die than take it Howard

2021-01-16 
00:42:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Its a storm in a tea-cup.   Go study the survival rate then decide 
upon the risk of a vaccine whose INGREDIENTS are secret due to 
impac7ng fer7lity. If the human race survived hundreds of 
thousands of years without vaccines, what are the true mo7ves - 
making Bill Gates richer ? Michael
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2021-01-15 
23:57:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

As others have said too, a vaccine should take a number of years 
to prove its effec7veness and safety.  Most people do not like or 
trust vaccines.  
Two substances have brought healing to people with Covid19,  in 
rela7vely short 7me and 
without incurring huge cost.   

The two that have circulated na7ons are: 
-   Ivermec7n 
-   Budesonide administered in a Nebulizer. 

Why has Ivermec7n been removed/ or now banned in South 
Africa ? 
My belief is because this product and the Budesonide are both 
rela7vely inexpensive 
and highly effec7ve  -  no hospitaliza7on, nor ven7lators needed 
with both these substances Roslyn

2021-01-15 
23:26:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Zambia president says cyril is a poes cause hectakes western 
money and there is no proof the vacine has gone through 
enough industry standards?? James

2021-01-15 
22:32:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

PREVENTION:  The government should (apart from the good 
habit of washing hands frequently) encourage everybody to 
exercise regularly, get enough fresh air and sunshine and take 
addi7onal Vit. C, Vit. D3 and Zink.  This would be the most 
healthy and most cost effec7ve way to increase our immunity 
(so we would be less likely to get the infec7on).  The government 
can actually issue these supplements for those who cannot 
afford it.   

For further preven7on and treatment, IVERMECTIN should be 
freely available, so all can benefit from it.  Every medica7on has 
the poten7al of having some side effects, but one has to 
outweigh the pros and the cons.  Ivermec7n's pros far outweighs 
the possible cons, as proper research has already shown.  Riana

2021-01-15 
22:22:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

we hear a lot about side effects 5G etc  for that reason Im not 
going  to take a vaccine especially Im 1 of the survivors of covid 
19 Andrzej

2021-01-15 
21:06:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Deborah

2021-01-15 
17:52:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Norma

2021-01-15 
17:19:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

look into what Zambia have said. HE IS A REALLY LEADER. UNLIKE 
OUR PRESIDENT. CAN SOMEONE JUST EXPLAIN WHY A BLACK 
PRESIDENT WANT TO DO HARM TO HIS OWN BLACK PEOPLE.... 
WHERE IS HIS LOVE. Kirsten

2021-01-15 
16:20:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Africa is known for the use of herbs. Why not s7ck to herbs? The 
world is s7ll wai7ng on vaccines for hiv aids and cancer, that has 
been researched for decades, but suddenly there is a vaccine for 
a new pandemic. This should raise ques7ons on the truth fulness 
of the WHO. What are they not telling the world? I've lost too 
many healthy friends who died of this covid, just amer they got 
tested. Why must the test be done through the nostril up to the 
sinus cavity? Africa is well known for high numbers of tb 
infec7ons, which is s7ll a worrying factor, but since the 
beginning, tes7ng was done by saliva tes7ng. All other test are 
done by using saliva, what makes this covid so special. South 
Africa have some of the world's best scien7sts and medical 
experts, why must this government only use imported test kits 
and vaccines? Henry 

2021-01-15 
15:56:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Established Development Protocols were ignored and dras7cally 
shortened. 
As a result amer-effects remain a mystery and threat to the 
health of many. 
Of great concern is the Governments (dis)ability to effec7vely 
and efficiently manage the distribu7on without the threat of 
corrup7on involving tax payers monies. 
Mandatory vaccina7on is unacceptable and infringes on free 
choice.  Dieter

2021-01-15 
15:30:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Do not feel the need for the money to be spent as the recovery 
rate is high. Perhaps for workers at the front and people who 
have other problens. Have heard bad reports about the vaccines 
and feel that have been manufactured too quickly. Mariepa

2021-01-15 
14:02:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

No thank you. Concerned about where vaccine is origina7ng 
from. Also this 
Could affect a person's DNA. 
What is the contents of these 
Vaccines. Ria

2021-01-15 
12:00:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Not proven safe and limited tes7ng. 
Corrup7on and waste by government and poli7cally connected 
as with PPE equipment 
Alterna7ves include Ivermec7n 
Promo7on of strong public health based on fully func7oning 
healthy humans with good immunity John

2021-01-15 
11:47:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other It's just a money-making racket with no proven long-term safety. Yvonne

2021-01-15 
11:41:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Not proppely tested, can cause more harm than good. Willem

2021-01-15 
10:55:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

There does not appear to be  coherent Plan  put forward by 
Govt---un7l this is done, I cannot accept the proposals philip

2021-01-15 
10:41:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

All vaccina7ons introduce foreign bodies into your system and I 
am convinced that a lot of what is in them does break down 
your immune system plus it has not been fully tested..  I  
definitely WILL NOT have this vaccina7on. Lee
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2021-01-15 
10:01:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I do not trust the government or the manufacturers of the 
vaccines.  The objec7ve in both cases is money.  In the USA and 
maybe elsewhere, pharmaceu7cal companies are indemnified 
against all damage caused by their vaccines so they do not have 
the incen7ve to make a safe and effec7ve product.  It will be a 
viola7on of individual rights to make vaccines  compulsory  or to 
exclude people from any sector of society on grounds of refusal 
to vaccinate. Colleen

2021-01-15 
09:22:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

No guarantees of any nega7ve effects it might have. Safety 
needs to be proved first. Sharon

2021-01-15 
08:36:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I fear EVERY aspect of the vaccine roll-out, from  unknown 
efficacy and possible side-effects, to Government corrrup7on. 
For heaven's sake, leave the vaccine in private hands. David

2021-01-15 
08:11:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other Bullshit, Poison Mathys

2021-01-15 
08:01:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

I believe the vaccine has been rushed and not properly tested. 
The amer affects could be disasterous. The recovery rate is so 
high,why would we want a vaccine? Angela

Gauteng 107

2021-02-14 
05:37:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Vaccines have never been proven to  prevent disease. 
On the contrary have caused disease for  example the polio 
vaccine  maimed,killed thousands. 
This vaccine is a rehash of the polio  vaccine and others Mar7n

2021-02-02 
16:36:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

This is just another way the goverment and the anc whant to 
show that they have the power over US. I WILL NOT take the 
vaccine. I am not a puppet that will obey anything that they 
want to Me to do. Tokkie

2021-02-02 
15:31:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine has not had 7me to be researched properly.   All 
vaccines should be scien7fically researched and a vaccine 
produced and handed out is irregular. 
The side effects are unknown besides the many that have died 
already from them that are not being put on the news, obviously 
not to cause panic. 
Many persons have already died from the vaccine, but the media 
is not allowed to publicise this in order not to cause global panic. 
If I am given freedom of choice and am not jeopardised for not 
taking it, I will never ever take this vaccine. glynda

2021-02-01 
21:22:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other not tested enough sophia

2021-02-01 
18:04:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I am not a scien7st, nor a medical expert, but I am concerned 
about the following aspects: 
1.  I don't believe the vaccine and the possible long term side 
effects have been tested long and sufficiently enough among all 
age groups and persons living with comorbidi7es. 
2.  The fact that Government is taking complete control over the 
vaccina7on and private en77es has been excluded. 
3.  Government has proved 7me and again that it cannot plan 
effec7vely and efficiently. 
4.  Government cannot be trusted that the process will be free 
of corrup7on and frankly stealing taxpayer money.  
5.  Alterna7ve medicines such as for example Ivermec7n has not 
sufficiently been researched as an alterna7ve in curing Covd-19 
pa7ents. 
6.  It appears as if vaccina7on will be made compulsory. 

Dawie

2021-01-30 
14:58:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Major concerns - 
Roll out efficiency / Mandatory  / Lack of faith in Government  / 
Cost  / Safety - adverse effects to individuals especially with pre 
exis7ng condi7ons / Vaccine ID  

Helene

2021-01-29 
11:43:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The main plan behind the vaccine is to kill as many people as 
possible especially in Africa.... The vaccine is NOT safe and was 
not tested and already killed people in the USA.... Bill Gates 
started abor7on clinics in the USA in the mostly black 
popula7led areas to kill black babies.... Now he wants to 
depopulate Africa.... Please regognize this evil man's plans... 
Wilna Lubbe Wilna

2021-01-28 
20:20:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

My top concern is that the vaccine is deadlier than the virus,  it's 
main object is to alter your DNA and cripple you for life,  if your 
system live longer than a week.  
It is a inhumane way of murdering people shamelessly.  
I chose not to have it at all. Johan

2021-01-28 
14:40:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

It is very disturbing that so many are dying AFTER they have 
received the vaccines or having very bad side effects. There have 
not been extensive trials and the animal trials, well the animals 
died. So I do NOT think the vaccines are safe. Rather use 
alterna7ves. I am not a researcher nor in the medical field so 
cannot righ{ully suggest alterna7ves, but the vaccines are a no 
no and I will NOT be taking part in receiving any. Barbara

2021-01-28 
07:21:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Ons ouer gardens moet nou in rye gaan staan by 'n mall, clinic, 
of hospitaal, ons was gevra om weg te bly by die instansies nou 
moet ons daar gaan in rye staan, genade wie dink al hierdie goed 
uit.? Hanna

2021-01-26 
21:06:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Willem

2021-01-26 
14:25:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Karen

2021-01-26 
10:26:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Why should I take a poisonous vaccine to change my DNA  and 
have aborted materials in it to kill me, AND I AM NOT EVEN SICK!  
NO, TO THE VACCINE ON MY RELIGIOUS BELIEVES!!! Sandra

2021-01-26 
09:32:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

There are to many conflict about the virus and the vaccine 
Alfred
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2021-01-26 
07:00:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Firstly it takes years to manufacture a vaccine,  Big Pharma has 
produced this in 9 months,  how do we know its going to work, 
some people have died from vaccine, some have become 
retards.   What is in the vaccine and it changes your DNA 
Why can't they use Ivermec7n they say its not tested but there is 
no long term guarantee that the vaccine will work Jennifer

2021-01-25 
10:40:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Why I put other is because there are certain aspects I do not 
agree with. 1. The government has shown that they have already 
overpaid for what they bought. 
2. The vaccine has to be repeated - therefore it is not a true 
vaccine. 
3. The vaccine contains certain other materials that are related 
to DNA - not needed in a true vaccine. 
4. Ivermec7n has proved to be effec7ve in part of the world - 
approve it. 
5. Keep purchase of the vaccine out of the clutches of anybody 
involved in government or family of government cadres - there 
should be no profit mo7ve.     
6. It must not be mandatory. I do not want it. Jan

2021-01-25 
08:41:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Not sufficient documenta7on that the vaccine is safe and 
effec7ve. Literature out there sta7ng that vaccines only available 
from age of 16yrs and up and others from 18yrs and up. No 
proof that the vaccine is effec7ve against the South African 
variant, so could be waste of money. Government to inefficient 
to do roll out of vaccines. Proof can be seen in the running of 
every one of the SOE's. What about the state owned 
PHARMACEUTICAL Manufacturer, KETLAPHELA ???? Spending 
money on Covid passport, vaccines have not been received 
yet???  It will take government 1 to 2 years to vaccinate 
everyone if not longer.... Too inefficient. Pharmaceu7cal 
companies are not going to take responsibility for any side 
effects suffered by people.... Sorry someone will have to be held 
responsible  

Lynepe

2021-01-25 
03:08:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Ivermec7n  is ignored - why? 
Alterna7ve medicine is ignored. 
The virus IS uniden7fied- how can there be a cure? 
What is this vaccine passport scrap - freedom of choice is 
violated. 
This is fear mongering.  
Why  is it the Donated funds are "missing" - yet REMAIN 
UNACCOUNTED FOR?  
Mandatory Vaccines are purely evil wealth crea7on methods. 
80% vaccine recovery versus 99% + natural recovery IS STUPID 
MATHS. 
Side effects of vaccine is TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE . 
You know what you are doing is wrong. 

Neville 
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2021-01-24 
16:00:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

5 out of 6 are concerns to me: 
1. Cost to taxpayer: OMG as it is, the tax burden is carried by a 
very low % of people and businesses. These same people and 
businesses are the ones bapling to carry on working so that they 
can keep their businesses and SA alive (and pay for all the 
salaries of government and municipal employees who did not 
suffer with loss of salaries at all during lockdown) . And now you 
want to tax them further for another mandatory tax that 70% of 
them do not even want.   How much more of this are the people 
going to stand for ? I do not think very much. 
2. Effec7veness of Vaccine:  None of the covid vaccines in the 
whole world have been tested enough. and the virus is muta7ng 
to different strains weekly, so the vaccine that you are buying 
this week is not going to kill the virus that has mutated to a 
different level by next week. It is a never ending baple. I 
honestly think that Nature is a  wonderful thing and I think if we 
can use cheap TREATMENTS that are natural like Ivermec7n that 
kill the virus naturally and let the people then catch the virus 
which will then on it's own change the RNA in our own DNA and 
then quickly use Ivermec7n to save the person from dying, then 
our own bodies will have made our own RNA an7bodies and 
therefore we will survive and be strong. It is a very dangerous 
thing to try and use a manmade RNA virus that has been 
manipulated ar7ficially to inject into humans who have the most 
beau7ful natural DNA. No wonder people are so frightened of 
being turned into ar7ficial robot like beings because that is what 
changing our RNA means.  
3. Roll out by government:   I am sorry MR Government but you 
really do not have a very good track record with rolling out 
anything.  How did you roll out all the money that was given to 
you to make new hospitals and sort out a system to handle this 
pandemic. Good grief,   all you ever did was issue laws on how 
not to catch Covid.  What else has you done  
to fix the outlying hospitals for the people or the clinics or the 
schools etc etc   and excuse me but how much rolling out of 
Covid money have you taken to try and save SAA and Escom 
which have been disastrously and fraudulently mis-managed by 
the  yourselves.  
 That was NOT YOUR MONEY TO USE LIKE THAT.   That was given 
to the South African PEOPLE to get them well and healthy.  And 
regarding the bribery & corrup7on that will occur with the 
government choosing who they will give the vaccine to and who 
not is going to be very scary for everyone.  
4. Mandatory Vaccina7ons: Seriously , you are trea7ng your 
subjects like flipping idiots. You would be taking away our free 
will.  If you want to do that to us, why don't you just let the 
Chinese take over the whole country and replace our brains with 
machines.   We are a beau7ful country with Beau7ful people 
who have beau7ful strong and proud brains  and yes there are 
always  contradictory ideologies and religions and customs but 
we are all South Africans and we all love this country so don't let 
exterior governments dictate to us.   I would like to see us proud 
like the Zambian President who says that his Zambian doctors 
and specialists and his people are the only one's he will listen 
too.   And Nigeria who is at the forefront of the Ivermec7n trials 
and tes7ng. They don't need China and America to tell them 
what to do.  And not only that, all of the vaccine  money (apart 
from the bribes that the government will probably get)  goes to 
America or England or China, not kept in RSA. 
5. Covid Passport:    OMG Have you added up how much it will 
cost the country to try and monitor who has a Covid passport 
and who has not.   This is just another Tax that will be charged to 
the tax payers.   If you do this passport nonsense, we will just be 
in chains and this will lead to revolu7on and bloodshed.   
6.  Alterna7ves:    eg Ivermec7n   ABSOLUTELY YES, YES, YES.     
This would be a cheap and natural solu7on and has been tested 
for over 20 yrs. You also do not receive the Nobel Prize for 
medicine if a product is not amazing.  The only reason that the 
FDA in America has not passed it yet is that they cannot PATENT 
this product because it is made by nature.  Therefore they would 
not be able to make Billions of Dollars like they can with the 
vaccine.  There have been a few incidences of people ending up 
in hospital amer taking Ivermec7n but I think that that is becasue 
they were desperate and they did not know about the dosages 
and interac7ons with other medica7ons.   But our RSA doctors & 
Pharmacists  know about these,  so they should be allowed to 
prescribe and monitor it.  Then there would be no problems.   

Lynepe

2021-01-24 
15:23:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I would have chosen ALL of the listed concerns. Tax implica7ons 
will overburden the current small tax base in SA. Vaccine is far 
from being proven to be effec7ve, and created far too quickly. 
Global Governments in general do not have the competency 
required for the roll-out. Mandatory Vaccines should not even 
be a discussion point as it will be a infringement on Civil Rights in 
my opinion. Every effort possible should be focused on 
Alterna7ves to a vaccine, but strangely liple collec7ve effort is 
given to Alterna7ves. Covid Passport/ID should not even be 
discussed. This would be an infringement on Civil Rights. In 
closing, make ALL informa7on available and people will make 
their own choices. If you are concerned for your safety then you 
can exercise your choice to stay at home. We all have a duty 
towards our own and others safety, but taking away peoples Civil 
Rights and Liber7es is NOT the solu7on, and no-one should have 
the power to do so. Thank you. Steen
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2021-01-24 
07:30:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The Gates is open.The plot is set.The masses responds,not 
resis7ng now but urge the plot by taking the bait. Willingly 
entering and agree to be controlled like animals, with no iden7ty 
like a chip in the shoulder, then  all your info is online and 
controlled by computors and cameras. If pc say so,it will be so. 
We should by now know tv toy with the emo7on.....rather eat 
the Word. 
 johannes

2021-01-23 
22:16:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I am not in favour of vaccina7on. As a spiritual person and the 
master of my body, I say no to  any chemical substance. We were 
created to heal our self through faith in the Creator and the food 
that he supplied us to eat, fresh fruit, vegetables and meat.  I do 
not fear death and know it is in my ability to create my own 
health when my mind, body and soul works together like God 
intended it to be.  The controlling game of all humans over other 
humans need to be stopped.  This virus is man made for 
controlling purposes.  It is 7me that people wake up and start to 
respect life  of nature, humans and also all living things on earth. Cecilia

2021-01-23 
13:51:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Covid vaccines have:- 
1) Had insufficient trials. Rushed onto market. 
2) Composi7on of toxic and human substances must be apended 
to. 
3) Bill Gates to recieve random sample from African  vaccine 
deliveries. Sample to be chosen by his enemy. 
4) Must not be made Mandatory/Compulsory. Free choice. 
5) Healthcare sector will be eliminated if they prove to be lethal. David

2021-01-23 
13:35:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

We say No! 
We are Sovereign Beings Jaitoon

2021-01-23 
11:13:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

This is the mark of the beast!!!  Government is making money 
on this shit... as Bill Gates is suppor7ng cyril, many people has 
died across the world due to this vaccine s%#%t..  all out  as Bill 
Gates stated about 3 million people in Afica has to die!!! Bill 
gates and old age hine goverment ANC shit is not GOD !!!!! 
MONEY MAKING SCHEMES THAT DOESNT STOP!!!!  I WILL NOT 
BE SILENT MY FAKIKY WILL NOT BE SILENT AND WE WILL NEVER 
TAKE THE VACCINE !!!  THE VACCINE IS IUT TO KILL PEOPLE LIKE 
THEY ARE DOUNG IN HOSPITAL THIS COVID IS INKY A FLU 
SYMPTOM HELARH CARE WORKERS AND DOCTORS ARE EITHER 
OAID OT THREATENED TO INJECT  PEOLE IN ICU TO IILL THEM.. 
HOW MANY PEOPLE HAD CANCER AND DIED AND THE 
CERTIFICATE STATES COVID!!! WE WILL NWVER TSKE IT  
MY GID SAID THISE WHO TSKE THE MARK OF THE BEAST WILL 
BURN IN INTERNAL HELL... NO THANK YOU WE ARE CHILDREN 
OF GOD Rose Marie 

2021-01-22 
17:30:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The south African public has been blindsided by our 
governments decision to roll out the vaccine. Destroying a weak 
economy and placing the burden on its ci7zens to carry the cost 
of a vaccine that has not been tried and tested. Alterna7ve 
medica7on has been declared illegal. This is an apempt to 
prevent quick and easy results. The alterna7ve has been 
approved by other governments. South Africa has a history of 
corrup7on in the government, regardless of who is at the head 
of our poli7cal leadership. This is an apempt to reduce its 
popula7on and in my opinion tantamounts to suicide. 

Faried

2021-01-22 
15:44:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Like everything else that the ANC touches the vaccine rollout will 
be riddled by corrup7on, ill preparedness and failure.  The ANC 
were given more than enough 7me to secure more vaccines but 
failed to do so - Surprise, Surprise - I think not. 

Aside from the above vaccines, are in the norm, required to 
undergo vigorous tes7ng before 
been declared safe for humans.  How strange that in just over a 
year a vaccine has been developed and is being rolled out. 

The President, members of the ANC NEC, MP'S etc. should have 
the vaccine first thus allowing the popula7on decide whether its 
safe.  Health workers and those as stated by the President are 
not to be used as guinea pigs. 

I will NOT have the vaccine unless there is unequivocal proof 
that the vaccine is effec7ve and has no serious side affects. Kerry

2021-01-22 
10:23:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I suggest ramaphosa and all the top officials to take the vaccines 
first since ramaphosa signed the G20 without SA ci7erzens 
consent , this must be done in front of wipness and the vaccine 
must be checked by doctors to see if it is fake vaccine , if they die 
that means they want all of us dead then there jus7ce will 
destroy them , what is good for the goose is good for the gander Jurgens

2021-01-22 
09:53:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Why is the vaccine being sourced via a third party (Serum 
Ins7tute of India)? And why is the vaccine going to cost more in 
South Africa than in Western Europe? Glen

2021-01-21 
19:10:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other I support Chief Jus7ce feelings about receiving the vacine. Manie

2021-01-21 
17:20:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Sorry, this govt cannot be trusted, very corrupt and does not 
have the interest of SAs at heart, it's a way to loot the country 
again. We cannot trust them for our lives, how do you trust govt 
that looted PPE funds puing the lives of pa7ents and frontline 
at risk, who have brought SA down to triple junk status, such 
govt's cannot be trusted with the lives of people, they always 
have double agendas, let them administer to them and their 
families, they too wicked. Dini
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2021-01-21 
11:14:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Firstly the number of vaccines purchased is insufficient bearing 
in mind a second dose is required within 4 weeks of the first one 
being done - without the second dose there is no protec7on 
We have an alterna7ve in the Ivermec7n which is tried and 
tested over many years and can be administered by a GP - why is 
this not being inves7gated further instead of a mul7-million rand 
investment of un unproven vaccine 
Why are we expected to pay for the vaccine when billions has 
been loaned through IMF for COVID related programs 
Why has SA chosen the Astra Zeneca vaccine of any others - this 
smacks of deals being made behind the scenes and another 
scheme to loot money 
Israel has been vaccina7ng (both doses) at 100,000 per day - our 
roll out plan has no such numbers in their roll out plan and will 
fail if not administered correctly 
The side effects have not been proven which means we are 
merely guinea pigs for an unproven process to curb the virus 
As already stated - with no proven results that it will stop the 
spread and all lockdown protocols will remain in place regardless 
of the vaccine seems a waste of 7me, money and effort 
Like a flu vaccine - what if the vaccine actually ac7vates the virus 
in those who are not symptoma7c - again an untested theory for 
the use of the vaccine 
We should not be forced to have the vaccine un7l we have 
proven data of the side effects 
I personally am in the vulnerable group for early vaccine and will 
not subject myself to this un7l the results post vaccina7on has 
been tested sufficiently Merle

2021-01-21 
10:28:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Firstly I am not a doctor. I have never had the flu vaccine in the 
past. I get flu every year without fail and  this year they called 
this annual flu - covid 19.  The cost to the country and eventually 
the the "few" tax payers... and ul7mately the government will 
rob the pension funds. They claim that they are protec7ng lives 
and lively hoods.... Really ..????? I understand that this flu exist 
like the others before this... I am not afraid to die and also 
believe that the individual is responsible for his/her wellbeing... 
The government make these empty promises that will probably 
never realize. I don 't trust the system as is is proven that it has 
been abused. Our government can not control crime. They enjoy 
this "power" that they now have and maybe do not understand 
what makes an economy and how this is controlled. Uncle Cyril 
is a business man and should understand? There has never been 
a real flu vaccine amer all these years of development...? Why??? 
This new Covid vaccine will probably also never be effec7ve... 
Believe the covid flu is muta7ng already ... a new vaccine,... ??? 
and again... Who will pay for these? I am a pensioner and do not 
want the vaccine. Sell it to someone that needs it more... The 
world has never cared for Africa... and never will. Lastly 
everyone that want this vaccine should pay for themselves... The 
government has sole mandate to acquire this vaccine.... 
really........ Sampie

2021-01-21 
08:32:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Die inen7ngs is nog nie eers beproef nie. Spuit eerste die 
president en al die ministers daarmee in en kyk wat die resultaat 
gaan wees. Dis onmoontlik dat 'n entstof binne 'n paar maande 
reggekry is, terwyl ander siektes soos kanker, TB, vigs  en ander 
na jare steeds geen beproefde entstof kon ontwikkel nie. Elke 
jaar is daar griep en griep inspui7ngs, wat het verlede jaar 
daarvan geword? Is al die jaarlikse griep sommer vinnig genees 
sonder enige medikasie? Niemand gaan daardie onbeproefde 
goed in my liggaam inspuit nie. Die feit dat die regering totaal in 
beheer wil wees van hierdie entstof, is ook 'n baie groot 
probleem. Ons weet hoe korrup hulle is, en hoe hulle elke dag 
vir die mense lieg. Kyk byvoorbeeld hoe hulle oral rond toer deur 
die land en hulle mag misbruik, soos byvoorbeeld Bheki Cele. Kobus

2021-01-20 
10:18:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

My concerns are firstly the nature of the vaccine being an RNA 
type that many doctors {Great Barrington} have stated will 
change the DNA of a person's body 
Secondly there are alterna7ve cheap and effec7ve treatments 
such as Ivermec7n that will  treat all symptoms of the disease 
permanently as opposed to the vaccine which will require 
regular doses 
The cost to the taxpayer is another concern - the economy of SA 
is in a huge mess as a result of the lockdown and  measures are 
needed to rebuild the economy  
It was stated that the vaccine would not be mandatory by the 
government but I am concerned that it would be forced by 
commerce - no vaccine no service 
There have been reports in other countries and now also in SA 
that a passport of vaccina7on history will be required for travel 
which is very concerning as travel would then be restricted to 
those who have it Dorothy

2021-01-19 
14:06:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Government is going to raise taxes to pay for the vaccine then 
make them pay again in order to be vaccinated meaning tax 
payers will be paying through their necks. 

Petronuis, 
Joshua's, 
Johannes

2021-01-19 
13:29:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

People do not need a vaccina7on. These vaccina7ons seem to 
kill people. 

Please authorise the use of Ivermec7n for preven7on and cure 
of Covid 19. It has been proved to work.  

People are dying of Covid. Save the people by allowing 
Ivermec7n.  

No vaccine needed. South Africa (and no country) need to pay ? 
those millions for vaccines that are not necessary! Madeline
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2021-01-19 
09:44:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaca7on program is just an eyebllind to get the NWO in. 
This IS the 666 , being vaccinated is for you to be controlled by 
the NWO via your SMARTPHONE AND OR 5G.. NO THANKS , 
THEY CAN ENJOY MINE. !!!!!! Errol

2021-01-19 
08:53:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

To be honest there is no such a thing as a vacine its a killing 
thing.how do you whant to give people a vacine to kill them 
instead of helping them to stay alive. There is only 1 vacine and 
that is our FATHER in Heave. Turn back to GOD He is and will be 
the only one who can and will help our na7on. Iam not gonna 
take the vacine Iam believing in my God in Heaven for keep me 
save from this corana - 19. Its anyway a thing that they make to 
kill the people in South Africa. 
So my advise for every liple ci7zen in South Africa dont take the 
vacine turn back to the Father our God who make us and help 
as. Dawid

2021-01-19 
08:13:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Hannetjie

2021-01-19 
00:48:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

There are natural ways of killing this virus eg making it 
mandatory and Govt supplying to the poor, Vitamen C, D, Zinc 
and Mul7 Vitamens! There is also Ozone Trèatment! These 
vaccines have not been tested long enough to prove petmanent 
immunity! It takes years to develop a vaccine?! Lastly; The 
strories making the rounds in our Na7on regarding the safety of 
vaccines, is scary! No thank you! Denise

2021-01-18 
23:09:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Anya

2021-01-18 
16:44:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Nothing to he people say will change the mandatory roll out(.  
There are very cheap and effec7ve treatments already available.  
The vaccine has not had a substan7al trial run to test for 
effec7veness nor side effects.  The government has an obliga7on 
to the people to  compare the cost of obtaining the vaccine, 
what alterna7ves have been considered and prove that no 
one,especislly anyone again related to government in any way or 
form benefiped from this vaccine.  Furthermore their are no 
compara7ve studies for previous years to show the rate of 
infec7on of annual colds, flu, pneumonia and influenza and their 
associated death toll.   It also seems that all other diseases have 
basically disappeared.  No one dies of HIV, cancer, TB, and the 
regular diseases anymore.   We are at least 85 million, only 
about 55 million according to the government.  If the infec7on 
rate is 10% it means the recovery rate is 90%.  If the death rate is 
3% in total, it means the survival rate is 97%.  The majority of 
this is not even such enough to need a hospital but can self 
isolate at home.   These stats need to be conveyed to the public.  
1 300 000 infec7ons in ,9 months sounds horrific.  Compare this 
to 97% of those people surviving and you have a totally different 
picture.  Yes, it exists, yes it is serious.  But we are not geing the 
full truthful picture here.  Amanda

2021-01-18 
15:17:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

the government cannot be the sole procurer of vaccines. The 
private sector must also be allowed to purchase directly. Leon 

2021-01-18 
14:21:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The side effects amer the vaccine was ministered showed that 
here has clearly not enough research and tes7ng been done on 
the covid vaccines. Check out the footage on social media that 
shows the effects of poorly tested covid vaccine. 

Rina
2021-01-18 
14:10:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The government have dubble standards running and the rate of 
corup7on is too high for me to care what they are doeing Magdel

2021-01-18 
12:21:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Vaccina7on, would be OK, if the research had been done 
correctly.  Secondly the cost of the vaccina7on would be well 
over R1000, which is iniquitous.  90% of the popula7on can not 
afford this type of money for a vaccina7on that has not been 
proven to work or has been proven to be save. 
What are the side effects, what are the long term condi7ons in 
people that decide to take the vaccine?  
If the cost drops to an affordable price for all people, and 
guarantees are given that it will not give people cancer , or other 
long term ailments, it would be a vaccine to be considered. 
The issue remains, it is and always will be a personal decision 
and no person should ever be forced or coerced into taking the 
vaccine against their will. 
My peroneal feeling remains, that people should build up an 
natural resistance against covid-19 and its variants, in this way 
the future will be beper than being forced against a  vaccine that 
might not help against future covid-19 variants.  So in short my 
vote is NO! Hans
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2021-01-18 
11:31:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

With due respect Mr President and all parliamentarians inclusive 
of all opposi7on par7es - you are floundering but that is nothing 
new.   

Covid - 19 has opened up an assortment of problems and 
exposed so much more than only state capture – I think it is 7me 
for all of you to step outside of the world of poli7cs for a second. 

View the situa7on as an ordinary ci7zen of South Africa and 
please include the most remote rural areas too- tell me what 
you see? 

The Health System is in a total shambles due to poor financial 
governance and mismanagement - we have excellent medics in 
the country with expert advice, which you con7nuously ignore 
and treat with disdain. 

All parliamentarians need to sit down with the experts in 
consulta7on first before you commit another blunder. 

Please understand this is not a poli7cal arena - where you roll 
the dice, play blind man’s bluff, caste the egos aside, and take 
earnest responsibility of all the ci7zens of South Africa. 

Kindly take heed;  consult with the medics situated in the NICD 
(Na7onal Ins7tute for Communicable Diseases)  together with 
Professor Shabir Madhi and Professor Barry Schoub and many 
more who are experts in this specific field of study throughout 
South Africa. 

Charmaine
2021-01-18 
11:11:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

You will have to put me in a straight jacket before you s7ck that 
needle in me. Carolyn

2021-01-18 
09:54:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

All aspects concern me. 
The sourcing of vaccines is pathe7c and illustrates Govs 
incompetence. 
The costs are being considered as being covered by an increase 
in tax however, the Govs has successfully and possibly 
irrevocably damaged the economy so the popula7on cannot 
afford to subsidize the purchase. Gov has mul7ple funds 
earmarked for SAA, Denel, SABC and every other incompetent 
SOE. Withdraw these funds and use them to purchase the 
vaccine. 
The rollout, Gov cannot rely on current medical facili7es as they 
are totally overloaded. Hand the rollout to the health industry 
who are more capable and efficient. 
Review the 570billion handed to Gov so far and use these funds 
to assist with vaccine purchase and applica7on. Colin

2021-01-18 
09:53:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

All aspects concern me. 
The sourcing of vaccines is pathe7c and illustrates Govs 
incompetence. 
The costs are being considered as being covered by an increase 
in tax however, the Govs has successfully and possibly 
irrevocably damaged the economy so the popula7on cannot 
afford to subsidize the purchase. Gov has mul7ple funds 
earmarked for SAA, Denel, SABC and every other incompetent 
SOE. Withdraw these funds and use them to purchase the 
vaccine. 
The rollout, Gov cannot rely on current medical facili7es as they 
are totally overloaded. Hand the rollout to the health industry 
who are more capable and efficient. 
Review the 570billion handed to Gov so far and use these funds 
to assist with vaccine purchase and applica7on. Colin

2021-01-18 
08:49:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I have read reports on this vaccine and have concern for the 
people who do receive it. The effects are reported to do 
irreparable damage to those receiving it. Muriel

2021-01-18 
07:44:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

First it is the way the government wants to force us to take it. 
Secondly don't trust the vaccines as they give us a lot of bull shit 
about social distance of 1.5 m in a row  in front of the shops but 
in side we bumb shoulders . Take a drive trought Alex,and 
daveton,even Johannesburg china markets they are like ants.this 
law is only for the people you normally abided baie the law. 
Lockdown  9 o'clock  ha ha ha our street are busy past 2 in the 
morning with drug runners and users. Don't shake hands bump 
elbows  but ramposa  said to cough and sneeze in the same 
elbow. They have nou idea what the vaccines are capable of  so 
NO I WILL NOT TAKE IT David

2021-01-18 
06:54:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I have seen and heard what this vaccine has done to others and I 
and my family will not take it. Laureen 

2021-01-17 
21:39:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Subject: 13 Israelis Suffer Facial Paralysis Amer Pfizer Covid Jab - 
29 Dead in Norway Following Pfizer Covid Vaccina7on 

hpps://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/01/13-israelis-suffer-
facial-paralysis-pfizer-covid-jab-29-dead-norway-following-pfizer-
covid-vaccina7on/ 

Solu7on : DO NOT TAKE THE VACCINE! Dieudonne'
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2021-01-17 
21:32:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Anything Bill Gates is involved in I choose to avoid. He is in full 
agreement with the illumina7/ globalists that 2/3's of the 
popula7ons on earth need to be eradicated, because of food 
looming crises, over popula7on, lack of proper housing, the list 
goes on, and what more effec7ve way than through vaccina7on. 
The illumina7 is hellbent on geing this done.  
Anyone who has the vaccina7on will either have it because of 
absolute ignorance of what is happening in the world or out of 
the fear that is generated by the media already owned by the 
likes of George Soros. Ramaposa is under the thumb of both 
George Soros and Bill Gates to get this ideal in full swing ..... 
what does Ramaposa get out of this deal?; who has paid for the 
R30m house he has just had built in Cape Town?  
I agree all government MPS, parlimentarians, etc, etc have the 
vaccina7on first, before injec7ng any menber of the public,  but 
it must be given from a container opened by an honest group of 
medics and administered by them too  so that we, the public 
know, these crooks have had the REAL deal and not just a saline 
solu7on. They are so dishonest, we need to monitor everything 
they do.  
We have been warned in different ar7cles about the side effects 
of these vaccina7ons. One warning came the most trusted 
source in the universe, in which we were warned that we would 
be told these vaccina7ons would boost our immune systems 
against the many more pandemics against us in the future,, but 
this is an untruth. The vaccines contained a substance that 
would compromise our immune system and we would be far 
more likely to get one of these illness spread amongst the 
popula7ons and die from it.  
Solu7on: Wake up South Africa and do not take tbe vaccina7on!  
GET INFORMED ABOUT THE WORLD WE ARE IN AND KNOW 
WHAT IS PLANNED AGAINST US IN THE NOT TOO FAR DISTANT 
FUTURE. Dieudonne' 

2021-01-17 
17:52:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other There isn't a vaccine, just a ploy to poison us all. Hendrik

2021-01-17 
17:22:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

These new so called vaccines program your own cells to produce 
the spike protein which the apaches to cell walls to which your 
own body then produces an7bodies. My biggest concern is what 
if your bodies immune system produced an7bodies to the spike 
protein and the cell wall triggering off an autoimmune(hapten 
induced). You now have messenger RNA in your body, telling it 
to produce more spike protein, which you can not remove or 
inac7ve. This is a very dangerous situa7on. Our good Lord 
designed our bodies to react to naturally occurring an7gens to 
which we produce an7bodies. We we never designed to produce  
an7gens ourselves to the produce an7bodies against it. A very 
dangerous game. My sugges7on is that everybody who is so 
adamant that people should be vaccinated( vaccine 
manufacturers, poli7cians and know alls) be vaccinated first an 
then wait 6 months to see if there are any side effects. Hans

2021-01-17 
16:54:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Another money making scam! 
The whole COVID thing is just fear mongering.  
Untested vaccine first if it's kind.  Not properly tested. Humans 
are used as guineapigs. Unacceptable. Viola7on of informed 
consent principle Vaccines should never be mandatory. Public is 
under the impression it's a usual vaccine.it is actually gene 
manipula7on which is dangerous uncharted territory. The 
mortality of the circula7ng virus is no higher than the usual flu 
epidemic. Adverse events are occurring and this acknowledge is 
being suppressed. Mar7

2021-01-17 
16:26:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The only 7me that the Government was honest with the People 
was with the first announcement in March 2020. Since then it is 
one lie amer another. The so-called vaccines "tested  and 
approved" all over the world, actually has more ques7ons than 
answers. The PROBLEM??? The lack of informa7on from the 
Government to the People, a President who ducks and dives 
media too scared/incompetent to face them and answer 
ques7ons. Ini7ally we were told not to expect a quick fix for a 
vaccine because it take years due to all the processes and 
suddenly in a maper of months there are vaccines to pick and 
choose. I have not seen one single document of a research as to 
side effects, the Government s7ll lies about the procurement of 
vaccines. They want private medical schemes to pay for it and 
then drop it all in the hands of the greedy, corrupted and 
incompetent Government. I am sure there is one process already 
worked out in detail and that is vaccines for the poli7cians and 
friends who will be first in line and definitely not the health 
workers as we are daily informed who will be first. Luka

2021-01-17 
15:22:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

This whole Covid thing is a monumental world-wide scam for the 
big-Pharma etc to make hugely bigger bucks. The current tes7ng 
system is unreliable. The vaccine will be the same and one will 
have to have it every year, as per the much adver7zed 'flu 
vaccine' which one can take every year. Plus the fact that all 
sorts of undesirable things can, and probably will, be put into 
the vaccine to be able to track a person 24/7., not to men7on 
interfering with your D n A. As in China at present. No thank you. philippe
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2021-01-17 
14:28:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

1. The vaccina7ons have been rushed into existence and in 
my opinion are thus not trustworthy. The current vaccine is most 
likely going to be ineffec7ve because it is too late. There are 
already many muta7ons of the covid virus in existence.  
2. The best way to obtain herd immunity is to stop the 
lockdowns and allow all people to make their own choices on 
how they will protect themselves. THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE ALL 
BEEN DOING FOR HUNDREDS OF YEARS. The deaths from this 
virus are no worse than from normal influenza, which has 
SUDDENLY DISAPPEARED. 
3. This is money being wasted again.  
4. SADLY, there is no vaccina7on against a corrupt 
government, nor against poverty, nor against killing the 
country’s economy and the people dying of starva7on because 
of it. 
5. Even though I do not believe in this type of vaccine, I 
object to the ANC stopping medical aids and any other medical 
organisa7on from procuring vaccina7ons and deciding who will 
be vaccinated. 
6. It is a fundamental right of a ci7zen to decide whether 
they want to be vaccinated or not. 
7. The ANC has proven its incompetence at handling this 
Covid problem and will no doubt waste the vaccina7ons by 
subjec7ng people to it when they are already immune because 
they may have had the virus.  
8. It would be far beper to allow individuals to choose 
whether they want to be vaccinated or not. This would have 
been beper done by making this choice accessible through 
medical aids or places where they could be administered. 
9. The ANC are using this to enforce South African ci7zens 
to be controlled by them. IT IS PURE ANARCHY.  
10. THE ANC MUST BE STOPPED. 

Margaret

2021-01-17 
10:57:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine has not been proven safe people have died from it 
so if you want to go ahead and vaccinate your people go ahead 
but I will not be one of them hopefully Mr ramaphosa will be the 
first to receive the vaccine to prove to us it is safe 

Ritha

2021-01-17 
10:50:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Why would the government  not allow the private sector to also 
procure vaccina7ons? Surely that would speed up the vaccine 
geing into arms much much faster? Linda 

2021-01-17 
10:26:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccines wasnt tested to see what is the dide effects to 
people and there is to much stories to take a change  on get 
vaccinated and you end up with other health problems. Bets

2021-01-17 
10:04:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

1: The vaccine that will be used is s7ll in the experimental stages.   
2:  Un7l the pharmaceu7cal companies disclose exactly what 
they have put into the vaccine, there is no chance that I or my 
family will be vaccinated. Margaret 

2021-01-17 
09:57:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Tina

2021-01-17 
06:25:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The government has proved its in competence in managing 
supply chains effec7vely. 
Rather let the medical aid socie7es and large pharmaceu7cal 
companies manage the procurement and distribu7on of the 
vaccine. 

We also have no idea how many foreign na7onals are living in 
SA. Our herd immunity number may be a lot higher than our 
government sponsored census may indicate. Donal

2021-01-17 
03:34:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Should be voluntsry 
Jacobeth

2021-01-16 
22:48:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Janet Levip Janet

2021-01-16 
20:33:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

1. No vaccine  can be developed in one (1) year - ludicrous 
2.  At this point in 7me I am of the opinion that aborted human 
7ssue are being used. 
 3. The fact that Bill Gates are involved . What medical back 
ground has he got .- nil to my knowledge - he only has a FEW $ 
behind him. 
4. I have been ac7ve as a medical professional for 45 years  - so 
please  give scien7fic data plus proof -  not Fauchi babbel   

Willem

2021-01-16 
20:28:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Total  incompetence in the procurement of sufficient vaccine. It 
will be next year before the requirements to meet immunity of 
the popula7on is vaccinated. Why was the vaccine and Giles not 
manufactured in SA star7ng in March last year.  We have glass 
works already they could have been producing the glass viles 
and expor7ng if planning and goverment should have taken the 
lead. Alan

2021-01-16 
18:20:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Almal moet die jaar gespuit word, anders sal ons die stryd teen 
Covid ni wen ni,,  as hulle die eerste lot klaar gespuit het moet 
hulle alweer voor begin, so hu gaan die 2 de lot gespuit word! 
Nooit!!  So die 2 de lot moet maar Covid kry en sterf!! Theunis 

2021-01-16 
18:15:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I do NOT consent to our Government  dicta7ng to us the health  
requirements to us . . . I am a sovereign divine sen7ent being 
and I do NOT consent to the Covid-19 bullshit vaccine  - 
period. . . . it is a money making scam and a NWO Order agenda 
to push their systems to subdue and control us through 
nefarious means which started with Covid-19 and is now moving 
to their next phase of Vaccines . . . . . . NO! Abe
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2021-01-16 
18:05:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Firstly. Astra Zeneca does not have a license to sell their vaccine 
to SA.  
When were the clinical studies done? 
How long did the studies take to be done? 
How many pa7ents were enrolled on the study? 
What methods were used? 
What was the conclusion? 
What are the long term effects of the vaccine? 
Has it been approved by the MCC? Vickey

2021-01-16 
16:13:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Essen7al workers ,( nursing staff, police ,health workers Teachers 
then the aged). 
The ANC  has LIED AGAIN. WHAT IS A MILLION doses especially 
as one has to GET TWO doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine.THIS IS 
FAR TO LITTLE TOO START WITH. They the ANC haven’t got a 
plan. Show us the SIGNED ORDER FORM ON THE INDIAN 
LETTERHEAD.  
Now they want to vaccinate  at the shopping mall and “ bus 
ranks” . So every foreigner who is here illegally will get it before 
the WHITE SOUTH AFRICAN ‘S just because of the colour of ones 
skin. 
What a crock of rubbish. 
You issue vaccina7ons in age groups with a South African ID 
Book , or Passport.  Star7ng with the added first and work your 
way down. The vaccines should be handed to the medical 
prac77oners, and the authori7es can check up at random with 
the prac77oners records that the process has been followed 
correctly. Ray

2021-01-16 
13:01:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

This mean our children at school will be forced to take the 
vaccine without the parents consent and is this THING trustable 
cause the rumors going on how this Thing's being made is 
grouse I personally won't take it 

Tommy 
2021-01-16 
12:44:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I am sure that the vaccine will onlusten be for a certain group of 
the popula7on, and not for White popula7on!!! Petrus JJ 

2021-01-16 
11:59:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I refuse to be forced to do something I do not approve of.  Will 
take my chances June

2021-01-16 
11:27:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

We are Gods crea7on  NO human  have the right to change our 
Dna nor life through this vaxx.    We all have a cons7tu7onal 
right to deny this crap.  It is not legal to force us.  
Furthermore,  the government like Ramaphosa,  Dlamini Zuma 
etc.  etc. can take the lead for vaxx...    

Christa

2021-01-16 
10:53:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

It normally takes approximately 15  years to get a vaccine  and 
properly test it this vaccine is a hurried  thing and there is no 
proper tes7ng  the president of France won't take it by his own 
statement but wants his ci7zens to why Christoffel

2021-01-16 
10:50:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

One of the components of a vaccine is MRC5 , aborted 7ssue. 
How  can  
you create a vaccine in a few months . Not even the normal 
vaccine is effec7ve against seasonal flu.   

I saw too many video clips  about Bill Gates saying out his own 
mouth  how his Founda7on work towards depopula7on 
especially here in Africa. 

Then  lastly I don't trust the ANC .  Due to there racial hatred  
even  from their president  , I don't trust their sinister apen7ons. Johan

2021-01-16 
09:59:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I think the private industry should be involved in the rollout if 
vaccine far more reliable. 
And it has proved the involvement of private industry is more 
effec7ve. 
The Goverment of the day has proved it's ineffec7ve s in 
handling medicines including corrup7on. 
When you have private cos involved more effec7ve and mostly 
no corrup7on. Billy

2021-01-16 
09:12:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Why is the vaccine only meant for Africa and not the rest of the 
world James

2021-01-16 
08:55:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

No proof of the effects of his vaccine. Why only the WHO 
vaccine? Where is the money coming from? who is it going to? 
why are alterna7ves not been used looked at? How come 
government gets to bully, ride ruff shot over peoples freedoms? 
If the ANC want to do something good for the people of South 
Africa, deal with the run away corrup7on within their own 
members. A

2021-01-16 
08:46:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

There is no long term results or side effects proven. Never could 
they develop a vaccine for flu thus impossible to believe they 
could have done it so quickly this 7me. Also  is it going to work 
for all the different strains? Amanda

2021-01-16 
07:13:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Annepe

2021-01-16 
06:31:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Dear Sir, 
This may come as a shock but I believe in the Lord Jesus Christ 
and only in His word. Therefore I will not take the vaccine. 
You cannot force people against their will to take this vaccine. 
Let Mr. Ramaphosa and all his workers take it first in public for all 
to see Veronica

2021-01-16 
06:27:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Vaccines are weapons of war. When they are rolled out, 
government must take them 1st so the people can have faith. I 
do not trust them as they contain aluminium nano par7cles, 
mercury, aborted fetal cells, plus mrc5. Amadeus

2021-01-15 
23:02:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Not proven to be effec7ve !!! The Government wants to use us 
as guniea pigs to fill their  already corrup7on riddled coffers. 
Have a referendum and see what the people of SA think. GOOLAM
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2021-01-15 
21:05:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

You some7mes  I  siing and  ask myself  is this crossed my mind 
who created this corona and  the  want  to  finish  as all  in  Africa 
? since Trump  be come  a president this thing  started. This is a 
white thing. 

Maphews 
Mambane 

2021-01-15 
16:48:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Unfortunately, anything that is produced for the masses, is 
mo7vated by money and not by the good it may or may mot do. 
Whether the vaccine is good or not, is not the ques7on. The 
money it will generate is why it is done. No one really cares who 
lives or dies.  What  is the crux is how much money they can 
make in the process. Enjoy your life and don't worry. Charles

2021-01-15 
16:38:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

To have the government as the sole purchaser of the vaccine and 
in control of the rollout is a disaster wai7ng to happen. It will 
open the doors to the usual suspects for fraud and corrup7on 
and it will be inefficient as has already been displayed 
throughout the pandemic. John

2021-01-15 
15:49:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Please understand all this has been planned long ago to 
depopulate this earth.  Its a sPiritual baple at the end of 7me. 
Only those who know christ pesonally will survive  Rest are 
cannon fodder. .  Yahweh is 7red of wai7ng for a greedy 
unrepentant people, Wake  Up LORNA  

2021-01-15 
15:29:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Louis 

2021-01-15 
15:05:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I have a number of concerns: 
1. The government do not want private medical aids to import or 
distribute the vaccine, yet they want the private medical aids to 
help pay for it. Why should they pay for something they will have 
no say in where it is obtained or how it will be distributed. 
2. The government has a very poor track record when dealing 
with anything. Corrup7on will be at the top of the list and 
everyone in the government will stand in line to get their share. 
3. I do not believe it should be mandatory. If I don't want it, give 
it to somebody else. Why must I be forced to use something I 
feel have not been tested enough nor has it been used long 
enough to make sure there will not be any side effects. I have 
received medica7on from  the hospital that made me sicker than 
what I was before I used it. How will I know that the vaccine will 
not do the same. You cannot just take something else if the 
vaccine starts to kill you. 
4. Who decided that municipal workers should get it before the 
more in need, or the elderly. Thomas

2021-01-15 
14:37:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

I cannot accept a vaccina7on that has foetal 7ssue in it from my 
Chris7an belief perspec7ve.  It has not been tested properly and 
we have no idea what the long term side effects will be. As far as 
I understand this vaccine targets our RNA which could cause 
long term problems.  I will wait and see what the reac7ons are 
to the vaccine. Mary

2021-01-15 
14:35:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine trails are incomplete, the rollout is very premature. 
The people have the right to decide whether or not they want 
the vaccine not this government,  since 1994 this country has 
been on a downward spiral thanks to ANC methods of  
governing this country. Let us make the decision. 

Arthur 

2021-01-15 
13:49:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

My experience in the Pharmeceu7cal arena is that  experimental 
vaccina7ons cannot be rushed through as has been done. The 
poten7al side effects need to be evaluated over a much longer 
period and with a much larger group of Px par7cipa7ng in trials. 
I will not take this vaccina7on un7l 3 or more years have passed 
and the nega7ve effects are beper understood. At this stage the 
risk is simply too high. 

Prac7cally there is also no benefit to taking the vaccina7on. 
Once vaccinated a Px must s7ll wear a mask, must s7ll social 
distance must s7ll have his or her freedom curtailed by omen 
pepy and irra7onal lockdown rules, and one is not assured that 
the vaccine actually does or will work. 

Johann

2021-01-15 
13:49:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The government will buy the least effec7ve vaccine  and pocket 
the balance   I want doctors and Medical AIDS to be able to 
purchase the most effec7ve vaccine directly from the suppliers 
as the government will load prices and provide the cheapest Nadine

2021-01-15 
12:39:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

It  takes 15 years to get any new product cer7fied by the MCC. 
Here we are looking at 1 or 2 month tes7ng. 

Yeah right.... What are the side effects and what are the long 
term side effects going to be. 

Already the talk is that it is another Bill Gates extermina7on 
program to rid to world of 2/3 of its  popula7on  

NO THANK YOU    I dont trust any of these people or pharma 
companies Brian

2021-01-15 
11:59:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

Why must the government be the exclusive purchaser of the 
Vaccine, their record proves that corrup7on will be the order of 
the day again. Why can the medical fraternity not purchase the 
vaccine? There exists a infrastucture at present distribu7ng 
medica7on throughout the country without the government 
interven7on, why must they become envolved? Pierre

2021-01-15 
11:21:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other Junita

2021-01-15 
10:36:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

There are far too many issues to list all of them. ALL of the 
comments from those that do NOT agree with the vaccine 
rollout are just some some of my concerns and I have another 
dozen or so concerns which would take pages to list. SO, I 
absolutely DO NOT AGREE with any part of this so-called 
'pandemic' and untested, expensive 'vaccines'! Brian
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2021-01-15 
09:29:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

There are many more effec7ve ways of comba7ng covid 19 
which is essen7ally just another flu strain. According to the CDC 
the death rate is  approx 0.26%, i.e. 99.74% survival rate.  
Vaccines cause more harm than good. According to the CDC, 
2.7% of people vaccinated with the Pfizer vaccine were affected 
and were unable to work amer vaccina7on .VACCINES ARE NOT 
THE WAY TO GO! Anna

2021-01-15 
08:13:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine is worse than the virus. Most people who get sick, 
recover from the sickness, most people even don't get the 
sickness. More people die of tuberculosis and other diseases. 
Why didn't you care about that??? There is a agenda behind this 
vaccine. Stop it! We don't need it! Carina 

2021-01-15 
07:51:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red other

It’s all of the above. The vaccine has not been tested long 
enough. No one knows the long term side effects. Government 
can be the first ones to take it. I will NOT have the vaccine Elke 

Limpopo 12

2021-02-02 
19:59:56 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

1. The vaccine has not been tested enough to know what the 
long term consequences might be 
2. I do not trust a corrupt and spiteful government to have my 
best interests at heart 
3. If there is less corrup7on amongst government officials then 
South Africans would not have to pay a vaccine tax 
4. I object to this vaccine ever be made mandatory 
5. I object to a covid ID/list - those who choose to take the 
vaccine could be issued with a vaccina7on cer7ficate 
6. It should be every individual's choice whether to accept the 
vaccine or wether to take alterna7ve precau7ons 
7. Ivermec7ne should be available for those who choose to take 
it 

Annelie

2021-01-18 
11:19:27 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

Vertrou die vaccine glad nie.  Hulle wil van mense ontslae.  
Ivermak7en n oplossing. 
Die vaccine is van satan af en n geld maak storie AnnaMarie

2021-01-18 
10:53:19 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

1) Side effects of Vaccine 
2) Ivermec7n is working and fast 

Marius
2021-01-18 
10:40:15 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

Side affects of vaccines 
Ivermec7n is working  definitely Marius 

2021-01-18 
09:10:01 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

The  Elderly, especially those with co-morbidi7es,  must be given 
the opportunity to choose whether to have the vaccine or not, 
since we have seen the results of the Norwegian survey, where 
the elderly who were frail, passed away soon amer the injec7on.  
The costs of supplying this vaccine, will increase, since it is 
impossible, in this country to the eradicate corrup7on! Mike

2021-01-18 
07:05:36 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other Against my Chris7anity Pretorius

2021-01-17 
20:18:23 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

According to the CDC , even without treatment, the overall 
recovery rate for Covid infec7ons is as follows: 
Under 20=99-9997% 
20-49      =99-98% 
50-69      =99.5% 
Over 70  = 95% 
 The above figures show Very clearly, the  paucity of reasons to 
acquire a vaccine for a disease with such a high recovery rate. 

The problem is POLITICIANS all over run medicine instead of 
doctors.  
There are many people being admiped all over the country now, 
labelled as  "Covid" with pneumonia- but in fact , their 
pneumonias are caused by the very same masks that are forced 
onto the populace. Lots of bacteria mul7ply behind these 
masks.....and cause these pneumonic apacks that we are 
experiencing- but it's labelled "Covid", which is highly 
inappropriate.  How sad!! 

The second issue is the PCR tests that are highly unreliable...but 
are used as a standard in the diagnosis- Which is WRONG!! 

The Government would do beper in providing every family in 
the country with the "said"  Covid prophylac7c package to 
enable every family to take at home and avoid ever going to the 
hospital. This would be FAR cheaper and would NOT kill anyone. 
Just for a moment consider the number of deaths and 
complica7ons in those that have been given these Vaccines!! 
Totally unjus7fiable!! 
South Africa should learn from past experiences. What 
happened in the 1976 swine flu? What happened in 2009 flu?? 
We do not need these vaccines here. 

Lastly, I personally think that there certainly is a degree of 
conflict of interest in the very same team that guides the 
President in this regard. How many of the staff are beneficiary to 
Bill Gates Founda7on. It has a bearing on the decisions made for 
the country going forward. ML

2021-01-17 
13:09:24 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other Marie

2021-01-17 
07:55:46 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

Why inject a virus to combat a virus???? No no no!!! This is 
against my religion!! Marda

2021-01-16 
10:33:38 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine is not properly tested. 
it is developed by Bill Gates and CO as a depopula7on tool. 
people taking it either get bad symptoms or they die!!! 
it is draconic and evil. 
it is not a deadly virus (virus dont kill) so why do you need a bad 
vaccine . evan
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2021-01-16 
08:44:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

Dis  gladnie genoeg getoets nie   en daars te veel bewyse dat dit 
sleg is vir mense en hulle DNA verander  en dat dit vir die 
verkeerde redes gebruik word en dat covid net n gewone griep is 
.  Ek stel gladnie daarin belang nie en sal dot mooit vat nie Beie

2021-01-15 
19:19:23 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red other

I will not partake of any vaccine that cotains ellments of a 
human  fetus. Renier

KwaZulu-Natal 38
2021-02-02 
10:30:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other Untested experimental vaccines are harmful. Zoltan

2021-01-28 
16:28:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I have done a lot of internet research.  I have also been given 
valid informa7on from researchers and listened to a Physician 
and a Virologist,  both of whom have shared their exper7se of 
years of experience of the tragedies of those being given 
vaccines.  The damage and side effects given to the individuals 
are trauma7c.  The vaccine they said takes years, up to 15 yrs to 
the least to verify success.  Alongside with them, I did my own  
searching on the internet and for one the content of these 
vaccines have, aluminium, mercury and I looked up MRC-5 on 
wikipedia and it had a long explana7on of the Cell Strain 5 
diploid human cell culture line composed of fibroblasts, 
originally developed from  research deriving lung 7ssue of a 14-
week-old aborted caucasian male fetus. Extract.  I am a believer 
in the Bible and the commands and this is (murder).  All my 
vaccines made me very sick and it's no wonder.  Please look at 
this righteously and in jus7ce.  The vaccine by no way has had 
enough 7me to be legally tested and had no trial.  It is therefore 
illegal to be registered and distributed.  I have seen countless 
documentaries on TV re this topic of children being made so sick 
and having life threatening or even death causes.  The immune 
system is challenged and can never come right again and neither 
will it be able to allow the body to recover from any illness or 
disease. THIS IS NOT EBOLA but a flu.  I ask that this could be 
presented to our Chief Jus7ce  Mogoeng Mogoeng along with 
similar complaints, before we kill the world.  Google Regeneron.   
Then Dr Carrie Madej DO  she is an internal medicine specialist 
with 19yrs experience in the medical field. She is affiliated with 7 
Regional Medical Centers. A bold Physician Dr Rashid Buthar has 
a very moving tes7mony to tell.  Dr Hodkinson a virologist.  I am 
not sure if these videos have been removed from either youtube 
or other sites. I pray this country will see the truth and that 
something can be done. Now for my input, the para sinus 
cavi7es in the nasal passages is where the virus germ inhabits 
instantly and then amer that is goes down into the lungs and 
therefore causes the infamous coughing.  Steaming is the best 
thing to do the moment you get the virus, with boiling water 
inhala7on.  This will kill the virus if you do this 3 7mes daily and 
for at least 5 days. At sea level you use boiling water 100 degC .  
This has been reported online by people and all have overcome 
the threat of this virus.  Please help one another and stop 
tearing each other apart.  Vernon

2021-01-28 
09:43:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other Caroline

2021-01-27 
17:54:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

How can one trust a so-called vaccine that hasn't gone through 
years of rigorous tes7ng & trials?   We all know that if you follow 
the money there is lots of it to be gained by individuals who will 
stop at nothing to fleece their pockets.  This is not a vaccine 
according to the proper defini7on of the word  - even though a 
new defini7on was posted online in December 2020 to fit the 
bill.  There is medica7on to treat Covid very successfully without 
puing one's health at risk by not knowing what the long term 
effects are.  The powers that be underes7mate the intelligence 
of the public at large but then again, they make use of law 
enforcement to get their way . . . don't they? Ina

2021-01-27 
17:27:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I don't agree with this vaccine at all, there have been to many 
set backs, and effected the health of many. We should not be 
forced to take it against our will.  

Virginia 

2021-01-21 
18:33:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

In forty years they have not been able to develop a vaccine for 
HIV, neither for the common cold. Now this so called virus which 
is just another flu muta7on, a vaccine developed in under a year, 
I DONT THINK SO. If all poli7cians and their cronies are 
vaccinated first, no con ar7st moves, and we can observe what 
happens to them, then maybe??? Georg
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2021-01-21 
16:40:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

All of the above should have every South African worried since 
the government seems to be apemp7ng to monopolise the 
covid-19 vaccine. These people have proven themselves to be 
nothing but corrupt and inept at even the most simple func7ons 
they need to perform.  They are the least trustworthy people to, 
not only, distribute the vaccines but also to control the en7re 
vaccina7on process.  From experience, they will only serve 
themselves and the people will fall by the wayside. Who will 
actually receive the first batch of vaccines, poli7cians and their 
family and friends? Who gets to decide who's life is worth more 
than that of another?  

Further, why did the government, in their infinite wisdom, not 
pay the ini7al instalment to secure vaccines when payment was 
due? Instead, they decided to bailout SAA, again!, that amer they 
promised not to. If they cared even a bit for the people of this 
country, they would have made the Covax payment without 
delay instead of now relying on handouts of cheap, untested 
vaccines.  

Mandatory vaccines goes against our cons7tu7on and, with this 
being a  flu virus, how on Earth did Big Pharma develope a 
vaccine for a set of diseases we know can't be cured as the 
viruses that cause them mutate and develop new strains 
regularly? It sounds like a money-making scam to me. These 
vaccines are also undertested and expensive. I'll not offer up my 
living body to science just yet. 

Every other disease that plagues humanity have taken a 
backseat to this one, whose mortality rate is only about 2%. 
Millions die of HIV / AIDS, TB, cancer and heart disease every 
year. Why the fuss about this far less virulent illness? In my 
opinion, it has played well into the hands of government who is 
increasingly destruc7ve of our economy and democracy. 
Draconian, non-sensical lockdown regula7ons, set to control the 
popula7on rather than the spread of the virus, are at the order 
of the day. Apemp7ng to also control the roll-out of the vaccine 
is further proof of a ruling party set on forcing us all into 
communism. Micky

2021-01-19 
18:33:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

My concern is that this is not a vaccine. 
I am.well acquainted with ivermec7n.  Over 30 years ago 
ivermec7n came out as a reformer for caple and horses.  Had to 
be dispensed  by a veterinarian.  Ul7mately it could be 
purchased from  Vet Surgeries.  Later it was introduced into  
worming pastes. 
I do not believe that this is as safe as it is being  reported to be. Yvonne 

2021-01-19 
13:27:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine is STILL  EXPERIMENTAL!!!!  
Hydroxychoroquine, chloroquine, Ivermec7n ---TRIED, TESTED, 
EXPERIMENTS  DONE!!! -   all help to build immunity BEFORE 
and help healing DURING  coronas. 
My body I say what happens to it.  
Government is enforcing NWO/GR/communism!!! 
 Amanda

2021-01-18 
18:32:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

Vaccine has been rushed - human beings are the guinea pigs and 
long term side effects are not known.  Good results with 
Ivermec7n and I would rather take my chances on a known drug 
of choice. Everything being blocked on Social Media if it doesn't 
fit in with the vaccine agenda should raise red flags in any 
educated person. Shirley

2021-01-18 
10:26:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other Desiree

2021-01-18 
08:25:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I feel that vaccine should be use to those who  think it will heal 
them. I have no fear  and thus it will be a waste on me.

CATERINA 
MARIA

2021-01-18 
07:19:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

If government insist let them all take the vaccine  on tv fior 
everyone to see,  then i dont  believe a vaccine could be ready in 
a year and it is safe, no vaccines could be done for cancer, aids,  
that is suppose to be dangerous illnesses and many people have 
died, and i also dont believe so many people have died  of the 
corona virus, and if itcis so contagious like they say whay are 
their families that one tests posi7ve and the rest quaran7ne with 
the one member and they dont get infected,  then i believe this 
night lockdown is when they installing the 5G towers  THAT I 
BELIEVE IS THE VIRUS THAT IS MAKING US SICK Chris7ne

2021-01-18 
05:22:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

What Moderna and phizer have created is not a vaccine by 
defini7on but a unproven gene7c experiment with a large 
percentage of bad side effects and unknown long term effects. Rob 

2021-01-17 
20:43:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

How does it prevent covid 19? 
Does it interfere with the person's DNA? 
What are side effects? 
Are side effects short term or permanent and irreversible? 
Who will be accountable for ththat? 
Is it compulsory to take it? 
Is it 100% effec7ve? 

Martha
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2021-01-17 
18:43:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccines have been rushed and have not been tested 
adequately. Many people that have had the vaccines in the USA 
and Norway have died amer being vaccinated with these 
vaccines. There are safer alterna7ves like Ivermec7n that are 
much safer. There are enough studies to support its use. If India, 
with a popula7on of 1,38 Billion people have rolled it out in a 
massive drive - what does South  Africa know that the  rest of 
the world doesn't know. Or is it because Bill Gates and his 
friends fund SAHRA and they only interested in making money. 
People are being paid to ensure that those vaccines are 
purchased and used in SA.  It will ul7mately cost South African 
lives. Look at the interview with Bill Gates and research the 
results of his programs in India and Africa, and you will see what 
is on the agenda. Leon

2021-01-17 
17:46:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

The vaccine is a way for Bill Gates and his new world order to kill 
alot of people especially in Africa. Louis

2021-01-17 
15:59:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other Hanlie

2021-01-17 
15:40:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

Cost did the vaccine, the effec7veness of the vaccine, another 
avenue to steal from, there are alterna7ves. Penelope

2021-01-17 
15:05:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other Jenny

2021-01-17 
15:02:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I am against the administra7on of this so called vaccine because 
the manufacturers are misleading the public at large by calling it 
a vaccine, which it is not, according to the defini7on of the word, 
and it is not designed to introduce immunity within the 
individual. It is a chemical pathogen wrapped in a fat envelope, 
which is injected into the body. Not not enough long term trials 
have been conducted to determine the long term effects that 
this might have on the individual. In fact, already there are many 
cases of adverse events having been reported amer the 
administra7on of this, including acquiring the very illness it is 
supposed to cure, & even death in some cases. The cost, for one, 
is going to be prohibi7ve at a 7me when we do not have surplus 
funds for it. There has been a lot of promising results reported 
with the use of Ivermec7n tablets in combina7on with 
doxycycline & zinc. Our efforts should be directed at working on 
a cheap affordable cure, which can be rolled out for mass 
produc7on at very short no7ce 
 Although it is, at this stage, not been registered for humans in 
this country, it has been used very successfully in Australia, parts 
of America & many Asian countries. Many medical personnel 
who have been infected with this virus, have obtained the drug 
"illegally" for their personal use & have recovered fully. It is 
definitely worth looking at as an alterna7ve. Atmaram

2021-01-17 
11:58:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

There is no way a safe vaccine could have been invented in the 
short 7me available which raises the ques7on, was it already in 
the making before covid 19 appeared on the scene, which in 
turn raises or answers the ques7on that the pandemic was 
engineered for a specific outcome. Ronita

2021-01-17 
08:28:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

If it can be so quick to be made why vaccine for HIV and AIDS not 
done all along ? Why is it not done in South Africa ? Read 
Revela7ons from the bible this is what is happening now. How 
can we know that batch which was distributed in 1st world 
countries is the same as African countries ? Nomvume

2021-01-17 
06:31:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I do not believe we should have mandatory vaccina7ons. This 
virus is like any other in the past and it will move on just like the 
Spanish flu did. I will NOT be controlled by the government or 
the elite Cassi

2021-01-17 
06:20:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other Scam epidemic Carlos 
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SA Vaccine Roll Out - Comments 

WRT - EFFECTIVENESS 

The  WHO has said that there is, “No guarantee the Covid 
vaccine will prevent people from being infected.”  

The Department of Health is under the impression that 
vaccina7on will give our popula7on “herd immunity.” We do not 
know that at this stage.  

Apart from “effec7veness”being a ques7onable  issue, already 
there have been 1000s of serious Covid vaccine adverse 
reac7ons (3916) and 13 deaths in December alone.  These are 
only the  REPORTED events by VAERS, which is reputed to have a 
flawed and passive surveillance system and is known to be an 
abject failure in terms of accurate repor7ng.  In any case, less 
than 1% of adverse events for other general vaccines are 
reported according to a 2010 Federal study in the USA. If general 
vaccine injury numbers are inaccurate, how could we be sure 
that reports for Covid adverse events/reac7ons are accurate? 

Covid vaccines are experimental biological medicines, which 
have not been thoroughly tested over 7me and our government 
is willing to take a chance by rolling out this vaccine to the en7re 
popula7on, who need to be aware of the risks they are taking. 
What are the sta7s7cal risks of contrac7ng Covid-19 vs the 
sta7s7cal risk of a serious immune response to the vaccine. As 
this is an experimental drug, not fully tested, the popula7on 
would be subjected to the greatest medical experiment of al 
7me.  

The 4 main vaccine companies that produce the 72 vaccines 
mandated in the USA are all convicted felons who have 
cumula7vely paid $35 billion in criminal penal7es for damages, 
fines for defrauding regulators, falsifying science, bribing doctors 
and lying to the public and killing lots of people.  Should the 
vaccine NOT be effec7ve, and should South Africans experience 
adverse medical reac7ons to this vaccine, what will the SA 
government’s legal recourse be? Are AstraZeneca Plc/the 
University of Oxford/The Serum Ins7tute of India Ltd, willing to 
be accountable in terms of the law? Should this vaccine not be 
effec7ve or produce serious adverse reac7ons, would the SA 
public have recourse against the SA government? 

WRT - Mandatory Vaccina7on 

Un7l the SA government is convinced that these vaccines are 
SAFE AND EFFECTIVE, the government cannot even think of 
manda7ng  these vaccines cons7tu7onally. Even if these were to 
be proven safe and effec7ve, mandatory vaccina7on is a form of 
coercion that puts power in the hands of government and 
removes people’s broad personal freedoms, which need to be 
defended. Coercion leads to tyranny and we do not need that 
power to be in the wrong hands. Freedom does maper. Chris7an 
freedoms mapers too.  

It also comes down to mapers of ethics. I see the Pope 
advoca7ng vaccines in a stunning  marke7ng ploy. He may 
believe that it’s ethical to take a vaccine on Chris7an grounds. 
The package insert for the  AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccina7on 
lists that one dose contains replica7on-deficient chimpanzee 
adenovirus vector encoding the SARS CoV 2 spike glycoprotein. 
Produced in gene7cally modified human embryonic kidney (HEK) 
293 cells.  

The Pope may be happy with that ethically, but are South African 
Chris7an ci7zens going to be forced to put their ethics aside as 
well, if this becomes mandatory? Freedom does maper. 
Chris7an freedom mapers too.  

WRT  - Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n) 

The South African Health Products Regulatory Authority 
(SAHPRA) must take heed of  hpps://swprs.org/who-
preliminary-review-confirms-ivermec7n-effec7veness and 
hpps://www.dailymaverick.co.za/ar7cle/2021-01-15-poten7al-
to-save-lives-an-intensive-care-doctor-argues-for-
compassionate-use-of-ivermec7n-for-covid-19/?
utm_campaign=snd-autopilot 

Why is SAHPRA saying that Ivermec7n has not proven safe and 
effec7ve for the treatment of Covid, yet SA is willing to roll out a 
vaccine that is definitely not proven?  

Is SAPHRA an independent regulator? The  FDA received 70% of 
its budget from the vaccina7on industry. The WHO receives 50% 
of its budget from Pharma. The CDC is a pharmaceu7cal 
company that buys and sells vaccines. Clearly these ins7tu7ons 
are not regulators. The FDA, WHO and CDC all bought off the 
press for $25 million for vaccine adver7sing.  These ins7tu7ons 
are not independent regulatory authori7es, they all have vested 
interests and cannot possibly be unbiased. 

Looking at SAHPRA’s 2020 annual financials, a 14.6 million rand 
grant was received by SAHPRA from the CDC and 1.4 million 
rand was received from the Clinton Health Access Grant. How 
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2021-01-16 
18:33:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I feel that this is global genocide.  There are cheaper alterna7ves 
to the vaccine that government will not / have banned due to 
the fact the they will not be able to line their pockets. This 
country has now reached roughly 50% unemployment rate, thus 
them, and criminal ac7vity will increase, causing even more 
pressure on the already overpopulated prison system. 

Life needs to go back to normal , government need to look amer 
their people, all their people. TERTIA

2021-01-16 
18:15:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other Huguepe

2021-01-16 
16:13:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other I do not trust this vaccine. We should be free to decide. Suzy 

2021-01-16 
15:40:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

ASK BILL GATES!!!!! HIS INTENTION IS TO DECREASE THE WORLD 
POPULATION!! IN HIS OWN VIDEO ADMITTANCE 
SECONDLY, ALL VACCINES CONTAINS A NANO CHIP THAT WILL 
CONTROL YOUR MIND LIKE A ROBOT. THIS IS PREPARING PEOPLE  
FOR THE NEW WORLD ORDER, A SATANIC SYSTEM THAN WILL 
KILL MILLIONS OF PEOPLE. RAMAPHOSA BELONGS TO THIS 
INTUITION  Sarel

2021-01-16 
08:20:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other Earle

2021-01-15 
22:06:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

This Goverment  is famous for saying one thing and then doing 
something else. How can we be certain that the vaccines are not 
coming fro.m their friends , China.  I do not trust anything this 
Goverment does.  Mary

2021-01-15 
20:17:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

It will just be another ballsup the government will make . What 
have they done correctly except intercept the money George 

2021-01-15 
19:15:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I am a Jesus follower and I am covered by His blood to keep me 
safe.  This year I have not had even  a normal flue but now omen 
keeping self safe I am expected to take a vaccine  that have not 
been test  and I do not like the idea that fetus dna is . In the 
vaccine I know that they want to reduce the popula7on so  I will 
die when it’s my 7me to in a natural way so please respect my 
view thank you Annitha 

2021-01-15 
15:34:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

The is no proof of the efficacy of the vaccine,  debatable 
whether we can call it thus. 
The government has proven itself to be incapable of rolling out 
anything in an honorable and efficient way. 
It is likely there will be corrup7on and  bribery, we all know what 
happened with  ppe, food parcels etc etc. And we all know how 
this givetnnentvhas lined their coffers with stolen loot.  How can 
we be sure it will be the vaccine distributed or  water? This 
government has dis7nguished itself with dishonor. They cannot 
even control their own people. Norma

2021-01-15 
15:34:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

The is no proof of the efficacy of the vaccine,  debatable 
whether we can call it thus. 
The government has proven itself to be incapable of rolling out 
anything in an honorable and efficient way. 
It is likely there will be corrup7on and  bribery, we all know what 
happened with  ppe, food parcels etc etc. And we all know how 
this givetnnentvhas lined their coffers with stolen loot.  How can 
we be sure it will be the vaccine distributed or  water? This 
government has dis7nguished itself with dishonor. They cannot 
even control their own people. Norma

2021-01-15 
12:14:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I can't believe that it has taken less than a year to come up with 
vaccine.  Previous vaccines have take years of research and trials. Lynne

2021-01-15 
12:13:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red other

I Support Ivermec7n. Tests have proven that Ivermec7n cures 
Covid-19 within 48 Hours of taking the Tablet.  Government has 
banned Ivermec7n because they are unable to get Kickbacks 
from Sale of Ivermec7n.  
Our Government is Corrupt Corrupt Corrupt.  
This is a Crime against Humanity.  
From No 1  to  the Rest below are Criminals and will  pay Dearly 
for this. 

Dhanpal
Mpumalanga 19

2021-01-28 
13:15:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

With all the muta7ons of this virus - how effec7ve is a vaccine 
going to be? Marilyn

2021-01-28 
08:37:34

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

Why does S.A. Goverment to get the vaccine from India? 
We have our own scien7sts, why can they not create a vaccine ? 
I don't trust India's mixture.   They can add anything to that 
vaccine which can be harmful to us. 
And the rumours going around I don't know if I trust this whole 
vaccine story! 

Marie-Louise

2021-01-27 
10:18:06

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

I will only accept the vaccine if Cyril Ramaphosa puts his own 
money up for people that die or have adverse reac7ons to the 
vaccine to be able to sue him Neville

2021-01-26 
17:59:22

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

I am concerned about who pays and the effec7veness.   It has 
not been proven and we must sign to say we hold nobody 
responsible  for death or illness caused by it.   I have never had a 
flu injec7on so why must i have the unproven vaccina7on. Sharron

2021-01-19 
08:17:08

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

South Africa are using taxmoney and loans irresponsible and 
fraudulently.  There are more important issues to address. Our 
economy is going down fast that has fed our country for 
decades. To focus on a vaccine cos7ng more than our HIV issue 
that have much bigger dying rates, is  not the answer. Our 
country needs to become healthy first before addressing the 
health issue. There are no guarantees that the vaccine will kill 
covid and maybe cause a worse outcome.  Not save at all. 
Definitely not safe for a more healthy South Africa. If South 
Africa is healthy in all ways, the covid will die without any 
vaccines and no money wasted for an unsure indefinite cause. Coelep
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2021-01-18 
20:47:50

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

Van waper land kry ons die entstof?   Dit moet van 'n betroubare 
bron wees.  Die informasie word nie aan die bevolking bekend 
gemaak nie. Wie befonds die entstof? Op hoeveel mense is dit 
getoets en wat is die persentasie  mense wat genees is? 
Elke mens in Suid Afrika moet die reg he om self te besluit of 
hulle die entstof wil he of nie. 
Kan nie verstaan dat die mense in tronke wat gevonnis  meer 
belangrik is as al die wetsgehoorsame burgers van ons land nie. 
Hulle behoort die laaste mense te wees om die entstof te kry. Dit 
is geen wonder dat krimenele hulle aan geen wete stuur nie. 
Hulle weet dat hulle op die hande gedra word. Waar is die 
menslikheid teenoor al die mense in ons land.  As kriminele voor 
kuur moet geniet 

anton
2021-01-17 
20:45:24

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other No  thanks dna altering Johann

2021-01-17 
18:58:00

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other I saw to many people die of this vaccine young healthy people Johanna

2021-01-17 
15:33:24

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine should not be mandatory,  as with the yearly flu 
vaccine you should be allowed to choose whether you want it or 
not.  I really do not believe there has been enough tes7ng of this 
vaccine  and the popula7on are running scared and are 
becoming human guini pigs. 

Marilyn 

2021-01-17 
11:21:08

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccina7on consists of unacceptable ingredients: aborted 
baby organs and nanorobots. 
The ac7on of changing a person's DNA. 
I will not have the vaccina7on because of my spiritual convic7on. 
If this means I will not be able to buy or sell or travel or if it 
eventually results in death, it is preferable. Angie

2021-01-17 
08:04:10

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

No 'vaccine' has ever been with out side effects... thete is no real 
and substan7al grounds for any vaccina7on. 
There is a build in imune system in properly living and 
feeding(lifestyle) humans... why would a vaccine do beper than 
the imune sytem? Why don't medical science consider a deeper 
study and in depth understanding of how the imune system 
operates and work accordingly. 
How can the money-making greed be kept out of health 
services..?  
Clearly there is more money-making greed behind this socalled 
'vaccine' that is s7ll debatebile whether it actually works... there 
is no real proof... why would there be a closure behind the taking 
of the vaccine?  
History has proven how the uninformed make in correct 
decisions that leads to devasta7on... please this is my plea start 
thinking and looking into alterna7ves... the vaccina7on is not the 
way this 'plandemic' is going to be solved or stoped.... what 
happens amer the vaccine.....  ? You follow... ?there is no real 
proof that vaccina7on is the answer.. 

Willem. PA
2021-01-17 
07:02:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other Scam to implement New World Order ilmess Gerhard

2021-01-16 
19:19:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

There is s7ll no proof that  the vaccine does not carry long term 
nega7ve implica7ons for humans. To date limited tes7ng has 
been done, and I believe we, the public is being put at risk 
unnecessarily. The WHO and governments have been playing a 
prepy nasty poli7cal warfare using the Corona virus as a 
scapegoat.  I am totally against taking any such vaccine, where 
tests on humans have not been done and been proven 
conclusively that there are no nega7ve side effects. side effects 
will not be known in the early days, but can be disastrous over 
7me.  

Once again I am posi7ve that this is a way to manipulate us as 
individuals. A show of power. Des

2021-01-16 
16:02:57

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

This vaccine has not been proberly tested. I will not take this 
vaccine. It is not safe and government do not play open cards 
with the people. Barbara 

2021-01-16 
15:59:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other Colleen

2021-01-16 
09:24:04

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

Ek glo die regering anc terrorist ese organisasie probeer die land 
soort van deur n diktatorskap bestuur en het die land se 
ekonomie vernie7g Jan 

2021-01-16 
07:52:07

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

Let all the ministers be vaccinated so that we all can see it is 
safe, as there are to many roomers about the vaccine. Willie

2021-01-15 
13:26:44

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

Let go and let God have His wonderful way. It is 7me to repent 
and get your life in order. You cannot stop stop wat GODis 
allowing! Wake up!! Johan

2021-01-15 
10:54:47

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red other

Wiser heads than mine have asked the ques7on does anyone 
wonder how this vaccine has been developed so quickly when 
others have been in the pipeline for not only years but decades 
and yet they have not put in an appearance.  Is there the chance 
that it can effect one's genes???  What process has been used in 
its manufacture. Many of us out in the market place are able to 
comprehend the complexi7es of manufacture and we would like 
to know what the process is giving a beper chance to make a 
educated decision.   

Mary
North West 13
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2021-01-28 
11:59:48

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

The stuff that they add into the vaccine is not properly tested   
because once your vaccinated it doesnt stop  then you have 
con7nously to be vaccinated  it will NEVER stop and we all know 
the nano tech is involved and the main thing is to control you 
like the masks is the beginning of controlling .  They work 
sistema7cally with a plan! Where is the cons7tu7onal right???? 
They intervere with GOD's crea7on! Mercia

2021-01-28 
10:18:28

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

Im against a vaccine that has not been tested properly. 
Historically  this has been a disaster refer to the Philippines.  I 
will not carry a Covid passport as it is my cons7tu7onal right to 
privacy & choice to be vaccinated.  Everyone should pay for their 
own vaccine not be taxed to the hilt forever & a day as that is 
not where it will end.  The private sector MUST be involved in 
the rollout Margorie

2021-01-26 
15:20:47

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

I believe that every ci7zen in South africa has the right to choose 
to have the vaccine or not. It is our human right to choose if they 
want it and not to be forced like some instusion  are doing. My 
answer is no. Kobie

2021-01-21 
13:53:28

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other Not enough informa7on gathered to make informed decisions. Brenda

2021-01-20 
22:03:08

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

I'm  just worried about  the conspiracy theories levelled against 
the vaccine? Is it gonna be compulsory  why are medicines  
labelled not for uk, usa and eu countries? I beg to differ! Margaret 

2021-01-18 
09:02:27

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other Totally against my believe. Johann

2021-01-17 
22:59:35

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

As soon as all top government employees have had it then i will 
reconsider it Adrian 

2021-01-17 
07:25:35

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

Government has a track record for corrup7on- will this program 
roll without any corrup7on? 
Why can't the private sector also buy vaccines from their 
suppliers? Retha

2021-01-17 
07:02:10

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

I wont take something that changes my DNA. And have aborted 
baby fesus in it. Lorainne

2021-01-16 
21:35:12

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other boet

2021-01-16 
21:25:23

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other Beie

2021-01-16 
21:21:27

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

Ek stel ongelukkig nie belang daarin ne want dit is nie n goed 
getoetsde medikasie nie en sover het te veel mense al 
komplikasies gehad. Volgens my is dit iets wat op die mense 
afgedwing word. Tom

2021-01-15 
14:39:32

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red other

i will definitely not take the vaccine as it is not trusted , 
first they take years to develop a vaccine & one that have been 
tested for years then only they will put it on the market . How 
can they get a vaccine made so fast & will be available in a few 
months "very fishy i smell a big RAT" why have there not been a 
cure / Vaccine for cancer Aids & TB as yet years s7ll buzzy to try 
& develop the correct medicine & or Vaccine. 
SO in short you will be a big Fool if you will try a vaccine that 
have been made available so fast  
this is chemical warfare !!!!!! 
Please proof me wrong ! Chris

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-18 
15:29:56

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red other

Any person who has been doing their research through the 
years, and then especially now with the 'Covid epidemic which is 
a man made malady spread to kill as many as possible', it should 
be very clear what the  Illumina7 are amer ~ they are called to 
crown their king, Lucifer, who is the fallen angel and has been 
working hard behind the scenes to roll out his One World Order 
through the rich people of this world.  That is so sad.   
The second clear, clear reason, is that this vaccine is poisonous 
to the core and has not passed any scien7fic test.  I have listened 
to the account of many virologists and  scien7sts and  highly 
professional doctors.  People, open your ears and your eyes.  The 
Davos Council has made is very clear that this year is the target 
year for their RESET which will only benefit a few rich men.  Do 
they care about you?  No!!  It has been said, that through this 
vaccine their target is to kill 90% of the world popula7on.  A 
holocaust beyond  imagina7on. 
Is any one aware of the fact that incinerators are already in place 
to cremate the bodies of the dead.  Railroads have been updated 
and special warehouses erected where all the dead bodies will 
be transported to for crema7on.  Is this the way in which the 
Lord God Almighty wants any precious human being to end their 
lives. 
By the RESET, you are lied to ~ that all debt will be gone, but all 
property will become the ownership of the New World Order 
and Illumina7. 
Please wake up, call upon the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and 
be truly saved. 
The altera7ve is to take IVERMECTIN.  Your medical doctor is 
able to guide you how to use this animal product in order to stay 
healthy, or to become completely healed within a day or to.  I 
personally know of a vetenary doctor who treated her husband 
with this product and he was completely healthy by the third 
day. 
Please wake up.  Check your internet usage and swith over onto 
other op7ons.  Lydia

business owner 262
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 97

2021-02-21 
10:36:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It is evident that these vaccines have side effects and in certain 
cases has even caused death. This is something which should not 
be forced on anyone and should remain a personal choice may it 
be in private or within the workplace. Charlene
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2021-02-20 
09:45:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Not enough research has been done on the effec7veness of this 
innocula7on and more importantly the long term affects of this 
new technology innocula7on. 
Further more the cons7tu7on fully protects my right to protect 
my body. Ian

2021-02-19 
18:29:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This vaccine is extremely toxic and dangerous, and I will never 
willingly take it. As far as having to pay for it, just forget it. Sid

2021-01-27 
09:11:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Ek dink hierdie hele pandemie ding is weereens net n verskoning 
vir die regering om nog geld te steel. Ek en my familie gebruik 
tans Ecomec7n wat al jare op die mark is met genoeg navorsing. 
Die entstof het nie genoeg navorsing agter die blad nie.  
Ivomec7n is al bewys as BAIE EFFEKTIEF teendie voorkoming en 
geneesing van Covid.  Hierdie covid paspoort ding  is ook teen 
my konstensionele regte. EK sal nie gedwing word om dit te kry 
nie. Ent maar eers al daai ministers dan hulle maar die 
proe�onyne speel.  Dit moet uit vrye wil geneem word en nie op 
jou afgedwing word nie. Jeanine

2021-01-27 
05:18:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Sipho

2021-01-26 
17:34:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Ivremec7n works and is the frac7on of the cost. Also do not 
want an ID covid passport for something the has a 99% recovery 
rate. I have a problem with it becoming mandatory. 
I also believe this is a socialist agenda to control civiliza7on. Raymond 

2021-01-26 
15:51:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

There is no way this is good for a single human, I have never 
trusted vaccines and I have seen so many videos of people 
suffering from side affects, there is no way I will have it. Tarryn

2021-01-26 
15:03:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Immunity can be developed  naturally by exposing your skin to 
sun light  to s7mulate D vitamin produc7on by our body. Regular 
physical exercise is important factor to support our immuno 
system.  Intake of supplements containing  C vitamin and zink 
would strengthen immuno system . 
Fear , anger , stress, all nega7ve emo7ons are enemies of our 
Immuno system . 
Spend 7me in nature walking  and try to stay posi7ve 

Ivica

2021-01-25 
21:20:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I follow a holis7c way of life, and believe viruses are part of life.  
It is up to us as individuals to maintain a healthy lifestyle and by 
doing this,  our bodies will build a strong immune system.  I am 
not prepared to take a drug that I know  nothing about.  I do not 
trust pharmaceu7cal  companies who I believe are only 
interested in making money, nothing to do with our well-being!  
The virus has already started muta7ng, so which vaccine will it 
be?? Gail 

2021-01-25 
12:04:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It's part of 5g ramapoesa get triljoen to kill the people but 
everyone is to scared to stand UP for there right Maphys

2021-01-25 
11:42:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It normally takes years to develop and test a vaccine, how is this 
possible to roll out a vaccine that is not properly tested. I will not 
have this vaccina7on and then the tax payer must fit this bill! Johan 

2021-01-24 
21:07:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

You can just vaccinate people without checking if their bodies 
can handle the vaccine, beside that I do not support this whole 
concept of vaccine, no one from my family will par7cipate in the 
program. Our officials can take it first and then later on they can 
go and vaccinate others. Koketso

2021-01-23 
13:53:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This is bullshit, this government is stealing from the people and 
now this is another way to loot, what happened to the 500 
billion, we need to take the law into our own hands now fuxk 
the government. Shain

2021-01-23 
10:31:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

There are no long term studies showing long term effects and 
side effects of the vaccine.  

The crea7on of the vaccine has been rushed as any other 
vaccine has had to undergo long term res7ng phases.  

No one should be forced to have the vaccine or be penalised for 
not taking it. 

Janine

2021-01-23 
07:18:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

They haven't found a vaccine for flu in all these years , but they 
can come up with a vaccine for "covid " in a few months.  More 
people died in south africa in 2019 (58 000) from Tuberculosis 
than have died up to now since March 2020. Tuberculosis is also 
contagious and is spread by coughing and sneezing, and they 
didn't shut down the country and enforce wearing of masks.  
Something fishy going on folks. Use logic and common sense. 

Del

2021-01-23 
06:19:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

As a tax payer and concerned ci7zen, i am par7cularly concerned 
that government is not being open and honest with the public in 
terms  of the logis7cs around the covid-19 vaccine roll out 
program, i am also par7cularly worried at what addi7onal cost 
this will come to the tax payer.  As an example governments 
poor choice of bailing of SAA at +-R10 billion rand (poor use of 
public funds) why not have used that money to have procured 
and secured more vaccines??? 

The lack of transparency from government with us as ci7zens is 
alarming and automa7cally makes us think due to corrup7on 
and loo7ng of public funds, government has not got the money 
to secure the vaccines and that is why they are stalling. 

Plain and simply put i do not trust the south african government 
(ANC) with this crucial task!!!   Mark

2021-01-22 
17:59:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other All the above men7oned  concerns Paul

2021-01-22 
15:16:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I have allergies to many medica7ons and I am not willing to have 
the vaccina7on due to the side effects or even anaphylac7c 
shock  that I will possibly have.  Cheryl
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2021-01-22 
13:15:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Global Death Rate per 1000 in 2019 was 7,579 and for 2020 was 
7,612 - a mere 0,43% increase according to "Fact Check - 
Reuters". That includes the "millions"  ??? Covid deaths, in other 
words, the mere increase included also all the increase of 
starva7on deaths, suicides, etc., etc. that these Lockdowns 
caused world wide, due to spineless and very stupid poli7cians 
all over the world that adhere to the RUBBISH "KABAL" with 
their lucifarian agendas for a so called "New World Order 
Reset" !!! This same RUBBISH is trying to fool the world with 
their new 7tle "Globalists" !!!  
All these spinelless and stupid poli7cians should be the first and 
only ones to be vaccinated and if they die, the world will be 
"FREE" !!!  
Why does the CEO of Pfizer has not taken the Vaccine yet ???? Klaus

2021-01-22 
11:29:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

With the Spanish Flu, it was eradicated within 2years without 
any vaccine in 1912. What is so different regarding Covid-19. 
Your natural immune system is more effec7ve than any Vaccine / 
Gene-therapy being dished out. The vaccine the government 
wants to introduce is obtained from India. The ques7on you 
need to ask, " Why don't India vaccinate? They hand out 
medica7on to their people, which our government had declared 
unfit ." More people die each year from "normal" flu and related 
illnesses, and each year the flu vaccine is given to millions of 
people, and s7ll it can not be eradicated. Medical Aid's are 
blackmailing their subscribers with "If you do not take the 
vaccine, and you become ill, we will not cover any costs for 
treatment." 
This mandatory vaccina7on is against your HUMAN RIGHT. Rika

2021-01-22 
09:12:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I think it is against a person's cons7tu7onal right to be forced to 
have a chemical substance placed in your body. I think it should 
not be mandatory, and people should be able to chose from 
natural alterna7ves as well. Elzaan

2021-01-22 
08:47:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

FIRST - there will be MASSIVE  Fraud and stealing of moneys by 
the Government officials even before we get to the vaccina7ons. 
Why should we support anything coming from the ANC and 
government. 
They steal everything we work for, ignore our demands but we 
must jump when they say so. 
I would rather spend thousand to get a vaccine anywhere else in 
the world except in SA Alida

2021-01-21 
15:00:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Jou

2021-01-21 
13:51:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Cost to tax payer - Not fair to expect people to pay for something 
that they have no inten7on of geing 
Effec7veness - Has not been tested long enough should be 
tested for at least 5 years. People who has received it has died 
from it 
Mandatory - We are a democra7c society and this should not be 
forced on us by making it mandatory  
Alterna7ve  -  Ivermec7n 
Covid passport/Id - It is uncons7tu7onal to control people 
according to their health choices and beliefs Irma

2021-01-21 
12:09:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Why do we need a Vaccine when we have so much plants and 
herbs. Simple garlic and steaming with Mhlonyane  etc.  Vaccines 
are bad news for any immune system. Why not allow nature 
through plants fresh air and hygienic living take it place. 

It’s nit fair on many people that know the truth. I don’t believe 
that we must con7nue falling into the trap of Westerns or 
Asians. We have our sun, plants herbs and Cannabis if all comes 
to a push. They are 200% beper and have long las7ng effects. 

Please leave alone Western medicines and scien7fic intelligence 
and revert back to nature. 

As Africans our bodies have adapted to the nature and son. This 
is not a myth. Indeed we are different as Africans. We can 
survive this just like all other previous debases like Ebola and 
HIV, TB and Cancer. 

Let’s not undermine our own Tradi7onal and Indegeneous 
Knowledge. That will be perpetua7on of ignorance even for 
genera7ons to come. Let’s change our mindset, let’s not be 
followers of everything experimented on Africans. Wake up. 

  
 Zanele

2021-01-20 
17:06:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Firstly aids has killed millions of people over 40 years and s7ll no 
vaccine, secondly we are hearing now that people are geing 
covid for a second 7me so what good will a vaccine be? Can see 
this being like a flu shot only 60% effec7ve and you'll need to go 
every year. Juan

2021-01-20 
10:39:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE CONCERNS! 
This vaccine will do nobody any good, and will just line the 
coffers of big-pharma, as well as provide the ANC with yet 
another route to steal from the people.  
There are other, beper ways of staying healthy - it is NOT the 
government's job to destroy our lives in yet another way... Marieke

2021-01-20 
09:35:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other South Africa is not a human lab fehme 

2021-01-20 
08:12:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It is treateble with home made remedies like any other flue and 
people  recover from it. No need for this vaccina7on. It is not a 
pandemic Kefiloe
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2021-01-19 
18:00:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It is of great concern that it is expected of people to take a 
possible health risk on a vaccine that will be forced on them. 
This vaccine have not been tested and thus it means that people 
will be "forced by law"  or face exclusion  from living a "normal" 
life if they do not agree to take the vaccine and in effect be 
human test subjects for a vaccine that could possibly be in it self 
very dangerous to people's health, short and or long term. 

It is 100% wrong that this vaccine is forced on to people and it is 
a direct viola7on of every living humanbeings  right to a concious 
choise of his/her own life and wellbeing.  It is uncondi7onal for 
world / country leaders to decide on behalf of individuals what is 
good or not good for those individuals, especially with the 
manor in which this "covid pandemic" came about and how it is 
classified when sta7s7cs of other far more dangerous illnesses 
are compared.  
I therefore do not agree to this vaccine because it is a very 
serious situa7on when a government or any other ins7tu7on 
want to force me or my family or any other individual  to gamble 
with our/their health/lives.  

In strong opposi7on  
Pieter Dumas   

Pieter

2021-01-19 
16:20:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

My first concern is that we may have reached heard immunity by 
the 7me the vaccines start. It will therefore be a very wasteful 
expenditure. 

My second concern is that from my research it seems that the 
"vaccines" out there does not work the same as this is a totally 
different treatment that includes RDNA. 

It does not stop anyone from contrac7ng the disease later.  
It does not provide immunity.  
It does not provide any benefits. 

There has not been proper tes7ng and it may cause paradoxical 
immune enhancement. 

hpps://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/05/joseph-mercola/the-
well-known-hazards-of-coronavirus-vaccines/ 

For more than 30 years they have tried to get a working vaccine 
and it is extremely dangerous to go directly to humans and not 
do animal tes7ng first as per the ar7cle apached. 

it is unclear if it holds any benefits whatsoever and to 
discriminate against people who do not take the vaccine would 
then be unconscionable and wrong. 

Jonatan

2021-01-19 
15:59:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It is no more a secret what this new world order is all about.  
This vaccine developed in incredibly no 7me at all compared to 
other proven vaccines is another tool used to diminish world 
popula7on figures along with the 5G senario. Government has 
waited to buy the vaccine from those companies delivering the 
highest kickbacks and to crown it are going to raise taxes to aid 
paying for this. We paying for our own demise here once again 
while the fat cats in government get faper. Ivomec7n and other 
drugs known to combat covid19 have been banned by this 
government. Why.....so they can reap more money for 
themselves by making the only avenue to get the vaccine etc. 
comes through them. Presidents of the ANC have openly stated 
the ANC comes first, not their electorate !!  They the 
government blindly follow being dictated to by WHO and this 
new world order (lockdowns and the rest of the idio7c rules and 
regula7ons designed to destroy us emo7onally and bring the 
immune system right down) who undoubtedly pay for the 
demise of the popula7ons by their own governments. Bill Gates 
openly stated their aim is to depopulate the planet by killing off 
3 billion people to start with aided by vaccina7on. Hundreds of 
people have already died from being vaccinated with this 
poison. 
 Robert

2021-01-19 
13:22:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Hiv and Aids and cancer have no vaccine currently and you 
expect me to take a vaccine created in one year , i will NEVER 
out of principle of fairness , get a cure or vaccine for hiv/aids and 
cancer treatment part of Na7onal health care free of charge first 
and help the people .  these senseless deaths due to HIV/Aids 
and Cancer are also a priority our government has neglected and 
failed completely. Mogale
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2021-01-19 
10:11:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The greatest concern is that this vaccine isn't FDA approved. The 
Vaccine that is being rolled out in Africa is the fact that we are 
being treated like caple to test the effec7veness of the results of 
this so called vaccine. China has recovered without a vaccine and 
their infec7on rate is extremely low. 

I for one will not accept this vaccine and if they want to prevent 
me from making a living then there will be blood running down 
the streets. This vaccine is a test and we are expendable to the 
rest of the world and many will have a nega7ve reac7on to this 
vaccine. There are to many variables regarding the sta7s7cs of 
the effec7veness of this vaccine. Even by taking the vaccine it 
will no protect one from geing the virus again since its a 
muta7ng strain. It will be the same case as with the common flu. 
There is a flu shot but one can s7ll get the common cold. Ryan

2021-01-18 
22:07:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I disagree with the vaccine approach on a disease that is curable. 
It is immoral and unethical to force one-size fits all WHO/BGF 
dictated solu7on to our people when there are other solu7ons 
that are known yet vehemently fought against by the govt just 
because the aforesaid bodies do not agree with. Let people 
together with their physicians choose what to treat themselves 
with. HCQ regimen or Ivermec7n from a treatment and 
prophylac7c perspec7ve as well as immune boosters from a 
preven7on approach. Then open the economy and let our 
people return back to normalcy. Heinz

2021-01-18 
22:02:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine has horrible side effects as seen by people who took 
it Kamohelo 

2021-01-18 
21:55:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Firstly things like Ivermec7n that are natural cures proven to 
help not just cure covid, but prevent people from geing the 
virus in the first place have been banned. Why? 
Secondly vaccines are supposed to go through at least 5 years of 
tes7ng before it is approved to try on humans. 
Lastly so many people are dying or geing severely sick from the 
vaccines coming out recently. Kayla

2021-01-18 
21:07:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other olgar
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2021-01-18 
18:48:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

There is too much propaganda, too much fear mongering. There 
is too much smoke and when there is smoke there is fire. 
Covid is bad but if there is a hint of truth around DNA 
manipula7on, a hint of truth around incorrect use of nano tech 
being used incorrectly, a hint of truth around  introducing animal 
genes/other DNA or fetal 7ssue as many have proven to be true 
then Never! 

I was born with this body and I / everyone has full responsibility 
for it. Not government, not medicine and not global fear 
mongering.  

Noone but no one may dictate what must go into my body.  

Manditory vaccine is the equivalent to being raped by someone 
with poten7ally mul7ple stds and hiv but being told that 
hopefully the rapist will leave inside of you a magic po7on that 
will prevent aids.... And we must not worry Because only sabc 
has the right info and they say it is safe and can be trusted and 
we must not listen to our ins7nct or mul7ple sources of Intel. 
  
We must follow what they say and must not doubt our trusted 
government and polo77ons who would never lie to us. Because 
they care about the unemployed and elderly who must be 
saved.  

Government wants the vulnerable to be healthy to take more 
money and social grants away from the treasury so they can 
con7nue with not suppor7ng the economy and taking the profits 
that the ruling party could use more  wisely.  

I believe covid is real. But I know there is a viable cure 
ivermecrim (sorry for miss-spelling)  
I am very concerned about the causes of death around covid and 
I believe that something is wrong with the whole thing.  
Covid death or induced death to validate reason for fear.  
I don't wish to offend people who have lost one's. But I humbly 
and sincerely ask, have you just accepted it as covid, did your gut 
tell you that something is off. Could you confirm that there was 
no foul play, no secrecy.  
Death is horrible and who could dare cause unrest or a fight at 
this painful 7me.  
What if it wasn't covid, what if a loved one passed by something 
unrelated and their  death and loss of life is being used for an 
agenda.  
That would be sick.  

Medicine and big pharma are making trillions.  

If it is all 100% real. I will be the first to own my wrongness and 
apologize to every one.  
I don't want to be right. But my spirit and my ins7ncts say this is 
not what it seems and I will s7ll choose to not take the vaccine.  
I have had "cov" and recovered well. I will not have fear I will 
have dignity and I will have logic and will not follow blindly or 
trust media.  
I will go if it's my 7me. I will keep safe and clean and trust my 
gut.  
It has never been wrong.  

Devon

2021-01-18 
17:55:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

You can never make anything mandatory unless it has been 
proven to be 100% successful over a period of at least 5 years 
(like all medicines before it is released)  Andries 

2021-01-18 
17:48:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

What compensa7on plan is there for one who suffers impac{ully 
from the  vaccine, why is it being tested on Africa first?  
As previously vaccina7ons have impacted the whole na7on to 
depend heavily on pharma.  
Why are the liabili7es of this vaccina7on clinical.  
Has this vaccine been tested  and tried and proven safe  for 
human injec7on? 
Why is there so much push back when it comes to this 
vaccina7on, even those who work in medical distribu7on do not 
feel safe about it. Xolani 

2021-01-18 
14:17:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This is not trust worthy it pulled out of content and is a poli7cal 
stunt. Claudine

2021-01-18 
13:53:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other karin

2021-01-18 
12:52:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Can someone share the stats based on the test that were done 
using this vaccine because all our government have said is we 
need to take it and it works, I feel like we are running blind as 
they are not really giving full informa7on that shows the that 
this vaccine work. But how is it possible to find a vaccine for 
Covid-19 in 6 months but s7ll we cannot find a cure for HIV, 
Cancer  and others out there, How do we trust a government  
that can't keep to thier words even on small things such and 
services delivery now we need to trust them with our lives Kea

2021-01-18 
12:28:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I agree with the sen7ments of other objectors,  I will not be 
forced to be vaccinated when it goes against what I believe Wendy
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2021-01-18 
12:04:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Frequency medicine device allows people to get the virus and 
keep them symptom free.  

As for the virus don’t want everyone here in South Africa to pay 
Big Pharma for 
1:  their vaccines that haven’t been tested 
2: Become Ginny Pigs for the vaccines 
3: Side Effects of untested vaccines 
4: Go this route always run to them for vaccines. 
5: Geing the vaccine isn’t going to stop people from geing the 
virus.  
6: certain percentage of people will get the vaccine and die 
(probably higher than the current death rate of Covid-19) others 
will be sterilised if research I’ve seen is to be believed.  
7: Further you are adding RNA and nano technology into the 
vaccine which allows Others to control finances and economy of 
RSA. 

Like the flu people get it every year and they live or they die 
according to God’s will. Vaccines won’t stop this process. 

The healthy body naturally fights off all illness any disease... 
makes an7bodies and protects itself while evolving.  

Stopping this process by Crying Germs and Vaccines is fu7le and 
can’t be done! LT

2021-01-18 
11:02:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

With the number of reac7ons and the limited amount of tes7ng 
7me makes me think of the thalidomide saga and I am afraid of 
what the future might hold in terms of counter indica7ons Constance

2021-01-18 
10:38:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This is not proven to help to fight covid .. I am not puing any 
crap into my body yolanda

2021-01-18 
10:16:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

A vaccine that has not gone through tests of atleast two years is 
not a vaccine. I feel like the government and mainstream media 
is blatantly lying to us and paddling something else. If this is the 
way our country is going, then I do not want to be a part of it. 
Since when was Marshall Law instated in South Africa? Are we at 
war? No, so that does not give the president nor the 
government any power to apempt to force us to take a 
"vaccine". We will NOT be fooled. Milton

2021-01-18 
10:05:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

there is not enough informa7on, and honest informa7on on the 
vaccine.  If Government have approved this, they should be the 
first to receive the vaccine and if there are no side effects, then it 
can be rolled out to the people.  But Parliament  First. TARA

2021-01-18 
10:05:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Dear Mr. President. 

My concerns are the following.  
Africa seems to be the tes7ng grounds for all the Vaccines. Our 
people will die to save the rest of the world.  

What do we know of the side effects of this vaccine? Will you 
employ a team to do our own tests on the vaccines to make sure 
we are safe?  

40 000 million is a lot of people that could die as a result trus7ng 
and not to men7on a waste of funds should this be unsuccessful.  

I would like to recommend boos7ng the vitamin supplies at 
clinics.  

1. B complex x 3 7mes a day 
2. Vitamin D3 and Zink boosts the immune systems 
3. Vitamin C x 1000 a day  

This will boost our people's natural defences and ensure our 
people don't Die, kids are not lem without parents. Imagine what 
this would do to the system if there should be an increase of 
orfened children. 

If children should die from this vaccine no new voter or new 
minds to grow our country..Our country will trun our like Itally 
where there popula7on is facing demise.  

There is also a doctor that was featured on Cate Blanche. He has 
saved 3 x people's lives just doing a broncihoscapy (apologies if 
the spelling is incorrect ) why is other doctors refusing this 
procedure? This doctor is being apached for this..but surely 
money, greed and alterna7ve mo7ves should be used and 
apacked rather than someone saving lives.  

This should be a mandatory procedure on all pa7ents in 
hospitals to restore there long func7ons and then medical to 
help them recover.  

This doctor should be used for training around the country.  

We have lost a loved one recently to covid. The video was shown 
to the doctor that could have chosen to do this and save his life. 
All she said was He only did 3 pa7ents and it's not approved.  

Makes you wonder what's really happening in our health 
industry.  

hpps://www.facebook.com/637627201/posts/
10157333117807202/?sfnsn=scwspwa 

Didi
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2021-01-18 
08:51:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Mark o t beast Guy 

2021-01-18 
08:43:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This is has not been proven to work and if they think I am stupid 
enough to take an vaccine that is s7ll an experimental vaccine 
then think again. They know very well that there are medica7on 
like Hydroxychloroquine that work and has been proven to work 
why do They keep on forcing to vaccinate, I'll tell you why, 
because They are pussing the global reset agenda. Not all people 
are stupid you know. Danie

2021-01-18 
08:38:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Vaccines have history of crea7ng other deaths and problems like 
au7sm etc.  
They cause other life threatening diseases and essen7ally make 
people a slave to the medical industry. This is all just a clever 
way to keep feeding the system and killing off millions while 
profi7ng from it. Johan

2021-01-18 
08:36:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I think it is very dangerous to inject an unknown  vaccine  un7l 
you know what the side effects are! Diane

2021-01-18 
08:32:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Based on the number of recovery  we have are developing herd 
immunity we do not need the vaccine. The numbers show that 
more people are recovering than are passing on. Plus there is no 
way that vaccine is safe for human use. It goes against the 
Geneva conven7on, Helsinki declara7on.  There is no evidence 
that the vaccine went through the proper tes7ng channels to 
ensure that it is safe for human use. Leemisa 

2021-01-18 
06:55:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Hi There  
This is a laboratory inven7on. This is not natural. You just need 
to do exercise and eat the correct vitamins with a normal diet 
and you can naturally overcome this. My partner was tested 
posi7ve and we lived together as usual with out any problems. 
No change in our household. No quaran7ne. So the mopo of it, 
it is a normal cold/flu going around and you can overcome it 
with out any medica7on. So use the masks out side your house 
for preven7on. For this reason I refuse to take any vaccina7ons 
regards this. I haven't been using any vaccina7on all my years 
and I am 63 years old and never got a bad flu or cold that I need 
to go to hospital. A lot of my friends also didn't got because of 
their fitness levels. Those who suspected they got it just used 2 
Ponado tablets with 2 glasses of whisky's for 3 days and there 
was no other symptoms. This is just a modified flu virus. Flu 
viruses is common in certain 7me slots of the year. This is just a 
new money making scheme to cripple economies and kill 
people. 
Best regards Willie

2021-01-18 
05:50:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Therr are ither more efficient methods that are safe tried and 
test. I do not support the agenda of the WHO or Gates 
founda7on .. there is scienyic proof of an alterna7ve agenda that 
is destruc7ve to the humannrace and  that is totally personally 
driven  by greed and a personal agenda and gain. 
You Cyril.are selling your country andnyour FAIMLY out once 
again as youndid in the 70s and 80 and your brothers in the 
mining industry..  
You are the point of currup7on which others follow .. 
YOU TAKE THE VACCINE FIRST LET US CHOOSE THE VIAL... 

Debra

2021-01-17 
23:47:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Goodday with no disrespect to the world of science. There is no 
cure to a virus. It has to work it's  self in and out people or 
animals. If you strong  as person or animal you can live and  have 
a  slight side effects  or nothing. If the world leader think that we 
as the popula7on  are all blinded, big mistake.  There where no 
proplems un7ll  USA  and CHINA went head to heads. China has 
loaned money to many countries  including  South Africa.  The  
protocol  is that you must stand with the Country if you have  
outstanding money to be payed to them.  The USA has always  
said that no maper what happened  the dollar would never drop 
lower Than 10 USA  dollars. The Chinese have bought them.  
World controlled  ac7vi7es.  So back to a type B flu( I agree). 
Cov19 sorry there will we a world Revolu7on to this and I can tell 
You .Mr PRESIDENT  DO NOT PUSH YOUR BROTHERS  AND 
SISTERS.  SURPRISE.  THIS HAS GONE TO FAR.  Further more it is 
to late to try and infect these people as word has BEEN spred 
already. Cashiers, Security workers,Cleaners,Taxi Drivers, Petrol 
apendants , no one that i know has had Cov 19.  I have asked 
them  all.  One thing further we know that Spain had in the past 
no vaccina7ons   for sicknesses . They did not believe  in it.  War 
is on its  way. Sorry to say.  BELIEVE  me this is not going to end 
well for World leaders. Byran

2021-01-17 
21:44:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This is not a vaccine and falls outside the defini7on of a vaccine. 
This is a world wide clinical trial for an experimental treatment, 
thus people who are fully informed and are willing to take the 
risks associated with trials should be allowed to do it. 

But manda7ng an experimental drug to the whole country is 
unethical as many could suffer consequences that are not even 
known yet. 

The name vaccina7on should also not be used at all as it is not 
what it is. PJ

2021-01-17 
20:23:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Before the Roll out our scien7sts should  first verify or 
alterna7vely SA vaccines manufactured by SA scien7sts should 
be used Peggy
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2021-01-17 
18:57:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not support a vaccine that was only tested for six months. 
How can you vaccinate people with a middle that was not tested 
for at least three years. And if you look at the success rate, 
people are actually dying from the vaccina7on. 
This purely a strategy of the WORLD ORDER to control people 
and it looks like our government is in on it or also geing 
controlled by them filling up there pockets and denying us from 
real medicine that can help millions of people like IVOMEC THAT 
SUDDENLY WAS BANNED because there is not enough tests done 
for uman use, but they are eager to vaccinate you with a vaccine 
that has six months tes7ng and people are dying from it. Open 
your eyes government and pull out your puppet strings. Wilhelm 

2021-01-17 
16:53:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I strongly disagree with the government, the vaccine is not 
rested, if they believe that it's safe it must be taken by them first 
then the millionaires , then everybody can follow,  by then we 
will be sure that is safe...my concern is that we aafricans  have 
be the first to take it, whereas  the whole world is suffering more 
than us...... Fanelo

2021-01-17 
13:57:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

No suppor7ng evidence that the vaccine works. And side effects 
unknown. Very risky!! Tay

2021-01-17 
12:41:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine has not been proven to have no longterm effects. 6 
months is not enough 7me to test a vaccine like this. Plus it 
works with RNA,  and cannot be reversed. Darryl 

2021-01-17 
11:56:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine was not fully tested and have been cases of people 
dying. So I won't do it. Thato

2021-01-17 
10:40:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

There has not been sufficient clinical tests to provide any long 
term side effects - a vaccine trial period is 5 - 15 years not 10 
months!! 
Un7l the long term side effects are established myself & my 
family will NOT be vaccinated.  

The government will not be able to complete the roll out of the 
vaccina7ons  as the funds will disappear due to corrup7on and 
Government Officials helping themselves to the money. Diane

2021-01-17 
10:23:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Micro chip rather use ivemenyin Ahmed

2021-01-17 
09:40:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Almost every 7me a government that touches anything 
par7cualrly in rela7ng with money or finanical rela7ng maper 
there is always encouraging more corrup7on and/or adding 
unnecessary comlica7on than needed be and more wasteful 
expensive than budget for, as proven ever past 3 decades.  
Vaccine is not 100% guarantee and yet pushing for roll-out in 
shortest 7me... it is not about life threaten rela7ng but about 
planning out with integrity and total honesty in everything which 
I failed seeing them.  How about many other deaths daily due to 
various diseases as well murders/accidents on the rise, and 
children are dying of starav7on, of illness, etc, daily. What 
different would thoe so-called vaccine shots made abroad and 
yet those are imported products, which specifically apply for 
their people in their par7cular coutries much unlike to Southern 
Africa, where we have more than a CoVID-19 rela7ng virus.  How 
does it actually and really work? Kindly do your math! Paulo

2021-01-17 
09:29:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I will not take that crap ill fo ot the natural way survive or die! 
That is the way it is meant to be! And besides ivomec cures it 
why take a vaca7on!!! Thry can rather hang me before i take that 
shit! Ac

2021-01-17 
08:40:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not take any medica7ons whatsoever  nor do I   trust 
Doctors or the Governments . 
Covid is a flu and  in the past never believed in having any  
vaccines for the flu. I am healthy . 
A vaccine just out and no period of side affects for this vaccine  is 
not what I think is best. 
I had an ulcer and the medica7on prescribed  was later  found to 
cause cancer it was Zantex  which I did not take but found  
another way to heal myself. 
If this flu is soo bad,  with many infec7ons yet so liple deaths  of 
which those people had underlying  problems   why have it. 
Seeing the people in squaper camps without masks on a daily 
basis , if the pandemic was real  they would be dropping  dead.  Stassina

2021-01-17 
07:34:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This vaccine was developed in less than a year and my concern is 
that it might be deadly to some persons an there were no or 
very few trials done. The cost to the tax payer is also an huge 
concern Mynhardt

2021-01-17 
07:17:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I think that they are trea7ng this with all the wrong medicines ! 
By all symtoms this is a flu and then turns to pneumonia ( giving 
water on the lungs ). They are trea7ng the people for the wrong 
condi7ons, because, like all other countries they are taking the 
advice of the WHO and amer watching many posts on the 
internet, I am convinced that the WHO is being paid, as are 
many other par7cipants, in this global scam. We as a na7on have 
had many world first acheivements in medicine, why now do we 
sit back and listen to propaganda, aimed at destroying lives for 
gain of power, etc.  
Come on we are South Africans, why now do we agree to be led 
by the nose. WE ARE NOT SHEEP. Let this government grow 
some balls and make a decision, not influenced by the WHO. 
These vaccines have appeared very quickly, so, they have been 
preparing them for some 7me, or they are very simple to 
manufacture, either way I will not be vaccinated!!! 
We are not shown results of anyone who has had the vaccine, 
sure you see video's of leaders taking the vaccine, who verifies 
that it is the actual vaccine and not something else? Being led by 
the nose yet once again. 

A.J.
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2021-01-17 
05:53:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I will NEVER take a Covid vaccine EVER!!! How can a vaccine be 
made in ONE year! We don’t have a vaccine for TB/Malaria/HIV/
Cancer!!! This ANC is SICK! Elizabeth 

2021-01-16 
22:12:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

More people die from disease other than COVID, Flu, TB, HIV, 
Heart Disease etc... Why all of a sudden no other deaths been 
recorded? 
Since the start of this PLANDEMIC every person has died from 
COVID. The inpact of the disease on the economy and the ill 
advised government have draconianly implemented the lock 
down to the detriment of the countries economy and now they 
want to inject me with a dubious vaccine that has been 
developed by Big Pharma companies that have been poisoning 
humankind for profit, kept people sick so they can make more 
money. 
They can all FUCK OFF! Fraser

2021-01-16 
22:05:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This is not a pandemic Influenza death rate in 2019 0.02 -0.04% 
Covid death rate 02 -0.4% as per study done by Dr Morton freely 
available online. Proven recovery rate over 99% with our own 
bodies crea7ng an7bodies to get rid of the virus. In all the years 
of influenza a vacine only has a 29% success rate provided it is 
administered within 24hrs of contrac7on of the virus. 
It takes about 5 to 10 years to trial any new drug so these 
vaccines are not safe to take at all. There is a high rate of people 
given this vaccine having collapsed not long amer taking it, one 
on a stage telling her nursing staff to take it amer she took it only 
10 minutes prior to speaking. 
The professor in charge of the medical advisory council is on the 
payroll of Moderna which is owned by Bill Gates who is pushing 
to sell his vaccine and has a vested influence to advocate for 
taking this suspect medica7on which no one can prove beyond 
any doubt is safe to take. Lastly it is my body and nobody can 
force me to put rubbish like this into my body  especially 
unqualified people such as those in government  Look at all 
these non sensical regula7ons which has been proven in a court 
of law to be irra7onal and uncons7tu7onal and unlawful as per 
the ruling by Judge Davis. 
There are thousands of medical specialists both locally and 
interna7onaly who are adamant that this is not a killer disease 
but a more servere  form of the common cold. Mike

2021-01-16 
21:46:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Not a safe vaccine and 7me tested too short many people died Margie 

2021-01-16 
14:33:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

No test have been done on this. And we have to be the trial. No 
way. Maybe the poli7cians should all do it first . The whole 
cabinet and then if they survive then fine. If they have hec7c 
side affects . Well no loss then. We wait the proper 7me frame 
for the vacs . Tested properly. And not use us as the fall. 
Especially our medical force and our policing force.  Poli77ans 
musy do it first then we the people will follow. Not use us first T

2021-01-16 
14:03:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Byron

2021-01-16 
11:46:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Do not trust the goverment Amanda

2021-01-16 
11:02:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Government's inability/unwillingness to protect any project fom 
corrup7on. Quintus

2021-01-16 
08:33:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

1. Natural immunity should have been encouraged from the 
start to achieve herd immunity in the natural way. Scien7sts 
knew that isola7on would weaken immune systems for later 
naturally occuring virus muta7ons and strains. Poli7cians took 
no no7ce. WHY?  
2. Forced use of any drug, injected material or device on a 
person is a crime against humanity and violates the individual's 
sacrosanct sovereignty over his own body. THIS IS THE 
EQUIVALENT OF RAPE. 
3. The re-purposing of now proven  highly effec7ve medicines 
for covid trreatment has not only NOT been encouraged, but has 
been obstructed at every front. Eg Ivermec7n, 
Hydroxychroroquil etc. WHY? 
4. Scien7sts have declared that the so-called vaccine is actually 
an EXPERIMENTAL exercise because it  has not been tested 
longterm, or for the latent dangers of the PRIMING effects that 
its administra7on has been proven to have in earlier tests on 
animals. 
5. NO-ONE CAN SAY WITH ANY HONEST CERTAINTY, AFTER 10 
MONTHS FROM CONCEPTION TO APPROVAL, THAT THIS 
'VACCINE' IS SAFE OR WHAT THE SIDE-EFFECTS AND DANGERS 
OF THIS UNPRECEDENTED EXERCISE ON SUCH A MASS SCALE 
ARE OR WILL BE IN THE LONGER TERM FOR THE CITIZENS OF 
OUR COUNTRY. SAYING SO IS BLATANT DISHONESTY. Helen

2021-01-16 
07:19:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

My top concern is all of the above.  
I’ve never had a flu shot and I’ve had mild flu a few 7mes in my 
life and I live to tell the tell. I’ll never take this COVID vaccine and 
I assure you I’ll live to tell the tell. The roll out of this  vaccine is 
untested and far too many cases prove that it is unsafe.  
I am a sovereign child of God and my health is sure by my Abba 
Father’s hand. I do not need take this shot.  
If more people than not are against having an unsafe thing 
injected into their body’s then surely there is something horribly 
sinister about it.  
Fear is what feeds this disease and I am wholeheartedly not a 
fearful person.  
I’ll take my chances without the vaccine thanks.  

Hayle
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2021-01-16 
07:07:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine changes your DNA and it is not tested to use on 
humans and is causing deaths around the world where healthy 
people taking the vaccine have died as a result of taking the 
vaccine.   

DO NOT TAKE THE VACCINE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  IT IS 
MORE DANGEROUS THAN GETTING COVID AND IF EVERYONE 
DID WHAT THEY SHOULD TO PREVENT THE EFFECTS OF COVID 
THEY WON'T GET DIE EVEN IF THEY GET COVID.   

It is very dangerous when any government forces / makes 
mandatory to get vaccinated, that is a human rights no-go zone, 
YOU CANNOT FORCE PEOPLE TO DO SOMETHING THEY KNOW 
AND BELIEVE IS MORE DANGEROUS THAN PEOPLE'S 
OPINION!!!!!!!!   

AND AGAIN THIS IS A MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR THE 
PHARMA INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT CORRUPT OFFICIALS TO 
LINE THEIR POCKETS WITH THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH AFRICA'S 
MONEY.   

PEOPLE, DO NOT BE IGNORANT, DO YOUR RESEARCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
THERE IS SO MUCH FAKE NEWS OUT THERE, DO NOT PUT 
YOURSELF AND YOUR FAMILY AT RISK, AND RATHER MANAGE 
RISK BY TAKING OTHER NON-LIFE-THREATENING PREVENTATIVE 
MEASURES. Debra

2021-01-16 
06:39:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not support any vaccine of any kind- bopom line .  
This is a man made virus - It is all about control .  

China came  up with the virus ? and now the vaccine  - not 
interested at all !  
It is my body and my life and  I am responsible for it !  

Patricia 
2021-01-15 
22:34:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It must be tested first for at least two years. 
Ratelo

2021-01-15 
21:06:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other I decide and not the government Elizabeth

2021-01-15 
17:33:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other it's all a global scam, paid by the ci7zens daniel

2021-01-15 
17:27:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

There’s not enough evidence that the vaccine was tested long 
enough and that it’s safe for humans. Bertus

2021-01-15 
16:33:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The reac7on to the virus is totally out of propor7on to its danger 
and health impact. There is no real pandemic and no reason for 
a vaccine to be administered on a country wide basis or world 
wide basis. There is alterna7ve and effec7ve treatments like 
Ivermec7n and others.  Alterna7ve treatments or procedures are 
cheaper and will not increase our interna7onal debt. The over 
reac7on has caused a world wide collapse of the economy. 
There is a different agenda behind the vaccine and collapse of 
the economy. Leaders must wake up and oppose being 
prescribed and dictated to by the WorldBank and the WHO.  NO 
VACCINE!! Wicus

2021-01-15 
15:58:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine is s7ll EXPERIMENTAL how can any person take a 
vaccine if they do not know the possible future detrimental 
effects this vaccine can have on a person's health. There is issues 
concerning placental health for women of childbearing age. This 
vaccine  has not been tested on animals, how can it be safe for 
humans? Alterna7ves like Ivermec7n and hydroxycholoquin can 
be used. Hydroxycholoquin has been used for years in Africa, is 
quite safe, why not rather use that? Sandra

2021-01-15 
15:28:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I will refuse to be vaccinated un7l any Covid-19 vaccine has been 
thoroughly tested and proven to be safe for use and does not 
cause adverse side-effects! John

2021-01-15 
14:19:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

One should me able to choose for yourself whether to take it or 
not. 
No-one should be forced. There are yet 7me to elapse 3-5 years 
to be 100% sure there are no side effects for our people of South 
Africa. Andries 

2021-01-15 
14:03:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not believe for one minute that the government is telling us 
the truth. It has been proven that they have lied many 7mes 
during Covid. So why must we believe them now ? 
The test is known to be grossly inaccurate, just good enough to 
boast sta7s7cs and put fear in individuals to have the vaccine. 
Which vaccine is safe, so says the government. Asymptoma7c 
individuals cannot exist. Either you have it or not. I am 71+, will 
not be vaccinated, and I'll gladly give my turn to a member of 
parliament. 
Solu7on : Never has the government proposed an alterna7ve to 
avoid catching Covid apart form distancing and the mask. What 
about boos7ng your immune system with inexpensive vitamins 
bought over the counter ? Because that would prove that Covid 
is nothing else that an ordinary flu. All casual7es have somehow 
another parallel problem. The SA health system has never 
inves7gated as to why people die in ICU. Once the system 
"forces" you to go in ICU, you are treated incorrectly, you will 
very likely die, and that would fit perfectly the fear agenda.  NO 
TO THE VACCINE. Jean-Pierre

2021-01-15 
13:56:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It is only a brainless idiot that will consider a roll out of a vaccine 
that has not been fully tested and is in fact killing people. 
Do your homework and wake up Laurence
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2021-01-15 
09:10:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Government officials must be vaccinated first before anybody 
else. I will not be vaccinated at all as the 3 available are a rushed 
roll-out. The longer-term efficacy has not been established yet 
and not adequately tested. There is no guarantee that it is 
effec7ve for more than a month. This will be another 
government disaster and an opportunity to line their own 
pockets. Ailsa

2021-01-15 
07:48:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine has not been proven to "cure" corona a ever 
changing virus! Celeste

Mpumalanga 16

2021-02-18 
21:33:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Government can’t be trusted with anything. Proven thieves and 
looters . So mass murder is not out of the ques7on. How do 
anyone know what they are injected with ?  
Rember if it doesn’t correspond with your body you got no claim 
against them . So no my body my choice and I will defend my 
family as well. Frik

2021-01-22 
19:06:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I am not interested in this vaccine. 
Due to many videos seen where people die or experience bad 
results. 
I am fine without it. 
Thanks Kanebo

2021-01-22 
09:15:13

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine is not proven safe, there are already reports of 
people dying and maimed all over the world.  Also the vaccine 
will become mandatory and people will lose their jobs and 
livelihood and not be able to buy or sell. 
Ivermec7n is a good alterna7ve and has good reports.  Why do 
we have to be forced to take a vaccine that is not safe? Colleen

2021-01-21 
08:22:10

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Dit is n klomp kak Gerhard 

2021-01-19 
07:30:12

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Johan

2021-01-18 
16:36:35

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine is here to kill the na7on k personally not suppor7ng 
it to be injected to our people un7l it is proven to be safe by our 
scien7sts Prudence 

2021-01-18 
14:28:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not believe that every avenue has been explored with 
regards to alterna7ves to the Vaccine, i believe that it should be 
every persons God Given Right to decide if they want to take it 
or not.  It should not be forced onto anyone.  Ivermec7n is being 
used sucessfully in other countries to treat the virus, it is a 
frac7on of the cost of a vaccine and i do not believe that the 
government has the funds to provide for the whole popula7on.  I 
believe that this is a poli7cal agenda that is being pushed onto 
South Africans.  I do not believe that any Labratory world wide 
has been able to isolate the virus so how do you jus7fy crea7ng 
a vaccine without an isolate of the virus.  it makes no sense, 
neither do the lockdowns.  Sweden has had great success in 
ataining herd immunity without the use of lockdowns, social 
distancing or masks, the same can be said for Equador.  Lets be 
honest and just call this what it is a controling mechanisim to 
control the popula7on at length, and an opportunity for the 
goverment to steal the coffers dry.  Absolutely sick and 7red of 
this.  I would rather take my chances with the virus as it is less 
likely to kill me than the Vaccine at this point, we can not trust it. Maryna

2021-01-18 
07:22:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other This is a Pyramid Money Making Scheme VINCENT 

2021-01-18 
06:30:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

There are alterna7ve treatment op7ons which are already tried, 
tested, readily available & inexpensive.  The vaccine 
development & research process has been rushed & side effects 
can not possible have been determined without years of 
research & tes7ng.  The risk of side effects & the resul7ng health 
issues from taking the vaccine far outweighs the risk that the 
virus itself poses to about 99% of the popula7on. Chris

2021-01-18 
04:58:04

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It is a demonic thing they busy with. 
Jesus Christ is the answer Fanie

2021-01-17 
23:54:08

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It should be voluntarily and not mandatory. 
I do not trust this vaccine.  
And the Government and media can say just what they want.. 
There is so many other alterna7ves, but they insist on this 
vaccine.  
If they so believe in it they should be the 1st ones to be injected.  
And it should be  done by a independant  Dr.   

Veronica 
2021-01-17 
12:59:26

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I feel the vaccine is not safe and what it contains is against my 
religious beliefs Mary-Ann

2021-01-17 
05:27:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I don’t trust the President He is a sell out , they want to kill us , 
Bill Gates is behind this we now know & people are dying amer 
taking the vaccine , we don’t even know the amer effects of this 
vaccine .. Why China is out of Covid whiles it started in China , 
and they  Did not vaccinate.. why should we vaccinate, they 
want to kill 40million South Africans because of Money really .. Sifiso

2021-01-17 
04:58:49

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Cletuse 
Machabe
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2021-01-16 
19:36:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

INENTING BENADERING, WETLIKE WEIERING, DOELWITTE, 
PRAKTYK, OPMERKINGS 

1   Die mediese wêreld is in twee verdeel, in sy kern, as gevolg 
van twee onversoenbare standpunte oor inen7ng.  Die mag7ge 
wêreld kommunikasiemedia laat nie reg hieraan geskied nie, 
deurdat mense wat nie inen7ng goedkeur nie, as 
minderwaardige, oningeligtes afgemaak word en in der waarheid 
gespot word as "versteurdes**".  (persoonlike indruk) 

Vir hierdie rede wil ek 'n beknopte oorsig gee waaraan RSA 
besluitnemers moet aandag gee, voordat finale besluite op 
regeringsvlak geneem word. 

 2  Inen7ngmiddels kan aanleiding gee tot laktrogeniese 
reaksies. 
3  Inen7ng kan verlamming, verswakking of verwarring van die 
liggaam se verdedigingstelsel tot gevolg hê,  sodat wanneer die 
ware virus of bakterie opdaag, die ingeënte ou sterf of erg siek 
word. 
4   Warm droeë of nat lug om asemhalingstelsel ontsteking te 
voorkom en te genees, is eeue oud, en krag7ge onderdeel van 
tuisversorging.  Dit dra daartoe by dat die patogeen so uitgedun 
en verswak word, dat die liggaam se eie verdeidgingstelsel 
redelik maklik en doeltreffend daarteen kan optree.   
5   Ivermec7n speel in 4 dae klaar met Covid 19 (C.19).  Daar is 
ander beproefde geneesmiddels ook soos byvoorbeeld 
Hydrochloroquine,  wat ook goeie resultate lewer teen Vovid 19.   
Dit wil voorkom egter of die wêreldwye histerie om geld te maak 
uit twyfelag7ge, onbeproefde inen7gsmiddels betrokke 
rolspelers in 'n selfverrykende draaikolk ingetrek het. 
6   Indien C.19 vinnig muteer, soos nou gebeur, gaan inen7ng die 
verkeerde benadering wees.  Altyd te laat.  
7   Newe-effekte van inen7ng weeg nie op teen die voordele 
daarvan nie. 
8   Inen7ng kos veelvoudig meer as onkonvensionele 
benaderings. 
9   Kommunikasie media dekking vir inen7ng en teen 
besemwaarmakers daarteen, spreek van ooglopend berekende 
propaganda. 
10  Dr. Fauci is nie die enigste gesag op die aarde op 
immunologie nie.  Tog praat die kommunikasie media deur hom 
alleen, wil mens begin dink. 
11  Stringe deskundige medici en ondersteunende mense gee 
ontstellende ander feite deur as die kommunikasie media. 
12    MRC5 maak dat aanvaarbaarheid van entstowwe 'n 
onbetwisbare onaanvaarbare besluitnemingspunt is, nie net 'n 
randfaktor nie. 
13  Insny in RNA en daarom ook veranderinge in mense se DNA, 
maak van mense 'n nuwe soort basterras.  Dit maak inen7ng 
onaanvaarbaar vir klomp mense se beginsels, nie met vir 
Christene nie.  Omdat sulke insnydings geprogeammeer kan 
word om 'aan' of 'afgeskakel' te wees/word, maak daarom van 'n 
mens 'n laboratorium rot.  Nagevolge van RNA en DNA 
insnydings is soms onvoorspelbaar.  Dis altyd permanent. 
14   Inen7ng vervaardigers was op 12 Jan.2021, 95 % seker 
gewees dat mense na inen7ng gevrywaar sal wees teen opdoen 
van C.19.  (Fox News) 
15   Geen inen7ng vervaardiger weet op 12 Jan 2021 of mense 
na inen7ng, C.19 asimptoma7es kan dra, en daarom dan die 
virus kan versprei nie.   (Fox News) 
16   Onthou dr Robert Fuellmich se wêreldwye Klasaksie 
regsgeding teen C.19 en enige soortgelyke ding in die toekoms. 
《《hpps://www.google.com/url?q=hpps://m.youtube.com/
watch%3Fv%3DZpOzHHJmy7g&sa=U&ved=2ahUKEwjnutKw4Ivu
AhXHVsAKHa57CdsQtwIwBXoECAQQAQ&usg=AOvVaw0Kqwiz_Z
_wxE-UfMl0xP8s》》 
17   Daar is ander steurende verskuilde moontlikhede in 
verpligte inen7ng, wat raak aan magsvergryping en nog ander 
oorkoepelende internasionale geluide, wat deel van 'n ander 
gesprek is. 

Beste wense. 
CHB 

《《Persoonlike agtergrond inlig7ng:  
Ek is 'n 62 jarige wat tot onlangs toe as ingenieur professioneel 
geregistreer was.  Leierskap van ondernemings het uiteindelik 
egter meeste van my tyd in beslag geneem. 
My rol as strategiese raadgewer vir besigheidseienaars, 
maatskappy bestuursrade en klein sakemanne word beskryf as 'n 
"uipartende* skepper" van oplossings.   (*provoca7ve innovator) 

My bydrae tot RSA se inen7ng lê naby aan my hart uit my 
ondervinding my mediese studies aan die einde van die 
sewen7ger jare, sowel as uitgebreide kantlyn ondervinding 
daarin tot op hede.  Ek was vir 'n tydlank uitgenooide gas van 
ingenieursfakulteit doktorale graad voorleggings.  Lateraan het 
ek as informele mentor vir mediese studente opgetree.》》 Casper
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2021-01-15 
14:04:49

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

  

Good day, 

My concern's are actually all of the above. 

As much as the general need for a vaccine can be debated what 
cannot be argued is the effec7veness of the currently available 
vaccines in respect of this NEW strain that we are, according to 
the Media, suffering under. This new strain will not be included 
in any of the vaccines and therefore the vaccine will have ZERO 
effect against it.  

In addi7on if one argues that heard immunity cannot be created 
without the vaccine then one has to also agree that the vaccine 
cannot create herd immunity as Vaccines simply force an 
immune response, which is then stored in our bodies gene7c 
memory  - a vaccine does not prevent infec7on but rather 
protects against the  effects of infec7on. 

Basic research shows that the effec7veness of a vaccine is 
measured against number of posi7ves results from vaccinated 
vs. placebo pa7ents within the same trial. In my opinion this is 
meaningless as a vaccine will not prevent against infec7on but 
again rather against suffering from the infec7on as our bodies 
will know how to fight the infec7on. The vaccine will not prevent 
you from inhaling the virus for instance and therefore should 
have ZERO effect on posi7ve or nega7ve in respect of PCR test. 

We are now 10 months into COVID-19, with the data that we 
must have collected over these past months, we must have an 
idea of whom is most likely to "suffer" from the infec7on. 

Would it not be more viable to ensure that the "at risk" por7on 
of the popula7on be protected or vaccinated and allow the rest 
to create this heard immunity on their own by allowing them to 
be "infected" and naturally build immunity. This is amer all how 
Humans have survived this long. 

In addi7on should the vaccine be made mandatory then who 
will accept liability for nega7ve reac7ons to the vaccines which 
from numerous ar7cles published around the world the risks are 
substan7al and cannot all be argued away as fake news. 

Why is it that nega7ve reac7ons to the Vaccine are wripen off to 
co-morbidity and not the vaccine however when dying with the 
same co-morbidity COVID is the cause and not the other illness. 

It seems that we are purposefully driving the numbers rather so 
as to support the agenda of vaccina7on rather than report the 
facts. 

Alterna7ve treatments such as Ivermec7n are shunned without 
any real logical argument. This medica7on although never tested 
for COVID 19 has been on the market for HUMANS, not animals 
since the early 1080's. IN fact according to the WHO over 3 
BILLION doses have been sent into Africa to fight off parasi7c 
and other Virall infec7ons over the past 3 decades. 

The fact that it has not been tested against COVID 19 should not 
be of any concern, it appears as though it was used to assist with 
pa7ents that suffered from Swine Flu, Zika Virus etc. etc. So why 
not allow it to used or at least why not fast track a locally based 
trial. 

Based on the informa7on available results are seen within days 
at at worst a couple of weeks. Why are we therefor burring it in 
bureaucra7c red tape. Surely with the number of infected that 
we are led to believe are in the country it would be a very quick 
and easy study. We already know that the side effects are 
nominal so what would we have to loose. 

If it should assist with trea7ng the effects of the virus would this 
not be a beper solu7on than vaccina7ons that are simply not 
truly tried and tested. 

Thankls 

Shaun
Northern Cape 2

2021-02-02 
20:58:47

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Fast start with all poli7cians and lawyers and let us be the last as 
always Kerileng 

2021-01-19 
07:24:53

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Dr Deon

Western Cape 75
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2021-02-01 
14:26:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The urgent roll out of a vaccine that is part of a mul7billion 
dollar industry and has NO PROVEN efficacy for Covid nor are 
the tes7ng methods proving safe in the short 7me this vaccine 
has come to market. The gene modifying technology of this 
vaccine is of huge concern!! We are not guinea pigs!  

Our health is being compromised with this vaccine with the 
propaganda that is being broadcast about it as well as the threat 
of making other very effec7ve drugs like Ivermec7n a scheduled 
drug making it impossible for ci7zens to get it. This is a much 
cheaper op7on and has already saved thousands of lives in India 
and Africa but obviously no profit for government. 

The vaccine will not be the last of this... we will have to pay 
con7nuously for more vaccines as you lie in bed with the 
pharmaceu7cal companies who pay you to ensure your ci7zens 
are inoculated but actually not protected from this virus. Cher

2021-01-28 
13:24:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

My top concern is ALL of the above... Take note, 
our recovery rate is fantas7c, we do not need a mandatory 
vaccine. 
We have many immune compromised individuals in South 
Africa, so the vaccine can cause more hospitalisa7on and many 
deaths. 
Our government is disorganised, therefore the roll out will not 
work effec7vely and cost the taxpayer AGAIN and ALWAYS 
Our government is corrupt, vaccine will be replaced by saline  
And lastly, I have a passport and do not need another.  
Our Cons7tu7on declares freedom. 

Nadja

2021-01-27 
09:38:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I feel the vaccine is useless and I will not take it. The government 
is corrupt and wants to lower the popula7on. They are killing our 
people and i will not stand for that. They want us to have fear 
inside of us so that they can control us. I will do everything in my 
power to make sure nobody that I know takes the vaccine. The 
government is not for the people they are all for themselves! 
Theres always a hidden agenda! Stealing money by the billions. 
Taking from tax payers, and negligence on levels that are unreal. 
The country is being run by a bunch of money and power thirsty 
monkeys and we all know one world order is well on its way. We 
all know the president is corrupt and so is cabinet. They think we 
are blind but we are not all stupid. I will never vote for the ANC. 
Mandela was the last president that was for the people. 
Ramaphosa is a joke along with those who stand with him. Its 
7me for South Africa's people to stand up and not let the 
government walk all over us. Our country is falling apart. And 
those up top do not care because all they care about is money. 
Judgment day is coming and all you corrupt people will get what 
is coming to you! Salute

2021-01-26 
15:29:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

All of the concerns listed. We are a democracy and should be 
able to make individual decisions about our own health and 
bodies. Nicola

2021-01-26 
13:25:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Vaccines have proven over the last few years to create problems 
proven by studies to be a leading cause in au7sm and a variety 
of other developmental problems in children.. Whole of SA 
cabinet should vaccinated first with a period of observa7on in 
the standard health care facili7es that their bosses pay for.... Us 
the tax payers.. Cabinet, taxi drivers and criminals with in the 
system. The absolute danger of giving to our health care workers 
first is obserd. If they perish what happens to the tax payers. Wesley

2021-01-26 
12:11:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not agree with vaccina7on. I understand the idea behind 
this is to create herd immunity. The vaccine then is to give the 
virus to 67% of the popula7on to achieve this. This tells me that 
67% of the popula7on will get Covid in order to build up 
immunity against this. Therefore this makes absolutely no sense 
to me why we are in lockdown. Let the popula7on get the virus 
and build up their own immune to it. I DO NOT agree with giving 
the vaccine especially to the old and vulnerable as you have 
stated already that many will die from it. Then cancel lockdown 
and let us take our health in out own hands and keep those 
vulnerable ones safe and alive instead of manually infec7ng 
them. The virus is already here, why induce it.  I say NO TO THE 
VACINE. Layla

2021-01-26 
07:23:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

There is NO vaccine, there is only an experimental injec7on as 
no strain worldwide has been isolated to produce a vaccine. 
There is therefore NO safety studies that have been done 
worldwide. Furthermore having this injec7on is likely to kill two 
thirds of our popula7on in the next 5 years as it is nefarious 
being used to reduce popula7on and NOT for the reasons of 
protec7ng our popula7on. For a so called pandemic the recovery 
rate is 99.997% which leaves the so called pandemic affec7ng 
ONLY 0.003%...this is LESS than the annual flu, which no one is 
up in arms about and that annually kills thousands more than 
the reported COVID numbers. It is a fear tac7c and lawyers 
should be following why so many smart govermnents are not 
locking down, manda7ng vaccines or following Bill Gates blindly. 
Follow the money. We are being tarheted as experiments with 
dire consequences and Cyril Ramapo and a select few are 
financially benefi7ng from Gates, WHO and Gavi taking bribes to 
see this roll out. Get hold of Bobby Kennedy in the USA(world 
renowned human rights lawyer) and find out what is ACTUALLY 
going on. We are being lied to with a view to being TEST 
subjects. It is all lies and our ci7zens need to know the truth Nikki 

2021-01-23 
22:23:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Not yet properly tested! 
Rather legalize Ivermec7n as prevension and cure! Mathilda
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2021-01-23 
21:58:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I would like south africa to manufacture the vaccine for south 
africans all the billions in the mouth of the president can not go 
the the study of how to make our one vaccine our virus of the 
second wave is different to the bri7sh one so how they are 
vaccine ll ill africa virus will it make one a easy bri7sh virus Amant

2021-01-23 
15:35:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

In die eerste plek verwag ek dat elkeen 'n vrye keuse moet he 
om die vaccine te ontvang of nie. Daar word te veel druk op die 
publiek  geplaas om dadelik in aksie oor te gaan. 
Tweedens , wie gaan daarvoor betaal?  Die belas7ngbetaler kan 
nie vir alles verantwoordelik gehou word nie. 
Dis ook te gou om te se of die vaccine effek7ef gaan wees of nie. 

Joline

2021-01-23 
07:40:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I find that governments here in SA and the world over, are 
controlled by almost invisible financial elites. Who have zero 
concern for human well-being and are only mo7vated by capital 
gains, or more blurry greed and power.  
I am a believer in the inherent nature that all beings are born to 
love and care for one another and that the social system apacks 
this goodness.  
I am sure that there is a place for some of these vaccines. Nature 
is a great healer and all the answers were provided here on 
God's earth. 
Freedom to choose. Freedom to speak.  This needs to be at the 
forefront of our global society.  
Thank you God bless you All. kim

2021-01-21 
21:12:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine has not been on the required trial period of 2 to 18 
years to declare it safe.  Its experimental.    
The ingredients are life threatening.   
The government and manufacturers do not take responsibility 
for any health complica7ons resul7ng from vaccine.  
It is a known fact that it is the mask wearing that causes  lung 
disease.  That is why people develop influenza and pneumonia 
and die.  The vaccine does not stop symptoms.   The removal of 
the masks does.  One does not vaccinate healthy people. Charlope

2021-01-20 
09:49:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Why do people trust a vaccine that comes form someone like Bill 
Gates, when he made a speech which you will be able to find 
online...where he states that the African People, blacks 
specifically are  abominable (useless in his opinion) as they do 
not contribute to civiliza7on. 
He also said that more than 50 percent of world popula7on must 
go..(Elsewhere you'll find speeches, quotes that they even want 
to get rid of closer to 90 percent of the human popula7on world 
wide. 
Yet you believe he makes a vaccine to save people???  

ADD THIS TOO... an old age home in Norway where 33 people 
died amer receiving the vaccine recently... 
they claimed that there is NO PROOF that it was the an7-virus 
vaccine that killed them. 
BUT then it must have been the virus which killed them as this 
virus is the only thing causing death Globally according to them? 
But then it also renders the vaccine a failure, doesn't it?? 
 If they died from COVID anyway? 

If ALL each and every single poli7cian and each and every master 
(THE masters are not the public by the way, they never served 
us) of theirs including their children and families  they work for. 
If ALL of them take the exact same vaccine they want to give us. 
Then I will stand in the same cue (but the vaccines MUST be the 
same all round not a special mix for either or visa versa)  
BUT even this should already be a concern to you,because 
people to the likes of "president" Biden already said he will NOT 
have his children vaccinated. And he was not the only one..many 
many of the world scien7sts some actually working on the 
vaccines....same story, wont take it nor give it to their children... 
WHY???  

 Shirese

2021-01-20 
08:55:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Making this contribu7on I’m really convinced that it will in any 
case being looked at, but I’ll do it in any case  

The vaccine hasn't been fully tested and far to liple proven 
evidence are available to prove that it will be effec7ve. It’s in any 
case established and on the airwaves daily that having been 
vaccinated, doesn’t guarantee that one won’t be infected by the 
the virus especially the second strain.  

My sugges7on is that we rather promote indigenous herbs 
which has been proven beyond any reasonable doubt to be the 
best medica7on with no side effects and invest in beper 
nutri7on rather than billions on a vaccine that’s no guarantee 
and just an interim solu7on since amer the vaccina7on people 
will s7ll be vulnerable whereas when the immune system can 
rather be boosted with beper nutri7on it’s a lifelong solu7on.  
  

 William
2021-01-20 
07:11:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other There are no safety studies. Stuart

2021-01-20 
00:13:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

this vaccine has not been tested long enough.  it needs 5 years 
at least of tes7ng.  your dna will be irriversably  altered,. there 
are far beper alterna7ves.   early treatment with Ivermec7n or 
Hydroxy Chloroquine and an7 bio7cs.   Lorna
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2021-01-19 
19:49:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Moral - aborted foetal 7ssue is harvested while the foetus is 
alive.  
All COVID vaccines use HEK in development and the AstraZ 
contains foreign HEK293 gene7c material.  

Safety - Adenovirus reac7vity can cause super viruses. This is 
gene therapy and poses a long term unknown risk to humans.  
Next Gen Tech has no longterm studies and all control groups 
have now been vaccinated so no longterm study possible.  

Liability - All liability has been removed from manufacturers.  
This is a human experiment. The Nuremburg code requires 
informed consent and the right to refuse any medical 
interven7on. 

Effec7veness - The therapy is not effec7ve. It neither prevents 
spread nor infec7on.  
Many countries have experienced adverse side effects including 
death, India has already recorded over 450 adverse events. 

Integrity - The cloak of secrecy around procurement and the 
conflict of interest of various funders is nefarious and suspicious.  
Alterna7ve treatments have been shunned and banned and 
there has been no official promo7on of good health and 
immune boos7ng.  
It is evident that the government does not have our best 
interests in mind. 

The PCR lead pandemic with a low death rate and high average 
age of death does not warrant any interference especially a 
vaccine. 

Economic - The opportunity cost of the vaccine funding is 
ludicrous when one imagines where this money can be spent.  

Viola7on of human rights - The idea that an invasive therapy can 
become a passport to accessing facili7es that belong to the 
people is dytopian. 

My body, my choice. Lorienne

2021-01-19 
18:45:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Moral - aborted foetal 7ssue is harvested while the foetus is 
alive. All COVID vaccines use HEK in development and the AstraZ 
contains foreign HEK293 gene7c material.  
Safety - Adenovirus reac7vity can cause super viruses. This is 
gene therapy. Next Gen Tech has no longterm studies and all 
control groups have now been vaccinated so no longterm study 
possible.  
Liability - All liability has been removed from manufacturers. This 
is a human experiment. The Nuremburg code requires informed 
consent and the right to refuse any medical interven7on. 
Effec7veness - The therapy is not effec7ve. It neither prevent 
spread nor infec7on.  
Many countries have experienced adverse side effects including 
death, India has already recorded 447 adverse events. 
The cloak of secrecy around procurement and the conflict of 
interest of various funders is nefarious and suspicious. 
Alterna7ve treatments have been shunned and banned and 
there has been no official promo7on of good health and 
immune boos7ng. It is evident that the government does not 
have our best interests in mind. 
The PCR lead pandemic with a low death rate and high average 
age of death does not warrant any interference especially a 
vaccine. 
The opportunity cost of the vaccine funding is ludicrous when 
one imagines where this money can be spent. It appears that 
expensive 5G roll out is meant to facilitate the tracking of this 
abomina7on. 
The idea that an invasive therapy can become a passport to 
accessing facili7es that belong to the people is dystopian. 
The en7re Rothschild based health care profit system must be 
addressed. My body, my choice. Rosalind

2021-01-19 
16:46:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

My top concernS are:  mandatory vaccina7ons, roll-out by 
government, cost to the taxpayer, covid passport/ID. 

As the first words of The Bill of Rights in the SA Cons7tu7on say: 
"This Bill of Rights is a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. 
It enshrines the rights of all people in our country and affirms 
the democra7c values of human dignity, equality and freedom." 

Government is NOT to take over the decision power of the 
people of the country. If so, the people of the country should be 
able to remove such government. The role of a government is to 
manage and develop the INFRASTRUCTURE of a country (note, 
not the people) in the best interest of the PEOPLE, NOT to 
infringe on the inalienable rights of a person, and in so doing 
make use of taxpayer money to fund such uncons7tu7onal acts. 
This government will make itself guilty of the same crime as the 
'passbook' ('dompas') if they impose a covid passport/ID on the 
ci7zens. Linda
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2021-01-19 
13:47:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

My concerns with regards to the roll - out of the vaccine. 
 Firstly we should hope there is enough for all South Africans 
(born in SA with a valid SA ID). 
Secondly the government should fund the vaccine and not the 
private sector - we pay enough taxes.  
Thirdly - in my opinion the roll-out should be as follows in the 
below order 
* Healthcare sector 
* Teachers / Lectors etc 
* TAX paying individuals 
* Young students / children 
* Elderly people. 
The reason for this 'order' is as follows: 
Tax paying individuals is contribu7ng to the economy, medical 
aids, pension funds etc. You can not have a 'missing middle' with 
no contribu7ons to the state. Once the state / government does 
not receive any income it will collapse because it is top 
heavy....lots of old people relying on income and lots of young 
people who does not have parents and or any income.  
Elderly people does not contribute to the economy any more. 
Pension funds / medical aids etc will collapse once there is no 
young healthy people contribu7ng to these funds.  

maryna

2021-01-19 
11:48:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Why must my black people be vaccinated by their white 
oppressor. 
Why did Squirrel 'sellout' Rama-police not inform the country 
about this killers vaccine. 
Who the hell does he think he is to decide 'alone' the fate of 60 
million people? .  
Why is he not arrested for Marikana? 
Why is Bill Gates allowed to depoppulate our people like this? 
How much money has been offered to Rama-police idiot 
president for our lives? 
This is not a vaccine, it's a death wish. 
CORONA IS NOT KILLING ANYBODY 
The president of SA is an idiot. He actually is not a president at 
all. The president is Western powers that control him. What kind 
of a president gets rich by selling poisonus junk foods to his 
people? Am talking Macdonalds, burger Kingetc.... The bustard is 
a mul7-billionaire now, how was he a billionaire while fresh out 
of jail? WAKE UP AND KEEP AN EYE ON THIS FOOL Morrison 

2021-01-19 
06:02:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccina7on is s7ll in its experimental stages and therefore its 
safety and effec7vity cannot be guaranteed. If it gets enforced 
the cabinet leaders should lead by example and take it 
themselves first allow 3 months to see some side affects    
The vaccine should be available to those who wish to take it, but 
it certainly cannot be mandatory when there is s7ll so much 
unknown about it. One of the unknown side effects is the effect 
it has on fer7lity in women and scien7sts are worried that it can 
cause permanent infer7lity. More 7me is needed for the safety 
and efficacy Sharon

2021-01-19 
00:09:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other I do not believe in vaccina7ng. Beaulah

2021-01-18 
18:56:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

All points! Un7l there is scien7fic, conclusive, extensive trials and 
tests that prove safety, efficacy, side effect mi7ga7on and 
alterna7ves - there is no way this vaccine (not even a vaccine by 
defini7on) should go to market. Especially considering there are 
alterna7ve (safe) solu7ons currently being tested and proving to 
be a much safer and effec7ve op7on not to men7on affordable 
and not a burden on taxpayers. Ul7mately, I stand by my right as 
a human being to decide what I do with my body. I feel forcing a 
vaccine is a human rights viola7on. Megan

2021-01-18 
16:36:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Mrna vaccines to this day have not once been cer7fied for 
human use and bow all of a sudden it's being pushed onto 
society are you crazy. Joshua

2021-01-18 
15:36:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other The vaccine has not been tested enough. It is not safe. Shanaaz 

2021-01-18 
12:25:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I DO NOT approve a vaccine that is s7ll an experimental vaccine! 
People should not be forced to take an experimental vaccine, 
nor used as guinea pigs! The government must wait at least 4  
years to see the outcome and if proven that it has posi7ve 
results worldwide, ( which I highly doubt, considering the 
nega7ve reac7ons and deaths that have already occurred) only 
then can they consider injec7ng their people and only if the 
people agree to this! The GOVERNMENT should be protec7ng 
the people of their country, NOT exploi7ng them by 
administering an experimental vaccine! South Africa, DO THE 
RIGHT THING, SAY NO TO EXPERIMENTAL VACCINES!!  Come on 
people of South Africa, fight the good fight, FIGHT for your 
Rights!! Helene

2021-01-18 
12:11:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other The vaccine is a health risk Michael

2021-01-18 
11:40:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I am totally against the vaccine, reason being that I suffer with 
allergies. 
I feel that the vaccines has not been tested long enough to 
enforce this upon ci7zens and changes our DNA. 
There other remedies, medica7on that helps or prevent the 
virus such as Ivermec7n. 
I feel it must be a freedom of choice and not be compulsory for 
ci7zens to travel and shop in malls etc. 
It is all a ques7on of money, control and world depopula7on. Odepe
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2021-01-18 
10:09:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I have enormous misgivings about inocula7ng our popula7on 
with something that isn't actually a vaccine - although it is being 
promoted as one.  It doesn't stop transmission and there are 
inexpensive 'cures' for this Covid pandemic.  It is a huge cost to 
our country and will be a huge cost in the lives of our people 
because I believe instead of making our bodies more resistent to 
the Corona Virus, it will make us more susceptable to the virus.  
Let the vaccines roll out in other countries first so we can see the 
results before using our people as guinea pigs for an untested 
'vaccine'!  The PCR tests are a case in point - the results are 
useless and tell a false narra7ve - the high 'false' posi7ve 
readings are, i believe, to ins7ll fear in our popula7on.  GET RID 
OF MASKS AND LET'S GET BACK TO BUSINESS AS USUAL!  Our 
economy needs it and our people need jobs!  Sheena

2021-01-18 
09:40:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

First and for most COViD 19 is not a virus ?  
I do not believe that the so called vaccine ? is safe and proper 
tests have been done to allow for roll out.  

The bigger picture “ the new world order” using the scamdemic 
to cripple small business and create a new monetary system 
which the state will control.  

I say no !! Mar7n

2021-01-18 
08:27:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

this vaccine has been rushed and its effec7veness is proving to 
be ques7onable against the muta7ons of the virus.  It also does 
not create long term immuniza7on and will be more like a flu 
vaccine which has to be regularly administered.  This is not a 
long term solu7on, will cost a lot of money which could be spent 
more wisely elsewhere in our country.  It is a money making 
effort on the side of large pharmaceu7cal companies - the 
humanitarian thing to do , if it was needed, is to provide free of 
charge to all people in all countries. 

I do not trust any of the vaccines as they have been developed 
too quickly and there are too many reports of side effects and 
ineffec7veness.   I would like the op7on to choose whether or 
not get this injec7on.    Debbie

2021-01-18 
08:17:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This crea7on of another government monopoly is a con7nua7on 
by  the very effec7ve brilliantly led ANC government to create 
"affirma7ve shopping"opportuni7es for the gimed elite. 
You want to be vaccinated?  Okay but . . . . . 
Corrup7on is now gene7cally  ingrained in these  people - and 
the only sustainable future for this struggling taxpayer is an 
independent  Western Cape where we will hopefully create a 
government of the people for the people by the people.  
Roll on INDEPENDENCE !!!!!! John

2021-01-18 
07:39:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I am not happy why government is so hurry to get vaccine than 
op7ng for other solu7ons. 

This is not the first pandemic and I am sure is not the last so 
what the cause for the country to seek for vaccine? 

Africa delt with this pandemic very well compared to other 
con7nents. 

This pandemic started in China and Chinese managed it without 
vaccine so why we should fight it through vaccine? 

Our recovery rate is too high for us to opt for vaccine, our 
government need to have backbone we can’t do what other 
countries do to deal with this. 

I don’t support vaccine. 
Lebohang

2021-01-18 
00:12:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine has not been trialed enough. Rather spend the 
money and 7me to train people how to strengthen their 
immune systems which were designed to fight diseases. Carey

2021-01-17 
23:33:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I will never take your poison and I do neither beleive nor trust 
your fearmongering or your mo7ves. This is an age of 
disinforma7on and lies  and I will therefore listen to my 
intui7on .....which tells me that powerful people are 
opportunis7cally manipula7ng minds and situa7ons and 
coercing public opinion.....you do not have my best interests at 
heart! You do not have my family's best interests at heart.....you 
are corrupt and selfish and greedy and you engage in ac7vi7es 
that hurt   me and my home and my world on a daily basis.....you 
are not my government....no one is. What reason would I have 
to trust you and your so-called vaccine. Ashley 

2021-01-17 
23:29:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I am concerned about the long term effects of the substance to 
be injected. I feel that government and the media have used 
scare tac7cs to coerce people into taking a drug that is 
unnecessary and dangerous, that the pharma companies and 
certain individuals are in it to make a whole lot of money and 
that we are expected to risk our health for their financial benefit. 
I cannot trust a corrupt government who lies all the 7me and 
spends taxpayers' money on government officials' massive 
salaries and personal expenses. I cannot trust this government 
to have my, or any SA ci7zen's, best interests at heart. Kers7n
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2021-01-17 
20:41:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Dear sir / madam 
My take on this is that we are doing a numbers came and it boils 
down to..due to the amount of corrup7on that is so rife now and 
the useless zondo commission that's going on and on with no 
end in in site an with not a single person being prosecuted and 
the likelihood of this ever happening being zero..sad however 
here I my solu7on to the crisis  that we are faced with..is to 
make sure that all prisoners as well as the staff working at them 
who are all corrupt are gassed at those prisons..total 
lockdown..too many of them..incenerate them..this will bring 
the popula7on numbers down  and thus will be able to vaccinate 
everyone ..presidency should announce  3day mourning period 
and declare this as a very tragic events.. the police must carry 
out thisthis task as it should be their turn to go this route 
next..the useless and overpaid and underworld army should be 
next in line..so that they can do something for a change..once 
most law abiding ci7zens have been vaccinated we can now start 
afresh...start with a clean slate.. yusuf

2021-01-17 
20:22:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The ingredients of these vaccines are toxic to the body, I do not 
consent LihLin

2021-01-17 
19:49:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This cannot be called a vaccine as it will not cure or prevent this 
so called virus. There are other ways to treat people who get ill 
that are safer and already proven to be  more effec7ve 

Caro

2021-01-17 
15:02:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It took 40 - 50 years for cancer to be recognized as a by product 
of the Pill .... it took 50 years for chemicals in food to be 
recognized as a main cause of igni7ng cancer ..... and now amer 6 
months a gene7cally modified vaccine will “ cure “ all ??!! ..... 
and  already 23 dead Norwegians “ say”  it all Noeleen 

2021-01-17 
13:43:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Too many concerns to men7on. The government’s ulterior 
mo7ves, the untested unproven vaccine with no track record. 
The corrupt pocket filling rollout. Global condi7oning. 
Just to name a few Map

2021-01-17 
12:52:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

INSUFFICIENT TESTING, COST, GOVT CONTROL, ALTERNATIVES  
ARE ALL CONCERNS.  SA SHOULD BE OPENING THE ECONOMY, 
THEREBY PREVENTING INCREASING MALNUTRITION WHICH IS 
GOING TO BE THE MAIN CONTRIBUTOR TO FUTURE DEATHS  
-WHICH WILL  OF COURSE BE BLAMED ON THE 'IRRESPONSIBLE' 
POPULATION & COVID.  RATHER BOOST EVERYONE'S IMMUNITY 
& USE PROVEN MEDS LIKE IVERMECTIN.  USE THE VAC  MONEY 
TO RATHER: 
1. INCREASE THE NUMBER OF FRONTLINE WORKERS WHO ARE 
DYING DUE TO OVERWORK AND STRESS.  
2. CREATE EMPLOYMENT & FOOD SOURCES WITH KIBBUTZ LIKE 
FARMS  
3.  VIT B SHOTS TO BOOST IMMUNITIES 
VACS & SELF ISOLATION SHOULD BE VOLUNTARY FOR THOSE 
WHO FEEL VULNERABLE NOT A BLANKET ORDER WHICH HAS 
SHOWN AND WILL BE SHOWN OT BE INEFFECTIVE.  
HOW CAN PEOPLE WHO CAN'T AFFORD FOOD - AFFORD 
SANITISER ? ADELE

2021-01-17 
12:50:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Poli7cians and Gov law makers to display to take the vaccine first 
and the public should be allowed to view the process before any 
ci7zen should consider taking the vaccine, let's see if 
Government is willing to put themselves to the test first... come 
on GOVERNMENT show us your commitment if not keep that 
vaccine far away from SAens. Earl

2021-01-17 
11:38:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

If the virus itself has never been scien7fically isolated yet, then 
what is in the vaccines? 
80% of all supposedly posi7ve tested people never got sick, 
didn't have any symptoms.  
80% of all vaccinated people get heavily sick and large numbers 
die. Soenke

2021-01-17 
11:16:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

A vaccine takes years to research, develop and test.  I'm 
con7nuously reading about all the bad effects of this vaccine 
plus  Africa is always the dumping site and tes7ng grounds. So 
I'm 
scep7cal about what we are going to get and it's effec7veness.  

No vaccine is compulsory so I won't be taking it.   Anyway, more 
people die from the flu than COVID.  It seems to be 'the flu on 
steroids' and con7nuously muta7ng into other strains so best we 
live a healthier lifestyle and get on with our lives. I don't even 
have a flu jab.  

Anyway,  there won't be enough to go around. Carolyn
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2021-01-17 
11:05:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I am concerned that the infec7on fatality rate for covid 19 is 
much lower than originally thought. There appear to be 
numerous side effects from the vaccine. An7body Dependent 
Enhancement is a massive risk exposing pa7ents to the risk of 
live virus later. 

For the vast majority of ci7zens the risk of actually geing 
covid19 and not recovering fully, is in my opinion much higher 
than the risk of not surviving or being permanently impaired by 
the vaccine. A big risk being people becoming infer7le.  

The profits from the vaccine are obscene and this money could 
be beper used aiding the recovery from the horrendous and evil 
decision to lockdown a country like South Africa. At least 2 
million formal jobs lost = at least 10 million extra hungry ci7zens 
dependent on the state which cannot afford to help them. This is 
the defini7on of pure evil to me.  

The mRNA vaccine is not actually a vaccine. Its ar7ficial 
containing horrendous ingredients which I believe actually 
change our DNA and are a precursor to a mechanism to create 
biological Iden77es. A frightening thought and one that can lead 
to all sorts of human rights abuses and could fast track the end 
to our cons7tu7onal rights as we know them. Children are at 
zero risk from this virus, they should come no where near a 
vaccine. 

Our country should have followed a focused protec7on strategy 
for the vulnerable from day one. Had they done so we would be 
long past this epidemic and right now it would be safe for the 
vulnerable to come out of isola7on. Instead they have to remain 
locked up indefinitely due to the ridiculous measures which if 
anything may have just lengthened this period of isola7on. There 
is no proof that masks stop viruses, yet there is ample proof that 
unhygienic mask wearing is dangerous due to the build of 
bacteria and their inges7on into our lungs.  

The pandemic was over a long 7me ago. I have covid 19 it is bad, 
nothing like I have experienced before and I would not be 
surprised if it came from Fauci facilitated funding of a "GAIN OF 
FUNCTION" LAB. In fact given the havoc wrought on ci7zens 
from the virus itself and our leaders hysterical and unscien7fic 
reac7on to it, I would like to know what our President is doing to 
get to its source and hold the people involved accountable. I 
would s7ll rather have covid19 than I would any vaccine. And I 
am not an7 vaccine, I and my kids have all had the other 
longstanding vaccines rou7nely. Adrian
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1. The way this 'pandemic' has been handled is seriously flawed 
2. The WHO had to change the defini7on of a pandemic to make 
it fit this flue 
3. Case number are based upon a flawed test PCR and are not 
real 
4. Overall deaths in any country are the same as or much less 
than an average years deaths 
5. Natural An7bodies are the most effec7ve way of dealing with 
such flues - herd immunity 

GIVEN THE ABOVE - A VACCINE (INOCULATION) IS NOT 
NECESSARY 
1. It is not a true vaccine - an injec7on or inocula7on of 
unknown substances 
2. Its new technology that it untested 
3. There is ZERO TRANSPARENCY about the contents and why 
everyone should have it 
4. The manufacturers (who are also the promoters of the whole 
crazy lock-down etc.) absolved themselves of any responsibility 
for the consequences . 
5. Wall to wall propaganda from all media sta7ons to promote 
this and we know who controls them! 
6.  Why not test in the USA and lets have proper research over 
10 years to check the results before sugges7ng that others could 
take it. 
7.  Why must everyone in the world be  given these poten7al 
poisons - its quite obvious to me! 
8. For reasons explained (and many other not shown here) It is 
clearly a conspiracy against ordinary people on this earth . 

It is extremely irresponsible of any government to promote 
these injec7ons and implies that they are either fools of paid / 
coerced into promo7ng it against the best interests of their 
people Robert
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South Africa is a first world country in medical , we have the 
ability to create and manufacture our own vaccines and develop 
a cure we had enough of corrup7on,  please dont kill my 
people ! Dudley
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By all accounts, Ivermec7n, an an7-parasi7c drug that has been 
used for years around the world with great effec7veness.  So to 
say that it hasn't been tested on humans for any length of 7me 
for side effects is incorrect. 
Yes, it may not have been tested on COVID pa7ents for any 
length of 7me but (i) neither have any other drugs and (ii) it's 
proving to be hugely successful in the treatment of Covid19 and 
the saving of lives. 
So where's the problem with the governments plan? Money, 
greed and power! T
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Dont you follow the News on the amount of deaths so far from 
this vaccine or is it that it just doesnt maper as your agenda 
comes first? Here is one link: hpps://www.zerohedge.com/
covid-19/55-americans-have-died-following-covid-vaccina7on-
norway-deaths-rise-29 Have you not seen the CDC report on 
anaphylac7c shock occurrence using this vaccine (3000+)? Pity i 
cant add it here but then you dont care but you will when its too 
late. We are aware of your agenda and you have been pushing 
people and pushing.  I do not support your decisions nor your 
hipocracy. mike
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The non-organic vaccine has not been tested effec7vely. Most 
vaccines  are of organic nature which takes long  7me to develop 
effec7vely and naturally. These vaccines could not work 
effec7vely with the short development and tes7ng periods. Victor
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Nobody has produced representa7ve clinical trial on this vaccine 
- without proper trials one CANNOT say if these vaccines will be 
more harmful than good.  Further there are numerous scein7fic 
reports and ar7cles, which show that people who have 
recovered from Covid are more resistant than those who will be 
vaccinated. If the government thinks that these vaccines are the 
answer then I would suggest that the en7re government are the 
first people to be vaccinated. The exis7ng vaccines for things like 
yellow fever and smallpox have been tested and developed over 
years. It is not possible to develop a vaccine in a few months - 
DO NOT USE THESE VACCINES Mark
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I don't believe in this vaccine  at all. To me it is far to close to the 
666 spoken about in the Bible. Shivorne
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How is it that a vaccine has never been found for cancer, TB, 
common cold, HIV/Aids, etc, but a vaccine is miraculously found 
in such a short 7me for covid 19? It also appears that all the 
vaccines have been developed on a hit and miss basis. There is 
no proof that they work 100%. I feel that there is a much bigger 
poli7cal issue at hand in this regard. Cliff
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The world is in panic mode and governments are I am sure doing 
their best to deal with this pandemic. But the impression that is 
portrayed is the only herd out there are SHEEP.  To be governed 
by WHO and other private wealth seekers for self gain is wrong 
on every level. To outlaw alternate medica7ons  or enforce 
controlled vacina7ons is  tantamount to murder and should in 
itself be outlawed. As an individual who contributed to the SA 
fiscus and  economy for 45 years, I have the inherent right to 
choose how I treat my health and what medica7on I take and 
certainly do not agree to a vaccina7on that has been rushed 
through a process, when there are alternate op7ons, that have 
not been given the 7me of day or slightest considera7on, as the 
affect the financial bopom lines of deals done. Gary
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I am worried about the rush how everything is being done, and 
without it being anything safer than just geing infected being 
pushed down everybody's throughts.  The death rate on the 
popula7on is not as high as the media frenzy makes it out to be.  
Those people that are dying would have died from another 
desease anyway.  2020 total deaths in South Africa is lower than 
the total deaths in SA in 2019....so where is the extra deaths 
everytbody is pun7ng.   No tes7ng is being done about what 
effects these vaccines are going to have  15 to 20 years from 
now. I will not be taking the vaccine.  There is alterna7ve drugs 
available that are safe to use but is not being allowed to be 
tested in large enough scale - Ivermec7n.  
 It  also does not need fridges etc to store it but is banned in 
South Africa and docters that prescribe it risk being arrested.  
This makes no sense - there is another agenda at play here.   I 
will not be vaccinated and will take the bodies to court that insist 
a vaccina7on before being able to travel, go to school or 
whatsoever. Abe
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Government cannot be trusted with organizing anything (as has 
been demonstrated by the trillions of rands missing or misused 
over the ANC tenure) 
Vaccine injuries in countries that have rolled out ahead of SA 
show serious adverse reac7on rates of over 3% (those unable to 
work or func7on normally post vaccine - including mul7ple 
deaths). Risk of death or disability from the virus is less than risk 
of the same from the vaccine.  
Government has prescribed treatments in SA instead of 
encouraging doctors to try anything and everything to treat 
pa7ents - government should have ZERO influence over 
treatment protocols. Doctors and pa7ents need to decide 
treatments together amer weighing up risks and rewards without 
pressure from health “authori7es” or the pharmaceu7cal 
industry.  
Vaccines are currently administered on the basis of informed 
consent with no liability to either the manufacturer or the 
person administering the vaccine. Where there is risk, this needs 
to be pointed out to the pa7ent (although we should not be 
considering healthy individuals pa7ents!) and they should be 
free to decide without coercion or pressure from any party.  
My body, my choice.  Lauren
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Truth 
All human beings are created vital with self-healing proper7es, 
perfect in the eyes of our creator. We live in a life-giving universe 
that only have our best interests at heart.  

The Problem 
Authoritarian interven7on, lies, trickery and dark agendas is the 
problem, not a manufactured reality: pandemic experiment 
designed to subvert and destroy human life itself. Viruses don't 
exist in the context portrayed by all actors. It is false, incorrect 
and ridiculous. Nonsense. Show me proof of claim.  
It is wripen and known that contagion theory and germ theory is 
a mere assump7on based on thesis, an7-thesis and synthesis.   
No pharmacological drugs of any type is needed for any reason.  
No medical interven7on using vaccines is needed whatsoever, 
never have and never will be.  
A man-made Vaccine is poison.  
Quote from a medical doctor: "What they call 'viruses' are 
simply fragments of former cells that have never been proven to 
cause anything. 

The Solu7on 
Look to knowledge for the answers. The answers are wripen. 
Nutri7on, natural remedies and a stress-free environment is 
what we need to live a long healthy life.  
The Pandemic Exercise: What is going on here?  
All actors that co-create, act and support this 'Pandemic' are 
breaching natural human rights, are guilty of the criminal act: 
the art of war, decep7on and coercion perpetrated on the 
human popula7on.  

Stop doing what you are doing. You know who is coming for you. 

All The Best! 
Nicolas 
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I have a problem with the fact that Ivermec7n isn’t being used as 
an op7on. It has prac7cally no nega7ve effects - whereas the 
vaccines have caused numerous side effects and deaths hpps://
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/thousands-covid-vaccine-
injuries-13-deaths-reported-december/?
utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=1fd8cb58-95
d0-46d9-b54f-3a3b61f97d5a 
Also making it mandatory removes people’s right to medical 
autonomy. It’s evil to force people to have any kind of medical 
interven7on without their own choice. And saying if you don’t 
have the vaccine - you won’t be able to do certain things, is 
forcing people.  

Added to which - the vaccines aren’t going to stop infec7ons and 
spread - no vaccine can do that. Is it worth risking people dying 
or having severe long term side effects from a vaccine for a 
disease that has a 99% survival rate. No it’s not.  This vaccine has 
not had enough tes7ng and studying to know whether it will be 
safe long term. Vaccine manufacturers are saying it’s likely to 
increase risk of HIV (do we need that in SA?) and it’s not safe if 
you’re planning on geing pregnant or if you’re currently 
pregnant or breas{eeding. So do we risk serious birth defects 
and long term damage to our future genera7on?  

23 elderly people have died since geing the vaccine in 
Norway... they’d likely have had a chance to survive if they had 
naturally gopen the virus.  

Lastly - the ingredients which include animal and human DNA 
(not to men7on the MRNA that affects the person’s dna) are not 
clean for many religions - so being forced to take a vaccine that 
goes against your religion is abuse. The idea that a vaccine can 
do anything to my dna or that of my children is not ok.  

I don’t consent. For religious reasons and for the reasons that it’s 
not tested long enough and I won’t be a guinea pig and neither 
will those I love.  

Lizanne
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Please know that it is not a vaccine. Vaccines can and should 
heal the body, heal the sickness. This is a DNA altering device 
that is injected into your body by force.  
We are sovereign beings, we chose to live freely and without 
force.  We do not consent to being killed or to agree to DNA 
alterna7on of humanity which is based on gene7cal 
experimenta7on.  
Thank you. Marie
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Poli7cs and vested interests have had to loud and clamorous a 
role in this maper for way too long 
The list of reasons too long to be elucidated here 
The use of dirty masks defies the principles that have been 
applied in the medical industry since medical procedures began.. 
ie Masks need to come out of a  sani7sed environment prior to 
being used. One use only mask Then discarded as medical waste  
The God given human immune system is more than adequately 
strong to cope with all sorts of nasty bugs and has meed doing 
so for millennium 
A strong and uncompromised immune system will stand a beper 
chance of figh7ng off the Corona Virus than a weaker immune 
system that all the Mask earring paranoia produces. 
The vaccines have been rushed through as they are the Magic 
Bullet to the so called Pandemic ... The Vaccines have failed 
numerous occasions to pass the normal vaccine trail procedure 
test 
Vaccines will not provide solu7on but will enhance the problem, 
Those jus7fying more vaccines as every one with climbs on 
theVaccine Gravy train... Follow the money..  .... It is alway about 
Money Power and Greed for both ... 

Mike
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My main concern is the safety of the vaccine as tes7ng cannot 
have been sufficient given the limited 7me from iden7fying the 
virus to roll out of vaccines. I am also not at all comfortable with 
the m-RNA that I have read that the vaccine contains. I am 
concerned that this may irreversibly alter gene sequences in 
humans which could be detrimental, in fact could be worse than 
the virus itself. There is just too much uncertainty. John
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My top concern is the danger involved with the vaccines. There 
are no long term studies. This is new experimental technology 
and I object to our people being used as guinea pigs. There are 
alterna7ves and if it was about loss of life, those alterna7ves 
would not be poli7cized and banned. Make no mistake, there 
will be loss of life and permanent injuries from these vaccines. 
The effec7veness of the shots has also not been proven. To say a 
product is 95% effec7ve is misleading when the placebo was 
94,25% effec7ve. It is a product of unknown efficacy and risk. 
The people pushing vaccines and banning Ivermec7n are 
murderous cre7ns and they will burn in hell. Claire
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This is a brand new vaccine, hardly been tested and it is already 
causing problems. Deaths, allergic reac7ons, etc. Besides, why 
do we need a vaccine for this virus in the first place? I object in 
the strongest sense to it being used. David
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How can you give an experimental drug to people that has 
NEVER been tested on humans. 

Previous COVID vaccines given to animals did not work. When 
the vaccinated animals came into contact with the actual virus, 
all the lab animals died!!! 

Norman
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I am concerned that this has not been properly tested. There are 
many stories of people being neurologically damaged by these 
vaccines already. The cure is more da heroes than the illness. 
There are many good alterna7ves. Annepe
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Currently addressing 67% of the popula7on. 

To give preference to the highly infected region amer the 
essen7al  services. 

Nalini
2021-01-15 
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Vaccines will only worsen the pandemic and the Health State of 
people. Vicki
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Doctors who explain clearly why vaccines aren't safe or 
effec7ve.??? 
1. Dr. Nancy Banks - hpp://bit.ly/1Ip0aIm 
2. Dr. Russell Blaylock - hpp://bit.ly/1BXxQZL 
3. Dr. Shiv Chopra - hpp://bit.ly/1gdgh1s 
4. Dr. Sherri Tenpenny - hpp://bit.ly/1MPVbjx 
5. Dr. Suzanne Humphries - hpp://bit.ly/17sKDbf 
6. Dr. Larry Palevsky - hpp://bit.ly/1LLEjf6 
7. Dr. Toni Bark - hpp://bit.ly/1CYM9RB 
8. Dr. Andrew Wakefield - hpp://bit.ly/1MuyNzo 
9. Dr. Meryl Nass - hpp://bit.ly/1DGzJsc 
10. Dr. Raymond Obomsawin - hpp://bit.ly/1G9ZXYl 
11. Dr. Ghislaine Lanctot - hpp://bit.ly/1MrVeUL 
12. Dr. Robert Rowen - hpp://bit.ly/1SIELeF 
13. Dr. David Ayoub - hpp://bit.ly/1SIELve 
14. Dr. Boyd Haley PhD - hpp://bit.ly/1KsdVby 
15. Dr. Rashid Bupar - hpp://bit.ly/1gWOkL6 
16. Dr. Roby Mitchell - hpp://bit.ly/1gdgEZU 
17. Dr. Ken Stoller - hpp://bit.ly/1MPVqLI 
18. Dr. Mayer Eisenstein - hpp://bit.ly/1LLEqHH 
19. Dr. Frank Engley, PhD - hpp://bit.ly/1OHbLDI 
20. Dr. David Davis - hpp://bit.ly/1gdgJwo 
21. Dr Tetyana Obukhanych - hpp://bit.ly/16Z7k6J 
22. Dr. Harold E Bupram - hpp://bit.ly/1Kru6Df 
23. Dr. Kelly Brogan - hpp://bit.ly/1D31pfQ 
24. Dr. RC Tent - hpp://bit.ly/1MPVwmu 
25. Dr. Rebecca Carley - hpp://bit.ly/K49F4d 
26. Dr. Andrew Moulden - hpp://bit.ly/1fwzKJu 
27. Dr. Jack Wolfson - hpp://bit.ly/1wtPHRA 
28. Dr. Michael Elice - hpp://bit.ly/1KsdpKA 
29. Dr. Terry Wahls - hpp://bit.ly/1gWOBhd 
30. Dr. Stephanie Seneff - hpp://bit.ly/1OtWxAY 
31. Dr. Paul Thomas - hpp://bit.ly/1DpeXPf 
32. Many doctors talking at once - hpp://bit.ly/1MPVHOv 
33. Dr. Richard Moskowitz - censored 
34. Dr. Jane Orient - hpp://bit.ly/1MXX7pb 
35. Dr. Richard Deth - hpp://bit.ly/1GQDL10 
36. Dr. Lucija Tomljenovic - hpp://bit.ly/1eqiPr5 
37. Dr Chris Shaw - hpp://bit.ly/1IlGiBp 
38. Dr. Susan McCreadie - hpp://bit.ly/1CqqN83 
39. Dr. Mary Ann Block - hpp://bit.ly/1OHcyUX 
40. Dr. David Brownstein - hpp://bit.ly/1EaHl9A 
41. Dr. Jayne Donegan - hpp://bit.ly/1wOk4Zz 
42. Dr. Troy Ross - censored  
43. Dr. Philip Incao - hpp://bit.ly/1ghE7sS 
44. Dr. Joseph Mercola - hpp://bit.ly/18dE38I 
45. Dr. Jeff Bradstreet - hpp://bit.ly/1MaX0cC 
46. Dr. Robert Mendelson - hpp://bit.ly/1JpAEQr 
47. Dr Theresa Deisher hpps://m.youtube.com/watch?
feature=youtu.be&v=6Bc6WX33SuE 
48. Dr. Sam Eggertsen-hpps://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=8LB-3xkeDAE 
49. Dr Carrie Madej 
hpps://www.bitchute.com/video/KjFRsu61fdiX/ 
Hundreds more doctors tes7fying that vaccines aren't safe or 
effec7ve, in these documentaries.... 
1. Vaccina7on - The Silent Epidemic - hpp://bit.ly/1vvQJ2W 
2. The Greater Good - hpp://bit.ly/1icxh8j 
3. Shots In The Dark - hpp://bit.ly/1ObtC8h 
4. Vaccina7on The Hidden Truth - hpp://bit.ly/KEYDUh 
5. Vaccine Na7on - hpp://bit.ly/1iKNvpU 
6. Vaccina7on - The Truth About Vaccines - hpp://bit.ly/1vlpwvU 
7. Lethal Injec7on - hpp://bit.ly/1URN7BJ 
8. Bought - hpp://bit.ly/1M7YSlr 
9. Deadly Immunity - hpp://bit.ly/1KUg64Z 
10. Au7sm - Made in the USA - hpp://bit.ly/1J8WQN5 
11. Beyond Treason - hpp://bit.ly/1B7kmvt 
12. Trace Amounts - hpp://bit.ly/1vAH3Hv 
13. Why We Don't Vaccinate - hpp://bit.ly/1KbXhuf 
9 hour court case 
hpps://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DFTsd042M3o 
Documentaries... ?  
 1. Vaccina7on - The Silent Epidemic(2013) 
 - hpp://bit.ly/1vvQJ2W 
2. The Greater Good - (2011) 
hpps://youtu.be/VxR8XQHc0A0 
3. Shots In The Dark -(2009) 
 hpp://bit.ly/1ObtC8h 
4. Vaccina7on The Hidden Truth -(1998) 
 hpp://bit.ly/KEYDUh 
5. Vaccine Na7on - (2008) 
hpps://youtu.be/bLk641P8CE4 
6. Vaccina7on - The Truth About Vaccines - 
 hpp://bit.ly/1vlpwvU 
7. Lethal Injec7on - hpp://bit.ly/1URN7BJ 
8. Bought - (2015) 
hpps://youtu.be/HrgkKREhQrs 
hpps://youtu.be/_9nre8AMe5I 
9. Deadly Immunity - (2005) 
hpp://bit.ly/1KUg64Z 
10. Au7sm - Made in the USA(2009) 
 - hpp://bit.ly/1J8WQN5 
11. Beyond Treason - (2005) 
hpp://bit.ly/1B7kmvt 
12. Trace Amounts - (2014) 
hpp://bit.ly/1vAH3Hv 
13. Why We Don't Vaccinate -  
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I am concerned regarding several aspects of this "Vaccine": 

The drive to make the vaccine MANDATORY. This is a democracy 
which means it is ul7mately the individuals choice to get or not 
get the vaccine!!!!!! 

EFFECTIVENESS OF VACCINE: This "vaccine" (which it is NOT) has 
not been tested and the side effect are NOT known!! It takes 
years of tes7ng and development to formulate a vaccine BEFORE 
it is approved for human consump7on. This "Vaccine" has not 
been tested and the side effects are unknown. There is no 
guarantee that you will not contract the virus once the vaccine 
has been administered or that you will not transmit the virus. 
There is proof however that this vaccine is a pathogen which 
means you will get severely ill should you contract the virus 
AFTER you got the vaccine!!!   

COST TO TAXPAYER: If the government wants to make it 
compulsory, the cost can not be footed by the TAX payer. The 
TAX payer are already bled dry!! 

ALTERNATIVES: Several alterna7ves (THAT ARE PREVENTING THE 
ILLNESS!!!!!!) are already available AND PROVEN, but we BAN 
the medicine to drive the narra7ve currently pushed. 

Eben
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I do not support any form of vaccina7on. Vaccines are not 
effec7ve in any way whatsoever - Never mind what all the 
uninformed, brainwashed knuckledraggers of the world say! Big 
pharma, Big tech and Big business are all under the umbrella of 
the Big Brother state - control the masses...control their minds, 
bodies and lives...make them all slaves to the giant autocra7c 
machine. Gregen

KwaZulu-Natal 39
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The vaccines are NOT proven safe. And what does it help if all 
covid protocols like mask wearing etc s7ll have to be maintained. Desiree
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There is no way that a vaccine that has not been tested and 
trialed in such a short 7me can possibly be life saving or 
effec7ve.  On the contrary I think it'll be harmful and poten7ally 
deadly to those who have it. Tara

2021-01-23 
08:14:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The Goverment has been paid to roll out this but they them self 
will be held accountable by God for the blood of all the dead is 
on their hands. The Vaccine with Lusifarass nanotech is what will 
change peoples DNA which can NEVER be reversed again. 
IT IS NO FROM MY SIDE. Venilla

2021-01-23 
08:08:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The Vaccine is their to cntrol and kill the people. Their is more 
going on behond the Vaccine then what the goverment leads to 
say. The Bible is clear about the mark of the beast. SO FROM ME 
IT IS A NO.  
PS: Remove all your 5G towers and you will sort out your corona 
problem. Dr. Alex

2021-01-22 
16:07:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This vaccine is not for us. Our President and Government  and 
his Cabinet are in this with their eyes closed. It's all for the 
money and their filling their pockets. Many leaders of other 
country's are against this vaccine, but our leaders are not seeing 
that. This vaccine is there to reduce the African popula7on. 
Leaders from our other African Country's have said that they will 
not give it to their people. 

Wake up Mr P, and your puppets. Or should I say that u and your 
parliament have become puppets. People have died, and most 
have had severe side effects amer taking this vaccine. 

Why don't you and you cabinet members take the vaccine first 
Mr P ? But you've chosen to roll it out to our dedicated Medical 
Professionals. 

You see, If you and your puppets take it, and you Die, then the 
Country is Safe. 
But if our Medical Professionals take it, and they Die, then the 
whole county is stuffed. Coz we'll be lem with no Doctors and 
Nurses... Faeez-Ahmed

2021-01-22 
08:27:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I choose not to put this kind of crap in my system  
This is a killer 
All vaccines cause problems. 
Its my right to have no forced medica7on. I do not believe the 
mask is anything but a health hazard ! B.
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2021-01-21 
16:13:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

1) The government cannot be trusted to purchase the vaccine 
from past experience with covid 19 corrup7on. I expect they 
may source some 'back street' vaccine to profit out of the deal. 
2) Medical experts agree that people who have had covid 19 can 
get re-infected. How then will the vaccine do any beper than the 
peoples own resistance. 
3) The vaccine mutates and we are being informed that we will 
need follow up vaccines to keep abreast of the virus. 
4) There is much misinforma7on about the virus and the 
vaccines and the manner in which governments are handling the 
situa7on. Where there is smoke there is fire. 
5) Why are governments not allowing medical prac77oners to 
speak out about hydroxy-chloroquine and Ivermec7n and why 
are they not allowed to administer these drugs which have been 
around for decades. I assume pharmaceu7cal companies 
(through the WHO) are puing huge pressure on governments 
to not allow anything on which they dont make huge profits. 
6) Basically I smell a rat as far as treatment of the virus is 
concerned and our government are being played by these world 
conglomerates. Peter

2021-01-20 
23:53:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other S

2021-01-20 
23:53:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other S

2021-01-19 
12:14:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Why SA depends on other countries? Bill Gates always say in 
South Africa there is a lot of people need to depopulated,  same 
Bill Gates now is trying to save our ?  that is not true , our 
Government  is trea7ng us like an Animals  that's it, but God and 
our Ancestors see , He will save some of us  because  the Leaders 
of this Country knows very well what going but we see and 
watch. Hlubikazi

2021-01-19 
11:06:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I dont not trust the anc to buy the vaccine and I do not trust a 
vaccine the government wants us to take they might kill us all 
with there vaccine Christopher

2021-01-19 
07:12:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

1. It is s7ll an experimental vaccine 
2. The disease is not a pandemic (99% survive) 
3. The vaccine does not prevent me from geing COVID 
4. The vaccine does not stop me spreading it Alison

2021-01-19 
00:25:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

You can't forcefully push vaccines down our throut. Its highly 
uncons7tu7onal and uncalled for. Why are we not given a 
chance to explore natural medicine. why don't we be African at 
once and learn from other African Countries like Madagascar. 
Why can't we give our own African Healers a chance to come up 
with the African Solu7on for Africa. Why do we have to be 
dictated by the West while we are African. It's a big NO for me. Mdu

2021-01-18 
14:07:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The  fact that if you take this vaccine no one will be held 
accountable should it have side effects that a red flag Ntoko

2021-01-18 
09:25:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other PIETER

2021-01-18 
09:01:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It takes years and years to "make" firstly trial medica7ons and 
then even more years to do all the tes7ng/trial runs before been 
deemed safe for public/human use - how can we trust anything 
that has been "made" in less than a year with no real tes7ng and 
no knowledge of any kind of  long term results or problems that 
the vaccina7on can have on us? Sandy

2021-01-18 
06:57:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The Vaccine is not the solu7on. The solu7on is to use heard 
immuniza7on without a vaccine unfortunately some weak will 
die. More will recover than will remain ill. Vinnai

2021-01-18 
03:21:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

We cant be guinea pigs for that vaccine president and his cabinet 
lets see with them that this vaccine uts gonna work. To develop 
a vaccine we need intensive trials and test to make sure that it 
works. Where our scien7st where our labs and professors who 
will verify those vaccine that are eligible and safe to be taken by 
african. We cant accept whatever that comes from other 
countries as perfect while we do have resources of our own. We 
are not even told that what kind of food we should eat to make 
ourself healthy and strong but the government is rushing to 
inject us with something they dont even know. 

Sabelo

2021-01-18 
00:53:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

My body is the Temple of the Living God and He alone will 
deliver me from the enemy. It is against everything I believe and  
Jesus alone has redeemed me from the curse and set me free. I 
will not allow anything to be injected into my body.  
My body , spirit and soul belong to Jesus.  
He has formed me in my mothers womb and kniped me 
together.  I have all things through Christ Jesus. Chery 

2021-01-17 
19:29:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Vaccine injuries. Not tested in a long enough trial. Effec7veness. Wanita

2021-01-17 
17:14:31

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I believe they in rush they not fully tested unless they created for 
another purpose not to save the masses out here. Sandile 

2021-01-17 
12:48:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not trust anything the government has to say.  When they 
say ivermec7n is not safe us then we should ask ourselves why 
are they so apposed to ivermec7n. When India and Australia are 
all for ivermec7n. Zarina

2021-01-17 
11:48:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Is the side effects of  the vaccine covered by insurance 
companies? MJ

2021-01-17 
08:38:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I believe this is to pave a way to new world order which I believe 
South Africa is not supposed to be part of. 

Let’s use our scien7sts to find cure not outsourced hecause we 
don’t know what exactly are the ingredients that a put in that 
vaccine. Lungani

2021-01-17 
06:08:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I feel as if this vaccine is some sort of truth syrup. Therr is an 
agenda that goes with it. Kk
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2021-01-16 
23:46:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The problem with labelling anything as a pandemic, is the 
resultant forced vaccina7ons. It starts out innocently, offering 
the vaccine, but high level panic, such as is following Covid, will 
eventually lead to forced vaccina7ons. People will then be 
austracised for not complying and proof of compliance will 
become mandatory and thus, proof of vaccina7ons will become 
the new dompass. Kerisa

2021-01-16 
23:18:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

We have alterna7ves  and there is no proper consulta7on  done 
to people . No no not vaccine Nonhlanhla 

2021-01-16 
11:03:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I dont believe things have been tested properly Because people 
are dying i think there is a mad scramble to inject everyone 
which may have huge side affects Mike

2021-01-16 
10:51:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

STOP the Gov't spending more of OUR MONEY especially while 
they are preven7ng us from earning a living :- =If I get 
vaccinated: 
1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them? 
- No 

So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 

NO VACCINE HAS BEEN PROPERLY TESTED!!!!! 
WHO ARE THEY TRYING TO KILL and WHY 

#WakeUp Rodney

2021-01-16 
07:48:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Vaccine is not proven and may be dangerous - refer top virologist 
Dr Sucharit Bakhdi- cost issues and prove cheeper alterna7ves 
eg ivermsc7n and hydroxycholoquine proven to treat when you 
get ill. 99.9% people will recover... the vaccine messes with our 
natural immunity!!! This could affect our ability to fight other 
infec7ons ??? Pauline

2021-01-15 
21:43:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This is NOT a vaccine, it is POISON, aimed at reducing the world 
popula7on by at least 1/3, star7ng in Africa.  Go back to the 
Italian finding of a post mortem on a deceased Covid pa7ent, IT 
IS POISON!!! Donald 

2021-01-15 
18:35:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Is the proper inves7ga7on and assessment of the vaccine done 
enough and tested for ppl to take it.  

Why is it a mandatory to take the vaccine  

Why not explore other alterna7ves. Malusi
2021-01-15 
12:20:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Medical aid providers should be permiped to undertake the 
vaccina7on process not just government. Judy
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2021-01-15 
11:23:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not agree with the  roll out of the vaccine due to the fact 
that there is no long term proof it is effec7ve in the fight against 
this virus as it appears that as it mutates, so they will need 
further vaccines and at what cost .  There are effec7ve meds that 
have been proved to help such as Ivermec7n,  against Covid but 
by some unknown reason, they ,the government, have banned 
these possible treatments and have raced to use a rela7vely 
untested long term effect of this  vaccine.   
The vaccine should most definitely not be administered  by the 
government due to the well know fact that their  corrup7on is 
actually more than pandemic status  and they will 
misappropriate this vaccine and its distribu7on.  
The vaccine should be voluntary and there must be no 
legisla7on from this government or any other , that prohibits 
business without the vaccine as they are sugges7ng.  

Debbie

2021-01-15 
11:08:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

There are just so many vaccines available, there is NO successful 
recipe for a successful vaccine. no double blind studies and no 
track record. 
All of the many  vaccines are untested, most are reported by 
HIGH authority people like Robert  F Kennedy to contain RNA/
DNA invasive ingredients, and dubious metallic nano par7cles 
with sinister  implica7ons. 
I AM NOT A GUINEA PIG. 
my IMMUNE system is my defence, I do not need to be forced to 
compromise my life.  
THERE IS NO RECOURSE for failed vaccina7ons. 
I don't trust ANYTHING the ANC government does, there is 
ALLWAY a connected interest, is India a reputable supplier, what 
are their creden7als, track record  etc, there are sooo many 
unknowns. 

it takes 4 to 5 years before side effects are fully observed, we 
could ALL be dead by then. this is probably the plan. 

NO TRUST IN GOVERNMENT and the WHO and the sold agenda, 
this is sinister and BAD. ERIK

2021-01-15 
10:48:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Why vaccinate when there is a cure for the disease?   
Not enough studies done on the vaccine..   
Why vaccinate if you have already had the disease? 

Elaine

2021-01-15 
10:20:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

How can you have a vaccine for a virus you have not been able 
to isolate yet...when you can answer that ques7on honestly...I 
will take this virus seriously in the mean7me I will use proven 
medica7on that has scien7fic evidence to work with this 
whatever it is that is going around...and un7ll there is scien7fic 
proof of an isola7on of this virus...you have nothing!!!! SANDRA

2021-01-15 
09:05:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Its a scam to control people by the New World Order cunts Trevor

Free State 9

2021-01-27 
12:27:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

 60million people, don't find it amusing! Corrup7on and 
mismanagement of the Disaster  
What will the govt do if there are serious side effects 5 years 
from now - who will pay for that. 
Is the vaccine effec7ve against future strains - clearly not. So a 
vaccine is needed for every single strain. They s7ll havent 
eradicated flu with the vaccina7ons that has been around for 
years. How do they expect to do so amer one year - somebody 
making decisions clearly doesnt have the knowledge to approve 
a vaccine. 
It's troubling how the "pandemic is misused  to pass 
uncons7tu7onal laws. The Draconian way Goverment conducts 
themselves misuse of money in court to protect egos makes for 
Powerdrunk unfit for public office! Governments plan to use 
South Africa’s Covid-19 vaccines for BEE is completely racist 
against all non black people and they should be taken to task for 
this sugges7on. Its disgraceful that this is even a discussion. 
WHO may need to send personnel to monitor, babysit and 
administer the vaccines as our empowered poli7cians are 
corrupt and incapable of running the country fairly for all on a 
very basic level. But now when down to the most cri7cal global 
problem being faced at this 7me that could ( lets hope not but 
the possibility is there) result in ex7nc7on if not managed and 
acted on properly with care and diligence for all, the ANC 
Government s7ll look for ways to kill off South African ci7zens 
and make a buck for themselves and their crooked friends. The 
world is crying for the people and laughing at the criminals 
dressed up as poli7cians all at once. 
I Am Against Charing the Taxpayer more Taxes for a Vaccina7on  
As an Adult I find it unacceptable that someone makes a 
decision on my behalf to take any Vaccine  (This by people that 
I'll never consult as physicians)  
I will not adhere to Legisla7on against the Cons7tu7on, my 
moral or Chris7an beliefs. 

Kilian
2021-01-22 
06:25:36

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Let eveyone  buy his /her own vaccine cj

2021-01-21 
04:30:41

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

All of you statements in "What is your top concern" is my what 
my concern 

None is ethical and the government cant be trusted with our 
money, there is s7ll not much known about the vaccine and 
forcing in on to people is not right and there is alterna7ves. Riaan 
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2021-01-18 
18:06:06

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I am a health professional I know enough about  how my body 
works to defend itself against any illness, I also know enough 
about vaccines and their contents to absolutely reject all and any 
further  apempts to vaccinate myself.   Besides the fact that this 
vaccine is being rushed without peer reviewed  assessment, or 
any 7me to see the impacts on humanity. 

I do not accept any mandatory imposi7on on my health and 
wellbeing.  It is my body and I choose what it is subjected to. 

So NO!!! NO!!! NO!!! NO!!! NO!!! 

Sherrene

2021-01-18 
06:34:08

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The vaccine does not seem to have followed proper tes7ng 
procedures and people are rushed and forced into this. We are 
to be allowed free choice. Gradus 

2021-01-18 
03:24:10

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Gert

2021-01-16 
10:05:26

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

RSA is n land van vryheid en elke persoon het sy reg. Moenie dat 
satan n sluier oor julle oe trek! Die eindtyd is hier en RSA is God 
se land. Sy Bloed is ons "vaccine" God sal Sy volk beskerm. As die 
mensdom begin om die antwoorde en oplossings by God te soek 
dink net hoe amazing goed dit met RSA sal gaan! Ons sal 
uitstaan as die wonderwerk!!! Chris7ne 

2021-01-15 
22:52:45

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

To start with, they talk about us South Africans as  if we are a lot 
of animals, "herd" is a word describing a lot of cows, goats etc. 
But get mad when they are called monkeys, go figure. 
Maybe the goverment are in a higher class then all of us people 
paying their salaries, puing food on their tables with the tax we 
pay,. The solu7on is easy, the ANC  and their members always 
demand everything, always want to be first when something is 
being given, well here are there 7me to grab, to be first, go and 
get vaccinated, be fore runners, be examples for the rest you so 
dearly want to oppress. And please, take your racist crea7on 
Julius Malema and the whole eliterate EFF with you to get 
vaccinated,. While the goverment are trying to do popula7on 
control, begin with sterilizing all EFF and ANC members geing 
the vaccine, it will prevent any thing like this in the future. You 
most probably wonder about all I've said here, how can i say you 
are busy with popula7on control, take a look at the KZN figures, 
merraculously down by thousands, either someone can't count, 
or you slipped in your plan to drive fear into us, I believe it is the 
laper. But hey, im just a tax paying person, what do i know. This 
is my opinion and im glad you changed the freedom of speech 
law so i can say whatever i want to whom ever i want. This was 
taught to us by none other than your nemesis Julias Malema, or 
is he the ANC and EFF herd leader?  I want to leave  something 
for every person who decides to get vaccinated, "i hope when 
you die,  you go to hell and satan s7cks a needle in your eye"  
Kind of harsh, 
 you decide............ Audie 

2021-01-15 
17:51:19

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Our most important people is the country leaders, they MUST 
receive the vaccine first to see if it works.  The ruling party MUST 
be next to follow.  Not to upset the EFF, they can receive the 
vaccine in parallel. E7enne

Eastern Cape 10
2021-01-26 
20:35:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Shove the vaccine and your New world order Maria

2021-01-26 
17:19:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

This stuff has not been proven,  plus it is just a money making 
racket.  
The kick backs given only enriches the people in control.  

Joseph

2021-01-21 
13:00:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

All of the above. Why a vaccine for an illness with 98% survival 
rate!!! Stop trying to make people more I'll. I say NO to 
mandatory vaccina7ons in any and all forms. Colepe 

2021-01-19 
09:11:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I will not be taking it bcos . I  don't believe it good for me .I  wish 
people in parliament would be the first one to get it and their 
families.  

And leave our health workers alone should they die bcos of the 
vaccine who would help us. 

Sa government are too forward  to implement it as if their paid 
to do so.Can we not test it ourselves before we put on our 
people. Why do we take everything that given to us by the 
western as a Gospel. 

We need to prove that it is safe for us first b4 given to our 
people. Windy

2021-01-18 
10:24:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not trust a vaccine that has not been thoroughly tested, it 
takes 7 to 10 years to produce a vaccine that has been rela7vely 
well tested.  It has been said that neither the FDA nor the CDC 
have been able to isolate the Covid19 virus therefore how is it 
possible to test for a virus that has not been isolated?  I am also 
concerned with a vaccine that they want to make mandatory.  I 
must be given the choice as it is my body.  If others are happy to 
be vaccinated what does it maper if I am not?  They should  not 
be at risk if the vaccine is 100% safe and if the vaccine is not 100 
% safe then how dare you ask people to forgo on their rights to 
protect themselves. Celeste
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2021-01-18 
10:24:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I do not trust a vaccine that has not been thoroughly tested, it 
takes 7 to 10 years to produce a vaccine that has been rela7vely 
well tested.  It has been said that neither the FDA nor the CDC 
have been able to isolate the Covid19 virus therefore how is it 
possible to test for a virus that has not been isolated?  I am also 
concerned with a vaccine that they want to make mandatory.  I 
must be given the choice as it is my body.  If others are happy to 
be vaccinated what does it maper if I am not?  They should  not 
be at risk if the vaccine is 100% safe and if the vaccine is not 100 
% safe then how dare you ask people to forgo on their rights to 
protect themselves. Celeste

2021-01-18 
10:21:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Other vaccines have taken years and tes7ng has been done. We 
as a family will not be having the vaccine. It's just a money 
making scandal for government.... Who needs the vaccine when 
ivermec7n is working. Bronwyn 

2021-01-18 
08:18:24

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

My concern is that the government couldn't provide a vaccine 
for HIV for over 40 years now but they can provide a vaccine for 
corona virus in less than a year......how is that possible?....... Mxolisi 

2021-01-18 
06:52:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Un7l there is a vaccine for Cancer, HIV Aids, diabetes, TB, 
malaria, swine flu or any other diseases that may cause harm, I 
refuse to take the vaccine for Covid-19. 
The rich and powerful are in control of humanity, they should be 
held accountable for their ac7ons, this is mass murder of the 
human popula7on. To top it of the people who are in control of 
the world and all the powers that be, are aged wealthy power 
hungry people who don't have much longer on earth yet they 
making rash decisions about the future of the world. 

Neil

2021-01-15 
16:19:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Vaccines are inherently unsafe and regardless of what is spewed 
they are not safe as there is no clinical trial which proves that 
vaccines are safe.  They cause inflamma7on in the body and the 
long term effects are con7nuously being seen.  We should be 
concentra7ng on our health on long term basis and not 
pharmaceu7cals which only have profit as  a mo7ve.  Everyone 
has a right to medical freedom and I do not want any vaccine 
forced on me   Barbara

North West 8

2021-01-23 
09:14:19

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

My concern is simple, the vaccine is not tested, how do you 
inoculate a "herd" if you have not tested it locally. 

inoculate a 1000 volunteers, give them permission to roam 
freely, without a mask, without sani7sing, with no social 
distance restric7ons, and test them daily for covid 19. If more 
than 67% of them stays un infected, the vaccine works. if more 
than 67% stays uninfected, the vaccine works very well. If the 
rate is more than the current percentage of  the documented 
infec7on rate in SA , the vaccine is contribu7ng to the problem. 
The main concern however is, who can we trust to administer 
this "test" without corrup7ng the outcome. The problem is that 
there is a perceived suspicion amongst concerned ci7zens that 
the vaccine is administered worldwide for reasons other than 
what is communicated. How can any person in his right mind, 
allow any organisa7on whether it be government or a higher 
interna7onal power, to inject a foreign substance into his healthy 
body? and that, mandatory? 
No, we need a panel of qualified local scien7st, bio engineers 
and pharmacist, including doctors, to explain to the na7on on all 
media pla{orms, what is in the vaccine, show it to us, the actual 
liquid, show us under a microscope, and iden7fy what we see, 
promise us with your hand on the bible, or swear on your 
children's life, that the vaccine is good, innocent and contains 
nothing else, than what is necessary to fight the covid virus. 
Maybe then, we will trust it somewhat, but do not force us to 
take it without tes7ng it, showing us that it works, without 
showing us there is no side effects and that those who took it, 
are healthy and uninfected. Lourens

2021-01-22 
11:18:08

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

It is not good for the health of our people it change the DNA and 
it kills also. We don't want your vaccine. Passion

2021-01-20 
13:46:44

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

 1These vaccines was never properly tested 
2 the fact that goverments want to make it compulsory 
3 the role being played by unelected people like Bill Gates and 
Klaus Schwab 
4 The absolute corrup7on that we saw with the so called Covid 
relief fund ,our goverment can not be trusted ,how can anybody 
trust them now in light of the above men7oned as weel? willem

2021-01-18 
08:00:50

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

I NOT SUPPORT A VACCINE THAT HAS NOT BEEN 
MANUFACTURED BY US. UNTIL WHEN WILL WE ACCEPT 
POISIONOUS MEDICINES FROM THE WEST??? IT'S ENOUGH 
NOW!!! THERE IS NO EFFICACY WHEN IT COMES TO THIS 
VACCINE THEREFORE WE ARE NOT GOING TO BE GUINEA PIGS 
FOR THE WEST AND EUROPE ANY LONGER! I SAY TO HELL WITH 
THEIR VACCINES!!! CAN THEY JUST LEAVE US ALONE NOW! 
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!! Mpho

2021-01-17 
23:51:57

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner other The COVID-19 survival rate is beper than that of the vaccine. Jean

2021-01-17 
08:45:35

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The way this vaccine is in the rush amer injec7ng 20 million 
people in south africa months later the side effects will be 
apacking people and people will start dying and the government 
will say sorry fellow South africans we didnt see that the 
vaccines is damaging something something in our brain or lungs, 
vaccine before it pass it have to kill first. There was never a 
vaccine that has solved a problem for the first 7me that is why 
the is know vaccine for HIV/AIDS and cancer. Brian

2021-01-16 
14:53:31

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner other Friedbert
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2021-01-15 
17:02:13

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Hierdie is n verskuilde agenda!!! Van die begin af het Bill Gates 
(bv) WAT NIKS weet vd mediese veld so gehammer op VACCINE--
Die sg. VACCINE IS NIE EERS OP DIERE GETOETS SOOS DIT 
HOORT NIE--Die GELDMAG is in beheer en wil ALMAL DWING 
OM DIE vaccines te neem----Ons weet hulle is vd duiwel--Net 
soos meeste in ONS regering--Hoekom gebruik hulle nie eers vir 
CR en sy cabinet as proe�onyne nie----Ek maak eerder oorlog--
alvorens ek die LUCIFER-VACCINE --SAL NEEM ---Moenie vergeet 
om vir Julius en die EFF BAIE vaccine te gee nie --Hoekom is daar 
nie toetse gedoen om iets oral te kry vir genesing--soos bv. 
Tamiflu vir varkgriep???Nee sommer REGUIT VACCINE?? Hulle 
wil die bevolking verminder!!!! Gert

Limpopo 5
2021-01-19 
08:54:09 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner other No, no no Ockert

2021-01-19 
07:44:02 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

Dear South Africa 
The vaccine, costs taxpayers to start with. Who funds it if not the 
Government? Or who are we endeb7ng ourselves to? 

Africa has had many pandemics before the arrival of the seplers. 
They defeated them. With what? Natural herbs, etc. Madagascar 
has used that which their grandparents and ancestors used and 
got posi7ve results. Yet since it's from Africa, no white man will 
accept it.  
As Africans, we have forsaken the ways of our forebears and 
have become the laughing stock of all na7ons. We have 
minerals, yet we remain poor. We have the cure but we want the 
East and the West to tell us if it's working, yet since the dawn of 
7me it's been working. 
South Africa Wake Up! Thulani

2021-01-17 
17:38:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner other I need to first consult with my boss Jesus Derrick

2021-01-17 
10:50:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner other A

2021-01-15 
15:28:15 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner other

The planned roll-out of the Covid vaccine, is just one part of 
what should concern any logical thinking South African.  

Although I have no  proof due to a lack of meaningfull access to 
informa7on and sta7s7cs, I fear that much of the so-called facts 
surrounding the virus, its spread and mortality rate, is 
manufactured by people with a "big-picture" agenda. Allow me 
to explain my view. 

It is a well established fact that a large por7on of our country's 
leadership is corrupt, and is only focussed on personal gain, and 
not the good of the country and its populace. Time and again it 
has been brought to light how far and deep the cancer goes, but 
uwt very liple.of substance ever results from such illumina7on. 
The bery large grant our country received as Covid ais is another 
point in fact. Reports abound of how liple of that money was 
actually u7lised for its intendedmpurpose, and no clear picture 
exists of where that money is now. How far will the usurpers go 
to procure another such a windfall? It is primarily for that reason 
that I am scep7cal about any "informa7on regarding Covid. 

As far as the vaccine goes, we are faced with a supposed cure-
all, and world-wide it is being administered to people with 
seeming gleeful abandon. The concern is that there are 
anolethira off storiea and reports about the side-effects,  in 
some cases even lethal, of this vaccine. How effectuve and 
thorough has tes7ng been, and how far will pharmaceu7cal 
companies turn a blind eye when considering the poten7al 
financial gains to be made by a global roll-out. 

I would rather prac7se dicipline and wisdom, and thereby 
apempt to reamin safe from the virus, IF it isnin fact.all it is 
reported to be. 

Armand
Outside SA 1
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IT'S NOT LOOKING GOOD FOR THE PFIZER QUACKCCINE. ⬇ ⬇ 

FROM THE CDC;  3,150 people vaccinated in ONE DAY are 
"unable to perform normal daily ac7vi7es, unable to work" amer 
vaccina7on.  

This is a massive 2.7% of people who can no longer work amer 
having the Pfizer vaccine.  
hpps://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/mee7ngs/downloads/
slides-2020-12/slides-12-19/05-COVID-CLARK.pdf  

Portuguese health worker, 41, dies two days amer geing the 
Pfizer covid vaccine as her father says he 'wants answers' 
hpps://trib.al/eEWi66p  

Mexican doctor hospitalized amer receiving COVID-19 vaccine 
hpps://www.reuters.com/ar7cle/health-coronavirus-mexico-
vaccines-idUSKBN2970H3 

Hundreds of Israelis get infected with Covid-19 amer receiving 
Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine. 
hpps://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccina7on-
coronavirus-pfizer/  

Wife of 'perfectly healthy' Miami doctor, 56, who died of a blood 
disorder 16 days amer geing Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine is certain it 
was triggered by the jab, as drug giant inves7gates first death 
with a suspected link to shot. 
hpps://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/ar7cle-9119431/Miami-
doctor-58-dies-three-weeks-receiving-Pfizer-Covid-19-
vaccine.html  

75-year-old Israeli man dies 2 hours amer geing Covid-19 
vaccine. 
hpps://www.israelna7onalnews.com/News/News.aspx/293865  

Death of Swiss man amer Pfizer vaccine. 
hpps://www.reuters.com/ar7cle/us-health-coronavirus-swiss-
death-idUSKBN29413Y  

88-year-old collapses and dies several hours amer being 
vaccinated. 
hpps://www.israelna7onalnews.com/News/News.aspx/293952  

Thousands nega7vely affected amer geing Covid-19 vaccine. 
hpps://m.theepoch7mes.com/thousands-nega7vely-affected-
amer-geing-covid-19-vaccine_3625914.html  

Hospital worker with no prior allergies in intensive care with 
severe reac7on amer Pfizer Covid vaccine. 
hpps://metro.co.uk/2020/12/16/hospital-worker-in-intensive-
care-amer-suffering-severe-allergic-reac7on-to-covid-
vaccine-13763695/  

4 volunteers develop FACIAL PARALYSIS amer taking Pfizer 
Covid-19 jab, promp7ng FDA to recommend ‘surveillance for 
cases’. 
hpps://www.rt.com/usa/509081-pfizer-vaccine-fda-bells-palsy-
covid/  

Inves7ga7on launched as 2 people die in Norway nursing home 
days amer receiving Pfizer’s Covid-19 vaccine. 
hpps://www.rt.com/news/511623-norway-covid19-vaccine-
deaths/ 

Hundreds Sent to Emergency Room Amer Geing COVID-19 
Vaccines 
hpps://m.theepoch7mes.com/hundreds-sent-to-emergency-
room-amer-geing-covid-19-vaccines_3644148.html 

U.S. officials report more severe allergic reac7ons to COVID-19 
vaccines. 
hpps://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/ar7cle/
amp/idUSKBN29B2GS  

NHS told not to give Covid vaccine to those with history of 
allergic reac7ons. 
hpps://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/world/
2020/dec/09/pfizer-covid-vaccine-nhs-extreme-allergy-sufferers-
regulators-reac7on 

COVID-19: Single vaccine dose leads to 'greater risk' from new 
coronavirus variants, South African experts warn 
news.sky.com/story/amp/covid-19-single-vaccine-dose-leads-to-
greater-risk-from-new-coronavirus-variants-south-african-
experts-warn-12180837  

CDC reveals at least 21 Americans have suffered life threatening 
allergic reac7ons to Pfizer's COVID vaccine 
www.dailymail.co.uk/health/ar7cle-9119029/amp/At-21-
Americans-life-threatening-anaphylaxis-receiving-Pfizers-
vaccine-CDC-reveals.html  

Woman experiences side effects of COVID-19 vaccine 
www.everythinglubbock.com/news/local-news/woman-
experiences-side-effects-of-covid-19-vaccine/amp/  
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employed individual 518
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 56

2021-02-20 
13:41:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccines aren’t tested properly.  They’re already proving to 
be ineffec7ve so as the virus mutates, as they do, the vaccine 
will be more pointless.  

There are proving to be numerous cures for covid but s7ll the 
vaccine is pushed. Why doesn’t government supply the 
popula7on with vitamin c, zinc and ivermec7n as preventa7ves?  

The vaccines are showing to cause horrific side effects in a great 
number of people, the manufacturers will not be held liable so 
who will pay for those people’s treatment or to live if they are 
then unable to work? Government will steal any money reserved 
for it, that’s if they even provide a fund for it.  

People should be given proper informed consent and whether 
they choose to be vaccinated should be up to them with no 
condi7ons apached. People should be made aware of the 
ingredients and the true risks associated with them.  Erin

2021-02-01 
13:25:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

my concern is all of the above, i don't think enough research was 
done in order to roll out any vaccine & i would like to know how 
do they know what is required in the vaccine if no autopsies 
were done to establish exactly what people are dying from.  
People are dying with covid not from covid.  if a person is 
diagnosed with covid they geing treated for covid yet they 
dying from comorbidi7es and from being treated for covid and 
not their commorbidi7es or other pathogens that could have 
affected them that are in the environment, besides if the virus is 
so called muta7ng then the vaccine would be ineffec7ve anyway. 
based on evidence or lack thereof i don't think there is any real 
threat from covid, there might be other pathogens that are more 
of a threat than covid. 
i don't believe a health pass will be effec7ve especially since the 
tests are not accurate & give false posi7ves/nega7ves, but even 
if the tests were accurate people have a right to keep their 
personal health status to themselves 
i don't believe any vaccine or health pass should be mandatory 
people have a right to freedom of choice 

trudy

2021-01-24 
10:45:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine is not yet fully proven, with strains changing 
frequently.  The Health Ministry has already abused 
interna7onal funds so why would one have the confidence to let 
them manage this. I feel it should be a personal choice and 
should rather be managed by medical aids thru their exper7se 
and cost control. Those without medical aid unfortunately must 
rely on government and Health Ministry assistance, that is if 
they are not corrup7bly bankrupt already. Jean-Pierre

2021-01-23 
07:05:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

if they do not have vaccines for all the prior covid viruses, how 
now suddenly do they have for this one being the "MOST" 
dangerous of all the version,  
also as an epidemic, the cost for any medica7on should be 
carried by die government, paid with our tax money, WHICH 
THEY POCKET FOR THEIR LUXERIES,  
to make it also mandatory and all the other nonsense is again 
human rights as well as personas privacy and freedom as they 
want to "track" you. THAT IS ILLEGAL!, 
We are being force into being ruled by a "force" in the world that 
is looking to  make us mindless puppets, 
this is not freedom, this is not living, 
why haven't any one see or heard of actual proof that 
government officials taken the "so called" vaccine? the general 
popula7on is being used as "test bunnies", this virus is s7ll a way 
implemented by ALL the world governments with the World 
Health to reduce the world popula7on as it cannot be sustained 
as well as they is no more actual economical growth. we are 
they only species on this world that does not have a natural 
predator to keep our numbers in checked with the rest of 
nature, so we need to be our own, Jacques

2021-01-22 
20:47:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Personally I don't believe there is a virus at all it's a money 
making racket to control the world. I don't want the vaccine at 
all. Open up the country take the useless masks away and let 
people earn a living.  This is all a power play and we sick of the 
lies.  Also strange how TB, cancer and aids have all vanished ....... 
Why was the country not shut down with swine flu? Freya

2021-01-22 
19:31:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Not convinced this vaccine has been researched and tested long 
enough. Not a fan of annual flu jabs to begin with. My children 
will not get this vaccine. Am willing to remove them from school 
if need be. My job will probably be an issue too if they want 
office staff to vaccinate. Tamryn
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2021-01-22 
10:57:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concern is that the government has not provided any 
descrip7on or details on what this vaccine is all about, and this 
has raised major suspicion towards the government being 
involved in corrup7on once again. Do you just expect everyone 
to get vaccinated and not ask ques7ons? We don't know any 
details of this vaccine, and from the rumors going around, this is 
definitely not a vaccine i recommend taking. How does this 
vaccine benefit us? Will we be able to resume our lives the way 
it used to be before the virus? If not, what's the purpose? The 
governments lack of informa7on on this vaccine has caused us 
to do our own research which has not come up promising.. We 
are not guinea pigs. And for those that do not have virus, why 
should they take the vaccine? There are numerous ar7cles 
online where this vaccine has caused other severe illnesses and i 
for one will not trust this government and take that chance. Ashik

2021-01-21 
19:22:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Louis

2021-01-21 
17:25:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Corrup7on by government officials and poli7cians.   Efficacy of 
vaccines - what guarantees are there that the government 
provided vaccine would not be diluted to make it go 
further????? Sandhya 

2021-01-21 
15:04:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have researched the ingredients in the vaccine and I am not 
happy with a low dose of covid being injected into my blood 
stream. Kerryann

2021-01-21 
13:52:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

amer all the informa7on i have about the vaccine , i don't trust 
anything about it. 

Eochia

2021-01-19 
13:06:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine should be tested on president and his cabinet first. 
Then rolled out essen7al workers. Also the issue of the vaccine 
not to be givine US/EU ci7zens, that need to be clarrified. Sihle

2021-01-19 
12:16:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

1. The vaccine has not undergone sufficient tes7ng.  2.  In the 
last decade, apempts to make Covid type vaccines have failed 
miserably.  3.  The present vaccine is designed to lessen the 
symptoms, NOT prevent the spread of the virus. 3. The 
popula7on should be taught how to improve their immunity 
systems, which would help against many diseases. 4.  Doctors 
worldwide have cured Covid pa7ents with cheap, natural cures, 
such as vitamins C, D, zinc and magnesium, etc, which have no 
bad side effects. 5.  There are several reports worldwide of 
people who have received the current vaccine, subsequently 
becoming ill or even dying.  6.  Neither the vaccine makers, nor 
the people who administer the shots, can be sued for any 
unforeseen side effects which it may cause.   7.  It is illegal and 
immoral to make the vaccine mandatory.  8. The money should 
be spent on improving the economy as otherwise people are 
going to starve to death. Sue

2021-01-19 
11:02:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Lindle

2021-01-19 
10:18:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

What worries me the most is that fact that this virus is man 
maid, and now we also have a vaccine. We have people who 
have created and intern infected us with the virus and now they 
want to give us a vaccine. we have a history of how vaccines 
have devastated communi7es around the world. Case in point 
being the Polio vaccine.  

I do not trust any vaccine. Why is our government not inves7ng 
in researching our Natural herbs which have been used for 
centuries and which have proven to not have any side effects.  
 Bongani

2021-01-19 
09:23:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Who is paying for the vaccine 
How well has it been tested 
Why no cure for cancer, hiv or the common cold, they been 
around for years 
If it does come in, do the poli7cians first 
Where is the money coming from Gilbert

2021-01-19 
08:27:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not support it for the following reasons: 

I do not believe it will be sufficiently effec7ve on a muta7ng 
virus - this will be another economic disaster. 
SA cannot afford it, we are already economically devastated and 
cannot afford to spend more money on a rollout of a vaccine 
which may not be effec7ve.  
There are poten7ally cheaper alterna7ves- Ivermec7n must be 
priori7sed for review in light of the evidence of its reported 
safety for humans and effec7veness against the virus. Ashleigh

2021-01-19 
07:19:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

1. The involvement in the manufacture of these vaccines  of 
people at the Centre of advoca7ng "Depopula7on" 
2. My understanding of the Global White Sulpremacy against the 
Black  people of Africa and the world, whereupon they(Blacks) 
have to receive medica7on from the people who are threatened 
by your majority and other human factors. 
3. China was able to deal with their COVID19 problems without 
these vaccines, why can't we go that route? Linda Mandla

2021-01-18 
22:39:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine is rela7vely untested and should not be manadatory 
as many have experienced severe side effects and even death. Karen

2021-01-18 
22:21:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This is a dangerous untested vaccine. With a 2% fatality rate it is 
also not necessary. 

Medica7on is not one size fits all. 
We are already seeing severe and fatal side effects and you s7ll 
plan to go ahead. 
There are other alterna7ves. 

Nicky
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2021-01-18 
21:58:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

As an individual,  we have the right if freedom  of choice. 
The death rate dies not jus7fy the rollout of a country wide 
vaccine, that has not  followed the requisite  vaccine procedures 
in terms of development, tes7ng, etc. 
Please be sensible about this country wide vaccine roll out. 
There are ulterior mo7ves by people who do not have good 
inten7ons or do not the best interests for 7s South Africans.  
THey are DEVIOUS, AND ITS SI BLATANT Naeem

2021-01-18 
19:37:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Ahmed

2021-01-18 
17:32:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine has not been sufficiently tested for use on South 
Africans. We are a different cultured people with a different 
clima7sed country. If Invermec7m is working, but has been 
removed due to insufficient evidence according to medical 
science, then how is it that the vaccine is suitable for South 
Africans especially considering that we have had different 
strainers of COVID 19 

Rachel 

2021-01-18 
16:27:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine must be local or be tested locally by independent 
scien7sts outside government sector. 
The President must respond to issues raised about this vaccine. 
Some Presidents raise the concerns about it. What makes him so 
certain that it will work perfectly with South Africans? Beauty

2021-01-18 
14:45:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

1. The 7me taken to research this vaccine is too small.  

2. If the vaccine can be researched so quickly- why have we not 
had the HIV vaccine up to this stage? 

4. Why is SA not researching its own vaccine instead of procuring 
it from other countries? 

5. Why is the Remdesivir vaccine must be distributed to African 
countries only? 

3. Our MPs must be the ones that get vaccinated first. Bridget
2021-01-18 
12:31:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Sabelo

2021-01-18 
12:14:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This is a total manipula7on of the world.  So unnecessary and 
shame on the governments, medical professions and poli7cians 
for not telling us the truth for their agendas.   I pray to be 
allowed to make my own choices about what goes into my body 
please.   What if i told you that the best an7- virus is in your 
brain!!! Janet 

2021-01-18 
12:02:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine is s7ll in experimental stages.  If it is made 
mandatory it goes against our  human rights. We must be able to 
decide  for ourselves.  Seeing ivermec7n is a tried & trusted drug 
& it has been proven to be effec7ve. I would definitely rather 
take ivermec7n or hydroxychliroquin. Both drugs  have been 
around for 50 or 60 years.  It's much cheaper as well. Vaccine is 
s7ll in experimental stages. I will not be used as a human guinea 
pig. Ingrid

2021-01-18 
11:23:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Has the vaccine been tested by our own scien7sts to test 
effec7veness and and its safety Nokuthula

2021-01-18 
10:21:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have no confidence in the vaccine's safety nor in it being 'fit for 
use'.  The short 7me  in which this vaccine has been  developed 
leads to suspicion over its integrity.  In addi7on the government 
has a track record of corrup7on and being ineffec7ve in their 
role.  The product being injected could well be a different 
product (swapped by unscrupulous government officials) last but 
not least I had a yellow fever vaccine in January 2020 and was 
incredibly ill for 10 days amerwards this together with the above 
is why I won't have the vaccine, nor will I encourage others to 
have it either.  Alexandra

2021-01-18 
10:00:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Why must the Vaccine be given to Africa first? Not other 
countries mzokhona

2021-01-18 
09:49:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Firstly I don't trust our government & secondly if there was a 
deadly virus I don't thing WHO would've helped  black people. 
This is a set up, I have no doubt these criminals are up to 
something & it won't end well for us if we take this poison. Msizi

2021-01-18 
06:27:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This jab is NOT a vaccine in the true sense of the word. Since it is 
mRNA. I believe it is made by companies who do not create 
vaccines but rather gene therapies for cancer pa7ents. This jab 
will cause death and illness for years to come, exacerba7ng the 
severe issues we are facing around the world. I will never take 
the jab! Tavia 

2021-01-17 
21:09:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

We as south africans we need not any vaccine from western 
countries  
We do have our own doctors and scien7sts to help us towards 
this evil  thing know as corona 
It has been said said loud and clearly so by these european 
countries that they want to kill 3 billion people more especially 
in africa and they have already discussed and agreed to certain 
african individuals to say this process must go on 
They simple saying africa is poor 

Bloodshit these stupid western people !!! 
Talking nonsense  
Africa is far much richer than more other con7nents  
Why not killing their own if they see that they are over 
popula7on  
Why Africa 
They must go to hell Man do
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2021-01-17 
19:29:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have various concerns. 
Mandatory vaccina7on being one as it detracts from people's  of 
religion. 
In addi7on to this vaccina7ons are being approved and issued 
without proper trials. 
The side effects posted on various media is horrific to say the 
least. 
I also have a problem with it being rolled out to health care 
workers first- HOW ON EARTH do governments pose to put their 
front line fighters at further risk by giving them vaccina7ons that 
does not have adequate trials and data on? 
Why don't the poli7cians take the vaccina7ons first? 
It would also be interes7ng to see who will be gaining financially 
from any vaccina7on deals that has been signed..... 

South Africa is in a big enough mess- what strain will the 
collapsing economy and healthcare system be under should the 
vaccines have a more nega7ve impact than the virus... and yes 
you may say  
" But we dont know that for sure"...and that is just my point-we 
dont know that for sure as there is not enough data! 

MICHELLE
2021-01-17 
19:12:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Lynepe 

2021-01-17 
16:07:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I know that people and children take vaccines to protect 
themselves from viruses and other illnesses but as a Chris7an I 
am against this vaccine. I am not in agreement as this pandemic 
was spoken about in the Bible and upon further inves7ga7on, I 
have now realized that it is also part of the depopula7on 
program that aids the one world order. I am disgusted at our 
president to even allow it to be said that the vaccine will be 
rolled out to schools, health care workers and essen7al people in 
our country. If the Zambian president is saying no to it, why is 
our president saying yes. How much in debt is our country due 
to corrup7on that our president will allow his fellow south 
Africans to be used as guinea pigs. Amer all the money he 
receives from them to be stolen again by his very own cabinet. Pam

2021-01-17 
08:55:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

there is no way this vaccine could have been thoroughly tested 
in less than one year .  
This is not something that can be taken lightly with governments 
reques7ng us to take something that hasn't been proven safe for 
humans.  

With all the specula7ons and distrust in the governments of the 
world, ill s7ck to what I know. Byron

2021-01-17 
08:37:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vacines generally take 5 to 10 years begire it is released for 
general use. There has been no tes7ng on the vaccine to  aee if 
there are any effects on people using other medica7ons from as 
simple as cold and flu medica7on to blood pressure, cholesterol 
etc.   only 7me vaccines get rolled out untested if the mortality 
rate of the disease is 90% or higher i.e. Ebola. At current 
mortality rates there needs to be more tea7ng else the “cure” 
could turn out to be more leathal than the desease. Anton

2021-01-17 
07:10:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other My concerns are all of the above and more Linda

2021-01-17 
03:08:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not trust anyone with my life except God Almighty. I have 
heard and seen enough in order for me not to believe the 
decep7on surrounding this en7re pandemic and how the 
government is going against our human right to take alternate 
medica7on instead. 

Salo

2021-01-16 
19:14:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This government is not transparent with vaccine. Too many 
stories out there which makes us not to trust this vaccine. We 
need a government that will put people first in everything. We 
wasted our 7me with lockdowns and now people are 
unemployed and too much wrongs than right in our government 
and country.  The parliamentarians must take it first to prove 
that it is effec7ve and safe for the people. Mondli

2021-01-16 
18:52:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccine must be approved by our own doctors  , we have 
brilliant scien7sts who can make South African vaccine not from 
other countries.... why are we wais7ng money when we have 
our own scien7sts. Sizakele 

2021-01-16 
13:24:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Mina ngyagquma angfune vaccine lana l Senzosenkosi

2021-01-16 
13:12:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concern is the amer effects I've seen horrific cases. Who will 
help you and to whose cost. It's against my belief as well. SA 
government will cause further corrup7on with funds received 
from the vaccina7on and that's why they won't allow  allow 
private concerns to bring it in. Patricia
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2021-01-16 
12:42:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Let's  start by being honest. 
This is NOT a vaccine, either in func7on or legal defini7on. 
It is an mRNA package "designed to s7mulate the human cell 
into becoming a pathogen creator " (refer to Dr David Mar7n, 
Associate interna7onal director (Americas) of the Royal College 
of Physicians. - Dr Mar7n provides insight into the COVID-19 
pandemic) 
It is NOT safety tested, cannot guarantee immunity, reduce 
transmission or do ANYTHING beneficial in fact. 
The following statement made by Robert F Kennedy Jr during an 
interview about the Covid 19 vaccine is important : "Mass 
mandatory injec7on goes against numerous trea7es and 
universally accepted ethical statements like the Siracusa 
Principles, the Nuremberg Charter, and the United Na7ons 
Charter, which state that no government has a right to force 
ci7zens to take medicines against their will. One would assume 
that this would apply doubly to ci7zens who are otherwise 
completely healthy and at liple risk for infec7on." 

Any government manda7ng injec7on/innocula7on  or 
threatening to exclude non-injected people from certain 
ac7vi7es or areas or financial benefits or banning them from 
travelling, is following some other nefarious agenda not related 
to preserving life and good health in any way. 
Numerous reports about the adverse effects of this "vaccine" are 
being seen, but then censored by the Big Tech Giants and 
removed from their pla{orms 
The people driving this "vaccine" do not want the general 
popula7on to know about this. 

Why is the SA Government banning the use of IVERMECTIN 
(which has been around for decades) as a TREATMENT, ci7ng 
insufficient tes7ng, yet Govt is forging ahead with the rollout of 
a poten7ally lethal UNTESTED new substance, being disguised as 
a vaccine ? 

The SA Government must make a clear, unambiguous 
commitment that they will TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY for any 
adverse effects, and not provide immunity to the Big Pharma 
companies rushing through the produc7on of the "vaccine". 
Anybody choosing NOT to be part of this massive experiment 
must NOT be discriminated against or criminalised.  
A comprehensive list of every ingredient in the syringe, and its 
specific purpose must be published. 
Samples must be made available to private organisa7ons to send 
for laboratory tes7ng. 
Credible LONGTERM Safety Tes7ng results must be published for 
all to see before deciding whether to be innoculated. 
In 5 years 7me, what will be the result of modifying our DNA 
now?  
Nobody can answer that ques7on. 

The South African Government will be commiing a crime 
against humanity if it forces people to take an injec7on of an 
untested  mRNA, hydrogel, nanopar7cle, heavy metal  
concoc7on,  the likes of which has never been used before, and 
is unlike any known vaccine. 
It will modify our gene7c profile permanently. 

I urge our Government to do the right thing, and inves7gate all 
treatment op7ons, some  
of which are commonly used and have been successful. 

Please stop lying about this innocula7on and trying to convince 
people that this is a vaccine, 
Please reset your moral compass, all of you poli7cians driving 
this agenda. 

In addi7on, if a roll-out of this concoc7on goes ahead, the order 
of "vaccina7on" must begin with the President, all Cabinet 
Ministers and Advisers suppor7ng the roll-out, all Members of 
Parliament,  Senior Civil servants and anybody else who 
promotes the roll-out. 
These people must be injected with doses selected randomly 
from batches by independent people, and administered by 
independent medical people, in a public place where we can all 
see them geing the "vaccine". 
Unfortunately my trust in the Government has evaporated into 
thin air, along with the hundreds of billions of stolen rands 
intended for allevia7ng the hardship caused by the lockdowns.  
 Glenda

2021-01-16 
12:21:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

First our scien7st need to test the vaccine f its good for human 
consump7on and the poten7al side effects or damages that it 
can cause to us Siya

2021-01-16 
10:06:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The SA goverment and medical experts have not provided the 
public with proof of vaccine tes7ng more specifically for the new 
strain that is said to be now in SA and  is but only a few months 
old. I do not believe this vaccine has been thoroughly tested, 
given the 7me we've had Covid-19 and the 7me needed to 
normally develop a vaccine.  Ntshabeng

2021-01-16 
09:18:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Use of vaccine to curb individual rights and freedom of choice. 
Both now and in the future. Nigel
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2021-01-16 
08:32:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Please advise the public of the vaccine make_up / compound, 
Ithe public does not know this. I wonder if anyone in SA knows 
this. How can you offer this as a cure when it's not working 
anywhere in the world. Chinese recovered cases of covid-19  
amer six months are now star7ng to display symptoms in Huhan. 
MY AWNSER TO THE ROLLOUT IS AN EMPHATIC NO. Kemraj

2021-01-15 
20:17:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccines take a few years to.develope, I have seen on rhe media 
pla{orms the adverse effects ,as well as listened to Doctors and 
scien7sts who are in this field warning us about the contents I 
don't believe this Vaccine should be forced on any one, and 
especially as the pharmaceu7cal  companies can not be held 
accountable for the horrific side effects. 

Sandra 

2021-01-15 
15:52:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

We should be given the choice to have it or not.  What is the 
point anyway, amer having the vaccina7on you s7ll have to do 
everything as before; wear a mask, social distance and you can 
even get COVID again??!!  So what is the point. Also a vaccine 
that is created so fast and not tested is seriously dangerous. 
Proven is all the people dying or having allergic reac7ons amer 
having it in other countries.   
How do we create a vaccine in a year and we cant even isolate 
this virus?  We have had years to cure cancer and there is s7ll  
NO cure???!! Ashleigh

2021-01-15 
15:08:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Fuck off with your NEW WORLD ORDER CCP !!  

No thank you ... I don’t and won’t be taking the vaccine UNTIL 
ALL OF THE ELITE IN THE WOLRD TAKES IT FIRST  
AND THEIR KIDS TOO ON LIVE TV ...  

I’ll do what trump tells me do ;) Tamzyn

2021-01-15 
14:40:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

At my age I am not happy to accept the vaccine as I am not sure 
of the effects it will have on my system. They say that the SA 
strain of covid is different to the ones overseas and there how 
can the vaccine from there help us. It has not been tested 
enough and to know the side effects. There are just too many 
stories going around, who does one believe. Once I can see the 
effects of it then maybe. I work from home and keep myself 
isolated and do not go out unless necessary as I omen have my 
grand kids and don't want them to pick up anything. Liz

2021-01-15 
14:21:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Once again this government enforces its own mandate as per 
socialist values. There is no democracy and I am certainly not 
going to be a Guinea pig for untested vaccines. Where is my 
freedom of choice based on a democra7c society? Brian

2021-01-15 
13:15:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Nothing has been trialed correctly.  Injec7ng foreign DNA into 
someones body can only mean trouble.  Rather spend the 
billions on upgrading Health Services infrastructure to beper 
deal with the next crisis that comes along. ian

Western Cape 122
2021-02-18 
18:17:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other SHAMEEM

2021-02-15 
22:43:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

First off Covid 19 does not qualify as a pandemic and you know 
it. There isn't and wasn't a pandemic. 

Why does anybody require to be vaccinated against a virus with 
the same Infec7on Fatality Rate as a seasonal flu? The answer is 
that they don't. 

Secondly you do understand that these mRNA "vaccines" are not 
vaccines, and to inject an experimental, rushed therapy into 
people, that has bypassed all the proper safety trials, is to 
perform a medical experiment upon the popula7on. What is 
your mo7ve for doing this? It is definitely not the health of the 
people of South Africa.  

To coerce people to par7cipate in a medical experiment is a 
viola7on of the Nuremberg code, and brings with it penal7es of 
war crimes,  and crimes against humanity.  

You have been warned. Niall

2021-02-14 
21:52:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

M-RNA 
Luciferace 

Linzy 
2021-01-31 
15:21:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Megan 

2021-01-29 
15:46:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

So far we have no guarantee that the vaccine is going to work or 
that it is safe. I say let the government ministers  and the 
president trial it first, NOT THE PEOPLE THAT REALLY MATTER i.e 
hospital staff . The country can definitely afford to lose some of 
the ministers because they suck the life right out of our country. 
But we cannot do without the medical angels. 

Lets get real, if the government survive without extreme side 
effects, the vaccine may be worth a try! Renee
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2021-01-27 
12:09:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

In a democracy it is every ci7zens right to refuse or accept 
treatment. Those who want to use any vaccine should pay for 
same from their own pocket, because cancer pa7ents and those 
with cardio vascular diseases are not sponsered for chemo 
theraphy etc. 

If this vaccine is any good, then those who take it should not be 
afraid of those who did not take it, because then those who took 
it should then be immune to the so called virus 

Alterna7ve medica7on and treatment must also be allowed in a 
democracy for the benefit of human rights. 

Tax money must rather be spent on economical development, 
combat of crime, poverty, unemployment and corrup7on.  

A vaccine has no use for people who starve from hunger, crime, 
no shelter etc. 

Maslow theory have a hierarchy of needs of which the 1st is 
food, cloths and shelter. Only there amer comes the other needs. Francois

2021-01-26 
06:20:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Main consern is that the oxford astra genca is said to use GMO 
to perminantly alter dna. Furthermore it is said to interfere with 
the reproduc7on system. The lining of the uterus which can 
Deeply effect our popula7on causing major fer7lity problems.  
Independant studies and tests are Needed to test this 
hypothesis before rolling this out to our people.  

Vaccines should always be a last resort,  medicines such as 
Ivomec7ne, hydrochloriquine(wildeals /artemesia afra) are 
proven alterna7ve.  

These vaccines contain aborted fetal cell, this is human sacrifice, 
i do not consent.  

Mrna vaccine is using new technology which has bypassed key 
tes7ng stages, as the stance with ivomec7n needs new tes7ng 
deem safe even though it has cured many people and has been 
used safely for many years and has a good track record.  I ask 
that South Africa  be pa7ent with a vaccine and wait 10 years for  
thorough tes7ng and evidence of the long term effect of this 
interven7on.   
We need to believe in our doctors whom have requested 
Ivomec7ne and have been declined.  

There is enough evidence and need for concern with the mrna 
and oxford astra zenica vaccine to be considered unsafe. All 
involved in pushing this need to be tried for treason and murder.  
Should this be rolled out without proper and unbiased 
inves7ga7on and without liability to the supplier it must be 
treated as dangerous. Tracey
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2021-01-25 
10:35:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The way the world responds to COVID-19 is dispropor7onal to 
the actual threat. 
Given all (growing) cri7cal opinions of hundreds of renown 
health and legal experts, researchers, health organisa7ons, etc., 
which are uncondi7onally censored, one HAS TO ask/allow the 
ques7on whether this is a "pandemic" or poli7cally and 
economically mo7vated "plandemic" (hpps://off-guardian.org/
2021/01/21/watch-the-new-normal/).  Lately even mainstream 
media, which for months has fuelled the fear seeding strategy  
of government poli7cians around the world, join the cri7cal 
discourse and seem to wake up, amer professionals trying to 
being this to the public's apen7on since April/May 2020. 

On the vaccine itself logical thinking should tell us that it is 
virtually impossible to circumvent all cau7on and trial protocols 
in the apempt to develop a vaccine in a 7me frame which the 
world has never seen before and that a so called "emergency 
approval" of vaccines can by no means heal these concerns. 
Plenty vaccina7on related "problem cases" around the world 
from mild to severe side effects and even deaths are tes7mony 
of these concerns and need proper inves7ga7on before 
vaccina7ng humans with this "new" vaccina7on. 

Ul7mately, it is every humans own right to decide wether one 
wants to take the shot or not and at all cost it needs to be 
avoided to further separate our socie7es by classifying people 
into "vaccinated" and "non-vaccinated" people with more or less 
rights. 

Equality, freedom of speech, freedom of movement, freedom of 
physical integrity, and many more human and cons7tu7onal 
rights of >99,25% of all humans are severely violated by 
governments around the world to combat a threat which effects 
(even that is in ques7on) about <0,75% of the global popula7on! 

I do not advocate that there is NO THREAT at all but based on 
plenty circumstan7al and tes7monial evidence sincerely 
ques7on: 

1. How dangerous and new is the threat? 
2. How accurate is the PCR test? 
3. Can a PCR test for an ac7ve infec7on? 
4. How high is the false posi7ve rate of an PCR test? 
5.  Can asymptoma7c (healthy) people transmit the virus? 
6. Are lockdowns with all collateral damages the best way to 
respond to the threat? 
7. Should one not focus on protec7ng the risk groups ( <0,75% of 
the popula7on) and let the rest of the people con7nue their 
normal life (>99,25%) with liple or no impact on world 
economies. 

There is so much to say about this important issue and I really 
hope cri7cs of the "plandemic response" will soon be heard. 

A VACCINATION AND/OR A TEST WHEN NOT FEELING ILL IS 100% 
NO OPTION FOR ME! Cai
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2021-01-23 
19:38:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have mul7ple concerns regarding this vaccine: 
1. The clinical trials in progress are not yet complete - there are 
no long term data.  No one really knows how safe or efficacious 
they are.  Vaccine development usually takes up to 10 years - it is 
not possible to know for sure how safe these vaccines are based 
on the very limited data currently available. 
2. Some of these vaccines are using technology that could have a 
major impact on our innate immune systems and they have not 
been fully tested.  This is very concerning to me. 
3. People need to understand that there are NO FDA approved 
vaccines.  Authoriza7on for emergency use DOES NOT  = 
approval.  This means that these vaccines are s7ll experimental 
(un7l approved) and that everyone who gets it is actually a 
research par7cipant.  However I do not see proper informed 
consent taking place and proper safety monitoring taking place.   
4. If we are forced to take these vaccines without proper 
informed consent (as these vaccines are not approved and 
therefore experimental) the authori7es will be in viola7on of the 
Nuremburg Code.  I don't see any authori7es taking cognizance 
of this. 
5. There are other treatment op7ons, such as Ivermec7n, 
however the vaccine developers are too invested in the vaccines 
to allocate any funding for research on these other drugs as it is 
not as lucra7ve.  One of the condi7ons of emergency use 
authorisa7on of the vaccines is that there are no other 
treatment op7ons available.  If Ivermec7n was approved for 
Covid-19 there would be no need for the emergency use .  This is 
coercive and devious and not in the best interest of the 
popula7on.  It is clearly more about the money than about 
saving lives. 
6. There are daily accounts of people experiencing adverse 
reac7ons shortly amer receiving the vaccine, yet big pharma are 
trying to brush this aside as coincidence - this is not acceptable.  
How is it that when a frail elderly person dies from covid-19, 
"every death is one too many" however when they die amer 
receiving the vaccine it is acceptable because they were old and 
frail.  This hypocrisy is blatant and makes it clear that there is an 
alterna7ve narra7ve and agenda that is being foisted upon us.   
I am NOT A VACCINE DENIALIST however I am absolutely an7 the 
covid vaccines for the reasons I have stated. 
As a society we have to find our moral compass as it has clearly 
been lost in this pandemic. Telsa

2021-01-23 
10:31:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I will not be manipulated or managed by the world order or 
goverment. God gave me this body and it will stay as it is. My 
temple. The mark of the beast will not be part of me. I'm a 
Chris7an and will die as one. I have the right to reject stuff like 
the vaccine. I will not be part of the so called herd or genuine 
piggs Daleen

2021-01-22 
23:09:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concern is with all of the above, anything related to the 
vaccine. 
The vaccine is EXPERIMENTAL and nobody knows the effects it 
will have on people. This vaccine has not effec7vely been tested 
like on animals. From past experience we’ve learnt that vaccines 
have taken years to develop not months. 
The fear that is falsely created is unjust, our death rates don’t 
outweigh last year’s and covid isn’t the main cause of deaths in 
SA. By crea7ng fear people are manipulated in thinking  they 
need the vaccine or eventually the vaccine will be forced on the 
popula7on, of which are an infringement on the human rights of 
the South African ci7zens. 
The government can rather use their resources to beper the 
health care system in South Africa rather than spending money 
on another thing which creates room for corrup7on. Take 
liability places an even greater burden on our economy at the 
expense of the Taxpayer. 

Arno 
2021-01-22 
17:46:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Possible long term side effects  AJ

2021-01-22 
16:19:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Godfrey

2021-01-22 
11:35:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Catherine

2021-01-22 
10:56:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't knw if the plan for the vaccine is to Make things worse 
than they r im nt sure if i was made to kill the people as the said 
it must start in africa because we r useless for me im not going 
to take it... Noxolo

2021-01-22 
00:15:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the aforemen7oned points are ques7onable, impedes our 
democra7c right, scien7fically UNTESTED (on animals) therefore 
WE humans become the guinneapigs, too many false 
vaccina7ons eg Fauchi, premier of Queensland, how many have 
died from the vaccine etc etc... Jankel

2021-01-21 
17:03:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other kelly

2021-01-21 
15:22:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I think,Pres.Ramaphosa must inject himself and his cabinet live 
on television,so that the people of this country can see. 
Nobody is going to force me to take the vaccine because this is 
my body and my democra7c right to refuse,because i am 
nobodies lab-rat .I belong to GOD the ALMIGHTY and HE shall 
look amer me because HE is THE DOER and nobody else,not the 
President nor the Corrupt ANC.Let they give injec7ons to their 
own people. Y

2021-01-21 
13:31:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Vaccine  not tested and people dying all over the world from it. Jaco
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2021-01-21 
11:26:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I'm not gonna take any sort of vaccine no thank you. Not me not 
my family. We have the life of Christ in us ! I'm not gonna take 
the mark of the beast, that's what they trying to do. The Bible 
warn us about this 7me. 
So  no thank you. Nickey

2021-01-21 
08:24:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The cost to tax payers 
How effec7ve is the vaccine  
Forcing people to take it when they have a right to refuse 
Government lies of roll out plan  
The tracking system of who takes the vaccine and doesn't is 
invasion of peoples privacy.  

Kristan

2021-01-20 
20:48:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

As yet, we do not know the side effects.... plus, we are geing  a 
cheaper version. What has been  added or lem out? 

Pamela
2021-01-20 
18:16:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't believe the vaccine is to our benefit. It is another means 
of popula7on control Adrie

2021-01-20 
15:30:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There are too many deaths and people becoming total invalids 
amer taking the covid vaccines.  There are many toxins in the 
covid vaccines and also being used in the manufacturing 
process.  There is no guarantee for the vaccine to be effec7ve 
and also the situa7on of claims lodged when the vaccine causes 
severe adverse reac7ons.  I will not take this death shot.  I will 
not allow my family to be destroyed by this extremely toxic 
substance. Mike

2021-01-20 
11:29:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am worried that this vaccine has not been around long enough 
we do not know the long term effects I am also not happy that 
we will be forced into a vaccine that's nobody is even sure it will 
work. I have never even taken the flu shot 

My body my choice Samantha

2021-01-20 
11:09:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

there's no scien7fic proof it works- how did they come up with a 
cure in this short space when  there is s7ll no cure for cancer or 
aids. 
we do not no the conclusive effects of this vaccine. 
I am generally against vaccines Angela

2021-01-20 
10:40:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not believe in the efficacy or safety of the Covid vaccines. 
Contrary to popular belief there are no complete clinical trials to 
date and I consider them unsafe and useless. The best route to 
health is through lifestyle, i.e. plenty of fresh air, exercise, 
sunlight and a healthy diet, and not through pharmaceu7cals. 
South Africa should be using tax money to help the poor with 
sanita7on, food and educa7on. Birgit

2021-01-20 
07:04:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the above.  
Africa is not a con7nent for tes7ng guinea pigs.  
We are human beings and not lab rats.  
This administering of vaccine passports should also be deemed 
as illegal interna7onally. Fayyaaz 

2021-01-20 
02:17:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There are cheap proven cures to COVID. The vaccine has not yet 
had a successful animal trial. Mandatory vaccines are 
uncons7tu7onal as a person has the right to refuse treatment.  
I am a health care worker and have done my homework on this. 
If it is mandatory for health care workers I will exit my 
proffesion! Terrick

2021-01-19 
19:49:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other My concerns are all of the things listed in the above! Yolande
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2021-01-19 
19:26:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the above. 

1) COVID is a virus if we allow everyone in the popula7on to 
contract it and slowly build up the necessary an7-bodies then 
we will naturally combat this virus in the way God and nature 
intended us to which will have far greater benefits in terms of 
for7fying our immune systems and helping us develop immunity 
in the long term. 
2) As a virus it will keep muta7ng as such it is likely that we will 
never eradicate it completely (just as with flu and colds) and we 
cannot possibly generate vaccines fast enough or get vaccinated 
enough to keep comba7ng current mutated strains. In other 
words I can only see that this will be an ongoing and difficult task 
to try an undertake. 
3) The efficacy and safety of these vaccines have not been 
properly established through animal and long-term clinical trials 
and for this reason Pfizer have denounced any legal liability 
should any complica7ons or resul7ng medical issues arise as a 
result of receiving the vaccina7on. That is a BIG RED FLAG if the 
medical companies producing the vaccines are claiming no 
responsibility for future medical issues then that alone tells us 
that we need to very seriously ques7on the safety of these 
vaccines. To expect people to have themselves injected with a 
medical substance with no guarantees on the poten7al side-
effects or even the effec7veness of the vaccine is madness!!!! 
People could poten7ally get more sick from these vaccines than 
from the virus! 
4) Borrowing absurdly large sums of money from World banks 
and COVID funds to fund vaccine roll-outs is also madness. We 
are indeb7ng the country in perpetuity to these large financial 
ins7tu7ons and World Super Powers and will further cripple and 
already fragile South African economy because we will never be 
able to pay these loans off. Which begs the ques7ons 'what 
for?' ... for a vaccine which is poten7ally harmful and poten7ally 
doesn't even work!! 
5) Expec7ng taxpayers to further take the 'knock' when we are 
one of the highest taxed na7ons in the World is brutal. The high 
standard of personal income tax in this country is devasta7ng 
the economy. Ridiculous financial systems have been erected 
and what benefits are the general South African popula7on 
enjoying for it? NOTHING!! Rather take the money and build 
more fully-equipped hospitals with more qualified and 
competent hospital staff, which is what should have been done 
years ago, had these fundamental services and a comprehensive 
medical sector been in place we would certainly be in a beper 
posi7on to cope with the current COVID pandemic. 
5) Some of the ingredients listed for these vaccines seems 
abhorrent and is an affront to many people's moral, ethical and 
religious beliefs and standards. It is uncons7tu7onal to expect 
people whom have any of these issues to take this vaccina7on. 
6) Making vaccines mandatory would be uncons7tu7onal for the 
above reason, no Government/President/Council etc. has the 
right to mandate a vaccine which is poten7ally harmful and 
morally abhorrent! 
7) A Vaccine Passport is also uncons7tu7onal. Limi7ng, 
preven7ng or restric7ng any persons freedom of movement on 
the basis of whether they have been vaccinated or not is a 
complete and uper breach of their cons7tu7onal rights 
especially if they refuse to take a vaccine which has not been 
properly tested and which may not be safe. Vaccine Passports 
are no more cons7tu7onal or fair than the old 'Pass Laws' of 
apartheid South Africa because restric7ng movement on the 
basis of a vaccina7on is no different or beper or worse than 
restric7ng an individuals movement on the basis of their race/
ethnicity! 

Angela
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2021-01-19 
18:39:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccines is completely experimental, they have not don 
enough tes7ng  on many areas including, Pregnant woman for 
which there is cause for concern over steriliza7on, there are no 
tests on this. 
Cytokine storms, which cause the body to overreact to future 
(wild corona virus) so causing organ failure. (This again is know 
from previous apempts and again there  are no long term 
studies on this to show that this type of MNRA therapy works) It 
is not by defini7on a vaccine. 

hpps://www.bitchute.com/video/epD0zffloh34/ 

hpps://www.bitchute.com/video/mH3eOBHrEe3A/ 

The whole situa7on has been completely blown out of 
propor7on with many many unknowns including the biggest, 
which is effec7ng all of us, which is that the only method of 
diagnosis is a posi7ve PCR test, which is the same way of 
determining a "case"which is completely bizzare for a few 
reasons: 
1. The PCR tests results vary depending on the number of cycles 
used, anything above this and the result is a false posi7ve, even 
Fauchi himself has spoken about this and most if not all tes7ng 
sites use cycle thresholds above the rerecorded number which 
completely voids all cases.  

hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2aR2UInnug 

These case numbers are what is causing al the lock-downs which 
makes no sense on many levels: 
1. The hugely inflated numbers due to the False posi7ves from 
the PCR test cause panic and ridiculous measures to be put in 
place. 

2. The Lockdowns will perhaps cause a slightly different curve 
but even then there is no evidence to prove that this is the 
reason for the curve flapening, it could be due to may other 
reasons but there is no real scien7fic proof as lock- downs have 
also never been used on a popula7on before this: 

hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=978zLJJLo-I 

hpps://www.collec7ve-evolu7on.com/2021/01/15/study-
stanford-medical-professors-find-no-benefit-of-lockdowns-to-
combat-covid/ 

There are also alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n or 
Hydroxychloroquine which are on the list of safe medica7ons 
and have proven results. The WHO or CDC claim they need more 
studies to prove their safety which is beyond me considering 
that they have been around for many many years and they are 
pushing an experimental therapy with no proven track record 
and my many  documented terrible reac7ons include death. It is 
completely ridiculous and a crime against humanity.  

hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Tq8SXOBy-4w&list=WL&index=3 

To summarize, I don't agree with the Vaccine roll-out as there is 
just too many unknowns and the en7re covid/vaccine/lockdown 
to me has very liple credible evidence when looked into beneath 
the surface. Considering there are  other alterna7ves. 
Asides from that the whole stay at home and wear a mask, be 
afraid, the vaccines will  save us story is not the only op7on but 
it is all we are being fed. I'm not against vaccines in general and I 
know the government is doing what they consider the best to 
help the popula7on but unfortunately whoever is giving them 
their data is really being one sided and there is much data that 
needs to be checked. I'd say hold of the vaccines un7l we know 
more for sure. 

Marcel
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2021-01-19 
16:59:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My top concerns are:  mandatory vaccina7ons, roll-out by 
government, cost to the taxpayer, covid passport/ID, safety of 
vaccines. 

As the first words of The Bill of Rights in the SA Cons7tu7on say: 
"This Bill of Rights is a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. 
It enshrines the rights of all people in our country and affirms 
the democra7c values of human dignity, equality and freedom." 

Government is NOT to take over the decision power of the 
people of the country.  
If so, the people of the country should be able to remove such 
government. The role of a government is to manage and develop 
the INFRASTRUCTURE of a country (note, not the people) in the 
best interest of the PEOPLE, NOT to infringe on the inalienable 
rights of a person, and in so doing make use of taxpayer money 
to fund such uncons7tu7onal acts. 
This government will make itself guilty of the same crime as the 
'passbook' ('dompas') if they impose a covid passport/ID on the 
ci7zens. 

In addi7on, the safety of vaccines cannot be guaranteed, and 
vaccine manufacturers have zero liability. This in itself should be 
a major concern for everyone. We are also dealing with a new 
type of vaccine, which works completely different from how 
vaccines worked in the past. Anyone who has researched the 
vaccine, will understand the mRNA vaccines work on the 
principle of modifying gene7cs. Latest repor7ng from the CDC 
shows the new types of vaccines are likely to be at least 50 x 
more dangerous than vaccines from the past: 

hpp://www.ronpaulins7tute.org/archives/peace-and-
prosperity/2021/january/06/coronavirus-vaccina7ons-seem-to-
be-causing-50-7mes-the-adverse-events-of-flu-vaccina7ons-
amer-just-the-first-of-two-shots/ Henk

2021-01-19 
14:42:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concerns are all of the above listed concerns.  I don't believe 
a vaccine can work that has only been tested for such a short 
period of 7me.  They had beper not make it mandatory because 
I will not be vaccinated.  Good heavens, they've never been able 
to cancer but overnight they are able to cure a "killer" virus??!!!!  
I don't think so. Colleen

2021-01-19 
14:38:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Nikita

2021-01-19 
12:53:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine needs more 7me for research. The flu vaccine does 
not prevent you from geing flu so I do not believe that this 
vaccine can prevent you from geing COVID. Also with the 
muta7ons of the virus, who says the vaccine will be effec7ve. I 
feel this was rushed and not researched properly. Yes, we need 
an answer but injec7ng people with medica7on that has not 
gone through all the proper and stringent research protocols, is 
not helping our people. There are many news reports from other 
countries about the very bad side effects of the vaccine.  This 
vaccine should s7ll be op7onal. We as ci7zens of South Africa 
have cons7tu7onal rights not to have harm done to our bodies. 
We had to suffer many hardships in 2020 and if government 
could be open and transparent, it would help but... to many 
theories out there. I DON'T WANT THE VACCINE!! DEBBIE

2021-01-19 
09:13:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It is expected that we all should just take the vaccine. There are 
countless cases where people have had nega7ve reac7ons to the 
vaccine. It has NOT been tested in a clinical and scien7fic 
manner and has absolutely NO track record. Informa7on coming 
out also men7ons that it will not make you immune to Covid-19, 
it does not prevent you geing it nor from spreading it, so why 
should I inject something into me that does nothing except put 
my health at risk? Also, the ingredients in the vaccine is not 
something I want in my body. It is foreign and despicable. 
The drug Ivermec7n, has been approved safe for consump7on in 
humans by the FDA (America) and the WHO and many other 
countries, but it is banned due to no clinical trials in South 
Africa, but SAHPRA want to green light a BRAND NEW vaccine 
that has NOT been tested for safety at all in this country nor 
other countries? Does government think we are all a bunch of 
idio7c and incompetent sheep? Let them take the vaccine and 
leave me to choose. It is my cons7tu7onal right to deny using 
medica7on if I so wish. It is MY life , MY choice and MY 
responsibility. Government is chosen by the people to lead. 
Government does NOT dictate what the people WILL do. It is a 
democracy and NOT a dictatorship, or are we star7ng to move 
into a communist dictatorship? Perhaps we are already there 
and need to rethink our op7ons? Helgaard

2021-01-19 
08:26:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other It is not a vaccine. Why are people calling it a vaccine. ADRIAN
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2021-01-18 
21:02:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the concerns are valid and equally important:                                                                        
 All the concerns are valid -                                                                                                                                                       
What will this cost the tax payer in the long run- emphasis on 
the tax payer.  
Effec7veness - with the virus muta7ng as quickly as it is I 
understand the logic that it may not be effec7ve on the strain we 
are struggling against 
Mandatory vaccina7on - this is should be each individual's 
choice  ..there is a chance of anaphylaxis - personally I do not 
want to take that chance - I can't see that this has been properly 
tested considering the 7me it usually takes to develop a vaccine, 
exactly what is in the vaccine?   
Ivermec7n will be much cheaper and according to the 
informa7on I have researched it seems to have a very high rate 
of efficacy - (provided one does not use the veterinary 
Ivermec7n out of pure despera7on).  Last I checked this 
medica7on was deemed illegal in South Africa.. Really??? if we 
can save lives - and that is what this is about I believe then why 
not give it a chance? Tamara

2021-01-18 
20:37:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The Government must used the vaccine for themself i dont want 
it Felicity

2021-01-18 
20:31:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The current 'vaccines' available remain experimental drugs. It is 
new technology with no animal studies to confirm its safety. 
Vaccines have known complica7ons for instance immune 
enhancement and auto-immune condi7ons.  There are in 
addi7on to these, the unknown complica7ons. There is no long-
term data on the use of these experimental vaccines. The 
mechanism of ac7on of the experimental mRNA vaccines 
includes a possible auto-immune rejec7on of the placenta. In 
layman's terms, the vaccine may permanently interfere with a 
woman's ability to maintain a pregnancy and to add to this, the 
Pharmaceu7cal companies that profit from these vaccines are 
immune from ALL liability. There is also no proof to date that the 
current experimental vaccines being administered actually stops 
transmission of the virus.  
Taking into considera7on the above, I wouldn't risk taking these 
experimental drugs but would rather take my chances with the 
virus itself. Timene

2021-01-18 
20:16:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

They must start with the en7re government, they are the people 
that wants to force people to take the vaccine and if it is so safe 
to take it,let them set the example Danie

2021-01-18 
20:02:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

No long term research on the response of RNA messengers  
injected into people. Remember the health professional's ethical 
code; DO NO HARM!  How can you guarantee that side effects 
such as auto immune disease will not be the result of this 
biogene7c-world wide experiment? Yes, and why is this vaccine 
so rushed? Why is Ivermec7n such a big issue,  if there is proof 
of it's effec7veness?  
There are just too many unanswered ques7ons! 
REMEMBER if this vaccine is injected, it can NOT be taken out.  
Why, why would any person in his right mind do this to himself? 
It makes one truly ask yourself what is really going on? Nina

2021-01-18 
19:10:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I selected 'other' because I  have reserva7ons about ALL the 
op7ons given - effec7veness of the vaccine: we do not know yet 
how effec7ve it REALLY is or what the long-term side-effects are 
going to be; Government rollout: what a joke! Government can't 
even do the sums involved (we don't HAVE 40 million adults in 
the popula7on you idiots!), can't feed the starving millions, can't 
control the police, can't get a handle on corrup7on, can't 
provide electricity, can't provide safe drinking water to how 
many thousands upon thousands, can't provide housing, can't 
protect our once beau7ful natural treasures (St Lucia eg.), can't 
understand or follow what's needed to combat teh destrcu7on 
of our climate (billions for ANOTHER nuclear power plant, new 
COAL-fired sta7ons, not using renewables...??!) ... need I go 
on?!;  cost to the taxpayer - how much more does this 
government want to fleece us out of and how much of it is going 
into corrupt arsehole's pockets? I don't trust this. Besides it'll be 
the small middle class who land up coughing up what liple we 
earn; mandatory vaccina7on: one's body is sacrosanct. 
Government has chopped away - destroyed and ignored - more 
and more of the cons7tu7on and basic human rights and this 
will be another nail in our democracy's coffin; alterna7ve 
treatments: IF they work, of course, they should at least be 
looked at and tested properly by qualified scien7sts but if 
Ivermec7n can save a life, it should be allowed. This is a 
pandemic amer all. Ingrid

2021-01-18 
17:53:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

82.93 recoveries did not use the vaccine just 7ghten the 
lockdown regula7ons...and please discuss with African countries 
coz thy are more infected stop this west u relying on Nandipha

2021-01-18 
17:48:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not support nor wish to be vaccinated by a corrupt and 
incompetent government  such as the current South African 
government.  They have bungled the current crisis and cannot 
be trusted with the lives of the people of this country. I dont 
trust this vaccine and the people pushing it whilst there are 
more effec7ve alterna7ves. Brent
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2021-01-18 
17:14:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

1. the safety of the experimental vaccines in the short-term is 
unknown. 
2. the efficacy of the experimental vaccines in preven7ng 
infec7on is unknown. 
3. the efficacy of the experimental vaccines in preven7ng 
transmission is unknown. 
4. at least one vaccine uses en7rely new technology which is 
unproven and untested on humans. 
5. it is understood that following vaccina7on, people will s7ll be 
required to wear masks, maintain social distancing and sani7ze 
6. the long term effects of the vaccines on healthy persons is 
unknown. 
7. sta7s7cs clearly show mortality rate to be a very small rela7ve 
to those who are known to be infected and negligible as a ra7o 
to the total popula7on. 
8. sta7s7cs strongly indicate that mortality rates following 
COVID-19 are significantly higher in the elderly and those with 
significant comorbidi7es - NOT in healthy and rela7vely young 
individuals. 
10. the poten7al risks and cost of using an experimental vaccine 
with unknow efficacy on millions of people for a virus with a 
survival rate exceeding 99% is illogical and bad science. 
11. Hydroxychloroquine, unlike the new vaccines, is a low cost, 
safe, available, tried and tested drug, with several studies 
showing significant impact on the treatment of COVID-19 
(survivability improved, severity of symptoms reduced, possible 
use as a prophylaxis). This must be made available to ci7zens 
and doctors permiped to prescribe it. 
12. If a vaccine were to be made available, then: 
(a) it should be VOLUNTARY in ALL cases, and 
(b) people should pay for it themselves (NOT government, i.e. 
the taxpayer), and 
(c) people at risk of serious illness or death, i.e. people older 
than 65 and people with serious comorbidi7es, should be 
priori7zed first, and 
(d) children and healthy adults should be advised AGAINST 
inocula7on with an untried, untested vaccine with unknown 
efficacy, unknown side effects and unknown long term 
implica7ons. Andre

2021-01-18 
16:31:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I strongly discourage the roll out of the vaccine to ANY South 
African ci7zen. It is an experimental vaccine and the 
manufacturers are wavered from responsibility for side effects, 
which is alarming. Cécile 

2021-01-18 
16:08:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other the vacsine showd only be use on comabillity and the elderly Brendon

2021-01-18 
15:23:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Firstly i dont see why we need a vaccine for a virus that has a 
roughly 99% recovery rate? 
Secondly, vaccina7ng people wont make them immune to the 
virus so whats the point? 

And if South Africa has a new strain of the Covid-19 virus then 
surely we would need a new vaccine, not one developed in 
another country for the original Covid-19 virus? Dillon

2021-01-18 
14:54:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

to date for hiv cancer and a lot more there is no vaccines so how 
the hell can there be a vaccine made to fite covid 19 in les than a 
year charl

2021-01-18 
14:48:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Dont trust vaccine as not enough tes7ng. No thanks. How is 
government paying for it when they cant keep the lights on, 
poor fed and housed, etc. Charmaine 

2021-01-18 
14:29:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the above basically. At best the whole government is 
corrupt along with the rest of the world. At first best look at the 
problems being experienced in Norway with the vaccine. I for 
one will never take any vaccine produced in such a small 7me 
frame. Morne

2021-01-18 
13:31:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

In my view those who wants to take vaccines must do so and 
those who don't want to must be given that choice.  I personally 
support Madagascar covid19 herbal drinking. It was taken by 
people of Madagascar and we didn't hear about no nega7ve 
feedback. As we look to the infec7on and death due to covid19 
related, it's very low low. Now we are going to take vaccines 
which we dont know its nega7ve effects, that's risky. Zolani 

2021-01-18 
12:55:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine should first be tested to volunteers before its given 
to everyone in order  to  ensure whether it can be rolled out to 
everyone or it needs more improvement  

Nomvuyiso

2021-01-18 
12:44:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Good day, 

Thank you for having this pla{orm to express my concern 
regarding the vaccine based on moral and ethical mapers. 

Please have a look at this link:  hpp://youtu.be/joWZmcHhfBg 

This is an interview with a biologist who worked in a virology lab. 

There is also no guarantee, since this vaccine was developed to 
treat the original virus, not the muta7ons that is happening to 
Covid 19. 

Can ten pharmaceu7cal companies be held responsible if their 
are adverse effects or death due to this vaccine.  Gail 
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2021-01-18 
11:52:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All these vaccines have  been/are being  authorised on 
emergency authorisa7on and on PRELIMINARY results.  Pfizer/
Biontech state categorically the final test results will be known in 
2 years.   
With new technology being used with the mRNA vaccine, 
common sense would assume it would take longer to establish 
the safety and efficacy. Instead  the tes7ng period has been 
shortened from the usual few years to a few months. 
1 Furthermore, the only benefit promised is less severe illness 
for mild disease.  
2 There's no men7on of a benefit for severe illness. 
3 One can s7ll catch it and transmit it amer being vaccinated. 

If someone can explain the usefulness of the vaccina7on, I may 
change my mind. 

At this stage however .... WHAT IS THE POINT? 

Iris

2021-01-18 
09:39:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

These Vaccines have not been tested, tes7monies of people who 
got injected with it became sick and this is a problem. People 
should be informed of the side effects before being injected with 
it. It cannot not be made mandatory Oscar

2021-01-18 
09:21:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have reason to believe that the vaccine is part of Agenda 21 
and  to depopulate the world. It is all connected to the 5G 
rollout, that happened ever so slyly while everyone was in 
lockdown due to a false covid19 epidemic. All the secrets are 
star7ng to surface now.  Most of us are aware of the truth and 
the word is s7ll spreading. The Elites as they call them, have 
been controlling our thinking in obscurity, sending all sorts of 
mind control tac7cs through different channels of 
communica7on. I don't trust our government either as they are 
all involved. The Elites are buying their demonic ideas through 
any gateway in order to achieve their goals.  So no, I will never 
support any variable of the covid19 vaccine only because it is 
fact that no research has been done and the inten7on behind it 
is evil. I know what they put in vaccines and that makes me sick 
to the stomach just by the thought of it. People are dying out 
there from taking the vaccine!!! 

Michael    

2021-01-18 
09:09:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Mandatory vaccines are a GROSS VIOLATION OF HUMAN 
RIGHTS. No Chris7an will agree to gene7cally altering 
vaccina7ons. Astrid

2021-01-18 
08:57:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There is no way, anyone can promise that the vaccine, where 
ever it comes from, are properly tested and will have a 100% 
success rate.  Not in this short 7me is was developed.  Secondly, 
the % death rate due to covid is s7ll way to low to allow the 
'tes7ng' of this vaccine on people. The money spend should go 
towards preparing medical facili7es to handle the amount of 
people infected and give them proper support to recover.  At the 
same 7me allow medical personnel to inves7gate alterna7ves 
that proved elsewhere to work effec7vely. 

The risk the government want to take to allow this vaccine 
cannot be put into monetary terms. They are playing with our 
health, with irreversible effects. Hendrik

2021-01-18 
08:15:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concern is if the health workers receive the vaccine and it 
does not work completely or something happens to them and 
they die, who is going to take care of the rest of the people that 
are geing sicker? 

I would suggest to give the vaccine to the people in prison first, 
the people on life sentence, the murderers, the rapists. First see 
if they survive and if so then give it to the rest of the people that 
needs it most.  

My husband is at the frontline of this pandemic as he is a health 
worker and he is scared to take the vaccine. Desire

2021-01-18 
07:54:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Refer to video of Dr.Simone Gold..truth about vaccine.How dare 
anyone force an untried vaccine as an experiment on any 
popula7on..no one at this stage knows what side effects will be. 
There is cheaper medica7on that works!! Dawn

2021-01-18 
07:27:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Grant

2021-01-18 
06:51:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

WE as people we are not sick we need no medica7ons in our 
bodies, even this vaccine is not going to help death is upon us. 
Rolling out something that we do not own and control, how 
stupid can we be. 
No Vaccine, Please live the people alone.

Songezile 
Mzamo

2021-01-18 
06:47:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have enough an7 bodies  to  overcome the virus.  Tested + and 
recovered. Marieta 

2021-01-18 
06:45:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Vaccine contains fetus cell lines and as pro life i will not support Eben

2021-01-18 
06:02:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This is not about the virus. This is about a hidden agenda, a 
depopula7on plan for the planet by BG. A lab created virus to 
kill, a quick vaccine to kill even more. We are not all asleep! Anita

2021-01-18 
05:17:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Too liple studies done and I'm not interested and never take 
vaccines for any flu.. I prefer using supplements to boost my 
immunity 

Cheryl
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2021-01-17 
21:38:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Not everyone can have penicillin, some people are allergic to 
bees.  How can one size fit all.  Flu vaccines have been around 
for ages and are mostly ineffec7ve and cause the flu. Covid19 
vaccine should be a choice and not forced apon the public.  I 
myself refuse to take this vaccine.  I am an ex vaxxer. Lisa

2021-01-17 
20:12:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have serious safety concerns. We cannot use a vaccine on 
healthy adults. Why would this be the only op7on? What about 
adverse side-effects that could arise and present health 
complica7ons in a few years 7me? Why has government not 
embarked on a detailed educa7on plan and provided 
alterna7ves such as diet and exercise? I do not trust this process. 
We s7ll don't know the root cause yet we are trea7ng this virus. 
How effec7ve can the vaccine be in light of this? Monishia 

2021-01-17 
19:24:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There is no danger to this virus as media is claiming  
It's a warfare to force people to take n live on drugs . 
This is a popula7on enslavery  epidemic  
Corona have been around for decades n have been studied  n 
researched since the 50's. 
It's popula7on control Ebrahim

2021-01-17 
15:18:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

If saving lives were really priority for the world, governments etc  
treatment of the illness would have been the highest priority!  
Not wai7ng for a rushed vaccine that has not undergone proper 
clinical trials and tes7ng. 

Already 55 People died in the USA of this vaccine, 24 permanent 
disabled. 225 hospitaliza7ons and 1388 emergency room visits... 
See ar7cle here, why is mainstream media hiding this from us?  
hpps://m.theepoch7mes.com/55-people-died-in-us-amer-
receiving-covid-19-vaccines-repor7ng-system_3659152.html?
utm_source=newsnoe&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=br
eaking-2021-01-16-3 

I see so many people on social media say if you knew out of a 
100 jelly beans 2 would kill you would you s7ll risking ea7ng the 
jelly beans? 
If I know 55 deaths is related to the covid vaccine..my ques7on 
now is would you take the risk taking it.... Where there is risk 
there is Choice and with this vaccine, there is to much risk. 
  
The FDA and Governments can approve the use of a NEW 
technology vaccine never used before within less then a 9 
months, but medicine like Ivermec7n proofed to be safe on the 
market for years now, are being BANNED?  We know the side 
effects of Ivermec7n very well...We do not know the long term 
effect of the New technology Vaccine, if the Short term effect is 
55 People dead, 24 paralyzed... But it gets approved and rolled 
out! The logic behind this confirms there is a hidden agenda and 
yes I am star7ng to believe all the conspiracy theories out there 
as most are star7ng to become reality!   
The ANC Government never want to save lives, you would have 
approved Ivermec7n long 7me ago if you wanted to save lives. 

   I would like to know if this vaccine is not mandatory why will 
each one vaccinated receive a Vaccina7on card? I have not 
received a vaccina7on card for any flu vaccine.. SO I am also 
star7ng to see that the Covid acronym Cer7ficate of vaccina7on 
ID ( another Conspiracy theory being fulfilled) It seems so 
harmless now and the excuse of having to keep it to indicate 
that you have received your shots at the right 7me and the 
follow up shots is just another lie to accept this... later we will 
need these cer7ficates to fly, next to go to school, next to work 
etc. etc. 

Never once did Ramaphosa  addressed the na7on emphasizing 
the importance of  taking care of the immune system, Vit C, D, 
Zinc Nasal spray with a drop of baby shampoo...No we are being 
Pushed that vaccines is the only way.  The Spanish flu were never 
combated with a vaccine, even now we are brain washed that 
this vaccine is the only way to get herd immunity, those who had 
covid, have liple immunity to the virus, and needs to be 
vaccinated aswell as your immune response to this vaccine will 
protect you beper then your immune response to the virus 
itself...but this vaccine is the only way to be save...oh dear the 
logic behind this not even our own immune system natural 
response to the virus.   

But as soon as we start to ask ques7ons and raised concerns we 
are being mocked and humiliated by the people who can not 
wait to get vaccinated. 

If we do not raise massive concern and ques7ons about this...the 
level of an uneducated popula7on if evident. 

Ronel
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2021-01-17 
14:20:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccines has not been properly tested and was designed 
and patented based on informa7on available at the latest Mar 
2020. Since then the strain has mutated and a lot more 
informa7on has come to light. This vaccine, like the flu vaccine, 
will not stop you from geing it, and has no guarantee to save 
you should you get it. The side effects you run the risk of geing 
is not worth it for a disease with at 98% recovery rate.  
I also feel geing vaccinated is a free choice and nobody should 
be forced to take any medica7on/vaccine that they don't choose 
to take freely. That is dictatorship. This is not small pox or 
measles who's vaccines took years to be developed and tested . 
Nobody can cure HIV that has been around for decades, but you 
suddenly gonna cure Covid19? Which by the way, please explain 
HOW COVID19 SPECIFIC is iden7fied? Samantha

2021-01-17 
13:46:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There are to much nega7ve thoughts about this vaccine I am 
sorry but will not take it as a lot of people die and now you get 
clinical covid_19, namonia covid_19 and cardiac covid_19 so you 
don't here of people dying of natural causes stroke or heart 
apack everything is just covid I am sorry to say but I will not 
allow my love once to touch that vaccine thanks. Dominica 

2021-01-17 
11:33:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Top concern is the SAFETY OF THIS MEDICAL DEVICE- anybody 
who understands the full implica7ons of having this injec7on 
would never agree to it. People are fearful and being 
manipulated into wan7ng it. Alow the distribu7on Ivermec7n 
which has been well-researched and proven safe and highly 
effec7ve. Distribute vitamin C, D3 and zinc! Alana

2021-01-17 
11:14:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don’t trust the vaccine and don’t think it’s ready for human 
consump7on. Michael

2021-01-17 
10:16:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

First  
I'm a born South African since 1963 and more than 100% totally 
disappointed in the leaders of this beau7ful country, the was 
fine before 1994 the only problem was there APARTHEID that 
was the on PROBLEM.  In my day and age I simply don't trust the 
black government for the simple reason look at the rest of Africa 
same situa7on. Victor

2021-01-17 
09:44:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Personally I feel that with all the informa7on regarding the 
vaccines on social media our government must not just grab any 
vaccine that they are offered but like any good leader must do 
each do your own research and let our own researchers test and 
analyse it. There are alterna7ve methods . .  Audrey

2021-01-17 
08:58:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Theres no way in hell me or one of my family going to take the 
vaccine and its our human rights to say no nobody can force you 
to take it Chris7aan

2021-01-17 
08:36:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine has killed people and it will kill more. Or make 
people  mind sick . It is a toxic warfare on the freedom.of 
people.  I will not let anyone vaccine me . I'm not stupid 
 Janice fourie

2021-01-17 
00:18:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The President making deals with Soros, - selling Africa out as 
guinea pigs to develop this vaccine. 

Safety of the vaccine. The side effects and many deaths caused 
by the side affects. 

The (irreversible) DNA modifying substance put in the vaccine to 
cause amongst other things, sterility. 

... for an illness that has 99.9% recovery rate, is discredited by 
the method in which tests are done (magnified to x45 7mes) and 
is a cover up for a social control, communist agenda. 
 Cara

2021-01-16 
22:51:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There are too many concerns. 
- Its safety is ques7onable.  Especially the ones produced in 
China as CCP is behind it.  Vaccines made in China may be sold as 
made in the UK in other countries.   
- PCR test posi7ve does not mean infected. Numerous ques7ons 
are raised, which had been ignored, and there has been no 
discussion.  The use of PCR test seemed to have created this 
pandemic. 
- It seems pharmaceu7cal companies manufacturing are not 
liable for any side effects.  People have no recourse.  One can 
expect nothing from ANC gov.  
- I do not understand why the gov suddenly concerned about 
people's health and wellbeing.  It seems the safety and health of 
people was their least concern in the past.    
- All the policies around the 'pandemic' are ques7onable - 
lockdown, curfew, mask mandate, alcohol and cigarepes ban, 
police conducts, social distancing etc.  ANC seems to be using 
the pandemic as a tool to erode our cons7tu7onal right and 
freedom. (as instructed by CCP?)   
- Efficacy is ques7onable. The virus keeps muta7ng.   
- Scholars pandering to the gov cannot be trusted.  Need 
independent ones.   
- Why not using ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine to treat 
pa7ents? Mari

2021-01-16 
21:24:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am totally against vaccines.  They have not been scien7fically 
proven by our scien7sts as a safe op7on.  Covid 19 is a scam. Grace 

2021-01-16 
20:57:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't trust the vaccine or China 
.it seems too soon to have a vaccine an I do not agree to be 
forced! Nicole
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2021-01-16 
20:22:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine should be volintary. If it is a maper of life and death, 
it would make sense to receive the vaccine in the event it might 
save a life.  
However, the vaccine has been a rush job, the trials are s7ll in 
the early phase and no side effects have been monitored as it is 
too soon. Not knowing too much about the formula7on of 
vaccines, I would imagine this is of a molecular mix and would 
affect molecular structure. How can you mass vaccine the 
people not knowing what the side effects will be? Surely you 
need a 5 year trial period to see? I do not wish this to become 
mandatory to young kids. Lucille

2021-01-16 
18:50:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I DONT THINK THE VACINE IS SAFE AND I FOR ONE WILL NOT 
TAKE IT... CAUSE IM NOT SICK WITH COVID AND SCARED THAT 
THIS HAVE A BAD EFFECT TOGETHER WITH MY OTHER CRONIC 
MEDS. Welknie

2021-01-16 
17:29:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

As l do believe people have the right to choose on their own 
terms . 
Pro-choice for everything.  
It does not make sense that you only want a vaccine role out if 
there is many alterna7ves to fight this virus . 
People aren't as stupid you once taught.  
No to this vaccine role out because the period of safety studies 
doesn't match the requirements needed before roling out ,  
I personally have  never been fond of injec7ng or inges7ng 
foreign maper, material of any kind that could be harmful to my 
body as a whole . 
Our liberty of freedom is s7ll at risk so we know it won't stop 
here but we will keep on figh7ng for our sovereignty and others . Lerousque 

2021-01-16 
16:46:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All off the above are my top concern. 

I do not trust the mo7ves behind the vaccine and it’s use. I think 
we all should have a choice to take or not take a vaccine.  

I think the government, poli7cians and big company bosses that 
supports and urges this (geing vaccinated) should be the ones 
to receive it first, NOT THE HEALTHCARE PERSONAL, and then a 
month or so later let the rest of the popula7on decide. Jananda

2021-01-16 
16:12:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It takes years, years to develop a single vaccine. This was 
magically concocted in a maper of months! 

Tania

2021-01-16 
16:10:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Do not believe that the vaccine  has been developed and tested 
effec7vely.  The speed of the 'miracle cure ' begs ques7oning. 

Wayne

2021-01-16 
15:55:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Sadly, another opportunity for government corrup7on. No 
proper tes7ng has been done on the vaccine. Let government 
take it first. Natalie

2021-01-16 
15:39:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Billions of dollars in historical claims against vaccine 
manufacturers says that they can not be trusted. They have no 
liability on the covid vaccines so they dont trust their own 
experimental  drug. No thanks you not injec7ng this poison into 
me. Sven

2021-01-16 
15:01:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have concerns about all aspects of this roll out. The 
government has to remember that they do not have authority 
over our bodies. Where there is a risk, we have a right to refuse 
with no nega7ve ramifica7ons from doing so. Why is the 
government preven7ng trialing alterna7ve treatments?  This 
vaccine has been rushed through and there is no way there have 
been sufficient trials. All new treatments and vaccines take 5 
years at least before being considered safe enough to put on the 
market and even then, issues crop up and meds have to be 
pulled off the market. This vaccine has been researched for just 
a few months?! Jackie 

2021-01-16 
14:48:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

A rushed, hyped up and unnecessary experimental vaccine rolled 
out to people of whom most are not informed at all about the 
consequences, dangers and side effects (known short term as 
well as unknown long term). Ceferino

2021-01-16 
14:25:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Braam

2021-01-16 
14:00:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Against my beliefs. 
Let it take its natural course. WHO lying about the figures Stefan 

2021-01-16 
13:19:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

They want people to take this vaccine but they not saying how 
effec7ve it is. How safe it is to people to use. I do not support it. 

This is what I believe and should be pushing for.  
I hope they not going to force people to take the vaccine. I will 
use the home made remedies. Like ginger, avo, lemon and 
vitamin D from the sun. Aaron 

2021-01-16 
12:06:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccines cause more harm than good and can be deadly in some 
cases. There are many healthy alterna7ves to treat and prevent 
flue viruses. With a recovery rate of more 95 - 98% we don’t 
need to waste money on expensive vaccines. Let’s rather use the 
money to provide health alterna7ves to those who need it most. Janez
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2021-01-16 
10:33:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have reserva7ons around the effec7veness of a vaccine that 
has been rushed through tes7ng, without a reasonable idea of 
the long term effects, the ability of this vaccina7on to protect 
against this “second strain” or any others which may present in 
future. If there isn’t even an effec7ve vaccina7ons for the flu 
how can we expect this to be any more effec7ve? 

I do not agree with the government taking control of the 
vaccina7on procurement and distribu7on. They have shown no 
ability to run anything even moderately efficiently so why would 
this be any different? This will inevitably be just another coffer 
for them to raid for personal greed.  

I do not agree with mandatory vaccina7on for a sickness that has 
such a low mortality rate across all that get infected. There are 
beper, safer, and healthier means to protect yourself and boost 
your immune system which are being overlooked or blatantly 
shunned.  

Scop

2021-01-16 
09:36:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine has not been sufficiently tested,  we do not know 
what the long term effects are - probably worse than what are 
currently presen7ng with covid, there are con7nuing reports of 
many adverse effects,  there are cheaper and safer alterna7ves 
that have been proven to work, the big pharma companies are 
not held liable when adverse effects present Karin

2021-01-16 
09:35:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It is my health, my body & therefore my choice. It is a healthy 
lifestyle, which includes nutri7on,  that keeps us healthy & not 
chemicals/vaccines that ALWAYS have side effects. Many people 
have already died, had serious side effects. People are digging 
their graves with their knives & forks - this is the only pandemic! 
Deal with this!.  This is all based on fear due to lack of 
knowledge & money.  Thousands of doctors & specialists are 
refu7ng ALL claims that this is effec7ve too.  THIS IS A VIOLATION 
OF MY HUMAN RIGHTS TO CHOOSE WHAT HAPPENS TO MY 
BODY!!! Lorna

2021-01-16 
09:01:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not trust the safety of a vaccine that has been developed in 
less than a year. The side effects of the vaccines are being 
suppressed by mainstream media. Nazmie

2021-01-16 
09:00:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The goverment must be a  placing a bigger focus on theripu7cs 
such as ivermec7n. The safety studies have not yet concluded 
and long term side effects have not been established. 

We must maintain what has been set out in the nuremberg code 
and not mandate and force vaccines on those that doe not want 
them. Ruchana

2021-01-16 
06:20:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Viola7on of my rights to enforce vaccina7ons if compulsory. 
Fact. 
Vaccine is not fit for use and deadly. Fact. 
Ivermec7n must be made available over the counter to all. It 
works. Fact. 
This pandemic is a man made virus. 
Fact. 

Megan 
2021-01-15 
23:11:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other All of the above is my problem. Do not poison our people Shandy

2021-01-15 
22:27:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Elise

2021-01-15 
21:47:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The government  members should take it 1st.  Lead by example.  

Not tested enough and  no tested over the long term Francois 

2021-01-15 
21:26:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

What is so special about this covid-19 that suddenly it receive so 
much apen7on. Hunger kills more people than what the corona 
has done. Yet nothing has happened to that effect. Lulamile

2021-01-15 
19:47:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Herd immunity  is a natural process by people coming in contact 
with a sickness and their immune system being built up by 
constant contact. This is how children get stronger when they 
are in a creche. On first contact with others they get a bit sick 
but amer a while they become immune to all the sickness around 
them. It makes you stronger not weaker! At the moment most 
people get sick because they are depressed, get bacterial 
infec7on from wearing masks. Covid 19 is in it's basic form a flu 
and every year people die from flu. Just because it is a new 
strain does not make it a unique sickness. People had similar 
symptoms in 1999 and again in late 2000 and we survived it. 
Leave the people be and the majority will build up immunity to 
it. Most people have already been in contact with the virus and 
are already immune to it! And allow medicines that prevent it 
instead of banning it! Marcell

2021-01-15 
18:02:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine is a waste of money SA do not have. It is not tested 
properly and it will most probably be absolutely useless.  As a 
Chris7an I will definitely not accept it, and i will not be forced, 
and so many if not all fellow Chris7ans feel. Johan

2021-01-15 
17:09:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My biggest concern is that we have a gene7c family disorder 
which covers two of the seven high risk individuals. Im not 
willing to inject myself with something that is high risk/life 
threatening. For that maper my kids and I will have to be part of 
the 33% unvaccinated popula7on. Theo

2021-01-15 
16:34:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It is a vaccine that has never been used before it is a RNA vaccine 
. The trials were rushed and there is no real data showing long 
term use of it . Eruch

2021-01-15 
16:34:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It is a vaccine that has never been used before it is a RNA vaccine 
. The trials were rushed and there is no real data showing long 
term use of it . Eruch
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2021-01-15 
14:42:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Mandatory vacs goes against my cons7tu7onal right to make my 
own decisions.  Government cannot force anyone to take the 
vaccine. I believe it's unsafe and have too many side effects.  I 
am completely against any vaccina7ons due to the horrible side 
effects thereof.  What about other treatments that actually 
work!  Is this about raking in some more money to steal?  Not 
enough 7me and trials have been done on these vacs.  They 
have been trying to find a vac for HIV, TB, Flu and more for years 
without success.  How on earth is it possible for them to find a 
vac for covid in 10 months??? 
Manufacturers can also not be held accountable for the dire side 
effects, we therefore become guinea pigs.  NO THANK YOU!  I'm 
good with my body crea7ng its own an7 bodies as it was 
designed by God.  
It's also not FDA approved and it was said that this is NOT a cure, 
we will s7ll have to wear masks, s7ll social distance, s7ll adhere 
to insane regula7ons that make no sense! So why would I want 
to do that?  There are meds that treat the virus effec7vely!  Why 
are these not being used?  Because it will mess with the insane 
amount of money these pharmaceu7cal companies will make 
with these vacs.  NO THANKS. MARLISE

2021-01-15 
13:24:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vax has skipped animal trials.  
News creden7als sta7ng that it's doing more harm than good, I 
fact causing damage to human individuals.  
Not proven to  be effec7ve. Roxanne 

2021-01-15 
13:12:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concerns are as follows: The survival rates for Covid-19  
amongst most categories is extremely high , the vaccines are s7ll 
experimental at this point and neither their efficacy or long term 
side effects are fully known (we don't yet know whether there 
will be adverse effects from pathogenic priming for example), 
and there are credible alterna7ve treatments that have been 
banned. On what basis were hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n 
deemed unsuitable treatments? These are treatments that have 
a long history and are well understood. Another point is that 
there is a significant por7on of the popula7on that will not take 
the vaccine and freedom of conscience should be factored into 
finding an answer that is suitable for the people of this country.  
If 75 percent of people need to take the vaccines in order to 
secure herd immunity and half the people of this country are 
against it (which seems very possible to me), then will the 
government resort to coercion? I appeal to the government to 
make known their ra7onale for rejec7ng hydroxychloroquine 
and Ivermec7n in favour of experimental vaccines. Will they take 
financial responsibility for future adverse effects if they arise? I 
think we are making a big mistake. Juliet

2021-01-15 
13:05:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The long term effects of the covid vaccines are unknown.  

Too many of safety protocols have been set aside and the en7re 
process to produce the vaccines has been rushed. 

We now know this “virus” is not as deadly to the general 
popula7on as we ini7ally thought it would be. 

We need to let nature take its course, stop the lock down and 
allow the popula7on to achieve a natural herd immunity. Neal

2021-01-15 
12:59:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

No thanks, I don't want mercury or aluminium eventually finding 
its way into my brain giving me Alzheimer's or something else. 

Kind Regards Jaime

2021-01-15 
12:05:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Pushing out a vaccine within 1 year and declaring it safe because 
an applica7on for emergency use was granted does not make it 
safe. It takes 5-10 years for previous vaccines to be declared safe 
and that s7ll isn’t en7rely safe. People should have a choice. The 
sta7s7cs show that the age group 60+ with health condi7ons 
have the highest mortality rate.  I would like to see clear and 
transparent data on all vaccines. List of ingredients, the new 
technology used etc so that the public can exercise their 
sovereign right to choose wether the risks appeal to them and 
wether they want to be vaccinated.  

All alterna7ve op7ons should also be inves7gated, there is too 
much suppression of data and of alterna7ves being dismissed 
without proper inves7ga7on. Censorship is rife and we are 
seeing a strong push the world over to follow a single narra7ve 
while suppressing excellent advice and sugges7ons from the 
medical community. 

The recovery rate from this virus is also very very high, especially 
in those under 60. A proper risk assessment needs to be done to 
shelter and protect the elderly while allowing those who are 
healthy, willing and able to work to con7nue to support their 
families and the economy.  
A truly independent commission needs to be set up to 
inves7gate this pandemic and the measures that have to date 
been taken, there is now enough data for this to happen. The 
cure (lockdowns)  cannot be worse than the virus it’s trying to 
control. 

Lance
2021-01-15 
11:51:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Johan

2021-01-15 
08:56:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccines are not created over night this vaccine has a hidden 
agenda. Poli7cians must be vaccinated first 1 year before 
anybody else. Felix

Gauteng 227
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2021-01-31 
15:02:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The safety of the vaccines is ques7onable at best. The m-RNA 
vaccines has never been tested on humans before and all tests 
on animals resulted in death of these animals when they were 
challenged amer comple7on of vaccina7on. This is my biggest 
concern as medical doctor. Furthermore the vaccines need to be 
kept at -70 degrees Celcius un7l being administered.. Keeping 
the cold chain  
of 2-5 degrees intact is already a challenge with current 
medica7on and vaccines ,  doing so with the new vaccines is 
going to be a nightmare beyond belief in this Country.  The first 
sign of loadshedding will be the end of the cold chain! 
I would suggest we wait a bit to see what happens to vaccinated 
people in other countries before star7ng it in ours.  At least 6 
months of wai7ng should show if there are any unwelcome side 
effects. Gerson

2021-01-29 
06:40:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have mul7ple concerns.  Why must I have a passport what if 
you test posi7ve to have built an immunity?  Why must I have a 
vaccine that is unproven and puts me and my family at risk.  We 
are keeping the virus alive but vaccina7ng.  Go back in history 
and find out how they beat the Spanish flu.  There are 
alterna7ves why can we not u7lise them I strongly believe 
government are only worried about their pockets.   Why must I 
pay for the poor when they get grants I am 7red of paying for 
lazy people and making government officials rich while they rape 
and pillage.  When they get held for stealing money then yes 
maybe.  Every official must get vaccinated first and no fake 
vaccines must be used.  Monique

2021-01-28 
15:55:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The Vaccine is an experimental Vaccine. Many healthy people 
have died amer having it administered. Is Bill Gates, who controls 
big Pharma, Bribing our officials to force this on our popula7on? 
We don't know what the long term side effects of this vaccine 
will be. Will it sterilize people? Gates has a history of trying of 
stopping black people having children.  Let's use Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquin and let's help our wonderful doctors succeed 
in trea7ng this virus, that has a death rate similar to the flu. Let's 
get repara7ons from Communist China, that spread this virus to 
the world and then with the help of WHO covered it up. How 
about a 10%-50% import du7es to rebuild our health system. Do 
not force this experimental Vaccine on our popula7on. No to 
Vaccine Passes! Richard

2021-01-28 
00:29:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am concerned i.r.o of the whole list of op7ons provided in your 
call-our block. 
Furthermore: 
1. The world/ Africa has its own miracle cure at less than 10c a 
dose Invermec7n! Our goverment has banned its use!!! What 
planet are they on!! 
2.  Top virologists have appeared before the USA Congress and 
had presented prima facie evidence that this new RNA based 
vaccine is dangerous for human consump7on. You Tube have 
subsequently removed the clip.... Ask yourself why - I s7ll have a 
copy! 
3. The facts shared was that the RNA WILL join human RNA / 
DNA and replicate itself!  
4. The gel within which this strand of RNA is injected and the 
nano-par7cles in it - has not been proven safe for humans! I has 
the capacity to ingress upon the blood-brian barrier with severe 
consequences!! 
5. Re 4. above: Examples of people going into anaphylac7c shock 
and dying amer receiving the vaccine abound on the internet! 
The goverment must open their eyes! 
6. Contemplate - why did this ultra-dangerous mutated strain of 
COVID appear in South Africa within weeks  amer Bill Gates [The 
Great Champion of RNA based Vaccina7on] visited SA and 
par7cularly the Eastern Cape] 
7. Most importantly - the COVID-19 - has never been isolated in 
any laborotary in the world! See Irish Court Case & New Report  
in this regard! Where did Fauche & Gates and others find this 
RNA strand! Pierre

2021-01-27 
16:26:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine  has not be proven  and there are many other 
treatments that we could try before using the vaccine but the 
people in power don't won't us to get beper on our own 
because they then lose the power of making us pay Dianne

2021-01-27 
16:25:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine  has not be proven  and there are many other 
treatments that we could try before using the vaccine but the 
people in power don't won't us to get beper on our own 
because they then lose the power of making us pay Dianne

2021-01-27 
16:25:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine  has not be proven  and there are many other 
treatments that we could try before using the vaccine but the 
people in power don't won't us to get beper on our own 
because they then lose the power of making us pay Dianne

2021-01-27 
16:25:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine  has not be proven  and there are many other 
treatments that we could try before using the vaccine but the 
people in power don't won't us to get beper on our own 
because they then lose the power of making us pay Dianne

2021-01-27 
16:25:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine  has not be proven  and there are many other 
treatments that we could try before using the vaccine but the 
people in power don't won't us to get beper on our own 
because they then lose the power of making us pay Dianne

2021-01-27 
16:25:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine  has not be proven  and there are many other 
treatments that we could try before using the vaccine but the 
people in power don't won't us to get beper on our own 
because they then lose the power of making us pay Dianne
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2021-01-27 
11:27:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I Am Against Charing the Taxpayer more Taxes for a Vaccine that 
I dont belive in and wont take myself personally...  especially 
with the Billions of Missing Money..  The Government needs to 
take accountability for its Mismanagement and corrup7on and 
the Taxpayer should in no way suffer as a Result.. 

Effec7veness of the Vaccine.. Its only going to protect against the 
known strains...  so will end up being like the Flue Vaccine..  it 
doesnt help being Vacinated for last years strains... 

I'm Very much in Favor of the Alterni7ves such as Ivermec7m as 
these have been around for some 7me and are not as short a 
7me as the Covid Vaccine.. 

The Use of a Covid Passport and Madetory Vaccina7on is against 
my Human rights - there have been several deaths from the 
Vacina7ons already and Sever Side effects... nevermind the fact 
that these Vaccines were developed with the use or Aborted 
human Feutus's stem cells - Morally and Ethically i'm very much 
against that.. Warren

2021-01-26 
18:43:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine has not had the 7me to be tested for 7 years as with 
other vaccines. I will not be a Guinea pig. Shaun

2021-01-26 
17:05:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There has been very liple (if any) scien7fic evidence that these 
so called vaccines prevent the transmission of the virus.  It has 
also not been proven scien7fically that it is safe for human 
consump7on - most vaccines are tested over periods of up to 5 
or 7 years.  I am therefore not convinced of its efficacy. Magda

2021-01-25 
22:09:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Government should not play doctor, poli7cs should stay out of 
medicine. This government has tried to literally rob, steel, 
destroy everything it touches and now it wants to help me?? The 
lies told on the presiden7al report are so overwhelmingly bad, 
do not trust them they want your money and they want you 
dead. Don't trust doctors either, pursue the truth, they want you 
sick so they can make more money. He is whole has no need of a 
physician.  
It’s sad to see people wearing masks under the false impression 
that it makes them safe. 

 I believe that wearing a mask is a mark of submission to 
governments that don’t care about your safety. They only care 
about controlling you. Thabo

2021-01-25 
21:55:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine has not been aprroved for various groups such a 
immune deficiency, pregnant women and kids. Will the 
necessary guidance be provided to people targeped for  the 
vaccine. What if someone who doesn't know that they are 
pregnant agrees to the vaccine gets adverse? What if someone 
has an undiagnosed immune deficiency and is given the vaccine? 
There are too many unknowns s7ll on whether the vaccine will 
curb the spread or proven the afficay on further muta7ons of 
the virus. 
What if I refuse to be given the vaccine for whatever reason?!!!! Heila

2021-01-25 
09:56:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I refuse to be poisoned by force for a disease i have a beper 
survival rate against than malaria, tb, heart disease or cancer. 

Cindi

2021-01-25 
09:53:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Apart from the fact that us as taxpayers once again have to fork 
out more money for the whole country, especially unemployed 
and criminals. I feel it unfair that we have to pay for import and 
for the vaccine itself. Now the medical aids supposedly will pay 
for it out of our day to day benefits...but we are s7ll paying our 
medical aid and get penalized out of our day to day. 
Furthermore a vaccine that now magically appeared within 6 
months is of a concern, I dont think its very healthy and I refuse 
to take it. I dont care if the government forces me, I wont take it. Taryn-Lee

2021-01-25 
08:17:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Not enough research has gone into the vaccine in my opinion.   
Usually vaccines take years of research and trials, especially a 
double blind trial.    With the virus muta7ng the vaccine will be 
ineffec7ve Penny

2021-01-25 
06:50:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Based on my Chris7an beliefs and principles I will refuse to take 
the vaccine even unto death. It is too close to the mark of the 
beast for comfort. Using an aborted baby in the vaccine is a 
contraven7on of the ten commandment: "Thou shall not kill." I 
believe that extends to par7cipa7on in killing. Mervyn

2021-01-24 
11:09:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The long term side effects of this vaccine is unknown..At the 
same 7me the strain of xivid is not fully understand..what if a 
certain Muta7on occurs 10 years later amer one has been 
inoculated with thus? Palesa

2021-01-24 
10:13:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not support the Vaccine and  to enforce it is  not ethical. 
Therr is a lot of cures that came forward but these were 
stopped. 
There are so many people that acually died due to the vaccine. 
This is just another way from goverment to get more money to 
steel and not using the funds to look amer the people of this 
country. Melt

2021-01-24 
07:37:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Ke kgopela go hlabelwe no radipo7ki pele,re bone gore ba ba 
jwang kamorago a o hlabelwa Kwena

2021-01-23 
16:13:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

this vaccine has not been tested on humans or animals and you 
cant make a vaccine without a virous  besides since when has 
there been a vaccine developed  in such a short period of 7me. 
Get rid of 5G and you wont have sick people dying  of this so 
called covid 19. vaccine passport or not that needle will never 
come near me.

Andrew 
shawn 
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2021-01-23 
09:16:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

They allow an not-sufficiently tested witches brew to be injected 
into people without any problems, but a proven, safe, effec7ve  
and cheap treatment like Ivermec7n "has not enough evidence" 
and is delayed, while it might save lives. Even if it only save a few 
it will s7ll be beper that the Vaccine From Hell.... I am totally and 
fully against THIS vaccine (not in general) , because of the 
manipula7on and  Money Making mo7ves behind it....... It is 
immoral!!! ANd Dangerous!!! Theo

2021-01-23 
07:11:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Hulle kan maar die vaccine hou. My God het my tot dusver 
beskerm, en ek weet hy sal aanhou my in die toekoms in 
beskerm.  Ek is onder die beskerming van die bloed van die Lam. 
Toe Yeshua Hammasiah aan die kruis dood gegaan het vir ons 
sondes, het hy alle siektes saam hom daarop geneem!  Dit het 
saam hom doodgegaan. Hy het weer opgestaan en alle sondes 
en siektes oorwin! Almal moet die keuse vir hulleself kan maan 
of hulle die vaccine moet kry en nie, en indien nie moet hulle 
geensins benadeel word nie!! Eckardt-Lyon

2021-01-22 
22:06:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Sebas7an 

2021-01-22 
19:14:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other I will not give up my freedom and be ruled by the NWO AMELDA

2021-01-22 
18:50:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This is not a vaccine. This is mRNA packaged in a fat envelope 
that is delivered to a cell. It is a medical device designed to 
s7mulate the human cell into becoming a pathogen creator. It is 
not a vaccine! Vaccines actually are a legally defined term under 
public health law; they are a legally defined term under CDC and 
FDA standards. And if we were honest with this, we would 
actually call it what it is. It is a chemical pathogen device that is 
actually meant to unleash a chemical pathogen produc7on 
ac7on within a cell. It is a medical device, not a drug because it 
meets the CDRH defini7on of a device. Also this device (mRNA 
technology) is s7ll in experimental phase, with no longterm data 
on the impact on peoples health. The WHO can't guarantee it's 
effec7veness, the manufacturers demands protec7on from 
being sued, no guarantee that you will not get reinfected. 98% 
recovery rate from COVID-19, with a very low death rate, 
effec7ve alterna7ve treatement presented many 7me before, 
only makes one more suspicious as to why the push for this 
device. Why demonise and discriminate against those who 
opese it. The cons7tua7on protect us. And if the device wor, 
then why worry about those who does not take it. Take it 
yourself, reap the benifits or what ever. Not interrested! M

2021-01-22 
18:25:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Thanks for the opportunity to comment, I will not be test or lab 
rat for vaccina7on, i will gladly wait a year to see resuts, thank 
you Rashad 

2021-01-22 
14:19:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Ek vertrou nie die effek7witeit of die werking van dit nie.  Dis te 
vinnig en te skielik.  Ek voel daar is nie genoeg navorsing gedoen 
nie en op wie is dit getoets? Dit moenie afdwingbaar wees nie - 
ons moet 'n keuse hê.   Wie gaan hierdie uitrol bestuur en   
beheer - As ek dit sou neem, sal dit nodig wees om steeds 'n 
masker te dra en hande 10 000 keer op 'n dag te was en indien 
wel - hoekom? Erna

2021-01-22 
12:06:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Goverment want to kill the pepoel from SA and steel our tax 
payers money i say fuck them Martha

2021-01-22 
11:57:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't and can't trust a system that has not been tested. The 
company making it can't be hold responsible for any side effects 
of the product. I can't put my life in such risk Nothando

2021-01-22 
08:15:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Don't trust the safety of the vaccine.  Have heard too many 
conspiracy theories.  Let government officials and their families 
be vaccinated first before administering it to the rest of South 
Africa.  In a country where human rights is a priority no one 
should be forced to get the vaccine and no one's rights should 
be taken away just because they refused the vaccine. Lena

2021-01-22 
06:34:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It has been proved that vaccines are ineffec7ve and highly 
dangerous! And, I am exercising my right to say NO. MY BODY 
MY CHOICE! Venus 

2021-01-22 
06:11:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

A warning , humans are playing with stuff they think they have 
full  knowledge, the vaccines makeup  is a recipe for geing 
people really sick long term ,  the decision makers  and the ones 
authorising , must be held accountable and responsible when 
this happen , why does south Africa do not take the same stance 
as Zambia ? Jaco

2021-01-22 
06:11:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

A warning , humans are playing with stuff they think they have 
full  knowledge, the vaccines makeup  is a recipe for geing 
people really sick long term ,  the decision makers  and the ones 
authorising , must be held accountable and responsible when 
this happen , why does south Africa do not take the same stance 
as Zambia ? Jaco

2021-01-22 
00:01:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not believe in torturing innocent animals to develop a 
vaccine, the efficacy of which is extremely debatable. I an vegan 
& will not take this vaccine. The last 7me I was conned into 
having a flu vaccine, I almost died. Deidre
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2021-01-21 
23:06:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Our government 70 % over 75 and falling asleep in parliament 
(embarrassing fools) have not done their  homework on this 
since it started going pear shaped worldwide, a year ago!! 
These dumb asses haven't no7ced that most of the vaccines 
haven't been tested on human beings ..................... are they 
planning on turning the SA ci7zens into guinea pigs :-( 

Let them (the government) get 10 million to inject themselves 
and their families and friends. 
There are enough an7bio7cs around to kill this.  Read this from 
Robert F Kennedy jnr "Q: What is your greatest concern about 
the government manda7ng vaccina7ons? 
A: I have many concerns about that. My greatest concern is that 
vaccines are not safety-studied. Nobody knows what the risk 
profile is of those vaccines. And nobody knows whether the 
vaccines are causing more injuries than they’re aver7ng. And the 
science indicates that indeed, many of those vaccines – if not all 
of them – are causing more injuries than they are avoiding. Most 
people argue that vaccines are safe because the CDC says 
they’re safe, because the WHO says they’re safe, or because my 
doctor says they’re safe. In fact, there are no studies that prove 
vaccines safe. hpps://vaccines.daystar.com/ 
Go to Frontlinedoctors.com for more info they have proven that 
Hydroxychloroquine  
with your Zinc etc daily, is all you need. 
Uses, Dosage & Side Effects - Drugs.com - hpps://
www.drugs.com/hydroxychloroquine 
2020/07/02 · Hydroxychloroquine is used to treat the symptoms 
of rheumatoid arthri7s and systemic lupus erythematosus and to 
prevent and treat malaria. Includes hydroxychloroquine side 
effects, interac7ons and indica7ons. 

S

2021-01-21 
21:43:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concconcern is all my children has allergies and could not 
even get some of their child vaccina7ons. Due to it.  
S7ll their is no alterna7ves for them. 
My husband has porphyria and can not even use medicine or be 
long in the sun so for sure this would not even be save for him.  

I am sure their must be alterna7ve medica7on for this virus.   
If people that had this virus got well their bodies bul its immune 
up for it, so why do we need a vaccine for it if the body did it 
naturally. Rika

2021-01-21 
20:35:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It looks as if the government is stripping us our cons7tu7onal 
right of choice. We must be given a choice to agree or disagree 
to be vaccinated or our children to be vaccinated. At the 
moment the department of health issues out consent forms for 
parents to sign if they agree for their children to be vaccinated at 
creche, pre-school or in school whenever it is a season for 
children to be vaccinated therefore this coming vaccine must not 
be different from other vaccine procedures the same procedure 
must be followed unless the government will be viola7ng our 
children. Secondly since this vaccine is not curing nor protec7ng 
anyone why is it so important to take it. South Africa has had so 
many recoveries. People have been steaming with vicks, 
eucalyptus and peppermint oil and drinking   boiled water with 
lemon, ging, garlic, isola7ng, puing our masks on and 
promo7ng social distancing etc this on its own proves that we do 
not need the vaccine and as a country we are doing well using 
home remedies. It is for this reason we had more recoveries 
than deaths.  If really there is something the government want 
to do is to provide its people with ginger, garlic, vicks etc that 
would really help not the vaccine that is coming to the country 
though more corrupt tenders. Ntombikayise 

2021-01-21 
20:04:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

These vaccines make use of aborted fetuses, meaning murdered 
unborn children in the tes7ng phase. I reject them all and will 
never ever take the vaccine EVER!  
In any case this vaccine is just a smokescreen for the socialist 
take over of the world, we are being herded like sheep. NO 
THANK YOU! NO TO THE ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT AND THE 
NEW WORLD ORDER! Stephen

2021-01-21 
19:03:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccine was not properly tested to ensure its safe. I will rather 
wait 7ll vaccine was tested and safe for humans. Another 
statement all poli7cians must be vaccinated first!!! Francois

2021-01-21 
15:03:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Please start these vaccines with the top people in government 
and cascade down to their hierarchy before the man in the 
street that is struggling to make ends meet. They should be the 
guinea pigs and then take it from their. The vaccines should be 
administered and in view of medical people/afriforum  for 
authen7ca7on that it is the vaccine administered and not 
anything else to bluff a person. Christa

2021-01-21 
13:58:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have a problem with many of the issues in the previous 
ques7on 

Why does governments want to make it mandatory/ Covid 
passport/id and surely there will be corrup7on AGAIN so it WILL 
come at great cost to taxpayers 

Vaccines takes years to develop now they want to tell us THIS 
one is safe - really !! Erika

2021-01-21 
12:47:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

So far the vaccine/s seem to have a higher mortality rate than 
the disease itself.  I think I'll take my chances with the virus k 
thnx bye Julius

2021-01-21 
12:34:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Side-effects are not know - especially the long-term ones. Also, 
vaccine was developed for the first string, while we have another 
one now Mariana
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2021-01-21 
12:23:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There are lotsbof conflic7ng statemenrs by varous governments 
including ours 

In my opinion it is not safe to take and not tetses enough6. So it 
eill be like an experiment on us Aubrey 

Kgabo
2021-01-21 
10:09:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Julia

2021-01-21 
10:03:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Andre

2021-01-21 
09:13:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccines should not be forced on people. Those who want 
vaccines can have it but other op7ons like Ivermec7n should be 
available for those who dont want vaccines since many people 
have recovered  without vaccines.  The Health passport is just 
another way of forcing people to take unsafe vaccines.  There 
are no long term studies  to support the fact that there would 
not be nega7ve side effects later on.  Government  and 
employers should sign for liability incase  there are any nega7ve 
side effects due to  taken the vaccines. Roberta

2021-01-21 
08:57:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

If you have been following the news... this vaccine is killing 
people. 

Why on earth would you use such a deadly thing on our frontline 
workers.... 

What will your con7ngency be if you have killed off all our 
frontline workers??? 

You say you love South Africa and her people.... it honestly does 
not look that way... 
We are NOT the world's tes7ng ground!!! Lindi

2021-01-21 
06:46:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Cost effec7ve Tax to the White people who will bd paying for the 
corrupt ANC again. 
This vaccine has come out way to fast and i dont trust it.Why no 
cure for other illnesses? Janine

2021-01-20 
18:14:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I think as an democra7c country we must have the say in what 
we want injected into us. We must be figh7ng against the virus 
warfare not just roll over and do what they want us to do. Nicholas

2021-01-20 
16:42:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

South Africa should develop their own vaccine, which will be 
tested by our own medical and science experts.  
Though its not confirm, the circula7on of videos and ar7cles 
regarding the vaccine is worrying.  The vaccine seem to be 
having a   
nega7ve  medical effects . We have seen vaccine containers or 
boples labeled "not to be distributed in US, Canada and other 
countries", the ques7on is why should it be distributed in Africa. 
This remind me of a guy from France who once said the vaccine 
should be tested in Africa.  
This shows that the whole inten7on behind the vaccine is not to 
protect people from the virus, rather to kill and reduce the 
number of people especially Africans.  

I say no to the vaccine Tshililo 

2021-01-20 
15:26:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Dear Mr R. Hutchinson, no sir I do not agree, mandatory 
vaccina7ons is not a democracy  a democracy is when I do my 
own choosing , cyril the squirrel  (  WHO HAS LOST HIS  NUTS  ) 
tells the world that we are a democra7c country, by whom are 
we  SA truly CONTROLLED BY by the " new one world order " of 
whom cyril the squirrel  ( WHO HAS LOST HIS NUTS )  is a 
member, it is up to  an individuals choice if they want it or not.  
Who the F****** does cyril the squirrel think he is  my"  Father 
".  My sugges7on to him is  first you take the vaccina7on, then all 
your  sell by date comrades  all the overspills of the people who 
vote for you the anc, and when you people start dying off from 
the vaccina7on, then we known where we stand.  Allans. Allan

2021-01-20 
13:12:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I really don't understand why a vaccina7on has to cure people. 
There are many natural remedies curing COVID. I have proof of 
that. Also I have have been a chronic asthma pa7ent for half of 
my life and know what it is not to be able to breathe. I have used 
lots of affordable op7ons in opening up my chest to breathe 
correctly. 
We are accep7ng a vaccina7on we know nothing about based on 
the opinion of scien7st abroad.  How do you give me a 
vaccina7on you don't even know works. Besides I'm not taking 
any vaccina7on from anyone.  
If the government is so serious about the vaccina7on, let them 
inject themselves first as a trial period and then we will wait and 
see what happens to them amer 6 weeks. That should count for 
something. Brent 

2021-01-20 
12:50:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

We have no vaccine for either cancer or the common flu,but in 
less than a year we have a vaccine for COVID ?? How is this 
possible when millions of rands have been thrown to find a cure 
but a vaccine is found with half the amount. Why are there 
countries like Zambia refusing to have the vaccine given to their 
people? Why are we not shown how the medicine  is being 
withdrawn from the vile and injected into a pa7ent?? All we see 
is the nurse injec7ng a pa7ent with something ?? Who knows 
what it can be??   

Anne
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2021-01-20 
10:18:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All the topics men7oned in the "Top Concern" list are of HUGE 
concern.  Our Government has an indisputable track record of 
failing her people, through corrup7on, hidden agenda's and total 
incompetence, thereby passing the cost to the working class.   
There is clear evidence that the vaccine is ineffec7ve and wont 
prevent infec7ons in itself. It has also been shown to be life 
threatening to its recipients.  We are not a na7on of Yes-Men,.. 
we should not bow to the dictates of the super-rich of the world, 
who have made their inten7ons known,.. ie. reduce the 
popula7on of the earth by 3 billion.  We should stand up as a 
unified South Africa, turn to God,  reject their insistance on using 
THEIR poison, protect our people and outlive the rest of the 
world on our own.  Andrew

2021-01-20 
08:37:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am concerned  about the savety of the vaccine. What is the 
long term affects of this? No one know as this is new to us all. 
Will this be like a flue shot annually?  I dont believe in annual 
flue shots as family members of mine that get flue shots every 
year end up geing so sick and us that did not get it dont get sick 
at all.  This has not been tested on children as far as i have read. I 
feel this is my choice if i or my family want this vaccine. So far i 
dont want it.   Marika

2021-01-20 
08:05:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I'm of the opinion this has been blown out of propor7on.  I don't 
trust the stats. A friend of mine died in a car accident and Covid 
was mo7vated for the death cer7ficate so on how many others 
did it happen. I will not take any vaccine ever and it cant be 
forced. I refuse to inject myself with aborted fetal maper 
amongst others. Aletha

2021-01-20 
07:09:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Good day I am very scared of our government of relying to other 
countries as if we don't have our own doctors who can 
manufacturer, this shows that we don't acknowledge and trust 
ourselves which is something demoralize us as a na7on, 
secondly at least if our President as the Chairman of the African 
Union should gather all president of all African countries to 
come together and come with their own tradi7onal herbs, we 
need to be proud of who we are. 
Thirdly how sure is this vaccine safe to South African people is 
there any amer effects and the rumours that says this is the way 
of decreasing the number of Africans as they are useless and not 
increasing economy how true is that? Lastly to my president 
please will you make sure you protect your people. William 

2021-01-20 
07:09:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Envor 

2021-01-20 
06:45:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine did not go through a proper trial period and tes7ng 
to see what the side effects are and the long term effect it will 
have. Trials and tes7ng on average takes about five years 
whereas the Covid19 vaccine was put on the market amer a 
couple of months . We see in the news that some people have 
died from it, so how safe is it? I will NOT be taking the vaccine. Jacques

2021-01-20 
01:03:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Why should you get vaccinated if your not tested posi7ve for 
covid? And why are poli7cians not first in line to get vaccinated? Michael

2021-01-19 
23:58:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other All the above. Ray

2021-01-19 
22:18:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine is not tested and no test results on it. It is killing 
people, apack nerves and other func7ons of the body, so i dont 
trust this or the corupt goverment of South Africa. They help Bill 
Gates to kill Africans and South Africans for money. Andries

2021-01-19 
22:07:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

First of all it has been proven that in Norway 23 people died of 
this poison there is no proof that there is an actual virus isolated 
so how do you create an an7 virus for something not even found 
isolated or substan7ated reproduced in a lab as a virus that can 
be transferable the vaccine has nothing in it that the human 
body need to get healthy, get beper, get stronger  or help to 
fight the poison that has been produced by fallen angel 
technology I.E Big pharma companies,  plus we are in a war zone 
with all the frequency blasts from all angles crea7ng poisons 
cecrea7ng from out our own cells there is nothing but poison 
inside the vaccine and no human should take that injec7on of 
death. Conrad

2021-01-19 
20:16:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It is clear to anyone who has done some research on vaccines in 
general that they are neither safe nor effec7ve. However, the 
vaccine in ques7on is for covid and there exists very effec7ve 
and safe treatments that have been in use for decades, therefore 
a rushed and clearly unsafe, from mul7ple reports of severe side 
effects and death, is not only unnecessary, but unethical. Even 
more so if people will be forced to receive a vaccine in order to 
par7cipate in society and travel, etc. It has been made clear by 
vaccine manufacturers that the vaccine does not prevent you 
from contrac7ng or spreading covid, that masks and social 
distancing will s7ll be necessary even with 100% popula7on 
vaccine uptake and the manufacturers take zero responsibility 
for any side effects suffered by anyone taking the vaccine. For 2 
decades a vaccine for Corona viruses has been apempted 
unsuccessfully and leading to the death of virtually all animals in 
the trials amer receiving the vaccine thereamer being exposed to 
the natural virus. This vaccine is unlikely to be any different and 
it has led to death in a number of recipients within hours or days 
amer receiving Lize
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2021-01-19 
18:43:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't believe there is a pandemic, as the sta7s7cs proves it. 

I don't believe in using fetal maper in any research or in vaccines 
as it is against my belief system. 

Alterna7ves to the vaccine include: 
1) ivermec7n as it has been approved by the FDA and WHO 
(Leon Carly et al, An7viral research, June 2020). 
2) hydroxychloroquin, zitramax and zinc (Dr Stella Emmanuel 
and America’s Frontline Doctors) 
3) natural vitamin supplements (including vitamin C) to boost 
the immune system, and prevent and / or heal any disease the 
natural God given way ...  

Any one of the three methods above is safer, more cost effec7ve 
and beper than any vaccines 

Hannelene 

2021-01-19 
13:52:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It is every person's right if they want to be vaccine or not and 
not a decision made by the government. 

The government don't own me a an individual and I have a right 
of choice.  Riaan

2021-01-19 
13:36:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have a combina7on of concerns when it comes to the 
vaccina7on which is Mandatory Vaccina7on & Effec7veness. I 
personally do not understand why I would need a vaccina7on 
which doesn't mi7gate the risk of being infected and considering 
that there is a 97% chance of recovery from the virus. The 
manufacturers do state that the vaccine will not prevent you 
from geing and spreading Covid 19. 
I unfortunately do not agree with the haste of the vaccina7on. 
Not enough research has been done regarding the product, it 
has been proven by deaths that occurred to people being 
vaccinated.  
Cancer more than 100 year- no vaccine / HIV  more than 50 
years -no vacine / common flu - no effec7ve vacine. Covid 19 
with 1 year a vacine - No thank you! 
This is a Democra7c Country and the government should be 
ashamed to take away our choice to look amer our own bodies. 
Where is our rights if they allow a person not receiving the 
vaccina7on to be prohibited to enter certain stores, banks, etc. 
Confirma7on of this must be given, in order to prevent the 
Government from controlling normal ci7zens in the country as in 
Communist States. 
WHAT WILL BE NEXT that we have to give up???? Deirdre

2021-01-19 
13:30:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the topics listed are huge concerns... 
Why must the taxpayer pay for the government's corrup7on and 
loo7ng of Covid funds? 

The vaccine is not tested properly. South Africans are not 
laboratory test subjects! 

Government has shown that they are not effec7ve on many 
occasions, what makes this roll out any different? 

It is each individuals right to choose if he/she want the 
vaccina7on. They can't make it mandatory! 

There are numerous studies to show that Ivermec7n etc are 
effec7ve in treatment. Why keep turning a blind eye and not 
support it dear government? Are SA's people really important or 
is it just the money? Start looking amer SA's people!!!! It is amer 
all the people who put you in your high paying jobs. 

Josandra
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2021-01-19 
13:04:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The SA Government has not engaged with the TRUTH on the 
corona virus, NEITHER have they requested the medical 
knowledge , insight and experience of true epidemiologists. 
They have told the en7re country their poli7cal view, plans to 
implement a New World Order, which is a communist regime. 
They are NOT working for the ci7zens of SA. They are traitors 
and they engaged with EVIL all around the world and also 
received their thirty pounds of silver.  
They have sold out SA and there is no more DEMOCRACY, 
neither any HUMAN RIGHTS. 
The CORRECT way of any DECENT HONEST CARING 
GOVERNMENT, would have been very easy:   1. Build up the 
ci7zens's IMMUNE SYSTEMS by taking Vit C, Selenium and Zinc. 
2. Stay OUTDOORS for Vit D. 3. DO NOT, DO NOT WEAR MASKS, 
BECAUSE WEARING MASKS MAKES ONE SICK 4. DO NOT KEEP 
SOCIAL DISTANCE, which would lead to HERD IMMUNITY.  5. Any 
VIRUS Mutates amer a certain PERIOD>>>>>>>So it DOES NOT 
MAKE SENSE TO TAKE A VACCINE FOR A VIRUS. 6. IT WAS NEVER 
EVER NECESSARY TO CLOSE BUSINESSES.  7. THE TRUE NATURE 
OF THE VERY OLD COMMON CORONA VIRUS IS VERY WELL 
KNOWN. It is basicly a BAD FLU, which could be treated 
easily........... 99.6% RECOVERY RATE for normal individuals with 
no chronic condi7ons and even people with chronic diseases 
recover from these with known an7 viral drugs. 8. The 
Government is SUPPOSED TO DO GOOD FOR THE PEOPLE 
WHICH SELECTED THEM< THEY ARE WORKING FOR THE PEOPLE, 
they are NOT SUPPOSED TO DICTATE to people. 
SO,......................it is a known FACT that certain helpful, effec7ve 
drugs against corona infec7ons, have been "BANNED" = taken 
from a low schedule to the high SCHEDULE 6 which is then very 
difficult to prescribe and to dispense. VERY EVIL> 
YES, THE SA GOVERNMENT WENT ALONG WITH THE  
WORLDWIDE CORRUPTION = PLANDEMIC. THIS IS NOT, NOT A 
PANDEMIC.   
So, NO TO THE FALSE 
VACCINES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
These VACCINES are part of the BIG PHARMA MAKING BIG BUCS, 
or should I rather say a BIG KILLING.  The vaccines are VERY EVIL, 
INEFFECTIVE and have substances not suitable for the human 
body. The IDEA is to KILL 7,5 BILLION PEOPLE WORLDWIDE.  
Nanobot technology to CHANGE THE HUMAN 
DNA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
THE EVIL PLANS OF THE SA GOVERNMENT IS VERY VERY CLEAR. 
BUT,.......WHY ISN'T THE POLITICAL PARTIES SOIING ANYTHING? Mariana

2021-01-19 
12:34:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do  NOT support this forced vaccina7on "scheme" as major 
corpora7ons stand to benefit off of vaccina7on rollout, as they 
put money before human life as big PHARMA has NO liability.  
Why be vaccinated against Covid19, if we can't be vaccinated 
against TB, Ebola or HIV? 
Injec7ng HEALTHY human beings with  a vaccine to alter the DNA 
and poten7ally KILL them is against my religion. I am a 
CHRISTIAN and JESUS is my KING Juan

2021-01-19 
11:44:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I feel that this virus is not nearly as serious as what government 
makes it out to be. And in reality, people die for hundreds of 
other diseases daily, so why are they so concerned about this 
one.  
Solu7ons are to carry on with life as usual, without masks or 
threat of vaccina7ons. Melanie

2021-01-19 
11:38:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other MAGGIE

2021-01-19 
11:38:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other MAGGIE

2021-01-19 
10:18:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concerns are making it mandatory for people to take a 
vaccine that has not undergone extensive clinical trials (usually 
2-3years) and thus we don’t know the full impact of this vaccine 
on e.g. vulnerable people with other health issues. Secondly, 
why must the already overburdened tax payer again for the bill 
for this? Those who are lucky enough to s7ll have a job haven’t 
had salary increases since 2019; and many have had their 
working hours reduced. Adding another financial burden on the 
cash strapped tax payers is unfair and short sighted. Thirdly, 
government should control procurement of the vaccine but 
include the registered pharmacies like Clicks, DisChem etc to 
administer it for a nominal charge to the individual. Sheena
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2021-01-19 
09:56:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

So many people that has received the vaccine also died. I will not 
accept any vaccine created. Especially if it is to implement the 
NWO. That may include the chip withing he vaccine. I have been 
healthy since the corona virus break out and will not get sick 
because I had my  precau7ons. Because we are part of the 
minority we dont get out much.  Our race it geing murdered by 
the majority.  
I suggest people who had the virus already should be vaccinated 
ass well as the youth who likes to produce children but cant take 
care of them. many of our children is on the streets while the 
mother gets money from the state. as long as they get paid per 
child the state must pay. The  state is not the father of your child. 
so that MUST be stopped. There should be a restric7on on 
childbirth that will take care of over popula7on around the 
world.  
I would suggest no children must be produced for the next ten 
years to prevent over popula7on. If you get a child withing this 
period you will be jailed. OR Only 1 child per family every 5 
years. The biggest problem is birth control especially in South 
Africa and Africa. I am part of the minority so we don't have a 
problem with that. We are about 10% of South Africa's 
popula7on.  
       Willie

2021-01-19 
09:38:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not believe that we know long-term what the effects would 
be of this vaccine.  Where is the money coming from to pay for 
these vaccines (hopefully not the tax payers pockets again!!) and 
why try and target certain groups or areas?  People should be 
able to choose whether they want this vaccine or not. Johannie

2021-01-19 
08:30:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Why don't we use the Chinese method to treat this disease 
because our country has no money and why is only tested in 
Africa Michael 

2021-01-19 
08:09:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

You start the first shot and where does it stop?  

Its untested, its dangerous, its killing people all over the world, 
their is no accountability to the manufacturers for the side 
effects. If a vaccine has not been able to be made for AIDS, 
Cancer, TB, how can you make a vaccine for the CV in  less than a 
year 

This is dangerous ground. And the ingredients are just as 
dangerous 

I will never, ever, never get a Vaccina7on again for anything. That 
includes your fake CV19 vaccine Faye

2021-01-19 
07:39:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I feel it’s wrong for the government to impose a vaccine that 
hasn’t had enough tes7ng firstly and there are alterna7ves like 
ivermec7n which is seeing great results . Forcing people to take 
the vaccine is very similar to the work nazi party . 
Arres7ng people and trea7ng good tax paying ci7zens and 
trea7ng them like criminals is also disgus7ng on every level Natasha

2021-01-19 
06:48:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

No thanks, they now want to increase our TAX rate to pay for 
this sh1t that not everyone wants.  I hate that we have to be 
ruled by a government that has its own best interet at heart 
instead of its people.  Things must go back to the olden days 
where there was no government and ruling par7es then there 
would be less crime and corrup7on too. 

I do not turst my government with this decision.  Besides there 
no evidenc that is works so why waste millions of our money 
when it can be put to much beper use. Claudia

2021-01-18 
22:14:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It takes years to develop a vaccine. These vaccines have not 
been developed properly and has severe side effects. Just have a 
look at reports on people that have died from the vaccine. As 
South Africans, we can rather use  Ivermec7n or other 
alterna7ves. We are fortunate living in the SA with so much 
sunlight and another alterna7ve will be Vitamin D supplements. 
This is truly important, even though we think we absorb 
sufficient Vitamin D.  Please do your research. Caryl

2021-01-18 
20:07:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

We have succeeded as South Africans with our natural medicine 
and boere kook medicine for years free of charge. Our MRC 
seem not to be doub{ul about its research on African free 
medicine. Why entertain something that isn't beneficial for the 
welfare of this country and its people. Big NO Boitumelo 

2021-01-18 
19:10:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vacine not tested intensifely as with all other vacines that is 
tested for years and proper traild have been conducted - do not 
trust the vacine and do not know what impact the vacine will 
have in conjunc7on with underlying condi7ons and cronic 
medica7ons. Theresa

2021-01-18 
19:01:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concern is what's in the vaccine and the fa t that there have 
been thousands of cases if deaths and massive complica7ons on 
the vaccines. Also there is no documented Vaccine in history 
that can or has been able to combat a virus. Viruses mutate over 
and over and as such no vaccine is able to work effec7vely. I will 
not be taking the vaccine and if the government decides to 
ignore many people's wishes then they must lead by example 
and take the vaccine (Not saline solu7on) on camera Infront of 
the country first. Gareth
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2021-01-18 
18:05:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Mul7ple Concerns: Roll-out by government, Effec7veness of the 
vaccine, Mandatory Vaccina7on 
1) The vaccines distribu7on should be allowed by any ins7tu7on 
that is capable of procuring and distribu7ng it effec7vely and 
correctly (private industry, municipal and provincial 
governments). If we have to rely on the na7onal government 
then nothing useful will be achieved. 
2) I trust private industry more to ensure the chosen vaccine is 
safe , that it is administered correctly and that it is rolled out 
quickly and efficiently. I DONT TRUST THE NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT. 
3) The fact that the na7onal government won't allow 
procurement and distribu7on through other channels shows 
their true agenda and characters. This decision shows they 
would rather hold onto power and control than help the people 
of South Africa. This is another doorway for Corona corrup7on. 
4) Why didn't the RSA government buy from the batch of 300 
million locally produced Johnson & Johnson vaccines? This 
would have supported local industry and kept the vaccine 
money in our own country? 
5) What studies and checks have the RSA government done to 
ensure that proper trials and checks have been done on the 
vaccines since they were all rushed through with shortcuts being 
allowed. 
6) Since the safety of the vaccines are ques7onable due to the 
rush, we should rather NOT RISK OUR HEALTH CARE WORKERS 
by giving them the first batch. Rather give the first batch to the 
poli7cians who are making the decisions that could put the rest 
of us at risk. 
7) Forcing vaccines on people is an infringement of their right to 
bodily autonomy. Bronwyn

2021-01-18 
17:11:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Jenny 

2021-01-18 
16:40:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the above concerns are my top concerns, we have blocked 
Ivermec7n as it's not tested enough (yet proven effec7ve in 
many countries) and we are going ahead with a costly and 
virtually untested vaccine which is not needed. We are banned 
from moving freely and geing sunshine which helps prevent 
Covid complica7ons. Charlie

2021-01-18 
16:38:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

How can you get a vaccine for covid in such a short 7me. It 
should first be tested before given to people Liz N

2021-01-18 
16:21:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don’t agree that this vaccine should be at the tax payers 
expense. I don’t think it’s wise to roll out so quickly, with so 
many risks and side effects. I think government should honestly 
inves7gate Ivermectum as an alterna7ve. There is already 
research based on it. I do not agree with any mandatory 
vaccina7on. We live in a democracy and that must be valued and 
protected. Abby

2021-01-18 
15:35:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

For years there has been no Cure for HIV and yet suddenly they 
found a vaccine for Covid 19 which I believe is straight from hell, 
they trying to kill us. 

So no I will not except it Nerisha

2021-01-18 
14:44:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not understand how a vaccine can be touted and distributed 
widely even before sufficient 7me has been spent studying its 
efficacy. The fastest vaccines ever developed took an average of 
5 years to final approval for use in humans. This vaccine has not 
even spent six months in development and already it is being 
put into humans. What happens when the side effects show up 
and already over 20 million people have been vaccinated? 
If anyone of the developers is able to put their head on the block 
to vouch for its safety, then I would imagine we may have found 
the person who knows more about the virus than they are 
telling us.

Goitsemodim
o Kele

2021-01-18 
14:27:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not think there is enough proof that it works and we do not 
know if there are going to be side effects Janice 

2021-01-18 
14:19:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I strongly believe that we should consult our African countries 
like Madagascar and check with them first what they use  and 
how effec7ve is that?It will also save us tax payers money,
(cheaper)than the one opted for by Our government. Rhonny

2021-01-18 
14:12:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This inocula7on is a sign of dictatorship. The people targeted for 
this vaccine are black people.  We have heard what Bill Gates has 
stated about popula7on control, it's public informa7on. Why 
would anyone take the vaccine knowing this? Its just sad our 
government has sold us out. I am hoping our leaders change 
their minds concerning this maper Tebogi

2021-01-18 
13:59:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Good day, 

I do believe that it will be a horrible mistake to make a vaccine 
for Covid, as I believe that this whole Covid situa7on was man 
made and that there is a far bigger hidden agenda than made 
public. s

2021-01-18 
13:51:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I feel that this whole situa7on with the vaccina7on is rushed, I 
never heard about trials being done and if they were done in 
which countries were they done. Now there is a vaccina7on in a 
years 7me and yet there is no vaccina7on for AIDS and cancer. 
Where theres smoke theres fire I tell you. Dumisani

2021-01-18 
11:19:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

We do not approve the vaccine as we don't have confidence in it 
that will cure people as this pandemic was created to kill human 
beings especially Blacks Nonto

2021-01-18 
10:44:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Sean 
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2021-01-18 
10:35:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not believe that the vaccine passed all the necessary phase, 
that is why it is 95% effec7ve. I would like to be believe that 
already exis7ng vaccine are 99.9% effec7ve. We have so many 
disease for years and not one vaccine or cure was found. we 
have a covid for a year n all of a sudden there is a vaccine. I 
would prefer to use an AFRICAN vaccine like the one from 
Madagascar. Mmadi

2021-01-18 
10:28:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Anas

2021-01-18 
10:27:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other I do not believe this is a way to stop the Virus Dylon

2021-01-18 
10:20:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I strongly disagree with any vaccina7on regarding the virus.  I do 
not support the idea of vaccina7on, as this is absurd and a 
money making scheme to control the world popula7on. No 
vaccine can prevent a virus. This is a power play scheme, created 
by the New World Order.  There is absolutely no proof any way 
that any vaccine, has or will prevent or cure the spread of a 
virus.  Government and WHO are  driving this scheme by 
crea7ng fear among the popula7on of the world.  People are 
running amer everything the WHO says like sheep.  As for me 
and my family, we will not be vaccinated - we don't believe in 
this - we know that this is a plan to get the whole world under 
the control of the One World order.  Ilse

2021-01-18 
10:10:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not support this at all - my body, my choice.  Too many 
controversies, too many ques7ons about the whole Covid 
situa7on.  Too many things not making sense. No thanks. liza

2021-01-18 
09:23:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I m extremely concerned about the safety of this vaccine. Was it 
tested for humans use? Why was it rushed this much? I won't be 
forced by anyone to Vaccinate. Masego 

2021-01-18 
09:11:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Covid 19 is NOT a pandemic. I have an immune system and do 
NOT require a vaccine. Cameron

2021-01-18 
09:04:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The govt. is not paying for anything, we are. 
I don't want the vaccine even if it is for free. They haven't tested 
it properly yet, so what will the side effects be in lets say 5 years. 
They don't have any data for that. The short term side effects are 
already terrible. Madeleine

2021-01-18 
08:57:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Some people die of the vaccine.  Not going to take a chance Theresa

2021-01-18 
08:50:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

this is not a long term test on the Vaccine , what is the long term 
effects ??? with a low death rate % we should let the virus run 
its course and keep the old and sick away from us. once all the 
healthy people had it , it wont/cant be passed on. 
if this was done in the beginning  we would have been back to 
nonmale now. 

i WILL NOT TAKE THE VACCINE. and the no7on that i will 
endanger others who have taken it means the vaccine is not that 
good any way. if the vaccine is good then i only endanger my self 
, but with a low % dearth rate i can live with that. Hennie

2021-01-18 
08:41:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The criminal ANC government has used every opportunity 
during the COVID pandemic to steal more public funds, and this 
vaccine roll-out will be no different. The deal that was struck 
with the manufacturer is most probably already riddled with 
corrup7on. Morne

2021-01-18 
08:35:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Personally I will not have any vaccine.  I do not believe that this 
will help and prevent you from geing Covid 19 or the new 
variant. 
I also do not agree with the roll out for those people who will 
accept having the vaccine,  PRISONERS before the general 
public???????  These same people who steal, rape, murder 
innocent people and they get the vaccine before law abiding 
ci7zens!!!!  WHO THE HELL MADE THAT DECISION?????? Barbara

2021-01-18 
08:25:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Even health professionals, not owned by the powers that be, are 
saying this vaccine is dangerous. And these same professionals 
have been safely taking ivermec7n. 
This vaccine was a horse shit! Conrad

2021-01-18 
08:18:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

A vacine has never prevented or stopped any illness / disease! It 
is just further poison injected into the body Tammy

2021-01-18 
07:32:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other I dont  trust our government,  WHO and  all Stephen 

2021-01-18 
06:42:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other I do not trust caccines period. Mjzee

2021-01-18 
05:48:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Take the vaccine and shove it up your ass.  The vaccine is not a 
viable alterna7ve. If you must give the vaccine to the ANC and 
EFF first . Peter 

2021-01-18 
05:29:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Side effects and no proper tes7ng conducted. It takes years to 
get a vaccina7on for other viruses approved. Why should COVID 
be different. What if the vaccine does more harm than good M

2021-01-18 
04:59:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Corrup7on by the ANC Government. Sipho

2021-01-18 
00:38:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I would rather cure the virus with medicine, there are medicine 
that works against the virus.  And it got 100% results. 

I do not believe that a vaccina7on can be ready  against a virus in 
such a short 7me. Studies and a lot test need to be done before 
it can be ready .  

Any other vaccina7on  takes years to get ready for distribu7on. Riandri
2021-01-17 
23:25:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Lindie
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2021-01-17 
21:57:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Herd immunity of 67% implies that 33% of the popula7on would 
have contracted Covid-19 and developed immunity to it.  

As of 17/01/2021, there are 1.33m reported cases of Covid-19, 
of which 1.08m people have recovered, and 37k deaths and 
213k people s7ll infected/recovering. The mortality rate 
therefore being 2.78%, but overall within the popula7on the 
mortality rate is sta7s7cally insignificant  (2.22% of the 
popula7on have contracted Covid-19)  

The vaccine makes use of mRNA biotechnology which has not 
been tested nor trialed successfully and has already led to 
fatali7es globally. We are not computers where we can inject 
mRNA into our gene7c makeup and ask it to fight a virus when 
the spike protein is recognised entering the immune system.  

mRNA vaccines have ini7ally led to inflamma7on and death in 
animal trials and are not safe for human consump7on. We do 
not take flu shots (yea they are different types of vaccines) but 
we get flu every year and more deaths have resulted than from 
Covid (The immune system should not be altered in anyway by 
man and should be lem to fight on its own (I liken this to a 
somware upgrade on a pc or car so that they can func7on 
differently)) 

HIV vaccina7ons have been stopped to further develop Covid-19 
vaccines, yet the HIV/AIDS death rates are insurmountably larger 
in Africa  

Medica7ons such as Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Budesonide have shown to increase recovery rates in infected 
people and stop the virus from replica7ng. No replica7on = no 
virus forma7on = no spreading of the virus  

Let’s move onto what-ifs  

The vaccine has not been tested or trialed. There are no papers 
showing the short-term or long-term side effects of the use of 
the vaccine; we are going blindly into this and are essen7ally the 
lab rats being tested! The mRNA signaling the presence of the 
Covid-19 protein may not even func7on in certain individuals 
and they may not be able to produce the an7bodies needed to 
fight off the virus. What happens then?  

Also, if 98% of people who have had the virus have recovered, 
they have an7bodies against Covid-19 and should therefore not 
need to be vaccinated as their immune systems have been 
exposed to the spike protein and will therefore fight the virus 
should it return. You can’t tell me that they need the vaccine as 
the an7bodies do not work, then what’s the point of a vaccine if 
it’s essen7ally the same biological reac7on?  

Wake up people!!! Jeduthun

2021-01-17 
21:34:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Ini7al indica7ons are showing the vaccines are actually killing 
people rather than saving lives. New unknown technology has 
been used to make this for the first 7me and has not had enough 
7me to be trialed and tested for side effects. Making it 
mandatory is not an op7on. People have the right to choose 
what they allow i to their own bodies Judi

2021-01-17 
21:28:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I had flu the one 7me and went for flu shot only to find it making 
me more sick so no I an not in favour as I am not sick I am going 
for the 4th 7me and if I'm sick yes but not intrested Tanya

2021-01-17 
21:13:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There is not enough evidence that the vaccine is effev7ve. Not 
enough research was done with regards to this. The vaccine 
contains as per news ar7cles unborn baby fetoesus and the fact 
that it alters your DNA. Wendy

2021-01-17 
21:08:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Vincent 

2021-01-17 
21:00:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine was created too quickly. And if it’s really such a big 
concern for people’s’ health, they could’ve put the same effort 
into crea7ng an HIV vaccine, seeing as the HIV virus also 
mutates. The vaccine is not vegan & is therefor my main reason 
for not suppor7ng it Lané

2021-01-17 
20:59:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My main concern is the fact that there's not enough clarity 
around ie the ingredients of the vaccine and where it was tested, 
side effects of people who've taken it before and lastly the force 
behind it, it should be taken at your own free will Lihle

2021-01-17 
20:43:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't believe the vaccine will provide an effec7ve cover with all 
the muta7ons which have happened and which will s7ll come.  
The tes7ng of the vaccine was too quick and should be trialed 
thoroughly. Cathy

2021-01-17 
20:41:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Not enough 7me to properly test vaccines, and no idea of the 
consequences of such vaccines in the future. Kirsty

2021-01-17 
20:06:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Sandra

2021-01-17 
20:00:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't believe the vaccine  was tested thoroughly and long 
enough to determine ling term side effects Hanlie 

2021-01-17 
19:55:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I will not deal with Lucifer and Kie, Bill gates and Kie can have it 
all. No 666 for me, if I die I die in the name of God. Thank you. 
Start at Government and their rela7ves. Louisa

2021-01-17 
19:01:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Why vaccinate while I'm not sick, and why should I cos don't 
think will be exposed to covid. Tebogo
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2021-01-17 
19:00:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Not having a Vaccine of any sort put into me 

More danger in taking a (any) Vaccine than taking one 

Welcome to hand the Vaccine with my name on it to somebody 
that would like it Graham

2021-01-17 
17:43:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

What guarentee do we have that this vaccine even works ? 
Surely with all the money given to anc was to be used for 
medical purpose for all south africans ? And and no cost to any 
south african. Its disgus7ng that we have had to pay for masks, 
pay for tes7ng, now pay for a vaccine. Wheres the billions stolen 
by anc to cover the above Tracy

2021-01-17 
17:05:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The risks to our human-ness is unknown, Freedom to choose. 
The untold and unknown risks of the impact on future 
genera7ons (birth deformi7es/infer7li7es/ auto immune 
diseases - already being traced to vaccines: rise of ADHD and 
Au7sm specifically noted!) cannot be measured. Freedom to 
choose is paramount: if you want your DNA and your children's 
children's DNA to be affected, you are welcome. It is NOT on my 
i7nerary. Poli7cians and doctors can stand in front of TVs and 
pretend to get vaccines by injec7ng saline solu7ons ....who do 
they think they are kidding! It supports them, and their agendas 
to keep SA uneducated - so con7nuous lockdowns are 
enforced... m

2021-01-17 
17:04:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Currently I am a health care worker. I know it takes YEARS to 
approve any type of vaccine. Atleast 5 years or more. Thus, in 
less than a year they say there is a vaccine. No ways. No thank 
you. First try it on the government, and if I see them living amer 
2 years with no side effects, then I will MAYBE get vaccinated. 
How I feel, I'd rather get covid and built my own an7bodies, than 
get a vaccine that has not been approved by anyone or properly 
tested. Jeane

2021-01-17 
16:45:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Do we have our own clinical tes7ng with posi7ve results, or do 
we depend on the word of others? The vaccines have been 
labellled, not for distribu7on in the countries we want to buy 
from.  Why are we buying from them if they themselves, are not 
using it? Why don't we research and produce our own vaccines, 
using our own natural remedies in Africa? If the government 
deems the vaccines safe to use, the leaders and their families 
should test it first on themselves and not on the public. Tshepo

2021-01-17 
16:40:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other It has not been been intensively tested Johannes 

2021-01-17 
16:10:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I would like it if the president, poli7cians and the big tenders 
take the vaccines first.... 

Why waste money on vaccines when there alterna7ves available 
that is curing the sickness.. 

My concren is all the above.... 

We as South Africans (and largely Humans) are supposed to be 
looking for solu7ons to the sickness and do whatever other 
countries are doing or trying....nor is our climate the same and 
nor is our seasons... 

ALL the vaccines must be checked by OUR OWN SCIENTIST 
(South African) (with them taking the full responsibility of the 
outcome of the vaccine) and then only if it is safe then roll out 
the vaccines... 

All this is my personal opinion 

Thank You
Muhammad 
Saeed
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2021-01-17 
15:30:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

If I get vaccinated: 
1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them? 
- No 

So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So...what the hell is it actually doing? Marcelle

2021-01-17 
15:09:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The pandemic itself its ques7onable. Hence i dont trust the 
vaccine will help but rather destroy more lives. With everything 
that has been said in the media and our government not being 
open how can we trust anything they say.  GOD help our 
Country! Charlope

2021-01-17 
14:37:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the above reasons are a cause for concern! Cost to 
taxpayers,  effec7veness of vaccine, rollout by government, 
mandatory vaccina7on,  side effects of vaccina7on,  alterna7ves 
like hydroxycloaquine, ivermec7n etc... etc... too many to 
men7on! What's going on right now is immoral abuse of 
government power over reach! Ron 

2021-01-17 
14:13:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

By no means can this be called a Vaccine. It is s7ll experimental 
and no one knows any side effects or other effects it might have. 
There are so many things that has not been do to test this 
correctly plus a vaccine is no cure and one cannot cure a virus. 

See this for any further comments I might have. 
hpps://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/ Jason

2021-01-17 
13:58:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The long term effects of the vaccine are not known, since it 
hasn’t been tested long enough. Naomi

2021-01-17 
13:26:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine must  scien7fically approved by South African 
Scien7sts prior distribu7on. Thami

2021-01-17 
13:01:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other I am a chris7an and will not be vaccinated. Ilani

2021-01-17 
12:30:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Because the vaccine is not tested enough. I think a lot more 
trials needs to be done before human beings can use it. Khulekani

2021-01-17 
12:02:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

NO TESTS HAVE BEEN DONE that sufficiently support its safety. 
South Africa and Africa is a test-bed for these poisons. The South 
African government par7cularly that ramaphoza are criminals, 
terrorists that are only in this for the money. 
They can vaccinate their mothers but not going to happen to my 
family Sean

2021-01-17 
11:55:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine can change DNA and one should not be forced by 
the government to take the vaccine.  JE 

2021-01-17 
11:39:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't trust the vaccine, may the poli7cal leaders and their  
families benefit from the vaccine first and the society come last 
as always.  I don't trust the government and their vaccine. I have 
not seen a single poli7cal leader report to have taken the 
vaccine yet. Zach

2021-01-17 
10:13:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Its just another blackmail item for the government to 
manipulate people with it hasnt even been tested properly but 
you want inject God knows what into people wake up  
More people are dying from starva7on Maryna 
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2021-01-17 
09:42:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There are just too many conspiracies not even faith based but, 
greed based which are so believable its not even funny. 
The day SA produces its own vaccine is the day I will take it, but I 
shall not take anything from the West. The amount of money 
spent procuring this  Vaccines should have been used to finance 
our own scien7sts to produce according to our own needs. Now 
there are vaccines that are apparently not for distribu7on in te 
EU, USA and Canada!!! And it seems our government is OK with 
it 

I will wait un7l I am convinced that this vaccines are not gonna 
be more deadly to us than Covid itself.  

Daphne 
2021-01-17 
09:21:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Safety is my concern, we've heard in the news thats its not safe 
that people die amer taking it. Anne.

2021-01-17 
09:16:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

No no no to vaccines, I will never accept their demonic 
imprin7ng through vaccina7ons Mark 

2021-01-17 
08:27:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine has already killed people. Don't be part of a test 
study to see if that type of vaccine will work.  Don't let the world 
kill of people to try and control it. You can heal yourself ....if tests 
have not be done on vaccines for no less than 5 years (and proof 
needs to be given)  to state that the covo-19 vaccines are safe. 
But that of course won't happen as it has been around for less 
than a year. 
Government must not force anyone to take it or pay for it. It's 
against your cons7tu7onal rights. 

Louise

2021-01-17 
08:05:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

In 30 + years they can not find something to stop sread of hiv, 
canser and  and but in less than n year they make something to 
fix covid( over rated flue). Now they want to force you get shit 
pumed in to your body. No thanks ernst

2021-01-17 
07:49:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My big concern is the vaccine is not tested in any way that the 
vaccine will work hundred percent. No test off the vaccine was 
published that the vaccine will work. It is every ci7zen right to 
decide if they want the vaccine or not.   They should make the 
vaccine cost free for the people of South Africa . Stephanus

2021-01-17 
06:03:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Our county needs to produce their own vaccine. This 
outsourcing meds from thee outside, needs to come to an end. Pawe

2021-01-17 
05:11:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I won't have it anyway. I will no have live virus made with featus 
put into my body Jane

2021-01-16 
23:57:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I believe that is a waste of money, a scam to get every single 
country hooked on a core group of people wan7ng do with every 
person as they please...  
Ques7ons that needs to be answered with proper support and 
proof: 
What will be the cost to the taxpayer, What is the real 
Effec7veness of the drug, Will this be a Mandatory vaccina7on 
and What about the alterna7ves? Thomas

2021-01-16 
23:08:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I will not be part of the heard. A normal vaccine does not alter 
your DNA. 
Let all the poli7cans take this first and let's see what happens to 
them amer 6 to 8 months. Colin

2021-01-16 
22:32:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Deon

2021-01-16 
22:07:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Deon

2021-01-16 
21:49:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Isabel 

2021-01-16 
20:44:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Cov can keep there Vac I don't trust the anc coverment a bit and 
you must have the right to say yes or no no one can force you to 
take any vaccine or what so ever it is my right and I say no one of 
my family will take there vaccine my trust and my familys trust is 
in GOD AND IN HIM ALONE not in a corrupt government Diederick 

2021-01-16 
18:53:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Sean 

2021-01-16 
18:04:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Don't trust this vaccine Walter

2021-01-16 
17:00:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine has not been tested fully and those already received 
vaccines in other places resulted to many health challenges and 
even death.  I do not agree that it needs to be mandatory as it is 
not applicable to everyone.  There is no transparency on the 
types of vaccine and what it does and how it came to be 
etcetera - they just want you to accept it even if it may alternate 
the way you have been created and goes beyond a doctors 
honour of why you became a doctor in the 1st place. With all the 
corrup7on and power for money one wonders if this is not just 
another form of control  and power over precious human lifes to 
feed selfishness and greed. Natural alterna7ves have been 
tested successfully but no one dares to men7on it, emails of 
posi7ve results gets blocked, and not so friendly telephone calls 
are made to shut up or else....it makes you wonder why ....what 
is this really about....to preserve human life with honesty, 
kindness and integrity or for selfish gains? 

Amanda
2021-01-16 
15:51:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Audrey
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2021-01-16 
15:35:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccines are tested over years not 6 months. There is no valid 
clinical tests to jus7fy the  safety of these vaccines. Bill Gates is 
involved and how many thousands of women in Arica were 
deliberately sterilised because he blatantly lied about the 
"vaccines" they were given. How many healthy people have died 
within weeks of being vaccinated? Somebody is geing rich very 
quickly and a lot of people being deliberately lied to via the 
media garbage that is daly pushed down our throats. 
I have a cons7tu7onal right to make the decision for my health 
and WILL NOT SUPPORT MANDATORY VACCINATION FOR COVID. 
I will be a part of the herd immunity. 
It is about 7me the world woke up and read Revela7ons in the 
Bible to the real reality that is Covid. 
The government keeps pleading poverty so where is the money 
coming from to pay for these vaccines or have they sold more of 
our country to COMMUNIST CHINA. The cANCer government are 
blatantly defying our cons7tu7on to follow 
China ????????????????? Angela

2021-01-16 
14:52:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

An absolute NO to a vaccine that was not properly tested and 
which is totally unnecessary, given the low mortality rate of 
Covid.  Previous vaccine tests for Corona were always 
unsuccessful and led to very adverse effects and death in ferrets. 
There are extremely effec7ve repurposed medicans  like 
Hydroxychloroquine ans Ivermec7n both of which are cheap. 
Although not reported, the side effects of vaccines have been 
severe so far. NO one should be compelled to take the vaccine; 
my body, my decision. Albert

2021-01-16 
14:29:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Tau 

2021-01-16 
14:25:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

We don't believe in this as we don't know what the Vaccine is 
generated from and the formula to see if this is Biblically a 
change of our DNA and to alter for the 666 following. We are 
skep7cally due to the quick vaccine all of a sudden and no real 
informa7on about it. 

Even Doctors on radio sta7ons like Jacaranda FM are skep7cal 
and don't believe in this. 

Provide all media the correct ingrediency regarding this vaccine 
and the reason behind this quick development without proper 
tes7ng. - Please. Pieter

2021-01-16 
14:12:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I believe that the vaccines may  be the cause rather  than the 
treatment  of the Covid and or other viruses. The government 
played a vital role in curbing the spread of the disease with the 
forced lockdown, but unfortunately there were many other 
problems that arose as a result thereof .Lockdown is not the 
solu7on , neither is curbing alterna7ve medicines. Nafiza

2021-01-16 
12:43:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Corrup7on as usual. It has been more than 25 years and nothing 
but con7nuous corrup7on and tender fraud.  

They only managing to get by with hand outs and live in the 
luxury while the country is unemployed at more than 40+%. 

Disgraced by the non compliance to our cons7tu7onal rights.  

Enough is enough... it's 7me to get rid of these useless bunch.. 

PS.  This will fall on deaf ears and nothing will be done but 
making good ci7zens into criminals. Remember we pay for your 
luxury, home, food, holidays and your wasteful expenses. Shame 
on you. 

Stop your corrup7on and explain where the billions went!!! It is 
7me for you to answer to the people of SA and stop with the 
ridiculous speeches and ignoring the people who  keep you in 
power.. Conrad

2021-01-16 
12:03:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Not a vaccine. It is by defini7on a synthe7c agent. Kinnear 

2021-01-16 
11:32:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Marika

2021-01-16 
11:00:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not believe that the vaccine prevents COVID-19. Jesus  is My 
Lord and Saviour! Janek

2021-01-16 
09:38:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The smallpox vaccine took 30 years to perfect and then it prepy 
much eradicated that disease. I do not think enough research 
and tes7ng has been done.  
Also of concern is the word herd used regarding immunity. 
Sinister much ?  
Mandatory also sinister as it has undertones of have the vaccine 
or else....or else what?   
Huge concern about it being apached as a condi7on to my civil 
liber7es.... Merina

2021-01-16 
09:31:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do think this vaccine might have some dangerous amer effect in 
the future. Edwin 

2021-01-16 
09:21:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccines is created with aborted fetuses and I am a Chris7an 
completely against abor7ons. Frederik

2021-01-16 
09:04:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Not tested in long term. Trusted vacines already available. 
Personal decision to vacinate or not. N
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2021-01-16 
08:43:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Ques7ons to Government we all should be asking.... 

If I get vaccinated: 
1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them? 
- No 

So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So...what the heck is it actually doing? 

#WakeUpSouthAfrica, WakeUpWorld! Alfred

2021-01-16 
08:13:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The world knows these vaccines are not safe.  The people of this 
Country know they are being lied to. This government wants its 
ci7zens dead.  This government needs to go. NO TO 
VACCINES!!!!! Desire

2021-01-16 
07:26:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Why cant the private sector be part of the procurement is it 
because the anc want to steal money from there as well or to 
make sure they have a bigger influence on the death of more tax 
paying whites Marco

2021-01-16 
07:24:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Tanya

2021-01-16 
06:54:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The en7re virus thing and vaccine is s scam! Bullshit, stay the 
fuck away! John

2021-01-15 
23:29:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine is not approved to be in human bodies and this 
vaccine is created by An7 Christ people with the inten7on to 
depopulate Africans. So we South Africans we are not in 
agreement with the vaccine. 

Xoliswa
2021-01-15 
21:45:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Jurgens 

2021-01-15 
21:08:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The cons7tu7on PROHIBITS medical experiments without 
informed consent.  The informed consent is NOT being provided.  
It is ILLEGAL to provide experimental medicine without informed 
consent.  The public is NOT informed about the nature of this 
treatment. Anton

2021-01-15 
20:45:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

First point:  no long term studies have been done. 
Second point: the manufacturers cannot prove lack of side 
effects. 
Third point: the decision to vaccinate is in the hands of the 
pa7ent 
fourth point: biological material cannot be patented, so how did 
Anthony Faucie succeed in paten7ng a biological substance like 
RNA, which he did in the year 2016 already. 
Fimh point: the vaccine is being used in a way to force people to 
think it. This implies that you will not be allowed to buy or sell 
anything in this world again or travel anywhere cannot prove 
that you were vaccinated. 
Six point:  this whole concept is a scary connota7on of being 
part of 666. ernst
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2021-01-15 
20:21:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

How can all other deadly diseases not have vaccines but a year 
old virus has a vaccine suddenly. Bill Gates isn't a Dr but is 
dicta7ng that we Africans must get this vaccine right amer saying 
the world must be depopulated? If covid comes from a bat that 
was eaten by the Chinese how come it has new strains? Are they 
s7ll ea7ng that bat?  
Shouldn't we have vaccines for HIV, CANCER AND THE COMMON 
FLU amongst other diseases and viruses. I DON'T TRUST THIS 
VACCINE!!! Gee

2021-01-15 
20:08:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am not sure if it's safe for us to take it,why don't our scien7sts 
test it first before people's lives are put in jeopardy  

Lydia 
2021-01-15 
19:48:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Since our government officials will benefit from it. They can take 
it and get faper Mosa

2021-01-15 
19:16:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I sadly trust NOTHING that our Government has anything to do 
with. They are about corrup7on, self gra7fica7on and do not 
EVER have the people of SA best interests at heart. It could be 
the best thing to hit the market - but will become a twisted 
pawn in the hands of our ruling party. I will NOT be touching it 
because I don't trust the ANC! Susan

2021-01-15 
18:43:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I won't be taking the vaccine , the health minister said the other 
day that it is not mandatory to take it. I don't think it'll be safe to 
take it either, more research will have to be done. Trewin

2021-01-15 
18:13:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Willem

2021-01-15 
17:46:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Berenice

2021-01-15 
17:46:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Vaccine is untested. The real risk is not known. erik

2021-01-15 
17:45:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other I have my reasons of my own..private Annelize

2021-01-15 
16:01:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I'm concerned with ALL the points you men7on! The sad thing is 
that 'ill informed' people is begging for this poison vaccine 
because of the FEAR mongering MEDIA!  
I refuse to be tested or vaccinated for a virus that does not exist! 
This 'virus' has NOT been isolated and there's several court cases 
across the world reques7ng evidence that it exists at all! This 
monumental atrocity perpetrated by all governments, the WHO 
and MSM is a crime against HUMANITY!  
All these second wave deaths is a direct result of the 1st 
Lockdown and has nothing to do with a virus - fake or not! 
It's NOT governments responsibility to 'SAFE LIVES' and they 
screw up everything they touch. Please Wake Up People? 
It's SHAMEFUL how these thieves are enriching themselves with 
this PLANdemic and appear on TV teary eyed as if they care.  
While I'm at it, we want DIRECT ELECTIONS so that we can once 
and for all get rid of these poli7cians!  Dave

2021-01-15 
15:51:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I believe this is a crime against humanity. We have never been 
forced to get a vaccine or black mailed into it, this raises 
concerns for the dangers. The agenda is much larger than this, it 
is a drive to a new world order and will leave many people in 
poverty and create chaos, especially in a country like ours. There 
is far to much evidence for it not to be true that this is extremely 
dangerous. The great barrington declara7on with thousands of 
doctors and medical prac77oners apes7ng to this COVID 
pandemic being of another agenda. We need to stop this! 
K 
No I do not 
Effec7veness of the vaccine 
I do not trust these vaccine at all. It has been to soon to develop 
and make them available for human use. How much effec7ve are 
they? How much safety for human use do they have? Has 
thorough tes7ng been made? Are they safe for human use ? Will 
they be tested when they land in our country before use? 
Lidia 
No I do not 
Mandatory vaccina7on 
My body, my choice! 
Renee 
Yes I do 
Roll-out by government 
When taking into account the number of vaccina7ons required, 
it appears it will be a monumental task to vaccinate the en7re 
popula7on. At the same 7me, we can only pray that funds do 
not get misappropriated once more. 
Herman 
Not fully 
Roll-out by government 
Government is uncapable to do it within ye Louis

2021-01-15 
15:41:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Logis7cs 
Its not a cure 
No confirma7on that i wont get sick Margaretha

2021-01-15 
15:26:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccines take many decades to develop and test. It cannot be 
done end to end in 6 months to a year. I for one will not be 
taking the vaccine un7l it is proven to be safe. Mateen
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2021-01-15 
14:47:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concern includes all the concerns as men7oned. 

Firstly it is my right and preroga7ve to decide to take the vaccine  
if not. I definitely will not even consider the vaccina7on and will 
not avail myself to be vaccinated. Those who do will have to 
suffer the consequence. 

Secondly, our Government is bankrupt/insolvent and does not 
have the funds to pay for this. Borrowing from China and the 
world bank will just put us into worse debt. 

Thirdly medicine and vaccina7ons must be tested properly  
before being administered. In this case it did not happen. Are we 
guinea pigs or animals that nobody cares about? Marius

2021-01-15 
13:32:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It us my Human & Democra7c Right to decide whether I prefer 
to allow my own Immune System to fight Any/All Viruses & build 
its own defensive strategies , as Mother Nature Designed Me Lee

2021-01-15 
13:16:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There is so much  worries.  How do we not know they are trying 
to kill most of the popula7on 
and that there is not a chip it to control us all.  The bible speaks 
about the sign the beast. 
So I will not take it.  They can not even control our country and 
make it safe but they want us to get the vaccine.   caroline

2021-01-15 
12:53:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Normal vaccines took 3 to 5 years to develop and test now here 
they come along with one in less than 6 months, please this is 
just another big pharma ploy to make trillions while decima7ng 
the populace. 
There are also treatments available for Corona. Make those 
available. Rosemarie

2021-01-15 
12:12:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Iverectum should be considered  
Worried about the link of 5G to the vacine and being chipped  
Also worried that this is not a cure and there's many strains how 
can this be effec7ve I've not even taken a flue vacine . My uncle 
used to have the an7 pneumonia vacine why can't that be used.  
I'm worried about the control that could be implemented if one 
doesnt take it ..travel ban work ban shopping ban 
Thank you. Nevencka

2021-01-15 
12:10:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not agree i do not believe in vaccines. My daughter has 
au7sm and i believe it is what caused it .im a gene7cist  and can 
prove it. Chris7ne

2021-01-15 
11:47:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine has not even been tested and developed yet. Many 
years goes into research and tes7ng of vaccines before it is rolled 
out. Not this only in this short a 7me span? No, this could not be 
a safe op7on. Herd immunity is the best medicine for a VIRUS. 
You treat the symptoms of a VIRUS, there is no cure, yet for 
virusses. Nobody should be FORCED to take this for whatever 
reason! This is a democra7c society and we - s7ll - do not know 
for how long! have a cons7tu7on, which gives us the FREEDOM 
OF CHOICE.  

No voices of the people has been heard on this so-called roll out. 
What about allergic reac7ons, religious opposi7on to this? I do 
not agree to this roll-out.  

Children are supposedly not geing sick, why do they want to 
vaccinate people that will not get sick? There is a hidden agenda 
behind this and this I say not being a consipracy theorist. This is 
objec7ve opinions. What are the contents of this vaccine? Why 
the haste? For an illness where more than NINETY NINE 
PERCENT of people recover? Gertruida 

Jacoba

2021-01-15 
11:24:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

missing from the list of people to be vaccinated, is the 
poli7cians, would they not be the first because they are always  
first, for anything good. 
tells me there is more to this werner

2021-01-15 
10:43:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Cost to Taxpayers 

The ANC has stolen all the money and ran the country into the 
ground. We the Taxpayers cannot afford this and why should we. 
The recovery rate is above 96% why waste the money 

Effec7veness of the vaccine 

In a 100 years there could be no vaccine found for Cancer. In 40 
years no vaccine for Aids. Now in less than a year there are 
miraculously mul7ple different vaccines for covid. These vaccine 
have been rushed and not been tested properly. You are going to 
kill people and seriously injure others. 

Rolled out by Government 

The only reason the ANC is ensuring that they roll it out is so 
that they can steal more money through corrup7on. Don't for 
one minute think they care about the popula7on. THEY ARE IN IT 
FOR THE MONEY! 

Mandatory Vaccina7on 

We will not allow the government to force us. We all have 
cons7tu7onal rights. There is above 96% recovery rate. Now you 
want to force us to have us injected with something that 
changes our DNA? You go first and we will sit back and watch. 

Theo
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2021-01-15 
10:34:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am not sure what exactly is in that vaccine and how it is 
formulated.! 
From the research i have done and seen I am not convinced at 
all!  
I would like the top leadership on SA to set an example and take 
the vaccines! Before distribu7ng it to the people! Teresa

2021-01-15 
10:23:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This so called vaccine does NOT meet the criterea for even being 
called a vaccine. It should not legally be called a vaccine.  

Once administered, everyone s7ll has to wear masks and solcial 
distance, so the so called efficacy adver7sed is a lie. The number 
of people with life changing side effects who can no longer 
func7on without constant medical care is stagering, and these 
side effects could affect you, your family, children, friends 
andanyone you know. 

This is a waste of money for something which is being pushed by 
a man who no medical creden7als, and who also believes that 
the worlds popula7on is too large and needs to be trimmed 
down dras7cally. 

Conrad
2021-01-15 
10:21:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other This vaccine is killing people and it is the mark of the beast. Benita

2021-01-15 
10:12:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am a Chris7an and I will not take the vaccine because it's 
against my religion. Mar7n 

2021-01-15 
09:01:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This government has proven 7me and again that it is incapable 
of even doing or organizing small things, as was the case with 
the payment for the vaccine. Now it is no longer a secret that 
the ANC operates on the principle of ANC first, SA second, and 
the vaccine would be distributed in the very same way in an 
effort to score cheap poli7cal points. Ramaphosa and his team 
would deny it, but it would only be a maper of 7me before the 
media gets hold of a plan whereby people would be asked for 
ANC membership cards in order to get the vaccine first. 
Although this has not yet happened, it is only a maper of 7me, 
and will most likely happen just before the local elec7ons to 
ensure that as many people vote ANC as possible. Therefore we 
cannot let the distribu7on of the vaccine be the responsibility of 
government. We need a independent distribu7on en7ty that 
would make sure that the people most at risk would get the 
vaccine first, and that no ANC tenderpreneurs and corrupt 
poli7cians would stand to gain even one cent from the 
distribu7on and inocula7on of the vaccine. In order to save the 
people of this country, the ANC must be kept as far away from 
handling this vaccine as humanly possible. We cannot afford the 
ANC and their corrupt members and supporters anymore. Neels

2021-01-15 
08:52:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This is NOT a vaccine to "cure CONVID19", but instead it is 
something else which is too lengthy to get into on this pla{orm. 
I will not be taking any scamdemic poison thanks! Duncs

2021-01-15 
08:51:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

How can you supply a vaccine that was rushed out within a year, 
were it normally takes at least five years to develop or... was the 
vaccine there before the virus? 
Besides all of that, I can definitely see a huge corrup7on scandal 
coming from this. Lewellyn
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2021-01-15 
08:41:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Where do I even begin here? How about the fact that people 
across the world are dropping like flies amer geing the vaccine? 
Or how about the fact that those surviving are geing Bells 
Paulsy at rates never seen before in our world? Or how about 
people geing HIV from the vaccine? Or how about people 
tes7ng posi7ve for coronavirus even amer both doses? 

Or more importantly what about the fact that the Koch's 
Postulate has not been performed and that on scien7st in the 
world has been able to insolate a virus par7cle to proof 
COVID-19 even exists? So how can we have tests and vaccines? 
Where are the true doctors (not poli7cians like Mkhize) that are 
challenging the ethics of this dangerous roll out? Why has our 
government and the NCC not appointed a single non-poli7cal 
doctor to the counsel? 

But then again its probably more important to note that this 
"vaccine" is actually not a vaccine but is a rDNA modifica7on 
experimental drug that has had no tes7ng and no long term 
studies done on it (a record 6 months to make it, bea7ng the 
previous fastest vaccine by over 6 years!). 

Bill Gates owns the patent on the modified DNA cells that the 
"vaccine" will produce, meaning if you take he will own YOUR 
VERY CELLS!  You will be his legally owned property, a slave! 

The informa7on is out there. Doctors all over the world have 
been talking about the effec7ve and safe treatments that are 
available for this flu strain. Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermec7n and 
more have all been proven up to 100% success rate within 24 
hours. Then on top of that fact you have a world wide 99.9995% 
survival rate for this virus, meaning the common cold is more 
deadly than this so called virus. So why is a vaccine even 
necessary? Why the push for something that has had zero 
impact on the world's total death count for 2020? Go check the 
numbers for yourself! People die, its part of life. We all lose 
loved ones from 7me to 7me, that doesn't mean we need to 
stop living our lives!!!!!!! 

This vaccine is not a vaccine. It is a roll out control mechanism 
and depopula7on tool by the world's elite that are eugenicist 
that want to kill 95% + of us. That is why Youtube, Facebook, 
Twiper, Google and Apple are taking down all informa7on about 
other treatments as well as the dangers of this rDNA 
modifica7on drug called a vaccine. They don't want the truth out 
there. 

If the government made the vaccine available at the local clinics 
and hospitals as an op7onal choice without imposing any 
restric7ons on those that don't want it, then I would say go for 
it. But we have seen all across the world that this will be forced. 

Donald Trump has been pushing it like a big pharma salesman 
for nearly a year now, airline companies all across the world 
have said that they won't allow people to fly anywhere on their 
planes if they can't proof they had the vaccine. Legisla7on is 
being dramed all across the world for a "health pass" on a mobile 
app (the 2021 equivalent of the yellow star that Hitler forced on 
the Jews in 1930's Germany) and this will all be linked to 
allowing you to use public transport, airlines and eventually 
allowing you to work, go to school (as our Educa7on Department 
already has been doing for years illegally against our 
Cons7tu7on) or go into a shop to buy food. Your choice will be 
before this year is over, to either take the poison or starve to 
death! Watch this space, its coming like a freighprain! 

I have been warning about this since March. I told everyone I 
could that once you accept the lockdowns, they will never go 
away. Well here we are 10 months later (remember the whole 3 
weeks to be ready lie by the president?). 

This is your last chance SA. If you don't say no to this poison now 
at every level (including you that work in the medical fields) then 
you doom us, yourself and your children to slavery and mass 
death forever, as explained in George Orwell's Book 1984. 

For the love of God Almighty in Heaven, in the name of his holy 
son, Jesus Christ, please wake up, do some research and stop 
this madness!!!!!! 

Our only op7on lem now is civil disobedience as no poli7cian will 
do the right thing. They are all paid for and on the take as part of 
this interna7onal plan. Devon

2021-01-15 
08:29:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I prefer using tested medica7ons, to which side effects are 
known. I would rather give Ivermec7n a chance than the vaccine Werner

2021-01-15 
08:00:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I think the President, ANC, EFF and all the poli7cians should take 
the vaccine first,  they should lead by example and prove to 
South Africa that the vaccine is safe. Andria

Mpumalanga 37

2021-01-28 
20:25:32

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

THIS VACANATION HAS NOT BEEN TESTED PROPERLY AND NOR 
IS IT EFFECTIVE. 

THERE IS TOO MANY PEOPLE DYING AFTER THEY GOT THE 
VACANATION.  
THIS VACANATION IS NOT SAFE AND EVERY PERSON HAS A 
HUMAN RIGHT TO REFUSE GETTING THE VACANATION! Trix
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2021-01-28 
08:37:38

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Tian

2021-01-24 
20:24:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Whom it may concern 
Ek as Suid Afrikaanse taxpayer betaal vir mense wat nie bereid is 
om te werk nie maar steeds word ek as die vyand gesien.  My 
fondse word wanbestuur deur n beheerende party wat niks wil 
weet of hoor van die beswil en behoemes van hulle landsgenote 
nie. . Ek is nie deel van julle apartheid nie maar word weens my 
velkleur veroordeel. Ek soek vokol van julle af nie ek sal vir 
myself en my eie sorg. As my geloof my toegelaat het, sou ek jou 
niks tax betaal het nie en vir my eie mense sorg met daai geld.  
Druk jou medisyne in jou gat op. S7ann

2021-01-24 
07:47:41

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am a concerned scep7c, there are too many poli7cians involved 
in this thing. When a poli7cians drives a thing like vaccine there 
has to be something in it for him. The last thing on his mind is 
your health! Too many contravening stories. Read Revela7ons. Lafras

2021-01-23 
16:19:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Marie

2021-01-22 
15:55:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

You can not use a vaccine that has been developed so quickly. 
Why not have a vaccine for other sicknesses that has been with 
us for many years. Nothing could be developed yet but they get 
one in months for covid. Dont trust it and wont take it Robert

2021-01-22 
06:23:03

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not support Mandatory vaccines in any way, nor do I 
support a vaccine which has not been thoroughly tested and its 
effec7veness cannot be guarenteed. It is also  a concern that tax 
payers will pay, and non-payers will get it free, nevermind the 
money which will be stolen by corrupt officials once again. It 
should remain the right of every ci7zen to choose whether they 
want to be vaccinated or not. I do not believe in taking any kind 
of medicine blindly. I also support the use of Ivermec7ne and 
believe that it should be allowed for those who choose to use it. 
It has been tested by many medical professionals over the years 
and there are plenty studies to back it up. Not the case with a 
vaccine. Government want to force a vaccine for which they 
receive payment, while Ivermec7ne is sold by a retail outlet, in 
which government get no "kick-back" which they can steal. I also 
do not agree that frontline workers be vaccinated first. If that 
medicine ends up killing our healthcare professionals who 
remains to help them and the rest. It should be given to those 
who want it. I will certainly not be geing it. It is my human and 
cons7tu7onal right to decide what I allow to enter my body. Nicola

2021-01-21 
16:27:55

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Ek hou nie van die bestandele wat in die entstof is nie. 
Ek vertrou nie entstof nie, want dit is gans te vinnag uit gerol. 
Die dood syfer word deur die media op geblaas, en dus voel ek 
nie die entstof is nodig nie. 
Ek voel daar is duistere moviewe agter die entstof en paspoort/
ID 

Riaan
2021-01-20 
17:56:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It doesn't combat the virus you can s7ll get Covid-19 even if you 
have the vaccine. Not worth it. Simone

2021-01-20 
15:53:40

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I feel we can't have a vaccine if its not tested properly   it take 
plus minus 5years before a vaccine is proven to work.  We dont 
have a vaccine for Cancer, flu, HIV, TB but in less than a year for 
covid. It just doesn't make sense. Let us use Ivermec7n as it 
helped alot of people. Stop thinking about other things and start 
thinking about your own na7on. We are not America etc. Ruelle

2021-01-20 
14:18:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This my dear friend does no goes about vaccine, it is a maper of 
an7 christ the Satan against the through namely Jesus Christ the 
living God. And if your to blind to see this, prepair yourself to 
meet the one you prefer. Satan or Jesus Jan

2021-01-20 
01:22:46

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

From the informa7on that I have read the vaccine has not been 
fully and sufficiently tested for it to be legally rolled out to any 
na7on and the side effects are being ignored although they 
affect a significant por7on of the popula7on. Godfrey 

2021-01-19 
19:21:57

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Good day 

This mandatory vaccina7on takes away our rights to decide. I 
have concerns over the "insignificant" number of people who 
have a nega7ve reac7on to the vaccine. Another point is that, it 
hasn't been proven to be effec7ve. Thandeka

2021-01-19 
12:11:46

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Let's try something less costly financially and health wise Sabelo 

2021-01-19 
11:53:38

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Neither me, nor my family can or will be forced to take any 
vaccines we don't want to. I have a right to say no, and so does 
everyone else.  My body, my choice. Corne

2021-01-19 
09:44:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Want to know if this vaccine is also for 2nd wave? since it's the 
second wave and already they know 3rd wave is also coming, 
this vaccine is to prevent which covid wave ? If it's not curing 
why inject people with it, because it seems like every wave will 
need each vaccine.

Sibongile 
Sweetbeper

2021-01-19 
06:14:45

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't trust the Government's mo7va7ons. The appalling record 
9f the ANC in fleecing any transac7on to make money for 
themselves had led me notnot put an ounce 9f trust in them. 
They are worse than vultures circling looking for a kill. 
Therefore make Ivermecfin Zince vitamin D3 and other such 
med8cines readily available and STOP FLEECING STATE COFFERS  
under fresh pretences. Ian

2021-01-19 
05:32:09

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The long-term side effect cannot be determined in this short 
7me. I'm an oncology pa7ent in remission,  due to chemo I have 
long-term side effects lucky i could do my research on this and 
yes i drink tablets for it. You cannot tell any of us what would the 
long-term side effects be. So no I will not take it in this early 
stages. Isabel
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2021-01-18 
13:09:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Covid-19 hasn't been isolated as to determine its kind and 
proper7es so that when you create a vaccine it would be specific 
and effec7ve. That now means that this vaccine is trial on people 
with side effects that have not been disclosed. Therefore I say it 
should be individual exercise of his or her democra7c right to 
take or not to take a vaccine. The government must stop this 
dictatorship tendencies of superimposed rules and regula7ons 
which are not in favour of our human rights. Kenneth

2021-01-18 
12:03:37

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am concerned with how my body will react to the vaccine. 
Whenever I got the flu vaccine, I got horribly ill with severe 
bronchi7s. Morina

2021-01-18 
09:05:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I DON'T REALLY UNDERSTAND WHY ARE WE SO QUICK TO FIND 
THE VACCINE FOR JUST A FLU LIKE DISEASE WHEN WE COULDN'T 
A VACCINE FOR HIV WITHIN A YEAR THAT DISEASE SUFFACED, 
WE KNOW HOW THE GOVERNMENT THIS IS JUST ANOTHER WAY 
OF CONTROL AND CONQUER WHILST YOU MAKE MONEY OUT 
OF PEOPLES DEATH'S COVID IS NOT WHAT YOU MAKE IT OUT TO 
BE YOU GUYS KNOW THE REAL TRUTH YOU JUST WANT TO 
MANAGE THE POPULATION THIS IS ANOTHER DEPOPULATION 
STUNT JUST TO GET RID OF BLACK PEOPLE BECAUSE THERE IS 
TOO MANY OF US, WELL YOU HAVE BEEN TRYING TO DO THAT 
FOR A THOUSAND YEARS AND STILL YALL THINK YOU CAN WI, 
KEEP KILLING THE PEOPLE BUT JUST KNOW YOU ALSO GOING TO 
DIE ONE DAY!!!! WE DON'T WANT YOUR VACCINE IF WE DIE WE 
DIE DO NOT PRENTEND LIKE YOU CARE YOU DON'T!! Gugu

2021-01-18 
06:52:42

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Its made to  kill fellow south Africans when the 7mes goes on. Adelaide

2021-01-18 
05:34:28

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I feel that we must have a free choice if we want to take the 
vaccine or not and we must not be discriminated against for that 
choice. Our choice must be respected. I don't trust the vaccine. 
We must stand togeteher and fight this for this vaccine will kill 
alot of people in the long run. Cecilia

2021-01-17 
21:06:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My response and arguements against this and any other vaccine 
would extend beyond 5 A4 pages, so to keep it short and to the 
point I'll just leave the following: 

Jesus said to him, "I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No 
one comes to the Father except through me. 
John 4:16 

I will forever put my trust, hope and faith in the One who died 
for me and rose from the grave, having the assurance that my 
life is in His hands and of self-seeking, greedy and corrupt kings, 
rulers and governers. B

2021-01-17 
19:29:40

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine is only designed on the 1st strand of the virus, the 
2nd strand is more adap7ve, and has mutated beyond the 
vaccine, how stuuuupid must we be to take something that costs 
millions and does nothing???? Ivan

2021-01-17 
18:31:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't think vaccine will solve a problem, only Jesus christ can 
save us Dimakatso

2021-01-17 
15:48:12

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Rayford 

2021-01-17 
14:58:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I s7ll believe this is the biggest hoax/scam worldwide. The 
figures we get fed by the media is not in conjunc7on  with the 
amount of people living in a country/world. There is no 
pandemic, so, this supposedly 'vaccine'  is not  worth taking. It 
only works for a few months and then you have to take it again.  
The 'vaccines'  have not been tested thoroughly worldwide, too 
many people have already shown reverse effects or died 
because of it. I have never ever taken a flu injec7on, so why 
would I  get this 'vaccine'?  
Our government is not competent enough to decide what is 
good for me and my family, and not one of us will take this. We 
can't be forced to do so.  
It is 7me that we as the people (worldwide-not just South-
Africa) stand up against  this so-called  persons who think they 
no beper! They will not be able to hold up against us, they are 
just cowards who think they know what is best for the world. 
So, NO I DON'T SUPPORT THESE COVID VACCINES!!! Ko7e

2021-01-17 
08:44:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Not enough 7me to establish long term effects. Elsabe

2021-01-17 
00:28:17

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Let it be tested on people working at the parliament first so that 
we can c the side effects of it Frans

2021-01-16 
22:47:26

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Government has not been interested in my welfare for the last 
25 years.  
Why now this sudden about-face.  It would suit them  perfectly if 
all  of us would fall ill and die. Deon 

2021-01-16 
21:33:54

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All vaccina7ons are in an experienced phase. I will not be a 
guinea pig for the Bill Gates  founda7on. There are too many 
deaths and nega7ve  side effects. My family are healthy and not 
a risk at all.  Please don't play God. Cecile

2021-01-16 
17:23:17

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other NO NO vaccine Milena

2021-01-16 
08:59:34

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't understand how South Africa got into a decision of 
making the vaccine and saying that it's the only solu7on whereas 
China, who has a good rela7onship with our president were able 
to control the spread of the virus without caccina7ng their 
people. 

We have lots of natural remedies to help fight this thing but yet 
s7ll we blind people into going the western way! Why do we 
need outsiders to come and tell us what is good and what is not 
in our own country? Why is the Command council taking orders 
from the WH0 to tell them what's good in our own land?! Siseko 

2021-01-15 
16:27:12

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not in any way support the vaccina7ons. This vaca7on in my 
opinion is unsave and causes more harm than good. Yolandi 
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2021-01-15 
11:01:37

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

As long as the anc want to impliment the social points scheme 
with their yellow vaccine cards and further deprive me of my 
human rights, then I can not support this. As for the vaccine 
itself, it is dangerous and is going to kill more people than the 
virus itself. I am not a piece of property, I am a free human 
being, I will not be tracked and traced, I will not be owned, I will 
not be ruled! We will not comply, we will not conform. Jaco

2021-01-15 
06:39:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

It is no longer a secret that this Vaccine is part of the plan of Bill 
Gates Depopula7on and Steriliza7on of which Africans are main 
targets  

Please google: 
 (1) Bill Gates Depopula7on and Steriliza7on and  
 (2) also google Cipremi  and Remdesivir Lyophilized Powder 
(Injec7ons for suspected Covid 19 pa7ents) of which are Boldly 
labeled that are  'NOT FOR DISRTIBUTION IN US, CANADA, OR 
ER, FOR USE ONLY IN AFRICAN COUNTRIES 
(3) What happened to Belarusian President Aleksandr 
Lukashenko amer he refused to accept a bribe of $940 million 
from the World Bank and IMF as a 'Covid Relief Aid' in exchange 
that he impose 'extreme lockdown on his people, force them to 
wear mask, impose very strict curfews, impose a police state, 
and Crush the economy of his country (he was removed from his 
Chair) 

The man in charge of Diseases in US (Anthony Fauci) was 
interviewed LIVE on CNN News where he was asked ,'Why do 
people need to s7ll wear a mask amer being Vaccinated? Isn't 
the Vaccine supposed to make people immune to Covid 19? 
He indicated that there's no evidence that this Vaccine is 100% 
effec7ve 

There's enough evidence that the so called is actually meant to 
Kill African BECAUSE WE APPARANTLY WORTHLESS! 

Anonymous
Limpopo 20

2021-01-27 
23:05:26 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have a lot of allergies and might have a nega7ve reac7on to it 
which might cost me my life.  

Freda

2021-01-25 
23:25:41 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Why do we have always rely on vaccines from overseas whereas 
we have our own scien7sts here in SA? Are u sure that in 
Overseas they are using same vaccine which will be imported to 
SA? Oooh no government we don't want to die. Let our own 
scien7sts do wht they hev learnt for.  I totally disagree with this 
deal of our government unless they hiding something from us. Lucas

2021-01-25 
15:23:43 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccine if not made to cure people , but to kill people.. Not 
everybody is stupid 000

2021-01-21 
11:48:37 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

1.  It is my body.  I can choice what I put into it.   
2.  There are no proof that it will actually work. 
3.  What if a person have side effects?  How will it be treated 
because they have no clue now. Elaine

2021-01-20 
18:29:48 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There might s7ll be other alterna7ves that might as well less 
cheaper and maybe sourced locally by locals. 
The root of the problem has not yet been astablished. 
Guarantee that the vaccine will not have any side effects and will 
be effec7ve is not 100%;we are not dealing with amateurs 
Punishment currently in place for pharmaceu7cal companies 
that fails to deliver their promises is a slap on the hand

Leseja 
Johannes 

2021-01-20 
12:03:52 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Start first with parliamentarians then wait 6 months if its fine 
then il take it Lehlogonolo

2021-01-19 
23:37:23 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Concerned about long term side effects as well as all the 
ingredients that went into the vaccine.  Nadia

2021-01-19 
17:53:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Ek is ten goede van in ent midel nie en kan nie op ons afge dwing 
word nie griep is griep Jh

2021-01-19 
12:08:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not believe that the vaccine was  tested for a long enough to 
be safe.  
The public should have a choice in decision of having the 
vaccine. 

Celia

2021-01-18 
21:48:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

first of all the vaccine was not fully developed and test enough 
to be ministered to people. 
2.  the government does not in any day men7on anything about 
side effects as no medicine is perferct. 
3. the government has no right to target anyone any where and 
force people to get vaccinated, this should be op7onal to those 
who wish to. 
4. not enough 7me the other methods were given to prove that 
they were effec7ve. the government overlooked the rate of 
recovery just to push further their agenda of making money 
through vaccines which is wrong. 

Aubrey
2021-01-18 
20:53:31 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Riekie 

2021-01-18 
14:32:25 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not trust this vaccine. There has been to many nega7ve 
affects in people!! This virus was deliberately released so why 
should I trust a vaccine designed by the same people Michael 
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“In The Age of Informa7on, Ignorance is a Choice.” – Donny 
Miller 

Medical doctors and Ph.D scien7sts who explain why vaccines 
are not safe or effec7ve: 

1. Dr. Nancy Banks  
2. Dr. Russell Blaylock  
3. Dr. Shiv Chopra – hpp://bit.ly/1gdgh1s 
4. Dr. Sherri Tenpenny – hpp://bit.ly/1MPVbjx 
5. Dr. Suzanne Humphries – hpp://bit.ly/17sKDbf 
6. Dr. Larry Palevsky – hpp://bit.ly/1LLEjf6 
7. Dr. Toni Bark – hpp://bit.ly/1CYM9RB 
8. Dr. Andrew Wakefield – hpp://bit.ly/1MuyNzo 
9. Dr. Meryl Nass – hpp://bit.ly/1DGzJsc 
10. Dr. Raymond Obomsawin – hpp://bit.ly/1G9ZXYl 
11. Dr. Ghislaine Lanctot – hpp://bit.ly/1MrVeUL 
12. Dr. Robert Rowen – hpp://bit.ly/1SIELeF 
13. Dr. David Ayoub – hpp://bit.ly/1SIELve 
14. Dr. Boyd Haley Ph.D. – hpp://bit.ly/1KsdVby 
15. Dr. Rashid Bupar – hpp://bit.ly/1gWOkL6 
16. Dr. Roby Mitchell – hpp://bit.ly/1gdgEZU 
17. Dr. Ken Stoller – hpp://bit.ly/1MPVqLI 
18. Dr. Mayer Eisenstein – hpp://bit.ly/1LLEqHH 
19. Dr. Frank Engley, Ph.D – hpp://bit.ly/1OHbLDI 
20. Dr. David Davis – hpp://bit.ly/1gdgJwo 
21. Dr Tetyana Obukhanych – hpp://bit.ly/16Z7k6J 
22. Dr. Harold E Bupram – hpp://bit.ly/1Kru6Df 
23. Dr.  Brogan – hpp://bit.ly/1D31pfQ 
24. Dr. RC Tent – hpp://bit.ly/1MPVwmu 
25. Dr. Rebecca Carley – hpp://bit.ly/K49F4d 
26. Dr. Andrew Moulden – hpp://bit.ly/1fwzKJu 
27. Dr. Jack Wolfson – hpp://bit.ly/1wtPHRA 
28. Dr. Michael Elice – hpp://bit.ly/1KsdpKA 
29. Dr. Terry Wahls – hpp://bit.ly/1gWOBhd 
30. Dr. Stephanie Seneff – hpp://bit.ly/1OtWxAY 
31. Dr. Paul Thomas – hpp://bit.ly/1DpeXPf 
32. Many doctors talking at once – hpp://bit.ly/1MPVHOv 
33. Dr. Richard Moskowitz – hpp://bit.ly/1OtWG7D 
34. Dr. Jane Orient – hpp://bit.ly/1MXX7pb 
35. Dr. Richard Deth – hpp://bit.ly/1GQDL10 
36. Dr. Lucija Tomljenovic – hpp://bit.ly/1eqiPr5 
37. Dr. Chris Shaw – hpp://bit.ly/1IlGiBp 
38. Dr. Susan McCreadie – hpp://bit.ly/1CqqN83 
39. Dr. Mary Ann Block – hpp://bit.ly/1OHcyUX 
40. Dr. David Brownstein – hpp://bit.ly/1EaHl9A 
41. Dr. Jayne Donegan – hpp://bit.ly/1wOk4Zz 
42. Dr. Troy Ross – hpp://bit.ly/1IlGlNH 
43. Dr. Philip Incao – hpp://bit.ly/1ghE7sS 
44. Dr. Joseph Mercola – hpp://bit.ly/18dE38I 
45. Dr. Jeff Bradstreet – hpp://bit.ly/1MaX0cC 
46. Dr. Robert Mendelson – hpp://bit.ly/1JpAEQr 
47. Dr. Garth Nicolson – hpp://bit.ly/1OQVJsF 
48. Dr. Marc Girard – hpp://bit.ly/1iw0smT 
49. Dr. Charles Richet – hpp://bit.ly/1G5GG7j 
50. Dr. Zac Bush – hpp://bit.ly/1LS19OZ 
51. Dr. Lawrence Wilson – hpp://bit.ly/1kcdirf 
52. Dr. James Howens7ne – hpp://bit.ly/1iNyFOy 
53. Dr. Burton A. Waisbren, Sr., M.D. – hpp://bit.ly/1Nj8LRe 
54. Dr. Sam Eggertsen – hpp://bit.ly/1Mww9XV 
55. Dr. Bonnie Dunbar – hpp://bit.ly/1N5DXNi 
56. Dr. Judy Mikovits – hpp://bit.ly/1QIzmHU 
57. Dr. John Bergan – hpp://bit.ly/1KYv1yY 
58. Dr. Rima E. Laibow – bit.ly/1RmW73C 
59. Dr. Lee Hieb – hpp://bit.ly/1VElDUv 
60. Dr. Daniel Kalb – hpp://bit.ly/22FPmxv 
61. Dr. Rachel Ross – hpp://bit.ly/1r7Doik 

Even more doctors tes7fying that vaccines aren’t safe or 
effec7ve, in the following documentaries…. 

1. Vaccina7on – The Silent Epidemic – hpp://bit.ly/1vvQJ2W 

2. The Greater Good – hpp://bit.ly/1icxh8j 

3. Shots In The Dark – hpp://bit.ly/1ObtC8h 

4. Vaccina7on The Hidden Truth – hpp://bit.ly/KEYDUh 

5. Vaccine Na7on – hpp://bit.ly/1iKNvpU 

6. Vaccina7on – The Truth About Vaccines – hpp://bit.ly/
1vlpwvU 

7. Lethal Injec7on – hpp://bit.ly/1URN7BJ 

8. Bought – hpp://bit.ly/1M7YSl 

9. Deadly Immunity – hpp://bit.ly/1KUg64Z 

10. Au7sm – Made in the USA – hpp://bit.ly/1J8WQN5 

11. Beyond Treason – hpp://bit.ly/1B7kmvt 

12. Trace Amounts – hpp://bit.ly/1vAH3Hv 

13. Why We Don’t Vaccinate – hpp://bit.ly/1KbXhuf 
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2021-01-17 
09:09:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This so called "pandemic" is no reason to inject poison into your 
body. Covid is  a hoax! The New World Order are using lies and 
fear so that the public are willing to take this filthy vaccine. We 
all have a right to say no  to things they want to inject into our 
bodies. There are many other healthy alterna7ves for this flu. I 
refuse this vaccine!! Reneé

2021-01-17 
08:36:14 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Dear south African government  i personally don't want any 
vaccine  because  I  don't even know where does it come from. 
And if it happens to be a must to have it  they must  start  by 
injec7ng  president ramaphosa  and  all the board in parliament. Kanetani

2021-01-17 
07:20:33 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

No need for poison. The disease will pass it's sell by date like any 
other. I can't vouch for this poison before I see a working vaccine 
for deadly diseases we have been living with. Those 
immunosuppressive diseases regardless of being or not being 
contagious are s7ll wai7ng to be eradicated. Yes technology was 
not fast in their days. So if technology allowed covid-19 to have 
it's own this soon, let us creat vaccine for deprived diseases then 
come sit down and talk about the covid-19 one Baleseng

2021-01-16 
21:16:04 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

We need trail and tested vaccine of over 3 years 
Mokgwatšan
a

2021-01-16 
06:58:01 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Daar is teveel ongeruimhede en nega7ewe publisiteit en geen 
antwoorde op enige vrae. Die inen7ng is glad nie betroubaar nie 
ook so met die dat die regering Ivocme7n  verbied. Nee wat hier 
is teveel duistere dinge Riana

2021-01-16 
06:44:30 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Lebogang 

2021-01-15 
13:23:39 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other I will not be vaccinated, finish en klaar. Frik

Free State 16

2021-01-26 
15:59:46

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Government should allow people to make there own decision  
to take the vaccine .I will take my chances without the vaccine  
we were fine from first wave and second wave  
Thank You Ronald

2021-01-19 
15:56:30

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concern is that there's a lot this government is not telling 
with regard to the virus, and there's a lot they don't know as 
well. We are like a copy and paste country. They shouldn't use 
the people to test the virus they think is the best, since we lead 
by pensioners, they should be a star7ng point of the vaccina7on.  

Our government shouldn't force or put measures that will force 
the people to take this vaccine, it should be on voluntary basis 
and sa7sfy every persons rights for them to be sure of the safety 
of this virus with regard to their families and self as well. Since 
its not good for pregnant people, I am doub7ng its safety.  

Lastly, this vaccine shouldn't be a burden to tax payers, as a lot 
of money was wasted and never recovered through corrup7on 
by this government. We are sick and 7red of this incompetent 
government that's only good at stealing and broadening poverty 
in this country.  mosiuoa

2021-01-19 
10:39:43

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Has the research on this  vacine been done on phase 3 and how 
were the trials done and how many par7cipant's were there. Laurepe

2021-01-18 
19:24:26

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Bothata ke hore hahona moo rebonang dingaka tsa rona tsa 
setso moo batshwaelang hore na ebe bona batla ke eng eo ba ka 
thusang ka yona ho lwantsha lefu lena la covid hoteng feela 
reutlwa ho Buena ka thuso etswang naheng tsa kantle empa 
rena le dingaka tsa setso jwalo ka ha rele ma Afrika Borwa esale 
rentse re thiswa ke tsona ngaka tsena tsa bo rona. Nna ke kopa 
le ke le ele hloko taba ena le ke le tlohele ebesale le hulwa ka 
dinko ke Barbi ba naha tse kantle kapa lesebeletsa bona nah? Ka 
maphelo Arona helang Mpho

2021-01-18 
13:42:43

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This is not safe we do not want this vaccine ... 
And the agenda it is to serve since we all know this vaccine has 
nothing to do with the virus but serves a purpose to depopulate 
the world and introduce the New world order... 
Why rush a vaccine for a virus that has less than 1% death rate. 
It is a shame how our government hasn't even considered to 
look at any other cure for the virus but since day one the vaccine 
was the mandate.  

We are fully aware that our Government has sold us to these 
pharmaceu7cal companies and how they are the ones that 
dictate what should happen.  
Our freedom and liberty has been taken away from us and we all 
know how this  

Shame on our Government!!!  
Chris7an

2021-01-17 
23:37:10

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I have many problems with it. Let me start with the most 
important .  
It is s7ll at best experimental and we do not want it tested on us 
in SA.  
If we cannot build up immunity naturally there is no way that 
this experimental vaccine will be able to help us if the strands 
changes.  
This is a rash fix and not thought through properly.  
The lack of responsibility for liability taken by the vacine 
providing companies. 
If it came from China, and there is a probabilty that it is man 
made, how can we trust the vacine that now comes from China. Martha
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2021-01-17 
09:28:56

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The roll out of untested and unproven mrna injec7ons that 
literally cut up your own DNA and effec7vely disrupt your body's 
ability to protect itself from these man made viruses is an 
offront to every living being. These evil purpertrators of the 
largest threat to human existence must be stopped and their 
accomplices, ie:world governments, must be held accountable 
by we, the people. They serve us, we are not their slaves! Peter - John 

2021-01-17 
07:10:59

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

SouthAfrican government undermines its citezens and prefer to 
be dependent on european  
countries for every solu7on. Diau

2021-01-16 
20:52:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Im not interested in this. Your government will not force me to 
be part of this. More safe without it. Thanks 

Pieter

2021-01-16 
18:49:24

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I m against the vaccine that is suppose to be tested in our Black 
africans, we are not Guinea pigs, where the Rich wants to 
enriched themselves, Gen Holomisa said that he understand that 
there is a saying that goes around saying that India refused to 
send vaccine samples to be tested in south africa, and s7ll 
refused when south africa send its delegates to India to test the 
vaccine, so why are we suppose to be guinea pigs for these Rich 
people to hell with that shit. Phindile

2021-01-16 
17:41:20

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Do not trust the vaccine. Molupe

2021-01-16 
15:51:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I dont trust that vaccine at all, why WHO not use that vaccine in 
America? Let Bill Gates take it to his own country. We can not 
risk with humanbeings, we are not animals, they have given us 
the illness let them leave us alone we will deal with it internally. 

What is happening now is enough and we need no help from 
outside which is going to make things worse. 
Why are we made fools always? The issue of people who have 
misused PPE money is quite and it have affected health 
nega7vely, now a new thing. Personally I wish I was not born in 
SA, other presidents are defending their countries ours want us 
to be geny pigs, why? 
A president who cry on social media but doing nothing to 
protect us but s7ll expect us to be killed by fake vaccine. We 
don't have leadership I must say, wais7ng 7me on accusing the 
judge for praying instead of dealing with thiefs in his cabinet. vuyelwa

2021-01-16 
09:54:15

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There will be NO "covid" abomina7on vaccine for me and Mine. 
There is so much dishonesty and ques7on marks surrounding 
this RUSHED vaccine and the fact that a DELIBERATELY, 
MALICIOUSLY MAN-MADE VIRUS made in a chinese lab 
belonging to EXTREMELY QUESTIONABLE "elites" was released at 
just the convenient 7me to create the maximum upheavel and 
chaos upon the world! FUCK FAUCCI AND FUCK BILL GATES and 
every singly clown puppet involved in this shitshow, incl this 
bought and paid for, clown puppet communist govt. Fuck every 
single one of them! KALIN

2021-01-15 
23:41:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Sune

2021-01-15 
16:16:08

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccines are NOT safe. The long term side effects could very 
well be severely detrimental to good health and longevity. It has 
NOT been tested thoroughly. It does NOT guarantee immunity. 
The drug companies take NO responsibility.  Why use ZA as 
guinea pigs? Why mess with the body's natural defence? If a 
rela7vely small number of people die - WHY make such a big 
fuss? It is hugely out of propor7on, Benico

2021-01-15 
09:16:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The state should not be the ony body to have access to vaccines.   
Private companies should also be able to get vaccines as needed. 
The state wants to buy 20 million and distribute in couple of 
months? The do not have the exper7se nor the capabili7es to do 
so. Look at the numbers of how many vaccines will have to be 
given to meet 20 million. Will 20 million SA's take the vaccine.  
Private companies can acquire as the need arise.  Shaun

Eastern Cape 25

2021-01-25 
23:08:03

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not support the roll out of a vaccine due to the fact that I 
am a Chris7an that refuses to rely on a government (especially 
the ANC) for good health and believe that we are being misled 
into accep7ng the mark of the beast. #VoetsekANC Juan

2021-01-22 
16:19:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

They should just let all the goverment official's use them so that 
we as the na7on see who dies or who doesn't maybe our world 
will be at best since the goverment official's are only good for 
stealing the money in the goverment.... this is just a pla{orm for 
the president to announce billions thas was borrowed from 
wherever "so that money can get missing again" Jolene 

2021-01-22 
11:09:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I fact 3 of the above 
Side effects, not effec7ve just like the case of the flu shot (the flu 
is s7ll around) and I do not wish to be apart of eugenics 
engineering which is what it is leading to and inspite of our 
debts s7ll wan7ng to take more debt Muhammad

2021-01-21 
20:45:46

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There is no way they  can have a vacine that is safe and effec7ve 
for human trial. Look at the common cold that has been around 
for millennia and they have s7ll not found a vaccine for it, but 
something that has been around for leas than a year and they 
just so happened to find one and so quickly. I don't think so. Kristel 

2021-01-21 
13:06:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Not Interested in the Vaccine. 
Ci7zens should have a choice. Raymond

2021-01-21 
11:12:19

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not want any vaccine to enter my body. I will live on the 
Almighty YHWH and natural herbs. Bernadepe
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2021-01-21 
08:52:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concerns are all of the following: effec7veness and side 
effects of a vaccine for which no long-term studies have been 
done. I find it dangerous to roll-out a vaccine on mass scale that 
has not been sufficiently tested and is by default going to be 
tested on the people of South Africa. In 2005 the trials for a 
corona vaccine showed very nega7ve results due to an 
overreac7on of the immune system. Using foreign mRNA seems 
highly risky to me and more studies are needed before such a 
vaccine should be used on such a wide scale. Further I am 
concerned about the possibility of this becoming mandatory and 
people being issued with a Covid passport. I see this as a 
massive infringement on our rights as people to choose what we 
have injected into our bodies and our movements being 
monitored. Vaccina7ons must undergo long-term study (at the 
very least a year) and should be voluntary, no Covid passport! I 
also believe there are treatments available in the form of 
Ivermec7n and Hydroxychloroquin as well as vitamin C, zinc and 
vitamin D. I urge the government to research other avenues 
before inflic7ng a poten7ally harmful vaccine on the people. Dunja

2021-01-21 
07:41:45

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I think ivermec7n should be used to help, it has helped many 
people I know.  As for the vaccine how on earth can one allow 
such rubbish that has had so many bad side effects. I lost a 
friend amer she had the vaccine in the uk and another friend in 
the states is suffering kidney failure. Not to men7on the 
opposite effects the vaccine can have on one causing auto 
immune disorders where the protein from the mrna  dont do 
what its suppose to and apacks the good cells. No thanks.  It 
isn't safe and I'll never put that nonsense into my body.  Its 
disgus7ng that the world thinks we a bunch of guienea pigs. Test 
it on yourself first.  I'll s7ck to my natural products that have 
been working as a preven7ve measure this far. Theresa 

2021-01-21 
06:51:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Most of the items listed as concerns are my concerns. Firstly, the 
World Health Organiza7on (WHO) requires extensive tes7ng 
which is a minimum of five years to be conducted, before a 
vaccine is approved. For this virus, it hasn’t even been 6 months 
(unless this vaccine has been in tes7ng and storage for that 
period), yet they are rolling it out. Secondly, what happened to 
the billions that were meant to combat this virus? Where was 
this money borrowed from? How will it be paid back?  This 
government has 7me and 7me again showed how corrupt it is 
over and over (point in case: PPE tenders).  To expect ci7zens to 
pay increased tax in order to pay for the vaccine is immoral to 
say the least. The poli7cians and some government officials have 
high salaries but spend most of their 7me outside their offices. (I 
know this because I have seen it on the years I was there). Most 
businesses have closed, some people have lost their incomes 
and some don’t get bonuses and increases, Medical aids 
increase every year, food prices increase every year, vehicle and 
bond installments increase every year, and ci7zens are expected 
to pay increased tax while the government mismanage/
mishandle our monies? It’s a “NO” for me! Nqab’ohlanga 

2021-01-19 
08:46:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I don't believe that the vaccine has undergone extensive enough 
tests to say that it is safe or effec7ve against the new strain of 
Covid.  I also believe that with something like this that, if it 
becomes mandatory,  the costs should be borne by the 
government, and not the taxpayer. Ronnie

2021-01-18 
11:09:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

hpps://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22536382/  

The above link is the reason I am against this vaccine. An7gen 
priming could result in many people dying from this vaccine. For 
20 years they were not able to make a safe Covid vaccine. Now 
just a few months later I must be willing to par7cipate in a global 
vaccine trial. No thanks Mary

2021-01-18 
09:37:27

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Luthando 

2021-01-18 
07:27:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine has not yet been proven too work yet we as south 
africans take the word of the same people who are exploi7ng 
our resources for personal gain why dont this stupid government 
ask Australia and New Zealand what they did as they are covid 
free for months now without vaccines Allistair

2021-01-17 
18:08:42

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There is no way in hell me or my family including my one year 
old daughter will be taking some experimental vaccine under 
ANC rule with 32% passing rate they have no idea what they are 
doing just look at what they have done to our country I'd rather 
take my chances with the virus it self Jacoba

2021-01-17 
16:47:28

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccines was not tested properly and is a genuine health 
concern. 
Vaccines have proven already to have adverse biological effects 
on many people. 
Right now , reports suggest some people are dying or is 
damaged permanently. 
Big pharma reject any nega7ve feedback on vaccine issues , they 
are also not liable for damages. The ingredients used in vaccines 
is poison to the human body and causes many illnesses and 
diseases like cancer.   

Fanie
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2021-01-17 
16:27:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I believe that we as Africans don't need help from other 
Con7nents especially European countries which enslaved 
Africans for soo many years. And they also wanted to de-
populate and now they want to save the world! It's ironic. These 
people like Bill Gates does not want us around. Our government 
like Ramaphosa has a lot to submit on them as he tood and owe 
them a lot of Billions now he is going to pay with our Souls. 
Vaccine should not even lend in SA as Bill Gates has said 
"another Pandemic is coming and it will be more that the one 
we have now" meaning they will produce another Vaccine amer 
this one. 

I wish i had a say in SA, I would say Ramaphosa Mast step down 
and we pup someone who is more into people than money. 
Then we close All borders so that Europeans does not come and 
claim their agreement with the new person. They could corrupt 
him/her. Would do this for 3 years. We don't need other 
Con7nents to survive. We can trade as a con7nent.  

Vaccine has killed a lot of children in India and Somalia and the 
Vaccine union does not want to be liable for the Loss.. 

They must be liable, if someone dies omer the Vaccine they must 
be arrested. Ayanda

2021-01-17 
08:51:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There has too much rush and we are very scep7cal of what is 
going on. Sindiswa

2021-01-16 
20:32:35

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

In comparison to previous vaccines this was done in record 7me. 
The virus can be deadly for some and it surely exists but what 
happened to the plain flu.? Do we beleave Panda.org data stats 
on the survival rate or choose to hear the daily infec7ons and 
death rate from the media? I prever natural death and beleave 
no ci7zen should ever have their right infringed upon for 
refusing the jab. Jaco

2021-01-16 
19:32:38

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The effec7veness concern me as the vaccine is not been tested 
properly. The claim of 95% effec7veness can not be. The flue 
vaccine is not that effec7ve and been around much longer. There 
is also other alterna7ve like ivermec7n. That has amazing 
results. People should have a choice to accept it. Cyril

2021-01-16 
19:04:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

These vaccines are dangerous!! They are maiming people 
beyond hope of recovery snd klling more prople than the virus 
does. If you HÀVE to roll it out, start with the poli7cians first - 
with the genuine stuff - no fake  vaccines for the sake of a 
camera please!  I am serious about this!! Hendrina 

2021-01-16 
08:45:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other Lindy

2021-01-16 
07:05:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

My concern is all of the above. This is just a very bad flu. 
Scamdemic. Vaccine can be op7onal, not mandatory as it's not 
proved is efficacy. Govt incapable of rollout and management. 
Healthy immune systems overcome viruses, I'll take my chances. 
Only 0.3 percent die with the virus - death rate no higher than 
flu death cycle every few years Sandra

2021-01-15 
15:53:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I do not trust the vaccine as there are side-effects which are 
dangerous! It also has not been proven 100% to kill the virus! Theresa

2021-01-15 
15:49:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am against the roll out of experimental vaccines, and well as 
the administering thereof to the medical staff and various other 
groups first. Amerciasfrontlinedoctors.com  have a lot of valid 
informa7on on this subject. I am also against government 
geing involved in the Doctor - Pa7ent rela7onship. Leryn

2021-01-15 
09:03:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

VACCINE MAKERS ARE EXEMPT FROM LAIBILITY. NO CLINICIAL 
TRAILS ON SAFTEY HAVE BEEN DONE THEREFORE THE RISK 
ATTATCHED TO THIS MASS VACCINATION AGENDA IS 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL. THE DECISION TO BE VACCINATED MUST 
BE VOLUNTARY. Kealan

Northern Cape 6

2021-01-25 
10:08:07

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The Government must search for a cure like any other flu. They 
must pursue Madagasca's cure, partner and deal with pa7ents 
first, concurrently quaran7ne everyone strictly (on level 5) for 
two (2) weeks or 1 month, if COVID con7nues then we can 
vaccinate with Madagascan medicine nothing else. We don't 
trust vaccines from other con7nents. The popula7on control 
measures can be dealt with in another way by ourselves. We 
don't trust vaccines from other con7nents. This is all about 
resource loo7ng because Africa is rich. We need to start buy and 
sell commodi7es within Africa first; the remainder we lack in 
Africa, we can buy and sell in or to other con7nents. Popula7on 
control-wise, COVID is already doing the job no need to kill more 
people in the name of vaccine. Solly

2021-01-19 
06:04:29

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The vaccine is satanism. It contains the mark of the beast 
besides a lot of other filth.  it is dangerous and harmful to the 
body. It is a ploy of the new world order.  Intelligent people who 
have knowledge of vaccina7on are ALL AGAINST VACCCINES!!! Khaliq

2021-01-18 
12:03:32

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Ons kan nie eers die regering van ons vertrou nie hoe nog met 
die entstof jammer elkeen se uie besluit Gerhard 

2021-01-17 
13:59:43

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccine is not the right way 
Remove 5g towers Mel
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2021-01-17 
10:55:42

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine is s7ll in the trial phase and government can by no 
means proof that it is safe for human use. Even the packaging 
shows it is not for sale in any first world country but only in 
African countries. How can they allow our countries people to be 
used as guineapigs??? And worst is it will be provided to health 
care workers first. If this vaccine has any nega7ve impacts on 
human health how is SA going to fare if we loose even more 
health care prac77oners? This country will collapse in totality as 
our health care system can already not cope due to lack of 
health carers and lack of equipment! 

Rather use those billions of rands to improve service delivery 
and infrastructure in the country. Sewerage and billions of litres 
of clean water wastes everyday because infrastructure are not 
maintained in this country. People are supposed to wash hands 
and keep clean but we sit without water and electricity on more 
days of the year than not because of corrup7on and people in 
posts for which they are not qualified. Fix those issues which can 
improve safety measures before considering using this country's 
people as their test lab. 

Government can also not make taking this vaccine mandatory 
either. It is against our cons7tu7on and my right as a human 
being to decide what I place into my body and that of my 
children. I will not allow my children to be treated with this 
vaccine because they cannot proof that it is safe to do so. If they 
refuse that my children or myself go to school or work because 
of this then they go against our own cons7tu7on again by 
refusing my children the right to basic educa7on, etc. 

Yes this is a pandemic according to government yet more people 
die in violent crimes or road accidents due to poor road 
condi7ons than of this virus. Doesn't that deserve more 7me 
and money than was7ng it on a vaccine that by no means have 
been proven to be able to "cure" the symptoms of it? Will we be 
able to stop waring masks and sani7sing if we get the vaccine? 
NO! Can we stop with social distancing and life con7nue as 
normal? NO! Will hospitals be able to cope with people having 
nega7ve symptoms due to the virus? NO! So why on earth must 
we take this vaccine??? 

Government underes7mate the intelligence of SA's people. We 
are not sheep to say yes and amen to everything they say we 
must do. Government is not God and cannot make decisions like 
this for human beings. Fix the problems in our corrupt 
government system first which is a total pandemic on its own 
before people will ever start to trust the decisions they make. Chris7ne

2021-01-16 
11:40:37

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Vaccine must not be mandatory ... Alterna7ved used by Doctors 
currently is ideal THE LEGACY 

OF
North West 7

2021-01-23 
07:06:22

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Why don't South Africa develop its oeown vaccine.  SA has 
capable intellectuals to do just that. With all these 
communica7ons goong around regarding this vaccine that once 
injected with it someone is going to control your birth rate and 
that about 3 billon people has to die. Not good at all.  Sa is 
procuring this vaccine from the same people. What happened to 
a professor who was on tedtong phase for this vaccine in SA? No 
to vaccine coming from other countries Patrick

2021-01-18 
19:47:19

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

Taking a vaccine is against my faith in God. God sent His only 
begopen son to die for us on the cross. He took away our 
sorrows,  our poverty  , I sickness and all our infirmi7es 
ISAIAH 53:4  
Psalm 91:10 No plaque  shall  come in my dwelling.  
3 John 2  My beloved, I wish above all things that you prosper 
and be in good health  
There's many guaranteed promises of God about our health . I'm 
not going to  trade God's promises for any vaccine.  It's the 
highest price that Jesus paid for me to trash it with a filthy evil 
vaccine? NO I CANNOT BELITTLE MY SAVIOUR LIKE THAT! Lydia

2021-01-18 
18:08:45

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This vaccine is synthe7c, regardless Pfizer or Covaxx. Not enough 
clinical studies have been to render an educated opinion. 
Especially with frail care and immune compremized humans. It is 
a shame that we as Africans get target.. Bill Gates. Sorry.. Million 
feel that way. So no go, period. Not FDA go ahead.. Sharna 

2021-01-18 
09:21:18

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

THE FACT THAT THIS CONTRY IS STANDING HAND IN HAND WITH 
THE PEOPLE WHO WANTS TO DESTROY THE AFRICAN NATIONS Fahme

2021-01-17 
14:38:34

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

I am dubious regarding the vaccine. You cant trust bill & melinda 
gates. President Trump rejected their methods and here, we are, 
rolling it out. I refuse to take the vaccine. Derrick 

2021-01-16 
23:01:17

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

This apparent vaccine has not been tested like it should have. 
Too many side affects. Everything is a rushed 'procedure'. Its not 
what they say it is Nicolene

2021-01-15 
18:46:51

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

All of the above are my concerns. I might not be the expert but 
there are leaders in various fields in South Africa to assist the 
Government of the day. 

I don't trust any process/plan the Government roll  out, the y 
contradict themselves 7me and 7me again. Ronel

Outside SA 2

2021-01-22 
18:36:30

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

The ceo of Pfizer does not want to vaccinate, what does that tell 
you Zoe
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2021-01-15 
13:17:33

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m

No I do 
not

employed 
individual other

There is many things that concern me regarding this vaccina7on.  
We do not know if there is long term side effects that could 
appear later on. This will be devasta7ng as it will be too late.  
As a Chris7an I am very aware of the mark of the beast and 
therefore I will not be geing this vaccine.  
God created our amazing bodies and we will become immune 
naturally.  

Angela
unemployed individual 230

Column B: Count:
Gauteng 102

2021-02-18 
20:25:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Main concern is Safety for all. And specifically people who have 
other health issues like heart diseases high blood pressure, 
diabe7cs ,epilepsy  auto immune disease etc.  
The elderly - the vaccine is meant mainly to protect them but in 
Norway they have proved that giving vaccina7on to the old and 
frail can be fatal.  
There is no way long term safety can be established,  normally a 
vaccina7on would take to develop between 5-15 years to 
determine long term safety.  
And lastly efficacy to the current variants of covid and to future 
one's that will likely be  in the near future.  

Rebecca

2021-02-18 
01:26:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Nothing about this vaccine makes sense to me. From the 
financial set back; to the ingredients to the consequen7al 
affects. Have any of the people responsible for authorising, 
ordering and promo7ng  the vaccine, taken it? Geri

2021-02-02 
13:59:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I am concerned about the following aspects: 
1. I don't believe the vaccine and the possible long term 
side effects have been tested long and sufficiently enough 
among all age groups and persons living with comorbidi7es. 
2. Alterna7ve medicines such as for example Ivermec7n has 
not sufficiently been researched as an alterna7ve in curing 
Covd-19 pa7ents. 
3. The fact that private en77es have been excluded and 
Government is taking complete control over the vaccina7on 
process. 
4. It appears as if vaccina7on will be made compulsory. 
a. There are many people with allergies (some people are 
not even aware that they have certain allergies). These people 
should consult with their health care prac77oner to assess risk 
prior to receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. 
b. What about pregnant and lacta7ng women. 
c. People with suppressed immune systems. 
d. From what ages can children receive this vaccina7on 
safely? 
e. Is it safe for all elderly people? Carika

2021-01-31 
15:33:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Good day  , 
Firstly why would perfectly healthy people need  to be 
vaccinated,  this defies logic! 
Secondly vaccines are business not medicine... 
People are awakening Ismail

2021-01-28 
17:13:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Not interested at all. The government has alteriour mo7ves with 
the vaccine. Don't trust their mo7ves at all Carmen

2021-01-27 
14:19:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Generally our government doesn't care about us, they dismally 
fail when it comes to service delivery, plus corrup7on from every 
government department. Why would the government care so 
much about our health? R500 billion was splandered in less than 
6 months. Why would they push the vaccines so much unless if 
it's Bill's depopula7on agenda? Shudutadzo

2021-01-27 
11:18:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Has the vaccine been tested properly, does it not have the same 
impact as when a person has the flu vaccine people normally get 
influenza? 
How does the government know what the side effects are, 
everyone is different, so it may have a different effect on some 
people, especially those with underlying condi7ons.  
In my opinion I think that most intensive tests should be done. Colleen

2021-01-27 
03:33:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Werner 

2021-01-26 
20:14:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other People should not be forced to take the vaccina7on!!  Fa7ma

2021-01-26 
11:15:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I have had covid so why should i get a vaccine that has not been 
tested properly. And why were they trying to get a sample of my 
brain ...so it felt, if i can spread it through my spewtem then why 
cant they swab my mouth instead of it taking weeks for my 
sinuses to heal. Nonsense can even be planted like this and mess 
up the thin membrane between my sinuses and brain. i didn't 
even have any symptoms of covid, i dont believe i even had it. 
But i do believe most of us have had it already!!  

I believe it is the beginning of a new world order, one 
government one currency, its all about money , power and 
control of the masses e.t.c.  

And what is in the vaccine is of great concern. 
Masks are unhealthy, sani7zers omen high in alcohol 
con7nuously sprayed onto the body can also be dangerous over 
a prolonged period 
Keeping the body free of germs causes a lower immunity in the 
body , meaning we will con7nuously be dependant on the 
government for sustainance - vaccine every few months - forever 
.... socialist society and government and its coming quickly ferdi

2021-01-25 
06:55:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other I will not take it Lee 
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2021-01-23 
13:49:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other E

2021-01-23 
11:08:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

All the reasons for deploying the vaccine are unnecessary. 
There are more important things to be dealt with . 
I feel as though the government has not taken the right advice in 
this maper. 
From my perspec7ve living in the community the vaccine is 
absolutely unnecessary and we could use those funds to boost 
living standards which would in turn increase health and people 
will be able to deal with the virus with their own immune 
systems. 

Clearly the coronavirus has been on earth for as long as 
humans , we have a natural immunity, masks are not natural and 
do not help. 
Social distancing is not helping  us get herd immunity . 
And the sta7s7cs clearly show that less than 1% of the 
popula7on get affected by this, unlike diabetes and heart 
disease. So we should clearly be taking our resources and 
puing them into a more efficient and produc7ve manner . 
Or atleast produce the vaccine should ourselves. And if then 
government can claim the safety of this vaccine or is it worth 
risking the healthy 99% that are not affect and have them 
possibly have adverse reac7ons? 

This is completely unreasonable. Thabang

2021-01-22 
23:10:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

hpps://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_�id=4101444709888594&id=100000693165772&sfnsn=s
cwspmo Mark 

2021-01-22 
15:25:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not trust the ANC communists. Any deal they make is 
corrupt! Minister Dlamini Zuma and President Ramaphosa must 
take the vaccine first. Pieter 

2021-01-22 
11:23:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why pay for something that was not caused by the people. And 
why do we have to take the vaccine if it's not needed. The 
government is making money for what. They exploi7ng people 
from money and everything that is necessary. Give vaccine to 
our do called police protectors and see if it works. Stop killing 
our na7on. Don't they know only one man can plan your life and 
already has a plan on your life (GOD). Who gives government the 
right to plan for the community. Let them concentrate on 
making our country beper. Not destroy it. Corepa

2021-01-21 
19:03:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I believe it’s our cons7tu7onal right to choose if we want the 
Vaccine or not I don’t want it I will take my chances with nature.  
If we are forced to take it, it will violate our Human rights!!! Rian

2021-01-21 
16:52:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Ernie 

2021-01-21 
13:55:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Not at all is not 100% tested and it is all about to rule us. They 
cannot promise that it save and if it was, why must we s7ll doing 
what we are doing now. This is again a money making thing. 
People just except what the goverment  say.  The also been rule 
through others not their choice. People must inves7cate in a lot 
of things then they will know. Read your bible and the truth you 
will know. God is the only who can save us know.  Why must we 
just except what other peoples tell us to do. We are our human 
rights now?????? Mandi

2021-01-21 
13:19:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other There is no Corona virus, we are being taken for a ride Fezile 

2021-01-21 
13:19:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other There is no Corona virus, we are being taken for a ride Fezile 

2021-01-21 
13:04:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The "virus" has mutated thus rendering an already not proven 
vaccine mute Byron 

2021-01-21 
12:55:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Sadly during lockdown certain truths then and s7ll today are 
being revealed to the public. Doctors, nurses & paramedics are 
star7ng to confess on how hospitals have become slaughter 
houses of our people in the name of a new world order as their 
conscience does not allow them to be silent any longer and for 
that they get fired and the media finds a way to cover up the 
truth whenever they speak up. WE KNOW NOW. How ven7lator 
gasses have now been mixed with a new toxins (legalised) while 
were in lockdown, to ensure the death toll rises and "so-called" 
corona deaths are a tool to usher in a vaccine that was never 
required to begin with. How radio & tv sta7on presenters and 
top celebri7es are funded through a special R800bn fund (never 
disclosed) to ensure the Covid Scam con7nues. Why do we have 
to die for a new age to be ushered in, this is Africa for pete's 
sake! We always stood and now you want to allow in Imperial 
monopolist in exhange for money that does not even dent their 
pockets. Everyday I try to comprehend this, and to think the 
people voted you in. Hamilton

2021-01-21 
09:15:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

There are cheaper means which hav been approved and 
accepted by medical ins7tu7ons to be used in us humans 
whereas this vaccine is rolled ouf in under a year and you expect 
me to believe it to be safe amer so many deaths already occured 
from this rubbish 
I WILL NOT BE FORCED TO TAKE ANY MEDS WHICH IS MY 
HUMAN RIGHT TO DECLINE 
YOUR GOVT HAS ALREADY TAKEN AWAY ENOUGH OF MY LIFE AS 
I KNEW IT AND I WILL FIGHT TO THE DEATH BEFORE THEY WILL 
PUT THAT CONCOCTION IN MY BODY 
HAVE BEEN HESLTHY UP TO 10 MONTHS AGO AND STARTED 
HAVING BREATHING PROBLEMS AS SOON AS I PUT THAT MASK 
ON.... SO NO NO AND NO FROM ME Bets

2021-01-21 
09:08:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Bets

2021-01-21 
09:08:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Bets
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2021-01-21 
09:08:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Bets

2021-01-21 
07:07:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

If this so called health department WHO people can not even get 
a vaccine for current health problems - how the hell can this one 
work for Covid.  I saw people geing sick an dying due to geing 
vaccine.  There is no way they injec7ng me with anything.   God 
is the one in charge of our lives not mankind....  they can keep 
their vaccine for someone who believes there bull?.  Natanya

2021-01-20 
20:23:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Completely against my believe, the vaccine is not safe, changing 
your DNA, it's demonic, evil, de popula7ng ci7zens James

2021-01-20 
15:49:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I am of a view that government doesn't really care about it's 
ci7zens. South Africans believes in herbs and tradi7onal  
medicine par7cularly black people. And no pla{orm was given to 
those that can help to curb the pendemic. So it is no use to trust 
some  vaccine which we don't even  know what side effects will 
occure when injected into our body's.. so i am against it period.. David

2021-01-20 
13:46:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

1) Why use COSTLY vaccines when there are beper alterna7ves 
that everyone CAN AFFORD. 
2) The vaccines are proving to have FATAL SIDE EFFECTS.  They 
are NOT SAFE and will be more dangerous ESPECIALLY for those 
with underlying diseases. There is no PROOF that they will even 
be effec7ve with COVD 19 and the NEW SA strain and you have 
to keep going back for more shots in order to maintain your 
immunity while s7ll wearing a mask and social distancing. Its 
even killing perfectly healthy people. Some people are lucky and 
they pull through it. Who knows perhaps there are vaccines with 
the dangerous fluid and others with a placebo fluid, it is 
ques7onable. It takes Years not Months to test vaccines properly. 
Then there's the ques7on of who is funding the produc7on and 
tes7ng of the vaccine and whether or not it has the micro chip in 
it or the nano par7cles in it. This is why most people refuse to 
take it.  
3) Roll out by government should start with government leaders 
and officials taking it then we the people can first see their side 
effects. Why should government decide who is going to have to 
take the vaccine.  
Sure get it to those that WANT it and priori7ze that.  
4) It should NOT be Mandatory. We are humans and humans 
have RIGHTS  and one of them is to make our OWN CHOICES . By 
making it mandatory is FORCING people to take it and that is 
against our RIGHT TO CHOOSE.  
5) There are Alterna7ve medica7ons rhat ARE PROVEN to work 
and have been around for Many Years   they are SAFE AND TRIED 
AND TESTED and ECONOMICALLY AFFORDABLE for ALL.  For 
example IVERMWCTIN. Rather HURRY UP and APPROVE the 
WELL KNOWN Alterna7ve drugs so our DOCTORS can start 
SAVING LIVES and not have to label all deaths as COVD 19.  
6) COVD Passport/ ID this is once again against our HUMAN 
RIGHTS and the FREEDOM to make our OWN CHOICES.  It is a 
way to CONTROL our lives and a REMOVAL of all our HUMAN 
RIGHTS and to move FREELY in OUR WORLD. If people are 
SCREENED before entering a public place or traveling it should 
be adequate, but to FORCE a Vaccine on the whole Na7on  is 
more than just SUPPRESSION its a VIOLATION of our RIGHTS as 
HUMANS. The WORLD needs to come up with an alterna7ve 
that does NOT INFRINGE ON OUR RIGHTS. Give people the 
CHOICE to take the Vaccine or NOT and just screen them 
properly and ALLOW the use of the ALTERNATIVE MEDICATIONS 
that actually WORK so we can CONQUER this disease WITHOUT 
having this ID system. 
ALL Countries should stop ALL forms of entry into their Country 
be it by land, sea or air for ONE Month ONLY so the econonies 
are not harned beyond repair, and the nunbers will drop 
dras7cally and the whole world could beat tbis Virus. An 
example would be Australia, New Zealand  and other Islands 
where they have so few people infected  or none at all.  
Gocernment says they want HERD IMMUNITY are we the people 
regarded as sheep or caple? Is the ID Card a trial for the Micro 
chip or Nano par7cles that could possibly be in the Vaccines they 
want everyone to take? Bernice 

2021-01-20 
10:48:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

My main concerns are all of the above men7oned... and we are 
not lab rats.. we have no idea what long term side effects there 
will be!! Sue

2021-01-20 
07:23:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

We have to just be allowed to build immunity against the virus. 
I do not believe that a vaccine could have been developed and 
produced so quickly and I do not think they had 7me to test it 
properly. 
I do not believe it will really be effec7ve. Ann

2021-01-19 
23:28:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Firstly, it is a crime against humanity in that our country has so 
much money to squander on vaccines when our people are 
starving. 
There is no proper health care, no jobs, a lack of housing and yet 
we are was7ng money on something that could kill off our 
people.  

Secondly, every single human being should be allowed their 
freedom of choice, whether or not to accept this vaccine. 
Nobody must be forced to partake of it! Felicia

2021-01-19 
22:22:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

As per my religion I will not be taking or suppor7ng this Covid-19 
vaccine or any others to follow. Charlene

2021-01-19 
20:36:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This vaccine could not have been tested properly taking into 
considera7on how long clinical trials normally take. If it is as 
effec7ve as the manufacturers claim it has been in development 
for many many years. If not what would the long term effects be. 
I am 70 years old and will not take the chance of being injected 
with an untested vaccine. Willem
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2021-01-19 
19:15:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Good day. I and my family are vehemently opposed to this 
vaccine on a number of points 
1) COVID is a virus if we allow everyone in the popula7on to 
contract it and slowly build up the necessary an7-bodies then 
we will naturally combat this virus in the way God and nature 
intended us to which will have far greater benefits in terms of 
for7fying our immune systems and helping us develop immunity 
in the long term. 
2) As a virus it will keep muta7ng as such it is likely that we will 
never eradicate it completely (just as with flu and colds) and we 
cannot possibly generate vaccines fast enough or get vaccinated 
enough to keep comba7ng current mutated strains. In other 
words I can only see that this will be an ongoing and difficult task 
to try an undertake. 
3) The efficacy and safety of these vaccines have not been 
properly established through animal and long-term clinical trials 
and for this reason Pfizer have denounced any legal liability 
should any complica7ons or resul7ng medical issues arise as a 
result of receiving the vaccina7on. That is a BIG RED FLAG if the 
medical companies producing the vaccines are claiming no 
responsibility for future medical issues then that alone tells us 
that we need to very seriously ques7on the safety of these 
vaccines. To expect people to have themselves injected with a 
medical substance with no guarantees on the poten7al side-
effects or even the  effec7veness of the vaccine is  madness!!!! 
People could poten7ally get more sick from these vaccines than 
from the virus! 
4) Borrowing absurdly large sums of money from World banks 
and COVID funds to fund vaccine roll-outs is also madness. We 
are indeb7ng the country in perpetuity to these large financial 
ins7tu7ons and World Super Powers and will further cripple and 
already fragile South African economy because we will never be 
able to pay these loans off. Which begs the ques7ons 'what 
for?' ... for a vaccine which is poten7ally harmful and poten7ally 
doesn't even work!!  
5) Expec7ng taxpayers to further take the 'knock' when we are 
one of the highest taxed na7ons in the World is brutal. The high 
standard of personal income tax in this country is devasta7ng 
the economy. Ridiculous financial systems have been erected 
and what benefits are the general South African popula7on 
enjoying for it? NOTHING!! Rather take the money and build 
more fully-equipped hospitals with more qualified and 
competent hospital staff, which is what should have been done 
years ago, had these fundamental services and a comprehensive 
medical sector been in place we would certainly be in a beper 
posi7on to cope with the current COVID pandemic.   
5) Some of the ingredients listed for these vaccines seems 
abhorrent and is an affront to many people's moral, ethical and 
religious beliefs and standards. It is uncons7tu7onal to expect 
people whom have any of these issues to take this vaccina7on. 
6) Making vaccines mandatory would be uncons7tu7onal for the 
above reason, no Government/President/Council etc. has the 
right to mandate a vaccine which is poten7ally harmful and 
morally abhorrent! 
7) A Vaccine Passport is also uncons7tu7onal. Limi7ng, 
preven7ng or restric7ng any persons freedom of movement on 
the basis of whether they have been vaccinated or not is a 
complete and uper breach of their cons7tu7onal rights 
especially if they refuse to take a vaccine which has not been 
properly tested and which may not be safe. Vaccine Passports 
are no more cons7tu7onal or fair than the old 'Pass Laws' of 
apartheid South Africa because restric7ng movement on the 
basis of a vaccina7on is no different or beper or worse than 
restric7ng an individuals movement on the basis of their race/
ethnicity! 
 Kerry

2021-01-19 
13:35:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Dee 
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2021-01-19 
12:56:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not support the roll out of the vaccine at all. There have not 
been enough tests done. How will the vaccine affect me in the 
long run? There are countless vaccine injuries and the 
pharmaceu7cal industry is void of all responsibility. Why is this? 
If they are so sure of their facts then why void all responsibility?  
How will it affect my fer7lity? My mental health? Will it cause 
cancer? I will not accept any test results/trials done by any 
government or affiliate agencies. I want tests done by neutral 
par7es and these tests take years. There is way too much 
concern and specula7on surrounding the vaccine and not just by 
"conspiracy theorists" but by medical professionals whose 
concerns are being censored. When informa7on is being 
removed there is a great cause for concern. And if anyone dare 
force me to take the vaccine or it becomes mandatory, they will 
have to sign an indemnity form whereby any health issues I 
experience will be linked directly to the vaccine and they will be 
held fully liable. I am highly sensi7ve to hand sani7zer, it has 
caused me to develop an extreme form of derma77s. I will not 
use these products and I refuse to when I enter a shop, it's 
unfortunate but my health is more important to me than anyone 
else. It's unfortunate that the health of others is affected but I 
have to make a choice for my body as do they, if they choose to 
get vaccinated that's their decision but I will not be forced to 
take a vaccine because of their health concerns. Nobody close to 
me has died from COVID or been extremely affected by it. I have 
an elderly father who is not healthy at all, he got COVID and 
survived. My stepfather has a bad chest and he is fine. My 
grandmother has a few underlying issues and she is perfectly 
fine. All you need to do is strengthen your immune system and 
by sani7zing and freaking people out we will never get over this 
virus. There are a few doctors who agree that we can get over 
this virus by all geing infected, and allowing our immune 
systems to develop a resistance against it. I do not trust any 
government agency or pharmaceu7cal company. I will not be 
forced to take any chemical, this is my body and I make the 
decisions. If anyone is unsure go and watch a censored 
documentary called "VAXXED" the CDC has blatantly lied about 
vaccine data and they expect me to trust this vaccine? All these 
so called public agencies (CDC, WHO)  are there for the 
pharmaceu7cal companies and are being incen7vized by them. 
Whistleblowers are being ignored because of money and power. 
The publics health is of no concern to them. Claire

2021-01-19 
09:49:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I don't want the vaccine rolled out. Corona virus can be 
managed with herbs and a healthy Lifestyle. 

This is fishy to say the least. That there's a vaccine being force 
fed down our throats even with the unhealthy implica7ons of it. Siya

2021-01-18 
21:01:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other There is simply too much suspicion and doubt with this vaccine. Sonnep

2021-01-18 
20:56:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Un7l when are you going to accept that these is the end of the 
4th universal kingdom. Ask them to bring back the head of the 
kings of these land. A railway lane from the north to Pretoria to 
Durban to transport what.? MASHAO

2021-01-18 
20:22:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

1.  What is in the Vaccine? 
2.  I have an immunity disorder so will not be taking the vaccine.  
What about all the HIV carriers, surely they will not be able to 
take this vaccine. 
3.  What about the side effects, there have already been two 
deaths reported, what about all those not reported.? 
4. Will those who have been vaccinated receive a cer7ficate to 
prove they have been vaccinated? Avryl

2021-01-18 
19:50:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

It's a personal choice and a freedom of choice. 
People who want to take the vaccina7on want to because they 
will be protected from the virus etc... That's what it means to get 
vaccinated. Protec7on. 
Once they have done it, that's it. They are protected. That's what 
we're told. 

Now those who decide not to take the vaccina7on, that's also a 
choice. 
The chances of geing the virus is small, if you look at the 
figures etc... but let's say they get it. 
How do they effect those who have been vaccinated??? Geing 
vaccinated should be a guarantee not so??? But it's not! It has 
never been a guarantee. Vaccina7ons do not protect you! 
So what is the difference whether you take the vaccine or not. 
Either way your chances are prepy much the same if not worse if 
you take the vaccine. 

The trials etc... are a very big concern for anyone who does the 
research. 
The pharmaceu7cal companies are not responsible for any 
damage from their vaccines. 
So, who lands up with the mess they have caused???  

  Claire
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2021-01-18 
19:36:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Ques7ons to Government we all should be asking.... 

If I get vaccinated: 
1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them? 
- No 

So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So...what is it actually doing? 
Has it been tested in South Africa and what type of tests 
methods were used or are they just taking the word of the 
manufactures about the safety of the vaccine.  

So far for the bopom line is that I can not trust something that I 
can see is purely for profiteering. These people  that produced 
these vaccines have no interest in healing anyone of anything. Phomane

2021-01-18 
17:18:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I'm appalled that many African, business and industry leaders 
who are expec7ng vaccines from nowhere... Or from abroad... 
Which most of those vaccines are clearly labeled (not for 
distribu7on in the EU, USA and Canada) How do you think that 
those who throughout history have despised and used you, will 
produce vaccines to save your life. So much money has been 
borrowed from African countries for the purchase of vaccines. 
Ask yourself, 'how many African countries have been able to pay 
back funds borrowed from the IMF'.  
The IMF was created to give aids to correct microeconomic 
imbalances. But review historical accounts, these aids always put 
the countries in bondage. When they are about to come out, 
they review their currencies. These purchase of vaccines that 
you are about to make with billions of dollars, is for a final 
enslavement. You are ceding out your land. Solu7ons: Ivermec7n 
with doxycycline , vitamin C, vitamin D and Zink has been proven 
to have a 100% curing and preven7on rate between our people 
in South Africa and many other countries. 

Makhosonke

2021-01-18 
17:07:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

According to experts no vaccine on the planet is safe for 
humans. 
WHO is Satanis7c that is why they are not geing funding from  
USA government. 
Their plan is to reduce the popula7on because they hate us 
humans. 
Rather get people to go back to work to build the economy of 
South Africa or otherwise we will be like Mozambique and 
Zimbabwe etc. Rita Ka7a

2021-01-18 
16:18:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

You already doing it in hospital extending the gas with the covid 
gas bople 'pa7ent do not survive from it it kills the langs with 
poison gas" what is this ques7oner will solve cos you already 
killed dozens of innocent lives. Mthunzi 

2021-01-18 
15:52:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

All the above and then some.  
Let us have FREEDOM OF CHOICE, and NO discrimina7ng against 
those that don't want this totally unnecessary, untested, invasive 
and dangerous jab. Ingrid
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2021-01-18 
15:51:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Prophets from the 1980's predicted this whole scenario and 
much, much more in the future. 

It is totally against my religion 

Michelle

2021-01-18 
14:17:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This is just part of geing another way of stealing the 
governments money they never used the money for the Covid 
19 that was designated for that purpose. So way will they now 
suddenly use the money what it is meant for? Willie

2021-01-18 
13:49:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

My consern. There is other things they have working on and 
nothing. And less than a year they have a vacine for this covid. 
Thanks but no thanks. 

God is my vacine Johanna
2021-01-18 
12:48:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Too many got worst amer injected even died. I am not willing to 
take that chance. Elsebie

2021-01-18 
11:42:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not consent to vaccines, and i do not support that it 
becomes mandatory. I am a perfectly healthy being, my body is 
healthy and I don't need vaccine and I don't want it to be forced 
on people to gain special permission. The vaccine is not needed 
as our bodies have the capability to self heal! Linda

2021-01-18 
10:23:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The are people who are pure vegan in this country and their 
bodies cannot allow the intake of such vaccines. we need to 
think broad on this as this cannot be generalised. Mike

2021-01-18 
10:11:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other It is my choice to take or not to take the vaccine. Emma

2021-01-18 
09:49:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Corrup7on. Crime. The irrelevant use off vaccine which is 
experimental, unproven, the irra7onal block of established 
treatments to prevent and cure diseases. The lies of the virus 
and pandemic, deaths and other unethical unhealthy 
procedures. A vaccine is more risky than the treatable covid 
disease with recovry rate over 99%. Deathtoll rate is lied by 
increasing its percentage, recovery rate lied about by reducing 
its percentage. From the start it is lies, fears spread, truths 
persecuted, singularly controled. It is unethical. Chimone

2021-01-18 
09:05:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Will not take any vaccine. I have an immune system. Salome

2021-01-18 
08:59:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Gio

2021-01-18 
08:37:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I need the truth behind the vaccine. 
I dont trust our covernment, the story that covid exist,  the 
number of people who died of "covid".   
People die of heart apacks or suicide  and their death 
cer7ficates says covid.... 
South Africans are not all blind to the facts.  
I'm healthy,  and will nee to be killed before I take a vaccine 
which has not been tested, which there's rumors  of now making 
people extremely sick. 
Let ALL poli7cal par7es and Government get together to inject 
each other. They can try this vaccine before they offer it to us Elize

2021-01-18 
06:27:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

All per7nent informa7on has been purposefully withheld re the 
supposed pandemic, there is too much controversy about the 
en7re situa7on, most notably about the lockdowns and the 
deliberate killing of economies and hence the killing of more 
people than a season flu virus. Now suddenly there is a vaccine, 
but which too hangs in a huge cloud of controversy. I full audit of 
the supposed pandemic is needed before any vaccine rollout carl

2021-01-18 
02:01:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other No disclosure! Joe

2021-01-18 
01:36:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Annemarie

2021-01-17 
22:48:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

THEMBINKOS
I 

2021-01-17 
19:45:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

If you believe inGOD you don't need a think that will change 
your live for the  worse. I will not take a think from the Satan. Ria 

2021-01-17 
18:28:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Let the President & cabinet & their families.....first take the 
vaccine. 
If they are well amer taking the vaccine, then we will be sure that 
we are not been used as lab rats Pat 

2021-01-17 
16:05:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Personally, I don't care about the vaccine, I don't care for the 
covid info we are being given neither for what the president has 
to say.. I care for facts and common sense. 
Who was pa7ent 0 and how was it established that he/she was 
posi7ve? Who is pa7ent 0 of the new varient they speak of and 
how was it established that he/she has a new varient? What 
tests were ran on both pa7ent 0,the people they made contact 
with, those who test posi7ve or nega7ve? If tests were ran on 
them, what were the findings of all those tests? If we don't have 
pa7ence 0 both, how did we establish all the informa7on we 
have and how are we giving advise or even talking about vaccine 
when no tests were conducted on both pa7ent 0s? I'm no 
medical Dr, scien7st nor a medical researcher but I know that in 
every problem, to find a solu7on, we have to start from the root. 
Common sense and facts should tell us that whatever vaccine 
they claim we are to get will never work.. Which shoiod get us 
wondering why are they spending money the country doesn't 
have on it? Why, instead of fixing the economy, are they buying 
vaccine? All the ppe tender fraud money could have gone into 
reestablish the manufacturing sector and growing it. Level 
1,cases had dropped dras7cally, 7ll the new varient was "found". 
What kind of virus just, out the blue, adjusts to a countrys' 
climate in order to reinfect people? As a people, as a country, we 
should demand answers from government before we take 
vaccine and also agreeing to lock downs that are buring our 
economy Motsi
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2021-01-17 
14:05:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not trust Maderna  nor Pyzer and the untested vaccines Bill 
Gates and WHO are r forcing upon  the world especially on 
Africans. I know itheir Agenda and there are alterna7ve 
medicine that has been proved and used for many years . I have 
rala7ves overseas who used Ivermectrin and recovered very well 
as well as prevented other family mambers from geing infectef 
The fact that these medicines have been banned in SA proves 
the point. Governnent  does not want to save us but has joined 
the evil plans of The globalists Veronica 

2021-01-17 
08:54:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not believe in this vaccine except for governments wan7ng 
to keep their tabs on you.thousands have died amer having the 
vaccine Lucille

2021-01-17 
06:36:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other All of the above Lynepe 

2021-01-16 
23:40:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Google what's in the vaccine, I'm not taking human DNA from 
baby's...sorry. please listen to Dr's who has simple medicine that 
work. And good advice like: steam when you come home, the 
hoper the steam the beper, it'll kill the virus , why are these info 
not widely spread. Yes wear a mask yes sani7se yes keep 
distance. But dont force people to take the vaccine. This will 
create chaos !!! Adele

2021-01-16 
22:42:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Let people con7nue using old and tradi7onal ways of figh7ng 
illnesses. U can not understaimate the concerns out there that 
vaccines are part of a bigger chemical warfare against africans Tefo

2021-01-16 
21:58:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Ivone

2021-01-16 
21:05:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Basically  a combina7on of all the choices, espescially the 
government involvement, wan7ng to force people to take this 
one medica7on, are you dictators? Dream on, this is not going to 
happen. Pierre

2021-01-16 
20:27:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

It is the precursor or forerunner to the mark of the beast in 
Revela7on 13 .Without which you cannot buy or sell  and will 
need some form of mark proving you had it. Besides who knows 
how it will affect you dna, would be foolish to trust the likes of 
gates.For this there is No Forgiveness  and God destroyed the 
world in the 7me of Noah because of contaminated dna Guy

2021-01-16 
19:00:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other English and sign language. I m deaf. Sabrina Rena

2021-01-16 
17:23:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I specifically won't take it ,because I don't beli6 it will help in any 
way ,man will never know how to stop it ,it's not humanly 
possible anyway Anthony

2021-01-16 
16:40:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I support all concerns. 

This “vaccine” has been insufficiently tested. It has neither been 
proven safe, nor effec7ve. It is not a vaccine (contains no form of 
the virus) but is an experimental genomic treatment with a 
synthesized substance. Only people who have been bought 
would foist this on an unsuspec7ng public without checking the 
data.  

The government is not warning people of the poten7al side 
effects (like neurological damage and excessive immune 
reac7on/ autoimmune disease). They are adver7sing that it is 
perfectly safe. It is not the government’s mandate to prescribe 
medical treatment and their approach has been poli7cal, not 
scien7fic. It is morally and ethically wrong, and against the law 
to mandate this “vaccine” or to make it an essen7al prerequisite 
for travel, schooling for any other form of access.  

The state of emergency is unprecedented as only 0,055% of the 
popula7on have died from Covid.  

There are other treatments available. Ivermec7n has been 
through at least 32 double-blind trials as a treatment for Covid 
and is safe and effec7ve. We should be using it already. 

The government’s desire to be the sole supplier of the “vaccine” 
is for purely nefarious reasons. Omalleagh

2021-01-16 
16:20:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Given 

2021-01-16 
14:52:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I think our leaders must lead by example with their families and 
get vaccinated first. 
I think for me it is more of safety that the rollout, the vaccines 
have not been tested and think more 7me is required to make 
sure. 
What is the point of procuring something that might not be a 
solu7on, that Dr from US said people even amer vaccina7on 
must s7ll wear masks and s7ll follow the protocols to protect 
yourself, so my ques7on is what is the point of vaccine. E

2021-01-16 
14:08:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The Government or any such ins7tu7on CANNOT FORCE US to 
take the vaccine or FORCE US to believe what you determine or 
dictate we should believe.  I (we) can think for myself 
(ourselves)!!!  Accep7ng this vaccine should be voluntary so 
approval must be given by any invidual to receive the 
insufficiently tested vaccine. This vaccine has only gone through 
1 trial; totally unacceptable. Any vaccine is supposed to go 
through 3 to 4 trials over a required period to ascertain  impact 
on humans as different peoples' bodies react differently to 
vaccines.  Taking it should not be enforced, my body is not yours, 
it does not belong to you to experiment on by enforcing this 
vaccine.  The contents of this vaccine is unacceptable no maper 
if you tell me it is safe.  I REFUSE TO TAKE IT. Suz

2021-01-16 
13:51:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I don't believe in vaccines as a whole. So I will not have foreign  
maper injected into me as I know how vaccines are made and 
there is no way I will be geing it. Charmaine
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2021-01-16 
12:07:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not support the vaccine and I personally will not get 
vaccinated, firstly the issue of covid-19 is been exaggerated so 
that people can fall for it, secondly Our President Matamela said 
it himself that the vaccine are not fully tested, and this means he 
does not know what are the disadvantages of this vaccine. This is 
the tough 7mes of our lives, my advice to the Na7on and all of 
the Africans is that Ques7on what you do, do your research, 
analyze what is being said and informed. This is war.

Prince 
Tchavanhana

2021-01-16 
11:42:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Uhulumeni wethu makathathe izifundiswa zethu ukuthi ziphinde 
zihlole lama vaccine kabusha ngaphambi kokuba ajove avan7 
bethu. Bear kubizwa bonke abafundisi nabathandazeli ukuthi 
bathandazele wonke ama vaccine lube kukhathi aphuma aya 
emphakathini. 

Nomasonto

2021-01-16 
11:42:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Uhulumeni wethu makathathe izifundiswa zethu ukuthi ziphinde 
zihlole lama vaccine kabusha ngaphambi kokuba ajove avan7 
bethu. Bear kubizwa bonke abafundisi nabathandazeli ukuthi 
bathandazele wonke ama vaccine lube kukhathi aphuma aya 
emphakathini. 

Nomasonto

2021-01-16 
09:21:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This is a plot by the NWO to reduce popula7on and popula7on 
control. They want to kill 80% of the current world popula7on. 
What beper way to do this. Create a situa7on . Then provide a 
so called solu7on by fear mongering . This will get the millions of 
the uneducated to line up for the vaccine which will kill them in 
millions. End result , the NWO got what they wanted to do . 

I say NO to this vaccine , bloody murdering genocide 
pigs.!!!!!!!!!!! 

All the World governments have been paid to roll out this lies of 
the so called pandemic. Shame on all of them , they should all be 
arrested and put in jail.!!!!!!!!!! 

Do the numbers , maths , numbers dont lie. Less than 
0.00028571 % of the people have died so far worldwide ( 2 000 
000 / 7 000 000 000) , and they call this a pandemic. Its a 
plandemic. 

People are dying of other stuff BUT the doctors are puing covid 
on the death cer7ficates, because they have been paid to do 
this. Shame on all these doctors who do this , they should also 
be arrested and put in jail. 

Does this mean no one now dies of heart apacks , cancer , HIV , 
etc.. hooray finally a cure for these diseases have been found , 
lying pigs.!!!!!!! 

For this they shut down the world !!!!!!!!!!!  Does not make 
sense at all !!!!!!!!!! 

As for the WHO , a bunch of lying bastards , they should also all 
be arrested and put in jail.!!! 

We need more Donald Trumps to tell the likes of WHO and big 
pharma where to get off.  

The NWO does NOT like the truth to be out there , this will mess 
up their plans totally.!!!!! 

Long live the TRUTH !!!!!!!!!!!!! 

WAKE UP PEOPLE , WAKE UP , THEY ARE TAKING AWAY OUR 
FREEDOMS AND LIBERTIES WORLDWIDE AND WANT TO TREAT 
US LIKE SHEEP TALKING OF HERD IMMUNITY , PIGS !!!!!! 

Kiran
2021-01-16 
08:13:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Eucia

2021-01-16 
07:05:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I will not put toxin and fetal debris into my body. I do not believe 
in vaccines of any kind. I will not take it for any reason 
whatsoever, whether compulsory or not. Liezel 

2021-01-16 
06:33:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The  vax was not been tested long enough it hase proven that its 
has harmed people and there in a alterna7ve ivomec7n that is 
proven to stop corona virus and heal people why can our 
goverment help the people with ivomec7n its all about money 
for our goverment they have the power to make or brake our 
country we can eradicate this  virus if not why not i wil rather 
take my chanses with ivomec7n Angeline
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2021-01-16 
06:22:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Vaccines and an7bio7cs cause pathogens to evolve.  
- How can it be ethically & cons7tu7onally  acceptable to 
escalate the war between the micro and the macro world? 

The vaccine has been banned in Norway now on health 
concerns. Addi7onally the vaccine has killed quite a few people 
in other countries round the world.  
- How can it be ethically and cons7tu7onally acceptable to 
procure and administer a vaccine that has been banned in 
Norway for the elderly & that has killed people in other 
countries? 

There was a poli7cal and pharmaceu7cal company race to see 
who could get the a vaccine first. It seems to be that the process 
was rushed to placate certain poli7cians and to suit the 
shareholders of certain pharmaceu7cal companies.  
- How can it be ethically and cons7tu7onally acceptable to 
procure and administer a vaccine that was rushed in order to 
help poli7cians win votes, and boards of directors making 
shareholders happy & geing themselves bigger bonuses? 

- How can it be ethically and cons7tu7onally acceptable to 
procure and administer a vaccine from India specifically, when it 
is probably from the Gupta's behind the scenes. Even if it is not 
the Gupta's, then can someone please explain why there are not 
quotas, tariffs, embargos against India -  in light of the fact that 
India and the Tripar7te Alliance together have stolen Billions of 
Rands of tax payers money, and s7ll extremely liple to rec7fy the 
them?   

Rowan 

2021-01-16 
04:37:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I don't believe the vaccina7on is safe. 
I want to be able to sue the government and manufacturer if the 
vaccina7on proves to be harmful. 
I want proof that every ingredient in the vaccine is safe and I 
would want to know the purpose of every ingredient. Steven

2021-01-15 
22:05:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I don't trust the vaccine and have no inten7on of being 
vaccinated. Myself and my family has adhered to lockdown 
regula7ons and none of us has contracted covid 

Rene

2021-01-15 
21:20:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I will not be forced by a corrupt government to take a vaccine or 
anything else that will harm me or my family! Everyone in 
government and their families must take it first and it must be in 
front of my eyes! Manuela

2021-01-15 
17:02:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

They can start at the top. Poli7cians, government officials etc. 

If it works, they are safe. 
If not, we are safe Map

2021-01-15 
16:40:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Let the President be vaccinated public together with the 
members of parliament Happy

2021-01-15 
16:39:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

We are being poisonde by polu7on, water and air even the GMO 
in our food. Fluoride in our water. Vaccines that poison our 
bodies. Now we gi futher by overly sanitazing and wearing mask. 
All this brake down our immune system. Instead give the people 
clean water without fluoride, fresh fruit and vegetables, tell 
them to exersise and go into the sunlight. No I am not an an7 
vaxxer but I have personaly seen the effect that a vaccine can 
have on the body. The farma industry does not take 
responsibility for their vaccines. Will you buy a new car without 
a guarantee??? Antonet

2021-01-15 
14:28:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Untested vaccina7ons break the Nurenberg code Claris

2021-01-15 
14:07:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not want the vaccine.Those who want it,, let them have 
it....Sick and 7red of people making decisions about our 
health..Let them leave us alone. It's my health and my right not 
to have the vaccine Felicia

2021-01-15 
12:16:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This vaccine has been developed in under a year. No one has any 
idea how safe it is or what the long term side affects will be. Allan

2021-01-15 
10:54:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Firstly what will this cost the taxpayers as we will double pay for 
the 58 million unemployed that can't afford the vaccine. 

I don't think the vaccine is effec7ve and will cause other 
deceases or even death. 

I don't trust Government nor Bill Gates and herd immunity - I'm 
a human being not an animal thus I do not associate with any 
herd. What is in this vaccine? That Government want most 
people vaccinated. 

It is my choice to vaccinate and my choice only. I am against 
vaccina7on as the things I have heard about it makes me wonder 
if it isn't really New Order implementa7on. People being led to 
be slaughtered. Microchips to monitor. Geing people to all fall 
in line. Sorry God the Almighty gave me an immune system and I 
intend using it.  

Even if their are alterna7ves that are now suddenly being 
banned. I will not follow the  imbicilic Government to the 
slaughterhouse as the Jews did in Hitlers 7me. 

I say no. 

Bernadine
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2021-01-15 
10:33:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Frans

2021-01-15 
09:53:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Not everyone can have it without serious side effects.  My 
concern is that the vaccine makes you sicker than the actual 
illness. Denise

Western Cape 51

2021-02-17 
09:15:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This is an experimental vaccine with no indept longterm study 
on the side effects. We dont need an untested vaccine when we 
have the op7on of Ivermec7n which is proven safe and cheap Annamari

2021-02-10 
09:41:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Magdalene

2021-01-31 
09:52:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I will not get the vaccine because i dont trust the vaccine to be 
safe nor trust the people who is rolling it out Riana

2021-01-25 
08:45:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

It is not 100% sure that it will work. 
There is more proof that Ivermec7n is a  cure for this virus. Ria

2021-01-22 
08:02:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Vaccines is un natural, and definitely not myself family and 
friends would take it Annelene

2021-01-20 
19:02:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

My concern is that is the vaccine has not been tested properly 
and is not safe. There is no proof that the person would not 
develop serious health issues later on.  The person can even die 
at the end from taking the vaccine.   Highly professional doctors 
over the world are very concerned and is not taking the vaccine. 
The vaccine is very very dangerous for a human beings and I feel 
the government will be irresponsible if they con7nue with this 
process of  vaccina7on. Berinda 

2021-01-20 
14:25:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Teen my geloofsbeginsel. Marida

2021-01-19 
22:30:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I believe this vaccine to be an agent for human destruc7on and I 
will not comply. I believe that it is not pro-health.  Every 
individual needs to chose for themselves. Theresa

2021-01-19 
21:24:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I will never support t a system derived by a human as they 
always have an ulterior mo7ve.  It was predicted that these 
7mes we are living in, will come.  These trimings portrayed by 
man is a blind fold for mo7ves to ve put in place. 
I serve a living God, who is in controll. He has already won this 
baple.  He is the vaccine of all pandemics not only this one. Oswin

2021-01-19 
15:57:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Marijke

2021-01-19 
15:48:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other My religious views.  I will NOT take a vaccine. Belinda

2021-01-19 
11:53:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

All these yrs it took years take get vaccines approved now you 
want to come experiment on innocent ci7zens with a vaccine 
that you've only experimented on for a few months. That is a big 
concern. Juanita 

2021-01-19 
11:51:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Whiedaad 

2021-01-19 
11:47:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why does our government compromise it's ci7zens and why is 
our leaders coming with all this decep7on. Why isn't our 
scien7st and qualified doctors used to examine this crap that 
they trying to shove down everyones throats. God is going to 
keep our SA Government leadership accountable for the 
injus7ce they are doing to the people. L

2021-01-19 
11:45:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why sugges7ng to take vaccine instead of advising on how to 
take care of ourselves because vaccine is not a cure and this one 
was so quick to find Sisa

2021-01-19 
02:16:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Vaccines have never been a solu7on to treat diseases in fact we 
treatment, this vaccine is not tested thoroughly and FDA hasn't 
approved it since its coming from other countries. Long term 
side effects are not known its therefore unsafe to use untested 
medicine on people. 

Simthandile 
Jama 

2021-01-18 
23:20:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

There is much to consider given this vaccine as 1stly, it is not 
from SA and even worse.. with videos re: certain individuals 
belonging to the ILLUMINATI and what their plans are to lessen 
mankind.. makes 1 consider immeasurably.. thus I would rather 
prefer to self isolate to get well again.. SO... NO... THANK YOU ? Rayanah 

2021-01-18 
19:32:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Carol

2021-01-18 
19:12:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I personally don't think there is enough 7me spent to evaluate 
the effect/side effects of the vaccine....I think this is a 
farce...money making scam.....this is like dog eats dog for 
survival of the fipest....no I don't trust this whole issue Beverley

2021-01-18 
16:07:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I choose o not be part of a medical experiment. And would not 
like those less informed to be part of one unknowingly either. 
Those who need medical assistance for the corona can use 
ivermec7n which has some known history atleast if they wish. Teresa

2021-01-18 
11:06:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

We should be returning to our African roots for the solu7ons, 
not the medical industry. We have all the herbs and plants we 
need to be happy, healthy and free from external control 
mechanisms Graeme

2021-01-18 
10:21:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

My concerns are everything about the vaccine.  It is not a cure at 
all - what happened to vit C, D, sunshine, seawater. 
The fact that government is involved is troublesome -  
A waste of taxpayers money.  The money could have been spent 
beper on health protocols eg. geing vit C out to everyone and 
public awareness of making beper health choices - food, water, 
no sugar, etc. 
South Africans need to  have the op7on to take or decline - 
freedom of choice. We are sovereign human beings.   
There are alterna7ves to the vaccine - these should be available 
to whoever wants. 

heidi 

2021-01-18 
08:39:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Government has proven over and over that they cannot be 
trusted with all the corrup7on. All government officials should 
be first in line to take the vaccine. Why risk our Frontline with 
the nega7ve side effects not being reported by the media? Chantal
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2021-01-18 
07:46:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

It is not effec7ve and why send it to Africa instead of countries 
like Italy the UK that were mostly affected? Lebogang 

2021-01-18 
07:13:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Concerned about the effects of the vaccine as we have seen a lot 
of people dying from it! Liza

2021-01-18 
01:10:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why this vaccine is brought to Africa and not to Asian 
countries  , Bill Gates as a champion of this evil vaccine why are 
you not giving it to your mother and friends cause you're 
nothing but an enemy to Africa  . Ramaphosa  you're nothing but 
a stooge and a sellout  of white capital monopoly industry  . 
You're nothing but shame  you devil worshipers  . And to hell you 
and your colonial satanic  Master's Malusi 

2021-01-17 
20:45:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

There are many op7ons of how to prevent to get Covid -9: 
strengthening your own immune system, inhaling steam from 
boiling water, if you start having symptoms, figh7ng the affect on 
the respiratory system with onion plasters on your chest, 
drinking vitamin C, going into the sun for at least 1/2 an hour 
every day, exercising or going for walks every day. There is no 
vaccine needed for this disease. Chris7ane

2021-01-17 
19:52:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

No vaccine can be produced is such a short 7me they need more 
trials !!!!! 
At least 5 year trials !!!!! Laverne

2021-01-17 
18:29:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why are they geing the vaccines from another country if the 
vaccine is available in our own country. I definitely would not 
trust it. Petronella

2021-01-17 
15:03:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Ndichasene nokubulawa kwabantu kusenziwa ngathi 
bayancedwa Jabu

2021-01-17 
14:08:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This is showing a lack of leadership and free thinking as it seems 
the government is in a frenzy to push a vaccine on all SA ci7zens. 
The cons7tu7on protects us from being forced to take a vaccine 
and I believe we need to disconnect from the people paying SA 
poli7cians to push these vaccines and we need to think 
ra7onally. Saying previous vaccines were accepted like polio etc 
shows how shallow they are and how liple diligent research they 
have done for both sides of the spectrum. There are too many 
scien7sts and doctors advising against the vaccine to ignore and 
the facts are real and acceptable but poli7cal agenda does not 
want this. The media hype pushes fake info and stats - why is the 
flu vaccina7on unable to cure flu virus? The same will apply to 
the Covid vaccine. I don’t trust any media or social pla{orms 
such as Facebook, YouTube, Twiper as they take down any 
informa7on contrary to suppor7ng the vaccine even though 
these are professional medical and scien7fic people with proof/
facts suppor7ng their point of view!!! Listen to the Zambian 
president who has rejected the vaccines received un7l their own 
medical/scien7fic people have analyzed the contents of the 
vaccines - where are these contents of each vaccine been made 
public as well as the trials, results and side effects - 
NOWHERE??? Vermec7n  has too many experts sta7ng it’s 
viability in trea7ng Covid to be ignored yet our government is 
ignoring this quicker and easier treatment, this makes me 
suspicious and as per the Zambian President it seems 
governments are receiving ‘kickbacks’ $$$ to use these foreign 
vaccines! Neilll

2021-01-17 
12:17:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The vaccine hasn't been tested properly and I think what's in it, 
is POISON (AMONG OTHER THINGS) and will be harmful to 
people.  Let the poli7cians and their families have the vaccines 
first.  Another thing, is why do we have to BE FORCED TO TAKE 
THE VACCINE... IS THERE AN UNDERLYING REASON FOR THIS.  
I.E. WHAT'S IN THIS VACCINE?  SO NO, I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS 
VACCINE.  I ALSO THINK THAT PEOPLE IN AFRICA ARE THE 
GUINEA PIGS FOR THIS VACCINE ROLLOUT, AND THAT 
"SOMEONE" IS BEING PAID A HUGE AMOUNT OF MONEY TO GET 
"US" TO TAKE THIS POISONOUS VACCINE.  SO MY ANSWER IS NO Arlene 

2021-01-17 
10:42:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

No liability 
No recourse  
Nega7ve effects hidden

Jeremiah 
Eugene 

2021-01-17 
08:17:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Net nog n rede om ons land se laaste bikie geld te steel. Daar 
waar di regering betrokke is of was is reeds in di laaste 27 jaar 
bewys dat hule ni vetrou kan en mag word ni. Nog nooit sulke 
blatante skelms gesien wat hulself so verryk nie ons betaal di 
prys. Di wat ni saamstem ni, ons praat weer . Gee net kans wayne
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2021-01-16 
23:36:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why is the government not procuring the Sputnik V vaccine from 
Russia? SA is part of BRICS which would surely make more 
financial sense.  
hpps://sputnikvaccine.com/about-vaccine/ 
It is based upon "..a well-studied human adenoviral vector-based 
pla{orm." 

The other vaccines from other manufacturers are based on a 
completely new and untested pla{orm, mRNA. These mRNA 
vaccines have not been studied long enough and there is no 
safety record. 
It is clear according to mul7ple news reports that the mRNA 
vaccines from Pfizer and others are not safe and life-threatening: 
hpps://www.rt.com/news/512736-israel-facial-paralysis-13-
covid-vaccine/ 
hpps://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/miami-doctor-dies-amer-
receiving-first-dose-pfizef 
hpps://www.zerohedge.com/poli7cal/moderna-covid-19-
vaccine-induced-adverse-reac7ons-more-half-trial-par7cipants 
hpps://thevaccinereac7on.org/2020/07/pfizer-biontechs-
covid-19-vaccine-causes-adverse-reac7ons-in-over-half-of-
clinical-trial-volunteers/ 

The government must let the people of SA know about other 
solu7ons, such as looking amer their immune systems by 
avoiding junk food and other things that can compromise their 
immune systems during this 7me. Ea7ng healthily, such as ea7ng 
foods that are high in Vitamins such as Vitamin C, B-Vitamins 
and Zinc. These can help for7fy the immune system. Kindly start 
talking about these simple solu7ons and implemen7ng them. 

Why is the government not talking about the drug Ivermec7n? 

Where is the money coming from that government is using to 
procure these 20 million vaccine doses? Earlier in 2020 the 
government said on mul7ple occasions the Treasury is empty? 
How is it possible there is money for this at the moment? Is the 
government lying??  
Where did the 577 Billion Rand go that was for Covid Relief? 
Why is government now saying the costs for the vaccine is too 
expensive and needing to nego7ate beper pricing? How is this 
possible? 

The money used to buy these vaccines, can be beper spent by 
fixing our healthcare ins7tu7ons, that are clearly falling apart 
with not enough beds and equipment. 

I object to the government's roll-out of a vaccine of which its 
effec7veness is already in doubt due to new strains as can be 
seen in this news ar7cle: 
hpps://www.rt.com/uk/511904-covid19-variant-vaccine-south-
africa-infec7ons/ 

Lastly and most importantly: 
This vaccine must not be mandatory and must be voluntary, and 
people may not be penalized for not taking it, as that would go 
against the Cons7tu7on of South Africa, Bill of Rights, Sec7on 9, 
Sec7on 10, Sec7on 11 and Sec7on 12. In par7cular with regards 
to Sec7on 11, the current mRNA vaccines a clearly dangerous to 
the right to Life. Thomas

2021-01-16 
22:47:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

IMMEDIATE AND LONG TERM SIDE EFFECTS - people are 
currently having horrible side effects from this vaccine including 
death.  

MANDATORY VACCINATION - vaccines should not be mandatory, 
nor should it be imposed on anyone to take a vaccine in order to 
apend school, be back at work or be in public spaces.  

FREEDOM - it's basic human right to have the freedom of cholce, 
as well as freedom of health choices and bodily autonomy. 

I DO NOT CONSENT NOR DO I SUPPORT COVID VACCINATION 
ROLL OUT PLANS. Gabriela

2021-01-16 
20:48:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

There has not been enough 7me given to verify the long las7ng 
efficacy  of the vaccines. They have found no cure for cancer, HIV 
and AIDS but within months want us to believe that this vaccine 
is for our health. Please do not insult the intelligence of humans. Anthea

2021-01-16 
20:19:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The PLANDEMIC of the fake COVID 19 virus is ridiculous..The 
Jesuits order of the catholic church of Rome, runs the 
government's of the world including South Africa. 
South Africa needs to remove these despicable individuals who 
have waged war against the Bible of Christ..The so called false 
president Ramaphosa and his council of henchmen and woman 
need to be removed from office forcibly, then imprisoned, and a 
true Republic ins7tuted and the ANC and it's affiliates like the DA 
and EFF to be disbanded and their poli7cians locked up in jail 
with chance for parole. They have killed this country by their 
affilia7ons to Rome and now want to poison us with funvax 
vaccine...a defiant and loud NO to this stupidity....Remove the 
lockdown there is no pandemic you liars. Lyle

2021-01-16 
14:16:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why the keen rush for vaccines.. If this is such a threat the 
presidents and ministers should take it first... And run a program 
Monitoring them for the public. Why target our health care 
workers........ They are stronger than we think.... Our Leaders are 
misleading us but guess what God has already revealed use all. Sharne 
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2021-01-16 
14:14:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

hpps://www.naturalnews.com/2021-01-14-compila7on-of-
recent-stories-covid-vaccine-injuries-deaths.html 

THE VACCINE IS NOT SAFE AND COVID DOES. NOT. EXIST! 
The government is a part of the conspiracy to depopulate the 
earth! Craig

2021-01-16 
12:18:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Rozann

2021-01-16 
10:41:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

All of the concerns listed are a concern to me. The vaccine has 
been proven to be unsafe and this has been documented and 
apested to by hundreds of doctors and other professionals. So 
let all of gov take the a few doses of the vaccine first  at their 
personal cost and lets see what happen. Vaccines are not 
necessary healthy lifestyles and natural herd immunity are the 
only sustainable way forward. Daniel

2021-01-16 
08:44:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

1st issue.. NO TO MANDATORY VACCINATIONS .  
 People HAVE a right 7 make their own decisions about their 
health. We are NOT a COMMUNIST DICTATORSHIP are we?  
if the vaccine is bona fide thoroughly tested and 100%SAFE then 
i WANT to see the PRESIDENT HIS FAMILY and EVERY CABINET 
MINISTER  and their IMMEDIATE FAMILIES stand in line on 
NATIONAL TV to get  vaccinated . 
 secondly i want to see tangible evidence  that the 
COMPONENTS USED IN THIS VACCINE  used on hs higness and 
entourage is the EXACT same compnents TO BE used in The 
vaccina7on programme  announced on Wednesday that would 
TARGET people at shopping malls, taxi ranks, schools, clinics and 
hospitals. MEANING the average jane and joe.. 
HIW DO WE KNOW ITS THE SAME VACCINE HUH?  
How do we know that vaccine isnt set out to CULL the poorer 
people to depopulate the country??  
thirdly why are people  like Dr Emmanuel Taban who does 
revolu7onary breakthrough work regarding this man-made 
pandemic, why is his methods not being employed considering it 
makes SENSE . His success rate is guaranteed. SO WHY IS THAT 
PROCEDURE NOT MANDATORY NATIONWIDE AT EVERY 
HOSPITAL BE IT PRIVATE OR STATE HOSPITAL 
Where is the president? Im not talking about the  guy who just 
sits and reads off a teleprompter a speech set out by someone 
else.  And sheds a tear or two BUT FEELS DIDDLY SQUAT FOR THE 
PEOPLE OF SA. WHEN WILL south africa  have a president that is 
FOR  the people and ABOUT the PEOPLE . 
I SAY NO TO MANDATORY VACCINATIONS.  
I SAY YES TO ALTERNATE MEANS AND I SAY YES TO DR TABANS 
METHODOLOGY USED.  

Colleen
2021-01-16 
07:42:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Claire

2021-01-15 
23:21:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Lindsay

2021-01-15 
21:34:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I am concerned that there has been inadequate tes7ng and we 
are concerned that it is not safe Grant 

2021-01-15 
20:25:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

No vaccines were found for other corona virusses like sars or 
mers, for years, but in 7 months there are vaccines to choose 
from for covid? 
It has not been tested properly. Charmaine

2021-01-15 
19:24:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

There is so much uncertainty with regards to the vaccine. Is it 
really a vaccine. Is it's inten7on to monitor, track or kill us. Is it 
really a vaccine... Anthony 

2021-01-15 
18:27:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

My concern is that it is too early for a safe vaccine to be used 
and it should not be mandatory especially to Healthcare 
workers. It takes many years to develop a vaccine. I am strongly 
opoosed to it. Unfortunately I don't have an alterna7ve solu7on 
except to say that if people obey wearing masks, keep a social 
distance and sani7ze, it should be sufficient. Vanessa 

2021-01-15 
11:16:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The Covid-19 vaccine is a crime against humanity and the global 
NWO Agenda's fearmongering and paranoia campaign is based 
on lies and propaganda. 
Covid-19 is not a lethal virus and the sta7s7cs are completely 
incorrect and grossly exaggerated. Compared to many other 
viruses it is one of the least dangerous and a moderately healthy 
immune system can easily overcome it. The vaccine is 
improperly tested, gene7cally modified for tracking and 
surveillance and a genome manipulator.  
The scien7sts giving false informa7on to governments and the 
public are well connected to corrupt and malicious ins7tu7ons 
like the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda7on whose agenda 
includes mass depopula7on.  
There are hundred of thousands of scien7sts, virologists, 
doctors, physicians, nurses, etc, speaking out against this global 
lie and the dangers of this Covid vaccine but are blocked and 
censored by government controlled, dishonest mainstream 
media. 6 corpora7ons own most media networks and they all 
have their dirty fingers in the medical industry.  
Vaccines destroy people's immune systems and hundred of 
people have already died or have suffered serious side effects 
from these vaccines.  
Stop this evil NWO Agenda now and correct the problems of 
overpopula7on and Environmental abuse in a more ethical and 
moral manner. Michael 
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2021-01-15 
10:59:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

1. I do not trust a vaccine that's been thrown together in a 
maper of a few months. Some trial results have been rather 
shocking with this MRNA vaccine. 
2. There are cheaper and more cost-effec7ve ways to treat this 
CCP virus such as Invermec7n  
3. Roll-out by Government is a disaster of note.... As they've 
proven with everything else they've destroyed in the past 26 
years.  
4. Mandatory Vaccina7on is an absolute NO!!!  Every individual 
has a God given human right to decide what they want injected 
into their bodies. 
God help us, if we should get the Russian or Chinese vaccine 
under the Covax agreement. They are both disastrous. Liz

KwaZulu-Natal 38

2021-01-28 
05:52:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I have been voicing the same opinion on various aspects rela7ng 
to COVID19, the so-called pandemic, lock down regula7ons etc. 
Where is the freedom for people to choose??? The "Freedom 
Fighters " of the new South Africa are just liars like so many 
poli7cians that are merely filling their pockets with wealth while 
the ci7zens of their country struggle to survive. We need 
freedom and the right to choose what we wish to do in respect 
of our own health without having consequences to not following 
the masses that are being brainwashed by mainstream media. 
The greatest pandemic and killer today is FEAR - the fear that is 
ins7lled by media and by governments. We ci7zens can help 
each other - we don't need a corrupt government to save us. 
Always remember ...there is nothing for free so when you get 
this "free life-saving vaccine", what is it cos7ng you - freedom, 
your life, your quality of life??? Wake up South Africa, wake up! Antoinepe

2021-01-27 
14:36:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not think the vaccine is safe and it is just a money making 
scheme and enforcement of rules. Carolyn

2021-01-24 
18:31:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I will not allow anyone to Marshall law us to take a vaccine that I 
dnt want, I will only take the cure not vaccine, I will not allow the 
new world order to use us as lab rays and use a vaccine to 
tamper with my GOD Given DNA, illumina7 must  hold pole, bill 
gates u a devil, u wanna use ur satanic crap on African coz u look 
at us as animals, you have killed over 600000 ppl with ur last 
vaccine in Kenya. Allah is the greatest Zaks

2021-01-23 
06:23:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Julle kan die merk van die Satan in julle gape op druk. John

2021-01-22 
16:40:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other alastair

2021-01-21 
19:24:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

No vaccine is needed to cure covid 19 which is a common flu 
virus. It contains mRNA, aborted fetal dna( child sacrafice/ 
murder of human children) and it changes our dna. IT IS 
UNGODLY! Steven

2021-01-20 
20:16:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The vaccine is not yet safe, not fully tested and requires further 
study to fully understand the cause and effect on a broader scale 
what the side effects are and how they will impact the health of 
those being vaccinated. Nikki

2021-01-20 
19:55:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

It is against my religion & i feel no one can be forced to take this 
so called vaccine . There isnt a cure for cancer BUT in a few 
months , theres a cure for Covid ??? This is the sign of the beast 
that Jesus prophesied about . . so NO thank you . Karin 

2021-01-20 
15:47:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This vaccine is to control us. It has the chip. I will never accept 
the chip. The bible speaks of this.  Cashless society is the start of 
the an7-christ Monique

2021-01-19 
12:55:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

We believe that clinical trials for any vaccine should be 3-5 years, 
vaccine manufacturers say they not gonna be liable for any side 
effects, so why must we risk our health. Africa has researchers, 
scien7sts etc that could work together to come up with a 
vaccine, why not not work on manufacturing our own, why buy 
from people who are  rich when Adfrica is s7ll developing?. Sophie

2021-01-19 
11:05:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

How can SA government pretend to care about people bcoz we 
all know they only care about money. How can the vaccine be 
available within a year whereas we s7ll have HIV/AIDS and other 
diseases which they claim they can't find a cure for? How can we 
trust the authen7city of the vaccine that would be handled by 
the same people who have no concern about people's lives. If 
you know you know Anonymous 

2021-01-19 
10:18:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I'm against the SAR-COV19 supplied especially by WHO as the 
funder has personally said its purpose is of depopula7on of 
people on earth especially in Africa. Therefore I trust none of 
these; if need be why can't we invent our own South African 
caccine as we have Professors in our country with Bio-chemical 
experience. MY BODY, MY CHOICE. Thembinkosi 

2021-01-19 
09:54:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

It is against my moral and religious belief  and  against my 
lifestyle. 

It is not a natural cure  but delving into Gods realm  which is not 
allowed! dominique

2021-01-19 
09:18:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I refuse point blank! I will be beheaded rather. I am becoming a 
Chris7an scien7st. It is my bpdy and my chpice. A vaccine is 
supposed to make people immune so why worry about me? If 
other pepple want to be so gullable, that's their indaba.I refuse 
to have AI and mercury forced into my body. And the results 
worldwide have been catastrophic! STOP trying to kill us. Karen

2021-01-19 
09:04:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I ain't happy about what we're experiencing and it bothers me 
that we're experiencing second wave while this virus did not 
begin here in South Africa which also makes me have a lot of 
ques7ons whether we're being used or is that 500 billion which 
SA was funded with which leads to this? Mduduzi 

2021-01-19 
07:30:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I don't understand how they can come up with a vaccine within 
a year yet they s7ll haven't come up with cancer cure Hlengiwe
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2021-01-18 
15:55:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Angizimisele mina nomndeni wami ngayo ngoba yinto 
yamabomu.  Akumele futhi iphoqe ukuthathwa , ayenziwe 
abathandayo ngoba akekho umuntu oyogcina engafanga 
uyithathile noma awuyithathanga uyogcina ekufeni kodwa Edgar

2021-01-18 
13:41:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

We must use our own recourses to have our home Vaccine never 
the less we rather buy it from Russia because they have tested 
their vaccine and last one this Indian vaccine is too cost. 

Wiseman 
Thabani 

2021-01-18 
11:43:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do NOT agree with rolling out ANY TYPE OF VACCINE for 
Covid19, for many reasons, among which are: 
- SA is bankrupt and CANNOT afford the vaccine 
- I do not trust ANY VACCINE that has been developed in under a 
year, when normal vaccines take 10 - 20 years to develop safely... 
the safety measures have NOT been done on animals, let alone 
humans and already the stats in the USA, UK and Norway show 
that the vaccine has killed or maimed many people... the vaccine 
is dangerous 
- it would be a crime against humanity if SA or any country in the 
world, tried to mandate compulsory vaccina7ons... I simply 
REFUSE... 
The most sensible thing for the SA govt to do, like has been done 
in India, is to hand out Ivermec7n, Vit D and Zinc, which is COST 
EFFECTIVE AND HEALTH EFFECTIVE.... the fact that the SA govt 
has banned Ivermec7n is a crime in itself. 
Time will prove to the world that this whole Covid19 "pandemic" 
was nothing of the sort... and this is NOT a conspiracy, it will be 
fact... Denise

2021-01-18 
07:56:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I have just read this news ar7cle about the deaths of some 23 
elderly people as a result of receiving  the vacinatom.  
hpps://www.iol.co.za/news/world/23-die-in-norway-amer-
receiving-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-new-york-
post-24ade13e-9458-5e7a-9922-2de807eab565 

Angus

2021-01-18 
00:03:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

We believe in different religions some, some are Chris7ans some 
are Nazareth Bap7st Church some are Muslims etc, so i don't 
think this kind of vaccine is right for all of ci7zens in this country 
but it's only right for the are satanic as it is wripen 666. We all 
know that 666 is a sign for satanism. And i also believe that this 
virus done by purposely to kill people . Why we don't produce 
our vaccine with no 666 as other countries do, why they want to 
force people to use this vaccine even if a person don't feel 
comfortable to use it because of the same sign of satanism. 
What about the rights of people. Why they con7nue installing 
5G in the community while people don't feel comfortable about 
it. Lets us produce our vaccine with no 666 or else buy it from 
the coutries who produce it themselves with no 666 sign. THANK 
YOU Sizwe

2021-01-18 
00:03:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

We believe in different religions some, some are Chris7ans some 
are Nazareth Bap7st Church some are Muslims etc, so i don't 
think this kind of vaccine is right for all of ci7zens in this country 
but it's only right for the are satanic as it is wripen 666. We all 
know that 666 is a sign for satanism. And i also believe that this 
virus done by purposely to kill people . Why we don't produce 
our vaccine with no 666 as other countries do, why they want to 
force people to use this vaccine even if a person don't feel 
comfortable to use it because of the same sign of satanism. 
What about the rights of people. Why they con7nue installing 
5G in the community while people don't feel comfortable about 
it. Lets us produce our vaccine with no 666 or else buy it from 
the coutries who produce it themselves with no 666 sign. THANK 
YOU Sizwe

2021-01-17 
23:11:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Government is incapable of a vaccine rollout. Just another way 
to steal tax payer money. Vaccine is not proven and  I am 
worried about mandatory vaccina7on. 

Chris

2021-01-17 
20:00:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The people who came up with the vaccine have not used bit 
they want us Africans to use it, why should it be first tried by 
Africans, why not the Western countries. Samkelisiwe 

2021-01-17 
18:00:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Because of the digital vaccina7on ID and Bill gates stated clear in 
his video that the vaccine will alter our DNA. Happy

2021-01-17 
16:53:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Let's the Sans create their own and test it, unlike this one that 
has fatali7es. We have tradi7onal healers, why they not invited 
to bring the cure Siphiwe 
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2021-01-17 
16:45:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I have mul7ple concerns: 
1. I would like reassurance from our government that they will 
not make the vaccine mandatory. Freedom of choice is an 
important issue for me. 
2. All of the vaccines have been developed at break-neck speed. I 
do not trust that there have been sufficient resources, 7me, 
exper7se, trials, or controls to guarantee the safety and efficacy 
of any of the vaccines that are currently available. 
3. The virus  is muta7ng and the trials that were done on the 
current vaccine of choice were not done on the current mutated 
version of the virus. There is absolutely no proof that it would be 
effec7ve on the current mutated version. 
4. I believe there is external pressure being enforced directly and 
indirectly on na7ons to accept vaccines as the solu7on without 
considering other alterna7ves. In fact, I would go so far as to say 
that there is an enormous amount of propaganda and 
misinforma7on that is being published and spread on various 
pla{orms to mislead and scare people into accep7ng vaccines as 
the only solu7on. 
5. The AstraZeneca vaccine which South Africa has iden7fied as 
the vaccine of choice contains ingredients which I would not 
choose to have injected in my body. For example, the product 
contains gene7cally modified organisms 
6. I do not trust that our government can implement a 
vaccina7on program on 20 million ci7zens effec7vely.  I do not 
trust that the resources that will be used to roll-out and 
administer the vaccines would take extreme care to ensure 
adherence to the strict hygiene protocols and sterile 
requirements around administering a vaccina7on, especially if 
they are not administered in a hospital or clinic environment.  
7. I do not trust that the vaccines will necessarily be kept at the 
correct temperatures as s7pulated by the manufacturers from 
7me of produc7on to point of being administered.  
8. I don't even trust that the vaccine that gets administered will 
be the correct vaccine. It may even be water. There has been so 
much corrup7on in this country, especially with regard to 
government programs and ins7tu7ons, that I do not trust that 
this program would be any different. Sandy

2021-01-17 
14:36:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This second wave of covid has been planned on purpose to 
police and separate people so they won't rebel against the 
government and the cabal. This is bullshit and I refused to 
conform and I will refuse the vaccine and anything else they try 
to do to take away my personal  freedom of choice. Debbie

2021-01-17 
12:40:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Firstly why is it bring pushed to African countries? Who is paying 
the bill for these vaccines?  Let it start with the leaders Thobile

2021-01-17 
08:16:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

We can't trust these vaccines since SAIFA rolled out clinics 
innucula7ng  black people with HIV, IBOLA and etc. Sayjova 

2021-01-16 
17:32:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

1st thing  this covid 19  99% of people who got infected they 
Recover so why am i going to take a vaccine. For that?  2 iam 
using our tradi7onal herbs, steeming almost every day it works 
for me i dont trust this Bill gates vaccine,  so idont want to fall in 
that trap.  So iwish this vaccine thing can go the same way they  
loot in our country, they must 1st inject thier doughters and sons 
as as they do to tenders, and as they do on Food parcels  since 
from the beginning we were the last so  we cannot be the first 
we enjoy being at last. Thank you 
 And lastly. Ramaphosa must Step down he is a worst president 
the country ever had,  we are where we are it all because of him 
and his corrupt cabinet, #RamaphosamustGo 

We were made to believe that Zuma was Corrupt yes he was but 
ramaphosa is worse. Im sick and 7red of this Anc thing.  He must 
Step down Sia

2021-01-16 
16:20:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

How can  any government make the vacine available when you 
don't know the side effects, you know the rubbish thats in it,it 
takes YEARS AND YEARS to produce a vacibe and gates thinks he 
can produce 1 in 3months. You dobt have to be a clever person 
to see its a lot of RUBBISH S

2021-01-16 
08:28:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

There are other safe op7ons that work like Ivermec7n.  And it’s 
being banned out of SA. We have a right to make our own 
decisions. Regarding our health.  
This specific vaccine is unsafe and not tested.  
Why does government have to decide on medical issues?   
We should decide what goes into our bodies and mandatory 
vaccines are against human  rights!  

 Anne

2021-01-15 
22:18:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I am definitely NOT in favor of a vaccina7on that has not been 
fully tested and clinically proven to be free from absolutely all 
moral incumbrances and medical imperfec7ons. Lorne

2021-01-15 
16:30:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

There's no way that this is legal every country in the world has 
rushed to get a vaccine. I will certainly not be taking any vaccine 
from this government or any other country. There seems to be a 
lot of conspiracy's around this man made virus. No one has 
found the source of the virus or actually found a cure so I'm very 
happy to let all the none believers go ahead and take the 
vaccine, as far as I'm concerned this is a product of Davos and 
governments around the world agreeing to depopula7on 
star7ng in Africa Edmond 
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2021-01-15 
15:44:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I believe this is a crime against humanity. We have never been 
forced to get a vaccine or black mailed into it, this raises 
concerns for the dangers. The agenda is much larger than this, it 
is a drive to a new world order and will leave many people in 
poverty and create chaos, especially in a country like ours. There 
is far to much evidence for it not to be true that this is extremely 
dangerous. The great barrington declara7on with thousands of 
doctors and medical prac77oners apes7ng to this COVID 
pandemic being of another agenda. We need to stop this! Candice

2021-01-15 
14:04:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

What do we know about the vaccine from India. Are there 
proven results. Also, I do not believe it should be Madatory. We 
must s7ll be allowed That choice. Estelle

2021-01-15 
09:34:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The vaccines are currently a large human experiment and we do 
not know the long term effects on health. We do not know even 
how effec7ve the vaccines will be in the short term.  
We should allow alterna7ve therapies such as Ivermec7n to be 
used to save lives, as these drugs have been proven in many 
other countries to be highly effec7ve and proven safe and at 
much lower costs than a vaccine! 
Why aren’t these drugs being used already? 
We are rushing out an unproven or properly tested vaccine at 
great expense and we have highly proven and safe drugs that we 
know save lives! 

I also do not think any vaccine should be mandatory as the 
vaccine could have long term health effects. This should always 
be someone’s choice. Herd immunity without a vaccine will be 
established before any effec7ve vaccine is available to most 
South Africans. Francois

Eastern Cape 9

2021-01-26 
14:59:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

The Vaccine is causing more harm than good. It contains harmful 
chemicals and heavy metals such as mercury. side effects are 
paralysis and even death in some cases. the rollout will kill more 
people than Covid-19 Itself! it has been insufficiently tested as 
well. I refuse to take the vaccine!!! 

I'm not a conspiracy theorist i'm just wishing everyone would 
just wake up to the facts! start thinking!!! Dylan

2021-01-20 
10:43:07

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Effec7veness and safety of the vaccine is not know. 
Even if it were I doubt I would want have it as the generally 
cause more harm than good. 
Vaccina7on of any kind should be each individuals choice. Allison

2021-01-16 
16:40:38

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This is not a long term solu7on.  
Go to the source of the problem.  Stop all the animal abuse the 
source of all these viruses. Leeza
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2021-01-16 
08:43:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Andithembi nto ngendaba yale vaccine, and kwelinye icala 
kuvakala uba ibulala abantu kodwa kuthiwa ihloliwe licandelo le 
ezempilo ajike uRhulumente ayashaye undiva eyonto ongathi 
akayazi.  Futhi le vaccine ikhetha thina apha eMzantsi or eAfrica, 
yona itheni ithathe unyaka owodwa uba ifunyanwe lula kanjalo? 
Ezinye izifo ezinjengo HIV, Common cold, and Cancer zathatha up 
to 40 -100 years ukuza ngoku ayikafunyanwa i vaccine yazo Why? 
Why Covid 19 vaccine discovered so early in just one year period 
while are diseases killing people for more than  100 years un7l 
now but their vaccine are s7ll not discovered? I  don't think this 
vaccine is clean and Holly at all, I don't accept it to be used in 
Africans.  Firstly government do not want our tradi7onal healers 
to prac7ce their own remedies or invent their own vaccine or 
cure but  want/force us to always accept American, Europe 
vaccines or medicines.  Why always other countries take 
decisions for us? No! we are old not kids i found some of vaccine 
shown to not be distributed in overseas only must be used by 
South African or Africans Why?  It is clear that all this Covid 19 
and vaccine have evil & satanic  inside and want to kill African 
people it is not just a normal virus. Government & WHO or those 
people invented this vaccine must bring proper details about it 
on how is made and what ingredients are,  because people are 
dieing from this vaccine and government is ignoring that keep 
forcing us to take it. Government just reject our sugges7ons and 
complain forcing to always listen to him only and make kids like 
we don't have brain to think and if some par7cular thing is not 
right & keep forcing us listen him. That is because this our lives if 
government keep doing this can cause war because we won't 
accept to just collect foreign vaccines targeted to kill our na7on.  
Even now we issues are ignored many people get sick with other 
normal diseases not Covid 19 but all of them just died when they 
rich the hospital unclear if the pa7ent was Covid 19 or not  and 
government is not responding to that even those terrible things 
do not go to the public news on radios & televisions always keep 
hidden.   our loved ones keep dieing there in hospitals, what 
they use to treat our people there in hospital? because there's 
no treatment for this virus Why people keep dieing in high 
numbers than the recoveries while they are in hands medical? 
Are these oxygen all that resources they use in hospital works? I 
don't think so .Government keep ignoring us and always argue 
with our ideas telling us when we nega7ve things in satanic 
Covid 19 called virus we are conspiracy theorists, but if there is a 
smoke there is fire somewhere. We need our African cures or 
vaccines not for Foreign he must give our tradi7onal healers 
chance to take over he must not take decisions for people says 
"no one can treat the virus" since they defeated and everyone 
can't help,  We are not talent , blessed by the same God blessed 
us the differently healing a diploma or a degree it a calling and 
God blessings  not  always for educated person or scien7sts so if 
government is against God will and keep reject natural healing 
method of Africans but accept Foreign things only it is that we 
are leadership of SATANIZM.  in full words NO FOREIGN VACCINE 
FOR OUR AFRICAN PEOPLE because I don't trust you  and 
something blurry not clear with all this Covid19 & this vaccine ,  
Why it takes just one year so easily? and why there some vaccine 
targe7ng only Africa? Why this vaccine killing people and keep 
arguing with that as not true? Why you killing our people like 
this?  What is the purpose of all this?  Recall we are not kids we 
are old and we see things it doesn't maper we not scien7sts, 
PhD, high educated or else we are fools. We are watching you.  
No secrets, no hidden informa7on and no hidden news.  

#NO FOREIGN VACCINE FOR OUR AFRICAN PEOPLE  

sorry that's my opinion and how I see all this. Xolani

2021-01-16 
07:43:25

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

All of the above concerns. Most especially efficacy. Research for 
one year... Muta7ons proving stronger. How can they suggest 
same vaccine is suitable? Government roll-out? The only thing 
they seem to be good at is rolling... in money... stolen from the 
people. 
Mandatory... what happened to my right to choose? Heather

2021-01-16 
07:19:44

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Herd immunity is when everyone gets virus naturally and bodies 
build own immunity against any form of virus. 
I am an an7 vaxxer  and execute my human right to freedom of 
choice for me and my children. 
Conspiracy or not... no IT guy is injec7ng unknown chemicals 
into my family for his own psycho world domina7on game! Chantal

2021-01-16 
07:05:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This vaccine has not been properly tested and could present 
with future side effects jet unknown, to test it on Frontline 
workers is insane.   1 year tes7ng and trials of a vaccine is not 
enough and this is not even proven against muta7ons?  
Nothing rushed ever proved to have a good outcome. Nobody 
should be forced to take vaccine,  and the cost should be for 
those who uses it, not the taxpayer in general. 
Transparcy on development, ingredient and tes7ng, side effects 
needed.  

Sue 

2021-01-15 
10:49:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I agree with  judge Mogwen  it is part of the one world order so 
none of my family will be taking it. Bill Gates has nothing to do 
with medica7on further more what does he know about 
vaccines?  

No we will not be part of this propaganda .God the father the 
son and the holy spirit will guide us . Henry
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2021-01-15 
09:53:50

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

1) Cost to taxpayer: Why more strain on conscien7ous taxpayers 
when Government already received money? But, once again, it 
has 'disappeared' and so who has to carry it AGAIN, the tax 
payer. 
2) Effec7veness of the vaccine: SA seems to be op7ng for the 
least expensive vaccine (one that isn't even allowed in some of 
the other countries!) Other op7ons are out there, so why isn't 
SA going for those? Well,  that answer is easy = refer to point 1. 
3) Roll-out by Government: The SA Government has consistently 
shown that it cannot be trusted in their handling of anything 
that has to do with the good of the people. There is too much 
corrup7on and more omen than not, the lem hand does not 
know what the right hand is doing. This is not going to work. 
4) Mandatory vaccina7ons: I do not agree with this at all - That is 
one of the things that communism does to the people - remove 
their right of choice - I thought SA was supposed to be a 
democracy.  I will not be forced to put something in my body 
that I do not want or did not agree to. 
5)  Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.):  Why are the government 
ignoring the efficacy that these drugs that are showing good 
results in the fight against this virus? More corrup7on. Paige 

Free State 6

2021-01-23 
10:46:03

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Let me list my concerns 
1 cost.... we can not foot the bill especially with 500 billion 
missing already 
2 efficacy.... how can you claim its efficient whilst its not been 
tested properly? Usually it takes about 7 years.  
3 the complete virus has not yet been isolated. Only small parts 
that have to be amplified. Normally amplifica7on is stopped at 
35 cycles currently they are working with 40 to 45 cycles. Nit 
good 
4 we will s7ll have to wear these hateful masks. Are you planning 
on ever allowing us to breathe freely again seeing as you 
deemed it okay to force me by law?  
5 With the low mortality rate is this hype really jus7fied? 
Honestly more people died of SARS but no lockdown?  
6 why are the nccc not allowing other par7es to sit in  on 
mee7ngs and give their opinions? This nccc is not cons7tu7onal. 
Why is it that the virus is deafly on the beach but not in a taxi 
filled to capacity.... what happened to Andiles tender for those 
plates in taxi windows? I have never seen it....  

In short.... NO VACCINE NO TAXHIKE TO PAY FOR IT YOU CAN 
NOT BE TRUSTED Amanda

2021-01-19 
21:32:20

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

May they please vaccinate the president and his cabinet first 
then the majority of people can follow.  We need independent 
bodies of the opposi7on par7es to overlook this process. Kingsley

2021-01-18 
13:37:49

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Gake bone gole maleba gore..sewa se sa covid-19..ke le mo-
Afrika ke dumallane go en7wa..ntswa puso ya Afrika Borwa esa 
nna le nako go lebelela gore..lengana leka re thusa go fitlhella 
kae..gake dumallane le moento. 

Ebile bao ba dirileng..covid-19..  
Gotla jaang ele bone banang le tharabololo?..ele kgale matsapa 
ao re a itemogelang mono nageng atlile ka bone. 

Kabelo
2021-01-17 
20:41:11

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Mokhele

2021-01-17 
19:29:42

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Judith

2021-01-16 
20:44:50

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Not scien7fically proven to be safe 
Itu

North West 7
2021-01-22 
17:13:52

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This is against my religon and i do not approve of it and look at 
the side affecs no me and my family will not Madelein

2021-01-19 
16:28:57

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not even get the normal flu shot every year. No one in my 
family will take the covid injec7on. Vicky

2021-01-19 
03:01:33

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Was the vaccine tested in SA to ensure its safety? And why is it 
the roll out is not star7ng with government officials and their 
families? Koketso

2021-01-18 
09:15:58

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do believe  in God, the Son Jesus and the holy Spirit.  I do not 
believe in any kind of vaccines because we are under the Blood 
of Jesus. He is the only Protector and Healer 
Thank you Heidi

2021-01-17 
07:38:11

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why would I take a vaccine from a government who I know does 
not have our best interests at heart. They have lost their hearts 
to greed and sold out all of us the ci7zens of South Africa. I will 
never take their vaccine. I know their plan. Debra

2021-01-16 
18:06:23

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

It is killing and are destroying peoples.lifes.  Its a one world order 
system that wants to depopulate the race. This is against all 
peoples right to live. Abraham

2021-01-16 
17:06:10

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I believe President has signed contract with Satan himself, some 
of us we are not beneficiaries of 500bn. Let the president 
account by himself and those who stole the money as a South 
African why is this thing has to be forced to us? It has created a 
real concern y are forced we had so many stupid lockdown 
without a solu7on so this I believe is just a plandemic agenda. So 
no to vaccine  Mario

Northern Cape 4

2021-01-22 
16:23:16

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

There was never A cure for Cancer and not for HIV but with in A 
year we have A cure for Covid sorry but not Me or my family will 
be a tester for something that will not work and could Harm me 
or my family at the end of the day Jacqueline

2021-01-17 
15:08:53

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Act of Crimes of genocide against humanity ! Tanya
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2021-01-16 
09:41:22

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not trust the vaccine.  I believe there are other agendas at 
play in the whole COVID19 situa7on.  I do not believe the 
vaccine is safe nor do i believe the inten7on to vaccinate the 
popula7on is honourable.   
I believe the producers of the vaccines are working hand in hand 
with the New World Order commipee and it is their agenda to 
reduce the popula7on by two thirds.  The vaccina7on is one way 
of ensuring that most of the popula7on is in fact infected with 
Corona19, or worse, thus ensuring that the NWO achieves its 
objec7ve. 
I do not trust our government at all and believe they are part of 
the NWO and working hand in hand with them. 
It is my freedom and right to refuse the vaccine, no maper what 
the law says. 

KATHY

2021-01-15 
19:58:00

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Government did not include the people of SA in the decision to 
vaccinate them against covid19.   Why is it compulsory for 
everybody to be vaccinated? Has the government tried local 
tradi7onal medicines to cure the covid19.  It is a well-known fact 
that vaccines have a history of  destroying peoples’ lives. Why 
must we trust western people who do not even like African 
people, let alone accept vaccines from them. Why cant we as 
Africans develop our own internal home-based vaccines. Matshidiso

Mpumalanga 5

2021-01-21 
01:30:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

People overseas  die from the vaccine it is not tested properly  
and I see it as dangerous 

Estelle

2021-01-19 
10:39:37

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

NO THANK YOU!!! It’s disturbing how many people in the 
comments sec7on are ready to get jabbed like lambs to 
slaughter. 30 PEOPLE HAVE DIED IN NORWAY AFTER GETTING 
THE VACCINE ... what kind of cre7n is buying into this? How 
about the other effects suffered like facial paralysis? I cannot 
imagine living in such fear that I’d cowardly allow myself to get 
injected WITH STRAINS OF A VIRUS whilst knowing people have 
died and been maimed for life. WAKE UP SOUTH AFRICA! Ka7a

2021-01-17 
10:37:03

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Personally for me  I don't see why I must be vaccinated I don't 
see any reason I don't trust this vaccine as I know that end of the 
day will have side effects to my body.  Personal I will use 
homemade African herbals.  Cause already as I'm from covid-19 
mostly I've been healed by chemist otc medica7on plus 
homemade herbal I didn't apempt to go to hospital or doctor 
the reason as I've known that they don't have any solu7on also,  
if possible for African herbals can be a solu7on for me.  Instead 
of chemical or other countries drugs.  

Mostly they  stated that not use by European countries or 
American countries how I must trust drugs not proven within 
few months they have solu7on I'm not going to be able to be 
tested to me. 
I s7ll believed that African herbalists if they can be involved they 
can come with solu7on. But because African herbalists are not 
recognized  By our government and not prepared to involve 
them. Personal I don't need vaccine.  
I'm wri7ng on my personal view.  
Thank you Jacob

2021-01-17 
08:30:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Mariska

2021-01-16 
07:31:01

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Why would the government allow a vaccine that has not been 
tested enough to be used to people? Why is our government not 
allowing other alterna7ves, like ivermec7n to be used currently 
but choose an op7on of compulsory vaccines? Honestly we are 
being taken for fools! Who knows the side effects of the so 
called vaccine that has less than a year of tes7ng and knowing 
it’s side effects. The vaccine should be op7onal, not compulsory. 
With the corrup7on in this world and this country, anything is 
possible. Why is it that the vaccine manufacturers will not be 
held accountable for anything that can go wrong with the 
vaccine?????? Why? Our country should not just accept 
medicine or vaccine from outsiders without our scien7sts 
checking further the safety of such drugs. It’s human life we are 
talking about here so Mr President don’t just accept what is said 
by WHO or other world leaders.  

There are certain mistakes that are not reversible. Do not force 
the vaccine to people but those who are willing to be tes7ng 
subjects only!!!!!!! It’s my cons7tu7onal right to choose Veronica 

Limpopo 7
2021-01-20 
16:55:18 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Daar is geen manier wat ek of my huis gesin die inen7ng sal 
neem nie. Dis teen ons Christelike beginsels Hester 

2021-01-20 
14:12:21 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

If the government wants evertybody vaccinated they should first 
start with the president and then mp"s Clement

2021-01-19 
18:15:59 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

This Vaccine is not the answer, nor the cure.  This is going to 
cause more deaths and suffering.  It is unhealthy, and I do not 
believe it is the answer.  we have prayed, now we need to trust 
the Lord.  I am a believer of Christ.  If this Vaccine is what God 
wants, then Let His Will be done. Cathelene

2021-01-18 
16:30:36 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

My family, friends and I are not test rats.  We do not want an 
untested rushed vaccine for something that has a 98percent 
recovery rate. If I do get sick and die it is gods will.  Through 
history no vaccine has ever been available within months.  How 
can a vaccine be made for a virus that there is very liple 
scien7fic evidence for. Michelle

2021-01-16 
15:24:26 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other Don't trust the top echelons with anything. Ronan
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2021-01-16 
12:15:48 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

I do not agree with the idea of vaccines at all especially the 
mandatory idea. 
The vaccine is not a solu7on to the problem in the long run. 
Not enough research was done, and I do believe something 
natural could be used to build immune systems that would not 
cost the taxpayer anything and would give a long term solu7on 
to not only covid  but to other sicknesses and desease we are 
suffering now. 

Celia

2021-01-16 
06:28:11 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Even the health ins7tu7ons have no idea of crea7ng a vaccine 
that can deal with the virus, they created this virus with a reason 
7ll they reach their goals that's when they will bring end to it, 
this issue is broad and the virus issue can't be solved just like 
that, same as HIV Aids others created to depopulize so vaccine is 
just a scam. Emma

Outside SA 1

2021-01-16 
23:05:37

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual other

Hi 

I'm allergic to medica7on, so there is no way in hell i I will take 
that shit, that already kill people. 

Bill Gates want to enrich himself and don't care about the rest, 
they want Sub Sahara Africa to stay in poverty so that our 
minerals stay cheap for US and we are over populated and that 
is what  the vaccine is for!!!! to kill Africans. 

If Ramaposa go ahead and listen to Gates then he is a killer to, 
and that is also why they kill all the farmers, so that there is no 
import and export. 

They want to close resturants  and pubs, again it is bringing 
down the economy of the country, so that we can become poor 
like Zim,now they can get the minerals in Zim for cheap, they put 
South Africa in Dept , Ramaposa think they care, NOOOOO, it is 
to enslave us, now we own them so that they can take over SA 
and the government is to stupid to realise what is actually going 
on. 

5G another way to kill South Africans!!!!! 

Ramaposa is part of the illumina7, there ac7ons speak loader 
than words. They destroy company's like MTI, so that we don't 
get fanancially FREE, a dam lot of thieves and murderers. 

So to get back to the vaccine it is rubbish that is not properly 
tested and will make people sick and disabled...... 

Veronica
student 28

Column B: Count:
Limpopo 2

2021-01-25 
02:56:35 Limpopo

No I do 
not student other

I do not think vaccine should be used to treat covid 19 as seen 
that vaccine it's self got bad site effects to other ci7zens. People 
get other unknown desease amer the vaccine. I belive we have 
our own indigenous herbs and other measures we xan use to 
combat the covid other than vaccine. Mashoopo

2021-01-15 
17:19:31 Limpopo

No I do 
not student other

The government must be transparent about these vaccine 
nonesense and they should start by vaccina7ng the cabinet and 
all the poli7cal affiliates. 
We demand transparency and my main concern is that why are 
vaccine manufacturers not going to be held liable if incase the is 
fatality happening nor death caused by vaccines. 
Accountability is what we want and transparency Tshegofatso 

Western Cape 9

2021-01-22 
15:22:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

I habe a problem with: 
1) the government itself and the fact that they want to increase 
taxes so that we the people need to spend more money, when 
the govenerment (corrupted) stole the money which was 
supposed to be used for public health and cures for the virus. 
2)the effec7veness of a vaccine that would come out. Years have 
been spent finding cures to illnesses such as cancer, aids and 
even the common cold. No luck. Now I'm expected to take a cure 
that was developed within a few months for a virus that just 
came out? No thank you. I refuse to take any vaccine which is 
recommended by our government. To prove any vaccine works, 
government can be first in line to receive the "vaccine for covid". 
If anything goes wrong, well , at lease they have our na7on's 
stolen money to get the best health care. Michelle
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2021-01-22 
12:21:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

ALL OF THE ABOVE!   

 1. Cost to the Tax payer 
 ARE YOU KIDDING ME!!!!!!!!!!!!! LIKE AS IF YOU REALLY 
GOING TO TAKE THE COMMENTS TO HEART but anyway. 
  
 A- I am very sure that we have very smarter people in our 
country that can run with the Finances. Start by thinning out 
your current people who clearly is messing up our 
economy!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 B – Get the thieves who stole the R500 BILLION to repay 
it and stop entertaining their lavish livestyles at the cost of 
honest law-abiding ci7zens.  

 2. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE VACCINE 
 Count how many high-flying poli7cians there are in the 
cabinet and order for them only. Start with dear Mr Ramaposa, 
he is the ambassador for this so I think its fair that he gets the 
first shot of something we all know is a BOGUS. Work your way 
to Julius and his shadows. 

 3.  ROLL OUT BY GOVERNMENT  
 (eyes rolling) I honestly don’t care… They can’t even keep 
the lights on in the country but they want to move the next thing 
they will obviously mess up? SPARE ME THE STRATERGY  

 4. MANDATORY VACCINATION 
 Refer to point 2 & 3. 
  
5. Alterna7ves 
This is already on the black market … People around me already 
got their hands on it and it apparently works for them. Not a 
concern if it stops the evil of the world from trying to roll out the 
work of the devil. 

6. COVID ID/PASSPORT 
Did the “Dompas” not do enough damage to our people? Now 
the same people, who were freed from that HORROR wants 
HISTORY to repeat itself in the worse possible way MY GOD!  
THE DAMAGED DONE is s7ll STARRING at you with eyes wide 
open.   

VACINNE FROM INDIA.. is this not the same place Bill Gates had 
millions of Indian girls innoculated and then 80% of them 
developed all sorts of cancers and eventually succumbed to 
crazy illnesses. 

Good luck to Cyril for geing the vaccine on loan...  
 Juliet

2021-01-21 
19:20:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

I DO NOT SUPPORT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COVID 
VACCINE AS THEIR ARE JUST TOO MUCH ODDS AGAINST IT. 
TAKING THE VACCINE SHOULD BE A PERSONAL CHOICE AND NO 
CITIZEN OF SOUTH AFRICA SHOULD BE FORCED BY 
GOVERNMENT TO TAKE THIS VACCINE. T

2021-01-19 
17:09:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

I am scep7cal about the effec7veness and scien7ficresearch 
behind it, there is a lack of transperancy from the government. 
Even the 500billion that nobody in the government account for. 
The South-African government never wants to help. Que

2021-01-18 
15:13:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

Firstly, I fully disagree with the fact that tax paying ci7zens have 
no choice in a situa7on that they are paying for. Rather test the 
vaccine on the prisoners instead of leing them out.  
Secondly, the government is too weak to control a roll-out of the 
Covid vaccine and the country is going to go haywire.  
Thirdly, why is most of the world relying on a vaccine when 
China is perfectly fine and is back up and running without relying 
on a vaccine? Something fishy is happening amongst China.   

Cassidy

2021-01-16 
14:50:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

I do not trust our government at all so if they are bringing 
Vaccines, they must start vaccina7ons to themselves and do 
other people last so we can see from them how effec7ve this 
vaccine is Noxolo
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2021-01-16 
13:32:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

Covid 9 mutates, every year we eschew a 'flu vaccine ,we get 'flu 
maybe every second,some7mes only every third year.  
Close family members get the 'flu vaccine every year and every 
year they get 'flu with all the apendant medica7ons (we cannot 
say in honesty that a yearly illness of some severity with income 
loss and medica7ons is a strengthening effect,seems quite 
deple7ng over 7me) 
So cui bono?  
We don't know the numbers of casual7es from the 
governmental response to Covid 19 ,which I would have thought 
was important in assessing the need for a vaccine ,we do know 
that the popula7ons of places such as Gugulethu have not been 
decimated from Covid 19-this points to an over reac7on in 
applying an experimental vaccine to an illness that in terms of 
the DoH's own figures (which they allow to be hysterically 
misinterpreted by the popular media)is not worse than seasonal 
'flu,TB,Murder rates(daily),Cancer,Heart disease,Suicide,Sexual 
abuse ; 
How does the vaccine react with TB medica7on,An7-
retrovirals ,Heart medica7on,Alcohol and Psychiatric 
medica7ons? Not to men7on malnutri7on. Do they (the 
DofH)know? 
We do know Dr. Glenda Gray and Dr. Shabir Mahdi have vested 
interests in vaccina7ons via research funds. 
South Africa's popula7on has an endurance and a stamina that is 
surely being weakened with each passing year,to address one 
aspect of a public health issue with an experimental vaccine 
(messenger RNA?) that does nothing to alleviate the unsanitary 
condi7ons,worsening water condi7ons,ill environments, no 
access to the much vaunted 5 fruit& veg a day, and enforced 
government charity status is kind of a slap in the face of those 
people who through thick and thin have survived every kind of 
wilfull mismanagement by government(s) that one can imagine. 
A solu7on for any government is to stop being owned by 
interests that are not concerned by the health of its ci7zens,who 
see ci7zens as collateral damage ,expendable ,vaccine unit 
commodi7es. 
The money spent on vaccines is money ill spent when you 
consider that a func7oning immune system is far superior to any 
vaccine,it's the difference between breast milk and formula 
substance,if you get an illness naturally you will have immunity 
from said illness for the rest of your life or your immune system 
at the minimum will have an approach to take with a muta7on. If 
the government was serious about a healthy genera7onal 
popula7on long term surely it should address the things it has or 
can have control over like food and food produc7on,like water 
supply and maintenance,suppor7ng mothers to breas{eed long 
term (if they want to)like a recogni7on that u7lising the things 
we have around us is probably why we have lived to tell the tale 
and why saving face with a vaccine is not an appropriate stance 
to take when you have criminalised people''s ability to earn a 
living. 
No vaccinated person ever sat on the side of the road saying to 
themselves-"I can't live/survive in any meaningful qualita7ve 
way,thank God I'm vaccinated against Covid 19" 
Catríona Catríona

2021-01-16 
12:32:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

I feel that it's just to control us and how can you guarantee it'll 
work if only made in a few months vaccina7on take years to 
perfect and even then it's not. My body my choice Sydnee

2021-01-15 
23:09:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student other

The ANC and the One World Order aka Roman Catholics are 
trying to play God.   You will get your judgment - study the book 
of Revolu7ons before it's too let. P

Gauteng 11
2021-01-21 
13:57:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other Caitlyn 

2021-01-21 
12:42:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

I am concerned about the government's involvement and 
therefore the cost to the taxpayer, It has been shown that the 
ANC has never been able to successfully roll out anything, why 
burden the taxpayer and everyone else who will undoubtably 
not even receive the vaccine. 

Simply allow people who want the vaccine jet it Just let private 
companies like clicks, who have actual experience delivering 
medica7on and who have a robust infrastructure supply it. 

Chris

2021-01-18 
09:21:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

The thing about COVID 19 is s7ll in ques7on taking in 
considera7on on the scandal behind it. I don't believe that 
COVID19 exist Victor

2021-01-18 
07:25:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

The President and all parliamentarians must be the first to be 
vaccinated will take it from there Sizakele

2021-01-17 
18:30:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

If the vaccine is killing of the people to make way for 
depopula7on, i DEMAND that the people who created the 
vaccine must go on live television and take the test, and then 
reapear 2 weeks later on live television. Dylan

2021-01-17 
18:27:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

The safety of the Vaccine amer i have seen Videos talking about 
how we Black African should be eliminated in the Planet. Canias

2021-01-17 
13:24:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

I’m concerned that the vaccinne will force people not able to 
work or study should we not get the vaccine as this is rumors 
which have been making the rounds. It is also alleged that by 
accep7ng the vaccine, debts will be scrapped. Lynique

2021-01-17 
07:12:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

Jacob 
Coenraad 
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2021-01-16 
13:31:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

It cant be madatory if it hasnt been approved by any ins7tu7ons 
that its safe. Because the one who approves it may have claims 
that arise. 
It hasnt been tested and there is no results on our trials yet,  
astra zeneca has been halted a few 7mes. 
Pfizer ive seen healt care workers had side effects and they wont 
admit it they would rather block the injured nurses and drs on 
sosial pla{orms. 
Find a alterna7ve not a vaccine that can cause damage to a 
person where they wont be helped amerwards or provided 
finacially. 
Why can no one be held accountabke and everyone is axempt 
from law suits? This should raise a big concern. Jayden 

2021-01-16 
09:22:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

In the face of all South Africa's financial constraints, vis-a-vis, 
mass unemployment, including among doctors and nurses, 
cronyism, cadre deployment, substandard infrastructure, 
housing shortages, inept government in all spheres and a host of 
just astonishing propor7ons, and we're expected to acquiesce to 
a jab, which, to all intents and purposes, has failed hopelessly 
where it has been administered, is simply mind-boggling, if 
suicidal. The money spent, should be deducted from the culprits 
who either ini7ated this dalliance with the devil, or made to 
suffer the consequences of their ac7ons. The cons7tu7on we so 
bravely defended during the previous years, must now, more 
than ever, be defended in the face of a total onslaught, failing 
which, South Africans of all hues, must push back against 
tyranny... Afzal

2021-01-15 
11:24:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not student other

We have always chosen weather or not we want to take vaccines 
and give it to our children. That is the freedom of choice and by 
saying I have to take the Covid 19 vaccine because I dont have a 
choice is viola7ng my rights. And here in SA we are taught that 
our rights are important and not to violate others rights and 
respect them so why are you trying to violate mine? Barry

KwaZulu-Natal 3

2021-01-19 
12:40:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student other

Government must stop was7ng taxpayers money for absolutely 
no reason, when are we going to stop being treated as charity 
nor be given tokenism, those who invented virus did not use 
vaccine to it, UK found side effects on this vaccine then was 
opted out, who gave him an authority to sell us as a na7on for 
his own personal benefits, Cyril is a coward, a stupid coward that 
has no pure inten7on to serve his people but for him to serve his 
ego, there is no leadership in him at all, he sold us this sellout Sbonelo

2021-01-18 
13:43:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student other

I personally dnt trust this vaccine i have so many ques7ons ,i 
think the goverment n poli7cials should take it first and who has 
tested this n found it safe for us to take it please Ramaphosa 
protect your people dnt sell them out .why so quick we have so 
many dieseas that has no vaccine y dis coronna has vaccine so 
fast please do not kill us because we r not taking any yhing from 
u Xol

2021-01-16 
08:54:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student other

the "virus" has a 99.97% recovery rate 
the "test" is, at worst, fake and at best has a 95% false posi7ve 
rate 
why are we s7ll talking about this? 
there is no need for any vaccine. 
JUST. STOP. TESTING. 
endlockdown.co.za 
www.libertyfighters.co.za/an7-lockdown/ Falgn0n

Free State 1
2021-01-18 
15:58:06

Free 
State

No I do 
not student other

I believe that the vaccine may have  permanent effects on 
people, even if it doesn't happen immediately. Mpho

Mpumalanga 1

2021-01-15 
23:52:28

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student other

I am nit in support of this vaccine, simply because of the things 
we have seen Bill Gates do. My self and my family will not 
par7cipate in this.... i am also star7ng to believe that the 
President did sell us to America and China. Wednesdays mee7ng 
was all about mo7va7ng us to take the vaccine. The president 
was even smilling, yes i am star7ng to believe the stories that 
the spread is being done purposely to make sure that we end up 
taking this vaccine. Not this 7me around sorry andizi Nkuli

Eastern Cape 1
2021-01-15 
18:16:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not student other Robyn

Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 1874
Column E: Count:

unemployed individual 271
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 10

2021-02-22 
19:09:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alida Van

2021-01-19 
16:56:04 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Its my right yo choose ! Mme Musa

2021-01-19 
16:56:01 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Its my right yo choose ! Mme Musa

2021-01-18 
14:50:30 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine must go through tests and shouldn't be rushed due to 
safety reasons. Tlou

2021-01-16 
08:04:49 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dis oor en oor bewys dat die vaccine nie veilig is nie. Laat 
goverment dit gebruik.  Daar is teveel bewyse dat dit als gaan 
oor n New World Order. Maskers maak mense siek en breek jou 
imuunstelsel af. Als is beplan om die bevolking te verminder. 
Strande en kerke is toe sodat mense by malls en dobbelplekke 
kan saamdrom. Werk word weggevat van ons af. Katryn
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2021-01-15 
18:45:24 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I disagree with the way the vaccine are implemented . We are 
are not sheep. Just Because we obey all your corona rules. First 
tell us of the side affect of the vaccines it is our human right to 
know Ayesha

2021-01-15 
13:42:48 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ve preventa7ve treatments to vaccina7on should be 
allowed.  
Vaccine should not be mandatory Beatrix

2021-01-15 
13:42:26 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ve preventa7ve treatments to vaccina7on should be 
allowed.  
Vaccine should not be mandatory Beatrix

2021-01-15 
13:36:50 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why buy an expensive and half ass job of a vaccine when the 
alterna7ve is cheap, PROVEN  and on our doorstep? Just get the 
Ivermec7n tablets and be done with it. (Blackmarket will surely 
do the job anyway....) We are not sheep that you can brainwash 
through media channels, we do our own homework. Tania

2021-01-15 
09:45:14 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Howard

Gauteng 95

2021-02-17 
23:26:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Virginia

2021-01-31 
22:55:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Which South Africans did this government consults with this roll 
out. We since have been on lockdown I personally lost my house 
to the bank I lost my car and my job due to lockdown. Where 
does the government come. Now we are hungry instead of work 
and food they bring vaccine how will that help my children pay 
their fees or buy them food Ivermec7n can be our solu7on not 
millions of rands for vaccine that we dont even know if it works 
or not Lorna

2021-01-29 
06:52:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Dont want vaccine  already been exposed  to virus asyptoma7c Peter

2021-01-28 
10:05:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No thank you to the vaccine... The Government can keep it... 
Does more harm than anything else... I'll never have the 
vaccine... Sean

2021-01-27 
23:01:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Without the truth I can’t trust the experimental vaccine, dead 
people don’t breath therefore can’t transmit covid. Let post 
mortems be done. The only way to determine the cause of 
death is by autopsy . Simphiwe

2021-01-27 
07:08:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Driekie 

2021-01-26 
23:16:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our government is insane to stop all the alterna7ve methods of 
healing,  they always screw up everything and they're doing it 
yet again. Stop with the ludicrous lockdown regula7ons, stop 
stealing money and get alterna7ve medicines to do the job. 
Mandatory vaccina7on, is not a top concern, unless they 
officially admit they are a communis7c government. Jacques

2021-01-26 
19:46:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Karen Rijntjes 

2021-01-26 
18:13:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We've seen the results of many other people dying or having 
severe reac7ons to this vaccine which has been documented. 
Also why is it mandatory if it's not guaranteed to immunize 
Covid because according to reports masks will s7ll be 
mandatory. We also don't know what they are puing into the 
vaccine. 
It should be voluntary and those that don´t want it should not be 
restricted in any way. Rather give the people Ivermec7n, should 
they be infected they will recover from the illness. Kaylene

2021-01-26 
14:51:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No vaccines are required. Therebhas been alterna7ve medicines 
available that are totally being ignored by the government. 
Nothing is done to improve people's own immune systems. The 
poorly tested vaccines are forced upon people as the only 
solu7on, which is extremely suspicious. Taxa7on of people who 
are mostly already unable to earn an income, makes absolutely 
no sense. There is no pandemic anymore. All propaganda. Hannes

2021-01-25 
22:18:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Can we have alterna7ve solu7ons and not be forced to take 
untested vaccines. Why did our government not inves7gate the 
effec7veness of the Madagascar solu7on? Thoriso

2021-01-25 
11:34:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Louis 

2021-01-25 
11:24:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We are not lab rats. We don’t want this experimental so-called 
“vaccine.” Lim the lockdown. Quaran7ne only the sick and high-
risk. Unban ivermec7n. Thanks. Jo

2021-01-24 
14:13:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

no injec7ng me with something that was create so fast, where 
years has gone by no vaccines for aids, tb, cancer, ebola and 
more no no no durepe

2021-01-22 
23:24:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) The vaccine hasn't been proven yet,  many die of the vaccine. Rosemary 

2021-01-22 
12:05:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

there are evedence that ivermec7n works, however no evidence 
that it was considered. 
in the argument of reasonability. i must ques7on the approach 
to ivermec7n Ian

2021-01-22 
09:06:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Priscilla
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2021-01-21 
21:40:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The short 7me frame in which the vaccine was developed and 
tested is of huge concern, and it's effec7veness is therefore 
highly ques7onable. Will vaccine manufacturers take 
responsibility for the loss of lives due to side effects or in cases 
where people have compromised immune systems or other 
exis7ng illnesses? There is a serious lack of honesty and 
transparency by government, and therefore exercise the right to 
decline such a vaccine, and to consider alterna7ve solu7ons. Aneesa

2021-01-21 
18:13:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no cure for the common cold or flu,  the fight has been 
going on for over a hundred years, now you want me to believe 
that a vacine that took less than a year to be rolled out as you 
put it is safe, it is filled with what? besides aborted fetal cells? 
Absolutley not, keep your vaccine not interested at all !!!! Other 
medica7on have been proven to alleviate the symptoms but 
obvious the government and the who will not make money off 
of this. Charmain

2021-01-21 
12:00:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why cant we try irvemec7n first because it is effec7ve for the 
corona virus KZN Doctors have tried it and its working so why do 
we have to vaccinate we dont even know the side effects of that 
vaccina7on. Some may say we have been vaccina7ng for some 
7me but this is different zandile

2021-01-21 
01:04:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zandile 

2021-01-21 
01:04:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zandile 

2021-01-20 
12:25:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Big waste of money. Dirk

2021-01-20 
09:51:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They need to vaccinate them selfs first..seeing that these 
vaccina7ons hasn't been tested as yet,or is there something we 
doesn't know of  

Raymond 

2021-01-20 
07:46:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With lesser cost alterna7ves, the controversial nature of the 
pandemic and the vaccine combined with the government's 
disregard for the people and the economy there is no confidence 
nor trust. Johan

2021-01-20 
06:28:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are natural alterna7ve which are suppressed and these 
alterna7ves way offer healing not treatment like these vaccines 
which are a money spinner for those who want to be further 
wealthier  John

2021-01-19 
23:37:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We've been geing updated about the serious implica7ons this 
untested vaccine from Doctors, scien7sts, professors and health 
care workers. IT is clearly the work of the luciferians. To 
depopulate n monitor the human race. Introduc7on of the new 
world order. Big no no Saleem

2021-01-19 
23:21:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not agree with mandatory vaccines  and it's a global con to 
ensure people take a vaccine that's efficiency has not been 
tested. This is greedy pharmaceu7cal companies that want to 
secure a money making scheme for long foreseeable future. The 
best interest of the people should be taken into account. Why 
has government not looked at alterna7ves and just jumped on 
the bang wagon of vaccines. A vaccine that is not even effec7ve 
in stopping the spread. A vaccine that has not even been tested 
or is guaranteed to work. Why test the vaccine on Healthcare 
workers and people who have put their at risk during these 
trying 7mes. If government is so certain about vaccines let's start 
at the top and have them test the vaccines and see if it works. 
This country had suffered alot and we should be thinking about 
our people. A vaccine with side effects and catatastrophic 
consequences. Afford people the opportunity to decide for 
themselves what medica7on and what alterna7ves they have 
instead of forcing vaccines down their throats. Covid is no doubt 
a scary and unknown killer but we have to look alterna7ves. Do 
not introduce a compulsory vaccine just due to greeediness and 
truly think of the suffering of the people thus far. Please  don't 
impose more burdens upon the people of SA Rabia

2021-01-19 
22:01:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is only a very costly probability, it is neither a 
compete solu7on but yet very costly.  

There's an already cheap tested alterna7ve, Ivermec7n. It's 
cheap and yet not a probability.  Milton

2021-01-19 
18:57:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

People should have the right to choose if they want this 
experimental vaccine/drug or not. It can not be forced on us. It is 
not the safe choice. There is a solu7on - Ivermec7n. Used in 
many countries as a cure for parasites, e.g. most African 
countries, and now proven effec7ve by a group of medical 
doctors and research scien7sts  in USA in the preven7on and 
cure of Covid 19. If you really care about your people and the 
people of SA, you would make the right dicision,  and it will not 
be as costly as this experimental vaccine that is being forced 
down by certain members of the global society. Adèle 

2021-01-19 
15:48:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly, the government had enough 7me to plan the vaccines as 
the word has been going on for months on end!! They are 
approving a vaccine, that has not been tested and no guarantee 
that it will cure the virus! It's just a virus, why make it mandatory 
too?? There are other medica7ons available to "cure" the virus, 
just like the normal seasonal flu! Why aren't doctors 
administering other alterna7ves to help the sick, instead of 
allowing them to die?? Why no an7bio7cs are used?? Why force 
the vaccine? Why hasn't government requested trails and tests 
just like they are doing with Ivermec7n? Why allow popula7on 
to con7nue to suffer? Isabel
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2021-01-19 
13:52:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We all know what happens when government take control of 
anything, GREED. 
There are other much cheaper solu7ons  that work s7ck to 
those. Let the government and members of parliament take the 
vaccine.  amer a month the rest of the na7on will follow  

Cindy

2021-01-19 
12:43:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has NOT been proved to prevent covid, it has NOT 
been tested for as long as the alterna7ves that are available. The 
money spent on the vaccine could be beper spent on the 
alterna7ves like Ivermec7n, which has been proved the world 
over by numerous studies by qualified doctors who are actualy 
trea7ng pa7ents successfully. Why should we be mandated to 
take an experimental vaccine that has damaged more people 
that prevented infec7ons of covid!! The government would be 
complicit to murdering all South Africans by denying us the use 
of a medica7on that has been approved fior use by SAPHRA!! Cheryl

2021-01-19 
12:08:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Roll out ivermec7n and stop stealing tax payers monies with the 
vaccine .People are dying and the cure is widely available but 
you as government dont care. Nikethan

2021-01-19 
11:07:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We need to use alterna7ve medicine. 

This is not a preventa7ve vaccine ? but a mechanical ⚙ 
treatment that would allow my body to get sick from all sorts of 
Cancers & Viruses ? ..... 
If this would be made mandatory  
The case would be taken to the cons7tu7onal court. 
It is my right to refuse this fake vaccine. 
Grondwet van SA 
Sec7on 12 (1) d&e 
Sec7on 12 (2) a&b&c 
I am in charge of my own body. 
My body is not the property of this government. 
My body Belongs to God only. 
It’s a Holy Temple and the Holy Gost is living in me. 
And if anyone do harm to it.... They shall be punished by God 
himself. 
Amen ??  

Stephne

2021-01-19 
08:32:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

When not using Google I have found: 
Doctor working at Mt. Sinai hospital died amer his platelets went 
to 0. Two nurses with brain damage, and uncontrolled tremors, 
23 old people died in Norway amer one dose in one week in 
Norway, paralysis cases, nurses with Bells palsy. Look on Rumble 
or us alterna7ve search engine. These are all headlines and 
videos of the people themselves. Sonia

2021-01-19 
02:02:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust anything Bill gates rolls out. I don't think anything 
the government forces on us is for our benefit.  Leonora

2021-01-18 
18:34:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Beanie 

2021-01-18 
17:22:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not take the vaccine, due to other alterna7ves like 
ivermec7n etc 

The vaccine will not help due to various muta7ons which means 
that you will have to have a series of vaccina7ons not only one...  

The effec7veness of this vaccina7on has not been tested in 
humans and no way I will inject myself with foreign rubbish ..!!!!  

Riona

2021-01-18 
17:22:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not take the vaccine, due to other alterna7ves like 
ivermec7n etc 

The vaccine will not help due to various muta7ons which means 
that you will have to have a series of vaccina7ons not only one...  

The effec7veness of this vaccina7on has not been tested in 
humans and no way I will inject myself with foreign rubbish ..!!!!  

Riona
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2021-01-18 
09:42:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are many other alterna7ves such as HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 
30% FOODGRADE,  CALCIUM CHLORITE (JIM HUMBLES CURE 
FOR MALARIA), IVERMECTIN (ECOMECTIN ORAL VERSION), 
HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE, CERTAIN STEROIDS WHICH ARE 
INHALED. 

The recovery rate is 99.7x (x = age related). Why do we need a 
vaccine??? 

Go to the CDC website and see how many people have died as a 
result of the vaccine! 

If vaccines are rolled out it must be voluntary and NOT 
MANDATORY FOR ANY CATAGORY OF PEOPLE OR 
EMPLOYEES!!!!! If it is truly a vaccine (which it is not - mRNA in 
vaccine changes the DNA of the person etc....) then those who 
CHOOSE to take it should then feel safe because they are so 
called PROTECTED. Those who CHOOSE not to take it, do so at 
their OWN risk, which I believe will be the majority of people, 
especially the informed ones! Flu vaccines has always been a 
VOLUNTARY CHOICE and have never been MANDATORY. Why 
start now to make it MANDATORY! 

Go to the link below and see what the vaccine does to you! 

hpps://www.bitchute.com/video/3HNDhDM1ehRQ/ 

Gideon

2021-01-18 
09:26:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has not been sufficient research into the vaccine  
Evidence abounds of horrible side effects from many countries 
Eventually this is a forced vaccine and viola7on of my rights 
Alterna7ve preven7ve remedies like ivermec7n being ignored 
yet effec7ve 

Henry

2021-01-18 
07:59:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Han7e

2021-01-18 
06:45:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We dnt wnt vaccine in SA it wll kill people. Ramaphosa and his 
family and all members of parliament can take  it  

Rose

2021-01-18 
06:19:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Give it to your own government agency then to the rest of us Lee Mari

2021-01-18 
06:18:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1.  Vaccine not gone through any or enough trials to guarantee 
safety. 
2.  Too many unknowns with regard to long term nega7ve 
effects. 
3.  INEFFECTIVE if it has to be given every 3 to 6 months. 
4.  There are other proven safe treatments. 
5.  Ingredients of vaccine are very ques7onable / dangerous. 
6.  Ridiculous and nonsensical to have a vaccine for an illness 
with a 94% survival rate. 
7.   PCR tests are flawed.  Many false posi7ves.   Death rate no 
higher  than any other years.  Not a pandemic, the defini7on of a 
pandemic was changed just before this covid thing was rolled 
out to make it possible for it to be classified as a pandemic so 
absolutely FALSE claim that it's a pandemic.  C

2021-01-17 
23:03:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zandile

2021-01-17 
22:16:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Let the Government allow the use of Ivermec7n or use the 
vaccine from Madagascar.If other Countries  African Countries 
do not trust the vaccine from Western coun7es why do South 
Africans allow it to be used to our people.I s  there something 
they know that we don't know. We are asking for transparency 
from our goverent.W e do not feel safe with this vaccinee SINAH

2021-01-17 
18:38:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Clinton

2021-01-17 
17:28:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No vaccines for Cancer and Aids n Malaria,etc...yet rapid vaccine 
for this Corona.....not nearly enough research into this virus nor 
the vaccines! Yasmin

2021-01-17 
15:13:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I genuinely don't trust our President, embassadors like Bill Gates 
who have no medical training, have been poisoning people in 
India and other countries in Africa, I don't trust them. Anele

2021-01-17 
14:31:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why should a vaccine be rolled out if there are other drugs like 
ivermec7n that are very effec7ve in trea7ng covid posi7ve 
pa7ents and it is less expensive than the vaccine that South 
Africa can’t afford. Natalie

2021-01-17 
14:05:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Can't Africa focus on its own products? Zwa

2021-01-17 
13:03:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How safe is the vaccine and how thoroughly has it been tested? 
Does it contain DNA or stem cells from aborted human fetuses? 
If so, then anyone taking the vaccine makes themselves guilty of 
murder of innocent blood. Is there a 100% guarantee that 
people won't have an allergic reac7on to the vaccine and that 
people who receive the vaccine will become immune to all 
strains of the Corona virus? Why amer so many years of research 
there are no vaccines against AIDS, Cancer, TB, Bird flu, Swine flu 
etc, which are diseases and viruses also known to kill and they 
have been around for far longer and have had more years of 
research done? Why MUST the only solu7on be an untested 
vaccine? Mark
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2021-01-17 
06:34:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough research has been done and I WILL NOT HAVE THE 
VACCINE.  They do not know really what this covid is all about so 
how can you treat this virus.   Stella Rose

2021-01-16 
23:18:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mama 

2021-01-16 
23:08:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is my body, I do not consent to being injected with the vaccine.  
There are other treatments available that the government has 
declared illegal, like Ivermec7n. I do not consent to being 
discriminated upon for not taking the vaccine. Sonia

2021-01-16 
22:20:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Carmen 

2021-01-16 
20:29:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is an mRNA vaccine. It will kill not cure and supports the 
agenda 21/30 to depopulate the planet.  

This is a parasite not virus and no one has the right to dictate the 
life choices of God created individuals. Hayley

2021-01-16 
19:57:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Adriel

2021-01-16 
17:17:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I donate mine with LOVE to juluis malema because I WILL NEVER 
NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER take this ? and FULLY support 
Jus7ce MOGOENG this from satan - anybody do as he/she  
believes ????? Fanie

2021-01-16 
15:04:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Angie

2021-01-16 
14:10:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The SA Government has proved that it is incompetent and will 
just misuse funds again. People in town ships are offered up to 
R7000 to take the shot. With what money? The vaccine hasn't 
been tested enough,  so there is NO way I will get it. Therese

2021-01-16 
13:25:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) please allow use of ivermec7n ahmed
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2021-01-16 
12:17:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Stages of Vaccine Development and Tes7ng 
Vaccine development and tes7ng follow a standard set of steps. 
The first stages are exploratory in nature. Regula7on and 
oversight increase as the candidate vaccine makes its way 
through the process. 
First Steps: Laboratory and Animal Studies 
Exploratory Stage 
This stage involves basic laboratory research and omen lasts 2-4 
years. Rhese an7gens could include virus-like par7cles, 
weakened viruses or bacteria, weakened bacterial toxins, or 
other substances derived from pathogens. 
Pre-Clinical Stage 
Pre-clinical studies use 7ssue-culture or cell-culture systems and 
animal tes7ng to assess the safety of the candidate vaccine and 
its immunogenicity, or ability to provoke an immune response. 
Animal subjects may include mice and monkeys. These studies 
give researchers an idea of the cellular responses they might 
expect in humans. They may also suggest a safe star7ng dose for 
the next phase of research as well as a safe method of 
administering the vaccine. 

Many candidate vaccines never progress beyond this stage 
because they fail to produce the desired immune response. The 
pre-clinical stages omen lasts 1-2 years and usually involves 
researchers in private industry. 

IND Applica7on 
Once the IND applica7on has been approved, the vaccine is 
subject to three phases of tes7ng. 
Next Steps: Clinical Studies with Human Subjects 
Phase I Vaccine Trials 
This first apempt to assess the candidate vaccine in humans 
involves a small group of adults, usually between 20-80 subjects.  
The goals of Phase 1 tes7ng are to assess the safety of the 
candidate vaccine and to determine the type and extent of 
immune response that the vaccine provokes.  
A promising Phase 1 trial will progress to the next stage. 
Phase II Vaccine Trials 
A larger group of several hundred individuals par7cipates in 
Phase II tes7ng. Some of the individuals may belong to groups at 
risk of acquiring the disease. These trials are randomized and 
well controlled, and include a placebo group. 
The goals of Phase II tes7ng are to study the candidate vaccine’s 
safety, immunogenicity, proposed doses, schedule of 
immuniza7ons, and method of delivery. 
Phase III Vaccine Trials 
Successful Phase II candidate vaccines move on to larger trials, 
involving thousands to tens of thousands of people. These Phase 
III tests are randomized and double blind and involve the 
experimental vaccine being tested against a placebo (the 
placebo may be a saline solu7on, a vaccine for another disease, 
or some other substance). 
One Phase III goal is to assess vaccine safety in a large group of 
people. Certain rare side effects might not surface in the smaller 
groups of subjects tested in earlier phases.  
Vaccine efficacy is tested as well. These factors might include 1) 
Does the candidate vaccine prevent disease? 2) Does it prevent 
infec7on with the pathogen? 3) Does it lead to produc7on of 
an7bodies or other types of immune responses related to the 
pathogen? 
Next Steps: Approval and Licensure 
Amer licensure, will con7nue to monitor the produc7on of the 
vaccine, including inspec7ng facili7es and reviewing the 
manufacturer’s tests of lots of vaccines for potency, safety and 
purity. The FDA has the right to conduct its own tes7ng of 
manufacturers’ vaccines. 
Post-Licensure Monitoring of Vaccines 
A variety of systems monitor vaccines amer they have been 
approved. They include Phase IV trials, the Vaccine Adverse 
Event Repor7ng System, and the Vaccine Safety Datalink. 
Phase IV Trials 
Phase IV trial are op7onal studies that drug companies may 
conduct amer a vaccine is released. The manufacturer may 
con7nue to test the vaccine for safety, efficacy, and other 
poten7al uses. 
VAERS 
The CDC and FDA established The Vaccine Adverse Event 
Repor7ng System in 1990. The goal of VAERS, according to the 
CDC, is “to detect possible signals of adverse events associated 
with vaccines.” Between 10% and 15% of these reports describe 
serious medical events that result in hospitaliza7on, life-
threatening illness, disability, or death. 
VAERS is a voluntary repor7ng system. Anyone, such as a parent, 
a health care provider, or friend of the pa7ent, who suspects an 
associa7on between a vaccina7on and an adverse event may 
report that event and informa7on about it to VAERS. The CDC 
then inves7gates the event and tries to find out whether the 
adverse event was in fact caused by the vaccina7on. 
It is near impossible that vaccine has been produced in the 7me 
that Covid has been around Graeme

2021-01-16 
11:44:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) HPJ
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2021-01-16 
10:50:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is the most sickening abuse of power that has ever been 
perpetuated on the masses in history. The New World Order has 
a plan, and this is it.  
A virus that has in no way been isolated and researched! Show it 
to us on an electron microscope.  
A test that is not meant to be used in the way it is being used to 
spread more fear and destruc7on on people. It can quan7fy 
anything in the body if you look hard enough you even find 
remains of old dead viruses. As admiped by the man who 
designed the test Dr Kary Mullins, which is widely available 
online.  
The previous vaccines for SARS Covid turned out so badly that 
they stopped them amer the animals tested got a cytokine 
apack/response when exposed to the disease again causing 
them to die! The touted vaccine consists of a plethora of deadly 
cocktail mixes, namely mRna (modified synthe7c gene7c 
material), aborted fetal maper, PEG 80, cancer and even aids 
which are  being introduced into the human body.  
Efficacy versus efficiency are being bandied about in blase terms, 
but they are being used in the incorrect context and no one even 
knows the difference. The efficacy was tested but since they 
could not used COVID 19 they used the meningi7s vaccine 
instead. What have the two got in common?  
This vaccine is being used to control the masses and has not 
been tested, thus effec7vely turning us into lab rats!  
As for keeping up with the western countries and the supposed 
outcry that we are behind, well it is simple, keep it away from us 
and give us a cheap cost effec7ve medicine like Ivermec7n that 
you have now banned, even to the point of turning us into a 
communist sate by snitching on our fellow countrymen for trying 
to save their lives. You have knowingly caused thousands of 
deaths. A president who fake sobs on TV whilst being under the 
control of the NWO , is the most sickening thing I have seen in 
years. This is murder plain and simple!  
The main stream media is tou7ng to the party line and feeding 
fear and lies to the masses.  
It is my body and I will under no circumstances allow that needle 
near me nor will I allow you to test me with a fake test to give 
more false numbers.   
I wonder what you have planned for those like me? How will you 
silence us? Larga

2021-01-16 
10:50:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Let SA find their own vaccine that will not fellow south african 
lifes at risk.  News that have been circula7ng I just dont want to 
see more people dying in our country.black people's lives maper. 
Those vaccines they have manufactured would never help south 
africans as the strains are  not the same.LET AFRICA INVENT 
THEIR OWN .PLEASECLET THE GOVT NOT ALLOW THAT VACCINE 
TO BE BRAUGHT IN OUR COUNTRY. LETS STOP WASTING MONEY 
AND MAKE WESTERN COUNTRIES RICH AND WE SRAY 
POORER.PLEASE!!!!!! Beauty

2021-01-16 
09:48:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines seem to be a rushed solu7on which is not really a 
solu7on or cure for this virus.   None of the efforts so far have 
proven to be improving the problem of the virus and its effect on 
our lives. We have gone from bad to worse.  These vaccines will 
have effects and I dont trust that big pharma have our best 
interests at heart.   Vaccines are dangerous and should not be 
forced on people. Bernice

2021-01-16 
09:44:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Willmarie

2021-01-16 
09:40:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should have the right to choose to take the vaccine or not, if 
its mandatory, how different is it from the 'dom pass'? & 
Someone believes the vaccine works for them, they shouldn't 
worry about geing sick if i do not take it. I know from what I 
have read and learnt that any medical trial takes 2 - 3 yrs, but 6 
months? I will rather take ivermec7n which studies have been 
done in other countries with success. Shenaz

2021-01-16 
09:19:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have pulmonogy procedure with evident success rate and 
ivermec7n that is been tested and effec7ve.  I am skep7cal 
because the drive is on treatment not preven7on that has been 
the norm in primary health care goitsemang

2021-01-16 
09:04:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not have the vaccine.  Firstly its too soon to know how safe 
the vaccine's side effects and long-term effects are. I believe the 
vaccine is a moneymaking scheme by BIG PHARMA.  Why are 
medicines like Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n banned and 
not available for us as an op7on. Using/trying these to stave off 
Covid should be our own personal choice. I take Echinaforce and 
Vit C to stave off cold and I havent had flu in at least the last 12 
years.  So it should be our own choice to take Vitamins C,D and 
Zinc, coupled with Hydroxychloroquine or Ivermec7n if we so 
wish. Also why is Dr Taban's groundbreaking method to remove 
mucus plugs, prac7ced by more doctors? Laurel

2021-01-16 
08:44:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike

2021-01-16 
07:34:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why do government want to force people into taking the 
vaccine. It must be your choice to agree to taking the vaccine. I 
believe that your body can fight the virus to build up your 
immune system. I will not be taking the vaccine Hennie

2021-01-16 
07:21:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

An untested, rushed vacine is surely not the way to go. There is 
alterna7ve treatments with a lot less risk involved Albert

2021-01-16 
07:08:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been proved to work. Why ban it if it is effec7ve? 
Monetary gain is the only interest of our Government and I do 
not support their agenda. Ursula
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2021-01-16 
02:09:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As this vaccine has not been properly tested and many 
individuals around the globe showed nega7ve impact from the 
vaccine, it is my recommenda7on that this vaccine be shelfed 
un7l proven safe and successful, and un7l such 7me make 
Ivermec7n available to the public which has been proven to be 
successful in the curing of sick and infected pa7ence.    
Why should any Gov. refuse a medica7on that they know is 
successful...? Thys

2021-01-15 
23:44:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Wietz

2021-01-15 
23:38:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A vehemently object to vaccines and they being made 
mandatory. It’s a viola7on of anyone’s sovereign body and 
should never be imposed or complied with. 
I refuse to live in a socialist state although our (Deep State-
elected) government is already one. Angie

2021-01-15 
22:17:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are very effec7ve cures which nakes vaccines obsolete.  
These are cheap wirh miniscule side effects. Big Pharna are 
firstly lying that they have a 90% effec7ve rate. If its 50% it a lot. 
The caccines ate untested. All the animals in tge animal test died 
and therefore these test wete abandoned and they want us to 
be the guinea pigs.  
The vaccine is designed to change your DNA. It contains 
allyminium which us known to  cause neurological disorders e.g. 
autusm, Alzheimer's etc. The vaccine  is untested and will 
ul7mately kill you. Grant

2021-01-15 
19:59:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Petrus

2021-01-15 
19:47:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Bullshit....approve ivermec7n idiot government  
You will lose all elec7ons if you don’t Iqraam

2021-01-15 
18:43:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elmi

2021-01-15 
17:03:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We are being told that medicines which have been in use for 
many decades in humans, such as hydroxychloroquin and 
ivermic7n (both of which have been shown to be effec7ve in the 
treatment of Covid-19 in many studies) may not be used in 
South Africa due to the lack of clinical trials on Covid. However, 
in the same breath government is going to be spending billions 
on vaccines which have been tested for 6 months on a handful 
of people. We have no idea of the long term effects or side 
effects of the vaccines. 

Also, with Covid now muta7ng, the vaccines are likely to be of 
liple effect in any event (supposing they are the "silver bullet"). 

With proven cures such ivermec7n , one has to wonder about 
the mo7ves of government in going so far as to raid pharmacies 
and hospitals to stop its use. With people dying, why are they 
trying to stop the use of proven cures? One can only suspect 
more sinister mo7ves than preven7ng people experiencing the 
side effects of headaches and nausea. Jani

2021-01-15 
16:06:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike

2021-01-15 
15:11:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why promo7ng a vaccine which effec7veness cannot be 
guaranteed? There is no way anyone can prove yet that the 
vaccine will not have detrimental (even irreversible) effects on 
the human popula7on. New technology has been employed in 
the development of the vaccine - nobody can guarantee the 
safety of this vaccine which has been developed within a 
7meframe of a mere nine months. To ensure safety of vaccines 
takes years!  Why doesn’t Government rather promote the use 
of drugs like Ivermec7n? This drug has been on the market for 
years and proves to be very effec7ve against the corona virus. 
It’s a much safer alterna7ve. Get your priori7es right and stop 
misleading the public! Rienie

2021-01-15 
12:58:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

"I have a right to decide what goes in my body. I have a right to 
be able to work and travel and grow and buy food without 
restric7ons. This is poison, and I will rather die of Covid than to 
take the vaccine." Ivan

2021-01-15 
12:23:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly, Herd Immunity is not isolated by mass vaccina7on of a 
popula7on. The WHO changed the defini7on of Herd Immunity 
in September of last year, when the defini7on was always that 
herd immunity is achieved through widespread infec7on of 
healthy people, in conjunc7on with vaccina7on of the vulnerable 
and the part of the popula7on at high risk. 
Secondly, there's been ample cases of the AstraZeneca vaccine 
causing severe side effects at some stages of the rollout and 
subsequent deaths of volunteers. 
Lastly, forcing the popula7on to take a vaccina7on that hasn't 
been properly tested and has no guarantee of success, is  against 
their Cons7tu7onal rights and is tantamount to Facism/
Communism. 
Most of the vaccines developed in the west have very low 
efficacy and is prone to severe  side effects for the volunteers 
who were taking it.  

I THEREFORE STRONGLY DO NOT SUPPORT THE ROLLOUT OF 
ANY VACCINE THAT HASN'T BEEN TESTED PROPERLY AND MAY 
PROVE TO BE FATAL TO A VAST NUMBER OF PEOPLE TAKING 
IT!!!! George
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2021-01-15 
12:15:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe the vaccine is safe as has been proven by 
numerous scien7sts around the world.  It is DNA altering and will 
be detrimental to those who are injected.  I also believe the drug 
"Ivermec7n" which is being held back by government is the 
correct drug to administer for the COVID.  I personally will NOT 
BE VACCINATED under any circumstances. Claire

2021-01-15 
12:02:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) K

2021-01-15 
11:55:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust the vaccine that they intend using. The major 
Pharma companies cannot guarantee the product, and have (as I 
understand) indemnified them selves against any comebacks  

Hennie

2021-01-15 
11:35:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This government will never ever get my vote again  
What they’re doing is not tantamount but is MURDER. There will 
be a day when the ANC government will be then to court for 
murder once the dust seples  
Ivermec7n is working and people have been administered this 
drug but our Heroes want to murder us ..... approve ivermec7n 
keep people healthy grow the economy and you will be the best 
leader ever Iqraam

2021-01-15 
11:27:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The development of the vaccine has been fast tracked, which 
raises concerns regarding the safety thereof. Side effects has not 
been trailed and tested. Annarie 

2021-01-15 
08:11:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Melanie

KwaZulu-Natal 53

2021-02-16 
07:49:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is and should be referred to as an experiment as it 
has not been tested. We are the subjects that this jab is being 
tested on. Frederic

2021-01-31 
17:08:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not intrested its a mony making scam their are other ways and 
by fare safer and cheaper thank u. Gert

2021-01-31 
11:49:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

While there are numerous alterna7ve solu7ons to this problem 
fanned by the flames of mainstream media and our treasonous 
Government, there is absolutely no need for a vaccine. Apart 
from the fact that this vaccine has no historic verifica7on of its 
efficacy, the South African popula7on are hence being used as 
lab rats in this B(itch) Gates experiment. This has exposed the SA 
government for the cheats that they are. If they (the ANC) 
REALLY wanted to 'save lives' they would have risen to the 
occasion with greater insight and u7lized updated and sound 
scien7fic research to solve this crime against humanity. Our 
government has become the perveyors of destruc7on, murder, 
suicide, GBV, depression and they do so BRAVELY!! Are they 
deranged. Cyril Ramaphosa gets more deranged by the hour. Oh 
and did I  men7on that the survival rate without vaccine is 
99.95%. Are we collec7vely mad? It is wonderful to realise that 
there are so many people waking up to this fraud that are way 
more powerful and organised than I am.  Helge

2021-01-27 
07:57:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We do not care for a vaccine that has been rushed tested.no 
even long term tests done for long term effects.besides its a new 
strain so how can you give a vaccine that was made against the 
old strain.ivermec7n has been used for decades on humans for a 
number of different ailments so why ban it n lie about it.If it 
helps then use the thing.there is no use was7ng 7me on this 
because all gov is doing is killing more people by was7ng 7me to 
roll out ivm.people bying on the black market are geing robbed 
and are prob not even being sold the correct thing and that is 
causing more damage.Gov needs to do the right thing and save 
lives now...because to me they are now just murderers by not 
rolling out ivm.it is very cheap and will cost way less than a 
vaccine that probably doesnt even work.And rolling ivm out will 
not take as long to get it to all like their stupid vaccine.The 
peesident and his nccc group all nees to step down and be 
charged as this is a major crime against humanity Anthony

2021-01-26 
19:47:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Shireen

2021-01-25 
22:43:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hierdie entstof is nie deeglik getoets op mense nie, en ons 
mense word as proe�onyne gebruik. Alterna7ve en bestaande 
medikasie is ook nog nie deeglik ondersoek nie. Ons is met 
imuunstelsels geskep wat onderdruk word met hierdie 
handreinigers en maskers, en binnekort sal selfs gewone verkoue 
mense doodmaak omdat ons imuunstelsels onderdruk word. Die 
entstof storie is ook net ñ geldmaakstorie omdat net die regering 
dit mag invoer. Ansie

2021-01-25 
13:02:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n as well as other medica7ons have proved themselves 
as effec7ve medica7on against this Covid-19 pandemic disaster.  
The ANC are allowing this country to fall to predatory countries 
because you refuse to apply yourselves independently.  This 
Covid Passport system is also a system that will fail - because we 
will treat it just as we have E-Tolls.  Your dictatorial stance of late 
is exposing your self-indulgent agenda and you have got blood 
on your hands already because of this ANC!!!!  Stop your 
nonsense.  If you can experiment with a biological agent, you 
can run trials on Ivermec7n!   No more excuses. Ruth

2021-01-23 
08:58:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Patricia
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2021-01-23 
06:47:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek Sal NIE Satan ondersteun nie, dit is die merk van die Dier. Te 
veel mense gaan dood van die vaccine.  Laat Ramaposa en sy 
mense dit eerste kry, NIEMAND kan en gaan my dwing om enige 
naalde in my liggaam Te druk nie. Hoekom nie eerder vir Almal  
help en  hulle  ivermec7n  Te gee nie, Sal Regering Baie geld 
spaar en hoef nie ekstra hospitable en suurstof masjiene Te koop 
nie. Ook nie ekstra geld Te betaal om dodelike vaccine middles in 
Te voer nie Estelle

2021-01-22 
22:15:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Life

2021-01-22 
19:34:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have heard of and seen great results with alternate therapy like 
homeopathy andan7parassital herbs like wormwood . Even 
ivmc7n ..which are all cheaper and safer! 

Dinesha 

2021-01-22 
15:05:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To implement an untested vaccine to a popula7on who have 
over 99% recovery rate whilst there are available alterna7ves is 
preposterous. It's like taking a vaccine for headaches when 
paracetamol and aspirin are readily available. Trevor

2021-01-22 
14:40:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am NO lab rat and i will not be used as one at the expense of 
government financial gain. Medicine on the WHO'S safe is now 
conveniently band by government. Why? Greed, power, back 
hand deals.  Just remember we are all mortals, regardless of how 
much wealth you gain, we will all die one day.  We can onl trust 
in GOD. Amen Laurens 

2021-01-21 
02:28:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I Feel the vaccine will not help, as there is so many different 
strains. And why from India do we get it. It's not tested properly 
so I will not take it. I'm a cancer pa7ent, and I am scared to take 
it. The vaccine is not tested properly, why not give Ivermec7n 
that is saving life's. But government come with do many excuses 
not to give it. I feel as an individual give me the right to choose. 
It's my body amerall.  No one have the ability to choose for me. 
Give Ivermec7n to rather safe life's. The vaccine is not the 
wonder drug that will prevent you from geing Covid. And for 
those who will get the vaccine, you are not immune. If only 
people grasp, wear your mask properly and sani7ze less people 
will get Covid. So my answer stays at no, I'm not prepared to 
take the vaccine. Adele

2021-01-20 
20:56:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It concerns me as to why the president ignore our own scien7sts 
and dr's regarding ivermec7n and prefer for us to trust the 
vaccine that was formulated by other countries with all the 
rumours and videos going around of whites saying we must be 
wiped out.  

The vaccine that is not formulated by our own ASIYIDINGI. 
LISTEN TO OUR DR's MR PRESIDENT. Nothando 

2021-01-20 
19:20:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As a Father and Concerned Ci7zen of South Africa, I do not 
support a mandatory vaccine.  

Despite the religious conflict in my beliefs, I feel forcing someone 
too have a vaccine that in no way can give any guarantees or 
repercussions to the manufacturers or health care prac77oners 
or Government who insist people receive this vaccine, if there 
are any side effects is ludicrous. 

I won’t take any vaccine and neither will my children, I don’t care 
if we don’t get to go to shopping malls or my kids return to 
school. Neither of us will have this vaccine.  

I feel it is a viola7on of people’s cons7tu7onal rights and their 
right to accept or reject medical care and treatment.  

Lloyd

2021-01-20 
11:47:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is not proven and already had too many deaths, 
even if it was proven 100% successful I believe people should 
have a choice.  Alterna7ves are boos7ng immune system with 
proven nutrients, ivermec7n which is proven to be far safer and 
cheaper than the vaccine with minimal side effects.  I believe in 
the right to chose a route to build immunity that suits the 
individual.   Freedom of choice. Carla

2021-01-18 
22:18:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These “vaccines” are as yet unproven and modify DNA. They are 
opera7ng systems not vaccines! Adrienne 

2021-01-18 
22:01:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is an impossible to test risk to health. 
Compulsory vaccina7on is unethical. 
There are alterna7ves like ivermec7n & chloroquine that are 
cheaper & more effec7ve. Cliff

2021-01-18 
18:45:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivemerc7n has been there since 1975,it has passed all the tests 
and is approved. It is perfect use not these fake vaccines that 
came overnight not even tested. Zukisa 

2021-01-18 
14:00:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Get Iver asap to whole country and stop filling your pockets. Ahmed

2021-01-18 
08:19:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This roll out should be handled by medical field not 
government.. Secondly we have alterna7ves ivermec7n... Which 
I will take rather than vaccine. We need it. Judy

2021-01-18 
07:29:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why should one take the vaccine when WHO states that the 
vaccine will not prevent U from geing the virus. The vaccine s7ll 
needs to undergo More tes7ng for another 3years to even 
rollout! No vaccine can be made compulsory as it goes against 

human rights ✌ Hajrah

2021-01-18 
06:17:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government only wants to make money of people and refuse to 
try the ivermec7n because it's so cheap and you can't make 
money of it its our freedom to choose what we want to put in 
our bodies and with the new strain we not sure the vaccine will 
work looks like we will see more people dying Sham 
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2021-01-18 
05:15:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe Ivermec7n should be used as it has a safe track record 
as opposed to a vaccine which has been rushed through the 
process, I in any case believe that most governments have an 
ulterior mo7ve using this so called pandemic as an excuse to 
abuse their power.  Logically this so called pandemic makes no 
sense judging by the sta7s7cs........ Albert 

2021-01-17 
22:14:31

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Faith 

2021-01-17 
22:08:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Robert

2021-01-17 
21:35:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Iam not happy at all about the vaccine because this ropen 
government has hidden agendas 
They are greedy and dont care about people but only for their 
pockets and killing people with untested vaccines 
If they want vaccine they must be first ones to take it and leave 
us alone Sanelisiwe

2021-01-17 
20:40:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Desiree

2021-01-17 
20:03:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) ayesha

2021-01-17 
18:23:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Too many severe adverse reac7ons and deaths been recorded 
according to VAERS - we can’t afford this as a country in terms of 
the health care and future . It is not safe and there are beper 
and more affordable alterna7ves Emma

2021-01-17 
16:01:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Heidi

2021-01-17 
13:51:31

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines have not been tested enough. 
Do the government want to harm the people? 
If vaccine is tried and tested we can review.  
There are other alterna7ves.  
I don't support a dictatorship..... 
Why can't South Africa produce its own vaccines or alterna7ves? Eileen 

2021-01-17 
13:03:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n available and effec7ve NOW so why not trial that 
first?! 
I definitely won't be vaccinated with something completely 
untested over 7me and that isn't going to stop the infec7on 
anyway. ANNE

2021-01-17 
11:03:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With the proven effec7veness of Ivermec7n and other medicines 
already available on the market, why are we pushing for vaccines 
and banning the others? Is it because the government has paid 
$500 million towards the first vaccine delivery? Does the 
government not understand the original meaning of herd 
immunity? Sarah

2021-01-17 
10:50:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support the forced roll out of "vaccine" (human gene 
altering) medica7on. Follow the money trail, and ask yourself 
the ques7on: whom are benefiing the most, whilst people are 
dying from Covid and commiing suicide due to unemployment.  
This useless government should be open to trying any and all 
exis7ng alterna7ves,  instead of trying to block the sale of 
alterna7ves. We are not kids and don't take kindly to being 
dictated to. Dean

2021-01-17 
08:50:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I now understand why government did not assist the people of 
this country with more money, to create a dependency on you 
so as to influence  the need for people to take the vaccine, gov, 
use the Ivermec7n, it's cheaper and more effecy and available Eunice

2021-01-17 
08:23:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We already have cures for COVID19 such as Ivermec7n and 
Hydrochloroquine and I.V drops... we don't need that toxic 
vaccine at all

Nhlanhla 
Bright 

2021-01-17 
06:51:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I personally do not trust this vaccine ,Why don't Ramaposa and 
his cabinet  including members of the parliament get vaccinated 
infront of the whole na7on then amer two weeks they roll out 
the vaccina7on as for me I won't gamble my life and with those I 
love never. Nokuthula 

2021-01-16 
17:11:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The safety and efficacy of the vaccine has not been established. 
We have treatments for Covid 19 such as Ivermec7n and we 
must use that. Our people must not be treated like guinea pigs 
for this vaccine. It would be irresponsible to roll out a vaccine 
with such terrible side effects and even possibly death when 
there is a treatment for Covid 19. Kalay

2021-01-16 
16:26:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivomec7n has been tested and the new vaccine have not been 
tested and its only a way for goverment to make money out off 
all South Africans. The Goverment have stolen all the funds now 
they want to make it out a vaccine not tested properly. Jan

2021-01-16 
16:03:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How do "we" the public know that this vaccina7on is 1) Safe 2) 
Effec7ve. I have zero confidence in our current government 
given the insane levels of corrup7on and greed. Anything that 
the ANC puts forward as "good" i'm afraid has always come back 
to haunt us. So its most definately a BIG NO NO NO for me. 
They can first run extensive tests on themselves and there 
Cronies. lol ??? Christopher

2021-01-16 
15:20:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is not a vaccine and can not be classed as a vaccine. It is a 
"medical device".   No RNA vaccine has ever been successful and 
without severe consequences.  It is 7me for the truth to be told.  
There are alterna7ve treatments available that are safe and have 
been used for many years. Julie

2021-01-16 
09:34:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe that this vaccine has not been tested enough and 
cannot be forced onto any individual. We are not a country of 
guinea pigs. These are peoples lives and humanity that we are 
dealing with. If it’s not a sure thing, we don’t want it. We would 
rather look and explore the alterna7ves like ivermec7n. We have 
nothing to lose only much to gain. Raeesa
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2021-01-16 
09:00:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Tessa

2021-01-16 
08:38:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't understand why Ramaphosa and his government is 
pushing for the vaccine. Ivermec7n has been proven to work but 
he prefers to make his people suffer instead of taking a decision 
to save his people.  Allow Ivermec7n to be used as treatment.  
The people should have a right to choose their treatment: 
Ivermec7n or the vaccine Crystall 

2021-01-16 
08:19:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Not tested,ad-hoc decisions been made ridiculous numbers Salmon

2021-01-16 
07:18:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust the vaccine,  we need to have a choice and I 
choose Ivermec7n for my treatment. Cindy

2021-01-16 
00:54:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ronelle

2021-01-15 
16:26:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If the government was truly concerned with the virus, they 
would be going all out to support the confirma7on of alterna7ve 
medica7ons, such as Ivermec7n. Thus far the ac7ons and 
communica7on does not support that government are as 
serious about the pandemic as they are communica7ng in the 
media. John

2021-01-15 
15:08:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A vaccine need more than 6 months trials,  all other vaccines 
have had years of development in order to prevent infec7ons. 
Why are they saying that the private individuals who are capable 
to purchase the vaccine are not allowed to.  Is this another ANC 
purse to rob again  

Michelle

2021-01-15 
13:22:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our country is in a crisis of a pandemic people are suffering, 
people dying we have to try anything to save lives. What our 
country needs right now is a quick fix medica7on not a vaccine. 
Ivermec7n is the solu7on.

Shuran 
Kumar

2021-01-15 
10:01:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Like any vaccine there can be major side effects which can in fact 
be harmful to people. We should have a choice not be forced 
and controlled. This is not about our health it’s about power, 
greed and control. Janell

Western Cape 76

2021-01-30 
19:27:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South African President exposed his Por{olio to, betrayal to his 
own people, why ?? 

Bill Gates' approach to the vaccines plan was suspicious, and 
talked too much, which warned us 

We oppose the rollout plan because these vaccines are currently 
des7ned for poisoning purposes. 

The government MUST actually take ac7on to bring the 
IVERMECTIN to an entry level, so that Bill Gates' mess is 
stopped. 

I completely refuse to accept any of the imported vaccines, 
unless a transparent test has passed 

????????????????? 

RELEASE THE MEDICAL GUARD DOGS FOR INTERPRETATION Gert

2021-01-27 
09:24:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are all the governments in the world hell bent on us taking 
the vaccine when there are alterna7ves like Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquine.    The American Medical Associa7on before 
the USA elec7ons  warned that Hydroxychloroquine  a drug in 
common use for 7 decades was somehow dangerous. Now amer 
the elec7ons, and without any futher tes7ng or cer7fica7on, 
they have reversed their claim and amended their 
recommenda7ons  giving physicians the okay to return to 
u7lizing the medica7on at their discre7on.  Goverments and big 
Pharma needs to make money and I will be damned if I am 
forced to take a vaccine for a plandemic which has over a 97% 
recovery rate.  I have never taken a flu vaccine so why would I 
take this.   Its a NO from me Cherryl

2021-01-25 
10:39:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Yolanda

2021-01-23 
21:49:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine is experimental and trials on animals have not 
shown it to be effec7ve in crea7ng immunity against the virus. 
There is also the concern re the longer term side-effects of this 
experimental vaccine, for which concrete answers are not yet 
available. Among those who have been part of this 
experiemental procedure, there have been recorded adverse 
reac7ons that have resulted in death and permanent disability. 
There are known and established drugs available that effec7cely 
and safely combat this virus and these should be widely 
available for individual use, especially among high risk 
individuals. The sta7s7cs do not jus7fy a mandatory experiment 
on the general popula7on, as there is a .3% fatality associated 
with this virus whereas the percentage of risk (adverse 
reac7ons) associated with taking the experimental vaccine is 3%. Marlene

2021-01-22 
18:43:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why don't they just endure Ivermec7n, at a frac7on of the cost 
of the vaccine.  
Tax payers are now expected to foot the bill for this amer 
Ramaposas friends and colleagues looted funds meant for this 
type of thing. 
I'm not interested in their vaccine rollout they are ALL a bunch of 
thieves Sarah
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2021-01-22 
15:38:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think people who feel they need a vaccine should go ahead and 
have it. I prefer my immune system to fight whatever virus is 
around. 
I also think wearing masks are very unhealthy. Rita

2021-01-22 
06:59:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Based on the liple knowledge I have of vaccines, I feel the South 
African government is being hasty buying " vaccines" . According 
to the process this vaccine is not even reliable, so how can you 
pay so much money for something that did not go through the 
proper processes, ro be classified a vaccine?  
Spend money on Ivemecin, have doctors prescribe this medicine.  
Don't do it and don't have our medical workers take it,  whose 
going to take their place if the side effects damaging? Shirene

2021-01-21 
20:36:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This was devoped in less than a year!!!!! They must be joking. 
People i  Norway died!!! No thanks I can take care of myself not 
interested. NEVER Hannah

2021-01-21 
20:36:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This was devoped in less than a year!!!!! They must be joking. 
People i  Norway died!!! No thanks I can take care of myself not 
interested. NEVER Hannah

2021-01-21 
13:39:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine have been used for years 
with liple to no side effects. 
Both these treatments show a lot of promise in combaing this 
virus. 

hpps://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32205204/ 
hpps://conserva7veins7tute.org/conserva7ve-news/study-
hydroxychloroquine-effec7ve-covid.htm 
hpps://poli7cofire.com/2020/11/24/peer-reviewed-
hydroxychloroquine-study-finds-84-fewer-hospitaliza7ons-
among-early-treated-outpa7ents/ 

And many more studies are available online. 

 “Hydroxychloroquine’s main role is to allow zinc to enter the cell 
and inhibit the virus’ reproduc7on. And azithromycin prevents 
secondary bacterial infec7on in the lungs and reduces the risk of 
pulmonary complica7ons.” 
  
Fortunately SA doctors and some poli7cians are aware of the 
benefit of Ivermec7n, and hopefully this treatment can be used. 

Let us not allow South Africans to be used as experiments, and 
even further enrich global pharmaceu7cal companies. 
We can easily manufacture and access the abovemen7oned 
treatments.  

katherine

2021-01-20 
16:35:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not take the vaccine.  Not enough tests done. Ivermec7n 
works, and is cheap . Give it to the people and stop trying to 
enrich yourself Wilna

2021-01-20 
14:28:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are they puing out a vaccine  thats not properly tested. 
Why not try Ivermec7n first seeing that it has proven results 
already. Shaun 

2021-01-19 
11:47:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no need for a vaccine. It has not been tested for  long-
term side effects and under no circumstances should it be 
administered to humans. There are drugs that are effec7ve 
against covid 19 that can and are being used. Herd immunity will 
protect the people more than any vaccine can. Francesca

2021-01-19 
07:57:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Anthony

2021-01-19 
07:49:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has not been enough research into the long term effects 
of the vaccine Desiree

2021-01-19 
07:49:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has not been enough research into the long term effects 
of the vaccine Desiree

2021-01-19 
06:55:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Mr President please u need to look amer us u have sold us to the 
ilumina7. Rothchild ch 
set u up for failure to take over and u where the best candidate. 
u cud not provide good educa7on nor cud u provide good health 
systems for all now u want to vaccinate people and 10hrs later 
all fall down. take the invermec7n tabs is allready on shelf stop 
add us to the idiots out there called nwo. uhave been paid so do 
what u do best run away with 500 billion. thank u shahieda

2021-01-19 
05:27:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Mr President, there is no harm in taking what has been working 
for African people. The import of vaccines that has not been 
tested on human is a sign of poor judgment on ur side and the 
countries people will not stand for it 

faiza

2021-01-18 
21:10:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will never give permission for any vaccine to enter my or my 
children's bodies. It's poisonous and has a very nega7ve impact 
on health. There are medicine that works 100% to cure and 
prevent Covid 19. 

This vaccine hasn't even been tested for long enough. And 
previous covid vaccines that were tested on animals mostly 
killed the animals. That's why they're skipping the animal trials 
this 7me!  

It's a disgrace that people are dying when they can easily be 
saved by using Ivermec7n or  Artemisia Afra. It's sickening! Marilee

2021-01-18 
18:37:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A vaccine requires years of research and tes7ng. 
There is no way this vaccine will be healthy to take. Nina
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2021-01-18 
18:24:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ivermec7n works!!! A vaccine is not necessary Lucinda

2021-01-18 
18:12:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not agree with the vaccina7ons that the government want 
to roll out. There is an alterna7ve ivermec7n available and I has 
been tested in other countries and it works. Vaccine was not 
even tested. Brigepe

2021-01-18 
15:46:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) This is all a money making racket and I do not support it. Brigipa

2021-01-18 
14:57:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are loads of data sugges7ng Ivermec7n will work in 
preven7ng Cov19. George

2021-01-18 
14:26:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The fact that it has been over 40 yrs of research on HIV - no 
vaccine , over 100yrs research on cancer - no vaccine, ongoing 
research on flu - no vaccine , and Covid is a year old and we have 
a vaccine, which has lethal and permanent side effects and they 
want to make it mandatory worldwide should make your hair 
raise. Something is sinister and amiss. If this is not stopped we 
will be enslaved and all our rights taken away. New World Order 
mandate coming into play. WEF tells us we will own nothing and 
be happy.  Are you for real? This is absolute lunacy and the 1% 
wan7ng to depopulate the world. Gates the eugenicist is the 
founder and funder of this. This is all about money and control. 
Ivermec7n is cheap, safe, approved by FDA and WHO since 1976 
and kills Covid 19 in 48 hrs. Ask yourself why are they not taking 
the cheap and definite healing route? Rene

2021-01-18 
14:22:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Many people die or sick. Its not trustworthy Debra 

2021-01-18 
12:47:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Good day hope you are well?  
Vaccina7on this is a huge desicion we have to take. Conspiracy 
theories come from truths and free thinking. Thieves never 
admit to them. We as common folk don't count where these 
decisions are manipulated. This is the era of the new world 
order ( mind games). They forget when u die non of this worldly 
wealth goes with you to the grave. 
Show me who can change govt protocols and I'll happily join. I 
will fight for my family and friends and my survival no maper 
what it takes. Let them do whatever they want we will adapt 
accordingly to our needs. They must either be removed from 
their posi7ons because clearly they are corrupt and if not do 
what you have to to survive. Reza

2021-01-18 
12:07:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested properly in the way that a 
newly developed vaccine should be tested. So it is not safe. And 
should most certainly not be mandatory. Lisa

2021-01-18 
11:36:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I refuse. They can rather kill me instantly with a bullet right to 
my face but nobody is s7cking needles in me or plan7ngs bugs in 
me. I believe the vaccine is a bunch of bullshit as is the corona 
virus and all 3 strains are planted by the ilumina7 and its satanic 
cronies all over the world. Only God will have a say in how and 
when I die. Juliana

2021-01-18 
11:10:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Yunus

2021-01-18 
11:06:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that having people take this vaccine now will 
eradicate COVID19. It's way too early to have a working vaccine 
now. It takes years of long-term research to determine if a 
vaccine will be safe for humans to use. I feel a lot of people will 
die from taking the vaccine within this year and everybody will 
cross off their deaths as COVID19. I personally know of people 
who have passed away from COVID19. I personally know people 
and their families who have had COVID19 and fully recovered 
from it. There have been many contradic7ons from the 
government with regards to COVID19 that doesn't make any 
sense. So much money has been stolen from us by the 
government and s7ll not any word from Cyril about where it all 
disappeared to??? and we are s7ll listening to them? I am no 
MAD man, thank you. If the government really cared about the 
health of their people, why do they not promote healthy ea7ng 
and exercise? it has been completely crossed out of all 
adver7sements. Now it's only "sani7ze, wear your mask and 
social distance", that will not be the only things we need to do to 
get through this. I believe if you are not ea7ng healthy and 
exercising regularly, you are not giving yourself a figh7ng chance 
at COVID19. Do not forget that Bill Gates has many big projects 
(Vaccina7ons, Giant Weather balloon, Depopula7on Plan) that 
has many growing concerns too big not to ignore and has to be 
ques7oned. Junaid
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2021-01-18 
09:48:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines for covid have extraordinarily high adverse affect 
on those who have taken it, including many recorded deaths. 
These vaccines don’t guarantee you won’t get the virus and they 
only last for 2 months, requiring perpetual vaccine renewals. 

Mandatory vaccina7on is uncons7tu7onal and a viola7on of 
human rights. It’s a danger to democracy and the vaccines 
themselves are a danger to society as they have not gone 
through the normal safety procedures and trial 7me frames. All 
for a virus which has a 99.9% recovery rate, and a vaccine with 
an affec7ve rate of 94% while also holding a “10-15%” “official” 
rate of adverse side affects, which has a rate that’s closer to 
50-60%. 

These vaccines are of a new mRNA technology and are NOT in 
the best interest of the ci7zens of this county nor the common 
good. 

Rian

2021-01-18 
09:47:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

this is not a vaccine. 

Please stop calling it that! miguel

2021-01-18 
07:51:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have a few concerns. This vaccine has been created extremely 
fast in comparison to other vaccina7ons which doesn't make 
sense. Leaders should take the vaccine before giving it to the 
masses like they test subjects.  

There is the issue of people being given too much oxygen in 
hospitals too and this has not been inves7gated even though it 
has caused deteriora7on and death of many. There are hospitals 
where there is no proper sani7za7on and the correct protec7ve 
gear is not used.  

Samantha 

2021-01-17 
22:04:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Phoenix 

2021-01-17 
20:29:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We say no to vaccina7on. We are not guinea pigs. With a 
overwhelming majority recovery rate we do not want your 
vaccines. Mogamad

2021-01-17 
20:18:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) S

2021-01-17 
19:49:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jonathan

2021-01-17 
16:49:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Fiona

2021-01-17 
11:14:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested sufficiently. 
Every person should have the choice of receiving it or not 
There's no transparency about rwhat the ingredients of the 
vaccine Esther 

2021-01-17 
09:32:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

First of all the virus is man made in a lab - proven. 
Made by very wealthy illumina7 friends of ramaposa. 
Secondly all sta7s7cs are being manipulated. 
Thirdly this vaccine is evil and has a sub human agenda which 
includes but is not limited to sterility. 
When you finally understand that the people in power are 
unfortunately all serving  the devil then a lot more informa7on 
becomes apparent as to exactly what is going on here. 
This whole cv thing is a scam to enforce more human slavery. 
It all comes down to greed and puing faith into money instead 
of the Holy Spirit. 
God help those of you that are faithless enough and therefore 
fearful enough to actually want to take this vaccine. 
Taking the vaccine is where the all trouble will really start. 
Wake up. James

2021-01-17 
09:07:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'd rather take a pill that has been proven to be effec7ve in 
numerous case studies to fight covid, than a vaccine that's just 
come out with no track record. Deborah

2021-01-16 
22:39:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Leonard

2021-01-16 
21:32:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't wan't it! Why do you want a vaccine if youre s7ll feeling 
100% ? Somethings in that vaccine that wants to kill us! Mar7n

2021-01-16 
21:13:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cherene 

2021-01-16 
20:37:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mark
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2021-01-16 
20:12:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The best solu7on is for all to take responsibility for our health. 
Instead of ploughing millions into vaccines with no long term 
effects known, and suppor7ng filthy rich pharmaceu7cal 
companies who have shown they have no interest in true health, 
let's rather spend money on educa7on about building the 
immune system, ensuring proper nutri7on, and where necessary 
supplementa7on. Food available in supermarkets is riddled with 
toxic substances that undermine the immune system.  We live in 
toxic environments where we are breathing in all sorts of toxins 
daily and even body and cleaning products are full of damaging 
substances. The burden on the health system is immense. Treat 
the root cause and we will have a healthy resilient popula7on 
and not a healthcare system buckling under pressure and cos7ng 
millions.  
I do not support vaccines that contain fetal DNA strains. I also 
have first hand experience of the effects of toxins contained 
within vaccines that are supposedly labelled as 'safe'.  I do not 
have a problem with the theory of immunity, but the vaccines on 
offer today need to be seriously examined! RA 

2021-01-16 
19:17:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These different rushed vaccines have already had many adverse 
side effects in countries its been rolled out.  Further its not even 
guaranteed to protect a person of current covid-19 strands, how 
do we know it will be effec7ve against other muta7ons.  Its a 
very expensive route when other proven medicines ate available 
and much cheaper.  Our goveris already in way over its head in 
debt-  and the billions needed to vaccinate 64% of the 
popula7on is not realis7c! Not to men7on that us South Africans 
ate not guinea pigs and do not want this vaccine, or any other 
rushed and untried vaccine of whom the only real beneficiaries 
ate the big Pharma companies. Lida

2021-01-16 
18:05:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek ondersteun nie die uitdeel van vaccines vir covid19 nie omdat 
daar effek7ewe medisyne is en daar genoeg  bewyse is dat 
Ivermec7n effek7ef is en die regering en Wereld Gesondheid 
Raad dit trughou is om die mindte te se wreed en ongenaakbaar. 
So baie se lewens kon gered geword het kan nou nog gered word 
maar hulle blokkeer dit. 
Vir my is ons President nou gestaan de Aan n moordenaar en die 
wat die Ivermec7n blokkeer is net so skuldig Aan moord??dis 
absuluut absurd dat geleperde mense in posisies dink hulle het 
die reg om effek7ewe medisyne trug te hou sodat hulle vaccines 
op ons kan afdwing. Ek hoop en bid dat ons President sal wakker 
skrik en die goddelike regte ding sal doen. ONS WIL NIE 

VACCINES HE NIE ‼ ‼ ‼ ‼ ‼ ‼ ‼Emily

2021-01-16 
17:58:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The president and the NCCC cannot say that they are doing 
everything possible to save lives. 
 It is not their job to save lives but protect SA lives from that 
which threatens us from outside our borders.  
It is their job to provide and maintain healthcare, medicine and 
staff to the public with the taxpayers money that they have 
access to.  
You banned Ivermec7n which is proven to be safe, an exis7ng, 
affordable drug and available now verses suppor7ng an 
expensive, unproven long term vaccine instead. Why??? This is 
not acceptable.  
 It looks like the lives of South Africans are losing to exclusive 
deals with government (that could see another commission 
being appointed to inves7gate the capture of government and 
corrup7on). Lisa

2021-01-16 
15:16:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are too any many controversy around the vaccine.  The 
fact that it was fast track, non biological and deaths has been 
reported based on those taking the vaccine.  We are South 
Africans, needing our own approach without interna7onal 
interference.  Do what is good for us, South africanside. Kaamielah

2021-01-16 
12:35:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a no brainer but then nobody makes money on the 
vaccine which  is most certainly not the answer. No, I don't trust 
the vaccines. Peter

2021-01-16 
09:15:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have the freedom to choose. Ivermec7n is cheap, effec7ve and 
non invasive. Why did they ban it? 
Also believe this whole vaccine issue is going to be riddled with 
fraud/inefficiency just like everything else connected to the ANC 
government! Joanne

2021-01-16 
08:53:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would like to see a reduc7on in the plas7c and MEDICAL WASTE 
on this planet and it would be beper to use a tablet /pill and not 
“inject” the whole planet!!!! 
I think people should have the right to choose their own 
medicinal preferences. 
I use homeopathic remedies only...and I recovered from COVID 
19 Marisa

2021-01-16 
08:32:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All flu vaccines in the past have been for last years strain, the 
latest China Flu has mutated already many 7mes, no vaccine is 
ever going to stop any novel corona virus David

2021-01-16 
08:18:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Too much scary info circula7ng about what is in these vaccines 
and their amer effects. Have never vaccinated for flu...I would 
prefer natural alterna7ves. Gillian

2021-01-16 
07:57:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have alterna7ves that have been around much longer then 
an untested vaccine. This vaccine does not assure of any 
protec7on against covid  there no proof of its validity that it 
works, even in the documents from Pfizer it says you will s7ll 
have to do everything we have been forced to do during 
lockdown including many other side affects, where as alterna7ve 
medicines have proven more effec7ve and less dangerous(they 
have also been used for years for other illnesses, virus or 
bacteria related problems with minimal effects). We should have 
freedom of choice as we are free beings. The people will not 
accept the vaccines as here is example of where the cure is 
worse then the problem. Robyn
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2021-01-16 
07:28:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should look at alterna7ves rather than vaccines which have 
adverse reac7ons in some people. We don't even know the 
efficacy or the current vaccines or how omen we will require our 
top ups. Why can't we have the generic of ivermec7n available.  
If we can't afford to vaccinate everyone, then see that there are 
alterna7ve forms or treatment. I don't want the vaccine and 2 2 
weeks later I s7ll get sick. Sort out our hospitals so that there are 
enough beds available and enough oxygen for the people. Not 
everyone has covid19, some people need transplants and 
colectomys and these people aren't able to have their 
procedures. Phoebe

2021-01-16 
07:13:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

this vaccine is  not for human consump7on. it  is unsafe and 
untested and  all who have proved this fact  are sensored  and 
depla{ormed.   This is non cons7tu7onal and one should be able 
to make ones own decsion on having such. miss

2021-01-16 
06:38:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) De Wet

2021-01-15 
22:22:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is ON SEVERAL LEVELS, TRUST being the most 
concerning, I DONT TRUST that this new technology has been 
tested for long enough, I also have concerns about puing NEW 
MRNA synthe7c gene7c codes into my body that have never 
been used before and no long term effects have been noted. I 
am also concerned that the gene7c codes for this vaccine were 
given for produc7on by communist CHINA, WHICH I DONT 
TRUST, I also don't TRUST BILL GATES  or the WHO who are 
funding these vaccines, he does not have a trustworthy record 
and his founda7on has harmed many INNOCENT PEOPLE. I also 
object to the use on aborted baby cell lines being used to create 
the stabiliza7on of these new MRNA VACCINES its against my 
RELIGION. And morally wrong. And I DEFINATELY DON'T TRUST 
OUR GOVERNMENT, who has proven 7me and again that their 
interests  are in MONEY and NOT PEOPLE. Corrupt to the core.   
And I don't see why I need to take anything if I am NOT SICK. Marcelle 

2021-01-15 
21:55:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are other alterna7ves that can be used And I most of all I 
trust my own immune system and healthy lifestyle. Shelani

2021-01-15 
21:45:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Clinton

2021-01-15 
20:41:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are mul7ple prophylac7c and treatment op7ons which are 
widely used and effec7ve in trea7ng Covid 19.  
You have chosen to squash this informa7on, ban medicines and 
not take a proac7ve approach in helping people build stronger 
immune systems. 
Furthermore the vaccines that you are tou7ng and relying on are 
patently unsafe and will without doubt cause untold damage to 
people's health and death. 
On top of that, due to your draconian unscien7fic lockdowns our 
economy is almost at the point of no return. And now you want 
to spend hundreds of millions on vaccines. 
There are safe, highly effec7ve op7ons that cost very liple e.g. 
Covid pack sent out by India to its ci7zens cos7ng $2.63 per 
person. 

Please face up to your lies and govern for the people. Kay

2021-01-15 
19:05:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a proven and approved by WHO treatment for 
parasites.  All of India is using a safe cheap and effec7ve protocol 
which contains HCQ and Zinc. C19 is not a virus but it is a 
parasite with a complex payload of disease vectors causing 
human cells to do the work of various parasites. C19 Vaccines 
contain m-RNA with the ability to change DNA. It can switch off 
par7cular human genes and traits resul7ng in a human being 
that is less than a human being perhaps a zombie. The State or 
Government should not be giving medical advice. Big Pharma 
just like Big Tech are advising and controlling Governments. C19 
is a bioweapon designed and patented by Pirbright Ins7tute 
Britain and manufactured in Wuhan authorized by the Chinese 
Communist Party and its Military.  It's unacceptable as I live in a 
Republic (=about the people). the SA Government is ac7ng 
against everything that a Republic represents. It is An7-Republic.  
Injec7ons are medical opera7ons and I will not give my consent. Dirk

2021-01-15 
16:59:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine hasn’t not been tested in animals and has been 
rushed.i have seen some devasta7ng effects already and a lot of 
people that have chosen to have the vaccine. I do not support a 
vaccine being mandated amd made compulsory. If there isn’t an 
easy cure, why the vaccine? Fiona

2021-01-15 
16:34:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Controversial side effects. People were unable to perform daily 
du7es and there were cases of people who died amer they 
received the vaccine. Free to choose. It is cons7tu7onal and 
should not be forced on people. Now they want to force ci7zens 
to have the injec7on before they can even book a Flight? We the 
people should be able to decide for ourselves and not be 
controlled. Charlie

2021-01-15 
16:00:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

vaccine ss untesred al icenced vaccine takes at least 5 years plus 
to develope via test and trials  numerous reports in already ofs 
serious side effects andand deaths iverme7cin has  been tested 
and proven as a cure in many countries  zain
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2021-01-15 
15:24:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The proposed "vaccina7on" is actually a medical procedure since 
it doesn't immunise or prevent transmission (thus the 
oppressive lockdowns and mask wearing will con7nue to be 
jus7fied). The new and untested elements in the proposed 
"vaccina7on" can lead to serious short term side effects even 
death, and publicly unknown long term effects. However it is s7ll 
being pushed as the only way forward. Pharmaceu7cal 
companies face no liability if this proposed medica7on causes 
sickness or death, while governments and world opinion 
manipulators are calling this the only way forward, big ethical 
issue. Excellent alterna7ves and healthcare professionals are 
being banned/silenced or discredited.  
Vaccina7on should only be done with full understanding of all 
the risks and consent from a comprehending adult.  
Pharmaceu7cal companies need to be held responsible for the 
products they create and endorse. Miranda

2021-01-15 
15:17:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I do not trust the safety of the vaccine. Johanna

2021-01-15 
14:26:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have a product called Ivermec7n that can help with this 
pandemic but it is being withheld from the people. Why? It has 
shown to be effec7ve.  I have spoken to several doctors who 
wants us to pe77on to have access to this drug instead of 
allowing our people to die and that is exactly what we are going 
to do. The government and their cronies can shove that vaccine 
where the sun don't shine. We will not take it. If they are so sure 
it's works vaccinate the ANC, EFF and BLF if it works they can roll 
it out. Yvonne

2021-01-15 
13:20:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have no fairth in the safety and effec7veness of any of the 
rushed to market products that not been thoroughly trialled and 
proven. Products that have the manufacturers sta7ng no 
responsibility for any outcome as result of taking injec7on. Why 
is the government so hell bent on pushing their agenda is in it's 
self very suspicious. Very concerning is the con7nuous  
repe77on there of.  One hears world authori7es sta7ng the 
nega7vi7es. Why the outright ban of using Ivermec7n?  This 
from numerous countries have reported posi7ve results not only 
in pren7on but in short 7me curing the person of so called virus. 
I have no trust in vacine or people promo7ng it. Pieter

2021-01-15 
13:18:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are no trials for any alterna7ves as stated by the health 
council, and they dnt know what the side effects will be, 
however this vaccine has also not been tested effec7vely in 
order to make sure that there is side effect that will be to a 
disadvantage to the people, so I feel that both cases should be 
researched effec7vely and not use us as puppets, then to give 
this vaccine to our front line works and have a nega7ve effect 
then where does the country stand, with no services at all, we 
will be completely vulnerable, 
Explain why is there a different vaccine for different parts of the 
world, why is there presidents from our neighboring countries 
that are not willing to take this vaccine, 
Our government is not looking out for the people, they are 
looking at their pockets and we the tax payer that has to pay for 
this vaccine are going to be forced regardless of the side effect, 
government should stop thinking about their pickets and start 
thinking about the people, we maper, we will survive, we dnt 
need a vaccine, there are other alterna7ves Rayana

2021-01-15 
12:47:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You can not rollout a vaccine that has not been tested 
thoroughly. Let the government officials be vaccinated first. Theo

2021-01-15 
12:31:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support the vaccine roll out.  Have read on social media 
about horrible side effects of vaccine and some people lost their 
lives shortly amer being vaccinated.  I rather try Ivermec7n or 
other medicine that have been around for some7mes.  What 
ingredients is in the vaccine and do someone take responsible if 
someone died or being misform due to vaccine. 

Nolene

2021-01-15 
09:16:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Joe

Northern Cape 3

2021-01-26 
16:10:03

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ivermec7n needs to be approved without any Covid-19 vaccine! Richard

2021-01-21 
19:18:58

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Madagascar came with vaccine and the world rejected it, why 
now show we accept western medicine and which it wasn't 
pharmaceu7cal approved by our own.  Keep the vaccine to 
yourself and your counterparts. Thabiso 
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2021-01-16 
19:32:03

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are safer, cheaper alterna7ves. 
The va cine has not gone through propper tes7ng. The tes7ng 
cannot be rushed. 

The previos vector vaccine that was created for Ebola has s7ll 
not been given the ok, because it did more damage than good. 

Covid vaccine was pushed through has7ly bevause of a massive 
misjudgement by the world hoax organisa7on. The WHO is 
responsible for the loss of economy in several countries, our 
Govt took the WHO RECCOMENDATIONS and enforced them as 
Law, even when the NCCC and their policies had been deemes 
uncons7tu7onal and absurd. 

These decisions have not been based on sound science but 
rather on the greed of men. 
It is Bill Gates that holds the copyrite for Covid vaccine, and has 
had that for years.  
Bill Gates is the main funder to the WHO, CDC, NIH and other 
organisa7ons that have pushed hos global agenda for mass 
extermina7on, which he has spoken about in the past. 

His family have been involved i  family planning and eugenics for 
genera7ons. 

I dont trust the copywrite holder, not the people that our 
government have taken advice from, NCCC included 

Not ONE of the members of the NCCC are qualified to make such 
decisioons for and o n behalf of the SA Poeple. 

They can shove their vaccine up their derier. 

God has always healed me and will con7nue to do so Nicole
North West 6

2021-01-25 
16:24:47

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n if used it can prevent n cure COVID-19, let's Rollout 
Ivermec7n that has controlable Sides  effects than Vacci e with 
horrendous unknown Sides Effects Abednigo 

2021-01-23 
14:43:31

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

While the vaccine has no.prove that it will worked and was 
produced in a sort amount of 7me I dont believe in it, however 
ivecmec7n is very long and has proven results that it worked Maryna

2021-01-20 
09:04:48

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) This has not undergone a proper trial and will be deadly Dedre

2021-01-19 
19:23:30

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They create a problem and offers solu7ons. This vaccine has 
been around for like how long? 9months? What are the long 
term effects of it Mpho 

2021-01-17 
17:20:20

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Current vac's are untedted and I will not takf it Jan

2021-01-16 
08:05:03

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Stel glad nie belang in die COVID inspui7ng nie.  
Nog nooit 'n GRIEP inspui7ng geneem nie.  
Kyk na myself , vlog die covid protocol.  
As jy kyk na hoeveel anderkleuriges volg nie die protokol nie. Kyk 
ek eerder namyselfen sort dat ek gesond bly 
 Johann

Free State 12

2021-01-25 
14:48:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Tsheliso

2021-01-22 
06:04:09

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lize

2021-01-19 
08:05:50

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) They are poisoning the people Ben

2021-01-19 
05:39:50

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die regering het menigmale sonder tal reeds bewys dat hulle 
onbetroubaar en totaal uit voeling is met die werklike behoeme 
en nood in die land.  Dit wil voorkom of hulle met 'n ander 
agenda besig is.  Ek kan en sal dit nie ondersteun nie! Clary 

2021-01-19 
04:08:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As African we already have umhlonyane and other African herbs 
that can be used to cure covid, why do have to waist  money to 
buy the  from foreigh countries while we have  our own, aren't 
we not trust our tradionals or is that the way  of saying we are 
not capable enough to can produce our own cure. Likelelk

2021-01-18 
17:41:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Clarify whether vaccines contains RNA and DNA modifica7on 
capability. 

We have serious health concerns due to the fact that vaccines 
are not proven. 

Viruses mutate so how effec7ve will the vaccines be? 

Demand that poli7cians are put on a 1 year vaccine trial. 

Use alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n. Johann

2021-01-18 
11:02:05

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe South Africans cant be rushed into Vaccines, those who 
approved and tested these Vaccenes must use them first and 
maybe we could be given a chance to decide which one we 
would prefer if Vaccina7on takes place Puseletso 
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2021-01-17 
18:01:41

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that the government officials should be first to be 
vaccinated especially since they have helped themselves to 
funds for Covid. I feel that the world is using us, South Africans 
as Guinea pigs.  People have already died from it (covid vaccine) 
and so we should be able to choose what we want to put into 
our bodies. A friend of mine in India has a brother who's a nurse 
who took the vaccine.  There are side effects such as listlessness. Olivia

2021-01-17 
08:42:50

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I would rather have ivermec7n. Victor

2021-01-16 
23:26:41

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Amelia

2021-01-16 
22:31:13

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government is priori7zing certain groups to be first in line.  
The majority of the people on the ground do not trust the safety 
of this vaccine. It does not maper if you work at the mall or taxi 
rank or whetber you are a frontline worker. People's liberty to 
choose what they want to do with their bodies  should be 
paramount in a dempcra7c society.  

There are other drugs like Ivermec7cn that have been proven to 
work  and existed in the market  for many years that must be 
explored. We should not be bullied by government when there is 
not even establised evidence that this covax is efficient let alone 
suitable for humanity.  Other op7ons must be given a shot a 
comba7ng and trea7ng covid 19. 

Ntoetse

2021-01-15 
10:55:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no way I am taking a vaccine that has already killed a lot 
of people and has not been nearly tested enough. I will take my 
chances with Ivermec7n first and foremost and it is way cheaper 
and far more effec7ve than any vaccine will ever be. The flu 
vaccine has been around for many years, I have never had one, 
but s7ll there are 1000's of deaths per year to flu. No thanks 
they can use mine on any one of the poli7cians currently in 
government. They are welcome to it. The government should be 
falling over themselves to distribute Ivermec7n to all ci7zens but 
no, they ban it. Why? Because they can't dip their fingers into 
the trough. Beverley

Mpumalanga 6

2021-01-22 
11:11:50

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have no trust in this vaccine or its effec7veness, nor the new ID 
that goes with it. Why should taxpayers pay for this vaccine, if 
goverment wants to implement the vaccine, it should be free to 
all and the new ID should be free aswell. Liezel

2021-01-18 
20:29:41

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You can shove your vaccine up your arse.  I will not submit to a 
NWO agenda... I will take my chances with Ivermec7n, hydroxy 
chloroquine, Zitromycin and Zinc... Glauda

2021-01-17 
11:46:09

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Karel 

2021-01-17 
11:46:08

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Karel 

2021-01-16 
09:24:24

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines are largely untested  and far too rushed.   
The muta7on of CV was fast too. 
Perhaps these vaccines don’t even impact the new SA strain. 
I would like to see proper clinical data on the use of 2 or 3 
species of Artemesia,  ivermec7n (the produc7on facili7es of vet 
medicine  used to be ok for human consump7on) first.  
The use of comfrey and arnica needs to be trialed as well before 
just dishing out this cocktail of chemicals. 

Louise

2021-01-15 
10:37:46

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine is been driven by the despicable evil NWO agenda & 
is all about control & popula7on genocide..... this evil 
government is following the orders of the Illumina7 NWO &  
abiding by their rules...... 
There is absolutely no need for this vaccine whatsoever ??? Clem

Eastern Cape 8

2021-01-20 
22:41:24

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Amanda 

2021-01-20 
20:27:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine is not a cure and because the virus mutates, it will only 
be effec7ve for 1 strain. Why not inves7gate a cure that will stop 
the amount of infected individuals from climbing and infec7ng 
others. Cured people do not infect others, clog up Health care 
facili7es and Endanger others. There’s a Short dura7on of illness, 
less chance of infec7ons spreading. Sally

2021-01-19 
16:28:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Other op7ons should be tried and tested.  The vaccine has not 
been tested and therefore cannot be safe.  This vaccine was 
developed in a rush and there are absolutely no guarantees.  Big 
pharma companies are making a fortune and that is why the 
narra7ve is pushed.  Most South Africans do not want or believe 
in the vaccine. Daleen

2021-01-18 
16:02:24

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) T
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2021-01-18 
14:40:35

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Mandatory? Not thoroughly tested? 2 Elements of this vaccine 
which leave me intensely nervous! 

Here we have access to Ivermec7n, hydroxychloroquine: tested 
and approved for human consump7on, and freely (& 
affordably!!) available, with study results proving effec7vity in 
the care and treatment of Covid19 pa7ents.....BUT instead of 
approving and rolling this out, our government rather tardily and 
VERY selec7vely, elects to buy (thanks to the Solidarity Fund!) 
and roll out this ques7onable (at best) vaccine under a massive 
cloud of "really??"! 

1) Leave my medical choices and op7ons up to me, please. This 
is a universal human right, no? 
2) Allow me to use whichever path of treatment I use, wherever 
& whenever I choose to use it. 
3) Stop dicta7ng my rights, op7ons, and freedoms when it suits 
you, and then want to illegally force me into receiving some 
treatment which I would elect to not receive. 
4) Vaccine should be made available to those who want it and 
are able to pay for it, along with whomever receives it under 
government cover, simultaneously. 

Human rights, not human wrongs!!!!! My choice, not YOUR 
choice FOR ME!!!! 

Dieter

2021-01-16 
21:22:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The whole Covid issue smacks of a conspiracy and i want no part 
of it. Eldred

2021-01-16 
10:40:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not had long enough to be safe. Not sufficient 
tes7ng done. Felicity

2021-01-16 
06:34:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It makes no sense to priori7ze an expensive ,hurriedly and 
poorly processed vaccine over proven medica7on(iverctamin). It 
is both irresponsible and cruel. Fezile

Outside SA 2

2021-01-18 
12:47:02

Outside 
SA

Netherla
nds

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccina7on at present is in many cases lethal , in others it is 
destruc7ve with long term and dangerous side effects.  
The governments are in on the act to make money on the 
kickbacks . 
It alters our DNA and is irreversible.  
If the immunity of infants and children is derived from the 
mother , then the mother must be immune too . So why the 
forced vaccine.  
This scamdemic is a front to alter life as we know it into slavery 
using the interlinked technology which controls human behavior 
through the micro / nano chips and crystals in the "vaccina7on". 
This is NOT a vaccina7on , but a means to subjugate the masses 
into submission via a worldwide / satellite / AI and nanobot 
system and is based on reward and control of every person on 
earth. The Chinese present tracking and reward /punishment 
system is, as yet, a very mild form of what is yet to come and is 
fully diabolical.   
 Michael

2021-01-17 
23:40:03

Outside 
SA

United 
States

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Be wise and stop believing the media propaganda: Use 
Ivermec7n and other treatments. The "vaccine" is not going to 
prevent you from geing Covid... it is a TREATMENT ONLY!!! Do 
your research. Tammy

employed individual 659
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 209

2021-02-21 
21:20:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been tried and tested. This vaccine has not even 
been tested on animals. And those televised to have received it, 
I have evidence that it was fake. 
I will not be taking your western pharma poisons. My parents, 
grandparents and great grandparents used God given 
substances. Mercury, aluminum, aborted foetal cells, 
formaldehyde and other subtlstances are poisons and If I had to 
give these to someone orally, I would be arrested. Claire

2021-01-31 
16:51:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The top down approach of the government is very worrying 
when our rights are being ignored and the narra7ve we are 
being fed is heavily biased against ci7zens.There is a real threat  
that our human rights will be curtailed and we could devolve 
into a police state.There is also the issue of the vaccine being 
rushed along to administer when there is no guaranteed 
immunity being given against COVID.There is a blatant narra7ve 
in the media that the vaccine is humani7es saviour when it most 
definitely is not.There are other modali7es which can be used 
but are being held back,which is against civil law.I hope there 
will be trials at The Hague against people who willingly denied 
and falsified life giving treatment that could’ve saved lives.I am 
angry and disgusted at what humanity has become-the good 
people being silenced and the people with agendas allowed to 
have a pla{orm to broadcast their message Michele

2021-01-29 
21:23:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have no trust at all in the vaccines and believe ivermec7ne 
must be the sollu7on to treat C19 effec7vely.I am completely 
opposed to mandatory vaccina7ons. Jaco

2021-01-29 
18:06:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust what is in the vaccine or the agenda behind it.  I 
would rather take my chances with Ivermec7n.  I also don't trust 
government to manage it effec7vely. Jacqui 

2021-01-28 
08:27:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Hendrik
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2021-01-27 
22:34:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Side effects and the effec7veness of the vaccine , amer such 
short period to develop is in ques7on , in addi7on the 
manufacture nor government will accept  liability for adverse 
complica7ons / side effect of the vaccine. 
Overwhelming corrup7on ,the wide spread mismanagement, the  
illogical decisions made by the Government  office bearers  has 
eroded ALL trust in anything government  contemplates. 

SHOW US ONE  SUCCESS STORY , ONE EFFECTIVELY RUN 
GOVERNMENT ORGAN.  

Not even at the  funeral of the late Mr Jackson can the office 
bearers comply. Its not only the one that trespassed ,  but the 
silence of the others that is cancerous. 
I do not have the confidence that  the office bearers will obtain 
the safest, most effec7ve product   as well as  have the capability 
to ensure the safe and effec7ve roll out of the vaccine. Ingrid

2021-01-27 
02:32:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Before we were born our lives were put out for us firstly. I do not 
trust an Experimental Vaccine that was made in less than a year, 
My Choice My Body Nobody has the right to violate my body. 
With the Grace of God I have Survived this far I will con7nue 
having Faith an Trus7ng in God my Creator??? Por7a

2021-01-26 
22:10:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is curing covid, why can't that b unbaned, why was it 
banned in the 1st place. +we have no idea what's in the vaccines 
and how can we trust these people. How can adequate tests 
have been done? Why have there been so many deaths amer 
taking the vaccine? 
Give me ivermec7n. Cathy

2021-01-26 
20:28:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please do not call this a vaccine.  It is an experimental chemicals 
compound with no proven clinical trials and no legal or medical 
founda7on.  And it does not provide any treatment, or cure, or 
preven7on of the disease.  I am vehemently opposed to this 
experiment. Juliane

2021-01-26 
17:25:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Claudine 

2021-01-26 
15:07:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Elkeen het die reg om self te besluit of hy of sy ingeënt wil word 
of nie. Dit veroorsaak geen gevaar vir ander wat wel besluit om 
die vaccine te gebruik indien ander weier nie, as die vaccines 
dan wel effek7ef is hoef hul mos nie bekommerd te wees nie 
want dan is hulle moes veilig as hul dit wel die vaccine neem en 
sal die wat dit nie vat nie mos nie hulle affekteer nie Denise

2021-01-26 
14:14:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This Vaccine is not effec7ve and not safe. We dont need it, or 
want it. Bennie

2021-01-26 
12:32:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Experimental mRNA Vaccines are not licensed and only available 
for emergency use as there are apparently no Therapeu7cs (like 
Ivermec7n/ HClQ) or alterna7ve treatments available ;  yet other 
countries have great success with it. SAHRA ac7vely blocking 
these treatments which makes me distrust their agenda on 
Vaccine Rollout. Tax payers should not be liable for Vaccine 
injuries. The Vaccine Companies should pay and Immunity from 
prosecu7on should be revoked if they are so confident of their 
products. Theo

2021-01-26 
11:17:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

people need to make their own decision... what happened to 
our rights...give people the choice...put ivermec7n on the 
market and people can choose for themselves and not force 
people to take the injec7on...  

WE ARE THE PEOPLE OF SA WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE 
Dawn

2021-01-26 
09:49:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly, the experimental vax has been fast tracked - bypassing 
the safety protocols/ tes7ng and  skipping the animal tes7ng. It 
has not been approved by the usual safety standards of 10+ 
years. The effec7veness of the vaccine is not 95% but  less than 
1% when the number crunching/calcula7on is done properly 
using the correct model of calcula7on with regard to the total 
number of trial (super healthy) volunteers/outcomes from CDC 
stats.  A huge warning signal is that the Pharmaceu7cal giants 
waive all accountability/responsibility for adverse effects, injury 
or death. Looking at the current (from mid December 2020) 
soaring adverse effects stats (from VAERS), more people will be 
injured or killed by the vaccine than the global, poli7cally  
orchestrated, so called "pandemic" - Covid19 has a recovery rate 
of 99%! The real pandemic is the destruc7ve effect of the 
experimental vaccine! The first groups are the frail who have 
compromised immune systems - inject them with toxins and say 
you are protec7ng them is a lie! They are dying in the care 
homes within days of the vax.!  
Mul7tudes of specialist doctors and medical scien7sts are 
objec7ng and warning against the vaccine, offering safer, 
cheaper,  tested alterna7ves. Mul7tudes of health care frontline 
staff are also refusing the experimental shot. The deaths from 
injec7on agenda is an assault on humanity benefiing only Big 
Pharma and it's government pimps who are paid to roll out the 
worst experiment on humanity! Sonja

2021-01-25 
16:07:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die sogenaamde inen7ng stof is nie behoorlik getoets en 
Ivermec7n wel en laasgenoemde werk. Die inen7ng het nog 
geen behoorlike resultate gegee nie. Wynand 

2021-01-25 
08:38:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not think that a mandatory vaccine rollout is necessary in 
this country when we have wonderful alterna7ve medicine and 
treatments to combat the virus. I find it strange that government 
said that the virus would slowly dissipate as our weather gets 
warmer, yet it increased drama7cally during this period.  
People are struggling to breathe with their masks on which is 
why they are suffering with lung problems. We need oxygen! Elle
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2021-01-24 
17:19:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Anne

2021-01-24 
08:44:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Not interested in any covid19 vaccine. Irene

2021-01-23 
13:45:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No need to tax people if cheap product like Ivermec7n is 
available. The vaccine rollout will allow  the ANC to steal more 
money. With Ivermec7n available, there is no room to steal. Joanita

2021-01-23 
10:21:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My main concern is the so called demand for the vaccine which 
has been interna7onally proven to not work or even kill people. 
Vaccines have never fully worked for any virus. Where's the 
cancer vaccine, where is the aids vaccine .Why does flu vaccines 
have to change yearly.  I say no to vaccines. There are enough 
alterna7ve medica7on or even homeopathic medicine that the 
government can roll out and pay much less. The suppliers of 
these vaccines are ques7onable to the intellectual people. We 
know this is business for them. They have been helping AFRICA 
since when. Any idiot that does some research can see that on 
paper and from experiences, going to places in Africa, from 
doctors working in Africa, that their so called VACCINES have 
never helped the African people ever. If anything, these vaccines 
have somehow managed to cause the death of millions of 
Africans. 
I say no to Vaccines. There are other alterna7ves.  
On another note, this mandatory vaccina7on and passport plans 
are another way of keeping us oppressed.  
I hope our legal prac77oners and Aporneys of South Africa stand 
up and challenge the Government with our Cons7tu7on since 
they always seem to have a way with words to basically shut us 
up and force us to do what they want. 
 NO TO VACCINES 
NO TO VACCINES 
NO TO VACCINES Nezaam

2021-01-23 
06:27:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is s7ll in a trial period 7ll 2023. 
Theres alterna7ves 
Its goes against the cons7tu7on and destroys my freedom to 
health Rein

2021-01-23 
00:46:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I do not trust poli7cians nor big Pharma. Gerda

2021-01-22 
21:43:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) JJ

2021-01-22 
21:10:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think it should be an individual decision to take the vaccine or 
not. The government is was7ng money when there is a cheaper 
and beper alterna7ve like Ivermec7n. Michelle

2021-01-22 
19:35:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The so called vaccine is an RNA poison! 
I will NEVER take it.  
I will take Ivermec7n, a safe trusted , tested , cheap medica7on 
that will ACTUALLY WORK. Derek

2021-01-22 
19:24:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The COVID vaccines have not been tested enough to be used on 
humans. It is NOT a safe alterna7ve!!!!!  

Andromeda

2021-01-22 
17:28:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Madness that a vaccine is developed without any real evidence 
sta7ng that it works and taking well known drugs that do work 
off the shelves. Jay

2021-01-22 
13:23:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government should allow private medical aids and other 
companies to also procure vaccines. 
Vaccines only under Government control pave the way for 
further corrup7on. 
Also alterna7ve medicines should be inves7gated and allowed. 
We have the right to choose what happens to our bodies and 
should not be dictated to as to what is best for us. Wernich

2021-01-22 
11:17:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

we should have a choice. people op7ng to take the vaccine. will 
be protected and should not be concerned with people who 
does not want to take it. it's our choice as the ingredients in the 
vaccine is against my religion.  
no long term research done to see side effects. and no 
accountability from manufacturer. why? fazlin 

2021-01-22 
09:31:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Many qualified scien7sts around the world have indicated that 
the C19 virus does not require a vaccine as the virus has a very 
high recovery rate.   This is clear form the total number of deaths 
figures for South Africa in 2020 versus the same figure in 2019.  
Furthermore, there is clear evidence that less costly and proven 
medicines such as Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n 
eradicated the C19 virus from pa7ents, at a frac7on of the price 
of vaccines.  Finally, the medical fraternity has known for a long 
7me that a new vaccine takes, on average, 20 years to develop 
and test through extensive trials.  How is it possible that C19 
vaccines are now available amer the virus was only discovered in 
Wuhan at the end of 2019 (13 months ago)?  The people of 
South Africa will not be used as guinea pigs so that the ANC and 
DA can line their pockets and have dictatorial control over their 
ci7zens!  Also, prolonged wearing of masks is causing more harm 
than the C19 virus due to the suppressed immune systems of 
people who have been wearing masks for 9 months. Grant

2021-01-22 
08:20:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No mandatory vaccina7on for something we have 98.98% of 
figh7ng naturally. Government want more opportunity to steal 
more money from us. Patrick
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2021-01-22 
06:30:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not understand how people can get so excited about a 
vaccine that has no been tested and no certain nega7ve effects  
are made public.  If you really want to  test this on people , start 
with the government ministers and people running our country 
into the ground. 

Ivermec7n and Hydroxichloroquin has been proven effec7ve in 
the HEALING of people with Covid 19 and it is cheap! But yet it is 
taken off the shelves and banned by the government because 
they cannot fill their already FAT pockets more. 

Stop making decisions for us and let us decide for ourselves 
what we put into our bodies. You as Government do not have 
our best interest at heart. 

Stephanie

2021-01-21 
23:03:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please try what our doctors recommend Ivermec7n and or 
African herbs for steaming Sekkie 

2021-01-21 
20:18:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Let the president take the vaccine let he pay the money oot of 
his own pocket if he believes it safe life's there is no proof yet 
that the vaccine is effec7ve Charlton 

2021-01-21 
18:58:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I wont take a vaccine that hasnt been tested thoroughly.. Why is 
Ivermec7n given a chance.  Why is it banned.. Use the flipping 
money to feed the people..  they not geing uif or sassa but they 
want to inject people with a shit vaccine  

Lilian

2021-01-21 
12:23:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As a wholis7c prac77oner working with sensi7ve children I have 
personally witnessed the adverse effects vaccina7ons and 
pharmaceu7cal DRUGS have on the system. 
I therefore do not believe or trust the medical fraternity unless 
the body experiences physical trauma such as broken bones, 
appendici7s and other such things. 
I am against Mandatory vaccina7ons! Simone

2021-01-21 
11:57:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are governments insis7ng on a vaccine that has not been 
tried and tested when there are cheaper,  more effec7ve 
treatments, such as Ivermec7n.  It would seem that the 
government is more interested in the money its receiving from 
Bill Gates than the health of its people. Melanie

2021-01-21 
11:48:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

An7-viral treatment, outside of trials, is not being provided at 
South African public hospitals and 75% of 'COVID-19 deaths' in 
these hospitals are preventable if Ivermec7n is provided.  If 
Ivermec7n is provided as early treatment, almost 100% of 
hospitaliza7ons can be prevented.  The fact that this treatment 
is banned by SAHPRA and is being withheld by the Department 
of Health is appalling. (hpps://covid19cri7calcare.com/medical-
evidence/ivermec7n/) 

Zinc plus  hydroxychloroquine  also has an early treatment 
efficacy of close to 100% and in hospitals, when compared to 
hydroxychloroquine without zinc, increased the frequency of 
pa7ents being discharged home by 53%, and decreased the 
need for ven7la7on, admission to the ICU, and mortality or 
transfer to hospice for pa7ents who were never admiped to the 
ICU  by 55%.  (hpps://www.microbiologyresearch.org/content/
journal/jmm/10.1099/jmm.0.001250) 

Both these treatments are cheap.  A treatment of Ivermec7n 
costs R55 compared to the cost of two (required) doses of the 
cheapest vaccine (Oxford-AstraZeneca) at R108.  Ivermec7n has 
been proven safe over decades.  Safety for the vaccines is 
unproven.  Early treatment with Ivermec7n has almost 100% 
efficacy.  The Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine has an efficacy of 62%. 

Why are we s7ll talking about this? Howard

2021-01-20 
21:45:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Siona

2021-01-20 
17:11:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines offered by pharmaceu7cal companies are not true 
vaccines. They are  based on gene modifying technology and the 
reac7on of this technology on the human body is unknown.   

There are effec7ve alterna7ve medica7ons that should be 
considered that are much cheaper than the op7ons offered by 
the  large pharmaceu7cal companies. 

Furthermore, we are a poor country and need to work with our 
limited financial resources in a very clever way. Philip

2021-01-20 
14:17:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no proof that the vaccine will work, its unreliable. 
Concrete efficient data has come to light of a drug Ivemec7m 
that's has been around for 40 year. I don't believe enough test or 
trail on the vaccine has been done. Vaccina7on should be done 
voluntarily on those who want it, freedom of choice and the 
right to health care should be excised. No one should be forced 
to take anything that they feel is not safe to use. I've lost all trust 
in government just because of how they handled this pandamic. 
Our live maper. Wendy

2021-01-20 
06:47:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Conrad
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2021-01-19 
21:36:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why spend millions/billions on rolling out a vaccine with 
possible side effects and delays when easier and cheaper 
solu7ons like Ivermec7n could be used. UN-BAN IVERMECTIN!! 

This is simply a money spinning ini7a7ve by government and 
pharmaceu7cals whilst people are dying because of a delay and 
also refusing to look at cheaper alterna7ves like Ivermec7n. UN-
BAN IVERMECTIN 

Rather use the money to recreate jobs, help ailing companies 
and our economy!! Herbert

2021-01-19 
21:20:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The amount of people dying amer being vaccinated simply 
means not enough has been done to ensure if save to use on 
humans. Test on cosme7c formula7ons is regulated in such a 
manner that it takes up to 18 months before a product is 
approved to be used on your skin etc.. We taking about a 
vaccine being injected into your bloodstream amer only taking a 
few months to research and develope, this to can not be correct, 
more stringent tests are needed, also zero deaths amer being 
vaccinated Mark

2021-01-19 
20:51:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why not opt for alterna7ves like Ivermec7n first? I think it's 
unacceptable for en7re popula7ons to be used as guinea pigs.  
Insufficient tes7ng has been done.  Could it be that the vaccine is 
a big money-making thing for the suppliers? Vaccines should be 
given only if each person has consented to it. I suspect that 
many people may be duped into taking it though and the so-
called benefits may be highlighted rather than the risks. Saneeya

2021-01-19 
20:36:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The current vaccines are experimental medicine and tested to 
the same level of other vaccines.  Ivermec7n could be buying us 
7me but the stonewalling by SAHPRA is very disappoin7ng.  They 
have an obliga7on to look at the studies that have already been 
done. Joshua

2021-01-19 
20:33:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccina7on of any kind should only be administered with the full 
consent of the person that is vaccinated. Forced vaccina7on with 
this so-called vaccine in respect of which no proof exists that it is 
effec7ve and to the contrary has caused the deaths of many 
people world wide is unacceptable. Equally unacceptable would 
be any law or regula7ons prohibi7ng people to travel or to have 
access to shops and facili7es if they are not vaccinated and any 
such measures cons7tute authorita7an control and an onslaught 
on the freedom and rights of ci7zens. Every person has the right 
to use any of the alterna7ve medicines.   
 Pieter

2021-01-19 
19:30:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that a roll out on this vaccina7on is being rushed, 
government should do proper research and also consider the 
side effects of those who already received the vaccine from 
other countries before making a mass decision that could affect 
many other lives in a nega7ve way, there is also no guarantee 
that the vaccine is safe. Please consider alterna7ves that prove 
to be effec7ve such as invermec7n which is being driven by 
many Dr's as having a miraculous posi7ve outcome. Lee

2021-01-19 
17:00:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ve medicine is available but kept away from us on 
purpose, Ivermec7n, hydroxycloroquinine  etc 

Objec7ons because of involvement of Bill Gates, Free Masons 
openly declaring that world popula7on need to be reduced from 
8 Billion to one Billion, how if vaccines are harmless according to 
them 

Moral issue with with the pressence of Fetus 7ssue in vacine 

Health concerns with pressence murcury, proponents that can 
trigger a n excessive immune response - deadly and pressence of 
RNA. DNA changing?  

Have they tell the people mul7ple vaccina7on will be the way of 
life as all Korona Virusses changes regulary paving the way to be 
stored on iden7fica7on chip to be implanted to allow free travel 

The whole thing s7nks  

Louis

2021-01-19 
16:01:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Govt should allow us to use our own discre7on and not enforce 
us and lock us down when there is also a cure. SHAMEEM
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2021-01-19 
14:05:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would like to select more 'top concerns'. I have a huge problem 
with (1) Mandatory vaccina7on and with that (2) Effec7veness of 
the vaccine, may not be en7rely safe.  (3) Roll-out by 
Government, reeks of conspiracy and definitely not to be 
trusted. Too much clock and dagger around Covid-19. (4) Cost to 
the taxpayer, we are already burdened with so much 
governmental debt. (5) Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n) doses should 
be adjusted for human use.  It was originally tested by humans 
(the scien7sts who developed it) and found to be perfectly safe. 
So why discount its value.  
I tested posi7ve for Covid-19, lost taste and smell for a few days. 
Doctor only said drink plenty water, take vitamin C and Panado 
for pain. What pain, I had no pain. I was one of the lucky ones, 
no hospitalisa7on, no ill health.  However, a month later I was 
diagnosed with ver7go of the worst kind and the following 
month, a shingles type virus.... Covid was the direct cause of 
these symptoms.  So how is a vaccine going to help? There 
seems to be other factors at play here??!! I truly believe that 
Covid-19 is a man-made virus, released to cause mayhem across 
the globe. Perfect biological warfare.  What are we not being 
told. Maré

2021-01-19 
13:45:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that the ci7zens of SA must be forced to take the 
vaccine. Many problems have been provided to prove that the 
vaccine is not good for people.  

Regarding the roll out , I would like to suggest that President, 
ministers and all the thieves take the vaccine. Why does the 
vaccine say not to be taken be the USA, EU and Canada but it is 
ok for Africans. Are SA going to be used as lab rats. 

NO THANK YOU 

Ingrd

2021-01-19 
12:15:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We are given no indica7on as to what is in these vaccina7ons 
and why should we take them - if there is such a high recovery 
rate why the need. More people die from the flu than covid and 
yet its been made out to be a 'pandemic'. This is about world 
control & giving up one's right for freedom and choice. The last i 
researched, the Astra Zeneca vaccine had fetal lung 7ssue in it. 
There are alterna7ves available that are not even considered or 
taken seriously even though proven to be effec7ve. HCQ, 
Querce7n, Vita D etc. The WHO is not to be trusted, flip flopping 
their views when suits the narra7ve. Marcel

2021-01-19 
11:51:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government wants to control its people, and it is not right. 
Do not force a vaccine on people, if u have not tested it urself.  
Why is the alterna7ve, Ivermec7ne suddenly not legal. No one 
worried with Ivermec7ne un7l the public saw foe themselves tht 
hundreds of people were cured by it. This government wants to 
kill its people. Rieyaana 

2021-01-19 
11:41:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is a lack of transparency on the risks of rolling out an 
experimental vaccine on a large scale to the general popula7on. 
Major ethical issue with this exercise. Stewart

2021-01-19 
11:21:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is not enough substan7al research and results for the 
vaccines available. I would rather use alterna7ves like Ivermec7n 
or hydroxychloroquine to be developed further for this cause as 
it has more research and results. I believe that the general public 
is not being geared up in preventa7ve manners to build their 
immune system against the virus. I know vitamins and Zinc won't 
stop or cure it, but it may prevent you from geing it, or geing 
infected worse due to low immune systems. Eileen

2021-01-19 
10:38:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All the Gov is talking about is the Vax and not treatments. 
WHO said that geing the vax will not prevent you from geing 
the cov neither will it prevent you from spreading it. You s7ll 
have to wear the face nappies and social distancing. So what is 
this mRNA vax good for. Eben

2021-01-19 
10:07:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do believe that it’s too early to roll out a vaccine that may or 
may not work. The success rate of the vaccine will be 
determined by how people of different age groups and 
ethnici7es responds to the vaccine health wise, which leads me 
to believe it’s very much trial and error. There is no cure for 
Covid 19, therefore the ques7on be asked, what is in this 
“vaccine”. Un7l  a concrete solu7on is found, alterna7ves that 
work should be used. Shauneen

2021-01-19 
09:49:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is not even a "vaccine" , it has not been properly 
tested and carries considerable risks and liple hope for 
effec7veness. This MRNA shot will give ci7zens auto-immune 
diseases, and messes with our DNA delivery system.  
Ivermec7n is proven to be effec7ve in preven7on and treatment 
and is much cheaper. You cannot afford this "vaccine." 
Withholding Ivermec7n is tantamount to murder. Don't be a 
fool. 
The country needs jobs, not Government debt. Ernest

2021-01-19 
07:58:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will under no circumstances allow anyone to inject me with this 
vaccine. Ivermec7n is available both as a cheap prophylac7c and 
very effec7ve treatment with no detrimental amer effects, there 
is NO excuse for this vaccine to be administered to anyone. 
Government is just looking for more money to loot, they have 
for 25 + years shown that they do not care for any but 'the 
chosen' elite, why trust their feigned concern for the masses 
regarding this virus now?  Rista

2021-01-19 
07:45:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has been tested for a few months only and there is 
alterna7ve medicine that can be used. Sharon
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2021-01-19 
07:27:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that it is against my human rights to be forced to take a 
vaccine. I have been working since this started and by the Grace 
of God I or my family has not been sick. I will not take it as why 
must I. It hasn't even been tested properly and noone knows the 
side effects either. I have a choice and nothing will be forced 
upon me. My faith in God has kept me and my loved ones safe. 
He is our vaccine and he promised that He will never forsake his 
children.  Even the cop on facebook where that one gentleman 
sat taking the vaccine is not true.  The syringe was empty. What 
do they want to inject into us? It is s7ll against my human right 
to impose something on me that I dont want. They should rather 
use ivermec7n as that has shown results. It is the people's 
choice if they want to use it Joe

2021-01-19 
01:19:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Mr President .please kerp your vaccine as i sm not interested. As 
a state employer i hve the right to say no to the caccine . please 
set an example and be tye first one to take it ss wel as yor 
ministers and canbinet.legalise Ivernacin we beg you .I have lost 
so many family to Covid sir...do you know that feeling? They 
should have lived. Feeling sad.gove pa7ents the choice .vaccine 
or Ivernec7n.. Kulsum

2021-01-18 
22:07:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are known alterna7ves to the vaccine.  This vaccine had 
not been tested.  The ingredients in the vaccine is not safe.  
People are dying and geing seizures, being paralyzed and 
becoming zombies amer receiving the vaccine.  This has nothing 
to do with Covid-19.  It is a chemical war.  Each individual has a 
choice.  Everyone that has had covid has got immunity.  So why 
the vaccine! ? Lynn

2021-01-18 
17:06:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust anything the government does for a start. They buy 
a vaccine that is the cheapest & then they decide who may or 
may not get it? I agree with all those people that work with 
covid pa7ents every day but also wouldn't trust it. Then of 
course those in jail must get it first? Really? Why should they get 
special treatment? Amer all, they took other people's rights 
away. But my biggest gripe is that Ivermec7n which has been 
proven to be one of the safest products on the planet for the last 
40 years has been taken off. I feel they have a nerve to tell 
people what they may & may not do! It makes one wonder why? 
Is someone geing a huge kick back or is it the Pharmaceu7cal 
companies that are behind this? 
I wouldn't want this vaccine anyway. Let's see what happens to 
those that have it. Glynis

2021-01-18 
16:10:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is that this so-called 'vacccine' has been rushed  in 
without the nessasary  prolonged research and long term effects 
on the recipients . Futhermore 99% of people recover from this 
virus. Allready all over the world people have died from the side 
effects . Our natural immune response can fight and overcome 
this virus like any other flu virus . This 'vaccine' interferes with 
our gene7c material and the long term effects are at best not 
known . There are other alterna7ves like hydroxichloriquin wich 
has been around for 60 years and wich is SAFE and effec7ve 
together wiith zink. As well as ivermec7n . If I can sue the 
goverment or private  sector for forcing a medical procedure 
against my will and they will take full responsibility for what goes 
wrong  i might consider but even then the vaccine is TOTALLY 
UNESSARY. Gideon 

2021-01-18 
16:10:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is that this so-called 'vacccine' has been rushed  in 
without the nessasary  prolonged research and long term effects 
on the recipients . Futhermore 99% of people recover from this 
virus. Allready all over the world people have died from the side 
effects . Our natural immune response can fight and overcome 
this virus like any other flu virus . This 'vaccine' interferes with 
our gene7c material and the long term effects are at best not 
known . There are other alterna7ves like hydroxichloriquin wich 
has been around for 60 years and wich is SAFE and effec7ve 
together wiith zink. As well as ivermec7n . If I can sue the 
goverment or private  sector for forcing a medical procedure 
against my will and they will take full responsibility for what goes 
wrong  i might consider but even then the vaccine is TOTALLY 
UNESSARY. Gideon 

2021-01-18 
15:43:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been fully tested. There are cheaper op7ons 
like ivermec7n that is proving to work. Our government is 
following WHO like blind sheep to the slaughter house. 
Why was ivermec7n banned? Zaino

2021-01-18 
15:38:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would not like to be vaccinated. 
I am against mandatory vaccina7on.  
Can medicines that increase our immunity be promoted, as we 
are not certain how the vaccines will impact us, with such a big 
roll out what will the long term side effects be. Chenay

2021-01-18 
15:18:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

IVERMECTIN IS REPORETED TO BE EFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING 
THE CONTRACTION OF THE COVID VIRUS. THERE ARE ALSO 
OTHER ALTERNATIVES LIKE HYDROCHLORQUINE AND 
CHLOROQUINE THAT AE BEING TESTED.  WE NEED THE MEDICAL 
AUTHORITIES TO ALLOW THE TESTING AND PREPARATION OF 
INVERMECTIN FOR HUMAN USE AS SOON AS IS POSSIBLE SO 
THAT THOSE THAT WISH TO USE IT MAY OBTAIN IT. WE NEED 
THIS FRRE CHOICE AND DO NOT NEED A MANDATORY VACCINE. Patrick

2021-01-18 
14:24:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alton

2021-01-18 
14:22:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't believe verything I hear and read,  and I don't think th 
epublic receives the whole truth concerning these vaccines........ 
I do not trust it Annemarie

2021-01-18 
13:50:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines is a experimental vaccine and not enough data to prove 
safety. Also not enough disclosure on what vaccine proper7es 
are and believe will do more harm than good. Use alterna7ve 
like Ivermec7ne. Ber7na
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2021-01-18 
13:50:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not think alternate solu7ons were sought or tried based on 
drs experiences world wide. I worry about possible draconian 
rulings of forced vaccina7on.. i want my cons7tu7onal right to 
decline vaccines that i feel were not sufficiently tested as is the 
excuses given for not using alterna7ve cures. Anthea

2021-01-18 
13:37:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

MUST  BE TESTED BY OUR SCIENTISTS BECAUSE THE CONTINENT 
OF AFRICA AND OTHER SO CALLED 3RD WORLD COUNTRIES 
HAVE BEEN MISLED BY THE WEST IN THE PAST Joseph

2021-01-18 
13:36:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is a trial vaccine and we do not have any idea the extent of 
what the side effects will be. I am concerned about giving this 
trial vaccine to young people with regards to the ques7ons on 
the effect on fer7lity in the future. Why not use medica7ons that 
are tried and tested (and cheaply available) and have proven to 
work with regards to COVID instead of using a trial vaccine that 
has an endless possibility of disastrous effects? Angie

2021-01-18 
13:09:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont think Mr Presidenr is right in enforcing this vaccina7on if 
so many people are developing bels palsy or dying from this 
vaccine..each and every person has a choice. If he is forcing it 
apon us he is taking our freedom away. Which concerns me. I 
believe a safer alterna7ve is the best than to inject a something 
which is bot even proven to work. So its a hell no for me..Dr 
Taban has proven what works and a major concern is the WHO 
not approving this  so actually they want to kill us and reduce 
the popula7on..the big ques7on is WHY? Ayde n

2021-01-18 
13:02:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Renee

2021-01-18 
12:59:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccines is NOT tested as it should be. Ask the scien7sts 
who made them, and you will find your answer right there. 
Other products like Ivermec7n has been tried and tested, so why 
all the lies about it??  
How do you expect us to trust you if lies are what we are given. 
This whole vaccine move smells from miles, and do not even try 
to convince me otherwise. Scien7sts already has. Louise 

2021-01-18 
11:21:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am really not in favour of forced vaccina7ons that have not 
been properly tested. I also believe that you cannot vaccinate 
against a flu virus which is constantly changing. There are 
alterna7ve methods which are very successful in trea7ng the flu. Amanda

2021-01-18 
11:03:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Emphasis must be on cleaning the environment and pollu7on 
which is compromising our immune systems. Agriculture waste, 
chemically poisoned  water, gmo foods, no laws regarding smog/
cars, sewage dumping in ocean etc etc. Mariamne

2021-01-18 
11:00:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The virus has mutated and this is a different strain we're 
experiencing. Also, the long term side effects are unknown. 
there are alterna7ves available like Ivermec7n, which the SA 
Govt is reluctant to try even though there is academic proof that 
it is effec7ve, been in existence since 1976 but used since 1981 
so a long track record and side effects are known as well as 
success rates as its been used in other countries. see ar7cle 
apached:hpps://www.dailymaverick.co.za/ar7cle/2021-01-15-
poten7al-to-save-lives-an-intensive-care-doctor-argues-for-
compassionate-use-of-ivermec7n-for-covid-19/ Tasneem

2021-01-18 
10:24:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government is not honest with the na7on.  

(1)   Why do they nego7ate with a middleman and not directly 
with the manufacturer?  

(2)   Why can't provincial governments acquire the vaccines 
themselves? 

(3)   Why not let those who can pay for vaccines do it privately 
and relieve the burden on government ????? 

Gerhard

2021-01-18 
10:20:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is cheaper, much more effec7ve op7ons like Ivermec7n, 
which I would rather take. I am also concerned about mandatory 
vaccina7on, as this violates my democra7c right and choice as to 
what enters my body or not. It is also against my believe to take 
this vaccine. Herd immunity is on the increase, but we, as free 
ci7zens of this world, are being forced on taking a vaccine, which 
the benefits for our bodies, has not been established yet, nor 
the catastrophic side effects it may have in the long run. Sonepe

2021-01-18 
10:08:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not sure that it will be effec7ve!  
Do not trust what they want to injecct into you! Vaccine might 
alter your DNA Pieter

2021-01-18 
10:01:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We need effec7ve treatments not vaccines since vaccines dont 
treat nor prevent  disease.  How can south africa ban effec7ve 
treatments but push something that is not proven to be 
effec7ve. Sounds like these vaccines are more about lining 
pockets of poli7cians . Janine

2021-01-18 
09:31:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Iverme7n is the proven cost-effec7ve cure. Government needs 
to unban this drug instead of pushing a vaccine that has not 
been tested properly. The government has banned Ivermec7n as 
it gets health funding for the purchase of this unproven vaccine. 
There have been some serious side effects of the vaccine. (Has 
some of this funding gone "astray" one might ask?) Saving lives 
should be first priority. I will invoke my right to freedom of 
choice and NOT be subjected to having this vaccine. Lyn

2021-01-18 
09:00:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why do the vaccines have "not to used in USA, Canada and EU" 
on them? are the ones used there different? is this a way of 
sterilizing Africa and Asia. Some one say to be used in and names 
ALL African countries.. is there a "hidden" agenda. We all think 
so..  
I for one WILL NOT be vaccinated..unless it states on it that it can 
be used in USA, Canada and EU.. Craig
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2021-01-18 
08:55:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our government clearly has an agenda when the are other 
proven medica7on that has gone through trials and has been 
shown to be effec7ve. Ivermec7n has been used world wide 
with great success. We need our government who was elected 
by the people to listen to the people we don't want there 
vaccines Roger

2021-01-18 
08:29:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Stop corrup7on, perhaps then we can trust a vaccine they want 
to introduce. Get Ivermec7n instead. Zelda

2021-01-18 
08:18:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vacine is experimental and it does not stop the Corona 
virus, it is dangerous to test it on people we don't know the 
effects it will have on our body's, who is liable if there are side 
effects?  The vaccine company's does not  compensate people if 
there are side effects. They cannot garrentee it. Rudolf

2021-01-18 
08:08:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support any vaccinisa7on roll out. 

The cost to the taxpayer 
The effec7veness of the vaccine 

are my concerns, there are alterna7ves available. 

I will not voluntarily be vaccinated. Carol Ann

2021-01-18 
07:33:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With all the informa7on out there and results of healthy people 
that volunteerd themselves for the trials and are now dead or 
paralyzed and some cannot move I  am so surprized that people 
s7ll believe it is fake news and scary tac7cs being circulated.  
This vaccine has not been tested long enough and to blindly 
believe WHO and CDC  to roll out this DNA and RNA altering 
vaccine is wrong. I will not take it and I am a healthcare worker. I 
use ivermec7n for prophylaxis 2ml per   50 kg body weight 
rubbed onto your top arms and top of legs and uses  allergex for 
allergic reac7ons. My husband was lem to die as he does not fit 
the profile for help they only help 40 years and younger with no 
co morbidi7es  and they were successfull in t eir goal and he 
died within a week. If I had ivermec7n he would s7ll be alive. 
What government does not want us to know is that SAPHRA has 
already approved ivermec7n for human consump7on they do 
not even look what is in their files deceiving the public Heidi

2021-01-18 
00:30:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) The vaccine is not safe and you can't force me to take it. Chris7an

2021-01-17 
23:31:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek gaan nie my of my kind laat inspuit met n vaccin wat nie deur 
en deur getoets is nie ek weier dit  moet in n demokra7ese  land 
elke  persoon se reg wees om te kan kies of hy of sy die vaccin 
wil gebruik of nie Christo

2021-01-17 
22:54:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sharon 

2021-01-17 
22:29:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Current vaccines are not tested, therefore longterm side effects 
are unknown. Mustapha

2021-01-17 
22:27:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Geen een weet wat in die doses is nie en dit is ook nie getoets of 
dit sal werk nie.  Daar is nog steeds mense dood al het hul die 
doses geneem.  
Waarom en hoekom weet net die verskaffers ons weet nie....... 

Daar is baie stories wat die doses  sal bevat en niemand weet die 
waarheid en dit is teen my geloof as dit wel die waarheid mag 
wees. Erica

2021-01-17 
22:00:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

So many studies prove the efficacy of ivermec7n, its cheap and 
tested, what the delay, big pharma and its billions. Ramapoza 
does not care about my family that died, he is a sell out like all 
his comrades. Shame on you ramaphosa, killing Africans for 
dollars, God will get you soon, you and your cronies Yunus 

2021-01-17 
21:57:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is purely popula7on control... We not stupid. Why must we 
do it ? Tanzania isn't.. neither is new Zealand. And there's been 
numerous warnings against it. If people we dropping like flies 
yes sure.. it's an issue .. but we not. Numbers are exaggerated. 
Lies are foul. We not stupid. And I say definitely not to vaccine. 
Does it have a chip in it ? Can the poli7cians be vaccinated first ? 

Kylie

2021-01-17 
21:57:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My main concern is the efficacy of established and proven drugs 
being ignored and even prohibited by the government in the 
fight against Covid19. These drugs are Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquine. If available I believe South Africans would 
be willing to pay for it out of their own pockets and it would cost 
the government no money. Just allow it. There is no ques7on 
about the effec7veness of these drugs. More than half of South 
Africans will refuse the vaccine because they do not trust it. The 
government will not succeed in this endeavor if they refuse this 
advice. Pieter

2021-01-17 
21:30:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why cant we produce our own vaccine in South Africa, why 
would we need to depend on other countries, we can try out 
ivermec7n 

Faieda

2021-01-17 
21:13:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that government & their families should be the first to take 
the vaccine.. And then the high ranking prisoners.. If they have 
side effects & die then we will know that we don't have to take 
it. It also shouldn't be made mandatory Jayna 

2021-01-17 
20:14:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Nee. Absoluut n duisend keer NEE.  Ek het mos die reg om self te 
besluit oor my gesondheid.  As daar nog geen inen7ng is vir die 
gewone griep nie, of kanker of tb ens nie, is daar geen manier 
dat ek vertroue sal hê in n inen7ng wat so vinnig beskikbaar is 
nie. 

Mariana
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2021-01-17 
20:03:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We can urban Ivermec7n, and seek  alterna7ve and  holis7c 
treatment and stop following other countries blindly! Marsha

2021-01-17 
19:54:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The decision for a vaccine is premature. Government is ill 
informed about the long-term effects of what this vaccine might 
do to the human body. The decision of vaccina7on should rest 
with  each individual and nobody should be forced to take it. 
May God be gracious to the leaders of our beloved SA. Lucille

2021-01-17 
19:50:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Fayruze

2021-01-17 
19:36:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The efficacy of Ivermec7n has been proven, as has 
hydroxychloroquine. Both are far safer than the vaccine, which  
is not proven to be effec7ve in preven7ng covid. We know about 
your depopula7on agenda - 7me's up for you and your cronies. 
There are far too many reports of recent deaths following covid 
vaccina7ons. Here's a solu7on: why don't you, dear government 
ministers, and our esteemed president, be the very first to 
receive these vaccina7ons (and not the placebos either)? We 
need you to stay safe, amer all, right? 

Mariola

2021-01-17 
19:24:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What if the vaccine doesn't work and all the healthworkers die . 
Who will support our health department and who will answer to 
all of the deaths in south africa.Rather use it on our poli7cians 
first because our country will survive without them. Amber 

2021-01-17 
19:19:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7nes efficacy has been proven. I would feel safer if we 
used that instead of the vaccine. The vaccine is not proven to be 
effec7ve in preven7ng Covid. Hydroxychloroquine has also been 
endorsed by Dr Fauci to be the best remedy against Covid.  The 
side effects of the vaccine is not known and the long term effects 
of the vaccine is unknown. I feel it is too risky to roll out vaccines 
un7l enough tests has been carried out. Tercia  

2021-01-17 
19:10:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would rather take a cure for the virus than a vaccine that I am 
not sure would be in my best interest in the future. Helena

2021-01-17 
18:24:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has not been enough tes7ng done on the vacine.  I would 
far prefer using ivermec7n or hydroxachloroquin which have 
both been proven effec7ve against the Wuhan virus. Patrick

2021-01-17 
18:09:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not want to get (1) a has7ly manufactured vaccine against a 
virus that (2) has more than one strain . Cheap drugs like 
Ivermec7n have proven to be both an effec7ve cure and 
prophylac7c. This drug has been around for decades and is safe. 
The vaccines will be expensive, poten7ally harmful and have no 
proven efficacy against mul7ple strains. Glenn

2021-01-17 
17:46:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine has not been tested thoroughly,  also news of side 
effects of this vaccine and the companies making them cannot 
be held accountable. Quenton 

2021-01-17 
16:47:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

there is no evidence that this works, cause even the vaccine 
demos the docters and monisters faked geing the vaccine, as 
per their own vids posted and on closer look anx zooming in 

Craig

2021-01-17 
16:40:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested by our specialists and doctors 
who are more than capable. Use the alterna7ves that have been 
tested and received a Pulitzer prize Gadigha 

2021-01-17 
16:16:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Fred

2021-01-17 
16:06:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is not a vaccine, either in func7on or legal defini7on. 
This is an mRNA package "designed to s7mulate the human cell 
into becoming a pathogen creator. Governments are confusing 
ci7zens. 
mRNA is an experimental technology that was not tested for its 
effec7veness both posi7ve or nega7ve over an extended period 
of 7me. Therefore we do not know what the long term effects of 
this mRNA package will be. Governments have no right to 
enforce or even suggest that ci7zens should have this injected 
into them. 
We have ivermec7n that have been use for many years tried and 
tested, showing incredible results at a frac7on of the cost. The 
rollout of this experimental technology does not make any sense 
from a health perspec7ve or from an economic point of view. Omar

2021-01-17 
15:30:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There's alterna7ves to vaccina7ons. We've already heard of 
people dying from being vaccinated. Anybody could be next. This 
is an experimental vaccine. Not fully tested. Only tested for 2 
months, that's not enough. The safety of vaccines must be 100 
percent. We are not Guinea pigs to see who live and who die. 
Every life is important. No no no to mandatory vaccines. 
Iverme7n, zinc, vitamin, C, vitamin D3, healthy immune system 
is enough. Hydrocloroquin too.  Don't kill the people with these 
untested, unsafe, evil vaccines. May God protect His people. Bill 
Gates was saying he wants to depopulate the world. This is the 
start of depopula7on. WHO can't be trusted. All these vaccine 
factories are supported by Bill Gates. Whatever they mean for 
evil. God will turn into good. The survival rate of this virus is over 
90 percent. The fatality rate is extremely low. Let's get out in the 
sun and enjoy God's sun. No to masks, no to lockdowns that 
destroy the immune system. This is what the New world order 
wants. This world belongs to God and the fullness of it. All good 
things comes from the Lord. Vaccines are evil. Carol

2021-01-17 
15:29:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jan

2021-01-17 
15:28:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I support the Nuremberg Code. 
Informed choice Belinda
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2021-01-17 
15:25:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hydroxychloroquine and zinc 
Ivermec7n have been in use for more than 50 years and are 
therefore safe and cheap. No need for a vaccine which has not 
been tested enough and is just lining big pharma's pockets. Miranda

2021-01-17 
14:58:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As well as the fact that there are tried and tested drugs available 
to treat Covid-19 which have been used millions of 7mes on all 
ages for the past 60 years, the proposed "vaccine" is more 
accurately a Test Biological Agent. It absolutely should not be 
used un7l it has been thoroughly tested and approved as a safe 
vaccine. It should also absolutely never be mandatory. Mike

2021-01-17 
14:43:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that insufficient data re effec7veness and human trials are 
making taking this a severe health risk esp for those with 
immuno comprised health issues like myself. As such I will be 
refusing the vaccine in total. It would be more cost effec7ve for 
our government to implement an immune system boos7ng 
program sponsored to the lower class people such  as the 
awesome product I take called MixtureOfLife from 
www.farmos.co.za (local is lekker) ... I've been taking this 
product for last 8 years R483 for a 10 month supply of 300 
tablets (taken 1x daily) and I have no longer had a cold or flu in 
the last 8 years (used to get very bad bronchial pneumonia 3x a 
year before). The government needs to wise up stop believing 
the fearmongering interna7onal  media and go with something 
local ... this covid scam is a money making  tender abusing plot 
to steal more taxpayers money for the current running c"ANC"er  
ruining our beloved country. Stephen

2021-01-17 
14:28:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't think this vaccine has been tested long enough and do 
not trust the government to decide. Why are they so reluctant to 
issue Ivermec7n when I have heard of numerous people who 
have reacted very well to it while having Covid. Just another 
money making scheme with the big pharma and government. Michele

2021-01-17 
14:15:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) No one should be forced to vaccinate its uncons7tu7onal Helen

2021-01-17 
14:08:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We the people of South Africa would want to see the vaccine 
being taken by out respec7ve poli7cians first and star7ng with 
the president Ramaphosa... we the people are always last in 
receiving everything (at 7mes not receiving at all ) so rather we 
would love to be last in this regard as well ... if however in the 
event all is well with all of the poli7cians amer receiving the 
vaccine we will consider receiving it but at this point we are 
refusing the vaccine... it poses extreme threat to the health and 
well-being of the human body and yet it’s been thrown at South 
Africans like caple inocula7ons ... so no vaccine for us thank 
you.... Zainab 

2021-01-17 
13:45:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Safety concerns are of crucial importance as this is s7ll an 
experimental vaccine and no long term studies have been 
conducted on poten7al severe side efdects. 

The general popula7on are guinea pigs in the rollout phase and 
we have already seen severe adverse reac7ons and even death 
in the elderly. The ones who are most at risk of geing Covid and 
are supposed to get the vaccine to be protected. 

There are no proof the vaccine stops transmission and even 
gives long las7ng immunity. 

Rather focus on proper treatment of pa7ents with exis7ng 
drugs. Eugene

2021-01-17 
12:39:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has ann83% success rate in Tltrearing Coblvid-19. A 
vaccine is not necessary. Debbie 

2021-01-17 
12:17:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Only a fool would take a vaccine that has not undergone long 
term tes7ng. Par7cularly when there is a perfectly good 
treatment (and no, not lockdowns and torutre... an actual 
treatment) for Covid. There are many fools, but fortunately in 
South Africa, the majority of people have apended the 
University of Life. They are no fools.  Viccy

2021-01-17 
12:16:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I vehemently oppose the use of this vaccina7on as the only 
accepted measure to combat this strain of flu, called COVID-19. 
There are other tried and tested medicines which is far more 
effec7ve than this rushed vaccine. Also, the fact that scien7st 
opposed to this vaccine are silenced, creates great suspicion. 
Lastly, these pharmaceu7cal companies have been indemnified 
of any adverse affect to the pa7ent. Numerous cases of 
anaphylac7c response have been reported, in addi7on to deaths 
amer receiving this vaccine. In my opinion, it needs more tes7ng 
and proper trials. Markus

2021-01-17 
11:15:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You cannot force an untested vaccine and roll out Mass 
vaccina7ons for a populace. 

There is no vaccine for the common Cold or Cancer or Aids that 
have been around for AGES, but in a span of 8months they want 
to sell us a vaccine where the creator has no liability in case 
there are extreme side effects? A 7red and tested vaccine takes 
approximately 8-10 years to be approved.  

I will not take that shit. Carlo

2021-01-17 
10:59:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines have been known to be the cause of  many deaths 
because the tests are done on people even amer they have 
evaluated their side effect and i assume the covid 19  vaccine 
will be strong on side effects.  
 I say we use the medicine that have been used and worked in 
comba7ng the disease. Zama
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2021-01-17 
09:44:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are the Bill Gates founda7on campaigning for vaccines. We 
all know, what happened with the polio vaccine and the big class 
ac7on against them. 
There are alterna7ves that are showing excellent results.  
It's uncons7tu7onal to force people to take a vaccine that has 
not gone through the proper trials.  
They are busy with depouka7on campaign and this not 
conspiracy theories.  

I don't want there vaccine. Elton

2021-01-17 
09:34:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Carol 

2021-01-17 
09:07:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Mandatory vaccina7on of people with vaccinnes that have not 
been properly tested, with severe side effects - without curing or 
preven7ng the virus, is idiocy and a waste of precious 7me, 
money and resources. Mask wearing cause bacterial 
phneumonia and scien7fic studies shows that lockdowns don't 
work. It is clear that neither WHO and the ANC does not have a 
clue. We need to ride this out and build herd immunity like 
humans have done in the past, by going back to normal. Charmaine

2021-01-17 
08:18:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not proven to b safe! I believe it will do more 
harm.  

Leslie 

2021-01-17 
07:41:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine should not be forced on people, it is not properly 
tested and there are alterna7ves available with good 
results......... 
I don't want this Covid-19 vaccine which  WILL merge with my 
DNA and alter my gene7c make-up!! Legalize Ivermec7n, do 
tes7ng on humans (listen to doctors who already took it 
themselves), and explore other much more cost effec7ve 
methods.  How are the government prevent people geing 
vaccine twice or more 7mes? Their recordkeeping  are at most 
7mes very poor..... I will NOT be forced to take this vaccine, it is 
my human right to decide what I want in my body!! Elizabeth

2021-01-17 
05:23:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The proposed vaccina7on has not been proven to have any 
effect on covid 19.  
There are no clinical test trials availble to prove that the said 
vaccina7on is non lethal in  to human beings any way. 
I do not trust the use  of this said vaccine in any way. 
Invermec7n is used by farmers to treat livestock against 
parasites,if the supposed covert 19 is a virus???  
How is it that a parasite is treated with Ivermec7n with great 
success. Dean

2021-01-16 
22:54:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) We don't want it. Randall

2021-01-16 
22:53:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Piet

2021-01-16 
21:29:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A cure for cancer, HIV hasnt been found for years, vaccine for 
covid 19 in a few months and s7ll they dont know the origin of 
this virus. How can something be so deadly, but yet you must be 
tested for it. A medicine (Ivermec7n) so cheaply available, and 
classed as safe no be removed and made not safe? Jeremy

2021-01-16 
21:06:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South Africa should definitely explore alterna7ves, like 
Ivermec7n. 
Vaccines should absolutely be voluntary. 
If you want to use it, it's up to you. There are many concerns 
about these vaccines, most notably that it has not been properly 
tested. Louis 

2021-01-16 
20:48:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not tested properly, plus the content will change your DNA and 
could cause auto immune diseases. Dewald

2021-01-16 
20:37:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jackie 

2021-01-16 
20:33:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Flu vaccina7on has to be done annually,  thats why I dont do it, 
same goes for Covid, the vaccina7on will only be for current 
stranes, a lot of nega7ve reports are currently circula7ng about 
the vaccine ranging from deaths to less serious side effects,  
there has never been a vaccina7on for any Covid virus and now 
they have one made and available in less than a year, suspect if 
you ask me, driven by poli7cs and profit,I have been working in 
the medical field for 17 years, thats not how things are supposed 
to work. Then there is Ivermec7n on the market for more tha 50 
years for human use, ample evidence of being safe, dirt cheap, 
and posi7ve results for use in Covid treatment is very good and 
piling up from around the world. Morne

2021-01-16 
20:14:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines have not been properly tested and the long term 
effects are unknown. Yet, Ivermec7n is banned. A drug with a 
proven successful  medical track record. Am an7viral and an7-
inflammatory. Awarded the  Nobel prize in Medicine in 2015. 
Capitalism is talking and winning in the billion dollar drug 
industry with the new vaccines Annalisa

2021-01-16 
18:56:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Focusing on 1 vaccine  is going to give our corrupt  government 
and one or two private companies a monopoly resul7ng in more 
Billions of Rands being stolen. 
Rather approve several vaccines and provide support to mul7ple 
manufacturers to produce the vaccines. 
This will be cheaper 
Much faster  
Give the public freedom to choose 
and  
create more jobs in the process. Phillip
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2021-01-16 
18:16:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The rush to role out untested, dangerous and damaging 
vaccina7on must be avoided with all. It is manslaughter 
subjec7ng the ci7zens to these vaccines which are showing 
radical side effects and death to many par7cipants. This 
propogander pro vaccina7on needs to stop and we need to look 
to other african countries such as Zambia who are doing their 
own research and are not influenced by the media narra7ve and 
are looking objec7vely for solu7ons for their people. Tracey 

2021-01-16 
17:58:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are alterna7ves like Ivermec7n that can be used so people 
should be en7tled to choose exactly what they are comfortable 
with. Give people detailed and transparent informa7on and 
op7ons to enable them to make informed decisions. 
Government is not addressing the long term side effects of the 
vacccine and many ci7zens are unfortunately not educated 
enough to ask the right ques7ons before agreeing to be 
vaccinated. Let's test the vaccine on  all the poli7cians before 
tes7ng it on everyone else! Faheema

2021-01-16 
17:53:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elmarie

2021-01-16 
17:50:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Got use to be stuck at home with social distancing 
Do not need to travel anymore anywhere  
Believe in freedom of choice also 
And alterna7ve medicine is available why not try that first? 

Anita 

2021-01-16 
16:56:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We seem to have become consumer at all cost, why can't we 
develop our own vaccine ,Where is our scien7st,? Again the 
tes7ng window for this imported vaccine is very short indeed.My 
fear is the implica7on who will be held accountable. Roy

2021-01-16 
16:56:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is an experimental vaccine designed for many evil controls. 
Why is a rushed  emmergency so called vaccine necessary while 
there exist effec7ve medica7on to treat it? Hydroxichoroquine 
and Ivermecc7n get banned because they do not want medicine 
to help? This is a bad flu with more than 98% chance of recovery 
that gets manupilated into a pandemic to try and jus7fy a 
vaccine. Flu vaccines don't work amer decades of existante. Lex

2021-01-16 
15:29:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ves like Ivermec7n and HCQ have not been fully 
explored, despite several studies that have shown them to be 
effec7ve treatments. Why should we choose a new vaccine for 
which long-term safety cannot be guaranteed over known 
exis7ng medica7ons that have proven to be both effec7ve AND 
safe? What is the reason for banning these medica7ons in favour 
of an experimental vaccine?? Kristen 

2021-01-16 
15:27:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would like to suggest the alterna7ve of Zinc, Doxycline and 
Ivermec7n (as is being done in India, in place of the COVID 
vaccine) - for those who are fearful of COVID. I personally am not 
fearful of COVID, nor is my family, as we are in a covenant 
rela7onship with the Lord. 
God has warned me that the COVID vaccine is going to kill, 
damage the bodies of many individuals and cause more harm 
than good. Also, it is going to alter the DNA of individuals, which 
will damage our souls (which has eternal consequences). Not all 
are deceived by the vaccine. If our government believes that 
people need to be injected with carcinogens, toxins, aborted 
foetal cells, animal DNA, parasites, an7bio7cs, fungi, 
insec7cides, disinfectants etc., then there is something seriously 
wrong with our government. In order to be "healthy", our 
government will need to re-evaluate who the conspiracy 
theorists really are. If the vaccine is enforced on schools, then 
I'm taking my children out of school and I'm leaving the 
healthcare profession. Our bodies ... therefore, our choice!  If 
government feels so strongly about this vaccine, I'd like to see 
them being the 1st to take it (without faking it in front of the 
cameras such as people like Anthony Fauci did - he made an 
absolute arse of himself on interna7onal TV, telling lies and 
faking having himself vaccinated). Our government needs to get 
right with God - God's wrath is coming swimly!!! Nicole

2021-01-16 
13:17:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Vaccine is not safe for human use. It is deadly to be honest. Manuel
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2021-01-16 
13:10:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have to see long term (5 years) outcomes of the vaccines on 
South Africans of all categories for me to trust it. We have so 
many alterna7ves that we can look at without the foreign 
vaccines. J&J has been trying to engage with our government 
with no luck, but our government is very quick to listen to 
foreign vaccine producers that are funded by Bill and Melinda 
Gates. That alone makes me uncomfotable with the vaccine. The 
key speaker for WHO  Dr Maria Van Kerkhove, is on record 
sta7ng from areliable source (Global news hpps://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcoHEbQ2ubA) that she is grateful 
of the work done by South African government to grow the virus 
for study purpose. Yet non of our mainstream media pla{orms 
or government is talking about it. Bill Gates is on record sta7ng 
that he wants do a great job on vaccines, and NOW he is funding 
vaccine projects nad he is not a medical doctor.  

Madagascar did well on the first wave for a very long 7me, but 
WHO did not show any interest on how they got it right in 
Madagascar, their only focus has been vaccines and we can not 
rely on Western vaccines amer all their evil deeds. This will only 
happen if we want to be free from the oppression imposed by 
West to Africa, its 7me to say NO!!  

In conclusion, this vaccine has a great poten7al to divide the 
vaccinated into the unvaccinated. For these reasons, I will not 
take the vaccine. I do not talk about the corrup7on coming with 
the procurement of the vaccine, because that will be waste of 
my ink. 

Thank you kindly Mzukisi

2021-01-16 
12:42:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Christo 

2021-01-16 
12:21:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not happy about the vaccine roll out at all. Not enough 
research has been done and to add insult to injury ivermec7n 
has been banned. I am not sure why you would deny us a drug 
that Ian secure and tested and worst side affect Ian headache 
and nausea as opposed to death from covid. Is this because you 
have sold us to the NWo highest bidder and promised to 
vaccinate us all. NO how dare you Ashlyn

2021-01-16 
10:52:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cris7ana 

2021-01-16 
10:49:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine tes7ng not sufficient due to skipping of animal trails and 
short tes7ng periods and is unsafe for use. Michael

2021-01-16 
10:37:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccina7on could cause more harm than good, as it has not 
been fully tested. The pharmacu7cal company has ZERO liability, 
so if people are injured by the vaccine they will have to afford 
any treatment out of pocket. With  a 
99% recovery rate, I hardly think this is a solu7on. Jill

2021-01-16 
10:11:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) DeVoe

2021-01-16 
09:43:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not think it is responsible for the South African government 
to force mandatory vaccina7on that has not been tested 
sufficiently. Its an individuals right to have autonomy over his or 
her physicality and medical choices. Pharmaceu7cal bullies need 
to be dealt with. Vaccine manufacturers have no liability for  
vaccine injury and death. 
Herd immunity comes from geing the virus and surviving it, not 
through vaccines. 
If the government sincerely cared about the health of its people 
it would put a ban on sugary drinks, fast foods, and processed, 
gm products. 
They are going to start a civil war if they force vaccines on the 
South African popula7on. Dana

2021-01-16 
08:56:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that vaccina7on don't work maybe a small por7on do. But 
it takes years to create the right one and how effec7ve can it be 
if just done in a few months. Can it guarantee, our safety that we 
won't geing sick, etc. I took a flue vaccina7on once in my life 
and got horrible ill never again and never gopen flu as bad as 
people that took the vaccina7on. My body my choice and I am 
against it. Pamela

2021-01-16 
08:26:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Busi

2021-01-16 
08:14:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Paolo

2021-01-16 
07:41:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly the vaccine should be verified and tested by our local 
scien7st. It must be a vaccine that all coun7es are allowed to 
use. The vaccine should first be given to all our poli7cians. Brandon

2021-01-16 
07:10:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Rene

2021-01-16 
07:00:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Besides being able to use alterna7ves that actually work, I 
ques7on the effec7veness of the vaccine as it has not been 
proven beyond a doubt that it is safe for humans, instead 
reports are coming out showing adverse effects. Not on! Navenka

2021-01-16 
06:43:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The new vaccine has not been tested sufficiently and Ivermec7n 
has been proven to be successful, is much more affordable and 
has been in use since the 1970’s.  Anza
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2021-01-16 
04:34:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Does the vaccine have MRC-5 in it?  These are aborted fetal cells 
and other DNA.  If the vaccine contains MRC-5 then I have the 
right to decline. 

Is there  a possibility of a Iatrogenic reac7on to the vaccine?   (an 
adverse reac7on caused by mul7ple compounds or drugs 
interac7ng with each other) from the vaccine then I have the 
right to decline. 

I suggest that there is a beper alterna7ve - Ivermec7n being one 
of them. 

Please consider the alterna7ves. 
Susan

2021-01-16 
00:08:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You can't take away the individual persons HUMAN RIGHT ON 
DECISION MAKING AND BREATHING OF FRESH AIR. Let the 
people decide for themselves who want the Vacina7on and who 
not. There is not enough research (7me/period) that they 
researched the long term effect of a Vacina7on to determine its 
safe. Seeing that the STRAIN change so rapidly, and the fact that 
even though people that got the Vacina7on is not completely 
safe and the Vacinated are s7ll able to contract it and  they could 
s7ll infect others and they would s7ll have to wear masks, so 
what's different?  
Ivemec7n have been researched and is available already for 30 
years and used on humans as well as animals without adverse 
effects. 
People must stand up for their BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS and stop 
being manipulated by Poli7cians and big pharma - its clearly all 
about MONEY! Chris7ene

2021-01-15 
23:58:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We know Ivermec7n can help. I will not let this government, 
wich can not  fix and maintain anything under their control, 
supply medica7on, they cannot be trusted. If halve if south 
africa take it willingly, then the virus will probably die out 
anyway. Reynard 

2021-01-15 
23:47:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Medicines proven to work are being banned.  If the government 
cares so much about the people why not let each individual 
choose for themselves whether they want to take Ivermec7n or 
be vaccinated. Should be our choice and not for the government 
to decide. Truth about some possible short-term or long term 
side effects in some individuals, and some ingredients in the 
vaccines are being hidden.  I have researched enough and will 
not fall vic7m of world popula7on control or any control put in 
place by the “elites”  This was all planned years ago! Elaine

2021-01-15 
23:37:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How can we s7ll think the vaccine is okay for our people if there 
are many that has died and had many bad symptoms amer taking 
it. 
You can’t expect to be healthy if you get injected with another 
humans parts, we must be stupid to know all the facts and s7ll 
accept or as safe and humane. CA

2021-01-15 
22:22:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Melissa 

2021-01-15 
22:16:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) David

2021-01-15 
21:43:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) To fast to a vaccine Abie

2021-01-15 
21:35:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The  long term safety has not been assessed.  It will not stop 
lockdown, masks or social distancing.  It doesn’t prevent the 
spread.  What’s the point? Patricia

2021-01-15 
21:22:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have 2 concerns. Firstly, it is my cons7tu7onal right to decide if 
i want to take the vaccine or not. Secondly, it is Governments 
duty to supply a safe and effec7ve alterna7ve e.g. Ivermec7n. Wilmari

2021-01-15 
21:21:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Juanita

2021-01-15 
20:20:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Has the government looked for alterna7ves, yes I know people 
are dying but are they taking other ins7tu7ons into 
considera7on before making this decision? 

If they cant answer the above with the suppor7ve informa7on 
then they can't make it mandatory. 

Davine

2021-01-15 
18:25:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't think the vaccines will be effec7ve. Safe available 
alterna7ves should be distributed asap. Michael

2021-01-15 
17:23:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have seen some posi7ve results for Ivermec7n being shared 
from sources in the USA and Australia and doctors are claiming 
high success rates for a drug which is cheap compared to the 
vaccine they want to provide . Ivermec7n has been around for 
years and should be approved poste haste, There is also an 
increasing number of people displaying adverse effects as a 
result of the current vaccines being administered. I believe that 
the vaccines have not received sufficient tes7ng prior to 
admission and I myself will not have one. Eric
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2021-01-15 
17:06:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The rollout of a vaccine is unethical as the tes7ng 7me for 
developing a vaccine was too short.  Secondly, there are 
alterna7ve ways of comba7ng Covid19 and its varients.  
Why the overzealous push for a vaccine instead of drugs like 
Ivermec7n which offer good results and are far cheaper.  

More importantly the vaccines on offer have all or mostly been 
sourced unethically as well, this being from aborted fetal cells. 
History will judge this 7me with derision, disgust and scorn and 
surely trials for crimes against humanity will be enforced and all 
those who promoted this conspiracy and its evil agenda will be 
punished accordingly. Neilan

2021-01-15 
16:37:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Goes against my beliefs Sach

2021-01-15 
16:34:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government and the rest of the world want to roll out a vaccine 
that has no scien7fic evidence of the short and long term effects 
on an individual. There is also not enough clinical studies done 
on these vaccines. Ivermec7n on the otherhand has more than 
enough clinical studies done. Why our Government refuses to 
use Ivermec7n is very frustra7ng and disheartening as so many 
people are dying everyday. Shaun

2021-01-15 
16:20:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Viruses changes all the 7me. No vaccine for common flu yet.  
Govt to supply immune boosters for elderly.  Don't a  vaccine 
need to be tested for a number of years before it can be 
approved safe. ?? Nur

2021-01-15 
16:10:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Eugene 

2021-01-15 
16:09:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The ANC Government's President  is ac7ng without a 
referendum of the people. There are cheap alterna7ves with 
liple or non side effects and has a successful treatment history. 
Africa can vacinate themselves and so the whole ANC clan. The 
people should open their eyes to the consequences of this roll 
out vaccine. People and children have already died of side 
effects. We have a right to say NO and will do so. 

Théa 

2021-01-15 
14:35:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The COVISHIELD Vaccine is an experimental vaccine. It's only 
been authorised because its deemed necessary for emergency 
use. The side effects have been made public and India and the 
efficacy of the vaccine in 70%. There is also no guarantee if the 
vaccine will offer full protec7on. 
There are cheaper alterna7ves like Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxycloroquin that can save lives. We also need to educate 
people on a healthy lifestyle. It's not normal for a popula7on to 
have such a high percentage comobi77es. It's become 
accep7ble. 
We also need to look at the conflict of interest of individuals 
who work for organisa7ons in SA that are funded by the Gates 
Founda7on. Our Chairperson for SAHPRA is the board member 
of GAVI, a Gates organisa7on. Aidan

2021-01-15 
14:04:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

WHY is the evidence presented by Dr Pierre Kory to the 
Homeland Security Commipee on Dec 8 2020 being ignored? 

He stated categorically that "if you take Ivermec7n you will not 
get covid19" and "if you have Covid 19 and take Ivermec7n you 
will not die" 

He referenced over 20 clinical trials (10 randomised).  He is a 
lung and ICU specialist. 

Ivermec7n is cheap and can be used preventa7vely.  It has been 
used successfully on humans to treat River Blindness in the past 
so has been shown to be workable with humans (even though it 
is only cleared for animal use in ZAR).  The data to prove this  is 
available through www.flccc.net  (Front Line Covid 19 Cri7cal 
Care Alliance). 

Why are we being told that there is not enough evidence that 
Ivermec7n can be used for treatment and preven7on of Covid 
19?  Why is the off label use of Ivermec7n (while under a 
doctors care) not allowed?  Why are we being told that we are 
only permiped to access the vaccine when (and if) it is ever 
available?  Ivermec7n is available now.  Since it is cheaper - more 
South Africans could have access to it.  It makes no sense that 
the evidence on Ivermec7n is not being taken into account Tracy

2021-01-15 
13:28:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is an experimental vaccine. I am not prepared to be used as 
a test subject, neither put my children up to be test subjects. 
Previous corona vaccines have not been successful. Amer tested 
on animals, the animals died when exposed to corona amer 
receiving the vaccine.  

Government can spend money on proven, effec7ve treatment 
like Hydroxychloroquine and ivermec7n. These treatments have 
saved many lives and have been proven to be save and effec7ve.  

Marteleen 

2021-01-15 
13:22:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I  feel as a democracy, people have the right to alternate ways of 
cure. The vaccine is not a cure to the disease  but a means to an 
end of  the popula7on.  I REFUSE TO BE VACCINATED. Somaya
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2021-01-15 
12:50:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is difficult to escape the impression that these vaccines are  
being forced upon the world's popula7on's. There is too much 
contrary informa7on regarding the nega7ve aspects of these 
vaccines to be simply dismissed. Amongst these are the usage of  
aboted baby cell 7ssue. Another is the lack of  extensive trials to 
determine the absolute safety of vaccines. Already the Chinese 
vaccine is apparently  only 50%  efficacious! In short there are 
more ques7ons than answers involved. Besides, if the goal is to 
save lives why have  hydroxychloroquine and invermec7n  - both  
used to great effect in many countries - been absolutely 
forbidden? There is simply too much logical, plausible 
informa7on doing the circuits regarding the content of the 
vaccines, their capacity (or perhaps future ones) to alter a 
person's gene7c make-up, their necessity at all, if they will 
actually prevent transmission, etc etc.  
We cannot view everything that comes along and all those 
involved as if we are living in  a sweet world where everybody 
loves one another and wants the best for one another. There is 
much evil out there, much of it moved by hellish considera7ons,  
with wicked men ploing the enslavement of mankind. This is 
history! We need to be alert and always on the watch.... 

 Bernard

2021-01-15 
12:44:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm very concerned and angry alterna7ve treatments have been 
taken away  especially since it works so allow us the use of 
Ivermec7n  instead of the vaccine or while we wait for the 
vaccine. 
 I feel the speed at which this vaccine has been rolled out is 
concerning as poten7al side effect haven't been addressed 
properly so the cure like lockdown may be worse than the 
disease! 
I also feel  that if it's safe it should only be given to the 
hospitalised and vulnerable and government should be tested 
too . 

Julie 

2021-01-15 
12:38:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe we need a vaccine.  There are treatments 
available for years that have been effec7ve against the corona 
virus.  Why is there such a push to vaccinate if there is a 
recovery rate above 99% of the popula7on.   
Treatment like Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) combined with zinc 
and azithromycin have been used in humans against malaria and 
can fight corona as well.  It also acts as vaccine as noted by the 
Centers for Disease Control in the US. HCQ is cheap.  My 
ques7on is also why did the government ban HCQ when the 
lockdown started.  For what reason, if it is effec7ve the fight 
against CV-19. 
hpps://www.sciencedirect.com/science/ar7cle/pii/
S0924857920304258 
hpps://docs.google.com/document/d/
1TaRDwXMhQHSMsgrs9TFBclHjPHerXMuB87DUXmcAvwg/edit 
hpps://docs.google.com/document/d/
1i7C_6H1Yq0u8lrzmnzt5N1JHg-b5Hb0E3nLixedgwpQ/edit 

Ian

2021-01-15 
12:21:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Do not trust this misuse of a tragedy to enrich skelms.  
Invermec7n is a more fiing solu7on Jan

2021-01-15 
12:08:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have been following the increasing opposi7on by an increasing 
number of doctors worldwide to the  injec7ng of a biological 
agent  into a persons body to  trigger the cells in our body to 
trigger an immune response. This has never been done before 
and the long term results are unknown hence it is experimental. 
There are WHO approved drugs which are virus killers and have 
been used for over 20 years around the world, 
Hydroxychloroquin and Ivermec7n. The pharmaceu7cal giants of 
the world are apemp7ng to discredit these proven drugs in 
order to  promote these experimental  vaccines which will 
generate billions of dollars in revenue as opposed to the modest 
revenue from the older drugs. 
It is not about what is best for humanity, it's all about max 
financial gain at the expense of human lives. 

Charles 

2021-01-15 
11:46:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines are not safe and have skipped safety protocols. 
Scary consequences are being reported worldwide with 
horrendous effects and death in people who have received these 
vaccines.  On official Bri7sh website, states Pfizer vaccine has not 
been tested on whether it invokes any reproduc7on 
consequences/affects fer7lity.  This needs to be inves7gated 
first. What if our children are been sterilised?  Why would you 
need a vaccine when  99% of the popula7on have a 99.5% of 
survival. You do not vaccinate healthy people. for a respiratory 
virus.  And this is all based on a non-effec7ve PCR test that 
produces 95% false posi7ve results.  That in fact does not test for 
SARS COVID-19. Doctors Alliance are s7ll wai7ng for the isolated 
COVID virus.  And we know there are alterna7ve treatments/
op7ons.  Doctors oath, FIRST DO NO HARM!  Cannot be made 
mandatory and certainly cannot discriminate against those not 
wan7ng these dangerous  vaccines. Would be exactly like 
discrimina7ng against someone who has TB or AIDS.  Thambina
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2021-01-15 
11:24:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Stop the Vaccines  

Use instead Nobel Price drug and also part of WHO essen7al 
medicine 
IVERMECTIN 
ALOT OF OTHER COUNTRIES IS USING IT. 

FAR cheaper and Safest and tonnes of pear review studies and 
clinical trials. Abdullah

2021-01-15 
11:12:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a much cheaper and more effec7ve treatment.  
Send back the vaccines, and use the money to distribute 
Ivermec7n free. You do want to save lives, not so? Andre

2021-01-15 
11:04:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I firmly believe that because of human interven7on,our 
food,air,water and soil has been contaminated with harmful 
chemicals that is contribu7ng to the current global crisis.If we 
collec7vely tackle the above men7oned challenges, we should 
be able to prevent illnesses and dis-eases and have a healthier 
na7on of South Africans that could again become the true 
leaders the world so desperately are in need of. 
The good Lord has given us good health but mankind's greed has 
become our downfall. 
It's 7me to go back to basics,without the modern age poisons. Narriman 

2021-01-15 
11:00:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The drug being offered is s7ll a experimental drug and has not 
undergone the mandatory 5 year tes7ng. 
Hear what the  Zambian President says about it , There are other 
stuff like Ivernacin and the hydroxy thing that works and has 
been proven by the readily availability of it in India where the 
figure is extremely low per million people . victor

2021-01-15 
10:58:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine proposed are dangerous to humanity due to the lack 
of informa7on as to what is in the vaccine, the fact that it has 
not been tested on animals , the fact that the tes7ng 7me for 
such a new type of dna altering vaccine is absurdly short and the 
cost to the tax payers. 

The most important aspect of an vaccine, though there is NO 
guarantee as to the preven7on of geing the virus, is the fact 
that it will allow the track trace and surveillance of individuals.   
But even more, it will be used as a poli7cal weapon to force 
people to vaccinate, though not mandated, but by sly liple rules 
that will prevent you to LIVE, visit sports arenas, work and fly. 

Finally, WHY make Bill Gates and bog Pharma rich if there is 
alterna7ves that is affordable and effec7ve? 

I am sorry, I am going to paraphrase CJ MoegengMoegeng - it is 
evil. First do no harm is forgopen and no one can say what life 
threatening  side effects will appear in the next couple of 
months of years.  

So no, we are not going to pay to be  guinea pigs for the Gates's 
and pharma.  
 Leonor

2021-01-15 
10:35:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As the effec7veness of the vaccine been proven? I think not. I 
would like to see the presiden7al cabinet receive the vaccine 
first. Make Vermec7n readily available for everybody. Suffering 
Covid pa7ents are dying and here's a product that can help in a 
crisis now! Marcelle

Gauteng 254

2021-02-01 
13:04:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Emerelda

2021-01-28 
15:38:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont think it should be rolled out,  as having the vaccine, the 
person receiving it would condemned to death eventually with 
many side effects that it has, even well known doctors are 
speaking  out against it. Alterna7ves  should be sourced and 
used instead.  

Dene

2021-01-27 
13:25:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As it’s been proven that Ivermec7n works, why is it being 
ignored as an alterna7ve? 
The  COVID vaccines have resulted in many deaths and other 
issues like paralysis in other countries and it has been developed 
in such a short 7me compared to other vaccines.  
Furthermore, it seems odd that more than one vaccine is 
required to make it “effec7ve” - so the effec7veness is not 
PROVEN.  
Also it is a concern that it has NOT been cleared by all the 
necessary health authori7es - refer Pfizer website. Shirlene 
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2021-01-27 
12:15:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. The vaccine does not prevent infec7on from the virus 
according to Dr Soumya Swaminathan  
     the chief scien7st of the WHO. 
2. The vaccine has not under gone enough tes7ng, consequently 
there is a growing body of  
       evidence that there are serious risks associated with the said 
vaccine (the government of  
       Norway has put a moratorium on its own vaccina7on drive). 
3. The mortality rate of covid-19 has been inflated, even Dr 
Anthony Fauci of the US  (NIAID) is  
      on record admiing such (in the US). 
4. There are alterna7ve forms of treatment which include 
ivermec7n, therefore it makes sense  
     to expand our toolkit for dealing with the virus. 
5. Moreover the mortality rate here in South Africa (by the 
President's own admission) and  
    elsewhere is very low. Most pa7ents recover. Furthermore a 
significant number of people  
    are probably being infected unwiingly and recovering 
without medical interven7on.  
 Daniel

2021-01-27 
07:30:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Boitumelo 
Peter

2021-01-27 
05:52:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Eate of recovery is 87%,  the protec7on the vaccine provide is 
not confirmed with tests, further, the muta7on of the virus  is 
working nega7vely on the herd immunity. Rather work towards 
alterna7ve medicine which can assist people to recover. Jeanepe

2021-01-26 
23:35:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Numerous studies done, and numerous doctors and specialists 
have spoken out on the  effec7veness of Ivermec7n trea7ng 
COVID and people recovering within 24-hours. Far safer and 
cheaper than EXPERIMENTAL vaccines which have unknown long 
term side effects.  Logic says we should be trying a known safer 
op7on first. If so many medical personnel are refusing the 
vaccine in the USA, we should be asking why, what are they 
seeing in respect of adverse reac7ons that isn’t being reported?  
VAERS website reveals far more reac7ons than manufacturers 
are admiing to. Beverly 

2021-01-26 
21:42:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zulfikaar

2021-01-26 
17:35:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think people should be given the choice of what medical route 
they would like to go. Not be forced by a government whose 
only concern is their own pockets and have absolutely no real 
concern for their peoples well being. Julia

2021-01-26 
16:01:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have NO inten7on of taking the vaccine and this constant 
uproar about the roll out of the vaccine is not considering 
someone like me who is not interested in taking a vaccine for : 
1. A virus that has a 99.1% survival rate 
2. under circumstances where Ivermec7n has been proven to be 
near 100% effec7ve in NOT ONLY treatement but preven7on of 
geing the virus.   
3. Vit D has been proven to elimante the need to go to hospital 
for oxygen therapy Aldi

2021-01-26 
14:12:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Kenneth
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2021-01-26 
07:40:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Too liple tes7ng, this vaccine 'works ' by messing with your DNA 
I do not believe that it is possible to develop an effec7ve vaccine 
in such a short 7me irrespec7ve of what bill ģates says. Dont 
make computer projec7ons and then tell us how effec7ve it is - 
do they think we are stupid? It takes years to develop vaccines!!! 
And why must there be a follow up shot in 21days???? No other 
vaccine I know off hand requires this 
This "vaccine" was developed for the first strain, they state it 
may have a limited effect on this 2and strain (he can you talk 
about 67% herd immunity), what about the 3rd strain 
projected(how do they know-nothing about it) for March! Is this 
vaccine going to be of any use then??? 
HOW STUPID DO THEY THINK WE REALLY ARE!  
Why must it be registered if you have had the vaccine??? Why 
are they trying to take away our free will? 
It should be our own choice whether we trust enough to take 
the vaccine - I sure as hell dont! 
I am wai7ng for it to becoming mandatory for employment or 
con7nued employment - which is going to happen, mark my 
words, or mock if you wish 
Why is there such a resistance to ivermec7n??? Follow the 
money trail. 
How much is our government being paid to sell out it's people 
This government has not done anything to ins7ll any trust or 
confidence in me and many others 
Let all government officials get vaccine on camera broadcast,  
however I personally want to give the jabs to make sure they are 
given the actual vaccine, I also want to give the follow up jab in 
21 days on camera. 
What about people overseas drs and public having extreme 
adverse effects or even dying amer receiving the vaccine 
What about some drs in the USA who are now bravely coming 
out (,and losing their jobs(!) For admiing they are being told to 
mark all or majority of deaths as covid.! 
Infla7ng numbers to cause untold panic so people are clamoring 
to get the vaccine.  
No ones dying from diabetes, cardiac arrest, car accidents, food 
or drug allergies or alcohol intoxica7on or suicide or even old 
age, no only covid-- how dumb are we 
Give us ivermec7n! Maria

2021-01-26 
06:45:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ves should be made available for those who don’t want 
the vaccine. We all have a right to say no to being vaccinated, it 
takes years to develop safe vaccina7ons and this one has been 
released in a year, that’s dodgey in my mind.  

Never mind that as we’ve already seen the virus has changed 
which is what viruses do, so in a years 7me that vaccine won’t 
be effec7ve (if it even is currently) against new strains.  

Encourage people to boost their immune systems with vitamin c 
and d amongst other vitamins, strong immune systems equal 
less infec7ons,  that’s what an immune system is supposed to 
do. Gen

2021-01-25 
20:14:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

First freedom of choice as per how I will deal with it. Amer what 
governance done up to now and corrup7on and inability to deal 
with corrup7on. I don't support government running with this. It 
is about trust. I think Ivermec7n can achieve the same. Lack of 
and not provide informa7on asked for does not generate trust, 
but rather mistrust. Also censoring by big tech firms who now 
suppresses freedom of speech and healthy debate further 
causing people to mistrust what is really going on behind the 
scenes. 

for now I only trust a medicine like Ivermec7n and would rather 
opt in following that route. Ben

2021-01-25 
12:57:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

as the Vaccines as yet have not been proven 100% effec7ve, 
authori7es MUST consider an alterna7ve that has already  been 
proven effec7ve  (as at  the first diagnosis). Brendan

2021-01-25 
12:12:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Everything we are doing about covid (lock-downs, vaccine) is a 
reac7on to the number of cases. A case is defined as someone 
who tests posi7ve in a PCR test. The PCR test is known to be 
unreliable and gives false posi7ves. This means that we are 
reac7ng on false informa7on about the number of cases. Many 
of these cases are not true covid infec7ons! 
The Vaccine is not properly tested, the manufacturers can't say if 
they will be effec7ve for long term immuniza7on, they take no 
responsibility for side effects or deaths, and no one knows what 
the  long term effects of the vaccine will be as there has not 
been sufficient tes7ng done. Ivermec7n has been proven safe 
(over years of usage in humans) and is on the WHO 
recommended basic medicines list. It also shows to be effec7ve 
in trea7ng Covid pa7ents (presen7ng with symptoms). Stop 
was7ng money and puing people's lives in danger with a 
vaccine that has not been properly tested for a disease you can't 
reliably test for, and make Ivermec7n available. Stop the PCR 
Tes7ng to push up numbers to scare the public into submission. 
Is the government prepared to take responsibility for any and all 
nega7ve effects of this vaccine? Robain
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2021-01-25 
11:48:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is there such an urgency to get everyone vaccinated with 
the very controversial mRNA vaccine that has not been 
thoroughly tested and for which the long term effects are 
unknown... Why not test the efficiency of available (and 
cheaper) alterna7ves... What is the real mo7ve behind the 
madness? And the fact that the corrupt government wants to be 
the sole buyer of the vaccine is just another way to steal billions 
from the SA people (why else are we paying "a higher price per 
vaccine" than other countries... Who's geing the kickbacks...?) Marelise

2021-01-25 
10:05:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Their is no reason for an unproven vaccine that is being tested 
on human beings, if there are proven alterna7ves such as 
Ivermec7n, hydroxychloroquin and various INDIGENOUS 
medicines.  

More and more people are realising that there are ulterior 
mo7ves to this pandemic, as the regula7ons are making no 
sense at all and we are seeing right through it. 

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE PROTECTION, PROMOTION, 
DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF INDIGENOUS 
KNOWLEDGE ACT? Lots of medicine to be experimented with 
much more safely than than vaccines. 

Lim the lockdown - people are starving. 
Stop the mask wearing and social distancing - people's immune 
systems are being compromised because they are sani7sing 
away necessary bacteria that are supposed to keep our immune 
systems working properly. 

Helene

2021-01-25 
09:41:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

it should be like always in the past the individual choice what to 
use Lizet

2021-01-25 
08:16:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It takes a longer 7me to judge if benefits outweigh 
disadvantages of a clinical trial. So it needs a bid of inves7ga7on 
to confirm this. T Tjatji

2021-01-25 
07:55:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No-one will touch my family that I love dearly with a vaccine that 
seems to do more harm that good. There are alterna7ves that 
this self-centered government failing their people doesn't even 
care to look at, no they rather ban it, WHY because once again 
they are sorted and the rest of the public suffer and die. 
They don't care it was proven with the parcel roll-out , the 
stealing of the PPE equipment etc. 
They can really go fuck themselves this round. 

SR

2021-01-25 
07:04:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Vaccine is not a vaccine in the defini7on of a vaccine.  This 
treatment op7on will alter your DNA and this I do not support.  I 
do not support the ID/passport op7on as well.  Why not roll-out 
Ivermec7n, which is known to cure AND prevent with minimal to 
no side effects, no brainer.  Why push a vaccine which has not 
yet proven itself totally safe AND is not even a vaccine.  There is 
a poli7cal agenda where by some is going to benefit financially 
and hence all South-Africans and Africans are going to suffer the 
consequences.  Basil

2021-01-24 
19:27:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

the vaccines have not had enough 7me to be tested for longterm 
side effects and too many reports about deaths amer receiving 
the jab.  also no need for vaccine to treat flu like symptoms. natasha

2021-01-24 
14:20:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It's was proved by doctors and people used alterna7ve s that it 
works My MAIN CONCERN is the ingrediens used in the vaccine 
and it is not tested Nobody knows the side effects Not all people 
react the same on medica7on Yvonne

2021-01-24 
13:09:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The money that has already been wasted on sani7zers, masks, 
addi7onal 'covid police' , etc, etc, etc, could have been u7lized 
much more effec7vely by maintaining the local hospitals where 
people die while standing in line for days on end, sleeping in the 
corridors, un7l they are eventually seen by a medical 
prac77oner or nurse.   covid does not deserve the apen7on it is 
receiving &  the media has produced mass hysteria in the 
confines of our homes.  The lock-down has already crippled our 
economy &  caused more damage than can ever be replaced, & 
this in a country that is holding on for dear life.  The vaccine is 
just another money-making flu-vaccine to make the rich richer.  
Our God-given immunity is sufficient to deal with any virus that 
comes our way & our death count has not ruled out the normal 
flu sta7s7cs which occur every year.  We are cul7va7ng a culture 
of punishing & isola7ng the healthy to protect the weak. Debbie

2021-01-24 
11:12:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Vaccine has not been properly tested.  Stephan

2021-01-24 
09:14:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) sizwe

2021-01-23 
20:06:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a beper alterna7ve. I will not be forced to be a lab 
rat for these companies and the money monger goverment. 
There is a hidden agenda behind all of this and we as a na7on 
must stand together and say no to this.  A DEFINITE NO!!!! Hendrik

2021-01-23 
19:41:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines offered by pharmaceu7cal companies are not true 
vaccines. They are based on gene modifying technology and the 
reac7on of this technology on the human body is unknown. 

There are effec7ve alterna7ve medica7ons that should be 
considered that are much cheaper than the op7ons offered by 
the large pharmaceu7cal companies. 

Furthermore, we are a poor country and need to work with our 
limited financial resources in a very clever way. 

Klaus
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2021-01-23 
15:09:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel more efforts should be out into more prac7cal, 
inexpensive, accessible and prac7cal solu7ons like Ivermec7n 
(which health professionals believe is effec7ve), as opposed to 
rushing rollout of a largely rushed vaccine program. Clinical trials 
must con7nue, especially given the atrocious results the vaccine 
has shown thus far in terms of side effects etc Lehlogonolo

2021-01-23 
13:57:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am interested in alterna7ve health services. I am also 
concerned with all the money spent which we as South Africans 
haven't seen. In addi7on, I believe in democracy. Why must I be 
forced to take a vaccine which isn't necessary. Feriaal 

2021-01-23 
10:47:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

these vaccines are promoted as if it is safe and tested, reality is 
that it is experimental, skipped many normal tests. Since the 
start of this covid casedemic all alterna7ves like HCQ and 
Ivermec7n has been hidden and censored.  Even promo7ng a 
healthy immune system. Cannot help but to suspect the worst 
from this vaccine, and what strain of Covid are they targe7ng? 
Not an7vax but an7-stupidity. Not taking this will surely be used 
against us and limi7ng our freedoms. Cornel

2021-01-23 
10:30:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Cost to Tax payers - will the funds be looted again by 
Government Officials  
Vaccine side effects not fully understoon 
Alterna7ves like Ivemectem which other countries tested and 
cases dropped  
Allow other competent and reliable companies to assist in the 
roll out 
Listen to the Doctors who are experienced and trust their 
judgment  

Yasmin 

2021-01-23 
08:06:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jameela 

2021-01-23 
07:58:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Not enough verifiable evidence Melize

2021-01-23 
05:55:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not vaccinate 
Andrea

2021-01-22 
21:24:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has successfully used in countries like USA and India 
both as treatment and prophylaxis. A drug that has been around 
for over 40 years, has minimal side effects and is cost effec7ve. 
The en7re popula7on can be treated or given prophylac7c doses 
and it will s7ll be way cheaper than the cost of the vaccines, that 
by the way has no double blind studies. It will our country to get 
back on its feet and build our economy sooner rather than later. 
And prevent more job losses and bringing less businesses to 
their knees. Yashika

2021-01-22 
19:37:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough 7me was given for trails, and there's a lot of 
uncertainty around the effec7veness of the vaccine and  we 
haven't yet iden7fied the associated adverse results thereof. Anonymous 

2021-01-22 
18:48:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been studied or tested properly and as with 
all vaccines, they never do a full case study or research. These 
big pharmaceu7cal companies have an aitude of we will face 
the music later and make our money now while we can. They 
have rushed to way to fast. 
This whole issue is about control and power and money. 
I will not get the vaccine and neither will I allow any of my 
children to get this vaccine.  
We have our own medical doctors in our country and I think we 
need to take a stand and not be like sheep simply following the 
masses. We are African and tenacious and we have to look at 
other alterna7ves. I think we need to take a stand against being 
bullied into submission by the rest of the world and  now is the 
7me to support our own local medical researchers and 
developers. Michelle 

2021-01-22 
17:52:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Proper research on the vaccine has not been done. This vaccine 
was created in a span of under a year without any proper reach 
of it. We have a drug that works for over 40 years and yet the 
government has banned this drug. I believe that the Ivermec7n 
drug will work and the doctors can monitor this. Why should we 
take an unknown vaccine which has many major side effects to it 
when we have a drug (Ivermec7n) that is a know drug across the 
world. This has nothing to with the people but has everything to 
do with money. Research has been done on Ivermec7n and I 
believe that the government should use this alternate choice. Kaylin

2021-01-22 
17:42:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support the rollout of the vaccine. I have concerns 
about the safety. I also have concerns about "mandatory" 
vaca7on. Josh

2021-01-22 
12:52:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm completely opposed to the vaccina7on. I don't think enough 
tes7ng and trials have been run for it to be safe to use. I don't 
know how they could develop a vaccine for such a "deadly" virus 
in such a short amount of 7me? I think the government and the 
world should think and test and try other alterna7ves before 
resor7ng to injec7ng people with a vaccine with (as we have 
seen) serious side effects. I'm afraid that the vaccine will become 
mandatory at which point there will be some kind of unrest 
amongst the popula7on. Genevieve 

2021-01-22 
12:29:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust a decision made for me with no other alterna7ves. 
Why can't we have ivermec7n as an op7on and why has 
ivermec7n been illegalized? 
I want the op7on and I want alterna7ves to choose. I do not 
trust the government with any decisions made for me and have 
me pay for those decisions they made. I. E Tax!!!! Toheerah

2021-01-22 
08:54:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Yusuf
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2021-01-22 
07:59:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We are supposed  to be living in a 7me of freedom of speech 
and choice, yet it is blatantly obvious and clear that this 
government has sold us out to the highest bidder.  Helping the 
people of our country is not the concern, lining their pockets and 
forcing control over the masses is the agenda. Its obvious to 
many of us.  If an alterna7ve has been shown to be effec7ve in 
healing and managing this virus, why are we spending millions of 
our taxpayers money to acquire a vaccine that isn't even proven 
to be completely efficient, there's actually so many testemonies 
around the world of it being dangerous for people. So no, I do 
not consent to this blatant disregard to human rights. For once 
as a government...put your PEOPLE first. NOLEEN

2021-01-22 
07:58:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Even though our government has the safety of our ci7zens at 
heart, they are not considering the nega7ves of the vaccines. As 
country leaders you cannot allow the ci7zens of this country to 
be injected with a vaccine which has not be clinically proofed 
through all required trials i.e. in lab and large scale.  
It has been published far and wide the nega7ve effects and 
nega7ve implica7ons of the vaccines which are distributed. I 
take my hat of to President of Zambia who said there will be no 
vaccine taken un7l such 7me that in country medical scien7sts 
have proofed that the vaccines are safe. 
Why is the government quite about Ivermec7m? The 
government should not blindly and fraudulently follow the 
guidance of the WHO (World Health Organisa7on) which has 
been exposed for their dark and fraudulent plans to rule the 
world through fear, injec7ng toxins in peoples body to controls 
them etc etc. 
SA have good medical scien7sts, make use of them and stop 
being part of fraudulent behaviour and have the interest of 
South African ci7zens at heart. M

2021-01-22 
07:07:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have our own scien7st who can come up with something 
suitable to our situa7on.  Why are they not given a chance, it's 
their field of work.  Why must we consider other countries as 
imporant and loose a lot of money. Let us value our doctors,  
scien7st.  It is easy to be wipedout as a country because we 
leave  our lives in the hands of outsiderd Zandile

2021-01-22 
06:16:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Look at alterna7ves that is already showing posi7ves results.  
The vacine is not safe  

Alida

2021-01-21 
15:08:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

we are not test subjects, the vaccines have not been fully tested 
and I will not take it un7l it has been thoroughly tested and 
approved by all countries. Dawn

2021-01-21 
14:16:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not be injected with the mark of the beast iam a child of 
God and my God is bigger than covid and the 
ANC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Chris7na

2021-01-21 
13:41:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccina7on needs to be voluntary,  
there needs to be a choice of using other medicine for treatment 
and not just one vaccine,  
I believe in herd immunity, our own immune systems can fight 
this disease,  
too liple tes7ng has been done on the vacine,  
I don't agree with the passport/ID tracking system,  
Improve the health care system in the country to allow for 
treatment in hospital using ven7lators if this is an issue  

Jenny

2021-01-21 
13:40:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Cannot use an untried, untested medica7on, that is already 
killing people only a few weeks amer rollout, on the public. This 
is tantamount to genocide. 

Des

2021-01-21 
13:17:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We are NOT test subjects for money hungry vaccine companies. 
Without years of research and understanding of side-effects we 
might sit with a much larger problem than the virus. There are 
no guarantees that the vaccine will slow down or stop the 
spread of the virus or prevent someone from geing sick. Jenine

2021-01-21 
10:28:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why not have the vaccine imported to be used like the normal 
flu vaccine that people, who choose so, then take. Why force a 
vaccine, with major side effects of many of which we will only 
know in the future, on people? Let people have a choice! It is 
our right. 
Also, we have proven medica7on, i.e. Ivermec7n, that don't cost 
an arm and a leg already available to combat the virus if you 
should fall sick. Rather have that included in a  treatment 
package or preven7on package for Covid -19 and all its 
muta7ons. Lots and lots of money can be saved. Also, each 
person keeps the right over what they will allow into their own 
body.  

Annelore
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2021-01-21 
09:59:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have Ivermec7n which  I personally know pa7ents that have 
used the product, it worked well and pa7ent is fully recovered. 
My concern is how can a Vaccine be developed and made 
available in a year, where as Aids/TB and normal flu there is no 
Vaccine for many years, our government is working towards 
vision 2030 like Europe to control human popula7on (thats why 
we have high number of cases to ins7ll fear in our people), we 
are a target because we a developing country, I heard we as tax 
payers have to most likely pay and R78 per vaccine? what 
happen to the solidarity fund, all the stolen many, our 
government is a bunch of thief's, why other African countries 
don't have Vaccines and many covid cases.  

We have pharmaceu7cal companies in SA, if the Vaccine is a 
must then why not develop here? knowing South Africa- we will 
get the last batch which wont be effec7ve and might also be 
counterfeit, this country is in shambles.   

Mo

2021-01-21 
09:49:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are many alterna7ves to this virus. Mainstream media is 
focused only on vaca7on. There have been documented proof 
available for all to see and recorded that this illness can be 
treated without any need for vaccina7ons. Here in South Africa 
two doctors have provided proof that if a different method of 
trea7ng this virus is implemented it would save lives! Even Carte 
Blanche interviewwd these doctors. 

This should be an op7on to the people and not enforced, we 
would rather wait to 7me where there is concrete evidence of 
the vaccine success rate. Let's not be the Guinea pigs for the 
pharmaceu7cal companies! Andile

2021-01-21 
07:25:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A vaccine takes a certain amount of 7me to become approved 
and official. This vaccine did not meet the required 7me and was 
made too quick. With all the past history of Gates trying to 
depopulate Africa how can we trust him. Radford 

2021-01-20 
23:39:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

SA could have spent less had government not allowed to be 
dictated to by WHO. Many cures, natural and synthe7c could 
have been inves7gated and lives saved .  

Considering number of recoveries, well known mucus suc7on 
procedures and medica7ons that health professionals had  
 experienced to be M effec7ve in the treatment of covid, but 
were banned in SA,  vaccines serve an interna7onal poli7cal 
conspiracy  more that the intended purpose. 
A lot more could have and can s7ll be done  to prevent high 
mortality rate. 

Ororiseng 

2021-01-20 
22:01:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The effec7veness and safety of any vaccine depends on tests and 
long term results. These vaccines DO NOT comply to these 
requirements. No organisa7on or government will be held 
responsible for any medical short or longterm condi7on(s) as a 
result. 

Humanity and science could NEVER in the last 100 and more 
years develop any effec7ve vaccine against any flu virus, never 
mind within one year. Cannot accept any medicine like that into 
my body, without the absolute knowledge of the consequences. 

My body's immune system was created almost perfect. I wish no 
one to get ill or die because of a virus. The effec7veness of my 
body's immune system can only be compromised by external 
mechanisms, which are not fully understood. Stop the origin of 
these viruses, rather than punishing the innocent people not 
responsible for its origin. 

Use AVAILABLE and exis7ng medica7on to fight the infec7ons. 
Leave the people and allow the people to contract natural 
immunity against disease, rather than prolong the virus 
infec7ons and the muta7on over longer 7me. Pierre

2021-01-20 
19:13:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Kevin 

2021-01-20 
19:04:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Legalise and make affordable the use of Ivermec7n !!! Will

2021-01-20 
16:36:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Individuals should have a choice as to which medica7on they 
want to use for their own bodies and health. Ivermec7n should 
be an op7on at the normal low prices prior to the inexplicable 
ban being implemented. 

In my opinion, corrup7on is rife in South Africa and the costs 
associated with the vaccine just seems to be another door which 
will be opened for funds to be mismanaged. Ramphart

2021-01-20 
15:29:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please don't force our South Africans to have the vaccine, there 
are effec7ve alterna7ves like Ivermec7n. Vaccine, contain 
undeclared ingredients that could have long term physical and 
metal effects. Tammy

2021-01-20 
14:21:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Arlene
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2021-01-20 
09:52:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why do we have to be forced to take part in not so safe 
vaccina7on programme when there are plenty of science for 
safer alterna7ves.  We can by use of vitamins, minerals etc build 
up our immune system without the use of expensive and not so 
safe vaccina7ons.    MAGRIET

2021-01-20 
09:37:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why must South Africa be told by the Western countries on 
what is good for her people and yet we have brilliant scien7sts 
who can advice on the way forward. Why not try tradi7onal 
medicines.  Why is the president is hellbend on rubbishing 
ivermec7n without first hearing what the South African Dr's who 
have been at the forefront of the baple from the onset? Let's try 
alterna7ve medica7on instead of injec7ng foreign poison into 
our bodies 

Tirhani Ivy 
Mnisi

2021-01-20 
09:31:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine is star7ng in Africa, which has lower infec7ons than 
other con7nent, why they do not start in high mortality rate 
countries. Secondly, in the beginning of the pandemic, 
Madagascar had a medicine that can help & it was rejected, now 
this the african leaders are agreeing to because it is from foreign 
con7nent. Stephen

2021-01-20 
06:48:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

SA has the ability to mass produce Ivermec7n at a fairly quick 
and cost effec7ve rate, and there are already dozens of clinical 
trials showing it's efficacy. The side effects are far less severe 
compared to the side effects and unknowns associated with the 
vaccine. There is no reason to suppress the drug - simply control 
and manage the dosages. Mohamed

2021-01-19 
21:08:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Safety of the vaccines for covid have not been established. The 
studies were done by the companies selling and profi7ng off of 
the vaccines have not been published, nor have they been peer 
reviewed and their data has not been released. The studies have 
not been duplicated and results confirmed. The target 
popula7on in each study leaves out many of the most cri7cal 
popula7on groups needing the vaccine, so efficacy and safety on 
those groups is completely unknown. It's like a door to door or 
used car saleman telling you his product is safe. It's absurd to 
rely on such a thing and then subject South Africans to an 
experimental pharmacological agent. It's even more absurd the 
the government has made illegal two extremely safe (with 40 
plus years of safety data at worst on them) and effec7ve 
prophylac7cs and treatments in the form of Hydroxychloroquine 
and Ivermec7n. Ivermec7n is also effec7ve even in mid and late 
stage of the disease. Below are links to the studies done so far.  

The WHO sponsored study: 
hpps://swprs.org/who-preliminary-review-confirms-ivermec7n-
effec7veness 

HCQ is effec7ve for COVID-19 when used early: real-7me meta 
analysis of 192 studies 
hpp://hcqmeta.com 
(The probability that an ineffec7ve treatment generated results 
as posi7ve as the 192 studies to date is es7mated to be 1 in 1 
quadrillion!) 

Ivermec7n is effec7ve for COVID-19: real-7me meta analysis of 
33 studies 
hpp://ivmmeta.com 
(chances of studies showing ivermec7n being effec7ve by 
chance alone is  1 in 4 billion!) 

Note that despite our heath department's objec7on, being 
based on "no randomised double-blind" trials there are infact 15 
trials for Ivermec7n that are randomised.  

Also, the others are scien7fically reliable even without being 
double blind (see meta comparison of double blind vs non blind 
results, quoted in the Ivermec7n study). It's astonishing that 
they'd have this sort of objec7on and then run to get an 
experimental vaccine for widescale public injec7on!?! A vaccine 
that has had numerous deaths and adverse reac7ons so far (see 
links below) 

The hypocrisy is jarring. 

hpps://www.global7mes.cn/page/202101/1212915.shtml?
�clid=IwAR3U_umSxFoaJeh1MAsYPBimFtYhJKKb4HE6tpTRrjDtv
RBZE1DMijbEkxo 

"Chinese health experts called on Norway and other countries to 
suspend the use of mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines produced by 
companies such as Pfizer, especially among elderly people, due 
to the vaccines' safety uncertain7es following the deaths of 23 
elderly Norwegian people who received the vaccine." 

I demand that South African's be given the choice to make up 
their own minds and let Drs prescribe either of these remedies 
and associated protocols if the Dr sees fit. 

People are dying, and the government is preven7ng early stage 
non hospital treatment and prophylaxis. It's criminal. Grant

2021-01-19 
19:25:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I don't trust this vaccine. Gim 

2021-01-19 
19:19:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They don't even mind the long term or short term effects of this 
vaccine Refilwe 
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2021-01-19 
16:38:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is not enough research and evidence to prove that 
vaccines are safe.  Theresa

2021-01-19 
14:05:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe that there was not enough thorough human tes7ng 
done and posi7ve results received from these vaccines over a 
long enough period.  I believe to vaccinate the people of South 
Africa, especially frontline people, with a totally unproven 
vaccine is very dangerous, especially when there's very safe 
alterna7ves which proved to be very effec7ve in trea7ng this 
virus, like hydroxychloroquine, ivermec7n, etc.  I believe that the 
general public of South Africa and the World are being led to 
believe total untruths about this whole Covid19 spectacle. Corne

2021-01-19 
13:41:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

So, when the majority of the country has bene vaccinated, the 
following issues s7ll remain: 
Masks will s7ll be mandatory. 
There is no guarantee that I will be resistant to Covid once I have 
had the vaccine. 
There is no guarantee that carriers won't be contagious. 
Social distancing will s7ll remain. 
I will s7ll need disinfect my hands 
Gathering will s7ll be restricted. 
There are no guarantees that the vaccine will work. Evan

2021-01-19 
12:21:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines have not been tested or trialed to standard. The 
contents of these vaccines are riské. 
There are proven meds to treat Corona viruses with that are 
accessible and inexpensive.  
The government needs to look at alterna7ves Maria

2021-01-19 
10:59:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It takes years to develop a vaccine and to test the safety and 
effec7veness..I dont believe that this vaccine is safe or effec7ve 
at all. Raisa 

2021-01-19 
10:52:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines should not be mandatory as there can be side effects, 
manufacturers have no accountability and are indemnified from 
any related injury.  USA vaccine courts  alone have paid out over 
4 Billion dollars towards families effected by vaccines related 
deaths or injuries that were “reported “ 
South Africa has no support to those that could be injured and 
to achieve herd  immunity you would need to know the true 
amount of people living in South Africa including migrants 
before spending on a vaccine that I don’t believe has sufficient 
proof of its effec7veness. Can our  government even safely and 
effec7vely handle it? They can’t even deliver on our PPE or our 
educa7onal text books ?? Elwyn

2021-01-19 
10:21:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As a survivor of the pandemic, think it is advisable for our 
president to approve the demand by our doctors to use 
Ivermec7n  and harshly deal with people behavior. Matlou 

2021-01-19 
09:34:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I refuse because amer extensive research I found it to not even 
be a vaccine as we know vaccines. It is an mRNA vaccine and will 
mess with your DNA like GMO foods. It contains aborted fetal 
7ssue which is against my moral pro-life code. People has 
already died from the vaccine and others have health issues. I 
also ques7on the mo7ves and agenda behind the vaccine. Cariza

2021-01-19 
09:33:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ivermec7n Kenneth

2021-01-19 
09:25:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How effec7ve is this vaccine with liple tes7ng, compared to 
Ivermec7n. 
Why ban something that has been around with proven results 
for years, why place addi7onal burden on the taxpayer  Charles

2021-01-19 
09:02:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government to start with .  Not enough test done.  provide 
alterna7ve.  like flu vaccine,  it's your choice. R

2021-01-19 
08:46:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines produc7on has been rushed and has therefore not 
been properly tested. 
Its safety cannot be guaranteed and the existence of effec7ve 
alterna7ve treatments makes the vaccine completely 
unnecessary. Aston 

2021-01-19 
08:24:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My answer is no to the vaccine, it is not properly tested and 
people are dying of it.  There are alterna7ve meds on the current 
market, tested and trusted, why not make use of it.  to inject our 
children with this  strange vaccine may have effects later in life 
that we will regret.  we are not tes7ng subjects and I feel 
strongly that more inves7ga7on must be done before we poison 
our children.  To make the take of the vaccine mandatory,  is 
straight against our cons7tu7onal rights.  Susan

2021-01-19 
07:57:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no focus on alterna7ve methods. There are several tried 
and tested methods used by doctors all over the world. Some of 
those medicines have been available for decades with no 
transverse effects. Many doctors inform their pa7ents of pros 
and cons of treatment as they should. The benefits of some of 
thee medica7on outweigh the benefits of vaccine by far, 
healthwise as well as financially.  
Tradi7onal healers have always had the freedom to choose how 
they treat people, but medical doctors are restricted. Does that 
make any sense? 
People read, people are informed, people are aware of the  
danger of this untested vaccine. To test a vaccine for a few 
months is not reliable. There is no study on long term effects. 
This should not be forced upon the people of South Africa, 
especially since it impoverishes our country and our people to 
obtain it while very effec7ve  alterna7ve are avaialable at a 
frac7on of the cost. Stephane
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2021-01-19 
07:56:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am very concerned about the nega7ve effects the vaccine will 
have on us. It was impossible to have any data on long term 
effects of the vaccine. I am not sure if all the Covid vaccines are 
designed on the same principle, but some are designed to 
change our DNA (RNA programming). If there are any nega7ve 
effect, I do not think it can be reversed. 
For myself and my children, we are all bapling with underlying 
immune system problems. I do not feel comfortable with having 
a vaccine that is not properly tested. 

hpps://www.iol.co.za/news/world/23-die-in-norway-amer-
receiving-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-new-york-
post-24ade13e-9458-5e7a-9922-2de807eab565 

hpps://www.iol.co.za/news/world/norway-advises-cau7on-in-
use-of-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-for-the-most-frail-amer-death-
reports-6acadc1d-b9b1-5204-a0f5-0b512ee3b7c0 

The above link is very scary and worse is how it is downplayed by 
Pfizer. 

Samuel

2021-01-19 
06:18:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

People had died of the vaccine. 
This is not a vaccine, but a synthe7c item to change DNA! Marlene 

2021-01-19 
06:16:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Steven

2021-01-19 
05:46:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no Covid vaccine that is tested on proper tests for a 
minimum of 3 years, just as it is protocol for any other vaccine.  
Therefore people can die. 

My concern is that it changes DNA in our bodies, and people's 
unborn babies can die, or the sex can be changes, or it contains 
intelligence equal to a microchip in the body. 

Why do we need an untested vaccine when Ivermec7m works 
extremely well for preven7on and cure for Covid.  So why has 
money and support not been channeled to this medicine instead 
of to an expensive vaccine. 

SANEL

2021-01-18 
19:57:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Tersa

2021-01-18 
19:17:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I do not trust this untested vaccine Benny

2021-01-18 
19:02:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust this government.  They lie, steal and is corrupt.   
The whole old age home must re7re and a new government 
must be selected.  They must stop trying to rules use. Josua

2021-01-18 
18:55:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust the government. I don't trust the vaccine. Give us 
the medica7on that has proven to work in other coun7es and 
throw away 
this vaccine and lockdown nonsense 

Nikita

2021-01-18 
18:55:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust the government. I don't trust the vaccine. Give us 
the medica7on that has proven to work in other coun7es and 
throw away 
this vaccine and lockdown nonsense 

Nikita

2021-01-18 
18:28:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There have already been confirmed fatali7es and injuries 
associated with the pfizer and moderna vaccine in the USA and 
Norway. Previous Vaccine Industry standard required years of 
tes7ng! mRNA vaccine is a new technology! There are 
alterna7ve treatments that have been proven without injury or 
death to the pa7ent - Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquine, Zinc,  
Vitamin D, large doses of Vitamin C orally or via IV applica7on, 
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT). Greg

2021-01-18 
18:09:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are s7ll experimental.  
Ivermec7n is known to be extremely effec7ve in preven7on and 
for cure if the covid affected person gets treatment  early. Greg

2021-01-18 
17:44:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are we gunning for vaccines without giving space to other 
alterna7ves that are already in produxe and can assist in 
managing the spread of the pandemic. Thembelani

2021-01-18 
16:26:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No long term trials for this vaccine. 
Give people freedom of choice regarding medical interven7on. 
Forcing medical procedures is a crime against humanity Jurgens 
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2021-01-18 
15:34:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is s7ll in experimental stage. We are being used as 
human Guinea Pigs. We do not know the long term effects, in 
fact no one does. It also does not prevent one geing Covid or 
carrying it. All current measures will have to stay in place.  

Ivermec7n has been studied in several countries , and it works. 
They are lying when they say it is only for animals. It has been 
used on millions of people effec7vely for several diseases. Go 
Check: www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/an7viral-
therapy/ivermec7n/ 

I am NOT a Guinea Pig and will not have an experimental vaccine 
administered. Masks are also just a placebo, as they cannot 
contain the spread. 

On top of all that, it will again be a gate opened for even more 
corrup7on from our beloved government. Even though, if one 
looks at the logis7cs, they will never be able to do it all this year Adrian

2021-01-18 
15:07:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Frans

2021-01-18 
14:26:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It works and its cheap. And no one can steal the funds that are 
supposed to go to the vacine. It has been around for years and it 
has been approved by the FDA for human consump7on. Vacine 
has not. Schaun

2021-01-18 
14:21:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Anna-marie 

2021-01-18 
13:34:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Renecia 

2021-01-18 
13:31:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust this vaccine especially with all the stories coming 
with it that it is intended to kill africans. South African scien7sts 
need to test it before it can be given to SA ci7zens. Mary

2021-01-18 
13:13:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sylvester

2021-01-18 
12:21:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermcin can be used instead of was7ng Taxpayers money. Why 
trust a vaccine that's not FDA approved and not tested properly? 
I would rather live healthy and take my chances with Covid than 
to receive the vaccine. 

Jaco

2021-01-18 
12:10:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alterna7ve medica7on is far beper than the proposed vaccine. Thato

2021-01-18 
11:53:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that Ivermecine is a much beper alterna7ve. TEST it 
thoroughly and stop was7ng the tax payers money and the 
money you received for selling out our country!  Liza 

2021-01-18 
11:52:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Before using a vaccine, all other alterna7ves should be 
inves7gated. For example Ivermec7n. 
The poli7cians are welcome to try the vaccine but do NOT 
enforce the public to do so. Ivermec7n had been on the market 
for years. The vaccine is not even 6 months old. Anne

2021-01-18 
11:33:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sindisiwe

2021-01-18 
10:57:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm not interested in the vaccine.  God has told me not to take 
the vaccine so I will listen to God above all.  There are 
alterna7ves to the vaccine like Ivermec7n.  Also prayer is an 
alterna7ve as well.  The vaccine has not been tested enough to 
be used.  I've heard of people who have taken the vaccine and 
they have died.   I only believe in natural solu7ons and natural 
medicine. Bianca

2021-01-18 
10:55:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ramaphosa and his ANC government are planning to administer 
these "EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGICAL AGENTS" according to their 
rollout plan.  These are NOT vaccines, in my opinions, and should 
not be referred to or called vaccines.  They are Experimental 
Biological Agents!  He the ANC ministers and their president take 
the first batch of these "real" EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGICAL 
AGENTS, and NOT a placebo, then the rest of SA who is willing to 
take the Agents, may feel a liple safer.  I, for one, will NOT be 
taking these EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGICAL AGENTS and neither 
will my family.  If Ramaphosa and his corrupt ANC ministers are 
so eager to rollout this agent, give it to them first, please.  One 
can only hope for the best reac7on to these agents.    Anthony

2021-01-18 
10:46:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am totally opposed to an unregulated, untested (sufficiently 
tested) vaccine where the manufacturers have indemnity if 
things go wrong! Who does that when they honestly believe 
their vaccine is safe.? Their own websites declare that they have 
used murdered babies cells (evil, evil, evil) . 
The declara7on website in the UK has case amer case of elderly 
pa7ents who have suddenly died hours amer receiving the 
vaccina7on. Were they guinea pigs to see what would happen? 
Their deaths were recorded as NATURAL CAUSES! RIGHT??? 
Since this plandemic occurred, all deaths have been recorded as 
COVID and amer the jab, natural causes...what do these thugs 
take us for??? Seriously.  
They must rot along with their vaccines! Cathleen

2021-01-18 
10:32:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We need alterna7ves other than Vaccine due to lack of tes7ng 
7me frames. Lorinda
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2021-01-18 
10:31:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

budesonide  nebulizer 0, 5 mg twice daily 
clarithromycin (biaxin), 500mg tablet twice daily for ten days 
zinc 50mg tablet twice daily 
coated aspirin 81mg tablet, daily 

For pa7ents with difficulty in  breathing- 
Nebulized budesonide 1mg every two hours. 

Mpho

2021-01-18 
10:25:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I find it very suspicious that ivermec7n gets banned as soon as 
the vaccine gets announced. Giving the corrupt government we 
have I would not put it past them to make a quick buck out of 
this.  Jacques

2021-01-18 
10:23:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is a proven alterna7ve treatment for covid 19 - Ivermec7n. 

Obviously there is so much corrup7on in government and now in 
SAHPRA where SAHPRA STATEMENT 06-01-2010:  "The drug is 
not currently registered for human use".    
Source:  hpps://www.sahpra.org.za/.../sahpras-guidance-on-
the.../ 

As an advanced life support paramedic, working in South Africa, 
SAHPRA says "Ivermec7n is not current registered for human 
use", then explain how is it on our paramedic protocols in South 
Africa???? 

FACT - IVERMECTIN IS A LISTED SCHEDULE 3 MEDICINE. 
Ivermec7n is a listed Schedule 3 medicine which Doctors can 
Prescribe. - Government Gazepe No. 24727 of 10 April 2003 - 
Page 33.   
Link to official Government Document : 
hpps://www.gov.za/.../files/gcis_document/201409/24727a.pdf 
“In terms/of sec7on 22A (5) ( f ) of the Act, a prac77oner, nurse 
or a person registered under the Health Professions Act, 1974 
(Act 56 of 1974) other than a medical prac77oner or den7st may 
prescribe and supply, only within his/her scope of prac7ce and 
subject to the indica7on for use of such substances and 
medicines and to the condi7ons determined by the Medicines 
Control Council, to pa7ents under his/her care, the Schedule 3 
substances and medicines provided for in the Annexures to this 
Schedule published in the Gazepe in terms of the Act: 
(i) 
Annexure 1A: 
Emergency Care Provider (Paramedic); 
(ii) 
Annexure 1B: 
Emergency Care Provider (Emergency Care Prac77oner); 
(iii) 
Annexure 2: 
Dental Therapist; 
(iv) 
Annexure 3: 
Optometrist.” 
There is NO other Government Gazepe that lists (or delists) 
Ivermec7n.  It stands. 
You can also find the above on SAHPRA's own website (albeit not 
reachable via menus) 
hpps://www.sahpra.org.za/.../Government_Gazepe....  - page 
103 

The vaccine that is to be proposed is going to cause many 
problems as seen world wide, therefore I do not support the 
vaccine at all. Kevin

2021-01-18 
10:15:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The current vaccine contsins residue of contents which are not 
to be consumed by Muslims directly or indirectly. Ivermec7n is 
the alterna7ve with low repocussions... Side effects yes but 
rela7vely unknown deaths. Bill Gates has an agenda on slowing 
the popula7on in all countries,  evidence of how his vaccinnes 
destroyed the lives of the Indian Na7on. No to the Pfizer 
vaccines it is killibg our na7on Adiel 

2021-01-18 
09:54:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that the vaccine has been tested sufficiently and 
that Ivermec7n along with other solu7ons will be more cost 
effec7ve. Suzanne

2021-01-18 
09:36:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why trust vaccine which was not manufactured in S.A. a vaccine 
that was never tested. Why a vaccine not a cure. We all k is 
corona is curable  and companies have come with solu7ons but 
government reject them. Why is government so obsessed with 
vaccina7ng innocent people. Did the consider the side effects? 
Why is our government take advice from Bill gate who necer 
study any medical background. Someone who once vaccinate 
our African kids who are now deformed Sphiwe
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2021-01-18 
09:20:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think the Government should be exploring already approved 
medicines instead of spending huge amounts of money 
procuring vaccines which have not been properly tested and 
proven for  long term effects. 

Government seems intent on 'blocking' any alterna7ve medicine 
from being tested for the treatment of COVID (including 
Ivermec7n which is a cost effec7ve treatment) and this makes 
me believe the Covid vaccine is all about poli7cal and financial 
gain. 

As per the informa7on readily available on the Covid vaccines, 
you will s7ll need to wear a mask, socially distance and even 
then you can s7ll get and/or carry the Covid virus. 
WHAT IS THE POINT of the Vaccine then. 

As a family, we do not take supplements and have never 
vaccinated against the regular flu.  
I am a firm believer in ea7ng a healthy diverse diet rich in all the 
essen7al nutrients and minerals and allowing our natural 
immune system to deal with seasonal flu's as it was designed to 
do. 

I do not see the value of taking a vaccine that does not safeguard 
against any strain of flu. 
We will not eradicate this virus - we need to find cost effec7ve 
medicines that will apack the virus and stop it replica7ng in our 
bodies and treat the symptoms of COVID effec7vely. 
There are medicines out there which have been proven to be 
safe and we should be exploring those op7ons 1st without 
relying on an unproven vaccine. 
We are playing with fire with unproven vaccines! 

I do not consent to a mandated vaccine and I do not consent to 
my children being forced to get the vaccine! Tanya

2021-01-18 
09:04:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust this overnight vaccine which I strongly believe that it 
will be used to eliminate Africans or cause health damage to 
them one way or the other even though the government insist 
that it is safe and we mustn't listen to conspiracy theories but it 
has been proven by a lot of scien7st that it may be dangerous to 
us, even many doctors around the world. I don't trust Bill Gates 
and all African governments or leaders who may be bought to 
sell the souls of their people in exchange of money, greed has 
taken over. I know they will come to na7onal television for 
vaccina7on display but nobody will know the contents of the 
vaccine, may be it will be just water but amer that injec7ng us 
with poison. This virus was engineered to force to take or beg for 
their chipped vaccine towards their so called New World Order, 
even our President men7oned last year on a Na7onal television 
that we are part and moving towards this new world order. 
Bopomline is that I don't trust this vaccine and don't to be 
vaccinated, period! Godfrey

2021-01-18 
09:03:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Yusuf 

2021-01-18 
08:26:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Is the vaccine tested for the 2nd wave? I do not have confidence 
in this vaccine, I think our scien7st should test it for our 
condi7ons and climate. Given

2021-01-18 
08:22:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been around long enough for us to know 
the implica7ons it will have on our bodies and minds. I feel there 
are other alterna7ves already treated that should be explored. I 
also feel it goes against my rights to force me to take a vaccine. I 
want a tried tested vaccine from a trusted pharmaceu7cal 
company, not the who or dr fauci, they did nothing about this 
from the beginning....... that makes me ques7on mo7ve Vanessa

2021-01-18 
08:17:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't feel that the vaccine has been tested fully. I believe that it 
should be our right to try an alterna7ve like Ivermec7n if we 
wanted to and not have a vaccine forced on us that hasn't 
proven itself. Aubrey
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2021-01-18 
08:08:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Good day 

As Pravin Gordhan says- follow the money! 

We know COVID is a patented virus and now countries must pay 
Billions for the cure! Who benefits? 

Listen to Dr  Kathrada  and Dr Carrie Madej and all the doctors 
who are puing forward alterna7ve views. We can’t afford to 
keep up with the Jones’s. 

Ivermec7n works- been around for 40 years. I would rather 
choose my own vaccine or tablets as it’s my body and I am a 
sovereign being. 

Why would we inject something that has a component called 
Luciferase in it?  It’s in front of our faces and you want to brush it 
off? Call it supers77ous- but that’s also called “ in front of your 
face”! 

By all means - if people want your vaccine- up to them -but for 
us who prefer alterna7ves amer doing our own research- leave 
us to look amer our own bodies. We don’t want to die- so you 
can be sure we want to live and keep our kids and families well 
too.  

Therefore, we will definitely use medicines of our choosing to 
keep us alive and to keep our mind, body, spirit whole and ours 
and remain as sovereign beings. 

Thank you 
Denishree Naidoo 
Pooven Naidoo Denishree

2021-01-18 
07:49:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no clinical evidence to support that the vaccine is 
effec7ve as quite a large number of people have died amer 
taking it. We do have Ivermec7n which has been  available and 
legal for over 40 years and each person that has used it were 
cured.  What is governments agenda behind the insistent roll out 
of this vaccine which does not guarantee 100% effec7veness? 
There is definitely an agenda behind all this. Suzepe

2021-01-18 
07:14:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe there is s7ll a study on Covid 19 vaccine that is currently 
being conducted , so I don't understand why they say the 
vaccine is already manufactured but it's s7ll on trial . 

2021-01-18 
06:49:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine not tested enough. People die. Government want to 
makes money out of it. More to steal. Annelize
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We have many many natural foods as alterna7ve 
medicines...ivermec7n  us what needs to be placed back on the 
shelves... 

The President has blood on his hands...why would he allow 
thousands of people to die...when this medica7on works...they 
are chasing a vaccine that is s7ll in trials that are killing and 
injuring people for life...he was paid R500B to kill us and so he 
must deliver to the new world order evil cabal...how do we stop 
all of this?? Our army and police members will be done away 
with as they introduce robots to control us...a but crazy I 
know...but what we need to do is revolt against government 
immediately and execu7ve all these poli7cal criminals!!! 

hpps://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/we-are-being-played-
please-read 

Grace Van Berkum 

6 days ago 

15 min 

WE ARE BEING PLAYED. PLEASE READ. 

What I am about to share will be affirming for some, and 
shocking for others. As many of you know, I have been extremely 
dedicated to inves7ga7ng what has been happening in the 
world, on so many levels since March. I need to fully understand 
why so many things have not made sense to so many of us. I 
research EVERYTHING daily to look for answers and to educate 
myself. I have uncovered many things. What I am sharing with 
you today is the biggest thing I have uncovered that proves 
Covid was planned and executed. This is not a conspiracy. It is 
straight up facts right from the website of the people who 
planned this. It is right on the web in plain site! But most people 
don't know it is there, and most people probably won't 
understand the depth of it unless someone breaks it down for 
you. Which I will try and do today. I have realized that my job is 
not to awaken anyone. My job is to awaken myself. But my duty 
is to share what I have learned. I have thought about this long 
and hard if I should share this because I know it will be very 
difficult for some people to comprehend. But I feel that if I do 
not share, I am being decei{ul and compliant. So I must share 
what I have found. I am going to try and keep this simple, take 
out any of my opinions, take out my emo7ons, and just s7ck to 
the facts, which is what is happening in our world HAS BEEN 
PLANNED FOR DECADES. As we know, many major 
inconsistencies have been coming out about Covid, especially in 
the last week alone. Tainted tests, falsified numbers, 
manipulated stats, doctors & scien7sts speaking out, lockdowns 
that don't make sense, predicted numbers TOTALLY 
WRONG.....we are all aware. It is also ques7onable how the virus 
originated. It is however evident 100% that there is a virus of 
some sort and it is s7ll a mystery who gets affected, who dies, 
and who doesn't (although many of us in the health profession 
have theories about why this happens). This is not being 
disputed. Now the riots. There seem to be many incongruences 
with the black man who was murdered, was he really who he 
said he was, did he actually die, was that man really a cop, did 
they really work together, why was his casket closed, why was 
there even a big funeral allowed with poli7cians & celebri7es 
when people all around the world are being denied funerals 
right now, why were protests suddenly allowed to happen when 
a week earlier we were told NOT to go outside, why were there 
riots, why were there 2 groups (peaceful protestors vs. 
destruc7ve rioters), where did the rioters come from, why were 
bricks planted everywhere.....so many things being said about 
the situa7on of what is true and what is not true. Imagine if 
everything we THOUGHT WE SAW WAS NOT TRUE. Imagine if we 
have been deceived, and the media (and government) sways you 
to think and feel in a certain way......something to ponder for 
sure, but I would like to s7ck to the facts today. **(Side note: 
Have you researched who owns the main stream media? YOU 
SHOULD. Because it is all connected to what is happening here.) 
Everything I have found here and sharing took me 24 hours to 
research......I have been reading NON-STOP to figure this all out. 
And this is only the 7p of the iceberg... I have found informa7on 
that proves that Covid was planned, thought out, and 
implemented as smokescreen for something else. It is not a 
theory of any kind.....IT IS RIGHT ONLINE FOR EVERYONE TO SEE. 
THE WHOLE ENTIRE ELABORATE PLAN IS RIGHT ONLINE FOR 
EVERYONE TO SEE. Have you heard of Agenda 21? Research it. I 
don't have 7me to do all the work for you, I can just point you in 
the right direc7on and let you see for yourself. Key points I will 
share that I have found on my research: Agenda 21, created in 
1992, has been carried out by NGOs funded by foreign countries, 
and groups like the "Open Society Founda7on" (George Soros) + 
Bill & Melinda Gates Founda7on. One major objec7ve of the 
Agenda 21 ini7a7ve is that every local government should draw 
its own local Agenda 21. Since 2015, Sustainable Development 
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2021-01-18 
06:45:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Nicoleen

2021-01-18 
06:31:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think the vaccine has come to quickly to fully understand the 
side effects of the vaccine. 
With so many working alterna7ves, why risk an unknown 
vaccine. 
Look at; 
• The South African surgion who pulled the 'slime' from the 
longs. 
• The Indian government's solu7on. 
• etc. etc. 

Don't force the people to take something untested. Danie

2021-01-18 
06:31:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel there is an agenda regarding the vaccine due to the way it’s 
being pushed. There are alterna7ves to be explored before the 
vaccine is forced on us.  
It’s an overreac7on to a virus that you have a 98% chance of 
recovering from.  
South Africa has for more serious problems to apend to than a 
vaccine. Melanie

2021-01-18 
06:28:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Cannot trust them with this big thing I actually don't know what 
to do because of trust and al the story's that is floa7ng al over 

Who can we trust Dalene

2021-01-18 
05:51:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is soooo mich proven success with ivermec7n at a frac7on 
of the costs of a vaccine with very few to zero side effects. What 
right munded person would take the "vaccine" the arrised over 
night if there is this op7on!!???? 

Susan

2021-01-18 
04:40:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Aamena

2021-01-18 
03:33:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why should  we take a vaccine that will alter our RNA. This is  to 
control the people.  There are other alterna7ves available why 
the vaccine? HCQ/Invermec7n are beper.  Why is there very 
liple corona in East Africa as they use HCQ to combat malaria 
and they have no or few corona cases. Tanzania does not 
recognize the virus. How much money is the govt geing for 
vaccina7ons? It has been stated that they want billions of 
Africans to die.  This is a way to depopulate the world. Look who 
is involved in the NWO.  Poli7cians should get it first as it is 
totally untested. Andre

2021-01-18 
00:38:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Shaheen

2021-01-17 
22:51:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is not wise to roll out a vaccine. A lot of people dont want it. 
May we look at alterna7ves. With alterna7ves, may there be 
7me given to see their effec7veness.  What proof do we have 
that these vaccines will work.  Atleast with hydroxychloroquine 
or ivermec7n. There's proof.  Plus these drugs are more than 40 
years old. And there are cheaper. These vaccines are less than a 
year old. Nobukhosi 

2021-01-17 
21:56:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have Ivermec7n, legal schedule 3 drug in South Africa, 
believed to kill off covid in pa7ents. Why is our government and 
head of health not taking this drug into considera7on? It’s been 
used for years in Africa in rural areas for human consump7on. Lorraine 

2021-01-17 
21:32:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are we rushing into a technology that is untested, untried 
and dangerous when there are many proven, tried and tested 
treatments available. 

Des

2021-01-17 
21:19:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7ne has show to work an has been registered since 
1975, thus 45 years. This goverment does not want to consider 
Ivermec7ne but opt for a vaccine that was developed in no 7me. 
No one can say if the vaccine will work, how long it will work, or 
if it is safe for people. Perhaps people will die from the vaccine in 
a year or two, who nows? Research is not even beginning to 
know the long term effect. Please begin by vaccina7ng all 
poli77ans and their families first. Dr AJJ
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2021-01-17 
21:11:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have a couple of key points which the Govt has already 
responded via their released brochure full of WHO and Big 
Pharma unsubstan7ated bullshit. 

My key points are: 
1.  Where is the local scien7fic advisory group that was 
disbanded and replaced by the WHO affiliated group now 
advising RSA govt. 
2.  We need a group locally accredited scien7sts- Virologists, 
Physicians, Microbiologists, Pathologists, Sta7s7cians, Bio-
warefare specialist who will form a council that will make the 
final recommenda7ons of ac7ons- none funded by Big Pharma 
or connected to Big Pharma , Bill Gates, Soros all who fund 
WHO. 
3. We need statements from scien7sts who have actually seen 
and studied this Virus 
4. We need statements from Doctors, and specialists who have 
treated pa7ents with conven7onal medica7ons that were 
successful outside of the mainstream media and Big pharma 
recommended . 
5. We need direct statements from Scien7sts/ specialists Doctors 
that have researched and can apest to the detailed content of 
the different vaccines and whether the vaccines actually kill the 
Virus or only address the symptoms of the virus.  These scien7st 
must also clearly explain whether the vaccine content contains 
human 7ssue/animal or plant material. 
6. The above scien7sts must also explain the mechanics of the 
vaccine opera7on- ie. whether the pa7ent recovery is based on 
the pa7ents body producing an7bodies to neutralise/kill the 
virus and what condi7on must the ill pa7ent be that will  actually 
allow his body to produce an7bodies to killl the virus. 
7. The above scien7sts must also explain what are the detailed 
side effects of taking each of these vaccines. 
8. If Ivermec7n is working- I know four people that have had 
serious Covid infec7on and have taken Ivermec7n and recovered 
completely within a few days.- then why is the govt. clamping 
down on its distribu7on and sale in this country.  
9. A forensic interna7onal audit must be done on all role players 
involved in the banning of the  use of Ivermec7n to see if they 
obtained payouts for their roles. 
10. Bill Gates has openly advocated for a depopula7on of the 
world. Why is he being embraced by Cyril Ramaphosa as a 
person now selling vaccines to "SAVE" the African people from 
death??.  The Govt must explain this. 
11. If less people are dying from Covid-19 than the annual flu 
then why must the en7re country be put on a lock-down for 
almost a year and destroying the country's economy and 
deple7ng its fiscus through fraudulent tenders etc.  
12. The above scien7sts must please explain the test accuracy of 
a Covid-19 test pa7ent and that of a flu pa7ent. We all know that 
flu  and other illness related deaths are now being reported  as 
Covid-19 cases to increase the stats. 

Prat

2021-01-17 
21:11:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government should look at other holis7c avenues how to deal 
Covid and it symptoms and just not jump on a quick fix vaccine. Delphine

2021-01-17 
21:01:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is the safety to the general popula7on, so far we 
don’t know what will be the long term effect of the vaccine. I 
think this must not be forced rather it should be a choice to 
every individual. Amer all we are democra7c country and we 
must have a choice. I know that most African countries have 
rejected this vaccine as the mo7va7on is not en7rely known 
from the west. Mokoena

2021-01-17 
20:38:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gary

2021-01-17 
20:18:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Collin

2021-01-17 
19:28:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The research show that people die from this in a news 
conference one of Bill gates clowns said that they will send it to 
African as black people in south Africa has no worth so they can 
kill them a few million it will not make a difference to the world . 

They want to control the people and its not the way its suppose 
to be M

2021-01-17 
19:12:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gareth

2021-01-17 
19:10:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Various alterna7ve treatments such as Ivermec7n should be 
explored first.  There is no way the vaccines developed in less 
than a year are safe and effec7ve. Dawid

2021-01-17 
19:06:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Because the are other solu7ons which are beper recommended  
as opposed to  the imposed vaccines.  Vaccines are not totally 
safe so before we impose them on the people  we should exploit 
other solu7ons. Collin

2021-01-17 
17:42:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Byron

2021-01-17 
17:40:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) People die from the vaccine Mar7e
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2021-01-17 
17:03:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I Do not trust our government ...corrupt THIEVING dictators!  
ALL they want is money, couldn't care less for our people! 
it's 7me to stand up and fight for our human rights and have  
choices as to whether or not we want a different vaccine etc.. if 
we want it at all??? 

Ashley

2021-01-17 
16:44:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Busisiwe 

2021-01-17 
16:07:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It was reported that some na7ons have ran trials on medica7on 
used for trea7ng arthri7s. This treatment was given to 3900 
covid 19 pa7ents and reduced recovery days by 7 days. There's 
also bronchoscopy,sucking out of the mucus plug that has 
proven to greatly help covid 19 pa7ents with breathing Lesego

2021-01-17 
15:02:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sibusiso 

2021-01-17 
13:49:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no guarantee that this vaccine works. We s7ll have to 
wear masks, but lockdown s7ll applies, but you can s7ll get 
covid, but you can s7ll give it to someone. And how does ONE 
vaccine combat ALL the strains? Also forced vaccina7on is 
against the Nurnberg code. If you there are alterna7ves like 
invermic7n and Prep. Michiel

2021-01-17 
13:28:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no trust for a government that lies about and bans 
alterna7ve treatment. The vaccine is a business deal rather than 
a cute for people. By government and pharmaceu7cal 
companies' own admipance, receiving the vaccine will not 
return things to normal but rather begin a never-ending chain of 
vaccines and lockdown restric7ons - from which ONLY they 
benefit. Also, the government may not be able to make it 
mandatory yet but can legislate that other channels and vendors 
can block ci7zens from access to their own country and services 
(see Vaxpass) - effec7vely coercing and extor7ng ci7zens to get a 
novel vaccine which may wreak unknown havoc on our health in 
years to come, effec7vely using ci7zens of the world as guinea 
pigs in a global experiment that is not designed for our health at 
all. The government should be stripped off all power over 
ci7zens as it has shown itself 7me and again to be irresponsible, 
contrary, illogical and just downright corrupt. What's there to 
trust? John

2021-01-17 
12:43:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The whole idea of vaccina7on i dont like it more especially it has 
a lot of theories. And i cant recommed it to anyone for that 
maper. Lebo

2021-01-17 
12:13:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are immediate alterna7ves like Ivermec7n, Covid Organics 
which was instrumental in bringing low cases in Madagascar. 
With R500b unaccounted and media reports that the President 
said there isn't money for SME relief and with more people 
losing their jobs there is no zero confidence that the government 
will get vaccines in the 7me that it is required. People will die of 
poverty. It is disheartening seeing poli7cians toy with people's 
livelihood and not heeding the call for alterna7ve medicines that 
are readily available. Noxolo 

2021-01-17 
12:01:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Corrup7on and greed runs rampant in this government. We all 
know the issues with these vaccines. Not going to fool me I no 
my rights they can shove that vaccines right up their poes. Craig

2021-01-17 
11:19:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ingredients of vaccine is not save for humans Charlene 

2021-01-17 
10:51:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This whole covid vaccine has many red flags. Why the push from 
the WHO whic is funded out by China and Bill GAtes. Most 
people recovery from this virus. And this vaccine should not be 
forced on people. Those that want it or have weak immune 
system can have it under their freewill.  What about the 
supression of Ivermec7n. People have the constui7onal right to 
choose what drugs or vaccine to have. Some thing diabolical is 
happening. peter

2021-01-17 
09:34:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gimed

2021-01-17 
09:23:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have medicine that works. Government just want to steal 
again. Gerhard 

2021-01-17 
09:12:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If you think these people care about you, you are extremely 
stupid. These vaccines have no credibility and neither do these 
lawmakers. Bill gates and this corrupt government officials can 
take that vaccine and druk it up their poes. We know exactly 
what's going on. Fuck them. Craig

2021-01-17 
09:01:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support a vaccine that is killing people especially when 
we have had ivermec7n in our medicine vault for years and it’s 
proven to help in 48 hours. We don’t need a vaccine. We need 
ivermec7n. A vaccine will be needed yearly like flu if we 
con7nue on this road and we don’t even need a flu vaccine. 
There are perfectly good medicines on the shelf already. The anc 
needs to stop killing its people for some paper called money. Briony

2021-01-17 
07:35:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In my opinion COVID is an illness like many others we’ve 
experienced before (smallpox ) that have had far more deaths 
with far fewer consequences. People are being manipulated & 
sheeped with a hidden agenda that nobody should believe nor 
trust. I am dead against all the ridiculous restric7ons that serve 
no purpose in my opinion Marianne 
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2021-01-17 
07:12:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust anything coming from outside Africa. We have our 
own scien7sts and doctors who are qualified to come up with 
our vaccine. Let the government not underes7mate the quality 
we have in South Africa. PPE's have been flown to the Country 
under Level 5, our health succumbed to COVID.  

Human beings created by God, have the right to choose what is 
best for their health. People choose to vote not forced.  We 
always have a choice in life, to do or not to do.  

We will con7nue to take home remedies. 5g's were installed 
during level 5 when people were instructed to be home. In a 
busy shop I experienced a smell of a chemical , quickly ran out to 
get the fresh air.  

I am not going to be part of the people to be vaccinated. SORRY Marjorie

2021-01-17 
07:00:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not agree to this vaccine, as the government  has not 
explained to the SA popula7on how is this vaccine is effec7ve  
and also being going to be controlled by the government.  I think 
people should be given a choice to take a vaccine or not. It 
should be not be mandatory Dot

2021-01-17 
06:38:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are we banning cheaper medica7on. Ciuntriesblike 
Australia are using it successfully. This is total and uper 
nonsense.  You are playing with people's lives may God deal with 
you , hope you are ready Lee-Anne

2021-01-17 
04:26:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't think the government is transparent about it and reason 
given to ban alterna7ve medica7ons is sufficient enough. 
Therefore,  I don't support the roll out of medica7on that is not 
extensively tested. Danny

2021-01-16 
23:54:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe the South African doctors must first test the vaccines 
before they can be injected on us and the alterna7ves must also 
be made available. Mpho

2021-01-16 
23:41:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has to be on the list if alterna7ves.  

Government cannot be trusted to make decisions on iur behalf 
as they are troubled with corup7on and tunnel vision.  

I am not interested in being vacinated. Vacines have not been 
tested fully and un7l then, the ci7zens must have a choice. 

The Government cannot contol Malaria, something that was 
done by the previous regime, successfully mind you for decades, 
ANC cannot even keep up with the malaria, TB and HIV 
infec7ons, can't even prevent drunk driving and road accidents. 
How in hell will they manage this? 

So no, I DO NOT TRUST THE ANC GOVERNMENT.!!! 

Corrup7on and inability to manage logis7cs, will sink this ship. Leon

2021-01-16 
21:17:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines have not been tested fully and there are already 
recorded bad reac7ons around the world. 
And if there are bad reac7ons who is going to cover those costs 
and are the hospitals ready? 
Just think we should consider the alterna7ves and do more 
research. 

And how do we know which companies vaccine is the best??  
I pray for wisdom in this whole process and for our leaders to 
use good judgment and not just follow the crowd but do what is 
best for our people! 
Thank you Elna

2021-01-16 
21:06:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are killing people all over the world how can they allow 
it here how much was our president payed to sell us out ? Joanne

2021-01-16 
20:01:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It sbould be everyone 's personnel cons7tu7onal right to choose 
the type of preven7on to use eg: vacina7on or Ivermec7n etc... 

The government cannot force vacina7on onto the public, either 
directly or indirectly.  

The medical ins7tu7ons should be allowed to choose its own 
source of vacina7on, government cannot and should not 
intervere. This will degrade the medical service in the long 
term!! Jacques 

2021-01-16 
18:52:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We do not know the long term effects of a vaccine. There is no 
way a vaccine could have been formulated in such a short space 
of 7me when we cannot get a vaccine for HIV or even the 
common cold in over 50 years.  Invermec7n is proven to fight 
viruses effec7vely and has won the Nobel price for medicine. 
Make that readably available and we will be fine. Emile

2021-01-16 
18:27:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It seems the whole thing is aimed on profi7ng certain individuals 
in governments.... Why not we allowed to treat it with our 
indigenous herbs like any other diseases.... Why is so special.... 
F### Calvin 

2021-01-16 
18:17:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust governments anymore, they are depopula7ng us 
and this vaccine could most probably alter our DNA - their are 
alterna7ves that works....just ask yourselves why aren't the 
governments jumping for those alterna7ves that they can PROVE 
works, but banning them altogether! they need to kill 1/3 of US! Antonie
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2021-01-16 
17:57:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not see why we need dangerous vaccines with unknown and 
untested substances (m-RNA, CRISPR tool) and disgus7ng 
substances like monkey kidney cells and human fetus cells in for 
a coronavirus outbreak with a 99.5% SURVIVAL RATE! This is 
absolutely ridiculous!  

A friend of mine got corona and was too ill to move. Fimeen 
minutes amer Ivomec was applied to his body he already started 
to feel beper. 24 Hours later he is 100%!  

The we do have Ivermec7n which is kicking Corona's ass. So it is 
much beper geing Ivermec7n and also build up your own 
immunity against the virus for future infec7ons. We can also use 
clorine dioxide which is also cheap to make and is safe (do not 
confuse chlorine dioxide with other chlorine products which is 
not safe). Chlorine dioxide is even used for Ebola and it kills it. 

There is another agenda here that is why the vaccines were 
pushed and Ivermec7n not approved for use - SAPHRA is funded 
by the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda7on, therefor natural and 
other medicines will not be allowed by them. Management of 
SAPHRA and the government will also be tried for crimes against 
humanity just like the WHO, Fauci and Bill Gates. USA has 
already compiled the documents for this purpose and ac7on will 
be taken on it  within the next few days. Adie

2021-01-16 
17:44:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I object to mandatory vaccina7on, as sovereign human beings 
we are  free to chose what we put in our body.  The vaccines 
have bypassed the trial protocols we have no idea what the long 
term side effects will be and to top it all it is not not that 
effec7ve. 

There are affordable alterna7ve Ivermec7n that is not only cost 
effec7ve but proven safe and effec7ve. Chris7ne

2021-01-16 
17:08:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Virus strains mutate constantly, the vaccine might not be 
effec7ve at all. Ivermec7n has proven to be effec7ve. Jessie

2021-01-16 
16:52:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly what is in the vaccines is not supposed to be in our 
bodies,besides the fetal lung 7ssue of aborted 14 week old 
babies,epigen7cs all challenges studies failing in the case of the 
ferrets that were giving the virus and the vaccine,why ivermec7n 
has been banned when the vaccines themselves are rushed and 
the people around the world who are dying from having injected 
the vaccine already... Chris

2021-01-16 
16:41:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

-Not sure about effec7veness of vaccine to cure covid 
-what the effects are (vaccine is in early stages) 
-taxpayer bill  

There are alterna7ves that are being touted, why arent these 
explored or shown to be researched and the research publicised 
showing effec7ve or not R

2021-01-16 
16:28:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Selfish government using people as guinea pigs, they don’t care 
about us as the South Africans. Moipone

2021-01-16 
15:04:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With different countries that have already tried the vaccine, the 
results show that it is not safe. The government should therefore 
cancel its plan to vaccinate but instead promote natural 
immunity or other alterna7ves.  Again, the government should 
demonstrate to the ci7zen the research conducted regarding 
COVID, has the virus been isolated and thorough study on the 
virus itself. Un7l such 7me, we do not want the vaccine. Paballo

2021-01-16 
14:39:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There's just too much conspiracy around the vaccine, rather be 
safe than sorry... Mildred

2021-01-16 
14:32:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The speed at which the vaccine was developed leaves much to 
be desired. There is an agenda with the vaccine because people 
pushing for vaccine they don't want alterna7ve medicine,  why.  
There are some deadly dizz that were not given the urgency for a 
vaccine, why corona. Bill Gates for years he had been advoca7ng 
to reduce world popula7on now is the one sponsoring vaccine. I 
and my family will fight the virus with other remedies not 
vaccine. Tadious

2021-01-16 
13:25:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Karen

2021-01-16 
12:42:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The way this virus has been conducted leaves much to be 
desired.  There are a lot of uncertain7es regarding the how it 
infects people and the way t's treated. A lot of ques7ons remain 
unanswered Magagula

2021-01-16 
12:12:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not be taking this experimental , untested and very 
problema7c poison.  
We should have choices as to what we put in our bodies. This is 
not safe and there is enough data to proof it does not  prevent 
anything, many side affects and people all over the world are 
repor7ng deaths and serious adverse affect.  
Plus, we will STILL HAVE TO WEAR THE RIDICULOUS MASKES.  

There ARE MEDICATION  available, tried  and tested over many 
years that could be used affec7vely.  

Definitely will not take it.  
Will rather not work ,travel or take part in anything. Elma

2021-01-16 
11:02:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lisa
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2021-01-16 
11:02:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lisa

2021-01-16 
10:52:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We don't trust the ANC government or any poli7cal government 
in South Africa. We dnt need the vaccine that costs billions at 
the tax payers costs. There are other alterna7ves that can be 
used and they should be considered. And the government has 
not commented on the issue of vaccines being safe interms of 
how quickly they have been produced. Our minds are not sepled 
as to the presidents involvement with Bill Gates and his agendas 
against Africa. I mean there's videos of him speaking about the 
pandemic which were recorded years ago, what is the president 
of South Africa saying about that. Is Bill goat gate a prophet to 
have known what would happen and how he would go about it. 
NO TO THE VACCINE AND TO FUNDING FROM BILL GOAT GATE Seetse 

2021-01-16 
10:51:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I strongly object to the roll-out of the vaccine.  There are to 
many aspects that prohibit me to trust the effec7veness and 
solu7on the vaccine is suppose to bring about.  It does NOT 
prevent any person against obtaining the virus; it does not 
protect a person agains another who may have the virus and NO 
assurance is given that the said person will not get the virus 
from the effected one; the procedure if developing the virus is 
contraversial and no assurance that it is pure and in line with 
ethical requirements; even the developers of the vaccine claim 
that it is not the "golden bullet" every one is hoping for. 
Alterna7ve, preventa7ve methods is available, but not 
supported by the money hungry mega pharmaceu7cal giants 
and their supporters.  Those treatments are very affordable and 
with a bit of support from the powers at be, can be obtain for 
EVERY ONE!!! Christo

2021-01-16 
10:33:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government should rather pursue ivrmec7n as an 
alterna7ve drug for the cure. Suzan

2021-01-16 
10:24:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hi daar, kyk gerus na die volgende video clip, veral mense in die 
hoë risiko groepe (hartkwale, diabete, STRESS, lae 
immuniteitstelsel, oor gewig, etc.) kan niks verloor om 
voorbereid te wees nie.  
Weet nie of dit die rede was dat ons nie siek geword het nie, 
maar ons het onsself almal met Plasmoquine en Vermox 
behandeling toe Rynaldo (ons oudste dogter, Bianca, se kêrel) by 
ons op vakansie siek geword het. Vermox het dieselfde generiese 
ak7ewe bestanddeel in as Ivermec7n. Dié konkoksie (en vitamin 
C en zink) het vir ons gewerk, leperlik almal by broer-hulle en by 
Rynaldo-hulle se familie waar ons in noue kontak was het siek 
geword, behalwe ons. Ons middelste dogter, Marcelle, was wel 
vir drie dae siek, maar vinnig daaroor. Baie insiggewende video 
clip. Groete Jaco 

hpps://youtu.be/kVEn75mpveo Jaco

2021-01-16 
09:16:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is Ivermec7n being rejected? Because it's  too cheap? 
Because it's too readily available? Because it actually works, 
thereby making some lockdown regula7ons nonsensical? 
Vaccine should be a choice, not mandatory! Marion

2021-01-16 
08:58:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It has been proven that there are alterna7ve cures to this 
disease and yet they get shut down and almost buried because 
of Big Pharma, is money really more important than life? Nichola

2021-01-16 
08:50:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not happy with taking a vaccine at this moment . I do not 
think it can be trusted at this moment . There as not enough 
7me to see if it has serious side effects. I think there is more 
op7ons to consider first. An it surely can not be made 
mandatory !!! Gerard

2021-01-16 
08:49:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has been rolled out too quickly. Apempts to create a 
vaccine in the past for Covid have failed. Why is this one the 
one? RNA vaccines are a first and not enough long term research 
has been done. Iverme7n, on the other hand has been shown to 
be effec7ve. Look at India. It has also proven to be safe with over 
thirty years of use.  Preven7on is another less costly route. Why 
are we not providing South Africans with Vitamin D, C, Zinc and 
Selenium. These are all shown to be effec7ve with viral 
infec7ons, par7cularly those related to flu.  

I will certainly not be vaccinated. I am 66 and have no fears of 
contrac7ng the virus as my immune system is strong. I did not 
receive the normal childhood vaccines, got all the illnesses and 
came back stronger. Our bodies, if fed correctly with nutri7ous 
food and not GMO sprayed with pes7cides, can manage to fight 
off most illnesses.  

In my mind, the vaccina7on programme implemented by WHO is 
a hoax. There are too many links to the money to be made by 
those at the top of the pyramid. Colleen 

2021-01-16 
08:45:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is proven in other countries  approved etc. It is a 
schedule 3 drug listed. We must have the choice of treatment. Marie

2021-01-16 
08:34:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have the right to choose how we want to be treated . 
Nobody ever queries how tradi7onal healers treat their pa7ents, 
why can doctors not be allowed  to treat their pa7ents using 
medicines which have been working for genera7ons without 
tranverse side effects? The creator of Ivermec7n even received a 
nobel prize, but iur governemnt blocks it. I believe that the 
inexpensive drug is a threat to pharma companies who decide 
what governments may allow. Stephane

2021-01-16 
08:34:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The virus has not been isolated en differen7ated from common 
flu viruses and the effec7veness of the vaccine in ques7on 
seemingly too much hidden informa7on about the vaccine and 
its purpose Zanele
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2021-01-16 
08:32:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Covid-19 vaccine is experimental. There are treatments 
available, that despite mainstream media and WHO propaganda, 
is effec7ve in trea7ng Covid-19. These include Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquine. 

Walter

2021-01-16 
08:30:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine does not: 
1. Does not give immunity 
2. Does not eliminate the virus 
3. Does not prevent death 
4. Does not guarantee you will not get it 
5. Does not prevent you from geing it 
6. Does not stop you passing it on 
7. Does not eliminate the need for travel bans 
8. Does not eliminate the need for business closures 
9. Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns 
10. Does not eliminate the need for masking 
11. Does not eliminate the need for social distancing 
12. Does not allow schools to operate as normal 
13. Does not allow for consequences against the manufacturer if 
anything goes wrong 
So..... What the hell is it actually doing ???? 

Gavin

2021-01-16 
08:15:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I've tested posi7ve for Covid-19 and it is really just the like I had 
a mild cold. No need to get vaccinated. We have an immune 
system that can combat the "virus". I don't believe that this 
pandemic is real. It is just another mechanism for the corrupt to 
steal some more. Natasha

2021-01-16 
08:01:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is going to kill more people. When they trust this vaccine 
they must start to use it to the parliament members and 
prisoners before they can use to the taxpayers. Siyabonga

2021-01-16 
07:56:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why spend billions of rands of a experimental vaccine that has 
only been in research phase for less than a year. We don't know 
what the side effects are, but we want to give it to our people. 
Let's rather use alterna7ve medica7on. Pride

2021-01-16 
07:32:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is an alterna7ve cure, Ivermec7n but to use it is not in the 
plan, the powers that be dont want to save lives, they want to 
have a perfect world where only they can control the masses 
and at this stage the masses are way to big. I feel sorry for the 
president as he is only a pawn in the big scheme of things. Gerry

2021-01-16 
07:10:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mark

2021-01-16 
06:49:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There a beper, safer solu7ons like Ivermec7n which have been 
used for a very long 7me. Since when does it take 1 year to 
create a vaccine? No wonder people are dying from these so 
called vaccines because all poli7cians think about is lining their 
pockets instead of human life. DEFINITELY DON'T WANT THIS 
VACCINE. Pvt

2021-01-16 
06:47:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines are neither safe nor tested. Why the massive 
push and narra7ve crea7on when there are alterna7ves that 
have been in circula7on for decades. Who is making money out 
of this scam Michelle

2021-01-16 
01:03:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All alterna7ve  cures besides vaccines such as Dr Thabini s and 
others are all being ignored and vaccines are being pushed as 
cure. Why are we focusing on Moderna and Pfizzer whilst there 
other vaccines  Igni7a

2021-01-15 
23:31:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jamila 

2021-01-15 
22:20:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I want believe we should have the freedom to choose our 
treatment. Whether it be preemp7vely with the use of vaccines 
or by developing a natural immunity and allowing South Africans 
to make informed decisions and choose which therapy and 
medicine to use. Ivermec7n should be unbanned in SA - it was 
silently banned on 24/12/2020 Tim

2021-01-15 
21:50:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cornelius

2021-01-15 
21:22:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The 1918 Spanish flu was a pandemic. This is not.  

Why are there different vaccina7ons for the same disease? Feels 
like an eeny meeny miny mo lets inject this into them and see if 
it works vaccina7on. Are we lab rats? 

Debby

2021-01-15 
20:49:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Apart from the fact that I don’t want the government to have 
control over the process, I am standing for an alterna7ve like 
Ivermec7n Henriepe 

2021-01-15 
20:44:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We know that Ivermec7n works but the Government won't 
allow us to use it because it doesn't suit their Agenda!! 
They are following the agenda of the NWO and enriching 
themselves at the same 7me  by enabling more large scale 
loo7ng while subjec7ng our ci7zens to a vaccine that has not 
undergone proper tes7ng. It's obvious that they have no concern 
for the harmful side effects they could expose us to. 
Making it Mandatory proves their Agenda!!  
Let all Government officials and poli7cians be the first to take 
the vaccine.... Pei

2021-01-15 
20:14:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek vertrou gladnie die vaccine. Te min tyd is gebruik vir 
behoorlike studies en die uitwerking op die mensdom. Te veel 
newe effekte en dood is al aangemeld nadat mense die vaccine 
geneem het. Daar is produkte wat werk en dit word van ons 
weggeneem. Ven7laters werk nie.. dis bewys. Dr's en navorsers 
word s7lgemaak.  Mense moet aangekla word crimes againts 
humanity.. Anita
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2021-01-15 
20:12:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no pandemic.  There is Deep State agenda to this 
vaccine and the forced false repor7ng and hype about the virus. 
There are effec7ve treatments for the virus, which can save lives 
but which the government has chosen to deny the public, access 
to.  The vaccine has been rushed and it has not been tested.  
This should be the main concern considering it is the very first 
vaccine of its kind.  Vaccines should NEVER be forced on people 
as vaccines poison people. Kim

2021-01-15 
20:03:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Human persons have sovereign authority over their bodies, and 
no discrimina7on should be allowed for not wishing to take the 
COVID-19 vaccine. Yolande

2021-01-15 
19:26:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that the safety of the vaccines have been proven 
over the longer term. 

I do believe that alterna7ve avenues like Ivermec7n etc has not 
been explored while there is currently reports of successes with 
these medicines. 

These medicines could be cheaper and possibly safer than new 
vaccines Morne

2021-01-15 
16:23:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

DO NOT PLAY GOD!!!!! 
THERE IS PROOF THAT THIS VACCINE ALTERS DNA.......HOW 
MUCH HAS BILL FATES PAID YOU AND NOW JUJU WHK IS ALSO 
SUPORTINGVTHE ROLL OUT. FUNNY HOW YOU CAN DELIVER 
SCHOOL TEXT BOOKS BUR YOU HAVE A PLAN FOR THIS carol

2021-01-15 
15:58:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't take the flu vacine either because I have never been so 
sick amer having it. Same will happen with this vacine.  
For those who wish to have it ... their choice ... I choose not to 
have it. 

Irene

2021-01-15 
15:09:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I personally will not be taking it.  I feel that there is an alterna7ve 
which is very cost effec7ve.  The vaccine has not been tested 
also with the virus changing all the 7me.  Also have researched it 
and there are many adverse effects from it. Wendy

2021-01-15 
15:03:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not agree with forcing the untested and clearly HIGHLYRISKY 
vaccine on anyone without their consent or agreement, since 
there are clearly other alterna7ve safer methods available which 
are being with held from the public without good reason. 

by all means vaccinate those who choose and agree to be 
vaccinated but allow the public to choose . 

If the vaccine is successful and effec7ve, how is anyone who is 
not vaccinated a threat to those who are vaccinated? Ariete

2021-01-15 
14:27:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government has not shared with the masses as to when the 
vaccine was approved and what the clinical trials results were.  
The cons7tu7on allows the rights of every person to be 
respected and no mandatory vaccine should be allowed. A 
consent form should be signed by all allowing themselves to be 
vaccinated. 

Thabo

2021-01-15 
14:19:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Toooo fast.  Doctors in Europe,  England, Russia and America said 
it's not working and its not safe.  This vaccine make people 
sterile and change our DNA.  Nobody died in SA of covid, all the 
people  in SA died of something else like diabetes or asthma but 
doctor put on the death cer7ficate covid.  The covid figures are 
incorrect and goverment use money with a sinister agenda.  
They dont care about people losing there jobs because they 
already steal most of the money.  What happens with the R500 
billion  rand SA receive or the money from Patrick  Motsepe?   I 
will not that the government  gave me an vaccine thats not been 
tested over years that it's safe to use.  I saw on videos how 
young woman died in 15 minutes amer she was injected with the 
vaccine. Regina 

2021-01-15 
13:44:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm very uncomfortable with a mandatory vaccine that was 
rushed under a Prep act of 2005 and the 1986 Act that has not 
gone through years of trials. There is also less riskier and less 
costly alterna7ves available that are proven and actual medicine. 
mRNA tech doesn't shed naturally so what happens with that 
toxic build up? Luce

2021-01-15 
13:30:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Absolutely no tests have been conducted on anyone with an 
autoimmune disease let alone someone with Sarcoidoisis.  I am 
totally an7 the vaccine for both myself and my family as I 
strongly believe it is not going to help the problem as the virus is 
capable of muta7ng and this means a new vaccine every 7me 
there is a new muta7on.   

Rather consider the op7on of Ivermec7n.  This was registered as 
a human medicine in 1965, has minimal side effects and plenty 
of success stories of comba7ng Covid -19.  South Africans are 
using this medica7on and it is working.  It is affordable as well.  
Legalise it! The only problem with  that is that it doesn't allow 
much room for corrup7on or scamming to take place.... G

2021-01-15 
13:17:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern  is that most of people  on health system  in south 
Africa  other  people are  reac7ve to vaccine  they prefer tablets 
than vaccine,government  must look another alterna7ve to 
come up with tablets  solu7on rather  to focus  on vaccine,soon 
the rollout of vaccines u will  see more death u see currently 
because  people will be reac7ve to vaccine. mpisekhaya 

2021-01-15 
12:49:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Magdalena
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2021-01-15 
12:45:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You have alterna7ves, but they are not allowed into the country. 
Is it because you are unable to extract the type of back-hands 
that is normally asocciated with big business? 
I would rather have a good cure (if I even get the illness) than a 
vacine that is rather dodgy in origen. Philippus

2021-01-15 
12:30:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust the so-called vaccines that are suddenly developed 
and available? There is a big control mo7ve behind this. I would 
rather use something like Ivermec7n which has been around for 
many years! Louis

2021-01-15 
12:05:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe there are other alterna7ves. This is money making 
racket. Vaccine cannot be mandatory Ivor 

2021-01-15 
11:55:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Untested  vaccine  with no legal consequences, for a virus that 
has show the same mortality as seasonal flu does not make 
sense for me as an individual . Rudi 

2021-01-15 
11:30:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The so called mRNA vaccines are not even real vaccines. These 
were rushed to market without proper human safety studies 
which usually takes 3 - 5 yrs. They could poten7ally cause 
serious harm to people. These mRNA vaccines are "non 
sterilizing" which means a person who was injected with it, will 
s7ll catch Covid 19 and be able to spread it.   
There are many high  ranking scien7st and front line doctor who 
do not support the use of these so called vaccines as there are 
other trusted, safe medicines which have been in use for 
decades like Ivermec7n, Hydroxy chloraquin, etc. which can be 
re purposed to fight Covid 19 at a frac7on of the costs of the 
mRNA vaccines.  
   Johannes

2021-01-15 
11:14:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not take any vaccine!!!!!  
Especially when there is the op7on of Ivermec7n that is for 
some reason a crime to take!!!!! That alone raises to much 
suspicions!!!! Not to men7on the fact that this vaccine has not 
been tested!!!! Schalk

2021-01-15 
11:13:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There have been numerous posi7ve reports of Ivermec7n having 
an excellent success rate in treatment of COVID - including 500+ 
reported "unofficial cures" achieved in the Free State / Karoo 
areas alone. It is a cheap drug that has, for decades, been 
approved for trea7ng parasites in both animals AND humans - 
the vaccine(s) is / are s7ll too new to have been thoroughly 
tested. 

Furthermore: The choice of treatment should be the decision of 
the pa7ent and / or his / her family, and not dictated by 
government. Government should in fact be charged with murder 
where they deny pa7ents their cons7tu7onal right to freedom of 
choice by irra7onally decreeing such drugs illegal. 

Ian

2021-01-15 
10:57:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These Bill Gates Moderna, Pfizer, Biontech vaccines have not 
been tested fully. Please don’t dismiss these as conspiracy 
theories.  Bill has a depopula7on agenda and must be arrested 
period!! Mike

2021-01-15 
10:52:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has a proven safety record: it has been used for over 
30 years in humans. Re. it's effec7veness in trea7ng Covid: 
excellent results have been achieved where it has been rolled 
out across the globe and studies have been published for public 
scru7ny. It's dirt cheap (poten7al for major corrup7on is 
reduced). It can be manufactured locally by compounding 
pharmacies and as a result it will be accessible even to the 
poorest of the poor. Frontline medical personnel, old age homes 
and teachers can receive prophylac7c doses and life can 
con7nue without any further damage to the economy. Lynepe

2021-01-15 
10:50:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been proven to SAFELY vaccinate people against 
COVID-19. This should be the only op7on. Rudelle

2021-01-15 
10:37:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a beper solu7on to an untested vaccine coming 
from iIndia Keith

2021-01-15 
10:29:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Death rates are similar to a normal flu death rate per annum.  
Covid exists, but it is not a pandemic.  Therefore it should be 
treat like normal flu, and a vaccine must be a choice, but 
alterna7ves that work, with a history of liple to no adverse 
affects need to be urgently approved, such as Ivermec7n, HQC, 
etc.  

Peter 

2021-01-15 
10:12:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no cure for a virus related illness, so why the need for a 
vaccine? 
Also, vaccines have been proven to be not effec7ve lately as well 
as causing serious side effects. 
There have clearly not been tested enough yet it is being rolled 
out. Bilal

2021-01-15 
09:47:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is solid evidence that Ivermec7n is working - anecdotal 
Yes. However Many put complete trust in the pharmaceu7cal 
industry whose sole mandate is to make money for 
shareholders. Sta7s7cians work the data.. For those who wish to 
argue that even if the vaccine is produced in the Eastern 
countries that will be okay.. Read the book “Bople of Lies” where 
the whistle blower was eventually paid out a 7dy sum of around 
$45 - 49 million. (have lent book out - so don’t have the exact 
amount). If it should become mandatory, that be a draconian 
measure - against freedom of choice, then the Pfizer vaccine 
should also be available as a choice as the percentage efficacy 
sits way above the Astra-Zeneca vaccine. Mary-Anne
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2021-01-15 
09:41:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am extremely concerned that the government is insistent on a 
vaccine that is very new. During the president's speech he was 
amazed that people take other vaccines but dont want this one. 
What he failed to contemplate is that the other vaccines he 
men7oned are older and have been tested, refined and 
perfected over many years.  
They want us to take a vaccine that is hardly 6 months old and is 
therefore largely untested. They are banning well established 
drugs that although are being newly tested for Covid have been 
on the market for many years which again means they are tried 
and tested drugs where the side effects have already been 
documented.  They are also ignoring the efficacy that these 
drugs are showing in the fight against this virus. I am geing 
really 7red of the government trying to run all aspects of our 
lives including deciding what is good for us. Delwynne

2021-01-15 
09:37:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is so many individuals that has used Ivermec7n and they 
recovered. Estee

2021-01-15 
09:36:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Safer and effec7ve alterna7ves exist. This vaccine has not been 
adequately tested and I do not believe it to be safe. Many 
people choose today not to vaccinate against some previously 
deemed catastrophic diseases, the choice should always be an 
individual's. Traci

Limpopo 7

2021-01-31 
22:37:02 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Stop this constant fraudulent ac7vity thinking the popula7on is 
uninformed as Ivermec7n can prevent and cure Corona for a 
frac7on of the price.  ANC doesn’t really care about the 
popula7on or country. Corrupt and constantly bancrupt Alan 

2021-01-26 
06:20:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe everyone needs to have alterna7ves. If you do not 
believe in one thing you have an op7on for something else. 
Freedom of choice. Louise

2021-01-25 
15:26:40 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

An7virus so quick? No guarantee that it works. History of 
government transac7ons. Payment of vaccine???? Jan

2021-01-25 
11:32:19 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is an alterna7ve to the Dreaded mRNA which killed human 
beings and government purposely ignores it and wants to finish 
off its ci7zens why as they the Government has been bribed by 
amongst others the IMF to par7cipate in the Great Reset and to 
top it all the SANDF lem fridges open with vaccine in it. Let 
people chose who wants to be vaccinated to be vaccinated. Chris7an 

2021-01-20 
12:42:45 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I prefer to take my own method of precau7ons and have 100 % 
more trust in the success rate of ivermac7n as in vaccine which 
didn't even yet proof itself. Thomas 

2021-01-17 
10:26:59 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Juanita

2021-01-16 
09:03:30 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has proven dangerous, and test subjects have lost 
their lives and been severely injured by this vaccine. Alterna7ves 
like Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquine and so on should be 
dispensed to all members of the public, en masse. I will not take 
a vaccine that has been so rushed and clearly poorly made. Jaime

Eastern Cape 37

2021-01-29 
07:15:04

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Geraldine

2021-01-28 
23:33:42

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Plandemic restric7ng proven medicines 100% effec7ve while 
pushing untested poison... We not stupid 

.. Anton

2021-01-26 
19:58:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How can most viruses tools more than 40 years to get vaccine 
e.g aids, cancer, TB. 

I don't trust the government Sipho

2021-01-26 
16:02:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust the vaccine, as there is too much informa7on out 
there that proves that Bill Gates, Fauci and Co want to cull the 
world's popula7on  etc. There are medica7ons out there, like 
Ivermec7n that can stop this man made virus. Grant

2021-01-23 
23:18:35

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are so many alterna7ves available. 
Unfortunately The Bill and Melinda Gates Founda7on has 
funded SAHRPO and is the major donor for 2019 and 2020. 
Could we expect any different outcome? 

Colin 

2021-01-19 
18:26:33

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zamuxolo

2021-01-19 
10:03:46

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why spend millions on a vaccine that is not totally ready yet 
because it takes years to develop. And there is ivermec7n that is 
approved and is working effec7vely. Especially if it is to 
implement the NWO, that my include the chip with the vaccine. I 
will never take that. The government just want to make 
unnecessary expenditures for there needs.  They don't think 
about there people.  Chantal 

2021-01-19 
07:23:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How can they expect a vaccine to work when there has not been 
enough research into it and the companies producing it do not 
take any responsibility for it. MICHELE

2021-01-18 
13:05:25

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why use a untested vaccine when we have evidence from many 
other countries using ivermec7n having prac7cally 100% success 
rates. Christo

2021-01-18 
12:27:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We can use Natural herbs like Mhlonyane to heal and Dr's have 
used lots of effec7ve methods tat that work.. Why must we 
always wait on world health organiza7on Luxolo
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2021-01-18 
12:18:44

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Plus Vaccine may and will cause further health crisis. 
In link: Summary is that healthy people should not take the risk 
of taking the vaccine because HIGH RISK of an7body dependent 
enhancement. Watch link: 
hpps://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/ 
Plus: Dr. Simone Gold - The truth about the CV19 vaccine 
hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xFntHpk1uok&feature=youtu.be 

First step to solu7on is consuming real food and ea7ng less 
junk(or no junk at all). This is a epidemic of fapy liver(alcohol, 
sugar, carbs,drugs) all contribute to a dysfunc7onal liver. Plus 
sugar and fast burning carbs suppress the immune system. Not 
to men7on fear - the fear the main stream media have been 
propaganding.   

Interes7ng how this so called virus is treated so effec7vely with 
an7-parasite drugs. 
The alterna7ves to treat this illness are in broad day light(yet the 
power at be booboo them as they claw their way out of the hole 
they have dug). Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquine combined with 
zinc and Vitamin D(sunshine> the darker you are the more you 
require), REAL FOOD>(garlic,Onions, grapefruit,lemons, thyme, 
rosemary, turmeric, the list goes on(Wake up people - you killing 
yourself with the food you stuff in your mouth-Bill Gates(big 
pharma and side kick vaccine manufacturer) owns most of the 
farm land across USA too and promotes any food that makes one 
sicker, herbs such as the herb wormwood(Artemisia afra), IV 
Vitamin C or just mega dose Vit c(it will only do you good), ACV 
Apple Cider Vinegar, energy medicine/self healing(POSH)(this 
actually the most effec7ve if open to it), Fas7ng/intermipent 
fas7ng (kicks in autophagy), promo7ng good bacteria all over 
and inside your body - yes those sani7zers only promote the 
sickness when over used. List goes on and on.  

Other concern is the conflict that the corporate en77es are 
apemp7ng to pit ci7zens against one another. Calling those 
whom object to vaccine as an7-vaxxers is a grave 
misunderstanding and only divides popula7on.  

Knowledge is key here. Many do not even realize they have a 
cons7tu7onal right to object(par7cularly those employed by 
companies that insist on it).  
The media ,corpora7ons and governments that are promo7ng 
only a vaccine as a solu7on shall be brought to jus7ce. Will just 
be pa7ent on that one... 

Genna

2021-01-18 
10:37:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Un7l proven that the vaccine is effec7ve, and not just poisoning 
the popula7on of South Africa, it is just a waste of tax-payers 
money!! Erlin

2021-01-18 
09:51:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please dont enter into hugh debts for our country when cheap 
available alterna7ve Ivermec7n is at the corner shop. The Hughe 
cost for a imported drug smell of corrup7on once again. Calvin

2021-01-18 
07:54:44

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Dawn

2021-01-18 
07:54:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccina7ons is not the answer, the ANC government with others 
around the world is poisoning us. There are healthier 
alterna7ves. The ANC only care for their voters, give the vaccine 
to their voters only. Gideon

2021-01-18 
07:52:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Kate

2021-01-17 
21:02:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Kobus

2021-01-17 
20:10:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is not safe to use.  To many problems because it was 
NOT  tested property.  The country can rather save money by 
using an alterna7ve like Ivermec7n.  Rather start the pa7ent on 
Ivermec7n the same Day he tests  posi7ve!!! It will be much 
cheaper. 
There will never be a normal like we use to know, so why waste 
good money on a vaccine that wont make you immune against 
Covid 19. Annelise

2021-01-17 
19:41:26

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Every op7on on this list merrits concern. Firstly, the cost of this 
vaccine is to high when alterna7ves are available, HCQ, 
Ivermec7n Doxy etc. All these have been a proven procotol and 
work, with a cost of far less than the vaccine, which is in effect 
just a money making scheme. Secondly, the roll out will be a 
fiasco as is everything done by this government, there will be 
corrup7on and undewrhanded, opportunis7c trading at every 
given opportunity. Thirdly, the effec7veness of this vaccine has 
been called into ques7on in a serious way over the past weeks, 
let alone the side effects which so far are far worse than the 
virus or the best possible outcome of the vaccine given the best 
scenario. Finally, no mandatory vaccina7ons should be put in 
place or enforced as this is a viola7on of our most basic human 
rights. I for one will not be taking a vaccine when there are safe 
alterna7ves which have known side effects, if any. Dylan

2021-01-17 
15:44:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is the Govt. pushing for this 'trial' vaccine that has NO proof 
of success. Their are New strains iden7fied, these vaccines are 
not made for these new strains. Why are we not allowed to use 
Ivermec7n which has been used successfully to treat covid 
infected pa7ents by registered Doctors.  This is a Sly way of 
World De-popula7on. They want to kill us Bayden
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2021-01-17 
14:25:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support the vaccine. I would like to know why 
Ivermec7n is banned from South Africa when some people who 
had the virus took it and was healed. South Africa is a 
democra7c country and we the people have a right to let our 
voices be heard. I have lost a lot of friends to this virus and I am 
upset and a frustrated ci7zen. Who is being held responsible for 
the loss of innocent lives.  Why is the vaccine being promoted 
instead of a cheaper cure like Ivermec7n.  I have read up on 
people who took vaccine and there are serious repercussions. So 
definitely I do not agree with the vaccine and feel that we the 
people have a right to say no and not be vaccinated. It is our 
human right and it should not be enforced on us. Gloria

2021-01-17 
13:37:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't think there has been enough 7me to develop an effec7ve 
and safe vaccine against covid19. We vaccinate our children with 
flawed formulas for age old illnesses. I do not believe these 
vaccines are safe or effec7ve. I believe they will do more harm 
than good. Pippa

2021-01-17 
13:16:31

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Dawn

2021-01-17 
11:56:26

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As a laymen, and non-professional, my humble opinion is that 
the vaccine has not been tested  
properly yet, it is younger than a year, and the world wants to 
shove this down our throats. 
That amidst rumors of serious side effects and even some 
fatali7es amongst those who took the vaccine.  With that in 
mind and the fact that my wife had covid, and it was discovered 
too late for me to isolate from her, I nursed her, stayed with her 
24/7 while she was sick and I was not infected. I am convinced 
that the reason for that is the I boosted my immunity with Vit C, 
Zink and sunlight. Again, just my opinion.  

Colin

2021-01-17 
08:17:31

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lungelisa

2021-01-17 
08:14:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Looks like government is hoping for a big handout from WHO 
and the NWO, that is why they are holding out for the vaccine, 
that does not work, over meds that do work and cure COVID19. Andre

2021-01-17 
07:43:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are viruses injected into people whom may react 
differently and it could have serious side effects. 
Vit C, D & Zinc could be sponsored by the Government instead  
AND  
1. should be given to every school going child when they enter 
the school grounds 
2. Given to every factory or full 7me worker when they enter the 
working premises 
3. Given to every Frontline worker when they enter their work 
premises 

Natural an7 bodies are formed when people gather, socialize etc 
Social distancing, isola7on and wearing masks are unnatural and 
are causing a weakness in our natural defense against viruses 

Ivermec7n is a proven drug that should be freely available when 
people have symptoms of C-19 

Marianne

2021-01-16 
20:31:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gerda 

2021-01-16 
16:37:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Liza 

2021-01-16 
15:06:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is a very promising treatment and prophylac7c available in 
the form of Ivermec7n which is safe, cheap and readily available 
and the government decides to ban it in favour of a highly 
ambi7ous vaccine roll-out with not nearly the same safety 
record. Boggles the mind. D

2021-01-16 
14:16:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is cheaper and safer. Kindly replace vaccine with 
Ivermec7n, free to all. Riaan

2021-01-15 
14:26:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a save cure for COVID 19. There are other products 
on the market too that provide cure.  It is being stated that the 
vaccine is not a total cure and we will s7ll have to wear masks 
and social distance etc. while we have a cure. 

This  whole COVID 19 is man made and we are also being 
manipulated  in being obedient to rubbish's rules and very 
possible other hidden agenda's. Colin

2021-01-15 
14:05:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Liz

2021-01-15 
12:56:04

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is s7ll no cure for - Cancer, HIV , Malaria  and many other 
deadly diseases  that we live with from day to day. Governments 
around the world pump millions and billions into finding the 
miracle formula/ medicine to cure diseases  that have claimed 
thousands of lives .  
Covid 19 arrives and within 9 months a vaccine is found - what a 
load of nonsense.  
The world has lost more people due to the Spanish flu, cancer , 
TB, AIDS & HIV , Malaria etc ,  In one year than this coronavirus.   
The pharmaceu7cal companies are making all the money. Carl
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2021-01-15 
12:56:04

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is s7ll no cure for - Cancer, HIV , Malaria  and many other 
deadly diseases  that we live with from day to day. Governments 
around the world pump millions and billions into finding the 
miracle formula/ medicine to cure diseases  that have claimed 
thousands of lives .  
Covid 19 arrives and within 9 months a vaccine is found - what a 
load of nonsense.  
The world has lost more people due to the Spanish flu, cancer , 
TB, AIDS & HIV , Malaria etc ,  In one year than this coronavirus.   
The pharmaceu7cal companies are making all the money. Carl

2021-01-15 
12:55:33

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Theunis 

2021-01-15 
09:31:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been proved effec7ve in stopping people 
contrac7ng Covid. Ivermec7n is an infinitesimal cost compared 
to the vaccine. ANC would have to pay back the grants received 
from giant pharma care that they have stolen. This is a total 
waste of of my taxpayer money. Anton

KwaZulu-Natal 88

2021-01-29 
00:55:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine may have side effects and has not been proven to be 
safe or effec7ve. Ivermec7n is used around the world and has 
been proven to be safe and effec7ve. Dian

2021-01-28 
11:09:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Yugeshin

2021-01-27 
07:09:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have the right to choose, there is no scien7fic evidence that 
proves that these so called vaccines are safe, our government is 
so corrupt, how can we as the people of South Africa trust what 
they saying, are they being paid off, to lie to each and every 
south african, let cyril ramaphosa throw his illumina7 pendent 
away and be a true fellow south african and stand up for the 
humanitarian rights for all, all poli7cal par7es are equally 
involved, don't hear much from the DA in regards to the vaccine 
itself either 

Let them keep their vaccine Desmond 

2021-01-26 
22:03:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Natalie 

2021-01-25 
16:14:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is not a tested drug or vaccine and we don't know long term 
effects. 
It can't be forced.  
Does not sound like the vaccine works anyway Dirk 

2021-01-24 
20:12:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I really don't feel this vaccine is necessary when there are other 
effec7ve medica7ons that can be used. We do not know the long 
term effec7ves or side effects of the vaccine - including possible 
infer7lity and the fact that this vaccine may be more detrimental 
to people of colour. Look at Dr Simone Gold and the valid point 
she makes about the concerns regarding the vaccines. All 
vaccines go through animal tes7ng and these have not... why? Melanie

2021-01-24 
06:26:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It’s not as safe for individuals who have other diseases. There’s 
also no proof that amer taking it that you are immune to Covid 
virus. Also there’s no compensa7on to the vaccine from vaccine 
injuries which have been reported as many all over the world . 
Also there’s been flu vaccine for over twenty years and people 
s7ll get really bad flu with the virus. Also they get the flu every 
year and some die from the flu. What certainly do they know 
that this will keep you safe? Sandy

2021-01-23 
08:48:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Muhammad

2021-01-23 
08:30:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Leonard

2021-01-21 
23:46:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is murder / They want to depopulate Africa. These vacines 
have not been tested on animals. No protocols have been 
followed. Why dont they use Ivermec7n and other solu7ons that 
has been working in the hands of  doctors that want to save 
people Ralph

2021-01-21 
16:39:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

An untested vaccine.  
Needs another 3 to 5 years of tes7ng. No vaccine for aids or flu? 
Something is not right Colin 

2021-01-21 
16:15:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Unban Ivermec7n! Natasha

2021-01-21 
15:37:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I will use ivermec7n should I contact the virus. Navesh

2021-01-21 
09:20:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have no trust in the government and do not believe that they 
have the peoples best interest at heart. I will worry about my 
owns health and my families. Carlien

2021-01-21 
06:57:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The covid vaccine was made in a maper of months, we do not 
know the effec7veness of it, it has not been tried and tested for 
long enough and we do not know the side effects, also there are 
cheaper alterna7ves ie Ivermec7n. Also if the vaccine becomes 
mandatory then that is not right, it should be our right to choose 
whether or not to take it. David

2021-01-20 
18:55:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) raffick

2021-01-20 
15:30:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Safe, tried and tested with excellent results alterna7ve medicine 
should be available to the ci7zens of this country.  Ivermec7n 
being one of them. Get that rolled out first, then the vaccine 
could be used as a back up if necessary for those who choose to 
have it. Susan
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2021-01-20 
15:21:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a cheaper alterna7ve that has a proven record. 
Government is just out too make money off a failed vaccine Delaine

2021-01-20 
12:58:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are not effec7ve in regards to the deadly strain making 
its way through South Africa (501Y.V2). Ivermec7n being broad 
based has a beper ability towards differing strains.  

Adiel

2021-01-19 
20:21:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The side effects of the vaccine are not known. No guarantee that 
they will work. Many people in other countries have had a 
nega7ve experience amer being vaccinated. Other cheaper drugs 
like ivermec7n should be tested. If it proves to cure covid 19 this 
op7on would be much cheaper and easily available to the public 
with minimal side effects since it is already being used on 
humans for scabies and head lice. In my opinion, the only reason 
why this op7on is being ignored is because too much money has 
already been invested in the vaccines and the powers that be 
want their money back with interest. Human lives don't seem to 
maper when money is involved. In SA its money first and 
everything else thereamer. Very sad... No wonder we are in such 
a mess. Dale

2021-01-19 
15:49:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why should we use vaccines when. We have alterna7ves 
Their safety is also a big concern  
Emphasis should not be on vacci es but on educa7on an immune 
boos7ng techniques and foods Zohra

2021-01-19 
12:45:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust that the vaccine has been tested vastly. 
Secondly government I'm sure can think of other solu7ons than 
making money of their ci7zens Ratasha

2021-01-19 
11:15:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Carole

2021-01-19 
09:29:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It's very mandatory and mandatory is concerning as ci7zens we 
do not have a choice in the decision making process. When that 
occurs it not a Democracy but becomes Communist 
indoctrina7on.  
It's not being paranoid, but as parents and ci7zens of South 
Africa we need to make  informed decisions. We need to view 
both sides of the story in order to make an informed decision. 
Thus far it's sad to see all who oppose the vaccines have their 
social media pla{orms blocked or pulled off YouTube and Big 
Tech.  
Our local media is non the beper and don't have a backbone. 
Report from a biased viewpoint. Very concerning indeed if an 
individual cannot make an informed decision in this day and 
age!! 

No to rollout vaccines  !!!!!!!!!!!! Anastasia

2021-01-19 
06:55:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sheldene 

2021-01-19 
06:55:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sheldene 

2021-01-19 
00:59:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is sponsored by Pfizer, and also funded by Bill and 
Melani Gates who are forerunners of depipulizing the earth of 
about 25% to 30% ini7ally. The vaccine also contains the kidney 
cells of 14 week old aborted fetus's. 
How can you expect the South African Chris7ans to ingest 
Abor7ons. Paul

2021-01-18 
22:03:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that the vaccine is the solu7on when alterna7ve 
medicine like ivermec7n have not been given considera7on. The 
vaccine in it’s en7rety does not guarantee safety from the virus 
and immunity, not much tes7ng had been done, South Africans 
cannot be used as LAB RATS to check if it the vaccine will work. 
The government must allow alterna7ve medicine like ivermec7n 
to treat those that test posi7ve as it’s proven to be effec7ve in 
other countries. The vaccine is NOT THE ANSWER!! Knoksie

2021-01-18 
21:35:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sim

2021-01-18 
21:15:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Effec7veness of the vaccine is not certain and safeness on 
the human body as there has been no trial done on this vaccine.  
The Government must consider other safer  methods whilst 
developing a vaccine by our own scien7sts and Doctors. We 
should not be forced but should have a choice on what goes in 
our body. We also need clarity on the components that make up 
this vaccine . Lungi

2021-01-18 
20:22:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Invermec7n has been approved for human use and proven to 
work.  
Don't trust this vaccine that hasnt even been fully tested and so 
far has hundreds of people with side effects.  No one knows the 
effects on us long term. I'm also not interested to be changed on 
an RNA level and be gene7cally modified or tracked via this 
vaccine.  
Will taking it mean no more lockdowns? Not according to 
government! They should spend the money on healthcare like 
they should have instead of stealing funds. Sheryl

2021-01-18 
11:04:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are too many nega7ves. Lack of proper tes7ng. Side 
effects. There are safer, cheaper alterna7ves. Government 
corrup7on will make it worse.  

Saleem

2021-01-18 
10:17:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zabesuthu
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2021-01-18 
10:06:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are dodgy, 7me frame for tes7ng insufficient, and not 
likely to stop the virus. Rather educate re healthcare, use 
available meds, and stop the lockdown. Let it run it's course, 
herd immunity should  be evident soon enough, some people 
will die as is to be expected from any virus. Leigh

2021-01-18 
09:42:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Insufficient research on vaccines and too many non natural 
ingredients in the vaccines. Proven working alterna7ve medicine 
that is cost effec7ve and has a proven efficacy in many case 
studies around the world for the use of Ivermec7n alond with 
other supplementary medices and vitamins. Maria

2021-01-18 
09:17:31

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Any vaccine is purely experimental at this stage. We do not have 
enough data to confirm long term safety of any vaccine 
administered to any age group. I strongly feel that safer 
alterna7ves should be inves7gated, such as conven7onal 
medicines that has been around for years with proven results 
without any adverse side effects.   David

2021-01-18 
09:12:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not think that the vaccine has been tested long enough and 
I already heard that people are having serious side effects from 
the vaccine . I would prefer to look at alterna7ve medicine like 
Ivermec7n that are currently being withheld for non-
substan7ated reasons I feel  as other countries are already using 
Ivermec7n susccessfully to CURE Covid.  So I do not understand 
why a medicine which is in the league of pennycilin and 
paracetamol and also on the WHO list of essen7al medicines 
cannot be used instead of a vaccine that has not been tested 
properly. We s7ll cannot cure the common flu every year and 
just treat it with medicine so we can surely treat Covid the same 
way if it can be cured by Ivermec7n.  Valerie

2021-01-18 
09:02:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are too many ques7ons the South Africa community is 
having and again this issue of vaccina7on the social media 
ins7lled fair to the south African community and including the 
whole world.  

 Its gonna create havoc amongst the communi7es because now 
lot of things are being say about vaccina7on and the 
government is doing nothing to combat these so called fake 
news the circulate day in day out on the social media so now 
that has created a huge problem.  South Africa ci7zens are 
confused now really we are. I for one am confused I don't know 
what is true and not, so my advice is the government need to be 
transparent with people of the country.  But NO NO NO to 
compulsory vaccina7on  

Sabelo

2021-01-18 
07:30:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Any new medica7on needs to be tested first under direct 
observa7on by medical professionals. Since this is a new virus, 
you have not had sufficient 7me to do such tes7ng, and 
therefore it is dangerous. Ivermec7n is working,  let us rather 
have ivermec7n Paul

2021-01-18 
07:27:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Have you seen how many people are dying amer geing the 
vaccine?  Ivermec7n has been proven and tested since 1970 so 
why not use something that actually has been tested.  Mar7e

2021-01-18 
01:44:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

History has proven that Mr. Bill Gates vaccines are a danger to 
the society and people are saying his agenda is very clear, kill or 
paralyze as many African people. People claim to know what his 
vaccine did to the thousands of children in India and other 
African countries. So with that being said I WILL NOT be taking 
any of his vaccines into my body or any of my family members. 
What kind of a fool would I be to just take something made from 
another con7nent, made by only God knows & allow to be 
injected with, without even being approved by our own Medical 
scien7sts. Madagascar came up with their remedy and it's 
working for them, why shouldn't we do the same? Why do we 
have one man telling the en7re world what to do and what is 
currently happening while as he has no medical background. 
How do we then oppose when people are saying he created the 
virus to make money with his vaccines and to fulfill his satanic 
ways by killing billions of God's people. Already as we speak 
people are dying from the pfizer vaccine, but the media will 
never cover that because we are the business to them! Siyabonga

2021-01-17 
23:33:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is a long short with no conclusive understanding of 
long-term effects and therefore available alterna7ves should be 
used instead of was7ng more tax-payer monies on something 
that is not guaranteed ,we are not tes7ng pigs! Ntombifuthi

2021-01-17 
21:15:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should be given a choice to whether we want to vaccinate or 
not we shouldn't be forced on taking the vaccine and I strongly 
urge the government to consider ivermec7n as an alterna7ve 
vaccine if we don't want the one that comes from overseas or 
India and as South Africans we do have scien7st and specialists 
who can assist us by curing this virus this is a free country. Pearl 

2021-01-17 
19:37:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is helping many millions of people.... Stop killing 
people by banning this drug. Legalize it now!! Sadhasivan

2021-01-17 
18:12:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I won't simply get vaccinated! Nathashua

2021-01-17 
17:51:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont like to take vaccines of any sort  especialy this one, rather 
leave your immune system to sort it out. Peter

2021-01-17 
17:28:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel the Government has a hidden agenda and got paid to roll 
out a specific vaccine and there's a huge lack of transparency as 
to what to use and what not to.  
Other countries have proven Ivermec7n as the solu7on and it's 
cost effec7ve. When will our President listen to his people rather 
than lining his pocket. Please we had enough. Moonsamy
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2021-01-17 
16:13:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Invermec7n has been used since 1980 on animals and in some 
cases, humans, it has a track record. Vaccines have not been 
tested properly, and having worked in clinical trials, it would take 
a number of years to complete. Mark

2021-01-17 
15:33:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All prisoners, government, ANC & EFF to first take the vaccine. 
China have recovered without a vaccine. Shannon

2021-01-17 
15:17:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust this vaccine... It has been too rushed... besides... 
viruses change their form... so the vaccine works for one... and 
then it changes... do we need another vaccine.. and another... 
etc????   
I also personally believe that this whole covid 19 is a plandemic.. 
and there is a whole other agenda.. 
Ivermec7n seems to be a viable treatment for this "flu"strain...  
I will not consent to having this vaccine... My Body... My choice... Lisa

2021-01-17 
13:58:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont support the roll-out of vaccine that has not been tested 
and other informa7on circula7ng showing that people dyie in 
other countries amer vaccinated. 
This seems to be more about profits to certain individuals and 
countries, why the alterna7ve of Ivermec7n is considered. 
Why is South Africa not in the process of producing its own 
vaccine, why must we always ruled by Western countries and 
take decisions for us. No Bill Gate vaccine.,government must 
develop their own trust8and tested vaccine, that everyone will 
fill safe and reliable to use that vaccine. Samukelo 

2021-01-17 
11:51:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zamokuhle 

2021-01-17 
11:15:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I never have a flu vaccine, this is no different. 
This vaccine does not stop you geing covid, you s7ll have to 
wear a mask, sani7se your hands, maintain social distance. So 
what is the point of it. Kay

2021-01-17 
10:57:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust these vaccines as they have been rushed and there 
have been deaths and severe side effects.  If I were to suffer 
either cannot sue or get compensa7on from government.  There 
is Ivermec7n which I have heard can cure Covid within 48 
hours ... we as ci7zens should have a right to make use of 
alterna7ve treatment other than unproven mRNA poten7ally 
fatal vaccines. Suzanne

2021-01-17 
10:54:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no way that this vaccine is safe. The 7me period of 
crea7on is totally unacceptable. You will see in the next few days 
when the truth is revealed. Craig

2021-01-17 
09:43:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not feel that the vaccine has been tested fully and certainly 
hasn't been in use enough to see long term side effects. Kerry

2021-01-17 
08:23:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I totally disagree with a vaccine because it's a waste of tax 
payer's money. I prefer Ivermec7n because they say it  is safe 
with liple or no side effects, and it is very cheap compared to a 
vaccine. Zakhele 

2021-01-17 
08:23:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I totally disagree with a vaccine because it's a waste of tax 
payer's money. I prefer Ivermec7n because they say it  is safe 
with liple or no side effects, and it is very cheap compared to a 
vaccine. Zakhele 

2021-01-17 
07:54:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are we being headed to have compulsory vaccines that 
have not been properly undergone years of tes7ng, whose 
effects are unknow  and that benefits the pharmaceu7cal 
industry only as does cancer.  
Why is govt so an7 alterna7ves like Ivermec7n making it a 
banned substance, yet globally doctors are using it successfully. 
Our government has sold us to the highest bidder in the global 
apempt of popula7on tracking and control. We have become 
the puppets of the elite who use Africa as its guinea pig.  
Our govt is NOT about its people. Self gain seems to be its 
priority! Yasmin

2021-01-17 
06:55:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If some people die amer taking the vaccine it is not effec7ve, a 
vaccine should make your immune system stronger to fight the 
virus should you become infected.  Our parliament members 
should lead by example and be the 1st recipients of the vaccine. 
Do clinical trials on ivermec7n to help the infected. I am not 
Worthless my life mapers to me kids, I have served this country 
for 25 years as a government employee therefore give us the 
choice to decide whether we want this vaccine as a country. USE 
YOUR BRAIN MR PRESIDENT AND HAVE A Heart!!! South Africa 
owes so many countries through loans, these people have raped 
her, and the price is OUR Lives, use your head MR PRESIDENT, I 
REALLY THOUGHT YOU WERE A COMPATIONATE MAN OF GOD 
BUT IT TURNS OUT I WAS WRONG!!! Michelle 

2021-01-17 
05:28:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South African Doctors suggested the alterna7ve (Ivermec7n). 
Vaccine should not be considered up un7l its proven with our 
specialist as South African that its safety to be used. Vusimuzi

2021-01-16 
22:16:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Viruses mutate. Also, this vaccine has not been tested long term. 
Lastly, if there are so many studies around Ivermec7n showing 
promise why would we not be seeking to look into that instead 
of forcing down a vaccine that may or may not be some help, 
over medica7on that's been used for decades. I don't 
understand that. R.

2021-01-16 
21:43:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

people must be given a choice and alterna7ves made available 
as per our Cons7tu7on. 
Secondly every Vaccine in SA must first be tested and approved 
by our own scien7st's and researchers before rolled out to 
willing people. Mlamuli
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2021-01-16 
20:10:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The so-called vaccine is neither as safe as, nor as effec7ve as, nor 
as cheap as Ivermec7n. That is to say that Ivermec7n is cheaper 
than the vaccine, safer than the vaccine, and more effec7ve than 
the vaccine. We do not want or need the vaccine. We need 
Ivermec7n. Sean

2021-01-16 
20:04:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine in ques7on hasn't been sufficiently tested and it is 
too soon to determine how effec7ve the vaccine is,any vaccine 
admistered and proven to have a high success rate has been 
tried and tested for years .This vaccine has been tested for 
months .There could be numerous side effects which causes 
more harm than good. Karthigasen

2021-01-16 
19:55:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Fat

2021-01-16 
15:59:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why do SA want a vaccine that India doesnt want? 
Vaccina7on should remain the individuals choice. 
Rather inves7gate ivermec7n Kate

2021-01-16 
15:13:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I object to two main components: 
1. I DO NOT CONSENT TO MANDATORY VACCINATIONS AND NOR 
SHOULD ANYONE. FREEDOM OF CHOICE, FREEDOM OF 
RELIGION, NUREMBERG ARTICLE #6, SO MANY REASONS. THERE 
ARE SO MANY CASES OF ADVERSE REACTIONS TO THIS 
VACCINATION IN PARTICULAR AND TO ALL VACCINATIONS THAT 
THERE IS NO WAY THAT ANY ONE CAN BE FORCED TO TAKE 
SOMETHING THAT COULD HARM THE INDIVIDUAL SO BADLY, 
AND THAT HAS NO PROOF THAT IT WORKS, NO PROPER 
TESTING, ETC. PLEASE SEE THE WORK OF DAVID MARTIN AND 
OTHERS ON THIS: hpps://clarion.causeac7on.com/2021/01/13/
dr-david-mar7n-this-is-not-a-vaccine/ IN ADDITION DR FAUCI 
AND THE INDIVIDUALS BEHIND THE WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANISATION ARE HIGHLY QUESTIONABLE IN THEIR ACTIONS.  
PLEASE ALSO REFER TO THE GREAT BARRINGTON DECLARATION 
BY MANY MANY DOCTORS OF HIGH STANDING: hpps://
gbdeclara7on.org/ 
2. THAT THERE IS NO EFFORT AT ALL BY GOVERNMENT TO ASSIST 
OR PROVIDE INFORMATION/ALTERNATIVES THAT DO TRULY 
WORK FROM BOOSTING IMMUNE SYSTEMS TO INVERMECTIN/
HYDROXYCLOROQUINE, ETC. Claire

2021-01-16 
13:37:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Don't trust our governments and leaders. Simple . It should our 
choice as to take the vaccine or not.... Razia

2021-01-16 
12:00:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please note: God abhors Abor7on and the harves7ng of Baby 
7ssue. In order for he vaccines to work, they use this aborted 
baby 7ssue This goes against our moral integrity as Chris7ans. 
Next: The same people behind the Wuhan Lab, are behind   
Glaxosmithkline, who are also behind Pfizer, (The ones who 
produce the virus that produced the  vaccine)Funded by Dr, 
Fauci 
Black Rock finances Glaxo, funded by the open Founda7on 
funded by Soros. Also serves the French AXA. Soros owns the 
German company Winterhur which built the Wuhan Laboratory 
and Vanguard as shareholder which controls the Central banks 
and manages one third of the Global investment capital. Black 
Rock are major shareholders In the Gates Founda7on.. Also 
major shareholders in Microsom Bill Gates has shares in Pfizer 
And first sponsor of WHO! China also has big interests in WHO 
and their head Tedros is a terrorist. So you see, it was never 
about health, but of power and money and depopula7on of the 
World. Did I tell you my Mom who was perfectly healthy, was 
persuaded by adver7sing to take the Flu shot never recovered? Madeleine

2021-01-16 
11:24:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines  are the first of their kind , mrna vaccines have 
never been given a green light in the past.Now under the guise 
of emergency use they are , secondly the pharmaceu7cal 
companies that manufacture and own the licence of the vaccine 
are being given indemnity for any liability for any loss of life ,  
illness or damage their product cause to our people.There are 
alterna7ve therapies or treatments working in India , Australia  
and other countries that SAHPRA ,MAC and DOH have 
criminalized in South Africa.Theses therapies could save current 
sick people and lower transmission rates as well as buy 7me so 
these vaccines can be tested thoroughly.The goverment of South 
Africa has a moral obliga7on to give people these treatments. Murray

2021-01-16 
09:14:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The major concern is that the government is so quick to roll out 
this vaccine which we do not know the implica7ons and the side 
effects this vaccine will have on the people. The implica7ons 
could be dire and irreversible. Is the government willing to put 
the lives of millions of South Africans on the line, while was7ng 
milloins of the tax payers money! 

Secondly,the vaccine should not be imposed on us, it should be 
on a voluntary basis. We live in a democra7c country where 
everybody has the liberty to exercise that right.  

Let Ivermec7n be an alterna7ve, let it be freely available to 
South Africans. You cannot use the line that "the drug is not 
proven and is not safe", because the vaccine is not as well! Let 
South Africans decide for themselves. We have a right to proper 
healthcare and medica7on. With Ivermec7n there are a lot of 
success stories as evidence, yet you raid hospitals and forbid 
people from its use, this makes us ques7on your main objec7ves 
with this Covid 19. It seems Mr President you may have other 
agendas you are pushing, and from your recent ac7ons, it surely 
is NOT saving the lives of South Africans! Nhlanhla
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2021-01-16 
08:39:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please mo7vate concerns, provide your solu 
7ons or list alterna7ves. You may comment in any official South 
African language.I think it's a waste of money  the government 
should roll out the ivermec7n what the if vaccine for? why the 
gvment insis7ng on vaccine not ivermac7n? ntombi

2021-01-16 
07:21:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have a preventa7ve measure Ivermec7n which has proven 
successful in many parts of the World and the costs to buy it is 
low. Why are we not allowing  the use of this drug. 

The vaccines have had very short trial periods and many have 
shown serious side effects. What is used to make the vaccine is 
ques7onable. 

Let’s use the safer op7on Roobana

2021-01-16 
06:34:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Angie

2021-01-16 
05:52:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am  teacher- and I feel lem out- we are only amer- thoughts!!  I 
keep to the rules- wearing my mask and sterilising hands- but 
because of other individuals we are put at risk- I don't want to 
take the vaccine - I have never taken any flu vaccines and the 
whole vaccina7on program feels unsafe. Lilla

2021-01-16 
04:02:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. Please see content included in the SAHARI Ivermec7n Rollout 
pe77on, which stands at over 31 000 signatures in 2 weeks: 
hpps://www.change.org/p/president-cyril-ramaphosa-south-
africa-has-a-right-to-ivermec7n-for-c19/dashboard 

2. In addi7on, there are both medical professionals and vaccine 
inury vic7ms warning about the dangers of experimental, raced, 
and expensive vaccines. Please include side effects as a top 
concern in the drop down menu.  

3. Finally, it is morally abhorrent and frankly horrifying that 
vaccine companies have been given indemnity against being 
sued for GMO vaccine side effects, injuries, diabili7es, and 
death. Government opted for this choice. 

Shabnam 
Palesa

2021-01-16 
02:40:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Astrazenica vaccine is the most dangerous type of an 
already dangerous vaccine. We have never seen a vaccine like 
this before.  It can actually alter your DNA.... Please do your 
research.  Rather use the cheap alterna7ves that are not being 
pushed by big pharmaceu7cal companies. Stacy

2021-01-15 
23:28:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Rishi

2021-01-15 
22:54:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This government has given the impression of untruthfulness in 
everything pertaining to this virus. They must first provide 
answers as to why safe alterna7ves that are reportedly trea7ng 
people successfully not being used. Ivermec7n is a case in point. 
I trust nothing they say we are all cash cows and vo7ng fodder 
for them Desi

2021-01-15 
22:28:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine was rolled out in a haste, not enough tes7ng and 
research done, we are not  guinea  pigs /test tubes... Zenobia 

2021-01-15 
20:47:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine development in too short a period. If reports are true 
that aborted feotus's forms part of the vaccine, not interested 
because of moral principles Wayne 

2021-01-15 
19:03:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) M Qasim

2021-01-15 
13:48:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Pierre

2021-01-15 
13:22:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If there is a known cure. why a vaccine.  Ivermec7n must be 
explored and used. The rich want to make billions at the expense 
of the poor. Vella

2021-01-15 
11:24:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Nobody can give a straight guarantee the the"vaccine" is of any 
use at all. Ivomec7n is excellent for treatment and prophylaxis. It 
is way cheaper, readily available and it WORKS Not available

2021-01-15 
10:58:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n provides a cure. It PROVIDES a cure and it also acts as 
a prophylaxis. End of pandemic!! Wake up for God's sake Joe

2021-01-15 
07:45:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would rather use a re purposed  medica7on that  has been 
tried and test around the world, with posi7ve results, than any 
vaccine that has not been tested properly, by bypassing all 
normal tes7ng procedures. There is no liability for the 
manufactures of these Vaccines as the person taking it does so 
at their own risks. So for me it's a big  No, No 

Sagren
Free State 15

2021-01-26 
09:26:58

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not feel that a vaccine is needed. It is a moneymaking 
racket. Not just in South Africa, all over the world. 

Alterna7ves like Ivermec7n cures the disease some7mes as soon 
as 48hours amer first dose. 

The cost of distribu7on will be next to nothing compared to an 
expensive, flawed vaccine. Doesn't maper from which pharma it 
comes. 

Johann
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2021-01-21 
11:32:46

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are two many nega7ve opinions from professional 
individuals that does not approve the vaccine. As it not save to 
use with nega7ve complica7ons it is every individual own choice 
whether to par7cipate or not. Manita

2021-01-20 
13:29:35

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Motlagoman
g 

2021-01-20 
07:54:53

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is beper to use all necessary op7ons that we have as a 
country, and trust the people who are knowledgeable in this 
regard, I'm also against it being mandatory because all these 
vaccines have not been tested fully, especially this one of 
Corona, we see the news and video running around, of people 
suffering amer the taking the vaccine, and how come the roll out 
yet people are also from this Vaccine, I don't want want this 
vaccine and I should not be forced to take it, especially when it 
has not even been tested.  

The Drs in KZN said that drug is working, and why not use it 
Ivermec7n 

Modisaotsile

2021-01-18 
20:11:28

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has a 100% sucsess rate were it was administered. 
Just get the cure. Stop jabbing rubbish into people. Just wake up.  

Why do the German doctors know so much about this? 
Why did we see people in March 2020 already telling the world 
what the cure is? 

Who is trying to hide something from the world?  Who is going 
to benefit greatly from keeping the people sick?? These doctors 
are not so stupid. How is it that Trump advovated this medicine 
ling ago? 
,,,,,, and no one listened..... Hmmmmm. Leon

2021-01-18 
07:18:31

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why have a vaccine when there is a treatment out there that not 
only prevents you from geing infected but kills the virus and is 
far more cost efec7ve. There are also concerns of serious side 
efects. Gerald

2021-01-17 
18:56:04

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are safer tested methods to fight covid. Why do we need 
to follow the WHO if we know there are alterna7ves. Novern

2021-01-17 
17:45:32

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is proven safe with readily available data. The new 
vaccines have not yet been proven to be safe instead forced on 
people to accept what the govt says about them. There are 
legi7mate ques7ons about Covid-19 and its vaccina7on but the 
govt we are supposed to trust will not apempt to provide any 
sound clari7es and proof but uses its adminstra7ve authority to  
propagate all as fake news except for what they say. Everyone is 
less knowledgeable but those that they have selected to speak 
and be listened to. Well there's so much to ques7on but suffice 
to say that the Covid-19 story and its so called protocols are just 
too suspect and the use of govt authority is not assis7ng, more 
so with poli7cians having become overnight unques7onable 
experts. Malema

2021-01-17 
09:01:35

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is on the way that government is deliberately 
ignoring other less dangerous alterna7ves to trea7ng covid. They 
are only focused on the vaccine which could poten7ally have 
serious side effects than Ivermec7n which has been proven to 
treat covid without the threat of any serious side effects. What is 
the agenda here? george 

2021-01-17 
08:32:50

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ben

2021-01-16 
20:41:02

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hoe kan daar ń effek7ewe entstof wees na ń paar maande? Ek 
het 30 jaar terug ń griep inspui7ng gehad en by die dood 
omgedraai. Nee dankie. Koos 

2021-01-16 
14:55:31

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am totally against receiving this vaccine as it has not been 
properly tested, I would personally refuse to be vaccinated with 
any of these vaccines because if the uncertainty. 
There are alterna7ves IE: Ivermec7n. This is a widely used 
medicine tried and tested, and cheap, why could we not all get 
treated with this then no vaccine is necessary. This is leaving the 
doors open to large scale thieving as well and with the track 
record of this inept government  we have this is more than likely. 
If you as government receives the vaccine first and foremost, to 
do the tes7ng for us to see if this is safe we might consider 
taking it as well. Jan Albert

2021-01-15 
17:45:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Other vaccines have been studied for decades and some s7ll has 
nega7ve effects on some people. What are the long term effects 
of this vaccine? A lot of people have had terrible reac7ons and 
even died amer receiving Covid vaccines. Why is Ivermec7n, 
Hydroxychloroquine, zinc, steroid nebuluzing not used? Why are 
all the drugs that proves to work, banned as treatment, in South 
Africa? Does the government WANT the people of SA to die? 
Why do you need a vaccine with a 80%-94% success rate for a 
virus that has a 99.5% popula7on survival rate?  

Already in August 2020. Don't tell me that no one knows about 
this... 
hpps://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BvASitqCsPk 

Judith

2021-01-15 
16:06:53

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) im s7ll not sure that i do want to take a vaccine pieter
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2021-01-15 
13:07:12

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Tinus

Northern Cape 6

2021-01-25 
08:05:18

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Renate

2021-01-22 
07:59:36

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die inen7ng is nog glad nie veilig bewys nie. Daar is oral berigte 
van mense wat doodgaan na hulle die inen7ng ontvang het. 
Ivermec7en het baie sukses en is baie goedkoper. As die regering 
reg7g ons belange op die hart dra, kan hulle eerder Ivermec7en 
vir almal beskikbaar stel. Dit sal die belas7ng betaler 'n 
massiewe klomp geld spaar en dan is die inen7ng nie nodig nie. Esmarie

2021-01-19 
12:32:34

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

make ivermec7n, doxycyclin and zink available as a package link 
in Indian as soon as possible . Let people use ivermec7c in the 
mean7me. Too many nege7ve affects from the vaccine Jan

2021-01-17 
18:58:38

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has proven success.  In 100 years no vaccine against 
cancer. In 40 years no vaccine for HIV Aids, in less than a year a 
100 percent  successful vaccine against a world pandemic. I am 
not an illiterate  member of Parliament.  I can think for myself 
they have a hidden agenda. Barend

2021-01-17 
15:45:01

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not convinced that all vaccines were tested properly for any 
side effects. I would rather look at alterna7ve solu7ons. I have 
never taken any vaccines prior to Covid 19. I believe there is 
alterna7ve means to treat the virus Johan

2021-01-15 
16:18:47

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) LOUIS

North West 15

2021-01-24 
18:47:42

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly, I do not support  the vaccine being made mandatory as 
there are proven inexpensive alterna7ves to fight Covid-19. It is 
an intrusion on my human right to decide what is best for me 
and I reject it in totality. 
Secondly, I do not trust any of the vaccines as they were simply 
created too quickly.  Even the top South African medical expert 
advising government stated in 2020 that the soonest a vaccine 
could be available would be 18 - 24 months. There is another 
agenda behind pushing these untested vaccines, big Pharma 
making billions and unethical state bodies promo7ng them 
because they are on big Pharma's payroll. Edmond 

2021-01-22 
16:49:17

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why must we be ask to have an input on vaccina7on deal that 
has already being signed.it has already being purchased and the 
government already knows who are their first targets.We can 
only pray and hope that it may not harm people and it must be 
people s choice to be vaccinated or not.

Khwenenyan
e 

2021-01-22 
10:34:54

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I'd like to have a choice Jackie 

2021-01-21 
18:38:30

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has proved to cause deaths. There are alterna7ves!  
I will not be forced for vaccine that hasn't been proven to be 
effec7ve. 

Angeline

2021-01-18 
13:17:43

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The virus was a man-made planned pandemic to drive fear into 
the global popula7on, all in the eventual achievement of a one 
world global government to control people and take our 
freedoms away as is happening with the never ending lock 
downs. The virus is used as a tool to force people to take the 
vaccine. The vaccine will not be the end and will have to be 
administered on a regular basis to "ensure" protec7on. The virus 
is muta7ng which makes it even more of a hoax. Later vaccines 
will contain DNA alternators to manipulate the DNA composi7on 
of those that take it - ref to B Gates presenta7on to the CIA in 
2005. 
So i am in favour of alterna7ve treatments such as Ivermectan 
and Chlorine Dioxide. They are much cheaper and a safer op7on. 
The wearing of masks and killing of important natural bacteria 
with sani7zers is to weaken our immune systems and make us 
more suscep7ble to infec7ons. Andre

2021-01-18 
12:41:01

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Keep your vacine to yourself ... I'll rather die than sell my soul to 
Satan Johan

2021-01-18 
09:20:50

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not for as long as i have God given breath inside me, have 
that chemical poison injected inside  my body, and none of my 
family members will do it as well.. There are far to many studies 
coming out showing the harm that this DNA altering vaccine 
causes. 

29 people and coun7ng who died in Norway due to this vaccine..  
I have an immune system created by God that can with stand 
what ever life throws at it.  People get the Flu shot every year 
yet they s7ll get flu. Covid19 is the biggest hoax in the history of 
mankind. 

Its 7me people wake up and see that our basic Human rights are 
being destroyed by a Luciferian controlled government Hugo

2021-01-18 
08:24:08

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This proposed vaccine hasn't been properly tested  
There are effec7ve alterna7ves  
Mandatory vaccina7ons  is against our basic human rights Graham 

2021-01-18 
05:57:54

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As said alterna7ves exist.  Also, no one knows if the vaccine 
really works, and what other sinister reasons for the vaccine 
exists. I will not take the vaccine. Smartryk

2021-01-16 
20:45:03

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ghulam 
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2021-01-16 
19:33:58

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ivermecten tested, vaccine not Kobus 

2021-01-16 
10:02:08

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government do not care about the ci7zens as Ivermec7n can 
be used without  ripping of the taxpayers Sonepe

2021-01-15 
12:41:45

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How is it possible that a new vaccine can be approved by 
SAHPRA so quick and not Ivermec7n (40 years + on the market).  
There is clear evidence that further clinical tes7ng of Ivermec7n 
is merited. How far is government trails with the new vaccine 
and/or Ivermec7n? In the mean while the use of Ivermec7n can 
do no damage.  I wonder if the parasi7c government realize this 
an7 parasi7c drug is no threat to them, only to the millions they 
would be enabled to steel because of the vaccine? Johan

2021-01-15 
12:00:25

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Pharma behind the vaccines are trying to get indemnity ito 
of any side effects claims. No thanks then rather give me 
ivermec7n! Brenda

2021-01-15 
09:24:59

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have no faith in the way this pandemic is handled in our 
country and abroad.  Why the rush to vaccinate millions of 
people with a vaccine that we all know is probably not safe?  I 
have heard of too many people dying in other countries amer 
they have taken the vaccine.  I will not take the vaccine. Elmarie

Mpumalanga 25

2021-01-24 
02:02:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Petro

2021-01-23 
09:24:22

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't support the vaccine coming from Europe or America. I 
don't trust them. African leaders must develop their vaccine and 
support what Madagascar discovered and develop it cover 
Africa. Peter

2021-01-22 
16:38:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Somehow anything government touches turns to MIA. So they 
wanna tax us more to pocket the money and then we will hear 
no more money to pay for vaccine. How many years and s7ll no 
vaccine or cure for cancer, HIV. I have no faith in this hurried 
vaccine. Maybe it was produced long before Covid was 
unleashed on us. NO THANK YOU. Ronelle

2021-01-22 
15:06:00

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zelda

2021-01-22 
09:13:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is the first vaccine of its kind that changes Rna/Dna never 
tested before. . What should take 10 years plus only took 
months. If anything is going to change your DNA one should 
have a say and at least give permission.  This falls in the same 
category as rape. Which enable a state or persons to change 
DNA and do bodily harm to one without concent. What will 
happen if someone hold you Down for an tapoo forcebly 
because of their own blind theory and because they are in a 
superior posi7on.  It is mental and phisio al rape. All these years 
we were in control of our own greater good. Even our own 
decisions on live and death. Now suddenly a higher authority 
wants to force it down your throud.  
When my SON was in the clutches of drugs, and I beget and 
prayed,  nothing was done because his a drugy although billions 
already died as my SON Did. Millions more than covid will kill. 
Nothing has been done. Now suddenly the big rape and viola7on 
of my Godly right started because of alterior people on top 
benifits  somewhere somehow. Dirk

2021-01-22 
03:21:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The covid injec7ons has killed so many people in Norway and in 
Germany in the first week. So i shall rather take the alterna7ve 
meds at a low dose Rudi 

2021-01-19 
13:18:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ir's much cheaper, and much more effec7ve to make use of 
alterna7ve op7ons of medicines available. Jaco

2021-01-19 
12:50:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Sudden available vaccine for COVID? Really?  What about 
Cancer?  
And what about the fact that 1 in 5 women in South Africa is 
abused/raped?  What is being done about that? Almarie

2021-01-19 
06:13:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is tested vaccines available. Why would the government 
want to have us vaccinated with and untested vaccine.  We have 
a right to life and they are stripping us from that privilege by 
making such a choice as mandatory for all to take.  
I will take a vaccine that is tested and proven to work against 
covid.  
Again they are was7ng the tax payers money and pushing the 
country into more debt and more corrup7on is taking place. 
Also, I feel that the vaccines should be given to health workers 
yes, schools and then to all public specifically not cuing out 
corporates - as the economy depends on successful businesses, 
no offence to anyone but distribu7ng it through shopping malls 
and taxi areas is not the most beneficial choice for the country 
and its future unless its a hidden objec7ve to control the 
popula7on and have people die with this untested vaccine. How 
cruel is that! Nodine

2021-01-18 
15:27:32

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We need African medicines for us by us there cannot be smoke 
without fire. AIDS killed more people than Corona and there was 
no vaccine to date. This vaccine is a fly by night. If there’s any 
humanity lem in Cyril please don’t kill more people. Have a heart. Nomthi
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2021-01-18 
12:20:49

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will never take the vaccine!! 
Vaccine is not a cure for covid, no tests. 
WHY do you have to ware mask if you were vaccinated??? 
The vaccine makes you STERRILE....!!!!  
Does the people know that?????? 
This is a new world order that they try to force on us. 
If you read your bible you will see that this is the mark of the 
beast, and if you take the vaccine you are DOOMED as the devil's 
child, no turning back. 

Ivermec7n was proven and tested. 
WHY DOES the  government not want us to use ivermec7n? 
I will tell you why, because they want us to DIE . Nic

2021-01-18 
08:32:12

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Annalese 

2021-01-18 
08:09:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They will force us to be vaccinated by untested and unreliable  
vaccines and who knows what sorts of ailments that brings with 
it. Hugo

2021-01-18 
07:33:29

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South African government purposely ignores the effec7ve 
alterna7ves e.g. the Madagascar Covid 19 syrup and other 
tradi7onal methods from tradi7onal herbs e.g. Umhlonyane. The 
vaccine has numerous disadvantages in addi7on to costs. I will 
personally not agree to have vaccine injected on my body. Dr Sam

2021-01-18 
07:32:48

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I certainly would not take it - there are alterna7ves which can be 
used which showed good results /effec7veness.  This vaccine has 
not even been tested, and the ones manufacturing/distribu7ng 
and promo7ng it is not even confident that it would help.  Let 
Bill Gates and all his culprits take them - they can have my dose 
as well!!!!!!! Linepe

2021-01-18 
05:56:38

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Francois

2021-01-17 
16:22:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No COVID vaccine has had nearly enough tes7ng to jus7fy 
exposing so many millions of people. It is highly irresponsible to 
impose this on the popula7on Dean

2021-01-17 
15:58:54

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not conform to a communist apempt to force the vaccine 
on the people of South Africa. And in religuous grounds they can 
keep it. Grant

2021-01-17 
14:41:28

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Start with the poli7cians it should be compulsory for then to 
take it, together with   the corrupt tender accomplices.   For the 
rest of the popula7on the vaccina7on should be voluntary.  I will 
not take the vaccine.  Why are all Ivermec7n capsules/tablets 
seized?  Is it because if it is made available  too liple people will 
die of covid??? Thea

2021-01-17 
10:38:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would not take the vaccine, because I don't trust it, I never in 
my life took the flu vaccine in my life, also because I don't 
believe in it. So my answer is a big NO 
THANKS 

Marina 

2021-01-17 
07:32:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has been developed in a rush ! I don't believe that 
enough studies have been done to prove the vaccine safe. Jolene

2021-01-16 
14:10:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned about the safety of this vaccine especially for 
those with lre exis7ng autoimmune condi7ons and the fact that 
it has already caused autoimmune diseases in some, and it 
would seem to have even resulted in at least one or two deaths. 
There has definitely not been enough tes7ng. I am very 
concerned about the long term effects. Also, why is Ivermec7n 
banned when it has a proven track record of effec7vely killing 
the virus and speeding up healing and is used effec7vely  as a 
prophalac7c. Cher

2021-01-16 
07:04:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We do not want this experimental vaccine it is not proven to 
work. People that have taken it in other country's have died or 
had severe effects . There are other alterna7ves that work are 
available off the shelf and are much cheaper. The vaccine push is 
coming from a corrupt government pushed by big 
pharmaceu7cal company's that are making billions on a 
untested vaccine, even the CDC have said they are not sure that 
the vaccine is going to work.   Domenic

2021-01-15 
18:37:30

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Good day, there is a concerning lack of data, where alterna7ves, 
ie Ivermec7n, do have concrete validated data. Pierré 

2021-01-15 
12:32:50

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Good day, I do not support the vaccine roll out in South Africa, 
there is a  lot of people given this vaccine do not know if they 
have underlied condi7ons and will suffer for the rest of the  
their life7me. There is no proper tes7ng done on this vaccine 
and far, far to young to die early, I also believe they will use us as 
to kill ourselves and then find the right ones for themselves in 
Parliament.  GOD DOES NOT SLEEP. Maggie

Outside SA 3

2021-01-17 
16:29:41

Outside 
SA

Luxemb
ourg

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are very effec7ve treatments for COVID-19 such as 
Ivermec7n or hydroxychloroquine which are cheap. The vaccine 
is s7ll experimental and expensive with no long term clinical 
trials that can confirm its effec7veness or safety. Treatments 
such as Ivermec7n are being used in other countries such as 
India with a high level of success. Robert
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2021-01-17 
01:46:04

Outside 
SA

SA 
Ci7zen 
living in 
the 
United 
Kingdo
m 

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This whole business is extremely suspicious. Why are there no 
vaccines for cancer, heart disease and other deadly diseases that 
kill millions of people, and yet suddenly in such a short 7me they 
come up with a vaccine for a disease with a 99% survival rate.  
 This vaccine is experimental in nature, has been rushed through, 
has not been tested thoroughly,  and I have seen some 
extremely concerning evidence of side effects of people who 
have had it.  Enforcing it is in contraven7on of the Nuremberg 
Code. People should have a right to choose for themselves 
whether they wish to have it, and they should be given 
comprehensive informa7on about its contents, how it works, 
and poten7al side effects, so that they can make an informed 
decision. Discrimina7on in any shape or form whether direct or 
indirect, against people who chose to refuse the vaccine should 
be made illegal.  

 Addi7onally, and very importantly, alterna7ves exist, the most 
important one being Ivermec7n. This medica7on has a long 
history of use, has been proven to be effec7ve in many medical 
studies, is completely safe,  and is inexpensive.  Why has the 
government denounced this possibility? This reeks of financial 
corrup7on..  
Other alterna7ves include hydroxychloroquine + zinc with 
vitamins A, C and D3.  Please consider rolling these out to the 
public instead. Julia

2021-01-15 
17:03:40

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The virus has a 99% recovery rate. There are viable and effec7ve 
alterna7ves. Even with the vaccine masks s7ll need to be worn, 
you can s7ll catch the virus and it won’t stop spreading. The 
vaccine has not been animal tested and currently these are the 
3rd round of trails being done live on people. The damage 
already seen from the vaccines given is criminal. No safety 
tes7ng has been done. This vaccine will cause injuries and 
deaths. Maybe not immediately and definitely in the long term. 
Africa must stop being the guinea pigs for the big pharma 
companies. The vaccine ingredients are incredibly harmful. 
Check out the World Doctors Alliance and thousands of other 
doctors speaking out about this. Where there is great risk there 
must be choice. Allyson

business owner 439
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 59

2021-02-20 
19:52:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My ques7on is why is a vaccine narra7ve being forced when 
there are alterna7ve cures  for a disease that has a 99,7% 
recovery rate Yasmin

2021-01-28 
11:43:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Roland

2021-01-27 
04:48:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe any government should ask for us to have a 
vaccine. Some people die amer it and we are being forced into 
accep7ng world order. The fact that we must s7ll wear masks 
tells you that they not even sure if it works. My body is mine. 
Ivermec7n is doing the job perfectly and is affordable. Just make 
it available to us Julie

2021-01-26 
11:27:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Most vaccines are tested and tried for at least 3 years before 
they are implemented to people.  I believe that this vacccine is 
just a temporary measure for us to keep having to receive more 
vaccines in the future, which is making us a weaker race.  
Vaccines taken again and again just weaken your immune 
system. 
Ivermec7n and other natural products like Querci7n, Zinc, 
Vitamin D3 and Anecetal Cys7ne  and Iodine are known to treat 
Viral infec7ons and strengthen the immune system.  They are 
available to the public but not many people get told about the 
natural products because they are  not pharmaceu7cal.  Yet, 
they do NO HARM to the body and they strengthen the immune 
system.  Vaccines are not good on a long term basis and the 
reports about this vaccine is that they will be developing further 
vaccines for future strains of the virus.  Why not take the natural 
products and STRENGTHEN our na7on, not weaken it.  Africans 
have been known to be strong people and have strong immunity, 
so WE SHOULD NOT ALLOW SOMETHING FOREIGN TO BE 
PLACED INTO OUR BODIES SO IT WILL WEAKEN US OVER TIME 
AND AS A NATION. CHRISTEL

2021-01-25 
11:37:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My greatest concern is that we do not understand the side 
effects of the vaccines and we know that it does not prevent the 
spread of Covid. It hasn't undergone the tes7ng process as per 
effec7ve vaccine's this is a high risk gamble that is going to cost a 
fortune with Zero known success rate. This should s7ll be seen 
as an Experien7al Vaccine. Also is Ivermec7n being used in any 
trials as this has had tremendous results globally. Glen

2021-01-22 
16:06:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that vaccina7ons are a conten7ous topic, but personally I 
would not have the vaccine. The current vaccines circula7ng 
were developed for the earlier strains of the virus. Now that 
there is a rapidly muta7ng strain, I am of the understanding that 
it would not be effec7ve against the new strain, and there will 
more than likely be further evolving/muta7ng strains in the near 
future. 
With all new vaccines, there is more omen than not, fallout 
during the ini7al release, and then changes are made. 
I would be wholly against a forced vaccina7on program. Suzanne
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2021-01-22 
15:15:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned with the lack of openness by the Government 
about who will supply and what WE  will pay for the vaccine or is 
it yet ANOTHER scandal wai7ng to be exposed like the PPE story. 
Be OPEN tell us who is supplying, whats the cost...who tendered 
and what was tender results? How can the Minister of Health 
again not give straight forward answers?? I smell another ropen 
rat like the million others since 1994. 
Can Cyril for once and all stop ac7ng like a puppet and take 
control of the situa7on as his ministers are concerned about self 
enrichment and self image and what they can gain again. LIONEL

2021-01-22 
11:41:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am appalled knowing there are other therapeu7cs available. 
Our government and world leaders believe  they have the right 
to cancel such treatments.  It is truly a viola7on of our human 
rights and unforgivable denying such rights. This is genocide.  
Further, I will ensure I save this content to prevent any 
vic7miza7on my family, my business and I might have.  

Tracey 

2021-01-22 
08:52:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that there has not been enough tes7ng done on the safety 
of this vaccine. Alterna7ves exist like ivermec7n that have 
extensive peer review studies and accepted by other countries. 
Mandatory vaccina7ons is also uncons7tu7onal and should not 
be accepted. Find the money that you stole before you expect 
taxpayers to pay for a unsafe vaccine. The day that the 
government and the Vax manufacturers will be held responsible 
if anything happens to me or one of my family members is the 
day that I will consider it. Dianne 

2021-01-21 
19:07:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) There is no point of taking it. Nabeelah 

2021-01-21 
13:13:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm really against any Compulsory Vaccina7on. People must be 
allowed to choose for themselves. It's their lives and their bodies 
amer all. Also there seems to be a lot of deliberately pushing of 
the Vaccine down people's throats instead of allowing other 
therapeu7c interven7ons like Ivermec7n. 

Mzwandile 

2021-01-21 
08:02:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why roll out a vaccine and spend billions when a more 
reasonable alterna7ve is available, ivermec7n.  
Research was not done long enough on the vaccine . Candice 

2021-01-20 
16:36:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Poli7cians , long term prisoners  should take the vaccines 
first....before rolling them out.  Health workers should Not be 
first.  What about side effects...no thank you I do not want the 
vaccine...it has not been proven to be the answer...there are 
other  alterna7ves that this government has not given us s 
choice to use..we have a right to Ivernec7n Claire 

2021-01-20 
13:04:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Many people who have taken this vaccine have died. Twenty 
three people died in Norway amer taking the vaccine.  Others are 
suffering with other ailments amer takingt the vaccine. 
Ivermec7n is a more reliable alterna7ve. The NHI has approved 
it.  Other countries are also using it. Therefore, there is no 
reason to withhold the usage of Ivermec7n.  

Pamela

2021-01-20 
11:29:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Well, it is obvious that our govt has no inten7on of seeing to it 
that the masses of folk out there are well and virus free. 
This is stated with in7mate knowledge of the situa7on here in 
SA, and the fact that Ivermec7n trials abroad are now conclusive 
in virtually 100% success in preven7ng and trea7ng the various 
viruses. So, the ques7on for our esteemed professionals is "why 
don't we prescribe it to pa7ents in order to avoid death firstly, 
secondly, to free up hospital wards, assist the economic 
recovery, give hope to poor black folk who are mostly affected 
and cannot afford hospital?" 
The 'vaccine' is actually not a vaccine, it's just an injec7on. A 
vaccine would assist in preven7on, but this is not the case with 
this roll-out. It is largely untested and has CAUSED MANY 
DEATHS. The Pfizer one is suspect, as are the ones being given to 
SA. DO NOT TAKE THE JAB !!!!!!!!!!!!! CONRAD

2021-01-19 
07:32:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is not properly tested and there are cheaper 
alterna7ves such as ivomec7n and hydroxychloroqin Bruce

2021-01-19 
06:28:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been thoroughly tested over a period of 
years as have the other vaccines for more deadly diseases such 
as polio smallpox etc. No passports for these diseases have been 
required  over the years so why the need for manditory vaccines 
for this corona virus now. This is just a firm if control and not 
public health. I will not take thus dubious vaccine. Catherine

2021-01-18 
20:39:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A flu virus with 98% recovery does not jus7fy a rushed vaccine 
with no assurances as yo long term effects and then with 
reported efficacy well below the normal recovery rate of vaccine 
free recovery. Proven drug alterna7ves are clearly the solu7on. Sms

2021-01-18 
19:47:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are killing healthy people and do not work.  Phizer 
specifica7on sheet even says the vaccine is ineffec7ve.  
Ivermec7n is approved worldwide and registered safe by the 
WHO, It works and kills the virus within 48 Hours . 1 billion 
people in India are issued free Ivermec7n packs -  It works and 
cost almost nothing,  quinine also works . If you take a small 
dose of either quinine or ivermec7n on a weekly basis , you will 
not get Covid , and if you do, just increase the dosage.  Vit C, D 
and zinc supplements should be given out free to the popula7on 
to boost one's immunity. Steven

2021-01-18 
12:21:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no way that a vaccine can be tested and be safe in such 
a short amount of 7me.  My beliefs also will prevent me from 
geing the vaccine.  I do not believe in it. Cheryl
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2021-01-18 
10:43:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is killing many people already in the USA, why are 
we wai7ng for the vaccine when we can quickly distribute 
Ivermec7n to all the people. We need to look at the science 
coming through about Ivermec7n. Dr Kory has provided this 
informa7on. SAHPRA, needs to stop worrying about who is 
funding them, and make a difference by helping the na7on. 
Thank you. Steve

2021-01-18 
10:28:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ahmed

2021-01-18 
09:54:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sabelo

2021-01-18 
06:26:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. Not enough tes7ng has been done on side effects of vaccine 
2. Goverment is not caapable of the roll out. 
3. Corrup7on of funds 
4. Purchasing inadequate vaccine. 
5. Prefer use of alterna7ve solu7on. Dennis

2021-01-18 
05:27:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We rather use something that have been there for years not this 
new vaccine that even our universi7es or doctors have never 
been given a chance to see if it good for us Senzo

2021-01-17 
20:06:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They are trying too hard to convince us it is safe.  Rapport even 
placed an ar7cle with photos that was taken from a UK website 
and claimed that it was a lady in Ventersdorp who was fine with 
taking the vaccine.  It takes years to develop vaccines and they 
have had in the region of 10 months to test and perfect this 
vaccine.  There has been over 40 000 people who have had 
nega7ve reac7ons, ranging from death to unexplained life 
threatening allergies.  S7ll they want to fool us into believing the 
vaccine is safe.  Why do they keep us from taking SAFE 
alterna7ves?  Something is definitely wrong. Suzepe

2021-01-17 
19:45:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why don't they want to use ivermec7n as they have a long 
safety record.  These vaccines do not and are RNA and of no 
value.  I if I want to use ivermec7n I should be allowed to, it's 
between my doctor.  It is also very cheap and can be ready for 
the whole country, made locally and within 10 days.  Is there an 
ulterior mo7ve or maybe large kick backs to government elites 
who know how to milk the system kevin

2021-01-17 
19:28:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why don't they want to use ivermec7n and I don't trust the 
vaccine, if I want to use ivermec7n I should be allowed to, it's 
between my doctor and I Ricardo 

2021-01-17 
15:44:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Government  should take IT first Mahmood

2021-01-17 
12:45:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The problem is why must we be forced to take this so called 
vaccine. When it has only been made in six months, as people 
are  Looking for a solu7on in  a hurry and it normally takes years 
to  be approved.   People should have the choice to choose if 
they want it or not. Ann

2021-01-17 
11:45:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Totally against it. No vax. No vax Gert

2021-01-17 
10:33:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alterna7ve is a beper op7on  such as ivermec7n Julian

2021-01-17 
09:52:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Usually vaccines are tested extensively, over years even, but 
suddenly governments are forcing people to take a vaccine that 
has not been tested and side effects or long term effects haven't 
been studied. People in the US who received vaccines are geing 
sick and even dying, how is this good for us? Using vaccines that 
cause cellular changes in RNA is never good. There is no proof 
that one will be 100% protected from the virus amer the vaccine 
or how long the effects will last. Would you need another 
vaccine yearly like a flu vaccine that is also unnecessary? 
I support alterna7ve treatments that are proven to work like 
Ivermec7n, as there are no side effects and have been used for 
years in many countries proving its safety.  
I also predict discrimina7on from health staff if someone isn't 
vaccinated but needs to be treated for Corona. Something that 
has to be considered.  
Also, discrimina7on in general in any situa7on when you are 
forced to prove vaccina7on status.  
Forcing people to be vaccinated take away our human right to 
freedom over our bodies and to choose medical care, as well as 
our right to non-discrimina7on based on any grounds. 
Alterna7ve medica7on is sufficient, natural exposure to a virus is 
beper to build up immunity and deal with muta7ons.  

Dedre

2021-01-17 
09:45:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Kenny

2021-01-17 
09:13:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not take any f...cking vaccine. Why is big tech driving 
vaccine ? Why are alterna7ve , exis7ng medica7ons not being 
repurposed ? Why is there censorship on drugs ? Why does the 
SAHPA say invermec7n not listed for human use , when in fact it 
has been ? 
Too many ques7ons . Why has China not had further problems , 
what do they know we don't . Why has the WHO delega7ons 
taken over a year to go into China ????? Why is all social media 
pla{orm's censoring anything counter to their pla{orm ? They 
can keep the ducking vaccine Andrew
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2021-01-17 
09:00:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dept of Health and Government needs to urgently look into the 
Ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine research together with all 
the required supplementary vitamins   as this is a beper solu7on 
than a vaccine that was rolled out in under a year and by the 
manufacturers own words does not provide immunity or stop 
transmission of Covid-19. 
Unfortunately no one stands to line their pockets with the 
Invermec7n etc as opposed to the vacccine, but surely lives 
maper at this point!! 
Lives and livlihood are being lost at an alarming rate and 
alterna7ve solu7ons need to be approved as a maper of 
urgency. Lois

2021-01-17 
08:36:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is not enough data on this vaccine, normally it takes 24 
months just to have trials of a vaccine why not this one. Why 
must we be experimented on and if the manufacturers trusted 
their product why the request for waiver of liability? 

On African we have herbs that help with almost all condi7ons 
why not use that to manage systoms while we wait for vaccine 
to go through proper processes.  

When HIV hit many people died and gov to a decision that death 
cer7ficates will have pre exis7ng condi7on and it will not be 
recorded as HIV death why are they not doin the same now? 
Show me one death of covid ALONE? Busisiwe 

2021-01-17 
03:24:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not want a mandatory vaccine that has been chosen for me 
and my family by the same corrupt government that cannot 
agree on the basic principle of puing people first and not their 
needs first. 

As a voter, I have voted for many years and to reach this point 
where my vote has not benefited me and my family with the 
people in power abusing their power and we have to sit and 
watch every day as error amer error in judgment in the 
protec7on of our people's lives.  

We cannot ignore the uncertainty of the push to make and 
unproven vaccine mandatory from foreign countries planning to 
repopula7ng the world. African has suffered for many years and 
the Almighty sees all and as African people we are not stupid. 
Our rights have been taken away and now to be told that 
vaccines are going to made mandatory is bullshit. 

I use tradi7onal medicine which has been discredited by the 
world health organisa7on. Tradi7onal medicine is provided by 
nature. If the government is failing to look upon it's own people 
to resolve this problem using our own forgopen secrets of 
nature that was passed on to us by our great great ancestors and 
we are quick to adopt what the same countries that introduced 
this so called virus, we will loose this chemical warfare on our 
people. 

There are beper op7ons and the same people that need to be 
saved are being ignored. So let's us heal ourselves and let the 
people who wants the vaccine take the vaccine but do not force 
western medicine on our people whereas we are healing 
ourselves using God given natural herbs. 

You will answer for your sins. The day of judgment is coming. Essa

2021-01-17 
00:56:28

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please allow us as South African ci7zens to do as we please to 
save our selves with what we want to use eg.ivemec7n  drug. Let 
us protect ourselves in stead of dying in wait for something from 
The government which is not even  ready for the en7re south 
African country.. this is a joke. Roshal

2021-01-17 
00:50:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Roshal

2021-01-16 
23:45:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A vaccine to 'one' virus does not reduce the risk of contrac7ng 
the disease from another variant. There are millions of different 
viruses and bacteria which will give human body same reac7on. 
It's only the ability of the immune system which can cure your 
condi7on. No vaccine can save you from any disease! Mayank

2021-01-16 
22:33:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is not enough research  done  to proof that the vaccine 
will be effec7ve. Every 7me the strain changes the vaccine will 
have to change. 
I do not support any vaccine that is sponsored or endorsed by 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda7on and find all their products 
dubious to say the least.  
Vaccine should be taken by the Government and Parliament first 
to proof that  it is safe and not fake vaccina7ons like the 
poli7cians they show on tv news "receiving the vaccine". 
There are alterna7ve medica7on that works like Ivermec7n that 
can be used instead of expensive vaccines. 
Each person must have the right to decide if they want to take 
the vaccine or not and are not to be discriminated or 
disadvantaged against because they do not take the vaccine. Herman

2021-01-16 
17:05:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do NOT support any of these vaccines whatsoever...!!! I most 
definitely will NOT b having it...!!! The trials + tes7ng has not 
been done + side effects have been fatal in some cases. I reject 
any idea of taking this vaccine. There r plenty of alterna7ves  - 
ivermec7n, hydroxychloroquine, an7-bio7cs and the list goes on.  
DEFINITELY  NO to any vaccine...!!! Pauline

2021-01-16 
14:01:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is not enough research on the vaccine And side effects 
there could be long term  issues with this vaccine and we have 
alterna7ves already in place with medical history medica7on Sally
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2021-01-16 
11:48:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm concerned the vaccine has not be tested long enough.  It's 
not a cure, only boost your 
immune  system. Other medica7ons such as ivermec7n can cure 
the virus in 48hrs. Debbie

2021-01-16 
10:34:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why do we need an expensive vaccine when we have a very cost 
effec7ve, very effec7ve cure? Ravin Trevor 

2021-01-16 
09:59:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe that most of us would benefit beper via a tried and test 
op7on, this being Ivermec7n, a safe and tested medicine which 
has been used and dished out like "SMARTIES" to the popula7on 
in North Africa to cure River Blindness,  to  name but a few 
miracles it has been the cause of (eg.  Lyme's  Disease, head lice 
and other parasi7c infesta7ons) rather than take an UNTESTED, 
UNTRIED, ( MAYBE PART OF AN ETHNIC CLEANSING CAMPAIGN), 
anyway, containing ALL KINDS OF FRIGHTENING INGREDIENT,  so 
needless to say I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS ROLL OUT  OF THIS 
VACCINE!!! It actually was considered to be one of the top 3 
priori7es in any medicine cupboard!!!

Michelle 
Jeanine

2021-01-16 
07:47:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine is not proven,  will not prevent the scamdemic and 
is purely a money making racket for big pharmacies, yet again. 
What about proven an7dotes such  as pelargonium,  ivermec7n 
etc. Vaccines take years and years to develop and you want me 
to inject a vaccine with 9 months of inves7ga7on and proven 
awful side effects.  It's a complete viola7on on human rights. Barbara 

2021-01-15 
21:31:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As a medical professional no vaccine can be effec7ve when the 
virus is muta7ng at such a rapid rate Colleen 

2021-01-15 
21:23:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With the deposit of R280M for vaccine, Govt. could have given 
every person in RSA Ivermec7n for 2years free of charge on 
nipped this  in the bud. This once again smacks of corrup7on. Greg

2021-01-15 
17:14:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is not necessarily going to contain the spread of the 
vaccine. Safely and efficacy has not been properly established. 
There are numerous natural and allopathic alterna7ves as 
preventa7ve measures and cures, as have been used by many 
people we all know. We should thus all have freedom of choice. 
This is our cons7tu7onal right. Sharon

2021-01-15 
15:00:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are the gov spending millions on an untested & possibly 
dangerous vaccines when there are safe & effec7ve  
alterna7ves??? Beth

2021-01-15 
11:58:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been rigorously tested and the medium to 
long term effects are unknown. Further, it does not prevent an 
individual from catching the virus or transmiing it - therefore its 
usefulness is extremely limited and the chances of adverse 
reac7ons too high. Anne

2021-01-15 
11:23:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have been in the health industry for over 20 years and having 
read up a lot on vaccines, I am not convinced that the dangers 
they pose are less than the risk of contrac7ng the disease. What 
makes very liple sense at all, just about as much sense as 
banning cigarepes is why the world has documented (for over a 
year) a viruses that is very similar to the general flu virus  and in 
South Africa has killed slightly more than the 20 000 deaths we 
see from flu. In addi7on is the fact that if you had a serious 
disease and got flu, your death would be put down not as flu but 
dying of the serious disease...yet with Covid19 the serious 
comorbidi7es which is really the cause of death is ignored and 
its listed as a Covid19 death. Therefore the stats are skewed in 
order to create fear to drive people into accep7ng the vaccine. 
Its no wonder there is no trust & conspiracy theories evolve. 
Children are not dying, which means they are not at risk surely. If 
my child is injured permanently from the vaccine, can I sue 
government or the pharmaceu7cal company who together are 
pushing through the vaccine at record pace before the fear dies 
off and natural herd immunity is established. Why are human 
rights taken away for those who have not looked amer their 
health and why do you ban alcohol when its a select minority of 
the majority, who should be punished by refusing them at 
hospitals if they drink and drive or stab each other? Why did we 
lock the country down when we know 95% of those who are at 
risk are aged 65 and above with one foot in the grave already. 
You are destroying the economy (SA) by keeping sick and omen 
unproduc7ve people alive when healthy individuals, who have 
minimal risk, are not allowed to carry on with work and keep SA 
afloat. Why are drugs that are feely available, cheap and  have 
been tested for decades for safety laughed off. I am referring to 
hydroxy Chloroquine and Ivermec7n, which countless well know 
scien7sts have advocated for successful treatment of the 
covid19 virus. Why are you using the vast majority of the 
popula7on as an experiment as the vaccines which normally 
take 6-10 years to prove safe for human consump7on have been 
blitzed through in 12 months, with no conclusive animal studies. 
We have no idea what the long term effects in the body will be 
and for this reason as well as my trust in God not man, I will not 
part take in what could be the biggest disaster the world has 
ever witnessed. Lester

2021-01-15 
11:02:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't agree that the vaccine is safe or proven effec7ve against 
retransmission. Ivermec7n is proving an effec7ve and fast ac7ng 
reversal and is cost effec7ve and easy to distribute.  

Hayley 
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2021-01-15 
10:06:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly  COVID is a muta7ng virus  so just like the flu shot will only 
work against the specific strain that it is designed for!! This 
"VACCINE" is nothing other than a glorified flu shot.  I  BELIEVE  
that  COVID  and the vaccine forms part of an agenda. I  for one 
will not take the vaccine  there are alterna7ves  like steaming  
etc etc .  Most vaccines today have harmful ingredients and  or  
ingredients that  are harmful  to human beings.  Vaccinate  all 
the poli7cians and criminals and  we  will give it a year to see 
how many are s7ll strong  at the end of the year then we will see 
but it must be exactly the same vaccine that they want the  
people to have!!! Magnum

2021-01-15 
09:50:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government are pushing/forcing a Vaccine that from a country 
that's promo7ng the use of Ivermec7n, strange isn't it? Forcing 
us to have the vaccine isn't democracy it borders on 
Communism. What agenda is being met? Zakaria

2021-01-15 
09:45:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that the vaccine is the answer yet as it is far too 
soon for this to be proven immunity. Perhaps the President and 
the Corona Command should have it done publicly first and not 
with saline solu7on.... 
I believe that this should be dealt with by inves7ga7ng and 
inves7ng more 7me and research into therapeu7cs and more 
effec7ve treatment.  
Furthermore, lockdowns and business destruc7ons precipitate 
nega7ve mindsets which then lead to destruc7ve behaviour such 
as superspreader events when people are given some freedom 
and we need to be quickly eased back into absolute freedom 
again. Be more strategic in their thinking.  
And how on earth does Mr. Ramaphosa believe that puing a 
man with a criminal record wearing a funny hat in charge of 
patrolling the beaches to keep people away from probably the 
most healthy environment to be at, when that man should be 
patrolling the over-laden buses and taxis where people do not 
wear masks is beyond simple logic...!!! Peter

2021-01-15 
08:55:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe ghthe vaccine is unnecessary and dangerous. It has 
proven itself in the UK. Zubair

Gauteng 166

2021-02-18 
13:04:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm against the Vax roll out as these experimental mainly 
untested Vax are given priority over a 40 year old, safe, WHO 
essen7al, Nobel winning drug in Ivermec7n.  Suggests it's not 
about virus but a more sinister global agenda for popula7on 
control and manipula7on. A removal of middle class to to leave 2 
groups _ elites and the controlled masses. It's SICK.  NO 
MANDATORY VACCS, NO VAC ID CARDS. .... Paul

2021-02-08 
23:04:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I only took 1ml for 3 days and crawled back from deaths door.  I 
know ivermec7n works.  Please give it to the sick and everyone 
else in case ?? Amanda

2021-01-29 
20:01:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I choose a homeopathic approach (nosodes etc). This was the 
only method that worked during the Spanish Flu in early 1900s.  
I know there will be side effects with the vaccines in some or 
most people, they will just not know where it came from. Peter

2021-01-28 
15:54:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Geing the vaccine should be a personal choice. 
ANC cannot be trusted with anything. 
The COVID ID and passport does not allow for the freedom of 
choice. I do not support it. 

Annie

2021-01-27 
09:12:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A rushed vaccine only spells danger because NO propper clinical 
trials have been followed. This is dangerous because you can kill 
people - which is most probably the goal here. The problem is 
that the vaccine needs to be stored at -70 degrees - how is this 
pathe7c government going to manage that when they cannot 
even keep the lights on. Vaccines are NOT safe and is designed to 
mess up your immune system - you cannot forse your immune 
system by loading it with poisenous substances. There is no such 
thing as herd immunity - that is just a bulshit word used by big 
pharmase7cal companies to put fear on people in order to sell 
their crap that is designed to make customers for life. Dan

2021-01-26 
17:47:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is not a vaccine. Get honest. It is an experimental drug with 
devasta7ng and even deadly side effects. It is in contraven7on of 
the interna7onally signed Nurenburg agreement. We refuse to 
be part of an experiment. Lewis

2021-01-26 
12:02:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The main concern is about the blocking of remedies that work. 
The second concern is about the personal profit agenda' s 
everyone approaches this disaster with. 
The third concern is the unsubstan7ated beliefs about the safety 
of masks. 
I had the COVID virus in December and self medicated through 
the illness. 

The fourth concern is the stupid rules and destruc7on of our 
economy. Ian 

2021-01-26 
10:31:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't see why we must procure vaccine from other countries 
instead of tes7ng what we have as a country. That money van be 
used to develop our own vaccine.  
I'm not 100% certain that this vaccine is tye solu7on, I'm 
concerned about it. Tisetso 

2021-01-26 
09:37:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Many People dead OR sick from vaccine already. Why disclaimer 
that they are not accountable for nega7ve result like sickness 
and death? Why blocking stuff that really help? And Gates is in 
de popula7on not pro life. So why selling South Africa out? Juliana

2021-01-26 
09:12:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are too many deaths and adverse reac7ons reported 
globally. I don't trust the vaccine and feel that Ivermec7n is the 
way to go. Antoinepe
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2021-01-25 
15:20:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Covid19 is no different from the common cold.  There is no need 
for a vaccine against the common cold.  A vaccine is merely 
intended to enrich those in the supply chain at the cost of the 
recipients health and wellbeing.  Forced immuniza7on is 
probably illegal and against the Geneva Conven7on and as the 
efficacy and  safety is not established might be likened to 
conspiracy to maim or murder. john

2021-01-25 
14:43:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

THE STORY OF IVERMECTIN FOR KILLING COVID AND DENGUE 

In 1975 a Japanese Professor by the name of Satoshi Omura 
discovered a microorganism called Streptomyces Avermi7lisi in a 
sample of soil found on a golf course. During many painstaking 
years spent isola7ng and cul7va7ng that specific strain, he 
enlisted the help of William C Campbell in the USA and formed a 
research collabora7on of scien7sts across the world. In 1981, the 
drug IVERMECTIN was born. 

Liple did Omura know that ivermec7n would be hailed next to 
penicillin and asprin as the three most important drugs in 
human history, or that he and Campbell would be awarded the 
2015 Nobel Prize for medicine for their discovery of ivermec7n. 
Today, few people have heard of it. Vets and animal lovers may 
know it as a treatment for de-worming livestock. However, 250 
million people worldwide have taken ivermec7n, mainly the 
poorest of the poor who suffer from river blindness, a 
debilita7ng parasi7c disease. It is also taken by humans for many 
other parasi7c infec7ons including lyme disease and viral 
infec7ons such as malaria and dengue fever. The drug was given 
away free in many developing countries and side-effects are 
trivial and rare. 

Despite decades of searching, nobody has been able to find 
another sample that matches Omura’s original. Luckily for the 
world, one sample was enough to develop the compound at 
extremely low cost. It is absolutely safe and is currently on the 
WHO’s list of ‘essen7al medicines.’ In March and April of 2020, 
doctors began publishing the benefits of ivermec7n for 
treatment of covid and the NIH immediately responded by 
recommending it NOT be used outside of controlled trials. 

This put the brakes on the treatment, but did not stop it as 
doctors familiar with ivermec7n con7nued to use it as part of 
their covid treatments. In December 2020 Dr. Pierre Cory 
pleaded to the US senate to have it recommended as a 
treatment and preven7on for covid. He presents a mountain of 
data from 4000 pa7ents showing that it's cheap, it's available 
and it works. This is an emo7onal eight minutes of live tes7mony 
to watch: hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgOAaLmoa68. 

Today, open source communi7es are lobbying the powers that 
be to make ivermec7n freely available for worldwide use. In 
some countries, like India, it already is. In one region in 
Paraguay, the governor gave it the people under the guise of “a 
de-worming program” and covid numbers massively reduced. 40 
published medical trials (16 peer reviewed) are available and 
many more studies are underway. 

Sadly, the NIH s7ll maintains its recommenda7on that it should 
not be used outside of clinical trials. This is ridiculous. 

Rose

2021-01-23 
21:37:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have too many alterna7ves that might have been looked 
into, but government turned the blind eye on those. Now  they 
are forcefully feeding us vaccine.  Tom

2021-01-23 
19:34:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You are corrupt, like your vaccine, there are beper medicine 
much cheaper, i am a tax payer give that chemicals to those you 
bullship through out the years the people. We will not use it. 

Andre

2021-01-23 
12:19:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not risk my life taking a vaccine that was not properly 
trialled and tested and there arw many ways to cure covid19 
such as steaming qnd drinking warm water as much as you can 
daily and i don't understand whats the big fuss about vaccine 
whereas this so called pandemic has a mortality rate of 2.5% and 
84% recovery rate,i don't see the need for a vaccine. 
And ill be very happy to see the very same poli7cians advoca7ng 
for a vaccine be the 1st on the que for vaccina7on. Themba 

2021-01-23 
10:24:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been researched well enough and there are 
cheaper very effec7ve alterna7ves Herman

2021-01-23 
08:04:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This government has knocked every  insinua7on that there 
maybe treatment for this  virus in other medica7ons. No maper 
what the treatment suggested they say it is false, as if the forced 
vaccine is the only cure, when they themselves admit it is not 
effec7ve Why is that?  I have no confidence in this roll out and in 
fact given the above I'm more suspicious than ever, which this 
government has done nothing to address. They just roll with 
what they are told by the WHO. Which clearly hadsit own 
agenda. I'm not having the jab. Li7sha

2021-01-23 
07:59:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

the roll out commipee is already corrupt before star7ng 
I  dont trust anything the government decides 
No proof of vaccina7on 's posi7ve results, on the contrary......I 
believe its poison for humans 
alterna7ves are available. 
I can see clearly how poli7cal control is acquired through fear 
mongering! 
what a scam!!!!! 

Franz
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2021-01-23 
06:51:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have a cons7tu7onal right to choose what we put into our 
bodies, and I do not believe in ar7ficial, unsafe chemicals being 
injected into my system. I will l use what I feel is safe and right 
for my body, and not be bullied and forced by govt to what their 
agenda is! This is meant to be a democra7c cons7tu7on! My 
body, my choice! Penni

2021-01-22 
13:18:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I do not believe in the vaccine Lea Mack

2021-01-22 
12:41:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No I do not 
Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 
I don't trust a decision made for me with no other alterna7ves. 
Why can't we have ivermec7n as an op7on and why has 
ivermec7n been illegalized? 
I want the op7on and I want alterna7ves to choose. I do not 
trust the government with any decisions made for me and have 
me pay for those decisions they made. I. E Tax!!!! SUSAN

2021-01-22 
11:57:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A vacine that didn't go through an effec7ve clinical trials  may 
only be used on poli7cians to proof the effec7veness thereof 
and a year later amer it has been tested by many other 
independant South African scien7sts for the validity of the 
ingredients in the vaccine it can be made available for public use 
for those who opt to take it. Jeanine

2021-01-21 
21:30:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines have not been thoroughly tested. 
People are dying shortly amer receiving vaccine injec7ons. 
Israel with highest rate of vaccina7on's numbers are not coming 
down. 
Ivermec7n is proven safe over 40 years of use.  
It is also proven effec7ve in numurous studies aroung the globe.  
It is also cos7ng a frac7on of what vacinnes cost.  
Transport and safe storage of Ivermec7n is simple and cheap, 
even in Africa. 
Ivermec7n is approved for treatment of Covid 19 in India, 
Bangladesh, USA, and Australia to name some.  
And our pathe7c and corrupt government knows beper than any 
of the above men7oned. 
I laugh my ASS off and refuse to be a guineapig. Marius

2021-01-21 
17:00:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

the cost only of the Vaccine will cripple our economy even more 
where Ivermec7n is a lot cheaper, we can start manufacturing 
straight away and start saving lives puing less pressure on the 
frontline workers. The economy can start growing. We do not 
even have the Vaccine where we do have Ivermec7n. the 
Vaccine only focus on the protein where Ivermec7n goes to the 
Virus. Ivermec7n is safe where we do not know what the long 
term effect will be of the Vaccine. How many more people will 
die before the Vaccine is here in mid 2021? Cezelle

2021-01-21 
16:40:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is an untested vaccine, we do not know the short or long term 
health issue's caused by this vaccine. We are being used as 
guinea pig's.  It not right. Test and use products already on the 
market, ie: ivermec7n because it does actually work. Save lives,  
stop killing people due to greed and wan7ng to cull our african 
popula7on Audrey 

2021-01-21 
12:24:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Louisa

2021-01-21 
10:03:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't feel that enough research has been done to the safety of 
this vaccine. It is reported to change your DNA, contain foetal 
cells and there are reports of vaccine injuries and even deaths. I 
feel that it is my cons7tu7onal right to decide what I allow into 
my body and I will not allow this. Sharon 

2021-01-21 
09:46:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough proof that the vaccine will help and not do other 
harm.  Proof is available of many people died amer taking the 
vaccine.  If it is not proven that the vaccine will not  do harm, it is 
un-ethical to force people to take it.   There is other medicine 
that according to trails have shown to help fight the Covid virus 
and these do not have nega7ve effects.  It is much cheaper. I 
believe government must first look at that. Maria

2021-01-21 
09:08:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is much more cost effec7ve (and less risks) with already 
exis7ng medica7on! Why vaccine if Ivermec7n is shown over 
and over that it is highly effec7ve!! Amanda

2021-01-20 
15:28:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marna 

2021-01-20 
15:08:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is so much research showing that ivermec7n is a much 
beper treatment For covid19. It’s also cheaper and been around 
for decades. It would stop Covid in its tracks. No vaccine has 
been tested and rolled out this quickly and there are already 
reports of over 80s dying from it. Peter

2021-01-20 
13:36:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We in Africa have so many alterna7ve solu7ons that need to 
explored before we just take a Western solu7on that has not had 
7me to be veped. Dr. Toni

2021-01-19 
19:12:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ivermec7n is 100% safe  Prophylac7c Leon

2021-01-19 
17:41:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccina7on has not been tested sufficiently. There are 
alterna7ves including Invermec7n which is inexpensive. Trial 
studies have had a 100% success rate. Con7nue trials with the 
vaccine if you like but un7l there is a proven and safe success 
rate in the trials, make Invermec7n available. People must have 
a choice. You cannot force a vaccine that is not sufficiently 
tested, on them. Make Invermec7n available immediately. It's 
the right thing to do. Teresa
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2021-01-19 
17:16:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is not possible that a vaccine has been developed in less than a 
year. Also, the fact that alterna7ve, cheaper, methods are being 
denied to SA ci7zens by the government. We all know the 
"delay" is just a euphemism for working out the best kickback 
and deciding who is going to get the tender. Tessa
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 Based on my Master degree in Sciences Chemistry with 
exper7se in drug discovery: Rheumatoid Arthri7s copper-based 
complex  

The government should encourage local research on treatment 
than vaccine research due to muta7ons. this why is difficult to 
find vaccine for many world diseases up-to-date. Plants 
medicinal and Ivermec7n: 

hpps://www.sciencedirect.com/science/ar7cle/pii/
S0166354220302011 

The FDA-approved drug ivermec7n inhibits the replica7on of 
SARS-CoV-2 in vitro 
Author links open overlay panelLeonCalyaJulian D.DruceaMike 
G.CaponaDavid A.JansbKylie M.Wagsta¤ 

Highlights 
•Ivermec7n is an inhibitor of the COVID-19 causa7ve virus 
(SARS-CoV-2) in vitro. 

•A single treatment able to effect ~5000-fold reduc7on in virus 
at 48 h in cell culture. 

•Ivermec7n is FDA-approved for parasi7c infec7ons, and 
therefore has a poten7al for repurposing. 

•Ivermec7n is widely available, due to its inclusion on the WHO 
model list of essen7al medicines. 

I did appeal to ICC but it was declared out of scope, this the 
content:  

Appeal at Interna7onal Criminal Court: Pressing charge against 
WHO & associates 
The first submission was mostly against the two French Doctors 
for their inten7on to vaccinate Africa by considering African as 
their “test tube”, however, the Ins7tu7on responsible of World 
Vaccina7on is World Health organisa7on. Amer the failure of 
COVID-19 and HIV vaccina7on apempts in South Africa and polio 
vaccina7on in Nigeria which some details were men7oned in my 
publica7on: 
hpps://www.researchgate.net/publica7on/
344235678_Pharmacotherapy_of_Medicinal_Plants_in_Africa?
linkId=5f5f1d304585154dbbd022b2&showFulltext=1 
WHO failed to comply with Helsinki laws of 1964 and code of 
good prac7ce which ensure that the 4 phases are respected with 
phase 2 of pre-clinical “laboratory” tests is compulsory before 
clinical trials on human with aim to predict or prevent the 
possibility of any “harm” associated with drug or vaccine 
administra7on. According to Rome Statute of Interna7onal 
Criminal Court, it’s a crime against humanity: 

For Archive purpose: 
1. My submission to ICC: April 22, 2020 at 13h44 Subject: Re: 
Confirma7on of Filing officially a Complaint against 2 French 
Doctors inten7on from France soil to test vaccines directly in 
human in Africa To: otp.informa7ondesk@icc-cpi.int 
The declara7on in public of French Doctors of their inten7on 
from "France Soil" to test vaccines against COVID-19 directly in 
African people, it's an "POTENTIAL" crime against Humanity, it's 
discriminatory, POTENTIAL crime of apartheid "it's inhumane" as 
it's considering African as Test Tube. 
This why, I, Evariste Umba, a Master in Sciences Chemistry 
Holder at the University of Cape Town/South Africa have come 
today on behalf of 1,333,000,000 African and especially of 25 
African who signed our pe77on (i.e. Vuyo, Farrell, Hendricks, 
Nonzaliseko, Carol, Taskeen, Hubertus, Mollat, Sascha, George, 
Modise, Motaung, Khoza, Musafiri, Gardiner, Willem, Sheldon, 
Kalenga...etc ) against French Doctors Jean Paul Mira and Camille 
Locht to be brought to ICC for "Hearing, Inves7ga7on of their 
past prac7ces in France & Africa and possible sentences based 
on ICC preroga7ves. 
Ref. Pe77on apached: hpps://www.change.org/p/united-
na7ons-jus7ce-for-african-that-french-doctors-want-to-use-as-
test-tube-for-covid-19-vaccine-975c4595-a5ce-4042-
a525-09437131914c 
Africa isn't a tes7ng lab," replied re7red Ivory Coast football star 
Didier Drogba. 
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, 9 APRIL 2020. The Africa Centres for 
Disease Control and Preven7on (Africa CDC) strongly condemns 
the very disgus7ng comments made by Professors Jean-Paul 
Mira and Camille Locht on French Television on using Africans for 
tes7ng a tuberculosis vaccine in clinical trials to see if it is 
protec7ve against COVID-19. These racist and condescending 
comments must be condemned by all decent human beings. 
Indeed, COVID-19 is a global humanitarian crisis that requires 
global ac7ons and global solidarity. 
Dr John Nkengasong Aljazeera released the statements of the 
two doctors as follows: "It may be provoca7ve. Should we not do 
this study in Africa where there are no masks, no treatment or 
intensive care, a liple bit like it's been done for certain AIDS 
studies, where among pros7tutes, we try things, because we 
know that they are highly exposed and don't protect 
themselves?" said Jean-Paul Mira, head of the intensive care 
unit at the Cochin Hospital in Paris. 
Mr Evariste Umba-Tsumbu, Master in Sciences Chemistry/
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2021-01-19 
14:23:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that the vaccines being rolled out are safe 
because they were developed in a short period of 7me. For that 
reason no one should be forced to take the vaccines. Why is the 
government not promo7ng other tested drugs like ivermec7n for 
cure. We should not be quick to vaccinate people without 
enough informa7on on the long term safety of these vaccines Debbie

2021-01-19 
13:30:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is unproven and nobody can guarantee it will work , 
even more uncertainty as far as the new strain is concerned.  
Ivermec7n has proved as a very effec7ve and cost-effec7ve 
treatment, yet it is completely overlooked. Jan

2021-01-19 
12:14:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am now confirmed in my opinion that the ANC led government 
has become autocra7c. It is prepy obvious that you guys have 
succumbed yourself to the Western and European powers. What 
a shame. The government wants to control its people  and make 
people to depend on it. You even want to force people who do 
not want this vaccine to pay for it through taxes. This is totally 
weong. Do not force a vaccine on people, if you have not tested 
it yourselves. Why is the alterna7ve, Ivermec7ne suddenly not 
legal? No one worried with Ivermec7ne un7l the public saw for 
themselves that hundreds of people were cured by it. This 
government wants to kill its own people, just because of greed/
money and nothing else. Ramza

2021-01-19 
11:33:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no need to purchase expensive vaccines, that will only 
increase taxa7on,  poverty en job losses! 

The other solu7on is for the treasury to take over the reserve 
bank, and prevent banks from crea7ng new money. Only the 
government owned reserve bank will be allowed to issue money 
for projects and development. This is sovereign money and can't 
be corrupted. 

This new monetary system will reduce taxes, elevate poverty, 
create new jobs and  create a thriving economy. Stop with the 
old systems that does not work anymore. Ronald

2021-01-19 
11:22:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will never take a vaccine  - as a baby amer geing my Polio 
vaccine  - which in those days was well tested and considered 
safe - I got Polio and have had life long effects from it. 
I trust in my own immune system. Bruce

2021-01-19 
09:27:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines should be a choice. 
Alterna7ves have a prooven track record. 
Government is overstepping their authority of ci7zens freedoms. 
This will lead to massive civil discourse and may end up in civil 
war, be warned. Andries

2021-01-19 
07:26:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are s7ll on trial, ivermac7n has been proven to be 
effec7ve, the manufacture won a Nobel prize , Bill Gate's vaccine 
has killed and cause children to become paraplegics in India and 
other parts of Africa, so I say no Busi

2021-01-19 
06:53:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are no funds to fund a vaccine. Ivermec7n is readily 
available at affordable costs as a treatment 7ll safety tests have 
bene concluded on vaccines. Chantelle

2021-01-19 
06:25:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) There has not been enough tes7ng to see long term effects, Pieter

2021-01-18 
23:53:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Un7l we reach consensus that it is safe, and that there are no 
alternate homeopathic or natural op7ons, un7l our ANC cabinet 
and EFF cabinet members have ALL take the vaccine to prove its 
efficacy, I Vote NO CONFIDENCE Tabby

2021-01-18 
22:09:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

no vaccine was ever made for any other viruses . why now. more 
people die of Aids and many more  . no to bill gates and no to 
vaccine passport kobus

2021-01-18 
20:35:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

"At a virtual press conference held by the WHO Dec. 28, 2020, 
officials warned there is no guarantee that COVID-19 vaccines 
will prevent people from being infected with the SARS-CoV-2 
virus and transmiing it to other people. 

In a New Year’s Day interview with Newsweek, Dr. Anthony 
Fauci, director of the Na7onal Ins7tute of Allergy and Infec7ous 
Diseases, reinforced the WHO’s admission that health officials 
do not know if COVID-19 vaccines prevent infec7on or if people 
can spread the virus to others amer geing vaccinated. 

According to U.S. and WHO health officials, vaccinated persons 
s7ll need to mask and social distance because they could be able 
to spread the new coronavirus to others without knowing it." 

If that is the case, this is not a vaccine, it is an experiment! 
People are not guinea pigs. Joha
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2021-01-18 
20:31:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am very concerned that the government is pushing for an 
untested vaccine, instead of pursuing known and proven 
alterna7ves. Vitamin D is 70% effec7ve which is  beper than 
some vaccines and close the claimed 95% of the popular ones.  
Add this to our immune systems that are already 99% effec7ve 
(based on the  global 1% deathrate). 

The only reason the vaccines being used have passed safety 
tests, is because the safety requirements for vaccine approval 
were relaxed for this vaccine. Scien7sts have been trying for the 
past decade to get a Corona vaccine, but they haven't got the 
safety requirements right, but now they can with the reduced 
requirements. 

Ivermec7n is a strange story on its own. It's produving enormous 
benefits, but instead of inves7ga7ng it, it gets banned with 
criminal punishment to doctrs who use it. Why push the 
unproven vaccines instead of inves7ga7ng Ivermec7n? 

Vaccine use seems to be the  preferred solu7on... preferred over 
proven, cheaper, safer alterna7ves. Stephen

2021-01-18 
20:05:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) The New world order wants to kill and depopulate the earth. Gert

2021-01-18 
20:04:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been proven safe or successful. It also will 
be a huge expense for something not proven. Given the 7ny 
death rate, other items like ivermec7n would be a much beper 
op7on Dean

2021-01-18 
17:52:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Annemie

2021-01-18 
15:27:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How safe is the vaccine? has it been tested over the long term?  
what is the side effects & long terms side effects of the vaccine? 
have the vaccine been approved by SA authori7es following the 
SA regula7ons? 

If Ivermec7n can be used as a preven7on, and to treat Covid 
successfully, why is it not considered as an alterna7ve? Rikus

2021-01-18 
13:58:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In 20 years there has been no safe vaccine developed for any 
corona virus.  The vaccines being offered have been rushed 
without proper tes7ng and will probably have devasta7ng 
adverse reac7ons in the long term.  There are safe and effec7ve 
treatments such as Ivermec7n and the World Health 
Organisa7on is sponsoring a review on the Ivermec7n studies.  
The preliminary results published on their website indicate an 
83% reduc7on in Covid mortality.    Dr Anthony Fauci has stated 
that the vaccines may not prevent infec7on or transmission and 
may only help reduce severe symptoms.  What is the point of 
such a vaccine, unless it is to further another agenda rather than 
to protect people?  Please refer to the WHO website and the 
studies offered by the FLCCC whose website is also linked to the 
WHO website.  This vaccine rollout must be stopped, taxpayers 
are fiing the bill for something that will probably do irreparable 
harm to them.  hpps://swprs.org/who-preliminary-review-
confirms-ivermec7n-effec7veness/ Brenda

2021-01-18 
13:48:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We all have been given the faculty to reason,so let's ask a few 
ques7ons,  why a vaccine that only African countries must take 
and no European or American or  Bri7sh or Australian country or 
even country that produces it is forbidden from using same, how 
is it that a vaccine is being toted that will reprogramme our DNA, 
how can we take a vaccine that has human and animal 
compounds in it, how can we use a vaccine that does not have 
rigorous clinical trials and good results as yet, I can ask another 
1000 ques7ons, but how can we African Na7ons allow ourselves 
to yet again be guinea pigs for the so call 1st world countries, 
really we need to think 

Mohammed 

2021-01-18 
13:37:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1 does the vaccine stop you geing it? No 
2 does it stop making you wear a mask? No 
3 does it stop you passing it on? No 
4 a recovery rate of 99.8 % and you want a vaccine where a 
normal flu shot thats been made available for years s7ll isn't a 
guarantee you would get flu? 
5 the vaccine gives a false posi7ve. So you will see a spike when 
there isn't a  real spike in cases. Forcing a lockdown of epic 
propor7ons. Look at the ivermec7n/ hydroxycloroquine studies. 
They  work. Cheap drugs and proven. Look at the countries that 
are using it. The world is making fools out of you and you don't 
see it coming. Why are our numbers so different from overseas? 
Our medical staff in South africa are not born liars being paid by 
big pharma. I have seen the vid on  why they need to kill off 
millions of people. Who are they to choose? A bit like saying 
Hitler was right! Its called  

Nigel

2021-01-18 
13:13:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not a guinea pig & won't be par7cipa7ng in a depopula7on 
scheme by the evils of the queen. I hope Bill Gates & his puppets 
gets hit by a lightning. Thabo

2021-01-18 
12:32:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

the government is not forthcoming with the real facts about 
these vaccines, the fact that they are the only ones looking to 
administer the Vaccines to such a number of people doesn't 
make sense to me, also that they refuse to acknowledge 
alterna7ves is a cause for concern. Bhekisizwe

2021-01-18 
11:32:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What are the ulterior mo7ves for enforcing an intrusive vaccine  
that is not proven with verifiable evidence and in viola7on of 
human and cons7tu7onal  rights Trevor
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2021-01-18 
11:23:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is the work of the  group of people who wish to 
reduce the popula7on by 1 billion star7ng in Africa by vaccine. 

Bernard

2021-01-18 
11:14:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe that there are other safer meds that can be used like 
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n. Doctors abroad have tested 
these and have found them to be useful in both trea7ng and 
elimina7ng the virus. Ini7ally it would be wise to look at other 
op7ons before vaccines as, as we are not guaranteed that these 
are truly effec7ve. Firstly the ingredients used in the vaccines are 
not public knowledge and should be. If all meds have the 
ingredients on so should vaccines.  For the public is would be 
easier if these would be presented in an understandable 
manner, so that we know what we are allowing to be 
administered into our bodies. There is a great divide as to 
whether or not vaccines are safe! We need the guarantee they 
are through full disclosure. Also the public should be given 
freedom to chose which medica7ons they want to use other 
than vaccines. Doctors need to be given freedom to prescribe 
those. Withholding medica7on from the people is criminal!  

Franziz

2021-01-18 
10:39:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been proven and confirmed as 100% effec7ve 
and much safer as vaccines. 
It is also a well known fact that 1) vaccines were not tested as it 
should have been 2) not preven7ng covid 19 , 3) killed people or 
caused other terrible side effects 4) permanent and cannot be 
reversed side effects 5) the long term effects of the vaccine has 
not even been established 6) no claim can be made for damages 
due to an indemnity clause. 
Ivermec7n as as safe alterna7ves has the following benefits 
a) FDA approved 
b) builds up your immune system 
c) very cheap and cost effec7ve 
d) proven over years as safe with no side effects 
c) no gambling with the lives of precious people 
Big no for vaccine and big yes for Ivermec7n  
  Jean

2021-01-18 
10:31:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We already know of extremely effec7ve alterna7ves.  The fact 
that Ivermec7n is being blocked from entering the country is 
criminal and shows how criminal SAHPRA is.   We can see 
through the profit driven lies.  Every president including Cyril 
had the exact same wording in their speeches on the lockdown 
and vaccines, EXACT SAME, easy to see who is being paid off. Graham

2021-01-18 
10:23:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Stephan 
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2021-01-18 
10:14:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have lost all trust in the militant manner the ANC decides 
what is right for our health. 
Health, medica7on..... etc are choices we should be free to make 
at our own peril.  

There is sufficient medical evidence we have been hit by man 
made bio germs, this is war! 

Im not sure if the ANC thinks we have chinese blood in our body! 

We will not sell our soul for chinese/Gates/Sorros.... Money! 

There is lots of alterna7ves like Ivermec7n.  

Why would the Government refuse to do trials on its Ci7zens 
using Ivermec7n ? 

Instead they using the Black Mamba Organiza7on called WHO to 
lead them into killing their own people like dogs.  

We have no recourse in any court of because the USA sign an act 
of law in 1986 or 1989 which prohibits any legal ac7on against 
vaccine makers. 

That said the Big Pharma industry is riding the boom at the 
expense of every human who takes a bad vaccine..... Obviously 
Governments around the globe who are financially captured 
dont have the courage to save their people from such a scourge. 

May i suggest that the ROLLING OUT STARTS WITH: 
1) ALL SENIOR ANC OFFICIALS 
2) THEN DOWN TO THE DIFFERENT BRANCHES. 

3) ALL OTHER POLITICAL PARTIES 

A PRIVATE & INDEPENDENT TESTING ORGANIZATION TO 
MONITOR & ADMINISTER.... NOT APPOINTED BY THE ANC BUT 
BY THULI MADONSELA OR OUTA. 

ONLY AFTER 3 YEARS WILL  I FEEL A LITTLE COMFORTABLE AFTER 
ALL RESULTS HAVE COME IN. 

NB: ALL BIG PHARMA COMPANIES SUPPLYING THE VACCINES 
MUST SIGN A NEW AGREEMENT THATS ALLOWS TO HOLD THEM 
ACCOUNTABLE FOR A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT IN THE EVENT OF 
ANY HEALTH DAMAGES DUE TO VACCINES. 

SINCE BILL GATES & ASSOCIATES ARE PUSHING FOR THESE 
VACCINES THEY WILL CO-SIGN THE ALONG SIDE THE BIG 
PHARMA TO BE HELD LIABLE AS ONE ENTITY.  

BILL GATES IS THIS SUPPOSED PHILANTHROPIC EUGENICIST.... 
LET HIM PUT HIS SIGNATURE TO BACK UP HIS PLAN..... THEN WE 
CAN DISCUSS VACCINESS.  

UNTIL THAT HAPPENS WE ARE BEING SENT TO THE SLAUGHTER 
LIKE BLIND SHEEP.  

THANK YOU 

THAT SHOULD LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD Brian

2021-01-18 
10:03:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no definite proof the vaccine will be effec7ve. These 
statements are made by Dr Anthony Fauci himself and others. 
Already we are hearing of people in Norway who have died amer  
receiving the vaccine.  
And why must you receive the vaccine if you have already had 
Covid 19 - this does not make sense. 
Surely alterna7ves should be first inves7gated like Ivermec7n. 
These medicines are already available and have proved effec7ve 
in trea7ng various pa7ents especially in India. José

2021-01-18 
10:03:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

WHO STARTED THE COVID SCAMDEMIC AND WHO MAKES THE 
VACCINE? MAKES YOU WONDER - IF IT DOESN'T IT SHOULD colleen

2021-01-18 
09:42:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermeci7n is used all over the world in a tablet format for 
humans. 
The vaccine has not been tested long enough for side effects Marianne

2021-01-18 
09:37:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are alternate treatments not being inves7gated? The 
nega7ve side effects of the vaccine, and long term consequences 
have not been evaluated. The vaccines are approved around the 
world with insufficient tes7ng.  
If there is liple or no risk with the vaccines, why are the 
pharmaceu7cal companies producing these vaccines being 
exempted from legal liability? 
Studies on the use of Ivermec7n in other parts of the world have 
shown remarkable results, why is this being ignored? 
Where is the true science? Chris 
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2021-01-18 
09:36:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please be 100% transparent with the public. Make it uperly clear 
that this is an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine. There is no right to claim 
for any damages of whatsoever nature against the government 
nor any pharmaceu7cal company.  
The money could also be put to beper use by rolling out 
medica7ons that are proven to work. 
I personally refuse to be injected with an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine 
and I think this government needs to be held accountable for 
every death/damage caused by the EXPERIMENTAL vaccine as 
well as every death caused by their withholding of people's 
rights to other forms of medica7on.  
Its also 7me for this government to stop taking us all for fools. 
Please someone with good legal knowledge take this 
government to task as it seems no lives actually maper here. Ronnie 

2021-01-18 
08:28:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hi, 

I do not support the roll out of the vaccine as I have done some 
looking into nano bots and have had an avid interest in 
nanotechnology for many years ago. As far as invasion of privacy, 
nanotech would be the greatest, as much as we may pretend we 
do not know the issue, we all know that it is much easier to 
create docile sheep if you can have control over their impulses. 
How come this informa7on is not shared? Nanotech is not yet 
proven to have the autonomy it requires from the programmer 
in order to fully combine itself with the host without somehow 
altering the DNA of the individual and the fact the Gates doctors 
are trying to debunk specialists who have proven track records 
as specialists in the field of technology and its evolu7on 
becomes more suspicion. I do not support this vaccine un7l the 
people themselves can be included in the tes7ng process 
whereby they can observe this treatment being meted out to 
our civil servants, whose duty it is to ensure that the safety and 
cons7tu7onal rights of the people are upheld. We are not 
Guinea pigs O.L

2021-01-18 
08:10:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jacs

2021-01-18 
08:09:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust this vaccine.We should be given the freedom to 
choose our own means of protec7on. Nick

2021-01-18 
08:05:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This government has acted criminally. They have withheld life 
saving medica7on from the en7re popula7on. 
Hydroxychloroquine could have saved thousands, not to speak 
of Ivermec7n,   WHICH IS REGISTERED IN THIS COUNTRY.  BUT no 
they act as gods. They are responsible for no less than murder. If 
the leaders of this na7on really cared about SAVINGS LIVES,  
they would  have gone against the plandemic narra7ve and said 
'our people deserve immediate life saving interven7on'.  
Lockdown, masks,  social distancing does not saves lives, it KILLS.  
SA and her people have been betrayed and there is a very high 
price for betrayal. Every accomplice in these crimes will reap 100 
fold for what they have sown. 
We need leaders with moral rec7tude, honorable character, 
clean conscience., who honor the truth, free speech and civil 
liberty. 
May Truth and righteousness come back to our streets, may 
honor and liberty rule.  May SA thrive and fulfill the des7ny she 
was created for. 

Debbie

2021-01-18 
07:45:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You will have to hold me down and forcibly give me this death 
vaccina7on. I will not be par7cipa7ng in this scam Tessa

2021-01-18 
07:20:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm not in favor of any vaccine    
It take anything between 5-10years to have a vaccine  of any sort 
to be hundred percent effec7ve for any disease.  
It is whts in the vaccine that's the concern 
What's the mo7ve behind the trillion dollar vavaccine campaign  
I believe tht we hv alterna7ves  in meds and herbs 
And ivermec7n must be allowed for dr's to use freely ? 
No vaccine can  ever be mandatory on any living species Sher

2021-01-18 
07:13:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine is not truly tested, it therefore cannot be called safe. 
The possibility of it being a precursor to a more insidious 
programme cannot be excluded and there are cheap, effec7ve 
alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n. The fact that this vaccine is 
being punted and that there is talk of it being mandatory makes 
me believe that there are ulterior mo7ves.  

Finally, this thing is sad, but not a pandemic by a long shot. 
There are fewer people that die from this than most other 
causes of dearth. Stats differ, but at 0,36% of all deaths in SA 
(this is one sta7s7c I read and remembered) this is ABSOLUTELY 
NOT a pandemic. Really tough flu - YES, I actually had it so I 
would know - pandemic, CATEGORICALLY NOT! Media hype for a 
very specific reason that would benefit a few, including our 
President and his cabinet, OVERWHELMING YES! 

Worldwide this is a pLandemic and not a pandemic. I find it 
sickening that our government will do anything to line their 
pockets and please their handlers! Marita

2021-01-18 
06:26:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As a doctor and the research I have on done on the topic I came 
to the conclusion that there are no safe vaccines. This one is 
highly experimental. The death toll of SARS cov2  does not 
warrant a vaccine. Antonie 
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2021-01-18 
06:04:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This 'vaccine' is poorly tested, and provides zero guarantee to be 
effec7ve or return the work to normal. Ivermec7n is a cure C

2021-01-18 
01:56:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Inen7ngs is daar om siektes te voorkom wat moeilik is om te 
behandel. Covid kan maklik me t ivermec7n behandel word. Dit 
is goedkoop en word al jare suksesvol gebruik. Monique

2021-01-17 
23:00:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mpho

2021-01-17 
21:49:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It appears that the virus was orchestrated to create the 
vaccines .  Why we suppor7ng the people who created this virus.   
Wake up people Rashida 

2021-01-17 
21:07:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There have been to many deaths and neurological  side effects 
around the world with the vaccines to date  Some of these 
vaccines will change the DNA and RNA of the recipient.  These 
vaccines have not been tested and nor are they guaranteed to 
work. I slso see no advise in the media or on television on how 
to boost the immune system and not get the virus.  Ronelle

2021-01-17 
20:51:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This “vaccine” is not a tradi7onal vaccine per se. It is a tracking 
device and alters ones DNA and RNA. I DO NOT CONSENT to this 
on any level.  
There are many other methods, alterna7ve medicines,  that can 
be used to improve immunity.  
Why has the government not addressed the most obvious ways 
to improve health? 
Organic fruits and vegetables -mandatory 
Clear, pris7ne non fluoridated water - mandatory 
Clean, clear pris7ne air with no sprays - mandatory 
Exercise 
Yoga 
Beach, park and river access - mandatory 
Casinos, shopping malls - banned 
Sani7sers and masks are dangerous for our health and should 
not be used.  

Fran

2021-01-17 
20:46:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is too experimental. 
The vaccine permanently modifies RNA and DNA, scien7sts are 
talking about it causing cancers, autoimmune diseases etc 
Coming in contact with the virus or even just the common cold 
amer being vaccinated  will cause cytokine storms in pa7ents 
leading to death as seen in the animal trials Kerry

2021-01-17 
20:44:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Chris

2021-01-17 
20:30:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This should be a volontary exercise and should not be forced on 
citezens as this would be a viola7on of human rights Nkosinathi

2021-01-17 
20:05:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gert

2021-01-17 
19:59:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is the safety of this vaccine, how safe is it  and have 
they tested it as it had killed almost 23 people in Norway within 
days of receiving their first doses. Government must be 
transparent when it comes the vaccina7on, we are not cows. 
Consulta7on is needed. Bongani

2021-01-17 
19:53:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is a untested vaccine with possible side effects and NO 
guarantee that it wil  prevent the spread.   Would rather opt for 
alterna7ve tested op7ons like Vermec7n Ruaan

2021-01-17 
17:58:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are available, cheap alterna7ves that work. If SA con7nues 
on this path, given that there is no more money for covid relief, 
the only way to go is Ivermec7n. Should we not go this route, 
every single death from covid should be laid squarely at our 
government and health departments feet.  

I'm incensed that a cheap alterna7ve is available for our people, 
yet government is unwilling to budge. History will judge this 
administra7on, crimes against humanity comes to mind first. It's 
heartbreaking.  

Follow the money!  

America's  Frontline doctors; 
hpps://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=34dIZ6O5rjQ&feature=youtu.be 

hpps://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=M8RMBa1UfsE&feature=youtu.be 

The Great Barrington Declara7on ;  
hpps://gbdeclara7on.org/ 

100 health professionals ask Ramaphosa for rapid review of 
Ivermec7n in open leper; 
hpps://www.iol.co.za/amp/news/poli7cs/mr-president-people-
are-dying-doctors-plead-with-ramaphosa-to-review-ivermec7n-
e42c3548-5a10-405d-86d7-f60c80f630d9?
__twiper_impression=true 

Jackie
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2021-01-17 
17:30:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Aside from the fact that many top scien7sts, professors and 
medical professionals are expressing concern about the efficacy 
as well as  lack of tes7ng of the vaccine (and that it's not 
intended to stop the spread of the virus - only to reduce 
symptoms - so is not the cure-all panacea everyone seems to be 
hoping for), I'm surprised that the government has not 
considered proven and cheaper alterna7ves considering the 
current strain on the fiscus.  

While everyone has been holding on for the so called 'miracle' 
vaccine, India has  been widely distribu7ng a  pack of Ivermec7n, 
zinc and doxycycline pills which will do the same job for a mere 
frac7on of the cost. And we already know about how Vitamin D 
is also effec7ve in minimising  symptoms. All very cheap and 
proven alterna7ves which would be just as effec7ve. Why have 
these not been considered? Have we all been caught up in a 
fran7c whirlwind of groupthink? 

Despite assurances to contrary, I'm also very concerned that the 
vaccine distribu7on will become embroiled in the same level of 
corrup7on we saw at the beginning of the pandemic.  

hpps://www.pharmaceu7cal-technology.com/news/aiims-study-
covid-19/ 
hpps://www.nutraingredients.com/Ar7cle/2020/12/21/Experts-
send-Vitamin-D-and-Covid-19-open-leper-to-world-s-
governments Valda

2021-01-17 
16:36:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n can be considered as an alterna7ve,  which is much 
cheaper. We are a poor country - why not choose something 
that's cheaper. Plus, the vaccine hasn't been tested long enough. 
It is really worrysome. Ronel

2021-01-17 
16:19:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I do not trust the government i do not trust the vaccine end of it D

2021-01-17 
13:19:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They are using us to test it. Many people all over the world who 
have taken it have either died or are now disabled in some sort 
of way. 
My body my choice. Stacey

2021-01-17 
13:16:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vacsines have not been proven to work.  Ivermec7n is a effec7ve 
treatment method.  This i know from personal experience. Hans

2021-01-17 
13:13:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is not a vaccine as per defini7on.  It's an mRNA package 
designed to reprogram the way the body responds to the virus 
which is unproven and untested with untold risks how it will 
affect people long-term.  It does not stop transmission of the 
virus -- it's an untested "treatment" which some have died amer 
receiving. 

A safer and EFFECTIVE treatment (both in preven7on and cure) is 
Ivermec7n which is tried and proven in regards to safety.  100% 
success rate in many trials as seen here:  hpps://youtu.be/
Tq8SXOBy-4w 

We need leaders who don't look at monetary kickbacks and 
gains to be had by pushing a product that is not even proven to 
be safe when there is an effec7ve and cheap remedy that is 
proving to work 100%.  Ivermec7n. Paul

2021-01-17 
12:01:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is nothing more than a New World Order ploy to depopulate 
the earth.  #SayNoToThePrick!  My body, my choice. NO! Veronique

2021-01-17 
10:27:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly I do not believe that this vaccine has been thoroughly 
tested given the nega7ve effects in which some have resulted in 
deaths for people that have taken them. The effects are 
irreversible. 
Secondly, up un7l now, the flu shots we have been taking are not 
effec7ve either.  They can’t come up with a cure for a simple 
cold, how then do they come up with a vaccine for something 
they call deadly? 
Thirdly,  if amer receiving these shot, we shall s7ll wear masks,  
we will s7ll be reinfected, we will s7ll need to social distance, so 
what’s the point to this vaccine? Seems to me we are was7ng tax 
payers money 
FINALLY, Ivermec7n IS an cheaper alterna7ve that has been 
proven to be effec7ve.  It has been around since 1975 and has 
won Nobel prices, it IS a the best solu7on in comparison to a 
vaccine that has been put together in less than a year. 

NO TO THIS VACCINE Olga
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2021-01-17 
09:48:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. We have medicine that works. Government just want to steal 
again. 

2. It took many many years for a vaccine to be discovered for 
polio, smallpox, 
Mumps,measles etc. now the government expects us to be the 
Guinea pigs of their try out vaccine. AIDS had been around for 
many years but nothing had been found that can stop it. 

3. Lastly, the President and his cabinet should publicly  take the 
vaccine randomly with 1000 common people. Meaning, they 
should open the box by common man, he should randomly 
choose the dose and give it randomly to anyone, including the 
President and his cabinets. No doctors, nurses, representa7ves 
of the vaccine companies or  representa7ves of any government 
bodies should hand out the vaccines. If the government believe 
in those vaccines, they should put the money where their mouth 
is. I always said that a good leader should lead and be an 
example. No fake vaccines like the rest of the world leaders. 

Hennie

2021-01-17 
08:23:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is enough compelling evidence to suggest that since the 
vaccine manufacturers have no liability for what they produce, 
and who is funding it, that we are guinea pigs. Vaccines have not 
been proven to work. I do not trust that those who have a 
eugenics agenda are crea7ng a vaccine to save the world. For 
the last 20 years the increase in vaccines and correla7ng  disease 
spikes, au7sm  and cancer to men7on a few needs to be 
inves7gated. How in 100 years of research there's no cure for 
Cancer or successful flu vaccine or HIV, but in a year there's a 
safe covid vaccine? I think not. CLAUDETTE

2021-01-17 
08:21:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are not effec7ve, you s7ll need to wear a mask 
amer vaccina7on, prac7ce social distancing etc SA should 
consider China which has zero cases without a vaccina7ng the 
whole country... Aus7ne  

2021-01-17 
08:21:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested correctly and most of them 
have side affect s. The Government instead should be concerned 
with allowing ivermec7n to be used as a priority... But they 
won't because it is cheap and safe and they are commiped again 
to a flawed process of spending billions on unproven and 
controversial vacines... Time again will prove them wrong.  

D

2021-01-17 
07:58:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Effec7veness of the vaccine since it is not tested for the 3 year 
medical board period yet. There are other less costly alterna7ves 
proven to work and save lives. Should not be mandatory to even 
health workers and teachers, you should have a choice, this is a 
way for the world order to control us, like the wearing of masks 
and sani7zing, all the previous  men7oned are money making 
schemes no one else is benefi7ng from other than poli7cians 
and the world order. Lizelle

2021-01-17 
07:47:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please try alterna7ves. The vaccine will destroy us and is part of 
a greater evil from the new world order. It's all about control. 
This vaccine will be poison to our bodies and minds. Please study 
the ingredients. It's from the pits of hell. LEROY

2021-01-17 
06:18:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek is 'n apteker wat weet dat enige vaksien ongeveer 5 jaar 
neem om te ontwikkel!! Geen behoorlike protokol is gevolg nie!! 
Mense gaan sterf vd vaksien! Maak Ivermek7en weig!! Dit sal 
werk!! Nou kry slegs die regering geld vir die vaksien!! Ons gaan 
hulle van moord aankla Maretha 

2021-01-17 
01:33:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To have this rolled out safely, a significant tes7ng period needs 
to be apained in order to validate its effec7vess and contra 
indica7ons. In the interim, there are good alterna7ves with good 
results like ivermec7n. Berto

2021-01-16 
21:02:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I suggest that everybody in Goverment take the vaccine first. 
I Refuse to take the vaccine Colin

2021-01-16 
19:58:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I don't trust the vaccine. Johan

2021-01-16 
18:48:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It has not been tested properly. All vaccines are made from 
fetuses. This is immorral. Alterna7ve medicine should be used 
like Ivermec7n and not banned by money hungry idiots with 
alterior mo7ves. Eienne 

2021-01-16 
17:49:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is pushed on the market in a rush. It has not been 
tested like any other medicine.The longterm side effects are not 
known.The effect on human DNA is not known. THE VACCINATED 
will be tes7ng posi7ve on PCR tests in future. New strains of Cov 
19 are evolving and the vaccine most probably will not cover 
immunity to new strains.. Alterna7ve  preven7on and 
treatments like Ivermec7n are blocked by Gov. and might make 
vaccines unnecessary..Why were vaccines against other viruses 
like HIV,Ebola, etc totally unsuccessful and this vax then touted 
as the saviour of he world..We do not trust governments and 
technocrats like WHO, FDA and CDC amer many blunders and 
changing advice over years. Dr Alwyn

2021-01-16 
14:24:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Untested,   manufactured for monetary gains only,  causing 
serious side effects and deaths,  immunity from  prosecu7on 
says it all,  they have a lot to hide.  People are being used as 'lab 
rats' Paul

2021-01-16 
14:04:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are all experimental. I am not a guinea pig. There 
are proven effec7ve CURES that have been absolutely ignored or 
banned. Something else going on here.  

John
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2021-01-16 
13:23:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no solu7ons please consider  
Ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine instead of pushing a 
vaccine . 
Wich company approved it? 
Its not FDA approved only released for emergency use. 
Who can be held accountabke fir side effects and deaths? No 
company because they exempt. 
I need to sign a form witch acknowledges its a emergence 
experimental vaccine the wasnt enough 7me fir anyone to 
approve it as safe.  NO thanks any help from our 
government ,who ,or pfizer,astra zeneca amer side effects? 
No compensa7on for injuries. 
Use a alterna7ve medica7on 8 months is not long enough, Sept 
south african trials was held but no info. 

Eiene

2021-01-16 
13:16:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government is making a mess of most things they touch - their 
successes are highly limited.  The majority of projects are high 
jacked for fraud where a few individuals profit at a nausia7ng 
scale.  The vaccine project will be no different.  While the 
vaccine ini7a7ve is highly ques7onable from a medical 
perspec7ve (I am a medical specialist prac77oner), it is not 
understandable why Ivermec7n is overlooked as a poten7al for 
at least providing some protec7on to the adverse effects of the 
virus.  To date (16 Jan 2021), there are 21 random clinical trials 
that prove the effec7vity of Ivermec7n in decreasing mortality 
by approximately 80%.  It also seem to yield protec7on as a 
preventa7ve (profilac7c) agent.  It is cheap, and well proven in 
humans for the treatment of paracy7c infesta7ons in terms of 
safety.  On the other hand, the vaccina7ons available are tested 
in a very limited way, with many poten7al and unknown side-
effects.  It does not make sense... Frik

2021-01-16 
12:48:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In the face of all the " conspiracy theories ",why does the 
government not put us all at ease and give us freedom of choice. 
That way we are assured of no funny business under the table. Lindsay 

2021-01-16 
12:10:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would prefer the alterna7ve that is working 
and the name is IVERMECTIN  and nothing from the anc 
governament WJ

2021-01-16 
12:09:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I won't par7cipate in any government driven vaccina7on 
program. Bunch of corrupt leeches. Let them take their own 
vaccines. Ivan

2021-01-16 
12:05:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) S7g

2021-01-16 
10:40:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't believe and am not confident that any vaccine has been 
adequately tested and determined to be safe. 
Mandatory, vaccine passports are another concern that needs to 
be taken into considera7on. Richard

2021-01-16 
10:08:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has proved to be a cost effec7ve, worthy, reliable and 
effec7ve medica7on a thousand 7mes over.  This vax is an 
excuse to bankrupt us as a country even more whilst enriching  
your imperial masters. Zane

2021-01-16 
09:42:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mar7

2021-01-16 
09:32:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We do not need a dangerous vaccine with liple to now study on 
the long term side effects and no legal liabili7es from the 
pharmaceu7cal companies. 

What we do need is Ivermec7n.  

End of discussion. Ronie

2021-01-16 
09:21:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No medical scien7fic proof is long term available, no side effects 
longterm in known. Can people be allergic to this? Ren

2021-01-16 
09:05:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should be given a choice of the vaccines are not a specific 
brand Yun-Chieh

2021-01-16 
09:05:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I take medica7on for the flu which is not registered or evaluated 
by SAHPRA every year to prevent and/or to assist in reducing flu 
symptoms, this is the same reason they will not allow 
ivermec7n, makes no sense. 
I used topical ivermec7n years ago as I contracted scabies, years 
later I am s7ll good and I have a family, proving that it is 
absolutely safe to use in every regard. 
I want to have the free choice on what I put into my body, 
therefore I cannot agree to the vaccine un7l ivermec7n has been 
tried and has been unsuccessful. Reece

2021-01-16 
08:11:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has not been enough 7me nor research done, to assure us 
that the vaccine will be effec7ve or more importantly, that it is 
safe and will cause no long term problems. 

The current administra7on has not demonstrated ANY ability to 
effec7vely control or roll out any proper programs (PPE and 
humanitarian aid Debacle) 
They will not be able to rollout the complex vaccine process 
properly. 

First vaccinate ALL administra7on officials. 

I believe the alterna7ves (exis7ng) should be encouraged to 
prevent the spread. 

I will not be forced into accep7ng the vaccine Michael

2021-01-16 
08:07:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe the vaccine is effec7ve, I believe there are safer 
& cheaper  alterna7ves to look at going foward. Bruce 
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2021-01-16 
08:02:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lucas

2021-01-16 
07:11:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) People have the right to choose. Luisa

2021-01-16 
07:10:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die entstof is nie deeglik getoes nie.Geen langtermyn toetsing 
nie.Ek persoonlik sal dit nooit vat nie,ek gebruik Ivermec7n en 
dit werk 100% vir my. Hannes

2021-01-16 
06:37:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not and will not approve that nonsense vaccine. It has alot 
of toxic crap in it and will kill innocent people. I will not take it . 
And wont  let anyone i know take it. Why dont the   leaders take 
it first and we decide next yr if it good for  us.  They cant find 
cures for other deases even the comon fly but covid-19 cure was 
found so fast.  Im sorry this crap vaccine is made to kill. Many ppl 
will die because of this untrusted vaccine. ZAMBIA is not a 
puppet. They want to test vaccine before they give it to anyone. 
Have this vaccine been tested and proven safe and effec7ve. 
NO ! So why make give to the people. We dont trust it so will not 
be taking it. Zunaid

2021-01-16 
06:35:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Michael

2021-01-16 
06:24:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have a drug , ivermec7n  , available that can stop the 
pandemic in a few days , it is cheap, ANC thieves cannot get rich 
from it, and is has a much beper profile than unproven,  
dangerous and ineffec7ve vaccines  that are monopolised by 
ANC  thieves Wicus

2021-01-15 
23:02:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine hasn’t been properly tested and hasn’t been proven 
to be safe. mRNA is foreign DNA,  of which no one knows the full 
effects in humans. All animal studies with mRNA were 
disastrous. Gillian 

2021-01-15 
22:23:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why can't we produce our own vaccines.  We've heard about the 
safety of this vaccine that's only meant for Africa.  Our 
government has sold us to the vultures to create the so called 
one world. I don't trust,  there's an alterna7ve ivermec7n...

Nomthandaz
o 

2021-01-15 
20:03:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Victor 

2021-01-15 
18:39:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

None of the available vaccines have been tested long term. The 
long term effects are unknown, the efficacy is unknown.  
Medica7on is never approved without at least a three year trial.  
Ivermec7n and other alterna7ves exist as effec7ve preven7on 
and treatment of Covid.  
These medica7ons have been used for many years  with no or 
minimal side effects . And they are cost effec7ve. These should 
be made available to everyone.  
In addi7on there should be wide spread educa7on on how to 
improve one's immune system with good nutri7on, the right 
supplements (high dose Vitamin C, Vitamin D3, Zinc, Artemisia, 
Sutherlandia, Beta Glucans, NAC, Querce7n  and a long list of 
others) and exercise in fresh air and regular steaming of the 
airways. Sylvia

2021-01-15 
18:38:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are NOT safe NOR effec7ve, as has been admiired by 
CDC. On top of that, there is no legal recourse for injury. There 
ARE ALTERNATIVES THAT WORK, like ivermec7n, hydroxyclorofin, 
vit c, etc. PLEASE TELL my WHY are we not allowed to use 
that???? Because the vaccines give government a method to 
control us because of the nano- ingredients.  I DO NOT SUPPORT 
VACCINES AND NEITHER WILL I TAKE THEM!!!! Elize

2021-01-15 
18:19:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will rather opt for a cheap medicine tested on animals and 
humans for many years than a DNA altering vaccine that is only 
been tested for 6 months. Philip 

2021-01-15 
17:32:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No such vaccine for this applica7on has been produced so 
quickly, and even current years old vaccines are not effec7ve.  
The new technology of vaccine is incompa7ble with human use. Gary

2021-01-15 
17:16:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Duncan

2021-01-15 
17:05:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I find it very difficult to accept the vaccine that has not been 
thoroughly tested. We don't know anything about it and we 
want to give it to our people. 
There are other alterna7ves that we can try rather than 
believing what is fed to us. 
I also don't understand that why can't we try what other African 
countries has come up with, like Madagascar? 
It is clear to me that it's actually not about people, but it's all 
about Money and Power which will result into human kind 
control. 
I'm 200% against this over night created Vaccine. Banele

2021-01-15 
16:57:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Every individual must have the right to receive or reject the 
vaccine. 
Over years and years a vaccine has never been developed for 
cancer or AIDS so why should I trust this vaccine created within a 
couple of months? 
Ivermec7n is the easiest and cheapest op7on so why has the 
government not  allowed this? 
Is the government being paid to use South Africans as guinea 
pigs? Hilda

2021-01-15 
16:30:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

hpps://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/corrup7on/
gates-admits-700000-people-may-die-from-his-vaccine/ 

Vaccine is not the answer Jose
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2021-01-15 
14:48:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think that if there is a alterna7ve then we should also look into 
that. Ivermec7n has been proved to work as treatment against 
Covid 19 but our government is only concerned about giving us a 
Vaccine.  Lawrence

2021-01-15 
14:30:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont want it i will take my chances ,if no manufacturer can be 
held accountable for side effect ect itvshould be red lights 
already.  
Not fda approved only got a go ahead for emergency use. 
Yes ive seen people with side effects  
And no help or support ,taking unpaid leave because theyvare 
unable to work. 
No thanks if no one can be held accountable or helped if a injury 
is incured Charlene

2021-01-15 
13:44:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have zero trust in our government and an untested vaccine. 
Ivermec7n has proven to work in mul7ple countries. It is 
extremely cos effec7ve and can be produced locally. Kevin

2021-01-15 
13:22:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am a very healthy and fit 71 year old. My wife is the same at 
65, fit and Healthy. We both have NO underlying illnesses, and 
have not seen a Dr for ANY treatment for the last 15 years! We 
are strongly against being forced to undergo Vaccina7on - as 
there is NO Conclusive proof that any Vaccine will be OR IS 
effec7ve against this virus! We prefer to be allowed to take a 
course of Ivermec7n  which has been proven World wide ( in the 
poorer countries such as South Africa, India ans some South 
American Countries) to be highly effec7ve in relieving and 
indeed killing the virus completely! We are NOT on Medical Aid, 
and are not covered against any Symptoma7c allergic reac7ons 
that are reported from across the world as not only being 
"probable - but are  more Definite" to occur! Peter

2021-01-15 
13:13:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hi, I'm very concerned and sad about this vaccines and what the 
government is doing, we have no say or whatsoever, whether we 
like it no not we are in forced to the new rules slowly but surely, Nelly

2021-01-15 
13:05:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lou

2021-01-15 
13:03:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Where other alterna7ves are available they should be used 
first .e.g. Ivermec7n 
The vaccine is not effec7ve ...need 3 doses to get 95% effec7ve 
and there are people who have had serious side effects,. 
The Average South African won't see a vaccine before the 3rd or 
4th quarter of 2021, but which 7me the virus will anyway have 
mutated a number of 7mes and a lot more people will have died 
in the mean7me. Paul

2021-01-15 
12:51:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As we all know, tha whole hype around COVID is based on 
scien7fic fraud. There is no reason to bother anyone with highly 
dangerous, unproven vaccines. 
Easy cures for the rather harmless Coronavirus include HCQ+Zinc 
(proven since mArch last year beyond reasonable doubt)  
Ivermec7n and some other protocols and procedures. 
The whole Corona regime is b ased on fraud, is totally illegal and 
fraudulent as confirmed by the Pretoria High Cout on 2 June 
2020. It has to be stopped and the perpetrators behind this 
assault on our cons7tu7onal rights must be brought to book.  
  Georg

2021-01-15 
12:36:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The use of Ivermec7n has immediately been unceremoniously 
sidelined. No valid reasons or any explana7ons given.. bopom 
line.! How more suspicious can the already poorly planned and 
very late  roll-out process become when clearly and again filthy 
lucre is obviously the main  driving factor in the SCHEME of 
things.  
SHAME...........................POOR SOUTH AFRICAN CITIZENS............
☺☻☻. Vic

2021-01-15 
12:27:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why dont they give it to the Prez, and all Ministers first? The 
vaccine hasnt been proper tested. If there is any side effects, let 
them deal with it  first, we wont miss them Albert

2021-01-15 
11:44:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I personally feel the vaccine has not been properly tested, now it 
has to be trial and on fellow South Africans. We are not even 
sure how effec7ve it is. How safe it is? I feel we should respect 
human rights Motlale

2021-01-15 
11:29:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cuanita

2021-01-15 
10:52:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It has been proven that: 
1.   Vaccine is money power driven by Gates and company and 
nothing to do with health. 
2.  Vaccine is not DNA based. 
3.  Vaccine is not properly tested (a few months to develop vs. 5 
- 6 years of tes7ng). 
4.  This vaccine is a mass murder weapon. 

Do not trust the powers that be - all is money driven. Pieter

2021-01-15 
10:51:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Goverment is corrupt and want to control us. They steal more 
everyday. 
They are receiving kickbacks and is totally incompetent to do 
what they are geing paid for with OUR tax money Christo

2021-01-15 
10:11:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) A other government monopoly, a other corrup7on opportunity... Andried

2021-01-15 
10:07:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust Cyrils connec7on to the WHO. Why has he made 
INVERMECTIN CRIMINAL....... There has been a lot off concern 
on the side effects of the vaccines. Is the vaccine effec7ve or is it 
going to kill us?  
I should be the person who will decide if whether this vaccine is 
for my own well being. ANDREW
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2021-01-15 
09:56:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All of the concerns are valid. It should be a personal choice. The 
Na7onal State of Disaster needs to end so that competent 
people can look at alterna7ves and a roll out for those who want 
it. 

Annie

2021-01-15 
09:54:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The effec7veness of the vaccine has not been proven.  The 
vaccine is s7ll in an experimental stage. The death toll due to 
Covid in South Africa does not jus7fy a  mandatory vaccine that 
can possibly injure 1 in 40 people.  Provide the science behind 
government decision making and let people make their own 
decisions such as in a true democracy.  
There are other alterna7ves to trea7ng Covid such as Ivermec7n. 
Why do government stop alterna7ve treatments in favor of a 
possibly unsafe vaccine? Who gains from this decision? Where’s 
the transparency regarding actual Covid deaths? Why is the false 
posi7ves from PCR tests not addressed. Are we declaring an 
pandemic on false posi7ves, and in so doing killing the economy, 
small business and people’s livelihoods?  
Mandatory vaccines are  uncons7tu7onal. 
Who is the government’s master in the decision making?  
Why are the scien7sts and medical professionals voices being 
silenced?  
How can taking a mandatory vaccine guarantee my safety, 
health, longevity, freedom? It can’t. I smell a huge rat!  
  

Tanja

2021-01-15 
08:55:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dear ANC. 
The vaccine hasn't been adequately tested, and is not 
guaranteed to even be effec7ve for more than a month for those 
that it doesn't outright kill.  Yet, many people are so desperate 
for a return to the norm, that they are willing to take this under 
the false hope that you will stop strangling the economy. We 
both know you won't, because you're thieves. We also both 
know that you will make a lot more money off of the vaccine 
than you will with viable and safer alterna7ves like Ivermec7n. I 
know that you will ul7mately do whatever you want because 
you're a law unto yourselves, but I will con7nue to do my civic 
duty and call you out on your BS. Roxane

2021-01-15 
08:43:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should be exploring good health though exercise, vitamins 
and ea7ng healthy. The vaccine is a big mistake. Ndalama

2021-01-15 
07:36:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Take your New World Order nonsense and shove it where the 
sun don't shine. #SayNoToThePrick Veronique

Western Cape 135

2021-02-10 
07:51:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I strongly oppose the roll out of the COVID19 vaccine on the 
following grounds: 
1)  The vaccine has not been tested on animals. 
2)  Many people who have received the vaccine thus far have 
had severe side effects and some have died. 
3)  Previous corona virus vaccines have been failures:  some 
were given to ferrets in 2 doses.  Amerwards the ferrets died 
when exposed to the virus.  This could very easily happen with 
the new vaccine. 
4)  The new "vaccines" triggers an auto immune response.  This 
could easily create auto immune diseases that are far more 
devasta7ng and harmful than the corona virus.  Since these 
vaccines have NOT BEEN TESTED over 7me to see what the long 
term outcome is, this is a very real danger. 
5) There are far superior alterna7ves available:  
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n.  Both of these medicines: 
  a) Have been safely used for decades. 
  b) Are cheap and could easily be made readily available. 
  c)  Have almost a 100% cure rate in 72 hours if formulated 
correctly and used 7meously. 
6)  Vaccines becoming mandatory and then being required for 
travelling etc. (Covid passport) is a draconian measure of control 
that violates all of our cons7tu7onal rights & freedoms. Malan

2021-02-09 
13:56:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

they are in such a hurry to secure a vaccine they have not even 
done any research on how effec7ve it is on South African's. All i 
saw was boxes how do we the people even know that the 
vaccines bought are even real? they lim the banns knowing that 
we will have a third wave they did this before wen they let us go 
to level 1 restric7ons and ended up blaming the people when in 
actual fact the government is to be blamed why not keep the 
restric7ons for a bit longer ? Cyrils

2021-02-01 
12:17:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that a vaccine will be effec7ve as the virus 
mutates like the other Corona virus strains. I also don't believe 
that it is necessary for a virus that can be cured with Ivermec7n. Theo

2021-01-30 
10:48:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not nearly enough tes7ng on vaccines and very safe, cheap 
alterna7ves to vaccines available Ulric

2021-01-27 
17:38:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Karen 
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2021-01-26 
16:42:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n works and is being shut down  I used it and I am fine  
 The governmental vaccines must first be given to The President 
and Cabinet then to all Poli7cal Par7es then to all Reginal 
Governmental officials then to all State  employees then to all 
Municipal employees ,then to all medical staff before it comes to 
the people We want to be last to accept the vaccine  This 
vaccine must also be administered by an7 governmental 
agencies to ensure it is done properly like the white farmers .If it 
does not kill the aforemen7oned people it would be safe to 
accept  

Pieter

2021-01-26 
16:37:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In sufficient tes7ng done on vaccines.  More tes7ng needs to be 
done, before  proceeding with roll out. Taahir

2021-01-26 
15:38:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

this so called vaccine has no evidence of healing, stopping, 
curing or preven7ng Covid, no sta7s7cs from researchers, and 
no proof at all, as men7oned above,.... give our Doctors the 
opportunity to prove themselves with Ivermec7n,....we have 
long enough been used as guinea pigs for the so called first 
world researchers, it is 7me to stop killing our Na7on, let our 
people decide, and give our people the respect and dignity to 
make choices for ourselves, as far as health is concerned,..... 
those very first world countries has made enough money off our 
Na7on, by feeding inferior medicines and table's... then 
pretending, they care about our health,....  they never did, give a 
damn about our Na7on, but experimented on us..... Mr 
President, if you love this Na7on and the Country you and I are 
living in, then be careful and cau7ous, do not throw us to the 
DOGS, please reconsider before purchasing  vaccines,....think 
about this,...for all the many years, researchers could never find 
treatments for Cancer, Aids, and many more dreaded deseases, 
how is it possible, for the life of  man, did they find a vaccine 
within, 11 months?makes one think,.... we are not rocket 
scien7sts, but common sense and general knowledge tells us so 
much and more,...do not underes7mate this Na7on. Wendy

2021-01-26 
15:35:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Its a bad idea to roll out an untested vaccine out on the 
popula7on. Its had no animal tes7ng and liability has been 
removed from the pharma companies. There are also other 
more usable solu7ons such as Ivermec7n which are not being 
used. Talk of mandatory vaccina7on also creates disharmony in a 
popula7on who no longer trust the government. Test the vaccine 
on the ANC first, they are the most deserving of being the 
guinea pigs. Sean

2021-01-26 
09:33:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why invest in a  untested vaccine when we know Ivermec7n 
works, is inexpensive and the poorest of the poor can afford it. 

As a concerned ci7zen i will lobby to hold all those responsible 
for unnecessary deaths (by witholding the use of Ivermec7n) 
accountable when the 7me arises. Ernest

2021-01-25 
21:25:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been trialed for long enough, it has horrific 
side effects including death, there are cheaper and far more 
effec7ve alterna7ves like Ivermec7n, and it only lasts a short 
period of 7me! It is a waste of money, high risk and another 
excuse for them by government. Jessica

2021-01-25 
09:30:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marius

2021-01-25 
09:11:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have never been a person for chemical solu7ons to health.  
But if I have to choose I will prefer Ivermec7n to the vaccine.  
I am not into altering my DNA Lindie

2021-01-25 
08:40:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ray

2021-01-23 
11:45:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. No scien7fic data about the contents of the vaccine has been 
made public by the government, not about the ingredients and 
not about the possible side effects any of these ingredients 
might have.  
2. Why do we need to get vaccinated against a virus with such a 
low fatality rate, especially since most of the deaths are covid 
RELATED deaths and not even caused by the virus itself? 
3. Why are we not using the cheaper and healthier alterna7ves? Dalené

2021-01-22 
21:59:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is an effec7ve treatment for covid.  It can also be 
taken preventa7ve against covid.  Vaccines are not yet fully 
developed  and have side effects.  Ivermec7n has a proven track 
record and affordable.  Ivermec7n has the FDA approval.  
President was successfully treated with this medica7on.  Please 
role Ivermec7n out to all people who are cri7cal.  It cost a 
frac7on  and it saves life 100 %.  Jorg

2021-01-22 
20:54:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The mRNA experimental biologic gene therapy, u7lising synthe7c 
messenger RNA has skipped animal trials, and not completed 
phase 3 safety tes7ng. There is consensus among medical 
scien7sts that there is a very high risk of adverse events and long 
term safety issues due to ADE, an7body dependent 
enhancement, where recipients are at poten7ally lethal risk of 
overblown immune reac7on/cytokine storm when challenged 
with corona virus in the wild. Legal team has been primed to 
ins7tute legal ac7on against SA medical health authori7es and 
Gov, due to loss of life from witholding safe and effec7ve 
therapeu7c drugs with decades long track records...namely 
hydroxychloroquine and ivermec7n. Michael

2021-01-22 
16:41:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Forget a vaccina7on that is currently killing more people than it’s 
saving and legalize a known tested and trusted drug like 
Ivermec7n which could save millions with the side affects or risk! 
It seems like a really simple solu7on to me! Stephanie
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2021-01-22 
16:03:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have a couple of concerns:  
1. The right to choose one's own medical treatment is a 
fundamental freedom protected by our cons7tu7on.  No one 
should be forced to take a vaccine OR be discriminated against if 
they don't. 
2. Addi7onal taxes should not be raised to fund the vaccine.  
Government should use the money they received for the 
pandemic for this.  If it was stolen, which it most probably was, 
then the ruling party should foot the bill.  Or China seeing that 
they put us here in the first place. 
3. Vaccina7on should be the last resort as there is effec7ve 
treatments for the virus.  Make Ivermec7n available, give people 
hydroxychloroquine.  These medica7ons has been on the market 
for many years and prior to that they WERE TESTED FOR MANY 
YEARS! 
4. Which brings me to the following:  two words never to be 
used in the same sentence are SCIENCE and RUSH.  Science 
cannot and should not be rushed.  These vaccines are not 
adequately tested and NO one knows the long term effects it will 
have. 
5. Our health workers should not get the vaccine first due to all 
the unknowns.  What if many die from it like in Norway and 
Germany?  Parliament should go first. 
In summary: Why spend so much money on a vaccine for an 
illness that doesn't have a high mortality rate?  For which there 
is safe, affordable and effec7ve medica7ons available?  A vaccine 
that is not sufficiently tested?  Raising addi7onal taxes in an 
economy that is already at breaking point to fund it... Show us 
what happened to the +/- R 500 BILLION Anmarie

2021-01-22 
10:15:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has not been long enough or enough trials on this vaccine. 
There are other drugs like ivermec7n that have proven in many 
peer reviewed studies to be very successful. The vaccine does 
not stop contagion. The vaccine is unnecessarily if we can use 
ivermec7n. Mandatory  vaccine is a total apack on the 
inalienable right for me to decide what happens to my body. I 
am a every allergic and so is my family and I do t want to risk a 
nega7ve outcome by having this vaccine with very liple trials 
and absolutely no long term trails   Amanda 

2021-01-21 
21:09:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I'm not the WHO's guinea pig for a vaccina7on. ADele 

2021-01-21 
12:50:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Maria

2021-01-21 
11:39:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gareth

2021-01-21 
10:25:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. This and other vaccine brands, have been rushed and not 
tested objec7vely and thoroughly. 
 - This raises severe doubts about the real possibility of hidden 
agendas. Par7al disclosure / selec7ve disclosure is equal to "Not 
The Whole Truth". 
2. Tested alterna7ve treatments (for diagnosis, prognosis and 
preven7on, early symptoms treatment) :  peer-reviewed and 
from many separate countries, DO exist, have been researched 
and published, making the vaccine, at great cost, obsolete 
before it starts. I will not take this, nor any of my loved ones.  
-- This gross incompetence, embezzlement of public funds, 
dubious contracts and tenders, and now also threatening the 
innate health of ordinary people with a rushed vaccine, is pure 
tyranny, medical malprac7ce and infringement of human rights.  Nic

2021-01-21 
08:23:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) It must also be the individual’s choice Yolande

2021-01-21 
07:05:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines have not been tested over a long enough period. 
The nega7ve impact on thousands of people who have received 
the vaccine is quite horrifying and it not morally right to inflict 
people with a remedy which has these reported side-effects.   
Even if it means we would be made to have Covid poassports I 
will under no circumstances have this vaccine. Natalia

2021-01-20 
10:29:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It has been shown that the most vulnerable to the virus are the 
aged and those with preexis7ng condi7ons. One of the other 
grave factors is general health with people not geing good 
nutri7on, experiencing inflamma7on, and poor lifestyle amongst 
the major contribu7ng factors. 

My sugges7on is to allocate funds towards beper health 
measures. Major contributors to poor nutri7on are the fast food 
industry as well as producers of high-sugar based products like 
somdrink companies. These industries should be heavily taxed, a 
sort of 'nutri7on tax' where funds may be u7lised to educate 
people on beper nutri7on choices. Tax money may also go to the 
health sector to assist in the support of people who u7lise the 
health sector when ill. 

Alterna7ve health measures like Ivermec7n and other op7ons 
should be vigorously tested and when safe, implemented to 
assist with the preven7on and treatment of sick people. Regan

2021-01-20 
10:08:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is s7l an experimental program and for that reason, 
not properly tested and veped. Hundreds of doctors and 
professionals has been warning the public on the safety 
concerns about this new mRNA technology. The product called 
Ivermec7n has made headlines in its effec7veness in curing the 
covid. Adrian 
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2021-01-19 
19:26:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Renier

2021-01-19 
18:49:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

- not needed based on deaths 
- not well researched 
- alterna7ves have not been hiven a fair chance 
- unethical applica7on 

Tanya

2021-01-19 
15:39:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is absolutely not necessary. Ivermictum and vit D, 
Zinc, Vit C can be us a preventa7ve and cure.  
The vaccine has not had a sufficient trial run..... Contains nano 
par7cles, and toxic ingredients which may cause vaccine damage 
and no accountability for any damages. 
I already have a vaccine injured child whose chance of ever 
having a normal life has been taken away, cost me millions of 
rands to support him through his journey 
No help or accountability from the pharmaceu7cal companies. Adrienne 

2021-01-19 
14:07:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. - VIOLATION OF RIGHTS - forcing people to take a vaccine of 
any kind, under any circumstances is uncons7tu7onal and a 
viola7on of human rights. 

2. FREEDOM OF CHOICE - every person has (and should have) a 
CHOICE in whether or not they want to take the vaccine. No 
person  can be discriminated against or denied normal ac7vity 
within a society for choosing not to be vaccinated.  

3. LACK OF DATA - all the Covid-19 vaccines currently available 
have NO long term data.   

4. SIDE EFFECTS  - There have been  many severe side affects 
already recorded during the vaccine trials and this is only side 
affect recorded up to date. The impact of these vaccines on our 
natural immune systems, DNA etc. has not been determined (or 
not disclosed) and could have severe nega7ve results on us and 
our genera7ons to come. The fact that so many of this data and 
informa7on is hidden from the public makes the safety of this 
vaccine highly ques7onable. 

5. EFFECTIVENESS - the best of these vaccines have a lower 
effec7veness than the viruses’ survival rate. So having a 
(poten7ally mandatory) vaccine is unheard of.  By the 7me we 
are vaccinated the virus could have mutated already so the 
vaccine will then always be out dated.  

6. LACK OF IMPACT - if (according to doctors and scien7sts) we 
s7ll have to wear masks and social distance even amer being 
vaccinated due to s7ll being able to get the virus and spread it, 
the vaccina7on rollout is redundant. We can rather make use of 
exis7ng medicine that has safely been used for years and that 
are proven to work effec7vely in comba7ng Covid-19  like 
IVERMECTIN (many of these have been strangely banned by 
"powers up top" in many countries even though scien7sts & 
doctors have been using it effec7vely as treatment and are 
pleading to governments to reintroduce, some are even 
silenced) 

7. CONTROL - government had never had any business in 
dicta7ng people’s medical treatment choices. It is up to every 
person to decide on their own course medical treatment/s. Why 
are the goverment pre-ordering this , crea7ng so much debt? 
How will they get their return on their investment one has to 
ask? 

8. ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS (IVERMECTIN) - Alterna7ve drugs 
like IVERMECTIN are working effec7vely but are mysteriously 
denied to pa7ents by "powers up top". It has won a Nobel Prize 
in 2015 and has been around for 30 years with almost no side 
affect. Ivermec7n (that is very affordable) can rather be used 
PREVENTATIVE instead of costly and unsafe vaccines that have 
not been tested long enough. Why force a vaccine on people 
that could damage people's health long term and poten7ally 
cause a bigger health crisis if there are tried and tested 
medica7on that have been around for year and that works!  

Johanna

2021-01-19 
12:55:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

don't need a vaccine when there are alterna7ves 
this is nothing more than a flu virus clive

2021-01-19 
10:46:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is dangerous, expensive and unnecessary. 
Wake up Ramaphosa and crew. 
Stop doing what Bill Gates wants you to do. 
Let's get some integrity going in this country and take a unique 
approach. Pieter
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2021-01-19 
10:05:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

-I believe that there is too much confusion about this vaccine on 
the mass media pla{orms : --This vaccine will be not be able to 
prevent people from dying.... 
-too much collateral damage will be forthcoming in the 
future....worsen the health status of people or possible deaths, 
as already recorded. 
-we have enough immunity in our bodies and does not require 
any addi7onal immunity boosters.... 
-there is tooo much conflict about this vaccina7on among 
medical professionals and scien7sts, which does not help the 
global populous what to believe what is fact or what is fic7on.    
-Too many deaths have already been caused by this vaccine in 
other countries confirmed and have adverse effect 
-No one should be forced to take the vaccine, as its not safe, 
un7l proven otherwise for ones own health and physical 
survival.  
-According to medical science/ other professionals about 
99.9-95% of people will recover from  the current COVID 19 
virus,  without medica7on, so why is vaccine needed? 
-There is possible cure already to overcome the COVID 19 
pandemic and why are people prevent to u7lize it for their own 
healing against this virus that is prevailing. 
- south Africa's health ministry should be more transparent 
about drugs available that is currently available that is u7lized by 
other countries for the fight against this virus successfully...why 
spend millions of rand's on vaccina7on, as it seems it could lead 
to premature mass deaths, leading to depopula7on...and 
bankrupt economy>  
-Maybe there is another agenda behind all of this? George

2021-01-19 
09:54:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are we spending millions on vaccines when there is an 
alterna7ve available. We are we not dedica7ng resources to do 
trials for  Ivermec7n if we are not happy with trials done by 
other countries. Why are we choosing a vaccine which was only 
developed a few months ago instead of exploring the op7on of 
Ivermec7n which has been around for years Wedaad

2021-01-19 
09:39:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The fact that "all of a sudden" we have a vaccine for Covid yet 
for so many years there is no successful vaccina7on for other 
dreaded viruses,  any vaccine should be tested and trialed for at 
least three years! 

In my opinion there  is a hidden agenda all over the world where 
those who were voted into power are being "bought" by a 
handful of financially powerful individuals, as they say "money 
talks" 

I will NOT take any vaccina7on, I too have a cons7tu7onal right. I 
live a healthy life and have a strong immune system! 

There are other much cheaper alterna7ves to a vaccine yet 
because "money talks" they are been "banned". Edwin

2021-01-19 
08:51:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Friedel

2021-01-19 
08:41:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hi 

The vaccina7on is the forerunner to control of all the people's of 
the world and loss of our freedoms - for a virus which has a 90% 
recovery rate. 

The vaccine will not mean people can stop wearing masks and is 
not going to prevent infec7on. 

The en7re pandemic is about Control and digi7zing the world 
economy. 

There are alterna7ve treatments. 

I object to our freedoms being manipulated and removee Ughepa

2021-01-19 
08:06:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccina7on is a total waste of money and 7me when there are 
beper and cheaper alterna7ves available Beina

2021-01-19 
07:48:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines currently available are s7ll experimental and their 
safety and effec7veness, especially to the SA variant, is unclear. 
Ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine are cheap and effec7ve 
alterna7ves and can be used both as a treatment and a 
prophylaxis. Rather spend tax Rands on these treatments and 
wait further informa7on on the vaccine. 

Tracey 

2021-01-19 
06:37:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The cost of these unproven vaccines to the taxpayers will be 
astronomical. 
Big pharmaceu7cal companies will benefit hugely.  
We do not have any knowledge of the vaccine and the long term 
effect on the human race - future health issues arising from 
these vaccines. 

Robyn
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2021-01-18 
20:37:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You can not vaccinate against the flu!  It is simply no possible, 
the flu (which is what covid is) is constantly changing, to apempt 
a vaccina7on is to apempt to rid the world of oxygen.  it's not 
possible.  Each and every change would require a new vaccine.  
This while there is already a cure out there, one that the ANC 
has already tested and approved for human consump7on which 
was government gazeped in 2003!  You must think us incredibly 
stupid to believe your lies.  

I implore you, please please please stop killing the country, we 
know what is going on, I implore to your concience, please be 
loyal to your ppl not some outside force who will never ever be 
your ppl.  Once they have what they want, they will just kick you 
to the curb too, do you really think they value you?  You are just 
a pawn to them, a tool to use.  Please listen to your ppl, be loyal 
to your ppl.  Please stop destroying our country because some 
outside force is playing you like a puppet.  Please see reason, 
please see light, please please please, stop and think, they are 
lying to you.  Even the President of Tanzania sees through their 
lies.  they have only had 27 covid deaths, think about that.  They 
didn't lock down, they don't wear masks, they don't do any of 
the stuff you are making us do, they didn't ban anything.  They 
are happy, they are strong, they are healthy.  You are destroying 
everything that we as a na7on has worked so hard for by 
listening to the lies of ppl who don't even know us, who consider 
us worthless as admiped by themselves.  That means you too, 
you just useful while they get you to do their dirty work.  Once 
they have what they want you too will be worthless.  So please, 
just stop.  Don't let them destroy us and please stop helping 
them destroy us. Pesada

2021-01-18 
17:18:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly, it is an experimental vaccine that has proven doesn’t 
work and kills people. Secondly, it does not work like a vaccine 
should, but alters your DNA forever! Thirdly, people are not 
dying like it is falsely being reported by government and the 
MSM! And fourthly, this deal between Ramaphosa and Gates to 
sell the drug is what it’s all about, and is a money making scam 
firstly, and secondly it is about control to bring about the Great 
Reset of the WEP! And lastly, they cannot force any vaccine, 
especially based on the lies the government are telling! And if 
anyone wants to debate me on the facts, bring along any 
virologist from the ANC or any one of its members and I will 
prove every fact that I have stated here! Graeme

2021-01-18 
17:17:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A DNA changing vaccine for a Virus that doesn't exist (never 
been isolated or purified) when all the less invasive and cheaper 
treatments are suppressed. Very suspicious to say the least. 
Genocide in the name of 'saving lives'. Since when did the 
government care about saving lives before? John

2021-01-18 
16:28:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) The vaccine should not ever be mandatory, ASTRID

2021-01-18 
15:31:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been tested. If there is a major fallout of 
adverse effects on those injected, the South African health care 
system cannot cope. Families will suffer huge financial strain due 
to the possible nega7ve side effects. 

Why run the risk of using untested vaccine if there is a cheap 
treatment alterna7ve like Ivermec7n  Hydroxychloroquine  Zinc  
Vit C & D. Grete

2021-01-18 
15:14:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

EXTREMELY concerned.  

Many many doctors / scien7sts / immunologists, ci7zens  etc  are 
concerned.  
A vaccine needs to be PROVEN safe.  

We simply have not had 7me to do so.  

We will likely do far more damage to our people and their health 
than wai7ng and being safe would do.  

The Vaccines are not safe, they cannot possibly be. They have 
not had enough tes7ng. Jodi 

2021-01-18 
13:49:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust this government with anything . Please let they 
give the vaccine to the poli7cians and not our health workers. 
We won't miss the poli7cians if something goes wrong, Gerhard 

2021-01-18 
13:41:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont trust it and dont think the truth has been told regarding 
this whole pandemic. 

Government is manipula7ng figures and lynig louis

2021-01-18 
13:11:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Much too scared to have the vaccine!!!!!!  I don't think it has 
been researched well enough.  And...coming from India???????  
Not save at all.   Is our country not far ahead of India???? Elbé

2021-01-18 
12:20:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Dean

2021-01-18 
12:06:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont see why we cant use the Ivermec7n as it has been proven 
to work on pa7ents and it will be affordable to the poor nawaal

2021-01-18 
11:57:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) No Vaccine has been tested properly.  Christelle
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2021-01-18 
11:43:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I the history of the world vaccines have taken between 30 and 
48 years to be developed and with many deaths and side effects 
including permanent brain damage and dumbing down of the 
mental capacity as tes7fied to by Robert Kennedy the US 
advocate against vaccines for children and now adults. 
Producing a vaccine in one year when the virus has not been 
isolated and is not truly understood is insane.  Reports are 
appearing of serious damage which no doctor knows how to 
treat. It seems like the medical profession has no answers and 
Big Pharma are just into money making instead of looking at 
longstanding cures that many doctors are screaming for which 
have all been banned. It is unacceptable that these medicines 
previously used the heal in 3-4 days are banned with no good 
reason and many lives needlessly lost. What is the agenda of 
government to with hold such medicines from the public, who 
has put them in power? it seems like the power is what must be 
removed and the will of the people must be exercised.  Bring on 
the known cures by doctors who on on the ground. the WHO is 
now trying to cover its backsides and someone must be made 
accountable. Karin

2021-01-18 
11:41:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been tested over years nobody knows what 
the long term effect will be on the Human Body, it is goo big a 
risk Elmari

2021-01-18 
10:29:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Against human right to force people to take vaccines 
There is alterna7ves like ivermec7n 

andre

2021-01-18 
10:10:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concerns iro the vaccine rollout are mul7ple. In a nut shell 
though they are as follows: 

* The people of S.A are not guinea pigs in the biggest medical 
experiment of our 7me (that has garnered media apen7on, that 
is) 
* This vaccine does not; give las7ng immunity, eliminate the 
virus or prevent death. It does not guarantee you wont get sick, 
nor prevent you from geing the virus and spreading it to other, 
it does not eliminate the need for travel bans, or business 
closures, or lockdowns, or restric7ons on gatherings, nor 
wearing masks. It does not contribute towards true herd 
immunity. So what exactly is it 95% effec7ve at doing? 

It does however have incredibly high side effect rates, some of 
which are deadly and or life altering, with not enough 7me 
having past to even confirm long term side effects & there is no 
protocol for MRNA treatment. This being an MRNA vaccine, 
which has never before been allowed to pass into human trials 
due to the many serious health implica7ons. Furthermore, since 
it changes your DNA, who holds the patent over our newly 
manipulated DNA?? 

There are many alterna7ve treatments that have shown 
incredibly promising results, such as ivermec7n & bromelain 
coupled with curcumin as prophylaxis to name two. 
Ivermec7n and other safe and effec7ve exis7ng treatments have 
been around for decades, have been thoroughly tested. 

Just because there is an agenda at play throughout the globe 
does not mean South Africa needs to follow suit. Our 
cons7tu7on is supposedly the pride of its people, allowing us 
basic human rights, and in one fell swoop our government would 
turn it's back on its people and advise dangerous, toxic material 
to be injected into them. 
Be. Beper. kate

2021-01-18 
09:37:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has NOT been properly researched and I do not 
trust its effec7veness or its contents. Too many reports of severe 
effects and even deaths. there are many effec7ve treatments 
which have been hidden and with held from the public, its a 
disgrace! I am very concerned that the vaccine will be used as a 
tool to introduce mandates that restrict our cons7tu7onal  
rights. Jacquie

2021-01-18 
09:06:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A vaccine will not stop the virus that is supposedly muta7ng and 
has not even been isolated. Hundreds of people across the world 
have died already from this vaccine. It is not safe!!  This is a plan 
to control us via digital passports and vaccina7on with the lethal 
rNa technology. We do not stand for this tyranny and abuse of 
our own bodies. Cher

2021-01-18 
08:07:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine was rushed to market.  3% side effects that render 
pa7ents very ill with no path back to health! Risk is too high!! 
Ivermec7n works, roll that out the same way India Does. 
I will NEVER take the vaccine MARTI

2021-01-18 
07:50:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why vaccinate millions of healthy people when you can cure the 
sick ones.. Vaccine was never a ul7mate success... the virus 
morphs in any case ... 
Cheap Medicine is available .. SO WHY PAY THE EXTRAVAGANT 
PRICES FOR A VACCINE ....! Well we all know the answer to 
that ...  No money lem to misuse .... So please World we need 
money for vaccines..... Wake up SA..? Take a stand  poli7cians 
and make a mark in history for doing the right thing !! Johan

2021-01-18 
07:38:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no knowledge of the longterm effects of this vaccine.  
They might think they can create herd immunity but who knows 
what they will create in terms of eg. Neurological damage etc etc 
in years amer vaccina7ons. 
People for now are free to decide and that is their right as long 
as the choice  is not enforced by the government. marinda

2021-01-18 
07:08:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Luke
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2021-01-18 
06:45:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) S7ck your Bill Gates vaccine up your govermental ass. Vic

2021-01-17 
22:42:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Give to Parliament first, they need to run the country, keep 
THEM safe first.  Riaan

2021-01-17 
21:32:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am opposed to a vaccine which has had no 7me to prove its 
effec7veness or side effects.  There are other proven 
alterna7ves, i.e. ivermec7n, natural medicines, food, vitamins 
etc which are a much safer op7on.  I have looked amer my health 
in a natural way for +- 20 years and am totally opposed to 
puing a foreign substance into my body.  Our government is 
not offering any healthy solu7ons to improve ones immune 
system so that our bodies can fight any illnesses naturally but 
forcing people to live under stressful situa7ons due to job losses 
and fear of the "virus" which ul7mately causes lowered 
immunity. Carol

2021-01-17 
21:31:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There's no way my family and I are taking the vaccina7on. The 
stuff that are in the vaccine is outrageous... People have no idea 
what it will do to their health and well-being. Vaccina7on was 
and will always be a money making scheme. I just hope and pray 
they won't force it onto people by implemen7ng mar7al law. Jeandre 

2021-01-17 
21:28:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Thank you for this opportunity. 
I have a had every vaccine available over the last 15 years, thus 
am Vaccine Safety Concious - you're welcome to e-mail me for a 
copy of my Vaccines. 
I've had complica7ons amer an Pertussis Vaccine, which was 
unnecessary as I've had Whooping Cough. 
I've had a concern with 4th Nerve Palsy & am Currently having to 
navigate a possible PTS (Parsonage Turner Syndrome) which may 
be vaccine related. 
Given the 30 odd deaths in Norway by Elderly & the Current 13 
Facial (Bells Palsy) in Israel, with many other reported concerns 
of peripheral Nerve apacks, possibly related to vaccine's, one 
should be alert to Safety conscious elements vs the prac7cability 
of any roll out. 
Again I can send you links to any of these reported incidences, or 
a simple Google Search would suffice. 
Then there were 490 000 acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) well 
documented in India in areas of Oral Polio Vaccine with an 
incidence of paralysis rate to be as high as 30 per 100,000 in 
Bihar and Upar Pradesh, as apposed to 2/100K in un-OPV areas. 
Hence Vaccine safety is a concern & thats with text book 
defini7on of Vaccine. 
With the MRNA Injec7on which may not be a vaccine & total 
indemnity of suppliers & Producers, one needs to determine the 
efficacy of the program. 
Now with roll out, the "Vaccine" may create "carriers" & only 
lasts 6 months? 
That means every 6 months the program rolls out again? 
How can South Africa Distribute, store, supply & vaccinate such a 
massive Campaign? 
It's not physically possible. 
Given that theres only about 5% of the popula7on paying Tax, 
who is going to pay for this 94% effec7ve roll out? 
Natural immune response ahs a 99,6% effec7veness? 
Selec7ng elderly as recipients may be more economical, 
however theyr the group that have been dying from Vaccines in 
Norway? 
So my take form a safety perspec7ve is a resounding NO!. 
From a prac7cable perspec7ve - NO! 
From an economic perspec7ve - NO! 

John

2021-01-17 
20:23:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Keith

2021-01-17 
19:34:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please roll out profalac7c use of Ivermec7n with zinc and 
doxicycline . CHEAP,  has been in use in Africa for decades very 
effec7ve  
being used in Zimbabwe, if administered  during early stages it is 
100% successful  
No need for vaccines that doesn't even cover the muta7on of 
the virus Yvonne

2021-01-17 
17:21:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South Africa cannot afford to vaccinate all of it's ci7zens. 
Ivermec7n will do the job at a frac7on of the price and people 
can administer it themselves or go to a clinic or a chemist for 
help. Lynne

2021-01-17 
17:06:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not proven safe 
Vitamins like Vit D and C and Zinc  is harmless but effec7ve Louis

2021-01-17 
14:14:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Stacy
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2021-01-17 
13:55:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I strongly object to this roll out of untested vaccines. Since the 
very start of this pandemic the dots and jus7fying reasons did 
not add up with the WHO, our government and different 
countries across the world saying different things. As a prophesy 
Bible student, I started studying the facts about this sickness 
from Wuhan and found disturbing footage of their ci7zens falling 
down in the streets. When the very same sickness came to our 
shores no one here experienced those symptoms, but it's the 
same disease. Secondly, they had 7me frames for the disease to 
be on different elements of objects which kept on changing. The 
knock out came when the country's top epidemiologist and HIV 
Specialist, Prof Gita Ramjee died from Covid 19 as soon as she 
arrived from the UK. This was the turning point as more 
disturbing pieces fell on the puzzle board. The WHO with the 
UN, IMF and global elites like Bill Gates are openly bragging with 
their Great Reset Agenda, Agenda 21 / 2030, global warming 
agenda, etc. 
In light of fast track technology and medical science, no vaccine 
could be made to fight TB, HIV, polio, etc, etc but in just 6 
months, eureka!!!!!! There are countless alterna7ves that can 
cure this Covid flu but the narra7ve is to promote big pharma 
because the RSA is part of the UN agenda and under their 
instruc7ons the President must abide with his masters. If this 
"miracle RNA VACCINE" is forced on mankind, it will by the same 
as gang rape but the scary fact of all is that it will be 100 7me 
worse than the Holocaust.  Some people are sleep walking 
because of the programming, propaganda and fear tac7cs in the 
mainstream media... Luckily some are wide awake and aware of 
this planned and sinister agenda to create a new world order. Robert 

2021-01-17 
11:56:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The following must happen on open TV broadcast , DA 
poli7cians must vaccinate the Eff poli7cians and the Eff the Anc 
poli77ans first , then amer 5 years i will deside if i want to be 
vaccinated Dries

2021-01-17 
11:52:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Johannes

2021-01-17 
09:51:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has been rushed into produc7on, it has not 
undergone long term safety tests, and is full of toxic and 
dangerous ingredients. The vaccine has not proven to be 
effec7ve and there are far more effec7ve, cheaper and safer 
alterna7ves that are currently suppressed. Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquine have proven themselves via independent 
studies to be ideal, without the toxic side effects. Why are we 
not promo7ng natural remedies and complementary 
approaches, and banning toxic GMO's, highly processed food, 
food loaded with sugars? There are many tradi7onal remedies 
that boost immunity and we need to be researching  and 
suppor7ng remedies that are acceptable to the wide diversity of 
South Africans, and promo7ng outdoor excercise, sunshine, 7me 
at the sea instead of banning them. It is apparent thus far that 
the government has been paid off to promote pharmaceu7cal 
industry solu7ons at the expense of all other approaches. Kent

2021-01-17 
09:44:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Monica

2021-01-17 
09:28:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Its just not logic...would they come up with vaccines for every 
"muta7on"...Im convinced that this is a laboratory produced 
biological warfare against humanity... Hennie

2021-01-17 
08:45:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not be vaccinited nor will my family be vaccinated. Let all 
the government take their own shots. I would rather take my 
chances with the virus and visit the vet if I feel ill. Ockert

2021-01-17 
08:23:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They can keep their vaccine 
I dont believe that the government cares about the well being of 
the people 
There is not one possi7ve so far that this vaccine will work, but 
they are pushing it with a hidden agenda. 
They dont even encourage good natural foods and vitamins, and 
water. 
Main stream media just pushes for the vaccine. 
Why can they not push for ivermec7n? 
Its has a good track record and will be alot easier and quicker to 
test than a new vaccine. 
I cant believe how gullible people are to just believe  what this 
government is telling them about this whole thing. 
Today they  believe all the lies and tomorrow they accuse them 
again of corrup7on. 

sias

2021-01-17 
08:21:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel strongly that other alterna7ves to a vaccine should be 
researched, like that of Ivermec7n. Ethically I do not agree with 
this new Vaccine, that has been developed so fast, and that has 
the poten7al to alter or program man’s DNA, for which is a crime 
against humanity. 
I feel there should be more told to our community about the 
risks of taking this new vaccine. Also I feel that aiming for herd 
immunity for the whole na7on is not a reflec7on for what the 
na7on as a whole wants. 99% of people who get COVID recover, 
only 1% die. We need to look at these stats objec7vely. We can 
further reduce this death rate by making Ivermec7n available 
and educate the people. Jacques
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2021-01-17 
07:07:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My Concern is that our corrupt President and government is 
busy killing innocent people out of greed and signed a contract 
with the  Devil and we know the truth We not dumb..How can 
these people sleep especially at that age where they in any case 
going to meet hell soon...Besides ivermec7n is the solu7on ,the 
cure by a leading South African...and renown doctors world 
wide. USA and Australia using it and many other doctors and 
family and friends were cured by it...Why are u willing to pay 
billions for a vaccine that won't work accept work to kill people 
and not use a noble prize medica7on thats been on the market 
for years...? Because u Were bribed and are corrupt your soul 
will pay dearly but u will pay and answer to the ci7zens first and 
pay u will...Your inten7on is not to safe lives its to take lives...we 
not dumb but people are waking up....wide awake and we 
coming to take back out God given rights... OMAR

2021-01-17 
00:52:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not feel that a a vaccine is necessary for a virus  with a 98% 
recovery and when there are other treatments which have 
proven to effec7ve all over the world. Kim 

2021-01-17 
00:07:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine cannot be effec7ve, it takes years to develop a 
vaccine & this was done in less than 9 months! There is a drug 
that cures, but its been ban, its only been ban so the elite can 
make money! I will rather die than take any one of these 
vaccines! Juliepe

2021-01-16 
23:44:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

this vaccine has not been fully tested and is the first of it's kind. 
deaths and side effects are being reported worldwide. Other 
alterna7ves like ivermec7n and vitamin D treatments are very 
effec7ve and cost a lot less. amanda

2021-01-16 
23:14:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine have been rushed and I do not support MRNA 
Vaccines, alterna7ve medicine is already good enough to cure 
but it's being ignored to push I the vaccine something fishing 
here Tina

2021-01-16 
22:48:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There should be no vaccina7on program at all as it is not 
necessary. There are many doctors who have said that we should 
not have locked down but let the coronavirus take its course and 
we would already have reached herd immunity in our country. 
Herd immunity does not happen through a vaccine. This is 
proven by places like Khayelitsha where people are apparently 
already immune because they did not lock down and the 
"second wave" has hardly affected them. 
I also don't agree that it should be mandatory, as we are ci7zens 
with a freedom of choice.  
It is not right that the government should procure the vaccines 
only and not the private sector.  The vaccines have also not been 
tested properly and may blead to more deaths than if the people 
were not vaccinated.  The vaccines contain ingredients that may 
have come from aborted baby cells and that is wrong. We 
cannot be forced to get this. 

We need to have a say in all this as it is taxpayers money that is 
being used. 
The state of emergency should be limed immediately and we be 
given back our basic human right of freedom of movement and 
decisions about how we want to live our lives. Gerda

2021-01-16 
22:15:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The proposed vaccines are not even technically vaccines or 
properly formulated and tested. Ivermec7n offers an alterna7ve 
that should be allowed. Frans

2021-01-16 
22:00:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The efficacy of the vaccine is highly ques7onable 
The safety of the vaccine is untested 
Mandatory vaccina7on would be a further abuse of human 
rights above all the othe abuse this far 
Vaccina7on not going to change wearing if masks  
Or social distancing 
Or the possibility of becoming infected with covid 
I say use ivermec7n enmass it is tested as a safe well used well 
profiled drug. 

Nazier

2021-01-16 
20:38:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n  helps you recover from Covid, yet banned.  The 
government no longer uses SABS or ISO standards,  for things 
like the vaccine. A major concern. Viruses have been around for 
years, and will be for years to come , and there has never been a 
vaccine for flu, where one size fits all, which is the story they are 
trying to sell everyone. The cycle of life is, we are born and we 
will die one day. No one knows when or how, so why is 
government ac7ng like God, thinking they can decide when we 
live or die? This is not up to them, people must decide for 
themselves, thats our God given and Cons7tu7onal right. No one 
should live in fear of dying, because it is a fact of life. Neville

2021-01-16 
20:15:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Vaccine  is plainly put, Bullshit! 

I will not allow any person or Government to s7ck a needle into 
me, even if cer7fied by some medical body. 

We (people of the world) are being played. 

I did my own research on Ivermec7n,  and I see that as the 
solu7on. 
Although we cant get  it  in SA. I did manage to get purchase 
from a reliable source. 

Regards Victor

2021-01-16 
18:56:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why vaccine and not cure?  We are going to be the Guinea pigs 
for the big company's 

Johan
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2021-01-16 
16:44:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Everyone should have a choice as to what medical treatment 
they want. Vaccines have not been tested properly , they have 
some really bad side effects and there are beper alterna7ves 
such as Invermec7n Ronnie

2021-01-16 
15:15:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are experimental and not proven 
Proven alterna7ves are already available hanri

2021-01-16 
14:54:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n was available from the start nut thousands had to die 
because of SAHPRO ban on Ivermec7n while being funded Gates 
Founda7on who has financial interests in vaccines! This is 
unacceptable Hennie

2021-01-16 
14:50:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will never have this vaccine! The CDC website shows that 2.8% 
of people who have received the vaccine have been 
incapacitated which makes it more dangerous than covid.  
I will only use ivermec7n and it should be made legal 
immediately. Jeanne 

2021-01-16 
14:31:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Mr. President, please vaccinate your family and leave our white 
people. LOUIS

2021-01-16 
14:07:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why has the government banned invermec7n all is a 
sudden ,when it has been freely available ,over the counter,  in 
SA for the past 40 yrs.  They have taken away our cons7tu7onal 
right to healthcare.The vaccines have not been properly 
researched.   All governments are pushing for this vaccine . They 
are murdering people. Other possible cures are being totally 
disregarded. No to vaccines. I will not become a puppet. Rose

2021-01-16 
12:29:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine industry has a long record of failures as well as side 
effects (from mild to severe) and normally has a tes7ng/clinical 
trial period of six years or more to test efficacy before it is 
considered for approval for use on humans. The vaccines for 
covid-19 have been approved for use amer only about a year of 
development and tes7ng. 
A rush to vaccinate an en7re popula7on against a disease with a 
survival rate of more than 98% is very suspicious and points to a 
sinister agenda being carried out. Edward

2021-01-16 
12:15:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is this currrupt govt all the sudden concerned about its 
ci7zen's now by wan7ng the whole country vaccinated while 
when they steal the municipali7es dry not worrying about its 
ci7zen's then, wether they have water or food on their tables. 
Whst happened to our choice of alternate source for 
vaccina7on... they can only be in with the bill and Fauci Abdullah

2021-01-16 
12:09:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n will prove to be 100 % effec7ve and the vaccine will 
not  as already stated it's not the silver bullet and trials have not 
done anything to slow the spread. URGENT approve the cure not 
the vaccine. and our life can get back to normal.within 48 
hours... Richard

2021-01-16 
12:05:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine  safety not been tested long enough is this a drive for 
popula7on reduc7on . how many more deaths and fatali7es do 
we want to see in Africa  
Mr President have you been paid by the deep state to perform 
Eugenics to your country .if you were genuine you would opt for 
Ivermec7n yet you pushing for forced vaccina7on Tamara

2021-01-16 
10:49:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

When the South African government says it has struck a deal it 
means that it has finalised the backhands & a corrupt deal.  
Mandatory vaccina7on for a virus that the governments own site 
says is mild in 70% of cases is unacceptable.  
While Ivermec7n is effec7ve & cheap the government has 
maliciously withheld it in favour of untested vaccine already 
having caused death.  
The corrupt ANC regime clearly does not have the best interests 
of its ci7zens at heart & is being dictated to by malicious intent. Kelvin

2021-01-16 
10:36:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Herd immunity is achieved naturally - we have an immune 
system. Previous corona �u vaccina7ons by their own accounts 
are less than 50 per cent effec7ve....yet this rushed vaccine is 90 
percent? 
Do your own research - wake up! Karen

2021-01-16 
09:51:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Francois 

2021-01-16 
08:37:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There's too much controvercy around the advent of Covid. 

To roll out a vaccine without proper tes7ng is suicidal to say the 
least. 

Ernest

2021-01-16 
07:34:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elizabeth

2021-01-16 
07:14:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How am I to be expected to trust our government. They have 
failed everywhere. Why would this new challenge prove to be 
beper than before. Even though people are dying and suffering 
this murderous government want to dictate AGAIN. I am so over 
our leaders that I am bored  out of my wits even thinking about 
them.  I pray every day for a miracle. Tony

2021-01-15 
21:44:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't think that the vaccine has been properly tested. We 
should be promo7ng healthy living, if you have a good immune 
system your body will generally be able to fight a virus. There is 
also Ivermec7n that has been shown to have very good results in 
trea7ng Covid. The drive to vaccinate seems to be a way for big 
pharma to make big money! Lauren
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2021-01-15 
20:56:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will NOT be forced into having an untested substance injected 
into me!  
I worked for a pharmaceu7cal company that had an over-the-
counter "remedy" for stomach ailments. The ac7ve ingredient 
was iodophor hydroxyquinoline. It took the company 25 years 
and several law-suits before they quietly took it off the market 
because high doses caused the disintegra7on of the myelin 
sheath around nerves, leading to blindness, paralysis or death! 
Do you really think I am going to accept something irreversibly 
injected into me that has only been  tested for a couple of 
months? 
Do you know that the average daily death rate from flu and lung 
disorders in 2017 was 139 per day? To date the claimed average 
death rate from Covid 19 in south Africa is 109. I'm not saying 
the latest Corona virus is not dangerous , but every year we have 
a virus that kills people and we have never been stampeded like 
this before? They've been warming you up Sheeple - first the 
Ozone layer, then Global warming, then Climate Change, then 
Sta7ns and now the biggest scam of the lot! 

Phil

2021-01-15 
20:51:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Eric

2021-01-15 
18:46:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Clinical tests in America has  conclusively proved the absolute 
effec7veness of these alterna7ve medicines. It is also quite 
cheap and easily obtainable, yet this corrupt government bans 
these substances which have almost no side effects and are 
completely safe to use. Thereby we are to trust a 'vaccine' that is 
financed and produced, owned and distributed by George Soros, 
Bill Gates and Dr Fauci, who all three stated and believes the 
world is over populated and must be depopulated. Gates even 
produced videos on 'depopula7on through vaccina7on'. The 
Group 'Doctors For Truth' states there is NO emergency, NO 
pandemic and the so-called virus is not ANY deadlier than what 
flu virusses are and always has been.  I do not trust these 
vaccines full of foreign maper, aborted fetus cells, foreign 
uniden7fied rna material that will alter your human g-nome dna 
at all. The third wave will come from deaths caused by these 
vaccines and then will be blamed on the 'MYSTERIOUS' Covid 
SARS Cov-2 virus or so-called 'new' variant that NOBODY has 
EVER seen any proof of. Be STUPID and get vaccinated, BUT I will 
have NONE of that!!!!! Ronald

2021-01-15 
17:41:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't need a vaccine. Nobody needs a toxic bio weapon 
injected. We need natural solu7ons. Carina 

2021-01-15 
16:31:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Personally I don't trust vaccines that are rolled out as quickly as 
this one is. You don't have a vaccine for cancer or HIV or TB and 
yet you have a vaccine for this in a maper of months. 

Who were these tested on? What about those in the medical 
field who have been censored or those who have had their sites 
shut down for speaking truth? 

This is all about money from the WHO, Bill Gates etc. These 
people have no interest in our health. Only in culling us while 
looking like they are trying to help.  

Don't get me wrong I believe covid is real. But how it is being 
managed is not in the interest of the people. Miss Tracee

2021-01-15 
16:26:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Cheap safe medicines are available to prevent and cure this 
disease.  Why use untested poten7ally harmful and expensive  
vaccines if you have medicines easily available like Invermec7m 
and many others that were proven to be successful? This does 
not make sense. Suzepe

2021-01-15 
15:55:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are alterna7ves so why not try that?Ivermec7n is 
successfully used in some coun7es and why not here if the 
government is  so concerned for his ci7zens?How safe is a 
vaccine only a few months old and not properly tested for years 
in different trials??The total cost to the taxpayer will be damning 
in a non- existend economy!Please vaccinate the government 
and officials first as they are always first in line in salary 
increases, receiving tenders,stealing and loo7ng ,receiving 
handouts…….  we do respect their posi7ons to be first so please 
take the vaccine first!!We, the ci7zens of South Africa will as 
always be standing at the back of the receiving line!! 

Elize

2021-01-15 
15:34:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccina7on cannot stop you from being infected with the 
covid 19 virus.This does not make sense.People should eat more 
healthy foods and geing all vitamins required. 
Those folks with problema7c immune systems and the elderly 
must avoid gatherings at all cost.Government must provide mask 
and sani7sers free of charge to everyone.People must be 
provided with proper foods and supplements when isola7ng at 
home. 
Everyone must wear masks in public.Require more law 
enforcement with public transport,public gatherings 
Vaccina7ons should not be made compulsory. 

norman
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2021-01-15 
15:15:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All bodies basically func7on similarly biologically, but for 
example react differently to foods, climates, chemicals and most 
importantly in this case, vaccina7on effects/ long term side 
effects there of - enough studies have peer reviewed data 
collected on this. I therefore am in favour of a non-vaccinated 
alterna7ve to ensure that Covid is treated, but not to the harm 
and detriment of the users life and future health. Liez

2021-01-15 
14:59:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Healthy harmless alterna7ves...Steaming with hot 
water..breathing through the mouth and out..  
Breathwork to strengthen your lung capacity.. 
Vit C, Vit D3  zinc  HCQ .. 
Lemon hot water in mornings for Immune.. 
Garlic ..Onion crushed wrapped in a tea towel  ..wrap around 
your lungs overnight for 3/4 nights....removes toxins.. 
Heslthy nutri7on..an7oxidants...green raw organic veg and fruit 
ie berries  ginger, cinnamon, turmeric  collagen 
Colloidal silver..immune and naturally an7microbial 
Exercise... Pru

2021-01-15 
14:57:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If the government wants to force down vaccina7on on me I will 
refuse it with all my power. I am healthy because of my God’s 
protec7on and will not be a guinypig for this cANCerous 
government.!!!! I refuse!!!! Ferdinand

2021-01-15 
14:57:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are numerous alterna7ves to dealing with a virus that has 
been with us for thousands of years. Firstly, this is not a vaccine. 
Vaccines by defini7on protect the vaccinated and prevent 
transmission. This  is a medical procedure that primes the 
immune system to apack the spike protein. We are playing on a 
theory, and theories should be medically proven before 
implemen7ng on a Na7onal level. 
Alterna7ves are available, pharmaceu7cal: Ivermec7n, 
hydroxychlorquin 
Natural: hesperidin ( works in the same way as Iver and Hydroxy, 
turning off the ACR2 receptor site). Ambrotose a glyconutri7onal 
supplement improves cell to cell communica7on, this in turn 
allows for faster iden7fica7on of viruses and quicker ac7va7on 
of the T Cells and the innate immunity that we are all blessed 
with. 
My personal network of 4000+ Ambrotose product users, Covid 
cases to date= 0 

A society that hides cures to keep people medicated for profit is 
no longer a society. It is a Mental Ins7tute Christo

2021-01-15 
14:29:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Is the vaccine properly tested or are we as Africans the world’s 
test dummies. Let members of Parliament and their Tender 
partners 1st take the vaccine.  Alterna7ve medicine  should be 
used instead of vaccina7ng healthy people and make them also 
sick. Shuan

2021-01-15 
14:01:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No proven results of efficacy and value of vaccines promoted by 
government Daniel 

2021-01-15 
13:53:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned about various issues, and have no7ced that 
other are really covering my basic concerns.  
My biggest discomfort is the narra7ve that our bodies cannot 
protect itself. I know many people are dying, but what have been 
done to build the immune system, which kept humanity alive for 
centuries? Nothing but the opposite. We are killing the 
microbiome, ins7lling fear, and breaking down the innate ability 
to survive.  
Absolutely, we have to protect the vulnerable, but taking such a 
risk with an experimental drug that is not even a vaccine per 
defini7on, is insanity.  
Using a method to try and stay alive, that might be more 
dangerous than the virus itself, makes me ques7on authority... 
I have personally seen, experienced, and heard of the highly 
effec7ve alterna7ves - natural ways and exis7ng drug.  
The risk is too high! And we don’t need to be guiney pigs for big 
pharma; out na7on is worth more! Mari-Luisa

2021-01-15 
13:49:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why not supply proven medicine cost effec7vely? Why keep the 
solu7on under wraps yet not accep7ng it... Demonize meds that 
cure.  I call the righteousness of the living Creator against your 
plans for evil. Amen Jayes 

2021-01-15 
13:24:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Speaking as a doctor and pharmacologist, I tes7fy that 
Ivermec7n is exceedingly effec7ve in preven7ng and trea7ng 
COVID-19 infec7ons. It costs a frac7on of what the vaccine will 
cost (by my es7mates, ivermec7n is about 2,000x cheaper than 
the vaccine).  Why go for the poorly tested, expensive op7on 
when we have a cheap op7on already approved for human use 
right on our doorstep? Frank

2021-01-15 
13:17:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Michael

2021-01-15 
12:43:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has proven to be more of a reliable drug than the 
vaccine.. I would rather trust something I know than something 
created by people who is known for  killing people through fake 
vaccines. 
Ramaphosa is a puppet for these people, he cant make decisions 
on his own. 
Stop trying to kill us! 

Nagouwa
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2021-01-15 
12:35:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am the  co-founder of a micro agribusiness  that we have been 
opera7ng informally for 10 years,  www,rootsandraw.co.za  
google us  
The juice that we have been developing for the last 7 years has 
proven to be a tangible treatment for this Virus. 
Since the lockdown all our clients that has contracted the virus 
has recovered with no issues. 

How can we just sit back and allow this to go on when we have 
solid proof and 7 years’ worth of product development. 

Our country can’t afford this cost and our people are going to 
suffer even more because of the economic implica7ons. 
In Europe people are protes7ng all over against it but with no 
solu7on and proof of another op7on. 

We are siing on a solu7on and it has been tried and tested and 
endorsed by our people. 

I can’t sit back anymore and watch this unethical conduct from 
the powers that be. 
Years from now i do not want to look back and say that I should 
have done this. 

We are just ordinary people so our voice will not be heard. But I 
can’t turn a blind eye anymore. 

What can we do in the interest of our children’s children. 

I am having sleepless nights about this.   How do we get this 
message to the people that need to hear it 

Aurbon

2021-01-15 
11:32:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is already an alterna7ve Ivermec7n, which fixes Covid in 
48 hours. Yet the government has banned this and want to force 
a vaccine on us which makes people rich and we have no 
guarantee that the ingredients are safe . In fact there is 
substan7al communica7on from medics that it is not , and will 
be harmful  to mankind. Anything which is contrary to the WHO 
view is taken off media. Why ?  What are they hiding? peter

2021-01-15 
09:29:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The virus has not been adequately isolated so an effec7ve 
vaccine is not possible. It has supposedly mutated already so 
vaccine will not work. I do not trust the government as 
everything it does is mo7vated by profit and corrup7on . The 
WHO has also proved to be lying and misinforming the public. 
The whole pandemic has proved to be corrupt and fuelled by 
misinforma7on. The regula7ons have proved to be irra7onal and 
unscien7fic. I will not have a vaccine without a signed liability 
from manufacturer. Christopher

2021-01-15 
08:30:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Herd immunity we are not caple. 
According to the Bill of Rights it is an invasion of privacy. TB kills 
more people in South Africa per annum and yet there is not a 
vaccine like this. 
it contains human DNA and other par7cles therefore this is 
tantamount to forced Cannibalism  it is against my religious 
convic7on. 

The deaths already occurring due to an un trialed vaccine are 
evident globally therefore this is a culling expedi7on. 

You the government are not trustworthy so if you want to inject 
anyone start with your selves. 

I will not allow this government to try and execute me and my 
family.  

Robin

2021-01-15 
08:22:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are totally unnecessary for two reasons, the very high 
recovery rate and the alterna7ves being quashed like 
HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE and IVERMECTIN. This is not a 
pandemic! The numbers are being fudged to make it look like 
one. Carla

Mpumalanga 21

2021-01-27 
21:51:29

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

this vaccine is an experiment on people as no long term safety 
studies have been observed and on top of that we have there 
are cheaper alterna7ve treatments like ivermec7n, 
hydroxycloroquin etc...wich have been on the market for 
decades and have a proven track record being shuneed upon 
and banned by governments and we s7ll have that problem of 
our own government not recognizing our own tradi7onal healers 
on the science of healing but they are only considered now only 
to be made vaccine salespeople Nhlanhla

2021-01-24 
15:02:07

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Reg

2021-01-22 
10:53:08

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is an experimental vaccine with technology never tested or 
used before.  People need a choice. Who will be held 
accountable for damage and death of ci7zens from vaccine ? Nicole

2021-01-21 
14:23:46

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alwyn
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2021-01-19 
17:23:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested sufficiently,  it is not effec7ve on 
a muta7ng virus and it is a huge money making exercise by the 
Pharmaceu7cal industry  who stand to make billions or lose 
millions if there is a cheap alterna7ve solu7on to Covid.  There is 
huge evidence now that Ivermec7n is a perfect, inexpensive 
op7on with 100% success in trial studies but  will not be 
acknowledged by Pharma as it is not in their interests to approve 
it. PENNY

2021-01-18 
14:16:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have 4 natural alterna7ve cure that can be drunk in the form 
of herbal teas they are Artemisia afra,  Lippia javanica ,  Athrixia 
phylicoides and cannabis sa7va or cannabis indica or cannabis 
ruderallis. With a covid virus that has a 99,97% recovery rate 
why is there even a vaccine and why is there lockdowns maybe 
look at Sweden health report for 2020 they did no lockdowns, no 
masks and no vaccines and no  social distancing, It is 7me to 
ques7on the medical industries mo7ves for what can best be 
described as tyranny. Tamas

2021-01-18 
08:50:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All vaccines against Covid 19 are Experimental at this stage.  
Acceptable protocols for Vaccine acceptability for Human use 
have been by-passed and rushed in order to get some sort of 
Vaccine in place. 2 of the currently promoted Vaccines make use 
of methods which have never been tested on Human Beings .  
Anyone taking the Vaccine will be part of an Experiment and the 
manufacturers have given immunity from prosecu7on . 
There are several acceptable ,well tested, economical and 
approved medicines currently in daily use world wide which 
have shown to be effec7ve against the Covid 19 virus . 
Ivermec7n as an example ,while it has not been proven 
according to normal stringent tes7ng procedures, the very same 
procedures which have not been applied to the current 
Experimental Vaccines,  it  has been anecdotally promoted as an 
effec7ve prophylaxis and treatment against Covid 19 .  It has 
already been approved world wide with 3,5 million doses 
already administered to Humans against many viruses and 
parasi7c illnesses  with very few if any, side effects. 
Surely a cheap ,approved, currently in use treatment is far beper 
for our popula7on than a very expensive unproven Experimental 
Vaccine.  
We should combat any apempt to Mandate vaccina7ons by the 
State or Big Business bullies. 
Our bodies are our own and we decide what we put into them! Tony

2021-01-17 
22:47:10

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dear ANC 
You know precisely what's going on !  With  Covid and this 
vaccine 
This vaccine is going to kill a lot of people  please think  before 
you push this agenda it's not going to end well the South African 
people are not stupid  please don't be fooled and misled by 
other world  en77es  
God bless South Africa 
Regards 
Hendrik 

Hendrik

2021-01-17 
20:12:48

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Charmain

2021-01-17 
14:43:30

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough proof of safety and effec7veness of vaccine with a 
muta7ng virus. People have died amer receiving it. Give us a 
choice to have ivermec7n rather. Lynda

2021-01-17 
13:05:40

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine supposedly only lasts 12 months and doesnt cure 
covid,The rest of the world are having great success with 
Ivermec7n but our clever people have banned it,do we not want 
to save our people.Ivermec7n can be used as a 
prophylac7c.Please people wake up. Garth

2021-01-17 
09:31:26

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am a God fearing born again Chris7an, and it is my belief that 
God provided herbal natural plant base ingredients for medicinal 
use.  Human pieces and extracts were never designed to be 
consumed or injected by the human race.  There is too much 
controversy around the vaccine.  Every individual should be 
given a choice whether you are a beggar on the street or a 
medical professional.  Parents of children have a God ordained 
right to choose for their children.  It is the government's duty to 
provide a safe environment to live in.  This doesn't give them 
authority over our bodies.  We decide what goes into our bodies.  
A full disclosure of what the vaccine is derived from must be 
provided by government for people to make an intelligent 
choice.  In the name of science and medicine ungodly atroci7es 
have been conducted.  I'm totally against the killing of the 
unborn.  With all the controversy around the vaccine, there is no 
way I can consciously subject my body to anything having fetal 
parts or derived from aborted fetal parts. Gene'

2021-01-17 
08:51:59

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government is not honest with us. How can they shoot 
Ivermec7n of THAT IS APPROVED AND REGISTERED FOR HUMAN 
CONSUMPTION OVERSEAS... BUT THEY WANT US TO VACCINATE 
WITH A VACCINE THAT HAS NO RESEARCH ON POSSIBLE LONG-
TERM NEGATIVE EFFECTS..... I personally know at least 10 people 
who used the animal Ivermec7n and turned around within 24 
hours. ..... Even a blind person will."see" that something is not 
right Nico 
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2021-01-16 
22:16:42

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ons sien teveel newe effekte wat die entstof veroorsaak.  
Sal eerder net ivermec7n gebruik as ek siek word.  
Al ons werkers gebruik dit en niemand is nog siek nie en ons het 
al verskeie mense daarmee gesond gemaak. So hoekom op 
aarde geld spandeer terwyl daar reeds ñ teen middel beskikbaar 
is?  
Klink eerder of ons regering saam met Bill Gates werk om die 
wêreld bevolking te verminder . 
Ek sien ook al meer dat die regering se ondersteuners hulle 
wantrou. Retha 

2021-01-16 
12:27:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To start of the vaccine is not properly tested on animals and then 
tested on humans.  
Is the vaccine effec7ve? The problem even if you get vaccinated 
it doesn't quarantee you from aprac7ng the virus, so what is the 
purpose!  
Mrna penetrates every cell of your DNA! 
Why is the goverment not giving a lot of apen7on to alterna7ves 
that cost a frac7on of the cost? You can treat the whole of SA 
Popula7on with Ivermec7n that has been around for 40 years 
with no side effects for R50 m . You have nothing to loose 
because the use is already registered in other countries!!  

There is no focus on immune boosters etc.  
The natural recovery rate is over 80%, it will be much cheaper 
and beneficial to boost our own economy by producing fresh 
food, vit C,D , Zinc, selinium, NAC and cortazu making it 
assesable to clinic's and roll it out na7onally that people can 
build up their immune systems.  

Build dams and irriga7on projects with water under pressure in 
pipelines that we can start producing food and process it and 
export it to the rest of the world. Therefore you can borrow 
R500 B and it will serve many genera7on to come! Johannes

2021-01-16 
11:17:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that the vaccina7on has not been tested properly and has 
had a proven 2.95% adverse side effect that has caused people 
to be unable to func7on properly on a daily basis.  This is as high 
as the current SA Covid death rate.  So what is the point?  I also 
do not agree with some companies, like Pick 'n Pay forcing their 
employees to have the vaccine, this is against Human Rights.  We 
must have a choice whether we want to take a chance to have 
the vaccine or not.  
 It has not proven to be effec7ve and it cannot be forced to be 
mandatory on anyone.   
I am appalled that Government has seen fit to ban a medica7on 
like Ivermec7n that has been around since 1975, and has been 
effec7vely used to treat Covid-19 within 48 hours and has been 
used successfully in many countries across the world.  Yet, they 
ban it in South Africa and would rather let people die.  I find this 
sickening, appalling and outrageous.  The person who discovered 
Ivermec7n even won a Nobel prize, yet our President wants an 
inves7ga7on and wants to waste money and days on doing this 
inves7ga7on first, while people die.  SA Ci7zens must wake up 
and realize that the Government does NOT care about them, but 
can only waste money on useless things and follow their own 
AGENDA.   All frontline workers and Healthcare professionals, all 
people who currently have Covid-19 could be treated with 
Ivermec7n at a cost of less than R100.  Less than what is being 
spent on PPE!!! Lynethea

2021-01-16 
11:12:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don’t trust the makers of the vaccine or the reasons behind it.  
This virus is not deadly enough(sorry for those who have died). 
To jus7fy the lockdown or a vaccine.  

Vaccine has not undergone enough rigorous tes7ng.  

I would rather have an alterna7ve therapy  and not be forced to 
be vaccinated.  

Sharon

2021-01-16 
02:46:46

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Maria 

2021-01-15 
14:47:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Yes now with Ivermec7n been pushed by world renowned Drs 
since last year clearly there are large blue chips that want their 
money back for the costs of the Vaccine. Ivermec7n has been 
around  for 50 years or more with no serious side effects and 
literally destroys the virus. 

Also the vaccine in my opinion us popula7on control and people 
will die. Rory

2021-01-15 
13:57:09

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has been too liple done by the government and media to 
promote issues such as for7fying the immune system, and 
alterna7ve treatments seem to be smeared or avoided. 
It appears that vaccine is the only way forward in governments 
mind, which is do not agree with. 

Mandatory vaccina7on should be avoided at all costs as I believe 
every individual should be able to make his or her own decisions 
for their own health and well being. A forced injec7on in to my 
body would be equivalent to "rape" to me as accep7ng foreign 
maper into my body is a very personal decision. Mitch

2021-01-15 
10:42:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elizabeth

Eastern Cape 19
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2021-01-26 
17:44:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We do not know what side effects the vaccine has, it should be 
voluntary and those that don´t want it should not be restricted 
in any way. Rather give the people Ivermec7n, should they be 
infected they will recover from the illness. Peter

2021-01-25 
07:23:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ves which certain renowned medical professionals 
across the globe,  have advocated, have been ignored. This 
vaccine is rushed, side effects have in some cases been 
catastrophic, long term effects are unknown.  It is reckless, 
based on hysteria, and liple is known about the vaccine. There 
are reports of it interfering with DNA, reports of foetal 7ssue of 
aborted babies being used, and there is too much secrecy and 
collusion around this en7re Covid so called pandemic. Neil

2021-01-22 
22:09:31

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) The vaccine has killed people in Germany and India already Yakeen

2021-01-20 
07:08:27

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Prabhasini

2021-01-18 
11:01:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support the roll out of the vaccine which appears to 
present its own problems. I support the roll out of known 
medica7ons such as Ivermec7n which has many thousands of 
cases which support its effec7veness in trea7ng Covid. It is 
cheap and can be rolled out quickly. The vast majority of covid 
cases could be treated with Ivermec7n thus elimina7ng the 
burden on our health care system and enabling our economy to 
get back on track. It also seems that our corrupt goverenment 
and big pharma are in "cahoots" here. Some people and 
companies stand to get very rich out of this vaccine. John

2021-01-18 
08:04:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is the vaccine of cancer and HIV/AIDS and other illness not 
secured yet these diseases are killers than covid-19? Why 
vaccines given to Africans yet we are the least affected by covid? 
Europe and America should lead the way.   

How do government trust foreign vaccine which never went 
through proper tes7ng processes? 

Why government treat the people of South Africans as guinue 
pigs? Because these vaccines are trustworthy they never went 
through proper scien7fic tes7ng.. 
Lastly Government should authorize the use of Hydroxy-
chloroquine and Ivermec7n... Xolela

2021-01-18 
07:38:28

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is not a Vaccine, it is untested RNA technology which will 
not give immunity and may give some relief from symptoms 
beper treated with Ivermec7n, Vit C, Vit D, Ozone and peroxide 
nebulizers. Stop the fake science. Bernhard

2021-01-17 
19:55:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines not tested and tried.  Alterna7ve methods such as 
Ivermec7n has proven to be effec7ve with no side effects.  We 
live in a democracy and I have a say what happens to my Health 
and body. Will not accept mandatory vaccines and goes against 
my religious beliefs. Verna

2021-01-17 
18:25:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Fuck the government and their vacine,shove it up your arses Josephus

2021-01-17 
11:59:44

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been proven by health care professionals to 
reverse the effects of Covid19 within 48 hours. More cost 
effec7ve, immediately available and ease of administra7on Almare

2021-01-17 
07:35:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

People have died from vaccine, vaccine is not proven. Vaccine 
does not  en7rely protect you from geing Covid. There are 2 
strains of Covid..vaccine only covers one. 
There is a cure for Covid,  Ivermec7n and hydroxichloroquine.I 
REFUSE TO TAKE VACCINE Joanne

2021-01-17 
06:52:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are not proven to be safe. 
Ivermec7n has been around for years and has proven to be 
effec7ve.  

Tanya
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2021-01-16 
16:19:37

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are cheaper more cost effec7ve solu7ons available i.e. 
Ivermec7n! Why can India dose their en7re popula7on at a cost 
of US$2.95/person with a foil combina7on pack of Ivermec7n, 
Doxycycline and Zinc but we must spend millions on an 
unproven vaccine. Somebody expressed the vaccine ques7ons 
thus: If I get vaccinated: 
1. Can I stop wearing the mask? No 
2. Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally?  No 
3. Will I be resistant to covid? Maybe, but we don't know 
exactly, it probably won't stop you geing it 
4. At least I won't be contagious to others anymore?  No 
you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5. If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally?  
No. 
6. If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing?  No. 
7. If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  No. 
8. If my both grandfather and I are vaccinated, can we hug 
each other?  No. 
9. Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks 
to vaccines?  No. 
10. Will the vaccinated be able to gather?  No. 
11. What is the real benefit of vaccina7on?  The virus won't 
kill you. 
12. Are you sure it won't kill me?  No. 
13. If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway, then why 
would I get vaccinated? To protect others. 
14. So if I get vaccinated, you are 100% sure I'm not infec7ng 
others?  No. 

So the vaccine does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So what is it actually doing? 

Tracey

2021-01-16 
13:45:21

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

SAPRHA has stated that Ivemec7n is not legal in SA.  Really!! On 
their own website you can download a document that says it is 
legal!! See hpps://rumble.com/vctvfx-ivermec7n-is-legal-in-
sa.html 
 The latest evidence shows that Ivermec7n reduces the death 
rate by 83%!! 
South Africa cannot afford the vaccine! People are dying and a 
drug that is cheap and effec7ve is available and works! Even the 
World Health Organiza7on has stated that it's effec7ve. 
  hpps://swprs.org/who-preliminary-review-confirms-
ivermec7n-effec7veness/  
For more info on it's effec7veness look at   
 hpps://covid19cri7calcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/
One-Page-Summary-of-the-Clinical-Trials-Evidence-for-
Ivermec7n-in-COVID-19.pdf 
 hpps://trialsitenews.com/clinical-trials-and-research-news-
weekly-roundup-does-ivermec7n-take-a-quantum-leap-
prominent-physicians-think-so/ 
It's 7me our government started caring for the ci7zens and 
stopped the death and suffering. There are thousands of doctors 
and scien7sts that are warning that the vaccine isn't safe, hasn't 
been properly tested and doesn't guatantee that, when 
vaccinated, one will be protected from geing covid. Why spend 
billions of rands on an untried op7on when Iveec7n has been 
proved to be safe, effec7ve and cheap? 

Patrick

2021-01-16 
09:34:52

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This has not been tested sufficiently and I suggest the 
government leaders poli7cians and their families should be the 
"role models" for the rest if the country. There is an alterna7ve 
Ivermec7n which has been used by humans for years for various 
condi7ons and also proven in this case which government is 
refusing to release. IF according to Gates the popula7on needs 
to reduce by 1/3  why is he hell bent on saving lives with the 
vaccine.  Winni

2021-01-16 
05:37:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If China recovered without the vaccine, why do we need it 
whereas we have Ivermec7n? Piko
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2021-01-15 
16:49:05

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I cannot understand the government's decision to push forwrd 
with a vaccine that is untried, that thousands of doctors and 
scien7ts  worldwide are raising ques7ons as to it's safety and 
that has no guarantee that it will actually prevent the disease. 
Added to that the country simply cannot afford it. 
 Why has Ivermec7n been banned? There is substan7al evidence 
from all over the world that it's highly effec7ve. For starters see -  
hpps://covid19cri7calcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/
One-Page-Summary-of-the-Clinical-Trials-Evidence-for-
Ivermec7n-in-COVID-19.pdf 
The World Health Organiza7on has said that it is effec7ve - 
hpps://swprs.org/who-preliminary-review-confirms-ivermec7n-
effec7veness/ 
What more does the government need? Ivermec7n is effec7ve, 
cheap and can be used to protect front line medical personel 
NOW! How mwny more people must die needlessly before our 
government allows this drug to be used?   

Carol

2021-01-15 
16:19:12

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is primarily vaccine safety (side-effects) due to 
manifestly incomplete tes7ng under standard protocols. The 
poten7al for serious long-term health effects are recognised by 
professionals and  liability for risk being denied by vaccine 
manufacturers and insurers (and the SA government?) should be 
a red flag.  

There are very concerning aspects to the declara7on of a 
na7onal state of disaster itself because the PCR test is not only 
medically inappropriate but the method of its applica7on which 
amplifies the result to produce grossly overstated posi7ves is 
manipula7ve of the normal health concerns of ci7zens to the 
extent that the possibility of a hidden agenda deserves careful 
inves7ga7on. 

The repurposing of Ivermec7n appears far safer and trials have 
shown its 100% effec7veness versus almost 60% 'infec7on' rate 
in the control group. 

I am an officer registered with SAHPRA (SA Health Products 
Regulatory Authority) but comment strictly in my private 
capacity. 

David

2021-01-15 
14:10:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With a 99+% recovery rate from Covid, this is a total waste of 
money and lives. Many more people are dying and being made 
very ill with lifelong auto-immune illnesses,  from the vaccine. 
It's ridiculous to enforce people to take it, especially when one 
cannot sue the vaccine makers for damages; that clearly is an 
indica7on that they cannot ensure its safety!!!  They cover 
themselves and they don't care what the outcome is for the 
people who take the vaccine. 

Give it to the people enforcing it first!! The real one, not a fake 
one.!! We are not as stupid as you think we are!! Gloria

North West 10

2021-01-25 
15:28:12

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Arrie

2021-01-23 
20:06:57

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Provide liability cover for possible injuries, make it voluntary, do 
not discriminate on people who refuse. 
Vaccine status should be private and be treated  just like HIV 
status. 
Remove mask mandates, it appears that government leaders 
have personal, vested interest in this. 
Allow "infected" people to get a second opinion, using different 
tes7ng process. 
Prove reliability of tes7ng. 
Too many false posi7ves Sampie

2021-01-21 
10:24:34

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek se nogsteeds dat die Goeverment eerste die entstof moet 
gebruik en dan terugvoering gee of dit doeltreffend werk. Ek 
voel ook as Ivermec7n werk hoekom onnodige fondse  
mors op entstowwe. Daardie fondse kan eerder na SA se mense 
gaan wat dit nou brood nodig het. Mense wat seder7en die 
lockdown begin het,  sonder enige inkomste sit. Hulle mors 
onnodig geld. Maria

2021-01-20 
14:38:28

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not condone the forced implementa7on of a vaccine i do 
not believe in. There s7ll is no vaccine for the spanish "100 
years" ago and yet they managed one in less than a year for 
covid 19. A form of flue. I do not buy that BS. 

Dawid

2021-01-19 
21:35:39

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why vaccine if there are other solu7ons? Please look amer the 
people of SA and not your pockets!!!!! Please do the right thing 
for SA and all it’s’ inhabitants. I Tania 

2021-01-17 
14:51:08

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)  Nuc

2021-01-17 
08:30:45

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no need for a vaccine when there is an alterna7ve, 
highly effec7ve and safe treatment such as Ivermec7ne as well 
as a large variety of  nutrients for boos7ng the human immune 
system naturally.  
It is also widely reported that these vaccines contain aborted 
fetal 7ssue, brutally  harvested from living aborted babies. Avril
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2021-01-17 
07:59:15

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No vaccines have ever worked properly to this day. 
The last vaccines used in Africa and India were proven to be a 
part of a much larger scheme to bring about popula7on control.  
If you do this to your people you will be killing your own ci7zens. 
Governments around the world can go to hell I will not take this 
vaccine. Vaccines have taken twenty years even at today's 
standards to get the right vaccina7on safe for human use. Now 
you liars are telling your ci7zens in under a year you are ready 
with a miracle cure. You think people are stupid. You new world 
order leaders can all have your vaccina7on. Leave us alone. Shaun

2021-01-16 
21:03:30

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Izaak

2021-01-16 
16:45:13

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are not correctly tested. 
The vaccines have already given up to and over 3 % injuries and 
serious side affects. 
Safety has been thrown aside and all correct registra7on 
protocols were never even considered. 
All deaths and side affects caused by the vaccine need to taken 
up as crimes against those vaccinated and charges brought 
against SAPHRA, the department of Health and the ANC 
government. Scop

Northern Cape 5

2021-01-25 
09:22:15

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not happy to take the vaccine as it has not been proven 
whereas there is an endless amount of posi7ve informa7on 
regarding Ivermec7n.  It would be far beper and far cheaper to 
make Ivermec7n available and there would be no need for 
vaccines. Jenny

2021-01-22 
14:35:18

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are not safe because not tedted properly and good 
alterna7ve meds is available Nerina

2021-01-19 
12:08:23

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our country is financially not in a posi7on to   afford this  vaccine 
plan from the  WHO . 
There is much more  urgent  mapers then this  plan to apend to 
by Government. 

Wynand

2021-01-16 
22:09:51

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is proven trials that Ivermec7n cures within 48 hrs the cost 
of treatment per individual  
is 12 us cents. 
Why spent Millions on something not safe like the vaccine, who 
already killed and render healthy people helpless. 
Let the President and his poli7cal comrades be vaccinated, the 
rest of us will use Ivermec7n. Cornelius 

2021-01-16 
06:48:06

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) PC

Limpopo 10

2021-01-24 
21:11:15 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Shirley

2021-01-22 
17:16:25 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Pieter 

2021-01-22 
08:35:45 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) ABSOLUTELY AGAINST MY RELIGIOUS BELIEVES! CHRISTA

2021-01-19 
20:20:19 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It appears from the mountains of evidence world wide that 
Ivermec7n seems to be the foil to this virus, does not suit the 
agenda of this corrupt government. Robert

2021-01-19 
10:20:36 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is NO WAY we will accept these vaccines, the people need 
to be educated about these vaccines and what they are all about 
against the Wuhan virus.  
WE WILL NOT BE VACCINATED by the New World Order.  

simon

2021-01-18 
22:36:57 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government should stop thinking there is only an animal version 
of the drug Ivermec7n. There is a human version of the drug 
that has been given to 3,7 billion people. Its one of the safest 
drugs out there. It also is very cheap to make and es7mates are 
that the whole country can be provided with tablets for only 
R50million. So why spend billions on untrusted, untested, mRNA 
vaccines that put the lives of all South African ci7zens at risk? 
Why play with your people's DNA? Please stop your crazy 
vaccine program and use Ivermec7n. Fire all the people in your 
health department that have given you the wrong informa7on 
about Ivermec7n. 

Mar7n

2021-01-18 
09:35:20 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have a drug , ivermec7n , available that can stop the 
pandemic in a few days , and it is cheap pieter

2021-01-18 
07:51:16 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not understand why the Government want to pay so much 
money for a vaccine that doesn't have 100% cure rate not even 
to men7on that they don't know what the side effects will be in 
5,10 or 15 years 7me. While there is an alterna7ve Ivermec7n 
that is effec7ve and very low in cost so everyone will be able to 
have access to it. Laurize

2021-01-17 
20:34:25 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has proen itself over and over again, vaccines just 
cost our people money, we don't know the longterm effects nor 
the short term, We where born with a fully func7oning immune 
system don't destroy it. Dave

2021-01-17 
00:45:39 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I simply do not trust anything any poli77on recommend.  
Especially where there is a Zuma in the picture... Corlie

Outside SA 2
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2021-01-20 
10:34:04

Outside 
SA

South 
African 
in 
Mozamb
ique

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Concerned about effec7veness, mandatory, id and 
experimental.. angie

2021-01-16 
17:40:43

Outside 
SA Estonia

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please find all my concerns in this document: 
hpps://drive.google.com/file/d/
11DZs5qlWHK5cJCuxTgMRWbNge7EVyYZo/view?usp=sharing Alexander

Free State 12

2021-01-18 
10:59:42

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are other treatment that are proven to be effec7ve. Our 
President and WHO are turning a blind eye and force us to take 
the much not effec7ve vaccine. I dont want a vaccine but i rather 
use tested medicine that have been around for years. Lehlohonolo

2021-01-17 
17:21:41

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die  entstowwe is nie eers goed getoets oor n periode van tyd 
nie. Daar is ook die gates entstof wat jou DNA verander. Nou 
word die mense wat die entstof ontvang die proef konyne. Wie 
wil iets in sy lyf laat spyt as hy of gaan dood gaan of n zombi van 
gemaak word dit maak geen sin. Daar is Ivermek7en wat ons nie 
mag gebruik nie maar ander lande gebruik dit al lank. Laat mens 
wonder die rede tot weier as daar n alterna7ef is. Daar is baie 
mense nou slegter af na die entstowwe as voor dit. No go Willie

2021-01-17 
08:47:01

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ntha7se

2021-01-16 
18:11:32

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mariaan

2021-01-16 
15:59:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What about side efects. The vacsine has not been tested yet. 

chris

2021-01-16 
14:31:34

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine could alter DNA.. 
Government  does not have the finds. 
Could be prone to further corrup7on. 
Government act on fear and not facts. 
School closure , beaches etc not based on facts. Michiel

2021-01-16 
11:05:36

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why a mandatory untested vaccine when exis7ng medica7ons 
proof effec7ve but are denied? No other disease is managed this 
way. One cannot help but wonder what the hidden mo7ve is.  
Given the current situa7on, government might become guilty of 
mass manslaughter. Erina 

2021-01-16 
07:17:04

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are currently a large human experiment and we do 
not know the long term effects on health. We do not know even 
how effec7ve the vaccines will be in the short term. 
We should allow alterna7ve therapies such as Ivermec7n to be 
used to save lives, as these drugs have been proven in many 
other countries to be highly effec7ve and proven safe and at 
much lower costs than a vaccine! (I know four people who were 
seriously ill, have used Ivermec7n, all recovered and now 
healthy. The only person I know who went to a govt hospital, 
died.) 
Why aren’t these drugs being used already? 
We are rushing out an unproven or properly tested vaccine at 
great expense and we have highly proven and safe drugs that we 
know save lives! 

I also do not think any vaccine should be mandatory as the 
vaccine could have long term health effects. This should always 
be someone’s choice. Herd immunity without a vaccine will be 
established before any effec7ve vaccine is available to most 
South Africans.  
I have copied pasted this response, added a bit, as the original 
covers my, and most objectors to the jab, concerns exactly. Roy

2021-01-15 
18:50:00

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The media and government keep on talking about the 32 000 
that died according to them from covid. What about the more 
than 1 million that al are healthy amer covid. No vaca7on. They 
say South Africa has a new 7pe virus so how will the vaccine 
help because it is not for South African 7pe virus. If private 
companies do the rollout at least whe will know it is done 
proper. Eugene 

2021-01-15 
17:59:45

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines are not safe , have not been tested properly and there 
is too much evidence of an alterna7ve hidden agenda behind  
the vaccines . There is also too much evidence that the Corona 
virus [ Chinese virus] is a scam. In any case there are safe , cheap 
and proven medicines like Ivermec7n and others  available . Why  
not give more apen7on to prevent the problem by advoca7ng 
preventa7ves like Vit C ,Zn and Vit D , it is cheap , available and 
makes sense. Henri

2021-01-15 
13:33:29

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) DJ
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2021-01-15 
13:21:51

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To me the extreme levels of panic and fear that was, and s7ll is, 
being created around the Covid-19 virus/disease by the world 
governments, speak of something much more serious than just a 
"normal" concern about the "health of a popula7on". To me the 
lockdown and the resultant regula7ons indicate unhealthy 
intrusions into and suspension of people's rights and liber7es. 
These liber7es are unlikely to be restored by any government, 
including this one, ever. The destruc7on of livelihoods caused by 
governments,  US, Canada and UK as well as SA , the losses of 
core values like freedom of speech, freedom of associa7on and 
movement, the devasta7on wreaked on children's schooling and 
ter7ary students' training and careers all on account of a 
rela7vely minor disease don't indicate a benign government. 
Criminal inves7gators have a saying: "Follow the money". And lo 
and behold. Billions are to be made out of vaccines. Royal7es 
will be paid. No one is to be trusted. The banning of Ivermec7n 
is a dead giveaway of this government's dark inten7ons.   
We know what is happening and no sugges7ons for this vaccine 
roll-out  will be relevant .... ANNATJIE

student 24
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 4

2021-02-18 
17:29:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that the Good Lord has made any mistakes when 
he created life (all life)... Why should we be pumped full of 
poisons with the pretense of saving lives? 
Has the whole world gone mad? 
It's all about greed! 
Just know that what you do in the dark,shall be revealed in the 
light! 
Why has the Minister of health not fulfilled his duty towards 
South Africans and taken a more holis7c natural approach to this 
Plandemic? 
We are sold out by the very people who we trusted to serve us.I 
guess money truly is the root of all evil... 

 N

2021-01-16 
09:39:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

the vaccines have not been properly tested and we dont know 
its efficacy and what the side effects are. sharon 

2021-01-15 
18:29:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Which has been tested and succ I might add. Vaccines were 
rushed, I'm dissappointed that our President is willing to allow 
the West to use their Vax on SA. We ain't lab rats sorry. Celeste

2021-01-15 
13:31:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ve health care solu7ons need to be made available to 
the public. No to mandatory vaccines. Keri

Gauteng 10

2021-02-17 
16:32:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) K

2021-01-21 
10:14:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Henry

2021-01-20 
12:54:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As we speak CNN stated that vaccina7on  can't stop the spread 
of covid fully. So what's the use of the vaccine? Moratuwa

2021-01-19 
08:18:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

mRNA  vaccines havent been properly tested in human beings 
and are touted to change the DNA of humans which Is a great 
human right  viola7on ..recent reports of adverse effects 
including death have been reported in some individuals who 
have received the vaccine.; why can't africa develop its own 
solu7ons and do it's own tests?. there are other solu7ons like 
ivema7cin which have been said to be effec7ve in comba7ng the 
virus..why aren't we exploring such op7ons .these are cheap and 
cost effec7ve.. Talent

2021-01-18 
20:40:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Theres alterna7ves that health care workers say it works and 
they have tried it so why dont they implement it and want to 
force this "vaccine"

Ntombizanel
e 

2021-01-18 
19:53:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n be legalised and available over the counter for people 
to purchase by choice, we don't want the costly vaccine, the 
should be a choice of products not on 
ly the vaccine I for one don't trust the vaccine, there is a new 
strain already so I  don't think the vaccine is appropriate or a 
viable solu7on.  

 
Malehlohono
lo

2021-01-18 
15:10:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are much cheaper alterna7ves that have been proven 
both indisputably safe and effec7ve with most minimalis7c side 
effects, e.g. Ivermec7n, hydroxy chloroquine, vitamin D 
supplementa7on.  
Furthermore, mandatory vaccina7on is uncons7tu7onal and 
immoral, and enforcing it by restric7on of other freedoms if not 
taken, e.g. not to travel, is enforcing vaccina7on by 
manipula7on, which is also immoral and unjust. 
Also, CV19 apributed deaths and PCR-tes7ng are largely 
disputable and inaccurate and should therefore not be used to 
mo7vate a mass/mandatory vaccina7on. 
Lastly and most significantly, is the empha7cally proven fact that 
asymptoma7c transmission happens next to NEVER – a fact 
largely (deliberately) ignored in order to mo7vate mandatory 
mask mask wearing and mass lockdown. 
hpps://www.nature.com/ar7cles/s41467-020-19802-w 
hpps://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32960881/ 
hpps://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33315116/ 

Both the Great Barrington Declara7on and the World Doctor's 
Alliance support the above men7oned claims. Reuben 
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2021-01-17 
16:00:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not support this vaccina7on as it is against human rights 
and also government has fund for the vaccines but keep lying to 
say they have no funds. 
The fucken president off South Africa must be vaccinated first 
with covid 19 vaccine he ordered 
And he has no right to force people to take the vaccine people 
should take at their own will and decion. Fa7ma 

2021-01-17 
08:02:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel like the vaccine was completed to quickly and therefore 
that it is not the best op7on now Nhlakanipho

2021-01-16 
12:49:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would rather have Ivermec7n we should have our own op7ons 
and choices, I don't want the vaccine at all we should all have 
our freedom of choice the president should legalise Ivermec7n. 

Malehlohono
lo

North West 2

2021-01-25 
16:41:10

North 
West

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cherise

2021-01-18 
07:46:46

North 
West

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Huge rush. Insufficient tes7ng by the pharmaceu7cal companies 
to get their product on the market quickest. No concern for the 
public. It has already been said that the vaccine cannot give 
immunity so the point? Only profit and great harm to the 
ci7zens of South Africa. Sold out as guinea pigs. Chelle

Free State 1

2021-01-20 
13:27:00

Free 
State

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The truth is that, we African can no longer trust European, they 
first infected Africans with HIV, Ebola  etc including corona 
virus ... Secondly we know that there is an agenda to depopulate 
Africa and to destabilise is government for their natural 
resources as well as the forma7on of NWO government . Thirdly, 
it takes 20 years to approve n produce a vaccine, and ontop of 
that  we cannot trust vaccines produced by Europeans or 
Americans for Africans. We need our own specialist especially 
blacks scien7sts to produce our vaccines for Africans this 
includes our tradi7onal herbs. Rather give an op7on to cer7fy 
people who will also take ivermec7cin, ivermec7cin can be 
trusted it has also been peer reviewed by the top journals on its 
effec7veness rather than this unethical vaccines. 

I will never take this vaccines. Dada 
Northern Cape 1

2021-01-19 
08:31:58

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I really dont support this vaccine, why must we be vaccinated 
while there has been a discovery of a drug that can fight against 
this so called virus?  

I think Mr Cyril Ramaphosa is not making the right decision at. Bome
Limpopo 2

2021-01-18 
11:12:16 Limpopo

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South Africa has had more recoveries from Covid 19 that death, 
therefore South Africans have alterna7ves that are clearly 
working against Covid.. Pfariso

2021-01-17 
07:21:11 Limpopo

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't support at all as it will not serve the purpose to the 
people. I am not a scien7st but how could in this world fail to get 
a vaccine ? for HIV and AIDS that kills millions everyear, and in a 
m period of six months you want to tell us you have developed a 
vaccine that can cure the virus. It is obvious it's not effec7ve and 
the effect of in few years to come will not bear the 
consequences of it. I totally disagree with the rolling out of the 
vaccine. Atleast they should bring Ivermec7n as few doctors 
have recommended it being effec7ve to many pa7ents. Thanks. Masemola 

KwaZulu-Natal 4

2021-01-18 
10:30:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Abdullah 

2021-01-18 
10:30:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Abdullah 

2021-01-17 
21:34:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Hassan 

2021-01-16 
21:38:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough research or conclusive evidence that the vaccines 
work or do not have severe side effects.  
Should not be mandatory cause it violates human right.  Why 
ban an alterna7ve op7on? LOUISE

re7red 481
Column B: Count:

Free State 13

2021-02-17 
20:36:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Catherine

2021-01-21 
18:10:58

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are medical proffesionals that is against the use of the 
vacines  giving their proffesional opinion.  There are alternai7ves 
that is save to use and does not have a permanent effect on you Willie

2021-01-18 
16:12:35

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Never in the history of medicine was there ever a vaccine that 
was  aavailable in such a short 7me.  I have a lung problem that 
came from rock pigion nest material through a central aircon 
into my office.  I can't take the chance to get this vaccine as I 
believe that it will have nega7ve effects on the problem.  They 
are also quite vague about what people can  expect.  I also don't 
trust government, and believe they are not  working in the best 
interest of the ci7zens of South Africa. Irma

2021-01-18 
15:17:27

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Willie
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2021-01-18 
06:47:31

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested sufficiently and the effect 
thereof is uncertain. Many people have died as a result of 
receiving the vaccina7ons. And par7cularly the long-term effects 
are unknown. Further, the virus is muta7ng all the 7me and the 
vaccine may be ineffec7ve very soon. Johan

2021-01-17 
21:44:48

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

the concerne is what is in the vaccine!! ???and there was no 
proper tests done on this vaccines!!!I see this vaccina7on 
programme just to start controlling people!!its part of a bigger 
plan!!! jorrie

2021-01-17 
12:17:28

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The tests done on the decide vaccine has not been tested as 
should be and not proven yet. ivermec7n has been proved since 
2015. 
As well as religious person I am not agreeing on the fore said 
vaccine and also the money that government must pay. 
We as South Africans are not to be other countries pigs to be 
tested on. 

Leonie

2021-01-17 
07:07:10

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

die voorgeskrewe spuit is die een wat jou DNA verander en 
daarom stwl ek nie belang in dit nie.  daar is ook al heelwat 
mense dood daarvan. Ivermec7n is al bewys dat dit werk so 
hoekom dit nie eerder gebruik nie as wat die satans een wat 
hulle op ons wil afdwing rina

2021-01-16 
07:51:28

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine not fully tested, rather use Ivermec7n, that is a long 
7me on the market already. 
The   government is to corrupt to honestly deal with the roll-out 
of the vaccine. Louis

2021-01-15 
21:45:27

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have the right to choose vaccinate or not. We demand that 
Ivermec7n is legalised and used as preventa7ve and treatment. Dianne

2021-01-15 
19:52:50

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Food is beper medicne then drugs . Thàt book says it all. (Patric 
Holford & Jerome Burne) 
For the BIG GUNS its All about money.  Not about safety. This 
"vaccine"  was developed far to quickly.  I dont trust the whole 
process and wont take it. We are self isola7ng as far as possible. 
My health is very good. Previous flu injec7ons  (3×) made me 
FAR MORE SICK THEN THE ACTUAL FLU ITSELF Hendrik

2021-01-15 
19:00:34

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My top concern is the disparity and huge lack of consensus so 
very evident among medical/scien7fic experts. Some sugges7ng 
it's safe, many others saying it is not well researched nor 
adequately tested and therefore a threat to peoples wholis7c 
wellbeing  Pierre

2021-01-15 
12:39:08

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) No comment lena

Gauteng 149

2021-02-17 
18:10:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is poison & unnecessary- people have not been well 
informed & the results will appear as we go along - if not 
immediately- no tests done. Dangerous!!! Claudia 

2021-02-17 
18:10:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is poison & unnecessary- people have not been well 
informed & the results will appear as we go along - if not 
immediately- no tests done. Dangerous!!! Claudia 

2021-02-17 
18:10:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is poison & unnecessary- people have not been well 
informed & the results will appear as we go along - if not 
immediately- no tests done. Dangerous!!! Claudia 

2021-01-27 
20:33:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly government rushed to plase bulk order for vaccine not 
not yet developed and tested & they are changing the tune to 
appease objec7on I will not be able to take any thing from the 
liers

Mabhudle 
Saeed jabu

2021-01-27 
19:18:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

At this stage there is a lot of nega7ve sen7ments and distrust in 
regards to the vaccine supplied by Bill Gates sponsored big 
pharmaceu7cals.   The apempt to take away your freedom as 
specified in our Cons7tu7on under the guise of a pandemic is 
loathsome. 

Andries

2021-01-27 
15:52:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No trust in governments. 
Andre

2021-01-26 
21:04:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek skenk my covid ? graag gra7s aan malema want ek sal dit 
NOOIT NOOIT NOOIT NOOUT NOOIT neem nie.  NEE NEE NEE  + 
klaar gepraat dis n pot ? en geld ini sakke van n klomp ???????? Willem

2021-01-26 
16:36:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek is 'n bejaarde wit burger van SA. Die president het duidelik 
gesê swart mense kry voorkeur. Ek gaan maar my tyd afwag 
totdat ek aan Covid sterf. Hou nie van poli7ekery in hierdie 
moeilike tye nie. Andrea

2021-01-26 
16:29:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly, I do not trust Government Roll out of the vaccine, their 
corrupt  shenanigans in the procurement of  PPE  is for me, an 
example of what is to come regarding the vaccine. Secondly, how 
effec7ve is the vaccine and what studies have been conducted in 
such a short period of 7me. And thirdly there is a cost effec7ve 
alterna7ve, Ivermec7n, but I don’t think any money can be 
syphoned off this easy and proven treatment, should it become 
available to us mere ci7zens of a fast crumbling Country. Jill 

2021-01-26 
15:55:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been fully tested and the pharmaceu7cal 
companies accept no liability.  To spend all that money on 
something that has not been proven is ridiculous. Vivienne

2021-01-26 
15:21:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermek7en is. 'N beter opsie. Verkrygbaar in RSA en seker 
goedkoper. Indië is nou net weer korrupsie van vooraf. Tjok
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2021-01-26 
14:33:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is a hidden agenda behind the roll out of this vaccine 
which I do not support. This vaccine is all about controlling the 
people by supplying them with a Covid19 passport/ID. Who is 
the government to decide whether one can travel or not...and 
clearly there is more to this whole ID nonsense. What has 
happened to freedom of choice??? The ANC government and 
ALL leaders across the globe are being bribed by the "people 
who are inhumane" who created this virus and who now insist 
on the whole world being vaccinated. It takes 10 years to 
efficiently manufacture a vaccine that is SAFE and necessary for 
those who NEED it. Not EVERYONE NEEDS a vaccina7on!! The 
popula7on are being USED AS GUINEA PIGS!! It has been proven 
these vaccines are NOT safe and do NOT guarantee that one will 
NOT get Covid!! Look at the deaths that have followed the 
innocula7on and other side effects, one of which is sterilisa7on! 
So if a student gets vaccinated and one day want to start a 
family, that won't happen...thanks to this vaccine!!! (Which 
ofcourse is one of the main reasons for vaccina7ng the 
popula7on). Secondly, a vaccine vile has to be used in ONE DAY!! 
You cannot use a vaccine vile the day AFTER it has been opened. 
Look what is happening in India!! They have had to DISCARD 
unused viles. Here in South Africa the incompetence is so great 
that the thinking will be to use STALE viles on people. South 
Africa is also not in a financial posi7on to just throw money 
down the drain!! The call by the medical profession has been for 
IVERMECTIN to be approved but Mr Cyril Ramaphosa won't 
consent! Why is that?? Simple. If IVERMECTIN is approved there 
will be NO SICK PEOPLE which means that the government and 
those behind the crea7on of this virus CANNOT CASH IN ON THE 
BILLIONS THAT WILL BE MADE!!!!!! All I can say is that the day 
will come when those behind this scam will be arrested for 
crimes against humanity!!!!! AMEN!!!! Marina

2021-01-25 
22:34:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been trialed for long enough, it has horrific 
side effects including death, there are cheaper and far more 
effec7ve alterna7ves like Ivermec7n, and it only lasts a short 
period of 7me! It is a waste of money, high risk and another 
excuse for them by government. 

Effec7veness of the vaccine 
the vaccine?????????? No ways Magda

2021-01-25 
14:32:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) mark

2021-01-25 
11:19:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines cannot possibly be safe as they have not had 
7me to thoroughly test them! 
Ivomec7n is a proven remedy that works. 
This virus is not nearly as deadly as we are led to believe. 
Why cripple our suffering economy any further with unnecessary 
problems and expenses. 
More people are killed in SA by regular 'Flu, road accidents and 
crime, which are far more pressing problems. Fred

2021-01-25 
08:57:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Corrup7on are rive in the government and anc. Chris

2021-01-25 
07:27:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. There is absolutely. O need for a vaccine if there are simple, 
effec7ve treatment available 
2. The vaccine has not been properly tested; there are s7ll 
unanswered ques7ons with regards to the long term effect of 
the vaccine. Herna

2021-01-24 
16:11:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The contract is already allocated to a specific group. Alterna7ves 
can be obtained without the risk of corrup7on escala7ng the 
price of vaccine. Why be the ginnea pigs for the rest of the 
world. Vaccine has not gone through all the stages. Not safe. No 
guarantee given of las7ng effect. Piter

2021-01-23 
20:09:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has proved itself., In other countries, and with certain 
individuals in South Africa. The vaccine that is intended to be 
used in Africa is, in my personal opinion , poison to the human 
race. How can a vaccine be developed and approved for human 
use in 12 months????? 

Hennie

2021-01-23 
09:02:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gezina

2021-01-22 
14:49:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The  rushed covid innocula7ons are untested and are not 
vaccines but medical treatments. Ivermec7n is very efficacious 
at a frac7on of the cost Robert

2021-01-22 
13:23:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested enough to be effec7ve and safe 
without serious side effects. I would rather choose an alterna7ve 
like Ivermec7n. Tilla

2021-01-22 
11:53:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

why is this the only op7on forced on us where there are other 
op7ons Khangezile

2021-01-22 
09:46:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines have been brought out very fast without knowing 
long term side effects. Even the previous vaccines for Flu have 
not worked well and many other vaccines have caused severe 
illnesses in people around the world. 
There are alterna7ves, such as Ivermec7n which have been on 
the market for over 70 years and they do work and are 
extremely cheap. Gulam
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2021-01-22 
08:30:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dis belaglik dat mense so voorgeskryf word in demokra7ese 
land. Daar is sprake dat in die toekoms, mense nie paspoort, 
ensovoorts sal kan kry, indien hul nie die entstof geneem het nie. 

Daar is geen bewys dat die entstof veilig is nie, inteendeel.  

Daar is alterna7ewe middels wat nie eers oorweeg word nie. 
Mens moet vra: Hoekom nie? 

As dit werklik so wondermiddel is, laat die regering en dokters 
en ander invloedrykes dit eerste neem, onder toesig, sodat dit 
duidelik is dat hul wel die entstof geneem het. Hoekom by die 
minderes begin? Die invloedrykes is mos belangriker vir 
voortbestaan van die land.  

Arita

2021-01-22 
07:40:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hierdie sg vaccine is nie getoets teen bestraling en parasiete ens 
en is lewensgevaarlik vir vowassenes. Geen vaccine kan in so n 
kort tydperk ontwikkel word nie. Hierdie is n wereld wye aanslag 
teen die reg van die mensdom om n keuse of alterna7ewe 
middel te gebruik en vry te lewe. Dit regverdig nie die regering 
se afdwing op SA burgers nie. Abel

2021-01-22 
06:19:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek stel nie belang nie kom ons se( vir my persoonlik) teen my 
christelike beginsels Helenay

2021-01-22 
04:54:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ganammah

2021-01-21 
19:12:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My major concern is the rush by government to rollout a vaccine 
that has not been fully tested or followed normal trials. Why it 
was quick for government to ban Ivermec7n and other remedies 
that most African countries use? Myself and my family we don't 
want to be guinea pigs. If the government  was concerned about 
saving lives, it should've not squandered the RBn PPEs dona7on. 

Fanisa 
Sankara

2021-01-21 
09:57:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Amer effects of these vaccines have not been proved/dissproved. 
Ivermec7n is known to have safed a number of covid pa7ent's 
lives. Roelof

2021-01-20 
22:20:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Daar is nie genoeg toetse of navorsing gedoen nie. Daar is egter 
n alterna7ef  wat due rege7ng kan gebruik maar te kortsig7g is 
om te doen.  Gee toestemming vir Ivermec7n. Susan

2021-01-20 
09:59:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The goverment can not get anything done properly. When they 
locked us up in our houses instead of preparing hospitals and 
care facili7es they engaged in their usual corrupt conduct and 
stole the funds meant for the safety of ci7zens. You can expect 
the same conduct with vacines. Tina

2021-01-20 
08:23:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will never take a vaccine for an unknown untested disease ,flu 
is what this is (its not a virus (because they have done no 
tes7ng)-this is a blood cloing issue in the lungs easily controlled 
by aspirin,ivermec7n and hydroxy chloroquin have been proven 
to work and are available in USA ,all those in sa have had 
complete reversals from certain death/genocide  caused by 
government/health /who ,so no i wont be taking no forced 
vaccine ever,many who took it are dead or permanently 
disabled,mkize and ndz must be held up for genocide for 
stopping proper treatment Tiago

2021-01-19 
22:16:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What is the point of this vaccine if there is a new strain of the 
virus? The vaccine is not tested and already showing side affects. 
There is no logic in mandatory vaccina7ons as the individual that 
is pro the vaccina7on should then be protected against those 
that refuse to take the vaccine. My life is my responsibility, not 
the government nor anybody else for that maper. The medical 
fraternity and government is quick to use fear against the 
popula7on to persuade them to do what they want, they are not 
going to be successful. Lauritz

2021-01-19 
17:41:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Cost to the taxpayer.  Govt wants to increase taxes. Plus this drug 
has not been tested properly. Will not be having the  the vaccine Arlene

2021-01-19 
17:32:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ina

2021-01-19 
11:44:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is an untested and trialed vaccine on humans,  with no 
consequences and responsibili7es or liability for the 
manufactures in case something goes wrong with people taking 
it. 
I therefore feel if governments want to force vaccinate their 
countries popula7ons, all the people in government(parliament) 
should be the ones taking it first if they all feel it's so safe to do 
so. Manuel

2021-01-19 
10:01:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. Just weeks ago we were told that the roll out will be in the 
2nd q of 2021. Suddenly all orders can be sa7sfied. This does not 
make sense.  
2. From y experience in the pharmaceu7cal industry, it takes 
years for any drug to be approved. I am concerned that there 
hasn't been enough verifiable data to suggest that it is effec7ve 
and or safe.  
3. As with many other drugs, they use Africa as their human 
laboratory.  
4. For many years there is no successful vaccina7on for other 
dreaded viruses like HIV, Ebola etc. why the sudden rush for 
CV9? 
5. There has been 60 trials globally on the effec7veness of cheap 
drugs like Ivermec7n and many more ci7ng empirical evidence 
of the efficacy of Hydroxychloroquine.   
and ....and.... and 

Rowayda
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2021-01-19 
08:01:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that this vaccine is necessary, not only due to 
the cost, but also that we have a 95 - 98% recovery from this 
ailment. Why has the government deemed it necessary to bring 
the country to its knees, when the recovery rate is so high. And 
what is the lockdown all about if not to control people and keep 
them quiet and locked away with no resistance to the 
governments ill conceived plans!! There are alterna7ves to this 
vaccine ie Ivermec7n and or Vitamins, why is the government 
not promo7ng the use of these rather than making it impossible 
for the public to get Ivermec7n which is much cheaper and 
proved to work effec7vely against this ailment!! We need people 
in the government to stand up and do the right thing for the 
people of this country, that is what they are elected to do!! Jenny

2021-01-19 
07:17:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not accept any vacina7on.  The vacine has not been tested 
long enough. Also too many people have already died shortly 
amer vacina7ons. Peter

2021-01-19 
06:39:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Georgina

2021-01-18 
21:31:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are less harmful products to combat this. Several of those 
have been tried and tested over years and now it is shunned. 
Instead of spending money on vaccines rather help those who 
have lost their incomes due to the lockdown Anna

2021-01-18 
18:43:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) There are alterna7ves - use them. Robert

2021-01-18 
16:07:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government is was7ng money on a vaccine, Ivermec7n with 
doxycycline , vitamin C,  vitamin D and  Zink has been proven to 
have a 100% curing and preven7on rate between our people in 
South Africa and many other countries. Violet

2021-01-18 
15:57:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will rather take my chances with Ivermec7n because the 
recovery rate is 100%. Georgina

2021-01-18 
15:37:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine is a money spinning ini7a7ve. Not fully tested. 
Alterna7ves much more cost effec7ve to be developed for 
human treatment. Stop experiments on humans. Pieter

2021-01-18 
14:31:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is NOT a vaccine and does NOT guarantee immunity. Funds 
could be beper u7lized with a pack which is being used in India. Marian

2021-01-18 
14:29:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am pro choice and do not trust the effec7veness of vaccines.  I 
believe not enough tes7ng has been done.  They can harm more 
people than can help.  Big pharma is not interested in people 
healing through natural methods. Linda

2021-01-18 
13:50:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned that in this case, humans are now the guinea-
pigs. This product is too new and, since alterna7ves like 
Ivermec7n, have such a high recovery rate, I see no reason for 
any human to risk their lives having some 'so-called' vaccine! Julie

2021-01-18 
13:00:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The so called "Vaccine" was not properly tested and even when 
it is injected you s7ll need to wear masks and social distancing. 
Many reports of severe side effects all over. 
There is HDC and Ivermec7n that can be use to kill the "virus"  
Ivermec7n is save for humans as in many published documents 
al over the world JJ

2021-01-18 
10:45:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) This is an experimental vaccine- not for me thanks!  Claudia 

2021-01-18 
08:33:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alison

2021-01-18 
08:21:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is common cause that Gates is involved in vaccines as part of 
his eugenics programme....I DO NOT TRUST Gates or THE 
RUSHED VACCINE...together with CLAIMS OF EFFICACY!!!!!!  IT IS 
SIMPLY A CONNIVED STORY THAT IS NOT TRUE!!!!!  FOLLOW the 
MONEY!!!!!! Piet

2021-01-18 
08:21:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n was in use for 40 years and suddenly it is illegal. It has 
been proven to stop Covid.  Why is it now illegal?  100 years has 
not produced a vaccine that is effec7ve against flu or cancer but 
in 1 year there is a "vaccine" that stops the deadliest virus ever?  
I will not take a vaccine "to keep people alive", developed by a 
person concerned about world overpopula7on, while at the 
same 7me 60 million babies were aborted. Give it to the 
poli7cians.  As women who want abor7ons would say, My body, 
my choice. Robert

2021-01-18 
08:03:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Everybody have a right to allow or accept what is injected in 
their body and now one can be forced to be injected a substance 
that is not properly tested and proved to be safe. Too many 
people who have been vaccinated with the Covid-19  had 
nega7ve results (death, paralyzed, convulsions, etc). Why, if 
Ivermec7n is proved to work, this alterna7ve route is being 
ignored?  Even just by steaming twice a day, Covid 19 infec7ons 
will be diminished.  Mr. RAMAPHOSA, how long are you 
prepared to being lead by your nose? Why not, for a change put 
YOUR country and its people first and inves7gate what is safe or 
not safe?   Linda

2021-01-18 
07:47:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Amanda

2021-01-18 
07:01:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why use a new product that is ineffec7ve. Use a well proven 
product that is effec7ve and being used by other countries with 
posi7ve feedback. Is it not beper to save lives and stop the virus. 
Every body that needs a death cer7ficate is now listed as covid. 
Why, to get more funding to just loot. The grants are useless. Hannelie 
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2021-01-18 
06:27:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Stel nie belang in ñ entstof wat nog nie behoorlik getoets is ni,en 
wat jou immuunstelsel a�reek nie. Gee maar eerste aan die 
regering,kyk of dit werk,of hulle dit oorleef. Daar is nou alweer ñ 
nuwe "strand" wat vry gestel is,so hoe nou,werk die 
duurgekoopte entsof dan nou nie meer nie? Waarvoor moet  
duur entstof koop as een beskikbaar is wat al jare getoets is, 
ivermik7en. Die regering stel hulleself mos altyd eerste,die volk 
2de,so laat hulle ook nou eertste ingeent word Lourens

2021-01-18 
06:13:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. The wearing of masks brake down the immune system.  That 
is why the "second wave" is  bigger than the first. 
2.  When a scientes said so everybody believe them even when it 
is lies. 
3. The goverment believe everything what the WHO tells them .  
Lot of puppets 
4. Listen to what Dr Bupar said 
5.  Prepare every one for the new world order Regina

2021-01-18 
04:41:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Sec7on/ar7cle 12 of the cons7tu7on and a pa7ent and person 
have the right to revise any medical treatments what's over and 
have the right to a 2nd opinion. Go check people died from it 
already paralyzed got Ovid for I am even severe side affects .no 
one is a library or guinea pig...my body belongs to God. Over 
52% of South Africanswont take it..their right.mkhize even said 
on news34 we can choose... Ursela

2021-01-17 
22:29:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ronnie

2021-01-17 
22:14:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The very fact that this corrupt government has hidden and 
banned any men7on of proven alterna7ve medicines with a long 
history of success, indicates that all government officials must be 
injected first with the vaccine, from the President to the lowest 
clerk in a municipality.  If nothing happens, then its safe. If they 
suffer from side effects , or die, then the people are safe from 
the vaccine's side effects.  As there is NO Liability clause for 
these vaccines, they are NOT trustworthy.  No ra7onal person 
will believe a government that cannot even fix potholes!!! John

2021-01-17 
21:43:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is a well know fact that huge amount of fear is detrimental for 
the immune system! We need to calm down, strengthen peoples 
immunesystem and use alterna7ve medicine that have been 
proven for decades to be effec7ve instead of fear mongering and 
injec7ng healthy people with a substance that has not been 
tested long enough and is being heavily cri7cised by experts 
worldwide ( e.g. 23 dead in Norway amer vaccina7on) 
Vaccina7on needs to be voluntary. Ursula

2021-01-17 
20:39:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Invenec7n is the answer. Charlope

2021-01-17 
20:20:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Satanist !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! francois
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2021-01-17 
20:14:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The president has, on countless occasions, praised the frontline 
medical personnel for their 7reless and devoted efforts to help 
those afflicted with Covid-19. Yet he con7nues to ignore their 
pleas for the freedom to prescribe the clinically proven 
inexpensive drugs of hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n for 
both prophylaxis and the effec7ve treatment of Covid-19. These 
doctors are bound by the Hippocra7c oath and are unable to 
fulfil their true purpose due to the unfounded banning of drugs 
that work to prevent and cure Covid-19. Ivermec7n is a Nobel 
prize winning drug that is used by 250 million people world-
wide. There seems to be a major conflict of interests here - that 
between life and money! With 90% of SAHPRA's funding coming 
directly from the Bill and Melinda Gates founda7on, is it 
surprising that they have banned the use and prescrip7on of 
Ivermec7n in favour of wai7ng for the Gates funded vaccine. 
This is corrup7on of the highest degree when a safe and 
effec7ve drug that saves lives is banned for poli7cal reasons and 
gain. Full details of the research, safety and efficacy of 
Ivermec7n can be seen here: hpps://www.change.org/p/
president-cyril-ramaphosa-south-africa-has-a-right-to-
ivermec7n-for-c19 

I implore you to react with speed to this plea by Dr Naseeba 
Kathrada, which is a live reading of a leper sent to President 
Ramaphosa: hpps://www.facebook.com/kathrada.naseeba/
posts/3611688912390539 

With regard to the vaccine, it has s7ll not been thoroughly 
tested and has resulted in many bad side effects and even death 
within days. It is wrong to administer this drug to the 
unsuspec7ng popula7on under these condi7ons. This is one of 
the many reports available in this respect: hpps://
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/thousands-covid-vaccine-
injuries-13-deaths-reported-december/  

The vaccine in its current state does not cure - in fact, it has been 
shown to cause a person to contract Covid-19 and has caused 
death. In addi7on, it loses its ac7vity between 3 and 6 months. 
Vaccine trials have been fast-tracked at a rate never seen before, 
skipping over animal trials and going directly to human trials. 
They are not using good scien7fic methodology at all. No 
randomized placebo trials (the gold standard for any therapy to 
be approved by the FDA). It has definitely not been proven safe. 
Vaccine manufacturers are exempt from product liability and 
randomized control trials, or from providing evidence to say that 
these drugs will do what they say the will do. All they have to do 
is prove that the vaccine is producing an7bodies. Just because 
you have an7bodies does not mean you are immune to 
something. They say they don't have 7me to do a real study. 
These vaccines have the poten7al to increase risk of cancers and 
contaminants. Bev

2021-01-17 
20:04:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am totally against a product that has not been tested properly 
in clinical trials.  All other vaccines take years of tes7ng and the 
approval process is long. 

These vaccines appeared over night.  

But I FEAR that this referendum is a waste of 7me and money 
because the ANC government will s7ll push the issue through, 
because if they don't, they will have to repay the bribe they 
received Lennard

2021-01-17 
19:28:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Sufficient tes7ng not done in my opinion.  
Ivermec7n been used for 40 years. It is a very inexpensive 
vaccine.  Why is this government against it. I have read of people 
have bad reac7ons amer having Pfizer vaccine & deaths too from 
this vaccine. 
I had very bad reac7on to flu vaccine. I  am not prepared to have 
the vaccine that has been rushed & not tested for long enough & 
very clearly huge money making for the people who already are 
involved in corrup7on. Heard on news now, load shedding to 
con7nue for rest of year, so how are these vaccines going to be 
kept at extremely low & minus temperatures with Eskom unable 
to supply power. Too many unanswered ques7ons & too much 
corrup7on & I have ques7ons too about WHO & a Mr Gates. Sharon 

2021-01-17 
18:50:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are alterna7ves.  The issue we have is that the President 
"people" , in other words, the one's that he cares about (not the 
minority)  doesn't  comply to any rules , just like the ruling party.  
We don't trust the government anyway.  The money and 
vaccines will be stolen as proven by past behaviour.  Petro

2021-01-17 
17:13:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is that: Cancer has no cure, HIV has no cure and 
they have been in existence for so long. Yet Covid_19 has a 
vaccine overnight. Research shows that some people died amer 
taking the trial tests or they are crippled. Of more concern is that 
the vaccine is made in India but Indians must not take the 
vaccine. The vaccine is targeted at Black people in Africa because 
according to some people Blacks are useless. Of more concern is 
African president of Zambia and Ghana who are vehemently 
against the vaccine and yet President Ramaphosa is going ahead 
with vaccina7ng Blacks in South Africa - his own people. The 
President of Mauri7us is also warning us that Blacks are 
targeted. Labels on the vaccine shows African countries only. Of 
major concern is that the vaccine must alter our DNA so that we 
can be controlled by Bill Gates and his cohorts. The vaccine is 
also said to contain human  parts  ingredients from aborted 
babies.  NO! to the vaccine.

Refilwe 
Morongwa
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2021-01-17 
16:28:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Reaseach take 5 years government busy killing people Ina

2021-01-17 
16:18:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Milly

2021-01-17 
15:45:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is all listed..      !... Cost to taxpayer -and  3 ..Roll out 
by this government  .......     controlled by a blatantly corrupt and 
inept government which on the whole fleeces any monies for 
individuals personal gain.  
2. Effec7veness of the vaccine ---Unproven as yet . 
3 . Ones cons7tu7onal and human rights to decide for oneself 
without penal7es. 
4 The mainly blatant disregard for proven alterna7ves -----Clearly 
too cheap .Nobody to benefit financially eg individuals and big 
Pharma  

 Please see  SOUTH AFRICAN TRAINED PROF> Paul Marik  on 
hpps://podcastaddict.com/?id=116680847       for a clear report 
on the situa7on Shelley

2021-01-17 
15:36:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no  pandemic. Stop your bullshit and lies. The vaccine is 
not only not safe, it is dangerous. It will be genocide. You know 
this. Mags

2021-01-17 
15:34:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Give it to the Goverment officials first, lets see if they survive.  M

2021-01-17 
14:12:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine cannot be considered as safe, this is based on the 
fact that it has been rushed to market without adequate clinical 
trials as other vaccine are tested. Other vaccines that are 
produced take between 5 and 8 years , if not longer , before they  
can be considered safe for human vaccina7on, how can this 
Covid vaccine have been produced in less than a year and be 
considered safe. there is adequate informa7on arising that 
shows detrimental effects suffered by many people who have 
received the vaccine. The Government wants to be able to 
control the purchase of the vaccine themselves which reaks of 
the possibility of corrup7on as we have seen during the Covid 
PPE tenders. Government is refusing to inves7gate alterna7ve 
treatments such as Ivermec7n and has banned its use and 
importa7on under threat of hemy fines, despite the fact that 
there have been tests on this and other products which have 
been effec7ve in trea7ng Covid at far less cost than the vaccine 
which is simply making the Big Pharma  companies rich, and who 
cannot be sued should their vaccines kill or harm people. I 
suggest giving the vaccine to the poli7cians first as a test, and if 
they die then we will know not to take it! Also mandatory 
vaccines laws must be refuted at all costs in the name of 
freedom, its your choice! Peter

2021-01-17 
13:40:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As die wereld na al die jare nou nog nie n entstof teen verkoue 
kon kry, hoe is dit moontlik om so vinnig n entstof teen Covid te 
maak?  Talle mense het gesond geword met Invermek7en. Ek 
vertrou nie die entstof nie en sal dit nooit neem nie. Ek gaan my 
nie blootstel aan enigiets wat moontlik boos kan wees nie. 
Elkeen moet n vrye keuse he of hulle die entsof wil neem of met 
Ivermek7en behandel wil word. Dit kan ook as voorkomende 
medisyne geneem word. Ida

2021-01-17 
12:59:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine is experimental and untested. We do not know the 
amer effects of this vaccine. We have cheap alterna7ves that 
work! Elsa

2021-01-17 
12:42:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Rod

2021-01-17 
12:37:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

 1. The chaos and breakdown in the health sector was evident 
before the corana virus 
2.  Why is there a vaccine developed if there is prove that a cure 
do exists? 
3.  Safety of this covid vaccine not at all proven and if you 
experienced any side effects and possible death, you cannot at 
all  file claims against any of the manufacturers or the 
department of health.  
4. What happen to the Hippocra7c oath of "Do no Harm" 
5. Bopom line : My cons7tu7onal right is compromised. Marie

2021-01-17 
12:14:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dear Sir/Madam 
I do not see the new vaccines as an outcome, but rather a threat 
to our health. Much concern has been shared about  quick 
development of vaccines as well as how the human body will be 
affected. Yvonne

2021-01-17 
12:06:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been proven by health care professionals to 
reverse the effects of Covid19 Betsy

2021-01-17 
11:29:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No trust or belief in Government & their manipula7ve ways.  
People need to stand up - it is MY body and I choose what I put 
in MY body, nobody else, least of all Government, Bill Gates, etc.  
NO to mandatory vaccines!!  NO to ALL vaccines!! Dale

2021-01-17 
11:19:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Must be independent, anything government handles turns to 
disaster and corrup7on. Teachers and health care workers 
should be given preference. Concerned about the tes7ng and 
effec7veness of product. Big pharmaceu7cal companies 
notoriously unscrupulous. 
Would prefer a product that has a record of tes7ng.  
Must be op7onal. Vaccinate the hot spots which are the basic 
cause of the spreading of the virus. Work from bopom up Charles 

2021-01-17 
09:30:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) The test period for the vaccine was to short. Pieter
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2021-01-17 
08:40:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is cheap, freely available and has been PROVEN to 
work as preventa7ve medicine as well as a cure for Covid-19. 
GIVE US IVERMECTIN!!! 
Time to research giving it (Ivermec7n) in injec7on form to make 
it last for 3 months. I'm not an expert but here must be ways of 
stopping the cycle of the virus. 
Most of the world is talking about using a age related model. 
why not use a herd related model. Give it to those who are living 
in large groups first then oldest to youngest. Carol

2021-01-17 
06:29:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The safety of ALL vaccines js not guaranteed yet. NOBODY  is at 
this stage familiar to the sife effects to the human bo.dy. I 
suggest  an tested alterna7ve that is already proofed and tested 
by wellknown worldwide homeopaths espicially in Cuba. 
To me it is a NO  NO to any vaccine Regina

2021-01-17 
03:53:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marlene

2021-01-17 
03:45:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have fact checked every ac7on and reac7on concerning 
covid19, with the bible. God told us more than 2000 years ago 
this is/was going to happen.  I will NOT take ANY medical 
treatment where all facts point to the mark of the beast 666, 
PERIOD. Carel

2021-01-16 
23:22:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Not interested Christa

2021-01-16 
23:19:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is a test vaccine that inserts a chip - it does not cure or 
prevent  COVID. We DO NOT WANT this experiment that causes  
death amongst or complica7ons. Unban Ivermec7n Claudia 

2021-01-16 
21:25:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is common knowledge that these vaccines are designed to 
lower the earth's popula7on...Bill Gates is on record that they 
want to "cull" the African popula7on by 3 billion...look at the 
Georgia guidestones and see for yourself. Leon

2021-01-16 
20:26:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe enough tes7ng has been done on the amer 
effects of the vaccine Sue

2021-01-16 
20:09:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek sal my nie laat inspuit nie. Geen toetse is behoorlik gedoen 
nie. Ryno

2021-01-16 
19:53:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our government is spending billions on vaccines 
* no long term history of side effects 
* no disclosure on the massive amount of informa7on circula7ng 
about the nega7ves 
* not exploring alterna7ves 
* high handedly dicta7ng rules and regula7ons for personal 
gains 
* too much corrupt deals, with misappropria7on of  much 
needed money n resources 
* we have lost trust in their ability and decision making on our 
behalf 
*allowing WHO to dictate what's in the best interests of our 
country 
*not exploring alterna7ves and not listening to our concerns 
Self serving decisions are so glaringly obvious  

Rookhsana

2021-01-16 
17:56:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Not convinced that enough tes7ng has been done. Wendy

2021-01-16 
17:30:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Known ingredients in the vaccine will change your DNA in the 
body. Johannes

2021-01-16 
14:39:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Breggie 

2021-01-16 
13:59:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The  vaccines have cause horrific side effects in manyof the 
people who had them such as brain damage,  non stop  
uncontrollable convulsions , stroke and death to name a few. All 
this for a virus which has a 99% recovery rate. Hydroxichloroquin  
has been proven to have a 100%recovery but cannot be 
purchased since the Covid outbreak. Ivermec7n also has  a 100% 
recovery rate but the government won't allow its import, op7ng 
instead for an untested, dangerous vaccine.  WHY? Hillary

2021-01-16 
13:51:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have not had a flu vaccine in my life. Why would I trust a  
vaccine that was not properly tested and approved ?  Ivomec 
should be made available. Elle

2021-01-16 
13:44:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is using aborted fetal 7ssue... disagree on religious 
grounds.... 
The RNA will alter our DNA.... some people have reacted 
adversely already. Maria 

2021-01-16 
13:39:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mary

2021-01-16 
13:33:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe there are alterna7ves which can be used as the vaccine 
has not been tested and has been rushed and now there are 
various other strains to the virus so this vaccine is going to cost 
the earth and be in effec7ve.  The only people benefi7ng are the 
rich pharmaceu7cals owned by Gates and his buddies - no body 
is inves7ga7ng further than their noses!!! Pat

2021-01-16 
11:26:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I will not take the vaccine...its not tested...not safe Hercules

2021-01-16 
10:52:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is not a vaccine. No vaccine in history has ever been 
developed this fast. Not even meant to cure you from infec7on. 
Too many alterna7ves that can be used to to solve this problem. 
Too many people (poli7cians) are beholden to the vaccine. Give 
it to poli7cians and criminals first, old people last! Coenie
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2021-01-16 
10:27:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Magdeline 

2021-01-16 
10:23:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Exis7ng medicine like Ivermec7n should be used immediately to 
avoid the cost of expensive vaccine using money that can be 
chaneled back into our strugling economy. Christo

2021-01-16 
09:57:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) There is no clinical tests to indicate if the vaccine is safe or not Henrico

2021-01-16 
09:40:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are beper local alterna7ves available which was proven to 
work over a long period. 
Vacine was developed in a maper of months, dont trust it. Let 
the poli7cians take it but show proof that they have... Not fake 
injec7ons. Willem

2021-01-16 
09:29:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Anna 

2021-01-16 
09:24:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Linda

2021-01-16 
08:37:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough tes7ng has been done on amer effects. 

Why is the Government not among the first to be vaccinated.  
Makes you think. Avilyn

2021-01-16 
08:29:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Safe, affordable and effec7ve medicines available immediately. 
Life saving.  
Why wait - why spend billions on a vaccine not tested long 
enough, too many unknowns, dangerous area to play in, when 
medicines are available in the here and now. Other countries use 
them- why not SA? Data available just a phone call away.... 

Please send me graph of SA’s 2017 to 2021 flu seasons.... 
Nicky

2021-01-16 
08:23:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe that this vaccina7on is the panacea that 
everyone is clamouring so loudly  and laudably about. Not 
enough clinical human trials have been conducted, yet we are 
preparing to inoculate  millions of people with what could have 
disastrous side effects in the future. If it is reported to be so safe, 
let all the ANC poli7cians be the first to be inoculated. Rodney

2021-01-16 
07:23:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) They only enrich Bill Gates and the Illumina7 Paul

2021-01-16 
07:22:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not happy injec7ng man made chemicals into the human 
body. There are natural remedies that can be used effec7vely. 
Vitamin A, D and Zinc or Ivermecton for example. Vee

2021-01-16 
06:54:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elizabeth

2021-01-16 
06:30:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine is untested in the long term and no one has any 
idea of how it will affect the body in the long term. It is most 
likely unsafe with unforeseen side effects. I will not be having 
this dangerous vaccine. As there is an alterna7ve treatment 
available, which has been available for many years, and the 
safety has clearly been established in the short and long term, I 
would suggest that our government follow the same route as 
other countries and rather treat the symptoms with Ivermec7n, 
doxycycline and zinc, all of which have been shown to actually 
CURE the virus. It is also safe to be taken as a prophylac7c 
medica7on for all front line staff.  The fact that this medica7on 
has been completely banned, and studies disregarded, shows 
that the government is in cahoots with large Pharmaceu7cal 
companies and will most likely be geing large, juicy kickback to 
fund their lifestyles. The people of South Africa and their health 
are of no real concern to our government. They are only 
interested in what they can steal from already depleted coffers. 
NO TO THE VACCINE. YES YO IVERMECTIN. Let’s rather keep our 
ci7zens alive!! Carol 

2021-01-16 
05:48:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) This is ONE LOAD OF B S Sharon

2021-01-16 
05:13:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a ready made cheap solu7on. Proof of it working: 
My husband, 67years, with  emphysema as well as me, 63 years, 
and the rest of my family recoverded within 3 days from 
Covid-19 without hospitaliza7on or any other prescribed 
medica7on.  No need for lockdown, mass waste of taxpayers 
money and ruining of economy, school system  mess and 
unnecessary loss of so many people's lives. . .for what???  But 
no, the clever SA  Govt  put a ban on it....WHY????????? Susan

2021-01-15 
23:27:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Pieter 

2021-01-15 
22:59:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines, which may not even be vaccines, are not tried and 
tested, and long term side effects are definitely not known.  I do 
NOT wish to be vacinated with a so called vaccine which may in 
fact cause me to contract the virus Jenny

2021-01-15 
22:09:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Viruses mutate so what is the point of a vaccine especially ones 
that have come out of laboratories  in such a short period of 
7me.  Vaccines also only have an affect  for a short 7me  and 
most importantly  omen have serious side effects. Vaccines are 
very expensive so can our country really afford something that is 
so expensive and risky. There are many less expensive  
treatments proving to be very effec7ve such as Ivermec7n, 
hydroxychloroquine, and vitaminD, 
together with vitamin C and zinc. 
Why are we not using these safe and much cheaper 
alterna7ves? Pamela
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2021-01-15 
21:37:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust our goverment. People that have takrn the vaccine 
can s7ll carry the virus and effect other people. And also people 
that have had the covid 19 virus and took the ivermec7n got 
beper. Diederick

2021-01-15 
19:29:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In the last 100 years they have s7ll not found a cure for the 
common cold, or in the last 30 years a cure for HIV or TB.  BUT in 
less than  9 months a cure for COVID is  available. ?  

I think not. Besides the track record of the government is 
seriously in ques7on. Another way to steal the wealth though 
cardre handouts and corrup7on.   

They can put it where the sun don’t shine.  Not for me thanks. !! Greg 

2021-01-15 
17:52:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Should be voluntary,no one has a right to force anyone to take a 
vaccine especially one that has not been tested properly and 
with so much controversy surrounding it . 
There are  healthier alterna7ves which have been properly 
inves7gated and tested Maligah

2021-01-15 
17:43:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Money will b gone.  Vac unnecessary if there is alterna7ves, and 
there are indeed Mariepe

2021-01-15 
17:04:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines cannot possibly be  safe amer such a short 7me. 
There are alterna7ve means that help the body's own immunity 
to overcome. Steam, vitamins C D and zinc.  
Why was Ivermec7n banned when other countries are using it 
successfully??  

Ivonne

2021-01-15 
16:33:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is s7ll in trial process. How can you use innocent  
people to test the vaccine on. What if they die or are severely 
effected? Will you pay compensa7on.  
It has already been proven that the vaccine can kill or cause 
disabili7es. 
I say no as there is not enough evidence of the survival result of 
the vaccine. 
Ivermec7n has good recovery results, why not give people the 
op7on to either use alterna7ve medicines instead of the vaccine. Linda

2021-01-15 
16:19:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Donald

2021-01-15 
15:54:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine could not have been tested and proved safe i n such 
a short 7me. To bring a safe vaccine is of utmost importance and 
tes7ng of such vaccines takes approximately 10year before it is 
declared as safe. Frik 

2021-01-15 
14:32:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No I will not to many stories not test proof  the government lies 
s manys 7me about stuff that you can not believe what they say 
They must open their eyes at the right places  know they running 
around at  all the wrong places At

2021-01-15 
14:31:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If the government get vaccines then they should be the first to 
try them out. And  if they get sick or die then we know not to 
give it to anyone else . Freda

2021-01-15 
14:16:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gayle

2021-01-15 
13:53:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Concerns are many. Including the safety of this vaccine. I am also 
of the stance that our leadership MUST lead by example and 
have their vaccines first! All of them! Roslyne

2021-01-15 
13:44:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I don't trust the vaccine, or the corrupt Goverment Jan

2021-01-15 
13:23:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As government you have decided that we will use only this 
vaccine and not the other. You cannot choose what you want to 
give anybody, this is a personal choice. For me l don't want a 
vaccine.

Johannes. S. 
P.

2021-01-15 
12:12:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why get vaccinice 70 plus% willnot and do not want it not prove 
A NC agendda driven money making racket . Stop this gov driven 
lock down agendas. Freddie

2021-01-15 
12:06:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned that the vaccines, presently available, have not 
been properly tested in accordance with prescribed protocols. 
Also, there are other products, such as Ivermec7n,  available  
which have been in use for a long 7me and have proved to be 
successful at a frac7on of the cost of the proposed vaccine. Louis

2021-01-15 
12:01:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Magdeline 

2021-01-15 
11:57:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Do not trust the government, so far they have done a 
very very poor job, corrup7on, dishonesty, promises not 
being honored etc gusta

2021-01-15 
11:38:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How can the govt push something that has not been tested yet? 
I think it is to make corrupt money for themselves and friends!! 

louis

2021-01-15 
11:37:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elza

2021-01-15 
11:25:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not want a vaccine. 
Use your search envine and type in : liyiga7on against Johnson 
and Johnson, or li7fa7on against Phizer. 
WHO flip flops daily on advice given by a non medical director 
who lied about cholora outbreaks in Ethiopa.  
As a re7red auditor, I follow the money Allison
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2021-01-15 
11:19:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why must we be forced to take the vaccine when the 
government forbids the alternate that has been proved to work 
against the Covid 19 virus, but have no 100 % proof that the 
vaccine works. If all the leaders in parliament will all first take 
the vaccine and they are s7ll well amer a period of 7me, then we 
might consider it safe to follow suit.. Otherwise we insist the 
government release the alterna7ve "Ivermec7n" for us to use. It 
is our choice and our lives. Leslie Bruce

2021-01-15 
11:01:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike

2021-01-15 
10:42:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Is there any surety that a vacine developed in under a year will 
work will it stop us wearing mask stop social distance and how 
much money does the anc gov.put in their pockets like with the 
protec7ve wear .please stop milking us the public we are not 
stupid. Gert

2021-01-15 
09:00:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support a vaccine for a virous. It is now been said that 
the second strain is more potent than the first. Even if one had 
CV19 the new strain can s7ll affect you. It does not make any 
sense to me that our clever people say the vaccine can eradicate 
all strains??? 
One cannot know what is in the vaccine than has the poten7al of 
harming a person. Viruses do not enter our bodies through our 
muscles.     
Government nor MAC have spoken about steaming. Why. 
There are many good results coming out of Thailand and China 
that are not vaccines. How come our people in charge don't use 
this angle?  
Bill Gates has said he refuses to vaccinate himself his wife or 
children, now you want us to take the vaccine. No thank you. John

2021-01-15 
09:00:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support a vaccine for a virous. It is now been said that 
the second strain is more potent than the first. Even if one had 
CV19 the new strain can s7ll affect you. It does not make any 
sense to me that our clever people say the vaccine can eradicate 
all strains??? 
One cannot know what is in the vaccine than has the poten7al of 
harming a person. Viruses do not enter our bodies through our 
muscles.     
Government nor MAC have spoken about steaming. Why. 
There are many good results coming out of Thailand and China 
that are not vaccines. How come our people in charge don't use 
this angle?  
Bill Gates has said he refuses to vaccinate himself his wife or 
children, now you want us to take the vaccine. No thank you. John

KwaZulu-Natal 71

2021-02-17 
11:32:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lynne

2021-01-27 
23:24:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Doctors should defy and go ahead with ivermec7n and save 
lives. Monies are stolen n govt is not doing anything about 
recovering the money. Now they want to increase taxes. Why 
must we pay for monies stolen and suffer the consequences. 

Mariam

2021-01-26 
17:20:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We don't need a vaccine for a flu virus that has a 90% recovery 
rate and while there are effec7ve medica7on available to treat 
SARS Cov2. Waste of millions that could have provided upgrade 
to health care and Food. 
Insufficiently tested vaccine with unacceptable contents: 
AstraZeneca having Chimpanzee DNA, COVID 19 Vaccine 
AstraZeneca contains gene7cally modified organisms (GMOs). 
Recombinant, replica7on-deficient chimpanzee adenovirus 
vector encoding the SARS CoV 2 Spike glycoprotein. Produced in 
gene7cally modified human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells. 
Pfizer; Known to contain cancer causing agents. 
Do not fool the popula7on with death figures that include non 
corona related deaths to cause fear mongering to promote 
acceptance of dangerous vaccines with already known side 
effects in other countries.   

kOBIE

2021-01-25 
19:41:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Do not agree with mandatory vaccina7ons,  I prefer it to be my 
choice.  I do not take the flu vaccine and have been very well 
every flu season. 
Too many unknowns. 
Prefer the many healthy, proven, inexpensive alterna7ves  
available. 
No to CIVID passport , etc. 

Marcella 

2021-01-25 
19:02:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why does govt not secure the much more affordable ivermec7n 
tablets instead of driving the vaccine agenda. This medicine has 
been cleared for human consump7on long ago. They are blindly 
following the global elites, who do not have the best interests of 
the popula7on at heart.  I stand against the untested vaccines 
you are wan7ng to vaccinate us with. Patricia 

2021-01-25 
13:54:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why was Ivermec7n not tried before the vaccine is rolled out. 
The vaccine was made too fast and insufficient tests done.  
Ivermec7nb has been out for many years tried and tested and 
works Why is the vaccine more important than this tablet? Too 
many ques7ons in the air???? Many lives could have been saved 
if Ivermec7nb was used and was available and would have not 
been cos7ng the government as much as the vaccine!!!!! Cynthia 
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2021-01-23 
18:46:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The safety of the vaccine needs to be sorted out first  - l have too 
many allergies with medica7ons  l am not interested at all - l will 
take  Ivermec7n  instead which is safe and works.  Why must the 
taxpayers pay for everything first look to all the people that have 
stolen all the taxpayers money. Theresa

2021-01-23 
16:48:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How and why would a government, who is doing things "in the 
INTEREST of the PEOPLE", ban Ivermec7n, which has been used 
successfully on HUMANS and animals for 40 years with ZERO 
serious side effects!!    And yet they will go to every extent to 
make the PEOPLE take the vaccina7on which has NO history no 
complete tes7ng and only months of studying and zero studying 
in RSA!    Where Ivermec7n has been used in trials for the curing 
of Covid 19 it has a 100% success with complete recovery in 72 
hours as apposed to the vaccina7on which has already caused 
the sever symptoms and even death.   Which one do they 
choose The expensive un-proven vaccine agains a 100% success 
cheap alterna7ve.   Using the Ivermec7n the hospitals could be 
CLEARED of ALL covid 19 Cases in two weeks throughout the 
country!!!   But a). It does not suit the agenda. b). The 
Ivermec7n is not controlled by the bit Pharmaceu7cal.  c). The 
empty hospitals would reduce the FEAR FACTOR   and many 
more Paul

2021-01-21 
19:02:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Nuremburg code states the individuals complete right to full 
informa7on, ability to refuse, absolute right as what to allow to 
be administered to one's body. 

Alterna7ves must be on offer. 
No mandatory vaccina7on 
No special tax or levy. The fraud commiped with exis7ng funds is 
frightening. Andrew

2021-01-21 
11:58:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why can we not get ivermec7n as from what I have read it works 
and is cheaper. 
Doctors can then control the use Jenni

2021-01-21 
00:06:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been tested as any medica7on should be 
and is not subject to the strict regula7on by the FDA.  It's long 
term effects are unknown and it known dangers of disabling 3% 
of those who take it are serious.  Not being able to work means 
chronic medica7on for the rest of your life and neither Pfizer or 
government will be paying for those disabili7es.  This 
government is delinquent in tes7ng drugs like Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquine which both need further tes7ng under the 
suggested treatment requirements..  

RNA vaccines are fraught with problems and there are no 
successful examples. 
AstraZeneca Plc "Because the vaccine is so new, researchers 
don’t know how long its protec7on might last."  What is not 
been given to the public is full on full disclosure.  Even the most 
effec7ve dosage has not been determined.  Government is 
demanding its ci7zens become experimental guinea-pigs and 
forcing compliance with registra7on and restric7on. Peter

2021-01-20 
16:55:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why must I take a vaccine when Ivermec7n can do the work? Is 
there a controlling agenda ? John

2021-01-20 
16:18:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sandra

2021-01-20 
07:31:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has too many nega7ve reac7ons and has not been 
tested long enough to warrant that it is safe and does not cause 
other  nega7ve illnesses 
If i have a flu vaccine then i get flu 10 7mes worse that i have 
ever had before and i am sure there are a lot of other people 
who are the same and will get covid 19 much worse that they 
would have contracted the virus without the vaccina7on 
Ivermec7n has proven to be a safe drug to use and has a very 
high success rate just so long as people do not overdose on the 
meds 
I think it is shameful that the government is giving this vaccine to 
poor innocent people without the knowledge of what the 
consequences will be Audrey

2021-01-19 
22:27:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is beyond belief that this government con7nues to buy into 
the Billl Gates scam. 
There are MANY natural cures for this plandemic..why are they 
being ignored?  
Ivermec7n is a PROVEN cure, which the vaccine is not.. Wake up.  
Stop geing this ba7on fyrther inro unnecessay debt! Colin

2021-01-19 
15:48:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n  is a much cheaper solu7on and has a clinical trial. 
These vaccines has not been tested long enough. 
I will not take it and neither will my family or friends. Let the 
poli7cians stand first in the row to receive it and then the people 
geing the R450 grants so that they can stay healthy and out of 
the hospitals. Johanna 

2021-01-18 
19:55:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zoltan

2021-01-18 
16:43:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

IF IVERMECTIN WORKS, WHY WAIT FOR A VACCINE????? THE 
VACCINE IS KILLING PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD!!... OR IS BILL 
GATES'S  PLAN TO KILL 3 BILLION PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD 
ALSO THE PLAN OF OTHER WORLD/COUNTRY LEADERS???? EUGENE
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2021-01-18 
16:42:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

First of all we do not trust the vaccine because a lot has been 
said about which is not good Tha it will change or interfere with 
our DNA.  I also don't think it will s7ll be effec7ve since study 
was done with Winter Corona Virus which has power when it is 
cold. The present one started on December 2021 is another 
Corona Virus (501.2 ) and it has power in hot weather. The 
vaccine is outdate. That why I recommend the use of 
ivermec7n , etc un7l our country do its own study and find its 
own vaccine to cure this disease.

Bishop Dr 
Phiwamandla

2021-01-18 
14:34:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Regina

2021-01-18 
12:18:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support the vaccine as I feel that there has not been 
enough tes7ng of the effec7veness thereof and it does not 
protect one from the virus Daphne

2021-01-18 
11:35:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Untested drugs being rolled out by big Pharma,  98 % of those 
survive the illness, We have been told the vaccine  is es7mated 
to be 95% effec7ve . The covid 19 deaths are grossly inflated,  
Whatever happened to natural causes, old age, TB, Hiv/aid , 
malaria, diarrhea, heart apacks , cancer. etc.etc. even traffic 
fatali7es are recorded as Covid. 
Ivermec7n now  has over 49 case studies.  SAHPRA obviously 
with some hidden agenda have band Ivermec7n, which is a 
schedule 3 drug and can be prescribed by Doctors  and 
Pharmacists  according to there own records / documenta7on, 
yet it is band ..Why who is benefi7ng,  R27M for the Bill & 
Malinda founda7on have any influence here ??.    

Ronald

2021-01-18 
10:31:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Johanna

2021-01-18 
08:46:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Keith

2021-01-18 
08:38:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Isn’t preven7on beper than cure. This vaccine needs more 
tes7ng. Already side effects are being seen. Vicki 

2021-01-18 
08:34:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Stephen

2021-01-17 
20:25:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cornelia

2021-01-17 
19:33:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Rather provide san7zer and mask to people for free. Instead of 
VACCINES . Preven7on is beper than  cure.  Our recovery rate is 
82%  so why we need vaccines..  They want to kill and reduce the 
popula7on., so Bill  Gates * WHO can give them money. Our govt 
should be charged for apempted genocide. 

Loganathan

2021-01-17 
15:42:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It amazes me that the Government won't allow the South 
African People the choice to use alterna7ve op7ons. They tell us 
it takes three years to get any Drug approved in South Africa, but 
in less than a year we must accept a Vaccine that is untested or 
proven to eliminate this Pandemic. Other Countries allow their 
people choices to use  
Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 
Hydroxychloroquine and zinc 
Ivermec7n are in use successfully in other Countries.  Why 
should we not have the same op7on. If they can't even Control 
the R500 Billion set aside for Covid without losing Billions, what 
hope do we have that they will get this right. Why must we be 
Guinea Pigs to suit their Pockets. I cannot support such an 
irresponsible decision, like this one. Andrew

2021-01-17 
11:48:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) hidden agendas behind vaccine, not properly researched Raymond

2021-01-17 
11:42:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Colleen

2021-01-17 
11:20:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support the roll out of any medicine that has not 
undergone the necessary safety and efficacy trials. These trials 
can take up to 10 years to complete and in my opinion, unless 
the proper scien7fic trials have been sa7sfactorily completed it 
should not be forced on the people of South Africa, especially 
since there are proven and effec7ve preven7on, therapeu7c and 
cheap medicines available  (of which Ivermec7n seems to be the 
most effec7ve and proven 100% safe over decades of use for 
human beings in Africa and other places)  

I would prefer to see a roll out of a similar or improved ‘an7-
COVID pack‘ ( assembled according to the new data becoming 
available) to the one that is being used in India, where they have 
had one of the lowest counts of COVID deaths,  notwithstanding 
the size the popula7on and the living poor condi7ons of their 
ci7zens.   

(Pack should Include at least doses of ivermec7n, zinc, Vit C,D, E 
and an7histamine - all 
of which can reasonably and rela7vely cheaply be produced  
right here in South Africa)  

Our government should show care for their people above 
pursuing self serving profits during this state of global 
emergency. Desirée 
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2021-01-17 
10:49:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lynepe 

2021-01-17 
07:56:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Mr R said it will first be tested here before using it. I suggest that 
Ramaphosa his whole family, all of cabinet and their families first 
get it. Also, when they are vaccinated,  not from prior selected 
containers, but from random ones selected by ci7zens. (It's not 
tested in SA yet) 
We wait 6 months for the effects and only then, if it worked , do 
the roll out only on those who really want it, not to force 
anyone. 
We know already what has been said by some of NWO people 
said about Africans C

2021-01-17 
07:49:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Merrill

2021-01-17 
05:25:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n  is working why change. The agenda to cull the 
popula7on  is not ours but Gods. POOBIE 

2021-01-17 
05:21:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Johnny

2021-01-17 
03:21:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why use this drug thst hasnt been tested enough and yet not 
use a drug Ivermec7n thats been around since the 70s. I have 
lost all hope trust and confidence in our government. They are 
all bought by Bill Gates they are being dictated too by him. Dr 
Karrim  is feeding Ramaphosa with false informa7on and greed 
means more to Ramaphosa than his people. Your people are 
your biggest asseps but you are too foolish to sre that. We are 
losing people  most are tax payers with top jobs contribu7ng to 
society. They held big por{olios at their place of work. They have 
families children to s7ll grow children that they had a plan to 
educate so they could have a good place of work in society. All 
gone... We face a bleak future if this con7nues. Ramaphosa be 
the man God wants you to be Stand Up and Join Zambia Minister 
Never and say Never. Stop the Massacre we can pay back the 
money. Stand Up be a man our leader our minister or face the 
wrath of God for this Genocide. Lauren

2021-01-16 
23:06:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My serious concern we have a drug readily available stopping 
the culling our people rather to say lets unban the drug and use 
it. My sugges7on  for the vaccines is that there is no proof it will 
work. The vaccines must start from  the President  and the 
cabinet first. Then the ANC and its allies . All gpvernment 
workers etc and last is the general public. In the mean7me give 
the General public Ivermec7m. 

Jayaseelan 
Hennie

2021-01-16 
22:23:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Too many people world wide are dying amer having the vaccine. 
Healthy front line workers are included in these dreadful 
sta7s7cs.  The "Great Reset" involves depopula7on and Gates is 
well known to use vaccines for depopula7on especially in third 
world countries, many in Africa, also India.  Ivermec7n is saving 
lives...it's fast ac7ng and cheap. Linda

2021-01-16 
22:04:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines do not cure, they have not been tested enough 
yet you, the government, has banned tried and tested meds like 
Ivamec7m and Hydroxychloroquine. You can shove your vaccine 
and your BS right up where the sun don't shine.  We are not 
buying your new world agenda Jenny

2021-01-16 
20:41:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

First is secrecy. I realise that the vaccine may use commercial 
secrets in manufacture and development; but this government 
has given me scant reason to trust it in any of its ac7ons during 
the last 26 years.  To give NO informa7on whatever about the 
selected vaccine makes me fairly certain that something is being 
hidden which, if I knew about it, I might reasonably find 
unacceptable.   For instance, is it based on the 7ssue of aborted 
fetuses? 
Second concern is that ALL  other medica7ons and surgical 
procedures have been rejected a priori by both government and 
WHO, who by fiat have banned them successively: HCQ, 
Ivermec7n and the suc7on procedure by Dr. Makan the 
pulmonologist. I suspect that other considera7ons than public 
welfare are behind this, and that Ivermec7n in par7cular, an 
established medica7on with a long safety record, and which is 
also inexpensive, is being excluded because it offers no profit to 
someone or some group.  This is ethically unacceptable; and 
since there is already sufficient evidence to remove all 
[possibility of toxicity of this drug, the refusal to promote proper 
tes7ng might well be seen by a court as being accessory to 
murder or apempted murder. 
Thirdly, any sugges7on that vaccina7on be mandatory has an 
unacceptable dimension for possible popula7on control for 
purposes other than medical. This is poten7ally a restric7on of 
cons7tu7onal freedoms akin to the methods of the CCP.  I would 
oppose it for that reason alone even if all my other objec7ons 
are sa7sfied. John

2021-01-16 
18:18:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Shirley Eve

2021-01-16 
17:40:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

this roll out is too late. we have lost many valuable members of 
society due to the govt  dragging their heels whilst the country 
burns.  why cant ivermec7n be distributed as a preventa7ve to 
all  rather than spending billions on expensive drugs which will 
only make the rich richer as they have no real interest on the 
poor.  medical health workers and all stake holders in that field 
inclusive of cleaners etc must be given first to save our doctors 
who are sacrificing their lives to save others.  romela
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2021-01-16 
16:57:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Herman

2021-01-16 
16:24:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why a vaccine when it is known that Ivermec7n fights the Covid 
-19 virus. 
Is our government trying to be clever or is there a hidden 
agenda? 

I say NO to vaccines and YES to Ivermec7n... John

2021-01-16 
16:00:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is the government dead set against Ivermec7n which has 
the support of numerous highly qualified and experienced 
health professionals  around the world as an effec7ve defence 
against this virus?  The vaccines they want to force upon us has 
no trrack record  having been developed within the last 10 
months, an unprecedented record for a fully tested vaccine. This 
covid virus is a respiratorybased  condi7on , not unlike the flu, 
and there has been no vaccine developed which is fully effec7ve 
against the flu. This rush to vaccinate the world's popula7on is 
obviously a money making scheme by the powers that are in 
control of the world. I will not be in favour of taking the vaccine, 
any of them. abulhuda

2021-01-16 
13:05:31

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Thousand of Doctors recommend IVERMECTIM, which has been 
approved by MOH why spend million of tax payers money for 
overseas vaxine when Ivermec7m is capable of saving lives. This 
Ivermec7m is registered by SAHPRA Rev. Ronnie

2021-01-16 
11:39:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government cannot manage this. The private sector must be 
involved. The government is not telling us the truth and I do not 
trust what they are saying. Schalk

2021-01-16 
10:35:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have tried flue vaccines before and my system reacts badly to 
it. I have a strong immunity and scarcely get the flue. We should 
have a choice to take the "vaccine" or not, not have it forced 
upon us. 
Exis7ng medicine like Ivermec7n should be used immediately to 
avoid the cost of expensive vaccine using money that can be 
chaneled back into our strugling economy. Ch

2021-01-16 
10:31:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is too much concern about the effec7veness of the 
vaccine and its side effects. The speed at which the vaccine has 
been made is also a 'grave' concern! Saleem 

2021-01-16 
10:23:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is NOT a vaccine but merely a tool to kill off people.  
Why have they passed laws to protect big farma in that they 
cannot be sued.  
Once big farma are protected, then they can rush the 
manufacture of vaccines without looking at the side effects, 
which we are now seeing in people not only dying, but having 
debilita7ng and involuntary movement.  
THIS IS MURDER Merwyn 

2021-01-16 
09:53:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Any talk of a vaccine that has not been sufficiently tested is an 
outrage and a compliance to the agenda of B(itch) Gates, Fauci 
Towers and K(lown) Schwab. This WWIII strategy of befuddling 
sound logic and sanity to get people to a stage of complete 
compliance is a crime against humanity. Cyril Ramap;hosa, 
Steenhuisen, Malema must resign with immediate effect. Cyril 
has sold our country to the New World Order without 
consulta7on. This is treason. SAHPRA is captured by the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Founda7on and blatantly contradicts their own 
findings expediently to allign with the 'need for the vaccine'. 
SAHPRA sta7s7cs defy logical analysis. This is treachery. Every 
single ci7zen in this country has a right to life, to health. These 
puppets in our government structure are cowtowing to the great 
reset agenda without any forthought, or by being bought to be 
blind. This again is treachery. Ivermec7n will render the need for 
lockdown redundant overnight and hence they will find any fault 
to resist this panacea. This is a FLU virus that has a normal 
muta7on occurence now called c19 and spin doctored into fear 
and loathing. This is a crime agianst humanity. NObody bothered 
about the flu before. Deaths have been apributed to c19 purely 
to maintain the scare tac7cs, to keep people in fear and to hype 
up the destruc7on of peoples lives which has far exceeded the 
precau7ons of this DETENTION WITHOUT TRIAL. This is an 
outrage. Yet when asking for ID numbers, names, and addresses 
of the 'c19' recorded 'deaths' there is deathly silence. We are 
being played and this insanity must stop. We need Nuremberg 
style tribunals and people responsible for this willful destruc7on 
to our lives  must be held accountable. The mRNA vaccine WILL 
alter ones gene7c code, WILL render people as 'gene7cally 
modified' WILL cause deaths down the line. B(itch) Gates is a 
eugenicist. And hence they need lab rats to test their death cult 
ideas on the willing (terrified) popula7on. This is a crime against 
humanity. These messiah maniacs have bought their way into 
prominence, have too much 7me, too much  money and too 
much boredom in their lives....and this is what the Bloomberg 
secret mee7ngs have come up with? All of these people need to 
face retrubu7on sooner rather than later. Where are the 
upstanding and conscien7ous human rights ac7vists, lawyers, 
poli7cians with integrity and accountability? Our current leaders 
have failed us. Helge

2021-01-16 
09:47:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

You are welcome to supply the vaccine to the  mindless followers 
who do not bother to research anything that is put into their 
body.  It is our cons7tu7onal right to say what is put into our 
body.  We will not have this vaccine - it has not been tested long 
enough - and God who created us gave us an immune system 
that can fight any disease. But give our immune system 7me to 
do the work it was made to do. Natalie

2021-01-16 
09:25:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If I want Ivermec7n, who is the government or anybody else to 
say I cannot take it, where is my democra7c right to freedom Brian
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2021-01-16 
09:21:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that that this par7cular vaccine has not had the required 
7me to be properly tested and I have seen numerous reports of 
varying degrees of  adverse reac7ons to it including death. There 
is also a total indemnity for liability clause. Ivermec7n has been 
proved to be extremely effec7ve and reports say there is a 
marked improvement within 48 hours of introducing this 
treatment. Further more I believe it is on the WHO's list of 
approved medica7on. Sandie

2021-01-16 
08:19:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cecilia

2021-01-16 
05:24:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In my opinion the vaccine  has not been thoroughly tested , 
there could be serious side effects. I as an individual only took a 
flu vaccine once in the past and got very I'll thereamer. I am 73 
and live a very balanced life . The cholesterol medica7on I am 
taking currently is as a result of heredity condi7on. I am 
convinced that Ivermeca7n will be a beper op7on for me a d my 
wife. It is obvious that the pharmaceu7cal companies are out to 
make huge profits from the vaccine, and that may be the reason 
why it's being pushed Rajan 

2021-01-15 
22:30:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Irisjean

2021-01-15 
21:10:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

People should not be forced to take the vaccine.  They should be 
given a choice to accept or reject it.  What if there are serious 
side effects and causes severe damage or loss of lives?? Farhana

2021-01-15 
20:10:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I DO NOT support eRNA vaccines that have not been properly 
tested on humans and in 7me. Vaccine development takes on 
average 15 years to develop. Polio for instance took more than 
40 years to develop, measles more than 20 years, etc.  
Second point is, that eRNA vaccines produces protein  that the 
body must apack, thereby causing an auto-immune disease like 
Lupus, Rheumatoid arthri7s, MS, IBD, even Type 1 Diabetes, to 
men7on a few. This vaccine IS NOT SAFE and never will be.  
Use Ivermec7n (Cheap and extremely effec7ve) and/or 
Hydroxychloroquine with Zinc with Azithromycin or Doxycycline. 
These drugs are safe enough to use and has been used for years 
and shown to work against most viruses, like SARS-COV1 and 2, 
H1N1, MERS, etc. Why the hell this type of vaccine in the first 
place? IT seems to me it's about making money for Pharma and 
it's shareholders, regardless of the consequences!  
The WHO and authori7es  MUST wake up and smell the roses! Niel

2021-01-15 
19:08:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is a perfictly good alterna7ve and there has not been 
enough proof that the vaccine works. People have died amer 
having it so its a no no for me. Dawn

2021-01-15 
18:06:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Vaccine not properley tested Glenn

2021-01-15 
18:04:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine took less than a year to produce and has not been 
tested sufficiently on humans . 
Most other vaccines have taken 10 years or longer of research 
before it is safe for usage. 
So no I will not have the vaccine. 
Ivermec7n has been proven to be effec7ve against covid as a 
prophylac7c as well as a treatment and has very liple side  
effects and can be used safely as it has been around for more 
than 40 years Viviane 

2021-01-15 
16:25:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This ANC MUST WAKE UP AND APPROVE IVERMECTIN DOUBLE 
SPEED  
WHY ARE THEy PROCRASTINATING IT COSTING OUR LIVES Rudi

2021-01-15 
12:20:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is the clever scien7st not looking  for a cure. We have one 
right on our doorstep and they won't allow it to be used. I am 
not prepared to put fetus in my body. How safe is the vaccine? 
Sorry I don't want it. At least 3% of thoughs vaccinated have 
horrible & permanent side effects which have lem them worse 
off than the COVID19 Keith 

2021-01-15 
11:49:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

While there are proven treatments it would simply  be evil to 
give a vaccine that is not proven to be effec7ve. In fact it has 
shown to harm  people . 
We must hold those controlling our country accountable. Avril

2021-01-15 
11:19:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines have been fast tracked and untested, could have far 
reaching consequences to future genera7ons, much safer to use 
alterna7ves. The government has been the cause of so many 
deaths for not allowing alterna7ve medicines. Kevin 

2021-01-15 
11:19:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines have been fast tracked and untested, could have far 
reaching consequences to future genera7ons, much safer to use 
alterna7ves. The government has been the cause of so many 
deaths for not allowing alterna7ve medicines. Kevin 

2021-01-15 
09:48:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Deon

2021-01-15 
08:32:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The push for a vaccine that has not been proven to be neither 
safe nor to be effec7ve in the preven7on of infec7on, doesn't 
make any sense. The government should rather, with immediate 
effect, allow the use of Ivermec7n by Drs and hospitals to treat 
people who test posi7ve, right from the start of tes7ng posi7ve. 
There is nothing to lose, because the side effects of this drug are 
well known, and it is rela7vy cheap and widely available, and all 
the studies done so far by reliable physicians worldwide, are 
very promising that the drug is effec7ve to treat covid 19. To 
con7nue to ban Ivermec7n, smacks of a conspiracy of some 
sorts. Eddie

Western Cape 159

2021-02-16 
15:48:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust the government nor big Pharma. The popula7on 
has never been given any alterna7ve to strengthen the immune 
system. Gerda
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2021-02-01 
12:24:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Vaccines are not safe hayley

2021-01-31 
22:27:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no need for the expences to give the vaccine to anybody  
!!!  
STOP THE VACCINE DRAMA: 
Use the inexpencive and highly effec7ve and SHAPRA approved 
INVERMECTIN...   
Check the ar7cle; South Africa has a Right to Invermec7n 
(SAHARI) 
OR 
Use any of many natural, herbal and safe and very effec7ve 
methods to improve immunity and stay healthy. 
Eg. Cures are quickly and effec7vely obtained by using Olive Leaf 
Extract (tea made from olive leaves) or herbs like artemesia etc. 

Please make sure the public is informed and the natural 
products is made available, products are on the market from 
health shops 
.... and ,,,  DO NOT  misinform the public, create fear and enforce 
stupid unreliable and dangerous expensive, invasive and harmful 
methods and products, like ineffec7ve vaccines. 

Get South Africa Healthy on a Natural way !!!  Stop using tax 
money to fill chemical coffers with our hard earned money  !!!!  
Real natural cures are cheap, effec7ve and easily obtained.  
Thanks. 

Johan

2021-01-31 
19:41:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I cannot agree with the vaccina7ons as new strains of the virus 
are being detected, making the vaccines, now available, non-
effec7ve. 
We have not been told how much the vaccine will cost, if the 
medical aids will sponsor it, who are the first to receive it. 
I suggest using a preventa7ve, e.g. Ivermec7n, etc. as it is 
cheaper, very effec7ve - proved by various doctors. Linda

2021-01-29 
13:53:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n and hydroxchloroquine have been used to treat 
Covid-19 successfully by the WHO and big pharma fight this  
because they want to introduce much more expensive 
medica7ons and vaccines. M

2021-01-28 
23:17:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) No  aborted fetal cell lines for me. Totally satanic Veneta 

2021-01-28 
15:26:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek vertrou nie die Regering en die WHO  met die uitrol van die 
inen7ngsprogram nie, asook nie die wyse waarop die entstowwe 
getoets is vir die veiligheid van die mense se  gesondheid nie.  
Ek voel ook dat dit elkeen se eie keuse is om ingeent te word of 
nie Louise

2021-01-27 
12:59:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been properly tested over 7me and 
therefore there are and will be many nega7ve side effects. We 
do NOT trust it. Ivermec7n, on the other hand, has been in use 
for many years and doctors and specialists have very effec7vely 
used Ivermec7n in the treatment of Covid 19 pa7ents. There are 
many clinical studies with the results to prove this, calling it a 
miracle cure and saying that it is even effec7ve in preven7ng 
Covid 19. May put government please take heed of what these 
scien7sts and doctors are not only saying, but also proven 
through their clinical studies, which they have also made 
available to the WHO. Gail

2021-01-27 
10:53:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested for long enough to make 
humans the guinipigs where  ivermec7n  has been used for 
many years and is 100% safe to use and with great success. I 
have proof from my own family. Karl

2021-01-27 
06:22:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Shâron-Rose

2021-01-26 
16:27:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sophia 

2021-01-26 
15:13:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Karina
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2021-01-26 
00:30:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

from the very beginning of this so-called pandemic, I knew that 
behind it all, lay the GREED of poli7cians,  money grabbers like 
Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci and their likes.  Already they are 
neing billions of dollars, WITHOUT ANY considera7on of the 
poor and desperate of our human society.  I do NOT believe that 
Cyril R will take that actual vaccine, neither  Bill Gates and his 
kind. They will be injected with Vitamin D or Ivermec7ne or 
HydroxQ.  maybe even dis7lled water. So, let us have a reputable 
Doctor who will publicly display the vaccine to be injected into 
Cyril R¨s arm.  By my human rights'  law, I will NOT be coerced 
into allowing something to be violently inserted into my body, 
WITHOUT: 1. My own permission, amer 2.. That the vaccine has 
first been tested on animals for at least a trial period of THREE to 
FIVE YEARS !!!!!! 
The FEAR generated by this virus and the threatened forceful 
applica7on of this vaccine, is a travesty against the Rights of 
every human being in SAfrica.  NO, resoundingly NO, NO. NO...I 
will withstand and point blank REFUSE to have the vaccine 
inserted into my body !!! 
How many millions of innocent babies  are MURDERED each 
year, WITHOUT their prior consent ??? FORCED to DEATH by an 
edict from our communist government. They employ the word:: 
ABORTION. Well, that comes from the La7n word...to 
MURDER !!! The comparison I am making is a valid one...FORCED 
vaccine, when our public has NOT been given sufficient 7me to 
receive FULL TEST results of the actual reliability of these 
vaccines !!! The SAfrican government must be held to account 
for the DEATHS following the applica7on of these vaccines !!!  
Put that into law,  and the minister of health, will be the first to 
resign. 
Vaccinate ALL the ANC leaders FIRST then the criminals, then the 
jail-birds,  and if they suffer NO health issues, then only our 
health workers. Since the ANC is pressurizing the na7on to be 
forced into receiving the vaccine, let the ANC show their 
solidarity by being the FIRST in the queue to get the vaccine !!!! Patrick

2021-01-25 
11:50:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Margie

2021-01-25 
09:32:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With all the knowlegeable reviews globally of the ready to use 
Ivermec7n as a definite and immediate and safely proven killer 
of covid....why wouldn't our government embark on a full 
scale,low cost op7on to save lives with certainty ...instead of all 
the money it will take to vaccinate with a half tested and 
ineffec7ve outcome with doub{ul vaccines....A total scam!! Alex

2021-01-25 
02:23:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What's in this POTION? It's untested. What's the real mo7ve for 
this experiment Grant

2021-01-23 
08:56:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

So many pharmaceu7cal companies vying for 1st place to start 
vaccina7ng. Millions/Billions spent on crea7ng a vaccine, in a 
great rush (short cuts) and yet no apempt to inves7gate success 
and do their so-called "trials" at similar speed (if at all necessary) 
on any exis7ng alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n. There are others, 
but they are already being manufactured (for may years) and so 
there is liple or no money to be made by doing so. 
The official claims are that Ivermec7n is not fir for humans yet, 
because it has not been "clinically tried" which is a long & 
expensive process. 
Yet, they are prepared to spend millions/billions to create a 
vaccine that is not going to go through the normal "clinical trials" 
because it is urgently needed. What rubbish. It's all about the 
money (for "them"). It is not about quick, safe & effec7ve use of 
an exis7ng drug. How come that now SO many are dying from 
the vaccine? 
Nothing makes any sense when it comes to government 
decisions around the Covid-19 virus, the lockdowns & the 
vaccine. Errol

2021-01-22 
19:21:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tested and is not in essense a vaccine 
but a gene7cal modifier. Ivermec7n is the best way to combat 
the so called virus and if the whole SA is dosed the virus will die 
out in a short 7me. Jan

2021-01-22 
16:21:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not approve of vaccines for the following reasons:::: 
1)  the human body  has its immune system that takes care of 
pathogens etc .  
2)  if  one  struggles  to fight off a disease , then  medical 
interven7on can be sought if necessary.  
3)  there are a variety of  treatments , supplements and 
"medica7ons"  that can be taken  to either prevent ,and/or  cure  
the present CV 19 ,  so a vaccine  is not necessary .  There is 
ample evidence  from across the world  for effec7ve treatments 
& preven7ons.  
4)  herd -immunity  builds up  in communi7es  ,so the body is 
designed to  ward off pathogens.  
5)  it is immensely worrying that the government is "happy" to 
roll out any of the  current vaccines ....which  i believe  are 
actually more harmful to ci7zens  ( Ive researched  many cases 
from across the world  where people either died  from  vaccines  
or suffered  extremely serious  side-effects!!!!)    
6)  im also suspect of the agenda behind the   "urgency" of 
vaccines ....the mo7ve s , with people like Bill Gates  behind 
much of it .  
7) why a vaccine  when there are harmless ways  to treat  this 
virus ???? Huibrecht

2021-01-22 
08:31:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) S7enie
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2021-01-22 
06:50:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die entstof is nie behoorlik getoets nie. Nerens lees n mens wat 
die inhoud daarvan is nie. Ek het allergiee vir sekere medisyne. 
Hoekom moet ek tax betaal en my mediese fonds betaal ook vir 
die entstof, d.w.s. ek betaal dubbel vir n entstof. As daar dan n 
alterna7ewe medesyne is hoekom kan dit nie bekikbaar gestel 
word nie.  Rek lewens is tog beter op die oomblik terwyl daar 
nog geen middel in SA is behalwe Ivermec7ne nie. Dis ons as 
bekas7ngbetalers se reg om te kies waper behandeling ons wil 
he. Winifred

2021-01-22 
06:25:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This scamdemic is the rebranding of seasonal flu used by 
poli7cians to further their agenda. Hans 

2021-01-21 
08:21:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not willing to receive a drug that is experimental, let alone 
mandatory. I want to have complete control of what goes into 
my body. B

2021-01-21 
07:08:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Never will I take an untried vaccine! Or anything that is produced 
and forced on us by WHO, anc, Bill Gates, Fauci and friends! Gail

2021-01-20 
21:26:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Verduidelik eers hoekom het die WGO aanvanklik so getalm met 
die inlig7ng rakende die virus voordat hulle opgetree het 
Verder wil ek weet hoekom is ivermec7n weerhou van mense 
wat die mootlikheid oorweeg al is daar moontlike nadelige 
gevolge.  Net so het die rook van sigarepe en dagga ook 
moontlike nadelige gevolge. 
my geneigtheid tot griep kry is baie gering. Ek het nog nooit 
inspui7ng vir griep gekry nie, waarom nou my liggaam besmet 
met 'n virus waarteen julle ons waarsku Tryna

2021-01-20 
19:08:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel the vaccine hasn't been tested properly. Health issues can 
develop amerwards. Helena

2021-01-20 
18:39:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Miemie 

2021-01-20 
14:20:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly the government don't have the money to even pay out 
Sassa. Secondly this vaccine is not 100% proven to be effec7ve. I 
believe the virus will be here, un7l it is 7me to  go and people 
build up immunity to it. Ivermec7n was proven to help, is cheap, 
so why do the government want to force the vaccine off on us, if 
they don't have money. I for one won't take it, nothing that Bill 
Gates got his hand in. More than half of the country is without a 
job. Half of those that are working is working for salaries under 
the tax bracket. Only ones that benefit is the Government and 
parliament with their high salaries. So I am afraid even if the tax 
gets limed it s7ll wont be enough. The government has proven 
that they can't be trusted, why must we trust them with our 
lives? Annemare

2021-01-19 
21:31:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly, let me say this bluntly. Poli7cians are not ac7ng 
responsibly and many are not qualified to make decisions that 
involve all of us medically. Poli7cians are public servants and 
should behave accordingly. I am proudly South African and will 
not be forced to do anything that is against my morals, values or 
intellect. It is extremely disturbing that poli7cians are not taking 
advice from Professionals that are experts and leaders in their 
field and are pleading for months to poli7cal leaders regarding 
the use of a Nobel Peace winning drug Ivermec7n. From all the 
informa7on available it is clear that Ivermec7n is our only 
solu7on. It is safe and have won many baples. If 37 billion 
human beings have taken this wonderful drug, for blindness, 
SARS virus, Elephan7tus, scabies outbreaks and many more, 
then why the delay. Is it true that SA is trying to push a vaccine 
that has no merit whatsoever? IS IT? The FLCCC has sent out a 
video clip and pointed to evidence of Ivermec7n curing Covid19. 
Our own SA doctor Wicus Nienaber and a very highly published 
physician Dr Pierre Kory (MD. MPA) who for the first 7me 
men7oned the words CURE and IVERMECTIN in the same 
sentence - together with Dr Paul E Marik  and South African Drs 
Mar7n Gill and Dr Naseeba Kathrada who apparently wrote an 
open leper to our President Cyril Ramaphosa  pleading and 
sta7ng the facts regarding the use of Ivermec7n and that our 
frontline medical staff are exhausted trying to save lives. They 
are begging that this drug be unbanned and given the green light 
for an emergency distribu7on to all our ci7zens who have been 
going through hell in the last year. A drug that is so cheap it 
would only cost R50M for the en7re SA popula7on according to 
the interview with Dr Wicus Nienaber. I know South Africa and 
South Africans to be a figh7ng na7on with great unity and spirit 
and a will to succeed. We can do this together and lets save 
lives. This na7on needs desperate relief and it will cost  a 
frac7on of a vaccine that has no merit. Some Presidents have 
already said No to the vaccine. South Africa was always leading 
in this field... ITS NOT TOO LATE. This is our only hope. I am 55 
years old and I have a responsibility to protect my grand Children 
who are too young to understand whats happening. This is for 
their future. Lets not leave a path of destruc7on but rather leave 
a legacy they can be proud of. God Bless South Africa al all its 
ci7zens. May God Bless our front-line medics who selflessly give 
of their precious family 7me to save our lives, who put their lives 
at risk. So many lives could have been spared... I leave it to your 
conscious to do the right thing. Riaz

2021-01-19 
20:41:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why don't we have the op7on to take the vaccine or not or use 
an alterna7ve.  We are not all the same some peoples bodies 
react differently.  More tests should be done on the vaccine. Venita
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2021-01-19 
18:59:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not prepared to accept a product in my system which has 
NOT been properly tested, of which there is No Long term 
consequences. A product which contains the DNA of animals, 
aborted babies, RNA, heavy metals and no re course to the 
suppliers. Edward

2021-01-19 
18:16:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) patsy

2021-01-19 
14:17:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are proven alterna7ves to  treat covid. Allow doctors to 
treat their pa7ents as they deem fit. There is not one solu7on 
for everyone. This experimental "vaccine" should not be 
mandatory, allow people to decide for themself instead of this 
fear mongering. G

2021-01-19 
13:03:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cornelia 

2021-01-19 
11:56:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough tests were done. Companies should take 
responsibility for their products! There is meds available that is 
safe to heal and prevent covid. Ansie

2021-01-19 
11:36:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Vaccine not safe or necessary hayley

2021-01-19 
11:32:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sue

2021-01-19 
11:32:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sue

2021-01-19 
11:10:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are NUMEROUS videos empha7cally sta7ng the the 
DANGERS of the corona virus 
vaccine. Many people have died in many countries .If that is not 
enough, many people 
have suffered very serious side affects , some being incapable of 
living a  normal life. 

Pfizer and Moderna and other have  concoxed vaccines, funded  
by the Evil Bill Gates [ a vehement 
supporter of popula7on control ] which said vaccines, have DNA 
of fetuses animals and 
have never been tested thoroughly .It has furthermore been 
found that the vaccine 
causes infer7lity in males and females .Why are the afore 
men7oned Pharmaceu7cal 
companies EXSEMPT OF ANY PROSECUTION by people suffering 
ADVESE SIDEAFFECTS. 

The GOVERNMENT will be responsible for every DEATH and Side 
Affect caused by the UN TESTD vaccine !!! .It is so known that 
the government has a financial gain in pushing 
for the vaccine to be implemented. Is this not the reason why 
IVEMECTIN in 
[ proper dosage ] is NOT INVESTICATED because the medical 
advisory board have 7es 
to Bill Gates and his support companies and previous and 
present financial gain? 

Colla

2021-01-19 
08:58:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My body, my choice. If Goverment force me to put something in 
my body I don't trust or want, it's tyrany. They want to force a 
rushed shot (it's NOT a vaccine) on us that already show to cause 
harm but don't want us to take a drug already tested for 40 
years (won a nobel prize) to be safe and 3.7 billion people 
already used it without any harm. There is ENOUGH research 
done ALREADY so why do they need more proof?  It's a harmless 
drug, unlike vaccines. We as the people will hold them 
accountable for crimes against humanity if they proceed to ban 
Ivermec7n and harm us with a vaccine. It's MY choice and mine 
ALONE  if I prefer or reject treatment. Those who prefer to take 
the vaccine, let them,  but don't force me or make my life 
miserable because I don't want it. Forcing a medical treatment is 
not just tyrany, it's medical rape! Endika

2021-01-19 
07:36:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I   want to see alterna7ves to the vaccine, as I feel it may be not 
be safe. Sergio

2021-01-18 
22:41:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The American FDA has now approved Ivermec7n. What is SA 
wai7ng for!!  PLEASE DO NOT TAKE THIS VACCINE. 
This WILL eradicate your  God gene (or number 2 or 3 vacc will). 
Choice then = only  
hell Ann

2021-01-18 
20:20:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

At this moment its not reliable and cant be trusted! Show me 
the results amer a few years? Pieter

2021-01-18 
16:12:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It takes years to develope safe vaccines.   The substance of the 
current vaccines they want to introduce, is heartbroken. How on 
earth can you ra7fy the use of 14weeks aborted male fetusses to 
be used as part of the substance of any vaccines? 

I definitely dont agree!! Rosa

2021-01-18 
15:15:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government is an untrustworhy, greedy and unqualified 
poli7cal club who ‘s got no money lem to manage any opera7on.  
Dont even try to make it mandatory, for then we’ll probably end 
up with fake Chinese vaccina7ons. Marlene

2021-01-18 
14:41:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Would not like to take the vaccine..would prefer a alterna7ve 
solu7on,??? Gilda
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2021-01-18 
13:43:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would like Ivermec7n be made available to everybody. It is a 
cheap and tested, safe drug Estelle

2021-01-18 
12:07:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Diane

2021-01-18 
10:40:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines has been developed too quickly and the long term 
results and side effects or efficacy has not been established and 
recorded. The scien7fic laborotories have indemnified 
themselves against ill health and death resul7ng from use of the 
vaccine.  Not one scien7st anywheer in the world has posi7vely 
iden7fied the cause, origin and composi7on of the virus, yet 
they can provide a vaccine. No one can advise on the longevity 
of the vaccine, how omen must it be repeated, does it cure or 
prevent the virus....The vaccine does not allow one to remove 
your mask, it does not allow you to be free to go wherever you 
like, it does not make you safe to travel, you will always need 
covid tes7ng, it does not prevent you being a carrier, it does not 
cure you of any further occurrences, in fact is has no conclusive 
posi7ves so why take it at all. 
I believe if you maintain your immune system op7mally, look at 
the safer, tried and tested medica7on  already on the now 
banned market and do some intensive tes7ng and trials instead 
of going on unfound hearsay of others with agendas. Doctors, 
physicians, laborotory specialists and health care workers need 
to be lem to treat pa7ents and recommend on their successful 
findings. Unpolo7cise this pandemic, leave it to professionals 
and for goodness sake, inves7gate the origin and cause 
especially the rise of the second wave. it has to be a HCAI 
Hospital Care Associated Infec7on spread by healthecare 
facili7es as hospitals are not the cleanliest or most hygienic 
place at all. What is in the new composi7on of health care 
worker preventa7ve care medica7on and injec7ons?   
People must prac7ce utmost personal hygiene, take daily A,B,C,D 
and Zinc supplements, prac7ce the same preventa7ve measures 
at home and with friends that they do in the forcced 
environments at work and public places. get vehicles to patrol 
through areas with loud speakers announcing daily deaths and 
weekly stats so that people who are not on social media or do 
not read or listen to the radio or news reports are 100 percent 
aware of the calamity. Vinegar and salt water solu7ons and 
mouth washes are excellent, safe and natural daily hygiene for 
toothbrushes, gargling, facecloths, spray surfaces and hands, 
wash masks. not rocket science. when you go out, get back, have 
a good wash, wash your clothes, spray your shoes. problem is 
not even health workers know or care about hygiene. they do 
not have a clue. Sonia

2021-01-18 
10:19:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The plan or idea of forced vaccina7ons is a breach of our rights 
and cannot be accepted. This concoc7on they want to shoot into 
people's bodies, is as we know, loaded with all sorts of trash. No, 
no, no, I do not concent to this, I detest that anybody else makes 
a decision to vaccinate me or my family forcefully..... There are 
alterna7ves like Ivermec7n, HydroxyChloroquin etc. One of my 
colleagues was close to death in Brazil and is back at work..... 
YES,  HydroxyChloroqine saved his life. These meds are proven 
and have a track record. The vaccine has not and cannot in such 
a short 7me, so many people have beckmeydivk from it, been 
paralyzed, some even CV19 posi7ve. Lots have died from this 
concoc7on. No thanks SA government, I'll opt for the proven 
medica7on on my decision. I know what the des7na7on of this 
vaccine is and we will NOT be accep7ng this garbage....... You 
may gladly give it to those who are calling out for it, not me, my 
family or my friends..... Mike 

2021-01-18 
09:35:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines have not been thoroughly vepet, nor tested in 
accordance with all other vaccine protocols. Not only this, 
humans are not guinea pigs to be experimented on, with a host 
of nega7ve outcomes from those already vaccinated in other 
countries, along with no animal tes7ng procedures having tested 
for efficacy. WE ARE NOT EXPERIMENTS!!! Atraija

2021-01-18 
09:29:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

From what I have heard Ivermec7n  would be the best way to 
go. Listed with WHO for years but not approved in SA.  
Why ????? Kevin

2021-01-18 
09:08:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine South Africa has ordered from India, is the ChadX01 
Vaccine which was produced with 14 week old aborted fetal 
7ssue.  I have an objec7on to using this.   
Where are the efficacy tests of this vaccine? 

The reason South Africa ordered this specific vaccine was the 
low cost and the low refrigera7on storage requirements.   There 
are more side effects with this vaccine than the vaccines 
produced by Pfizer in Canada. 

Are we to be classed as ignorant world ci7zens to be forced to 
take a vaccine for a disease which can only be diagnosed with a 
test for which a death rate lower than AIDS or the common Flu? 

Ques7on: Why with a complete recovery did china not need any 
vaccines? Denise

2021-01-18 
08:16:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Chris7na
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2021-01-18 
08:04:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It takes years for vaccines to develop. It just seems so impossible 
for that in such a short 7me they come up with a vaccine. We 
the public do not know enough.  What about the side effects. 
Please do not force this on us. At least give us a choice. Pls give 
us reliable and honest informa7on. Nothing that is a apached to 
money. Currently, I’m a recovery Covid pa7ent. Washiela 

2021-01-18 
07:58:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I will definitely not take this vaccine Nellian

2021-01-18 
07:36:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n or hydroxychloraquin is proven to be working around 
the world. This is not a vaccine it is a trial. Allan

2021-01-18 
07:30:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I strongly am against the Experimental Covid-19 vaccine 
I believe it to be damaging to my cons7tu7on 
It is an untested experiment having had no test trials 
It is not a vaccine  - vaccines are made from protein of an 
isolated virus. Here they are using MRna which can be an 
onslaught on the body and immune system 
Covid-19 can be cured with 2 safe medica7ons Hydrochoroquine 
and Ivermec7n and if these medica7ons are used at an early 
stage there will be no mortality 
The experimental vaccine may disrupt placenta development 
and this is not known yet. 
It is not necessary to have this experimental vaccine which 
anyway does not prevent one of s7ll transmiing the virus so 
does not help the situa7on at all. 
Let us rather take care of the immune system  stop lockdown 
and isola7on and mask wearing and use medica7on that heals 
one and develop an immunity to the virus. 
A natural healing which our bodies are created to perform. Julia

2021-01-18 
07:09:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Antoinepe

2021-01-18 
02:01:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are alterna7ves, but they are not allowed into the country. 
Is it because government is unable to extract the type of back-
hands that are "normal" business?  

The argument keeps being used that the alterna7ves  (that have 
been in use far longer) are untested - yet a vaccine that was 
rushed into produc7on and is therefore untested is safe? 
Standard protocol is a minimum of FIVE years' worth of tes7ng 
to ensure its safety. Some7mes side effects can take as long as 
15 years to surface. And now we're going to FORCE people to 
take gene7cally altered substances? Nallie

2021-01-17 
23:08:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ina

2021-01-17 
22:07:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They should NOT follow foreign countries..there circumstance 
and plant base is not the same as an indigenous country..We 
have our own medicinal plants provided by God to cure 
us.....why inject medicine into you whereas God provided you 
with medicinal plants  to heal and cure and build your immune 
system..It is all in the food ,untamppered food source God 
provided to mankind.No man can replace God. BE strong in your 
faith.God is more  powerful to fight this evil.  Nadine

2021-01-17 
21:18:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Covid vaccine is more to be feared than geing Covid itself. 
We don't trust what has been put into it or what it can do to our 
bodies in the way of permanent damage. Some people have 
reacted very badly to it and others have died. 
People with co morbidi7es would die any way at some stage due 
to their condi7on.  Covid has simply precipitated death for these 
people. 
I believe that the Covid vaccine will  compromise our natural 
immunity so that when a new wave of Covid or some other 
illness arrives, we won't have the natural resistance to fight it.  
My last and most important reason is a religious one. The Word 
of God (the Bible) clearly warns us not to take on the mark of 
the beast. It would seem that this vaccina7on is what the Bible is 
referring to. Irene

2021-01-17 
21:12:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ivermec7n is the solu7on Jan

2021-01-17 
20:24:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not safe to use. People that received it are dying like flies or has 
severe results... NO vaccines. Alterna7ve preventa7ve meds are 
available!!! Why keep it away from the public??? Ansie

2021-01-17 
20:20:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The correct descrip7on for this product should read 
"Experimental Vaccine". 
As such how do we know if the vaccine will be safe or effec7ve 
and not cause a greater health problem surge than cases? Is 
there enough substan7al evidence to show it’s effec7veness and 
most importantly it’s side effects. The vaccine will first be given 
to health care workers. What if a lot of our health care workers 
die from the vaccine, who will then care for the sick? Then 
defence forces and police, are next, if they are immobilised by 
the side effects in the short term, we will be defenceless. We just 
don’t know enough about the vaccine or the risk it might pose. Michael

2021-01-17 
19:39:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The en7re vaccine rollout makes no sense whatsoever, there is 
absolutely no clarity or sufficient tes7ng or  logical reasoning for 
this vaccine.  it has not been tested properly, the sides effect are 
bad,  the powers that be have stated that they CANNOT take an 
liability for this vaccine. This is not a vaccine, it is an apempt at 
'trea7ng' and there are beper reliable alterna7ves that  ARE 
KNOWN TO WORK.  This is all about making money, it is not 
about helping save lives.  

g
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2021-01-17 
19:07:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) This vaccine is not proven safe. I will not take it. Madelein

2021-01-17 
17:51:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been proven to cure coronavirus in 48 hours.  We 
do not and have never needed a vaccine.

Marilyn 
Wulfsohn

2021-01-17 
16:58:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Francis

2021-01-17 
16:38:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe any vaccine has been properly tested yet, 
therefore its efficacy is s7ll unknown. Why is Ivermec7n being 
down played? That should be inves7gated as a maper of 
urgency. I don't trust the morality of the ANC. Irene 

2021-01-17 
15:27:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Slegs inen7ngs wat deeglik getoets is moet toegelaat word. Piet

2021-01-17 
15:25:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die inperkings is die voorloper om elke burger se  vryheid weg te 
neem  en ons deel te maak van die een wêreldregering. Die 
inen7ng is  die voorloper van die 'Micro Needle Aray Patch' wat 
die wêreldregering op ons wil afdwing. Dit is die Bybelse "merk 
van die dier".  Ek sal eerder dat hulle my onthoof as wat ek die 
inen7ng of die Micro needle aray patch vat. 
 Wiets 

2021-01-17 
15:00:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that we should definitely have a choice as to whether or 
not to take this experimental biological  injec7on.  It has NOT 
been tested properly and could have long las7ng detrimental 
effects on our health and on the fer7lity of our daughters.    
The alterna7ves are cheap and have been available in other 
countries with wonderful results.  These drugs have been used 
for other health issues for many years, and the worst recorded 
side effect is a headache.   In 2015 Dr Campbell and Dr Omura 
Satoshi were awarded the Nobel prize for their discovery in 
physiology and medicine for Ivermec7n  - a drug designed to 
treat parasi7c infec7on.   It is cheap and could be readily 
available. and has been used widely in many countries with 
great results.    It can be used prophylac7cally as well which 
would be beper than administering an experimental biological 
injec7on!! 
Hydroxychloroquine  is another op7on which has been used for 
years for malaria - tried and tested on humans and  not harmful.     
Many lives could have been saved already had either of these 
medica7ons been used!!!!!! Jenny

2021-01-17 
12:20:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermech7n must immediately be made available  to the  public. 
SAPPRA has given incorrect info re this vaccine J

2021-01-17 
11:16:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough 7me has been allowed for tes7ng the effec7veness 
of these vaccine. 
Why invent the wheel when there is an alterna7ve fully tested 
and approved alterna7ve at a cheaper cost? Abraham 

2021-01-17 
10:57:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines have not be sufficiently tested. Should not be 
mandatory. Cheaper alterna7ves should be considered eg 
ivermec7n. The health system has not planned the rollout.. Wait 
to see the effec7veness in other  countries Loreen

2021-01-17 
10:35:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

vaccines are a new world order con to alter DNA, there is no 
virus but blood trombosis from 5G RADIATION  I would never 
trust government specially this dumb lot in South Africa 

jerhone

2021-01-17 
09:45:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They can't find a cure for cancer, lupus and other terminal 
illnesses that have been in existence for decades, but it took 
them 6 months to make a vaccine for Covid-19. Oh hell No, 
neither my family or myself are guinea pigs! I will rather try 
Ivermec7n that is approved by the WHO and have been around 
for decades. Ivermec7n has an almost 100% cure rate for 
Covid-19 in other countries, so why is our government pushing 
this vaccine and banning Ivermec7n!? I ask myself is it because 
they are receiving kickbacks if they push the vaccine, is it all 
about the money and really not about saving lives or are they 
stupid or just idiots. We have the right to health care of our 
choice, amer all we are supposed to be a Democra7c country. I 
choose Ivermec7n!!! We are so hyped up about Covid-19 that 
we allow stress, fear and panic to control and destroy us, but we 
forget that there is a higher power (God). He gives life and He 
takes life. We are allowing ourselves to be lead like sheep, like 
people who can't think for themselves. Do your own research on 
Ivermec7n and on how our immune system really works. My 
personal take on all of this is that the first lockdown actually 
weakened our immune system because of the sterile condi7ons 
we were forced to live in for months and then when level 1 was 
brought in, it created the 2nd wave which is more severe 
because of our weaken immune system. All I am saying is we 
should use our God given brain and we should be allowed to 
decide what is best for us!!! Gadija

2021-01-17 
09:42:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Estelle 

2021-01-17 
09:36:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mahdenie

2021-01-17 
08:55:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Phillip

2021-01-17 
08:29:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lynepe 
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2021-01-17 
08:19:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is proof that inverse 7n can cure people, it’s more cost 
effec7ve and will save lives. Why can’t SA not following in India’s 
footsteps regarding this maper? T

2021-01-17 
07:56:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why get jnto a panuc abput a vaccine when there areother 
proven alterna7ves? The body's natural immunity has been 
compromised by all this sani7ser, social distancing and mask 
wearing, and Ivermec7n works. The lockdowns have placed 
millions into starva7on but the anc wastes money on a vaccine! 
Get the country working again. Stop these vicious lockdowns 
and allow the use of Ivermec7n. Jenny

2021-01-17 
06:11:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not want any vaccine! Vaccines take many years of research 
n tes7ng before considered to be given to people.  Ivermic7n is 
an available drug which Drs say is all we need. I do not trust Bill 
Gates wth his "quick fix" money making racketeering.  Theres 
not enough proof that this vaccine wont have serious side 
effects in the short to long term future either. What will be the 
side effects  5yrs from now? And it is our Cons7tu7onal right to 
have the freedom of choice whether we want to have this 
vaccine or not! The gov cannot force us to be vaccinated  wen 
going out to Malls etc. And besides ive read in fact that Covid is 
in actual a Bacteria not a virus. And a vaccine is therefore 
obsolete in purpose. I believe this is just a scare tac7c to humans 
so that pharmaceu7cal companies can fill their coffers.  And ive 
also read the american researchers  used a  lung membrame of a 
male 14 week old fetus to test the vaccine. This revolts me and i 
would never ever go for any vaccine, no maper which country it 
comes from. Ivermic7n for me! Thank you. Mary

2021-01-16 
22:01:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why has the medicines and especially Ivermec7n that was found 
to be helping and curing Covid 19 not been approved by 
Government ?  Why have they not sat down with proffesors and 
doctors and discuss these alterna7ves would it not be beper 
than these vaccines that has not passed the test  as to a lack of 
7me and was rushed through all processes . Deon

2021-01-16 
21:21:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

 Voordat daar nie beter en langer navorsing gedoen is oor die 
effek van die inen7ng op ander onderliggende siektes nie, is ek 
nie oortuig dat dit effek7ef is nie. Daar moet wyer gesoek word 
na alterna7ewe soos ivermec7n ens. Die ontwikkelings tydperk 
van die entstof was veels te gou. Riana

2021-01-16 
20:32:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Seen to many people die from it. I would say the 
parliamentarians should be first to receive it, that is from 
Ramaphosa, cele, zuma, mhkizi and all other ministers,  thank 
you. Steven 

2021-01-16 
19:51:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South Africa is not a rich country. Educate people about health, 
immunity, how to look amer themselves. Promote cheap 
alterna7ves like geing daily sunshine, vit C supplementa7on, 
ea7ng lots of vegetables, growing their own vegetables, cuing 
out sugar, avoiding toxins, etc.  The fast food industry should be 
regulated so that our people are not poisoned by inflamma7on 
causing seed oils, sugars, gmo's, processed milk, overuse of 
wheat products, msg under its many names, etc.  
The impulsive rollout of vaccines with no long term safety 
studies will do a lot of damage to our poor and suffering people. Henri

2021-01-16 
18:02:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Cynthia 

2021-01-16 
17:40:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Nobody or no doctors or ins7tu7ons all over the world have or 
can prove without any shadow of doubt that any vaccine for the 
Corona 19 virus is en7rely effec7ve. 
According to my knowledge the vaccine contains very harmful 
metals and chemicals that will eventually cause au7sm and very 
harmful diseases. 
It has also been proved that with these metals in our 
bloodstream  it will be easier to track our every movements via 
the internet. We will become like animals, controlled by 
uneducated and unqualified bafoons. 
Not once has the government ever proposed  healthier living by 
construc7ng a healthier lifestyle programme and recommending 
the use of addi7onal vitamins that will combat this and any 
virus. 
With all the money being stolen from us the taxpayer's, it would 
be easy to supply everyone all the vitamins they need, "FREE OF 
CHARGE". 
Whatever we do, we must research as much as we can while we 
s7ll have the chance to do so. 
The acceptance of this unproven vaccine is just the beginning of 
the new world order. 

Edmond 
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2021-01-16 
17:40:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines are killing and having horrific effects on people 
world wide. I have a human right to refuse these vaccines while 
there are safer drugs which have been used for many years in 
the market like ivermec7n that can stop this virus. Many doctors 
worldwide who are not on the payroll of the drug cartels and 
that homicidal maniac Bill Gates who wants to remove most of 
the human race are totally against these vaccines. People who 
try to force these vaccines on humanity should be found guilty 
of mass extermina7on like the nazis in world war 2. This is 
genocide on a grand scale. We have to fight this onslaught if we 
want to survive. This goes against the Nuremberg laws. We have 
the right and choice as to what is put into our bodies.. If the 
powers that be want a mass worldwide uprising then let them 
go ahead and force this on  humanity. Let all the poli7cians take 
this vaccine first so that we can see what happens. If they all 
survive and they can prove that we will receive exactly the same 
vaccine that they received then we can talk. I am sick and 7red 
of being pushed around by people that are greedy for money. 
Remember one life taken is one too many. May our Creator step 
in and destroy these creatures. 

Clive

2021-01-16 
16:38:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I mwould prefer to be given the more proven Ivermec7n as a 
precau7onary drug regula7ly ..like the Maleria areas have done 
for decades than have an untested vaccine shot Even if the 
Governments have spent money to procure it ! 
I would wait for the two year tes7ng period of the vaccine to 
pass if I have a choice Jane

2021-01-16 
16:25:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are many alterna7ves to tackle the virus, amongst 
Colloidal Silver as well as plasma medicines. 
Due to the rapid virus muta7on and manufacturing vaccines , 
the effec7veness is minimal. 
Also it is the right of every human to decide to have vaccina7on 
or not. Guido

2021-01-16 
15:57:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I refuse to be vaccinated against COVID OR ANY OTHER 
PATHOGEN!! 

SINCE THE START OF TIME, ALL CREATURES HAVE HAD LINEAGES 
SURVIVING/THRIVING, INTO THEIR FUTURES, DUE TO 
INTERMINGLING TO BUILD BIOLOGICALLY-DRIVEN-HERD-
DEFENCES!! 

Any requirement for medica7on should be as a LAST-RESORT-
INTERVENTION! 

The ONLY AVAILABLE, REASONABLE, COST/EFFECTIVE, TRIED-
AND-TESTED INTERVENTION...NOW... IS IVERMECTIN!! 

This GOVERNMENTALLY-ORGANISED VACCINE,  supplied via 
W.H.O/OTHER-INTERESTED-PARTIES, is RISKY!!!  

IT TAKES MANY YEARS TO DEVELOP  A REDUCED-RISK-
VACCINE.....THIS BATCH IS PREMATURELY ISSUED....STIPULATED 
ON THE BOTTLE to BE WITHOUT GUARANTEES OF SUCCESS!!!! 

THAT IS SUSPICIOUS....DANGEROUS!!!....UNFIT FOR HUMAN-
CONSUMPTION!! Tony

2021-01-16 
13:41:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Freda

2021-01-16 
12:51:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Do not trust the WHO or our Government one bit. Ricky

2021-01-16 
12:45:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is scien7fically not a vaccine It is not 100% effec7ve. Big side 
effects Ivermec7n is a good source against covid an is a few 
Rands. 
But ok, no high ranking government person can have kick backs 
out of  Ivermec7n. r

2021-01-16 
12:16:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I do not trust anything government does Dirk

2021-01-16 
11:43:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Virus will keep on mu7ng. Will expensive vaccine be effec7ve 
amer 6 months???  
Not enough research on long term effects! Ems

2021-01-16 
11:34:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel strongly that Ivermec7n, hydroxy chloroquine and such 
treatments to treat infected people is more effec7ve and less 
costly than new, unproven blanket vaccina7ons... Bryan

2021-01-16 
11:27:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Everybody is on the bandwagon to make money out of untested 
and uncer7fied Covid injec7ons! For the 7me being I'll s7ck to 
Ivermec7n because it works if you rub it on your skin. Why is the 
death rate in Africa lower than in SA? Because they have been 
using Ivermec7n for many years for river blindness (An eye 
disease) Who are the first suppliers of Covid injec7ons? India! 
Who is the biggest suppliers of generic medicines in SA? India!! jan
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2021-01-16 
10:03:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not take the vaccine. It has not been tested enough. Other 
vaccines have taken years to develope and are safe. There are 
too many stories of people geing sick and even dying amer the 
vaccine. I don't like the fact that it changes the DNA. We object 
to gene7cally engineered vegetables and here we are wan7ng it 
do to humans. If a person is affected with a condi7on such as  
bells palsy amer the vaccina7on it can never be cured because 
the DNA has been changed.  We are created by God with our 
specific  special individual DNA so who do we think we are to 
change it. 
It is much beper to import medicines that have been proved to 
heal covid than to  jab them with an unknown vaccine. To make 
the vaccina7on compulsory is against the Nuremberg 
Conven7on where it is illegal to force someone to take any 
medica7on of any sort. Helen

2021-01-16 
09:27:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is a misconcep7on, it has nothing to do with 
providing immunity. I'm not going to comment further , I have 
already been labelled people MUST do their own research, then 
inform the truth. Robert

2021-01-16 
08:46:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Tilly

2021-01-16 
08:35:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Injec7ons are full of harmful toxins. Please purchase Ivermec7m Michelle 

2021-01-16 
08:15:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) JOY

2021-01-16 
07:45:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Doctors have sworn a Hippocra7c oath which is to do no harm. 
They must honour it. The vaccine contains MRC5 which is 
harmful. There is too much informa7on available that suggests 
the vaccine is deadly Elizabeth 

2021-01-16 
06:49:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not support the government spending tax payers money on 
a untested, dangerous and rushed vaccine! Especially in light of 
the FACT that there is a safe and much cheaper quicker op7on. 
Ivermec7n! The government needs to do the right thing for its 
ci7zens and protect our economy our health and our autonomy 
by clearing the use of Ivermec7n, providing the people with the 
correct dosages as well as Vit D and VitC and educa7ng the 
public about good nutri7on and healthy lifestyles. Open the 
beaches and encourage your ci7zens to get out in the fresh air!   
This is what will turn this debacle around. Vaccines will make us 
more ill and who knows what the long term effects could turn 
out to be! Stop playing Russian roulepe with your ci7zens!! Jodi 

2021-01-16 
06:43:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alles wat die regerinh probeer doen is ń mislukking. Laat die 
privaat sektor toe om sy bydrae te doen. 
Ek voorsien dat net so met die Covid uitbetalings en bestellings 
weer groot korupsie gaan plaas vind. marius

2021-01-16 
06:30:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lana 

2021-01-16 
01:48:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The decision to be vaccinated is mine as resident in a free 
country.  Willis

2021-01-16 
01:26:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

. HIV had been around for how long but no vaccine  has been 
iden7fied for it. How can they suddenly have a vaccine for Covid.  
Ivermec7m  has been used locally in the treatment with success. 
Now these  Drs  are  being monitored. Who stands to gain from 
this vaccine saga.  Pharmacu7cal companies and those officials . 
We have seen the corrup7on with PPEs . Ivermec7m is  a 
cheaper op7on.  Our people are not guinea pigs. All those 
Ministers and  Professors must first use it on themselves. Farieda

2021-01-15 
23:53:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gideon

2021-01-15 
22:39:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is being used with 100% syccess in India!   l have a 
Cons7tu7onal Right to safe medica7on of my choice, like 
Ivermec7n.  Government should  be sued for viola7ng those 
rights by forcefully removing this safe and readily available drug 
that is alredy saving countless lives... Mark

2021-01-15 
22:23:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Covid scenario is a complete crime against humanity 
worldwide, unfortunately people are not aware of the fact that 
they are currently being lied to. It is the work of the the New 
World order and it is taking away all our rights as people and 
South African government are aware of this. We are peons to 
government as well as Guinea pigs. I believe that this vaccine will 
kill lots of people Emmaren7a

2021-01-15 
21:59:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not had sufficient tes7ng. 
The money would be beper spent on treatments instead of 
vaccines as this thing mutates so quickly that the vaccine will not 
be able to guard against the new forms.  
Lastly once again this is an open door for government 
corrup7on. Harry 

2021-01-15 
21:59:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lloyd 

2021-01-15 
21:51:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Apparently we dont have the money to purchase enough 
jabs.....tax payers must cough up and petrol increase...we lost 
billions from beer and alcohol sales...SAB withdrew 
investments....millions are without jobs and income 
Why i ask, why not use Ivermec7n thays been around for 
decades instead of injec7ons that had not properly been 
tested??and will costs millions to allmost nothing of Ivermec7n. 
We dont have years to ponder and wait...people are dying !!!pls 
act immediately and forget the racketeering...think about the 
poor people for a change Pat
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2021-01-15 
21:01:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly I must ques7on the inten7ons of the President. Why is he 
so set on vaccina7ons when there is a more feasible solu7on? 
Why has he banned the use of Ivermec7n when it clearly has 
been shown to be effec7ve not only against covid, but as a 
prophylaxis against it. Added to which it is clear these 
'vaccina7ons' have not proved to be safe and cannot be effec7ve 
against a muta7ng virus. If the president has secured vaccine 
from India, why is he not geing the covid packs from them too, 
which contain Ivermec7on in addi7on to other medica7ons. I 
feel the president needs to be impeached as he has sold us out 
to Bill Gates and cohorts who are pushing for the en7re world to 
be 'vaccinated' with an unsafe substance, and we are not your 
guinea pigs. It should be the choice of the people whether they 
want to be vaccinated or take Ivermec7n. Shirley

2021-01-15 
20:21:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why waste taxpayers money on an unproven vaccine that has 
not been subjected to proper tes7ng?? Ivermec7n has been 
tested and IS effec7ve. Why has govt stopped Ivermec7n, simple 
answer, NO MONEY in it for them!! Why would any sound-
minded person risk their life with an untested and unproven 
vaccine?? The UK is suppor7ng the use of Ivermec7n, so SA 
should rather follow suit, instead of having a side deal with 
India.They are supposed to save lives, not destroy them. Avarice 
is the mother of all evil!!  Money, them and pure greed!The only 
thought govt put into this was, how much can they make, steal 
for themselves. Chris

2021-01-15 
19:48:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I’ve never had a flu vaccine. I’ve been okay. With this vaccine you 
need two injec7ons. 
It hasn’t been proven. Rita
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2021-01-15 
19:44:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am completely opposed to deploy the so-called covid vaccines 
as they stand today, for the following reasons : 

- the technology used is dangerous. It involves m-RNA 
introduc7on through injec7on, embedded in polyethylene glycol 
( PEG ) nanopar7cles and is as such NOT a vaccine.  Amer the 
SARS outbreak in 2002-2003 in Hong Kong, several 
pharmaceu7cal Cies tried to develop a vaccine based on this 
same approach during 18 years. They ALL failed during the 
animal tryouts. Amer the 2 vaccina7on shots, the test animals 
then were exposed to the "wild virus"- and 1) either they died 
massively due to cytokine storms, 2) they became severely ill, 
worse than the unvaccinated animals, 3) a majority became 
infer7le. 

- also the "carrier"( PEG ) can cause severe adverse allergic 
reac7ons. 

- the m-RNA uses the ribosomes of ones' own cells to produce 
the spike-proteins of covid ( which are very similar to HIV spike 
proteins ) so as to induce an immune respons. Amer the 2nd 
vaccina7on, this response is geing very strong.  BUT immune 
responses have to be carefully controlled by the infected 
persons innate immune response system, otherwise a citokine 
storm may develop which kills the infected person :  an amplified 
immune reac7on then starts apacking the own organs, leading 
to death ( citokine storm ) - and exactly this was experienced 
during the previous animal test apempts with m-RNA vaccines. 

- NOW,  for the new "vaccines" who are developed within say 8 
months, animal trials are simply SKIPPED. SKIPPED. WE are now 
the guinea pigs. The first results are in : people dying shortly 
amer geing their first shot, paralysis cases, anaphylac7c shocks, 
people geing covid infected amer vaccina7on, vaccinated 
people geing HIV posi7ve amerwards, the works. 

- the long-term effects are completely unknown. Poten7al and 
well known risks are infer7lity, cancer, HIV, gene7c modifica7on 
of ones'own DNA. All of these are irreversible. 

- there ARE effec7ve treatments against covid : 
hydroxychloroquine/Zn/azxytromycine or Ivermec7ne ( which is 
forbidden for this use in SAfrica - why? ) 

- to start at the root of the problem : there IS no pandemic. 
Below age 65, 0.05% of the popula7on covid infected dies, like 
with ANY flue. Above that age, it is a mere 0.23%. The average 
age of covid deaths is 80+ and all had 2-3 underlying other 
severe ilnesses. ( heart problems, diabetes, lung problems, 
cancer, .. ). Those people were already on "death row". 

- There is only a "test"pandemic. The PCR tests are worthless : 
non-specific, not suited for diagnos7cs ( as stated by it's invenor, 
Kary Mullis ), cannot confirm infec7on and certainly not  
infectability, and when the Tc ( threshold cut off )  values used in 
PCR tests are higher than 25, most of the posi7ve results are 
false posi7ves. Today, Tc's of 35 and more are being used and 
nothing is standardised. For geing an acceptable PCR test 
specificity, 3 primers should be used in the test. Currently, only 1 
primer ( of unknown origin )  is used.  And even then, a posi7ve 
PCR test only can confirm that a small RNA fragment of 
"something" matching the covid RNA is in ones'system. 

- presently, it is said that 20.000+ people died from covid in 2020 
in South Africa. Other diseases, like the flue, pneumonia, .... all 
"disappeared"- everything is now covid and declared a 
"pandemic". Now, what about the 200.000+ deaths EACH YEAR 
in South Africa because of TBC and HIV combined? THAT's 
apparently "not a problem" and TBC infected people do NOT 
have to wear a mask or live isolated. While TBC is airborne, by 
the way, and can be treated 

Concluding : stop this SCAM. People are not caple, and some can 
even THINK. Start vaccina7ng the poli7cians pushing this, and in 
5 years, we will know. Hendrik

2021-01-15 
18:40:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have a seasonal flu with a 97% recovery rate and proven 
treatments such as Ivermec7n which SAHPRA refuses to allow 
into the country although India is trea7ng people with success. Robin

2021-01-15 
17:16:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ian

2021-01-15 
16:55:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Over priced , no proof of side effects,  WHO driven, government 
filling own pockets again at expense of tax payers, further 
invasion of private rights, lockdown has been huge scam and 
doesn’t work as proved by increasing infec7ons and more Ken

2021-01-15 
16:13:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not believe  in a vaccine that claims to be effec7ve amer 6 
months of being in the making, any vaccine takes years to be 
perfected. Many healthy people around the world have died 
within days of being vaccinated . I refuse to be a Ginny pig.  

Alma

2021-01-15 
16:06:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been tested and alters DNA, we should 
pursue  ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine. Renato
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2021-01-15 
15:42:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No Chris7an can jus7fy approving  vaccine that contains any 
human (foetus) material. I will therefor not concede or approve - 
not only for me, but for the sake of humanity!  My second 
objec7on is that it is very clear that it has not been scien7fically 
tested properly. 
Alterna7ve solu7on :  as a preventa7ve measure, provide 
medicines that iare definately showing a high percentage cure - 
like Ivermec7n Johan

2021-01-15 
15:27:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Why do you need a vaccine when there is a 99 % of recovery. Dee

2021-01-15 
15:09:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n and quinine with zinc have been outlawed but have 
many years of approved use for human treatment with liple or 
no side effect. The vaccine has been rushed with liple more than 
6 months, if that of tests on humans. Normally vaccines are 
tested for 5 to 15 years before being approved. The vaccine is 
also a totally new type using DNA altering chemicals that could 
have Serious long term side effects. Not enough tes7ng has been 
done. Ursula

2021-01-15 
15:02:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is proven by many doctors around the world that alterna7ve 
medicine is effec7ve to get rid of Covid 19. 
So no we will not take a vaccine that has very ques7onal 
ingerediant even that nobody trust. Joan

2021-01-15 
14:57:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n and Hydroxychloroquin are safe and has been proven 
to prevent the spread and healing of people who have Covid 19. 
Used successfully in many countries Herman

2021-01-15 
14:56:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vacina7on is not welcome at all as millions of people do 
nothing t trust the content of it. 
It also so far showed various ethnic deaths and illness on those 
who took it. 
Alterna7ve treatment are out winning this virus. 
We the people say no to this vacina7on. Victor

2021-01-15 
14:54:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ann

2021-01-15 
14:52:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In my opinion we should be allowed to select the type of 
vaccine. If I can afford Pfizer I should be allowed to get it at my 
own cost.  

Stephen 

2021-01-15 
14:43:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We don’t need a vaccine our bodies has an immune system to 
heel us. Eileen 

2021-01-15 
14:43:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We don’t need a vaccine our bodies has an immune system to 
heel us. Eileen 

2021-01-15 
13:49:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not have any faith in our present government that this 
vaccina7on program will not be just another opportunity for 
gross mismanagement and huge corrup7on by our current 
government. There are no long term trials on the safety or 
efficacy of these vaccines and they will cost South Africa a huge 
amount of money, which is unnecessary when there is already a 
much, much cheaper and known alterna7ve being Ivermec7n. Michela

2021-01-15 
13:13:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Johan

2021-01-15 
13:10:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not proved it works.Why do you want this in 
your body .No one knows if it works.No one knows long term 
effects. Human guinea pigs .Your choice. Rosina

2021-01-15 
12:44:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Normal vaccines took 3 to 5 years to develop and test now here 
they come along with one in less than 6 months, please this is 
just another big pharma ploy to make trillions while decima7ng 
the populace Clive

2021-01-15 
12:32:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It has not been sufficiently tested, it should not be mandatory, 
ivermec7n  should be allowed as an alterna7ve Sylvana

2021-01-15 
12:30:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Daar is geen manier waarop ek dit sal oorweeg om inen7ng te 
kry nie. Die manier waarop entstof in 'n rekordtyd ontwikkel is, 
die newe-effekte by mense wat reeds inge-ent is asook die 
berigte van omkopery deur farmaseu7ese reuse en besigheidslui 
wat duidelik alterna7ewe mo7ewe het, maak my uiters skep7es 
en bekommerd. 
Ivermek7en blyk 'n uiters doeltreffende en bekos7gbare 
alterna7ef te wees. WAAROM word dit deur die cANCer regering 
verbied? 
Dat ons wel 'n probleem het met oorbevolking wereldwyd, lei 
geen twyfel nie en daarom kan inen7ng gerus toegepas word in 
Indie en Afrika. Christo

2021-01-15 
11:36:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines have been inadequately researched and trials have 
been inconclusive.   
mRNV vaccines are not true vaccines and should not be  inflicted 
on the populous. Phyllis 

2021-01-15 
11:28:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ebeth

2021-01-15 
11:13:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

How many NWO agents (ANC) will take the vaccine? The 
vaccines are  not safe and will reduce the world popula7on. Jan

2021-01-15 
10:58:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government has reacted far too late and lied far too omen to 
have any credibility. The orivate sector should be allowed to be 
involved in the procurement and distribu7on of vaccines or 
remedies, such as Ivomec7n. David

2021-01-15 
10:05:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jan
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2021-01-15 
09:53:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are we uable to follow examples. e.g. Australia & New 
Zealand have the disease under control yet, we are unable to 
follow there example!!!! John

2021-01-15 
09:44:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not take the vaccine I don't trust it & people should have 
the choice to take it or not or obtain an alterna7ve like 
ivermec7n Joan

2021-01-15 
09:16:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I cannot support any of these vaccines, because of the simple 
fact that there is not enough 7me spent on the nega7ve effects 
of these. 

Gerda

2021-01-15 
09:05:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With the current recovery rate, why the vaccine? What is the 
composi7on of the product? During tes7ng, how many animals/
people have died? Why will it change one's DNA and to what 
extend? What are the long term effects? What are the effects to 
unborn babies or pregnant women? 
There are just too many unanswered ques7ons. 
The vaccine is not a "silver bullet" and is not intended to cure or 
prevent the spreading of Covid. 

This is a waste of 7me and money and the ANC government 
cannot guarantee the success rate in any event. Thank you but 
no thank you.. Hennie

2021-01-15 
08:44:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek vertrou nie die vrede nie.  Dis nog nie behoorlik getoets nie.  
Sukkel al dekades om entstof teen griep te kry en nou skierlik 
iets vir covert, onsin. 
Daar word openlik gepraat van vermindering van die wereld 
populasie met n derde, snaaks dat SA soveel entstof kry wat 
genoeg is om twee derdes van die populasie te kan inent.  Ek 
laat my nie inent nie, kom ons kyk oor drie jaar as die vacinne 
inskop hoe die mense begin sterf.   My beskeie opinie. Siebert

2021-01-15 
08:43:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is to come from India??  
We have 3 vaccines being developed right here in our country.  
The next obvious choice is to obtain a vaccine from China. 
Really?? Where the virus originated??? 
The long-term effects have not yet been determined. How can 
this impact on our future genera7ons? 
Why has Ivermec7n been banned? It seems to be an excellent 
answer to the curbing of the virus. Oh, but then who is going to 
line their own pockets illegally?  
I shudder to think of the corrup7on that will stem from any of 
these vaccines or medica7ons. 

Hugo

2021-01-15 
08:19:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It does not make sense how a vaccine manufactured for a 
specific strain of the virus can be effec7ve for a constantly 
muta7ng virus. Why vaccinate if we have a 99% recovery? I am 
in my 60’s and currently have Covid. I am doing fine right now. 
Further if lockdowns and mask worked then why do people s7ll 
get it?? Doesn’t make sense. M

2021-01-15 
08:04:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine is unproven. It is against my wish not to be vaccinated. 
Abandon lockdown and create crowd immunity and the virus like 
in all previous years will disappear. mari

2021-01-15 
07:56:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

vaccines  take years to  develop no ways will I have that in my 
system people are known to have died  a few hours amer geing 
the so called vaccines  !!! Mark

Eastern Cape 37

2021-01-30 
18:39:52

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This "rollout" is in compliance with WHO and Gates. I REFUSE 
THE POISON, AT ALL COST!!! It is NOT about our health! Why 
would any sane, awake person want a vaccine that does NOT 
end 'covid', when the survival rate is 99.7%???? When they STILL 
want masks etc?? NO! Bring on Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquine, 
and make it AFFORDABLE for the very poor and des7tute!!! john

2021-01-28 
15:29:21

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Harriep

2021-01-28 
15:26:27

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Harriep

2021-01-26 
16:04:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccina7on has not been tested. It is not safe. 
Ivermec7n is the cheaper solu7on. DAWN

2021-01-23 
12:08:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not had trials for long enough . We should be 
able to choose what medica7on we would prefer Jackie 

2021-01-23 
12:08:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not had trials for long enough . We should be 
able to choose what medica7on we would prefer Jackie 

2021-01-21 
20:25:50

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Karen

2021-01-21 
11:21:57

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Do not want vaccine, approve Ivermec7n.  Can not trust our 
government to have our best interest at heart. Another 
oppertunity  to steal. Linda

2021-01-20 
12:47:25

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This rollout is a draconian apempt at total control of all 
individuals, for a 'virus' that has yet to be isolated in a lab, OR a 
human; for something that has a HIGHER survival rate than Flu. 
There are TWO known, effec7ve and SAFE alterna7ves; 
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n. In India you can buy a 'kit' 
comprised of Ivermec7n, Zinc tablets and Doxycyclene - for 
$2.65. - dose for one person. The rollout has zero to do with our 
health. ZERO!! I say NO! NO! NO! To this evil. The damage it 
causes to a human, the deaths it causes...NO!!! john

2021-01-19 
15:25:50

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I only see more corrup7on taking place. Somebody is going to fill 
their pockets again. Charmaine
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2021-01-19 
12:32:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The 'vaccine' is not fully reliable as per the various 
manufacturers. 
The sta7s7cs of deaths from Covid 19 is inflated.  Listen to what 
Boris Johnson has to say about the 'vaccine' containing Nano 
robots to check on everything each person does. 

He says "Nowhere to hide"! 

I do not trust the powers that be. 

Other countries uses Ivermec7n amer tes7ng  trials for safety on 
humans.  Why not use their documentary proof?  Ivermec7n 
was approved a schedule 3 drug. Check register of the Control of 
Medicines. the registra7on fees were stpped being paid at some 
stage according to Dr Wicus Nienaber. 

The survival rate will go back to 93% (and that was without 
Ivermec7n!) 

No there are lots of lies going around!! Lodewikus

2021-01-18 
21:54:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't believe vaccines can be effec7ve on a virus thst is 
constantly muta7ng. I also believe there are proven credible 
drugs that are inexpensive that can prevent the spread  such as 
ivermec7n. I also believe that if people are taught to make 
healthier lifestyle choices and encouraged to do so the many 
underlying issues would be less ie obesity, type 2 diabetes  
hypertension etc. Its interes7ng that the townships where few 
people are con7nually wearing masks and where social 
distancing is difficult due to overcrowded accommoda7on that 
there are not so many infec7ons or deaths. Laurepe 
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2021-01-18 
19:29:21

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hello - I will not allow an experimental, unproven vaccine to be 
inserted in to my body. Numerous reports and witnesses of 
extreme adverse reac7ons and deaths, are proof of it's 
ineffec7veness on many people. 
As a preven7on protocol, or if I feel Covid 19 symptoms coming 
on, I would like to have uninhibited access to Ivermec7n or 
Hydroxychloroquine or similar medicines, which based on many 
reports are effec7ve. In fact, the Malaria preven7on drugs in 
Africa, are called the Sunday drugs, because everyone, including 
children take them every Sunday to prevent Malaria etc. If we 
did this in RSA, all our children could go back to school and 
adults to work to revive our economy and prevent the current 
abject poverty and misery. Many of the people that have died 
would s7ll be alive.  
I have also heard from reliable sources, that 90% of all donor 
funding for the South African Health Regulatory Authority 
(SAHPRA) comes from the Bill & Melinda Gates Founda7on, 
which is probably why they have withdrawn Ivermec7n  approval 
for use in RSA. They want to promote the experimental vaccines, 
sponsored by Gates, to be forced upon us. 
I can go on about this maper ad nauseum, but I will leave with 
the request to allow us or our doctors, to choose the medicine 
we want, as part of our human rights. Have a nice day! 

hpps://rumble.com/vctvfx-ivermec7n-is-legal-in-sa.html 

Please share across your email and social media channels. 

Once again we thank Scop Cundill for his hard work to expose 
this. It is sad that he is no longer directly involved in NewERA, 
but welcome his insights. 

Please join our class ac7on against SAHPRA here. 

THE NEWERA 

FREDERICK

2021-01-18 
12:52:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) adrian

2021-01-18 
09:17:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marie

2021-01-18 
08:36:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Kevin
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2021-01-17 
11:41:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There in no need for vaccines. There are many other alterna7ve 
solu7ons. Also when have you heard of a vacine been put 
together in such a short 7me. I do not trust anything this 
government does in the interests of its people. Time has already 
proven that. So NO, NO to the vacine. JENNY

2021-01-17 
11:31:39

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is clear evidence of deadly side effects to this vaccine. Our 
bodies have their own immunity system. Even the vaccine only 
s7mulates our own immunity system put there by God. The risk 
with this vaccine is that the risky vaccine tells the mmunity 
system to apack the body of the one injected. Lastly, if this 
government really meant its rules for the people's good, they 
would have changed the treatments and stopped listening to 
WHO and UN . Geert

2021-01-17 
07:10:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Give the vaccine to the president. I am not interested Tina

2021-01-17 
07:03:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ivermec7n has proved itself and is less expensive David

2021-01-16 
21:09:19

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would prefer to rather go for alterna7ve medica7on because I 
don't believe the vaccines were sufficiently tested. Chris7ne

2021-01-16 
19:45:03

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I absolutely detest this vaccine. I consider this to be a control 
measurement for governments. I prefer ivermec7n 
I have done my homework maree

2021-01-16 
19:27:41

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Hans

2021-01-16 
18:42:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gavin

2021-01-16 
13:52:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines are ALL  a risk because NONE of them are properly 
tested, nor is all the data fully available. 
A large percentage of the popula7on have had Covid; they are 
ummunised.  Another sizeable por7on are the popula7on are 
normally resistant in terms of naturally strong cons7tu7on, and/
or good an7body response.  The old and infirm are those who 
need vacaccine, at the same 7me they are the ones who should 
only receive a proven safe vaccine.   
So vaccines are a risk at present, and a low necessity all round. 
Furthermore the persistence of immunity amer vaccina7on 
cannot be any longer than the persistence of  immunity amer 
infec7on and recovery.  So far this is proven to be right months 
and coun7ng, for recovered pa7ents.  The vaccine persistence is 
en7rely unpredicted, not even discussed in the literature.  
Normal flu shots have to be repeated yearly.  What is the 
prognosis, and agenda, for these various vaccines, into the 
future? 

That said, it must be noted primarily that this is not a deadly 
pandemic, there is abundant living proof and documenta7on 
from all around the world that early treatment with certain 
medica7ons is all but 100% effec7ve.  This life-saving 
informa7on is being suppressed by those who have the power to 
suppress infirma7on, for reasons we shall not discuss here.  The 
completely safe and (un7l last year) widely available an7-
malarial drug Planquenil, in conjunc7on with Azithromycin (to 
treat secondary infec7on) and zinc supplement (which is what 
kills the virus, the Planquenil delivers it into the cell chemistry 
effec7vely), is a proven cure.  Yet another proven cure is 
Ivermec7n with Doxycycline and zinc, with a similar ac7on. 
There are also two arthri7s drugs that have  some value, but 
nowhere near as effec7ve as of ge above two regimens.  
Because this disease is in fact highly curable, it cannot rate as a 
dangerous pandemic, except where the treatment that works is 
witheld.  It does not warrant a vaccine, therefore, especially not 
rushed, largely untested and already proven to be dangerous 
vaccines. 

Rolll out Planquenil and Ivermec7n treatment regimens and you 
will no longer have a pandemic: no masks needed, no closed 
schools, no great loss of employment na7on-wide.   
Because both drug regimens are en7rely safe at normal 
therapeu7c doses, even tes7ng is unnecessary, and certainly 
travel vaccine passports are nothing more than an apempt at 
preparing the wider popula7on of the world to be ever more 
dependant on certain ideological groupings, especially those 
who wish to remove na7onal sovereignty in favour of world 
government.  This is not conspiracy theory, those engineering it 
are open about what they are apemp7ng to do, it is no longer a 
secret.   

Mr Ramaphosa, anyone (including the minister of health) that 
does not act on this completely verifiable informa7o 
immediately, for the b at interests of millions of South Africans, 
is guilty of genocide. We the people of South Africa WILL see to 
it that jus7ce is done, and that swimly. Alf
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2021-01-16 
13:31:19

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These so called vaccines have been rushed through the 
manufacturing basis without extended  medical trials being 
performed to prove the effec7veness of the product nor have 
they established what the long term effects could be.   Serious 
repercussions have been seen throughout the world and I do not 
trust being told to take something that has not been properly 
tested.   Various trials have been conducted by medical 
ins7tu7ons using   Invermec7n  over a period of 7me, and have 
been found to be rela7vely safe and effec7ve  in trea7ng  similar 
viruses  to Covid.     This would would be far cheaper than the so 
called vaccines,  which I am lead to believe  have pathological 
consequences to them. Thomas

2021-01-16 
12:02:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elsa

2021-01-16 
09:30:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek sal en my familie en vriende en kinders en kleinkinders die 
goed toelaat in ons . Ons is deur die fake en gemaakte 
pandemie....ek of ons weet wat die doel van dit is !!!!  In 40 jaar 
kon hulle nie eers n oplossing   vind om n gewone griep te stuit 
nie .....so kom nou in 6 maande kan nou n inspui7ng ontwikel 
wat teen die ding kan stop......vir tel dit vir die 
dommes .....meskien glo hulle die twak!!! Ons ken Bill Gates se 
planne !!! Jaco 

2021-01-16 
09:11:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n and immune boosters to the masses is a more cost 
effec7ve solu7on. C

2021-01-16 
07:09:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is concrete evidence that vaccines have never cured any  
illness. It is a money-making business by the big pharma 
companies. There are so many alterna7ve methods available to 
keep our bodies healthy. Vaccines have been proven to be 
dangerous and health-threatening and these vaccines have not 
even been tested properly. It is 7me that people were educated 
and that we have an enlightened government and health-care 
system which actually works in the interests of the popula7on. 
Stop dumbing South Africans down. We are not stupid, we are 
just misinformed and condi7oned to believe that our "elders" 
have our best interests at heart. We are being sold a big lie and 
have been for centuries. All this is about to implode and people 
will be shocked when they find out the truth. Ursula

2021-01-16 
06:39:03

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ginepe

2021-01-16 
00:03:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Anyone with half a brain would do what India is doing and 
distribute Ivermec7n to their people. This all the while they one 
of the largest manufacturers of the vaccine and are 
manufacturing to distribute to other countries, mainly Africa. 
Why? 
blob:hpps://web.whatsapp.com/
9b53c77a-436c-491d-9ad6-7ecb6e463dc6 

Ray

2021-01-15 
16:34:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our government is leading us on. They have wasted and stolen 
and now want to fill their pockets with the money from an 
inadequately tested vaccine (several people who took it dead 
already in different parts of the world). No. Thanks. 
Ivermec7n has been around, especially in Africa and is totally 
safe for humans, and so is Hydroxychoroquine.  
But I guess they are too cheap and too easy a solu7on.  

Elma

2021-01-15 
14:56:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Eleanor 

2021-01-15 
14:44:51

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Abrie

2021-01-15 
11:54:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no evidence on the safety of the vaccines . As per usual 
the Govt  
have acted as amateurs in handling the whole maper which they 
have bungled as per usual  
The management and Board of SAHPRA should be dismissed  
amer being charged for the loss of life caused by their inefficient 
handling of the Ivermec7n Registra7on . Eddie

2021-01-15 
10:48:52

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Arther

Mpumalanga 20

2021-01-28 
14:14:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elizabeth 
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2021-01-25 
17:01:34

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I and my family's main concern is that ANY Covid 19 vaccine 
provided to the SA Government, whether free, subsidised, or 
paid for, will be an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine, as no proven vaccine 
has been sa7sfactorily developed in the very short 7me since 
Covid 19 was detected, and therefore no totally SAFE or 
EFFECTIVE vaccine can yet be available at this 7me, regardless of 
what the public have been told by the manufacturers, the 
Government, or the WHO. If one is vaccinated or "immunised", 
one is in fact taking part in an experimental trial, and cannot 
hold the manufacturer or related par7es liable for any adverse 
reac7on such as an allergic reac7on, nega7ve long term effects, 
or even death and compensa7on for said death. I and my family 
therefore demand that the known and proven alterna7ve 
treatments be made available to all who choose to take those 
that we consider safe, and at our own risk, based on what 
reliable informa7on we have currently to hand. It therefore 
follows that we will not accept any apempt to enforce the 
mandatory administraton of any experimental vaccine for Covid 
19 (whatever the iden7fied strain). REX 

2021-01-24 
08:42:34

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I believe government must look to alterna7ves Casper

2021-01-20 
13:24:15

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have studied, numerous research programs on the efficacy of 
Ivermec7n and it appears to be a safe cure for Covid 19. What I 
do not comprehend, is why the ANC govt, deny us the 
availability of this alterna7ve to vaccines. Vaccines with a 
suspected track record and weird amer affects. There must be 
some sinister reason. Is it because it does not contain Bill Gate's, 
nano tracking mechanism? Or if available on the open market, 
the ANC  govt has nothing to loot? 
Ivermec7n is tried and tested since the seven7es, oppose to 
vaccines not properly tested over a reasonable  period of 7me r 
for possible ramer affects.   
I personally will not opt for any  vaccina7on against Covid. Johann 

2021-01-19 
09:01:49

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should be free to choose ... 
I have had covid so why on earth would I want a vaccine God s 
an7body's will work so much beper than man's concoc7on. 
I do not want to be controlled buy taking away my free will Patricia

2021-01-19 
09:01:47

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should be free to choose ... 
I have had covid so why on earth would I want a vaccine God s 
an7body's will work so much beper than man's concoc7on. 
I do not want to be controlled buy taking away my free will Patricia

2021-01-19 
09:01:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should be free to choose ... 
I have had covid so why on earth would I want a vaccine God s 
an7body's will work so much beper than man's concoc7on. 
I do not want to be controlled buy taking away my free will Patricia

2021-01-19 
09:01:29

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We should be free to choose ... 
I have had covid so why on earth would I want a vaccine God s 
an7body's will work so much beper than man's concoc7on. 
I do not want to be controlled buy taking away my free will Patricia

2021-01-18 
16:41:26

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Flip

2021-01-18 
08:48:13

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Why use a unproved vaccine wheras  Ivermecton proved to cure Koos

2021-01-17 
09:24:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is pure poison, untested and design to maime/kill/
destroy  people irrespec7ve of age, group or status.   
There is alterna7ves  - use the exis7ng  TESTED and proved  
meds available,  not some imported poison!!!! Annemarie

2021-01-16 
22:45:03

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No flu vaccine on flu ever works because the 7pe of flu gange 
from year to year 
In my hole life 7me I did not take one flu vaccine and for this I 
will sertenley not take it Coert

2021-01-16 
22:06:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have said from the beginning that under no circumstances will I 
have this vaccine, I believe that this whole issue is a load of crap. 
I’m not saying that people aren’t geing sick and God help those 
who have died. BUT this is a man made virus ? they can’t 
possibly have a vaccine already because it takes years of tes7ng 
and studying the disease and what will help. How long has the 
Flu vaccine been around and yet it s7ll doesn’t cover the 
different strains. WHY has this Government banned  Ivermec7n? 
At the very least they should allow the medical Doctors  to  give 
their pa7ent a chance by following all the correct informa7on 
and protocols.  They should allow the body to build up its 
immunity Personally I believe this is just another way this 
Government in par7cular is going to be puing money in their 
pockets. So no in closing I personally refuse point blank to have 
the vaccine!!!!??? Fiona

2021-01-16 
15:28:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

No no no 

Start at Siril downwards....   
Andre

2021-01-16 
14:30:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why hesitate it and by goverment of the ANC? 
DONT TRUST THEM! A vd Merwe

2021-01-16 
12:50:57

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

God gave us natural bodies to fight against any disease. Bible 
says the herbs and spices will be your medicine.  In Him the 
great Healer IS my trust and so should everybody created by Him 
think!! Anne-Mari

2021-01-16 
06:35:08

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is yet another control,will rather use the alterna7ve over 
the counter proven drug. Tony

2021-01-15 
13:06:41

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine not properly tested and way to pricey.   Ivermec7n  
cheaper and effec7vel Loraine
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2021-01-15 
12:25:11

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The same old story. 
As soon as this anc govt sees a gap to make some more ill gopen 
bucks, they are in, and the corrup7on starts. 
This should be lem the the medical people to sort  out. 
It's just another way of screwing the people of this country, with 
another inflated cost. 

We are just taking the lead from the Italians (and reliable local 
Doctors,) and self medica7ng daily, with Asprin 100mg, (to thin 
the blood), and an7-inflammatory's (such as ARONIX or 
PARACETAMOL). 

The cause of this scam is a bacterium and this results in phelia- 
intervascular coagula7on of the veins, causing clots,  
(thrombosis), which reduces oxygen to the brain, heart and 
lungs, (hypoxia),  causes shortness of breath, (possibly death), 
which mainly targets those with a low immune system and the 
elderly. 

This is a world wide scan, created by the big powers to 
destabalise our economies and make our countries weak. 

I will never have the vaccine!!!!!!! 

Mike

2021-01-15 
10:40:34

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jurie

North West 11

2021-01-27 
09:40:15

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Akberally

2021-01-18 
04:41:05

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Susanna

2021-01-18 
02:50:52

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Susanna 
Elizabeth

2021-01-17 
19:49:15

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines have not been tested properly.... These are 
forced and us the people are used as ginnipigs... marian

2021-01-17 
17:43:51

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine will not stop the spreading and contrac7ng the 
virus. 
The virus keeps muta7ng into different strains and novaccine can 
cover all the strains. Needs years of research.  
Ivermec7n is the cure. Have proof hereof Estelle

2021-01-17 
12:48:42

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been scien7fically proven to have a 85%+ 
effec7veness to combat Corona virus. It is cheap so everyone 
can afford it. 
Some say this vaccine is a serious risk to your health. I've seen 
videos showing that it is micro chipped!!! 
I will NOT take it. 
Let the president be the first to take it (in a secure, controlled 
space to ensure no fraud/deceit can occur. Allan

2021-01-17 
02:52:08

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dit is nie aanvaarbaar nie die held wereld is inen7ngsmal. Hoe 
weet ons of hulle nie mst ons DNA wil peuter nie? Davie

2021-01-16 
20:17:33

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust the effec7veness of the vaccine and will not take it. 
It has not been tested sufficiently and side effects are not 
known. Ivermec7n seems to be a much beper solu7on and it is 
cheap and widely available. Henk 

2021-01-15 
19:04:28

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What did this goverment do with a success rate..........this will be 
again another open door for harvest of tax payers money. Louis

2021-01-15 
14:15:27

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust a hastly concocted vaccine and it had not been 
properly tested. 
I am also afraid that there is a hidden agenda behind it. Bernard

2021-01-15 
13:47:15

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't think these vaccines are fully tested. Besides the virus is 
muta7ng which as I understand it makes it less effec7ve. Dale

Limpopo 16

2021-01-26 
11:23:21 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Caroline

2021-01-23 
10:02:44 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

let the  upper government  and parliamentary subjects be the 
first recipients  of the  vaccine  to see  the  results  of  a  has7ly  
contrived  solu7on 

Stephen 

2021-01-19 
14:30:57 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If offered vaccine we have choice to accept one can choose 
what's best for the family. My personal opinion l will  chose the 
(Oxford Astra zeneca vaccine) is based on the SARS 1 surface  
structure and they have been working on it from 2003. They 
have been working on it for 18 years. I recommend my family to 
get this one.  
I am  certain it is available at GPs and Pharmacy.  

Blessings  
Your friend and brother a Servant of The Most High God in Jesus 
name.  

Rev Reuben Chapasuka MA.Th (UP). 
Snr Pastor  
Liberty Chris7an Fellowship Ministries. Rev Reuben 
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2021-01-19 
11:50:21 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Minda

2021-01-18 
22:06:04 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Harshad

2021-01-18 
19:03:36 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Deur die wêreld is daar nog geen bewyse dat enige inen7ng 
veilig is en dat dit inderdaad werk nie.  Ivermec7n is reeds met 
groot sukses deur ons vriende en familie gebruik veral in die 
voorkoming en vroeë behandeling van covid 19.  Vriende wat in 
direkte kontak was met posi7ewe covid pasiënte, wie gesterf 
het, het dadelik met ivermec7n behandeling begin en is nou 'n 
maand later,  nog steeds gesond.  Ander vriende wie posi7ef 
getoets het en reeds simptome getoon het, het na een 
behandeling met ivermec7n, reeds beterskap begin toon.   
I do not believe that the vacines are save.  Rouxnel

2021-01-18 
18:12:16 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alida Van

2021-01-17 
17:43:13 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine is developed to control and trace people where ever 
they are and to control the amount of people in the world.The 
ingredients in the vaccine as the fe7s of aborted children is not 
acceptable. Neels

2021-01-17 
16:06:23 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vacince has not been clinically tested to determine if there 
will be long term side effects. S7ck to what has been tested, 
been used over many years and what WORKS. We are not guinea 
pigs... Frans

2021-01-17 
15:14:43 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Covid vaccine is an absolute, blatant transgression of our human 
rights. Too date there are NO proof that vaccines are of any good 
to humans!!!! Daniel

2021-01-17 
10:19:40 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Was not tested properly.  Start by giving  it to the poli7cians as a 
trial if you want to enforce it. Do not give it to people with 
important posi7ons like medical personnel, teachers etc before 
it was properly tested. Use and issue Ivermec7n instead of the 
vaccine. E

2021-01-17 
08:24:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

They have not been able to find a vaccine for Aids, cancer, etc in 
MANY years of research now they want us to take an 
experimental biological agent that has not gone through all the 
neccessary trials??!! No way!!! 
Ivermec7n is cheap, freely available and has been PROVEN to 
work  as preventa7ve medicine as well as a cure for Covid-19. 
GIVE US IVERMECTIN!!! Edna

2021-01-17 
06:33:10 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ken

2021-01-16 
17:58:10 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Is there a vaccine for tuberculosis? Is there a vaccine for HIV? 
But there is a vaccine for covid which has only been around for 
about a year. Strange that they have managed to make a vaccine 
and test it  in so short a 7me. Very strange. We the humans are 
meant to be their Guinea pigs . Thanks , but no thanks. Leave me 
to take my chances with this orchestrated pandemic, Heather

2021-01-16 
14:04:19 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am totally against this. 
There are people dying within an hour amer they have receive 
this vaccine 
Other have seizures and become lame. 
Google and you will find many people having bad effect amer this 
vaccine 
The vaccine has already the Nanochip  with the code 666 this 
has been proved in which will be scanned and forcing people to 
take the vaccine. 
Bill Gates are targe7ng Africa to reduce the popula7on not only 
for Africa but the world to bring in the One World Orde by 2030 
fully in working. 
He is concerned that the virus is not working like they invented it 
to work in Africa and too less people are dying.  More viruses are 
planned and coming 
This is no good thing 
Make use of other methods. 
We know the Covid-19 is deadly but the number being quoted is 
all false Sarah

2021-01-16 
10:16:41 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Miekie

Northern Cape 3

2021-01-19 
12:19:50

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mary

2021-01-18 
07:52:59

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Herman 

2021-01-17 
08:56:30

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned  about the fact that the vaccine was produced so 
quickly and seeing that there is a second and third wave coming 
how effec7ve will this vaccine be and what will the side affects 
be, whereas taking a fairly inexpensive yet, at the moment, an 
unobtainable tablet which has been proved to be effec7ve is off 
limits, doesnt make sense. People should be given a choice, 
vaccine or tablet, I know what I would choose Cheryl

Outside SA 2
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2021-01-17 
22:54:22

Outside 
SA

New 
Zealand

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

So to summarise, the Covid19 vaccine... No guarantee... 
Does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
And increases your risk of Bell’s palsy, HIV and infer7lity to name 
a few ... as well as the DNA altering capability the worlds leading 

scien7st are warning ⚠ us about Tarin

2021-01-17 
20:42:36

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Louise

Mandatory vaccina7on 2607
Column E: Count:

business owner 607
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 62

2021-02-22 
07:08:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Teach people by show and tell to heal themselves naturally and 
take back their God given, natural rights to choose for 
themselves what works for them as individuals, and how to 
empower themselves and their loved ones to take care of their 
own health naturally, boost their immune systems by herd 
immunity, unmasking to mix freely with bacteria and viruses like 
we have done for millenia, respect nature because we are 
nature, choose love instead of fear, refuse to let poli7cians and 
so called medical experts rule the world and be your own leader 
on all levels. Niko 

2021-02-01 
10:53:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my choice!  This is natural law which can not be 
usurped by any government. For children that are not yet able to 
make an informed choice - that is their parents choice.  It is clear 
that this government (and others) under pressure from their 
handlers are hell bent on forcing their ci7zens to take a poison 
that does infinitely more harm than the so-called virus.  There 
are many low cost alterna7ves that works perfectly in 
elimina7ng the symptoms without the horrifying side effects.  If 
this government has any usable brain cells lem they would rather 
spend the money on educa7ng the popula7on on nutri7on and 
suppor7ng an effec7ve immune system. Our immune systems 
are designed by the Creator of the universe to withstand any and 
all onslaughts by bacteria, fungi and 'viruses', but the 
responsibility is on us to maintain it.  Take in considera7on that 
up to now this so-called 'virus' has never been isolated and 
proofed to exist - it is s7ll only a computer model s7tched 
together from bits and pieces and imaginary goo.  Oh, and by 
the way, stop the roll-out of 5G that is causing the 
symptoms . . . . Fanie

2021-01-26 
16:43:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They have not done enough tes7ng on the longterm effects.  The 
day we can sue the manufacturer maybe.  For now a big no Jacqui 

2021-01-26 
14:21:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Corlia

2021-01-25 
21:00:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Forcing a vaccine on any individual, whether by law or social 
pressure such as; inability to travel, loss of job etc, removes our 
basic human rights and is draconian. 

2. The vaccine crosses the moral boundaries of those who stand 
against the murder or babies as HEK293 cells have been u7lized 
to develop this vaccine hpps://www.hek293.com/. This is a 
barbaric prac7ce and those with a conscience should not be 
forced to be vaccinated with such inhumane products . 

3. The vaccines have not been tested for the usual length of 7me 
before being declared safe for use, which is usually 10 years or 
more. There have been too many deaths already from vaccines 
rolled out for Covid. 

4. The inclusion of mRNA hpps://www.genome.gov/gene7cs-
glossary/messenger-rna., has come with serious warnings from 
biogene7cists with a conscious, of the Juliana
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2021-01-25 
20:52:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Forcing a vaccine on any individual, whether by law or social 
pressure such as; inability to travel, loss of job etc, removes our 
basic human rights and is draconian. 

2. The vaccine crosses the moral boundaries of those who stand 
against the murder of babies as HEK293 cells have been u7lized 
to develop this vaccine hpps://www.hek293.com/. This is a 
barbaric prac7ce and those with a conscience should not be 
forced to be vaccinated with such inhumane products . 

3. The vaccines have not been tested for the usual length of 7me 
before being declared safe for use, which is usually 10 years or 
more. There have been too many deaths already from vaccines 
rolled out for Covid. 

4. The inclusion of mRNA hpps://www.genome.gov/gene7cs-
glossary/messenger-rna., has come with serious warnings from 
biogene7cists with a conscious, of the  irreversible damage to 
our DNA hpps://www.sgtreport.com/2020/12/experts-warn-
mrna-vaccines-may-cause-irreversible-dna-damage/. Such 
warnings have been silenced by claiming conspiracy theories, 
removal & bannings etc.  The effects on the DNA will take several 
months to become evident. This process has up un7l now been 
illegal in the majority of countries. 

5. Poten7al recipients of a vaccine are never informed of the 
high risks associated with each vaccine. Such warnings are found  
on the enclosed leaflets of each vaccina7on dose. 

6. Banning the use of medicines that have been found to be 
effec7ve at certain stages for the treatment and preven7on of 
Covid and poten7ally saving lives, is nothing short of draconian 
and murderous and raises serious ques7ons as to the agenda 
behind forcing Covid vaccina7ons on the popula7on. 

Juliana

2021-01-23 
19:47:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Thank you for your considera7on.  
I have personally through loved ones and friends seen the 
terrible sudden onset amer effects of vaccina7on (SIDS, Guillán-
Barré Syndrome among others) and am VERY disturbed by 
arbitrary vaccina7on.  

I am also EXTREMELY concerned for our popula7on in general as 
it is coming to light that there is a DIRECT apempt at popula7on 
reduc7on aimed at AFRICA - certain medica7ons are marked as 
only for distribu7on in AFRICAN countries (and not the EU or 
USA).  

Our leaders are mandated to protect and serve our people. This 
should be their FIRST responsibility. Un7l these vaccines are 
shown to be accurate in scien7fic Cody-benefit analyses, there 
should be no vaccina7on at all. Helaine

2021-01-23 
11:49:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would like to see a science paper that has sequenced this virus. 
That is iden7fying and isola7ng it.  There is no such paper, hence 
a vaccine cannot be developed as the scien7sts have not isolated 
the virus .  With a 99.9% recovery rate why would we need to be 
vaccinated to be 95%  protected .    I strongly object to any 
vaccina7on . We the people need to ay NO !! paola

2021-01-21 
21:44:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. The normal requirements for producing a SAFE vaccine, have 
not been met, therefor the vaccine cannot be called "safe" and 
the risks apached far outweigh the "advantage" of being 
"vaccinated"  with an obviously fatally flawed "new vaccine". Too 
many credible reports of early recipients fain7ng AND dying 
shortly amer receiving this "vaccine". 
2. It is an "mRNA" "vaccine" using new nanotechnology,  
untested for risks that responds to RF electromagne7c impulses 
received from devices using 5G technology. This programming 
allows the "vaccine" to alter one's DNA according to the whims 
of mad scien7sts (Gates, Fauci et al). Nobody has my consent for 
altering my DNA. 
3. Far more effec7ve alterna7ves, especially certain an7-parasite 
prepara7ons exist like Ivermec7n, Hydroxy-chloroquine etc. Why 
use deadly vaccines when far beper cures already exist? That 
goes dead against the control parameters the vaccine industry is 
subject to. 
4. I respond badly to any vaccina7ons, with dizziness, fain7ng 
and other reac7ons. 
5. This virus has never been isolated! (And the WHO admits it on 
their website!) Now they speak of a muta7on? Which muta7on 
if the original has not yet been isolated??? 
6. The numbers of people who tested posi7ve for Covid-19 
contain 85% false posi7ves using the  crude PCR test . The 
number of the deceased are inflated and misrepresented (eg. 
94% of those who died from C-19 had co-morbidi7es. I. E. only 
6% of the deceased died fro Covid only:- This according to the 
CDC on their website!). Conclusion: The "Virus" does NOT 
cons7tute a pandemic. 
7. My body is made with layers of protec7on against toxins, 
microbes and other malicious external microscopic predators. 
Even if I swallow most of the above, my body offers natural 
protec7on with acids in my gut for protec7on. Now the vaccine 
industry want to breach my Human Rights, breach this 
protec7on and inject into my blood foreign molecules to alter 
my body, my dna, the work of my creator? Sorry. No. I do not 
consent. 

Neil
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2021-01-21 
12:43:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Fahmida 

2021-01-21 
11:52:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough informa7on or tes7ng available of poten7al long 
term damage from the vaccine available. I will rather take my 
chances with Ivermec7n  Fred

2021-01-20 
20:15:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Pauline

2021-01-20 
19:46:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Dale

2021-01-20 
19:42:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You do not have the right to force your crap on myself or my 
family. Gillian

2021-01-20 
11:26:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The New World Order  referred to by the ANC president and how 
they plan to have mandatory vaccina7ons followed by a covid 
passport which is ironic for a former oppressed na7on which its 
women burned the Dom-pass in the 50s, our citezens are forced 
to go back to apartheid past.   

The solu7on is for Cyril Ramaphosa to step down together with 
Zweli Mkhize and be arrested because they kept allowing white 
people from Europe to come in this country to infect us during 
the first wave while saying they had everything under control. 
They killed our people and 2 million jobs in the process. 

Tradi7onal medicines and steaming is effec7ve and Ivermec7ne 
is a promising alterna7v siyabonga

2021-01-20 
09:42:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No government has the right to insist we take a vaccine. It is not 
their decision to make. When did we stop being free human 
beings? 
Plus the Pfizer, Indian and other vaccines are either killing or 
maiming some people so why would our government insist we 
each have to have it? Stop and think about that! There is 
something fundamentally wrong with that insistence. They have 
no right to force us to take a vaccine. Give it to those that want 
it. 
And to even men7on a vaccine ID passort just shows that our SA 
government is being run by people who are not even South 
Africans. What nonsense! Our current government cannot even 
lead its own country and has to be told by others outside our 
country what to do. What a joke. 
I am most definitely not for the mandatory vaccine. I am a free 
human being and nobody else has the right to decide for me 
what I will do with my body. NOBODY, but me. Tracey

2021-01-20 
09:10:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To whom it may concern,  

I have a real concern for the efficacy and safety of the vaccines. 
My family and I have a gene7c muta7on that causes us a 
lowered ability to detox from medica7ons,. With liver and kidney 
problems we cannot just take any medica7ons.  
I have reacted as has my son from vaccines, we feel that it 
should be our choice to receive the shot or not.  
It has not been tested for long enough, nor have long term 
studies been conducted. Fern

2021-01-19 
21:48:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that vaccines can be harmful to health, therefore 
shouldn’t be implemented. Or at least they shouldn’t be 
mandatory. Katya

2021-01-19 
14:15:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Corona

2021-01-19 
12:44:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These clowns in government have been in power for too long. It 
is my cons7tu7onal right as a ci7zen of South Africa to refuse 
being vaccinated if I so choose. This is my body and I have every 
right to protected as I see fit! This supposed virus is not even as 
deadly as they claim it to be so they should rather spend any 
money that they manage not to steal to put it back into our 
ailing infrastructure.!!!! Kim

2021-01-19 
11:27:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccina7on should be mandatory. Every person has the right 
to choose the healthcare they should receive or not and if you 
refuse to receive the vaccine it should in no way hamper you to 
conduct business or travel. The effec7veness of the vaccine also 
has not even been proven for that maper there are many 
suitable alterna7ves that a person can receive to prevent and 
cure covid. Gerda
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2021-01-19 
07:48:31

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on with a novel, rushed, experimental  
mRNA altering vaccine goes against my soma7c right to choose  
what happens with my body.  Recorded deaths, allergic reac7ons 
and poten7ally long term side effects as a result of the vaccine 
are a serious red flag and I choose to rather take my chances 
with the virus and well-known repurposed drugs like Ivermec7n.  
The blatant disregard and banning of this inexpensive, easy to 
manufacture, Nobel-prize winning, WHO-approved, drug smacks 
of a hidden poli7cal and economic profiteering agenda.  In the 
face of an unprecedented and deadly pandemic, double 
standards are used to determine the safety and efficacy of a 
medical solu7on: experimental vaccines are to be trusted while a 
tried and tested drug such as Ivermec7n which has been 
successfully administered to over 3,7billion people is not?! 
SAPHRA and the powers that be need to lose their draconian 
stance and do its homework or face crimes against humanity for 
banning it as a poten7al solu7on to this virulent, muta7ng virus 
claiming countless lives.  Where was the stringent  safety and 
efficacy concerns of this drug while it was being dished out to 
the nearly 4 billion people globally - was that experimental with 
no established safety? Even if Ivermec7n is only considered safe 
and effec7ve as an an7 parasi7c drug with even the slightest 
possibility of preven7ng or trea7ng those infected with 
Covid-19, surely in the unprecedented crisis we’re in, it would 
not be banned or disregarded? What’s the worst that could 
happen?  A na7on of parasite-free people? Why are the powers 
that be ignoring the desperate pleas of scores of qualified South 
African and Interna7onal medical doctors and professionals 
advoca7ng for the free use of this drug?  Can they ALL be 
wrong? For the sake of South Africa’s people, SAPHRA and GOVT 
need to priori7se their evalua7on of the evidence suppor7ng 
the use of Ivermec7n and drop the ridiculous red tape:  we’re 
trying to survive a PANDEMIC which is running rampant and 
claiming many lives.  Juliepe

2021-01-18 
15:48:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They will have to kill me because I will never take it. I am 
vehemently opposed to taking the vaccine with a 99%+ recovery 
rate and as a healthy person. Gregory

2021-01-18 
11:45:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I run a children's home for 105 children. From what the 
President  says the roll-out will target schools and clinics. They 
will force all school children to take the vaccine otherwise they 
will not be able to apend school. The clinics will come and 
demand that all children be vaccinated. Social development will 
demand the same otherwise they will close the Home down. We 
have a democra7c right to manage our own health care. We 
cannot accept a herd mentality that throws stones at the "herd". 
It smacks of a dictatorial , draconian mentality. As the children's  
guardian I cannot enforce a vaccine on the children in s7ll have a 
good conscience before God and man.  The vaccine has not been  
thoroughly tested. There will never be genuine sta7s7cs given 
such as side effects and deaths due to the vaccine. Noel

2021-01-18 
11:07:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe it should be mandatory to get the vaccine as 
there are alterna7ve medica7ons available. I further feel that 
the vaccines have not been tested enough and we are not aware 
of the side effects and how well they work. 
I do not trust the government to acted in my best interested and 
am worried if they control the process. 

Denis

2021-01-18 
09:04:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm not sure how effec7ve the vaccina7on will be, there are no 
guarantees that even by taking the vaccine, that you will be 
immune from COVID-19.  Not been enough 7me has elapsed to 
see what the side affects are and we don't know how safe the 
vaccine is for humans.  If this vaccine becomes mandatory, you 
are taking away people's rights to decide for themselves if they 
want to take the vaccine or not and I am against that. Giselle

2021-01-18 
08:28:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As the covid doesn't exist I strongly disagree with the vaccine  
which is killing people, they must get rid of the 5g towers which 
give off radia7on that causes blood to clot, phlegm that clots in 
the lungs Joey

2021-01-18 
08:17:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Implica7ons of the vaccine in our bodies on the long run. Zamokuhle 

2021-01-18 
07:23:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We've had adverse reac7ons to vaccina7ons. Marthina

2021-01-18 
05:05:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my opinion that this vacine is untested and as such 
unreliable.  When the poli7cians take the vacine first I may 
consider it. Stephen

2021-01-17 
20:54:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

SINGAPORE HALTS VACCINATION AFTER 48 DIE IN KOREA 
hpps://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=hpps%3A%2F%2Fwww.telegraph.co.uk%2Fnews%2F2020%2F
10%2F26%2Fsingapore-halts-use-flu-vaccines-48-die-south-
korea%2F%3F�clid%3DIwAR2CgjgI5x7hAldDjHFQkNX1SzCb0k-
m1VVruRHg97MWCZhqiAKzc-Iqsn8&h=AT0YXcqJKf8QozJaSn8_s-
Jpi62Whi41YM22Lxh7OIk8ORlv-
UYYcvPoIpwtx78l3YvpOdXTbRNnYLQTjjb0QmbR0zlneL5FnEK5bQ
7M_DpgGVUB7whN4bbh_4NamK97jiK&__tn__=%2CmH-
R&c[0]=AT0sLH5Ftk62z3QByBDmnr0PHKJDdvGm0HTU5PRTlHb1
M06wapxKpDQS6sF6-WwA9-
FtM6UEpxhWYgZblVwjloTDxd8YzTdLAJN-
brpK7VvTAXID9oadCSyQg7-
_xhpPnFlzj2EtRthFewSBFIjXijLPUX7jlLDMw2FsBlpjqxr9slUfLsPtx6
c Arielle
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2021-01-17 
20:47:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

23 NURSING HOME RESIDENTS  IN NORWAY DIE AFTER RECEIVIG 
COVIS VACCINE... NYDaily News 
hpps://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-covid-nursing-
home-residents-norway-die-covid-vaccine-20210115-
wuxa3uprrzhrlkcptkgpqqaoiq-story.html?
�clid=IwAR27frFRmEMMbBcRkFC8X©jnst_KVlZ1NlLvxpk1lt8LFb
UIefRC2CdnI0 

I'm NOT HAVING IT!!!!!!!! Arielle

2021-01-17 
20:37:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly my concern is that the vaccine will be  made mandatory 
by not allowing unvaccinated ci7zens freedom of movement. 
Secondly, the recovery rate is high and does not warrant 
vaccina7ons, especially untested vaccina7ons. Ewald

2021-01-17 
18:49:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Grace

2021-01-17 
15:53:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The problem is that we are being forced to take a vaccine that 
we don't need, and why a vaccine for COVID 19 when there is 
none for HIV/AIDS or Cancer even! Sboniso

2021-01-17 
12:27:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is NO VIRUS and the PCR test is a SCAM 
hpps://telegra.ph/Leading-Corona-researchers-admit-that-they-
have-no-scien7fic-proof-for-the-existence-of-a-virus-07-31 
The Vaccine is NOT a vaccine it is a WEAPON to make people sick 
hpps://discerningtheend7mes.blogspot.com/2021/01/dr-david-
mar7n-portrays-covid-vaccine.html 
Proof FROM The NHS COVID DOES NOT EXIST hpps://
rumble.com/vb55hj-proof-from-the-nhs-covid-does-not-
exist.html 
Top EU Scien7st Warns COVID-19 Vaccine Linked To Steriliza7on 
of Women hpps://banned.video/watch?
id=5fcc2f89e6fa5b6587c808dc 
Lawsuit Reveals MRNA Covid vaccine Will Sterilize Women 
hpps://banned.video/watch?id=5fcacae128f48762652461b0 
Scien7sts show COVID tests are ‘useless’, are based on ‘flawed 
science’ 
hpps://www.lifesitenews.com/news/scien7sts-show-covid-tests-
are-useless-are-based-on-flawed-science 
"I CAN'T KEEP DOING THIS": Doctor pleads for review of data 
during COVID-19 Senate hearing hpps://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Tq8SXOBy-4w 

Paul

2021-01-17 
09:39:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There must be appropriate tes7ng and due process followed it 
normally takes 10 to 15 years to approve a vaccine this is ready 
in 12 months? Some serious concerns there ! Troy

2021-01-17 
07:51:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have freedom of choice. I object to the fact that our 
government wants to take away our right to make our own 
decisions. René

2021-01-17 
07:22:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is not a secret that Bill gate wants to depopulate the people 
especially the Africans, we therefore do not trust anything that is 
funded by him. Vaccine must be tested on him and his family 
and all the government officials, the 10 year trial must be 
conducted on them then amer that 10 year period it can be 
offered to anyone as a choice not mandatory. Mxolisi

2021-01-17 
06:38:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines are not safe or effec7ve.  
For religious reasons I am against taking vaccines. Aisha 

2021-01-17 
06:18:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If this is made mandatory , then there is no ques7on there is 
obvious altererior mo7ves . 
Other alterna7ves like ivermic7n being made illegal is just an 
indica7on that the government is hiding too much from the 
people.  

Simon

2021-01-16 
23:31:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What concerns me most is that the Government is willing to use 
an untested vaccine on over half the popula7on but refuses to 
allow a drug like  Ivermec7n,  which has been used for 75 years,  
to be u7lized. We know the possible side effects of this product  
and many would be willing to risk that. However, who knows the 
long term effects of an untrialled vaccine?    In my experience,  
most 'flu vaccines are a waste of 7me and money.  When you get 
flu or a cold, the body generally deals with it and builds up it's 
own immunity.  Injec7ng foreign bodies into humans is always 
unsafe.  And now the government wants to use the popula7on 
as a guinea pig so that it can make billions of Rands to waste on 
more corrup7on.  No thank you.  

Dawn

2021-01-16 
23:05:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

SA has the least deaths yet they want to test these experiments 
on us. Forcing people to take trial medica7on is not right. 
So far those who have been diagnosed have healed through 
simple methods.. why can't those methods be given as much 
apen7on. This just doesn't sound right, I do not support it. Purity

2021-01-16 
20:29:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As being a democra7c country I will not nor my family and kids 
be vaccinated. I believe it is no cure its harmful to humans. The 
government will not force me to do something to my body that I 
disagree on. Riepe 

2021-01-16 
20:11:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We want alternate natural medicines that means inyanga can 
help people. Why must we import "meds" as if we're incapable. 
Even if its "developed" in rsa its a formula from outside Africa. 
Also we have the right to choose not to vaccinate. Zama 

2021-01-16 
18:28:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on is unethical  

Vaccines have not been tested properly. And side effects 
established 

Only a few people in the world are going to benefit financially 
from this.  It’s s scam.  Henry 
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2021-01-16 
18:27:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly I feel that this is global genocide. The virus is just a flu 
virus yet globally it has destroyed many, many lives. There are 
cheap alterna7ves to the vaccine that government will not / 
have banned due to the fact the they will not be able to line 
their pockets. This country has now reached roughly 50% 
unemployment rate, thus them, and criminal ac7vity will 
increase, causing even more pressure on the already 
overpopulated prison system. 

Life needs to go back to normal , government need to stop being 
thriving pigs and actually look amer their people, all their people. Bruce

2021-01-16 
17:21:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My issue is that we live in a democra7c country, so we should 
have an op7on whether we desire to be vaccinated or not... 
There is no evidence given to us to ensure that it works and will 
not cause any harm to us, government should not force us to 
take something that is so new from outside the country while 
there is so much injus7ce from different countries, why should 
the government trust other countries on our behalf and force us 
to comply? Fika

2021-01-16 
15:35:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one  should be forced to use the vaccine.  Vaccines  if  
assessed  in independent  laboratory    will  show people what 
crap is in them!!! There are alterna7ves. Furthermore and most 
importantly COVID is a virus that mutates  and that means that 
the "vaccine" only has a limited  chance  of stopping  the virus!!! 
The vaccine is logically a glorified flu shot  and everyone knows 
that flu has never been eradicated!!!  Maybe the flu has 
however become  COVID  remember some flus are very serious 
too depending on the strain of the virus!!! Ray

2021-01-16 
15:01:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The mandatory vaccina7on of individuals is a viola7on of human 
rights.  
The ingredients used in the vaccine are both harmful  to the 
human body and can cause serious side effects.  
If we are concerned about this "virus" then we should allow free 
and fair tes7ngs and let those who arenot sick or immune to 
travel and work. We do not need this vaccine. It is poisen Simphiwe

2021-01-16 
14:10:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This cannot/must not be mandatory as nobody has the right to 
force this! Jane

2021-01-16 
13:14:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zama

2021-01-16 
09:23:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This whole covid is a load of crap. This is just another bad flu. We 
are being brainwashed into believing that our lives are doomed 
unless we take the vaccine. We are being controlled by the big 
tech companies, media and Bill gates. I will never ever take this 
vaccine Ian 

2021-01-16 
07:24:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccina7on should be mandatory and should not be a 
means to with hold access to shops travel etc.  The side effects 
are not great and by the 7me the vaccina7on arrives the Covid 
will have mutated. Evan

2021-01-16 
07:05:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is in my opinion that we are weakening our immune system 
every by wearing masks and doing the extreme sani7zing. 

By being exposed to the virus we will reach the so called herd 
immunity faster. Yes there will be lots of cases that will require 
hospitaliza7on but spend the Covid money on Healthcare 
instead of was7ng it on more drugs with no proven clinical 
studies that it will even have the desired effect. 
How will the gov even manage this vaccine program. They can't 
even manage the country without destroying it.  

So No, I don't support this vaccine! Marilize

2021-01-16 
05:50:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are plenty alterna7ves, vax are not healthy (takes away 
one's innate ability to build up immunity and be stronger 
naturally) and disallow individual free humans to manage their 
own health, as 99 percent of the world's popula7on has been 
doing and hence are not in danger of any so-called virus to 
endanger our lives. Free choice with op7ons to have vax, take 
other meds like vermictum, or simply con7nue preven7a7ve 
health nutri7on and lifestyle are recommended. We are free 
people, we can each decide for ourselves and don't need outside 
top down enforced enslaving and illegal orders and poisens 
injected into us or to do what we are told as if we are ignorent 
and child-like. Niko

2021-01-15 
18:17:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccine is released without 10 years of study, however this is 
being released within 10 months ... Sorry, I am not a Guinea Pig Brep

2021-01-15 
13:08:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on MERVIN 

2021-01-15 
11:31:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is s7ll in experimental stage and has shown no 
clinical benefit vs medica7on such as Ivermec7n or 
Hydroxychloriquin (sp), both of which have been proven 
effec7ve and safe for human use over many decades. 

I do not want my freedom removed by the vaccine being 
mandatory in any form (i.e.: private or gov services/access/travel 
etc). 

We should be given the choice to use medica7ons men7oned 
above, and not have them removed as op7ons! Mike

2021-01-15 
11:23:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be given a vaccina7on that has not been tested 
thoroughly. Nor do I trust the government to to get this right carl

2021-01-15 
10:49:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will decide what I put in my body as well as my child. There is 
no way I will take the vaccine. Bianca 
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2021-01-15 
10:28:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ivermec7n together with zinc and some other 'product' has 
proven to be 100% effec7ve in just about every country it has 
been tried. It is extremely cheap and can be bought over the 
counter whereas the vaccine/s have been rushed causing deaths 
and hospitalisa7on with severe illness and will be expensive and 
that is in the short term. What effect will there be in the long 
term?  
Based on Bill Gates own tes7mony, the end goal is to implant a 
code with the vaccina7on. If you don't accept the vaccine/code 
you will be severely (punished) restricted (can't travel, kids won't 
be allowed to go to school, restricted to your home etc. etc. etc.)  
This vaccine is all about money and control and no, I am not a 
conspiracy theorist - do your research. 

In our case, the SA government are hellbent on forcing this 
vaccine on us no doubt to plunder the coffers once again.  

 hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBO34-3jPvA 

You can not trust a public serpent 

PS. I am not a medical doctor and the above is given for 
informa7on purposes only. Please do your own research. I am 
however against mandatory vaccina7ons.  

  

Frank
Western Cape 221

2021-02-19 
00:15:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

By no means fo I support the roll out of a MANDATORY VACCINE. 
I have come to the conclusion that health is a personal maper, 
so much so that I know that each one of us is our own healer. I 
need no doctor to keep me healthy, let alone a vaccine!  
Instead of encouraging people to become dependent on a so-
called medical system which is now being escalated to the 
apempt to make this vaccine mandatory, I strongly support the 
acknowledgment of modern research such as epigene7cs and 
quantum physics. Such research proves the validity of age-old 
human prac7ces such as medita7on and a holis7c lifestyle in 
total. It also proves the immense and seemingly unbelievable 
power of the human being and his interconnectedness with the 
Almighty, Crea7ve Force we might call God.  
So  let us rather stand together, not in a fight of Covid-19, but in 
support of our mighty strength and love of life. If I can 
acknowledge that a dis-ease is caused by myself and my habits, I 
can acknowledge that only I have the ability to heal MYSELF and 
hereby others! Thank you.  

Angela
2021-02-17 
08:51:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sebas7an

2021-02-09 
06:54:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It seems that the Hippocra7c Oath is forgopen, and furthermore 
pa7ents have a right to refuse treatment... also Vaccine 
Passports have nothing to do with spread of epidemics/ 
pandemics and everything to do with power and control by 
Government and Corpora7ons. Michael

2021-01-31 
17:10:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines are EXPERIMENTAL!  not enough studies have 
been done, instead they are rolling out these vaccines onto 
humans...and will deal with the fallout as it comes....and it is 
already showing how dangerous they are. NO ONE should be 
vaccinated with this drug un7l it is proven to be safe,  and not 
proven by the WHO who have a vested interest., but by 
independants. But we know they will be, and are being silenced. LORRAINE

2021-01-31 
14:39:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on MUST BE VOLUNTARY, 
No one can be forced to do what they do NOT WANT TO DO.  
Not only would that be uncons7tu7onal, and therefore illegal 
but such ac7ons would be against the laws of Nature.. People 
must be FREE TO CHOOSE Charles 

2021-01-29 
08:04:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The history of vaccines, largely hidden,   is one of dire damage to 
people.   
If you give up your right to what is done to your physical body, all 
your other human rights become meaningless. 
The whole issue of the virus has been mishandled .  Gail

2021-01-28 
12:49:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Johann

2021-01-27 
19:39:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Niel

2021-01-27 
15:36:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines are not for everyone and they are NOT safe, they have 
a history of side effects. 
Vaccines take years to develop, there has not been enough 7me 
to safely test this vaccine. 
They are using us as human guinea pigs to test this vaccine.  This 
is criminal. 
There is PROVEN MEDICATION OUT THERE TO TREAT THIS SO 
CALLED VISUS 
VACCINATION MUST NOT BE FORCED ON US   

STEPHEN
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2021-01-27 
10:37:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body is sacred and i am veey careful about what I put into it. 
Nobody has any right bar myself to put anything into my body. I 
especially object to cells of aborted human beings, cells of 
monkeys/pigs etc as well as aluminium, formeldahyde and such 
all of which are morally wrong and againat my faith or are just 
plain poisonous to the huma  body. I also object to any altering 
of my God given dna by any mrna or anything else. I will s7ck 
with what the Creator gave me thanks. I also strongly object to a 
socalled covid passport/id system! YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO 
CONTROL ME OR MY MOVEMENTS OR WHAT GOES INTO MY 
BODY! Helen

2021-01-27 
10:31:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t believe I as a self suppor7ng senior adult should be 
forced to have foreign bodies injected into my body or to have to 
do anything against my will. The previous government forced 
conscrip7on on us and look what happened. Trevor

2021-01-27 
08:42:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should not be forced onto a person, it should remain 
a choice. The reason is that the virus keeps muta7ng and will 
require a series of vaccines. This vaccine might also have 
different effects on different people , only combat what is 
currently the called the covid virus. The vaccine will not change 
our current social daily ac7vi7es. The virus is here to stay and in 
my opinion used for the world’s  poli7cal agenda. Hermanus 

2021-01-26 
16:32:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People MUST have the choice of being "vaccinated" or not. 
Mandatory vaccina7ons remove my ul7mate freedom - what 
goes into my body. Government has proven 7me and 7me again 
that they are inept and corrupt. In addi7on, they lack 
transparency and therefore have no credibility. 
I do not believe that this government is ac7ng in anyone's best 
interest except their own. 
By all indica7ons this is not a vaccine as per medical defini7on. I 
therefore am against mandatory injec7ons. 
In addi7on, being forced to be injected through various means 
of bullying ie limita7on of movement & vaccine passports is also 
unacceptable. 
The way this government plans to pay for those who opt for the 
vaccina7ons is furthermore, an affront to the ci7zenry given that 
the plan is to raise taxes. 
The irrefutable fact is that this government has proven to the 
Nth degree that they have absolutely no fiscal prudence when it 
comes to managing public funds. 
Forcing higher taxes will only create an opportunity for yet more 
public funds to be looted. This of course will be followed by yet 
more empty promises that lack sincerely and intent. Llewellyn

2021-01-26 
14:44:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Odepe

2021-01-26 
12:09:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First of all, Why do we need a Vaccine one a virus that has a 99.8 
% survival rate (average) AND of which the vaccine will NOT have 
ANY effect on the Spreading of the Covid-19 Virus? 

Secondly, WHY are alterna7ve medica7ons, which are deemed 
much safer and cheaper not considered first? 
Hydroxychloroquine and others, when the real data shows that 
they are very effec7ve indeed? 

 Thirdly, this is NOT a vaccine YET, Vaccines take many years to 
develop requiring proper tes7ng. This is only an EXPERIMENTAL 
BIOLOGICAL AGENT and NOT a Vaccine. 

Forthly. ALL apempts at developing Corona Vaccines have failed 
misarably in the past. How can this one be any different?  
In addio7on there are two major issues that needs to be 
resolved First, before these things can be administered.  

Fithly. The government has no RIGHT to MANDATE any 
treatement for HEALTHY people. 

Sixthly. We are officially bankrupt and the R570 billion we got in 
loans to prepare for Covid has disappeared...HOW can we as a 
country Afford this drug? 

Finally - the WHO has just admiped that the PDC test does not 
work, thus 95% of the posi7ve cases (tested) are in fact false. So 
there is in fact NO reason whatsoever to take ANY medica7on, 
lockdown etc, nevermind an untested unproven fatal (yes 10 
people died in Germany amer taking the Phizer) EXPERIMENTAL 
BIOLOGICAL AGENT - claimed to be a vaccine 
 Henge
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2021-01-25 
15:51:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory Vaccina7on is a direct viola7on of our  bill of rights 
and the United Na7ons pact and the Geneva conven7on. It 
violates the following South African rights 

1) Equality - we are not equal if we are not allowed to choose 
what we put into our bodies and if we are allowed to choose as 
medically compromised people can as well as many others that 
have a way to reject if not through the freedom of choise 

2)Human Dignity - it is our human dignity right that allows us to 
choose what chemicals and toxins, medicines etc that we choose 
to put in our body. As a result of the atroci7es performed on the 
Jews in the second world war by Nazi experiments on non-
consen7ng subjects of their experiments were forced similarly to 
take medica7on and injec7ons that they did not choose or 
beleive in and were not accep7ng of. Our human dignity is 
removed in the same way as the Jewish people that were 
experimented on or forced to take medica7on that the doctrine 
of the era believed would be "safe" 
  
3) one of our most significant rights being the right to LIFE is 
being threatened by ANY degree of chance of having our lives 
nega7vely impacted, harmed, compromised or even ended as a 
result of the vaccine. A mandatory vaccine would effec7vely 
result in the government killing its own ci7zens as they KNOW 
the risks as a result of many that have already died from the 
vaccine. This is clearly seen in the media and many medical 
studies not just with this vaccine but others and verified by the 
huge sums of money paid in damages by WHO for those that 
have been compromised by vaccines. 

4) the right to Freedom and Security is compromised in 
numerous ways: Our freedom to choose what we take into our 
body, what we use and the medical avenues we have freedom to 
follow are compromised. At the Nuremberg trials when the 
concentra7on camp vic7ms were ques7oned the overwhelming 
response was the loss of freedom, imposed medical torture, 
experiments, and other torture forced on them. This is the same 
as a mandatory vaccine. Should any vaccine compromise our 
health (as has happened to many others) then our fredom to 
security is compromised as that will render all those 
compromised unable to work, earn a living and be able to 
defend and protect oneself and family. 

5) our right to privacy is compromised by removing our right to 
choose if we take a vaccine or not, by making it mandatory then 
there will be a record of who has the vaccine and who does not 
have it and we los our privacy as to what we hve put into our 
body. 

6) Our freedom of Religion, belief and Opinion is completely 
compromised by a mandatory vaccine that does not allow us to 
choose based on our religion or our beliefs as to whether a 
vacine works or is harmful. 

7) Our freedom of expression is also removed as we no longer 
can freely express that we do not agree with the process going 
on and that this vaccine is dangerous and should not be taken. 
Our only way of expressing this is to simply abstain and not take 
the vaccine but a governament mandate would destroy this right 

8) Our freedom of ci7zenship would be compromised as we 
would have to give up our ci7zenship to avoid a vaccine should it 
be made mandatory for all SA ci7zens. we would have to 
become a refugee and flee our country of birth 

9) same as point 9 our freedom of Residence would be 
compromised as above 

10)  as has been proven by vaccine trials done in India on 25 000 
Indians for an HPV vaccine, who all became sterilized and 
numerous other vaccine trials like this we would lose our right to 
Children. Even if there is a 1% chance or even a 0.0001% chance 
of this, the choice should be ours to risk our Right to Children for 
any vaccine situa7on. 

Amer the Nuremberg trials it was greed by all UN members that 
the same experiments and forcing of medicine on people could 
never be repeated, yet this is what the government is choosing 
to do. This is a viola7on of many of our rights, agreements of 
state, UN agreements, Geneva conven7on agreements etc. Shandor
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2021-01-25 
11:24:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Vaccine is according to experts s7ll in an experimental stage 
and par7cularly Pfizer has been requested by 2 countries to halt 
the roll-out subject to further tests being conducted. The 
Covid-19 disease has an average death rate of less than 3% 
according to global sta7s7cs and there seems to be mul7ple 
studies proving that exis7ng pharma and medica7on exists that 
can kill the virus within 24- 48 hours (not the infec7on though). 
The vaccine's roll-out is premature if tested against protocol 
(source hpps://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/ar7cles/
vaccine-development-tes7ng-and-regula7on ) , not properly 
tested and counter to the protocol for vaccines being tested on 
certain species of animals prior to human trials. The norm is that 
the Exploratory Stage lasts 2-4 years, Pre-Clinical Stage omen 
lasts 1-2 years and usually involves researchers in private 
industry. Then follows applica7on, Phases 1-3 of Vaccine Trials, 
Post-Licensure Monitoring of Vaccines, Phase 4 of Vaccine Trials 
followed by VAERS (The Vaccine Adverse Event Repor7ng 
System). The 7meline between the discovery of the Novel 
Covid-19 disease and roll-out of a ready-to-market vaccine does 
not corresponded with the beper prac7ce as accepted prior to 
the Covid-19 disease. 
 My main objec7on thought is not to the rushed premature roll-
out of an untested vaccine, but to the unfounded claims that the 
vaccine will only temporarily alter the human DNA. This is highly 
offensive to me, as a human being and crea7on of GOD and this 
while it is not yet proven that there is no permanent damage or 
altera7on to the pa7ent's DNA amer the vaccine. 
 Daniel

2021-01-24 
19:17:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ari

2021-01-24 
14:40:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Grant 

2021-01-24 
14:36:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel as a human I should have the choice of a vaca7on or to 
decline. Like any drug there are many side affects and I wouldn’t 
like to be a part of the sta7s7cs or a human trial.  

Also very concerned why alterna7ve medicine being blocked . 
This raises a lot of discomfort and trust . 

Large concerns also about the actual handling of the vaccine by 
the government. 

Also completely appalled by the fact that the government seeks 
to increase taxes , while the working class is already suffering in 
our current economic climate. Insult to injury while the 
government keeps bailing out failed state airlines . Elscha

2021-01-24 
14:06:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is unproven to be effec7ve against a virus which has 
a 99% survival rate. Furthermore taking this vaccine does not 
guarantee immunity. This simply doesn't make scien7fic sense! It 
has also not been tested long enough for side effects. Thus this 
whole exercise is actually one giant clinical trial using an 
experimental vaccine.  Where is the ethics? Patrick

2021-01-24 
12:46:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, I feel that the vaccine has not been properly tried and 
tested. 
Secondly, I object  to mandatory vaccine by any government.  No 
one  has the right to dictate   what my body needs or to take 
away my freedom of choice. I won't have it ! Penny

2021-01-23 
22:25:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Manda7ng medical treatment that is not properly tested and 
verified safe and effec7ve via double blind placebo controlled 
test campaigns on sta7s7cally significant popula7on 
 is immoral, unjust and against interna7onally accepted human 
rights standards as signed in the Nuremburg protocol amer ww 
2. All current vaccines are in experimental stage and have not 
received final approvals for safety and efficacy. 
3. Alarmingly high rate of serious adverse effects and death from 
these vaccines prove my point. Neels

2021-01-23 
17:11:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

That the vaccine is mandatory is of huge concern...It ought be a 
choice,  especially since opinion is so vastly different.  
My body, my choice.  
I do not feel comfortable with this at all.  
Let those who want vaccines get them, but to be penalised for 
my knowing and right to do what's best for me ~as other's are 
free to do for themselves,  is abhorrent.  
If one stays healthy using alterna7ve and natural remedies,  isn't 
that far more preferable? 
I don't buy into most of what we have been told by government 
and certainly not this. Lesley 

2021-01-23 
12:30:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am against any step that could lead to world wide mandatory 
vaccina7ons as that is the BIll agenda of the technocra7c Bill 
Gates and everybody who is in his pocket. AM

2021-01-23 
09:46:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is the fastest a vaccine has been rolled out without 
longterm tes7ng and as history has proven over and over before 
that horrific side effects can occur from vaccines, even lethal in 
some cases  even recently there have been unforseen fatali7es 
at the hands of some of the covid vaccines. I believe it is not safe 
and should not be mandatory. But rather each individual should 
have the freedom of choice to undergo vaccina7on. Lucian
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2021-01-22 
22:43:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Norway…suggests vaccines may be too risky for the elderly… 

…increasing concern about safety of Pfizer vaccine on elderly 
people with serious underlying health condi7ons…  

…number who died amer receiving inocula7ons [raised] to 29 

If the vaccines work - the people who choose to get them should 
be immune.  

My body my choice.  

I do not consent to forced vaccina7on David 
2021-01-22 
19:12:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ruth

2021-01-22 
18:34:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My major concern is the toxicity of the vaccines - too many 
adverse effects on people's natural health. 
The efficacy of the vaccines - not tested properly or to the 
highest and most stringest test condi7ons. 

My preferred solu7on is the solu7on that has worked for 
mankind throughout the ages, namely Herd Immunity. 
Not the type of "Herd Immunity" proposed by the WHO, but 
proper evolu7onary biological Herd Immunity.  ANTHONY

2021-01-22 
17:14:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Based on the limited research and peer reviewed studies proving 
the efficacy of the vaccina7ons as well as the number of adverse 
effects being recorded. One has to analyse the risk vs the 
benefits. The ra7o of Covid-19 ac7ve cases and deaths vs the 
impact and adverse effects to the innoculated popula7on does 
not jus7fy the mandatory admission of the vaccine. Furthermore 
there have been hundreds of health care professionals who do 
not agree with the vaccina7ons. At the very least more research 
is impera7ve and the ci7zens must be en7tled to the 
fundamental human rights to object to being vaccinated! Shaun

2021-01-22 
11:48:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree to a mandatory vaccine due to the fact that covid 
19 is not a high risk illness like polio or Ebola. Many people have 
contracted and survived covid 19. I do not consent to a vaccine 
for this reason Hildegarde 

2021-01-22 
10:42:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There hasn’t been enough tes7ng to know what the long term 
effects will be, the efficacy of the vaccine as well as one’s 
suscep7bility to contrac7ng the wild Covid virus in a serious 
degree and the vaccine’s adverse effects. 
Not enough data to prove otherwise. Plus the virus has already 
mutated ,  so why take a so-called effec7ve vaccine that was 
designed for the original Covid 19 strand that doesn’t exist 
anymore... 
I wonder why nobody is asking what the correla7on is between 
the ‘second wave’ and that muta7on and the vaccine trials and 
rollouts. Too big a coincidence that the muta7on appears just 
amer worldwide rollouts started.... with South Africa, Brazil and 
England as primary test countries....and that’s where all the new 
muta7ons started. 

Varenka

2021-01-22 
10:40:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We definitely need to be given individual choices whether we 
desire this vaccine or not. I really do not want to have, so many 
points being made against it. Diane

2021-01-22 
10:30:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is not tested for long enough and there are 
hundreds having serious side effects.  IVERMACTIN has been 
tested and found 100% effec7ve without any serious side affects. 
Please supply by government Ivermac7n as soon as possible. My 
own family  was healed by Ivermac7n within 3days. Karl

2021-01-22 
08:45:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am really concerned as to where the roll out of the vaccine is 
heading. To make a substance with alot of mystery around it to 
be mandatory and to make everyday tasks and travels 
impossible without having the vaccine is against my 
cons7tu7onal right to freedom and freedom of movement.  
The way coronavirus has been dealt with, the draconian force, 
lockdown measures that makes no logical sense, plus 
governments full involvement (Not the medical doctors leading 
the way.) is something of great concern... 
Currently i feel there is no future for us and this vaccine is being 
rolled out world wide. Those scared by the media and playing 
into their fear mongering are shou7ng from the roomops to get 
this vaccine going.... Drowning out those of us whom are very 
concerned that our rights are being taken away, freedom will be 
taken away, especially freedom to put into my body as I see fit... Corlepe

2021-01-22 
07:41:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree for the vaccine to be mandatory, I do not believe 
in vaccines and will not be forced to take the Covid vaccine. 
  
There are other alterna7ves- ivermec7n that sounds more 
effec7ve and beper to use. Adele

2021-01-22 
06:49:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am also heavily concerned about the COVID passport. 
I don’t trust the vaccine, Bill Gates won’t allow his kids to have it, 
the CEO of Pfizer hasn’t taken it....etc etc. 
The effec7veness is debatable and the 7me it took to 
manufacture is worrying.  
There are simply too many unknowns. Fiona
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2021-01-21 
17:27:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We know how vaccines are made and the process in which it 
was "proved" that viruses can spread. People die because 
people are not healthy, they eat toxic food and live in toxic 
environments. The reason people die amer taking the vaccine is 
because vaccines are toxic dead 7ssue of other life forms that 
are injected into people. There is no natural way for this toxic 
substance that is called a virus to spread. This is why Im healthy 
7ll this day and this is why cause of death for people cant be 
differen7ated between covid or any other illness. Furthermore 
even the mainstream media has alerted us that the tests are 
false. 

Bopom line vaccines are not necessary and to make it 
mandatory whether its forced by the government or the 
corpora7ons it goes against human rights. Sebas7en

2021-01-21 
16:59:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Carlos 

2021-01-21 
16:27:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

At the beginning of Lockdown all the experts and media said that 
it take at least 7 years to make a safe vaccine.  Now, suddenly we 
have it in less than a year.  All the science says it cannot be safe. Fiona

2021-01-21 
12:15:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am deeply.concerned by the implementa7on of this untested 
vaccine.   There is no known medical informa7on to support its 
effec7veness or usefulness amd many case studies already 
showing a very high percentage of adverse effects.  There is no 
way that this should ever be mandatory but more concerning to 
me is that the popula7on of this country will be wrongly advised 
to take it because they trust in the word of the president who as 
far as I am concerned is ques7onable.   I do not support this and 
think that it is essen7al for their to be LONG TERM tes7ng done 
on any pharmaceu7cal before it is administered on the 
populace.  
I also do not think its needed at all considering there is more 
than 95% recover rate from this virus 

Odepe
2021-01-21 
11:46:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody should be forced to take the vaccine... there should be 
other alterna7ves in place like Ivermec7n, etc. Deirdre

2021-01-21 
08:35:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that people must not loose the op7on to decide if they 
want the vaccine or not. The vaccine was not tested over a long 
enough period. Other op7ons like ivermec7n must be 
inves7gated and used.  It was used for humans before, its not a 
new product. Lots of research was done before.  Vaccines is a 
money making market and viruses are made to sell vaccines. 
This vaccine is also not what it seems to be with all the research 
that was done by scien7sts. Out government ordered these 
vaccines without proper research in South Africa.  There are 
other more natural op7ons as well, but at the end they are 
looking at the op7ons where they can get the most money. No 
one that I know will take the vaccine as an op7on as not enough 
research was done.  23 people already died in Norway in a short 
while amer taking the vaccine.  There is no guarantee that it will 
work, so why take it Lynepe

2021-01-21 
07:53:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please allow individuals to choose.  I believe there are 
alterna7ves and safe ways to treat covid-19. 
I do not trust the vaccines and do not want them in my body or 
my family's body.  The vaccines have not been truly tested for 
safety and the ingredients are harmful to human bodies, mind 
and soul. Fiona

2021-01-21 
07:33:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on John

2021-01-20 
15:46:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that there has been a singular focus on vaccines 
and extremely liple focus on pharmaceu7cal interven7ons. 
Natural and chemical. Both to increase resistance to the virus 
and to improve recovery.  These do not seem to have any 
support and the ci7zens have received no educa7on on these. 
No educa7on on improving immunity and improvjng recovery at 
home. There has also not been any effort made to help the poor 
have beper access to good Healthcare. Nothing has been done 
to help the poor improve immunity through making immune 
boosters such as vit D, zinc, vit C available. 
There has also been no educa7on on what the vaccine does to 
your body and poten7al side effects.  
I am also concerned that the narra7ves mo7va7ng the vaccine 
have no scien7fic backing.  

I do not agree that government should be allowed to force you 
to take a substance into your body that has the poten7al to 
harm you. It is not proven safe. Long term effects have not been 
studied. It is also not proven that people won't get covid amer 
taking the vaccine. 

It should be each individual ci7zens own responsibility to decide 
how they want to manage their health. The government is 
severely infringing on our human rights.  

Non vaxers should also not be discriminated against when so 
much informa7on around the pandemic has been concealed and 
manipulated. 

Government should priori7ze health care not an untested 
vaccine. Kathleen

2021-01-20 
09:30:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It has not been tested fully..research proves that its dangerous  
to healthy people..  hpps://stopmedicaldiscrimina7on.org/
home#70e6fd07-bde5-4b32-87f8-16b43017c400 

Nothing should be mandatory..the individual should always have 
a right as to what they chose to put into their bodies marcelle
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2021-01-20 
08:27:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No medical procedure should be forced on any individual. Eilidh

2021-01-20 
07:39:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines are not proven to be safe.  Too many adverse 
reac7ons being reported. Lynepe 

2021-01-20 
06:49:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a human right to refuse to be forced to take a vaccine of 
any kind, but especially where a vaccine has not been fully 
successfully tested and wants to prevent people from shopping, 
banking, travelling or living without a specific vaccine. I am 
against any record of a  person being vaccinated or not... this is 
against my privacy and no longer freedom,  but rather enforced 
emprisonment on a whole new level!!! Gloria

2021-01-20 
06:42:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on There are safer proven alterna7ves Jaco

2021-01-20 
06:26:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with this vaccine, that has not been properly tried 
and tested, being forced upon the people of this country.  What 
birhers me is that the vaccine is suddenly being allocated to 
specific countries in the world and specific ethnic groups. If this 
vaccine was in fact legit, then why is it only being limited to 
certain countries? I struggle with the fact that our government 
chooses to willfully kill us off and that for money? I am highly 
against this vaccine.  Rene

2021-01-19 
17:36:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jené

2021-01-19 
17:13:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a tax paying ci7zen I cannot approve that government decides 
for me that I must be vaccinated.. That looks very much  like 
control and despo7sm. I have a right to say no to any invasion of 
my body and my privacy.  Also it seems that the vaccina7on is 
being thrust upon us very quickly... While in the past, all meds, 
vacs etc had to be tested over years before it became available 
to the public. This will not benefit my health, especially under 
these dubious circumstances. I have the right to choose. Surely if 
I'm allowed to have abor7on in this country, I should be allowed 
to refuse a vaccina7on?? Both of these imply thus that I have 
the last word on what is done with my body. Annemarie

2021-01-19 
15:56:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is NOT democra7c or cons7tu7onal to force individuals to have 
a vaccine (that you have to pay for) and that has already killed 
several people (In Norway alone, 23 people died amer being 
vaccinated with Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine) It has also not be 
proven to prevent the individual form geing COVID amer being 
vaccinated. My own sister became au7s7c amer receiving a 
'rou7ne vaccine'  as a baby and later high mercury levels were 
found to be in the vaccine. No one is told what the vaccine 
contains. The COVID-19 vaccine does not give immunity. Does 
not eliminate the virus. Does not prevent death. Does not 
guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. Does not stop you passing 
it on. Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. Does not 
eliminate the need for business closures. Does not eliminate the 
need for lockdowns. Does not eliminate the need for masking. Keziah

2021-01-19 
13:48:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Tom

2021-01-19 
13:43:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine risks vs benefits informa7on might not be fully 
presented for suit corporal interests or might not be available 
due to its recent development.  I don't want my children and my 
family to be quinea pigs. Anastasiya

2021-01-19 
13:28:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Chrismari

2021-01-19 
13:18:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone will eventually get Covid, in whatever form that is 
going around. 
There's a survival rate of +98%.  Why would anyone vaccinate for 
a virus with such a high survival rate? 
This is not a pandemic at all, this is a scamdemic...  Fact!!! 
They have been unsuccessful for decades to create a flu vaccine 
that actually works, so why should anyone trust the new mRNA 
vaccines that will change your DNA and there are no safety or 
effec7ve studies done...  Many people currently die just amer 
vaccina7ons.  The mRNA vaccine is made in such a way, that it 
will cause an auto immune disease in each vaccine recipient.  
The CDC and the WHO will never admit to this, therefore all 
vaccine companies are exempt from being sued for any harm in 
any form, even death.  Who can trust that?  Only if you're 
uneducated and a slave of the system, will you even get tested 
by an unreliable tes7ng system and go stand in a que to receive 
your deadly vaccines...  They are specifically targe7ng the blacks, 
the Indians, and those indigenous people of every country.  The 
target is not really the  virus, it is to depopulate the earth of a 
third of its inhabitants.  Most people don't know this, but Bill 
Gates is actually a murderer and will be tried for crimes against 
humanity soon.  His name is on the list of those who will get 
arrested.  And let me not go into the issues of mask wearing...  
The danger of it all...  But please rather educate the people of 
South Africa on how to cope with the virus, at home, because 
we don't see people die at home, they only die in hospitals, 
because that is the goal...  Stella 

2021-01-19 
12:18:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine needs to be given to our government before it is 
passed to the people of this country. We have too liple 
knowledge on the vaccine and deaths have been linked to the 
vaccine as well, but has been kept away from the public. 
It should NOT be mandatory for our children to take the vaccine. Cindy

2021-01-19 
10:23:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Should be op7onal and not mandatory, what happened to 
Human Rights!! Lonce
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2021-01-19 
10:23:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I strongly appose mandatory vaccines.  
This vaccine is not like a polio vaccine where you require one 
shot for life.  
This virus mutates and so the vaccine, like the flu vaccine is 
ineffec7ve. Also, it interferes with the DNA of an individual via 
the mRNA process and working on the proteins of the body 
which changes the DNA. This is unprecedented, and was 
previously known as a criminal offence for any scien7st to 
interfere with a person's DNA. The vaccine has not received 
enough research , and it's already caused the death of 56 people 
reported. Further, my own partners have successfully treated 
102,000 COVID posi7ve pa7ents in the UAE, we approach the 
Health Minister and without inves7ga7on it was flatly refused. 
Therefore, I personally know there are successful treatments 
without requiring the vaccine. Laura

2021-01-19 
10:22:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hi I am shocked to see that the government does not allow 
treatments to treat  for the Covid and pushes compulsory 
vaccina7on for their own financial interests. 
No proper tes7ng has been done on that new vaccin and it is 
criminal to inject people with it and to make them belief that it 
will safe them. 
Every human has the right to choose for himself and to take his 
own responsibility.. 

mia

2021-01-19 
09:10:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one in the en7re wprld shpuld be forced to take a vaccine 
purely because people fprce and dictate to you - every person 
has got cons7tu7onal rights and its inhumane to be forced by 
any government into a system Sonja

2021-01-19 
09:04:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines have not been properly tested also on its efficacy 
on blood type and DNA.  The transport of these vaccines also 
needs to be finely monitored.  Any devia7on on temperature 
renders these vaccines useless, so transpor7ng from country of 
origin to SA has to entail various modes of transport, making it 
highly unlikely that it will be in a controlled environment all the 
way.  Therefore it should not be a mandatory issue but a 
personal op7on.  Nothing has been said about the people that 
have already had covid and therefore should be a choice 
whether they want the vaccine, they have developed an7bodies.  
It is s7ll a flu, although a very bad one.  People should have a 
choice otherwise we are a FALSE democracy. Sherol

2021-01-19 
08:29:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The types of vaccine which are rolled out have neither been 
proven to be safe nor effec7ve. Reports of side effects are 
moun7ng by the day. There are safe alterna7ves available for 
treatment and prophylaxis (i.e. Ivermec7n) which are safe, 
effec7ve and cheap. 
Every human being must be allowed a free choice in his/her own 
medical treatment. Kers7n

2021-01-19 
07:11:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

we all have inalienable rights. The right to choose what we put in 
our bodies. The forced vaccina7on is a gross viola7on of the 
Nuremberg code! paul

2021-01-19 
07:06:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Recent polls show that at least half of the popula7on wants to 
get the vaccine.  Start with the half that wants the shot plus the 
few that already recovered from COVID, then we have herd 
immunity. 
No need to force vaccines. 
No need for this lockdown. 
More people die from hunger because of the broken economy 
than the small group that actually get COVID which has about 
the same mortality as normal flu. Erich

2021-01-19 
05:43:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is not the answer.  Something that was just 
developed in 1 year with no research as before where vaccines 
were researched for 5 years before usage.   
The fact that it will eventually be mandatory sounds more like 
popula7on control.  

Get the vaccine,  give it to parliament and the president first, 
then give it 5 years. Tristano 

2021-01-19 
00:40:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sonet

2021-01-18 
23:37:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

NO... just NO.  
I/WE do not under-stand nor consent in any way, shape or form. 
I/WE do not grant nor request permission, tacitly or otherwise 
and neither do we acquiesce. 
I/WE do not allow any subversion of my/our basic human rights, 
personal civil liber7es or any uncons7tu7onal infringement 
thereof by any means. 
I/WE reserve all my/our rights including our full health and well 
being infinitely, locally, interna7onally, globally, throughout the 
whole galaxy and all galaxies, universally, all mul7verses, 
cosmically, energe7cally, completely and eternally.  
Thank you. 

Tiaan
2021-01-18 
20:52:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Any medical procedure should be voluntary and there should be 
alterna7ves available. Marco

2021-01-18 
19:28:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is not a vaccine firstly. It has not been tested and proven to 
work.  There are safer meds that have been repurposed and they 
are working. Caroline
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2021-01-18 
18:11:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What is the point of having a Cons7tu7on that "guarantees" 
freedom of choice and life when it has been brutally tramples 
underfoot? 
There is ZERO proof it will work 
There is NO protec7on for side effect damage 
There is no LOGIC to all of the measures employed by 
government, none are bedded in any knowledge. 
The ac7ons taken so far are absolutely contrary to all known 
good medical prac7ce, why should we now trust the same 
people that have thieved R500 BILLION in Covid funds? 
Thieves and liars do not change their spots, yet we must now 
TRUST these people to forcibly jab us while they hide behind 
NDA's with the pharmaceu7cal companies. 
NO, I say - NO,NO,NO and NO again. This is legislated abuse of 
human rights and smacks of NAZISM at it's worst. 
The Goebbels of 2020/1 have arisen and are wan7ng to openly 
prac7ce human experiments aided by the law? 
NO Garth

2021-01-18 
17:49:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want the vaccine as it causes many side-effects and 
what if everyone does not want to take it - are the business 
sector going to work alone? Liezel

2021-01-18 
17:46:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lucie

2021-01-18 
17:10:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ronald

2021-01-18 
16:53:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are we vaccina7ng a popula7on for a so-called virus that 
has killed only 33000 people...how many would normally have 
died from other illnesses like AIDS and TB, let alone murders and 
such like in this country. It is all about control and is completely 
insane. Good luck finding 40mil who want to take this vaccine! Fiona

2021-01-18 
16:45:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How is a vaccine being considered mandatory to a popula7on of  
65mil amer the deaths of  only 33000 of its ci7zens; thousands 
more of our loved ones have died from HIV ,TB or even SARS etc  
and yet no one ever suggested the shuing down of our en7re 
economy for them and no global research facili7es invested 
millions in trying to find the treatment or vaccine to this scale . 

Its quite clear that this so called pandemic is purely global 
propaganda and a ruse to con7nue the control over the 
popula7on through bombarding them with fear.  Its deeply 
disappoin7ng that our government has jumped on the beast's 
back and leading herds of South Africans to the slaughter house.   

There is no vaccine needed for this parasite. Ursula

2021-01-18 
16:25:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe we could have conclusive results on safety in such 
a short 7me. It will take years for side effects / dangers to show 
themselves. I believe there are safer alterna7ves. Ivermec7n. Marian

2021-01-18 
16:16:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on shouldn't be mandatory. Ci7zens must be allowed to 
make a choice. In anyway, how safe are the vaccines. 
I am referring to the Cons7tu7on of the Republic of South Africa, 
1996 - Chapter 2: Bill of Rights 
12. Freedom and security of the person 
1. Everyone has the right to freedom and security of the person, 
which includes the right Ole

2021-01-18 
16:15:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be freedom of choice. I will absolutely not be forced to 
take an untested vaccine. It will violate my rights Eric

2021-01-18 
15:28:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not consent to being part of a trial for a vaccine that has not  
been safely safety tested and is,  impossible to make effec7ve 
due to muta7ons. I do not support manda7ng any vaccine, this is 
uncons7tu7onal. Catherine

2021-01-18 
14:53:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why is being vaccinated considered as the only op7on on the 
table allowed to be discussed. We need to ask this ques7on. Candice 

2021-01-18 
14:01:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

no one should be forced to take something into there body....full 
stop...plus there are alterna7ves  

andre

2021-01-18 
13:50:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccine should be declared mandatory before the 
appropriate 7me has passed (years, as with all other mandatory 
vaccines) to prove the LONG TERM safety of this vaccine Estee

2021-01-18 
13:18:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Under no circumstances should this vaccine be made mandatory 
nor should  a person's choice impact on their freedom  and 
ability to Live their Lives in any way, shape or form. Diana
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2021-01-18 
12:44:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice should be advocated here. I personally would 
prefer not to take my chances on any vaccine for myself or my 
family. 

Also we are prepy much doing a mopping up project here with 
what has evolved with covid. Please let this be a wake up call to 
all humans to stop messing with the environment and be 
mindful of how we func7on in our lifestyles. How we impact 
upon nature. Read labels. Stop suppor7ng products that are 
harmful to the environment (look up palm oil and orangutangs, 
and plas7c in the ocean). How our food is farmed, produced and 
sold to us is first port of call. So many people live unhealthy lives 
and omen in unhealthy living condi7ons. Can the government 
please focus on educa7ng people about that rather than going 
for a quick "fix" solu7on? Star7ng with banning non-
biodegradable, single-use plas7cs, fining people for lipering 
(including cigarepes) and takeaway outlets that sell food in non 
biodegradable packaging and doing na7onwide clean up drives. 
Spend this money on educa7ng people on how their ac7ons that 
impact ul7mately affects us all. Help set up community food 
gardens in clean, inspiring spaces. All this liper everywhere lands 
up in the sea, there is micro plas7cs found in every species of 
sealife (which is eaten) and has even been found in human 
fetuses. Encourage people to be proud to be fit and healthy. All 
these vulnerable people with comorbidi7es is reflec7ve of our 
unnatural lifestyles and a society which is focused on quick fixes 
and mass consumerism. Lisl

2021-01-18 
12:27:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My top concern regarding the vaccina7on is that it should not be 
made mandatory.  It is also vital that the persons receiving the 
vaccina7on are properly informed of the risks involved. There is 
not enough evidence that the vaccina7on will be effec7ve. The 
RNA aspect of it is also worrying.  
  
What is severely lacking is the educa7on of people regarding 
their immune systems. Yes, washing hands is important, but so is 
geing enough fresh air and sunshine - both freely available. 
Ea7ng fresh healthy food and drinking fresh water are also key. 
Supplement vitamin C and D if necessary. 
Wearing of masks will only help in certain environments, yet 
there are people walking around on their own wearing a mask - 
breathing in their own recycled breath instead of fresh air. This is 
detrimental to health. 
Lets get some proper informa7on out to the uneducated to help 
them stay healthy. Teresa

2021-01-18 
12:27:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My top concern regarding the vaccina7on is that it should not be 
made mandatory.  It is also vital that the persons receiving the 
vaccina7on are properly informed of the risks involved. There is 
not enough evidence that the vaccina7on will be effec7ve. The 
RNA aspect of it is also worrying.  
  
What is severely lacking is the educa7on of people regarding 
their immune systems. Yes, washing hands is important, but so is 
geing enough fresh air and sunshine - both freely available. 
Ea7ng fresh healthy food and drinking fresh water are also key. 
Supplement vitamin C and D if necessary. 
Wearing of masks will only help in certain environments, yet 
there are people walking around on their own wearing a mask - 
breathing in their own recycled breath instead of fresh air. This is 
detrimental to health. 
Lets get some proper informa7on out to the uneducated to help 
them stay healthy. Teresa

2021-01-18 
11:51:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

a Mandatory vaccine will impose on my freedom of choice on 
whether to have a vaccine or  not. The roll out should be 
addressed by a person`s medical prac77oner, that has 
knowledge about a person`s health record, and possible contra-
indicators based on that. I refuse to be vaccinated, as there are 
several side-effects experienced world-wide, and the long term 
effect of vaccines on the human body cannot be gauged . This is 
my body, my health. If anyone is trying to force me, to take a 
vaccine, I will refuse, and if entrance based on that into any area 
or building is denied, I will take the Government to court. This 
vaccine poses a great risk to my health . There is no guarantee 
that it is effec7ve, and herd immunity like in Khayelitsha is the 
way to go.  Sandra

2021-01-18 
11:47:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Individual freedom of choice must be respected. 

Henk 

2021-01-18 
11:14:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Men, women and children should have the sovereign right to 
choose whether they want to be vaccinated or not. This is the 
fastest 7me in which a vaccine has been rolled out which makes 
experimental. It is not ra7onal to spend this kind of money on 
vaccines over developing and suppor7ng organic food gardens, 
individual health, educa7on and "figh7ng" obesity, diabetes and 
other lifestyle diseases. Mandy

2021-01-18 
11:00:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

watch this video.  There is no need to take it and there is no way 
I want an experimental vaccine.   
hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?
�clid=IwAR3B_aSC8oqjGyuVjilpxpQsEXOSSCiNX_xuygyujEi9y55k
PUuDIo3uvYc&v=xFntHpk1uok&feature=youtu.be Jamie

2021-01-18 
10:58:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

So many people are dying from this vaccine. 
I have a vaccine injured child and as someone who has severe 
allergic reac7ons to medica7on, I will not risk my life.  

Where there is risk, there needs to be consent. Liyana
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2021-01-18 
10:57:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines need several years of tes7ng to prove safe. These 
vaccines may do long term damage to our bodies and alter DNA. 
High doses of Vitamin D has Vitamin C has been proven to treat 
the Covid 19 virus more effec7vely and is already available at a 
much lower cost. People should be given a choice of whether to 
vaccinate or not without prejudice. Clyde

2021-01-18 
10:44:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines have been rushed through without comple7ng 
FULL trials! 
Even top scien7sts worldwide don’t know the long or even short 
term 
ramifica7ons of it on our health. I don’t do any pharmaceu7cal-
chemical  
drugs of any sorts (its against my religious, philosophic, spiritual 
and health beliefs)  
and therefore, I refuse to have one forced on me. My body my 
decision! 
Cyril you can have my dose, I don’t need your poison! 

Daryl

2021-01-18 
10:18:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This whole covid pandemic is nonsense. It’s all in prepara7on of 
the new world order. It’s an invasion of human rights. It’s an 
invasive of privacy.  I don’t believe in covid and I don’t agree on 
the vaccine. Charmaine 

2021-01-18 
10:07:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be forced to take any form of vaccine which may be 
more detrimental to my health than a virus. No proper trial 
period, too many side effects.  What will the effects of the 
vaccine be in a few years?? Wake up sheeple!!! Elsabe 

2021-01-18 
09:37:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Given the speed at which this vaccina7on was made and the 
dubiousness of it I do not want to have it, and would not want 
my fellow ci7zens to have it as we do not know what it could do 
to us. Already people are dying from having it, and long term 
problems remain to be seen. Also, the ingredients in these 
vaccines are terrible and would not want anyone to put that 
stuff in their bodies, especially not myself and my loved ones. Gail

2021-01-18 
09:28:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As long as it is tested and researched for long enough and well 
enough, which it could not have been in such a short period of 
7me and as long as it is not mandatory Yulande

2021-01-18 
09:27:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The South African government is infringing grossly on the 
freedom of its ci7zens which is causing much worse damage to 
South Africans than covid-19 (as bad as covid-19 is). Officially 
South Africa is a democra7c country which means that people 
are free to move around in their own country at any hour, they 
are free to stay at home, they are free to choose what they want 
to eat or drink, etc. They are also free to choose whether to take 
a vaccine or not. Governments do not have the right to medicate 
its ci7zens without their consent. They also do not have the right 
to infringe the rights of those who choose not to vaccinate. 
There is also far too liple reliable informa7on on the vaccine to 
know that it is safe and that it will even work for an ever-
changing virus. Arie

2021-01-18 
09:19:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Refuse to support a vaccina7on that has been rushed and made 
mandatory. Totaly disregard of free will and definitely have a 
hidden agenda behind this. Es7

2021-01-18 
09:16:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What are the side effects , because in other countries there are 
scary side effects and nobody can force anybody to take any 
medica7on! Sura

2021-01-18 
08:59:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines that are being rolled out have not being tested 
enough, short or long term, for any side effects (severe or 
otherwise). It is unfortunately known that people geing 
voluntary vaccina7ons are not presented with all the possible 
side effects etc. If they were, I'm sure there are many who would 
actually decline vaccina7ons. I am not for mandatory 
vaccina7ons in any way. Not only is it against my religious beliefs 
(mainly due to some of the ingredients in the vaccine), it is also 
against the cons7tu7on. People who want to have the 
vaccina7ons, amer a FULL explana7on of the side effects and 
possible benefits, may do so, but forcing someone isn't okay.  

Why will our SAHRPA not inves7gate other methods such as 
Ivermec7n etc? I know it's not currently okay'ed for humans - 
but in other countries, it is. If we are in such a dire race to get a 
vaccine that is not thoroughly tested, why not also test 
alterna7ve therapies (such as Ivermec7n) that actually already 
have a large amount of studies done on the effect on humans 
(and have shown very very liple side effects). Why would the 
government try to enforce a vaccine that is not thoroughly 
tested but not allow people to make the decision to take 
Ivermec7n (for example) that is more thoroughly tested (and 
there's research indica7ng 1 - it works and 2 - it doesn't have a 
lot of side effects).  

To mandatory vaccina7ons - a definite no.  Let people who want 
to do it, and have been fully briefed, do so. But don't force it on 
other people. jeanne-marie

2021-01-18 
08:50:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The principle of mandatory vaccina7on is Unacceptable. 
Especially since this vaccine contains unacceptable en77es ad 
has not been tested properly or cer7fied safe for human use 

Jack
2021-01-18 
08:44:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be given a choice whether or not to have the vaccine. 
I don't think a rushed vaccine can be trusted. Jacques

2021-01-18 
08:43:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Adele
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2021-01-18 
08:17:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, I don't trust the effec7veness of the vaccine. Doesn't it 
normally take years to fully develop a vaccine and a lot of trail's 
before any vaccine is approved?  
Secondly, what happened to it being my cons7tu7onal right to 
decide what is being put in to my body, nobody will  force me to 
get vaccinated if I don't choose to!  If people s7ck to the safety 
procura7ons put in place they will be fine. I've been doing Covid 
19 Disinfec7on treatments at homes and businesses since the 
pandemic started and have not been infected, because I s7ck to 
the rules, so I ask again why should I then take a chance on my 
health with a untrusted and not properly tested vaccine that 
could do more long term damage than good? Lodian

2021-01-18 
07:09:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How can a vaccine that was "developed" for the 1st strain of 
covid 19, be valid for the 2nd strain of covid19? The virus will 
con7nue to mutate rendering the vaccine useless amer just a few 
months.  
Not enough is known of this vaccine, we are not sure what is 
inside it, it has been rolled out too quickly.  
Many health implica7ons too.  
Will never take it. Yanni

2021-01-18 
06:40:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe the efficacy, if any, is worth the highly 
controversial and unproven mRna vaccine. Never mind the other 
ques7onable ingredients and failure of manufacturers to provide 
a FULL ingredient list. This technology yielded catastrophic 
results in animal teasing and was abandoned in previous 
apempts at a cold (coronovirus) vaccine. I will rather trust my 
body, suppor7ve medicine, preventa7ve medicine as well as the 
99.96% survival rate of COVID.  No one should be forced to have 
ANY medical procedure done to them. Lisa

2021-01-18 
06:39:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There have been over 100 years of research for a cancer 
vaccina7on and there is s7ll none. More than 40 years research 
for an aids vaccina7on and now in less than one year we’re 
expected to believe that there’s a good vaccine for Covid-19? Bill 
Gates himself has also said on record that there is no proof this 
vaccine will work. Tanith

2021-01-18 
05:52:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be forced to take the vaccine, it goes against human 
rights.  
I will avoid the shops and any thing that requires me to be tested 
or vaccinated.  
I will not be taking poison from Dr, that are incompetent with 
fudged reports propaganda. 
I do not support socialism or george soros... thanks... Dallyn

2021-01-18 
04:49:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kari 

2021-01-17 
22:33:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines may be offered to those who believe in it working and 
those that want to be exempt must have the free will to choose. 
The tes7ng 7me is far to short to confirm effec7vity of the 
vaccines and for that maper the new muta7ons of it which will 
follow regularly. If guinnea pig people want to take the risk, 
knowing there can be severe side effects (actual effects), so be 
it. Just inform them fairly. Mark

2021-01-17 
22:14:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no need for a vaccine, when there are perfectly good 
alterna7ves available. In addi7on, there is a lot of reports 
concerning the safety of the covid vaccina7on and adverse side 
effects - which are far worse than the symptoms of covid.  
On top of this, no vaccina7on should EVER be mandatory. We 
each have the right to make decisions for our own health and 
body... 
Looking at the numbers over the last year...the tes7ng in efficacy 
and death rates etc....we should all go back to living WITHOUT 
masks, social distancing and everything else associated with 
lockdowns....and especially without the need for a vaccine (of 
which evidence is now being reported is not a vaccine!) and 
which has not gone through the proper tes7ng and trials of 
safety! Jenna

2021-01-17 
22:11:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that we should be free to choose how we take care of our 
health. i do not trust the vaccine at all and would refuse it. i 
would say that those that are doing this roll out should take this 
thing first since they are so certain and the rest of us should be 
lem to choose. Karin

2021-01-17 
22:06:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Riaan

2021-01-17 
21:22:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Steve

2021-01-17 
21:12:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on D

2021-01-17 
19:33:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It seems the rate of people dying from the vaccine is a lot 
greater than without it Harry

2021-01-17 
19:18:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine are not tested 
This vaccine effect and results will take years to conduct and yet 
they rolling it out without our permission or any scien7fic proof 
that it t will be effec7ve 
Government wants to force this vaccine and wants to make it 
mandatory which is unlawful and agains my human right 
There are many other scien7fically proven methods and already 
exis7ng medicine that works 100% effec7ve agains this virus - 
but government refuse to co operate 
Thefore the  poli7cal agenda in the mix as well as tax payers 
money spendature without proper governance  Usher

2021-01-17 
18:51:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not interested in a mandatory vaccine. We can't trust the 
government with our electricity and now we must trust them 
injec7ng chemicals into our bodies. No thanks Candice
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2021-01-17 
18:38:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are alterna7ve op7ons which is cost effec7ve and not 
u7lised because we conform to WHO who "funds" the 
Goverment. Our childrens children will s7ll pay of the debt of 
this vaccina7on and trials will cause more serious harm. 
Poli7cians are welcome to take the vaccina7on. Gerhard

2021-01-17 
18:25:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Regardsless what or how the vaccina7on project roll out, it 
should not be compulsory. Papy

2021-01-17 
17:44:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Brigipe

2021-01-17 
17:40:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccina7on/s not proven to be completely safe and effec7ve. Eugene

2021-01-17 
17:38:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The poli7cians should be vaccinated first. No compulsory 
vaccina7on. Against human rights Jane

2021-01-17 
17:38:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too many uncertain7es world wide re the vaccina7ons .  Let 
them vaccinate all the poli7cians first. Manepa

2021-01-17 
16:51:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lelanie

2021-01-17 
16:30:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Untested vaccine first if it's kind mrna. Not tested. Humans are 
used as guineapigs.  Unacceptable.  Viola7on of informed 
consent principle Vaccines should never be mandatory.  Public is 
under the impression  it's a usual vaccine.it is actually  gene 
manipula7on which is dangerous  uncharted territory.  The 
mortality of the circula7ng virus is no higher than the usual flu 
epidemic. Adverse events are occurring  an this acknowledge is 
being suppressed. BEATE

2021-01-17 
16:26:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t feel enough research, tes7ng and trials has been done to 
properly ascertain the effec7veness and safety of this vaccine.  
To make this mandatory goes against my right to choose what 
happens to my own body. My life, my choice. I will not put any 
vaccine into my or my kids system un7l proven effec7veness and 
safety! Melissa 

2021-01-17 
16:13:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be voluntary choice, without discrimina7on applied 
against those who don't take it.  
The vaccine is being rushed and there are plenty of safe and 
effec7ve alterna7ve to treat Covid. Unban ivermec7n and make 
more vitamins available to everyone. Heideli

2021-01-17 
15:57:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on S

2021-01-17 
15:37:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

About 50% of the South African popula7on are not in favour of 
vaccina7on . The majority of those not in favour are Chris7ans 
who have serious religious objec7ons against the idea of this 
vaccina7on drive. 
The vaccines are untested to a large extend, there is no 
guarantee that it will have the desired effect , the virus can s7ll 
be transferred to other people etc. 
There are s7ll more ques7ons than answers and apparently this 
whole drive is aimed at making money for some and usher in the 
new World Order. O 

2021-01-17 
15:36:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has proven to do damage.  It is my lufe and I have a 
human right not to rake it.  This is not a vaccine, this is to control 
us by the ilumina7.  This Covid-19 flu was designed by the devil 
himself and his cronies.  Cyril and his teams can take the vaccine 
and leave the rest of us alone.  Why use a vaccine that has 
proven to do damage above Ivermec7n that has proven to heal 
people with the virus??  Cyril gains by geing kickbacks of each 
person tes7ng posi7ve and each death given up as Covid (even 
hear{ailure, cancer, car/motorbike, TB, AIDS etc deaths).  This 
last year no 1 person in SA died of anything else than Covid 19!!  
It takes 10+ years to create a vaccine, so how the hell can a 
vaccine be created within 1 year???  We refuse to take this 
vaccine!! yvonne

2021-01-17 
14:30:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Making the vaccine mandatory is a viola7on of a few of our 
cons7tu7onal rights like, right to human dignity, right to life etc. 
The fact that there is a risk to harm life and health  by taking the 
vaccine as has been shown with every covid vaccine having very 
bad side effects means the government would be liable for each 
and every cost associated with this should they try enforce it. 
Addi7onally all members of the UN signed agreements  amer the 
2nd world War and the Nuremberg trials that made it illegal for 
any government or organiza7on to force medica7on on a private 
individual without their choice to refuse like was done in the 
medical experiments performed on Jewish and other prisoners 
in the second world War. Viola7ng that treaty/agreement would 
make them as bad as the nazi government and doctors that 
killed many hundreds of thousands during the second world 
War. Shandor

2021-01-17 
14:13:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be allowed to select whether or not we want to have 
the vaccine. Dawn

2021-01-17 
14:12:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The studies are flawed the vaccine is dangerous un7l proven 
otherwise. There are bigger issues and beper ways of handling 
them rather than spending money on something that is likely to 
do more harm than good. Either way people should always have 
the right to choose. Kimberly

2021-01-17 
11:43:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are so many alterna7ve treatments to an ever muta7ng/
varying virus. i do not believe anyone should be forced to take a 
vaccina7on. i do not believe anyone should be discriminated 
against for refusing the vaccine. people should be free to choose 
with all of the informa7on and research made available to them 
in non-biased, layman's terms so they fully understand the 
ingredients of the covid 19 vaccine and the possible side-effects 
thereof Sue
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2021-01-17 
11:08:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A growing body of scien7fic evidence demonstrates that 
vaccines cause more harm to society than good .  

There is no proof or guarantee of the safety of any of the 
vaccines. The government seeks to u7lise a vaccine without the 
usual tes7ng period for its safety and to administer it on a 
compulsory basis. There are no vaccines out there that have 
endured the usual tes7ng period and already many reports of 
deaths and nega7ve reac7ons just weeks into global roll out.  

This goes against my  individual rights . I declare myself a 
sovereign human being .  

The vaccine has not been comprehensively tested and therefore 
cons7tutes a risk to my individual health and safety’s well as the 
collec7ves.  

This government is proven to be corrupt by majority. There is no 
reason why we would or should trust them to tell us they 
secured safe vaccines for their ci7zens.  
This government does not display a duty to the people they are 
sworn in service too. Wendy 

2021-01-17 
10:51:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It’s experimental and I’ll never take it! Paul

2021-01-17 
10:31:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I refuse to have a vaccine. I do not believe that they have had 
long enough to develop an effec7ve vaccine with liple to no side 
effects. If they have not managed to produce a vaccine for the 
common cold or cancer, then I'm definitely not subjec7ng my 
body or those of my family to a "quick fix" vaccine. Lyn

2021-01-17 
09:51:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africans  should be free under the cons7tu7on to decide if 
the want a vaccine to enter their body.   We do not know the 
effects on a mass popula7on (tests have been limited).  Would 
the government want to take the responsiblity if side effects 
start playing out on a mass scale.  It could endanger our 
economy, food supply, military personal,  and security and 
health sectors.  A staggered approach is far beper, where one 
could observe mass side effects from the populaton who 
chooses to take the vaccine. Craig

2021-01-17 
09:31:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This government has a proven track record of incompetence, 
them and general malfeasance. Cyril Ramaposa has been lying to 
South Africa since he became president. So nothing he says 
ins7lls any confidence.  
Furthermore, this government that cannot get school books to 
schools on 7me is suddenly a world expert on how to deal and 
treat an ALLEGED global virus? 
We were asked to basically commit financial suicide to “flapen 
the curve” for 2 weeks then 4 weeks and and and . 
It’s nearly a year later and we are financially screwed and these 
fools play us like Monopoly. 
I do not trust this government at all. Least of all when it comes 
to them wan7ng to s7ck foreign objects into my body. Never did 
trust them never will. Mike 

2021-01-17 
08:12:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on John

2021-01-17 
07:59:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a son with severe vaccine damage and will never ever feel 
confident taking vaccines  again Bonita

2021-01-17 
07:54:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am against vaccina7ng people against their will. Freedom of 
speech and  personal liber7es are more important than anything 
else.  Each person has their own risk profile  and should be 
allowed to make the decision for themselves. Jeneen

2021-01-17 
07:21:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is against my values and principles. 

Government failed SA in every aspect and I don't trust them and 
the vaccine have not been tested to show long term nega7ve 
effects.  

It is my body and my choice. Lize

2021-01-17 
06:42:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be controlled by the State.  
This vaccine s7ll needs years of tes7ng.   Herd immunity and 
strong immune systems are all  that is necessary.   Robyn

2021-01-17 
06:30:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not convinced vaccines are either safe or effec7ve. The 
agendas that have been push during Covid have nothing to do 
with health and keeping people safe. It is about control and 
power. I refuse to ever have a vaccine injected into me whether 
it is mandatory or not. My body, my right to choose! Ben 

2021-01-17 
04:51:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

95% lab tested - not field tested and no track record.  
Too much can go wrong with the whole process of how it is 
applied.  
Agree with whole government structure taking it first star7ng 
with Cyril Louis

2021-01-17 
00:34:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dear Mr President! 
I do not support the rollout of the extremely dangerous vaccines 
that have not been tested on humans and did not follow normal 
protocol for vaccine development which I in any case do not 
support. We already have highly effec7ve and clinically tested 
treatments available in the form of chloroquine and Ivermec7n 
which is criminally being held from the public. We as the public 
understand the mo7ves of government of popula7on control as 
an agenda of the new world order which you Mr President have 
braught into our country without consul7ng the will of the 
people. We will not be slaughtered by vaccines or hunger and I 
just want to let you know that we will stand up for what is right 
and what you are doing is wrong. We know this and consider it a 
crime against humanity. Gina
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2021-01-16 
23:12:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is irresponsible making a vaccine mandatory which is not 
properly tested and which has caused more than enough deaths 
already! The vaccine would kill more people than the virus itself 
- which was said by Bill Gates personally at the beginning of the 
pandemic!!! Colepe

2021-01-16 
22:42:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First of all it is my cons7tu7onal right to decide what I put into 
my body (my temple gimed by God),I will not be forced and 
controlled by anyone regarding an ineffec7ve vaccina7on. The 
mere fact that there is  laws protec7ng these big pharma 
companies should anything go wrong amer taking the vac they 
are not held liable for it,taking me back to my choice of refusing 
to be vaccinated. There are alterna7ve meds which has been 
proven to be effec7ve and on the market for many years,not a 
rushed,mandated vac which was created in less than a year. We 
are not your puppets dancing to your tunes. Saajidah

2021-01-16 
22:33:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think this whole vaccine story is an evil global control, money 
making charade being bought into by fearful uninformed idiots. 
Why else would safe, effec7ve alterna7ves like Ivermec7n not 
only we not used, but made criminal to supply. No to 
vaccines!!!!! Richard

2021-01-16 
21:50:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been tested on animals and the long term 
side effects are not known.  Big Pharma are forcing their agenda 
- I want to have the choice of whether I want to take the vaccine 
or not.   

Susan

2021-01-16 
21:14:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on before adequate trials is unacceptable 
and even then, individuals have the right to determine and use 
their legi7mate op7on to  decline or not. 

Evelyn

2021-01-16 
20:56:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As long as our freedom of choice NOT to vaccinate is not 
curtailed I don’t object to the rollout of vaccina7ons.  
Those that do not want to be vaccinated should not be forced.  
I strongly object to the vaccina7on of children and sincerely 
hope their right to an educa7on will not be impacted by 
mandatory vaccina7on. Kathinka 

2021-01-16 
20:56:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As long as our freedom of choice NOT to vaccinate is not 
curtailed I don’t object to the rollout of vaccina7ons.  
Those that do not want to be vaccinated should not be forced.  
I strongly object to the vaccina7on of children and sincerely 
hope their right to an educa7on will not be impacted by 
mandatory vaccina7on. Kathinka 

2021-01-16 
20:36:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The original flu vaccine amer 70 years of tests is at a 40 % success 
rate . How can you in your right  frame of mind believe that a 
cure was found in 10 months for this virus ???? 
This is a unsafe money making scheme which our government 
was blinded into because they are clueless . Now the people will 
suffer !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Derek

2021-01-16 
20:21:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As the vaccine did not go through at least 5 years of tes7ng I am 
concerned with the safety and efficacy of the vaccine. To force 
people to take it will be irresponsible and will be the same as 
physical assault. I do not believe that the vaccine is safe despite 
what the manufacturers say. Herman 

2021-01-16 
19:31:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is not safe. We should explore other alterna7ves not 
just a gates-funded vaccine. No to the vaccine!! Claudia

2021-01-16 
19:10:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree to the vaccines: they have not been fully tested 
and there is no public list of all the ingredients. 

A mandatory vaccine would infringe on my cons7tu7on right to 
decide. Carnita

2021-01-16 
18:56:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Andre

2021-01-16 
18:50:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine is unsafe  as it hasn't been tested over a long period. 
Mortality rate doesn't jus7fy the need for a vaccine. 
It must be a personal choice to take but people must be 
educated on alterna7ves to make an informed decision. 
It must be voluntary. No limita7ons on movement for non 
vaccinated persons Taren

2021-01-16 
16:27:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough 7me has gone into this vaccine in terms of 
development and tes7ng. If the government wants to force this 
on people the should be first inline to take it and the rest of the 
country will wait 4 weeks to see how many of them died! Mitzi

2021-01-16 
15:50:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why make it mandatory? Let those who want to get vaccinated 
have it - then they are "protected" and they should not fear 
"catching" the virus! This is a money making racket. Interfering 
with my immune system? No thank you! Follow the money trail. Susan

2021-01-16 
15:39:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe anyone should be forced to be vaccinated with a 
vaccine that has not yet been tried and tested.  
I refuse to be a guinea pig. Nikola

2021-01-16 
14:43:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is the speed at which these vaccines have been 
pushed through, they are based on new technology and this is 
untested in the long term. I am not happy with any plans where 
the popula7on be forced to have these to be able to travel etc, 
where are our liber7es and rights in this process? Cat
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2021-01-16 
13:24:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have decided not to accept the Covid19 vaccina7on, legally. 
Pro-vaxxers will e outraged and accuse me of conspiring to 
perpetuate the pandemic (that is the ACTUAL conspiracy theory) 
. To them I say: flu injec7ons have been around for at least the 
last 15 years and millions have taken them. So why has flu not 
been eradicated? I do not deny that the Covid19 virus is real, it is 
virulent, and people are dying from it, as always happens with 
flu that turns to bronchi7s and pneumonia if not treated 
effec7vely. The ques7on that remains swept aside and 
unanswered is whether Covid19 was man-made.  This whole 
pandemic escapade has been saturated in obfusca7on, 
confusion, deceit and lies star7ng with Dr Fauci and Wuhan, 
such that I no longer believe a single word any poli7cian, locally 
or globally, has to say about anything, nor any word reported in 
mainstream media, social or otherwise. Apart from the fact that 
there has never been a trans-human, bio-tech  vaccine like this 
that interferes with human gene7cs, there is ample evidence of 
unscrupulous, power maniacs exploi7ng this pandemic for self-
aggrandisement, self-enrichment and other agendas. These 
people are very real and they are despicable.  I have just 
watched a clip of Gates presen7ng a new project proposal to the 
CIA for a vaccine that he believes will stop people being religious 
through mRNA that will modify an area of the brain. Gates has 
gopen way far beyond himself and must be stopped.  I gladly 
and voluntarily donate my doses of the vaccine to anybody who 
really believes he/she needs it 
P.S. I also sent a query to my bank asking whether, when I refuse 
the Covid19 vaccine, my bank account will be en7rely secure and 
will I have completely unhindered access to my money. The bank 
acknowledged receipt of my query but I have had no response - 
that was over a week ago. Meanwhile, I received a request from 
the SA Reserve Bank to sign a bank mandate in order to receive 
payments from clients overseas (forex). This is new and, once 
you sign, it returns you to the homepage where the headline is: 
One World, One Bank.  
I will be making enquiries and looking for alterna7ve ways to 
receive payments from overseas. 
A flu virus is not the problem - it is what is being done in the 
name of Covid19 that is heinous. Des

2021-01-16 
12:35:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A totalitarian idea. That fact in and of itself means it should be 
resisted. And totally predictable what is more. Government 
sucking up to big pharma and WHO. Those who think Cyril is 
some saviour please don't kid yourselves. David 

2021-01-16 
12:18:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be voluntary and without restric7ons if you choose not 
to take it. Marlon 

2021-01-16 
11:28:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The COVID vaccine efforts seems to be a fear based response 
from goverments world over that is being taken advantage of by 
big pharma. I cannot find convincing evidence that this vaccine 
will protect people from emerging and future strains of this 
virus. 

It is an uncomfortable,  but inescapable  truth that along with 
increasing popula7on densi7es come increasingly threatening 
viral and bacterial outbreaks. 

I am not an7-vaccine, please know this. I am against the rushed 
crea7on of a vaccine, because of a fear based reac7on, against 
an ever changing organism that is not having a detrimental effect 
on the popula7on as a whole.  This is not comparible to 
smallpox. 

I find that the media frenzy has created an opportunity that 
governments are exploited for their need to be relevant in the 
public eye. I will not support any mandatory vaccina7on. Nor do 
I support the purposeful seggrega7on of ci7zens who choose to 
not vaccjnate. 

If the same amount of money was spent throughout Sout Africa 
on health educa7on the impact of this virus would have been 
trivial. Governments like to rather spend money on the wildfire 
rather than spend the same money on preven7on. 

Let those who think they need the vaccine take it. Do not force it 
onto the rest. 

Schalk

2021-01-16 
10:36:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested for long term side effects which 
may include anaphylaxis, autoimmune disease and chronic 
inflammatory condi7ons due to toxic delivery components. 
Science is not infallible. The annual flu vaccine was suggested to 
provide addi7onal protec7on against Covid 19 but has now been 
stated as one of the factors increasing chances to contract the 
disease. Scien7sts learn as they go along, but are we willing to 
be experimented upon with life long consequences? Sandra

2021-01-16 
10:32:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are cheap and effec7ve drugs that was scien7fically 
proven to be effec7ve against covid. There are herbal remedies. 
People can boost their immune systems. Wearing masks are 
seriously unhealthy, humans are not designed to inhale carbon 
dioxide... this lowers the immunity even more. Markus

2021-01-16 
10:07:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Covid has a very low mortality rate, people should not 
immediately jump to vaccines, it might just make the problem 
worse in the end if the vaccine is not safe. And NO ONE should 
be forced to take the vaccine. Monique
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2021-01-16 
10:00:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In my opinion it is absolutely not necessary to inject people with 
this so called vaccine. There are plenty alterna7ves, star7ng with 
a healthy lifestyle and natural remedies, plus others that have 
100% success rate.  
The vaccine has severe side effects, and already people are 
dying. Beate 

2021-01-16 
09:56:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First and foremost we should not forget what we as south 
Africans have striven for and achieved...... As far as I can see 
there is no true factual evidence that this vaccine is effec7ve or 
tes7ng period that is usually allowed for tes7ng and for some 
reason drugs that have been used in the field and proven to 
work with 96% success rate has been either played down or 
stopped completely from being used..... Whatever the reasons 
behind this is we all have our specula7ons, however 

WE HAVE A DEMOCRATIC RIGHT TO REFUSE ....... And it should 
be recognized at all 7mes just as with anything else our 
government puts out there Niezaam

2021-01-16 
09:31:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do not support any interference with my immune system. Alastair

2021-01-16 
09:31:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do not support any interference with my immune system. Alastair

2021-01-16 
09:15:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. LACK OF DATA - all the Covid-19 vaccines currently available 
have NO long term data.  
2. SIDE EFFECTS - we are all different and medica7on side effects 
have different impacts on different people. Now, giving everyone 
the same vaccine and expect all to react well is unscien7fic.  
3. EFFECTIVENESS - the best of these vaccines have a lower 
effec7veness than the viruses’ survival rate. So having a 
(poten7ally mandatory) vaccine is unheard of.  
4. LACK OF IMPACT - if (according to doctors and scien7sts) we 
s7ll have to wear masks and social distance even amer being 
vaccinated due to s7ll being able to get the virus and spread it, 
the vaccina7on rollout is redundant.  
5. CONTROL - government had never had any business in 
dicta7ng people’s medical treatment choices. It is up to every 
person to decide on their own course medical treatment/s 
6. - VIOLATION OF RIGHTS - forcing people to take a vaccine of 
any kind, under any circumstances is uncons7tu7onal and a 
viola7on of human rights.  
7. FREEDOM OF CHOICE - every person has (and should have) a 
CHOICE is whether or not they want to take the vaccine. Mar7ne 

2021-01-16 
09:10:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We don’t know if there are side effects to this vaccine. Why 
should we be forced to be treated like lab rats? Give us the 
freedom to choose, this is democracy. Niki

2021-01-16 
08:30:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not a proven vaccine. And this is a push from Bill Gates's 
agenda. Mitchell

2021-01-16 
07:14:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mark

2021-01-16 
07:00:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not and do not accept mandatory vaccines. I have a 
sovereign right to say no to injec7ng into my body an unsafe 
substance of which no research has been done. No long term 
affects are known.  The Zambian a statement president has just 
released a statement empha7cally sta7ng that vaccines will only 
be accepted when his scien7sts can verify its safety. I urge our 
government to be as prudent and not buy into fear montering. 
The recovery rate is 97% for goodness sake! Rather use the 
money to educate people on how to cul7vate a strong immune 
system. Elma

2021-01-16 
06:57:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one has my permission to administer any chemicals into my 
body. Alex

2021-01-15 
23:17:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough  objec7ve research has been done. Trials are 
dubious and possible side effects are not yet known.  I believe 
that many fear based decisions have been made which are not 
based on science.  We have poor medical facili7es and even in 
the private sector we do not have enough hospitals to cope with 
the popula7on growth, this should be funded first. There are 
altera7ve methods  such as Ivermec7n which should be freely 
available. The level of control in the various sectors is concerning 
to say the least. The numbers available whether they be correct 
or not, do not warrant the  level of  interven7on  displayed by 
the South African government. Natasha

2021-01-15 
23:13:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be voluntary and not a must. I will not be 
vaccinated! 
That's all I have to say Jack

2021-01-15 
22:53:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 (Ivermec7n, etc.) 
Ivermec7n is being used with 100% successfully in India! l have a 
Cons7tu7onal Right to safe medica7on of my choice, and it has 
credibly safety profile for human use Faiza

2021-01-15 
21:15:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I want to make my own decision and am not interested in being  
given something that has been rushed and not tested and side 
effects not known.   

Gina

2021-01-15 
20:29:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not prepared to be vaccinated 
with any form of chemical concoc7on. 
It is against everything that I am and stand for. Not now, not 
ever. John
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2021-01-15 
20:00:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are already numerous verified accounts of significant side 
effects to this vaccine which are cause for concern. 

The mandatory prescrip7on of ANY procedure or treatment goes 
against the right as human beings to decide what happens to our 
bodies. Forcing this by making travel and work impossible 
without one is coercion and also tyrannical, par7cularly for an 
illness where there are alterna7ves being explored and where 
the death rate is fairly low in comparison to many other medical 
causes of death.   

Furthermore, using people as guinea pigs for this experimental 
vaccine is also a viola7on of basic human rights and when there 
the companies developing these measures have “legally” 
absolved themselves of regal recourse in the event of ill effects is 
suspicious.  

No situa7on where mass vaccina7on of human beings is being 
forced should be considered without Lex Mercatoria being fully 
explained to everyone being forced to have this injec7on and 
the op7on to then enter into contractual nego7a7ons provided. 
As far as I am aware, this is not happening and is breach of the 
trust of the popula7on. The use of implied consent in this sort of 
contract where the stakes are so high for so many is 
reprehensible and shouldn’t be considered a crime against 
humanity. 

Furthermore, how can a vaccine where the efficacy is not 
known, the side effects also not fully understood and where it is 
s7ll indicated that masks and social distancing will be required 
post vaccine even being considered as a viable and forced 
op7on? Surely this is in breach of numerous ethical codes and 
certainly goes against the “first do no harm” principle.  

I personally do not consent to being used as a guinea pig for 
something so highly contested and the informa7on in ques7on 
thereof so openly censored.  

Un7l there is more transparency around this en7re situa7on and 
people are able to ask ques7ons freely and engage openly 
without censorship and fear, this is a no-go op7on for me. 

This doesn’t even begin to look at the ques7on of moral, 
religious and ethical reasons people may have (such as religions 
where medical interven7on is prohibited or if staunch vegans 
will not be injected with something containing no animal 
products etc.) 

Gila

2021-01-15 
18:42:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There have been no long-term safety studies done on these very 
has7ly rolled out vaccines. They are also novel vaccines, never 
been used before. Anyone accep7ng a vaccine is going to be a 
willing guinea pig and already there are countless instances of 
nasty side effects. 
We should be concentra7ng on building health through access to 
fresh air (open the beaches!), good food, sleep and exercise. Gizelle

2021-01-15 
18:03:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kyle

2021-01-15 
17:47:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been tested - and already reports from all 
over the world are coming in about its very severe side effects.  
If people believe in vaccines generally and this one in par7cular - 
they should be able to get it - and deal with the consequences - 
but people who do not want it - should be allowed to say NO. It 
should not be mandatory and definitely not be made 
compulsory for things like travel, business , employability etc 
etc!!  
The whole covid saga is a scam  to slowly take control and erode 
democracy and move to socialism  - which will make the poor 
poorer and the rich (pharmaceu7cal companies, Big Tech, 
Financiers and Poli7cians  ) 
richer!!  Nana
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2021-01-15 
16:50:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I firmly believe that not nearly enough tes7ng has been done on 
these rushed vaccines and that they are therefore not safe for 
use. 
Already we are seeing dozens of health-related incidences 
occurring amer receiving the Covid-19 vaccine - including DEATH. 
In addi7on to death, we are seeing that people are developing 
Bell’s Palsy, severe allergic reac7ons and anaphylaxis. 
There is much talk and data now showing that previous flu 
vaccines have created a scenario known as pathogenic priming, 
a scenario in which, rather than enhancing your immunity 
against the infec7on, exposure to a vaccine results in more 
severe disease. 
Tests done on mice who received RNA vaccines are showing 
results of protein spikes in the brain which causes brain swelling 
which leads to a number of autoimmune reac7ons and possibly 
even death. 
To roll out this vaccine will be uper madness with casual7es 
possibly far exceeding the Covid-19 casual7es. We don’t yet 
know what else these vaccines could do to the human as it is a 
DNA altering vaccine! 
There are a number of tried and tested successful treatments 
such as Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n. Both of which have 
been safely used for decades to treat other ailments, and have 
been proven to be highly effec7ve in the treatment of Covid-19 
too.  
The very fact that the SA Government are reluctant to allow 
these alterna7ve solu7ons to be used, yet are happy to rollout a 
poten7ally lethal vaccine is suspicious to me. It appears that this 
has absolutely nothing to do with the health and welfare of the 
South African popula7on, but more likely riddled with malicious 
intent. No doubt there will also be a lot of money up for grabs! 
Don’t you find it suspicious that the Pharmaceu7cal companies 
that are manufacturing these vaccines have been granted 
absolute immunity from any vaccine injury liability? If they 
trusted their own vaccines, they would not need immunity,now 
would they? 

Lara

2021-01-15 
16:49:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice / informed consent HAS to trump 
interference! Also trumps the other concerns - which are valid 
too.  
That anyone thinks a quick fix vaccine is going to solve the covid 
flu when for over 30 years flu vaccines have not solved that 
problem  (or been needed) is delusional. For a virus that 
supposedly "mutates" too.  
This thinking and interference is  a danger to those who take 
responsibility for their health. 
Big tech and government censorship and manipula7on also a 
problem1 

Margi 

2021-01-15 
16:38:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

.06% of people  die from virus. 3% of people die and or have 
severe side effects of vaccine. Our immune system is made to 
deal with environmental viruses and bacteria. Those with 
compromised immune systems can use ivermec7n.  
All Poli7cians are not logically approaching this virus  solu7on 
sanely. Jan

2021-01-15 
15:36:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t believe in mandatory vaccina7ons. 
There are other treatments that should be made available like 
ivermec7n and there should be more focus on building healthy 
immune systems.  
I don’t believe the vaccines are safe or necessary. Marietjie

2021-01-15 
15:14:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No force to vaccinate all Sakkie

2021-01-15 
15:06:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my right as a human being to choose not to be vaccinated.  
There is no proof that these vaccines are safe. They are not 
effec7ve at protec7on people from geing sick from the virus 
that it is supposed to make you immune to and can have severe 
side effects. The use of fetal 7ssue from elec7ve abor7ons is 
commonplace in the pharmaceu7cal industry and in medical 
research and has been used in vaccines on numerous occasions. 
(This info is readily available on sites such as the US  Na7onal 
Library of Medicine Na7onal Ins7tutes of Health.) It is not 
recommended that people with immune diseases get injected 
with the vaccine, due to their immune system being 
compromised, yet you want to make it mandatory. Liezel

2021-01-15 
14:42:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Un7l there is conclusive evidence that this vaccine actually 
works without severe side-effects, it should not be mandatory.  
Vaccines are not a 0ne-size-fits-all cure. Tanja

2021-01-15 
14:33:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It must be a choice to take the vaccina7on or not. carrick 

2021-01-15 
13:23:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking away our freedom to decide how we protect ourselves 
from a health point of view is a gross human rights viola7on. Monique

2021-01-15 
13:10:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All previous vaccines have taken decades to be developed - how 
do you expect us to trust one that was made in 5 minutes? 
Government has a lot to answer for with the R 500B donated to 
the Covid relief 
Too much corrup7on at Government level has destroyed 
completely our trust in them 
My body, my choice! NO MANDATORY VACCINES 
What is the excess mortality? Don't see that to jus7fy the fear 
mongering 
Why aren't doctors allowed to prescribe cost effec7ve and more 
reliable medica7on? 
The % of Deaths vs Infec7ons is minimal - why kill economies 
and livelihoods? Susan
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2021-01-15 
13:09:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All previous vaccines have taken decades to be developed - how 
do you expect us to trust one that was made in 5 minutes? 
Government has a lot to answer for with the R 500B donated to 
the Covid relief 
Too much corrup7on at Government level has destroyed 
completely our trust in them 
My body, my choice! NO MANDATORY VACCINES 
What is the excess mortality? Don't see that to jus7fy the fear 
mongering 
Why aren't doctors allowed to prescribe cost effec7ve and more 
reliable medica7on? 
The % of Deaths vs Infec7ons is minimal - why kill economies 
and livelihoods? Marius

2021-01-15 
12:58:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To me the extreme levels of panic and fear that was, and s7ll is, 
being created around the Covid-19 virus/disease by the 
government on official media, speak of something much more 
serious than just a "normal" concern about the "health of the 
popula7on". To me the lockdown and the resultant regula7ons 
indicate unhealthy intrusions into and suspension of people's 
rights and liber7es. These liber7es are unlikely to be restored by 
this government, ever. The destruc7on of livelihoods caused by 
this government, the losses of core values like freedom of 
speech, freedom of associa7on and movement, the devasta7on 
wreaked on children's schooling and ter7ary students' training 
and careers all on account of a rela7vely minor disease don't 
indicate a benign government.  Criminal inves7gators have a 
saying: "Follow the money". And lo and behold. Billions are to be 
made out of vaccines. Royal7es will be paid. Not one of these 
people are to be trusted. The banning of Ivermec7n is a dead 
giveaway of this government's dark inten7ons. One only has to 
look at Sweden to know where you stand with this malignant 
ANC government. AM

2021-01-15 
12:43:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe we need a vaccine. There are treatments 
available for years that have been effec7ve against the corona 
virus. Why is there such a push to vaccinate if there is a recovery 
rate above 99% of the popula7on. 
Treatment like Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) combined with zinc 
and azithromycin have been used in humans against malaria and 
can fight corona as well. It also acts as vaccine as noted by the 
Centers for Disease Control in the US. HCQ is cheap. My ques7on 
is also why did the government ban HCQ when the lockdown 
started. For what reason, if it is effec7ve the fight against CV-19. 
hpps://www.sciencedirect.com/science/ar7cle/pii/
S0924857920304258 
hpps://docs.google.com/document/d/
1TaRDwXMhQHSMsgrs9TFBclHjPHerXMuB87DUXmcAvwg/edit 
hpps://docs.google.com/document/d/
1i7C_6H1Yq0u8lrzmnzt5N1JHg-b5Hb0E3nLixedgwpQ/edit 
We cannot allow any rollouts of vaccines that have not been 
properly tested in the hands of an incompetent terrorist 
organisa7on Ronnie

2021-01-15 
12:24:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't agree with the mandatory vaccina7on, I do not trust that 
this vaccine is safe. People should be able to choose if they want 
a vaccine or alterna7ve treatment such as Ivermec7n. They 
should also be clearly and truthfully informed about the risks of 
taking a vaccine.  

The 2005 UNESCO Declara7on states in Ar7cle 6, “Any 
preven7ve, diagnos7c and therapeu7c medical interven7on is 
only to be carried out with the prior, free and informed consent 
of the person concerned, based on adequate informa7on.” Janet

2021-01-15 
12:22:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines have not been tested extensively and could cause more 
health issues in 7me. Scien7sts need more 7me to study the 
vaccine outcomes and inves7gate alterna7ves. Lenita

2021-01-15 
11:48:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Given the lack of extensive safety tes7ng and the several known 
deaths connected to he vaccine, there is no way I will risk my life 
by geing this vaccine. I will not be forced into having a needle 
stuck in my arm with a largely untested, possibly unsafe and 
unreliable vaccine being forced into my bloodstream. Recent 
research suggests that female infer7lity could result from taking 
the vaccine and this aspect has not been tested. THE VACCINES 
SHOULD BE DECLARED UNSAFE. Jayson

2021-01-15 
11:24:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No Vaccine can be safe un7l proper clinical trials over long 
periods of 7me can ensure the safety of the vaccine this cannot 
be mandatory. tamsin

2021-01-15 
11:17:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zhané

2021-01-15 
10:58:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will NEVER have an experimental vaccine injected into my 
body! You done have a flu vaccine amer 40yrs so why do you 
think amer 6months u’d have one for a different flu strain! 

I’m not that stupid! Paul
2021-01-15 
10:54:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has been rushed to market with insufficient tes7ng.  
I ques7on it's safety Candice

2021-01-15 
10:36:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine  and proof of its preven7on and stability in tests 
over long periods does not convince me that  it is ready for the 
public use.The government ,given their track record with finance 
and comple7ng projects ,will just milk the taxpayer once again. Sean
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2021-01-15 
10:31:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will absolutely NOT allow any of this technology in my body. 

This is NOT a vaccine. inform yourself:       hpps://
www.bitchute.com/video/UQvaQFdGLn8/ 

The ordinary influenza has dissapeared world wide,I suggest it 
has been renamed covid. 

Covid has a 99.98 % survival rate, no vaccine required. 

ingrid

2021-01-15 
10:02:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's all a money making scam. Do you for one minute honestly 
believe that an African Country cares about saving lives. The ANC 
are shopping for Vacines that pay the largest KICK BACK.  The 
ANC Looted their PIGGIE BANK to empty, they are in desparate 
need for CASH. Anthony

2021-01-15 
09:07:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why not Ivermec7n ?:  hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fSL7sqOudoE 
Vaccina7on should NOT be mandatory. 
Herd immunity: hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rz_Z7Gf1aRE Deborah

2021-01-15 
08:39:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The "vaccine " is not to prevent / treat any virus . It a 
con7nua7on of the Mask Symbolism of you need to keep quiet 
and Do as we say...... it a poison. Craig 

Free State 7
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I have followed the pandemic and the handling of it globally and 
domes7cally from the very beginning. 

While ini7al extreme precau7onary measures were expected in 
light of the fact that this virus had at that point been an 
unknown en7ty, it took liple more than a month for scien7sts, 
epidemiologists and other medical professionals to come to the 
conclusion that the virus is not as deadly as ini7ally thought. 

Despite being quite contagious the vast majority of people 
would survive an infec7on, with chances very high that 
addi7onal infec7ons would NOT occur. Yet the main stream 
media and government has con7nued with the fear mongering, 
brain washing the public into believing that this virus is ultra 
deadly, that lockdowns work, that wearing masks work and now 
that a vaccine is needed for a virus which has now been 
confirmed to be no more deadly than standard influenza - for 
which vaccina7on is OPTIONAL, and has been for years. 

The en7re pandemic was completely overhyped and the 
lockdowns which have ensued have cost many people their 
livelihoods. 

Numerous studies have come out, proving that lockdowns DO 
NOT WORK. 

Numerous studies have come out, proving that wearing masks 
DO NOT WORK. 

Numerous epidemiologists have done studies, proving that the 
virus, while it is very real, is NOWHERE NEAR AS DEADLY AS 
INITIALLY PREDICTED. 

The use of the PCR test as a diagnos7c tool has been PROVEN TO 
BE FLAWED AND INACCURATE, not because the test itself is 
flawed, but because IT IS BEING USED FOR PURPOSES WHICH IT 
WAS NOT INTENDED TO BE USED FOR. This means that the true 
infec7on rate of individuals are likely  a lot lower than the 
"official" count suggests and, by implica7on, the death versus 
infec7on rate is EVEN LOWER than is currently being reported. 

All of the above taken into account, the fact that we've one of 
the lowest infec7on to death rates of this virus in the world 
PROVES that all of the above, including the manufacturing of a 
vaccine, is uncalled for. 

There exists many, many therapeu7cs on the market which have 
many decades of proven effec7veness behind their use, which 
costs a 7ny frac7on of the cost of the vaccine, and which have 
PROVEN to be extremely effec7ve in terms of handling Covid 
infec7ons. 

In contrast, we now might be forced to take a vaccine for which 
insufficient clinical evidence exists in terms of its safety and 
effec7veness. Furthermore, a projected effec7vity rate of 60% - 
90% is a HUGE margin of error for something which is supposed 
to inoculate against a virus for which there is a 99% PLUS 
survival rate in South Africa. 

The government needs to face the gigan7c elephant in the room 
and ask themselves - and HONESTLY answer - this ques7on: 
DOES IT LOGICALLY MAKE SENSE TO MANDATE A VACCINE 
WHICH HAS A CLAIMED MAXIMUM EFFECTIVITY RATE OF 90%, 
FOR A VIRUS WHICH HAS BEEN SURVIVED BY 99% + OF THE 
COUNTRY? 

One of the biggest pharmaceu7cal companies in the world, 
Merck, have recently HALTED their vaccine manufacturing 
project, sta7ng that people in general will be much beper 
protected by GETTING THE VIRUS AND RECOVERING FROM IT. 
Merck is now focusing on producing suitable THERAPEUTICS for 
the purpose of bapling Covid which they believe is a much 
sounder FINANCIAL INVESTMENT since these therapeu7cs are 
KNOWN TO BE EFFECTIVE. 

As a business man my first inclina7on is to urge our government 
to NOT WASTE ANYMORE FUNDS ON PROCURING VACCINES. 
Those funds will be MUCH beper spent procuring known 
therapeu7cs, and doing so at A FRACTION OF THE COST. In 
addi7on, the poten7al fallout which is very likely to be 
experienced from what is currently an EXPERIMENTAL VACCINE 
can be avoided - and there WILL be a fallout and backlash if the 
government decides to go ahead with this project, mark my 
words. 

It is very dangerous to blindly follow global advice in terms of 
handling this virus. South Africa is unique and has been a 
pioneer in many fields, and have managed to be a pioneer 
without the undue influence of foreign bodies.  

The government will be seing a dangerous precedent by 
turning the South African popula7on into 50 million+ guinea pigs 
in one of the biggest medical trials in human history. 

Please, do the right thing and s7ck with known medicines. Do 
not make the mistake of manda7ng a vaccine which, at best, is 
experimental and, at worst, might cause the death of many 
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2021-01-25 
10:37:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want the vaccine. My children must not be vaccinated. 
We don't even take vaccine for colds and flu anymore because of 
the nega7ve side effects it had on our immune systems. I want 
no vaccine. We will take our chances with Covid-19. Those who 
want the vaccina7on can be vaccinated, those who don't want it 
must not be forced to take it. If you force us to take it, you will 
be confirming the rumours that you were paid by the powers of 
this world to give that vaccine to us and kill us as black people. 
Those theories may just well be true. Don't force us to take that 
vaccine. Don't override my cons7tu7onal and human rights. Give 
it to those who want it. I war my mask, I sani7ze, I stay away 
from people to keep safe. Pulane 

2021-01-21 
22:31:10

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is another poli7cal agenda at play, this is blatantly 
obvious. Also, when was this vaccine created and properly 
tested? And we know it is unsafe and inherently toxic. I do not 
consent.  
There is no need to “fight” viruses. They serve a purpose. We are 
not at war with nature. Please let people have live without this 
ridiculous war on nature. Shasta

2021-01-19 
08:44:36

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The "vaccine is NOT a vaccine but to manipulate the popula7on 
by our poli7cians NWO agenda, Let them take it first especially 
the "elite". Even if it is a "vaccine" it is not trialed & tested 
properly & can cause serious health issues. It is also against my 
religion. Christo

2021-01-17 
14:13:07

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not sure about the safety of this vaccine and think it would be 
beper if it is op7onal not mandatory. Nthoto

2021-01-17 
10:39:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe I should have a right to choose whether or not I want to 
be vaccinated. If the people who are afraid of this disease want 
to be vaccinated then go ahead. And if you believe in the vaccine 
then you don't have to fear geing sick just because I choose not 
to have it. This should be a voluntary vaccina7on. Un7l it is 
proven over many years and not just months I will then consider 
vaccina7on. Illona

2021-01-16 
10:52:09

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let all the poli7cians and grant receivers get vaccinated and let 
see if they survive. Denounce the wearing of masks! That is what 
is killing people! Danie

Eastern Cape 27
2021-01-30 
08:25:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on David 

2021-01-26 
20:14:44

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jennifer 

2021-01-25 
00:43:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I personally do not trust the Vaccine.  
This Virus has been around for about a year and already there's 
a Vaccine? How many Viruses and other disease have we had for 
Decades and s7ll not Vaccine, but for Covid within a year we 
have one? 

And not only that it is rolled out in a Country that doesn't have 
as high a number as other countries? Why has government sold 
us out, especially to a man known for wan7ng to cut down half 
the African popula7on? 

#andizi Nosipho
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The  vaccine is too new, not tested for long term effects and 
there are already too many reports of serious adverse effects - 
for example : 

hpps://www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/fl-ne-miami-
doctor-vaccine-death-20210107-afzysvqqjbgwnetcy5v6ec62py-
story.html?�clid=IwAR2iv03tGfzgXk22LUoeBLFo42TmEVfplRU-
M8jp59jDbZKS3sElbBh6u4 

hpps://www.pbs.org/newshour/amp/health/california-urges-
stop-to-300000-covid-19-vaccines-amer-some-fall-ill?
__twiper_impression=true&�clid=IwAR2XDxFrzJWrnWs-
sLh7VTaJ0PTh0jr9c300ZgoNsd6OONe0CMGfxYZDnBY  

hpps://www.republicworld.com/world-news/europe/10-dead-
in-germany-within-4-days-of-covid-19-vaccine-inocula7on-
probe-ordered.html?
�clid=IwAR2SXGFCHZTlbhC3LS8KH9nwr45XJ0R0Gdb7iY1Dyqr5o
gGkrgd5aRd2oa8 

hpps://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-covid-nursing-
home-residents-norway-die-covid-vaccine-20210115-
wuxa3uprrzhrlkcptkgpqqaoiq-story.html?
�clid=IwAR1p0dI25f39SQmz45nAy-
uHe8mgBWsrH2vN4DIHrk_QS4z1xJgObKGMH_A 

Directly from the FDA - Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine 
VRBPAC Briefing Document: 
"The most common solicited adverse reac7ons associated with 
mRNA-1273 were injec7on site 
pain (91.6%), fa7gue (68.5%), headache (63.0%), muscle pain 
(59.6%), joint pain (44.8%), and  
chills (43.4%); severe adverse reac7ons occurred in 0.2% to 9.7% 
of par7cipants, were more 
frequent amer dose 2 than amer dose 1, and were generally less 
frequent in par7cipants ≥65 
years of age as compared to younger par7cipants."  That bit you 
can find on page 5 of hpps://www.fda.gov/media/144434/
download#page=37 

Toby Rogers PhD, MPP 
@uTobian 
· 
Jan 11 
Peter Doshi in today's NY Times reports that the Grade 3 adverse 
event rate (severe enough to prevent daily ac7vity) from the 
Moderna vaccine is 17.4%. That's in people under age 65. In 
older people, the rate is surely higher than that. These are 
shockingly high injury rates. ? hpps://www.fda.gov/media/
144434/download#page=37 

The risks of serious adverse events are too high - especially in 
light of the fact that there are cures and treatments such as 
Ivermec7n in combina7on with Doxycycline and Zinc - yet 
Ivermec7n was all of a sudden banned in South Africa - why???? 
Because it is cheap and stands in the way of the highly profitable 
accident roll out? Corrup7on at its finest! 

Whatever happens - these vaccines cannot and must not under 
any circumstances become mandatory for anything - not for 
travelling, not for visi7ng  restaurants, theatres, pubs, bars, 
events, shopping malls, not for going to work - not for anything!  

Also please do keep in mind - these are NOT vaccines!  

From Dr. David Mar7n: “This is not a vaccine. We’re using the 
term “vaccine” to sneak this thing under public health 
exemp7ons. This is a MRNA packaged in a fat envelope that is 
delivered to a cell. It is a medical device designed to s7mulate 
the human cell into becoming a pathogen creator. It is not a 
vaccine. “Vaccine” is actually a legally-defined term under public 
health law, under CDC and FDA standards, and a vaccine 
specifically has to s7mulate both an immunity in the person 
receiving it but it also has to disrupt transmission. That is NOT 
what this is. They have been abundantly clear in saying that the 
MRNA strand that is going into the cell is not to disrupt 
transmission. It is a treatment; but if it was discussed as a 
treatment, it would not get the sympathe7c ear of public health 
authori7es, because then people would say, “Well, what other 
treatments are there?” The use of the term “vaccine” is 
unconscionable for both the legal defini7on term but also 
because it actually is the sucker punch to open and free 
discourse. By saying “vaccine”, you dump it into a thing where 
you could be “an7-“ or “pro-“ the therapy. But if you actually 
talked about it as a therapy – remember, Moderna was started 
as a chemotherapy company for cancer; not a vaccine 
manufacturer for SARS. If we said, “We’re going to give people 
prophylac7c chemotherapy for the cancer they don’t have” 
you’d be laughed out of a room because it’s a stupid idea. That’s 
exactly what this is. This is a mechanical device in the form of a 
very small packet of technology that is being inserted into the 
human system to ac7vate the cell to become a pathogen-
manufacturing site. I refuse to s7pulate, in any conversa7ons, 
that this is, in fact, a vaccine issue. The only reason why the term 
is being used is to abuse the 1905 Jacobsen case that has been 
misrepresented since it was wripen. If we were honest with this, 
we would actually call it what it is. It is a chemical pathogen 
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2021-01-23 
12:37:37

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that the vaccina7on should be availble to those who want 
it, but to make it mandatory is completely against my will and 
Chris7an believe! LIZÉ

2021-01-23 
10:25:27

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Give it to the poli7cians and mp's first to see if it works!  No 
rushed vaccine can be safe. Use alterna7ve, safe medica7on that 
has been around for many years, and easier accessible, like 
ivermec7n. Use true drs to monitor the use of it. Lize

2021-01-22 
11:05:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The president sold this country to the foreign underworld: WHO, 
Gates and co. The vaccines are nothing short of a killer shot. NO 
to Vaccines! Mo

2021-01-22 
10:12:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Un7l this has been proven to work I will not partake in this 
vaccine. Lorraine

2021-01-21 
15:23:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Far too liple research has been done. The long term side effects 
can not be determined at this stage.  I do not trust it.  I will not 
submit my health to a mandatory vaccine.  Charmaine

2021-01-20 
21:56:01

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are safer proven alterna7ves like Ivermec7n. Vaccine not 
sufficient tested. Hanlie

2021-01-20 
06:38:05

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nadia

2021-01-19 
21:10:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In no way or form will I accept or promilgate the use of COVID 
vaccines. They are unproven, and many people who have had it 
have died, or are permanently impaired by it. Furthermore, 
there is NO GUARANTEE that it will work - more than one dose is 
needed, and the "benefits" are no beper than for those going 
without it.  
RATHER BUY IVERMECTIN THAT HAS A PROVEN MEDICAL TRACK 
RECORD. Desireé 

2021-01-19 
11:16:45

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let each person decide for themself and their dependents 
whether or not they want to be vaccinated. 

Paul

2021-01-18 
15:16:57

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 This is NOT a vaccina7on. 
There is a cheap medica7on IVERMECTIN which would cost the 
government a lot less (and they will not need to pay bribe 
money either) 
My whole family and our staff have taken Ivermec7n and none 
of us have had Covid-19 or any other strand. Annepe

2021-01-18 
11:06:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You want to force people to take a vaccine that was not 
effec7vely and properly tested. Thousands who took it died 
already. And now  
you wanna jail people for not wearing a mask while it is a proven  
fact that mask is not fit to wear due to health issues. Wth a 
criminal record and jail 7me 7me. Don't think it's gonna happen. Lucienne

2021-01-18 
09:38:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has been created far too quickly and there has not 
been enough 7me to test it thoroughly before rolling it out. 
Several deaths have occurred in other countries in individuals 
who were perfectly healthy, but had the vaccine administered.  

I don't agree with any form of medical treatment being made 
mandatory, as it removes an individual's right to accept or refuse 
medical treatment - which is clearly outlined in our Cons7tu7on.   

Another effec7ve treatment is available in the form of 
Ivermec7n. Why has this suddenly been banned? Is it because 
there is no money to be made by administering this to the public 
instead of a very has7ly formulated vaccine? Shona

2021-01-18 
09:09:59

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government cannot force the vaccine onto people. We have 
our human rights of choice

Stephanus 
Paulus

2021-01-17 
11:41:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government members and their families to be tested first to see 
if it works before I allow them to vaccinate my family Ken 

2021-01-17 
09:48:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with mass vaccina7on using rela7vely untested 
and rushed vaccines.  There are alterna7ves available ie 
ivermec7n that are being used elsewhere in the world with 
excellent results.  I feel our government has interests in profi7ng 
from their cons7tuents rather than doing what is best for their 
health.  They should be concerned with access to healthy water, 
correct diet etc. Aimee

2021-01-17 
07:37:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Regarding the safety of the covid 19 vaccines. There has already 
been many deaths and serious side effects reported in many 
other countries around the world. These vaccines should not be 
be mandatory. If people choose to take the risk of having it 
injected in them it will be their choice. It is every human beings 
right to decide what they put in their bodies. There are many 
evidence reports that prove that the pfizer and Moderna covid 
19 vaccine are not safe. People must do their own research and 
as with any other vaccine, it should be their own choice if they 
want it or not. Adele 

2021-01-16 
22:20:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is not tested.  You have no right to force someone to 
take a drug they dont want.  Stop this madness.  We need field 
hospitals, ven7altors and medical staff because we are all going 
to get it.  Doctors are star7ng to talk out.  Its 7me we listened to 
those that are brave enough.  Imagine having to be brave to tell 
the truth because money is talking louder than common sense. Amanda
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2021-01-16 
15:40:26

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

* These new vaccines are being rushed out, without the normal 
7me taken to test them for safety, which normally takes more 
than five years. That means the public is risking their health to 
trial these new vaccines, and are effec7vely ac7ng as guinea pigs 
for the big pharmaceu7cal companies, while boos7ng their 
profits. 
* People have the cons7tu7onal right to choose whether or not 
to take the vaccines, and they should not be mandatory. 
* Other avenues of treatment, such as Ivermec7n, should be 
made available. This schedule 3 drug is a cost effec7ve op7on 
already available, shown by studies to be a safe alterna7ve when 
prescribed by a qualified medical prac77oner. Marion

2021-01-15 
17:00:57

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is not proven and has been rushed out.  The 
mo7va7on behind this is financial gain.  There is no consequence 
for those who are pushing this vaccine in the event of serious 
side effects.  It seems that there is too much controversy to 
disregard the probability of underlying agendas.  Our freedom is 
being jeopardised. Anna

2021-01-15 
16:00:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not consent to the mandatory vaccine rollout, or to 
companies insis7ng that their employees get it. 
Hydroxychloroquine and ivermec7n are safe and have proven to 
be effec7ve. There are mul7ple risk factors involved in taking the 
vaccine. The fact that the vaccine companies will not take 
reaponsibility for any adverse effects  is very concerning. Our 
bodies belong to us and no one should be able to violate them. Wendy

2021-01-15 
13:43:31

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is not a success vaccine as a lot of people are having adverse 
affects and they know about it , that is why there is no re-coarse 
if something happens to you. Shane

2021-01-15 
09:24:37

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My two concerns are mandatory vaccina7on as well as 
effec7veness of the vaccina7on. This vaccine has not been 
properly researched or tested so taking it should be a choice, 
and evidence actually shows that the Oxford vaccine failed to 
work in animal trials (monkeys) so I don't know why the ANC is 
purchasing it in the first place.  

Secondly, I am not comfortable with forcing people to inject a 
substance into their bodies if they do not want to. That is a form 
of rape, especially when you consider the fact that it will not 
mi7gate the spread of the virus or one's vulnerability to it. 
According to the authori7es, life will not return to normal amer 
the vaccine, so what's the point? 
With that said, those who DO want to take the vaccine should 
not be prohibited from doing so. ANELISA

2021-01-15 
08:27:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Johannes

Gauteng 234

2021-01-28 
22:18:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been proven safe yet.  An immune response 
by the body does not equal immunity. 

The term vaccine in this case needs to be clarified as it is 
misleading  this 'vaccine' claims to alter or modify your RNA that 
is why it is called the mRNA vaccine.  

Informed choice should be everyone's right. Those wan7ng to 
receive the vaccine should be informed of all the ingredients in 
the vaccine as the manufacturers will not be held liable for any 
side effect. This means  if there are severe side effects the 
individual will have no recourse .  

Taking the above into account vaccines should be based on the 
informed choice of each individual as they will have to manage 
the possible side effects on their own with no financial support. Sonia

2021-01-28 
15:53:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I definitely will not take this vaccine which has not been tested . 
So many people have died amer taking it & lem others paralyzed. 
This is not a vaccine but a pathogen or medical device to make 
us more sick and prone to diseases.  It will be used to 
depopulate the world and target black people specifically. We 
are not guinea pigs.  
There are other op7ons that are available to cure Covid. They 
are promo7ng their own agenda at our expense. NO TO 
VACCINE!!!!!! Ntsoaki

2021-01-26 
21:15:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

THIS CONSTITUTES A TOTAL ABUSE OF POWER 
ENDANGERS PEOPLE'S HEALTH 
OPENS THE DOOR TO DISCRIMINATION AGAINST NON-
ADOPTERS 
ETC!!! Orlando

2021-01-26 
19:41:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are several concerns in addi7on to Mandatory vaccina7on, 
which  contravenes our cons7tu7on. The vaccina7ons are years 
away from proven.  Too many proven true reports of horrific 
results across the world.  The World Health Organiza7on has lost 
the trust of thousands of individuals with its unfortunate 
contrary statements and mo7ves. No trust  in the Governments 
decision making or mo7va7ons - they move  largely with the 
world Health Organiza7on. 
All answers on ques7onaires are "no" to the difference the 
vaccine makes to everything we can or cannot do now. 

Glenys
2021-01-26 
19:06:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Barry 

2021-01-26 
16:14:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think I should have a choice whether to be vaccinated or not. 
The covid passport is an evasion  of my privacy. Charmaine
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2021-01-26 
14:56:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concerns are all the above! This vaccine is dangerous and 
untested and will be used to harm the most vulnerable at risk 
and uneducated communi7es. The fact the SA government is 
rolling this out is both terrifying and horrific.  

The en7re handling of this crisis has been abhorrent on the part 
of the SA gov hell bent on lining their own pockets whilst 
crippling the people of this country. 

100% percent not in favour of this or any vaccine for an illness 
with a 96% percent survival rate! It’s a joke. Gisela

2021-01-26 
14:39:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to Spiritual and Religious reasons I do not support anything 
geing forced onto people. These "vaccines" are not proven to 
work and have not been tested enough to make claims that they 
can or will help people against Covid-19. Terence

2021-01-26 
13:29:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a qualified chemist with experience in medical research and 
food science, I have been following the various approaches to 
dealing with the Covid-19 crisis: 
I am totally against using any form of vaccine and am disturbed 
by the proposal to roll out a vaccine for the popula7on, for the 
following reasons: 
Safety and Effec7veness Considera7ons: 
These vaccines have not been subjected to proper clinical trials 
as demanded by good medical prac7ce. 
There are numerous other safe alterna7ves to trea7ng the 
popula7on against Covid-19, without any significant side effects 
such as: 
1. Dispensing Vitamin D (proved to drive down Covid-19 
incidence by 82% in Spain) 
2. Dispensing Vitamin C, Zinc, and Selenium as immune 
boosters 
3. Use of Ivermec7n as a prophylac7c and treatment where 
numerous studies show up to 80% success rate without side 
effects. The most recent is that of Argen7na whose death rate 
dropped drama7cally amer using Ivermec7n. 
4. Hydroxichloroquine has been used extensively with great 
success against malaria, and there are now indica7ons of its 
effec7veness against Covid-19 in Uganda, where it is used to 
combat malaria, and where currently Uganda displays one of the 
lowest death rates from Covid-19 in the world. 
In contrast, there are reports of Covid vaccine recipients 
experiencing horrific side effects such as convulsions, extreme 
nausea, paralysis, autoimmune reac7ons, anaphylaxis, loss of 
consciousness, and even death. 
Economic considera7ons: 
The historical use of vaccines generally has not demonstrated 
total effec7veness and the fact that vaccine injury in the US is 
indemnified by the government begs the ques7on around the 
safety of such measures to control diseases. South Africa cannot 
afford to cover the cost to the na7on of widespread and 
numerous vaccine injuries, when cheaper, more effec7ve, and 
less harmful alterna7ves are available. 
The cost of providing the popula7on with Vitamin D, Vitamin C, 
Zinc supplementa7on and / or Ivermec7n or Hydroxychloroquine 
would be a frac7on of the cost of providing a vaccine. 
Tracking the spread: 
The death rate from Covid-19, amer the first few months, was 
originally hardly greater than the seasonal flu, and not 
significantly more than deaths arising from diseases such as TB, 
malaria, HIV-related illnesses etc. Enforcing mask-wearing, social 
distancing and prohibi7ng people from going outside has proven 
adverse health effects including that of immune system 
suppression. Vitamin D is one of the strongest immune boos7ng 
vitamins and it is produced at no cost by sunlight on the skin. 
Preven7on of this would appear to be a significant factor in 
adversely affec7ng our immune systems. 
In my own personal experience: polio vaccine's ineffec7veness 
was demonstrated by the fact that, in a family of 7 children, only 
my oldest brother was vaccinated against polio, and he was the 
only member of the family who contracted polio. 

Lastly, from a legal point of view, forced vaccina7on of South 
Africans infringes on our individual rights as enshrined in our 
South African cons7tu7on. It is also contrary to the Nuremberg 
Code, when such vaccines have not been sufficiently tested and 
proven to be safe. Alaythea

2021-01-25 
17:14:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As we all have a democra7c to agree or disagree on any ini7a7ve 
that the government takes, so should we be allowed to chose for 
ourselves whether we want to be vaccinated or not. 

Why is this vaccine mandatory,  that is an  infringement  of my 
democra7c right as a person. 
Allow people to willingly take the vaccine, it should not to be 
forced upon anyone. 

Thank you Sheila

2021-01-25 
15:08:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly the vaccine has not been proven safe and is known to 
have side effects that may or may not be worse than a cv19 
infec7on.  2ndly we don't know if it will prevent you from geing 
infected or if you are, prevent you from transmiing  cv19. By all 
indicators even if it is effec7ve,  the immunity lasts about a year, 
requiring further vaccina7ons.  No medica7on should be forced 
on anyone. Those who wish to take it should have the right to 
try. Steve 

2021-01-25 
11:57:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Allan
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2021-01-25 
10:14:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t trust vaccines and especially one being tested on humans 
like this one. Africa needs to go back to their roots and use 
natural remedies Emily

2021-01-25 
08:29:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Riaan

2021-01-25 
07:22:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How is it possible that this vaccine has been produced within 
less than a year when by all accounts it takes up to 3 years to 
produce all the other vaccines that have been produced.T B one 
of the biggest killers globally s7ll has no cure or vaccine. 
We are to pay for something that has not been tested fully and 
that has no guarantee that it works.  
I will not take a vaccine that has been developed  using aborted 
children. This is against Gods will and is the mark of the beast.  
  

Glenn 
2021-01-25 
00:53:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a ci7zen of south Africa I deserve to excisize my rights to 
decline to be vaccinated. I don't want it in my system. Priscilla

2021-01-24 
12:44:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no proof that the vaccine works. It is experimental. 
human rights are being disregarded by government by measures 
forcing  people indirectly to take a drug that is not proven save. 
Alterna7ve medicine to prevent it is available.  Lindie

2021-01-24 
12:44:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no proof that the vaccine works. It is experimental. 
human rights are being disregarded by government by measures 
forcing  people indirectly to take a drug that is not proven save. 
Alterna7ve medicine to prevent it is available.  Lindie

2021-01-24 
10:53:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We want Ivermec7n not vaccine... Bu7 Eric 

2021-01-24 
08:46:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Bernard 

2021-01-23 
23:25:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are more and efficient alterna7ves. Improved health by 
healthier living habits Lebogang

2021-01-23 
22:19:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am par7cularly concerned about the fact that the government 
has no evidence of the virus anywhere. Where in the world is 
the evidence of the isola7on and purifica7on of the virus? None. 
Why then should our and its health team insensi7vely acquire 20 
million vaccines for mandatory inocula7on of innocent ci7zens 
who know they nothing connected to the hoaxes of mul7plied 
impact of the virus? What I advice the government to do is to 
setup its health apparatus and rather prepare to ask the right 
ques7ons or stand the sight of millions of lives being 
manipulated into a neo-colonial rule under a totalitarian global 
regime. We spit out every falsehood and advice the President to 
be bold to do the right thing. Michael

2021-01-23 
16:55:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice for what we allow into our bodies is of the 
utmost importance. We are the ones who have to live with the 
consequences or side effects of this vaccine , and so we should 
have freedom to choose if we want it or not Vicki 

2021-01-23 
15:19:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccina7on should be op7onal and not funded by the taxpayer.  Penny

2021-01-23 
13:24:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lawrance 

2021-01-23 
11:59:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Looking at news from other countries with the sugges7on of 
vaccine ID's (smartphone or QR code on paper), I strongly object 
to the possibility of a mandated vaccine, or even limita7on on 
people's freedom of movement and access to establishments if 
you don't have one!  Nikki

2021-01-23 
11:47:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Power of choice should be applied!  It is my cons7tu7onal right 
to choose whether I want to get vaccinated or not. Desiree

2021-01-23 
09:56:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Not a single medical or scien7fic expert has ever stated that 
the safety of ANY vaccine can be assured in such a short 7me 
2. Those medical experts who HAVE been brave enough, have 
revealed that Coronavirus vaccines in the past, have proven in 
animal tests, to be far more dangerous than the disease itself 
3. There are many natural & PROVEN cures for Covid19, for 
example Vitamin-D and an Indian herbal medicine made by one 
Dr.  K. Thiruthanikasalam in Chennai, who has - someone please 
explain this to me - been jailed by the Indian Govt. for curing 
every single pa7ent with Covid19 who came to him, with zero 
adverse side-effects!! Ian

2021-01-22 
16:57:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would not like my husband, my children or myself to be forced 
into receiving this vaccine. The effec7veness and side effects 
have not been established and this vaccine was rushed. This 
should be a voluntary vaccina7on. I am happy to boost our 
immune system and not take any chances on whatever is in that 
vaccine. Linda

2021-01-22 
15:22:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that the vaccine has been properly or 
extensively tested enough to know that long-term side-effects 
won't be a problem... Not just for each individual who receives 
the vaccine, but even more-so for the genera7ons to come (we 
have no idea if this is going to lead to muta7ons, gene7c 
altera7ons and/or other side-effects) 

The vaccine is a quick-fix. 
What people need to do to remain safe from any infec7on is to 
eat well, get regular exercise and drink enough good quality 
water. 
If the government put HALF the effort they're puing into this 
covid mess, into HEALTH and food programs and easier access to 
coaches and trainers who can advise on how to move, and eat to 
maintain your health, no-one would need a vaccine because our 
immune systems would ensure that we wold be safe. 

Bo
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2021-01-22 
12:31:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines have not gone through long term trials and is s7ll 
experimental. 
No one should be forced to take any vaccina7on against their 
will. It is our human right to decide what we want to put in our 
bodies. 
We should not be discriminated against for not wan7ng a 
biological drug in our body - ie not being allowed to use certain 
services or being iden7fied on a iden7ty document or passport. Quinton

2021-01-22 
10:55:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

hello, 

1. Vaccine can not be trusted 
2. To much lying and deceit of how many actually die of covid 
3. Less than 0.1 % of people die of covid 
4. To many hidden agenda's 
5. To much influences of the world health organiza7on  
6. Control coming from a world order.. 

that is the main points... gordon
2021-01-22 
08:30:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Research Ivermec7n fairly Pam

2021-01-22 
08:14:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be given freedom of choice, I object to the imposi7on 
of restric7ons if I do not comply Antonio

2021-01-22 
07:55:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Peter

2021-01-22 
07:48:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on You will not force me to do anything Mirishin

2021-01-22 
01:55:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Manditory vaccines are agains our so called  freedom of choice.  Shereen 

2021-01-21 
13:35:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The biggest problem right now to those of us who have access to 
accurate informa7on is the uninformed, which unfortunately 
includes government. Covid is not a pandemic and does not 
warrant a vaccine. If this statement shocks you, you are among 
the uninformed. Sukesh

2021-01-21 
12:32:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No thorough conclusion has been done on the side effects and 
have a son that was vaccinated at 2years and is now paralyzed 
due to immuniza7on Bev

2021-01-21 
12:27:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

For a virus that can be eradicated with soap and water or hand 
sanny (as we've been told by the govt) it should not require a 
vaccine. Secondly they have not iden7fied the actual virus so 
how can a vaccine be mirrored to that exact virus? Now that 
there is an apparent "variant" from the UK and wherever else, 
how do they know which virus will be vaccinated against? This is 
like the annual flu shot some folks get.... they hope they select 
the correct strain of flu for that par7cular season.... Linda

2021-01-21 
11:21:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe it's from the devil 
  It is made to kill the human race  
And only GOD CAN TAKE LIFE  Petrus 

2021-01-21 
10:46:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In terms of the Numberberg Codes no person can be made to 
have any medical procedure that they do not consent to.  The 
vaccina7ons were developed in a very short space of 7me and 
all of my research shows that this was a planned agenda by a 
deep state cabal and by pharmacare to obtain popula7on 
control and also to affect a modifica7on of our DNA and RNA.  
Moderna stands for Modifica7on of RNA.  Pfizer, Glaxosmithkline 
have alterna7ve agendas and are not interested in helping 
people but rather making 380 billion dollars from the rollout.  
There is no way that this vaccine could have been developed in a 
short space of 7me and my check on the patents was that they 
planned this from 2005.  I personally checked the patent 
databases in Europe and the USA as a I am aporney.  The patents 
I found were registered to the Pirbright Founda7on which were 
Bill and Melinda Gates and was established by Pirbright 
Rothschild who recently had a "heart apack" in Switzerland.  
There is no way you can make a vaccine mandotory or even 
begin to vaccinate anyone with the deep state agenda as you will 
be guilty of crimes against humanity.  I don't trust that the World 
Health Organisa7on has any integrity and I believe that Fauci will 
be arrested for treason and a crimes against humanity along 
with a whole bunch of other deep staters that created this 
pandemic in order to gain financial control of various countries.  
It is 7me that our RSA government stops being a puppet for 
foreign enemies and looks amer its people.  Treatment and 
alterna7ve treatments are available and should be used instead.  
Afroartemesia has successfully worked for a number of people I 
know that had Covid - its a plant remedy.  Oxygen, Ivermec7n 
and other alterna7ves should be used.  There is no way I will 
take a vaccine as I am protected under interna7onal laws and it 
is my cons7tu7onal right as a sovereign being to choose my fate 
for myself and my family.  Beware as there are large groups of 
South Africans that will never allow their DNA to be altered.  
What I would like to see is all poli7cians take the vaccina7on in 
the public eye and wait and see what happens.  No placebo.  I 
bet not one will be willing to have themselves vaccinated as they 
are part of the problem and are pandering to a larger agenda of 
our foreign enemies.  I have a friend in the USA who is paralysed 
in the face from the Pfizer vaccine - yes this is someone I know 
personally.  Another friend is dead from the vaccine.  
Pharmacare will go down along with all its instruments of evil 
and I cannot wait for this day as the light is coming.  Des
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2021-01-21 
10:15:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont believe that one must get vaccinated regardless of that 
individuals beliefs. 

By sta7ng that its mandatory to get vaccinated in order for the 
movement in and out of SA, that goes against the freedom 9f 
movement as a human being. 

Furthermore, the vaccine has not yet been clear to its solu7on of 
being a posi7ve source to combat the vid-19 and with that said 
one should have the right to accept or decline the administra7on 
of the vaccine, and not be persecuted if op7ng to decline. 

Freedom is what the world has fought for genera7ons and for 
years, and to take that away amer what historical events had 
taken place to obtain said Freedom, is going against every right 
we as South Africans fought for..... When your kids, grand kids 
and great grand kids, look upon history in the 21st century and 
see what we have done to contradict the jus7ce system our 
historians fought for, what will they think about us who said Yes 
to the vaccine and No to our Rights. 

It not only affects us but the genera7ons to come..... 

I dont believe that this vaccine has enough credibility to be 
rolled out this fast, tes7ng is inconclusive yet we have individuals 
that say YES. 

Ques7on this if this disease is so deadly how is it possible that 
within less than a year we have a Cure, yet HIV/AIDS and 
CANCER, which have been around for YEARS, and s7ll we have 
no 100% Cure??? 

It's a ques7on of what is the higher powers in the world trying to 
accomplish by pushing said Vaccine upon the world. 

I pleed to you who is reading this, what does your inner being 
saying and if there is any doubt, then choose NO... and if you 
have none, then I wish you the best and hope the promises are 
held up. 

May God Save Our World And Our Land. Romano

2021-01-21 
08:03:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There other alterna7ves that are far more effec7ve without the 
server side effects witnessed so far from the vaccine.  I don't see 
the need for a vaccine for a virus with such low mortality rate. Gary

2021-01-20 
21:20:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my choice. Not puing some crap in it just because the 
corrupt Jesuits of the world tries to forcee to. Ruoall 

2021-01-20 
16:51:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If mandatory,  Is Covid Vaccina7on registered and legally 
cer7fied in our Vacs booklet / like yellow fever ?    Booklet 
required when travelling to other Countries . 

If Vaccinated / Are you free to move without restric7ons (Masks 
etc)  
Are you branded as a NON VAXER if refusing Covid Vaccina7on. 

?  Vaccina7on is done to prevent contrac7ng infec7ons.   Why 
Vaccinate if a large percentage of our popula7on has already 
been diagnosed Covid Plus. Detlef

2021-01-20 
15:42:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine was approved too fast without being tested and 
nano par7cles in the vaccine modify the DNA  
My DNA is fine the way God created it I dont want it modified Sharon

2021-01-20 
15:37:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I object to mandatory vaccina7on. This is a democracy and right 
of ci7zen's to choose needs to be upheld. 
Furthermore, the tes7ng, possible side-effects and long term 
repercussions of the vaccine are unsubstan7ated and 
insufficient. Tanya

2021-01-20 
14:31:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Concerned about being held ransom regarding travel or any 
other right depending on if taken vaccine or not.  
Also concerned about the cost of the vaccine to the taxpayer 
and rushing of the vaccine resul7ng in it being unsafe. Adam

2021-01-20 
13:24:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine must not  be mandatory, and also NO to  roll out, it is 
too soon to have a vaccine that has not been tested to be 
effec7ve and test it only on human beings. GM

2021-01-20 
13:17:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This feels like a dystopia. Where is our freedom? We cannot rely 
on a vaccine that has not been effec7vely tested over a long 
period of 7me. Serious side effects are not worth it. We must 
educate the masses to support immune systems in a sustainable 
way and not rely on a chemical solu7on that may cause more 
adverse problems in future. People should be able to make their 
own decision regarding their body and health. Cait 

2021-01-20 
13:10:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to be forced to take something that has not had 
7me to be properly tested the side effects and adverse reac7ons 
have not been studied I will not be taking this vaccine or paying 
for others to receive it. It should be op7onal and people who 
want to inject themselves with toxic substances and aborted 
foetal 7ssue can do so of their own choosing Cyanne 

2021-01-20 
12:04:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons ate not properly tested and trailed. Already 
reported cases of nega7ve effects of people that got vaccinated. 
Who is tracking and using the data of the vaccine? People not 
free anymore. People controlled by people that can be 
influenced by any means. No. Not taking away my unique 
humanity. Sandra
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2021-01-20 
11:31:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think that it is against our cons7tu7on to make Vaccina7on 
Mandatory. If I am not prepared to take the Vaccine it is my 
choice and responsibility to stay healthy and I am prepared to do 
just that. I don't think it is safe at this point to take the Vaccine. I 
Think the Poli7cians and Government can be Vaccinated and 
then we can look at it again. I don't think we will get to any 
vaccina7ons anyway, because of corrup7on. The money will 
disappear too soon. Gerda 

2021-01-20 
11:15:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to be targeted at any shopping mall 
I want to decide myself when or if I want to be vaccinated Elsa

2021-01-20 
10:23:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Reinepe

2021-01-20 
09:42:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not consent to mandatory vaccina7on nor a covid passport 
for travel nor to be tracked and traced!!! Medical interven7ons 
are a personal choice. How dare the government restrict our 
right to freedoms!!! I'm very angry about this. It is totally 
uncons7tu7onal. I DO NOT CONSENT. Traci

2021-01-20 
08:56:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is everyones human right to accept or refuse needles geing 
poked into people with "vaccines" or any other form of 
"medica7on" Terence

2021-01-20 
07:53:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have my human right to refuse as a healthy human with no 
comorbidi7es to not be used as a guineapig for non tested 
vaccine with unknown side effects. Marisa

2021-01-20 
07:44:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I object to being forced to take a  vaccine that has zero medical 
trials...my health and well being is between me and my God Doreen

2021-01-20 
06:47:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

there has been verry liplee tes7ng and major proof as to the 
ineffec7veness and danger to life the vaccine has shown. 
mandatory vaccina7on takes away our rights as ci7zens. Gil

2021-01-19 
19:26:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Will we be forced to take the vaccine? Where is the 5 year trial 
period for the vaccines? Susan

2021-01-19 
12:12:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that people should be forced to take a 
vaccina7on. 
I do not believe that suitable or adequate clinical trials have 
been undertaken and enough 7me has passed to consider long 
term consequences of taking vaccines - par7cularly those which 
would affect RNA. 
I do not believe it fair and just to excuse pharmaceu7cal 
companies from any lawsuits arising from injury or sickness as a 
result of being vaccinated. 
I also do not believe that vaccina7ons are needed in response to 
the virus. 
I also do not believe that using vaccina7on status as a means of 
social and economical control - to disallow those who are not 
vaccinated from par7cipa7on in social and economic life is just 
and fair. Cindy

2021-01-19 
12:01:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Natasha

2021-01-19 
10:40:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We must not be forced to take vaccina7on it is our democra7c 
right in a democra7c country  to say no. 

Some of us are taking care of ourselves. Staying at home, social 
distancing, steaming etc we refuse to be forced to take this 
deadly thing Lufuno

2021-01-19 
10:36:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that a vaccine is being promoted as the only 
op7on against figh7ng COVID-19. Almost like we are being 
forced to accept it without having any say in the maper, without 
knowing if it safe for humans, without any long term clinical 
trials being done, and without considering any other 
alterna7ves. One example is Ivermec7n, which is just being 
dismissed, yet there are lots of research that indicates that it 
could be effec7ve in the treatment of COVID-19, yet something 
that seems to be unsafe for us based on the number of people 
that got serious side effects amer being vaccinated is being 
forced as a solu7on.  
Another thing that puzzles me is the issue of herd immunity.  
Natural herd immunity is dismissed as nonsense, yet that is how 
we have built immunity against viruses for hundreds of years, 
and yet now that vaccines are being promoted as the solu7on 
we are told that  herd immunity through vaccina7on is possible. 
I believe we are intelligent human beings that can think for 
ourselves, and we have a right to decide which treatment is 
beper for us. We should definitely have a say in the maper. Daniel
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2021-01-19 
10:17:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1.  Herd immunity.  The government says that we can only get 
herd immunity through the vaccine.  However, herd immunity 
(also called herd effect, community immunity, popula7on 
immunity, or social immunity) is a form of indirect protec7on 
from infec7ous disease that occurs when a sufficient percentage 
of a popula7on has become immune to an infec7on through  
previous infec7ons, thereby reducing the likelihood of infec7on 
for individuals who lack immunity.    We are nearly a year down 
the line of the virus, so being forced to take the vaccine when 
most of us has not had any symptoms or has had the virus and 
recovered, therefor a conclusion can be drawn that herd 
immunity took affect already,  takes away from my basic human 
rights and freedom to choose whether to take the vaccine or 
not. 

2. The vaccine it self.   It is only in phase 3 of tes7ng and only 
about 90% effec7ve.  This vaccine has not yet been approved by 
regulatory authori7es.    Research further states that this vaccine 
is to be rolled out to lower income countries, which includes 
most of Africa.  Why is that?  Why has our independent doctors 
and scien7st not been allowed to do their own breakdown and 
study of the ingredients of this vaccine to ensure the safety of 
the people?   Why is the poli7cal leaders and government not on 
the top of list of people to be vaccinated?  Are they not more 
important as they are the leaders?  Should they not lead by 
example? 

3.  There are natural ways to boost our immune system.  Why is 
money and resources not spend on ensuring our people get 
sufficient, nutrientdense food, vitamin c, vitamin d and zinc.  
There are other more natural medica7on, like Ivermec7c for 
example, that has been proven to work , it is inexpensive and 
listed as an essen7al medicine.  Why now all of a sudden, is 
medical professionals taken to task when using this and why has 
it been banned from being prescribed? 

I say NO to the vaccine. June

2021-01-19 
09:39:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We are in Africa.  We can be used as guinea pigs for experiment. 
Substandard vaccines can be given to people in Africa.  Mostly, 
Africa cannot afford to pay,  so what assurance do we have that 
people will receive the right stuff. Governments are looking for 
discount price and the risks are enormous. Problem is, how can 
we TRUST. Mukesh 

2021-01-19 
09:00:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is not acceptable to remove freedom of choice in this highly 
controversial maper. As individuals governed by a Bill of Rights, 
our freedoms have already been severely hampered by the non-
elected NCC. We have the right to choose what we want to do in 
regard to our health. 

I strongly object to any forced vaccina7ons and do not support 
the use of this specific vaccine for the following reasons: 
-  there are alterna7ves such as Ivermetcin, etc, that are cost 
effec7ve and have a proven history interna7onally of being 
effec7ve against Covid-19, yet have been banned; 
- the virus is allegedly muta7ng, so the vaccine would be 
ineffec7ve in trea7ng new strains; 
- most people would have an7bodies for the current strain by 
the 7me the vaccine for that strain is available; 
- Big Pharma is profiteering off the ill-health of the popula7on; 
- Fear mongering is the method of promo7ng the vaccine and 
compromising  people's immune systems by causing stress. Mandy

2021-01-19 
08:55:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody should be forced to have the vaccina7on, government 
cannot tell us what to do.  How can we take vaccines from 
companies who supply them and are not held accountable for 
side effects ect. We are being controlled by the NWO Selwyn

2021-01-19 
08:49:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It has been proven that there is a very cheap, very effec7ve 
medicine, used by doctors in Australia, called Ivermec7n.  This 
has been BANNED by the World Health  Organisa7on. 
It is my belief that the big Pharma companies want to make 
money (and control), by pushing for vaccina7on. 
It has been used in SA for years, by Vets, for the control of 
paracites in capl. Even this product is no longer available in Sa. 
This seems like controlling our personal rights and choices. 

Leon

2021-01-19 
08:49:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It has been proven that there is a very cheap, very effec7ve 
medicine, used by doctors in Australia, called Ivermec7n.  This 
has been BANNED by the World Health  Organisa7on. 
It is my belief that the big Pharma companies want to make 
money (and control), by pushing for vaccina7on. 
It has been used in SA for years, by Vets, for the control of 
paracites in capl. Even this product is no longer available in Sa. 
This seems like controlling our personal rights and choices. 

Leon

2021-01-19 
07:51:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is experimental, not tested, not known to work.  
Adverse effects are unknown. 
Make Ivermec7n freely available Elrina

2021-01-19 
07:40:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has been rushed for financial gain. There are other 
alterna7ves, such as Hydrochloroquine and Ivermec7n, which 
stakeholders are withholding from South Africans and this 
proves that we cannot trust their vaccine. The "vaccine" does 
not fit the criteria for a vaccine because it will not curb the 
spread of the virus nor will it guarantee that the recipients will 
not get infected and die. Herd immunity can be reached without 
it because there are medica7ons available which successfully 
treat Covid-19. Nicolepe
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2021-01-19 
07:24:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not convinced that vaccines are safe since only a few 
months of research has gone into developing them. We should 
wait at least another five or so years to get concrete and 
verifiable results to insure that the vaccines are safe! How can 
they suddenly have come up with so many trustworthy vaccines, 
when Pharmaceu7cal companies couldn't develop a suitable 
vaccine against any SARS virus for 20 years! I think the 
government should be more aware of other research 
informa7on and should pay apen7on to the many medical 
doctors who have had great success with certain treatments for 
example Dr. Pierre Kory of the Frontline COVID-19 Cri7cal Care 
Alliance (FLCCC). I am also not convinced that they are 
necessary! I am totally against the vaccines being mandatory! 
My body - my choice! If woman are allowed to have a say about 
their unborn babies, since it is their bodies, I MUST have a say 
about my body! Joy

2021-01-18 
23:17:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is not safe for anyone to use. Under which 
circumstances do you vaccinate such a large popula7on for a 
disease  that has a death rate of under 0.5% The vaccine has not 
been researched and you  want to test this on those health care 
workers who are supposed to help people. NTOZONKE

2021-01-18 
22:25:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vd Berg

2021-01-18 
21:27:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on must be voluntary recognizing individuals rights, 
religious beliefs. i also don't believe enough has been done to 
assess and verify the efficacy of the vaccines. Catherine

2021-01-18 
21:23:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't support the mandatory rollout of these vaccines. They 
have not followed proper scien7fic tes7ng, the full range of their 
side effects are s7ll unknown right now. There is so much hiding 
of real facts going on from the government which has resulted in 
ci7zens who don't double check the media's sensa7onal verbal 
diarrhea propaganda feeling scared. Such levels of fear 
nega7vely affects the immune system. Vaccines are being 
presented as the only solu7on when there are proven 
alterna7ves such as ivermec7n, combo of zinc, vit C & D, 
hydroquinone, etc. The government's excessive zeal to only 
promote vaccines is a red flag. In a nutshell, those who want the 
vaccine must get it but leave alone those not wan7ng them. I 
will not be taking your vaccine, neither is my family taking your 
vaccine. So NO from me! Jabu

2021-01-18 
19:37:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a democra7c right to choose what goes into my body and 
what not, government should not force us some vaccine that has 
been produced in foreign land on us, president and his old age 
cabinet can get it they are over 60 years of age ,i wont take that 
vaccine neither is any member of my family will, we will use our 
great grandmothers methods to treat this flu virus, there is HIV, 
cancer and other diseases there was never a vaccine that was 
develop to curb this diseases now a flu virus of 9 months already 
there is a vaccine who tested its its effec7veness or Africa is a 
tes7ng ground for the super powers ?  Rasibe

2021-01-18 
18:03:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lee

2021-01-18 
17:59:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Our basic human rights to choose are taken away in the name of 
corona which is not as deadly as malaria. Some religion will be 
infused to us by some group Samuel

2021-01-18 
17:02:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a black South African. I hold dear my freedoms par7cularly 
because of our past oppression from the apartheid regime. Any 
apempt to take these freedoms away from me would result in 
serious misfortunes. Regardless of whatever circumstances. 
One's freedoms should not be taken away. So with that in 
considera7on. Freedom of conscience, freedom of religion and 
freedom of choice are at risk the government seeks to 
implement mandatory vaccina7on.  

I have my reserva7ons regarding the Covid 19 pandemic and also 
the Covid 19 vaccine. As it is the case with many other South 
Africans for various reseans, pertaining to the safety of the 
vaccine, and the contents of it thereof. In that one can also state 
that it goes against their religious beliefs and conscience. Things 
that one is afforded to have such beliefs and freedoms to 
express and protect them by our world renowned cons7tu7on.  

So my final remark is that the government must not implement 
mandatory vaccina7on in any shape or for to South African 
ci7zens. Thabo

2021-01-18 
16:14:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Freedom of choice. Steve

2021-01-18 
16:11:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government is was7ng money on a vaccine, Ivermec7n with 
doxycycline , vitamin C, vitamin D and Zink has been proven to 
have a 100% curing and preven7on rate between our people in 
South Africa and many other countries. Jani

2021-01-18 
15:53:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Forced Vaccina7ons are against our cons7tu7onal rights. Those 
that wish to take the vaccine should be allowed to, those that 
don't wish to, should be allowed to refuse this. Vaccine trials 
usually take YEARS before Vaccines implemented, this has NOT 
been done. In the USA Pharmaceu7cal companies CANNOT be 
sued if the side effects of a vaccine are detrimental to your 
health - What are SA LAWS Pertaining to this? I would like to see 
ALL  ingredients for EACH VACCINE that is being promoted of us 
to take. Jenny
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2021-01-18 
15:05:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines created for the COVID virus are not safe. This is a 
scien7fic fact.  The Governement wil need to prove that is safe  
before they can use it on it's popula7on. In the even that they do 
not do this they will in fact be guilty of culpable homicide. in the 
event of any death's from the vaccines .  We therefore call for all 
inhabitants to request ' informed consent' before receiving the 
vaccine . ian

2021-01-18 
14:22:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Neville

2021-01-18 
12:17:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Sicela bangasilingi nje ngalombhedo ngoba akukho okuhle 
okuhlosiwe ngale vaccine. Abangayifuni bangahlushwa. Ninga 
hlukumezi amalungelo wethu. 

Siyabonga Floyd

2021-01-18 
12:03:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that it is not right to force people to be vaccinated . It 
should be up to the individual to decide what medica7on he/she 
is willing to put in there body. The vaccine has not had enough 
7me to analyze long term effects. Franco 

2021-01-18 
11:46:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not feel that vacina7ons should be mandatory as the 
amount of experimenta7on done is not sufficient and the long 
term side effects of the vacina7ons are s7ll unknown and might 
be more harmful then Covid itself. It took decades to create the 
first flu vaccine yet we are expected to trust a vaccine that was 
made within a year. I do not feel that Covid which has a lower 
death rate and larger recovery rate then the common flu 
necessitates a mandatory vacina7on. The choice for vaccina7on 
should lie with the individual , forcing this on the public violates 
their freedom. Jaco

2021-01-18 
11:27:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe these vaccines to be safe at all because there 
have been no clinical trials, and we all know it takes years to 
develop a vaccine safely. If the vaccines are safe then why have 
the  manufacturers been granted indemnity from any side 
effects? Ivermec7n has proved effec7ve in trea7ng Covid19, so 
why has the government not made this drug freely available? It 
is clear this vaccine roll-out is simply a money-making racket 
which has nothing to do with saving lives! No way will I allow 
these poisons to be injected into my body! Guy

2021-01-18 
11:07:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a number of concerns and reserva7ons. These include 
mandatory vaccina7on, alterna7ves, poli7cal manipula7on, 
corrup7on and a global poli7cal economic agenda.  

Ivermec7n has been proved effec7ve in the treatment of COVID.  
The number of health professional suppor7ng this view can not 
be overlooked. Ivermec7n has is also already approved for 
human use in a number of countries. 

The proposed vaccine (basically the idea in general) has not 
been sa7sfactory tested and developed. A vaccine for the 
common cold is not available amer 100years but we have a 
vaccine for "the most deadly covid" within 150 days or 
something. It simply does not add up.  

Mandatory vaccina7on is a transgression of my human rights. I 
have the right not to accept DNA altering substances in any 
form. 

The cost Jean-Pierre

2021-01-18 
11:01:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Apart from Government corrup7on, Chinese interference etc. 
why must  I get a vaccine that hasn't fully been tested? Is 
apparently 95% effect, for a virus that has a 98% recovery rate. 
makes no sense. 

Natalie

2021-01-18 
10:46:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Government should be the first to vaccinate themselves, 
and wait for a 1 year period to observer the side effects on them 
and their families, first!! This vaccine has not followed the usual 
vaccine tes7ng protocols and has been "fast-tracked" for the the 
fast tracking of the New World Order, that the ANC, DA, EFF are 
all party to.  If Donald Trump has rejected the WHO and Bill 
Gates Founda7on, why is the South African government s7ll 
taking advise from this ins7tu7on and Bill himself, who will not 
vaccinate his own children? One has to ask why not? Apart from 
the nega7ve side effects already showing up in individuals that 
have been vaccinated around the world, the ANC government 
insists on con7nuing with the roll out, star7ng with most 
vulnerable elderly popula7on first, what a crime. The 
government is viola7ng the cons7tu7on, our Sovereign Right to 
choose and our Sovereign right to health. We will not be 
marked, maimed, culled or sterilized by any vaccine, un7l the 
whole government proves its efficacy first. So go ahead and use 
all the vaccines to vaccinate yourselves, your families, your 
connec7ons, your Tenderpreneurs as you always have put 
yourselves first, so go ahead and do it now first. We have the 
right of refusal and the right of non-discrimina7on.  The White 
hats are coming for you, so hurrying this agenda along is not 
going to help your despera7on to implement the New World 
Order. Shaleen

2021-01-18 
10:32:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is against my democra7c right. Not enough 7me has lapsed 
with tes7ng. Kevin
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2021-01-18 
09:27:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am very concerned about the COVID vaccine. Human trials 
have been minimal and many alarming side-effects witnessed. 
mRNA vaccines are par7cularly dangerous and nobody is taking 
into account the dangers associated with vaccina7ng people 
with auto-immune condi7ons, other comorbi77es and a history 
of adverse vaccine effects, Natural immunity is what causes herd 
immunity, not large scale vaccina7on. I will never support 
mandatory vaccines. We should not be treated like guinea pigs... Sara

2021-01-18 
09:08:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be every ci7zens free democra7c choice to freely 
choose to either accept or decline the vaccine.  

Regardless of the sta7s7cs we have our own culture and religion.  

This cannot be ignored.  
It's my life and my choice Jonathan 

2021-01-18 
09:05:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel it is an infringement on my human rights to be forced to 
get a vaccine.  I am responsible for my own health.  And I would 
like to make my own decisions about the vaccine.  Colleen

2021-01-18 
09:03:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have a choice to have or not have the vaccine. It 
should not be mandatory. 
Those vaccinated will be "protected", so why be scared of those 
who are not? Marcelle

2021-01-18 
09:00:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am helping out at Panda, and I have seen many opinions on the 
vaccine as well as a lot of data.   
Firstly no flu vaccine has ever been mandated, and I'm prepy 
worried that this will happen with thec19 vaccine, and if not, 
that your rights will be affected if you don't take it. As a business 
owner I wont ever force an employee to take the vaccine, and 
will that be held against me. 
Secondly, with proper prophylac7c care for the elderly, the 
comorbid, and the health workers, I don't believe that a vaccine 
is needed, and if an individual takes one, they should have 
informed consent. 
Sebas7an Rushworth has done a great comparison of the 3 
major vaccines, and the Astra Zeneca one, on its way to South 
Africa, has some serious concerns. Janine

2021-01-18 
08:44:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Voluntary vaccina7on 
Voluntary choice of vaccine through other providers and funding 
Heterogeneous age and health status approach to quaran7ne 
Other op7ons (Invermec7n; hydroxychloroquine) Riaan

2021-01-18 
08:05:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have done a lot of research and it hasn't been tested 
adequately, it shouldn't be mandatory and the vaccine will alter 
DNA so I am completely against it. There are also other solu7ons 
which they are not even exploring just like the alcohol sani7zers, 
they damage our bodies, there is an alterna7ve but they can't be 
bothered. Natalie

2021-01-18 
07:58:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am against mandatory vaccina7on with a vaccine that has not 
properly tested for safety or efficacy. I feel it is every ci7zen’s 
right to decide on whether they receive the vaccina7on or not. 
The ci7zens who decide against vaccina7on should not be 
penalised or be discriminated against in any way. Elsa

2021-01-18 
07:54:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust this vaccina7on idea and therefore it should not be 
rolled out in Africa. Africa has plenty of land to habituate 
Africans. We all know that Africans are the target of other 
individuals which are so called "controllers of the world". The 
vaccines are even specified that are not for America, Europe, 
Canada and others, which means if for Africans to be vaccinated, 
no, no, we are not stupid. Let's depopula7on process happen in 
overpopulated con7nents and countries and not in South Africa 
and Africa. Scien7sts of Africa will develop our own medicine for 
Africans. Nito

2021-01-18 
07:43:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A person should have the free choice to decide whether to take 
the vaccine or not. The government has no right to make this 
vaccine mandatory. It is is my cons7tu7onal right to decline a 
vaccine!  

The other problem is the safety and efficacy of the vaccine. 
Normally it takes 8-10 years to develop a vaccine and the covid 
vaccine has only taken 1 year this should ring alarm bells! Antoinepe

2021-01-18 
07:04:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should not be forced to people, 
Every ci7zen has the right to choose,  
I don't want vaccine, and I will not be forced to take it Mmalalo

2021-01-18 
07:04:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a big problem with any vaccina7ons that have death as 
side effect - and it has happened in many coun7es already, and 
other severe side effects.  We cannot have mandatary 
vaccina7on if there is other alterna7ve medica7ons which have 
been proven to work and also doesn't have longterm side 
effects. Why do you want to use a vaccine that has maybe a 80% 
effec7veness and the human immune system has a 97% 
effec7veness against this virus?  We as the popula7on of the 
world need to stand together and stop the governments from 
infringing on our human rights for their own personal gain. Dirk
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2021-01-18 
06:52:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No government should force any one to take a vaccine. These 
vaccines are not safe at all there is evidence all over the internet. 
This bloody Bill Gates and his hateful wife who is pushing to 
murder black people all over the world, na7ve Americans and 
Mexicans while their own families are not subjected to this 
poisonous syrup. Our president shouldn't play a role of an 
ignorant idiot who's about to murder his own people for profit. 
Already there is a group of na7onal tradi7onal healers 
organiza7on who are already planning to fight back with dark 
magic to destroy all poli7cal leaders and those on a mission of 
enforcing this poisonous vaccine. The president will curse the 
day he was born if he chooses to con7nue. They should take that 
vaccine themselves and leave the rest of South africans to 
choose for themselves if they want to that poison or not. As one 
of Isongoma of southern africa, I'm prepared to go the distance 
and i will be the last man standing. This is not a threat but 
promise i intend keeping.  

Evidence of these vaccines killing people is everywhere on the 
internet. No bloodly Gates satanists should be allowed to play 
God with our own people. We can play God too with the power 
we possess. Makhosi 

2021-01-18 
06:42:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

the  Worlds Doctors Alliance found absolutely no evidence  of a 
medical pandemic. 
Covert 19 is proven to be a seasonal virus like the flu and can  be 
treated effec7vely.  
Therefor : 
-  There is no need for a lock down. 
- There is no need for social distancing. 
- There is no need to wear a mask. 
- There is no need to quaran7ne people. 
- THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO NEED TO BE VACCINATED !!!!!!!!!!! 

Wynand
2021-01-18 
05:33:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have the freedom to choose whether they want 
the vaccine or not. Bronwyn

2021-01-18 
03:56:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Give this crap to the black ANC/EFF/BLF voters. They think they 
are en7tled to free shit. Start with the stealing, loo7ng, lying 
government officials like your president first Raiden

2021-01-18 
03:37:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is not some virtue signalling Bu**sh*t !  I believe in freedom 
of choice and Its my untrammeled right to decide for myself 
weather or not to take some draconian vaccine. 
Especially when there is the absolute certainty that this RNA 
vaccine will permanently alter my DNA and do irreparably 
damage my genome to such an extent that the, nega7ve impact 
could permanently deter my quality of life, impact my ability to 
earn a living or func7on again successfully as a human being.   

Its pure stupidity to get vaccinated if you aren't currently 
infected because, if you do so then you suffer the  certain risk of 
irreparable damage to your DNA by locking in your losses now.  
Alterna7vely if you are smart and you wait then you have a 
probability of in the future never actually geing sick in and also 
the possibility of never suffering the irrepressible side effects 
from the draconian vaccine..  

     
Yuro

2021-01-18 
01:39:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Arthie 

2021-01-17 
22:10:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust the effec7veness of the vaccine, nor the research 
behind it. I'm not injec7ng something into my body where 
sufficient research has not been done. 80% of the world recovers 
from C19, why should the vaccine be mandatory? Where's the 
vaccine for TB? HIV/AIDS? No thank you. I have the right to 
choose what I do with my body. Our recovery rate is 82% and 
our fatality rate 2.8%. I'm not doing it. Minepe
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2021-01-17 
21:13:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should not be mandatory.  As we go through life, we 
make choices all the 7me. We have to make choices about 
marriage, finances, children, where we live etc.  Part of making 
those choices is taking the responsibility of whatever the 
outcome of our choices are. 
Even more so the choices about our own bodies and medical  
health.   

For every ac7on, there is a reac7on, for every choice there is a 
consequence, we are all able and capable to make the choice if 
we want to take a vaccine or not.   
We do not need our government to force us to take part in mass 
vaccina7ons. 
Those from  interna7onal  countries, (who by the way is trying to 
push this vaccina7on down on the world popula7on, while they 
themselves have publicly  admiped that they will not take it 
themselves or allow there family members to take it )  are trying 
to enforce this mandatory vaccine on all through mass hysteria 
& fear. 
Everywhere we go, we hear of  human rights, freedom of 
speech, freedom of choice,  etc. allow all to choose for 
themselves in this very important maper.   

Just as every person has the choice to choose or reject God as 
Lord and Savior of their lives, so should every person be allowed 
to make their own choices regarding this maper. 

God who is holy, righteous and perfect, does not interfere with 
our choices even though He knows if  and when we make the 
right or wrong choices in life.  
Why then should man which is fallible, try and force others into 
accep7ng something like this vaccine, which can have majorly 
nega7ve health repercussions  for every person who takes it? 
I say NO to this vaccine.. My faith in God & His word is more 
important to me then man's selfish rules and laws! Maurine

2021-01-17 
21:01:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There has been liple transparency and much censorship around 
Covid 19 issues. This has led to much concern and suspicion 
among the public, including myself: 

- development of vaccine was rushed, no evidence of any long-
term side effects; 
- although I'm glad SA is not considering the MRNA vaccine yet, 
even the WHO cannot confidently confirm that any vaccines 
prevent transmissibility or infec7on from Covid 19. For this 
reason the term "vaccine" is decep7ve. It is only used to avoid 
liability for big pharmaceu7cal companies; 
- mainstream media only tells one side of the story. I would like 
to see data on no. vaccine-related deaths, and number of 
vaccinated individuals who s7ll contracted covid 19. Then this 
will empower the public to make a decision on whether or not to 
trust their natural op7ons (good nutri7on, healthy habits and 
natural immune defense) vs some experimental op7on. 
- s7ll no transparency about where covid 19 came from over 1 
year later. This is uper rubbish. I predict and am telling all those 
in my circle that government will start blaming muta7ons of 
covid 19 on those who refuse the vaccine. This is rubbish. We 
are not stupid and word is spreading. If corona virus came from 
a bat, why not vaccinate all the bats in wuhan. If this virus is 
naturally occurring then the bats will con7nue to cause 
muta7ons regardless of what us humans do, so hoping to stop 
this permanently with a "vaccine" that doesnt even cause 
immunity is a bold-faced lie. Be open, tell the whole truth. What 
is being done about future muta7ons caused by bats? Will this 
be like flu, where new muta7ons occur naturally every year? In 
which case, con7nuous vaccina7on is dangerous and fu7le. And 
those choosing not to be vaccinated should not be demonized. If 
on the other hand corona virus was man-made, why has the 
world not closed down the level 4 wuhan lab. The whole thing 
s7nks of lies, and governmental and suprana7onal bodies have 
lost the public's trust. We are not stupid. 
- 60,000 TB deaths in 2019, vs c. 30,000 covid 19 "related" 
deaths in 2020. Stats SA s7ll has not published the full mid-year 
popula7on es7ma7ons for 2020, but let's take a bet TB deaths 
fell in 2020? Regardless of this, with 60k TB deaths the UN, and 
SA government were content to carry on sleeping in parliament. 
But now, Bill Gates has a new toy, shares in Moderna (vaccine 
manufacturer), shares in the GAVI track and trace somwars, a 
share in microsom which developed the faulty models that 
predicted 80k deaths in SA in 2020, and the biggest funder of 
the WHO. Why do we only listen when Bill gates is involved, and 
relinquish all our own common sense as a country. No masks all 
these years with TB, no closure of businesses. We are not stupid. 
There is a clear agenda here. 
- Stop the course of ac7on of mandatory vaccina7on. If what you 
are proposing is so beneficial, people would flock to your 
solu7on, but you want to do something rushed and quick before 
anyone can figure out 100% what is happening. But 7me brings 
all truth and light eventually. We are in charge of our own 
bodies. I refuse the vaccine vehemently. Mandatory vaccine is 
against everything I believe, and I say no. We have lost so much 
in 2020 (loved ones, income, friendship, freedom). We don't 
have much more to lose as a public.  We are not stupid. Perry
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2021-01-17 
20:39:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. A vaccine is firstly unnecessary, as the 'pandemic death 
numbers' have not increased the world death rate AT ALL, but 
have instead simply replaced deaths that are legi7mately due to 
other illnesses. 
2. I do not believe the vaccine will be effec7ve, but rather will 
increase sicknesses (not just respiratory) and many people will 
die from the side-effects. 
3. Vaccines should always be voluntary, as it is your body, and 
your health, and therefore your choice. 
4. Our government - and all poli7cal par7es, sadly - are 
promo7ng an7-immunity, with the lockdowns, mask wearing, 
social distancing and sani7sing. What they should do, is promote 
health and wellness and immune-boos7ng remedies and 
prac7ces, like sunshine, exercise, vitamin C, zinc, people contact 
- yes, that strengthens the immune system! No more hyper-
sani7sing!  
5. Stop the fear-mongering in the media!!!! All they do is make 
people so scared, it.. weakens their immune system!! And then 
at the slightest hint of even a cold, everyone runs for a test, 
because they have become paranoid thanks to MSM nonsense.. 
6. Stop using a test that does NOT test for sars2, but only for 
gene7c material of viruses.  
7. Stop calling asymptoma7c people, 'cases' - if they are 
asymptoma7c, they DO NOT have the virus! Think about it - if 
you do not have flu symptoms, you do not have the flu.. same 
with measles, chickenpox etc (all viruses) 
8. Ensure food security, especially fresh veggies and beans and 
legumes (way cheaper than meat) and get clean water to where 
it is needed 

I guess I have not just stuck to the vaccine issue, but do believe it 
is all related, and should be addressed. Charmaine

2021-01-17 
20:33:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Myself, my children and loved ones will not be human guinea 
pigs to facilitate a sick and twisted global totalitarian agenda!  

Samantha

2021-01-17 
20:22:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every ci7zen has the right to accept or decline the vaccina7on. 
No government should have the right to force it's ci7zens to 
accept an unproven vaccina7on especially when the long term 
effects are unknown and when there are alterna7ve medica7on 
(Ivermec7n) available which has been proven to be 98% effec7ve 
against Covid-19 and the new variant. 
Furthermore, with all the imbezzlement, maladministra7on, 
nepo7sm and outright gangsterism exis7ng in the ANC led 
government, I just don't trust the government. Francois

2021-01-17 
18:26:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We will not take an untested unproven vaccine that may harm 
our health in future.  If make mandatory the Government will go 
against the Nuremburg recommenda7ons and it will be a crime 
against humanity.  There are alterna7ve treatments that work 
and hence a vaccine must not be made mandatory.  Also with a 
survival rate of 99.938% it can hardly be recognised as a 
pandemic. Peter

2021-01-17 
18:24:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The efficacy of the vaccine has not been proven. For instance the 
use of masks cannot even be ruled out, because there is no 
proof that the vaccine prevents the spread, furthermore there 
has been a massive push to get this vaccine out without proper 
safety studies as well as the fact that other countries are seeing 
adverse reac7ons and even deaths.  No one is doing proper 
repor7ng on this fact. There has also recently been enough 
evidence to show that some drugs might be effec7ve in the 
treatment of Covid, and these op7ons should also  be 
researched, not just blocked to further the vaccine agenda. Carike

2021-01-17 
18:23:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The safety or effec7veness of these vaccines have not been 
proven. To make it mandatory is stupid and careless, lucky our 
government is so incompetent it will not happen. Nicholas

2021-01-17 
17:11:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We do not need a vaccine  
We need to remove WHO and use our own experts Wendy

2021-01-17 
17:10:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My first concern is discrimina7on and  that this is going to be 
forced on ci7zens.  It should be a choice. 
Also that children will be discriminated against should parents 
choose not to have minors vaccinated. 
SA government is proved to be corrupt.  There is no budget for 
the cold chain infrastructure required for this rollout. 
No jobs will be created in the transport sector as the 
government is corrupt. 
I don't see the government being able to coordinate the 
required 2 vaccines in 2 weeks. 
I believe the vaccines will be compromised by the 7me they 
arrive on ci7zens doorsteps: 
Either not kept cold, stolen, faked. 
This is not a normal vaccine.  It uses untested mrna technology 
that affects human dna. 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Eleanor

2021-01-17 
16:52:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Having been in entomology for over 40 years, I can say that this 
fakedemic we are at the midst of is just that  FAKE and a reason 
to inject Gene altering micro - par7cles into  us!!!!!  Prof
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2021-01-17 
16:15:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is experimental. I am in the medical field  and I have 
read the research extensively - it doesn’t answer enough 
ques7ons to deem it safe. There is a poli7cal and economic 
agenda behind it that I do not support at all, and the companies 
that have created it have zero liability, they haven’t shared most 
of their research - it is s7ll ongoing - the public have become 
part of their data collec7on and they are unwilling to answer 
pressing ques7ons! There are many, many alterna7ves to 
support covid (ivermec7n, vit D, glutathione, HCQ etc). There 
have already been deaths apribute to the vaccine! People 
should ALWAYS have autonomy over their own bodies, without 
excep7on. The vaccine should be voluntary. I believe it is against 
our human rights to make it mandatory in any form at all!!! My 
body, my choice! Always! Robyn 

2021-01-17 
15:06:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We cant be used as lab rats by big westerners this is a prove that 
our government have no interest in stop it being used as 
africans. They failed to produce vaccines for common cold , aids 
and cancer and in less than a year the produce this one for 
convid19 where are the test and what are the side effects. Sibusiso 

2021-01-17 
14:54:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Africa was not created yesterday, as thus she has her own ways 
of surviving seasons so let Africa do it her own way. Bonron

2021-01-17 
14:39:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is rushed tech, it is NOT a vaccine technically it is a 
treatment, it neither prevents contagion or transmission. It 
MUST be voluntary. Bronwyn

2021-01-17 
14:12:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is an experimental vaccine that has not been properly tested. 
There are other alterna7ves proven to work, like 
hydroxychloroquine. It goes against people’s human rights to 
force people to take any form of medica7on. Maria

2021-01-17 
12:39:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body my choice. I will never allow a "forced" vaccina7on into 
my body. I don't trust what's inside that vaccine. No ways a 3 
month old vaccine is safe. Yet in 20-30 years there's been no flu 
or HIV vaccine? Sorry, but there are powers that be that have a 
greater agenda. Call me a conspiracy theorist but it's funny when 
all these conspiracies end up coming true, and the media puts it 
off as normal. 

Let's not even forget about REAL cures like Ivermec7n which I've 
seen proof of it healing Covid19, as well as general corrup7on in 
the tender process for this already overpriced vaccine which will 
be rushed under guise of saving the popula7on and the disaster 
management act. No, it will only push SA and her people greater 
into debt and oblivion. Jyoshil

2021-01-17 
12:29:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Suffi7on tes7ng has not been done. Adi7onal methods and 
medicine are available. Isak

2021-01-17 
11:47:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Izak

2021-01-17 
11:45:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be every persons own decision wether to get the 
vaccine or not. The government does not have authority over my 
personal liber7es. Jaco

2021-01-17 
11:13:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This Vaccine is not of my concent nor does it give the right of the 
Government to  force people to take it no maper who they are. 
There is no proof it works yet evrybody must be taking it 
according to this corrupt ANC Government who is only 
interested in making money from the interna7onal community 
for therir self serving corrupt ways. Somebody making a lot of 
money out of this. They so corrupt and blind to whats really 
going on in the world. 

This vaccine is not proven safe for human consump7on as they 
use nano technology and pig DNA AND Monkey DNA in it and 
who knows what else is in these vaccines no wonder Zambia and 
other African countries do not want it as they wan7ng to kill off 
3 Billion blacks in Africa according to Bill Gates. 

And this government of the ANC Is to stupid to realise this and 
playing straight into the Bill Gates ideology of killing off its 
popula7on for their own greed and corrup7on. Mark

2021-01-17 
11:07:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concerns are  
1. Safety of the vaccine, it seems like shortcuts were taken in the 
development, tes7ng and valida7on of the vaccine and as it is, 
we do not have reliable stats regarding it's safety on humans, 
and it's long term effects. 
2. The possibility that it will be mandatory is worrying, if it is it 
will be a viola7on of our rights as ci7zens and uncons7tu7onal. 
If it is available it should be voluntary and government should 
not limit or prohibit the movement  or ac7vi7es of those who 
chose not to take it. Omphile
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2021-01-17 
11:04:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

VCCINATIONS HAVE NOT BEEN ENOUGH RESEARCHED, THERE 
ARE ALREADY  NUMEROUS DEATH AND SIDE EFFECTS, IT IS NOT 
NECESSARY TO VACCINATE HEALTY POPULATION AND THOSE 
WHO HAD COVID ARE IMMUNE ALREADY, VACCINATIONS DO 
NOT GIVE ANY GUARANTEE OF IMMUNITY. VACCINES MAY ALTER 
OUR DNA, CAUSE INFERTILITY, CAUSE CANCER AND NUMEROUS 
DISEASES AND MAY BE DANGEROUS. WE SHOULD BE TREATED 
WITH WELL KNOWN MEDICINES USED FOR 50 AND MORE YEARS 
WHICH PROVED TO BE EFFECTIVE IN TREATING COVID. WHY 
GOVERNMENTS FORBID CURE ? LIKE QUININE, IVERMECTIN, 
AMANTADINE  ????? THOSE MEDICINES DO NOT KILL , BUT ARE 
ALREADY PROVEN TO CURE COVID !! INSTEAD GOVERNMENTS 
PROMOTE MANDATORY VACCINES ? THIS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL 
AND INSANE. WHY BIG FARMA TAKES NO RESPONSIBILITY WHAT 
SO EVER FOR THE SIDE EFFECTS AND DEATHS FROM COVID 
VACCINES ? WHY THERE IS WORLDWIDE LEGISLATION TO 
RELEASE BIG FARMA FROM ANY RESPONSIBILITY ???? 

BARBARA
2021-01-17 
10:00:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on .

2021-01-17 
10:00:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on .

2021-01-17 
10:00:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on .

2021-01-17 
10:00:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on .

2021-01-17 
09:38:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are we not rolling out the Steroids as alterna7ve for mild 
symptoms? These MRNA vaccines are toxic,  Norway,  Australia  
have stopped the BioNtech and Moderna  Vaccs because of side 
effects.  We have Hydroquinone and Vermec7n, which are 
proven effec7ve against Corona yet we are led  by WHO and not 
common sense. Carol

2021-01-17 
09:26:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, regular flu kills more people in a year than propagated 
Covid 19 and yet, no lockdowns have ever been introduced nor 
has it ever been labeled a pandemic. In fact, no Lockdowns have 
ever been ini7ated even for Ebola, swine flu, etc. yet, the 7ming 
of the na7onal lockdown seems to fit perfectly with a bigger a 
agenda to further cripple an already crippled economy. 

Secondly, it takes YEARS to develop vaccines yet vaccines for 
what is deemed "a deadly virus" has been developed and is 
intended for be rolled out and made compulsory by the 
government! No ways. Apart from health concerns, religious 
concerns,and concerns about the overall effec7veness of the 
vaccine, it is rather uncons7tu7onal for vaccines to be made 
mandatory directly or indirectly (by refusing to let people work 
or travel or eat out without proof of having been vaccinated). 

Part of my concern about it's effec7veness is that we are told 
there is a whole new strand of Covid 19, doesn't that mean a 
whole new vaccine is to be developed for this "upgraded" 
version of the viral infec7on?  

 South Africans have have the right to refuse to take the vaccine, 
this right should be respected by all without shaming or  
blackballing those who don't by directly or indirectly restric7ng 
them from travel, social, employment, or business ac7vi7es. Thami

2021-01-17 
09:03:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines have long been disputed, and the concerns 
interna7onally regarding the possibility of vaccines causing 
disability has not been properly inves7gated or resolved despite 
allega7ons to major pharmaceu7cal company(ies) over the years 
per reliable documentaries by the vic7ms who live with the 
consequences. Vaccina7ons are a poten7al serious threat. 
Further to make it mandatory infringes on freedom rights 
considering there is argument against the safety of vaccines. Keziah

2021-01-17 
08:49:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Logic:  
If there is a chance to get Covid more than once, it means that 
the body can’t produce immunity, correct. Therefore a 
manufactured vaccine will not work if your own body (which is 
beper by far) cannot become immune! Chris

2021-01-17 
08:12:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not tested enough, people should be able to choose to receive it 
or not. Not enough people died to jus7fy this vaccine roll out.   
Majority of people recover without vaccine. Estelle

2021-01-17 
07:55:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

God gave people a free will and no government can remove your 
free will from you or put you in a posi7on where you can not 
freely trade or move around because it suits their agendas. 
Furthermore, the vaccines have not gone through the necessary 
trials for safety etc.  You look at pictures/videos of  the so-called 
vaccina7ons of high profile people and its decep7ve to say the 
least.  Why do they have to pretend to get is? Beacause they 
know its dangerous...? 
People has a natural figh7ng mechanism to overcome sickness 
and disease in their bodies and the immune system should be 
allowed to do its work.  The way God created it. 
The cost to taxpayers in rolling out a vaccine that could 
poten7ally kill many many people is just too much. People's lives 
should not be played with. Ronell
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2021-01-17 
07:32:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I unfortunately will not be forced  on my own body. I do not 
want the vaccine. I normally try natural ways of healing and they 
work for me. I should ne allowedvto be myself. Nontokozo

2021-01-17 
07:30:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People have the right and freedom ov what happens in their 
lives. Natural alterna7ves are available and less harmful if given 
a a chance. There are other pandemics that have stricken our 
people and we have the right to choose how we want to live. No 
mandatory vaccines!!! Our people have been through too much 
already and we want to bring a more complicated situa7on in a 
syringe. Healthy lifestyles are the cure in this deliberate mess. 
Let people choose and their choices respected. End the mask 
and lockdown story and we'll find our way to survive Nomhle

2021-01-17 
07:22:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on M

2021-01-17 
07:03:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I fail to understand why we blatantly ignore Madagascar’s 
solu7on, Artemesia Annua, when we have Artemesia Afra which 
is na7ve to us and is friendly to all major organs without side 
effects.  

Artemisia Absinthium is the one that damages and should be 
kept away from use. 

Why are we so determined to please organiza7ons that are not 
for us? Gugulami

2021-01-17 
06:50:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ntombi 

2021-01-17 
06:28:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly I believe vaccines are a great treat to the immune system.  
The human body was designed to adapt to any change. When 
the body comes into  contact with a virus. The an7bodies are 
there to fight off the virus and adapt in order to prevent the 
body from the virus. Using vaccines have been proven that it 
short circuits this natural process and makes the body more 
vulnerable to many other viruses and diseases. Basically it 
weakens the natural order the immune system is supposed to 
work. 

Secondly I HATE and disagree with the fact that we are forced to 
take the vaccine. This is a gross viola7on of my human rights and 
freedom to chose. If someone choses to vaccinate they are 
"protect" from the virus. They should not worry about geing it 
again. This concern that those who do not vaccinate will reinfect 
those who chose to get the vaccine is ignorance and lack of 
knowledge.  

We who  chose to not get vaccinated if death is the result. It is a 
choice we made. We have a right to make that choice. 

Thirdly I am very concerned that the targeted ini7al areas of roll 
out are predominantly areas where you find black people. This 
does not seat well with me. Taking into account History, that 
when the HIV virus was designed it was roll out in the black 
communi7es is a red flag for me. Whenever there's something 
new we don't understand I look at nature (the natural behavior 
of nature)  and  I go back in history. History tells me not to trust 
the vaccine.  

Not only because of the HIV virus but in many African countries 
vaccines have killed, caused severe side effects including 
damaging the body in ways that it will never recover.  

Becareful South Africa. Nosipo 
2021-01-17 
06:22:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zizikazi

2021-01-17 
05:46:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kenneth 

2021-01-17 
04:22:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Robert

2021-01-17 
01:57:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I no longer trust any govt., worldwide, for mul7ple reasons. 
There's a KZN doctor tes7ng a 98% successful  / 1 week 
turnaround treatment - why don't we hear more about this? ALL 
the reasons listed are my concerns.  Terry

2021-01-16 
23:48:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Stop telling us what to do!  We want to live normal. The weak 
and old should stay safe.let the rest be Michael

2021-01-16 
22:50:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine contains many ingredients which are harmful such 
as mRna etc and which can do more harm to the body. It also 
contains porcine ingredients which we do not religiously agree 
with. Furthermore, it has toxins and other ingredients which can 
be used to track and monitor movement of people and control 
them. Mohammed 

2021-01-16 
22:20:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I have a problem with the fact that the vaccines are mandatory. Vuyelwa
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2021-01-16 
22:01:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that the Cons7tu7on is clear about Fundamental Rights, 
we cannot be  forced to be injected by vaccine that we do not 
know and approve,  if  those who chose to be vaccinated are 
vaccinated it’s their choice and  it must be respected as such,  
same should apply to those who refuse to be vaccinated, I don’t 
see how a vaccinated person can be in danger  of contrac7ng 
Covid19 if the vaccine is working, government should stop 
dicta7ng to us especially our bodies what we should and should 
not do... Government should start by taking into considera7on 
the issue of poverty eradica7on, people are dying of hunger, 
unemployment rate is too high, we have been living with a lot of 
diseases and government never cared this much... Government 
must respect our religion as per cons7tu7on, you cannot be 
forced to be a Chris7an, Sangoma, or an Illumina7, etc, we are a 
democra7c society , we voted to be free and not to be enslaved 
by the same government we voted for... People should not be 
forced to perform rituals of cult they do not belong to... Martha

2021-01-16 
21:11:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be able to choose wether or not they want to be 
vaccinated. Secondly, how can we know if there won’t be any 
short or long-term side-effects as the vaccina7on could not 
possibly have been trail tested for either. Chris

2021-01-16 
21:01:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support mandatory vaccina7on as it is my right to 
determine what goes into my body. The side effects of the 
vaccine are unknown and further complica7ons could poten7ally 
be undiagnosed or mis-diagnosed, placing further strain on the 
healthcare system. Allison

2021-01-16 
20:50:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t think vaccina7ons are in the best interest of humanity. I 
was never an7 vaccine before but since I see such a hard drive 
and money being thrown towards vaccines my inves7ga7ons 
show a very grim history in terms of vaccine development. 
Maybe the reason we are in this mess is because we eat every 
living creature on the Planet and humans have sex with kids and 
animals. Wake up, we doing this to ourselves. Bob 

2021-01-16 
20:05:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People need the right to decide there own interven7ons against 
flu. Mainstream science & medicine is always influenced by 
money and does not always have our health in mind. The flu 
shot that has been around for a while s7ll has a dismal effect on 
flu and many adverse side effects that your average Dr would 
not have even the slightest clue is linked the the vaccine. Our 
God designed immune system has s7ll shown the best results 
but up 7ll now I have not heard any governments recommend 
Vit C shots, Vit D tablets, fresh air and sunlight. Maybe instead of 
banning alcohol how about banning all junk food, sweets & 
sodas un7l the pandemic is over. Jason

2021-01-16 
19:16:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Pieter 

2021-01-16 
18:25:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is not a vaccine, but gene therapy, according to 
modern by their own admission.   It will have absolutely NO 
benefits at all. However, nega7ve effects include fer7lity 
problems, adverse allergic reac7ons, neurological problems to 
name but a few.    
For a year now, there has been talk about a pandemic, but by a 
miracle there has been far less deaths ! 
This vaccine is being g rolled out for other reasons and there will 
be war in our country if they make it mandatory . L

2021-01-16 
17:32:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marius

2021-01-16 
16:38:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested properly. There are so many 
cases every day now of people geing sick and dying amer 
geing the vaccine.  People are not vaccinated against every 
other infec7ous disease, e.g. TB, HIV,  ebola, etc., so why must 
we be vaccinated against this? People can decide for themselves 
if they want to be vaccinated. It should not be mandatory. Juliet

2021-01-16 
16:12:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Phu7

2021-01-16 
16:07:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have the right to choose if I want to be vaccinated or not, and 
there has been great studies and incredible success with people 
using ivermec7n to combat this virus, Saphra should allow the 
import of ivermec7n for human consump7on as an alterna7ve 
to the vaccine. 
Also where is the R570 billion that the Rothchilds gave the 
government to procure the vaccine, for those so eager to take a 
chance we are not supposed to be paying for this or carry the 
responsibility for government corrup7on!!! Carma

2021-01-16 
15:14:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Actually i would like to have selected all listed in the Concern 
dropdown. 

1 - Cost this is just another opportunity for the line their pockets 
further at cost to the taxpayer, it should be free to who wants to 
be vaccinated  and let those who are not sick or immune to 
travel and work 
2 - Effec7veness - way more laboratory tes7ng is needed i can 
not believe that in a few months a vaccine was conjured up and 
will be forced on mankind, to date there is no vaccine for the 
common cold/Flu etc...  
3 - Its my body and my Life - no one can force me to put any 
rubbish into my body 
4 - stop killing the common people with this stupid retarded 
lockdown BS, and get the real actual figures of Covid deaths not 
this figures being inflated Joachim.

2021-01-16 
14:31:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not everyone believes and supports the idea of these vaccines, 
call it a conspiracy theory but the new world order is in full 
effect and this is a method to implement popula7on culling so 
I'd rather die than take the vaccine. Charles
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2021-01-16 
12:53:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am against government manda7ng anything. Especially 
something as invasive as a vaccine. 
These vaccines are not properly tested.  
There are other alterna7ve treatments that have shown to be 
very effec7ve against Covid, these are a beper op7on than 
vaccina7on. Steven

2021-01-16 
12:28:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government fails to understand that we have human rights 
and are FREE to choose. I choose NOT to be vaccinated as it has 
not been tested, contains contaminated material such as rDNA 
and aborted foetal 7ssue and murine 7ssue. 
and the government has NO RIGHTS to force a vaccina7on on 
me. 

Desiree
2021-01-16 
12:07:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Fani

2021-01-16 
12:06:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine does not stop you from contac7ng Covid 19. It is 
said that it will protect you from everything else but Covid 19 
itself...90%plus of people who get infected recover and 83% of 
people who had the Covid 19 developed immunity...be it for a 
short period. ..for these reasons I don't see the need firstly to 
spend all that money on a vaccine that is not effec7ve and 
secondly make it mandatory for the popula7on to take it. Gregory

2021-01-16 
11:42:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Why not roll it out on all ministers and government officials 
first? If they survive good and well, if they don't we s7ll have our 
health workers. 
2. How safe is this vaccine and why so may variants? Are they all 
safe? How could a vaccine be tested and deemed safe in such a 
short span of 7me? 
Why are ALL alternate medica7ons deemed unsuitable and 
anyone who punts them deemed a conspiracy theorist? Why 
can't we hear alternate views? John

2021-01-16 
11:25:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is a virus, the body knows how to fight a virus and does this 
24 hrs a day.  By taking a vaccine we are compromising are 
immune system and making our bodies weaker.  We are already 
seeing large numbers of people in Europe dying from the vaccine 
and we also have no idea of the long term effects. It is also well 
known that the test kit is completely inaccurate. I personally will 
never take a vaccine. In the USA children are having up to 70 
vaccines, this is crazy Hugh

2021-01-16 
10:35:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why should the vaccine be mandatory? People should have a 
choice if they want to vaccinate or not. Even if the government 
pretends it is not mandatory, there are also claims that people 
will be excluded from par7cipa7ng in the economy if they are 
not vaccinated. That cannot be right. It is unethical! People 
should have a choice to use alterna7ves such as Ivermec7ne Busisiwe 

2021-01-16 
10:06:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every country that got to zero cases, did so without a vaccine. 
Why is it compulsory to take a vaccina7on? People should be 
given a choice. Frontline staff should not receive the vaccines 
first. If the vaccine has nega7ve side effects and they all suffer, 
how will they be able to help? Bradley

2021-01-16 
10:05:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccina7on is equivalent to having had an infec7on...your 
immune system is primed. If someone has had Covid, no need to 
vaccinate...save a few million shots! Philippe

2021-01-16 
09:38:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is just another money making machine!  There 
beper not be mandatory vaccina7on because that would be a 
viola7on of my human rights! I am responsible for my own 
health Marina

2021-01-16 
09:16:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on clifford
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2021-01-16 
08:59:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have several major issues with the rolling out of vaccines. 
Number one, the vaccine has been rushed, it is not safe. In 
addi7on, the mRNA vaccines do not event conform to the 
defini7on of a vaccine. A vaccine can only be called that if it does 
two things. Namely it must grant immunity and stop the 
transmission of a disease. The current vaccines do neither, as 
they are only "effec7ve" for a few months and s7ll allow the 
disease to spread that is why people are being told they s7ll 
have to wear a mask amer taking it. 

Number two. The government has no right to force any person 
to inject any substance into their body. The government has no 
right to deny services, public access, etc on this premise either. 
This is a slippery slope towards tyrannical overreach by the 
government. If the vaccine works then vaccinated people have 
nothing to fear from un-vaccinated people. Any logic to the 
contrary is double think nonsense. 

Number three, the cost. The government is paying through its 
nose for a "vaccine" that does not work (see point 1), is 
untested, has already killed 23 people, and all at our expense. 
This smells like a corrupted done deal between big pharma and 
the government. All those billions that we got as a covid bailout 
is going straight back to the big pharma and we the tax payer are 
being held accountable. This is travesty and I would say amounts 
to treason by our government. 

Number four. There are cheap, effec7ve and proven alternate 
ways of trea7ng covid. Ivermeci7n, HXQ, zinc etc. The only 
reason the government is moving towards vaccines from my 
point of view is the kick backs they are going to get from the 
mass roll out. That and the tyrannical cons7tu7on breaking laws 
that they will be able to enforce. It is clear the government does 
not actually care about the people as they would be encouraging 
all possible and viable solu7ons. 

Finally, the government should be personally held accountable 
for every person that suffers side effects or dies from the roll out 
of this vaccine. Especially so if they do not give  informed 
consent and allow experts from both sides of argument to have 
a na7onal debate on public television to argue safety of this 
par7cular fake "vaccine". Nicolas

2021-01-16 
08:19:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is our human right to decide for ourselves individually if we 
want the vaccine or not. Forcing people is against their human 
right, it is illegal and unethical. John 

2021-01-16 
08:02:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel this remains each individual’s choice to vaccinate or not. As 
I feel government cannot take over the role as parents for 
children,  I also feel they cannot take over your choice to accept 
or decline vaccina7on. As stated by a previous par7cipant, 
governments job is not to be a dictator and force their opinions 
and choices onto the people but rather to create a healthy 
environment where it’s ci7zen can thrive in Juhan

2021-01-16 
07:50:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Gregory

2021-01-16 
07:46:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is not actually a vaccine but rather a DNA / RNA altering 
"drug". 
Conven7onal vaccines contain / are based on biological material 
and small doses of a virus are injected and the bodies immune 
system responds. This one however is not based on that science 
and long term and hereditary effects and complica7ons are 
unknown. 
Natural herd immunity should be allowed o be established. 
I am concerned that it may become mandatory and if not, at the 
very least, anyone who is not vaccinated may be prevented from 
entering shops, businesses, aircram and even there own 
workplaces, rendering them unemployed. Frank

2021-01-16 
07:32:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do not trust it, that is why i will not be taking it. Lazola

2021-01-16 
07:27:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not take a vaccine that is not 100% tested and is developed 
within less than a year. This needs longer studies and test 
groups.   Vacines whereby you have to sign a waiver of 
responsibility away from goverment should not be implemented.  
I want to have the right to decline. David

2021-01-16 
06:53:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why should we get a mandatory vaccine. We have a right and 
freedom of choice Kingston 

2021-01-16 
06:24:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Out of nowhere, we must then inoculate against what really? 
Easy to say a virus has two different strands and this new one is 
going to kill us, however how are we supposed to know that the 
vaccine will be the one to keep us safe? I only put my faith in 
God!  Thato

2021-01-16 
06:16:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be using or taking part. I trust this gov less than i trust 
the criminals in our country. At least the criminals ate consistant 
and truthfull in theirvways. Phillipus

2021-01-16 
05:50:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested thoroughly and the ingredients 
are not disclosed. If countries like China where this thing has 
started are not taking the vaccine, why should it be mandated 
that Africa with the most strong immune systems take this 
vaccines? Tshepo 
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2021-01-16 
04:57:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe in vaccina7ons. Many have side effects.  I myself 
cannot even tolerate a yearly flu vaccine as it causes side effects 
on me. This vaccine is being forced on the world when it has 
been has7ly manufactured without being tested properly and 
for a good length of 7me. There are other alterna7ve treatments 
like Hydrochloraquine and Zinc as well as Ivermec7n, which 
governments have banned. There are also other natural 
remedies available.  The vaccine guarantees absolutely nothing, 
because they don't know  enough about it Heather

2021-01-16 
01:32:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will resist this vaccine at all costs - the puppet masters and 
media have turned this man made virus into a pandemic of fear.  
The domino's are falling as planned. Tow the line at your peril, it 
will soon lead to the slaughter house. 

Derron
2021-01-15 
22:43:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mandatory is unacceptable.   We have the right to choose Anita 

2021-01-15 
21:56:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is not proven to be safe and it is not a cure and 
won't help those already infected, but a preventa7ve measure. 
Currently our hospitals need real solu7ons right now! There are 
medicines that can work, in helping the sick, and a collabora7ve 
effort has to be undertaken with doctors, specialists, 
pharmacists, nurses, hospitals, regulators, scien7sts, and people 
who work on the ground. The people that see what works and 
what not for South Africa. Currently decisions are not based on 
sound conversa7on between these groups or based on real and 
current situasions in our country. A few make decisions and 
given the proof of corrup7on within our government, their 
judgement can not be trusted. External organisa7ons are 
benifi7ng financially from a massive vaccine roll out that is not 
guaranteed or tested as a proven solu7on to the pandemic. Our 
government has already stolen and mismanaged Covid funds, 
our UIF is not paying out to businesses as promised, people are 
losing jobs, dying from hunger, crime is excalla7ng, systems 
within state are failing its people, but no answers are given to 
these real issues. The vaccine seems like a distrac7on to what's 
truly going on. We need to take hands with private and state 
en77es who understand the medical field, who can work on real 
strategies to not wait in anguish for some miracle vaccine, but 
start to work on finding medical solu7ons for the sick right now, 
help communi7es on building up people's immune systems... 
There's so much more we as a na7on can do than simply put on 
a mask and hiding in isola7on... There are solu7ons. Just look at 
the strategies from other avenues like the ACDP. Gerda

2021-01-15 
20:50:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been tested. With all the false covid related 
cases who can trust a vaccine? How can they develop a vaccine 
for a "deadly" virus so quick but there is no cure for cancer???? Fanie

2021-01-15 
20:42:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Olga 

2021-01-15 
20:04:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Many many alterna7ves to cure COVID, NOT untested vaccines 
and DNA altering vaccines!!!!!!!!! Nico

2021-01-15 
16:31:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. I feel that it is impera7ve that parliament address the na7on 
regarding the ingredients of the vaccine, there are a lot of 
rumours regarding: aborted infant DNA, tracing mechanisms 
(nano technology) via radio frequencies e.g. 5G, altering of DNA 
once the vaccine is admiped, vitali7es that could be caused 
when admiped inadequately. Will the vaccine be enforced and 
will non compliance restrict freedom? Wilco

2021-01-15 
16:08:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's my cons7tu7onal right to decide whether I want a vaccine or 
not.  Peoe saying from vaccine. There are beper alterna7ves. 
Government shouldn't profit from vaccines or be bribed or 
swayed by Bill Gates, big pharma etc. The vaccine is super new 
and hasn't been tested properly. NatashA

2021-01-15 
16:06:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have mul7ple concerns in terms of the vacine. The recovery 
rate for covid 19 is higher than the stated effec7veness of the 
vaccine. The vaccine hasn't been properly tested and I am 
concerned about the side effects.  
Our government are completely incompetent and corrupt; each 
year there are scandals around the delivery or non-delivery of 
school books so how can we trust them to rollout a project of 
this nature where there are so many important and sensi7ve 
factors that need to be considered throughout the delivery chain 
and they can't even get that right. 
Everything our government has done or implemented to "curb" 
the spread of covid has been an abysmal failure, including the 
devasta7ng lockdowns and product bans, so I have absolutely no 
faith in them geing any of this right. If they bungle up the 
delivery of the vaccine do we have any idea what would happen 
to a person if they are injected with a vaccine that hasn't been 
kept at a certain temperature as an example. 
The reason they want to control the role out is because this is 
just another opportunity to steal tax payer’s money. 

Shannon
2021-01-15 
15:56:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on This is direct from hell!!! Murder Christa

2021-01-15 
15:35:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Tanya

2021-01-15 
15:11:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why must it be mandatory?? Its our right to choose life. Ppl are 
dying amer vaccina7on. There are reducing popula7on. We dont 
want theidr vaccine there aremoreeffec7ve alterna7ves . We 
also dont want microchip we are nit robots.judgement day is 
coming they will answee.over my dead body will they do that. Theophilia
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2021-01-15 
14:58:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am extremely concerned about the ways in which governments 
have handled COVID especially in light of the pCR fallacy, our 
rights brutally taken away (schools, churches and social life 
closed) (no end in sight) with no scien7fic evidence that these 
lockdowns work (cause far more harm -  Poverty 42% SMME no 
more = lowered immune system, businesses pulled out of SA, 
arbitrary stupid laws brutally enforced), ignoring T cell immunity, 
secondary bacterial, pneumonia infec7ons from mandatory 
masks, stoking fear at every turn -  causing far more harms and 
the hasty roll out of this Emergencey Use Authorisa7on vaccine 
for a disease that is no more serious than the flu.  No alterna7ve 
views ( Pandata, The Great Barrington Declara7on) and no 
alterna7ve medicines (Vit D, ivermec7n banned) are allowed. 
Audi alteram partem! For such a big decision. Many people are 
turned away with no proper care to die at home, perhaps for 
want of oxygen? Where is the 500bil ? The MSM only gives one 
narra7ve and studies are only picked that suit this tyrannical 
narra7ve with other scien7sts shut down.  The vaccine studies 
were seriously flawed (see Dr Wodarg and Dr Yeadon). How will 
autoimmune disease progress we don't know - the placebo 
group were all vaccinated.  There seem to be many injuries from 
this vaccine and no real benefit as the hopelessly designed study 
shows with a 7ny percentage of people using the invalid pCR 
test.  What about cytokine storm on exposure to wild virus?  I 
have listened to a lengthy discussion on the problems of fetal 
cells used and the manner in which they are taken, to develop 
this vaccine.  I morally will refuse this no maper what the pope 
said.  I fear we will be coerced into this abomina7on of a vaccine 
in order to func7on in our society.  A great evil has been let 
loose in our socie7es. There is something more to this as 
nothing 7es up to our health at all. Patricia

2021-01-15 
14:19:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm totally against this vaccine as it was done too soon with 
insufficient 7me for trials. No mandatory vaccine should be 
allowed as there are too many people with comorbidi7es. 
Furthermore, why should we get these vaccines from other 
countries , why not developing our own, then we will know it is 
safer . Just the ordinary flu vaccine caused me to have bronchi7s 
almost immediately, I never ever took a flue vaccine and i am 
well every year. Thanks to God and not to any worldly stuff. 
Nobody can claim damages if there are problems 
There is something else going on behind the scenes over the 
world. Very untrustworthy all round. 

Warrent

2021-01-15 
14:14:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If Ivermec7n and similar banned medicine is made available 
then Covid will not be such a scary illness and the death rate 
from Covid will reduce. 
The covid vaccine is not adequately tested and has side effects 
and does not guarantee the user will not contract covid or any 
future muta7ons thereof. Eric

2021-01-15 
13:42:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

About 7me that Ivermec7n is tested and used.  We know it 
works.  If other countries can use it, why not us. Debra 

2021-01-15 
13:38:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The death toll due to Covid in South Africa does not jus7fy a 
mandatory vaccine that can possibly injure 1 in 40 people. 
Provide the science behind government decision making and let 
people make their own decisions such as in a true democracy. 

There are other alterna7ves to trea7ng Covid such as Ivermec7n 
etc. Why do government stop alterna7ve treatments in favor of 
a possibly unsafe vaccine? Who gains from this decision? 
Where’s the transparency regarding actual Covid deaths? Why is 
the false posi7ves from PCR tests not addressed. Are we 
declaring an pandemic on false posi7ves, and in so doing killing 
the economy, small business and people’s livelihoods? 
Mandatory vaccines are uncons7tu7onal. 
Why are the scien7sts and medical professionals voices being 
silenced? 
How can taking a mandatory vaccine guarantee my safety, 
health, longevity, freedom? Stacey-Lee

2021-01-15 
13:24:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Alterna7ve medica7ons like ivermec7n should be more fully 
inves7gated rather than a mandatory vaccine that has been 
rushed into product. We will not know the side effects of the 
vaccine on humans as it has not been long enough for trials to 
be properly conducted. Ivermec7n is a known drug and has been 
u7lised on humans for 40 years. This is an Avenue that should be 
looked at in more detail most especially because the vaccine will 
not necessarily render is immune to covid. Shevira

2021-01-15 
13:10:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on M

2021-01-15 
12:41:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not feel comfortable being forced into something I am not 
fully in support of. Surely my health is my concern and so I 
should be able to choose what I get injected with and what not. 

I am not in support of this being a mandatory injec7on.  

Everyone should be allowed to have their say and choose if they 
want it or not. Lauren
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2021-01-15 
12:02:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines have not been tested to see the long term side 
effects of them in people and some of the ingredientes in them 
are concerning. To make a vaccine compulsory, that may in the 
end, turn out to be detrimental to the recipient's long term 
health, is unethical, especially when there is no data as to the 
long term side effects of these vaccines.  People must be given a 
choice whether they would like to receive the vaccine or not 
(including health workers) and be informed on the ingredients in 
these vaccines and the possible sides effects these ingredients 
may have on their health and well-being (both long and short 
term). Each person must be able to make an informed decision 
of whether they would like to take the vaccine or not. 
Knowledge is power and  no vaccine that has not been properly 
tested short and long term, must be made compulsory . Karen

2021-01-15 
12:01:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These are not a vaccines as we know them - mRNA vaccines 
work differentely - they do not contain an7gens. Instead they 
contain a blueprint for the an7gen in the form of gene7c 
material, mRNA view ar7cle in www. medscape.com 

Pam

2021-01-15 
12:01:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should have the right to decide and consent for ourselves 
and our children to take the vaccine or not. Personally I have lots 
of concerns regarding side effects etc as it could by no means 
have been tested and considered safe in such a short 7me span, 
especially since the virus itself has not actually really been  
iden7fied and understood, so how can we apparently have a 
safe and approved vaccine?    Isabelle 

2021-01-15 
11:50:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be free to choose whether or not they or their 
children are vaccinated, and there should be informed consent 
for each and every person taking the vaccine. It should also be 
explained to each person being vaccinated (including our 
president) that it is impossible to achieve herd immunity for a 
vaccine that is not designed to prevent infec7on, but rather 
make symptoms less severe if one does actually contract 
covid-19!!!!!!!! Each person should get to read the vaccine insert 
with a full list of side effects prior to vaccina7on, and should also 
be given to access to the sta7s7cs around covid-19, excess 
deaths, covid mortality rate etc. Each person being vaccinated 
should be given a full list of vaccine ingredients, including an 
explana7on for each of those ingredients. There should be no 
repercussions for declining to be vaccinated. Ainsley

2021-01-15 
11:48:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly this is NOT  a vaccine it is a synthe7c Pathogen. 
Secondly please let me administer this vaccine to our 
parliamentarians first,. Thereamer they should do all 
prisoners..... 
The very last people that it should be administered to are the 
health workers as we do not have enough health workers here in 
SA and can we afford to damage their bodies and make them 
sick and unable to work as it is we do not have enough care 
facili7es to accommodate vaccine damaged vic7ms. 
And lastly why are these "Vaccines" marked not for use in US 
Canada or EU 
I smell a big conspiracy here. Maureen

2021-01-15 
11:39:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on is absolutely unacceptable and against 
the most basic of rights - the right to decide what happens to 
your own body. I don't agree that the vaccine is necessary, this 
whole severity of the covid thing is a huge lie - there have been 
no more deaths in 2020 than any other average year.  We need 
our freedoms back - freedom of movement, freedom to breathe 
fresh air, freedom from forced vaccines. The frail and at-risk 
people should be advised to stay home if they want to ensure 
they don't catch covid - let the rest of the healthy people live 
their lives, as life should be! It's unheard of to lockdown healthy 
people, it's uncons7tu7onal.  Moreover, should the vaccines 
arrive, make them 100% voluntary, with NO sanc7ons against 
those who refuse the vaccine - it is NOT necessary, that's what 
your immune  system is there for and it's kept humanity alive for 
hundreds of thousands of years. There are plenty of basic 
supplements, vitamins and minerals (and even drugs) that can 
fight a covid infec7on, should you pick it up.  If you believe the 
vaccine will protect you, then whether or not others get it or not 
will have no impact on you. Monique

2021-01-15 
11:31:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Wilhelm

2021-01-15 
11:07:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that the vaccine has been tested properly.  The 
ingredients of the vaccine also concerns me.  I would not want 
to be vaccinated at this stage; and also none of my family.  I can 
not believe that the studies regarding safer alterna7ves are 
ignored.  Maybe because they would be much more cost 
effec7ve? Also each pa7ent and each situa7on may be different - 
it is definitely not a "one size fits all" situa7on.   There are also 
no programs in place informing people - and assis7ng them - 
about how to increase their own immune systems, so that even 
if they DO get the virus, their immune systems will be able to 
cope much beper.  The constant wearing of masks depletes the 
immune system even more - it is really not necessary to wear 
your mask if you are walking next to the road for eg, not in close 
proximity to another person.  There is a lot of fear-mongering 
going on.  Then the maper of Government controlling any such 
process...I think their track record so far in most mapers should 
speak for itself...:) Vanessa
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2021-01-15 
11:06:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines take many years to develop and even longer to 
determine the possible consequences. Cancer, HIV and other 
diseases have no vaccine or cure amer decades! The current 
vaccines were developed in a few months. We have NO idea 
what the long term effects will be! 

Pharmaceu7cal companies deny Accountability, Product Liability 
and  Public Liability! The fact that many of these companies are 
being funded by Bill Gates, a man who has Publicly expressed his 
dubious desire to depopulate the world from what he deems as 
useless people who don't contribute to the Economy., does not 
inspire any confidence in a vaccine. Dr Fauchi and his cronies 
predicted that a pandemic is coming for a decade, and it seems 
that he funded the development thereof in China illegally!  

THIS PANDEMIC WAS PLANNED!  
No virus is developed without a vaccine to cure it!  

My family and I will NOT be pressured into taking these vaccines. 
We will take our chances with Ivermec7n, Vitamin C, D3 and 
Zinc,  if all efforts to NOT contract this man-made Virus  fail. 
With a death rate of less than 1%, I'll take my chances on my 
own immune system for  survival 

Suzepe

2021-01-15 
11:00:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should never be mandatory. Taking a vaccine should 
always be each person's own choice. A much longer period is 
needed in order for tests to indicate the safety of the vaccine. Dewald

2021-01-15 
10:44:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't want a mandatory vaccina7on that is basically the first off 
the line. Not enough data is available on long term affects, 
especially people with other serious illnesses. I would rather 
wait 
For a vaccine that has been properly tested, and that has been 
prescribed by a specialist of my own disease,  I can't shove just 
anything into m body. Everyone who wants it should have access 
to it, like Frontline workers,  but again, you're relying on the few 
individuals that pay tax to pay for the whole country. Put an 
addi7onal Covid tax with VAT, on BASIC goods, so everyone pays 
in a small way 

Michelle
2021-01-15 
10:38:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The COVID vaccines have not been tested sufficiently to convince 
me that they are safe. Kim

2021-01-15 
10:31:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not feel that enough tests have been done on the 
effec7veness of this vaccine and the possible side effects. I also 
feel that leaving it in the hands of the South African government 
is bound to have its challenges with them of money, vaccines, 
and the competency of those that will be distribu7ng this 
vaccine effec7vely to the correct individuals. There is bound to 
be huge corrup7on involved as we have witnessed in the past 
with PPE tenders, resul7ng in vaccines going missing or not 
being purchased and or handed out. Personally I will not have 
the vaccine un7l at least 5 years of con7nuous tes7ng is done. 
We do not have an effec7ve vaccine for Flu, why suddenly now 
in such a short space of 7me do we have a vaccine that is 
effec7ve for Covid-19? Owen

2021-01-15 
10:11:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

None of these Vaccines have been proven. 
Each individual needs to make there own decision on how and 
what to insert in to our own body. RYAN

2021-01-15 
10:03:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I trust this government with nothing. a Big opportunity  for fraud 
by ANC cadres and Gov. JS

2021-01-15 
09:41:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines are made to ‘protect’ people yet contain the most 
dangerous chemicals such as formaldehyde. In addi7on to this 
they have never been effec7ve.  Every single person I know that 
has been vaccinated against the simplest things such as chicken 
pox and measles has been affected. I have never had vaccines 
and I’ve never caught anything. These vaccines are highly toxic 
and dangerous and now government wants to introduce the 
Covid vaccine when very liple is know about Covid itself. This is a 
power play fuelled by large pharmaceu7cal companies that 
control us through medicine and by large corpora7ons such as 
the Bill gates founda7on. We need to stop corrup7on and fight 
for the true health of our people. In addi7on to that, a new 
vaccine meant only for Africa is highly suspicious and hints at 
popula7on control. How can we allow the small powerful 
minority to control the majority. We need to put an end to 
medicine being controlled and abused in these kinds of ways. 
We have strong cons7tu7onal rights in this country and should 
never allow that to be stolen from us. Micheline

2021-01-15 
07:12:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ivermec7n works ... jaco

Mpumalanga 25
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2021-01-28 
14:55:08

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Having done months of research rela7ng to this so called 
pandemic in which the en7re globes hard earning small 
businesses have been decimated and the elite's empires grew 
faster than any other year in decades, I do not believe that a 
virus that has virtually the same mortality as the common flu 
and is tested with a machine (PCR) which was never intended to 
be used for such diagnoses can be used to lock us down. I 
believe this plandemic and proposed vaccine is being used for 
purposes that will be apributed to the greatest mass genocide is 
human history. 
The fact is that masks are completely useless stopping 
microscopic par7cles such as viruses. 
Masks also dras7cally increase carbon-dioxide inhala7on which 
depletes your immune system. 
Bacterial growth in the mask from constant moisture can cause 
deadly bacterial pneumonia. 
Plas7c micro-par7cles which many mask are made from have a 
serious detrimental effect on lung health. 
When highly educated professionals in virology and pathology 
ques7on the W.H.O. on the meaningless mandates rela7ng to 
this farce, they are silenced or threatened! That alone tells me 
this is an agenda which is evil in itself and is purposely driven by 
psycho7c dictators. Neil

2021-01-27 
12:15:13

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that every person should have the right to choose if they 
want to take the vaccine or not. 
#MyBodyMyChoice  

Secondly the rest of the world is geing a vaccine that is 95%  
preventa7ve but the one we are geing in S.A is only 70% 
preventa7ve, how does this make sense. 
So I would rather take my chances with the Corona Virus which 
have a recovery rate of 90%, before I put something in my body 
that no one know what the longterm side effects will be!! Elzan

2021-01-26 
14:49:55

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no reason to roll out a vaccine for a 'virus' with a 99% 
survival rate.  The hype by the media and government is 
ridiculous. There are various treatment op7ons available for 
Covid-19. These have been documented and proven effec7ve. 
The vaccine has NOT been safely tested and developed in too 
much of a haste. It is not safe with a myriad of side effects and 
deaths recorded world wide. NO! Werner

2021-01-22 
08:58:30

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on A

2021-01-22 
07:17:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do firmly believe that this whole covid pandemic is orgestrated 
somehow by some very sinister rich individuals  with hidden 
agendas. Nothing else in the management of this so called 
pandemic makes sense. Christo

2021-01-21 
19:48:57

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be on a voluntary basis as these vaccines 
have not been proven through thorough trials. Run the trials, 
publish the results... let the people decide. Deon

2021-01-21 
14:28:17

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My main concerns are three-fold: 
As with almost any other measure taken by government over the 
course of their apempt to deal with the en7re Covid situa7on, 
mandatory vaccina7on smacks of a dictatorial disregard for 
personal liberty as allowed for in our cons7tu7on. Op7onal 
vaccina7on, especially of an unproven vaccine, should be the 
only op7on considered at this point. 
Secondly, medical science, safety requirements and general 
precau7ons are all being thrown to the wayside in order to roll 
out a vaccine in record 7me. While I can understand that there is 
a lot of pressure to provide fast results, there are ample 
examples throughout modern history of the inherent dangers in 
ignoring standard safety protocols when it comes to new 
medicines and vaccines. Government owes it to the people to 
demand incredibly high safety and efficacy standards for any 
medical interven7on offered to the general public - none of 
which have been shown for any of the new vaccines being rolled 
out.  
Covid Passport / ID - again, this is a gross infringement on 
personal liberty. To determine that based on a person's refusal 
to subject themselves to an unproven, poten7ally unsafe 
vaccine, they will not have the same rights and freedom of 
movement as any other ci7zen goes directly against our 
cons7tu7onal right to equal treatment under the law.  
Provide the vaccine to volunteers (of which their should be 
many), keep the price affordable, but have people pay for it to 
prevent massive corrup7on and a further burden on taxpayers, 
and then carefully monitor the situa7on and those who have 
chosen to take the vaccines. Hannelie

2021-01-21 
08:15:22

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Charl

2021-01-20 
17:27:28

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine should not be imposed to people,if one feels a need 
to have it.then he can take it not mandatory. Pam

2021-01-20 
10:58:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Can not see why a vaccine is necessary if Covid -19 is 100 % 
treatable.  The government would rather  keep the medica7on 
that can treat Covid away from people to make more money 
from a vaccine that has not even been sufficiently tested.  They 
must stop being puppets of the WHO and big Pharm companies. 
The government just see another opportunity to steal more 
money.  How they think it is ethical to force people to take a 
vaccine that can alter your DNA is beyond understanding.  Ruzane

2021-01-20 
10:55:15

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on is 100% against my religious beliefs and thus 
infringes on my cons7tu7onal rights as a law abiding ci7zen. Chris

2021-01-19 
07:21:17

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not enough 7me to determine side-effects.  Jan

2021-01-18 
19:42:47

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Hannes
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2021-01-18 
08:47:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it was made in a record 7me and that its not fully tested 
as it's suppose to be, further test and proof needed before I will 
take vaccine if ever. Nanepe

2021-01-18 
08:46:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Religious objec7on to the injec7on of toxic and aborted human 
fetal DNA maper into my body. Johannes

2021-01-18 
07:48:04

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mpho

2021-01-17 
13:18:19

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have only one sugges7on let every poli7cian take it first. Give it 
to them for a year every three months and we see if its fit for the 
public werner

2021-01-17 
07:34:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Immunity for the virus can not be guaranteed by the vaccina7on. 
Rather spend the money informing people about boos7ng their 
own immunity, the only real mechanism for protec7ng the body. Tinus

2021-01-16 
13:04:36

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine not rested properly. 
Let government be first to receive the vaccine. 
They are very important to the country. John

2021-01-16 
13:04:35

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine not rested properly. 
Let government be first to receive the vaccine. 
They are very important to the country. John

2021-01-16 
08:02:32

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be forced to take an mRNA vaccine that has not been 
proven to be safe. Covid-19 is clearly being used to mask broad 
scale government incompetence. Let's face it, you're winging it. 
You never did have a disaster management plan and s7ll don't. Ian

2021-01-16 
01:31:38

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Different avenues should also be considered e.g. Ivermec7n. 
Much cheaper and safe. Not enough research (could have been) 
done in such a short amount of 7me.  Biggest concern would be 
mandatory vaccina7on, as no one can predict the long term 
effect of this vaccine.  Caroli 

2021-01-15 
15:09:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one should ever be forced to take a vaccine  or any other 
medical treatment against their will. It goes against freedom of 
choice. What is going to be next.......? a chip under our skin? Gerda

2021-01-15 
14:35:28

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These Vaccines have Not been proven & there are already Many 
Folk who have had the Vaccine with EXTREME SIDE EFFECTS. 
South Africa does not have the infrastructure for more sick 
People.  And WHEN EXACTLY DID THE POLITICIANS BECOME 
WORLD EXPERTS ON HEALTH?????? Lesley

2021-01-15 
13:48:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I’m concerned about the manner in which our government has 
been handling this maper from its incep7on. Firstly they 
imposed lockdown without following sec7on 37 of the Bill of 
Rights subsequently it infringed a number of Rights such as 
Sec7on 165, Sec7on 16,& Sec7on 12 of the Cons7tu7on of the 
Republic . Secondly the vaccine they want to impose now was 
never subjected to Interna7onal Standard or Protocol for 
developing drug/vaccines which states that a vaccine must 
undergo an animal trial which is long, complex and costly, the 
process takes a minimum of five consecu7ve years to fimh teen 
years. Also I am concerned about the tools used to diagnose 
Covid19 it’s flaeed. PCR was never invented to diagnose any 
infec7on or disease, Kary Mull’s invented PCR to aid in 
mul7plying DNA copies not to test any infec7ons. Lastly the 
scien7sts involved in this research are either bought off like our 
leaders or they are part of the group which intends to 
depopulate the Aboriginals through bioweapons. 

I reject the vaccines. Anything that is evil to our people must be 
rejected. Those who are heading this Global Scam/Fraud must 
be charged with Science Misconduct and Genocide. Godfrey

Limpopo 12

2021-01-26 
16:02:38 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be taking this vaccine, nor will anyone living under my 
roof. There hasn't been nearly enough tes7ng, and I believe it to 
be ineffec7ve for covid 19. There are safe alterna7ves like 
ivermec7n, that has been used in Africa for decades, and the 
results speak for themselves. But govt probably won't approve 
the use of it, as there is no money for them to steal. Henk

2021-01-26 
12:37:54 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concern about this mandatory Vaccina7on, they were no 
trials on this vaccine and we don't know the side effects of this 
vaccines, because it was not trialed. So is no for vaccine for me Jabu

2021-01-23 
01:25:54 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Leigh-Anne

2021-01-20 
12:00:15 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

THE VACCINE IS EXPERIMENTAL THAT IS THE OTHER CONCERN 
AND THE MRNA AND OTHER PARTICLES THAT ARE UNKNOWN 
TO THE NORMAL PERSON IN THE STREET. LIKE BILL GATES SAY 
KILL THE PEOPLE THEY ARE TOO MANY MILLIONS MUST DIE. WE 
ARE NOT THEIR LAB RATS !!!!!!!!!!!!!! I HAVE THE ONLY SAY ON 
MY BODY AND MY MAKER JESUS CHRIST. I THINK THEY WIIL BE 
SHOCK TO KNOW HOW MANY PEOPLE NOT TAKEN THE VACCINE  
IN SOUTH AFRICA THEY THINK THE PEOPLE ARE DOM!!!! MARYNA

2021-01-19 
08:19:23 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Talita

2021-01-18 
17:23:40 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I object. 

The Vaccine is an experiment and have not been properly tested.  
It is said facial masks and social distancing will con7nue in spite 
of the vaccine being rolled out.  This is evident that the Vaccine 
will not have a preventa7ve effect.  There are many natural and 
other medicinal alterna7ves to treat sufferers from coronavirus.   

The experimental stage of this vaccine roll-out, and any other 
vaccine for humans should not be made mandatory, this will 
impede on the human rights of freedom of choice.  It will lead to 
medical discrimina7on.   

LIEZL
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2021-01-17 
19:07:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been tested extensively for  use in humans. 
No sta7s7cs have been released for scru7ny by the public. 
Everything is secre7ve.  (Is there a hidden agenda) 
My humans Rights to choose is violated. What happened to our 
cons7tu7on where we have rights. If Government can decide on 
this... What next? Maria

2021-01-17 
15:22:11 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marley

2021-01-16 
13:55:43 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Give the people freedom to pick medicine of their own choice. If 
it's African herbs let it be if any other meds they choose. Please. Tebatso

2021-01-16 
08:29:19 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No government so far can give proof that the virus even 
exists.The vaccine, which was not tested, causes allergies, 
neurological damage even death.  Hydrocychloricine, Ivomac are 
safe products that work against whatever was released.  
The Pharma developers and investors like  Gates, are only 
interested in the money they will make out of it.  
Doctors in alliance world wide agree that it is not meant to cure, 
it is a  harmful device. Videpe

2021-01-15 
15:42:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on My body, my choice! Lidia

2021-01-15 
08:52:11 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine hasn't been tested properly and people who take it 
would pass out (as seen on TV). There are a lot of things that is 
very suspicious about both Covid 19 and the vaccine. I don't 
want that stuff near me. Neels

North West 12

2021-01-25 
12:07:03

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No specific trials and results on trials have been indicated or 
provided to the general public for viewing. There is also not 
enough evidence on the side effects that the recipient may be 
exposed to in the years to come. there has not been any proof of 
safety whatsoever. Elrina

2021-01-25 
12:07:03

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No specific trials and results on trials have been indicated or 
provided to the general public for viewing. There is also not 
enough evidence on the side effects that the recipient may be 
exposed to in the years to come. there has not been any proof of 
safety whatsoever. Elrina

2021-01-25 
08:32:02

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a Forensic Specialist, efore I accept any "problem" or 
"solu7on" petsonally, I would like full transparency on the most 
fundamental levels. 

I don't trust the "numbers" at all, I detest the panic-porn used to 
"scare" ci7zens into submission and I ques7on the need for 
decep7ve language (blatant lies) used by our president and 
others to bloat the issue completely out of propor7on.  

If the intent was truly to save lives, it would be blatantly obvious. 
It is not. Stan

2021-01-21 
23:05:20

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be absolutely by choice only.  Nobody should 
be pressured into been vaccinated.  Covid passports should not 
be introduced, this is a viola7on of our right to move around, 
travel, do business and socialise. Richard

2021-01-19 
11:11:47

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The virus is man made for a reason  to controle the popula7on.  
Taking the neccesary procurement by wearing masks is good 
enough. Open up the economy. No mandatory vaccines should 
be forced onto people as  this is not guaranteed. San7e

2021-01-18 
07:52:11

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Shaun 
Mfan'khona

2021-01-17 
07:39:44

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons  are proven to not be effec7ve  and doesn't prevent 
you from geing the disease. In fact they inject the disease into 
your body. Ivermec7m has been used successfully in treatment 
and is way cheaper. Why do the government not rather use that 
to treat the people. But they ban and vic7mise doctors that 
proven it to be successful  in treatment  

Hannes

2021-01-17 
07:39:44

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons  are proven to not be effec7ve  and doesn't prevent 
you from geing the disease. In fact they inject the disease into 
your body. Ivermec7m has been used successfully in treatment 
and is way cheaper. Why do the government not rather use that 
to treat the people. But they ban and vic7mise doctors that 
proven it to be successful  in treatment  

Hannes

2021-01-17 
07:07:17

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You can not hide from any contagious disease. Let each person 
do as they see fit. Social distance, hygiene, healthy food: These 
build immunity and resistance. The number of deaths does not 
jus7fy the destruc7on of the economy. It is a horrific disease, I 
agree, so give preference to the frail and weak, as well as, 
frontline workers who choose to take vaccine voluntarily. I’ll do 
my bit in establishing herd immunity . Carina 

2021-01-17 
06:54:57

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The health risk associated with Covid must not be 
overcommunicated and  must be put in perspec7ve with other 
diseases.  People are frightened not because the Covid virus is 
that dangerous but because mass media is oversta7ng the risk.  I 
will not take a vaccine even if Covid is sta7s7cally 100 7me more 
dangerous than cancer, which it will never be.  I will not take a 
vaccine  because my faith is not in a vaccine. Dries

2021-01-16 
21:29:30

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines not addequately tested. Current death rate less than  
1%. 
Ivermec7n  and doxycloroquin are tested safe in humans and 
give good results for trea7ng Covid 19 and are cheap Wayne 

2021-01-16 
20:52:26

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Refuse to take the vaccine Werner

Northern Cape 5
2021-01-19 
06:00:20

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on not fully tested and believe the virus was created by 
the New World Order to manipulate  world Gezina
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2021-01-18 
06:35:48

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All the vaccine  were produced in record  7me. Companies trying 
to be first  to make the most money. No propper research on 
effec7veness. Only Big Pharma making money on people misery.  

There are other preventa7ve op7on. Accumulate all the info 
from medical  staff  that worked with covird pa7ents that saw 
the results for themselfs and find a beper op7on. Contessa

2021-01-17 
20:57:38

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I have a religious opposi7on to mandatory vaccina7ons. Andre

2021-01-17 
16:14:39

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The effec7veness /side-effects of this vaccine is not known. 
Individuals should have a right to choose whether to vaccinate 
or not. Personally I prefer the natural methods available, so will 
decline vaccina7on for myself and my family. VitC, Zinc, Garlic, 
D3 and other natural products are cheap and  harmless. Kipy

2021-01-16 
20:27:34

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not at all been tested enough. Alterna7ve and 
social media report on a number of fatali7es and severe  
nega7ve reac7on by many recipients of this vaccine. Those 
following the mainstream media will not be aware as it is not 
being reported and this lack of  repor7ng this truth is cause for 
concern. Coupled with that, proven (tes7monials) remedy is 
outlawed, despite the fact that the maker of Ivermec7n  
received an award for said medicine and the sudden turn around 
towards this treatment, should also not be overlooked. Our best 
interest , is being toyed with. Harry

Outside SA 2

2021-01-17 
01:05:17

Outside 
SA

UK - 
Britain

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly this injec7on is not a vaccine because it does not 
vaccinate you against catching covid and it doesn't prevent you 
from transmiing it to somebody else so by defini7on it is not a 
vaccine secondly we are aware that  the great reset is 
intrinsically part of the so-called vaccina7on process which 
means they are trying to exterminate black people so please do 
not vaccinate anyone 1-in South Africa unless they are white 
people. Annepe

2021-01-16 
19:39:51

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust a vaccine that was developed in 6 months and not 
tested extensively. We will reach herd immunity soon and then 
the vaccine will not be necessary any more. Manie 

employed individual 1163
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 95

2021-02-21 
18:45:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nothing should be forced onto the ci7zens of South Africa what 
especially when it comes to their being ....there are so many 
crimes, murders, rapes, unemployment if the president gave as 
much apen7on as for the vaccine South Africa would not be 
were it is today.... Razia 

2021-02-02 
14:44:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lana

2021-02-02 
07:27:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine's should be a choice!! 
The taxpayer is geing poorer and it does not bode well for the 
government, do you really want to put us under more pressure 
by making us pay more. We would simply be paying for the 
governments inability to run the country. Why complicate 
mapers the government needs to make sure certain high risk 
people get the vaccine (if they want it) . The rest of us will sort 
ourselves out. Open the vaccines up to be sold and distributed 
by the people who know what they are doing (medical-aid). 
Leave us ordinary South Africans alone we are 7red of you 
interfering in our fiances and telling us what to do and how to do 
it. 

Marcelle 
2021-01-31 
12:21:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No mandatory vaccine , use alternalives Dee

2021-01-28 
15:32:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Each individual should have a choice to be vaccinated or not. The 
vaccina7on does not cover you as to not get the virus in future 
or that masks does not have to be worn. I am against the DNA 
changing of the vaccine. Religious reasons also. Elsa

2021-01-28 
07:12:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have a right to decide if we want to take something that is 
not backed by scien7fic evidence on the side effects that it may 
cause. There is already evidence of many people in other 
countries that have died shortly amer taking the vaccine. Caroline

2021-01-27 
09:05:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Forced vaccina7ons is uncons7tu7onal and a viola7on of human 
rights. They not saying that it's mandatory but they will 
eventually implement rules and force it upon individuals and 
employers to enforce it on us.  Their is clearly an agenda with 
the vaccine and it is blatantly obvious. Why enforce a vaccine 
that wont work and cost billions when their is ivermec7n that is 
guaranteed to cure and prevent Covid-19. NO TO VACCINES. Kaylin 

2021-01-26 
18:05:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

VACCINATION shall  start with the President of the country and 
the parliamentary incumbent officials leading by example. South 
Afican society shall be coming from behind of the Leadership! 
Inshort we dont trust the untested vaccine seemingly to be 
mandatory. Cosmus

2021-01-25 
17:00:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines are toxic, the Covid one specifically will change your 
DNA make up. I will never use it as coercive as it may be. 
Individuals in the health sector are also not able to expose things 
like vaccine injuries, which is not reversible even if you go 
through a vaccine detox.  

The vaccine is a crime to human kind! Phindile 
2021-01-25 
13:56:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They can give it to sheeple who want it, im not interested in this 
scheme Ricardo
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2021-01-25 
10:37:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sipho

2021-01-24 
10:20:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elizabeth

2021-01-24 
09:01:45

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with the way the vaccina7on is being rolled out, 
almost like we do not have a choice. The common cold kills as 
well but we don't see the government rolling out flu vaccines. I 
take meds when im sick and only then. I will not be forced to 
take something i have no informa7on about or what it contains. 
That is my right. People who are Covid Posi7ve should get the 
vaccine if that is their choice. There are other alterna7ves to the 
vaccine which are cost effec7ve but theres NO talks of that only 
specula7on which we already know is a No from the government 
due to them already spending Tax money on a vaccine which 
they knew from the start that majority didn't want.  My life is 
mine alone and should i refuse the vaccina7on, It should be my 
decision and not someone else's. End of story. Sheneen

2021-01-23 
19:46:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Greatest concern is the forcing of a chemical compound on 
individuals for a condi7on that is Not being treated. The ill 
should be managed more ac7vely, not " protec7ng" the 
unaffected. Moreover, this is not voluntary and That is the worst 
of it. 
On a personal level, I am allergic to most proteins. It would be 
most foolish to inoculate myself with a compound my body has 
rejected effec7vely, in the name of " protec7on!" Noddy 

2021-01-23 
08:57:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rather use alterna7ve meds. Roshelle 

2021-01-22 
19:03:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As stated in a lot of the comments, I do not believe it has been 
sufficiently tested. I feel you should be given a choice as to 
whether or not you want to take the vaccine. There is no 
guarantee that the vaccine will be effec7ve. What about other 
strains? Vaccinate against one and it might not help for the next. C

2021-01-22 
18:04:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Biblically , we are advised to not take anything that is mandatory 
to shop etc . Revela7ons 13. This vaccina7on process has also 
been rushed. It takes 5-10 years to make a vaccina7on and this 
has been rushed to be sent out with less than one years tes7ng. Ruth

2021-01-22 
01:06:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Thomas 
David's Levi

2021-01-21 
17:32:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government should prove to the ci7zens how safe  and 
effec7ve the vaccine is. Also I personally dont approve of it since 
its  ingredients have been debated sevaral 7mes.  Zinhle

2021-01-21 
11:28:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be given a choice whether they want the vaccine 
for themselves and their families. Not to be held ransom by 
Government to restrict travel or admission to schools if not 
vaccinatef Zama

2021-01-21 
10:32:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They should not make it mandatory as we have a right to protect 
ourselves and our children . I will be part of the 30 + %  that does 
not receive it Denzil

2021-01-21 
08:19:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I strongly oppose mandatory vaccina7on. This vaccine is at the 
cost of our future genera7on being indebted for as long as 
possible. Bathabile 

2021-01-21 
00:10:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe the vaccine has many side effects and people have died 
taking it. Jonty

2021-01-20 
20:38:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is uncons7tu7onal,  unlawful and unenforceable,  not 
authorized or permiped under Law. 
Vaccines are hazardous , have not been tested or proven safe. 
We do not know what's in the vaccine,  and many vaccines have 
been found to contain toxic heavy metals, foreign animal and 
human proteins and cause damage to the immune system,  the 
circulatory system and the en7re body. Karen

2021-01-20 
18:24:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You cannot make it mandatory and force people to take the 
vaccine. Every person has a right to make his/her own choices. Ibrahim

2021-01-20 
09:31:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There's reports of people dying from the vaccine. Who says it 
causes people to become infer7le,  causes more health issues , 
who says it fully protects against the new strain as covid keeps 
changing. I believe people should have a choice in taking the 
vaccine . I dont feel comfortable with something that's only been 
tested for a couple of months  as we do not know the long term 
effect of the vaccine Danielle

2021-01-20 
09:25:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested and no one knows about it's 
side effects. If the vaccine comes from India why poeple from 
India are s7ll dying because they should started rolling up the 
vaccines  on them.   I think it's too soon to roll out the 
vaccine...it needs to be tested for at least a year Thandiwe

2021-01-20 
08:31:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be a personal choice as to whether an individual 
chooses to have the vaccina7on or not. Fiona

2021-01-20 
07:09:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No trust K

2021-01-20 
06:59:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on RIAAN
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2021-01-19 
13:36:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is a plan via Bill Gates, WHO, Rockefella and the WEF to 
depopulate the en7re planet. It is a mrna vaccine that will 
change our dna, so that they can track us and kill us, it has killed 
so many  and maimed others for life....  (people that were led by 
their noses to believe that this is the right thing to do) alas, now 
so many people have died and have lost control of their 
bodies.This covid is a hoax, a lie, a virus that was planned in a 
laboratory, and the the Elis7sts with their money are bribing 
officials with their billions to kill us off. The governments are not 
for the people, all they want to do is line their pockets with 
money from the above men7oned organisa7ons. It is a crime 
against humanity, against the Nuremburg codes and policies. 
They are lying to us about the deaths so called caused by  the 
the whole PLAN DEMIC. It has been proved that the recovery 
rate for this Plan Demic is 99.97 percent. IT IS OUR BODIES OUR 
CHOICES AND THE WHOLE THING IS A LIE. The Govt officials are 
being bribed, and also blackmailed by the IMF. THEY ARE TRYING 
TO KILL US OFF TO LINE THEIR POCKETS. STOP THE GENOCIDE 
AND THE LIES. 
GET THESE LIARS OUT OF OUR GOVERNMENT, THEY ARE NOT 
FOR THE PEOPLE, BUT TO PROFIT OF THIS WHOLE SCAM Eloise

2021-01-19 
09:21:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines are not safe. They cause lot of illnesses amer & in many 
cases, the developers are not liable for any demages caused by 
it. I have a right to choose which op7on I take concerning my 
health. Sibusiso 

2021-01-19 
08:44:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The issue is not if the vaccine will work, I believe it most likely 
will slow/stop the spread of Covid but its what else is in the 
vaccina7ons that they do not tell us about. Heavy metals and 
cancer enzymes etc, that will not kill us now but affect us 10 to 
20 years later with more people geing cancer, our babies being 
born  Au7s7c etc, this Covid vaccina7on is a world popula7on 
control. I would rather suffer Covid flu than to take a vaccine 
that will destroy millions of people in terrible ways in the bear 
future.  
I REFUSE THIS VACCINE!  
Many thanks.  
REID. Warren

2021-01-18 
23:29:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

From the research I have conducted, ALL vaccines are in the 
experimental stage, which means long term effects have as yet 
NOT been determined, some have even died amer inocula7on. 
Therefore it seems crazy to give this to frontline workers first.  I 
am not convinced enough tes7ng and research has been done 
and injec7ng healthy individuals could place them more at risk 
then what they would have been by taking alterna7ves like 
ivermec7n. Vanessa

2021-01-18 
20:09:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nina government wase South africa nisijwayela kabi umthetho 
wenu. First you took away all our rights nazenzela umathanda 
and made decisions ngempilo zethu ningasibuzanga lutho and 
now you want to force us to take vaccine? Wow this is the 
freedom our parents and grand parents fought for!! Mina I'm 
definitely not taking any vaccine and I don't think people should 
be forced to take it. There are more than enough bunch of idio7c 
people who wants the damn thing...so why force those who 
don't want it? SA democracy was suspended since this covid19 
thing started and we are being treated like animals in this 
country. Thanďuxolo

2021-01-18 
18:24:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Individuals must be allowed to choose if they want the vaccine 
or not. Body autonomy must be strictly enforced. Sithembiso

2021-01-18 
14:20:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be a choice. We have our own herbs and plants why 
can we not use them? Why is this vaccine mandatory? Vaccine 
created within a year of the pandemic. Ntombenhle

2021-01-18 
13:28:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will never take this vaccina7on it has bad side affects and it has 
not been tested properly Charmane

2021-01-18 
12:52:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no medical and scien7fic proof that the vaccine works, 
no test done. The vaccine that alter human DNA how can it 
make compulsory. God will judge the evil. Sam

2021-01-18 
11:56:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If I can be provided with the honest proof of the ingredients as I 
don't trust the inten7ons of the poli7cians. Moses

2021-01-18 
11:13:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No individual should be forced to take this vaccine for the sole 
purpose is that this virus has many muta7ng strains - so what 
does that mean for the vaccine that they have acquired? If 
something is muta7ng then the vaccine certainly wont protect 
you from the new strains an this would mean that government 
would have to keep recrea7ng vaccines to annihilate the 
muta7ng strains. We have a right to say no!  
There have been: failure of previous coronavirus vaccines, no 
animal studies, there are known complica7ons, unknown 
complica7ons, pharmaceu7cal companies are Immune from ALL 
Liability, an experimental vaccine is not safer than a Very Low 
Infec7on Fatality Ra7o (IFR), there is no proof the vaccine stops 
transmission of the virus, unknown mortality or hospital 
admission benefit, the vaccine lasts unknown dura7on, the data 
has not been Independently Peer-Reviewed & published.  
We do not know the effects of this vaccine on pregnant women, 
or soon to be pregnant women, we don't know the effects on 
the elderly. These vaccines cannot prove that it can prevent 
transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Medical professionals do 
not know if people can become infected and thus also transmit 
even with vaccina7on. So we are saying we have a right to reject 
this vaccine its our choice. Our government can give those who 
are willing to be sheep, but for the rest of us that want to 
protect our families and say no we have a right to. Nobody must 
pressure us in making the decisions we are making. Shanice 
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2021-01-18 
10:18:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

From what I read about vaccina7ons that were distributed in 
India in line with WHO, I do not trust any vaccina7ons and may 
lead to severe side effect even dead. Par7cularly in this case I 
would be more inclined to trust locally developed medicines and 
home made remedies, I think they help too. Mnelisi

2021-01-18 
08:45:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government is visionless, money in their pockets is the only 
thing on their minds. This is not about saving lives, it a money 
making scheme. Number of deaths are manipulates through fake 
news and propaganda. This virus came from Europe yet Afrika is 
now the greatest threat in terms of strains. This government is 
lead by sellouts who seek solu7ons from the west. We are 
seeking procurement systems rather than developing our own 
research mechanism to tackle such conspiracies. Covid 19 is a 
master plan to depopulate Afrikans. Kissinger report is clear on 
that, increasing popula7on in Afrika is a threat to developed 
countries who con7nue to enslave this Con7nent through 
systema7c use of our mineral resources and illicit money flow. 
This government is aware but the focus is about self enrichment 
and not the country nor con7nent. I am against these fake 
money making scheme vaccines which will enslave our country 
into endless debt and neo colonial slavery. This country has a 
load of diseases ranging from HIV, diabetes, TB ect. Now every 
disease is Covid 19, no postmortem is done to dead copses to 
confirm this. You are directly commi7ng Treason as a 
government and ruling party by selling our country to the 
highest bidder using fake news, propaganda and lockdown. You 
are directly invlove in the distrac7on of our economy. You have 
devoured 500 billion which will be paid by tax payers. The only 
thing you care about is money, money, money, money, money, 
profit, profit, profit. Bill gate told us about this virus back in 
2010, you knew about it when it was s7ll in China. What did you 
do, lock us down, closing sales of alcohol ect. People have lost 
jobs they can't feed their children, unemployment is increasing, 
while you busy living lavishly drinking expensive whiskys in your 
big houses. You greedy people. May the anger of the gods and 
God be upon you, you are all white people in black skins. But 
your evil plan will never work, God is God, no maper how you 
can try to tamper with his nature, the Supreme Being will reign 
Supreme to the wicked devils!!!! Tradi7onal medicine is 
sidelined, Madagascar was sidelined because the focus is to keep 
European at the top and Afrika impoverished at all cost! Brian

2021-01-18 
07:54:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It isnot right nor fair to force the vaccina7on on everyone. It 
should be a choice and op7onal. Especially as there are no 
guarantees with the vaccines, you will s7ll be able to spread the 
virus you will s7ll be able to get the virus and you will s7ll be 
able to die - so really in my opinion the vaccines are not even the 
solu7on. Delia

2021-01-18 
07:10:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why have they banned ivermec7n?? The vaccine has also not 
been proven that it works so why can't the drugs be treated 
equally and people given the freedom to choose the drug they 
prefer or even not to take anything at all?? Why is this vaccine 
mandatory??  Does the government really care or is this just 
another money making scheme? Sorry for being so scep7cal but 
7me and again we have been let down by the government, the 
ones we have put our trust in have let us down numerous 7mes, 
thinking solely of themselves...I omen wonder ...is this even s7ll a 
democra7c government?? Harene

2021-01-18 
06:07:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are we turning a blind eye on all conspiracy theories that 
have been around concerning the speed this vaccine had to be 
put together dispite the fact that we s7ll have deadly ailments 
that were deliberately created to combat the popula7on growth 
par7cular here in Africa . Those ailments s7ll have not seen the 
day of vaccine. Why are these specifically designed for African 
community? Skhumbuzo

2021-01-18 
05:18:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Amer everything that has been circula7ng in the social media 
and the government's silence on this, South Africans shouldn't 
be vaccinated. if they are it should be an individual's choice not 
by a mandate of an employer or restric7ons imposed by the 
government . 

Like many, I also do not believe that the vaccine is free of 
complica7ons, it was put together in a hurry.  Public educa7on is 
vital on how it was put together by who and what are the effects 
that others have suffered amer administering this vaccine. there 
is a long way to go before the South Africans are convinced that 
this is it! Educate, educate ,educate....respond on all the 'false' 
informa7on with facts based on research and from the archives. 
Some of the videos and text messages are from history archives, 
it will assist the South African ci7zens if the government can 
come forward and give clari7es on these issues that are raised 
by social media. NO TO MANDATORY VACCINATION!!!WE ARE 
LIVING IN DEMOCRATIC COUNTRY. Lumka

2021-01-18 
01:31:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's must be tested by Government officials first before it's rolls 
out to the public Thabani

2021-01-17 
21:14:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Government need to earn peoples trust. Sabelo

2021-01-17 
20:49:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been shown to be safe or effec7ve.  I do not 
support vaccina7on in general and do not believe that any 
person should be forced to receive it.  This pandemic has been 
blown out of propor7on! Catherine 

2021-01-17 
19:13:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We are a democra7c country and each individual should have a 
right to choose whether or not they want to take the vaccine, 
regardless of the industry they work in, etc. We deserve the 
freedom to choose for ourselves as it affects our bodies and 
health. Sherzel 
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2021-01-17 
18:12:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been tested properly.  No knowledge of long 
term effects.  I will not take it nor will i allow my family to. Hugo

2021-01-17 
16:22:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. We (Africans) have a terrible history of whites people killing us 
systema7cally and Biologically. 
2. Its it on records that Bill gates is behind the spread of so called 
'Vaccine" yet he is on records saying the popula7on of Africans 
needs to be reduced. 
3. This is Devil in ac7on, you may ignore my message but God 
Almighty father he sees this and all those people behind this 
devil act will soon face their own music... Sithembiso 

2021-01-17 
16:18:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day and thank you for the opportunity to comment. I 
believe there is no need for a vaccine for a virus that will not 
last. There are other alterna7ves and was7ng tax payers money 
must be seriously considered as our country is in great debt 
already. 
Let not our trust in the presidency be wasted on hopes of 
monetary gain while the people die. The people of this country 
keep it alive. Why is the world making a fuss over this virus and 
centering our lives around it? We have ways to deal with it. 
Concentrate your efforts to get the message through to the 
people as this is a people problem and not a virus problem. 
Difficult 7mes require difficult decisions. 
Tough people last, not touch 7mes. 
Thank you South Africa. Roland

2021-01-17 
16:10:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People have the right to choose if they should be vaccinated or 
not, and should not be forced to do so just to con7nue working 
in the line of work they are in. Meggan

2021-01-17 
14:54:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines have taken years to produce, this virus (5G)comes into 
effect now and there is already a vaccine. We are not as stupid 
as the president and his goons would like to believe. This ain't 
happening in my life. The Bible has warned us against this. They 
can take their vaccine and shove it. 

Charmaine 
Jasmin 

2021-01-17 
14:21:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No one should be forced to vaccinate as its uncons7tu7onal y

2021-01-17 
14:19:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is not even an vaccine for the common house hold flu but 
in less than months they have made one for a world wide 
apparent pandemic ? 
Who knows what else is hidden  from the public and being 
orchestrated by evil powers and their intension? 
If they can lie about the virus they can lie about a vaccine as 
well. Albert 

2021-01-17 
14:03:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All medical applica7ons should be a choice. 

Human rights viola7ons are human rights viola7ons no maper if 
they are medical or not. S

2021-01-17 
12:34:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How can an untested vaccine be mandated on people? They also 
tell us that having contracted COVID does not make you 
immune. How is the vaccine beper? Many people are 
uneducated in the virus and just believe what the media tells 
them. People should be educa7on themselves with informa7on 
from real virology experts. We will see terrible consequences to 
this vaccine in many years to come. Roy

2021-01-17 
11:37:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been proven to cure anyone, it is only gone 
through 3 months of tes7ng were as other drugs have been 
tested for years before being released to the public... The side 
effects of the vaccines has been shown to be very bad and the 
results of the vaccine is not proven to cure but  change the 
human DNA...so I WILL NOT take this vaccine and if this becomes 
compulsory and we are being forces to take the vaccine then I 
will rater suffer and die as to take this vaccine... Stefan

2021-01-17 
10:02:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are alterna7ve op7ons that has been proven to be 
successful in other countries, Afriforum is also providing more 
detailed informa7on regarding this (Ivermec7n). Why would we 
prefer a vaccine with limited tes7ng done, also if the virus is 
muta7ng wouldn't the first vaccine be redundant and cause 
more follow up vaccines that are also rushed with limited tes7ng 
done. Did South Africa do their own research regarding this 
vaccine? Who can we hold accountable if we experience severe 
side effects? Rochelle

2021-01-17 
09:13:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a huge concern with the effec7veness of this vaccine. First 
already our country is indebted to the West, why are we so 
dependent on them for EVERYTHING. Also we all know they 
don't care about us to save our lives where they are believe 
"Africa is overpopulated" suddenly they want to save us. Let's 
not be naiive. Ramaphosa sold his country to the devils and 
we're just puppets of the West. I don't believe it should be 
mandatory, we know how to survive with natural remedies. 
There is a hidden agenda with this vaccine. People may not see 
it now but believe me the coming genera7ons will reap the 
repuccusions of it. Vuyisile 

2021-01-17 
08:43:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines have not been tested properly and have been 
rushed. This is a danger to anymore who takes one and around 
the world people are already experiencing the terrible nega7ve 
effects of these rushed vaccines. I think what's worse is it is 
being made mandatory for our healthcare workers who we 
already have a shortage of and cannot afford to lose more.  
What worries me the most is the plan for them to be mandatory. 
With these vaccines having such a risk and just in general it 
should be an individual's choice whether or not they want to risk 
taking one. Someone should never be forced to take a vaccine or 
put anything into their body. Our country is suffering enough 
already. Robyn
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2021-01-17 
08:43:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that a proper due diligence could have been 
undertaken for any vaccine within a year of development 
thereof. It hasn’t happened previously for other diseases, so why 
should we trust that it has happened in this instance? People 
should not be forced to put anything inside their bodies against 
their will. If the vaccine is made to be ‘mandatory’ then we have 
to ques7on what the real agenda of the government actually is? 
So many possibili7es come to mind. None of them are posi7ve 
or in the interests of the people. Brad

2021-01-17 
08:31:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not approve the roll out of a vaccine that's not fully tested in 
terms of long term side effects. We've seen visual evidence and 
ar7cles showing signs of paralysis and deaths amer people have 
taken the vaccine. I strongly believe that vaccines shouldn't be 
mandatory hence there's no proof that they work, that you 
won't be immune amer taking the vaccine. Mhlengi

2021-01-17 
08:25:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zamalinda

2021-01-17 
06:48:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe we have a cons7tu7onal right to choose whether we 
want the vaccine or not.  The Government does not have the 
right to choose for us. Colleen

2021-01-17 
06:42:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly I don't trust anything the government wants tp put inside 
our bodies. We all know this is part of your new world order 
strategy tu cull us. You are being controlled and lead by the 
nose. Why don't you the en7re government and all your allies 
take this vaccine before anyone else. Why aren't you Supplying 
your country with free preventa7ve equipments kits to help. 
We've had to pay exorbitant prices for masks, sani7zer, vit c, zink 
etc, and tests to help ourselves. Why couldn't you provide that 
for free to us? Why suddenly is this vaccine free. That alone tells 
me this is a trap wan7ng to inject a popula7on with a sudden 
miracle vaccine that took a couple of months to develop. It's a 
joke and a shame and all part of the new world order.  I refuse to 
take the vaccine.  B

2021-01-17 
06:37:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Our minister of health should be tranparent with the vaccine 
because in other countries people died from the side efcect of 
the vaccine.. As a result im not gonna take the vaccine Igna7ous

2021-01-17 
05:04:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Danelle

2021-01-16 
23:23:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Beper not force people to take your vaccine. Curvian

2021-01-16 
20:59:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Totally impossible to produce a vaccine in such a short 7me with 
no studies or proof that it works!Also unknown effects! 
Furthermore opt for something new when we already have a 
tested drug that works in treatment of covid that is ivermec7n. 
Just can't jus7fy spending billions of some new dangerous 
untested thing when we have a much cheaper alterna7ve. 
Why would you want to spend so much on untested Faheem

2021-01-16 
20:46:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day, 

I am absolutely against the roll out of these vaccines for various 
reasons: 
1. It is my human right to decide whether I want to be 
vaccinated or not. I am able and capable of carrying the 
outcome of my decision and need to be able to choose the way I 
would like to treat any disease. 
2. At this point, none of the companies selling these vaccines 
have done enough research to guarantee any posi7ve immunity 
against the corona virus. They actually claim the opposite. 
3. This virus mutates just as any other flu virus at a rate that no 
pharma company can keep up with - otherwise we would 
already have a working vaccina7on against the flu. 
4. There are other medicines to safely and effec7vely treat those 
who are severely suffering from corona, which are much less 
expensive (Ivermec7n etc)  
If the government is really interested in a cost-& health-effec7ve 
solu7on, they stay away from uncertain vaccines that cause 
more debt, deaths and disorder - but maybe that is what the 
government wants ... uli

2021-01-16 
20:39:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that government seems too haste to roll-out an 
insufficiently tested vaccine. Numerous studies that point 
towards side effects of vaccines have completely being ignored. 
Where is the sense in vaccina7ng for a muta7ng virus?  I would 
like to be given freedom of choice on whether I want an 
untested vaccine to get into my blood stream. Government has 
not provided a compelling argument for vaccines other than to 
jump into old arguments used by many proponents of vaccines. 
This is not sufficient reasoning for me and my family to inject 
ourselves with toxins in the name of collec7ve health.  

We do know that the state has not really cared about the health 
of many of our people. If government did, we would have had a 
rollout of water and other basics foods in townships and rural 
communi7es. I do not believe that this vaccina7on rollout 
programme is mo7vated by the  concern for our health. Sandile 

2021-01-16 
20:05:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, we need to develop our own African vaccines. Secondly if 
this vaccine is so good when are all parliamentarians going to 
take it, even beper why are they not back at work ? We should 
not be fooled and forced to this vaccine, let those who want it 
take it just like how we have a choice to safe sex or unsafe sex. Sbonelo

2021-01-16 
19:59:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zane

2021-01-16 
19:44:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on J

2021-01-16 
18:41:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It must be a choice, also we need to know the side effects, why it 
only vaccine that is being explored? Can't we look other op7ons 
that will be couple with vaccine to have choice for treatment. Nkosinathi
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2021-01-16 
18:02:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am deeply concerned that mandatory vaccina7on of the 
general popula7on is a step too far and will be an 
unprecedented apack on medical sanc7ty of our bodies.  
This virus has a less than 1% death rate and there are so many 
alterna7ves like Ivermec7n (why isnt the government exploring 
them?? Why is it only a vaccine will be allowed??) This approach 
can only lead to more corrup7on with South Africans having 
their bodies used to make money with no guarantee that we can 
ever get compensa7on is some thing goes wrong. This is 
experimental at best and I do  not want to be used as a guinea 
pig. Heidi

2021-01-16 
18:02:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to how fast this vaccine has been produced there is no ways 
that all tes7ng could have been done. 
As a cancer survivor I am not allowed to take anything that 
could/would start the cancer from being s7mulated to come 
back again.  
So making the vaccine mandatory could be the end of me and a 
lot of people like me. Tracy

2021-01-16 
12:41:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The ones pushing the vaccines have never had any concern for 
human life. We should have the choice to vaccinate or not 
without any problems. Aadilah 

2021-01-16 
11:43:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If it truly is healthy and good for humans then fair enough 
but...Firstly we should make sure the vaccine is really safe and 
really does help instead of just allowing it and believing 
everything we're told...our own medical professionals should be 
able to provide real proof that it is safe for human 
consump7on...secondly people should be able to make up their 
own minds  about taking the vaccine or not...it should not be 
forced on us...that's a viola7on of our rights!!! Clyde 

2021-01-16 
09:49:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek het nie n entstof nodig nie. Ek ken my God en is tyd dat die 
wereld terug draai na God toe dan sal als tot n einde kom. Maggie

2021-01-16 
09:47:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How do you trust a government with a vaccine when the cant 
even manage 500 billion rand. Ricardo

2021-01-16 
08:02:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It shouldn't be compulsory, people should be given a choice if/
when they need the vaccine: we are in a democra7c country 
amer all.   

N
2021-01-16 
07:58:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sarah

2021-01-16 
03:23:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Any vaccine fast tracked this fast is bound to have dire 
consequences. Government is cuing corners with peoples lives 
considering there is an approved alterna7ve endorsed by the 
WHO and being widely used in other countries such as 
Ivermec7n.  It’s my body and I shall have the last say what goes 
into it. The government works for me bopom line. I would rather 
the government officials be the first to trial the vaccine instead 
of puing the masses at risk. The vaccine even if safe should be 
voluntary because not everyone will react the same and not 
enough tes7ng has been done in my opinion. This is big pharma 
pulling the strings once more and governments are bending over 
once again. No I do not approve of any vaccine when it comes to 
COVID 19. Jerry

2021-01-16 
00:51:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Individual Choice is of the utmost importance when it comes to 
anything! People’s Free Will must be honoured and protected all 
the 7me. There is much evidence that some ingredients in the 
vaccines are not safe for humans and that they create 
devasta7ng results to those who used them. The fact that 
organiza7ons and individuals advoca7ng for depopula7on of the 
World are sponsors and advocates of vaccines is alarming!! 
Those who choose to vaccinate themselves because of Fear of 
Death or whatever reason must not force those who do to 
choose to vaccinate themselves and their children. If their 
vaccines really work and protect them from viruses and diseases 
then they shouldn’t worry about being around those who are 
not vaccinated! I cannot stress enough the importance of 
personal or individual choice here again! Vaccines should never 
be compulsory! Ntsikelelo

2021-01-15 
21:50:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ivermec7n alterna7ve Charl 

2021-01-15 
20:40:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is in its early stages of distribu7on.  I do not know 
what the long term side effects of the vaccine is therefore I feel 
that the vaccina7on should not be mandatory.  I would not want 
to take un7l I know for sure the side effects.  All drugs have side 
effects. 

The people of Wuhung in China have recovered without a 
vaccina7on so why the need for it.  We should be looking at 
what they did for immunity without vaccina7on. 

Arefa
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2021-01-15 
17:54:20

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

  None of the  vaccines available in the market have been tested 
sa7sfactorily and are not safe to be rolled out.  The cost of 
obligatory vaccina7on will lay on the Tax payers shoulder again. 
  Leave us alone! There are alterna7ve treatments at much lower 
cost, why our government is choosing the expensive route. No 
transparency. 
 All of us have  a cons7tu7onal rights to be born, leave and die. Is 
not up to any government in the world to decide on my behalf.  
 Forceful / compulsory  vaccina7on is a  sigh of a totalitarian 
regime, which the present government is trying to implement in 
SA.  Please wake-up, the communist regime in USSR lasted 70 
years and collapse  due to the the same reasons, false poli7cal 
structures.  
 The vaccina7on shall start with members of the Government 
and Parliament.  As we need  healthy poli7cians to run the 
country further. Arcadie

2021-01-15 
11:23:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be given a vaccina7on that has not been tested 
thoroughly. Nor do I trust the government to to get this right elsabe

2021-01-15 
10:15:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not feel that we should be pressured into geing the 
vaccine. I do not fully trust the effec7veness of the vaccine as it 
normally takes years for a vaccine to be trustworthy and 
efficient. This vaccine has been rushed and I do not see how 
they are able to make sure that all areas of the vaccine have 
been tested, side affects, etc Jemma

2021-01-15 
10:10:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vanessa

Gauteng 525

2021-02-15 
10:01:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concerns are that COVID-19 is not nearly as dangerous as it's 
being made out to be. There are messages of fear being 
promoted by poli7cal leaders and the media in general because 
sensa7on sells. Annually be have a corona pandemic called 
influenza which not only kills people directly but also indirectly 
cause complica7ons with co-morbidi7es. We are seeing the 
exact same trends with the SARS-Cov-2 virus and it's expected 
varia7ons. 

With that said, without all this fear mongering, there are no 
government controlled rollout of vaccines for these pandemics 
every year and it's lem up to individuals to decide for themselves 
if they want to get medicated, vaccined or whatever alterna7ve 
medicine to treat themselves. We have the right to self-
determina7on in the cons7tu7on amer all and we should have 
the right to determine from who and where we procure out 
medical treatment from as well without having to go through a 
government controlled registra7on process. 

Personally I do not want the vaccine and do not believe it is 
necessary as the human body has the capacity to fight off 
viruses as it has done for thousands if not millions of years. To 
now want to create the percep7on that you or granny will die 
because not at least 67% of people got an unproven vaccine it 
not just reckless but unethical and I hope the poli7cal leaders 
will personally take accountability and liability for any side 
effects any single person will experience for taking a vaccine 
pushed through the fear mongering they supported. Gareth

2021-02-02 
08:28:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

first of all I do not believe that we have a pandemic on hand.  
This whole situa7on we are in is to control the people.  With this 
vaccine they are going to kill a lot of people and sterilize the 
people especially here in Africa.  The elite, governments and big 
companies do not care about the people.  Its all about control 
and money.  People need to wake up especially in Africa.  Do not 
take this vaccine. Lilo

2021-02-01 
19:46:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I absolutely refuse to take the vaccine and am concerned that 
those who refuse will not be able to access basic needs as well 
as day to day living. 
I am highly concerned at what is in the vaccine and how is will 
affect my body and mind. 
I also can not understand, how and why a vaccine is rolled out so 
quickly but HIV been around 40years no vaccine, Cancer has 
been around for 100 years no vaccine. 
There is underlying inten7ons and all is very suspicious  

I absolutely will not take the vaccine. 
Faye

2021-02-01 
19:35:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No safe vaccina7on has been proved to exist. Taking Dlamini to 
court is waste of money.  In my opinion covid-19 is not a real 
threat or pandemic while the vaccina7on may result in more 
illnesses or even deaths. Too soon for the vaccine, I dont trust it. Lauraine

2021-01-31 
22:42:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If I want to take a vaccine I will do it. I’m not being forced to put 
something I don’t want into my body. I’m strong and healthy and 
if I have to get sick from COVID so be it.   

I have the the right to freedom of choice. Lian

2021-01-30 
09:12:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is not a vaccine but they devine it as one. 
There are other alterna7ve for propylaxis and treatment for 
covid that is 99% effec7ve against covid but the government 
deliberately does not want to make it available to the people. 

Vonny

2021-01-28 
22:05:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine trials normally take years of trials to prove  samey and 
effec7veness. Thes trials have not been performed.  
Also, personal choice as the whether the person wants a vaccine 
or not should be top priority. Bypassing that right by manda7ng 
a vaccine is unfair and undesirable as well as raising ques7ons of 
safety. David
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2021-01-28 
13:46:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No EXPERIMENTAL vaccine for me, thanks. If I get the Wuhan 
Virus (let's use the real name)  I will just treat it right, NOT like 
the WHO dictates, which by the way does NOT honor the Credo 
of "First do no harm".  They want people to die, so they can 
scare people into taking their EXPERIMENTAL vaccine and stand 
to gain Trillions of dollars. Gideon

2021-01-28 
12:42:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want a vaccine that may or may not work and be forced 
to have ne in order to travel or work. It should be offered if you 
wish to take it you can take it or refuse it without having 
consequences imposed on you. Daryl

2021-01-28 
08:49:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaxina7on is choice. You do not decide what is good for me or 
not. You cant even jus7fy that and its at best an educated guess.   
I wil not become part of the gray masses as goverment is 
planning it 

Ter7us

2021-01-28 
05:33:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Fitstly i do not  blv the vaccine should be mandatory ( some 
people may be allergic to certain certain chemicals etc in the 
vaccine as they are to the flu shot) the vaccine should be by 
choice.  Its safety of this vaccine has NOT been tested long term 
or for long enough ( the vaccine is too new)  No vaccine for  AIDS 
which has been around for YEARS..yet just like that there is a 
quick vaccine for covid ( NO...VERY SUSPICIOUS)  I also totally blv 
therd will be corrup7on with this drug and money paid for it , 
just like everything else.  BULLSHIT that tax must now go up to 
pay for this vaccine when MANY have lost jobs and are struggling 
and the vaccine changes NOTHING....we must s7ll wear masks, 
social distance, schools forced by govt to close whenever they 
feel like it etc etc etc etc JEANNETTE

2021-01-27 
22:41:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People is going to. Get the vaccine but they should take it at 
there own choice not force them to take it and the government 
isnt even sure the vaccine is working it usually takes 7 year to 
create an vaccine now all of the sudden they developed it in 
under a year. If people dont want to take it they sould not be 
forced. Ian

2021-01-27 
19:28:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All of the above really is my concern and the fact that we have 
been lied to about so many things concerning this "scamdemic". 
You are more concerned rolling out a poisonous vaccine than 
restoring the lives and livelihoods of millions of South Africans. 
You, the South African government, media, medical and 
pharmaceu7cal businesses cannot be trusted anymore, not 
ever!!!! So I basically say to the Covid vaccine - HELL NO!!! Octavia

2021-01-27 
12:22:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is bull! I don't believe anything the government or "Elite" 
tells us. 
It's mass mind control, and I don't want their viruses in my body. Tailefer

2021-01-27 
11:15:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not allow any form of vaccine to be injected into my body. 
It is my freedom of choice. There are highly effec7ve alterna7ves 
such as Ivermec7n which is being proven the world over, that it 
is highly effec7ve. The fact that the SA government will not 
approve it for human applica7ons, just indicates to me, that 
there is most probably a hidden agenda and money exchanging 
hands again. 
The vaccine is not tried and tested and to want to force people 
to take it, is an an infringement of our human rights. Not even 
the CEO of Pfizer is prepared to take the vaccine they have 
developed. That says it all. 
Why don't you as government take it first ? We are not your 
guinea pigs nor puppets. There are actually people out there 
that can think and decide for themselves. Derick

2021-01-26 
21:22:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kobus

2021-01-26 
18:45:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Recovery rates are high,making an experimental vaccine 
unnecessary  
It is against my human rights 
There are succesful treatments available  
Side effects are worse than the virus 
Medical freedom is paramount! Samantha 

2021-01-26 
18:26:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Human rights infringement Monique

2021-01-26 
18:25:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1) ALL the GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS  should get the vaccine 
FIRST -  in that way we won't be puing our much needed 
Health Professional's lives at RISK!!!  
2) The vaccine is experimental, has not been tested properly and 
the side effects have shown to be fatal - WE ARE NOT THE 
GOVERNMENTS "GUINEA PIGS" !!! 
3) As for the corrup7on that goes on in the Government, one has 
to wonder if the vaccine is even the "real thing" as nobody has 
tried  STEAL it yet!!!? 

Ferial

2021-01-26 
18:06:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is insufficient tes7ng on the long-term effects of mRNA 
vaccines and the failures of such vaccines in the past are 
testament to this fact. It would be in the best interest of all 
South Africans that these vaccines are voluntary. I am not 
prepared to put such poten7ally toxic substances into my body 
and it should be the right of all to decide for themselves. Marc

2021-01-26 
18:01:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Machiel

2021-01-26 
17:45:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We've seen the results of other people dying or having severe 
reac7ons to this vaccine and why is it mandatory if it's not 
guaranteed to immunize Covid because according to reports 
masks will s7ll be mandatory.  Mpho
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2021-01-26 
16:32:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines are in a tes7ng phase. If it's made en7rely 
voluntary I don't care who signs up for it. BUT all the ingredients 
and adverse effects they might have, must be publicized.  DO not 
force this vaccine on children, young adults, or any healthy 
person. I personally do not want to be vaccinated.  To force 
anyone to take any drug or vaccine against their will is a viola7on 
against their human rights.  These vaccines have yet to be 
proven to be effec7ve. René 

2021-01-26 
16:06:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not think this vaccine should be forced upon people, it has 
to be those who want to get the vaccine that should receive it, it 
imposes on human rights, what I allow to be injected into MY 
body. With the roll out of EVDS it seems more things will slowly 
be rolled out as to the use of this electronic data system, first 
they state for travelling abroad purposes and then they men7on 
more, what is the more? why will there be a dashboard 
explaining why I refused to take the vaccine? why is this 
informa7on relevant? I or my family are not taking any vaccine. 
The last 7me my daughter took a vaccine, she ended up in 
hospital for 4 days. I will not be risking my families lives. Kourtney

2021-01-26 
15:43:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why must I take a vaccine for a disease that has a less than 1% 
chance of killing me? And then s7ll wear a mask and socially 
distance? If others want to take it, by all means, but don't force 
me to take it and treat me like a leper if I don't take it (covid ID, 
Passports etc). I have no problem if it is given to the elderly and/
or those with co-morbidi7es (provided it doesn't kill them!). Michael 

2021-01-26 
10:56:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I DO NOT give consent to the vaccina7on.  I never even get the 
flu and never had the flu vaccina7on.  It is against my religion. I 
will rather take Ivermec7n if necessary. Marthie

2021-01-26 
10:34:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do NOT give consent to this vaccine , I do Not give consent to 
Mandatory Vaccines, and I most certainly do NOT  give consent 
to Covid Passports/ ID's - what is this?! 
Where has our Sovereign Free Human Right gone to our right to 
our Medical Confiden7ality and Privacy?   why do we have to 
carry a PASSPORT for all to see our private medical history? This 
is a viola7on and it is Illegal.   What is going on here? 
This vaccine has NOT been tested properly - Vaccine Trials have 
to run for a period of 10 years before they are allowed to be 
registered and distributed.   This is another apempt to milk SA 
Ci7zens through Taxa7on - providing yet another opportunity for 
corrup7on . 
This is MY Body - I alone decide and approve what goes into it, 
what  I eat, what I treat and medicate MY body with  - it is MY 
choice alone. Vaccines will Not be used on my body. 
It has already been shown, thereby proven,  that there are far 
more effec7ve, safer and Successful, and cost effec7ve ways of 
trea7ng Covid infec7ons - why have these been banned?   
This is the ques7on we all need to be asking - why is Ivemec7n 
used safely and effec7vely in other countries, is cheap to 
produce and has a higher Success rate, but here, it is banned.  
the statements that it has not been tested - well - I am sure that 
people will far sooner take their chances with Ivemec7n, and 
other treatments, than yet another vaccine which has a climbing 
death rate in itself. Helen

2021-01-25 
22:24:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is currently no long term evidence that the vaccina7on will 
be effec7ve. There should also be op7ons open to individuals to 
try alterna7ve treatments. I have heard that the vaccine may be 
95% effec7ve and the survival rate for Covid-19 is 97%? We 
should  have op7ons and not be forced to have a vaccine. Issues 
such as covid passports etc will bring in draconian laws that 
require people to walk around with "pass books" which will in 
turn cause discrimina7on .  

If an individual has had covid-19 there should be no reason for 
them to have a vaccine that is s7ll in its infancy and could cause 
problems in the future. Sarah

2021-01-25 
19:29:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust this vaccine as it is not the original. There have 
been too many reports of people who died amer teceiving this 
vaccine. I will not be forced to take something that is not the 
orriginal an even if it is the original I will s7ll not take it as the 
vaccine is s7ll too new. Rather give me imevec7m tablets for 
himan use. I do not trust our government to give me this 
vaccine. The should first give the vaccine to the president and his 
cabinet....... Nikki

2021-01-25 
17:27:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are alterna7ves that makes any vaccine unnecessary and a 
dangerous op7on. Julian

2021-01-25 
14:25:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Each individuals should have the choice of either taking the 
vaccine or not. It should not be mandatory nor ini7ated or 
forced through vaccine pass port. Nemufulani 

2021-01-25 
13:49:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We were not forced to get vaccinated because of flue, aids, 
cancer or tb or hepi7tes or ebola, but now it is expected with 
this virus. And this from civil servants that are known to be 
corrupt to the core. There is no way at all that civil servants will 
endanger our lives by forcefully vaccina7ng my family or myself. 
We will focus on our health, while you focus on a recovery plan 
for the economy which you destroyed. Julian
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2021-01-25 
11:49:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with this rapid rollout of vaccines on a large scale 
due to the following concerns: 

1. Long term effects/side effects are not known at this point 
2. Why do government officials and presidents not be the first 
ones to take the vaccines and we'll monitor their reac7ons? Are 
they not supposed to lead by example? 
3. I've had covid symptoms and lived with someone who tested 
posi7ve for covid, we did not take any vaccines, instead we took 
flu medica7on, an7bio7cs and herbs. We fully recovered and 
have not caught covid ever since. So I'm very very weary about 
these sudden vaccines on mass roll out 

My sugges7on would be that the government stop pushing a 
hidden agenda because the masses of the country may not be 
aware of what's happening behind the scenes. If there is really a 
second strain of covid, then more informa7on on how it 
operates and how it can be prevented should be shared rather 
than a push for vaccina7on. 

Secondly, not all of us are going to bow down and accept 
vaccina7ons as the only solu7on to this global pandemic as if 
there are no other alterna7ve treatments people are willing to 
try at a much lower cost. Thabang

2021-01-25 
11:06:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is NOT a vaccine that they are wan7ng to roll out. It is an 
experimental drug that has not been fully tested. I and my family 
will in NO WAY consent to take this toxic drug. This cannot be 
enforced as it is against my rights as a natural person.  Even the 
PCR tests have been proven to give up to 90% false posi7ves - 
which the WHO has finally admiped to. There are tried and 
proven non harmful treatments that can cure those that are 
infected such as Ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine. They have 
been proven over 50 - 70yrs and are cost effec7ve treatments 
that work. They have also stated that the experimental drug will 
not prevent you from infec7on or from transmiing the virus (if 
it exists) so what will the benefit be to taking it in the first place? 
COVID is a hoax that has been blown out of all reasonable 
propor7ons on a global scale to get the masses to comply to a 
dictatorship for the new one world order. This has been to drive 
a global poli7cal agenda. Darren

2021-01-25 
11:04:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day, 
I will not be vaccina7ng myself nor my children.  
I believe we should all have a right to say no to the vaccine.  
There has been no long term studies and nobody knows what is 
in the vaccine. I do not trust doctors and government when 
there is money involve. 
If others would like to take the vaccine i don't have a problem 
with it but i will not be forced to take something i don't believe 
in. 

Regards, Michael

2021-01-25 
10:32:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Foetal stem cells are used in the COVID-19 vaccine.  The Stem 
cells carries the DNA of the Foetus. So THOUSANDS of DNA 
strands from various Foetuses are in the Vacine.  Each Human 
only has the DNA from parents (TWO).  If you are introducing 
foreign DNA, this is going to result in muta7on of your current 
DNA and cause cellular problems amongst others. 
So Muta7on  of your genes will cause a definite altera7on in 
Humans going forward.  So very  against this as the Human Race 
will be altered. 

I suggest normal medicinal and homeopathic alterna7ves to 
trea7ng this. Create awareness so people can be proac7ve 
rather than reac7ve when it is too late. Teri

2021-01-25 
10:27:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Like all other vaccina7ons which are taken by own choice this 
should remain. There remain no certainty that a vaccinated 
person will not be a carrier, thus, this doesn't guarantee safety. 
Even the opposite might be s7mulated. People living wreck less 
because of false info/hope. 

Ques7onable  vaccines should first be taken by those introducing 
it. 

South Africa should not just be dependent on other countries.  

Y'rusha

2021-01-25 
09:48:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am an Educator and will not take the vaccine under any 
circumstances as it is my human right to decide what to inject 
into my body. 

Amer taking the vaccine: 

- You can s7ll get covid 
- You can s7ll transmit covid 
- 99% of people survive Covid(Why take it?) 
- Its dangerous to take the vaccine(Allergic reac7ons, death, 
sterilisa7on) 

Its absolute madness to take the vaccine when you are a healthy 
individual. Heindrich
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2021-01-25 
08:04:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe it should be mandatory, as that infringes our basic 
right of freedom of choice. This virus has the same mortality rate 
as the flu yet countries are making a huge issue out of it, and 
with all these Implementa7ons an restric7on happening around 
it, and the sudden push to have everyone vaccinated. What is 
the real reason behind it? What are the world governments 
trying to achieve? And how effec7ve is the vaccine going to be 
considering the flu vaccina7on only works on a specific strain, 
and the flue keeps muta7ng? What's in this vaccine that 
suddenly it has to be taken? eric

2021-01-25 
06:51:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not have this vaccine 7ll the side effect and amer effects 
have been established,  let the government have the vaccine and 
let's see what happens for the following 6 months Ken

2021-01-24 
21:54:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel the government must first get vaccines for diseases that's 
been her loje cancer, aids etc. And the should try it on 
themselves and cabinets first not on medical staff and the other 
ci7zens. Kareemah

2021-01-24 
17:10:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is s7ll no scien7fic clinical evidence that this vaccine is safe 
and effec7ve. It should not be mandatory un7l proven to be 
safe. It goes against cons7tu7onal rights of ci7zens to be forced 
to take a vaccine that is not proven esp as this is a treatable 
disease and majority of cases have recovered.  I do not agree to 
children being forced to take these vaccines. S

2021-01-24 
14:23:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do have a right to refuse as alterna7ve medicines are available.  
The doubt the  vaccine is reliable as it took40 years to develop a 
caccine against polio and there is s7ll no vaccine for cancer, HIV 
Aids.  Both  which have been researched for many years. This 
vaccine is available within a year - not possible.  What 
interven7ons have been  put in place for and what is the death 
toll of influenza, heart deseases, cancer, stroke, motorvehicle 
accidents vs Covid 19?  
 Statements have already been made regarding an vaccina7on ID 
type card which will track you, no oversees travel without it, etc.  
Government want to take decisions regarding my body, 
movements , travelling, etc.  This is an infringement of my 
human rights and for what reason.  NO AGAINST IT. Susan

2021-01-24 
14:07:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dear SA government, 

1. First Concern: 
The Sars-Cov-2 virus has not been isolated using Koch's postulate 
principles to prove causa7on of COVID-19. It's only been 
sequenced (you can sequence anything and infer it to cause 
anything).  
The tes7ng programme hasn't been transparent ( no repor7ng of 
Ct value)- so we could be having a lot of false posi7ves due to 
high Ct values or meaningless RT-PCR results.  
2. Mandatory vaccina7on and imposing restric7ons to those 
who don't take the vaccine: 
Any vaccine mandate or limits imposed due refusal to take the 
vaccine is uncons7tu7onal and will surely be challenged in court. 
Those who want the vaccine should take it, those who don't 
must also not be burdened with uncons7tu7onal restric7ons or 
laws, by government or by private companies (de facto 
government nowadays). 
3. Most importantly: 
I am a  Chris7an, I follow God's programme for healing and good 
health i.e. divine health, I am healed by the stripes of Jesus 
Christ, and any sugges7on that my health will be taken care of by 
government through a vaccine or therapeu7c is a direct apack to 
my faith and right to prac7ce my religion. Hopewell

2021-01-23 
22:39:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly I object to  being forced to take a vaccine that has not 
been tested for safety, figh7ng a virus that has not been isolated 
and have already mutated. Does that then mean that I will need 
a new vaccine every 6 months? 
My main concern is that billions of taxpayer Rands will be spend 
on the vaccine but not a cent on building peoples immune 
systemor killing the virus.  Where are the hand outs of vitamins 
and health products? Instead they take away possible cures like 
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n   
We have loads of informa7on on the RNA proper7es that may be 
able to affect a persons DNA. No long term tests have proved the 
effec7veness of the vaccine. In a CDC report 3% of the people 
that received a vaccine had serious reac7ons to the vaccine.  
I will not offer to be a test model and then have to live with 
possible side effects for which none of the suppliers are willing 
to take responsibility Susan

2021-01-23 
19:02:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Johann 

2021-01-23 
17:47:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is different opinions all over the world from scien7sts and 
health workers concerning its safety. It seems that proper 
protocol was not followed to scien7fically prove its safety. I will 
not vaccinate at all. Motjetse 

2021-01-23 
17:24:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Get rid of the anc get rid of all ministers clean the cabinet take 
your devil vaccine with you chris7ans dont want it and wont 
comply Dulsie

2021-01-23 
13:24:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Wynand
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2021-01-23 
07:42:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no evidence that the vaccine will curb infec7ons. There 
has to be  a trial for at least 5 years to understand side effects 
and effec7veness before it is made compulsory. 

Government should let the private sector to also be involved in 
distribu7on, there is too much corrup7on in our Government. It 
seems they can't deal with those corrupt individuals because it's 
too many so who can be credible to administer the vaccine? 

Let people opt in. Siphiwe
2021-01-22 
21:19:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not like any type of vaccine and I refuse to take it. Power of 
choice is senior in any situa7on Medea

2021-01-22 
21:10:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe this vaccine is experimental at best.  I do not believe 
the covid 19 numbers jus7fy a vaccine or a mandatory vaccine.  I 
prefer not to have poisons and human 7ssue injected into by 
body.  My body ... my choice. The covid 19 death rate does not 
jus7fy what the vaccine has to offer and I don't believe we have 
been made aware of the side effects of the vaccine short term as 
well as long term. I do believe there are alterna7ves to combat 
covid 19.  And yes, I believe their is something else driving these 
vaccines, it's not about covid, it's about crea7ng fear and 
control. Mandine

2021-01-22 
19:20:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Against my religion and cons7tu7onal rights to force anyone to 
have a vaccine that hasn’t been tested long enough. Don’t know 
if it really works or side effects. Why didn’t China vaccinate and 
they are doing just fine. Elize

2021-01-22 
17:54:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I understand that people get sick and are dying of COVID-19.  

Firstly, the recovery rate of COVID-19 pa7ents are very high and 
pa7ents with a compromised immune system are more prone to 
struggle to overcome the 'virus.' Thus when the country's 
immune system are strengthened pa7ents can be treated 
preventa7ve. 

Secondly, their are other op7ons (hydroxychloroquine, 
Ivermec7n, Colloidal Silver and natural figh7ng agents) that has 
been proven to have a 95-100% recovery rate has been proven 
to be much let invasive to the body (DNA) than the AstraZeneca 
developed vaccine that makes use of CRISPR technology that 
changes the DNA of a person.  

Thirdly, this vaccine has NOT been sufficiently tested on animals 
before it was introduced for human use. Human can not be used 
a 'trials' to see what the effect will be on +/-56 million South 
African ci7zens. 

The effect and impact of other factors (4G, 4G+, 5G EMF 
radia7on) that worsen the impact of COVID-19 and other viruses 
on the body must be researched. The danger of 5G must be 
tested and proven not to contribute to the level of danger of 
COVID-19 or any other variant of the 'virus.' 

A panel of medical professionals, experienced scien7sts and 
doctors from all arenas of the health industry must set up to 
FIRST test and scru7nize the true impact and side effects that 
any vaccine or medicine will have on many individuals that has 
been thoroughly be tests through a rigorous tes7ng process to 
ensure that dangerous and harmful side effects are eliminated. 

Every South African ci7zen have a full right to decide what 
method they will use to strengthen their health against any 
sickness. Blanketed vaccina7ons can not be forced on people. Hendrik

2021-01-22 
14:45:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why do we need a forced vaccina7on, containing fetal 7ssue and 
who knows what else and making use of RNA that will change 
our DNA. A disease most people have to be tested for before you 
know you've actually got it? A so called disease being tested 
using a method the inventer of said wasn't accurate for tes7ng 
for viruses and wasn't meant for that. A test proven to have 
many false posi7ves. Why all the lies? People commiing 
suicide, gun shoot wounds in the chest, heart apacks, car crash 
vic7ms, cancer deaths - all covid-19??? Come on give me a break 
- I've got more than half a brain cell. Where are all the so called 
dead bodies? No more funeral palours.... 
A disease with a 99.7% recovery rate that has not been 
ISSOLATED in a laboratory and therefore cannot even be 
scien7fically proven to exist. Come one what's happened to the 
flu? A planned demic for sure! What's the mo7ve - 
depopula7on? steriliza7on? Mind control? The great economic 
reset the new world order wants to bring in if you ask me.... 
World control. Masks and all - all part of the mind control.a 

Loraine
2021-01-22 
13:47:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I shall not use a vaccine that has not been properly tested and I 
do not want my rights to be taken away whatever my choice. Samantha 

2021-01-22 
12:58:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hell no. I'm not having this vaccina7on.  I don't trust it or our 
government.  I believe they will use it to force mass compliance 
and acceptance of their garbage rules and laws. 
Once you have mass acceptance of anything your doomed to be 
caple. Example is the Jews in Germany. Our government wants 
this. I'm not accep7ng it Marion
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2021-01-22 
12:37:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe in any vaccines. They were unable to create a 
vaccine for the normal flue corona virus the past 20 years, now 
they have created a vaccine for the covid 19 corona virus in less 
than a year, it hasn't even been tested before it was rolled out. 
People are dying in droves amer receiving this new vaccine, it 
kills more people than the virus is killing people. I don't want 
anything to do with this vaccine. It's my body & my health & I 
can decide weather I want to be vaccinated or not. Nobody can 
force me to take /inject anything into my body  that I don't want 
to do. jan

2021-01-22 
11:03:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine was rushed and is not tested properly. There are 
already hundreds of people suffering adverse reac7ons. The 
vaccine insert have a list of likely adverse reac7ons, some more 
scary than death. Death is one possible outcome. The vaccine is 
NOT proven to prevent the spread of covid. The vaccine contain 
sick and disgus7ng toxins, human and animal DNA. There are 
MANY alterna7ves to trea7ng covid that works. Start by 
educa7ng people how to improve their immune systems. The 
poli7cians should be the first to receive this untested, highly 
possible dangerous vaccine. Alta

2021-01-22 
09:46:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is the most dangerous vaccine in the history of mankind. It 
should be completely voluntarily and needs to be completely 
free of charge to the poorest communi7es Evert

2021-01-22 
09:27:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A lot of things on the "top concern" list bothers me, such as the 
cost to the tax payer, the effec7veness of the vaccine and then 
mandatory vaccina7on.  There was billions donated to our 
country, I feel that could've been used to pay for the vaccines, 
NOT the tax payers. Hiw effec7ve is this vaccine? We have 
vaccines for flu and measles, but people s7ll get those. And 
mandatory vaccina7ons is a big no-no. We have to stand on our 
human rights. When people want to have abor7ons the majority 
says "it's their body let them do what they want", well that's 
how I feel about this vaccina7on. It's my body, my health, so my 
choice. Let the people who wants to get it, take it. But do not 
force your will on those who don't. Charlene

2021-01-22 
08:57:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are we being pushed to take this vaccine.??? I am in control 
of my body - God owns my body NOT THEGOVERNMENT OR BILL 
GATES - what makes them such experts??? Surely everyone on 
this earth has a free will.  We are being lied to on social media, 
in the media and all around us.  Who chose them as the so-
called experts??  Why should we believe them?  The President of 
South Africa and the Parliament should take the vaccine first and 
they should take it - not eye blinding but truly take it.  There are 
too many fake vaccina7ons on TV and on Social media.  Lynepe

2021-01-22 
07:05:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The mandatory vaccina7on and health ID card proving you have 
been vaccinated to s7ll form part of the economy, being able to 
shop and go to school is absurd to put it nicely.  There is no 
proven effec7veness that the vaccine will return some form of 
moderate normality to our society.  The ingredients included in 
this experimental biological agent is more harmful than the virus 
itself and no proven long term effect can be safely proven.  The 
proven effec7ve alterna7ves in ivermec7n and hydrochloriquine 
has been tested extensively and have been around far longer 
than an experimental biological agent that no one knows the 
risks or effects of Wilma

2021-01-22 
06:18:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The components of the vaccine are harvested from  the lung 
7ssue or aborted male fetus's. This is blasphemy. 
Human kind was created with free voli7on, and we should not 
be forced to receive this. I have a choice!!! Mandi

2021-01-22 
05:03:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why should all ci7zens have mandatory vaccina7on. We should 
pray to God and uphold our freedoms of choice in our 
cons7tu7on. Vaccina7on should not be draconic and mandatory 
but rather voluntary uptake for those who wish to do so. Justus

2021-01-21 
23:16:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine not fully tested with unknown long term effects and not 
certain if it will prevent future covid infec7on. 

Vikki
2021-01-21 
22:51:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It is an insult to humanity Kelebogile 

2021-01-21 
20:38:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned of safety of the vaccine, mandatory vaccina7ons 
and the idea of a COVID passport Julia

2021-01-21 
20:33:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be by choice. I don't believe it has been 
tested efficiently. I believe there are alternate medicines that are 
more effec7ve Marie

2021-01-21 
20:26:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mass roll-out of vaccines will be hugely expensive and unlikely to 
be effec7ve. It would make most sense to treat infec7ons with 
alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n. 
Mandatory vaccina7on is over-stepping state powers and 
encroaching on ci7zens’ freedoms. Natasha 

2021-01-21 
18:57:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that our superiors such as the president and cabinets need 
to take the vaccina7on first, seeing that they are the most 
important individuals of our country. 
I also believe vaccines should not be mandatory or forced onto 
anyone. 
We also have no idea what the effects on the vaccina7on will be, 
therefor to prove that it is safe, superiors must be first in line. Zandri

2021-01-21 
18:54:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mukhtar

2021-01-21 
18:32:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why do we have a vaccine for a virus that has a 0.01% mortality 
rate? 
Why is the Agenda30 being pushed onto South Africans? 
How can we use a vaccina7on that has not been tested as 
prescribed by the SAHPC? 
IT WILL BE MY CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT tondecide if I want to be 
vaccinated for a virus that i has the least death rate in South 
Africa Johan
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2021-01-21 
17:48:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I hope they do not force us to take the vaccine. 
I don't feel like they've developed the vaccine properly as this 
vaccine was produced sooner than most other vaccines. Nicole

2021-01-21 
15:29:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not in favour of the "vaccine" or should I use the correct 
term which is experimental drug. Dr Anthony Fauci himself 
confirmed that there is no evidence that the "vaccine" can 
prevent Covid 19. 
There is medica7on like Ivermec7n which can be used to cure 
Covid 19 and has been used in our country for more than 40 
years. 

So why spend so much money which we dont have where there 
is a safe alterna7ve to be used. Our people are suffering 
financially more than there are people dying from a virus that 
has a 95% recovery rate. The numbers don't jus7fy the masked 
mandate, the lockdowns or a "mandatory vaccina7on".  

South Africa needs to wake up and not allow these leaders to 
allow people to be misled and lied too. NO, TO THE 
EXPERIMENTAL DRUG!!!! Jaco

2021-01-21 
15:16:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine should be voluntary and with the  vast informa7on 
out there about the whole covid19 vaccine and its future 
inten7ons, it is very concerning. Can humanity be respected. Can 
our government remember that these are God’s people and let 
us speak with Him in things concerning our affairs as His 
children. We are not happy at all. Molatelo

2021-01-21 
14:48:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that it is ethical to enforce a vaccine on anyone 
especially when we unaware of the compounds which makes up 
these vaccines and their effects on the human body. If the 
government wants us to take these vaccines they need to lead 
by example all parliamentary official to take the vaccine first 
followed by all health workers there amer it should be lem to 
each individual to decide if they want the vaccine or not. 
Crea7ng a "Covid passport" is an infringement on our basic 
human rights. Bronwyn

2021-01-21 
13:29:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccines are safe or effec7ve. The na7onal childhood vaccine 
injury act of 1986 prevents doctors & vaccine manufacturers 
from being sued if it harms or kills me. This law created the 
na7onal vaccine injury compensa7on program, which has paid 
out $4,484,709,478,09 for vaccine injuries and death. No vaccine 
has ever been tested for safety in pregnant women, or for it’s 
ability to impair fer7lity ( sec 8.1 & 13.1 on every package insert. 
In 2011, the United States Supreme Court classified vaccines as 
“unavoidably Unsafe”.  

NO TO mandatory anything, NO to covid passports, NO to taking 
our rights away from us under the guise of “Covid” which has 
over a 99% recovery rate. Tanita

2021-01-21 
13:16:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am very strongly opposed to the new vaccine. It has already 
been clearly stated that this vaccine does not guarantee you 
from geing or spreading the virus. It is clearly a race for big 
profits. 

Ivepe
2021-01-21 
12:54:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It must be an individual's choice to vaccinate. Ndumiso

2021-01-21 
12:44:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is bullshit and it is more dangerous and deadly than 
the "corona virus" fuck this government if they want to enrol 
this vaccine let them take it themselves in front of people not on 
TV or a stage in front of people so that they can't bullshit anyone 
and pretend like they are taking the vaccine let's see what side 
effects it has on them ? 

Shayne 

2021-01-21 
11:46:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on must not be mandatory. Employers, Schools and 
Travelling sector must not make vaccines a requirement. We are 
not totally sure about the effec7veness of these vaccines, cases 
of serious side effects have been reported all over the world 
already. 

Also there are other alterna7ves which are effec7ve in dealing 
with covid19, they include hydroxychloroquine and ivermec7n.  

Government must know they do not rule over use. We have 
elected you to serve us. Mandatory vaccine is against the 
cons7tu7on of SA and against the Bill of Rights 

Maki7

2021-01-21 
11:34:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is not a safe vaccine, and if enforced, would amount to 
apempted murder. Why enforce a vaccine when the recovery 
rate is 99,9%? Stop selling South African lives to the greedy 
billionaires of the world in the name of an unproven vaccine. Bruce

2021-01-21 
11:27:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mar7n

2021-01-21 
10:41:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont believe to go against the cons7tu7on of S.A and human 
rights. 
I have the sole control of my body and not the goverment or any 
other cons7tuency  
If a person whats to get the vaccine it must be their choice. Louis

2021-01-21 
10:36:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is completely unethical and should be a free choice for 
those wishing to get the vaccine. Those that don't take vaccines 
should not be forced to take against their will. Marnus
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2021-01-21 
09:19:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not against vaccana7on, but a vaccine developed in a short 
while and without studying the longterm effects on human 
health could spell disaster and even impact the SA healt care 
system in a worse why than covid. There are too many 
unanswered ques7ons about this new vaccine . Is it safe for 
children, pregnant woman, pre-exis7ng health condi7ons. The 
vaccines we get today went thru many trials and tes7ng before 
mass injec7ons. I believe is should be a free choice un7ll we can 
be sure it is safe. Alwyn 

2021-01-21 
09:07:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What happened to a democra7c South Africa? What happened 
to human rights? Why is the very same government who fought 
for people to have freedom of speech, freedom of associa7on  
now be the one who wants to forcefully vaccinate it's own 
people? Worse, with a vaccine that is not proven to be 100% 
safe. People have died amer taking the same vaccine. Why must 
we be coerced to do what we don't want to do?. This is a serious 
viola7on of our cons7tu7onal rights. Now they also talk about 
COVID-19 ID/ Passports and then we must not believe the 
theories that we hear from the Americans on social media? My 
ques7on is why is Bill Gates at the forefront of this vaccines,  he 
does not work under health mos, he is under technology.  I am 
being given an ul7matum by my own government that no 
vaccine, no work , no travelling.  I am a Professional Nurse and I 
don't want the vaccine. Why must my I be threatened? I know 
my rights!!! I am an African!!! There are other alterna7ves and 
they have been working effec7vely hence the high rate of 
recoveries. The numbers are too low for government to start 
rolling out the vaccine. It should be operated like a flu vaccine. 
Those who want it can get it and those who don't want it 
shouldn't get it. The government is also was7ng a lot of money 
by doing these COVID-19 ID passports and on these vaccine but 
doesn't want to give us our increase let alone danger allowance 
as health workers. There is  lack of PPE and all they can think 
about is making other countries rich where our own country is 
struggling? Our government is not taking care of us. Roll-out of 
the vaccine does not mean you are taking care of us it simply 
means exploi7ng us and selling us to the highest bidder. It's 
concerning that this vaccines will be given in stages  whereby 
there are 1st, 2nd or 3rd doses and people will be tracked to see 
if they adhere to all doses and it's money again and many people 
are now unemployed due to the very same virus they have to 
vaccinate for.  Where will people get the money? If there are 
effec7ve tradi7onal home remedies for this virus then why the 
vaccine? And honestly speaking if this vaccine roll-out was really 
for the good of the people then there would not be any threats 
or coercion from our government. Charmaine

2021-01-21 
08:59:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that the vaccine from America is not effec7ve for a 
muta7on of the virus as we are experiencing with the 2nd wave 
currently. I do not have Any trust in any vaccine from Bill Gates. I 
would prefer a local company like Synexus to supply us with a 
vaccine suitable for our South-African circumstances and peace 
of mind. No alterior mo7ves with nano par7cles et c Elmarie

2021-01-21 
08:37:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been effec7vely tested and the 
manufacturer have no liability clauses to confirm that they aren't 
happy with the safety Quinton 

2021-01-21 
07:41:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is not limited to the single selec7on under 'what is 
your top concern' as a maper of fact my concern is all of the 
listed choices.  In short, this vaccine is not properly tested and 
no one can guarantee that there will not be serious side effects 
in the long term amer vaccina7on. It also seems that there is a 
hide agenda for pushing the rollout of this vaccine by the 
manufactures that also can not be trusted. There is also no 
guarantee that this vaccine is safe and that it will serve its 
purpose. For these reasons can the vaccine not be made 
mandatory. It also seems that the vaccine is part of a bigger 
scam to control people by means of the vaccine passport, etc.  . I 
DO NOT TRUST THE SA GOVERMENT AS THEY DO NOT HAVE THE 
WELLBEING OF THE SA CITECINCE AT HEART. Corinus

2021-01-21 
06:36:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Don’t we have a free will to choose if we want to get a vaccine or 
not?  
All vaccines are usually tested for years and this one even has 
new technology and for how long has it been tested? I’ve heard 
of so many things gone wrong with people who took the 
vaccine. N

2021-01-20 
23:43:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that this vaccine has been tested thoroughly for 
it to be mandatory, I believe that people should have the right to 
alternate medica7on such as Ivermec7n and that it should not 
be criminalised.  No vaccina7on should be mandatory , it's a 
viola7on of our human rights  

Brendon

2021-01-20 
22:16:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a ci7zen of South Africa each person should have the right to 
choose whether they want the vaccine or not. The Government 
can't force the vaccina7on onto the ci7zens.  For years there has 
been no vaccines against the normal flu. All of a sudden there's a 
vaccine available for the  Covid-virus.  Vaccina7ng the health 
care workers first could be one of the worst ideas ever. Should 
the vaccine have any nega7ve effect amer health workers were 
vaccinated, as there have been quite a few cases reported of 
people who got the vaccine that passed away,  the Government 
will be held responsible for something that they are 
implemen7ng. Melani 
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2021-01-20 
21:50:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concerns are primarily around the poten7al uncons7tu7onal 
manda7ng that every one HAS to take the vaccine.   That is a 
viola7on of our God-given rights to choose what happens to and 
goes in to our bodies.   Secondarily, I'm very concerned that the 
vaccine, being now gene7c in nature, is very different and has 
had too liple trial 7me.  There's evidence that a frac7on of 
around 3% of people respond very nega7vely, even to the point 
of death, to the covid vaccines that have been given to them.  
And even if it does so to 1 person, it's invalidated as a viable 
solu7on.      S

2021-01-20 
21:34:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not comfortable with the safety of the covid vaccine, having 
seen many adverse reac7ons recorded by individuals who 
received the vaccine. I am completely against any apempt to 
force vaccina7ons on the public. My body, my choice. The 
government has no right to dictate my healthcare or what goes 
into my body. I will not accept the vaccine Nastassja 

2021-01-20 
20:08:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mariepe

2021-01-20 
18:39:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should not be mandatory 
Also, necessary consulta7on with public not made, taxpayers 
forced to foot this bill, not forgeing the 500billion which 
mysteriously disappeared Mas

2021-01-20 
17:01:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government can't force people to take something that 
hasn't been tested. Its unsafe and poses real danger on our lives.  

I don't want the vaccine or will I take it. Lebogang 

2021-01-20 
17:00:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't not vaccinate for flu because I hate medica7on being 
pumped into my body, mind you, I never get flu. It should be my 
choice whether or not I want to be vaccinated. This vaccine does 
not have any track record, now the government wants to make 
us guinea pigs. This is a country where we are free (as I would 
like to think) but the way government is going about, they are 
taking that right from us. Taking or not taking vaccine should be 
our choice and I would love for my choice to be respected. Tlotlego

2021-01-20 
16:32:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be able to choose.  No one should be forced 
otherwise we do not live in a democracy Fa7ma

2021-01-20 
15:26:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I refuse to be forced to take a vaccine that I do not feel is 
mandatory. What happened to freewill? It cannot be forced to 
have someone have something injected into their body 
unwillingly. I am happy to do a covid test to be able to travel but 
I absolutely will not be forced to have this jab in order to travel. 
That is against our cons7tu7onal rights. Ilana

2021-01-20 
14:52:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I as a health care worker was not consulted with regards to 
geing the vaccine. 
Government should discuss and consult  with us to see if we 
agree on taking it . 
Yes I know we are at the forefront and our  colleagues get 
affected by covid and many are lost. We are human we have 
aright to choose. 
The efficacy of the vaccine is also ques7onable as I know it takes 
7me to do studies on medica7on .With this vaccine it took only 6 
(six)months. Was safety tested in humans,what 
are the side effects? 
  I understand every medica7on  has side effects ,what are the 
side effects of this vaccine.  
longterm and shorperm effects should be explained . vivian

2021-01-20 
14:20:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What happens if you refuse the vaccine, are we going to be 
forced to take it, Noel
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2021-01-20 
14:11:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Mandatory vaccines for a virus with 98% survival rate is 
illogical, unsound and unscien7fic. 
2. Vaccines require at least 5 years of trials (including animal 
trials) to ensure safety in the general popula7on. To roll out a 
vaccine without sufficient tes7ng is both dangerous and 
unscien7fic. 
3. mRNA vaccines are largely untested for long-term side effects 
4. Vaccine manufactures have immunity from side effects of 
their products therefore, there is no recourse against them for 
harm inflicted. 
5.  According to UN ar7cle 6 mandatory medical procedures are 
a human rights viola7on 

VACCINATION FACTS 
1. US supreme court ruled vaccines “unavoidably UNsafe” in 
2011 . 1 Bruesewitz v. Wyeth LLC,  
hpp://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/10pdf/09-152.pdf 
2. According to David Kessler, former commissioner of the FDA, 
"only about one percent of serious events [adverse drug 
reac7ons] are reported." Human and Experimental Toxicology, 
31(10) 1012–1021, DOI: 10.1177/0960327112440111, Rela7ve 
trends in hospitaliza7ons and mortality among infants by the 
number of vaccine doses and age, based on the Vaccine Adverse 
Event Repor7ng System (VAERS), 1990–2010  
3. In 1986 Congress passed the “Na7onal Childhood Vaccine 
Injury Act” which removed financial liability from vaccine 
manufacturers and placed it on taxpayers with a $ 0.75 tax on 
every vaccine given. (42 U.S.C. § 300aa-1 et seq., and 
Bruesewitz, supra.) The Na7onal Vaccine injury compensa7on 
program has paid out over $4.1 BILLION for vaccine injuries and 
deaths since 1989. hpp://www.hrsa.gov/vaccinecompensa7on/ 
4. Approximately 5% of the vaccine injuries and deaths reported 
to VAERS.gov ever reach Vaccine Court. The majority of families 
are forced to carry the physical and financial burden of caring for 
an injured child themselves as are taxpayers via schools and 
Medicare. Only a FRACTION of the above cases ever receive 
payout from the NVICP because families are responsible to 
‘PROVE’ the vaccine caused the death or injury. “while 
individuals may file VICP claims for these vaccines, each 
pe77oner must demonstrate that the vaccine that was 
administered caused the alleged injury.” 51% of Claims take 5+ 
years to Adjudicate.  
hpp://www.gao.gov/assets/670/667135.pdf 
5. Vaccines Have “NOT been evaluated for carcinogenic or 
mutagenic poten7al, or poten7al to impair fer7lity” – as stated 
in package inserts. (Take no7ce of sec7on 13.1 ie: MMRII insert 
top page 6, and in the other vaccine inserts as well.)  
hpp://www.merck.com/product/usa/pi_circulars/m/mmr_ii/
mmr_ii_pi.pdf 
6. The pharmaceu7cal industry is the biggest defrauder of the 
federal government under the False Claims Act. (hpp://
www.fraudwhistleblowersblog.com/2014/02/) 1 In a recent 5-
year period, $19.2 billion were returned from apempts to 
defraud federal health programs, more than twice that of the 
previous 5 years. (False Claims Act, Feb 2014 archive.) 
7. Religious beliefs are protected under the US cons7tu7on:  
14th Amendment (sec7on 1) US Supreme court rulings state 
parents have the “right to parent their children” including 
Medical Decisions…without state interven7on-unless the state 
has deemed them “unfit”. (Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57 [2000])  
1st Amendment of the US Cons7tu7on ONLY requires a 
“Religious Belief” to be 
“religious in nature” and “sincerely held.” (Sherr and Levy vs. 
Northport East-Northport Union Free School District, 672 F. 
Supp. 81, [E.D.N.Y., 1987]; Mason v. General Brown Cent. School 
Dist., 851 F.2d 47 [2nd Cir. 1988], Lewis v. Sobel, 710 F. Supp. 
506, 512 [S.D.N.Y. 1989]; and Farina v. The Board of Educa7on, 
116 F. Supp.2d 503 [S.D.N.Y. 2000] are cases that cite United 
States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163, 85 S.Ct. 850 and other U.S. 
Supreme Court cases)  
8. Universal Declara7on on Bioethics and Human Rights: 
U.N. Ar7cle 3 – Human dignity and human rights 1. Human 
dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms are to be fully 
respected. 2. The interests and welfare of the individual should 
have priority over the sole interest of science or society.  
U.N. Ar7cle 28 – Denial of acts contrary to human rights, 
fundamental freedoms and human dignity: Nothing in this 
Declara7on may be interpreted as implying for any State, group 
or person any claim to engage in any ac7vity or to perform any 
act contrary to human rights, fundamental freedoms and human 
dignity.  
U.N. Ar7cle 6 – Consent: Any preven7ve, diagnos7c and 
therapeu7c medical interven7on is only to be carried out with 
the prior, free and informed consent of the person concerned, 
based on adequate informa7on. The consent should, where 
appropriate, be express and may be withdrawn by the person 
concerned at any 7me and for any reason without disadvantage 
or prejudice.  
hpp://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php- 
URL_ID=31058&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html Paul

2021-01-20 
14:02:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is unethical and inhumane to force people to take a vaccine 
that is not 100% effec7ve, not without debilita7ng symptoms, 
has failed animal tes7ng, and not passed the human trial stages. John

2021-01-20 
13:11:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Caroline 
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2021-01-20 
12:24:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I  have a choice regarding my health  and taking the vaccine or 
not and it is my responsibility to live healthy and not for the 
government to make decisions regarding my health.. Let 
government take the vaccine first  then months later orher 
people because what ever our government  touches cannot be 
trusted. Monica

2021-01-20 
12:19:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Encouraged to strengthened our immune system thought 
healthy ea7ng and nutri7on. Zama 

2021-01-20 
12:02:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think that it is against our cons7tu7on to make vaccina7ons 
mandatory. If I am not prepared/willing to take the vaccine it is 
my choice and my responsibility to ensure I'm healthy and I am 
prepared to do just that. I don't think it is safe at this point to 
take the vaccine. I don't even take flu vaccine and this will always 
be my choice. Marinda

2021-01-20 
11:56:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Corona Virus has death rate is very low % so the government 
plan to vaccinate a healthy na7on. This is unacceptable. The 
countries all over the world are repor7ng that the vaccines are 
killing people yet they con7nue the vaccinate. Very large % of 
people are having side effect and developing Bell's Palsy for 
example. Many people will never be able to work again amer 
receiving the vaccine.  The government will have to introduce 
vaccine damage court and  compensate the injured people. My 
current concern is that there are three strains and the vaccine 
only treats the first strain so is the government going to force 
another two vaccines on us. We have to look beyond the virus 
and look at the Luciferin  agenda. The rate the people are geing 
vaccinate world wide is alarming and one dr said it will take two 
years to understand the damage the vaccine has done to the 
people. The other ques7on to consider is why aren't the rest of 
African countries experiencing this massive outbreak or is it 
possible there dr are not fabrica7ng the number of cases. Its all 
a scam. Yesterday I heard that Chicago and New York will be 
opening their states amer inaugura7on if this does not open your 
eye what will. Its all about the USA elec7on and the NWO. 
Please stop them from hur7ng out people.  Please stop this 
madness. Nostradamus stated this will be the year of the 
zombies. Is this the aim of the vaccine. Linda

2021-01-20 
10:07:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why is the government FORCING us to have a flu vaccine. It was 
noted that COVID is a strain of influenza - so this vaccine is a flu 
vaccine. Currently it is not mandatory/compulsory to take the flu 
vaccine - so why is the Government forcing me to take it. All flu's 
are contagious???????????? Why does a flu vaccine need to 
have its own passport or ID???? He made reference to vaccines 
we received as children, we did not carry around an ID/passport 
that we received it???????? 

Also Ivermec7n tablet works for healing COVID-19, why doesn't 
the Government look at alterna7ve medica7on instead of 
vaccines. Dr's in the US have done research and have concrete 
evidence to prove that the Ivermec7n tablet works. 

I DO NOT want my freedom of choice to be taken away, 
especially when it comes to my own health and the choices I 
make to live a healthy life. 

Why doesn't our government take a note from the Zambian 
president. He showed evidence of vaccines indica7ng that it 
must not be used in the USA, Canada or EU. So we in Africa don't 
maper, they can use sub-standard products on us and kill us. 

Pam

2021-01-20 
09:59:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every single poli7cian and their children and families should take 
the exact same vaccine they want to give us. 
Many of the world scien7sts some actually working on the 
vaccines wont take it nor give it to their children... I  
do not agree with mandatory vaccina7on nor a covid passport 
for travel nor to be tracked and traced!!! Medical interven7ons 
are a personal choice. How dare the government restrict our 
right to freedoms!!! I'm very angry about this. It is totally 
uncons7tu7onal. I DO NOT CONSENT. 
Bill Gates, made a speech which you will be able to find 
online...where he states that the African People, blacks 
specifically are abominable (useless in his opinion) as they do 
not contribute to civiliza7on. 
I previously experience from severe reac7ons to the flu vaccines 
and will not put myself or anyone else at risk with this poli7cal 
agenda. 
He also said that more than 50 percent of world popula7on must 
go 

Charlope

2021-01-20 
09:46:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Is the vaccine safe? Normally the tes7ng takes years. Being 
forced to take a vaccine that has not had enough 7me to be 
tested properly sounds a bit risky to me. We can't be sure of the 
long term effects of the vaccine. I don't trust this government to 
do what's right. 

2. Raising tax again to pay. Government steals, the tax payers 
pay. If we had a government that didn't steal all the countries 
resources, then we wouldn't have to pay extra in 7mes of crisis. 
Why don't they tax government officials extra, since all our 
money has been stolen by them instead of squeezing more 
money out of the taxpayers who are already over taxed and are 
geing nothing from their tax. Lyle
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2021-01-20 
09:33:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a responsible and law abiding ci7zen, I would like the choice 
to be mine. Vaccina7ng should not  be compulsory but a choice.  
I reacted very badly to the flu vaccine and had to be put on 
cor7sone to recover.  Since then I am scep7cal about vaccines.  
Vaccines like smallpox and polio were created by people with 
integrity and by individuals who had the wellbeing of society at 
large in mind.  This 7me, it is a get richer quicker  scheme and 
manipula7on is very evident.  Cheaper op7ons are being 
banned.  Let the op7on be vaccinate be mine.  Making it 
mandatory doesn't necessarily mean that it is right. Rajni

2021-01-20 
09:30:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Neither me or my family need any vaccine!!! And to stop to have 
a normal life because of Covid is not acceptable. Not even the 
masks are acceptable. Ilse

2021-01-20 
09:29:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

By right individuals should be able to decline the vaccines 
without prejudice to basic rights such as employment or access 
to premises based on vaccina7on status.  

I will support Dear SA and other organisa7ons who push back 
against mandatory vaccines and vaccine IDs. 

Long term side effects and interac7ons of these drugs is literally 
unknown. We already know that some people receive severe 
immediate reac7ons and it's impossible to know what might 
happen two years down the road. Gareth

2021-01-20 
09:03:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have several concerns regarding the Vaccine,  
The cost on taxpayers, Rollout by the government, effec7veness 
and side effects, COVID passport/ID.  

Our basic human rights are being tarnished day by day and i fear 
this will be yet another control measure put in place to propel us 
into a Dictatorship. Stephne

2021-01-20 
08:55:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be my choice if I want it or not, it’s my life. We all 
know for a fact that it’s been used to depopulate our con7nent 
Africa for their evil agenda. God gave me a gim of life, therefore 
ONLY HE can decide how long I live not some rich greedy selfish 
control freaks.  As for our president and the rest of the 
poli7cians, we didn’t vote for them to abuse  their  power.  They 
should listen to us, put us first and  represent us accordingly.  Dikeledi 

2021-01-20 
08:43:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My Concern is that there is no sufficient evidence to the 
effec7veness of the  Vaccine. 
In March / April 2020 the Media broadcast was saying it will take 
18 Months for the vaccine to be ready in SA, where does the 
Vaccine come from in 10  months? 
Why must i be forced to take a Vaccine when there are other 
natural ways to fight COVID-19? 
There is a clear Agenda to the enforcement of the Vaccine to SA 
Ci7zens by the Government we are not protected at all, we are 
like sheep ready for slaughter. 

Baby

2021-01-20 
07:55:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Stop imposing the vaccine on us. It should be an individual's 
choice to take it or not. Otherwise you're infringing on our 
rights. Also, not enough data is available to prove the vaccines 
amer effects. Boos7ng our immune system has proven to work 
much effec7vely, including the use of our African herbs 
(Mhlonyana etc.). Phumzile 

2021-01-20 
07:11:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine for a virus is not a solu7on. Vaccina7ng a whole 
society with unknown effects is a danger and a concern.  If this 
vaccine is safe are we able t sue the manufacturer and the 
government if something goes wrong or if there are unforeseen 
side affects. 

The government should have been promo7ng a healthy lifestyle, 
possible subsidizing healthy foods or vitamins so we can take 
this on together. 
I will not be taking a vaccine, I do not get a flu shot and am 
against taking most drugs. 

What happened to the R500 billion?   Kevin
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2021-01-19 
22:54:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

SAHPRA EXPOSED 

The South African Health Products Regulatory Authority 
(SAHPRA) received large dona7ons from the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Founda7on: 

R45,4 million in 2020 
R27,6 million in 2019 

As per SAHPRA financial records below - the money received 
from Bill and Melinda Gates is more than 90% of SAHPRA's 
funding which came with condi7ons. Now we know why SAHPRA 
banned Ivermec7n.  

The Na7onal Ins7tute of Health in the US has declared 
Ivermec7n safe.  

Police raided Ahmed Al-Kadi hospital in Durban amer reports 
that sick covid pa7ents were given Ivermec7n. Health Minister 
Zweli Mkhize said all medical doctors who are lobbying for 
Ivermec7n must approach SAHPRA to run clinical trials.  

The ANC government says Ivermec7n and natural herbs from 
Madagascar used to treat covid pa7ents are "unsafe," but the 
experimental covid vaccine is "safe." 

If the untested vaccine is safe then why is there a "no liability 
against injuries and death" clause? Their interest is money, not 
saving lives. 

hpps://www.docdroid.net/Y5aLeNz/a-01-bmgf-form-990-pf-
tr-19-pd-copy-1-pdf Yvonne

2021-01-19 
22:29:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust the mo7ves for mass rollout of this vaccina7on; I 
do not trust the global powers that be; this is not a vaccine but 
as they are describing it  it acts by  introducing a  molecular 
instruc7on into the delicate web of intelligence within the body, 
with no end known as to the consequences, for genera7ons to 
come; the instruc7on apparently codes for a protein against 
which the body then makes an an7body - how does the body 
make an an7body against something it made itself? Is this 
protein that results from the mRNA instruc7on in the vaccine 
the same as that found in the viral genome? Seems like they 
have been playing a bit too much with this.  I will not be part of a 
gene7c engineering experiment. I am a qualified microbiologist 
and have studied molecular biology - this is all too much of a 
lethal farce. Seems like our poli7cians have be bought again by 
the big pharmas. Jacqui

2021-01-19 
21:32:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Olga 

2021-01-19 
21:22:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We, are not lab rats to be forced to be vaccinated by a vaccine 
that is not 100% safe for us. It cannot be safe with less than 6 
months tes7ng, and in fact people will be infected with Covid 
through the vaccine.  There are no guarantees, however the 
medical fraternity have proven that medica7on such as 
Ivermec7n has cured Covid.  There is no need for a vaccine when 
medica7on is available that is proven to cure Covid.  In a 
democra7c country we have the rights to choose what 
treatment we are in agreement with and if we do not wish to be 
lab rats we have the right TO SAY NO TO THE VACCINE.  Why 
would the government who care NOT AT ALL FOR THE LIVES OF 
South African CITIZENS implement mandatory vaccina7on and 
prevent those who are not vaccinated from freedom as a Ci7zen 
of South Africa and a Ci7zen of the Globe.  What gives anyone 
the right to imprison us for our right to say NO?  Do not violate 
our democra7c rights. May you have the wisdom to use 
medica7on that cures instead of the vaccine which is not 100% 
tested. STOP and LISTEN to the ci7zens of South Africa.W Nicole

2021-01-19 
21:12:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly the vaccine was developed in under a year and has not 
gone through thorough tes7ng, the vaccine roll out is prac7cally 
the trial run which is deplorable.  
I really don't understand how government can make a vaccine 
mandatory or even companies that you work for, or even to 
travel. Not only is it uncons7tu7onal, but it will cause division 
and judgement for those who do and don't take it. Hundreds of 
thousands of people die from flu every year and the flu shot was 
never mandatory. 
What governments are trying to do is disgus7ng and you should 
feel ashamed of yourselves. Mandatory
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2021-01-19 
21:08:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should be a choice! 

These vaccines have been fast tracked & have not been 
sufficiently tested. 

There are alterna7ves to forcing people to have vaccines. 

A vaccine passport/ID is another form of discrimina7on. 

The vaccine - even amer 1, 2, 3 doses is s7ll not effec7ve & 
people s7ll have to wear masks, social distance, adhere to 
lockdowns, etc. 

People are already dying as a result of adverse reac7ons to the 
vaccine. 

The government can’t be trusted with managing taxpayers funds 
and rolling this out competently and without massive 
corrup7on. Just look at how they handles food parcels ! Kim

2021-01-19 
21:06:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should not be mandatory because:  1) vaccines in 
general are not guaranteed by any body / organiza7on ito 
nega7ve side effects or fatali7es 2) people need to know what 
exactly is in the vaccine - and this needs to be publicly made 
known with the scien7fic community giving scru7ny and analysis 
3) the Covid19 vaccine is very young and needs rigorous tes7ng - 
why do world health organiza7ons so quickly champion the 
effects (ignoring that side effects are mostly unknown) of this 
new vaccine but reject  other helpful medicines such as well 
known hyrdoxychloroquine and ivermec7n sta7ng that these can 
be dangerous etc??? oh the HYPOCRISY!!!! 4) the public in 
general, doubts the mo7ves of world health organiza7ons that 
insist on such vaccina7on 5) the public believe that there is an 
apempt by globalists to use the Covid19 pandemic (pandemic or 
scamdemic) to bring about certain controls to the masses eg. 
Popula7on reduc7on through evil side effects of vaccines, 
introducing ID2020 a digital iden7ty system that will be linked to 
the vaccine and that will essen7ally track every individual 
( fulfilling George Orwells book 1984) 5) the public suspects big 
pharma companies (owned by globalists)which make the 
vaccines of  having a conflict of interest ie making vaccines 
globally mandatory for financial gain 6) whilst covid19 has a 
good share of sta7s7cal fatali7es it's not truly in the category of 
"pandemic" - the mainstream media narra7ves (owned by the 
globalists) have blown this out of propor7on- it is an 
exaggera7on because the recovery rate is slightly lower than 
seasonal flu Michael

2021-01-19 
20:08:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am opposed to this mandatory vaccina7on of ci7zens of the 
Republic of South Africa as it violates our right to choose. 
1. This vaccine was rushed through and has not been properly 
tested.  
2. The efficacy of the vaccine has not been properly tested and 
established.  
3. The side effects of the vaccine have not been properly tested 
and established.  
4. The unwillingness of the South African government, and other 
governments around the world, to consider other proposed 
alterna7ves of treatment and/or preven7on raises serious 
suspicions as to the real agenda behind the vaccine.  
5. The issue of the vaccina7on ID raises serious concerns of 
viola7on of our cons7tu7onal right 'not to be descriminated 
against on the bases of sickness (or vaccina7on)'.  
6. Issues of liability in the case where ones health, life and/or 
livelihood is serious compromised as a direct result of the 
vaccines have never been addressed or explained to South 
African ci7zens.  
7. No meaningful consulta7on has taken place between 
government and the people of South Africa at any given stage, 
the government has adopted a very paternalis7c approach from 
day one in the handling of the pandemic and 'state of disaster' 
that was declared by President Cyril Ramaphosa has been used 
to in7midate, scare and threaten the people of South Africa into 
submission. 
Alterna7ves;  
Several alterna7ve treatments for the Covid-19 virus have been 
and are being proposed by many credible scien7fic/medical 
establishments. 
1. Drinking hot water coupled with steaming.  
2. African tradi7onal methods.  
3. The Madagascar covid19 cure.  
4. Ivermec7n Itani

2021-01-19 
16:36:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No individual must be forced to take any form of vaccina7on or 
medica7on as it is their free will and choice no to. Those with 
healthy immune systems do not require a vaccina7on. By forcing 
people to wear masks and take vaccina7ons you are destroying 
the body's ability to build up its own immunity and in the 
process you are making people more dependant on the already 
over-burdened health system. You also cannot exclude people 
from doing things or working or visi7ng public places because 
they have not had a vaccina7on.  Kevin

2021-01-19 
16:32:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is a lot of bad publicity about the vaccine. I fear there 
poison in the vaccine. Nobody should be forced to take the 
vaccine. Thank you Charles

2021-01-19 
15:34:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is against the cons7tu7on to force any individual  to take any 
form of medica7on - and to take the vaccine is against my 
religion.  Not nego7able. Johan
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2021-01-19 
14:15:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a civilian, I believe that everyone must be able to exercise 
their right to take or reject the vaccine. Some are more 
comfortable to consider natural alterna7ves, and medical 
treatment without the vaccine. 

Whether there's a conspiracy or not, the government should not 
take vaccines that we have not verified, that are not meant to be 
taken by other countries (regardless of whatever muta7on the 
virus might have), and in addi7on to local tests and verifica7on,  
give us all the op7on to choose. And not take that right from us. Lerato

2021-01-19 
14:11:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

None of the vaccines have been properly tested - it takes years. 
The virus is muta7ng constantly, do we need to take constant 
vaccina7ons to keep up? This is a money-making scam designed 
at ins7ga7ng fear in the popula7on so that we (they) willingly 
comply to ridiculous condi7ons. If the govt con7nues to bully, 
there is likely to be push-back. The vaccine (which is ineffec7ve) 
should be op7onal for those who have submiped to the fear. 

Vickie
2021-01-19 
13:56:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Khumbulani

2021-01-19 
13:18:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Any mandatory requirement is an infringement on your 
freedom. I can not be forced to inject any substance of any sort 
into my body, pierce or tapoo my body. I was given this body by 
my maker, not by government or world leaders. Jan

2021-01-19 
13:10:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not save - free choice must stay important Cornelie

2021-01-19 
13:04:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a combina7on of concerns when it comes to the 
vaccina7on which is Mandatory Vaccina7on & Effec7veness. I 
personally do not understand why I would need a vaccina7on 
which doesn't mi7gate the risk of being infected and considering 
that there is a 97% chance of recovery from the virus, therefore I 
would rather allow my body to recover normally and take 
medica7on prescribed by the doctor which has worked like a 
charm on everyone I know who has Covid-19.  We need to focus 
on educa7ng people about this Virus and also looking at 
alterna7ve methods and medica7on. There are concerns that 
the vaccines which are being bought and administered may 
poten7ally be less effec7ve on the latest variance of the virus 
therefore, I do not trust that our Government has the IP & 
Subject Maper Experts in the room helping inform the decisions 
they are taking about our lives not to men7on our livelihoods. Phakamani

2021-01-19 
12:28:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't trust the goverment as well as the vaccine. Don' think it 
was tested fully... No vaccine for HIV & Aids, Cancer yet, but in a 
very short 7me there are various vaccines for Covid 19 already Marieta

2021-01-19 
11:59:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't want the vaccine, and it scares me that I could be forced 
to take it. 

I don't want the vaccine! 

Bye Mila

2021-01-19 
11:39:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What are they vaccina7ng for.Did they isolate the pathogen.How 
long does it take  for research. 

1 .What do they Test for exactly .I need answers from 
Ramaphosa. 2.Why  Africa are made  mice to  test all. 
3.mMRA used in vaccina7on..because of the nano chip  and 5G 
human DNA can be altered   right. Why do they want to control 
humans thinking.... 
Ramaphosa should know by now how dangerous  the planned 
vaccina7on  is to human.  5G has proven to have high 
radia7on..How can it help  ones health.Wisdom is the principal 
thing..Leaders   hear God  first he put you there not those 
eugenics of genera7ons . 

Joy

2021-01-19 
11:38:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Even though we have the vaccina7on we will s7ll have to social 
distance and wear masks.  There have been too many side 
effects and deaths from the vaccine.  Not enough research has 
been done and we have no idea what long term effects will be.   
If our government allowed us to use Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquine then there wouldn't be as many deaths.  
Why ban medica7on now that has been used over the years 
with no health risks. Lucia

2021-01-19 
11:24:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on My body.  My right to choose.  Yolande

2021-01-19 
10:45:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Me and my family will not take the vaccine, purely because we 
are not people who believe in taking 'drugs' of any sort.  ALL 
DRUGS have side-effects, and we prefer to do things naturally 
and not pump our bodies full of stuff we don't even know what's 
it contains.  As with everything in life we believe that we have a 
democra7c right, and therefore a choice.  We have not even 
taken the flu shot before.  Why are people all of a sudden 
running towards a vaccine, instead of making sure they live 
healthy lives?  There's been a vaccine against ovarian cancer for 
example, for many years.  One of the most vigilant cancers 
amongst women - you don't see women running to get this 
vaccine?  We also believe that there has not been enough 7me 
to test this vaccine properly.  If proof can be provided that it 
does not contain any harmful substances, then MAYBE we will 
consider taking it. Marsha

2021-01-19 
10:04:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nicole
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2021-01-19 
09:18:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa is a Democra7c Country. In Democracy we have a 
choices of everything, be it Religion, Speech etc. We can’t be 
forced to be vaccinated.  

The government should allow people to decide if they want to 
be vaccinated or not. Children are not going school and it has 
never been a priority for government to ensure that they spend 
a lot of money to hire community and workers to monitor that 
situa7on and take ac7on.  

People are loosing jobs and the only obsession in the domain is 
vaccines. There are no deliberate efforts of craming a plan 
whatsoever from government to revive the economy and assist 
those who lost their jobs during lockdown. 

What is it that is in this vaccine that makes it mandatory? We 
have once had a pandemic HIV and AIDS not even once were we 
forced to get tested.  Don’t force us we will decide on our own 
on how to deal with t Nomoya

2021-01-19 
09:14:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Vaccine has not  been  tested  
2. Researchers do not fully understand the  virus - so how have 
they created the vaccine 
3. Indecision by the WHO  - they keep revising their statements 
and findings about the virus...  
4. Inconclusive findings on the tes7ng. Pcr etc. Sam

2021-01-19 
08:58:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be consulted before taking decisions like these 
with their lives. It is clear that our government do not have our 
people’s best interest at heart they just do things because they 
have power. We the minority are pushed aside and no one is 
interested in knowing what we want but we are expected to 
vote. I also do not understand why are we not making our own 
vaccine instead of buying from other countries, are that useless 
as a country that we cannot invent our our own? Tradi7onal 
healers and western doctors can come together to find a 
solu7on and we can fight this please no more games and being 
with our lives for your benefits. Palesa

2021-01-19 
08:51:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think every individual must have a choice if they want the 
vaccine or not.  The is freedom of my own decision and body. 
Vaccine is s7ll too new on the market. Tes7ng period is too 
short. 
They want to test it on health care workers first, what are the 
side effects?  Is it known yet? What if we lose 10-20% of the heal 
care workers due to side effects of the vaccine? I don't think the 
vaccine is safe enough yet to give it to the en7re country. 
Vaccines should be tested properly before it is administrated. Li-Jean

2021-01-19 
08:16:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are people’s rights being violated in this regard, I feel like 
we are part of a big business transac7on, why is the president 
not mo7va7ng the natural way of comba7ng the virus, why 
doesn’t he speak of steaming and vitamins, I feel like we have 
been sold to all those whose are to make money out of this and 
probably depopulate the world as a lot of informa7on points to 
those allega7ons.

Manthakoan
a 

2021-01-19 
07:51:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on cannot be mandatory, some of us have not taken flu 
vaccine but now we must be mandated to take corona, let this 
be the wish and right of every ci7zen to decide whether they 
want it or not. The safety of this vaccine is not guaranteed or not 
known, if the government is so pro this vaccine, let them be the 
first in the que to get this injec7ons, they must lead by example. Patrick 

2021-01-19 
07:24:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is one of the deadliest viruses in human history and yet it 
only took a few months to develop a vaccine. It has not been 
properly tested, the long term effects and effec7veness has not 
been proven and the fact that all other alterna7ves are swept 
under the rug to promote this things is very concerning. Claudepe

2021-01-19 
07:22:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has side effects and was not properly tested 
therefore should not be forced on people Chris

2021-01-19 
05:50:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone has a right of choice to choose what he or she wants. 
Forcing people to take a vaccine is unjust and it takes away the 
right of choice.. I do not need to be vaccinated. Mbuso 

2021-01-19 
05:42:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My biggest concern is the side effects of the vaccine and we 
seen close family curing it via African way, we as African people 
we need to do away with believing everything that comes from 
the west , as history proves it that they have never wanted life 
for us so why would they start now. Thato 

2021-01-19 
05:20:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Bill Gates created the vaccine to depopulate the earth as he feels 
we are too many people he even adver7sed it in a paper which 
just disappeared from every library his inten7on is to kill the 
people through the vaccine  and to change their DNA l pray that 
God will open the eyes and understanding of the people that 
they will realize what is going on! Lorraine

2021-01-19 
04:26:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one should be forced to take the vaccine.  There are those of 
us who do not believe in vaccines for religious reasons. What 
about religious freedom?  Also that vaccine was not tested and 
there are many proofs out there that it will make people sick. 
The media monopoly has been keeping truth from the public for 
almost a year now. They simply block the truth from being 
published when people does a search online. Coenraad

2021-01-19 
02:13:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Laone
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2021-01-19 
00:29:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Virus has mild to severe symptoms and as the health 
professionals have stated and it has been proven that many 
people have survived without seeking nor needing medical care, 
it is unclear why the vaccine should be mandatory! Yes some 
have lost their lives but also a huge number of those who lost 
their lives were people who had underlying sicknesses and 
another chunk is people who died of other causes but were just 
counted as Covid-19 related deaths, when there were no 
autopsies done. 

The vaccines have been rusbed and i doubt very much that 
they're safe, right now it is about who gets the bucks first.  

The vaccine should be those who are high risk, like the elderly, 
also for them it should be op7onal and not mandatory. Nduduzo 

2021-01-18 
23:10:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Any vaccine should not be mandatory. This is a raise for concern. 
When was this vaccine developed, tested and observed? I smell 
a RAT! 
This vaccine will not come near me or my family. Lungile

2021-01-18 
23:04:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nna ke nagana Gore mopresident  le ma parlinment ba be bona 
ba go Thoma go kgonthixixa Gore this vaccine e bolokegile,go 
feta moo ,a ebe toka ya motho go fiwa this vaccine not by 
force ,as we are a democra7c country ka leboga Maria

2021-01-18 
22:55:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't trust that they have a proper vaccine, firstly.  
Secondly, I don't agree that it should be mandatory and that 
restric7ons will be placed on us if we don't take the vaccine.   
It goes against my right to freedom and choice. Zeenat 

2021-01-18 
22:07:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It must be op7onal and not mandatory. I don't want to be forced 
to take it. Anton

2021-01-18 
21:14:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not think we should be forced to get vaccinated by a vaccine 
our very own country hasn’t even researched and can guarantee 
it’s safety to our people, we can’t take vaccines for countries 
outside of South Africa because they don’t care about our 
people.!!! No to forced vaccina7on..!!! No to a none South 
African made vaccine...!!!!! No to any vaccine that enters our 
country for outside...!!!!! Bradley 

2021-01-18 
20:57:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kleinboy 

2021-01-18 
20:49:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Tests of drug is inconclusive and there is no legal  ac7on to be 
taken against pharmaceu7cal companies. Should there be 
repercussions to my health from being forced to take the drug, i 
have no recourse. If the pharmaceu7cal companies are able to 
confirm that they are confident in their drug, and  open to take 
responsibility and accountability for their medicine. 

2. I have  rights as a human and have the right to refuse any 
foreign untested products to enter my body. And have always 
been against vaccina7ons as they have proven to cause issues 
with children.  

3. The drug is Not even 100% effec7ve as per studies. Less than 
80-% effec7ve. I refer back to point 1 

4. No one knows the long term effects of any drug especially on 
children has not be proven as there has not been 7me for those 
conclusions.  Liezl

2021-01-18 
19:18:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccina7on has not been tested properly. Vaccines take 
years to develop. And tried and tested. This was done in a 
couple of months. Don’t feel that the studies were long enough. 
Why not test it on all the poli7cians first. If there is a problem 
with the vaccine, at least we won’t lose our health care workers. Scharll 

2021-01-18 
19:07:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Im worried that the vaccine was developed in a very short 7me , 
i dont know if its going to work since vaccines normally take a 
few more years to develop. Bongiwe

2021-01-18 
18:21:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nomthandaz
o

2021-01-18 
18:17:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government said the vaccine is from India. How come 
people who lives in India  doesn't know anything about the 
vaccine. 
Why is the government enforcing the vaccine to the ci7zens of 
this country? 
When and where did they Test this covid vaccine for human 
safety? 
Why is it so urgent for the government to vaccinate  people in 
South Africa? 

Nthabiseng

2021-01-18 
18:14:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not have the vaccine. I am.not owned by the government 
and this will be against my rights interna7onally and against the 
cons7tu7on Sean

2021-01-18 
18:14:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been adequately tested and they are using 
the popula7on as guinea pigs. The vaccine is unsafe and should 
not be forced on people. They have different criteria for different 
popula7on hours in different countries Karen

2021-01-18 
18:13:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not take the vaccine, there are other treatments like 
Ivermec7n that can be used and are safe. The vaccine is not safe 
and not even tested on animals, now we are the guinypigs. A lot 
of people are dying amer they got the vaccine, so I am totally 
against it. Etheresia

2021-01-18 
18:08:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I refuse to have any form of vaccine! They are dangerous and 
proven to harm people all over the world! Denise

2021-01-18 
18:01:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

China has managed to curb and deal with covid without bringing 
in vaccines and they are the country that sarted this.   
I also dont understand why people must be forced to get 
vaccinated. Where is our freedom of choice.  Its a choice Khaya

2021-01-18 
17:53:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sonja
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2021-01-18 
17:52:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

if ANC members can steal it like they s7ll food parcels and R500 
Billion, i will have faith on the vaccine. Aaron

2021-01-18 
17:52:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that the vaccine has not been proven to be safe and we as 
Africans are receiving something that is not the same as what is 
being distributed to Usa, Canada  and the EU. I do not support a 
mandatory vaccine at all. Juanita

2021-01-18 
17:08:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is the long and short term side effects of a vaccine 
that has been created in such a short period of 7me. As well as 
the effec7veness knowing that the virus mutates. I personally 
would prefer not to be forced if the necessary research has not 
been done. Carina 

2021-01-18 
16:18:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should be 100% voluntary. What happens to my body is 
100% my choice. I have freedom given to me by the 
Cons7tu7on, the highest law of the land. 
I also do not trust the safety of the vaccines. I also know the PCR 
test gives over 90% false posi7ves. I also know Covid 19 virus has 
not been isolated in a laboratory, so how on earth can a vaccine 
against it be developed if the virus is nót isolated. Jacques

2021-01-18 
16:07:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on will be many steps backwards in terms of 
our democracy. 

It will also be the beginning of a new tyranny by a government 
that is barely func7onal with all its corrup7on. Luvuyo

2021-01-18 
15:58:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my right to decide whether or not I want the vaccine. I do 
not want it. Its a rushed vaccine and should any injury result 
because of the vaccine, I have to live with it., the manufacturer 
and government will not take any responsibility. Melissa

2021-01-18 
15:30:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why should vaccina7on be mandatory? 
There should always be a choice for an individual otherwise 
there is no use in calling this country a democracy where people 
have freedom to choose for themselves. Besides vaccina7on is 
not a cure and at the moment it is being touted as the only 
op7on. Nevertheless the 7me frame for the appropriate tes7ng 
and refining of this vaccina7on is suspiciously fast therefore the 
contents and contraindica7ons cannot be fully understood at 
this stage. Nishad

2021-01-18 
15:25:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Side effects of the vaccina7on, ingredients. We as south Africans 
have the right to choose, right to freedom, right to own religious 
choice. Bianca

2021-01-18 
15:21:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am very concerned that a vaccine that has not been properly 
tested be mandatory. It could contain more harmful ingredients 
than Covid-19 itself. I heard it contains human DNA and Garlic. I 
am highly allergic to Garlic. Rina

2021-01-18 
15:03:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with rolling out the vaccine to people. 
The medical fraternal has largely been excluded from using 
known medica7on for the symptoms presented. While COVID is 
a new strain, drs are not allowed to have a voice. Only 
pharmaceu7cal company’s are allowed to drive the solu7on. 

brenda

2021-01-18 
14:44:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I agree whole-heartedly with Shania. Strange that Ivermec7n is 
'banned', due to the lack of proper tes7ng on humans, but the 
vaccines, which haven't been tested and PROVEN either, is fit for 
purpose. Furthermore why are there no effec7ve vaccines for 
AIDS, Tuberculosis, etc? Marthinus

2021-01-18 
14:22:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I honestly cannot trust a vaccine that has not been thoroughly 
tested for any possible side effects. I have seen videos online 
showing people who have suffered with severe side effects that 
are very debilita7ng and also that a number of people have died 
as a result of the side effects. Also, there are some other 
treatments that can be used un7l the vaccine has been fully 
tested  
Iverme7n is the proven cost-effec7ve cure. Government needs 
to un-ban this drug instead of pushing a vaccine that has not 
been tested properly. The government has banned Ivermec7n as 
it gets  health funding for the purchase of this unproven vaccine. 
There have been some serious side effects of the vaccine. (Has 
some of this funding gone "astray" one might ask?) The Govt 
cannot be trusted to have our best interests at heart - they 
cannot even pay out the UIF TERS payments that are s7ll 
outstanding! How can we trust them to keep their word 
regarding the safety of the vaccine. Saving lives should be first 
priority. I will invoke my right to freedom of choice and NOT be 
subjected to having this vaccine. Sonja

2021-01-18 
14:21:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not sure why I should be forced to take a vaccine. I would rather 
let my body fight the disease naturally. 99% plus survival rate... 
Enough said. Especially if this vaccine has been developed so 
quickly, who knows what the adverse effects are going to be.  
They should make the vaccine voluntary for those who want to 
take it.  
Personally I think Ivermec7n looks like the way to go, so does 
MMS or Ozone therapy.  

Klaiton

2021-01-18 
14:18:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should be voluntary. The risk involved with a vaccine is 
too high for children, people and the elderly. There is NO proof 
that the vaccine will cure the virus. So why pump unnecessary 
chemicals that is very harmful into your body??!!! NO THANK 
YOU. Una

2021-01-18 
14:17:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been workshopped to us.  The president 
only addresses us about this vaccine without encouraging 
engagements on the maper. No Q's&A's pla{orm opened for the 
public to understand what this vaccine entails. Sthule

2021-01-18 
14:06:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Must be voluntary Archie

2021-01-18 
13:59:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't want to take the vaccine. I took a flu vac once and caused 
issues to my eyes. So no thank you. I don't trust it Sandra
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2021-01-18 
13:58:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have other medica7on to use rather than vaccines. Why 
should we use vaccine, while people are recovering without 
vaccines? The use of vaccines should be voluntary not 
mandatory. Lesego

2021-01-18 
13:42:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would not want to submit to the vaccine as it is my human right 
not to.  I do not believe that it is at all safe. L

2021-01-18 
13:35:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every individual should choose to be vaccinated or not, and not 
to be forced to take the vaccine. It should be voluntary. Seabi

2021-01-18 
13:31:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that you have the right to say no to the vaccine. I also feel 
that they do not even have a cure for a lot of  diseases i.e. 
cancer, malaria etc. How do they get this vaccine so fast. The  
vaccine has also not been tested to see the effec7veness and a 
lot of doctors say it is too soon there might be amer effects or 
serious side effects. Who is going to take the responsibility for 
this? 

Why does Korea have almost no cases? What is happening in 
China who is now dead quiet? 

Too many ques7ons and not enough answers Deborah

2021-01-18 
13:23:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should not be made mandatory, especially a new 
vaccine that has not had enough safety studies done and there 
are know alterna7ve protocols available for treatment and 
preven7on Sam

2021-01-18 
13:13:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I need first assurance from my government that they have done 
their due diligence and no one is going to this blindly. Stop 
accusing us of conspiracies and give us assurance to establish 
trust from us first. We cannot ignore informa7on just because 
you say you need us to be vaccinated. We lost wealth in Africa 
this way, where our trusted leaders just look for the next best 
thing instead of the ul7mate sa7sfac7on for our people. Fulutedzani 

2021-01-18 
13:07:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Juanne

2021-01-18 
12:56:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine does not have any long term trials to determine 
safety 
There are other treatments available 
The disease has a 97% recovery rate in cases (possibly more as 
many people may have unknowingly had it already) 
It has already been stated that the vaccine is not effec7ve and 
will require mul7ple doses as well as Covid Protocals will s7ll 
need to be adhered to (Masks and Distancing) so what is the 
point of puing myself and my family at risk using an untested 
vaccine 

Carey

2021-01-18 
12:39:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine has not been tested  
I don't use medica7on I live in the Name of Jesus  
It's my cons7tu7onal right to choose that works for me  
I'll not start by taking a vaccine Yolanda 

2021-01-18 
12:35:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines have not gone through adequate tes7ng. Even 
'normal flu' vaccines are not 100% effc7ve, has never been.  It is 
illogical to use a vaccine for 99.7% recovery rate. 
Even medical doctors are saying no to this unknown type of 
vaccine. 
Rather help ci7zens to strengthen their immune systems. 
Ivermetcin has been  part of medical care, and has been 
approved for many years. - so much safer for human 
consump7on. Celeste

2021-01-18 
12:25:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Shouldn’t be mandatory, since is been pushed to be so. Then it 
seems like it not about the virus but something else. You can’t 
force people to take something they don’t want. Amer all it’s 
their life and they can decide what one wants. Would they take 
full responsibility of any side effects that can cause harm? If no 
then no use for forcing individuals Sipho

2021-01-18 
11:57:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I actually have a number of concerns listed but this is my top 
concern.  I don't believe that this should be mandatory at all. 
Each person has a right to decide whether they want the vaccine 
or not especially that I'm not convinced  that enough tes7ng has 
been done and we don't fully understand any long term side 
effects of the vaccine. 

Ingrid

2021-01-18 
11:56:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't see any news about the shitbag poli7cians volunteering 
for the untested vaccines first, which is a massive concern since 
it seems the drug companies are absolved of any damages.  I 
also have zero interest in having vaccines that cause death and 
other health issues that appear worse than the virus itself. As far 
as I'm concerned, this bunch of incompetent scumbags running 
the country are all just jumping on the corrup7on bandwagon 
again, another opportunity that presented itself in a dying 
economy. Now the supposedly care so much about their ci7zens 
but stole the majority of interna7onal covid funds in the first 
place. They can fuck off and die as far as I'm concerned. Beper 
yet, let them all take the vaccine first, which is what any leader 
would do. Hahahaha... Janet

2021-01-18 
11:55:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not all people choose to vaccinate their children with known 
vaccines that was tested for years before introduced but now 
you want to take away our human right to say NO to an untested 
vaccine - this is not right. Give it to people who are willing to 
take it do not try to force it on the unwilling. According to me 
the vaccine has not gone through the process to declare it save 
to take. NO THANK YOU! Tanja

2021-01-18 
11:51:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The concern is the debilita7ng Freedom of movement 
restric7ons that will be imposed if one does not choose to have 
the vaccine. Human right to sovreignty eroded. 
Even if one has the vaccine, we are told we must s7ll wear 
masks, social distance , work from home etc. Bronwyn 
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2021-01-18 
11:51:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that this vaccine will support the New World Order's 
agenda to decrease the worlds popula7on beginning with Africa. 
Furthermore the safety has not been sufficiently established. 
AND there are alterna7ves like Ivermec7n etc Rochell

2021-01-18 
11:49:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 infringement on the rights of we the people  
there is no guarantee that having the vaccine will prevent re-
infec7on or change anything about the current economic 
situa7on in RSA 
and most importantly, we do not know how safe it is - vaccines 
manufactured over a MUCH longer period are notoriously 
dangerous as they have a nega7ve impact on health 
A BIG RESOUNDING NO !!! Denise

2021-01-18 
11:47:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

it is an infringement on the rights of we the people - as we will 
not be able to travel etc if we do not have it 
there is no guarantee that having the vaccine will prevent re-
infec7on or change anything about the current economic 
situa7on in RSA 
and most importantly, we do not know how safe it is - vaccines 
manufactured over a MUCH longer period are notoriously 
dangerous as they have a nega7ve impact on health 
A BIG RESOUNDING NO !!! Denise

2021-01-18 
11:47:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please do not make it mandatory,  I personally do not want to 
take the vaccine. Florence

2021-01-18 
11:20:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mohammed

2021-01-18 
11:17:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are so many nega7ve reports doing the rounds pertaining 
to the vaccine. If Govt are confident in its ability then parliament 
must lead by example and get vaccinated first. Those willing to 
take the vaccine thereamer can do so voluntarily. Why? Given we 
have a na7onal and global recovery rate of 80% or higher, 
fatality rate is less than 3%; less than 15% of the popula7on have 
been tested so why make the vaccine mandatory? Jus7n

2021-01-18 
11:10:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine contains a lot of dangerous ingredients like featus 
mapers from s7ll borns etc. This is not of God. Government 
should be transparent on the ingredients. These vaccines comes 
from Bill Gates and as previously it will be used to control 
popula7on.  Thus people will die from it. It is also not ethical to 
inject people so that they can go to work and move around. It 
should be everyone's one choice if they want it or not. Our 
government again are using this to generate more money for 
themselves. They have no interest in peoples lives. Reinholdt

2021-01-18 
11:02:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I share the concerns of many medical professionals who say that 
insufficient tes7ng has been done to ensure effec7veness and 
safety of the vaccine. I would not want to be coerced into using 
the vaccine. 

What about Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.)?! Maria
2021-01-18 
10:59:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

i don't support the vaccine and feel i have a right to decide what 
goes into my body. kristy

2021-01-18 
10:48:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with mandatory vaccina7on of any descrip7on 
whatsoever especially a vaccine that has not been tried and 
tested over several years as is required for all medica7on.  There 
have been many reports of people having adverse reac7ons to 
this vaccine. 

Ivermec7n should be made available to all South Africans at a 
reasonable cost as a preventa7ve and as a treatment for the 
Covid 19 virus.  It has been used safely on humans for many, 
many years. 

My body is my property and no one has jurisdic7on over it 
except me.  Dee

2021-01-18 
10:27:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Othusitse

2021-01-18 
10:24:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I personally feel that the vaccine should be op7onal, and making 
it compulsory is unfair. Mokgadi 

2021-01-18 
10:22:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm totally against the idea to have people vaccinated against 
their will.  People should be given the opportunity to have the 
vaccine or not.  Vaccina7on should be voluntary and not 
mandatory.  Hasn't the government taken too much of our rights 
away already?  We are going to die - vaccine or no vaccine! Mandy

2021-01-18 
10:20:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have seen been asking if this vaccine will cure this virus and the 
answer is No and so my next ques7on is what's the use of it 
then???? And that makes me believe the no7on that the vaccine 
is to kill us as people and especially blacks as apparently we have 
no contribu7ons but to just keep falling pregnant. And again I 
have seen videos of doctors fain7ng in tes7ng the vaccine so 
that really confirms this conspiracy going around and especially 
when it does not even cure the virus... So why must we be 
subject into taking then if it's not helping what is supposedly 
meant to do which is curing the virus so we can go back to our 
normal lives.... I do not want it, can I die in peace then please. 
Thank you! Elizabeth 

2021-01-18 
10:12:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Tshiamo

2021-01-18 
10:02:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not sure of its effec7veness. Why are there no vaccines for other 
illnesses that have been around for years but scien7sts rushed to 
get one for covid? 
It should not be mandatory. Individuals have rights so whether a 
health worker or not it should be voluntary. 

Charlope
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2021-01-18 
10:01:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Whether the government and interna7onal health agencies will 
acknowledge it or not  there is  ongoing moun7ng  evidence 
worldwide of horrific reac7ons to the  "rush to market" vaccines. 
The hypocri7c oath is do harm to none, and no Doctor who 
administers a vaccine that has been rushed out and is s7ll 
essen7ally in its test phase  could claim to be upholding that 
oath.   Why on earth our government will not sanc7on the use of 
Ivermec7n which has been FDA approved, and has been around 
for the past 50 years and has PROVED itself to "do no harm" is 
absolutely beyond me.  It leaves you to wonder if there is not 
some other agenda at play here!! 

I had vaccines as a child when I could not consent, however as 
an adult I have never ever been vaccinated for anything and 
have never had more than the seasonal flu, recovering normally 
and geing on with my life with no lingering side effects.  I do 
not smoke or drink, I am a vegetarian so I eat more healthy than 
most and consequently i am in very goof health, and am 
certainly not about to start taking any vaccine especially not one 
with the horrific neurological side effects I have seen. I will take 
my chances and allow my God given built in  immunity defence 
system to do what it was designed to do thank you. 

I WILL NOT TAKE THE VACCINE. Charmaine
2021-01-18 
10:01:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Colin

2021-01-18 
09:47:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have seen footage and warnings that  the vaccines causes 
extreme side effects.  Not willing to risk my life on poorly tested 
vaccines especially when I am forced!! Marlene

2021-01-18 
09:35:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with this vaccine as we do not know what the side 
effects will be as it is has been manufactured so quickly that 
there is not enough evidence to show it is safe and will not cause 
other long las7ng side effects or even death! 
I will not be taking this un7l they can prove it is not harmful in 
anyway, doesn't change your DNA or make you infer7le.  Too 
many uncertain7es for me. Diane

2021-01-18 
09:29:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone knows the virus is not as deadly as claimed by the 
world's politbureau. 
99% of infected people recovered without the vaccine. 
It should be voluntary and  
without restric7ons on those who do not want it. 
The government should stop playing with SA ci7zens.  
Frankly, I don't care about this lab invented fearmongering virus, 
I care about our freedom to choose and travel as s7pulated in 
the cons7tu7on. 

JC

2021-01-18 
09:24:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should be op7onal only! There has been too much 
research about the efficacy of a vaccine on Corina viruses. This is 
s7ll very much an experimental drug and we cannot know for 
certain if this will work, what the long term side effects are or if 
it is even safe to use. Corlize

2021-01-18 
09:22:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First and foremost people should have the ability to choose, 
whether to use alterna7ve medica7on (Ivermec7n) or if they 
would like to get vaccinated 

Ivermec7n has been used/tested on millions of people for the 
past 4 decades 
AstraZeneca/Oxford vaccine has only been tested for the past 
few months on much less people 

People must have the freedom to choose Hanno
2021-01-18 
09:21:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no clear informa7on about what exactly does the 
vaccine do in the body, Thililelwi 

2021-01-18 
09:20:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every person has a right to choose. I don't agree with mandatory 
vaccina7on. Why spend so much taxpayers money and  force  
people to vaccinate with such a high recovery rate? Corona virus 
changes according to scien7sts so the vaccine is for which 
variant form? Gofe 

2021-01-18 
09:01:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccina7on should be voluntary, not mandatory.  Our bodies 
are made to heal themselves and I am of the belief that my 
immune system will handle the virus on it's own.  I have no co-
morbidi7es so I should be allowed to decline any vaccine if I so 
wish Eloise

2021-01-18 
08:59:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The enforced mandatory of a unproven untested vaccine for 
virus that is less deadly than the yearly flu, by fear mongering 
corrupt and inept government. No thank you! The government is 
trying to reach further and further into our personal lives 
without the regard for the checks and balances of a democra7c 
and free and fair country.  They are happy to quote the 
cons7tu7on while they trample and disregard it themselves. 

If you want your ci7zens to take the vaccine prove it by openly 
and with full traceability with confirma7on by independent  
bodies take the vaccine yourselves. Then once it is proven that 
vaccine has no nega7ve side effects and actually has a posi7ve 
effect maybe then you can roll it out on your ci7zens. 
We are not sheep! We are the intellectual and economic 
powerhouse that fuels your lavish and opulent lifestyles 

Regards 
a hardworking and country building ci7zen Jonathan
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2021-01-18 
08:59:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

- the vaccina7on has not been given 7me to properly be tested 
- the recovery rate of Covid has been proven to be higher than 
fatali7es 
- there are alterna7ve methods that have been used on pa7ents 
that effec7vely work but has been denied by WHO, why is that?  
- vaccina7on should be the last resort, amer we have exhausted 
all avenues to combac7ng this virus 
There has been far more damaging sicknesses than Covid, all this 
spin doctoring to derive fear and cause panick and therefore 
think we need this untested vaccine that no-one knows if it 
works or not - why must humans be guinea pigs for this? let it be 
tested in Europe first then we can talk about effec7veness and 
rollout. I AM COMPLETELY AGAINST THIS VACCINE. Molaiwa

2021-01-18 
08:50:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Just as "my body, my choice" applies to abor7ons, so I demand 
my right to choose whether to take the vaccine or not. Jax

2021-01-18 
08:49:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Tania

2021-01-18 
08:46:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rick

2021-01-18 
08:38:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine must not be made mandatory, those who want to 
take it can do so similarly to those that don't want it, everyone 
must exercise their rights. 
There must also be no discrimina7on against those that didn't 
take the vaccine being denied access to public necessi7es 
because of their choice. Ndivhuwo 

2021-01-18 
08:35:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not fully trust the vaccine and believe we should be given a 
choice on whether we want it or not Chantelle

2021-01-18 
08:33:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We need an African solu7on . Good health, exercise and herbs 
proven to boost immunity have been ignored in favour of big 
pharma. We need to go back to the first principles tulutelo

2021-01-18 
08:24:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on This is not a vaccine, it is made to make you sick! Anne-Marie

2021-01-18 
08:21:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If you go deeply in to this maper, the "experimental" mRNA 
COVID vaccines are not even vaccines, and legally cannot be 
called "vaccines", because they are really medical devices. 
Whatever the government is planning to do with this 
rubbish, PLEASE:   Let it be each individual's PERSONAL CHOICE - 
DON'T ENFORCE IT!...…….I am no one's guineapig.  We are 
already sick and 7red of all this controlling being forced on to us.  
There are lots more I can say, but will rather shut up for now..... INA

2021-01-18 
08:17:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, I do not trust the Government with anything they do 
because of the rampant and prevalent corrup7on.  

Secondly, there is clear evidence that the Government is being 
dictated to by outside forces with the evil agenda to make 
money out of this disaster. This fact becomes clearly evident 
when our Government bans effec7ve treatments for COVID-19 
like Ivermec7n when countries like the USA, UK and India have 
already cleared Ivermec7n as a treatment for COVID-19. 

Lastly, neither myself or any of my family members will take any 
vaccine for COVID-19. Ruan

2021-01-18 
08:16:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my right to choose whether or not I want the vaccine. 
There is NO idea of what the long term effect of this vaccine 
could possibly have. 
Ini7al roll out should be on prisoners with life sentences - they're 
in jail already, do not contribute to the economy and gave up 
their freedom of choice the day they commiped crimes.  If it 
works on them and there are no side effects, the popula7on will 
be okay.  If they die from it, it's no loss to society.  Rolling it out 
to our Health Care Workers is irresponsible, what if all of them 
die??? 
Vaccina7on would not be necessary if drugs such as Ivermec7n 
(that is clearly working) was made available to Covid-19 pa7ents. Natasha

2021-01-18 
08:08:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that this vaccine is not fully tested and compliant to health 
an safety standards . There are a number of diseases out there 
for more than ten years and which s7ll have not got an effec7ve 
vaccine. How come does this virus suddenly have an "effec7ve" 
vaccine so soon. 
This should be tried, tested and approved by recognized 
authori7es . The other maper of concern is the mandatory 
implemen7ng of this vaccine. Surely at this stage a person has 
the right to what he is puing into his body. I won't take this 
vaccine un7l it has a proven track record with no side effects. 
Not like a lot of vaccines nowadays. Roy

2021-01-18 
08:03:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be the decision of the individual/family to take the 
vaccine and / or whether they choose to use alterna7ves. Nicole

2021-01-18 
08:00:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No trust in the vaccine as it is not 100% effect against the virus 
and it also violated my religious beliefs as it’s not halaal.  
Ivermec7n should be used as a alterna7ve to see how effec7ve it 
is. The vaccine does not prevent reinfec7on amer taking the 
vaccine one s7ll has to wear a mask and maintain social 
distancing. This does not make sense I recommend that the first 
to take these vaccine should be the government star7ng with 
the whole of parliament President being the first. Imraan

2021-01-18 
07:58:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to me and my family to be vaccinated. I also do not 
trust the effec7veness of the vaccine, why do people s7ll need to 
follow covid-19 protocols amer they have vaccinated ,like 
wearing of masks, sani7zing and prac7cing social distancing? Phindile
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2021-01-18 
07:57:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 The vaccines were developed in record 7mes as a desperate 
race to say 'we are doing something'.  It has not been out for 
tes7ng long enough and we do not knw what the long term 
effects and consequences will be. Most other vaccines that we 
ourselves and our children have received have been on the 
market for 20 + years. Therefore I do not trust that this vaccine 
will firstly actually prevent infec7on and protect the users for 
longer than 6 months at a 7me, and to have people take 
vaccines every 6 months is just money making scheme. Secondly 
I do not trust this vaccines to have it injected into myself or my 
kids. 
 Nicoli

2021-01-18 
07:55:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not even been fully tested nor undergone the 
full 3 years of human trials any form of medica7on should 
undergo before being made available to the general public. This 
vaccine could have serious and deadly affects which no one 
seems to be worried about. It is against my human rights to 
force this upon me. I will not take the vaccine.  AMSA has proven 
there is an alterna7ve. Government should consider the 
wellbeing if their people instead of their own financial gain. Daleen 

2021-01-18 
07:55:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Steve

2021-01-18 
07:42:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been tested fully and may cause adverse 
reac7ons. Also, everyone should have the right to choose what 
they put into their body. This is the basis of freedom. Kerry

2021-01-18 
07:40:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The fact that it is plan to be MANDATORY? This for a flu virus? 
This is the shortest vaccine created and planned for mass 
implementa7on! 
Not enough data for side affects. Clint

2021-01-18 
07:37:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

NO< NO mandatory vaccine, this must be a choice of every 
individual as we all have rights, with NO NO penalty because of 
the fact that you do not want to have the vaccine Nadeen

2021-01-18 
07:25:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Top concern is all: Tax payers money, this vaccine has not been 
properly tested. No one knows what the nega7ve impact will be. 
People should have a chose if they want to take it. Venessa

2021-01-18 
07:21:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on For which stain of the virus will this be for. Leslie

2021-01-18 
07:12:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We have a right to choose if you want it or not. Corne

2021-01-18 
07:02:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Surely we  are part of a democracy as well as the working force - 
tax paying - we should have the freedom to choose whether we 
want this vaccine or any other vaccine for that maper.  It does 
send up many red flags that our government is so keen to force 
our people to take a vaccine that has been developed so quickly 
and at no cost?? Julia

2021-01-18 
06:59:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be choice. Not mandatory. They won't allow 
medicine proven to work because there is not enough tes7ng.. 
yet they want to push a vaccine down our throat that hasn't had 
enough tes7ng and the problem or virus has a dismal death rate. 
Just like flu.. that vaccine is useless. Just allow for herd immunity 
like most things. We all know South Africans are being used as 
Guinea pigs. We have a right to life . Anouske

2021-01-18 
06:57:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on THIS IS AGAINST OUR HUMAN RIGHTS. MY BODY, MY CHOICE! Michelle

2021-01-18 
06:55:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I oppose all vaccines and will not concede to having any 
mandatory ones.  There are alterna7ves available which would 
probably be much cheaper and less harmful. shirley

2021-01-18 
06:51:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Andre

2021-01-18 
06:49:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is not proven and was a rushed affair to bring it to 
market. China should pay not ZA tax payers.  The corrupt ANC 
gov is the last bunch in the universe Ill trust with vacina7on. 
They can start vaccina7ng the ANC ministers and their cronies, 
then the EFF and their supporters. Vaccina7on should be 
voluntary for the rest of us. Andries

2021-01-18 
06:48:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why is the Covid one mandatory,  there's other vaccines like flue 
but an individual decides.  How did they si quickly find vaccine 
for covid while its been more than years that HIV dis nit have a 
vaccine and its killing our people Mathabathe 

2021-01-18 
06:47:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on William

2021-01-18 
06:25:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that there has not been enough tes7ng of the vaccine, to 
ascertain all the side effects. The world was rushing to get a 
vaccine in place to stop the virus, and therefore proper tes7ng 
has not been completed.  
I will not be receiving or accept the vaccine, and neither will my 
children. It’s more of a risk to have the vaccine in such early 
stages of its development, than it is currently without the 
vaccine. Candice

2021-01-18 
06:21:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Donavan

2021-01-18 
06:09:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lisa

2021-01-18 
05:46:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

At 1st it was said that they wanted to make us genie pigs, there 
was a loud outcry. Now all of a sudden the country is geing 
vaccines however our own scien7sts couldnt follow suit to what 
others in other countries was doing. We needed our own 
vaccine not something from other countries. I do not feel safe 
anymore. It feels like we were sacrificed for this mission to be 
fulfilled from the word go Sibongile

2021-01-18 
04:48:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's a way of controlling the world, many don't see it but those 
with spiritual eyes know it, our government have sold their soul, 
and they must not force anyone to take the vaccine, phakama 
chief Jus7ce phakama Sizwe 

2021-01-18 
04:30:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The effec7veness of the vaccine is uncertain. 
Its side effects may be worse than the sickness. Natasha 
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2021-01-18 
01:42:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dit is my menslike reg om self te besluit of ek die inen7ng wil 
aanvaar of nie. Ek bly nie in n kommunis7ese staat nie - hoewel 
dit so voorkom. Riki

2021-01-18 
01:17:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do not trust the vaccine and refuse to be a Guinea pig Agnes

2021-01-18 
01:11:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I  do not accept  the vaccine roll out program because when we 
look at the number  the pandemic  is manageable it is not killing 
like what the news is telling us Eric

2021-01-18 
00:49:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be an individual choice not be forced on 
people.  It should start with our government officials to use it as 
most of them are  above 60years of age so as to trust that it can 
be used on other people . Amer that it can be filtered 
downwards to health workers and the pensioners then the rest 
of RSA. 
We cant allow to be Guinea pigs Nancy

2021-01-18 
00:43:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support any vaccina7on whatsoever. We Africans have 
plenty herbs to can heal the virus. I feel it’s a money making 
scam. If only we could get hiv cure then maybe I would support 
it but as for covid vaccine no thank you. Do not make it 
mandatory. People have a right to say no to the vaccine.NO to 
vaccine Nopa7ence

2021-01-18 
00:30:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

do not force people to take vaccines. Let people decide for 
themselves Welcome

2021-01-18 
00:28:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking a vaccine should be voluntary those who want it let them 
have it but others should not be forced into taking it Buhle 

2021-01-18 
00:01:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to get forced to take a vaccine that is not even 
proven to be safe. Those who want to inject themselves should 
go do it, but not force others to do it. Nick

2021-01-17 
22:29:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Pharmaceu7cal companies have never been in the business to 
heal , a healed pa7ent is a lost customer. 

Vaccines have caused even more sickness since day one. Mzwandile

2021-01-17 
22:09:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t believe a vaccine can be mandatory as it is a 
contraven7on of our right and is an apack on our civil liber7es, 
all part of the corporate communist plot to control as are the 
masks and curfews to name a few Robin

2021-01-17 
21:55:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Larissa

2021-01-17 
21:54:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe that any vaccine should be mandatory.  I 
personally do not want the vaccine and I do not want my 
teenager to be given the vaccine.  It is my body and I should 
have the choice, just like any other vaccine. Sharnell

2021-01-17 
21:43:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Micaela

2021-01-17 
20:33:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel it is mychoice to be vaccinated and not the governments to 
make for me. 

The vaccines all over the world have been producing weird and 
non sa7sfactory results. 

I am not sure what the alterna7ves are but I am dead against the 
vaccine. 

James

2021-01-17 
20:26:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe it us in my best interest to take a vaccine that 
hasn't been tested properly in my opinion. 

I want to exercise my democra7c right to either accept or refuse 
with punishment. Feroza 

2021-01-17 
20:06:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My family and I have never needed nor used conven7onal 
medicine and will not start now. Jeanepe 

2021-01-17 
20:06:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My family and I have never needed nor used conven7onal 
medicine and will not start now. Jeanepe 

2021-01-17 
20:06:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Are we  tes7ng tools why is it rolled in our country while the 
virus started in china why cant they start where the virus 
started, one concern if the vaccine can be developed in such a 
short period where is the AIDS vaccine how far is it have they 
started or not just a concern Mamodibedi

2021-01-17 
20:02:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe we are dealing with a virus that is dangerous 
enough to warrant a rushed vaccine.  I do not trust the PCR 
tes7ng method, nor do I believe that true health is built on 
vaccina7ng people.  I am not necessarily "an7 vax" but I do not 
support vaccina7ng against Covid 19. Jo

2021-01-17 
19:54:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Seing the precedent that humans can be mandated to use 
experimental medical devices is extremely dangerous to our 
society. guy

2021-01-17 
19:49:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be op7onal without restric7ons to those who didn't 
take it, otherwise our freedom of choice is being eroded. The 
PCR TEST has 0% accuracy, the recovery rate in SA is 92%, the 
vaccine is not going to stop the transmission, amer being 
vaccinated we must keep wearing the masks and keeping the 
social distance, so why exactly are we being forced to vaccinate.  
Other countries are making their own vaccine but we're 
supposed to get it from other countries. Don't we have the 
relevant professionals to make the vaccine ourselves? Those 
countries have already men7oned that they'll sell us sub 
standard vaccine compared to theirs. Is our government that 
stupid? Are you sure that it's a safe vaccine? With a recovery 
rate of 92%???? Mandy
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Cdc sta7s7cs From America n website state clearly that 3% of 
the 113000 people vaccina7on (3000 people) have suffered such 
adverse effects from the vaccina7on that they are unable to 
work . 
Please read: 
Covid vaccine should be avoided at all cost. 

Message from Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. 

"To all my pa7ents: 

I would like to draw your apen7on urgently to important issues 
related to the next Covid-19 vaccina7on. For the first 7me in the 
history of vaccina7on, the so-called last genera7on mRNA 
vaccines intervene directly in the gene7c material of the pa7ent 
and therefore alter the individual gene7c material, which 
represents the gene7c manipula7on, something that was 
already forbidden and un7l then considered criminal. This 
interven7on can be compared to gene7cally manipulated food, 
which is also highly controversial. Even if the media and 
poli7cians currently trivialize the problem and even stupidly call 
for a new type of vaccine to return to normality, this vaccina7on 
is problema7c in terms of health, morality and ethics, and also in 
terms of gene7c damage that, unlike the damage caused by 
previous vaccines, will be irreversible and irreparable. 

Dear pa7ents, amer an unprecedented mRNA vaccine, you will 
no longer be able to treat the vaccine symptoms in a 
complementary way. They will have to live with the 
consequences, because they can no longer be cured simply by 
removing toxins from the human body, just as a person with a 
gene7c defect like Down syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, Turner 
syndrome, gene7c cardiac arrest, hemophilia, cys7c fibrosis, Rep 
syndrome, etc.), because the gene7c defect is forever! 

This means clearly: if a vaccina7on symptom develops amer an 
mRNA vaccina7on, neither I nor any other therapist can help 
you, because the damage caused by the vaccina7on will be 
gene7cally irreversible. In my opinion, these new vaccines 
represent a crime against humanity that has never been 
commiped in such a big way in history. As Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, 
an experienced doctor, said: In fact, this "promising vaccine" for 
the vast majority of people should be FORBIDDEN, because it is 
gene7c manipula7on! " 

The vaccine, developed and endorsed by Anthony Fauci and 
funded by Bill Gates, uses experimental mRNA technology. Three 
of the 15 human guinea pigs (20%) experienced a "serious 
adverse event". 

Note: messenger RNA or mRNA is the ribonucleic acid that 
transfers the gene7c code of the DNA of the cell nucleus to a 
ribosome in the cytoplasm, that is, the one that determines the 
order in which the amino acids of a protein bind and act as a 
mold or papern for the synthesis of that protein. 

Resource: 

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. (hpps://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Robert_F._Kennedy_Jr.) 

Vaccine COVID = IRREVERSIBLE GENETIC DAMAGE - A CRIME 
AGAINST HUMANITY. 

DOES CORONAVIRUS EXIST OR NOT? 
- CLARIFICATION: 

1. DOES THE VIRUS EXIST? 

Yes, like many other viruses. 

2. DOES IT HAVE A CURE? 

Yes, if you use the proper medicines and do not leave your 
health in the hands of corrupt and mercan7le health systems. 

3. ARE THERE GOOD DOCTORS? 

Yes and many, some are ac7ng discreetly giving appropriate 
treatments, others have been bolder and there are many videos 
in the networks talking about these treatments, and many have 
been threatened, disqualified or silenced. 

4. ARE SCIENTISTS INVESTIGATING? 

Yes, and there is a world union calling for more doctors and 
scien7sts called Doctors and Scien7sts for Truth, to expose the 
falsity of the treatment they have given to the bug issue. 

5. IS IT A PANDEMIC? 

No. The WHO changed the term that referred to the pandemic, 
before the bug was launched in order to end the pandemic. 

6. IS IT CONTAGIOUS? 

Yes, like all flu. 
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2021-01-17 
19:37:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that it should be my choice as a person, even when 
frequently traveling, to have or not have the vaccinarion as it 
should be my right to acknowledge what goes into my body and 
what is good to go into my body. Claude

2021-01-17 
19:19:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mmonimang

2021-01-17 
18:46:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should be given to people who believe that there is a 
pandemic and to those who are afraid of the virus. They must 
leave other people who do not want it or do not believe that 
there's a pandemic. Ramaphosa and his health minister can have 
it, they are both vulnerable due to age. 
I can't go to a sangoma to seek protec7on against thokolosi that 
I haven't seen nor believe it exists. And ramaphosa must stop 
crying crocodile tears on TV as if he cares about south african, he 
must do the right thing sell his Buffaloes and pay aspen its 500M 
he took for cr17. We didn't ask him to join the Satanists cult. RSA 
is not going to be his sacrifice. Magauta 

2021-01-17 
18:37:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support this vaccine as its not effec7ve and people have 
died from it. Marilyn 

2021-01-17 
18:36:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What guarantee is there that I or any of my family members 
won't have an allergic reac7on?  If its true that fetus was used 
for it how can I allow something to be injected in my body which 
God didn't implemented from the beginning?  I will not let 
anybody inject me cause I am not sick and  I'm totally against 
cruelty to humankind Ren7a

2021-01-17 
18:29:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I will not take any vaccine! I will rather die! Map

2021-01-17 
18:06:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I dont trust it at all. Lyle

2021-01-17 
17:56:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Desiree

2021-01-17 
17:45:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is being challenged by professional doctors that says 
it is not safe , so how is the government going forward without 
giving the people who understands beper about the vaccine a 
chance to voice their concern or the manner to be dispensed. TSHITA

2021-01-17 
17:40:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, this is not a vaccine, as people are warned that amer 
being vaccinated they s7ll need to wear masks and can s7ll be 
contagious. 
Secondly, is should be called an experimental biological 
substance, as that would be a more accurate descrip7on. 
Thirdly, there are concerns regarding the effect on human 
fer7lity in the long run, as covid has an effect. This needs an 
answer. 
Overall, this experimental biological substance has several 
ques7onmarks, while proven safe medica7on like Ivermec7n and 
Hydrochloroquin are now said to be bad?  
This smells of bad decisionmaking and bad guidance by the 
medical fraternity. My family and I will not be guinea pigs for an 
experimental biological substance. Coenie

2021-01-17 
17:24:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The safety of this vaccine and its intended purpose on a human 
being’s DNA is a huge concern for me Phoko

2021-01-17 
17:22:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We don't need a immoral vaccines,  they want to control people 
and steal their freedom,  some vaccines have a chip in them to 
control people like dogs or drones.  They made with aborted 
children.  Point is we don't need there evil junk Billy

2021-01-17 
17:21:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccina7on process seems to be heading toward the 
direc7on of it being compulsory. If this is the case, it seems that 
the world is indeed going to the end Thanduxolo

2021-01-17 
17:04:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People must not be forced to vaccinate since the virus can be 
prevented without being vaccinated. Malesela

2021-01-17 
17:03:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with the compulsory vaccina7on at all. It should 
be your choice if you want to be vaccinated Colet

2021-01-17 
16:56:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that all vaccine, that have been created, have not fully 
tested, so I believe that there are lots of unknown about vaccine 
at the moment. Trevor 

2021-01-17 
16:51:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be en7tled to freedom of speech, movement, what 
we put in our bodies etc. Making the vaccine mandatory 
severely impedes on these rights and should NOT be mandatory. 
The development of the vaccine has also  been rushed and 
inadequately tested, and has already shown to have severe side 
effects, with long term side effects of a brand new type of 
vaccine completely unknown. Maphew

2021-01-17 
16:50:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Vaccine has not been tested sufficently. They are doing 
human trials. I am concerned about the ingredients used in the 
vaccine. 
There is other ways to cure covid.  
The vaccine can possibly do more damage than the virus itself. 

Rianke

2021-01-17 
16:48:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm a microbiologist. Trained in virology. I have NO faith in this 
ridiculous rollout. The vaccine is brand new, it has NOT been 
tested for long term side effects. It's useless as a cure, as most 
people have already got an7bodies. It's a waste of money and 
effort and will not save the na7on. My alterna7ve advice is to 
boost natural immunity. Sunlight, open air, good nutri7on, etc. 
This drug is overrated and unnecessary. Especially since our 
death rate is so small per million people. Larry

2021-01-17 
16:36:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rosemary 
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2021-01-17 
16:01:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is currently no scien7fic proof that the vaccine will prevent 
sickness or death if subjects are re-infected. 
No data to show that the vaccine will not have any long term 
nega7ve effects on health, fer7lity, gene7c structures and other 
bodily func7ons. There is ZERO informa7on on side effects of 
this drug, whose implica7ons might cost us more than the 
implementa7on of the vaccine itself. 
This should not be called a vaccine but should rather be called 
an experimental trial drug. 
As a law abiding ci7zen, I won't sleep well knowing that our 
government is experimen7ng on its 20million ci7zens. Please 
stop the vaccine at least un7l more i forma7on is available and 
verified by South African science professionals. 

Michael

2021-01-17 
15:53:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it should be tested on those who advocate for it, such as 
poli7cians and the vulnerable members of the society, should be 
given a choice, to take it or not. Thandeka

2021-01-17 
15:48:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't want myself or my loved ones being forced to take a 
vaccine that has has no 7me to be properly tested for safety and 
long term side effects. I want to decide when to take it and be 
allowed the freedom to decline without being hindered on any 
way Nicolina

2021-01-17 
15:42:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that this vaccine thing is a ploy for something else. We 
don't have vaccines for 
Avian flu 
Swine flu 
And all other diseases which come from the rest of the world 
especially China... 
But we must have a vaccine for Corona? 
There are alterna7ves to eveything in this world also natural 
products. Why must we always accept chemicals and untested at 
that to be guinea pigs for the Rich and Famous.  
I am one of the people in this world who are allergic to vaccines. 
I am not prepared to put my life at risk for ANYONE OR FOR MY 
GOD GIVEN FREEDOM TO GO WHERE I WANT AND DO WHAT I 
WANT RESPONSIBLY... So what do I do. I will not be able to travel 
outside SA? This is a farce. Another thing they say that this virus 
will be with us un7l 2024. Who is keeping this virus alive for that 
long? 
I believe that our and WORLD governments must stop poli7king 
with our lives and our country and do what they are supposed to 
do instead of always misappropria7ng funds meant for our 
people and making loans for us to pay. Our tax income base is 
geing smaller and smaller. Now they have to put their hands on 
our pension funds to cover their ineptness and path of 
destruc7on.  
I do not support the vaccine because not everyone will take it as 
it comes with restric7ons which is unnecessary and  
CONTROLS... 
ALL PEOPLE IN THIS WORLD ARE BORN WITH INHERENT FREE 
WILL. WHY MUST WE GIVE THIS UP FOR GOVERNMENTS WHO 
WANT TO CONTROL US.  
Is this the beginning of World Slavery.  

I SAY NO TO THE VACCINE AND TO STOP ALL OF THIS CONTROL 
OVER THE WORLD NATIONS WITH THESE REGULATIONS AND 
MEASURES THEY ARE PUTTING IN PLACE TO CONTROL 
HUMANS... Mariana

2021-01-17 
15:40:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe there should be freedom of choice whether or not to 
use a vaccine.- this is a basic human right.  The government 
ministers are welcome to stand first in line to take the vaccine 
along with any health workers who want it. Next should be the 
teachers from government schools who don't want to come to 
work because they are scared of covid.  Then all other 
government employees and then any other persons who want 
the vaccine. There are many people who have had covid and 
isolated un7l  they are well without being tested- they do not 
need a vaccine.  L

2021-01-17 
15:28:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no scien7fic proof that the vaccine will not have 
nega7ve side effects to everyone who will take it. Also the 
manufacturers of the vaccine do not want to sign indemnity to 
their vaccines thereby leaving the risk to anyone who takes it. 
Why? Sibonelo

2021-01-17 
15:25:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I refuse to be used as a guinea pig for an untested and unproven 
vaccine. Government is welcome to test the vaccine on 
themselves! Duane

2021-01-17 
15:10:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is not a 100% guarantee that this will stop the spread of 
COVID-19, if anything it will cause it to spread faster as people 
become complacent. Craig
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2021-01-17 
14:51:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First of all I am a Chris7an and fully agree and support Mogoeng, 
I will rather die than kneel before Bill Gates’ 666 and the vaccine 
which is exactly that.  It is already known that Bill Gates said to 
eliminate 2 3rds of the world popula7on but that the target is 
Africa who is in any case “useless and doesn’t contribute to the 
world’s economy”. Now all of a sudden there is a vaccine in such 
a short period, this is all part of the plans of the ilumina7. It is 
my cons7tu7onal right to refuse this so called vaccina7on.  The 
developer of the product made an ass of himself when 
ques7oned about the efficiency of the product, etc etc.  Can the 
world not see it for what it is, I will NOT take the vaccine.  The 
world and our government already killed God, that is why our 
country and the world is busy dying. Our country and our planet 
turned grey, next is black, dead, the end. Vaccinate those who 
know not beper and want to be so called vaccinated, it won’t 
stop the virus as it is man made, the government can’t even 
control crime and murders, now they want to try control a man 
made virus with a vaccine not even proved to to what it is 
supposed to do, let those who want it get it, my tax money is in 
any case part of the sponsorship for more them and fraud on this 
topic. Leave those alone who are not interested because it is 
those who follow protocol re Covid, staying home and minding 
our own business. Amelia

2021-01-17 
14:26:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine hasn't been tested enough to see the side effects. I 
don't think anyone should be forced to take the vaccine. The  
people who do want the vaccine can get it if they want but 
nothing should be mandatory or forced..... especially those 
following the rules of wearing masks, sani7zing etc Cherie-lee

2021-01-17 
14:24:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I would rather prefer ivermec7n than any other vaccine. Peter

2021-01-17 
13:56:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is the start of the mark of the beast, they have taken away 
freedom of speech, they have taken away our freedom to move 
about with lockdown and etolls(Which was never approved). 

I have the right to decline a vaccine, and plus the tests are so 
expensive. Kevin

2021-01-17 
13:30:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Covid-19 is a treatable decease, especially with Ivermec7n, 
which the government now banned in order to promote a 
vaccine that has very bad side effects and are unsafe as well.  It 
is also unnecessary in a decease with  99%+ survival rate, but 
this government is s7ll unwavering on its path to a vaccine which 
is really untested and unsafe. I have never and will never take 
any vaccines. Lepy

2021-01-17 
13:29:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust the vaccine, designed by a Bill Gates related 
buseness, a man who's vision is to reduce the earth's popula7on 
to about 20% of what it is today. Secondly, my health is such that 
my God-given strength woulf apack the virus, if it exists, to heal 
me to my current strength. Ebenaezer

2021-01-17 
13:25:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not interested in the vaccine, they can really keep it and I 
will take my chances with my family. As sta7s7cs are, research 
have been done on cancer a nd HIV Aids and no cure yet. All of a 
sudden the world has a cure for Covid????? I do not think so. 
The must vaccinate the poli7cians first before anyone else. Adele

2021-01-17 
13:25:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please make sure that the vaccine is not mandatory. Give people 
a choice. Let those of us who do not want to subject ourselves to 
the vaccine, be free & have the op7on to not take it. I am sure, 
nothing is difficult for God. He is able to save & protect from all 
viruses. Those who want to take the virus must have access to it 
& there must be no corrup7on in the role out. I am so 7red of 
the second disease in RSA, corrup7on & greed by poli7cians. I 
must say lastly, the roll out of the vaccine doesn't make sense. 
For one, I come from a village in Ntabankulu in Eastern Cape that 
s7ll does not have drinking water. I can't help but wonder how a 
vaccine will help that community. Please can the government 
start addressing the basics before spending billions on a vaccine 
that many I know are opposed to. Personally, I don't want to be 
vaccinated & am not comfortable with members of my family 
being vaccinated. I am not willing to deal with any nega7ve side 
effects & consequences of the vaccine, thank you very much. 
Something about this coronavirus & everything associated with 
it doesn't sit well with me. I think we need wisdom on how to 
deal with this virus. I am trus7ng God that He will give our 
leaders wisdom. I speak an end to all the wickedness that is 
ravaging the na7ons of the world. I am trus7ng God, for godly 
solu7ons & strategies that will bring to naught the virus & its 
effects. The consequences of this virus have been dire for many 
& I cry out for mercy and an end to the virus in the Name of 
Jesus Christ who has saved my life. Keneue 

2021-01-17 
13:21:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Cliff

2021-01-17 
13:15:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one must be forced to take vaccine,. I don't agree with the 
sugges7on that the front line workers should be vaccinated first, 
if there is something wrong with the vaccine, the whole country 
will be in trouble, instead, we should start with all the 
poli7cians, in that way, at least if there is something wrong with 
the vaccine, we won't loose much. And they will be leading from 
the front. Justy 
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2021-01-17 
13:13:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine took a very short 7me to create. How effec7ve will it be 
and how do I know what the ingredients are?...How harmful 
they will be. 

Against mandatory vaccina7on and shouldn't be penalised in 
anyway for refusing it. Why should I be innoculated when (a) 
there are varients of covid so for each one I need another 
vaccina7on  (b) been vaccinated against childhood illnesses yet I 
was as sick as a dog with measles then German measles (c) flu 
vaccine is useless in me so what guarantee do I have of the 
effec7veness of this vaccine.  

I believe covid was man made and it is an apempt by certain 
individuals and/or na7ons to control the world in some way. I do 
believe that we are in the beginning of the end of this world and 
people/na7ons are playing God. They must beware! Sharon

2021-01-17 
12:20:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to my spiritual convic7on I will not be taking this vaccine. It 
is my right as an individual to choose whether to take the 
vaccine or not. Who will I hold liable if I get the vaccine and s7ll 
contract Covid -19? You'll start hearing excuses that the 
government did not guarantee that the effec7veness of the 
vaccine. 

Let all the poli7cians in support of the Vaccine line-up on public 
TV and take the vaccine in full view of the country. Maybe, then 
people will consider it. 

However, I s7ll maintain that it should be an individual's choice 
whether to take it or not. Tshepo

2021-01-17 
12:10:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is unlike any other vaccine. Mogeng Mogeng is not an7 
vaccines, but an7 this one, because he is aware (as many of us 
also) that this vaccine is meant to change one's DNA via nano 
technology. Do not trust the evil Globalists with your body! They 
do not have your best interest at heart. People please wake up! 
Please wake up! God is sending warning upon warning. Please 
listen! Y

2021-01-17 
12:08:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Was human trials been done on this vaccine !  
Governments just trying to control you ! Pieter

2021-01-17 
11:02:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested sufficiently.  
Every person should have the choice of receiving it or not 

Sonepe

2021-01-17 
10:55:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be mandatory and it should be up to each person 
to decide. You should not be penalized or denied access 
anywhere due to your choice. ANC can give to all those they 
have been giving food parcels and tenders to. Poli7cians should 
take it first so we can be assured and start to gain trust  in them - 
trusted people must inject them. They have proven to be too 
corrupt and am sure they already forged plans how they going to 
steal even more. They can't be trusted with anything. They don't 
have a conscious nor a honest heart. This vaccine is very new 
and has no guarantees. I don't believe sufficient research has 
been done and side effects and new learnings are discovered on 
the way. I would rather take a chance with ivermecton before 
being a guinea pig for the covid vaccine. Would even go with WC 
idea of sourcing their own vaccine and locally approved since we 
all know the world order is to reduce popula7on by 25%.. They 
can get rid of the bloated poli7cians who are misleading us. All 
my life I only been taking vitamins c, e & b and love the outdoors 
and never have I taken even a flu vaccine and I am perfectly 
healthy. Karen

2021-01-17 
10:52:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hasn't been tested sufficiently to prove its safety and 
effec7veness is less than the human immune system Andreas

2021-01-17 
10:48:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have a right to decide what they put in their 
bodies, especially when it comes to synthe7c chemicals. Those 
who do choose to take it should have the freedom to choose 
which alterna7ve they opt for, and it must be accessible to all 
levels of society. N

2021-01-17 
10:46:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Interna7onal law allows anyone to refuse medicine and vaccines. 
I will not be forced nor labelled due to it. I will take this to court. David

2021-01-17 
10:42:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t trust the vaccine because of all the controversy over it 
and why make it compulsory, what happened to democracy. I 
don’t trust our leaders and doubt that they care about us at all. 
There are alterna7ves, where are vaccines for cancer and HIV? Lerato 

2021-01-17 
10:42:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Every individual has to God-given right to decide on health care Naz

2021-01-17 
10:37:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine was developed far too rapidly for any nega7ve side 
effects to be fully understood.  Acceptance of the vaccine should 
be voluntary and should not infringe on an individual’s freedoms 
affording to them under the country’s cons7tu7on.  Jenine

2021-01-17 
10:36:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am scared of the side effects and I will not be forced to get the 
vaccine. Yentl

2021-01-17 
10:01:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be our op7on whether we want to take the vaccina7on 
and not because I was told to do it. I feel the same way about my 
children taking the vaccine. Leigh
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2021-01-17 
09:58:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There has been major side effects with the vaccines, including 
belle's palsy, 23 deaths in Norway shortly amer vaccina7ons, 
deaths in Germany shortly amer vaccina7ons, not to men7on the 
number of people shaking uncontrollably amer vaccina7ons, just 
to name a few. People need to have a choice and informed 
consent when taking vaccines.  Why is ivermec7n banned?  Why 
is our choices for treatments taken away? Is it so that vaccines 
will be one of our only op7ons? My body, my choice. The 
nonsense story, my vaccine only works if you take one, must 
come to an end. That's nothing else than socialism. People 
should be allowed to make informed choices about their own 
health, without having it thrown in their faces that it's their 
responsibility to look amer other people's health.  The vaccine 
should NOT be made mandatory. Liezl

2021-01-17 
09:37:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on My body, my choice! Shakirah

2021-01-17 
09:31:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Carien

2021-01-17 
09:12:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Yoo much info is available on the dangers.  Using aborted fetus 
7ssue and toxins.  Warnings on other covid vaccines saying they 
xan kill you. Not to men7on concerns around micro chipping 
which bill gates is so pro. 
I am 100% opposed to this and any covid 19 vaccine Moira

2021-01-17 
09:04:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not interested in a vaccine with no proper safety and efficiency 
tes7ng. Also worried about being forced to take it to travel Jeanne-Mari

2021-01-17 
09:03:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ruan

2021-01-17 
08:32:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We are fully capable of crea7ng solu7ons for ourselves. There 
are many countries who have shown that it is possible to 
manage the virus using their own mechanisms and tradi7onal 
healing ways. South Africa will forever remain a country seeking 
handouts never working towards being self sustaining. This is 
short sighted. Keitu

2021-01-17 
08:10:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ilze

2021-01-17 
07:51:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Goverment and the creators of the vacines is playing God with 
peoples lives by pushing this untested vacine on people. They 
have no idea what the end results will be short or long term. 
They believe themselfs to know what is best for everyone and 
are taking away our fredom of speech and freedom to decide 
over our own bodies. We already in a bad situa7on and it will 
only become worse. Suzepe

2021-01-17 
07:41:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should have the freedom to choose whether or not we want 
to inoculated. If Social distancing; wearing a mask as well as 
having a healthy lifestyle are key habits to protec7ng against the 
virus. Why should I be subjected to a taking the vaccine if I don’t 
believe in it. Zaahida

2021-01-17 
07:36:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccina7on is unnecessary.  God has created us with a very 
good immune system to deal with anything IF we live our lives 
according to Biblical principles both spiritually and physically, 
including the food we put into our bodies. 
Read Levi7cus 11 

People that rely on pharmaceu7cals instead of these principles 
are more at risk as previous flu injec7ons or other vaccina7ons 
will have compromised their immune system. 
I have been off pharmaceu7cals since 1990 when I could no 
longer afford a medical aid and have been healthier for it.   

South Africa turn to the God of the Bible it will save your health 
and your finances! 

He created us with free will and no person or government has 
the right to impose a mandatory vaccina7on program on its 
ci7zens.  

Government is meant to work FOR the good of the  people not 
use the people for their hidden agendas.  
Read the book of Revela7on chapter 17 and 18 

Veronica

2021-01-17 
07:35:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not wish to get the vaccine as I believe I have the right to my 
own free will. I have not been sick in years. I follow an extremely 
healthy lifestyle and feel no need to put something I do not feel 
comfortable with in my body. It goes against my belief system. 
The emphasise of not ea7ng junk food or living a healthy 
lifestyle to combat sickness or viruses could not be stressed 
enough!  We have more power over our bodies than we believe. 
Take control of your own health!! Lian 

2021-01-17 
07:27:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How much research has been made for these vaccines. The 
government must never try to make taking vaccine mandatory! Khanyo

2021-01-17 
07:17:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Y

2021-01-17 
07:12:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Terence

2021-01-17 
06:57:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have no interest in taking the vaccine and I am worried that 
once it's made mandatory access to certain services will be 
limited or not available for me at all if I don't take the vaccine. Nomzamo

2021-01-17 
06:40:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Do not believe that it is a Virus. Believe it is radia7on. 
Tests used been proven not to be accurate. 
More concerned about the reason for all of this; control, control, 
control. 
Depopula7on and incapacita7on of many who receive the 
vacine!!! See the CDC of the USA report on this vacina7on; more 
than 1% of resipiants incapacitated. Johan Dawid
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2021-01-17 
06:38:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The science is clear that over 98% of people who contract Covid 
recover from it. So, stop the lockdowns and let us develop 
natural herd immunity. You are currently imposing lockdown 
regula7ons on all ci7zens to prevent the spreading and 
contrac7ng of Covid. Yet now you want to inject them with the 
very thing you are trying to protect them from through the 
lockdown to achieve herd immunity.  The science also says those 
injected will be at greater risk of spreading the virus. Science is 
also clear that in the last 50 years there has been no effec7ve 
vaccine against any virus. Yet science has now achieved in less 
than twelve months what they were unable to do in the previous 
50 years? Excuse me if I am completely scep7cal and have a 
complete distrust of your so called vaccine and inten7ons. With 
all the above in mind it leads me to ask you Mr President are you 
just plain stupid or do you have ulterior mo7ves in mind and I 
think it's the laper. Eugene 

2021-01-17 
06:27:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Their vaccine is not proven scien7fically with absolute proof that 
it works. High profiel people have died because of the vaccine!   I 
refuse the the vaccine period   It’s my human right and besides, I 
don’t trust our government at all! Robbie

2021-01-17 
06:26:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Their vaccine is not proven scien7fically with absolute proof that 
it works. High profiel people have died because of the vaccine!   I 
refuse the the vaccine period   It’s my human right and besides, I 
don’t trust our government at all! Robbie

2021-01-17 
06:08:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be free to choose being vaccinated or not. 

In addi7on, given rampant corrup7on that the government has 
become synonymous with, who is to say that the “securing” of 
the first batch is not marred with kickbacks? Eric

2021-01-17 
06:00:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be everyone's personal choice as to whether or not 
to get it. The vaccines are not proven to be effec7ve.  It is well 
documented  that many people have suffered  severe side 
effects, even to the point of death. It is well documented that Bill 
Gates is behind this drive for vaccina7on with the goal of 
reducing the world popula7on. If the government is so sure this 
will work, let the president and cabinet be the front line and 
publicly have the shot first. Anthony

2021-01-17 
05:55:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Milly

2021-01-17 
05:41:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine does not stop covid, does not mean we stop social 
distancing and wearing of masks, it might not work and make 
people more sick as it's never been proven to succeed. We are 
being Guinea pigs. 
Atleast let people decide for themselves whether or not they 
want to be Noah's doves. 
DO NOT FORCE PEOPLE TO TAKE IT. GIVE PEOPLE THE RIGHT TO 
CHOOSE WITHOUT BEING THREATENED. Manase

2021-01-17 
04:56:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one must be forced to take the vaccine.Tradi7onal herbs can 
also be used to treat the disease. Each must decide if they want 
to be vaccinated or not. This will also affect the taxpayers 
nega7vely. S

2021-01-17 
03:06:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a it is experimental and if there are bad side effects the 
country will have lost more health care workers.   On what strain 
of covid was the vaccine  developed on? Now that covid is also 
muta7ng how effec7ve will  it be and also vaccina7on  can also 
result in infec7on making more carries that are symptoms  free 
but infec7ous. 

Phathutshedz
o

2021-01-17 
01:19:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine shouldn't be mandatory, and vaccine shouldn't even be 
rolled out without more rigorous tes7ng and inves7ga7on. 
Government is really not thinking this through, or its been 
obliged to take/secure this deal with another agenda in mind, 
clearly not for the good of people.  Theres already reported 
complica7ons, however a deal is secured already, what type of 
shady deal is this. Ebrahim

2021-01-17 
01:18:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. The safety of the vaccine has not been proven yet.  
2. The fact that it will be shipped SPECIFALLY for certain 
countries and not the countries where  it is manufactured leaves 
a bad taste in the mind.  
3. Of all unmet needs in the South African society, what makes 
this vaccine such a precise, in 7me and seemless delivery ? 
4. As human beings, our right to choose must be reflected. We 
HAVE BRAINS.  

Bongi
2021-01-17 
00:24:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It must not be mandatory. My faith XiXo

2021-01-17 
00:05:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It must undergo a thorough tes7ng before it could be rolled out. 
The government officials must be the first in line to receive it. Zeblon

2021-01-16 
23:39:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Covid19 vaccine is not tested long enough to determine its 
quality to be used by people Peter 

2021-01-16 
23:39:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Covid19 vaccine is not tested long enough to determine its 
quality to be used by people Peter 

2021-01-16 
23:30:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not understand why is the government was7ng our tax 
money by relying on some vaccine from abroad which the 
owners are not even using. Why can't our country come up with 
something that will be beneficial for all. Money of public 
employees wasted. Everything is going up yet we're s7ll being 
denied salsry increment. On the other hand we don't qualify for 
RDP and our children don't qualify for NSFAS. Bongie

2021-01-16 
23:04:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should not be mandatory as it violates people’s 
human right to sovereignty over their own bodies.  

Also, clean the environment, not the people. That’s where 
illnesses comes from: a sick environment. Petrus
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2021-01-16 
22:59:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine is supposed to protect the person who takes it. 
Everybody (vaccinated or unvaccinated) carries germs. There is 
no reason to make it compulsory to be vaccinated, because you 
cannot harm somebody else if you prefer not to take it. It is each 
person's fundamental human right to decide what to take into 
his /her body and what not. Ivermec7n has been successfully 
used in different countries. If they really wanted to heal the 
people, they would have allowed them to use it.  Esbé

2021-01-16 
22:38:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Should people  get sick from this vaccine, will the government 
compensate them  for their ill health? How do we know if these 
vaccines are safe? Some of us do not even trust flu vaccines as 
we have fallen very ill amer taking a flu vaccine. And why is the 
private healthcare  not allowed to source their own vaccines? 
How can we our trust  the South African government with our 
lives? They have failed to keep the lights on, they cannot account 
for the  R500Billion Rand that they borrowed for the pandemic 
crisis while people were starving and loosing jobs, let’s not even 
start with the state of the government hospitals and now we 
have to trust them to inject something into our bodies no ways. Mmakgoshi 

2021-01-16 
22:33:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Liza

2021-01-16 
22:29:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enuff 7me for research and trials was given to this vaccine 
before it can be rolled out.The govt ins7ls fear on our people. I 
also have a problem with the fact that the powers that be 
pretend to be caring for Us the ci7zens of the South by securing 
a larger number of this vaccines to be tried on us the people of 
african descent first. I have a problem with president Ramaphosa 
signing into law without consulta7on things he does not fully 
understand. I do not want it for myself ,my family and all the 
people that  I know and care about. Genda

2021-01-16 
22:14:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's a big concern that these vaccines are out on the roll when it 
has never been tested. Any medica7on has to go through the 
rou7ne checks and rechecks and extensive tes7ng to rule out the 
innefec7veness and the side effects of such medicine before it 
put out for human usage. Yet all of a sudden 1 2 3 a vaccine is 
out on the roll for COVID19. Yet  amer centuries and decades no 
pharmaceu7cal has yet to find a cure to HIV and  Cancer, among 
other deadly diseases. Therefore it makes one wonder  if there is 
some truth in the saying that COVID19 is an interna7onal 
government conspiracy to lesson the human race across the 
globe. That the vaccine is not a cure but a death sentence that 
the governments have conspired together to kill off much more 
than the virus itself  did , as the virus did not do the job well 
enough the 1st 7me to match  their  sta7s7cs. So why not invent 
a cure or preventa7ve measure that will just do the opposite, to 
make sure it truly gets rid of  the masses in greater volume than 
the virus itself did .  It makes one wonder and ponder.  The Truth 
stands Out. It hasn't been thoughly tested for humans let alone 
animals. Amber

2021-01-16 
22:12:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not in support of any Covid-19 vacene. 

There is not enough 7me spent on tes7ng and we do not know 
what side effects can be caused. 

The human beinflg was created by God All mighty with an 
immune system. 

I would rather allow my immune system to be exposed to the 
virus and trust in God to pull me and my family through. Trus7ng 
any  government of any country to force us to take vacscenes is 
extremely dangerous. Hannes

2021-01-16 
22:10:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How is it what we have a vaccine so quickly and we s7ll do not 
have vaccines for other viruses that are plaguing our na7on? 
The biggest issue in AFRICA is proper access to educa7on and 
water. 
Sani7za7on in townships and rural communi7es. Educa7on to 
understand the risks. 

Will this be another thing government tries to force on its 
people to try cover up issues it has not addressed for so many 
years. 

Stephen

2021-01-16 
21:41:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You cant be forced to take a vaccine as it's against my 
cons7tu7onal right and the how effec7ve is the vacinne and can 
it be trusted??? Michelle

2021-01-16 
21:32:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Do not trust government and they can take it if they want to. 
Fuck the vaccine and the ANC! Give it to your people in loca7ons 
and you as government can take it. It's MY body so MY choice! Anton 

2021-01-16 
21:23:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust the vaccine.  Then it is s7ll expected to wear a 
mask..... Sias

2021-01-16 
21:23:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Preserving a life is important more than a certain group of 
people geing wealth by crea7ng a panic and death through 
other families. A vaccine is great yes, if it was created for its 
good inten7ons and not for the benefits of a person to get 
money using our African people.  And if its aim is to filter with 
God's individual  DNA strain then there is a problem far more 
than polp7cs, economy, wealth or greed. Lele

2021-01-16 
21:20:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How can I be forced to take something that does not tell me 
what it's made of and then I have a reac7on to it and that's just 
my bad luck. I want to be given the opportunity to decide what 
to do without having my rights violated and yet there are those 
that refuse to comply with regula7ons which has led to the 
demise of so many innocent people. Isabella 
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2021-01-16 
20:10:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I reserve the right what happens to my body. I do not trust this 
rushed vaccine, it has not been tested properly.  And for how 
long will the immunity last? Only un7l a new strain of the virus 
surfaces and then we are back on the merry go round Nadine

2021-01-16 
20:04:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jay

2021-01-16 
19:50:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why is this vaccine mandatory?  
With all these discovered conspiracies for making Africa a tes7ng 
ground, why are we even spending money on what is meant to 
ppten7ally finish us off? 

Therr are alterna7ve tradi7onal medicines which are being 
undermined because they are  not the Europeans' idea. Let 
them vaccinate themselves with their vaccines and leave us out 
if this sick game that they are playing with peoole's lives. Mbali

2021-01-16 
19:34:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should NOT be mandatory. Personally I will NOT take 
any vaccines due to personal belief and convic7on. So it must 
not be mandatory. Also, way to  to early to know all the side 
effects, currently people are experiencing horrific side effects or 
they die from it.  
Besides tgat as fast as vaccine gets manufacturers just as fast the 
virus mutates and it renders tge current vaccine useless. There 
hasn't been any vaccines developed  to treat viruses successfully, 
think HIV and Herpes Simplex, so what makes people think this 
vaccine is going to treat this virus! Get real people this is a One 
World  Order agenda to trap people... vaccine is just forerunner 
of chip. Marita 

2021-01-16 
19:26:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elizabeth

2021-01-16 
19:19:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are no effec7ve vaccines on the market for any illness, 
because non of them have been eradicated. Why is there no 
vaccines for example for HIV, which is way more deadly? Why 
does people s7ll get the flu every year, in spite of them taking 
the flu vaccine? Madel 

2021-01-16 
19:11:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has been made very quickly, I’m even concerned 
about the health workers, what if is not accurately? I follow up in 
Portugal is a health worker died amer receiving the vaccine...  is 
way too soon government has to educate people to self 
distancing and all that rather then try new vaccine  

Adelia
2021-01-16 
18:53:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We should be free to choose not to be vaccinated Andries

2021-01-16 
18:33:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would not want a vaccina7on , especially if it hasnt been 
clinically proven over a couple of years, one cannot develop a 
vaccine in 9 months and expect no  adverse  effects or reac7ons. 
We should not be forced into vaccina7ons!!! chris

2021-01-16 
18:13:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that everyone should have a choice. 

If you want to get vaccinated it's your choice.  

If you choose to no get vaccinated you should not be forced to 
do so.  

I am a naturalist and do not believe in drugs.  I refuse to pump 
my body with chemicals that no one knows what the full side 
effects are.  

Rozanne

2021-01-16 
18:11:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The safety of the vaccine is something that has s7ll not been 
established. The government is subjec7ng people to scien7fic 
experimenta7on without sufficient informa7on in viola7on of 
sec7on 12 (2)of the Cons7tu7on. Full educa7on on the 
composi7on, full impact of the experimental vaccines, as well as 
which specific vaccine is being rolled administered to par7cular 
individuals has not been done. Philani

2021-01-16 
18:03:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe vaccines are a defence against any virus. We are 
built with an immune system. Governments and 
pharamacu7cals are in it for money and to control us. We should 
be allowed to make  our own choices. If we want a vaccine or 
not, if we want to poison our bodies or not. It's all about our 
own free will. Besides, vaccines take years to develop. I'm sure 
the chemical poison hasn't been tested... even so, what are the 
long term effects?! Sasha

2021-01-16 
17:40:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is: 
Not given freedom of choice 
Not properly tested 
No legal liability  
Side effects  
New technology  
Unnecessary since covid death rate is low Samantha

2021-01-16 
17:39:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Reta

2021-01-16 
17:21:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should not be forced to people. We deserve to 
decide if we want it or not. Pai

2021-01-16 
17:13:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines shouldn't be mandatory.  Let people decide for 
themselves if they want the vaccines or not Welcome

2021-01-16 
17:02:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jappie 
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2021-01-16 
15:45:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You can't force people to vaccine whilst it has not been tested by 
our own doctors in Africa. We dnt want to vaccine something 
that has not been tested... The laws used by WHO say the 
vaccine should have a 7me frame of about 5years and now it's 
hardly a year then boom we have a vaccine to inject human 
beings already in Norway about 13 people dead amer taking the 
doses. So tell me. Have the government tried other medica7on 
b4 vaccines. Government should give more info with regards to 
vaccines, plus why is the lockdown necessary whilst Taxis ranks 
s7ll have overcrowding, planes with no social distancing and why 
close borders and leave airport... Whilst Covid-19 came via 
airports not borders. Plus is the government considering the 
poor or and unemployed. What will happen to those who are 
dependent to people who lost jobs due to retrenchment 
(Covid-19). Unemployment is very high as we speak and you not 
even concerned. More and more people will become 
unemployed Josphet

2021-01-16 
15:29:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lebogang

2021-01-16 
13:59:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine should be used to innoculate the ANC and The EFF 
but they should not make the vaccina7on Mandatory E7enne

2021-01-16 
13:57:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Solly

2021-01-16 
13:52:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no long term studies done to prove the covid19 vaccine 
to be 100% safe and effec7ve. The roll out has been rushed. The 
government and companies crea7ng these vaccines are highly 
legally protected so ci7zens especially the poor will not be able 
to sue should the vaccines be found to cause health issues later 
on. Fikile

2021-01-16 
13:40:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why force it on people. Give it to those who want it and the rest 
who don't let them be.  It's not your choice to control people.  I 
do not consent to be injected with an experiment vaccine. Robert

2021-01-16 
13:20:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on This vaccine is not been tested properly and is s7ll experimental. Steven

2021-01-16 
13:12:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t want to get vaccinated. It should not be mandatory. 
Vaccines are poisonous. Sam

2021-01-16 
13:10:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no proof that the vaccine is needed and on top of that it 
is not clear at all what is in the vaccine and what the side effects 
are etc Its just not trusted and should not be mandatory at all 
which is where many reports are indica7ng that it will be at 
some point. Zuko

2021-01-16 
13:04:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't trust the vaccine, therefore I should have the right to 
refuse it. My employer should not have a reason to force me to 
take it even as a health care worker. The Department of health 
should be spending much more 7me and resources on helping 
us go back to nature and strengthen our immune systems. It's a 
longer approach but it's a long term solu7on. Bulelwa 

2021-01-16 
13:00:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kamlesh 

2021-01-16 
12:55:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is a shot gun approach and not specifically designed 
for the covid strand found in South Africa. It has not been 
through rigorous tes7ng to ensure it is healthy nor safe nor 
effec7ve to prevent contac7ng the covid virus. Every single 
vaccine should have a label sta7ng what's in it and where it 
originates from, especially in Africa.  It is not cons7tu7onally 
legal to force anyone to be injected by this vaccine against their 
will, however employers are now suddenly s7pula7ng this 
abidance in their work contracts.  It is my human right to decide 
what goes into my body. C

2021-01-16 
12:37:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe in vaccines, they have never worked before in 
preven7ng any disease!! The New World order is surely surfacing 
and the European’s plan to depopulate humans is on the roll 
out!!  
The developers of the vaccines are out of our country, we can’t 
be subjected to things that are not done by us!! COVID is real 
and can be cured with our African ways from our cultures!! Linda 

2021-01-16 
12:36:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my choice. 
Too many muta7ons already and no proof that  any current 
vaccine will protect against future muta7ons.  Also not enough 
research & 7me into efficacy and long term nega7ve reac7ons.  Janine

2021-01-16 
11:37:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If the vaccine comes, then it should be given to those who want 
it, then those who does not want, they should let them be. Moleboheng

2021-01-16 
11:34:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that more 7me is spent tes7ng a vaccine than 
looking at treatment op7ons. This has not been tested properly 
and there is no men7on of the ingredients. I can not give 
‘informed consent’ without any knowledge of the risks and 
ingredients.  

Carolien
2021-01-16 
11:26:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not wanted Kevin

2021-01-16 
10:44:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on - this is a vaccina7on that we know 
nothing of.  Normally any vaccina7on goes through years and 
years of trials and study, in under a year this vaccina7on is 
available and declared safe???? at the same 7me the big 
companies, Phizer, Moderna etc gets immumity against liability 
claims.... WHY?  Because the outcome will only be apparant in 
15 to 20 years from now.  I will not take that gamble especially 
as there is alterna7ve, non invasive drugs available (Ivermec7n) 
that can prevent death moderately up to 83%, this has already 
been properly researched.   Why is Ivermec7n, which is totally 
cost effec7ve withheld from the ordinary South African?  If you 
can stop even 1 death by authorising that dr's may prescribe this 
drug, instead of pushing your own agenda, should you do it?  
Any death that occurs from now should be treated as murder. Anoushka
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2021-01-16 
10:38:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Any vaccine must have been tested by our scien7sts to ensure 
the safety of the said vaccine. More over it must be elec7c7ve 
and without puni7ve measures to take the vaccine. 

The strategy to the roll out makes sense however have we as a 
country considered alterna7ve to vaccina7on.  If the virus is 
killed by heat, then we should we not embark on a na7on wide 
drive to steam and ensure we steam everyone at our ports of 
entry at their own cost.  The impact of the cost of the vaccine in 
our country will be debilita7ng Lerato 

2021-01-16 
10:28:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Lets give it to the ANC first. 
If the Vaccine works, the Poli7cians will be safe. 
If the Vaccine doesn't work, 
The Country will be safe. Jonathan 

2021-01-16 
10:17:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody can force me to take something I don't want. Not gonna 
happen. Colet 

2021-01-16 
09:54:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be a personal choice and not forced in any way also 
no "consequences" should you choose NOT to be vaccinated. Lisa

2021-01-16 
09:27:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People need to choose if they want this vaccine it also doesn’t 
guarantee full resistance to Covid-19 Mark

2021-01-16 
09:00:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on  Etna 

2021-01-16 
08:58:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

So we DON’T have a democracy amer all????  
First to get the vaccine (not a vitamin B12 injec7on!) is to be ALL 
government officials and their families!  Samantha

2021-01-16 
08:54:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ivermec7n is an approved drug for treatment of parasites on 
animals, conduct more tests on humans since there is evidence 
it is effec7ve against covid in humans Abduraof

2021-01-16 
08:47:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I suggest the Poli7cians and the commipee who are enforcing 
this vaccine and the ones who authorized  and procured it set 
the example and publicly inject them themselves, from the exact 
batches received and let them test side effects first. The fact that 
it is mandatory is against human rights. 
We should have a choice. It's not been tested long enough and 
with the new world order implementa7on qe have no idea what 
is present in the ingredients. Mert

2021-01-16 
08:44:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Since we are suppose to be a democra7c country, why now is 
everyone forces to have this vaccine? Why those that have no 
confidence in this government decision making as far as this 
pandemic and this vaccine should be vic7mized? I do not believe 
that we as a country have done the study as far as this virus 
therefore we can not claim to know the effects of this vaccine. Vukani

2021-01-16 
08:43:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The so-called  vaccine has been proven by many medical experts 
as toxic amd dangerous to human life.  Many recommended 
many natural ways of defea7ng the virus. Even down here in 
Afeica, we have implacable knowledge on which herbs one may 
use as remedy.  So why is Ramaphosa and them seem so 
desperate to put human life at jeopardy here...?  

Vuka Mzansi , sekwanele Jacob 

2021-01-16 
08:22:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do trust our government or the vaccine . I do not believe that 
we are being told the truth . Furthermore,  with the track record 
that the ANC have , I don't believe that they will manage the roll 
out of the vaccine anyway . I am Vegan and do not consume any 
animal products or anything that has been tested on animals . I 
am concerned about the vaccine being mandatory . Melody

2021-01-16 
08:13:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I want to be able to decide if I want to take the vaccine.  I doubt 
that this decision by government is for the good of the people. It 
has all happened too quick and no proper research has been 
done on the effec7veness or side effects,  I don’t trust this 
vaccine, it’s not for our health. This virus is an excuse for the 
government to take control of our life, movements, take away 
our iden7ty, human rights and invade our body.  Natalie

2021-01-16 
08:04:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is experimental. 
Why aren't the manufacturers liable for damages? 
How can we vaccinate people if we don't know what the long 
term side-effects are? 
I think the public at large are not being properly informed of the 
long term risks involved.  
This has not even been properly tested in animal models, how in 
the world is it then good enough for humans? 

Eugene

2021-01-16 
07:58:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why a vaccine so soon, where is scien7fic data of authen7c 
clinical trials? I think we are in a democracy and have a right to 
choose. Why not allow people alterna7ve medicine, why this 
one? What's in it for poli7cians? I no longer trust poli7cal 
leaders,I don't trust this vaccine. Maria

2021-01-16 
07:45:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one can force me to do anything I don't want to. This is my 
body, I will keep looking at the clinical data on the vaccine and 
ul7mately decide if I want to take it or not. Yolandi 

2021-01-16 
07:45:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First of all, there is proof that people die from this vaccine. 
Secondly it is a way to control human popula7on. The vaccine 
actually contains lung 7ssue from a 14 week old male Caucasian 
fetus and a recombinant which is DNA molecules formed in a 
laboratory for gene7c recombina7on. I do not trust the 
government nor do I trust the people pushing for this vaccine. I 
do not trust the vaccine itself. Estee
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2021-01-16 
07:27:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm concerned about the fact that we will be forced to get a 
vaccine that has been created so quickly - how are we to know 
what kind of poison is in there and ehat effect it will have on our 
bodies and on our children. There is not sufficinet informa7on 
about this and it has been done so quickly that it is impossible 
that sufficient research could have been done. It takes scien7sts 
years to get a vaccine and make sure that it works, and now 
we're supposed to get injected with somethinf that's been 
created in a few months?! And the fact that the government has 
a say in who gets the vaccines is ridiculous, this is supposed to 
be a democra7c country, not a dictatorship - which it actually is. 
Medical aids and doctors should be in charge of saying who gets 
the vaccine and we should have a 100% free will of choice to say 
if we want the vaccine or not. I don't trust the government as far 
as I can throw them so nothing they try to give us is something I 
will allow my family or my children to get injected with. Michelle

2021-01-16 
07:20:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

When I was young, my parents taught me a saying:  A LIAR 
becomes a THIEF and a THIEF becomes a MURDERER. 
This papern has been my experience of the ANC regarding their 
modus operandi, especially with regard to Covid-19. 
I am CONVINCED that the Covid-19 Virus has been orchestrated 
and essen7ally, the people that have died, were MURDERED. 
Why are there no autopsies done on those who have, so called, 
died of Covid-19 and yet, without any proof (no Autopsy)? They 
have Vaccines available in such a short space of 7me without 
scien7fic proof of what the Virus actually is - what the actual 
cause is. 
The Vaccine is another way of infec7ng the masses either for 
CONTROL or addi7onal MURDER. 
We need to oppose this subtle MASS MURDER plan, by refusing 
to take any Vaccine. Brian

2021-01-16 
07:01:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How is it possible that an effec7ve vaccine has already been 
developed in approximately a year, for a virus that we are 
simultaneously con7nuously being told is so dangerous because 
we don't quite understand how it changes/ mutates etc.? 

Cancer, HIV and a host of other large-scale diseases and viruses 
have been around for decades-- and are s7ll killing millions every 
day. 
Yet we s7ll have no fool-proof vaccine for these illnesses, despite 
decades of research. 

The good ol' fashioned flu con7nues to kill people every day, yet 
the world wasn't shutdown because of it, nor was or has there 
ever been, sugges7ons that it would be mandatory to have the 
flu vaccine (never mind that, if it were all that effec7ve, why 
does every year see people contrac7ng it). 

That there is talk of the Covid vaccine being mandatory is, in and 
of itself, extremely concerning. 
Couple that with sugges7ons that not geing the vaccine could 
denote you won't be able to travel, you won't have access to 
healthcare, your children won't be allowed to apend school etc. 
etc. and any ra7onal thinking person should immediately have 
alarm bells going off in their heads- loud ones!! 

Also, more and more high profile people across the globe -- 
including frontline medical professionals-- are stepping forward, 
ques7oning the vaccine. 

If that doesn't raise serious ques7ons and concerns about the 
true purpose behind all of this... well, we are all but ignorant 
sheep being led to the slaughter. 

Something is seriously amiss. LD

2021-01-16 
06:51:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We cannot be forced to use a vaccine that has not gone through 
a full tes7ng cycle and use humans as lab rats. The vaccine is not 
safe and unnecessary.  Covid19 has a 99% survival rate and the 
vaccine a claimed 94% effec7ve rate, which is actualy 79 % when 
looking at real data. Why lower you chances?  Ivermec7n and 
hydroxychloriqin is beper and safer alterna7ves. We should have 
a choice what we take or not. If I do not take the vaccine the 
person that did take it cannot be at risk from me, if the vaccine is 
as effec7ve as claimed. The only one at risk will be me and I will 
rather live with that chance than with the the  concequency of 
an experimental untested vaccine full of toxic substances.  When 
money is involved you cannot trust socalled expert opinion. Dirk

2021-01-16 
06:34:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too much scare news about vaccines going around, i'm just too 
scep7cal taking one now... We also have  seen videos circula7ng 
telling us the effects of it... So i'd rather not lungy

2021-01-16 
06:25:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government will not tell me and my family what to put in 
and on our bodies. Claudio

2021-01-16 
06:04:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The "vaccina7on " will not stop you from infec7ng others even if 
you are asymptoma7c. 80% of posi7ve cases are asymptoma7c 
with no health implica7ons.  
The "vaccina7on" makes 80% of those who take it sick with very 
serious and life long side effects. 
I do not need it and do not want to be injected with biological 
poisons. Daniel 
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2021-01-16 
05:19:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If people wish to take experimental, rushed drugs, otherwise 
known as snake oil and a 20x ROI for Bill Gates, that is their 
choice.  If people don't wish to be test subjects, that is also their 
choice. Government overreach is destroying more peoples' lives 
than this 99.98% survivable virus, but then that's the point for 
the unaccountable NCCC... Herd immunity is reached when the 
rate of infec7on reaches equilibrium with immunity. That is 
caused by people's immune systems, i.e. geing sick and then 
geing beper. Vaccines can help with this but they do not cause 
it. Causa7on is not the same as correla7on. Shaun

2021-01-16 
03:20:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is the start of a police state to enforce vaccina7ons on anyone. 
It's taking away our individual freedom. The whole concept is 
one of controlling the individual and is straight from hell. 

I have taken maybe one or 2 flu shots in my life and I'm over 60!! 

I dont believe in them. Buildup your own immune system. Your 
body is made to heal itself and to  live. If grasses and weeds on 
farmland build  up a resistance to weed killers......so that farmers 
have to keep changing their weed killers, how much more is the 
human body not made to naturally over come. Social distancing 
and especially masks....wont eliminate any virus pandemic.  The 
human body being exposed to viruses, and building up its own 
resistance, is the way we overcome virus pandemics. Keep your 
own body healthy. No vaccines. louise

2021-01-16 
03:00:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on My body my decision Alina 

2021-01-16 
02:05:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 will resist this vaccine at all costs - the puppet masters and 
media have turned this man made virus into a pandemic of fear. 
They are working on our emo7ons . 
With a 98 %  recovery rate  ther is no need for a Vacine Johan

2021-01-15 
23:45:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be taking any Vaccine as this is a planned  pandemic to 
enslave me and my family , I do not trust the ANC or China , they 
all human rights abusers . Cathy

2021-01-15 
23:04:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

An eye-opening concern to all should be that one may in the 
end, possibly not be allowed within public buildings (to shop for 
groceries, lay a charge at a police sta7on, enter a vehicle for 
public transport, enter a school, university, or even a healthcare 
facility, etc.) if one does not bare the possible mandatory proof 
of inoccula7on. A huge percentage of our popula7on's physical 
bodies cannot handle the preserva7ves of any vaccines. How 
does one test for this prior to geing a jab? - there is no way. 
Unfortunately, when one finds out that one's body (or worse, 
one's child's body) could not handle this, it is already too late. 
Once a person's fever becomes too high, the brain starts to 
malfunc7on. In most cases, the brain damage is irreversible. Frances A

2021-01-15 
22:44:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All that is said about covid 19, it's vaccina7on programme, 
vaccina7on travel iden7ty that was said to be fake news are 
happening. All those who raised concern about covid their 
accounts are stopped, all that informa7on is deleted.  I too 
happen to be a vic7m and the informa7on I got  was from  
Huwan China not distributed to any  person or group. I kept it on 
Google calender it was deleted. So this compulsory/ vaccina7on  
roll out leaves a lot to be desired.  The vaccine rollout 
programme I don't support it .  How come people predict that 1. 
in 2020 there's going to be a  global virus 2. It's going to change 
its strain 3. Vaccine is the solu7on 4. Vaccina7on travel id it's 
going to be implemented  5 those who said that are called 
Conspiracy Theorist  6 what they said become true and lastly 
those who oppose are said to be ignorant? No ways Ja 

2021-01-15 
22:35:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All i can say is it should not be compulsory to take vaccine as we 
have various medical condi7ons which can be deadly in our 
physic health! Bashobonke 

2021-01-15 
22:29:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is not fair to make the vaccine mandatory.  If the vaccine is so 
effec7ve then those who have taken it by choice will be immune 
from those who decide not to be vaccinated. Freedom is a right 
which is the basis of democracy, if it is made mandatory then 
there is no freedom at all. Lisa

2021-01-15 
21:41:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nellie

2021-01-15 
21:34:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is not safe. We have seen reports from the US and 
UK people died and also geing sick amer taking the vaccine. The 
technology used on the vaccine is new and it will alter human 
DNA. 

The vaccine should be given to the president and his cabinet first 
before everyone.  

The vaccine must not be mandatory. People must not be denied 
their freedom and bill of right just because they didn't take the 
vaccine.  

Africa must develop their own vaccine without the help of the 
western slave masters. Evidence

2021-01-15 
21:23:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If it has MRC-5 in it I don't want it, if there is a possibility of 
geing a latrogene7c reac7on I don't want it. 
Why vaccinate for a disease that kills such a small percentage of 
people it affects? Mosa

2021-01-15 
21:21:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on izanne
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2021-01-15 
20:45:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Do not force us to take the vaccine and let it be an individuals 
personal choice.There are do many uncertain7es pertaining to 
this vaccines.Empower us with accurate informa7on and let us 
make informed decisions on whether or not we want to be 
vaccinated.  Do not say vaccina7on is not compulsory and then 
go on and say however if one is not vaccinated they will not be 
able to travel,buy or sell and or do business with the bank...I 
mean who can live without doing all this .... Lindo

2021-01-15 
19:19:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The quick turn around 7me of this vaccines development is a 
health concern for me. The trials were not published to the 
public for us to know if there are any long or short term nega7ve 
effects. Donovan

2021-01-15 
19:19:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is NOT proven safe and evidence has shown this 
mul7ple 7mes. Abigail

2021-01-15 
19:08:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kobus

2021-01-15 
18:59:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Covid is here, it will wreak its havoc and leave the rest with 
natural immunity.  Like the Spanish flu, it will come and GO, 
become part of history.  Yes, take reasonable precau7ons but NO 
vaccines. There has not been sufficient tes7ng  and it is a total 
waste of money and 7me. Nobody knows what the long-term 
side effects may be.  What if pregnant mothers produced mutant 
babies?  The recovery rate is high. There is no  efficacy guarantee 
on the vaccine, so vaccina7ng is pointless. Ada

2021-01-15 
18:47:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1.) Mandatory vaccina7on is against the Geneva conven7on. 
2.) For a flu vaccina7on there are too many serious side effects 
3.) The vaccine should be scraped, it is not safe to give to the 
people of South Africa. 
4.) Again tax  payers money is to be wasted on something that 
tax payers don't want. Franz

2021-01-15 
18:15:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on James

2021-01-15 
18:14:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Government has been unable to provide a roll out plan. This 
is a real concern. 
Mandatory inocula7on is contrary to a person's cons7tu7onal 
rights. You cannot limit the right of the individual to inoculate an 
individual with an untested vaccine. Who will be held liable for 
any adverse side effects. Does the Government have deep 
pockets to pay out such medical claims. Marius 

2021-01-15 
18:07:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that any vaccine should be mandatory. It is not a 
cure, it is a vaccine, thus anyone who gets vaccinated may s7ll 
stand a chance of geing the virus any7me thereamer, similar to 
the flu. If you are a healthy individual that has not fallen ill with 
the virus or perhaps you have and your immune system was 
strong enough to overcome it, then why should there be a 
requirement that you should be forced to take the vaccine if 
your body is able to block or fight against the virus.  

There is also the risk of severely adverse effects/reac7ons for 
those who do take the vaccine and their immune systems may 
not be able to overcome the inser7on of the virus into their 
bodies, thus it may lead to terrible illness and at worst death.  

Vaccina7on should be a choice! Natasha
2021-01-15 
17:53:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Barbara 
Helen

2021-01-15 
17:52:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on My health records are my own concern. Gordon

2021-01-15 
17:49:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would prefer the ability to choose whether or not to vaccinate 
with a vaccine that no manufacturer in the world is prepared  to  
take responsibility for if it goes wrong. jamie

2021-01-15 
17:32:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not stand for this a lot people losing lives innocent people 
already dying we can not accept this we need to safe as much as 
we can we all we got at the end of the day Keagan 

2021-01-15 
17:31:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Krokkedil

2021-01-15 
17:00:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My family and I shall not be vaccinated. The talk is that this will 
not be mandatory, but we refuse if it ever will be on religious 
grounds. My concern is that it will become defacto mandatory 
via a "covid passport" which we are seeing in Australia (Qantas), 
France (no public transport allowed without proof of 
vaccina7on), UK and Netherlands (in discussion). "My body my 
choice". Map

2021-01-15 
16:39:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe that any governments in the world are concerned 
about the health of the people, only in controlling them. Our 
bodies; our choice. Severe side effects and even deaths have 
been reported as a result of the vaccines. I also don't like the 
idea of every person being tracked. Complete loss of freedom 
and choice. Shane

2021-01-15 
16:38:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If this virus is unnatural, it will die out. Dont force unproven 
medicines on us. Let the US and EU find a cure first. Africa is not 
a test site. Rather use natural remedies. Suggest a full 15day 
lockdown. Give the people 7me to stock up on food. Close 
everything. Then on opening, disinfect all malls, schools, 
hospitals keep borders closed and do a census to see who was 
sick during that 7me. Then isolate the cases and let the rest go 
back to work. Distribute foggers to disinfect cars and offices 
before police sta7ons reopen etc Grant

2021-01-15 
16:33:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You can forget about forcing your vaccine on the people. This 
crap could be worse than the virus and seems to be all about 
money. We had more deaths in 2016 from TB but there was no 
lockdown or masks. Man made virus with an untested vaccine 
which could be far worse. Gregory

2021-01-15 
16:15:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on A
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2021-01-15 
16:13:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jacques

2021-01-15 
16:04:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t believe in mandatory vaccina7ons. 
There is insufficient evidence to support  the efficacy of vaccines, 
I don’t believe that vaccines are safe or necessary. 
A mandatory vaccina7on for this par7cular disease is completely 
unnecessary. Rather invest in developing decent drugs to cure it 
- but alas it seems that will also not be possible . Anyway I for 
one would prefer to be given the freedom of choice not to 
vaccinate. 

Grant
2021-01-15 
15:56:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be taking any vacine .im sorry but our goverment has 
only their own interest at hart. Dont trust any one off  them Ashwin

2021-01-15 
15:51:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Chantél

2021-01-15 
15:34:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am totally agaisnt this vaccine. I dont remember vo7ng to 
support this as the government claims. I dont trust the 
government and the vaccine because it looks like our souls are 
being sold through this vaccine. The 7me it took to come with 
the vaccine is too liple to be effec7ve and why is this vaccine 
only targeted at african countries? Is the vaccine effec7ve or 
something else to make us even worst?  

I am totally agaisnt this, maybe if this was handled my Magoeng 
Mogoeng i would have trusted the whole process Moore

2021-01-15 
15:29:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You cannot vaccinate when there is prophylaxis and a cure for a 
disease. 
Ivermac7n is proven to work wonderful results both to prevent 
and cure it is approved by the FDA already for human use it has 
already been trialed it won a nobel peace price. 

Vonny
2021-01-15 
15:02:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on David

2021-01-15 
14:54:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This mRNA vaccine is the first of it’s kind. Previous mRNA 
vaccines have NOT been approved so it seems like despera7on 
has played a role in fast tracking approval. Other vaccines have 
had years of development, tes7ng and improvements. This is too 
sudden to be safe and should not be forced. Niel

2021-01-15 
14:34:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be receiving the vaccine. Apart from safety concerns 
(the trial period has been ridiculously short) and ques7ons 
around the necessity of the vaccine (considering, for example,  
that the virus can be treated with Ivermec7n, a less invasive 
alterna7ve to vaccina7on), my main concern is the right to 
bodily autonomy. Either we have the right to make our own 
choice about whether or not we are vaccinated, or our bodies 
are the property of the state.  Penetra7on of the body without 
consent  - including with a needle to administer a vaccine - is 
legally defined as rape.  I demand respect for my right to decide 
for myself what I do or do not accept into my body. My body, my 
choice! Kathleen

2021-01-15 
14:28:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ansie 

2021-01-15 
14:19:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You cannot force a vaccine that is not properly tested.  I would 
prefer to wait, as I'm sure I will since there are 59 million people 
and 20 million vaccines, and we are to reach herd immunity? 
Mankind has never been able to create an effec7ve vaccine 
against the common flu.  Their answer is to inject you with a few 
strains that make you violently ill.  If I have a choice to take the 
flu vaccine, why should this be any different? All that besides the 
fact that only our government is running the programme and 
well, no one has much faith in them to do anything right Vanessa

2021-01-15 
14:10:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons have been proven unsafe. They result in injury and 
death. They are filled with toxic ingredients. Homeopathic 
treatment is all you need. This is why we were created with an 
immune system. vaccines just interfere with the natural func7on 
of the body. Debbie

2021-01-15 
14:09:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe government can mo7vate and educate everyone 
around the risks, benefits etc. but NOT force anyone to take the 
vaccina7on. I do not trust our government nor the said 
vaccina7on. Arno

2021-01-15 
14:08:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not think that vaccines should be mandetory, there should 
always be alterna7ve medicine available. 
I am not an an7-vacer, but i am not willing to vaccinate myself if i 
do not belief in the test results of the vaccine. Sonja 

2021-01-15 
14:08:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not take this vaccine. This covid is thebiggest  load of 
nonsense they have told us. They cannot for the last 100years 
find a cure for the common cold, how can they in not even a 
year find a cure for this, if they dont really know what it is.  This 
is just another way of wastefull spending of tax money. Dennis

2021-01-15 
14:05:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

LET US WATCH THE PRESIDENT TAKE IT FIRST AND WE WILL WAIT 
A WEEK AND SEE IF HE IS DEAD OR NOT THEN WE CAN TALK 
ABOUT TAKING IT craig

2021-01-15 
13:46:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should not be mandatory!!! Other health care 
solu7ons should be made available! Government should not 
control people in this manner,has adequate tes7ng been done 
on this vaccine??????? Nelisiwe
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2021-01-15 
13:39:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The death toll due to Covid in South Africa does not jus7fy a 
mandatory vaccine that can possibly injure 1 in 40 people. 
Provide the science behind government decision making and let 
people make their own decisions such as in a true democracy. 

There are other alterna7ves to trea7ng Covid such as Ivermec7n 
etc. Why do government stop alterna7ve treatments in favor of 
a possibly unsafe vaccine? Who gains from this decision? 
Where’s the transparency regarding actual Covid deaths? Why is 
the false posi7ves from PCR tests not addressed. Are we 
declaring an pandemic on false posi7ves, and in so doing killing 
the economy, small business and people’s livelihoods? 
Mandatory vaccines are uncons7tu7onal. 
Why are the scien7sts and medical professionals voices being 
silenced? 
How can taking a mandatory vaccine guarantee my safety, 
health, longevity, freedom? AK

2021-01-15 
13:39:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To force someone to have a vaccine that no one knows if it will 
be effec7ve is ludicrous, and to discriminate against people who 
don’t want the vaccine by saying they can’t fly etc is against our 
fundamental human rights, par7cularly in a country that has 
suffered from such discrimina7on. Covid is the new flu and life 
must go back to normal. To have a vaccine that hasn’t been 
properly tested and is not really necessary is silly, according to 
virologists it provides the some protec7on but may not prevent 
you catching COVID or you transmiing the disease, you have 
more immunity if you have had it. If someone wants to be 
vaccinated let them but to spend so much on something that 
may not even prove effec7ve seems a waste. Maree

2021-01-15 
13:37:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been tested effec7vely , the death rate from 
covid is a small percentage compared to the people that recover 
from it. More people have died from flu other years . Lancet has 
withdrawn its report that hydrocloroquine was not effec7ve for 
covid , when given zinc it is effec7ve and much cheaper. We 
need our government to stop was7ng money and use money 
wisely. Their are doctors in our country that havd bedn on care  
blanche where pa7ents lives were saved by suckjng out the 
mucous plugs in the lungs and many ljves have been saved that 
way why are those solu7ons not being used jn other hospitals 
then pa7ents would recover quicker and beds would be 
available. If the covid vaccine was so effec7ve why is Faucci 
saying peoole would have to repeat it and s7ll wear masks. 
Governments are exploi7ng people that's why, they are geing 
paybacks from big pharma who care more about profit than 
people.  When will we see a government that truly does what us 
best fof its people. If you as government think its such a 
wonderful idea dont start with gge doctors start with yourselves 
and your families. Go look at the lady who posted the side 
effects she got  from to her neurological  system and shakes 
con7nously and see if you s7ll want it then. We are sick of your 
control and manipuka7kn and we are not stupid we can see right 
through this agenda, its not about the welfare of your people its 
about how much money you will receive from it. Laurinda

2021-01-15 
13:33:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mar7n 

2021-01-15 
12:51:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not take a vaccine as it is my human right to decide what I 
want to do with my body. Heindrich

2021-01-15 
12:13:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are other alterna7ves. The vaccine cannot be mandatory 
as it is a very personal choice to be made by each individual! Wynand

2021-01-15 
11:59:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1) The vaccine uses untested new technology. It may be an 
amazing break through, or it may cause major health issues 5 
years from now. We don't know. It hasn't been tested enough. 
2) A vaccine shouldn't be mandatory, especially an untested one. 
3) Government roll-out is ridiculous. Everything government 
touches is a mess and a waste. Government couldn't even 
prepare for the second peak amer the previous one. Government 
isn't bothering to respond to nursing staff volunteering. 
Government can't complete the simplest of tasks, this should 
not be in their hands. 
4) Allow private pharmacies to supply vaccina7ons. They can do 
it beper than government. 
5) Those who can afford the vaccine, should buy it themselves at 
pharmacies. Government should only consider helping those 
who cannot afford it. Heinu
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2021-01-15 
11:55:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am NOT a conspiracy theorist and DON’T believe the vaccines 
to be some mind control drug.  
I do however believe in the insa7able greed of shareholders in 
mul7na7onal companies and in this case pharmaceu7cal 
companies. I also believe in a similar insa7able greed and 
obscene corrup7on in all governments and I also believe in the 
professional pride of academic ins7tu7ons to be seen as cuing 
edge.  
I therefore  am highly suspicious of the efficacy of all these 
vaccines that are deemed safe and sound for mass consump7on 
with sta7s7cally negligible research and trials to endorse them. 
I am even more suspicious when governments around the world 
are wan7ng to make vaccina7on mandatory. What does that 
even mean? Do we need to take every vaccine on the market to 
comply, because each country seems to have its personal 
favourites. How in a 7me of very strained geopoli7cal rela7ons 
are all na7ons going to endorse all compe7ng vaccines from all 
alienated/aligned na7ons?  
The allies of China will insist on Chinese vaccines, the US allies 
will insist on US vaccines, the Russians, the Europeans, the 
Bri7sh, the Indians etc etc the same.  
Mandatory vaccina7on is simply a way for these pharmaceu7cal 
companies to make huge profits for their shareholders, and force 
Developing Na7ons into eternal debt and thus servitude. Dylan 

2021-01-15 
11:54:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We are born with a God given immune system to fight infec7ons 
of all kinds. I am a healthy, fit person with absolutely no 
underlying heath issues and will trust my body to fight off this 
virus should I contract same. I will not agree to any mandatory 
immunisa7on programme.  I have a right to decide what I will or 
won't allow to be injected into my body and I will not allow a 
vaccine of dubious origin, safety and effec7veness to be injected 
into me. I am happy to take my chances with this virus 
unvaccinated. I have no fear of death I only fear God. Annesia

2021-01-15 
11:24:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Had Covid, survived it. I don't need a vaccine. As for other 
people, it's up to them if they want to get vaccinated. We have 
no idea what the long term side effects will be, it might be worse 
than the actual virus. But if you ask me, this whole pandemic is 
being blown way out of propor7on. Dylan 

2021-01-15 
10:57:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What concerns me, is what concerns everyone else, there is no 
proof that the vaccine works, there is more proof that it actually 
kills, so, no thank you ANC, EFF and anyone else. You may have 
my jabs. I would rather go without un7l such 7mes as all 
vaccines have been tested thoroughly and have been proven 
safe for HUMANS, by that 7me I will more than likely be dead, 
through old age, rather than Covid or vaccines. Lilian

2021-01-15 
10:49:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We are happy to support the vaccine as long as it’s voluntary. 
We do NOT support compulsory vaccina7on nor do we support 
discrimina7on against those who choose not to have it. We have 
the cons7tu7onal right to bodily integrity and we will not 
support forced vaccines. Dipa

2021-01-15 
10:45:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about the effec7veness of the Vaccine and the 
various reports of vaccines being ineffec7ve and causing severe 
illnesses and some7mes paralysis  in other countries. I do not 
believe there has been sufficient tes7ng of the Vaccine. 

Premeela

2021-01-15 
10:44:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been fully tested and nor is the media  or 
governments carrying any news on the deaths supposedly 
occurring amer otherwise healthy individuals have been 
vaccinated that is being reported on social media nor is the issue 
of false posi7ves from the tests being spoken about.  
Furthermore the  natural recovery from Covid-19 is far greater 
than the  so called "effec7veness" of the vaccine and thus begs 
the ques7on why put chemicals into the human body when the 
natural survival rate is far higher. 

I believe the recovery rate has been under reported and I believe 
that the  issue of vaccina7ons has been punted by the 
Pharmaceu7cal's as a means to make money. 

I also believe that deaths that have nothing to do with Covid are 
classed as Covid  so as to reach the conclusion wanted and that 
is forced vaccina7ons for the monetary benefit of  the 
Pharmaceu7cal's Ron

2021-01-15 
10:42:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All vaccines should be voluntary. Full stop. Anyway a vaccine for 
a non existed virus is unethical. 99.9% recovery rate. No claims 
against manufacturer or government? This is a setup. Jacobus

2021-01-15 
10:41:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Barbara

2021-01-15 
10:32:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel people should have a choice to vaccinate.  I myself am not 
interested so they can choose anyone else wan7ng the vaccine 
and vaccinate them up to 67% for herd immunity then it is not 
necessary to do the rest.  I will rather use the other product used 
for animals than have someone vaccinate me. My family has a 
few people working in the medical profession and all of them 
said do not vaccinate.  So I would respec{ully decline and it is 
against my human rights and beliefs to try and force me to do 
so.  I saw a comical video the other day and I agree instead of 
government so graciously telling us what order the people 
would be vaccinated in why not do all the big shots in poli7cs 
first if they survive and have no side effects they can start with 
the order they prefer thereamer and again only those people 
who wants to vaccinate.  I am sorry but I will never agree to the 
vaccina7on for myself and my family there are to many dodgy 
stories etc raising concerns in this regard.  A vaccine cannot 
miraculously appear in a few months but diseases like cancer, tb, 
hiv and diabetes has not been cured in years. Chris7ne
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2021-01-15 
10:24:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

NO ONE WILL BE VACCINATING ME,MY FAMILY OR FRIENDS. WE 
WILL NOT BE TAKING IT. 
THESE VACCINES (and all others) ARE GROWN USING ABORTED 
BABIES> IT IS ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING AND I WILL NOT HAVE 
ANY MURDERED BABIES RUNNING IN MY VEINS OR BODY> IT 
WILL NEVER HAPPEN. Mark

2021-01-15 
09:56:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Last i checked we live in a democracy and we have the right to 
choose. And i will not based on my religious beliefs take a mRNA 
vaccine Owen

2021-01-15 
09:56:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Last i checked we live in a democracy and we have the right to 
choose. And i will not based on my religious beliefs take a mRNA 
vaccine Owen

2021-01-15 
09:01:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

the virus has all ready  mutated to a new virus how could you 
used a vaccine for the old virus to stop the new mutated virus Raymond

2021-01-15 
08:20:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No person should be forced to take something they are not 
comfortable with and also not be penalised in any way if they 
choose not to take this untested, dangerous medical 
experiment. That is uncons7tu7onal, goes against all basic 
human rights ans it goes against the Nuremberg Code. Angel

2021-01-15 
08:12:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

we will be forced to take this un tested vaccine  or we cannot 
travel , work , go to school , shopping ,banking. So even if they 
will give you the op7on to take it or not they will force you to if 
you want to life any sort of normal life. 

Me and my family of six will appose this Luciferian drug. Gerrit
Western Cape 343

2021-02-09 
00:16:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not consent. There is not enough evidence to show that it is 
effec7ve - humans are not guinea pigs and therefore should not 
be treated in this way.  It has not been tested on pregnant 
women, children and those with autoimmune condi7ons and it 
is being administered to these groups in other countries which is 
unethical. For a virus which has 99% survival rate it does not 
require a vaccine. There are many adverse reac7ons and deaths 
happen as a result of this vaccine.  This should only be voluntary. Nicole

2021-02-01 
10:39:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking the vaccine should be a personal choice, UNDER NO 
CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD ANYONE BE FORCED TO TAKE THE 
VACCINE. 

ALL the restric7ons should be done away with, for the Financial 
& mental wellbeing of the people. 

When this pandemic ends, mental health should be one of 
government's top priority. Lockdowns have resulted in job 
losses, high levels of stress due to restric7ons on enjoying being 
outdoors or regular socialising - it all being legislated as a 
criminal offence  
We will also have to pick pieces of aging parents who have 
suffered tremendously due to lockdown enforcement & severely 
restricted access. Jenny

2021-01-29 
14:38:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It makes me suspicious, the fact that we have this virus noone 
knows where it came from and then vaccine is ready in such  a 
short space. I don't trust  it and I feel that people are made to 
feel like they have no op7on but to take it. Sue 

2021-01-29 
09:39:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In South Africa we are awarded the right to chose whether or 
not we would like to be vaccinated. It should s7ll remain the 
decision of all individuals whether or not they are vaccinated. 
These vaccina7ons are not without side effects and have been 
noted to not be safe for children, breas{eeding woman or 
pregnant woman. Since the vaccines would have detrimental 
health effects for this group and are not deemed safe, I have no 
interest in receiving the vaccina7on. Bonita

2021-01-28 
21:39:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nicolepe

2021-01-27 
11:04:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Klem

2021-01-27 
10:07:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Edwin 
Nkonda 

2021-01-27 
08:59:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too short 7me, not properly researched or tested.  Do not trust 
the ingredients in the vaccine.  It should be treated the same as 
the flu vaccine,  we should have a choice whether to take it or 
not. Agnes

2021-01-27 
07:01:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would prefer using Ivemec7n. 
I do not trust the vaccine, at all. 
Open the beaches and allow alcohol sales at restaurants, to save 
both the jobs of the people in the liquor and restaurant 
business. Jacqui

2021-01-26 
20:37:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are to many bad side effects. Also the death infec7on rate 
has not decreased in countries where the vaccine has been 
rolled out. Other op7ons should be explored before a 
mandatory vaccine Garth

2021-01-26 
19:36:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Forcing mandatory vaccines is unethical due to the fact that my 
cons7tu7onal rights are being trampled on for the sake of 
stuffing NWO (New World Order) pockets Alfred

2021-01-26 
19:14:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is an infringement of basic human rights. A similar vaccine 
was apempted in the early 2000s and failed, with severe side 
effects. This one will be the same. By the 7me everyone is 
vaccinated this covid thing will be history. Such a waste of 
taxpayers money. Dave

2021-01-26 
18:06:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concerns stem from the mul7ple deaths recorded as a direct 
result of said vaccine. 
I do not understand why government is pushing this on the 
populace as it's been proven that Vit C, Vit D, Invermec7n and 
Hydroxicloroquine is effec7ve in preven7ng and healing the body 
from covid Elena
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2021-01-26 
18:05:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine skipped all animal trials and therefore people are 
the guinea pigs in this study. Scien7sts have not been able to 
make a sars vaccine before this as all animal tests subjects died 
or had serious outcomes when confronted with the virus post 
vaccina7on. This vaccine will be no different. Informed choice 
needs to be paramount, and then since there is risk there needs 
to be a choice. No one should be forced to take a vaccine only 
given condi7onal usage during a pandemic.  It has not been 
approved to be added the the schedules because of this. Do not 
take peoples rights away if they refuse the shot.  How insane for 
us even to have to discuss this. Our bodies are sovereign and we 
need to decide what goes into them. There is no crisis in the first 
place as this en7re covid pandemic is based in flawed tests never 
meant to diagnose someone. Jayne

2021-01-26 
17:57:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Health Freedom rights, there is more than one way to protect 
yourself against covid19, but only one way of doing things is 
recognized, this is just like racism, terrorism and fascism. My 
right to choose what medicine and modality I want to administer 
to myself and my kids, not too men7on the ineffec7veness in 
general, and the poten7al destruc7on western medicine and this 
vaccine can cause. 

Look to the natural world, that's where you will find it. 

Western medicine dear reader only puts plasters over health 
issues, the path to healing is not found on this road. Jean

2021-01-25 
18:47:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that forceful and mandatory vaccina7on is against our 
human rights. We, as individuals should have the right to 
choose. 
Furthermore, with the short period of 7me that the vaccine is in 
produc7on, it has not been tested thoroughly. This means that it 
cannot be proven to be safe or effec7ve. Inarie 

2021-01-25 
17:22:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Luke
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2021-01-25 
16:23:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory Vaccina7on is a direct viola7on of our  bill of rights 
and the United Na7ons pact and the Geneva conven7on. It 
violates the following South African rights 

1) Equality - we are not equal if we are not allowed to choose 
what we put into our bodies and if we are allowed to choose as 
medically compromised people can as well as many others that 
have a way to reject if not through the freedom of choise 

2)Human Dignity - it is our human dignity right that allows us to 
choose what chemicals and toxins, medicines etc that we choose 
to put in our body. As a result of the atroci7es performed on the 
Jews in the second world war by Nazi experiments on non-
consen7ng subjects of their experiments were forced similarly to 
take medica7on and injec7ons that they did not choose or 
beleive in and were not accep7ng of. Our human dignity is 
removed in the same way as the Jewish people that were 
experimented on or forced to take medica7on that the doctrine 
of the era believed would be "safe" 
  
3) one of our most significant rights being the right to LIFE is 
being threatened by ANY degree of chance of having our lives 
nega7vely impacted, harmed, compromised or even ended as a 
result of the vaccine. A mandatory vaccine would effec7vely 
result in the government killing its own ci7zens as they KNOW 
the risks as a result of many that have already died from the 
vaccine. This is clearly seen in the media and many medical 
studies not just with this vaccine but others and verified by the 
huge sums of money paid in damages by WHO for those that 
have been compromised by vaccines. 

4) the right to Freedom and Security is compromised in 
numerous ways: Our freedom to choose what we take into our 
body, what we use and the medical avenues we have freedom to 
follow are compromised. At the Nuremberg trials when the 
concentra7on camp vic7ms were ques7oned the overwhelming 
response was the loss of freedom, imposed medical torture, 
experiments, and other torture forced on them. This is the same 
as a mandatory vaccine. Should any vaccine compromise our 
health (as has happened to many others) then our fredom to 
security is compromised as that will render all those 
compromised unable to work, earn a living and be able to 
defend and protect oneself and family. 

5) our right to privacy is compromised by removing our right to 
choose if we take a vaccine or not, by making it mandatory then 
there will be a record of who has the vaccine and who does not 
have it and we los our privacy as to what we hve put into our 
body. 

6) Our freedom of Religion, belief and Opinion is completely 
compromised by a mandatory vaccine that does not allow us to 
choose based on our religion or our beliefs as to whether a 
vacine works or is harmful. 

7) Our freedom of expression is also removed as we no longer 
can freely express that we do not agree with the process going 
on and that this vaccine is dangerous and should not be taken. 
Our only way of expressing this is to simply abstain and not take 
the vaccine but a governament mandate would destroy this right 

8) Our freedom of ci7zenship would be compromised as we 
would have to give up our ci7zenship to avoid a vaccine should it 
be made mandatory for all SA ci7zens. we would have to 
become a refugee and flee our country of birth 

9) same as point 9 our freedom of Residence would be 
compromised as above 

10)  as has been proven by vaccine trials done in India on 25 000 
Indians for an HPV vaccine, who all became sterilized and 
numerous other vaccine trials like this we would lose our right to 
Children. Even if there is a 1% chance or even a 0.0001% chance 
of this, the choice should be ours to risk our Right to Children for 
any vaccine situa7on. 

Amer the Nuremberg trials it was greed by all UN members that 
the same experiments and forcing of medicine on people could 
never be repeated, yet this is what the government is choosing 
to do. This is a viola7on of many of our rights, agreements of 
state, UN agreements, Geneva conven7on agreements etc. 

Anton

2021-01-25 
15:54:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that each ci7zen of South-Africa can decide for 
themselves if he/she want to get vaccinated. Vaccines should 
NEVER under any circumstances be mandatory. Yvonne

2021-01-25 
07:38:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mar7nique
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2021-01-24 
21:31:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has been rushed through the tes7ng phases. There 
is proof of people having serious nega7ve reac7ons to the 
vaccine, leaving pa7ents with life-threatening condi7ons and lem 
others dependant on medical support for the rest of their lives. 

It will cost the taxpayers money that they don't have.  The 
money that has already been on this pandemic will take years 
and years to recover and get the economy working again. And 
Ivermec7n is a medicine that has been through the trails and has 
been tested much more extensively. Rae

2021-01-24 
21:12:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hello, 
I am very concerned about this vaccine. For one, it has not been 
properly tested. It was never tested on animals and has 
bypassed necessary safety measures. A few months of tes7ng is 
NOT enough tes7ng to know if it is safe to give to millions. 
Besides that, if you are under 70 without an autoimmune issue 
you have a  99.98% chance of survival. If you take 
hydroxocloroquine for example your chance of survival is even 
higher. There is absolutely no need for this vaccine as the 
majority of people already have natural immunity. According to 
the CDC, they don't even know if the vaccine protects against 
transmission, so what is the point then?! It is a completely new 
type of vaccine with many risks involved which are incredibly 
dangerous. I truly believe the "cure" will be worse than the virus. 
I ask the you do everything in your power to educate people on 
the risks of this vaccine and that you do not put any pressure on 
restric7ons on those that do not want to take it. Thank you. brooke

2021-01-24 
19:45:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Amanda

2021-01-24 
18:02:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Governments such as UK have already rolled out vaccines and 
indemnified themselves by admiing it does not make you 
immune, it does not stop transmission, it does not guarantee 
you won't die from it and you s7ll need to adhere to all 
draconian rules and regula7ons. The vaccine had only just been 
developed for a so called brand new virus and had gone to full 
human trials with blanket indemnity to pharma. No, no, no! Sonja 

2021-01-24 
17:32:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Japhta

2021-01-24 
11:14:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Many people has died from this vaccina7on. Why enforce it on 
those who choose not to have it? Vaccina7ons must be 
researched, it takes a few years to do research. This vaccina7on 
cannot be trusted nor accepted. Government wants to control 
the people which comes down to Communism. What about our 
free will to make an informed decision on health related 
mapers? Our freedom is at risk if we feel forced to submit to 
allowing government to carry out this scam. We are nearing 
Autumn thus we will show signs of flu symptoms etc.. It does not 
point out that we have covid. Covid is a scam that the Chinese 
government invented. I do not believe the scam. Using 
alterna7ves in herbal medicine will save many lives. Government 
is Only amer making lots of money, Ceril Ramaphosa DO NOT 
care about the lives of South-Africans but How much money he 
can steal. 

Jenna

2021-01-23 
19:20:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to the fact that NOTHING will change, why is being 
vaccinated......and forcefully so, so important, especially as there 
are Invermec7n and Hydroxycloroquine available. Elena

2021-01-23 
13:09:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As there are no long term studies for said vaccines, I strongly 
think it should be the individuals choice weather or not to get 
the vaccine. That being said. Those who choose to not get 
vaccinated should not be penalised in any way for their choice. Nicholas
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ABORTION-TAINTED MANDATORY COVID VACCINE WOULD BE 
THE BEGINNING “OF THE APOCALYPSE”: BISHOP SCHNEIDER 

hpps://youtu.be/8mWuubPZ44 

hpps://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/a-mandatory-covid-
vaccine-would-be-the-beginning-of-the-apocalypse-bishop-
schneider 

Last week Bishop Athanasius Schneider laid out an ‘apocalypse’ 
scenario regarding forced global vaccines derived from aborted 
babies. Bishop Schneider told LifeSite should there be a 
mandatory global vaccine for coronavirus derived from cell lines 
from aborted babies, “then we will enter into the 7me of the 
Apocalypse.” 

He explained it this way. He said: 
Maybe I’m wrong, but I have the suspicion that partly this COVID 
situa7on was created not only to implement a new dictatorship 
and control of the popula7on, but in some way to legalize 
abor7on globally – the killing of unborn babies – so that the 
en7re planet will be collabora7ng in the process of killing babies 
through the vaccine which will use parts of aborted babies. The 
vaccine will be imposed and obligatory – so that you cannot 
work, travel, go to school without it, obliging the en7re 
popula7on to receive the vaccine, but the only vaccine will be 
that made with cells from aborted babies. Perhaps they will not 
accept other vaccines, and they will lie, saying that these are not 
effec7ve, that the only effec7ve vaccine will be from aborted 
babies. I am not affirming now that this will happen, but it is my 
suspicion: it appears to me realis7c that this could come. This is 
for me the last step of Satanism: that Satan and the world 
government – ul7mately the masonic world government – will 
oblige all, even the Church, to accept abor7on in this way. And 
therefore we must resist very strongly against this, if it comes. 
We must even accept to be martyrs. 

#Abor7on #PaganSacrifice 

THE UNBORN BABIES USED FOR VACCINE DEVELOPMENT WERE 
ALIVE AT TISSUE EXTRACTION 

hpps://rumble.com/vcq539-the-unborn-babies-used-for-
vaccine-development-were-alive-at-7ssue-extract.html 

In today's episode of The John-Henry Westen Show, Westen 
interviews Pamela Acker, one of the most knowledgeable people 
in the world on vaccines and on what goes into them. 

#Abor7on #PaganSacrifice 

END THE USE OF ABORTED CHILDREN IN SCIENCE 

hpps://cogforlife.org/ 

Two helpful charts can also be found, detailing which vaccines 
use cell lines from aborted babies, and at what stage the cell 
lines are used.  

hpps://cogforlife.org/wp-content/uploads/
CovidCompareMoralImmoral.pdf 

hpps://s27589.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/
COVID-19-Vaccine-Candidates-and-Abor7on-Derived-Cell-
Lines.pdf 

#Abor7on #PaganSacrifice 

AN ETHICS ASSESSMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINE PROGRAMS 
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2021-01-23 
12:03:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Felicia

2021-01-23 
11:16:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mack

2021-01-23 
08:52:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that amer all the things being said about the vaccine it is 
only right that the government start receiving the vaccina7on 
themselves before rolling it out to the rest of us. It also need not 
to be mandatory everyone has the right to choose what is right 
for them. Nokwanda

2021-01-23 
07:40:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly I was posi7ve and now I’m nega7ve without any vaccine 
or medica7on so that means my immune system has defeated 
the virus on it’s own without being injected with chemicals. This 
is world scam, the tests are a scam, giving false posi7ve to 
increase the numbers. I wish our learner they can grow 
conscious and start thinking with their brain Samuel

2021-01-23 
01:54:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a ci7zen of South Africa I do not give my permission  for 
mandatory roll-out of the vaccine. I do not give my permission 
for my child to be vaccinated without my consent. I ques7on the 
safety of the vaccine and the moral and ethical implica7ons of 
injec7ng the substance into any human being without consent. I 
further ques7on the vaccine's efficacy in protec7ng humans 
against covid19 and/or any medical implica7ons as a rexult of 
being vaccinated against covid19. It is an irresponsible 
sugges7on by the state to advise us that health care workers 
should be amongst the 1st to be vaccinated.  I suggest that the 
president as well as the other members of government should 
be publicly vaccinated and that all who does get vaccinated 
should do this out of their free will and give signed agreement to 
being vaccinated. I further suggest that any given consent by an 
individual to voluntarily be vaccinated should be done in full 
knowledge of the possible known or unknown implica7ons to 
their mental and physical health.  I state to it is my opinion that 
the South African government is failing their ci7zens in a way 
that greatly surpasses any past failure in the history of our 
country and that they are doing so not because they are 
misinformed but because of greed and self interest.  Jessica 

2021-01-22 
23:13:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that the government will want to enforce 
mandatory inocula7ons across the country which I feel they will 
ensure that they find a way around our cons7tu7onal rights to 
enforce it. 

It has been proven that Ivermec7n is a miracle drug, other 
countries are proving to have found other ways of bea7ng this 
virus but our government somewhere along the lines choose to 
have blinkers and be oblivious to it.  How is it that this vaccine 
has been created to quickly when they struggling to create a 
vaccine for Ebola for years and years! Caelyn 

2021-01-22 
21:58:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am a Sovereign human being I do not give authority to inject 
any substance into my body at all ever.! Jared

2021-01-22 
21:31:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that no Covid virus was isolated and yet a vaccine 
is available. The PCR test is proven inaccurate yet you report 
posi7ve cases. Making the stats inaccurate. No vaccine ever for 
any virus or disease yet in 1 yr you have a vaccine. Not tested on 
animals. No pharmaceu7cal company liable for damages. With a 
proven medica7on such as Ivermec7n and Hydroxychloroquine 
we have a right to this medica7on and end this 99% recovery 
rate Plandemic now. We have a right to protec7on to our bodies. Fouzia

2021-01-22 
19:57:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone has a choice to make decisions over their health. Its 
deplorable that we are likely going to be coerced by threats of 
losing our jobs and freedom of movement. It beats the mind 
that governments have to bow down to this vaccine pressure 
over a virus with more than 90% recovery rate.  I am not for 
conspiracy theory but something is ropen in the state of 
Denmark. Delmarie

2021-01-22 
19:31:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be an individual choice and not be imposed on 
anyone. There's no long term safety studies on this vaccine. 
There's no guarantee that it's effec7ve. No one will be held liable 
for reac7ons to it. Where there is a risk there should be a choice 
Why are we so willing to accept that there will be casual7es to 
the vaccine but unwilling to accept the deaths caused by c19. 
What makes those lives more precious? It seems all lives maper 
except those destroyed by the vaccine. That is not right.. Double 
standards! No to mandatory vaccina7ons! No the c19 vaccine! 
Untested! Proven to be unsafe Ayesha

2021-01-22 
19:27:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No to being a guinea pig for a rushed vaccine. That may not even 
be effec7ve against the current strain. And what is the purpose 
of imposing a c19 passport on us if the vaccine is supposedly 
voluntary? No to mandatory vaccina7ons! This vaccine has no 
long term safety studies and one cannot hold the government or 
the pharmaceu7cal companies liable for any adverse reac7ons Chirwan

2021-01-22 
19:25:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Where there is a risk there should be a choice. Untested rushed 
vaccine with no long term safety studies and no guarantee of its 
effec7veness Aasiyah 

2021-01-22 
19:23:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is an untested, rushed vaccine and no one will be held liable 
for any vaccine injury that may occur Mogamat
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2021-01-22 
12:39:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. This is s7ll an Experimental Biological Agent or mRNA Vaccine. 
Not an actual Vaccine like I've taken and my Family as well, 
which has the actual virus inside. 
1.1 There has been no Succesfull Vaccine for any Corona Virus 
for the past 20 Years, what makes this one any different? 
2. Experimental Vaccine companies has full immunity against any 
liability. 
3. Concerns about the nega7ve effects on the Placenta inner 
lining. 
4. It makes you sick and concerns about too much An7body 
genera7on which will affect you nega7vely. 
5. Vaccina7on does not stop you from geing the Virus. 
6. Does not stop Transmission of the Disease should you get it 
amer Vaccina7on. 
7. Only 2.3% of All SA people has contracted the Virus of which 
0.066% of All SA has died. 
8. Why must healthy people take a vaccine if you have no 
comorbidi7es? 
9. It should be your choice 
10. I'd rather take a doctor's prescrip7on of Ivermec7n and/or 
Hydroxychloroquine which has been around for Decades and has 
proven to be a safe Drug with minimal side effects if any. 
11. The RSA Goverment will rather experiment with an unknown 
Vaccine than Globally proven Drugs like Ivermec7n & 
Hydroxychloroquine. 
12. Almost 40 000 people have died, who knows how many 
would s7ll be alive today if above treatments would have been 
applied. 
13. The world & especially the USA have known about 
Ivermec7n since April last Year, why do we only find this out now 
in December and then they ban it? 

Something very sinister is going on... 

My opinion and stance is that me and my Healthy Family won't 
be taken the Vaccine so please remove 5x2 Vaccines from the 
Order please. HUGO

2021-01-22 
12:13:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would just le it to be op7onal. I can't say if it will work or not, 
I'd it is needed or not, but I would le the op7on to decide myself 
for the preserva7on of my body. Colin

2021-01-22 
11:23:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too many people have died shortly amer their vaccina7on.  It is 
not safe.  Ivermec7n is cheaper and safer. Anneri

2021-01-22 
09:34:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is an experimental vaccine. Germ theory is just a theory and 
has been proven to be wrong 7me and 7me again. Health is not 
found at the end of a needle, end of story. The alterna7ve 
solu7on is that people stop going along with the Covid farce. 
Many millions of lives are being destroyed by the lockdowns etc, 
and I am absolutely sure that many more will be destroyed or 
ended by the experimental vaccines that have no long term side 
effect data, and the manufacturers have no liability for damages 
caused. Strictly speaking, mRNA injec7ons are not vaccines 
either, so more currup7on is to be found there. This pandemic 
ends when people stop believing the corrupt governments who 
couldn't care less whether you or me die (and the useless PCR 
tests). It is also against the Nuremberg code (coersing or 
sugges7ng its mandatory, or making it impossible to live a 
normal life with out). If a person is pushing for this vaccine and 
agrees with lockdowns etc, they are complicit in crimes against 
humanity and you will be judged accordingly in the future. Brent 

2021-01-22 
08:29:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rochelle

2021-01-22 
08:23:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Should be by choice Harold 

2021-01-22 
07:49:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm not in support of this so called vaccine!! And do not support 
how it's going to aid in controlling our earth's popula7on. The 
powerful and wealthy always find new ways of controlling 
popula7on without preying on smaller countries by going to 
physical war. Oem

2021-01-22 
07:42:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on J

2021-01-21 
18:39:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be forced upon people. That is wrong. Why is 
Ivermec7n not supported and allowed to People by choice. It 
reeks of government with other agendas Shamiela

2021-01-21 
15:20:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not in favour of the "vaccine" or should I use the correct 
term which is experimental drug. Millions of brands is being 
spent on something that has not yet been tested on animals let 
alone human beings. No studies have been done to prove that it 
is safe or even effec7ve. In fact,  Dr Anthony Fauci himself 
confirmed that there is no evidence that the "vaccine" can 
prevent Covid 19. 
There is medica7on like Ivermec7n which can be used to cure 
Covid 19 and has been used in our country for more than 40 
years. 

So why spend so much money which we dont have where there 
is a safe alterna7ve to be used. Our people are suffering 
financially more than there are people dying from a virus that 
has a 95% recovery rate. The numbers dont jus7fy the masked 
mandate, the lockdowns or a "vaccine".  

South Africa needs to wake up and not allow these leaders to 
allow people to be killed like this. NO TO THE EXPERIMENTAL 
DRUG!!!! 

Melanie
2021-01-21 
14:25:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone has a right to decide what they want to put in their 
bodies. Lyzalle
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2021-01-21 
14:21:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The  people should  have  choice to be vaccinated  or not as it 
should always be free choice if theres risks involved  whoch 
thwre is with this untested and under developed poisonous  
vaccine.  We shouldnt been coercwd to have any caccine as per 
decelera7on  amer world war 2 Nuremburg. Cant hold people 
prisoner of not allowing them to be able to use certain places or 
go places or work or shop if not having  this evil vaccine. You 
cant force the world agend unto people.  
There isnproven medicene ivomac7m  and HCQ and Vit D,C to 
help heal the sick from this man made virus Esmarie 

2021-01-21 
11:03:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nicolet

2021-01-21 
10:47:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not undergone sufficient tes7ng, nor animal 
trials. The distribu7on of such untested vaccine goes against the 
Nuremberg code and is illegal. 
The nega7ve effects of the vaccine far out weighs the supposed 
posi7ve effects as there are already proven methods to tread 
Covid. Camilo

2021-01-21 
10:45:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone has the right to choose whether you want it or not.  
The vaccine is not guaranteed.  
Will I s7ll need to wear a mask? 
Rather spend the money to give immune boosters to the 
frontline workers and those less privileged A

2021-01-21 
10:39:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't want to be forced to take a vaccine that hasn't been 
developed and tested properly. as a medical professional i know 
it takes more than a few months to research and create a 
vaccine. I've also read numerous ar7cles where people have had 
terrible side effects and also death amer taking this vaccine 
world wide. so who is going to be responsible when i am lem 
with a disability from taking a vaccine that's being forced on me? 
who is going to take care of my family then. the government 
does not inspire confidence to the people about this vaccine. to 
put it simply I don't trust them and their inten7ons with this 
vaccine. if this is safe why doesn't the members of parliament 
and their families get vaccinated first? that will go a long way in 
installing peoples faith in their vaccina7on plans. at the moment 
i feel like a test subject in a governments experiment. edith

2021-01-21 
10:36:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Against my believe. You can not control people by manipula7on 
and enforcing them to do something. 
I don't have  faith in the vaccines. Charmyn

2021-01-21 
10:32:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The world has not found a vaccine for the first SARS break out in 
China or the MERS in the Middle East. How could scien7sts have 
found a vaccine in such a short 7me just because there is a 
pandemic? Was the the first SARS and MERS not urgent too? I 
feel like South Africans are going to be used as lab rats. 
Obviously people in high posi7ons will deny it but, people who 
think logically will reach the same conclusion. I studied science 
and its wrong of professional scien7st to say they found a 
vaccine and they want to give it to people. A real scien7st will 
test it first - and not on humans.  
I also feel it will be in humane to make vaccina7ons mandatory 
there will be as much immunity as if the person got COVID and 
what if everybody gets sick amer taking, like some get sick amer 
the flu vaccine? It will also be unfair and dictatorial if South 
Africans need to have proof of vaccina7on to travel 
interna7onally. Also, why must the health care workers get the 
vaccine first? If they get sick then the rest of the very sick people 
- also non-COVID - will die anyway. 
I think ci7zens, foreign na7onals and tourists in SA should be 
responsible. The law enforcement should be stricter to protect 
the people and prevent the spread. The second wave was 
already unnecessary but, a third wave will be prevented only if 
we distance and behave responsibly not with a vaccine that 
might work. It’s long overdue when the adults should start 
ac7ng responsibly. Lois

2021-01-21 
09:42:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Each individual should have the freedom to choose what goes 
into their bodies. Hannelie

2021-01-21 
09:25:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Daar is te veel leuens en halwe waarhede om ons te verplig om 
dit te neem. Die regering kan nie eers klein probleempies oplos  
soos crime preven7on en job crea7on nie, hoe kan hulle nou kan 
sien vir die "grootste tragedie van ons tyd". Waarom is daar nog 
nie ' n "cure" vir kanker, HIV, diabetes ensomeer nie.........want 
hulle kan nie geld maak daaruit nie. Die Covid vaccine gaan nie 
ons probleme oplos nie dit gaan dit vererger. Juanita 

2021-01-20 
23:16:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support this vaccine roll out due to limited research on 
long term effects. And I also don't think it will be effec7ve 
against the new strain as there is already research showing that 
the 501 strain is less sensi7ve to an7bodies from a previous 
strain. Melissa

2021-01-20 
22:10:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There has not been sufficient tes7ng.  
There are hatmful side effects and death.  
It’s a scam.  
It’s a reset with a fake pandemic. Derek

2021-01-20 
22:09:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine not fully tested with unknown long term effects and not 
certain if it will prevent future covid. I cannot accept any form of 
"rushed" vaccine with that much side effects and uncertain cure/ 
preven7on. Basil

2021-01-20 
21:29:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Michele 
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2021-01-20 
19:41:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are alterna7ves and the push to vaccinate everyone is 
against my rights and freedom. I do not need a government to 
treat me like a child. Secondly this has been pushed through to 
quickly. There is no liability for big pharma in cases of  adverse 
reac7on. The use of fetal cells for research and in development 
of vaccina7ons is unacceptable. This is a bad flu which has been 
used to excercise control and deminish our rights. There are 
alterna7ve medica7ons which government is preven7ng its 
ci7zens from using is unacceptable and demonstrates lack of 
respect for ci7zens to make own decisions. The side effects that 
have already occurred and are glossed over. Debra

2021-01-20 
19:25:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How can you ever provide a country with a vaccine that has no 
evidance of being effec7ve, but the recovery rate of the disease 
is high. This is just another scam to control people. Why do you 
need to be vacinated in order to travel if it is nit going to 
guarantee you geing the virus.  What really amazes me is that 
you cannot put 2 and 2 together and see that there is no solid 
proof or conclusion that this is a bullet proof plan.  It sounds like 
uou sold the country out.  
So NO i am against this vaccine. Jannelie 

2021-01-20 
18:30:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that we'll be forced to be all vaccinated whereas 
these vaccines are not properly tested if they're effec7ve. I don't 
want them as why SA is so in a hurry to get them whereas we 
are not even in the top 5 death tolls in the world. Now the worst 
part is that as South African taxpayers we have to pay for these 
vaccines. Simphiwe

2021-01-20 
17:27:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not at all happy with the proposed mandatory vaccine, as 
well as the Covid passport. I know the severity of Covid 19 is a 
hoax on the popula7on and that the passport has more to do 
with control than anything else. I am married for 18 years with 3 
children. I've lem my parents home years ago and I have not 
given this government consent to dictate my life for me. The way 
this virus has been handled and all the lies van uncertainty 
surrounding this whole sham is nothing short of a CRIME 
AGAINST HUMANITY. I am ashamed of the world I live in today. I 
am ashamed that we allowed people to govern us from the 
shadows for centuries. I am not happy about this at all!! People 
should be allowed the freedom of choice regarding whether or 
not to be vaccinated. I feel as though i live in another reality as 
what is reported through the media and health as well as 
government is not what i see around me.  I see lies, corrup7on, 
mind control through media. None of this makes sense but I 
know this is about way more than a virus... God bless this 
country Theola

2021-01-20 
15:52:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support freedom of choice which are being taken away from us.  
There are other more deadly   deceases and none of them are 
being policed like covid-19. It is well known that proper test has 
not been performed on the vaccine. No evidence that the 
vaccine are suitable for the covid strain in SA.  No liability are 
enforced from the suppliers of the vaccine. No support offered 
to people that are nega7vely affected amer taking the vaccine. 
Too many ques7ons are being asked worldwide and it seems 
that the governments are just pushing to move forward without 
any concern. Sanet

2021-01-20 
15:26:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no way a vaccina7on that was developed in a few 
months has no nega7ve side effects. Has this even been 
approved for human? If covid doesnt kill us, this vaccine 
definitely will. Who's to say that this won't cause long term 
issues like cancers and other underlying condi7ons. 

No thank you 

I do not believe that this should be mandatory, we have rights 
that protect us.  

Thanks 
Whitley

2021-01-20 
15:14:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel like the president and government should first take the 
vaccine and then give it an incuba7on period so that we can see 
the side effects or even purpose of said vaccine... other 
countries have recovered without any vaccine, many people in 
our country have recovered without using a vaccine, some even 
just by isola7ng at home so I dont see a need for it. Also if a 
vaccine doesnt work in one country why would it magically work 
here.  

Also bill gates is sketch, maybe he should try his own crap first S

2021-01-20 
14:31:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

first of all we don't know what is in this vaccine and the effects 
of it and who made it. If it is the one coming from Bill Gates he is 
the enemy to the humanity with being obsessed about reducing 
the African popula7on. He is not God. l think the governments is 
really going to need wisdom in approaching this and think about 
the lives of people. We do not want a vaccine that will alter 
people's dna other than how God created them otherwise they 
cease to be human beings. The world needs Jesus and needs to 
pray about this because the enemy is also taking advantage 
those who had agendas will not want to further them. The 
African government really needs to be careful about accep7ng 
any vaccinne. There are other home remedies that have worked 
for people that can be used. The government needs to be 
encourage people to take home remedies and if someone goes 
outside they must steam when they get home. i am no fan of 
this vaccine and please don't make it mandatory. Look at those 
that are at risk and had contacted covid before as well as the 
health care workers only if you are sure the vaccine is safe and 
will not alter anyone's dna. Liso
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2021-01-20 
14:29:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine drives overseas have proven to be damaging!  
People should be allowed to make a choice concerning their own 
bodies. I have never taken a vaccine and I've never had health 
issues I'm not about to start changing that now! Michelle

2021-01-20 
13:48:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccines are against human rights. We do not know 
what are in these vaccines and how it will effect us in long run in 
terms of reproduc7on or au7sm as with other vaccines. It has 
not undergone extensive tests so I will not be forced to be a 
human test subject or allowing my children to be test subjects 
when I have survived covid myself. I do not need a vaccine. And I 
do not want it. Roxanne

2021-01-20 
13:48:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is unethical and inhumane to force people to take a vaccine 
that is not 100% effec7ve, not without debilita7ng symptoms,  
has failed animal tes7ng , and not past the human trial stages. Dane

2021-01-20 
13:37:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough long term studies done. Don’t know what the long 
term side effects may be Katrina

2021-01-20 
12:46:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It is my right to choose what I put into my body. Olivari

2021-01-20 
11:04:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

nature makes NO mistake.Nature's natural immune vaccina7on  
system and that cannot be accidentally that we have it in our 
body. the man-made vaccina7on will definitely mess up or 
confuse the natural immune vaccina7on system.  
what we should have our science7sts Do is focus on how we can 
best use that system, Rather than to avoid it en7rely and INJECT 
vaccines Under our skins.. 
Only honest scien7sts will tell you that the adverse effects ffects 
of this vaccine are not known Shupzadinho

2021-01-20 
10:33:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The choice to be vaccinated should be that of the individual. We 
are already being forced to wear masks, which poses a serious 
health risk. People cannot be forced to take another risk on a 
vaccine that had been created in a rush and of which the safety 
is not certain.   Fiona

2021-01-20 
09:24:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am extremely uncomfortable with the thought of being forced 
to vaccinate my family (especially my children) with a vaccine 
that hasn’t been around long enough to be thoroughly and 
carefully tested. We have had terrible reac7ons to vaccines in 
the past, so we are weary of ever exposing ourselves to one 
again - let alone one as dangerous as this covax vaccine. I fear 
our freedoms will be thoroughly stripped away by making this a 
mandatory ac7vity. We should reserve the right to freedom of 
speech and freedom of choice! Andrea

2021-01-20 
08:47:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First and foremost  our rights to choose are being usurped. 
We are being systema7cally strong armed  into  going along  
with policy. 
Already In my industry there is a no test no work policy.  
Its extremely reckless to roll out this vaccine, it bypassed so 
many regula7ons and with  no legal liability on the part of the 
Pharmaceu7cal industry.  
Mandatory vaca7on violates our cons7tu7onal rights and South 
Africa  with its Rich history of Corrup7on with no punishment . 
We place our trust in officials with prison records,  and 
Governance from individuals that lack morals and obviously in it 
for there own agenda.  
Lack of official degrees and cer7fica7on  does not mean we not 
well  informed. 
Connect the dots SA, this Government is not working in our best 
interests and  is usurping  our freedom in a slow and systema7c 
roll out. 
I take my hat of for Presidents of other African Na7ons. 
Our Current Head  obviously has no morals or backbone and 
think that he has parental control  over the well-being and 
future of South African s. 
This Vacine, ivermecton saga, ID system,  gag order on our rights 
smacks of communism.  So what's next SA, you lock us up, 
threaten  the removal of our kids, take away our rights to work.? 
Well I pray to a living God that the old adage of " what you sow 
you will reap" 

Zea

2021-01-20 
08:13:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All previous vaccines rolled out has never been mandatory. Why 
is this vaccine mandatory? Any vaccine should be regarisly 
tested for side effects before implemen7ng it. The huge cost 
implica7on of rolling out a vaccine that's not properly tested 
against this new variant of corona virus is opening up the 
country to huge fruitless expenditures. Let's be responsible with 
tax payers money. Recardo 

2021-01-20 
07:39:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on JC

2021-01-20 
06:42:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good morning dear South Africans, I  can tell you that the Same 
thing will happen to this Vaccine Roll out applica7on as it is was 
the case with the  Food Parcel distribu7on.  Only certain part of 
South Africa ?? people will be  allocated (Black South 
Africans)and they are the Ones who doesn't apply and following 
the protocols. Secondly the process will be hampered by 
corrup7on and unfair distribu7on and we can do nothing about 
it.  

So  with God Grace and Blessings  we will Prevail ??? Winston 
2021-01-20 
06:23:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why do governments want to force people to vaccinate when 
the recovery rate of Covid is over 80%. Taneea

2021-01-19 
22:18:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Vaccine is not safe and I would like to have the right to 
refuse it.  
Its my body and my choice what goes into my body. As long as its 
not made mandatory, i dont have a problem. But if not geing 
the Vaccine will stop me from working and traveling, i have a 
problem with it.   Charlie
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2021-01-19 
21:33:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Each person should be free to decide if they want to take the 
vaccine or not.  All concerns are valid. Also a passport or food or 
travel should not be withheld from a ci7zen just on the basis of if 
they had a vaccine or not. Our bodies are our bodies and we 
should be allowed to decide for ourselves.  In essence so many 
people have lost their jobs and so many business` have closed 
that society will never be the same, regardless of a vaccine or 
not. Social distancing, geing tested and face masks will be with 
us and should ci7zens be allowed to chose their own medicine 
for an illness. Lizelda

2021-01-19 
21:20:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7ons and vaccina7on passports infringe upon 
the rights of all ci7zens by taking away their freedom of choice, 
disregarding their agency over their bodies. Marike

2021-01-19 
21:14:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To enforce the vaccina7on which has not been properly tested 
and is not 100% effec7ve is against my freedom too choose. 
Due to the nature of viruses a con7nuous vaccina7on program 
needs to be instated as this vaccine is just somewhat effec7ve 
against this strain but not at all agains another. Heinrich

2021-01-19 
20:55:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please do not make vaccina7on or associated vaccina7on 
"passport" mandatory. Making vaccina7on mandatory is an 
infringement on ci7zens' freedom of choice. Every ci7zen has a 
right over their own body and what to put into it. No 
government or other third party has a right to force a ci7zen to 
do something , in this case vaccina7on, to their body against 
their will. Chris

2021-01-19 
20:51:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Eugene 

2021-01-19 
20:30:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government forcing us to take an experimental vaccine that has 
been rushed and certain trials skipped, pharmaceu7cal 
companies having no liability should there be adverse reac7ons . 
Government taking away our freedoms if we choose not to have 
the vaccine. Scop

2021-01-19 
20:25:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mogamad

2021-01-19 
20:06:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel it is an absolute viola7on of human rights to enforce 
vaccina7ons, this should be an individual choice. There is no 
proof that this is either safe or in the least bit effec7ve. To 
enforce mandatory vaccina7ons is tantamount to taking away 
my freedom to choose what I want to put into my body or not. 
 Furthermore, the companies which produce vaccines are 
exempt from liability by law. So there is no come back. 
Stop using Africa as a tes7ng ground Fiona

2021-01-19 
19:59:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe it should be your choice it cannot be forced especially 
since the government and WHO are not able to conclude 
accurately the existence of this disease and especially the fact 
that Covid-19 has not isolated to test which means the "cure" 
that is presented are not a guarantee it is like gambling with your 
life and there are too many other medical professionals that are 
against it and the persons in favor of the vaccine are not 
professional Medics. There are other known cures like 
hydroxychloroquine that must be rolled out but yet government 
goes for the extreme which is not even a solu7on. If they should 
con7nue than we would like to have clear honest evidence of 
them taking it. But I definitely and my family will not be taking it. Jacolize 

2021-01-19 
18:49:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support the vaccine. 
'One size does not fit all'!  
It must remain freedom of choice for all ages.  
I have concerns over the correct medical screening & 
assessment of those wan7ng to take the vaccine. 
No vaccine is 100% safe, especially one that was developed in 
such a short space of 7me! 
Death is a possible side effect of any vaccine. Megan

2021-01-19 
18:04:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have a choice in wether they want the jab or 
not.... 
Surely the ones around me that have had the vaccine, are 
protected?....why then MUST it be mandatory? Blaine

2021-01-19 
15:41:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe individuals should be able to take care of their own 
health, govt should focus more on assis7ng people keeping their 
immune systems strong, vitamins, etc. You should have freedom 
to choose whether you want the vaccine or not Curt

2021-01-19 
15:09:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a Tax Paying Ci7zen I have the right to decide what to take 
into my body. I don't believe in the ingredients of the vaccine, 
neither the short 7me of producing a "miracle vaccine". 

There is alterna7ves to help those currently with Covid and this 
should be available to treat pa7ents.  

There is a difference in dying because of Covid or dying with 
Covid. (and if you read and inves7gate you will see that actually 
we all will have this in us when tested) - so please count deaths 
right and stop this fear mongering game. 

We have lost enough as it is. Start doing things that make sense 
and that is known and proven as working.  

SA Government should stop being puppets to Bill Gates Big 
Pharma and Big Tech business.  
Enough is Enough - Our people is suffering.  
African con7nent is not your lab rats.  Let the Government take 
it and lets see how they look in a years 7me.  
And then when you have a vaccine for cancer and HIV Aids, then 
I might consider your Covid control vaccine. thanks Christelle
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2021-01-19 
15:04:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ivermec7n is an alterna7ve that worked for Australia. One dose 
cost less than 15c. This will cost the poor South Africans much 
less. The caccine has not been tested on humans, South African 
government is fast tracking this vaccine as if it is the last thing on 
earth that will work against the pandumbic. Vaccinate only those 
who want it francois

2021-01-19 
14:17:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Anell

2021-01-19 
14:08:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should not be a mandatory thing 
Thato

2021-01-19 
13:56:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I want to see our poli7cal leaders takin the vaccine first to 
ensure that it will be effec7ve and not harmful or altering Deschè

2021-01-19 
13:55:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is zero science suppor7ng these vaccines. They are killing 
and maiming people all over the world and it needs to stop. Jay e

2021-01-19 
13:28:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines has always been conten7ous... And has been cri7cized 
by lots of doctors to not be as safe as it should be. People have 
according to our cons7tu7on have the right to object on 
religious and other conscien7ous grounds to anything that might 
poten7ally be harmful to them... André 

2021-01-19 
13:15:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be our own choice whether or not a person would like 
to be vaccinated or not, not all vaccines are safe and I do not 
think they have done enough research on effec7veness yet Katharina

2021-01-19 
12:08:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe my very liber7es are been taken away through 
mandatory vaccina7on, and  I should  have the decision whether  
I want a vaccine or not come from me and not be forced into a 
decision made by government.  

The vaccine itself is not full proof as scien7fically proven, and 
one s7ll amer receiving the vaccine take precau7ons anyway 
such as mask wearing, etc. Liple is s7ll yet understood by the 
virus and even less is known about the consequences of the 
vaccine. Vaccines historically have targeted certain race 
popula7ons and therefore it would be crazy to not be afraid of 
similar concerns this 7me around. 

There are alterna7ve medica7ons that have proven effec7ve, 
and I believe before coming to a decision on restric7ng civil 
liber7es we should look at the alterna7ves and leave the choice 
to individuals to make, so as to be sensi7ve to the ideas 
historically associated and played out by vaccinees before. Darrin

2021-01-19 
10:21:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no reason to mandate a vaccine that has not been 
properly tested on human beings.  
I suggest that the vaccine  only be administered to those who 
are willing to receive it. Francoise

2021-01-19 
10:20:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am opposed to mandatory covid vaccina7ons. 
I am in favour of the ivermec7n as a remedy as I feel it has 
proved its efficacy - no other vaccine has yet been proven and 
tested over a 3 year period. 

S

2021-01-19 
10:16:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is not a vaccine. Have a look at what an actual vaccine is and 
compare with this one. This is in same category as Ivermec7m 
etc. A possible way to help immunity with covid. IT IS NOT A 
VACCINE! Total waste of money, resources and all it is doing is 
giving ALL GOVERMENTS EXCUSE TO KEEP US IN LOCKDOWN. M

2021-01-19 
10:02:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my choice. I decide what goes into my body and as I 
am not government's possession they dont get to decide no 
maper how they push their agenda.  

We are not sheep, we are men and women with free choice. 

Below are other concerns: 
The money spent on vaccine vs money given to the poor and 
desperate during these 7mes. Why are the peoples basic needs 
not taken care of. 
Where is the money that was stolen? 

Alterna7ves are to be made legal. 

Government are meant to serve the people and protect their 
people not lead them to the slaughter house . Genene

2021-01-19 
09:45:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not interested in taking a half baked vaccine that will load 
the pockets of unscrupulous people. Anriepa

2021-01-19 
09:34:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I disagree with the mandatory vaccina7on as every ci7zen has 
the right to choose themselves whether they the vaccine or not. 
Forcing them to take it enfringe with their right of freedom of 
choice which is in viola7on of their cons7tu7onal right. Lucy

2021-01-19 
09:24:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I've read too many ar7cles from reputable sources repor7ng 
adverse effects from the covid vaccine. 

I'd rather not take it. Mark
2021-01-19 
08:36:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Eudes

2021-01-19 
07:50:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Effec7veness  of vaccina7on and long term effects s7ll unknown.  
Why are alterna7ve protocols being ignored.  eg. Steaming, 
increase vitamin C, D . Who is making merchandise from Covid 
19. Skep7c on informa7on and figures.  et al Robin
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2021-01-19 
07:33:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mr President, I thought you were a man of God.  Mr Bill Gates is 
no doctor and you are going on a promise from a man who says 
he can heal the world?????  No way, Mr Gates is not a medical 
doctor.  All the other vaccines he "produced", killed millions of 
people all over the world.  WAKE UP..... this vaccina7on is meant 
to kill off the popula7on and not heal them.  If you believe in this 
vaccine, why don't you have it done to yourself and all the 
poli7cians FIRST?  You want the essen7al workers ,ie: doctors, 
nurses, etc to have the vaccine first.  Who is going to help the 
sick when they all drop down dead?  So it's a big NO from me.  I 
DO NOT want this vaccine to be rolled out in our country.  Mr 
President, why don't you follow the lead of the President of 
Tanzania?  Now he is a man of God and stands on God's word.  
God is our only healer. Karen

2021-01-19 
07:26:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The best vaccina7on is the bodies immune system. Make sure 
you are fit and healthy and your body will sort out the virus. Ingrid 

2021-01-19 
06:54:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support vaccines, especially without safety and efficacy 
data being made available to the public in a  honest and 
transparent (not with skewed or selec7ve data) way. Mariepe

2021-01-19 
06:07:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would first like government to prove by televising a live 
laboratory analysis that the SARS COV2 has been isolated by the 
usual scien7fic requirements for iden7fying a virus. Once this 
has been confirmed, I would like to see that which ever vaccine 
will be rolled out, actually contains the isolated virus. Thereamer 
I would like to see the vaccine tested on animals to ensure it’s 
safety. In terms of rollout, our leaders should be vaccinated first 
and we should take a wait and see approach.  

I have spent years cul7va7ng a healthy body and mind and have 
a right to choose what I input into my body. Mandatory 
vaccina7on will enslave us to unethical capitalism and is fuelling 
government’s corrup7on hungry belly.  

Jodene

2021-01-19 
02:16:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would rather the government use the money to develop and 
distribute African tradi7onal medicinal products. There is no 
scien7fic proof of the effec7veness and safety of the vaccines 
also and thus they can't be distributed to the masses. Loyiso 

2021-01-18 
20:36:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7ons with dodgey vaccines does not make 
sence.  How can they force it upon us with whole internet is 
lipered with videos of healthy people becoming sick amer taking 
vaccines that is supposed to save  your life. This does not make 
any sence. Morne

2021-01-18 
20:03:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The fact that there are no side effects s7pulated and no one is 
aware of the side effects. Caryn

2021-01-18 
19:37:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Vaccine for covid-19 has been rushed through development 
and has not even undergone animal tes7ng, we have an 
alterna7ve drug (Ivermec7n) that has been proven to he 
effec7ve against covid. There has also been numerous reports of 
deaths and severe allergic reac7ons to the vaccine Brep 

2021-01-18 
19:31:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To Whom it may concern 

My concern is regarding  Mandatory vaccina7on, as I feel its 
every persons right to CHOOSE if they want to be vaccinated. As 
Democra7c's we have freedom of choice and should not be 
BULLIED in to doing any thing we do not which to do..... 

Also I feel that if you have not been sick with the Covid 19 virus, 
there is no need for you to be vaccinated as the virus is not a 
treat to you. But I you have been sick then you should be 
vaccinated to prevent you from becoming sick again and 
infec7ng your family. 

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinion. 

Kind Regards 
Madelein Broodryk 

Madelein

2021-01-18 
19:18:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support mandatory vaccina7on neither do I trust this 
vaccine that was developed way too fast.  COVID-19 has a high 
recovery rate and herded immunity is certainly obtainable along 
with programs to support people's immunity such as excercising 
outdoors - open the parks and beaches so people can get out in 
fresh air! Those who are most at risk and are afraid of the virus 
may choose to take this vaccine but please respect people who 
do not live in fear. Chris7ne

2021-01-18 
18:59:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one should be forced or discriminated against for not 
wan7ng to take the vaccine - it should be an individual choice. I 
want the freedom to choose what goes into my body. The body 
builds immunity by being exposed to pathogens through contact 
with others - current measures are weakening the immune 
systems of healthy people and does not prevent the suscep7ble  
from geing sick. Diana

2021-01-18 
18:54:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Aldebo
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2021-01-18 
18:32:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I object due to the following: 
1. There has been 29 deaths for the 33 000 vaccina7ons in 
Norway - this is very high for any vaccina7on and further trials 
are required.  
2. The vaccine should not be mandatory, but a choice, as with 
any medical procedure. The Government has no right to violate 
a person's freedom of choice, either medically or for religious 
reasons. 
3. The private sector should be involved in both the 
procurement and the distribu7on of the vaccine, just like with 
the annual flu shots. Government involvement has already 
showed to be ineffec7ve in both the delay and possible 
corrup7on where finances have mysteriously disappeared. Johann

2021-01-18 
17:30:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is a controlled manner in which we as individuals have no 
right or say at all!!  

What happened to our human rights ? Suddenly this just does 
not exist anymore. This is all about control and absolutely 
nothing to do with protec7ng us against this stupid so called 
virus, Coleen

2021-01-18 
17:25:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines take many years to develop and to test. In my opinion, 
the cheap alterna7ve Ivermec7n, has been used widely over the 
course of decades and with good results too.  

Why is it then that this vaccine (developed in less then 1 year) 
should be forced upon us in spite of insufficient  tes7ng, but 
Ivermec7n is regarded as unsafe for human consump7on??? 

I smell a rat! It's 7me to follow the money trail! Wake up people!  
Don't allow anybody to inject you with substandard crap! The 
consequences might be devasta7ng. WJ

2021-01-18 
17:17:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Theres no way a Corona Virus vaccine can be safe for humans, 
when human trials/ studies have only been happening  for the 
past 6 months.  The people who took part in those trials, were 
super healthy (never drank or smoked a day in their lives, had no 
underlining illnesses), and s7ll a large percentage ended up in 
hospital. What's going to happen when someone with a Chronic 
Illness takes the vaccine?  
Every individual should have the choice to decide what goes into 
their body, without repercussions like, "Sorry you cant work, 
travel or buy groceries unless you've had the vaccine"! 
We already have a cure called INVERMECTIN, that South Africa 
banned from being used to treat covid. This s7nks of big 
PHARMA trying to make even more money from the sale of 
vaccines, poli7cal puppets and the need for ul7mate power over 
the ci7zens of the world. 

The mortality rate of Covid 19 doesnt warrant a Vaccine roll out 
across South Africa...or the rest of the world. 
We should be using the cheap, unpatented drugs, like 
Invermec7n, zinc and Vitamin C. Simone

2021-01-18 
16:52:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How is a vaccine being considered mandatory to a popula7on of 
65mil amer the deaths of only 33000 of its ci7zens; thousands 
more of our loved ones have died from HIV ,TB or even SARS etc 
and yet no one ever suggested the shuing down of our en7re 
economy for them and no global research facili7es invested 
millions in trying to find the treatment or vaccine to this scale . 

Its quite clear that this so called pandemic is purely global 
propaganda and a ruse to con7nue the control over the 
popula7on through bombarding them with fear. Its deeply 
disappoin7ng that our government has jumped on the beast's 
back and leading herds of South Africans to the slaughter house. 

There is no vaccine needed for this parasite. 

Also, South Africa is one of the HIGHEST taxed countries in the 
world!!!! Why must the few who actually pay tax, be the ones to 
be taxed even more because of Governments failure! Sharon

2021-01-18 
16:44:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The safety and purpose of the vaccina7on is unclear and in 
ques7on. It should also be a choice and not mandatory. Natasha 

2021-01-18 
16:43:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Health DOES NOT come in a syringe. We have a sovereign right 
under God and our cons7tu7on to choose what we put into our 
bodies. This should NEVER be dictated, mandated or forced. The 
worlds top scien7sts and doctors s7ll haven't found a cure for 
HIV or Cancer but could miraculously create a Vax for Covid?? 
Why are life saving therapeu7cs being banned by our 
government?? NO MAN! WE are Not animals or your lab rats. 
God gave us everything we need to be healthy to survive. Those 
who CHOOSE to take the Vax may do so, it is THEIR choice., BUT 
DO NOT force it upon people and DO Not threaten people's 
livelihoods if they choose not to take it. Faye

2021-01-18 
16:19:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a problem with being forced to be vaccinated. I have 
NEVER EVER taken a flu shot. I am not about to start now. 
Those who are fearful can elect to have the vaccine. Alepa

2021-01-18 
16:15:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be an op7on not mandatory for everyone.We have 
the right to choose what goes into our bodies. Nasrien

2021-01-18 
15:45:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Serious lack of complete tes7ng, very serious concerns on some 
of the substances in the vaccine which proved already to be very 
dangerous to health ie aluminium, mRNA tech etc Eben

2021-01-18 
14:28:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no vaccine for the common flue, Aids, TB, Diabetes, ect. 
How can they develop a vaccine in such a short no7ce? Koos
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2021-01-18 
14:16:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be each individual's choice to receive the vaccine or 
not. There are other alterna7ves like Ivermec7n, which also have 
excellent results.  The use of vaccines are against many of South 
African's religious beliefs. Forcing vaccina7ons will only cause 
riots and unrest. If the vaccines are proven to work, those who 
want to take it, must take it by choice. And those who don't 
want to take it, let it be. Madelize

2021-01-18 
13:28:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In the first place, it is not trustworthy, no maper if it is linked to 
large pharmaceu7cal companies. Reports of adverse reac7ons of 
those who have received the vaccine are alarming, to say the 
least. It has not fully and sa7sfactorily been tested on humans. 
Other proposed medica7ons, which have proven in hundreds, 
maybe thousands, to be effec7ve, have been ignored and 
shunned. The fact that it is something that seems to be going to 
be enforced is also very disturbing. It should be every 
individual's right to have a choice about something like this. 
Furthermore, it contains ingredients which are unacceptable to 
any right-thinking, sane, sober person, if I may say, especially 
believers - it is a deeply moral issue. For decades and centuries, 
people have been suffering from HIV Aids, TB, cancer and many 
other serious diseases. For none of them has there been a 
successful vaccine or other meds. For a so-called pandemic, how 
can a func7onal vaccine be found in less than a year?  
And lastly, we seek the Truth and transparency from the 
government. Everything is simply decided 'up there' and a 
regula7on is passed down to the public, as if we are children 
who don't think and should just sit down, be quiet and obey. 
Those who DO research and apempt to inform intelligent, 
ques7oning people, convey the message that one vaccine alone 
is not going to be sufficient. Amer this, others will have to follow 
and with the millions which need to be inoculated, it is going to 
be a disaster to try to establish who has had one, should they 
have this or that vaccine - not even men7oning the possible 
physical reac7on in the case of erroneous applica7ons of the 
vaccines. Bobbi

2021-01-18 
13:17:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccina7on should not be forced in people...should be a choice Esther

2021-01-18 
13:01:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine must be given to those who want it. It must not be 
forced or made mandatory. For example it must not be be made 
a condi7on for employment by the employers or government 
even by the banks. 

Personal I don't feel comfortable taking a vaccine not knowing 
who made it and not knowing if it meets South Africa's health 
standards. I don't want the vaccine Nolu 

2021-01-18 
13:00:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am very scep7cal on the efficacy and validity of this vaccine. I 
am concerned that Bill Gates is involved . His main objec7ve and 
the main objec7ve of Big Pharma whom his Founda7on is the 
biggest financial contributer is the mul7 billion Dollar business. I 
DO NOT SUPPORT the Covid vaccine. Africans are being used as 
guinea pigs and being sterilised and injected with who knows 
what stem and fetal cells and gene7cally modified organisms 
that will forever alter the fabric of our DNA. I DO NOT consent 
for that vaccine to be injected into myself nor my family. Sabrina

2021-01-18 
12:44:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is experimental.  There are to many answers not 
answered. Doretha

2021-01-18 
12:36:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

DO NOT WANT IT TO MANDATORY STOP WASTING TAX PAYERS 
MONEY.VACCINE HAS NOT BEEN TESTED.VACCINE CANNOT TBE 
TESTED IN SUCH A SHORT TIME.WILL TAKE MY CHANCES WITH 
COVID 19. 
IT IS MY RIGHT IF I WANT THE VACCINE....CANT FORCE IT ON 
SOUTH AFRICA JOANNE

2021-01-18 
12:32:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day 
For good health - we all need nutri7on, exercise, water, social 
contact, air, rest and trust in God. 
Vaccina7ons cannot heal. It most likely would do the opposite. 
And we as people cannot sue these pharmaceu7cal companies. 
As Bill Gates said - we spread more vaccines to depopulate the 
earth! Known medicine (that has been widely tested as used) 
such as Ivermec7n can be used.  Natural items such as lemon, 
garlic, cinnamon, ginger, Cheyne pepper, salt water, steaming, 
are great healers and immune system builders. We need to 
rather educate ourselves in natural products that will bring 
healing and not take foreign substances into our systems. Ingrid

2021-01-18 
11:52:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My gravest concern is to know what the ingredients of the 
vaccine is. As there is a religious linkage to this for me as well. 
People have men7oned the vaccine being linked to the mark of 
the beast as talked about in the Bible. If there is any form of 
microchip in this vaccine in an apempt to track whatever, I will 
not take it. Renet
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2021-01-18 
11:45:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The mandatory mass rollout of an RNA altering vaccine that 
skipped the necessary tes7ng phases to rush to market to 
combat a virus that bosts a more or less 2% mortality rate is an 
uper absurdity to me, a mortality rate skewed by the elderly and 
those with pre-exis7ng comorbidi7es I might add.  

The economic and social damage (gender-based violence I might 
add) these heavy-handed measures have already shown are on a 
scale yet unseen in contemporary history, but to then to trust 
this RNA altering rushed vaccine to our government who has 
already shown mul7level corrup7on with funding and aid to 
those affected by the virus (directly or otherwise) as well as with 
the general handling of this pandemic in its en7rety is foolhardy 
and downright moronic. Even the target of ini7al vaccina7on is 
misplaced, those who are most affected by the virus should be 
vaccinated first (elderly and immunocompromised individuals) 
but as it stands all vaccines being brought to market do not meet 
the necessary tes7ng requirements and have already resulted in 
deaths or complica7ons due to their rushed nature. The last 
vaccine rushed to market (the HPV vaccine) resulted in infer7lity 
in men and higher risks of miscarriage according to a 2011 study.  

The fact that commercially viable drugs that have gone through 
the necessary rigours of tes7ng to achieve proper FDA 
cer7fica7on and that are already on the market are ignored such 
as Ivermec7n or Dexamethasone is baffling. These 
aforemen7oned drugs being safer than par7ally tested RNA 
altering vaccine, more effec7ve (referring to the ongoing 
controversy regarding AstraZeneca efficacy numbers) and far 
cheaper. On top of the rumoured tax increase to help fund this 
proposed mandatory vaccine rollout for a frac7on of the 
popula7on that actually pays taxes (13%, 1% of which that pays 
60% of the total na7onal income tax) who have had to weather 
an economic recession no thanks to the very government intent 
on wringing out more money from these taxpayers to fund a 
vaccine for a virus that affects those primarily in their late 60s 
and up as well as those who are already vulnerable to the 
seasonal flu which does not make up the majority of the 
workforce in this country. 

Chas7sing the populace for exercising all at once in the hours 
they allocated, banning the sale of alcohol without warning 
businesses or the SAB to try to reduce accident and alcohol-
related injuries or deaths such as DUI and then removing the 
restric7on resul7ng in massive surges of the very issue they 
aimed to curb, destroying small businesses with seemingly 
arbitrary restric7ons, etc.  

Amer nearly 300 days of lock-down, amer pushing our 
unemployment to over 40%, amer destroying livelihoods and 
businesses, amer straining this country for over a year now. 
When will it end? For a virus that has killed 37 thousand people 
of the 1.34 million people that have had the virus or s7ll have it 
(a mortality rate of 2.76%), when the vast, vast majority of 
people will either be unaffected by the virus or have mild 
symptoms at what point is the heavy-handed and frankly 
undemocra7c measures enough?? When the virus is eradicated 
for good because that will never happen in our life7mes and the 
sooner we understand that the sooner we can carry on with life 
and rebuild the country you've ac7vely destroyed.  

Kyle 
2021-01-18 
11:22:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Maria 

2021-01-18 
11:15:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My family and I are currently using alterna7ve medica7on and 
that includes MMS and vitamins.  I REFUSE to have any vaccines 
put into myself or my family.  Everyone should have a choice 
regarding these vaccines as the Organiza7ons involved with  
these vaccines are not trustworthy. Ronepa

2021-01-18 
11:14:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Allister 

2021-01-18 
10:55:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1) there are other cheaper and more effec7ve preventa7ve 
measures that should be inves7gated, eg Ivermec7n. The 
vaccine program will cost SA too much, we should be focussing 
on cheaper alterna7ves, and vitamins like C, zinc and vitamin D 

2) those wan7ng vaccines should be allowed to take them, 
however those that do not, should not have to, it is our right to 
decide what we put into our bodies. There should be no 
restric7ons on the movement or lives of people due to their 
vaccine record, this infringes on human rights and freedom and 
is uncons7tu7onal 

3) the COVID19 vaccine is experimental (new MRNA technology) 
and has not been fully tested. Lauren

2021-01-18 
10:37:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I strongly object to the idea that a few people in the government 
can decide on the well being of the en7re na7on. The 
uncertain7es surrounding the vaccines effec7veness to combat 
the pandemic are far great than the disease itself. Given the 7me 
it took for them to manufacture these vaccines. It's clear to say 
that these vaccines are not safe. Therefore, people shouldn't be 
constrained to take them. Those who believes that vaccines are 
their only salva7on, should go ahead and take them, and those 
who believes that there are other remedies to treat the disease 
should be lem out. I refuse to be forced into taking any of these 
vaccines. Gedeon
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2021-01-18 
10:31:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Totally against the vaccine. Le77a

2021-01-18 
10:00:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to many uncertain7es of this vaccine, people should have 
the right to not take the vaccine. Annelie

2021-01-18 
09:43:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These Vaccines are not ment to do good but evil. 

There are alterna7ve medica7ons available that proved to be 
very effec7ve, why try to stop it??? Anton

2021-01-18 
09:40:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should not take the vaccine and mandatory vaccina7on is 
out! It will kill people and the vaccine should be tested by our 
own people! Dalene

2021-01-18 
09:35:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody disputes the threat of Covid Virus to us.  
However, many decades of Flu related Vaccines has proven that 
it is not effec7ve, due to the evolu7on of the virus - we cannot 
predict these changes nor develop an effec7ve Flu Vaccina7on 
for it. This Covid Flu Virus has already evolved to have strains 
which are even Local Varie7es to specific Regions.  
The Vaccines now available are many changes behind these new 
strains. Their effec7vity is in serious ques7on by Medical 
Professionals. Regardless of the ques7onable safety aspects 
added to this, government is forcing them to take it, by making it 
a MANDATORY item?  
There is something very wrong going on here, when you have to 
force Medical Professionals to take a medica7on? 
Yet another civil right removed from us by government, are we 
accep7ng this dictatorship? James

2021-01-18 
09:34:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my health, my choice!!!  We should all have a choice.  
Take the vaccine if you believe in it but it should NOT be forced 
onto society.  

Tricia
2021-01-18 
09:29:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marli

2021-01-18 
09:26:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dear fellow S/Africans our Government is not trustworthy at 
all.They have stolen every cent 
from their people. The 500 Billion gone without a trace how in 
the world is that possible cuase there is paper trails .The thieves 
are right there in Government .Lets face it call a spade a 
spade .They enrich themselves as if they will live forever. Who is 
geing the kick back now. They are prepared to kill Yahweh 
children for Greed/Money in their pockets .Look at some of the 
Places of Africa infrastructure all gone .They all plowing into 
South Africa  good and Bad and the rest is History. We really 
thought Ramapoza will make a change in Govement as OUR 
President ..BUT RAMAPOSA HAVE FAILED THE NATION AND 
FEELS NOTHING FOR THIS BELOVED LAND AND ALL ITS PEOPLE. 
JESUS PLEASE HELP US.AMEN GERGORY

2021-01-18 
09:23:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe we need a vaccine. We need strong immune 
systems, so stop forcing us to wear masks. The vaccines are 
untested. Tell the people of S.A. what is in the vaccines! I want 
con7nued freedom to choose what I put in my body. I trust God 
for a healthy body. In his name I have authority over sickness. Mariaan

2021-01-18 
09:17:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If ivermec7n is not being used due to insufficient trials why 
should we take this vaccine because the same applies to it? Or is 
it because it's already been paid for even though we don't know 
if it will work, like trains that were bought but didn't fit our rail 
system? Let's look at alterna7ves before we force people to take 
this vaccine for a deadly virus that can be killed by soap and 
wearing a cloth mask Mmamokete 

2021-01-18 
09:13:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The problem with our country is that they've become prayerless 
and have lost their sense of Godlyness. S.A use to be country 
amer Gods word and now weve become sell outs to be 
commercially relevant to the world. 
What is happening today are signs of the end 7me and instead 
of running to the word of God they run aroud like headless 
chickens looking for solu7ons.  
Vaccina7on is part their plan to seduce us into thinking its the 
cure, well its not.  I dnt knw what is in the vaccine but I dnt trust 
it. Once everyone has taken the vaccine something weird will 
happen of not now but some 7me it will, it will shut our bodies 
down and we will be forced to take the chip to have access to 
healthcare. The chip is the new system of control and access into 
our lives. Its called the NEW WORLD ORDER, also known as 
thwle ANTI CHRIST REVOLUTION. So itsa NO from me. Germaine

2021-01-18 
08:49:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I've more concerns and convic7ons to this vaccine and i know it 
will be frowned upon bythe 'leadership' .. There's a global 
hidden agenda in this. .Anyway. i don't recall the President 
offering ci7zens the right to reject the vaccine. Don't we have a 
say in our democra7c country as to what goes into our bodies?  
We're been considered as a herd of caple geing a jab with who 
knows what is in it! It would be great if the members of 
parliament, the so-called scien7sts should firstly be vaccinated 
before the public to ensure they're 'safe' to lead and guide us Meg

2021-01-18 
08:46:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My family is nobody's guinea pig.  Please let our honorable 
poli7cians test it first.  We can wait. Ruben

2021-01-18 
08:44:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe each individual should be given a CHOICE as to wether 
they want the vaccine or not.  I am not convinced that the 
vaccine is safe, and I am also notconvinced that It will solve the 
Covid problem.  Like any vaccine - eg flu vaccine - it will never 
eliminate the virus.  Individuals can choose if they want it or not.  
I choose to NOT have the vaccine. Deborah

2021-01-18 
08:41:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are we being forced, have the tested the vaccine? The need 
to first take it themselves then bring it down to the people. Why 
is the distribu7on of our own vaccine not to be distributed to 
other countries like Canada. Do not force us, we are not your 
animals, you can not make us your tes7ng objects. 

Zintle 
Nandisiwe
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2021-01-18 
08:29:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ever since this pandemic started we have been geing one story 
amer another and there hasn't been any certainty since. 

Now you meant to tell me they have finally found a vaccine 
overnight that would normally take up to 10 years. 

This mRNA vaccine has also never been used in the human body 
before and I believe that the only reasons why you cannot take it 
is due to allergies to the ingredients and religious purposes. Yet 
our government doesn't detail these things so South Africans are 
being given a bad sales pitch. They may also make this 
mandatory as they are hellbent on reaching Herd Immunity and 
as far as I'm concerned, people need to be offered the choice to 
put anything in their body as per our cons7tu7onal rights. 

I want a government that is transaparent, we are entering a new 
way of life and right now, transparency is really what we need. 

I do not support this vaccine, nor do I feel that it can do much 
against Covid-19, let alone the new strain. Lincoln

2021-01-18 
08:14:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be a free choice. 

There are alterna7ve treatments(e.g. ivermec7on, 
hydroxychloroquine) available, which should be used:        
 1. VERY AFFORDABLE, especially compared to costs if vaccines. 
2. The use of alterna7ve treatments  will prevent hospitalisa7on 
in most cases. 
3. The tax base is so small, and cannot afford the costly 
vaccines.... 
4. Vaccines is not the answer- humankind has survived millionsn 
of years of many kinds of virusses..... we have a wonderful 
immune system. 
5. The side effects of vaccines, mortality, is very similar to that of 
the current virus 
6. Vaccines enrich those who produce and sell it......follow the 
money  

Antoinepe 

2021-01-18 
07:57:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Don’t trust the sources and the money that these 
pharmaceu7cal companies are making. They never act in the 
best interest of your health. I am sure this vaccine will not work 
and the world will pay in health for taking it in the long term.  
Stay healthy stay alive. Live unhealthy you pay the price. Theodore

2021-01-18 
07:54:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not for me thank you. I have an immune system and common 
sense. Rory

2021-01-18 
07:52:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be the opinion  and decision of the individual/family to 
take the vaccine. Vanessa

2021-01-18 
07:36:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If there are adverse reac7ons to the vaccine, who will be held 
accountable?  

Gareth
2021-01-18 
07:27:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Do not force the vaccine on people, this is not a normal vaccine Danie

2021-01-18 
07:12:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested properly, people are dying amer 
taking it. Hennie

2021-01-18 
07:11:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that we should have freedom of choice as far as taking 
the vaccine is concerned. Caroline

2021-01-18 
06:48:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Our cons7tu7on protects us from being forced to do anything 
that goes against our rights. 
I do not believe that this mRna vaccine  has been properly tested 
or that it will be safely effec7ve. Michele

2021-01-18 
06:42:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be compulsory that individuals use the vaccine 
since it should be a personal choice. We are not fully aware of 
how safe the vaccine is and there have been news reports that 
people who have taken the vaccine in Norway for example, have 
suffered death as a result. I am not willing to take the vaccine 
and that should be okay. Marina

2021-01-18 
06:37:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No thanks Karin

2021-01-18 
06:24:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too liple research and not enough scien7fic proof  of its 
effec7veness .  It is all part of the NWO , which is evil and against  
my beliefs  and human rights. 

Kathy

2021-01-18 
06:00:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Forcing people to take this vaccine, especially as there is so liple 
informa7on available on the side-effects, is just plain wrong. It 
should be an informed decision each individual makes for 
themselves. Elizma

2021-01-17 
23:30:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice. 
No longterm tests done. 
No tests on animals. 
This is experimental. Shu'ayb

2021-01-17 
23:07:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Faaiqa 

2021-01-17 
23:04:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why should we trust this incompetent govt, whose main 
concern is lining their pockets. 
Our health has never been their concern, why now?  The 
vaccines have only just been created, we are not human guinea 
pigs.  Paola

2021-01-17 
22:24:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t believe in being forced to be vaccinated.  It should be an 
educated choice in that everyone made aware of possible side 
effects, what is known so far, and that it hasn’t been around long 
enough for the long term side effects to be known. And 
everyone must be told exactly what to expect like they can s7ll 
get COVID, they s7ll must wear masks, etc. and then they can 
weigh up the pros and cons for themselves and decide whether 
or not they think the benefits outweighs the risks or visa versa 
and proceed from there. L
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2021-01-17 
22:19:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Lockdown in March 2020 was jus7fied under the following 
condi7ons: 2-5% of the popula7on was going to be dead (not 
posi7ve cases or sick - dead) withing 2to6 weeks. That's why 
field hospitals were set up and mass grave digging started. This 
equated to at least 1.5 million dead in a short period. Amer 8 
months we have less than 40 thousand deaths. Where are all the 
dead people? S7ll alive and no one died from strokes or 
Influenza related or other normal sicknesses in 8 months, just 
covid everywhere. Makes no sense. Something smells like a 
conspiracy from government's side.  Scien7sts are talking their 
own kind of nonsense if they say that Herd Immunity its  
something you can achieve by vaccina7on. What they are talking 
is Herd Vaccina7on. True Herd Immunity is achieved by having 
people recover from the sickness itself.  Vaccina7on does not 
guarantee that you won't get the actual disease and definitely 
does not prevent you from s7ll carrying the original virus. If i 
then don't want to take it, why is that a risk for the vaccinated 
people if they are of the opinion that the vaccina7on will 
prevent them from geing sick? They should take it to feel safe 
from myself who will not be taking it. I am the one taking the 
risk of not being vaccinated and not placing any risk on someone 
else by their own argument. No one should be mandated to take 
the vaccine. No maper how safe it is purported to be or 
whomever pays for it. JJ

2021-01-17 
22:06:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ixhala lam lelokuba sizonyanzeliswa uba sifake le chemical 
emizimbeni yethu. Mna andikholelwa uba kunyanzelekile 
ndifake chemical emzimbeni wam ukuze ndiphile. Ndicebisa 
urhulumente akhe ajonge indlela zophila ezisuka kwindalo ayeke 
lento yosoloko elandela izinto zasentshona ezingasilungelanga 
thina maAfrika. Uba urhulumente ukholelwa kwi chemical 
uphilisa abantu, makandiyeke ke mna ndiqhubeke ngokuziphilisa 
ngendalo.  

Okwesibini, ndendele eKenya kwaye iKenya likhaya lam lesibini 
ngoku, lonto ithethe ukuba ndizomane ndisiya eKenya, 
ndiyathandaza nje uba uCyris Ramaphosa angandinyanzelisi uba 
ndifakwe le chemical engaziwayo uba injongo yayo yintoni 
phambi kokuba ndiwele ibhoda ndisiya emzini wam. 

Enkosi. Zandile

2021-01-17 
22:02:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The president and poli7cians can get this, and then we can 
decide if it will be useful to us. I am not going to inject me, as  I 
realize that this could not be not safe!  SORRY!!!@@@@ Carina 

2021-01-17 
21:52:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont believe in this vaccine  and its effec7veness. Why are we 
being forced to take the vaccine? What happened to freedom of 
speach.  Let the government take it first Nonhlanhla 

2021-01-17 
21:42:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I AM AGAINST HUMAN TRIAL FOR COVID 19.....The vaccine will 
be a human trial !   No proof of tests done, no success rate!   
SEE... SAHPRA informa7on on Ivermec7n.  
" At 7mes it says no trials, but then again, admit to trials..." 
SAHPRA's review of the current data on the use of Ivermec7n. 
SEE Paragraph 3 
The meta-analysis concluded.....  
Alterna7ve solu7on!  Ivermec7n 

Launa

2021-01-17 
21:38:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no consensus from the scien7fic community about the 
safety or efficacy of the experimental treatment, misleadingly 
referred to as a 'vaccine'.  Research,  produc7on and 
procurement processes are not transparent. Unless a free blood 
test proves I'm not already immune I will not allow my person to 
be violated in this manner, nor will I pay for it, due to 
shamelessly incompetent and corrupt leadership. Aidan John

2021-01-17 
20:45:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on frikkie
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2021-01-17 
20:42:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is part of the plan to depopulate the planet - here is a 
Statement by Dr. David Mar7n on Jan 5th 2021 
”Let’s make sure we are clear… This is  not a vaccine. They are 
using the term “vaccine” to sneak this thing  under public health 
exemp7ons. This is not a vaccine.” 

”This is mRNA packaged in a fat envelope  that is delivered to a 
cell. It is a medical device designed to  s7mulate the human cell 
into becoming a pathogen creator. It is not a  vaccine. Vaccines 
actually are a legally defined term under public  health law; they 
are a legally defined term under CDC and FDA standards  [1]. 
And the vaccine specifically has to s7mulate both the immunity  
within the person receiving it and it also has to disrupt 
transmission. 

And that is not what this is. They  (Moderna and Pfizer) have 
been abundantly clear in saying that the mRNA  strand that is 
going into the cell is not to stop the transmission, it  is a 
treatment. But if it was discussed as a treatment, it would not 
get  the sympathe7c ear of public health authori7es because 
then people  would say, “What other treatments are there?” 

The use of the term vaccine is  unconscionable for both the legal 
defini7on and also it is actually the  sucker punch to open and 
free discourse… Moderna was started as a  chemotherapy 
company for cancer, not a vaccine manufacturer for  
S.A.R.S.COV.2. If we said we are going to give people 
prophylac7c  chemotherapy for the cancer they don’t yet have, 
we’d be laughed out of  the room because it’s a stupid idea. 
That’s exactly what this is. This  is a mechanical device in the 
form of a very small package of technology  that is being 
inserted into the human system to ac7vate the cell to  become a 
pathogen manufacturing site. 

And I refuse to s7pulate in any  conversa7ons that this is in fact a 
vaccine issue. The only reason why  the term is being used is to 
abuse the 1905 Jacobson case that has been  misrepresented 
since it was wripen. And if we were honest with this, we  would 
actually call it what it is: it is a chemical pathogen device  that is 
actually meant to unleash a chemical pathogen produc7on 
ac7on  within a cell. It is a medical device, not a drug because it 
meets the  CDRH defini7on of a device. It is not a living system, it 
is not a  biologic system, it is a physical technology – it happens 
to just come  in the size of a molecular package. 

So, we need to be really clear on making  sure we don’t fall for 
their game. Because their game is if we talk  about it as a vaccine 
then we are going to get into a vaccine  conversa7on but this is 
not, by their own admission, a vaccine. As a  result it must be 
clear to everyone listening that we will not fall for  this failed 
defini7on just like we will not fall for their industrial  chemical 
defini7on of health. Both of them are func7onally flawed and  
are an implicit viola7on of the legal construct that is being  
exploited. I get frustrated when I hear ac7vists and lawyers say, 
“we  are going to fight the vaccine”. If you s7pulate it’s a vaccine 
you’ve  already lost the baple. It’s not a vaccine. It is made to 
make you  sick.   

Lynn
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2021-01-17 
20:42:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is part of the plan to depopulate the planet - here is a 
Statement by Dr. David Mar7n on Jan 5th 2021 
”Let’s make sure we are clear… This is  not a vaccine. They are 
using the term “vaccine” to sneak this thing  under public health 
exemp7ons. This is not a vaccine.” 

”This is mRNA packaged in a fat envelope  that is delivered to a 
cell. It is a medical device designed to  s7mulate the human cell 
into becoming a pathogen creator. It is not a  vaccine. Vaccines 
actually are a legally defined term under public  health law; they 
are a legally defined term under CDC and FDA standards  [1]. 
And the vaccine specifically has to s7mulate both the immunity  
within the person receiving it and it also has to disrupt 
transmission. 

And that is not what this is. They  (Moderna and Pfizer) have 
been abundantly clear in saying that the mRNA  strand that is 
going into the cell is not to stop the transmission, it  is a 
treatment. But if it was discussed as a treatment, it would not 
get  the sympathe7c ear of public health authori7es because 
then people  would say, “What other treatments are there?” 

The use of the term vaccine is  unconscionable for both the legal 
defini7on and also it is actually the  sucker punch to open and 
free discourse… Moderna was started as a  chemotherapy 
company for cancer, not a vaccine manufacturer for  
S.A.R.S.COV.2. If we said we are going to give people 
prophylac7c  chemotherapy for the cancer they don’t yet have, 
we’d be laughed out of  the room because it’s a stupid idea. 
That’s exactly what this is. This  is a mechanical device in the 
form of a very small package of technology  that is being 
inserted into the human system to ac7vate the cell to  become a 
pathogen manufacturing site. 

And I refuse to s7pulate in any  conversa7ons that this is in fact a 
vaccine issue. The only reason why  the term is being used is to 
abuse the 1905 Jacobson case that has been  misrepresented 
since it was wripen. And if we were honest with this, we  would 
actually call it what it is: it is a chemical pathogen device  that is 
actually meant to unleash a chemical pathogen produc7on 
ac7on  within a cell. It is a medical device, not a drug because it 
meets the  CDRH defini7on of a device. It is not a living system, it 
is not a  biologic system, it is a physical technology – it happens 
to just come  in the size of a molecular package. 

So, we need to be really clear on making  sure we don’t fall for 
their game. Because their game is if we talk  about it as a vaccine 
then we are going to get into a vaccine  conversa7on but this is 
not, by their own admission, a vaccine. As a  result it must be 
clear to everyone listening that we will not fall for  this failed 
defini7on just like we will not fall for their industrial  chemical 
defini7on of health. Both of them are func7onally flawed and  
are an implicit viola7on of the legal construct that is being  
exploited. I get frustrated when I hear ac7vists and lawyers say, 
“we  are going to fight the vaccine”. If you s7pulate it’s a vaccine 
you’ve  already lost the baple. It’s not a vaccine. It is made to 
make you  sick.   

Lynn

2021-01-17 
20:36:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There has been far too many cases of illness and death caused 
by these rushed vaccines without us even knowing the long term 
effects 
 Doctors have been silenced even though they have proven there 
are beper alterna7ves. My life and those of my children are not 
theirs to play with.  Nadine

2021-01-17 
20:04:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every human being should have a right to choose how to stay 
healthy and  the vaccine should be an op7on for those who want 
it . It should never be forced  on a human being Deb

2021-01-17 
20:03:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mar7n

2021-01-17 
19:47:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Yasmin

2021-01-17 
19:44:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Andrea

2021-01-17 
19:22:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Manda7ng a vaccine removes the individual’s right to make an 
informed decision and choose. The risks of a vaccine causing 
harm is incredibly high in the case of the COVID vaccine, because 
of limited tes7ng and case studies before roll out. Arno

2021-01-17 
19:13:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Laurel

2021-01-17 
17:51:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Where there is risk there must be choice.  

I have a God-given immune system and will not rewrite it with 
imperfect damaging manmade concoc7ons. Nicolepe 

2021-01-17 
17:30:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Emma
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2021-01-17 
17:11:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In the President's speech he referred to the fact that vaccines 
have been around for many years and have proven that they are 
effec7ve and thus necessary. This might be so but what he fails 
to men7on is that this new COVID-19  vaccine has not been 
tested sufficiently and is totally new technology and has the 
possible ability to mess up your own DNA as they are for the first 
7me EVER using mRNA as part of the technology.........this is 
"uncharted waters"!!!  There is NO recourse to the 
manufacturers in case of nega7ve side effects and there is also 
NO proof that the vaccine actually does what the "scien7sts" 
maintain that they will achieve! 
Let all the government officials and scien7sts (and their families) 
across the world be the first to take the vaccine and prove that 
there are no untoward nega7ve effects. Hugo

2021-01-17 
17:06:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Given the significant amount of peer reviewed ar7cles  
describing poten7al risks of mRNA vaccines the government  
should respect the cons7tu7onal right of ci7zens to decide on 
personal medical treatment, Gonzalo

2021-01-17 
17:04:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with mandatory vaccines as it takes away the 
individual's right to choose their own health care modality. 
There are alterna7ve op7ons that I would prefer for my children. 
I will feel that I and my 2 children will have been physically 
violated if we are forced to have this vaccine. I also do not 
believe that the safety or unknown consequences of a COVID 
vaccina7on has been sufficiently understood since development 
happened so quickly. Belinda

2021-01-17 
16:46:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I got very sick having had flu 
lnjec7on  so don't  feel the vaccine is an effec7ve  method at all 
and there are other meds that can help with thus pandemic Tracy

2021-01-17 
16:41:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have the right to human rights, one of it is our freedom of 
choices, and our freedom to be free individuals.  
By taking the vaccine, it calls for slavery.  
The vaccine was made to destroy humanity, by manipula7ng the 
DNA.  
Nobody should take it, everyone should avoid it.  
Everyone has to stand together as free human beings, for the  
love of humanity, an the sake o freedom of choice.  
We people If we stand together, as a na7on we can all stop it, 
and nobody take it. 

Ro'diyah 
Ismaeel 
Abubakr 

2021-01-17 
16:37:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is a rushed vaccine that nobody knows what it does to your 
body in the long term. Dewald

2021-01-17 
16:10:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Proper test must be done on the vaccine. Juanita

2021-01-17 
16:06:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rafiequa

2021-01-17 
16:02:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have a cons7tu7onal right to health freedom - what I put 
into my body is my choice. The vaccine should NEVER be made 
mandatory, it should be each persons right to choose whether 
they get it or not. A Mandatory vaccines goes against the 
cons7tu7on and basic human rights. A

2021-01-17 
15:40:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Besides the primary concern of safety (which has not been 
established), the next - and equally of concern - is the trend 
towards coercion.   Any medical interven7on MUST be the 
decision of the individual WITHOUT ANY OTHER FACTOR 
INVOLVED.  I.e. it must NOT be a condi7on of ANYTHING that a 
person must take this medical interven7on (it is not a vaccine 
because it has not been proven to PREVENT DISEASE or to STOP 
TRANSMISSION of a disease.  We are BORN WITH NATURAL 
RIGHTS which cannot be taken away.  One of those rights is 
FREEDOM OF BODILY INTEGRITY.  It is NOT freedom if we are 
told "you can choose to have this interven7on but if you don't 
you cannot live, work, shop, travel or exist in society". Sarah

2021-01-17 
15:10:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe enough tes7ng has been done to prove the 
vaccines are safe. Why is there such a resistance to Ivermec7n. It 
works and it is cheap and available today Pierre

2021-01-17 
14:55:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont agree , should we be forced to take vaccine nor that there 
should be restric7ons should you not wish to take the vaccine.  I 
say what goes into my body,  its my human RIGHT COVID

2021-01-17 
14:51:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am totally against the vaccine being made mandatory to the 
en7re popula7on while a large majority of the popula7on shows 
no risk or any signs of covid19 Sibabalo 

2021-01-17 
14:22:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested properly & can’t be given to 
anyone Hayley 

2021-01-17 
14:11:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nina

2021-01-17 
13:50:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Michaela

2021-01-17 
13:38:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too much nega7ve talk about the vaccine. No need to become 
compulsory or forced onto those people who don't choose to 
have the vaccine.  

Yanoula

2021-01-17 
13:19:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am an educated, informed adult- I therefore am in a posi7on to 
behave ina  responsible way on behalf of myself and my 
dependents- there are many circumstances which influence the 
choice of vaccina7on  for any par7cular illness - I in all 
conscience cannot support a system where vaccines become 
mandatory. Furthermore, by denying services to unvaccinated 
individuals is a discrimina7on of the worst kind to coerce 
compliance and control and is the same as making the vaccine 
mandatory Nadia
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2021-01-17 
12:58:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that the en7re 'pandemic' moves us inexorably towards 
vaccina7on. I do not believe that vaccina7on is the appropriate 
response to Covid-19. I do not think that it has been adequately 
tested for safety. I think we are all being forced into a situa7on 
of increasing lack of freedom; the vaccine and its effects are part 
of this. I do not want to hae to take the vaccine and object to 
such a possible mandatory move in the strongest terms. Sue

2021-01-17 
12:56:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It takes YEARS to develop an effec7ve AND safe vaccine! This has 
been concocted so quickly who is to say what the side effects 
will be in 5 or 10 years or longer?  It should be each individuals 
human right and choice if they want to be the guinea pig to this 
new vaccine or not.  Anita

2021-01-17 
12:51:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is the biggest farse I have ever seen in my life.. plenty 
doctors have spoken out against this and they have all been shut 
down.. The PCR test doesnt work..the person who invented the 
test said it cannot be used to test for diseases.. I have a back 
ground in this field.. so I know what I am talking about.. I dont 
support masks because the disease cannot be transmiped 
through the air.. I dont support lockdowns because the FLU is 
something everyone will get at some point.. its not contagious .. 
FLU symptoms is bodies natural way of geing rid of waste in the 
body.. So I wont ever take a vaccine and you cannot ever force 
me.. i know my rights.. more importantly I know my natural 
rights that is God given.. I couldnt give a damn about what a 
bunch of self proclaimed saviours have to say.. that includes the 
ANC/EFF and the global elites. There is no covid 19.. end of 
story..case closed.. The PCR test can only actually uncover 
exosomes and cellular waste..those are not diseases.. this COVID 
has a 97% death rate which is largely circumstan7al and not 
concrete evidence of anything.. the world health organisa7on 
said that even with the vaccine you s7ll have a good chance of 
catching the virus.. why? , because of what i said above.. the PCR 
test picks up levels of cellular waste which everyone has by the 
way.. So they just conning people with this covid myth to enforce 
a different agenda.. call it what you will.. IWONT EVER TAKE THE 
VACCINE.. END OF STORY. Dean

2021-01-17 
12:23:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This "vacsheme" hasn't been tested thoroughly yet. We don't 
even have a cure for the "Common Cold" yet. Now they want us 
to be lab rabbits and try the vaccine for ourselves. Give it to the 
poli7cians first, we'll wait a year or two and if they are fine, then 
we'll take it. 

I'm not have any foreign Human plasma in my body, thank you 
very much! Dylan

2021-01-17 
12:07:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine that has not been tested properly and knowing the 
side effects is concerning. The government being involved with 
this rollout might be another corrupt deal and wbo knows what 
the world leaders real inten7ons are. Most probably all about 
money and nothing to do with health. If they want people to 
heal why ban Ivermec7n? Also to force us to take a vaccine is 
against our human rights Nadine

2021-01-17 
11:47:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I  do not believe this vaccine is safe.  There has not been enough 
7me,  from incep7on to release, to have had full proven  clinical 
trials.  
If amer decades a successful flu vaccine has not been found,  
how can this vaccine be released for use on people,  amer less 
than a year? 
Threatening to make it compulsory to be vaccinated,  is against 
basic human rights.  
I will not be forced to accept this vaccine be injected into my  
body.   
All the people saying it is safe must be the first to receive the 
vaccine.  
If it becomes 'law',  again let the lawmakers be first in line. 
I will NOT be a human Guinea pig. Debbie 

2021-01-17 
11:37:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should be a choice. No government or employer should 
have the right to force vaccina7ons on anyone.  
Vaccines are not safe and no amount of words will change that 
fact.  
Speak the truth about adverse effects and how many have been 
impacted already!  We have all seen the stats of the CDC, and 
the government's inability to be honest simply erodes the trust 
of the people - killing your own people for  bribery! R

2021-01-17 
11:34:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are you trying to force a vaccine onto people for a disease 
that has such a high recovery rate and such a low death rate of 
less than 1%. This goes against our cons7tu7onal rights. The 
vaccine can't have been properly tested for safety in such a short 
7me. I exercise my right to refuse and I do NOT consent. Aneza

2021-01-17 
11:08:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think that everyone should have the freedom of choice to 
choose whether they want this or not as individuals.The vaccine 
itself has not proven to be effec7ve, neither do we 7ll this day 
have any certainty or understanding of the behaviour of the 
'virus '.I suggest we keep our immune systems at op7mal 
func7onality & we all will be fine. John 

2021-01-17 
11:04:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vermec7n is reported to be very effec7ve and should be used 
instead Madelyn

2021-01-17 
10:57:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This whole covid vaccine has many red flags. Why the push from 
the WHO whic is funded out by China and Bill GAtes. Most 
people recovery from this virus. And this vaccine should not be 
forced on people. Those that want it or have weak immune 
system can have it under their freewill. What about the 
supression of Ivermec7n. People have the constui7onal right to 
choose what drugs or vaccine to have. Some thing diabolical is 
happening. Munim

2021-01-17 
10:23:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have  the freedom to choose therefore it should be our 
choice if we want the vaccine or not for myself and my family Denshill
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2021-01-17 
10:13:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jean

2021-01-17 
09:22:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zintle

2021-01-17 
09:06:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that a mandatory vaccine, which has not been fully proven 
effec7ve and safe, can not be forced on my freedom of my own 
body and health.  It is my cons7tu7onal right to decide what is 
good for my own body and I do not accept our government 
dicta7ng taking these vaccines! Other alterna7ve solu7ons need 
to be explored. Paul

2021-01-17 
08:45:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Anything mandatory that has not been fully tested and proved 
to be non-detrimental, is to me, a huge issue and goes against 
our freedom of choice and ethics. There are many other 
effec7ve preventa7ve measures and the fact that these have not 
been recognized is extremely concerning. Candice

2021-01-17 
08:41:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We don't know the long-term effects of the vaccine. The vaccine 
should be op7onal and not mandatory as people have the right 
to choose homeopathic routes. Cherie

2021-01-17 
08:23:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is not enough tes7ng done with these vacccines to know if 
it is really working and we dont know what side effects there 
are. Everyone has a choce. We should never be forced to do 
something.  The virus mutates also. How will the vaccine help fir 
that? 

Charlene
2021-01-17 
08:07:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sergio 

2021-01-17 
07:54:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A few days ago Norway lost 46 pa7ents which had just been 
injected with this vaccine in a old age home ! 
The vaccine has had many such such issues worldwide and is 
NOT SAFE. 
There has not been enough  7me to study the effects on injected 
pa7ents to declare it safe. 
It cannot be imposed to people in the excuse of reaching "herd 
control" 
  Patrick

2021-01-17 
07:46:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Where is our freedom with anything forced on us?  This vaccine 
has not been thoroughly tested, so why take the risk of forcing 
something on your na7on which you know will reduce the 
popula7on? It's evil!!!!!! Who gives you the right to decide on 
who must live and who must die? I will NOT have my DNA 
altered by anyone forcing anything on me....and innocent people 
who don't have the knowledge of what's coming, is going to end 
up where the Jews ended up under Hitler's reign....in their 
graves. Janine

2021-01-17 
07:24:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should never be mandatory, extreamly wrong to 
directly or indirectly force something on people, people have 
enough to deal with without vaccines. 
The vaccine isn't long term tested and was made extremely fast, 
the normal speed being around 8 years, record 7me being 4 
years.  

I'm saying the above it doesn't make sense how the vaccine is 
90% plus effec7ve. Yet the flu vaccine that's been around for 
extreamly long, is only 40-50% effec7ve amer all its 
development. Leo

2021-01-17 
07:04:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am of the opinion that this is a MAJOR PLAN TO CONTROL US 
AND THE WORLD.  This vaccine is not properly tested and we are 
Not the test labs fot the rich. This is part of the One World Order 
and we as the public must Not accept this. We must pay to be 
tested and all the rest.  Now they want to give this for free. 
Something is not right...No i will not take this vaccine...why can't 
the developers of these vaccines not held responsible or be 
accountable for any side affects and even deaths...this vaccine 
came to quick and were not even tested properly and not even 
on animals to prove the outcome.  Now us...no.no.no... Andre 

2021-01-17 
06:15:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it should be everyone's own choice if they want to take 
the vaccine. Forcing people to take the vaccine will only cause 
trouble and uprising . Dané
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2021-01-17 
00:17:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All the concerns  raised against the roll out of this many side 
effects vaccine by the government is not right at all...  

People even died by taking this vaccine.   

All the parliament members must take it and the president, 
seeing he has huge faith in this vaccine he wants us to take .. 
This rollout can not be made mandatory and must be a op7onal 
choice every individual should make for themselves... 

If not! Then all hell will break loose in this beau7ful south Africa 
we live in... Can't the president see how the ilumana7 is trying to 
kill, divide and destroy our free country we have?? 

I feel betrayed by our president! To fall for their stupid idioliges 
of a ONE WORLD ORDER.!!! ALL OUR FREDOM GONE!! Now the 
big ques7on is... ARE YOU FREE?? OR ARE YOU DOM??? 

Come now people..  I hope this reaches all South Africans before 
the government makes the hugest mistake in history... We can't 
trust any of you Government !! Your Corrupt and don't put your 
people before your own needs... 

So thank you but no thank you... it's a NO from me here in 
M.plain and I'm sure 100% of cape town agrees and stands 
together on this decision of not taking the vaccine and making it 
mandatory on ci7zens 

Thank you 
Mogammad 
Soliegh 

2021-01-17 
00:04:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government want to roll out a vaccine that hasnt  been 
tested. What's the side effects and for how long? The scien7sts 
can't find a cure for cancer or flu for mul7ple years but want 
millions injected with a vaccine.  Heard immunity, get the 
corrupt poli7cians on the gravy train to take it, force the 
criminals to take it. 
Want to save lives now, should have closed the borders 
immediately.  

R

2021-01-16 
23:08:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Those who do not wish to receive the vaccine should not be 
forced, as according to the government's mantra, we will die off 
anyway if we don't get vaccinated. Let that then be our choice. 
The effec7veness of the vaccine is also highly ques7onable to 
say the least, and many people have already suffered ghastly 
side effects as a result. Also, herd immunity is brought about by 
exposure to the virus, not by geing a vaccine, and most of 
South Africa is probably nearly immune anyway. They found a 
vaccine in 11 months 7me, without tests, all in secrecy, and 
every na7on on earth that can make one busy pumping them 
out. I definitely won't be geing it. Thomas 

2021-01-16 
21:51:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The SA government has followed the WHO blindly they have not 
revealed who their medical experts are so they can be grilled by 
independent doctors and scien7sts who are being removed from 
all media pla{orms if they dont go with WHO narra7ve.  We 
refuse to  take any vaccine I speak on behalf of my family.  The  
SA media are just as corrupt as the government.  We now hand 
this government over to the Lord because He is the only answer 
and He will defend us against this evil government and Covid 19.  
The Lord will judge this government for their crimes against 
humanity. PSALM 2 waits on them. Luke

2021-01-16 
21:35:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am vehemently opposed to being forced to do anything against 
my free will and my democra7c right to  choose what I do to my 
body. 
I am absolutely against consuming or injec7ng chemicals into my 
body, whether that be pharmaceu7cal drugs,  pes7cides, 
poisons, food addi7ves, anything chemical and man-made. 
There has NEVER EVER been a cure found for a virus. AND THERE 
NEVER WILL BE.  Viruses con7nue to mutate and change. It is 
incomprehensible  that you could think of making a flu vaccine 
mandatory on a yearly basis, which is only effec7ve for last 
year's strain of the virus.  
I am not having any chemicals pollute and interfere with my 
healthy body THANK YOU. 
THE WAY TO PREVENT DISEASE IS TO PROMOTE COUNTRY WIDE 
HEALTH. That is the only preventa7ve. 
I believe if adults choose to be vaccinated then let them, but by 
NO MEANS DO I APPROVE OF VACCINATING CHILDREN (WHO 
ARE AT THE MERCY OF  THEIR PARENTS ) 
Leave the children out of it. It is risky injec7ng poisons into 
innocent people.  
ALLOW PEOPLE THE CHOICE AND DO NOT SABOTAGE THE 
RIGHTS AND FREEDOM OF THOSE OF US WHO CHOOSE NOT TO 
BE VACCINATED 
THANK YOU 

NICOLETTE
2021-01-16 
21:29:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Cant find a vaccine for HIV, but now found one for Covid in such 
a short 7me!!! No thanks. Dont trust it Milinda

2021-01-16 
21:19:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on before adequate trials is unacceptable 
and even then, individuals have the right to determine and use 
their legi7mate op7on to decline or not. Thania 
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2021-01-16 
20:45:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that this vaccine is s7ll in its experimental stage. 
The side effects long term are s7ll very unknown and yet you 
want to make this mandatory. I feel it goes against my rights to 
make a informed choice as to what I subject my body to be 
injected with unproven medica7on ie: covid vaccine. All the side 
effects shown so far already warn me that it could be 
detrimental to us as people to make this mandatory. We s7ll do 
not have proof that this vaccine is effec7ve, whether it will be 
effec7ve in preven7ng transmiing the covid or even being 
protected, plus whether it will be effec7ve against new strains/ 
variants, not to forget is how long this vaccine will be effec7ve . 
Thus we can not even assure people that this vaccine is a once 
off, a yearly requirement like the flu ( which has been proven to 
only protect you between (32% _ 55%).  This vaccine  has not 
been tested thoroughly enough and long term enough to be 
ethically made mandatory. Was also concerns me is that we have 
no protec7on if there are side effects as these companies 
manufactoring these vaccines are exempt from all liability. 
We are all unique, we all respond differently to medica7on. This 
needs more years of thorough tes7ng before you can make it 
safely mandatory. I as a front line worker feel it is negligent to 
give this to your essen7al workers who are more at risk due to 
exposure. Our immune systems are already working over7me as 
we are exposed to various diseases and viruses etc now you 
want to use us as an experiment. No. This must be a personal 
choice. As it has been said, our lives will not go back to normal 
as there are too many unknowns surrounding this vaccine for us 
to " not wear masks" which are already causing health issues. 
Also social distancing. Staying at home, I understand the theory, 
but we are not designed to be an7social, we are created to 
worship and praise God and gather together. The sick, yes, they 
must isolate. But by isola7ng everyone and enforcing face mask 
all the 7me we create a lower immune system that is not being 
allowed to do its natural job efficiently. We need to breath in 
fresh air and release stress by having the freedom to enjoy 
nature, the beach, walking. A healthy mind, a healthy body. Not 
bodies filled with unnatural chemicals and unknown immune 
responders. Let us make our own choice. NO TO MANDATORY 
VACCINATION. MORE PROVEN, TRUE, FACTUAL INFORMATION IS 
A NECESSITY. Wendy

2021-01-16 
20:25:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is an ETHICAL/ MORAL dilemma (much more than a clinical 
one). 

As a medical health worker I'll use/endorse a vaccina7on if it is: 
ethical,  
safe,   
has a low side effect profile,  
is effec7ve,   
and reduces morbidity and mortality. 

I however, from an ethical and moral standpoint cannot use or 
endorce any vaccina7on that has been made in ANY process of 
using elec7ve aborted human fetuses (these were not aborted 
for medical reasons). 

Every last COVID-19 vaccine that I am aware of uses elec7ve 
aborted foetal 7ssue in the process of manufacturing the 
vaccines from cell lines from the 70's and 80's.  No, there are no 
actual foetal cells in the vaccina7ons,  but they were used in the 
process.  
This is the *"dark side" of medicine* to me (and what role does 
darkness have to do with light?), and of which I was unaware, 
and I cannot with a clear conscience use these lines of 
vaccina7ons.   We should demand ethical and moral 
vaccina7ons.  Un7l these exist,  I cannot use or endorse these 
lines of vaccina7ons.  Go and check it out,  and please let me 
know if you know of  1 ethical vaccine that I'm not aware of, and 
does exist for COVID-19, that does not use elec7ve aborted 
foetal 7ssue in the process of manufacturing... 

The principle is: 
TAKE THE GOOD 
and at all cost,  
LEAVE THE BAD,  
and 
DO NO HARM. 

There is also much uncertainty of incorpora7ng gene7c mRNA 
(messenger RNA) material into the recipients DNA and its 
poten7al long term effects if there is the slightest possibility 
(there is NO data for this presently) of this happening  in this 
rushed,  very poorly tested rela7vely new technology etc...  If the 
big pharmaceu7cals are so sure that this is totally safe and this 
cannot happen,  why do they all have a waver sothat they 
cannot be held responsible and be medico-legally sued? 

As stated,  my primary concern however is an ETHICAL/ MORAL 
problem with these vaccina7ons.   We should NEVER endorse 
something bad/dark/evil to achieve something "good".    

If its "beper to die than tell a lie", then what about something as 
dark as this? Paul
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2021-01-16 
20:22:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We live in a country where we have a Cons7tu7on and rights. To 
make it mandatory means it is being forced on us and so we 
loose our rights. Also do not disqualify any person in movement 
or buying and selling if they do not take it. Presently it is allowed 
even without beeing vaccinated. Ask God for direc7on and do 
the right thing as we all will one day stand before the living God 
and answer. Alta

2021-01-16 
20:01:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is not a vaccine in the true sense of the word and has not 
been tested sufficiently for safety or efficacy.  In the short 7me 
since it has been used in various countries there have been too 
many injuries and deaths in people who have received this 
"therapy". Ash

2021-01-16 
19:46:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't support the vaccina7on of people due to the fact that it's 
not properly tested. I also don't think it must be mandatory to 
take it, everyone must decide for himself if they want to take it. 
Vermac7n and chlorine dioxide are two op7ons that really cure 
the virus but are swept under the carpet as junk. There are many 
experiments done on both the treatments but the media only 
make it seem bad, especially chlorine dioxide. There's many 
cases of people been healed of it by both the products. A doctor 
in Germany are currently doing a lot of research but it's not 
known to the world because governments and the WHO are 
against it. Anel

2021-01-16 
19:29:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been fully tested on humans. Too much 
video evidence of things going wrong which is being hidden by 
main stream media. I believe this is nothing more than a money 
making racket. Robert

2021-01-16 
19:17:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The current government is not being transparent. The stats that 
the present is deliberate decep7on of the true status e.g. a 145 
% rise in infec7ons: there were 2 cases and now there is 5... The 
are also not talking about, nor making available any vaccine 
study results  as they show a bleak picture. Even Fauci publicly 
acknowledged that the vaccine might not protect you and that 
we will have to con7nue wearing masks. Meanwhile there is 
scien7fic evidence  that are YEARS old of medicines, approved by 
WHO and FDA, that has shown posi7ve results. These have been 
BLOCKED by our government since the start of the COVID 
decep7on. The current death percentage is 2.7% of KNOWN 
infec7ons (and that includes people who would have passed 
away from a cold virus) in other words a skewed representa7on. 
Forcing a currently unproven and unsafe vaccine on people 
without the op7on of alterna7ve PROVEN medica7ons is clear 
evidence of an agenda being pushed by government. Jo-Anne

2021-01-16 
19:07:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why do we have to be vaccinated?  Injec7ng me with the virus 
that has caused millions around the world to suffer and 
perish..What happened to my cons7tu7onal rights? Nicolepe

2021-01-16 
18:36:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lorepe

2021-01-16 
18:33:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First thing people need to be aware of is that this is not a vaccine 
in the tradi7onal sense with which people my be familiar with. 
This is a mRNA vaccine, which has never been used on any 
human popula7on ever. A new vaccine normally takes between 
5-7 years before it is ready to be rolled out for general use in the 
human popula7on. This so called vaccine has been rushed to 
market, skipping animal trials, and other trials. The makers of 
these so called vaccines are legally shielded from prosecu7on 
should any person be harmed or injured by this shot. 

Making this "vaccine" mandatory is a viola7on of the Nuremberg 
principles, as no person can be compelled to par7cipate in a 
medical experiment against their will or over and above their 
objec7on. To make this mandatory would be in viola7on of this 
principle.  
The long term effects of this medica7on are unknown. 
Previous apempts to create a Corona virus vaccine were 
unsuccessful. At the animal trials all test subjects developed 
an7bodies to the virus. When later exposed to the wild virus 
their immune systems went into overdrive an ALL the animal 
test subjects died, without excep7on.  
To force this medica7on on a popula7on is a viola7on of 
Interna7onal Law, a viola7on of basic human rights, a viola7on 
of the Nuremberg principles and also repugnant to the 
cons7tu7on of South Africa. Niall

2021-01-16 
18:31:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As proven other cures are available and discarded by medical 
council/authori7es and not par7cular advanced I personally 
ques7on implementa7on of mandatory vaccines. There are 
other op7ons of cure,. Why are other op7ons suppressed? Why 
does it appear that this government seem to think vaccines are 
the only solu7on to release this country from a state of 
emergency and to lim the lockdown? Michele

2021-01-16 
17:18:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Anni

2021-01-16 
16:37:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support any mandatory vaccina7on. It should be lem to 
each  individual to decide if he wants the vaccine. Marnus

2021-01-16 
16:10:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hi there 

It should not be mandatary .it should be a choice to vaccine or 
not . Anyway I had mild had covid so wouldn't my body have 
an7bodies anyway .I'm not giving this vaxx to myself n my kids Bronwyn
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2021-01-16 
15:52:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice is a cons7tu7onal right. 
It, according to the cons7tu7on, should therefore be the choice 
of the individual. His or her free choice to take or not to take the 
vaccine. 
Government can not take ownership of any individuals body. 
Neither can Government remove the individuals right to choose. 

The individual is not given a choice between a vaccine and a  
therepu7c or therepu7cs. Like  for instance Hydroxychlorequien, 
a proven agent with 99% succes. Floris

2021-01-16 
15:28:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested AT ALL! All new vaccines need 
to be tested on animals first, and if all goes well with the animals 
months amer administra7on, then only can we look at using it on 
humans. We are now being forced to take an experimental drug, 
which has proven thus far to have great side effects. 

Alterna7ve medica7on which is proven to work for Covid-19, is 
being banned... Why? Why not try using known medica7on 
first?... And why push for an experimental vaccine which we 
don't even know if it will work? No vaccine for me, thank you! Jeanepe

2021-01-16 
15:10:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elaine

2021-01-16 
15:02:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on goes against my religious beliefs and there is s7ll 
freedom of religion in SA.   
There is no such thing as heard immunity, the sheeple should do 
their research.  It is like telling me to take a contracep7ve so 
others don't get pregnant. 
Vaccines is the biggest lie ever told to humanity.  It is there to kill 
& destroy while the elite make money. 

Rebecca

2021-01-16 
14:56:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All of the above.  
You cannot patent a 'cure' for the flu and then force it on people 
every flu season against our human rights. 
Basic good science, good healthy nutri7on and understanding of 
our God-given immune system will debunk this decep7on .  
Why are we being forced by interna7onal organisa7ons to follow 
their standards when SA and many other countries have 
discovered beper op7ons for dealing with this such as 
Ivermec7n & Hydroxychloroquine - why must we in SA get into 
massive debt to the IMF & WBO et al - follow the money trail!!!!  
Why were these suddenly restricted or inflated in price beyond 
affordability now as well?  Does the elite/government want to 
cull our working popula7on and break our economy???? 

Apparently by May/June last year natural herd immunity was 
reached worldwide! Masks and isola7on would have only 
hampered peoples immune systems, psychological well being 
which creates a higher spread in the next flu season cycle. Now 
unhealthy lifestyles which create immune system malfunc7ons 
presen7ng in old age, cancer, diabetes, heart disease etc are also 
being wripen off to Covid19!!  Why such a huge focus on a cure 
for a cure for Covid19 which is already muta7ng into several 
versions and nothing being done for cancer, AIDS/HIV, TB, heart 
disease etc despite vast funding and endless 'research' for 
decades? 

Where is our human rights and freedom of choice of cure and 
where is our rights to a massive dose of uncensored, 
unsponsored truth and common sense without worldwide 
corrup7on of big pharm/business & governments????? Carla

2021-01-16 
12:49:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Free choice to have the vaccine is vital. 
As history has shown us vaccines take many years to become 
100% affec7ve and safe although they s7ll  have dangerous side 
affects.  
If people are happy to take that risk then that's their choice and I 
fully support that.  
Everyone else needs the right to  choose for themselves. 

 COVID is constantly changing and muta7ng with the vaccina7on 
being a rushed  solu7on made out of fear and despera7on . I'm 
not willing to risk my precious life as a guinea pig for that and 
nor should anyone else. 

If Government wants to make vaccines mandatory then big 
Pharma needs to be legally liable for anything that goes wrong. 
This will never happen. 

Other solu7ons need to invested in . Solu7ons that empower the 
people with informa7on that brings about longterm posi7ve 
lifestyle changes and resiliency.   

Mental and emo7onal Resiliency courses needs to be offered.  
When people are down and depressed, unable to cope mentally, 
their physical immunity is challenged and  then they are more 
prone to geing sick . Educa7on and awareness on these 
mapers is vital. 

With regards to our Diet , eliminate companies such as 
Monsanto  using chemicals in our soils and on our produce, all 
which compromise our immune system and lower our immunity. 
More awareness and educa7on in these areas. 

Deal with the root of the problem and not the symptoms. 
 Laura
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2021-01-16 
12:45:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are a lot of diseases that we have been struggling with, 
cancer, HIV etc and there is no vaccine and we are doing fine, 
there is no medice created in a lab that is meant to help people, 
its all about profits and profits, so can we choose what we put 
into our bodies. Tee

2021-01-16 
12:34:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let those who want it have it. Those that don't shouldn't be 
forced. 

Lizelle

2021-01-16 
12:22:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

According to the Nuremburg codes no medical interven7on 
should EVER be mandatory. Our sovereign free will and choice 
will be respected! 

The vaccina7on does NOT stop you from geing the disease, it 
needs to be taken twice a year. What is the point then with the 
survival rate being so high except in mortally ill people. 

There are numerous reports already of deaths and serious 
complica7ons from these vaccines, we are NOT guinea pigs. 

I do not consent to any form of vaccina7on! Joffrey

2021-01-16 
12:02:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should in no way be forced on anyone as that is completely 
against human rights, and greatly imposes on personal freedom 
and an individual and personal choices around health and well 
being. The vaccina7on hasn't been tested nearly enough, and 
interferes with human bodies on a cellular level... Which can 
have hugely devasta7ng repercussions on our extremely 
complex bodies - which science can never fully understand. Natalie

2021-01-16 
11:49:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

you can not make a vaccina7on mandatory for many legal 
reason and it should not be mandetory esp since 1. this 
vaccina7on has not been tested properly and even though the 
medical experts dont announce it, this vaccine has had 
extreamly bad health side effect even to the point of someone 
loosing their leg ( i know someone in the medical field so know 
this as fact). 
2. Covid is the flu. full stop.......most people have covid dont 
even know it un7l they are told ()so def not as deadly as the 
media and the WHO have made it out to be. (we also know that 
an agenda is being pushed here). God made out bodies 
good....He knew what he was doing. our bodies can fight it off 
without any vaccina7on. charlene

2021-01-16 
11:44:41
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No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I oppose vehemently the manda7ng of government to force its 
popula7on to take a medicine or otherwise.  

force against its people for It is a cons7tu7onal right to our own 
medicine of choice and not to be mandated by a government 
what we must/must not take. 
I oppose on these ground; 
- my cons7tu7onal right 
- they use aborted baby parts in vaccines and abor7on is against 
my Chris7an beliefs of killing which is my main reason. 
- why take a vaccine IF u are not a high risk person. 
- the Vaccine is a mRNA vaccine and will change your DNA by 
sending a protein messenger in RNA format into my DNA. I do 
not wish any reprogramming of my DNA. Charl

2021-01-16 
11:28:22
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No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hi All . In no way should we as ci7zens of a democracy society be 
forced to take the vaccine or anything for that maper.  amer 
some reading up almost all Scien7fic study shows any vaccine 
takes up to 20 years to develop this is to make sure that it is safe 
for the popula7on and all ages . for a vaccine to be ready in less 
than 2 years and administered without proper tes7ng what  the 
long term side effects effects would be is just wrong . In a 
nutshell they dont care if they kill us as long a they came up with 
something.   
So it's a definite no from me . Erefaan 

2021-01-16 
11:07:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This so called vaccine has just not had the years of tes7ng every 
other vaccine and medica7on has had. There is now emerging 
documented proof on the side effects of people becoming 
extremely ill , face paralysis and many deaths amer being 
administered this vaccine. 
Add to that there is zero proof that it would stop the CV virus 
and will require even further doses. It is totally unacceptable to 
spin this false narra7ve that this vax is the answer to the 
pandamic and people need to wake up and do their own 
research instead of blindly believing these lies. There are many 
cheap, safe and natural alterna7ve remedies that are being 
suppressed. J

2021-01-16 
10:44:58
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No I do 
not

employed 
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Mandatory 
vaccina7on Oliver

2021-01-16 
10:41:52

Western 
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No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The process to develop a vaccine can stretch over 5 - 10 years, 
the vaccines made for the covid-19 virus have only been 
explored for under a year with not even en7rely understanding 
the virus itself...... to promote the "safety" and "effec7veness" of 
the vaccine at this stage is not scien7fic and does not engender 
trust in those that speak about and push for the roll out of the 
massive vaccina7on program envisaged world wide as such and 
in SA par7cularly at this point in 7me. Gabriele

2021-01-16 
10:32:17

Western 
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No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Louise

2021-01-16 
10:16:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We all know this is a NWO plot to kill off the popula7on and 
control us all like zombies. Blythe 

2021-01-16 
09:47:23

Western 
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No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They cannot force a vaccine that has not undergone the normal 
vigorous tes7ng procedures. There are other alterna7ves to 
minimizing the virus including steaming, vitamins, healthy diet 
and lifestyle. Michelle

2021-01-16 
09:42:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should never be made mandatory. It's against our 
freedom of choice. Sheeth
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2021-01-16 
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No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every person should be allowed to determine whether he or she 
should get the vaccine.  It should not EVER become madatory. Jacques

2021-01-16 
09:20:54

Western 
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No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is full of poisons, designed to kill more people than 
it will cure. This has not been tested to see what is really in it. 
There are alterna7ve medicines that cures this virus, which is 
cheap and works in 3 days. We should be given the choice if we 
want to take the vaccine or not and if we want to take 
alterna7ve medicines CHARLES

2021-01-16 
09:10:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I should have a choice to take the vaccine or not.  Not be forced. 
AND I CHOOSE NOT TO! C

2021-01-16 
08:04:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe the vaccine is necessary since the number of 
deaths recorded are deliberately increased Charmaine

2021-01-16 
07:48:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is a PLANDEMIC... Meaning  that it was planned and 
implemented by certain individuals and corpora7ons. This is all 
to change the world to a system that benefits them. Popula7on 
control. Financial control, etc 

The vaccine is NOT effec7ve, you can s7ll get it, you s7ll need to 
wear a mask (which actually slowly kills you),  you s7ll spread it 
to others, you s7ll need mul7ple booster shots 

The recovery rate is 97%. No vaccine is needed! 
There are PLENTY alterna7ve methods proven to be more 
effec7ve than an injec7on puing the virus in your body Aimee 

2021-01-16 
07:39:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think the government should look at other op7ons. I am not 
going to be forced to take a vaccine. Jacques

2021-01-16 
07:18:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We as a people should have a frèe choice in taking the 
vaccine,without discrimina7on in any area... Salome

2021-01-16 
07:13:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I will not be forced to be vaccinated. Lindsay 

2021-01-16 
06:27:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Troy

2021-01-16 
02:23:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on SHAMEEM

2021-01-15 
23:19:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, I  reserve the right to decide whether I want to receive a 
vaccina7on or not.  
Seondly, I don't trust the countries from where the vaccines are 
sourced.  

Linda

2021-01-15 
23:12:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support mandatory vaccina7on. I reserve the right to 
decide for myself  whether I want to take any medica7on or 
vaccines or not. Jenny

2021-01-15 
23:00:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jupa

2021-01-15 
22:59:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Lacking safety trials. Untested technology.  We reserve the right 
to bodily autonomy. As well as  
Access to alterna7ve safe andand eeffec7ve treatments. Irene

2021-01-15 
22:58:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is irresponsible to make a vaccine mandatory when the trials 
did not include any children, pregnant women, frail elderly or 
comorbid people . More over, there is no data on adverse effects 
past the 3 months since publishing results. Don’t use us as 
guinea pigs! Julie

2021-01-15 
19:56:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not interested  or will not allow my family to be vaccinated.  
There is no guarantee that this vaccina7on will prevent covid.  It 
is against every ci7zen's cons7tu7onal right if this vaccine is 
forced to be taken. This is a money making business and yet 
another way to scam South Africans, medical aids, etc. out of  
money. All this government can do is steal and  they don't have 
the slighest concern over the ci7zens of South Africa.   Lourika 

2021-01-15 
19:16:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Denise

2021-01-15 
18:44:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is against my human rights to be injected with an untested 
drug.  Patrick

2021-01-15 
18:15:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You would have to be very naive to trust a vaccine that's been 
developed in only a few months without any of the normal, 
rigourous trials. Especially when there are very effec7ve 
treatments that have shown great possibility, like 
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n. Klem

2021-01-15 
17:55:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why do you have to take vaccine for a virus that 90 odd persent 
recover from. 
A vaccine that has not been tested properly. 
An if Bill Gates is involve i am not interested at all. Theunis

2021-01-15 
17:24:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is around mandatory vaccina7on as this takes away 
any person’s freedom of choice.  
People should be free to decide if they will take the vaccina7on 
or not. No ins7tu7on should be allowed to discriminate against 
those who choose not to receive the vaccina7on. 
I think that alterna7ve treatments should be explored -eg.  
Ivermec7n. Bronwyn

2021-01-15 
17:00:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

MANDATORY VACCINATION IS NOT A DEMOCRACY, is south 
africa controlled by the CCP??? 

ITS AN INDIVIDUALS CHOICE !!!! and f** the government's 
communist tendencies. Alex

2021-01-15 
16:52:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The trials have not been long enough nothing has being proven 
safe people are geing sick etc Godfrey

2021-01-15 
16:14:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support the vaccina7on program because has been 
proven that there are much safer way to prevent and cure.  
Vaccines need to be tested long 7me to be sure that will not 
cause side effects that are worse than the virus they are 
supposed to cure . Max

2021-01-15 
15:53:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The choice should be ours, this vaccine has not been tested long 
enough.   There are other alterna7ve treatments. Lucia
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2021-01-15 
15:39:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons are an assault on a person's immune system. We 
should be allowed to become exposed and develop natural 
immunity. I know some will die, but the survivors are stronger 
and the resul7ng popula7ons are stronger and healthier because 
of this. It's called natural selec7on - nature knows best!! 

Colleen
2021-01-15 
15:33:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elton

2021-01-15 
15:04:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be free to decide what is best for their own 
health. Vaccina7on should never be mandatory. Louwrens

2021-01-15 
14:54:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Bruce

2021-01-15 
14:36:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People receiving the vaccine should do it on their own accord. It 
should be a volutary issue like any other flu vaccine Hennie

2021-01-15 
14:35:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The legi7macy of this vaccine and the health impact is not tested 
and  or proven. There is no truth in this vaccine and I believe it 
will kill millions of innocent people.   
We have a choice and no one should chose to have this vaccine. 
How do you even develop a vaccine for a virus that has net been 
isolated, that is s7ll muta7ng and have not been studied 
probably. Are people mad!! has everyone turned of their brains 
and are just following instruc7ons like sheep! 

Never take the vaccine! Never make is mandatory! It is against 
humanity and totally about control. Dalene

2021-01-15 
14:33:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No long term studies have been done on humans to test 
implica7ons. My body, my right to choose. Jenny

2021-01-15 
14:28:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Other than corrup7on, greed, and dictatorial control of the 
people and the economy, there is zero reason to roll out a so 
called vaccine for a "virus" that has never been scien7fically 
isolated, and for which the PCR test is a complete fraud giving 
endless false results that mean nothing - except for corrupt 
poli7cians and their puppeteers who get to create whatever 
numbers they wish to have to suit their own evil agenda.  

Banning, confisca7ng, and criminalizing Ivermec7n, as just one 
example, shows just how corrupt this whole pantomime is,  
"Ivermec7n costs almost nothing to make, is completely safe and 
is on the list of 'essen7al medicines' at the WHO. 49 clinical trials 
in a row conclude it works for trea7ng Covid." 

This is especially despicable when the ""Covid "vaccines" aren’t 
even designed to prevent COVID. An FDA Pfizer briefing paper 
published December 10, 2020, revealed 43 percent more 
suspected cases of Covid-19 in the vaccinated group than in the 
placebo group within seven days of vaccina7on. The vaccines 
will also not end restric7ons. Dr. Anthony Fauci of the US 
Na7onal Ins7tute of Health acknowledged that the vaccines may 
prevent symptoms but will not block the spread of the virus, so 
vaccine recipients will s7ll need to wear masks, prac7ce social 
distancing and avoid crowds.  

Furthermore, according to the CDC’s current best es7mate, the 
“infec7on fatality rate” (IFR) for Covid-19 is less than 1 percent 
for people age 69 and younger, including a .003 percent IFR for 
children and adolescents. This makes covid no more deadly than 
a bad seasonal flu.""  

So what is the point of a so called vaccine that does nothing to 
protect you and is not even an actual vaccine?  

Establishing "herd immunity" for a popula7on has never been 
purely con7ngent upon  how much of that popula7on has been 
vaccinated. That defini7on has only recently been changed to 
suit the vaccine makers, of course. 

Just read the shocking list of admiped side effects of this mass 
lab experiment on people as per the FDA's own website, it is 
shocking the list of dire side effects that could ruin peoples 
health and even kill them.  Far more people will be made to be 
sick with any number of serious life altering / threatening side 
effects than ever stand the chance of geing sick from this 
"virus", which over 99% of the people on this planet have 
nothing to worry about.  

Therefore it is all too obvious that this world control programme 
and its "vaccines" have nothing to do with public health. This 
"vaccine" programme will destroy lives, not save them. 

Rowen
2021-01-15 
14:23:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I need to decide if i want the vaccine  or not . rodney

2021-01-15 
14:21:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

NOBODY has the right to tell me what goes into my body and 
what not. Dries

2021-01-15 
14:11:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not taking this vaccine in any circumstances. I'll take my 
chances with the virus. Vicky

2021-01-15 
13:58:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A number of health concerns have been raised by medical 
professionals. There are reports of deaths associated with taking 
the vaccine(or vaccines related to other diseases.) 

Individuals rights to choose how they want to manage their lives 
and health is also being impacted by the mandatory nature of 
the roll out policy.  

What other mandatory laws can be passed in future, as a result 
of apparent health or other concerns. Eugene 
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2021-01-15 
13:09:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ronell

2021-01-15 
13:08:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should have right to choose to breath, to work, to learn, to 
live a normal life, a right to freedom of speech and a right to 
choose.  All of these have been violated. 
Not enough tes7ng, not enough hard evidence of the 
effec7veness of the vaccine...just well put together words that 
are deceiving with no hard proof. 
Eg. The actual disease has a beper success/survival rate than the 
"vaccine". There are no guarantees that it offers you future 
immunity or lowers transmission - so my ques7on is why the 
rush - because they are ac7ng on the state of emergency and 
need to roll out quick before the fire burns out.  
Let each person decide for themselves without discrimina7on TARYN

2021-01-15 
13:02:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Our bodies, our health...we are sovereign individuals . The 
government and the New World Order cannot dictate what 
happens to  OUR bodies. We do not consent to becoming 
gene7cally modified organisms with this vaccine! There are 
natural and other alterna7ves of healing, like using Ivermec7n, 
which our government has banned, because they want us to 
take these mRNA vaccines. Ivermec7n is an award winning drug 
and on the WHO's list of 'essen7al medicines' .There are many 
studies showing that this drug is safe and effec7ve. Their 
behavior smacks of the New World Order agenda! Sylvia

2021-01-15 
12:52:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a right to decide what goes in my body. I have a right to be 
able to work and travel  and grow and buy food without 
restric7ons. This is poison, and I will rather die of Covid than to 
take the vaccine. Rinda

2021-01-15 
12:26:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Amanda

2021-01-15 
12:14:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why would you vaccinate people when the survival rate is 
99.9%, locking healthy people up. No thanks you can keep your 
vaccines I don’t want or support it, I have a health immune 
system, rather spend your 7me to tell people how to live healthy 
life’s. David

2021-01-15 
12:11:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support this vaccine that did not go through the  
prescribed period of tes7ng  as followed by other vaccines 
before it.  I also do not support any roll out that does not respect 
my right to choose. It takes my freedom away and does not 
respect my right as a parent to choose for my own kids.  As a 
Chris7an, I also view this method of government as infringing on 
my religious right and does not allow me to ques7on where this 
is coming from and what is being place inside my body that I see 
as the temple of God. So it is a NO from me.  Martha 

2021-01-15 
12:09:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government wants to force us into taking something which 
hasnt been tested long enough. We are not guinea pigs or lab 
rats. Government officials should be the first to get it if they are 
so confident in it Melody

2021-01-15 
11:50:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have varied concerns regarding the rollout of the Covid-19 
vaccine, foremost being that it is a rushed endeavour with very 
liple to no tes7ng, u7lising new and unproven technology that 
will most certainly have unintended side-effects.  

Another concern is the role that government is playing in the 
rollout of said vaccine, and that it might be forced upon ci7zens. 
This is inhumane and no person should be forced to take an 
unproven experimental vaccine that has been shown to 
poten7ally cause Bell's palsy. John

2021-01-15 
11:31:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Forcing the public to recieve a vaccine whose side effects are not 
properly understood is unethcial and dangerous. There is an 
unacceptably high level of anaphylaxis (ref hpps://
www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/12/suspicions-grow-
nanopar7cles-pfizer-s-covid-19-vaccine-trigger-rare-allergic-
reac7ons) - this at least is known so far. 
The effec7veness of the vaccine is unknown but at this stage it 
seems that it lasts perhaps 3-6 months - and, most disturbingly, 
that those vaccinated can s7ll spread the disease. This will likely 
increase the number of asymptoma7c cases, a major causa7ve 
factor in the spread. 
I disagree with using tax payers money and medical aid funds, 
other than for health care workers. If you wish to take the 
vaccine, which will really only (poten7ally) benefit yourself, then 
you should be required to pay. 
I agree with the commipee that Ivermec7n and other 
alterna7ves have not been properly inves7gated. Health care 
system prepara7on has not been in any way adequate, which 
was the supposed lockdown purpse. Funds have been stolen and 
the same will apply if the vaccine is publically funded.  
Maybe elsewhere, but it simply cannot work here. The 
government, its corrup7on and inefficiency, simply will not allow 
it. Erica

2021-01-15 
10:50:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on renaldo
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2021-01-15 
10:34:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am against mandated vaccines.  I am against the loss of our 
freedoms and human rights.  I am against destroying the 
economy through lockdowns and the total abuse of power by 
the command council.  I am against the government sounding 
like a group of puppets sprou7ng the jargon they are told to by 
their financial and poli7cal masters.  A vaccine that has not been 
properly tested is not the solu7on.  Natural herd immunity 
through exposure to the virus is the way to go, like has been the 
case in history.  This is just a bad flu, as has occurred before in 
history.  Governments must stop playing doctor and crea7ng 
fear.  They have borrowed more than enough money to triple 
the number of hospital beds available for trea7ng those who 
have complica7ons.  The vulnerable people must take extra care.  
the rest of society must get on with life.  More thank 80% of folk 
who get the virus have no symptoms.  Survival rate is not far 
short of 100%.  The madness of government must end.  End the 
vaccine push.  David 

2021-01-15 
09:52:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No to mandatory vaccina7ons, we have no idea what the long 
term side effects of the vaccines will be. Robin

2021-01-15 
09:28:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I fear these vaccines will become, mandatory, if not outright 
then by means of coercion and public pressure. This will be a 
viola7on of our cons7tu7on under the guise of public safety. Not 
only are these vaccines rushed and poorly tested, but  have 
already been shown to have severe adverse reac7ons across the 
world. The disease has a 99.97% survival rate and in my opinion 
this does not warrant  the extreme measures being taken to 
mi7gate it. A vaccine is not necessary  and other alterna7ves, 
such a Ivermec7n are a much beper and less risky solu7on. 
Natural heard immunity can easily be achieved as long as we 
protect the vulnerable. I will not consent to the vaccine.  Landi

2021-01-15 
08:53:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I've voluntarily taken the flu vaccine for years and I am a 
qualified scien7st , however, I will not be taking this one. A 
rushed vaccine that's taken mul7ple shortcuts to finalize. A 
rushed vaccine that serves zero benefit to people under 60 and 
is due to its low fatality rate in the young is sta7s7cally likely to 
cause  adverse reac7ons in the young which would be worse 
than simply geing the virus. A highly poli7cized vaccine that's 
already outdated because of the various new strains of an 
already endemic virus. A virus for which peer reviewed evidence 
has been retroac7vely removed as it "goes against the current 
research climate". A vaccine endorsed by a demonstrably 
corrupt government that,  placed its en7re ci7zenry under house 
arrest with no trial or tangible evidence(see PANDA report on 
lockdowns vs. effect on infec7on rate and inves7gate the 
limita7ons of PCR analysis as a diagnos7c tool),  is pushing to 
monopolize its distribu7on. A government which has usurped 
the democra7c will of its people by introducing a new unelected 
cabinet in the form of a Coronavirus commipee.  A vaccine that's 
being rolled out for a virus that doesn't meet the WHO's own 
standard of a pandemic prior to 2009.     

I didn't believe you when you said only 3 weeks, and I won't 
trust you now. You're a tyranny and your incompetence is going 
to kill more South Africans than the coronavirus ever would 
have. Brendon

2021-01-15 
07:21:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be a freedom of choice, do not agree to human 
rights being taken away. Bernice

Mpumalanga 45
2021-02-01 
18:41:28

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do not want the vaccine Rochelle

2021-01-25 
07:14:36

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccina7on should not be mandatory! And don't come with 
this "if you want to go there you need vaccine", that is the same 
as making it mandatory. 
Covid Passport/ID: how is this different than the "pass" from 
apartheid? 

Grant

2021-01-24 
06:53:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel I have the right too choose if I want the vaccine or not. 
People are dying of the vaccine too!! I am diabe7c and refuse to 
sign my own death... Government has no right to choose if I live 
or die... The government do not make Any good or informed 
choices... They are corrupt full stop... I think they should in force 
social distancing more and start making scien7fic decisions not 
of the WHO but of experienced private sector scien7sts... Michele 

2021-01-23 
17:33:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my choice if I want to have the vaccine or not and I don't 
want it. There is too many different opinions of medical doctors 
and scien7sts all over the world regarding the vaccine.  
I do not feel comfortable with this at all. 
I will protect myself and do whatever is necessary not to get the 
virus and if I get it, I will get beper without the Governments 
help. 
I don't trust this Government and I refuse to be forced to let 
them put anything in my body that is not properly tested and 
proofed to be safe. Santa

2021-01-21 
14:31:27

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do not want the vaccine at all. Kean 

2021-01-21 
09:46:37

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dfizer vaccine CEO says his not vulnerable and doesnt want to 
jump the queue.we are 7red of this ar7ficial virus.this is not a 
vaccine they know what they doing. Stewart

2021-01-21 
07:46:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

President Cyril Ramaphosa's Admnistra7on must not force 
people to vaccinate, instead it must be op7onal because we 
have no interest to vaccinate. And the RSA Cons7tu7ons says  
everyone has a right to refuse treatment or to choose not to 
take any treatment even if the disease causes them to die. Nkosinathi 

2021-01-20 
16:57:09

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Amanda 
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2021-01-20 
09:08:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My health is my concern and choice. I do not belong to the 
government Marius

2021-01-19 
21:42:57

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No ine should be forced. If I want to die its my choice. The ones 
that got theirs will be fine anycase, I do not want it for religious 
reasons. I do not trust no one. I donate mine to someone that 
needs it. 
Thanks Rene

2021-01-19 
12:05:09

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Bill Gates has severally said that 'through mass vaccina7on we 
can apain 15% depopula7on worldwide' and as we speak all 
countries are rolling out  vaccines,this is a conspiracy but not a 
theory is based on facts.i honestly say the regime government 
has sold us to the elite.no one seems to pay apen7on on what 
Bill Gates has said pertaining vaccines. To those who are going to 
take the vaccine I'm saying good bye Mm

2021-01-19 
10:23:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support the Mandatory vaccina7on, I make the decision 
what measures to take to keep my body healthy.  This vaccine 
has not been tested and proven to be effec7ve, I am weary, very 
weary. Ter7a

2021-01-19 
09:35:55

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why can't the vaccine be  op7onal, why can't we elect if we 
want the vaccine or not a s it has always been the case for many 
other vaccines and medica7on. For instance, if one does not 
want to take TB  or even HIV medica7on they are never forced to 
but they take them in their accord, may it be so even for this 
current vaccine. If a person does not want it, may he not be 
forced to take it. Faith

2021-01-18 
23:35:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I smell a Rat Ella 

2021-01-18 
19:19:44

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel like there's not enough research on this virus and there's 
no knowing when the next variant will emerge and if these 
vaccines will actually be effec7ve. It was too rushed and a lot can 
go wrong  Gugu

2021-01-18 
15:46:03

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

None of my family members will take the vaccine. It takes 
between 15 – 20 years to develop a vaccine. And a vaccine has 
been developed for the corona virus under 1 year. Under no 
circumstances will we risk our lives by taking the vaccine. Let it 
remain our choice to take the vaccine, and not the governments. 
We have a choice, and our choice is to not take the vaccine. Corne

2021-01-18 
15:43:44

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

None of my family members will take the vaccine. It takes 
between 15 - 20 years to develop a vaccine. And a vaccine has 
been deloped for the corona virus under 1 year. Under no 
circumstances will we risk our lives by taking the vaccine. Let it 
remain our choice to take the vaccine, and not the governments. 
We have a choice, and our choice is to not take the vaccine. Corné

2021-01-18 
14:36:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on shouldn't be mandatory.  Ci7zens must be allowed 
to make a choice. In anyway,  how safe are the vaccines. Patrick 

2021-01-18 
14:05:16

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Benjamin

2021-01-18 
12:51:09

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Side effects of the vaccine remain unknown. This is s7ll at the 
experimental phase and vaccina7ng everyone almost at once is 
unwise. Under historically useful drugs such as 
hydroxychloroquine should be considered, and we shouldn't 
vaccinate all the nurses and soldiers please in case something 
goes wrong. Onkgopotse 

2021-01-18 
12:06:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa needs to prove that the vaccine is safe to be use, 
that informa7on must be confirmed by our own doctors and 
laboratories. To show that we are a country that is having a state 
and we can manage our own country based on our own 
decisions. Wonder

2021-01-18 
07:36:47

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Top concern is all: Tax payers money, this vaccine has not been 
properly tested. No one knows what the nega7ve impact will be. 
People should have a chose if they want to take it. Hendrik

2021-01-17 
20:59:17

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should NOT be compulsory. Any medical 
interven7on carries risk and since the individual must live with 
its consequences, the individual must evaluate the risk and 
decide to undertake it or not undertake it - not government Stephan

2021-01-17 
19:57:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7ons take away I individual freedom of 
choice. If I'm not sick and have no symptoms and have tested 
nega7ve why force a vaccine one that I clearly do not need Leon 

2021-01-17 
16:29:07

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jan

2021-01-17 
12:51:24

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The President should have used the 7billion to create our own 
vaccine rather than receiving it from other countries. Was the 7 
billion buying us in exchange to be vaccinated?, there is so much 
conspiracy in all these and we don't even trust our own 
President anymore. I suggest that a South African Company such 
as Aspen develop the vaccine., as the reality is that people are 
dying. How did even Gorvenment known that there will be 2nd 
surge? Phumlile

2021-01-17 
12:13:34

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on NH

2021-01-17 
12:13:10

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccine has been clinically proven safe or effec7ve. The 
government won't decide what gets injected into me. Hendri

2021-01-17 
10:52:00

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly if studies have shown Ivermec7n & Hydroxychloroquine to 
have worked but get debunked by WHO, my concern remains 
that this may be a parasite & not a virus. I don't support 
mandatory vaccines as it is my body, my choice what goes in it! I 
pay tax, therefore Government works for me & may not dictate 
what I put into my body! I don't trust the government or WHO 
so I don't trust the effec7veness of any "flu" vaccine! Aud
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2021-01-17 
10:41:42

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Considering that much safer and tested over the years ,  much, 
much cheaper alterna7ves are available,  no need for 
vaccina7on for a virus with more than 95% recovery. 
Besides ,since it was developed in such a short 7me we don't 
know long term complica7ons  
Government should provide info regarding proven supplements 
and prophylac7c treatments with either chloroquine, 
invermec7n Hanna 

2021-01-17 
10:34:38

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am a Chris7an and I will not take any vaccina7on related to 
Fetusses who where aborted...and I support freedom of choice Zeldi

2021-01-17 
08:34:35

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rene

2021-01-17 
07:18:16

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We must have freedom of choice and not be forced to take 
vaccines.  

Anita 

2021-01-17 
07:18:16

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not think that this vaccine has been tested thoroughly and 
don't want my family to receive it. We should be given a choice 
as to whether or not we want the vaccine. It should not be 
forced on us. Freedom of choice. Jackie 

2021-01-16 
18:35:27

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How safe is this vaccine? Who are going to benefit from this. We 
have been dying of hunger no one bothered to help but now we 
are coughing everybody is on our case.  If we are not geing 
hunger vaccine no other vaccine is important. Monyadiwa

2021-01-16 
11:23:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What will it help. This is just another form of control. 
Leandre 

2021-01-16 
10:49:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Medical freedom is important to me.   
Viruses con7nue to mutate so 1 vaccine won’t produce herd 
immunity. 
Not convinced that the vaccines are effec7ve or have undergone 
enough tes7ng to be safe. 
No consequences for companies crea7ng these vaccines should 
something go wrong, only mega bucks. 

Anel

2021-01-16 
09:52:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have no interest in any medica7on which were recently created 
from other countries, why are we receiving vaccines from other 
countries rather than having our own, this is a serious concern to 
our health, how reliable is this medica7on to us KARABO

2021-01-16 
08:39:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Normally it would take years to develop and test a vaccine but 
this one has rolled out within months, there is no guarantee that 
it is safe, a big red flag is that the CEO of Pfizer and Bill Gates and 
their families have not taken the vaccine and they are behind 
the development of it.  WHY NOT!!!! If it is so safe why haven't 
they taken it yet, why haven't the governments, who are making 
this mandatory taken it yet??? Let them all take it first  before 
they give it to doctors and medical staff,  do they want kill off 
they only people who are doing their level best to help 
ci7zens???  It definitely should not be given to high risk ci7zens 
and those over 60, it could be a death sentence for them!! Let 
the powers that be lead by example, if it is mandatory let them 
ALL take it first!!!!! Terry

2021-01-16 
08:34:05

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

nobody will vaccinate me or my family at all!! 

What is in that vaccine?  Examples of perople geing vaccinated 
with empty needles - they can use any plasebo as well - how 
would you know? 

Top guys always want to undermine the 'goim' JANA
2021-01-15 
21:45:17

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine in not safe and fully tested.   
Many died or suffered serious health issues Tania

2021-01-15 
16:47:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Any funds that should benefit the na7on is stolen before 
reaching its des7na7on, why the vaccine funds were not stolen? 
HIV/AIDS killed millions of people if not billions, the vaccine is 
taking for ever to be developed why this is so fast? Everything 
starts with the top governments officials, why are they not the 
first ones to be vaccinated this 7me? THERE SHOULD BE NO 
POINT WHEREIN VACCINATION SHALL BE MANDATORY.  
VACCINATION MUST START FROM THE TOP DOWN TO GRASS 
ROOTS LEVEL IF IT HAS TO BE VACCINATED 
THANK YOU MadalaJohn 

2021-01-15 
14:58:12

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It has not been used for long enough to establish vaccine injury 
and I should be able to decide what goes into my body! Liezl

2021-01-15 
10:43:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Benjamin

2021-01-15 
10:42:50

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not wish to take the vaccine and niether do i want my child 
to. Let the freedom of choice dictate who takes it and who does 
not. Kean 

Free State 34

2021-02-01 
08:13:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We cannot be forced to take a vaccine that we do not want.  This 
goes against some people's values.  I think the government 
should have consulted with ci7zens first before bringing a 
vaccine to our country.  Why did we not try first to find a South 
African cure for this covid?  Why are we not doing everything in 
our power to ensure that our ci7zens are being helped by South 
Africans scien7sts that we can trust. Samantha 
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2021-01-27 
22:01:03

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Along with my concern about mandatory vaccina7on I also 
include covid passports, efficacy of vaccine and lack of 
transparency and truthfulness of WHO, CDC and world leaders 
regarding the true nature of this virus. Our rights and freedoms 
are seriously being threatened by current ac7ons being taken 
and addi7onal op7ons being considered. Give the vaccine to 
those that truly believe they are vulnerable to the disease but 
respect the decision of those that would rather take their chance 
with a virus that has a recovery and survival rate of over 99%. I 
do not consent to the injec7on of any of the ingredients in the 
vaccine and I do not trust the safety neither do I believe in the 
effec7veness of a vaccine that could not be developed for any 
coronavirus in over 30 years yet is now available in less than 18 
months. Spend money and allow the research of exis7ng 
medica7on in the treatment of Covid. Why are doctors who 
share their success rates with exis7ng medica7on being 
silenced? The vaccine, with barely any efficacy or safety data, is 
not the answer. It can’t guarantee that an individual won’t s7ll 
get covid or prevent you from transmiing it so what is its 
purpose. No thank you. Not interested. N

2021-01-25 
17:29:18

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody has the right to play GOD over our lives. if the 
Government can decide that they will inject this MESS into our 
Bodies as well as the bodies of our Children, then where is GOD? 
I, as an individual should be the one who decides what happens 
to my body, not the Government. There are medicines that will 
definitely keep people healthy, why should we get injected with 
the evil MESS? Why is the Government refusing to allow the 
Ci7zens of SA to have access to Ivermec7n?  

We should be given a choice, not forced into this sort of 
Garbage.  

There are herbs like Artemisia Afra and Cannabis, which we can 
be encouraged to take and stay healthy. 

Cheryl 
Candice

2021-01-25 
11:24:26

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that it remains every person’s own choice to whether they 
want to receive the vaccine or not and that CEOs and employers 
should not be allowed to force staff to receive the vaccine 
especially if it will cost them their job.  
I feel that the vaccine is very new and we are not yet certain 
what the long term effects will be even though they claim that it 
is safe. Yolande

2021-01-24 
16:27:30

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Vaccines should be available to those who need/want it. 
People should not be coerced. 
2. Tax payers are being hit hard by the government, it does not 
mean that just because government employees did not loose 
their jobs they aren’t suffering financially. 
3. The vaccine provided that it comes from different countries is 
it the same? Why can’t South Africa have it’s develop it’s own 
vaccine? We have recognised, reputable scien7sts in our country 
and personally I believe that Drs who studied medicine in Cuba 
and returned home are best. 
4. The variant as it keeps turning to be more severe, will the 
vaccine be effec7ve mid year?  
5. Medical aid is increased, government is not paying salaries of 
government employees for the next 4 years.  
6. Government is not building hospitals, there’s an overflow of 
pa7ents. Public hospitals are failing those without medical aid. 
Public health system is a failure. 
7. Jobs are lost, how are families supposed to have bread on the 
table and pay their debts?  

Kay

2021-01-24 
13:06:04

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why does it have to be mandatory? I have a right to chose 
whether I want ant treatment but this vaccine becomes 
mandatory?? That for me very ques7onable.  The nest thing 
employers will be placing this as a requirement to keep or to get 
a job. No one should be forced to to get the vaccina7on, it 
should be a choice.  Baneoang

2021-01-22 
16:15:21

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly there is n proof the vaccine works. Secondly the flu shots 
have never worked so how are we going to be vaccinated against 
a virus that keeps changing? Why must I be forced to be 
vaccinated David

2021-01-21 
09:21:32

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No medical anything should be mandatory VICKY

2021-01-19 
09:19:06

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe it is my right to decide if I want to vaccinate my children 
and myself. This is a cons7tu7onal right to decide for myself. I 
am not a firm believer in vaccines. I do not regard them a safe 
(as there are substan7al evidence that they are not all a 100% 
safe) and this one in par7cular are not thoroughly tested and the 
long term effects are not know yet. Let the ANC vaccinate 
themselves and their followers first if it is that important to 
them and if they believe in the effec7veness  of the vaccine. I 
believe there are alterna7ve meds to fight this pandemic, the big 
guns just don't want to know as the agenda is dark. Juanita

2021-01-19 
08:37:46

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is crazy, trying to force us to perform this vaccina7on, not 
properly tested!!! Brenda

2021-01-18 
15:24:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on C

2021-01-18 
15:11:49

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on desmond
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2021-01-18 
14:34:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don not believe that the vaccine is safe. There has not been 
enough reaches done on it. It is clear that if all the rules and 
regula7ons are applied that the virus can be mi7gated without 
the need for a vaccine.  As a ci7zen I should have the right to 
choose weather I want to be vaccinated or not. It is already  
rumored that employers will be able to force employees to have 
the vaccine. This already show that there is some thing wrong. 
Why force someone? Will I then loose my job is I don not want 
the vaccine. Why drink poison? I do not trust the Government of 
SA and never will no maper who it is. They will always only line 
there own pockets. I do not trust the vaccine and the fact that it 
will be forced on us show that there is something not right, Saayman

2021-01-18 
14:33:24

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Clara

2021-01-18 
13:21:32

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be anyone's guinnea pig. I have heard there is DNA and 
RNA of aborted foetus in this vaccine and there is a chance that 
it can change your DNA. What about the side effects and people 
dying. I do not want this vaccine. Chrystal

2021-01-18 
10:17:22

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support this at all - my body, my choice. Too many 
controversies, too many ques7ons about the whole Covid 
situa7on. Too many things not making sense. This vaccine just 
like most of the others, has not been proven safe. Too many 
undisclosed agendas. No thanks. Darren

2021-01-18 
09:47:47

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is uncons7tu7onal to force people to take a vacccine that they 
are not comfortable in doing. What happened to freedom of 
choice? Given our historical background with vaccines people 
including myself are very scep7cal about the true effects and 
inten7ons behind this vaccine. 

My statement may seem ignorant, and I am in no way in a 
posi7on or qualified to make any assessment on medical issues. 
Nonetheless, where my life is concerned opera7ve term being 
my life. I should be allowed the opportunity to decide whether I 
want the vaccine or not. And seeing as though I am untrus7ng of 
the government and its inten7ons my ins7nct tells me to take 
my chances without the vaccine. Furthermore, we as South 
africa claim to be a democra7c country. Therefore let us exercise 
our democracy by being inclusive in finding solu7ons to the 
current pandemic challenges we face by also seeking alterna7ve 
medica7on from tradional medica7on as opposed to just 
focusing on western medica7on Zimkitha

2021-01-18 
07:04:49

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do jot want it and don't want to be hassled at shopping malls. 
Roll-out at clinics and dedicated places of health. Alexander 

2021-01-18 
06:33:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The trial period is too short I don't feel safe taking it as we don't 
know the side effects and other op7ons has not been tested. I 
am also concerned that the vaccine will be mandatory Anri 

2021-01-18 
01:49:00

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I actually have more than 1 concern but the most pressing one is 
that the vaccine is mandatory. We have had vaccines before but 
we have never had a mandatory one it is always your choice to 
take it dispite the risks involved in not taking it. People should be 
given a choice to choose to take this vaccine. 
Covid has a recovery rate of more than 75% we have seen 
people in the risk popula7ons contrac7ng it and recovering. In as 
much as covid is deadly it is manageable if people keep doing 
their best to distance, Sani7se and wear masks. 
The vaccine should be available but to those who want to access 
it and to those that don't let us have our cons7tu7onal right not 
to. Thulisiwe 

2021-01-17 
23:13:39

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Martha

2021-01-17 
21:05:46

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's a viola7on of human rights and people need to be given the 
opportunity to decide if they want to vaccinate or not. Why 
should the vaccine be imposed on individuals. What are we not 
being told about this vaccine. Chloroquine is an op7on. This 
vaccine has not gone the necessary trials and is rolled out too 
soon. Excell 

2021-01-17 
20:50:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why is the vaccine only coming to African countries? The 
coronavirus for me is under control seeing that there's 90% 
recovery, its crippled our economy, our jobs, our peace of mind 
now it's taking over us as people too, we all know that a vaccine 
gets tested over 7me not in less than a year, what's so special 
about this vaccine, we have had more deadly diseases that 
con7nue to kill people, why don't we focus there, we should just 
forget about coronavirus, it's not that dangerous, yes some 
people have died but there are worse things out there, and I 
honestly don't support making it mandatory, if one wants to take 
it, let it be their choice or this is waging war against humanity 
and trust me it doesn't end well when people are forced to do 
anything they don't want. Makgotso

2021-01-17 
20:14:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one should be forced to put something they do not want in 
their bodies. Human rights must be observed. Blessing 

2021-01-17 
17:16:43

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I wont take a vaccine. From nobody 
And that is final  

Shaun

2021-01-17 
16:58:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine technology is not acceptable to many due to the 
DNA messaging and further not guaranteed to be effec7ve. The 
long term contra indica7ons are not well researched.  
Mandatory is not acceptable. Belinda

2021-01-17 
09:46:09

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be mandatory to take the vaccine but voluntary as 
we don’t know what the real side effects are. We as Africans 
must be also allowed to use our tradi7onal herbs too instead. Samuel 

2021-01-16 
18:17:41

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I will never take that stuff. Its my Human right. Charl
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2021-01-16 
14:29:28

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am worried about the culture of covertly coercing people into 
vaccines in this country in general. This in being done through 
humilia7on of  an7-vaccines parents by some health workers. It 
is also done through a discrimina7ng school selec7on criterion 
that requires children to produce evidence of vaccina7ons as a 
prequisite to admission. Government needs to address these 
challenges so that people have a choice of what to put into their 
bodies and their children's bodies instead of being forced. As it 
stands, a lot of healthcare workers across the globe are refusing 
to take the COVID vaccines ci7ng safety concerns and them not 
being guinea pigs owing to the following: 
1. The unprecedented speed at which these vaccines got FDA 
approval and became commercially available. 
2. The technology used in developing these vaccines is just a 
couple of years old and therefore prac7cally new and has not 
been studied long term. 
3. The manufacturers of these vaccines have sought and apained 
legal liability immunity against any adverse events that may arise 
from the use of their product. 
I wish that governemnt will play a more ac7ve role in protec7ng 
our rights to refuse health care services and not force these 
vaccines on us directly/indirectly by making them a prequisite 
for something as is the current culture in this country. Jerry

2021-01-16 
12:24:07

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not interested in the NWO agenda which affects all people on 
the planet for their personal gain. People are simply "cannon 
fodder" to the elite and they don't care anything about human 
lives. Not interseted in their transhumanism or nanobots or 5G. 
They can go and fly a pig for all I care.  
They can fool some people some 7me but not all the people all 
the 7me. People are star7ng to wake up to this.  

If you tell a lie long enough and you tell it hard enough, it will 
eventualy become the truth - Adolf Hitler Neels

2021-01-16 
09:11:28

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a healthy adult I will not be forced by an incompetent  
government to take an unproven  thrown together vaccine for a 
virus with a ridiculously low mortality rate.  I wouldn't even 
consider it unless I'm deathly ill and I've exhausted every other 
op7on available to me. Dewald 

2021-01-16 
07:46:41

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

i do not consent. 
they are dangerous. they have caused numerous deaths and 
vaccine injuries. they are part of agenda 21 depopula7on 
programme. gene7cally modifies DNA and use  amongst other 
tracking nano tech for control of movement, financial 
transac7ons and access to public space.  

Audrey

2021-01-15 
20:49:04

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Do not trust the vaccine and nor do I trust Government. All 
Government officials should be vaccinated 1st...star7ng with the 
Corona Command Council working the way down!! IB

2021-01-15 
13:18:46

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My major concern is that ,people should take vaccine voluntarily 
as it is with other vaccines , this has to do with an individual ,for 
her  / her consent to be vaccinated ,at schools forms of consent 
should be given to parents , if we are a Democra7c 
Country,people will be listened to as to whether to take it or 
not ,I maintained that it should be voluntarily ,let it start with 
Poli7cians as they go around the world  , it must not be enforced 
as if we don't have a choice or a right of speech ,please reserve 
it for those who need it ,not impose ,even at malls or shops it 
should be voluntarily

Non7nam 
Gloria 

Eastern Cape 46

2021-01-28 
06:08:37

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t think the vaccines are effec7ve against this virus which 
mutates so quickly and many more precious lives Wil be lost.  
There is an alterna7ve, Ivermec7n,    which government must 
make freely available to all as a cure and preventa7ve.  We 
should have the freedom to choose Cherry

2021-01-27 
10:05:39

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Cons7tu7on says '… everyone has the right to bodily and 
psychological integrity, which includes the right to security in 
and control over their body…'. 

Marcelle

2021-01-26 
16:16:46

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A mandatory vaccine infringes on my human rights. I choose not 
to take a vaccine that has not undergone full tes7ng over the 
long-term, the side effects haven’t been properly documented 
and shared - specifically how the vaccine works with in the body 
and affects our bodily systems. Alterna7ves, including an7body 
tests, haven’t been carried out.  

The cost is carried by tax payers. Anita

2021-01-25 
09:16:04

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am TOTALLY against the vaccine being made MANDATORY, 
because my body belongs to ME AND MY CREATOR , and 
therefore MUST HAVE THE CHOICE to have the vaccine or not, 
it's my democra7c HUMAN RIGHT to deny having it.  People who 
have the flu vaccine, s7ll get flu, so life and death is NOT IN THE 
HUMAN'S HANDS.  i refuse to have the COVID19 vaccine. Cynthia
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2021-01-25 
09:09:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My greatest concern is that the ci7zen's cons7tu7onal rights and 
individual liberty should be upheld at all 7mes.  The vaccine 
should therefore not IN ANY WAY be forced on ANY South 
African Ci7zens, and it should not be given to any ci7zen without 
their full knowledge and consent.  It will be a gross viola7on of 
our human rights, our cons7tu7onal freedoms, individual liberty 
to force a vaccine on anyone.  Government should be reminded 
that their primary responsibility is to uphold our cons7tu7onal 
rights, freedom and liberty of every ci7zen in our country. 

If government officials (decision-makers) would like to go ahead 
with rolling out a rushed vaccine that has not undergone the 
normal extensive tes7ng over many years (as other vaccine), 
then adequate measures (e.g., legisla7on) should be in place to 
ensure that the decision makers can be held personally liable for 
the decisions they make and the consequences thereof (e.g., 
adverse reac7ons, damages or deaths caused by the vaccine).  
The only way the ci7zens of this country can have confidence 
that the government officials (decision-makers) have carefully 
and honest considered the risks involved with rolling out a 
rushed vaccine is if they are held personally liable for the 
decisions they make. 

There is a large fraternity of medical personnel (including 
doctors, specialists, professors, pharmacists) across the world 
who are proposing (and even prescribing) alterna7ve treatments 
with staggering success.  Due considera7on should be given to 
alterna7ve treatments.  Ci7zens should have the individual 
liberty to decide whether they want the vaccine, or rely on other 
treatments.  While I do think government should ensure that all 
medicine and vaccines that are available to the public in South 
Africa is safe, I do not think it is the preroga7ve of government 
to prescribe a vaccine as opposed to alterna7ve treatments.  All 
op7ons should be made available to ci7zens, and every 
individual ci7zen should have the  preroga7ve to decide whether 
they want to take the vaccine, or whether they want to rely on 
alterna7ve treatments. Wentzel

2021-01-24 
21:37:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on This should NEVER be manditory! L

2021-01-24 
13:39:42

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These "vaccines" have literally killed people and lem others with 
long term nega7ve side-effects. As far as humanly possible I will 
not support the vaccine programs nor accept to be vaccinated. Carl 

2021-01-22 
21:52:46

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be op7onal. 

Mandatory and/or forced vaccina7ons should not be considered. Jon

2021-01-22 
18:52:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Alterna7ves MUST be considered e.g. hydroxychloroquine and 
ivermec7n. There is undisputable evidence to show that these 
are both successful at preven7ng and trea7ng the virus.  

How can government impose mandatory vaccines (directly and 
indirectly) on ci7zens when there are so many safety concerns 
and other alterna7ves available. Each person has the right to 
freedom of movement and speech (no vaccina7on ID) as well as 
the right to refuse any medical treatments and interven7ons. 
Why is COVID handled differently? Yolandi

2021-01-21 
13:17:28

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

people should be given a choice to take the vaccine.  There are 
natural remedies to fight the virus and a lot of people have 
recovered by using natural remedies. Shamima

2021-01-21 
10:53:51

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support and am against mandatory vaccina7ons. I am 
the owner of my body and it should be my choice to take a 
vaccina7on or not. Sabeeha

2021-01-21 
09:31:07

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marcia

2021-01-21 
07:57:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that it’s insane to vaccinate with a   Gene7cally modifying 
drug with at best 95% possible efficacy  and not well tested 
when the Covid disease has a much higher rate of  recovery !  I 
also believe big pharma is behind the push to vaccinate 
everyone and that the governments are withholding effec7ve 
medica7ons which are cheaper and more effec7ve - doctors 
around the world have used them why can’t we ?! Eg ivermec7n Zelda 

2021-01-20 
21:23:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom, privacy and choice is supposed to be what makes us 
different from animals. The current so called targe7ng, and a 
system that will now manipulate a human right of access to 
resources, to be be subject to "only accessible if vaccine is 
taken" looks a lot like humans being treated like animals, in 
other words no freedom, no choice. Werner

2021-01-19 
22:51:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons should be at behest of the individual and not 
compulsory.  Some people have a fatal or debilita7ng reac7on to 
chemical substances being injected into them and some have 
religious objec7ons.  There should be freedom of choice. Lana

2021-01-19 
11:32:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust this rushed experimental vaccine, especially as 
cures to the virus have been suppressed. No thanks I won't take 
it. JB

2021-01-18 
20:53:25

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not interested in this Untested crap  - killing people to 
reduce the popula7on. 
If this is such a good product why have our wonderful leaders 
not had their vaccine yet?  
The real vaccine, not an empty fake injec7on. And... Why Health 
professionals first?  
Start with Mr Precident, then all in the cabinet, and then all the 
poli7cal party leaders (and don't stop there), just herd ... inject 
the lot! 
Amer 6 months we as the people can then decide if we maybe 
want to or NOT! Zonitha

2021-01-18 
19:58:05

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zoe 
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2021-01-18 
18:54:59

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no way ai will take an unproved, highly poli7cized 
vaccine. 
The ways they are manufactured is not biblically clean. 

There are already a number of cures for covid, which the super 
rich and lem wing poli7cians and media hides. This is disgus7ng.  

The government has no right to affect the sanc7ty of my body. I 
do not take vaccines. Neil

2021-01-18 
15:01:39

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We dont need a vaccine for Covid. End of story. Julie 

2021-01-18 
12:44:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is a highly dangerous substance. Ludicrous that the safer 
op7on is banned K

2021-01-18 
12:20:52

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone has different beliefs and views therefore it should not 
be mandatory to take the vaccine. Each person should be given a 
choice and this includes health care workers. Furthermore, the 
speed at which a vaccine was developed for Covid-19 is strikingly 
suspicious. How sure can govt be that these vaccines are safe? 
More and more people are falling seriously ill or even dying amer 
taking a vaccine. More thought should be put into rolling out 
vaccines. Laken

2021-01-18 
10:11:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Yanga

2021-01-18 
09:56:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have no inten7on of taking the vaccine. I don't believe it is safe. 
I personally believe it should be up to each individual to decide 
whether or not to take it. Craig 

2021-01-18 
08:48:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be the individuals choice to be vaccinated or not. I do 
not believe the quality of the vaccine is good enough to force 
upon an individual. The integrity of the leaders is ques7onable. Carol-Ann

2021-01-18 
07:18:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am an avid an7-vaxer.  I do not believe in the so called 'flu 
injec7on' either and have never had a flu injec7on.  I am not a 
scien7st however it seems that the virus will carry on developing 
and get stronger and more immune to the vaccina7on. Anni

2021-01-18 
07:16:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1 This vaccine is has7ly made, we know that vaccines take years 
of research to be developed not just few months like this one. 
2 It is a viola7on of our rights to make this vaccine mandatory in 
any manner. 
3 This vaccine cannot be trusted as it is has7ly made and comes 
with a no - liability clause. 
4 There are other alterna7ves to consider if this government is 
serious about saving lives and not some sinister agenda, there is 
hydroxychloroquine suggested by independent doctors who 
have used it to cure hundreds of  pa7ents who were diagnosed 
with covid 19 futhermore we have our natural cures like 
wormwood whic have been used for centuries to cure the same 
symptoms that today they call covid 19. Mabandla

2021-01-18 
06:04:35

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Iam a healthcare worker and know what they put in this vaccine. 
The scien7fic data and 7me spent on developing this vaccine is 
not up to standard. If they want to use it, vaccinate the whole 
Parliament first! Why tje healthcare workers?????? 
It is a moneymakinh scam and there is hard evidence that it is 
not safe. 
DO NOT TAKE THE VACCINE!!! NONE OF MY FAMILY WILL TAKE 
IT! Tania

2021-01-17 
22:44:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines may be offered to those who believe in it working and 
those that want to be exempt must have the free will to choose. 
The tes7ng 7me is far to short to confirm effec7vity of the 
vaccines and for that maper the new muta7ons of it which will 
follow regularly. If guinnea pig people want to take the risk, 
knowing there can be severe side effects (actual effects), so be 
it. Just inform them fairly. Pieter

2021-01-17 
20:37:27

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First of all - why an “experimental vaccine becomes mandatory? 
If the recovery rate is +90 % ? I do not think we need a vaccine - 
more so an experimental vaccine . This experimental vaccine has 
not been tested on animals . Why is it tested on Humans? 
Africans ? South Africans specifically ? I do not want to be an 
experiment- my family and friends as well . Why is Ivermec7n 
not made available for treatment of Covid19 when it has been 
proven to be safe to be used in Humans and helped people with 
Covid19? The Scien7sts who published that IDT not safe for 
humans have retracted . Can’t our Governemnt see ?  
The fact that this experimental vaccine may temper with my 
Godgiven DNA makes it soo invasive. Let us not be forced to take 
an experimental vaccine for any thing. I have never been 
vaccinated for flu. I do not want to be experimented on re Covid 
19 
Masiye kwe bethuna sifuthe ngamagqabi eGum tree sisele 
UMhlonyane. Masicetyiswe ngendlela zokuzukhusela hayi ngoba 
sihlatywe ngeyeza that leaves many ques7ons unanswered. If we 
are s7ll to wear masks and do social distancing  I do not see the 
merit . I am not against vaccines but I am against being 
experimented on with something that has not been tested . Zonke

2021-01-17 
19:34:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to be vaccinated, and I think everyone should have 
a choice. Also, how many companies are going to be created 
overnight by government officials and their associates to act as a 
'importer' or unnecessary added middleman, driving the cost to 
taxpayers up, simply to get rich for doing absolutely nothing 
valuable..?      Stephan
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2021-01-17 
17:46:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm deeply concerned at the apempt to make vaccines 
mandatory seeing as: 
1. They haven't been fully tested and approved yet and are 
having far-reaching and bad side effects on those who have 
already had them. 
2. No one should be forced to put DNA-changing material into 
their bodies as it will make us part machine. 
3. This vaccine contains not only DNA-changing material, but 
also material from aborted human beings. I will never allow that 
to be put into my body. Human life is sacred. 

There is also the effec7ve alterna7ve Invectermycin if you want 
to go the drug route. There are also natural remedies that can 
protect the human body from this or any other virus. I have not 
been sick one single day during 2021, have taken no medicine, 
have not even been tested. It is unnecessary. 

The popula7on have been put into such a state of fear that they 
now believe the vaccine will be their saviour, but it can never be. 
Yeshua haMashiach is the only Saviour we will ever need. 

God Almighty has given us free choice and no one is en7tled to 
take it away. Everyone should have the right to choose whether 
or not they will take the vaccine and no one should be penalised 
in any way if they choose to not take it. Evelyn

2021-01-17 
16:46:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Fiks 

2021-01-17 
15:38:24

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Boniswa

2021-01-17 
13:21:12

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Gerhard 

2021-01-17 
08:32:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe this vaccine is safe. Not yet. It’s too early to feel 
safe. Zen

2021-01-16 
21:58:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The vaccine doesn't feel safe Zintle 

2021-01-16 
20:02:28

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust this vaccine, it has been rushed and even the 
scien7st are unable to tell us if there will be any long term side 
effects, I guess only 7me will tell.  

I personally will not let my family or myslef be a part of a 
worldwide vaccina7on trial. Guys please do your research and 
download the covid vaccine inserts / fact sheets off the cdc 
website. You will clearly see that it keeps referring to this as a fda 
un-approved vaccine, it also says that it will not prevent you 
from geing covid, it will only reduce your chances of geing it, 
so is it really even worth it. 

Bcos of the thousands of doctors who keep coming out about 
the dangers of this vaccine and all the people who have already 
taken it and suffered adverse reac7ons, it makes me look at this 
as more of a risk to our health than a benefit, so I strongly feel 
that it should NOT be mandated. We should all have a right to 
decide what we put into our bodies. We are not lab rats. Why 
would anyone in their right mind want to inject something into 
their body that has not even been tested on animals. The 
vaccines are being given straight humans. I do understand that 
we are in a pandemic and there is a rush but I also feel that it is 
not safe and we do not know if there will be any long term side 
effects, I mean come on, it is not even fda approved and just by 
the way every other vaccine is fda approved, does this not raise 
a red flag.  

Also, with regards to the kids receiving this, if you see the 
inserts, depending on the vaccine, the legal ages are between 16 
and 18, so this beper be kept away from our younger kids. It also 
states that the caregiver has to inform you, that you have the 
right to say yes or no to the vaccine, so if it does get mandated 
here then doesn't that over-throw interna7onal law. Is that even 
legal? One thing I know for sure, I do not trust a word that 
comes out-of our corrupt lying, stealing criminal government. Steve 

2021-01-16 
18:48:52

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No I won't take Bill Gates poison William

2021-01-16 
15:24:37

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ingxaki yam ngale vaccine sisinyanzeliso esi. Kutheni lento 
funeke umntu anyanzelwe ngoku ngu rhulumente uba enze 
ntoni ngempilo yakhe. Umzekelo mna andibi nawo nomkhuhlane 
okanye (normal flu) lo uqhelekileyo kuba ndinendlela 
endizikhusela ngayo, enditya ngayo ukuqinisa amajoni omzimba, 
ndikwanezam iinkolelo ezichaseneyo nokusetyenziswa kwale 
vaccine. Andiyifuni ndiyekeni ndife.  Irhulumente 
makanganyanzelisi kubo le yonyazlnzeleko iyasolisa. Qhuba 
nento yakho baninzi abangakuwe ungoyiki uzakuwenza lomyinge 
uwufunayo ngaphandle nje kwegqudu. Enkosi Nokwanele 

2021-01-16 
13:58:59

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont want the vaccine to be mandatory. Many people don't 
believe in using vaccines. I don't trust and don't want to be 
forced to get it. Chris7ne 

2021-01-16 
09:57:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is suddenly from India. So are the Humtas. 
I have seen much more support against the vaccine than for the 
vaccine. I will not take the mark of the beast no maper what 
form it comes in. Rudolf
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2021-01-16 
06:48:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

With all the lies and corrup7on for years by the government how 
do they expect me to believe a word they say about anything. 
They talk about covid deaths infec7ons recoveries without any 
detail as to how they got to those numbers. Then the number of 
recoveries is far greater then the deaths and people that is s7ll 
infected. So where or what is the threat? If you vaccinate some 
that means what? I dont want your vaccine! 
If every person in my work place takes the vaccine and I dont do 
I pose a threat to them if I do then what's the use of this vaccine. 
I dont what this vaccine I dont know what's in this vaccine u 
dont tell us what's in the vaccine and u dont talk about the side 
effects. There is no transparency with government. Before covid 
people where dying by the numbers and there were no headline 
news every day talks about it now all they talk about is covid. All 
these deaths are they really covid related or was it. They dont 
give figures of how many died because of TB, DIABETIES, 
CANCER, AIDS, ect. What is your real agenda Government. Why 
do u want to choose for the people why can't the people decide 
for themselves. I was under the impression this is a country for 
the people by the people. Democrated country what does it 
mean. Morne

2021-01-15 
17:20:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe this is a pandemic and the focus of government 
should be on rebuilding the economy and not lying to is ci7zens 
about this pandemic  and the necessity for a vaccine which 
would most likely cause more harm than good.  It also most 
likely another means for this corrupt government to use this 
vaccine as a means to exercise its power over the ci7zens and 
make money from it. Greg

2021-01-15 
16:57:19

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How many people who've taken the vaccine have died or has 
had other nega7ve side effects? My top concern is that more 
and more of our basic human rights and freedoms are being 
taken away by a self-serving selfish government who are leading 
the black masses by their noses, geing most to agree with 
everything they say. Alec

2021-01-15 
07:48:25

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one should be forced to take the vaccine. It's a viola7on of 
freedom of choice. Amy

Northern Cape 7

2021-01-27 
15:08:48

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a right to refuse my child other vaccines (like for Rubella), 
so I feel that I have a right to refuse this vaccine as well. I have a 
right to say what goes into my body and what does not.  When 
the vaccine has been around for 10-20 years and we have proof 
of theside-effects, THEN I would CONSIDER geing it. Danielle

2021-01-26 
18:24:15

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let Covid run its course, herd immunity is a reality, I am not 
impressed and do not care for a "father" son rela7onship with 
Government, NO to mandatory immunisisa7on/immunisisa7on 
ID. Tobias

2021-01-18 
14:37:08

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Die dag wanneer die parlementere verteenwoordigers van die 
ANC deur die DA, die DA deur die EFF en die EFF deur die ANC 
ge-ent word sal ek dit moontlik na n jaar uit ander oogpunt 
beskou.  
Enige produk wat deur die SA regering as verpligtend ge-ag 
word, bevraagteken ek. Hoe kan ek n regereing ondersteun wat 
die Bose aanbid. Ek sal nie....... Johan

2021-01-17 
20:09:14

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is the most rushed vaccine in the history of vaccines which 
raises a ques7on of safety. There is not enough safety data and 
already as it is there is evidence of people suffering severe side 
effects including death. The technology that is being used on 
these mRNA has never been used before, so basically it is an 
experimental vaccine on a mass scale.  Making the vaccine 
mandatory is totalitarian and authoritarian because what will be 
next is restric7ons on peoples movement on the virus that has a 
99%+ survival rate. The other thing is the cost of these vaccines, 
who is going to bare the cost? Dintle

2021-01-17 
11:42:22

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

While I am completely against any Coronavirus vaccina7on, due 
to their authen7city aspect, it however, superficially appears to 
be the main solu7on. 
However, I am totally against it being mandatory and being 
imposed on the popula7on.  
People should be allowed to choose whether they want or do 
not want it, because vaccina7on of 67% of the popula7on 
implies vaccina7on of healthy people, just to cover the targeted 
numbers. 
Also why should we advocate for vaccines targe7ng only the 
en7re African con7nent, and specifically not for distribu7on in 
USA, Canada and EU, such as this Cipremi Remdesivir, that is 
manufactured in India, and developed in EU/UK? 
This vaccina7on no7on is very suspicious, and I'm personally 
against vaccina7on. Tladi

2021-01-16 
10:41:29

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that taking the vaccina7on should be op7onal for 
everyone. Those who do not wish to take a vaccina7on should 
not be forced to do so. Ros-Amy 

2021-01-16 
10:23:05

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I should have a choice if I want to be “vaccinated” or not. This is 
not a vaccine. It is a tool used by the elite to control the 
popula7on. Furthermore, this “vaccine” has not been properly 
tested as it was developed under one year. There have already 
been videos surfacing of people suffering serious side-effects 
(akathisia) amer just days of taking the vaccine. I am a health 
care worker and I do not want the vaccine. You are welcome to 
give it to someone else who wants it. L

North West 32

2021-01-27 
07:53:01

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7ons is against my cons7tu7onally and 
protected rights. Flu has been around for ages and killed people, 
flu vaccines available but not mandatory. Covid doesn't kill more 
people than other illnesses. Why should I be forced to take meds 
I don't trust? Marieta
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2021-01-25 
10:09:46

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I DO NOT support the mandatory vaccina7on of individuals, it is 
the right of every individual to decide whether he/she wants to 
be vaccinated or not. 

I DO NOT support vaccina7on passports, that can lead to 
discrimina7on between vaccinated and non-vaccinated 
individuals. 

I DO NOT support restricted travel for non-vaccinated 
individuals, everyone has the right to freedom of movement 
irrespec7ve of their vaccina7on status. 

I DO NOT trust the safety or effec7veness of the vaccines and 
therefor will NOT take it. Effec7ve and safe alterna7ves such as 
Ivermec7n already exists and a vaccine roll-out is not needed. Jacques

2021-01-22 
20:26:22

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are other methods like Invermecton which prevents and 
cures Covid. Why must we take a vaccine which hasn't been 
tested properly? Geing the vaccine won't cure the virus, nor do 
you have to stop wearing a mask or social distance. What is the 
point then? Especially if a vaccine isn't effec7vely tested. I smell 
a NWO puppet string rat!! Dine-Marie 

2021-01-21 
11:30:12

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my believe that the covid 19 is not a pandemic as reported 
by the WHO; RSA president; SA Health ministry; and the covid 19 
NCC, instead it is used as a vehicle to bring about a totalitarian 
government in our country, it is about having a permanent 
surveillance on ci7zens of our country, and it is about the 
depopula7on agenda of the world globalists. I believe that this is 
a form of state capture by the Vaccine manufacturing 
companies, Big Pharma and Big Tech...etc, their agenda is to 
make money through vaccina7ng ci7zens, popula7on monitoring 
and control. 

It is my belief that cons7tu7onal rights and liber7es of ci7zens 
are being violated and taken away under the guise of pandemic 
na7onal disaster policies. 

I hereby challenge the Ministry of Health; Presidency; and NCCC 
to provide the following: 
1. Proof that covid 19 scien7fically exists, that it has been 
scien7fically isolated in a laboratory. For a virus to be deemed a 
virus it must be isolated. 
2. Proof that lockdowns have an impact on the spreading of the 
virus. 
3. Proof that face masks are safe and helps with the preven7on 
of the spreading of the virus. 
4. Evidence that contact tracing has any bearing on the spread of 
the virus or otherwise. 
5. If the virus hasn't been scien7fically isolated, how could we 
know that a vaccine is effec7ve and safe. How can anyone claim 
that a new variant or mutant strain exists, if the original strain 
has never been scien7fically isolated. How can a vaccine even be 
developed if the virus itself has never been isolated in a 
laboratory. How can the effec7veness of the vaccine be 
determined if the pathogen itself it is designed to treat has not 
been isolated. 
6. How can a reliable test be developed to detect the presence 
of a par7cular virus, if the virus itself has never been isolated. 
7. How can it be allowed that people are vaccinated with a 
vaccine that has never been tested first in animals for safety and 
effec7veness. A treatment designed to protect against a virus 
that has not been isolated is highly experimental and by 
defini7on is a very serious health risk. 
8. Evidence is coming out around the world of people dying, 
others having serious health implica7ons amer being vaccinated. 

I am reques7ng that no person must be allowed or forced to be 
vaccinated in this country (RSA) before thorough inves7ga7ons 
are done of the effec7veness and safety of these vaccines. What 
are the contents of these vaccines, and what are the liabili7es 
and recourse of the government and vaccine companies when 
people die or get health challenges because of being vaccinated. Wilson

2021-01-21 
10:51:46

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why give people a product that has not been proven. It does not 
protect you from the geing the virus or protect other people 
from geing infected by you. The side effects is not worth it. You 
cannot force people to get the product. It cannot be a vaccine as 
it does not do what a vaccine is suppose to do! Sonja

2021-01-21 
07:14:17

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Buhlebelive

2021-01-20 
17:36:03

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Well I can only choose one op7on of  the concern list. 
The cost to taxpayers and effec7veness  of the vaccine, cover 
passport is the other concerns.  If they give you the vaccine and  
it give more health issues,  who's problem  is it?  What happen if 
I refuse to take the vaccine- that is my decision.  Will they force 
me to take it?  There must be more research  for the virus. And 
not from companies that wants  the monopoly. R

2021-01-20 
13:49:12

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking a vaccina7on should not be mandatory nor should it 
implicate the possibility for you to apend work or perform any 
other daily ac7vi7es. That being said, alongside the vaccina7on 
roll-out the use of a "dashboard system" and "health passports" 
to single out and target individuals who choose not to take the 
vaccina7on will be a further viola7on of our right to privacy.  Danielle

2021-01-20 
10:44:54

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

From the informa7on I have been given about the covid vaccine 
and its effect on our DNA, I do not think this vaccine is safe. 
Most  people are not aware about the effects this could cause. I 
get my research from the world doctors alliance where 1000's of 
doctors have said how unsafe this vaccine is. Joanne
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2021-01-19 
11:21:35

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not intend to get the vaccine. I am against vaccina7on 
because of all the unescecary crap they put in it (mercury, 
aluminium, aborted fetal 7ssue, and the list goes on) and the 
huge sums of money made by big pharma. They are definetely 
not in it because they care about me and my health. And if the 
vaccine is effec7ve, then people who get it won't be in any 
danger from me not being vaccinated. Vaccina7on gets your 
body to produce an7bodies, which in no way guarantees that 
your body will fight and overcome the disease when you are 
exposed to it. The human body was designed to heal itself and it 
will, given the right condi7ons (Barbara O'Neil). Also, if this virus 
is really so transmissible, why did they not keep the country 
borders closed and keep us in lock down for longer? I smell a rat. Marjaan

2021-01-18 
17:51:35

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Me and my family will not be taking any vacine, it is against our 
religious beliefs. Zymarie

2021-01-18 
17:30:56

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Anne

2021-01-18 
17:28:20

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All of the above are my concerns. The vaccine is not safe. There 
are so many other alterna7ves that are not promoted and yet 
are so effec7ve. Nobody should be forced to take a vaccine. Anne

2021-01-18 
17:03:02

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Kegomoditsw
e

2021-01-18 
12:24:26

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It has not been properly tested.  

Dit not go through all the required tests.  
I will not be a test subject. Eldine 

2021-01-18 
10:35:14

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Janus 

2021-01-18 
09:35:07

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have Human rights, We should be able to make our own 
choice whether we want to take it or not. There are no reason 
for taking it if it has not been tested properly. It was to quick as 
we s7ll don't have a vaccine for the flu but we already have for 
this new virus, thus raising ques7ons what is the real reason for 
this vaccine. jacques

2021-01-18 
09:14:31

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why is mandatory and why is China not using it. They were the 
first to be apacked why us using. They saw that the virus was not 
effec7ve and they created a second which now starts in Africa. 
And they want to finish us off with  this vaccine. No man. They 
must try it that side in  Europe , China  for two years then they 
can come to Africa. I say NO NO please. Sibinile

2021-01-18 
08:38:37

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Iim a ci7zen of Democra7c RSA and I have rights,as per pa7ent 
right charter says:I have a right to refuse treatment,I also 
consent for both my 2 minors Kebawetse

2021-01-18 
06:27:11

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Die entstof is nie goed genoeg getoets wêreldwyd nie.  Daar is al 
vele mense dood nadat hulle ingeënt is.  Die doel van die entstof 
is om meer mense dood te maak en ons DNA te vernie7g.  
Niemand sal my inent nie!!! Hennie

2021-01-17 
16:59:21

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lynnepe 

2021-01-17 
14:43:36

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be able to decide whether we want to be vaccinated 
or not and not be punished if we decide not to. The vaccine has 
not been through extensive or lengthy enough trials to know 
what the long term side effects are. Not I nor my family will be 
taking the vaccine as I do not feel comfortable with injec7ng my 
children with something  that could nega7vely effect them in the 
long run. Lizepe

2021-01-17 
12:25:08

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is untested and mostly unapproved by various 
medical professionals, also there are alterna7ve that have been 
proven to be more effec7ve and less costly by far (Ivermec7n) 
and cannot be enforced on the people.   
The recovery rate is 98% why would this require a vaccine??? or 
lock-down regula7ons that strip our freedom and livelihoods!!!  
The WHO and our government has yet to explain this for a 98% 
recovery rate. 
Since when is our government worried about the health of the 
people when basic health needs are not met (clean running 
water, func7onal health system (hospitals etc.)  - BS!!! 

Monies are beper spent on water, sanita7on/sewage, educa7on 
and most of all unemployment - these kill more people than the 
virus!!! Alepa

2021-01-17 
08:10:12

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Do not trust the vaccina7ons, not properly tested, to liple 7me 
in developememt Adrian

2021-01-17 
07:12:35

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm a Chris7an and based on my belief amer studying much 
informa7on in  regards to the vaccines.  I will not take it.  It 
forms part of the one world government regime and the plan of 
the an7christ to set up a one world economy.  Why do I have to 
take a vaccine for something that kills less people than the 
common flu..??? Besides that, Jesus Christ is my KING and I will 
serve ONLY Him and obey His word which said that if you take 
the  mark of the beast (system), you will burn in hell forever. Gerrit

2021-01-17 
05:51:25

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be a personal choice taking the Vaccine and we should 
have a choice to decide the brand of Vaccine. Informa7on 
regarding the current vaccine should be made available, with the 
history of test, so people may take comfort in knowing they will 
be safe. JULIA

2021-01-16 
21:55:57

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe I should have the right to decide if I want tge vaccine. It 
my body and my decision Branden

2021-01-16 
15:47:49

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think that all the government employees and poli7cians should 
take the vaccina7ons first. Because they must lead by example. Tanya 

2021-01-16 
09:19:19

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This incompetent government cannot be trusted and are unable 
to perform most basic du7es and are failing at every aspect they 
are involved with. They cannot be trusted with selec7ng and 
rolling out a vaccine. Also the covid vaccines are rushed, and not 
tested properly. It remains the choice of each and every person 
to take it or not. Andrew
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2021-01-16 
08:40:14

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I won't take it because there is no such thing as the corona 
virus.its a made up think to achieve world order.people die every 
year from the flu.this is just n flu that was named corona. Piet

2021-01-16 
08:15:26

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It takes years to develop a proper vaccine. If government forces 
me to take this vaccine or any vaccine for that maper, they must 
have alterior mo7ves. I also cannot see, any healthcare worker 
who understands the development process of vaccines and 
medicine, willingly taking that vaccine. By the way, how is it even 
possible that a 'usable' vaccine is available less than a year amer 
a pandemic outbreak. Wake up people!! Linda

2021-01-15 
08:36:35

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

According to the Bill of Rights it is an invasion of privacy. TB kills 
more people in South Africa per annum and yet there is not a 
vaccine like this. 
it contains human DNA and other par7cles therefore this is 
tantamount to forced Cannibalism it is against my religious 
convic7on. 

The deaths already occurring due to an un-trialed vaccine are 
evident globally therefore this is a culling expedi7on. 

You the government are not trustworthy so if you want to inject 
anyone start with your selves. 

I will not allow this government to try and execute me and my 
family. Wilma

Limpopo 28
2021-01-26 
17:29:02 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No need to do compulsory vaccina7on. Give it to those who 
want to have it Olga

2021-01-25 
15:27:08 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a few ques7ons: 

Once I am vaccinated what then? 

1. Can I stop wearing a mask? 
2. Will the restaurants reopen and everyone can work normal 
again? 
3. Will I be resistant to covid? 
5. Can I stop social distancing? 
6. If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands? 
7. If I vaccinate myself and my family, can we visit them in old 
age homes? 
8. Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened once we're 
vaccinated? 
9. Will the vaccinate be able to gather? 
10. What is the real benefit of vaccina7on since only few people 
die of it? 
11. If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway, why would I get 
vaccinated? 
12. If I'm vaccinated, will others be 100% sure I can not infect 
them? 
13. If I'm vaccinated, will I have immunity? 

If you cannot answer yes to all these ques7ons, why should I 
then be vaccinated? Annemarie

2021-01-22 
16:04:51 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

the vacseen is not safe .there to kill  the people. beper of with 
out the vacseen  

corneluis

2021-01-22 
10:15:24 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not see how it is possible for a vaccine to be found for this 
disease so quickly but they haven't found a vaccine for HIV? Or is 
it only available for the elite? How is also possible for people to 
recover at home but they die in hospital in a few hours? Think 
about it.  

Regan

2021-01-22 
03:50:13 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

With the info we as most south Africans have and videos clearly 
demonstra7ng how we are being played by other countries 
claiming to be injec7ng the vaccine whilst not. 

I am not comfortable with what is to come out from this vaccine,  
and the fact that it will eventually be forced and covid I'd s 
makes this worse Mac Donald 

2021-01-21 
12:39:55 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

When you are forced to do anything againts your will, the 
freedom around your own choises are worth nothing.  Is the 
vaccine really for the health of "Our People", or is there a 
governance plan or influence from the World  Economic Forum, 
Bill Gates and his popula7on control plan for 2030. SA is trying 
very hard to tell people that their DNA will not change etc etc 
and give informa7on about myth bus7ng "facts".  I am all for a 
united SA and to work with "Our People" to make it a beper 
place.  Proof to me and all the billions of other people that the 
vaccine you procured, work and it's efficacy is 99%, then I will 
think about it.  How many people will die because of the 
vaccine, because they are allergic to certain substances? And to 
put your mark on a card for the whole world to see that you 
have been vaccinated, to me once again proofs that this is not 
about peoples health, but, some sort of sinnester bigger plan.  
Maybe I am nega7ve today, but, there is prepy liple lem to be 
posi7ve about.  Fake news, bribary, loo7ng, criminal acts........  
Please tell me that Government officials with The President of 
SA, will receive the vaccine first, before any other person as they 
are "the core" of the South African Republic. Riana
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2021-01-21 
11:54:46 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The very same people who are providing vaccines are the ones 
championing popula7on reduc7on. If it was really true or honest 
that this Vaccine is for covid, why is Africa the main focus while 
it's the least of con7nents affected. You have Spain, Turkey and 
and European countries which are heavily affected. So why they 
not the focul point with this vaccine roll out? How long does it 
take to develop a legit vaccine, 10 t0 15 years but what's so 
special with the covid vaccine which only takes 18 months? For 
many years they're failing to develop a vaccine for HIV and 
cancer.  99,9% of people recovered without a vaccine so why are 
you pushing for a vaccine whereas many people recover from 
this virus without a vaccine. In the first place the virus is from 
there and they're the ones to give you solu7on, common sense 
will tell you that something is fishy here. What if they're guiding 
you amiss because of their wicked agendas. Remember viruses 
don't exist naturally they're man made. What if wearing of 
masks makes it more deadly? These are the ques7ons you 
should ask yourself. Given

2021-01-20 
12:56:09 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no way that it can be mandatory, it is my cons7tu7onal 
right to decide if I want to use the vaccine. If there is any other 
alterna7ve, no maper what, I will be the one who taking the 
decision what ever I will use. Thomas 

2021-01-20 
01:53:33 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The only vaccine that I will trust should come from Africa. Our 
indigenous plant’s should be given a chance. Most Africans have 
been recovered by using our ways. Minah

2021-01-19 
19:22:58 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We do not want  mandatory vaccine. People must be able to say 
'i dont want a vaccine ' and s7ll be able to go to work and shops. 
Those vaccinated  would not be affected by the unvaccinated. 
Anything mandatory will not be accepted by south Africans that 
is over 80% christan. And it will he fought against as it will be 
viola7on of human rights.We want Madagascar/African solu7on. Ali

2021-01-19 
13:29:45 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We do not know enough about this experimental vaccine, we 
should not be irresponsible and start giving this to humans 
before more studies have been done. Below are my concerns 
and reasoning for not rolling out the Covid-19 Vaccine: 

1.) No Proof the Vaccine Stops Transmission of the Virus. 
2) It is an experimental Biological Agent. 
3) It is subjec7ng our people to a Medical Trail. 
4.) Unknown risk of Auto-Immune Disease. 
5.) Unknown risk of Pathogenic Priming. 
6.) Risk of lifelong Infer7lity. 
7.) Unknown effect on Placenta and Spermatogenesis. 
8.) Brand New Technology. 
9.) Failure of Previous Coronavirus Vaccines. 
10.) No Independently Published Animal Studies. 
11.) Pharmaceu7cal Companies are Immune from All Liability. 
12.) It is an  Experimental Vaccine. 
13.)The Vaccine Lasts Unknown Dura7on. 

My sugges7ons, obtained from Medical Doctors all around the 
world, with medica7on that has been tried, tested, and proved 
to work: 

* Hydroxychloroquine 
* Zinc 
* Vitamin C 
* Ivermec7n  

We cannot subject our people to an experimental vaccine, 
without proper research and released animal tes7ng results. 
How can we put all our front line workers and teachers on a 
medical trail? This would irresponsible to say the least!!! Liza-Marie

2021-01-19 
07:35:25 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is AIDS with no cure, only when you are posi7ve do you 
start trea7ng it. 
There is TB amer tests do we take treatment  
Why does it seem hurried? Why don't the strand of the virus be 
isolated first, we don't know how it mutates to the next strain... 
We could be falling for a trap to keep us indebted to the 
Interna7onal countries. 

Tumelo

2021-01-18 
16:52:02 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. THERE IS NO RETURN TO NORMAL AT ALL AS WE STILL HAVE 
TO WEAR MASKS; 
2. THESE VACCINES WILL NOT STOP INFECTIONS. EVEN THE 
PRESIDENT'S SPEECH SAID "IT WILL REDUCE CHANCES OF 
ILLNESS AND DEATH" 
3. THERE ARE A NUMBER OF VACCINE SIDE EFFECTS OF WHICH 
EACH INDIVIDUAL SHOULD CHOOSE WHETHER THEY WANT TO 
SUFFER THROUGH THEM OR NOT. 
4. COVID-19 IS CURABLE; MANY PEOPLE USED GINGER, 
STEAMED THEMSELVES IN LEMON AND GARLIC OR VICKS AND 
IMMEDIATELY FELT STRONGER AND HEALED.  WHERE THERE IS A 
CURE, THERE IS NO NEED TO VACCINATE  WITHOUT CONSENT. 
5. OVER 97% OF INFECTED PEOPLE SURVIVED THE COVID-19 
VIRUS. 
6.  VACCINES WILL COST RSA R30BILLION; IT IS ABUSE OF TAX 
PAYER FUNDS CONSIDERING FATALITY RATE AND HOW IT WILL 
MAKE SOUTH AFRICANS POORER. 

Eugene
2021-01-18 
12:58:49 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice as per the Cons7tu7on - will not be forced to 
take the vaccina7on - human rights being violated if forced. Hermie

2021-01-18 
12:50:47 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is illegal to force people to take an experimental drug or any 
such thing if there is other drugs that is working good in curing 
the apparent disease that is a muta7on of an animal sickness riaan
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2021-01-18 
07:25:20 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would rather take my chances contrac7ng the virus than being 
vaccinated.  

Arista
2021-01-18 
07:23:38 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I should be able to decide if I want to be vaccinated or not. I do 
not want to be a guinea pig for a has7ly developed vaccine. Thabang

2021-01-18 
06:29:14 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They cannot proof that the vaccina7on is effec7ve. They keep on 
saying that we will have to s7ll wear masks, sani7ze and 
maintain social distance.  They are uncertain about the 
effec7veness and the consequences of the vaccine. The 
nanotechnology which is implied is changing DNA structure 
which basically means we are going to be gene7cally modified. 
  
Many medical professionals have discussed the issue of the virus 
and are clear that there are hidden agendas.  It is linked to the 
Great Reset, NWO, control and depopula7on. 

I strongly disagree with mandatory vaccina7on. Each person to 
decide for her/himself. Susan

2021-01-17 
21:09:44 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Khanyisa 

2021-01-17 
08:24:58 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I cannot trust our leaders anymore. They have taken God out of 
their lives, taken God out of their families, out of schools out of 
community gatherings, they have taken God out of Parliament, 
hence we witness confusion in their parliamentary mee7ngs. 
They do not have direc7on themselves and seemed to be 
controlled by the outside world /our former oppressors Magezi 

2021-01-16 
17:33:02 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No  to vaccine. There are alterna7ve medica7on available that 
cure the so-called covid virus. Loran

2021-01-16 
17:14:22 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccina7ons should be mandatory. It is a free choice. 
Vaccinate the whole parliament  as a trial over two year let's see 
how they die Marcus

2021-01-16 
08:06:03 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have choices. You can not force me to take the vaccine. 
Against my believe. EJ

2021-01-16 
06:43:08 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The pathe7c death toll apributed to Covid 19 does not jus7fy 
the term "Pandemic" and does not jus7fy coercing the public 
into accep7ng a has7ly assembled and untested experimental 
vaccine. Adam

2021-01-15 
18:46:18 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccina7ons can be mandatory. I do not want the vaccine for 
me or my family. Give my vaccine to the un-inployed or member 
that require medical help. Daniël 

2021-01-15 
14:52:09 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do not trust our government at all!!!! Fanie

2021-01-15 
13:28:51 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

THe vaccines are NOT to be trusted. South Africa can not be the 
guinea pigs for Bill Gates etc in cohersion with the SA 
Government. Popula7on should demand that the Government 
especially president, NCCC, Min of Health, Deputy President etc 
first be inspected to take the vaccine first and second shots and 
observe that indeed the correct vaccine has been injected into 
them and then monitor them for six months before any 
vaccina7ons takes place. It should be the popula7on choice 
whether they want to take it or not. Ivermec7n works why is is 
banned by Na7onal Health Council? Alterior mo7ves no 
vaccines. A full declara7on of where the 750 billion Rands went 
to. More to be done to provide ICU units with oxygen and a ban 
of the media for crea7ng and ins7lling fear into popula7on with 
Digital Immunity Passport and Quantum Dot Tapoo.  Popula7on 
needs to be informed about these plans as well. Karen

2021-01-15 
07:18:06 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is a lot of corrup7on globally behind this vaccine. I will not 
be forced to take it and if it becomes mandatory this will go all 
the way to the cons7tu7onal court Werner

Outside SA 8

2021-01-21 
09:15:35

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First of all, what is concerning that a medical procedure and 
pharmaceu7cal product would be forced on anyone without 
choice. Each individual has the right to put what they choose in 
their body and have the right to par7cipate in society no maper 
what they choose for body autonomy. Second, This vaccina7on 
has been rushed and not gone through complete clinical trials 
including animal trials. There have been numerous incidents of 
death and severe side effects. Finally, there are alterna7ve 
medica7on that are just as successful including high doses of 
vitamin C, zinc, vitamin D as well as other alterna7ve 
medica7on’s.The other glaring fact is The survival rate for COVID 
Is greater than 99% in most age groups. Therefore not 
warran7ng interven7on with a limited studied , new technology, 
and unknown long term side effects vaccine. Julie

2021-01-18 
17:53:05

Outside 
SA Ireland 

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lindokuhle

2021-01-18 
17:53:05

Outside 
SA Ireland 

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lindokuhle

2021-01-17 
22:52:46

Outside 
SA USA

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines may be offered to those who believe in it working and 
those that want to be exempt must have the free will to choose. 
The tes7ng 7me is far to short to confirm Ida

2021-01-17 
07:16:17

Outside 
SA Zambia 

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on William 

2021-01-16 
09:01:59

Outside 
SA Australia 

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not proven 2 b successful, too many nega7ve results from those 
who’ve already received the vaccine in other countries - too 
dangerous! ? Lurleen 
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2021-01-15 
23:21:11

Outside 
SA Australia

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine, as is widely  known, is a step in globalist agenda, 
the first being bio- warfare through dev eloping stages of 
infec7on. 
The vaccine is produced from lethal and objec7onable 
substances, ssrving the purpose of social engineering and 
complete control of individuals, ul7mately slavery/enslavement.  
Many governments are gullible and tricked into compliance 
through promises of great personal, financial gain. Terrorizing, 
forcing and removing personal choice is a da gerous course of 
ac7on, playing into the hands of the globalist. There are 
excellent alterna7ves and natural preven7ve living. Masks are 
ridiculous, and a way of breaking down immunity. More money 
has been wasted  which could provide perfectly viable 
treatments. There are splendid medical experts with op7ons 
that do not play into the hands of evil powers. Rpnél

2021-01-15 
11:09:51

Outside 
SA Australia

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If the world wide figures/sta7s7cs are taken into account from 
various sources i.e. World Health Organiza7on, John Hopkins 
University and Worldometer, just to name a few. It will be 
observed that: 
a) COUNTRYS THAT WENT INTO HARD LOCKDOWN VERSES THE 
HERD EMMUNITY APPROACH  SHOWED VERY SIMURLAR DEATH 
RATES AND RECOVERY RATES. Implica7on, hard lock downs are 
ineffec7ve and destroy a countries economy 
b) CURRENT FIGURES SHOW A SURVIVABILITY RATE FROM 
CONTRACTING covid OF APPROXAMMATLY 99.85%. 
c) THERE ARE A COCKTAIL OF DRUGS THAT HAVE BEEN USED BY 
THOUSANDS OF DOCTORS WORLDWIDE TO  SUCCESFULLY 
MEDICATE covid PATIENTS IN THE EARLY STAGES WITH 
ENORMOUS RESULTS WITHIN THREE TO FIVE DAYS. 

There is no evidence to show that the vaccine is effec7ve against 
this "so called new strain of covid" 
Test carried out on pa7ents and medical staff have shown 
various side effects. 
The medical people that develop vaccines will tell you it takes a 
minimum of 5 YEARS to safely develop and test a vaccine fit for 
human use. SO HOW HAS A VACCINE BEEN DEVELOPED IN LESS 
THAN A YEAR????? 

covid Is not a PANDEMIC but a FEAR crea7ng programme to 
subjugate you to the governments CONTROL. 
Let ALL THE GOVERNMENT AND GOVERNMENT EMPLOYED 
PEOPLE TAKE IT FIRST. 
IT MUST NOT BE MANDATORY, AND ANYBODY THAT ARGUES 
THAT IT IS TO PROTECT THE PEOPLE MUST NOT BE CONCERNED 
BECAUSE IF YOU DECIDE TO TAKE THE VACCINE THAN 
ACCORDING TO CERTAIN experts YOU CANNOT BE INVECTED 
WITH THE VIRUS, YOU ARE THEREFORE "SAFE". Mark

re7red 423
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 160
2021-02-21 
18:37:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Hester

2021-02-21 
18:34:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Hester

2021-02-20 
21:52:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is insufficient proof that sufficient tes7ng has been done 
on proposed vaccines to eliminate adverse effect on humans. No 
sooner is one vaccine, about to be administered to the 
popula7on, withdrawn due to various unsafe reasons,  when the 
next vaccine takes it's place. None of thes ac7ons by the 
government, call for trust and puing your life in the hands of 
vaccines without sufficient proof if safety. Jeanepe 

2021-02-18 
20:47:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

maintain our rights and free choice and no behind the scenes 
change of rules Mariam

2021-02-10 
08:28:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I strongly oppose the roll out of the COVID19 vaccine on the 
following grounds: 
1)  The vaccine has not been tested on animals. 
2)  Many people who have received the vaccine thus far have 
had severe side effects and some have died. 
3)  Previous corona virus vaccines have been failures:  some 
were given to ferrets in 2 doses.  Amerwards the ferrets died 
when exposed to the virus.  This could very easily happen with 
the new vaccine. 
4)  The new "vaccines" triggers an auto immune response.  This 
could easily create auto immune diseases that are far more 
devasta7ng and harmful than the corona virus.  Since these 
vaccines have NOT BEEN TESTED over 7me to see what the long 
term outcome is, this is a very real danger. 
5) There are far superior alterna7ves available:  
Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n.  Both of these medicines: 
  a) Have been safely used for decades. 
  b) Are cheap and could easily be made readily available. 
  c)  Have almost a 100% cure rate in 72 hours if formulated 
correctly and used 7meously. 
6)  Vaccines becoming mandatory and then being required for 
travelling etc. (Covid passport) is a draconian measure of control 
that violates all of our cons7tu7onal rights & freedoms. 

Hennie
2021-02-02 
13:48:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Maureen

2021-01-31 
14:32:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lana

2021-01-28 
08:02:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe in any vaccina7ons. Why pump junk into your 
body, just so ea7ng junk food and sugar. O something about your 
immune system instead Dee
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2021-01-27 
10:12:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Forcing the na7on is equivalent to taking away my cons7tu7onal 
freedom Emil

2021-01-25 
14:41:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Carol

2021-01-25 
13:39:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has had so liple tes7ng I would regard it as 
dangerous! It should be our choice for our bodies and is illegal 
under the cons7tu7on to force mandatory vaccina7ons. Mat

2021-01-25 
13:37:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is within our human rights to have the SOLE choice of what I 
expose my body to.  I have worked hard and spend a lot of 
money on my health and s7ll am, to avoid puing toxins in to my 
body....vaccines included.  By law, no one can force you to take a 
vaccine.   I follow an holis7c approach along with many of my 
fellow ci7zens and are totally against vaccines, nevermind it 
being mandatory. Alida 

2021-01-25 
12:23:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not allow any vaccine to be administered to any one of my 
family as far as I can help it.  
I am of the opinion that I have a choice what I do want in my 
body and what not, therefore I condemn any type of forced 
vaccina7on. 
As human being I believe anyone should have a right to choice 
on their life. 
I want unrestricted access to buy or import Ivermec7n, or any 
other drug that exists, to be able to treat myself if I so wish. This 
is a World pandemic and any government or person refusing 
anyone their right to use anything they may see fit to try and 
stay alive is guilty of murder and should be held accountable. 
That even goes for any current, considered illegal drugs like 
Cannabis, Cocaine, Meth or flippen Space ship fuel, if it proves 
successful to even one person. 
I believe it is any right minded, human's right, to freely choose 
which available medicine they want to use or allow to be used 
on them or their children. Chris

2021-01-25 
12:15:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The new Covid vaccines have not been proven to be safe or 
effec7ve.  Many doctors have 
 warned us of the danger of serious side effects.  Already there 
are reports of deaths in many countries, especially in old age 
homes amer they received the vaccine, and many health 
care workers besides. Those who wish to take the vaccine are 
free to do so, those who  do not 
have a right to refuse.  Why is  Ivermec7n banned when there 
are many studies proving its 
effec7veness in saving lives ?  How can we trust drug  companies 
who stand to make  
billions from this vaccine rollout and yet have immunity from 
prosecu7on, no maper 
how many deaths occur or lives are ruined ? 

Jennifer
2021-01-25 
07:58:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is not tested well enough for side effects. Governments 
can't force me to take this.  Secondly where will they get money. Ria 

2021-01-25 
06:58:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking an experimental biological agent which is being called a 
vaccine is definitely not what I would do.  Why is it even called 
for when Ivermec7n actually cures Covid 19 if taken early 
enough, but they ban it.?  The recovery rate at the moment is 
95% at least so why do I need this biological agent? No chance I 
will accept it. Michael

2021-01-24 
16:04:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, the Pfizer & Moderna injec7ons are gene manipula7on 
not Vaccine. I respec{ully would like you to do your own 
research. 

Not being a vaccine legally, it  takes away the cover of legal 
protec7on of side effects and long term effects which should 
have been never legalised in the first place.  

Strongly believe in Human Rights and find the mandatory 
vaccina7on With Gene manipulated material an absolute 
viola7on of Human Rights.  

In our past if someone is sick they must isolate themselves to 
not infect others, I strongly object to be under " Lock down " a 
prison term !!!!!! for being healthy and having looked amer 
myself for many years without even geing he flu.  
I want to have the freedom to make decisions about my body 
and health myself as I have always successfully done.  

Gene manipulated  material combined with Alzheimer ( and 
much more )  inducing  materials is something that is totally 
unacceptable. Thank you but no Thank you. 

Rita

2021-01-23 
08:24:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is every human beings right to choose. I do not believe in 
injec7ng foreign bodies into your body.  
I am against changing your blueprint.  

Sune
2021-01-22 
14:12:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Riaan 

2021-01-22 
13:39:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will definately not take the vacine based on moral grounds, 
incomplete and rushed approval process and lack of trust in 
people driving the process. Johan

2021-01-22 
09:54:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not safe .. medical tyranny hayley
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2021-01-22 
09:19:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. I believe in vaccina7ons especially for polio, measles etc in 
children, but for adults it’s my choice to be vaccinated or not 
2. We needed to protect our healthcare workers and that’s why 
there was lockdown in the first place. Did we and are we? No!! 
So now Government wants to vaccinate them first with an 
unproven vaccine? Unbelievable  
3. Herd immunity was decried as a foefie at the start of the 
pandemic but now with the vaccine herd immunity is assured. ? 
4. What Government decrees is misappropriated before it’s on 
paper.  
5. We are having an in-house trial with ivermec7n by rubbing it 
in according to weight and no7ng any changes. So far none Margaret 

2021-01-22 
07:39:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Brad

2021-01-21 
18:54:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In the age group 50 to 70 years the  survival rate according to 
some scien7sts is 99.5 %  why would i allow a corrupt 
communist  government to injec7on me with  some has7ly 
assembled medical device to sa7sfy their longing to be accepted 
into the new world order ??? I’ll take my chances without a 
vaccine thank you !!’ GOD IS GREAT ?? IVM  is an alterna7ve and 
should be available to those who want it - it’s called FREDOM OF 
CHOICE - a cornerstone of a  DEMOCRACY !! Ed

2021-01-21 
14:24:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rose

2021-01-21 
12:17:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We have a say to what goes into our bodies!!!! Yvonne

2021-01-21 
11:08:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe a vaccine is necessary.  It is also against my basic 
human right of freedom of choice.  If it is not a moneymaking 
scam then it should be free. Sheila 

2021-01-20 
20:31:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Baie dankie vir die voorreg om ook my stem en mening te laat 
hoor.  Om mense wat graag uit eie wil gevaksineer wil word, in te 
ent, is nie in beginsel verkeerd nie, maar om mense te verplig 
om dit te doen en met allerhande dreigemente te kom indien 
hulle dit nie sou doen nie, is uit die hel self. Dit ontneem die 
mense sy reg om self besluite te neem oor wat in sy liggaam 
ingepomp word.  Hierdie is nie die gewone vaksines soos wat in 
die verlede aan kinders gegee is bv. teen 'n siekte soos polio nie.  
Hierdie vaksines is op 'n heel ander wyse saamgestel en daar is 
deur verskeie medici erken dat dit 'n invloed op die mens se DNA 
gaan hê. In beginsel is dit vir my en ander Christene totaal 
onaanvaarbaar.  Tweedens is hierdie vaksines so vinnig ontwerp 
dat dit onmoontlik behoorlik getoets kon word.  Dis nie te sê dat 
as dit nie onmiddellik 'n nadelige uitwerking op iemand het, dit 
nie later oor 'n jaar of selfs drie, die persoon se gesondheid en 
selfs sy brein nadlig kan beïnvloed nie.  En dan sal dit 
onomkeerbaar wees.  Die plekke wat voorgestel is waar mense 
geteiken gaan word, is ook totaal onaanvaarbaar.  Die regering 
kan bv nie kinders inent sonder die ouers se goedkeuring nie en 
baie mense gaan uit vrees en onkunde toelaat dat hulle geënt 
word en sal later moontlike nega7ewe gevolge moet dra. Daar 
moet plekke geteiken word waar die mense wat hulle wil laat 
inent, self kan besoek.  Hulle moet nie bv. by 'n inkoopsentrum 
net nadergeskraap word nie.  Hulle moet ten minste tyd hê om 
daaroor te dink en te besluit.  

Op 'n video wat 'n tyd gelede op You Tube was en weer vinnig 
verwyder is, (U weet natuurlik waarom), word daar tydens 'n 
regssiing deur 'n bekende dokter  gesê dat  Bill Gates beplan 
het om Afrika se mense proe�onyne te maak aangesien ons 
volgens hom "worthless" is, omdat ons nie bydra tot die wêreld-
ekonomie nie. Volgens hom het Afrika se mense dus hulle 
mensereg verloor en moet maar die gevolge dra van wat ookal 
gebeur.   
Daar is soveel nega7ewe kommentaar deur soveel 
wetenskaplikes en medici omtrent die vaksines, dat ek nie kan 
glo ons regering oorweeg dit enigsins om dit verpligtend te maak 
of stra�aar op enige wyse indien die mense sou weier nie.  Ek 
kan my nie sterk genoeg uitdruk hieroor nie.  Geen wonder 
sommige mense dink dat dit die merk van die Dier is soos wat 
die Bybel dit beskryf nie. 
Ek dank u Annepe

2021-01-20 
15:27:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I trust my God given immune system strengthened over 
thousands of years as appose to a man made vaccine developed 
in 1 year. Mandatory vaccine will come with the Id system which 
has the makings of the mark of the beast the Bible warns of. So 
no to vaccine no to mandatory and no to the ID system. NO NO 
NO NO..... Keith

2021-01-20 
13:43:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A person should have the free choice whether to take the 
vaccine or not. A person should not suffer any nega7ve 
consequences for refusing. The vaccine is new and has not been 
sufficiently tested.  Ivermec7n should be made available for the 
treatment of covid. It should be a person's right to have access 
to Ivermec7n as prescribed by a doctor. Valerie

2021-01-20 
12:32:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been properly tested over the long 
term...the corrup7on  and inep7tude of our government does 
not make me feel confident to accept anything like this vaccine 
that could be part of a hidden agenda and influence of this so 
called ‘new world order’ regime which is out to control 
popula7on growth in Africa.   Lenora
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2021-01-20 
09:05:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have several concerns, above all, the mandatory requirement.  
Coercion to follow the official line is totalitarian and overrides 
free will. Secondly, all over the world, it is being proven that this 
vaccine is insufficiently tested and that side-effects are dras7c. In 
addi7on, the long-term effects are completely unknown. The 
vaccine's efficacy is enormously disputed, with many 
contradictory voices from both medical and scien7fic 
communi7es. Alterna7ve medicines such as Hydrochloroquine 
and Ivermec7n have proved highly effec7ve and also 
considerably less expensive. I also doubt this corrupt and inept 
government's ability to  manage such an ID system without 
corrup7on, inefficiency, them and incompetence. Hendrina

2021-01-20 
02:03:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is not safe. It's not been fully tested. I am not a 
human guinea pig. It's umbilical, unethical and no one should be 
forced to take it. Eve

2021-01-19 
19:56:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Dit moet die individu se keuse bly jeanepe

2021-01-19 
18:49:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on lawrence

2021-01-19 
17:03:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No government should have power to force  vaccina7ons on the 
popula7on. Or to stop  law-abiding people from swimming in the 
sea or walking on the beach. Unless there is some real danger in 
the water or on the sand that the people need to be informed 
of. It is my free choice as informed ci7zen to not  take 
vaccina7ons. Government's task is to be trustworthy, wise, 
healthy leaders who work for the beperment of country as 
servants to the popula7on. Wisdom, foresight and love of our 
environment is what government focus on. Charlene

2021-01-19 
15:57:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

to rush into a speedy vaccine that has no legal en7ty , if things 
go wrong we are not protected is not fair , Poli7cians have been 
selfish and disgus7ng and we do not believe them to have our 
best interest , the ruling party is clearly not competent to lead us 
into success , every soe is a mess and the barring of ciggaretes 
during Lockdown proves your contempt to the people , forcing 
them to buy Chigago etc , we need germs and masking everyone 
does not serve the healthy , the way to a healthy immune 
system is geing out in the sun and having the right vitamins and 
we have not been hearing that as a promo7on to us , over 
sani7sing promotes further waves .  vaccine the cri7cally sick if 
they consent  leave the healthy Lionel

2021-01-19 
13:49:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines are s7ll in experimental phase even though it is 
approved by the WHO for emergency purposes. 
Scien7sts s7ll don't know exactly what will happen in response 
between vaccina7ng individuals of different ethnicity. They s7ll 
don't know the response of vaccina7on between different age 
groups or people who are immune-compromised. They don't 
know how many people will response with an7body dependency 
enhancement which will cause perhaps a higher persenta7on of 
people succumbing to severe illness or death from contrac7ng 
the wild coronavirus, it can be 30% of people who response with 
this, while the current death /severe illness  number from the 
wild virus is way below this. Scien7sts also s7ll don't know the 
effect of the vaccine response on the womb of fer7le women, if 
it is safe in the long run or may cause thousands of fer7le 
women becoming infer7le or prone to miscarriage. 
Bopomline: enforcing experimental vaccines on people is a 
crime against humanity and worse is keeping them in the dark of 
the real facts of the vaccines being s7ll in experimental phase! Emmeline 

2021-01-19 
13:20:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

According to my research the vaccine is to promote the NWO  
agenda which is to kill 99 pc of the global community and that  
Covid 19 was manufactured for this purpose. Kate

2021-01-19 
11:31:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one, government or other has the human rights to enforce 
any treatment on another.  
The choice is their own to make. Phyllis 

2021-01-19 
10:38:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

as those who live in a democracy, it is an individuals own 
decision as to vaccina7on or not. 
government has yet to prove its capability to distribute 
effec7vely. 
there are also alterna7ve treatments unexplored by government 
(ivermec7n) as an example. 
finally the costs, non transparency, and roll out are not open to 
scru7ny or public opinion Andre

2021-01-19 
07:02:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that there is no long term tes7ng done on the 
effects that any of the ingredients might have. 
Why is our president not looking at the more natural alterna7ves 
being suggested by doctors that cost the country and its , 
already poor, ci7zens.  
#end Diana

2021-01-18 
23:27:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vccina7on should be voluntary.  I do not trust this government 
to provide anything of quality for the general popula7on. Ilse

2021-01-18 
21:59:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rosemary

2021-01-18 
21:38:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Many reasons spring to mind! why I don’t agree, but  principally  
I believe in herd immunity being acquired naturally! Our body is 
a very clever machine that builds its own an7bodies. Add to that  
that viruses mutate ... are we going to have a new vaccine every 
year for the variants ?  I don’t believe the vaccine is neither safe 
nor effec7ve!  We’ll  never roundup up enough taxpayers money 
to pay for vaccines. Big Pharma will be ever richer and 
opportuni7es  for corrup7on will abound!  

Maria
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2021-01-18 
17:14:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How do you produce a vaccine inside +/- 9 months????? This is 
absolute nonsense. Where is the proof of tes7ng the various 
solu7ons being put forward? If the so called scien7sts can 
produce a totally viable vaccine for a pandemic such as Covid19 
in such a short 7me, why, Oh why have they not yet found a 
cure, not less a vaccine for the common cold / influenza?? 
Where do the authori7es get all the massive figures they are 
banding about, ESPECIALLY when one hears of the False reasons 
put onto death cer7ficates?? You can give my vaccine to 
someone who is mislead enough to believe it will actually do 
them some good...... Bruce

2021-01-18 
16:14:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t believe a vaccine  could become so readily available in 
such a short space of 7me !!!! In less that a year for a virus 
allegedly worse than flu , SARS  and MERS . If it’s teue that there 
are so many deaths amer vaccina7on then the vaccine is a 
failure!!!! Poli7cians and their families and doctors who support 
vaccina7on should step up and be first in the queue . I’ll try 
anything else except vaccina7on - IVM for me !! Ed

2021-01-18 
15:51:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It usually takes about 10 years for a vaccine to be accepted as 
safe and effec7ve.  Why was it so  quick this 7me? Why is there 
no vaccine for HIV? Rumours of a small ‘chip’ nano technology?? 
Where there’s smoke there’s fire. China is already controlling 
their ci7zens.  Too many unanswered ques7ons !! Carol

2021-01-18 
15:38:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As I am  a sovereign person I have the sole right to decide what 
is put into my body.  Under no circumstances will I allow anyone 
to s7ck a swab up my nose or a needle into any part of my body. 
Vaccines  are known and proved to have ingredients in them that 
are harmful to the human body. Beverley

2021-01-18 
14:04:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They are killing people with this vaccine  
Do the research  
Switzerland 20 old people died  
USA many doctors died  
Affects causesautoimmune issues heart issues  
Not ethical 
I could uaid lots of evidence but no space for it  
We were give. An immune system you did not do this for ecoli TB 
etc  

Yvepe 
2021-01-18 
13:48:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Un7l effecasy of vacine is proven vacina7on should be op7onal J

2021-01-18 
13:35:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not tested.  No proof of what it contains. No solid informa7on. 
In any case if more than half is vacsinated  then that would be 
suffice so let those that want it take it and leave others allone Louisa

2021-01-18 
12:41:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, I do not believe in any form of vaccina7ons.  I believe the 
body can repair itself with the correct (non GMO) foods. 

Secondly, the vaccine has obviously not been tested correctly 
and there is no recourse to the pharmaceu7cal company for 
compensa7on for damages, (See vaccines responsible for 
au7sm).   

Thirdly, WHO made Bill Gates the global doctor?  Excuse the 
pun!  Business as usual!! They make more on vaccines that 
meds.   

Fourthly, Hydroxychloroquine and Zinc has been proven to be 
100% effec7ve in other countries in curing this flu.  So use it.  We 
do not need an untried vaccine.   

Fimhly some people in Israel, I believe, have succumbed to the 
vaccine.   

WE DO NOT NEED IT WHEN THERE IS ALTERNATIVE MEDS THAT 
WILL WORK 100%. 
THE WORLD NEEDS TO WAKE UP TO THE REAL ISSUE HERE - 
ENSLAVEMENT OF HUMANITY! 

Priscilla

2021-01-18 
11:53:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested properly and the vaccine 
producers are absolved of any injury and death as a result of the 
vaccines. Many vaccine producers have had to pay out billions in 
lawsuits. anne-marie

2021-01-18 
11:45:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on A

2021-01-18 
11:35:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

When there is a proven cure in Ivermec7n why doesthe "govt"" 
even consider the dangerous vaccina7on. 
Is the president and anc going to be the first to be vaccinated? Jolyon

2021-01-18 
10:44:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine not tested sufficiently, even the slightest possibility of 
adverse effects is not acceptable. 
Health care choices are the right of the individual absolutely not 
for government to prescribe. 
Alterna7ves which have proved effec7ve or helpful should be 
available and used - less cost, no danger. 

Linda

2021-01-18 
09:06:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Te veel allergiese reaksies al waargeneem wêreld wyd met dood 
agv. En meeste was ouer persone. Gee jou die idee dis maklike 
manier om van hulle ontslae te raak.  Daar is nie genoeg 
navorsing gedoen nie. Gee jou die idee hulle hap na lug en die 
eerste ding wat dalk kan werk. Hermien
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2021-01-18 
09:03:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been properly tested yet – it is an 
experimental new technology – and no-one can tell whether it 
will be effec7ve and what the long term risks of the vaccina7ons 
are. It is a new technology which hasn't stood the test of 7me.  
Also it is very expensive and I am sure government must be 
geing kickbacks from the vaccine manufacturers.  
Why are doctors not being allowed to use Hydroxychloroquine 
and Ivermec7n which are having very good results. These drugs 
are inexpensive and have been around for years. 
Voluntary vaccina7on – it is against our rights to be forced to 
have the vaccina7on 
Voluntary choice of vaccine through other providers and funding 
Our govt is incompetent and corrupt and they should not be 
involved with the roll out of any vaccina7on experiment. And 
where is the money going to come from? Our economy is 
collapsing and so many businesses have closed down, people are 
unemployed so there is a shrinking tax payer pool. 

Lynne

2021-01-18 
08:45:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't like the idea of been coerced into being vaccinated. There 
has not been enough 7me to test the long term effects of this 
vaccine or weather it actually works and for how long. Frank

2021-01-18 
07:41:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust a government who KNOWS - 

1. There are alterna7ves like Ivermec7n and HCQ that is both a 
cure and a vaccine. 
2. Who listen to individuals that are NOT scien7sts, neither 
virologists, nor even doctors,. 

3. Who forcefully  DENIED us the right to alterna7ve cures, by 
BANNING perfectly safe and PROVEN medicines. 

Mari
2021-01-18 
06:58:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kevin

2021-01-18 
01:35:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

  
The vaccine should be an individual choice not be forced on 
people. It is uncons7tusional to force anyone to undego any 
medical procedure, especiallya vaccine that has been produced 
as quickly as this one. Those who wish to can apply according to 
priority.  

Start vaccina7ng our government officials - most of them are 
above 60 years of age; they consider themselves essen7al 
workers anyway... Then we can see if it is safe to be used on 
other people .  

Nallie

2021-01-17 
22:07:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not a believer in vaccines; any vaccines. For example I’ve 
never had a flu vaccine and I don’t get sick with flu.  But a sibling 
who has it yearly is always very sick from flu. So being vaccinated 
for any illness is not for me. There must be other ways to kill the 
virus. Yvonne

2021-01-17 
21:35:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I will decide if I am willing to risk using an untested vaccine Louis

2021-01-17 
20:15:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every ci7zen of South Africa should have the right to decide 
whether or not they wish to be vaccinated. It is our hard-fought 
right to have the freedom of choice, among other things, and 
our choice should be respected. Noel

2021-01-17 
19:54:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough tes7ng. Give it to the guvvamunt first and lets see 
what happens amer a year. Hylton

2021-01-17 
19:21:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There have been some reports of several recipients of the covid 
19 vaccine in the USA  who experienced anaphylac7c shock. I am 
allergic to all Non-Steroidal an7-inflammatory drugs. On 3 
ocassions, I ended up in ICU  because of anaphylac7c shock just 
because I was not aware I was allergic to all NAIDS e.g. voltaren 
injec7on,  and another incident was when I took Corenza C for 
flu. I am an asthma7c and my lung specialist has warned me 
never to take the FLU injec7on because of my compromised 
immune system. The Government cannot make this vaccine 
mandatory . They must take the sector of the public that have 
co-morbidity dieses into account. Teresa

2021-01-17 
19:00:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned as to why the Government is not suppor7ng the 
use of Ivermec7n instead of concentra7ng on vaccines which 
they do not have the ability to roll out. I do not trust the ANC 
has the best interests of the popula7on at heart. Alastair 

2021-01-17 
18:48:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a nurse I have major concerns about this vaccine and the 
rather serious side effects that have already been observed. 
However, I am even more concerned that the government would 
consider striping people of their right to refuse treatment. Or 
that they would seek to manipulate the popula7on by saying 
they cannot go here or enter there, unless they've been 
vaccinated. It is wrong. It must be a choice without 
manipula7on. People must be free to say no. It is their God-
given right! And they should not fear being fired, being denied 
access to a par7cular place or any other manipula7on tac7cs. 
This is not some strip of cloth over our mouth and nose!  This is 
an invasive, poten7ally deadly injec7on for a virus with a very 
low mortality rate! I say no!!! Melody
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2021-01-17 
17:49:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines have not been tested as other vaccines have 
been. How do they know the vaccine will prevent you geing 
covid. There are no guarantees. Let the president & all the 
government officials be vaccinated first & not with a saline 
solu7on but with the actual vaccine & let us see how it affects 
them. We are not guinea pigs.  By geing vaccinated you induce 
the danger into your body and you may die. There is too much 
under the table informa7on hidden from the public. If covid is so 
deadly why not cremate all bodies instead of puing it into the 
ground? Why is post mortum prohibited?  Why do they not tell 
us that our bodies are deprived from oxygen due to mul7ple 
blood clots that formed and block the veins? Rather they keep it 
from the public and that way they can rule the na7on. Its a NO 
for me! Christelle

2021-01-17 
17:16:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The various vaccines have NOT been tested for a sufficiently long 
7me to prove they are totally safe. 
Reports of deaths in Scandinavia following vaccina7on are highly 
disturbing. 

In reality a 7ny percent of the world's popula7on have 
succumbed to the virus, with a high percentage of recoveries. 2 
million deaths out of 7+ Billion people = 0.03% 
Or, 3 out of every 10 000 sufferers could die, while 9997 will 
either recover or not contract the virus. 
I personally will refuse vaccina7on un7l it has been convincingly 
proven that: 
A. It works, and  
B . That it absolutely safe. 

Strict applica7on of Covid19 protocols is keeping people safe- if 
they apply them !! Alan

2021-01-17 
16:53:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's our God given right to decide whether we wish to 
par7cipate... Or Not. 

Helen
2021-01-17 
15:12:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on These vaccines has not been tested long enough for side effects mar7nda

2021-01-17 
14:59:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not one person has been able to isolate the virus therefore what 
use is a vaccina7on – other than to kill most of the popula7on 
following the Luciferian plan of the Cabal? Ask yourself why is 
mainstream media not repor7ng all the deaths these vaccines 
have already caused? Annabel

2021-01-17 
14:38:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why a vaccine  for a treatable disease.  We have been lied to and 
people are dieing unnecessary. 

Kevin
2021-01-17 
10:28:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mike

2021-01-17 
09:54:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been sufficiently tested. How can anyone 
force a vaccine that has not been properly tested. This vaccine 
has been rolled out at a rapid rate, while there are alterna7ves 
available such as Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n which has 
convently recently been banned for one reason only :they are 
effec7ve. There are more and more reports coming out of 
people being nega7vely affected by vaccines, even deaths. I say 
no! Joan

2021-01-17 
09:21:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I don't think it's right to force something on people Nico

2021-01-17 
07:50:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kobus 

2021-01-17 
06:55:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have never had a flu vaccine and do not wish to start now. This 
virus is muta7ng and I don’t trust that this vaccine would be the 
be all and end all. I don’t trust anything regarding this vaccine 
and don’t see how it should be mandatory. My body my choices 
- this is pushed down our throats with regard to many other 
topics - same should apply to this. Carol

2021-01-17 
06:32:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Karine

2021-01-17 
01:21:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is just more  corup7on ,,  we should have the right to  
accept  or reject  ,, yes or no ,,  we are suppose tp be a 
democracy ,, not a MOCKERY  ,,  many people die of   the  
normal flu ,,  every year ,,but you never hear of it ,, but now  a 
hand full of people  stand to  make  huge profits out of this ,,  so  
they want  a vaccine  that has never been  tested ,,  and it has 
been said that even amer you have taken the vaccine ,, you s7ll 
have wear a mask ,,  because you  can s7ll get the so called 
virus ,, so if tha's the case than  it  is just useless ,,  There are 
other solu7ons  ,, that work just as well ,, and even beper  tried 
and tested for many,, many  years ,,   Cyril and he's government 
must first take the vaccine ,, I have seen reports from the 
people ,, in America  who  has taken the vaccine  and it has been 
reported  that it has many side effects ,, it's not safe ,, Ivermec7n 
,,  works just as well ,,  I DONT THINK THAT ANYTHING SHOULD 
BE FORCED  ON US ,, MORE ESPECIALLY  THE VACCINE ,,, Each 
person should be able to  decide  for themselves  ,, no one 
should be forced into something that  is not safe ,, and has not 
been tested ,, or anything else ,, CYRIL only pretends to care for 
the  people ,, but he only cares about himself ,, he does not have 
the best interest of the people at heart ,,  SO I SAY NO ,, 
PLEASE  ,,, THANK YOU ,,, YUNUS

2021-01-16 
22:45:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine available in such a short space of 7me  impossible 
Having Thrombophilia blood disorder  will  have dangerous side 
effects for me Noniebah

2021-01-16 
22:02:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Anne-Marie

2021-01-16 
21:45:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How can we trust, vaccines that are “rushed”...why have some 
people died amer vaccine? Anita
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2021-01-16 
21:22:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines are not sufficiently tested and  reports of deaths and 
people becoming disabled amer being vaccinated. Jadji

2021-01-16 
19:48:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody has the right to tell us what we can or can't do to our 
bodies. We are supposed to have freedom of choice and voice.  
These  vaccines haven't been tested properly. What will the 
outcomes be in 1 - 10 years 7me?  Government  should realize 
that  other countries are happy to supply 3rd world countries 
like our with vaccines so that we can be their guinea pigs. Ursula

2021-01-16 
19:07:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am 100% against this vaccine, and will NOT allow anybody to 
give me a vaccine.   We are all aware that the "virus" is not what 
the media and the government are telling us, we also know that 
this vaccine has not been tested long term, in fact we don't 
know ANYTHING about this vaccine, there is enough reports out 
there of people who are dying or having averse reac7ons to this, 
so you the SA Government, or the WHO or anybody owns me, I 
AM FREE and you can take your vaccine and put it where the sun 
don't shine!!!! Elsabie

2021-01-16 
19:07:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Concerns from scien7sts around the world about a rushed 
vaccine Retha

2021-01-16 
17:40:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

too much evidence that the harmful side effects have not been 
tested LECIA

2021-01-16 
17:00:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Freedom of choice has to be the rule in this hysteria. Glyn

2021-01-16 
16:58:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to have a so called vaccine, which has not been 
properly tested over several years for safety and efficacy on 
humans ( like any other drug or vaccine ), forced on me while 
there are several other very successful, perfectly safe treatments 
for both preven7on and actual infec7on with the virus available 
world wide including Ivermec7n.  However all these treatments 
are quickly suppressed, banned or ridiculed by Authori7es all 
over the world as soon as they are proffered. I fear something 
sinister here, which authori7es should perhaps research in their 
own interest. Schalk

2021-01-16 
16:55:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not prepared to be a guinea pig.  
I shall wait to see how effec7ve these vaccines  work. 
The government and the en7re world have rushed vaccines 
through without sufficient tests being performed. 
All vaccines have been tried and tested for years and yet they 
expect us just to rush blindly into accep7ng these vaccines 
without knowing what the side effects are and also the long 
term effects . 
Bill Gates admits that the world is overpopulated with "useless 
people in Africa" and it would be a wonderful way of "culling" 
people like animals. 
This man has  no heart or conscience 
I  WILL   DEFINITELY  NOT  BE  ACCEPTING  THIS  VACCINE Hilary

2021-01-16 
16:11:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my choice. If malaria & Covid 19 got the same 
symptoms, why not use the same medica7on?? Why is  
IVERMECTIN Banned in SA by the Government, Vets is using it 
since the 70's,/80's for caple to treat paracites, it's  been tested 
in countries like Australia and is proven successful in trea7ng 
covid 19 pa7ents.  This rushed vacine is not safe for Humans, too 
many side effects, healthy young people passed away hours amer 
receiving it. Let the government & their families try it out first, 
let's hope it's not a vitamin injec7on, but the real vacine?? Wilma

2021-01-16 
15:52:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one will dictate to me with regards to my health its mt choice 
to be vaccinated or not and in my opinipn this whole pharse is all 
connected to NWO, and the great reset they trying tp make us 
puppets and a communus7c society. A vaccine not testef is all 
anbout control and money 
 This is evil. A DEFGINATE NO NEVER Anne
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2021-01-16 
15:48:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1.  These vaccines are untested and unproven;  side effects are 
unknown, but already some of those vaccinated un the United 
Kingdom have had extremely nega7ve reac7ons;  also, the 
dura7on of effec7veness is unproven and it may only last as liple 
as 6 months, amer which the whole vaccina7on cycle would have 
to start all over again;  in fact, some of those who have already 
had the vaccine have subsequently fallen ill with Covid-19, so 
the vaccines don't seem to be very effec7ve right from the start. 
2.  There are alterna7ves: 
a)  Vitamins A, C, D and Zinc, if taken daily, strengthen the 
immune system and prevent the virus from entering the cells 
and replica7ng; 
b)  Hydroxychloroquine needs to be unbanned - prior to being 
banned, it was proving to be very effec7ve against the Covid-19 
virus.  It's been used on humans for years and years and even 
though for a different purpose, the fact that there are virtually 
no side effects is well known. 
c)  Top of the list is Ivermec7n - also now banned by the ANC.  
This has been used on humns against River Blindness and 
Scabies since the mid-80s, not only in South Africa but in 
Australia and other countries as well.  Australia has, in fact, just 
unbanned the use of Ivermec7n on humans in that country amer 
a brief 7me of banning it. 
Ivermec7n is FDA and SAPHRA approved;  a couple of years ago 
it was awarded a Nobel Prize for medicine and the WHO hailed it 
as a wonder drug;  Doctors in Germany, Australia and other 
countries have been tes7ng it extensively since the start of 
Covid-19 and it has been proven that it can not only kill the virus 
very rapidly, so is an excellent cure, but if taken as a prophylaxis 
actually prevents infec7on completely.  This can very effec7vely 
take the place of untried vaccines. 

Mr Ramaphosa should cancel the 20 million vaccine doses he 
has supposedly secured.  They are en7rely unnecessary and the 
people of South Africa do not need to be guinea pigs. 

Lynn

2021-01-16 
15:40:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. If Covid-19 as corona virus is called, is natural not man-made 
is not the first of its kind in human history and is not likely to be 
the last one. As a result we the humans have our complicated 
natural immune mechanism that must deal with natural variety 
of viruses. 
2.  With the ever developing science and technology etc. there 
also came to play a prac7ce of inves7ga7ng the nature and 
causes of a pandemic through autopsy and other procedures. 
Only amer extensive research are vaccines developed and 
administered to fellow human beings. That is one of the 
scien7fic reasons that to date we do not have TB or HIV/AIDS 
etc. vaccines .  
3. Modern day scien7sts are omen used to produce products that 
are effec7vely employed for purposes of destroying other fellow 
human beings. This happens through release of chemical or 
other agents to pollute the environment, food etc. Many 
experiments to wipe out popula7ons are recorded in human 
history. In 1713 small pox was introduced in South Africa and we 
know its effects and that papern developed during freedom 
struggles up to Marikana where poor people were murdered 
worse than dogs all for money. 
4. If the vaccines were that good and beneficiary to human kind 
like money, wealth and  such other use values, the President and 
his Ministers and Members of Parliament  would definitely strive 
to monopolise them for themselves and their families.  
5. The current vaccines have been speedily manufactured in 
order to kill than save lives. Sandi

2021-01-16 
15:33:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every person has the right to chooce wether you want to take a 
vaccine.  My main concern is that there is not enough test been 
done and  it normally take two years  to determine if the caccine 
is effec7ve.  It also is a live vaccine with side effects unknown David

2021-01-16 
15:04:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is suspect and many people have already died amer 
geing it, not only in the United States but in several countries in 
Europe.  It appears that it needs a booster and yet, amer geing 
the vaccine,  one can get sick anyway, can pass on the virus to 
others and, if a person has had the virus, can again get sick  with 
it.  So what's the point of having it?  I feel that if a person is 
healthy, has no underlying problems such as obesity or other 
serious diseases , eats healthy food and leads a healthy life,  that 
will be more protec7ve than the vaccine.  And due to the short 
period of tes7ng of the vaccine, there's no way anybody can 
know  what long-term effects the vaccine could have on any 
individual.  Maybe the cost of the vaccine would be beper spent 
in feeding the poor and educa7ng the popula7on of South Africa 
on how best to protect one's bodies. Victoria

2021-01-16 
14:18:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Colleen

2021-01-16 
13:57:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

so  far  all  vaccines  have  not  been  properly stestet  and  are  a  
health  hazard  
it  takes  years  to develop and  test  vaccines  and  all  this  has  
been  waved  
and  therefore  an  unacceptable  vaccine  Peter

2021-01-16 
13:57:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

so  far  all  vaccines  have  not  been  properly stestet  and  are  a  
health  hazard  
it  takes  years  to develop and  test  vaccines  and  all  this  has  
been  waved  
and  therefore  an  unacceptable  vaccine  Peter
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2021-01-16 
13:18:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons do not actually stop you geing a virus. 
This vaccine is not actually a vaccine - it meddles with the DNA. 
This vaccine has not been properly tested. 
Vaccina7ons should not be mandatory. 
This government cannot do anything properly anyway. 
There will be corrup7on involved at some point. 
The vaccine will not stop the con7nued lockdown and abuse of 
our civil liber7es. Patrick

2021-01-16 
13:06:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Alfa

2021-01-16 
12:10:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No way this vaccina7on can be mandatory for legal reasons but 
mainly for health reasons. Every person must have the right to 
take care of his/her own health, like living and ea7ng healthily 
and therefore have a strong immune system to fight the virus 
naturally. No need to fiddle around with our DNA (never has a 
vaccine of this sort been admiped in 10 years of trying!!!) 
These vaccines have not been tested properly (to bring a vaccine 
into the market properly, including sufficient tes7ng, takes 6 - 8 
years!)  Even though the medical experts dont announce it, this 
vaccine has had extreamly bad health side effects. 
Covid is a very bad flu. Most people dont even know they have 
Covid or have light symptoms  un7l they are told, so not as 
deadly as the media and the WHO have made it out to be 
(hidden agenda - vaccines are a money-making machine). Many 
professors, immunologists, virologists etc. are of this opinion but 
they are not allowed to speak up officially, one must seek for this 
info on various channels as they get officially blocked. Eveline

2021-01-16 
12:05:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Errol

2021-01-16 
11:51:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not  agree to forced vaccina7on, because  the vaccine 
contains a number of toxic addi7ves. And it  is ineffec7ve. There 
are several beper alterna7ves, e.g. Ivermec7n.  I prefer to use  
well researched safe medicine. Gerda

2021-01-16 
11:42:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on ilse

2021-01-16 
11:21:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We are NOT part of a herd but Spiritual Beings having a Human 
experience.  
Nothing should be forced on anyone,as we have the capacity to 
say yes or no to anything. I say NO to vaccines! Chris7ne

2021-01-16 
10:31:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice comes first. Forcing untested vaccines on 
people is criminal.  Let the "president" be first in line, and all his 
cronies next. Let's see what happens to them. Gina

2021-01-16 
10:06:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I vehemently object to mandatory vaccina7on as well as the 
"vaccine" roll out firstly because it has not been properly tested 
for safety and efficacy. The tes7ng for this "vaccine" has been 
done in under 1 year.  It usually takes 5 years or more years to 
test for vaccine safety and efficacy.  This is NOT a vaccine 
because vaccines contain biologic or live materials to trigger an 
immune response. This so-called vaccine contains inorganic 
material and nano-technology which has a pathological effect on 
the cells. It does not boost the immune system bet rather 
creates pathogens to kill the cells of the body. In other words 
this is a treatment and not a vaccine.  They use the word vaccine 
and not treatment because when people know it is a treatment 
we would ask what other safer and beper treatments are 
available. I believe that when the government start to inject the 
ci7zens with this toxic concoc7on which is also loaded with toxic 
heavy metals such as mercury, alluminum, formaldehyde etc. 
this will be the biggest genocide in the history of mankind 
commiped by governments and the big pharmaceu7cal 
companies. Lionel

2021-01-16 
09:56:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccina7on must be op7onal!!  The government does not 
have the right to force a person to inject some dubious 
substance into their bodies when the long term effects are s7ll 
unknown paola

2021-01-16 
09:33:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elizabeth

2021-01-16 
08:43:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is total knee jerk reac7on without due diligence by the 
medical field . 
I doubt this vaccine has been properly tested  for side effects . 
They want to give prisoners the vaccine first ..... good idea .... 
let’s see what happens ! 

Greg 
2021-01-16 
08:40:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Roxaan 

2021-01-16 
08:33:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Heyns

2021-01-16 
08:32:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Johnmcevoy1
939@gmail.c
om
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2021-01-16 
08:29:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Amer months of researching various trustworthy opinions on the 
vaccine issue - primarily those of people who are acclaimed in 
their fields and have NO VESTED INTEREST FINANCIAL OR 
OTHERWISE IN THE ROLLOUT, other than their wish for the truth 
to be known in order to protect humanity . Primarily my concern 
is with mandatory vaccina7on.  NO-ONE should be forced to 
submit to any medical interven7on against their free will.  Our 
bodies our our own.  This is a fascist, totalitarian act, against all 
human rights and freedoms. Countless medical doctors and 
scien7sts from all over the world have been giving us the facts 
around these so-called vaccines, that our governments, the 
WHO, big pharma, he Gates Founda7on, Fauci and the media 
giants that they fund and own have neglected to communicate. 
I also am convinced from all i have heard, that this is not a 
vaccine, and this has been stated by the developers themselves, 
but a so-called treatment.  It will not stop infec7on and will not 
stop transmission. It has a gene7c component that will enter 
human cells and modify them.  It turns the cells into pathogen 
producers. There has been no animal tes7ng, no proper trials, 
instead of the normal 7-9 year tes7ng the race has been on to 
develop mul7ple vaccines in as short a 7me as possible.  People 
are dying from the vaccines,  geing sick where they had no 
symptoms. You do not inject  healthy people. with pathogenic 
materials. It is like giving everyone radia7on treatment in case 
the have cancer.  I would like the content of these vaccines to be 
discussed by our so called leaders, the problems, the probable 
outcomes and the dangers etc,  so that people are able to make 
informed choices. Instead the fear has been ramped up to such 
an extent that people have lost all ra7onality and believe their 
governments are ac7ng in their best interests. This is not the 
case.  LockDown,  itself goes against all reasonable evidence of 
its ineffec7veness, and no concern is shown about the collateral 
damage of such  abuse of human freedoms. Poverty, death from 
untreated chronic condi7ons, destruc7on of millions of small 
businesses, lack of essen7al human contact and  mental disease 
are some examples of such damage. The grave errors are 
emerging; we know the tests are inappropriate and even the 
designer stated that this was not a diagnos7c tool. Numbers are 
based on these faulty tests, on which radical interven7ons in 
turn are based that take away  our fundamental human rights 
and freedoms.   We do not  need or want this 'vaccine'. Given 
that it does not stop transmission or infec7on, t here are many 
other proven remedies, natural and  other,  that are suitable for 
the treatment of this virus which is so close to the SARS virus 
that it does not require different treatment.  
I will not allow my self to be vaccinated , nor will i allow my 
mother of 86 to be vaccinated. If LD and isola7on from all family 
and friends for almost a year has not killed her by then, this so-
called vaccine surely will.  I feel very strongly about this.  PLEASE 
STOP THE ROLLOUT;  LOOK AT THE FACTS;  FIND SOLUTIONS 
THAT ARE  FOR THE TRUE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE. Democra7c 
governments are not elected to make their own rules and coerce 
thru military might and terror the people to adhere to these 
mostly self-serving and faulty decisions. Let people decide for 
themselves what they need to protect themselves and others. 
We are not idiots, sheep or children. WE say NO to the vaccine.  Niki

2021-01-16 
08:04:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government should not even THINK about making this vaccine 
compulsory un7l its effec7veness and safety have been proven. 
Only then go ahead and vaccinate ALL poli7cians first. It it works, 
I'll take it..... if it doesn't, at least we'll be rid of poli7cians. Both 
ways the people will get first prize at last. Joe

2021-01-16 
07:14:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Elderly people are most vulnerable to foreign substances in their 
bodies and may easily succumb to nega7ve side effects   Rather 
encourage healthy lifestyle and habits  PLEASE make it possible 
to peacefully refuse vaccina7on Hilda

2021-01-16 
06:51:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccine not tested

Kathleen 
Ford

2021-01-16 
05:42:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too many uncertain7es around vaccines safety and ingredients. 
True & Factual educa7on on it to forego new "medica7on" on /in 
market absent, yet people "must" take this unproven form of 
medica7on. 
Interna7onal boards of doctors and specialists with proven 
alterna7ve solu7ons being discredited if it is not vaccine based is 
a huge concern. 
A person should be able to immune boost & take care of their 
health without being "forced" to take a vaccine.  
If informa7on on "nanno robo7cs" present in vaccine is true, this 
alone raises more concern in me personally. 
What will the long-term effect on the human body & our health 
at large be? 
The cost to Tax-payers and rumours around "no vaccine " = no 
medical treatment in future equals draconian, dictatorial 
instruc7on at a non-medical level. 
It is not just a health dilemma, but a moral dilemma. 
Long-term, a biological body exposed to more radia7on (nanno-
robo7cs & our DNA "fused" for lack of beper term) will result in 
more and earlier deaths via cancer and who knows what else. 
I am against the vaccine and all for immune boos7ng and stay at 
home (voluntary) when ill. 
This has been proven to work well for decades. 
Since 2020 WHO and their powers that be have sent the world 
into a downward spiral from which the world has yet to recover. Karen

2021-01-16 
05:37:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The long-term adverse effects of this vaccine  are not yet known. Hella

2021-01-15 
22:34:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dit is my besluit of ingeënt wil word! Niemand mag my dwing 
nie - nie eens die regering nie! Ek sal besluit! Daniel 
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2021-01-15 
21:54:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are other ways other than an untested dubious vaccine 
that is a lot cheaper and  can prevent geing the virus - 
IVERMECTIN. Sue

2021-01-15 
21:48:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Effec7veness of vaccine not proven. As virus mutates, this year's 
vaccine probably ineffec7ve the following year. There are other 
cost effec7ve, preventa7ve medicines available. sophia

2021-01-15 
21:05:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Joscine

2021-01-15 
19:48:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

i am opposed to chemical medicines & those tested on animals . 

what happened to the natural & herbal  immunisa7on ? why did 
all the herbs get ineffec7ve ? seems strange . 

no-one should be forced to vaccinate & alterna7ves should be 
officially accepted for special requirements such as travel etc . 

they have not solved the real truth of the covid & have not 
stopped all the evil occult & lack of protec7on of the spirit . 
there is a lot of permiped psycho kill & the like & psycho 
viola7ons .  
this makes people unable to protect themselves. 
people should be able to be immune naturally. 

it is like a cull or holocaust. 

the individuals who are giving vaccina7ons & tests are not really 
honest & it is risky to go to them .  

an alterna7ve would be to give instruc7ons to people in 
airplanes  , airports, gatherings - inform them zero psycho 
behaviour is allowed. suzanne

2021-01-15 
19:37:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice is being taken from the people... 
This is Uncons7tu7onal 
If I am denied entrance into Banks and Malls I will not be 
allowed to obtain necessi7es of life 
I would prefer to die naturally 
I believe the vaccine' will make me ill...it is dangerous! 
I would expect to have the right to choose what is put ibto my 
body. 

Valerie Joan

2021-01-15 
19:23:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested long enough. More people have 
survived the virus than died.  The survivors did not have the 
vaccine. What about side effects. I would rather try Ivermec7n 
than the vaccine. Wendy

2021-01-15 
17:11:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I refuse to have this vaccine un7l years of research have been 
done as to what the side effect are. ANGELA

2021-01-15 
16:08:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek het te veel onlig7ng wat vir my sê dit werk nie, dis gevasrlik. 
Mense sterf, kry aanvalle soos Parkunsons. Dan het ek ook 
gesien dat n dokter sê dis die 1ste keer dat hulle die MRNA 
gebruik en dat dit wel jou DNA verander.  As n Christen het ek n 
probleem daarmee. 

Tilly

2021-01-15 
15:52:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons should not be mandatory and there should be 
absolutely no penal7es levied against those who do not wish to 
be vaccinated. Those with already compromised immune 
systems will be nega7vely affected. That the companies 
supplying the vaccines indemnify themselves is extremely 
worrying and enlightening. If the research on the vaccine could 
be fast-tracked, there is no reason why research on ivermec7n 
and other alterna7ves (which are cheap in comparison and safer 
in the long run) cannot also be fast-tracked and presented as 
alterna7ves to those who do not wish to (or cannot) be 
vaccinated for various reasons. Geoff

2021-01-15 
15:34:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Yvonne

2021-01-15 
15:18:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Do not force anyone to take the vaccine, it has to be the persons 
choice to have it or not. Richard

2021-01-15 
15:09:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do NOT trust any vaccines! Maryanne

2021-01-15 
15:03:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Denise 

2021-01-15 
15:02:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have never taken the flu vaccina7ons, according to my 
knowledge, these viruses mutate con7nuously and the 
vaccina7on can only possibly protect you against one strain. 
If we are now experiencing a new strain infec7on, what will the 
effec7veness of their vaccine prove to be? 
The less a human being is stressed the greater their own 
immunity to infec7on and the beper chance they have at 
recovery. Forcing people to take a vaccina7on does not create 
trust in a society, it creates suspicion. Anita

2021-01-15 
14:36:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I fear this vaccine has not been thoroughly tested. I don't want 
to risk my health by taking it. I any event, it should be up tp the 
individual to decide. It must be a voluntary choice! Carole

2021-01-15 
14:34:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As long as I can choose they can do what they want. I'm not 
geing it. It won't be any more effec7ve than Fluvaccines if 
they're lucky. I had a flu vaccina7on once and that was the only 
7me I got flu. David

2021-01-15 
14:29:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lesley
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2021-01-15 
14:15:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Unfortunately this government has convinced me of their 
incompetence with every sphere concerning the logis7cs of this 
country whether it be for health, economics or just normal 
humanitarian decisions.  Now to trust them in determining 
where the vaccine comes from due to cheaper costs or where 
countries have excess now to be able to deliver to South Africa 
where proper provision was not made in the first place is beyond 
me.  How and whether these vaccines have been properly tested 
and approved is not in the interest of this government and they 
expect us to believe whatever they say.  Again, unfortunately 
there are people in this country which has knowledge and 
understanding and can discern right from wrong, not as what 
this government want which is a herd ins7nct and you do as I 
say.  No to vaccines and yes to proper research with the correct 
approvals from trusted sources  JULIAN

2021-01-15 
13:48:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine not of any use as far as research is able to confirm and 
from many ar7cles i have read. Ar7cles by reputable and 
educated  people. Dangers of terrible side effects and the 
gene7c modifica7on maper that is not men7oned by the 
pharmaceu7cal companies that stand to enrich themselves 
hugely.  A huge con act by poli7cians and pharma to further 
their own agenda whatever that may be. Everard 

2021-01-15 
13:32:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The safety of the vaccine has not yet been adequately 
demonstrated Teresa

2021-01-15 
13:23:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has been rushed and not proven effec7ve. People 
are being adversely affected by it and some even dropping dead. 
There are effec7ve  drugs to act as a prophalac7c and a cure, 
Ivermec7n being one of them. I am healthy now even though my 
82 year old partner and I both had covid. We keep our immune 
system strong and wearing masks is contrary to a healthy 
immune system. I do NOT agree with mandatory vaccina7on, it 
violates our sovereignty  and ability to make our own medical 
decisions. The ingredients of the covid vaccines are highly 
ques7onable and this has been proven by some of the top 
scien7sts and immunologists. Alison

2021-01-15 
13:20:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one have men7oned that there will be no side effects, yet 
you read of side effect this vaccine has in overseas . The en7re 
government and associate members must be vaccinated in 
public to assure the ci7zens of South Africa they can be trusted 
and only say amer 14days it can be rolled out to the front line 
workers. John 

2021-01-15 
13:12:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have survived up to now without any flu vaccines and have not 
been ill. I do not trust a vaccine that is all of a sudden created in 
such a short space of 7me to be effec7ve.  I do not trust what is 
put in the vaccine.  It has not been proven that the vaccine is 
effec7ve and gives you future immunity for the muta7ng virus. I 
will not have the vaccine and it is my freedom of choice. I should 
not be penalized or vic7mized for this choice. Colleen

2021-01-15 
13:06:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is an untested, unknown vaccine. Seems nobody knows 
what is in it. It also doesn't prevent covid. So what is in that 
vaccine that we just HAVE to take it? It doesn't stop covid, you 
s7ll need to wear a mask, nothing changes. So, if you want to 
vaccine anyone in SA, start with the president. Lead by example Rudi

2021-01-15 
12:40:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No proof that it is safe without long term side effects. I don't see 
how they can force people to have the vaccine when scien7sts, 
virologists etc. can not even iden7fy the virus. I will never allow 
them to vaccinate me. It is against my Chris7an convic7on. It is 
uncons7tu7onal and another form of control to add to the 
dictatorship. 
So eventually, if a health worker or such and you refuse, then 
you lose your job or barred from hospitals, shops & public places 
when you can't prove that you are vaccinated. S7gma7zed as 
your vaccina7on status then not private anymore. Johan

2021-01-15 
12:36:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Many  lack trust in governments competence, moral compass, 
mo7ves. Their handling of the pandemic - a command, control 
and coercive style has reinforced this lack of trust. Explana7on 
and educa7on, and a compassionate stance toward the millions 
experiencing dysphoria,  has  been sadly lacking. 
In the absence of trustworthy, clear and complete, sound and 
true quan7ta7ve and qualita7ve informa7on I for one will (at 
age 77) resist a vaccina7on manufactured and  rolled out with 
unseemly haste, with unknown efficacy and poten7ally harmful 
side-effects. All that is known is that Big Pharma (and perhaps 
some corrupt government officials) will benefit. 
Furthermore, the human rights principle  of freedom of choice is 
violated by enforced, heavey-handed, mandatory compliance by 
poli7cians praising themselves regarding the "lives being saved"! Graham

2021-01-15 
12:17:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on All the other concerns men7oned. Charlene
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2021-01-15 
11:29:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine cannot be made mandatory, on top of which the 
latest reports regarding this "vaccine" suggest that it can be 
more lethal than the Covid virus. Taking the vaccine must remain 
everyone's choice. 
In addi7on, government should not only be looking at the 
vaccine as a solu7on.  
Ivermec7n has been shown to be without fault (all tests 
conducted in mul7ple countries) and most effec7ve to prevent 
and treat Covid. This is a known drug for 30 years and 30 billion 
dosages given, has shown in prac7ce that it has very few side 
effects and kills Covid in 48 hours. It can save lives right now and 
the current SA ban on import is criminal. Every day that 
government bans the import and usage of Ivermec7n, the 
government stands responsible for another few hundred deaths. 
This shows government has more regard for money making 
pharmas than it has for its own people. India (part of BRICS) has 
taken the lead and is dishing out an7-Covid kits which includes 
Ivermec7n. Why must South Africans be treated so badly? Tony

2021-01-15 
11:15:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government must state clearly that: (i) there will be no 
mandatory vaccina7ons (ii) nor any coercion, like linking a 
vaccina7on to any other aspect of your life, except overseas 
travel (iii) that all lockdowns will cease one month amer the start 
of the vaccina7on roll-out. The Nazi horrors  started with small 
infringements of human rights, that were considered to be in 
everybody's best interests. These infringements became 
gradually more serious (mandatory sterilisa7ons for retarded 
people - for their own good, and in the interest of society); 
gradually more people were included in the basket of 
deplorables (gypsies, homosexuals, communists, anyone that 
disagreed with the state, and could be called names, like 
covidiots, covid deniers, an7vaxxers) whose "wrong-thinking" is 
supposedly placing an en7re na7on in danger. Amer the 2nd 
world war, at Nuremberg, where the full extent of the crimes 
were revealed, the cry went up that: "This must never happen 
again!" And it starts with protec7ng individual freedoms and 
staying away from concepts of sacrificing a few individuals "for 
the greater good." Anna

2021-01-15 
11:05:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We must have the right to choose to have the vaccina7on   We 
have the right to decide what we inject into our bodies   NO 
vaccina7on for me.  Give the alloca7on of vaccines to all 
Poli7cians first then  all people working for Government. Sylvia

2021-01-15 
10:33:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine - no vaccine actually is effec7ve against colds or flu, 
the reason I’ve never had a vaccine despite doctors trying their 
best to push it onto me because I’m in my 70’s. Prove to me that 
it’s effec7ve and I’ll consider it.   Why should I take a vaccine of 
any descrip7on,  when I’m not Ill and rarely get ill.  Rosemary

2021-01-15 
10:11:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Making a untested vaccine mandatory is against human rights 
Alnna 

2021-01-15 
09:29:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on clive

2021-01-15 
09:26:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice to take the vaccine or not. When was the 
government ever concerned about my health? Never. Denise 

2021-01-15 
08:30:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be everyone’s free choice to be or be not vaccinated. 
Otherwise we are going back to the 3rd Reich Nazi 7mes. The 
vaccine had not been tested long enough. Personally I know no 
body who died of covid. A few got sick n all recovered. The 
vaccine to me feels more risky than covid. I believe in living a 
healthy life style not a quick fix, but SAns Con7nue to eat a lot of 
junk n don’t care about healthy ea7ng.  
I rather die than puing the vaccine in my body. Marie

Limpopo 16
2021-02-19 
20:01:02 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jan

2021-01-23 
17:10:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a few problems with this vacine, mandatory, effec7veness, 
id, alterna7ves, what is in the vacine. 
I thought this is a democra7c country?  How can you force a 
person to put a vacine into his/her body that would be bad for 
them over the long term. This whole thing is around the 
depopula7on of planet earth. That is the reason why the 
President had a tear in the eye as he know that he is part of 
killing his own people. The word "herd" shows me that WHO 
sees us as a lot of animals that can just be disposed of. Why can 
nobody be truthfull about what they are injec7ng into us. My 
childrens lifes are only star7ng now, and now the wheal7est in 
the world want to murder them. If we dont take the vacine, you 
would not get this Covid ID, if you cant show the ID, you would 
not be able to travel, buy food at stores, have a business. With 
other words, no maper what you do, take the vacine or not, you 
are geing murdered slowly. May God have mercy on everybody 
who force this whole thing souls!!! God are watching, and hell is 
hot!!!!! Dries

2021-01-22 
15:48:33 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Far more diseases have been taking lives in high numbers and no 
one bordered to create / roll out a vaccine.  Covid has a 98% 
recovery rate so we do not need a vaccine. 
If the government sees the necessity for vaccine it should be 
given only to those who want it.. WHO (World Health 
Organiza7on) is just bullying presidents who are not cri7cal 
thinkers into enforcing twisted rules to the people. Naledi 

2021-01-21 
10:34:24 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is NO prove that ir is safe 
And it is also agaunt my con7tusional right to be vaxed against 
my will and religiuos believes  
With a 99.5% recovery ratw this is no pandemic but only a 
goverment controle system. 

Deon
2021-01-21 
09:31:56 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust the covid vaccinne as it has killed many people 
amer being vaccinated.

Rachel 
Murray
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2021-01-19 
07:14:56 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Die inen7ng moet vrywillig wees , en mense is nie diere nie, 
hulle moet kan kies wape firma se inen7ng hulle gaan neem. Na 
wat verneem word  is die Bil Gates founda7on en andere se 
serum gebou met dooie diere selle en is hulle ook voorstanders 
vir n eenwereld regering. Op sosiale media is gelees dat die 
Gates founda7on verklaar het 3 biljoen  mense op aarde moet 
stef. De Wet 

2021-01-18 
20:40:06 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

hpps://www.brighteon.com/b7f5cc35-ad7b-4830-842c-
d049e169e637 jennefer

2021-01-18 
14:05:09 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Joseph 

2021-01-18 
07:25:11 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dit is elke mens se eie reg om te besluit of  hy/sy die inen7ng wil 
hê  
!Dis teen my Godsdiens7ge  oortuiging!!!! Mar7e

2021-01-18 
06:59:36 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Die landswepe bepaal dat elkeen oor sy eiepersoonlike doen en 
late kan beskik. 
Alhoewel die covit 19 dodelik is as jy dit in 'n  erge staat kry, kan 
die verspreiding gekeer word met die nodige afstandsbepaling 
en maskers soos voorgeskryf.  
Indien die Staat ook die goedkeuring van die middel Ivermac7n 
goedkeur sal die duur inen7ng heeltemal oorbodig wees. Marthinus

2021-01-16 
20:58:16 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. A person should firstly be tested to determine if he/she has 
had Corona to see if he/she already has resistance to the virus. If 
they say that the vaccine contains a reduced strength of the 
virus so your body can build up immunity, then if you have 
already had the virus there is no need for the vaccine. 
2. There are too many ques7ons about the virus, the origin of 
the virus and the controversy around the vaccine which makes 
me decide that the vaccine is not for me, not now and not ever. 
3. The virus is just another strain of the yearly flu. Many 
individuals die every year from flu/respiratory complica7ons. I 
prefer to build up a natural immunity by staying healthy and 
even if I do get the disease, it will not cause my death.    Theodoris

2021-01-16 
16:10:45 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to many reasons such as corrup7on With safety  equipment 
purchase, distribu7on and supply to the required en77es. 
Purchasing an7dotes which has no proven track record. 
Enforcing compulsory trearment.  Lack of maintaining a true 
transparent sta7s7c on covid cases.  Infringement of human 
rights and destruc7on of the economy. Distrust in the ANC 
goverment which is a corrup7ve gang of self enriching 
fraudsters. Nobody can allow a DNA change. I agree for reliable 
transparency where the president and his ANC gang  is 
vaccinated firstly to  prove that it is humanly accepted and safe. Albertus

2021-01-16 
11:44:12 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The virus has already changed (new strain). Vaccine for which 
strain? 
To much info about NEW WORLD ORDER involvement in the 
vaccine development. Other solu7ons are refused /rediculed 
making the vaccine suspect .  This vaccine has also not been 
proved as a solu7on like other vaccines are tested. Francois

2021-01-16 
09:41:52 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine hasn't been in clinical trials. There is not cure for Flu 
-like viruses. It contains ingredients harmful to humans and 
against some religious convic7ons. The Pharmaceu7cal Industry 
is using Africa as it's tes7ng grounds. Listen to Zambia and follow 
suite. We are humans not guinea pigs. Stella

2021-01-15 
13:06:44 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Joseph 

2021-01-15 
10:00:20 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The fact that the manufacturer of the vaccine can NOT be held 
responsible for any side effects is highly suspicious. If the vaccine 
is safe for everyone, than the manufacturer should  be confident 
about the vaccine having NO side effects. 
I am very allergic to any injec7ons and get easily side effects.  No 
mandatory vaccina7ons, the government has NO right to decide 
what they want to put in my body. Jan

KwaZulu-Natal 46

2021-02-19 
01:58:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my right to refuse or agree to treatment of any kind. I will 
NOT allow this so-called "vaccine" near my body. It is MY body. 
Leave me alone! I do NOT trust it or the mo7ve behind this 
ac7on. This is uncons7tu7onal  and unwelcome control. The 
mo7ve is not to improve my life, but to turn me into a puppet of 
the government of   South Africa. Denise

2021-01-25 
12:24:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am totally against mandatory covid vaccina7on, & totally 
against a vaccine passport - this goes totally & uperly against 
personal freedom of choice in our supposed democra7c country. 
I have absolutely no confidence in the efficacy or safety of these 
rushed vaccine developments, & even less confidence in the so-
called research models which have proved 7me & again to be 
totally out of kilter with reality. 
In addi7on there is total lack of openness re data collec7on & 
analysis & no tolerance of anyone, scien7sts or laymen, 
ques7oning all this. This raises a huge red flag for me. Athol

2021-01-24 
19:41:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am allergic to chemicals found in all vaccines. I refuse to take 
ANY vaccines, but the vaccine for the corona virus - I would 
rather die. Use ivermec7n which has been used successfully in 
Australia. And cheaper.  

But SA will use only certain companies approved by the 
government - more corrup7on and at a higher cost to the public. 
Sinful. Unacceptable. 
But I have no problem with all the government officials geing 
the vaccines first. Really not problem with that. Liz

2021-01-23 
20:10:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

hpps://www.bitchute.com/video/S2fi6wOI3iHg/ 
hpps://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/99d35b02-a5cb-41e6-ad80-
a070f8a5ee17/JSP_PP.pdf 
hpp://www.vanvcd.org/ Denis 
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2021-01-23 
12:33:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I want freedom of choice. If I choose treatment instead of 
vaccines, it's my right. Mandatory vaccines infringes on my 
human rights. Kasthuri

2021-01-22 
11:27:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lorraine

2021-01-20 
19:54:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If the vaccine is so effec7ve, then those who choose to be 
inoculated should not worry about those that don't receive the 
vaccine. 

This vaccine has not been tested properly in my opinion and we 
will only find out about long term side effects in years to come. Jackie

2021-01-20 
16:24:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Give your supposed valued ci7zens the RIGHT MEDICINE - you, 
Mr President, and your cadres know what I am talking about  - 
instead of confisca7ng the medicine, SAVE OUR LIVES WITH IT 
AND THE "PROBLEM" will GO AWAY. A vaccine is not needed! Denise

2021-01-19 
19:40:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Without proper tes7ng, it cannot be safe. I believe I should have 
a say if I want it or not. There is no proof that people recovered 
amer receiving it. Adele

2021-01-19 
17:30:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As an inalienable person I support the freedom of speech to 
speak out against a mandated vaccine, to uphold by bodily 
integrity and demand the choice of informed consent as laid out 
in our cons7tu7on. Valerie 

2021-01-19 
11:34:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why on earth are we being forced to take a vaccine that is 
absolutely NOT safe. There are too many nega7ves regarding it 
and social media has proven to me that it is a NONO. My reason 
for saying this is not because of the nega7ve comments 
regarding it but for the fact that Governments are devious and 
social media is asking them.  Post something nega7ve regarding 
the vaccine and you are blocked. What happened to people 
having a choice. This demon of a virus was created by China and 
they should be held accountable for all the mayhem they are 
causing.  Jennifer 

2021-01-19 
10:45:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on not a vaccine suporter melody 

2021-01-18 
23:41:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why do we have to obey USA? We are an independent country! 
Never before in my 75years was any vaccine enforced by law 
except for travel to certain regions. Abdul Gaffar

2021-01-18 
15:10:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel it should be a personal choice,  as our human right, not 
mandatory. 
It has not had sufficient 7me for proper tes7ng to be done on 
humans so we will be treated as "guinea pigs" 
The virus is said to mutate, so it seems fruitless to spend vast 
amounts of money on a  
 vaccina7on for something that  will possibly have changed a few 
months later and need a different dosage 
If the vaccine proves to be harmful, it makes no sense to 
inocculate all the healthcare workers, and other front line 
people first because then there would be nobody to care for the 
sick. Jean

2021-01-18 
12:40:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Sir...IT is ilegal to give me vacaciones i do not want. I HAVE ny 
light to Refuse THE VACCIBE US HARMFUL H

2021-01-18 
11:09:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not in favor of a mandatory vaccine as I don't trust them, 
not enough 7me to consider side effects. Why has government 
not allowed "ivermec7n" when great results have been achieved 
by various professional / specialists around the world. This is an 
old drug that has been used for the treatment of ring worm and 
scabies plus many more and proved extremely effec7ve, plus the 
side effects are minimum. The Indian government is giving them 
out as a kit together with Doxycycline and Zinc tablets. Maybe 
the problem is that it is cheap and nobody is making big money 
out of it. The health ministry cite that there is not enough 
evidence, I doubt how much research they have made, - but 
they are happy to bring in a virus with a lot less evidence. 
Perhaps someone or some people are making a pile of money. 
Make it op7onal and make Ivermec7n op7onal. Let the people 
decide with their local medical prac77oner. William

2021-01-18 
07:11:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Government will be wais7ng tax payers money, millions like 
myself will not be forced to take this vaccine no maper what the 
consequences are, even death. Louis

2021-01-18 
06:17:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have never had flu, why should i be forced to have a 
vaccina7on, which has all sorts of crap in it, hasent been 
properly tested, etc etc 
I do NOT have any confidance whatsoever in this vaccine or any 
other for that maper Delia

2021-01-17 
20:15:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why is the vaccine mandatory,as human being we have 
an7bodies that protect us from viirises. As africans we have our 
own indigenous and tradi7onal herbs why are we being forced 
to take a vaccine that was developed by a perosn whom believes 
the world overpopulated.  Lulama

2021-01-17 
19:35:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There has not been long term tes7ng done.  
Nobody knows what will happen to those vaccinated in a years 
7me. 
We should be allowed to use products like  Ivermec7n which is 
far safer . 
It is being used on front lines with  success. 
The public should be educated on how to build up their 
immunity through diet etc. first. 
I have autoimmune disease. Doctors   have said that people with 
autoimmune disease should not be vaccinated. Annepe

2021-01-17 
19:09:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not sure why it is mandatory when we have a cons7tu7on which 
dictates otherwise.  There is also insufficient evidence that this is 
a definite cure besides the WHO and their so called experts 
who , quite honestly , are not a trustworthy bunch.  
I am all for frontline workers geing first preference as long as 
they are willing - no one should be forced to take the vaccine. Robert
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2021-01-17 
16:48:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Yvonne 

2021-01-17 
16:34:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is every individual's right to accept or decline.   I do not believe 
that sufficient 7me has been spent on this vaccine and from the 
research I've done,  I believe it is an unnecessary step. Chiquita

2021-01-17 
14:33:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

For starters that vaccine is not a vaccine and it has killed way too 
many people already. There is something that cures Covid. Why 
did the government ban Ivermec7n. Will they not make as much 
money if they allow that to be used or are they hell bent on 
killing us all? They are wai7ng for vaccine handouts as there is 
no money for vaccines. They spent it all. Just unban Ivermec7n 
and let the world carry on. Jackie

2021-01-17 
14:13:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is another money making racket - just image having a 
product that it was compulsory for every single person in the 
world to buy from you - even at R1 it would make you a 
millionaire!! 
There has not been enough 7me to establish the long term 
effects of the vaccine - and there have already been reports of 
deaths as a result.  Who in there right mind wants to pump 
unknown toxins into their bodies.  We already understand that 
the virus mutates but don't know what the next stage is ..... so 
you want to put a virus into your body and don't know how it 
will mutate and what effect that may have on your body.  It is 
known that there are many side effects of available drugs that 
have been on the market for years and yet they are advoca7ng 
untested vaccines (on which there is no comeback) rather than 
Ivermic7n which has a nobel prize and has thousands of proven 
data of its effec7veness.  We have lost sight of the fact that we 
have been blessed with an amazing immune system which 
func7ons really well given the right nutrients.  Sadly our food is 
so compromised and ar7ficial today which is why people are so 
unwell. Norma

2021-01-17 
10:11:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The ingredients. Effec7veness of vacine. Alterna7ves. Yusuf

2021-01-17 
08:39:14

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody can FORCE  anyone to be injected by the vaccine.  I do 
not believe in this covid rubbish. This is so the An7christ 
(illumina7) which the government is part of to establish the new 
world order, new world religion and new world money system. 
The fact is We the children of God must be ready for The 
Rapture. We need to pray for the unsaved people in our country 
and the government. Thank you. John

2021-01-17 
06:52:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Gideon

2021-01-16 
13:38:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe in vaccina7ons. Full STOP.  
VACCINATE Goverment/Ministers first. Seing an example of 
your trust in the vaccine. Prove to us as ci7zins that it is not 
another lie! We also need prove that, what they inject into you, 
is the bought vaccine. 
Allow us to refuse the vaccine,  as it is our cons7tu7onal right, 
without trea7ng us as criminals.  

Fran
2021-01-16 
12:36:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Roy

2021-01-16 
12:36:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Roy

2021-01-16 
12:33:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Only ci7zens who are prepared to risk their lives may take the 
vaccine as there are sauthen7c Leaders of African and other 
European countries that have raised concerns about the safety 
of the vaccine.  

Government should accept the pe77on by the 100 South African 
health prac77oners reques7ng that the President consider to 
conduct a n urgent review of the an7parasi7c drug Ivermec7n.  

We have head from all over the world that people get sick and 
die amer the administra7on of the vaccine. Mdu

2021-01-16 
12:32:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Roy

2021-01-16 
12:18:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my choice. I absolutely disagree with mandatory 
vaccina7on. It is my sovereign  right to choose what I put into my 
body. I have a robust immune system. More focus should be put 
on encouraging people to live a healthier lifestyle. 

Ivermec7n and hydroxy chloriqine have both proofed to be very 
safe and effec7ve medica7on marguerita

2021-01-16 
09:45:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It needs to be an individual choice to take it not be forced by 
government or anyone else.  I don't trust the vaccine !!! Elizabeth 

2021-01-16 
07:38:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Most decisions by Government are ques7onable and only to fill 
their own pockets. If they confront me in a Shopping Centre with 
vaccina7on, there will be a helluva commo7on!! Pio

2021-01-16 
06:04:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Shannon 

2021-01-15 
20:18:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Depopula7on of Africa then Asia. VACCINES takes years but we 
have VACCINES which have not been properly tested ready to be 
rolled out. Poli7cians should be first to take VACCINES and not 
health care workers.  Bill Gates the the Vax psycho should be 
thrown into a mental ins7tu7on and keys thrown away. Sarojini
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2021-01-15 
17:04:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The popula7on in SA is almost 60 million! Dr Fauce himself has 
said that in order for the efficacay of this vaccine, a minimum 0f 
80% of the popula7on has to be immunised.  On this fact alone, 
it makes absolutely no sense to start this process!  Besides, the 
vaccina7on has not been thoroughly tested and already  
shouldn't be taken if you have any allergies.!   It also contains 
aborted faecal maper, not to men7on the other harmful 
substances!  This virus has happened to us all because of all the 
toxins we all are exposed to in our foods and environment which 
has jeopardised our immune systems.. I strongly oppose taking 
this vaccine as it will further add to the toxicity to our immune 
systems and there are alterna7ves  which should be 
administered. Georgia

2021-01-15 
14:51:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No way, Hosay! Anyone mad enough to allow this rubbish shot 
into their veins are not thinking this through. Surviving the 
vaccine will be a bigger risk than geing covid. And no one will 
force me to take it. So they can take their "mandatory"  and s7ck 
it in the same place as their  5G towers they think they will put 
up on proper7es without consent or compensa7on! Charmaine

2021-01-15 
14:17:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory concern is one issue. Another is that it is apparent 
that none of the vaccines have been sufficiently tested yet. Right 
now I believe we are clutching desperately to a straw.  Our 
recovery rate compared to the USA or UK is also excellent! Derrick

2021-01-15 
14:10:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to the fact that this so called virus has a 98.8% survival rate I 
don’t feel it warrants the apen7on that it has been given & I 
don’t need a vaccine - I have a God given immune system to deal 
with these things!!  Making it mandatory is a human rights 
viola7on!! Althea

2021-01-15 
12:20:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sonja

2021-01-15 
11:57:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

there are alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n that has been used for 
decades in Africa.  in Australia, India and other countries it has 
been used for both preven7on and cure of the Corona virus 
within 48hrs. 
It is inexpensive, non lethal, few side effects  and readily 
available. 
BIG PHARMA is NOT  involved and government and private 
companies do NOT stand to make millions so our government 
stands to lose so they ban  it, this is disgus7ng. tom

2021-01-15 
11:03:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not undergone sufficient tes7ng. Elsewhere in 
the world people died amer being vaccinated. Opo

2021-01-15 
08:30:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government can't fix potholes, they to incompetent to roll out a 
vaccine that is ineffec7ve and dangerous as well as unethical. 
Covid recovery is well above 97%, this is not a pandemic. Rog

North West 13

2021-02-02 
13:31:03

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's my body. I have the right to know what's in the vaccine.  I 
want to know why I cant take ac7on against the company and 
person that provide the and injected the vaccine into my body , 
should I have an bad out come due to the vaccina7on. Rivona

2021-01-24 
15:19:46

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every living animal /organisms is born with an unalienable  right 
1: to breathe and ingest healthy life suppor7ng air, with 
op7mum amounts of oxygen, 2: clean water  3: healthy food and  
4: freedom of movement to support your need for shelter and 
work to sustain your life. As human beings we have another right 
and that is to speak, think and believe what is deemed to be true 
for each individual.  
 Mandatory  vaccina7ons.  This violates your right to choose 
what you ingest or put into your body and it violates your right 
to think and believe what you believe is best for your survival.   
1.  To force someone to take a vaccine or any other medical 
interven7on for that maper , is physical ASSAULT equal to RAPE.                
2.  I believe inges7ng body parts of your own kind i.e.  
cannibalism,  is the greatest abomina7on  and sin. The so called 
corona vaccines have aborted fetal 7ssue in them.    So taking 
the vaccine makes you a cannibal.  NO THANK YOU!                                           
3.  The Covid "vaccine" is no vaccine. A vaccine is supposed to 
stop you from infec7ng other people. It DOES NOT STOP THE 
SPREAD of the virus as it is widely adver7sed by the 
manufacturers.   4.  In a vaccine you are injected with a  
weakened form of the pathogen and your body builds its own 
immunity against the pathogen. In the Covid  "vaccine" your 
body's immune system is changed so that every cell produces 
the pathogen ( a synthe7c protein carrying the virus) that is why 
people who have been "vaccinated" all test posi7ve amer the 
"vaccina7on".  4. This is no vaccine, it is a medical interven7on 
and every person  has a right to say yes or no to any proposed 
medical interven7on.   5. This is new technology that has never 
been tested on humans, but it has been tested on animals with 
deadly results. The "vaccinated"  animals all died when they 
became exposed to the virus in the wild.  The immune system  
goes into overdrive,  the animals experienced what is known as a 
cytokine storm and died. So this A SUICIDE INJECTION!  NO 
THANK YOU.    6. It is every persons right to choose freely if he/ 
she wants to take the vaccine, that is your cons7tu7onal right. 7.  
ASSAULT, RAPE, CANNIBALISM and FORCED SUICIDE with new 
medical interven7ons is a CRIMINAL OFFENSE and totally 
uncons7tu7onal. Gabriele

2021-01-22 
15:04:42

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No medical treatment or vaccina7on should ever be mandatory.  
There is mul7ple evidence that vaccina7ons can be very harmful 
to health. 
I do not think that vaccina7on is necessary. 

There are many other diseases that have higher fatality rates 
than the supposed covid-related figures we are constantly fed. Jennifer
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2021-01-22 
15:04:42

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No medical treatment or vaccina7on should ever be mandatory.  
There is mul7ple evidence that vaccina7ons can be very harmful 
to health. 
I do not think that vaccina7on is necessary. 

There are many other diseases that have higher fatality rates 
than the supposed covid-related figures we are constantly fed. Jennifer

2021-01-18 
11:19:51

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No I do not agree.  Government makes a mess of every thing 
they touch, therefore in my opinion the roll out will be a messy 
business. 

Regarding mandatory vaccina7on, I will not be robbed of my 
right of free choice and forced into taking something that has 
not been proven effec7ve and for which there are suitable 
alterna7ve treatments. This whole virus thing has been blown 
out of propor7on to gain power and to rob individual or their 
rights. C O 

2021-01-16 
17:08:35

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government is well known for corrup7on. During the start of the 
pandemic PPE equipment was looted by government officials 
and swept under the rug. It should be brought in by the private 
sector in order to ensure the correct people receive the vaccine 
according to exposure and vulnerability. Government should not 
be the sole distributor and subsidies can be provided to the 
private sector to purchase these vaccines Maria

2021-01-16 
17:01:59

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Francie 

2021-01-16 
12:28:20

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's my body and no foreign  substance should be vaccinated into 
it in mandatory ways. 
I desire full control of what happens to my body.  
Our immune systems and healthy lifestyle should do the work. Thelma

2021-01-16 
08:07:22

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All current vaccines contain   animal /human protein, is 
recombinant  and trigger undesirable immune and neurological 
responses.  No cure, masks, social distancing will remain in 
place. India treat with Ivomec, vit D and Docyciclin.  RNa 
communicates with DNA, why put aborted fetusses and animal 
rna in humans....? Catharina 

2021-01-16 
07:32:49

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Except for the fact that this is a trial run to get people use to be 
vaccinated all previous flu injec7ons normally makes you ill - 
could it be the case here again and how would you handle that 
influx of pa7ent. 
The unemployment rate is going up and it is going to get worse 
towards 2030 how are you going to control the people by 
implan7ng a chip in them to control their  behavior papern and 
this is all the trail run to make them accep7ng vaccina7on  Ben

2021-01-15 
17:19:05

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This needs a lot more tes7ng befire I will believe that is safe. We 
should have a right to say what is put into our bodies and what 
not. Lynepe

2021-01-15 
12:37:49

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support this vaccine or any other vaccine. I do not 
support mandatory vaccine or tes7ng campaigns because this 
infringes on my rights of freedom of choice as a free ci7zen. 
Tried and tested alterna7ve treatments are available but banned 
by WHO and other health dictators. 

The fact that healthy debate on the origins of the virus and 
ingredients in the vaccine is censored and only the side of 
persons/ins7tu7ons who will benefit from selling the vaccine is 
promoted in the media and on social media flash huge red lights 
in my opinion. 

Last but not least, the ANC Government has proven itself over 
and over as being incompetent, I do not trust them. Ina

2021-01-15 
09:21:13

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine will alter your DNA and make you a puppit in the 
hands of the one world government that they are trying to form. 
People have died amer they received the vaccine and some have 
become lame. No thank you not for me! Carol

Eastern Cape 26

2021-02-01 
14:50:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Health of my body is my decision.  Even the UN & WHO say 
individuals must have choice in medica7on.  This vaccine is not a 
proper vaccine, has no long-term trials proving it safe and 
repor7ng by mainstream media is being suppressed of bad & 
serious side-effects.  The UK has only recently mandated that 
stats will not report records on this.  The fake messaging by 
government through this pandemic, constantly changing 
narra7ve, suppressing discussion & tyrannical behaviour is 
malicious and makes ci7zens not trust government or its 
decisions. 
 We are not children.  I will decide whether I will subject my 
body to this bogus "science".  Leave me alone. Barry

2021-01-31 
13:25:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marina

2021-01-26 
08:34:57

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Concern is that the vaccine may be harmful.  Ivermec7n and 
hydroxycloroquine have proved to be effec7ve and known to be 
safe. Carol 

2021-01-21 
15:08:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Under tested. Also , if recovery rate over 90% it is not necessary 
to vaccinate. I don't like the idea of no virus having been isolated 
to make the an7dote. Wanda 

2021-01-20 
18:25:44

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

we have the right to decide what goes in our body as Chris7ans i 
do not give my consent and thats it u have a choice 

Dorothea

2021-01-20 
09:19:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine was made too quickly and there are people overseas 
who have died from it. Big pharma making billions at the cost of 
people's health.  

Margaret
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2021-01-19 
13:54:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek Wil defini7ef nie ingeent word nie. Ek dink dit is deel van 
menseregte en dat almal self Kan besluit of julle die entstof Wil 
neem of nie. Esther

2021-01-18 
20:26:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The whole Civid 19 pandemic is a well known poli7cal scam 
enforced upon humanity. It's a Plan-demic to cripple the worlds 
economy and enslave the na7ons. On responding , I've just read 
read about the death toll in Norway , of vaccinated folk. This 
vaccine is not tried and tested and just considering the fact that 
the producer's of the vaccine enjoy total indemnity is a Gross 
human rights viola7on. No Government should be granted Carte 
Blanche with the mandatory implementa7on of a dangerous 
drug. Edwin

2021-01-18 
12:51:14

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Corinne

2021-01-17 
19:25:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine does not stop one from contrac7ng the virus and 
has a lower efficacy rate than a healthy individual. I am healthy. 
If I am forced to take this and it makes me sick, what recourse do 
I have?  NONE!! I will leave my life and death in God's hands not 
the medical crazies and greedy pharma companies. Elizabeth 

2021-01-17 
17:07:59

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on suenepe

2021-01-17 
14:19:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one has the right to tell me what I can and cannot put into 
my body. The vaccines have not been tested for long enough and 
there is no guarantee that it will be effec7ve against this strain of 
Covid or any other . I also cannot trust that the government has 
the popula7ons best interests at heart. Carol

2021-01-17 
11:19:27

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There  has been a lot of nega7ve info on this vaccina7on, which 
has never been the case with others. People must have the 
choice to refuse it. Health care workers too. Sue

2021-01-17 
08:57:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a responsible and well educated ci7zen of this country, I 
strongly believe in the right of every person to decide for him/
herself to be vaccinated or not.  NO ONE can be forced to have 
the vaccine - it is against all human rights and the free decision 
that is the right of every person. 
It is against all my beliefs and I will not be vaccinated. Maryna

2021-01-17 
08:53:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Invermec7m plus doxycycline and zink is being used successfully 
in both India and South Africa to both treat and protect people 
from geing CORONA - 19 virus. Why do we not follow their 
example as the success of the vaccine is not known at this stage 
and even effect some nega7vely. Jacobus 

2021-01-17 
07:40:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dont rush to roll out costly, unproven effec7veness of the 
vaccines which also have addi7onal health threats and no track 
record.  Rather rush to provide the people with cost effec7ve, 
safety proven medica7ons like Ivermec7n and hydroxichloroquin 
which will save lives NOW!!!! Marie

2021-01-17 
06:52:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have the right to choose alterna7ve medicines. I had a 
vaccine two years ago to protect my lungs, very expensive one 
and got influenza very badly the same year. I do not want any 
again Andy rather use vitamins. Most of all I believe that Jesus 
Christ is my Healer! Brenda

2021-01-16 
07:54:05

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been tested the way it should be tested. It is 
VERY uncons7tu7onal. You can not force me to take this and  I 
will refuse. Some people are having very bad side effects and 
some even die by taking it.    
 So if people die from taking it you, the goverment are 
commiing genocide and that is a crime against humanity and 
you should be charged accordingly. Jeremias

2021-01-16 
07:23:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The cost of the  purchase of these vaccines should nave come 
out of all the donated funds, but since those were stolen, now 
Tha tax payer has to cough up again! Apparently, what the 
president also agreed to is that unless one is a card carrying 
vaccine recipient, one will not be allowed into shops or any 
other public space. Now if a man with an emergency need for 
baby food gets arrested amer curfew, what will happen to the 
rest of us??? Denise 

2021-01-15 
17:27:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Die langtermyn effek7witeit is nie bewys nie. Maak entstof 
beskikbaar aan private dokters en apteke sodat mense dit 
vrywillig kan neem. Pasop dat dit nie n verkiesingslenter word 
nie Francois 

2021-01-15 
16:49:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been properly tested. 
Nor has it been shown to have any efficacy. 
In fact, it has damaged many humans already. 
Further, it is printed on the vaccine packaging that doctors 
receive that it affects fer7lity, but not on the packaging that the 
public receives. What is up with that? 
Mandatory vaccina7on is a viola7on of human rights. 
Lastly, there's no accountability to the vaccine creators, being 
that we can't sue if we are damaged by the vaccine. 
If any or all of these factors were addressed by government, I 
might not be wri7ng here right now! Mariehet

2021-01-15 
16:24:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Michelle

2021-01-15 
16:20:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Corona virus has been created by the PTB, so that it could 
be treated by a suspect vaccine. (Money,money, money) 
How can we trust this vaccine which has not been thoroughly 
tested. Research the ingredients and you will find a lot of scary 
stuff. 
It would be far beper to treat diseases using invermec7n which 
our corrupt government has tried to keep from the people. The 
risk of taking the vaccine far outweigh the risk of geing Covid. 
Neither I or my family will be taking this vaccine or any other 
vaccine in the future. We own our own bodies, not any 
government or corpora7on. Graham

2021-01-15 
15:00:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I like living and these vaccines kill older people. Mike
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2021-01-15 
14:20:07

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The vaccine is not safe and unnecessary. Jan

2021-01-15 
10:35:33

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support mandatory vaccina7on because the 
effec7veness of the vaccine has not been proved, as well as the 
fact that I would not have a say in the maper at all.  
Vaccinate all the poli7cians first, so that we can see it is safe. 
Amer they have bern vaccinated and the vaccine is proved as 
sasfe and effec7ve, they can ask for volunteers. Louise

Gauteng 121

2021-02-01 
12:44:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body. My choice. As proven by the recent deaths of people 
who had received vaccina7ons, I am definitely not volunteering 
for certain death. Vaccines take up to 10 years to create and yet 
this corrupt govt wants to force us to take vaccines created 
within months.  And for a virus which is no more dangerous than 
flu. If they stop fiddling with the stats, people will realise what 
the reality is. Ilse

2021-01-31 
22:51:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Germany has declared Astra Zeneca as unsafe for people over 65 
years of age.   Not enough research of the effec7veness of the 
vaccine and long term side effects are also a concern. Mariepe

2021-01-31 
21:13:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Susanna

2021-01-27 
23:01:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Government again proved that it is incompetent to deal of 
projects of this magnitude. It also is not transparent on the 
program and has dark agendas in this regard Bossie

2021-01-27 
16:05:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elza

2021-01-27 
15:17:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No intelligent person would take a China vaccine for a China 
virus manufactured in a lab in Wuhan. China is self serving and is 
certainly not our friend.  The vaccine is dangerous and there 
have been many and varied awful side effects. Why can we not 
use a medica7on of our choice which we know is safe and 
proven to be amazing as both preven7on and cure? 
Hydroxychloroquin and Ivermec7n are both highly effec7ve, safe 
tablets. Why would any government, knowing this, expect us to 
take the vaccines unless the mo7ve is to make a fortune from its 
sales, regardless of its risk to recipients?  Hillary

2021-01-27 
12:47:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Na vele ondersoeke en inlig7ng van goeie bronne is ek oortuig 
die vaccine is nie goed vir n mens se immuunstelsel nie. Dit lyk 
meer of dit poli7eke gedrewe besluit is deur n handvol skatryk 
mense wat die probleem ges7g het en nou die "oplossing" deur 
n "vax" gee sodat hulle biljoene kan maak daaruit en sommer 
hulle agenda 2030 aanhelp met uitwis van miljoene mense en 
die "covid" die skuld gee.  Die "shadow government" beheer die 
poli7eke mense in meeste lande - hul word gese wat om te 
doen. En die skape volg blindelings en loop self gewillig na die 
slagpale toe.      Mense word nou baie vinnig wakker.      Tyd dat 
ons ons menseregte weer self in ons eie hande neem. 

Ek stem glad nie saam met hierdie agenda nie. Willa

2021-01-25 
13:34:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

   

Not enough research has been done to secure safety of this 
vaccine  
nor do the Pharmaceu7cal  Companies have to take 
responsibili7es for any serious side effects. Therefore it must 
never be mandatory. M

2021-01-25 
11:15:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ci7zens should be able to decide for themselves whether to be 
vaccinated or not. Annepe

2021-01-24 
16:48:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Once something is imposed hgon people there are  evil mo7ves 
involved.  People should be given the right to say  YES  OR NO. 
Nobody forced me to vote for anty poli7cal party in this country!  
Nobody should force a vaccine on me if I don't want it.  My body 
does not belong to SA Government - it is my body ! Period. Pascalinah

2021-01-24 
15:18:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No controlling our freedom of choice. No covid19 passport to 
imprison us to the "powers in control". freddie

2021-01-22 
15:39:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I no longer TRUST MY GOVERNMENT.I NOW SEE THEM BEING 
PART OF A COMMUNITY OF EVIL MINDED MEN AND 
WOMEN.MANKIND  HAS REALLY GONE TO THE DOGS, I NEVER IN 
MY LIFE EXPECTED THAT MY GOVERNMENT CAB STOOP SO LOW 
IN KILLING ITS CITIZENS.HERE IS THE SOLUTION, WE HAVE TO 
STAND FIRM  AND SAY - A VACCINE WE WANT HAS TO BE 
MANUFACTURED IN SOUTH AFRICA BY SOUTH AFRICAM 
SCIENTIST, WE DO HAVE THEM.MR PRESIDENT, YOU HAVE 
FAILED US TOFETHER WITH YOUR ENTIRE GOVERNNENT.WHY DO 
YOU NOW WANT TO SILENCE THE PEOPLES CHAMPION  IN OUR 
LEGAL GURU  JUSTICE MOGOENG MOGOENG, LET ME REMIND 
YOU OF GOD'S OWN WORDS - IF YOU REVERT BACK TO  YOUR 
SINS WE WILL REVERT BACK TO OUR  PUNISHMENT.CALL ON ALL 
THOSE YOU ARE WITH, TO ASSIST YOU ...  ALL OF YOU WILL 
BURN IN HELL FOREVER.YOU HAVE GONE TOO FAR THIS TIME 
NOW MR PRESIDENT, I SHUDDER  WHEN I THINK OF THE 
RETRIBUTION AWAITING YOU TOGETHER WITH, WHO, BILL 
GATES AND ALL HIS EVIL MINDED STOOGES WHO HAVE MADE 
WORLDLY GAINS THEIR GOD.......??? Tsombere

2021-01-22 
11:46:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am against mandatory vaccina7on, the vaccine is s7ll 
experimental the long term side effects are not known therefore 
it is experimental.. the speed at which a COVID-19 vaccine is 
being pursued increases the risks of unforeseen condi7ons. Who 
is liable for side-effects One should have a choice and what 
about liability waivers. Ralph

2021-01-22 
06:29:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No mandatory vaccine.  Dont trust it.  Individuals to decide for 
themselves. Rita
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2021-01-21 
19:42:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on,  in the presence of other well 
documented and proven medicines, is totally unacceptable.  
These vaccines are being tested on the popula7on instead of 
safeguarding our health and should be clinically tested and 
proven over a period of 7me.  
Let  poli7cians be used as test specimens and be vaccinated first 
- any deaths would then be no loss.  
If this pandemic is this real - why not make use of ANY available 
cure? If my fan-belt fails, I'll use my wife's pantyhose un7l I reach 
the first cer7fied dealer! DAWID

2021-01-21 
11:56:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly: The ANC government track record is that of stealing and 
corrup7on. This covid roll out is just another opportunity for the 
government cronies to  corrupt and steal.  The higher the 
sta7s7cs, the greater the funding from WHO  who will then 
dictate further.  
Secondly: This vaccine is an experimental vaccine. It has not 
been  fully tested. Under all medical requirements, it should not 
be cer7fied as safe. If our government were truly for the people, 
they would ins7tute their own tes7ng to see if it was safe for the 
people. How can we  just take their word and allow this . The 
vaccine that we, SA uses should first be tested and cer7fied by 
South Africa. 
Thirdly: Ivermec7n and Hydroxychloroquin are two fully tested 
and medically cer7fied treatments for covid viruses across the 
board. Why have these treatments been ignored and taken off 
the prescrip7on list. Because someone somewhere will not be 
able to control and make money out of this tragedy and with the 
poor quality of leadership in Africa, this con7nent is a gold mine 
for those despicable individuals. 
Finally: Being forced to take an untested, non cer7fied 
experimental vaccine infringes on my rights and my intelligence. 
Imposing restric7ons on me for not taking this vaccine is  a 
cons7tu7onal viola7on of my rights. NEVER. Charles

2021-01-21 
07:10:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I actually support ALL those concerns men7oned. This is a very 
evil agenda!! Marguerite

2021-01-20 
21:29:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am troubled by the fact that this vaccine is not tested as it 
should like all other vaccines. It is being used on human beings 
who are now the Guinea pig for a treatment that is not proven 
100% effec7ve. I am not going to take the vaccine because my 
immune system designed by God was and will be sufficient for 
any illnes that comes my way, even Covid 19. My body was 
created by God to His image and I will not allow any government 
to change what God created. Maria

2021-01-20 
13:25:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not think it's safe. One should have the right to choose. Try 
Ivermec7n - its used successfully elsewhere . Kira

2021-01-20 
12:05:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If there are 1.5 million  vaccines ordered and 65 million people in 
SA that's know. 
and they have to be vaccinated twice.  Where is all the money 
coming from and why does it have to be mandatory?  This 
means only 750 thousand will be vaccinated.  There are some 
overseas that have died from the vaccine.  There are also faulty 
vaccines.  It seems that only the health workers will receive and 
not the police and ambulance etc.  Vaccine passports are against 
my freedom of choice and against my Chris7an beliefs Cedric

2021-01-20 
10:20:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be forced into something I don't want especially if it 
comes from our very corrupt government. Not nearly enough 
tes7ng and there have been many cases of people who have 
died amer geing vaccinated with Covid-19 Miriam

2021-01-20 
07:42:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This  vaccine has not been tested on humans and is here only a 
control  mechanism.  To create a covid  passport for control in 
the name of health. Our president is in bed with the illumina7.  
He has sold his soul to the devil.  What happened to his faith in 
Jesus Christ.  Money has got the beper of him. He has been 
chosen to destroy Africa. 
To murder black people who are not part of the financial system 
and reduce the popula7on by 7 billion people.  
How do you sleep knowing what you are doing and having the 
blood of millions on your hand.  Hell is wai7ng for you Mr 
president. Repent before many die. John

2021-01-20 
03:35:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am very concerned that we will be bullied into taking this 
vaccine by prohibited travel shopping, government clinic care, 
state pension. 
I went into a chemist to buy an7 malaria pills which have been 
proven highly effec7ve by frontline doctors used in conjunc7on 
with zinc in the USA but was refused because I did not have a 
doctor's prescrip7on. This used to be an over-the-counter 
medicine. Why now all of a sudden it is unobtainable. Does the 
government WANT to force the vaccine on us? 
I don't trust a vaccine which was rushed without proper tes7ng.  
I don't trust vaccines which notoriously have aborted baby 
mareial in it.  
I don't believe the death rate figures which is used to put such 
fear in us that we blindly accept the vaccines . 
I won't take the vaccine Etrecia 

2021-01-19 
21:11:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine, just like the "virus" are biological weapons, created 
by the NWO to establish world dominance. 

The vaccine's purpose is to make people sick.  

I WILL NOT TAKE IT !!!!!!!! Jack

2021-01-19 
13:25:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am very wary of vaccina7ons because how could they possibly 
have found one so very soon when normally they take two years 
or more to get approved. Very fishy. Secondly I have so many 
allergic reac7ons that I would never take the vaccine! The only 
7me I took a flu injec7on I got it and badly so I will not be taking 
a vaccine for sure! Kathleen
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2021-01-19 
13:08:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

these vaccines have NOT been proved to be safe. there have 
been many deaths and damage caused to people who've had it. 
this covid virus is NOT as deadly as made out to be. usually covid 
viruses mutate when interfered with, so what's the point? will 
vacines cure you? no. will it preven you from geing covid? no.  
will you be able to claim compensa7on for injury or death 
caused by the vaccine? no.  so stop this nonsense (BS!) already!  

m

2021-01-19 
10:38:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think that it is criminal to implement this vaccine, as it is in the  
xperimental stage and is not proven to be effec7ve at all.   There 
are many unknowns and side effects seen already, as well as 
death.  I think it is actually a plan by the WHO to kill our 
popula7on.  I totally oppose it.   

The informa7on on it is not being supplied to people, so that 
that can make an informed choice. 

Whatever medica7ons are put into our bodies is a maper of 
CHOICE, so to make a vaccine MANDATORY is a complete 
overstep of power by government.  I do not support this in way 
at all. SHANE

2021-01-19 
10:24:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not safe. Must be a choice Tracy 

2021-01-19 
09:14:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am an avid reader, listener to the much posted literature, talks 
etc. on vaccina7ons. There is no guarantee that the vaccine is 
safe for human consump7on. There is so much talk, by experts 
and non experts that the vaccine is laced with so much 
unnecessary maper, including human embryonic maper, and the 
so called nano technology that has poten7al to change the 
human dna.  

As a  Bible believing Chris7an I am convinced that there is a 
hidden agenda on the part of governments and world leaders to 
force the world popula7on to have the vaccine which in the long 
run will lead to unknown complica7ons, possibly un7mely 
deaths. Vaccines need years to develop and tes7ng takes many 
trials. This vaccine is "miraculously" ready for consump7on now, 
unbelievable and impossible.  There is a study done by Dr Paul 
Thomas in the USA wherein he has seen that children that have 
not been vaccinated are healthier in the long run than children 
that have been vaccinated. We are created to be able to fight 
illnesses naturally. The herd immunity can be reached by being 
exposed naturally. There as other products and medica7ons, 
inexpensive at that, which is freely available to treat covid 19. Judy

2021-01-19 
08:55:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The en7re vaccine rollout worldwide has been rushed, like an 
express train hurtling down the tracks with an unconsciousious  
driver at the wheel. 

I don't want it and refuse to have it. There are countless reports 
of recipients of the vaccine dying almost immediately 
amerwards, or suddenly developing Bells Palsy or experiencing 
facial paralysis. Eve

2021-01-18 
23:32:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines are immorally produced using baby parts, 
murder of innocent children. I am pro-life and would never 
support this agenda, which i understand is part of the  global 
Great Reset agenda. The virus is 99% curable using alterna7ve 
means, even natural organic products, hence these vaccines are 
totally unnecessary. No covid vaccine has ever worked said an 
American doctor. 
I believe that these CVD vaccines are deadly and have caused 
more harm than good. Many people globally have died amer 
taking it. 
I refuse to take these immorally produced vaccines or any 
vaccine at all. God gave us natural means of healing our bodies. Claudia 

2021-01-18 
20:31:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What added value does the vaccine hold?  Will it stop you 
contrac7ng the virus? Will it stop you spreading the virus amer 
coming in contact with the virus? Will be side effects? To many 
ques7ons with no credible answers Stephan
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2021-01-18 
19:32:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccine for corona is necessary. 
Especially not an experimental, untested, DNA-altering one. 
Standard treatments for any corona are tried and tested and 
sufficient. 
Case Fatality Rate as well as Infec7on Fatality Rate figures prove 
there is no grounds for perceiving this as a "disaster". 
 This was confirmed by the High Court Order of July and ac7oned 
by October 2020. 
But Reason and the High Court are summarily ignored by 
con7nuing the narra7ve (people ac7ng with apparent impunity 
above the law and refusing to admit factual reality). 
Even hin7ng at mandatory ac7ons and the very real abusive 
behavior of criminalising wearing of masks, brutal suppression of 
protests, stripping ci7zens of the basic human right of choice, is 
nothing else but a gross crime against humanity. 
We do not need a government to tell us how to handle and care 
for our health, we need truthful and accurate informa7on 
without censoring to make our own choice on the best way to 
handle our health, in our environment. 
The CFR of the world clearly show that countries with the 
strictest mandatory regimes had the worst outcomes and in 
stark contrast the countries with the least had the best 
outcomes. 
Keeping us confined, masked, inac7ve, economically crippled, 
censored informa7on and stripped of the freedom to choose the 
best way to look amer our own health, is extremely unhealthy 
living and the root cause of the perceived problem. 
It is not going to be solved by a mandatory, untested, 
experimental, DNA-altering drug, miraculously produced in 6 
months, and already hinted that there will be others to follow 
because this one is not going to even prevent anything. 
While standard treatment of coronas s7ll work just fine as 
always since 1950. Michiel

2021-01-18 
19:07:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccinate those that wants it but let us have a choice as per the 
cons7tu7on. Steve

2021-01-18 
15:25:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want the vaccine to be forced on me. It should be 
mandatory and I should not be denied access to shops, 
hospitals, airplanes, etc. if I have not been vaccinated. The side 
effects and long term side effects are not known.  The death rate 
is compari7vely low.  We will never get rid of the virus due to 
poli7cs and lockdowns which make people and children sick as it 
lowers their immunity due to lack of fresh air and exercise.  I 
would rather die from corona virus than to be manipulated and 
controlled by  Government. It lies about its so-called care for my 
health; thy do not care for my health, because I am hindered to 
go and see a doctor if I am sick other than corona. It is such a 
game. Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates are concerned about control 
and money; my health is not an issue. People are made 
depressingly sick due to lockdowns and abnormal treatment of a 
disease. 

Hendrik

2021-01-18 
15:12:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that the vaccine is safe or effec7ve.  There has 
not been enough research done. A normal flue vaccine has 
caused me enough side effects and illness and that is why I never 
take it. A corona virus injec7on is not to be trusted to be safe. If 
all the rules and regula7ons are applied the virus can be 
mi7gated without the need for a vaccine. It should be my choice 
whether  I want the vaccine or not. If the  rumours that we are 
going to be  forced to get vaccinated are true; it just highlights all 
our reasons to distrust this so-called solu7on to a virus. The 
government does not care about our health; it seems as if we 
are deliberately being made  bankrupt in the name of protec7ng 
us. There are  already too many inconsistencies and lies reported 
about this pandemic. Surely,  something is very wrong. Why 
would people be forced.  This is again a wide open door for 
abuse in all kinds of forms, regarding money and corrup7on. Our 
Government of SA excells in those areas.  I do not trust the 
vaccine and the fact that it will be forced on us by denying us air 
7ckets, access to shops etc. Leonie

2021-01-18 
08:56:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Danie

2021-01-18 
08:20:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In my opinion, the vaccine should not be imported and given to 
our people as it has not been proven effec7vely yet. 
As a doctor in Zambia pointed out, we should wait and see what 
happens amer some other countries have inoculated their 
ci7zens. If it is found to be of benefit, THEN inoculate our 
ci7zens. WE must not be used as guinea pigs for others.  
The ques7on as why the urgency to inject our ci7zenry so 
urgently. Is there perhaps an ulterior reason of self enrichment 
and corrup7on connected to this urgency? 
How is it that certain members of parliament received rather 
large packages when our country is facing bankruptcy and our 
currency is rubbished. 
In conclusion, let us wait and see what happens to the ci7zens of 
other countries before we are inoculated with the Pfizer rubbish. JOE

2021-01-18 
08:20:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do NOT believe this so-called vaccine is in fact a vaccine.  It will 
not stop transmission and will not prevent one from geing 
another so-called variant of the same flu strain.   There have 
been many documented cases of death from people who 
allowed themselves to be injected with this poison.   The WHO 
and all the other 'experts' are blatantly lying to the world about 
covid.    I dont believe the world should have been locked down 
in the first place and will not be taking any vaccine linda

2021-01-18 
06:33:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Enrique
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2021-01-18 
03:03:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If vaccine protects, people who not take it should not be forced 
because they won't give their Corona virus to those that have 
taken vaccine Lindi

2021-01-18 
01:09:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Terry

2021-01-17 
21:23:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly freedom of choice in a supposed democracy (hmm) if one 
chooses not to be vaccinated then so be it. Secondly if one has 
already been posi7ve and been through the virus and fully 
recovered and obviously built up an7bodies why on earth be 
subjected to the vaccine ? Archibald 

2021-01-17 
19:21:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on This vaccine is not proven safe. I will not take it. Maryna

2021-01-17 
17:04:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These experimental vaccines are new and there is no guarantee 
that there will not be side effects, eg auto immune disease, 
death, etcetera. There are safe, cheaper and effec7ve 
medica7ons available, eg Ivermecton, Hydroxycloroquine, etc. 
Don't force people to take these experimental vaccines. Have a 
good working conscience and wisdom. We will all stand before 
Almighty God for our words and decisions. My body is a temple 
of the Holy Spirit. I will not take any experimental vaccine. Susanna 

2021-01-17 
14:56:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Require a proven track record of the effec7veness of the vaccine.  Cindy

2021-01-17 
14:47:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This Government is simply not trustworthy. They have proved 
that to the ci7zens of South Africa. It is common knowledge...we 
all know their subversive ac7ons are not in the  interest of 
health. They are aligned with the NWO....the President is  their 
puppet. I have a right to refuse this junk. Llewellyn

2021-01-17 
14:17:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day, Just one ques7on, has anybody EVER seen a new 
vaccine rolled out so quickly ? They have been trying to 
develope a vaccine  for so many other condi7ons INCLUDING a 
flue vaccine, unsucessfully, for years. Howcome they 
miraculously have developed this par7cular vaccine in a number 
of months, apparently for such a 'DEADLY' virus. 
I'm sorry, but I'm not buying the properganda associated with 
this.  Follow the money. This nonsense has absolutely nothing to 
do with helping people recover from this apparent condi7on. 
People have been reduced to fear, so therefore they can be 
controlled. Also, whoever heard of tes7ng to see if you're 
actually sick. surely one would know if one was actually unwell ? 
For example, we don't get tested for flue ? I'm sorry, but they 
can keep their vaccine. sion 

2021-01-17 
13:38:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It has already been proven without a shadow of a doubt that this 
"vaccine" has been tailor made to 
a) Change the molecular structure of the body to make it more 
succeptable for future mandatory "vaccine" which 
b) Leads to the recipient's death. 
It has been reported world wide that many pa7ents have died as 
a DIRECT result of this diabolical vaccine. Kobus

2021-01-17 
13:22:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have listened to an eminent Canadian Doctor,  Dr. Stephen 
Malthouse who was interviewed on Bridge TV on 3rd. January by 
Jeanepe Rocher. This can be viewed on Facebook. He  spoke 
about the Corona Virus and he says everything that the 
authori7es are telling is lies. There is a hidden agenda behind 
the whole pandemic and the way governments are dealing with 
it. He says the measures taken to prevent the spread of the 
disease are totally ineffec7ve! This includes social distancing, 
wearing of face masks (which are more harmful to you 
personally, as they interfere with your breathing) and that the 
vaccine is ineffec7ve and not been tested correctly! Eion 

2021-01-17 
11:45:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on is a viola7on of my human rights. There 
is much proof that the vaccina7ons contain aborted fetal 7ssue, 
and there are also tes7monies of severe side effects the 
vaccina7ons. Instead of using poorly proven vaccines, the 
government can much rather legalise chloroquine and 
Ivermec7n, for which there is a lot of evidence that it is highly 
effec7ve in healing the disease, as well as preven7ng it. Both 
products have been on the market for many years, resul7ng in 
long term tes7ng, as compared to these novel vaccines that are 
now used, without proper tes7ng and valida7on. Johan

2021-01-17 
11:07:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

From all the doctors, friends and informa7on which is available 
worldwide, we know this is not safe.  Let the poli7cians take it 
first but tests that it’s Truly the COVID-19 vaccine. People have 
already died or had reac7ons to it. It’s murder, if you force 
us!!!!! 

Michèle 
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2021-01-17 
10:52:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We, the Public have no recourse to sue the Pharmaceu7cal 
companies for damages caused by their vaccines. The 
Government is taking the responsibility for this roll-out.  
I want to see that the Government take on full responsibility for 
the safety and efficacy of this vaccine and declare themselves 
liable for civil/criminal ac7on from the public should the vaccine 
prove to be harmful. 
I have yet to see extensive test results done on human beings. 
This virus mutates frequently (this is what viruses do). A new 
vaccine will be required for every muta7on. How will this task be 
performed by a Government who has proven themselves useless 
in all aspects of SOE’s. 
Deaths and illnesses due to this vaccine is reported throughout 
the world. 
• Israelis suffer facial paralysis due to the vaccine 
• hpps://www.rt.com/news/512736-israel-facial-
paralysis-13-covid-vaccine/ 
•  
• 55 Americans died due to the vaccine 
• hpps://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/55-americans-
have-died-following-covid-vaccina7on-norway-deaths-rise-29 
• Health Experts Call For Suspension of Pfizer Vaccina7on 
among Elderly amer Norway deaths 
• hpps://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/norway-sounds-
alarm-over-vaccine-risks-elderly-frail-amer-23-deaths 
• The Government’s should respond to our own local 
medical exper7se and not the WHO, who has their own agenda. 
• The Government should provide guidelines for the 
people most at risk and allow them to look amer themselves. 

Steve

2021-01-17 
10:40:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines need TIME to be properly tested , we have no idea of 
the long term damage That may be caused by these rushed 
vaccines! Some scien7sts say you can never get herd immunity 
from corona viruses ! Treatment op7ons are best eg . Ivermec7n 
( an old Nobel prize winner , on list of WHO as an essen7al 
medicine! ) and seems to work on covid as well as it’s intended 
func7on as an an7 parasi7c drug ! 
Can be used as a treatment and as a preven7on! Jenny

2021-01-17 
09:54:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on There are beper solu7ons  than vacina7on. marianne

2021-01-17 
09:53:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is what happens when you take experimental covid-19 
vaccine 

hpp://www.google. co.za/amp/s/greatgameindia.com/body-
convulsions-moderna-vaccine/amp/ mariana

2021-01-17 
09:46:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine vic7m, 13th January 2021 - Brighteon 
hpps://www.brighteon.com/embed/
c7142315-5479-4b69-875d-14b0960c8710 
2.Walter Veith & Mar7n Smith - To Vax Or Not To Vax? What's 
Up, Prof? 46 
hpps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7mR3G3_0zQ 

mariana

2021-01-17 
07:58:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have more than one concern. Firstly, I am totally opposed to 
the mandatory vaccina7on! To make it mandatory is a viola7on 
of our human rights and according to ar7cles I have read, this 
will be a way for the government to control our lives and restrict 
our movements. Another viola7on of our basic human rights! 
Secondly, there is a well known drug which is available and 
effec7ve for the treatment and preven7on of the Corona Virus, 
namely Ivermec7n. Why isn't that being made available to us, 
the general public? Trials conducted in other parts of the world 
have shown it to be 100% effec7ve, so why the reluctance to 
authorise it's use? It's got to have something to do with the fact 
that there is no big pharmaceu7cal company driving it and the 
obvious reason is that there is no money to be made! People are 
dying, yet the authori7es are turning a blind eye to a proven 
drug that will prevent further unnecessary deaths! Why?? 
Thirdly, I have no confidence in not only the efficacy of the 
vaccines, but also whether they are safe. Normally it takes years 
of trials to produce and effec7ve vaccine. How then is it possible 
to produce a safe and effec7ve vaccine in 6 months? Hence my 
concern and reluctance to want to accept any vaccine. I have 
never even had a flu vaccine in my 63 years on this planet. I'm 
not about to willingly accept an unproven vaccine just because 
the authori7es are making it mandatory. I refuse to take it and 
I've told my family to do the same......... Colin

2021-01-17 
07:57:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I should have the right to refuse any vaccine which I feel is 
untested and unsafe. I adhere to all the other mandatory laws 
regarding covid19. This if course is another means by which 
corrup7on takes place and to be honest I don't believe the 
vaccine has any  benefit at all. I haven't seen on tv the poli7cians 
taking it and if they do make a show of taking it. I won't believe 
it is the vaccine anyway and not just saline or plain water Ruth

2021-01-17 
07:13:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have the right to decide what I put in my body and what I don't. 
No one will tell me otherwise. Andrew

2021-01-17 
06:31:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't want to be forced to be vaccinated. I'd prefer effec7ve 
medicine to be distributed Isabella 

2021-01-17 
06:08:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa is a hard won democracy - making the vaccine 
mandatory infringes on the rights of those people like me who 
react very very badly to all medica7on.  There are always some 
people who have side effects to drugs & I’m one of them Judy
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2021-01-17 
00:41:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it is wrong to force or coerce people by any means about 
what they put into their bodies.  it should be about CHOICE.  

Firms, Airlines, Banks, Shops should not be allowed to 
discriminate against those who say no or those who say yes. 

There is alterna7ve Medicine for those who don't want vaccines  

The fact that the Pharmaceu7cals have immunity from 
prosecu7on if the vaccines turn out to cause harm. 

There is also the Moral side that I don't agree with and that is 
aborted human cells in it. 

Judy

2021-01-17 
00:39:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it is wrong to force or coerce people by any means about 
what they put into their bodies.  it should be about CHOICE.  

Firms, Airlines, Banks, Shops should not be allowed to 
discriminate against those who say no or those who say yes. 

There is alterna7ve Medicine for those who don't want vaccines  

The fact that the Pharmaceu7cals have immunity from 
prosecu7on if the vaccines turn out to cause harm. 

There is also the Moral side that I don't agree with and that is 
aborted human cells in it. 

Judy

2021-01-16 
23:50:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africans have suffered  hellish treatment from this present 
government. 
People are hungry while those who embezzled their money are 
walking free.  
I believe what South Africa need at this moment is food, jobs, 
ability to truly earn a living and not this Bill GATES concoc7on 
called vaccine. 
Its a project that will fail woefully as far as i am concerned. 
 dr king

2021-01-16 
21:48:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no need for a vaccine as this virus is treated successfully 
if done early. Instead of talking vaccins,the government should 
advise the public about preventa7ve op7ons like taking 
supplements and allowing treatment with Ivermec7n which has 
been proven to be very effec7ve. Eileen

2021-01-16 
21:39:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Since there is no proof of effec7veness I do not want it. Johannes

2021-01-16 
20:10:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Eliizabeth 

2021-01-16 
18:12:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

NONE OF THE VACCINES HAVE BEEN THROUGH THE PROPER 
CHANNELS OF FEDERAL HEALTH INVESTIGATION. NO PROOF 
THAT IT WORKS. 

NONE OF THE VACCINES WORK. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN BY SOME 
SIDE EFFECTS AND DEATHS ALREADY === WHAT ABOUT LONG 
TERM. 

A LOT OF NONSENCE AND THE CONTENTS OF THE VACCINE ARE 
CRIMINAL TO SAY THE LEAST. IT'S ONLY PURPOSE IS FOR 
DEPOPULATION AND TO CHANGE OUR DNA TO MAKE US 
ZOMBIES.  THERE ARE OTHER ALTERNATIVES LIKE IVERMECTIN 
AND HYDRO CHLOXOCLORINE AND MANY OTHERS I AM SURE. 

IT IS ABSOLUTELY A LOT OF NONSENCE,  MARK OF THE BEAST!!! 

LILIAN

2021-01-16 
16:51:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mo7va7on.All the Presidents suppor7ng this roll out  HAVE EVIL 
INTENTIONS.TO ME IT IS CRYSTALL CLEAR WITHOUT ANY ATOM 
OF DOUBT.THIS MOVE TO ANNIHILATE GOD'S CHILDREN IN 
THEIR MILLIONS IS SHEER TWENTIETH CENTURY 
ATROCITY.MANKIND HAS GONE TO THE DOGS.WE VOTED FOR 
THESE KILLERS AND THEY ARE SHOWING US THAT THEY DO NOT 
CARE FOR US.SOLUTION - THIS CALLS FOR A REVOLUTION, IN 
SOUTH AFRICA WE HAVE OUR OWN SCIENTISTS LET THEM 
PRODUCE OUR OWN VACCINE PERIOD.BILL GATES TOGETHER 
WITH HIS STOOGES MUST AND WILL TASTE OUR MIGHT.I AM 
PREPARED TO GIVE MY LIFE FOR THIS REVOLUTION.WE HAVE 
GOD ON OUR SIDE.AMEEN, AMEEN, AMEEN.LA  HAULA WA LAA 
QUWWATAH ILLAH BILLAH WHICH MEANS - THERE IS NO POWER 
AND NO STRENGTH EXCEPT WITH GOD THE ALLMIGHTY THE 
MOST HIGH.

Zakariya 
Tsombere

2021-01-16 
15:28:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with mandatory vaccines  this is against peoples 
human rights  a vaccine that has been rolled out amer just less 
than a year is suspect.  Is this another form of control.  The 
vaccine companies are just amer making money and the 
government want their share as well. 
If you fall ill amer this jab there is no come back to the 
companies so that should make you think very hard about even 
thinking about taking this jab. celia

2021-01-16 
14:50:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I dont want to be jabed with out guarantee Berdine 
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2021-01-16 
12:34:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that, it is my body, and I therefore should have a say as to 
whether, 
 I want the vaccine or not. 

As stated with other choices, such as abor7on (not that I believe 
in it), 
we should be given the choice. Brenda

2021-01-16 
11:46:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Newe effekte is dodelik vir enige een wat dit neem Johanna

2021-01-16 
11:39:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think the vaccine shoyld be made available only to those who 
want to take it. 
This virus is not nearly as deadly as they made it out to be...alot 
of this was about crea7ng fear knowing it would give them the 
opportunity to take full control and take away oyr freedoms 
along with it! Mike 

2021-01-16 
11:33:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I HAVE A GREAT DISTRUST WITH ANYTHING THE GOVERNMENT 
PUTS OUT RE THIS VIRUS. BE IT STATS, MEASURES VACCINES ETC. 
FROM THE VERY BEGINNING THERE HAVE BEEN SO MANY 
OUTRIGHT LIES, INNUENDOS AND VAGUE STATEMENTS THAT 
THE ONLY CONCLUSION I MAY REACH IS THAT THE ONLY REAL 
THING IN EXISTENCE IS THE VIRUS. GOVERNMENTS ARE 
FLOPPING AROUND LIKE  HEADLESS CHICKENS, SPURTING OUT 
STAEMENTS AND COUNTER STATEMWNTS, I WILL NOT BE 
COERCED INTO INJECTIONG ANYTHING INTO MY BLOODSTREAM 
THAT HAS NOT BEEN THOROUGHLY TESTED AND PROVEN emmanuel

2021-01-16 
11:27:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe the news about the NWO wan7ng to kill off one third of 
the world star7ng in Africa. I will not be poisoned or chipped 
with this vaccine. I believe that the opportunity chipping via 
nasal swabbing is already in process. If i cant func7on with out a 
chip, will take my chances. I WILL NOT BE VACCINATED OR 
CHIPPED WILLINGLY. Charmaine

2021-01-16 
11:03:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Norman

2021-01-16 
08:47:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough trials. How can a vaccine make you immune if your 
own bodies immunity system cannot build up immunity by its 
self. If the protocols will stay inplace amer vaccina7on what is the 
purpose of geing the vaccine. Elzepe

2021-01-16 
08:43:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why does it take years to develop other vaccines but less than a 
year to develop the Covid vaccine, I don’t believe the efficacy 
has even had 7me to be proven. Coll

2021-01-16 
08:28:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one should be forced to take ANY KIND of vaccina7on! 
1) This would be Uncons7tu7onal 
2) Some people like myself are allergic to many things, and may 
be very badly affected, and can even die from, it! (Or is this 
maybe the hidden purpose of this so called, vaccine)? I have 
never even had the flue vaccine, out of fear of the, above! Hubert

2021-01-16 
07:49:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You were not voted in to government to become our dictator, 
you were voted in to work for the people and make sure that 
there are services provided. Fix the hospitals, employ doctors 
and nurses. There are good alterna7ves to the vaccine that are 
much cheaper. Marilyn

2021-01-16 
07:31:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on    Michael

2021-01-16 
07:21:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is an experimental vaccine that was not proven safe to use. 
We must have a choice in the maper. Loki

2021-01-16 
05:11:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why does the anc regem not listening, what  the wold have to 
say about the vaccin and covid 19, that the vaccine is just a  a 
way of controling the world by the new age movment. 
anc regeme,   God is the creator of the whole world, and every 
thing that is on it.  
The breath in every living creature, belong to God, be warned, 
that God can and will take His breath away, from any one that 
does not do His will. 
That include you ramaposa, chinees  or new world order or bill 
gates and george sorros. 
Be warned, light your candle like the President of Zambia. Dirk

2021-01-15 
20:15:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not safe J ohan

2021-01-15 
20:15:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not subject myself to it. It is not developed by our own 
South African Scien7sts and Doctors. This undermines the 
intellect of our country. The greed and dependency on other 
countries has sold us out body and soul. The WHO is 
inves7ga7ng the origin of this virus and we are busy wan7ng to 
vaccine the people. This is absurd. Use the money to build our 
health system and all other areas sothat we can become a strong 
country. Judith 

2021-01-15 
19:07:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccine is necessary for a virus from which almost 99% of 
people who get it..recover..and mostly WITHOUT any medical 
treatment. 
Rather make Ivermecton..and hydroxy chloroquine freely 
available  these have been used over many years safely..the 
vaccine has not been...and the pharmaceu7cal companies 
cannot be held accountable  (by kaw) for any adverse effects. Claudia

2021-01-15 
18:11:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why must I be forced to take a vaccine,if I have a 90% chance of 
recovery  without it? Reinhold
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2021-01-15 
17:46:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Apart from "over my dead body" and this farce being nothing 
more than a type of flu which as with any flu depends on ones 
health as to the severity of it.   If in general good health, a day or 
two in bed together with some sort of medica7on and sensible 
precau7ons should be all that is required. 
What should be of greater concern is the enforcement of the 
wearing of a mask.  Breathing in the very same carbon dioxide 
one has just expelled into a mask, will cause great harm to one’s 
lungs.    And therein lays the real issue.  Come next winter those 
with compromised lungs will feel the full brunt of this 
enforcement.           
Just a ques7on, how come those who live in densely populated 
seplements where very few  wear masks, the stats don’t seem to 
indicate mass cases of this pLandemic or deaths.  
BEFUSED AND BEFUDDLED but then so is the en7re world.   

Janeen

2021-01-15 
17:43:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Apart from "over my dead body" and this farce being nothing 
more than a type of flu which as with any flu depends on ones 
health as to the severity of it.   If in general good health, a day or 
two in bed together with some sort of medica7on and sensible 
precau7ons should be all that is required. 
What should be of greater concern is the enforcement of the 
wearing of a mask.  Breathing in the very same carbon dioxide 
one has just expelled into a mask, will cause great harm to one’s 
lungs.    And therein lays the real issue.  Come next winter those 
with compromised lungs will feel the full brunt of this 
enforcement.           
Just a ques7on, how come those who live in densely populated 
seplements where very few  wear masks, the stats don’t seem to 
indicate mass cases of this pLandemic or deaths.  
BEFUSED AND BEFUDDLED but then so is the en7re world.   

Janeen
2021-01-15 
17:26:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Alice

2021-01-15 
17:00:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Le77a

2021-01-15 
16:51:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be allowed to choose what is and isn’t injected into 
our bodies. I do not support mandatory vaccina7on. I also do 
not support discrimina7on against those who choose not to be 
vaccinated. Sham

2021-01-15 
16:49:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I trust my immune system more than these short term trial 
vaccines.  Shouldn’t be mandatory. Also procement should be 
allowed by others other than government. They just going to 
steal the money. Megan

2021-01-15 
16:29:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not interested in receiving a non proven vaccine against ever 
changing viruses. Do not have any faith in this vaccine. It dies not 
prevent one geing Covid 19. Pat

2021-01-15 
16:13:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not in favor of mandatory vaccina7on. Each person has a 
right to accept or refuse. It is far more preferable to have an 
alterna7ve choice, like Ivermec7n, which is plant based and 
inexpensive. It is being used in some countries to good effect. Joy

2021-01-15 
16:09:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Government can not make this untested vaccine mandatory 
or use non vaccina7on to prohibit any access to any place or 
restrict travel in any way. Richard

2021-01-15 
16:03:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 I do not support the roll-out if  it is mandatory. The individual  
MUST be given the choice , whether or not to be inoculated. I 
certainly would not like someone trying to force me to have 
some fast-tracked substance pumped into me!!   

 Nigel

2021-01-15 
15:35:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't see how a vaccine that has not been thoroughly tested 
and had the trial period to confirm if the vaccine is safe or not, 
should be used on our ci7zens. 
I will not have the vaccine, the manufacturers or suppliers are 
not held accountable for the vaccine if it affects people in an 
adverse way. 
I don't need anyone to tell me what to put into my body if I don't 
want to, its like forcing us all to become drug addicts.  Same 
thing!!!! Debra

2021-01-15 
15:14:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Vaccine has not been tested properly. I cant understand how 
it is possible that this Vaccine to be put into a human in such a 
short period of 7me. What are going to be the long term effects 
on people. It will cause other problems later on. NOT ENOUGH 
TESTING HAS BEEN DONE George

2021-01-15 
14:46:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I doubt whether an effec7ve and non-invasive vaccine could 
have been 'perfected' within months.  How widely has this been 
tested before this?  What is the composi7on of this miracle 
cure?  I flatly refuse to accept this dubious 'offer' un7l all 
poli7cians, manufacturers and their employees , agents have 
had their dosage and the results made public in an honest and 
verifiable manner.  I am not  guinea pig. pam

2021-01-15 
14:37:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Cindy

2021-01-15 
14:37:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Cindy
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2021-01-15 
14:05:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The death toll due to Covid in South Africa does not jus7fy a 
mandatory vaccine that can possibly injure 1 in 40 people. 
Provide the science behind government decision making and let 
people make their own decisions such as in a true democracy. 

There are other alterna7ves to trea7ng Covid such as Ivermec7n 
etc. Why do government stop alterna7ve treatments in favor of 
a possibly unsafe vaccine? Who gains from this decision? 
Where’s the transparency regarding actual Covid deaths? Why is 
the false posi7ves from PCR tests not addressed. Are we 
declaring an pandemic on false posi7ves, and in so doing killing 
the economy, small business and people’s livelihoods? 
Mandatory vaccines are uncons7tu7onal. 
Why are the scien7sts and medical professionals voices being 
silenced? 
How can taking a mandatory vaccine guarantee my safety, 
health, longevity, freedom? 

Vicky

2021-01-15 
13:25:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This and all vaccines will not save one single life from death by 
covid. They are only 90% effec7ve by the manufacturers 
admission. It is absurd to think that 100% of the popula7on must 
be vaccinated to "save" 90% of 0.001% from contrac7ng what is 
in effect a slightly different strain of normal flu 
This whole thing is uper BS and nothing more than a very 
dangerous health experiment that will be mandated by 
government so that more huge amounts can be stolen from the 
tax payer 
My answer is absolutely not...ever Trevor

2021-01-15 
13:21:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, this virus has been created, so that it could be "solved" by 
a vaccine. 
Secondly, i do not trust the vaccine - just research the 
ingredients. Who wants to be injected by fetal maper and the 
rest of the stuff? 
I rather use invermec7n should i get sick, thank you. The 
consequences of the vaccine outweigh the risk of geing Covid. 
Taking vit C and Zinc have kept up nice and healthy! h

2021-01-15 
13:09:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To me the extreme levels of panic and fear that was, and s7ll is, 
being created around the Covid-19 virus/disease by the 
government on official media, speak of something much more 
serious than just a "normal" concern about the "health of the 
popula7on". To me the lockdown and the resultant regula7ons 
indicate unhealthy intrusions into and suspension of people's 
rights and liber7es. These liber7es are unlikely to be restored by 
this government, ever. The destruc7on of livelihoods caused by 
this government, the losses of core values like freedom of 
speech, freedom of associa7on and movement, the devasta7on 
wreaked on children's schooling and ter7ary students' training 
and careers all on account of a rela7vely minor disease don't 
indicate a benign government. Criminal inves7gators have a 
saying: "Follow the money". And lo and behold. Billions are to be 
made out of vaccines. Royal7es will be paid. Not one of these 
people are to be trusted. The banning of Ivermec7n is a dead 
giveaway of this government's dark inten7ons. One only has to 
look at Sweden to know where you stand with this malignant 
ANC government. Simon

2021-01-15 
12:03:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vacci nes have not been proven to be effec7ive so u usi ng 
the popula7on as GUInea pigs. Patricia

2021-01-15 
11:45:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1) All previous vaccines have taken decades to be developed - 
how do you expect us to trust one that was made in  5 minutes? 
2) Government has a lot to answer for with the R 500B donated 
to the Covid relief 
3) Too much corrup7on at Government level has destroyed 
completely our trust in them 
4) My body, my choice! NO MANDATORY VACCINES 
5) Not convinced that there is a Pandemic - bad flu as it has 
happened before eg Asian, H1N1, Spanish, Hong Kong, Russian 
6) What is the excess mortality? Don't see that to jus7fy the fear 
mongering 
7) Why aren't doctors allowed to prescribe cost effec7ve and 
more reliable medica7on? 
8) What is the REAL big agenda behind all this? Economic 
pandemic seems to be a beper name ... WHO is benefi7ng from 
all this? Follow the money trail ... 
9) The % of Deaths vs Infec7ons is minimal - why kill economies 
and livelihoods? Suzy

2021-01-15 
11:15:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lauren

2021-01-15 
10:34:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccine not tested. It should not be mandatory. Ockert

2021-01-15 
10:30:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They want everyone to be vaccinated with something that is 
NOT tried and tested. What are the side effects of this drug or 
cocktail they want to give us. I personally don’t trust it and no 
guarantees are given that you won’t have side effects or die!! Gary

2021-01-15 
10:18:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It's part of the one world order programme Errol

2021-01-15 
10:11:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe in vacina7ons it is not good for the health of 
humans. Many peole become very sick amer receiving 
vaccina7ons that was tested. This vaccine has not be tested 
properly and may be dangerous for the person.   Jan

2021-01-15 
10:09:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not get the vaccine unless I know that it is safe and 
working. There are too many w/u going around saying there is a 
chip inside, and that we wont be able to do anything unless we 
get the vaccine, and  that people get sick from it, and that it is 
from the new world order and something about gene7c  
changing. Furthermore who is paying for this,  is there a double 
payment, or is it free? Too many rumours Danny
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2021-01-15 
09:58:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elizabeth 

2021-01-15 
09:54:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why vaccinate with an untested product so that some pharma 
and poli7cians can make money at my health's expense. Rather 
have ivermec7n, it works and is a proven remedy, I reserve the 
right to choose my own remedy. 
Sick and 7red of being told what to do by incompetents and 
money grabbers who have no ones interests but their own  at 
heart? Colin

2021-01-15 
09:24:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support any of these vaccines, because there is not 
enough 7me spent on the  development and nega7ve effects (or 
efficacy) of these. Just another control measure open to 
corrup7on and decep7on. Craig

2021-01-15 
09:21:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As has been men7oned, anything administered by this 
government, is cause for concern. They don't care about the 
na7on, what's inside the vaccine, only their pockets and the call 
to follow the evil aims of the NWO!! Marguerite

2021-01-15 
08:12:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Anni

Free State 16

2021-01-26 
16:50:09

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is against my believe .   
Why force it on people?  
I don't trust it at all. 
This is the forerunner of the mark of the beast!!!! Alda

2021-01-23 
15:11:21

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have the right to refuse a vaccine not properly tested and 
produced in such a short period.  It remains the your human 
right to choose if you will take the vaccine or not. There is no 
guarantee that this vaccine will be effec7ve. Janis

2021-01-20 
16:30:34

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My reason for NOT SUPPORTING ANY CURRENT VAC for Covid is 
because the virus is muta7ng  and ALL STRAINS have NOT AS YET 
BEEN RESEARCHED.  
There is NO WAY that ANY VAC AVAILABLE RIGHT NOW, is a 
COMBATANT for the Covid-virus Estella

2021-01-20 
13:38:59

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have God given immunity...if i protect myself and obey rules 
then everybody else should too. I do not consent to having my 
body invaded. My body...my right. Vaccines are developed over 
years...too many jumping on the "gravy train"... money talks... 
too many results coming out of people suffering very severe side 
effects and even death and the media SQUASHES the truth!!! Yvonne

2021-01-19 
12:27:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have been drowned in informa7on and misinforma7on 
about the pandemic.  One does not know what to believe and 
what not to believe. I strongly feel that the vaccine should not 
be forced of the people. The whole development of the vaccine 
was far too rushed without sufficient trials or proof of efficacy 
and what side effects there maybe.  Are we South Africans being 
used as guinea pigs , it certainly feels like it. 
As I am lead to understand some countries have not even had 
lock downs . They simply prac7ce the safety precau7ons.   
The government want to rush out the vaccines at tremendous 
cost because it cannot control a large majority of people ( of all 
races) to comply with the safety rules, including some of our 
leaders. 
The sta7s7cs tell are skewed  informa7on as far as I am 
concerned.  We are given daily stats of posi7ve tests and deaths. 
Why not add two more details i.e posi7ve with or without 
symptoms and with or without  comorbidi7es.    

Ethel

2021-01-19 
12:27:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have been drowned in informa7on and misinforma7on 
about the pandemic.  One does not know what to believe and 
what not to believe. I strongly feel that the vaccine should not 
be forced of the people. The whole development of the vaccine 
was far too rushed without sufficient trials or proof of efficacy 
and what side effects there maybe.  Are we South Africans being 
used as guinea pigs , it certainly feels like it. 
As I am lead to understand some countries have not even had 
lock downs . They simply prac7ce the safety precau7ons.   
The government want to rush out the vaccines at tremendous 
cost because it cannot control a large majority of people ( of all 
races) to comply with the safety rules, including some of our 
leaders. 
The sta7s7cs tell are skewed  informa7on as far as I am 
concerned.  We are given daily stats of posi7ve tests and deaths. 
Why not add two more details i.e posi7ve with or without 
symptoms and with or without  comorbidi7es.    

Ethel
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2021-01-19 
12:27:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have been drowned in informa7on and misinforma7on 
about the pandemic.  One does not know what to believe and 
what not to believe. I strongly feel that the vaccine should not 
be forced of the people. The whole development of the vaccine 
was far too rushed without sufficient trials or proof of efficacy 
and what side effects there maybe.  Are we South Africans being 
used as guinea pigs , it certainly feels like it. 
As I am lead to understand some countries have not even had 
lock downs . They simply prac7ce the safety precau7ons.   
The government want to rush out the vaccines at tremendous 
cost because it cannot control a large majority of people ( of all 
races) to comply with the safety rules, including some of our 
leaders. 
The sta7s7cs tell are skewed  informa7on as far as I am 
concerned.  We are given daily stats of posi7ve tests and deaths. 
Why not add two more details i.e posi7ve with or without 
symptoms and with or without  comorbidi7es.    

Ethel

2021-01-19 
12:27:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have been drowned in informa7on and misinforma7on 
about the pandemic.  One does not know what to believe and 
what not to believe. I strongly feel that the vaccine should not 
be forced of the people. The whole development of the vaccine 
was far too rushed without sufficient trials or proof of efficacy 
and what side effects there maybe.  Are we South Africans being 
used as guinea pigs , it certainly feels like it. 
As I am lead to understand some countries have not even had 
lock downs . They simply prac7ce the safety precau7ons.   
The government want to rush out the vaccines at tremendous 
cost because it cannot control a large majority of people ( of all 
races) to comply with the safety rules, including some of our 
leaders. 
The sta7s7cs tell are skewed  informa7on as far as I am 
concerned.  We are given daily stats of posi7ve tests and deaths. 
Why not add two more details i.e posi7ve with or without 
symptoms and with or without  comorbidi7es.    

Ethel

2021-01-19 
12:27:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have been drowned in informa7on and misinforma7on 
about the pandemic.  One does not know what to believe and 
what not to believe. I strongly feel that the vaccine should not 
be forced of the people. The whole development of the vaccine 
was far too rushed without sufficient trials or proof of efficacy 
and what side effects there maybe.  Are we South Africans being 
used as guinea pigs , it certainly feels like it. 
As I am lead to understand some countries have not even had 
lock downs . They simply prac7ce the safety precau7ons.   
The government want to rush out the vaccines at tremendous 
cost because it cannot control a large majority of people ( of all 
races) to comply with the safety rules, including some of our 
leaders. 
The sta7s7cs tell are skewed  informa7on as far as I am 
concerned.  We are given daily stats of posi7ve tests and deaths. 
Why not add two more details i.e posi7ve with or without 
symptoms and with or without  comorbidi7es.    

Ethel

2021-01-19 
08:54:00

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Invermec7n for humans should be considered. 
With all the loadshedding will the government be able to 
guarantee  the vaccine kept at the prescribed temperature at 
ALL 7mes.  

Anna-Marie

2021-01-18 
08:32:17

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is very dangerous for humans.  It has not been 
tested.  It contains elements that  are dangerous for humans and 
will deteriorate the body.  Why is the vaccine not for use in US, 
Canada and the European Union???? Amanda

2021-01-17 
18:54:34

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The bad  effects it had on  people that had both Moderna and 
Phizer vaccine.  Some people died. Doctors do not know how to 
treat the nega7ve effects of this MRNA Vaccines. Vaccine has not 
been tested and study like other vaccines for at least 5 to 10 
years.  MRNA is new and effect your health. This cannot be 
trusted, the effec7veness is not been proved. God created us 
with a immune system and I believe we have enough herd 
immunity. Everyone has a choice and I believe not to poison 
one's body, There is  alterna7ce medicine that can be used as a 
cure for covid that was proof to be effec7ve why not use it, why 
does the Goverment want to waste money on a vaccine,  that 
there is no proof of safety and effec7veness.  If they care for 
their ci7zens they will not allow this vaccine in South Africa. 

Linda 

2021-01-16 
20:08:03

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccina7on is surrounded in controversy and seeks to 
categorise its applica7on to specific countries.Eg., this vaccine  
not to be applied to UK, US and Canada. Joe

2021-01-16 
10:21:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine for a panademic with a 95%+ recovery rate and no 
assurance of the effec7veness of the vaccine  says that it is 
unnecessary and alterna7ve must be made available, no one 
should be forced by mandate to take the vaccine.  Rejec7on of 
the vaccine must not impact on the lives of those who are not 
vaccinated.  

Allan
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2021-01-16 
07:42:07

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We live in a very diverse society with as many opinions as there 
are people.  The ques7on s7ll arises about the safety and 
trustworthiness of this vaccine. My ques7on is: why can't our 
own laboritries develope a vaccine which is trustworthy. We 
have very skilled scien7sts whom we can trust.  People are not 
informed of the bad side effects of Ivermec7n either. There is an 
urgency to help people but in their haste the goverment make 
the wrong desicions. Rita

2021-01-15 
11:38:21

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Should be every persons decision to take vaccine  or not Hendrika

Mpumalanga 19

2021-01-22 
19:20:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

N0 vaccina7on can be forced on anybody. Especially NOT one 
that was developed in a RECORD 7me of less than a year. It must 
bevoluntarily and NOT on the taxpayers account. Ben 

2021-01-20 
13:35:24

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We should be free to choose, not forced to take any vaccine. Rumandi

2021-01-18 
18:04:47

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no proof that the "vaccines" (they scien7fically are not 
vaccines) work.  There have been many vaccine related deaths, 
medical emergencies, permanent disabili7es.....  All for a so 
called pandemic which has a greater than 99% recovery rate.  
There is too much deceit behind this whole Covid situa7on.  The 
pharmaceu7cal companies, together with government have 
shown on many occassions that they are not to be trusted.  
Mandatory vaccina7on goes agains the religious beliefs of many 
people.  The government has no right to violate my beliefs 
system.   Further, if there is going to be a cost to the taxpayer of 
the vaccina7on program to those who chose to have it, then the 
money squandered by the the cANCer in 2019 needs to be 
recovered from all of their corrupt cardres who should be 
imprisioned without the op7on of vaccina7on.  Further, why is 
government prohibi7ng the trial of alterna7ves.  If the "vaccine" 
can be trialed and rolled out so quickly, so too can cheap, 
aterna7ves which have proven efficacy.  This is just a brief 
glimpse of why I dont support the "vaccina7on" program.  The 
only thing that I trust in this scenario is my total distrust of the 
so-called authori7es and government. Stephen 

2021-01-18 
11:39:48

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccina7on will only cause more problems than solve 
problems. 
SA have no new strand. 
I am not interested to have it. lieb

2021-01-18 
08:41:36

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe each person has the right 7 choose. I never take the 
flue injec7on. I believe that God is in charge of my life and He 
decide what will happen. I do follow the rules and try to stay 
safe. Elizabeth 

2021-01-17 
17:59:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is unfortunately another half cooked plan. There is no proof 
whatsoever that this vaccine will protect people against the 
covert virus but by admission from Bill Gates himself it contains 
the possibility to change the human genes. Not acceptable Dries

2021-01-17 
09:16:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am an adult, I do not require a criminal government to dictate 
the terms of my life.  
This government has failed in it's duty of care, on so many levels: 
26 years of failed educa7on & death by pit-latrine. 
Life Esidimeni - words cannot describe the horror. - no 
prosecu7ons - failed. 
The Massacre of Marikana - premeditated murder of striking 
miners. 
Mismanagement of state assets - SAA Eskom 
The failure and subsequent collapse of the majority of RSA 
municipali7es, through mismanagement and gross corrup7on. 
I am completely opposed to all poli7cians and the so-called 
authori7es of RSA, who are nothing but criminals, without 
excep7on. philip

2021-01-16 
20:43:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek is skep7es oor die entstof , en dink dit het erge newe effekte. 
Soos n video wat ek gesien het waar die dame erge spas7ese 
rukkings daarvan oorgehou het. Ek sal my nie laat spuit nie!!  As 
dit verpligtend word sal ek eerder maar sonder dit doodgaan! Winy

2021-01-16 
19:43:10

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marie

2021-01-16 
16:02:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

When I first heard about the Corona virus, my sixth sense told 
me that this must be having a poli7cal agenda or a spiritual 
interven7on.  The fact that it started at one of the top five 
leading Countries in the world, China, that made me feel 
suspicious.  So the vaccine itself has got a poli7cal/ economical 
agenda for the rich. I totally disagree with the roll out.

Mosidi 
Pauline 

2021-01-16 
13:42:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let gov take the shot first and give 7me to see the reac7on 

May change a persons dna Jan

2021-01-16 
08:57:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my right to decide to take it or not. It seems that this is just a 
way that government want to have control. This vaccine is not 
tested fully. Why would they not approve the use of Invermec7n 
that is effec7ve treatment in many countries. ???  Arie

2021-01-16 
07:20:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why is government  running around  to get vaccine when there 
is proof that Ivermec7ne already have posi7ve results. In other 
country  it has been approved for human use for many years, 
and I know of people using it in SA with absolute wonderful 
results. Marlene

2021-01-16 
06:25:57

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I prefer to have a choice to what I put into my body. Never had a 
flue injec7on an never got flue. Not comfortable with injec7ng 
vaccine. Also would like to see more choices on vaccine from 
known medical companies. I also have a problem injec7ng in to 
my body a vaccine which has not been fully tested and the long 
term side effects are not known. John
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2021-01-15 
23:25:40

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a ci7zen I should have the freedom to decide for myself if I 
want to be inoculated. The side-effects of the various vaccines 
are not yet understood as there has not been enough 7me for 
the normal 2-3 years clinical trials. There are various strains of 
Covid now.....one vaccine covers all?  I don't think so. If you 
check on line on the track record of  eg Pfizer, it makes you think 
twice about allowing yourself to be inoculated.........  I myself 
would like to wait and see how various sectors of our community 
react to the vaccine first, eg children, the elderly, those with 
underlying health problems, etc and base my decision on those 
outcomes. Marlies

2021-01-15 
16:32:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Andre 

2021-01-15 
11:48:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I don't trust the vaccine at all Chantelle 

2021-01-15 
10:55:13

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on John

2021-01-15 
09:51:06

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The choice should be lem to an individual. I feel this vaccine has 
been rushed through research, so no side effects are known. Carl

Outside SA 2

2021-01-21 
15:16:15

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These covid "vaccines" aren't vaccines at all; they are gene 
edi7ng therapeu7c treatments.  
Even per manufacturers data, these treatments:  
1. Do not prevent transmission,  
2. Only provide temporary (2-6 months) immunity,  
3. Only lessen SYMPTOMS in MILD cases (thereby crea7ng 
asymptoma7c carriers),  
4. These treatments are NOT well tested and have an 
excep7onally high rate of severe adverse events (50% higher rate 
of adverse reac7on than influenza jabs which are already 
exceedingly high). 
There are several other treatment op7ons available that have a 
beper efficacy and far lower risk of severe adverse events. Let 
South Africa lead the way in showing common sense, protec7ng 
bodily autonomy and individualized healthcare, and standing up 
against Bill Gates (who has already caused so much damage by 
using Africans and Indians as his vaccine guinea pigs). Melissa

2021-01-15 
14:52:52

Outside 
SA España

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am absolutely horrified by this vaccine. 
No health safety tests, a brand new untested technique rolled 
out in record 7me , a list of terrifying ingredients including 
human foetuses. 

Griselda
Northern Cape 4

2021-01-17 
09:09:17

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hi my corncen is why should the government force people to 
take vaccine. Why should people be cer7ficated so that they can 
buy sell. Get in malls and other public places. Why should we get 
vaccine from Europe China and other places which were badly 
affected by corona. Here in Africa we were not badly affected. 
But vaccine is given to us that's funny. My view is they are going 
to kill us with the vaccine. Since corona failed to kill us. Samuel 

2021-01-15 
18:43:29

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no transparency, integrity, honesty involved anymore.  I 
do not trust this vaccine. Go and do your research. Serum 
Ins7tute of India, Bill Gates and the Gates Founda7on and its 
Strategic Investment Fund, GaviSeth and the like are the 
investors and this vaccine is for middle and low income 
countries. How would we know what it consists of - no maper 
what they say - normal people like us do not have the financial 
means to have it analysed and inves7gated.  Wikipedia states 
the following : They have also reached an agreement with 
Novavax for the development and commercialisa7on of 
Novavax’s NVX-CoV2373 COVID-19 vaccine candidate in India 
and other low and middle-income countries.[27][28] The 
company will also produce Codagenix's nasally administered 
COVID-19 vaccine, CDX-005.[29][30] - The PCR tests are in fact 
done to administer this low class low cost vaccine!!!! Careful!!! 
People got sick during tes7ng but s7ll they proceed.  This is all 
about money and this has gone too far - long ago....... It needs to 
be stopped ASAP. Elna

2021-01-15 
17:11:34

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My scien7fic background (M.Sc.) tells me that governments and 
pharmaceu7cal companies are cuing corners. The vaccines 
have NOT been properly tested. We do not know the side effects 
of the vaccines, which may take a year or longer to surface (like 
the pthalidomide babies resul7ng from an improperly tested 
drug) . I am in the seven7es which is considered to be high risk 
for Covid-19, yet in perfect health. I consider myself more 
competent than Government  regarding my personal health. Dirk

2021-01-15 
13:16:35

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not care if anybody takes the vaccine. However, it should be 
by choices. If I want to use anything else it is my own 
responsibility and my own doing what the result is. We are living 
in a life7me where corrup7on, misinforma7on and darkness 
roams the earth. Therefore, it is in everyone's best interest to 
research and educate oneself in what is the best route to follow. 
It is the governments responsibility to supply the people with 
the right and correct informa7on as well as the channels to gain 
the best informa7on to make a clear and conscious decision. For 
me, I will not take the vaccine for there is no informa7on other 
than a few data here and a few data there from those who will 
benefit from the sales. Steve

unemployed individual 350
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 138
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2021-02-21 
16:37:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The injec7on of foreign substances cannot be removed once in 
our systems. There is no laboratory proof of the virus found 
anywhere in the world, only influenza A or B. The recovery rate 
doesn't warrant it being called a pandemic, or experimental 
substances being forced onto any living man or woman or child. 
The Covid Pass is manipula7on against free sovereign people 
who have the right to refuse to allow our bodies to be violated 
with unwanted substances. It violates our Human Rights to 
choose our choice of health care. Glynn 

2021-02-15 
10:37:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A Virus always mutates and there will never be a cure .Wearing a 
mask only breaks down your immune system and makes this 
virus far worse than it would have been if we were not breathing 
in our own bacteria and dirt  every day.Our bodies are designed 
to make an7bodies and fight off most virusses .I believe the 
vaccina7on should be a choice as this is a democra7c country 
and we are supposed to be free to choose and it should not 
affect our life if we choose not to take it.No to covid ID's and 
Passports aswell as I can only choose one concern. Anchen

2021-02-02 
11:29:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mbali

2021-01-31 
18:05:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my body and I will not accept any mandatory vaccina7ons.  I 
will explore alterna7ve and natural methods to stay healthy. Leandrie

2021-01-28 
15:56:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Public sanc7oning for non acceptance of the vacine is a criminal 
act aginst the public Tido

2021-01-27 
12:53:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dear Regime. 

Forced vaccina7ons is a war crime . There I am 100% opposed to 
this regime working with the evil ones over this scam to destroy 
humans and African Culture. 

Love Mark 

African Evolu7onary Mark

2021-01-27 
01:45:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The mandatory vaccina7on is wrong and a human rights 
viola7on considering the fact that the companies selling this 
drug are immune from being held liable should people die. I will 
not risk my life for a chance something that will not stop 
transmission of the virus. This experimental, there is no 
guarantee that it will work, so you cannot arrest us for not 
wan7ng to take a drug that will poten7ally kill us. There's been a 
tremendous failure of Corona Virus vaccines, they cannot do it 
safely in human beings. Big pharma has not been able to 
successfully overcome human bodily hurdles. You cannot for us 
to our death for a vaccine that is experimental, not to men7on 
the fact that there is no vaccine for the "South African variant" 
of the strain yet. How do you know who has the new strain and 
who hasn't? You are sending us to the slaughter on something 
you have no proof of efficacy. Khanya

2021-01-26 
19:38:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on infringes on our basic human rights. We 
have the right to control what goes into our bodies. I, and many 
others, have severe allergies and health issues. I also have rare 
health issues (autoimmune) and nobody knows if the vaccine 
will make my condi7ons worse. There are other medicines, such 
as Ivermec7n and Hydroxychloroquine, which do work (it has 
been proven) prophylac7cally and as a treatment. A vaccine is 
not needed for something with such a high recovery rate. Even 
the WHO says it cannot stop you from geing Covid. Herd 
immunity can be reached without it. There are concerns that 
those who get it might become "super-spreaders". We also have 
the right to be exempted from a vaccine based not only on 
health issues, but on religion. I am a Chris7an, and I do not 
believe in purposefully placing diseases into my body. All of the 
vaccines were developed (somewhere along the line) used 
aborted fetal cells. We have seen the list of what is in the 
vaccines, and object to that being forcibly placed into us. Megan

2021-01-26 
18:25:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mar7na

2021-01-26 
12:48:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa is a democra7c country and we shouldnt be 
obligated to take vaccines but it should be by choice. Again we 
were informed that it takes about 2 years to develop a vaccine 
but how come the covid vaccine took less than 6 months to 
develop and trial ? considering that they failed to get a cure but 
managed to develop vaccine? therefore people should be at 
liberty to choose if they want vaccine or if they wish to rely on 
their natural immunity. no vaccine must be mandatory and we 
shouldnt be restricted to excercise our rights to buy or work if 
we decide not to take the vaccine.furhtermore the vaccine shluld 
be given first to the president,ministers and their family and the 
public must be issued with prove that those have received the 
very vaccine they want to administer to the public. PATIENCE

2021-01-26 
11:04:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I DO NOT give consent to the vaccina7on. Any chemical injected 
into the body has side affects affects and is dangerous. No 
pharmaceu7cal company takes responsible for any side affects. 
It is also against my religion and human civil rights. I will rather 
take Ivermec7n if necessary. Tanya

2021-01-26 
09:36:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe we should be forced into this vaccina7on - we 
should be allowed to choose Tanya
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2021-01-25 
19:55:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't agree with making it compulsory for individuals to take 
the vaccine. I should have a choice on whether to vaccinate or 
not. The government must never infringe upon my right to 
freedom of choice. 

We are not living in a dictatorship nor a monarch... Our lives are 
our own responsibility. I don't believe that someone else should 
make medical decisions about my own body, health and life 
when they will not be there to deal with whatever consequences 
which may follow. You can only protect us as far as we allow you 
to protect us. But you can never force whatever protec7on onto 
us. We are not your children. We can make our own decisions 
and deal with the results. Por7a

2021-01-23 
10:39:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Revé 

2021-01-23 
10:39:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Revé 

2021-01-23 
10:24:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good morning.  There has been liple evidence that this vaccine 
will work. We dont have the capacity for tes7ng but have for 
vaccines. Doesnt make sense.  There are other natural remedies 
that we can use to avoid the consequences of this dangerous 
vaccine. How can we trust peoples who want to reduce the 
world's popula7on just because white people are dieying and 
they want to even out the numbers. How do we trust they have 
good inten7ons with this vaccine.  I refuse to be a lab rat and we 
should tell them to go and jump as I or my family wont be taking 
no untested vaccina7on. If it's safe, let government be the first 
to take instead of them referring to our health and security 
personnel to force them to take it. If they survive, them maybe Sipho

2021-01-23 
03:16:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In the past people always had a choice if they for instance 
wanted to be vaccinated against a simple flu or something 
similar. I believe it is not honourable by forcing a vaccine 'down 
your throat' if you don't want to have it and have alterna7ve 
ways to protect yourself by praying for protec7on and to build 
up your immune system by sleeping 8 hours a night, drinking a 
lot of water, eat healthy, especially lots of fruit and vegetables 
and physical exercise daily. All these is proven to work by 
doctors, psycologists, psiciatrists and many more. Preven7on is 
beper than cure. If your immune system is strong by these 
means and you pray Psalm 91 and Jesus blood over you, I can 
assure you that you will stay healthy and don't need a vaccine 
that is not even given enough 7me to be tested successfully. In 
any way, according to the World Health Organiza7on, which is a 
trusted resource, the vaccines don't follow the same path from 
vaccines in the past. They say there that they have radical new 
approach to vaccines where it decode/change your DNA 
sequence. Who would like their DNA to be changed? No wonder 
people are already dying of the vaccines. What is their agenda 
with the 'herd vaccina7on'? I know exactly what is going on 
behind the scenes, and don't agree at all with what they are 
busy with. I will refuse a vaccine, whatever the cost. I don't need 
it! 

Jozef 
Johannes

2021-01-23 
03:16:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In the past people always had a choice if they for instance 
wanted to be vaccinated against a simple flu or something 
similar. I believe it is not honourable by forcing a vaccine 'down 
your throat' if you don't want to have it and have alterna7ve 
ways to protect yourself by praying for protec7on and to build 
up your immune system by sleeping 8 hours a night, drinking a 
lot of water, eat healthy, especially lots of fruit and vegetables 
and physical exercise daily. All these is proven to work by 
doctors, psycologists, psiciatrists and many more. Preven7on is 
beper than cure. If your immune system is strong by these 
means and you pray Psalm 91 and Jesus blood over you, I can 
assure you that you will stay healthy and don't need a vaccine 
that is not even given enough 7me to be tested successfully. In 
any way, according to the World Health Organiza7on, which is a 
trusted resource, the vaccines don't follow the same path from 
vaccines in the past. They say there that they have radical new 
approach to vaccines where it decode/change your DNA 
sequence. Who would like their DNA to be changed? No wonder 
people are already dying of the vaccines. What is their agenda 
with the 'herd vaccina7on'? I know exactly what is going on 
behind the scenes, and don't agree at all with what they are 
busy with. I will refuse a vaccine, whatever the cost. I don't need 
it! 

Jozef 
Johannes

2021-01-22 
21:35:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To have it mandatory should not be legal, we should have a 
choice. As we do not fully know ourselves, with visual proof, 
what are in the vaccines and what the vaccine will do to our 
bodies system.  
Making it mandatory takes away our human rights we have. Daniel

2021-01-22 
16:38:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think the people that should be the first to be taking the 
vaccine should be the officials who authorized the vaccine here 
in the first place. It's nearly impossible for a vaccine to be 
created so quickly. The influenza virus has a vaccine yet people 
s7ll get the flu and it took years to get the best possible vaccine 
for the influenza yet with Covid it took them less than a year? 
TBH it sounds a bit dodgy to me. It's should also be made as a 
choice to the individual and not be made mandatory just as all 
other vaccina7ons that's in place.  

Shanay
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2021-01-22 
16:38:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think the people that should be the first to be taking the 
vaccine should be the officials who authorized the vaccine here 
in the first place. It's nearly impossible for a vaccine to be 
created so quickly. The influenza virus has a vaccine yet people 
s7ll get the flu and it took years to get the best possible vaccine 
for the influenza yet with Covid it took them less than a year? 
TBH it sounds a bit dodgy to me. It's should also be made as a 
choice to the individual and not be made mandatory just as all 
other vaccina7ons that's in place.  

Shanay

2021-01-22 
13:52:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Covid has a 97% recovery rate why do we need to be forced to 
take a vaccine that is only 90% effec7ve and has been rushed 
through development. People have never been forced to take a 
vaccine  why now? Flu kills just as many people  as covid and 
strangely people don't die of covid, it's always a covid related 
death. Let's see how quickly a vaccine for HIV can be developed, 
oh they can't , 40 years  and s7ll no vaccine for HIV Lui

2021-01-22 
12:38:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I DO NOT support the roll-out of the vaccine UNLESS the 
following is the case: 
1) It is proven that the vaccine is without a doubt effec7ve 
without causing unintended health-related side-effects.  
2) The individuals sovereignty and freedom of choice is 
respected and they get to choose whether they want to take the 
vaccine or not. I do not support mandated vaccina7on. 
3) Government does not enforce authoritarian measures on 
those who choose not to take the vaccine i.e. preven7ng their 
access to events, facili7es and services e.g. preven7ng them 
from travelling or shopping in public places. Duncan

2021-01-22 
09:41:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on prince 

2021-01-22 
05:58:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Busisiwe

2021-01-21 
20:36:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is quite amazing amazing that the virus is declared to be a 
dreadful disease hence is not. The former president of the US HE 
Donald J Trump said Hydroxychloroquine has been used for ages 
to cure and treat corona viruses in the past. Why not give our 
people Hydroxychloroquine ? People must not be forced to be 
vaccinated because that will be viola7ng their right of freedom 
of choice and consent. SA has a lot of scien7sts in the country 
and in the diaspora why outsource the work that could have 
been done by our own people, we cannot trust medicine that is 
coming outside our country especially in this crises that is 
cos7ng us money and lives. 
Our next door neighbor  Madagascar have developed their own 
treatment towards this disease. We need African solu7ons to 
the plight not east or western solu7ons. Gcwetha

2021-01-21 
18:33:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one sould be allowed to force me to take any vaccine for any 
reason. 
A) we dont know if it works 
B) The stuff in the vaccine could be more dangerous to humans 
then the virus 
C) the vacine possible has DNA changing chemicals in it 
D) its against my Religion Lydia

2021-01-21 
16:48:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The possible side effects of the vaccine Caroline 

2021-01-21 
11:22:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If the vacine is save, which can not be proven. it should be your 
own choice to take it or not.  The goverment can't force it. Tessa

2021-01-21 
11:20:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Are we really going to ignore what we are finding on media? 
white supremacies discussing vaccines that will eradicate 
millions of people and all of a sudden we are told there's gonna 
be vaccine roll out. 

We do not want those bloody vaccines.  No name

2021-01-21 
08:17:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The worst kind of human rights viola7on. People must s7ll keep 
their right to choose. Absolutely appaling to force such a thing 
on any human being. Rebone 

2021-01-21 
07:11:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nuremberg code ! Lené

2021-01-20 
23:44:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Taking the vaccine is against my chris7an belief. Hennie

2021-01-20 
22:15:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine not fully tested with unknown long term effects and not 
certain if it will prevent future covid infec7on. Dawn

2021-01-20 
21:53:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine not fully tested with unknown long term effects and not 
certain if it will prevent future covid infec7on. Basil

2021-01-20 
21:49:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine is not fully tested, with unknown long term effects and 
not certain if it will prevent future covid infec7on. Nicholas

2021-01-20 
20:55:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please explain a vaccine that is 95% effec7ve against a vaccine 
that is ineffec7ve against over 97% of infected people?   South 
Africa death rate of infected people is currently  2.82% and it is 
well known that the death rate is overstated and not all the 
deaths are apributable to COVID-19 Graham

2021-01-20 
16:34:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am a ci7zen of SA and not property of the government. The 
government's role is to protect ci7zen from crime such as them 
and murder and NOT to make decisions on every persons 
movement, ability to bu  or going to work, our  health or even 
our  educa7on and faith. They neglect their  responsibility 
concerning  crime even in their midst and then want to limit our 
movement  and control our freedom of choice regarding our 
health and movement. 

Anna
2021-01-20 
15:15:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I will not be made to take the vaccine Tanya 

2021-01-20 
12:48:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In a democra7c society which allows everyone to prac7ce their 
own religious prac7ce and freedom of movement I don’t see 
why we have to be forced to get a vaccine.  My body, my choice. Grace
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2021-01-20 
12:35:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my right to decide what medica7ons go into my body.  No 
one has that right to decide for me Angeline

2021-01-20 
12:19:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is not effec7ve. People has died all over the world. 
Other alterna7ves for COVID has proven to be more effec7ve. Henriepa

2021-01-20 
12:13:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Trudie

2021-01-20 
09:00:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be given an opportunity to choose, and not be 
compelled to take this vaccine. 
Was this vaccine thoroughly tested locally to determine it's 
effec7veness? 
How long did it take to get it right? Why are other vaccines s7ll 
on trial and this one got the thumbs up? 
Mr President, we sent you to represent us, and not to destroy 
us. Be like Moses, who was sent to God, could intervene on 
behalf of the Israelite, who could plea with God that He 
shouldn't kill them.  
We have best labs, professors and universi7es in this country. 
Why are we not producing our own vaccine. We don't need the 
approval of Who.  
No to that Indian vaccine Victor

2021-01-20 
08:02:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Root cause of weak immune system is poverty and stress. 
Employment crea7on; food security; social security reduces and 
can contain chronic ailments that kill through Covid. Vaccina7on 
is no replacement for healthy living. Mandatory vaccina7on is 
uncons7tu7onal - it violates Inalienable Human Rights. The 
intent is genocidal. Motsumi

2021-01-20 
07:26:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine hasn't had enough 7me to be tested on efficacy, effects 
and safety. More so to mandate it - takes away personal choice. 
In the event that yet another strain develops,  what then??? Ushie

2021-01-20 
07:18:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no proof that the vaccine is workin as you s7ll have to 
wear a mask and distance, why! 
What are the possible side effects of this vaccine? 
What if it affects your dna?  
There is proven alterna7ves like Ivermec7n!  
The human body develop its own immunity beper than this 
vaccine! 

Hendrik 
Christoffel

2021-01-19 
22:23:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There have not been enough tests done to prove that the 
vaccine is safe to anyone. 
I do not want it to become mandatory.  It will take away my right 
to freedom of speech and will be used as a tool to blackmail 
ci7zenz. Antonepe

2021-01-19 
19:22:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on People has died amer vaccina7ons Willem 

2021-01-19 
18:40:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be made compulsory and other methods of 
medica7on which have been cpmmunicated by qualified doctors 
must be used. Plus the country soes not have the money Maria

2021-01-19 
18:40:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be made compulsory and other methods of 
medica7on which have been cpmmunicated by qualified doctors 
must be used. Plus the country soes not have the money Maria

2021-01-19 
15:18:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Most vaccines are dangerous due to the contents which very few 
people know about or bother to do research on.  Vaccines 
generally take 15 to 20 years to develop so how couldthis covid 
19 vaccine have been developed so quickly and be safe.  Our 
immune system is all we require to fight any virus as we have 
been doing for thousands of years.  Anyone in government 
pushing this vaccine needs to be at the front of the queue and 
we need to be sure that they are not injec7ng saline instead of 
the vaccine because that's whats happening elsewhere in the 
world where poli7cians are pretending to have the vaccine to 
show how 'safe' it is.  Its all about the money and not about 
saving lives.  People need to be educated, do some research and 
wake up. Terry

2021-01-19 
15:00:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why should everyone be vaccinated even when they are healthy, 
have not contracted the virus and are doing the best they can 
that they don't get infected? Why has it been so speedily that a 
vaccine was found/formulated and approved, whilst it takes 7me 
for other medica7on to be approved? Why is the government 
not taking into considera7on what the medical professionals are 
saying about Ivermec7n? Why does our government not make 
their own decisions, even if they are different from other 
countries but will be beneficial to the people of the country? Gugu

2021-01-19 
14:10:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Forcing people to take a vaccine that has not been tested 
properly is unethical. Each of us has a right to what we do or do 
not take into our bodies. Zibeth

2021-01-19 
12:57:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Seems lime everyone will be forced I to vaccina7ng! What 
nobody talks about is the fact that this vaccine is purely 
experimental! Meaning people are seen as lab rats! Full 
disclosure (all ingredients of the vaccine) before vaccina7on as I 
believe that foreign en77es does not belong in our bodies. The 
people also pushing for this to be done must declare their willing 
ness to accept full liability in cases where harm occurs - this 
should include ramaphosa and his cabinet, all health 
professionals, members of the public who support it and the 
pharmaceu7cal industry! Joe

2021-01-19 
12:47:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have so many issues with the rollout of this vaccine. It has not 
been around long enough to show any long term health effects it 
may have. When I was a child I almost died from side effects of 
the BCG injec7on. I'm not geing myself or my children 
vaccinated against a virus with 97% recovery rate. There has 
been so much misinforma7on on this virus. 
I have a huge issue with the government raising funds by 
increasing tax, on an already des7tute na7on, because they 
cannot and will not budget properly. When billions are lost to 
corrup7on, the tax payer must now fork out again. Just NO. Track 
down those billions and then pay for the vaccine. Penny
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2021-01-19 
12:46:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The Nuremberg codes should not be violated Thami

2021-01-19 
11:46:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont trust this anc government one bit. And why are they 
against other, proven vaccines? How many billions of rands will 
be stolen by the government this 7me? Robert 

2021-01-19 
09:34:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

-If people wish to be vaccinated, I believe that is their 
preroga7ve. 
-I also believe people have the right to make their own informed 
decisions with regard to their own bodies!  
-If people would rather not be injected with a vaccina7on, that 
too is their preroga7ve. 

Jason

2021-01-18 
19:23:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

i wont be forced to have this vaccine, this is the start of 
communism. 
why must we be forced to have something that hasn't been 
approved.  There isn't a vaccine for cancer, HIV and Aids, heart 
apacks etc so why must we have this.   
I will not or will my family. mandy

2021-01-18 
18:29:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons should not be compulsory. I have concerns about 
the content of the vaccines as well as short period for tes7ng. Ben

2021-01-18 
15:12:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on CarmenJean 

2021-01-18 
13:30:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not think that the vaccine is necessary. It should not be 
implemented at all. Those who wish to take it, go ahead. But it 
should not be made mandatory at all. Rather encourage good 
sanita7on and building your own immune system with Vit C, 
Probio7cs, Zinc and spending some 7me in the sun for Vit D. 
Government should really focus on geing everyone healthy 
instead of pushing the vaccine Stephany

2021-01-18 
12:54:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What happened to freedom of choice! Human rights? When 
there alterna7ves like Ivermec7n  
which has been banned in this country,  Why should we be 
forced to take a vaccine  which is  highly suspect and not 
properly  clinically tested? Anne

2021-01-18 
11:50:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Africa has enlisted tradi7onal medicine in combat common 
sickness so we should find alterna7ve rather than impose 
mandatory vaccine on a virus that has more than 90% recovery 
rate, and on which we don't know if those vaccinated will be 
totally immune. Katlego

2021-01-18 
11:08:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ingredients, safety, speed at which it has been used and very 
short trials. Previous vaccines have takes years to produce Xanthe 

2021-01-18 
11:03:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How can our leaders put us Africans at risk to receive a vaccine 
that no tested enough, we're not lab rats. The fact that they 
don't want to be held accountable for any deaths that may occur 
amer vaccina7on  shows that they already know what  the 
oucomes are fatal. Mashudu 

2021-01-18 
10:45:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

why on earth would any government of the people, give 
vaccines that are not proven to be safe!!! the billions that have 
gone into unsafe death/injury causing vaccines over the last 10 
years is all a money making scam, driven by a computer nerd 
with no medical degree, who  believes Africa's popula7on is his 
to experiment with. All the millions spent on vaccines should 
rather be spent  on upliming our poor.  Rather give the vaccine to 
the worlds leaders and their family's first.  Big Pharma has 
immunity and cannot be held responsible for death or injury  
caused from vaccines. It is a no brainer,  these people controlling 
the narra7ve are not here for our wellbeing - follow the 
money!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  NB I NOTE NO OPTION OF SAFETY 
CONCERNS IN FIELDS REQUIRED??? Joanne 

2021-01-18 
09:41:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You can not force people to take a vaccine that is not tested 
properly for the correct pe7od of 7me and especially not start 
with the medical personnel! What if things go south with them? 
Who will then take care of the sick? People should be alowed to 
take what ever they seems best for their own health, no one 
should be forced to take what they don’t agree with Gerda

2021-01-18 
09:10:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everybody  has the  right to say no  what if that.vaccine kill you  
or your rela7ves  does the  government really care for us take 
away the masks  that.make us sick God wants us to breath in 
fresh air not our own  germs they don't know what is in those 
vaccines yet they want to give it to us  when was it tested  and 
for how long  if you give a child a vaccine some get very ill  why 
do they want to control us they must know that Jesus don't 
sleep He sees all and hear all if you love your fellow. Man do 
good.dont.harm him we need a government  that is for the 
people not for power and money stop listening to money 
grabbing coward that want too take over our country we live 
here  let us make the rules not that power hungry satan's Susan

2021-01-18 
08:59:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, as an informa7ve individual rela7ng to the  ini7a7ve 
behind the  Poli7cal tyranny of the Global COVID “pandemic’  ie  
“the Gates-Rockerfeller-Biden-Merkel-Macron Covid  cartel”, 
enough is enough now! People die because of greedy ness, 
money and control, I will resist and fight against this inhumane 
diabolical enforcement from ‘ them “  as so many others do! 

Secondly, the fact that Corona infec7on and the recovery rate 
ra7o  does not jus7fy  vaccina7on measures  and moreover 
rejected as a safe drug with serious and or adverse advents is 
not only inhumane but  enforced treatment with the inten7on to 
harm. Our current Government  has illustrated and mo7vated 
their incompetence over and over and this vaccina7on and lock-
down  protocol is just another clear  indica7on of their inability 
to  a ra7onal decision making process. Wimpie
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2021-01-18 
08:58:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Four  issues... 
1. As far as a vaccina7on go's, we have a right to choose to 
vaccinate or take medica7on. I and my family do not use western 
medicine for any ailments etc... we are plant based in terms of 
trea7ng ourselves. If we could teach each other how to build our 
immune systems and cul7vate good bacteria in our bodies, we 
can adapt and survive and thrive. 
2. If the government has stated that there isn't enough research 
given to other drugs that have been on the market for years and 
have denied access to these drugs because of this, then why on 
earth would we be mo7vated to inject ourselves with a drug that 
has not been truly tested. A vaccine of any sort needs a 
minimum of 6 years to be fully developed and amer 20 years the 
true data is formulated.  
3. Many countries are choosing to not vaccinate children and 
adults under 28 years, as there is no accoun7ng as to what the 
effect may be to fer7lity. Why is South Africa choosing to 
vaccinate children and impose this heavy burden on our future, 
since they are not super spreaders and not being as affected by 
the virus? 
4. The virus started in china, just like all world disasters the ini7al 
country who are deemed responsible for the chaos and loss is 
awarded the privilege of 'making things right'.   
Even with regards to war. Each country in the past has had to pay 
for loss, damage, death, etc. Why,  if the vaccine is so important 
to healing the human race, is China not being held responsible 
to pay for all the death and destruc7on and provide the vaccine 
to those who CHOOSE to have it for free? Pam

2021-01-18 
08:58:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine must not become mandatory, it is has not been 
tested enough and we don't know enough about the other 
strains of COVID19. I do not believe a vaccine will be the answer 
to this pandemic. Also there will be even more corrup7on in the 
rollout and the government does not does not have the 
infrastructure to roll this vaccine out. What happens if the 
vaccine has to be administered every year? Olivia

2021-01-18 
08:23:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Long term effects are not known and adverse reac7ons to 
Covid-19 vaccines  are deeply concerning. 

Nene

2021-01-18 
08:10:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dear Mr President 
Please remember your commitment when you took office to put 
south Africans first,we are  in a democracy and should not be 
bullied in anyway,and should be honored  as honest tax 
payers,there are  many bacterias and viruses in the atmosphere 
and our natural immunity has done us well,preven7ve medicine 
can subsidise vitamins and nutrients if needed,it is also 
affordable, these vaccines are not tested,why the hurry 
now,south africans have been dying daily  from drug 
abuse,violent crimes,hunger,depression and there was no 
urgency from health,social development and government to 
save lives,wether we die from  hunger or covid its death,so why 
is  covid death elevated  above the deaths being suffered , please 
Mr President protect our economy and protect us,please love us 
as south africans,who else can we trust with our lives if not you 
Mr President,so help us our God Myrtle

2021-01-18 
08:00:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe vaccina7on should not be mandatory, we should be be 
granted the opportunity to choose whether we want it or not. 
Some of us are Chris7ans and believe our God will save us from 
anything therefore can not rely on a vaccine that we don't even 
know where it comes from. Alice

2021-01-18 
07:48:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice should be protected, there are individuals 
who cannot take the vaccine for health concerns, and they will 
be ostracized if they dont take it. Wont be able to shop, fly etc. Liza

2021-01-18 
00:41:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I absolutely reject any kind of forced/mandatory vaccina7on, as 
well as tracking and/or covid "passports" which amount to a 
similar concept as the Apartheid "Dompas" and will see it as a 
viola7on against both my spiritual and physical rights as a 
human being. It directly violates my spiritual beliefs. I am also a 
vegetarian and refuse any kind of medicine that at any point 
used human 7ssue or foetus's in the process. If this becomes a 
case of me not being able to shop without having vaccina7on I 
will go on a hunger strike. The vaccine has also not been proven 
safe and the mo7ves of  the pushing of vaccines above 
suppressed treatments is very suspicious. There are treatments 
that have been proven effec7ve that are ac7vely being 
suppressed by government.  I have had enough health issues in 
my life without the powers that be using me as a guinea pig on 
the way to forcing their "great reset" on millions who never 
asked for it, nor voted for it. I don't recall ever giving my body as 
property to the government. My body belongs to God, and he 
will dispense jus7ce to anyone who violates that. Ren

2021-01-17 
23:17:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not consent to mandatory vaccina7ons. People of South 
Africa should not be forced or coerced into taking a vaccina7on 
with out full knowledge of what the agenda behind it is. Refer to 
Nuremberg trials. Alice

2021-01-17 
22:39:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It was not supposed to be mandatory because some of us we 
don't believe on this vaccine just like some people go to doctors 
every year for injec7on for flu some of us we don't is your 
choice. 

Malesela 
George 

2021-01-17 
21:34:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

More people are dying amer the vaccines in the USA.   We need 
to be informed as much as possible.  Our Chief Jus7ce has 
already spoken out against it.  Our President is not eager for our 
medical teams to try other alterna7ve methods.   Irene

2021-01-17 
20:52:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have a right to say no, no thorough tes7ng can be provided.  
How many people die due to the common cold? I will not expose 
my children to even the possibility of ' popila7on control 
vaccina7on ' that  is the bigger picture Chante
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2021-01-17 
20:51:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on bee

2021-01-17 
19:28:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jodi 

2021-01-17 
18:29:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is being used with a poli7cal mo7ve thus i do not 
support the vaccine or its origins Tido

2021-01-17 
16:50:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hi South Africa  

The president should take to considera7on the concerns of the 
people that there has never been a vaccine prepared in less than 
a year and also not proven to be healthy enough to protect 
life’s .  People need to trust the system first and it can not be 
mandatory, people who affected by COVID-19 not recovering can 
opt to take it. This is all about investment returns if is 
mandatory, mandatory is not democra7c Is dictatorship and we 
will not accept the model. The president proofs to us that he is 
not fit for office because he easily manipulated by people with 
influence and he is concerned about his status and pride than 
the na7on he is leading. Africa has herbal medicine proven to 
defeat the pandemic but is ignored by forcing lockdowns and 
inflic7ng of fear and brutality of policing and corrup7on. 

Our president is pushing numbers because they will benefit 
through tenders. I don’t understand why can’t open church and 
offer counselling to our people, plant lengana herbal in our 
farms and ginger because it is proven through since March 2019 
7ll now that our people have made through this. 

Prayer is the solu7on. Joseph

2021-01-17 
16:22:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I totally disagree with vaccina7on,masks, social distancing, 
lockdown....and anything else to do with the corpora7on which 
is known as"government". Marc

2021-01-17 
15:52:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to be forced to get the vaccine.  Not for myself or 
my 10 year old daughter. Monique 

2021-01-17 
15:30:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek glo dat hierdie inen7ngs net nog 'n manier is vir die regering 
om op ons mense iets af te DWING! ... Soos hulle doen van die 
eerste Lockdown in 2020! Geen mens het ENIGE regte of 
voorregte, behalwe dit wat ons een enige GOD EN VADER vir ons 
gegee het nie, en dit is die REG om sy WET te onderhou en HOM 
as KONING te ken. Geen vaksine of medikasie gaan hierdie land 
red uit die greep van enige VIRUS nie. Ons moet terugkeer na 
God en sy Wet begin onderhou! DIS AL! STEPHANIE

2021-01-17 
15:22:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm not in agreement that government wants to force the 
vaccine on people, when our scien7sts have not tested to see if 
it's effec7ve, they just accep7ng what the Who, America, Britain 
and so forth that says its okay, I'm suppor7ng it and won't take 
it. Angelo

2021-01-17 
14:48:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is too rushed  and alterna7ves have not been considered. I 
an7cipate more issues than solu7ons. Keitumetse 

2021-01-17 
14:47:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I consciencously object to a vacine that consist of aborted fetal 
cells and/or other harmful/alien ingredients that has already 
caused death and damage to people in other countries 
especially since it's for a disease that has a 99% recovery rate.  Yvepe

2021-01-17 
14:30:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

They only want to use us as "proe�onyne" 
This vaccine was not tried and tested! Adri

2021-01-17 
14:08:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has been developed to reduce global popula7on. I 
am not interested in it whatsoever.  This whole pandemic is a 
hoax. Jude

2021-01-17 
12:42:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree that vaccines should be mandatory. No one 
should be forced to put something in their body and there 
should not be any discrimina7on towards people’s choices. I also 
have concerns that the vaccines our government wants to roll 
out to the people have not been properly tested for long term 
effects. Why is a drug like ivermec7n been banned here but 
given as a treatment in other countries? Gina

2021-01-17 
11:30:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It hasn't fulfill the menditory requirements of at least tested for 
3years. It also corrup7on and irresponsible for the government 
to push this vaccine. Aspen/ Johnson and Johnson deal will 
enrich the president and his associates at the expense of South 
African lives. Sibusiso

2021-01-17 
10:27:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice, 

But I s7ll have the beper solu7on, 
Buy the Chinese vaccine, vaccinate our officials first then 
everyone and all working in ANY government ins7tu7ons/ 
departments, 
Then The ANC then the EFF and amer that solidarity members. 
Then the rest DA and every other party, 
Amer that problem solved ,  
In this instance I would take your DNA altering vaccine ? Des

2021-01-17 
09:14:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be voluntary. Its unacceptable to be forced to 
undergo vaccina7on! Audrey

2021-01-17 
08:53:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dear Goverment, please take the vaccine first. Ek skenk my 
vaccine vir iemand in die regering. Dink hul ons is so stupid om n 
vaccine te vat wat nie behoorlik getoets is oor n paar jaar  nie. 
Dink hul ons is nie ingelig  van wat in die vaccine is nie. Dink hul 
ons het nie self gaan rond krap om alles uit te vind en te weet 
wat in die vaccine is nie. Dink hul ons weet nie wat die groot 
reset is nie. They must be clowns them self. Thank you but NO 
thank you. Lynepe

2021-01-17 
07:56:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not necessary for a vaccine Sammy 
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2021-01-17 
07:09:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that the government officials do not understand the virus 
and are not educated around the vaccines and what the vaccines 
can do if they have not been tested properly. There has not been 
sufficient tes7ng to prove that the vaccine will be effec7ve and 
will not cause other condi7ons or even kill the person who 
receives it. I feel that if they have a vaccine it must not be 
compulsory which is the case with the flu vaccine. We must get 
to choose whether we want it to be administered. Ellen

2021-01-17 
04:59:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There's no proven record of the effects of the vaccine, 
government needs to be the role model first Juleigha

2021-01-17 
01:36:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not convinced that the vaccines are safe. Why must people 
be vaccinated when alterna7ve, safe treatments are available? 
If the vaccines were safe, why the many deaths amerwards? 
I have not been in inoculated for anything since I was a child and 
am s7ll very healthy Annatjie 

2021-01-17 
00:44:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I’m not interested in taking any vaccine  even if they gave it for 
free Lynn

2021-01-16 
23:28:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not take a vaccina7on which  I feel has not been tested 
thoroughly enough, I am very concerned about how this will 
impact on my freedom of choice.    Ursula

2021-01-16 
22:57:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will most definitely not be taking the vaccina7on and neither 
will any of my family members. Can not trust something that 
took less than a year to develop. Already heard of too many 
horror stories in other countries where people have died or 
started having seizures and other nasty side effects because of 
the various vaccines. I would rather keep wearing a mask in 
public un7l this all blows over or herd immunity is achieved. I 
will not be one of Bill Gates vic7ms in his pursuit of popula7on 
control and the New World Order. Clinton

2021-01-16 
21:40:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It should only be given to those who want to vaccinate Connie

2021-01-16 
21:03:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In 100 years a vaccine could not be found for cancer. In 40 years 
no vaccine for HIV. Never a vaccine for a common cold... How 
can they develop a vaccine for covid in less than a year? 

I will NOT take the vaccine! Naomi

2021-01-16 
19:35:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my right as an individual to reject this "vaccine". From 
research it shows that this is not a vaccine at all. Secondly it 
hasn't been tested long term so we don't know it's effects on 
people. Tests on animals concluded it is unsafe. Lastly there are 
alterna7ves that can be take like hydroxychloroquine or 
ivermec7n. Why put so much emphasis on this rushed vaccine? Tshegofatso

2021-01-16 
19:08:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will pick out a random sample from a batch then Bill Gates can 
go first, lets see. YOU FIRST BOB DG

2021-01-16 
18:43:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Put in a box where you can say all are concerns!!! 

I will NOT allow anyone at any 7me to give me this shit from the 
devil! My body my choice! Go look what's in this shit. 
Government can take it and supply it to loca7ons. Go fuck 
yourself I don't want it even if it's for free. Hamba khaye Cyril! Adri 

2021-01-16 
15:28:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day 
On the end of the day, we as unschooled lab people, we don't  
know what they want to inject into us. Me as a Muslims can not 
take animal  dna into our system due to religious  reasons.

Abdur'rahma
n 

2021-01-16 
14:38:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Concern about the safety. Ques7ons are many Naledi
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2021-01-16 
13:43:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dr Mkhize at first said we can achieve herd immunity if many of 
us get the virus and recover from it, now he is saying something 
different. It seems to be that we are too dependent on WHO, 
CDC and every other interna7onal organiza7on and not on our 
own scien7sts and doctors. Why can't we make our own 
vaccine? Why will it be made mandatory? Do we not have 
rights? Are our bodies not our own or does the government own 
that too? Why has government used the media to infiltrate so 
much fear into people? Or do we not know that fear weakens 
the immune system? We all know that vaccine development 
takes 5-30 years, the fact that this vaccine is using MRNA 
biotechnology (granted there was prior research on it) and was 
made available to the public so soon without sufficient tes7ng is 
suspicious! Time should be taken to test this vaccine on animals 
that have a similar respitory systems as us as well as to monitor 
adverse effects it has on humans. I believe this is no longer 
about health but money and control - a vaccine guarantees 
pharmaceu7cal companies billions and billions, whereas if more 
investment was put into making an an7dote it would be much 
beper. It guarantees governments immeasurable and 
unwarranted power over people. This virus can be healed, the 
fact that one can test posi7ve and nega7ve amer however long 
proves that. The government has looted money of which they 
are using this vaccine business to run away from facing the 
consequences. It's a distrac7on. How about that money to buy 
the vaccine be used to build mass steaming sta7ons because 
heat kills this virus? To fix hospitals, schools and public 
infrastructure?  Because part of the major reason why many 
people are dying is because of poor health facili7es and 
treatments.  

Yes sure we are dealing with a pandemic but the measures the 
government is taking are more damaging. The financial, mental, 
physical, emo7onal and spiritual health of everyone is being 
trampled on with these Lockdowns. I am an7-lockdowns, they're 
doing more harm than good. It's against our rights! We have to 
learn to live with this virus that has a 99.3% recovery rate. No 
one has come to the front in the government to actually 
research how Lockdowns are weakening our immune systems 
thereby making people more suscep7ble to catching the virus - 
so it makes me heavily doubt their commitment to us being well 
again as a country. With all the science in the world, surely there 
are alterna7ves. 

There have been reports that the media has slammed as fake 
and even the president called us conspiracy theorists for 
believing, but I won't stand for it. What do they have to hide if 
they are so afraid of people speaking out about their 
experiences with the vaccine?! We have freedom of speech. Lies 
and lying people have been there since the beginning of 7me - if 
there are people who are lying for real then fine, but what if 
those painted as liars are the actual truth tellers? Not everything 
is a conspiracy. We are not stupid and we have a right to have 
our own opinion and speak it. South Africa is the rape capital, 
GBV is the worst here, the poverty-rich gap is wide, we have a 
huge sex-trafficking problem - these are things that government 
should be looking closely at, not telling us we are conspiracy 
theorists for analysing the so-called science that interna7onal 
organiza7ons are giving us. At this moment, science is 
contradic7ng science, excuse us who are Doub7ng Thomas'es, 
excuse us for taking responsibility over our health, excuse us for 
being academics and doing our own research.  

The Cabinet should be the first to take the vaccine - I repeat, the 
vaccine not the placebo. A randomized medical professional 
should take the real vaccine and give it to them and see how 
they react to it. Have they ever thought about the amermath if 
the vaccine has a deadly reac7on in those it was given to? That 
we could lose half if not most of the essen7al service personnel? 
What then? They won't take responsibility. More especially 
because the companies that make vaccines have a clause that 
doesn't make them responsible for any bad reac7on to Their 
vaccines. Let's think about that. Let there be more accountability 
first, then we can start thinking about vaccines. 

South Africa is becoming a dictatorship, its leaders need to stand 
for the people, not for money, greed and lust for power. The 
government should give us our rights and bodies back, earn our 
trust and stand against countries that are not really for our good. 
African leaders need to defend us from interna7onal countries 
that aren't for our good. This is poli7cs, they need not sell us 
out. Maphu7

2021-01-16 
12:30:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Total BS, that one should not have a choice to choose whether 
you want the vaccine or not. So many strains of the virus means 
we will have toe get a different vaccine ever other month.  And 
in 5 years 7me what is the side effects of this vaccine?!? Ann

2021-01-16 
12:12:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my body and it is my right not to take a vaccine that has not 
been properly tested. Leandrie

2021-01-16 
12:05:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is experimental. We have been told it will not affect 
mask-wearing, distancing, or even necessarily prevent infec7on 
or transmission. Yes, there are people who want the vaccine - 
mainly because they've bought into the scare hype, in my 
opinion. And I really hope they experience no bad side-effects! 
But it should NOT be mandatory in any way, shape or form - 
including corporate/media pressure. Jo
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2021-01-16 
11:28:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concerns are : Mandatory vaccina7on with a new type of 
vaccine of which the long term effects are unknown and was 
rushed in development. The poli7cal connota7ons of the 
vaccine. The centralised procurement of it by a corrupt and 
incompetent government . The cost to the tax payer and  
medical aid members who will be carrying the cost of it for 
themselves as well as subsidising it for others. All this for a 
disease with a less than 3 percent fatality rate over all and  that 
is including the aged and those with co-morbidi7es. Let people 
decide for themselves if they want the vaccina7on and  de-
centralise procurement. Ilana

2021-01-16 
09:54:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am totally against mandatory vaccines. Also the side effects 
thereof and ingredients specifically in CV 19 vaccine. 
Also the death rate is insignificant compared to other causes of 
death. Marise

2021-01-16 
09:21:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough tes7ng has been done to see the long term effects 
of the vaccina7on. Vaccines take many years to develop and yet 
this one was done in a maper of months. Surely the cons7tu7on 
does not allow for vaccines or any medica7on to be mandatory. I 
will personally not take it as I will not be forced to take 
something I don't believe is for my benefit but maybe rather 
intended for my harm. I will not be fooled into believing that the 
same vaccina7ons will be given to the first recipients as to the 
general popula7on later on. Its my life and my right to choose 
what I put in my body. Maryse

2021-01-16 
08:58:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I had the flu vaccine once in my life 4 years ago and I was terribly 
ill. I will never get another vaccine for flu. It does not keep you 
heathy. V

2021-01-16 
08:56:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

True or false, let's steer away from a mockery about aliens and 
humans being chipped. Let's for now, put on ice the concerns 
about the methods and special efforts to get figures of the 
infec7on and mortality rate increased.  The claim is not at all 
that everyone in health care are collabora7ng, blackmailed or 
compromised. The CONCERN is that  civiliza7on are condi7oned 
to follow protocol put in place over decades and we are too 
afraid to peep outside of this box. What we should be concerned 
about, is the fact that all concerns and counter arguments about 
C19 and against it's projected vaccines are suppressed, not only 
by Google and YouTube, but also by mainstream media all over 
the world. The only inputs and opinions that gets covered, 
entertained and broadcast-ed are those of  individuals who 
support the vaccines and all the C19 regula7ons, regardless of 
how mindless some of it seems to be. My concern is that there 
may be truth in claims that the vaccines will have selec7ve 
content for different target groups and  that it may have content 
that will gradually alter DNA strains of the human race. With 
current technology this is not too far fetched or out of reach . If 
one look at what has become of our freedom, we are in an ditch 
towards communism, enhanced by mindless rules and directed 
communica7on. It certainly wont help if we insult each other 
and trample on each other to get out of it. We will have to stand 
together and dig sideways, stairs to get out or stand on each 
others shoulders if it may.  My request is that we at least find a 
way to get inves7ga7ve journalist back to life and that 
mainstream media will give equal coverage to counter 
arguments, with equal inputs debates, interviews and reac7on 
7me.   If this request is wiped from the table, it will only deepen 
skep7cism and distrust in the independence, reliability and 
authen7city of mainstream media. Nick

2021-01-16 
08:45:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my cons7tu7on right not to take the vaccine. It is also my 
cons7tu7onal right to seek alternate measures. Maxine

2021-01-16 
08:36:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Any pharmaceu7cal interven7on (vaccine included) carries risks 
and no en7ty can guarantee a risk free medical interven7on such 
as a vaccine. Because of this reason it is completely unethical to 
mandate such interven7ons on the public without the freedom 
of choice or informed consent. Me and my family have the right 
to make informed decisions about this vaccine just like any other 
medical treatment and we absolutely should have the right to 
refuse it should we not be personally sa7sfied with the risks. Daniela 

2021-01-16 
07:54:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines for viruses cannot prevent  infec7ons 100%. 
Vaccines may have severe side effects. 
Everyone must be WELL INFORMED about the vaccine to be 
administered BEFORE they make a VOLUNTARY choice. Marcus

2021-01-16 
07:39:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marion

2021-01-15 
23:55:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How can a vaccine that took months to develop be mandatory, 
when we have no vaccines for cancer, TB etc that have been 
around for years and they haven't been able to develop a 
vaccine for these diseases.  I would rather take my chances on 
geing cover-19, than taking an actual vaccine that will give me 
the disease. 

So I am totally against any mandatory vaccines. Juele

2021-01-15 
19:36:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that people will be forced to take the vaccine, 
against religious or other restric7ng factors. 
The vaccine also became available very quickly, how do we know 
tes7ng is sufficient? We are unaware of the long term effects of 
the vaccine, as well as unsure of all the short term effects. I just 
don't support it at all. Caylee
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2021-01-15 
17:28:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In the test trials people have been injured, some  died as well 
from taking this poisonous vaccine. It is an extremely harmful 
vaccine and I will not take it and will not allow my family to be 
vaccinated.  Besides the horrible fetal maper numerous other 
dangerous ingredients are in it. 
And yes dlamini and ramaphosa should be the first ones to take 
it and show the world live. 
Safe solu7ons would be ivermec7n, hydroxychloroquine, 
vitamins C D, zinc, Artemesia and probably a whole lot more. 

Why can't we have ivermec7n? 
Why can't we have the Madagascar remedy? Surely the govt can 
get some of those in the country for the benefit of all the sick. 

And last but not least, stop those filthy mask wearing that's 
making the people sick now and giving them pneumonia.  
Without the masks everyone would be healthy with a strong 
immune system.  In the 1918 Spanish flu, it was masks that gave 
people pneumonia.  Govt, Do your research and do not seek to 
control the people. A

2021-01-15 
17:11:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why vaccinate with a product that has not been thoroughly 
tested nor do we know the long-term effects of it when there is 
a perfectly safe, age old medica7on (Ivermec7n) available at an 
affordable price to treat Covid? Sariepe

2021-01-15 
16:21:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too much controversy, and the eagerness of government 
wan7ng to roll it out is disconcer7ng... No transparency on the 
formula7on and side effects aren't a proven thing because of the 
short trials Luwelyn

2021-01-15 
16:19:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Claudia 

2021-01-15 
15:14:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine  is  not  a good product.  
I will not poison myself with human embryos carcinogen or  any 
other kind of RNA  products. 
As humans we will overcome this virus . 
 There is no need for vaccines or lockdowns . 

Fa7ma

2021-01-15 
13:58:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The reports by hundreds of doctors and scien7sts worldwide 
state clearly that the "vaccine" is experimental and cannot 
guarantee immunity from  Covid19 infec7on. It is not even a 
vaccine but a method of controlling the popula7on, changing 
DNA and introducing technology into our bodies. This is a 
viola7on of our human rights according to the Nuremberg Code. 
Mandatory vaccina7on requirements to enter shops, travel, 
receive essen7al service is treason against the people of South 
Africa. Glynn 

2021-01-15 
11:51:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Robyn 

2021-01-15 
10:52:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been properly tested.  It's  very dangerous 
to inoculate people with a vaccine that's not properly tested. It 
should be everyone's own choice to get vaccinated with this 
vaccine. Yolande 

2021-01-15 
09:58:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have a human right to refuse a vaccine that has been 
produced in such a short 7me.  I do not believe that the correct 
protocol has been followed to rule out all the side effects of 
these vaccines.  It has been proved with the alleged tes7ng the 
world has been doing.  The way they are conduc7ng the tests, 
the tes7ng itself in the laboratories that is geing contaminated, 
the nega7ve-posi7ve tests.  How do they explain the fact that 
one gets tested posi7ve at one place, walk out and into another 
tes7ng sta7on and then tests nega7ve.  These tests are 
inconclusive.  So how can you trust a vaccine being rolled out if 
the tes7ng on them are not 100%.  Why do people who get the 
flu vaccines get so sick amer geing vaccinated.  Why did the 
nurse in the US get hospi7lised amer geing the vaccine?  So are 
they going to put the whole world on lockdown for 22 days amer 
everybody gets the vaccine? Natasha

2021-01-15 
09:43:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking away human rights by forcing a mandatory vaccine is 
communism.  What happened to my body my rights? Especially 
forcing a rushed vaccine. Another agenda at play including 
corrup7on! Brigipe

Western Cape 132
2021-02-18 
17:20:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Yaseen
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2021-02-18 
16:57:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The alterna7ves such as ivermec7n have been proven to be & 
con7nue to prove its effec7veness in the treatment of Covid-19 
in actual live people across the globe with minimal adverse 
effects so if our lives truly mapered to our government they 
would do whatever was necessary to try to save the lives of 
"their" people.  

However, they have already paid millions for a Covid-19 
"vaccine", which has been rushed - technically doesn't legally 
comply with the defini7on of a vaccine, it has NOT been 
sufficiently tested, seems to be causing some serious adverse 
effects (even death) in live people to whom it was given. We are 
not guinea pigs.  

Everyone should have the choice of whether or not they want to 
have the vaccine because those who choose to take it should 
gain the necessary protec7on from it.  

The Zambian president publicly said the vaccines will not go into 
the bodies of any Zambian - wow! What an honour it must be to 
have such leader who clearly has the best interests of "his 
people" at heart!  
  
Nobody knows what adverse effects will surface in the next 5 or 
10 years so we have a human right to choose what we put into 
our bodies.  

People need to wake up & realize that governments do NOT own 
us! We are NOT their property. They do NOT have the right to 
force us to do things to OUR bodies against our wills. 

Governments are NOT God. They need to stop ac7ng like they 
own everything & everyone! R

2021-02-14 
11:57:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are other alterna7ves to managing this virus. People have 
the right to choose and should not be penalized. Healthy people 
should not be subjected to mandatory vaccines.  The vaccines 
have already proven to have adverse reac7on in large parts of 
the globe, especially in the elderly. No Child or young adult 
should not be subject to vaccina7ons . I believe people should 
have the freedom to choose. The treatment of this virus cannot 
be 'blanket' treatment with vaccines as each individuals body 
func7ons differently and medica7ons and treatments that work 
for one individual might not work for another.  Some people 
prefer to self-medicate and they have the right to do so. 
Alterna7ves treatments should be available, such as Ivermec7n 
and doctors should be allowed to treat each pa7ent as they 
deem fit.  This en7re vaccine situa7on is filled with problema7c 
issues and is spiking the fear hormone.  These vaccines have 
definitely not been properly tested and people should not be 
used as Guinea pigs. G

2021-02-01 
10:00:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should always be voluntary. Children should not be 
given any vaccina7ons or innocula7ons without their parents' 
consent. John

2021-01-30 
09:14:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sandy 

2021-01-28 
15:17:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that a vaccine which has less than a year to 
study, produce and test wool be safe nor effec7ve.  
The technology used in these vaccines have not been used in the 
past and would be experimental at best.  

I arm also appalled at the vaccine passport which has been 
men7oned. I do not understand why ci7zens are being punished 
for not being willing to take a vaccine which is not proven safe.  

Another major issue is thai tax payers are foo7ng the bill, yet 
again, without meaningful consulta7on about whether we want 
the vaccine or not. Teri

2021-01-27 
09:12:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Each ci7zen must have the freedom to decide whether to accept 
or reject the vaccine. Each person's choice must be respected 
and accepted. This country belongs to the ci7zens, not the 
government. Every individual ci7zen must have the freedom of 
choice, and government must honor that. Wilton

2021-01-26 
20:00:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody needs this bullshit vaccine as there are alterna7ve 
medicines that can be used. This is a complete money making 
tyrannical scheme for governments and big pharma to get rich. 
Fuck you all and your new world order. I will never comply. Sandy

2021-01-26 
18:38:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Liezl

2021-01-26 
14:46:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not going to be a Guinea pig for the world. My bet is our 
government is being paid to test the  vaccine. I don't care what 
the vial says, who knows what is really in the vial. No thanks. We 
only die when we are supposed to. Babsy

2021-01-26 
14:08:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Amanda

2021-01-24 
20:48:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am violently apposed to any apempt of the State to force 
vaccina7on, or use vaccina7on as a manipula7on of my rights as 
a ci7zen and restrict any movement or ac7vity based on my 
willingness to be vaccinated. I will demand the right of consent 
that I have legally as a ci7zen. 
It must be a free choice, based on personal convic7on and belief. Peter

2021-01-24 
20:44:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have had so many recoveries without the vaccine. There's 
too many unanswered ques7ons by the government about the 
whole vaccina7on story and the sidw effects. I THOLAKELE ZILWA 
am NOT INTERESTED IN GETTING VACCINATED. THOLAKELE 
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2021-01-23 
13:30:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe every human being has the sovereign right to their own 
bodily integrity. No government has the right to mandate a 
medical procedure. The vaccines that are being rolled out are an 
experiment. These types of gene-based vaccines have never 
been used before and so far there have been an alarming 
amount of allergic reac7ons and even deaths associated with 
these vaccines. Vaccines must always be a choice. Anya

2021-01-23 
12:06:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine ID is the same as a mandatory vaccina7on. 
Also i suggests you go back to school because you plan to 
vaccinate 40 000 adults when we don't have 40 000 adults in SA. 

It's my CHOICE 
I said NO 

Now buzz off Jackie

2021-01-22 
22:13:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These are an experimental vaccines that have not been tested 
properly yet.....so why would anyone want to risk ones health for 
a virus that has a 99.9 % recovery rate ! Carla

2021-01-22 
12:38:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe that a vaccine should be mandatory. I also think 
there's too much info out there saying that this vaccine is 
harmful. Charmaine 

2021-01-22 
09:51:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Maghboonah

2021-01-22 
02:54:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Why should we be forced to vaccinate? Madge

2021-01-22 
01:11:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government should consider vaccina7ng of prisoners and 
poli7cians to run a trail study. Not ci7zens who did not 
par7cipate in this absurd decision. First get a vaccine for Hiv/
Aids! Fuzlin

2021-01-21 
22:06:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No  government has the right to tell anyone what they should do 
about their personal health.  We make our own decisions as 
adults.  The government does not have our best interests at 
heart.  I make my own decisions. Anton

2021-01-21 
18:20:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom means you have choice. If it is mandatory my human 
rights are taken away. I am suppose to be able to travel 
wherever I want to, this is tyranny if you are going to need a 
vaccine id for travel. Chantel

2021-01-21 
17:58:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe this to be a human rights issue. I believe we are not told 
of all the possible nega7ve effects. I believe it is fundamentally 
wrong to force million of rands of vaccines onto people and not 
give any alterna7ves a try that cost next to nothing. I believe our 
Government is corrupt and I do not trust them. I believe this is 
about control and and money. Bill Gates invests millions into this 
country and our Government has been bought.  

Shelani

2021-01-21 
14:30:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. the safety of the experimental vaccines in the short-term is 
unknown. 
2. the efficacy of the experimental vaccines in preven7ng 
infec7on is unknown. 
3. the efficacy of the experimental vaccines in preven7ng 
transmission is unknown. 
4. at least one vaccine uses en7rely new technology which is 
unproven and untested on humans. 
5. it is understood that following vaccina7on, people will s7ll be 
required to wear masks, maintain social distancing and sani7ze 
6. the long term effects of the vaccines on healthy persons is 
unknown. 
7. sta7s7cs clearly show mortality rate to be a very small rela7ve 
to those who are known to be infected and negligible as a ra7o 
to the total popula7on. 
8. sta7s7cs strongly indicate that mortality rates following 
COVID-19 are significantly higher in the elderly and those with 
significant comorbidi7es - NOT in healthy and rela7vely young 
individuals. 
10. the poten7al risks and cost of using an experimental vaccine 
with unknow efficacy on millions of people for a virus with a 
survival rate exceeding 99% is illogical and bad science. 
11. Hydroxychloroquine, unlike the new vaccines, is a low cost, 
safe, available, tried and tested drug, with several studies 
showing significant impact on the treatment of COVID-19 
(survivability improved, severity of symptoms reduced, possible 
use as a prophylaxis). This must be made available to ci7zens 
and doctors permiped to prescribe it. 
12. If a vaccine were to be made available, then: 
(a) it should be VOLUNTARY in ALL cases, and 
(b) people should pay for it themselves (NOT government, i.e. 
the taxpayer), and 
(c) people at risk of serious illness or death, i.e. people older 
than 65 and people with serious comorbidi7es, should be 
priori7zed first, and 
(d) children and healthy adults should be advised AGAINST 
inocula7on with an untried, untested vaccine with unknown 
efficacy, unknown side effects and unknown long term 
implica7ons. 

Sanmarie
2021-01-21 
12:55:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lana
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2021-01-21 
12:28:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hello 
I believe that I have a choice as to what I put in my body, 
including a man-made vaccine. 

I look amer my body by educa7ng myself on the food I eat, the 
water I drink and the air that I breathe. All these systems have 
been compromised and should be looked amer!  
A healthier Earth means a healthier human and animals species.  

For serious infec7ons Ivermec7n has been proven to work, so 
why vaccinate with an experimental shot. There has been 
adverse effects of the vaccine around the world.  

No to mandatory vaccina7on, it should be a personal choice!  
Shabnam 

2021-01-21 
12:12:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my choice! It takes years to develop a vaccine and this 
is not a vaccine anyway, it is mRNA,  a chemical pathogen 
device... along with other rubbish I will not allow to be injected 
into my body. 
Do the research everyone. It cannot stop the transmission, it is a 
treatment that will make you sick. Uschi

2021-01-21 
07:41:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As I was born into a family with a lot of allergies, I do not think 
these vaccines have been tested enough and thus unsafe. My 
own sister ended up in hospital from a flu vaccine, and those 
took years before anybody thought it safe to use on humans. As 
a person allergic to not only some food types (egg, milk, yogurt), 
but also medicans like asprin, an7-inflammatory  and some 
others, I do not think I would ever want the vaccine for the next 
20 years... Gloudina

2021-01-20 
18:56:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ivermec7n Belinda

2021-01-20 
14:42:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Por7a

2021-01-20 
12:31:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First of all why must we always be the test ground for their 
experiments and then why is SA government following their 
(west) protocols  and mandate?  something's not clicking Ndumiso

2021-01-20 
12:13:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1) I do not believe the vaccine is safe necause it is n M-RNA that 
means it is bio-engeneering. 
2) This so called virus is cured by  a bacterial medicine how is it 
then possible to be a virus. 
3} The vaccine has not been on the recomended and  approved 
7me trials period as per aproved goverment requirments for a 
vaccine to be   aproved safe. The requirements is min 5 year 
trial.  

Safe selu7on is ivermec7ne.  
1) Ivermec7ne has been proven in 100% of covid cases to cure 
covid in 48 hour and costs 90% less. 
 2) ivermec7ne has all the aproval to be a safe drug and has been 
aproved by the WHO  and alnpst all countries around the 
world....  
Including South Africa.  

Erik
2021-01-20 
09:11:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elmarie

2021-01-19 
21:42:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Concerned about safety and side effects of vaccine. Also not 
suppor7ve of the Vaccine ID/tracking. Liezl

2021-01-19 
20:49:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We cannot be forced to take the injec7on ( vaccine is the wrong 
word for what you want to inject us  with) since there are no 
guarantees that it will be affec7ve, and that it will not make you 
seriously ill  or kill you .  I dare each member of the government 
to receive the injec7on before the rest of the ci7zens. With their 
family members, children and grand children, publicly. 
Administered by someone chosen by the people, and the vials 
collected by that person, unknown to the government officials. Le77a

2021-01-19 
19:02:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine has not been adequately tested and trialled. ivermec7n 
should be used asap. Don't support implementa7on of 
mandatory vaccines which would dictate the freedom of 
movement, in fact freedom of doing anything in our lives. Firdose

2021-01-19 
16:18:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not having the right to choose. M
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2021-01-19 
16:16:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a very strong objec7ve against the roll out of the vaccine.  
There is alterna7ve solu7ons such as ivermec7n that has been 
scien7fically been proven to work and is effec7ve. This will also 
be cost effec7ve to our economy. We as South Africans are not 
in a posi7on to splurge government funds irresponsibly.The 
government needs to be alert at the amer effects that these 
vaccines will have on the economy and the people of South 
Africa.In the Uk it has been proven fact that the virus affects 
people of colour greatly, nonetheless what would the vaccine 
do..?All ques7ons needs to be answered with effec7veness at 
regarding lives and not just short term solu7ons.  
Choosing the vaccine is proven to be an expensive and 
dangerous solu7on that has not been scien7fically tested for 
over a  period of years. 
South Africa needs to wake up and take precau7ons that will 
save lives not just taking a easy way out.The shorter route 
doesn't always prove to be the safest way. 
As South Africans living in a democra7c country with human 
rights we should have the right to say whether we want to take 
the vaccine or not. 
No one should force anyone to take the vaccine. We should be 
able to exercise our rights as a human being.  
Who says we need to follow the world health organiza7on? Can 
we not operate on our own?We have highly qualified doctors 
and scien7sts!  

Melanie

2021-01-19 
16:10:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is the mandatory of the vaccine.  I am totally against 
vaccina7ons. Covid 19 has not been issolated in a lab. How can 
they make a vaccine without the virus been isolated? The 
vaccine has not been tested for its effec7veness in human 
beings.  Why do the goverment wants to force a vaccine on all its 
people? Is there something more to vaccine than meets the eye?  
NWO? Ivermec7m has been banned in SA. Why? As it shows to 
be very effec7ve.  All human beings have been born with an 
immunity agains virusses and bacteria. Serms to me that now 
with covid that suddently does not excist anymore. I believe in 
herd immunity and healthy ea7ng to support your immunity 
more than I believe in any drug. Enough Vit D and a healthy 
dieet with lots of Vit C will keep you healthy against ant disease. Arista

2021-01-19 
14:07:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Pro life and choice 

If condoms are not mandatory to prevent the transmission of 
HIV then vaccines and masks are a choice too.  

Lindi
2021-01-19 
10:09:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rose

2021-01-18 
20:54:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It was proven that not all people can receive any kind of vaccine 
as some healh condi7ons or some allergies the person live with, 
can be a contra-indica7on to the composi7on of some 
vaccine....and the media is filled with people who had severe 
reac7ons towards this vaccine amer they received it. There 
hevent been any long term studies done on this vaccine....most  
medicines in the past that had massive nega7ve effects on 
people and their health in the past, were only discovered to 
cause that harmful effects years amer the people rceived it....so 
HOW can you target people at malls etc to receive a vacine 
already causing loads of adverse reac7ons in so many people. 
Targe7ng people at malls and taxi ranks is a viola7on of freedom 
for those who don't want the vaccine, and then get pushed into 
a situa7on where others try to push them to take the vaccine. 
Anything that might even have n effect on a persons DNA should 
anyway be a huge NO! marien

2021-01-18 
18:41:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ivor

2021-01-18 
18:20:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe this is an apempt to control the masses. No one would 
need to make a vaccine mandatory if it was safe. They are using 
fear and in7mida7on to force people into taking an unnecessary 
vaccina7on.  For a disease that is survivable.  They rushed it and 
has no real science to prove its need Galiema

2021-01-18 
15:09:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Strongly oppose mandatory vaccina7on, as it is undermining 
people right to chose which medica7on they prefer and their 
bodily autonomy. 
The banning and punishment and persecu7on of people and 
doctors that are not pro the " vaccine " is wrong. 
The disputes against the vaccine and the claim by scien7sts and 
medical experts  that it is not a vaccine, but a medical devise 
should be interrogated without fear or favour. 
The contesta7on that corona virus does not exist and that this is 
just a huge hoax, those making the claims should be allowed to 
submit their evidence and people should filter the informa7on 
for themselves. Lydia M

2021-01-18 
15:00:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every person should have a right to make an informed decision 
for themselves. I believe there are safer, well tested and proven 
treatments, like Vit C, D3, Zn, Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquin. Marian

2021-01-18 
14:51:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Allan

2021-01-18 
14:49:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 Ivermec7n works thus no need for any vaccine, also a rushed 
human trial vaccine for a virus that barely kills is just plain crazy. 
in the end you end up with a vaccine that is more lethal than the 
weak virus itself.  Ivermec7n is the way to go, it works! Jessica

2021-01-18 
13:17:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Any individual who chooses not to be vaccinated  poses no 
threat to the individual who chooses to be vaccinated.  
It is rather the other way around. •therefor the right to 
alterna7ve medica7on  Should be open to free choice. Louisa
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2021-01-18 
12:28:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is not efficient evidence that the vaccine will work and 
some of those that have taken it had severe side-effects! 
These companies that manufacture it does not even take legal 
liability for it! Why? Also, why do we need to import this when 
some of our local heroes had incredible results with comba7ng 
the virus, why is this not aired as much and more money 
injected into these ini7a7ves?  
In a democra7c country it should be voluntary not mandatory!  
The death rate is less than 0.5% and we have borrowed and 
allocated R500billion towards it! Government needs to be 
transparent with us about what really is going on! Lady 

2021-01-18 
11:42:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People must choose whether or not to take the vaccine, and we 
should also be informed about all the risks and side effects of 
the vaccine, which includes altering the DNA of people. All cards 
regarding the vaccine should be placed on the table and people 
must have the op7on or choosing or rejec7ng it, especially 
because it is said that the manufacturer won’t be liable for any 
damages caused by the vaccine. Why force the vaccine if you 
can’t fully stand by it? If there aren’t any dras7c side effects then 
they should be confident enough to be willing to pay... Chris7e

2021-01-18 
10:24:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Wendy

2021-01-18 
10:02:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is to date no substan7al scien7fic evidence that the 
vaccine works. There are however many cases of vaccine 
damage that are being hidden from the public. I have never and 
will never support mandatory vaccina7ons as it is my body and 
my choice.. At no point am I owned or my children owned by 
government just for being a South African ci7zens. There are 
alterna7ve treatments to this man-made virus(some proven 
effec7ve, yet our gov has deemed one in par7cular, illegal when 
they were never illegal to begin with, so my ques7on is WHY?)  I 
believe there are other agendas at play here and South Africans 
are just way to submissive to the propaganda and tac7cs pushed 
out by this government. How deep are Bill Gates fingers' in the 
pockets of our decision makers, is he funding the work into our 
proposed NHI? How far does his influence in this country go and 
what is our president geing out of it? La Donna

2021-01-18 
09:47:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

i am an7 vaccine, i do not trust them, i do not trust what goes 
into them, do not trust the side effects and do not believe in 
people puing toxins and chips into my body. Sharon

2021-01-18 
09:45:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am against the proposed roll out of vaccina7on in South Africa, 
as there is no proof that a vaccines will stop the virus. 
In other countries, like Israel for example, two thirds of the 
popula7on have already been vaccinated and s7ll the numbers 
of infec7ons  are apparently rising.... 
No proof that vaccines are effec7ve. 
I feel that it is my body, I have to have the say if I want to be 
injected with foreign stuff that is most likely toxic and s7ll 
experimental with no proof at all that it will be effec7ve  against 
the virus. 

Helene

2021-01-18 
08:00:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The way its being forced upon us raises concern. It's all very one 
sided. Our opinions do not maper and when raising legi7mate 
ques7ons we get smeared and things are being put in place to 
make ques7oning the propaganda illegal.  

It's not been discussed objec7vely.  And we are not encouraged 
to think for ourselves. 

Lastly, the vaccina7on does not guarantee that we wont get sick, 
neither prevents transmi7on of the virus. Plus we not allowed 
access to the studies of the virus. We also need to be allowed to 
research the virus independently and not limited to just a 
selected few predetermined companies that are in cahoots and 
benefit financial from.these contracts. 

Serit. Tnerb

2021-01-18 
07:33:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek is bekommerd oor 'n hele paar aspekte rondom die entstof nl. 
1) effek7witeit en newe effekte. Enige entstof se langtermyn 
effek word eers rondom 10 jaar bepaal.  2) Die té vinnige 
ontwikkeling van die entstof sonder behoorlike proemydperk van 
2 of meer jaar. Geen waarborg dat dit sal werk nie. 3) Die virus 
het reeds verander, dus kan die huidige beoogde entstof nie sy 
doel bereik nie. 4) Daar moet eerder meer veilige alterna7ewe 
behandeling oorweeg word soos bv Invermek7en ens.  5) 
Grootste bekommernis is dat kinders die en7ng sal moet 
ontvang om publieke skole toe te mag gaan. Dit neem vryheid 
van keuse by ouers weg oor hoe hul hul kinders groot maak, net 
soos in die geval van Comprehensive Sexual Educa7on. Inperking 
van geloof en mense regte.  

Ek sê NEE vir die entstof VERAL as dit verpligtend gaan wees. Cornel
2021-01-18 
06:47:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my human right to decide what I think is good or bad for 
myself and for my kids. Lu-Marie

2021-01-18 
04:44:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is absolute foolishness to accept something that will alter you 
on a gene7c level, that has been developed in such a rushed 
7meframe. It is further foolishness to target all the healthcare 
workers simultaneously. If this vaccine is problema7c it will 
smash a whole in our first line of defence, not just for Covid, but 
for everything else too. Ayden
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2021-01-17 
23:01:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be allowed to decide for themselves whether they 
want the vaccine or not. Most drugs are tested for years before 
being rolled out for use. This vaccine has been in the making for 
6 months.. that’s not long enough to know it’s safe. And the 
Covid virus seems to be changing, so will this vaccine even be 
affec7ve against the current and changing strains.  

And then there’s our incompetent government who will be 
handling the vaccine rollout.. I don’t have much faith in them 
geing it done properly. Lorien

2021-01-17 
21:26:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why allow Africa to be the guinea pigs and lab rats to test on? 
And what about all the cases where the vaccine caused harm to 
the ones who received it? If the vaccine is beneficial, people 
would choose it out of their own, but it's not, therefore the 
plans to make it mandatory are looming. Mingah

2021-01-17 
20:42:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine needs to be tested on the people siing on the 
cabinet of parliament and ANC members before given to the rest 
of the popula7on. Raadieya 

2021-01-17 
20:38:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Geraldo 

2021-01-17 
20:28:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has been rushed and not gone through enough 
thorough tes7ng. It is not safe and is causing severe  adverse 
affects and death.  
I should have the right to decide if I want to put that in my body 
or my children’s bodies. Making it mandatory is against my 
human rights. Taflyn

2021-01-17 
20:01:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines are too new!. The South African govt needs to first do 
its own tes7ng to determine the efficacy of the vaccines. we 
have a unique populous with unique DNA. forcing something on 
us that most of do not want is criminal! this is a democracy not a 
dictatorship no one should be forced to do anything against their 
will ie forced to vaccinate. Nelson Mandela was as the forefront 
of our beau7ful cons7tu7on, you cannot take our rights given to 
us in the cons7tu7on. there are also other things that can be 
applied first before even looking to vaccines. Govt needs to 
dissolve SAHPRA and legalise Ivermec7n. south africa is the only 
country in the world that has banned a substance that has 
proven itself mul7ple 7mes over. f

2021-01-17 
17:59:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccina7ons are approved as EXPERIMENTAL vaccines. 
They have no safety record , some methods have never been 
used in humans and are produced by companies who have 
liability protec7on. Who in their right mind would take an 
experimental substance with too many unanswered ques7ons. 
Anyone must have the right to choice, to take it or refuse it. Karin

2021-01-17 
17:28:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mel

2021-01-17 
17:27:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines have not been tested as other vaccines have 
been. How do they know the vaccine will prevent you geing 
covid. There are no guarantees. Let the president & all the 
government officials be vaccinated first & not with a saline 
solu7on but with the actual vaccine & let us see how it affects 
them. We are not guinea pigs. Cecelia

2021-01-17 
16:49:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly vaccine manufacturers are absolved from responsibility 
for adverse reac7ons or death. This means they have a license 
for genocide if they so wish. It is a well known fact that 
depopula7on is on the Gates agenda. Combined we have a 
system with no checks and balances in place.  Secondly it is a 
well known fact that US officials are en7tled to business deals 
with the state, making this even more dangerous for those on 
the receiving end.  Many doctors hold to the opinion that flu 
shots do not work. Vaccines may work for some other diseases 
but Corona virus is not one of them.  Furthermore whether or 
not a vaccine can be administered to whichever individual is a 
doctors decision with a pa7ents consent - one medica7on do not 
fit all. And under no circumstances can this become a decision 
made by poli7cians. As it is viruses should never be poli7cised 
nor should any other disease for that maper. Whoever happens 
to be a healthy person should not allow themselves to be placed 
at risk by meds with no guarantees and the possibility of harm or 
death. Fayrooz

2021-01-17 
16:33:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zuleigah

2021-01-17 
13:05:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines take years to get made with protocols for tes7ng, 
effec7veness checks, etc. No vaccine for hiv, swine flu, TB, etc 
yet a miracle vaccine is ready in a few months. Not buying into it. 
Use alterna7ve medicine like ivermec7n for human consump7on 
(tablets) Rene

2021-01-17 
13:00:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it should be up to individual choice. The informa7on 
available is not spread/comprehend to/by enough peoples, and 
implemented restric7ons are illogical and harmful to my 
economic and health situa7on, beyond possible benefits from 
this inocula7on. I think the voluntary euthanasia - deep 
consulta7on, should be considered as op7on in this health, 
economic developing scenario. It is not that I think this 
government have any concept of what is coming. I know they do 
not bother on top of this. Halina 

2021-01-17 
10:00:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Dit is my keuse om te vaksineer of nie Elmarie
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2021-01-17 
09:53:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines have not been found for illness that is more deadly 
than COVID and has been around for longer. They inject either 
the"dead" virus or a live version for the immune system to 
develop anitbodies and like the "flu vaccine" will have effects.  
Government is corrupt and literally are taking away the choice 
and free will of its people. Let those who want it get it.  Lets use 
alterna7ve medicine to heal. Not drugs that serve to dumb us 
down. Let's get the truth about the "virus" and what is actually 
going on.  Gillian

2021-01-17 
09:14:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support this mandatory vaccine for the fact that 
currently our recovery rate is higher than the ac7ve cases, of 
which tells us that there no need to force someone to be 
vaccinated.  
Secondly, the effec7veness of the vaccines is s7ll in ques7on and 
ques7on therefore there is no need to rush and endorse it on 
humans before a thorough research was conducted. Jie

2021-01-17 
08:33:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nolundi 

2021-01-17 
07:33:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The use of synthe7c manufacture pharmaceu7cal products 
cause more harm to my body that the natural resources which 
God provides. While it may address a solu7on to one illness, 
historical synthe7c manufacture pharmaceu7cal has proven to 
create a number of other problems within the func7on of the 
human body.  

Covid 19 vaccines go a step further and look opt manipulate the 
DNA/RNA structure of the human cell. Logically this makes no 
sense especially if consump7on of heroin, TIC and other 
recrea7onal drugs are band - which in effect solve an individuals 
personal issues on one hand while crea7ng many other on the 
other hand. Doug

2021-01-17 
07:28:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Having had Covid I don't believe the vaccine will make enough 
posi7ve change in my life to risk taking a vaccine which is not 
guaranteed to be 100% effec7ve, safe or trustworthy and give 
me a beper chance against a virus I have had and recovered 
from. I think people need to decide for themselves if they would 
like to take a vaccine, it's in the cons7tu7onal right of all South 
Africans. Billy

2021-01-17 
06:18:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The tes7ng phase of any vaccine has not been sufficient and side 
effects are not known. Manditory vaccines will take away basic 
human rights and  the solu7on is simple. Make exercise and no 
poisons in the produc7on of food manditory so that our bodies 
are not weak.  Make spiritual prac7ces manditory so that this 
na7on is unbreakable in their belief to overcome this economic 
crisis ? Sarah

2021-01-17 
05:46:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be a choice.  No government should be 
allowed to force my decisions on how to manage my health. Amaal 

2021-01-17 
02:52:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that this vaccine might be forced on the ci7zens 
of SA in spite of the known fact that it did not go through a 
proper trial period.People are dying from this vaccine and  the 
news is deliberately  kept  from the public. 
We have a right  to chose  and to  know what are injected in to  
our  bodies. Or did this manmade crisis usher us in to a 
authoritve communism state ? Annelie

2021-01-17 
00:41:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please remember that freedom of choice plays a vital role in our 
freedom as individuals. Let it be our choice, especially since no 
long term tes7ng could possibly have been done yet (I'm talking 
about 5-10 year studies). Let those who want to be the trail run 
study get the vaccine if they want to, but please do not force us 
to inject our children with something we have great concerns 
about. Do not force us to violate the sanc7ty of our faith. Elbie

2021-01-17 
00:17:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on This vaccine has not been tested adequately / sufficiently Macushla

2021-01-16 
23:23:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Most people are recovering using natural healing modali7es...  Wayne

2021-01-16 
23:06:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dont know what to believe ,If I am not ready to take the vacine  
what will happen to me .Totally confuse with this virus .Why are 
people travelling in taxis unaffected. ESPECIALLY people living on 
top of each other many using same tap and toilet Why they not 
dying ?.?.What is really going on .I am a healthy 65yr old not 
scared of dying naturally So why take the vacine Sedick

2021-01-16 
23:01:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be free to choose. Not to be forced to accept 
something that we (and others) know liple about. 
No trust! Ray

2021-01-16 
22:56:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a Democra7c republic we have the right to choose. This 
mandatory vaccine thing goes against our cons7tu7on. We 
should have the right to decide for ourselves Ronel

2021-01-16 
21:59:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Licia

2021-01-16 
21:56:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccina7on drive is a waste of taxpayers money and 7me.  
there is absolutely no proof that it is safe.  Why are the 
poli7cians not using it first for themselves, as they always do.  
This en7re lockdown is full of hypocrisy, having destroyed 
millions of people's livelihoods, no untested injec7on will ever 
restore.  As judged in the high court on 30 June by the 
honourable Judge Davis, this lockdown is completely 
uncons7tu7onal.  This vaccine uses aborted male fetus 7ssue, 
plant material and other foreign, alien material that will 
probably make people die more than protect them.  Absolutely 
no good will come from it.  The en7re Covid drama has been is a 
game of poli7cs playing doctor doctor. EP

2021-01-16 
20:25:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Doug
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2021-01-16 
20:16:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should be voluntary. The poten7al exists for ci7zens to 
be heavily penalised should vaccines become mandatory.  I have 
firsthand experience that vaccines can be toxic and cause serious 
and long term injury.  I will not be vaccinated further. RA

2021-01-16 
19:49:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not with my last dying breath take a vaccine. You can tax 
me, bribe me, incarcerate me, "re-educate" me but it will never 
change the TRUTH. 

Fellow South Africans! Be careful not to put on a mask, do not 
kill yourself or your children. 
Stop listening to the sick, twisted and corrupt government and 
puppets (enca, news24, sabc, etv... all LIARS) 
Submit to globalist order now will ensure 0 future for your 
children. 

TIME TO DRAIN A ROTTING SWAMP HERE IN SOUTH AFRICA. 
IT IS OUR WORLD NOW! Abraham

2021-01-16 
18:33:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government is doing the vaccine as there is something in it for 
them. They do not want to try readily available alterna7ves that 
has been tried and tested for years. It’s shocking that SAHPRA 
DONT KNOW ABOUT THIS ALTERNATIVE. BY FORCEFULLY 
VACCINATING EVERYONE FOR MONETARY GAIN NOT WORRYING 
ABOUT THE WELL-BEING  OF CITIZENS IS CRIMES AGAINST 
HUMANITY. THEY WILL NOT TAKE THE VACCINE. AND THE 
VACCINE IF FOR COVID-19 which stands for Cer7ficate of 
vaccina7on ID, AI 19. They want to inject nanobots into us that 
will change our DNA so they can control us. Bill Gates has said he 
wants to depopulate the world, star7ng in Africa. Debra 

2021-01-16 
17:41:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa is supposed to be a democracy with the best 
cons7tu7on in the world but this lockdown and the ac7ons of 
the NCCC has made  me ques7on whether this government 
understands what a democracy is. 
No fast tracked vaccine should ever be forced to be taken. 
 Forced/ mandatory / no choice should never be used to 
override a person's legal and cons7tu7onal freedom to decide 
what is allowed to be administered into a person's body. You do 
not have the right to override that choice. We are not test 
subjects (who by the way have a choice to join a trial or not). We 
are sovereign beings. Lisa

2021-01-16 
16:31:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my cons7tu7onal right to decide whether or not I want to 
take this vaccine , I am in charge of my own body and like it says 
in the cons7tu7on every individual has the right to make 
decisions for themselves within the law , also I think PPL who are 
prone to get the flu virus should be the first to recieved it , 
healthy PPL don't need it Lorna

2021-01-16 
16:24:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that enforcement of injec7ng foreign substances into 
the human body is Totally unlawful and a viola7on of my human 
rights. Playing God with peoples lives is totally wrong! Helen

2021-01-16 
15:07:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am fully against this vaccine being given to anyone who does 
not want it. I don’t believe it is safe and it goes against my 
religious beliefs. You cannot force people or their kids to take 
this vaccine, nor can you mandate it at shops, for travel, in 
schools and employment - completely unethical and immoral. 
There are many other medicinal alterna7ves that work they 
need to be given instead ie hydroxychloroquine and ivermec7n. 
Thank you. Charlane

2021-01-16 
13:23:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

By law I hsve full right to choose whether I will accept the 
vaccine or not. There is no proof thst the vaccine will work and 
besides I would want 100% full disclosure of the ingredients and 
proof of it's longterm efficacy and/or side effects. A vaccine 
takes many years to prove it's safety, this is all moneymaking 
bureaucracy.  Ivermec7n has been proven to prevent and kill the 
virus, yet since it has not been 'proven' safe, we are being 
denied usage of it. But, the government wants to inject an 
unproveen vaccine into the popula7on....hell no! All about the 
bopom line. No, no, no!!! Sharon

2021-01-16 
12:43:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is a shot gun approach and not specifically designed 
for the covid strand found in South Africa. It has not been out 
through rigorous tes7ng to ensure it is healthy nor safe nor 
effec7ve to prevent contac7ng th e covid virus. A virus that to 
date has only has a 0.3 % fatality rate surely doesn't jus7fy 
sinking the SA economy and leaving most of us financially 
burdened which is definitely detrimental to our health and 
happiness. It is not cons7tu7onally legal to force anyone to be 
injected by this vaccine against their will, however employers are 
now suddenly s7pula7ng this abidence in their work contracts. Nadia

2021-01-16 
12:03:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has been tested and is totally intended to harm and 
kill. MJ

2021-01-16 
11:17:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I openly oppose any vaccine that has not been completely tested 
over a period of years to ensure that it is for human vaccina7on 
and that there are no ulterior mo7ves in giving this vaccine.  

Why is it that China is not geing the vaccine? Why is it Africa 
that has been targeted first? Why has Cyril Ramaphosa been in 
talks with Bill Gates when he is directly endorsing downsizing the 
world popula7on? 

There are just too many red flags raised around this vaccine and 
we would be foolish to think that, you as our government, has 
our best interests at heart. 

So keep your crap vaccine and inject yourself and your families 
first so that we can monitor your health status over a few 
months and IF you have no serious side effects, we will 
CONSIDER taking it.

Mogamat 
Jamiel 
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2021-01-16 
11:16:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kevin

2021-01-16 
10:35:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about health risk by vaccine that has been 
developed this quickly, with no guarantee of it improving 
outcomes.   I should have a choice to vaccinate myself and my 
children.  Nelia

2021-01-16 
09:23:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are we ignoring the fact that healthy people in the US, UK 
and Europe who have had the Vaccine have had terrible side 
effects and some have died.  There is clearly something very 
illegal and uncons7tu7onal going on when more than 99% 
recover from the so called Virus?????  And yet we need to get a 
Vaccine.... who has been making money during this crisis???? Magda

2021-01-16 
08:47:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, I don’t believe in any vaccines. I had COVID and I 
recovered .  
I am very concerned about “government, only, vaccines” Why 
can private companies not import and distribute vaccines to 
those who want it! 
I would like to see a reduc7on in the plas7c and MEDICAL WASTE 
on this planet and it would be beper to use a tablet /pill and not 
inject the whole planet!!!! Marisa

2021-01-16 
08:28:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Tyler

2021-01-16 
08:23:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe 'covid' to be a hoax.  Sta7s7cs show this.  I will not be 
forced into vaccina7ng.  Not enough research.  Johan

2021-01-16 
04:49:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe the vaccina7on is safe.  
It has not been tested long enough.  
I want to be able to sue the government and manufacturer if the 
vaccina7on proves to be harmful. 
I want proof that every ingredient in the vaccine is safe and I 
would want to know the purpose of every ingredient. Jesica

2021-01-16 
04:48:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe the vaccina7on is safe. 
I want to be able to sue the government and manufacturer if the 
vaccina7on proves to be harmful. 
I want proof that every ingredient in the vaccine is safe and I 
would want to know the purpose of every ingredient. My life, my 
choice! Lae77a

2021-01-15 
23:28:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccine's are not tested sufficiently. I will not take a 
vaccine. This plandemic is a lie. Period. Tony

2021-01-15 
22:47:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that we need a vaccine for this so-called 
covid-19. Each individual should have the freedom to choose 
whether they have a vaccine or not. The people should be free 
to decide how they take care of their health. There is something 
very strange about this whole pandemic. Amber

2021-01-15 
22:17:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All people should have the opportunity to decide what they 
allow into their bodies or not.No one should force a person to 
do something they are not comfortable with.We all can say no to 
many things in life.When a robber rob you,a rapist rape you etc 
your choice is taken away.Not being able to say no to a vaccine 
seems like a voila7on of a persons basic personal human rights 
and therefore criminal. 

Ane

2021-01-15 
21:09:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is uncons7tu7onal to mandate vaccines 
It doesn't have enough safety data , including short trial period, 
dura7on of follow up too short 
It uses new mrna vaccine delevopment technologies that have 
not been proven safe 
It should be given to people who want it voluntarily 
COVID 19 has a low mortality rate 

Ami

2021-01-15 
20:55:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have seen that Covid 19 is not as deadly as it is made to be. 
With a more than 90% recovery rate and possible treatments 
such as Artemisia, HCQ and Ivemec7n the need for a vaccine is 
not big. Vaccina7on should be by choice and employers and 
schools should not discriminate against those who choose not to 
vaccinate. Thulile 

2021-01-15 
20:48:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on La7fah 

2021-01-15 
19:48:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will only trust the vaccine amer 5 years of tes7ng in Europe and 
USA. I want the right to refuse without my human rights being 
infringed. Shamiela

2021-01-15 
19:20:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on A7yyah

2021-01-15 
19:19:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on John

2021-01-15 
19:11:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should have freedom to choose,  I don't want the vaccine. I 
am healthy, vitamins and other medicines work... Tania

2021-01-15 
19:00:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is so many concerns around this vaccine and there are so 
many professional Heath care workers and Dr’s that do not trust 
this  vaccine due to the absolute short 7me to the general 
popula7on with not nearly enough tes7ng. I will absolutely NOT 
be taking any of the vaccines provided.  
The government can start immunizing themselves first and let us 
see what their side effects are before they can try to  immunize 
any of us.  
I will not be injected by anyone. Jay 

2021-01-15 
18:33:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jenica
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2021-01-15 
16:43:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been properly tested. 
Nor has it been shown to have any efficacy.  
In fact, it has damaged many humans already.  
Further, it is printed on the vaccine packaging that doctors 
receive that it affects fer7lity, but not on the packaging that the 
public receives. What is up with that? 
Mandatory vaccina7on is a viola7on of human rights. 
Lastly, there's no accountability to the vaccine creators, being 
that we can't sue if we are damaged by the vaccine.  
If any or all of these factors were addressed by government, I 
might not be wri7ng here right now! 

Cate

2021-01-15 
16:18:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is mandatory vaccina7on for certain groups (e.g. 
health care workers and age-care workers), but do we know 
where to draw the line? Will educa7on ins7tu7ons and 
employers require proof of vaccina7on to return to study and 
work? What about airlines for interna7onal travel; and hospitals 
for elec7ve-surgery admissions? With liple thought to the 
consequences, service providers will quickly jump on the 
bandwagon by only offering their services to those who have 
been vaccinated (as they've done with their covid-tes7ng 
requirements). This needs to be strongly discouraged (prohibited 
even), as it can only lead to discrimina7on and marginaliza7on, 
especially since the vaccine hasn't been shown to prevent 
transmission of the infec7on (it only reduces symptoms once 
infected).  Monica

2021-01-15 
15:19:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Damian 

2021-01-15 
14:59:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough research and  adverse effects in some immune 
systems. Free will to decide whether you want it or not.  Valencia

2021-01-15 
13:36:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Cecile

2021-01-15 
13:27:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 I feel each individual should have to make this choice for 
themselves, same as with the flu vaccine.  And the other 
concern is where will the poor, unemployed, and pensioners find 
the money? Denise

2021-01-15 
13:23:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It goes against my religious beliefs and I will not have this 
vaccine forced on me. Maria

2021-01-15 
13:03:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Given the previous crimes by Big Pharma and the Virodene 
scandal by the South African government. I don't trust any of 
them. 

Lawsuits from Pandemrix rushed 2009 vaccine s7ll ac7ve in 2020 
and ongoing, they said it was safe. Jackie

2021-01-15 
12:36:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody ... especially the ANC ... will tell me to, or make me take 
any sort of vaccina7on ... EVER! Dave

2021-01-15 
11:46:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't agree with the mandatory vaccina7on, nor do I trust that 
this vaccine is safe. People should be able to choose if they want 
a vaccine or alterna7ve treatment such as Ivermec7n. The fact 
that government has banned this just goes to show that they 
only care about pleasing their masters. This has never been 
about the virus it's always been about gaining more control and 
power over people's lives. Zindzi

2021-01-15 
09:48:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine trials may take months or years to complete, since a 
sufficient 7me period must elapse for the subjects to react to 
the vaccine and develop the required an7bodies. Razell

Free State 10

2021-01-27 
21:20:20

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons shpuld never be made mandatory. We have the 
right to choose. There are many strains of the virus. The vaccine 
will not cover all the strains and will therefore not be effec7ve s 
it should be. It has also not been fully tested and could not be 
safe. Monica

2021-01-23 
10:26:34

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Geen verplgte inen7ngs nie ek is daar teen en dit tas my regte 
aan. Jaco

2021-01-22 
20:30:01

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Should be everybodys free choice, why would you need an ID 
card Maphys 

2021-01-21 
18:07:10

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We cannot be forced to take the vaccine, it should be voluntary 
choice Teboho 

2021-01-18 
21:06:08

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lesego

2021-01-18 
08:45:38

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not have the vaccine. It is my right to choose what I put in 
my body. 
I  think this the government is going to spend/loot a lot of 
money and the taxpayers again must pay!!! 

Hanelie
2021-01-17 
19:32:37

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not interested. Nathi

2021-01-16 
21:59:21

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am a Covid surviver. 
I was lucky enough just to have had symptoms the same as a 
very mild flu. 
I would not want the vaccine- my body was proven fit to fight 
the virus. 
Taking the shot, does not improve your chances of not geing it. 
Just as the regular flu shot does not. 
This vaccine has too much nega7ve facts around it. As a 
Chris7an, and as a person with rights, I will not be injected. Elisia 

2021-01-16 
16:11:22

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to be forced to recieve the vaccina7on, it must be 
everybody's choice.  And I do not want my children to get it 
either. I think the goverment should look into an alterna7ve to 
the vaccine. Benepe
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2021-01-16 
13:17:25

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't trust the vaccine. It was made within a year even though 
there are other illnesses that s7ll don't have the vaccine. And 
also why is it being forced on people? Let those that want it take 
it. It's not even guaranteed that once you get it you will be 
immune from covid. You will also s7ll put on masks. Every 
informa7on the CDC have given about covid has changed so 
many 7mes. I don't trust them. Abigail

KwaZulu-Natal 34

2021-01-27 
19:04:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The right to choice is mandated in our cons7tu7on and as such 
the right to choice as to get vaccinated or not has to be 
respected. John

2021-01-23 
03:30:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 Is that the government will force people to take the vaccine, 
when the very cons7tu7on gives us the right to choose our 
method of medical treatment and whether or not we will take 
vaccines.  The vaccine shows no proper tests in such a short 
period of 7me that I have heard of on the news... we have a 
vaccine for Covid 19 in just a few months but, no cure for HIV/
Aids or Cancer, which have been around so much longer and 
con7nue to take people's lives. Also, no1 is speaking about the 
people who have been injured or who have died as a result of 
receiving the vaccine? Why is this not being documented and 
being made known openly to the public?  Share the good and 
the bad of what this vaccine does/ does not do amd allow for 
people to make an informed decision and choose to take it or 
not. Not forced or manipulated into taking it, as it is now. 
Against my conscious and more importantly my religious beliefs, 
taking the vaccine, as Cleve has messaged on this pla{orm, is of 
more bad than of any good. This vaccine also opens the door to 
discrimina7on as it will only allow for those people having 
passports or IDs to go to work/ get a job & earn an income or 
allow people to buy food, fill petrol, receive any medical 
apen7on or go out socially.....this is not cons7tu7onally 
appropriate or acceptable at all, and definitely not up to par with 
our Human Rights???? Maxine

2021-01-22 
07:09:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is the roll out and has not been proven to be 
effec7ve. I have been retrenched due to covid so has half the 
popula7on. We don't even have opportuni7es. Why must I 
accept this vaccine? 
How will it help me or my family? 
We need to build south Africa again we have all the resources 
and we can make it work stand with the people Clinton 

2021-01-21 
18:44:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Don't want the vacine, not trusted Pierre

2021-01-21 
17:54:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

At the core of my concern is the fact that covid-19 is a flu virus 
amer all, let's not forget that. We have had strains of flu before 
and we will con7nue to have more in the future. The glaring 
thing in all of this is why must vaccina7ng this 7me be 
mandatory? The last 7me I was vaccinated for flu was way back 
in 1998/1998 & 2000. And in all of those 7mes I would catch the 
worse flu once the vaccine was out of my system. In the end, my 
doctor recommended that I stop taking the vaccine and I have 
been fine since then. I s7ll get flu, like everyone else, no7cable 
thing is that it's not as bad when I was on flu vaccine. Bongumusa 

2021-01-21 
10:08:36

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Everyone should have a choice to their medical health Juwairiya

2021-01-20 
18:02:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is being forced down to South Africans .  First of all 
we are not sure of what is being injected to our bodies/ system .  
The vaccine has not been sufficiently given 7me to see the virus 
evolve. How is the government rushing .... securing a vaccine  
now when the virus itself is s7ll changing its form . AS WE SPEAK  
or  AS THEY SAY .   The very same funders of the vaccine 
supposedly to save lives  ( US ) have the issue with the 
Popula7on growth in AFRICA.   

WHY WOULD THEY WANT TO SAVE US IF THEY PREFER AFRICA 
WITH LESSER  POPULATION ??????????   THIS IS DODGY..... CANT 
BE TRUSTED .  

Mbongeni

2021-01-20 
17:46:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Govt has failed us in may ways and cannot be trusted. I’m 
sure there’s something someone I wants to gain money from this 
roll out. While we the unconnected residents have lost the jobs. 
Why only this Covid with so many concerning theories has the 
vaccine ready in such a short period? What about HIV, Cancer, 
etc.  This vaccine shouldn’t be mandatory as we shouldn’t be 
forced. Should this vaccine be ready it should start with 
hierarchy from President downwards to  cover all poli7cians , 
their connec7ons  tenderpreneurs according to values received.  
To ensure that they get the correct same vaccine, EFF leaders to 
vaccinate DA leaders and DA to vaccinate ANC, then ANC to EFF 
and con7nue with other party leaders. Let the general public be 
the last as we have always been. Nokubona 

2021-01-20 
14:27:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

God gave us all free will. We all should have a choice. Some 
people die from covid and some survive. I rather die of covid 
than the vaccine. I am also not happy with the ID / Passport 
idea.  This is the mark of the beast.  People should now spread 
the word of God so that we will inherit the Kingdom of God.  
Eternal life in Heaven is far beper than a controlled life on earth, 
by corrupt government.  NO TO MANDATORY VACCINATION AND 
COVID PASSPORT / ID Es7a
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2021-01-19 
10:41:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is mRNA packaged in a fat envelope that is delivered to a 
cell. It is a medical device designed to s7mulate the human cell 
into becoming a pathogen creator. It is not a vaccine. Vaccines 
actually are a legally defined term under public health law; they 
are a legally defined term under CDC and FDA standards.[1] And 
the vaccine specifically has to s7mulate both the immunity 
within the person receiving it and it also has to disrupt 
transmission. 

 80% of the people exposed to SARSCOV2 are asymptoma7c 
carriers.  80% of people who get this injected into them 
experience a clinical adverse event. You are geing injected with 
a chemical substance to induce illness, not to induce an 
immuno-transmissive response. In other words, nothing about 
this is going to stop you from transmiing anything. This is about 
geing you sick and having your own cells be the thing that get 
you sick. Keren

2021-01-19 
08:03:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. Why is the vaccine only destributed to certain con7nents/
regions and not first world countries? 
2. Why is it mandatory for one to take the vaccine? Don't we 
have rights in terms of the cons7tu7on? Why are our rights 
gking to be violated all in the name of mandatory vaccina7on? 
3. The roll out of vaccine is not  yet gazeped. And why is that? 
4. Why don't heads if states be the one to experiment 
vaccina7on first and lead by example? What if the vaccine is 
flawed and the 20 million recepients gets affected? Will the 
health system cope or more people will die? Maziya

2021-01-18 
16:55:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want anything injected into my body (RNA) that has not 
been scien7fically tested & proven to be safe & without future 
adverse medical consequences to me or my family . Di

2021-01-18 
12:38:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe in this Vaccine at all, as they have not explained 
how it will help stop this pandemic we facing. 

Sandile 
Teboho

2021-01-18 
12:09:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Find one for tb, cancer, diabetes, HIV and common cold  first Sizwe

2021-01-18 
11:51:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Covid-19 vaccine should be an individual choice and not 
mandatory. I'd rather take my chances on Ivermecton which has 
a long & credible history than a vaccine that has no history at all. 
Government has no right to make this mandatory and penalize 
us for taking accountability for our own health choices. Also, we 
have very liple knowledge on the makeup of each vaccine. Lucy 

2021-01-18 
11:19:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines are drugs given to healthy people why should we be 
forced to take them.  How about the people who are immune to 
covid? How to trust a vaccine that has not be thoroughly test? 
What about our human rights to choose what kind of care we 
want? Me I want to see what happens to the vaccinated the next 
two years. Gcobisa

2021-01-18 
10:18:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support this vaccine at all. 
Firstly, this vaccine was developed way too fast. Other vaccines 
take years to perfect, this includes proper clinical trials. This 
covid vaccine has not been tested properly. 
Secondly, I have never taken a flu vaccine and never will take a 
flu vaccine. Covid is a form of flu amerall. 
Thirdly, these vaccines cannot be made compulsory, that will be 
a breach of our human rights. 
Fourthly, one has heard that there are serious nega7ve side 
effects from this vaccine of those who have taken it already 
overseas. Not going to take that chance! Tanya

2021-01-18 
10:02:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't think there is enough evidence that the vacine is effec7ve 
and I want to know what is in it; all of the stuff. Linda

2021-01-18 
08:17:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone should have the op7on to choose if they want to 
accept the vaccine or not, without being discriminated against if 
they refuse it.  It is their body and their God-given right to 
refuse, since it is their body and THEY will have to bear the 
physical consequences of any adverse reac7ons from taking the 
vaccine. Lucille

2021-01-18 
06:49:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on HTX

2021-01-17 
22:13:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Deaths! The vaccine has caused deaths and paralysis. It's virus 
and pathogens and poisons encouraging cancer and yes death... 
Why would we take it? Who is behind this?   It's not even 
necessary - there is other simple medica7on and solu7ons 
available. Kelly

2021-01-17 
19:46:33

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

First of all , the ingredients  that are in the vaccine are against 
my religious beliefs  . 
I also don't believe in vaccines . 
There are many incidents were vaccina7ons  jave caused 
disabili7es in children  , which have their repercussions.  
I , myself don't visit a doctor  . 
I do my own natural healing at home if need be . 
Natural healing is the way to go . 
An7bio7cs,  vaccines  , all have plenty of side effects . 
So far , all those that took the covid vaccine , had adverse side 
effects . 
Many also died , which the media doesn't tell you about . 
I am definitely not one for vaccines . Rasheeda

2021-01-17 
12:49:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't think it fair on anybody to have the vaccine forced on 
them. We have no idea what it consists of or what kind of effect 
it will have on us physically or otherwise, amer all, this is our 
personal body that we are responsible for to ourselves. I am 
definitely against anything of this nature being forced onto 
anyone. Hank

2021-01-17 
09:22:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should not be given to any Human  un7l it’s been test it 
on  at least 100000 lap rats / monkey & not human lap rats . 
& we must have an individuals  doctors and civilians to monitor 
and approve  it , as No one trusts. any African or Asian 
governments  the monument. Dan
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2021-01-17 
07:41:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mark

2021-01-16 
23:38:53

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are alterna7ves like ivermec7n that works well.  Makes 
you wonder what’s in these rushed vaccines that they require 
storage at -70 degrees. Seen many videos of people dying or 
terrible side effects from these vaccines. Seema

2021-01-16 
12:44:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

ingredients in the vaccine are not acceptable in my religion. 
also as a ci7zen i should have a choice, if i want to be vaccinated 
or not. 
its my body , my life FAROOK

2021-01-16 
09:20:57

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on freedom of choice nic

2021-01-16 
07:24:03

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is NO proof that the vaccine works. It has not been 
sufficiently tested.  It’s not guaranteed to protect from another 
bout of COVID .  I do not want to be vaccinated with  something 
that’s ineffec7ve and with possible serious side effects. Schools , 
restaurants, cinemas won’t be able to open as before, we won’t 
be able to leave our masks or behave differently ( ie hugging 
contact etc). Plus this vaccine is hugely expensive to the tax 
payer without any guarantee of working ! Tracey

2021-01-16 
07:19:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marléne

2021-01-15 
21:21:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support the vaccine. I Wil not give it to my children. 
How can there be vaccine for covid but for many years no cure 
for aid or cancer. This thing is rushed and it is going to kill ppl. 

Erisca

2021-01-15 
16:20:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As per the SA cons7tu7on each person in this country is granted 
the right to choice. This choice should be respected and honored 
by all ins7tu7ons with respect to accep7ng or declining the 
vaccine. 
As the vaccine is to be rolled out to the people who have 
concern for their own health they will have the "protec7on" 
provided from the vaccine so individuals not having taken the 
vaccine should have no bearing on those that have taken the 
vaccine. So there should be liple to no impact to those that have 
taken the vaccine. Otherwise the vaccine is of no purpose. John

2021-01-15 
11:48:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory = Dictatorship. 
I make my own choices, NO government official will decide for 
me, I repeat, No one will JJ

2021-01-15 
11:43:52

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Since when has there been a MANDATORY vaccina7on for adult 
human beings? Why is the government so desperate to get 
everyone vaccinated so quickly for an illness  that has a 99.85% 
recovery rate and that has killed only 0.05% of the SA popula7on 
thus far! In any case, the virus has already mutated into a 
different variant so who is to say that this current vaccine will 
even be effec7ve. Furthermore, the long 7me effects of the 
vaccine are not known as adequate tes7ng has not been done. 
Also, has the government openly declared to the public as to 
what the contents of the vaccine are? It is reported to be a 
vaccine that is capable of altering or even changing both your 
RNA and DNA and furthermore is laced with toxic heavy metals 
such as mercury among others. Somewhere, I smell a rat!!! Guy

Mpumalanga 5

2021-01-26 
12:08:05

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not happy about vaccine s per se, and par7cularly this 
one .... panic driven development and the rapid muta7ons of the 
virus(?) There is enough medical evidence of/for alterna7ve  
medica7on  ie Invermacin ..... we're was7ng 7me and money. 
The Interna7onal  destruc7on of lives and livelihoods  by 
Governments is a crime against humanity. Ed

2021-01-22 
09:27:09

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe they did not test the vaccine effec7vely and do not have 
enough evidence that it works or could work. Sharon

2021-01-20 
22:10:26

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should live in a free country and everyone has a right to do 
what's best for her or him we are not someone people that we 
must live under mandatory of some people. That stops our 
rights as humans. Wonder

2021-01-20 
22:10:26

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should live in a free country and everyone has a right to do 
what's best for her or him we are not someone people that we 
must live under mandatory of some people. That stops our 
rights as humans. Wonder

2021-01-18 
10:35:33

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The so called vaccine does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on.  
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 

Plus the possibility that businesses will be manda7ng all have 
this to make use of their services is dispicable when safety is not 
guaranteed by manufacturers.  

There are alterna7ves that are helping folks recover and 
wouldn't cost the government nearly as much as a jab!  

Me thinks it's probably money for the people that invented the 
virus with the aim of controlling the world. ?? Avril 

North West 5

2021-01-25 
17:53:00

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It needs to be the individual's decision to say if they want to be 
vaccinated or not. It is against some religions. There is not 
enough studies done to see if it is effec7ve or not. Willemien 
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2021-01-22 
09:50:29

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is an experimental vaccine. Germ theory is just a theory and 
has been proven to be wrong 7me and 7me again. Health is not 
found at the end of a needle, end of story. The alterna7ve 
solu7on is that people stop going along with the Covid farce. 
Many millions of lives are being destroyed by the lockdowns etc, 
and I am absolutely sure that many more will be destroyed or 
ended by the experimental vaccines that have no long term side 
effect data, and the manufacturers have no liability for damages 
caused. Strictly speaking, mRNA injec7ons are not vaccines 
either, so more corrup7on is to be found there. This pandemic 
ends when people stop believing the corrupt governments who 
couldn't care less whether you or me die (and the useless PCR 
tests). It is also against the Nuremberg code (coercing or 
sugges7ng its mandatory, or making it impossible to live a 
normal life with out). If a person is pushing for this vaccine and 
agrees with lockdowns etc, they are complicit in crimes against 
humanity and you will be judged accordingly in the future Le77a

2021-01-17 
19:04:27

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hidden agenda to wipe out two thirds of world populla7on.  
Lock down is just about control and mass manipua7on.  Not 
interested in vaccine thanks. I am healthy and has been since the 
outbreak of Covid 19. I will take my healrh into my own hands 
thanks Corne

2021-01-16 
06:30:06

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have the flu vaccine for years and people s7ll have the flu. It 
is impossible to create a vaccine in this short period of 7me. I 
have done my research and I am weary of fake news but there 
are people with very bad side effects as well as people who died 
in other countries due to this C19 vaccine. C19 is NOT a death 
sentence. But the vaccine is! You will inject people with the virus 
to get more posi7ve results to push your New world order 
ideologies with Bill Gates who is not a medical professional.  Yet 
you refuse to listen to docters who are against your solu7on. My 
DNA is mine and none of your business. Vaccine companies have 
a NO Liability policy and I would like to know why we in SA does 
not have a vaccine court to claim for deaths and injuries? There 
are other solu7ons but you have an agenda to depopulate the 
world. The truth will come out and  your plans will fail. I know 
Who wins at the end and it is Jesus Christ of Nasareth!   

Thea

2021-01-15 
12:47:27

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Neither I, nor my family will take the vaccine or any future 
vaccine for that maper.  What you are doing is unlawful.  It's our 
bodies and we do not belong to you.  We know that the Corana 
virus/ Covid 19 is fake and being used to control us.  We also 
know about all the terrible things that have been put into these 
so-called vaccines.  No!  This is uper  
bullshit.  We will not comply.  Again, we are not your property, 
get it through your thick communist heads. Alex

Northern Cape 8

2021-01-25 
10:35:11

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I made many comments in the past about the greatest thread in 
our country and that is clause 15.1 of the BOR. Muslims hates 
Chris7ans as proclaimed in their religious book called the Koran. 
They are known to be murderers and oppressors of their own 
people. There is no way, we as Chris7ans can trust them. We as 
white people are oppressed by the ANC, because of their hatred 
towards us, their is no way we can trust the ANC government. 
God provided other op7ons which we will use, the God of love, 
the God the ANC do not know, His name is Jesus Christ, the 
name above all names, the God above all gods. The government 
never ever tried to reconcile, we are been warned by the Word 
of God in the Book of Revela7ons and specifically in Revela7on 
22. Derek

2021-01-24 
21:46:37

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am vehemently against any mandatory  medical procedure. 
There are many safe and reliable alterna7ves (vitamins, herbs, 
clean water, clean air, good food, exercise) which government is 
ignoring and in some cases criminally banning (Ivermec7n). 
Informed consent is required before doing any medical 
procedure, but judging from current reports on this medical 
procedure (it's not a vaccine - it doesn't claim to give immunity 
against covid) people are being coerced with the threat of losing 
their jobs. Add to that the horrendous, debilita7ng 
side effects -even death! reported by  hundreds and hundreds of 
vic7ms! This ridiculous experimental medical procedure should 
be halted immediately! Government officials who coerce their 
ci7zens to take this procedure should be tried for crimes against 
humanity. Likewise with the board members of all the drug 
developers and the all ins7tu7ons that have encouraged it's 
distribu7on and use. 
Mask wearing is a total sham. It causes a build up of carbon 
dioxide in the body and its accompanying inflamma7on and 
weakens the immune system. It hightens the chance of bacterial 
lung infec7ons. 
Social distancing is also nonsense. Immunity is weakened if not 
exercised. Stop sani7sing every 5 minutes! 
Lockdown is another sham. But if done according to government 
prescrip7on (top down from WEF) success is achieved when the 
economy is broken, no one has a job, or food, and the Universal 
Basic Income is introduced to COMPLIENT, "VACCINATED" 
people, (and the non complient?internment facili7es?) and Klaus 
Schwab's Great Reset is a reality.  
You know this is true. 

Miranda
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2021-01-18 
22:53:45

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's not so much what concerns me about the vaccine, it's the 
fact that it will be pushed upon me against my will at some 
point, i believe it's my human right to decide whether I'll take it 
or not, without being told I'll not be able to travel, shop or 
anything if i decide not to take it. I'm a law abiding / tax paying 
ci7zen and should not be treated as a criminal while rapists and 
murderers get to walk free.  It's my body and my choice and i 
have a right to live, travel, or shop whether or not I'm vaccinated 
or not wearing a mask.  As for my concerns, why would i risk my 
health to be vaccinated first off against my will, secondly a 
vaccine that was rushed and contains human and animal DNA. Ella

2021-01-18 
19:55:23

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should be a choice and not mandatory seen that it is not 
been fully tested Karen

2021-01-18 
05:17:46

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The concern is forced  vaccina7on.  People have a right to 
choose, and coersion such as no vaccine, no work or no travel is 
unacceptable in the highest degree.  Those who are afraid can 
take the vaccine, which will protect them, right? Those who 
don't want the vaccine should not be discriminated against. Bronwyn

2021-01-17 
10:03:53

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marlynne

2021-01-16 
19:40:29

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why are the ci7zens forced to be vaccinated? Let everyone who 
wants to be vaccinated be vaccinated and for those who don't, 
don't let it be a problem. There are other alterna7ves to beat 
covid 19,lets use those alterna7ves before we take dras7c 
decisions of vaccines which at this point we don't know what its 
ingredients are and if there are irreversible health effects which 
could pose a threat to the whole na7on. Let us be wise and take 
back our voices as ac7ve SAns Aura

2021-01-16 
08:08:13

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We cannot be forced to take the vaccine...its against our rights. 

Those who want to vaccinate should do it but not those who 
dont wqnt it Tsholofelo

Limpopo 6

2021-01-21 
20:53:00 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is indeed scary that the vaccine is going to be mandatory. Yet  
it does not offer 100% immunity.  Again let it start with our 
leaders before it comes down to us. It seems like there is a 
hidden agenda with this vaccine. Is it about protec7on or 
control? If not why the vaccine ID? Mosele

2021-01-20 
20:41:00 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel we should have the right to decide whether we want to 
have the vaccine and not forced even with the screening process 
we should be allowed to make our own decision, I am suppose 
to go to the clinic for my check up, but with the screening 
process we have to do it before we may enter the clinic. I feel 
this is wrong. Lawrence

2021-01-18 
08:55:56 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have only one ques7on, Which other country have taken this 
vaccine?, you want us to be Ginny Pigs Mapula

2021-01-17 
21:48:00 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Describing this vaccine as a vaccine is incorrect and does not 
follow the defini7on of a vaccine in the nature of how it acts. 
This vaccine will create autoimmune disease, as seen by many 
already some have felt the effect immediately which includes 
death and others that have side effects on their bodies apacking 
their own bodies. Other to that theiris other medica7on proved 
to be 100% effec7ve Ivemec7n. Amer knowing the world want 
Africas dead I dont think this is in the best interest of our people. Chantel

2021-01-17 
20:06:32 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa has a law that allows children as young as 12 to 
have an abor7on without consent from parents.  These same 
children are not allowed to drive, own a gun or buy alcohol.  The 
people advoca7ng this is pro-choicers. "My body, my choice" 
Where are thy now? So if murdering inocent babies is a choice, 
how about I can make a choice as to having something that has 
not been tested or proven to be safe or even working injected 
into my body? 
I will not take a vaccine for many reasons.  Even if this means not 
having the essen7als that one need on a daily bases. 

Lydia
2021-01-17 
09:47:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Melissa

Eastern Cape 12
2021-01-19 
11:07:53

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Caila

2021-01-19 
09:04:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You sell the soul of your ancestors and throw their wisdom away. 
It is shameful that you are par7cipa7ng in this evil agenda and 
you do not even realise that Africa already has its own cure. You 
will burn and never reach heaven when you die. You can never 
escape harves7ng from the same evil that you are plan7ng.  
People like you will come for you when you are old and weak. 
You cannot escape because of your stolen millions.  Ancestors 
will take care of you. Thuluzobon Geoffrey

2021-01-18 
15:26:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa is a democra7c country. I cannot be forced to be 
vaccinated because of covid - 19.  I have the rights to choose 
what I want not the government choosing for me. Besides that I 
believe on vaccines. I fully believe on the healing power of the 
blood of Jesus Christ.  Nikiwe
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2021-01-18 
10:37:50

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I definitely do not support forced vaccina7ons,  firstly, those who 
know nothing about the medical field, but are commen7ng on 
here (such as Susan), will not dictate to me. 2) have you 
calculated the mortality rate of the virus? It is siing at a 
mortality rate of 3.7%. Let us put it into perspec7ve,  if you have 
to have an opera7on,  and the doctor tells you, you have 3.7% 
chance of death, are you going to have the opera7on,  or be too 
scared? Thirdly this isn't like polio, chicken pox or any other 
disease Susan the ill informed men7oned. This virus already has 
medicines that are effec7ve in trea7ng it. Ivermec7n is being 
used in 4 other countries with great success rate, as well as 
being hailed as a wonder drug, clinically proven safe for decades, 
as well as being a cheap ( cos7ng a meer 12c), effec7ve way for 
comba7ng covid, and stopping the transmission of the virus. It 
has minimal side effects. In fact one person I know who used it, 
stopped geing fevers amer the first day, and by day four, was 
almost completely cured. This vaccine has not had a proper 
clinical run, normally a clinical trial lasts a few years, as to make 
sure it is safe, with no las7ng side effects. This has not been 
achieved, there is no way of knowing if the this vaccine can 
cause harm years later. Just look at the Pfizer vaccine which has 
proven to make women infer7le, and has killed 23 people in 
Norway.  That is what you get when you push medicine that isn't 
properly tested. Why is it important to not jump the gun?  
Because over the decades,  proper clinical trial have stopped the 
use of medicines that would of cause, heart disease,  liver 
failure,  kidney damage,  cancer, brain haemorrhage,  blindness, 
and many other effects in the long term. But yet you want to 
force a vaccine that has not had years of clinical trials behind it? 
Get your head out of the sand, and realize,  the vaccine is there 
to make people rich, while medicines are there and are cost 
effec7ve.  So no, suck on eggs, I will not take the vaccine Nicola

2021-01-18 
08:09:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In South Africa we have the right to “bodily and psychological 
integrity, which includes the right to security in and control over 
their body”. Carmen

2021-01-17 
13:31:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not have the vaccine as I feel it us my right whether to have 
it or not, ive never taken the flu jab so I dont intend to take this 
vaccine which has not had enough 7me to be tested properly, 
I'm not the governments Guinea pig. Let the heads of state take 
the  vaccine if they so gungho on giving it to the rest of us. 

NO TO THE VACCINE Jacqui

2021-01-17 
08:37:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The term vaccine is being used incorrectly. The covid vaccine is 
not a vaccine. It is an Experimental Agent / Synthe7c Pathogen 
according to a number of highly qualified doctors.  As the 
recovery rate for the covid infec7on is extremely high, it has to 
be asked why the need for this Experimental Agent / Synthe7c 
Pathogen in the first place? People are being used a guinea pigs 
and it is totally unethical and should be stopped immediately. As 
our health care workers are not guinea pigs they should 
therefore not be given the Experimental Agent / Synthe7c 
Pathogen. My sugges7on is that all poli7cians be given the 
Experimental Agent / Synthe7c Pathogen first and if there should 
be any problems with that then we would not have lost 
anything. 
Thank You 

Shona

2021-01-16 
21:51:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should have the right to decide if we want the vaccine.   Not 
enough tes7ng has been done on the vaccine, how do we know 
what nega7ve effects it will have.  People have died in other 
countries from the vaccine.   Government should look at 
alterna7ves. Charmaine 

2021-01-16 
15:49:01

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

MEDICAL TYRANNY! Will never except vaccines of any kind 
Never needed one, never sick ,never needed a doctor.. now im 
presumed sick un7l proven healthy. Crap!!  This is profiteering By 
big pharma stop the lies. Mickey

2021-01-15 
20:45:14

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't trust our corrupt government. Why don't use a proven 
SAFED medicine like Ivermec7n??? Why forced us to use 
something not even proven safe yet??? Tired of poli7cians 
geing kick backs for being evil and wicked. WE DONT WANT 
IT !!!!!!! Alta

2021-01-15 
13:04:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jomine

2021-01-15 
10:17:57

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Individual rights are compromised if mandatory vaccina7on is 
forced Ilse

student 64
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 3

2021-01-31 
20:17:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You really cannot say it's mandatory to take the vaccine, what 
about Human Rights?  Each and everyone has their rights,  if the 
government wants to take that right. Please also stop deduc7ng 
tax from us.. Sipho

2021-01-21 
12:24:00

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why do South Africans not have a say if they want to take the 
vaccine on not .Let the goverment and the higher seats take the 
vaccina7on first so that the ci7zens can see how effec7ve it 
works,amer all they are the most important people,save their 
lives first Cassidy

2021-01-20 
11:51:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nokubonga

Gauteng 23
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2021-01-30 
19:08:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It would be great if the vaccine was not made mandatory.  Of 
course we are in a pandemic and most people are afraid of 
death, but there is a lot of insecurity around the vaccine too. 
Even the cons7tu7on does not make any medical treatment or 
vaccine mandatory. I feel like even health care professionals 
should also be given a choice of whether they want it or not. At 
the end of the day,  if the vaccine backfires then I don't think 
even the government will be able to save itself.  It can loose the 
trust of the ci7zens they are supposed to be leading.  Keep in 
mind that medicine is not only about how effec7ve the medicine 
is, but also about the mind state of the one receiving the 
medicine. Forcing ci7zens or health workers to take a vaccine 
that they may have a problem with will only plunge our country 
into further chaos. As a medical student and a law abiding ci7zen 
of this country,  I plead with our leaders. Our country is not 
wealthy, it cannot compensate for the events that might happen 
once one has been given the vaccine,  if one gives their consent 
then it not only allows autonomy but it saves the leaders as well. 
Remember that the cons7tu7on allow as us to make a choice in 
dire situa7ons and near death experience, this is no different. Tshegofatso

2021-01-29 
00:07:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Right to choose. It's a human right to choose and it should not 
be forced. Especially with such serious possible side effects - 
death being one of them. You cannot force possible death on 
any human. That is apempted murder. Sarah Jane

2021-01-26 
22:14:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't mind the vaccine if it's been tested for a number of years. 
No one knows the long term effects (and side effects mostly) this 
could have on our us and our people. Michelle 

2021-01-24 
15:16:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, the vaccine should be made available for those that want 
it. And those individuals that do not receive it should not be 
reprimanded or ostracised in any form, simply because they opt 
out of receiving the vaccine, due to whatever reasoning. No 
individual should be coerced into geing the vaccine as consent 
is not present. The possible effects and long term effects of 
vaccines should be made transparent for the public and not kept 
secret. Shito 

2021-01-24 
13:00:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government. Don’t be stupid, we all know that there’s no smoke 
without fire. A password doesn’t create itself, it’s created by the 
owner who has the password and only he who knows it may 
crack it. A virus coming from the blues...wow. If yall were heavily 
interested in curing the na7on, you were going to look for a cure 
not something that will tolerate the virus. You literally 
introducing the virus to the country( a vaccine literally has the 
virus so that your body can build immunity from it- Dr Serbi’s 
perspec7ve), how is this caring for the ci7zens when it’ll be 
actually killing us ?The Northern hemisphere is using Africans as 
‘tes7ng tools’ to see how the vaccine will succeed. Some of us 
had made peace with dying amer taking the vaccine.However, I 
believe that followers should follow the leader/s. If taking a 
vaccine is compulsory, our father of the Na7on Cyril Ramaphosa 
and his fellow honourable members of Parliament whom are 
South African leaders should be the FIRST TO TAKE THE VACCINE. 
We’ll feel much safer that way because if the leader takes the 
lead surely we as ci7zens will follow. Fight for the CURE, not 
everyone is yes man, not everyone is blindsided. The born free 
system sent us to quality schools where they taught not to only 
accept informa7on but we have to ques7on and not give tacit 
approval. Be careful of what you wish for, it may be your family 
who suffers the corona virus, please don’t have the aim in 
harming people’s lives cause God will make you taste your own 
medicine to see if you can handle ;-). 25k

2021-01-24 
13:00:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government. Don’t be stupid, we all know that there’s no smoke 
without fire. A password doesn’t create itself, it’s created by the 
owner who has the password and only he who knows it may 
crack it. A virus coming from the blues...wow. If yall were heavily 
interested in curing the na7on, you were going to look for a cure 
not something that will tolerate the virus. You literally 
introducing the virus to the country( a vaccine literally has the 
virus so that your body can build immunity from it- Dr Serbi’s 
perspec7ve), how is this caring for the ci7zens when it’ll be 
actually killing us ?The Northern hemisphere is using Africans as 
‘tes7ng tools’ to see how the vaccine will succeed. Some of us 
had made peace with dying amer taking the vaccine.However, I 
believe that followers should follow the leader/s. If taking a 
vaccine is compulsory, our father of the Na7on Cyril Ramaphosa 
and his fellow honourable members of Parliament whom are 
South African leaders should be the FIRST TO TAKE THE VACCINE. 
We’ll feel much safer that way because if the leader takes the 
lead surely we as ci7zens will follow. Fight for the CURE, not 
everyone is yes man, not everyone is blindsided. The born free 
system sent us to quality schools where they taught not to only 
accept informa7on but we have to ques7on and not give tacit 
approval. Be careful of what you wish for, it may be your family 
who suffers the corona virus, please don’t have the aim in 
harming people’s lives cause God will make you taste your own 
medicine to see if you can handle ;-). 25k

2021-01-23 
12:31:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one has the right to decide what goes into my body. I wasn't 
born needing any Vaccine. Mondli

2021-01-21 
18:36:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let the people who want the vaccine take it and those who don't 
want to leave them alone.stop trying to enforce your wickedness 
on people in this country. They have rights.how can you want to 
force people to take a vaccine that you're not even sure of. Rosalinda

2021-01-21 
07:32:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Its my life I have a say if I want it or not! Its my right!! Ashirt
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2021-01-19 
21:01:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To enforce a vaccina7on on someone defiles freedom of choice, I 
suggest people who don't get vaccina7on, should not be allowed 
to go to public spaces eg Malls, Stadium,etc. With the access 
control of the covid passport. The tracking of  pa7ence is 
infringing the freedom of movement. Privacy of people will be 
monitored and that's a challenge without their will I doubt 
anyone would consent. To this. Thando

2021-01-19 
08:48:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that our government had to provide other solu7ons 
other than vaccines,take China for instance many of them 
stopped tes7ng and started using natural herbs and ways to 
treat covid and today it is not found in top 20 countries  with 
most cases. Our government should have been wise enough to 
encourage people of South African to steam with herbs such as 
mint and to start exercising to boost their immune systems. We 
are really sacrificing innocent lives for nothing where as we 
could educate them with home remedies to help them fight 
covid, let us try this ways even to covid pa7ents and see the 
results before geing vaccines, I also think our government must 
trust the doctors and approve iverma7n because what's the use 
of teaching medicine when you're going to be against the health 
experts? I am also more concerned about schools as this second 
wave affects young people and I ask for the school curriculum to 
be amended again because the teachers will put pressure on us 
causing us to have mental breakdowns, we also need to rest. Lebohang

2021-01-18 
23:10:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am an african, i have my own tradi7onal ways of combaing 
Covid-19... I dont want any foreign contaminants in my perfect 
body... Khaya

2021-01-18 
22:03:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe a vaccine is necessary nor needed with the 
current survival rate of COVID-19, I believe that the vaccine will 
be used to control the popula7ons movement and people will be 
limited to do certain things without being vaccinated. This goes 
against my beliefs and rights as a person of society.  I don't 
believe there has been any neutral party tes7ng on the current 
vaccine and I do not trust any government agencies including 
the WHO and CDC.  There is a lot of concerns from medical 
professionals (not just conspiracy theorists), these medical 
professionals are being censored and labeled as "anit-vaxers", 
when all they are doing is raising concerns with proof and 
evidence to back their statements. Dylan

2021-01-18 
17:40:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The alterna7ve is use actual solu7ons instead of the false idea of 
a vaccine. Jadon

2021-01-17 
05:56:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As South African ci7zens it is our cons7tu7onal right to choose 
what is best for ourselves and our families. If there are 
alterna7ves to vaccines, like Ivermec7n, which is on the WHO's 
lust of essen7al medicines, we should be allowed access to it 
and NOT be FORCED to vaccinate.  
Government needs to be more honest and transparent with the 
public and allow us to make informed decisions. There is no 
place for dictators and fascists in South Africa. 

 Basheera

2021-01-17 
00:06:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is bad mandatory vaccina7on should be illegal we have 
rights as people and it's clear the government those want to 
abide by those rights Karabo

2021-01-16 
19:04:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on . Llewellyn 

2021-01-16 
08:57:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It has been well documented on non mainstream media sources 
that Ivermec7n has the capabili7es to cure covid pa7ence, 
however the drug has been banned from sales and majority of 
its produc7on around the world to nullify the possibility of using 
it as a cure. It is all a part of the large scale, world wide effort to 
ensure mandatory global vaccina7on. I do not consent to a 
vaccina7on that has not undergone the mandatory 15 year 
scien7fic tes7ng it should occur. Without this fundamental 
tes7ng we are unsure as to the long term or short term side 
affects the vaccina7on may have on people. Last year alone big 
pharma companies has to pay out over 45 million dollars in 
vaccine damaged cases alone in America and I am ready or 
prepared to become a part of the vaccine damaged minority. I 
do not consent to this vaccine and further dictatorial agenda’s 
associated with mandatory vaccina7on prevented myself from 
making decisions for my own body.  Brishan 

2021-01-15 
19:17:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Taegan 

2021-01-15 
15:20:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is our right to choose if we want the vaccine or not and if we 
don’t want to take it there should be no restric7ons placed on 
us, there are also other alterna7ves like Ivermec7n that should 
be considered and look at as a solu7on and we should stop 
blindly following the government and believe everything they 
tell us and stop there control over us. We should have a right to 
make our own decisions. Chris

2021-01-15 
14:07:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Enya
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2021-01-15 
14:04:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The death toll due to Covid in South Africa does not jus7fy a 
mandatory vaccine that can possibly injure 1 in 40 people. 
Provide the science behind government decision making and let 
people make their own decisions such as in a true democracy. 

There are other alterna7ves to trea7ng Covid such as Ivermec7n 
etc. Why do government stop alterna7ve treatments in favor of 
a possibly unsafe vaccine? Who gains from this decision? 
Where’s the transparency regarding actual Covid deaths? Why is 
the false posi7ves from PCR tests not addressed. Are we 
declaring an pandemic on false posi7ves, and in so doing killing 
the economy, small business and people’s livelihoods? 
Mandatory vaccines are uncons7tu7onal. 
Why are the scien7sts and medical professionals voices being 
silenced? 
How can taking a mandatory vaccine guarantee my safety, 
health, longevity, freedom? 

Roarke

2021-01-15 
13:41:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The death toll due to Covid in South Africa does not jus7fy a 
mandatory vaccine that can possibly injure 1 in 40 people. 
Provide the science behind government decision making and let 
people make their own decisions such as in a true democracy. 

There are other alterna7ves to trea7ng Covid such as Ivermec7n 
etc. Why do government stop alterna7ve treatments in favor of 
a possibly unsafe vaccine? Who gains from this decision? 
Where’s the transparency regarding actual Covid deaths? Why is 
the false posi7ves from PCR tests not addressed. Are we 
declaring an pandemic on false posi7ves, and in so doing killing 
the economy, small business and people’s livelihoods? 
Mandatory vaccines are uncons7tu7onal. 
Why are the scien7sts and medical professionals voices being 
silenced? 
How can taking a mandatory vaccine guarantee my safety, 
health, longevity, freedom? Ethan

North West 3
2021-01-26 
14:21:11

North 
West

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Emily 
Mignonepe

2021-01-18 
11:08:27

North 
West

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Alterna7ves like Ivermec7n is not made available. Its criminal.  
The vaccine has not been tested for safety and we will not be 
forced to receive medical procedures that we are the test 
subjects for. Forcing people takes away their medial freedom. Its 
uncons7tu7onal. Aviya

2021-01-16 
09:10:49

North 
West

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As soon as we loose our ability to decide what happens to our 
own bodies we are doomed. #let_the_people_decide Jonathan 

Northern Cape 2

2021-01-25 
21:27:45

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There should be tests that guarantee that the vaccine is effec7ve 
and safe to use before handing it out to the public. Also, it 
should not be forced upon people and I feel that once it is 
dispersed, the public s7ll be demanded to take the vaccina7on 
without choice. I have no obliga7ons against it, as long as it's 
done willingly and it's declared safe to use. Phatsima

2021-01-19 
00:19:22

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are other alterna7ves other than the mRNA vaccine. 
Medical prac77oners around the globe have proven that they 
work just as well. I do not want any mRNA vaccine! Vaccines 
should be taken by choice, I believe those who refuse to take it 
do know the consequences thereof and will be able to live with 
their choices. Do not take away peoples freedom if they choose 
not to vaccinate. Katlego

Free State 3
2021-01-25 
18:09:20

Free 
State

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Brandice

2021-01-24 
17:43:51

Free 
State

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This shouldn't be forced upon us. Those who want to take it 
should and we are not sure if it is safe or not. It is therefore 
wrong to call it a vaccine I feel like it is more of an experimental 
vaccine. Kamohelo

2021-01-21 
14:17:39

Free 
State

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with what is inside the vaccine and I will not take 
it! Anneke

KwaZulu-Natal 2

2021-01-22 
18:28:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe the vaccine should be a maper of free choice with no 
consequences as it would be an infringement on our rights if 
not. For people like myself with underlying health issues, the 
effec7veness of the vaccine and its poten7al repercussions  is a 
major concern as I do not want to compromise my health. I also 
do not agree with having Covid passports and ID's, this seems 
very segrega7ng. Sharné 

2021-01-16 
08:05:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to be forced to take the vaccine nor should 
anyone. I believe that it will affect me being allowed into my 
amerlife and cannot allow that to happen. Timothy

Western Cape 25
2021-01-22 
15:04:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on would force the people to act against 
their own beliefs and is counter democracy. Cleo

2021-01-22 
10:06:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that the vaccine will become mandatory and 
those who do not take it will be refused access to shops, 
educa7on etc. Our rights will be taken away. Salmah

2021-01-19 
23:59:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Carmen
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2021-01-19 
19:36:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine  made in such a short period of 7me for a highly 
contagious and deadly virus, really scares me. 

Do we even know what long las7ng side effects the vaccine will 
have on the person who takes it? What if the harm of the 
vaccine is greater than the benefit.  

I don't believe anyone should be forced to take the vaccine. 

Thats my stance  

Aisha 

2021-01-19 
09:34:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine must not be mandatory. I and a lot of other people feel 
it is beper for our long term health to not get vaccine and rather 
become more immune naturally. Let those who do feel 
threatened by covid 19 get free vaccina7ons bit ALSO let those 
who do not want be able to say no to vaccine Daniel

2021-01-18 
23:35:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Employers and airlines will force ci7zens to take a rushed vaccine 
of ques7onable safety and efficacy. Robert

2021-01-17 
23:06:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Concerned 

2021-01-17 
17:40:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jade

2021-01-17 
17:12:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on of foreign material to use as a biological control over 
popula7ons, compromising peoples freedom. 
The vaccina7on should not be compulsory and not affect 
peoples access to certain u7li7es, which by means could restrain 
individuals from access to schools, universi7es, work, purchasing 
food, etc. 
Everyone that wants to get vaccina7on may, but it should not 
become legisla7on. 

Brianna

2021-01-17 
17:05:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no evidence that this injec7on prevents infec7on or 
transmission of the virus. Even the World Health Organisa7on 
website admits this. 

It is an experimental injec7on, and according to the Nuremberg 
code, no-one can be forced to be a guinea pig. Being an 
experimental subject requires informed consent, so we need to 
be told the risks, and given the opportunity to decide whether 
we choose to have it or not.  

Nowhere can I find the SAHPRA approval for this injec7on - has it 
been officially approved in SA? In the UK it's been approved for 
EMERGENCY USE ONLY, which means it's not fully approved, and 
therefore cannot be enforced. Twice Astra Zeneca stopped their 
trials because par7cipants developed Transverse Myeli7s, so 
those people are paralysed for life.  

In other countries, people with allergies are being warned not to 
have this vaccine - where is South Africa's warning? Nurse 
Tiffany Dover dropped in front of a camera 17 minutes amer 
being injected, and died 2 days later, and she's not the only one. 
Where are the warnings? Should we expect people to start 
falling down in the streets? 

You want to vaccinate at bus stops and malls - clearly sterile 
condi7ons are not an issue - is that not necessary for a medical 
procedure?  

What's to stop gangs posing at vaccinators to immobilise 
innocent people? 

Michele

2021-01-17 
17:01:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't like the fact that there are rumors about privacy/security 
concerns once one gets it. I also feel uncertain about long term 
effects as there is no significant amount of research on this part 
of the subject. Shanika

2021-01-17 
16:09:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sinead

2021-01-17 
13:35:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I cannot accept mandatory vaccines since it violates free choice. 
This vaccine has been produced in such a short 7me that long 
term side effects cannot be tested. If access to services or 
general freedom is denied if a ci7zen has not taken the vaccine, 
this is the same as making vaccines mandatory! Alessia

2021-01-17 
10:23:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Chelsey 

2021-01-17 
00:43:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am en7rely against mandatory vaccina7on because we have 
the right to choose what to do with and what to put into our 
bodies. 
Also we don't exactly know what is in the vaccine so what about 
people who are strictly halaal/kosher/vegan or even vegetarian? 
How do we know the vaccines won't contain anything that might 
be 'forbidden' for a specific group of people? A very good 
examply will be swine. I also don't trust that they will truthfully 
tell us that the vaccines don't contain those 'forbidden' 
ingredients. They lie about everything so they can lie about what 
a vaccine contains 

Elunepe
2021-01-16 
20:07:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccines should be voluntary Kai

2021-01-16 
15:43:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have freedom of choice and for a vaccine to be compulsory for 
all infringes on this freedom. There too exist other alterna7ves 
to vaccines that we can treat the symptoms of the illness with. 
My body, my choice. Tamia 
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2021-01-16 
15:41:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly there is alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n thats been around 
much longer as to the new fast tract vaccine that has liFe 
threatening repocussions. Our Medical Leaders understands 
what havoc vaccines with deffects will have on the Economy & 
their proffession. Another Huge NO! For the mere Fact that 
other vaccine packages state Not for Canada ..America...Europe. 
why should the African Con7nent always be used as the guinea 
pigs. Zeitoen

2021-01-16 
15:10:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support mandatory vaccina7on as it's contradictory to 
human rights. 

 Anastasia

2021-01-16 
14:32:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Daar is nog nie genoeg navorsing rondom die inen7ng gedoen 
nie. Ek sien egter ook nie die noodsaaklikheid daarvan nie 
aangesien my ouderdomsgroep spesifiek nie ‘n risikogroep is nie. 
Ek glo daar is ander vorme van voorkoming. Ek glo nie in 
griepinen7ngs nie en word nooit siek nie. Dus wil ek ook nie 
covid inen7ngs hê nie aangesien ek nog geensins siek was nie. Simónn

2021-01-16 
14:16:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Chelsea

2021-01-15 
20:44:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust Medicine that has not been given several years of 
development that is using new technology. ethan

2021-01-15 
17:48:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As much as I understand the reason for the vaccine coming to 
South Africa and the world, I would like to simply state that I 
highly disagree with the currently available vaccines but more 
importantly making vaccines mandatory. As it seems that the 
vaccines will be soon readily available to South Africans, I would 
like to encourage those in charge  and in Parliament to 
remember our human right to freedom of choice.  Please be 
wise and prudent - do not make the vaccine mandatory. I and all 
of South Africa will thank you. Catherine

2021-01-15 
14:38:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dont force us to take this vaccine which has not had enough 
R&D to be trusted. J

2021-01-15 
08:56:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no ques7on that the development of the vaccine has 
been rushed and uses an en7rely new approach. There is plenty 
of scope for unintended consequences. Secondly it is irra7onal 
to vaccinate for a disease with such a high survival rate. Corin

Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-22 
01:47:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The proposed vaccines have not been tested for human use.  
Some people seem to be okay with that.  I do not want to be 
forced to make use of a vaccine that has not been approved by  
SAHPRA  for human use.  I do not like the idea of Covid/
passport.    I want to have 7me to consider being vaccinated 
without being violated on any level.  People already fear the 
virus.  How will they behave towards those who choose not to 
be vaccinated?  Offering compensa7on if you suffer nega7ve 
consequences amidst this economic crisis  is inhumane.  It feels 
like the puing a "carrot in front of a donkey" expression.   
Human life remains valuable regardless of human prejudices.  I 
know there will be some form of fraud/corrup7on with the roll-
out of the vaccines and don't want to be caught in the middle 
with a mandatory vaccina7on.  Especially where people can 
tamper with the products.  Sharon

2021-01-19 
20:06:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support forced vaca7ons or the no7on of a covid 
passport it is uncons7tu7onal and undermines my human rights, 
no government or corpora7ons has the right to track you as a 
person or prevent you from accessing services, to travel to other 
countries or to provide for your family. 
We need to stop this before its to late. Johan

2021-01-18 
12:08:46

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We are not ginnie pigs. Getrude 
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2021-02-22 
05:21:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I simply don't understand why the government does not allow 
private procurement of the vaccine as well. Taxpayers will be 
paying for the (at present rather inept) government roll out 
anyway and the more people geing vaccinated quicker, the 
beper. 

The biggest frustra7on of the en7re debacle that Covid has 
been, has been that even in the light of such dire circumstances, 
government plays poli7cs. Liza

2021-01-28 
13:13:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sofia

2021-01-27 
11:14:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is worrying that a govetnment that has to date shown no 
moral compass nor efficiency in terms of ethics and governance 
wants to decide the future of the vaccibe roll out. This is no 
place for crony-ism, rasism or so called BEE.  

It should be an honest roll out first to front line and high risk 
indiciduals and the roll out should be done in free and fair 
tender without rasism. Dirk

2021-01-27 
11:13:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not support the roll out of the Covid vaccine. 
We know to  liple about it. 
Vaccines take years of tes7ng before released for other things 
like chicken pox, polio, jaundice, ect. 
It should not be forced upon people  Marleen 
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2021-01-26 
20:59:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This government cannot fix a pot hole or maintain anything. 
Funds are stolen lem right and center. 

I DO NOT WANT these vaccines - but I also dont think 
Government should control it because it will be an epic fiasco. 
Let pharmacy chains or someone who CAN do this handle it. Let 
private companies acquire it directly. 

Government SHOULD NOT TOUCH ANYTHING! Cornelius

2021-01-26 
16:32:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned as I do not have faith in the government for 
effec7ve rollout of the vaccines and the cost of then vaccines.  I 
also believe that all health workers must be vaccinated first not 
just 200 000. The minister said we have 1,25 million health 
workers and they need protec7on first and then the teachers 
who educator our kids the future of this country. Then the rest 
of their plan can follow through. Deroshnee

2021-01-26 
16:29:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow the private sector to procure and distribute the vaccines! 
It will be done in a quarter of the 7me, cost one tenth as much 
and get the economy going again.  

The ANC simply cannot do the simplest of takss without 
FUCKING IT UP! Please let the adults handle something this 
important! Lloyd

2021-01-26 
16:07:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven indisputably that it cannot effec7vely 
administer public funds and resources, and cannot effec7vely 
care for the livelihoods of out people.  It will be disastrous leing 
something as scare and precious as these vaccines  be 
administered by government - let the private sector do it; let the 
medical aids do it; it is their specialty Adam

2021-01-26 
15:06:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Annja

2021-01-25 
20:46:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should allow other stakeholders like medical 
Aids or companies to bring in the vaccine.  These stakeholders 
will lessen the burden on the already broke government.  For 
example Gems medical aid insures government employees. 
these include all frontline workers.   The government will then 
focus on those without medical aid, the elderly and disabled 
(Sassa data base)  
The government should regulate though which vaccines should 
be used. Vusumuzi

2021-01-25 
13:43:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kerry

2021-01-25 
13:08:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We all know that the government cannot roll out anything 
without an agenda. Once again there is already talks of using 
BBEEE as a criteria for distribu7on of the vaccine.  
In a country where the top officials are also the biggest looters 
without any possibility of being prosecuted, one can only 
imagine how these vaccines will disappear, be sold for much 
more than it is worth and people be blackmailed in order to 
receive the vaccine. 
I do not understand why the government should be the only 
ins7tute that can procure a vaccine. Private enterprise, medical 
aid schemes and other organisa7ons could procure the vaccine 
for their members and thus take a financial load off the 
government.  
As usual, they need to be in control in order to hold the country 
hostage. We all know that state capture is a certainty (even 
though we will never see anybody be prosecuted or arrested in 
that regard) in our country, but the fact is that we experience 
"country capture"! The people of this country is held cap7ve and 
hostage by ridiculous, non sensical rules that does not serve a 
purpose other than the fact that the government can control the 
people of the country. Cele cannot catch a murderer or a rapist, 
but he can brag about the 1000's of people he arrested breaking 
the covid regula7ons... What a joke! 
Government could not even procure the vaccine on 7me, how 
on earth will they be able to manage the roll out?  
Watch the space for further corrup7on and fraudulent 
behaviour... Philip

2021-01-25 
10:36:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government are not capable of planning, managing or execu7ng 
such a program as they cannot even manage the clinics in towns 
where minimal effort is required, they failed dismally in all 
spheres of service delivery and every project they tackle without 
private sector ends up in disaster. 

There is not one east rand town where the deteriora7on of 
service delivery do not hit you in the face, whether it is roads, 
sewerage, health or other it looks like a third world standards 
became the norm.  

The only excep7on here is they deal with people's lives. Money 
lost due to the corrupt cadre deployment or friends of friends 
causes hardship, not the death of innocent hard working rate 
payers. Wim

2021-01-25 
06:50:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Pieter
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2021-01-25 
05:51:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The South African government has unequivocally demonstrated 
that they are not capable nor trust worthy to be directly 
responsible for the lives of South African. South African ci7zen 
cannot wait for government to sort them out and resolve the 
problems they have with corrup7on and incompetence before 
the vaccine program is launched.  We are already paying with 
our lives for them not engaging with pharmaceu7cal companies 
six months ago. 

It is therefore vital for the successful rollout of the vaccine 
program for government to stand a side and allow the private 
sector to take control. Funding for this program will have to 
come via government. Exactly how it is done is another 
discussion. However, independent to the manner in which the 
funds are raised, Government will not be able to successfully 
apply it before the end of 2021. It is therefore of cri7cal 
importance that government allow ci7zen with the means to do 
so to arrange for their own vaccina7on. 

Anton

2021-01-24 
20:54:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Although the cost effec7ve procurement, equitable distribu7on 
and coordina7on of the rollout should be a func7on of (a 
properly func7oning) government, the ANC government is 
simply too self-serving, dysfunc7onal and incompetent to make 
a success of it.  

The private sector and welfare organisa7ons must be allowed to 
mobilize if SA is to have any chance at a successful vaccina7on 
program. 

We are lagging behind the rest of the world (with no money in 
the bank and a devastated economy), courtesy of the ANC 
government. Melanie

2021-01-24 
17:43:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Government monopoly is going to cause more deaths and 
slow down Heard- immunity than if Private Sector are also 
allowed to purchase and sell to willing payers and via medical 
aid schemes. Solu7on: Allow Private channels to procure and 
supply vaccines. It should not be the government to play God as 
to who gets a vaccine and who doesn’t, especially where 
alterna7ve channels are available and people are willing to pay 
( the same people who pay for the other vaccines through the 
taxes they contribute).  
2. The rollout doesn’t make sense. Provide to the aged 
popula7on Forst, not a fit young person at a Taxi Tank. Solu7on: 
More common sense to be applied please.  
3. Use companies and channels that know how to manage large 
scale rollout. don’t allow government to steal the money and 
vaccines by giving to corrupt ANC thieves . David

2021-01-24 
14:37:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government should be involved in the roll out. Too much 
corrup7on has already taken place under the guise of "saving 
lives". 
Many ar7cles have appeared on MSN/Google and the likes of, as 
to cost of vaccines ... cheap... yet Government has raised 
comment on tax by levied to cover cost of vaccines. Smacks of 
"sinisterness", to me. Debra

2021-01-22 
23:05:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why ask for a opinion if we know the vaccine is going to get 
stolen. 
Can you guarantee the vaccine is going to be safe???? Carl

2021-01-22 
22:31:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Gov can't be trusted. Ronald

2021-01-21 
14:43:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government has proven itself to be the ring leaders in 
corrup7on  and the supposed rollout of the vaccines will be no 
different 

The Medical aids have offered to procure and distribute amongst 
their respec7ve members since it is in their interest not to have 
to pay for  care of Covid posi7ve pa7ents thus the vaccine rollout 
will be effec7ve Mike

2021-01-21 
11:58:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Christopher

2021-01-21 
07:29:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC will just steal money again. This should be done by 
private companies that have the people at heart not the ANC 
that just want to make money to steal. Dawn

2021-01-19 
10:38:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not roll out the vaccine. Government should 
govern the process around it like what it does with other 
vaccines and allow the private sector to nego7ate pricing with 
the vendors, procure it and roll it out. 

This should be handle like the yearly flu vaccine. Shaun
2021-01-19 
09:08:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government F

2021-01-19 
07:24:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There is a lot of uncertainty about the effec7veness of the 
vaccine and as Government is known for its reckless spending 
any money gained form over taxing an already struggling 
economy has no guarantees that it will be used to purchase 
vaccines.  Also as the vaccines has a need for high refrigera7on 
how will government handle this with the threat of level 8 load 
shedding?  Sonja
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2021-01-19 
07:19:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

No, I do not support the vaccine.  I feel that only I have a say 
what goes into my body and what not and that every individual 
should be able to decide whether they want to take the vaccine 
or not.  It should not be force onto us.   The vaccine has too 
many nega7ve comments this far. 

Nobody could supply people with Aids, Cancer, etc. with a 
vaccine, but in no 7me they have a vaccine for COVID.  I'm sorry, 
I do not believe that this vaccine is healthy to anybody that takes 
it. Sandra

2021-01-19 
04:38:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The SA government is unqualified for this task. They have a 35 
year track record of fouling up EVERY task that they take on.  
Health care is a task to be tackled and managed by professionals 
not clueless civil servants following a poli7cal agenda  with the 
added aim of pocke7ng money allocated to the project. Piers

2021-01-18 
22:59:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I would like my medical aid provide my covid-19 vaccine Adriian

2021-01-18 
20:22:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Let the vaccine roll out start vaccina7ng the government 1st, 
before it goes to other individuals. Lucy 

2021-01-18 
20:05:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Give rollout to Medical aids. Goverment proved their inability to 
roll our PPE with serial numbers on boxes. How on earth will 
they manage this? Open your eyes.. They cannot track anything 
and blame systems.. And remember the IT people they appoint 
ask to be "protect me from yourself" as by former SARS IT 
manager... Francois

2021-01-18 
18:49:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The current government can not supply electricity to a country 
how are they going to supply vaccine's? You should think of 
employing people that have work experience and know what 
they are doing !! now you want to roll out vaccines but you 
cannot supply the basic nessessa7es as a government! The 
current vaccine has also caused numerous deaths so as an 
individual I would be skep7cal to use a vaccine !! David

2021-01-18 
14:48:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sean

2021-01-18 
14:09:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are lots of treatment that most scien7sts and medical dr 
are talking that are helpful , why do we have to buy vaccine, with 
the money that we don't have as a country, it is a borrowed 
money that is used to buy those vaccine. We will always be the 
slaves of the country's we are borrowing from. Let us fully trust 
in the Lord (Jesus Christ). Agnes

2021-01-18 
14:03:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

ANC Goverment cannot be trusted and the vaccine has not been 
tested. NOBODY will force me to be vaccinated. Betsie

2021-01-18 
12:16:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Buyisile

2021-01-18 
12:05:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

No Person whether Government Official or who ever will inject 
some substance into me.this has not been tested and cleared 
save and accurate for complete healing,I believe in Jesus Christ 
the Messiah and greatest healer of them all. I rest in His 
presence. 
NO THANK YOU. Marcel

2021-01-18 
12:02:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the government should allow our credible doctors to 
inves7gate the vaccine first if its suitable for South Africans, our 
environment differs with  other countries and obviously the 
ci7zens thats why even the virus its self differs on each person so 
I thinks our country should do their own inves7ga7ons before 
the roll out Pinky

2021-01-18 
11:46:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

ALL heathcare workers should be vaccinated first, not only 
200000 followed by essen7al workers esp Police officers and 
people with co morbidi7es. then you can go to taxi ranks Bernita

2021-01-18 
10:59:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why is only has to be tested in the con7nent of Africa not the 
European countries Calvin

2021-01-18 
10:34:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why is our government procuring? How do they know it will 
work? They are just puing us at risk. They must give it to those 
who want it then. If I do not want it is my choice. What if they 
vaccinate you and you die? They do not even know if it will 
work. Tshepo

2021-01-18 
10:23:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government  It is my choice if I want to take the vaccine Alice

2021-01-18 
09:41:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust them, we don't have clean drinking water at home, 
load shedding twice a day and they will most properly buy flue 
meds to use for covid. They busy crippling our economy more 
and more with there dicta7ng rules. This is just another way to 
steal our money. I suggest the medical aids and companies 
should be the ones to get the vaccine so that all working people 
can be vaccinated to keep our economy just up and running. The 
ones in jail should be last in the row. Johnny

2021-01-18 
09:39:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government does not take into considera7on the support of 
medical aids, doctors and private companies in the roll out and 
want to have full control. This is a major concern taking into 
account the reputa7on of the ANC lead government. Secondly as 
per WHO there cannot be herd immunity as the strands of the 
virus keep on changing. Thirdly why not consider the  
alterna7ves presented. This make the process very suspicious 
and more lively hoods will be at stake. My sugges7on is to allow 
the private par7es to also import and distribute vaccine which 
will reduce 7me and increase the speed of vaccina7on. Leon

2021-01-18 
08:27:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This "Vaccine" is s7ll in an experimental phase. Is it advisable to 
roll this out to all health-workers  first? You would then be 
puing them all at risk to side effects that may have not been 
picked up by tests that have been done over a very short period? Leslie
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2021-01-18 
08:25:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

yet again the tax payers money has disappeared into thin air and 
the government wants to start a new tax to help pay for the 
vaccines, the government cant do any think right, and they have 
failed their people, they couldn't even supply the na7on with 
HIV medica7on effec7vely for the lat 10 years, and certainly will 
fail at this vaccine roll out, the method of the roll out is also 
wrong, it should be given access to the en7re popula7on, first 
come first serve  basis as everyone as the right to access of 
medica7on. Kegan

2021-01-18 
08:07:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government shouldn't be involved with this as simple as 
that, ours can't even manage finances properly let alone ensure 
safety for its own people. Furthermore i think that Dr Nevers 
Mumba hit the nail on the head when he said everyone will die 
as fools if every country don't analyze and test every vaccine 
themselves first before just taking any other country's word for 
it. Andre'

2021-01-18 
07:47:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Whether his vaccine is good or not good I am not sure. But this I 
can guarantee, that instead of it being distributed to the 
frontline workers etc. the ANC is going to help themselves first. 
The chances are good that some of it will end up on the black 
market. 
Pres. Ramaposa, test it on yourself and deliberately expose 
yourself to the virus to confirm that it is what it is suppose to be. 
Do this to show that yo are a true leader. 

Gerrit

2021-01-18 
07:24:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why would the vaccine starts with the health worker, as 
everything else starts with the goverment officials. Even this 
7me, let that vaccine start from all our leaders and the last to be 
vaccinated will the communi7es and kids. Whatever it is that 
everyone is scared of from this vaccine, let the founder to use it 
first so we can see the results and only then maybe we might 
change our minds. Nokazi

2021-01-18 
07:01:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is not inconceivable that the HUGE amounts of money 
involved simply  new and unprecedented opportuni7es for 
corrup7on, gram, stealing money and inefficiency. 
 all this for a vaccine that has not been properly tested and is of 
doub{ul efficacy. We will in all likelihood not see the people 
being innoculated that have been promised to have it done due 
to simple blatant mismanagement and easy them of money. 
President Ramaphos asay sit will be well omitored etc but we 
know that that is to all intents and purposed nonsensical as itwill 
be the monitors stealing the money. 
This might be the final nail in our economy. There are cheaper 
(MUCH) alterna7ves. Why are they not considered? - not 
enougb opportunity for them, corrup7on and gram. Russell

2021-01-18 
06:27:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government is simply to corrupt and ineffec7ve to do 
this.  

Sander 

2021-01-17 
21:59:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow private sector to bring in vaccines. Let gvt focus on those 
who can’t afford and private for those who can. Who cares who 
pays as long as we get the vaccine. Romi 

2021-01-17 
17:47:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the Govermnent is monopolising roll out of 
the vaccine to the popula7on groups they choose and are 
stopping the private sector from procuring the vaccine for 
people who want to be vaccinated and would not be able to if 
the goverment dictates who is allowed to receive it. The 
goverment should allow all groups in the private sectors who 
have to the capability to import the vaccine to do so.  

Daria

2021-01-17 
16:48:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved that they cannot be trusted to do any 
project. This sounds to me like a money making scam again. The 
ANC wants to be in charge of this in order for some individuals 
to make money again. I do not want to be vaccinated by the 
ANC. If I do decide to be vaccinated, it has to be my own choice 
where and when I want to do it. This is s7ll my choice to make 
and I would prefer to rather use other medica7on. Louis

2021-01-17 
16:35:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government has proved 7me and 7me and 7me and 
7me again that it is incapable of governing South Africa. It has 
failed the ci7zens of South Africa so many 7mes. This will only 
add to the long list of failures, corrup7on and waste of tax 
money. My money, Mariaan

2021-01-17 
15:28:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tax payers have to wait, but prisoners gets it????? Mark

2021-01-17 
15:15:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment is incapable of succesfully comple7ng a project of 
this nature, as the track record shows. Too much corrup7on. Glen

2021-01-17 
09:17:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why the hell should prisoners get vaccines before us that are on 
the outside. Those people murder, rape and steal yet they get 
first preference over us law abiding ci7zens. They get to study 
free of charge and now they get vaccines before us the general 
public. Maybe commiing a crime isn't such a bad idea Tiisetso 

2021-01-17 
08:47:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If the government really cared for the health of South Africans, 
why are many government hospitals in such a terrible state? If 
they really cared they would make sure that the doctors and 
nurses had proper equipment, proper theaters, proper PPE, 
beper working hours and beper salaries to take care of our 
people. They would also ensure that people are geing proper 
food and nutri7on to build their immune system. How many 
people in SA don't even have access to proper food? Instead, the 
govt is spending millions on a vaccine which has not been 
proven effec7ve beyond a doubt. I don't trust that this is the 
best solu7on. African countries don't work the same as 
European countries because we have unique challenges. Also, 
have people been warned that if you have certain health issues, 
you should not be taking the vaccine as it could damage your 
health even more? The state of disaster is actually a descrip7on 
of our government and not of the pandemic. Lilisa
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2021-01-17 
07:36:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think there are a lot of people out in public who needs it much 
more than the prisons. 
I myself am a high risk person lem with a lot of  physical issues 
amer a botched opera7on. I would want to see whether there 
may be any side effects to the vacine as I can not afford to have 
any more issues.  It is definately not something that should ever 
be forced on anybody. Mandie

2021-01-17 
07:35:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jacques

2021-01-17 
07:31:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven it is unable to implement anything 
successfully. This program will just lead to more corrup7on and 
selected distribu7on to suite its voter base.Medical aids should 
be allowed to procure its own preferen7al vaccina7on and 
distribute to its members Deon

2021-01-16 
21:13:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our government failed to give us beper service they must take 
those billions and build beper eskom Amiel

2021-01-16 
20:32:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Current roll-out plan is uncons7tu7onal as it limits our freedom 
of choice and associa7on, government should not be sole 
purchaser and distritor of vaccine as I might prefer a different 
one as the one purchased by government, private companies 
and individuals should have the freedom to purchase vaccines 
for themselves interna7onally. Khotso

2021-01-16 
18:34:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government can’t roll out grant efficiently , how will they toll 
out a vaccine without corrup7on?  

Also Yoo May rumours on this 
They must vaccinate all memebers of parliament first Paula

2021-01-16 
17:00:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is well known for corrup7on. During the start of the 
pandemic PPE equipment was looted by government officials 
and swept under the rug. It should be brought in by the private 
sector in order to ensure the correct people receive the vaccine 
according to exposure and vulnerability. Government should not 
be the sole distributor and subsidies can be provided to the 
private sector to purchase these vaccines Chere 

2021-01-16 
15:09:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our Government is very corrupt with tenders and our money. 
There is no jus7ce towards the poor, sojourners, widows etc. 
How can I trust a corrupt Government with my life and body? 
Are they not going to corrupt my system? I certainly will not take 
the vaccine including my children. Dudu

2021-01-16 
14:41:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Every South African needs to ques7on why Government wants 
to roll out the vaccine and not let Medical Aids, Business & 
Solidarity assist them. In 26 years the anc has been all about self 
enrichment to the detriment of each and every South African - 
more so to the taxpayers who have been royally screwed.  Our 
Government has had since early 2020 to source a vaccine which 
other 3rd world countries did with alacrity, not ours - they were 
too busy with redirec7ng the R500 billion alloca7on and making 
up the most ridiculous lockdown rules which made SA a laughing 
stock for the civilized world. We have a Government that has 
destroyed every SOE in SA, put incompetent thieves in charge of 
them and now whilst we're in the middle of the 2nd wave of the 
Covid pandemic we have 8 hrs of load shedding per day. How 
about the Covid home pa7ents siing without electricity for 
their oxygen?  It's a non-caring Government and the only reason 
is that they want more personal enrichment out of the Vaccine 
rollout. If R500 billion can be "misappropriated" during our 2020 
lockdown imagine how much more they could make on the 
vaccines - not forgeing NHI of course. That's yet another 
money making excuse. They have annihilated every Public 
hospital in South Africa with the excep7on of the hospitals in the  
Western Cape. This government doesn't care about its people, it 
never has. When the gravy train finally runs out what then? Over 
R3 trillion has been stolen to date, no arrests, no one in jail yet 
and very unfortunately the majority of our voters are 
unsophis7cated and do not truly understand what is happening. 
I'd like this inept Government  of ours to start thinking how to 
create employment with a loser SOE like Eskom meant to supply 
each and every South African with electricity. I'll happily have 
the AstraZeneca vaccine but from my Medical Aid which I can 
trust, not from our corrupt, socialist Government . Also think its 
wonderful that the Western Cape doesn't trust Government to 
source anything, let alone a life-saving vaccine. Gill
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2021-01-16 
13:32:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that most vaccina7ons Over the world shows side 
effects. The only treatment that worked successfully was the one 
used by Donald Trump and Rudi Giuliani. They recovered and did 
not have to take a second vaccinne  like by Biden and In 
Germany by the lady that is 101 . This indicates despera7on by 
the rest of the world. Only Donald Trump and an Australian 
Doctor found the right way to treat the virus / parasite.  Now the 
right Doctors that has been trea7ng this all across the world 
without having to apply any vaccine's must be sort amer.  There 
is no vaccine it must just be treated correctly and puing people 
with anxiety on oxygen and calling it Covid is obscene and 
inhumane. This means one thing. This vaccine is not going to 
work and all the government's wants to make money and not 
really help the people that votes for them. Stop the vaccinne 
rollout and rear people with vitamins, natural ant occidents like 
garlic and ginger, vitamin D, E and natural minerals.  Also let 
them drink parasitamol 100mg for a start per day to keep the 
blood thin. And stop 5G networks which is the main cause for 
slowing down blood flow due to the radia7on there of. Limit 
alcohol sales per person so no over consump7on can be done , 
but done in modera7on. The emergency pandemic crisis band of 
people must also be disbanded due to the R530 billion that was 
given by the WHO have been misused by them all. This is an 
infringement of every South Africans right to live and for 
businesses that has been closed due to their selfish decisions to 
"save " the people and the "economy". If the money was 
injected to every business coloured , Indian , white and black 
evenly this country could have recovered and it could have done 
beper. These vaccines are being used to full people. I have proof 
it as well. So this " socialis7c dictator government " must 
remember one thing. In a true democra7c country they work for 
the people. The people don't work for them. Their salaries must 
be cut down 80% aswell o show their commitment to the people 
of this country. If there is any vaccine to be taken, all the cabinet 
members must take it first and lem for 2months to see all the 
side effects. But I say no vaccine at all. Thank you . The 
government must also step down due to no confidence. Jaco

2021-01-16 
12:45:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The anc is só damn corrupt. How on earth can anyone expect 
any individual to trust these clowns? In any way, the vaccines 
available have, in my opinion not been tested long enough to 
guarantee side-effects. Gerrie

2021-01-16 
11:24:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out of the vaccine should be from the start be 
administered by an independent , unbiased, reliable ins7tu7on. 

As always, no amount of assurance by the government will 
convince me that this vaccine will not be used and abused by the 
government to further corrupt and fill up their own back 
pockets. 

No, I am not a prophet.  But wait and see... 

A pity though, because as with the PPE and other related issues 
that were basically stolen in broad daylight, this vaccine is even 
more important to us people, than it is for government.  We pay 
them, amer all. Catharina

2021-01-16 
09:19:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government must take it first and then amer a year when we 
see that it works maybe I might change my mind Vuyiswa 

2021-01-16 
07:07:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine has not been fully tested.nowhere in History has a 
vaccine ever come about so quickly..  The vaccine should be 
op7onal,let people have a choice about puing something into 
their bodies that they are responsible for.   
South Africa doesn't have control of corrup7on so do they 
an7cipate keeping the rollout smooth and problem free. I 
es7mate that only half of the vaccines that come into the 
country will be  used as envisioned. 
Standing in queues to get it will probably put you more at risk 
than  protec7ng yourself at home.  
We are not animals,we have rights.Listen to us and stop using 
scare tac7cs. M.
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2021-01-15 
19:59:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The data is showing that the covid-19 pandemic is similar to the 
annual flu pandemic. The fact that the virus has a high survival 
rate and is less threatening than the flu shows and that this 
whole situa7on has spun out of control due to emo7onal 
debates instead of ra7onal debates.  This does not imply that 
some who are immune to influenza might not get severely ill, 
but that the covid-19 pandemic has nowhere been as 
devasta7ng as we were constantly being told it is by poli7cians.  

Fact is, observable data and reports like report no.  00-80-05  
(2020)  from Sta7s7cs SA show that for people under the age of 
80 has a death rate of less than 0.065%. If you compare this to 
influenza which according to the Centre of Disease Control in the 
United States has a death rate of approximately 0.1 - 0.15% with 
vaccines.  

The current vaccine has not been properly tested and are 
proving to have lots of ques7ons around people who get lots of 
nega7ve effects amer receiving the vaccine.  

The vaccine is not required as there are studies in which 
suggests herd immunity should be achieved for covid-19 with 10 
- 20% due to similari7es from other coronaviruses. In all 
likelihood we have reached herd immunity months ago and the 
lockdown is causing more harm than the virus.  

The vaccine will not be the miracle cure people are being let to 
believe it will be as has been suggest by interna7onally 
recognised experts like Dr Fauci.  

This exercise of procuring the vaccine through the government 
will be another burden to the already struggling tax payer's 
pocket. History has proven the government is full of corrup7on 
and maladministra7on which make it the least preferable 
candidate to distribute something like a vaccine. Gareth

2021-01-15 
19:03:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is not a vaccine and proof of that is available on the internet. It 
was never tested or researched, proof of this is available on the 
internet. It is not approved at all. Kobus

2021-01-15 
17:59:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I or my medical aid should be allowed to get the vaccine from 
other countries if we are able to.  Lucinda

2021-01-15 
17:58:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Do not trust the vaccine, I will NOT take it! Estelle

2021-01-15 
16:41:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government This government just lies to the people con7nually. Avril

2021-01-15 
15:46:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Open sourcing of vaccines up to anyone that wants to help. 
Government can also help if they want - why limit it? It seems 
counterintui7ve. 

Furthermore, history shows that government is handicapped by 
wide-spread corrup7on. They will not be able to do this 
efficently. As per government claims, the vaccine will save lives 
and thus can not be lem in the hands of a governemnt that has 
proved to be inadequate to get any7hng right.  

Rika

2021-01-15 
15:35:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All of the above listed reasons : 
cost to tax payer 
Mandatory "vaccine" 
effec7veness of the  "vaccine"  
roll out by government 

I am opposed to anyone taking my rights away. I have the right 
to say NO THANK YOU to what you force me to have , what I 
must pay for and when I will die - you/ the government want to  
control when I die. NO THANK YOU.   

Ana 

2021-01-15 
15:29:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As with everything that involves the Corrupt ANC government 
and cronies, the maper of vaccina7ons needs to be administered 
and fully overseen by Private Sector Health Care only! If possibly 
considering any involvement of the ANC, let us not forget the 
maper of the R500 Billion disappearing during the ‘1st Wave’, 
which conveniently has not received any further discussion or 
that of appropriate inves7ga7on. Karl

2021-01-15 
15:24:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government must allow the private sector to also get 
involved in the vaccina7on program. They are trying to control 
the process which will just end up in another disaster like 
everything else they touch. I personally don't believe that they 
secured 20 million vaccines. Johan

2021-01-15 
14:19:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be involved in the roll out.  With the 
government's current proof of fraud and corrup7on there can be 
no way that I can or will trust it to transport, store and deliver to 
the various points correctly or 7meously (they can't even get 
payment for the vaccine through in 7me!).  I am sure there will 
officials issuing fake vaccines for personal gain and going to 
tender will not ensure that this won't take place. Effec7veness of 
vaccines is ques7onable seeing as the virus has and will con7nue 
to mutate which makes the current vaccine efficacy 
ques7onable.  Not enough 7me has passed to know or truly 
evaluate the outcome of having been vaccinated.  Joan
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2021-01-15 
13:53:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Let the REPRESENTATIVES of the MAIN LEADERSHIP of our 
country, all  400 of them be  vaccinated 1st.  
And let it be shown on live television and then report back on 
live television amer 14 days how everyone is doing. 

The Government should not be responsible for rolling out the 
vaccine. Let an independent company/companies do that so as 
the make sure that everyone person regardless of background or 
status or color be overseen. 

Marcel

2021-01-15 
13:53:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. The government is incapable of rolling out the vaccine in a 
fair, speedy way. There will be corrup7on, irregulari7es and 
them. We've seen it before and have no reason to think it will be 
different now. 
2. Mandatory vaccina7on is a problem. The government has no 
right to force anyone to take the vaccine. It hasn't been tested 
adequately and viruses con7nuously mutate. People should have 
a choice whether or not to take it. Lee-Ann

2021-01-15 
13:24:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How can we ever trust this bunch of corrupt thieves . They will 
only provide the vaccine amer they have secured a method to 
profit from it  . Let my medical aid and my doctor give it to me . Abraham

2021-01-15 
12:35:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The way government handled the whole pandemic is a comedy 
of errors. From illogical and ludicrous regula7ons to the 
industrial scale of corrup7on and them of the Covid relief funds, 
it smacks of gross mismanagement and inep7tude.  
Cleary the government has been sleeping at the wheel, in 
obtaining the Vaccine. They only care about the ideology of NHS 
during this health crises, not about saving of human lives. Dirk

2021-01-15 
12:11:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

CRIMINALS BEFORE LAW ABIDING CITIZENS ???????????  
ALOW MEDICAL AIDS TO ORDER AS WELL.IT JUST MAKES SENSE. 
ANOTHER PIE FOR THE ANC TO RAPE & LEAVE THE CRUMBS FOR 
THE PEOPLE. MIKE

2021-01-15 
12:05:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust any  ac7on by the government. They have proven 
over and over that they cannot be trusted. They talk allot but do 
the minimum or nothing. They cannot be trusted with our 
money or our health. L

2021-01-15 
11:53:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Don't  trust  the  incompetant  and  corrupt  
government......Private companies  to do the roll  out ...... Tony

2021-01-15 
11:21:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Like everything our government wants to do there is a huge trust 
deficit.  If our President was personally going to do the roll-out 
and personally collect the vaccines from the airport, then 
personally transport them to the distribu7on centre and finally, 
personally supervise the administra7on, I would have a level of 
peace about this. Frankly I only trust our President but no one 
else in Government or Civil Service. 
Because 26years of schooling in how corrupt and in-adept the 
post apartheid ANC is, leaves me 100% convinced that there will 
be huge plundering and bungling.  
Solu7ons: 
1/ Hand the task over to the pharmacies - then run all recipients’ 
ID numbers through the data banks to ensure there has been no 
favouri7sm in distribu7on.  
2/ Spot checks need to be regularly done to ensure vaccines 
aren’t being swopped out for placebos and then sold out the 
back door on the black market. 
3/ Don’t make it mandatory because this country already has 
way too many laws which are never enforced. Every law the 
government makes and then fails to enforce weakens it. You are 
becoming a sad and pathe7c joke, like a yelling parent who 
never follows through on threats and so is simply ignored. Dylan 

2021-01-15 
10:20:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC is using this as a big poli7cal rally -  to gain votes, this 
has nothing to do with saving lives. If it was about saving lives, 
then private companies would be allowed to obtain the vaccine. 
The ANC has proved they cannot follow through on projects, 
they can't cope with day to day issues, how are they going roll 
out vaccines for 40mil people. This is open to huge fraud,  which  
poli7cians will profit from. This vaccine has not been proven to 
work yet, and we do not know the side effects and long term 
results. Angela

2021-01-15 
09:59:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jacobus

2021-01-15 
09:33:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

i WILL NOT TAKE THE VACCINE BECAUSE I DO NOT TRUST IT, 
THEY NEVER EVER BEFORE GOT ANY VACCINES FOR SARS EBOLO 
ECT 

THIS IS PART OF THE NWO THE ELITE LIKE BILL GATES WHO 
WANT TO DEPOPULATE THE NATIONS WITH VACCINES   ELSA

2021-01-15 
08:50:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government philip

Western Cape 59

2021-01-29 
08:02:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not support the sole roll-out by the government. More 
freedom should be afforded to South Africans in this regard. 

I do not support the Mandatory vaccine. This Idea is tyrannical 
and Orwellian. 

Safe alterna7ves should not be blocked from use.  This Idea is 
tyrannical and Orwellian. Juan-Paul

2021-01-26 
09:56:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I dont trust our Government al all!!! They just want to kill us Zaan
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2021-01-26 
07:50:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We all have Rights hey don't we but we allowing our president to 
make decisions for us and I think our rights are busy being taken 
away from us we loosing our loved ones on a daily basis hey why 
because of the drips they puing our loved ones on at the 
hospital you send you family member to hospital to get help but 
iyour family never returns home the vaccine that's out now 
made that nurse cut out on tv why because they want our 
people to die hey this is a man made virus and I'm sure the 
people that made it has a cure for it so that's my opinion about 
everything but don't send you family to the hospital rather keep 
them at home best op7on Shinese

2021-01-24 
17:31:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sophia 

2021-01-23 
17:44:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I was unemployed and filed for a grant and was denied. If they 
can’t determine who is employed or not what makes them think 
they can handle a vaccine. They are nothing but a bunch of 
green monkeys in. Parliament. Who don’t actually give a damn 
about any ci7zens apart from themselves Kyle

2021-01-23 
07:29:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Unfortunately the government has failed to be able to effec7vely 
roll out or provide the most basic of devices - from electricity 
genera7on to service delivery. The government has proven its 
incompetence again and again. The vaccine is literally a maper 
of an urgent public health crisis and if the government can’t do 
the most basic of tasks how does it expect to efficiently roll out a 
vaccine? Daniel

2021-01-22 
19:46:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lorren

2021-01-21 
22:29:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Malcolm

2021-01-21 
14:53:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This must happen as soon as possible to save lives but it must be 
done in an orderly safe manner where all the funds go to 
vaccina7ng the populace not lining the pocket of a few ANC 
Government grimers. Hand the task to a mul7na7onal NGO. Ian

2021-01-20 
17:56:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Porcia

2021-01-20 
15:56:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Is ANC now the NAZI party?  Forcing chemicals by order into a % 
of the popula7on? Disgraceful!   
If a person wants to get the vaccine then it must be voluntary 
and it must be paid for by the individual. 
How dare the ANC con7nue to act like dictators.  Useless ones at 
that given that they failed to procure the vaccine while civilized 
countries did obtain it. 
Mumbling bumbling dictators are not good ... they are bad. robin

2021-01-20 
14:42:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All over the world the vaccines are failing, why would the 
government insisyt on making it work ....when covid broke out 
interna7onally our government officials insisted that we would 
not be affected anf look what happened ...i am not trus7ng my 
ligmfe with a government that only takes care of themselves Quwin

2021-01-20 
12:50:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the people with comobidi7es will not have 
access to the vacina7on May

2021-01-20 
09:51:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ci7zens should be able to purchase their own vaccines from the 
pharmaceu7cal companies they trust. when they wish to do so. 
Government should not dictate when and where medicine may 
be taken that may poten7ally save lives.  In Sec7on 27 of the Bill 
of Rights part I, the law states: (1) Everyone has the right to have 
access to— 
(a) health care services, including reproduc7ve health care;  
Furthermore, (2) The state must take reasonable legisla7ve and 
other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the 
progressive realisa7on of each of these rights.  
(2) The state must take reasonable legisla7ve and other 
measures, within its available 
resources, to achieve the progressive realisa7on of each of these 
rights.  

1. By not allowing vaccines to be procured privately, and by not 
having the vaccines available of choice is in contraven7on of 
27/1/A. 
2. SAHPRA has not allowed Covid vaccines for import while other 
countries have. Pfizer South Africa apempted to contact the 
government months in advance but the government failed to 
respond. The government is in contraven7on of 27/2. 

The government should immediately allow for all tested vaccines 
through SAHPRA and allow for the private procurement. Dewaldt

2021-01-20 
00:13:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hi i do not support the vaccine. The reason for that is how can I 
trust a government that steals from it's loyal ci7zens, the vaccine 
hasn't been proven that it works so how can we even trust it? I 
would rather con7nue living a healthy lifestyle like i currently do. 

Thank you Umar

2021-01-19 
20:44:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has proven to be morally corrupt and inept, and 
cannot be trusted with anything. There are plenty of cheaper, 
effec7ve medicines available, but the government is ignoring 
these in order to apply a totally nonsensical approach which in 
no way has the people's interest at heart. Carlo

2021-01-19 
17:31:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am in the motor industry and am working to keep the economy 
goi g how can the government wa t to give prisoners the vaccine 
instead of us that is keeping the economy goung???? Garth

2021-01-19 
17:31:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am in the motor industry and am working to keep the economy 
goi g how can the government wa t to give prisoners the vaccine 
instead of us that is keeping the economy goung???? Garth
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2021-01-19 
16:09:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is incapable of controlling themselves. All Covid 
alllocated money already looted. Cronyism will creep in again. 

Prisoners should not be vaxxed. 

Amer vax we s7ll wear masks and will be subjected to ANC 
draconian rules. Does this sound like a vax that works? 

Democracy - I want to have  choice without being penalised 
later. 

Taxpayers will pay for vax. We are taxed dead as it is. 

I cant believe the development was done properly. First vax to 
develop so quickly, I dont trust it. 

Frikkie

2021-01-19 
14:13:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccinne contains things thatg is against my Chris7an 
beliefs-- this is from the pit of hell -- why are some vacinne not 
for distribu7on for some countries and the other vaccines is to 
be distributed to all the black countries --  
This vaccine has not been tested -- yet they ban Ivamec7m 
whihc has been tested  
I will not and i will not allow my kids to take this vaccine  
This is another demeonic money making racket  

Lilian

2021-01-19 
12:58:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am a tax paying ci7zen. Prisoners, who contribute zero to the 
economy and taxi drivers, who don't pay taxes either, get 
preference for the vaccine. And I'm sure corrupt government 
officials will make sure their cronies get access to the vaccine 
before us, the law abiding ci7zens. The fact that the government 
is in charge off the roll-out will just lead to another corrup7on 
scandal. I have no faith and like everything else, this too will fail 
dismally. Rina

2021-01-19 
12:35:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Buying of vaccines:  This should not be limited to Government 
only, as they have 7me and again proven that there will be fraud 
and mismanagement.  Private companies (like Medical aids) 
should be able to purchase the vaccine for it s members.  If the 
interest is to vaccinate as many people as possible, why limit 
who can buy it?  Other childhood vaccina7ons and the annual flu 
jabs are available on private medical aids, why not this? 

Order of vaccine roll-out: A proposed group 4 on the list was 
prisoners - why should the South African public have to stand 
behind prisoners in line to get the vaccine - they are in 
quaran7ne and have given up their rights when they commiped 
their crimes.  It is not morally right that they should get 
preference over the general public. 

Funding:  Money generously given to the Solidarity fund should 
be applied for this.  Look at raising the VAT rate, as this would 
mean it is actually being funded by most people and not again 
the select few. Audrey

2021-01-19 
10:16:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Not enough evidence to prove that vaccine is successful and we 
have no idea if there are any side effects. People need to be 
educated  or made aware of how his vaccine has performed so 
far. 
We all know that any government involvement will lead to 
corrup7on. 
Who will be lem to fit the cost of these vaccines, or at what cost 
will this be to our countries already suffering economy.  
Our countries recovery rate against this virus sits at 87% roughly, 
so why buy this untested vaccine??? If we need to get the 
vaccine, then let our so called leaders of this country be the first 
in line to take it ad prove to its people that we have nothing to 
fear about when it comes to this vaccine. Raymond

2021-01-18 
18:14:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Would like to know what is in the vaccine. Debbie 

2021-01-18 
17:33:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why should it be rolled out by Government?  The Government is 
so corrupt and been stealing funds designated for COVID and 
also Food Parcels meant for the under-privileged.  I can tell you 
now there are going to be Government Officials who steal the 
vaccine to sell on the black market or for giving to their family 
and friends.  But corrup7on there is going to be.  
Also why should only the Government be allowed to import the 
vaccine?  It should be open to any medical ins7tu7ons to import.  
The Government just wants to CONTROL the people of this 
country. 
NO,  I will not be taking the vaccine.  Very liple research has 
been done and there is very liple proof that the vaccines  are 
actually really effec7ve at immunizing against COVID.  I actually 
read of people overseas who had got very ill from one of the 
vaccines and a few who had died.  Wendy

2021-01-18 
14:40:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't think the over 60's should get priority - the  produc7ve 
people should get it first. Cheryl
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2021-01-18 
11:22:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly...the current government has not been forth coming with 
"HONESTY" and "RELIABILITY".  For one there is so much 
corrup7on going on (in Government) and it makes me wonder if 
that is partly the reason they do not want to allow private 
sectors to distribute it.  I feel if the medical aid companies can 
afford to purchase the vaccine it would take a load of the "tax 
payers" (who most of them will not be allowed the vaccine first). 
Then it is mind blowing that prisoners (who contribute nothing 
to the country) gets to have it in the first or second quarter?? is 
this a poli7cal stunt?? Purely for the reason that I do not trust 
world governments,  I most certainly would not mind everybody 
in South Africa gets it first and I will gladly be the very last 
person to get it.  I just feel that the government should be 
trea7ng people equally without favouri7sm or discrimina7on!! Angelique

2021-01-18 
11:15:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This vaccine is a trial and error. No wonder prisoners are also on 
the role out. Our cons7tu7on says that our concent is required. 
Similarly Mr Windie's plan stated" anybody over 18". That tells 
me not everybody but anybody. Thank you but no thank you.  
Coke back amer 5 years when you dine with trial and error. Angel

2021-01-18 
10:48:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be a combined public / private partnership - I 
cannot see the government  doing this correctly by themselves  - 
nor should they Roger

2021-01-18 
10:08:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

yet again  the Government has shown it's total incompetence by 
late procurement of the vaccine in insufficient amounts and with 
a rollout plan that is totally unachievable, and then typically the 
government demonstrates its usual arrogance by stopping 
legi7mate private companies such as Discovery to purchase the 
vaccines and supply to it's members.  The excuse that this is to 
prevent corrup7on is rubbish as the main culprits in the PPC 
scandal was government itself ed

2021-01-18 
08:55:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If this is a democra7c country  why are we force to take this 
vaccine?  How sure is the goverment  that the vaccine work?   
How sure are we as the people of this country that this vaccine 
that they want to force us to take are really to help us and not to 
kill us..  

The president and his cabinet can take the vaccine  first on 
na7onal tv,  

Constance

2021-01-18 
07:36:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ek voel nie gemaklik dat daar genoeg toetse gedoen is om te 
bewys dat dit wel werk nie. Is te haas7g en vinnig om te gebruik, 
terwyl daar na jare nog nie iets is vir HIV en ander siektes is nie. Anna-Marie

2021-01-18 
06:58:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Melindi

2021-01-17 
21:52:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I don't trust the vaccine. Meagan 

2021-01-17 
20:17:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Every decision taken by the ANC is driven primarily to support 
and strengthen it's socialis7c goals. 
Decisions made aids the dependant masses/majori7es rather 
than follow well researched and/or non-discriminatory 
processes to reach a goal free from poli7cal design or inten7ons.  
The vaccines will be the cheapest, least effec7ve placebo 
products handed to the "stupid africans" by interna7onal 
powers who'se goal it is to stockpile the best since their money 
is more powerful and influen7al than that of Africa. Christo

2021-01-17 
19:27:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The governments messes everything up that are under their 
control. Why don't they give this responsibility to private 
healthcare? Neale

2021-01-17 
08:33:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why is government involved in a CDC situa7on. Surely all the 
hospitals both private and provincial in conjunc7on with medical 
aides provide an alterna7ve source. Ivan

2021-01-17 
08:19:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There isn’t sufficient research. Use other alterna7ves such as 
ivermec7n T

2021-01-16 
22:56:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government can not be trusted. With anything. I will take 
the vaccine if each and every person in  
Parlement takes it first as trial, star7ng with Ramapoza, Cele, 
Zuma.  
I want to see the affects. We can't trust these people amer what 
they have done to date. Especially not with our lives. Why are 
you opposing the use of ivermec7n?! Suzani

2021-01-16 
21:54:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why did Goverment illuminate exis7ng medica7ons, which 
people could buy over the counter.Is this the way of taking care 
of our Medics.I think they can and must do beper than that. Sanna

2021-01-16 
21:40:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Ivor

2021-01-16 
17:18:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the ANC to procur the vaccine nor do I trust it’s 
abilty to roll it out efficiently  
I want to get a vaccine from Discovery My medical aid who has 
also promised to vaccinate one nonmember with every member  
I sincerely hope the ANC doesn’t get in the way of all civil society 
organiza7on who can help because they definitely can’t do it 
themselves Sharon

2021-01-16 
12:19:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If understand correctly, government will monopolize the roll-out. 
It would have been beper if there had been input of opinions 
and decisions from the private sector. Also not everyone is 
comfortable with taking the vaccine as there has not been 
proper research. No one should be forced to be vaccinated 
against their will. Heidi

2021-01-16 
09:20:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Zikhona

2021-01-16 
07:07:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am a tax payer, thus contribu7ng to the economy. I also pay 
medical aid for MY benefit. Now the government run a 
monopoly on the vaccine and they decide who must get it first. 
It must ne open to all on equal grounds. Why does my medical 
aid scheme have to cover prisoners and municipal workers first 
before their own member thats paying?!?! This is blatant racism Danie
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covid 19 does NOT exist.  At BEST, it is a cult and here is the 
evidence: 

1 - COVID 19 THE GREATEST HOAX: hpps://thelightpaper.co.uk/
assets/pdf/dr-vernon-coleman-covid-greatest-hoax.pdf 

2 - Three Biggest Lies About Covid19 Have All Been Exposed: 
hpps://frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/10/three-biggest-lies-
about-covid-19-have-all-been-leo-hohmann/ 

3 - The Great Covid Lie: hpps://townhall.com/columnists/
benshapiro/2020/10/28/the-great-covid-lie-n2578900 

4 - Proof From The NHS Covid Does Not Exist: hpps://
rumble.com/vb55hj-proof-from-the-nhs-covid-does-not-
exist.html 

5 - Elon Musk says the coronavirus pandemic is a big lie: hpps://
infinityexplorers.com/elon-musk-says-the-coronavirus-
pandemic-is-a-big-lie 

6 - Cosmic Agency: COVID-19 Virus Hoax – Does Not Exist! Do 
Not Take the Vaccine, It Has Been Weaponized: hpps://
phibetaiota.net/2020/10/cosmic-agency-covid-19-virus-hoax-
does-not-exist-do-not-take-the-vaccine-it-has-been-weaponized/ 

7 - Covid 19 Does not exist: hpps://davidicke.com/2020/06/20/
covid-19-does-not-exist/ 

The most relevant conversa7on PART 3 - hpps://youtu.be/
wqGBLPxk4E4 

I have done my homework around this issue since it started in 
March 2020 and have overwhelming evidence that has firmly 
laid the founda7on of my understanding of the status quo on the 
maper of Covid 19 being a poli7cal and definitely NOT, a medical 
virus as per THIS: hpps://covileaks.co.uk/the-documents? and 
MANY addi7onal sources including and not limited to above 

Moreover, the RSA Corpora7on has failed to provide: 

1. Evidence that vaccines are 100% safe to administer 
2. Evidence that vaccines do not have any detrimental 
health effects, amongst which are, but not limited to,  
neurological, physical impairment, paralysis, long las7ng and 
detrimental side effects and/or death 
3. Evidence that vaccines have been thoroughly tested 
according to the full rigours of historic tes7ng procedures 
(usually las7ng years) and do not fall short in any respect, of 
these essen7al processes  
4. Evidence that vaccines have been able to halt /prevent 
the condi7ons they are allegedly created for 
5. Evidence that the government lurgy has ever been 
proven to exist, thus entailing demand for a vaccine to prevent it 
6. Evidence that the Covid 19 Disaster Management Act and 
the regula7ons which arose out of it are not adjudged to be 
repugnant and void under common law 
7. Evidence that it is not a crime ancillary to genocide to 
collaborate with government policy, which has already resulted 
in hundreds of thousands of deaths in care homes and hospitals 
8. Evidence that the government has not relied upon 
fraudulent data to frighten the popula7on into fearful 
compliance with its legally unenforceable diktats. 
9. Evidence that if vaccina7on is as safe as we are told, why 
creators of said vaccines are offered 100% immunity against 
prosecu7on in the case they (the vaccines) are found to be not 
safe and cause/create unwanted side effects, illness, loss of 
func7on physical/and/or mental or even death 
10. Evidence that the government and or its agencies/
partners are not working towards a program of genocide on the 
popula7on 
11. Evidence that any forced coercion or demand in any form 
against my will to be subject to vaccina7on is not directly 
contrary to any or each of the ten points of the Nuremberg 
Code. 

It is well known that any virus must mutate several 7mes per 
year and that, in doing so, it loses - does not gain - it's medically 
relevant intensity. In other words: no new strain can carry any 
more threat than the previous one as the opposite is a medical 
and biological fact.  

This has been reiterated by Pathologists, Microbiologists & 
Medical Scien7st GLOBALLY so I look forward to Liberty Fighters 
Networks' evalua7on of the possibility of bringing criminal 
charges against Salim S. Abdool Karim, and possibly his wife. 
They are, through their network of corrupted "scien7sts", at the 
forefront of promo7ng the COVID saga when the virus has in fact 
NEVER BEEN ISOLATED. Karrim is said to have received in excess 
of 350 million Rand in funding from Gates through his various 
subsidiaries and NGO's and sits on various boards of Gates-
funded organisa7ons. 

I will NEVER give my consent to EVER having a vaccina7on or 
ANY OTHER related medica7ons against my will and will fight to 
the death for my human and cons7tu7onal rights using the 
Nuremberg Code and many, many, many more resources at my 
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2021-01-15 
23:56:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Govt hasn't been able to fix electricity supply, nor run an airline 
& failed in providing books to schools. How are they successfully 
going to vaccinate the popula7on? Govt should also NOT be the 
only source of vaccines in the country. Medical aids should be 
allowed to source their own supply. Jason

2021-01-15 
22:41:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Pieter 

2021-01-15 
18:22:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The full effect of the vaccine has not been adequately tested. 
Now we have various strains of Covid 19. Does the vaccine work 
for one or all of the strains? 
Did the manufacturers complete the trails as per all test 
procedures? 
Did the manufacturers look at other op7ons like Malaria 
medicine and Invermec7n? 
Has independent studies been done to verify results? 
Will manufacturers be liable if there are side effects? 
The government has shown that they cannot manage the crisis 
and funds received.  
Does any government officials has any interest in suppliers? 
Direct and indirectly? 

Dirk

2021-01-15 
17:42:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out by government also a problem. Mismanagement, 
corrup7on, exclusion of private procurement and vaccina7on. 
Storage and cold chain con7nua7on during load-shedding. 
Dumping of vaccines - PP-E's found next to a road ! - instead of 
delivering. Rusdah

2021-01-15 
16:26:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not happy with the fact that prisoners gets vaccinated 
before the general popula7on. Me as a law abiding ci7zen seems 
to have less rights than someone who decided to commit a 
crime, and is now living on tax payers money. Surely they should 
stand at the back of the queue when it comes to vaccina7ons.  

Amanda

2021-01-15 
15:11:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should let the local health sector deal with it , with 
serious responsible management ..we all know by know the level 
of corrup7on that takes place in everything "they" deal with .  
We know that the vaccine isn't completely safe and some PPL 
will die from it , let PPL evaluate and determine themselves if 
they want to put it in their bodies. Rushdie

2021-01-15 
12:49:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I've got asthma. Why can't I pay for the vaccine so I can get it 
sooner than wait and possibly get infected. Government needs 
to allow us the choice. Kate

2021-01-15 
11:20:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jerome

2021-01-15 
11:12:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government was too slow to make a deal with the drug 
companies on sufficient numbers of doses and now we are last 
on the list. It is going to take far too long to vaccinate the 40m 
people and the economic suffering is going to be huge and 
drawn out to a few years. Other African countries are much 
beper off than us for some reason. We also have had the most 
severe infec7on rate in Africa so we should definitely have 
gopen our act together. Again this smacks of corrup7on or 
ulterior mo7ves for keeping ci7zens poor and powerless. It 
seems weird to say that but that is what it is looking like to me. Craig

2021-01-15 
11:01:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not be leading the vaccina7on roll out 
alone, it should be a shared effort by Medical Aid companies to 
ensure history and fraud not repea7ng. People should also take 
the vaccine by their own choice and fair distribu7on is of utmost 
importance. 
In a crisis like this all doors should be open to get the vaccine as 
quickly as possible.  Already Government has delayed the 
process.  

Detlef 

2021-01-15 
10:53:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC Government, given its track record, cannot be trusted 
to do this roll out properly and professionally, or without 
corrup7on again raising its ugly head. It will just be another of 
along list of administra7ve disasters and the SA public will be the 
ones to suffer. The private sector and the Western Cape 
Government should take lead. Lorrepa

2021-01-15 
10:28:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why don't the President and his cabinet take the vaccine first to 
show us that we can trust him and his leadership?  This should 
be done before a lot of witnesses (not his own people because 
they can not be trusted.)They are quick to take everything from 
us, so let them be first in line!  
Everything  this government does, should be properly 
inves7gated.  They have yet to prove themselves and amer 26 
years, they are s7ll finding it difficult to rule with integrity and 
honesty.  Sandra

2021-01-15 
09:16:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

having the virus injected into the body (cost of it plus how many 
more amer that ) 
why must the ANC have Control of it  some where someone is 
making a lot of Money 
at the cost of human life 
Why SA cannot  produce the vaccine ourselves  ???????? Michael

Limpopo 11

2021-01-26 
22:35:51 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Most vaccines are developed over 20 years and s7ll have side 
affects, now im supposed to trust n vaccine that has been 
created in less than a year. No thanks Andrew

2021-01-22 
10:59:29 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All other vaccina7ons were researched for years and years.  Now 
all of a sudden a vaccina7on was found to CURE COVID?  
I am sorry, but I have no trust in the government.  Ansie
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2021-01-20 
12:50:12 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How can the government deside where, how and whom they 
will vaccinate. It should be anyone's cons7tu7onal right to 
decide if he or she will accept the vaccine. Stay in your 
goverment facility's and let people come to you if they are 
interested. Thomas 

2021-01-19 
16:21:40 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Effec7veness of the India version is the lowest  also do not trust 
government to maintain cols chain. More reassurances are 
needed and that the vaccine is adapted to the mutated versions Liesl

2021-01-18 
15:53:46 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The 7me period for the roll out is to long .. Why does it have  to 
take nearly a year  yo roll it out. Period should be  max 6 months wayne

2021-01-17 
22:05:32 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the government.  Why can individuals not source 
the vaccine? Everything they have  done is secre7ve and 
clandes7ne. Why? Dalene

2021-01-17 
14:11:55 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government officials especially parliament members 
supposed to be the first team to be vaccinated if they are sure 
the vaccine does not have side effects EJ 

2021-01-16 
09:45:58 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are a few concerns. Firstly the government can not have 
the monopoly of selling the vaccine. Because the are a corrupt 
government something will go south. The other thing is. I do not 
trust the vaccine it was not fully tested. Sean

2021-01-15 
18:23:32 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the government with the sense7ve vaccine they will 
end up s7lling the vaccine every body is corrupt this days. The 
vaccine is not trusted. Mahudu

2021-01-15 
11:19:54 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Dear ANC, if you read this please do not be selfish/greedy as you 
have been the last 25 years and let the grownups in the room 
control the roll-out, we all know your standard of doing things 
amounts to chaos and before you start with the excuses please 
just stop because we are fed up,please let the public sector form 
a vaccine roll-out council and let them distribute the vaccine, if 
not them then anyone else but not the incompetent government 
. 
ANC YOUR TRACK RECORD SAYS ALLLLLLLL!!!!!!!!!!! Stephan

2021-01-15 
10:46:34 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Let’s leave this in the hands of efficient private sector. Tax payers 
can s7ll pay for those in need but if the anc government has 
anything to do with the roll out it will be a miserable failure with 
most of the money stolen. Let those that want or need a vaccine 
have acces via whatever avenue they prefer or have available. Bernhard

Eastern Cape 7

2021-01-26 
15:11:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

A vaccina7on for a disease unconfirmed beyond a shadow of a 
doubt? The vaccine itself to be tested on the vulnerable and the 
uninformed amongst us.  This is a mass genocide. OLIVER

2021-01-20 
07:52:38

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the government. I believe a government roll out of 
the vaccine will lead to increased corrup7on at the cost of 
undermining the tax payer. Francois

2021-01-16 
13:15:28

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This racially based goverment that has a track record of failures 
for the last 26  years , plenty of promises and zero 
implementa7on because of their rhetoric and hatred of other 
ethnic groups . The racism needs to be put behind us and no 
men7on of race should be allowed for the country to actually 
get us out of the crap and to beat this pandemic . Arthur

2021-01-16 
02:02:52

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Healthcare workers and WORKING popula7on should be first in 
line to keep hospitals and economy going. Then and only then 
poli7cians. Prisoners LAST on list. They are non tax-paying and 
are in jail for a reason. Why should they jump the queue ? Tracey

2021-01-15 
20:36:03

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Im not en7rely in favour of government in control of the 
vaccine ,as they have proved to be in capable of running this 
country  and most government departments are  broke ,run by 
incompetent staff that have no educa7on or very liple ,to be 
running the different sectors . 
How must we as the people know that we are been injected 
with the right vaccine ,that is not actually a vaccine .  
No tests  so far have been able to prove ,that the vaccine does 
work ,how ever its been forced on us .Ivomec7n has been used 
for years ,but no emphasis is placed on that ,besides  
government trying to ban it ,makes one think in another 
direc7on . 

There needs to be some form of accountability with this 
vaccine ,as it is  been forced on us ,by government .I9ts my 
cons7tu7onal right to decide what i think is best for myself and 
im not been offered that choice . 
Maybe all poli7ons must put their money where their mouths 
are and have it first. 
  Adrian 

2021-01-15 
14:50:38

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the plan is to target taxi ranks, shopping 
malls as well as clinics and hospitals.  If I understand it correctly 
this is a two phase vaccine - if vaccines are being given at taxi 
ranks and shopping malls how are government going to ensure 
that the 2nd phase of the vaccine is distributed.  Surely there 
should be a more organised approach.  I also have a concern 
that the medical aids are not allowed to purchase the vaccine 
and distribute to their members - whilst a large por7on of the 
popula7on do not have medical aid I s7ll believe it would be 
beper for each medical aid to apend to the innocula7on of their 
members. Corrup7on is a major concern with purchase and 
distribu7on by government alone - I can see no reason why 
medical aids are being excluded - are government going to hike 
the price to these en77es - we all know the SA Government is 
dras7cally short of funds. Carol

2021-01-15 
08:42:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

the corrup7on in the government is so high it is pathe7c and 
now this Peter

Outside SA 1

2021-01-25 
23:11:15

Outside 
SA Jersey

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Once again geing racist BEE bullshit involved in this is immoral. 
For once place the people before your own pockets. Let the 
private sector procure vaccines without the ANC adding another 
pointless layer of BEE stealing in the middle. Thomas
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Mpumalanga 8

2021-01-25 
08:26:54

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is ridiculous to roll out a vaccine that has 1- NOT BEEN 
PROPERLY TESTED (should take about 5 years); 2-HAS SHOWN 
SEVERE SIDE EFFECTS ALREADY; 3-ALLOW MANUFACTURERS TO 
NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SIDE EFFECTS; 4- GOVERNMENT TO 
NOT TAKE ANY RESPONSIBILITY THEMSELVES FOR THE SIDE 
EFFECTS;  

THIS should NOT be FORCED on South African Ci7zens. It is 
AGAINST our HUMAN RIGHTS!! And it is against our 
cons7tu7on! 

Circumstances and rules should also NOT be put in such a 
manner that it forces your own people to take a vaccine that 
could have devasta7ng effects on them as individuals. ESTER

2021-01-16 
12:02:03

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The South African government is incompetent corrupt and 
clinging to power by any means. The pandemic has become it's 
excuse to be even more dictatorial.  I do not trust government 
with far lesser responsibili7es than this. I certainly don't think 
they are trustworthy with my life. 

Government should relinquish control of the en7re pandemic 
response and let the ci7zens get on with the response.  
A simple tax credit will be enough to mobilise small business and 
big business to cover the cost of running the Covid response 
including any vaccine programme. A great many skills are now 
dormant because of small businesses having closed. 
Government could fund out work small business to get involved 
and so help two problems in one. 

Local communi7es are already organised into clusters for 
security and worship. These could easily be piggy backed on a 
volunteer basis and incen7veised with tax credits. 

Opening up the response to the people most affected (everyone 
except government) will save the most lives. 

Michael

2021-01-16 
11:26:35

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To whom it may concern, 

I understand that these are trying 7mes and that some more 
dras7c measures need to be taken for our safety, however, I do 
not trust that this vaccina7on is the answer. I find it impossible 
that such a powerful virus can be resolved so easily by this 
supposed cure. It may do more harm than good. For one, the 
virus has mutated more than once already and we cannot be 
sure that this vaccine has the ability to combat the mutated 
strains - it might even agitate them. Furthermore, there are 
mixed feelings around what causes the virus in the first place 
and its purpose (a bioweapon or 5G radia7on, for example), and 
issuing a mandatory vaccina7on could cause an uproar, dystopia. 

I appreciate this opportunity to have a say in the maper, as a 
South African ci7zen, as we should be given the choice to refuse 
or accept these alien vaccines. Another frustra7on, and I'm sure 
I'm not alone in believing this, is that once again so much money 
has gone into them that could have gone to beper use, towards 
improving our country. 

As I am, I urge the government to listen to the desires of the 
people. This is a democracy, and  we need to create a place of 
mutual trust in each other, so we may work towards a solu7on 
that would appease everyone. 

Thank you for your 7me, 
(Ms.) Ziyanda Zwane Ziyanda

2021-01-16 
08:33:30

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Johann 

2021-01-16 
08:30:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Johan

2021-01-15 
14:37:35

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is useless in their apempt to manage South 
Africa, never mind the pandemic. They are incompetent and 
corrupt and should not be entrusted to look amer the health of 
individuals. They cant even manage the department of home 
affairs or border posts, how will they manage a vaccine roll 
out!?!?!? Roward

2021-01-15 
13:35:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine is not  trustable amer all. There is not enough 
evidence to trial and error. Ivermec7n  is a more beper drug to 
take with no hidden agenda and  has been used over decades. 
Start with the President and all his looters thirst than the EFF let 
them choose vaccines randomly and see how they, I'll run. Maggie 

2021-01-15 
08:29:15

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Do not trust the government. Johannes

KwaZulu-Natal 11
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2021-01-25 
06:14:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

12 months to do 2/3 of the country is not quick enough and 
people will die, and the economy will be greatly effected. It 
should be rolled out to frontline workers in health, educa7on 
and shops where exposure is high first, before the first quarter 
of the year. 
It should be procured by medical aids and private pharmacies for 
op7onal purchase for those who can afford it. This will ease the 
present financial pressure placed on medical aids with so many 
people in hospital, and subsequently ease the pressure on the 
health care sector. If people can afford it, they should pay for it 
and medical aids should subsidise it from benefits. This will 
reduce the costs placed on the government and ensure quicker 
rollout too. Sally

2021-01-21 
06:46:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Cyril, your department is riddled with corrup7on and those 
people have already decided where and how the vaccine will 
find its way i ro the Black Market.  Release ivermen7n and then 
say you are trying to Flapen the Curve. Cyril 

2021-01-18 
16:15:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government has never rolled out any effec7ve Siyabonga

2021-01-18 
13:02:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Private sector must be allowed to procure Muzi

2021-01-18 
11:47:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If our Government trusts this vaccine they should start with  
people at the top ie. The President and his members of 
parliament then come down the line. 

Secondly, instead of spending much needed monies on the 
vaccine, they should first opt for 
IVERMECTIN that's already in the market and will be more 
feasable. Jairajh

2021-01-18 
10:11:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Mandatory vaccines without informed consent is a viola7on of 
our right to an informed decision 
*Big Pharma immune from all liability  - That right there is a red 
flag 
www.StopMedicalDiscrimina7on.org 
www.AFLDS.com 
Dr.Simone Gold - The truth about the CV19 vaccine  NB Watch 
the video on youtube (The Science behind vaccines is clear. 
There are very different responses between races. This is well 
documented. The adverse reac7ons to vaccines between races is 
documented in the already mandated vac's. The CDC is pushing 
this heavily on African Americans to get the vaccine first, saying 
it is racial jus7ce!!!!) 
There is clear evidence of The Gates founda7on using Africa as 
their 'tes7ng' ground for vaccines - follow the money 
The more you dig into the truth regarding the Science behind an 
mRNA vaccine the more shocking & deeply concerning this is 
CDC NIH FDA not helping Americans! How can we just follow the 
crowd without thinking??? 
THIS IS SHOCKING & VERY CONCERNING: *On top of the list of 
people to receive the doses will be 200,000 healthcare and 
health-related worker 
WAKE UP SOUTH AFRICA IT'S YOUR TIME TO ARISE AND SHINE Kathryn

2021-01-17 
20:52:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This should be done, as per  inportance,  all roll players voted for 
in parlement, so. They can speak and maintain there for the 
people that put them there, medical  staff, front line workers, so. 
They can do there work with out fear, medical, police, army. 
Than  the frail, and  vulnerable, then  high risk and volinteers.   
And alterna7ve meds must not be puched asside but inbrased  
and given a fair chance as we are all in this together.  Open 
minds find salu7ons.  

Marthinus 

2021-01-17 
08:08:44

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The white supreme want us dead as black people cause they say 
the world is over populated the vaccine should start in overseas 
first not in Africa. ???They want to kill us. We have a  choice as 
human beings. Siyanda

2021-01-17 
05:35:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that this vaccine is here to kill two thirds of our country 
and why is our government taking a vaccine from another 
country instead of them finding one made by our very own 
specialists and when in fact we do have an alterna7ve drug that 
can help everyone that is infected by this virus. I've read about 
Ivermec7n and I believe it will help a lot of people instead of 
slaughtering so many innocent people just because they have 
sold us out to the highest bidders. What kind of government 
would do this to a country and it's people it's because he is not a 
South African that's why he could sell us out so easily. Charmaine

2021-01-15 
22:51:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We are not a tes7ng ground they the Luciferians said they want 
to test the vaccine in Africa because we're useless and we don't 
form part of the World Economy so atleast 3 billion people must 
die in order for them to be able to control the Herd well im not a 
sheep, why is it not distributed in USA, Europe and Canada? 
Only in Africa? I do not concur with the vaccine sorry. Anonymous 

2021-01-15 
09:42:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a track record of mismanagement  & 
failures. 
Medical Aids, Pharmacies, Doctors/Hospitals & private sector 
should be able to procure vaccines as well and be able to 
administer to who wants to take it. this way we can get the best 
product in the market and more of us will have access to the 
vaccine in a shorter 7me 
the government should not have sole control of this.

PARMANANT
HAN

North West 8
2021-01-21 
11:46:53

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Don't trust government to roll out vaccine Willem

2021-01-18 
19:34:19

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government A
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2021-01-18 
17:41:56

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government NA

2021-01-16 
04:42:02

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The health care workers is a major defence against the fatality 
rate. Why would we give it to them first if we do not know the 
effec7veness or the effects amerwards. Riaan

2021-01-16 
04:42:01

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The health care workers is a major defence against the fatality 
rate. Why would we give it to them first if we do not know the 
effec7veness or the effects amerwards. Riaan

2021-01-15 
18:32:45

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I really don’t like what the government is doing to let  ‘who’ and 
western  community to  undermine the Africans  (AU)and  South 
Africans and  our own medical scien7st ?. Our medical schools 
are not respected and not given chance to prove themselves on 
the Covid19 pandemic. Worse  our indigenous/tradi7onal herbs  
are pushed away by our government again.  
  
Innocent people will be vaccinated in taxi’s ,malls, schools exct 
but not members of South African Parliament. 

Why are you leing western medicines to undermine us in  
Azania  

That’s not going to happen on my body as long as is from 
westerns  (who) un Morwa

2021-01-15 
13:45:33

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Chris

2021-01-15 
11:13:39

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I will not be given a vaccina7on that has not been tested 
thoroughly.  Nor do I trust the government to to get this right. TERSIA

Free State 5
2021-01-19 
08:31:35

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government NO FAITH IN GOVERMENT NORE THE VACCINE MARIAAN

2021-01-18 
08:06:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The only reason people are dying is because our state run 
medical facili7es are wrecked!!! 
Add to the fact that 100 000's of people are jobless and 
malnourished. I will not be taking the vaccine. Firstly people are 
s7ll dying and we are being told we s7ll need to wear masks and 
have regula7ons in place amer taking it. Then what is the point? 
How many Cadres are going to end up lining their pockets with 
this roll out? Shannon

2021-01-15 
22:34:27

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has a proven track record of failure,  
maladministra7on,  and corrup7on. Input and assistance from 
the provate sector is essen7al to ensure adequate distribu7on of 
the vaccine in orde to reach the targeted numbers Dirko

2021-01-15 
19:24:32

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Johan

2021-01-15 
12:17:48

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Rosepa

Northern Cape 3

2021-01-17 
20:09:56

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Whoever is behind this pendamec issue must just hang him/
herself on the satanic tree. Because our family and friends are 
dead FOR GOOD and they will never be alive again. Covid 
Billygates and his dogs must   just rot in jail. Hell is actually 
where they belong specifically.Bastards....Don't have 7me for 
shit... 

Schwetla

2021-01-17 
20:09:56

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Whoever is behind this pendamec issue must just hang him/
herself on the satanic tree. Because our family and friends are 
dead FOR GOOD and they will never be alive again. Covid 
Billygates and his dogs must   just rot in jail. Hell is actually 
where they belong specifically.Bastards....Don't have 7me for 
shit... 

Schwetla

2021-01-16 
19:50:54

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe in an inclusive approach where Medical Aid Schemes 
can procure and implement the vaccina7on. I have concerns that 
Government cannot maintain the Cold Chain requirement for 
keeping the Vaccine viable.  I am concerned about the rampant 
corrup7on and refusal to implement a Ivermec7n alterna7ve to 
desperately ill South Africans. The Lockdown is becoming 
increasingly untenable and smacks of a One Party State Solu7on. Jonathan 

re7red 239
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 26
2021-02-15 
13:16:13

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Gov must allow private enterprise to assist in vaccine rollout Noel

2021-01-26 
18:00:43

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned about the Corona tax and sole handling by 
coverment. Do not agree! Aney

2021-01-26 
14:32:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am a member  of a medical aid and although  I think the 
government  should con7nue  with its  rollout  for the general 
public  I believe the medical aid should procure  vaccines for its 
members and the can handle rollouts as they normally would 
arrange for other chronic medica7ons Janet 

2021-01-25 
08:49:22

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die virus is 'n mite en word gebruik as verskoning om die 
populasie te verminder. Alle stermes word nou aangegee as covid 
verband wat die grootste leuen is. Almal weet teen hierdie tyd 
dat dit 'n set is van die wêreldorde om die mens te manipuleer 
en te beheer. Die regering is 'n marionet van die wêreldorde en 
moet onmiddelik stopgesit word.  Johan

2021-01-20 
16:30:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I will accept only a vaccine from Israel that has been tried and 
tested. Anthony

2021-01-20 
16:30:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I will accept only a vaccine from Israel that has been tried and 
tested. Anthony
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2021-01-20 
14:38:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried with the Government that wants to do the roll out . 
They do not have the capacity nor the manpower to do the roll 
out.the delays gives a person that the officials involved are 
looking for which supplier will give them the biggest bribe. If you 
look how the solidarity fund has been punder and nobody is 
willing to pay money into this fund any longer due to the them of 
the fund out of the soladarity fund 
The private sector must be allowed to do purchase directly from 
the supplier as they can roll it out more efficiently and 
effec7vely. 
They will be able to save the government alot of money as all 
medical aides will pay for their member to recieve the vaxcine 
and big business are allso prepared to vaxinate their staff 
through their medical staff . 
Some businesses are also prepared to vaxinate people near their 
businesses. 
They will then vaxanate almost half the popula7on leaving the 
Gornment to do the other half which will a much beper roll out 
process saving huge amounts of money for the state Carel 

2021-01-20 
12:06:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am sorry but I do not trust the government with anything.  Not 
our money and definitely not when it comes to our health.  As 
things are, the government are NOT working FOR us - they are 
making us work for THEM.  Now they just want to make more 
money to enrich themselves and they definitely do NOT care 
about us or our health!  I don't see any of them taking money 
out of their own pockets to pay for anything!  Not our salaries or 
for this vaccine!  So NO!  Even if they give me this vaccine for 
free, I will not take it and no one can force me!  I am 57 years old 
and as healthy as can be and I am a smoker as well!  So keep 
your vaccine and stop pretending you care, because you DO 
NOT! Sophia

2021-01-18 
13:43:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has unreliable human resources that cannot be 
trusted 7me n 7me again. The government must not have a sole 
mandate to distribute the vaccine. Gopal

2021-01-18 
10:56:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I definitely do not support  the proposed  roll-out. The most 
vulnerable  covid - 19 group is pensioners as 85% of deaths  
occur  in this group. To put  pensioners last is callous neglect of 
this group. Amer health-care workers people with co-morbidi7es 
& pensioners should come next. Kathleen

2021-01-18 
08:47:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I’m worried about the rollout of the vaccine and if we ever get it. 
I agree that the health workers should be first, but I don’t agree 
that prisoners will be on the list. What about court staff and 
lawyers?  
Surely this (if they worried about the elderly) should start with 
the eldest, then do down the list un7l all have got it. 
Who knows once they force taxpayers to foot the bill, where will 
this money go? Caryl

2021-01-17 
19:09:15

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly I have big reserva7ons about whether we have secured 
the vaccine and the process undertaken. 
I would like to included medical aids and the private sector in 
the procurement and distribu7on of vaccines Ann

2021-01-17 
08:55:16

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

People older than 55 years seems now to have been lem out of 
the programme as a priority. Government should make use of 
private health care ins7tu7ons (private hospitals, chemists and 
medical doctors) as well to do vaccina7ons. Up to now 
government has failed as far as vaccina7on and 7mely procuring 
of vaccine is concerned. Government should ask assistance from 
the private sector with decision making and procurement of 
vaccine. Funds have been sourced from the IMF and these funds 
should be used for the programme - not again Tax Payers money. Harry

2021-01-17 
07:27:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I  would not trust anything the govt supplies us with firstly and 
secondly if they cannot even pay out grants successfully then 
how are they going to manage a huge vaccina7on drive like they 
are planning especially if they get a vaccina7on that needs two 
doses within a few weeks of each other. If I want the best 
vaccine on the market through my medical aid then I think I 
should be able to choose it not one because it has the cheapest 
price and biggest backhanders. Govt has no right to dictate that 
they be the only purchaser and supplier. Lynda

2021-01-17 
07:13:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The  government  has no clue about logis7cs planning 
How much is going 7 be stolen and then sold back to the 
government 
Has the government ever done a survey as to how many people  
are actually going to take the vaccine? 
I had a chat to a healthcare worker at the blood bank and she 
said to me that there is no chance that her and her colleagues 
will be vaccinated!!!! GEORGE

2021-01-16 
18:54:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

from what I can gather, the vaccine will cost me (my medical aid 
society) twice the actual  cost.,   I object to that.   Furthermore, I 
am suspicious about the effec7veness of this type of injec7on.   
The only 7me I agreed to an an7 flu vaccine, I got the flu.    Once 
bipen twice shy. Sarah

2021-01-16 
07:48:11

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is doing too liple too late.  Dont seem to have a real 
plan as usual. Gary 

2021-01-16 
07:21:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die hele pandemie is ñ beplande  klug om die bevolking te 
manipuleer Gerrit

2021-01-16 
00:52:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I WILL NEVER TAKE THIS VACCINE, EVEN IF YOU PAY ME, I 
WOULD RATHER DIE.  NO HUMAN HAS THE RIGHT TO ALTER 
YOUR HUMAN STATE.  MY GOD WILL GET ME THROUGH THIS.  
WE NEED TO HAVE A NATIONAL PRAYER DAY LEAD BY OUR 
PRESIDENT ON TV FOR THE WORLD TO PRAY TO OUR LORD, AND 
ASK HIM TO HEAL OUR WORLD.  GOD SAVE SOUTH AFRICA. RIANS
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2021-01-15 
18:37:21

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Unfortunately it has been proven that anything the ANC lays it’s 
dirty hands on .. never works!!! Should be put into the hands of 
neutral Drs & nurses who know what they are doing. 
Secondly you have to have the “buy-in” of ALL the people, sadly 
the majority STILL don’t s7ck to the rules of wearing masks & 
social distancing.. & lockdown on open spaces (ie) beaches is 
ridiculous as it is necessary for fresh air & exercise... SA the 
laughing stock globally... so very  sad ? Eloise

2021-01-15 
18:08:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the vaccine is not proven to work or to be safe, if the virus has 
mutated, who in their right mind would inject themselves with 
who knows what? Robert

2021-01-15 
15:45:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why must government control the purchasing of all vaccines. It 
will once again be a corrupt affair, with all the ANC Cromies  
helping themselves to mega bucks and the tax payers fiing the 
bill. Liz

2021-01-15 
15:21:29

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Awie 

2021-01-15 
15:03:17

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Way too slow on purchase and roll out. How many will be maybe 
permanently damaged from covid or die before  end year.  Amer 
medical and essen7al..I would expect public to get vaccine post 
haste from clinics and private care.  Read what UK is doing. They 
rolling out millions of vaccines.  Anyone who can administer it is 
par7cipa7ng in distribu7on to the public..even army medics and 
re7red medic staff.  We feel so sad here.  Do some who can 
afford to, have to eventually flight travel to get it in a hurry from 
another country?  ? Lydia

2021-01-15 
14:12:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be given to medical workers, people over 65 
and people in bad health  first!! 
What measures are in place to prevent corrup7on, something 
that this government could not manage in 26 years!!! Jurgen

2021-01-15 
10:13:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

That there is an urgent need to administer the vaccine to all 
members of our society is unques7onable.   That anyone in this 
corrupt government should be given the responsibility for the 
procurement, distribu7on and  the inocula7on of the populace is 
a frightening thought! Can you imagine the inflated costs, the 
failure to  deliver and, dare I suggest,  what assurance would we 
have that we are receiving the genuine vaccine? This important 
task can not be lem in the hands of the incompetent, greedy and 
criminal  ANC lead government! We need to come up with an 
independent, medically qualified team, under the supervision of 
WHO, to ensure that the health of this na7on is protected and 
no further ANC mul7 - millionaires are created! William

Mpumalanga 11
2021-02-09 
16:26:57

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government They cannote run soe Mark

2021-01-26 
09:55:02

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly - nothing that the goverment has managed to date has 
been successful or done without major corruc7on by the cadres. 

Vaccines, which are currently s7ll untested, should be able to be 
aquired and distributed by anyone - many large companies have 
the facili7es to store, distribute and give the vaciines safely. 

There are also other alterna7ves. 

The idea of a vaccine id is also absurd, as this will limit and 
restrict people. Rudi

2021-01-21 
10:20:36

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This so named vaccine is not going to improve any lifestyle. 
There are so many prove in the media, that it is not working, 
even proof of how many people died amer taking the vaccine. 
However  there is proof of people using Ivermec7n and are fully 
recovered from covid. Please get your facts straight. Selma

2021-01-19 
06:35:21

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why do the government want to have to monopoly with regards 
to the vaccine? Due to the past reliability of the ANC this is just 
another opportunity for corrup7on and stealing more money 
from the yax payers. Medical aids should be able to buy their 
own vaccine for their members this elimina7ng too many fingers 
in the pie that leads to corrup7on. The ANC cannot be trusted 
with this serious issue. Wessel

2021-01-17 
16:37:38

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

High traffic areas like super markets/malls taxi ranks is not the 
way. It will create MORE  havoc  & confusion. 
What if we piggy back on to the elec7on roll and direct the 
people to the places which were used in the last elec7on. This 
can be arranged by age group eg 65 and above then 55 to 64, 
then 54 etc etc calling up when due Stephen

2021-01-15 
17:45:12

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Dries

2021-01-15 
15:32:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Pieter

2021-01-15 
14:36:42

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Taking the governments track record on aids roll out, PPE  roll 
out they  are clueless when it comes to plans. Corrup7on will  
the order of the day. a private company must plan  and handle 
the roll out. kobie

2021-01-15 
09:52:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Should be given to the poli7cians first, if there are no side effects 
then roll out to the general public. Carl

2021-01-15 
09:07:20

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government No control Peter 

2021-01-15 
09:05:58

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Anc can not run  hospitals or eskom Mark

Western Cape 92
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2021-02-01 
18:48:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Whilst I support the vaccine, when I hear that poli7cians will 
have the first injec7ons to "reassure" the public, I throw up my 
hands in despair. 

The poli7cians really feel they are en7tled to the first doses and 
that sad state of affairs will not be overcome. 

In my opinion  health workers who run the risk of contac7ng the 
virus should be first 50% then the elderly / frail / vulnerable 
50%. That is of the first 1 to 1.5 million doses. 

That gives 7me to relook at the plan. 

Poli7cians should be at the rear of the queue amer any essen7al 
workers and the other 50% of above groups.  

Dudley

2021-01-29 
12:48:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

well i have never been sick   (injured)  do not take injec7ons... do 
not go out much now that the virus is so bad 

Heinrich

2021-01-27 
21:19:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not centralize the roll out because it will be 
a recipe for disaster! Let capable, and companies with a record 
of good service, handle the roll out. 

Anna

2021-01-27 
09:27:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The way the  government does the distribu7on of the vaccine is 
undemocra7c. All medical staff first and then all the elderly and 
vulnerable people in the country. And then all the other South 
Africans, despite race or colour Pieter

2021-01-22 
14:57:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government cannot be trusted - they will use this rollout as 
an opportunity to steal from the ci7zens again. You cannot trust 
the government to do anything properly any more. The ANC is 
the most disgus7ng organisa7on around. Let, business, medical 
aids, private doctors and pharmacies rollout the vaccine 
program. If we leave it to the ANC and government it will once 
again be another total failure . However, should the government 
and ANC conduct the rollout it will be a "well oiled corrup7on 
feeding frenzy". One thing the ANC does well is steal and lie! Albert

2021-01-22 
10:58:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government's late response to the vaccina7on is a disgrace.  
They woke up far too late to get enough vaccines to innoculate 
67% of the popula7on.  I understand that the adult popula7on in 
SA is 40% of the popula7on  which makes the governments task 
easier to get enough vaccines. 
My big fear is that  the government will not be able to 
administer the vaccine to those people who qualify to have it.  
They are not noted for their efficiency in geing things done.  
Could they inform us on how they are going to get the vaccine to 
the people in rural areas. 

The latest rumours are that we may have to wait un7l 2022 to 
get vaccinated.     

Show your authority Mr. Rhamaposa and get the required 
number of vaccines into the country now not next year. 

Pippa

2021-01-21 
22:19:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

To date (22/01/2021) there has been no decisive, roll out plan. 
No one is even sure when the vaccines will arrive in SA! A measly 
quan7ty has been ordered, arrival date not confirmed and will 
only cover a miniscule amount of public sector  SA ci7zens.  
When will the balance of +- 40 000 000 000 ci7zens receive the 
vaccine?? Anyway, a large propor7on of ci7zens are members of  
private medical aids who will cover the cost of the vaccines for 
their members. I don't trust the Government (ruling party) in 
handling anything, especially where taxpayer's money is 
concerned, as this is another opportunity for them to  loot, yet 
again. Biddy

2021-01-21 
15:45:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government is incapable of running South Africa.   
Organiza7onal mapers on the scale of Covid would test any First 
World country but Third World countries  ......................... it's  
 surely  beyond them.   Greed and corrup7on provide impetus, 
which is the one and only area in which this government excels.    
I don't know the answer but the ANC would show good intent by 
calling  in people with experience and integrity who have the 
country's interests at heart rather than their own.  It is 
unfortunate that over the years the ANC has put so much energy 
into ensuring that experienced people are sidelined are 
dispensed with.  Anebell

2021-01-21 
14:43:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is incapable of delivering vaccines on this scale. I 
am also concerned about corrup7on which will definitely 
happen regardless of what the ANC says. Coenraad

2021-01-21 
13:38:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The governnrnt cznt roll out school books school toilets PPE's  
Loadshed Eskom  SAA corrup7on - cant trust - even the late 
orgainising of vaccines.  Norma

2021-01-20 
23:23:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

What about the elderly?Shame on you RSA!!They are the most 
vulnerable and don't seem to feature.This is certainly not the 
case overseas. My medical aidmust surely be allowed to sort out 
its members first before any others they are sponsoring  on 
behalf of the  Government. Brenda 
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2021-01-20 
12:26:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government alone can't do this. You are not efficient enough. 
Give access to private companies to do it, medical aids, mines, 
everybody who can assist must do so. This is urgent. Stop talking 
about it and start doing it. Let's get on with it. The vaccine will 
help end the pandemic. This is not an opportunity for you to loot 
and steal. This is our lives you are playing with. Every covid death 
now while you delay the rollout is blood on your hands Gill

2021-01-19 
21:14:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is no proof that the vaccine is suitable as it has not been 
tested  and proved itself.  
No answer was given to prove   what this epidemic is, so how 
can they make a vaccine? Nothing makes sense   , only thing 
"trace the.money  trail" at the expense  of the people Marion

2021-01-19 
19:59:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine according to me has not been proven effec7ve and 
safe for use in the short 7me it took to develop. There are no 
clinical trial reports and the developers will take no responsibility 
if things go wrong. Private medical aid providers should be 
allowed to source their own supplies. Nothing this government 
does I trust, everything is about enriching themselves and 
steeling from the taxpayers. Everything they have taken charge 
of since 1994 has been destroyed and it will not stop now. Andre

2021-01-19 
17:48:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

All the people need to see the damage to human beings from 
the vaccine, which it causes, due to the side effects and control 
of your DNA. Governments have been bribed to roll out the 
vaccine, before true long tests have been conducted. The 
wealthy like Bill Gates and partners have patented Covid19 and 
also patented the vaccine. He finances Pfizer and can tell you all 
for a fact, that Bill Gates WILL NOT GIVE HIS OWN CHILDREN 
AND WIFE THE VACCINE, BECAUSE OF THE DAMAGE IT WILL 
CAUSE THEM FOR LIFE. 

You need to know and understand, that the inten7on of the the 
produc7on of the Covid 19, is to eliminate 80% of the worldwide 
popula7on. Also, it is designed to implant a chip in all human 
beings to monitor and control you with the Global Reset or NWO 
New World Order. 
Once vaccinated, you will be a slave unto the Devil and all these 
evil people who will control you and your family for life. 

DO YOU WANT THIS?? 
Ask them if you will s7ll need to keep social distancing and 
Ask them if you will s7ll need to wear a mask? 

WAKE UP PEOPLE AND DO YOUR RESEARCH DAWN
2021-01-19 
14:37:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the ANC to put the people of SA first.  They will 
again use the roll out of Covid vaccine to steal money. sandra

2021-01-19 
14:02:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that government is not transparent about the roll out.  I am 
not sure whether they have the capacity to implement their own 
plan.   
I also do not trust them with the monies involved.  They have a 
track record that is not encouraging as far as corrup7on is 
concerned. Francois

2021-01-19 
12:44:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. The Government does NOT have the sole right to source a 
vaccine. This can only lead to more corrup7on and inefficiencies 
2. I personally do not trust any of the vaccines, ESPECIALLY one 
sourced by government, and will refuse to take any of them. 
3.. Why has the government blocked Ivermec7n? It has been 
available for many years (since 1986) and now all of a sudden is 
disallowed. Something is very fishy. Walter James

2021-01-19 
11:28:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved to us over and over that they cannot be 
trusted and are not capable of handling anything without 
embezzling whatever they can get their hands on.  I do not 
believe that rolling out the Covid 19 vaccine is going to be any 
different.   
I believe that medical aids and private and public ins7tu7ons 
should be involved in securing vaccines and ensuring that the 
vaccines are stored correctly  safely delivered and given to those 
who need them and want them.  
This should not be controlled by government and the aitude of 
government needs to change.  South Africans are geing very 
7red of the heavy handedness with which government is dealing 
with the people of SA. Merle

2021-01-19 
09:55:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why are the vaccina7ons taking a whole year to be completed!!!  
Other countries are already vaccina7ng the elderly and we must 
wait un7l when????  Our Government is a joke. 

Cheryl

2021-01-19 
08:00:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Ek stem nie saam dat die regering net n gedeelte van die 
bevolking wil inent nie almal moet so gou moontlik ingeënt word 
om die virus te stop.  
Daar is ook ander alterna7ewe entstowwe soos invermec7n  dit 
is al op mense getoets en dit werk. Douw

2021-01-18 
23:56:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I will not be forced to take a vaccina7on that may cause severe 
side affects, not tested on humans, dangerous and may cause  
my death. Malana

2021-01-18 
19:30:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government This vaccine is not tested properly Elizabeth

2021-01-18 
17:07:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Are we standing in line with other third world  countries to get 
Vaccines because no planning was done to secure  and pay for 
product.  Why does government not allow private healthcare 
companies  to purchase and administer vaccines  as this will 
speed things up and help with the daily inocula7ons needed to 
cover 95% of  the adult popula7on. This needs to be done fast 
before more muta7ons of the virus  ramp up the 3rd and 4th 
waves that this country will not be able to handle. 

garry
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2021-01-18 
16:27:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not agree that only government will be allowed to procure 
and distribute the vaccine. Private healthcare sector should be 
involved. We cannot be confident that there will be no 
corrup7on when the government is dealing with it. John 

2021-01-18 
12:54:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government want a monopoly of the purchase and 
distribu7on.  Their track record of corrup7on and incompetency 
should preclude them from this sole power. There should be 
massive par7cipa7on by the private sector to get this vital 
program done. Keith

2021-01-18 
12:44:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The idea of using Taxi ranks et al sounds like a recipe for a 
disaster for keeping accurate records for the two dose shot. We 
need to have a system that is organised and ensures effec7ve 
rollout. The record of the SA government on any kind of rollout 
has been largely ineffec7ve and even disastrous. 

Kenneth

2021-01-18 
10:18:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Wat van  ouer persone bo 70?   Ons loop nie in Shopping Malls 
rond nie, is nie by taxi ranks nie ens.  Gee dit by Amreeoorde , 
Outehuise,  Apteke,  Klinieke,  Hospitale, GP's ens. 

Onderneem die Staat dat die vaccine wat SA gaan bekom veilig is 
om toe te dien? Marie

2021-01-18 
09:07:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I know government liaises with medical experts (or I hope they 
do!) but they are using this as a poli7cal tool to manipulate 
na7onal health.  They don't care about their ci7zens.  They 
should leave it to the medical fraternity to obtain the best 
vaccine and allow it to be available freely for my fellow South 
Africans to decide where or when or if they want to have the 
vaccina7on.   This is also just another opportunity for corrup7on.    Elzabe

2021-01-18 
08:37:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This vaccine must be roll out with the government people first. 
Before it goes to the public. Armien 

2021-01-18 
07:51:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government cannot maintain upkeep in RSA, waste money 
on ongoing court cases like Zuma's corrup7on etc. , maintenance 
on power sta7ons, allow China to slowly steal our country, 
neglect our ci7zens. How can we trust them and believe in a roll 
out of vaccina7on?  I worked for many years, paid my taxes and 
see Zuma and other poli7cians steal money and the present 
government is not capable to get the billions back.  I s7ll believe 
Ciryl Ramaphosa can solve this as long as he can put his foot 
down and punish the guilty, trust ALL  South Africans and bring 
us together again as a na7on. The roll out is possible!!!! Johan 

2021-01-17 
18:27:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private medical aids should be allowed to get vaccines for their 
members.  The government cannot stop private sector to buy 
their own vaccines.  Most people are willing to pay and subsidize  
poor people with the help of the private sector. Johann

2021-01-17 
17:00:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We all know that this is not a demicra7c government and will 
insure that the ANC elite will recieve the vacine first. The 
Western Cape will come lasted, but very last will be the whites 
of the Cape. Just look at the way this government has treated 
the white farmer in this country. This is an evil government and 
it is about 7me the people of the Wertern Cape broke away from 
South Africa. 

Leslie

2021-01-17 
15:38:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned the government has no ability to effec7vely roll this 
out. 
This should be handed over to the private sector, with the 
contrac7ng being handled by the solidarity fund John

2021-01-17 
15:12:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Ivermec7n has been proven to kill covid and the corrupt cANCer 
government bans it. Seems like a hidden agenda and money 
under the table.  

Corrupt cANCer goverment can not be trusted. Will be much 
cheaper to supply Ivermec7n to the ci7zens.  

vANCine has not been approved. JC

2021-01-17 
12:10:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Covid vaccine is not the property of the government and 
therefore should be made available through private ins7tu7ons 
as well. 

Maybe this excessive control is to be able to also control the 
ci7zens and make them dependent on the government!!! Willem

2021-01-17 
11:43:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The govt. has shows liple accountability, competence  or 
transparency  at any 7me. This roll-out seems to be an excellent  
opportunity to con7nue the corrup7on & loo7ng of the past, as 
with the PPE roll-out. Who will be giving the vaccina7on? Will 
untrained bbbee cadres be given jobs again?  Has the govt. 
considered any other vaccine, although all seem to have had 
very liple tes7ng in the short 7me since covid started? Does the 
govt. know what the long term effects will be or are we being 
used as guinea pigs? Why no transparency on the drug? 
Interes7ng that criminals are above law abiding ci7zens on the 
list. John

2021-01-17 
09:25:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1/ I do not believe in monopolies and certainly not monopoly of 
States.  
2/Government should create the correct environment  for the 
private sector to take efficient care of distribu7on of vaccine  
and vaccina7on of people when or where ever possible via data 
obtained i.e. medical aids, Hospitals,  pharmacy companies, 
State pension recipient pla{orms etc. etc.   
3/ Secure a contract with compe77ve prices and get paid for it.  
To do the job efficiently, financially without bribes , corrupt 
gangsterism and above board. 
4/ The state is not capable to tackle this very important 
humanitarian tack. 

Louky
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2021-01-17 
09:06:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This ANC government has  not shown trustworthyness in what 
they do.  They lie and are corrupt.  I do not trust that the vaccine 
is safe for human use.   They have banned Ivermec7n which 
overseas is tested and a good remedy to prevent and possibly 
cure covid.    When they make ivermec7ne available to 
everyone, and honour our right to choose what we want for our 
own health care, I might just be ready to consider their 
proposals.   Un7l then I do not support any vaccine from 
government rollouts. Jillian

2021-01-17 
06:57:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Government is corrupt. Do not trust them at all! Janet

2021-01-17 
06:45:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Neil

2021-01-17 
06:45:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Neil

2021-01-16 
21:48:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is unnecessarily inhibi7ng to centralise the rollout programme. 
It will be logis7cally ineffec7ve.  Both the public and the private 
sector should be allowed to procure, distribute and administer 
the vaccine. Filipe

2021-01-16 
18:59:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why do this Government see it fit to roll out vaccina7on to 
South Africans when for years there is no vaccine for Aid nor the 
common flu it is tried and tested but not highly effec7ve. Why us 
let the rest of the world do the vaccine and kill their people treat 
our people with medicines that work instead of prohibi7ng our 
healthcare workers from healing our people. 
Looks like MONEY and POWERS speaks to them and working for 
us people is not on Government's Agenda.  Social Media and 
Media cannot lie all the 7me about how Government officials 
behave , destroy, flaunts, steal and fill their pockets when people 
are suffering and dying while they living it up to the hills. My 
thoughts with sadness to see this beau7ful land being destroyed 
by people g

2021-01-16 
18:32:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the goverment.  Would rather have a day in which 
vaccine i want and done through my doctor and medical aid Sandra

2021-01-16 
18:32:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

To date this government have not got much right. Everything 
they touch end up being a total a complete failure. I far with 
them  rolling out the vaccine there will once again be  corrup7on 
and them. Anthony

2021-01-16 
17:36:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government steals more money than they layout 

Ramaphosa wont take a stand on this maper because he waits 
to see what others do. 

Some of his staff should not be involved. 

The ANC top 6 are all corrupt Eugene 
2021-01-16 
17:29:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think the government  will be able to roll out the vaccine 
properly Sophia

2021-01-16 
17:21:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see our Government digging deeper into the  
financials to allow for 70% of the total number of legal ci7zens 
and immigrants to receive the vaccine (2 doses with appropriate 
spacing) to reach heard immunity quicker so our economy can 
open up and we be allowed local and interna7onal business to 
operate more freely. We will be isolated for longer if we don’t do 
this because of the variant we have and norms we’ll inherit. In 
addi7on, I would like them to use the IEC framework  we use for 
vo7ng as well as  pharmacies, clinics, Medicross and similar 
facili7es to roll this out.   People could register as per vo7ng 
providing address & relevant other informa7on, which means 
they won’t have to travel far from their local community to be 
vaccinated. If spread over 2 days for each vaccina7on using same 
daily 7meframe as for vo7ng, control & social distancing can be 
maintained.   In addi7on, it will provide a pla{orm for a “mini-
census” to see exactly how many people we have in our country 
at this 7me. ? Sue

2021-01-16 
16:04:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government has proven over 7me to be incapable to 
manage or adminter anything  corrup7on and oatronage is the 
only driving force behind any government ac7on.  
I firmly believe the en7re roll out plan should be done by the 
orivate sector with knowledgeable people heading the ac7on. 
Checks and balances can be inplemented to prevent any 
corrup7on. 

Thomas 
Stanley

2021-01-16 
15:35:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

More corrup7on here we go, l do not trust our government 
never have. Elma 

2021-01-16 
14:31:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am not so sure about this vaccine  and the cost because our 
ANC Government can't be trusted. They are going to get it at a 
cheap price and sell it to the public at a hell of a price tag and 
they themselves will benefit from it to steel the money as  usual. Nico 

2021-01-16 
13:31:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am suspicious about the ANC plan. I believe we could have 
secured vaccines earlier but the ANC are wai7ng for a suitable 
sweetener from either the Chinese or the Russians. Why else 
would they insist on having complete control. The Western 
Provence govt and medical aids have volunteered to help 
acquire vaccine and ease the pressure on central government. I 
doubt very much  the ANC will accept this kind offer. I will only 
have a vaccine obtained from a reliable source (not Russia or 
China !) rob

2021-01-16 
12:55:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This government has made such a mess of everything that they 
control, let the medical aids control the roll out. Angelo
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2021-01-16 
11:55:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. I do not trust or support the ANC government to control this . 
They have proved conclusively that they are unable to run 
anything efficiently. 
2. They have made this ‘ pandemic’ period  a complete failure. 
3. As a re7red medical professional I object to being told what I 
must /must not do  by totally unqualified people . 
4. I do not believe that these vaccines are the answer  and 
resent the hype that is being put out by the government and the 
MSM , to sow extreme fear in the public ( which , in itself , is a 
killer !!) 
5. We , the private sector , are responsible for our own health , 
and should be given the chance to decide for ourselves . These 
vaccines are not tried-and-tested properly ( also the 
manufacturing pharmaceu7cal companies are not being held 
liable for any damages = BIG red light !!!)Apparently ,  There 
have been many vaccine-induced deaths already ....WHY is the 
MSM not publishing these facts ??? 
6. Why have drugs like Ivermec7n and Hydroxichloroquine been 
withdrawn from the market , when it has been proved that they 
aid in the treatment of Covid-19 ?? Gillian

2021-01-16 
10:10:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is so  incompetent, corrupt and inept, they can't be 
trusted to manage  the vaccine acquisi7on and rollout efficiently 
or effec7vely. 
A professional project manager and team should be  allocated 
this task under the supervision of the  medical profession 

Gladys 
2021-01-16 
10:06:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Unfortunately the Government have as yet not got anything 
right that they have been involved with except corrup7on. Chris

2021-01-16 
09:53:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Ben

2021-01-16 
07:45:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government incompetence and grand scale corrup7on is just 
another one of many stories  to unfold like the R570 billion. Raymond 

2021-01-16 
07:03:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The corporate industry has proved to be far more efficient that 
government so why not give the corporate industry the 
responsibility of rolling out the vaccine to the the public. This 
task it too big for government to handle and the country cannot 
afford to make mistakes Peter

2021-01-16 
06:11:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If government had enough money there would be vaccine 
available for everybody. If we have to suffer because of their 
inability to provide  basic health care, why cant my medical aid 
buy vaccine for all their members.  We are prepared to pay. This 
is far too serious for monopoly. Trudie

2021-01-15 
21:45:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The best way to do the vaccina7ons is for every MP star7ng with 
the president to be vaccinated 1st, then if they survive the rest 
of us can be done. Also, being ANC, there is guaranteed to be 
corrup7on somewhere in the roll-out. Andrew

2021-01-15 
20:52:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is involved. There is no need for any other 
comment... Chris

2021-01-15 
19:10:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot  decide for the private healthcare sector 
what and how to do it. This vaccina7on program should be run 
by the private sector. Ian 

2021-01-15 
17:44:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Due to the rush cause too many suspicion on this roll out. We 
don't trust this vaccine and the powers who are ins7ga7ng it. 
covid 19 is not the killer. many of us are surviving it and we know 
there's an agenda behind all this. this scam is going too long. 
there's a desire for government to control the people of their 
Country to a one world system. Eugene

2021-01-15 
17:08:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As with PPE where further corrup7on took place at the cost of 
tax payers' money, this situa7on leaves opportunity for more 
crime and very few individuals in government can be trusted at 
all.  In this situa7on (but nowhere else) I agree with Malema: 
Why is South Africa not working on producing a vaccine, but in 
stead we are looking at procuring just so that payments can be 
distorted and find it's way into the pockets of blatant thieves.  In 
the same breath I must say that government is not giving any 
guarantees on how much doses and when it will be received, but 
in the mean7me quaran7ne is crippling the economy, business 
owners and individuals. How much more damages are we to 
expect?! Lynepe

2021-01-15 
16:34:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Safety concerns of an unknown vaccine. and being in the hands 
of the gorernment. Helen

2021-01-15 
16:25:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am beyond contempt for President Ramaphosa and his corrupt 
and incompetent Government. 

The en7re top structure of his poli7cal party and government 
should be jailed for their mishandling of every aspect of this 
crises, from the corrup7on around PPE, destroying livelihoods 
yet being unable to provide even a mediocre level of financial 
support, failing to ready our Healthcare Services, including poor 
planning for Vaccina7on. 

It mapers not what we the people want, this corrupt criminal 
enterprise calling itself the ANC will put themselves and the 
poli7cally connected 1st, and they will find a way to loot, loot 
and loot some more. As with the Life Esidemeni scandal, for 
which no one was held to account, they care not about the well-
being of South Africans 

A thorough stain South Africa. 

Alan
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2021-01-15 
15:56:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

They are placing prisoners in front of people who provide 
incomes for their families and the country, prisoners may well be 
kep7n close quarters but that means thay can be controlled.  
Failing to provide vaccines in a 7mely manner is tantamount to 
sentencing some of them to death, also if they vaccinated the 
issue with prisoners is a non issue! 
Why have they not asked the populace if they are prepared to 
pay for the vaccine? Why are they was7ng billions on SAA which 
everyone knows is a dead horse. Keith

2021-01-15 
15:35:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the government has not yet finalized the protocols for loo7ng 
and plundering of public funds by their cronies, we are not ready 
to "roll out" the vaccine yet. They must first declare that they are 
fully prepared to engage in another orgy of corrup7on, as with 
the previous "roll out" of tenders for PPEs and other emergency 
equipment. We do not want them to be caught unawares. I 
know, the inves7ga7ng authori7es will not be able to do their 
inves7ga7ons since their vehicle registra7on licences have not 
been renewed, and there are hundreds of thousands of rand in 
outstanding fines that will prevent them from pursuing any 
culprits, but one never knows. What if a dastardly donor from 
the private sector pays these fines and registra7ons? They can 
be in big trouble. Rather proceed with delibera7on. Ask the 
deputy director general of health, and the director general of 
trade and industry (the one who came up with the open toe 
regula7on) for advice first. Albert

2021-01-15 
15:06:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why are you excluding the private sector? There is a Clicks or 
Dischem in every town with Srs. Let the GP's and Srs vaccinate 
all pa7ents ...Government's deployment will be too slow on it's 
own. Isn't everyone figh7ng this together? There is too much 
room for corrup7on and mismanagement if the public sector 
does it alone Horst

2021-01-15 
14:24:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am a 68 year old with every comorbidity.  My concern is that I 
may be dead before I get vaccinated.  I wish the government 
would allow private medical aids, who have the money and the 
network,  to be part of this  ini7a7ve.   
   

Carroll 

2021-01-15 
13:43:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the ANC government is allowed to be the sole procurer of the 
vaccine then this will be open to the ANC bopom feeders who 
have no interest in the protec7on of the popula7on and will 
purely see this as yet another chance to steal millions. Rather let 
the private medical aids purchase the vaccine for their members. Roy

2021-01-15 
13:31:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am once again certain that even with the limited availability - 
not adequate for SA Popula7on, poor delivery and logis7cs will 
become a FIASCO as the Govt is KNOWN FOR. 
Adding to my concerns are the GUARANTEED and EXPECTED 
OPPORTUNITIES for ANC, Cadre, Comrades, and Crony 
TENDERPREUNERS, who will once again, like PPE Funding, be 
first at the ANC FEEDING TROUGHS at each and every 
province.... TO BASICALLY LOOT! 
Do not be fooled by ANY GOVT Claims of Full Transparency, as 
BEHIND EVERY RAND SPEND ARE THE ANC TENDERPREUNER 
VULTURES! 26 Years of PROOF EXISTS! 
I Rest My Case! Lendro

2021-01-15 
13:31:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Another corrup7on scandal about to explode! Also there is no 
guarantee of the  
results. I agree that our esteemed leaders should be the first 
resiprients. 
I will resist having this forced on me. Vic

2021-01-15 
13:21:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Trust this Government NO/NEVER. They are corrupt, inept and 
incompetent. De-centralise the roll-out. Let big business 
purchase vaccine for their staff and families. Let medical aid 
schemes provide for their clients. Let NGO’s and civil society 
sponsor and provide for poorer communi7es who are not 
catered for by employers or medical aid. The state should look 
amer the health care workers in the public facili7es and high-risk 
people from poor communi7es.  
The governments only interest in controlling the vaccine roll-out 
is filling their pockets and show us who's boss. - pathe7c 
creatures. Dennis

2021-01-15 
13:12:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Anything this ANC government does or even looks at turns to 
horse manure. Care for  the populace with a vaccine - hah. They 
are more interested as to how THEY can make money from the 
vaccine. Cyril lied about vaccines, Zimbabwe and Marikana...... 
Cyril lies. ANC does not for nothing stand for All Nasty Criminals! Johan

2021-01-15 
11:54:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Any project/en7ty where government is involved is unsuccessful 
(Escom/enscom electricity Non supply commission, Post 
Office,SAA etc.) 
I also do not trust the vaccines! Clasie

2021-01-15 
11:42:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly, when the ANC government is involved then there is 
corrup7on.  Try and prove otherwise. 
Secondly, i would want the to be able to choose which  vaccine i 
would be given under my Doctors advice. 
Thirdly. it must be the individuals choice as to whether they  take 
the vaccine not some  corrupt ANC official. Ronald
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2021-01-15 
11:32:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The total focus appears to be on preven7on of infec7on by the 
virus. Instead apen7on should be on finding a cure for the 
symptoms. Becoming infected will be for most just a maper of 
7me, especially in the face of many ci7zens simply ignoring the 
regula7ons that are in place to limit the spread. There are s7ll 
those who appear to have the impression that the virus will only 
affect other people. Furthermore enforcement of the regula7ons 
appear to focus on certain places or events selec7vely - one just 
has to look at videos that will confirm this. The main issue as far 
as I am concerned is that spreading of this virus will not be 
stopped completely by any means. Infec7on incidence may be 
reduced by observing the regula7ons and not by these so called 
vaccina7ons. The effec7veness of any of the several an7-virus 
injec7ons have not been researched or proved. I for one will 
therefore not agree to be vaccinated under the present 
circumstances due to the above. Nico

2021-01-15 
11:03:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Every thing the govt organises falls apart either by its inability to 
control the empolyees of the state because of corrup7on, self 
agrandesment, inability to understand the ethics of good safe 
procedures. Please use the medical aids to distribute and 
administer the vaccine. We have learnt our lessons well from the 
recent distribu7on of Covid protec7on gear tenders what when 
government tries to get distributors. Inability to properly see 
that tenders are managed without being overcharged by corrupt 
incompetent people even govt, empoyees,  
NO THANKS ENOUGH IS ENOUGH> NO MORE LIES > WEVE HAD 
ENOUGH  Anthony

2021-01-15 
11:01:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Mariam

2021-01-15 
10:53:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust government, and I will not be puing my life in the 
hand of incompetent corrupt cadres. I will be happy to have my  
doctor administer the vaccine. Nigel

2021-01-15 
10:53:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not foresee that THIS goverment have a hope in hell to 
comply with their OWN plan alone to succeed in vaccinate the 
goal of+- 40 million by end of this year.  Not even one person to 
date! Peoples lives lost every day on you goverment! Eddie

2021-01-15 
10:45:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC Government, given its track record, cannot be trusted 
to do this roll out properly and professionally, or without 
corrup7on again raising its ugly head. It will just be another of 
along  list of administra7ve disasters and the SA public will be 
the ones to suffer. The private sector and the Western Cape 
Government should take  lead. Hugh

2021-01-15 
10:24:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Over decades Government has demonstrated its inability to do 
things in 7me.  In the event of the vaccine it started  in this 
mode by missing the payment of a deposit to secure a share of 
the ini7al  interna7onal distribu7on. The governments roll-out 
channels are paraly7c and unreliable; and corrupt to the bone 
(as was proved during this pandemic). If the private sector and 
businesses are not involved, the planned role-out will not 
happen as presented.   

Michiel

2021-01-15 
10:21:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The guys who will have to administer the roll out cannot even 
wake up in the morning never mind s7ll organise a vaccina7on 
programme. Look at the annual school book chaos . . and those 
are items which are not vulnerable to incorrect temperatures, 
load shedding . . Andre

2021-01-15 
10:16:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

pie in the sky the anc will never get this right, the government 
cannot organise anything at all, next year we will be hearing the 
same bullshit from the the president and nothing would have 
happened william

2021-01-15 
10:06:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government and councils have proven to the whole of the South 
African public that they cannot be honest, even in the case of 
CCCCO-VID, PPE contracts to friends and the whole process was 
totally. The ANC has also been lying about the acquiring of 
vaccines and true to African pace, we waited too long. To say 
that they will make sure these is NO CORRUPTION in the rolling 
out of vaccines is a joke as the ANC iIS corrup7on! Dianne

2021-01-15 
09:28:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the decisions the government makes. There will be 
no control over the black market sales of vaccine.  Government 
has proven that they are unable. Do not agree that they should 
have absoluut control over vaccine procurement. There will be 
them and misappropria7on. Merle 

2021-01-15 
09:16:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Nico

2021-01-15 
08:13:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Chris

Gauteng 79
2021-01-31 
21:12:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Susanna

2021-01-29 
09:30:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Govt will screw this up for sure. 
Let Medical Aids and Business deal. ie Clicks, Disc Chem etc and 
Clinics handle Malcolm

2021-01-27 
13:05:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have no faith or trust in this government. Many promises have 
been made, very few have come to frui7on. As before the 
government wants money to fill their pockets and those of their 
comrades and cadres. The private sector should be allowed to be 
involved in in the purchase and distribu7on/ administra7on of 
the vaccine.  Just look at the scandalous them and mishandling of 
the PPE for the frontline users and medical profession. Gavin

2021-01-26 
21:34:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

the vacine will be distributed by the wrong people to the wrong 
people and will not be properly controlled and dissapear. mar7n
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2021-01-26 
15:00:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why do we con7nue to ignore Ivermec7n? Given the Govt's 
track record in doing anything efficiently, this is yet another 
costly exercise, waste of taxes. A few connected cadres will be 
vaccinated for free. The rest of us, if we so desire, will have to 
buy the vaccine, at exorbitant prices from some tenderpreneur. 
Put the rollout in the hands of Clicks, Dischem and the medical 
aids. Mar7n 

2021-01-26 
14:40:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Michelle 

2021-01-26 
14:36:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The goverment can not handle the  vacina7on on their  own.The 
private sec7on must get involved.They must now roll out a 
registra7on sec7on so they can see who qaulifies for early 
vacina7on like me that is 76 years old with heart problems and 
are obese. Daniel

2021-01-25 
12:22:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Our government is just NOT capable to roll-out  the  Covid-19 
vaccine. 
They have not even a reasonable vaccina7on plan, nore did they 
secure enough vaccine. 
Where are the billions of Rands they borrowed last year in order 
to fight the corona pandemic? 
Now the taxpayers should pay for the vaccine, what about the 
millions of people living in SA which are not paying any tax 
(including our government)? Are they exempted from the 
vaccina7on? 
The SA covernment is sleeping most of the 7me, exept when  it 
comes to corrup7on. 
In most of Europe and the US the vaccina7on has started last 
month allready!!! Markus

2021-01-24 
22:52:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The current government has a long track record of corrup7on 
and incompetence. They should not be allowed to be the sole 
procurers or controllers of the vaccine. Already, they have 
bungled the procurement. 

Mandatory innocula7on is also a huge concern. Experts are 
saying that it does not prevent infec7on or transmission of the 
virus. No one should be forced to be innoculated or penalised 
for not taking the vaccine. M

2021-01-22 
21:01:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government can not run a bussiness, how can they do the 
roll out of the vaccine properly Susanna

2021-01-22 
18:42:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel the Government does not have the ability to roll-out such a 
big campaign as their track record has shown. The private sector, 
which will have to fund the roll-out of the vaccine in any case, 
should run this campaign. I will not be vaccinated, because of 
underlying health issues and my severe allergies. Therefore, I 
think giving a vaccine cer7ficate and passport is discriminatory 
and should not be done. Paula

2021-01-22 
16:23:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The funding will escalate again at the cost of the taxpayer 
because most of it will be stolen and the vaccina7ons will be 
only for the selected ANC and cadres and friends just like the 
food parcels.  
Another problem is if the mandatory rule.  There was no thought 
put into it as certain persons with certain condi7ons cannot 
receive the vaccine - proven in other countries in the world.   I 
cannot take the vaccine due to my allergy level and i doubt it if 
they will pay any apen7on to the dangers of the vaccine.   
Last but not least why do SA pay 3 7mes the price for the 
vaccines as other countries in the world. 
Wonder who's pockets are filling up again.    Cathie

2021-01-22 
14:21:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Milton Roy

2021-01-20 
16:20:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Very evasive informa7on regarding the rollout, no clarity at all 
and now we hear that we have to s7ll pay for the Vaccine where 
in other countries the ci7zens are been vaccinated for free. 

If only two thirds of the ci7zens will be vaccinated by the end of 
the year, what happens to the other third. 

Stop bailing out SAA and other SOE's and look amer the Law 
abiding ci7zens for a change Yvonne

2021-01-20 
13:03:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The govt will not give the vaccine to the med aids and hospitals 
at landed cost. They will overcharge everyone to steal like they 
always do. And will get away with it Gina

2021-01-20 
10:25:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe in compulsory immunisa7on. I should be able to 
decide for myself if I wish to be vaccinated and not the 
government. I have created an environment with good controls 
in place to minimize exposure to Covid. I also keep my immunity 
boosted. 

I'm concerned about the amount of corrup7on that will take 
place once the vaccine lands on our shores. If not controlled and 
distributed many 7mes more efficient than health and safety 
equipment, the vaccine will end up on the black market where a 
few people will get s7nking rich again and those  that are in 
need of immuniza7on may never receive it in 7me. Johan

2021-01-20 
08:55:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The goverment will botch this and then  we will have to pay a lot 
more for the vaccine privatley . We know people in goverment 
steel everything and sell it on bl ackmarket. They are not 
capabile to  do anything good for the na7on. Madie
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2021-01-19 
09:15:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

What is the chance of this government doing this successfully? I 
remember the day that the President said:”Corrup7on in the 
roll-out of the procurement of  personal protec7on gear will not 
be tolerated” How did that work for you?  South Africa’s current 
na7onal debt is more than 3 trillion rand. Most people does not 
even  know what that means.  26 years of mismanagement and 
corrup7on put as where we are now, with the compliments of 
the current government. And they want to vaccinate 50 mil 
people? With no money?   
Put this in the hands of the private sector and stop trying to do 
something you as government have no idea to handle.   Sakkie

2021-01-18 
16:13:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Medical Aids and Pharma Companies in Private Sector should be 
allowed to import,distribute and administer 
vaccines.Government can look amer the Public Sector and the 
poor.The infrastructures already exist in the Private Sector and to 
a certain degree the Public Sector(corrup7on excluded).No 
further 7me should be wasted on deba7ng this.Those opposed 
to taking the vaccine could form part of the Herd Immunity. Danie

2021-01-18 
13:44:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government have proven their incompetence in dealing with 
the Covid crisis as well as many other mapers. Corrup7on is the 
norm when the government is "in charge" therefore the  
vaccina7on rollout should be managed by a Project Team of the 
BEST PEOPLE  - not a poli7cal commipee. The project team 
should be comprised of competent and experienced persons and 
en77es totally independent of Government  to achieve the 
objec7ve of herd immunity in the shortest possible 7me. Phil

2021-01-18 
12:43:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Leonie

2021-01-18 
05:18:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Do they even know what they are doing Kim

2021-01-17 
20:48:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government failed miserably in the procurement and 
distribu7on of PPE. Billions of Rands in Covid aid funds were 
misappropriated by government officials and dire need for PPE 
by S A ci7zens have been thwarted. Vaccines should be 
distributed by medically qualified professionals in the private 
sector using interna7onally tested and approved vaccines. 
Absolutely no forced vaccines should be administered. People 
must retain the right to decide for themselves. Brenda

2021-01-17 
18:06:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Anthony

2021-01-17 
16:54:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Has the government not learnt a thing from the corrup7on 
during the acquisi7on of the PPE  equipment during the 
beginning phases of  COVID.  How many " broker" par7es will get 
backhands for organizing the purchasing of the vaccine.   They 
( the government) have no idea how the vaccine will be 
controlled,   who will administer the vaccine,   are there any 
measures in place to stop any fake vaccines from coming into 
South Africa.  They cannot have the monopoly for the control of 
this vaccine.  
Why cant companies like Discovery arrange for the purchase and 
admission of the vaccine?  

Andre
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2021-01-17 
15:05:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

STOP. STOP. STOP. STOP. 
THE LIES, the propaganda, the social distancing, masks, 
lockdown narra7ve. 
STOP the fear, STOP the corrup7on and the sellout. 
This is not vaccine! YES YOU READ CORRECTLY. Pheizer, Moderna 
and Astra Zeneca’s applica7ons properly iden7fy their new 
agents as ‘INVESTIGATIONAL’. They have not gone through trials 
to demonstrate efficacy and SAFETY. The popula7ons of world 
will be the subjects of this evil experiment. They will be the 
guinea pigs.  
• Pharma companies have applied for inves7ga7onal status 
• Adverse events will be handled under the legal standard 
for EXPERIMENTAL medica7ons 
• Recipients are enrolled as subjects in a TRIAL 
• Recipients are enrolled in a pharmacovigilance tracking 
system 
• In prior COVID vaccine trials no tests were conducted on 
pregnant women, youth or the elderly 
• THERE IS NOT PUBLISHED ANIMAL DATA 
All this flies in the face of our civil liber7es and freedom to 
choose. Third par7es will have access to data that is currently 
considered private. Look at your own Popi Act. 
Dr’s around the world lost their jobs and had their licenses 
revoked because the treated pa7ents with HCQ, Ivamec7n and 
Zinc, while these pa7ents had 100% recovery. These are two 
drugs that have been used as safe and remarkably successful 
treatments for decades. BUT NOW WE ARE LIED TO AND TOLD 
THEY ARE UNSAFE. Our own SAPRA head was heard on the 
media saying that anyone trying to get Ivamec7n would have the 
law dealing with them. It is impossible to say that a drug like 
HCQ for example, with and extensively documented data record, 
for the last 50 years is dangerous BUT an untested drug/’vaccine’ 
is safe.  
The biggest lie is that COVID 19 is a lethal infec7on. Here are 
survival rates by age group: 
0-19 = 99.997%   20-49= 99.98%  50-69 = 99.95%   70+ = 94.6% 
NO vaccine base on messenger RNA has ever been approved for 
any disease, or even entered final-stage trials un7l now, so there 
is not peer reviewed published human date to compare how 
mRNA stacks up against older technologies. How well mRNA 
vaccines will prevent COVID 19 remains unknown. This 
technology is less stable than other technologies in many ways. I 
could go on and on. 
A vaccine was researched for the SARS COV1 virus, but it did not 
get to market because there were too many human bodily 
hurdles that could not be overcome. What of pathogenic 
priming or an7body dependent enhancement. Amer being given 
the vaccine, the body overacts and the subject dies. These 
experiments were done in the wild with ferrets. They were given 
the vaccine, then contracted Covid and DIED.  
This experimental thing has been rushed to market and the 
pharmaceu7cal companies will take NO responsibility for death, 
side effects that cause irreversible damage to the gene7c 
makeup of individuals or cause serious harm to our bodies.  
Our leaders have sold their souls to the new world order out of 
greed for power and money. They have betrayed the people that 
voted them in. They have sworn allegiance to the CCP, who have 
promised them solu7ons for their corrup7ng and the 
destruc7on of this country. Solu7ons that will usher in 
communism and debt for our children and their children’s 
children. 
Look at Africa, Fauci and the WHO said that Africa would be hit 
hard, WELL THEY LIED, AFRICA was not hit hard, WHY, because 
HCQ is used in Africa like a headache pill, but ohhhhh no it is 
unsafe and must be prohibited. CRIMINAL, criminal that is what 
it is outright criminal. Americas front line doctors have 
confirmed that Americas death rate would never have been so 
high, were the pa7ents treated with HCQ and Ivermec7n. The 
elite and the deep state pushed their agenda of popula7on 
control in the interest of the great reset. A few elite behaving as 
if they are god over us and can control us like we are herds of 
animals. 
Well finally I want to honor the Chief Jus7ce. What a man of 
Truth and courage. God Bless him for his courage to speak the 
truth. He is persecuted and slandered like no truth teller yet. 
Truth is hated and free speech is under apack. IT HAS BECOME A 
CRIME TO SPEAK THE TRUTH FREELY. Our leaders, it is evident to 
me, hate the truth, hate righteousness and hate GOD. The 
cons7tu7on is not binding on their conscience, they forge lies 
and evil in whatever they do and NO JUSTICE COMES FOR THESE 
PEOPLE.  
I call the President, the leaders, the poli7cians, the decision 
makers of this country to account today. YOU ARE ALL IN THE 
VALLEY OF DECISION, CHOOSE THIS DAY WHO YOU WILL SERVE. 
Will you serve satan and his legalizing agents of the day, or will 
you serve the living God, who put you in office. He gave ANC and 
this na7on another chance, but you have spat in His face and 
trampled the heritage of the people of this land like dung under 
your feet. REPENT for rejec7ng ISRAEL, the price for that, will be 
massive if you do not repent. 
GOD bless this na7on and her people 
hpps://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/99d35b02-a5cb-41e6-ad80-
a070f8a5ee17/SMDwhitepaper.pdf 

Debbie
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2021-01-17 
14:41:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine is untested, Ivermec7n and other trialed solu7ons 
are available and government is unethical in proposing forced, 
untested vaccines on the public. Forced roll-out smacks of other 
interests at play and certainly not the welfare of the populace. Gail

2021-01-17 
13:35:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Colleeo

2021-01-17 
13:15:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I'm very concerned that government is being so dictatorial in the 
acquisi7on and distribu7on of the vaccine. A government that 
couldn't control the distribu7on of PPE should not be in a 
posi7on to control the distribu7on of the vaccine. When it was 
announced that the vaccine was going to be another 
government-controlled process, many people were quite open in 
saying that this was another wonderful opportunity  for them 
and corrup7on - those two mantras of the 'new' South Africa. 
Let the private health sector become involved in all dealings and 
programmes and there may be some credibility to the  process. 
As things stand, I'm not at all convinced that the right vaccine is 
being brought into the country or that the right people are 
managing the distribu7on. Penny

2021-01-17 
12:29:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly, as usual the government has not  been transparent, or 
the AU as to the cost of the vaccine, or where the money is to 
come from and who is geing paid. This is because the 
government from the top down is corrupt, why can the 
government  be transparent,. 
Secondly, why as a country do we have to use the equally 
corrupt A.U. 
This is just a money making racket for the Government officials. 
This exercise should be handed over to private enterprise, and 
not the equally corrupt Indian Doctors.  
Thirdly, this vaccine should not be distributed via an injec7on, as 
this is again open to the corrupt ANC government, this vaccine 
should be administered in the form of a capsule and each person 
be given the required amount  of capsules i.e. 1 per week for 3 
weeks, the they get given 3 capsules. 
Under no circumstances should the government be involved. 
Can Be Distributed via the voters Roll given to all chemists. 
The Government has at yet not released the cost of the vaccine 
to the people of South Africa. 
Or alterna7vely the vaccine should be put in our local beer for 
the next six months, and the individual must take the beer can 
to his local polling sta7on and have his name 7cked off and then 
be given a stamp. this will alleviate foreigners in the country 
benefi7ng from the  SA Tax payer. Those caught with no stamp 
must be deported and the deporta7on cost borne by their 
embassy.   Paul

2021-01-17 
12:19:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Once again we see the inept government at "work".  Why did it 
take so long?  Smaller countries are way ahead.  The Pandemic 
has shown quite clearly what we always knew how amateurish 
the goverment officials are. 
I doubt that the roll out will flow efficuently and, no doubt, this 
is another opportunity to skim funds from the vaccine funds. Peter

2021-01-17 
12:04:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government officials are not capable to make decisions on 
serious mapers and can not be trusted Corrie roux

2021-01-17 
10:11:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. Private companies, e.g. pharmacies, GP's with their own 
prac7ces, hospitals, etc. must also be able to buy  and 
administer the vaccine. 
2. People must have a choice if they want to be  
Vaccinated or not. Just as in the case of the flu vaccine and the 
lifelong  pneumonia vaccine. 
3. I don't trust this superfast developement of this vaccine. 

Dr. E 
2021-01-17 
07:45:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Eileen

2021-01-17 
07:05:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Our gov have proved over and over they are not capable of 
doing anything but stealing! Joy

2021-01-17 
06:53:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Rsa has had 9 Months to plan for the Roll out of a Vaccine  
Huge amounts of Money was stolen by People connected to 
Government Officials 
Now when the Vaccine is available there is not Funds available to 
Buy and distribute  
The Vaccine and Support the needy  
They have even failed to get the regulatory checks done in good 
7me 
All they seems able to achieve is destroy the Economy  

Anthony 

2021-01-16 
20:50:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The obligatory measures by government to enforce vaccina7on 
is a gross enfringement on our freedom of human rights. While 
Ivermec7n is being prohibited, which has been on the market for 
40 years and won the nobel prize in 2015, the Corona Vaccine 
has only been tested for less than a year and ul7mately uses 
humans as guinea pigs. This is absolutely deplorable! Gudrun

2021-01-16 
20:42:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The oxford vacine has not even been approved. It is just another 
lot of lies to fool the people. 
so they can steel more money Andre
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2021-01-16 
18:45:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have no faith at all in the government’s ability to plan and 
execute such a major undertaking. Since 1994 the government 
has proven incapable again and again of draming and execu7ng a 
good plan rela7ng to any government ac7vity one cares to 
name. 

They don’t have the human capacity and capability to dram a 
plan and execute it effec7vely and efficiently. The civil service is 
guped. 

They don’t have the infrastructure to support a gigan7c 
vaccina7on plan. Exis7ng medical infrastructure is run down, 
and frequently inefficiently and ineffec7vely run.  

They don’t understand the logis7cal implica7ons of such a plan 
and they don’t have an infrastructure to handle the logis7cs. 

I fail to understand why government wants to go it alone in this 
case. This is a case where all the state’s resources (public and 
private) should be harnessed in pursuit of herd immunity as 
soon as possible. Some private organisa7ons have offered to 
become involved but have apparently been rebuffed by 
government. 

Going it alone merely increases the likelihood of large scale 
corrup7on. 

And they want to apply a na7onal Health Insurance system 
based on this wobbly infrastructure and system? I think not. 

William

2021-01-16 
18:33:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the government is solely responsible for vaccine innocula7on 
its surely going to be a fuckup like everything they have done in 
this pandemic so far!! Their track record is one of corrup7on and 
favouri7sm to the extreme at this moment, so NO!! I DO NOT 
even believe they have ANY plan in ac7on at this point in 7me, 
so why should I support them in this??? Carina

2021-01-16 
16:46:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Yet another promise. Not many have come true so why should 
we trust the government now. Why would the ANC government 
be concerned by the plight of the people zar800 000 000 spent 
and we have no new hospitals our Doctors and nurses are 
leaving the country in droves others and underpaid and 
overworked. The new doctors that have graduated this year 
have not been employed to assist the already depleted medical 
team. Other than African and indian students are allowed to 
train as doctors even if their educa7on is well below that if the 
other races. Billions have been stolen and no one has been 
charged and gone to prison. We don't trust nor believe that the 
government is capable nor has the skills to roll out the 
vaccina7on program. In one year we have only done 4million 
covit tests and the government are planning to vaccinate 40 
million people. I don't think so. Rene

2021-01-16 
16:40:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Thsi government has demonstrated it's total inep7tude in 
virtually it does.  Private Medical Companies should be involved 
in selec7on and rollout of any vacines so that it is done correctly 
and without corrup7on.  It must be targeped at the most 
vunerable persons first. Hilton

2021-01-16 
15:27:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Sarie

2021-01-16 
14:32:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

the government has given the populace absolutely no evidence 
of ability to perform even the simplest of tasks efficiently other 
than robbing the country blind and protec7ng it's corrupt 
poli7cians, I would far sooner see the private sector through the 
medical aid's and pharmacies sharing the burden, this would 
give people such as myself a far greater chance of obtaining this 
protec7on, it would also improve the chances of geing our 
popula7on protected before the end of this millennium. David

2021-01-16 
14:07:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Allow medical aids to do their own roleout Raymond 

2021-01-16 
12:12:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Up to now the government could not make a success of any 
undertaking, in fact the they mis managed it, appointed 
managers who corrupted every SOC. There is no reason to hope 
that they will make a success of this rollout Augus7nus

2021-01-16 
10:37:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government is corrupt.  
Private healthcare must also be involved. Jasper

2021-01-16 
10:31:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Just read this morning that there will be a further delay of one 
month due to Governments failure to apend to an issue. 
Unacceptable! Frances

2021-01-16 
09:24:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

 should have a choice to take the vaccine or not. Not be forced.  
The goernment has over and over proof that they are not able or 
trustworthey to have the sole mandat for handling the vaccine. 
the private sector must have the right to procure and spread the 
vaccine. Hermias

2021-01-16 
07:09:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The South African Government is inept at everything they do.  
While they can con7nue to bungle everything they touch 
including vaccine rollout other more competent organisa7ons 
should be free to acquire distribute and vaccinate whomsoever 
they choose or service. Discovery and large  pharmaceu7cal 
companies would deal with the vaccina7on programme 
effec7vely, efficiently and quickly. In this way those who choose 
to be vaccinated will have this done in the next couple of 
months as opposed to the next years.  Government corrup7on 
and comrade kick backs and grand larceny of taxpayer money 
would also be limited under such a proposal C J
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2021-01-16 
07:04:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too much controversy about the vaccine  
The disease keeps muta7ng and a standard untested vaccine 
cannot cover all variants Jack

2021-01-15 
23:24:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust this government.  They are thieves and they are 
corrupt. I believe that the government must not be the only 
en7ty to procure vaccines.  Medical Aids and large pharmacies 
should also be allowed to procure the best vaccines available 
and vaccinate their members and the public. Fazel

2021-01-15 
21:28:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved 7me and again that any ini7a7ve they 
apempt to control ends in disaster or gross corrup7on.  For such 
an important rollout it is essen7al the private sector are 
permiped to play a meaningful role.

James 
Duncan

2021-01-15 
21:00:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As usual the government is  lying and deceiving our popula7on. 
There are no genuine facts regarding the quan77es and the 7me 
frame within which we can expect availabili7y. David

2021-01-15 
19:14:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment want to control every thing but cant control them 
self so they will vaccine good quality on them self but china 
quality to the rest of the popula7on. We as people of this 
country should have the right to get the best from the best and 
not only what goverment want Johan

2021-01-15 
17:55:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

When something us broken it can be fixed, but this government 
is way beyond that. They have managed to steel billions, despite 
the Presidents warnings. Is he a part of it?  This will be another 
them opera7on like every other one. Hang the lot. 

Johann
2021-01-15 
17:22:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Medikasie nog nie behoorlik getoets nie. Hulle weet nog gladnie 
vir hoelank dit sal werk nie. Maande, jare , lewenslank ens Barry

2021-01-15 
17:14:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This tainted disgus7ng government has stolen billions and 
cannot provide such a necessary service due to lack of funds/ 
incompetence . Your really not fit to manage a merry go round Grant

2021-01-15 
15:21:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The original program was in phases which I support. The latest 
announcement says those in malls etc. will be targeted to 
receive  the vaccine. Precisely the areas we have been restricted 
from visi7ng. it makes no sense and leads me to believe that 
there is no plan and expect a shambles at wasteful expenditure 
for both the economy and lives needlessly lost. Alan

2021-01-15 
15:18:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would not take the government-enforced vaccina7on - I need 
to have a choice whether I want it and whom will be giving it to 
me, and at what cost. 
Why on earth does Government think they need to control 
everything in our lives - we are grown-ups - some of us even 
educated.   
 Magda

2021-01-15 
15:04:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Our ANC Government has a bad record of corrup7on.  Having 
this single en7ty manage the vaccina7on is going to  open up 
avenue of corrup7on and mismanagement for the ANC cadres as 
has been seen so many 7mes previously.  There should be room 
for private concerns to purchase the vaccine and to administer 
same.   The private sector must be involved to ensure a 
transparent roll-out. 

The polio vaccine took 20 years to be finalised.  I have doubts 
about a vaccine that his been developed over 20 months.  Thus, 
vaccina7on cannot be compulsory un7l its safety and efficacy 
has been proven. Elsebe

2021-01-15 
14:46:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government cannot control SASSA or the borders of our 
country and the fallout from those is severe. CORRUPTION is the 
key here and how they will manage to control the vaccine is of 
paramount importance. I see many being injected with dis7lled 
water while the viles of vaccine are stolen and on sold elsewhere 
for profits. Rob

2021-01-15 
14:40:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Leaving the roll out to Government is a serious mistake. Like all 
Comminis7c countries the Government wants to control 
everything. 
The private sector is more capable to roll out more efficiently 
faster and without any corrup7on. Therefore the privat sector 
should take charge & assisted by Govt Roy

2021-01-15 
13:56:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There are no vaccines, no PLAN, only pipe dreams. Impossible to 
comment intelligibly. Chris

2021-01-15 
13:15:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is nothing in this world that this goverment can roll out 
successfully. Some were fraud will be commiped. Marius

2021-01-15 
13:15:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot organize a party in a brewhouse. Give it to 
private sector and the job will be done in record 7me and with 
NO corrup7on or them. 
I dont believe the gov have secured any vaccines. Where is the 
proof?  
On monday it was anounced that they were s7ll nego7a7ng to 
get vaccines, now tuesday they, CR, anounces 20mil has been 
secured? Tell somebody stupid to believe this garbage Graham

2021-01-15 
12:43:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

An addendum to previous comment. I was sicken to hear and 
read that criminals in prison take preferen7al treatment first 
before any law abiding ci7zens. How does one comprehend that 
reasoning???  First and foremost the Health workers at the fore 
front of this pandemic. Schools and creches and the vulnerable 
elderly with commodi7es as well as pensioners over 80 and 
working downwards to age 65.  Supermarkets and shopping 
malls and companies that have huge traffic of people working or 
consumers. This is fair and the criminals last.  Also again clinics 
and mobile units for those who are unable to get to have the 
vaccine as well as the Chemists and doctors' surgeries. This way 
more people can receive the vaccine. Leaving it to the 
Government being the sole distributor will take more than a year 
before the popula7on in South Africa will be vaccinated. Jayne

2021-01-15 
12:23:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why does The Dept and Government wants sole rights? more 
power and more to steal. Let the private  sector par7cipate and 
compete and get beper coverage Theo
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2021-01-15 
12:18:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think it is feasible for the Government to be the sole 
en7ty i  rolling out the vaccine to the ci7zens. There should be 
partnership with en77es like DISCHEM ,  CLICKS,  and hospitals 
and doctors' rooms as well having mobile units.  Staff at these 
premises are already there. What this Government trying to do 
is employ people who have no administra7ve experiences nor 
the know how to cope with large numbers. Look at current 
situa7on that is happening ie SASSA. Home Affairs fiasco.   As it 
happens there has been so much corrup7on and who knows 
only selected ones will get the vaccine. Also, this vaccine is new 
and no one knows how effec7ve it is. So a bit more transparency 
is required for those who are scep7cal.  Does it last like the 
yearly flu jab and is it something that one now has to consider 
taking in the form of once a year. Or will it be something like the 
rubella jab against measles and chicken pox. Answers and 
upfront honesty is required here. I dont think the Government 
must be the sole distributor of giving the ci7zens the jab. 
Accountability and trust so far needs to be earned and thus far 
this Government has not earned that trust. Jayne

2021-01-15 
12:03:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Nothing the government touches is trustworthy. All they are 
doing is opening another avenue for them and plundering. What 
happened to the ZAR 500Billion?.That must be inves7gated and 
all thieves apprehended and jailed. 

Anton 
Heinrich 

2021-01-15 
11:58:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government have been spectacularly ineffec7ve at 90% 
of the projects they have apempted. 
The only rela7vely successful department is SARS, and that was 
saved from meltdown by appoin7ng QUALIFIED personnel, and 
not CADRES! 
There are many other examples of CADRES  being "deployed" to 
posi7ons that they are simply not capable of competently filling. 
For example: Eskom, Local Government, Licencing of vehicles & 
drivers (a complete mess), Civil Avia7on, Railway network, 
Harbours, e-toll system (a poorly thought through nightmare), 
SANDF too many 'generals', Road maintenance, EWC (probably 
uncons7tuitonal), Post Office (ridden with them). I could go on, 
the list is endless! 
Giving sole control of the envisaged Vaccina7on program to the 
ANC is a frightening prospect!!! 
NO!! Bruce 

2021-01-15 
11:53:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Susanna

2021-01-15 
11:53:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government The corrupt ANC government will make a mess of it !! Wilhelm

2021-01-15 
11:10:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government's track record of corrup7on and blatant them 
proves that their involvement in a roll-out will be yet another 
opportunity for "the connected few" to enrich themselves at the 
cost of the general popula7on.   Any poten7al roll-out should be 
controlled and undertaken by the private sector, e.g.  medical 
aids, under strict controls with all the requisite checks and 
balances in place. Ray

2021-01-15 
10:52:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not be leading the vaccina7on roll out, it 
should be done by Medical Aid companies to ensure history and 
fraud not repea7ng. People should also take the vaccine by their 
own choice and fair distribu7on is of utmost importance. Liana

2021-01-15 
09:58:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Mar7n 

2021-01-15 
09:35:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Io Laura

2021-01-15 
09:31:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

With the government's record of corrup7on, them, 
incompetence, this distribu7on of the vaccine will not get near 
the public who pay taxes and indirectly paying for the vaccine. 
The vaccine hasn't been tested long enough, protec7on against 
the new strain cannot be guaranteed as well as the first strain. I 
will not be vaccinated. I will rather drink Ivemec7n and stay 
healthy like my caple! Hester

2021-01-15 
09:20:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't see how they can force people to have the vaccine when 
scien7sts, virologists etc can not even iden7fy the virus. I will 
never allow them to vaccinate me. It is uncons7tu7onal and 
another form of control to add to the dictatorship they've 
established! Donna 

North West 8
2021-01-27 
16:20:58

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How can President Ramaphosa roll out the vaccine according to 
ethnic groups i e blacks first? Johannes

2021-01-26 
16:51:10

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven repeatedly that it is not able to 
successfully implement even much smaller and much simpler 
tasks effec7vely, adhering to 7meframes, corrup7on-free, or cost 
effec7vely. It is 100% guaranteed that should government try to 
implement either or both the purchase and the vaccina7on 
programs, it will result in more corrup7on, appointment of the 
wrong people and en77es, and another costly blunder both in 
terms of the social and the economic aspects. 
Government should allow private sector to purchase vaccines, 
vaccinate all their pa7ents and who-ever requires, and assist 
government in the roll-out to those who can not pay - certainly 
the effec7vity will be much higher, much quicker, and much 
cheaper than even the very best that government might achieve 
under the most posi7ve scenario. sarel

2021-01-20 
09:00:59

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government I don't TRUST the Government Leon

2021-01-18 
08:40:16

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Dawn
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2021-01-17 
09:46:41

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be available immediately for those in the 
health care industry, and also the elderly. It is due to the 
incompetence of government that this is not so. In addi7on, the 
supply of the vaccine should be opened up to the private sector 
and medical aids, so that their members can be vaccinated. We 
do not live in a communist state, where everything is centralized 
and under the control of government. Sally

2021-01-16 
18:36:20

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly,  the government has shown that it is unable to manage 
funds adequately and unable to manage  the so-called 
'pandemic' and therefore unqualified to do the job effec7vely. 
Secondly, there is more than enough empirical evidence (See 
Biggs, Leicester, 1912) as well as prac7cal evidence from 
pre-1994 administra7ons, that sanita7on is beper than 
vaccina7on. This government cannot provide basic sanita7on 
what to speak of a more complex vaccina7on rollout. Children 
s7ll use pit toilets and some have drowned in faeces so 
government has shown it is not capable of providing basic 
sanita7on. 
And finally, the elderly, the immune-compromised, the mentally 
vulnerable, will be injected with foetal 7ssue in a gross 
experiment with their lives and wellbeing. This is too great a 
responsibility to place in the hands of known incompetents. Deolinda

2021-01-15 
19:22:37

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

According to medical professionals the government will not be 
able to vaccinate all the popula7on by the end of the year. So 
the private sector must also be allowed to buy their own 
vaccines. The government dilly dallies too much. I won't be 
surprised if corrup7on is the main reason for the delay in roll out 
of the vaccine. Akberally

2021-01-15 
15:07:55

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don"t trust this government,  all they think about is money and 
conspiracies, how they can benefit, Life does"nt count.  Money 
and corrup7on count. My life is safer without the vaccine. Thank 
you. Magdalena

Free State 4
2021-01-26 
15:43:53

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Die regering is onbetroubaar. Fanie

2021-01-16 
15:21:46

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Marie 

2021-01-16 
11:30:46

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government must stop being in absolute control of our 
lives.They have been dragged down by  their own incompetence 
and lack of any plan. They seem to see this as another 
opportunity to steal and to ensure that corrup7on can con7nue. 
It is 7me for the government to realize that  it is more important 
than ever to allow the private sector to play a leading part in the 
acquisi7on and distribu7on of available vaccines. Allow the 
Western Cape Government and all medical aid funds to take the 
lead. 
Already mining groups have offered to vaccinate all miners. so 
that is a brilliant start. 
India have trained nearly 200 thousand health and other 
workers to roll out their program. 
It is 7me now to take responsibility and stop playing poli7cal 
games. This pandemic is very serious, and is not about the ANC 
and their absolute control of every aspect of our lives. It is our 
fundamental human right to force the government to 
immediately let everybody that can come aboard to procure 
enough vaccines as soon as possible Hendrik

2021-01-16 
08:39:00

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government involvement should be minimal. Geing medical 
aids to pay for non-members is just another form of loo7ng. The 
private sector should have the right to import vaccines to treat 
people who wish to be vaccinated and have the means to pay for 
them. JJ

Northern Cape 2
2021-01-25 
20:10:00

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Df Willie

2021-01-15 
09:47:45

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We need to see researched evidence  that the drug is save. 
Without any side effects and will stop Covid 19. Words are just 
words. How honest and truthful they are is the problem. Marietjie 

Limpopo 4

2021-01-21 
17:19:12 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be able to vaccinate at pharmacies, 
doctors rooms, old age homes. 

The government cannot run it's normal clinics efficiently how are 
they possibly going to be able to complete this massive task 
without extensive help. 
We should be able to choose how and where we get vaccinated. 
We should be able to choose the make of vaccine that we want 
to be vaccinated with. Susan

2021-01-18 
10:52:44 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government vaccines were not tested ....corrup7on in government roll-out ELSA

2021-01-17 
12:27:35 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Innocent

2021-01-16 
06:20:06 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die regering het in al die jare wat hul aan bewind is nog geen 
vertroue kon skep by Suid_Afrikaners nie. Hul doel met die 
manier is om hulle eie sakke vol te stop en ook vriende en 
familie sin. Alles stort in duie onder hul bewind. Janine 

Eastern Cape 13
2021-01-20 
21:38:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Would like private sector to be able  to 
provide vaccina7on not only government Jack

2021-01-18 
09:33:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines not Effec7ve and a Money Making Racket,Ivermec7n is 
Effec7ve and Government, Poli7cians with Third World Group-
Illuminty wants to Depopulate the World.Home Remedies more 
Effec7ve than Any Vaccines and No Government can Force Any 
Ci7zens to Take Vaccines, but will through Their Stupid Way to 
Control You,You don't take Vaccine, You can't 
Travel,Work,Shopping etc,,That is Communist and Socialist 
Regime. They can Shuff the Vaccine up Their Arse. Johnny
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2021-01-17 
06:56:01

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government Please help the elderly who are living in fear to get the virus Leni

2021-01-16 
19:15:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on  some clever corrupt poli7l7on will steal it in their 
DNA Bruce 

2021-01-16 
16:38:39

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die privaatsektor moet deelneem aan die inen7ng soos dit in ń 
demokra7ese Staat behoort te geskied. Johan

2021-01-16 
15:29:21

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am extremely concerned with the government rolling this 
vaccine out given the chaos in handling the pandemic ie. 
corrup7on, state  of hospitals, and tes7ng  leave one with much 
anxiety. Will the vaccine be a true vaccine or a fake. Will it be 
procured and kept under the  right condi7ons to ensure its 
efficacy. Let medical professionals roll it out not the state. Ian

2021-01-16 
07:49:41

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

They have proved over and over that they are not capable of 
implemen7ng things. Let alone something as serious and huge 
as the vaccine. Get the private sector involved. Why should they 
have the monopoly. Very worried about a major screw up and 
lots of corrup7on whilst ordinary people loose their life. Theo

2021-01-15 
21:47:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Given the unreliability of our government, how do we know 
what tes7ng has been done for this vaccine, and is there not 
some MORE corrup7on involved at Cabinet levels with the 
purchase of this vaccine ?  Is the DOH capable of handling this 
roll-out without further opportuni7es of corrup7on, and, are we 
sure that there is no hidden follow up required to render this 
vaccine effec7ve ??? Sue

2021-01-15 
14:32:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not be involved in the rollout at all. It 
should be lem to the medical  
aids and medical profession. Ian

2021-01-15 
12:49:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccines have not been sufficiently tested and should not be 
mandatory. Bruce

2021-01-15 
10:55:12

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

PRIVATE SECTOR  first as a lot more efficient ... 
 history looking back since 1994  
 seems to point to Incompetent/corrupt  ANC Govt of Health  
. .. should be done by & with the PRIVATE SECTOR Hilton

2021-01-15 
10:11:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have several concerns. At first, show us one project that the 
Government has not totally messed up and has not benefited 
through major corrup7on. 
I also think that the haste with which it has been produced, 
a.w.a. the compe77on, may put us at risk. What will the long 
term effects be, and how long does the immunity, if any last? 
there has not been enough 7me to research those points. 

Petro
2021-01-15 
08:46:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Start with the ANC and govt officials and parlement the to the 
medical staff, was rhe vacine bought from India via the Guptas?u joseph

unemployed individual 75
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 23
2021-02-08 
22:06:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government B

2021-01-29 
10:53:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Melissa

2021-01-27 
08:47:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Nobody can be held accountable for the vaccine???? 
Solu7on - Let  ALL ANC, EFF and Gouvernment take the vaccine 
FIRST. if it’s that important.  

Rykie
2021-01-26 
21:49:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Susan

2021-01-26 
21:11:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It was said by Goverment decisions on videos, SA 's have no 
rights, and they must start with SA to minimize SA people to 
minimize the popula7on, we are their rabbit puppets, how can 
we trust our own Government that we or who gets the real 
honoured vaccine and who wil be killed by the vaccina7ons. God 
never sleeps, they eill be puniched, Gods will & wishes is that no 
soul will be lost, but they who murder just for their own richness 
will have to answer to GOD  ?AMEN? Andrew

2021-01-26 
16:47:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Dear Mr Rhamaphosa, 

Please take the vaccine yourself and force your family and loved 
ones to take it (mandatory) while we all stand and watch what 
happens to you. Beper yet, you can shove the vax up your hole. 
I'd rather take my chances and die from Covid thank you. Not a 
chance in hell I trust your pathe7c, corrupt and Satanic 
government, stooges for the Luciferian United Na7ons 
programs. Screw your mRNA vaccine rubbish. Any idiot knows  
vaccina7ons do nothing for a virus. And even so called 
'inoculated', one can s7ll spread the virus, so your ethical 
dilemma drama is nothing but bullshit lies. While you're at it, 
please remove all 5G towers so that our children can grow up in 
a world without ridiculous amounts of radia7on and cancer. You 
suck as a president and it would be wonderful if you died from 
Covid. But then again, I don't see masses of dead bodies in the 
streets of this so called terrible virus. So I don't believe in your 
propaganda.  Make way for a leader who is not a communist UN 
puppet. Jesus is going to get you. Beper change your life around. Damian

2021-01-24 
20:19:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I will not take any covid vaccine I do not believe enough research 
has been done. There are other alterna7ves Dee

2021-01-21 
16:17:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

For any vaccine roll-out to be effec7ve, the government has to 
partner with the private sector. Their unwillingness to do so 
reflects their narrow minded short-sightedness we have become 
familiar with. They are intent on disregarding good policy and 
good advice and instead blunder forward at immense cost to 
ordinary South Africans. Sheay

2021-01-20 
21:53:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lynepe
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2021-01-20 
16:01:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I dont have any alterna7ves  I just dont trust  government  too 
much corrup7on. Who says you actually get the real thing.  
Sheeple can go for it I think I will maybe sit one out. Will consult 
with my GP.  
Thanks Adri

2021-01-18 
15:50:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government does not have the capability to manage this 
process, the have in over 25 years proven this 7me and 7me 
again, from inability to deliver school books 7meously to geing 
votes to coun7ng sta7ons to name a few instances.  
The is already in place an effec7ve private medical health system  
who has an effec7ve supply chain in place and opera7onal, this 
is the bet solu7on to ensure delivery of product na7on wide.  
Further to, this the ANC Government has in every aspect of 
procurement allowed or became involved in whole sale 
corrup7on and them of tax payers monies, this vaccine will 
undoubtedly  lead to self enrichment, corrup7on, nepo7sm  and 
another hugely expensive equerry at tax payers expense    Chris 

2021-01-17 
06:50:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think that the vaccine has need been tested properly and 
private co’s should be able and provide it and, not only the 
government as corrup7on will be rife. Gavin

2021-01-16 
15:38:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am absolutely unequivocally not in favour of vaccine roll 
out....Cancer and HIV that have  been around for so long s7ll  
avaccine hasnt  been found isnt that odd that a  vaccine for covid 
has been found so quickly...alot of hogg wash....not in favor Gasant

2021-01-16 
12:46:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government can not effec7vely control the vaccina7on 
programme, the private sector has to get involved in the 
procurement, distribu7on and the vaccina7on of the people. 

My concern is not only the effec7veness off the vaccine but also 
the idea that the government will be the only supplier. Why do 
they have to be the only supplyer. There will foresure be 
corrup7on because everything from the government is corrupt. 
Why buy the vaccine from India and not from Pfizer. Who gave 
them the right to buy where ever they want to. That is tax 
money and they have not the only say in this. The distribu7on 
off the vaccine will also be a big worry for me. I bet there friends 
and family will be the first. 

My body, my choice. 
Too many muta7ons already and no proof that any current 
vaccine will protect against future muta7ons. Also not enough 
research & 7me Wayne

2021-01-16 
11:31:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Dorry
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covid 19 does NOT exist.  At BEST, it is a cult and here is the 
evidence: 

COVID 19 THE GREATEST HOAX: hpps://thelightpaper.co.uk/
assets/pdf/dr-vernon-coleman-covid-greatest-hoax.pdf  

Three Biggest Lies About Covid19 Have All Been Exposed: 
hpps://frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/10/three-biggest-lies-
about-covid-19-have-all-been-leo-hohmann/ 
The Great Covid Lie: hpps://townhall.com/columnists/
benshapiro/2020/10/28/the-great-covid-lie-n2578900 
Proof From The NHS Covid Does Not Exist: hpps://rumble.com/
vb55hj-proof-from-the-nhs-covid-does-not-exist.html 
Elon Musk says the coronavirus pandemic is a big lie: hpps://
infinityexplorers.com/elon-musk-says-the-coronavirus-
pandemic-is-a-big-lie 
Cosmic Agency: COVID-19 Virus Hoax – Does Not Exist! Do Not 
Take the Vaccine, It Has Been Weaponized: hpps://
phibetaiota.net/2020/10/cosmic-agency-covid-19-virus-hoax-
does-not-exist-do-not-take-the-vaccine-it-has-been-weaponized/ 
Covid 19 Does not exist: hpps://davidicke.com/2020/06/20/
covid-19-does-not-exist/ 
The most relevant conversa7on PART 3 - hpps://youtu.be/
wqGBLPxk4E4 
I have done my homework around this issue since it started and 
have overwhelming evidence that has firmly laid the founda7on 
of my understanding of the status quo on the maper of Covid 19 
being a poli7cal and definitely NOT, a medical virus as per THIS: 
hpps://covileaks.co.uk/the-documents? and MANY addi7onal 
sources including and not limited to above 

Moreover, the RSA Corpora7on has failed to provide: 
1. Evidence that vaccines are 100% safe to administer 
2. Evidence that vaccines do not have any detrimental 
health effects, amongst which are, but not limited to,  
neurological, physical impairment, paralysis, long las7ng and 
detrimental side effects and/or death 
3. Evidence that vaccines have been thoroughly tested 
according to the full rigours of historic tes7ng procedures 
(usually las7ng years) and do not fall short in any respect, of 
these essen7al processes  
4. Evidence that vaccines have been able to halt /prevent 
the condi7ons they are allegedly created for 
5. Evidence that the government lurgy has ever been 
proven to exist, thus entailing demand for a vaccine to prevent it 
6. Evidence that the Coronavirus Act and the regula7ons 
which arose out of it are not adjudged to be repugnant and void 
under common law 
7. Evidence that it is not a crime ancillary to genocide to 
collaborate with government policy, which has already resulted 
in hundreds of thousands of deaths in care homes and hospitals 
8. Evidence that the government has not relied upon 
fraudulent data to frighten the popula7on into fearful 
compliance with its legally unenforceable diktats. 
9. Evidence that if vaccina7on is as safe as we are told, why 
creators of said vaccines are offered 100% immunity against 
prosecu7on in the case they (the vaccines) are found to be not 
safe and cause/create unwanted side effects, illness, loss of 
func7on physical/and/or mental or even death 
10. Evidence that the government and or its agencies/
partners are not working towards a program of genocide on the 
popula7on 
11. Evidence that any forced coercion or demand in any form 
against my will to be subject to vaccina7on is not directly 
contrary to any or each of the ten points of the Nuremberg 
Code. 

It is well known that any virus must mutate several 7mes per 
year and that, in doing so, it loses - does not gain - it's medically 
relevant intensity. In other words: no new strain can carry any 
more threat than the previous one as the opposite is a medical 
and biological fact.  

This has been reiterated by Pathologists, Microbiologists & 
Medical Scien7st GLOBALLY so I look forward to Liberty Fighters 
Networks' evalua7on of the possibility of bringing criminal 
charges against Salim S. Abdool Karim, and possibly his wife. 
They are, through their network of corrupted "scien7sts", at the 
forefront of promo7ng the COVID saga when the virus has in fact 
NEVER BEEN ISOLATED. Karrim is said to have received in excess 
of 350 million Rand in funding from Gates through his various 
subsidiaries and NGO's and sits on various boards of Gates-
funded organisa7ons. 

I will NEVER give my consent to EVER having a vaccina7on or 
ANY OTHER related medica7ons against my will and will fight to 
the death for my human and cons7tu7onal rights using the 
Nuremberg Code and many, many, many more resources at my 
finger7ps, which process, I have already started since I have 
been pushed through this Covid Cult, to do, including rescinding 
my Ci7zenship from the following Corpora7on which CEO (Cyril 
Ramaphosa), has zero legi7mate rights to be lawfully legisla7ng 
under: 

?hpps://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/
0000932419/999999999520000999/9999999995-20-000999-
index.html 
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2021-01-15 
19:49:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As a government program I do not support any roll-out of any 
product or service, including innocula7on/vaccina7on. 

Why is the government involved in trying to solve a problem 
affec7ng private communi7es, when it has not been willing to 
follow accurate forecasts by data scien7sts, and advice by 
medical specialists and economists warning of the dangers to SA 
communi7es through sweeping lockdown measure and 
suspension of the na7ons laws? 

The problem of infec7ous diseases should be dealt with the 
same way as other infec7ous diseases. Those who consider 
themselves beper off through vaccina7on can avail themselves 
of a vaccine. Those who do not consider it worthwhile and even 
a health hazard, can simply follow their true convic7on. 

The state has an appalling record of misappropria7ng resources 
from those who need it most, to assist their communi7es in a 
7me of need. It should be deprived/denied any power to act on 
behalf of ci7zens, when it is crystal clear that it always pays a far 
lower price for being wrong. 

SA communi7es, especially the impoverished cannot afford to 
expose themselves to undue risk, from unaccountable actors 
being free to dictate solu7ons in concert with conflicted 
manufacturers. Jim

2021-01-15 
16:30:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government showed that it is more about control then 
concern about ‘his’ people 
The Government could have done it the correct way but decided 
to keep dealings,if,silent. 
First the corrupt poli7cians,then the people who need it most 
Trust is a huge concern Ralph

2021-01-15 
16:30:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government showed that it is more about control then 
concern about ‘his’ people 
The Government could have done it the correct way but decided 
to keep dealings,if,silent. 
First the corrupt poli7cians,then the people who need it most 
Trust is a huge concern Ralph

2021-01-15 
15:46:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Private sector should be allowed to be part of this. We do 
not trust the government  to do the right thing. Their hands are 
all tainted by the them that has been happening. Show me an 
honest person in government  and I might change my mind.  
Self enrichment have been their number one priority.  
Why would this  buying of the vaccine be any different. Natalia

2021-01-15 
15:10:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven that they cannot run the country which 
is bankrupt and not func7oning, their SOEs which are bankrupt 
and inefficient, 2 loans by IMF for covid relief which have been 
stolen and mismanaged, civil services which are bankrupt and 
not func7oning, promised aid to ci7zens including TERS and the 
R350 grant which became bankrupt and funneled  millions to 
cadres and the corrupt with incompetant government oversight 
and many more. Do I trust this government to care for its 
popula7on and not enrich themselves AGAIN...NO, I don't.  
They should not be trusted because there is no transparency, no 
sense of responsibility and no accountability and they do not 
follow the rule of law. One rule for you and another for everyone 
else. Lisa

2021-01-15 
14:38:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the government must have it then we can see how good 
they feel, my bet is it won’t work . I can’t see it will help at all. 
The government must be more strict where it comes to those 
people that think it’s ok to not follow protocol. Do they really 
think a vaccine with stop this virus that’s out of control. Those 
who doesn’t control themselves by not doing as they told are 
the danger.  The vaccine is not the answer it will be a danger to 
our na7on. It will be a waste of money which the government 
already don’t have. It will also not help improving anything. I’m 
totally against the vaccine. I won’t go for it at all. Petra

2021-01-15 
11:33:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Nog meer kans vir steel en plunder. Hoekom kan die privaat 
sektor nie ook nie? Baie meer effek7ef as die hulpelose en 
korrupte regering MAANS

KwaZulu-Natal 7

2021-01-27 
19:09:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Thus far the ruling party has not been able to effec7vely do 
anything in this country  and as such the responsibility should 
not lie in government control. 
Fast approaching 30 years, a full genera7on  later, and 
government departments have failed on all fronts. John

2021-01-26 
15:45:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sajeda

2021-01-21 
16:52:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government John

2021-01-20 
00:12:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I dont want this vaccine Mzamo

2021-01-17 
22:19:02

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ivermec7m worked in Australia, untested vaccines rolled out by 
Western countries can be a popula7on controller as bill Gates 
was very much involved in popula7on control views and also 
very much involved in this vaccine roll out Ter7us

2021-01-16 
06:30:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would say frontline workers police gooverment first 
Then the tax payers working groups.  
Other 
Then old age homes  
Then prison. 
Reason. The younger genera7on is the group for the future. 
Working class tax payers. They the ones keeping the country a 
flow. Not the oldage home nor the prisoners. 
Sorry about that. Ppl between 0 to 60 first Vesta
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2021-01-15 
16:08:01

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ruling party has today not been able to effec7vely roll out 
anything. Corrup7on and mismanagement has always played a 
key roll in the process resul7ng in a failed implementa7on.  The 
second reason is that SA is a country that opposes monopolies 
and as such the government cannot take the stand point of a 
monopoly in being the sole distributer as it would effec7vely be 
breaking the very same rules it enforces in the market place. John

Gauteng 26
2021-01-27 
07:02:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Ingrid 

2021-01-25 
11:37:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government CANNOT manage anything. They have had no 
success with anything they do. 
Take the SAA, Eskom, rail and road. Even the PPE exercise failed. 
Government Hospitals have failed. Only success has been 
corrup7on. Even the early procurement of the vaccine failed. To 
busy figh7ng people breaking curfew regula7ons crea7ng even 
more criminals. I am a very disappointed ci7zen. Glenn

2021-01-22 
15:07:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We as white people will get it when it's to late, and I dont trust 
your Government Marisa

2021-01-22 
09:24:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There should be an op7on all of the above concerns: there r 
cheaper alterna7ve medica7ons that work Ivermec7n, the tax 
payer shouldn’t bear the brunt of the costs, vaccines shouldn’t 
be mandatory and Covid passports or ID’s r uncons7tu7onal. The 
vaccine has only 70% efficacy against a virus that has a 99,4% 
survival rate worldwide so we don’t need the vaccine. 
Government should not be involved in any rollout - they r 
completely inept at everything so this will be a disaster. The 
vaccine has not been properly or sufficiently tested for side 
effects. There r other registered drugs (IVM) with liple side 
effects which r cheaper and more successful. Vaccines r another 
avenue  for our corrupt government to loot funding. Lorna

2021-01-21 
18:16:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Anc and as proved 7me and 7me again that they are 
absolutely useless, there is going to be missing money and 
corrup7on at every level Blake

2021-01-21 
15:20:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

No one must be forced to take the vaccine. 
Parliament must be the one to first take the vaccine so that we 
know if its gonna be safe cause so far we not trus7ng anything.It 
feels like we have been sold out.. 
We are 7red of loosing our family and friends. Grace

2021-01-20 
10:28:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

VACCINES CAUSE DEATH 
STOP THE VACCINES!!!!! 

STOP THIS ROLL OUT!!! 

VACCINES CAUSE DEATH L

2021-01-19 
20:22:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines are killing people world wide 
Tes7ng is premature  
Vaccine injec7ons cause death 
VACCINES ARE DANGEROUS AS THEY CAUSE DEATH!!!!!!!!!! L

2021-01-19 
11:06:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Melusi

2021-01-18 
09:52:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

A vaccine is unnecessary, there are lots of other things that can 
be use to prevent contrac7ng the covid19.  That's if at all we 
accept that covid 19 is a deadly virus that just came from 
nowhere... Mlungisi 

2021-01-18 
08:20:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If am ill I should be the one reques7ng help from my Gp just like 
I’ve been doing all this years not be told what to do by the 
government about MY health. Bheki

2021-01-18 
07:37:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Is it Safe - proven safety!  
As the virus has different variants, will the vaccine be 
effec7ve ??? 

Thandiwe
2021-01-17 
20:59:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Happy 

2021-01-17 
16:53:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC Government are useless and I have no faith in their 
ability to roll out vaccines for the whole popula7on.  They can't 
even facilitate queues for the majority for SASSA payouts, keep 
the lights  on.  Their ridiculous laws and arres7ng people for not 
obeying their rules and destroying livelihoods to push this 
country to total collapse seem to be what the ANC wants for this 
country.   Let all the ANC members take it first...... I am in no 
hurry to be vaccinated. Monika

2021-01-17 
15:33:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Given Government's past performance over the past 25 years it 
is unlikely to be able a to organize something this cri7cal in a 
7mely and effec7ve manner. 
It is ludicrous that the government will not allow medical aids to 
source their own vaccines. Private 

2021-01-17 
14:56:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't believe in using a vaccine that has not yet been tested, it 
is being pushed onto people whether they want it or not. It has 
already been said that the outcome of the vaccine is totally 
unknown, people have already died from it and yet they s7ll 
keep pushing it. If it did in fact work my concern would be for 
the millions who cannot afford it. Would the SA government give 
it for free like other Countries? I seriously doubt it,  it means less 
money to steal, their greed overrides everything. The roll out by 
Government we already know is going to be a disaster like 
everything else the ANC government touches.  It's another 
avenue open to corrup7on. Vivien

2021-01-17 
06:17:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I dont think enough research has been done. Eg it takes years to 
find cures etc for diseases .  

Vivianne 
2021-01-17 
02:25:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Give it to the government first.  See if they grow tails etc. Gavin 
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2021-01-16 
20:06:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kevin

2021-01-16 
12:15:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Let government use their vaccine. Give it to all their poor 
communi7es in the township first R

2021-01-15 
16:27:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government as always are to hasty. Aneesa

2021-01-15 
14:54:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC should not be allowed to distribute the vaccine.  This 
would be a serious mistake as its too corrupt and incompetent.  
Distribu7on should be given to the Private Sector and NGO's to 
do.   Also we need more vaccina7ons here sooner. Keith

2021-01-15 
13:25:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am once again certain that even with the limited availability - 
not adequate for SA Popula7on, poor delivery and logis7cs  will 
become a FIASCO  as the Govt is KNOWN FOR. 
Adding  to my concerns are the GUARANTEED and EXPECTED 
OPPORTUNITIES for ANC, Cadre, Comrades, and Crony 
TENDERPREUNERS, who will once again, like PPE Funding, be 
first at the ANC FEEDING TROUGHS at each and every 
province....  TO BASICALLY LOOT! 
Do not be fooled by ANY GOVT Claims of Full Transparency, as 
BEHIND EVERY RAND SPEND ARE THE ANC TENDERPREUNER 
VULTURES! 26 Years of PROOF EXISTS! 
I Rest My Case! Jay

2021-01-15 
10:38:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

THIS IS CHINESE COMMUNISM CONTROL OF SLL AND 666 MARK 
OF SATAN ZABETH

2021-01-15 
10:09:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We want the vaccine to be given to the president mps to PR 
councillors if there are no effects to them then the vaccina7on 
then it can then be rolled out to their families friends and 
connec7on we are used to be the last. So why do they act as if 
they care for us while they don't. 

Makingking 

2021-01-15 
08:12:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do believe that the government will use this roll out to assert 
power and lone theire own pockets. 
To the disadvantage of everybody. Rudolf

Eastern Cape 8

2021-01-22 
10:09:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Bill Gates in his saying he said we need 3billion people to die and 
mostly in Africa bcoz they're the poorest people, they're 
worthless, they've no part in this one world order so I want to 
know the President is not hearing this, so why is he persists on 
the face yet this is said in our face. We cannot die like fools yet 
we're educated, we can hear English we can read and speak. 
Now they want to destroy our educa7on system so that they say 
there not good scien7sts in Africa. They want to take our 
resources they have been trying but they failed bcoz God loves 
Africa. And they'll never win. Africa is for Africans and we're 
smart. Theresa

2021-01-18 
10:47:41

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I really think this is just a money makin scheme and that we will 
get really sick from it. 
I don't believe that the government has best interest at heart  
I don't believe that there is a cure for COVID because they have 
been trying to get a cure for cancer and AIDS for year and there 
is nothing 
Now suddenly within a few months there is a cure 
Sorry not buying it Adele

2021-01-16 
07:27:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tosca 

2021-01-15 
20:06:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Adriaan 

2021-01-15 
15:55:44

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jacobus

2021-01-15 
15:51:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. I do not trust government with the roll-out  of the vaccine. To 
me the roll-out as stated, is more directed for the blacks to be 
vaccinated. Why will taxi-ranks be targeted for the vaccine? I am 
not a racist at all, but to me it looks racist from the government's 
side.  
2. I think capable people should be appointed to go to hospitals, 
old age homes, bussinesses and every individual home to 
vaccinate everyone. If the residents of that home are not at 
home, they should go to the clinics to be vaccinated. Go door to 
door. 
3. The vaccina7on should not be mandatory. Every human being 
should have the choice whether to be vaccinated or not. If it is a 
democra7c country, people should have a choice. Ehat about 
freedom of choice??? Stephanie

2021-01-15 
11:44:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t government and their rollout plan. Is it even safe to 
manufacture a vaccine in such a short period? Michelle
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2021-01-15 
10:56:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It’s a miracle of modern medicine that scien7sts were able to 
develop mul7ple successful vaccines against Covid-19, a disease 
that wasn’t even on their radar a year ago. But so far, the global 
effort to roll out these vaccines and distribute them to 
vulnerable people is off to a slow start.Israel began to trial the 
transporta7on and delivery of the vaccine on Dec. 9 and 
launched its vaccine rollout on Dec. 19, more than a week before 
the European Union. It hasn’t said how much it paid for doses of 
the Pfizer/BioNTech, Moderna, and Oxford-AstraZeneca 
vaccines, but health minister Yuli Edelstein told The New York 
Times that even if his country overpaid, it will have been worth it 
to reopen the Israeli economy early. 
    First, reach out to the leaders of minority communi7es who 
are more skep7cal of the vaccine, wherever they may be. Get 
them on board and “earn their confidence.” 
    Second, recruit volunteers to alleviate the strain on 
overworked healthcare staff. For example, Sheba called on 
re7red staff to vaccinate the elderly in re7rement homes so that 
frontline healthcare workers could stay in hospitals and clinics. 
“You will find out that in crisis 7mes, people want to volunteer. 
You just need to ask them.” 
    Third, invest in good digital infrastructure to process and 
centralize large volumes of health data—like shares of 
immunized people in a given area—in real 7me. But “don’t do 
heroic IT efforts,” he warns. “Play with what you have and adjust 
it for Covid.” 
Last but not least , get the private sector/general GP's involved 
this will be crucial. Johan

North West 5

2021-01-21 
14:05:53

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not comfortable that the vaccine is given to people without 
a thorough inves7ga7on and intense research about the cure of 
this pandemic, it seems to hasty decisions have been made at 
the expense of the lives of the poor. Thorough research s7ll 
needs to be done to ascertain that this vaccine is safe for the 
na7on as a whole.  Elijah

2021-01-20 
14:29:56

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Also, forced vaccina7on intrudes on my rights Henri 

2021-01-20 
14:29:33

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Also, forced vaccina7on intrudes on my rights Henri 

2021-01-20 
14:29:24

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Also, forced vaccina7on intrudes on my rights Henri 

2021-01-20 
12:47:31

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If the president has secured 20 million doses where as we are 56 
million people. Where will the other 36million get the vaccine 
from. Government need to roll out an effec7ve plan that 
accommodates all of us or are we saying some must die. They 
are our siblings, children and parents. Sammy

Mpumalanga 2
2021-01-18 
11:21:50

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the government ,they do this for their own pockets 
. Neilia

2021-01-17 
16:48:27

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Thulani

Free State 2
2021-01-18 
07:36:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the vaccine, and we as tax payers is paying, for this, 
rather spend the money on the tes7ng of Ivomac7n Alma

2021-01-15 
10:58:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The communist government is just that and is no medical 
ins7tute. They are not to be trusted with anything certainly not 
with the health and welfare of anybody. This is another 
fabricated scam with a hidden agenda. Leendert

Limpopo 2

2021-01-18 
04:56:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There is not enough evidence on the stability of the vaccine.  It 
takes 3 years to fully test and approve it. How come in only 6 
months this is approved? There are to many side effects and 
deaths . How come some countries ban the vaccine due to this. 
Their are mul7ple strains and you just want to counter 1 strain 
with the vaccine? This is manipula7on to control people. Frans

2021-01-16 
16:54:26 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This Goverment has made too much mistakes they couldn't even 
be prepared in hospital's so I do not going to take the vaccine it's 
not been tested and  there is no vaccine for cancer now in 6 
months 7me they suddenly got a vaccine for Covid NO let them 
take the vaccine in front of a camera too see if they are 
sa7sfied!! Catharina

business owner 117
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 32

2021-02-01 
17:28:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on 
Selec7ng only a specific part of society to benefit 
Closes the door for alterna7ve Solu7ons - Ivermec7n etc Tinus

2021-01-24 
20:00:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Jacques

2021-01-24 
11:38:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the urgent and if necessary mandatory  vaccina7on of 
all South Africans is needed. 
The GOVERNMENT  does not have the resources and trust of 
South Africans to Monopolise the acquisi7on of vaccines and 
distribu7on . This must be opened up to the private sector which 
has access to supplies ,financial capacity  and  proven and well 
established  distribu7on channels. The Private sector has also 
said it will assist Government in provision of vaccines for those 
who cant pay. Rodney

2021-01-23 
19:04:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

At this point in 7me there is no vaccine rollout. The government 
have not yet procured or received any vaccine. There is no 
formal plan. 
Corrup7on with procurement is inevitable in SA and SA 
government's ability to distribute and vaccinate will be as bad as 
governance in both municipali7es and parliament, i.e. non-
existant. Alex
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2021-01-23 
10:54:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The virus has never been isolated, therefore not proven to exist. 
Government regula7ons for covid are uncons7tu7onal and 
therefore criminal.  
Huge debt and costs in a corrupt leadership system. 
Mandatory or id programme re vaccines are unacceptable as the 
virus has never been proven to exist! linda

2021-01-22 
07:30:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Different  vaccine must been approved buy Government  and the 
private sector must be able to do the vaccina7on  not the 
corrupt  Government Charl

2021-01-22 
02:21:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I will not be bullied into taking the vaccine that wasn't tested 
properly. I need proof it is safe. I want it to be my choice to take 
it Ceceline

2021-01-20 
17:17:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Corop7on will insure that the vacine never gets to te poepl.The 
ANC mcats will thrive will the rest of us die. Death penalty for 
corup7on should be included in this. Rudi

2021-01-20 
10:11:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has proven that it can't be trusted and the fact 
that the private Healthcare sector has been excluded tells us the 
govt is, again, likely to be engaging in corrup7on. The proposed 
tax hike also rings warning bells! 
I will be doing the honorable thing and leing more deserving 
ci7zens have the vaccine first! 
#underqualifiedcorruptcriminalgovt Geoff

2021-01-19 
08:35:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The recep7on of an individual vaccine should be lem to the 
receiver both the financial burden and decision to receive. M

2021-01-19 
05:49:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccina7on is s7ll in its experimental stages and therefore its 
safety cannot be guaranteed. The vaccine should be available to 
those who wish to take it, but it certainly cannot be mandatory 
when there is s7ll so much unknown about it. One of the 
unknown side effects is the effect it has on fer7lity in women 
and scien7sts are worried that it can cause permanent infer7lity. 
More 7me is needed for the safety and efficacy of the vaccine to 
be developed. Addi7onally, I personally would not trust anything 
being rolled out by our current government, they have show 
that they cannot be trusted in most situa7ons. Along with tales 
of Eskom, SAA, the Health system, constant them and 
corrup7on ..... who knows what is really in that liple bople. Stephen

2021-01-18 
13:46:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly, it has not been thoroughly tested, or even proved 
successful.  Some viles say.. Not for Canada.. Some Not for 
Europe.... Why!!  Like with everything else, there will be financial 
kickbacks for tender.   Fix the Economy First !!! Sandra 

2021-01-18 
13:24:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

No to vaccines by govt 
Corrup7on- roll out by govt- hidden agendas, no responsibility or 
accountability 
Govt with anything cannot be trusted, already failed the people 
and country 
Costs to ci7zens 
Effec7veness of vaccines- its not pure  
Presidency to take vaccines first  Bradford

2021-01-18 
12:48:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

absolutely against a roll out of a vaccine that does not meet any 
of the industry safety standards and requirements . there is 
absolutely no proof that this vaccine is safe to the consumer nor 
is there any sufficient proof that it prevents a person from 
becoming ill or from spreading the virus 
 a total waste of taxpayers money and a total disrespect for 
freedom of choice 

I  say no to the vaccina7on  
if people wish to be vaccinated they can am absolutely for 
freedom of choice in this maper Judith

2021-01-18 
12:24:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

None of the vaccines have undergone the required rigorous 
tes7ng prescribed for medica7on approval. The government has 
frequently proved itself unreliable in managing public interests 
and is once again missing the mark by buying and backing this 
campaign. Tinus

2021-01-18 
09:50:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I have serious trust issues and cannot see this happening very 
soon... the communica7on is too vague. In my mind it would be 
great if Medical Schemes can get involved in also acquiring the 
vaccines and making sure people get it. Government can start 
with healthcare workers and teachers. Medical Schemes can 
start with their members, and then the rest can follow suit. Gwynedd

2021-01-18 
09:45:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Erna

2021-01-17 
17:59:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Ben

2021-01-17 
15:22:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

our government is corrupt and bankrupt so how can we trust 
them to roll out anything... 

we don't have the finances available to buy the vaccines and 
now we must wait for herd immunity to exercise itself;f amer one 
year......cos we can only get so many vaccines 

its all crazy, we all need to travel and do business and with out a 
vaccine that wont be possible 
let medical aids buy the  vaccines and let people have a choice of 
which one they want too. 

we are 7red of being government guinea pigs, if the vaccine is 
rolled out by government then we will have another commission 
of enquiry soon for the corrup7on around the vaccine just like 
we now have for the 500 billion that was looted and no field 
hospitals have been built yet motorbikes with beds were 
purchased and now don't exist, let the ci7zens the tax payers 
have there say.    we are suppose to be democracy last 7me I 
heard. Robert
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2021-01-17 
07:55:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

For the last 20 odd years our leaders were first with everything. 
Why arent they first to receive the vaccine? 

Marquerite

2021-01-16 
14:37:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government should keep their greedy, corrupt fingers out of 
this vaccine roll out. They cant even deliver school text books to 
schools (which themselves are in total disarray due to 
government inefficiencies). Do they really believe they can 
manage something of this size and importance??? Provide the 
funds (from the taxpayers which come from the public) and let 
the private sector deal with this roll out  Peter

2021-01-16 
13:39:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Just another opportunity for the cadres to steal. Angela

2021-01-16 
11:57:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC, will never allow the white mini77es to have a fair issue 
of the vaccine. They will rather issue it to their comrade.  They 
are a joke to the whole world. EDWIN

2021-01-15 
22:13:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I have 2 problems 1. We do not know who has had the wuflu and 
now we're going to inoculate willy nilly even those who have 
already built up an immunity .This is a massive waste of money 
2.There are many including myself who don't believe the 
vac.have been thoroughly tested and it could lead to massive 
complica7ons and therefore massive claims against the taxpayer 
which could even bankrupt the state.Case in point the 
thalidomide case in the 1960s Brian

2021-01-15 
19:20:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The govt must work with private health care business to obtain 
the vaccines and other medicine at best price and assist with roll 
out. They are not capable as is patently obvious with the 
handling of PPE- you do not get second chances - lives are at 
stake. It is 7me to allow private Healthcare to assist and obtain 
independently supplies of medicine for the good of the country. 
It is simply madness not to use local manufacturing facili7es who 
are all ready producing vaccine in the country.(ASPEN) 

Christopher

2021-01-15 
16:27:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

This government just lies to the people. They really do not have 
many scruples when it comes to dealing with the electorate. The 
only concern of this government is to destroy capitalism and 
replace it with socialism so that they can then rape this country 
of everything that shows some resistance and become gods unto 
themselves. The 67% figure is a farce to create the impression 
that they are concerned for the black person ( voters whom they 
would then not need to give R200) to vote for them at the next 
General elec7on and later this year at local government elec7on. John

2021-01-15 
15:24:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

This government is incompetent at doing any thing, rolling out a 
vaccine included. Let the private sector (not a crowd of cadre 
tenderpreneurs!!) do it Harold

2021-01-15 
15:17:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Not sure that they have the infrastructure in place for the 
rollout, nor the training of peopole to do this. If they had acted 
earlier, more people could have been reached in the first half of 
this year Jacob

2021-01-15 
14:26:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

regering is nie in staat om enigiets suksesvol te doen.  
Amptenare is onbevoeg en oneerlik soos male sonder tal bewys. 
dit sal dus bloot in nog n bedrogspul ontaard met miljarde rande 
aan belas7ngeld vermors. 
Sover het die regering n totale gemors gemaak van die virus . 
Gee asb privatsektor of weskaap regering kans om julle te wys 
hoe dit gedoen moet word. 
 STOP ASB All No-good Comrades.  Hulle verwoes die land Manie

2021-01-15 
13:22:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We cannot trust a corrupt government that is yet to prove they 
can roll out toilet paper let alone such an important vaccine!! 

The importance they are puing on people at the taxi rank??? 
Medical staff first, then teachers, then high risk people and then 
go from there. 

I can see that government officials will be vaccinated first, then 
their families including their 17 wives, children, aunts, uncles etc 
and then they will sell off whatever is lem!!! At 10 7mes the cost INGRID

2021-01-15 
12:16:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I support the quick rollout of the vaccine in order to deprive the 
ANC of the only tool they have - the destruc7ve lockdown. What 
is the point of saving lives if the economy thereby is killed off? I 
support dividing the country into its various sectors (motor 
industry, pharma, mining, private hospital etc) and for each 
sector to be in charge of  procuring and vaccina7ng its people 
and families. That way it will be done in the quickest way 
possible. I support keeping the whole process out of the hands 
of the decrepit ANC who have only destroyed whatever they 
touch, when not loo7ng the hell out of it first. I support not 
forcing those that really don't want to vaccinate, but for them to 
reflect on the effects on the economy if not enough people 
vaccinate. I support the government in being in charge of a data 
base of those who have vaccinated so they can issue a cer7ficate 
(via a private business) if required. Issuer must be a private 
concern, or else that whole process will also be corrupted. Fake 
cer7ficate against a fee and such like, but just keeping the data 
base is something not even the ANC can destroy, one hopes. Andrea
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2021-01-15 
11:36:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government has BLOWN R500BILLION Rand and cannot account 
for it... They are incapable of anything proper! Now THEY want 
to administer and roll out the vaccines? For all we know they are 
capable of geing a poli7cally connected scam company to do 
distribu7ons but they will just swop the vaccine itself with water. 
Inject the unsuspec7ng public with water and then sell the 
vaccines itself to China, pocket the proceeds and when they are 
finally brought to book, they just waste the 7me of the judicial 
processes like jacob is doing now! No man!!! To hell with this 
crowd!!! 
Let the private health care system handle it. And VERY 
importantly let those that are scared of this bug, voluteer to take 
the vaccines first. None of this mandatory BS! No government 
can tell a private ci7zen what should be injected into their 
bodies!!! Why is there also just 1 vaccine? Get at least 3 or 4, let 
the private individual do his own research and checks and decide 
for himself what he/she wants to take. Not a one size fits all 
prescrip7on from big 7me corrupt drug company insisted upon 
by these idiots of ours called beauracrats!!!!! 

Dewan
Eastern Cape 10

2021-01-27 
14:45:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has no right  to decide whether a person has an 
inocula7on or not. 
Every person is unique and therefore 1 vaccine could not 
possibly inoculate all and sundry with what they think is the 
desired effect. Mandatory does not come into it as we are not a 
dictatorship or a police/military state. 
How does the goverment even apempt at or try to insist on 
inser7ng anything into another human being without their 
consent?  
If they want the inocula7on they can have it, those who don't 
should not be forced to for any reason to have it. Absolutly not!! Charmaine

2021-01-27 
06:32:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

This government is the most useless government in the world. I 
do not listen or take instruc7on from these idiots that have 
destroyed far more lives than Covid could ever possibly do. Now, 
these same idiots want to roll out a vaccine that has less 
effec7veness than the recovery rate of the disease itself, and 
want me to pay for others to have it. You must think the en7re 
popula7on is to stupid to see what you are doing.  Get out of 
government you liars, thieves, murderers, & rapists! Tim

2021-01-20 
06:26:31

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

While we are made to believe that this vaccine will work, those 
who convince us are not the ones star7ng to be vaccinated. In 
my view, this vaccine will cause more damage that covid-19 
itself. Why should we buy a large quan7ty of something that has 
never been proven to work anywhere? Are we sure that we are 
concerned by a virus with self recovery rate of 90%? Danny

2021-01-19 
16:00:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think that govt should embrace private medical aids and other 
instances to help. 
Govt does not have the capability to handle such a process 
without private help and not to men7on enriching themselves at 
taxpayers costs 

Henry Leon
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2021-01-19 
10:48:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

1. Government Department of Health's record in rolling and 
central control of everything, shows it is unable to manage a piss 
up in a brewery without bribes, tender fraud and ul7mately s7ll 
fails to deliver anywhere near enough, on 7me. Preserving the 
cold chain and proper storage nd handling are beyond 
Government ability, who cannot even supply health essen7al 
chronic meds to clinic na7on wide ("paracetamol for 
everything") 

2. Government has already squandered more money due to 
forced lockdown - and most government employees are s7ll on 
paid holiday "working from home" thqn the vaccines, and it now 
uses it as an excuse to raise taxes. Its a blatant lie based on fear 
mongering 

3. Adrian Gore does NOT have the right to use Discovery health 
members trust funds to buy vaccines for non member s- let him 
put his money where his mouth is, and use Discovery Pty Ltd's 
money which they have handsomely con7nued giming 
themselves from members reserves. 

4. It is a logis7cal and mathema7cal impossibility to reach herd 
immunity (67%) through vaccina7on in SA, within a 7me frime of 
at best 6 months immunity offered by vaccines. 

5. Forcing the public into taking poor quality sinovac or other 
vaccines, all of which have not been adequately tested, is 
unethical and contrary to our cons7tu7on.  

6. Note Norway - a small country - has had more than 30 deaths 
amongst elderly "high risk" groups following vaccina7on . 

7. Government  Misinforma7on - there were more than 4000 
muta7ons of Covid 19 already 2 months ago, and no evidence 
the vaccines are efficacious against all of them. 

8. Outlawing Ivermec7n is appalling and a breach of our rights to 
choose our own  treatment and care. 

9. Squandering very limited vaccines - without bothering to 
check if people already have immunity through a cheap blood 
test - is insanity in our context. 

10 Government has not declared publicly who it considers "first 
priority" for vaccines and we certainly expect the media - you - 
to hold the en7re tripar7te alliance who run this country, up as 
examples. Teachers? Cops? MP's ? Super market workers? Meat 
processing plants?  

It is a poli7cal travesty to allow Government and its cronies to 
suck even more taxpayer savings away.  

Michael
2021-01-18 
02:44:19

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government must believe in God. Let tje church pray snd you 
are going to see the diseases die. Isaiah 

2021-01-16 
10:59:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government bernie

2021-01-15 
21:56:25

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government are NAIVE beyond belief!!! 

The Elite's agenda is the great reset and the One World Order. 
Agenda 21's sustainable plan is to get rid of 50% of the global 
popula7on by 2030. 
Afrika is seen as useless and will be the first to be eliminated. 

ANC is short-sighted and will sell their soul for money that they 
can pocket. 

The vaccine is designed to kill us - it is not about the virus 
anymore. 
There is enough medica7on that has helped people recover.   

Wake up ANC - the Elites are using you and then will get rid of 
you. 
   

Nia

2021-01-15 
18:31:12

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

How do I know if the vaccine works, has no side effects and 
especially has no long term side effects, since no long term tests 
have been done. Is the vaccine for all the different covid19 
infec7ons. Why don´t the people that made the vaccine take it 
first, but I would like to have proof that it is the vaccine they 
want to inject into people. ALSO nobody should be forced to 
take the vaccine. They should rather  focus serious and fast on 
Ivermec7n, but obviously there is not so much profit. Peter
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2021-01-15 
14:30:27

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government could'nt roll out the Aids treatment.they 
bungled the Ppe issue.everything they get in their hands they 
mess-up and are proven to be to corrupt to see anything 
through.i suggest they let the private medical fraternity handle 
the roll-out.that way its taking it out of the Givernments 
cumbersome hands,and puing it into accountable hands.as 
simple and as easy as that. Robin

Gauteng 52
2021-01-25 
14:40:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Who will benefit Corinne 

2021-01-25 
12:17:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It should be possible for individuals to purchase vaccine 
privately. I don’t trust the government at all.  

I would rather take responsibility for my family. If you can afford 
to buy the vaccine, so be it. It will reduce the strain of giving to 
those who can’t afford it too. Juan Terence

2021-01-25 
09:26:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

When looking at the overall death rate in every country across 
the globe, including ours, the death rate has not seen ANY 
increases, so where is this so called pandemic?  
Ivermec7n is safe, effec7ve and cost effec7ve, if you want to 
administer anything. 
I will definitely NOT be taking ANY vaccine and it is my 
cons7tu7onal right to choose. Chris7ne

2021-01-25 
07:51:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Effec7veness - only cures this one strain. Will it cover future 
strains. 
Must be op7onal with no restric7ons. ( Result of Covid test 
should be acceptable) 
Free pharmaceu7cal stakeholders should be able to distribute. 
Government will steal monies, vaccines and will not deal fairly. 
When are we taking worldwide ac7on against China to supply 
vaccine for free. 
Why are we not developing our own vaccines. ( O!,  apologies 
the ANC dismissed all the clever scien7sts in SA) 
Will take approximately 8 years to vaccinate all????? NO POINT 
IN IT. 
Why any to criminals first? They add zero to country Johan

2021-01-22 
14:43:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I strongly suggest that the distribu7on of the vaccine be 
controlled and managed by the private sector. They have the 
resources, skills, technology, experience, staff and capacity to do 
the job. This Government has none of these. They cannot do this 
serious distribu7on themselves. They need to know their 
limita7ons, and stop pretending they do. Jeff

2021-01-22 
12:24:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government is incompetent in everything that they have 
apempted and allow corrup7on to rule over the lives of its 
people.  They will  mess this up too. The roll out of the vaccine 
should be handed private ins7tutes who are more competent to 
do so. George

2021-01-21 
17:15:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is how safe is this vaccine as with all studies, it takes 
years to collect data. Another reason why I oppose it is because 
the virus is muta7ng so which one in the 9 (I think that's the 
number of strains) will this be effec7ve against. 

I am for herbal treatments and believe its worth looking into. Faith

2021-01-21 
14:32:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment is incapable of delivering vaccines on this scale. I am 
also concerned about corup7on which will definately happen 
regardless of what the ANC says. Ron

2021-01-21 
12:32:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is criminal of this govt to deny private individuals the right to 
acquire the vaccine and to protect themselves from covid. 
Cannot be cons7tu7onal. Rg

2021-01-20 
15:55:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust this government one iota. The way we got to know 
them by now, they bought the cheapest vaccine(from India) and 
will be puing their mark-up  on every product. So, we're being 
hit with a double whammy: they stole R 500 billion of which the 
taxpayer is going to have to repay the debt, plus interest. Then 
they want to introduce a Solidarity tax for "every South 
African"(read: ONLY the taxpayers) to fund the cost of the 
vaccines. 

So, they steal, we're having to repay the money that they stole, 
and on top of that we're having to subsidize the ci7zens that are 
not contribu7ng one penny towards the tax base. 

So, against this background, whatever this cANCer government 
intends doing, will only be done if they can something out of it: 
whether it be votes, money, bribes, et cetera, et cetera. 
Pinnochio Ramaphosa, I don't want your vaccine and will not pay 
one cent towards it! Johann
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2021-01-19 
17:36:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

All the people need to see the damage to human beings from 
the vaccine, which it causes, due to the side effects and control 
of your DNA. Governments have been bribed to roll out the 
vaccine, before true long tests have been conducted. The 
wealthy like Bill Gates and partners have patented Covid19 and 
also patented the vaccine. He finances Pfizer and can tell you all 
for a fact, that Bill Gates WILL NOT GIVE HIS OWN CHILDREN 
AND WIFE THE VACCINE, BECAUSE OF THE DAMAGE IT WILL 
CAUSE THEM FOR LIFE. 

You need to know and understand, that the inten7on of the the 
produc7on of the Covid 19, is to eliminate 80% of the worldwide 
popula7on. Also, it is designed to implant a chip in all human 
beings to monitor and control you with the Global Reset or NWO 
New World Order. 
Once vaccinated, you will be a slave unto the Devil and all these 
evil people who will control you and your family for life. 

DO YOU WANT THIS?? 
Ask them if you will s7ll need to keep social distancing and 
Ask them if you will s7ll need to wear a mask? 

WAKE UP PEOPLE AND DO YOUR RESEARCH Terence 
2021-01-19 
13:08:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven to be fraudulent and this will only be 
translated into more corrup7on and fraud. Tinus

2021-01-19 
09:34:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government roll out plan is a pipe dream. The Minister of 
Health is out of touch with reality as is the President. Where is 
the money going to come from? Why are prisoners on the list? 
Why can't private ins7tu7ons access the vaccina7on separately? 
It's going to be a disaster and ruined by corrup7on And loo7ng. Steve

2021-01-18 
17:52:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Robin

2021-01-18 
15:29:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

To vaccinate 20 million people by the end of the year, star7ng 1 
March, will take 400 nurses, each working 3 x 2 hour shims a day, 
5 days a week, if each vaccina7on takes 90 sec. That is  at a 
constant flow. That would be a major accomplishment on its 
own. Now add geing the vaccines to the right place at the right 
temperature and stored correctly. The controlls required and the 
planning is huge. It can be done, but the ANC will not do 
anything unless their is something in it for the BIG BOY's. So lets 
give each of the top 6 a billion rand to get our of our way and 
the private sector will get on and do the job. R6billion is a cheap 
price to save our economy. Terry

2021-01-18 
15:05:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust anything this goverment buys, they will inject us 
with toilet water and say it is the vaccine and pocket all the 
money again as always. There are no trustworthy person in 
polli7cs Noddy

2021-01-18 
11:10:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Why are the select few pushing this agenda when it has clearly 
been proven  that Ivermec7n is having a 100% success rate in 
other countries with people of all walks of life!!!!? Many studies 
have shown that the trail, blind trial and prophylaxis of a drug  
that is WHO APPROVED, is working!!! Why push the vaccine, 
which has a) not been given enough years to test, b)  not 
needed!! 
I smell a rat. 

Why is is that our government has banned it on our country? 
What is their scien7fic response to this banning!?! Why is it we 
have to go through Sec7on 21 and be given the run around to 
get it approved!?! 
As to the vaccine roll out, can our government  please explain 
scien7fically why they insist on using the PCR test which  they 
state in all research  which comes with a disclaimer from the 
manufacturer and not suitable for diagnos7c purposes and that 
the tests are non specific!!!!. The inventor of the PCR test 
himself warned that the PCR test doesn't tell you that you are 
sick!  
These tests cannot detect free, infec7ous viruses at all! - Kary 
Mullis. Nannon

2021-01-17 
22:25:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Im very concerned about the issue of mask,to me wearing a 
mask all 7mes is a concern,the human body does not get enough 
oxygen it needs for func7onality the very carbon dioxide we 
exhale we inhale it again cause our breathing organs the mouth 
and the nose are covered with the mask, which is why many 
people die of short there no enough oxygen entering the human 
body as results some organs collapse s Mpho

2021-01-17 
20:38:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly  like a shop sinking. Old people women and kids firstly. 
There amer the remaining.  People.  There amer the captain.  As 
he and his personel should be last 

Lll Anthony 

2021-01-17 
19:19:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The levels of corrup7on by Government Officials, and the 
ineffec7veness of the Government to address corrup7on, makes 
for the plundering of resources IF THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
GAVERNMENT ARE THE ONLY ONES ALLOWED TO SOURCE A 
COVID VACCINE!!  It is absolutely essen7al that the Private 
Sector get involved in the sourcing of Covid vaccines! Gerhardus
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2021-01-17 
18:04:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be able to buy the vaccine from the 
manufacturer end help to supply and distribute the vaccine. 
Goverment has a poor record  when it comes to Covid-19 related 
issues and genrral governance.  The government's roll out will be 
plaged with problems from day one! This would hamper the 
country and our economical recovery further. Andre

2021-01-17 
12:07:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government officials have their heads in the trough again. The 
rollout will fail due to incompetence, poor training, poor 
communica7on, etc. All the money spent on the vaccine will be 
wasted. This is apart from the other concerns I have such as 
efficacy, speed of development, alterna7ves, etc. etc. M

2021-01-16 
17:17:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Thys

2021-01-16 
17:17:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Thys

2021-01-16 
16:42:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think that the roll out of vaccines should be a priority and all 
that can help should be used.  I personally feel that in an 
elec7on year the pure use of Government to roll out vaccines 
could be used as a poli7cal tool.   

Health of all people should be put as a priority and not boos7ng 
the Governments ego. Dave

2021-01-16 
15:30:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government will not only steal the money, they are so 
so inefficient! 
The vaccine should be brought privately or by the Western Cape 
Provincial government. Magda

2021-01-16 
14:25:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned at the strategy, transparency and the plight of 
poor and margenalised. There isn't enough effort to inform and 
sustain the learning to change behavior.. A vaccine won't help. Mark

2021-01-16 
12:48:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has adequately demonstrated how 
incompetent they are at managing complex and non-complex 
structures, issues and people.  They cannot be trusted to handle 
the vaccine roll-out and private ins7tu7ons will be far beper at 
handling this efficiently and cost effec7vely. Laura

2021-01-16 
12:09:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do NOT trust ANYTHING involving this Govt - they are corrupt 
through & through!!! 
Even with a vaccine, they are showing their Communis7c 
governing tac7cs 
I want to be able to  CHOOSE  and PAY! DA

2021-01-16 
11:33:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My only major concern here is that Government would like to 
monopolise the procurement of the vaccines.  
I believe that the private sector have just as much right to 
procure effec7ve vaccines as Government does.  
The ANC Government has already proved itself untrustworthy in 
just about every aspect of governance - why would this be any 
different? Albert 

2021-01-16 
08:28:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Let the government, NCCC and South African scien7sts have the 
1st shot. Surprise

2021-01-16 
08:14:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Does it work ? Alun

2021-01-16 
06:59:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government louwtjie

2021-01-16 
06:35:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Government lack the intellectual capacity to handel this.  Dewald

2021-01-16 
06:10:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government roll out. What a joke. As a private Ci7zen, with 
guaranteed rights as pertained in the Cons7tu7on,  we want the 
op7on to get vaccinate/not vaccinated through our own 
Network of Health prac77oners. Where DO Government  have 
the right exclusively to any vaccines? Reeks of corrup7on 
already.  As with everything they are involved with, it will be a 
mess. We fully support all and any Court/Legal ac7on that 
ensures everyone gets an equal opportunity for vaccina7on or 
not. The individuals choice, and ensure the poorest of the poor 
also gets assisted. Broad society ini7a7ves, NOT GOVERNMENT 
exclusivity! LR

2021-01-16 
00:18:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

i believe that the only thing that will save us is everybody being 
vaccinated.  however i dont trust the government for the roll 
out.  we cant trust them ethically - who will they vaccinate really 
first?  will they get supplies? will they actually be able to deliver; 
will there be tender preneurs; will we get a fair price; etc. Most i 
would answer no unfortunately :( 

we need to use medical aids par7cularly Discovery.  listen to 
Alan Winde he is my hero Sybille

2021-01-15 
18:36:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I dont believe their are covid19 its a story from the Bill Gates 
clan to crippel the world economic so that they the main 
peanuts. So let them take it and have fun so can every ANC 
leader and their followers. Jan

2021-01-15 
15:32:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government was caught napping on rolling out the vaccine - is it 
perhaps to allow enough 7me for their cadres set themselves up 
to  embezzle some more of our money r is it a aper of wan7ng 
to expose us to an inferior vaccine? Allow the private sector to 
assist in the rolling out off the vaccines. Andre

2021-01-15 
15:04:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly. 20Mil seems about half of what we need? Whats the plan 
to get heard immunity. Second...Surly business leaders etc 
should also get preference. Who is funding the country as it is. 
What out the elderly and sick? JJ

2021-01-15 
14:49:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The current government is not capable  for this task.  It can also 
not be compulsory.  It must at least be available at hospitals, 
clinics and private doctors where each individual can get it by 
choice. Hennie

2021-01-15 
14:46:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Get the people that have the ability to do the job effec7vely 
without corrup7on and cadre development.  Private sector. Larry

2021-01-15 
14:26:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Do not trust this vaccine. There is a non liability clause apached 
in the pamphlet 
so Big Pharma cannot be sued if you have an adverse reac7on. Perry
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2021-01-15 
13:32:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

This government has never managed to supply  the basics (water 
sanita7on electricity safety jus7ce)  so how can we expect them 
to vaccinate the popula7on.  
Corrup7on corrup7on corrup7on.  
They need to allow our chemist chains, medical aids and private 
health care professionals access to the vaccine so they can 
assist.  
Use the money which has been earmarked for useless SAA. To 
purchase vaccines. Judy

2021-01-15 
13:18:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the Government.  Prisoners should not get the 
preference planned for them Gerhard

2021-01-15 
13:07:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has proved itself over and over as totally 
incompetent to handle projects, from  both an implementa7onal 
and  honesty point of view. Added to that, race is sure to take 
precedence over sound judgement. Furthermore, the private 
sector had not been asked to par7cipate, poin7ng again to a 
desire to control all aspects of this vital ac7vity, thus leaving 
ample room for self-enrichment and other misdemeanors. 
It would seem that the government is also coun7ng on medical 
schemes to stand good a large part of the costs without having 
any say in the maper. This points to nega7ng a large por7on of 
the people paying through their medical organiza7ons, and 
amounts to addi7onal tax over and above that already being 
paid. Johann

2021-01-15 
12:13:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The S A  government , cannot do the roll out efficiently , it 
should be done by private heath care companies , it will be more 
cost effec7ve and efficient. spencer

2021-01-15 
11:48:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The companies who manufacture the vaccines can open offices 
in SA, import and sell to whoever wants to buy. The government 
should approve of the vaccine, in terms of the SA law. The 
Government can then be a purchaser for those persons who rely 
on the government for these services, but the rest of the 
country can do as they deem op7mal and efficient. This has 
worked well for all other medicines. 
The failure of government to import vaccine doses appropriate 
to the urgency and needs, shows what is in stall for all when the 
ANC pushes through the NHI - mainly iner7a. 
Tell the government that all lives maper. This implies geing 
competent staff who work (as opposed to arres7ng individuals 
who spend holidays socially isolated on a beach! gerhard

2021-01-15 
11:34:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I accept that the vaccine has been tested and is effec7ve.  
However, I do not believe that the ANC government can 
implement an ac7on plan to service the people of South Africa. 
The vaccine will be 'stolen' by the ANC poli7cally protected elite 
who will then 'sell' it back to the Dept of Health  who will 
nego7ate a deal with Zimbabwe for a bag of rough diamonds!  
The ANC does not have the capacity or mental intellect to do an 
honest deal for the ci7zens of the country. (e.g. school water and 
toilets - what was Andries Tetane killed by the police for 5+ years 
ago?; What is the tax on plas7c shopping bags used for?) 
The vaccine introduc7on should be managed by a reputable 
health orientated NGO and use private organiza7ons such as 
Clicks / Dis-Chem and hospitals (eg Netcare) to get it to the 
people. You can get a Coca-Cola anywhere in the country - use 
them to distribute the vaccine where it is needed. 
Another opportunity for ANC members to steal something and 
convert it to cash for their own benefit. Jim

2021-01-15 
10:43:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Don’t restrict the roll out to Government  only!  Let private 
organisa7ons distribute without monopoly. Murray

2021-01-15 
10:19:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

A vaccine takes years to develop, this vaccine took a few months 
to develop, parliament can be vaccinated first then we can talk 
again amer 10 years. Anonymous

2021-01-15 
10:15:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

WE ARE BEING TREATED AS IF IN A POLICE STATE  , 
GOVERNMENT INEVITABLY  HANDLES EVERYTHING THEY TOUCH 
IN A HAPHAZARD INCOMPETENT MANNER .  THEY FEED US ALL 
KINDS OF NONSENSE  AND BASICALLY IT FEELS AS IF ONE IS 
PERMANENTLY BEING FLEECED.  IF THEY SO KEEN ON VACCINES  
LET M P S TAKE THE STUFF FIRST   TO  SEE HOW IT WORKS , IF IT 
FAILS THEN IT IS MAYBE GOOD RIDDANCE  . DON'T GIVE TO 
HEALTH WORKERS FIRST , WE NEED THEM. BUT SERIOUSLY HOW 
CAN ANYONE HAVE ANY FAITH IN OUR SO CALLED LEADERS AND 
THERE INABILITIES TO GET THINGS RIGHT. THEY ARE ALWAYS 
OPEN TO CORRUPT DEALINGS  , ONE CAN ONLY IMAGINE WHAT 
GARBAGE SO CALLED  VACCINES EVENTUALLY ENDS UP IN RSA.  
THERE WILL BE NO CONSIDERATION AS TO SAFETY OR 
EFFECTIVENESS OF VACCINES, 
RSA WILL OBVIOUSLY PAY THROUGH THE NOSE FOR THE STUFF 
AND LATER A COMMISSION WILL  AGAIN BE SET UP TO SEE 
WHOSE FINGERS WERE IN THE MIX  AS USUAL. Dougie

2021-01-15 
09:35:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t trust government to do anything responsibly. From 
sourcing vaccine without poli7cal agenda to logis7cs of rollout, 
they’re incompetent. If med aids and business formed a equal 
say body to mastermind this I’d be for it. Wendy

Limpopo 5
2021-01-19 
21:34:18 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think this a way to control our people and its all a covernment /
over see thing. No thanks God is in the wheel of my live Jp

2021-01-19 
12:17:15 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Totally pathe7cally done, as all government ini7a7ves are! Lee

2021-01-16 
07:47:23 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Why star7ng with healthcare services. Start with parlement first. 
The virus is manmade to control the popula7on. Why vaccinate 
people to "cure" them?  It shld not be mandatory.  The "virus" 
will stop when the econmy are totally flat. That is the aim for 
NWO and RET.  No forcefull injec7ons shld be projected on 
people. San7e
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2021-01-15 
20:50:19 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a proven record of ineptness and 
corrup7on. It is a fact that any vaccine procurement will be rife 
with corrup7on and maladministra7on . How in anyway can a 
7ger change it spots. 
Instead of all these temporary and field hospitals being erected 
why do the exis7ng aircram hangers on all our air force bases not 
being used as field hospitals? 
We certainly do not have them full of aircram. Just think of 
it ...hospitals under strict security with even stricter  
access ...perfect.  This will never happen as cronies can then not 
receive huge payouts or tenders. Leonard

2021-01-15 
13:46:46 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government is incapable of handling this. Should be given to 
the Private sector. Alterna7ve medicine needs to be given like 
Ivermec7n, Dagga (to steam yourself with), etc. The vaccine that 
was developed will not work on the 2nd wave that has mutated. 
A 3rd wave more contagious/deadly is expected to peak April-
June in Africa, only 50 million dose s available from WHO for that 
period. Willie

KwaZulu-Natal 8

2021-01-19 
12:58:32

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

 I do not trust that the vaccine has been tested vastly. 
Secondly government I'm sure can think of other solu7ons than 
making money of their ci7zens. Why does government not let 
South Africans develop their own vaccine, do they s7ll want to 
con7nue with corrup7ons when ci7zens lives are at stake. There 
is no need to force us to a vaccine, we have a right to choose as 
ci7zens we are not pushovers. Stop misusing tax payers money 
for your selfish interests. NIKESIWE

2021-01-19 
08:10:10

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines need to be prescribed by your own doctor and 
NOBODY else. We are healthy and let our immune system do the 
work it is designed to do. No to all interven7on by people with 
alterna7ve goals. NO NO NO NO! Robert

2021-01-19 
04:22:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

No transparency. No indica7on of a public/private partnership to 
implement. The state has not demonstrated in any sphere that it 
has the capacity to execute such a mammoth task. No indica7on 
of how this is to be funded. No freedom of the individual to 
access the vaccine of choice. Anthony

2021-01-19 
00:23:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concerns as a ci7zen of South Africa is why is no one from 
Our Countries labs tes7ng this vaccine before we give it to our 
people. ..If you research this vaccine one will know that it has  
the poten7al to change your DNA.... Among other things .We 
acknowledge that we have a crisis but we are educated we 
should do our homework why aren't the top doctor's and 
scien7sts going and looking into the side effects . 

India has Covaxin and Lung Shield we need Govement to go in 
and research are they going to be taking the same vaccine ? 

Kyannahalain
a@webmail.c
o

2021-01-18 
14:19:35

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Anything not open to compe77on  and public scru7ny is prone 
to abuse. 
There is no logic in limi7ng the par7cipants in aquiring and 
distribu7ng the life saving vaccine,and thereby limi7ng the type 
price and strain of the available vaccine to the voters of South 
africa. 
Biper experience proved that any venture managed by our 
government has been abused and ul7mately corrupted, where 
the Government unfairly appoint themselves as sole distributor 
the outcome will be  

disasterous with the poten7al  

of losing many lives. 
The speed of vaccina7ng the popula7on will be compromised  
harming the already fragile economy even more. 
I am en7tled to the best and fastest remedy to  the covid 
challenge and take the selfish ac7on of the Government 
endangering South African lives very serious. 
I am not convinced that the vaccine procured is the most 
effec7ve and emplore  Government to take full responsibility  in 
case  of any failure of their vaccine. Hermann

2021-01-18 
12:41:55

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not agree with the Government being the sole distributer. 
Any thing that is not open to compe77on is prone to abuse,be it 
price ,quality, unfair distribu7on,corrup7on in witch the 
Goverment is the undisputed champion. 
The vaccine procured is also from one supplier only limi7ng 
choice of strain  available . The vaccines  vary  in  many ways  
and it is my democra7c right to choose the best for me. Hermann

2021-01-17 
21:08:26

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Not interested...what is the side effects? GERHARD

2021-01-15 
09:29:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government have proved they cannot  manage anything, 
SAA, Eskom, Dene, Government hospitals etc etc. We need a 
public private partnership to manage it it to avoid 
incompetence, cadre deployment and corrup7on. Greg

Mpumalanga 4

2021-01-19 
08:05:11

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

How many people were given vaccine in China?   
If your health/Immune system is strong , why going for the 
vaccine? 
I want to live to the day the book comes out " The 
Misunderstanding of Covid" Lammie

2021-01-18 
05:27:46

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government not capable to handle such an important and 
technical process without negligence and corrup7on.We need 
the private end medical professional sector to handle this 
program. 
If you look at the status of state hospitals,Life Esidemeni,PPE 
corrup7on and poor handling of Covid lockdown legisla7on you 
can understand that have no idea what they are doing. Chris
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2021-01-17 
11:37:58

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

1. A vaccine that have not gone through human trails is 
unacceptable - full stop; 

2. Let the poli7cians first get the vaccine - administered by 
independent doctors - no fake shows - the real thing. These 
doctors should also verify and sign that it was the real thing and 
ensure that the vaccine are part and parcel of the 20mil batch 
that was delivered in RSA; 

3.  Then let the poli7cians accept FULL responsibility, liability and 
accountability in their private capacity, by signing a declara7on 
to this effect for any claims that might arise from any problems 
associated with the vaccine being administrated; If they do not 
do this, then it should not be distributed. 

 4. If the above two criteria  are met, then it will cover innocent 
South African ci7zens against the disclaimer by Moderna and 
Pfizer by which they accept no liability, responsibility or 
accountability; 

5. Allow South Africans to decide for themselves what they may 
or may not use - i.e. Ivermec7n which was banned by SAPHRA - 
and which is much more safer, tested and proven than the 
vaccine. 

6. Our poli7cians should act in the interest of its ci7zens and not 
bend over backwards to the demands of the Cabal, Illumina7, 
Eli7st's,  N.W.O. who have probably bribed our poli7cians. 

7. Lastly, let our so called leaders take a 7p from the President of 
Zambia and how he protects his ci7zens against the vaccine. Nic

2021-01-16 
12:05:58

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government will as usual steal . Minority's will also not be 
protected. Eugene 

North West 5

2021-01-18 
13:01:37

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

mRNA is not a vaccine, but a chemical pathogen device. Not the 
government , nor anyone else, should have the right to decide 
on behalf of any human being when it comes to mapers like 
vaccines or devices to be put in their bodies. Brian

2021-01-18 
02:10:40

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think prisoners are high priority and they should not be 
classed under the same class as those in old age homes. Law 
abiding ci7zens, who bring in the revenue to fund the economy, 
should not be classed as a lower priority than a prisoner. 
Furthermore, we have not heard the details of how the Vax will 
be rolled out - is it a prac7cal plan? How will hundreds of 
thousands of people receive the Vax in that short 7me period? 
How viable is the plan? Kate

2021-01-17 
17:54:10

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The confidence that South Africans have in the leaders of this 
country is at least zero. The fact that they want to have total 
control over the purchase and distribu7on of the vaccine is 
ludicrous. Derek

2021-01-16 
16:37:22

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Govt has not been transparent enough. I do not trust the 
ANC Govt anyway. They are incompetent and dishonest. Medical 
aids, pharmacy groups, hospital groups, in other words the 
private sector  should be able to nego7ate and import their own 
stock of vaccines. How is the govt going to pay for the vaccines 
anyway, the Solidarity Fund has no money lem?? Peet

2021-01-15 
10:41:29

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not have control as the private sector also 
has a role to play.  Government should not be in control, due to 
the government's poor track record in running other state run 
facili7es as well the possibility of corrup7on. Ber7e

Free State 1
2021-01-16 
11:28:09

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Maci

student 7
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 2
2021-01-20 
00:01:34

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Roll-out by 
government I do not concern with the vaccines. Mihla

2021-01-17 
19:02:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not student

Roll-out by 
government Zabrina 

Western Cape 2

2021-01-18 
10:59:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Roll-out by 
government

No Thank you. Mandatory is not the way. A lot of people will just 
take it voluntarily, why force it?  
 Eienne

2021-01-15 
11:33:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Roll-out by 
government

There's no reason for vaccina7on to be centralised through the 
government. They are simply apemp7ng to fast track their plan 
to monopolise the healthcare sector. Anon

Northern Cape 2

2021-01-16 
09:23:53

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not student

Roll-out by 
government

The corrupt amd embapled ANC cannot be in sole control of the 
vaccine procurement and distribu7on. COVID corrup7on has 
been rife, and the current vaccina7on roll-out will provide even 
more opportuni7es for money and resources to just dissappear. 
Why haven't South African scien7sts and companies developed 
their own vaccine, why does the government want to play the 
"poor African country" role by begging for vaccines from 
Western countries?? Gretha

2021-01-16 
09:23:53

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not student

Roll-out by 
government

The corrupt amd embapled ANC cannot be in sole control of the 
vaccine procurement and distribu7on. COVID corrup7on has 
been rife, and the current vaccina7on roll-out will provide even 
more opportuni7es for money and resources to just dissappear. 
Why haven't South African scien7sts and companies developed 
their own vaccine, why does the government want to play the 
"poor African country" role by begging for vaccines from 
Western countries?? Gretha

Gauteng 1
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2021-01-15 
19:35:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Roll-out by 
government

I think that the front line health workers should get it first, 
however the next people who should be priori7sed is the 
elderly. People who are 70 years old and older. Kashmika

Covid passport/ID 239
Column E: Count:

business owner 63
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 19

2021-02-19 
13:48:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I do NOT want this vaccine (or any vaccine) especially for a fake 
pandemic. It is my body, my choice, my right to refuse. I believe 
it will be detrimental to our health, and already we are seeing 
people becoming severely sick or who have died. It is an 
experimental technology that has never been tested on humans. 
The fact that people are lining up for this is astounding and 
shocking. My biggest concern is this new 'covi-passport' idea - it 
is completely uncons7tu7onal to stop anyone from travelling, 
shopping etc if they do not have this vaccine. That is 
unacceptable and illegal. It's 7me people realise that the 
government is not there to protect us, they are tyrants who are 
enforcing totalitarian laws upon us in the most draconian way. 
Lies, deceit, them - and the mainstream media is just following 
orders to con7nue their lies. Sadly the majority believes 
everything they are told and are leading us into a new age of 
slavery. This is worldwide, not just in our corrupt SA. I pray for a 
beper future. Traci

2021-01-28 
09:36:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The whole "pamdemic" is a joke. 
The ANC have used it to enrich this selves massively, with no 
oversight 
I WIIL NOT be taking the vaccine, nor will my whole extended 
family. 
Covid is no more deadly than the flu. 
Lockdown is an abuse of power. Unfortunately, those that know 
beper can do very liple about it, as they are in the minority. The 
professional voters keep the ANC in power. 
Covid pandemic is a tool for something much bigger. People are 
going to regret their compliance . Valin

2021-01-27 
04:56:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

My concerns are as follows: 
Was the vaccine properly tested? Can they test it on the 
Command council first?  Which BEE partner or government 
employee will benefit here? How can they develop a vaccine so 
quickly? It takes years to development something like this. 
Nobody forces me to use something if I dont want to. 
The forces vaccine passport just a way to control people further 
to open more opportuni7es tonsteal  

Elmien

2021-01-26 
15:42:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Thank you for this opportunity to express my opinion on this 
maper. 

I am concerned with the amount of nega7ve propaganda so far 
surrounding this vaccine. I also feel there as if the government is 
forcing this vaccina7on on us which is star7ng to feel like we are 
no longer led in a democra7c country but a dictatorship. 

The only effec7ve solu7on I can humbly provide is for 
government to instruct the media to stop broadcas7ng about 
this virus as it is what is mainly causing hysteria among the 
people. This method is proven on basic human psychology.  

I will keep my opinion short for now. Thank you.  
Noncedo 
Alice

2021-01-25 
11:58:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Less informa7on has been provided on the vaccine. Kenneth 

2021-01-25 
06:36:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I have the right to determine what goes into my body, making a 
robot of me or applying civil laws against me if I refuse to be 
injected with ungodly DNA and ingredients contravenes my 
human rights. 

This whole forced process is to control people, it has nothing to 
do with health risks and government think we are all fools. Claudepe

2021-01-25 
05:53:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Gabi

2021-01-24 
07:38:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccine hasn’t been tested long enough, the COVID-19 
mortality rate is very low. I would like to have a choice to take 
the vaccine not be bullied into taking a vaccine that hasn’t been 
trialled long enough.  
It also looks like the government wants to stop all medica7on 
that looks promising to fight the actual disease. Lorna

2021-01-23 
08:01:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccine is killing more people than C-19. There are 
inexpensive medica7ons ( hydroxi chloraquine and ivermec7n), 
both of which are save and effec7ve and stood the test of 7me- 
cheaper than the vaccine. Can be produced locally and proven to 
be highly effec7ve. Rebecca 

2021-01-23 
07:12:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

This is democracy, no one should be forced on anything. 
If you start with a covid Id,where are we going. 
This is evil, read your Bible about the mark of the beast, this is 
where we heading... Solene

2021-01-22 
11:16:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Alicia

2021-01-21 
19:38:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

No persons right to freedom of travel should taken away by 
forceful use of medica7on. What if that medica7on kills you or 
harms you? Many of us have family members abroad that if the 
ID is allowed we will never be able to see again. Or if we need to 
travel for work and choose not to get it, we will lose jobs 
because we can't travel. No one should be forced to take any 
form of medicine they don't want to, and certainly not 
manipulated into it with an al7matum. Vivienne
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2021-01-21 
18:29:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Covid has been weaponized in labs to spur fear, control the 
masses and force a global economic reset. A lot of what is said 
about Covid is not real science, that's why WHO and their so 
called experts change their posi7on whenever it is convenient. It 
is being forced down our throats by those who control 
everything including media. If you s7ll get infected amer 
vaccina7on, then the vaccines are for something else which is 
not immunity. The people behind vaccina7on have made it clear 
what they want to achieve with Covid and the vaccines, which is 
ul7mately human surveillance. Abel

2021-01-21 
12:45:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I am not happy when hearing of many that die when vaccinated. 
We hardly have evidence that the vaccine will eradicate the virus 
which mouthwash can also cure. Having an ID to prove you 
vaccinated is a money waster. Following global wishes is a 
disaster. Our people of our country needs to be taken care of. 
Lockdowns must end, our immunity can naturally be restored if 
we have the opportunity to live, work, worship freely and go to 
the beach. Sue

2021-01-21 
09:35:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

If this is so effec7ve why don't the poli7cians take it first? Louis 
Rossouw 

2021-01-21 
07:43:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

the govt has no record of good governance, there is a history of 
them, the rampant lies and bs make this a farce. There is a real  
virus but the way its being handled shows a hidden agenda. 
the vaccine is a good way to have the anc steal again. I 
personally wont take anything that was produced in such a small 
7me . Ian

2021-01-20 
10:58:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Tania

2021-01-20 
10:58:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Tania

2021-01-20 
09:29:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccine has not gone through lengthy in vivo and in vitro 
tes7ng that is required by law before being released for human 
usage. Normal in vivid and in vitro studies take over two years! 
So NO! Forcing people to have the vaccine in order to get a 
stamp in a cOVid passport? Again, vaccines are not compulsory, 
it is every human beings right to CHOOSE which pharmaceu7cals 
they allow to enter their body, and forcing people to have a 
Covid passport in order to travel goes against Democracy as well 
as the Cons7tu7on. The country has been plundered and 
bankrupt by this inept government (all of them for years and 
years now!) and now we must fund some vaccine that has no 
clinical data, proper trials have not been done, and you want to 
roll it out on the uneducated masses of SA?  
I say NO! Lize

North West 3

2021-02-14 
17:18:39

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I am very worried that not enough tes7ng ect have been done 
on vaccines. Dont trust them. Will not have a vaccine but do 
promote using Ivermec7 . Estelle

2021-01-26 
15:18:15

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

It is against my religious believes and I do not trust the 
goverment at all! Pieter

2021-01-21 
16:03:15

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Vaccine not tested A

Western Cape 23

2021-02-01 
14:41:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I will not be taking this so-called "vaccine".  It has not been 
properly tested & trialled and I don't plan on being a guineapig, 
especially since there is invermec7n, hydroxychloroquine & 
numerous other simple, well-tested treatments for this 
plandemic.  Both as treatments & prophylac7cs.   
There are many peer-reviewed papers on the efficacy of these 
treatments that are being deliberately suppressed.  It is a 
money-making scheme by governments & big pharma, let alone 
other bodies with nefarious inten7ons & schemes.   
Governments should rather be educa7ng the public of these 
prophylac7cs/treatments not forcing "vaccines".  Governments 
should be handing out simple prophylac7c remedies as in India.  
Not geing into bed with world bodies & big pharma.   
Health is my decision, no-one else's.  I will decide on what's best 
for my body.  South Africans are not asleep.  Only about 30% 
plan to take this "vaccine" reported by interna7onal pollsters. Tessa

2021-01-28 
09:41:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

We are not using passports or IDs for measels..If the people of 
this world cant see that this has got everything to do with 
Control and Tirany then I surely do not know... 
This passport will devide the people even more, Now I have 
display my medical info everywhere..ridiculous its got nothing to 
do with no one. 

Yes the Government say that the vaccine is not Mandatory, but 
they will use the law to use bussiness owners to force the 
vaccine on their employees..such an evil agenda this is, and this 
passport will then be used to discriminate against those who 
choose not to take the vaccine.. and the goverment would s7ll 
say its not mandatory...since when did we use measle passport 
to get access to movement and entering certain places..but fear 
are being mongered among our people to force them to 
accomplish the evil agendas of taking away our freedom and 
liberty. 
“we are being condi7oned to view our freedom as selfish”  

Ronel
2021-01-26 
20:56:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

dis my demokra7ese reg om te besluit of ek die entstof wil neem 
of nie, want ek is ten volle bewus van die NWO se planne Cobus
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2021-01-26 
14:48:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

It is against one's cons7tu7onal and human born rights to have 
any sort of invasive or untested or uncertain vaccines or medical 
procedures performed on one's person without consent. It is 
also uncons7tu7onal for authori7es to create a situa7on where 
the only way to gain access to goods and services and to live 
one's normal daily life is by a vaccina7on pass, which is defacto a 
form of forcing one to take it against their will. The fact that a 
vaccine gas also been created in a maper of a few months also 
raises serious concerns. Im all for established and well 
researched vaccines that work, but this par7cular vaccine has an 
agenda behind it. There are so many ques7ons regarding covid 
19, like what happened to the flu all of sudden, is it just gone? 
Why hasnt there been this kind of response e.g. Lockdowns 
regarding other diseases that gave a higher death rate like TB.... 
No, I think the people are being lied to and this covid19 is being 
used as a vehicle for something else en7rely. Im not denying that 
people are dying, nor denying that there is a virus, im 
scru7nizing the ac7ons and response taken by an inept and 
useless government and highligh7ng the fact that families have 
lost their right to earn a living and their human right to freesom 
of movement for what? A virus that has a death rate of 0.01%? 
Yet nobody ques7ons the narra7ve, everyone just takes it like 
the good sheep they are..... Safwaan

2021-01-25 
08:52:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

It is my cons7tu7onal right to say no to the vaccine!  The 
Governement has no right to enforce it onto me or any ci7zen of 
SA!  The vacinne has not been tested long enough on humans 
and medical science cannot predict what will happen to my body 
a couple of years from now  as I said  not enough 7me has been 
spent on finding out long term affects on humans. 

IT IS MY CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO SAY NO AND THE 
GOVERNMENT HAS NOT RIGHT TO FORCE ME TO TAKE IT OR 
BAN ME FROM ENTERING SHOPS, THEATRES, MALLS , 
AEROPLANES, HOTELS, RESORTS ETC ETC.   I AM ALSO TOTALLY 
AGAINST BEING FORCED TO WEAR A MASK!!! 

Rika Trollip Rika 

2021-01-25 
06:45:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I will NOT take the vaccine or allow my children to have the 
vaccine. I do not believe it is in our best interest, as there are too 
much uncertainty about the virus and the vaccine. There are not 
enough concrete evidence that it is safe to use the vaccine as the 
"treatment" of the virus keeps changing. To treat something, you 
need tp fully understand it and there is too liple proof of what 
we are being told. If you do your research, in the old medical 
books and evennon the internet, you will find that a carona 
viruis the cause of colds and influenza etc, wich is seasonal to 
humanity alread, and those virusses are so easily diagnosed, 
without having to poke a giant earbud up your nose.  

I think this whole thing is pulled out of propor7on for 
governmetal gain. Anna

2021-01-24 
13:43:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not approve the role out because I think the Government 
should vaccinate themselves first before they are all elderly 
people which is high risk to die of the desease.They are the 
leaders so I think they should lead by example. Hughan

2021-01-24 
10:22:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Madonna

2021-01-23 
23:03:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not want to be forced to take a vaccine that is not 100% 
tested. And bringing out a "covid ID" makes you wonder if there 
are other mo7ves. There are other treatments like Ivermectom 
etc, which is also works, but those are now being taken off the 
market, it must be my choice to take the vaccine or not or what 
treatment i want to use.  i understand the ID for travel maybe,  
but if not having an ID takes away other freedoms, we are in 
trouble Hein

2021-01-23 
15:41:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Kate

2021-01-23 
15:41:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Kate

2021-01-23 
10:09:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

It should be the God given right of each individual to choose to 
be vaccinared or not. This is medical tyranny Karen

2021-01-22 
20:00:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

We should have a choice to take the vaccine, alterna7ves are 
available e.g ivermec7n. Lynn

2021-01-22 
17:07:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I also believe that the vaccines are unsafe. People have the right 
to their choice to have it or not.It is our basic right to health and 
to maintain their health and to avoid all ac7ons that may bring 
them ill health.  It is against basic human freedoms to stop 
people from doing things if they do not have a vaccine and 
subsequent verifica7on. Larissa

2021-01-22 
09:21:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Ebeth

2021-01-21 
13:48:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The apempt to coerce and possibly even force people to receive 
this vaccine is a contraven7on of the SA cons7tu7on and the 
Geneva conven7on. It is a viola7on of our most basic human 
rights. If a government can violate the sovereignty of an 
individuals body either through force or coercion, if we no 
longer enjoy this most basic and essen7al freedom, then we are 
no longer free. This is the worst sort of tyrannical insanity and, 
no maper the threat level of covid (which is actually quite low 
and cannot jus7fy such extreme ac7on) and no maper the safety 
level of the vaccine, it is a precedent that must not be set. To 
allow it, is to allow the State to claim complete authority over 
the individual. It is pure evil. Anyone who establishes or enforces 
such a policy should righ{ully be prosecuted for commiing a 
crime against humanity. Gavin
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2021-01-21 
13:30:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Everyone has the right to privacy of their own health choices and 
everyone has the right to their own choices. 

It is uncons7tu7onal to control people according to their health 
choices and beliefs. 

The purchase of this highly controversial vaccine is further 
sending our economy down the drain. Jan7e 

2021-01-21 
13:21:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Freedom of choice to choose whether or not we want to put 
things in our bodies Rosemary 

2021-01-21 
12:04:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I believe everyone must have a choice. I do not believe the 
vaccine is effec7ve. I do not believe Government has our best 
interests at heart. I dont trust any vaccine. Geraldine

2021-01-21 
10:59:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Our human rights are being taken away by a propagandised 
pandemic of a virus that is no more than flue. Antoni

2021-01-21 
10:39:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

To control people’s freedom of movement with regard to their 
vaccina7on status is unethical and threatens the worlds’s and 
individuals‘ democra7c rights. Ivermec7n is effec7ve in trea7ng 
the illness, and should be allowed and distributed.  People 
should be allowed to decide for themselves whether they want 
to be vaccinated or not. I believe many vaccines are good and 
useful, but I am not confortable that enough tes7ng has been 
done on the long term effects of this covid vaccine. There is so 
much money to be made by the pharmaceu7cal 
companies(through this vaccine) that I do not believe this is 
about human health on this planet, rather about the wealth of a 
few who rule it. Susanne

2021-01-20 
10:58:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Paul

2021-01-20 
07:30:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

It is experimental  
Other op7ons available  
Rather boost immune system  
Fear based  
Part of NWO agenda 
Stop the government control of the people- we are not stupid 
Poli7cians DO NOT have interest of people in their agenda 

Desiré 
KwaZulu-Natal 5

2021-01-28 
11:45:42

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

These vaccines haven't been properly tested or found safe, we 
are see adverse reac7ons and death elsewhere. Ivermec7n has 
been shown to be an effec7ve treatment and yet is not available 
here in SA. We don't know if the vaccines provide protec7on 
against the new strains of the virus. Finally, if they don't prevent 
transmission or infec7on and if masks and distancing is s7ll 
required, then there is not much point in having it. Anne

2021-01-26 
15:29:51

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I will never agree to this vaccine for a virus. I do not trust one 
poli7cian and will not be dictated to. I do not trust where and 
who is making the vaccine. People have already died amer having 
had the vaccine. Where are our human rights going ?  Soon we 
won’t be able to do anything or travel unless you’ve had this 
vaccine. People dying have had health issues.  

Jen
2021-01-22 
20:16:46

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Wim 

2021-01-22 
08:46:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

There has not been tesst done on the vaccine. There are 
alterna7ves that have not been explored. Dave

2021-01-21 
09:32:40

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Covid passport ID makes no sense for this fake virus done by the 
communists and evil bill gates Divz

Limpopo 3
2021-01-25 
13:05:22 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Malie

2021-01-20 
09:21:33 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Difficult to trust authori7es who announced that it would take 
YEARS to find a safe, effec7ve vaccine for Covid 19 ...now they've 
brought out several in a maper of months..? 
And they want to make it mandatory in order to travel...? This is 
a GROSS viola7on of my rights. I fight it all the way. 
I would like access to Ivermec7n - it should be MY choice - not 
some  government who has absolutely no interest in my well-
being. Rosalynd

2021-01-20 
07:38:18 Limpopo

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

This Covid Passport/ID is basically just forcing people to take the 
vaccine, and no freedom of choice should always be 1st priority 
in a FREE DEMOCRATIC COUNTRY? 
- NO MANDATORY VAXX 
- NO PASSPORT/ID Jaco

Northern Cape 2

2021-01-25 
07:11:59

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

There is an agenda why the government wants to make the 
vaccine mandatory. According to the experts it can alter yr dna a 
and it can be fatal. There is no proof that the vaccine is going to 
protect us against covid-19. A nurse died taking the vaccine. Gail

2021-01-21 
16:47:17

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

This is a NWO evil master plan to kill people through a vaccine 
because according to them the world are over populated. It is no 
secret. They even admiped it and according to them African will 
be their playground.... Eienne

Eastern Cape 4
2021-01-25 
06:41:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Taking away our freedom, more corrup7on. Shane
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2021-01-23 
15:50:46

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not take vaccines of any kind. Especially when the whole 
pandemic saga is suspect and just used to steal money and 
control people. 
People are dying, but people are dying all the 7me, at least an 
average of 1,000,000 per year. There are 1,700,000 people born 
every year in South Africa.  
Why should we think dying of a normal flu virus is pandemic 
when most people are dying from related causes like mainly, old 
age, obesity (most government deaths) heart failure, diabe7c, 
etc.. 
They have stopped all autopsies to make sure this does not 
come out. 
The real virus here is the government and their advisors. Cornelius

2021-01-21 
22:28:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I find it par7cularly suspicious  that our govenrment baples to 
get drivers licences /passports/ID documents  done quickly but 
will roll out  covid passports for our whole popula7on within a 
year. The amount of control being exercised is very disturbing. 
We need to be able to  have the power to say no to the vaccine 
without restric7ons being put on us. Things do not add up. What 
exactly is in this vaccine! Carol-Anne 

2021-01-20 
09:06:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

A covid passport makes it compulsory to be vaccinated as 
travelling without it will be impossible.  This is unacceptable and 
cannot be tolerated as most mapers concerning the "pandemic" 
is driven by un-trustworthy "governments". Louis

Outside SA 1

2021-01-24 
14:18:22

Outside 
SA

Nowher
e

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

First and foremost, I refuse to be tagged. I am not some animal. 
Yes, scien7sts interna7onally have done tests and like any other 
virus that's affected us (e.g. HIV) scien7sts have been involved in 
finding a vaccine. What makes  Covid so special!? Also, since the 
varient keeps changing, like a TB virus would, then what's the 
point of this vaccine? We are not labrats. At the rate that these 
things are, I'll be one of the last ones to get vaccinated. I'd rather 
go to jail before being forced to take the vaccine. Now some of 
my friends are considering freezing sperm as reports suggests 
that the vaccine alters DNA. If it's popula7on control, then tell 
us. Concerned

Free State 1

2021-01-22 
10:16:07

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Nevermind the vaccines never being trialed properly for 10 years 
as with the other so called vaccines, the idea that the Covid ID / 
passport is a way of controlling our freedom to personal 
decisions and choices. 

So government decided that its a way to ensure if we don't take 
it, we cannot buy food, do trading, purchase a vehicle or house 
or even travel. 

This is not a choice apparently but on this pla{orm I am telling 
you, I will not bow down to this. The

Mpumalanga 2
2021-01-22 
07:15:59

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Sue

2021-01-20 
08:54:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I s7ll have my own free will and don't like the fact that we will 
need a passport for this and also our municipality can't even 
provide water, there is no service at home affairs so I am sick 
and 7red of quees. Es7e

employed individual 98
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 20

2021-02-18 
17:41:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I honestly don't trust the short period of 7me in which this 
vaccines have been created. No accountability to these 
pharmaceu7cal  companies if something goes wrong? Why?  I 
don't know what's in there and  how it's going to affect my body. 
And on top of all of this, you s7ll have to wear a mask,  social 
distance and are s7ll at risk. So why the vaccines? Merle

2021-01-31 
18:30:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Angelique

2021-01-28 
21:18:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I would like to 7ck "all of the above". 
Firstly, I do not agree that this "pandemic" warrants a vaccine for 
ordinary healthy people and to enforce the popula7on to take it 
is wrong.  
If there is to be a Covid Passport, you may as well just call us 
North Korea or the CCP.   
Rather than enforcing vaccines, spend the money on educa7ng 
people how to be healthy and stop ea7ng crap like McDonalds, 
drinking alcohol and taking medica7on for absolutely every liple 
ailment.  
The effec7veness of the vaccine is too soon to tell but it's not 
looking good in other countries with numerous deaths being 
reported. The speed with which it has been brought to the 
market, compared to any other vaccine, leaves me only with 
skep7cism How did this one miraculously not take 10 years to 
have all the studies and research behind it?! Carole

2021-01-23 
06:37:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

This is a blatened infringement  of anyone's choice and our 
cons7tu7on. The vaccine you want to roll out has been  declared 
unsafe by Australian scien7sts.  Secondly there are safer 
alterna7ves  like Ivermec7n, who has been around for 20 years. 
So now I will be forced to take the vaccine if I want my child to 
apend school or buy food.  As usual this government is a puppet 
because there is money involved. Pamela

2021-01-22 
21:15:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Fa7ma
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2021-01-22 
20:44:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

We have no idea what the long term side effects are and how it 
will damage our bodies, as all pharmaceu7cal drugs have 
nega7ve side effects. 

I don't like that they could poten7ally make the vaccine 
mandatory, ban travel, etc. 

Also, with the new variant, there is no guarantee that the 
vaccine even will help against the new strain, as research has 
already suggested otherwise. Juanita

2021-01-22 
17:38:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Vaccina7on should be voluntary. COVID passport/ID is a gross 
viola7on of our cons7tu7onal right. A viola7on of human dignity 
and freedom of movement. Busisiwe

2021-01-22 
11:24:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I am not interested in the vaccine as I do not believe in its 
effec7veness. I believe there are natural selu7ons for 
overcoming the sickness. Zirk 

2021-01-22 
09:13:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not support a vaccine that can possibly kill us. 
It is also against my religious views. 
I already had it, so I do not want to be marked by the beast and 
go to hell! Franchonet

2021-01-22 
08:10:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

All of the above are of concern 
It hasnt been tested, normal vaccine tes7ng takes years 
Why do I need a covid passport - not doing a lot for the 
conspiracy theories out there 
Making it mandatory - why isnt the flu shot mandatory 
roll out by government - havent really proven themselves to be 
trustworthy or caring about their ci7zens amoryn

2021-01-22 
06:36:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

RNAtechnology vaccines are  unacceptable  before at least 3yrs 
of trial studies.  We can be tested for an7bodies, which, if 
present, would give natural immunity.  If no an7bodies are 
present, we must have the right to chose  to be or not to be 
vaccinated.  

Chavonne
2021-01-22 
05:16:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Andrae
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2021-01-21 
14:33:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

This so-called pandemic has a mortality rate of between 2.7 and 
0.2%, the laper reflec7ng Mkhize's statements that between 
20% and 40% of the popula7on have been infected.  

Despite the controlled media narra7ve to the contrary, this puts 
Covid 19 on par with what we would expect to see from the flu if 
we ac7vely tracked its progress.  

The overall death rate did not increase between 2019 and 2020, 
except that it did not go down by the usual 2%, indica7ng that 
the excess deaths in 2020 probably fill this gap, except that these 
were not Covid related. 

As for the ini7al premise for the state of emergency, it was based 
on virtually no precedence, and the goal was to flapen the curve 
of infec7ons so as not to overwhelm medical facili7es already 
crippled by massive government corrup7on. 

This premise did not become a reality. Many hospitals, even in 
so-called "hot spots" remained ghost towns. In fact, one study 
clearly linked the overwhelming of medical facili7es as a 
phenomenon of the media narra7ve, not the epidemiological 
risks of Covid which remain low, despite all efforts to convince 
the general public to the contrary. hpps://
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/eci.13294 

Now, lets talk about the vaccine. Seing aside the facts that 
vaccines have been a necessity for diseases that either have a 
very high mortality rate like small pox, or have both a high 
mortality rate and leave permanent disability like polio, or pose 
a risk to fetal development like rubella, this disease simply does 
not fit these criteria. Covid 19 has a low mortality rate, virtually 
no long term risks for the general public, and no risk to fetal 
development. We don't need a vaccine for this disease, the real 
disease is misinforma7on. 

But that's not the worst of it. The aforemen7oned tradi7onal 
vaccines all use a version of the actual pathogen to s7mulate an 
immune response, the Covid vaccine is different, it uses either 
RNA or DNA to trigger an immune response from inside your 
cells, there is a reason that these vaccines were not developed 
further for SARS-2 Coronavirus, because it causes large scale 
pulmonary immunopathology, which we have see with the latest 
vaccines on an alarming scale. hpps://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
22536382/ 

Not to men7on hpps://www.hindustan7mes.com/world-news/
australia-ends-covid-19-vaccine-trials-due-to-hiv-an7body-
posi7ves/story-zpxw50w41tFvZmetL2bawM.html . 

This en7re scenario s7nks. Since the onset of Covid 19 we have 
been lied to, and subjected to irra7onal and totalitarian controls 
that violate our cons7tu7onal rights and make no logical sense 
except to those profi7ng off of the confusion. 

Mark my words, this is the governments have tasted a new kind 
of power they will not easily give up. 

Nic

2021-01-21 
13:07:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I'm travelling aboard regularly and don't need ant vaccina7on of  
COVID passport/ID. I don't feel safe and feel that too many 
people died amer receiving the vaccina7on. If it was produced by 
Scien7sts in South Africa, for the right reason, not problem at all, 
but I know that it's not for any Covid, but the front runner for 
the NWO, which I will never support as Chris7an Roelof

2021-01-21 
08:36:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Freedom of Health and travel are basic human rights, democracy 
is dead if this is taken away from us.  
There are many other alterna7ves to the vaccine.  
Like artemisia, ivermec7n, zinc, olive leaf 7ncture. J

2021-01-20 
13:15:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I would prefer for my personal & medical informa7on to be kept 
private and to not have to travel with proof of vaccina7on. 
Vaccina7on should be given only as a choice; for hose who wish 
to protect themselves.  

The alterna7ve is pro choice like with any medical op7on. For 
those who are worried to get vaccinated, and allow those who 
don't wish to get vaccinated to feel free to do so. Medical 
records can be available on a medical network on permission of 
the pa7ent to their trea7ng doctor ONLY. Margarita

2021-01-20 
06:34:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I am NOT in favour of this vaccine, that is orchestrated by the 
elite  few in high posi7ons to make us the public sicker,  there is 
NO WAY  a vaccine can be  made so quickly,  supposedly  curing a 
deathly  virus.  It is a method of control. Jacqueline 

2021-01-19 
18:50:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

We will be forced to take ac7on against the con7nual unlawful 
ac7ons by a few bad actors in our government Wessel

2021-01-19 
17:59:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The Vaccine has not been tested. reports of people dying. i do 
not trust our government Neil
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2021-01-19 
15:44:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I am not for the vaccine. I feel that if you take the necessary 
precau7onary measures then everyone should be safe. we 
should not be forced to take the vaccine. by imposing travelling 
bans you are effec7vely forcing people to take the vaccina7on.  
China didn't need a vaccine and they are covid free... they didn't 
have a second or third wave... makes one think what's really 
happening in the bigger picture... Lucre7a

Gauteng 46

2021-02-02 
09:41:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Why is the gov is rolling out an experimental vaccine  (with 
adverse side effects including death) for which the 
manufacturers have indemnity for;  why are the alterna7ve 
treatments banned or blocked; why do we need the covid ID; 
why are we being bulldozed into this on a global level when 
deaths are equal to previous years and why oh why are the PCR 
tests run at a higher cycle,  leading to increased false posi7ves. 
So many ques7ons and only one answer - Money....money for 
the gov pockets and partners. Disgus7ng Saluki

2021-01-28 
14:17:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

This is clearly an agenda pushed by the ANC. Fronline doctor's 
have tes7fied of the effec7ve treatment of C-19 by 
hydroxychloroquin and Ivermec7n. Yet, these rela7vely cheap 
treatments are not recognised or welcomed by our government. 
Wearing of masks, absurd Lockdowns and isola7ons that makes 
NO SENSE at all (and not based on any TRUE science) have been 
implemented in order to put people in FEAR and ac7ng as a 
distrac7on to that which is really going on. They have proved to 
us as ci7zens of this country that they have NO, ZERO, ZILCH 
poten7al to lead a country and that they DON'T give a damn for 
anyone except themselves. No regard for other's or the animals 
and nature around us. As long as they can con7nue enriching 
themselves-at whatever price it takes. They have no pride or any 
dignity lem for the posi7on of authority they have been put in by 
the people! Sadly, they have manipulated and brainwashed 
ci7zens through main strem media to such an extent, that 
people s7ll believe the Lies they tell every single day. Crimes 
against humanity have been commiped and for that they will 
pay.  We as the people will RISE IN LOVE! The Love has WON!  
Darkness is only the absence of Light! And A LOT of LIGHT is s7ll 
present in this Country and in the World! The world will soon 
know the TRUTH! Each for themselves. Un7l then, Let's keep 
HOPE. Remember - The darkest hour is just before dawn.  

Dr. Lewis C. Tolley Lewis

2021-01-28 
13:32:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I most certainly do NOT give consent to Covid Passports/ ID's,  I 
do NOT give consent to this vaccine ,  and I do Not give consent 
to Mandatory Vaccines - This is my Body - I alone decide what is 
put into my body.  This is the Universal Law of Free Will.  
And - Why would we have to carry a PASSPORT showing our 
medical status ? 
This is illegal and it is a viola7on of our Human Rights, our Rights 
to Privacy, Our Rights to Confiden7al Medical Treatment, and 
our Rights to our Private Medical History!  
This vaccine has NOT been tested properly – Vaccine Trials have 
to run for a period of 10 years before they are allowed to be 
registered and distributed. 
Above all else - the cruelty to animals is unspeakable while this is 
being tested, which I do NOT give consent to! 
Vaccines will Not be used on my body - I simply will not allow it!  
There are Safer, far more effec7ve & cheaper products that 
already exist, and  are now being shown to be Successful in 
trea7ng this virus  -  
Why have these all been banned?! 

H

2021-01-26 
18:43:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I feel like there's a lot that this Government is hiding from us. 
I will be comfortable to be vaccinated with something that was 
produced by our own team. 
Just like any vaccine, we shouldn't be forced to take it. Zam

2021-01-26 
18:43:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I feel like there's a lot that this Government is hiding from us. 
I will be comfortable to be vaccinated with something that was 
produced by our own team. 
Just like any vaccine, we shouldn't be forced to take it. Zam

2021-01-25 
17:49:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Firstly.  
Why do I need a Vaccine for a flu like disease that I am 99.9% 
likely to survive.  
IF I catch it. 
Secondly.  
The PCR test is not reliable and is inaccurate.  So I dont trust or 
believe that either. 
Thirdy. 
No one has successfully developed a Vaccine for the common 
cold so how on God's green earth could they develop a vaccine 
for covid in less than a year. 

Now you want to prevent me from earning an income or going 
to the supermarket based on Fairy Tale figures and communist 
laws. 
Not only is that irresponsible, it is also a crime against humanity. 

Jonathan 
2021-01-25 
17:17:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Sbo
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2021-01-25 
10:50:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I have so many concerns here. To list a few: 
1)The Covid-19 virus has not be isolated in a laboratory. How on 
earth can a vaccine be developed for a target that does not 
exist? 
2)Why suppress the use of Ivermec7n or Hydroxychloroquine? 
3)The so called second wave is caused by your regula7ons that 
aim to defeat the natural immune system of people, i.e. mask 
wearing, constant sani7zing and social distancing. These are the 
things that are responsible for deaths. 
4)You as government have no right to impose things on me or 
my body. I have rights afforded to me by the cons7tu7on. My 
body, my choice. No mandatory vaccines or manipula7on to take 
them are acceptable. 
5)We were not all born yesterday and we know exactly what you 
are really busy with. Covid is just your boogeyman to destroy the 
current system. We strongly oppose the Great Reset. Very, very 
strongly. 
6)I will not accept anything that takes away my privacy and other 
human rights. I will not accept any surveillance or the 
Technocracy your are trying to impose on us. To hell with the 
New World Order! 

Lastly, WE DO NOT WANT YOUR KILLER VACCINES. Send them 
back to Bill Gates! Jacques

2021-01-25 
09:30:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I dont understand why do we need to have an ID for Covid we 
should be free to say yes we need the Vaccine or we dont want 
the vaccine but now it seems like we gonna be forced to take the 
vaccine. what is happening now is like what is happening in the 
bible Mduduzi 

2021-01-25 
08:54:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The COVID pandemic surely is a great concern for all of us.  
Especially when you have lost people close to you.  My concern 
however is that there are medica7ons that work for COVID why 
do you want everyone to be vaccinated and track them with a 
new ID card.  Is it because you as the government has another 
plan with this.  I am allergic to a lot of medica7on and why are 
all the substances that are in the vaccine not disclosed.  I will not 
take the vaccine so will you then force me to stop working or be 
in public just because I did not take the vaccine although there 
are cures for the virus that you don't want the public to have.  
Why do you want to cripple our economy even more with 
millions of much-needed money spend on new ID cards.  If you 
travel a lot there is a vaccine card that you need to have for 
yellow fever for instance both yellow fever and COVID kills 
people what is so different about this vaccine that you need to 
track people with their IDs.  Not a frac7on of the people died of 
COVID compared to the black plague but you want to instate a 
whole new ID system.  I am sure there is more going on here and 
you tell people a different story.   Our country is on its knees 
with millions without jobs and the pandemic daily cause people 
to lose their jobs and you s7ll want to spend millions (that we 
don't have) on a new ID system I strongly disagree with this. Mandie 

2021-01-24 
11:07:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Let's look at China where Covid-19 started, did they use vaccine 
to stop the spread? If so called vaccine is not going to stop the 
spreading nor cure covid-19 why waste our 7me and energy. 
There are so many people interested on vaccine like ID 2020 all 
this things were planned in a small mee7ng.  Just dont kill 
Africans in order to sa7sfy diabolic plans against human Ndzumbululo

2021-01-24 
07:17:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I don't support the fact that the vaccine is forced on ci7zens... 
The fact that you grt a Covid ID and/or passport amer vaccina7on 
is a huge concern. The government is using its powers to to 
change the iden7ty system through Covid 19. I sincerely believe 
this will result in the new world order, and that is what the 
government is trying to achieve through the pretext of Covid 19 Bongani

2021-01-23 
20:41:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I have mul7ple concerns around safety, efficacy, cost to taxpayer 
vs alterna7ves and discrimina7on against unvaccinated. Natural 
immunity from having had the disease should be at least as valid 
as vaccina7on and right of choice for medical treatment should 
bee protected. Jessica

2021-01-23 
10:55:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID It shouldn't be mandatory Nolwazi

2021-01-22 
19:53:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

No I'd for the vaca7on is needed it is private between the doctor 
and pa7ent Gerrit

2021-01-22 
18:50:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I simply don't believe this qualifies as a pandemic and therefore 
the reponse is totally dispropor7onate. Lockdowns, masks and 
vaccines are scien7fically and financially unjus7fied - unless you 
are obliged by the IMF to do so. Dimitri

2021-01-22 
15:10:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not support mandatory vaccina7ons, vaccina7on id/
passports and that the minority of people in SA that pay taxes 
have to be charged more tax to pay for the majority that do not 
pay taxes. Dwayne

2021-01-22 
12:24:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do NOT SUPPORT THIS VACINE AS MY HUMAN RIGHTS ARE 
BEING FORCED TO BE TAKEN AWAY BECAUSE OF THIS VACCINE.  
We as people of South africa have endured enough corrup7on 
and state owned propertY collapses due to this GOVERNMENT.  
WE HAVE A RIGHT TO CHOOSE AND AS WE ALL DONT SHARE 
THE SAME BELIEVES WE CANT BE FORCED TO TRUST THIS 
VACCINE. Denise

2021-01-22 
07:45:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Yet another money making thing for the Government to further 
steal from our ci7zens. Colet

2021-01-22 
07:18:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The vacine is killing people and it a way to change our dna. There 
is no way you can find a vacine that can cure so called covid in a 
few months. Its a scheme to kill people Sue
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2021-01-22 
07:14:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It is every person's democra7c right to say no to the vaccine. 
Although I am not against vaccines as we know then,  but 
something slushed together in months and now being advocated 
as the miracle of all 7me to save my life, is just a big fib. 

I do not believe that this vaccine is safe a nor is it beneficial to 
my life, actually,  this vaccine could perhaps even kill me before 
Covid does. 

I disagree to have to be forced to take the vaccine in order to 
travel or work or buy and sell for that maper. 

I believe this is a training session  to get the worlds popula7on to 
accept anything  forced on them to accept it like sheep. 

The Lord created the earth and humans and said to populate the 
earth, live and rule over the earth. God did not say the earth 
must be ruled by a group of rich people who must decide when 
there is enough people on earth and to control humans by 
taking the right to life away from them. Be fearful those who 
wish to do harm to God's people. Watch your back, because my 
God is a jealous God and He does not sleep. Annelize

2021-01-21 
21:18:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not want to use the covid ID, I do not want to take the 
vaccine. I am fine with my natural medicine. Not this vaccine 
that suddenly comes to our country. It must be first be tested by 
our own doctors. And it must not be put as mandate of SA 
ci7zens to take it. Everyone must take it at their own will Monica 

2021-01-21 
20:21:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Melouise

2021-01-21 
18:49:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I don’t want the vaccine why is it being forced at a rapid pace we 
should be given a choice to take it or not Colleen

2021-01-21 
18:49:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I don’t want the vaccine why is it being forced at a rapid pace we 
should be given a choice to take it or not Colleen

2021-01-21 
16:50:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Larry

2021-01-21 
15:26:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not support the roll out of a vaccine nor do I belief it is 
effec7ve against covid-19. the state is doing it's utmost best to 
force everyone to comply to the mark of the beast and the nwo 
to rule and kill as they please. Ren

2021-01-21 
11:46:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I am against mandatory vaccina7on.  Vaccina7on should only be 
administered to those willing to do so. Those who don’t want 
should be given an op7on to be tested at the point when they 
want such a service at the government’s expense. Nhamoinesu

2021-01-21 
09:19:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Why only look at the vaccine and all other indigenous were 
ignored. This is a scam for tax payers, especially since the money 
will come from them.  Siyabonga

2021-01-21 
08:25:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Let ramapouz and al the corrupt ANC parlement member and 
follower and all eff member get the vaccine. If one die then its 
not for me. 
All this new word order kak must stop. Fuck mark Zuckerberg 
and Fuck Bill Gates.  And Fuck brain dead communst ramapouz. Corrie

2021-01-21 
07:58:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I have the choice to receive treatment for illnesses or not. 
The vaccine should not be compulsory or used to prevent free 
movement anywhere. 
It is impossible to have a vaccine made and properly tested in 
such a short 7me. 
We do not know of all the side effects of these vaccines. 
There are also reports of people that died amer receiving the 
vaccines especially the elderly and those with co-mobili7es. Johannes

2021-01-20 
20:51:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccines already had detrimental serious side effects to 
individuals that were administered the drug. Your natural 
immunity has great resistance than the vacc. Alternate and safer 
methods should be inves7gated for individual with compromised 
immunity or safer methods are available to affected individuals 
 Poisoning your system with the vaccine is Not an op7on. Sunita 

2021-01-20 
19:02:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Nazreen 

2021-01-20 
18:16:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

We cannot trust this government decisions, which are clearly 
siding with people like George Soros, Bill Gates and the like (the 
globalists). All we have seen 7ll now, was an increase in crime, 
murder and corrup7on. Not one of those poli7cians have been 
brought to accountability yet,  have served a sentence and paid 
back what was stolen from the taxpayer.  We therefore cannot 
trust them to make a decision about our lives and vaccines. If 
they do have integrity like other governments,  they would have 
resigned. 
Most-important, we do not want a vaccine with nano- 
technology, which ID you and takes away your freedom to travel 
and work, if you have not received it. 
We do not want a vaccine, with  mRNA. 
We do not a vaccine  with MRC-5 (aborted fetal cells and other 
DNA) 
We do not want a vaccine where there is a possibility of a 
latrogenic reac7on (adverse reac7on caused by mul7ple 
compounds or drugs)  
 We do not want a vaccine which (if you do not take it), takes 
away your freedom of choice to travel, to work, to interact with 
family, to go to church. This is an abomina7on against people. 
Not even God takes away your freedom of choice. Why does the 
government try to enforce it?  Irma

2021-01-20 
14:41:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccine is the biggest scam the world has seen. No vaccine 
for HIV in over 40years.No vaccine for cancer in 100 years. No 
vaccine for the common cold now they want to tell the people 
tjey developed a vaccine in less than a year. You must be a 
special kind of stupid to believe that Nick
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2021-01-20 
14:13:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

This is just another scheme to take away your freedom in the 
name of 'safety'. Jo

2021-01-20 
14:00:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The SA Government has been handling Covid 19 very poorly. The 
laws make almost no sense with rela7on to the so-called 
pandemic. Figures are sketchy. The effe7veness of vaccine is 
undetermined, therefor to be considered dangerous. People 
should be responsible for their own health, and not have their 
government s7pulate to them how and what to do, especially 
considering that none of the poli7ans have any expert 
knowledge, especially in the field of medicine. Besides all that, 
why are they so keen to spend money on a vaccine which 
effec7veness is undetermined, rather than prevent it's people 
from dying of starva7on or being killed or affected by 
crime....just another opportunity to steal the money! They don't 
care about the ci7zens, if they did, nature walks, breathing fresh 
air, would not be illegal. Forcing people to wear masks is 
somewhat cruel and once again, said to not be effec7ve.  
Downright harmful to certain people with resipatory ailments, 
etc. Mariëpe

2021-01-20 
13:29:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccines have not been tested properly, no one knows what 
the long term side effects might be. People should be given the 
choice to vaccinate or not.  Ivermec7n  is an alterna7ve that 
seems to work, why is it not available in South Africa? It is a 
much cheaper  alterna7ve right now! Elize

2021-01-20 
11:31:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

According to Local scien7sts: The country would likely reach herd 
immunity at around 67% of the popula7on – vaccinated.  
I JerryPurfz is very much happy to be in the bracket of the 
remaining 33% which will not need to inoculate.  
Caucasians have enslaved our forebearers, stolen from them & 
brought wars & many terminal diseases to Africa. They 
developed their countries and lem Africa behind on 
Infrastructure development, provision of basic services, 
economic opportuni7es, etc. What makes you think they care & 
would want to save your life today? 

Solu7ons? I have a few... Though it appears that WHO is not 
willing to listen to any indigenous alterna7ves that Africa has to 
offer.  

1.  We have tradi7onal medicines which have proven to work. 
2. One local Doctor has proven that bronchoscopy is effec7ve.  
3. They said another way to achieve heard immunity is through 
natural infec7on... With such a high rate of recovery, why the 
hell do we need vaccines? At this rate, it appears we will sooner 
or later develop herd immunity through natural infec7ons and 
recovery.  

One more concern: It is widely know that our health care system 
is in shambles, but when & how did the department managed to 
setup a na7onwide tallying up system to round up Covid 19 stats 
daily without fail?  
Also, the larger part of the popula7on is impoverished and 
cannot even feed themselves, let alone afford a Covid 19 test... 
So where is the department geing all these numbers from? Jerry

2021-01-20 
10:59:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Indeed all of the listed concerns do have my apen7on, as this 
government is not to be trusted with any mandatory projects or 
procedures, vaccine roll-outs or any addi7onal power or money 
of any kind. Firstly it is not legal to make the vaccine mandatory, 
as it will not work for everyone. Secondly there are beper known 
alterna7ves for the vaccine. We do not need to spend so much 
money to import the vaccine, and we do not have the capital to 
spend on this endeavour.  Keep to the basics and try cleansing 
the government of corrup7on. Arno

2021-01-20 
10:56:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

If you want to die (physically and spiritually) then take the 
vaccine - otherwise don't!!! Paul

2021-01-20 
10:10:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Why must we be forced to take something that is not approved 
and tested properly. By giving it to our healthcare providers you 
are implica7ng them.  How can we trust something that is  
brought in within a month and yet you can not solve probity, our 
health care system, our Muncipality’s, but you bring in 
something and find money for it within a month!  Then to 
impose a travel ID for this vaccine. We are not puppets!  One 
world order! Tracey

2021-01-19 
23:54:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The Covid Vaccine has 666 Wripen All Over It…and Why that 
Doesn’t Maper According to Revela7on 

hpps://academic.logos.com/the-covid-vaccine-has-666-wripen-
all-over-it-and-why-that-doesnt-maper-according-to-revela7on/ James

2021-01-19 
19:14:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I am not in support of the vaccine as some of the info coming 
through is that it csn poten7ally alter your DNA.  We should 
therefore be allowed to exercise our choice and not be 
mandatory. Those who are fine with it, let it be their choice, 
however full disclosure is cri7cal so that people are aware of 
what they are signing for. We need to consider alterna7ve 
treatments of dealing with the virus. Thandeka

2021-01-19 
18:04:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Vaccine passports are a form of coercion. It may not be illegal to 
refuse vaccina7on but the vaccine passports will make it virtually 
impossible to func7on in society without geing vaccinated. 
People should have the freedom to decide what medical 
treatments they want to have. Your body does not belong to the 
state. This vaccine has been rushed through safety tes7ng. That 
means that the people who take it are the ones who are tes7ng 
it. The Nuremburg trial concluded that it is a viola7on of human 
rights to force a person to engage in a medical experiment 
against their will. The vaccine id is a crime against humanity. Jeremy
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2021-01-19 
17:40:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Vaccine should not be compulsory. We need alterna7ve method. 
It must not forced to people. Peter 

Limpopo 3

2021-02-01 
09:27:13 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

No vaccine should be forced on anybody as it is the individuals 
right to choose. Amer all, what do vaccinated individuals have to 
fear? This vaccine has been rushed and may have liple 
understood implica7ons.  Messing with our DNA/RNA carries 
high risks. Anonymous

2021-01-22 
10:47:15 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID This will cost the taxpayers a lot of money. phyllis

2021-01-20 
10:00:08 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

To  begin with, Madagascar showed that artemisia is able to fight 
off the virus, as a  result, many who had contracted this virus, 
including myself, survived. So, it showed that African remedies 
are more helpful than foreign vaccina7on. We have heard many 
unpleasant stories of this vaccines amer they were taken, those 
who took it had complica7ons and eventually succumbed to the 
vaccine not the virus. However, why there must be a special 
passport/ID for people who have vaccinated? People should be 
vaccinated at their own choice and freedom not this 
manipula7on the government is doing. And again, I think it must 
begin with the Poli7cians at the parliament and the execu7ves 
as are the ones who travel more omen. Albert

Mpumalanga 11
2021-01-28 
18:38:22

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Jaco

2021-01-24 
13:29:30

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I believe this vaccine is not going to help the situa7on. I’ve 
already seen what this vaccine does to people and I’m a firm 
believer this is only a way to control the people..  
It’s also unfair that it should be known on your ID that you took 
the vaccine, because there is already proof that the human body 
can form an7bodies against the virus.  
It’s against a person’s free-will to be forced to take the vaccine, 
when there is no proof that this vaccine can protect you against 
covid. And it’s like everyone forgot that there are other virusses, 
every7me someone gets sick now, you are already said to have 
covid.  
I have also seen a lot of proof showing that people are being 
diagnosed with “covid”, even if you don’t really have covid. 
Therefore I will not be taking the vaccine.  

Marilize
2021-01-24 
10:23:17

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I will not comply,.I will not conform to the Chinese social 
points(communism) scheme. Jaco

2021-01-22 
13:27:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Corona has nothing to do with the sickness. It's all about Bill 
Gates implementong his evil vaccines! Corona is curable! Why 
did pharmaceu7cals stop allowing sales of Hydroxi chloroquine? 
Stop this wickedness! Tell Cyril to stop listening to Bill gates and 
ASK God what to do. He will answer to God for. Misleading 
people. HIV came here as a vaccine, yet millions of Black people 
died yet No one did nothing! Now you want to get the country 
into irreversible debt so that Bill gates can take over? They will 
not win! We are praying Thobile 

2021-01-22 
09:21:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It is against my human rights to enforce vaccina7on with a 
substance that has not been researched thoroughly . 
The result of tes7ng, research and side effects is not being 
shared with the public and the Government are not sharing their 
strategy and their agenda for forced vaccina7on. 
Natural Immunity will take place. Beverley

2021-01-22 
07:04:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Let all poli7cians and jail inmates get it first to make sure the 
vaccine is safe and well tested to see the side affects etc. 

And its against the cons7tu7on that they will force everyone to 
get it, its my right to choose Douglas

2021-01-21 
20:55:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Being guineypigs for a drug not tested  and therefore the need 
for a passport system to track what side effects occur Armand 

2021-01-21 
19:09:45

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Autoimmune diseases triggerd later on in life. Mandatory 
vaccina7on....if we alliw this, then what else will they force you 
to do? AstraZenica is the beper one, but was it tested 
effec7vely? Jana

2021-01-21 
13:34:40

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Ek en my gesin sal nie die vaccine vat nie. Wereldwyd maak die 
meeste mense kapsie daarteen. Kyk maar hoeveel mense 
verloor hulle lewens na hulle die vaccine ontvang het. Daar is 
reeds medikasie wat met wonderlike resultate geneem word om 
te voorkom dat mense siek word en doodlik siek mense genees. 
'N vaccine neem wat my hele lewe gaan verander. Nee, nooit 
nie. So my en my familie se vaccine's kan met liefde aan iemand 
anders geskenk word. Ons Geneesheer is onse God en Hemelse 
Vader in wie se Hande ons lewens is. God Bless en Shalom Pretorius

2021-01-21 
07:00:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I work in mozambique.  
The vaccine is not effec7ve enough for it to be mandatory for 
travelers. 
My family will not be injected with the vaccine. Jan

2021-01-20 
17:14:19

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Mapule

KwaZulu-Natal 6
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2021-01-28 
12:26:05

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do agree with the vacine as I have seen many children who 
have been affected by vaccines as I do not agree with animal 
tes7ng either.  We do not have the same DNA.  Most people do 
not even know what is in the vaccine.  Healthy ea7ng and diet is 
the solu7on.  Good solid nutri7on.  Money and finance should 
go to farmers to supply the na7on with healthy fruit and 
dvegetable farms not towards vacines that add more toxins to 
the body.  

I am a Wellness coach and have not been sick in six years.  I 
treated a serious Covid pa7ent came in touch with posi7ve Covid 
people and never got sick.  I believe it is due to my high immune 
levels of healthy ea7ng.  If all the money that was spent on 
corrup7on was spent on feeding our na7on correctly and 
educa7ng them and we carry on social distancing and prac7ce 
good habits like washing hands etc amer going to the bathroom, 
touching hand rails and escalators etc we would eradicate flu 
and many other diseases and we concentrated on healthy family 
habits and not allow Pornography sites etc that break up 
families.  We would have happy families and less stress of 
broken families.  Our priori7es are all wrong arn't they? Charmaine

2021-01-22 
16:07:38

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Why levaccine  isheshe kangaka ukutholakala and ingabe all the 
required tests were done futhi iphephile yini

SANDILE 
RIDGEL

2021-01-20 
15:20:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Not properly tested. There are also proven alterna7ves that 
wont waste our money or 7me. Grant

2021-01-20 
15:07:18

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Alana

2021-01-20 
09:30:30

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I am not happy at all about taking the vaccine and feel we need 
to be given a choice in the decision. We also donot want to be 
restricted to travel by a health passport. kerry

2021-01-20 
09:30:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I am not happy at all about taking the vaccine and feel we need 
to be given a choice in the decision. We also donot want to be 
restricted to travel by a health passport. kerry

North West 1

2021-01-26 
11:44:39

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

No mandatory inocula7ons, it has to be out of one's own free 
will,if you want to take it,  for me there is to much going on 
behind the big smoke screen,its a NO for me Stanley 

Eastern Cape 6

2021-01-23 
09:21:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not think that the vaccine is safe. Too liple research has 
been done. Nobody knows what the long term side effects are 
going to be. I am opposed to anything that has the poten7al to 
alter my dna Rosalind 

2021-01-22 
15:45:20

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Instead of using funds on vaccines the government should use 
that money to help people in our country and implement one 
last hard lock down. Without any incoming or outgoing flights Naseba

2021-01-22 
11:15:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Im not taking any vaccine or will not let my name put on any sort 
of Covid id/passport. There is no need for a vaccine anywhere! Francois

2021-01-21 
21:40:39

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Reshana 

2021-01-21 
16:52:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Listen to Doctors solu7ons are available.. Nosisa

2021-01-20 
19:44:16

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The mortality rate of the virus doesn't warrant the use of an 
untested vaccine with harmful ingredients, no one has the right 
to force anyone to do anything that is possibly dangerous Terrence

Free State 3
2021-01-22 
07:14:12

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Ari

2021-01-21 
21:25:12

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

i do not support a mandatory so-called vaccine. I do not support 
vic7misa7on for those who choose not to have this substance, 
through being penalised  in any way e.g. being prevented from 
certain ac7vi7es. I do not support the inconsistency of allowing  
an untested substance  on EVERYONE in the country, when there 
are other remedies that members of the public wish to use, 
substances that are used in other parts of the world, yet they are 
prevented from doing so, despite evidence of anecdotal success 
rate. The argument is that  these substances have not had 
clinical trials IN SA for three years, well neither has the medical 
device referred to as a vaccine.  Clinical trials and registra7on is a 
very costly affair which prevents people from accessing remedies 
that have been around for a long 7me. the official line  want to 
force a risky substance on the most vulnerable members of the 
public, and yet it strives to prevent them from making a choice 
about what they wish to use for their own health. 

linoia anne
2021-01-19 
22:31:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Tshele

Northern Cape 2

2021-01-22 
06:50:44

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Ivermec7n has been proven to be a cost effec7ve measure in 
comba7ng the virus. I do not agree to being controlled by an ID 
system. My faith is in Jesus Christ and even though I am aware 
that it might cost me my life on earth, I am prepared for it. For to 
me, to live is Christ [He is my source of joy, my reason to live] 
and to die is gain [for I will be with Him in eternity]. 
Philippians 1:21 AMP Mariska
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2021-01-21 
18:34:54

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

South Africa should con7nue to support the concept of 
individual freedom I.e. each person should have the choice of 
whether or not they would like to be vaccinated and then not be 
prejudiced amer making their decision. There are significant 
concerns that an Apartheid pass system will accompany the 
Covid passport that will lock people out of certain ac7vi7es. 
There is so much evidence that there are other solu7ons to 
prevent illness and speed recovery of those that are ill so why 
should human freedom be infringed? Each person should have a 
right to choose AND there should be no difference in treatment 
as a result of the decision. Michelle

re7red 40
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 12

2021-02-10 
10:51:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Dat ek my enigste kind, sy vrou en my kleinkinders nooit weer 
oorsee sal kan gaan besoek indien die inen7ng verpligtend 
gemaak word vir see- en of lugreise nie. 
Wanneer ek of my man siek word en daar is nie plek in 'n 
hospitaal nie, wat in elk geval  onveilig is, mag ons nie medikasie, 
soos bv. Ivermec7n, wat die siekte kan genees, gebruik nie. 

Die entstof is nie genoegsaam getoets nie en dus nie veilig nie. 
Daar word baie, baie geld onnodig uitgegee op iets wat nie 
getoets is nie en die hele bevolking word aan  onveilige, 
ongesonde metodes van oënskynlike voorkoming blootgestel. Marianne

2021-01-31 
21:17:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Susanna

2021-01-25 
20:24:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Why all  of a sudden this vaccine  has a passport and why  do not 
they the government do not start with themselves before rolling 
it out to the public Moditle 

2021-01-22 
19:45:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

20 million vaccines ?? Amer 3 months the same 20 million need a 
second jab..does this mean that the other 20 million plus must  
wait and for how long.. why not use the Johnson and Johnson  
vaccine  that only requires 1 jab. 
Re covid passport. Is this another money making scheme.  .why 
not just stamp our I'd books or passports... dont we pay enough . Gale

2021-01-22 
13:19:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

This is a man made evil, it goes against my chris7an  beliefs, and 
i and many will out righ 
t.  You cannot force people to take something that they are 
against.  WE HAVE RIGHTS IN THIS COUNTRY, PEASE DO NOT 
VIOLATE IT. Manuel FS.

2021-01-22 
13:19:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

This is a man made evil, it goes against my chris7an  beliefs, and 
i and many will out righ 
t.  You cannot force people to take something that they are 
against.  WE HAVE RIGHTS IN THIS COUNTRY, PEASE DO NOT 
VIOLATE IT. Manuel FS.

2021-01-21 
11:50:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Roelf

2021-01-21 
07:55:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Will the President and all the poli7cians take the first vaccine 
and prove that they trust and support it 100%? 

How can they force us to take a drug that have not been tested 
for atleast a year to see if there are any side effects.  

Covid passport /ID sound to me like a way to make sure we all 
get marked, same as sheep! Sandy

2021-01-20 
17:22:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Goverment can take the vaccine themselves. How do you whant 
to vaccinate a damn bacteria. Covid is no damn virus. Johan 

2021-01-20 
14:26:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Hoe veilig is hierdie vaccine?  
Waarom n vaccine id? 
Jy word verplig om die vaccine te neem  die id te kry en gee 
beheer oor jou lewe weg.  
Jy sal sekere goed geweier word undien jy die id nie kan toon 
nie.  
Waarom  derduidende rande spandeer op die vaccine, ax 
hydroxcy chloroquine, of ivermec7n ook effek7ef is. Kan ons 
regering ons antwoord op hierdie vrae? 

Lorraine
2021-01-19 
22:34:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Barbara

2021-01-19 
22:10:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Control..... Stop global control. Freecom is the answer Zelda

KwaZulu-Natal 7

2021-02-09 
12:55:24

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

So 7red of this Government with stealing and corrup7on. So 
many are starving and they could not care. So many businesses 
have folded. No infrastructure for WATER.  Potholes etc. They 
have totally ruined South Africa!!!!! Glenda

2021-01-30 
11:06:59

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not think we should be forced to take this vaccine, I am of 
the opinion that it would have long term consequences as  it has 
not been tested thoroughly. We should be given a choice with 
no threats if we do not want to take it, my body my choice !! Daphne

2021-01-25 
12:13:25

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

This is just a ruse to force people to take the vaccine whether 
they want to or not! Government ministers and all senior 
members of the ANC should submit to taking the vaccine FIRST 
and in the public eye - that is, every one that the vaccine is 
administered to, must be proven to have had it publicly, together 
with independent verifica7on that it is the SAME vaccine that 
the public is being offered! Raymond
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2021-01-24 
09:06:50

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

These vaccines have not been tested properly! How can the 
government allow their supporters to be guinea pigs? This is 
ludicrous!!! There are things to do and help people that will not 
cost the few taxpayers out there an arm and a leg!!! 
There are people who have lost their jobs because of the Covid? 
Why not try and help them, in stead of spending all those 
millions on vaccines that haven't been tested, was a rush job and 
is going to kill people? I for one will NOT be accep7ng the 
vaccine! Anni

2021-01-23 
15:12:07

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Shirley

2021-01-21 
17:17:31

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

You can s7ck that vaccine  where the sun dont shine and if you 
think you are going to force us to get it this country will revolt. 
USE IVERMECTIN IT WILL SAVE LIVES AND GET RID OF THIS 
VIRUS FOR GOOD . You people have already stolen  the money 
allocated for the vaccines now you want to tax us. Go to hell !!!! Tanya

2021-01-20 
10:34:27

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Having already had the mutated strain of the virus, my body has 
produced an7bodies . I have seen new research proving the 
immune system keeps memory of the virus in T and B cells. I 
believe this vaccine is purely to make money for Bill Gates and 
he is a mad man to insist on a covid pass and covid ID.  As a 
Chris7an I believe the vaccine is not for me and I will not be 
forced to take it Cheryl-Ann

Mpumalanga 3
2021-02-01 
11:06:01

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Wat more  write to they want two take Mark

2021-01-26 
09:23:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

This is a major concern. If you refuse the vaccine for any reason, 
this will severely restrict your freedom of movement and travel 
outside of the country, without this document. Un7l they can 
prove the vaccine can prevent the spread of this virus, there 
should be no  coercion on the part of the government for 
ci7zens to be inoculated. Cheryl

2021-01-25 
20:08:29

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

I think open everything it's your right to decide what you want 
to do and how Anne 

Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-31 
22:46:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Top concern, all men7oned. The stats vary, the enforcement of 
law is non existent (up to the president, the example?) the 
thumb sucking  laws that we must obey to re. churches closed,  
casinos open, beaches closed, malls open , the validity of tes7ng 
and c-19 deaths, money given by other countries disappeared 
and vaccines obtained from other countries? and on and 
on........It has become a poli7cal instrument , not a pandemic 
anymore. I have a GOD given right to choose what goes into my 
body thus it cannot be law or mandatory to me, Donald

2021-01-21 
16:41:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Marcus

2021-01-19 
22:51:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Where was this vaccine tested? Aren't there supposed to be 
guinea pigs to test this? Coun7es like Norway, people died amer 
taking the vaccine, according to the Social Media.Also in America 
amer they given it in old age homes.It is not tested properly. 

Why must there be passed to prove that you have taken the 
vaccine? If this vaccine is proved to be working why not take 
some medicine used to do the vaccine and "cure" current 
pa7ents? 

Why is the vaccine forced to us as the people? The pass is proof 
enough that is forced to us, and the government says it's not 
gonna force people to take it and yet it's forcing employers to 
force employees to take it. 
Why people die when they get to hospitals and not die as much 
when they are treated at home? 

Why aren't we given a breakdown of the deaths (how many died 
in government/private hospitals?) 

Poli7cians or people in power must first take the vaccine and let 
us take it amer them. 

AJ
Western Cape 12

2021-01-31 
18:01:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccine has not been fully tested.  
Cheaper treatments are available but the government has no 
supported them. 
If they had their peoples best interest at heart they would be 
following all leads and trying their best to help their people.  
They are not! 
We cannot trust them . Barbara

2021-01-30 
14:41:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

My biggest concern is why a vaccine is essen7ally made 
compulsory for a disease that has a 95 percent  recovery rate 
and will probably fizzle out like most flu vaccines. 
It has been hurriedly formulated without the proper tes7ng. I 
have never needed a flu vaccine before, and see no reason why I 
cannot make my own health decisions. Secondly why are 
healthcare workers in the private health industry having to pay 
for the vaccine through their medical aid insurances. Pat

2021-01-25 
19:52:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

It is our human right to refuse foreign drugs being injected into 
our bodies. It is not mandatory, yet they are  restric7ng people's 
freedom through Covid pasports/ID. Many deaths were labeled 
Covid related, but autopsies were forbidden to hide the big scam 
and lies. Many people that I know have been treated for covid19 
with alterna7ve medica7on and have survived, without 
hospitaliza7on, including myself. Lorraine
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2021-01-25 
11:57:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Where is the human rights factor in this exercise? Helge 

2021-01-25 
07:08:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

I have the right to determine what goes into my body, making a 
robot of me or applying civil laws against me if I refuse to be 
injected with ungodly DNA and ingredients contravenes my 
human rights. 

This whole forced process is to control people, it has nothing to 
do with health risks and government think we are all fools. 

Start with Ramaphosa and the whole government with the 
vaccina7on... 

Johan

2021-01-24 
22:52:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

This is totally unacceptable! 

The above is not my only concern. 
Others are    ALL OF THE OPTIONS GIVEN!!!!! 

With the freedom of choice as a HUMAN RIGHT I will not be 
forced to partake in ANY of the op7ons or reasons supplied! 

Whether I die of Flu, Cancer, Car Accident or Covid or any other  
possible reason, my days are numbered by God and NOT by any 
man. audrey

2021-01-23 
08:34:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Audrey

2021-01-23 
08:31:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Ceretha

2021-01-22 
11:40:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

A Covid passport /ID will mean the vaccine is mandatory since 
many things will require the passport / ID.  This vaccine should 
never be mandatory since we have no long term trials  to prove 
it is safe. We have a very safe alterna7ve with Ivermec7n which  
is being successfully used in other countries  as a  prophylac7c 
and trea7ng Covid.  

Gail
2021-01-21 
15:07:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID WDA

2021-01-20 
13:45:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not think that the vaccine that was founded on last years 
strain  would work on south africans. The president himself said 
that they do not know if it will work on  the strain that is 
rampant in south africa. If he is not sure it is a waste of money. 
And besides why would they want to track you amer you have 
been vaccinated.? Are we turning into a police state.  Who will 
track us? it's also more money wasted because they will get 
another  corrupt company to do it.  The president and all the 
members of parliament should be the first to get it, the.people 
will follow.  That i would like to see. Helen

2021-01-20 
07:33:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Seymour

Outside SA 1

2021-01-26 
19:37:54

Outside 
SA US

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

This is a form of totalitarianism and if anyone cannot see this, 
then stay asleep. Since COVID no one dies of cancer, heart 
disease, drugs, underlying illnesses, murder, abuse, accidents 
etc. Let these heinous poli7cians take the unapproved and 
unlicensed Pfizer vaccine that has caused quite a number of 
deaths already. If these heinous poli7cians survive, actually 
become kind human beings and become totally honest in all 
their dealings, then maybe then, one may think of trus7ng this 
vaccine.  To be forced to get this vaccine and to have some form 
of vaccine ID is the worst control ever. Peter

Limpopo 1
2021-01-26 
15:03:34 Limpopo

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Hanlie

Free State 1

2021-01-22 
18:57:55

Free 
State

No I do 
not re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

More widely availibilty of Different FIRM'S products, on prices , 
side effects safety and proven efficacy with new strain. 
It should NOT be mandatory. 
Who pays for the Vax? 
 So why not let people have a choice? 
Safety is the most NB.  
Africa ate not quenypigs  M

unemployed individual 34
Column B: Count:

North West 2

2021-02-10 
08:35:11

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

We have enough proof that alterna7ve meds are effec7ve, why 
the vaccine... Some sinister background works going on. With a 
government that have clear socialist/communist goals. They can 
go play with themselves .... Basie

2021-01-26 
15:17:45

North 
West

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

This vaccine has not been tested, I will never consent to this, 
people are dying from taking this vaccine,  it is a killer. Hilary

KwaZulu-Natal 6

2021-01-28 
07:36:39

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

We have a lot of alterna7ves here in our country yet the 
government is not trying g them .The government is geing us 
the vaccine that we have not even given full info about its 
contents .This vaccine has also been reported to cause trouble in 
other countries and that was swept under the carpet. 
Try local alterna7ves please Mbali

2021-01-27 
19:12:48

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

So the dompas was totally not acceptable, yet we are about to 
introduce a COVID passport, where is the logic in that. So then 
why do we not have a MMR passport?  
Totally reject as this is seriously discriminatory! John
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2021-01-25 
22:59:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Yes my concern is the ID2020 that they want to roll out in all 
shops & I do NOT consent to that bulldust at all because it's all 
total rubbish!!!!!! They cannot do that to us South Africans!!!!! I 
do NOT support any poli7cians at all !!!!!! No maper who are 
they are!!!!! Eleanor 

2021-01-22 
08:51:00

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

My concern is really all of the above.  I own my body, not 
government.  I decide what goes into my body, not government.  Natasha 

2021-01-21 
12:02:41

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

We are not a tes7ng lab , I only Support African product.  Our 
soul are not for sale. Zama

2021-01-20 
06:38:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not trust the safety or efficacy of the vaccines, nor do I 
believe that vaccines are what is needed. There are effec7ve, 
cheap, safe drugs available which are not being used because it 
is not in alignment with big money. As a free thinking, sovereign 
human being I have the right to choose what I want to be put 
into my body. The truth about the vaccines are being hidden 
from the public. Mother nature has all the answers. Nardia 

Gauteng 10
2021-01-28 
06:25:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Willmarie

2021-01-26 
20:20:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Elani

2021-01-26 
16:16:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

While the world has been pushing for a vaccine (that hasn't 
been fully tested) ordinary, taxpaying ci7zens have lost there 
jobs.. I refuse to take a vaccine for covid. If I die from this virus 
then that is the way God intended it to be. I will not be pushed 
into something that I don't agree with and I will not allow my 
kids to take the vaccine as well.  
Also, why aren't the poli7cal par7es lining up first? If they die 
because of the vaccine, then it's of no loss to anyone,. BUT, now 
our healthcare workers need to be Guinea pigs.........you do 
realize that if they die because of this vaccine, South Africa will 
be lost............... Chantal

2021-01-22 
11:56:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It means that if you r not in on thus fatal vaccine  you are a zero 
This is forcing there will on us Drika

2021-01-22 
10:25:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

My concern is why as a country we don't make our own vaccines 
we have doctors & scien7st who can come together with they 
exper7se, now we have 11 vaccines it shows that these danger 
why so many. Another thing as a country we don't have money 
the economy is not in a good state but we want to import & it's 
expensive. The issue of ID code why I don't understand why why 
cos we can  this pandemic is like any other disease  why ID 
coding Gabby

2021-01-21 
22:10:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Lelanie

2021-01-21 
13:23:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

THIS IS CRIMINAL, people will be forced to take something 
against there will and then prevented from entering shops or 
doing business.  Disgus7ng, this is a communist mentality and 
has no place in civil society.  I am fully opposed!!! Nicholas

2021-01-21 
00:38:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Bs Dedrei

2021-01-20 
11:52:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Sharon

2021-01-19 
15:33:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Miss

Western Cape 12

2021-01-26 
17:27:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Inject all who gets grants 
Government  
All that got food parcels 
Tendernairs... 
Then working class... 

Piet

2021-01-23 
10:16:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I don't support the vaccine. Firstly how can a vaccine be 
developed so fast for an pandemic yet their is no vaccine yet for 
HiV or cancer. 
There are apparently new strains out so why a vaccine out 
already. 
There is a high survival rate for Covid so why the sudden need 
for a vaccine for everyone. 
People should not be forced to take the vaccine it's our human 
right to decide. 
Let those take the vaccine that want it rest can wait on herd 
immunity. 
I feel this whole Covid is about controlling people. Covid vaccine 
passport is wrong if you can obtain herd immunity why take the 
vaccine Sam

2021-01-22 
15:32:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

If we s7ll live in a democracy and have human rights we should 
not be forced to take a vaccine for a virus with a 97% survival 
rate. Especially when there are much cheaper and safer 
medica7ons and profalac7cs like ivermec7n and quinine. If they 
care about us so much why is no one talking about the 
alterna7ve cures that are so much cheaper. They stand to make 
so much from vaccines it’s crazy . This whole scenario makes no 
sense to me . It’s a conspiracy and a gross viola7on of human 
rights !!!   Katherine 
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2021-01-22 
10:33:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

We are all such unique individuals, with different gene7c 
expressions and health histories. One size does not fit all when it 
comes to vaccines. One vaccine won't solve the issue, as the 
virus keeps muta7ng, similar to the flu. I'm especially concerned 
about being "singled out" just because I won't have a Covid 
Passport or ID. Furthermore! The lockdown is completely 
uncons7tu7onal, it makes me sad that amer Apartheid, South 
Africans are so demoralised that they are happy to wear masks 
and just go along with what the government says. It's complete 
mind control. I'm happy to see that many people in the 
comments do indeed do their research about vaccines and that 
hopefully, the many can come together, take off their masks and 
stop the spread of fear. I'm not a Covid denier, but the 
government does not have our best interest at heart, which it 
has proven 7me and 7me again. Steph

2021-01-22 
06:37:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

If i live in a democra7c country,it must be MY own  choice if i 
want to vaccinate or use alterna7ve medicine for preven7on. I 
dont trust the new vaccine,it has NOT been tested thoroughly at 
all...and i WILL NOT subject my body to something that can 
change my dna. This is MY choice,and if forced to have it 
because covid basically affected 1% of the popula7on,then our 
state is not democra7c anymore but looks more like 
dictatorship!! Riana

2021-01-21 
17:25:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Vaccina7ons should be every individuals choice, as is stated in 
meaning of the word 'democracy'. Why must it be stated on 
passports n IDs so as to enforce the vaccina7on Tougeeda

2021-01-21 
13:54:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Nadia 

2021-01-20 
17:35:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The various vaccines have NO scien7fically proven track record 
regarding the longer-term effects  and side-effects as well as 
their corresponding efficacy.  
To crown it all now my government wants to inadvertently force 
me to take this injec7on  by methods of manipula7on via the 
uncons7tu7onal process of a registra7on system that will be 
used to bully the popula7on into doing what they want done. Emil

2021-01-20 
06:51:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not support vaccina7on,  these passes will only coerce 
people into geing the vaccine by taking their rights away to 
move freely etc. 
There are other op7ons like vitamin protocols and ivermec7n to 
treat that can be used. Marguerite 

2021-01-20 
06:41:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Tammy

2021-01-19 
17:04:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I dont want this killer vaccine. I have the right to choose my own  
medical care and what medica7on I put in my body. I dont want 
a covid ID that would allow me to shop, work or travel because 
that is my cons7tu7onal right to do.  Nobody are going to make 
me take a vaccine against my will. I dont want to live in a 
communis7c country and if you mandate this, it is communism 
and than I have the right under our cons7tu7on to go to war to 
defend myself and my country Annamari

2021-01-19 
16:29:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Niki

Free State 2

2021-01-23 
10:24:10

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Geen paspoort nie dis diskriminasie 
Geen masker nie 
Waarom moet jy jou laat inent as jy nog n masker moet dra 
Waarom moet jy nog sosial distancing.indin jy sou ent  
SO NEE DANKIE NIEMAND ENT MY NIE. Jaco 

2021-01-21 
07:46:25

Free 
State

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It's our body to have full right over, I do not want to put any in 
my body when it can be healed naturally with other medicines. I 
should not be punished for my choice. Rj

Limpopo 1

2021-01-21 
14:58:48 Limpopo

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccine  is not safe and not tested correctly.  Why a ID to 
track you? It is s7ll my body and my decision to be vaccinated. I 
think there is an  agenda behind it all 

Reinepe 
Northern Cape 1

2021-01-20 
20:10:18

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Charnelle

student 4
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 3
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2021-01-23 
00:19:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Covid 
passport/ID

My top concern is the fact that this government is using this 
plannedemic as a scam and also as a means to vaccinate the 
popula7on. The vaccines are ineffec7ve. Many are dying because 
of the vaccine. The media ignores such facts and claims the 
"virus" took the lives of those individuals. Also, I am a defender 
of the cons7tu7on and of human rights. I stand for individual 
liberty and the freedom to decide on one's own conscious 
decisions about one's own body and health. The government 
should not dictate our conscious and decide for our own selves 
what is best. It is in my own freewill and human conscious that I 
can decide for myself whether to take a medical treatment or 
vaccine or not. The government cannot be discrimina7ve against 
me because of my religious beliefs or medical decisions. The 
government must stop discrimina7ng against sick individuals. It 
was not our fault that we got infected. But some of us have 
developed immunity! So now why do we s7ll need a vaccine? 
The government can't force us to take a vaccine. The 
government cannot force us to take the vaccine or can't 
discriminate against us for not taking the vaccine. That is 
uncons7tu7onal! We have the right to medical treatment, even 
if it is natural immunity, we have the right to not geing 
vaccinated. We have the right to choose our treatments and 
medica7on. We have the right to heal naturally, on our own, 
without the help of vaccines. If it is against our freewill or if it is 
against our conscious, the government can't force us. That will 
be uncons7tu7onal. If the government forces us to take the 
vaccine or discriminates against us in any way if we do not take 
the vaccine, that is all uncons7tu7onal. The government should 
respect the dignity of all South Africans, even those that refuse 
the vaccine.  
Revela7on 13:16  And he causeth all, both small and great, rich 
and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or 
in their foreheads: 
17  And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the 
mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Cleve 

2021-01-22 
08:13:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Covid 
passport/ID The Vaccina7on Is A Scam! 

Samantha-
Lee

2021-01-19 
22:36:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not student

Covid 
passport/ID

Where was this vaccine tested? Aren't there supposed to be 
guinea pigs to test this? Coun7es like Norway, people died amer 
taking the vaccine, according to the Social Media.  

Why must there be passed to prove that you have taken the 
vaccine? If this vaccine is proved to be working why not take 
some medicine used to do the vaccine and "cure" current 
pa7ents? 

Why is the vaccine forced to us as the people? The pass is proof 
enough that is forced to us, and the government says it's not 
gonna force people to take it and yet it's forcing employers to 
force employees to take it. 
Why people die when they get to hospitals and not die as much 
when they are treated at home? 

Why aren't we given a breakdown of the deaths (how many died 
in government/private hospitals?) 

Poli7cians or people in power must first take the vaccine and let 
us take it amer them. Mampho

Limpopo 1
2021-01-22 
15:49:55 Limpopo

No I do 
not student

Covid 
passport/ID Amor

Cost to the taxpayer 176
Column E: Count:

re7red 38
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 14

2021-02-16 
16:10:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

All of the above apply. The whole thing is a money making scam 
and people MUST be given the right to choose. STOP stealing 
money and use the money for what it is meant.  Improve  the 
quality of South African lives . Doris 

2021-01-28 
09:20:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why must we put more strain on the economy to purchase 
vaccines if Ivermec7n can be used. 
To put more strain on Tax payers is going to lead to more JOB 
LOSSES Thys

2021-01-25 
16:26:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine is NOT a vaccine as we understand it. It is 
experimental gene manipula7on tool and South Africa should 
not be using its popula7on as experimental guinea pigs. It can 
also have a nega7ve effect on those people in our popula7on 
who are HIV posi7ve and this is unacceptable. 
I will not have an experimental vaccine with untried and 
untested technology tested on me or my family. 

Eric
2021-01-22 
18:11:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

It should be given out for free like all the other countries 
worldwide, an absolute must  NOT be charged for at all. Shanny 

2021-01-22 
15:04:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Die wat sit will he moet daarvoor betaal ons is al klaar n welsyn 
staat.en watse bewyse het hul dat dit werk. Stephanie 

2021-01-21 
10:59:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

No I disagree,  no  vaccines  
Pamela
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2021-01-19 
14:22:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Hi Rob 
To start of a pot full of rubbish's for the vaccine from all over the 
world - not even tested properly...and only certain people will 
get the vaccine - apartheid!!!!!!!!!! again according to the news 
taxi drivers - probably they will get it for free!!!!!....the poor 
vanilla faces has to pay     
And the Gov to implement higher taxes????...they steel the 
money for the PPE  and the poor people must fund them again 
and again. 
Petrol is going up. 
They don't have a cure for cancer etc - and now this common 
vaccine. 
thank you 
Miss upset 

Adriyana
2021-01-17 
19:46:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer william

2021-01-17 
09:22:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am against this whole thing I think that this will  be our death 
sentence 

Nanepa

2021-01-17 
06:20:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The  roll out of the vaccine should not be controlled by the 
Government as misconduct is part of their makeup. Should be 
handled by a body not linked to the state Johann

2021-01-16 
17:14:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Derek

2021-01-16 
14:54:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Christoph

2021-01-16 
10:58:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

i don't  know why the goverment has gone back on its word  on 
ivermec7n the  
SAHARI  approved it if they brought it in  it is cheap and could 
distrubte it very easley 
but the ANC Goverment wants to steel more money and inritch 
themselves and freinds 
they have no interest in the people only them selves shame on 
you Kama will get you soon  CHRISTOPER

2021-01-15 
16:37:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why did the government fail to pay the deposit on the due 
date.? They had no problem spending billions on saving SA 
Airways and other parastatals! cecil

North West 6

2021-01-26 
20:18:09

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Die fokken regering wil net nog geld steel. Daar is nie so iets nie 
en wat ook nog nie getoets is nie hulle vat almal vir 'n klomp 
fokken assholes net om nog geld te maak uit die belas7ng 
betalers uit. Hulle is almal 'n klomp epers en almal glo die 
fokkers. 

Johann
2021-01-21 
06:53:59

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Anne marie

2021-01-18 
07:01:53

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Corrup7on, corrup7on corup7on!!!  
Billions at the cost of the taxpayers, especially the elderly. Johann

2021-01-16 
11:02:29

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Test and legalize Ivermec7n for human consump7on asap. 
Adequate evidence already. Cheaper than vaccina7ons. Chris

2021-01-15 
20:28:56

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Paul

2021-01-15 
13:11:37

North 
West

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Deon

Eastern Cape 2

2021-01-26 
15:36:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

If government is at all concerned about "the people" they would 
allow Ivermec7n as prophylac7c and as treatment.   Lots of 
clinical tests the world over are proof that it works and is much 
cheaper than the vaccines.   I am not going to be taking the 
vaccine and will therefor not be in favour of taxing taxpayers 
even more for government officials enrichment even more. 
FORGET IT!! Sonia

2021-01-15 
18:23:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Die regering kon nie 'n implementeringsplan verskaf nie. Dit is 'n 
ware bekommernis.  
Verpligte inen7ng is in stryd met iemand se grondwetlike regte. 
U kan nie die reg van die individu om 'n individu te ent met 'n 
onbeproefde entstof beperk nie. Wie sal aanspreeklik gehou 
word vir enige nadelige newe-effekte. Het die regering diep 
sakke om sulke mediese eise uit te betaal? 

Kan hulle die effek7ewe uitwerking waarborg ... NEE Riëpa 
KwaZulu-Natal 4

2021-01-26 
15:11:04

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I will NOT allow that stuff to be injected into my veins. I see 
government is going to force us to take the vaccine otherwise 
you cannot travel. Stupid ques7on I know, BUT WHAT ABOUT 
HUMAN RIGHTS AND EVEN MORE, WHAT ABOUT FREE WILL?? 
GOD gave each and every person on this earth, FREE WIIL. You 
and only YOU are suppose to decide what you want and do not 
want. But apparently goverment thinks they have more say and 
power than God? Eva

2021-01-25 
21:03:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Theresa

2021-01-15 
20:19:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Coral

2021-01-15 
20:19:09

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Coral

Western Cape 10

2021-01-22 
09:28:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I personally think this vacine is over rated and I will most 
definatelly not have it. 
why should the taxpayer pay once again for something that is 
not really proven.  And will the money be for this vacine. Estelle
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2021-01-21 
19:47:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am a re7red taxpayer and have done so for all of my working 
life and therefore find it difficult that Taxi drivers and prisoners 
are rated to be ahead on the inocula7on curve  as supposed to 
someone like myself, I do not understand, so, please explain. 
I am willing to take the vaccina7on, once proved to be safe, and I 
do have my reserva7ons as it is pushed as a vaccine, but all 
informa7on I have read seams to say it is not, but to fly as a 
vaccine according to some sources and the literature seems to 
suggest that it may have other long term conscien7ous, so, do 
try and convince me.   Delarey

2021-01-21 
13:12:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

No Government has the right to bully, enforce, threaten a 
popula7on to be vaccinated against their will, under a 
democracy! 
Scare tac7cs and enforcing covid19 vaccine ID cards is 
communis7c.  
THIS IS A DEMOCRACY!  

niki

2021-01-20 
14:31:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government looted and stole more money than would ever be 
needed to do this without taxing the people. 
Open businesses and sell alcohol - alcohol abusers can be 
treated in tents instead of taking up space in hospitals. 
Send the looters and State Capturers to jail and use their assets 
to roll out the vaccine to people who choose to be vaccinated. 
We, as the taxpayers, have to keep funding failing SOE's and 
everything else - the money will just be stolen in any way.  
Government is incompetent to work with money.  This has been 
proven over and over and over again. Deon

2021-01-16 
17:07:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Doe vaccine is om geld in die vervaardigers te verryk en is tot 
nadeel van die menslike liggaam Lea77a 

2021-01-16 
13:03:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

By the 7me the government rolls out the vaccine there will be 
plenty more people 6 foot underground. I do not trust 
Ramaphosa. David

2021-01-16 
11:00:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Being a naturally suspicious person and, in the wake of the PPE 
scandal, I would like to know why we have to buy from India. 
They must have a high demand for the vaccine there and so I 
wonder what mo7va7on there is to sell to this impoverished 
na7on!! 

BARRY

2021-01-16 
10:20:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We would end up paying for the corrup7on and the squandering 
of  our tax with all the secrecy of the government.  
Get private organiza7ons with an open book policy to help 
sourcing the vaccines, use medicine that is already proven to be 
effec7ve like Invermec7n.  
These untested vaccines are more of a danger than anything 
else.  
Mandatory inocula7ons would be a disaster. we s7ll have a right 
although the ANC tries to take that away from us at all 7mes.  

Chris

2021-01-15 
23:00:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Die entstof is komende uit Indie en agv die korrupsie aantuigings 
teen die ANC regering se top cadres glo ek hier is weer n 
sameswering/geleentheid vir korrupsie. Die lande wat alreeds 
inen7ngs gedoen het, kan nog nie bewys dat die entstowwe 
werk nie. Verder as n werklike Christen glo ek dat GOD deur 
JESUS CHRISTUS my sal beskerm en as dit SY WIL IS dat ek dat ek 
die entstof moet neem, sal ek dit doen. Maar ek is nie bereid om 
die enstof te neem voordat daar nie bewys is dat dit werk nie. Ek 
weier ook om deur die regering gedwing te word om die entstof 
te neem . Dit is my eie besluit om dit te neem of nie . Koos

2021-01-15 
15:46:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As a Nutri7onist I absolutely DO NOT support any vaccines and 
in par7cular the Covid vaccine. There is enough informa7on 
from scien7sts informing the public that this 'crea7on' is not 
meant to prevent but rather to change who we are (DNA 
manipula7on) and to track us. It should not be brought to or 
manufactured in South Africa. We can all take good care of 
ourselves without the 'help' from big pharma. It will not save the 
elderly and those with comorbidi7es but rather kill them. Don't 
waste the liple money South Africa has in its coffers on a vaccine 
that the informed majority will not want. Aileen

Mpumalanga 2
2021-01-16 
09:13:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Beryl

2021-01-15 
11:46:16

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer economy cant handle this!!!!!! Catharina

employed individual 83
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-29 
09:10:59

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think this whole covid vaccine scam is cos7ng the country, 
puing our money into the pockets of Big Pharma. 

How about the alterna7ves our government declared illegal 
(Ivermec7n).  In countries such as Australia, UK & USA 
Ivermec7n is subscribed to humans for parasi7cal infec7ons.  Oh 
no we have to test it first, go through trials etc. etc.  Have "the 
vaccine" gone through these rigorous trials? 

What is that other drug found in malaria medicine again?  Cheap 
I believe, since covid more scarce than chicken teeth. Jacques

2021-01-22 
09:56:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not support the roll out of the covid vaccine why should the 
taxpayers pay for it when the government has stolen billions of 
money the covid vaccine has proven it is unsafe to use on people 
it takes mean years to come up with a good and safe vaccine not 
one in a few short months I WILL NOT LET MY FAMILY OR ME BE 
TAKING ANY COVID FROM OF VACCINE IT IS UNSAFE FOR 
HUMANS I AM NOT A LABORATORY RAT FOR THERE USE . Brendan 
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2021-01-20 
15:37:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I as a health care worker was not consulted with regards to 
geing the vaccine. 
Government should discuss and consult with us to see if we 
agree on taking it . 

As  individual I have the right to decline what I know is not good 
for my body, and as per the apachment on this vaccine, we are 
provided with informa7on telling us that the India vaccine South 
Africa has purchased, is NOT SAFE, especially COVAXIN, that they 
even offer funding state or authorized hospitals in case of any 
serious side effects due to the vaccine, NOW WHY WOULD 
ANYONE BE SO STUPID AND GIVE CONSENT TO THIS. 

FURTHER MORE on the news of 20.1.2021 the GOVERNMENT  is 
op7ng for EACH individual taxpayer to pay taxes for the 
purchasing of the vaccine amer, they say they purchased it 
already. ONCE AGAIN IS NOTHING TRUST WORTHY WITH OUR 
GOVERNMENT. 

Why would anyone for that maper put them selfs at risk to 
suffer from side effects of a vaccine, NOT YET TESTED PROPERLY 
for HUMAN intake NOT animals. 

Funding was supplied and are s7ll supplied to Governments 
across the board, during this pandemic for the pandemic, 
instead off having used it during this last year to also include 
purchasing / roll-out, it has been reportedly found to be swept 
up and fraudulently used. 
Now taxpayers must pay the price, NO NO....... 
We have government official earning ridiculous salaries, let them 
donate to safe what has been messed up, then feel what the 
man in the street feels like, if they have a heart. 

cornelia
Gauteng 45

2021-01-28 
22:02:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think all of this is a lie. Yes it can be there and killing people as 
they say but my concerns is that  why should churches be closed.  
And I take this as a norm because each and every president 
come with thy own strategy of ruling. 
Like president zuma was Gupta 
President mbeki gay and lesbian  
Come on South Africa. Ayanda

2021-01-26 
15:38:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

If you cant trust the goverment with billions of rands then im 
defn not trus7ng them with my well being. Albert

2021-01-26 
15:16:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Anc is going to steal the vaccine money, gates is paying our 
thieving government to force this on us and that infringes on my 
cons7tu7onal right to chose if i want it or not. Let the 
parliament ramapoesa and his thieves take it first Colepe

2021-01-25 
08:56:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I profusely object to suffering the cost of the vaccine by being 
taxed for it. Cara 

2021-01-25 
08:33:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Thandeka

2021-01-25 
07:41:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Zunaid

2021-01-25 
06:43:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Annelize

2021-01-25 
06:40:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I have more than one concern around this to say the least.  
Government should not have looted 500 Billion odd and the 
addi7onal funds that was secured. With this happening and 
government and all staff and mostly probably direct family and 
friends became filthy rich in a very short space of 7me. These 
funds could have been used properly which would have covered 
costs. Zero accountability from government on the corrup7on 
and yet again blames the ci7zens overall and wan7ng to make 
the ci7zens pay through increased taxes. Stop stealing... give 
yourself a salary cut and do what a government is supposed to 
do and that is look amer the people not con7nue stealing from 
them also to fund your own....  

Lastly i would love to see each and every member of 
government take this vaccine on live TV... LEAD BY EXAMPLE.... 
and no don't go and get a flu shot on TV... us as the ci7zens can 
ensure you get the correct vaccine and you take it first before 
forcing it down our throats....  

Even doing this won't help as we know our corrupt government 
turn a blind eye to facts and thievery... Jacques 

2021-01-22 
14:58:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer The money is going to land in somebody's  pocket!  Carol-Ann

2021-01-22 
06:08:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Absolute nonsense that tax payers will fit the bill. Vaccines do 
not get developed in a year. South Africans need to know where 
the billions are that got stolen by our government officials. We 
need arrest for these officials. Our government is pathe7c. Barend
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2021-01-22 
05:01:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government received billions of rands  to assist them with Covid. 
They can u7lize those funds for vaccines. In addi7on it has been 
scien7fically been proven that the vaccine does not work and 
foremost what guarantee is there that it is safe. Cures or 
vaccines for HIV and cancer has not yet been developed yet 
within a year the WHO claims they have a vaccine. I see red 
flags, you can't create a safe vaccine in such a short 7me without 
doing proper observa7ons of the side effects and effec7veness. 
These trials normally take years to develop. Ruan

2021-01-21 
20:59:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Dorothy

2021-01-21 
19:00:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer It is not necessary for a vaccine. It's a waste of money. Samantha

2021-01-21 
18:26:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My top concern is that our taxes have to go up when thousands 
are loosing their jobs,  then followed by having some sort of 
control card of having had the vaccine, Invermec7n should be 
used as soon as possible its just red tape and was rela7vely 
cheap un7l the government interfered...now is sky high...clearly 
masks and sani7zers are not working and our children are 
loosing out on educa7on....I would suggest before we run 
around expec7ng people to pay thousands again for cards and 
vaccines, we try Invermec7n or alterna7ve, lets also start being 
more posi7ve ie record recovery rates as a victory, and finally let 
our children get back to school, if teachers want to be on a full 
salary and not work they should be re7red just like the regular 
people who are loosing their jobs...and no more increases at all 
for government officials, they are not more important than the 
na7on...and start cuing out the govt wage bill...what we need 
is posi7vity, children back at school with government throwing 
their energy into upgrading each and every school to private 
school level...we need jobs, so stop with all the draconian 
lockdowns and use the police and army for what their por{olio 
is...the gangs in CT could use the police and army...that would be 
a great posi7ve step for all those that live in fear... stop lying to 
the na7on and start telling the truth, that will allow the na7on to 
do the right thing without police/army violence...i could write a 
book on what i really feel but I think we should realise that the 
people dont have money for all the nonsense govt is dreaming 
up daily, for all the jobs they are cos7ng, and rather try 
educa7ng and helping those souls that abuse alcohol and drugs 
and keep our borders closed, and lets us heal our na7on first... erica

2021-01-21 
16:34:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Firstly, the vaccines were secured we done so a a minimal cost. 
This does not have to impact anyone's pocket further to have 
this done, as we are paying our taxes, as well as businesses every 
month.  It is funny how only in SA our Govt sees fit to increase 
taxes in a 7me where almost 50% of our popula7on is 
unemployed. If we look to the source nobody in Govt. is able to 
account for the 527billion. and the people must suffer for their 
blatant corrup7ons. Secondly GOVT is incapable of doing this 
rollout they have proved this to us the na7on  during the Covid 
rescue opera7on.... which went totally array. ONLY private sector 
can oversee this competently... but if Govt. insists they are the 
best people for the job then you know CORRUPTION IS 
KNOCKING ON THE DOOR AGAIN!!! Vanessa

2021-01-21 
13:29:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The effec7veness and possible side effects of this vaccina7on is 
not firmly established.  I do not want to be forced to take 
something that may or may cause any number of side effects 
and I don't want to pay (through Tax) for the same reason. Monica

2021-01-21 
10:24:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Being a tax payer, how can you consider increasing tax to get the 
covid vaccine. Only to then charge us to get the vaccine as well. 
Why should we get a tax hike? Let everyone pay for their own 
vaccine. 

Where is the R500 billion that we as ci7zens keep asking about? 
Where is that R10 billion SAA bailout that could have been used 
for this vaccine? Where is the Alcohol tax that could have help 
contributed towards the costs?  

Government keeps talking about "my people" and delibiretly 
excluding the minoroty in this country. Yet the minority 
contribute towards the tax just as much.  

I don't want this rushed vaccine and i also don't support the 
ideoligy of forcing us to take the vaccine. Eduan

2021-01-21 
10:18:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The Government is not capable of doing anything without 
corrup7on. They should allow the private sector to be involved 
in distribu7on. 

The side effects of the vaccine are not known, I dont believe that 
they should make this mandatory. Maybe amer 5 - 10 years when 
there is evidence of its effec7veness and side effects. 

Tina
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2021-01-21 
10:00:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As a South African ci7zen who is concerned regarding the 
economic effects of Covid on the country and fellow ci7zens it is 
my belief that the Government should allow Medical AIDS, 
Clicks, Dischem etc to bring in quan77es of the vaccine so that 
any ci7zens who are in a posi7on to pay for both themselves and 
their employees could pay themselves for them and their staff to 
be vaccinated.   We would be more than willing to cover the cost 
of ourselves and all of our employees.  I do not believe the 
government has the capacity to do this on their own nor to 
manage the distribu7on of such a huge project. If each person 
who could pay would pay for themselves (and 5 other people) it 
would greatly reduce the burden on the countrys coffers and 
effec7ve vaccina7on could happen more efficiently in this 
manner. Romay

2021-01-19 
14:18:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

it is not fair on the normal working south African to pay for a 
vaccine that might not even work, i do understand the 
frustra7on of many south africans but why have our country 
been sold to another for being test subjects, i do understand we 
are over populated but to ALL LIVES MATTER, i for one will not 
pay for something that might save me from the virus but kills my 
liver or kidneys. please find alterna7ves and other people to be 
fooled. anna

2021-01-19 
10:56:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Tax payers are already paying too much tax. you have 10% of the 
workforce responsible for 90% of tax revenue! 

Take the cost from Ministers.. and from your Prezz.. as he is a 
Billionare! Also , how is possible that they have a vaccine in less 
than a year... but no vaccine for HIV or Ibola.. I smell someone 
trying to take money ... and trying to suppress the people of 
south africa. 

Stop promising the poor uneducated and rural people things you 
will never deliver as a government. Tshirts and Foodparcel will 
soon no be enough to suppress the true Libera7on of South 
Africa Paul

2021-01-19 
10:19:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am not suppor7ng the vaccine,  if it does come to SA can they 
start the vaccine with the President and his people from the 
parliament.... Ramaphosa doesn't care about SAns and we know 
that we just haven't made peace with that, we need someone 
who will think for us as his children, he is the father of the na7on 
why cant we feel safe? 
I guess it's TRUE when they say Black child you on your own! 

I dont support this stupid vaccine at all as many videos were 
circula7ng on twiper that he sold us to the devil whose trying to 
kill Africans because we are overpopulated like really your own 
kids. I am so disappointed in him, I just have so much hate 
towards him, we are parents just like you, we need to feed them 
with our scent salaries.... Come on! Lwanda 

2021-01-19 
09:00:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Vaccine should be free to ALL who chose to take one!!! Dawn

2021-01-19 
08:20:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think this vaccine is not tested properly and they can inject the 
government first then  maybe move on to other people. Denepe

2021-01-19 
07:38:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I don't want government to have control over the vaccine. And I 
don't want my money to be spent on something I won't want to 
take. And I don't want it to be made mandatory Luisa

2021-01-19 
04:50:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer It's not even a vaccine it's a gene7c therapy Xolisile 

2021-01-18 
21:09:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer I'm not a lab Aibonez

2021-01-18 
19:40:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

santarobinso
n70@gmail.c
om

2021-01-18 
16:05:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The funds for the vaccine can be made 
available by using the funds allocated to the sinking SOEs. This is 
more important than the SOEs that has not shown any financial 
benefit to the South African ci7zens. Only corrup7on, 
mismanagement and the South African ci7zen forced to pay 
while the corrupt fill their pockets. 

Please stop adding more financial burdens to the South African 
ci7zens. 

R
2021-01-18 
13:22:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government must be honest to the people of South Africa 
about this Covid and the Vaccine. Something is not adding up. onele

2021-01-18 
09:18:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not trust this vaccine. It was formulated to quickly with not 
enough tes7ng done. I will not take it Dalene

2021-01-18 
09:04:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

How do you expect people to accept this vaccine amer they have 
heard all this stories about people dying, why is this vaccine not 
taken by polo7cian first, and why was Madagascar vaccine not 
approved. We are sick and 7red of this government who wants 
to enforce this on us like we are just bunch of idiot, if we die its 
fyn we have dying of other deseas so be it. Mzwakhe

2021-01-18 
05:54:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Bianka

2021-01-18 
05:52:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Darron

2021-01-17 
17:06:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer I don't think this vaccine is good for people, don't trust it at all Bafana
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2021-01-17 
07:33:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

There is not enough test trials done for effec7veness,  I have not 
chosen to have this vacine done and have seen how it has 
affected doctors and nurses .at what expenses knowing we as 
South Africa have to take pay cuts and suffer retrenchment. This 
will come out from the people s pockets .think of your people 
Mr president this government is for the people! Shaakirah

2021-01-17 
00:44:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Vuyo 

2021-01-16 
23:24:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government should involve the tradi7onal healers in solving 
the covid19 crisis. Tradi7onal healers, are equally incredible 
scien7sts. In short,  involve both the tradi7onal healers and 
scien7sts instead Kg

2021-01-16 
21:24:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not want the vaccine and do not condone taxpayer money 
paying for the vaccine, government has proven ineffec7veness 
and corrup7on so money is going to be misappropriated and 
vaccines have no proven record as to liple 7me for tes7ng and 
tracking have lapsed Marjozepe

2021-01-16 
18:45:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

What kind of trial will the government be conduc7ng in South 
Africa? They secured these millions of vaccines but not a single 
case study has been done in South Africa with this vaccine? 
What if it has zero effect South Africans or complica7ons? What 
will the government do then with the millions of doses? Discard 
them? Resell them to other countries? How can we be 
guaranteed that it will work without at least a percentage of 
success rate? Eugene

2021-01-15 
18:11:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Is the vaccine scien7fically proven? Why from the other 
countries, Kgadi

2021-01-15 
16:47:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Dean 

2021-01-15 
14:55:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

1) The survival rate is 99.7% as per CDC data. The disease can be 
treated with cheap, easily available medicines such as 
Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquinine, Azithromycin, Vit D and zinc.  
2) The costs of a vaccina7on program would be prohibi7ve and 
difficult given the cold-chain logis7cs required and the poor 
exis7ng government services.  
3) Given number 2, the second shot compliance would be low as 
to render it ineffec7ve anyway and not worth the expense and 
trouble. 
4) The effec7veness of the Pfizer vaccine is 29% as per BMJ Peter 
Doshi and not 95% as reported. The Sinovac vaccine has 
reported less that 50% effec7veness as per Brazilian trails. 
5) The vaccines are a highly experimental new type of quasi-
vaccine and have not cleared stage 3 clinical trials. They amount 
to gene7c engineering mimicing the mechanism of an auto-
immune disorder. The effects cannot be undone once injected 
into the body. 
6) This will be yet another honeypot for government 
tenderpreneurs and looters. Arnold

2021-01-15 
13:25:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Other diseases kill more of our popula7on so I really don't 
understand why a COVID vaccine.  That is the ques7on we 
should be asking.   Then we as tax paying are paying again which 
the ANC is only going to steal! Jennifer

2021-01-15 
13:10:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccines has never proofed to be working as required (ddt vs 
polio same symptoms treatment incorrectly administered for 
polio, more damage done than it helped) 
There is a flu vax is it helpping no as 30 - 60k people die each 
year thereof.  
What does the vax consist of - aluminium and many other 
harmful metals not to even men7oned the biological material . 
Please start with the vaccina7on with our poli7cal par7es and 
not our health care workers. The current vax is used as a culling 
method for the 1% rich people of this world and to suit the nwo 
implementa7on and plans 
Vaccina7ons does not work Andries

KwaZulu-Natal 5

2021-01-27 
22:19:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The alterna7ve is to pray for the pa7ents. I have prayed for a 
number of them with instant results. The President of Tanzania 
did the same for his country. Roderick 

2021-01-25 
06:20:49

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

It gets me upset that government has to borrow money for this 
vaccine doses, apparently  government needs to borrow money 
for this, this will eventually cost the taxpayers of SA. Where is 
the R500 Billion that’s was meant to provide support for this 
pandemic. We have sick , corrupt, thieving, government and 
ministers who are inconsiderate to the vulnerability and 
wellbeing of the people of SA. The anc government and all its 
ministers must take salary cuts in aid for funds needed for this 
new vaccine doses. I am sick and 7red of government ministers/ 
workers stealing taxpayers money that should be used to run 
and maintain this country and its people. Dheeraj 
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2021-01-20 
10:17:47

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccine, Schools, Higher Educa7on, Health, Water, Agriculture 
etc. can be paid for if: 
All monies stolen through corrup7on, inflated tenders etc. is 
recouped. 
VIP protec7on for Directors, HOD, MEC's must be halted. Why 
must they have protec7on? What are they afraid of or more 
importantly what have they done wrong? VIP protec7on for only 
the President, Vice and Minister of Finance. 
Stop bailing out failed en77es e.g. SAA, Transnet etc. Priva7ze!!! 
Criminals will be vaccinated before law abiding, tax paying South 
Africans!! They already have more than the ordinary hard 
working person e.g. free roof over there head, free food,  free 
health and educa7on. Goes to show crime does pay! 
I can go on. I am at breaking point. Actually the Country is at 
breaking point! 
THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH!! 

Ivan

2021-01-19 
05:35:37

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Iyinkinga lento, why it should be us africans who use this vaccine 
when thw creators are not even using it, and please they must'nt 
force iue children at schools to take this thing Siya

2021-01-16 
19:39:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

A massively expensive,  rushed vaccine for a disease that has a 
99.98% recovery rate - not for me thank you.  Corrupt officials in 
government rubbing their hands in glee. 
Alterna7ves - plenty of Vitamin D, which is free!! Good 
metabolic health and a healthy immune system are a persons 
best defense against any virus. Affordable and effec7ve 
medica7ons such as Ivermec7n and HCQ. Why does the 
government prefer to kill its people rather than offer affordable 
treatments!   
Lockdowns  do not work - proven worldwide. 
Lockdowns are killing people!! 
Masks are an abomina7on!! There is no evidence that jus7fies 
there use!! 
The mandatory wearing of masks is completely farcical. If 
anything it should be voluntary. Penny

Western Cape 18

2021-01-27 
09:13:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why do the Taxpayer have to pay for this, this is just another 
escape route for the Government to steal our money, once the 
Government increase the tax rates, they will never let it 
decrease again! 
We as Taxpayers can not go on like this, while on a daily basis we 
are losing our jobs!  
We are sick and 7red to pay and pay, while the majority do not 
have to pay for anything, discrimina7on at it's highest level! 
We have to stop this stealing spiral of the Government from the 
Taxpayers, for once and all!! 
Government get a grip, you have to be ashamed of yourselves!! Elma 

2021-01-26 
16:09:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I don't support the roll out of a vaccine that has not yet been 
approved by the FDA for long term use (it has only for 
emergency use, so the full tes7ng has NOT been done) and that 
we are the tes7ng grounds for. The vaccine does not prevent 
transmission. The vaccine producers are not liable for ANY 
adverse side effects of the vaccine on people, and it's the first 
mRNA vaccine of its kind - we have no idea how this will impact 
DNA at all. I don't see why I need to be taxed even more for the 
roll out of vaccines when I already pay a third of my salary to the 
government and it is being so badly mismanaged. Janine

2021-01-26 
15:20:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I will not be taking any vaccine, it has been proven that 
Ivermectan  takes care of this virus , this absolutely incompetent 
ANC government will let thousands more die before allowing 
Doctors to use ivermec7n because it does not fit with there and 
their master's agenda .  Poli7cians in South Africa in general can 
not  be  trusted , that is one fact you can take  to the bank !! This 
vaccine program is going to make a struggling popula7on even 
poorer , by taxing them more , this amer the government has 
killed the economy with stupid rules and lockdouwns. Johan

2021-01-23 
08:56:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I dont think it is fair that the taxpayers need to pay even more 
tax when the government had the money and somehow it 
disappeared. They need to fund the money from all by 
themselves we just trying to survive the impact of the lockdown 
on our economy. I dont want to take the vaccine because I take 
care of my health and believe that it should be a choice. Eloize 

2021-01-22 
14:42:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Elana

2021-01-20 
14:26:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government has stolen billions and billions.  No person has gone 
to jail and hardly anything has been paid back. 
The economy has been raped by an incompetent Government 
who loot and steal and protect the looters and thieves. 
The Police use helicopters to arrest lone surfers and criminals 
run free.  10% of the workers s7ll has a job and now have to pay 
for this - only because of the loo7ng that took place.  This money 
will also be looted and nothing will come of the rollout in 
anyway.  Why do we have to pay?  What happened to the 500 
billion Government got? 
No more criminals in Government will result in South Africa 
having enough money.  Instead, they keep stealing and loo7ng 
and borrowing.  Send the looters to jail first. Olga
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2021-01-19 
15:11:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why should the cost be placed on the tax payer when 
government has not dealt with corrup7on and mass loo7ng of 
PPE funds and con7nue stealing from state coffers. Should 
government salaries not be cut first? Why are we s7ll bailing out 
SAA, that 10 billion rand could be used for a vaccine? Why has 
the government not looked into Ivermec7n, it's cheaper and has 
proven to work against covid far more than the vaccines that we 
are buying from India. 

The way the ANC government has managed South Africa over 
this global pandemic is appalling. If this was a  company it would 
be bankrupt and the employees would be in jail. Ross

2021-01-19 
08:42:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Shiloh

2021-01-19 
07:28:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

There are other means of geing a cure and we wont find it in 
our hospitals or from our government as they controlled by the 
people who want to kill 3 billion of earths popula7on specifically 
in Africa.  

How much is South Africa spending on 20 million vaccunes?
Mogamat 
Yusrie

2021-01-18 
21:25:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why should we be vaccinated with something that our own 
country has not even tested nor researched. 

Furthermore, us the working class are again going to bear the 
brunt of the cost of acquiring such a vaccine on behalf of the 
whole country. 

Where is government input and funding? We pay taxes and yet 
we get no joy from paying them except we suffer con7nued 
hardship and unnecessary poverty as a result of decisions made 
on our behalf and to no benefit to us the people. Tumiso

2021-01-18 
17:57:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Tell Mr President that he and all the Members of Parliament 
must get the vaccine for themselves, then try to kill us Gwen

2021-01-18 
17:13:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Nobuntu 

2021-01-18 
09:09:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Anything that comes from the ANC/Goverment I will never trust. Jc

2021-01-18 
05:37:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

No to the vaccine,  why don't we manufacture are own vaccine.  
If the government is so in a hurry for a vaccine , then they can 
test this vaccine on  all governmental officials  and their family 
members. Fred

2021-01-17 
18:11:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer GM

2021-01-16 
06:40:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Very low percentage of the popula7on dies of the virus 
compared to other diseases. 

Jaco

2021-01-15 
15:54:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The goverment should not burden the taxpayers with this rollout 
and I don't trust them to pick the suppliers as they will just get 
bribes for it. Nico

2021-01-15 
14:37:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government will manage to blunder this rollout and the tax 
payer will foot the bill yet again. Everything about the 
acquisi7on of these vaccines screams of corrupt dealings where 
the 20 million vaccines will likely only be 1 million. 

The government needs to stop ac7ng as if it's our parent, and 
allow companies and ci7zens to find solu7ons. A free market is 
stronger than a tyrant. Kevin

Mpumalanga 5

2021-01-26 
05:37:27

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government will use taxpayers money to fund the rollout and 
this will also be a huge advantage for more corrup7on. I hope 
they do not mandate us in taking the vaccine. I have my 
concerns and its my right to refuse it Koos

2021-01-21 
15:29:22

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

If the Government did not steal the monies originally meant for 
the vaccine, PPE and so many other things since 1994 our 
economy and infrastructure would not be in the sate it is now. 

The amount of people you see dying from the vaccine is also 
concerning. 

Give it to the Government leaders first, let them lead by 
example! 

Besides that I have no plan on taking the vaccine anyway. 
Already using ivermec7n.  Gavin

2021-01-18 
20:13:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

It is going to cost a lot of money and there is no need for the 
accine that will take six months. Why hiv was there but the was 
no vaccines. It is not compulsory to force people to take the 
vaccines. If you want the vaccine you must do it for yourself.  

Siphiwe 
2021-01-16 
22:34:51

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Is it the vaccine safe for use or is just other way of making  
money,  why is not postmortem conducted on the covid deased. Jesriel

2021-01-15 
21:14:19

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Die entstof is nie getoets nie en  wil op Suid Afrika getoets word 
 Toets dit op die regering laat ons eers sien 
Koste te hoog en die belas7ng betaler gaan dit finansier 
Hoekom meer belas7ng en beslag op ons pensioene. Waar is ons 
belas7ng betaler se deel van die 500 biljoen 
 Stem nie daarvoor nie want n deel word gesond sonder entstof Hannes  

Terblanche 
Northern Cape 3

2021-01-24 
21:34:10

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

If I have to pay more taxes for the vaccine tax payers should be 
the first inline for the second wave vaccines. 

Why should we always pay upfront, but never get the 
advantages? Stephan
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2021-01-18 
11:33:01

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I believe this pandemic was not well managed proper health 
educa7on wasn't done. It is s7ll a mystery what is Covid-19 i 
can't explain it to my granny why bedridden die of  
covid -19 amer being ill for two days Pabalelo

2021-01-16 
19:37:06

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Julle mense is so dom soos grond. 

Julle gaan nie besluite oor my of my familie se gesondheid neem 
nie, en dan se ek moet vir jul besluite betaal. Ek is nie jou fokken 
proe�onyn nie. 

Fokof Hendrik
North West 2

2021-01-18 
07:09:06

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Charlope 

2021-01-17 
19:17:09

North 
West

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Cornelius 

Limpopo 1

2021-01-17 
18:36:52 Limpopo

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Ga ke bone ele bohlokwa re ka txwela pele re itxhireletxa lebaka 
ke gore ga go tsebege gabotse ge ena etela coma.bjalo motho 
wa mathomo go e berekixa o tlo ba bjang or gobtlo direga eng 
mmeleng wa gagwe LINDA

Free State 1

2021-01-15 
18:03:25

Free 
State

No I do 
not

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

What happend to the vaccine that was bought from cuba with 
the solidarity fund think goverment is going to distrubute it to 
the people  dont trust goverment with peoples lives Walter

unemployed individual 26
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 15
2021-01-28 
20:40:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Francois

2021-01-26 
15:39:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Tax payers pay for so much that is unknown to them but 
beneficial to the government and their corrup7on, ci7zens do 
not benefit anything from the decisions the government is 
taking, now we are forced to take the vaccine which could be 
making the government more money and ending lives, because 
they haven't proven it to be effec7ve and they want to dictate to 
us where and whom must be vaccinated and their names are not 
there. We cannot allow the government to con7nue exploi7ng 
it's people for their personal gain or con7nue mo7va7ng them to 
loot in the name of "we need vaccine to lower the stats" we 
have freedom of speech and expression so those who want 
vaccine will and can decide for themselves as for me I'm saying 
no to the vaccine, un7l the whole government test and show us 
how they going to pay for the vaccines without the ci7zens 
having to pay more on tax. Mitchel 

2021-01-19 
10:20:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Give this to the en7tled lot. I mean they fet taught they are 
en7tled to free crap. Start with governemnt Raiden

2021-01-18 
13:13:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why can't South Africa produce its own vaccine instead of 
buying vaccine from other countries and making them rich Tshepo 

2021-01-18 
13:13:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why can't South Africa produce its own vaccine instead of 
buying vaccine from other countries and making them rich Tshepo 

2021-01-18 
12:43:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Its a waste of 7me and money its just not going to work this 
vaccine.. Mpho

2021-01-18 
08:14:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Andries

2021-01-18 
04:31:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Fist we need clarity about the vaccine the President  on his 
statement he talked about it and never told us  how ordinary 
people will get vaccinated because of corrup7on I think we as 
unemployed south African popula7on we will be not  vaccinated 
and mostly of health care workers a foreign na7onal  specialy 
doctors I'm worried about that Sibongile 

2021-01-17 
15:28:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

What ever they are doing is very bad for Africans  because they 
will be forcing everyone to take that vaccines.  And he knows 
that other countries  don't even like black people but they want 
our mineral resources and this world order it's killing people buy 
controlling everyone , small business are not growing up 
because of the government's plans Siya

2021-01-17 
15:23:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Trudie

2021-01-17 
13:15:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The first people to receive the vaccine should be our 
government leaders as most of them are more in need of it then 
the younger genera7on Joseph

2021-01-17 
00:56:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why we have to get vaccine overseas yet we have our own 
tradi7onal medicines, a vaccine must be tested for at least 3 yrs 
before u can test it on humans, I'm completely against it, I don't 
trust it at all!! Joel 

2021-01-16 
09:23:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Just another Scheme for Corrupt Government to loot and 
collude with those who will be supplying, exactly as they did 
with PPE’s, WE ARE TIRED Minah

2021-01-15 
12:11:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This ANC just do what they want! To tell them anything of value 
has gone on deaf ears! They earn full salaries but the majority 
suffers with their retarded  decisions and it’s always to late! The 
ANC just listen to foreigners like WHO and  there are other safe 
methods available but “No” they do not listen to any of their SA 
medical doctors who knows what they are talking about! May 
the ANC fall as hard as they are making this “pandemic” for 
SAafrican ci7zens! Theo
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2021-01-15 
07:25:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

END LOCKDOWN 
RE-OPEN FACTORIES AND FIRMS 
HIRE LOCALS 
CREATE EMPLOYMENT IN ALL SECTORS 
MANUFACTURE GOODS AND EXPORT 
OPEN BUSINESS 
FREE EDUCATION 
URBANISE TOWNSHIPS 
IMPROVE INFRASTRUCTURE THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY 
DERCREASE TAX Kholofelo

Western Cape 6

2021-01-27 
13:46:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern is actually all of the above. Taxpayers can't have 
more tax put on them. The government will find away to be 
corrupt and mess up the whole organizing of the virus. Not 
enough tes7ng has been done and no one will force me to take 
the vaccina7on Bonita

2021-01-22 
17:40:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Noeriefa

2021-01-18 
17:36:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

It typically takes a few weeks for the body to build immunity 
(protec7on against the virus that causes COVID-19) amer 
vaccina7on. That means it's possible a person could be infected 
with the virus that causes COVID-19 just before or just amer 
vaccina7on and s7ll get sick. So people should not assume they 
are completely immune to infec7on amer having been 
vaccinated. One must also remember that one dose is not going 
to help you, one will have to have two or more dosages over a 
period of 7me before your body builds up your immunity. Who is 
going to pay for all the dosages? I don't believe the current 
vaccines have been tested enough to ensure the popula7on will 
be safe against the virus. Another concern is that the virus is 
muta7ng and the vaccines that are being given out now will not 
be of much use with the new strains. With the current situa7on 
in South Africa, I don't trust the Government making decisions to 
purchase the vaccines without proper tes7ng been done. I am of 
the opinion that this is just another money making racket by the 
Government to fill their pockets ..... once again. Gwen

2021-01-18 
09:03:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We do not want vaccines as they are a risk to our health. Those 
who want to take them may do so and those who don't want to 
take them also have a right to say no. Vaccines should not be 
enforced at all. Pasalema

2021-01-17 
15:40:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Two words: Popula7on control. Let nature take its course, far too 
many unconscious humans anyway - let people die. Covid isn't a 
bad thing. Government's response is.  

No to the vaccine roll-out. No. No to lockdown. No to the stupid 
c-anc-er government killing the economy, burdening us tax 
payers. 

Let people die. No vaccine, no.  
The possibility of it being mandatory is beyond laughable. No 
lockdown.  

Yes to nature. Yes to animals finally having a chance. All beings 
are equal. If anything, humans are the worst, most cruel and 
most out of tune beings. 

Yes to popula7on control. Yes! joo

2021-01-15 
14:38:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The response of SA government has already cost the taxpayer 
jobs, livelihoods, rights and freedoms. There should be no cost 
to the taxpayer since the ruling party procured 2 loans from the 
IMF to deal with covid. The fact is that this government's 
infec7on with corrup7on should not cost the taxpayer another 
cent. The president has made a mockery of the processes to 
inves7gate and prosecute crimes of fraud, corrup7on and the 
thieves that hide behind the poli7cal par7es in this country. The 
taxpayers are not slaves there to serve you in your goals of 
enriching yourselves! Lisa

Eastern Cape 1
2021-01-24 
19:59:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Leon 

KwaZulu-Natal 3
2021-01-19 
15:20:08

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Mjay

2021-01-19 
15:20:06

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Mjay

2021-01-15 
09:08:58

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Brandon 

Mpumalanga 1

2021-01-18 
15:47:23

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We cant have the vaccine more be campaign by the person who 
said the world need 50% depopula7on. Let the vaccine be from 
our own country and be tested by our specialists in our own lab 
and if amer vaccine I s7ll wear mask,and keep social distance 
theres no need to invest on this vaccine .if theres insist of 
vaccine South African at large will not vote on the next elec7on 
onwards ,trust me Bepy

student 4
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 2
2021-01-26 
07:27:47

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Cost to the 
taxpayer sibusiso

2021-01-18 
04:03:31

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not student

Cost to the 
taxpayer

South African please do not accept these vaccines because no 
one knows about the amer effects and two please provide 
families with postmortem results on all person that died from 
these covid-19 pandemic.

Themba 
Peter 

Gauteng 2
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2021-01-18 
15:51:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Cost to the 
taxpayer

No, tax should not be involved, because the money given has 
been used rashly.  No no we shall steam and drink herbs. Haibo Lebo

2021-01-15 
08:59:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not student

Cost to the 
taxpayer Yave

business owner 25
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 7

2021-01-25 
08:17:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not support the vaccine because it has not been tested 
enough and it will impact the tax payer and it is not a must. 
People need to have a choice if they want it or not. Karin

2021-01-20 
06:41:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The virus is already on the decline and the effec7veness and side 
effects of the vaccines are not proven or tested. 
The ANC cannot be trusted to manage this effec7vely. They have 
proven themselves to be completely inept and should never be 
allowed anywhere near this sort of responsibility. Joe 

2021-01-18 
22:45:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Hello! Are you people a Mase Poes or what we know the only 
virus is the CCP Jason

2021-01-18 
16:55:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not support the vaccine. Why does Government put the 
money in their own mouths???? STOP STEALING FROM THE 
PUBLIC....WE ARE NOT PUPPETS....STOP THE 
CORRUPTION....STOP THE BAN ON BEACHES AND ALCOHOL OF 
WHICH BOTH HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS PANDEMIC. 
Alcohol has NOT got the corona virus and neither does the 
beaches....WE ARE FED UP AND FRUSTRATED at the STUPIDITY 
and IDIOTS who are  making up this  horse poop....elec7ons are 
coming up therefore you GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS need to step 
up to the mark. STOP taking away our human rights to drink 
alcohol and walking on the beach. Stop your  them socialism 
control and dictatorship.  We public are not stupid. We can read 
between the lines. Do not forget we are educated. I therefore 
ques7on  your educa7on. Sallyjane 

2021-01-16 
17:10:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The day Mandela came out of jail the ANC started to steal. This is 
cos7ng the TAX payers money all the 7me. This was not a walk to 
freedom but to disaster. Anthony

2021-01-15 
13:07:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Covid vaccines aren’t designed to prevent COVID. An FDA Pfizer 
briefing paper published December 10, 2020, revealed 43 
percent more suspected cases of Covid-19 in the vaccinated 
group than in the placebo group within seven days of 
vaccina7on. The vaccines will also not end restric7ons. Dr. 
Anthony Fauci of the US Na7onal Ins7tute of Health 
acknowledged that the vaccines may prevent symptoms but will 
not block spread of the virus, so vaccine recipients will s7ll need 
to wear masks, prac7ce social distancing and avoid crowds. 

Furthermore, according to the CDC’s current best es7mate, the 
“infec7on fatality rate” (IFR) for Covid-19 is less than 1 percent 
for people age 69 and younger, including a .003 percent IFR for 
children and adolescents. This makes covid no more deadly than 
a bad seasonal flu. 

Given these issues, is the vaccine even necessary, or is it just a 
waste of taxpayers money? 

In addi7on, there are a mul7tude of other concerns with the 
vaccine. Here is a link to an in-depth ar7cle lis7ng the main 
concerns: 

hpps://thewallwillfall.org/2021/01/03/covid-vaccines-are-
medical-experiments-on-humanity-dr-tom-cowans/  

Gideon

2021-01-15 
13:07:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Covid vaccines aren’t designed to prevent COVID. An FDA Pfizer 
briefing paper published December 10, 2020, revealed 43 
percent more suspected cases of Covid-19 in the vaccinated 
group than in the placebo group within seven days of 
vaccina7on. The vaccines will also not end restric7ons. Dr. 
Anthony Fauci of the US Na7onal Ins7tute of Health 
acknowledged that the vaccines may prevent symptoms but will 
not block spread of the virus, so vaccine recipients will s7ll need 
to wear masks, prac7ce social distancing and avoid crowds. 

Furthermore, according to the CDC’s current best es7mate, the 
“infec7on fatality rate” (IFR) for Covid-19 is less than 1 percent 
for people age 69 and younger, including a .003 percent IFR for 
children and adolescents. This makes covid no more deadly than 
a bad seasonal flu. 

Given these issues, is the vaccine even necessary, or is it just a 
waste of taxpayers money? 

In addi7on, there are a mul7tude of other concerns with the 
vaccine. Here is a link to an in-depth ar7cle lis7ng the main 
concerns: 

hpps://thewallwillfall.org/2021/01/03/covid-vaccines-are-
medical-experiments-on-humanity-dr-tom-cowans/  

Gideon
KwaZulu-Natal 4

2021-01-23 
09:41:54

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Just another procurement oppertunity  at the expense of the 
taxpayer whereby Gvt can benifit. You dug your hole, you can fix 
it yourselves. Druk die vaccine in julle gape op!! Jus7n 

2021-01-19 
20:52:56

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Liesl
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2021-01-19 
15:48:12

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As we are all aware of the corrup7on with the PPE roll out last 
year , what has the Government put in place to not having a 
repeat with the vaccine roll out. With the shortage of Health 
Care workers, what is the cost to the tax payer going to be to 
hire staff to do the impossible number the Government has 
stated. I also would like to know why the Government has 
banned the Medical Aids and Private Companies from impor7ng 
a vaccine. ??? 
Is there another hidden agenda. Surely this would alleviate the 
pressure on the Government to meet their target.  Kelvin

2021-01-18 
17:24:23

KwaZulu
-Natal

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

A resounding NO.   There is enough research been done by 
highly accredited scien7sts, virologists, biologists and doctors,  
that this is not a vaccine,.  It will interfere with our DNA, in some 
people, it will kill them, which by now, we all know that this is 
their ul7mate  plan.  Furthermore, again, the Government will 
be involved in more corrup7on, and they are already sugges7ng 
they must increase our taxes.  Everyday, we read of more deaths 
from the vaccine. 
There are medica7ons that are very effec7ve at curing Covid.  
The reason Government has banned them, is because they 
cannot make any money out of them, as they are cheap 
alterna7ves. Lynne

Mpumalanga 2

2021-01-22 
15:30:41

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Not only is this a concern to all our tax payers . Its a concern 
about a lot of innocent people going to die due to this vaccines 
and s7ll the goverment will ask for a fee .  Michelle

2021-01-19 
09:03:35

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government of South Africa does not have a clue of the 
complete nega7ve impact of their centralised strategies and 
corrup7on on the people who are working, trying to get a job 
and support the economy.   Now they want working people to 
carry a further load to enable government to steal more money 
through centralised processes.   NO!   We need government to 
resign and leave.    

The private sector is more than capable of rolling out a vaccine 
programme making sure that all people who want to be 
vaccinated can be vaccinated.   Centralised control always cause 
corrup7on by virtue of protec7onism and patronage.   Allow 
people to choose their vaccina7on from the medical prac77oner 
of their choice, who can advise them on the benefits of the 
different vaccina7ons or not.   Government is there to provide 
an enabling framework for every ci7zen in the country on a fair 
and equal basis.   it is not there to make personal  choices for 
individual ci7zens.   We do not need to be dependent on 
government, we need to be able to respect it for the manner in 
which it respects us.    It is clear government has no respect for 
its ci7zens. Kleinste

Gauteng 8

2021-01-22 
09:31:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

too many lies, all of a sudden bill gates has more control over 
south africa, when there is a drug to help with this virus 
government decides to ban it, makes you wonder what is the 
real story behind all of this. all of a sudden we are forced to 
close up business,wear masks thats making people even more 
sick and drive fear into everyone so that the impact is even 
stronger,remember lots of vaccines are made up of alot of things 
we would never give consent to to be injected in ourselves 1 
example foetuses. to sum it up there are definitely other 
agendas behind this lockdown which is definitely affec7ng  
peoples rights, be it to pray in a place of worship or to see your 
loved one in a hospital MR

2021-01-19 
23:46:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Not properly tested.  Look at all pandemics and plagues in 
history.  Government can take the vaccine first. They are the 
front  line. Wendy 

2021-01-19 
21:33:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Banele

2021-01-19 
17:42:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Die entstof bied geen waarborg aan enige Suid -Afrikaners nie. 
Korrupte Regering wat ons nog verder  wil belas is n feit. 
Daar is geen geld om dit  kry nie,  n Bankrot staat!!! Phlip

2021-01-19 
09:51:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The effec7veness of the vaccine is being shown to be less than 
50%  (see research from Peter Doshi, Bri7sh medical journal) 
when looming at a Pfizer/Moderna raw data. Also, not enough 
studies have been done on side effects on humans as this was 
rushed. Alterna7ve, much cheaper therapeu7cs are available 
such as Ivermec7n, Hydroxichloriquine, etc. Stop was7ng money 
with corrupt prac7ces and fear mongering to push an agenda, 
the recovery rate is s7ll over 99% for this virus. Robert

2021-01-18 
09:02:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why not use the R10 billion earmarked for SAA bailout? This is 
funding for a a totally unnecessary vanity project. There are 
many countries that do not have a government / na7onal airline. 
Sell SAA as soon as possible for best price to another airline or 
investor that don’t  mind losing billions. Unfortunately past, 
present & future poli7cians, MPs, Senior civil servants & Other 
comrades will lose their free air 7ckets but they are s7ll earning 
full salaries & benefits a year later with many siing idly at home 
while we are closing our businesses & retrenching employees. Roy

2021-01-17 
19:37:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

1. Cheap alterna7ve medica7on is either being ignored or 
fraudulently being demonised (see ivermec7n, hcq). 
2. Non-transparency as to the payment terms for the vaccine 
3. Non-transparency in tenders as to how this vaccine is being 
rolled out 

Michael
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2021-01-15 
12:41:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Half are not contribu7ng or paying tax to SA.will take 
approximately 50 months to get to 40 mill.  
Half are not paying tax or contribu7ng to SA economy - why 
vaccinate? 
Let water find its own level. Immune systems improve and 
economy will grow. 

Johan
Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-20 
10:28:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The ANC is famous for squandering public funds the past 20 
years.  
Money on vaccines can be bepered u7lized. 

The public need to take control of their own nutri7on. The 
public's health and well-being is not the responsibility of the 
government. 

In this age where everybody spends hours on WhatsApp, 
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Ne{lix and checking their friends 
latest social media posts.  Time spent on the internet can be 
beper u7lized to educate ourselves on the correct nutrients to 
eat that will nourish & build immunity. 

Everyone's body is different, one cannot pigeonhole and assume 
a one size pill fits all model for 'medicine'.  

Mother Nature provides all the plants needed to nourish & 
sustain life. 

The medical industry, pharmaceu7cal industry, government and 
their mouthpiece - the media industry - all have one goal - 
financial enrichment at the expense of humanity and human 
lives. 

If you going to put your faith in "medicine" - a vaccine or 
whatever - then you do so at your peril.   You are playing Russian 
roulepe with your life. 

Remember, the pharmaceu7cal industry views each one of us as 
a revenue source to consume the drugs they peddling.   

The past 100 years, the human body has been systema7cally 
divided up into separate revenue streams by the establishment - 
that require expensive medical treatments and so called 
"specialists" that are brainwashed by the medical schools to 
promote their revenue-based model of "health and well being" 
and associated drugs. 

The public need to wakeup and stop believing the garbage that 
these industries vomit into the news channels.   

Take control of your own health and well being. Dharm
North West 1

2021-01-19 
10:57:58

North 
West

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Let's try African ways first Raymond

Free State 2
2021-01-17 
13:39:12

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccina7on should be voluntarily. 
Daleen 

2021-01-15 
22:35:24

Free 
State

No I do 
not

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I  do not want any vacsine at all, Jesus Christ is my Healer, and 
my Advocate and I am only safe and secure in Him, not a vacsine 

Annatjie
Not fully 3714

Column F: Count:
Roll-out by government 1033

Column E: Count:
re7red 424

Column B: Count:
KwaZulu-Natal 58

2021-02-23 
11:26:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The current ANC government is too corrupt to manage the 
rollout. The en7re process should be run by fully accredited 
private companies and proven par7es to ensure effec7ve 
management and control. Private medical aids can assist as well 
as companies like Dischem, Clicks etc. Ian

2021-02-21 
20:49:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would not hesitate if the roll out was run by trustworthy, 
responsible medical  companies. I do not 
trust anything this government does and never will. How can 
anyone trust them. The proof is there, the first order of vaccine 
was a big disaster and waste of money.  Lillian

2021-02-20 
12:26:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The na7onal Covid vaccine somware pla{orm will create chaos in 
terms of accessibility for most of the people.  
I suggest that the exis7ng medical aids to be allowed to have 
their pla{orms for programming the vaccina7on and completly 
roll over the vaccina7on process for their members.  Non 
members to use government pla{orm  and its process.  
As the medical aid pays for vaccina7on permission to be granted 
for the selec7on of vaccines. Lumi
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2021-02-09 
17:30:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Now that they have stolen a lot of the money from the A-Z 
vaccine, I suppose they will do the same with the J&J vaccine all 
over again! We have one of the most corrupt governments in the 
world!!!!! Lilian

2021-01-29 
10:43:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I understand the distribu7on is linked to bbee, which is a 
loophole for inefficiency, corrup7on. Alan

2021-01-26 
17:38:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Who is first and who is laat Cecile

2021-01-26 
15:56:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am not comfortable with the fact that the government wants to 
centralize the roll-out. The government has a history of 
unreliability and perhaps even corrup7on in much of what they 
are involved in. I do not want to entrust them with this 
important task. Donald

2021-01-21 
11:04:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out should include pharmacies, GP’s and other easy 
access places for us oldies. Lorraine 

2021-01-21 
11:02:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

With shortage of money are they  going to procure high quality 
vaccines.  Will the money spent on the vaccine be spent without 
corrup7on?   Allow  people who can pay for the vaccine, pay so 
more people can be vaccinated.  Can't  medical schemes and 
pharmaceu7cal firms get involved  with procurement?   Can't 
local pharmaciteucal firms in partnership with oversees firms 
produce the vaccines locally?   A central register should be kept 
of everybody who received the vaccine.   People who received 
he vaccine  should receive a document of proof.  The goverment 
was caught sleeping so please get as many reliable private sector 
par7cipants on board. Helena

2021-01-19 
08:40:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. Roll-out to target people at shopping malls etc cannot be 
without pre-vacina7on registra7on and appointment (as per 
Parliamentary Presenta7on 7 January 2020) . This is a lengthy 
process to ensure accurate records: people at taxi ranks, 
shopping malls etc do not have the 7me to wait in queues again 
nor can they reliably give accurate informa7on. Accuracy of 
informa7on will not be guaranteed. 
2. How will dose 2 be co-ordinated to ensure that all dose 1 
innoculated persons do receive dose 2? 
3. Targe7ng taxi ranks, shopping malls is too random and needs 
clarifica7on on how this can become controlled vaccina7on 
centres with the required security, refrigera7on requirements, 
record storage. 
4. Given Govt's poor track record in terms of corrup7on - 7ghter 
controls on suppliers eg databases, storage facili7es, transport, 
waste management, cleaning etc are required. Govt must specify 
the price or maximum price  it will pay for goods and services 
(like in automo7ve industry) and not rely on suppliers to tender 
prices. 
5. A task team from auditor firms and governmental auditor 
general offices must monitor the procurement system for goods 
and services and be held accountable if fraud is detected even 
amer a period of many years. 
6. Strict controls to be in place to prevent fraud eg tenders 
allocated to children, to persons ill-equipped or incompetent to 
deliver services like happened with eThekwini waste services. 

IRENE

2021-01-18 
18:25:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Considering the dismal failures of the government in the past to 
deliver things like school books, on 7me, to men7on just one, I 
think it is highly unlikely that government will get a huge project 
like this right.  They really need to put some trust in private 
enterprise, such as medical aids, private hospitals, perhaps even 
certain businesses to make a big contribu7on to this project. 

Margaret

2021-01-18 
13:39:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

What is the roll out strategy? is there a roll out strategy? 
Government seems to be holding the whole country at edge 
because it is not clear whether they have secured a vaccine.  
Government should allow public en77es and companies to help 
securing vaccines and allow them to assist with the "roll out". 
Sibanya Gold has already offered to assist and I am sure many 
medical aids and private medical en77es, companies and 
pharmacies are willing to assist. This is the only way for a speedy 
roll out of the vaccine. Let government focus on the healthcare 
workers and the poorest of the poor. The government will not be 
able to vaccinate all 59-million+ ci7zens. It simply is way beyond 
what they can manage and due to lack of transparency and 
corrup7on they simply just cannot manage such a roll out on 
their own. Many ci7zens are willing to pay for their own vaccine 
and some are even willing to sponsor a vaccine for ci7zens who 
cannot afford to pay. It is 7me for South African ci7zens to take 
control of our situa7on and hold government accountable. 
Lastly, there seems to be too many roll players in government 
who are working against each other so. Shirley

2021-01-18 
11:24:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government has a lousy track record to organising anything    
Why not involve the private sector to arrange the rollout as can 
just imagine the chaos at taxi ranks! Pamela
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2021-01-18 
11:04:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. My greatest concern is that Government has elected to be the 
sole importer and manager of the vaccines.  We all know about 
the PPE corrup7on scandals! 
2. Only way to succeed with vaccina7ng 67% of the popula7on 
would be the following: 
2.1 Allow ALL Medical Schemes, to nego7ate and import 
vaccines to vaccinate their members and cross subsidize 
vaccines where feasible. 
2.2 Allow local Pharmaceu7cal Companies to import vaccines for 
distribu7on to Pharmacies / Clinics / Doctors to vaccinate ie 
Clicks / Dischem / other. 
2.3 Allow capable Provinces to procure to vaccinate essen7al 
services ASAP. 
3. ALL Government procurement and distribu7on to be 
monitored by independent group to avoid FURTHER loo7ng and 
grand them. 
4. I am also concerned about the efficacy of the vaccine as 
insufficient research has been done regarding side effects. Pat

2021-01-18 
09:37:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Hi firstly hospitals and clinics are not the place to do the vaccines 
as this will cause overcrowding in an over crowded space . 
Schools and vo7ng sta7ons should be used amer school hours . 
All schools within 3 km radius from the residence of the people 
applying to be vaccinated . 
Government causing massive overcrowding at post offices, 
Licencing  sassa places etc there’s no planning therefore causing 
super spreaders of the virus . Must plan carefully follow this rule 
of schools as everywhere we have schools country wide . Within 
10 days everyone will be vaccinated . Ricky

2021-01-18 
09:28:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please mo7vate concerns, provide your solu7ons or list 
alterna7ves. You may comment in any official South African 
language.Hand over this responsibility to a Responsible 
Government not the ANC,,, alan

2021-01-18 
09:28:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please mo7vate concerns, provide your solu7ons or list 
alterna7ves. You may comment in any official South African 
language.Hand over this responsibility to a Responsible 
Government not the ANC,,, alan

2021-01-18 
08:34:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Anything this government touches is tainted by Lies, Corrup7on 
and criminal negligence. 
The Hyenas are saliva7ng in an7cipa7on of the next round of 
loo7ng of the taxpayers money. Peter

2021-01-18 
05:18:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This government is notorious for their inability to do anything 
correctly other than loot and lie. They cannot be trusted to do a 
vac rollout successfully. casper

2021-01-17 
17:54:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The death rate is about 70% for people over 60 who get 
infected.  Yes indeed, health workers need vaccine first, as 
proposed BUT older people should be second since they have far 
the highest death rate over age 70.      All over the world older 
persons are placed second in line. 

South Africa should not forget it's older genera7on by puing 
them second last !! in the vaccine queue. Hugh

2021-01-17 
16:37:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The President and cabinet should be vaccinated first, then all 
those who have had a part in tendering/securing the vaccines at 
too exhorbitant a cost. Let them prove the efficacy of the 
vaccines 

The roll out plan per their targets are impossible to 
achieve....and government are uperly useless at any execu7on 
program 

I see no protec7on against governments con7nued corrup7on 
and stealing  

Government are liars...they say they been nego7a7ng for many 
months. The why the delay in delivery of the vaccines while 
other countries have ben rolling out already 

Down with this useless corrupt government...they should be 
charged criminally for murder of the thousands, while they line 
their corrupt pockets  

 John

2021-01-17 
16:20:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

While I appreciate that the vaccine is necessary I have lost faith 
in the ability of our government to source a suitable supply and 
distribute it fairly and correctly.  The informa7on imparted by 
the government to date has not been reassuring to say the least.  
Two news reports indicate that AstraZenecta is not available for 
sale to South Africa and the president has advised that the 
reason South Africa lags on procurement is due to lack of funds. 
Plans and schedules as advised by the government are all very 
well but if they are not adhered to as so many 7mes previously I 
cannot see the latest scheme regarding vaccina7ons being 
successful. Hilary

2021-01-17 
12:40:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Amer the ini7al delivery  of the vaccine what then? When are we 
receiving the huge outstanding balance.  Also where is the 
money coming from as the country is in massive debt. Seems 
government has no clear answer.   
I wonder how much corrup7on is going to be involved with the 
distribu7on of the vaccine. Peter
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2021-01-17 
10:21:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that the state has the ability to perform this 
massive task. The following issues need to be clarified.  1) Why is 
the roll out strategy not detailed for public consump7on as the 
number of people to be vaccinated is beyond state capacity. 2) 
How can we be assured that the quality of the vaccine will not 
suffer degrada7on in distribu7on, if not become dangerous. 
3) Why are funds from other SOE's not being diverted to get the 
number of doses required. 4)  The private sector should not be 
prevented from being a major part of the solu7on. 5) Why not 
allow Ivermec7n as it appears to work and can save many,many 
lives. This denial and secrecy around the truth of the roll out 
smacks of other agendas Bruce

2021-01-17 
08:31:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Nicole

2021-01-17 
06:05:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Given the depth and breadth of corrup7on  in the ANC 
government and the entrenched patronage system, I fear that 
the rollout will be hijacked by those seeking to profit from it and 
those lacking experience in managing a project of this scale. It is 
thus essen7al that only the most qualified people are appointed 
to manage the programme and that all processes to appoint 
them are completely transparent and widely adver7sed. More 
than that though, and because, based on how almost every SOE 
on South Africa is broken, I cannot trust the ANC government to 
get anything right, I believe that private medical aid providers 
must be allowed to source vaccines directly from the 
manufacturers to ensure their members will get the vaccines. 
We cannot let a government that has proven itself to be 
breathtakingly  incompetent and corrupt  at all  levels have the 
monopoly on vaccine procurement. Andrea

2021-01-16 
21:47:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The R 500 billion ini7ally made available to fight Covid has not 
reached its intended target due to excep7onal greed, corrup7on 
and contempt by people in power for the general popula7on of 
this country.  

Aspen are producing hundreds of millions of vaccines in this 
country under license for foreign companies. Why is the 
government not claiming a por7on for its people?? Trevor

2021-01-16 
17:28:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Well done to government for geing something in place even if 
rather belatedly to help the poor ... but unshackle the medical 
aids  to source their own vaccines and  so speed up this rollout .  
The New SA was meant to bring us freedom but this 
Government is hell bent on trying to control everything including 
my my health risks. This is not freedom but  heading for a semi 
Marxist state.  Why should I not be free to receive my 
inocula7on from my medical aid  and the poor from 
government?   As Government only sourced 20 millions vaccines 
when 40 million why should my life be put at risk because of 
these control freaks'?  if you hold the vaccine then you hold the 
power?  Voetsack ANC Robert

2021-01-16 
16:50:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Being a big supporter of WHO and Dr Tedros  Adhanom 
Gebreyesus , I have been following all pressers and other zoom 
mee7ngs that  one can view on twiper, facebook and WHO 
facebook . 
SA did not pay the Covacs facility monies by end Sep , some 
deposit was pd some7me in DEC almost 3 months late- due date 
30 SEP. 
SA  s7ll has to pay the balance? that I am a member of Discovery 
I feel rela7vely confident that they will arrange the needs for 
their members. LAST BUT NOT LEAST PEOPLE NOT WEARING 
MASKS , NO TRACING, NO DISTANCING, WE R NOT GOING TO BE 
CLEAR!!!it is a major problem as it is a cultural problem. I am so 
7red of telling people to put on masks. 
Most cant spell SANITISE!!! Jeanepe

2021-01-16 
15:28:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Richard

2021-01-16 
12:00:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on  Edward

2021-01-16 
11:40:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccines are not fully tested as yet. Alterna7ves should be 
considered. 
Concerned about our government and corrup7on. Can't believe 
everything they say. Pat

2021-01-16 
10:58:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should limit their involvement in the roll out . Their 
track record STINKS . Leave our taxpayers monies in the hands of 
competent , qualified folk . We DO NOT TRUST YOU !!! 

 Lionel

2021-01-16 
09:22:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There are insufficient details provided of the vaccine which will 
be used.  We know the name but the other details are not 
provided:  efficiency?  storage temperature? no. of doses 
required? cost per dose? availability of vaccine - short and long 
term? details of clinical trials? possible side effects? 
These must all be shared with the public if support can be 
expected.   I, for one, will not be taking the vaccine unless I am 
sure that it is safe and effec7ve and I cannot , at this stage, make 
an informed decision. Stuart

2021-01-16 
08:46:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on Money making for poli7cians. No infrastructure, 
organising to distribute. Vaccines will be dangerous due to lack 
of  temperature  control. Anne
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2021-01-16 
06:58:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector should be allowed to procure the vaccine also. 
This would help to speed up the process of vaccina7on and 
enable more people to receive the vaccine. I am also afraid of 
corrup7on, will the government ensure that thos people who 
need the vaccine receive it? Denise 

2021-01-15 
21:58:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government have made such a mess of the country in general 
and with this en7re pandemic in par7cular with their corrup7on 
and stupidity don't hold out much hope for rolling out this 
properly.  Lynn

2021-01-15 
21:12:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Once again the ANC /government has let us down. It is a 
shambles. No planning as yet. Lynne

2021-01-15 
20:53:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Govt  too corrupt to roll out the vaccina7on.  Must be done by 
independent reputable company Pramraj 

2021-01-15 
20:00:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector  should also  be allowed to distribute  and 
apply the vaccine.  I do not trust the government, they have a 
bad track record. Izak 

2021-01-15 
18:35:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We haven't yet procured the full smount of vaccines required. 
When will we do do that? 
Once the ini7al vaccina7ons are done. ..what's  the plan/s to 
vaccinate the rest...who ...when...how...what about them of the 
vaccines...counterfeit vaccines? Wilson

2021-01-15 
17:25:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout should  use exis7ng  medical  exper7se  ie: hospitals 
(private  and public), clinics, private GPs and specialists, 
pharmacy  sisters so that we can get going. We can then train 
people to undertake  the task  of inocula7ng  people.  
We have to have propley trained people doing  the inocula7n. Richard

2021-01-15 
16:41:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Of course, we should be geing the vaccines. However, I don't 
think the government should be in control of the situa7on. Their 
history of incompetence and corrup7on leads me to believe the 
sourcing and control of the vaccines should be out of their 
hands. Donald

2021-01-15 
16:40:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government is unable to manage the simplest of its  day to 
day tasks without catastrophe and them of financial and general 
resources.  I simply can't imagine that a roll-out of this sort is 
within their sphere of ability. It should be lem in the hands of 
competent organiza7ons - maybe the likes of Clicks, Dischem 
etc. Glen

2021-01-15 
16:25:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

In my way of thinking, I feel that state and private doctors should 
control and apply the vaccina7on of the countries people. 
Medical aids and other medical ins7tu7ons like chemists must 
also be involved. The amount of vaccina7ons are huge and must 
be monitored correctly . 
If a second vaccina7on is needed it must be done correctly . The 
vaccine must be stored at the correct temperature to keep its 
validity . It will be difficult to reach the masses out in the country 
and remote areas. How will  the country buy enough vaccine? 
There is no money available to pay for 40,000,000 7mes 2 
vaccines.     Wilhelm

2021-01-15 
16:00:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government is famous for two things. Too liple too late 
and apaching self interest to all "Deals" otherwise know as 
Corrup7on. Another item they are useless at is  Implementa7on. 
Take this latest Debacle to get 1.5 Million shots and do the 
health Workers and teachers first. by the end of February. 
Wonderful idea But... This  is a two shot system.  There  are 1.25 
Million people to do in 30 days. This is 41,666. people per day 
for 30 days.At the end of 30 days the vaccine is nearly finished 
but amer 28 days they need to start the second shot and so the 
doses double up to 83.333 per day and they only have 250.000 
doses lem. Wonderfully bad planning and typical of the ANC. To  
avoid the disaster and more importantly to avoid the corrup7on 
and nepo7sm and backhands that follows the ANC this process 
needs to be organised by private Enterprise and the ANC should 
sit back and see how it should have been managed Robin
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2021-01-15 
15:22:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is simply ridiculous for any sane government anywhere in the 
world (however corrupt and repressive) to prevent any group of 
people, individuals, companies, medical aid schemes or NGO's 
from buying vaccines or any other approved medicines of any 
kind and to usurp the right to be the sole purchaser of such 
medicines and/or vaccina7ons. I believe a very serious case can 
be made out to prosecute the head of state and the government 
members (specifically the cabinet ministers) at the Interna7onal 
Court in the Hague for a very serious and criminal infringement 
on the UN declara7on of human rights.  

I accept that a government should provide health services to  
the general public, par7cularly to those who do not have access 
to commercial medical services,  but I strongly contend that no 
government or individual may, either by law or regula7on, deny 
or prevent ci7zens, and in this case the private medical sector, 
from accessing vaccines or medicines and administering such 
services to clients. This proposal of the government is morally 
and ethically wrong, a serious contraven7on to a large number 
of ar7cles in the South African cons7tu7on, and a contraven7on 
of fundamental human rights as defined by the UN. In addi7on,  
it  creates an opportunity for vast corrup7on , something for 
which this government is now world renowned. 

The appropriate government agency should just approve the use 
of a range of vaccines, but because a number of basically far 
more intelligent and competent authori7es  in the US, EU, and 
UK, have already approved the vaccines for use, South Africa 
should just accept their very high level scru7ny and approve the 
vaccines. The state should then allow the private sector to 
import as many of the approved vaccines and as many doses as 
they think appropriate, and in fact be very thankful to the 
private sector fordoing so, because it reduces the cost for the 
State to fulfill their role of providing the medical service to fewer 
people and hence allow the vaccines to reach more people 
faster. 

I think this is a case where the Cons7tu7onal Court should on 
their own ini7a7ve intervene to uphold one of the most 
important fundamental principles in our cons7tu7on - the 
freedom of individuals to buy na7onal and interna7onal 
humanitarian, lifesaving, and medical products and  services 
without any interven7on by the state for any reason. Cornelis

2021-01-15 
15:21:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why can't the private sector also import and administer the 
vaccine ? L.indsay

2021-01-15 
14:41:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

as in the past we cannot rely on the government to complete 
any important plan properly because of the corrup7on that 
enters  the exercise.  what guarantee is there that we will not 
have a repeat of the PPE disaster? 
while the vaccines are urgently needed,  the rollout should he 
lem in the hands of some reliable and efficient  private .party.  
Big ask. Inderlal

2021-01-15 
14:40:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The South African Government had very good inten7ons at the 
beginning of the pandemic by preparing the health facili7es and 
enforcing a lock down but this has been taken to ridiculous 
extremes with not being allowed to buy 'this and that' (how 
ridiculous can the Ministers be), not allowing alcohol and 
cigarepes etc. to be bought which immediately drove the trade 
'underground' at incredible prices and making some extremely 
rich, tardy ordering of the vaccines and now admiing it was so! 
We s7ll haven't been told exactly when the vaccines will be 
available. How can it be that prisoners will be some of the first in 
the queue? Absolutely all the front line workers must be first 
because of the fantas7c work they are and have been doing. It's 
ques7onable as to whether the SAPS and SADF should be 
because they haven't covered themselves in glory! Some of the 
essen7al Cabinet Ministers should be at the close to top of the 
list but I repeat SOME because we are over loaded with most 
Ministers that aren't worth their incredibly high salaries and 
perks. The corrup7on within the tenders for PPE's has been an 
absolute disgrace but was absolutely inevitable in a country so 
rife with crime and corrup7on and our Government should have 
realised this and put stricter controls in place before the release 
of the tenders. 
The Minister of Health has done his 'best' but that isn't good 
enough and should have been more transparent with the 
ci7zens of South Africa. 
Please ensure the distribu7on of the vaccines (when they do 
arrive) are handled with extreme care and make sure there is no 
chance of more corrup7on and no people trying to jump the 
queue!    Richard

2021-01-15 
14:31:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Amer the careworkers  the folks over 75years of age with health 
problems should get the  vaccine Rodney

2021-01-15 
12:36:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Govt has demonstrated incompetence and corrup7on, and 
while the Covid vaccina7ons are are urgently needed to halt the 
spread of Covid , an independent " commipee " of medical 
specialists/business leaders is necessary to show transparency, 
confidence in the vaccine rollout,  ensuring that the sequence of 
vaccina7ons is in the best interests of the country. Mike

2021-01-15 
12:27:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government is not allowing private business to assist with 
the rollout.  
I believe that it should be ALL HANDS ON DECK FOR THE 
ROLLOUT. 
Centralised control by this ANC Government will keep the door 
open for corrupt prac7ces as happen with procuring of PPE. 
I do not trust the government do do an honest rollout. John
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2021-01-15 
11:48:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

For the vaccine to be safe and accepted by the general public the 
cabinet, parliament,  na7onal government staff, provincial and 
local government  must be the first ones to take the vaccine with 
cer7fica7on for confidence in the popula7on to respond 
posi7vely. 
If frontline health workers are the first ones and die what 
happens to the collapsing health services. Siva

2021-01-15 
10:30:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The way it is wripen sounds good but no men7on is made of the 
fact that everyone will need second shots. That means 120 
million doses will be needed. When will they arrive? 
I am also concerned about the rumour that prisoners will be 
next in line amer health care workers. Why? There are surely 
more deserving recipients than prisoners. 
Transparency, transparency, transparency. Failure to deny the 
rumour is a way of confirming it is true. Gordon

2021-01-15 
10:24:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have zero faith in this being rolled out by the government. 
Fraud, them, corrup7on, cadres, lack of transparency......the past 
is full of examples. 

Let our medical aids not only be part of paying for these 
vaccina7ons but also be responsible for rolling them out to their 
members. 
SA is already well behind in terms of rolling out these life saving 
vaccina7ons so the plan needs to be revised, enhanced, and 
brought forward. Keith

2021-01-15 
10:11:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Every thing that this ANC government has touched has resulted 
in severe corrupt dealings. 
Why will this be any different?  How can we ensure that there 
will be NO Comrades set to benefit? 
Also, please use the correct vaccines and NOT the sinovac from 
China nor the Russian supplied vaccine. 
We simply cannot afford more wastage of taxpayers money, only 
lining the pockets of government officials nor shady  medicines 
from countries that know how to influence corrupt ANC 
comrades. Richard

2021-01-15 
09:15:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ruling party have shown just how ineffec7ve they have been 
thus far in the rather simple acquisi7on of PPE and the mass 
loo7ng thereamer. Why must these greedy hands now law 
themselves on vaccine roll out. Whilst vaccines have played a 
huge posi7ve health influence in the past, polio, measles, HIV/
AIDS to allow the Govt to do this is further health and financial 
suicide. Let private healthcare companies, medical aids, local 
GP's etc provide this vaccina7on roll out. Brian

Gauteng 151
2021-02-20 
18:33:48 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on is a big concern. Another is when  will the elderly & 
ordinary public get a vaccina7on & what quality will it be? Marelyn

2021-01-30 
18:02:22 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Is it going to be fairly given or is there going to be corrup7on? Joy

2021-01-29 
18:36:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am very concerned as a 70 yer old that we are not hearing that 
senior ci7zens are  going to be the second trance of roll out amer 
medical front line workers .....  We need clarity of when’s the 
elderly are geing the vaccine ! Countries are judged on how 
they treat their most vulnerable xi7Wns Anne

2021-01-29 
14:56:01 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Amer viewing the list of BEE companies who will be involved in 
the roll-out (some only established recently) with no indica7on 
to their track record with something similar, I am highly 
suspicious and do not believe the vaccine will be delivered 
7meously and also don't believe there won't be unexplainable 
shortages or tales of "delivery vehicle was hijacked".  Maybe this 
is going a bit far, but seeing the amount of back-handers into the 
ANC coffers I highly doubt that this arrangement will be to the 
benefit of those in highest need of the vaccine. 
Forcing anyone to take the vaccine against their will is abhorrent.  
In line with this, so is the inten7on of the Government to raise a 
Vax Tax.  If there is money to bail out SAA, there is money to 
provide for the vaccines.   
If Ivermec7n is available through local doctors, chemists, clinics 
and hospitals it would be my preferred method of preven7ng 
and/or trea7ng Covid 19.  It is affordable and available. 
Why should the man in the street support greedy vaccine 
developers when we see the reluctance from many countries to 
u7lise the cheaper and more available medica7on. 
It is 7me the government start thinking about the people of 
South Africa instead of thinking how the ANC can benefit from 
this crises and/or following those countries who pull their strings 
without ques7oning their mo7ves. Karen

2021-01-28 
10:49:41 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccine rollout used to further black business empowerment 
(CR's view) without the transparency that the people are asking 
for smacks of cover-ups and a further path to personal 
enrichment for many who are part of the BEE chain. 

Developing ANOTHER online system to follow the many  systems 
that government has implemented but which do not deliver is 
crazy. Why is it only been developed now? Reinforces the view 
that government has no rollout plan other than some vague idea 
of how they think it should happen. 

If this is to be successful (effec7ve and efficient) then 
government should realise that it will only happen with non 
governmental involvement (read management). Otherwise, here 
we go with another event {or the courts in 7me to come. Gerald

2021-01-26 
22:24:36 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would suggest that amer health workers, our employed 
populace and domes7c workers should be next in the queue for 
the vaccine.  I would think we want to give priority to protec7ng 
our economically ac7ve popula7on base. Patricia
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2021-01-26 
17:48:07 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I belong to a medical aid.  I think that the private sector like 
medical aids, must have the right to buy the vaccine and 
vaccinate their members. The government must provide the 
vaccine to the rest of the na7on at state hospitals. Florepe

2021-01-26 
17:12:49 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government, has up to now, been found  unable to effec7vely 
and without corrup7on  manage ANYTHING!! Andries 

2021-01-25 
19:42:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I will rather get my vaccina7on from my medical aid .....i do not 
think the government can be trusted to roll out the 
vaccina7ons......also i do not agree to mandatory vaccina7on---i 
will decide for myself if i need to take any medica7on. Mary

2021-01-25 
19:12:44 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government and private heal care organisa7ons need to 
work together to access and distribute the vaccine in a 
transparent, fair, ethical, efficient and effec7ve manner.  Such a 
joint venture between the public and private sectors would help 
to prevent the government, which has a shocking track record 
for corrup7on, from repea7ng the way in which the tender 
process for Personal Protec7ve Equipment was manipulated by 
government officials to enable them to channel huge amounts of 
money into their personal bank accounts. Government officials 
were thus robbing health care workers of the equipment needed 
to ensure their safety while being strained to the limit, virtually 
working themselves to death, to save the lives  of people 
suffering from  the effects of the Covid virus.Those government 
officials were literally robbing the dying to enrich themselves. 
Such a ruthless lack of conscience incomprehensible. 

The second point to consider is how safe the vaccine can be, 
since it has been developed in such a rela7vely short 7me.  

Both points above - (a) minimising the poten7al for corrup7on, 
and {b) the safety of the vaccine - are summarised in a message 
circula7ng in social media : 

"Let government officials be vaccinated first. If they survive, the 
vaccine is safe. If they do not survive, the country is safe". Louisa

2021-01-25 
15:36:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Like everything else, it seems as if the plan has no actual form 
and they hope it will work. If government clinics can only test 10 
people per day for coved, and they have to wait 5 days for 
results, how on earth will the cope with vaccines. I also think it 
should be made available to pharmacies and people can choose 
to do it privately or with medical aid. The queues will need water 
cannon to control them again Carol

2021-01-25 
14:13:28 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have watched the shambles that the ANC has made  
throughout their tenure. They are completely unable to manage 
procurement  or roll out. I think CR is lying to us. Both 
procurement and roll out should be subcontracted to the 
medical aid sector as they have a vested interest in making sure 
that everyone (not only members) are vaccinated so the 
pandemic can be contained.  Time to stand up and shout - 
amandla! Brigid 

2021-01-25 
11:52:43 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Past performance by government  have proved they are  
untrustmorthy  and incapable..

Jacobus  
Marthinus

2021-01-25 
08:51:24 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on on the order of the day by government officials.  
Some vaccines need ultra cold storage - how will that be 
achieved?  Let medical fund companies, doctors in private 
prac7ce setups, pharmacies, etc. do the vaccina7ons.   
Government setup will not achieve 40mil vaccina7ons in one 
year. 

Henie

2021-01-25 
06:06:31 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This virus is a killer.  With a substan7al propor7on of the 
popula7on refusing to take the vaccine the virus will con7nue to 
spread, mutate and and kill.  The only long term chance to gain 
control is through a vaccine taken by the vast majority of the 
popula7on.  Remember this whole worldwide pandemic started 
with just one infected person.  If 40% of SA's popula7on refuse 
to take the vaccine that equates to over 20 million who would be 
at risk of catching and spreading the virus.  What chance then of 
saving South Africa's popula7on - it will be decimated over 7me.  
This government's financial mismanagement knows no limits 
and its inability to track its mass corrup7on beggars belief.  
Without a change of financial management the current 
vaccina7on programme and public aitude will result in a 
catastrophic reduc7on in SA's chances of economic survival. DAVID

2021-01-25 
05:43:53 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Gov does not have means or ability to control and distribute. PO, 
SAB or any petrol company. Danie

2021-01-24 
10:03:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We need a broader spectrum of en77es who can purchase and 
distribute the vaccine to reach more people and prevent 
mismanagement /them of funds and the vaccine by those in 
government and those involved in the roll-out.  As with the flu 
vaccine last year, there was an insufficient amount purchased by 
the government and clinics/doctors ran out. Centraliza7on of 
vaccine purchasing doesn’t work but we need legi7mate en77es 
being allowed to purchase and distribute legi7mate vaccines.  
The current roll-out has the poten7al to be discriminatory in it’s 
applica7on. No other country is looking at herd/popula7on 
indemnity as this view was long ago discarded. This virus is here 
to stay and we will all most likely need to be vaccinated annually 
un7l such 7me as a more effec7ve vaccine will longer term 
immuniza7on is developed. Jacqui

2021-01-24 
07:53:52 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government another instance of Golvernment corrup7on. Bob
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2021-01-24 
07:38:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why are we not doing this sooner, why are there so few 
vaccina7ons arriving where has the money gone for a huge 
order of vaccine, is this low number ordered to keep us quiet? Rosemarie

2021-01-23 
15:41:44 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

 Die belas7ngbetaler loop weer deur, as die regering SA Lugdiens 
en SAUK toemaak, salaris verhogings aan staatsamptenare staak,  
en die wetenskap,  en nie poli7ek nie, volg  is daar 'n fortuin om 
gra7s Covid vaksines te gee. Die privaatsektor se kundigheid 
moet gebruik word en nie regering ondoeltreffendheid nie. Ek 
vrees korrupsie en verryking van sommige mense. Pieter

2021-01-23 
09:02:04 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We have to wait too long before the roll-out starts. The sooner it 
can begin, the beper. Why not  make it available and administer 
it within the next month at pharmacies and doctor's rooms,  as 
are the annual flue vaccina7ons? Why not allow the private 
sector to acquire the vaccina7on and get involved? Pieter

2021-01-22 
20:34:29 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Govt should not be the only body responsible for the vaccine 
rollout, Private medical aids and other ins7tu7ons should be 
allowed to acquire and administer vaccines. Cindy

2021-01-22 
09:52:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support giving all the ini7al doses of the vaccine to health 
workers, before anyone else. I believe this should include 
General Prac77oners , physiotherapists and other therapists 
who are more at risk by virtue of coming into contact with the 
unwell public.  I absolutely do not support giving early doses of 
the vaccine to prisoners. I think this sends a message that 
people who have commiped wrongs to society are more 
important than hard-working, produc7ve ci7zens, and those 
who through no fault of their own are unemployed due to the 
effects of Covid-19. Judy

2021-01-22 
07:39:22 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Linda

2021-01-21 
21:32:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Since the vaccine appears to be the one way to control the 
number of spikes in infec7ons going forward, which reduces 
hospital admissions and deaths, the government should be fast 
tracking the inclusion of the private sector to get as many 
vaccine dosages as possible into SA and as quickly as possible.  If 
every private sector employer in the country paid the cost of 
vaccina7ng their staff plus 10% on that number and those funds 
were put into a closely and carefully managed account  run by 
one of the 'big' banks, sufficient funds would be gathered to 
vaccinate the working popula7on of SA plus 10% of the 
unemployed.  The government then need only fund the balance 
of the popula7on.  With 'cash in the bank', the medical fraternity 
could approach any country manufacturing the vaccine to 
ensure the supplies needed arrive soonest.  Within a week if 
properly managed and put together,  there could be many 
millions of rand available to purchase vaccines.  Those 
companies that contributed would get access to the vaccines for 
their staff as they arrive.  All hospitals, clinics and pharmacies 
throughout the country should be included in vaccina7ng 
ci7zens.  This is not the 7me to be trying to secretly and 
guardedly acquire vaccines and then deciding who gets to be 
vaccinated, include everyone in the process of geing them, get 
the vaccines into SA and start administering them to as many 
ci7zens as possible as quickly as possible. Fiona

2021-01-21 
18:54:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The total lack of urgency. Is govt wai7ng for more people to die 
before they get the message how urgent it is to get the vaccine. John

2021-01-21 
15:53:03 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If Government was during Lockdown In April /May June 2020  
unable to distribute Food parcels directly to the poor, without 
the help of thousands of NGO's, How can we believe that 
Government without the help of the private sector, medical aids, 
are able to distribute the vaccine to 67% of the popula7on by 
the end of the year. 
Government on its own  does not have the people , with the 
skills level to organise  at this kind of level necessary. 
Government are using this to try and show that they under NHI 
will be able to source, and distribute medicines to the na7on. 
God help us all. 

Perry

2021-01-21 
15:46:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why does the government want to have  the sole right to import 
vaccines?  This is not  to be trusted.  We smell a rat.  
The people of South Africa had more than enough of the 
corrup7on going on, without proper inves7ga7on and 
prosecu7on.  South Africa has been robbed and stolen blind to 
the extent that we are one of the poorest countries in the world 
with only a few fat cats, and it was not the case a couple of years 
ago. 

Let each province import vaccine for the people in that province.  
The province can have the medics and poor vaccinated (with 
their consent) free of charge,  and people who can afford it, can 
pay for their own vaccine if they want to be vaccinated.  It 
should not be compulsory. 

I would not immediately have myself vaccinated as no one is 
certain what affect these hasty developed vaccines will have on 
your body. Mina

2021-01-21 
15:33:07 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Very concerned about theANC Government being in charge of 
the rollout.  They were so corrupt with the PPR's that I simply 
think the same thing will happen with the vacine. Corrup7on. Lynn
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2021-01-21 
10:16:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

For the Government to have sole mandate on purchase of the 
vaccine ( to prevent abuse / corrup7on ? ) is a concern  
Would suggest to have Medical schemes and /or private sector 
to be involved as well   

JJ

2021-01-21 
08:44:22 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has shown it cannot manage any program 
regarding the pandemic e.g. ppe purchase and distribu7on; food 
parcel acquisi7on and distribu7on; distribu7on of TERS 
payments; distribu7on of 9,000 locally manufactured ven7lators 
through either corrup7on, greed or sheer incompetence. 
Rather involve private organisa7ons like Medical Aids, Private 
hospital groups and organisa7ons like Doctors without Borders. Deon

2021-01-20 
17:40:17 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How will the government stop corrup7on during this roll-out? 
These ministers are so, so corupt!!! Dionne

2021-01-20 
16:09:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Linda

2021-01-20 
10:48:51 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vacine rollout is just another avenue for corrup7on!  It 
requires full transparency without government decree. The cost 
is huge (actually unaffordable for this bankrupt country) and 
therefor the rollout of the vacine must be controlled and 
managed ie. no cash for pals and applica7on must happen! 

If the government paid more apen7on to using currently funded 
resources to beper manage those that are not abiding by global 
standards and local regual7ons such as sani7sing, social 
distancing, hand washing and masks, then more ci7zens can be 
vacinated. Resources such as the army who have no purpose 
currently other than to take up space should be deployed into 
those areas which are known to be flou7ng regula7ons.  

Managing the rules effec7vely that government has decided 
upon will allow more ci7zens to receive the vacine. Greater 
effort must be put into debunking the myths that are being 
published by some not so credible media outlets. Gerald

2021-01-20 
10:47:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

BIG,BIG concern, they will use  a go between to buy and 
distribute the vaccine  probably at inflated prices  and definitely 
fraud and corrup7on will take place. Guarantee you will find 
vaccine stock not delivered to des7na7ons but either used by 
ANC mayors,councillors,as poli7cal  tool to make money or only 
give to their supporters.Will use incapable delivery systems like 
the school book saga. They  want to be only purchasers( with 
fronts) so as   to control distribu7on through useless  3rd 
par7es.To block other purchasers is stupid as it would probably 
show up the corrupt prices etc. 
Medical Aids can vaccinate 9 million members at no cost to 
government also to pay for those without funds ,so why try and 
stop them from buying the vaccines.  What a cost saving for 
government ROY

2021-01-20 
10:27:25 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not agree with the rollout plan.  

Why are elderly people priori7zed? 
I am almost 75, stay at home all day and do not go to shopping 
malls.  I would rather donate my vaccine to people between 35 
and 50 who are working  and come  into contact with outsiders 
on a daily basis.  They have families and homes to support as 
well as contribu7ng to the very sick economy. 

Thank you 
Ina

2021-01-20 
07:49:25 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government seem to be more focused on ways to loot money.... 
ID cards? For what reason?  
I very much doubt the government has the capacity and 
capability to be able to handle the administra7ve as well as the 
logis7cs. 
Why get the army involved and not medical aids, hospitals etc?? Glória 

2021-01-19 
16:53:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Up to now Covid has proved that State Health and the Private 
Sector are able to work together in handling people suffering 
from Covid admiped  to hospital. I just don't understand why the 
Government now wants to handle the roll-out on its own. It's 
fine for them to vaccinate free of charge in State Hospitals, but 
surely it would make sense to let the private sector vaccinate 
medical aid pa7ents and private pa7ents through pharmacies 
and private hospitals at a cost covered by the medical aids. Up to 
now anything which the ANC centralizes ends up shambolic and 
a nest of corrup7on. So maybe on reflec7on that is exactly why 
they want to go it alone - yet another source of  corrup7on. 
When at last I am able to get vaccinated, I will certainly do so. Peter

2021-01-19 
16:29:10 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see total honesty in the partners so that 
vaccina7ons not be captured or high jacked for an illegal gain by  
thieves. 
                               -  Thus use the private sector for distribu7on  
                                - Allow medical aids to distribute and call up 
the designated people to receive the  
                                  vaccine.  Thus Safe  priori7zing . 

Eugenie
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2021-01-19 
16:26:44 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I was re7red early due to my age when COVID arrived in SA so 
am living now of my eirement annui7es.  I am sick of paying high 
taxes and interest on investments its about 7me that the 
Government started 7ghtening the belt and cut salaries and 
luxury cars etc.  This Government is the reason we are in this 
financial mess.  Also I think it very poor that the major Medical 
Aids have been excluded from  distribu7ng the vaccine by the 
Government.  Most of us pay heavily for a good medical aid and 
should not have to wait in a queque for the vaccine.  Because of 
my age I would have it but I also agree that it shoud be 
mandatory. Marianne

2021-01-19 
14:29:57 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

its going to be another ANC fuckup and budy budy situa7on.. its 
going to be another corrup system that will favor the rich and 
well connected. the White popula7on will be the stepchildren of 
this project.  i have  no faith in anything  this Government does 
or organizes.  
i hopei once am wrong... Barry

2021-01-19 
12:53:43 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the government.   They are concerned only about 
themselves and opportuni7es to rob the people of this country.   
There will be corrup7on and a profit made by one of the MP's 
family, friend comrade.  There is no sympathy for the people of 
this country. 

I believe the roll-out should be conducted by a third party. i.e. a 
pharmaceu7cal prac77oner company.   All medical aids should 
be permiped to purchase the vaccines from the producers for 
their clients at the original cost and not with an add on cost paid 
to the government.   The Medical aids should offer a certain 
percentage of the popula7on free inocula7on.  This would then 
insure that the poor people of this country would be given the 
op7on to receive it. 

The government has to do the right thing for a change and stop 
profiteering from this terrible pandemic. Carol

2021-01-19 
10:03:55 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am all for the roll-out, but have ZERO confidence in the 
Government's ability to do this in an orderly, controlled fashion 
without any corruptrion. Johann

2021-01-19 
07:24:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. None of the vaccines  have been tested and trialed properly.  
There are no guarantees that the vaccines will be effec7ve. With 
virus muta7on there is the possibility of needing to be re-
vaccinated.  
2.  With any program that is run by the government it open to 
and highly probable that there will be corrup7on,  
maladministra7on, inefficiencies, nepo7sm, etc.,,,,,,, The PPE 
scandal is proof of this. David

2021-01-19 
07:19:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that the government and local health authori7es are 
nowhere near ready to implement a mass rollout. I have read 
some disturbing stories about the ‘go slow ‘ aitude of clinic 
staff and mistrust their mo7ves. The government needs to 
publish a clear and concise plan for the rollout and advise the 
popula7on of their inten7ons. 
Finally, I am seriously worried about the corrup7on factor. The 
government is now talking about raising taxes to pay for the 
vaccines! How much more can they take from us? Geoff

2021-01-18 
20:38:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has demonstrated severe incompetence in running 
anything. 
Private enterprise should handle as much of the distribu7ons as 
possible. 
We should be able to get vaccinated at Dischem, Clicks, etc Mary

2021-01-18 
18:03:44 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. The private sector should be involved in both the 
procurement and the distribu7on of the vaccine.  Annual flu 
injec7ons are provided by the private sector - chemists like 
Dischem, Clicks etc. and it worked well in the past. Why should 
Covid 19 vaccine be treated differently? 
2. I do not fully support the process  of vaccine roll-out because 
of government involvement.  Possible corrup7on. Government 
involvement has already delayed the process of procuring the 
vaccine. I support the administering of the vaccine. This is the 
only way that we can return to "normal".  Philippus 

2021-01-18 
17:45:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why should the government be the only people to handle the 
deal? 
Why not Medical aids as well? Possibili7es of corrup7on. 
Ivermec7n as alterna7ve should be consider. 

Marieta

2021-01-18 
17:03:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I suggest that Polling sta7ons  should be used  to ensure that the  
correct  persons are  innocolated and the number of inocula7ons 
are controlled The volume voters roll is an excellent  Way To 
control  Eddie 

2021-01-18 
16:49:49 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why can't our medical aid buy the vaccine and dispense it ASAP. 
The quicker the vaccine is dispensed the beper,  apparently the 
government is dragging its feet, we don't know if it a financial 
maper or because they were sleeping when other countries 
made orders. James

2021-01-18 
15:44:15 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Without receiving a detailed list of the proposed roll out of the 
vaccines it is hard to comment. 
Firstly the youth all seem to recover without too many problems 
and their  death rates are extremely low. They should not be 
priority recipients. 
Secondly the elderly  (especially those with a co-morbidity 
condi7on) seem to be where the death toll is high. These people 
are usually s7ll contributors to the financial system and saving 
them would be  a cost effec7ve op7on. 
Care workers should of course remain the top priority. 
Convicted Criminals should not be given priority treatment. 
Irrespec7ve of crowded condi7ons.d Doug
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2021-01-18 
15:23:32 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The program is ambi7ous and needs to be done in a very 
controlled manner - meaning first risk groups in declining 
priority , then the general popula7on.  

To achieve herd immunity, about 68 percent of the popula7on 
has to be vaccinated, meaning vaccina7ons HAVE TO BE 
MANDATORY, at least 7ll herd immunity IS achieved and safe and 
effec7ve alterna7ve forms of treatment are in place . We are s7ll 
learning how to treat this. Only then should the vaccine become 
a personal choice. Marina

2021-01-18 
11:54:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government wants to control everything, but ends up 
failing to control anything properly.  For a change it should allow 
the private sector to find the appropriate vaccine and to acquire 
it from reputable sources rather than Russia or China or India, 
and  for these sources to be held responsible for the op7mum 
distribu7on of the vaccine, irrespec7ve of racial or poli7cal 
mo7ves and preferences, and without any corrup7on involved. Daniel

2021-01-18 
10:52:36 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Gvt is incapable of keeping to its promises so why would the roll 
out of the vaccine be any different?? 

Judy
2021-01-18 
10:48:47 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

They only waste money.  Billions wasted already. Why would 
they stop  now? Hermien

2021-01-18 
10:34:17 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is highly unlikely that the vaccine would reach 40% of the 
popula7on. 
With the proved fraud and maladministra7on of the Covid 19 
pandemic I know that there would be chaos with the 
distribu7on and applca7on of the vaccine and people trying to 
enrich themselves. Andre

2021-01-18 
09:39:29 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Prisoners should not receive ahead of tax payers and over 60's - 
they should not be allowed visitors un7l this wave has subsided  
and therefore if they are in isola7on there is no fear of them 
contrac7ng the virus.    We the taxpayer have to social distance - 
work has been affected and earning power whilst these 
prisoners do not contribute  and they are more en7tled than the 
working people. adrie

2021-01-18 
09:29:22 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Barbara

2021-01-18 
08:41:20 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government – Planned Roll Out or lack thereof? 
Government roll out is flawed to the nth degree. The fact that 
they have at this late stage s7ll not got any vaccines landed in 
South Africa is tes7mony to their total lack of vision as well as 
incompetence. The 1.5 million doses scheduled doses to arrive 
this month, while the vaccines have not yet been approved by 
the necessary department says it all. The PPE corrup7on debacle 
bears further tes7mony to the lack of poli7cal interest in the 
wellbeing of the Na7on. Spin Doctor Hypothesis is fed to the 
na7on on a con7nued basis, insul7ng our intelligence at every 
turn. Government has monopolized the purchase of the vaccine, 
this begs a number of ques7ons, and righ{ully so, given their 
failures, there is a deep trust deficit bordering on no trust lem. 
What is their agenda? 
Proposal: 
Private Sector: 
Involve the private sector with immediate effect, allow them to 
purchase the vaccines, u7lise their planning and management 
exper7se, their distribu7on channels as well as their delivery 
channels to speed up and augment or take over the actual 
vaccina7ons. 
Poli7cal Par7es: 
Place pressure on the government at every opportunity. Lead 
the way! 
Alterna7ves: 
The urgent review of the alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n should 
be addressed immediately. The FDA have approved it as have 
other countries. What more are we going to do but waste 7me 
at the poten7al expense of lives bumbling through the 
bureaucra7c hoops.  
Legal 
The legal fraternity need to consider wading in and inves7ga7ng 
the possibility of a class ac7on suit against the departments that 
are dragging their heels covering their incompetence with 
bureaucra7c jargon. Create some urgency for the fat cats called 
government.  

John

2021-01-18 
08:11:12 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Vaccine should be given first to the economicly ac7ve 
people. Re7red people, prisoners and the Government should 
be at the end of the queue in that order. DEREK

2021-01-18 
07:56:41 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I dont think the government is capable of distribu7ng the 
vaccine without corrup7on or mismanagement  taking place.  
Allow the private sector to be involved, backing up the 
government and having insight as to what and how the vaccine 
is distributed. Paul

2021-01-18 
07:43:36 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Medical Aids should be allowed to buy and distribute the 
vaccine to their members as well as government offering to the 
public in a structured manner. 
As for prisoners - All staff in prisons to receive the vaccine, but 
inmates to be the last to receive along with those in the last 
stages of their lives such as the terminally ill. 
All 18 year olds to 60 year olds should be vaccinated before 
those over 60. 
I am 71 and have possibly only 8 years lem to live because of my 
heart condi7on, so I would be wan7ng a 21 year old to rather 
receive my vaccine Margaret
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2021-01-18 
06:28:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Nothing that the Government has done during 25 years has 
been a success! 
Why should this roll out by Govt be successful? 
Vaccina7ons have throughout history  been successful but ANC 
has not been - 
What would they do differently Truter

2021-01-17 
21:06:23 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot be trusted and is already known for 
corrup7on. Government should not have monopoly and the 
private sector should be able to also source GOOD vaccines. 
The 500 missing billion should be used to pay for vaccines and 
not our medical aids.  

Erika

2021-01-17 
19:12:51 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Essen7al health care workers should have priority for available 
vaccines.  Not a  general roll out at taxi ranks and shopping 
centres Keith

2021-01-17 
14:38:35 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Healtworkes first, second people above 70-75. Teachers: 
childeren are the most spreaders of the virus. Phientje

2021-01-17 
13:12:37 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Should also allow private sector implementa7on and 
deployment, not allow ANC monkeys to exclusively run this one. Alex

2021-01-17 
12:01:28 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC always talk about business and government 
partnership yet do nothing to promote such. 
Excluding private sector from purchasing and distribu7ng is 
ridiculous and ineffec7ve. 
If every medical aid was allowed to purchase and distribute and 
well and inoculate their members you would have probably 
anything up to 15million  or more( employees and dependants ) 
at no cost to the government and no strain on capacity. 
PLUS you would then have a huge popula7on inoculated and 
able to go back to work !! 
PLUS the government has no record of success in nay sort of 
mass program and their claim of R40m inoculated in one year 
will end up with all the usual excuses and blame game for  no 
being able to meet the gaol. barry

2021-01-17 
10:57:54 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that other professional groups should be allowed to roll 
out the vaccine, and not just at government's command.  The 
medical profession should also have the op7on.  I agree with 
firstline health workers being at the top of the list, they risk their 
lives each day to help others, so I am in full agreement of them 
geing the vaccine.  Amer that, however, it is very hazy and I am 
concerned that corrup7on will once again set in.  I also feel that 
pricing should be monitored - there are going to be people 
climbing on the gravy train with this. Denise

2021-01-17 
09:51:27 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Far too late and far too slow. Many, many deaths could possibly 
have been prevented. Rob

2021-01-17 
09:43:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government appears to have made too many irra7onal 
decisions. Eg. Saying they did not have the money to procure 
vaccina7ons for the whole popula7on immediately. 10 billion to 
SAA and many other irra7onal monetary decisions. Vaccina7ons 
is SA,s number 1 priority so that the economy can recover 
quickly. The sooner the economy can return to a beper state the 
more lives we can save. David

2021-01-17 
09:34:25 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on  will again be the  name of the game.   
Medical People begging for Ivermicten to be  also  approved but 
they are being ignored - why? 
Govt has failed at everything they touch -  it won't be any 
different  with this. 
There is no way in hell that they will have the capacity to 
vaccinate 67% of the popula7on. 

TREVOR

2021-01-17 
09:22:52 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1.0 The vaccine being referred has only 70 % efficacy.  Is RSA 
geing the  rejects ? We should stay away from Indian, Russian 
and Chinese  apempts at the vaccine. 
2.0 The ANC government has already dismally failed  regarding 
the vaccine procurement and rollout process.( no maper what 
excuses they dish out) People are now dying because  of 
government incompetence. 
3.0 The total process of vaccine procurement and  vaccina7on 
must urgently(within days) be taken away from government and 
handed to private enterprise,  in order to save  thousands of 
lives. Note: The government can not even provide law and order 
in the country, nor drinking water or electricity, not even a 
na7onal small airline etc etc. All govt departments are in a state 
degenera7on and decay , because of the appointment of grossly 
incompetent people. 
4.0 Private companies and medical aids(one of only two 
industries s7ll func7oning in RSA) must immediately (within 
days) be allowed to procure and distribute the vaccine. 
5.0 Stop the poli7cs,  allow common sense and produc7vity to 
prevail. C

2021-01-17 
09:00:54 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

20 million doses will only serve 10 million people (2 doses per 
person). We are 60 million people. To achieve herd immunity we 
need to immunize 66% of the people. Thus, we need about 72 
million doses. 
How, when and by whom will the inoccula7ons be done? 
In the mean7me the majority will s7ll not have any protec7on 
and the country will remain in some form of lockdown whilst 
available, cheap alterna7ves, like Invermec7n is being shunned 
by Government.  
Totally irra7onal! Renier

2021-01-17 
08:29:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Stan
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2021-01-17 
08:04:18 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the vaccina7on program had been entrusted to the private 
sector (medical aid schemes, the pharmaceu7cal industry, etc) 
we would be well on the way to mass vaccina7ons country wide. 
Instead, because of the stalinist mentality prevalent  in the ANC, 
we have a mess, which is going to end in fiasco. 

Will they ever learn from their enumerable botched apempts to 
administer anything? Anthony

2021-01-17 
07:52:37 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Something wrong with the Government math.  I understand, 2 
jabs per person are required.  To only achieve "herd immunity",  
how can that be achieved for SA with  20 m doses?  Horst

2021-01-16 
22:24:58 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Pai

2021-01-16 
22:18:54 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Govt is simply incompetent and lack capability and capacity to 
manage the logis7cal process.  This might be another 
opportunity for the corrupt rogues in the ANC to make illicit 
money by stealing vaccine and reselling on the  black market.  
Why are medical AIDS and private health care providers not 
given the space to roll out vaccina7on programmes. ? Nathan

2021-01-16 
20:53:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government has proved itself unable to execute any 
plan efficiently without gram and corrup7on ....there are so many 
examples one could quote ...it is depressing in the extreme.  
There must be allowance make for the private sector that is to 
say Medical aids, the Discovery Health  group, and Private 
Hospitals to import and distribute vaccines. There is a 
predictable possibility that any vaccines distributed by 
government will not be delivered in the required condi7on ie. at 
the  
Necessary refrigerated temperatures and prescribed condi7ons, 
when they can’t even deliver school textbooks properly.  This 
cri7cal opera7on of impor7ng, distribu7ng and delivering 
vaccines should definitely not be lem to the incompetent 
government “ health” ins7tu7ons, or the lazy incapable heads of 
departments. 
Our economy and the future of our wonderful country cannot be  
put into such inept hands.  So many lives have already been lost 
that might have been saved if the right equipment,  proper  
safety wear , beds and oxygen  had been available before the 
second Corona virus surge hit us. I don’t trust Government to 
procure vaccine from  
Sources we know and trust, when other vaccines from eg., 
China, Russia or India might offer them a “deal “ on a vaccine not 
yet tested sufficiently. Wendy

2021-01-16 
20:11:05 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Two things in par7cular concern me. 
1)How will the government apply the vaccine protocol, and who 
would actually do the vaccina7ng. Hospitals are over-run with 
Covid cases and I for one would not like to go into that "hot 
spot" situa7on. 
2)I do no7ce that no men7on is made of the elderly or 
infirmed. ???? 

Peter

2021-01-16 
18:57:07 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC Government proved over the last 25 years that it does 
not have the competency to   
successfully roll-out anything that is not small enough to fit into 
a tea cup. Frans

2021-01-16 
18:07:56 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Also top of the list should be all those over 60 years old. this 
group pose the most risk to catching the virus which impacts 
nega7vely on the health care system Vincent

2021-01-16 
18:05:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please get the private sector to assist government to vaccinate 
ci7zens I have no confidence in government to do this effec7vely 
or with the necessary urgency Freda

2021-01-16 
16:23:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

They cant even roll out money sasha us a mess .They are totally 
incabable of keeping a,cold chain going besides the eskom 
loadshedding...medical aids chemists and doctors,should be able 
to source their own and distribute to alleviate the govt and its 
inep7tude. Ivermectoin should be available for anyone who 
wants it....but of course there is no govt kick back for this so they 
wont let it happen Glynis 

2021-01-16 
16:12:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government the elderly? Jennifer

2021-01-16 
16:04:46 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is completely unacceptable that these cANCerous swine in the 
government do the roll out. They are completely incapable of 
geing anything right. They will steal and loot and the vaccines 
will never materialize because of their corrup7on. 
The private sector and medical aids have to be involved. They 
may at least have people's interests at heart. 
And taxi ranks and shopping malls and most definitely prisons 
should go to the back of the queue. They, especially prisons, and 
the government, are least important of all. 
Frontline workers and essen7al workers first, then follow the 
rankings suggested by the medical aids. Prisoners and 
government last, if at all.  
And why are they so full of themselves for 20 million - the 
country needs 40 million vaccines for herd immunity.  A ques7on 
of cost? About 7me the corrupt looters of the anc were made to 
pay back all stolen money Carol
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2021-01-16 
15:38:18 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

- Only the most vulnerable (the elderly and people with co-
morbidi7es) should be in the 2nd phase. The addi7on of a  large 
group of less vulnerable people in the 2nd phase delays 
vaccina7on of the most vulnerable. 
- There is no ra7onal reason to prohibit medical insurance 
companies procuring vaccine for their members other than 
ensuring the anc looters have as large a pool to loot from as 
possible 
- Members of medical schemes are paying for the vaccines of 
uninsured people in terms of the government secured 
arrangement with the boards of the schemes but in the 
proposed phase configura7on are mostly relegated to the last 
phase.  NHI through the back door before it is law. Chris7ne

2021-01-16 
15:01:55 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Govt couldn’t roll out a sleeping bag. Private sector must take 
over  otherwise it will be a long running shambles David

2021-01-16 
14:04:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How much corrup7on and them will be involved here... How 
many vaccines will go missing and sold on the Black Market.  
Why cannot the private sector bring in their own vaccines  like 
all other medica7on. Why does the government want to be the 
only ones bringing the vaccines in. They cannot be trusted at all.      
Let whoever wants to bring in the vaccines do so.  BEESTON

2021-01-16 
13:59:59 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Dit is onaanvaarbaar dat die regering 'n momopolie het op die 
verkryging en berspreiding van die vaccines. Ons bly on 'n 
sogenaamde demokra7es land en daarom my vraag hoekom kan 
ander instansies soos privaat hospitale, mediese dokters en 
mediese fondse nie betrokke raak by die verkryging van en 
verspreiding van die die vaccine  nie? ? Miskien het die elite 
poli7ci dalk al klaar die vaccine gekry?? Vra maar net Vertrou die 
regering met niks nie Henry

2021-01-16 
13:34:57 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government and tenderpreneurs have shown they they are 
not to be trusted with the ppe scandals. Let ordinary 
pharmaceu7cal companies import the vaccines and medical 
personnel administer the vaccine. Medical staff to receive 
vaccines first and then from the most vulnerable to the least 
vulnerable Alta

2021-01-16 
13:23:20 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have seen the Ministry of Health proposal for roll out which 
includes the need for 6000+ vaccinators 

Since all hospital staff and medical personnel are currently 
occupied with dealing with COVID pa7ents where are the 6000+ 
coming from.? 

I have seen no recruitment adver7sement for, nor a training 
programme in place to train the 6000+ 

I hope the M o Health is not going to place  "mul7 million rand 
contracts" to "tenderproneurs" for supplying 6000+ "trained 
vaccinators" to staff the vaccina7on centres proposed. 

We have enough Government officials who should be able to 
organise recruitment of staff and vaccinator training 
programmes should already be well under way as we speak. 
  
If the Department needs experienced Project managers to 
handle this project, I am sure many of us re7red experienced 
project managers could be co-opted into dealing with is 
mammoth task, without seeing millions of taxpayers money 
being fripered away amongst BEE "tenderprenours" based in 
shacks in Diepsloot 

 Nigel

2021-01-16 
10:57:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that our government will be able to effec7vely 
distribute the vaccine when it/they become available.   The 
private sector should be involved, and medical aid schemes, as 
well as pharmacies/clinics, etc.  I also have reserva7ons about 
which vaccine will be available to me, as I would prefer my 
personal GP to advise on which vaccine would be suitable for 
me. Gail

2021-01-16 
10:46:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Not enough tes7ng has been afforded this dubious vaccine. To 
many nega7ve results have been adver7sed. Any vaccine 
whatever is and remains a personal personal and not a proven 
failing and corrupt government's  demand. If they, the powers 
that be accept the vaccine including their respec7ve families as 
laboratory Rats, fine!! That is their preroga7ve. 
My body my property my decision, no devia7on. Wreford

2021-01-16 
10:38:58 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My husband and I are 78 year old pensioners with reducing 
income because of investment interest reduc7ons, due to the 
economy, covid and uncontrolled corrup7on. 
We isolate as much as possible.  I would be prepared to pay up 
to R100,00 each for the vaccina7on for ourselves and to give 
another R100,00 each for two other people to obtain the 
vaccina7on. I believe many SA's would find this sugges7on 
acceptable. 
I believe the government has been slow in sourcing the vaccine 
possibly due to financial concerns, and a very poor distribu7on 
network 
The vaccine must be distributed by appointed and reliable 
pharmacies and medical personnel ie GP's etc. and not just 
anyone who feels that can "give a shot in the arm". Rosemarie

2021-01-16 
10:08:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government should allow the private  sector to also obtain 
and distribute. The private sector would be more efficient. bud
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2021-01-16 
09:16:20 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

 I am not opposed to vaccina7ons per se provided that the 
approved vaccines are at least 94 % effec7ve. 
I am opposed to parts of the vaccina7on programme for the 
following reason: 
-The ANC Administra7on is the sole importer and distributor. I 
do not support this decision. 
-The ANC Administra7on is notoriously known for its 
incompetence, maladministra7on, corrup7on and wasteful 
expenditure as reported in the annual reports of the Auditor 
General and it is a well-known fact that the ANC Administra7on 
is facing a fiscal cliff, e.g.  accumula7ng massive unsustainable 
debts since about 2005 (by not balancing its budget) by means 
of government bonds borrowed from the market with an 
unsustainable compounding effect to service the interest 
payments. According the Minister of Finance, South Africa is 
currently borrowing about R20 billion a week; on an annualised 
basis about R1,04 trillian in one year with a compounding effect 
thereamer. 
-At the above level of borrowing, it is no surprise that the ANC 
Administra7on missed the deadline to make the first deposit 
payment towards the COVAX facility and had to rely on the 
Solidarity Fund (dona7ons) to make the payment. 
-South African pharmacy companies, pharmacy groups or 
medical aids are not allowed to import Covid 19 vaccines which 
based on the tobacco case is uncons7tu7onal. 
- According to press reports, Discovery Health disclosed the 
inten7on of the medical aid industry to subsidise about 30 % of 
the public sector vaccina7on programme. I am totally opposed 
to this plan because in terms of the Medical Schemes Act it is 
unlawful to misuse or abuse the solvency reserve or any other 
reserve of a medical aid scheme and then to rely on future 
members contribu7ons to replenish the reserves. Also, I think 
that the Trustees and Scheme Administrators are opening 
themselves up to class ac7ons to recover the damages caused to 
schemes due to maladministra7on. It is not the role or 
responsibility of private medical aid schemes to subsidise the 
public sector vaccina7on expenditure. The ANC Administra7on is 
responsible for this. If Scheme Administrators and par7cipa7ng 
employers to private medical aid schemes feel a moral obliga7on 
to subsidise the public health vaccina7on programme; then they 
must make dona7ons from their shareholders funds and at the 
very least obtain shareholders approval to do so. 
- I would like to know whether the ANC Administra7on made any 
financial commitments, directly or indirectly, par7ally or in full, 
to guarantee or finance the vaccina7on programme of the 
African Union (AU). Pres Ramaphosa announced that the AU 
secured 270 million doses of Covid 19 vaccines yet the ANC 
Administra7on failed to secure 120 (60 million x2) million doses 
for the South African popula7on.   

Aubrey

2021-01-16 
08:47:17 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government is not capable of doing this look at their track 
record this should be a private sector government assisted 
rollout with the private sector the managing partner. Show me 
one SOE or government department that is corrup7on free and 
func7oning properly. If the government insists on doing this 
alone it will be the mess up of the century. donald

2021-01-16 
08:12:03 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The current Govt has a track record of failure when it comes to 
implementa7on. The only way to successfully implement any 
plan in this country is to allow the private sector to do the job. I 
am not at all comfortable with Govt healthcare staff being 
involved in any maper related to my health and well being. Ian

2021-01-16 
08:02:59 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There has been so much corrup7on with the PPE's in spite of 
promises that it would not happen. I don't think the government 
can ensure proper administra7on of this complex procedure.  
if poli7cians are vaccinated first, it will go a long way to assure 
the public that the vaccines are safe. percep7ons that the 
vaccines are unsafe will otherwise be difficult to change. Anne 

2021-01-16 
07:38:54 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think that the government are sufficiently competent to 
do the  issuing of the vaccina7ons. Do not agree that prisoners 
are on the priority list, they should be the last to get! 

Stewart

2021-01-16 
06:45:32 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I'm  concerned about the sourcing by government, who have not 
been en7rely responsible and ra7onal in their choices around 
Covid. Furthermore, I smell an opportunity for corrup7on. I have 
more faith in the management of this by our medical aid. Mavis

2021-01-16 
05:49:35 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Sakkie

2021-01-16 
05:47:32 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government must create in the Dept of Health, a separate en7ty 
that is solely focus on the roll-out of vaccine.  Vaccine clinics 
must be created away from high traffic areas to avoid them 
becoming super-spreader events. We already see that SASSA pay 
point are super-spreader areas as people do not naturally social-
distance. 
Strict and detailed documenta7on must be maintained for each 
person vaccinated; updated in real-7me. Documenta7on must 
be maintained of those people and families who choose NOT to 
be vaccinated. Once again, this must be updateable in real-7me. 
Re7rement living centers must be flagged as possible vaccine 
clinics. 
Prisoners in prisons must have a low priority in the roll-out plan. 
The popula7on of South Africa is over 59 million people. When 
will ALL the people who want to be vaccinated, feature in the 
plan? 

Ian
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2021-01-15 
21:47:36 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to ensure that no corrup7on occurs in the 
procurement of vaccines and those in prison should be the last 
recipients as they should not have been there in the first place Derick

2021-01-15 
21:43:54 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Govt will not be able to rollout tobthe whole country on its own. 
Too much poten7al for corrup7on, and govt is notoriously 
inefficient.  
Allow medical aids and other role players eg pharmacies to help 
procure and distribute. Heather

2021-01-15 
21:38:32 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Gov. could not even roll out TERS and UIF properly. I am 
concerned about the mandatory vaccina7on and roll out. Allow 
priv. sector to also buy  and distribute tested and approved 
alterna7ves. Andries

2021-01-15 
19:54:41 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that the vaccine procurement and roll out should be lem 
to private medical companies which we know are far more 
competent, capable, trustworthy and knowledgeable than the 
government.  ANC cadres must not be involved in this issue and 
BEE deals must not be allowed to occur. We have seen with the 
roll-out of renewable energy and data spectrum  etc, etc, where 
nothing happens un7l black business is ready to take advantage 
of shady procurement deals with the ANC.  If this is allowed to 
happen with the vaccine further delays will occur, prices will rise 
and the whole life-saving exercise will become another man-
made disaster. 
If we are going to vaccinate 40 million people over 12 months - 
that's 110,000 people a day, or over 6 months - that's 220,000 
per day or 450 people per minute. Either way the ANC will not 
be able to handle this exercise as there will be delays, them, 
protests and many other problems. 
Let the private medical industries capable of handling this 
exercise, whatever colour skin they may have, and without 
interference from the ANC,  get on and manage this whole 
exercise in a proper and professional manner! 
    John

2021-01-15 
19:48:07 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do think government have seriously messed up. Corrup7on has 
affected capacity to deliver and  the health systems are in a 
lamentable state in most provinces. BEE also created 
environments where  we have lost specialists  in the public  and 
private sector. Results are high costs of medical care  if any thing 
goes wrong with the vaccine.  

That said, we have to get back to economic ac7vity as 
government has impoverished the na7on with bad management 
and  corrupt poli7cians and friends. The people are starving and 
the risk of the vaccine is warranted.  I will take it if offered in 
order to try and create a business again to ensure we can start 
to survive and help others. Gail

2021-01-15 
19:12:39 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too liple too late ??  We are way behind the rest of the world 
with procurement  and we will once again be a pariah in the rest 
of the world having restric7ons placed on us for interna7onal 
travel both inward and outward. The roll out will probably be a 
pork up like everything else this Government promises and it will 
be yet another exercise in corrup7on and vaccine for the boys. Ian

2021-01-15 
19:03:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think   the government has shown a lot of inadequacy in 
implemen7ng the details of the lockdown despite Rhamaphosa's 
excellent guidance. If the government insists on being the only 
body to obtain and  implement the vaccine, the whole ANC and 
their families will use up the whole number of vaccines.  Please, 
please allow the private sector to organise the applica7on of the 
vaccine to health and genuinely essen7al persons, then to old-
age homes and schools and so on. Medical aids, doctors and 
pharmacists could manage it easily. Marion

2021-01-15 
19:01:26 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

 We have a popula7on of 60 million people in order to get herd 
amenity by the end of the year 5.5 million people have to be 
vaccinated a month .  One million vaccines arriving this month 
and only half next. This is NOT going to cut it.  
How is government possibly going to cope with the 
administra7on of giving it to all the people  
The structure of who gets it first should be health workers and 
front line workers first  followed than by elderly and 
compromised people than go by age groups. 
Prisoners should be last on the list as there vaccine is paid for by 
tax payers and they should not get preference before law 
abiding ci7zens. 
Most other countries have started vaccina7ng there ci7zens 
already and we are s7ll wai7ng so  
Sad as people are dying daily .  We need government to get a 
move on with there plan and not be so slow . 

Beverley

2021-01-15 
18:10:39 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1.I agree that doctors ,nurses teachers ,police and other health 
workers should be first inline 
2.the vaccine must be procure not only by the Government but 
also by the private medical aids who would cover the cost to 
their members. 
3.economicaly ac7ve people should be priori7zed to provide 
taxes to pay for the governments por7on. 
 4.There must be no middle men FREDERICK

2021-01-15 
17:37:12 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The effec7veness of the vaccine. It needs to be thoroughly 
tested and long term side effects communicated in a layman's 
language. Mosedi

2021-01-15 
17:22:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Carte blanche for more government corrup7on. Insufficient 
tes7ng. Maggie

2021-01-15 
15:58:35 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

You is going to do the administra7on  of the vaccina7on  hope 
not the Incompetent health department Ian
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2021-01-15 
15:28:18 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not feel that the vaccine should be mandatory. people must 
be able to have a choice. However, I think that the vaccine will 
be more effec7ve in controlling the spread of Covid 19, if the roll 
out is performed efficiently  and quickly. The government has 
shown us that they have already stalled in obtaining the vaccine, 
so how can we trust them to roll it out effec7vely.  The Medical 
Schemes and healthcare professionals should administer this roll 
out and it should be available in all areas 
simultaneously.......hospitals, conven7on centres, 
schools,churches etc. There is too much corrup7on in the ANC to 
give them the power of distribu7on. Rosemary

2021-01-15 
14:53:01 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not support the monopoly procurement of vaccine by 
government who have already demonstrated their 
incompetence during the pandemic. Procurement and 
innocula7on are best lem in the hands of NGO's and private 
medical aids and corporates. The opaque handing of financial 
costs of the vaccine by government also  leaves much to be 
desired where they have excessive funding to bailout SOE's in 
preference to funding vaccine procurement. Their exclusion of 
specialists from the MAC contributes to suspicion and lack of 
trust. The  vague assurances on vaccines procured to date do not 
inspire confidence and the veracity of these will emerge in 7me. Geoffrey

2021-01-15 
14:46:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not be in control.  How many of the free 
vaccines will be sold to those not in line for the first vaccines.  
Too much corrup7on. Leave it to Medical Aids and pharmacies to 
distribute to non Government employees. Irene

2021-01-15 
14:39:54 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

A ques7on that has not been answered is how people will be 
informed when it is their turn to be vaccinated. at the moment, 
it looks as though it will be a free for all with liple or no 
organisa7on.  
I see already poli7cians are puing themselves forward to be 
first in line. Ray

2021-01-15 
14:33:09 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The secrecy involved and the fact that Gov is the only receiver 
and supplier. Can anyone blame a ci7zen for being suspicious 
about this process.  Weapons scandal, Escom, Denel, SABC and 
so many others, the list is endless. The private sector should also 
have been involved in this  from the start. Yet Gov want them to 
help pay but not to be involved in the full process, it is shameful. 
We do not trust poli7cians anymore, their track record speaks 
for themselves. Shameless disregard of the poor and 
downtrodden Afrikaner people who are always blamed for 
everything. 
Why is a Judge of the High Court not put in charge of this whole 
process including the procurement and distribu7on. Stephanus 

2021-01-15 
14:20:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government made an absolute mess of the distribu7on of 
PPE.  Why should this be any different?  If the medical 
community were responsible for distribu7on I would have no 
problem taking the vaccine, but if the Government takes control, 
there is no way that I will have myself vaccinated. Colepe

2021-01-15 
13:57:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't care if the ANC poli7cians get it first; there's not a chance 
in hell that I trust our government to bring it out and store it 
correctly before it is given to everyone EXCEPT the taxpayers 
first. 
I have no inten7on of geing the vaccine!!! Annepe

2021-01-15 
13:52:41 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Cannot trust our corrupt government to handle the rollout Helmut 

2021-01-15 
13:37:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a dismal record for achieving success in any 
field of endeavour. 
The roll out should be given to medical aids and pharmaceu7cal  
companies, but purchase of the vaccine MUST be paid  for by 
government,  out of the taxes paid by ci7zens,  assuming money 
lemover amer corrup7on. Gavin

2021-01-15 
13:29:49 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out must be availeable and SOURSED by Private medical 
facilea7es as well from interna7onal suppliers independant from 
goverment influance.  Governent cant be trusted due to 
Corrup7on as sole provider Grant

2021-01-15 
13:23:19 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am just wai7ng to hear if the various vaccines we may be 
geing will be effec7ve against the new mutant dominant strain 
of the virus. It would be nice if over 65s are also put highish on 
the list for vaccina7on. It would be nice to know if the various 
medical aids would pay apart from Discovery. Leslie

2021-01-15 
13:15:00 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The target of shopping mall, taxi ranks  and schools is 
unacceptable.  All health care workers should be first in line, 
then all others with co morbidi7es, the the elderly, star7ng with 
the over 70 age category and then over 60 age category etc.  
Various medical aids know their clients and they can arrange for 
their clientele to receive the vaccines in an orderly fashion.  The 
Home Affairs department can target people based on their age 
to receive the vaccine in an orderly fashion.   

Targe7ng shopping malls and taxi ranks will not allow the senior 
ci7zens to access the vaccine properly as it is general the 
younger working popula7on group that is found in these areas. 

So that policy is completely unfair to the Seniors. Ishara

2021-01-15 
12:52:36 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This government has an atrocious track record for handling 
anything successfully. Now we are expected to let them manage 
something as cri7cal as sourcing and distribu7on of a vaccine. 
Don’t think so. Another opportunity for self enrichment and 
other agendas. When are they going to open up about plans to 
source Chinese and Russian vaccines? John 

2021-01-15 
12:16:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Not sure that the goverment can orgsnise the rollout, they 
cannot even get a handle on say ESKOM, SABC , SAL ect. 
Corop7on will creap in again, and the tax payer must pay. Fred
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2021-01-15 
12:15:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We all know that no contract or business arrangements by the 
ANC Government is  without corrup7on. this has been proven 
over and over again. The ques7on arises why can the private 
prac77oners not deal with the vaccina7on in order of priority.  
Why can't private organisa7ons not buy the vaccine. This will 
limit the corrupt administra7on by the ANC Government. Frikkie

2021-01-15 
11:54:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Our government has had years to prove themselves. So far 
incompetency and corrup7on head their list of conquests. Say 
no to mandated vaccines.  When they can prove that the vaccine 
has been tested and is working, different story but jumping willy 
nilly into playing with the health of South Africans will not work. Laura

2021-01-15 
11:45:20 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As is known everything the ANC touch and control leads to 
blatant corrup7on on a massive scale. 
Let the medical aids and hospital groups import 

Ian

2021-01-15 
11:39:26 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If possible the government should allow vaccines to be acquired 
from their stocks, by private medical prac77oners and 
pharmacies. This will allow people to get it from more 
decentralised loca7ons which can be more convenient and safer 
with respect to avoiding large ques and crowds Margaret 

2021-01-15 
11:25:09 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the control of the roll out appears to be 
en7rely up to the current government.  With a history of the 
PPEs them and corrup7on firmly under their control the roll out 
en7rely in the governments hands is likely to be less than 
successful.  Experienced private and NGOs in the health sectors 
should be involved in the roll out and overseeing of the process.  
The government and private sector have a responsibility to 
drown out the conspiracy theorist and an7 vaccina7on 
promotors before their selfish aitudes result in more Covid 19 
casual7es, by using a concerted adver7sing and informa7on 
campaign. Philip

2021-01-15 
10:52:10 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government cannot be relied on to have vaccines distributed 
and applied. The medical aid schemes should be consulted to 
obtain lists of high risk pa7ents and the medical aid should 
process the applica7ons. For those without medical aids the 
provincial hospitals must be consulted to obtain names of the 
high risk pa7ents. Nothing can be lem to this government to 
successfully distribute. Ian

2021-01-15 
10:51:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Once again, even the procurement of vaccines has been totally 
inefficient and the possibility of them and corrup7on is huge. The 
Solidarity Fund MUST handle the control and distribu7on, 
because they have the independence and exper7se. MARTIN 

2021-01-15 
10:43:38 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Our Government does not have a good track record for 
procuring goods and services without major corrup7on. When it 
comes to actually delivering the service to the people of South 
Africa, I doubt that it could be done by Government alone.  
Private companies should be aloud to source the vaccine to 
ensure that we limit the corrup7on. 

Antoinepe

2021-01-15 
10:35:05 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why does the government insist playing the leading role in 
acquiring vaccine plus its rollout . They have proven many 7mes 
they are staffed with incompetent and corrupt people. 
Allow Private sector to also nego7ate for vaccines and its rollout. 
You can oversee this through SA Medical Board Ben

2021-01-15 
10:27:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government of our country is, beyond ques7on, corrupt and 
to put into their care the management of the process will open 
the door to preferen7al treatment , abuse of supplies by 
poli7cally connected people who will seek to benefit financially 
from  distribu7on (as happened with PPE's) and excessive 
charges for the jab which if set by the state will be a wonderful 
way of making huge amounts of money to replenish the state 
coffers depleted by the poli7cally connected  from which funds 
can be siphoned to the detriment of the poor who so 
desperately need preferen7al treatment amer years of suffering 
at the hands of the so called leaders who feed at the troughs of 
the state. The solu7on: appoint an outsider from a reputable 
country to oversee the administra7on of supplies and funding, 
not one in cahoots with our so called leaders. It is 7me for us, 
the people to put our feet down and put an end to corrup7on.  A 
true leader stands back and lets his people have their needs met 
so delete the leaders from the list of preferences un7l all others 
have been assisted with the innocula7on process. See how they 
like it. Ian

2021-01-15 
10:07:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Do not think that the government has the capability to do the 
roll out without the help of the private sector Denise

2021-01-15 
09:49:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Theo

2021-01-15 
09:10:26 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If it is a once of vacsina7on, then iy will work. But what happens 
if a follow up shot is needed. Only half the number of people will 
be vacinated, or vacine would not be efec7ve. Andries

2021-01-15 
09:03:51 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't believe that our Government is competent enough to be 
able to do this without corrup7on or bad management and I 
think the private sector should be involved. Ross

2021-01-15 
08:55:04 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government This could be another government disaster. Angus

2021-01-15 
08:49:51 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My niece passed away yesterday and her husband the week 
before. For them the vaccine is too late. Vaccine is a lifeline for 
all and should gladly be received.  My concern is the 
Government controlling it as they are prepy useless at 
controlling anything. Should be controlled by Medical AIDS, 
pharmacies, clinics , drs anything but Government if only to stop 
corrup7on that we know so well will happen if they were control 
it. Hendrina 
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2021-01-15 
08:49:23 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Somehow I think that government did not act responsibly to 
geing vaccine. I agree that first responders must get vaccine 
first but am not sure that older people or rather, employed 
persons should be next. We need younger folks to be protected 
because they will be, or are future taxpayers. I say this despite 
being 80 years of age. Rob

2021-01-15 
08:24:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector will be able to roll out the vaccina7on more 
efficiently and more cost effec7ve than Government, without 
the normal corrup7on.  Leon

2021-01-15 
08:02:58 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Lilian

2021-01-15 
07:51:52 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccina7on is clearly necessary, however, the distrust of 
anything our corrupt Government touches is not conducive to 
building confidence in the roll-out or exactly what will be 
injected into our bodies! A case in point, the 1,5million doses 
coming from India and being the Astra-Zeneca vaccine has been 
publicized, unlike the 200million secured by the AU, not a word 
as to which vaccine that is. Sputnik or Sinovac? The lack of 
disclosure is disconcer7ng. Our Government is not capable of 
managing this roll-out without the support, exper7se and 
resources of the business/private sector yet, it has been made 
clear that the only input they want is financial! My comments 
are only the 7p of the iceberg of a poten7al disaster! Ingrid

North West 9

2021-01-29 
09:14:46

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector shoul be included in the distribu7on Just 
another way for the government to steal Our country ra7ng is 44 
out of 100 Major corrup7on Lock down rules to show there 
power Tells up what to do where to go what 7me to be home 
and what we can buy How can they be trusted with the vaccine 
Only Their people will get it None for the whites and brown 
ci7zens Anne

2021-01-25 
09:33:26

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My  greatest concerns is like many South African's: 
- No credible plan by the government on the roll out (i.e. dates, 
7melines, dependencies, resources) 
- Government does not have the capability or capacity to 
manage the rollout.., just look at the food parcels and school 
books distribu7on. 
- The government is power greedy and try to manipulate /
control the ci7zens.. 
- Government seemingly does not have the the ability or 
controls / oversight in place to prevent widescale corrup7on and 
syphoning of of funds to the ruling ANC.... This is and s7ll proven 
the main reason why they  to be the sole byer and distributor. 
**- The useless government must allowing any registered 
pharmaceu7cal company to get  an   "approved vaccine" 
**  Let major companies and mining house with occupa7onal 
nursing and registered inhouse clinic to administer the vaccine Barend 

2021-01-22 
18:50:59

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has proved themselves to be very inefficient 
and corrupt Elsa

2021-01-21 
12:26:59

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government woke up late to start the process of acquiring 
the required vaccine and as per usual they will also drag their 
feet to mobilise the vaccina7on and unless taken to court to 
answer for their conduct, will happily lead the public by the nose 
of that the real facts are to get the job done.  Utmost disregard 
for the welfare of the people of the country...........nothing new 
though. Corrie

2021-01-19 
10:58:39

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I will rather wait for my medical aid to respond to hear their 
opinion. 

Daniël

2021-01-18 
10:38:42

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

In the present climate that the world is in, it is actually a 
godsend to have vaccines developed by the medical fraternity. 
The only problem I can see is the influence that money is going 
to have on the whole issue, being it the role that money is going 
to play in the supply chain. 
Are we sure that the product is the product  developed by the 
companies men7oned, or has it been tampered with 
somewhere along the line to increase the profitability of the 
order to be executed. My basis for this is the government 
officials handling the transac7on for the government normally  
are not to be trusted, and the law in this country does not scare 
them anymore.   
It is 7me for the government to start u7lizing the private sector 
for they have proved that they are  far more trustworthy and 
beper geared for such a huge inocula7on process. The state of 
the government controlled  medical ins7tu7ons are pathe7c. 
Pa7ents who visit some hospitals must bring along their own 
bedding should they need further treatment. 
Schools can have their pupils  inoculated by using the voluntary 
services of parents who have a bit of medical training and who 
can at least give somebody an injec7on, with qualified oversight 
of course.  
Rulings as such can be made with ins7tu7ons who can arrange 
for their staff to be inoculated by people who can handle a 
needle. 
It is useless to have this government handle this project. For 
instance,  they will make an appointment  and be late or they 
will not pitch up at all on the appointed day. It will be chaos. 
Local councils overall are so useless that with them in charge it 
would also develop into  a bad  situa7on.  
I suggest that the government  should only play a minor role in 
this instance, Carel

2021-01-15 
18:52:44

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government George

2021-01-15 
14:52:33

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am in favour, PROVIDED there is transparency and no poli7cal 
corrup7on and hijacking.  SA unfortunately has a poor track 
record in this regard. DB
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2021-01-15 
14:04:55

North 
West Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Implementa7on of plans has always been a drawback. Much talk 
but liple ac7on.  How can the government undertake the roll-
out when we don't  even know how we're going to pay for the 
vaccines.  And what measures are going to be put in place to 
pool the data for a co-ordinated strategy iow a management 
informa7on system that ensures a central record of who has 
been vaccinated and informa7on for ci7zens of when and where 
they can have their jab?  From personal experience of lost files 
and cards at public health clinics and hospitals are the 
administra7ve inefficiencies going to be miraculously ironed 
out? I think not. Caroline

Western Cape 165

2021-01-27 
14:38:03

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

No trust in a government mired  in corrup7on and a dismal 
history in planning & organisa7on of any major project.  Not to 
men7on could apply BEE to rollout. Angelina

2021-01-26 
22:00:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am afraid there will be a lot of corrupt poli7cians making 
millions from the distribu7on of the vaccine. Also, besides health 
professionals and care workers who should obviously be 
vaccinated first, I think that the working force who keep the 
economy going, should be vaccinated next...and by all means 
vaccinate the prison warders, but why should murderers and 
rapists be protected before honest, hard-working people? And 
people over 80? Come on, they have had their chances of good 
living. Elizabeth

2021-01-26 
18:07:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government rollout, what rollout??? gabriel

2021-01-25 
18:02:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I really do think that amer medical essen7al workers in 
hospitals /clinics etc., the people over 70 years  should get 
priority above anyone else. ... and of course people  with exis7ng 
illnesses. 
Then essen7al workers in very important posi7ons like police, 
teachers . 
I cannot see how people in prisons ( who are there for NOT 
following LAWS and not paying tax at all, should get ANY 
preference. 
Workers that work in prisons could get preference .. ...  
also.... if taxi drivers get preference above train drivers or 
pilots.... it will be discrimina7on. Juanita

2021-01-25 
12:39:04

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Trust is like respect for someone or organiza7on, and is earned 
through their track-record. The ANC/Goverment of SA failed 
dismally in all projects they try to handle, trus7ng something like 
the corona vacina7ons in the hands of the ANC will be 
disastrous. I hear that SA will be paying double that of the rest of 
the world - and the ANC BEE/BBE has already been aligned to do 
the work. Just one word - chaos! (why is Dr Mhise (minister of 
health) so worried about the Western Cape that is trying to get 
hold of vacines ? is he worried they can get it cheaper ? In 
whose pockets will this covacs money dissappear this 7me ? Do 
not trust this ANC-goverment at all. 
Get private hospitals groups to handle the whole vacina7on 
process (medi-clinic...)- its all solu7on for SA - not a ANC half 
baked op7on please -please. 

Andre

2021-01-25 
10:52:23

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I agree that health workers (any level) should be first in line.  
Then people in the vulnerable age group (50+)  followed by 
those who choose to be vaccinated.   When vaccines are 
available for everyone, those in prison  awai7ng trial next and 
convicted criminals last. 

Carol

2021-01-23 
08:55:35

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should focus on what they are paid to do (or 
supposed to do) and leave the medical industry to administer 
the rollout. The medical aids should be procuring the vaccines 
and ensuring all their members are vaccinated. The government 
can look amer those not on a medical aid. Wayne

2021-01-22 
09:50:42

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Ineffec7ve hit-and-miss approach by government. A 

2021-01-22 
08:52:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on. 
Elmarie

2021-01-22 
08:14:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. The ANC & it's Government will use this vaccine rollout as 
another money stealing opportunity. Corrup7on, corrup7on, 
corrup7on. 
2. Government has no proper plan. 
3. Government is far too slow in securing vaccines. 
4. Government  has no money to buy vaccines yet has given SAA 
billions which could buy immunity for all it's ci7zens. 
5. In reality Government does not care at all for it's ci7zens. 
6. Government  will give vaccines to ANC cadres and it's 
supporters. 
7. All Medical Aid/Insurance companies must be able to buy 
vaccines for their members. I will be happy to pay for the jabs. 
Government can vaccinate everyone else. Adrian 

2021-01-21 
15:12:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Roll-out by government is the problem. We know that 
government officials are going to get rich in corrupt ac7vi7es. 
They did it with PPE and they will keep on doing it as they know  
that nothing will be done to stop them, and if they are caught, 
nothing will be done either. 
Government is corrupt, and unable to do ANYTHING right. So let 
the private sector via medical aids and the medical fraternity 
dish out the vaccines. And don't think the taxpayer must pay - 
billions have been stolen in Prasa, Eksdom, Water Affairs, SARS , 
Denel, tenders everywhere, etc etc etc etc so collect the money 
from them. 

Ian
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2021-01-21 
09:41:57

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not have exclusive procurement rights 
of the vaccine. The private sector should also be permiped to 
procure and administer vaccines, so that more people will have 
access thereto and the roll out will be much quicker. Stephanie

2021-01-20 
13:52:35

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die aandrang van die  sentrale regering op die alleenreg om 
entstof in te voer en te verspei is onaanvvaarbaar omdat die 
voortdurende  mislukking van die sentrale regering op alle vlakke 
van administrasie tesame met alomteenwoordige  korrupsie net 
chaos voorspel ten koste van die hele bevolking.  Die blote feit 
dat vergelykbare lande reeds hul bevolkings inent terwyl 'n 
onbeholpe Pres Ramaphosa steeds net vae belomes maak staaf 
my mening. 
Ten minste moet enige Provisiale Regering gereg7g wees om ten 
behoewe van die inwoners entstof in te voer en te vesprei en 
instansies soos mediese skemas moet vanselfsprekend ook 
gereg7g wees om aan te koop en toe te dien. andries

2021-01-20 
11:11:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too slow, too late. 
The sooner, the beper.  Brigipe

2021-01-20 
10:11:57

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust if this is given to BEEE Companies.  Also has this 
vaccine been fully tested and no deaths.  Also people who take 
other medicines that it will not interfere with it.  Why won't they 
accept help in geing more help ie Private Medical schemes who 
are prepared to buy vaccines.  Also if a Province is prepared to 
buy for it's people. I rather have a Professional Medical people 
given out the vaccine. Judy ann

2021-01-20 
10:11:07

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Magriet

2021-01-20 
07:39:54

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This should be a voluntary process based on the 
recommenda7on and regula7on of medical funds for those 
whom have one .Futhermore, the stats that are shown are not 
correct- it is highly inflated to create fear amongst the normal 
ci7zens of this country, driven by the WHO. More people are 
dying daily from ROAD ACCIDENTS, TB, HIV, MALARIA  etc. The 
protocols surrounding the purchase of vaccines are flawed as we 
are suppor7ng an Interna7onal agenda. I do agree however that 
people who are exposed to this virus more than others,
(hospitals,police) can have have first CHOICE to have/receive or 
not to have the vaccine.One should remember, that this virus 
has many streams and this in-occula7on could only be effec7ve 
for one type-so how many other vaccines will follow? ALBERTUS

2021-01-19 
20:59:58

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not feel that the government is the right agency to roll out 
the vaccina7on programme, as it he been proved 7me & 7me 
again that it doesn't have the means or the will to organise 
anything! Corrup7on is rife within the en7re ANC! The 
administra7on of the vaccine must be the responsibility of those 
with no axe to grind, & no interest in kick backs. Surely the 
medical aid companies would be a possibility? 

While I am not against the vaccine, government must be totally 
honest about the cost to taxpayers & pa7ents. Who will have to 
pay, & how much? 
I am completely against the Covid passport, as this would just be 
another, underhand, way of obtaining private informa7on . And 
the idea of tracking down those who fail to have the second 
injec7on is abhorrent & a gross infringement of civil liber7es!  

Diane

2021-01-19 
17:58:03

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The over 65 years of age should be given priority amer nursing 
staff and essen7al services personnel.   
The vaccina7ons should be done in a CLEAN, SAFE, 
UNCROWDED AREA and NOT apract even more people to 
congregate in high density areas (shopping malls, taxi ranks, 
schools, clinics and hospitals)   
GPs should be able to administer vaccina7ons to their [current] 
pa7ents requiring appointments to be made beforehand so that 
quality and quan7ty of the vaccine can be controlled thoroughly 
at all 7mes. 
If the roll out is not controlled properly it could lead to vaccine 
shortages and mismanagement and, sorry to say, fraudulent 
prac7ces such as displayed with 2020 Covid19 financial aid, etc. Thea

2021-01-19 
16:30:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Not sufficient unambiguous  communica7on from Government. 
Allow more private sector involvement -  let Medical Aids source 
and supply vaccines directly to their members. John
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2021-01-19 
15:39:00

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Our government has bapled to ini7ate, let alone roll out, 
solu7ons for countless poverty allevia7on, housing and public 
health programmes. 
40 000 000 jabs by the end of the year - it's a sick joke ! 
They have effec7vely authorised State Capture and the loo7ng of 
the fiscus, the destruc7on of thousands of businesses , jobs and  
the livelihood of thousands, par7cularly our marginalised and 
vulnerable ci7zens. 
We are in a war zone wrt Covid, and we  have no competent 
Field Marshall to make decisions on the baple front. 
There is adequate clinical evidence on an interna7onal scale 
regarding the efficacy of Ivermec7n to counter the onset of the 
worst stages of the covid induced illness and yet we can't access 
this inexpensive solu7on in RSA, because a cabal of technocra7c 
academics , seeped in the confines of scien7fic method,  that 
may be appropriate under normal condi7ons, refuse to look over 
the parapet, let alone think, out of the box. 
Or , are they muffled by certain poli7cians who can't wait to get 
their hands on the vaccine procurement purse-strings ? 
Surely 12mg of Ivermec7n on day 1 and again on day 3 will give 
individuals, our oxygen produc7on plants  and our hospitals a 
beper chance of survival un7l the vaccine arrives, than all the 
academic trials. 

Peter

2021-01-19 
14:19:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is my personal feeling that  amer health workers, SAPS, 
security, food retailers, care home workers, teachers, the vaccine 
should NOT be rolled out to the aged. The workforce is where it 
needs to be concentrated and to the teens who may also be 
vulnerable. They are the ones moving around - and they are the 
ones likely to spread it.  
The aged can be quaran7ned in their homes or in care homes 
and let the rest of the popula7on  start to rebuild the economy. 

I am aware that medical facili7es are under pressure - but by 
quaran7ne re7red/ aged folk the hot spots can be controlled and 
s7ll keep them safe. dorothy

2021-01-19 
13:17:58

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has shown us with the TERS payments that 
there are people involved that cannot be trusted.  How can we 
be sure that the same them will not happen to the funds made 
available for Covid-19?  In addi7on to that, how can we be 
confident that the rollout will not give preference to certain 
races?  Is that the reason why they do not want the DA party to 
buy the vaccine themselves, as they want to control who gets it? Estelle

2021-01-19 
13:03:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Hendrik

2021-01-19 
12:47:27

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

In spite of what badly mis-informed people say, vaccina7ng 
everyone is the only way to control this terrible virus, which 
causes great suffering and death.  Maybe if these doubters were 
to help out in covid wards, where they could see what pa7ents 
go through, they would not be so quick to refuse to be 
vaccinated! By the 7me SA finally actually gets the vaccine, many 
millions of people around the world would have already had 
theirs, and any problems which MIGHT manifest, would be high-
lighted and addressed.  However, I'm very concerned about how 
this inept government would handle this roll-out - and how 
much the corrupt cadres will try to benefit from this.  I totally 
agree that all health-care and essen7al, front line workers should 
be vaccinated first, then teachers and the elderly and people 
with co-morbidi7es. Prisoners should go to the bopom of the 
list.  As convicted criminals, they should not have more rights 
than ordinary, law-abiding ci7zens. Sandra 

2021-01-19 
12:15:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

ANC government is not honest and transparent, they have 
missed the boat by many months, they cannot possibly vaccinate 
the numbers they are wishing to do, their PPE procurement and 
lockdown record does not bode well.  Get private and public 
involved. 
This government is bot only totally incompetent but is also 
untrustworthy philip

2021-01-19 
12:02:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not have the monopoly over the 
vaccine. There are laws prohibi7ng monopolies.  Is this a 
forerunner of the Na7onal Health Insurance? SUSAN

2021-01-19 
11:42:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government  should not have the monopoly over the 
vaccine.   There are laws prohibi7ng monopolies. 
In addi7on they have never been capable of organizing anything 
let alone a roll out of the vaccine which will be a logis7cal 
nightmare. Rita

2021-01-19 
09:05:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that NOT ONLY  the government should be able to 
administer the vaccine.  Medical aids and other companies, like 
clicks, should be able to as well. This is so as many people as 
possible have access to it. 
I believe the vaccine should be available to any who feel that 
they should have it, and not forced on people.  This is my right to 
make my own decisions. 
I also believe that all forms of  preventa7ve measures should be 
taken, including allowing people to access the beaches for 
exercise, nutrients found in salt water and vitamin D.  Educa7ng 
people about a healthy lifestyle and immune system, and mental 
wellbeing.  Including prophylac7cs. Estella

2021-01-19 
08:26:42

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please allow other companies to bring the vaccine into the 
country. This will increase efficiency and availability.  
What is the cost of the vaccine? A single vial, not a huge rand 
value.  Will this encourage even more corrup7on if only the 
government is allowed to buy this. Do we not have a democra7c 
cons7tu7on? Barbara
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2021-01-19 
07:43:54

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

No proper plan with cost made available for us to see, why 
should jails get any prefrence? Teachers should be considered in 
first wave, we need to ensure children and educa7on get the 
best, we cannot keep on extending lock down and teaching 
which is already far below world standards as it is, just get s 
worst Amanda

2021-01-19 
06:44:01

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Medical aids should provide a safe alterna7ve to its members. I 
don’t trust this government Bernice

2021-01-18 
15:35:54

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have seen the lack of organisa7on, power abuse and corrup7on 
that have been the hallmarks of a government run on the basis 
of kleptocracy and ineptocracy, where the wellbeing of the few 
in posi7ons of power has been assured.  Unfortunately this 
government even with a loan of R500 Billion couldn't even 
organise the the process to make sure the country had enough; 
hospital beds, PPE, oxygen or other basics to protect the people 
of South Africa let alone the vital front line staff like nurses and 
doctors. I have liple or no trust in this government to handle the 
roll out of the vaccine. Stephen

2021-01-18 
14:26:22

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

One again we will see that only certain people will be vaccinated 
and the  so called emigrants (white people) will be excluded by 
the racist Corona command council. 
the Vaccine should be available to the Private sector so that 
everyone can get vaccinated and this foolish pretence to care for 
the people but is only another scheme to steal from the coffers 
can come to an end. Winston

2021-01-18 
13:13:19

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Not enough  dosis  and logis7cs lacking to ensure quick herd 
immunity Elsie

2021-01-18 
13:01:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Gesondheidswerkers en dan bejaardes oor 65 wat hul moeg 
gewerk het en belas7ng betaal het om die regering aan die gang 
te hou Jossie

2021-01-18 
11:24:04

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government recently mismanaged the PPE rollout, so can it 
be trusted with a far more complicated vaccine rollout?  
The laper will require cooling equipment to transport, distribute 
and store amer delivery. If the government wants to be the sole 
procurer, it will also probably claim the sole right of distribu7ion 
and handling (through entrepreneurs??) 
Furthermore, if it is expected of medical schemes to subsidise 
procurement, why can't the very same schemes or other 
inividuals and organisa7ons like Gim of the Givers be allowed to 
be part of the procurement and distribu7on process. 
Complicated projects must be lem to experts who understand 
project management. Hendrik

2021-01-18 
10:16:54

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Cyril gaan weer n paar biljoen beskikbaar stel.  Van die geld gaan 
weer minstens 90% deur sy kaders gesteel word want dit is hul 
reg om te steel. collin

2021-01-18 
09:56:32

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The group amer the essen7al workers should definitely be the 
elderly above 70  especially those who have underlying issues. 
The criminals in jail should be last in line as they don't  deserve 
to have the vaccine before law-abiding ci7zens as the vaccine 
will be in short supply. The Goverment should allow other 
ins7tu7ons like Provinces, organisa7ons such as 
Solidariteit ,Afriforum ,Medical Aids etc to also procure the 
vaccine for their members. Each of these ins7tu7ons have a 
record of their members who are easily iden7fied as vulnerable. 
The ci7zens who have Medical Aid who are vulnerable are easily 
iden7fied and the Medical Aids should offer assistance to do the 
roll out for at least those people who pay a fortune to have 
Medical cover. There should be a site where other vulnerable 
people could register if they don't  have Medical Aid. Each 
Province should be in charge of the roll out in that Province. 
Central Government  has shown its inep7tude to control this 
pandemic by again loo7ng funds allocated for the fight into the 
pockets of cadres. I am convinced that the Government 
members will be loo7ng the vaccines for themselves,their 
families friends acquaintances  etc as they have done with 
everything in the past from state capture,irregular tenders 
money laundering  illegal cigarepe an liquor sales   the list goes 
on and on. I could write a book on what members of 
Government and their cronies are doing and have done wrong 
but I'm sure the wider public and Ins7tu7ons are well aware of it 
by now. Central Government should under no circumstances be 
in charge of the countries roll out programme Boudine

2021-01-18 
09:33:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. I support the fact that we need a vaccine from  reputable 
sources. I say "sources"  because we need a great number of 
doses so that it  just seems logical to me that other sources of 
supply should also be found. 
2. There is a story going around that a manufacturer in the RSA is 
expor7ng all it doses of the vaccine.  The numbers being referred 
to is twice the number we are ini7ally geing from India. This 
does not make any sense to me. 
3.  The government is con7nually  asking the private sector to 
become involved in mapers. Why is the business sector not also 
involved in obtaining and selling vaccine?  It makes complete 
sense to have the  private sector involved in this  cri7cal 
situa7on.  The absence of the private sector in this maper, just 
once again causes specula7on that the government has a 
hidden, possibly poli7cal agenda. Francois

2021-01-18 
09:00:36

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Sal dit regverdig gedoen word en is dit reg7g effek7ef Marie 

2021-01-18 
08:48:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Paralel purchase and roll out of vacines to take place by private 
sector exis7ng medical and pharmaceu7cal en77es Dawid 

2021-01-18 
08:11:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I wish that doctors and chemists could be part of the rollout plan 
to cover most of the people. Grietjie

2021-01-18 
08:09:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I wish that doctors and chemists could be part of the rollout plan 
to cover most of the people. Pieter
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2021-01-18 
06:05:19

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government's record in administra7on if anything is 
abysmal. Let the private sector ie hospital groups and medical 
aids run with this.  

Johann

2021-01-18 
00:00:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The public  sector is ineffiecient and incompetent on every level.  
Private en77es  should also be allowed to import and distribute 
vaccines.  
The "Oxford" vaccine  costs  about R 50.-  per dose - R 100 for 
the full vaccina7on.  Many people  even the poorer ones will pay 
that.   
I am convinced that many medical aids would actually  make the 
vaccine available to their members without charge, amer all it is 
s7ll way cheaper than a rou7ne doctors visit. Never mind a day 
in hospital.    
The use of Ivermec7n at established dosages should be allowed 
for people who want it and doctors who prescribe it.  Franz

2021-01-17 
22:38:27

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Hoekom moet die regering die alleen verspreider van die entstof 
wees? Die privaat sektor moet alleen goedgekeurde entstof 
invoer, versprei en toedien.  Baie meer mense sal die entstof 
gouer kry. Die regering het nie die vaardigheid of vermoë om dit 
alleen te doen nie.  

 Hoekom voete sleep met ivermec7n? Dit kan duisende lewens 
red. Jacobs 

2021-01-17 
22:28:03

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Although I am in favour of the vaccina7on, I have too many 
reserva7ons regarding the likelyhood of corrup7on in the 
government to the purchase of the vaccines , and distribu7on of 
them. Jeremy

2021-01-17 
21:03:16

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Healthcare workers definitely first. Prisoners should NOT get the 
vaccine un7l the last group- they should not have that privilege 
over an honest , hardworking  taxpayer. Perhaps criminals will 
think twice if they know they will not get a vaccine in prison. 
Also I dont agree with sick and elderly before the 30 to 40 age 
group who are in the work place and likely to be in contact with 
more people . The elderly can con7nue to isolate, they are not 
working Penny

2021-01-17 
19:23:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Angka

2021-01-17 
18:50:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Alex 

2021-01-17 
17:40:42

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Don't trust the SA Government to do anything efficiently (SASSA 
Disability  Grant debacle springs to mind) - this is my health 
possibly impacted so would only agree to consider medica7on 
recommended and  administered by my physician Patricia 

2021-01-17 
16:53:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How is the government going to implement the vaccines.  Is it 
capable of doing so?  
I am in favour of the private sector and Med. aids to do the roll 
out.  Am also worried about corrup7on.    As it stands now, we 
do not have enough to even cover the medical staff. Mariepe

2021-01-17 
16:07:16

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

People should have a choice as to be vaccinated or not?  as 
some people do not like to put anything other than natural 
things into their bodies.  Angela

2021-01-17 
15:45:13

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The incompetent  government of RSA needs to also find a 
vaccine for corrup7on  which is also  an endemic problem  in  
South Africa.  
My last ques7on is.  How come there has never been a concern 
amongst the na7ons in the world to the millions of people  and 
children around the world  that  die of hunger every day when 
there is already a vaccine for that that is called food.?????? Julio

2021-01-17 
13:17:33

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Anybody that wants the vaccine should be allowed to receive it 
as soon as possible, the present rollout will take too long for 
ordinary people to get it in 7me before we have 3rd and 4th 
waves of the virus. Angela

2021-01-17 
12:47:07

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am not sure that this project (vaccine)will be rolled up in the 
7me frame as indicated . looking at other Departments 
struggling to service for eg .SASSA it becomes quite clear that it 
is going to be an uphill baple not only for logis7cs but funding as 
well. We waited too long for whatever reason to be effec7ve in 
the short term. Lockdowns are now cos7ng us as we have spent 
most of the funds earlier on and cannot afford another hard 
lockdown. I reserve my opinion on whether this can happen as 
planned. thank you. johan

2021-01-17 
12:16:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government is South Africas biggest problem . They are 
hopelessly incapable of managing anything , as has been proved 
by their track record countless 7mes . They are determined to 
pursue their Communist ideals no maper what the cost to the 
good people of South Africa . All they want is power and 
control , and the opportunity to steal as much as possible - 
bopom line . This is precisely why nothing they do makes any 
sense - it makes sense only for THEIR agendas , not for the good 
of the public .  Brep

2021-01-17 
12:09:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The purchase of Vaccines and the roll out of them, including 
programmed vaccina7ons for popula7on groups, should not 
exclusively be handled by government health ins7tu7ons which 
proved to be corrupt and incompetent during past health 
guarding projects. Emerged facts  regarding the purchase of 
essen7al Personal Protec7on Equipment is a solid example of 
how ropen government officials have become. Pieter

2021-01-17 
10:40:27

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot be trusted to act in an impar7al & honest 
manner. 
Government does not have have the logis7cal support base to 
undertake the distribu7on  & vaccina7on of the popula7on . 
Private partners are absolutely essen7al  for the rollout to be a 
success Frank
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2021-01-17 
10:26:19

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too fast, too soon. I would like to be tested more and I would 
like to see what the long term amer effects is, before I try it. I 
also don't trust our government at all. Maybe it will help if all 
leading poli7cians 77ans take it first. Anita

2021-01-17 
09:14:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I will believe the roll-out vaccine, when I see it and only state 
(SOE) to be able to purchase it, it is s7nking very much of 
socialist idea. State control that is the last think we need. And no 
alterna7ve to be allowed. Kevin

2021-01-17 
09:11:00

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I personally would prefer if I could have my vaccina7on by my 
local pharmacist same as I have my flu injec7on.  The queues are 
not endless. We are not supposed to have mass gatherings and 
by doling out the vaccine to everyone and allow each person the 
freedom to get their vaccina7on at their desired and most 
suitable loca7on, would be preferable. I DO NO WANT 
government to have sole control as we know from past history 
as that pans out.  Anna-Maria

2021-01-17 
08:19:25

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please get all medical drs and ins7tu7ons involved and allow 
them to also import vaccine to speed up the process.  Please 
look into the alterna7ve medcine called Inver...... used for cows 
as well.  For once please dont think of your financial gain only. Mari

2021-01-17 
07:32:55

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Jeanepe

2021-01-17 
07:00:44

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government want to be the sole controller of the vaccines, 
but they are corrupt and untrustworthy in other situa7ons. How 
can we trust them with this? Also their projected 7me span is 
too slow.  
Invermec7n is a good alterna7ve. Norma

2021-01-17 
06:33:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is staking too long. Worrie about government being sole 
administrateur to inkort machine. Willem

2021-01-17 
06:01:42

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We only have to look at the SASSA queues and  Beitbridge 
queues to know chaos is on its way.  I suggest drive throughs by 
appointment in suburbs , clinics and civic centers.  Where there 
is foot traffic, there should be water and first aid points for 
people having to stand in the elements whatever they are, for 
many hours. Marcelle

2021-01-16 
22:20:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government I do not trust the government. Sarel

2021-01-16 
22:15:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

People who are willing to buy the Vaccine for themselves should 
be allowed to do so during Phase 1 already. Why must we wait? Lizepe

2021-01-16 
22:02:58

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has proved itself incompetent, corrupt  and self 
serving.  They will not cope with the roll out of vaccina7ons.  
Rather let hospitals, medical ins7tu7ons, medical doctors take 
charge of the roll out. Maureen

2021-01-16 
20:13:02

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved that 7me amer 7me it fails dismally to 
meet cri7cal targets.  It has also shown that whenever large 
amounts of money need to be spent procuring goods or 
services, even for cri7cal public health purposes such as PPE, 
substan7al amounts are syphoned off into the pockets of 
poli7cally connected individuals and only a frac7on of the 
money is spent for its purported purpose.  Government should 
not prevent or restrict the private sector from directly acquiring  
interna7onally approved vaccines and administering these to 
South Africans through normal medically approved channels 
such as medical aids using qualified doctors and nurses in private 
prac7ce or employed in private hospitals and clinics.  All of us 
should have the freedom to choose to use private or 
government channels or not to use either. Bryan

2021-01-16 
19:18:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

They carnt issue arrange school books which is annual.  The 
administra7on distribu7on without any  corrup7on cannot be 
trusted. Failed on PPE  equipment issue pricing manufacture to 
safety standards.  Storage of vaccine at the required 
requirements. Government failing on  drivers licence road tax 
issues. Sorry they proved not to have a good record. My life my 
decision. Bob

2021-01-16 
18:52:51

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Dié ANC regering het homself al oor en oor bewys as onbevoegd 
en totaal korrup, so hoe de duiwel kan ons hom vertrou om 
alleen inen7ngs te hanteer en bestuur? Ideale geleentheid vir 
verdere korrupsie en blatante diefstal van staatsfondse soos met 
Covid-19 PPE ens, ens. ens. Laat alle mediese fondse en 
farmaseu7ese maatskappye toe om die teenmiddels in te voer 
en te verskaf anders gaan alle nie-ANC lede heel laaste of nóóit 
ingeënt word nie, veral nie Wes-Kapenaars nie!!!  James

2021-01-16 
18:07:25

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have 2 main concerns. Firstly that the ANC is refusing to allow 
medical aids to be involved in the procurement of vaccines for 
their members. I find this decision quite suspicious as allowing 
various medical associa7ons to require vaccines privately will 
save the government money and allow for a larger por7on of the 
popula7on to be vaccinated sooner.  Again it begs the ques7on - 
how much profit are some of the ANC cronies expec7ng to put 
into their own bank accounts and pockets when the vaccines 
arrive? 
I agree with many others that the government lagged it's feet 
terribly in procuring the vaccine, but I'm afraid it's now a maper 
of "too late she cried"! Which once again begs the ques7on as to 
why private organisa7ons  are not allowed to procure the 
vaccine. 
It seems we were more efficient in "saving" SAA with an ini7al 
R10 billion bailout, rather than  using that money to order 
vaccines more 7meously. Sue

2021-01-16 
17:47:30

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Op grond van hul rekord is dit onwaarskynlik dat inen7ng betyds 
en sonder korrupsie sal wees. Privaatondernemings moet ten 
volle betrek word om die risiko van die treurige 
staatsondernemings weg te skuif. 
En n besluit oor die gebruik van die an7-parasi7ese middel 
Ivermek7en teen COVID-19 moet asb met dringendheid hanteer 
word. Stephan
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2021-01-16 
17:45:46

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It's  been uper neglect by the ANC that enough vaccines were 
not ordered for our popula7on when the majority of the world's 
governments did their ordering. This neglect will be the cause of 
many  more tens of thousands of unnecesary deaths in the 
future and exacerbate the problems of a decimated economy 
already caused by this government. 
We need two vaccine  doses each. How far is this puny one and a 
half million ordered doses going to go? There's been liple 
transparency; how can we believe when/how/if further 
promised millions of doses will indeed arrive TIMEOUSLY. 
My concern is that the ANC do not have the moral/ethical and 
humanitarian wherewithal to be the custodians of their African 
people.  They've proved this by allowing unfepered corrup7on 
with so many of their members stealing trillions of rands which 
could have been used to house, feed, educate and keep their 
people safe and secure under their watch.  
Solu7ons? I'm a mere re7red primary school teacher. All I can 
ask is that the ANC do the honest, responsible thing to ensure 
that AS MANY AS POSSIBLE SOUTH AFRICANS GET VACCINATED 
AS SOON AND SAFELY AS POSSIBLE. 
 Beverley

2021-01-16 
15:45:42

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government I think it should be done in conjunc7on with the Medical aids Priscilla

2021-01-16 
15:39:39

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

That prisoners get it before essen7al workers , like firemen, 
refuse collectors . Jonathan

2021-01-16 
15:16:29

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think eachMed Aid should be allowed to purchasethere own 
vaccine tovaccinate there members.  Govetnment can make a 
deal for each member a non member must also be vaccinated 
via the medical aid. 

If we all have to wait forgovernment wemight be lucky to all be 
vaccinate by 2024 Douglas

2021-01-16 
13:34:30

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think that government, or solely government should be 
in charge of the roll out. Their track record is dismal and I do not 
trust them. I believe that it should be controlled by  private 
sector consor7um represented by large life assurers, large 
pharmacy chains and medical specialists. There must be proven 
track records of strategic planning present in this group. Of 
course, this is already several months too late. 

There should be a focus on incen7vising companies and staff to 
par7cipate, something our government simply cannot 
understand! Jonathan

2021-01-16 
12:54:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Given the number of doses required it is inconceivable that the 
roll out will succeed as planned. Government must allow private 
ins7tu7ons such as GPS, medical aids, pharmacies etc. to acquire 
and administer vaccine doses. I am willing to pay a premium for 
easy rapid access to the vaccine. Niel

2021-01-16 
12:39:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government can not effec7vely control the vaccina7on 
programme, the private sector has to get involved in the 
procurement, distribu7on and the vaccina7on of the people. David

2021-01-16 
12:36:28

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout of a vaccine will depend on its acquis7on which has 
been extremely poorly handled.  We were told that depending  
on an Advanced Purchase Mechanism with a par7cular 
manufacturer would mean a loss of money should the vaccine 
not prove to be effec7ve.  This turns out not to be true according 
to several experts.  We will actually be paying more for certain 
vaccines by purchasing them via Covax rather than engaging in 
bilateral agreements with the manufacturers.  The government 
should be talking to all stakeholders, public and private to be 
able to roll out the doses we can acquire in the most efficient 
way.   In summary, at this point there are aspira7ons to vaccinate 
ci7zens but plans seem to be non-existent which raises 
ques7ons about the governments ability to plan. Bepe

2021-01-16 
12:23:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Connie

2021-01-16 
12:02:02

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Not tested.  CORRUPTION of government.  Must NOT be 
mandatory. Nico

2021-01-16 
11:59:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think that private sector bodies such as medical aids are likely 
to be able to do this much more efficiently and probably more 
cost-effec7vely than government. This is a huge undertaking and 
as many avenues as possible should be used to get the vaccine 
out. 

My second highest concern is the need for the legalising of the 
use of Ivermec7n for both prophylaxis and treatment of covid. I 
know there are some unanswered ques7ons about the drug, but 
people should be allowed to use it if they are prepared to take 
the risk. According to research so far, it is highly effec7ve in both 
preven7ng and trea7ng the covid disease. If medical records  of 
the outcomes are kept, it should aid in the final determina7on of 
the advantages or disadvantages of using Ivermec7n. And 
poten7ally thousands of lives and hospital beds may be saved... Fiona

2021-01-16 
11:47:06

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government I fully support a vaccine Vivienne
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2021-01-16 
11:31:51

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe we should start with health workers first and then all 
teachers 
In UAE teachers have already received no7ce  to being 
vaccinated in a weeks 7me 
So many countries are allready vaccina7ng - we HOPE to start 
before end of first half of this year We should have started at 
latest April 
I have a problem with a government who expect  ci7zens to  
wear masks, cant sell alcohol, cigarepes, restaurants ( lose their 
income  work)  etc, but then drag their feet on vaccina7on which 
is seen as the solu7on to curb this virus  How can government 
expect all  the sacrifises from ci7zens, but their part seem  to be 
so-so Elsa

2021-01-16 
11:19:26

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would strongly suggest that teachers are also added to front 
line medical staff. 

Educa7on is cri7cal for the long term success of developing 
South Africa. 

Do not disappoint the future genera7ons. 

Marc
2021-01-16 
10:05:27

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

One cannot trust Government with PPe's. They will steal all the 
money again. George

2021-01-16 
09:46:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I live in a re7rement village, of which there are a large number in 
SA, and my sugges7on would be that the government acts in 
tandem with these well organised villages and the private 
industry of suppliers, such as Medical Aid Schemes, 
Pharmaceu7cal companies and shops  to roll out vaccines very 
quickly to these vulnerable ci7zens.  I am sure we are all 
prepared and able to contribute to the cost, if not cover it 
completely, and this would take some of the strain off the 
community from both a cost and 7me point of view, to help get 
the vaccine roll out as quickly as possible and help save lives by 
doing so. Ian

2021-01-16 
09:36:26

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Someone in government is going to see another opportunity to 
line the pocket. Dennis

2021-01-16 
09:34:42

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

To vaccinate the popula7on is going to be more than the vaccine 
the government has ordered now. I can only assume that the 
government is basing the calcula7ons on 58 million inhabitants. I 
am basing my calcula7ons on 60 million and I might be out by 2 
million. Therefore we can assume a total popula7on of about 62 
million.  It will take about three years to inoculate/vaccinate all 
of these people.   No provision has thus been made for children 
born during this period. 

How is this vaccine to be paid for?  The government has not got 
a con7ngency plan and SASSA has got no money. Are they going 
to chase amer the pension schemes next? Robin

2021-01-16 
09:27:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved itself to be untrustworthy in every 
single aspect of governance, so how will this change in the 
administra7on and acquisi7on if the Covid vaccine. 
I also have concerns about the long-term and short-term effects 
of a very new vaccine. Will it even be effec7ve with the 
muta7ons that are taking place. Rona

2021-01-16 
09:14:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Louis

2021-01-16 
09:11:06

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

While the vaccina7on of front-line workers is cri7cal and most 
welcome, there seems scant informa7on on which groups will be 
next and what the 7me-stages will be.  We are told that older 
ci7zens will be next along with those with co-morbidi7es.  How 
will those with co-morbidi7es be priori7sed?  Will their GPs or 
oncologists create these priority cases?  It would be helpful to 
know what centres will be dispensing the vaccines and, in the 
private sector, how will doctors surgeries, old age homes and 
other ins7tu7ons be priori7sed for distribu7on.  It is in no ones 
interest for the rich and powerful to jump the vaccina7on queue, 
something which our country has become masterful at .   
Transparency in the rollout logis7cs should now be a priority for 
the government if they are to keep the confidence of a 7red and 
bapered popula7on.      Michael

2021-01-16 
08:27:53

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private companies need to be involved to seek to avoid further 
corrup7on and mismanagement Sandra

2021-01-16 
08:24:44

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned that gov is tsking complete control excluding Med 
Aids and other private ini7a7ves. When their track record points 
towards a complete lack of ability to perform effec7vely. Forther 
exacerbated by corrup7on, inep7tude and poli7cal mo7ves. I 
would strongly recommend that a level playing field be created 
where all par7es with nego7a7ng abiil7es can source the best 
vaccine Barbara

2021-01-16 
08:07:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Medical aids should cover the cost where applicable. Pharmacies 
and Gps should be included  for administering the vaccine too 
speed up the rollout. David

2021-01-16 
08:07:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Medical aids should cover the cost where applicable. Pharmacies 
and Gps should be included  for administering the vaccine too 
speed up the rollout. David

2021-01-16 
07:07:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector should be allowed to procure the vaccine also. 
This would help to speed up the process of vaccina7on and 
enable more people to receive the vaccine. I am also afraid of 
corrup7on, will the government ensure that those people who 
need the vaccine receive it? 
There is a huge gap for more corrup7on in the procurement. 
(already happened and we do not own a single dose yet !!) Deon
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2021-01-16 
06:52:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Sadly our Government has the worst track record ? These 
vaccines will be stolen from the needy by the normal bigwigs, 
corrup7on will once again be rife.  ANC dropped the ball 
horribly, too busy saving a dead loss like SAA  than u7lise the 
money where it is really needed. They there for the people? 
Never been more untrue.  Medical aids should be able to obtain 
vaccines privately. Government cant do it so we just lem hanging. Karien

2021-01-16 
06:13:13

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

To talk about a mandatory vaccina7on is I think uncons7tu7onal. 
Many people suffer from the cure (vaccina7on) of ordinary flu 
injec7ons, including myself. The vaccina7on brings down the 
immunity of a person and give a chance to other illnesses to step 
in. In my case a vaccine which brings down my immunity leads to 
Meniere's Disease within hours. One of the amer effects of 
Meniere's Disease is increased and permanent deafness because 
of damage to the hearing nerve. So, what should I choose, the 
vaccine with the implica7ons or not? Jan

2021-01-16 
00:13:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government shoul not be the sole distributor of the vaccine 
roll out. Everything they try to manage ends up a.mess and cost 
to the tax payer. Private medical companies should be involved 
for an effec7ve roll out. George

2021-01-15 
23:29:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As a middle class tax payer I receive nothing from the 
government.  I pay for medical aid. Why then should the medical 
aids not be allowed to procure and distribute the vaccines for 
those wishing to have it? The government has dropped the ball 
in obtaining the vaccine; their proclivity for corrup7on is 
unsurpassed. The mismanagement and loo7ng of the PPE funds 
should raise red flags  and set alarm bells ringing! 
This should NOT be hijacked by poli7cal opportunism. People are 
dying!!!! Ian

2021-01-15 
21:37:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Anc government has  repeatedly shown it cannot be trusted with 
managing any programme Colleen

2021-01-15 
21:29:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ability of government as sole provider and obtainer is 
conserning. The private sector should rather be fully capasitated 
by government to obtain and provide on behalf of governnent 
being only the regulator Dries

2021-01-15 
20:42:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government as the only supplier of vaccine is totally 
unacceptable  for many reasons.  
Government has not procured enough doses to service the 
popula7on with the result that thousands will die by the 7me 
every ci7zen have received inocula7on.  
From the government tract record I have absolutely no faith in 
their ability to effec7vely distribute the vaccine to the 
popula7on.  
Private sector must be allowed to assist in procurement of the 
vaccine the same as any other medica7on on the market is 
procured.  
There is no valid reason for government to be the only supplier 
of the covid vaccine and I consider this approach as a criminal 
act against the SA popula7on because of the thousands that will 
die in the process. Henning 

2021-01-15 
20:24:09

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Privaat sektor moet ook kan deelneem. Willem

2021-01-15 
18:58:46

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should step up and have a co ordinated approach 
with public sector involvement. Mustafa

2021-01-15 
18:28:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Far beper to let the private sector distribute the vaccines as they 
have the infrastructure to do so. If the  American Government 
can't get it right, why should ours?  In California they are up to 
speed by amongst others allowing the Pharmacies to inject 
people.  
Have a compromise whereby the State does some vaccina7ons 
and the private sector is involved as well.  
With the rife corrup7on involved in PPEs there is a real concern 
that the vaccina7ons will meet the same fate.  Clare

2021-01-15 
18:27:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private en77es should be able to aquire vaccines as well. Who 
knows maybe we will have the same problems as the food 
parcels, whites were excluded! John

2021-01-15 
18:01:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has yet prove it can handle this size of a 
project. 
With the nursing staff so busy in the hospitals. Who is the going 
to inject me? 
Rather supply the pharmacies with the product. 
Just like we would get an an7 flu shot. Clive

2021-01-15 
18:01:05

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It I is inconceivable to believe this Goverment can handle the roll 
out of vaccina7on s successfully.firsly there will be whole sale 
corrup7on secondly they have no record of organizing anything 
of this scale sucesfuuly .or anything else for that maper. We also 
should have the choice of which vaccine we are prepared to 
take. I would not be prepared to receive the Chinese or Russian 
op7ons which countries have not exposed all their test results to 
date . To take or not to have the vaccina7on should be the 
individuals choice . Charles

2021-01-15 
17:51:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Don't trust government to effec7vely  and justly facilitate roll 
out.  
There will be corrup7on,  scams etc. 
Rather allow private sector to also procure and provide to for 
instance Medical Aid customers. Michael 

2021-01-15 
16:23:30

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We haven't been able to trust the ANC since 1994 so how can 
we trust them to deliver vaccines  to the right people, the 
people who need it.  All they will do is vaccinate ministers and all 
their rela7ves and friends etc.  There won't be anything lem for 
the others. Elizabeth

2021-01-15 
16:20:30

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

First healthcare workers,  then the elderly, then teachers. No 
corrup7on please. Prisoners should be at the end of the queue. 
Make the roll-out snappy! No delays! Liz 
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2021-01-15 
16:03:04

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the medical aids and other medical professionals 
should be involved. Not just the government. It will take forever 
and will involve corrup7on and mismanagement Carol

2021-01-15 
16:00:56

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kurt 

2021-01-15 
16:00:55

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kurt 

2021-01-15 
16:00:51

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kurt 

2021-01-15 
16:00:51

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kurt 

2021-01-15 
16:00:51

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kurt 

2021-01-15 
16:00:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kurt 

2021-01-15 
16:00:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kurt 

2021-01-15 
16:00:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kurt 

2021-01-15 
15:46:03

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We should be able to choose which vaccine We get....Private 
Sector should be involved. Lynn

2021-01-15 
15:42:20

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is uncapable to do it within years to come. Allow 
private sector par7cipa7on. Herman

2021-01-15 
15:37:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I object to the government being the SOLE distributor and 
thereby controlling who does or does not get access to the 
vaccine. The private sector should ALSO be distribu7ng the 
vaccine. This government yet again is failing in its cons7tu7onal 
obliga7on to allow ALL ci7zens the right to health care, 
regardless if they are public or private. It is absurd to suggest 
that 2/3rd of South Africans will have received the vaccina7on 
by year's end. What about the other 1/3rd about 20 MILLION? 
This is clearly an act of discrimina7on and denial of human 
rights. Ian

2021-01-15 
15:26:52

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government has not shown its capability to do anything 
properly on a large scale. 
Home Affairs, Eskom, SABC, Traffic regula7ons etc 
These have all been subject to corrup7on and mass 
inefficioencies. 

The Covid vacina7on is likely to be an equal disaster. 

Please allow medical aids to both source and administer the 
vacines Rodney

2021-01-15 
14:55:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

with the amount of corrup7on within the  government, 
ANC,COSATU & Communist party, allowing them the total 
responsibility of geing  the vaccine will mean the man in the 
street will never see a vaccine.  The ruling par7es and their 
families and hangers on will be the first to receive vaccina7on  
followed by the taxi operators who have a huge hold on 
government , and that will be the end of the line Ethel

2021-01-15 
14:48:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government is not capable of handling the aquisi7on and 
roll-out of the vaccine.  The government have demonstated their 
inabili7es over and over again and they will bungle this one too.  
As expected, and true to form, they are already way behind 
other similar countries to SA in securing the vaccine.  It is 
criminal what the ANC is now doing to the people of SA.  Why 
does the ANC insist on controlling all but everything and always 
messing up what they are trying to do?  The ANC's 
incompetence is one thing, but their dictatorlike control is 
madness.  

The private sector must be allowed to partake (not sponsor a 
corrupt government) in the process of securing sufficient 
vaccines to achieve herd immunity for our popula7on. 

A product such as Ivermec7n must immediately be fast-tracked 
and approved for human use to provide essen7al support while 
vaccina7ons are s7ll unavailable.  Why did SAHPRA ban it?  
Absolute madness. Eggie

2021-01-15 
14:46:06

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If it is lem to government there will be corrup7on without a 
doubt given their past record. They need to work with the 
private sector on a maper of such importance to ensure 
transparency Kate

2021-01-15 
13:37:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Based on their track record it is unlikely this will be implemented 
smoothly, on 7me and free of corup7on but doing nothing by 
the government is not an op7on. Private enterprise needs to be 
fully involved to move some of the risk away from the state run 
organisa7ons. vaughan

2021-01-15 
12:42:47

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This Government has fumbled too long already.  Scep7cs could 
wonder whether it is because someone was figuring out a way 
to profit from the distribu7on.    The best solu7on is that the 
roll-out should be a project of collabora7on of the private sector 
- put the amazing Prof Karim in charge!.   Also there is a concern 
about the safety of a rela7vely untested vaccine and thus no-one 
should be pressured into having it done.   Sandra

2021-01-15 
12:22:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have concerns regarding the short period of tes7ng of the 
vaccines. Also the Government cannot be trusted to manage the 
financial and prac7cal rollout of the Vaccine.  Independent 
Private prac7ce needs to be involved. I cannot agree with the 
Governments proposed plan of robbing the private Medical Aid 
companies of their surpluses to finance the vaccines when they 
can s7ll blow R15b on SAA. Arthur

2021-01-15 
12:12:57

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government is only for majority groups same as BEE.I 
therefore suggest as long sa the purchased vaccines are SAHRA 
approved private ins7tu7ons may also role out the vaccine to 
insure equitability Willie Benito
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2021-01-15 
12:11:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The trust in any project that government undertakes  these days 
is always suspect and omen chao7c and ill constructed 

My sugges7on is: 
1.  The vaccina7on be organised/ controlled/  rolled out  by using  
credible Private sector or Volunteer medical organisa7ons   such 
as the Gim of the Givers,  Rotary Interna7onal,  SOS 
interna7onal, The Red Cross, the Auxillary Paramedics and Fire 
Figh7ng / Emergency services  
This would be effec7ve and professionally done 

2. As the exis7ng nursing and medical staff are over worked with 
Covid and dead 7red, that the services of the RETIRED  
Registered nurses be  mobilized to give the inocula7ons. There 
are many of the "old school" sisters who would enjoy doing 
something like this as a community project 
In addi7on: 
Re the vaccina7ons, I believe that they  MUST be  given to 
pa7ents voluntarily - not forced  
The source and cost of the supply must be transparent and to 
the good of the country not the good of somebody's bank 
account / personal buddy 
Vaccines go to the Medical  Front liners plus the Municipal 
workers and other  cri7cal services  FIRST   
These people should receive the inocula7on FREE 
Vaccines can be obtained by the private sector - with a fee  
structure Bev

2021-01-15 
12:07:39

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As die in en7ng proses begin dan sal daar deeglik rekord gehou 
moet word dat die noodsaaklike persone eerste gedoen word. 

Daar moet ook aan die onderskeie persone.wat reeds hul 
inen7ng ontvang het genoem word dat hulle nog steeds hul 
maskers moet dra en hul hande moet was en hul afstand behou 
tussen ander persone. 

Gert

2021-01-15 
11:44:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has an extremely poor history in managing any 
major roll-out as proved over and over during this pandemic. An 
exercise of such importance must be managed by a reliable and 
experienced body/authority. fred

2021-01-15 
11:39:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is corrup7on!!!   Government should not be 
in control of  this.  The public 
should be free to be Vaccinated by one's Doctor . As much as we 
are promised a straigh{orward distribu7on of the vaccine, there 
will be corrup7on. MAUREEN

2021-01-15 
11:39:09

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust this Govt.  They keep on lying to the ci7cens 
Leon

2021-01-15 
11:25:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I ques7on the ability of the Government to roll out the process 
as efficiently as possible and in a way that is fair and equitable. 
Why are the Medical aid socie7es being excluded from the 
aquisi7on and provision of the vaccine to their members as well 
( within the priori7es established  by the scien7fic establishment 
? ) Is it because the availability of enough vaccine to immunise 
all the popula7on is in ques7on? and the fear is that the 
haves(Members of the The Medical aid socie7es would be 
placed ahead of the general  popula7on)  I agree fully that the 
healthcare providers as well as law enforcement should take 
precedence over all others but ques7on some of the other 
groups being classified as essen7al workers.I somehow have 
grave doubts about our public service ability to control the 
distribu7on of whatever  vaccine is available Albert

2021-01-15 
11:20:32

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would suggest that all persons over the age of 70 years be 
given priority, AFTER ALL HEALTH-CARE WORKERS have been 
inoculated. 
Furthermore, I do not trust Government to do the job efficiently. 
Past performance by them shows an extreme lack of 
organisa7onal skill, coupled with general inefficiency and the risk 
of corrup7on/profiteering. 
Why not allocate supplies to official Medical Aid Fund 
administrators and allow them to arrange that their members 
are treated fairly in terms of age-related or other needs? Andrew

2021-01-15 
11:17:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. I agree that government should not be the group to organise 
all of this - rather an independent/medical group. 
2. It's a good idea to treat eg shop workers, because they are in 
contact with all of us all the 7me, but what about the elderly? - 
eg in UK, their first vaccines are going to health care workers and 
the elderly. Rebecca

2021-01-15 
11:07:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I'm unhappy about the government having total control of the 
vaccina7on program - including the procurement, distribu7on 
and  vaccina7on for the whole of SA. Unfortunately, and 
par7cularly so with Covid-19, our government has a dismal 
record of corrup7on,  bureaucra7c bungling and lack of efficient 
healthcare resources.  The safer approach might be a very 
transparent public-private ini7a7ve, in terms of obtaining and 
implemen7ng a vaccine program. We cannot afford to have 
wastage of a precious, and rela7vely unstable, primary 
healthcare vaccina7on resource due to poor distribu7on, 
storage, and incompetent management systems. 
I am completely in agreement that healthcare worker 
vaccina7on should be our top  priority. 
You can't implement a 'mandatory' vaccina7on program - people 
have a right to make their own decisions. What is needed is a 
properly thought-through educa7on program. Roger
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2021-01-15 
10:49:33

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The  refusal to permit anyone other than the government to 
source vaccines is unacceptable. 
Its puts sole control in the hands of the State, and infringes the 
cons7tu7onal right of individuals and private enterprise (in 
par7cular medical aid schemes) to protect themselves as they 
see fit. 
In addi7on, compulsory vaccina7on is, in my opinion, equally 
unlawful, removing the right of the individual to self-
determina7on. 
The proposed system will impose yet further State control  over 
ci7zens and advance totalitarianism. Derek

2021-01-15 
10:42:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government  has vacillated on this (as with so many 
projects) and has lost the confidence of many people cos of 
corrup7on, maladministra7on, hidden agendas etc.  I would feel 
more convinced if vaccines were administered by the private 
sector and if experts would give their uncondi7onal buy-in. Denise

2021-01-15 
10:31:58

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why has the Government decided that they alone will control 
the roll out of the vaccine.? What about medical professionals, 
hospitals, etc. who would most probably do a far beper job. 
I am concerned about the efficacy of the proposed vaccines-are 
they safe and what side effects can be expected? Gary

2021-01-15 
10:31:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private doctors, medical aids, and pharmacies should also be 
included and allowed to source vaccines themselves so as to 
speed up the process. 
Especially for those people with co morbidi7es and older age 
groups. This group cannot wait as procurement from the 
government will be very slow. Niven 

2021-01-15 
10:10:22

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Vaca7on should also be available at pharmacies and GP’s.  Our 
medical aid contribute ample and I future contribute as taxpayer.  
Public areas men7oned is hotspots, which I avoid. Griet

2021-01-15 
10:06:04

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am  afraid that the rlout wi be hampered by corrupt poli7cions. 
And that inferior vaccine will be procured. Penny

2021-01-15 
10:00:23

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How can we be sure the vaccine works in the hands of a 
government  that does not  
What guarantees are going to be given . A vitally important 
aspect  of any medicine  

douglas

2021-01-15 
09:53:04

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Dont trust a vaccine that is created so fast.  Other illnesses like 
cancer they could not find a medica7on in decades so must I 
trust this fast created medica7on. Another method for 
corrup7on. Andre

2021-01-15 
09:45:47

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The track record of the department of health in healthcare is not 
an exemplary one .  Many of the medical  professionals may s7ll 
have appropriate skills, but the suppor7ng staff , storage  and 
facili7es at which to do the vaccina7on  may not uphold good 
standards. Crowded vaccina7on centres could thus spread the 
disease and given the short incuba7on, the illness may arrive 
before there is immunity. It is noted that the failure rate of some 
of the beper vaccines is 5% and in others it is worse. If the 
process is not efficient, the produc7vity of working people could 
be harmed.  The economy cannot afford this as it had already 
been harmed severely before the epidemic and even during the 
epidemic. It remains to be seen what corrup7on and 
incompetence will accompany the campaign,  hopefully this 
process will be beper.   David

2021-01-15 
09:40:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How can the government expect to vaccinate 120,000 each day. 
Surely you do your sums before making ridiculous statements? 
We don't have the vaccine yet, it has not been tested by the 
authori7es. What happens if our frontline staff have side effects? 
Our en7re health system will collapse. When will the 
government learn? Neville
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2021-01-15 
09:34:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I live in the Western Cape and the Premier has outlined the plan 
for the roll-out of the vaccine as soon as it's available.  Given the 
province's management of the covid crisis in which every nerve 
has been strained to contain the virus, one feels confident that 
the vaccine will be dispensed with the same efficiency and care.  
This round-the-clock effort and forward planning has, if the press 
is to be believed, not been made by provincial governments in 
other provinces.  One cannot hope that a magic wand will be 
waved and the vaccine roll-out will proceed smoothly and 
effec7vely.   

The na7onal government in ignoring Parliament and seing up 
its own liple war council has one way and another inflicted 
unnecessary suffering on the na7on the consequences of which 
will con7nue to strangle us for years.  Not only this but its efforts 
to arrest the spread of the virus have come across to this long-
suffering people as punishment rather than help.  We are not in 
this together.  The ANC dictators make decrees without suffering 
the consequences with us.  I don't think we can expect anything 
except more uninformed disservice from our government.   

If we have at last got the vaccine despite all the bungling, I think 
it should be used properly and  outside the Western Cape this 
should be done by medical personnel, managed by the private 
sector and financed by the government.   

We don't want to be told the state has no money, as desperate 
people in our area tell me, 'they have eaten all the money'.   
They can spare us some.     

We also don't want to leave this important maper to lying, 
thieving inept officials which most of the government servants 
have over and over shown themselves to be.  We have, to our 
loss, ample evidence of the chaos and corrup7on that will ensue 
if vaccina7on is done  pell mell at 'taxi ranks, shopping centres, 
schools' and other public places.     

In the light of this, I am quite sure that if the government 
dispenses this vaccine the desired herd immunity will not be 
achieved. Rosemary

2021-01-15 
09:30:54

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We need a mul7 pronged approach including manufacturing the 
vaccine locally.  Seems Western Cape is trying for that. Sandra

2021-01-15 
09:23:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Given the current reputa7on of Govt regarding service delivery, 
corrup7on and lack of the actual plan i.e.  What, Where, When 
Who and HOW? 

A alterna7ve would be to allow NGO's, private health care 
facili7es and medical schemes to also purchase and distribute 
vaccines.   

In partnership with Govt, this will ensure effec7veness ito reach 
and 7me. Martha

2021-01-15 
09:07:25

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the ANC to do this effec7vely.    They have a track 
record of messing up everything they touch. Naas

2021-01-15 
09:06:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too liple, too slow.  Why can the private sector not import and 
distribute approved vaccines? Robin

2021-01-15 
09:04:24

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment  just do not have the capabilaty to do anything they 
commit to or promise. An what abaut corrup7on once again!! 
No..please let private sector and capable provinces take over!! Suzepe

2021-01-15 
08:46:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is no doubt that, once again, there definitely will be some 
sort of conniving and maladministra7on when the comrades are 
in controll, that is why government wants to have monopoly. The 
private sector should be involved in the rollout with an 
independant board  consis7ng of qualified state and private 
sector professionals doing the oversight. William

2021-01-15 
08:28:04

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government can not keep MP under control in parliament so 
how can they manage such a rollout. 
For every 10 vaccina7on only 1 will get through the cadre 
network. 
Let more stakeholders help with the procurement and logis7cs. Quen7n

Eastern Cape 16

2021-01-27 
06:35:53

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

20 000 000 doses does not vaccinate 40 000 000 people. If a 2 
dode vaccine is used it is only 10 000 000. A night or so ago the 
president announced the sta7s7cs that the UK with some 75 000 
000 people had secured 300 000 000 doses and the EU with 500 
000 000 people  likewise !.5 billion while for the AU it is only 
about 275 000 000 doses for over one billion people. The 
disparity is obvious and regretable I must say, but in the 
individual case of SA my point is that we could have come out 
with a far bigger clout if  
1. The "pandemic command group" had worried less about silly 
lockdown rules like no tobacco, no open shoes, no summer 
clothes etc. and concerned themselves instead with a real issue 
like vaccine procurement readiness. 
2. State run enterprises like SAA, Eskom,Prasa etc. were run like 
businesses with managements appointed on the basis of ability 
rather than poli7cal connectedness. This would have given us 
many billions of extra rands to spend on vaccines. For example 
every year SAA sucks up over R10 billion just to stay afloat. SA is 
poten7ally a wealthy country if the mismanagement we have 
witnessed in the the last quarter century stopped. graham
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2021-01-24 
15:37:51

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

What happened about elderly folk who were supposed to be 
next priority amer the health workers? 
Is there a fund already to which we  folk can contribute to 
benefit for more poor/unemployed folk  than just ourselves or is 
it mainly the availability of vaccina7ons? 

J

2021-01-23 
22:38:44

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not going to succeed in vaccina7ng 70% of the 
popula7on without help.  There needs to be a public/private 
partnership to leverage the power of the private sector.  Divide 
up the problem - let DisChem, Clicks, Discovery, and others 
source and pay for bulk supplies of the vaccine and sell them to 
GPs, their customers, re7rement villages, old age homes, and 
businesses that want all of their workforce vaccinated.  
Government should focus on lower-level workers and the 
unemployed, as well as those old age homes and re7rement 
organisa7ons that cannot afford the cost of the vaccine.  Set up 
mass vaccina7on sites in or near shopping centres and at 
township clinics.  Fund the purchase of Government vaccines 
through a 1% increase in VAT.  Plan to vaccinate up to 95% of the 
popula7on, because 70% was the figure before we found the 
new variants of the virus. Provide an online registry (website) to 
keep track of who has had the vaccine, needs a second dose, 
and which brand and batch the pa7ent had.  Send SMS and 
email messages to those who need to come in for a second 
dose, or who have failed to have the vaccine at all.  Provide for a 
cer7ficate, from the website, cer7fying that the pa7ent has had 
the vaccine, with details.  Use the same system to deal with the 
next round of booster vaccines. Rob

2021-01-18 
13:13:50

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Anything lem to Government to manage/ac7on......... 
When will the "man in the street" benefit? Cedric

2021-01-17 
11:48:28

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why not through pharmacies as well? We are used to get flu 
vaccines at local pharmacy. Elderly should not wait un7l amer all 
health officials have been vaccinated. They should be cared for 
right from the start. Suzanne

2021-01-16 
17:55:48

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC is incapable of anything this complex...let alone 
providing basics like potable water and municipal services. 
Forget about NHI! 
Where are our cold chain structures, that need to be in place? 
46% of the popula7on don't belive in the vaccine 
Where is the money coming from? 
How do the ANC cadres get their cut? Graham

2021-01-16 
11:34:02

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines from China and Russia I think not as inves7gated say for 
instance Moderna.The cold chain also worrying of some of the 
others.The fact that the goverment wants sole say is deffinately 
socialis7c! Anfred

2021-01-16 
10:41:32

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is very good that they want to do the vaccina7ons at taxi ranks  
and shopping centers. They must also issue the vaccine to the 
local pharmacies as they know their customers , and people 
would feel safer geing the jab from a person they know and 
trust.  
The list of first people to be given the jab should also cover all 
essen7al service persons ie electricity water etc as they are also 
very important . William

2021-01-16 
10:13:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I suggest that the vaccine is given to ALL the members of 
parliament and persons serving 7me in prison first. If the vaccine 
is then proved to be effec7ve then roll it out to the rest of the 
country. Lead by example. If our members of parliament are so 
confident that a vaccine is going to work then they should lead 
by example and be inoculated first. Andre 

2021-01-16 
07:52:37

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I WANT FREEDOM OF CHOICE. MY MEDICAL SCHEME MUST 
HAVE THE RIGHT TO PURCHACE A VACCINE . IF I HAVE THE 
FUNDS AVAILIBLE, I SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO PURCHASE AS 
SOON AS IT IS AVAILIBLE.  I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT THE 
GOVERMENT HAS THE RIGHT TO DECIDE WHERE I STAND IN 
LINE. Louis

2021-01-16 
07:23:33

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Agree that vaccine should be given to health care workers and 
front line workers first. Then it should be on a first come first 
serve. Private individuals on medical aids or not should be able 
to acquire vaccine based on payment for service at a pharmacy 
or GP rooms ASAP. Michael 

2021-01-16 
04:47:58

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Priori7es:  
1. Health sector 
2. Educa7on  sector 
3. Security forces  
4. Elderly 65+ Barend Pieter 

2021-01-15 
22:44:21

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government wan7ng to want to do this on their own - civil 
services has a poor record, in general but par7cularly with the 
Covid issue, thus far. Get the private sector to help. 
The roll-out: I suggest, priori7ze as follows: 
1 Personnel at medical services: hospitals, laboratories, 
radiologists, pathologists, physiotherapists, clinics and doctor’s 
surgeries. 
2 Police, Army and Security / safety personnel, state and private 
3 Personnel at teaching facili7es, schools, colleges and 
universi7es 
4 Personnel at service providing enterprises i.e. transport (train, 
bus and taxi) and shopping centres. 

Pieter

2021-01-15 
15:18:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Should be PRIVATE & Govt  .. Private will get done  
HISTORY >>> 
What GOVT SOB has worked since 1994 ...  
ZERO ....  
SEEMs like Just corrup7on rules & never taken responsibility for 
their ac7on ... seems zero poli7cians have been locked up for 
their ac7ons @ what cost  Hilton
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2021-01-15 
13:04:37

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why for one minute would anybody out there not think the roll 
out  be tainted with skulduggery in the same  as PPE 
provisioning? The process is heavily poli7cised and the ANC  has 
so far as know not become honest overnight: it is an 
impossibility! If Rhamaphosa tells us  so it is a lie. He helped 
Zuma to secure a second term as President and it is impossible 
that he is somehow not accountable for what went on. He was 
in charge of the ESCOM war room and is now surprised the 
u7lity cannot produce enough power - give me a break? He is an 
oppertunist and incompetant at that.  Reliance is being placed of 
disfunc7onal government structures and health service  - what 
crass stupidty when there is at disposal a  competant private 
sector facility - it a na7onal emergency amer all 
Wake up the country is being run be incompetants - I had hoped 
2021 would be a beper year! Andrew

2021-01-15 
11:26:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why is the private sector not being allowed to roll-out the 
vaccine? Why must the ANC do it ? We all know the history of 
the ANC government's apempts to do anything! Let the private 
sector do it NOT the goverment! Rolly

Free State 10

2021-01-21 
02:28:10

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

At only 1.5 million vaccines, only the smalles frac7on of the 
na7on will be reached. Agree with Healthcare and Healthcare 
workers but the rest of the roll out seems hardly a fair selec7on. 
What about elderly people who are most at risk? When will the 
rest of the 68 million people in South Africa receive protec7on? 
If you cannot afford the vaccine, make available a por7on of 
vaccines at cost for the por7on of popula7on that is able to pay 
for it, that way the government can focus on the previously 
disadvantaged who is unable to pay - whilst reaching quick 
stability in the economy. UK also thought they will reach “Herd 
immunity” look at where they are at now? They got hit so hard 
that they are now trying in retrospect to change their strategy! M

2021-01-20 
10:22:51

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government's track record is not very good. I don't think we 
can trust them with our lives , taxes and country. 

The country is Bankrupt and falling apart at the seams.  

We need honest people with integrity to be in charge of the Roll-
out e.g. Gim of the Givers. Frances

2021-01-17 
17:32:39

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government response to the pandemic has been chao7c. Their 
track record makes me unsure of whether their vaccine response 
will be effec7ve. Vicki

2021-01-17 
07:54:31

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be allowed to import  and vaccinate 
e.g. Clicks, Diskem and Medical Aids. This will speed up the 
process and there will be less corrup7on.  Also the private sector 
is more organised Sylvia

2021-01-17 
07:16:24

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Like the R500 billion that was 'mis-used' by certain government 
officials and their children, the arriving vaccine will also be 
'claimed' by these officials and sold on the black market to 
friends, family and those who became rich from plundering the 
taxpayers money. Has a study been done on the eg the ages and 
illnesses of the deceased to determine really who are the MOST 
vulnerable (high risk) people in SA? I would like to see the 
private sector and medical schemes handling their own vaccine 
distribu7on and the iden7fied high risk people to be inoculated 
next amer all the essen7al workers. 

Harry

2021-01-15 
16:33:13

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government cannot handle such a large scheme, as we all 
know.  We know the reasons. 
They should allow big pharmaceu7cal companies and private 
medical schemes with coopera7on from other big companies to 
handle the procurement and distribu7on of the vaccine. 
The vaccine must be properly researched by our own scien7sts, 
before distribu7on. 
The African con7nent must not be used as a tes7ng ground for 
the rest of the world. Roy

2021-01-15 
14:27:21

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is no way out of this pandemic but an approved vaccine. 
Government has failed to serve its people with fraud and 
incompetent planning.  Corrup7on is rife and flourishing - even 
PPE couldn't get distributed without the greedy filling  up their 
pockets while the poor looked on!  Roll out needs to be done by 
the Private  sector (MA etc) so that logis7cs meet all 
specifica7ons.  The government owes this to South Africa that is 
facing economic disaster and dying. 

Dorian
2021-01-15 
13:34:47

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kevin 

2021-01-15 
10:20:12

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine must be at a certain temperature how will we know 
if it was handled correctly 
People who can pay for the vaccine should be able to get it even 
if they do not comply with the  way the government want to 
distribute it 
If a per person is allergic to the vaccine will the people who 
supply it be able to assist your safety with complica7ons with 
immediate medical care 
So many stories in the media who to believe and who nt to 
believe 
Will South Africa be able to trustworthy calcula7on of the most 
func7onal vaccine Isabel

2021-01-15 
09:52:47

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government CANNOT be trusted with acquiring and roll out 
of the vaccine at all. The anc sees this as another way of steeling. 
Let private en77es acquire and roll it out. Let the medical 
experts decide on the vaccines to be used, not the government. Gawie

Limpopo 2
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2021-01-19 
17:51:01 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't see re7red persons men7oned on the list of where the 
government will start the roll out?  
Many have co-morbidi7es. Irene

2021-01-16 
15:28:18 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

die regering is nie in staat om die proses ten volle te beheer nie. 
privaat maatskappye moet ook betrokke raakom die proses ten 
alle tye te kan beheer 

neels
Mpumalanga 12

2021-01-19 
05:59:10

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The extremely slow ac7on by Goverment and reluctance to let 
Medical Business in RSA squire and distribute vaccines Chris

2021-01-18 
11:23:24

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concerns are two-fold: 

1.  The ANC Government have not proved themselves either 
competent or honest enough to manage the Taxes of hard-
working South Africans. 
To explain -  The  President publicly promised that he would 
personally take responsibility to  a) ensure that no corrup7on 
would take place 
b) that he would ensure that any corrup7on would be decisively 
dealt with by the courts. 
This he has not achieved. 
If his promises were genuine he would have established a 
Special Court and Inves7ga7on Unit to enable such an 
'unrealis7c promise', given that the he himself has been accused 
of massive criminal ac7vi7es, and not even responded to such 
accusa7ons. 

2.  I do not believe that the Government either deserves or 
should be en7tled to claim the responsibility to roll out this 
programme. 
a)  Because of corrup7on 
b)  Because of Incompetence of Poli7cians heading up these 
processes 
c)  Because the Government is crippling business with their 
insistence on being a Producer, Provider and Regulator of the 
process. 

Actually.   I simply don't believe the ANC government is capable 
of running anything, including their own Bank Accounts! 

Wendy

2021-01-16 
14:31:17

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think the government officials should take the vaccine first as 
they are the most important people in the country.  Then amer 
they have been vaccinated their families and friends can be 
vaccinated.  Then the  EFF and the other poli7cians and their 
families.  The people are not that important they can wait 7ll the 
last as that is how it is with everything in South Africa. Kathy 

2021-01-16 
07:46:32

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Don't know if Government can be trusted to distribute the 
vaccine fairly and without corrup7on occurring.......as with food 
parcels etc.  Them,  charging where it should be free and 
overcharging elsewhere.  Has there been sufficient human 
tes7ng of the vaccine.   I am not opposed to a vaccine ...... but 
lack of transparency and informa7on on possible side effects is 
lacking.  Seeing as its coming from India, why can't  our 
Government  hand out same type of "health pack" the Indian 
government has done. Sharon

2021-01-16 
07:15:47

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven over and over again that they are 
incapable of virtually anything  let alone a major project like this 
one. All they seem to do well is stealing from the poor.  

Let private companies and individuals procure their own vaccine 
and assist with the roll-out. That way at least some of the 
popula7on will get vaccinated. 

And vaccina7on MUST be voluntary. Ulf
2021-01-15 
17:40:33

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government MJ
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2021-01-15 
14:14:11

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am so happy we are geing the vaccines, however, it is taking 
too long. We as a country were involved in tests with 2 
pharmaceu7cal companies yet we are slow to be geing the 
vaccine. I believe that the sooner people are vaccinated the 
beper for the whole country.  

Health care workers should be first in line to receive the vaccine 
as they are the ones who need to protect those who have 
already contracted the virus. Secondly, all our teachers should be 
vaccinated as they are dealing with individuals who may be 
exposed to the virus amer school hours in closed indoor loca7ons 
daily. 

Prisoners can wait un7l last for their vaccines. They should not 
have contact with the outside world and they are paying a debt 
to society as it is. 

Young people who are moving about far more than other people 
should also be close to the front of the line as they need to get 
to work to keep their families alive.  

Then the elderly should also be taken care of. 

Mask wearing and social distancing protocols should be made 
mandatory with a s7ff penalty should this be transgressed. 

Masks should be regulated, half covered see through masks that 
sit loosely on the face over the area of the mouth and nose is 
not at all effec7ve. 

The sooner we all do our part the sooner we can get back to 
normal. 

Thank you for what you are doing, we know it is not an easy 
task. Catharina

2021-01-15 
14:04:21

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Don't trust the proposed vaccine. William

2021-01-15 
11:53:06

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think Targe7ng taxi ranks and shopping malls is ridiculous. 
Rather they should set up strategic venues  (as they do with 
elec7ons) where people can come and be vaccinated with ID 
documents etc.  How are they going to monitor who has 
received and who has not? There will be a propor7on of the 
popula7on who will think that being vaccinated more than once 
will mean more immunity.  
Clinics and hospitals are good venues but not accessible to all.  
Schools could be used for pupils and general public as well as 
they are usually situated within reach of the community Tricia

2021-01-15 
11:25:12

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is a concern that if Government is  in full control of the 
roll-out, it could lead to corrup7on and other nega7ve 
consequences. It will be far beper if the Pharmaceu7cal 
companies are directly involved and the distribu7on is carried 
out on a scien7fic basis. 
Louis Steyn Louis

2021-01-15 
11:10:28

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have my own medical aid, why can't they get the vaccine and 
make it available to me directly?  I  don't trust the government in 
anything where money is involved, as they demonstrated so far. Nico 

2021-01-15 
08:44:49

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government Johanna

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-16 
14:06:42

Norther
n Cape Not fully re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As much as the recent talk about  the obtaining of vaccines and 
actually vaccina7ng the popula7on sounds promising The ANC 
led Government has far too poor a track record to be posi7ve 
about what they are doing at present. 
They  need to take hands with others, including the private 
sector who are able to make a contribu7on so that the people of 
SA can be inoculated rather sooner than later. 
They are forever wan7ng to do everything on their own because 
they want to be in control but more omen than not it turns into a 
disaster Henk

business owner 195
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 91
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2021-02-21 
22:02:29 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

i believe that it should be independently controlled and u7lise 
every resource possible e.g. pharmaceu7cal companies, medical 
aids such as Discovery, private and public hospitals and clinics, 
local and provincial governments - TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE AND 
WE WERE CAUGHT NAPPING. we are paying a lot more than 
others and haven't got anything with out the interven7on of 
medical specialists.  Listen to Allan Winde - everybody who can 
legally get hold of supply should be allowed to - we must stop 
the third wave and have three months to do so.  if the UK can 
roll out 20 million vaccina7ons in less than a month in an orderly 
way why cant we?   
stop the thieving members of the government who are going to 
make billions by trading in the vaccine and holding us to ransom.  
get the vaccine out their and keep poli7cians away.  the Minister 
of health can be trusted but not SANDF!!!! she already bought in 
R250 million of illegal drugs for use by military and their families 
- stuff the rest of the country.  As soon as they started to roll out 
to front liners the poli7cians all stepped forward ahead of front 
liners to be vaccinated as they were LEADERS!!! and would set 
an example - we dont need their example.  The president and 
Minister of Health yes but all the other lazy thieves who can stay 
out of danger in their mini palaces must wait their turn same as 
the rest of us. 
Government has proven totally ineffec7ve over the last nearly 30 
years and worse yet they have proven to steal without any 
conscience.  We cant afford to lose money and 7me as per the 
Astra Zenica vaccines that were wasted. 
Please get us a good independent group who will react quickly 
and correctly and just get the  
I would not hesitate if the roll out was run by trustworthy, 
responsible medical companies. I do not want anything to slow 
us down but if the hidden agendas are not focussed on the best 
and most rapid rollout at jus7fied cost levels it wont happen.  
Somebody very strong and ethical should be used - Thuli 
Madonsela :) :) :) 

Sybille

2021-01-25 
20:07:02 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not have a monopoly on buying the vaccine, 
as any monopoly skews the market. More compe77on with 
private healthcare providers could help drive prices down. 

The State also does not have the capacity or the competence to 
complete such a task. IS

2021-01-25 
13:01:03 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Complexity that gov has to aquire and rollout the solu7on. 
The cost and admin overhead to do this correctly - another 
overhead for tax paying ci7zens and small businesses. 
The 7e-in with India vaccines when  other solu7ons exist. 
Corrup7on again... 

Grant

2021-01-25 
10:47:59 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Govt must allow the private sector i. e. Hospitals & doctors to be 
able to purchase or source the vaccine at their own expense to 
be able to reach more of the popula7on even if they charge for 
it. Govt cannot fully control the rollout as we will be 
disappointed with further corrup7on eg. Officials will be caught 
with millions of doses siing in their garages wai7ng to be sold. andre

2021-01-25 
09:05:11 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly, the end of the year, seems a bit long winded as the 
damage the virus could do in 12 months surely out weighs the 
cost.? Why are we buying from India when we can go direct? 
Surely business is an important area to vaccinate. No business 
no tax no more vaccine. Health workers are without doubt No 1 
but the rollout order thereamer needs more defini7on. Can we 
source privately as I would be prepared to pay for my workers 
and direct family.? 
Why is the government even involved? Guy

2021-01-25 
06:58:33 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Nico

2021-01-23 
16:54:49 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be rolled out to the most at risk first. Start 
with the people over 60 and then the ones with underlying 
illnesses. I agree that health care workers should receive the 
vaccine in the first roll-out of the vaccine, but they should 
receive it at the same 7me as those who are most at-risk 
because they are the ones in contact with the disease on a daily 
basis, but most of the people in "shopping centers,schools, taxi 
ranks", etc are healthy people and are less at risk than their 
parents. I have had Covid 19 and, due to my being a healthy 
individual, it was okay and I survived. While the disease wasn't 
pleasant and there was a scary couple of days, I have recovered. 
According to most studies you have a certain amount of 
immunity once you have had the disease, so I would argue that 
those of us who have already had the disease should not be 
given the vaccine at all, in order to prevent it going to people 
who don't urgently need it and are at a lower risk of geing it 
again. The first roll-out should go to those at risk. Re7rement 
homes, people over 60, medical care providers and those with 
underlying issues (diabetes, asthma, etc). I truly hope my 
opinion mapers as this could be the difference between saving 
lives or leing people die. The sooner we can end the lockdown, 
the beper we will all be. Thank you for your 7me. Belinda

2021-01-22 
10:52:44 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has used the covid 19 virus to loot even more 
money. Poor are poorer, how different will the rollout be 
because they are the only ones who can roll it out? Lerato

2021-01-22 
10:43:24 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector to be involved with procurement and admission of 
vaccine.  
Should be choice and not mandatory. 

Hennie
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2021-01-22 
08:57:24 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I have a problem with the Government having full control of the 
rollout. I do not trust the ANC government not to allow 
misappropria7on of funding and to line the pockets of the Cadre 
member of the party. 
Why can private companies, such as Medical aid and 
pharmaceu7cal companies provide vaccines? This would 
probably speed up the process? There should be a pre 
determined list of vaccines which are acceptable and so we 
know that everyone vaccinated should expect a similar success 
and outcome. Remo

2021-01-22 
06:37:26 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

There is protocol that has to be followed. To keep the vaccine at 
right temperature. The anc cannot provide the country with 
stable electricity. By  the 7me you get injected the vaccine will 
be unsafe . The state staff do not follow protocol either. 
The state impor7ng rubbish vaccine with 70% efficiency. 
They lem it to late to procure the most effec7ve vaccine. The 
corrup7on coupled with this procurement and administering it 
going to be worse than PPE corrup7on. 
  E7enne

2021-01-21 
17:08:53 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I fear it will not roll-out effec7vely by government as their track 
record does not reflect keeping to deadlines and I don't see 
government being able to setup the infrastructure to deliver the 
vaccines.  just look at what has happened with NOT using the 
7me or money to setup beds, ven7lators, etc... as evidence and 
the distribu7on of food parcels, grants, etc, what a disaster.  I 
would go as far as saying I have no faith it will even role out to 
10% by the end of the year. 
What is the solu7on:  Government should allow private 
companies to source and sell / distribute the vaccine through an 
already established infrastructure, namely Pharmacies and 
Doctors Offices, AS WELL!  The faster we can get it distributed 
the beper so I do not see a logic in Government stopping private  
franchise, THIS IS SHORT OF SPITEFUL AND COUNTER 
PRODUCTIVE.  The disease does not discriminate so why should 
Government.  They are opening up all kinds of opportuni7es for 
MORE CORRUPTION BY TRYING TO HOLD ALL THE CARDS ONCE 
MORE! Bradley

2021-01-21 
11:52:24 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Why is it that a journalist   (Peter Bruce) from our country could  
have organised a vaccine order from Moderna  with one phone 
call, and our Goverment hasn't even contacted them.? 
The incompetence is astounding!!! Heather

2021-01-21 
09:01:11 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the roll out appears to put those in prison 
ahead of the vulnerable elderly people in the country. Reginald

2021-01-20 
21:47:07 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I dont trust our governement officials they are corrupt to the 
core we will end up being given wrong or fake vaccines, its 
beper if the private sector can also be able to rool out those 
vaccines. Vincent

2021-01-20 
21:28:15 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am hugely concerned about a government monopoly on the 
whole vaccine process. Biper experience has taught us that the 
level of corrup7on is so out of control, WITHOUT 
CONSEQUENCES for the guilty par7es. I firmly believe that this is 
a process that needs to be rolled out with the collabora7on of 
only medical and scien7fic experts, there should be NO 
involvement of poli7cians whatsoever. We also have no concrete 
facts about any of the vaccine suppliers, whether they even 
exist. Compounding error amer error does not bode well for our 
country. As this virus mutates it becomes ever more dangerous 
and the experts should be the ONLY ones who have any say that 
counts?? Alison

2021-01-20 
17:51:23 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I fully understand the need for vaccine to deal with the current 
COVID19 pandemic. However from previous experiences, my 
concern is government's involvement in the roll out of the 
vaccine. I see corrup7on just as it happened with PPE. Puisano

2021-01-20 
14:43:30 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Criminals will receive the vaccine before the general public, as 
they form part of congregate seings. This does not make sense. 
They are in prison for a reason....to remove them from society. 
Now many good ci7zens will contract the virus and some will die 
while they have to wait for the 3rd phase of vaccines...whenever 
that will be. Erika

2021-01-20 
14:29:37 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not on top of this. 
No budget alloca7ons were made for vaccines in the mid-term 
budget. 
The private sector needs to be allowed to buy and distribute the 
vaccine without government interference. 
Medical Insurance companies are in a posi7on to do this but is 
being prevented from doing so. 
Because of this government is responsible for the death of 
thousands to come and more economic disaster. 
The ANC government really stuffed this up and we must just 
accept it !!!??? 

Johan

2021-01-20 
12:22:40 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The cons7tu7on guarantee a right to medical care. I can't rely on 
government to provide vaccina7ons at their own pace if and 
when it is available. If it is even going to happen. It is my right to 
acquire my own vaccina7on if I wish to do so.   Raymond

2021-01-20 
10:47:29 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The taxpayers that are being put forward to pay for the vaccines 
are not necessarily in the groups that will receive the vaccine. 
Therefore we have to pay for it, but may never receive it 
ourselves. Leandra

2021-01-19 
12:23:52 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment does not have the necessary infrastructure and due 
diligence to effec7vely roll this project out without huge 
poten7al fraud, tax payer cost and 7me before maybe a 3rd or 
even more strains develop.....There is know alterna7ve 
treatment already available that's tested....I smell a rat....Again! Maphys JC
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2021-01-19 
11:54:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As a healthcare professional working in the private sector, I have 
registered for the Government vaccine training programme. I 
was able to apend the first training session, however, it is not 
possible to register for subsequent training sessions, as no 
provision is made for the private sector health workers. 
I do not agree that the Government should have sole mandate 
for the procurement of the vaccines . This in itself opens up the 
path for further corrup7on is=n various aspects. 
Vaccine procurement should be freely available for the Private 
healthcare sector, so as to enable all private hospitals, doctors, 
nurses, travel clinics, etc to procure Covid 19 vaccines. Estelle

2021-01-19 
11:54:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As a healthcare professional working in the private sector, I have 
registered for the Government vaccine training programme. I 
was able to apend the first training session, however, it is not 
possible to register for subsequent training sessions, as no 
provision is made for the private sector health workers. 
I do not agree that the Government should have sole mandate 
for the procurement of the vaccines . This in itself opens up the 
path for further corrup7on is=n various aspects. 
Vaccine procurement should be freely available for the Private 
healthcare sector, so as to enable all private hospitals, doctors, 
nurses, travel clinics, etc to procure Covid 19 vaccines. Estelle

2021-01-19 
10:37:32 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

How is it going to be controlled that a person does not get 
vaccinated twice ie at a taxi rank, then again at a shopping mall? 

Another concern is how long before the news breaks about the 
corrup7on at government level in acquiring the vaccines - 
because IT IS GOING TO HAPPEN! 

Will we have a choice as to what vaccine we want? Glenda

2021-01-19 
06:30:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government is going to steal or get something out of it.  Like 
with the HIV medica7on.  Medica7on as per video of people 
receiving it is not safe. Too quick for roll out. I've work in Pharma 
Research and medica7on takes years to be tested and officially 
make it to market. Something is not Kosher with this virus and 
vaccine. Milana

2021-01-18 
18:26:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

In my opinion vaccines have been rushed  and side affects not 
studied,aswell as government rollout is goingbto be more 
corrup7on and them os public funds. Allen

2021-01-18 
17:14:11 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

How soon can Ivermec7n be approved as a low cost fight against 
the virus ? Will

2021-01-18 
16:58:21 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government The roll out plan needs to be clear and no room for corrup7on. Chantelle

2021-01-18 
15:45:17 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Convicted criminals priori7sed over hard working ci7zens. C

2021-01-18 
13:28:23 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is already suspicious that the government would want to 
monopolise the purchase and distribu7on. 
We have so many alterna7ve private sector channels which 
should be par7cipa7ng in the roll-out and are definitely more  
trustworthy and competent.  

It should also be voluntary as people would not want to feel that 
they are involuntary part of the real tes7ng phase. Shireen

2021-01-18 
13:20:38 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government have proven their complete inep7tude in 
dealing with the Covid crisis and long before that. Pragma7cally, 
this maper of vaccina7on rollout should be managed by a 
Project Team of the BEST PEOPLE ..not a poli7cal commipee. The 
project team would be meritocra7cally selected regardless of 
colour, creed, gender, private or public sector, and commence 
immediately.  A blend of SA's resources should be innova7vely 
and efficiently applied to achieve the objec7ve set in the 
shortest possible 7me. And oh, just for good measure and to 
stop financial and other leakage, the en7re opera7on should be 
conducted using blockchain technology, which would clearly 
ringfence the source, flow and applica7on of all resources 
applied to this cri7cal project. ARNOLD

2021-01-18 
12:57:11 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should allow the private sector, such as medical aid 
companies, to also distribute the vaccines. Government does not 
have the administra7on or logis7cal capacity to coordinate the 
roll out of the vaccine effec7vely. Mohamed

2021-01-18 
10:30:09 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As a seasoned Supply Chain Industry expert. I've worked in both 
Germany, Hungary and within African Con7nent. 
South Africa Government should be consul7ng with Industry 
experts on How, effec7ve distribu7on models can work, how to 
reduce them, how to physically distribute and get feedback from 
end user.  There's high end skills within SA, just need controlled 
governance, collabora7on. Business owners do not want to be 
caught suppor7ng SA government then have to pay bribes. 
www.Brikla.com speak to us lets see, we have many effec7ve 
proven ideas already! Kaven
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2021-01-18 
09:57:21 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The South African "second strain" is proving to be one of the 
most infec7ous of the new strains world-wide, and we do not 
have defini7ve proof that the vaccine will be effec7ve against it, 
but I will happily go wait in line to get it if it means that we can 
return to work.  
I do not agree with the roll-out method that the government is 
proposing.  With all due respect to those who are at greatest risk 
(the elderly, and those who are incarcerated), we need to get 
back to work!   
Roll out first to frontline health-care workers, other healthcare 
workers, police, and wardens, but there-amer, start inocula7ng 
the major work-force so that we can start our economic 
recovery.  Surely this is a no-brainer?  Inoculate those that need 
to get back to work to get the country rolling forward again.  I 
know that may sound harsh, but it is the logical step.  Those who 
are most at risk, are also the ones who are easiest to protect by 
mechanical means as they cannot travel anywhere; and if you 
have inoculated their care-givers and wardens, there is a lower 
chance of them geing infected from the outside.  
Please! Fernando

2021-01-18 
09:35:57 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government does not have money to ensure everybody gets 
vaccine ASAP. They can't provide in the demand. Why is the 
private sector not involved in the roll-out? If the vaccine is 
approved, why can I not get a vaccine from an approved dealer/
source? 

This whole thing is to control the immuniza7on program , yet 
again for financial gain, corrup7on AND poli7cal gain! Who will 
get the vaccine first? The poli7cians' supporters, friends and 
family! 

If all other vaccines are open to the private sector, WHY not this 
one? Can you imagine how soon we all will be receiving if only 
the medical aids are allowed to provide their members with the 
vaccine? Let alone if all the pharmacists will be allowed! They 
already have methods in place for transporta7on of the vaccine, 
and do not have to spend more money on it! Leona

2021-01-18 
09:33:22 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government is incompetent in administra7ng the rollout. They 
could also not effec7vely secure the vaccines from a monetory 
perspec7ve and NPAs and public organisa7ons had to secure the 
deposit. Further private sector are assis7ng in funding vaccines 
as the government does not have funds due to 
maladministra7on. The roll out as well as funding should be 
managed by private independint ins7tu7ons such as the 
solidarity fund Jacques

2021-01-18 
09:30:08 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Don't believe the Government should be in charge as they are 
not competent. Too much corrup7on and greed. 
People should have a choice whether they want to be 
vaccinated. 
People such as Health Workers who have had Covid 19 and 
recovered have built up an immunity should not be given the 
vaccine first as those who have not had Covid are more at risk.  
Not enough evidence that the vaccine works. 
Other alterna7ves such as homeopathic or Ivermec7n should be 
considered to reduce the spread of the virus. 
Private Companies should be involved in the roll out. Ruggero

2021-01-18 
09:25:06 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The corrupt ANC government can not be allowed to manage and 
control the roll out as they have proven previously that they are 
unable to manage anything except corrup7on. The other 
ques7on is, how effec7ve is the vaccine? Robin

2021-01-18 
09:02:39 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines  are  a dangerous situa7on . The conspiracy behind the 
depopula7on of the world is a mayor concern and there are  
medicine  like ivermec7n that can be used but notapproved by 
the government. Absolutely a no go to be vaccinated Willem

2021-01-18 
08:27:17 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Has this government done anything that has not be clouded with 
corrup7on and omen incompetence. This vaccine requires high 
technical management with storage of -70degrees. You need to 
be competent to manage the vaccina7on process and more. 
I really doubt that SA government and governmental ins7tu7ons 
have the skills and know-how to deal with this. 
I suggest that private sector is to be involved in this process. 
I also suggest that for the main vaccina7on of the popula7on 
that we wait to see if beper vaccines and more tested vaccines 
will be available.  

On top of this all I am also concerned that they must not make 
this vaccine manditory. 
People should have the right to choose for themselves what they 
put in their bodies. Hanna

2021-01-18 
07:45:21 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The plans are unclear, that is if real plans to roll out this vaccine 
truly exist. As with many other ini7a7ves to kerb the pandemic, I 
am skep7cal about where these vaccines will be applied and 
where the funds to pay for said vaccines will land up. Some back 
pockets are bulging while the na7on gets fed lip service and no 
real ac7on. I don't trust that the first round of vaccines  will be 
managed any differently to what we've come to expect from a 
corrupt leadership.  

I agree that the front-line workers should receive the vaccine 
first. They are the ones facing the pandemic head-on. By front-
line, I mean medical personnel and first-responders. NOT the so-
called leaders of the na7on! NOT the President, NOT the cabinet, 
NOT all those who scam and feed lies to us. The ones working on 
the ground and who put their own lives at risk daily - THEY 
should get the vaccine. Erica
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2021-01-18 
07:29:36 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

1) Private companies should be allowed to obtain own vaccines 
2) Our own pharmaceu7cal companies and scien7st are able to 
produce our own vaccine Phil

2021-01-18 
06:41:08 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Bob

2021-01-17 
22:26:22 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Amer the Frontline (medical) staff and elderly, please consider 
the teachers and  retail staff (cashiers) as they are highly 
exposed. Prisoners should only feature right at the end, not sure 
why we are even talking about them at this point. Makhosazana

2021-01-17 
21:07:17 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Why are the private medical aids not able to help roll out the 
vaccine and provide it to their members. Taryn

2021-01-17 
21:04:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The suppliers must be registered and properly monitored to 
ensure the vaccines are to be distributed in a proper manner 
and not get stolen in the process.   Eg. at the end of the 
distribu7on, signed registers with sufficient informa7on of those 
who received the vaccines must be available for reviews by any 
par7es reques7ng same. 
The hot spot areas must be part of the first to get access to the 
vaccines. 
The composi7on of the vaccines must be made available ahead 
of 7me for voluntary vaccina7on.   
No mandatory vaccina7on unless government can provide 
financial surety in the case of side effects. 

Isabel
2021-01-17 
16:01:23 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Moira

2021-01-17 
15:16:32 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Two main concerns. 1 is the incompetence of the SA 
government. I do not trust them to get it right without 
corrup7on and in an efficient way. They have great ideals but 
have shown that they have zero clue how to link their ideas to 
reality. A step by step plan seems to always allude them. 2. The 
fact that the vaccine developers have impunity is of major 
concern together with the fact there don't seem to be any well 
published test results and ZERO long term test  results. Arnold

2021-01-17 
13:10:51 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Iain

2021-01-17 
12:47:53 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine rollout needs to be faster to reach more people 
more quickly.  We cannot wait for government to do it and pay 
for it - already they're far behind other countries and 
squandering money on open tenders for people with no clue in 
ppe.   We cannot wait 7ll Q3 or Q4 2021!!!   We need jabs NOW.   
Quickly approve the major vaccines (Pfizer, Oxford astra 
zenneca, moderna) and allow govt and private sector rollout in 
parallel urgently.  Allow vaccines at GPs, clinics, hospitals, and 
pharmacies.  Allow major medical aid schemes to rollout 
urgently.  Let big employers have vaccina7on days at work.  Look 
at the UK's mass centre example.  Get moving and get moving 
quickly to protect lives and livelihoods.  Don't let the 
government's pride and need to be in control get in the way of 
helping the most amount of people the quickest.  And for pity's 
sakes stop the misinforma7on on social media.  Oh and do NOT 
be using those suspect Sino vaccines - not only dont they work 
well enough, they will come with a demand for our country's 
resources! Kat

2021-01-17 
12:37:57 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The South Africa Government has a proven track record of 
mismanaging and delayed response with a overly poli7cized and 
red tape laden history. 

The implementa7on must be done by the Private Sector with 
mul7ple roll players - only Government overview. No 
Government interference. 

Mul7ple Vaccines from various Manufacturers must be made 
available and the recipients must have a choice which to accept 
based on accurate and informed consent. 

The cost is "almost irrelevant" as the economy cannot keep on 
shrinking. The loss to the na7onal fiscus from taxa7on far 
exceeds  the cost of the vaccina7on program. The loss of income 
/ jobs far outweighs vaccine cost.   

Equitable distribu7on must not delay/impede  the immediate 
implementa7on of eth vaccina7on program. 

No addi7onal taxa7on or levy shall be accepted as the porse is 
empty.  Government must priori7ze to stay within the available 
fiscus funds.  

No more Government loans/bonds.  

 Gerhard

2021-01-17 
12:15:37 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am all for vaccina7on of as many people as possible, but it has 
to happen fast and individuals must agree. There should also be 
as much educa7on as possible about vaccina7on, at a level that 
people understand, in order to alleviate possible fears around 
the subject. Speed and decisiveness are of the essence, the 
government has already dawdled enough and the level of trust 
in the popula7on seems to be diminishing. I would also like to 
see the MODERNA vaccine implemented, as it is basedon a 
different method and could enhance the results. Birgit
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2021-01-17 
11:49:44 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Once again I think this is another opportunity for our 
government to plunder funds as with the PPE debacle. I believe 
that medical aid companies, large retail outlets, mines etc should 
be allowed to secure their own supply of vaccine that could be 
rolled out to members, staff etc which could then have a more 
immediate “herd” containment of the virus rather than them 
choosing who gets it first. If medical aids could offer directly to 
their members, already this would take the strain off hospitals. Caroline

2021-01-17 
10:24:30 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Chantelle

2021-01-17 
07:14:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government does not have a good track record when  it comes 
to any  big public projects.  
If one considers the current SASSA fiasco playing out all over the 
country then a COVID-19 
rollout  spells chaos, bad planning and indifference by a arrogant 
public service. 

Add to this the ever present shadow of corrup7on  by officials 
task to implement government plans .  Would urge government 
to embrace the private sector and let them  lead in this massive 
undertaking MArthinus

2021-01-17 
07:05:59 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Obviously the ANC has proven to be ineffec7ve in handling this 
crisis. This should be given over to private medical aid 
companies, clinics and hospitals, with strict control from the 
private sector.  
I’m not sure that a vaccine should be compulsory. Especially as 
we are not aware of the side effects yet.  
There is a 98-99% recovery rate amer all, but I do understand 
that a vaccine, if properly rolled out, could open up the country 
again. Kelly

2021-01-17 
06:47:04 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As with most things the government is involved with my top 
concerns are corrup7on  , lack of planning and subsequent poor 
execu7on. Why they can’t procure from the manufacturer 
directly but rather via a supplier in India ( scratch the back of 
BRICS, allow gram ) with resultant higher input cost to the tax 
payers is ridiculous . Perhaps if they were honest and came out 
and announced to the country that all ac7ons and decisions are 
targeted at their goal of a socialist one party state where they 
gather money for the party and party members benefit.   

If you do not have competence or character the only way to 
‘earn money ‘ is through them.  

The alterna7ve of saying “ any public or private en7ty that can 
procure vaccines from a list of approved suppliers can do so . 
Medical aids can fund their members and all South Africans can 
elect if they want the vaccine or not and which one . If they are 
not on a medical aid they can pay , and if they are unemployed 
and can not afford to pay then the government will supply at no 
cost to the individual .” The only  problem with this model they 
can not again steal billions from the already stretched taxpayer . 
Lastly prisoners should be the very last to receive the vaccine, 
and prior to anyone receiving a vaccine from any source they 
must produce a valid South African ID document. Hedley

2021-01-17 
06:42:33 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government must allow private companies to procure addi7onal 
doses to complement their efforts. Lives are at stake. No 7me for  
pepy  poli7cs. Melvyn 

2021-01-17 
06:28:25 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Do not trust the government that the vaccines will reach the 
designated people. Concerned that it will be stolen by greedy 
officials for self distribu7on. Government must allow the private 
sector to buy vaccines so we can look amer own and support 
others that will be let down by the government. Beatrice

2021-01-16 
17:09:55 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We should target the most vulnerable, the elderly and those 
with comorbidi7es. To do otherwise would be catastrophically 
irresponsible. Jus7n
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2021-01-16 
16:25:34 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government have been very slow to react, plan and procure 
the vaccine. They are only planning it now amer public concern. 
The Government cannot be trusted with the procurement and 
distribu7on of the vaccine for the reasons of past experience of 
mismanagement, corrup7on, BBBEE in the form of cadre 
deployment, this will lead to selec7ve vaccina7on. The whole of 
Government is totally corrupt and unable to perform its 
func7ons, and example of this are the municipali7es that are at 
bankrupt stage, the countless en77es and service delivery that is 
non-func7onal and bankrupt.  As a poli7cal party that the ANC 
are, which in its self is in financial problems, this Government in 
incapable and untrustworthy to carry out any such responsibility 
at this level. The Government should allow the private sector to 
handle these both for transparency and success to ensure the 
ci7zen reaps the benefit of herd immunity to combat the spread 
of the virus.  The Government can`t even solve the gender based 
violence, murders, thems, loo7ng, corrup7on and lawlessness 
but they want solve the spread of the virus by having control of 
the vaccine and thereby control the ci7zens !! The Government 
brag about all the 300 000 lockdown arrests made to date for 
not wearing masks, breaking the lockdown curfew and irra7onal 
regula7ons, but real criminals roam free because crime is not 
treated in the same seriousness as the lockdown regula7ons.  
They have not brought a single person to face consequences 
who have looted public funds, let alone stand trial and 
imprisoned. The Government instead promote and keep the 
corrupt individuals in power, regardless of whether they have  
criminal records or pending criminal cases against them. Rapist 
within the ANC roam free and occupy senior posi7ons in the 
ANC, gender based violence offenders also are seen as hero`s. 
There are so many examples, Tony Yengeni was convicted, Andile 
Lungisa was convicted, but they are celebrated and are up kept 
by the tax payer. How must any sane person believe that the 
Government can be trusted with the handling of vaccine and the 
pandemic? Imagine how much a flop and inhumanity that will 
result from the NHI, not to men7on the corrup7on, cadre 
deployment, mismanagement, loo7ng and deaths of ci7zens. 
The proof of this is the poor state and poor func7onality of 
public hospitals. Many unnecessary deaths occur all the 7me in 
these hospitals. No ANC poli7cian with any health issue or Covid 
19 severe symptoms would seek medical apen7on in any public 
hospital. Now we must trust Government with the vaccine!!!  
The current state of the country and its infrastructure, poor and 
non-service delivery, the corrup7on of PPE last year and on-
going is all the reason not to trust the government at all. There 
has been no jailing of any PPE corrupt transgressors to date. The 
thieves of food parcels also have not been brought to book. The 
Government is totally weak and incapable and all the proof is 
there in full view of the public to see. The private sector could 
handle the vaccine in every way to ensure the end goal is 
achieved without any problems. It’s 7me for the voters to make 
their voices heard, it’s 7me for the voter to kick out this 
ridiculous, inefficient and corrupt Government out for failing its 
ci7zens. Colin

2021-01-16 
16:24:39 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Sir 

I started and piloted the school is document project for the 
Department of Home Affairs . 
My success was ins7tu7onal support all kinds targeted had one 
central point because there is already an administra7ve frame 
work in place it is easy to control your herd as specially in the 
event of daul injec7on . 

Use established infrastructure study it and fit the rollout into it 
with as minimal disrup7on. 
Pharmacies  doctors have a monitoring and control system in 
place for informal seplements use the social grand system. 
Where the injec7on no7fica7on can block the recipient less he/ 
she sign a eknocula7on  waiver  but you can use the system to 
administer and track the two doses.  

Thank and regards 
Melvin Jacobs Melvin

2021-01-16 
15:45:43 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not be the sole provider. Private ins7tu7ons 
MUST be able to produce their own vaccines from independent 
sources irrespec7ve of the government. 

Prisoners also cannot be at the top of the list to receive the 
vaccine. Dylan
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2021-01-16 
14:55:21 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government is trying to prove  their NHI ideology using the 
pandemie as excuse.  

Centralized health care, as theorized by the WHO, is a pipe 
dream. The WHO does not even fulfill their primary mandate 
anymore and has become irrelevant. This is clear from their 
handling of Covid-19. 

South Africa has a strong private medical base, for those who are 
skilled, employed and earns enough to afford it.(There is nothing 
wrong with this - people are free to pursue skills and join this 
group) The medical aids, pharmacy groups and private hospitals 
should be allowed to contact and import vaccines directly, saving 
the fiscus billions and accelera7ng the roll out of effec7ve 
vaccines (unlike the overrated one from China). Government is 
trying to be the hero here, and failing dismally at it, at the 
expense of lives. 

The vaccines should be given to primary healthcare personell, 
vunerable people etc., that has not contracted Covid-19 yet, 
first. The people who has already developed their own immunity 
should be lem for last. 

Immunity is, like the common cold, likely only temporary. 
Vaccina7on over and extended  period of 7me is likely to fail 
dismally, not an uncommon occurrence for the ruling party. 

All avenues of acquiring and vaccina7on should be freed up and 
the experts in medicine allowed to get to work - the sooner the 
beper. 

Those of us who has made sacrifices, worked hard and earned 
valualabe skills should not be perpetually penalized for it. It had 
cost hard work and didn't fall in our laps. If the government 
wants our taxes, we should be allowed our freedom, otherwise 
skilled people will con7nue emigra7ng to where their value is 
recognised and pay their taxes there. David

2021-01-16 
14:49:46 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The whole way the Government has handled this COVID issue is 
appalling. They KNEW 2nd wave was coming, they say COVID is 
so deadly and high risk  to Health Workers and the popula7on & 
Economy - YET WHY DID THEY NOT PLAN EARLY TO SECURE 
ENOUGH VACCINES TO COVER THE MAJORITY OF THE 
POPULATION.  20 million for the whole of 2021 is hopeless. IN 
FACT ITS SHAMEFULL. 

They create all these draconian rules for us to follow - BUT 
DON'T do the ONE thing that will fix everything - get adequate 
Vaccine.  

They need 80 Million Vaccines to CATCH Covid (if the Vaccine is 
really as credible as they say). So now any con7nua7on of this 
Disease is en7rely the Governments fault due to poor handling 
of the apparent remedy.   BUT OBVIOUSLY EVEN THEY DO NOT 
BELIEVE THE VACCINE IS A REMEDY - BECAUSE ITS ALL A 
CONSPIRACY ANYWAY.  

Bryan

2021-01-16 
14:46:11 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We know the ANC poli7cally protected elite will find a way to 
enrich themselves to the detriment of the ci7zens. We know 
that the organiza7onal capabili7es of the ANC government are 
sub-standard with no accountability for failures. We know that 
the tax payer's money will be squandered by the ANC 
government on T-shirts and Kentucky Take-Away for those 
distribu7ng the vaccine. We also know that private companies 
can work together and get the job done at a quarter of the cost 
and 7me that the government methods will cost. However the 
communists in the ANC will never allow this. You can get Coca-
Cola and beer anywhere in the country - get ABI and SA 
Breweries to distribute the vaccine and Clicks / Dis-Chem / 
Netcare and private clinics and hospitals to administer the 
vaccine. Jim
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2021-01-16 
13:53:55 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government had no thoughts about roll out un7l it was almost 
too late. Now they want to set up task forces and councils and 
waste money and contradict itself and waste 7me. 
There's no course of ac7on to immunise health care workers. 
There's no plan to prevent them & corrup7on - which has already 
lost us billions of covi aide. There's no plan to prevent them and 
black market sales.  
There's no plan to allow the private sector to purchase and sell 
their own vaccines parallel to government rolling out free or 
subsidised vaccines. 
There is however a strong cri7cism from government saying that 
private sector should take the lead and possibly fund the roll out 
as well. That's not the private sector's job!!! We pay exorbitant 
taxes, all of which is stolen. We then contributed to Solidarity, all 
of which was stolen. There's a huge medical fund for this kind of 
medical emergency, which is slowly dwindling, God knows 
where. And to supplement government's them we now have to 
coordinate and pay for a na7onal roll out?? 
On top of this, how will government ensure everyone gets 
vaccinated? We have a huge con7ngent of the popula7on that 
isn't registered with the DHA. We have uncounted millions of 
illegal immigrants. Everyone in this context doesn't even include 
children.  
The SA strain impacts children the worst. They're not even  on 
the flight path for vaccines at any point in 7me. What is the plan 
for our kids???!!! 
The pathe7c may this pandemic is being handled is just another 
indica7on of the deplorable government we have. 
And it gets worse. Now Molefe is threatening Cyril?? In the 
middle of a pandemic? Just as he's star7ng to make inroads into 
corrup7on? If Cyril is ousted, wave good bye to vaccines of any 
kind, as well as the country GetYourAct

2021-01-16 
10:36:10 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should NOT be the sole procurer of vaccine since 
this opens the way to corrup7on and as the record shows 
inefficiency.  A serious Private enterprise Government 
partnership is required with PE being the dominant party.  The 
rate of vaccina7on plan presented by Government is laudable 
but not apainable in vaccine availability and in  execu7on in the 
present circumstances.  Second to front-line healthcare workers 
should be the elderly and those with comorbidi7es.  Prisons and 
prisoners should not be in this category. 
Senior ci7zens who have made a lifelong contribu7on to the 
state fiscus and to the growth and welfare of the country must 
surelyb rank before those incarcerated for criminal ac7vity. 
Transparency in the cost of purchase and in the vaccina7on  roll-
out will be vital in the protec7on of the public interest and 
instruments to monitor same need to be put into place. Cyril

2021-01-16 
09:55:30 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government should not be in charge of the vaccine roll 
out since they have proven their inability to manage just about 
everything. It's a corrupt system run by complete incompetents. 
Give the job to the medical profession, including medical aid 
companies and hospitals. They know more about these things 
and will not put our lives in danger. Beina

2021-01-16 
09:13:04 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The whole vaccine issue is going to be another PPE debacle as 
the thieves in the Command Council and Luthuli House are 
wan7ng their big cut in the back pocket at cost to us the tax 
payers. There are tried and test vaccines available at a lot less 
cost but the clowns don't want them used as they will not get 
their own massive payouts. Ivermec7n can save lives and the 
private sector should be involved. When the high and mighty 
Command Council place bans on anything they should be in the 
same boat as the people who have lost their income and not get 
paid their fat salaries. The private sector must bite the bullet  
and all the civil servants are on a full paid holiday. South Africa is 
dying at the hands of the incompetent ANC and useless cadres in 
posi7ons they are not able to and not qualified to carry out. God 
help South Africa!!!      Jimmy

2021-01-15 
18:29:58 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am uncertain about the governments honesty and am 
suspicious of its ability to roll out innocula7ons in an organised 
and  accountable manner. I am concerned about the gram 
opportunity and the poten7al poli7cal misuse that this 
programme offers to an already corrupt state.  I propose that a 
truly independent panel consis7ng of poli7cally unaligned and 
business qualified people equal of all races is appointed to 
manage the acquisi7on, storage, distribu7on and administra7on 
of innoccila7ons na7onally. I am puing up my hand to 
volunteer to serve on such a panel. Corne

2021-01-15 
18:04:04 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not hold a monopoly on the rollout of the 
vaccines. Private sector should be able and allowed to help to 
ensure that more people can be reached on a shorter 7me, and 
for poten7ally less cost. 
Medical Aids and pharmacy chains should be able.to make deals 
with suppliers. Helen

2021-01-15 
17:43:31 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The process of vaccina7ons should be completely transparent 
and the countries highest priority.  We should have access to snd 
our own choice of the best vaccines not the poor quality Russian 
and Chinese rubbish. 
Medical Aids and private ci7zens should be able to procure the 
vaccines they want. 
Government screws up everything.  They should not have sole 
control of procurement. Philip 

2021-01-15 
16:09:15 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t think the government  is equip to do the roll out. To much 
corrup7on Alta

2021-01-15 
16:00:47 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government How can you put criminals before the elderly. Vinay
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2021-01-15 
15:34:27 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that Healthcare Workers and Teachers should be first in line 
for the vaccine.  

Thereamer, persons over the age of 65 and those involved in 
public transport should receive the vaccine.   
I do not agree individuals who work in shopping malls should be 
part of the first vaccina7on rollout.  
Instead, their kids, their parents/grandparents and the taxi/bus/
train drivers should receive priority. Thank you. Kim

2021-01-15 
14:11:38 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Millions, if not billions, have been lost due to mismanagement of 
the government during the pandemic. It is extremely concerning 
that this government feels that they should be the sole procurer, 
leading to even more corrup7on and  mismanagement. There 
are far more effec7ve private enterprises that could in 
partnership with the government streamline the process to get 
our country back on track and turn around the economy! Heleen 

2021-01-15 
13:56:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe the government can manage this - look at what 
happened with the food parcels and grants, always comrades 
that enrich themselves. Get the churches, Solidarity involved Hester

2021-01-15 
12:55:15 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

1. My greatest concern is that Government has elected to be the 
sole importer  and manager of incoming vaccine.  
2. Only way to succeed with vaccina7ng the popula7on or at 
lease 67% would be the following: 
2.1 Allow ALL Medical Schemes to nego7ate and import vaccines 
to vaccinate their members and cross subsidize vaccines where 
feasible. 
2.2 Allow  local Pharmaceu7cal Companies to import vaccines 
for distribu7on to Pharmacies / Clinics / Doctors to vaccinate ie 
Clicks / Dischem / other. 
2.3 Allow capable Provinces to procure to vaccinate essen7al 
services  ASAP ie Western Cape 
3. ALL Government procurement and distribu7on to be 
monitored by independent group to avoid FURTHER loo7ng and  
grand them.  

Allan

2021-01-15 
12:44:49 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

All top government officals should receive the vaccine first, and 
done live on camera to promote the importance of having it. 
This should then be followed by all front line workers. Gordon

2021-01-15 
12:36:57 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My key concern is that the government is not allowing the 
private sector to purchase vaccines themselves.  Allow a free 
market.  People need to be vaccinates and as soon as possible.  
Now for goodness sake allow medical aids to purchase as it can 
only help everyone. 
I also don't trust the government as to who will go to and how 
long will it take, they just lie so it might be 2022 when this 
happens.  the longer they wait the worse it will get. Kassey

2021-01-15 
12:06:50 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We all know that no contract or business arrangements by the 
ANC Government is not without corrup7on. this has been 
proven over and over again. The ques7on arises why can the 
private prac77oners not deal with the vaccina7on in order of 
priority. This will limit the corrupt administra7on by the ANC 
Government. Izak

2021-01-15 
12:03:55 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I suggest that there has to a form of record keeping to know  
that a par7cular vaccine was given to a par7cular person on a 
par7cular date and 7me,and persons vaccinated must be given a 
note for their record keeping. Bryan Peter

2021-01-15 
12:02:30 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Lets all be honest here look at the history of the ANC 
Government and their track record with all the corrup7on in all 
aspects of our country the facts talks for it self, it will almost be a 
guaranty that there will be corrup7on involve if they have the 
only say and control over this situa7on I belong to a medical aid 
fund that I am paying for so if I should need a vaccine against 
this covid 19 then I should be able to be helped immediately and 
not wait for them to control my health. 
I agree with Afriforum and Solidarity  that the private sector 
should be able to also be able to be involved to bring a vaccine 
in,  and distribute a vaccine to the medical ins7tu7ons, that is 
the only way to control and keep corrup7on to a minimum. Henry

2021-01-15 
11:32:35 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

In any market, there should be compe77on lest one player 
becomes a monopoly and starts abusing their dominant status. 
The market for vaccines is no different and the same rules apply. 
Government should not be the only en7ty buying and 
administering the vaccines - the process should also involve the 
private sector. 

The State further has a track record of abusing dedicated COVID 
relief funding with the acquisi7ons of masks and sani7sers. Its 
insistence on being the sole monopolist now reeks of corrup7on, 
from the highest levels in Cabinet to the lowest ones in rural 
clinics. IS
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2021-01-15 
10:47:47 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The SA government (ANC) has at NEC level divided opinion on 
COVID-19 and the vaccina7on of this disease. That division 
ranges from not even believing COVID-19 is a real issue, to and 
that the vaccina7on will 7nker with our DNA ( as per Chief 
Jus7ce Mogoeng  Mogoeng). President Cyril Ramaphosa is vague 
and unconvincing about the maper when he addresses the 
na7on. He also will not entertain ques7ons from the media, to 
facilitate the "family" he is addressing's understanding. As a 
government they are en7rely incompetent to handle such a 
grave maper. SAPHRA is a disaster and do not even know that 
Ivermek7en is cer7fied fit for human consump7on. And they 
remain tenaciously corrupt leaching on every supply chain that 
exist in this country. They flaunt their lack of caring in the face of 
the so-called South African "family" Cyril Ramaphosa talks to.  
The SA government cannot be trusted and they dominate our 
president's behaviour, who is trying to lead the ANC and not 
South Africa. Johann 

2021-01-15 
10:43:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector including medical aids and pharmaceu7cal  sector 
need to be included.  The government noes not have a good 
track record with maladministra7on and corrup7on rife. 

Beth
2021-01-15 
10:01:32 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Kyle

2021-01-15 
10:00:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

the government are to corrupt and to incompetent to be lem 
solely in charge of the saving of our na7on. private sector should 
be allowed to source, buy and administer the vaccines. faith in 
the ANC government is long gone...through all the years of 
corrup7on not one major convic7on...how could we possibly 
trust anything they do or say. Wessel

2021-01-15 
09:45:38 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that we should all get the vaccine to stop the spread of this 
virus. But I'm not sure if our government is up to the task 
without corrup7on and losing money again. Nicolene

Western Cape 61

2021-01-28 
11:09:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the categories of persons deemed essen7al, prior 
to those who are financially contribu7ng towards the long-term 
sustainability of the economy;  prisoners are a principal example: 
whilst an at-risk group due to over-popula7on of prisons, they 
are not contribu7ng, but rather a burden on the system and the 
tax that covers the sustainability of the prison system should be 
considered by covering those employed individuals who are 
contribu7ng towards our economy. It seems not only unjust to 
immunise convicted criminals over contribu7ng civilians, but it 
makes no sense economically either.  
My main concern however is the lack of transparency 
government has shown to date regarding their procurement 
plans and the apparent lack of coherence within the 
governmental departments around the decisions regarding said 
procurement. Fiona

2021-01-27 
12:56:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I have a problem that the Government is monopolising the 
inporta7on and distribu7on of the vaccine.  
Each individual has the right to receive the vaccine where he 
wishes, with whichever vaccine he wishes, and has the right not 
to be vaccinated Rory

2021-01-26 
16:58:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I fully expect Govt and it’s cronies will use the roll out to tap into 
every avenue to exploit and plunder the system for financial 
gain, line their pockets and you beper believe the ANC and their 
sidekicks will be right in front of the line to receive their 
vaccines.  
It’s just going to be another avenue for them and corrup7on. Lukas 

2021-01-24 
14:38:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am afraid the government dropped the ball in obtaining the 
vaccine; and there is a reluctance on their behalf to listen to 
experts and advisers, which is very concerning.  Thus, they have 
to allow the private sector to also take part in delivering the 
vaccine, i.e. pull out all stops and if a provincial government, like 
the WC, can organise the vaccine independently they should be 
allowed to. But I’m afraid everything boils down to poli7cs and 
power, even in these desperate 7mes Retha

2021-01-22 
20:18:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government messed up, half the world has already 
vaccinated huge amounts of people. Priva7za7on of the vaccines 
is needed, if the vaccine was available at at pharmacy or hospital 
I would gladly pay for myself, all my staff, my domes7c worker 
and their spouses to be vaccinated. Big Private business has the 
money for the vaccine immediately, it makes sense for them to 
be involved. They have skills and experience, they running 
successful businesses not unsuccessful state owned enterprises. 
They will also recoup their monetary input from the economy 
being fully reopened amer herd immunity is reached. A lot of 
individuals and businesses feel this way. Our staff would also feel 
more comfortable being vaccinated as a team.  I am however 
against being taxed for the vaccine as it will most likely be stolen. 
They should really stop saying the vaccine is free for all. Where is 
the excess ‘special tax’ money going to go? Ailee
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2021-01-22 
14:57:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Covid-19 vaccine should be rolled out in a similar way to the 
annual flu vaccine. The government should not be permiped to 
be the sole purchaser of the vaccine or the sole distributor. The 
government does, however, need to set clear guidelines in terms 
of distribu7on, pricing and service levels and the process the 
recording who has received the the vaccina7on. 

In order to achieve as many people been vaccinated, people 
should also be able to decide the vaccina7on of their choice 
which best meets their needs. The reason for sugges7ng this 
approach is the vaccines are not all the same. This in principle is 
no different to having the freedom of choice in for brand of 
cellphone. 

The most important principle is people need freedom of choice 
if in order to convince as many people as possible to par7cipate. 

Compulsory vaccina7on is not a good idea and nor should 
people be discriminated against or denied access or travel if they 
opt not to. The government is welcome to record the details of 
the person par7cipa7ng in the vaccina7on for record purposes 
and the person is provided with a cer7ficate. Be careful of apps 
on phones as the phones are not secure  and if the phone is lost 
or stolen there are many other nega7ve risks associated with 
this. 

Also, there is very liple confidence and trust in the current 
government by the popula7on in general and it is well founded. 
This is why the normal channels should be used where one 
makes use of the normal providers one would normally make 
use of in both the public and private sectors.  

  

Gregory
2021-01-22 
13:17:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government my involve the private sector to assist in the 
roll out of the Vaccine, they will not get it done on there own Thomas

2021-01-22 
13:14:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Govt is saying one thing, while various News24 proclaimed 
experts be it scien7sts etc. claim a different story. So it’s not very 
reassuring that Govt. is doing what they’re claiming. 

And whatever happened to SA producing it’s own vaccine in PE, 
if memory serves me and through PfiZer, again if memory 
serves? Kevin

2021-01-22 
07:17:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

we don't trust the efficiency of the government ( to put it 
mildly ) - We believe that the private sector would do a far beper 
job to solve this issue efficiently , fast and  with respect to teh 
en7re popula7on of our country. dirk

2021-01-21 
17:40:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government is too slow in reac7ng. The rest of the world will 
be vaccinated long before South Africa which will have a 
detrimental effect on tourism.  

Individuals and companies should be allowed to vaccinate their 
staff at their own cost. That way more of the popula7on will be 
vaccinated sooner. Renate

2021-01-21 
14:40:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Due to the government having control of the vaccina7ons it will 
result in corrup7on and incompetence again. This should be 
controlled by a NGO. Maybe gim of the givers to coordinate. Ronald

2021-01-21 
11:44:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Why is it taking so long? The vaccines have been available for 
months. 
This is again a case of corrup7on somewhere in the Govt system 
- read Mabusa Jan

2021-01-20 
22:19:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

i dont agree that the vaccine is mandatory-  I for one would not 
want it... The goverment is not capable of an effec7ve roll out-  
the goverment has already mismanaged the funds received for 
covid relief and vaccine purchases. Covid id or passport is stupid 
and a waste of money.  

all of the above is uncons7tu7onal - we have rights Neil

2021-01-20 
12:15:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Why not making vaccines available to be paid for by ci7zens? 
This could fund more vaccines and quicker distribu7on and herd 
immunity. Many ci7zens are  prepared to pay for it and get it 
sooner. Kobus

2021-01-19 
10:42:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should allow the private sector to get involved.  Let 
doctors, chemists, private hospitals and clinics get  involved to 
speed up the process.   Government can roll out the vaccine 
through state hospitals to those who cannot afford the 
alterna7ve. 
This will share the load, and allow the vaccine to reach as many 
people as possible in as short a 7me as is possible. Robert

2021-01-19 
09:36:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don't think the goverment has a proper handle of this! Rollout 
to people in shopping malls, taxi ranks etc is rediculous. I think 
the vacines should be equally distributed to private/govt. health 
companies and distributed for proper rollout. 
Health care workers, front line workers, elderly and people with 
comobility first then the rest. Why does our govt. think that 
doing it another way will be beper? Follow the rest of the world! Terrance

2021-01-18 
17:40:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

1. We are not a socialist state where the govt takes all upon 
themselves to distribute.  
2. The vaccine is s7ll not proven safe for fer7lity and unborn 
babies.  
3. Forcing all people to take the vaccine is not democra7c. Hassner
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2021-01-18 
15:17:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

1. Government is already not financially strong enough to do the 
roll-out by themselves.  They need the Private  Medical schemes 
to speed up and to decide which vaccines to use for us. 
2. Medical staff, teachers and Police must be vaccinated first 
with choices if they want to do it or not. 
3. Government and their command council must step down  as 
they were responsible  for the collapse of our economy. Now 
blaming it on the Virus. O no, the illegal trades were the guys 
that made their millions and s7ll do today. Albertus J

2021-01-18 
12:24:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We suggest a solidarity scheme where people that can afford the 
vaccine get charged a mul7ple amount for it to in return help 
government financing the rollout through the en7re country, 
and also in a speedy manor Marion

2021-01-18 
12:23:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Private companies should be free to bring safe and clinically 
approved vaccines into the country - South Africa is a democra7c 
country, amer all? Government has proved to be corrupt and 
ineffec7ve in managing such projects. Vaccines should be offered 
at no cost by government to those who cannot afford them, and 
who may wish to have them, or need them. All vaccine clinical 
trials and tes7ng results need to be made transparent to the 
public, who will then select the best op7on for themselves.  
Vaccines cannot be made mandatory. Again- this is a democra7c 
country. Kerese

2021-01-18 
10:34:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

In the Presidents speech he spelt out the different phases of the 
role out. I am not concerned with phase 1 as I believe it is the 
right thing. Phase 2 and 3 concern me in the point where Prisons 
including prisoners will get the vaccine in phase 2 and me a 58 
year old Tax paying and law abiding ci7zen gets it in phase 3. So 
a murderers and a rapist who should have no civil rights get 
priori7zed over law abiding contributors to society. Is this so the 
ANC members in Prison are looked amer or is it to maintain the 
voter level in prisons. prisoners in my opinion gave up their civil 
liber7es when they commiped the crime. Alan

2021-01-18 
09:22:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I completely support the commencement with roll-out to the 
frontline healthcare and health-related workers and most of the 
other phases. What concerns me is that government is in charge 
of this and not our Department of Health. This just opens up 
opportuni7es for corrup7on, with those being able to bribe 
government officials geing their agendas met first. Our 
government has not ever proven to be trustworthy. Perhaps if 
there was an addi7onal body that oversees the plan to audit 
that it is above board it would set more ci7zens at ease. As long 
as that audi7ng body is not chosen through a tender process... Chris7ne

2021-01-18 
08:58:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

To achieve herd immunity SA needs to vaccinate 67% of the 
popula7on in a short period of 7me. I personally do not believe 
our government under ANC rule has the capacity to govern a 
successful vaccina7on roll-out and this is based on their track 
record, e.g., ability to administrate the various social grants and 
HIV+ chronic medica7on are two of many. 

My alterna7ve recommenda7on is to priva7se the roll-out and 
provide low/no income ci7zens with a vaccina7on grant (free 
vaccina7on) for use at any private vaccina7on ins7tu7on. If SA 
fails to achieve herd immunity, then there is liple sense in 
pursuing a na7onal vaccina7on roll-out, then the strategy should 
shim to the op7onal vaccina7on of cri7cal skills and healthcare 
workers, with remaining funds spent on the healthcare system 
to support and care for Covid-19 pa7ents as well as s7mula7ng 
the economy. 

Secondly, vaccina7on of healthy individuals not exposed to high-
risk infec7on areas is not recommended un7l longer-term 
vaccine side-effects have been studied. If herd immunity is not 
achieved, we risk compromising the long-term health of our 
ci7zens with liple to gain.  

Please note that I am not an expert and above is my personal 
opinion based on informa7on I managed to review up to 18 
January 2021. 

JP

2021-01-18 
08:12:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to work with the private sector to make sure 
corrup7on does not tale place with the rollout and further 
endanger lives Garth

2021-01-17 
22:42:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Govt cannot roll out the vaccine. Govt must allow private sector 
to procur vaccine and rollou in tandem with govt. 

Private sector will have more people vacinned than govt in short 
space of 7me ridwaan

2021-01-17 
22:28:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

If the aim is to get as many South Africans as possible vaccinated 
then sourcing and distribu7on should not be limited to and 
controlled by government. We need to open up the process to 
the free market. This will lead in combina7on with the 
government ini7a7ve to the greatest number of South Africans 
being vaccinated in the shortest possible 7me Clive

2021-01-17 
21:55:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government has failed us . They did nothing to save lives and 
put us first . SAA got more apen7on amongst other government 
and ANC leadership issues . We need the vaccine now for all 
South Africans no maper what the cost - lives maper - all our 
lives . Also the best way to recovery our economic collapse is a 
healthy popula7on .  
This is one of the biggest cover ups ever and there must be 
accountability Errol
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2021-01-17 
19:47:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that due to corrup7on the vaccines won't reach 
those it were intended for.  Please consider the loopholes of 
them or selling the vaccine on the blackmarket, as it is a reality, 
before handing out vaccines lem and right. 

A foolproof plan there is not, but there need to be a managing 
system. A papertrial of note!!! Including Id's physical addresses 
and signatures of recipients, along with photos and fingerprints 
added to the informa7on.  The kind of info that banks use...  
Thank you for your 7me. Chris7ne 

2021-01-17 
15:48:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Rollout to target shopping centres? What does this mean?  
Who at the shopping centre will be vaccinated? 
Is this a free service? 
How will this be controlled to stop government them? 
Surely this rollout should be done by medical companies or 
medical aids? 
How is tracking done for who has been inoculated and who has 
not? 
Surely the rollout should be to tax payers first so that 
government insures their tax base is protected? 

sean
2021-01-17 
13:17:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Do not trust government’s capacity to manage the process 
without fraud and waist! Retha

2021-01-17 
09:17:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the Gov will vaccinate all who support them and keep 
them in power ! The mere fact they will vaccinate prisoners 
before ci7zens is a huge issue !!! Tells you where their priori7es 
lie. Grant

2021-01-17 
09:12:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Health workers, essen7al workers and the elderly popula7on 
should be vaccinated first. They are the most important workers 
and most vulnerable popula7on. Cecile

2021-01-17 
09:00:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think it shocking that prisoners get vaccinated above law 
abiding tax paying ci7zens. When taking away the rights of 
another upon commiing a crime you should lose certain rights 
and become low priority. Jackie

2021-01-17 
08:37:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It just creates another avenue for corrup7on and marginalisa7on 
of the races not aligned with the government Tinus

2021-01-17 
06:06:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As medical aids will be funding a big por7on of the cost , M/A 
members should be on the 2nd group to receive it. 
Prisoners should not be ahead of queue. 
Provinces should be allowed to source their own vaccines. 
People should make their own choice to have vaccine or not. 
However it should be compulsory to have one if you want to fly. Renat

2021-01-17 
05:09:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Yes, a vaccine is important, but definitely not our main weapon. 
Government should be taking much bolder steps. Like take 
exactly 50% of our en7re annual budget and focus it on figh7ng 
Covid. You could have 10 different typs of vaccines + s7mulus for 
100s more to be created right here in SA, open and re-open 
thousands of hospitals. Pump half a trillion Rand straight into 
this thing, and don't try and have control over it, make it as 
lucra7ve as possible for private enterprise to solve the Covid 
problem, instead of hoping and dreaming on one vaccine. Elvorne

2021-01-16 
16:39:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I would respec{ully ask the government to allow the private 
sector, which has recognized ability in this area, to assist 
alongside the public sector in sourcing as well as distribu7ng the 
vaccines. Anything that speeds up delivery to the people should 
be warmly welcomed by government, not treated with suspicion 
or dismissed. Colin

2021-01-16 
14:45:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Prisoners  should definitely not get vaccinated before all South 
Africans are done..... Bruce

2021-01-16 
13:16:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust this anc government at all. Everything this 
government touches leads to corrup7on  and them by cadres.  
Why is this government insis7ng on being the only body to be 
able to import vaccines. There is a lack of transparency that 
leads to suspicion Reg

2021-01-16 
13:04:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that there is leeway for corrup7on if it is rolled 
out by government, In addi7on to this, I believe that anything of 
this scale should be a public-private partnership, it makes a lot of 
sense to use exis7ng infrastructure and businesses, for example 
Clicks and Dis-chem have clinics that would cover a large 
percentage of South Africa Amanda

2021-01-16 
12:39:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I cannot understand why it is necessary for the government to 
wait on local registra7on of the vaccines.  If the vaccine has gone 
through all globally recognised required trials and been 
registered for use by countries with strong drug regulatory 
authori7es, such as the UK,  surely we can short circuit the 
lengthy process of registering from scratch.  Right now, the 
company designated to deal with this hasn't even done the 
paperwork to apply for registra7on  of the Astra Zeneca vaccine, 
the one currently most suitable for our circumstances.   
Incidentally the company 's shareholders include the 
government and two compe7ng pharmaceu7cal companies.  No 
wonder things are moving slowly. Hazel

2021-01-16 
11:47:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government unfortunately has a very poor track record in 
managing anything (see Eskom, SAA etc). This is an emergency 
and 7me to put ideology aside. Put the people first, and trust 
scien7sts and epidemiologists to guide this process 
professionally (sect and approve which vaccines are best for our 
popula7on; and what's the best strategy medically). 

Let the very capable private sector we do have assist with 
finances and most importantly,  with  distribu7on. Lastly I do not 
trust them to make the correct decisions or to act in a non 
corrupt manner Michal 
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2021-01-16 
08:11:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Main concern is the roll out process. It needs to be address in a 
efficient manner where  the mentality is do or die. Yes have the 
process in place but stop arguing about it. “JUST DO IT”. You are 
not just allowing physical death to creep into all parts of the 
economy you are allowing people who are already suffering of a 
lack confidence, opportunity and hope to die spiritually.  

My second concern is the obvious long term effects as there was 
simply not enough 7me to test all aspects of the vaccine with 
other poten7al chemistry that might cause more problems down 
the line for us. 

conclusion: 
We need to get vaccinated like yesterday not just to be 
vaccinated but the process allows people 
To con7nue with life, fix what is broken and care for loved ones 
without addi7onal stress and concern. Jürgen

2021-01-15 
16:59:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am 100% in favour of rolling out the COVID vaccine and in 
favour of mandatory vaccina7on (except where a specialist 
physician, not a GP, has concerns about vaccine side effects for a 
specific pa7ent). 

The arguments by government against involving the private 
sector in the vaccine effort are ludicrous. The private sector are 
incen7vised to distribute and inoculate as many people as 
possible in order to get a return to normality.  Government is 
not. As long as this crisis exists, ego7s7cal, pompous ministers 
can have conferences where they can be "seen" to be doing 
something, when they most effec7ve thing they could ever do is 
get out of the way. 

Doctors and Clinics have fewer pa7ents 
Hospitals have fewer elec7ve surgeries 
Pharmacies are losing sales 
The public are scared to get their chronic medica7on, resul7ng 
in avoidable illness and death. 

Speed is of the essence. Government speed is an oxymoron. Mar7n

2021-01-15 
16:09:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

In the midst of a pandemic, I find it appalling that government 
will stand in the way of those seeking to access the vaccine 
(specifically medical schemes and companies) through their own 
means. Surely they should welcome others covering the cost of 
vaccina7ng a por7on of SA's ci7zenry, so reducing the number of 
people they will then need to vaccinate. Government's ac7ons 
are par7cularly shameful when one considers it is private 
individuals themselves who would ul7mately be funding their 
own vaccines. 

That private medical aid members are now going to have to 
entrust the premiums they have religiously paid over the years 
to our notoriously corrupt, thieving government is a double 
insult. Already the government is refusing to be transparent 
about how the vaccines will be sourced, financed and 
distributed ... and we must just accept this? 

No, we will not! As taxpayers (who have already through our 
taxes funded most of the Covid relief that has been made 
available) we have the right to dictate who oversees the whole 
roll-out process. INGRID

2021-01-15 
15:35:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe private  en77es, eg. medical aids, corpora7ons, 
pharmacies,  should also be allowed to purchase and distribute 
the vaccine.  This will enhance the roll out programme and ease 
the burden on Government .    I am concerned that, due to high 
levels of cri7cism aimed at Government for slow response to 
vaccine purchase and roll out , Government will take the 
quickest and cheapest op7on, which may offer lower immunity 
than others.    Unfortunately, South Africa comes late to the 
vaccine party and may have to take what it can get. Sharon

2021-01-15 
15:26:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The na7onal government is incapable of delivering on their 
promises in their roll-out plan. 

No transparency. Government will loot the cookie jar once again. 
The Minister of Health and the President have both lied about 
their engagements with suppliers. The DG for Health entrusted 
with nego7a7ng with suppliers in incompetent for the role. 
No involvement at all with other poli7cal par7es. 
No consulta7on with civil society. 
No consulta7on with organised labour. 
Prescrip7ve and monopolis7c strategy. 
Misses opportuni7es to work together with others to ensure 
success. 

Clearly this plan dreamt up by the crooks that run this country is 
doomed to fail. 
I resent that these blind and arrogant so-called "leaders" are 
taking charge of my des7ny with this late, inadequate and poorly 
conceived plan. Alan
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2021-01-15 
14:47:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine roll-out is vital and, were government anywhere 
close to competent, would already be underway. Now 
government is insis7ng on dicta7ng the parameters of the roll-
out and centralising it under its umbrella. We all saw how well 
that worked with PPE procurement, we've all seen how 
ineffec7vely government handles any issue - witness the disaster 
of SOEs, for example. In order for the vaccine roll-out to be 
successful, government must allow private companies to be 
involved, must abandon its autocra7c and illogical tendencies 
and must for once, just once, put the welfare of the na7on 
above the interests of the "rulers" and the poli7cal party that 
succours them. I'm not holding my breath. Dennis

2021-01-15 
14:44:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Front line workers like Drs, nurses, all other hospital staff. Police, 
security guards must first get the vaccine. Not taxi  drivers and 
their commuters. Amanda Jane

2021-01-15 
14:34:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The people who are a som target are being compromised at the 
expense of the masses. 
The masses are not following protocol, and due to inability to 
follow instruc7ons, are constantly causing the rest of S.A. to 
suffer economically. As a business owner, I feel the people who 
are trying veryyyy hard to keep the economy going and people 
earning a living, should get vaccinated as soon as possible, and 
work with the private sector to aid that part. If our medical aids 
are prepared to get involved, seperate to govt they must be 
allowed to do so. 

Dawn

2021-01-15 
14:26:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government may as week have  said nothing about this so 
called “roll out”.   1m or 1.5m doses is a drop of water in the 
bath.  It will do nothing for the rest of us.   It all comes back to 
money and because of the massive, Goliath waste of money the 
government can’t afford to vaccinate the na7on.    My guess is 
that 30/40% can afford to pay for the vaccine so let that happen.  
Those that wish to pay can be less of a burden on the na7on and 
help the na7on move forward in terms of the herd immunity 
they seek. Michael

2021-01-15 
13:56:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

No men7on is made about vaccina7ng people in their 60's and 
older - this sec7on of our popula7on is the most vulnerable to 
death from the virus! David

2021-01-15 
13:45:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government doesn't have the ability to be able to 
manage and distribute the vaccines to the popula7on,  plus how 
much corrup7on and them will occur by them and their cardres. 
The vaccine should be administered and distributed by the 
reputable private health care providers, at a fixed cost to 
everybody who wants to be vaccinated. John 

2021-01-15 
13:17:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a record of mismanagement and corrup7on 
at all levels.  They have bankrupted 9 SOE's and crippled most of 
the services they are supposed to provide.  These include 
educa7on, healthcare, water and sanita7on and more. This is 
well known and therefore they should not have the monopoly to 
rollout vaccines to the ci7zens of the country.  They are simply 
incapable of geing it right and their record speaks for itself.  
There is a risk that millions of ci7zens lives will be at risk if they 
are allowed to con7nue as they plan. 

The private sector should be allowed to procure vaccines as well 
so that private medical aids can buy vaccines and roll them out 
to their members as well as members of the public.  General 
prac77oners and dispensaries should also be able to buy 
vaccines and dispense them to private pa7ents. 
 This may save the government money and take some of the 
load off the public healthcare system. 
The last thing we need is the corrupt ANC government being in 
complete control of such a cri7cal func7on. Kevin

2021-01-15 
12:25:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not need to be "targeted"  at a shopping mall, taxi rank 
etc.... by a government that has proven 7me and 7me again 
incapable of managing any complex process. My medical aid 
should be administering my access to the vaccine through the 
PMB programme, which is already in place and func7oning. 

Alan

2021-01-15 
11:58:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

While I support the roll-out to health workers and essen7al staff, 
I would prefer for the poli7cians to be top of the list.  Amer all, 
should it not be effec7ve we can always appoint more poli7cians 
whereas we have only so many qualified health workers. 

Secondly, the income-producing por7on of the popula7on 
should be next on the list of those who wish to receive 
vaccina7ons as, without them,  what is lem of the economy will, 
most certainly, be gone. Barbara
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2021-01-15 
11:53:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

More work needs to be done to iden7fy at risk groups and target 
those people first for vaccina7on. Simply using age and risk of 
exposure means we run the risk of missing those people who 
actually need the vaccine.  
The vaccine is not a cure, administering it to front line workers 
and people who regularly interact with the public is a very 
misguided no7on.  
A person can s7ll contract the virus and carry it even amer 
vaccina7on, it only serves to lessen the effects of the virus 
symptoms, reducing the likelyhood of cri7cal care, so would in 
effect be completely pointless to administer it to people who are 
not at risk as this would do nothing to slow the spread of the 
virus.  
Instead give it to those who would likely die when contrac7ng it, 
globally, studies have already been concluded which show 
accurate co-morbidi7es, not the thumb sucked WHO 
recommenda7ons.  
Target those who need the vaccine, not those who might spread 
it, because as we've already seen in clinical trials, that doesn't 
happen Kevin

2021-01-15 
11:44:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don't believe the government has the capacity to provide the 
vaccine as proposed. Rather use the current structures to help, 
like they already do. Pharmacies, NGO's , hospitals and doctors. 
They are already used to it. Ilse

2021-01-15 
11:07:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Private acquirement of vaccines should be permiped and yet 
another government monopoly is not free and fair in any way. Rohan

2021-01-15 
10:16:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

True to current state of affairs, government is totally 
incompetent to do this. Large scale corrup7on will take place as 
well. Liret 

2021-01-15 
09:56:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government health care system is already overwhelmed and 
unable to deliver quality, consistent medical services. I 
consequently am concerned about the ability of the government 
to effec7vely execute a vaccina7on program of this size. There 
are thousands of private health care prac77oners throughout 
the country that have capacity, and is well qualified to drive this. Ashton

KwaZulu-Natal 18

2021-01-26 
16:11:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government managing the process is bound to lead to 
problems. The government has not had success in anything they 
overlook. The banning of an alterna7ve tells us they have 
already got an ulterior mo7ve and have found ways to steal from 
the people of South Africa Kerzia

2021-01-25 
05:57:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that the private sector ... companies , ngo’s , labs , 
private hospitals and media loads etc should be allowed to 
procure the vaccine privately and administer. This would assist in 
vaccina7ng more people over a shorter period of 7me .... further 
more  this would kick start the economy quicker as those that 
spend / invest in the economy will have access to the vaccine 
and will con7nue to be economically ac7ve once they receive 
the vaccine .... in addi7on less pressure on government . Roshan

2021-01-22 
14:05:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t doubt for a second that a vaccine will save lives and give 
much needed  protec7on, support and relief to those on the 
frontline with the hope of geing this virus under control. Do I 
believe our government has the adequate infrastructure, 
competence, honesty and integrity to implement a successful 
and ci7zen-serving vaccina7on programme? Not for one second.  
I so badly want to embrace news of the vaccine with relief and 
joy, but unfortunately my trust and respect for the individuals 
tasked with running this country and being the stewards of the 
lives and wellbeing of its people has been irreparably eroded to 
the point of non-existence. In every area of requirement, they 
have failed through rampant, unchecked corrup7on, and their 
sheer incompetence in geing things done. They have had every 
opportunity during this pandemic to step up as a leadership 
team and serve the people who have put them in power. 
Instead, they have chosen to serve themselves and I doubt this 
rollout programme will prove any different. Veronica

2021-01-22 
08:22:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Allow medical aids, pharmacies and medical labs to separately 
secure vaccines from pharmaceu7cals. The pricing issue faced by 
government is less of an issue if the vaccines are going to be sold 
privately. Most private companies will be happy to pay for their 
staff and their respec7ve families.  Medical labs can setup popup 
sta7ons like they're doing for covid tests. Johan

2021-01-21 
14:56:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Should the vaccine cause side effects, especially death. Our 
health care workers will face the wrath and the country in its 
en7rely will suffer. 

We should gather a group of volunteers or poli7cians that cause 
havoc instead of good. Test the success on those willing to do so 
and then rollout the vaccine based on those results.  

We all wish to see the end of this deadly pandemic but at the 
cost of those that have kept our loved ones alive thus far. Karen

2021-01-21 
13:10:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The deputy president is tainted with the securing of payments 
for contracts. Why is he heading such an important project? Why 
is the funding model so hazy? Why is Government funding SAA 
and not puing the money into saving lives par7cularly of the 
poor. Why is there now spa7al analysis framework for the roll 
out of the vaccine ? There needs to be a network analysis and 
framework for hospitals, clinics, doctors etc in rela7on to the 
latest popula7on es7mates. Gerard
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2021-01-18 
10:48:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine roll out should be lem en7rely in the hands of 
professionals in the private sector amer a commipee approved 
by government is appointed and be lem to get on with 
procurement and roll -out . Government should be billed for all 
non medical aid members and the medical aids should cover the 
costs of their members. All South Africans must be considered in 
the role out but the private sector needs to manage it to be 
most effec7ve, government has proved itself incompetent and 
corrupt in the procurement and distribu7on of PPE we cannot 
have the same mistake made again. andrew

2021-01-17 
09:02:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Obviously the first in line should be the healthcare workers then 
it should be given to police and other front line persons then to 
all those that are employed or own a business because our taxes 
are paying for his.  The absolutely last persons who Government 
should even consider is prisoners, I am incensed that murderers,  
rapists and thieves will get the vaccine before me, that seriously 
pisses me off. Let the Bastards die Judy

2021-01-16 
20:04:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the roll out strategy and the control the 
govt is exer7ng over this process. Private medical aid companies 
should be able to make their own decisions for their members. 
In addi7on, urgent roll out of alterna7ves like ivermec7n is 
cri7cal. We need a double strategy: vaccine plus treatments like 
ivermec7n. In addi7on, healthcare workers and the elderly and 
vulnerable should be vaccinated before poli7cians. Carol

2021-01-16 
17:11:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Let private companies bring it in and handle the people that are 
willing to pay, many many people will pay, we just care we get 
the one we want and how quickly we can get it. If companies like 
discovery , clicks , dischem handle it , so many will be vaccinated 
quickly and will be less people for government to worry about 
and pay for Daniel

2021-01-16 
11:40:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government does not have the capacity or the logis7cal 
capability to be effec7ve, they must engage the private sector to 
assit in firstly the purchase of the vaccine and secondly the 
distribu7on. Lastly I do not trust them to make the correct 
decisions or to act in a non corrupt manner Shane

2021-01-15 
21:16:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Willie

2021-01-15 
19:35:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Govt record for providing services is very poor, so why will it 
be different this 7me? The only solu7on I can see is if the 
responsibility is given to private enterprise to manage. I believe 
Clicks and Dischem have offered and I support this. The cold 
chain cannot be broken so facili7es will have to be top notch, 
which these companies can handle. There is a lot of hype around 
the vaccines and the fact that vaccines normally take 5 years for 
all the trials to be conducted, makes this one ques7onable. My 
prayer is that the vaccines will work, because that is the only 
hope for stemming this 7de as I see it.  Harvey

2021-01-15 
14:18:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccina7on programme announced on Wednesday would 
target people at shopping malls, taxi ranks, schools, clinics and 
hospitals. 

What about elderly and other folk who don’t hang-out at these 
places? And which of these venues do they propose to 
priori7se? 

I don’t believe that this government has the capablilty to 
manage this vaccina7on programme. It should not be lem in 
their hands only. Na7onal retailers like Clicks and  have offered 
to help with the distribu7on. There should be alterna7ve 
channels of distribu7on for the public. Doug

2021-01-15 
12:41:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the poli7cal elite in SA, remember the PPE fraud. 
Can you please put the ci7zenry first.  I hate to know what fraud 
is going to occur with the vaccine roll out Julie

2021-01-15 
12:40:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccine is the only hope but unless the government REALLY 
involves the resources of the private sector, the implementa7on 
of the rollout will be either an absolute disaster or exceedingly 
slow (which is much the same thing) .  This includes freeing the 
private sector to procure, transport, store and administer the 
vaccine.  What possible reason can there be for not fully using 
every resource that is available? Rob

2021-01-15 
10:59:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do support a roll-out of the vaccine but not just by government.  
Once again decisions are made not with the south African 
people in mind, because if they did they would allow Medical 
aids, Hospitals, Clinics and Business to procure  the vaccine. As a 
owner of a small business if my staff came to me and said can 
you get the vaccine we don't trust the government I would say 
yes, by the way I think 80% of South Africans don't trust the ANC 
government they just to scared to say so and are manipulated 
and payed to follow them. 

To me and many other people black and white see this decision 
that has been made is just one more instrument for the ANC 
cronies  to steal the money just like the 500B last year and from 
the last 26 years.   THIS DECISION STINKS OF 
CORRUPTION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

We have a system in place they could us the script you get from 
a doctor and set up a registry, so if I want to procure the vaccine 
I register on line with all my details  then you get sent a 
cer7ficate , then you take that to a doctor, Clinic, Medical Aid or 
Government Hospital and they will give it to you and they fill the 
rest of the informa7on on line using you cert number and ID 
number. this would be a fully automated system on line it 
generates the cert numbers and links it to the ID number that 
way it will stop the corrup7on and duplica7on. Chris
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2021-01-15 
08:59:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government and the NCCC are controlled by poli7cally corrupt 
people with personal agendas. 
The Private sector must have access to vaccines and the right to 
procure them. 

Rob
Mpumalanga 7

2021-01-26 
15:26:16

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The mo7ve of the government is to make sure black companies 
are the only companies to be able to control and cell the 
vaccines! It is  disgraceful  and I am 7red of this. Before 94  the 
country was runned by people with proud and worked for small 
salaries in government but now they earn big salaries but the 
country is falling apart, all the government departments is a 
disgrace while incompetent people are employed and no white 
people get jobs who can help to get this country back to its 
formal state!! But no you will rather see this country on its knees 
and poor people suffer more from it and s7ll blame us whites!!! 
You are in charge and you stuffed up this country so I will not get 
the vaccine from a Bee company sorry, will by from white people 
only!!! Nico

2021-01-19 
15:53:22

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Why do the government s7ll do business with the (Guptas) ? Lourens 

2021-01-19 
11:30:23

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Effec7ve of the vaccine ? Have it really been tested? 

Can government really roll out the correct vaccine and on 7me? 
While they failing on delivering text books and flushable toilets 
in rural areas?  

Why can’t they allow medical aids and private companies to 
procure the vaccine? Anonymous 

2021-01-18 
16:26:37

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Sandile

2021-01-17 
07:34:04

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

  All other vaccines are available at public and private medical 
facili7es, why not this one as well??? Government does not have 
the financial means to procure more vaccines. Why not allow 
private hospitals to also buy vaccines? Instead they are asking 
the private sector to sponsor them?? This simply does not make 
sense and shows that the government want to control their 
ci7zens, not help them. Also, the majority of ci7zens using public 
health facili7es are from the poorer communi7es (and voters for 
the current governing party). Meaning we as tax payers (who 
helps to fund the vaccines), are being prejudiced and the 
freedom to use the medical facility of our choice are infringed. I 
also have a huge issue that they intend to vaccinate at schools 
(minor children). I will most definitely not allow my children to 
be vaccinated without me being present. Annelien

2021-01-17 
06:37:21

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

All good and well, but why does government want to control the 
vaccines that is bought and distributed, there are companies like 
Discovery and others that also wanted to acquire vaccines but 
were not allowed to? Is this just another way like the first 
financial assistance only to black businesses last year? 
The majority of the “ herd” being vaccinated first! Henk

2021-01-16 
07:24:15

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Daar was al soveel korrupsie in Suid-Afrika. Entstof moet deur 
die privaasektor beheer word en mediese fondse moet ook 
beheer kry vir hulle lede. Die regering moet verantwoordelikheid 
vat vir die res.  Ent ekononomies ak7ewe persone eerste. Sodat 
ekonomie kan herstel. Albert 

Eastern Cape 8

2021-01-24 
08:35:27

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The total in efficiency of government to run any project 
successfully to conclusion . We do not have to look beyond  the 
state of our SOE. There seems to be liple or no interest in the 
way things con7nue to go from bad to  worse .  My concern is 
that  this project needs to be completed  swimly in order to 
ensure maximum benefit in terms of effec7veness  and 
establishing  herd immunity. 

John

2021-01-23 
03:17:04

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment are incompetent and corrupt .This has already been 
handled in true ANC fashion.Late coming to the party and now 
standing hat in hand pleading poverty.I do not trust them or 
believe that they have an inkling of how to handle the 
procurement or roll out of the vaccine This should be handed 
over to the private sector with minimal input from 
them .Guaranteed there are already shady dealings in place and 
no thought to how their procras7na7on and complete lack of 
regard for this country or its ci7zens  has decimated this country 
on top of the pandemic we face.If we rely on them then we will 
honestly have nothing lem to salvage from the wreck.So no 
thanks to their haphazard approach to anything at all Please 
remove this responsibility from their incapable hands joshua

2021-01-18 
10:33:33

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a long history of corrup7on and 
maladministra7on in every single SOE there is therefore no way 
we should all as a country be completely dependant of them to 
exclusively obtain and distribute the vaccine. The have already 
shown their complete inep7tude to do this by not securing 
vaccines earlier and in sufficient quan77es. The proof is that SA 
did not get any of the vaccines produces in Port Elizabeth. 
Therefore, medical aids, hospitals and provincial government 
should be free to secure and administer vaccines independently 
from the na7onal government. Brep

2021-01-17 
09:38:17

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I would give vaccine to the Private sector we are going to get 
curup7on from government side Rodney 

2021-01-16 
14:48:39

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Heidi
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2021-01-16 
10:02:50

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am prepy sure the government rollout will have big errors. e.g. 
breaking of the cold chain during delivery. The private sector 
must be free to organise their vaccine rollout Rudi

2021-01-15 
17:58:41

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

South Africa was far too slow in procuring the vaccine/s.  
Necessary preparatory work and logis7cs are completely 
inadequate - insufficient intelligent planning. 
To be realis7c, how long is it going to take government to 
vaccinate 67% of the popula7on? And with the current vaccines 
everyon has to have TWO shots!  It is going to take years. Paul

2021-01-15 
09:46:56

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccines have to be transported in a very specific way and 
the cold chains may not be broken. I do not trust the 
government to ensure the correct transporta7on and guarantee 
effec7veness of vaccine. Unfortunately they do not have the 
discipline to enforce it.  The STATE workers in general do not 
understand the importance of this and I fear vaccines will be 
wasted. Cobie

North West 3

2021-01-18 
15:44:33

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

To achieve overall herd immunity the SA Gov must procure 80 
million doses of the Astra Zeneca two-dose vaccine.  

The current statement that Government has sourced 1,5 million 
doses would only cover 750000 people or 1% of the objec7ve. 
The 20 million doses being discussed will only achieve 
vaccina7ons for 25% of the popula7on.   

The lack of a full procurement plan is alarming, but assuming 
that 80 million doses are eventually procured the Government 
will require a far more robust and scien7fic distribu7on and 
vaccina7on plan than their current vague proposal.  

They would be well advised to study the Israel and UK 
vaccina7on programmes and to engage with the private sector 
for logis7cal assistance. 

Jim

2021-01-18 
08:27:16

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be privately securable also.   
We have 65 employees in the essen7al services and project 
management field. As employers we should be able to buy 
vaccines for our staff who wants to be vaccinated.  
Also as business owners we contribute to the employment 
numbers in the country, many businesses will not con7nue to 
operate if business owners pass away. It is impera7ve that 
business owners also be able to purchase the vaccine should 
they want to.  
  

Antoinepe

2021-01-16 
18:35:01

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the manour the vaccine will be 
distributed. Will it be an elec7on aid to rally votes to the ruling 
party?  It seems like the anc has only one agenda to get votes. 

Rob
Northern Cape 1

2021-01-18 
12:50:25

Norther
n Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out must be done by u7lizing the exis7ng medical 
structures, like medical aids. The government cannot do this on 
it's own. They have proved themselves as just to slow and 
inefficient and unfortunately I think corrup7on will be evident 
again. Officials "selling" vaccine to people who are open to 
bribery.  This is sad, but I have to set my expecta7on on the 
current manor in which things are done in this country. Re7ef

Limpopo 1

2021-01-18 
11:08:14 Limpopo Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I support the roll out by government but I do not support 
government to be the sole supplier of  the vaccine.  The privete 
sector should also be allowed to buy vaccine. Lionel

Free State 5
2021-01-18 
09:46:43

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Mense met allergie" het glo probleme met die entstof Carel

2021-01-16 
09:03:16

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Die privaat sektor moet ook die reg hê om die vaksine aan te 
koop en te versprei. Sou hulle nie ingeperk gewees het sou ons 
al in 2020 vaksines in Suid Afrika gehad het. Die regering het al 
oor en oor vir 26 jaar bewys hulle is oneffek7ef en kan publieke 
gesondheid nie bestuur al kry hulle alreeds biljoene uit belas7ng 
betalers elke jaar Jan-Casper

2021-01-16 
08:02:34

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government must allow the private sector to also import 
and distribute the vaccine; that way more people will be 
vaccinated quicker. But they probably want the monopoly so 
that they can con7nue to steal and exercise corrupt prac7ces. Jeanne

2021-01-15 
11:30:55

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

:1. Waarom wil die regering n monopolie op invoer van vaksien 
he ?   Het die ANC geld nodig vir die verkiesing ?  Nou wil hulle 
dit steel van die belas7ngbetalers 

2. Ek het geen vertroue in vaksienes wat uit Rusland en China 
ingevoer gaan word nie  en sal weier om dit te gebruik 

3. Laat farmaseu7ese maatskappye  asook Mediese fondse toe 
om vaksienes in te voer en te verkoop   Daar sal baie mense 
wees wat sal betaal  vir die inen7ng   Dit verlig die druk op staats 
instellings en die belas7ngbetaler 

4. Hou sommer ook op om die ekonomie te kniehalter met 
onsinnige lockdown regulasies waarin daar geen logika is nie Jacobus

2021-01-15 
07:11:48

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Prisoners should get the vaccine last Redgi

employed individual 338
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 175
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2021-02-09 
06:13:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With the latest news on how the wrong kind of vaccine was 
acquired and that they underes7mated the expiry date of the 
vaccine, is enough proof to see that our government is incapable 
of doing this roll-out. I believe private organiza7ons (preferably 
NPO's) needs to take over from the government if they ever 
want to vaccinate anyone. Arno

2021-01-30 
19:54:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The SA government has let down the ci7zens of this country 
7me and 7me again. Even during the pandemic we have 
constantly read of corrup7on with respect to TERS, PPE, SASSA, 
etc. Why would I trust this government to do any beper with the 
dispensing of the vaccine...??!!  

I would prefer that I get my vaccine from the private sector 
instead. 

I stand certain that even during the mass rollout of the vaccine, 
there will most definately be some form of corrup7on involved... Devan

2021-01-28 
15:47:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines should be given to the working class people before the 
elderly so that we can go out and boost the economy and that 
businesses can begin to open again . It is the younger people 
that expose the older in their homes . Crissalda 

2021-01-26 
19:40:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government should have the private sector assist. Johanna

2021-01-26 
17:04:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I Believe free market principles should apply and the private 
sector should be allowed to procure and distrubute the vaccine. 

I will even be willing to pay a extra premuim on top off,to 
subsidise less fortunate people. 

Johann

2021-01-26 
16:29:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government needs to have an effec7ve documented plan. 

South Africans can go to their vo7ng sta7ons and get vaccinated. 
The vo7ng register will be used for this. A proper record will 
ensure that all registered and documented South Africans are 
vaccinated.  

Underage Children will take birth cer7ficates for vaccina7on and 
go to their vo7ng sta7ons with their parents/rela7ves.  

Foreigners that are in the Country legally must bring their proper 
documents to the nearest vo7ng sta7ons for vaccina7on. 

Non South Africans that are in the  Country illegally must go to 
police sta7ons for vaccina7on they must take along their 
passports. They must be vaccinated and taken back to their 
countries. 

Undocumented people will be iden7fied and they must go back 
to their countries. Doreen 

2021-01-26 
14:16:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Poor planning, 

Did not see this as an urgent maper, thats why there is a delay. Coenraad

2021-01-26 
11:31:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I want to be vaccinated as soon as possible and am happy to pay 
for my vaccina7on  and buy (directly not through tax) 
vaccina7ons for others. 
I see no reason why private sector, medical aids and the like cant 
help government with this by allowing those that can  afford to 
pay for vaccina7ons and want  themselves do so and alleviate 
the pressure on the state.  It makes no sense. 
I'm worried about corrup7on and government officials geing 
kickbacks off these programs. 
I'm also worried that they don't get it done quickly enough.  
Really think like a captain on a ship poli7cians and officials 
involved in procurement should get the vaccine last to keep 
them incen7vized in geing this done properly and 7mely cathryn

2021-01-26 
10:15:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Really, I do not think that I should comment hereon.   
Corrup7on, benefits to only BEE candidates etc.  I think that this 
should be rolled out rather by the private sector who is much 
more efficient and who we s7ll have trust in! Nicky

2021-01-26 
09:38:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out should not just be done by government due to the 
lack of infrastructure and reach. Clayton

2021-01-26 
06:08:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven to be very inept and corrupt at delivery 
of such projects.  
I feel people lives may be affected by government inefficiency. Solly

2021-01-25 
20:07:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not support the fact that prisoners are planned to get the 
vaccine before law abiding ci7zens.  

I fully support the use of the covid vaccine and I cannot wait 
un7l my family receive theirs. 

I would rather receive my vaccine from private medical aids. Samantha

2021-01-25 
14:00:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

WHY DO THE GOVERNMENT HAVE SOLE MANDATE ON THE ROLL 
OUT?  
WE ALL KNOW THEY ARE NOT CAPABLE TO BE HONEST WITH 
THIS.  
WHY DONT THEY WANT THE PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVED??? 
IT WILL ALSO GET STOLEN LIKE THE FOOD PARCELS BY THE FAT 
CATS, AND WONT REACH THE COMMUNITIES IT IS MEANT FOR! ELZABE 

2021-01-25 
11:22:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The fact that they want it to be rolled out to Black owned 
companies only... Means it will be friends of friends in 
government again... Huge corrup7on again... But in the 
mean7me its people's life that will be lost. Edwin 
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2021-01-25 
10:28:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think that the vaccine roll out should be managed by a joint 
commipee of private and government shareholders to ensure no 
corrup7on, them etc. I also do not believe that prisoners should 
receive the vaccine before the tax payers who are paying for the 
vaccine Pippa 

2021-01-25 
06:05:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The current roll out plan leaves us once again with a poten7al 
for corrup7on within the ANC government. They have never 
successfully completed anything of this kind before why not 
allow healthcare professional bodies like medical aids to 
administer to their members. Why can't the individual with the 
means to purchase the vaccine independently of the Totalitarian 
Government. I would certainly ask my medical aid to purchase 
on my behalf Vaccine for my family and our domes7cs families 
thus reducing the cost to the government thus allowing them to 
provide for those who don't have the means. My cons7tu7onal 
right is to look amer my family, protect them and keep them safe 
this right is being denied by the government.    Robert

2021-01-24 
20:31:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the roll out will become poli7cized the 
same way the Government has poli7cized the Corona Virus 
pandemic and used it to score votes with the majority poor. It 
needs to be done in a competent way in order to achieve the 
desired outcome without corrup7on and poli7cs taking over.  Mercy

2021-01-24 
11:19:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The normal “non-essentail” tax paying ci7zen is nowhere on the 
list to receive the vaccine. The work force that keeps the 
economy (barely) afloat, this work force that pays ALL the tax 
income for SA (+/- 5% of the popula7on) they are LAST in the 
queue for vaccina7on - Excluding the medical prac77oners. So 
my ques7on is, why are the people who are paying for the 95% 
of the countries vaccines not even allowed to receive it 
themselves? If the tax paying work force is not protected from 
the virus, they can not carry the economy. Our economy cannot 
survive with only healthy / alive prisoners, pensioners and 
teachers (low income). And by the 7me the people who are 
contribu7ng to the economy are allowed to receive the vaccine, 
majority of those people will be too sick to work or worse, dead. 
You can’t get tax from a dead person! 
Note: the only thing I agree with is that the health-care workers 
are vaccinated first, the problem lays there amer. Bianca

2021-01-22 
19:33:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lauren

2021-01-22 
17:42:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Stop the stranglehold of the government on procurement. Allow 
the private sector to procure vaccines. Let the mines, Dis-chem, 
the medical aids and private companies buy the approved 
vaccines.  
 The government has to stop trying to control procurement and 
roll-out. Let the markets play a role as well.  Fran

2021-01-22 
16:04:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe the govt is equipped to effec7vely without 
corrup7on implement the ro out plan. Let the professionals, 
handle it Glynnis

2021-01-22 
13:07:08 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As a member of a Private Medical Aid, I would be very happy to 
personally pay for a vaccine veped by Discovery Health, and in 
the fees payable, subsidise the cost for another persons 
vaccina7on.  

I unfortunately do not have faith that Government can 
successfully roll out the desperately needed vaccine program to 
get the country to a state of herd immunity & would far rather 
be able to make the choice for myself as I already pay for private 
medical care.  

I also want a team of Doctors and Scien7sts selec7ng the 
vaccines on offer rather than corrupt Government officials. Elizabeth 

2021-01-22 
11:36:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government CORRUPTION!!!!!!!!!!!!! Jan

2021-01-22 
11:33:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment should allow medical aid schemes and private 
en77es to procure vaccines for their members and themselves 
and their employees. The sooner more vaccines are procured 
and administered, the beper. With Goverment there will be 
delays, corrup7on, mismanagement, etc. and the people will 
suffer as a result and more people will die that could have been 
prevented. Why they feel they have to be the sole procurer and 
supplier, I have no idea. I assume it is just to provide a way for 
them to loot and self-enrich so much more. Riana

2021-01-22 
09:27:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Given the extent of corrup7on and greed in SA, the government 
should allow the IEC and private healthcare  business sector to 
roll out and provide vaccines across the country. The IEC has the 
popula7on data and knowledge of seing up electorial sta7ons 
across the country which could be easily replicated for logis7cal 
purposes. The private healthcare companies have trained staff 
ready and available to administer the vaccines and the process 
will be cost effec7ve and transparent.  If the government does 
not allow the private sector to administer the vaccines, the cost 
and 7me to recruit and train people, for the sake of crea7ng 
employment, is a huge error of judgement. The vaccine 
programme will be the differn7al between  1st and 3rd world 
countries,  where 3rd world countries will drama7cally fall 
behind to the detriment if it's people, healthcare workers and 
business sector. Let's make South Africa great  by rolling out an 
efficient, transparent and fast vaccine programme to the benefit 
of alk it's people. Sharon 
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2021-01-22 
07:25:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We as ci7zens have to sit and watch how our government openly 
STEALS all the money in any situa7on, we see how they start 
selec7ng sub-par products in all work areas just to make a quick 
buck on the side. 

How are we supposed to trust a government like this? Now amer 
you have looted the money meant to aid for the needy you 
expect the people once again to foot the bill for another loo7ng 
spree?  

If they are so confident and eager why not take the vaccine 
themselves and we will watch them suffer from the side effects 
first since they have no inten7on of looking at other viable 
op7ons that actually has success rates like Ivermec7n. They only 
intend to s7ck to the vaccine road since they can make money 
out of that. Our government does not have the people in mind 
when they do anything except when they can make money. I am 
DEEPLY ashamed of our government and they total lack of 
humanity they have. Elmarie

2021-01-22 
01:01:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think all is well with the roll-out, but they should start  giving 
the vaccines in the hot spot areas to try to stop most infec7ons. 

Also why can't the Private Sector assist? It will go faster. 

Please look at Ivermec7n  as seen in a leper from  a doctor, 
signed by other doctors to stop the death rate since other lands 
use it. Magda

2021-01-21 
17:53:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

They stalled when ordering the vaccine last year, then lied to us 
as to the delay and blamed 1st World countries for purchasing 
all the stock. How can we trust the informa7on that we receive 
from Government as it changes daily. How affec7ve is the 
vaccine, what about the side effects and how will they cope with 
the roll out if they are short staffed with health professionals? 
How should we trust the army and or the police that will be 
assigned to assist with the vaccina7on of the popula7on if they 
already treat ci7zens poorly? Where will the vaccine be stored if 
our health systems are not equipped to currently operate 
correctly or not opera7onal at all ? Why not include the younger 
work force in the first phase of the vaccine process as they need 
to be out and working as our economy is already suffering Janine 

2021-01-21 
17:12:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Frontline workers and teachers should be first  to receive the 
vaccine as they deal with a mul7tude of possible infec7ons on a 
daily basis. Sanmarie

2021-01-21 
16:49:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private vaccine roll out should be allowed. Tax payers under 60 
will be some of the last to receive the vaccine. I would prefer to 
go direct and obtain the vaccine via my medical aid.  Criminals 
have more privilege in terms of vaccine than us as tax payers. 
People who cannot afford the vaccine should then follow the 
government roll out plans. I also don't want government to have 
the monopoly for the vaccine roll out. Miguel

2021-01-21 
12:20:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that the rollout will be monitored correctly as 
the people that will be appointed to do this, will not be 
educated enough about what they must do, what ques7ons 
should first be asked, and whether they will even take note of 
what is answered. We have seen this with Covid tests, they are 
not done correctly, and therefore we have such a high rate of 
incorrect results. What will happen with the vaccines once they 
arrive in South Africa is another concern as I cannot see that we 
have the infrastructure to keep the vaccines at the correct 
temperatures and what help will that be as they will be 
ineffec7ve.  I need the vaccine as I would love to travel to see my 
children in the UK again, but what will it help if I get the vaccine 
and it is of no use to me. I really think that the planning, arrival 
and then distribu7on is of huge concern. We couldn't rollout the 
protec7ve clothing, water tanks etc out correctly, how will we be 
managing the vaccines. Marion

2021-01-21 
12:01:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccine roll out at malls & taxi ranks is NOT priority. Tax payers 
who are contribu7ng to the economy (and paying for the vaccine 
in SA) should be a priority amer health workers, emergency 
services (police, army, fire fighters), teachers. Tax payers need 
the vaccine to ensure that they do not get the virus and lose 
work 7me due to quaran7ne or isola7on from the work place. 
Workers/tax payers are following all regula7ons at work, but taxi 
ranks & malls are not adequately policed & it is here where 
regula7ons w.r.t. to the Na7onal Disaster Management are not 
being followed. If someone cannot follow simple regula7ons 
w.r.t. social distancing & wearing a mask, then they should be at 
the back of the queue for the vaccine Suzanne

2021-01-21 
10:07:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should make decision in parliament and 
currently the roll-out and appointment is made in the ANC party. 
corrup7on has exploded during Covid and s7ll this allows the 
ANC to con7nue with corrup7on. you must remember the ANC 
is bankrupt and they are going use this roll-out to fund the ANC 
at the expense of all South Africans and there health.  

This must be stopped. Dona

2021-01-21 
09:14:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All frontline employees should be first in line, followed by the 
elderly and most vulnerable members of the popula7on-
regardless of social economic group.  
All vaccina7ons should be carried out in health care premises or 
specially selected mass vaccina7on centers. 
Under no circumstances should the vaccine be made available 
for the “wealthy” to purchase and therefore queue jump. Valerie

2021-01-21 
07:40:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am comcerned that people at taxi ranks and shopping malls 
take priority over the old age and children. I believe all health 
workers and essen7al service workers should be first in line. Melissa
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2021-01-21 
00:32:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

TOP CONCERNS:  
Corrup7on and Them of the solidarity fund meant for vaccine 
procurements - without accountability  

Burdening the small popula7on of tax payers with tax increases 
to make up the short fall and charging them again for the actual 
vaccine  

Prisoners who broke laws of the Republic are priori7sed over the 
law abiding and tax paying ci7zens. Prisoners deserve to be in 
the fourth 7er behind the general public. Do Vax prison workers, 
do not priori7se over tax payers. Prisoners are a burden on the 
state as it is Donova 

2021-01-20 
23:13:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This will never happen, as lot in the government are either 
incompetant, or a lot of thieves. The vaccines will get stolen, and 
the liple bit that's lem will not be administrated as the people is 
to incompetant. This is a pipedream.  

Also, the fact that countries have to buy the vaccine, shows  that  
the world and the world health organisa7on is not serious about 
the virus, and it is only a money making scam. If they were 
serious, the vaccine  would have been issued to the en7re world 
for free, or they would have let China pay. Manie

2021-01-20 
18:49:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Zanele

2021-01-20 
16:45:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The people that were not taken into account are as follows: 
The people with underlying condi7ons  
The Pastors and people who minister during the bereavement of 
those who lost the rela7ve or their bread winner, 
I believe as a community we should not lose our dignity as 
people. Michael

2021-01-20 
07:12:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Poli7cians must also be part of the group that will be vaccinated. 
Be an example of the na7on and must be done publicly by a 
form of being televised.  

In that way most people  might follow. Jeanie

2021-01-19 
22:51:11 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please allow the medical aids to import the Moderna and Pfizer 
vaccines for their clients. Just as the private sector has helped do 
much of the COVID tes7ng, so would this help the country reach 
herd immunity faster. The mRNA vaccines are very effec7ve and 
taxpayers should have the choice to use them. 

Also, PLEASE, whatever you do, use the AztraZenneca vaccine 
instead of the other Indian one that uses very outdated 
technology and has a higher risk of developing auto-immune 
disease. Paul
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2021-01-19 
17:01:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need a vaccine. 
But they way the govt handles things makes me a liple bit 
worried about geing it / the roll out. I will not take  government 
procured vaccine.  
I believe that medical aids and private companies should be 
allowed to procure and roll out the vaccine and decide on its 
own cost.  
a) This will take pressure off the government with regard to 
funding but will also go a small way to decreasing fraud and 
corrup7on (I mean everything they do is rife with it!) 
b) The second dose has to be administered at the same venue 
within a certain 7me frame, this will again help the government 
to reduce errors on this. I've been to government clinics, amer 
you wait for 2 hours for the Drs and nurses and staff to show up 
for whatever opening 7me they feel like, you then have to wait 
for prayers and such rubbish. There is no appointment 7me and 
if you miss your day you lose your day off work. Also I have seen 
vaccina7ons being stored in styrofoam boxes not in temperature 
controlled fridges so the vaccine may not even work for these 
poor people. 
c) 40 million doses is actually 80million injec7ons, even at 260 
days a year that is about 308,000 injec7ons a day. Surely any 
help the government can get it, should take? 
d) The government could even tell private firms and medical aids 
that they have to vaccinate the people working for their 
members too. This will again take strain off the clinics. 

No one should be forced to receive an injec7on at a taxi rank! 
That is just ridiculous! 
a) The taxi ranks are probably spreading the virus, most taxi 
drivers do not wear masks  - you can see them as they drive 
passed you on the road and they have been in contact with 
hundreds of people a day. 
b) Taxi ranks are NEVER clean and hygienic. It is always lipered 
with rubbish and people peeing in corners. How can this be a 
sterile environment for an injec7on? 
c) It has to be an extra sterile place as many of our people have 
HIV/AIDs and we cannot afford for there to be any mix ups and 
transmit that from 1 person to the next either! 
d) How will they manage the second dose? Even if you have the 
card you need to have the second injec7on from THE SAME 
MANUFACTURER with the matching batch otherwise it might not 
be as effec7ve and then MORE people will get sick! the date and 
7mes need to be managed carefully! Many people are geing 
sick from the second injec7on overseas so you want them to 
have the injec7on and then go to work for the rest of the day 
like normal?? 
e) If the queues get too long there will be mass gatherings and 
people will rather go to work than stand in a queue all day! 

Lastly, where is this money coming from? Why bail out a 
company like SAA (I will not fly with them as they do not have 
transparent pricing and I always feel like they are trying to make 
me pay as much as possible,) with bad business prac7ces, that is 
haemorrhaging tax payers money but now you can't pay for the 
vaccine for the people? If all the people die NOONE can use SAA 
anyway! Take money from SAA I say! Aimee

2021-01-19 
14:06:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should be completely transparent about the 
process. 
Private companies should be allowed to procure the vaccine. 
Those who recovered from COVID-19 have an7bodies already - 
leave them at first. 
Run An7body Tests first - for those who didn't get sick. Leave 
those ones also at first. 
Then roll out to most vulnerable groups. 
The vaccines SHOULD be safe. 
Should NOT be mandatory. If all info is made available to the 
public, the public must be allowed to decide for themselves.  
Schools then have to remain OPEN. 
Masks shouldn't have to be mandatory.  

As a side note: for heaven's sake stop with ridiculous regula7ons 
such as those that force people off of sunny beaches with 
saltwater oceans and into crammed malls. Carin

2021-01-19 
13:34:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow private sector to also procure and distribute, to improve 
scale Inepe

2021-01-19 
11:23:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government have not sown the country they are capable of 
doing anything effec7vely and efficiently and now want to try 
use this as yet just another way to push their poli7cal agenda's. 
All we have seen is corrup7on and abuse of power , what will 
make this any different? They really don't actually care and if 
they did they would take every step to get as many private and 
public companies involved in assis7ng in geing this done 
properly. But hey lets see who will vote for them when all their 
supporters are dead! Dianne

2021-01-19 
09:16:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust anything that is done by government or its 
employees. The storage of the vaccines are very important. 
Government has not demonstrated that they can be trusted  - 
they are corrupt and ineffec7ve.  Will only take vaccine if 
administered by private sector. karen

2021-01-18 
22:05:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Channe
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2021-01-18 
20:12:39 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel the government has not explained exactly how each 
variant of the vaccine works and how they will rolled out.  Will 
they be stored and transported correctly? Is it a once off vaccine 
and what are he detailed side effects?  Will it be like the flu 
vaccine and will it con7nuously change and if so how will the 
government be able to manage this.  Secondly how are we all 
paying for this it took years and years and government s7ll 
doesn't pay for all children's vaccines.  Will this affect our 
medical aids etc.    
Too many ques7ons not enough answers. Sherril

2021-01-18 
19:23:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that government should rethink their roll-out plan in 
terms of who gets the vaccine first. 
Agreed health care workers should be the first to get the 
vaccines. 
Amer that is essen7al workers. This should include teachers. 
They are essen7al for schools to remain open so children can get 
an educa7on nd parents can go to work. 
How is it that people in prisons are geing the vaccine before 
the majority of the popula7on. So to get the vaccine earlier I 
should commit a crime? This is obscene.  Leanie

2021-01-18 
18:53:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It doesn't seem like there is a properly formulated plan (ie at taxi 
ranks, randomly? That sounds like a casual discussion more than 
a proper business plan). Healthcare workers first, immuno-
compromised second, elderly third. If we have 40 million people 
and 20 million vaccines there needs to be beper thought around 
how this gets rolled out. Karen

2021-01-18 
18:49:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government My concern is that the vaccine roll-out is not managed properly. Marelize

2021-01-18 
18:45:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has no solid plan, nor can it effec7vely manage 
(by its own proof of mismanagement of every other roll out of 
anything). 

Cost to the taxpayers is also a massive issue, as well as the fact 
that we are sourcing from too few op7ons and doing so way to 
late in the game. Eran

2021-01-18 
17:40:22 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Since the start of the Lockdown Level 5 in 2020, we have seen 
government fail to reach those in need, distribute funds and PPE 
effec7vely and speedily. 
We have also heard first hand from Dr Mkhize and President 
Ramaphosa that there has been extensive fraud and 
mismanagement of funds within government, the UIF and Dept 
of social development. 

Government should not be solely in charge of the tes7ng and 
roll-out of any vaccines, nor should they prevent the purchasing 
and distribu7on of the vaccine by private enterprise. We are in a 
pandemic and they should be working with private enterprises 
and medical schemes to have a vaccine made available to more 
people, quicker as well as decentralise tes7ng, the 
administra7on of medicine etc. Bronwyn

2021-01-18 
16:26:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our Government is not clear on the amount of doses, the 7me 
frames, who will be vaccinated, how the vaccina7on will be 
administered and by whom. Hospitals and clinics cannot manage 
their Herculean task. The list goes on.

Clifford 
Johannes

2021-01-18 
15:41:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Mariepe

2021-01-18 
15:19:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How long will 
it take for us 
to get the 
vaccina7ons, 
will they be 
effec7ve, 
who will pay - 
many other 
ques7ons to 
be answered

2021-01-18 
14:10:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am greatly concerned about the government's ability to 
organise such a massive distribu7on, when they were uperly 
incompetent at distribu7ng much needed financial relief, and 
food parcels, during the ini7al lockdown. The amount of 
corrup7on that went on, was astronomical and grossly shameful. 
This government has not shown that they are capable of 
effec7vely rolling out a na7on-wide vaccine program.  
I am also greatly concerned that none of the private medical aid 
firms have been allowed to directly engage with the vaccine 
manufacturers. 
I do not believe that the SA government is capable of ensuring 
that ci7zens get access to the vaccine, within a reasonable 7me 
frame. Des

2021-01-18 
13:47:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Lack of trust in procurement systems, process and engagement 
with non-ANC aligned organisa7ons. Beverly

2021-01-18 
13:29:39 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The concern is transparency on their rollout plan , this goes back 
to PPE procuments mess that had SIU inves7ga7ng the covid 19 
procurement processes , we need all goverment spheres to play 
oversight role on this Vaccine rollout plan ,,Presidency and 
health need to be accountable to Parliament when spending Tax 
payers money 20 mil is a lot of doses   
involve relevant stakeholders like they did with PPE's ,all leaders 
of poli7cal par7es need to play a role on this whole things ,that's 
my 2 cent of advise to President Ramaphosa and his entourage. Danny

2021-01-18 
12:53:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1,5 million vaccines when we need 40 million is a drop in the 
ocean and will not help our situa7on here, we need lots more! Pam

2021-01-18 
12:53:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1,5 million vaccines when we need 40 million is a drop in the 
ocean and will not help our situa7on here, we need lots more! Pam

2021-01-18 
12:53:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1,5 million vaccines when we need 40 million is a drop in the 
ocean and will not help our situa7on here, we need lots more! Pam
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2021-01-18 
12:53:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1,5 million vaccines when we need 40 million is a drop in the 
ocean and will not help our situa7on here, we need lots more! Pam

2021-01-18 
12:43:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Werner

2021-01-18 
12:37:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government not to be trusted,  corrupt, lazy and ineffec7ve. G

2021-01-18 
11:32:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow private firms to also purchase addi7onal vaccines to get 
popula7on immuniza7on at a greater speed. 
If Discovery, Clicks and or Dischem can get addi7onal vaccines 
allow them to. Jared

2021-01-18 
11:11:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This government has proven that it can't be relied upon to 
deliver any service of quality. The private sector should also be 
allowed to acquire and distribute the vaccine Albie

2021-01-18 
10:44:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Due to high government corrup7on levels, the vaccine roll-out 
will not happen 7meously. Rather implement that the private 
sector and government work together to con7nue with the roll-
out. 
Government should not have the monopoly. Melissa

2021-01-18 
10:23:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our healthcare system has proven that it is not ready for 
Pandemics like the covid 19, so Government must just accept 
the assistance of the private sector. There must draw up 
whatever condi7ons that best work for the people at large, Amer 
all this madness our government must revisit the Health budget 
and try and see why its not efficient and how can this be solved. Samukelisiwe

2021-01-18 
10:13:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines have to be tested over long periods, and I feel that this 
is being rushed, and will not be effec7ve, and from what I've 
seen today, people have died who have taken it in other 
countries. 
Also only the government is involved of sourcing the vaccine, so 
we just know, there will be corrup7on involved. 
Also this virus is muta7ng, so a par7cular vaccine isn't going to 
work, it is what's causing the muta7on. 
Something has to be found to stop the virus infiltra7ng human 
cells, and its not something that will be done quickly. 
We can only use common sense, to prevent the spread, which 
currently isn't happening, as the current government hasn't a 
clue what they are doing. On top of which our economy is being 
destroyed, and in my opinion purposely.   
Un7l the loo7ng, corrup7on and lack of forward thinking is 
stopped, there is no way of stopping this, or the complete 
ruina7on of this once amazing country. 

Gregory

2021-01-18 
09:59:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am deeply concerned that the roll-out as outlined by the 
government is not achievable - the numbers of jabs that would 
be required per day are just too great. 

I am also very worried about the poten7al for corrup7on - the 
PPE scandals indicate that even when under close monitoring, 
corrup7on s7ll takes place far too easily. 

Too, there is liple or no evidence that the jabs will be efficient 
against the new Covid variants. 

Finally, the financing of the rollout  will cost a great deal - money 
which undoubtedl;y should be spent IF it was known that the 
vaccine was efficient and effec7ve and could be rolled out 
without fear of corrup7on. Andrew

2021-01-18 
09:58:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why can't this be rolled out by the medical aids. Why the 
Government. Some medical aids are already commiped to fund 
for ci7zens that cannot afford the jab. We have trust issues with 
the ever so corrupt government. And if Government then feel 
they should do the rollout for non-medical aid members so be it. 
But as far as we can see all medical aids are commiped to offer 
their support. Anna

2021-01-18 
09:42:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the government or the vaccine... there is no proof 
or evidence that the vaccine works and what the side effects of 
the vaccine is. Where with Ivermec7n we know it is a product 
that has been on the market for years, we know the side effects 
etc.  

Nothing can be lem in the hands of the government, they are a 
bunch of corrupt criminals who are not competent enough to 
run this country. Larozelle

2021-01-18 
09:37:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that the government should be responsible financially 
to acquire the vaccines, however, this process needs to be an 
open book. 
The healthcare specialists should be responsible for rolling out 
the vaccines to the Frontline workers first etc, more urgency 
needs to be given to seing up this roll out. They should be 
preparing for innocula7ng 150 000-300 000 people per day, to 
ensure we reach herd immunity as soon as possible. 
Stay safe everyone. 

Guy

2021-01-18 
08:40:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel think the government is too slow in the rollout in vaccines. 
Open it up to the private sector and the vaccines would already 
have been rolled out and ministered effec7vely. Most people I 
know are convinced the vaccine will kill them. 
I am all for a vaccine, I would also like to be available to minors. 
Why does a government get to decide my child is not worth 
protec7ng. Shirleen
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2021-01-18 
08:35:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1) Government is stealing all the money loaned to us to help SA 
in this fight, and now when the wallet is empty the burden will 
AGAIN come down on the taxpayer to pay for millions of 
vaccines.   

2) We don't know if the vaccine will work against the new 
variant. 

3)  Government will DEFINITELY be stealing / engaged in corrupt 
ac7vi7es in the procurement process.  

4)  Government is not competent to administer the roll out 
process.  We were put on level 5 lockdown a year ago to 
ensure / create capacity to deal with the pandemic.  All the 
money was looted and no real extra capacity was created.  The 
ANC does not care about the people of SA and only wants to 
enrich themselves. 

5) Mandatory vaccina7on?  You'll have to come and pin me 
down physically. Robert

2021-01-18 
08:30:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government cannot be given the sole discre7on to decide 
who receives the vaccine. The ANC cannot govern anything 
effec7vely. If they can expect the private sector to help fund the  
buying of vaccines, why should they alone control the 
administra7on thereof? On what basis should be have any faith 
in the government when they have been robbing the country 
blind? Why have they waited so long to obtain the vaccine? The 
payments were missed twice, yet we are entrus7ng these same 
people to save our lives. Get the private sector more involved.  
Leaving anything in the hands of the ANC will inevitably lead to 
corrup7on and mismanagement. L

2021-01-18 
08:29:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have a few concerns, I dont trust the government to use the 
funds where applicable. there has been over 25 years of  fraud 
and corrup7on, what is going to be any different now? 

The other concern is the actual vaccine and the side effects. Lisle
2021-01-18 
08:24:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out must start with the president and his colleagues, 
infected people then health workers Mapula

2021-01-18 
07:56:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is when government is going to be in control of the 
rollout. Private sector would be beper established to be able to 
controlmaintain the rollout Sulaiman

2021-01-18 
07:42:32 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I can't understand why prisoners and over 60's are priority over 
the 30-60 year olds who are out and about daily, working,  
shopping, raising families.  30-60's need to be vaccinated in 
order to reach herd ammunity faster, as well as the fact that this  
age group are also dying now from this virus, who will work and 
raise our families if we aren't vaccinated and die? Nicole

2021-01-18 
07:36:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As with anything in this country where the government has 
control, it is 'accepted' that there will be corrup7on involved, 
despite all the words spoken against it. Therefore a private 
sector roll out may be advisable. 
The procurement of the vaccine is also something that concerns 
me. As the en7re world is amer these vaccines, there is 
understandably a wai7ng period to get them. But in SA we do 
have companies that could manufacture this. Why are they not? 
It could create jobs, it could lessen the cost to the tax payer, etc. 
What is stopping these companies from producing the vaccine? Susan

2021-01-18 
07:09:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Biggest concern is that there will be huge government 
corrup7on with the roll out...However I do support to rollout for 
all healthworkers and others in the front line. Patricia

2021-01-18 
07:01:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How safe is the vaccine as it was already indicated that some 
limits within the vaccine has been exceeded of what is 
considered safe. Furthermore why are children not included in 
the roll-out but rather old people. How much fraud is going on 
behind the scenes? 

Donnè

2021-01-18 
06:53:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not be allowed to own the monopoly on 
the purchasing and distribu7on of the vaccine. Vaccines should 
be allowed to be purchased and distributed by the private 
sector. Chris7an

2021-01-18 
06:18:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1) management of the roll out  
2) I have allergies and will not be able to take the vaccine  
3) corrupt agendas will be favoured above administering the 
vaccine  
4) government needs to be transparent throughout the process 
5) I would like to see a few more studies to see the long term 
effects Esmeralda

2021-01-17 
22:06:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I want our government to take the vaccine first, for without a 
government what would happen to this country? Roads would 
deteriorate, power would not be available to our ci7zens all the 
7me, hospitals would not receive much needed oxygen, 
regula7ons would not be extensively thought out and enforced. 
No we cannot go without a func7oning government, which is 
why we need to priori7ze all government officials to receive the 
vaccine first, so that they can survive and con7nue leading us 
into greatness Koning
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2021-01-17 
21:56:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I tested Covid-19 posi7ve in early June 2020 and on 12 Jan 2021, 
during a covid-19 test (which was nega7ve), a an7body test was 
done and showed almost zero an7bodies. 

So my concern is that if we do not reach the 67% within 6 
months, the first vaccina7ons would  lose effec7veness and we 
would have wasted resources. 

We should first have a guaranteed supply plan and feasible 
rollout  plan for 40 million people - iden7fy, educate and 
convince willing par7cipants - all before we start rolling this out 
strictly as prescribed. Willem

2021-01-17 
19:54:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The younger genera7on are more likely to socialise, going to 
clubs and par7es, drinking and ignoring curfews - thereby a 
higher risk of spreading the virus than elderly, high risk pa7ents 
and middle aged ci7zens. Students have to return to school and 
university as online learning is not as effec7ve or advanced as 
we would believe it to be. A lot of students do not have access to 
internet to apend these online classes, they fall behind and 
struggle to keep up, only to eventually drop out or fail. Leaving 
us with under educated or unqualified people who can’t find 
work - raising unemployment numbers. To say that teachers are 
at a higher risk and should be vaccinated first is being naive -  
students can s7ll make students sick.  Soon you will sit with a 
school full of educators with no students to teach.  Younger 
people should be vaccinated before elderly and high risk 
pa7ents - not only because they pose a higher risk of spreading 
the virus but also because their immune systems are stronger  
and more capable of building up a resistance to the virus. Michelle

2021-01-17 
19:51:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Taken previous promises and similar models that did not work. 
Im not confident that the way the vaccine roll out is planned, will 
be effec7ve or realis7c. I see that the WHOLE of south africa 
should be treated as equal with regards to distribu7on. No one 
person is less important than the other. As long as the virus is 
given 7me to breed under the masses a vaccine will be useless 
as it would spread faster than the government’s competency  in 
ensuring enough vaccines Dieter

2021-01-17 
19:42:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government will manage the vaccine and further more destroys 
our economy  Gideon 

2021-01-17 
19:39:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If the medical aids can handle it beper why not give them the 
opportunity to assist. Will be regelated beper Michelle

2021-01-17 
18:59:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

On the roll out plan 
1. Healthcare and health care related workers first 
2. Most vulnerable individuals with comorbidi7es under the age 
of 65 with children  priori7zed 

On alterna7ves: 
Grant doctors the necessary powers to prescribe Ivermec7n as 
an alterna7ve. People are going to use it anyway, so it is beper 
to give them guidance on the right dosage and usage Agisanang 

2021-01-17 
18:14:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As a paying medical aid client I believe my medical aid should be 
sourcing the vaccine for many of the members. Clair 

2021-01-17 
17:16:22 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Once the frontline workers have been inoculated, the 
government should then target all the taxpayers who are in 
arrears - so that we can get the economy going again! Jus7n

2021-01-17 
17:06:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't think it is a good idea to "test waters" with the health 
workers. Rather start with the Parliamentarians and top ranking 
officials. Palesa 

2021-01-17 
16:53:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I just feel that the elderly and tax payers must received the 
vaccines first before inmates at a jail Desire

2021-01-17 
16:30:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This useless ANC government can do nothing right, This is going 
to be a big bugger up. Gys

2021-01-17 
15:56:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I work in the restaurant industry and feel I am also at risk as I'm 
working with people who are ea7ng WITHOUT masks on. I feel I 
need to be vaccinated sooner than the general popula7on. Of 
course health workers being first. Heather

2021-01-17 
15:41:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With our corrupt government, most of the vaccines will probably 
go to the wrong people first and the taxpayers will suffer for it. 
There are alterna7ves available, however once again due to our 
government already spending money for their personal gain, we 
cannot go ahead with proper tes7ng and rolling out of 
medica7ons such as Ivermec7n. Lianda

2021-01-17 
11:26:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am at risk (highly) for covid and will not hang out at taxi ranks 
and malls. Apparently Dischem will assist in the distribu7on of 
the vaccine. They cannot even get my monthly medicine correct 
- how the hell will they distribute the vaccine? Why are prisoners 
at the top of the list? They are the lowest class in society - but 
then I guess government will also be at the top of the list. I am 
not sure we can trust the vaccine - few months of tes7ng? Marie 

2021-01-17 
10:42:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Nikki

2021-01-17 
10:34:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I’m no doctor, nor am I a poli7cian. I’m a Father, husband, son 
etc... I am a tax paying ci7zen who has no further say on the 
actual rollout or implementa7on of policy for the vaccine. This 
vaccine could save lives (op7mist in me) it could make mapers 
worse. This could be the game changer ... or not. What’s evident 
is we need accountability from Govt. when they make a call. 
That’s been non-existent since 1994. There has to be 
repercussions for bad choices, and  reward for good ones. ANC 
only know about rewarding themselves. Sadly I have no faith in 
this succeeding... Russel

2021-01-17 
09:51:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

People with co-morbidi7es who are unable to isolate at home (in 
other words, those who have to go to work) should be 
priori7sed for the vaccine along with front-line workers. Laura
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2021-01-17 
09:45:36 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If ci7zens are to be targeted at taxi ranks and shopping centres, 
refrigera7on, or correct cold temperatures, are unlikely to be 
maintained, and vaccines could spoil and be ineffec7ve Lyn

2021-01-17 
09:39:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why is the no public-private partnership as part of the roll out? 
Government is the sole en7ty permiped to procure vaccines, but 
can't afford vaccines for the en7re country.  

Why doesn't it get private medical aids to help fund vaccines for 
all but where the private medical aids are then permiped to 
obtain vaccines for its members? Jan

2021-01-17 
09:33:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Private purchases should be allowed Jus7n

2021-01-17 
08:55:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to believe that this will be possible to vaccinate 67% 
of the popula7on in South Africa, but, I have my doubt as to 
whether this will actually happen. There are alot of south 
africans that will not take the vaccine as people are skep7cal 
about the vaccine. Secondly the government is known to be 
corrupt and I don't see that this vaccine will reach the intended 
recipients due to them and fraud. Dauphine

2021-01-17 
08:20:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I’m worried about the governments corrup7on. Will the vaccine 
roll out be fair, will I as a tax payer have to foot the bill for 
something government should have had the funds to pay for. I 
don’t trust the ANC. Caryn 

2021-01-17 
08:02:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The corrup7on in government cannot be trusted to not use the 
purchase of the vaccine to steal more money. People should 
have a choice whether they want to take the vaccine or not. 
Why aren't we trying to use alterna7ves that have been 
approved by WHO. Albie

2021-01-17 
07:58:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot effec7vely manage anything - as we have 
seen with a number of SOEs that consistently require bailout. 
They lem the purchasing of the vaccines far too late - which 
vaccines are we geing amer the 1.5million? J&J which haven’t 
even passed trials yet?  

Why have they bailed out SAA for r10b instead of paying for 
vaccines? Why did the Na7onal Treasury not believe that the 
vaccines would work?  

Why are prisoners ahead of ordinary ci7zens that are law 
abiding, tax payers to receive the vaccine? 

Does giving to care givers of elderly include where parents who 
are over 75 live with their children who care for them? 

Why is the drug Ivermec7n banned? Why is there no more 
research to use it - we want to carry on with our lives without 
fear. How can they not administer a drug to Covid pa7ents which 
is known to work in other countries? 

How has the government used the r500b borrowed money 
when so people s7ll haven’t received payouts - especially small 
owned businesses?  

Why have they lem this so so late? Why are they making this a 
monopoly and not allowing all poli7cal par7es to get involved in 
the acquiring of the vaccine? We as the community know they 
will LOOT the money and / or steal the vaccines!  

We are 7red and we are disheartened. 

Get the correct vaccine now, do not bail out SAA, ensure the 
government is not only in charge of the roll out of the vaccines - 
ensure an effec7ve, adequate, fair plan is in place for the roll out 
and that it has been checked through third par7es outside the 
government.  

If the government screwed up on acquiring the vaccines, how 
can they not support their people with further TERS payouts - 
there is no more money. So PLEASE get the vaccine, stop 
messing around, get help from all poli7cal par7es. 

Beverley

2021-01-17 
07:34:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have noted that prisoners are near the top of the list, 
priori7sed  above the taxpayers who fund the country. I object 
to this. Ken

2021-01-17 
07:14:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ftje fact that the government wants to be the sole provider of 
the vaccine screams corrup7on opportuni7es. For the good of 
the people allow private to purchase as well. And get the private 
hospitals and clinics to distribute. If this is lem to the government 
alone we will only get herd immunity by 2050. Jurgens

2021-01-17 
07:11:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Not enough has been procured and not enough in the pipeline 
What side effects are  known for people using chronic meds ?  
What precau7ons are in place that we don’t have corrup7on as 
was the case with PPEs?  
Where will vaccines be administered?  
This obvious could lead to overcrowding and super spreader 
events .... 

Allan
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2021-01-17 
06:30:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am fully suppor7ve of a vaccine and looking forward to 
receiving mine. I am concerned that leaving the vacvine rollout 
to govt is dangerous. Their ability to prevent corrup7on is non-
existent, and the distribu7on of PPE ia s7ll an issue. Allow med 
aids/companies/pvt healthcare facili7es to access the vaccine 
and distribute it. I am happy that  healthcare workers receive 
vaccines first. I believe teachers and university staff and students 
need to be high on the first receivers. Our educa7on system is 
already seriously strained. We urgently need this sector to 
return to normal so that the kids can con7nue with their 
educa7on and their parents relieved of homeschooling 
responsibili7es. Elizabeth

2021-01-17 
06:20:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It seems the government has NO plan. All they do is talk. They 
s7ll haven't got 7melines or anything concrete, I fear we are 
never going to get vaccinated and won't be able to travel 
overseas for at least the next 5 years (or whenever we 
eventually get the vaccine amer 100% of the rest of the world 
have been vaccinated). Half the country will be dead by then. 

1) They have not built a concrete plan or a digital pla{orm like all 
other countries, where one is able to register oneself, and the 
pla{orm tells you when you are most likely to get vaccinated. 
Some countries give you a choice to choose between vaccines as 
well. 

2) They need to make the vaccine available to private doctors. 
Ideally I want to be able to choose which vaccine I get, and I 
want to be able to PAY PRIVATELY for it. I really don't mind 
paying for it. I will also pay for my domes7c helper and her 
daughter to get it so that they don't have to wait months and 
stand in long lines at clinics for ages.  I'm sure many people will 
assist and pay for it and pay for more people than just 
themselves. I'm sure large corporates will do the same for their 
employees. 

Ideally I want either the Phizer or Moderna vaccine as it seems 
to have the highest efficacy, I don't want the AstraZeneca 
vaccine: there have been problems with the vaccine, in the UK 
they are thinking of combining it with the Sputnik vaccine (first 
dose AZ, second dose, Sputnik) because there are issues that 
people will become immune to the binding agent in the the 
Astra Zeneca vaccine instead. 

3) While we wait indefinitely (in my es7ma7on, maybe we'll wait 
a year or two years) I want Ivermec7n. It seems that we need to 
do EVERYTHING in our power to prevent more people geing 
sick. We cannot have a third, fourth, fimh and sixth wave while 
people die unnecessarily because the government is not  
actually doing anything concrete to help the people from geing 
sick and dying. The alcohol ban is good but it only helps the 
health system from not geing overwhelmed, it doesn't help the 
people. Please do something that will help the people.  

Marcelle

2021-01-17 
06:00:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Secured 1.2m doses (as stated by President) other countries 
secured 'enough' and are rolling it out (Israel leading) 
2. Historically rolled out vaccina7on programmes in schools 
worked. Chdren are spreaders and we should start there.. 
Teachers, schools.. as movement spreads the virus and schools 
'move' 
3.if there is medical support for alterna7ves like Ivermec7n.. Use 
it in hospitals..what do we have to loose.. People are dying! Now 
is not the 7me to be over-precious..  
 We are basically trialling the vaccine anyway and giving it to old 
people first! 
4. Give businesses access to the vacinw to roll out - eg mining 
sector has being doing the tes7ng already and are geared up to 
do it and they will plan and execute in line with their people  
purpose.. 
5. Corrup7on.. what guarantee is there we geing a legi7mate 
vaccine.. and do we get to choose. 
6. I don't trust the process but if having a vaccine means I get to 
see my son again - soon- in Australia.. I will take it.  

Gail

2021-01-17 
05:46:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1.  Prisoners are not our priority.  They go to the end of the que.! 
2. MP body guards blue light people are Not Essen7al Service. 
That these MPs even need them is BS. Theyvm can go to P3 like 
the rest. 
3. Gov needs all the help they can get.  If other non Gov 
authori7es are able to procure, distribute and administer they 
should be allowed to.   IT IS NOT THE GOV RIGHT TO MAJE ME 
WAIT TILL OCT 2022, IF I CAN BE ASSISTED EARLIER WITHOUT 
THEM! 
4.  Just because Bill Gates is sole provider to the SAHMC and the 
veterinarian drug is not in their control seems to be the main 
mo7va7on for Banning it! Unban it, there is sufficient evidence 
and support through ICD WHO and others that its safe and 
effec7ve! Gates is Rich enough. 
5. The Gov has failed at running every ins7tu7on under its 
domain, with not 1 run into the ground. By extension for the 
sake of our survival  and in the interests of human rights.. like 
mine to live.  Can the SA government hand the en7re vacc 
management and administra7on to private. They paying for it! Craig 
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2021-01-16 
23:06:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that government has only secured half of the 
vaccines required for herd immunity. I am also concerned that 
government doesn't want private en77es to procure and 
distribute the vaccine as this would speed things up and help us 
to return back to saving our economy sooner rather than later. Marion

2021-01-16 
23:04:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is totally incompetent to manage the project. Based 
on their track record it is guaranteed to fail. Fanus 

2021-01-16 
22:32:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Start with Doctors and Nurses who has to deal with sick people 
since they have to deal with infected people every day. 

But then do the old people and people with preexis7ng 
condi7ons 
They are at the highest risk 

The other government service is at lower risk Pieter

2021-01-16 
21:17:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Prisoners should not get the vaccine before other ci7zens. Tax 
payers should get the opportunity to have the vaccine before 
prisoners. I agree that frontline workers should get the vaccine 
first, but the fact that prisoners are put before ordinary ci7zens 
is not acceptable Daleen

2021-01-16 
19:38:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Dont trust the corrupt government to this effec7vely Linda

2021-01-16 
19:37:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Should the elderly not be included in the first round seeing as 
they are the most vulnerable; I haven’t heard when they will be 
vaccinated Isilda

2021-01-16 
16:40:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Has the vaccine been tested for human use and has it been 
tested correctly? 
  
will the C19 vaccine be available to everyone? To anyone that 
would like to get the vaccine? 
poor / middle class public? what  will the cost be for the vaccine, 
to the individual?  
will government get it first? 

health works / elderly (over 60) / the poor and children should 
be the first to get it 
young adults at varsi7es - Student DR / Vets / Lawyers / CA 

the vaccine could also be added to the range of vaccina7ons 
babies get 

Tanja

2021-01-16 
16:38:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Unfortunately the government had not shown that they can be 
trusted to effec7vely and without corrup7on, manage this kind 
of roll-out.  As such, I do not trust the government with my life 
or health of my loved ones. 
The public sector should be allowed to procure vaccine and be 
part of managing the roll-out. R

2021-01-16 
13:21:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is the monopoly that government currently 
has on acquiring the vaccine and on the roll out thereof to all 
South Africans. 
The acquiring and roll-out  can only be fair, objec7ve, effec7ve 
andcost sensi7ve if government forms but 1 of the roleplayers / 
stakeholders in these procceses. There must be involvement 
from, iner alia, the private sector and other relevant 
stakeholders as well as an independent oversight func7on so as 
to keep each other accountable, ensure 7mely receipt of the 
vaccine, perform quality control checks and to ensure the roll-
out is focused, specific and considers each and every South 
African Lynepe

2021-01-16 
13:04:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust the goverment to roll out the vaccine successfully. 
We should be able to get the vaccine privately. Why not get the 
medical aids invovled too? I also feel that there has not been 
enough tes7ng around this vaccine. Will it be effec7ve against 
the SA strain of Covid?  
I think government should be the first to receive the vaccine 
along with healthcare workers, police, teachers, everryone who 
uses public transport. Chrisna

2021-01-16 
12:36:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have issues withe the whole plan, including the mandatory 
vacilla7on,  
 my body my choice.  
Government has proven the only thing they good at is 
corrup7on.  
No way they can tackle the vaccina7on process without 
enriching themselves and stealing from the taxpayer,  making 
the whole country suffer. 

How are we to trust them, when everything they touch turns to 
sh!t ? Mike

2021-01-16 
12:01:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jacob

2021-01-16 
11:58:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private medical aids should be allowed to procure vaccines on 
behalf of their paying members    Gail

2021-01-16 
11:48:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Chris
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2021-01-16 
10:44:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Evidence and past conduct and behaviour from our Government 
clearly reflect their inability to control, monitor, implement and 
manage any aspect of governing our State.  They have shown 
that they are inefficient, corrupt, inept, dishonest, power 
hungry, self serving individuals who do not elevate the ordinary 
ci7zens interest. We have seen the decay and collapse in Eskom, 
SAA, Transnet, SABC, Denel, SAPO, Land Bank and even SA 
Na7onal Treasury.  Based on past experience alone, I believe 
that our Government is unable to roll out a vaccine without  
corrup7on, them, maladministra7on.  Coupled to this, the drug 
has been fast-track and we as yet do not have sufficient data or 
informa7on on its effec7veness, side-effects on human use.   
Further inves7ga7on is required before I agree to be vaccinated.  
Above all, every effort of Government should be supported, 
however, not in the face of infringing on all of our Cons7tu7onal 
Rights - which they are.  We are moving dangerously close to a 
failed state - leading to socialism and/or communism taking 
away our freedoms that we have faught for over the past 3 
decades. Harold

2021-01-16 
09:11:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not confident that the government can provide these much 
needed vaccines to those that firstly, want it (not to be made 
madatory) & need it (high risk individuals) 7meously & without 
corrup7on, based on their extremely poor track record of 
delivery service, especially with this magnitude. Why cant 
private individuals/companies that can afford to buy the vaccine 
from a regulated health ins7tu7on, instead of wai7ng for 12 
months (or more) to receive it from government that would 
relieve the burden on governement instead of being restricted 
to my own life saving solu7on Navin

2021-01-16 
09:00:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It would be great if government was more transparent about the 
vaccine. Address peoples concerns and worries about it. Use it 
first on government officials too. Take Q&A's at least. Junie

2021-01-16 
08:37:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Gvt has not had an ability to roll electricity out successfully in SA.  
This task should not be a GVT ini7a7ve. GVT should have input 
into the strategy of roll out, but they should not control this very 
very delicate and important ini7a7ve.  

Gina
2021-01-16 
08:36:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tiaan

2021-01-16 
07:55:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not have a monopoly on buying or 
distribu7on of the vaccine. Will

2021-01-15 
22:38:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that the private sector (e.g Medical Aid Schemes and 
Pharmaceu7cal distributers) should be allowed to procure and 
distribute vaccines.  This would alleviate some of the cost to the 
government .  Also worrying:  is  this ANC government going to 
mess this up as well?  They don't have a good track record of 
managing most things. Frances

2021-01-15 
21:05:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How are they going to know that a person is not coming more 
than once?. Then how are they going to distribute betwwe ALL 
front line workers and how are they going to know that I am not 
lying aboit an underlying condi7on so that I can just be 
vaccinated firstly? Karen

2021-01-15 
20:40:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see the vaccine roll-out to be done before winter 
arrives.  If it is going to take a year, how many more lives will be 
lost?  How will the economy survive a year if the workforce can't 
get back into full might?  Would be great to see all the front lines 
followed by the aged get first op7ons.   Can't businesses be 
approached to secure vaccines for their staff and thereby 
contribute to more people geing the vaccines? Renee 

2021-01-15 
20:18:22 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow pharmacies to dispence vaccine as well, just like flu ect. 
Shouldnt be mandatory. David

2021-01-15 
19:31:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We should be employing a Public Private Partnership where 
Public licensed pharmaceu7cal ins7tu7ons are allowed to sell 
the vaccine like other medicines and Government rolls out their 
plan. Faster implementa7on and it is no longer a poli7al tool L

2021-01-15 
18:58:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If non government rollout is possible it should be priori7sed as 
government's track record just isn't very good no maper how 
you look at it regarding prepy much any project. Not being 
cynical. That's just how I see it in all honesty.  

Let those who can pay, do so, and get big numbers quickly.  Let 
government do those who can't afford it only. Coenie

2021-01-15 
18:50:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Under no circumstances should the ANC government 
monopolize the rollout. Their track record shows mostly 
incompetence & corrup7on. This is far too important, we cannot 
risk failure. Surely the private sector should also have access to 
the vaccina7ons and be involved in the roll out? 
This process will also show the ma7on whether an enforced 
Na7onal Health system is viable. Or may it will show that the 
only recipe for success is when government and private sector 
join forces, now for the vaccina7ons, later when the 
government's  health system needs to be revived. A two-
pronged approach to health care - leave the currently working 
private system in peace and revamp the currenly ailing 
government health system. Hand over enough of the 
vaccina7ons to tprivate ins7tu7ons to achieve the socalled herd 
immunity. Riana

2021-01-15 
17:22:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the medical aids wanted to buy the vaccine and the 
government would not let them.  i am over 60 and have COPD 
and  I wont be first in line, even though I would get it through my 
medical aid..  I really think that it is a problem that medical aids 
are not allowed to buy for their clients. Margeret

2021-01-15 
15:38:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Allow private firms to make vaccines.  The quicker the beper Trish
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2021-01-15 
15:27:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not convinced that we fully understand the consequences 
of the vaccines - as a result it should not be mandatory. 
The government do not have a good record on service delivery 
and I suggest a public/private forum to take responsibility to 
define the best way to rollout the vaccine to those that would 
like it. 
It seems to make sense that there is some priori7zing that 
should be done for frontline people. Sean

2021-01-15 
15:16:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not sure the government is in the best posi7on to ensure a 
roll out. Private organiza7ons should be allowed to procure 
vaccines and roll these out to assist in geing these out as fast as 
possible. Edgar

2021-01-15 
15:02:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Just as Jacob Zupta set up law and order in the suffering land to 
fail by disbanding the Scorpions and equally how Dlamini-Zuma 
set up the public health system to fail by replacing competence 
with incompetent and useless cadres in this suffering and dying 
country, so the roll-out of vaccines by the corrupt ANC 
Government will also prove to be a failure and fraught with 
corrup7on, dishonesty and incompetence.  The roll-out should 
be completely controlled by competent and value-adding 
ci7zens nearly all found in private health care and in the private 
sector.  Frederick

2021-01-15 
15:02:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Not nearly enough vaccines are being rolled out in rela7on to 
the popula7on size. As a result of governments lack of planning 
this will cause tens of thousands of preventable deaths and an 
unbearable strain on hospitals. ANITA

2021-01-15 
14:56:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please allow the PRIVATE SECTOR to source and distribute 
vaccines as we do NOT trust government to do a fair and 
efficient job of it.  
There will also most likely be corrup7on if the government alone 
controls the process. Chris7aan

2021-01-15 
14:54:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why are we only looking one vaccine? why have we not 
approached other providers? If that has indeed been the case 
where are with these discussions and why have they not been 
made public? Should these other vaccines not be in the South 
African approval stage? Can we not leverage these other 
providers to help fill the gap? Why are we puing all our eggs in 
one basket? Why not spread the risk and in so doing increase 
the efficacy of the vaccine and the subsequent rollout. Brendan

2021-01-15 
14:51:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccine acquisi7on should be done by government and private 
enterprise. If covid tes7ng can be done by state labs and private 
labs so should vaccina7on. The idea is to immunize people, not 
skim off the top of the monopoly you are crea7ng. jean

2021-01-15 
13:43:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Once again another ATM for Government officials and there 
comrades to put more money in there pockets at the cost to the 
tax payers. Why are they so blind about corrup7on. It's been 
proven every 7me the Government wants to get involved with a 
new project they rub their hands together because of how they 
can put extra money in their pockets. It's an absolute disgrace 
that amer 25 years in Government they and saying they want to 
stop corrup7on and stealing absolutely nothing has been done 
to put the guilty par7es in jail. Find a way to let Medical Aids and 
Big business get involved and oversee correct procedures for 
distribu7ng this new vaccine to the correct people who are not 
in it to make as much money as possible. Everybody must be 
checked to see that they know what they are doing and not be 
working for any government departments or be related to 
anybody in government.  Can they also be 100% sure that this 
vaccine will not change a persons DNA. Stathy

2021-01-15 
13:42:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t think the knowledge, capacity or will to roll out this 
vaccine in a effec7ve manner.  

I fear that a lot of the vaccines will be stolen to be sold to the 
highest bidder if this is lem to the government to roll out Dudley

2021-01-15 
13:21:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It concerns me that Government is the only en7ty that is 
allowed to procure vaccines for the SA market. Private 
companies such as medical schemes or private clinics/hospitals/
doctors rooms could surely assist the government in procuring 
vaccines and help with distribu7on? Nadia

2021-01-15 
12:38:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government is corrupt and incompetent, they do not 
have the capacity or the interest of the people only their cadres 
and ideology !!! The roll-out should be given to the private 
sector that is competent and focused to deliver quality services!! Steve

2021-01-15 
12:35:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't know why prisoners should get preference over law-
abiding ci7zens! Charmaine

2021-01-15 
12:35:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

First phase of roll-out should be frontline and health care 
workers. This phase should include a selected target group of 
educa7onal lecturers and teachers - only the ones that get into 
direct contact with learners and students.  
Second phase should include all learners and students as this is 
South Africa’s next genera7on  and our only hope to con7nue 
the forth bringing of a truly reformed democra7c SA. They 
should have the opportunity to learn and study without fear! 
Third phase should be current key strategic business owners and 
strategic partners that has proven themselves during this 
pandemic to be loyal and faithful as true leadership partners 
invested in SA and has supported our COVID-19 fund and 
support system. This also includes our judicial system and 
strategic frontline municipal workers. 

For the rest of SA, we can explore different other op7ons such as 
Ivermec7n etc. Carine

2021-01-15 
12:14:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

SHOULD THE TAX PAYERS NOT BE FIRST ?????? THEY ARE THE 
ONES THAT ARE MAKING ALL THIS POSIBLE. MIKE
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2021-01-15 
12:09:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We are told the government has secured 1.2 million doses which 
is grossly inadequate to really make an impact. When will the 
balance be available and how will this be funded? This is just 
another flawed process and sign of incompetence. Carol

2021-01-15 
11:51:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To me, it makes no sense that I am part of the last group in the 
queue to receive vaccina7on.  The middle aged group of our 
popula7on are those who are most ac7ve publicly (malls, social 
ac7vi7es, movies, gyms, sport events etc), and are therefore the 
2nd most important group to receive vaccina7on amer our 
health and public services (police etc).  We also make up the 
greatest number of employed resources in the country who 
contribute to income tax revenue.  To bring the curve down, it is 
this sec7on of the popula7on who through vaccina7on may help 
to achieve herd immunity quicker, as its this group who are a 
great source of the virus spread. 

As a taxpayer, who addi7onally contributes to a private medical 
aid, government is willing to compromise the health of those 
contribu7ng to their tax revenue.  Addi7onally by Governments 
ac7on, it is clear that the introduc7on of a NHI, the taxpayer will 
be the one who is compromised (at risk), and not looked amer as 
is the case with the roll-out strategy. Byron

2021-01-15 
11:38:36 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Based on  historical facts that our government is not capable in 
successfully managing any kind of cri7cal service delivery to the 
na7on (e.g. PPE, state hospitals, water, electricity, etc) I don't 
believe that the vaccine roll out should be controlled and 
managed by the government.  
The opportunity for more loo7ng, tender fraud, 
mismanagement, nepo7sm, them, etc.  will ensure that the 
vaccine roll out will largely fail if managed by the government. 

Sven

2021-01-15 
11:06:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

In this pandemic  crisis all role players should be involved in the 
Vaccine roll out, both government and private  sectors. 
Transparency of the whole roll out is essen7al. well planned 
logis7cs and accountability of the whole process is necessary. 
Major concerns are the corrupt and fascist ruling party. NCCC 
should be unbanned and parliament must be given back its role 
as overseer   in order for this roll out to be successful. HESTER

2021-01-15 
10:40:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not sure that government should handle the roll-out of the 
vaccine on it's own. Government has proven throughout this 
pandemic that they simply cannot manage a crisis situa7on 
without first stealing all available funds and then bungling the 
rest.  

Government should partner with the private sector and the  roll-
out should be truly transparent, not the ANC version of 
transparency.  

If government manages the process, all cadres and their families 
will be top of the list t receive the vaccine as government have 
proven to be highly ineffec7ve in protec7ng it's ci7zens during 
the pandemic so far. 

Also, make it known where the vaccines are procured, the costs 
involved and the tes7ng that was conducted on the vaccines. Stephan

2021-01-15 
10:36:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Private sector should be involved as well Natasha

2021-01-15 
10:28:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why does the government refuse to partner with private 
concerns such as pharmacy chains and clinics?  Doing so would 
massively assist local logis7cs of the rollout by making use of 
exis7ng infrastructure.  This refusal smacks of unnecessary 
authoritarianism, and opens the doors even further to 
corrup7on and malfeasance! Patrick

2021-01-15 
10:17:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

the private sector should also be involved , anything to help 
boost procurement and the distribu7on of the vaccine jaco

2021-01-15 
10:15:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The govt have proven themselves to be incompetent, dishonest 
and the list goes on and on. My sugges7on would be that 
medical aids like Discovery and Bonitas be charged with securing 
the proper, effec7ve vaccine and then they have the exper7se to 
not just inoculate their members, but all health workers first and 
then the aged.  They will keep proper records and do a beper job 
than the govt organiza7ons can or their thieving contractors they 
appoint on the buddy-buddy system in force. Charmaine

2021-01-15 
10:10:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow the private sector to purchase vaccines. This will enable 
medical aids and NPO's to purchase and lessen the burden on 
government. Communica7on between public and private sectors 
should just be con7nuous Cornie 

2021-01-15 
09:50:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We have seen in the past and present that the government 
failed in all their endevoirs, ie TERS and social grants. With all 
the corrup7on s7ll taking place, they will fail to execute the 
program. 
Where is their stagity to save lives with the second wave? They 
lacked to secure the vaccine due to the large amount of 
corrup7on and bailouts to Escom and SAA. This money could 
have been u7lised to pay for the vaccine. Very liple has been 
done to recover stolen money, ie Zondo commision. Jacques

2021-01-15 
09:42:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccina7on should not be mandatory, no one has the right to 
dictate what others put in their body. 
Government cannot be trusted to rollout the vaccine, we have 
recently seen the massive corrup7on with the PPE's , now they 
want to be the 'sole' provider of the vaccine. Vaccine distribu7on 
should be opened up to private industry, why prevent it ? 
Vaccine has also not been properly tested. 

Alvin
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2021-01-15 
08:49:36 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1) There is no reason the state should be the sole supplier of 
vaccines. 

Enable private en77es to purchase and distribute (and cap the 
price), but if there is one thing the State has shown us, it is that 
they are completely trustworthy to screw up the simplest of 
things. 

2) Mandatory vaccina7ons: 
This is unacceptable. Make it available for those that want it. But 
with such a short tes7ng period of 6months, compared to 10 
years for any other vaccine, it is madness to make it mandatory 
without understanding fully what might happen in the years to 
come. 

And I suggest making Cabinet the guinea pigs of the vaccine. If it 
works, they would be saved. 
If it doesn't, SA would be saved. Erich

2021-01-15 
07:13:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why prisoners before ci7zens that co tribute to society, when 
you commit a crime and sent to jail, you give up certain rights. I 
don't understand how they can be a priority to vaccinate above 
tax paying ci7zens Bryan 

Mpumalanga 14

2021-01-28 
13:17:09

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved 7me and again that it is not able to 
effec7vely handle large projects such as this proposed rollout. 
Centralising the procurement, transport and administra7on of 
the vaccine is a disaster wai7ng to happen. 

Private health care companies should be allowed to obtain 
cer7fied  vaccines and distribute it to the public. Even if a price 
lock is imposed on the vaccine, a lot of the financial pressure will 
be taken off government and the rollout will happen at a much 
quicker pace. Phillip

2021-01-27 
12:04:26

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should lead by example and take the vaccine 
with their families before rolling it out to the public Morite

2021-01-26 
11:27:14

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out by the government alone is 'n definite NO. Reasons: 
government has proven that it not capable of mega projects. 
And government does not even have a plan in place. This will be 
for sure a opportunity for corrup7on, as government is riddled 
with corrup7on. Private medical companies must be allowed to 
obtain and distribute vaccines. To reach South Africa's 
popula7on private medical companies should ac7vely involved 
in this process of vaccina7on. I should be able to be vaccinated 
by my pharmacy or medical prac77oner. Carel

2021-01-25 
13:37:57

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

i would say that those with a medical aid should have first access 
(amer the frontline workers) to the vaccine - if you have a 
medical aid, it means you are employed and are contribu7ng to 
repair the economy amer lockdown and is paying tax! then those 
that will get it for free can have a chance Annepe 

2021-01-22 
08:34:01

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With the current levels of government corrup7on there will be 
no effec7ve vaccine roll-out. This will be another disaster for the 
South African society as a whole, because herd immunity can 
never be reached if there is not a complete roll-out within the 
period of an7body genera7on as well as circula7ng presence 
within all vaccinated individuals. Such a huge lag will always 
leave a mul7tude of suscep7ble new individuals and this virus 
will remain with us for years to come. Government can have 
their role-out - which will fail the health care workers at large, 
and therefore we need at least 5 other pharmaceu7cals 
companies to be allowed to purchase their own vaccine stock. 
This will be the only way to ensure a faster and more effec7ve 
coverage of the RSA popula7on. These companies know the ins 
and outs of vaccine produc7on and safe storage (meaning cold 
chain) - with which government is classically either unfamiliar 
with or just totally incompetent. Their failure to prevent FMD 
outbreaks in caple in the LIM and MPU provinces are very good 
examples of them not knowing how to apply vaccina7on 
protocols. However, it is very important that all pharmaceu7cal 
companies involved in the importa7on of COVID vaccines be free 
from any government meddling and preferably shouldn't have 
any government stakeholders either.  We already have Act 101 of 
1965 to control the import and use of medicines and related 
substances, so there is no reason to prevent any other company 
from the opportunity to purchase vaccines and deliver a service 
to the people who want to pay for such a service.  I would not 
want to received a "free vaccina7on" from government thank 
you. I would rather go to a proper pharmacy where I can view 
the whole process and supplying my own fresh syringe and 
needle. Keep in mind that these are not single shot vaccines but 
rather a 10dose vial - who would you like to share your vial 
with....especially at shopping centers, sports grounds etc? I 
would rather buy a whole vial and have my family of 5 
vaccinated, knowing that the correct asep7c techniques were 
applied. The remaining 5 doses I will sponsor to the clinic / 
pharmacy in order for them to vaccinate less fortunate people. LinMari

2021-01-19 
20:53:59

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should allow other par7es to par7cipate in the 
roll out of the vaccine, like medical aid ect Moses

2021-01-19 
10:19:58

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think that Private enterprise and Private indivuals should be 
given the op7on to buy vaccines outside of the governmental 
roll out. I agree with the roll out by government for the poorer 
communi7es and those who would not otherwise be able to 
access the vaccine, but in order to get as many people 
vaccinated as quickly as possible the private sector should be 
allowed the opportunity to purchase vaccines Kierryn
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2021-01-19 
08:25:56

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried that this will once again be a failed project by 
government with the money disappearing  like the PPE money.  
Who  and how much should we pay? The vaccine is so new and 
no long term effects is known, And only a 70% effec7veness.    
Since there is so much evidence on a cheap alterna7ve that 
government is blocking, I have ques7ons as to the real mo7ve 
behind all this. AJ

2021-01-18 
21:39:35

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How can the president pay for a vaccine that is not even 
completed yet? How sure is he that it safe for South Africans? 

Why is SA rushed to take this vaccine? Depopula7on??? Lerato
2021-01-18 
07:28:12

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Eric

2021-01-18 
06:36:50

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think that health care workers must receive the vaccine first 
and also teachers but I do not support that prisoners should get 
the vaccine before ordinary ci7zens as  a tax payer I should be 
vaccinated before criminals Millicent 

2021-01-17 
21:45:16

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tumiso 

2021-01-17 
10:26:57

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is that the government seems to put the 
criminals in jails ahead of ordinary ci7zens that deserves it more 
than those criminals. Henk

2021-01-16 
21:12:57

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Of course we need to protect our healthcare workers first. Our 
teachers. Our first responders. Our prison guards. But it was 
men7oned that prisoners will be in the higher groups that will 
get vaccinated first ... how is that more important than the 
average ci7zen?? Chris

KwaZulu-Natal 30

2021-01-27 
06:49:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't have an issue with Healthcare Frontline workers geing 
the vaccine first, or the elderly, compromised people etc 
thereamer. I have  a big problem with prisoners geing the 
vaccine before the rest of us on the 3 Rd stage. Really unfair! We 
are the ones that are working to provide an income for our 
families. Why do they get before us? Why are prisoners more 
important?  I don't think thats fair, they are not working, they 
don't have people relying on them to put food on the table, as 
well as keeping our families safe! We are the employees of 
companies that need to work. We should get before them. 
That's the only thing I don't agree with, and I'm sure I'm not the 
only one who feels the same way. That needs to change Saskia

2021-01-25 
14:09:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm  concerned about the fact that a vaccine was found as quick 
as it was. All the other diseases that have been around for 
decades s7ll have no vaccines available. I say inject all  the 
poli7cians that are pushing so hard for this vaccine first. If no of 
them die then inject the rest of the country. The vaccine is not 
gonna be used as suggested instead it will be shots for pals and 
family  first as it is with everything else. It will be stolen and  be 
sold to the highest bidder. Gary

2021-01-21 
11:57:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I only have one ques7on.. why is prisoners geing the vaccine 
before the rest of us? Raveena 

2021-01-21 
08:51:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out is taking far too long to actually the masses of 
individuals who will actually be funding these vaccines.  

For a lot of people including myself, I am unable to properly do 
my job. Based on the current roll-out plan people like me will be 
at the last on the list to recieve the vaccine.  

There should be an op7on for people to get the vaccine at a 
premium on demand.  Prahiel 

2021-01-21 
08:38:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private healthcare which provides its clients(medical aid 
members) healthcare should be given the opportunity to 
outsource the vaccines for all its clients and made speedily 
available to all in need. It is es7mated that Government is paying 
double/triple the amount for vaccines than first world countries 
puing a greater strain on our already distressed economy.  
Government`s focus should be the greater popula7on especially 
healthcare and frontline workers, seniors and all with co-
morbidi7es. 
Government is monopolizing the situa7on concerning the 
vaccines and the roll-out, my fear is grand scale corrup7on 
similar to the PPE saga and Solidarity fund mismanagement. brian

2021-01-20 
19:11:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Not a cogent and credible plan has been presented as to the roll 
out nor has the ability to source 40m doses been clarified. Duncan 

2021-01-20 
12:49:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Elderly, pensioners in the community should be vaccinated 
before prisoners. Not acceptable that just because ins7tu7on 
related that elderly and pensioners as tax payers do not receive 
the vaccine before prisoners. Shivani

2021-01-19 
23:47:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The only thing that got me furious is wen our president said he 
that prisoners will be included in the roll out.... Der bladt 
criminals n deserve to die.. Dis is the problem with our 
government always corrupt Shileena 
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2021-01-19 
12:12:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please allow medical aids to source and provide vaccines in 
addi7on to governments efforts as this will greatly reduce the 
logis7cs and costs required by government to roll out the 
vaccines allowing more people to get vaccinated quicker. 

By allowing medical aid companies to get involved we will be 
able to target the majority of the economically ac7ve and 
employed sectors of society. This is not meant to be at the 
exclusion of those that do not have private medical cover, it is 
purely a way to keep the economy working and allowing people 
to con7nue to work, earn an income and to pay taxes. Members 
of medical aids would be able to get a vaccine injec7on done at 
their local Dr's, Pharmacy etc. during normal business hours thus 
preven7ng longer queues at government hospitals and clinics 
and therefore reducing the risk of further infec7ons while also 
reducing the work load of these facili7es.  

I also feel that a large majority of the working class would rather 
not go to a government run hospital or clinic given the choice 
purely because these ins7tu7ons are bureaucra7c, slow and 
inefficient, one only has to stand in a 4 hour queue to try and 
renew a drivers licence or to try and get a new ID or passport to 
know that government does not provide 7mely services. Time 
spent in a queue is 7me wasted for the economy. 

It's 7me to put aside poli7cal correctness and looking at ways to 
gain the maximum poli7cal currency out of this pandemic and 
get the vaccines out to as many people as possible as quickly as 
possible by any legal means possible. We have an en7re private 
health sector that can do this. Create legisla7on that prevents 
price gouging and profiteering if that is the concern. 

Government should not be in compe77on with the private 
sector. Government does not has the resources to do this alone 
and so they will surely go out to tender to the same corrupt 
individuals that were given the Covid-19 PPE procurement 
tenders to help with the logis7cs, and this will inevitably result in 
cos7ng the tax payer more with no guarantee that the vaccines 
will ever get to the people that need it most, or that they will 
not end up on the black market or used for poli7cal leverage as 
were delivery of food parcels during the first wave of the 
pandemic. Simon

2021-01-18 
17:49:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not capable and does not have the capacity.  
Private hospitals should be allowed to par7cipate with medical 
aid companies involved  Michael 

2021-01-18 
16:22:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am happy for Healthcare workers to get the vaccine first but I 
don't agree that Prisoners should get it before the aged over 70 
and people's with exis7ng condi7ons or that are working. I feel 
Prisoners should be given the vaccine along with all other people 
amer the above men7oned first. Elizabeth

2021-01-18 
15:26:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Is it cost effec7ve....how long is the immunity....are the cost 
sustainable should we require other doses at later stage for 
immunity...have we properly explored other op7ons out there 
through research or we only see vaccines as our only op7on Bulelwa 

2021-01-18 
13:21:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Who exactly will be receiving the vaccine? There are rumors of 
Prisoners receiving the vaccine, which I am against.  I want more 
detail on who qualifies for the vaccine Rachael

2021-01-18 
12:19:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It's absurd that other diseases have taken a backseat in the 
scourge they have caused for years... Covid19 has taken 
precedence more economicly as claimed health wise. Another 
issue is scien7fic medicine has been the only op7on to the 
masses as opposed to herbal natural remedies which science 
found to be as effec7ve just rather not profitable and 
regulated... Yours truly
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2021-01-18 
11:27:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven its incompetents' to maintain 
desperately needed grant payments to the people who need it 
most - those desperate for food, and sustenance. Yet, it has 
proven itself competent to enrich a hand full of people in 
government or people close to MP's by state capture, tender 
processes and managing funds within organiza7on where is has 
people in control (SAA, SABC, municipali7es, Eskom, etc etc). 
What has changed to proven Government can handle COVID 
vaccines effec7vely and fairly. 

The Government has proven its incompetents to provide 
housing solu7ons to the people of this country's over the last 26 
years. Yet, it has enriched a handful of connected people to 
Government to the extend that they have rendered the 
countries finances into default risk.  With ex president Mr Zuma 
seemingly at the helm this miss appropria7on of funds in the 
excess of  R20b. What has changed, and what ac7on has been 
taken against these perpetrators to avoid further racketeering 
with COVID vaccine treatments. 

Government has proven its incompetence to manage PPE 
tenders and preparing for COVID treatment by closing the 
economy with a lock down to govern and look amer its peoples 
basic needs. During these 7mes, MP's have raided PPE tenders, 
at the cost of the poorest people; allowing the cost of PPE to the 
na7on and to the tax payer to spiral  out of control. During these 
7mes, the Government has allowed for MP's to set bans against 
certain products under Na7onal Disaster Act, whilst they have 
known links to under ground characters who will benefit from 
these bans; allowing profiteering from the poorest people in our 
country. 

What has changed? 

Where will this sudden competence and transparency come 
from? 

The country sits in darkness of Eskom and financial ruin from the 
same said leaders that now want to take charge of the most 
important act the world has seen every. Will you let them look 
amer your child for a day? So why should you trust them with 
your life and those of your fellow South Africans? 

What has changed? 

Andries
2021-01-18 
06:30:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With government's track record of managing anything, I have 
liple faith in them roling out the vaccine corrup7on free. Christopher

2021-01-18 
06:28:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should  secure more doses as a maper of 
urgency and allow medical aids to distribute to its members. To 
ensure equity, Medical aids should finance an equivalent 
number for free to the poor.  

Given that we have many corrupt individuals in government and 
their allies in civil society - the vaccines have to be safely stored 
and rollout monitored to avoid them . Shaida

2021-01-17 
23:20:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Although every South African is important, priority should be 
given to those who are ac7vely contribu7ng to the economy of 
the country through the paying of tax, which provides the 
revenue to obtain further vaccines. 

Without this sector of the economy, which might succumb to the 
virus, the bleak future will be worsened. Look at those working 
throughout the pandemic, those working remotely should not 
be the priority... number one is Health Care, educators and other 
services such as Social Development and SAPS and their support. 

Every live is important, but those that provide the necessary 
revenue to government should receive priority. Mark

2021-01-17 
18:47:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the effec7veness and efficiency of the roll out by 
Government. The possibility of corrup7on with the roll out of 
the vaccine. Why should the vaccine roll out be out sourced? It 
must be managed and controlled by Government it self. I'm 
concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccine.? Why can't 
the South African government use the cheaper alterna7ve as in 
India? Louis 

2021-01-17 
18:16:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

What about the non educators that work at schools, are we get 
the vaccine? Fenella

2021-01-17 
18:00:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned that this roll out will be managed and controlled 
by a poli7cal party that is fraught with corrup7on, cronyism and 
nefarious agendas. From the sourcing and selec7on of the 
vaccines used in SA, to the distribu7on and pricing, the en7re 
process will be exposed as another ANC failure and breach of 
human rights in our history books years from now. Please let 
private medical ins7tu7ons source and distribute. Government 
can simply work with industry watchdogs to regulate pricing. Mandy
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2021-01-17 
07:54:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Just a bit perplexed as to why prisoners will receive vaccina7ons 
before many South Africans.  
I am aware of the right to life  paying debt to society but this 
should nor be before many many South Africans.  
If you want to achieve herd immunity surely it should be those 
who are in the work place, schools, frontline healthcare and 
essen7al workers. 
I believe valuable people in our economy should be priori7zed 
before prisoners. 

Debra
2021-01-17 
07:24:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Leagalise overmec7n with condi7ons Vb

2021-01-16 
16:38:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Gov needs to get a move on. We are way behind other 
countries yet we desperately need the vaccine. Amer the front 
line workers, teachers and clergy need the vaccine next to save 
educa7on and lives. Barbara

2021-01-16 
07:03:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have been working in wholesale right through the epidemic to 
provide food to all. Yet we are not selecped for vaccine. The 
frunt line workers are. In leval 5 we had to register as frunt line 
workers to be able to open our wholesale to provide food. This 
as restricped products to. We maitained the protacols and have 
stayed free of covid. Why are we excluded and thier should be 
an open method to obtain vaccine. Gov knew a year ago we 
would require vaccine. Poor planing of finances. Cecil

2021-01-16 
06:40:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My only concerns regarding the vaccine are firstly that it is 
sourced from India, who I don't believe have the same quality 
standards as USA or European countries. I have had terrible 
reac7ons to generic medica7ons made in India previously.  

My second concern is the government's ability to control 
distribu7on of the vaccine without vials disappearing (and being 
sold on the black market). Katherine 

2021-01-16 
05:44:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has constantly proven it's inability to accomplish 
anything effec7vely and without corrup7on which, in turn, puts 
strain on the tax payer, the economy and the country as a whole. 
Private ins7tutes should part of the vaccine rollout. Yusher

2021-01-15 
11:57:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Rose

2021-01-15 
11:24:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This should have been done (order vaccine) the very instant we 
had the first wave.   Shame on SA for lagging most of Africa.  Just 
get the vaccine from India.  Why are you wai7ng for covax??.   
Let  pharmacies procure their own vaccines, how long do we 
have to wait. 

Pravin

2021-01-15 
09:31:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government can't be trusted to acquire and distribute PPE 
without massive corrup7on and them, but now for some reason 
they think they can manage a massive rollout of vaccines? 
Government has proven over and over again that they can't be 
trusted. Open the roll-out up for the private sector which will be 
efficient and cost effec7ve. Jaco

Eastern Cape 14
2021-01-26 
17:22:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Will Government be using private en77es to help with rolling 
out the vaccine? Cost of vaccine? Johannes

2021-01-24 
23:33:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The medical aids of south africa have requested they  be given 
authority to procure this vaccine to vaccinate their members, 
but their request was denied.  This is pure stupidity.  We have an 
opportunity to receive a life saving vaccine but the government 
won't allow this to be done.  I don't know if they feel scared that 
they might lose out on revenue if this happens, this is the only 
thing I can think about. 
I further STRONGLY disagree that those in correc7onal facili7es 
should receive this drug in the 1st or even 2nd phase.  These 
people have commiped crimes and cost the government money.  
They should be the last people to receive vaccines.   Claerwen

2021-01-19 
08:14:08

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The role out the vaccine must not be restricted to the 
government only, private ci7zens should have every availability 
to purchase vaccines from anyone able to supply them.  

A centralised and unilateral approach is bound to be slower and 
less efficient than a mul7lateral effort where private sector and 
government are both permiped to leverage their capaci7es and 
networks to get the vaccine to the those who want it as soon as 
possible. Kyle

2021-01-18 
13:21:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hi 

I would like to know when the elderly and people with exis7ng 
health issues will be vacintated ANNETTE
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2021-01-18 
13:08:46

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are a number of problems with the vagueness of the 
planned roll out of the vaccine. Gov has not provided any proof 
that they are able to get the required dosages of the vaccine 
(please consider you need 2 doses per person so we need 
80-120 million doses which is no where close to the 20 million 
they claim to be geing in 2021).  This leaves a huge short fall 
and wishful thinking that they will be able to get more in a 
7mely fashion.   

They seem to be relying on the private sector to be funding this 
as they have no provided any evidence in being able to actually 
pay for the vaccines, via any of the channels (cofax, direect, AU 
Agreement). But rather they seem to be apemp7ng to get 
medical aids to pay for the vaccine. IN this case they need to 
vacinate people on Medical Aid first (along side those in the 
medical care sector).  

Add in the problem that the vaccine is not to be given to people 
under the age of 16, this means that approximately 1 3rd of our 
popula7on cannot be vacinated. This means the govs plan to 
vaccinate 67% of the popula7on means almost every single adult 
needs to be vaccinated.  (This is highly unlikley when you have 
ANC ministers and Councilors sugges7ng that covid is fake, or 
caused by 5G towers leading to the destruc7on of 
infrastructure). 

So there is very liple factual informa7on from gov about the roll 
out of the vaccine. They have provided wishy washy numbers 
that don't come close to the numbers needed. They also have 
given no concrete plans on how they intend to distribute and roll 
out vaccine delivery.  

Finally given the complete and uper corrup7on this government 
has shown infects its core (highlighted by the complete loo7ng 
of the 500 BILLION RAND in aid for ppe etc). I don't believe 
government could realis7cally run this process without 
corrup7on and them happening.     

Christopher

2021-01-18 
10:09:01

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree with procuring the vaccine but it should not be procured 
exclusively by government. I have concerns about government's 
ability (looking at failing health-care systems) and integrity 
(corrup7on is s7ll rife despite our President's efforts to prevent 
it) with regards to procurement and successful distribu7on of 
the vaccine and vaccina7on of the popula7on. I would like to see 
Medical Schemes and private concerns such as Dischem being 
allowed to import and distribute the vaccine. Having researched 
the cost of the vaccine, it would be affordable to a large part of 
the popula7on and as such would relieve government of this 
cost and responsibility. Rosanne

2021-01-18 
09:42:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector has been handling other vaccina7ons, such as 
influenza, for many years. The private sector should also be 
allowed to handle C19 vaccina7ons. This will speed up the 
process. Government as a single source would do more harm 
than good. Andrew

2021-01-18 
08:49:35

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe medical aids should be allowed to bring in tested 
vaccines and provide vaccines to all ci7zens, government needs 
to rethink herd immunity approach and work more closely with 
private sector willing to fund vaccines. Berny

2021-01-18 
07:49:27

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need to know and see what the roll-out plan by the 
government will be and also a schedule of more vaccines to be 
acquired.  It can be all for naught if it takes years to implement 
and the virus had a chance to further mutate. Kobus

2021-01-17 
13:30:17

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved over and over again that they are 
corrupt and incapable. This will probably become another epic 
failure if lem to government to roll-out. 
Rather u7lize professional organiza7ons to roll out the vaccine. Sylvia

2021-01-17 
08:07:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There is no way this roll out plan will be completed on 7me 
especially f a vaccine is chosen that you need to give a follow up 
dose. Too much 7me and too few resources . In the mean7me 
make ivermec7n available to treat ac7ve Covid pa7ents and 
lessen the burden on the health care system and SAVE LIVES! We 
need out economy going and our children BACK IN SCHOOL. Katherine 

2021-01-16 
06:37:37

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

They know how many people live in South Africa. Why not get 
enough for everybody and get it done. we should all be given 
the same chance of survival. Susan

2021-01-15 
17:49:49

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector and individuals should not be prevented to gain 
access to the vaccine, such as for those who need to travel 
interna7onally for work. The government’s track record of 
loo7ng and corrup7on makes them the least capable 
organisa7on manage the vaccine rollout.  A beper plan is 
needed than leaving it up to government to manage. Barend

2021-01-15 
14:18:03

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would prefer a joint private public partnership. Government is 
too incompetent and too corrupt to do it without massive fraud 
and loo7ng. A private company in oversight will help to alleviate 
this. Stuart

Western Cape 96
2021-01-26 
15:34:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

More efficient rollout if handled by medical aids and private 
health services 

Lodewicus 
Benjamin
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2021-01-26 
14:58:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It goes without saying that if the goverment cannot ensure that 
any parrastatal is run efficiently, or effec7vely, then one cannot 
expect the ANC to handle the roll-out without problems. The 
them, mis-management and fruad that have taken place since 
the start of the pandemic is startling and it all under the firm 
grip of the ANC. Irrespec7ve of your views on the virus iteself, 
the fact is that one year later and we s7ll dont have more nurses, 
more equipment, more beds or more doctors. We dont seem to 
have the funds to fight the virus, but all the poli7cians got their 
bonusses and they seem to have ample money to pay for state 
funerals, parrastatal bailouts and business as usual.  

Many people realise that they cannot trust the goverment with 
their lives and thus take up private medical aid cover to have 
trained proffesionals, whom understand accountability, take care 
of them. Almost like the private secuirty such a large number of 
SA relies on, because our police is hun7ng beach goers instead 
of rapist and murderers.  

The dont have my support on this.   

  Albert

2021-01-26 
14:53:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Given the ANC breaks or fumbles anything it touches, I'd like to 
see provincial governments are granted authority to procure and 
administer the vaccines. I have no issues with becoming 
vaccinated (aged 39), and am primarily concerned for the 
elderly. Greg

2021-01-25 
16:41:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Offer alterna7ves and choices - like any other vaccine there are 
proponents and cri7cs. It remains an individual choice - 
regrepably with profound consequences if others are infected by 
unvaccinated individuals. R

2021-01-23 
08:33:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kira

2021-01-22 
07:50:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

They already haven’t done enough to secure vaccines and 
blatantly lied to the popula7on that they have been looking to 
secure for 6 months 

All state owned enterprises fail so why would the vaccine 
program work? The ANC will steal and profit as much as possible 
from the vaccine program. I don’t support it needs to be private. 
I’d rather have it done privately and quickly at a cost to me than 
slowly ineffec7ve by the government Paul

2021-01-22 
06:36:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

People working in shops, malls etc, packing your groceries etc, 
should be vaccinated before those siing in jail, they are in jail 
for a reason and was taken out of society. People living in shacks 
close to each other are much more vulnerable and able to 
spread the virus! Wilna

2021-01-21 
08:31:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is corrupt and tenders will be given to  
comrades for the rollout. In addi7on, this is too liple too late. Its 
a monumental disaster much like everything else the ANC 
touches. Toni

2021-01-20 
14:54:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Because of corrup7on it is almost impossible to trust the 
government. The western cape government and the medical aid 
wanted to acquire vaccine, but now the corrupt government 
want to be the only supplier? This does not make sense. 
I also have concerns about the effec7veness of the vaccine, 
because of the new strain of the virus and the 7me in which it 
was tested. 
 I do feel the government is not open about this. Gideon

2021-01-20 
13:11:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government must allow private organisa7ons to assist with 
the vaccina7on roll out process so it reaches the SA people as 
soon as possible.  
The reason being I am concerned that government  have now 
procured enough vaccine's to enable S.A.  to achieve the herd 
immunity.   
Also that the over 60s and those with comorbidi7es are not part 
of the Target group. Tracey

2021-01-19 
19:34:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am 100% for vaccines but individuals should be allow to 
purchase the vaccine through various ways as well, I don't trust 
government (corrup7on and stealing of funds) to get the 
vaccines to us urgently, as it stands for my age group I'll be last in 
line, I do feel however that working class individuals hold up the 
economy and support and care for children and elderly parents, I 
have many family members that rely on me and should I suffer 
severe covid many will be nega7vely impacted, I am also 
concerned about the very slow roll out in South Africa, 
worldwide 40mil + already vaccinated but none in SA, I trust my 
provincial government (Western Cape) to assist with vaccine 
programs Marinda

2021-01-19 
15:14:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I find it hard to believe that SOE's and Government departments 
like the Post Office and Home Affairs are barely able to process 
SASSA grants and documenta7on yet think it's feasible to 
vaccinate upwards of 300,000 people per day. You can barely 
process 100 people at Home Affairs per day, are unable to keep 
SOE's opera7ng, unable to keep the power on, unable to plan or 
s7ck to a budget. What, besides them and destruc7on, are you 
actually able to do? 

Enough is enough, we are no longer your fellow South Africans, 
you are 7cks sucking this country dry. Marschant
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2021-01-19 
14:02:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

They have proven 7me an 7me again they are useless at 
everything and screw up everything they touch. This will be a 
momumental undertaking to get right.  

The why they have started by keeping everything secret, missing 
payment dates and being extremely scant on details leave much 
to be desired.  

The goverment will have to be forced to be open and 
transparent about the roll out. This is a looters dream when it 
comes to the ANC.  

Simon

2021-01-19 
13:28:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have two main concerns, 1st on 20 million is secured, 
professionals say 40 mill is needed to secure a certain amount of 
the popula7on, so that leaves a 50% chance for the virus to 
become immune to the vaccine. My second point is i dont think 
enough effort is put in to educa7ng the popula7on on the 
vaccine Nathan

2021-01-19 
13:13:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Die alleen erg van regering om aan te koop en versprei .  Hul 
sloer met aankope Gerhard

2021-01-19 
13:10:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Covid is real, and yes, a vaccine is urgently required.  Agreed, 
usually it takes quite some 7me to develop and test a vaccine, 
but right now 7me is of the essence. 

I have no problem taking the vaccine, HOWEVER, I believe that 
all Na7onal Government personnel - everyone from president to 
office cleaner - should take it first.  If they survive with no major 
side-effects,  then by all means roll it out to the rest of us. 

government always put  themselves first.  Let them be first now 
also. Ang

2021-01-19 
09:57:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government alone won't have the capacity to carry out the roll 
out efficiently  within a short space of 7me. It is a known fact 
that government is know for red tape and corrup7on. We need a 
mul7 pronged approach of a joint venture by government and 
the private sector both for the procurement and the dispensing 
of the vaccine. This will allow our country to secure enough 
vaccine and roll it out to as wider the popula7on as possible 
within a short space of 7me. This is what we need to save lives. Tsepo

2021-01-19 
07:50:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is incapable of doing anything correctly at the 
moment, thus the rollout of the vaccine will be full of 
corrup7on, bribery and more than likely, the inability to do it in 
any manner that would benefit the country. We are spiraling 
downward and the government is pushing us down even further 
into a black hole that we will never be able to get out. 
Get your act together quickly, and maybe look at geing a non 
biased, 3rd party company like Discovery to do it for you, at least 
they will do it fairly and it won't be full of corrup7on. Ashley

2021-01-18 
21:19:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

40 million vaccina7ons will require approximately 115 000 
vaccina7ons per day if we want to complete this process in 2021, 
if we start today.  I do not believe the ANC government is even 
remotely capable to manage this. All medical qualified 
ins7tu7ons must be encouraged to obtain the vaccine if on an 
approval list, and also these ins7tu7ons must be authorised to 
administer the vaccina7on. The Western Cape must be allowed 
to ac7on this process in their own manner. 

Dirk

2021-01-18 
16:46:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need 40 million people vaccinated to reach popula7on-
immunity. Each person will require two vaccines each. Cyril 
"hopes" to obtain 20 million vaccines by the end of the 2nd 
quarter (end August). This will represent a quarter of what is 
required for popula7on-immunity and at this rate it will take a 
further year and a half to reach this goal!?! 
So far we have no vaccines at all and the first 1.5million should 
be in the country by mid-Feb (probably wishful thinking) and will 
jus7fiably be reserved for Healthcare workers. Even if we 
manage to get the vaccines we need, can you imagine this 
government being capable of geing them in people's arms at a 
rate of 1million per week??? I think not. So, it seems this year is 
a write-off already!!!  
Distribu7on should be led by NGO's and the Private HealthCare 
providers (and Public HealthCare where possible). This 
Government has proved itself to be completely lacking in ability 
and integrity when it comes to the well-being of the poorest and 
most vulnerable of its ci7zens. NGO's and Civil Society will do a 
far beper job of vaccina7ng the popula7on without poli7cising 
the situa7on (shunning the West and insis7ng on unaccredited 
vaccines from Russia and China). If lem to the ANC (and Youth 
League spin-off /  EFF), the next scandal will be vaccines for 
votes! If distribu7on is to happen at a Municipal level, only 
Municipali7es with a clean audit should be permiped to do so. 
Otherwise, leave it to the Private sector and civil society. Augustus

2021-01-18 
16:29:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why cant medical aids and private sector rollout the vaccine? 
When government messes this up I hope that SA remembers 
whose responsible for the lives lost. George

2021-01-18 
15:04:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

tax paying law abiding ci7zens must not stand behind criminals/ 
rapists/ murderers for the vaccine ! regardless of their 
situa7on...if there is overcrowding the state must alleviate that 
not push aside its ci7zens for criminals tracey

2021-01-18 
14:47:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the corrup7on in the roll out of the 
vaccine distribu7on.  I agree that the proposed rollout looks fine, 
the ques7on is will it happen. 
As we will have a limited supply of the vaccine it will be a huge 
task to administer the vaccine fairly and in an orderly fashion. Kay
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2021-01-18 
14:22:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I was shocked to hear that I as a taxpayer must wait to get the 
vaccine and that prisoners are ahead of the queue. We as law 
abiding ci7zens should be vaccinated before prisoners as they 
have forfeited their rights when they commiped a serious crime. Charles 

2021-01-18 
14:05:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am certainly shocked that it has been proposed that prisoners 
are ahead of the queue to receive the vaccine ahead of the 
general popula7on.  Surely by landing yourself in prison, you 
have less right to receive the vaccine than someone who has not 
commiped a serious crime.  Hanlie

2021-01-18 
13:43:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

For the government to appropriate the en7re mandate to 
procure and distribute the vaccine unnecessarily raises the risks 
and the costs involved while likely also delaying the process from 
start to comple7on. 

The private sector has funds and capabili7es available 
immediately and as is common with government corrup7on and 
competence the state will not be able to roll-out a vaccine 
ini7a7ve as well as the private sector. 

Similarly medical aids, private hospitals, and large corporates 
have specific resources that already handle vaccines. It is clear 
that the state will have to depend on the private sector but to do 
so at the 11th hour is done in bad taste but will cost lives. This is 
due to expected mistakes with the state vaccine program. Daniel

2021-01-18 
11:56:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not well known for its efficiency. To reach such 
aggressive vaccina7on totals the en7re  medical infrastructure 
should be used- GP's as well as Pharmacies where the necessary 
skills are available. riaan

2021-01-18 
09:48:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lorinda

2021-01-18 
09:36:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Rollout of the vaccina7on program: 
1st Medical care workers 
2nd Persons above sixty or turning six in 2021 
3rd Persons with live threatening deceases (High risk) 
4th economical ac7ve people (Teachers, Lecturers etc.) 
5th Children and students 
6th Rest of the popula7on 

Gilbert

2021-01-18 
09:15:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government must lim the ban on medical aids and 
companies impor7ng vaccines themselves. It is just stupid that 
the government thinks it alone can import and distribute 
vaccines.  We all know by now that the government is absolutely 
useless at centralised planning and control. Rather let the 
private sector help by also impor7ng -- they would do it much 
cheaper and much more quickly. Graham

2021-01-18 
08:53:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the medical aids should be allowed to procure the 
vaccine for those that are on medical aids. Why should we wait if 
we are paying for medical aid and paying our taxes. 
Secondly those that can afford to purchase the vaccine privately 
should be allowed to.  
Thirdly why are we looking amer prisoners (non law abiding 
ci7zens) before law abiding ci7zens who pay their taxes. 

Susan

2021-01-18 
08:27:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is ridiculous to think that the government can take sole 
ownership for this roll out. Their concern should be for 
elimina7ng this threat as soon as possible and the quickest way 
to do this is to allow the private sector to get involved. Large 
corpora7ons can pay for their own staff to be vaccinated and this 
would be done in a maper of weeks compared to the bumbling 
efforts by government. Jus7n

2021-01-18 
08:13:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out and supply of vaccines are simply too liple too late. 
The number of vaccines procured are too liple. I support 
priori7zing health workers and essen7al workers. This process 
should include big business to ensure vaccina7on of essen7al 
workers too. This will assist Government in the roll out to ensure 
that the majority of the workforce gets their vaccines. Simone Joy

2021-01-18 
08:11:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Healthcare workers and teachers need to be first in line! Roxanne 

2021-01-18 
08:08:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out and supply of vaccines are simply too liple too late.  
The number of vaccines procured are too liple.  I support 
priori7zing health workers and essen7al workers. This process 
should include big business to ensure vaccina7on of essen7al 
workers too. This will assist Government in the roll out to ensure 
that the majority of the workforce gets their vaccines. Amanda

2021-01-18 
07:19:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that it’s impera7ve to get the vaccine to as many people as 
quickly as possible. Private companies should be allowed to 
source the vaccine. It should not be limited to government. Ken

2021-01-18 
07:17:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has failed 7me and 7me again to honour 
almost every promise they have made. They have failed to 
deliver basic necessi7es over their period in power. They have 
failed the country and its people by allowing corrupt officials to 
take advantage of their posi7ons with no repercussion for 
breaking the law. Why should we believe that this situa7on will 
be any different. 

I would be more comfortable with the private sector taking the 
charge of the vaccine procurement, distribu7on and 
administra7on. Craig

2021-01-18 
01:36:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is in dissaray and is corrupt and has an obliga7on to 
make Ivermec7n available or facilitate civil society to do so Amanda

2021-01-17 
21:51:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why are a criminals live more important than a law abiding , tax 
paying ci7zen? 
They get in fase2 and I must wait.  

Sonya
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2021-01-17 
21:40:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should allow the private sector and medical aids to 
procure and distribute the vaccine.  Where is our democracy?? Elaine

2021-01-17 
20:30:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that the government has waited too long. They have 
promised the vaccine rollout - but when??? 
We want to know when the rollout will start!! Lisa

2021-01-17 
19:43:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

First of all why are prisoners and convicts put above the average 
normal working class person . They contribute nothing to society 
and they should be vaccinated last. 
The ANC government is absolutely useless in organising anything 
and I would be very scared to go along with their roll out 
strategy.  Its going to turn out to be a huge fuck up and I don't 
want to be part of it. Leon

2021-01-17 
19:22:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I want to be able to choose the vaccine I take based on it's 
efficacy. Furthermore, do medical aids get to distribute directly. 
Lastly, 67% is rubbish the en7re adult popula7on needs the 
vaccine Halli

2021-01-17 
16:39:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I’m concerned about corrup7on and side effects of the vaccine.  
I don’t agree with prisoners being priori7sed to get the vaccine. Pumeza 

2021-01-17 
14:29:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t believe prisoners should be given priority. Prison guards 
yes, prisoners no. Law abiding tax payers should get priority. Angela

2021-01-17 
14:21:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm disgusted by the slow rate of securing a vaccine for our 
people, especially considering the fact that vaccines are being 
produced here for export to the US. Our economy is suffering 
and small business owners are not being supported by 
government, yet there is not enough urgency in securing 
vaccines which we so desperately need. Even moreso, disgusted 
that the excuse for this is lack of funding, because where did the 
R500 billion go that we loaned?????? Government should have 
set money aside from that loan to secure vaccines for the en7re 
country. But no, these poli7cians and their friends saw this as 
the perfect opportunity to stuff their already full pockets even 
further under false Covid related expenses.  I sincerely hope that 
we get enough vaccines at a rapid rate, and on top of that, 
educate the people with regards to what the vaccines are and its 
func7on so that people are not afraid to take it. All of the 
secracy and lack of informa7on breeds distrust which is not 
going to help this situa7on. Marilise

2021-01-17 
12:33:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not be the sole distributor of the vaccine. 
Allow medical aid schemes to source their own vaccines. Derek

2021-01-17 
11:50:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Just concerned that all provinces will get equal access to vaccine. Dawn

2021-01-17 
11:13:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As a Concern South African I would like to remind us  about 
poli7cal history as we enjoy democracy.  We've walked a long 
bumpy road full of blood and devastated Africans.   

Our African Scien7sts must table a full report pertaining the 
Vaccine to the Leadership(Presidents). Quality and benefits must 
be the as the one that European Presidents will injects. 

Popula7on differs we don't want to see people of Africa dys as 
flies. 

Brain of Africans must play  a vital role. African 
Scien7sts!!!!!!!!!!!!!?????? 

Our lives depends on you... 
Uplimment of our Economy depends on you..... 
Your inteligency will make me vaccinate Thamsanqa 

2021-01-17 
10:45:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think that our government has the ability to do anything 
without corrup7on being involved. Ivermec7n does work for 
Covid, but they would rather plunge our country  into total 
bankruptcy to obtain a vaccine that they are not 100% sure even 
works, than pay R10 per tablet for Ivermec7n. Mariepe

2021-01-17 
09:08:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My only objec7on is that prisoners, who do not pay tax or abide 
by our cons7tu7on, receive the vaccine before law-abiding 
ci7zens. Prison staff must get the vaccine, but withholding it 
from prisoners will be a further deterrent to not commit crimes 
against fellow ci7zens. 
While I have your ear, I believe they have also forfeited their 
right to vote. Belinda

2021-01-17 
06:42:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The corrup7on and criminal energy of the crooks i government 
will move from ppe to vaccine distribu7on... Maxie

2021-01-17 
06:19:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The goverment has lost all credibility, if it was to be atained thru 
the private sector i would support it. Hendrik

2021-01-16 
22:04:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the vaccine should be targeted ini7ally at those who 
contribute to the economy including hospitality and businesses. 
This will allow more people to be working and allowing the 
public to support businesses.  
However more vulnerable sectors of the popula7on including 
those in care homes and those with chronic illnesses should also 
be priori7zed. CA

2021-01-16 
19:55:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Foreigners should not get vaccinated before South African  born 
tax paying people 
They should use a system like the voters roll to create some 
order. Desiree

2021-01-16 
19:37:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Friedrich
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2021-01-16 
18:21:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Govt simply can’t be trusted  with central procurement  as it 
provides opportuni7es for loo7ng and corrup7on across ranks. 
Neither  has any SOE  inspired any confidence in managing 
anything competently, including the pandemic. The private 
healthcare  should be able to procure and administer vaccines 
alongside  Dept of Health, which would be less onerous on state 
resources. Another concern is that to date, there’s been no 
strategy to disseminate accurate info and community educa7on, 
which has been a major gap throughout the pandemic. We need 
concrete plans and decisive leadership. Pina

2021-01-16 
17:38:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This government is too corrupt to roll out the vaccina7on 
programme!  They’ll loot funds for it!  Also,  they didn’t order in 
7me because of ‘lack of funding’ but can thrown billions AGAIN 
down the deep, never-ending black hole of SAA!  Sickening ! Saskia

2021-01-16 
16:02:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that government should be solely in charge of 
this roll out.  The roll out should be done in conjunc7on with the 
private sector. 
Government has proven 7me and 7me again that it is not able to 
plan or manage effec7vely. Mar7n

2021-01-16 
15:06:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why not give it to all health care workers, teachers and then the 
individual tax payers of this country.  
Amer that everyone can stand in line. Iain

2021-01-16 
11:37:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Unfortunately the government has an extremely bad track 
record and the common man on the street has no trust in them. 
Especially when it comes to  big money being spend on 
something. No need to give the long list again. I do not think the 
government should be the only source to provide us with the / a 
vaccine, there MUST be room for private ini7a7ve. 
Also, there is no way it can be made mandatory, we are not 
sheep, stop behaving as if we are. Norepe

2021-01-16 
11:11:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I support mandatory vaccina7on as long as the vaccines used 
have been through rigorous and transparent trials. I would not 
support the use of Russian or Indian vaccines. I think the private 
sector should be allowed to purchase and administer the 
vaccines directly and there could be cross-subsidisa7on, as has 
already been proposed by B4SA and various private sector 
medical aids. I would even support a "vaxstamp" in passports to 
prove vaccina7ons and allow for easier travel beyond SA's 
borders. Based on government's track record and the PPE 
scandals, relying solely on central government to purchase and 
roll-out the vaccine leads to concentra7on risk and opportunity 
for corrup7on. Carmen

2021-01-16 
10:18:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Alterna7ves like Ivermec7n should also be allowed Keith

2021-01-16 
09:27:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not opposed to vaccina7ons per se provided that the 
approved vaccines are at least 94 % effec7ve. 
I am opposed to parts of the vaccina7on program for the 
following reason: 
-The ANC Administra7on is the sole importer and distributor. I 
do not support this decision. 
-The ANC Administra7on is notoriously known for its 
incompetence, maladministra7on, corrup7on and wasteful 
expenditure as reported in the annual reports of the Auditor 
General and it is a well-known fact that the ANC Administra7on 
is facing a fiscal cliff, e.g. accumula7ng massive unsustainable 
debts since about 2005 (by not balancing its budget) by means 
of government bonds borrowed from the market with an 
unsustainable compounding effect to service the interest 
payments. According the Minister of Finance, South Africa is 
currently borrowing about R20 billion a week; on an annualized 
basis about R1,04 trillion in one year with a compounding effect 
thereamer. 
-At the above level of borrowing, it is no surprise that the ANC 
Administra7on missed the deadline to make the first deposit 
payment towards the COVAX facility and had to rely on the 
Solidarity Fund (dona7ons) to make the payment. 
-South African pharmacy companies, pharmacy groups or 
medical aids are not allowed to import Covid 19 vaccines which 
based on the tobacco case is uncons7tu7onal. 
- According to press reports, Discovery Health disclosed the 
inten7on of the medical aid industry to subsidize about 30 % of 
the public sector vaccina7on program. I am totally opposed to 
this plan because in terms of the Medical Schemes Act it is 
unlawful to misuse or abuse the solvency reserve or any other 
reserve of a medical aid scheme and then to rely on future 
members contribu7ons to replenish the reserves. Also, I think 
that the Trustees and Scheme Administrators are opening 
themselves up to class ac7ons to recover the damages caused to 
schemes due to maladministra7on. It is not the role or 
responsibility of private medical aid schemes to subsidize the 
public sector vaccina7on expenditure. The ANC Administra7on is 
responsible for this. If Scheme Administrators and par7cipa7ng 
employers to private medical aid schemes feel a moral obliga7on 
to subsidize the public health vaccina7on program; then they 
must make dona7ons from their shareholders funds and at the 
very least obtain shareholders approval to do so. 
- I would like to know whether the ANC Administra7on made any 
financial commitments, directly or indirectly, par7ally or in full, 
to guarantee or finance the vaccina7on program of the African 
Union (AU). Pres Ramaphosa announced that the AU secured 
270 million doses of Covid 19 vaccines yet the ANC 
Administra7on failed to secure 120 (60 million x2) million doses 
for the South African popula7on. Gerrie
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2021-01-16 
08:22:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

A government controlled roll out only is ridiculous. Other 
vaccines are allowed to be sourced through private ins7tu7ons 
and so should the COVID-19 vaccines.  

You already have countries and airlines talking about refusing 
access to people who haven’t had the vaccine (as they righ{ully 
should), but now I need to wait un7l the government decides I 
can get it. Nonsense. Geoffrey

2021-01-16 
08:06:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Allow private sector to buy independently. Marthinus

2021-01-16 
07:29:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am FOR vaccina7on! BUT Government can't be trusted to 
acquire and distribute PPE without massive corrup7on and them, 
but now for some reason they think they can manage a massive 
rollout of vaccines? Government has proven over and over again 
that they can't be trusted. Open the roll-out up for the private 
sector which will be efficient and cost effec7ve. Henrike 

2021-01-16 
07:19:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With the corrup7on that took place with regards to PPE it is 
extremely unlikely that the government can do this without 
corrup7on and greed geing the beper of them. Time and 7me 
again the government has proven that it cannot be trusted not 
to steal or make ra7onal decisions. What's different this 7me? 
Ramaphosa's empty promises? Nobody high up in the ANC 
rankings has received significant punishment for crime in the last 
26 years, it's unlikely that this will ever happen. Stephen

2021-01-16 
06:56:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment must allow private sector par7cipa7on in 
procurement and distribu7on of the vaccine. As it stands 
Goverment can neither afford nor has the ability to vaccinate at 
the scale required. 

Allowing private par7cipa7on will speed up the vaccina7on 
7meline and allow those in SA with the means to subsidize the 
state's vaccina7on effort. Every addi7onal shot counts so 
forbidding this will have a cost measured not only in months of 
lockdown but lives too. Alexander

2021-01-16 
06:14:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is impera7ve they this corrupt government is not allowed to 
centrally roll out the vaccine as they have shown their complete 
incompetence & inability to handle anything without it being a 
disaster. The private sector must  be able to buy & distribute the 
vaccine for their members  without the ANC poli7cians geing 
their hands on it so that they can line their own pockets. Kerry

2021-01-16 
05:14:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The sooner anyone who wants to be vaccinated the beper. With 
so many not in favour of geing vaccinated I worry some 
vaccines will go to waste and so the rollout should be fluid to 
allow those who may be in phase 2 and beyond, to get 
vaccinated sooner. I also think the private sector should be able 
to and encouraged to procure addi7onal vaccines. I

2021-01-15 
22:45:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree that healthcare workers should be first in line, but as we 
know, there are those in power who will abuse their status and 
wangle it for themselves as well as family and friends, while the 
rest that follow, in whatever order, will have to be happy with 
the lemovers and wait for the next consignment, should there be 
any Herman

2021-01-15 
19:05:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

 Far beper to let the private sector distribute the vaccines as 
they have the infrastructure to do so. 

Have a compromise whereby the State does some vaccina7ons 
and the private sector is involved as well. 

With the latest corrup7on involved in PPEs there is a real 
concern that the vaccina7ons will meet the same fate. 
Government have a proven track record of corrup7on and 
incompetence and not tackling the real issues at hand but 
always try to address the symptoms instead of the cause of the 
problem. 

I.e. the government ban alcohol sales which destroys jobs and 
have serious economic impact on a huge scale. This decision is 
based on the complaint that the hospitals cannot cope  because 
of the alcohol related incidents. President Ramaphosa stated on 
Monday that there are 15 000 Covid related pa7ents in the 
hospitals which means there are far less alcohol related cases 
causing the capacity related problems for the hospitals and 
health workers.  Instead of addressing the problem of the less 
than 15 000 trouble makers who is  causing the problem,  the 
government decides to punish all of the 60 million people with 
the alcohol ban.   Why not, during the Covid crisis, intercept the 
alcohol related cases at the hospitals and severely punish them 
and take them out of society to army camps 7ll the crisis is over 
or send them home without treatment. They had a choice to 
drink whilst the Covid pa7ent did not have a choice. The chief of 
police should be replaced with someone that prosecute the 
criminals and trouble makes instead of the innocent 
communi7es.  Yet he has the audacity to claim on Na7onal 
television that they will keep the na7on of the beaches and 
threaten them with legal ac7on but they cannot control less 
than 15000 drunks! 

If they keep on arguing this way and address the symptoms 
instead of the cause they can just as well ban cars and airplanes 
because people die in accidents. Gerrit
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2021-01-15 
16:19:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My ques7on is, why are prisoners so high up on the list? Is it 
because the majority of them are anc supporters? The 
government will find a way to mess this up because that's all 
they do. The government has been breaking this country for 
over 26 years and con7nue to do so. Prisoners should be last on 
the list as they are the ones who made the wrong choices in the 
first place! Brendon

2021-01-15 
16:19:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have serious doubts about the govt's ability to organise this 
event - there will be loo7ng, waste and simple robbery and 
fraud. 
The vaccine cannot be mandatory, and prisoners must not come 
before those of age 65 and up. Brian

2021-01-15 
16:11:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think it's appalling that prisoners – people who have been 
found guilty of viola7ng the rights of other South Africans – will 
have access to the vaccine before TAX PAYING South Africans! It's 
disgus7ng.  

There have also been a number of concerning reports (from US 
CDC and credible news agencies across the world) about mNRA 
vaccine-related deaths and cases of serious anaphylac7c shock. 
I'd like government's comment on this before they surge ahead 
with the roll-out. Barbara

2021-01-15 
16:02:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that for the priority group phase 2, persons in 
prisons (congregate seings) and people living with HIV are 
given a higher priority than other popula7on groups. 
Correc7onal officers in prisons yes, but not inmates currently 
incarcerated. 
Secondly, I disagree with a centralised distribu7on due to poor 
governance, corrup7on and higher risk of poten7al  vaccine them 
if the central loca7on is mismanaged as government doesn’t 
have a good track record sadly. Junaid

2021-01-15 
15:14:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I object to the fact that government is the only en7ty allowed to 
purchase vaccines.  While government carries the primary 
responsibility for vaccine roll-out, it would make more sense for 
state and non-state agencies to be allowed to buy vaccines and 
support the vaccine roll-out at mul7ple levels. This will ensure 
that more people get vaccinated quickly.  It would also allow 
those that can afford their own vaccine to pay for it themselves, 
thus reducing the financial burden on government, who can 
then fund those that cannot pay for their own vaccine. 

The more people who are vaccinated more quickly, the faster we 
will achieve herd immunity, which benefits everyone, especially 
the most vulnerable.  

Even if this means some sec7ons of society (the middle class etc) 
get vaccinated privately and more quickly than the majority, this 
is s7ll to the benefit of the most disadvantaged, as (i) herd 
immunity will be achieved more quickly, (ii) there are more 
state-funded vaccines to go around, and (iii) the state has less 
fewer financial expenses to carry. 

You should consider making it a requirement that privately-paid 
vaccines cost double.  This will result in those who can pay for 
their own vaccine to pay for themselves and pay for someone 
who cannot afford it.  This doubles the amount of vaccina7ons, 
at no extra cost to government.  

I also have liple faith in government’s ability to roll out the 
vaccina7on programme effec7vely, as there is not a great track 
record to date. By integrated private vaccina7ons, the state’s 
ability to reach more people will be enhanced.  Vaccines should 
be available at every state and private medical prac7ce, clinic, 
pharmacy and hospital.   

Regan

2021-01-15 
15:04:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have lost all faith in the government. They really stuffed up the 
TERS roll out giving people who were dead money. Companies 
were able to defraud the system completely. I don't think the 
government has the infrastructure to handle this roll out and 
frankly I don't think they care! Laurepe

2021-01-15 
14:39:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am doub{ul that our government employees will  be able to 
resist stealing the vaccine as it arrives and selling it to the 
highest bidder ! 
That is IF ANY ARRIVES ! If  you look at the poor roll out of HIV 
medica7on , you already know how inefficient our government 
dept's procurement systems are !  
Also , what's to stop the funds for the vaccines being hijacked by 
the different staff members who have access , like with PPE 
procurement . 
A leopard doesn't change his spots ! Colleen

2021-01-15 
14:27:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government It must be rolled out by private concern. Cornelius
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2021-01-15 
14:10:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly and most importantly a Health Minister who repeatedly 
lied to the public in that he and or his department (he is 
responsible and accountable) CANCELLED all mee7ngs by 
pharmaceu7cal companies from August 2020 - January 2021, 
and failed to meet not one but TWO deadlines to secure access 
to the vaccine. At best this is criminal negligence at worst it’s 
voluntary manslaughter or premeditated murder in that he was 
fully aware of the mortality rate yet wilfully and deliberately 
double crossed the public and blocking access to vaccine which 
was OFFERED by pharmaceu7cal companies. He must be 
charged and prosecuted without further delay as he poses a 
serious risk to LIFE of all South Africans.  
Secondly a government who commiped the atrocity listed above 
has no right morally or legally to decide whom it deems fit to 
receive the vaccine. Trea7ng people like caple at a mall geing 
handouts to stand a chance of survival is demeaning and 
belipling. I as a ci7zen demand my equal right as per the 
cons7tu7on to have the vaccine at once when I need it. Now. 
Furthermore it’s cre7nous for the same minister and his 
Academic chief advisor (who worked all opposing opinions off of 
the commipee and then 6 months down the line admit he 
dropped the ball on vaccine procurement- it’s not dropping the 
ball it’s premeditated murder), to select a single and least 
effec7ve variant (65-70% efficiency) and deny Pfizer (95% 
efficiency) the right to distribute and manufacture. This is clearly 
MORE CADRE BASED KICKBACKS as we have seen 7me and again 
with this government and with the Covid19 relief fund. It’s no 
longer acceptable as it’s become a government at war with its 
own people. What is treason on reverse? Maurice 

2021-01-15 
14:10:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly and most importantly a Health Minister who repeatedly 
lied to the public in that he and or his department (he is 
responsible and accountable) CANCELLED all mee7ngs by 
pharmaceu7cal companies from August 2020 - January 2021, 
and failed to meet not one but TWO deadlines to secure access 
to the vaccine. At best this is criminal negligence at worst it’s 
voluntary manslaughter or premeditated murder in that he was 
fully aware of the mortality rate yet wilfully and deliberately 
double crossed the public and blocking access to vaccine which 
was OFFERED by pharmaceu7cal companies. He must be 
charged and prosecuted without further delay as he poses a 
serious risk to LIFE of all South Africans.  
Secondly a government who commiped the atrocity listed above 
has no right morally or legally to decide whom it deems fit to 
receive the vaccine. Trea7ng people like caple at a mall geing 
handouts to stand a chance of survival is demeaning and 
belipling. I as a ci7zen demand my equal right as per the 
cons7tu7on to have the vaccine at once when I need it. Now. 
Furthermore it’s cre7nous for the same minister and his 
Academic chief advisor (who worked all opposing opinions off of 
the commipee and then 6 months down the line admit he 
dropped the ball on vaccine procurement- it’s not dropping the 
ball it’s premeditated murder), to select a single and least 
effec7ve variant (65-70% efficiency) and deny Pfizer (95% 
efficiency) the right to distribute and manufacture. This is clearly 
MORE CADRE BASED KICKBACKS as we have seen 7me and again 
with this government and with the Covid19 relief fund. It’s no 
longer acceptable as it’s become a government at war with its 
own people. What is treason on reverse? Maurice 

2021-01-15 
14:08:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should also be allowed to roll it out.  I don’t 
trust the government to transport or store correctly, or some 
officials issuing fake vaccines for personal gain. Effec7veness of 
vaccines is not a concern. No one has died from them as a 
previous comment said. (Conspiracy) Gerard

2021-01-15 
13:21:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To big a task for government let it be shared by medical aids and 
chemists and doctors Please. 

Nico

2021-01-15 
12:11:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Transparent tracking of the roll out needs to be managed by 
competent medical body. Tracking needs to be made public. 
Secondly I do not agree that prisoners should fall into the first, 
second or third 7me phase of the roll out. Why is government 
protec7ng them? 
Thirdly, government cannot have a monopoly on supplying the 
vaccine. They have already proved incompetent in procuring the 
vaccine 7meously, and will be liable for manslaughter if they 
deny private ins7tu7ons from procuring vaccines. Courtney

2021-01-15 
11:36:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Prisoners should not be priori7sed ahead of law abiding ci7zens. 

How will govt ensure people return to receive the second 
(booster) vaccine. 

Car license holders and SASSA beneficiary queyesare out of 
control with no susyrrm in place - how will vaccine roll out occur 
in an efficient manner and how will rural communi7es be 
accessed. Terri

2021-01-15 
11:04:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

ppe was a lesson in corrup7on. why do we think the vaccines 
will be any different. May be the vaccines must be tested on the 
poli7cians and prisoners first.  An untested product is a huge 
area of concern. alison

2021-01-15 
11:00:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Nothing the Government does is a success, this vaccine needs to 
be kept cold, can they do this?  Some of the vaccines are 
producing bad side effects.  I doub7ng this was thought through 
properly Linda

2021-01-15 
10:58:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With all the corrup7on I do not think that government  will be 
able to roll out efficiently.  Also I do not think they have the 
amount of vaccines that they claim they have is true. Hesta
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2021-01-15 
10:21:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust government with the sole procurement of the 
vaccine as this would probably just open the door for more 
personal kickbacks and corrup7on, similar to what happened 
with the PPE procurement. I am of the opinion that this covid 
pandemic  is a perfect environment to sustain their legacy of 
corrup7on. I furthermore have lost all faith and trust in them 
with the way they have handled everything with the pandemic, 
forcing down regula7ons on taxpayers without any 
accountability.  South Africa has much bigger problems coming 
than this pandemic. Pieter

2021-01-15 
10:12:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe a word this government says to start with we 
had no vaccine, then suddenly 1.5 million doses then out of the 
blue 20 million doses. Given that you would need at least 40 
million doses and 80 million if a 2 dose vaccine to achieve the 
magical 67% or so called herd immunity. Whatever the case it is 
hopelessly inadequate and I have no confidence that this 
government will achieve anything close to 67% this year. Also 
note that the Chinese vaccine which seemed to offer 90% 
effec7veness now is only achieving about 50%.  I have no 
objec7on to having the vaccine but I do not think the powers 
that be are capable of delivering it, par7cular in the light of their 
wiliness to blow another 10.5 billion on SAA but no enthusiasm 
for buying the vaccine to protect their ci7zens . No doubt it will 
turn out to be another project to enrich the few well connected 
people just like the PPE. Eddie

2021-01-15 
09:58:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our so called government have failed at every task they try, get 
the private sector involved, otherwise all will be waste of 7me. Bradley

2021-01-15 
09:00:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The goverment is sleeping, other coun7es are vaccina7ng and 
here in SA people are dying, addi7onally why are there no 
autopsy's done on people who died from Covid. David

2021-01-15 
09:00:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Gareth

2021-01-15 
08:48:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC has a track record of  corrup7on, them and fraud. I do 
not trust the ANC with the roll out of these vaccines.  Its will be 
stolen long before it reaches the peoples they are intended for. I 
would fully support the roll out it it was administered by Gim of 
the Givers. cANCer cannot be trusted with a bar of soap,  and 
certainly not the roll out of vaccines! Eunice

Limpopo 4

2021-01-22 
15:41:03 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

First take out the 6tender system on the roll out, Let the local 
clinics vaccinate their local people as they are the once looking 
amer them on daily basis, i don't know about this vaccine id but 
if its there remove it, teach people about covid 19 symptoms 
and let them know that must not believe any myth about it. Sydney

2021-01-17 
09:19:18 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government You have already taken a decision 

Sydwell 
Phillip

2021-01-15 
15:00:19 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the government, I think they always have no good 
inten7ons for us, all poli7cal leaders in par7cular those from the 
ANC, Cyril Ramaphosa to be specific hates black people, he can 
without any speck of doubt opt to wipe us out in order to gain 
billions of Rands for himself. Ntlharhi 

2021-01-15 
11:19:15 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I work in the healthcare industry, and only the "professionals" 
are being offered the vaccine during the first phase of the roll-
out.  What about the general workers?  How pointless would it 
be to protect only half of those in the frontline?  They are just as 
much at risk as the "professionals" and also perform cri7cal 
du7es.  What about the cleaners?  What about the person 
standing at the door taking temperatures?  What about my 
deliverymen?  Without them we would not be able to render 
our healthcare services.  Why are they being excluded?  This 
makes no sense.  They are also frontline workers. Delmarie

Northern Cape 2
2021-01-21 
15:55:50

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Raymond

2021-01-21 
15:55:49

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Raymond

North West 3

2021-01-18 
18:02:12

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Nna ke le.moagi wa South Africa ,kele mooki ,ga kena bothata ke 
vaccine e....ke eletsa inmate nkabe e dirilwe kedi druggist tsa 
rona tsa South Africa  Amen Elisa 

2021-01-16 
16:46:21

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Johan

2021-01-15 
16:41:57

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

That the private sector do not have access to vaccina7ons, what 
gives the government the power to decide who can procure, 
sounds like proposed NHI.  Government employee’s and 
prisoners should get first vaccines from India Priscilla 

unemployed individual 62
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 32

2021-01-30 
09:05:13 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I trust the private sector much more than government. I will 
rather pay for the vaccine, and choose which one I want. Not 
sure that government will follow the "rules" regarding the 
transporta7on of the vaccine and the likely hood is that it will be 
spoiled before people get the vaccine. And the above all this will 
just be another way for corrup7on to take place!!! Annie

2021-01-28 
09:45:25 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why is the government trying to dictate and control the 
purchase and distribu7on of the vaccines at the expense of its 
ci7zens.  BEE policies should be eliminated and allow the private 
sector to par7cipate for  
the successful purchase and quick distribu7on of vaccines. Anthony

2021-01-25 
09:41:22 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be rolled out to GP's, medical aids, clinics 
and not solely the government. Ridiculous to think the 
government can organize this!! Lisa
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2021-01-24 
13:21:59 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out program is not used to elevate poverty. The 
government must give contracts to South Africans with BBBEEE 
Cer7ficates a special small businesses. All poli7ans must take the 
vaccine 1st and lead by example. As usual money will be stolen 
and few will benefit. Ntokozo

2021-01-22 
21:13:11 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Why will this roll out be corrup7on free? Wilco

2021-01-22 
12:45:51 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How can a person trust a government that steel the money 
alocated for help with the pandemic ? 

They want full control so more money can be stolen !!!! Daniel

2021-01-22 
10:37:28 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector to be involved with procurement and admission of 
vacine. Should be choice and not mandatory. Selected areas to 
roll out eg. Malls and shopping centres i do not agree with. 
These are virus spreader venues.. open air venues with 
circula7on should be considered. Leoni

2021-01-21 
13:36:37 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This incapable, corrupt, delinquent and incapacitated 
government must stop trying to monopolise the process of 
obtaining vaccines and let professional, efficient and capable 
private companies and individuals get vaccines themselves if 
they so wish. 

Government must stop infringing on people's rights of 
associa7on and access to good health care by trying to hijack 
vaccines knowing full well they ruin everything they touch 

Kea

2021-01-20 
14:26:47 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel the vaccine should be given freely to those that are 
suffering from the virus who is is in clinical state. The people 
who's lifes are really in danger Marcel

2021-01-19 
11:52:18 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are concerns that it will only be available for family and 
friends of the elite in the ruling party. There are too many racist 
and other comments from the ruling party to think otherwise. Kevin

2021-01-19 
10:22:25 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on, viz. failure to be transparent  regarding cos7ng, and 
absolutely against the monopolizing of its procurement. 
Government should only provide the open and honest 
environment for free enterprise, and not block it at every turn. Julio

2021-01-18 
18:02:58 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

They should vaccina7ng older poli7cians, those comobili7es and 
others before going to the public. They've always been the first. Adam

2021-01-18 
15:51:58 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like a detailed plan from the government on the roll-out, 
ie which sec7ons of the popula7on get the vaccine first, second, 
third, etc. and the 7ming.  I believe it has been stated that 
healthworkers are first and then govt officials. I do not think 
there will be much vaccine lem amer that, and need to know 
when new vaccines will be available, and that roll-out, none of 
which is apparent at this 7me.  I would like to know who is the 
third grouping, as vulnerable ci7zens such as those over 70 or 
those with special problems, should be next, not taxi ranks and 
transporta7on networks. They need to be further down the line. 
We also should know the name of the vaccine and know where 
it has come from. James

2021-01-18 
12:29:35 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. should be op7onal - a personal choice to take the vaccine. 
2. It should be rolled out to all ; who willingly wish to take it; in 
the following sectors FIRST! : Frontline Health care workers, 
Other health care workers, Police and other relevant LAW 
enforcement personnel, Teachers and schooling personnel. Once 
all persons, who have to deal with the public en mass have been 
offered the vaccine, the Elderly and the vulnerable! 
LAST in LINE if there are any vaccines available - The Prisoners 
aka CRIMINALS - the non tax paying  persons, who willingly 
choose to break the law . 
3. Clearly there are other long standing parasi7c drugs that have 
been around for years (60) that may poten7ally work,  instead of 
the vaccine.  
Are these parasi7c drugs being dismissed in order to make 
billions on  a manufactured non proven vaccine?  ) - why is that ? Tanya

2021-01-18 
07:33:14 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government MONICA

2021-01-18 
04:01:24 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Do not give the vaccine to health care workers first cause if it is 
not a success who would assist? They are the ones who learned 
how to treat people. If they die due to a vaccine that could have 
been produced in a maper of months, which normally takes 
years, how will we treat the people not only for Covid. Jean-Marie

2021-01-17 
17:22:02 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The SA government  has no proven track record of compe7ng  
any campaign competently and within budget. The  trust of their 
leadership has seriously  bern eroded coupled with ANC cadre 
deployment hampers an already complex  programme. Lauren

2021-01-17 
12:57:54 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that if this vaccine is controlled by government, 
can we trust that it would be done effec7vely.  36851 people 
already lost due to this pandemic we are facing and more than 
2mil people world wide, so I do understand the need for this.  I 
do believe that it is needed, but can we trust a government who 
currently sit with a commission inves7ga7ng state capture, to do 
a roll-out for this vaccine. 

How certain are we that this vaccine will be effec7ve. Stephan
2021-01-17 
08:48:00 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Private ins7tu7ons must also be allowed to buy and distribute Ronel

2021-01-17 
07:51:00 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Individuals with chronic illness (autoimmune  diseases, HIV and 
cancer) need to be given a higher priority due to their immune 
systems Steven

2021-01-17 
07:24:05 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Claire 
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2021-01-16 
18:00:56 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If government would allow individuals and Medical Aid 
companies to procure the vaccine on behalf of their members, it 
would surely relieve the govenment of a lot of pressure to 
procure the millions of doses needed to vaccinate the poor and 
unemployed. 

It would also relieve the populace from the anxiety of a 
government fuckup that is bound to happen with the rollout of 
millions and millions of doses. The government is unable to run 
any SOE effec7vly, so the expecta7on of them cocking up this 
vacina7on proses is highly likely. 

Regards 
Patrick Dunckley Patrick

2021-01-16 
13:39:08 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The delayed availability 
The process & order in how it is made available. Victor

2021-01-16 
07:16:14 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is concerning that government is in charge of the en7re roll 
out, leaving room for misappropria7on of funds, delivery issues 
and nepo7sm as proven during the delivery of food and water 
during lockdown level 5, not to men7on the blatant them of 
funds that had occurred since. Further more, I find it hard to 
understand that the government is securing funds from medical 
aids, while not allowing medical aids to ensure vaccines are 
administered to those they know are high risk clients. The idea 
of a pre-vaccina7on registra7on and an appointment system 
along with the three phase roll out looks good on paper, but 
there are blatant gaps in the communica7on as to how and 
where this will occur, leaving me to think that the planning has 
not been sufficiently done. Perhaps the government should 
leave the task to private companies in the logis7cs field. Natasha

2021-01-16 
00:39:18 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Makungu ya  President na holobye wa swa rihanyu  mayelana 
naku hangalasa vaccine ya 7 komba yanga he7selanga. Ku tele 
switshembiso na 7 nambara le7ngariku realist loko hi langute 
ndlela leyi valavaku vu hangalasa vaccine leyi hakona. Kunguhato 
wa vona wu shorter to specifics ka ku vatayi fikisa njhani eka 
40million people by end of the year. Fumo wu hi kombisile khale 
na khale leswaku wu hava capacity to deal mapers that this scale 
alone.  

Nature

2021-01-15 
22:26:36 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private business should be able secure vaccines as well. This 
government are not able to manage this alone. They have 
proven again that they can't organise or run any programme 
effec7vely.  They will cause catastrophic damage. Mike

2021-01-15 
21:50:41 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the government. They have repeatedly proven they 
cannot get things right? A massive implementa7on on this scale 
will need exper7se and the government isn't it. 
I would also need to know what is in the vaccines. Guarantees 
there are no hidden agendas. Signed off by the relevant 
departments and with full disclosure and transparency. Joe

2021-01-15 
15:57:44 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Amer the PPE CORRUPTION, need I say more. The government 
wont have sufficient refrigera7on or facili7es, LOOK AT THE 
SASSA FARCE, THEY COULD NOT GET THE BASICS RIGHT. This 
should also be distributed by private en77es , pharmacies etc. 
 THERE IS NO PROOF AS OF YET THAT THE VACCINATION WILL 
PREVENT THE SPREAD / CONTAMINATION OF THE VIRUS. WE 
WILL STILL HAVE TO ENDURE LOCKDOWNS, MASKS, SANTIZERS 
ETC. Jean-Marc 

2021-01-15 
12:19:26 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Nick

2021-01-15 
11:19:44 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should NOT alone be in charge of the buying and 
supplying of vaccines. The private sector should be allowed to 
buy and supply vaccines. South Africans have a right to choose if 
they want to be vaccinated - it must NOT be compulsory.  
The ANC government has shown that they can't be trusted 
(corrup7on, incompetence, cadre deployment, the demise of 
the SOEs, lies, mismanagement, etc).  
Ivermec7n for Covid preven7on and  treatment must be further 
researched and allowed. Orpa

2021-01-15 
10:58:39 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Dont believe a vaccine can stop a muta7ng disease, it will merely 
work like a flu vaccine that isn't always effec7ve.  

Lisa

2021-01-15 
09:14:30 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that the phased approach has been carefully 
thought out. 
Whilst I agree that the frontline workers need to be first in line 
to receive the vaccine, I disagree that incarcerated persons 
should be receiving the vaccine before other law abiding 
ci7zens. Prison staff, I agree, should form part of the group of 
civil servants receiving the vaccine as proposed. However, the 
inmates themselves do not come into contact with the outside 
world. They are, in essence, all self-isolated and therefore should 
not be deemed to be at greater risk of infec7on that the elderly 
or persons with co-morbidi7es. They should therefore be moved 
to phase 3. Bianca

Western Cape 14

2021-01-26 
22:38:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Yes, the government needs to be involved but there also needs 
to be a private part to this whole exercise. You dont want to be 
puing all your eggs in one basket and the current  government 
does not have a good track record running anything or any 
par7cular company with success Erik
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2021-01-26 
21:55:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned about the lack of urgency, planning and openness 
when it comes to the vaccine. Never mind corrup7on that will 
inevitably crop up somewhere in the rollout. 
 While most countries around the world are already vaccina7ng 
their people, we haven't even received one vaccine! 
Why not let private medical aids nego7ate to get vaccines for 
their members with the proviso that every member has to pay 
for the vaccine for one non-member? I would happily pay for 10 
people to be vaccinated if it meant that I could get one. (And I'm 
currently unemployed due to covid) 
I'm scared! The longer we take to vaccinate everyone the worse 
things are going to get. The economy it tanking and the longer 
we take to get out of this, the worse it is going to be.  

Monique

2021-01-25 
14:22:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the government and its just strange how a vaccine 
for a deadly disease was found so quickly. I don't believe it has 
been tried and tested properly. Inject the people pushing the 
vaccine on us first and see how they cope then supply the 
hospitals with the vaccine to use as and when needed. Carien 

2021-01-23 
13:58:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out plan is a pie-in-the-sky dream. This government is all 
words, no ac7on - great plans are developed without the ability 
to execute them. It will fail Gert

2021-01-22 
08:33:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do feel that South Africa is very far behind in where we should 
be today regarding the vaccines. It is a terrible excuse to state 
that there was no funds available to provide for the vaccines, 
this should not be of concern to people, this is a concern 
because there is so much money missing in YOUR teams 
department.  

They should charge for the vaccine and people should be 
allowed to “pay it forward”, so if a vaccine cost R400, and I 
wanted to pay R1200, I have then donated 2 x more vaccines for 
someone who is unable to  afford it. People will support this, as 
will private sectors, allowing the country to be vaccinated 
quicker. 

Solely relying on government to provide for vaccines is 
ridiculous, they haven’t even been able to provide electricity, 
how do you expect them to provide vaccina7ons? 

Jessica

2021-01-20 
09:34:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust government to diligently nor efficiently oversee 
this huge endeavour.  In fact their failure to even procure 
vaccines illustrates this, and no doubt a 'last minute' scramble to 
implement some kind of rollout will be shambolic and riddled 
with corrup7on and mismanagement.  

For a vaccina7on programme to have any kind of success 
requires a rela7vely concise 7meframe... 

I hang my head in dismay at this uper failure to perform public 
duty. Megan

2021-01-17 
22:57:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Judging by the dismal relief execu7on ability of the government  
during the past 10 months, I have no faith that they can  handle 
the logis7cs of such a massive campaign.  I fear that it may 
become yet another funds hijacking opportunity. Louis

2021-01-16 
20:20:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am 64 and suffer from COPD, Neuropathy  and have no 
IMMUNE SYSTEM having undergone chemotherapy  . 

The clinics and hospitals are already overwhelmed with Covid 
posi7ve people.  I apend a government clinic, and the last place I 
want to queue at is a clinic or hospital.  

How does the government intend to roll out the vaccine to those 
dependent on state facili7es without these facili7es becoming 
super spreaders?  

How would we be no7fied? 

I am also unable to walk  and just cant see how the vaccines 
would reach all South Africans, especially those who do not have 
medical aid. sarah

2021-01-16 
12:17:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't believe government can or will be able to roll out the 
number of vaccines as stated by President Ramaphosa on 
Monday night due to lack of funds and corrup7on. I think that 
provincial governments and private companies should also be 
able to provide vaccines in the situa7on that central government 
doesn't come through, which I believe is likely. Paulepe

2021-01-16 
10:25:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

First health care workers.  
All people 60 and over.  
Teachers.  
People in other contact services.  
Government needs to explain how they are going to manage 
illegal foreigners and legit foreigners? Eugene

2021-01-16 
09:29:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is ABSOLUTELY useless at managing anything!!! You 
cannot trust this ANC government to have any control over 
vaccine distribu7on - the whole lot will be stolen. Sorry but that 
is reality - it must sit in the hands of the private sector to 
manage Andrew

2021-01-15 
17:06:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Luke 
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2021-01-15 
14:56:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why are you excluding the private sector? There is a Clicks or 
Dischem in every town with Srs. Let the GP's and Srs vaccinate 
all pa7ents ...Government's deployment will be too slow on it's 
own. Isn't everyone figh7ng this together? There is too much 
room for corrup7on and mismanagement if the public sector 
does it alone  

Linda
2021-01-15 
09:55:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is corrupt and will use the vaccine just as they used 
the food parcels and relief funds.   Bribery and corrup7on. Heidi 

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-25 
08:35:14

Norther
n Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why are people targeted by shopping malls hospitals clinics taxi 
ranks and schools what about the people that are at home. We 
are currently in level 3 majority of people are at home fewer 
people are on the road.  Do we even know the side effects of the 
vaccine I've only heard the posi7ves of the vaccine what are to 
happen you vaccinate a chronic person at the mall and on 
her_his way home the person has a nega7ve reac7on  due to the 
vaccine. Also at ranks how so you conduct this how will you 
know people's medical history esp at school amongst children 
and which schools will it be high middle or primary schools. Zanta

North West 3
2021-01-20 
16:27:17

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Prisoners should not get Debbie

2021-01-16 
23:48:27

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Toets dit eers op al die gesondheidswerkers Sarah

2021-01-15 
19:30:01

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

 It is 7me to allow private Healthcare to assist and obtain 
independently supplies of medicine for the good of the country, 
best quality at best price without Gov interference.  

Joe
Limpopo 2

2021-01-19 
09:03:06 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is incapable of doing anything without massive 
corrup7on and incompetence. Cannot even provide electricity so 
what makes anyone think that they will provide a vaccina7on 
programme for the country Allan

2021-01-15 
12:18:08 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As long as the vaccine is safe and it is effec7ve don't I have a 
problem to use it. There is a lot if viral social un proven media 
coverage, no verifica7on about the facts of vaccine. But what I 
know and see is that people are dying daily on a large scale. At 
some point do we need to be mature to look at the facts and not 
social media frenzy. Corrup7on to the cost of the poor causes 
uncertainty and NO TRUST.  It's good that Government will role it 
out  BUT not as a poli7cal game as >80% of Covid pa7ents did 
not neassary contribute in building SA.  To many foreners and 
they are required to look amer. Hence all South Africans suffered. 
During this 7me several  South African's could not receive proper 
care for other serious condi7ons BUT COVID alone counts. The 
Gov must not misuse this to define but Born SA ci7zens should 
be assisted. It's a shame that to much plans, talks DOES NOT 
resolve pandemic. Pls appoint qualified persons irrespec7ve of 
race, coulor, ect. We do have brilliant skilled persons. Emty 
Promises means no7ng. SA want results   Pieter

Eastern Cape 4
2021-01-19 
07:56:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Armand

2021-01-17 
19:32:13

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Let me first start by appreciate the good work that our 
government is doing in figh7ng the corona virus and accept that 
we are all learn day in day out out this deadly virus that has 
disrupted our lives in all forms but i know and trust that we will 
all navigate our way out together with God by our side. The first 
roll out must start with our leaders in parliament and all 
strategic posi7on before going out to schools and our health 
facili7es so that people can trust the vaccine willingly without 
fear. Let me pause there now Ziqelekazi 

2021-01-16 
13:31:18

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that this needs proper regula7on and control, which, as 
from previous history shows that our Government has not  
delivered. I think the private sector should be on board a 
commipee with the Government. 
I also think it should not be mandatory. I, myself, will definitely 
take the vaccina7on but I believe it's everyone's right to choose 
for themselves. Michelle

2021-01-15 
22:19:42

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The gov is being evasive, not answering ques7ons. There are 
legal challenges to force them to come clean. They s7ll wont.  
Nobody knows what the actual numbers are. How many 
vaccines, what type, who is going to administer them.  The 
elephant in the room is who is going to steal what and when.  
They had a GOOD run on PPE  poli7cians and all, nobodies in jail 
they just resigned.  I want my vaccine from my Doctor not some 
qwack forced upon me by this roing goverment. Alan

Mpumalanga 3
2021-01-18 
13:32:32

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

 There are so many rumours about the vaccine on social media 
that one don't know what to believe. Essie

2021-01-17 
16:13:23

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As the state of our public hospital and clinics being run so poorly, 
I cannot see how the government can handle such large 
immunisa7on. Rolling out to healthcare related workers should 
be top priority, second to that should be over 75 years old age 
group and not the working healthier public. The virus is already 
spread, it is too late to curb it by most contacted people, but 
rather to the group that is most vulnerable. Follow the sta7s7cs, 
and see which group will have most serious health issue, and 
that group should be second to receive vaccine Peggy

2021-01-17 
10:47:32

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is clear that Government alone do not have the money to roll-
out adequate vaccines for our contry. Private individuals should 
be allowed to form groups and pay for their own vaccines. Larger 
roll-out by private sector is essen7al in achieving herd immunity. Lucas Daniel

KwaZulu-Natal 3
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2021-01-16 
19:54:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the vaccine should go to health workers  clinics 
hospitals and so on 1st- they are our frontline people. 
Our top government officials- only top like president /vice /
heads of provinces  the top goverent council should be next as 
they have to be safe and clear headed to run the country. 
Our defence departments like SAP SADF and so on should be 
next  in order to ensure maximum protec7on of law and order 
responsibly.  
Then the aged over 60 who are on the wrong side of life to have 
their bodies fight this disastrous enemy. 
Then women and children as per normal like if a ship sinks who 
goes 1st? 
Then the rest of ci7zens but any convicts must be last as they 
have done injus7ce to society and the country. Gavin

2021-01-15 
23:36:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector must play part in the vaccine roll out and if 
vaccinated, why s7ll wear a mask, distance????? I smell a rat in 
the government, something fishy is going on Mag

2021-01-15 
15:09:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

They can't even run the state enterprises in a efficient manner, 
so what chance do they have of running a large project 
vaccina7ng our popula7on and elimina7ng corrup7on . Derek

student 14
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 2

2021-01-28 
14:33:50

Eastern 
Cape Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

The government is taking TOO long to roll out the  vaccine. 
 To expect the ci7zens to wait for a full year before everyone is 
vaccinated is inhumane and will cost lives. 

Government persons - as in Cyril Ramapoza - are already 
vaccinated.  
Explain why  the rest of the country's ci7zens are expected to be 
content with wai7ng un7l the year end before full popula7on 
vaccina7on occurs.  
This is cos7ng both lives and economic livelihoods. These  are 
equally - if not - more important. Debra

2021-01-26 
12:53:38

Eastern 
Cape Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a history of severe mismanagement. I have 
zero faith in their ability. 
What of the lower socioeconomic individuals that need the 
vaccine for free? Jessica

KwaZulu-Natal 1

2021-01-25 
09:40:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

I think its great that government has iden7fied people in 
different fields that recieve the most exposure, however this I 
feel will not be effec7ve reducing the death rate. Most people 
iden7fied especially in malls and taxi ranks are fit and many are 
young. It is an concern that those who are already facing chronic 
illnesses especially the elderly or those of 40 years of age and up 
are not a priority according to what is outlined in the plan. 
Please priori7ze the elderly and those who have chronic 
illnesses. In addi7on to effec7ve vaccina7ons it would be great if 
the government will do something in insuring that the general 
popula7on can afford resources and medicine that strengthen 
the immune system such as essen7al vitamins. It is sad to see 
that many people cannot afford them and risk death upon 
infec7on. Thembeka

Outside SA 1

2021-01-21 
20:41:41

Outside 
SA

New 
Zealand Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

How does shopping malls and so on help? Here's how nz rolls 
out vaccines... Vulnerable then rest of. As a ci7zen and someone 
with elderly parents to hear a mall is being priori7sed when the 
elderly should be contacted by their primary health care 
providers to come in for vaccines is just dumb af. Chronic care 
pa7ents and elderly. The most likely to be adversely affected by 
covid should be priority ffs Tessa

Mpumalanga 1

2021-01-18 
15:44:51

Mpumal
anga Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

I am most concerned about the possible side effects of the 
vaccine and the cost and the way the roll out will be conducted. 
Our government is notorious for having huge amounts of public 
funds meant for public resources and needs suddenly disappear 
or end up in the private pockets of the elite. Furthermore, why is 
it that we can't develop our own vaccine? There are more than 
enough scien7sts, chemists, vaccine researchers, biochemists etc 
who are capable of assis7ng in the fight against this virus and 
who also work right here in the country. Why not use the 
resources right in our own backyard instead of having to buy 
from others yet again? India is a developing country just like 
South Africa and yet they have been working on their own 
vaccine. Cebo

Gauteng 6

2021-01-18 
11:20:09 Gauteng Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

Can the roll out of vaccines cover medical students, because 
they’re equally exposed as any other health care worker and 
there is an increasing number of students tes7ng posi7ve Jenny

2021-01-18 
07:33:31 Gauteng Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines are all good and well but how can they suplly to the 
people in prison first before they suplly to the people of the 
na7on to comply withthe law. The people in prison are murders 
and theves. How can they be saved from covid before other 
ci7zens of the country. Before other tax payers of the country. 
They are supposed to get last. bianca

2021-01-17 
21:10:49 Gauteng Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

due to corrup7on and government not having enough resources 
to secure enough vaccines for the overall popula7on. i believe 
also that the roll-out will turn in to a civil dispute between the 
na7ons people in saying that some minori7es and popula7on 
are receiving it before the required people have access to the 
vaccine Roberto
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2021-01-17 
20:20:57 Gauteng Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the past months of marking, and the delay of schools 
opening is a clear indica7on that teachers should be some of the 
first to receive the vaccine. So many teachers have died due to 
this virus. They are constantly exposed to these dangers but it 
seems to be ignored. Vaccinate teachers alongside health 
workers. Caitlin

2021-01-16 
09:52:15 Gauteng Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

I am not opposed to vaccina7ons and I feel that it is of 
paramount importance that every individual in this country be 
vaccinated, not for their own benefit per se, but for the benefit 
of their fellow human. I am in total agreement with what  a 
fellow ci7zen by the name of Aubrey stated in his objec7on: 

"I am opposed to parts of the vaccina7on roll-out programme 
for the following reasons: 
-The ANC Administra7on is the sole importer and distributor. I 
do not support this decision." This gives the government 
autonomous power over its people and this is very much 
uncons7tu7onal and bordering on communist and dictatorship 
ideals. 
"-The ANC Administra7on is notoriously known for its 
incompetence, maladministra7on, corrup7on and wasteful 
expenditure as reported in the annual reports of the Auditor 
General and it is a well-known fact that the ANC Administra7on 
is facing a fiscal cliff, e.g. accumula7ng massive unsustainable 
debts since about 2005 (by not balancing its budget) by means 
of government bonds borrowed from the market with an 
unsustainable compounding effect to service the interest 
payments. According the Minister of Finance, South Africa is 
currently borrowing about R20 billion a week; on an annualised 
basis about R1,04 trillian in one year with a compounding effect 
thereamer. 
-At the above level of borrowing, it is no surprise that the ANC 
Administra7on missed the deadline to make the first deposit 
payment towards the COVAX facility and had to rely on the 
Solidarity Fund (dona7ons) to make the payment. 
-South African pharmacy companies, pharmacy groups or 
medical aids are not allowed to import Covid 19 vaccines which 
based on the tobacco case is uncons7tu7onal." Granted, 
government needs to know that every vaccine it buys is going to 
be u7lized. Allowing the private sector to distribute will lead to 
vaccines going to waste. Either over purchasing or under 
purchasing. We need a solid plan for roll-out. A step-by-step 
process that ensures that each individual takes both doses of the 
vaccine. 
"- According to press reports, Discovery Health disclosed the 
inten7on of the medical aid industry to subsidise about 30 % of 
the public sector vaccina7on programme. I am totally opposed 
to this plan because in terms of the Medical Schemes Act it is 
unlawful to misuse or abuse the solvency reserve or any other 
reserve of a medical aid scheme and then to rely on future 
members contribu7ons to replenish the reserves. Also, I think 
that the Trustees and Scheme Administrators are opening 
themselves up to class ac7ons to recover the damages caused to 
schemes due to maladministra7on. It is not the role or 
responsibility of private medical aid schemes to subsidise the 
public sector vaccina7on expenditure. The ANC Administra7on is 
responsible for this. If Scheme Administrators and par7cipa7ng 
employers to private medical aid schemes feel a moral obliga7on 
to subsidise the public health vaccina7on programme; then they 
must make dona7ons from their shareholders funds and at the 
very least obtain shareholders approval to do so. 
- I would like to know whether the ANC Administra7on made any 
financial commitments, directly or indirectly, par7ally or in full, 
to guarantee or finance the vaccina7on programme of the 
African Union (AU). President Ramaphosa announced that the 
AU secured 270 million doses of Covid 19 vaccines yet the ANC 
Administra7on failed to secure 120 (60 million x2) million doses 
for the South African popula7on." And what of this new 
muta7on  of the virus? Time is not on our side. Roll-out of 
vaccines should have happened as soon as the vaccine was 
produced and approved. Damian

2021-01-15 
22:07:12 Gauteng Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t think government is able to handle the vaccine roll out. 
Government must NOT have a monopoly over vaccines. It opens 
the door to corrup7on.  

Private companies will also increase the efficiency and speed of 
vaccina7on provision Nicolepe

Western Cape 2

2021-01-17 
13:30:55

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

I think that the first people to get it need to be all health care 
workers and first responders. People who are admiped to 
hospital/clinics should be vaccinated regardless of where they 
work. All educators and students apending classes in a physical 
environment must be vaccinated as well. Then the rest of us can 
be vaccinated. I am a student who apends online courses I work 
for home and avoid going out and socializing so I do not deem 
myself as really at risk. So I will get it when it is my turn to get it.  

Truthfully I think that the vaccine should be mandatory because 
of how dangerous the virus is.  

I also believe that no one should travel overseas or be allowed 
into SA without providing proof of being vaccinated against 
covid. That is once the vaccine becomes accessible mashaan
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2021-01-16 
12:11:44

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

I am against the government being the sole par7cipant in the 
roll-out process due to the following reasons: 
- Opportunity for corrup7on 
- Capacity constraints 
- Communis7c tendencies. I prefer a free but properly governed 
society. Freedom of choice, freedom of associa7on, free speech. 
Allow a free market as far as possible first before manda7ng 
everything through law. 

It would be beper in my opinion for government to lead by 
example and only step in where private business is transgressing 
the rules set out by law. BUT private companies should be 
allowed to help with the roll-out as they see fit to benefit 
society, and to create profit from which employment 
opportuni7es can arise. Our economy should be allowed to 
benefit from the opportunity of the vaccina7on too. Not only 
government coffers. 

I believe individuals should be given the choice of being 
vaccinated or not. 

Furthermore, provision should be made to treat sick individuals 
with for example ivermec7n. So, funds should be set aside for 
this purpose too. 

Please spend our tax money like it is your own! 
Pieter

Free State 1

2021-01-15 
19:24:17

Free 
State Not fully student

Roll-out by 
government

No detailed info is given on the rollout strategy and the precise 
date when the vaccine doses arrive from India. Private 
companies should be able to purchase doses and administer it 
on their own accord without government involvement and 
approval. Stefan

Mandatory vaccina7on 681
Column E: Count:

employed individual 334
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 110

2021-02-22 
09:37:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

we cannot be force to take poisons to fight a "virus" that has a 
lesser death rate than that of AIDS and HIV or even TB or other 
illnesses that are more deadly.  

why not focus the workforce of science to the development of a 
cure of that instead?  or is money telling you what to say?   
shame on you.  fight for your people, not our money. 

i dont want to take the vaccine that will poten7ally ruin me and 
make me inhuman. Shannon

2021-01-28 
23:59:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is not a vaccine per the defini7on of one.  It is also new and 
untested.  Many people can be exposed to COVID and not even 
get sick as their bodies can quickly apack it.  Plus, they are not 
even necessarily infec7ous.  Even if they do get slightly ill and 
isolate as one should always do when sick, then their immune 
systems are stronger next 7me.  To make this mandatory makes 
no sense as it won't prevent a person from geing it, nor will 
they not spread it when they get it.  All that is claimed or seems 
to be the benefit is that symptoms are less.  This could be 
helpful for people at risk but maybe not even so.  Only 7me will 
tell.  To make this mandatory or even restrict those in some way 
who will not have it, makes no sense as even those who have 
had the "vaccina7on" are s7ll able to spread it. 

Robert
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Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is not a vaccine per the defini7on of one.  It is also new and 
untested.  Many people can be exposed to COVID and not even 
get sick as their bodies can quickly apack it.  Plus, they are not 
even necessarily infec7ous.  Even if they do get slightly ill and 
isolate as one should always do when sick, then their immune 
systems are stronger next 7me.  To make this mandatory makes 
no sense as it won't prevent a person from geing it, nor will 
they not spread it when they get it.  All that is claimed or seems 
to be the benefit is that symptoms are less.  This could be 
helpful for people at risk but maybe not even so.  Only 7me will 
tell.  To make this mandatory or even restrict those in some way 
who will not have it, makes no sense as even those who have 
had the "vaccina7on" are s7ll able to spread it. 

Robert

2021-01-25 
12:29:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has no guarantee. Why would a government force a 
vaccine on its people and there evidence to prove that vaccines 
wlll stop the spread of the virus. Shannon

2021-01-24 
21:12:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that everyone needs this vaccine, and I do not 
consider it safe. Different people have different reac7ons to 
medica7on. This is already evident in the news. The only 
effec7veness is in preven7on of illness, and keeping those who 
are at risk safe. Much like the flu vaccine, this vaccine should be 
taken voluntarily and not forced. My present 7me reac7ons to 
medica7on I fear will be many 7mes more harmful to me than 
anything else. I live a safe life. Consider the lives of everyone 
please.  

Rachel

2021-01-23 
16:44:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Individuals should always have the choice of whether they want 
to be vaccinated. Due to the rushed processess of developing 
the vaccine, the long-term side effects and repercussions are s7ll 
unknown. People should not be forced to take the vaccina7on by 
any governing bodies, companies or other en77es. There should 
be no regula7ons of any kind, in any situa7on, where someone 
are denied access to products, services, or loca7ons if they are 
not vaccinated - this would be discrimina7on. Michelle

2021-01-23 
07:37:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not have a foreign substance injected into my body without 
giving consent. I'm 26 and already had Covid19. I s7ll take every 
precau7on I can in terms of sani7zing and wearing of mask. Un7l 
the vaccine proves to be effec7ve and without serious short or 
long term side effects I would like to have the op7on not be 
vaccinated. Michael

2021-01-23 
06:30:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not interested in any vaccine. Never had any and never will. Dirk

2021-01-22 
15:36:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a sovereign being I cant support the forced vaccina7on of 
anyone. If it is against their will I cant support it. It goes against 
my principles. Besides that how much do we know about the 
side effects, has it been properly tested, what will the result be if 
any. 
As I have been following the stories world wide there have meen 
numerous deaths linked to these vaccines, will the deaths be 
inves7gated for causes, should we be alarmed? 
I honestly think the government of South Africa needs to stop 
pandering to every government and let herd immunity happen, 
that means ending this ridiculous uncons7tu7onal lockdown and 
returning our rights as ci7zens before they cause the collapse of 
the en7re economy. NO TO MANDATED VACCINES AND NO TO 
MANDATED MASKS. CRystal

2021-01-22 
10:58:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lizle

2021-01-22 
10:05:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be my choice. Un7l the side effects are fully 
disclosed I should reserve the right not to be vaccinated Tiego

2021-01-22 
08:27:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont think that the vaccine should be given to the elderly first. 
They no longer contribute to the running of the economy. 20% 
of the people are dying are under 50 years old. These people are 
adding to the economy on a daily basis and we need to knuckle 
down and start building our economy again. In my opinion the 
way it should work is: 

1.) Health Workers 
2.) EMPLOYED people 
3.) Elderly 
4.) Everyone else ( > 20 years of age) Mark

2021-01-22 
07:53:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Roll-out by government is also a big concern - they have proven 
that they are thieves and they will probably use this AGAIN to 
steal from the tax-payers. 

Why are they not allowing us to take alterna7ve medicine like 
Ivermec7n. It is my choice what I put in my body. 

No proof so far that the vaccine actually works. People in UK 
that had the vaccine s7ll died. 

Simone
2021-01-21 
11:25:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mar7n

2021-01-21 
07:30:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Since the vaccine does not prevent infec7on and has not 
completed animal trials and this technology has never been used 
in this way on the human popula7on I believe it could have dire 
consequences for the health of HEALTHY people, vaccines are 
not medicine. Joel

2021-01-20 
16:25:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned for the integrity of free choice. I am concerned 
about a vaccine of which the long term effects on the human  
body is unknown and its effec7veness and safety is not 
established or guaranteed. There are just too many variables and 
uncertain7es. Erika
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2021-01-20 
14:56:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine , which ever one, has not been tested over a long 
period of 7me. We do not know the long term effect thereof. Are 
the Gupta's involved in the procurement of the Vaccine. Will 
everything suddenly turn back to normal amer a certain number 
of people have been vaccinated? Who will pay if something goes 
wrong with me amer a while or will it be a "new virus"? We can't 
stop malaria but we can Covid? 

The Covid sta7s7cs are incorrect -lies, why should we believe the 
vaccine? Steve

2021-01-20 
14:24:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, there is only 1 op7on offered from the above list of 
concerns, I have more than 1 concern & I know so many people 
who share my concerns. 
I feel the vaccine should be offered with a choice between the 
one that has been spoken about in the news etc & the DNA 
based one, alterna7ve vaccine, vermec7n etc. Each individual 
should get to choose & there should be a different group, who 
advocates for DNA based vaccines, administering the DNA based 
shots to ensure the public does not get duped into geing the 
same vaccine all around. 
Effec7veness of the vaccine has also not been proven to the 
South African public, it feels like we are being forced to take the 
vaccine & forced to do whatever the WHO decides is best with 
no proof provided whatsoever. 
Covid passports should not be issued.  
The vaccine should be free since we, as the general public, did 
not concoct this man-made virus, the perpetrators should be 
held accountable for crimes against humanity & be forced to 
somehow pay for the solu7on to what they created so that 
poorer countries, like in Africa, should not have to pay. Sue

2021-01-20 
12:23:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The taking of a vaccine should be my choice the same way 
buying any other medica7on is my choice. Another thing is that 
it will definitely effect the tax payers, amer all we are always the 
ones paying for government decisions Nazeer

2021-01-20 
11:57:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We seem to be heading on a path that would minimize our Bill of 
Rights and Human Dignity at the cost of the assumed ‘Greater 
Good’. This is quite concerning and going against our Freedom of 
choice. Our rights and freedoms are being diminished on a daily 
basic. Government seems not to listen or care about our voice. 
Alterna7ves are not being given, it seems to be their way or the 
highway.  
What happened to my body my choice? We are not your 
children, you cannot treat us as we are. Wan7ng to punish us if 
we go against your view of a safer future.  
Science is never sepled. Vaccines are not always effec7ve, there 
are known side effects, taking a vaccine may some7mes be just 
as dangerous as geing the virus. We need to be given the 
choice and not forced or cohoused into taking it. Government is 
crea7ng a divide due to careless statements and grandstanding 
single minded views. Star7ng to foster a binary group of 
vaccinated and none vaccinated, this is extremely careless. You 
are going against Religious believes, lifestyle choices of natural 
vs unnatural.  
On top of all of this the mRNA is a new technique and the effects 
has never been observe in the long run. This is crazy and insane 
at the same 7me.  
I do not consent. 
If you make vaccines mandatory. 
In the medical industry you get malprac7ce, which will occur 
sta7s7cal wise and who is going to bear the brunt of that, when 
it occurs ? 
Same for malfeasance, how will bear the cost ? 
You get faulty manufactured produce from 7me to 7me, 
sta7s7cal wise, who is going to bear the brunt of that ? 
You have bureaucracy, greed, special interest pushing their 
product, trying to reduce cost vs the quality. 2nd rate product 
that needs to be used sold before spoiling etc. Who is gone bare 
the brunt.  
On top of all of this you have human error, sta7s7cally a definite 
probability, vaccines were not keep under the right condi7ons, 
vaccines is not allowed to be administer if someone is making 
use of another product. T&C are not correctly interpreted or 
explained to the pa7ent etc endless scenarios.  
Will we also have a vaccine injury court like in the USA ? We do 
not have the funds and the mere fact that a court exist already 
tells you things go wrong.  
WHO IS GOING TO BEAR THE BRUNT ? You know who, we the 
people.  

Josia

2021-01-20 
09:55:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

With no long term tes7ng of mRNA vaccines, people need to 
decide on their own if they want to risk geing a virus like 
Covi-19 or risk an untried vaccina7on. Michael

2021-01-20 
07:40:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There hasn’t been enough 7me to test the efficacy and safety of 
the vaccine for human use. As long as people follow Avery 
protocols, each person has the human right to choose whether 
they want the vaccine. 

Lae77a 
2021-01-19 
21:05:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine that is less than a year old is too unsafe. The vaccine 
should be op7onal and not forced upon the ci7zen's.  Lyall
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2021-01-19 
19:51:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Although Covid19 has been declared a pandemic, and we are 
living in unprecedented 7mes, Covid has not been nearly as 
deadly as an7cipated, with a low mortality rate. 
Despite our best efforts, the virus has s7ll spread amongst our 
community. Although this is a new virus, this is not the first 
Corona Virus that we have dealt with.  Our bodies can and do 
know how to fight infec7ons naturally. 
I have concerns about a mass vaccine roll out. The vaccine is 
untried and untested, and was developed in record 7me.  What 
guarantee do we have that enough care will be taken to keep the 
vaccine cold enough? How will it be transported? Where will it 
be distributed from? How do we know what the long term effect 
will be? 
Given the government's track record with Covid relief and the 
amount of them and corrup7on that regularly takes place, an 
independant NGO like Doctors without Borders should be put in 
charge of distribu7on. 
Frontline, essen7al workers should be first in line to receive the 
vaccine, as well as tax paying ci7zens and pensioners who have 
dedicated their lives to their country, who have already paid 
their dues to society.  
I personally feel that prisoners who can't abide by society's rules 
should be last on the list of recipients. LSS

2021-01-19 
17:33:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe a mandatory vaccine is an infringement of my individual 
free will. I do not trust that these vaccines have been tested full 
and would also like to understand the full range of side effects Catherine

2021-01-19 
16:29:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I just don't agree if it will be mandatory to take the vaccine, 
otherwise I don't have a problem. Raymond

2021-01-19 
16:16:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe the Covid-19 vaccine should be op7onal and give those 
who feel neutral about it ,the 7me the evaluate it in others and 
examine the side effects before choosing to do the vaccine in 
their own 7me. It should not be compulsory for traveling 
purposes either. Vicky

2021-01-19 
15:59:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We claim to live in a free country. We should be free to choose 
what gets put into our body.  I do not support the vaccine as 
vaccines do not work for viruses such as COVID. How long have 
we had a flu vaccine? And yet the flu s7ll infects millions every 
year. I do not belive the vaccine will work as the virus mutates, 
as it has already, and I do not want to be injec7ng pointless and 
dangerous toxins into my body. 
I will take necessary precau7ons as has been guided by 
professionals, but will not accept the vaccine. Freedom of choice 
and the right to safety and personal wellbeing. Tim

2021-01-19 
15:37:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm only okay with the roll-out of the vaccine if people have the 
right to choose if they have it or not. I worry that people's right 
to choose will be taken from them and it definitely should not be 
part of an ID system. Don't take away people's freedom to 
choose for themselves and move freely in the world. Jody

2021-01-19 
15:11:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine must not be mandatory. If people want to 
voluntarily take something that has not been tested properly, 
and that's unlikely to work anyway, that's their business. This 
should not be paid for by extra taxes. Get back stolen money, or 
get rid of some deputy ministers or ministers, the bloated 
government wage bill would easily pay for this. Regardless 60% 
of my staff don't pay tax anymore, I'm soon to follow, so 
irrelevant really. Michael 

2021-01-19 
10:52:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am hesitant to get a jab of something that is so new without 
much 7me to iden7fy the consequences. From a personal point 
of view I think it's a health risk to take it. From a numbers and 
economic point of view it makes more sense. 

I support the vaccine being released in South Africa. I would 
reconsider my decision in the future once more data is available. Niels

2021-01-19 
10:10:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about the possibility of mandatory/compulsory 
vaccina7on. Under our cons7tu7on, the individual has the right 
of autonomy to their own body. (This is how our country 
legi7mized abor7on). So any compelled vaccina7on would cut 
against the value of the spirit of this right. 

By extension, any restric7on placed on non-par7cipant would be 
discriminatory. So, any issuing and requirements of cer7ficate 
confirming vaccina7on would undermine the freedom expressed 
above. 
Not only will it become a now category of oppression, but the 
cer7ficate might also become useless. If the COVID-19 virus 
undergo any further muta7ons, the current vaccines may 
become ineffec7ve and the cer7ficate may become useless. 

So, any legisla7on enforcing proof of vaccina7on would become 
and exercise in fu7lity.In fact may we should enact laws the bar 
companies and other en77es from reques7ng COVID-19 test 
results and proof of vaccina7on. 

As a liberal democracy, the rights of the individual is paramount 
and it is the responsibility of the state to protect those rights. Timothy

2021-01-19 
09:58:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking the vaccine should be op7onal and done at the choice of 
each individual. I personally do not want it and would not want 
to be forced to take it. Ruby

2021-01-19 
09:25:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on bianca

2021-01-18 
18:28:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I  do not think the vaccine should be made mandatory at this 
stage, with so many myths and s7gmas, on social media. This 
would add to the fear already ins7lled by social media. Ci7zens 
should  be given the democra7c op7on, amer clear and 
transparent informa7on, was given. Atheley 
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2021-01-18 
18:16:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Adriaan

2021-01-18 
15:30:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Do not take away freedom of choice for an experimental vaccine 
please.  There are many South Africans that are anxious to get 
vaccinated while others refuse to take it.  Please give it to the 
volunteers and leave the  ones not feeling comfortable with it at 
this stage. Gerda

2021-01-18 
15:11:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People have the right to decide for themselves whether to be 
vaccinated or not. We should not be forced to take the vaccine. 

Sharon

2021-01-18 
13:47:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a few concerns, the fact they have rushed the 
development, the huge financial gain by the pharmaceu7cal 
company and it's shareholders, the fact our government can not 
be trusted with our best interests, corrupt and dishonest as they 
are, that the side effect of the Pfizer vaccine is death, That we 
have had our freedom taken from us, and now our ability to 
choose what we feel is the best for our own bodies. Danielle

2021-01-18 
13:25:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccina7on should EVER be made  mandatory. There is no 
medical interven7on that is 100% safe for 100% of the 
popula7on. Where there is risk, there should always be choice. 
We have already seen some adverse effects in other countries, 
where the covid vaccine has been administered. My body, my 
calculated risk, my choice.  Even more so if there is no clinical 
evidence that the vaccine prevents transmission and viruses 
happily keep muta7ng. And by the way, why is SA not racing at 
full speed to explore  the possibili7es of Ivermec7n and do 
clinical trials to study this drug, that has already saved so many 
lives? I find it extremely strange that, considering the benefits 
already demonstrated so far, this cheap drug, which is on WHO's 
list of essen7al medicines, and to whom the discoverer has been 
awarded a Novel prize, is viewed with such animosity and 
resistance... Why all the doubt and the obvious lack of ac7on? 
While people are dying in masses... Do we want to save lives and 
restore our economy or not? It's star7ng to look suspicious. Christene

2021-01-18 
12:31:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about the long-term impacts of the vaccine 
following a short trial and approval period as well as the 
effec7ve roll-out by our  government due to corrup7on. We 
need to fully understand the effec7veness, cost, dura7on of 
effec7veness and long-term health impacts of the vaccine before 
large-scale rollout. 

The vaccine must not be made mandatory. Maphew

2021-01-18 
10:55:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons must never be mandatory!   
1)  Everyone should have a choice whether or not they want the 
vaccine.   
2)  Secondly, people should not be discriminated against if they 
choose not to take the vaccine.   
3)  The vaccine is actually in the experimental stage and there is 
no guarantee that this vaccine will help, especially with the new 
variant of the virus. Else

2021-01-18 
10:25:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government has No Say in what I do with my body and will 
not tell me what I put in it. My body , My Rules . Addi7onally as 
a white male suppor7ng a family of 4 that does not rely on 
grants that I don’t seem to be able to access while paying my 
taxes . (A I can’t afford to get sick or secondary affects from a 
vaccine as I won’t earn an income and B) Governments 
incompetency tells me they will not have my vote to raise taxes 
to facilitate . Get Zuma and the rest pay back what they stole to 
vaccinate. Mathew

2021-01-18 
09:57:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think its awesome that there is going to be a vaccina7on so 
soon. The only thing that I worry about is mandatory 
vaccina7on. I do not believe that the vaccina7on should be 
mandatory. If it works so well then the people , who are 
concerned about  contrac7ng the virus,  can get the vaccina7on. 
It should be a choice on what goes inside your body and not a 
government mandate.  

Maphew

2021-01-18 
09:20:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not been tested sufficiently and therefore the 
effec7veness and side effects are unknown and inconclusive. 
People must have the right to choose, based on sufficient 
informa7on, whether they wish to have the vaccine or not. In 
addi7on, people should not be restricted in terms of travelling 
due to their choice not to take the vaccine. Chantel

2021-01-18 
08:56:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly vaccines should not be mandatory, it should be a choice. I 
am concerned by the rise of auto-immune diseases that 
correlate to the rise in the number of vaccines given. I do not 
believe the side-effects are well enough documented. 

I do not believe there is enough emphasis on health and healthy 
lifestyle. Healthy people are most unlikely to die from this 
disease.  

Not once have I heard people been advised to consume less 
sugar when obesity and diabetes are the main comorbidi7es.  
They banned cigarepes when the banning of sugar could have 
had a far greater effect on the health of the majority. Imagine 
tape around the sugar and sweets isles :-)  
I also feel the vaccina7on (big pharma) push is underpinned by a 
huge money making incen7ve. The big pharma lobby is wealthy 
and powerful and determined to make loads of more money for 
themselves. 
There are many alterna7ves - I would like more explora7on of 
the alterna7ves - especially ivermec7n. That SA banned it's use 
is just another absurdity we have to live (or die) with. Kendal
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2021-01-18 
08:32:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There has not been enough clinical trials or peer reviews done 
on any of the proposed vaccines.  As such it is a bit of a shot in 
the dark and should not be mandatory, neither should your 
vaccina7on status be used for or against you as that would be 
uncons7tu7onal. Gerrit

2021-01-18 
07:58:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have concerns about whether vaccines can be made 
compulsory by  giving certain employers the right to choose to 
say all employees must be vaccinated or by forcing children 
going to school to have been vaccinated. Choosing this 
vaccina7on should be en7rely at your own free will. Sune

2021-01-18 
07:46:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that the vaccine causes more harm than good. 
And so why would we cause our care takers and medical carers 
to go first. I think it should be voluntary. To be given to those 
who are sick and volunteer to take the vaccine, that way if it is 
safe it will save them as a posed to make it worse. Zoë

2021-01-17 
21:43:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has not been adequately tested for safety, side 
effects are common in untested vaccines. Each individual should 
be free to decide if they are willing to take the risk of this 
inadequately trialed vaccine, and should be appraised fully of 
the risks of untrialed vaccines, which according to most studies 
have an extremely high failure rate. Each person has different 
views, and different risk presented to them by Covid 19, and the 
vaccina7on. Therefore any vaccina7on program should not be 
mandatory, and there should not be a campaign encouraging 
vaccina7on as it may not be safe for the ci7zens. It should 
however be made available to those who want to take it, and I 
think that it should be made available to health workers, elderly 
people, front line workers, and those at higher risk of death from 
Covid 19 first, and the general public second. Melanie 

2021-01-17 
21:07:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Steve

2021-01-17 
20:58:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It concerns me to think that the government thinks they have 
power of our bodies and our will. If I choose to remain free of 
any suspect medica7ons entering my body then it is to my 
discre7on and trying to force me is a viola7on of my human 
rights. Jus7ne

2021-01-17 
20:26:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Let the poli7cians get the vaccine first Michael

2021-01-17 
17:54:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Op7onal vaccina7on .....freedom of choice Jennifer

2021-01-17 
17:10:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

With all due respect to our President, this seems extremely 
hasty even though people are living in fear of dying and the 
hospitals are unable to cope. I understand  the vulnerable  will 
want to be vaccinated, especially those who have their yearly flu 
shot.  I am curious how alterna7ves that seem to assist in 
preven7on aren't pursued. For example, Artemesia annua or 
Sweet wormwood or Melaleuca/98 Alive which is a patented 
holis7c immune system booster. Both are used to treat Covid19 
pa7ents . Tracy

2021-01-17 
16:13:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm concerned that this vaccine will cause more damage than 
good.  There is not enough 7me to be sure that it wont have side 
effects etc as it's been developed so quickly.  This should not be 
a compulsory /mandatory vaccine.  I suggest that people have a 
choice rather than it being forced upon them. Otherwise it looks 
like some form of chemical warfare being pushed onto people to 
reduce popula7on size. Amanda

2021-01-17 
15:51:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Everyone should have a speedy access. Danie

2021-01-17 
15:12:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines may never be mandatory under a free society, this is 
not China. Coert

2021-01-17 
14:09:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We should have the op7on to opt in or out! Karen

2021-01-17 
13:54:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be given to Government officials and 
parliament 1st. Prisoners should be last the get the vaccine. Mirinda

2021-01-17 
13:30:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Johan 

2021-01-17 
12:22:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is absolutely against basic human rights to have vaccines made 
mandatory. I refuse to have this vaccine. Anything injected into 
my bloody stream should be 100% my choice - It is an atrocity to 
humans to enforce this as law.  

While I’m not going to get the vaccine I do think the limited 
number available should NOT be distributed to prisoners. Not 
before other law-abiding, tax paying ci7zens who choose to have 
the vaccine. Meghan

2021-01-17 
06:00:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be a choice. No government should be 
allowed to force my decisions on how to manage my health. Jan

2021-01-17 
05:41:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be a personal choice taking the Vaccine and we should 
have a choice to decide the brand of Vaccine. I personally won’t 
go with any of America’s Vaccines. Informa7on regarding the 
current vaccine should be made available, with the history of 
test, so people may take comfort in knowing they will be safe. Rafeeqa

2021-01-16 
23:37:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I’m worried that people will be forced to take a vaccine they 
don’t trust. I also don’t want prisoners geing it before the 
valuable  and  over 60’s Abbie

2021-01-16 
23:09:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My big concern is that vaccines are just as liable to harm you as 
it is to treat you. But, an even bigger concern are the poli7cal 
agendas behind the mass roll-outs. People are becoming so 
desperate they’re overlooking the threat that kind of fearful 
thinking represents. How much freedom will one sacrifice for a 
7ny bit of safety? And what happens to those who simply refuse 
to comply? JC

2021-01-16 
21:52:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

MY body, my choice!  
It should be a choice 
Is there a vacc injury Fund? Mel
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2021-01-16 
19:08:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a healthy 30-something I reserve the right to decide if I want 
this rushed vaccina7on. 

At this point I am skep7cal of the virus, the vaccine and above all 
the government. Ben

2021-01-16 
19:00:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I refuse to be injected with a controversial vaccine without even 
understanding the virus fully. Mandatory means my rights are 
taken away which is no longer a democra7c society. Nadia

2021-01-16 
16:52:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There should be a choice and the vaccine well tested before roll 
out. Nikki

2021-01-16 
15:51:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of choice is part of democracy. Government should 
never force people to take vaccines if they don't want to. Lindsay

2021-01-16 
12:26:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My main concern focuses on two aspects, namely forced 
vaccina7on & safety. Ours and other governments all state they 
do not support forced vaccina7on, yet they support "big 
Business", by allowing them to  "make it a requirement", before 
using their service/product whatever it may be. A case point 
being Quantas airlines. This shows a degree of complicity 
towards mandatory vaccines that makes me uneasy. Some 
vaccines have been shown to be incredibly harmful, even amer 
supposedly passing all human safety trials and over a period of 
years. These new vaccines are the first of their kind, 
EVER!......and they want to vaccinate the en7re planet ON 
MASS!....with a BRAND NEW, UNTESTED product, that "Big 
Pharma" says is safe amer only a few months in the workshop. 
That's quite frankly, INSANE! I therefore think that it is an 
individuals right to choose this vaccine, if they so wish and that 
the government (if they are truly an7 mandatory vaccines), must 
make it illegal for any person, employer or corporate en7ty, to 
force this vaccina7on on either their staff or customers. Besides, 
if the vaccine works, then those who have been vaccinated have 
nothing to worry about, they are amer all, supposedly protected. 
The rest of those such as myself, will hang back and observe the 
data (and the science) for the next few years or at least un7l 
safety is irrefutable. Lee

2021-01-16 
11:54:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not to be mandatory: no-one can be forced to receive a 
vaccina7on against their will. 

Why start at shopping malls & taxi ranks? that sounds like "we 
have no plan nor idea who is most at risk". Surely there is 
something to learn from approaches used elsewhere, i.e. target 
health and other frontline workers first as well as the most 
vulnerable. 
That does mean that it has to be done by government, possibly 
with support from private health providers. But puing teh 
vaccines into private health means those who are most 
vulnerable will be lem behind - AGAIN! - in favour of those who 
can pay. Barbara

2021-01-16 
11:08:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The available vaccines have not been tested thoroughly. We 
have no idea of what the long-term effects of the vaccines are. 
Government and the health profession should also pay more 
apen7on to developing treatments for Covid-19. 

Also, it should not be mandatory for people to get vaccinated. 
People must be given a choice. Victor

2021-01-16 
10:43:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should be able to choose whether or not we want to be 
vaccinated. Some people who have received it have presented 
serious side effects so the tes7ng hasn't proved to be without 
risks. Anyone with doubts must be able to choose for themselves 
what goes into their bodies Kaamilah

2021-01-16 
08:53:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support a mandatory vaccine. I also wonder how well 
this will be rolled out to the people who want the vaccine by our 
government. 
This vaccine remains very new, and  forcing anyone to take it will 
be in direct viola7on of out humans rights. Sherele

2021-01-16 
08:53:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Government has proven over and over again that it does not 
act in the best interest of it's people but in the interest of money 
and profit. The pharmaceu7cal industry has no interest in curing 
anything unless they are introducing a new diss-ease with their 
preven7ve medica7on/cure as they consider us to be consumers 
and not pa7ents. The government gets taxes on all medicines. In 
2008 GSK was spending R4.5 million an hour researching new 
medicines, imagine how much tax the government got out of 
that every hour. Yet simple cures that have been around since 
the beginning are ignored or banned. 
I can list many ploys where the government has or has tried to 
derail natural health and healing like trying to ban 7ssue salts or 
making difficult to get a vitamin B booster shot. Geing vitamin 
B shot now requires a doctor visit and a blood test so a R75 shot 
will now cost you way over a R1000 before you can get it. 
Many medica7ons or such are designed to keep us slaves to the 
pharmaceu7cal industry, even my contact lenses! This suits the 
gov fine especially if you die before you get to claim from your 
pension as then then the gov pockets that money that you 
earned.  
Aspartame is another example of a Toxic substance that is worse 
than sugar and the gov is now cashing in on the sugar tax making 
people opt for the drinks sweetened with aspartame. The FDA 
admits that aspartame is toxic but has decided on out behalf 
that the level of toxicity is safe to consume. I am the only one 
who gets to decide what goes into my body and  my concern is 
what else are the authori7es going approve as safe on our behalf 
in these vaccines. 
Lastly gov decided that inac7ve ingredients do not have to be 
listed so one has no actual idea as to what SH12 they will be 
puing into our bodies and those of our loved ones? Anthony
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2021-01-16 
08:31:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not interested in mandatory! Once again they forcing us  and 
encroaching on our liber7es.  I would suggest they  Give back 
our choices and stop dicta7ng! Lynda

2021-01-16 
08:11:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The virus has been proven by the recovery sta7s7cs that it is not 
as deadly as it is feared to be. Can we the ci7zens be allowed to 
choose whether or not we want to be vaccinated, as some of us 
believe in homeopathic treatment. Motsweleng

2021-01-15 
21:09:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All the concerns as listed. Not sufficient tes7ng, the 
pharmaceu7cal companies involved, the fact that cheap 
effec7ve treatments like ivermec7n and hydroxychloroquine are 
not allowed. But mostly the possibility of mandatory vaccine. 
There will be  repercussions. South Africans will not take this 
lying down. Charlene

2021-01-15 
20:07:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe like the flu vaccine, it should be a voluntary choice for 
those who want to take it. There are many many many 
alterna7ve pharama drugs as well as dietary and natural 
remedies with liple to no side effects that should rather be 
promoted and used to improve health and resistance. By 
implemen7ng a forced vaccine that has been rushed through 
trials incl a new technology, whether by law of by way of "social 
allowances" only creates ques7ons as to why and people who 
might have been open to take it, who may even need it, might 
not. It is a disgrace that our Govrernment and their Mainstream 
voice do not ask more ques7ons on our behalf for our safety and 
well being. Erlani

2021-01-15 
18:19:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have several concerns: cost to the tax payer and government 
being able to roll it out on large scale.  I strongly object to 
making vaccina7on compulsory. Especially since we do not know 
how effec7ve it will be and are we fully aware of all the side 
effects? It also should not be compulsory for interna7onal travel. 
A covid test result that is nega7ve should be sufficient for 
allowing travel. 
 Melanie

2021-01-15 
16:37:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I once had the flu vaccine, and that year I had the flu so bad I 
was off work for a full week. My concern is that based on 
previous experience with preventa7ve vaccina7on that if I take 
the covid vaccine that I will contract the virus 
Therefore unless company s7pulates that all employees must get 
vaccinated I will abstain Peter

2021-01-15 
15:06:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All the emphasis is being unduly placed on a vaccine that hasn't 
had 7me to be adequately tested and trialed for the medium 
and long term effects. I have no inten7on of being vaccinated 
since I am very fit, healthy, and have no comorbidi7es. Since I 
have a 99.98% chance of survival (according to the infec7on 
rate, not case rate) if I contract the virus, I'll take my chances. It 
is regrepable that the government is adamantly against  
prophylac7c approaches like Ivermec7ne, which we know is safe 
and hydroxychlroquin. It is 7me the government quit playing 
poli7cs with the a one-size-fits-all approach, namely the 
vaccina7on, and started looking at other alterna7ves. Failing to 
do this is nothing short of criminal.   Mark

2021-01-15 
14:38:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

While I have no objec7ons to geing the vaccine myself, pa7ent 
freedom of choice is something that should be respected and 
forcing people to get the vaccine against their will is a crime 
against freedom. JONATHAN

2021-01-15 
13:58:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should by no means be mandatory. We are under Gods Law 
which means we have free will to choose what goes into our 
bodies. We are not property of any government. Jannine

2021-01-15 
13:07:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would like to be able to choose whether I would like the 
vaccine or not. I would like to choose what vaccine it is. I would 
like to know the makeup of the vaccine.  I am opposed to the 
vaccine because most vaccines have been tested on animals and 
I am not in support of that at all. Alix

2021-01-15 
12:44:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will allow it amer the members of parliament has taken and 
proved that it worked. Dawie

2021-01-15 
12:36:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

None of the current vaccines have been tested well or long 
enough to truly know what the long term side effects are. 

Un7l such 7me, no vaccine should be mandatory. 

Details around the vaccine procurement should also be made 
public. What is the cost to the taxpayer. How much does the 
government pay for the vaccine and how much do they pocket. Wiehann

2021-01-15 
11:09:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

More informa7on should be shared about alterna7ve solu7ons 
for boos7ng you immune system and aiding individuals in 
preventa7ve measures besides the wearing of masks. More of 
the scien7fic research that is being used by the government to 
Bas their decisions on should be shared. Khomotso 

2021-01-15 
10:49:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no way I want to be forced to take any medica7on 
without my own research and careful considera7on. I do not 
take any medica7on without good reason. Even those that are 
recommended by health prac77oners, I must know the full risks 
and side affects as well as what the medica7on is designed for. 
Then it is up to me to proceed with it or not. NO 
GOVERNMENT!!! David 

2021-01-15 
10:32:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My sugges7on is that the vaccine be given to the president mps 
to PR councillors if there are no effects to them then the 
vaccina7on. 

If the vaccina7on seem 100% proven that it cures then they 
should allow the private sector to sell the vaccine eg. Doctors, 
Medical aids, pharmacies etc. 

Why must the government insist on giving it to certain people 
only? 
We all have the right to choose if we want the vaccine or not! Debby
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2021-01-15 
10:06:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would want to wait a bit longer before I take the vaccine. I 
don't think it has been tested long enough and are not sure of 
the outcome. I will also not allow that my child in school be 
vaccinated without my consent. Marinell

2021-01-15 
10:00:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

With a myriad vaccines from various sources how can we be sure 
the one(s) we finally procure will have been sufficiently safety 
tested? I’d sooner trust in my own immune system to deal with 
COVID-19 and forego the jab. Or will we be ‘compelled’ to take it 
otherwise risk having our cons7tu7onal rights and freedoms 
‘restric7ons’? These are the ques7ons I’d like answered first. Colin 

2021-01-15 
09:17:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines should not be made mandatory. Why should I take 
the vaccine if I s7ll have to wear a mask amerwards and s7ll have 
to social distance. Why should I take the vaccine if I can s7ll 
catch the virus amerwards and s7ll pass it on. The government 
should not be the only body bringing in vaccines because this 
will be a corrupt process like everything else. Why are we not 
trying alterna7ve treatments. Ebrahim

2021-01-15 
08:53:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support mandatory vaccina7on. Nor do I accept that 
everyone over 50 is vulnerable!! 
Why exclude the private sector ?  I support health workers being 
vaccinated first - if that is what they want. Lynne

Gauteng 150

2021-01-31 
12:32:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support that is is mandatory as it is against my freedom 
of choice and restric7ng movement and supplies are also against 
my human rights. There are way more effec7ve treatments for 
COVID or the Corona virus than a vaccine such as Ivermec7n and 
herbal remedies etc. It is also not HUMANE to force anybody to 
take the vaccine by threatening the with job loss, no traveling or 
not allowed to go and buy and sell food and goods. Drikie

2021-01-30 
11:14:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not take  a mandatory vaccina7on that has so liple tes7ng 
behind it. Jade

2021-01-28 
15:00:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm not in favour of mandatory vaccina7on and would prefer a 
choice in the maper. Bernu

2021-01-27 
10:41:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe the vaccine should be a choice, and that our freedom 
should not be taken away should we not want the vaccine. Kelly

2021-01-27 
08:39:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Robyn 

2021-01-26 
21:04:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough tests was done on the effect on pregnant woman 
and thus cannot make the vaccine mandatory for pregnant 
woman Ashley

2021-01-26 
19:01:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines have not been tested enough, there arew already 
people abroad suffeeing bad side effects amer receiving the 
vaccine. Rather test for an7bodies first and vaccinate the people 
who really need it. And a COVID-19 ID card is absolutely absurd! 
Our human rights are seriously disregarded! Catherine

2021-01-26 
18:31:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government must not, under any circumstance, force ci7zens to 
be vaccinated against their will, please !! Thabang

2021-01-26 
17:13:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should s7ll have the freedom to opt in to the vaccine or 
not. Benjamin

2021-01-26 
16:01:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are too many rumors going around, claiming alterna7ve 
hidden agendas, please provide full disclosure on all facts and if 
this a simple inocula7on like polio or measles or whether there 
is actually something else in the vaccina7on.  Religious impact 
can be horrific.   Either way, it should not be mandatory but an 
educated choice Jessica

2021-01-26 
11:50:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

One cannot place a higher value on another person's health, 
well-being or life, over their own. There is not 1 pharmaceu7cal 
drug available that is safe for every human being. 
Acknowledgement must be given to the fact that some 
individuals cannot or simply may not wish to receive the 
vaccina7on. That freedom of bodily autonomy cannot be 
hampered on. Dominique

2021-01-26 
11:17:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe everything in life should be choice.  It is a democra7c 
right. Estelle

2021-01-25 
19:22:33 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government must have noted the concern of many people, 
from South Africa and abroad, about the posibility of a 
mandatory vaccine. 

Humorous videos have also been circula7ng about making our 
esteemed leaders, poli7cians etc to take the vaccine first. 
Although said in a humorous context, it does make perfect 
sense. Our leaders DO need to show the popula7on there is 
nothing to fear. Even top government, the leaders of society and 
business must all par7cipate in showing the people that it is 
safe. 

In addi7on, since most of the popula7on will default to geing 
the vaccine, which I hope the government will offer free of 
charge to the popula7on that would like access to it, so forcing 
the rest of the popula7on into submiing for a mandatory 
vaccine is unacceptable. It should be the persons choice whether 
or not to get vaccinated. This is not a virus such as polio where 
the devasta7ng consequences of not being vaccinated cannot be 
avoided. With covid, the greatest risk is overwelming our health 
care, but forcing vaccina7ons for covid will likely have liple effect 
amer the bulk of the popula7on opt for it anyway. 

Respect the rights of the people, and be very weary of 
summarily submiing to global pressures to trample on the 
rights of the South-African people. South-Africa has fought for 
many decades to be free, don't turn into the tyrant the people 
fought against. Paul
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2021-01-25 
17:35:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I prefer for the vaccine to not be mandatory at all, this should be 
an individual choice without any consequence to the individual's 
liber7es. 
Would prefer the government to promote alterna7ve natural 
methods to prevent and treat covid-19, this includes vitamin 
supplements and herbs. 

Lastly, the concern is efficacy of the vaccine, especially with 
South Africa having a varied virus strain to the one the vaccine 
was based on. 

Thembi

2021-01-25 
13:22:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that it is every individual's choice whether or not they want 
to get the vaccine. Personally I'm s7ll delibera7ng, but I believe 
forcing people will not be the best solu7on. Delri

2021-01-25 
06:08:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Some of us has medical Condi7ons causing us to have severe 
reac7ons against vaccines. Some of us object against vaccines on 
basis of faith and believes. No one should be forced to get the 
vaccine. Roll it out, adver7se  it as good, and let people get it 
voluntarily just like the flu vaccine. Ul7mately those who die 
because they refused to get the vaccine, made their choice. But 
it should s7ll be everyone's own choice. Joe-s7ne

2021-01-24 
18:57:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Despite it being aired by 'experts' (there is no such thing when it 
comes to covid-19 yet) in the media that the vaccina7on is 95% 
effec7ve, the fact is that the vaccina7on has not been 
sufficiently tested and has not gone through human trials. The 
people currently receiving it are basically the test subjects; the 
human trials...and yet it is expected that around 70% of the 
popula7on should receive it.  
No other MRNI vaccine has ever been approved and as far as I'm 
aware, neither has this one. It is basically being administered on 
assump7on, not tes7ng and proof.  
There is no proof that it will be/is successful. In fact, there is 
more proof currently that the opposite is true as there are quite 
a number of people, from among those who have received it, 
who have had severe reac7ons and/or died. 
China has basically recovered completely from covid without a 
vaccine, yet the rest of the world is being told that there is no 
geing around it - they need one. That simply isn't true.  
However, I feel that people should be able to decide for 
themselves whether they want to receive it or not. And that is 
my problem. People are being made to feel that there is no 
choice. They have to get it. And whilst it is not (yet) being 
classified as mandatory, clear indica7on has already been made 
in the media and by the president and minister of health that a 
certain percentage of the popula7on 'must' get it and that it's 
the only way to reach herd immunity (which isn't true).  
There's already been repor7ng of a Vaccina7on ID and threats of 
all the things ci7zen's will not be able to do if they do not get 
vaccinated. This is coercion.  Minipula7on. Apemp7ng, in any 
way, to coerce a person who does not want to get vaccinated by 
threatening what ac7vi7es or 'rights' they will lose if they don't 
is a viola7on of their human rights. And allowing or requiring any 
ins7tu7ons to withhold services or exclude individuals based on 
whether they have been vaccinated or not is discrimina7on, and 
again, a viola7on of their human rights.  
Individuals should be able to choose without having to provide a 
reason and without fear of any discrimina7on. 
If this was a sufficiently tested and proven successful vaccina7on 
this would be a different story, but as it stands no one should be 
forced, in any way whatsoever, to receive a clearly insufficiently 
tested and unproven vaccina7on. Alicia

2021-01-23 
09:26:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ul7mately I should have a choice as it is my cons7tu7onal right 
and there has not been enough 7me to to monitor the longterm 
side effects Amelia 

2021-01-23 
07:36:32 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't agree to people being forced into anything, let alone a 
medical procedure that has not been tested widely enough. And 
if you do not want it I don't agree with freedoms like travelling 
etc, being taken away for a virus with a 99% recovery rate. Natalie

2021-01-23 
07:11:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Wiehan 

2021-01-22 
16:52:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No Vaccina7ons should be Mandatory.  Especially untested for 
long term side effects.  Tyron

2021-01-22 
15:54:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I prefer having a choice whether I want the vaccine or not. 
Monica

2021-01-22 
14:34:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Must be a choice not mandatory Cornelius

2021-01-22 
09:38:08 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This should never me a forced vaccina7on.  This should always 
be lem up to the individual without any penal7es involved. The 
Flu vaccine amer the First War was a disaster and killed millions . 
I do not trust a forced vaccina7on program being supported by 
Big Tech specially coming from Bill Gates and others. Andre

2021-01-22 
08:05:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have a choice in taking the vaccine and not be 
held by "hostages'"   id they decide not to take it eg, if you didn't 
get the vaccine you are not allowed to travel. This should be a 
choice  

Thank you Cecilia

2021-01-22 
06:49:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I had the standard flu vaccine once and almost died from the flu 
that season! These vaccines have not been tested enough, we 
are aware  of people who received the vaccine in other 
countries, whom either died or had severe side effects. (Either if 
it was an allergiic reac7on or something else, people want to be 
safe and have a choice in the maper). Rther test for an7bodies 
1st and allow the people the op7on to have the vaccine or not. 
No person's system reacts the same. Catherine 
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2021-01-21 
20:19:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on must be op7onal. No one should be forced to 
vaccinate and neither should they be alienated in any form or 
barred from partaking in anything they previously could do 
without discrimina7on. Lebo

2021-01-21 
18:18:11 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have a choice whether they want vaccina7on or 
not. No one should be forced to take the vaccine should they not 
want to.  

Also SA should produce its own vaccine for Africa. khodani
2021-01-21 
12:15:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I will not be forced to take it laura

2021-01-21 
11:41:11 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Before roll - out of vaccine for en7re country, effects of vaccine 
should be minimalized and tested through all age groups 
including those with comorbidi7es which can minimilize 
complica7ons and or death. Melanie

2021-01-21 
10:40:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Thorough inves7ga7on need to be conducted "5 - 7 years" prior 
mandatory... Covid-19 is 99% curable , then why hurry on 
vaccine.. South Africans need to come together and put end to 
this vaccina7on.. Lehlohonolo 

2021-01-21 
10:38:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is since this is a new solu7on what would happen to 
us in case  most of our health professionals get side effects 
rather not vaccinate all of them at the same 7me but atleast 
50% and use the remaining doses  to vaccinate  a different 
sector. Do not make it compulsory because some people have a 
strong immune system and do not need a vaccine.  Can we be 
allowed to choose our own vaccine type.  Sibongile

2021-01-21 
10:38:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is since this is a new solu7on what would happen to 
us in case  most of our health professionals get side effects 
rather not vaccinate all of them at the same 7me but atleast 
50% and use the remaining doses  to vaccinate  a different 
sector. Do not make it compulsory because some people have a 
strong immune system and do not need a vaccine.  Can we be 
allowed to choose our own vaccine type.  Sibongile

2021-01-21 
08:41:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel this Vaccina7on (although its been through trials and 
tested) is s7ll too new - what are long term side effects...?  

Also, How will the roll out work, and how does that affect the tax 
payer? Jessika

2021-01-21 
07:58:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe any Gov. has the right to force any drugs into my 
system. this is a human rights issue. To ban me from traveling if I 
don't submit is nothing more than extor7on.  I will take it when I 
am ready and sa7sfied that there are no long term effects. Maphys

2021-01-21 
07:22:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I've already had covid and its taken me 5 to 6 months to recover. 

Un7l there is more data around immunity and other info on 
an7bodies. I'd rather not subject my immune system to anything 
more. Jason 

2021-01-20 
20:59:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Elizabeth

2021-01-20 
17:58:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All people should have freedom to accept or reject the 
treatment. Without any discrimina7on or exclusion. Making 
anything mandatory creates fears Yolande

2021-01-20 
16:53:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think people should be given a choice, just like with other 
vaccines, if i want to be vaccinated or not. Why must it be 
mandatory? Why. if i do not want to be vaccinated, i should be 
lem alone. I really do not understand why it has to be made 
mandatory and my right to choose what is right for me is being 
infringed Refilwe

2021-01-20 
13:21:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek is ongemaklik met die feit dat die inen7ngs so vinnig 
ontwikkel is en dat ons gedwing kan word om die inen7ngs te 
neem. Die koste op die belas7ng betaler is na alle aanleiding 
enorm en so nie aanvaarbaar nie. Daar is ook aanduidings dat 
die entstowwe nega7ewe nagevolge mag he wat nie behoorlik 
getoets is nie. Ek sou voorstel dat in-en7ngs op 'n vrywillige basis 
gedoen word en dat dit nie op een of ander Nasionale Rekord 
geplaas word nie aangesien dit 'n nega7ewe impak op 
privaatheid sou he. Mapheus

2021-01-20 
12:53:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not comfortable with a vaccine that has not been tested 
efficiently. 

Aileen
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2021-01-20 
10:26:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ok so first the corrupt ANC government wanted to tell me I am 
not allowed to put something into my body with the tobacco 
ban and now they want to force something into my body or I will 
not be allowed to work, shop or travel. Am I missing something 
here? My human rights are constantly being violated by this 
crazy, unqualified, corrupt, racist and greedy party yet they claim 
to have the best interests of their ci7zens at heart. How many 
jobs have been lost? How many people have died due to suicide 
because they could no longer cope with not providing for their 
families because only BEE companies qualified for Covid relief? 
And dear Mr President, where is the more than R500 Billion you 
promised? In the pockets of your cadres!!! How do you jus7fy 
allowing the police to spray water cannons on old people, on 
disabled people because your government officials have been 
stealing like crazy to such an extent that the most vulnerable of 
our society are lem without money to feed themselves?  But that 
is what your party wants, isn't it Mr President? The ANC wants 
to create a na7on of dependents, that are completely 
dependent on the state to allow for the state to rule them with 
complete blind mindless obedience. Child grants, old age grants, 
Covid relief grants, disability grants, the list goes on and on. You 
want to be able to tell the people, "look at how the ANC is 
looking amer you" and then slowly but surely remove their 
autonomy because that is how the corrup7on of the ANC will be 
swept under the covers and you and your cadres can con7nue 
stealing, raping our country's economy and stay in power by 
bribing voters. 
Yes roll out the vaccines, but vaccinate all your cadres first. Then 
your family, all your loved ones first. Every single person who has 
ever done business with government, received a tender or 
contract. Every ambassador and his or her family. Every minister 
in your government.  Amer 5 years and if all of you are s7ll alive 
then I will consider taking it.  
Government cannot prescribe which one I use if I even decide to 
use it. My children are not your scien7fic test subjects and I will 
not allow them to take this vaccine. Michelle

2021-01-20 
08:03:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Those who feel they need or want the vaccine should be given. 
But it shld not be mandatory for anyone to be forced in anyway. 
This issue of vaccine ID's, travel cer7ficates and monitoring 
system are ways to coerce people into geing the vaccine. Does 
it mean if im not in the vaccine register I can't leave the country? 
My child can't be admiped at certain schools because she didn't 
vaccinate?? Is this disease a life7me problem that it changes our 
lives forever? Even though the numbers and sta7s7cs are 
showing we are more resilient to the disease we s7ll have to be 
forced to take the vaccine. Please get us a malaria vaccine, HIV/
AIDS and cancer treatment then we will take your vaccine. This is 
going to create a great divide in the country and separate 
families. This issue of ins7lling fear amongst us South Africans is 
going to cause a lot of problems for us as ci7zens. Your takin 
advantage that majority of our people are not educated and 
can't ques7on your decisions and since you give them grants 
your buying their silence. I would rather leave this country and 
go stay in a vaccine free country than succumb to this bullying 
and exploita7on of out rights. Sies!! 

Sipho 

2021-01-19 
13:33:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There has been no proven effec7veness  of this vaccine, and we 
do not know enough about all the side effects. Therefore, people 
should have the freedom to choose whether they want to take it 
or not. The government also needs to be careful to select the 
best possible vaccine available. Gren

2021-01-19 
13:02:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If the Health officials are taking the Vaccine (Covid 19) . 
Let's see if they Survive the so called Cure INCLUDING our 
President Cyral Ramaphosa and the NCC .  
I would trust the Vaccine for Covid only if the above men7oned 
to be the FIRST to take the Vaccine . 

Nelson
2021-01-19 
13:01:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

By all means, roll out a voluntary vaccine so we can end the so-
called pandemic and get back to normal Yusuf 

2021-01-19 
12:09:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm always concerned about side-effects when it comes to 
medica7on, vaccine or otherwise, and personally I feel that 
more tes7ng needs to be done. Plus I've heard stories of people 
s7ll geing the virus even amer receiving the vaccine 

Also, there are a couple of vaccines available. If a vaccine is to be 
made available to us it should be the safest, most reliable one... 
Not just whatever the government can get their hands on. 
(Some of them seem a liple suspect)  

That aside, I think every person should have the right to decide 
for themselves whether or not they wish to take the vaccine and 
not have it forced upon them. Kelsey

2021-01-19 
12:05:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

According to me the vaccina7on must not be compulsory 
ci7zens must have a choice to take it must not be compulsory M7rara

2021-01-19 
11:48:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why on earth are we being forced to take a vaccine that is 
absolutely NOT safe. What is in the vaccine and was it tested in 
SA?  There are too many nega7ves regarding it and social media 
has proven to me that it is a NO NO. My reason for saying this is 
not because of the nega7ve comments regarding it but for the 
fact that Governments are devious and social media is asking 
them.  What happened to people having a choice in SA. This 
demon of a virus was created by China and they should be held 
accountable for all the mayhem they are causing. 

If you want to vaccinate, start with all the Poli7cal leaders first 
and see the outcome if it is that SAFE! Elzepe
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2021-01-19 
08:49:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccina7on shouldn't be mandatory. Branko

2021-01-19 
08:38:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day, I would like to have the Government ensure that the 
vaccines are safe. Several reports of deaths are going around 
from the peopple receiving the vaccine itself and not hearsay as 
well as several horrific videos of paralysis and other serious side 
effects of the vaccine, yet they want to make the vaccine 
mandatory. Rumors has it that you will sign that you do not hold 
anyone responsible as well. If manufacturers of the vaccine is 
this confident that the vaccine is safe why would one have to 
sign an indemnity. You can not simply force the vaccine on 
anyone, have them sign and indemnity and the videos shows the 
horrific fait that might await them. There needs to be clarity on 
this for South Africans. Janine

2021-01-19 
08:17:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a problem with cost as well. Taxpayer will have to bear the 
brunt again.  

The numbers also don't add up. As quoted from the ar7cle. If 
67% equals 40 million of the popula7on, then 20 million will 
equal 33%. Where does the number of 50% come from? Are 
they going to buy addi7onal vaccines as they are going along.  

How did they develop a vaccine in a year, but for many other 
illness there is no vaccine?  

I'll take a back seat. Any one who wants to take the vaccine 
willingly can take my place. Jacques

2021-01-19 
07:39:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Abdul

2021-01-18 
20:15:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There shouldn’t be forced vaccina7ons as some people have 
never had the virus and con7nue to live in good health. Artwell

2021-01-18 
18:13:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I understand the reason for the decision, however, I do not 
support being forced to have the vaccine done. Primarily due to 
the fact that there is not enough data to support it's 
effec7veness; side effect; allergic reac7ons etc.  

What is for instance a healthy young individual is forced to have 
the vaccine but dies due to an allergic reac7on? Being forced to 
have an "untested" vaccine is against our human and in many 
cases religious beliefs and rights.   Perhaps just let people 
volunteer for the vaccine and those who choose not to can s7ll 
be restricted by having to wear a mask etc. But let us make an 
informed choice and make our own decision.  

Angelina

2021-01-18 
17:39:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about how the power that be, want to use this 
vaccine to control us. I will not be an early adopter. I am 
concerned on what they have added to the vaccine. In the past, 
it was about the concern about the ci7zens. Now decisions are 
driven by power and economic mo7va7ons. Stephan

2021-01-18 
17:18:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Allow those who want to take the vaccine to take and respect 
the people who do not want to take it, no one should be forced 
to take the vaccine and no one should be disallowed to enter 
public places like shops, workplaces and mall if they have no 
taken any vaccine. Sifiso 

2021-01-18 
16:36:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have many concerns. First is the effec7veness and long-term 
effects. A vaccine that was created in a rush is something I fear. 
What if it affects one of my organs and in five years' 7me I have 
kidney failure or cancer? Second is the cost of the taxpayer. 
Aren't we dona7ng enough to the corrupt poi7cians? How much 
are they going to steal this 7me? I am terrified that I woud be 
forced to take the vaccine in order to go to work. I received a 
flue shot once and ended up with pneumonia. Who can 
guarantee that I won't die if I take it? I received a no7ce that 
every health worker with a medical aid will pay for another 
health worker without a medical aid. When are we, the 
taxpayers, the medical aid members, the employed, going to 
stop paying for others? My solu7on? Let the poi7cians, their 
buddies who always get tenders and their families be vaccinated 
first, just to prove that it is safe. Let the govermnent pay for the 
vaccines with the R600 BILLION they STOLE from the country. Let 
taxpayers be vaccinated first, as they keep the country running. Marileen

2021-01-18 
15:42:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Concerned that the vaccine was developed so quickly, not 
allowing sufficient 7me for proper tes7ng and inves7ga7on of 
side effect or unintended consequences which might only be 
visible in a couple of years. Making the vaccine mandatory 
without fully understanding years of research informa7on is 
unacceptable. Should be voluntary. Annalie

2021-01-18 
15:08:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on cannot be made mandatory. 
Large poten7al for corrup7on if government runs the roll-out - 
just let the private sector handle it. Jaco

2021-01-18 
14:49:39 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to be vaccinated as family members of mine have 
had previous bad experiences with vaccines, if others want to 
that is fine, but I do not want to be forced to take the vaccine. Ulrich

2021-01-18 
14:17:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should not be made mandatory it should be each 
individual's choice as to whether or not they wish to have the 
vaccine. Larrian

2021-01-18 
13:43:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not get sick.  The last 7me I had flue was somewhere in the 
1980's and that was as a result of a smoking idiot (coughing his 
lungs out) siing behind me on a bus, smoking. 
I've never had a flue vaccina7on - in my case I will most probably 
get sick because of the vaccine and not the virus. 
Someone else who is in a higher risk bracket, can rather have the 
vaccine planned for me. Heila

2021-01-18 
13:38:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Long term effects of the an7-virus are not known. I also have a 
rare gene7c disorder which means I further don’t know how the 
an7-virus will affect my body. Eleni
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2021-01-18 
13:02:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My corncern is that they will make it mandatory,we all have free 
will and i will stand by that,its our choice to get it or not Angelique 

2021-01-18 
11:45:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to the nature of the vaccine and the quick development and 
no tes7ng it raises a health risk. Phizer caused deaths in Norway 
due to very liple tes7ng/ 7me to test. 

Thus our government must give the popula7on informed 
consent and must not make it mandatory in anyway what so 
ever for any reason e.g. travel, entry to schools etc. 

Under our Bill of rights we have freedom of choice and 
healthcare, without consent we will commit crimes against 
humanity and derive South-Africans of their freedom. Jacques

2021-01-18 
11:43:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would prefer to have a choice to get the vaccine or not. TO date 
the effec7veness has not bene proved. With the virus 
developing strains, how certain is big Pharmas that their vaccine 
will work? I would rather con7nue social distancing, good 
hygiene and wearing masks. Adele

2021-01-18 
11:40:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support this vaccine to become mandatory. It should be 
your choice as it is our human rights to chose whether you want 
this or not. Riepe

2021-01-18 
11:39:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

In terms of sec7on 46 of PAIA Act 2 of 2000, informa7on 
disclosure for public interest:  
1. What is the full name of the vaccine to be roll out? 
2. Safety Data Sheet and full descrip7on of the ingredients? 
3. An known side effects? 
4. all test results conducted and protocols and approvals? 
5. Cost per dose of vaccine? 

Bongani

2021-01-18 
10:56:08 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I object to have to receive a mandatory vaccine for ANYTHING. 
The vaccine is against my religion and cons7tu7onal rights. 
Furthermore, to liple evidence exist that the vaccine is effec7ve 
and to many people have had nega7ve experiences amer being 
vaccinated.  

Should the vaccine be rolled out AFTER proper tes7ng has been 
done and no side effects being recorded, it should be given to 
people only who are at high risk - the elderly and chronically ill.  

Nothing that is mandatory and being forced on us, can spell 
anything good. Maritsa

2021-01-18 
10:30:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Its a medical fact that it takes years to develop a vaccine! And 
now a new mRNA vaccine developed in 1 year? When there are 
other medicines availabel. And forcing vaccines on people is a 
viola7on of human rights and civil liber7es not to men7on the 
height of Facism. We the people have the right to decide what 
goes into our bodies. Especially for a virus with a 99% survival 
rate. Jus7n

2021-01-18 
10:23:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccine as well as 
the fact that it is mandatory for everyone to take it.Since when 
does the government dictate to it ci7zens what  should happen 
to their bodies .If this is a free country let the South Africa 
ci7zens decide whether they want to be vaccinated or not. 

Press briefings have not been held regarding this vaccine, 
government is not being vocal too much about the vaccine and 
they don't want to ques7oned which creates a lot of worry. If 
they really want to vaccinate the people they should be 
transparent about it. 

No man in this world should decide who takes the vaccine and at 
what what 7me, only God can decide a person 's life not humane 
beings, we were all created by God so government should not 
act like they are God ,no human being is superior than the other. 
They were only elected to govern the country not to be dictators 
and control people. How many vaccines came out and people 
were not forced to take them no all of sudden there is  a 
mandatory vaccine. Why? 

How many infants are not being vaccinated and the government 
is quite, what about those who need ARVs but today everyone 
must be vaccinated. Will they be Vaccinated I mean the 
government or will they get a different vaccine, since our 
government is selffish and only thinks of themselves. 

Thandekile
2021-01-18 
10:10:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People who don't wish to take the vaccine should have the 
freedom to refuse. B.J

2021-01-18 
09:58:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on would be a viola7on of a basic human 
right as this vaccine has not been proven to be effec7ve. How is 
it possible that a vaccine for this is available in months and none 
is developed for the HI virus this is not clear to me. Secondly bill 
gates has gone on record about vaccines being a popula7on 
control tool. Will these an7gens not develop into new 
pathologies? Also very clear that the lockdown is a control 
mechanism Ko

2021-01-18 
09:45:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We need to be sure that this vaccine is safe before targe7ng the 
most needed individuals such as medical support. 

It should NEVER be mandatory for anyone. Klarissa
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2021-01-18 
09:41:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not think that it is legal to force people to take the vaccine. 
it should be voluntary as per cons7tu7onal rights as ci7zens. I 
personally do not want to take the vaccine, as such it should be 
up to me if I want to take it or not, thereamer, I should not be 
discriminated against in any way, should I choose not to take it. 

Lindelwa

2021-01-18 
09:36:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concerns are mainly religious.  One does not know (in this 
age of fake news) what to believe and what not to believe. 

If the safety of the vaccine can be proven beyond doubt, and if 
the conspiracies regarding the vaccine can be proven to be false, 
then I would take the vaccine to be on par with other vaccines 
used in the past for things like polio or measles.  However, all 
kinds of rumours regarding the vaccine abound - and I always 
maintain where there is smoke there is a fire burning 
somewhere. 

So, my approach to this vaccine is VERY careful and I really hope 
that this Government will not try to force people to take the 
vaccine.  James

2021-01-18 
09:32:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will take Vaccine if i want to. I don't believe on the severity of 
COVID. COVID exist but it is not dangerous the way we are made 
to believe. But those who want VACCINE can take it. Me and my 
Family will not par7cipate. TT

2021-01-18 
09:21:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm not comfortable about the coercion of vaccina7on.   Even 
though the experts try to mo7vate the importance of being 
vaccinated there more ques7ons and concerns are raised.   If the 
role out con7nues let it start with our leaders

Nompumelel
o

2021-01-18 
09:19:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Reading through the comments there are many concerns on the 
who should receive vaccina7on first (Roll out strategy), the 
effec7veness of the vaccina7on and the cost. 

My main concern is regarding the mandatory vaccina7on and my 
proposal will deal with this and the above 3 issues.  

1) regardless of the roll out strategy, those individuals that does 
not want the vaccina7on should not get the vaccina7on in this 
first round of government procured vaccina7ons in 2021. There 
is not enough vaccina7on to go around for everyone and one 
person refusing should be seen as a blessing for the next person 
that would otherwise not received a vaccine. 

2) As we progress with the first round of vaccina7on through 
2021 the effec7ves of the vaccine will be proven and more 
improvements to the vaccine should be available by then 
reducing the fear of those people not trus7ng the vaccine. All 
the posi7ve stories from around the world with soothe peoples 
fear as the conspiracy theories are proven wrong. 

3) There must be more vaccina7ons than the 20mil planned for 
2021. This second round the private sector must par7cipate in 
the process to reduce cost to the tax payers. Individuals that can 
afford it should purchase their own vaccina7on and those that 
can not afford it should apply for it from public hospitals. 

4) By 2022 the popula7on will be closer to the "heard immunity" 
status. Not only from vaccina7on but also natural immunity. 
Vaccina7on can then start to take on a more normal process as 
with current vaca7ons at the appropriate age. 

5) The small por7on of the popula7on that by this 7me are s7ll 
si7ng reasons why not to get vaccinated for medical, religious 
and other reasons will be insignificant and not pose a health 
threat to the rest of the popula7on. Same as with the current 
por7on of the popula7on not taking vaccina7ons. If lem alone, 
this problem of people refusing vaccina7on will go away on its 
own. Jan-Harm

2021-01-18 
09:17:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

we have heard that even amer the vaccine we need to con7nue 
with masks and social distancing so why is there a need for the 
vaccine? 
also it must be a choice whether you want the vaccine or not. Winnie

2021-01-18 
09:12:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines should be examined and verified by our scien7sts 
before the roll outs. Can we have answers as to why they are 
stated to be for Africans and not sold in other con7nents. Kagiso 

2021-01-18 
09:04:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Hennie

2021-01-18 
08:38:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I want to be certain that there aren't any harmful side-effects 
before I would take the vaccine. E7enne

2021-01-18 
08:33:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There remain some unanswered ques7ons: 
- Should those that have already had Covid-19 be vaccinated? 
Well presumably not, because then what is the point of the 
vaccine? 
- Will a vaccina7on card be a requirement to access normal civil 
liber7es? There is a risk the Government will limit free 
movement without a vaccina7on card. 

The Government's informa7on presenta7on is full of 
unanswered ques7ons which doesn't give me confidence that 
they know what they are doing. Colleen

2021-01-18 
08:29:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe the vaccine should be made available to all at a cost 
they can afford but should not be mandatory Malerie

2021-01-18 
08:27:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't think any person should have to be exposed to any toxin 
or medica7on out of their own free will. I also don't think this 
vaccine has been tested thoroughly, there simply has not been 
enough 7me and we simply don't know enough yet. Mark
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2021-01-18 
08:12:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it is important to be able to choose whether or not to 
have the vaccine, that is the pinnacle  of freedom, I govern my 
body. Personally I am rela7vely healthy, although I do have 
allergies, I never get seriously ill, therefore I do not believe that I 
should be forced to have the vaccine. I have never had a flu 
vaccine, and never felt the need for one. I support myself and 
have a medical aid, I pay for my freedom. Rather give the 
vaccine so someone who is more vulnerable. I am also very 
skep7cal over the speed in which the vaccine was developed, yet 
other diseases remain untreatable/incurable/unpreventable. Belinda

2021-01-18 
08:08:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

While the government is doing its part in making sure the 
vaccines are available for its people, it is quite crucial that 
everyone understands that the decision to take the vaccine is 
s7ll a personal choice. No one can force you to take a vaccine! 

As a mother, I do not feel comfortable with this vaccine and will 
NOT be the first in line to receive this vaccine. I would much 
rather prefer that my husband, child and myself do not take the 
vaccine at all. Tania

2021-01-18 
08:07:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It must be voluntary, and supply must be made available 
independent of the ANC, so if you want it you can choose the 
government's vaccine or the private sector's vaccine. Graeme

2021-01-18 
08:07:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Being that this Vaccine is not like other vaccines, its a completely 
new kind I feel there hasn't been a good enough test period to 
discover the nega7ve outcomes. There is to large an incen7ve 
for governements and pharmacu7cal companies to look good 
and make money, and where money is involved there tends to 
be large and significant outcomes ignored.  There is also liple 
knows about the side effects and how to care for someone who 
does have nega7ve side effects, as such I feel the vaccine should 
be voluntary like many of the other vaccines required for things 
like travel. I also feel that with so many other op7ons available 
this should not be the king of all solu7on but merely an op7on. Andrea

2021-01-18 
08:00:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is a vaccine like any other vaccine.It should be tested for 
efficacy and safety before imposed on people People 
shouldnhave the right to say "NO" to vaccina7on.I suspect there 
9snkore poli7cal agenda to this mass COVID-19 deaths than a 
virus.So the vaccine shouldnbe voluntary while other drugs like 
Ivermec7n are tried as well Sesinyana

2021-01-18 
07:58:39 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on and the probability of gene7c 
modifica7on and side effects. There are other alterna7ves, much 
cheaper as well and the side effects already known. Peter

2021-01-18 
07:51:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are too much conspiracy theories and the government is 
not doing a good job to de-mys7fy and provide clarity and create 
confidence. For that, I will rather be a late adopter on this one. 
Once amer them poli7cal leaders have  tried it and we can see 
the results, I may consider. 
Even then, I would rather take it from a private doctor and not 
governmental. 

Matubeng

2021-01-18 
07:40:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it is against human right to force people to take 
medica7ons that has not been tested to be safe yet. Like all 
other vaccines we should be able to choose if we want it or not, 
and we should be able to choose which vaccine to get. Me 
personally amer allot of research will accept only the 
AstraZeneka vaccine for now, if I have to be vaccinated. So far all 
the other precau7ons have succeeded in preven7ng me from 
geing Covid-19, so why take a vaccine now, that has not been 
deemed safe!! More 7me is needed to make sure it is safe.  Cornell

2021-01-18 
07:07:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about the unknown side effects of the vaccine. 
Also it is not clear if the shots will be once off or annual. Will it 
be free or paid for by individuals in future? Macdonald

2021-01-18 
06:54:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't want to be forced to take something that is s7ll in the 
process of being tested.  Especially if there are effec7ve 
alterna7ve medicines available to treat the disease. Marianne

2021-01-18 
06:46:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day, 
I do not support the fact that everyone should be vaccinated as i 
don't believe in injec7ng my body with just anything. 

i strongly believe some people would have allergic reac7ons to 
this vaccine that can be deadly to them and not all of the people 
will be helped in 7me to recover. 

i believe it is each of us own responsibility to keep ourselves save 
from this Virus if we don't want this vaccine. 

at the end of the day a person should be able to choose if they 
want to take the risk to get injected or take the risk in not being 
injected with the vaccine. 

Kind Regards 
Jackie Jackolin

2021-01-18 
06:32:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't think the vaccine has been fully tested for safety and 
effec7veness.  Some of the vaccines going around on social 
media are coming from overseas and wripen "consump7on of 
Africans only" why is that? Don't we have scien7sts in Africa that 
can come up with a vaccine we can all trust? Bridget 
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2021-01-18 
06:13:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Many concerns had been raised by many other countries 
regarding the safety of these vaccines.  How can we be 
vaccinated by a product that was never tested as safe by our 
own scien7sts and doctors?  What about people having allergies 
to aspirin and penicillin for instance, must they receive it and 
die?  Why must it be mandatory if it can possibly cause you to 
die or have other nega7ve impacts on your life?  I live in a 
country with freedom of choice and think I must be able to use 
my Cons7tu7onal Right not to take any vaccine un7l it can be 
proved to be safe and not be a possible killer to me or my family.  Carin

2021-01-17 
23:02:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not an7-vax as I myself, my children and family are all 
vaccinated.   My concern is the safety,  side effects and efficacy 
of this vaccine.   I understand the urgency but I am not happy to 
give my children something with minimal tes7ng and no long 
term safety ra7ng. Melani 

2021-01-17 
21:58:33 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be administered on a voluntary basis. There 
are too many conflic7ng views and suspicions about the roll-out 
of the Covid-19 vaccine par7cularly in Africa. This is against the 
background and history of centuries of explointa7on of Africa 
and Africans by Western countries and more recently by the 
Chinese. Tiyani

2021-01-17 
21:09:36 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There has not been enough 7me to fully establish safety  
I am not against vaccina7on, I just think the side effects are not 
all known yet Jennifer 

2021-01-17 
18:22:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

While I understand any country leader's great concern to save 
the people of the na7on,  I believe it should be a choice whether 
every ci7zen should have it or not.  I commend the 
pharmaceu7cal companies who have jumped in to develop a 
much needed vavcine, I would like to be convinced  110% 
through seeing the successful results of clinical trials before I 
commit to having one. I am in the laper years of my life and am 
prepared to take my chances by not having the vaccine.  I don't 
want to suffer severe side effects in 20 years 7me while in my 
80's as a result of this vaccine. I cant comment yet on the young 
infants or unborn babies who stand to be forced to have this 
vaccine.  Un7l the medical regulatory bodies sanc7on this 
vaccine clearly authorizing it to be safe for the eradica7on of the 
virus, I reserve my rights not to consent to having the vaccine. Michelle 

2021-01-17 
18:09:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It does not need to be mandatory. If it works people will 
naturally accept it and take it without force. Willem

2021-01-17 
17:25:32 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Johan

2021-01-17 
17:22:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hi. I think it's a good thing, but it mustn't be compulsory. 
I have never had a flu vaccina7on, and I have never had the flu. 
I believe in my immune system, tap water instead of bopled 
water Gavin

2021-01-17 
16:43:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have no concern with the vaccine. If available I would willingly 
take it. However, I am opposed to a mandatory vaccina7on  as 
there are people with valid objec7ons and believes different to 
mine who does not wish to be forced into taking the vaccine. It is 
their bodies and they should have the right to object against 
being vaccinated. However, that choice of theirs may have 
nega7ve consequences for them which they also need to accept 
and consider as part of their choice: exclusion from travel, and 
apending gatherings/classes where they could infect others. Johann

2021-01-17 
16:13:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine was approved very quickly. There is no way of knowing 
the possible king term side effects. Also, who is benefi7ng 
financially? Melanie

2021-01-17 
15:44:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

One happens to start doub7ng the inten7on of forcing everyone 
to vaccinate. More especially that SAHPRA is silent regarding 
their finding if there is any that is happening . There has been a 
lot of stories doing the rounds regarding those vaccines however 
no one from Scien7fic community with authority is willing to say 
anything and on the other hand the na7on is being fed a lot of 
nega7vity. I have no trust to anything coming from outside our 
borders. Let SAHPRA educate us on the vaccine maybe we will 
begin to relax as for now I rather die trying other remedies than 
the vaccine. Peter 

2021-01-17 
15:30:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should  not be forced to people but be by choice , 
Even flu vaccines ppl react nega7vely get sick amer taking it. and 
some of us we use herbs and believe on herbal curing .it would 
have been beper if we have types/ forms of vaccine like herbal 
and medically so that we have choice. We can not depend on 
vaccines as a na7on we should encourage people to eat healthy 
exercise live hygienic life wash hands social distancing is the key 
to reduce this virus. With this money of vaccine we should have 
lock down the country so the virus don't spread cos the problem 
is social gathering and much movements of travelling crowds. If 
the government with R500 billion gave each South Africa house 
hold money to feed their families and pay the bills of the 
household just for a year would have won this war of this virus. 
Studies s7ll show that even you vaccine  we s7ll  have to wear 
masks and sani7ze social distancing therefore we weill s7ll have 
mask  abnormal life. People should not be forced but have 
choice if they want to take vaccine or not. We love our country 
and we should start create our own medica7on we have  
 Medical n tradi7onal doctor's  scien7sts. They need to explore 
our natural medica7on. I wish all Leaders/ governments in the 
World they can come together and inves7gate how did we come 
to this. Because We have to find a problem ,  
 how this virus came about  so that it doesn't happen again. 
Thank you. Nomsa
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2021-01-17 
14:17:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If the government want herd immunity then vaccinate the 
people that flock together in a herd and leave the people be that 
keeps to themselves and follow protocol to avoid the virus. The 
spread of covid is due to the herds being too large at gatherings 
and not following protocol. I hope all the poli7cians will be 
injected first Hannes

2021-01-17 
12:17:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be mandatory to be vaccinated. If it is enforced, 
then the conspiracies theories will be truthful. 
Secondly, It is worrying that government is rolling our vaccines 
without trials data and informed data on the possible side 
effects to humans. 

ephraim
2021-01-17 
11:32:38 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not be happy if the vaccine is compulsory to gain work or 
con7nue work or to travel in and out of South Africa Paul

2021-01-17 
11:15:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We appreciate our government's overt efforts to save the lives of 
South Africans, however I am of the view that we should not 
blindly roll out the vaccine, without verifying and or confirming 
the safety of such vaccine. Sibongiseni

2021-01-17 
08:29:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If the vaccine is one that will do no harm to humans with nasty 
side effects then people should be given the choice if they want 
it or not. I dont support mandatory vaccina7on. 

Christod

2021-01-17 
08:21:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As a democracy it is important to acknowledge the call for a 
vaccina7on and since one is available, I feel it is only fair and 
Democra7c to make it available to the people. 

However, this vaccina7on should never be made mandatory, nor 
should the receipt of it be used as a condi7on placed on our 
freedom. In other words it should not be stated that in order to 
move freely around the country, gain employment or travel one 
must have received the vaccine. This amounts to the same thing 
as making the vaccina7on mandatory as to not take it would 
equate to losing ones freedom and ability to survive which is 
uncons7tu7onal. 

Scien7sts can say what they like. This vaccine has rolled out 
excep7onally fast and the long-term side effects cannot yet be 
known for sure. Taking this vaccine equates to a massive risk 
with zero repercussions to the creator and supplier should 
something go horribly wrong. 

For some, it's a risk they're willing to take and I respect that. For 
others, it's a risk they're not willing to take and so the freedom 
of choice of both viewpoints should be respected equally.

Gemma-
Leigh

2021-01-17 
07:51:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Against Marc

2021-01-17 
07:44:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Siphiwe

2021-01-17 
07:06:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my right to refuse the vaccine especially when it's handled 
by our corrupt government Magrietha 

2021-01-17 
06:59:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should only be administered to those who 
voluntarily give permission for  the vaccine to be administered to 
them. 
NO mandatory administra7on of the vaccine. 
Forcing people to take the vaccine is taking away their individual 
liberty and agency. 
As said by Monika Wiseniewska (Polish Author), "The vaccine 
should be tested on poli7cians first. If the survive, the vaccine is 
safe. If they don't, then the country is safe." Michael

2021-01-17 
06:34:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that the vaccine should be voluntary, there is not 
enough safety data and the Covid virus is muta7ng so there is no 
guarantee that the vaccine will cover the different strains.  There 
needs to be more transparency with regards the vaccine, where 
are the safety trials, I would like to read them for myself, what is 
the efficacy of the vaccine and how long is the immunity 
expected to last, which strains does it cover and if Covid 
con7nues to mutate, will this result in revaccina7on with a new 
vaccine.  I personally am not prepared to take this vaccine un7l I 
know and am sa7sfied with the facts. Government needs to 
educate the public instead of using fear tac7cs and if informed 
ci7zens choose not to have the vaccine then so be it.  It also 
seems that the Government has secured a Covid vaccine from 
where ever they can procure it from, have they actually 
researched which vaccine is the best and most effec7ve? Or do 
they just want the cheapest? Why do tax paying South Africans 
have to seple for substandard vaccines because of corrup7on 
and lack of funds! Elaine

2021-01-17 
06:26:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons must not be mandatory. People have their own 
freedom to choose.  
People that are most suscep7ble to the virus should have the 
first op7on to get the vaccina7on but again on their own will and 
there should not be any repercussions or restric7ons placed on 
anyone that doen not take the vaccine. Ivann

2021-01-17 
05:54:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The country dorx not seem ready for the nega7ve effects of the 
vaccina7on. Seipa7 
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2021-01-17 
01:22:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be voluntary,  this vaccines hasn’t been trialled well, it 
was rushed, so I have concerns about its effec7veness, more so 
on the new variant muta7on ,  most European & USA have 
already vaccinated millions but s7ll covid posi7ve numbers are 
going up. There’s no guarantee of immunity & how long will the 
vaccine protect us , no recoded side effects, except the few that 
has been shared by individuals ( bell’s palsy , anaphylac7c 
shock. ) no long term effects. Not a single individual that was 
accused on social media about depopula7on had come out clean 
or defend their names , yet the government’s are quick to say 
that’s conspiracy theories. Some health care providers have 
been in the middle of war zones against Covid & they’ve never 
had symptoms or suffer due to covid & they are s7ll there 
bapling covid!! What Will vaccine provide to them now??? Let 
all poli7cians & those scien7sts involved in this vaccine take it 
first & all their doses should be given by unknown workers , 
randomly picked by kinda garden  children in front of the na7on 
& reporter’s, then some of us who don’t trust this vaccine can 
change our mindset of covid vaccines conspiracy theories. 

Ntombizodw
a

2021-01-17 
00:36:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree that it should be mandatory, there are other 
hurdles to cross first.  I'm also not comfortable with the 
AstraZeneca vaccine.  Many people are uneducated or have 
been reading the millions of conspiracy theories regarding the 
vaccine that is why people are calling for the ministers etc to 
take it first.  The long-term side effects should also be considered 
and communicated thoroughly to the public. I do agree that we 
need to have stricter control on our borders and all countries 
should be so that this virus does not get worse amer herd 
immunity has been achieved. Nadia

2021-01-16 
22:30:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that there has not been enough 7me for 
researchers to properly evaluate the side effects ... I am worried 
that by being forced to take the vaccine I am puing myself at 
risk in the future.  Eg. effect on fer7lity, cancer. I would rather 
have to take a test and prove a nega7ve result and quaran7ne if I 
travel. M

2021-01-16 
22:08:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on should not mandatory should be op7onal D

2021-01-16 
20:03:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccines should be voluntary Chris-Zelda

2021-01-16 
19:26:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The President and all his reports should take the vaccine first Wesley 

2021-01-16 
15:07:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Effec7veness of vaccine also a concern. 
There has been insufficient 7me for thorough tes7ng as to 
effec7veness and long-term effects. 
Not enough trustworthy  informa7on available about ALL the 
components/ingredients in all the different vaccines, and 
possible effects of those. 
I will be op7ng to be in the unvaccinated percentage of the 
popula7on. Bronwen

2021-01-16 
14:25:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Amorine

2021-01-16 
12:09:11 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't support any large scale vaccina7on ini7a7ve by 
government, as it is too vulnerable to corrup7on. I also am 
concerned that this may be forced on us, and I would only 
support voluntary vaccina7ons. Rico

2021-01-16 
11:56:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I want the choice to be vaccinated or not. I really feel strong that 
all that drive this with such haste, should get vaccinated first, 
and set the example. 
No one should be forced or discriminated against if not 
vaccinated. Tanja 

2021-01-16 
10:35:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I maintain that it shouldn't be mandatory for the vaccina7on. 
Some of us don't even take the flu vaccine. So if the government 
wants it to be mandatory they will have to change the 
cons7tu7on because that will be unlawful. Jay

2021-01-16 
10:14:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This government, nor any other government can be trusted to 
roll out measures like this that affect millions and billions of 
people without one on one consulta7on between a doctor and 
pa7ent. My body, my choice, and my doctor is to keep my 
medical informa7on private and confiden7al.  
People have lost trust in Governments and big Pharma, so 
vaccina7ons should be a personal choice. Not mandated, 
enforced or administered by government. You serve my best 
interests, and not your own, and I will determine what is and is 
not best for myself and my family. 
In addi7on, there is the risk to benefit of infec7on via normal 
means and the vaccine. Every vaccine lists possible adverse 
reac7ons on their inserts, and already there are people 
experiencing anaphylaxis, transverse myeli7s, mul7ple sclerosis 
etc amer receiving their second dose.  
In the AstroZeneca trial in Brazil one person reportedly died, 
though in the placebo group, the placebo used was the vaccine 
for meningi7s.  
I don't believe the vaccine to be safe nor effec7ve enough for 
mass vaccina7ons yet.  It requires more 7me to study its long-
term safety, especially since its pla{orm is a chimpanzee 
adenovirus.  My concern is for increased cases of auto-immunity 
or worst case, permanent disability. 
Doctors are calling for the use of Ivermec7n, and their requests 
should not be ignored nor delayed. 
Medicine is not a one size fits all prac7ce.  Allow the doctor and 
pa7ent to weigh the risks and benefits of every treatment op7on 
available, and choose their own path. Bronwyn
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2021-01-16 
07:57:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There is no Vaccine for cancer, common Flu, etc.... 
Now a covid 19 New and complex and there is  a Vaccine for it .  
No way am I to Risk taking a "Vaccine" for Covid 19 and die from 
the Vaccine .  
I'm a Post Cancer pa7ent . 
My oncologist has forbidden me of taking any an7-Flu or related 
Vaccines . I will die if I take the Risk of the Covid 19 vaccine . Nelson

2021-01-16 
06:45:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do want to take the vaccine as it was rushed and probably has 
side effects scien7sts are unaware of. I am sacred that I will be 
forced to take it. It is my right to say no. I’m happy for others to 
have the jab first, just not me. I prefer to wait a couple of years 
when it is more perfected. Chanel 

2021-01-15 
21:33:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It must be my choice and not forced on me Risna 

2021-01-15 
19:28:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I actually have a couple of concerns about this: 
* The safety of this vaccine and reports about 2 doses needed to 
be effec7ve (halving the number of people vaccinated. Also, the 
unknown side effects associated with this. 
* I am not in agreement with the mandatory nature of this roll-
out. Enough people should be willing to volunteer if it is safe and 
trusted to reach heard immunity. 
* There is also the problem of the new Covid strain. By the 7me 
South Africa eventually get's the vaccine, we might already be 
on the third strain, causing the vaccine to be ineffec7ve anyway. 
* In my opinion the above is also cause for concern about 
government was7ng taxpayer money in this way. Why did SA 
miss the first 2 opportuni7es to pay and secure a batch of 
doses? 
* I am also worried that these tenderpreneurs kadres of top 
ranking officials might again hijack all the funds leaving South 
Africans out of pocket and without a proper vaccine. 
* I am also worried about public sector lem in charge of 
distribu7on when they (not the doctors and nurses, but the 
admin) have proven 7me and again to be incompetent. People 
might end up geing vaccines that have both expired and were 
not kept in the proper tempreatures etc. Sarel

2021-01-15 
19:02:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is haste science and medicine with no documented long 
term side effects. Simonae

2021-01-15 
18:21:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines usually take many years before being taken to market.  
This is being rolled out amer 6 months?! Derba

2021-01-15 
16:51:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Assya

2021-01-15 
16:19:22 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day, 
My only concern is the Mandatory vaccina7on as well as the 
effec7veness of the vaccine.  How do I know I am receiving the 
vaccine being injected?  How do i know its not a knock-off, if its 
mandatory and it does not agree with my system and I get 
deadly ill?  I suppose educa7ng south Africans as well as running 
campaigns surrounding the vaccine would put allot of minds at 
ease.  But is s7ll needs to be freedom of choice.  We are a 
democra7c country and the peoples voice should be heard and 
their concerns addressed. 
Kind Regards  

Donnadee

2021-01-15 
14:18:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe people should not be forced to take the vaccina7on. 
Not enough is known about the virus or of the vaccine and we’re 
just supposed to accept that some Doctor/ Scien7st somewhere 
in the world said they are 95% confident? Our Government just 
seem like puppets throughout this pandemic. What are they 
doing to safe guard the safety of their ci7zens? They need to do 
independent test and publish the results honestly. Lorenzo

2021-01-15 
11:59:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

So long as the vaccine is not Mandatory and every person knows 
the facts (side effects, deaths etc) and have the choice to take it, 
should they chose Nathan

2021-01-15 
11:57:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Although I support the idea of vaccines generally, I do also know, 
from having worked in the sector, that vaccines take years of 
trials and tes7ng in order to ascertain its efficiency and safety for 
the use with the public. This has not been given the 7me to do 
the men7oned above. As such, I am concerned that this 
government that already has difficulty in respec7ng the rights 
and wishes of its ci7zenry, will force this vaccine on the public, 
and marginalise or penalise those who do not wish to receive 
the vaccina7on. Added to this, previously the global mortality 
rate was around 0.14% which is somewhat low to jus7fy 
mandatory vaccina7on. Although the stats might have changed, 
it is s7ll concerning that we are rushing a product in to the public 
sphere we have no informa7on on. Louis

2021-01-15 
11:54:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be done by choice and the whole process 
should not be  controlled by government 

It must be a choice Rita
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2021-01-15 
10:06:39 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on cannot be made mandatory. This specific vaccine is 
not properly tested and its effec7veness isn't even known. The 
ingredients / components of the vaccine is not known and it will 
be stupid to get injected with something like that. You cannot 
expect people to allow an unknown substance to be injected 
into their blood stream. The concern is you, government also 
doesn't know, yet you are going to "force" / convince  people 
(older people) to take it, claiming its good for them, but you 
don't know. You will be lying to people. Tobie

2021-01-15 
08:47:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rudow

KwaZulu-Natal 27

2021-01-30 
10:32:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t believe it should be mandatory, it raises concerns of 
hidden agendas solely based on that. Logically who ever willingly 
vaccinates themselves against COVID-19 will not be infected/
endangered by individuals who choose not to vaccinate 
themselves. There is no need to dominate free will, simply 
adver7sing the vaccine for health and safety purposes will be 
efficient to mo7vate compliance. Larushca 

2021-01-26 
18:44:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should not be mandatory.  
I know we all took vaccines when we were young and children 
do take vaccines, but this vaccine comes from people who think 
the world is overpopulated. Why would they save us now. We 
have scien7st here in South Africa, why are we buying it from 
other countries. Sabelo

2021-01-22 
09:44:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please do not make taking these vaccines mandatory. 
No government should ever take away a ci7zen's right to their 
personal choice of healthcare. 
For those who are more afraid of the risk of Covid than the 
possible dangers of a vaccine that has been produced so quickly 
with no opportunity to see the long term results, who wish to 
take the vaccine, let them do so. For those who would like to try 
other alterna7ves, give them the freedom to have authority over 
their own healthcare choices. Any governmental crackdown on 
remedies prescribed by doctors of medicines that are already 
deemed safe for human consump7on (like Hydroxychloroquine 
or Ivermec7n) is criminal governmental overreach that should 
be prosecuted in the High Court. LET DOCTORS AND PEOPLE 
HAVE THE FREEDOM TO USE THEIR OWN BRAINS AND DO WHAT 
SEEMS BEST TO THEM FOR THEIR PATIENTS AND THEIR OWN 
BODIES! The government has NO right to interfere. 
Provide vaccines for people who want them. Tell them where to 
get them. Give them the informa7on about them - possible risks 
as well as benefits. But do not in any way force people who do 
not wish to take a vaccine to do so, or discriminate against them 
in any way if they have not had it. If the vaccine is as effec7ve as 
adver7sed, then the only people at risk from those who have 
not been vaccinated would be others who have not been 
vaccinated. Those who have taken the vaccines will reportedly 
be immune. Let us all do our own risk assessment and make our 
own choices. About 50000 people die every year in traffic 
accidents. We all take a risk when we get into our cars. But the 
government does not take our cars away and shut down the 
roads. 
This is a democra7c republic where people have rights, not a 
totalitarian communist regime. 
Do not take away our right of personal choice over our own 
healthcare, or a doctor's ability to prescribe what he feels is 
best. Natasha

2021-01-21 
14:27:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe the vaccina7on should not be mandatory for those who 
are not high risk. Emphasis should rather be placed on educa7ng 
the public of the risks and benefits of the vaccine, and the 
decision lem to the individual. Parent should be allowed to 
decide for their children. Brent

2021-01-20 
20:20:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be a personal choice, there are concerns regarding the 
effec7veness of the current vaccine and side affects not fully 
established or understood. I have never had a flu vaccine and 
have not had flu in over 6 years. Whereas friends who dilingently 
take the flu vaccine every year get flu not once but twice a year.  
I have no trust in big pharma, its counter produc7ve to produce 
a vaccine as a cure, but very profitable to sell a vaccine and sell 
medica7on especially targeted to counter flu symptoms as a 
result of taking the flu vaccine. Gregory

2021-01-19 
16:38:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are alterna7ves that need to be rolled out by government 
eg Ivermec7n,Doxycycline ,vitamins and Zinc. Hugh

2021-01-18 
22:46:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to be forced to have a vaccina7on. It should be 
op7onal. jess
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2021-01-18 
13:58:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Actually, all the listed op7ons are a concern for me. 
Here goes: 

1) Corrup7on - SA is infested with this disease. Food parcels, 
PPE, ect during the pandemic. Vaccines will just be another. At 
the end the day, people needing it most, will not get it and more 
pockets will be lined, taking advantage of a pandemic & the 
people to enrich themselves. 

2) The chances of geing & surviving COVID is s7ll around 95%. 
There's  a beper change my immune system will fight it & I will 
survive than a vaccine that has "inflated" figures and has not 
been subjected to the correct medical trials. 

3) How will SA fund this? We had to borrow R500 billion in 
March/April 2020, which by the way, a lot has "conveniently" not 
been accounted for.  

4) How will government roll this out? We can't distribute food 
parcels. It's been 14 years (yes, let that sink in), 14 years and 
government can s7ll not get Eskom to supply consistent power. 
History has proven that government is incapable of managing 
such affairs. The only thing government seems to be good at is 
corrup7on & lies. 
Let the private sector handle this! 

5) Since it seems that this vaccine will be mandatory, at least in 
the sense of; can't go to sports events/cinema/travel/music 
fes7vals/etc unless you are vaccinated - I would like to see 
pharmaceu7cal companies and government take liability & 
accountability should there be any "foul play". 
There is so much misinforma7on being spread, I think everyone 
will just be more at ease if we know that law suits is a possibility 
should we, the public be deceived. Ian

2021-01-18 
13:53:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel like we should have a say as to if we want to receive this 
vaccine. I'm very scep7cal about the effec7veness of this vaccine 
as it has been developed so quickly. Where in the past we had 
the mmr that has been developed for decades we now have a 
speed developed vaccine that we are not even sure of what the 
short or long term nega7ve effects will be. Chandré 

2021-01-18 
13:17:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, no one has a vaccine that works 100% so it is at 
experimental stage all over the world. Why is SA being limited 
only to two and not the Russian and Chinese? It should be every 
bodies choice to sacrifice themselves to the experiment and the 
pool should be as wide as possible to find suitable one for SA. 
Secondly, health workers should not be the first people to take it 
nor administer the vaccine we will need them should things not 
go right. They should only get it once we are sure it works. 
I think the poli7cians should be the first ones to take it. If one 
dies there are depu7es to fill the roles and ordinary honest 
ci7zens and people in jail should get it first. 
Thirdly, work place should not be a loca7on to administer the 
vaccine as it will lead to vic7miza7on. If I do not want to take the 
vaccine what happens? I will get fired Khanya

2021-01-18 
10:47:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Safety of vaccine. Hlengiwe

2021-01-18 
09:20:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is the long -term side effects of the vaccine. I don't 
believe it has been properly tested and people will be forced to 
take something that could poten7ally harm them for years to 
come. The loss of control of what my body is subjected to. PHILIPPA

2021-01-18 
09:14:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government should be fully transparent about the pro's and 
con's of the vaccine, and allow ci7zens to decide for themselves 
on whether to take it. Sean

2021-01-17 
22:10:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Yes Health first but this will put a strain to our I'll economy and 
labour force in terms of taxes. Employees will pay the costs at 
the same 7me they not geing increment. The effec7veness of 
this vaccine is blare, remember with one dose you not covered 
against contrac7ng Covid 19 and with different strains surfacing 
it seems as we will need mul7ple shorts in a space of one year or 
6 months. If the recovery rate without treatment is above 70% 
then why rush for an expensive op7on? 
Lastly : I hope our government will not force anyone to be 
vaccinated or there won't be any sunc7ons to those refusing to 
take a vaccine short.  

Thank you Sizwe 

2021-01-17 
19:32:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not support mandatory vaccina7on, especially one that 
hasn't been well tested. 
I DO support alterna7ve medica7on such as  Ivermec7n as it was 
well tested by various doctors who are experts in their fields. It 
might not have been used in South Africa as a human 
medica7on, but that doesn't say anything. 
I agree with others who voiced their opinions that the 
government shouldn't be solely involved in procuring vaccines or 
deciding who gets it, but private sector should be involved. Elize

2021-01-17 
07:28:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one knows the long term side effects of these vaccines yet 
we're expected to accept them without ques7on. I think the 
president and other mps should be the first to receive it. Once 
we as ci7zens can witness no side effects,  only then it must be 
administered to us. Rudolf 
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2021-01-17 
07:09:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should not be compulsory at all even for travels etc 
because it hasn't been properly tested. Other drugs which have 
been in the country for long periods of 7me and that has been 
tested in other countries should be unband so people can have 
freedom to choose. Our country is democra7c not communionist 
country where people have to follow instruc7ons like caple and 
march through this vaccina7on process without a say in the 
maper. We had a say in who should be president and all the 
other ranks why not now. Ministry was put in place by us and are 
being paid by us it's not the other way around. Our president 
must be the first person to be a good example to take the first 
vaccine on live TV with all poli7cal par7es and medical personal 
present to make sure he is being given  the vaccine  and not 
water. I saw the Israeli Prime Minister take the first vaccine in 
this manner. The next people should be all poli7cians in 
parliment that are for this vaccine like a comedian said EFF must 
vaccinate the DA and the DA the ANC and so on then amer a 
period of 7me if we see they not dying by choice people should 
be given viccine star7ng with Healthcare workers etc as planned. Jennifer

2021-01-17 
06:04:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People must  not be forced to take this vaccine like other flu 
vaccine Wixie

2021-01-16 
23:05:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

vaccina7on should be a choose. alterna7ve op7ons like 
ivermec7n are cheaper and readily available but there doesn't 
seem to be an urgency for scien7fic review on this drug. why?! Byron

2021-01-16 
20:14:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I do not consent to any mandatory vaccina7on for COVID-19. Dillon

2021-01-16 
18:51:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I and my my extended family don't want to be vaccinated and 
therefore will not join que to get the vaccine. There is not 
enough tes7ng and it is a choice to be vaccinated. I will prac7ce 
precau7ons to the this dreaded disease . Nikki

2021-01-16 
15:51:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Trus7ng the government to do something right is fu7le. I'm fully 
in support of people geing the vaccine should they so desire. I 
do not want it as I feel there are heath complica7ons that can 
arise from it. I know people who want to take it & will take it, 
and I will decide amer that whether I want to take it or not. I in 
no way believe that the government will be able to vaccinate 
67% of the popula7on by the end of the year. Good luck to 
them. Hayden

2021-01-16 
11:49:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not sure of its effec7veness nor of its safety. Happy if others 
want it for themselves but must NOT be made mandatory Maya

2021-01-16 
03:20:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be op7onal as the long term effects of the 
vaccine have not been tested. Jaydene

2021-01-15 
19:18:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t want to be forced to take a vaccine especially if the 
efficacy of flu vaccines is not proven, and flu strains change 
every year anyway. Bruce

2021-01-15 
13:19:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine should never ever be mandatory. There are various 
reasons as to why, but the main one is personal choice of what 
gets injected straight into ones body. Firstly, if there is some kind 
of vaccine damage, can the vaccine manufacturer or gov be 
sued? Bet Not. What EXACTLY is in these different vaccines? Can 
we read the ingredients and understand what they are, or do we 
just have to TRUST the government and so called scien7sts and 
get it? Mandatory vaccines remind me of Germany in WW2. I 
personally believe in the bodies natural defences and I don't 
want to inject foreign maper into my body. Why not look at a 
persons lifestyle and ea7ng habits. I mean a person who is 
unhealthy, doesn't drink water and doesn't exercise, one who 
eats MCDs everyday and drinks and smokes. You think a vaccine 
is going to protect a person from a virus that mutates? Think 
again. You don't vaccinate the fish, you clean the dirty water. You 
want the vaccine, fine, then you should be protected, for those 
immune compromised stay at home. But DO NOT EVER force 
people to get this! That is where one crosses the boundary of 
freedom of choice. My body my choice! Jared

2021-01-15 
12:18:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have assessed the situa7on regarding the vaccina7on over a 
number of months and I find it concerning that there are talks 
for mandatory vaccina7ons on a popula7on, with a vaccine that 
has liple short term, no medium term and even less long term 
data analysis. Furthermore, I am concerned at how liple focus 
has been on reuse of exis7ng drugs to treat this virus. One drug, 
such as ivermec7n has had lengthy trials done on it and a 
significant research by a number of doctors. For our gov. to come 
out now and reschedule it, is a alarming and cause for concern. 
A virus with a 99.7% survival rate should not require us to  wrap 
the vast majority of our popula7on in "copon wool" and see us 
relinquish our sovereignty. Thanks John

Eastern Cape 11
2021-01-26 
20:37:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Covid vaccine should not be mandatory. Samantha

2021-01-22 
15:10:24

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't feel that the vaccina7ons should be mandatory,  some 
people will have adverse affects to the vaccine.  Also some 
medical condi7ons will not react well with the vaccine.  I myself 
have Lupus which would flare if a live vaccine is used, I also have 
numerous allergies.  While I understand the merits behind the 
idea I have yet to see PROPER scien7fic proof that the exis7ng 
vaccines cover all the new variants of Covid-19 let alone afford a 
long las7ng immunity.  Not even people that have had Covid-19 
stay immune, so how can a vaccine keep the immunity going?  
All forms of treatment should be explored and tested (Not by 
the Government,  but by reputable Scien7sts who have nothing 
to gain monetarily)  I myself will always wear a mask in public, 
sani7ze and keep social distancing if not only to protect myself 
but others.  Jane Anne
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2021-01-21 
08:32:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Freedom of Health is a basic human right, democracy is dead if 
this is taken away from us.  When will the rhetoric change to 
healthy lifestyle choices and supplemen7ng with Vitamin C, D, 
zinc, probio7cs?  Alternate treatments should be legalised.  The 
vaccine is the largest human experiment this world has ever 
seen, one I do not wish to partake in. Sally

2021-01-20 
22:55:22

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on your democra7c right should be freedom of choice Minnie

2021-01-19 
20:22:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is not tried and tested.Created in too short a 7me 
period. Will it be 100% effec7ve?Need for much more research 
to improve efficacy. Dependant on individual  to determine  
wether to vaccinate or not. Garth 

2021-01-18 
08:54:13

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Should be teste d in Europe  first and our scien7sts be given a 
chance to prove or test this European vacsin Pankie

2021-01-17 
12:53:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Frith

2021-01-17 
07:15:14

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should have the freedom to choose.  No one should be 
expected to accept medica7on  that has not been thoroughly 
tested and  proven.   
Secondly the role out should not be controlled by the 
government who has a track record for being unreliable. Johan 

2021-01-17 
04:51:50

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There seems to be nasty side-effects to the vaccine.  At this point 
I do not feel safe to take it. All possible treatment op7ons should 
be considered. Erina

2021-01-16 
01:17:21

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think government should also focus on the other need of the 
ci7zens,  while he is busy focusing on this vaccine and spending 
all the monies on it, we are suffering here on the ground,  and 
our big concorn at the moment is not the corona but the poverty 
and umemployment.  By the 7me the vaccine arives we will be 
dead of povery and who will he use it to? I personally will be 
long dead, mentally and spiritually. The youth needs jobs not 
vaccine. Elethu

2021-01-15 
15:42:18

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marvin

Limpopo 3

2021-01-24 
13:35:24 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine should be voluntary and not mandatory as the 7me 
for tes7ng globally has been insufficient,  a significant number of 
fatali7es and  undesirable side affects have  been reported. 
Please save us from defects. Syretha

2021-01-18 
14:12:31 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think people should be given the right to choose  if they want 
to  take the vaccine or not,  Madagascar  had a herbal  medicine 
why not try it first before we take this european medicines .  Are 
south african doctors and scien7st have an opinion on this  
vaccine, the doctors has pleaded with the president about the 
review of Ivermec7n , and the president is quiet about it but 
want us to take the vaccine which is not known what will  
happen if people take it, why not look at what the doctors are 
saying and let them administer the pill that they know rather 
than the the deadly vaccine. we are 7red of being given things 
by  EU  and USA of which they themselves  are not taking. We 
are being made guinea pigs  by them.  So my ques7on is when 
people experience the side effects , is the government going to 
take responsibility  because its them who are forcing  people to 
take the vaccine. So we are no longer protected by the 
cons7tu7on?cause forcing  us to take it is uncons7tu7onal, you 
are infringing our right to choose. Millicent

2021-01-16 
21:49:39 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel is not safe to roll out vancinne that will be mandatory 
people must have choice Tiyani

Mpumalanga 10

2021-01-23 
06:18:54

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on cannot be verified safe due to inconplete clinical 
trials and lack of data over a set 7meframe. More 7me is 
required and we are focusing budgets on a viris that has an 
extremely high recivery rate, whereas funding could be used for 
areas with higher impacts and mortality rates, i.e. poverty, TB, 
efficiency and staffing  of SAPS in order to prosecute criminals 
and create awareness for vic7ms and support structures Gareth

2021-01-19 
20:43:03

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine is extremely new, we have very liple scien7fic 
evidence as to the long term effects. We also do not know how 
long the immunity will last.  Making an unproven vaccine 
mandatory is never a good idea - history has shown us this. 
There are other alterna7ves, like Ivermec7n, a medica7on that 
has been proven and been around for about 45 years. It is also 
an affordable alterna7ve.  
Adding yet another tax burden to the ci7zens of this country at 
7me where most of us are scraping together a living, where 
many have lost businesses or employment, is incredibly cruel. 
There is no guarantee that the money will be used for said 
vaccina7ons - the millions that were misused for the PPE is one 
example. We have paid tax upon tax and the coun7es 
infrastructure is pathe7c. Good func7onal en77es like Eskom, 
state hospitals, water purifica7on, sewage, roads and schools are 
now barely surviving. To pay more of our hard earned money to 
a state that will misappropriate it and squander it is far too much 
to ask from struggling ci7zens. 
Then not to men7on another disaster wai7ng to happen being 
the Covid passports which by the way the WHO has said are not 
a good idea, and yet our government decided this is something a 
failing system should introduce. It defies logic to introduce 
another system that needs maintenance when safely obtaining 
an ID document or renewing driver's licence is a huge already 
difficult. Sieglinde
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2021-01-19 
11:16:21

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Herd immunity should be a natural process. I don't believe that 
the Vaccine went through the proper processes and that it can 
be safe for anybody! 

Rather allow people to use a combina7on of Ivermec7n, 
an7bio7cs and a Zink/mul7 Vitamin Immune system  booster for 
treatment and by following the natural processes SA can build 
up a Herd Immunity. Not by forcing people to be injected with 
vaccines that is NOT properly trilled.! That is criminal to say the 
least! Johann

2021-01-18 
09:53:09

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine has been has7ly developed, it's amazing how 
scien7sts can develop a vaccine so quick. I Wil end up having to 
take the vaccine because maybe people which haven't taken the 
vaccine won't be allowed to travel n stuff like that. Where is the 
country going to get this amount of money of the vaccine, who 
going to be distribu7ng and geing tenders of the project. Are 
we going to have another Cadre deployment to benefit by 
geing contracts with no prior experience of providing the 
services. 

Zandisile 

2021-01-18 
08:44:21

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is against my religion to take vaccines, so how can I be forced 
to take it in a free and democra7c South-Africa. 
Mandatory vaccina7ons will simply be a crime by the 
government, it will be against the bill of rights. 
It should not be tolerated by the people! Conrad

2021-01-18 
06:35:49

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Some of us are allergic to vaccine,i use to take vaccine for flue 
and on the same year i would be strongly suffering for the whole 
year,most people at my work place were complaining about the 
same thing. Themba

2021-01-18 
05:48:24

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on SD

2021-01-17 
17:58:57

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think government  should start with people who are tested 
posi7ve and not yet recovered.  
Secondly the government should do a proper lock down by 
restric7ons of movements, people should by food which will last 
for 15 days . David 

2021-01-16 
20:48:28

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine must be by choice and also African medicine from 
African countries must be recognised and be promoted as not all 
of us.  
Countries like Madagascar why are not supported and 
recognised.WHO  is bias and will only recognise their own and I 
can’t believe RSA will just shy away from the fact that Europe 
want to make money from Africa. Nandi

2021-01-15 
10:39:05

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You cannot force a vaccine that has not been properly tested on 
ci7zens not willing to receive it. Jannie

Free State 9

2021-01-22 
14:00:30

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am a healthcare worker and I do not agree with mandatory 
vaccina7on because I believe that every human being has the 
right to autonomy. It is unlawful to force people to inject toxins 
into their body which could possibly do more harm than good. 
Our government has turned a blind eye to many warnings by 
medical doctors and scien7sts about the danger of this vaccine 
as it has never undergone proper phase 3 tes7ng. Our 
government is gambling with our lives all for financial gain. 
There are many other alterna7ves clinically proven to be 
effec7ve, supported by evidence-based prac7ce but our 
government has turned a deaf ear. WHY?? Nozibele 

2021-01-21 
09:41:51

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support vaccina7on, as long it is not mandatory IN ANY WAY.  

I've received a news ar7cle where it said that there is 
development of a "passport" that one will receive amer 
vaccina7on, without which in 7me, you will not be able to travel 
abroad. That will be the closest and most dras7c step yet to 
infringe on the basic human right to free movement. 
For the sake of my own health, I would never opt for any 
vaccine. I do not believe it would fare beper against illnesses 
than my natural immune system.  There might be rare incidents 
when doing it right, vaccina7on might be beneficial. But through 
my layman's research, there is just too much risk of too many 
dangerous, carcinogenic and unhealthy substances, as well as 
possibly mind altering and tracking enabling substances 
contained in vaccines. And the money trail is almost always 
proving that there are other ulterior mo7ves pursued behind the 
curtains. 

There are certainly far less harmful, natural cures and products 
that can be used against almost all illness, but they do not offer 
money-making opportuni7es. That's why companies / big 
pharma will never get involved or promote such. That's why it's 
understandable why there is so much resistance against 
Ivermec7n. It is a cheap, extremely safe and effec7ve drug 
against the Covid-strains (no study yet found that Ivermec7n was 
not beneficial in any way). 

So if our government is serious to save people's lives, eradicate 
Covid and get the economy going permanently, they must give 
the go-ahead to use Ivermec7n as fast and widely as possible. 
Vaccines can also be administered op7onally. Gert

2021-01-18 
15:15:30

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Public should be allowed to decide who should be priori7zed for 
vaccina7on not the government. What guarantee will we have 
that the members of parliament have vaccinated with the same 
vaccine as the rest of the people and if they vaccinated at all? Tuletu

2021-01-17 
19:48:27

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Linda
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2021-01-16 
13:09:25

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccines is not following Bill of Human Rights - we all 
have the right to decide individually & no one should be 
penalised for their decision. 
Government only controlling distribu7on of vaccine - not 
acceptable. The blatant corrup7on of this government thus far 
since March 2020 clearly indicates it should NOT be in their 
hands & why do we have a medical council if not for this type of 
emergency? 
Equal distribu7on to all medical prac77oners/facili7es with clear 
records of each person vaccinated to be sent to medical council 
for audit. 
All Health workers AND Teachers should receive first priority and 
then people over 60 years old. Once that has been accomplished 
then malls, taxis, etc... 
Vaccine must be available to private and government medical 
prac77oners, it is each individual's right to choose their own 
medical prac77oner who they trust. 
Skep7cal as to the effec7veness of this vaccine with so many 
muta7ons being reported, and must only be purchased from 
reputable source where a "cold chain" is guaranteed ensuring it 
has 100% effec7veness right down to the person being injected. 
Proper evalua7on of side-effects needs to be documented to 
ensure allergic reac7ons in certain people are minimised. Karen

2021-01-16 
10:39:32

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nhlanhla

2021-01-16 
09:22:36

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Madatory vaccina7on is a big concern. We have the right to 
choose and this is a form of forse! 
THe vaccine has side effects and not enough recearch was done 
becuase there is no 7me. We also do not have the righ to choose 
other vaccines. Janice

2021-01-16 
08:43:45

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I personally do not want to take this vaccine  
Why should I be coerced into taking medica7on I do not want 
It is my right to refuse treatment  
Most important I do not feel there has been enough research. 
Can South Africa  have their own scien7sts checking it out before 
rollout so that we know for sure its safe for the ci7zens. Dumisa

2021-01-15 
10:35:32

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

ABSOLUTELY NOT taking this vaccine. The ingredients present in 
most vaccines are highly ques7onable in the first place. This 
vaccine uses new mRNA technology that has not been used on 
humans before and now they want to give it to everyone? There 
are ZERO long-term studies. No way to know what will happen 
amer this has been administered. There is viable, non-invasive 
alterna7ves that work. Also this government is too corrupt and 
incompetent to be trusted with anything. Marlet

North West 8

2021-01-22 
05:47:01

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government should also adhere to the Cons7tu7on and 
respect the rights of those who don’t align themselves with the 
vaccine without any sanc7ons to that effect. Refiloe 

2021-01-19 
06:12:23

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Health choices and lifestyle choices must remain that a CHOICE.  
Why is it ok to choose your gender, sexual preference ,religion 
but concerning your health the government wants to force a 
decision. This is not democracy, and not what our country stands 
for.  I want the right to make an informed decision.  My own 
Choice.... Carin

2021-01-18 
13:31:48

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Elke persoon moet die reg he om self te besluit of hy ingeent wil 
word teen covid of nie.  Wat se lewendige bewyse is daar dat die 
vakseen wel werk. Elna

2021-01-18 
11:31:12

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Some people have very bad reac7ons to vaccines, I therefore do 
not believe that the vaccine should be mandatory  Bronwyn

2021-01-18 
08:26:30

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have no more trust in the government with all the 
corrup7on that has already happened with PPE and other COVID 
spending so why would this be any different? 
In S.A. we have rights, a vaccine cannot be forced on us, 
especially for something that keeps changing so we can't even 
be sure that it will be effec7ve. 
I don't take the flu shot each year, I do get flu most years but not 
badly so I don't need the shot and feel my body would be strong 
enough to fight Covid-19. People should have the choice. Jacqui

2021-01-17 
19:34:04

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why must we be vaccinated first as the people, has our 
president vaccinated plus he's comrades they should lead the 
way and we shall follow... 

Cindy
2021-01-16 
08:49:19

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine cannot be compulsory, its viola7on of individual's 
Human Right

Mmoloki 
Jeffrey 

2021-01-15 
12:45:25

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It would appear that the Government and the responsible 
medical fraternity are apemp7ng to use the general public as 
guinea pigs. How can any country introduce a mandatory 
vaccina7on for Covid or any other disease or virus within a year 
amer the disease or virus has been iden7fied?  Surely it takes a 
few years to test and finally approve the vaccine? Why is there 
s7ll no vaccine or remedy for a common cold or flu which has 
been around for many decades? Or even some cure for aids.....? 
But now, out -of- the blue a pharmaceu7cal company wants to 
get rich quickly and on top of that place a burden the different 
medical ins7tu7ons to cover their clients.  
Absolutely ridiculous! don't we have people in SA who can think 
for themselves anymore? why must we follow what the rest of 
the world says?  Neil

Outside SA 3
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2021-01-21 
11:34:02

Outside 
SA UK Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that Vaccina7ons should not be mandatory as it is a 
persons choice of how they want their body impacted, it affects 
their human rights. 

The facts are that 1 in 8 people have natural an7bodies and such 
why should they have to take the vaccine in addi7on to this 
there are mul7ple cases of adverse affects of the vaccine. If 
individuals want to take the vaccine that should be their right 
but no one should be forced to or have their liber7es taken away 
if they do not take it either. Bernie

2021-01-18 
11:19:43

Outside 
SA

Netherla
nds Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine roll should not be mandatory and other treatment 
protocols should also inves7gated- such as ivermec7n and 
bronchoscope treatment as done by pulmonologist Dr 
Emmanuel Taban  at Midstream hospital (Carte Blanche) Julia

2021-01-17 
09:11:38

Outside 
SA Kenya Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The op7on of vaccina7on should remain voluntary. 
An objec7ve of one third would be sufficient - those who desire 
to be vaccinated and those who are at risk only. Much of the 
popula7on is already 'vaccinated' / immunized having been 
brought up in the rough and exposed to a mul7tude of infec7ons 
and thus have a natural resistence to corona among other 
microbes. 
The expense of the investment in a 'roll out ' would be beper 
spent on beper educa7on and health services. 

Francois
Northern Cape 3

2021-01-18 
09:41:59

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on must be voluntary, should be available to people at 
highest risk first like medical care workers. 
I have grave concerns about government rolling out anything! 
They have proven over and over again they are bad planners, 
badly execute any opera7on, inefficient - cos7ng tax payers more 
than it should, and of course corrup7on is always rife. 
This roll-out should be handled by an objec7ve third party, and 
all monies should be transparent. Carel

2021-01-17 
21:53:58

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am firmly against individual human rights being contravened by 
removing from individuals their right to make decisions about 
their own bodies. The vaccine/s should not be compulsory and 
there should be NO PENALTIES for people who refuse to be 
vaccinated. Deline

2021-01-17 
11:21:55

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are a number of concerns regarding the government roll 
out of a vaccine. First of all it should not be mandotory, secondly 
government should subsidize the private sector to do the roll 
out, thirdly government must provide compensa7on if it does 
not work or kills people.  It should be tested by poli7cians and 
prisoners first before offering it to the vulnerable sec7ons of 
society 

johan
unemployed individual 69

Column B: Count:
Western Cape 27

2021-02-18 
17:43:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel the vaccine won't be effec7ve. Also wants the point of 
taking the vaccine but con7nuing wearing a mask,  social 
distance, lockdown. Shouldn't the vaccine in essence rule out all 
of this & things go back to normal. Also,  why is proper nutri7on 
not encouraged.  
Ivermec7n was banned , then allowed in certain circumstances,  
then ok to use. Confusing. Makes me wonder what the real story 
is. Shahnaaz 

2021-01-25 
17:14:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on DEBBIE

2021-01-25 
08:44:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines have been created at a very high speed in 
comparison to usual vaccines, hence there cannot be certainty 
that it is truly effec7ve and safe. 
Furthermore, the tes7ng of vaccines should have been more 
thorough, using larger amounts of subjects. 
Also, governments have already paid for vaccines before they 
were ready. Seeing that money has been expended, there is a 
high probability that vaccines could be passed as safe when they 
are not so as to jus7fy the expenditure. Vaccines should first 
have gone through the usual protocols before governments 
purchased them. 
Many, if not all, of the vaccines are new vaccine technologies, 
hence they should be distributed with cau7on, as it is unknown 
what their effects will be in the long term. 
COVID-19 is not so deadly as to warrant a mandatory vaccine. 
Vaccina7on should be voluntary with full disclosure of all the 
ingredients of the vaccine, as well as with all the probable side 
effects. 

Volker

2021-01-24 
12:46:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not consent to the belief that there is a pandemic. I do not 
consent to wear masks. I do not consent to lockdowns. I do not 
consent to vaccines. I do not consent to the terrorists running 
this country. I do not consent to communist Ramaphosa or any 
poli7cal party. THIS IS NOT A NEGOTIATION - MY ANSWER IS NO. 
I reject anything that is mandatory and I refuse to conform to 
manmade rules.  

I consent to absolute free will; full rights as given by HASHEM 
our Creator; and Sovereignty as a human being/human race/
earthling. 

I bend the knee and answer to ONLY ONE GOD. 
EL ELYON. ELOHIM. ABBA FATHER. Maria

2021-01-23 
13:59:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why should the vaccina7on be mandatory? The government 
doesn't care two hoots about the popula7on - it is a waste of 
7me and money Gert
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2021-01-22 
15:03:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do want to be given the op7on of NOT geing the vaccine.  
Why are they blocking the medica7on that has been fingered by 
hundreds of doctors that it works. 
I want to have the choice to use the "banned" medica7on . 
It is my  life and I want the op7on to decide what is done to my 
body. 
I support vaccina7on for those who want to take it/ 
BUT GIVE US THE OPTION TO USE ALTERNATIVE MEDICATION 
AND TREATMENTS. Bernadepe E.

2021-01-20 
18:06:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Concerns about mandatory vaccina7on which cannot be forced 
for something not properly tested and have clearly no side 
affects as it already had in other countries like the USA. 
Also concern of constraints on people who have not taken it 
cannot be reasonably enforced to restrict people from living a 
normal life and traveling freely.  

If people with other diseases are traveling freely then there is no 
way they can enforce people to take this and possibly have other 
complica7ons for which the government can be sued as this 
should only be for the willing testers not concerned about other 
consequences.  

The various vaccines have no scien7fically proven track record 
regarding the longer-term effects and side-effects as well as their 
corresponding effec7veness.  

Louis 

2021-01-20 
09:29:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that the vaccine has been tested sufficiently and 
over a long enough period to be proven safe and as such it can 
be offered to to those who feel comfortable taking it but 
definitely not made mandatory. Gwen

2021-01-19 
20:46:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Andrei 

2021-01-19 
18:22:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I personaly think that we should cater for all our old age 
residents and the health care system .My opinion is that we 
should first safe our countries values before we can change the 
future its eaach and every humans right to get the best health 
care but during this trail of the pedemic lets work in a way to 
safe each life and let us not play lopery with health .My best 
advice is to keep south africa safe is to look amer our heritage 
and that is our elders and those which willl bring a beper sate 
forward in our crisis ,my plan of ac7on would be to first get our 
health empty and work all around that infastructure so that we 
safe many lives as possible. maliek

2021-01-19 
13:44:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Rupert 

2021-01-19 
07:02:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want any vaccines whether mandatory or not. It should 
be a choice as to whether or not an individual wishes to take it 
and not have it imposed on them. Fiona

2021-01-18 
00:48:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel the experimental treatment should be offered to those 
who want it and those who are most likely to suffer badly from 
Covid. However, I would prefer no new and previously untested 
medicines when studies have shown evidence of exis7ng and 
safe medica7ons that relieve sufferers of Covid. Brigipe 

2021-01-17 
22:42:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on More research necessary, free choice crucial.... Odepe

2021-01-17 
20:28:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

- How do we know the vaccine earmarked for SA is safe? 
- why are people being admiped to hospital,  for 'other issues', 
diagnosed with covid & come out in body bags?  
- Allow the poli7cians to receive the first doses, they usually first 
in line for everything else anyway 
- why are the concerns of the people not being addressed, 
serious vaccine side effects are not being discussed, people are 
dying,  why are authori7es not responding to these concerns? 
- If it is guaranteed safe, it should be free to all the Na7on 
- it should not be mandatory/compulsory, democra7cally people 
should have a choice of whether they want the vaccine or not Marina 

2021-01-17 
18:25:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Veronica 

2021-01-17 
17:39:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Just don't want to be vaccinated period Constan 

2021-01-17 
14:56:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My body, my choice! Over and above that, where is the proof 
that this vaccine works and on what people did they test this 
and for how long? I won't be a guinea pig to a government who 
firstly noone should trust, and secondly I did not vote in place. 
Nice, just to think a deal may have been made with Africa by the 
pharmaceu7cals to see how it goes... if this really is the case, its 
sickening! Roch

2021-01-17 
14:15:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be provided to those who request it. There 
more ques7ons than answers about this par7cular vaccine. Is it 
feasible possible to create, test, analyse and approve a vaccine 
for human consump7on in under 18 months?  I am honestly not 
looking forward to this vaccine. Thank you. Sivuyile

2021-01-17 
11:42:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I belive it is my right, according to the Stockholm conven7on,  
that I choose whether to have one or not.  I also believe that the 
vaccine has not been properly tested, and I am not happy to be a 
guinea pig.  I believe that prisoners can be guinea pigs as they 
have broken society's rule and they have waivered their rights, if 
a few of them die, it will cost government and the tax payers 
less!  Thank you Brigipa 
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2021-01-17 
07:23:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Receiving a vaccina7on is classified as a medical procedure and 
this should be made available for free to those who want it. No 
medical procedure of any kind however should be forced on an 
individual who does not want it. This would be unethical and a 
gross viola7on of human rights. With vaccina7on producers 
being protected as they are from liability, ci7zens should have 
the right to choose whether or not to carry responsibility for the 
risks involved with vaccina7ng. Your vaccina7on status should 
not be made public and should not dictate how a person lives or 
operates within society. Erica

2021-01-16 
21:11:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccina7on should be a choice Elizabeth

2021-01-16 
15:44:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The en7re world seems to have climbed onto this bandwagon 
that everyone must receive this vaccine but yet very few 
ques7on it. It is a proven fact that vaccines take years to produce 
and test.In order for it to be released it is necessary to ensure 
that it is safe and will not have side effects.There are many 
horror stories about vaccines that have been administered that 
have been proven unsafe and have affected thousands 
adversely.But here we have a "vaccine" that has been 
manufactured in less than a year and we are expected to take it 
without ques7oning its efficacy ? I think not. 
Let's have  the President with his family as the first to receive the 
vaccine followed by all of the other ministers.Lets have a wripen 
guarantee that these vaccines are safe for the popula7on to 
receive  so that there is some recourse when things go skew. 
Secondly why is  it that only government may procure this 
vaccine ? private sector may not ? Why is this being controlled 
exclusively by the same government that is corrupt and have 
proven that they have not been able to manage a rollout of this 
nature.There are s7ll many people who have never received the 
R350 grant,myself included.What about all of the food parcels 
stolen by the same people responsible for distribu7on ? 
I am sorry but I do not trust government whatsoever to do the 
correct thing,govenments lie to their people for their own 
agendas. Mark

2021-01-16 
10:10:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly the vaccine should not be forced upon anyone. It's your 
choice. Secondly this has not been tested long enough and even 
amer the vaccine you s7ll have to sani7ze, wear a mask and keep 
your distance and this is what has been happening in the UK. So 
I really don't see the point in vaccina7ng everyone at malls etc 
etc maybe vaccinate the poli7cians and the older vulnerable 
persons first. Odepe

2021-01-15 
17:01:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To state a top concern when I have soooo many... 

Mandatory vaccina7on: for now the government has stated that 
no one will be forced to be vaccinated. And already I have heard 
of health professionals that have been told, get vaccinated or if 
you get sick you won't have a job to come back to. They need to 
be protected by labour legisla7on! Explicitly where C19 is 
concerned. You have various companies working on apps as 
vaccina7on passports to grant access to, you name it. How is 
that not equivalent to making vaccina7on mandatory? I need to 
know that I will be able to provide for my family if I choose not 
to be vaccinated - sure that should be my choice. I have been 
prepy reasonable I think with most of the encroachment on my 
personal freedoms (maybe too much so), but looking at what is 
happening world wide in this respect, is prepy concerning. 

Safety (longterm): No maper how omen I am told that the 
vaccine is safe for use and that there was no skimping on safety 
precau7ons, there is no way that the vaccine developers can 
KNOW what the long-term impact of the vaccine can be on 
anyone given that they have not had the 7me to observe it! Add 
to that that mRNA vaccines are novel, sorry, I am not willing to 
sign up.  Add to this that they habe no indica7on of how long the 
vaccine lasts... Really, you say this is not an experiment? 

Lack of search for treatment op7ons (Ivermec7n, HIM20): add to 
this the inten7onality of our government (as well as those 
around the world) being intent on (or at least that is how it 
seems) squashing any poten7al treatment op7ons either by not 
funding them (hpps://www.iol.co.za/sunday-tribune/news/
durban-professor-develops-first-an7-covid-19-drug-treatment-
afdd7f8b-424c-4d53-b3f0-e461548ba832) or criminalising them, 
because they don't support a emergency use vaccine agenda... 
Sorry, don't trust them to make that decision about my life. 

I have no problem with vaccine programs, but it has to be 
voluntary based on your individual assessment of risk. If you are 
converned about your health, get it by all means. But don't force 
me into it! 

Hannah

2021-01-15 
14:01:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe that government has the right to enforce 
mandatory vaccina7ons on its people. We can choose for 
ourselves, if we wish to take the vaccine or not. As things stand 
now, vaccina7ons for the majority of people is s7ll a long way 
off. Vaccina7ng prisoners before tax payers is ludicrous. Who is 
going to keep the economy running, when all its tax payers are 
dead and prisoners are allowed to thrive in prisons? Makes no 
sense at all!!!. Another thing, why rely so heavily on a vaccine, 
that is not available at present when there are other op7ons 
available, such as Ivermec7n. Government owes its ci7zens the 
right to exhaust all avenues, before subjec7ng us to a vaccine 
that has been rolled out in record 7me! Nawahl
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2021-01-15 
13:31:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccina7on cannot be made mandatory.  The vaccines were 
made in a rush. 
We don't have any proof that it will save lives at this point in 
7me and how safe it will be. 
Therefore let those who want to take it stand in line. 
First in line must be the Corona Command Council and they 
must take it  on camera. 
Secondly all the health workers  
Thereamer all who want it  
For those who don't want it - let them be.  They will take 
Ivermec7n or hydroxychloroquine 
Do NOT force school kids to take it.  Do NOT  hassle people in 
shopping centers. 

Cilla
Gauteng 23

2021-01-29 
10:01:26 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

None of my family members had contacted the virus and we as a 
family took all precau7on measures to prevent this deadly virus 
we where also not exposed to this virus Vanessa 

2021-01-25 
20:00:16 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Theo

2021-01-22 
10:23:36 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern with all these vaccines is that there are no long term 
studies as of yet and we don't know the poten7al downfalls or 
side effects these vaccines could have.  Also there have been 
deaths linked to these vaccines that have been published on 
reliable resources such as Bloomberg.com and if we are to make 
this mandatory it is almost like signing a death warrant to the 
people of South Africa. Even if the percentage may be low it's 
s7ll a concern. 

I feel like there are great alterna7ves such as ivermec7n paired 
with the likes of vitamin c, zinc and vitamin D3 that could serve 
as a beper solu7on to roll out. It's cheaper, easier to access and 
there is more data with regards to poten7al side effects etc.  

I feel the trials that occurred were very rushed and that the 
sample groups weren't diverse enough to get accurate data 
from. 

I'm no expert but there is enough informa7on published on 
reliable news sources that indicate big concerns Sean

2021-01-22 
08:36:14 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We live in a democra7c society where free will of the people are 
put first. If goverments force a ci7zen to do anything they are 
breaking several laws of the cons7tu7on, if a person refuses to 
take the vaccine for whatever mudane reason, they have every 
right to do so. The Covid vaccines have been rushed into 
produc7on and consequences of taking the vaccine isn't very 
well documented.  

The majority of people who are infected with covid only have 
mild symptoms. The world has overreacted on this pandemic 
with many not understanding what is happening. Anthony

2021-01-21 
18:39:17 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccina7on process shouldn't in any way impede people's 
freedom of choice. There should be no such thing as mandatory 
vaccina7ons or anything of the sort as it will not only be 
uncons7tu7onal it will be very dangerous in terms of the 
unknown long term side effects of the vaccine. It is no secret 
that Covid is over 60% recoverable using home remedies and 
isola7ng so why the rush to vaccinate the public at large!? Moloko 

2021-01-21 
09:31:34 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I’m not a scien7st/doctor so I can’t comment on the efficacy or 
long term effects of the vaccine. As a free ci7zen I just want my 
choice. Garryn

2021-01-19 
20:31:06 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should NOT be mandatory, only a op7on. The 
vaccine also is NOT a definite solu7on, rather a mere probability 
that it will be effec7ve. I also would like 100% transparency as to 
what is in the vaccine WITH probable side effects etc. Riaan

2021-01-19 
15:05:40 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has not proven to be effec7ve in gran7ng immunity. 
I have never taken the yearly flu jab so don't intend to take this 
one. 
I have allergies so willnot take the risk of bad reac7on to a 
vaccine that is s7ll too new! 
Covid has a high recovery rate! Jenny

2021-01-19 
09:20:29 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Was not tested properly. Start by giving it to the poli7cians as a 
trial if you want to enforce it. Do not give it to people with 
important posi7ons like medical personnel, teachers etc before 
it was properly tested. Use and issue Ivermec7n instead of the 
vaccine. Sello

2021-01-18 
21:41:58 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should  not be mandatory for school, travel and 
employment, survival rate of covid infec7on is 98% for age 
between 0 to 80 yrs Mirriam

2021-01-18 
15:24:13 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be free to choose for themselves and their 
children, whether or not they’ll take the  EXPERIMENTAL vaccine 
with NO long term studies.  Alterna7ves like Ivermec7n should 
be allowed. Megan

2021-01-18 
12:38:47 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine is not a problem as long as it's op7onal to take it, the 
problem starts when it will be mandatory for people to be 
vaccinated. Dumisani 

2021-01-18 
11:12:20 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern  is that this cannot have tested, proved enough to 
be safe or jus7fied cure. Do we know of any effects  at 
vaccina7on or later, our  future genera7on?  It is a fact 
government desperate to resolve the covid infec7ons, the 
economy but also to  control. Government   worldwide is omen 
corrupt, pharmaceu7cal companies corrupt, this involves alot of 
money, economic control. Have we been told the truth.!! Is it 
safe, will roll  outbe fair, done, old people are NOT Guinea pigs. 
Can the vaccine affect persons with other or certain health 
issues. Neccassary but  terrifying. Anthea
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2021-01-17 
21:26:14 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines need years of trials and tes7ng before conclusive 
results are shown.  The virus is changing con7nuously, so what is 
the vaccine effec7ve against. It must therefore be personal 
choice as to whether to take the vaccine or not Sandra

2021-01-17 
18:10:02 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No individual should be forced to get any vaccine it should be by 
choice without affec7ng one's job or contribu7on to the 
economy and community 
Im afraid this might eventually become the modes mode 
operandi  and force every person to comprise their faith Carrol

2021-01-17 
12:58:40 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sipho

2021-01-17 
11:05:42 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a problem with the vaccine once it becomes a mandatory 
thing because then it means that we as individuals don't have 
rights anymore. Our government failed us a lot whereby some of 
us don't have faith in it anymore and believe that they can sell us 
as a na7on to anyone with lots of money.

Madimetsa 
Lord

2021-01-17 
07:37:21 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on consists of partly the virus itself,  like flu vaccine (I 
stand to be corrected). Why would you give it to people when 
this virus is deadly.  
How sure are you that this vaccine is legit.  
They must first take it (poli7cians) and why would they say it's 
mandatory for us to take it, that would be infringing on our 
human rights. Lindi

2021-01-16 
19:21:09 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We don't  know if the vaccine is safe. Henriepe 

2021-01-16 
13:05:55 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Tshiamo

2021-01-16 
12:07:12 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Teresa 

2021-01-16 
09:24:46 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I sincerely hope that this vaccine will remain a personal choice to 
the popula7on of South Africa and not mandatory.  
Each person then takes responsibility for the status of their 
health and takes necessary measures to remain safe. Fran

2021-01-15 
12:08:24 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is every ci7zen's cons7tu7onal right to decide for themselves 
whether they or their children should be vaccinated or not.  The 
government is there to govern not control peoples decisions. 
Anyway Covid-19 has exposed the government's care-less 
aitude towards many ci7zens, who have had to live with less 
than the basic needs that people require.  Many have over the 
years been lem to struggle, but covid came to expose 
governments neglect, mismanagement and corrup7on. Who 
says they even care two hoots about the people, they care only 
about themselves and what monetary and power wielding 
benefits their posi7ons provide for them. Gloria

North West 4

2021-01-21 
11:54:28

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Just not trus7ng it seeing that in Europe a lot of people had a 
adverse reac7on to the vaccine, there are people that will not be 
able to take vaccine that has health issues and I don't think they 
have tested it to the full to see all the side effects of the vaccine, 
it takes years to test something to the full extent where you can 
say it is safe for all to use Heidi 

2021-01-18 
08:19:52

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I fully support everyone's choice to be vaccinated, however, this 
vaccine has unknown long term consequences, and seeing as 
there is no proof it prevents transmission, should remain en7rely 
voluntary.  It should at no point be mandated.  There are too 
many studies poin7ng out problems that could cause deaths due 
to the vaccine. Jacqueline

2021-01-16 
19:06:15

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not trust the vaccines, neither our current government. 
Why are they not even considering alterna7ves?  It makes you 
think that they have ulterior mo7ves. 
Why do they want to force us (by limi7ng our freedoms, etc) to 
take the vaccine? If it is truly effec7ve, then those vaccinated  
are safe from those who choose not to be vaccinated. And if I do 
get sick I choose to treat myself at home with my own choice  of 
medicine.  To sum it up:   At this moment I simply do nót trust 
either the government or the vaccine. Johan

2021-01-15 
19:30:56

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should not be mandatory. Those  who want it can 
get it - those who don’t want it should not be forced into it.  Bontle 

KwaZulu-Natal 10

2021-01-20 
18:39:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My main concern is this mandatory vaccina7on we should be 
allowed to choose whether we want to take it or not. 
My other concern is the effect this will have on the the already 
strained tax payer if vaccine funds are to be funded by the 
taxpayer since medical schemes are willing they should pay for 
thr individual doss and the rest of us can buy the vaccine if we 
choose to have it and those that can't afford will be provisioned 
by the state Ayanda

2021-01-20 
08:57:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not oppose the vaccine per say, just believe it should be 
our??? choice if we want it ir not. Many of us?, myself included 
have intolerance ør anaphylac7c response to certain 
medica7ons, so the contents also alarms me. 
This vax should not be mandatory. Sarah 

2021-01-18 
08:50:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Is it 100% safe or we will be told it's 90% or 70% safe amer the 
vaccine will the locked be limed Bongani

2021-01-18 
08:15:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Efficacy and safety trials and tests not known by the public if 
ever done.  
Was this vaccine tested against women fer7lity?  
Will men reproduc7vity not be affected?  
What are the side effects of this vaccine and what are correc7ve 
measures put in place? 
Will the state or vaccine companies  be accountable and liability 
for any wrongs caused by this vaccine? Sibongiseni 
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2021-01-18 
07:10:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be mandatory. Also government should try it on 
public figures first. The public needs to see them taking vaccine.  
The public needs to be given all the info regarding vaccine  ie 
results of use in other countries, what the vaccine does, side 
effects etc so the public can decide whether to take it or not. 
This vaccine should also be free and should not burden 
taxpayers. Shir

2021-01-18 
00:51:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Tees

2021-01-17 
15:28:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should not be mandatory.  There are some who 
believe in a vaccine and they should have the right to have it, 
however, it is not a cure and will lead to follow up vaccina7ons 
being required.  SA Govt has failed in all aspects of governance 
so how can they be trusted to administer a vaccine.  Hydroxy  
Chloroquine and Ivermec7n both work but have been banned.  
All natural health remedies and supplements are removed from 
shelves or in very short supply. Pam

2021-01-17 
07:41:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is mandatory vaccina7on. My sugges7on is that it 
must start rolling out with Poli7cians, Scein7sts and all Role 
models so society can have confidence and follow suite Mildred

2021-01-16 
17:04:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 I think there should be op7ons to the vaccina7ons.   It  should 
be healtworkers and the  aged first.  Then people with health 
issues.  Then everyone else. Carol

2021-01-15 
11:38:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Only the people living in the most affected Covid19 areas/towns 
must be asked if They want to be vaccinated. Sam

Eastern Cape 2

2021-01-19 
23:08:41

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one must be forced to inject things in own body. The 
government must provide vaccine's as as an op7on to those who 
want it this must not lead to discrimina7on (directly or 
indirectly)against those who decide not to vaccinate. Madoda

2021-01-17 
06:46:40

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccines are not really proven as yet..they are s7ll in 
experimental stages...nobody knows yet if it will make the 
already compromised people ill...trigger off auto immune 
diseases....even to death...we are being used as guinea pigs...and 
all par7cipants are logged....so it can be observed all the 
possible effects this experimental vaccine will have on humans....   
on france 24 news this specific vaccine from  india in the early 
tes7ng stages...was given to to a number of people who were 
paid to rec it.  Some got very ill and one even died.   Also 
concerned about the fact that the manufactures will not be held 
reliable in any way if the recipients get sick from their vaccines 
or even die.. why shld healthy people or people under 20 yrs old 
even need it... as recovery rate from actual virus..without 
treatment is 99.8%     we are not your subjects...to be 
manupulated or abused.......we are humans..created by God.not 
animals to be used as a tes7ng ground for the scien7sts or 
governments.... Jean

Mpumalanga 2
2021-01-18 
13:36:19

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have a choice in to choosing to be vaccinated or 
not. We're not even sure if the vaccina7on is 100% safe Hanre

2021-01-17 
10:50:44

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I also agree with the interna7onal law that  allows anyone to 
refuse medicine and vaccines. People can't be  forced to take it 
nor labelled whether they do or not.  It's every individuals own 
choice whether they want to take it or not. Lori

Free State 1

2021-01-15 
23:18:46

Free 
State Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It appears that this is mandatory. If so, then the honorable 
President, Parliamentarians, followed by Premiers and MEC's  
should take the vaccine publicly on TV. This will remove doubt 
and encourage everybody to be vaccinated. Mfanelo 

re7red 118
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 15

2021-02-01 
22:13:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Different  flu type virus comes around  every year. Rather 
educate people to take beper care of their health.  Improve the 
health of the environment.  Air , water. Especially food 
produc7on . All these factors would help to strengthen the 
immune system.  A beper response to a health crisis. Fix the 
cause not the symptom. Jill 

2021-01-27 
23:12:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly it must be voluntary, secondly it must be proven to be 
safe for everyone, thirdly it must be free, and fourthly it must be 
administered by private doctors and not state hospitals who 
have a very bad reputa7on Terence

2021-01-26 
21:09:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is my human and Chris7an right to object and reject  medical 
treatment and medicine. 
I believe Covid 19 is real, but it is all a plan to manipulate and 
control us. Charmaine

2021-01-21 
08:58:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on and the issuing of vaccine passports goes 
against our rights as individuals to accept or deny medical 
treatment.  There are excellent alterna7ves to treat Covid, 
including Ivermec7n,  which should be put in place. This would 
negate the need for a vaccine. Eileen

2021-01-19 
13:15:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine. Is there a possibility of a (1)"latrogenuc reac7on?  
(an adverse reac7on caused by mul7ple compounds or drugs 
interac7ng with each other. These are aborted fetal cells and 
other DNA. (2)Does the vaccine have MRC-5 in it? (refer to (1). If 
so No thank you. Yvonne

2021-01-17 
13:13:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If I don't want the vaccine for whatever reason  ( don't trust the 
safety of the vaccine  , feel it was created and pushed to fast 
through to  market , feel the covid 19 and the vaccine is a man 
made virus and the vaccines are there to push certain agendas 
and benefit certain people  , created and or used foetal  parts in 
crea7on and tes7ng , I don't want to be forced to take the 
vaccine . Should I decide at a later date to be vaccinated , I will 
not be predudiced while not vaccinated . Robert
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2021-01-17 
10:20:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel this vaccine has been rushed and not tested  properly  - 
There are many reports of fatali7es and or serious health issues 
resul7ng from the vaccine and I certainly dont want to be forced 
into having it.  It is bad enough certain airlines are going to 
refuse passengers who have not had the vaccine.  Delyse

2021-01-17 
08:24:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm not puing my hand up to be first, let's say that.  It can't be 
mandatory. I'm doing all I can to not get Covid-19 & trust my 
own immune system. Too much freedom has already been taken 
away. Let nature take it's course, there's way too many humans 
on this planet in the first place. Sue

2021-01-17 
07:21:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not think that people should be forced to take a vaccine.  
The vaccine is s7ll in an experimental phase. Lynepe 

2021-01-16 
10:22:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Personally I do not want the vaccine and don't want to be forced 
to have it. I don't have the flu vaccine and this one is really no 
different.  It also becomes a problem with new strains of the 
virus being discovered.  The vaccine available now is for the first 
virus discovered, not for any of the newer ones, so that would 
not help keep a person safe for long.  
Like the flu, a person needs to keep strong and healthy. 

There are and were much cheaper op7ons available to help with 
the virus which the WHO is shuing down as they obviously 
have a huge cut in the sale of the vaccines with the 
Pharmaceu7cal companies. 

Jane

2021-01-16 
09:15:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The effec7veness of the vaccine that has not full been tested in 
our country and roll - out by and incompetent ANC government.  
I have NO confidence in the ANC government, how are they 
going to prevent corrup7on and them in the distribu7on and 
administra7on process. The imported vaccines should be 
administered firstly to all poli7cians to demonstrate the safeness 
of the vaccines. The taxpayer is going to bear the majority if not 
all the cost. Vaccines should only be administered in registered 
health facili7es ie:- Registered health prac77oners, Doctors  
rooms or hospitals and NOT clinics.  I have no inten7on to take 
the corona -19 or any variant vaccine. There is/ use to be an 
annual Flu vaccine which I have never taken. Philip

2021-01-16 
08:04:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want the vaccine.  Too quick and too many concerns. 
Too many unanswered ques7ons.  If 98% recovery rate, why do 
you need a vaccine.  I don't want to be forced to take it if I don't 
want it.    I am concerned that too much is made about not being 
able to do things unless you have it., like buy and travel for 
example.  As predicted in Revela7ons in the Bible.  Too close to  
it.  How else would Satan get the whole world to take the mark 
of the beast.  Lorna

2021-01-15 
11:27:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Those who have been inflected and associated with health 
services ought to be prior7sed. It has to be a voluntary process 
as there are effec7ve alternate treatment ( viz Ivermec7n ) 
available to those who wish to choose alterna7ve treatment  
Vaccines ought not to be the criteria for freedom of movement 
etc. Anthony

2021-01-15 
11:25:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lorraine 

2021-01-15 
10:23:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly, there does appear to be alterna7ves - retrofiped drugs 
like Ivermec7n which are readily available, cheap and easily 
administered which are reliably reported to be effec7ve and 
safe. 

Secondly, the vaccine deriva7ve scheduled for this country uses 
a novel technology which is untried in vaccines. This is made 
worse by the fact that vaccine tes7ng protocols have been 
foreshortened on the basis of 'urgency' so possible adverse 
health impacts (especially longer term) have not been 
dimensioned fully. 

Thirdly, I fail to see how the vaccine can be made mandatory 
which is completely at variance with an.  individuals 
cons7tuta7onal right of free choice. By what mandate was this 
decision arrived at?? 

Mankind is being frog marched down a very dangerous path in 
my vuew Bill

Western Cape 39

2021-01-27 
13:26:32

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. I actually have two concerns. Besides the "Mandatory 
vaccina7on" aspect there is also the "Effec7veness (and 
Dangers/Risks) of the vaccine".  
2. Solu7on proposal should be: those who feel the need for the 
vaccine should take it. Those of us who have an aversion to, or 
who have had bad experiences / reac7ons to vaccines, should be 
afforded the right of refusal. David

2021-01-27 
11:06:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that its too early to decide that the Vaccine is the only 
route to go.  Not enough studies have gone into the side effects 
and the effec7veness of the vaccine. Is it based on the first strain 
or the second strain of Covid-19 ?  if its based on the first strain, 
then surely its  useless considering that the virus has mutated?? 

I would like to have a choice as to whether I take the vaccine or 
not? I would like more studies to be conducted into Ivermec7n 
(spelling?) as it seems to be helping so many people, some of 
who I know. Why not invest in further research rather than 
jumping on the band wagon and follow everyone else... who 
says that they are always right? this is apparently easily 
obtainable and costs 12c ($)... I say thats worth inves7ga7ng. Shamela

2021-01-26 
21:57:28

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Susan 
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2021-01-25 
14:36:56

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Idont want a vaccine. other people can have it so they can work 
or travel.   I would never have one myself.        i don’t believe  i 
would be a problem to others as i do not go out. i’m healthy. 
never get the flu vaccine. as i keep heathy. Rosemaryo

2021-01-24 
10:58:28

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This must not be used to take away the individual rights of 
people. For some people having this vaccine could do more 
harm than good. We s7ll don't really know the full extent of it's 
side effects, evidence so far is disturbing.  
A Covid ID card without which you are punished in various ways, 
is not conducive to developing responsible behavior among our 
ci7zens.     

Ken
2021-01-21 
09:09:09

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sheilagh

2021-01-20 
17:46:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A Vaccine should never be mandated by any government. 
Ivermec7n has been used in the US and other countries with 
good results and it has killed the virus within a few days. 
Vaccines are never suitable for all people as some people have 
died amer being vaccinated. A Vaccine passport is a bad idea -it is 
too  controlling and there is also no guarantee that the Vaccines 
will work on everyone. Carine

2021-01-20 
06:59:00

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I have the right to choose if I get the vaccine. Ian

2021-01-19 
12:04:31

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government should not have the monopoly over the 
vaccine. There are laws prohibi7ng monopolies.  Is this the 
forerunner of the Na7onal Health Insurance? Nigel

2021-01-19 
07:43:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not sure if the vaxcine can be fully trusted at this stage. I am not 
against vaxcina7on, if I could be a 100% sure there are no nasty 
side effects. In Norway quite a number of people have died amer 
being vaxcinated.  Also, it might be ok with young people, but 
not with older people. Some vaxcina7ons cant be given to older 
people, ie Yellow fever.  How do we know that this is not the 
case with this vaxcina7on? Heidi

2021-01-18 
17:00:51

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have not made up my mind fully. I am worried as these 
vaccines have been so rushed and would like some more 7me to 
see the actual outcome worldwide before I decide. Dagmar

2021-01-17 
21:52:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have a serious problem with mandatory vaccina7ons.    We are 
in control of our own bodies and therefore should be able to 
make our own choices.  I have natural immunity to flue viruses 
and at 61 years old I have never had flu.  As a young child, I saw 
my grandfather, who also had immunity, was in his early 70s  and 
up to then never had flu, was forced at a re7rement home to 
take the vaccine and almost die because of it.  He was in bed for 
6 months and amer he eventually recuperated from it, he got flu 
every year, despite been given yearly vaccines.  His natural 
immunity was broken down.  Observing what is happening now 
to some people all over the word who are vaccinated, I would 
rather have the op7on to opt out. Annamaraie

2021-01-17 
20:45:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Jill

2021-01-17 
20:32:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Shelley

2021-01-17 
19:15:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If people do not trust the vaccine for whatever reason, they 
cannot be forced  but should be offered alterna7ves like immune 
boosters                       I also  wonder if all the emergency 
treatment will be available if some people have an allergic 
reac7on to the Covid vaccine , and if the vaccine will be relevant 
to all the variants of the Covid virus, and how long it will be 
effec7ve before you need another one Tienkie

2021-01-17 
15:20:56

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccina7on should be a choice not forced upon us.  Jenni

2021-01-17 
14:58:23

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do believe that Ivermec7n should be made available as an 
alterna7ve for those who are concerned about the safety and 
efficacy of the vaccine. 
And that the companies providing vaccines are not liable for any 
side effects.The research on vaccines are not yet proven and not 
enough people feel safe about it.They are needed,but so is 
Ivermec7n. Trudy

2021-01-17 
13:31:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don’t think we should be forced to have a vaccina7on. I do not 
trust that the vaccine has had sufficient tes7ng. Sharon 

2021-01-17 
12:14:26

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Very concerned about safety of vaccine - both immediate and 
long-term 

Very very adamant that it must be a voluntary choice for those 
who are happy to use it ... NEVER MANDATORY !!! LYN

2021-01-17 
05:49:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's too early to be sure if it's 100 percent safe. The main aim is 
to make sure your immune system is good. Eat right exercise etc. 
Most people recover from Covid. There are about 4 new 
muta7ons at the moment. The money spent on vaccines could 
be to help businesses that have closed. It's up to us to stay home 
more prac7ce social distancing and proper hygiene. Thanks Lorne

2021-01-16 
21:35:36

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Goverment cannot make it mandatory as it is against our 
human rights as protected in the Cons7tu7on of South Africa. Ben

2021-01-16 
21:28:51

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The first people to be offered the vaccine must be those front 
line workers looking amer the sick but it should be their choice as 
to whether they want the vaccine. Prisoners who have been 
convicted should be last on the list. David 

2021-01-16 
14:10:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I. Dont trust the vaccines it is to quick what a bout all athers 
vaccine in ather countries Christo 

2021-01-16 
12:20:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I’m 68 years old, re7red, foreign resident with my wife. I would 
like to be vaccinated as soon as possible. 
Thank you Jacques 

2021-01-16 
07:41:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be voluntary. Also other op7ons should be 
available and inves7gated. The vaccine should not be the only 
op7on. Karin 
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2021-01-16 
06:08:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that the vaccine would be mandatory. I  
personally object to the vaccine and do not want to be 
inoculated against the virus.  As a vegan and therefore not 
inges7ng any food derived from animals, I feel my objec7on 
should be respected by authori7es. Some religious people also 
have a problem with the source of vaccina7ons. Objec7ons to 
the vaccine should be heard and respected. Maria

2021-01-16 
06:07:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I prefer to have a chouce to what I put into my body. Never had a 
flue inje7on an never got flue. Not comfortable with injec7ng 
vaccine. Also would like to see more choices on vaccine from 
known medical companies D

2021-01-15 
23:05:39

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking the vaccine should be by choice, not compulsory.    There 
is now more than one strain of the virus going around, so has 
the vaccine been tested for  the new strain as well now. To my 
knowledge the strains differ, therefore there should be  different 
vaccines for the different strains.  Even the vaccine for the main 
virus has not been tested sufficiently to know for certain it works 
and what, if any, side effects there will be. Denise

2021-01-15 
18:00:56

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Not tested enough. Fetal 7ssue? Side effects? Willie

2021-01-15 
17:32:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Roll out by government also a problem. Mismanagement,  
corrup7on, exclusion of private procurement and vacina7on. 
Storage and cold chain con7nua7on during  loadshedding.  
Dumping of vaccines - PPE’s found next to a road ! - instead of 
delivering.  

Yvonne

2021-01-15 
17:21:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one should be forced to vaccinate. But  all ci7zens should be 
provided with all the scien7fic facts, in understandable, clear 
language, indica7ng all possible side-effects, risks, pro's & con's, 
etc. to be able to make an informed choice based on TRUTH, not 
induced by fear. Antoinepe

2021-01-15 
17:16:22

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Patricia

2021-01-15 
14:51:22

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not have enough knowledge about these vaccines to 
provide an educated answer.  
Any results from other countries ? 
We should definitely be allowed to choose whether to have the 
vaccine or not.   We are not puppets of the State !  Jean

2021-01-15 
14:14:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Andy

2021-01-15 
12:50:23

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine must certainly not be mandatory. For those who 
want to take the vaccine it is fine but It must be an individual 
choice. It is my body and I must be able to choose what goes 
into my body, not the government or anyone else. 

Thanks Susan

2021-01-15 
11:45:01

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not approve of a vaccine which has not been tested for 6 or 
more years. 
We do not know the side effects which can be worse that Covid 
19. Your 
immune system  also weakens  with this treatment. Marlis

2021-01-15 
11:31:00

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The country has gone against the cons7tu7onal rights of SA 
ci7zens.  

I totally believe that the first people to be 'experimented' on - 
since there have been no formal tests done on outcomes - 
should be the President - his cabinet - all poli7cians - and if their 
is no adverse affect there - then - and then only to start on 
health care workers.  

Too liple is known - and where there is a cheap alterna7ve - it is 
outlawed - another corrupt solu7on??? 

Something really not right with the way our free will has been 
taken away - along with our iden77es. 

We all gonna die - so why promote the fear - why promote 
unemployment and poverty by banishing alcohol - which may 
make a liple sense - and WALKING ON THE BEACH - which makes 
NO SENSE WHATSOEVER... - plan - get everyone fearful of death 
- then give them vaccines which actually have a hidden 
microchip for tracking and control!!! Jennifer

2021-01-15 
11:30:01

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I agree with  most comments, par7cularly those by Anna, PM, 
Schalk, Margaret, Tersia 

Erhart

2021-01-15 
09:57:49

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am a pensioner with comorbidi7es and am concerned about 
having this vaccine as it has not been tested for long enough. I 
also think that the goverment  with its past failures at providing 
proper services is a problem for vaccine safety and rollout. I dont 
think the government has the right to enforce this. Anita

Gauteng 40
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2021-01-27 
06:34:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have concerns if the vaccine is mandatory as I have had adverse 
affects to allopathic medica7on since childhood. As a result I 
have taken homeopathic medica7ons for 50 years. I had  hip 
replacement  surgery and the medica7ons severely affected my 
liver.  As  I am unable to take  allopathic medica7on without dire 
side effects, I have  to take preventa7ve homeopathic or natural 
medica7on. At present I am on a homeopathic preventa7ve 
regime against Covid 19 that has had good results in Iran, Italy 
and Brazil.  There are studies underway on a natural 
preventa7ve  that is not homeopathic. It is called the Beemar 
Formula vaccina7on.  
A quote from hpps://www.iol.co.za/weekend-argus/news/all-
natural-vaccine-shows-promise-e644d4ae-c5b6-46ae-aef7-
e56163e645ea follows: 
Cellnutri7on Health, an Irish based company, announced it is in 
the process of tes7ng and producing a natural vaccine which has 
shown promising signs in comba7ng viruses, including the ever-
muta7ng coronavirus, bacteria fungi and certain parasites. 
Derived from honeycomb, it is to be tested on humans in March 
to evaluate its effec7veness in comba7ng the coronavirus. Called 
the BEEMAR Formula, Vaccine and Immunotherapy, it has 
already demonstrated success in clinical treatment in a four-year 
period in the Middle East between 2016 and 2020. 
The company said during the trial period, they successfully 
treated and saved poultry farm animals from the infec7ous 
bronchi7s virus, a member of the coronavirus family, during a 
widespread outbreak in the region. 
This vaccine is a patent which scien7fically combines marine 
plasma with non-allergenic, specifically inoculated lysozymes 
and deriva7ves, which are ethically extracted from parts of 
honeybee combs. 
Bees are at the centre of the vaccine formula7on. The insects 
are exposed to many more pathogens, including those present in 
avian and bat reservoirs. It’s believed that bees present 
immunity ahead of 7me by being constantly exposed to many 
more pathogens. Their immunity is created by their lysozymes 
and certain deriva7ves present in beehives. 
The company claims the vaccine will not need to be stored at 
below zero temperatures and, because it’s all-natural, will have 
fewer side effects for pa7ents. 
The chief execu7ve of Cellnutri7on Health, John Kelleher said: 
“Amer a hugely successful animal treatment and trial period, we 
are now currently entering into rela7onships with two high 
profile EU-based universi7es for the human trial tes7ng phase, 
and are not ruling out South Africa.” 
The all-natural vaccine remains untested and the South African 
government is not in discussions with the company. 
The President of the SA Medical Research Council, Professor 
Glenda Gray said the ini7al data sounds promising. She said: 
“Any exci7ng or innova7ve strategy will be useful and it’s 
important to evaluate this in clinical research to find out the 
impact of this on coronavirus.” 
Innova7on like this may have fewer side effects and may be also 
easier to scale up and also more affordable.” Gray added: ‘It’s 
important to evaluate this in a clinical trial because if it is 
effec7ve, this might be a feasible op7on.” 
Weekend Argus 

I trust the present allopathic vaccine will not be mandatory for 
people with adverse responses to allopathic medica7ons. Hilda

2021-01-26 
18:14:26 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are news ar7cles and reports that people that suffer from 
certain diseases should not take the vaccine, people with 
allergies etc. It is not clearly stated who will be vaccinated, when 
and the medical profile such a person should have. The whole 
setup is shrouded in some truths and some lies. Before I 
consider the vaccine I must have a FULL clear picture of what it 
entails, side effects and what is my recourse should I suffer side 
effects.  I also need to understand the why, when WHAT( which 
vaccine and ingredients), how and how long does immunity last. 
In the mean7me make ivermec7n available so that we have 
something to use un7l there is clarity. Paula 

2021-01-24 
12:29:09 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

a) I protest being forced to take a vaccine  by any government 
and using travel to enforce this is a viola7on of my rights b) I also 
think it is dangerous to take a vaccina7on that  has not been 
sufficiently trialed and where the long term  side effects have 
not been established Eugene

2021-01-22 
15:41:57 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek is ook nie seker of die vaksien sal werk en geen newe effekte 
het nie, dit is volgens my nie behoorlik getoets nie Carla

2021-01-22 
14:51:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Susan

2021-01-22 
08:43:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The flu vaccine made me more ill than flu itself. I don't want any 
covid vaccine forced on me. Let those who want it, have it and 
leave the rest of us be. Ren7a 

2021-01-21 
15:39:26 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't trust any of the informa7on given by our government so 
don't want to take the vaccine myself.  For anyone wan7ng to 
have it, they should pay for it themselves or use their medical ai 
aids.  I do not want to contribute to the cost as there was money 
made available for the vaccine already and taxpayers are 7red of 
always having to foot the bill for all these harebrained schemes.  
In the end, this money will also simply disappear, so NO WAY. Gretha
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2021-01-21 
13:34:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Cons7tu7on of SA protects the rights of everyone to have a 
right of choice.  Some of the comments about the state of 
covid19 are a  cause for concern.  Closing the Gap: The Fourth 
Industrial Revolu7on in Africa highlights the ethical issue of 
conduc7ng trial runs in Africa where there is no legisla7on to 
protect ci7zens.  Many unresolved issues whilst recognizing the 
need to preserve lives.  If Israel is taking the lead in having rolled 
out vaccines on its popula7on, then why cant we benchmark 
against this country?  What are the scien7fic 7melines for 
establishing the effec7veness of this vaccine? Nontleko

2021-01-20 
22:38:04 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

According to Bussiness Tech dated 19 January 2021, people are 
going to provide reasons for not accep7ng the vaccine, and I 
quote:  

"A dashboard system is also being developed to capture the 
reasons given for vaccine refusal". 

Why should it be compulsory? Not everyone will be traveling 
overseas as it is suggested. 

I assume Government has sta7s7cs of how many people travel 
to overseas and for what reasons.  

What percentage of the en7re popula7on is this group? The 
majority of South Africans live in abject poverty. Covid-19 has 
exacerbated the situa7on.  

Has the Government even considered geing people's 
sugges7ons about what people want. Does the Cons7tu7on not 
allow people to make choices? 

Mmamotlele
2021-01-19 
17:52:37 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I object to high pressure tac7cs to persuade people to agree to 
the vaccine. It should be a maper of personal convic7on. Wendy

2021-01-19 
05:58:51 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Effec7veness of vaccine and concequences of using. (side-
effects). Did not have 7me to test vaccine over years.  
Alterna7ve medicines.... Why are they not allowed? If it is 
available and used / tested over years and is save for use... Even 
though it is used for other purposes. How many tests were done 
on the alterna7ves to proof they work /do not work. 
Do not make it compulsary. Individual can choose.... Specially 
with a vaccine without a proven track record. 
Start vaccina7on process with our leaders.... Set the example. 
Use same vaccine. Louis

2021-01-18 
11:08:10 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dis ‘n basiese mensereg om enige mediese ingryping/prosesure 
te aanvaar of om dit te weier - elkeen sal die saak rakende 
hierdie entmiddel persoonlik moet uitmaak. Ek en my gesin het 
reeds COVID-19 gehad, en dit was geensins nodig om mediese 
hulp in te roep nie. Ons het ook varkgriep gehad toe dit ‘n paar 
jaar gelede ons streek getref het, en daardie simptome was baie 
beslis erger as die van COVID-19. Ons het nog nooit enige 
inspui7ng ter voorkoming van seisoenale griep gehad nie - ons 
sal dit ook nie vir die koronavirus doen nie. Ons staan natuurlik 
verworwe immuniteit voor, ten spyte van sekere kroniese 
risikofaktore in ons gesin/familie. Vanselfsprekend benader ons 
dus hierdie saak met gesonde verstand: Ons tref voorsorg waar 
ons kan en tree verantwoordelik op teenoor ons naaste. Maar 
sover dit ons aangaan, is hierdie entstof so vinnig ontwikkel dat 
niemand seker kan wees van enige newe-effekte of langdurige 
nagevolge nie. Marissa

2021-01-18 
07:54:24 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am not happy about the safety of the vaccine , it has not been 
on trials for long enough ! 
firstly I want to wait un7l all the front line people are vaccinated, 
including ALL poli7cians 
I also do not accept the mandatory vaccina7on as i had the the 
H1N1 2 years ago and s7ll ended up in Hospital with the H1N1 
virus. 
I would like the Government too approve Ivermec7n as a safer 
op7on to ALL  
Lionel  
 Lionel

2021-01-18 
06:25:46 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Hennie 

2021-01-17 
21:21:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine must not be compulsory. 
Other efficacy ( ivermec7n ) should be objec7vely assessed  
Those who already have an7bodies should not have to take the 
vaccine. 
Volunteers from the various target groups should be found first 
to achieve the target herd immunity. 
It is unwise to vaccinate all frontline and health workers in one 
round. If there are nega7ve effects we end up losing all health 
care. 
The use of only one vaccine source for all people of various 
target groups is unwise. People should be allowed their 
preference of vaccine they have higher confidence in. 
Prisoners should be priori7zed the same as the rest of the 
popula7on, not given higher status. Mark

2021-01-17 
10:26:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am a Chris7an and, as such, very much against abor7on, which 
is child murder.  I would not take any vaccine, which has any links 
to abor7on. Heather

2021-01-17 
07:35:29 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Errol

2021-01-17 
07:33:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Like most tgings in a democracy, it should be a personal dexision 
whether the vaccina7on is wanted . For me there are too many 
ques7ons about the veracity of the pandemic and the vaccines , 
to consider vaccina7on Errol
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2021-01-16 
22:20:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough concern is placed on good nutri7on which 
strengthens immunity significantly thereby obvia7ng the need 
for vaccines which are costly and poten7ally dangerous.  There is 
no claim possible by any recipient should there be any adverse 
reac7on or damage.  All ingredients of the different vaccines 
must be made known like any other medicine for the sake of 
transparency.  Preven7on is beper than cure by providing hungry 
people with balanced food parcels as well as nominal grants (not 
loans).  Alterna7ve therapies should be made freely available.   
    Anthony

2021-01-16 
22:20:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough concern is placed on good nutri7on which 
strengthens immunity significantly thereby obvia7ng the need 
for vaccines which are costly and poten7ally dangerous.  There is 
no claim possible by any recipient should there be any adverse 
reac7on or damage.  All ingredients of the different vaccines 
must be made known like any other medicine for the sake of 
transparency.  Preven7on is beper than cure by providing hungry 
people with balanced food parcels as well as nominal grants (not 
loans).  Alterna7ve therapies should be made freely available.   
    Anthony

2021-01-16 
18:14:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am an eighty year-old Male pensioner, my wife is seventy-nine. 
We are both of the same mind. This country, as are all others 
need to get the economy going again as quickly as possible  
otherwise there will be no recovery. There will be a point of no 
return when the collapse of the economy, industry and 
commercial ins7tu7ons will be so extreme that it will prevent 
their resurgence. The first members of the public to receive  the 
vaccine must be South Africa's work force so that the economy 
can accelerate at the same rate as does that of the  decelera7on 
of the virus. Pensioners do not add to the  economy, they are 
not mixing with workers, they are the safest group in not 
catching the virus if they stay within the rules of the restric7ons.   
We must be the last to receive the vaccine. Clive

2021-01-16 
15:35:24 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not have the vaccine un7l it has been proven safe... once 
given it cannot be undone. 
Will wait and see. I will be one of the 67% not to have it. 
Also  disclosure of what is in it eg  no heavy metals.  
If mandatory it will be  against our freedom of choice. Gilda

2021-01-16 
13:37:01 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Forcing people to be vaccinated is against our human rights. If I 
do not want the vaccine then it should be my choice, amer all it 
is my body into which a suspect chemical cocktail is injected. The 
effec7veness of the vaccine and the long term effects have not 
been adequately studied and quan7fied. The vaccine has 
happened too fast with too much pressure behind its rapid 
development. If a vaccine leads to medium term kidney failure 
or other life threatening side effects the legal complica7ons the 
government and big pharma will face will be staggering, not to 
men7on the added weight to the healthcare system. Just look at 
how many US military personnel have been devastated by US 
military "vaccines" given to troops before they entered combat 
zones.... drugs to allegedly defend their troops against nuclear 
radia7on from their depleted uranium ammuni7on. And what is 
the US government doing about it? Very liple. And what will the 
SA government do about its health-compromised ci7zens when 
mul7ple organ failures are shown to be caused by an 
inadequately trialled and rushed vaccine against Covid19? 
Nothing. And who will pay the price? The popula7on and the 
families of affected people. And who will get rich on the 
damaged popula7on? The medical industrial complex. It looks 
like its 7me to buy shares in the medical industry. VACCINATION 
NEEDS TO BE VOLUNTARY OR THERE WILL BE A CRISIS. Graham

2021-01-16 
12:49:39 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Although I will get vaccinated I do not believe that the 
government has the right to make it mandatory. 
Many people do not believe in vaccina7ons for whatever reason, 
and that is their choice. 
Furthermore, like the flu vaccine, will we need one every 7me 
China effs up? 
"IF you tolerate this then your children will be next.." caroline

2021-01-16 
10:46:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Have clinical trials been done in S.A.?  How  many ci7zens 
par7cipated? Were the outcomes favorable to necessitate the 
roll out? Why is this vaccine mandatory & not op7onal? What 
measures are in place if severe side effects occur ? The immune 
system is God's 1st defence, let ci7zens decide 4themself

Nompumelel
o 

2021-01-16 
09:40:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The shear unkown contents from this drug and the country of 
origen and lab, suspicious. Jonathan 

2021-01-16 
08:15:19 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We are people with a choice in this country. nobody can force us 
to take something that has NOT BEEN tested properly and could 
be harmful. The vaccina7on will NOT stop the covid 19 but will 
actually accelerate the pandemic. There are other ways to keep 
the covid 19 under control like Ivermer7n, etc. EM

2021-01-16 
07:30:44 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Concerned about government incompetence. Ivan

2021-01-16 
05:29:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. No mandatory vaccina7on. Let people choose. 
2. Educa7on: Many people do not understand the difference 
between vaccina7on and medica7on. Eugene

2021-01-15 
18:52:17 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

An individual should be fully advised of what is being pumped 
into them, and have the choice of making use of the vaccine or 
not.  7me will tell if this will be effec7ve, and what the side 
effects will be. Allen

2021-01-15 
14:29:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People receiving the vaccine should do it on their own accord.  It 
should be a volutary issue like any other flu vaccine.  Patrick

2021-01-15 
14:08:44 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Carol

2021-01-15 
13:42:15 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Danny
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2021-01-15 
11:55:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking a vaccina7on should not be mandatory.  I am concerned 
regarding the content and effec7veness of the vaccine as it has 
been developed  in a rela7vely short period of 7me (less than a 
year). We do not have a vaccine to protect us from AIDs, malaria 
etc so how come there is one suddenly for COVID?  
Furthermore, as far as I am aware there has never been a study 
to confirm or otherwise the effec7veness of influenza 
vaccina7on. Why? Where are the results of tests done on COVID 
vaccine, by whom  and why is this not public knowledge? What 
are the poten7al side effects and what does the vaccine contain? Gary

2021-01-15 
11:48:55 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Insufficient tes7ng and no clarity of what the side effects are 
long term. Are there alterna7ves? Too much false informa7on 
out there so who do you trust. 
I would like to be able to choose what goes into my body and 
then dying is my choice. Lyn

2021-01-15 
10:50:18 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Alta

2021-01-15 
10:42:00 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Helen 

2021-01-15 
10:36:48 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Geoff

2021-01-15 
09:38:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think there are too many opportuni7es for fake asser7ons to be 
made and the people need genuine and physical  evidence to 
prove or disprove the efficacy of the vaccines Margaret

2021-01-15 
09:10:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about a few things regarding this roll out. Firstly 
the speed that these vaccines have been pushed through the 
approval process. The con7nued discussion of forcing people to 
take the vaccine.  As a virus infec7on that by nature mutates, is a 
vaccine going to actually work or will the stain simply mutate like 
the common flu does. Lastly the disgus7ng jockeying by the ANC 
to set up cronies and specific suppliers to the detriment of the 
South African popula7on Peter

Mpumalanga 6

2021-01-26 
17:34:44

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine behoort gelykma7g deur gekwalifiseerde sisters of Dr 
toegepas te word met n inen7ngs ser7fikaat wat benodig gaan 
word vir toekoms7ge reise. Alle mediese personeel eerste 
daarna  onderwysers en dan van oud na jonk. Johanna

2021-01-21 
11:17:06

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We live in a democracy. Mandatory vaccina7on is not 
democra7c. Also, vaccina7on should not be used as a passport 
for any reason whatsoever. Ian Nicol 

2021-01-17 
07:05:50

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not want to  be forced as this is something I heard that 
eventually they will force the public.  I WONT ALLOW 
I also have my Chris7an thoughts on it Venter

2021-01-16 
13:58:18

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Koos

2021-01-16 
10:57:19

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I please BEG you just to become  a bit calmer.  This vaccine is 
FOR STARTERS  not even fully TESTED yet and there are reports 
of recipients BEING KILLED AFTER TAKING THE SHOT.  
Why  for Pete's sake are you in such a hurry to vaccinate THE 
HEALTH WORKERS for starters for who is going to look amer the 
sick WHEN THEY succumb.  
You  are ASSUMING on NO CERTAIN founda7on that this vaccine 
is going to work wonders  while in fact there are s7ll a WHOLE 
lot of RED robots to pass. 
NO sir, please just pause and take a step backwards and just  get 
calm about it for this could be THE MOST GRIEVIOUS mistake 
that is EVER MADE TO MANKIND. JAN

2021-01-15 
09:32:55

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Minie 

Eastern Cape 7

2021-01-19 
21:29:44

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These are all of my concerns. I have no confidence in the 
government effec7vely implemen7ng a strategy. Where will the 
money come from? Greedy drug companies will get richer. Why 
can private health care not be involved in vaccina7ons?  Will it 
be that effec7ve and safe that it could be made compulsory. 
People have already died amer having vaccina7ons.  

I resent any policy to increase taxes to pay for vaccines. This 
incompetent government has lost billons due to corrup7on. 

The WHO  is useless and seems to only do things if bribes are 
paid. Alan

2021-01-19 
08:03:15

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1.  The Covid 19 vaccina7on is fine for those who voluntarily and 
willingly want it.   
2.  The Government must be open, honest and transparent 
about all aspects of the vaccina7on (e.g. its effec7veness, 
possible side effects, accountability if there are nega7ve side 
effects), as well as alterna7ve treatments. 
3.  Alterna7ve treatments (Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Budesonide, etc.) Marina

2021-01-17 
06:58:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7ons  would infringe on my rightd and I don't 
trust government  to do vaccina7ons as we know they have 
stolen from us  the  people, and con7nue to do so. Also, we need 
to know the exact chemicals etc that go into these vaccina7ons  
as I understand  that  fetus maper is being used e g. RDNA . NO 
GO! 

Ins
2021-01-16 
14:22:32

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Noeleen 

2021-01-16 
11:53:55

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines and alterna7ves must be op7onal and paid for by  
medical aid (that ul7mately  means the members) and by the 
government (which regrepably means the tax payer) John 
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2021-01-15 
20:32:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I refuse to be forced to take vaccine that a bunch of 
incompetents want to administer and that has not been tried 
and tested. Start with ANC parliamentarians then ANC provincial 
representa7ves then ANC card carrying members (That's the 
order of how their plunder works anyway) Maybe even applying 
BEE principles may be good idea too. I'll take my chances with a 
strain of flu that has a 98%+ survival rate  Llewellyn

2021-01-15 
14:52:39

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that you can make it mandatory. This vaccine 
has been created in a hurry and not properly tested.  It takes 
years to ensure that something like that is safe and effec7ve. We 
have a second wave which is a different virus to the first. That 
vaccine was developed for the first wave. How effec7ve will it 
be. People will throw cau7on to the wind as they have been 
vaccinated and then contract the more serious virus and this can 
lead to more deaths. People need to be given the informa7on 
about the vaccina7on and then be allowed to decide for 
themselves. Owen

Limpopo 2
2021-01-19 
07:20:40 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are people who are allergic to vaccines...it can be deadly 
for them! Anna

2021-01-15 
17:07:17 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Annepe

North West 4
2021-01-17 
20:09:53

North 
West Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Petro

2021-01-17 
07:47:03

North 
West Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I object to those who have broken the laws and are in prison 
being given the vaccine  before the law abiding ci7zens  Daphne

2021-01-15 
14:00:08

North 
West Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

With vacsene there is hope, but is not properly tested. Give to 
those who are willing to sign a form to take fully self 
responsability for any effects from vacsene. Do not take the 
hope away nor do not enforce it to any person. Cyril

2021-01-15 
11:49:20

North 
West Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Die oorsprong van die medikasie MOET bo alle  twyfel 
betroubaar wees.    Ons wantrou medikasie uit Rusland, China 
en  in 'n mate Indië.   Ons eie betroubare (nie kaders) spesialiste 
moet hulle opinie oor die medikasie uitspreek. 

GERTRUIDA
Free State 3

2021-01-17 
20:06:42

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

why would the acceptance of a vaccine s7ll make someone 
fearful  of aprac7ng the virus if they are then immune, i 
wonder?  
also it would be a wonderful idea if all poli7cians be vaccinated 
first in such a way that public can trust that it has been done 
properly. Not many people trust the governments any longer.  
The possibility of contrac7ng serious consequences is too great 
for the public to just accept this interven7on, even worse as 
mandatory. Too much controversy. Too much distrust. If they can 
steal like they do, they can lie and maim and deceive as well. 
We do not believe that this vaccine is going to solve any 
problems. 
We also do not understand the so called logic of killing of the 
countries economy affec7ng millions of people, while trying to 
save the lives of a couple of thousand. no sense at all! kobus

2021-01-15 
12:59:43

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Due to a vaccine is a foren substance injected internal. Thus it's a 
personal choice. Also as it is an internal injec7on it can not made 
compulsory for travel. It's a personal choice if you yourself want 
protec7on or not there for can not be forced on to a person or 
limit a person mobiliy. Ben

2021-01-15 
10:17:47

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Koos

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-15 
15:55:20

Norther
n Cape Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No one,yet, knows the long term effects of the vaccine. This 
country is nearly 60million, yet only 20million vaccines ??? How 
will they be distributed, how much will be sold off to make 
money, how certain are we that the full 20million vaccines will 
arrive ? ? Already proven, there is too much chance of blatant 
them, once again, to the detriment  of the people. Let vaccines 
also be allowed to be obtained by the private sector. I, 
personally, will rely on herd immunity, as mankind has always 
done regarding flu. Peter

Outside SA 1

2021-01-15 
12:30:05

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m Not fully re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

THE VACCINE SHOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR THOSE WHO WOULD 
CHOOSE TO USE IT.HOWEVER,MANDATORY VACCINATION IS 
ANOTHER GOVERNMENT IMPOSITION AND TAKES AWAY THE 
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT OF CHOICE.IT BEGS THE QUESTION WHAT 
IS THE NEXT CATASTROPHE THAT THE ANC CAN ROLLOUT AND 
MANDATE OUR RESPONSE?WE ARE  ON A SLIPPERY SLOPE OF 
GOVERNMENT'S HEAVY HANDED AND IMMORAL TENDENCY TO 
CONTROL OUR LIVES. Stephen

business owner 136
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 47

2021-02-01 
12:31:11 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every person should have the right to choose whether or not to 
be vaccinated. It should not be mandatory and no person's 
freedom or rights should be prohibited or restricted if they 
choose not to have the vaccina7on. Candice
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2021-01-26 
14:56:07 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on, as with any medical treatment, should remain 
voluntary to an individual.  
A human being has the right to accept or reject the vaccine as a 
medical treatment as part of their basic human rights. There will 
be people who will reject the vaccine based on moral, religious 
or other objec7ons. Whether their rejec7on of the vaccine is 
jus7fiable or not, based on the opinions of "authori7es," is 
irrelevant. One has the right to choose based on the informa7on 
one has.  

My concern is that with the fear generated by this pandemic, the 
people who refuse the vaccine will be discriminated against and 
certain privileges revoked. Such things as being able to enter 
certain premises, being allowed to work in certain environments, 
being allowed to apend schools or universi7es or being allowed 
to travel by air, rail or road might be restricted or even banned 
outright. Private ins7tu7ons or government ins7tu7ons might  
restrict or ban persons from the above in the event that they 
cannot prove they have been vaccinated.  

This creates further concerns as to tracking and tracing the 
people of our country. They will have to have their ID's modified 
or carry a "cer7ficate" much like the "dompas" in the apartheid 
days (or even echo the days of the Jews having to carry 
iden7fica7on before WW2.) How does one do this without 
discrimina7on or invasion of privacy?  

An argument can be made that if a vaccine does work, then the 
vaccinated people have less to fear, as they will be immunized.  
The un-vaccinated have made a conscious choice to take the risk 
of contrac7ng and combaing COVID-19, and is their choice to 
make and their risk to take.  
One cannot be forced to have chemo therapy for cancer. One 
cannot be forced to take medica7on for HIV or AIDS. This is a 
personal choice.  
The consequences of contrac7ng or developing these illnesses 
are real, but nevertheless no other person or government 
authority has the right to discriminate if a person chooses not to 
seek such treatment. The same respect for the sovereignty of an 
individual's body should be respected in the case of the 
COVID-19 vaccine.  

I believe it should be made available and people should take the 
vaccine if they so wish. I also believe, based on the precedent of 
other medicinal standards, that a person can choose not to take 
it if they so wish and not be discriminated against. Vincent

2021-01-25 
19:01:02 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory and forceful vaccina7on will be against our basic 
human rights. Every person should have the right to choose for 
themselves whether they want to be vaccinated or not. Johann

2021-01-24 
23:48:02 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would like to have the op7on to choose whether I receive the 
vaccine.  Lisa

2021-01-23 
09:11:57 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Dave

2021-01-20 
22:51:41 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Restric7ng people's movement based on their vaccina7on status 
is not ethical oe part of the cons7tu7on. We have the right to 
decide if we get vaccinated or not Christle-Lyn

2021-01-20 
13:54:55 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government must not make vaccine mandatory because it will 
be inhumane to do so and against human rights.  

Alfred Theko

2021-01-20 
11:24:35 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine must be voluntary to protect human rights. 
Communica7on that this is a medical trial and not a vaccine 
should be clear. Gary

2021-01-20 
10:53:26 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe adults should be able to make theirnown informed 
decisions about their health. The covid has an over 99% recovery 
rate . Taking tha vaccine is no guarantee that you will not get the 
virus ornthat you will not pass it on to others, so you can s7ll get 
covid however you then have a 15% chance of experiencing 
extreme side effects. RNA vaccines are new and everyone should 
be free to decide for themselves if they are willing to take that 
risk which seems like it has no real benefit but more risks. We 
were told when there isnherd immunity, the social distancing 
measures would be relaxed yet there are indica7ons that this 
will not be the case. The pharmaceu7cal companies are also 
protected against liability so if anything goes wrong, you arenon 
your own. This feels like human rights are not protected 
anymore. Ingrid

2021-01-20 
10:33:43 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It shouldn't be forced on ci7zens, Ci7zens should have the right 
to accept or refuse the vaccine. It should be focused on the 
more vulnerable in society. Why should children have the 
vaccine if non of them are affected by it. Blanket rollouts are not 
the solu7on. Thulani

2021-01-19 
21:29:17 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that it is  cons7tu7onally correct to mandate the 
vaccine.  Those who want it should be taking it and those who 
wish not to, should be free to exercise that choice without it 
impac7ng them or their freedoms in any way. Tom

2021-01-19 
17:43:36 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe a mandatory vaccine is an infringement of my individual 
free will. I do not trust that these vaccines have been tested in 
full and would also like to understand the full range of side 
effects first!!! Diteboho

2021-01-19 
08:19:57 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I say let the poli7cians and the covid-19 board members take the 
vaccine first and show us how it's done. Considering how every 
single government ini7a7ve and authority has failed and been 
run down, I would not trust the safety, efficiency and non 
corrup7on of this vaccine. I do not feel safe in this government's 
hands. Sarah
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2021-01-19 
06:44:30 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How can we trust the vaccine coming from European countries, 
whereas we have our own scien7st and good qualified doctors, I 
think it's beper if we s7ck to our own roots as Africans. Godfrey

2021-01-18 
15:35:24 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree with mandatory vaccina7ons and I want to know 
what the vaccine consists off in detail Johan

2021-01-18 
14:22:25 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Infringements of rights as i need to decide whether i want to be 
vaccinated or not. Zinhle 

2021-01-18 
14:03:06 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm fully opposed to the concept of mandatory vaccina7ons, 
more specifically the fact that these "vaccines" have only been in 
development for less than a year, have barely been tested. These 
vaccines have already been directly linked to the deaths of 
"healthy and fit" pa7ents. 

What is even more concerning, is that 500 000 000 000 ZAR is 
missing, and that COVID-19 reports have been manipulated and 
falsified over the course of our previous lockdown(s). This 
further reinforces an7-vaccine sen7ments within the general 
popula7on, risking the lives of the few who'd gain any advantage 
by geing vaccinated. Zandrich

2021-01-18 
13:23:22 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Akumele abantu baphoqwe ukuthatha ivaccine... Thabi

2021-01-18 
11:33:33 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lee-Anne 

2021-01-18 
11:28:08 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We need to priori7ze pensioners simply because they are the 
most vulnerable in society. Why are we not using clinics for the 
roll out? People who are dying are mostly the ones that are on 
chronic medicine and we should priori7ze them over the taxi 
rank popula7on Mokgalo 

2021-01-18 
08:25:45 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Aside from the safety concerns of such a fast vaccine 
development (vaccines’ safety takes years to prove), our concern 
is if our cons7tu7onal rights will be violated by imposing 
mandatory vaccines on the popula7on. Chanell

2021-01-18 
06:19:41 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I should have the right to choose if I want to take the covid -19 
vaccine, or not.  
Government should NOT EVER, make it mandatory, or force our 
ci7zens to take the vaccine, with other ways and tricks for 
example travel bans, no vaccine-no apending work, no vaccine-
no apending school, no vaccine-no entering of buildings or 
shops etc.  
Thank you. Erda

2021-01-18 
05:58:50 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that a choice should be given to whether or not 
individuals receive the vaccine - as is the case with all other 
vaccina7ons. 

Let those who would like to be vaccinated choose it - as soon as 
something as invasive as a vaccine becomes mandatory people 
become unnerved.  

Roll out to health care and essen7al workers and then allow 
people to voluntary come forwarf for the vaccine. Shinell

2021-01-18 
00:34:15 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It has to be tested and tried first. 
It cannot be mandatory.  If it's safe then those that are 
advoca7ng it should try it first and then the popula7on of SA can 
decide. 
It should not be forced as if it's effec7ve and with no or hardly 
any side effects then it can be reviewed by SA public. Otherwise 
No Clive

2021-01-17 
18:08:21 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The efficacy/safety  of the vaccine is of concern. Inadequate 
infrastructure & corrup7on are worrying. The situa7on in 
Norway is worrisome. I would like to have a choice. Judy

2021-01-17 
16:45:47 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Too much close to what the book of Revela7ons told us about. 
The last days things. This vaccina7ons take us slowly but surely 
to the chip implant 

Thabang

2021-01-17 
12:49:25 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the vaccine for those who want to have it. But the 
vaccine should not be made mandatory. Covid is basically a bad 
flu, flu vaccines aren’t mandatory, why should Covid be any 
different? And even if you get the vaccine, it doesn’t mean you 
won’t get Covid, so I really don’t see the point.  

Government should educate the masses by informing them to 
boost their immune systems with Vitamin D3, Vitamin C and 
Zinc. That is the best route.  

I do not support the vaccine becoming mandatory. Free will 
should not be ripped away from ci7zens. Linda

2021-01-17 
12:02:59 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not get or support the roll out of the vacine die to it not 
being a cure, a preven7on or a scien7fically proven safe product.  

There are different proven to work products like IVermec7n 
which is ready to be produced as soon as its approved by FDA Gerrit

2021-01-17 
12:00:14 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This needs to remain a personal choice and not be made 
mandatory as we would be giving up our democra7c right to 
freedom  of choice.  I believe we have alterna7ve solu7ons that 
have already been tested on Covid pa7ents- ie- Ivermec7n- the 
government needs to look at Saving Lives immediately and not 
just a temporary fix witj a vaccine that will not offer immunity Travy

2021-01-17 
10:07:45 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As long as it is not forced on us and our sovereignty is not taken 
away from us with a vaccine that has been proven to maime and 
kill, the country can roll it out allowing each person to decide 
their own future. Ian

2021-01-17 
09:01:57 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccina7on should be a voluntary act by the public.  Tyrone 
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2021-01-17 
08:57:13 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont think the vaccines have been testes enough. Why are we 
given different vaccine than the one the west are geing? We 
already seeing people dying from even the vaccine the west is 
geing what more the African one? I really think we should not 
ruch into vaccine 
 Milarisi

2021-01-17 
08:09:03 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

What is the long term affect, is it safe enough to take that risk? Is 
SA geing the best Vac? Why must goverment have monopoly in 
import and distribu7on, I would much rather trust medical 
professionals manage procurement and the supply chain. 
Goverment proved they could not even manage the PPE 
procurement and distribu7on!!  
Is it not perhaps best to review alterna7ves like Ivermec7n.. 
there is already informa7on available, has been used for many 
years and on humans.. is the risk of using Ivermec7n not less vs 
Vac and unknown long term amer effects? Liezel

2021-01-16 
18:20:31 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe the vaccine has been through proper tes7ng to 
believe that it will truly be a solu7on. I do not support 
mandontary vaccina7on. My recommenda7on is that 
government should be open to truly consider our African herb 
and medicine as alterna7ve for those who chose to use them. Pearl C

2021-01-16 
17:42:41 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The card system is a problem. What is the point of it, each 
person will know whether they have personally been 
vaccinated?  
There are plenty of people who will be grateful for the vaccine, 
this must be accepted as sufficient for suppor7ng herd 
immunity. The card system is an extra cost in money and 
manpower, and is probably more of a problem than useful, in 
that it will inevitably be used in prejudiced ways to pressure 
people to accept the vaccine against their will. The roll-out 
priori7es look well thought-out in terms of who is offered the 
vaccine in what order of priority. But the key word is 'offered'.  
This is a human rights issue. Jeanna

2021-01-16 
12:33:18 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine safety concerns: It is a fact of life that the government 
and the medical industry are untrustworthy.  Any medical 
treatment or cure must have informed consent therefore a 
mandatory vaccine is strictly illegal.  I demand samples in every 
batch of vaccines to be purchasable for independent double 
blind studies.  I demand a detailed list of all ingredients in every 
batch of vaccines and to be verified by independent double blind 
studies. I demand a detailed descrip7on of all nanopar7cles and 
nano-technological-func7ons in every batch of vaccines and to 
be verified by independent double blind studies. I demand a full 
safety study on the biological affects of ionized nanopar7cles 
and to be verified by independent double blind studies.  I 
demand a public science based court system where any scien7fic 
fact and science study can be debated and judged on by any 
qualified scien7st. All the informa7on of above demands must 
be made publicly available to every ci7zen. The science is never 
sepled. Jose

2021-01-16 
08:34:52 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We must remain autonomous over our own bodies. Chemicals 
and lab created solu7ons should remain an op7on for the 
people and should never become state mandated as that is a 
slippery slope towards chapel slavery. We are not your animals. 
Those who consent are free to choose, those who deny should 
be allowed without systema7c coercion. Bhungane 

2021-01-15 
18:57:01 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To take away the right to selfdetermina7on is unethical and also 
a slippery slope in precedence. Tamarin

2021-01-15 
16:10:48 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You cannot force someone to be vaccinated. The Government 
cannot dictate what a person MUST put into their own bodies. 
This virus is very new and has wreaked havoc. The nature of a 
virus' is that it adapts and changes, and therefore a vaccine has 
been made for a certain strain but by the 7me it arrives on the 
shores for administra7on, the virus has changed. I am just a bit 
skep7cal about this whole thing. The costs involved are huge and 
once again its going to roll over onto the tax payer. Jenny

2021-01-15 
16:08:31 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will not have the vaccine forced on myself or any of my 
employees. Especially when there is ample studies and proof out 
there that people are dying and/or having adverse side effects 
from this rushed vaccine. Government and the ANC is corrupt to 
the very core and can fuck right off. Lambert

2021-01-15 
15:27:36 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We do not know enough about the vaccine that has been fast 
tracked through the clinical development stages. What are the 
side effects? Who should not be vaccinated? What is its efficacy? 
Cost? Which vaccine will be used? what about those who 
previously had severe reac7ons to other vaccines?  
Just too many unanswered ques7ons! 
Who is going to benefit financially from this purchase? More 
corrup7on looming? pankaj

2021-01-15 
15:03:30 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The link to this ar7cle hpps://www.anthromedics.org/PRA-0971-
EN 
 in my view provides the most up to date informa7on objec7vely 
with regard to the efficacy and safety of all the vaccines 
currently available or becoming available. The ar7cle also 
provides a solu7on which leaves the free choice of vaccina7on in 
the hands of the individual without prejudice while providing a 
pla{orm for ongoing research into the efficacy and safety of the 
vaccines. Chandré

2021-01-15 
14:58:43 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

donot trust the source of the vaccine nor governments ability to 
roll it out alan 

2021-01-15 
13:13:04 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am all for the rollout, as long as people can choose whether 
they want the vaccine or not. I will not be taking the vaccine 
since I already had the decease, but others may want it. NO 
FORCED VACCINATIONS! Henk

2021-01-15 
12:47:32 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccine safety not established. Free choice to receive it or not Sterna
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2021-01-15 
10:23:21 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My sugges7on is that the vaccine be given to the president mps 
to PR councillors if there are no effects to them then the 
vaccina7on. 

If the vaccina7on seem 100% proven that it cures then they 
should allow the private sector to sell the vaccine eg. Doctors, 
Medical aids, pharmacies etc. 

Why must the government insist on giving it to certain people 
only? 
We all have the right to choose if we want the vaccine or not! Charmaine

2021-01-15 
08:27:18 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Bill of Rights must be respected. The vaccine must be 
voluntary. A person's decision to receive or not to receive the 
vaccine must not infringe on any other rights as protected by the 
Bill of Rights and Cons7tu7on of South Africa (for example the 
right of movement., right of associa7on etc). 

We are adults and also do not need a corrupt, inept government 
telling us what prophylaxes or treatment is allowed or not. The 
government can not usurp the freedom of choice of individuals 
to use whatever treatment the individuals deems to be fit (even 
if the individual's decision is not based on 'facts').  It is for 
individuals to decide and interpret informa7on and make a 
decision. 

Jason
Western Cape 51

2021-01-27 
17:28:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

When the use of Ivermec7n had been shown to be effec7ve, and 
other treatment like thoseof Dr Taban in Sandton to remove the 
"plugs" from the lungs had been shown to be effec7ve use, the 
need for mandatory vacina7on for a "covid-19 passport" doesn't 
make sense, nor is it anything less than a "pas boek" legisla7on Hendrik

2021-01-23 
18:53:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe there are other solu7ons other than mandatory 
vaccina7ons. 
I believe we should have say as to weather or not we want to be 
vaccinated. 
Ivermec7n and olive leaf have been proved to be very effec7ve.  

Helen 

2021-01-22 
14:32:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern centred around mandatory vaccina7on, roll out by 
government and alterna7ves. 

Roll out:  Yes to health care personnel, but they must have a 
choice.  How will they keep track of people already vaccinated? 
Especially targe7ng people at taxi ranks etc? 

Mandatory vaccina7on:  I am not comfortable that the 
vaccina7on is properly tested over a sufficient period of 7me.  
People must have a choice as to whether they want to vaccinate 
or not un7l the vaccina7on is proven.  What about freedom of 
choice and control over your own body? 

Was alterna7ves really explored and tested?  Why do the public 
get controversial feedback from health care providers regarding 
ivermec7n for example?  It is a much cheaper alterna7ve to 
vaccina7ons.  Why not test it and publish the results? 

Estelle 

2021-01-22 
08:12:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7ons in my opinion need to be voluntary as forceful 
anything denies the spirit of choice which God grants to all of 
mankind. Conscien7ous Objectors have always been allowed in 
pure democracies and any move to the contrary becomes too 
much like autocracies where personal liber7es are being 
systema7cally destroyed. I personally believe that Ivermec7n is  
is a good and reasonable   subs7tute and other more natural 
ways as well. Philip

2021-01-22 
06:56:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mass mandatory vaccina7on is uncons7tu7onal. Exemp7ons 
must be given, especially if an7bodies are present conferring 
immunity. Vaccina7ons carry risks and there has not been 
sufficient 7me to study these short term or long term effects and 
that is undisputed. Do not trade one problem for another. Andre
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2021-01-21 
17:34:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Dear Sirs 
Although the vaccines are being touted as the solu7on to this 
Covid crises, my understanding is that not nearly enough tes7ng 
has been done on these  vaccines that have been rushed to 
market, and that they are therefore not safe for use. IN addi7on, 
it seems the vaccine will not prevent infec7on and may only 
lower the symptoms? This is not an acceptable approach at all, 
especially for a virus that only causes mortality in less than 0.1% 
of the popula7on anyway. Why even take the vaccine if that is 
the case? 

Already we are reading about dozens of health-related 
incidences occurring amer receiving the Covid-19 vaccine from 
all over the world - including DEATH. In addi7on, we are seeing 
that people are developing Bell’s Palsy, severe allergic reac7ons 
and anaphylaxis. 

There is much talk and data now showing that for those who 
have taken flu vaccines there is a lieklihood of  a scenario known 
as pathogenic priming taking place, a scenario in which, rather 
than enhancing your immunity against the infec7on, exposure to 
a vaccine results in more severe disease. 

Tests done on mice who received RNA vaccines are showing 
results of protein spikes in the brain which causes brain swelling 
which leads to a number of autoimmune reac7ons and possibly 
even death. To roll out this vaccine will be exremely 
irresponsible  with casual7es poten7ally exceeding the Covid-19 
casual7es. In addi7on, we are exxtremely concerned that there 
is no clarity around what else these vaccines could do to the 
human as it is a DNA altering vaccine! 

There are a number of tried and tested successful treatments 
such as Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermec7n. Both of which have 
been safely used for decades to treat other ailments, and have 
been proven to be highly effec7ve in the treatment of Covid-19 
too. Why can we not use these rather than just accept the 
vaccine (which according to the press will cost South Africa 
$5.25 per dose!!! ? 

The very fact that the SA Government are reluctant to allow 
these alterna7ve solu7ons to be used, yet are happy to rollout a 
poten7ally lethal vaccine is not acceptable. It appears that this 
maper is not only about the health and welfare of the South 
African popula7on, but more about an easy fix that earns 
massive revenue for those in the chain of sales!  

The fact is that there is a lot of profit to be made by drug 
companies and their devious associates, which in our beloved 
country are more omen than not those in charge of the process. 
It is strange and worrying that the Pharmaceu7cal companies 
that are manufacturing these vaccines have been granted 
absolute immunity from any vaccine injury liability? If they 
trusted their own vaccines, they would not need immunity at all.  

This process needs more 7me and tes7ng prior to any vaccine 
being used as a solve all solu7on! And allowing Ivermec7n and 
other drugs to be used as well is a necessity.  

Gary

2021-01-21 
14:24:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about the fact that the vaccines have not been 
tested, monitored and checked for long term side effects. 
Forcing people to take the vaccine under these circumstances is 
not only unethical, but it strips the individual from his or her 
basic human right, namely freedom of choice. 

I am also concerned that one might be forced to take the vaccine 
should you for instance want to travel between provinces or 
countries. This would imply a form of dictatorship. 

My view is that the vaccine should be administered to those 
people who are willing to take it, but it should not be forced 
upon all people across the board. 

Herbert

2021-01-21 
08:56:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think for the elderly and frail there is no harm in them having 
the vaccine. I think adults with condi7ons and poor health, they 
should be able to choose. I don't think children should have to 
have it, again, their parents to choose. Other treatments for 
healthy people and children who have it to treat the virus once 
you have it seem more appropriate, the Gov't should be running 
this parallel. Jane

2021-01-20 
16:20:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As long as people have the choice to be vaccinated or not (this is 
amer all an individual choice - we are not all the same and do not 
all have the same needs) then I don't mind the roll out. If people 
are forced to be vaccinated or are blocked from travel or other 
ac7vi7es because they are not vaccinated I think that is very 
wrong. Andreas

2021-01-20 
08:22:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody has the right to force vaccina7ons (or any form of 
control) on any individual when alterna7ves are available. It is 
my right to choose as per the Nuremburg Accorde/Code. Last 
7me I checked, South Africa s7ll applied the code - government 
has no right to enforce the rules of an organiza7on on me  that I 
refuse to recognize - WHO Susan
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2021-01-20 
08:07:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I fully understand the logic behind seeking a cure for this virus. I 
also acknowledge the huge impact this virus had and currently 
have on people in the world. 

However, I am NOT in favor of forcing people to get vaccinated. 
This should be a choice and NOT mandatory. Sta7s7cs show that 
±97% of people who gets the virus RECOVER from it without any 
vaccine. With these sta7s7cs why do you want to force me to get 
vaccinated? Why do you want to force poison into my body? 

There are also s7ll too many unanswered ques7ons: Has this 
vaccine been properly tested or has it been rushed due to the 
panic that the media and other "players"' have sown into the 
world? What are the nega7ve effects this vaccine might/will 
have on people? Why inject people with poison if the recovery 
rate is ±97%?   If any of the ingredients of this vaccine comes 
from aborted babies, then I have a HUGE moral problem with it. 
Can government guarantee that I (my health) will not be 
nega7vely effected in any way by this vaccine?, etc.  

In conclusion. The CHOICE should be given to every individual 
whether they want to be vaccinated or not. People who choose 
not to get vaccinated should also not be discriminated against in 
any way, for example, forcing people to be vaccinated if they 
want to travel (fly) anywhere in the country or world, would be 
wrong.  

In a democracy, there should ALWAYS be CHOICE and FREE WILL, 
otherwise it is not a democracy. I personnaly furthermore have a 
moral problem with accep7ng this vaccine and taking away my 
CHOICE and FREE WILL.  

Mar7n
2021-01-19 
20:30:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We should have the right to choose if we want the vaccine or 
not. Definitely opposed to a vaccine passport Kelly

2021-01-19 
13:20:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that it is a speedily developed and rather untested 
vaccine. There have been no long term studies done. My 
concern is that it will be made mandatory. We do NOT know the 
long term effects and side effects of this vaccine and I don't trust 
that. I do not want to get the vaccine and do not want my 
children to be forced to have it so that they can apend school 
etc. I am certainly not an7-vac but don't trust speedily 
developed, untested (under 10 years) vaccines. I think we asking 
for trouble... Bronwyn

2021-01-19 
12:01:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would suggest a voluntary/ non mandatory applica7on of the 
vaccina7on, so that those people that want to use the vaccines, 
get it.  Tes7ng and Quality of vaccines must be performed and 
must be without nega7ve health consequence.  
Freedom of choice and access to medical is important. Gert

2021-01-18 
19:52:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The science behind this vaccine is aimed at the welfare of its 
creators, not at that of those it purports to immunise or treat. 

Forced immunisa7on with this rushed product with ques7onable 
efficacy will only exacerbate the general farce around SARS 
Cov-2 Jacques

2021-01-18 
17:17:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be studied by our local experts to ascertain 
the viability of the vaccine. Countries such as Norway have 
raised concerns regarding deaths within the elderly amer 
suffering from the side effects of the vaccine. Also studies has to 
be conducted on alterna7ve methods and not just an 
acceptance of a blanket vaccine for COVID-19. Thus will allay the 
fears of the populace that has concerns about the rushed 
vaccine. Cedric

2021-01-18 
15:28:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Laura

2021-01-18 
13:31:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I fully support vaccina7on subject to being voluntary for 
everyone. It should predominantly be rolled out at health care 
facili7es and clinics first, followed by the people with higher risk 
factors like medical precondi7ons or elderly. Only amer all those 
it should be rolled out at other facili7es such as shopping malls, 
taxi ranks etc.  
Vaccina7ons shall be done by government hospitals and clinics 
as well as private hospitals and doctors who must be able to 
monitor their pa7ents for some 7me amer the vaccine is injected 
in case of allergic reac7ons. 
The distribu7on process should be controlled by independent 
ins7tu7ons which are not linked to government to ensure that 
vaccines are not lost, overpriced or tempered with. Hajo

2021-01-18 
12:03:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa is a democracy and we have a right to accept or 
reject what is put into our own bodies- if the health of the 
people is really the issue rather than making some pharmacy 
and other individuals wealthy pls give people a choice - nothing 
mandatory and other op7ons do prevail- Covid is not new and 
within 24 months our bodies viral biome adapts - so give the 
South African people a choice to get the  vaccine if they wish Chris7na

2021-01-18 
11:25:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I dont believe that mandatory vaccina7on shoud be forced upon 
any individual and this is enshrined in our cons7tu7on!!! 

The efficacy of the vaccine is s7ll to be proven and I believe that 
as the virus mutates so the vaccines will become defunct un7l 
new ones are developed which once available will once again be 
faced with a new variant of the virus. 

I believe a lot more emphasis should be placed on tes7ng drugs 
such as Ivermec7n etc. as has been the case in India. Bruce
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2021-01-18 
10:04:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Provided accep7ng the vaccine is elec7ve and not mandatory, 
And provided that people are well-informed regarding all and 
any possible side-effects before being given a vaccine, I support 
government's rollout of a vaccine. Candice

2021-01-18 
09:02:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nadege 

2021-01-18 
07:27:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern would be to be forced to have a vaccine injected 
into my body which has not undergone rigorous tes7ng first. 
We have no idea of knowing how this vaccine will impact on our 
bodies in the long run. 
Personally, I would not want this vaccine. 
I have a strong immune system, have not been exposed to Covid 
as yet, and am prepy certain will be just fine without this 
vaccine. 
This Covid thing we are currently tracking around the world is 
just the flu virus on steroids. 
It will never go away completely. 
Every 7me someone sneezes or coughs from now on will create 
panic in others. 
It has changed our world forever. 
I would choose to be part of the 33% of the popula7on that does 
not need to get this in order for our country to be herd 
immunised. 
I do not know of of other solu7ons to this virus, and am not 
knowledgable about other forms of the vaccine that could 
possibly work. Simon

2021-01-18 
06:48:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Le77a 

2021-01-18 
06:48:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Le77a 

2021-01-17 
21:28:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There must NEVER be compulsory vaccines. People should be 
allowed to choose Dylan

2021-01-17 
20:25:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

as this is indeed experimental, and not properly tested, i have 
many concerns. 
as long as this is not mandatory, let people decide 
make available other alterna7ves like ivermec7n and HCQ 
we should have sovereignty over our bodies and our medical 
health, and not be open to being abused by government who 
won't take responsibility for dire consequences which can occur 
with the untested vaccine Gayle

2021-01-17 
16:46:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be given a choice not force,,, I hve a problem with 
the trials being done in townships why? Bulelwa

2021-01-17 
15:39:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe one's body is sacrosanct.... each individual MUST HAVE 
CHOICE in managing their health. 
My understanding is that a VIRUS can't be 'killed' but suppressed 
and kept in place via one's IMMUNE SYSTEM....So, a vaccine is 
not that effec7ve because the virus mutates rapidly....Also, the 
side-effect profile is not fully established. 
If governments really cared about their ci7zens, they would 
simply put them on Immune boosters, Vit. C, Vit D & Zinc and all 
will be well...probably at a much lower cost. 
(The MORTALITY rate is barely higher that that of a severe flu 
season!) ian

2021-01-17 
11:15:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Plain and simple... it should be each individuals choice to take it 
or not! L

2021-01-17 
09:14:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe human rights are taken away by a forced/mandatory 
vaccine. I also don’t believe vaccines are safe for everyone and 
the side effects are not being made transparent and available to 
the public.  The vaccine has also not been tested widely enough 
with all results being disclosed and for long enough. Colleen

2021-01-17 
08:34:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This must NEVER become compulsory. It sounds to me like a 
rushed experiment and I am not so sure about its effec7veness 
and possible very dangerous side effects. Danita

2021-01-17 
07:47:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe in our inherent and cons7tu7onal 
Right to freedom. I believe an individual must have this right and 
may not be forced to take a vaccine.  I also do not support  the 
vaccine of children at school as parent must have the final say in 
their rights and health not the government. Lizanne

2021-01-16 
22:51:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let all government officials take the vacine first, if amer a few 
days they have no side effects then they can make it available to 
the rest of the public that wish to take it, allow whoever want to 
use alterna7ve medica7on to do so. Hassiem 

2021-01-16 
22:17:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I understand the vaccine has poten7al to save lives, but I would 
like to see it tested more thoroughly and the efficacy properly 
established before taking it. And I would be concerned about 
mandatory vaccina7on. I would like to choose it for myself and 
my family.  My husband and I are trying for children and I do not 
wish to have a vaccine so new we don't even know the effects 
on pregnancy yet. Stacey

2021-01-16 
21:41:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am happy with the availability of the vaccine as long as it is 
voluntary. I am completely against ANY form of mandatory 
vaccina7on program. The very nature of vaccina7ons means that 
it is not necessary for all members of a society to be vaccinated. 
We, as a democra7c na7on have the right to choose to 
par7cipate or not to par7cipate without prejudice. P

2021-01-16 
21:10:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine has been rushed and there is not sufficient data to 
support it. On top of that the government is trying to rush the 
roll out without properly tes7ng the vaccines received to ensure 
strict compliance with our medical requirements.  

Jayson

2021-01-16 
20:15:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The 7me that it will take to vaccinate and get finished. 
New mutated strain will already be out there. This will be on 
going just like the common flu virus. 
This Covid19 will be with us forever. What is the long term plan? Peter
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2021-01-16 
16:52:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Lucy

2021-01-16 
15:36:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on invades bodily integrity and vaccines are poten7ally 
harmful, at least to some people; therefore, vaccina7on should 
be voluntary. The new vaccines must s7ll stand the test of 7me, 
and affordable, accessible and reliable measures to iden7fy and 
protect those who may be prone to vaccine injury are necessary.  

It seems clear enough that Ivermec7n can prevent and cure 
COVID-19 cheaply, making mandatory vaccina7on unnecessary.  

A healthy lifestyle and alterna7ve or natural health op7ons are 
more acceptable to many people than vaccines and medicines 
and omen have posi7ve side-effects that can boost general 
health and well-being. Such measures could also be promoted 
more strongly.  

In the end, people should be free to choose whatever measures 
they prefer, be it vaccina7on, Ivermec7n, alterna7ve and natural 
methods or whatever else may become available.  

Furthermore, we should guard against vaccines becoming 
indirectly mandatory when hospitals, employers, banks, airlines, 
etc. are allowed to deny access if a person has not been 
vaccinated. Those who feel endangered by healthy people 
moving about unvaccinated can be encouraged to take current 
or s7ll-to-be-invented measures to protect themselves, but the 
healthy should not be forced into vaccina7on or restricted in 
their movement and ac7vi7es in ways (like constant mask-
wearing and social distancing) that may harm them in the long 
run. 

Monica

2021-01-16 
15:05:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Nobody trusts the government. The government never upholds 
their side of the bargain. They didn't ramp up hospital capacity. 
They didn't provide business relief. They didn't provide poverty 
relief. Their cronies stole at every opportunity. They subject hard 
working, law abiding, tax paying ci7zens to the most insane 
police state restric7ons like "no exercise" or "no online business" 
or "only exercise between 6am and 9am" or "exercise but no 
surfing or gyms" or currently "crowded gyms but no solo ocean 
sports". Whilst this incons7tu7onal state of emergency 
con7nues, I will resist doing anything the government mandates 
or recommends Luke

2021-01-16 
14:01:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There must be freedom of choice when it comes to being 
vaccinated. Glenda

2021-01-16 
09:39:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not everyone is at risk so why vaccinate the majority when the 
minority are the ones at serious risk Jo

2021-01-16 
09:02:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have had Covid 19 with pneumonia and it was very bad. 
However I am not alone.  There are over a million people that 
have already had it in SA and recovered. All these have 
effec7vely been vaccinated in a way far beper than any vaccine. 
There is no recogni7on given or provision made that these 
people be treated as “vaccinated “. I hear all kinds of allega7ons 
that the re is a chance of geing it a second 7me. My point 
being that if that is si vaccines will not work! A vaccine strives to 
do exactly what having had the disease would do. 
Government needs to recognise the huge asset they already 
have in terms if the people that have already recovered from the 
disease. Jonathan

2021-01-16 
08:25:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It is great that there will be a vaccine available. It should be 
affordable for those who with to take it. However it should be 
administered with informed consent and should be in no way be 
mandatory nor should there be any coercion of any kind. No 
employer, service provider or agency government, private or 
otherwise should be allowed to have any requirements for 
individuals to be vaccinated. The cons7tu7on and the 
Nuremberg code of  freedom of bodily integrity and the right to 
choose medical interven7on should be the foremost concern of 
legislators in the roll out of the vaccine. Any company that 
makes, implies restric7ons  or in any form discriminates against 
those who have chosen not to be vaccinated should be deemed 
to be ac7ng uncons7tu7onally, this should be considered a 
criminal offence.  
Further more the manufacturers should be held liable for any 
adverse reac7ons immediate or in the future that have been 
shown or deemed to be as a result of their product.  There 
should be no law wavering liability for manufactures in any way 
at all. 
Lastly the raw data of the trials for all and any vaccine should be 
available on a government website so that the public can 
scru7nize it for themselves if they wish to make a proper 
informed decision as to if they would want the vaccine or not.  
Medicine has been wrong before, (the frontal lobotomy was a 
noble prize winning inven7on and was the gold standard for 
psychiatric treatment as recently as the 50's) no person should 
be in anyway be forced or coerced to take be exposed to any 
medical interven7on in any way. fo7ni

2021-01-16 
06:37:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on must be a choice! Personally, I believe there are 
more ques7ons than answers on this currently.  Financial gain, 
and control cloud the picture. There are cheaper, safer, workable 
solu7ons which are being squashed because of the greater 
agenda... Jenie

2021-01-15 
17:11:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't trust anything the government takes control of.  
Everything they touch is riddled with corrup7on.  Allow the 
scien7sts to manage the roll out of vaccina7ons, not poli7cians.  Antoinepe
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2021-01-15 
13:35:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. NOT PROVEN SAFE: The vaccine has not undergone long term 
tes7ng. The only tests that have been performed show that the 
vaccine protects against COVID-19, but no tes7ng has been done 
to check for damage to the rest of the human body 
uninten7onally. The current advice to Bri7sh healthcare workers 
is that the effect of the vaccine on female fer7lity remains 
unknown. Imagine if government sterilised 66% of the country's 
women by year end. The vaccine is also an experimental mRNA 
vaccine - the first of its kind. Usually vaccines take 10 years to 
produce, but this was produced in less than a year. 

2. UNNECESSARY: Vaccina7on is not required for everyone, only 
the very weak, old or at risk should get the vaccine, if they want 
it. The CDC best es7mates for fatality are s7ll lower than an 
ordinary seasonal flu. Please look on their website. 

3. ERROR: The current case numbers of COVID-19 may not be as 
high as they appear. The method by which cases are iden7fied - 
PCR - is a molecular amplifica7on technique that has been 
proven in a Portuguese court case to not be a reliable indicator 
of infec7on. Scien7fic experts will agree that presence of 
COVID-19 molecules in the bloodstream does not mean an 
ac7ve infec7on. 

4. CORRUPTION: Government has a proven track record of 
openly corrupt them from taxpayers, especially in rela7on to 
large projects. Why would this be any different? 

5. ALTERNATIVES: Why is the Health Department not proac7vely 
communica7ng scien7fically-backed informa7on on how to 
boost one's immune system? There are mul7ple interven7ons 
which are completely free to implement - such as exercise, 
ea7ng healthy food, avoiding sugar, geing sunlight, fresh air, 
staying in contact with friends - which boost the immune system, 
reduce co-morbidi7es, and can provide natural immunity. 
Money should be spent on geing the country healthy, not 
making every ci7zen a customer of greedy global pharmaceu7cal 
companies. Evan

2021-01-15 
13:01:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

MAIN CONCERN: MANDATORY VACCINATION IS AGAINST OUR 
HUMAN RIGHT 
No one should be forced to take a vaccine. Each person decides 
for them self what goes into their own body, not the 
government. It is a basic human right. And parents decide for 
their minor children, not the government.  This is the human 
right of a parent. 
2ND CONCERN: EFFECTIVENESS OF THE VACCINE 
I am also NOT sa7sfied with the effec7veness of the  vaccine. 
The vaccine is what will cause the next wave. It will NOT cure or 
curb COVID. 
3RD CONCERN: ALTERNATIVES BEING MADE AVAILABLE 
I am in agreement with alterna7ves. People should be given ALL 
their op7ons: 
1. Vaccine, OR 
2. Nutri7onal supplements (WHICH SHOULD BE COVERED BY 
THEIR MEDICAL AID), OR 
3. Educa7on on how to lead a healthy lifestyle to strengthen the 
immune system, OR 
4. Other alterna7ve pharmaceu7cal alterna7ves 

ALL the media informa7on should be allowed. NO CENSORING of 
media available to everyday ci7zens. Let each one hear ALL the 
op7ons and ALL the theories and ALL the angles of trea7ng 
sickness - NO CENSORING! Then each person can decide for 
themselves (making an INFORMED decision, and not being told 
what they should believe). Delfina

2021-01-15 
12:20:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Andrea

2021-01-15 
10:50:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

These vaccines have not been properly tested for safety. They 
should not be mandatory either. Melissa

KwaZulu-Natal 17

2021-01-26 
15:30:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The death toll and infec7on rate is not based on conclusive tests. 
I know of many so called infected individuals that had serious 
underlying condi7ons that were unable to fight the infec7on due 
to lack of appropriate medical care. 
This virus can be effec7vely negated with alterna7ve medica7on 
administered 7meously. 

Individuals with strong immune system who are religious with 
their vitamin D, C and Zinc are well equipped to negate the virus 
with alterna7ve of Ivermec7n hence it is totally unnecessary to 
mandate the vaccine. This should be encouraged and made 
easily available to all as a preventa7ve measure. 
I am against this vaccine for my family un7l enough 7me has 
passed, ie 5 years at least, to see the effec7veness. Rohanee

2021-01-25 
14:12:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that all those people who wish to be vaccinated should be 
allowed to do so and government  must make it possible for the 
poor to have the vaccine if they so choose. Those who do not 
wish to have the vaccine  cannot be forced to do so as we all 
have a right to decide on what happens to our bodies. This  
cons7tu7onal right should be respected and defended. Yvepe
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2021-01-25 
14:02:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that taking the vaccine should be an individuals choice, 
not mandatory.  There has not been enough tes7ng done to 
prove the effec7veness or side effects of the Covid vacinnes, & 
there have already been people who have died due to adverse 
affects amer taking this vaccinne.  Majority of South Africans 
infected with Covid have been self isola7ng and trea7ng this 
disease with regular flu medica7on and recovered. A small 
percentage have required hospi7liza7on, many have had barely 
any symptoms or not even known they were infected. So I dont 
believe that it is necessary for everyone to have the vaccine, 
those who are believe they are more at risk should be able to 
choose if they want to take it or not.  There are people that I 
know with auto immune diseases that medically cannot take the 
vaccine - are they now not going to be allowed to travel because 
they haven't taken a vaccine that would actually be extremely 
dangerous for them?  We don't even have a vaccine that is 100% 
guaranteed for seasonal flu (which I don't take anyway).  The 
vaccine is also not a guarantee that you will never get Covid, it is 
believed that should you get Covid it will not be as serious - this 
brings back my point that over 80% of our cases have not been 
serious anyway so why the need to take a vaccine. Then we 
come to the cost - I believe that two doses of the vaccine are 
required for full effec7veness?  So for the majority of our 
country that live below the minimum wage line - who is going to 
cover the cost of this vaccine? If this disease was serious enough 
that the lives of every South African was in imminent danger - 
then saving the lives of South Africans should be a true priority 
and vaccines and tes7ng should be free or be done at the 
government's cost, oh wait - we all know where that money has 
gone...oops! Chris7ne

2021-01-25 
11:12:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that South Africans should have the right to choose 
whether or not to have the vaccina7on.  Charlene 

2021-01-19 
16:39:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Receiving the Covid-19 vaccina7on should be a choice for several 
reasons: The vaccine was developed very quickly with, I believe, 
insufficient tes7ng, and liple is known about possible long-term 
effects (many people have become ill or died amer receiving 
vaccina7ons). I believe there may be natural alterna7ves that 
would suffice. The risk of dying from Covid-19 is minimal (about 
2% of those that became ill with Covid have died worldwide).  
Those that created the vaccine, and make the money out of it 
should be the first to receive it! Anne-Louise

2021-01-18 
14:44:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that the vaccine should be a choice and not mandatory.  I 
do not believe that the vaccine has been tested fully and one 
does not know the side effects of the vaccine in the long term.  
The virus has a high recovery rate, just as with the flu vaccine 
people who feel strongly in the effec7veness of the drugs may 
choose so and people who do not choose not to have.  I feel it is 
my right as a ci7zen to decide what medicines are administered 
to me. charlene

2021-01-18 
09:48:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Has the vaccine been properly trilled? Why is Africa the 1st to 
receive it? Address those ques7ons and the country will be at 
ease... Tumelo

2021-01-18 
02:01:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should NOT be mandatory.  
Vaccine should not be targeted at children.  
Vaccine should be offered to government officials first.  

Jacs
2021-01-18 
00:06:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be 100% voluntary and they should start in government 
. Work their way from the top down R

2021-01-17 
21:14:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sandile

2021-01-17 
06:43:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am against mandatory vaccina7ons for the general public, 
par7cularly when such vaccines are so new.  
I understand the need to protect health care workers. 

I would prefer to look at alterna7ves such as ivermec7n Tanya

2021-01-16 
16:21:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Health freedom is a human right anything that demands 
someone do something to their body is uncons7tu7onal and my 
concern is that profit versus the good of people is driving this 
thus even those who chose to have vaccines are very omen not 
fully informed about the poten7al side-effects or adverse 
reac7ons. Candice

2021-01-16 
10:23:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

You should be given the choice as to whether or not you get the 
vaccine as it  has been rushed and has not been proven to be 
effec7ve.. Alternate medica7on such as  Ivermec7n should be 
permiped for those who want to use it instead. Chantelle
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2021-01-16 
09:58:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We have always lived i prepy much a free country since 1994. 
With the individual freedom to choose what we allow into our 
lives and how to live. 

I have nothing against the vaccine, but I would request that the 
government leave us with the freedom to choose whether or 
not we wish to take the vaccine. The individual decision will have 
no affect on those people who are adamant about being 
vaccinated, as they will have received the vaccine and those that 
choose not to will thus pose no threat to them. If they believe 
we are foolish and will die, then at least it remains our choice to 
do so. 

Regarding the vaccina7on of children... they are in no place to 
choose whether or not to be vaccinated, and I ask that the 
government respect the wishes of the parents in this regard who 
are ul7mately responsible for them. I believe the government's 
primary responsibility should be to ensure the safety and 
security of its ci7zens, however without infringing on the rights 
of the individual to decide for themselves what is best for them 
and their families. And if those who choose otherwise are wrong 
then the emo7onal pain and cost will be theirs to bear, as those 
who choose to be vaccinated and their children will be safe 
anyway. 

Hence I am for the vaccine as an op7on for those who choose it 
but under absolutely no circumstances should it be made 
mandatory. That would be a direct viola7on of individual rights. 
And I would ask the government to keep in mind that had the 
apartheid government, which had plans to create vaccines to 
sterilize non white communi7es had rolled out a "vaccine" and 
made in mandatory, how would they have responded. Please 
leave us with the right to choose. Dieter

2021-01-16 
00:06:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have choices in this maper.  And as much as 
possible medicine is being banned because of insufficient 
tes7ng, the same goes for this vaccine. And what is people have 
severe reac7ons to the vaccine? Death sentence? Is that why 
graves have been dug prematurely? Who got that tender?  Have 
all the corners been checked? 

I would also like to see our leaders being vaccinated first. 
Ligi7mately! Because SA cannot func7on without a leadership 
group to make decisions for the masses. Petro

2021-01-15 
18:56:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Kim

2021-01-15 
09:31:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

nobody should be forced to be vaccinated against their will 
without knowledge of long term effects of these different 
vaccines Neil

Mpumalanga 6
2021-01-23 
07:05:02

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Anke 

2021-01-18 
11:00:57

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccines should not be compulsory....... We need our very own 
scien7sts to have a thorough look in this vaccine before any role 
out......... South africa is a big country they cant just take 
something and use it without exermining it themselves..... Daniel

2021-01-18 
01:38:49

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Can we be assured that the vaccine is safe by allowing our own 
South African researchers and scien7sts and be given 
alterna7ves and funding especially to African herbalist that have 
shown evidence that are willing and able to share solu7ons. Colile

2021-01-15 
21:29:22

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe natural herd immunity is far safer and far cheaper to 
reach than ar7ficial herd immunity through vaccina7on.  Natural 
herd immunity can occur by elimina7ng measures such as school 
closures, mask mandates, social distancing and obsessive hand 
washing of the general public. Brand

2021-01-15 
14:39:58

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have a say if they want to be inoculated or not but 
they should be clearly informed of the risk for vs the risk against.  
I would like to know how they will control who got the 
vaccina7on and who did not. The plan is for above 18 but with 
ID fraud, how will this be implemented? Nadine

2021-01-15 
09:12:40

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Haven't the government just flushed millions down the drain by 
not storing the vaccine correctly? 
Peple who have had and recovered from covid should not be 
forced to have vaccine.  
High risk first, should they elect to have it.  
We live in a democracy. Sheena

Eastern Cape 10
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2021-01-21 
17:12:02

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Thank you for an opportunity to comment: I have comorbidi7es 
in the form of Autoimmune disease, and I DO NOT SUPPORT A 
MANDATORY VACCINATION PROGRAMME, as this could trigger 
an auto immune response with possible fatal results, due to 
cytokine storms etc.  

 I believe that vaccina7on should be voluntary, as there is now a 
possible answer in the form of Ivermec7n, which has been 
proved by the WHO to safe for human use. 

There is a suspicion developing countrywide, and the PPE 
Corrup7on scandal has not helped, that the only reason why 
there is a vaccina7on roll out is that there is more corrup7on 
involved, and that poli7cians stand to make money. Hence 
people will not be willing to be vaccinated, and we will not likely 
reach the 67% required for herd immunity, which will make my 
risk unneccessary.  

Would it not be more sensible to give those who have survived 
Covid, an ID card that states that they have had it, and let them 
out to be exposed to the virus so that they could retain their 
immunity so hard won. Wendy

2021-01-21 
12:30:56

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not agree that we, and our children, have to be injected 
with anything that so liple is known about. Let people who eant 
it, have it. Do not force people. We are very uncomfortable with 
this and do not want to be forced to take it. We are doing more 
than what is required to protect ourselves and others. Give it to 
the people who want it without reserva7on. Sandra

2021-01-17 
15:51:02

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let every person in South Africa decide for him or her self if he / 
she want to receive the vaccine. 
Let people in South Africa have the choice to use ivermec7n on 
free will or not. Rabe

2021-01-17 
10:37:32

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As long as  we have the freedom to choose whether we would 
take it. I do support those who wish to voluntarily receive the 
vaccine, but oppose mandatory vaccina7on. As a woman, I 
reserve the right to choose what is done to my body, and that 
choice should not be violated by anyone, especially government. 
As long as human rights remain intact  you have my vote. Joanne

2021-01-17 
07:33:59

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be able to decide if they want vaccina7on or not. 

That would be fare, cons7tu7onal and democra7c. Gerhard
2021-01-17 
07:01:57

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Insufficient tes7ng has been done on the vaccine. Pam
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2021-01-16 
14:50:09

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Government needs to be transparent  at this 7me - in order 
to be trusted by the people they are chosen by to protect their 
best interests. 
example -  
Why can a certain drug (Invermec7n) be banned, when the 
Government decides it is unsafe. - as it has been around for 
years. 
Conversely; the Vaccine that has only been developed in the last 
few months is forced upon us.  

Invermec7n has previously proven benefits, is affordable, 
available and supported by governments in other na7ons and 
many many local doctors as a treatment and a preven7on. 
The vaccine is expensive, poorly available, expensive to deliver 
and logis7cally unlikely to be able to be administered in the 
required numbers. 

Transpareny in other areas would help the popula7on trust the 
government and get behind them. 
Beaches v Shopping malls - please help us understand 
Restaurants selling limited alcohol at limited 7mes to keep 
employment up (Government cannot afford bail outs like 
western world) 

Government policy makers (MECs, MPs etc) take similar income 
reduc7ons relatable to the rest of the country - un7ll normality 
resumes. 

Produce auditable and sensible numbers and comprehensively 
explain how the numbers quoted are arrived at. When I speak to 
people at hospitals - sta7s7cs seem different to the situa7on on 
the ground) 

Allow free speech to members of the community with different 
opinions. 

These are all just reasons I am not comfortable at all risking my, 
my family's and having your life risked by medical decisions 
being made by poli7cians .  

Medical Personnel 
Business Owners 
Rank and File Policemen / Ambulance  Drivers 
Non aligned reporters who keep away from ANY editorialising  

these are some of the people I would characterised as 
trustworthy. 

Poli7cians siing in aircondi7oned offices, surrounded by people 
who may have been implicated in any type of fraud, receiving 
salaries and benefits that could sustain en7re villages. Giving 
speeches lacking in content, but full of pla7tudes, contradic7ons 
and half truths. 

these can be people whose word I may baple to fully believe. 

Vaccine technology that was a 20 year plan 3 years ago, with no 
proven safety record - forced on  me, when I just want to live my 
life. No thank you. 

We are all scared, we don't know what this future is bringing - 
we dont know who we can trust. We dont want to get sick or die 
- but I dont want  to stop living. Just because I am told to. Bruce

2021-01-15 
20:48:55

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

How do they get a vaccine in such a short period  its suspicious  
Why is the government stalling on ivoemec7n  
I personally know 5 people who had covid and amer taking 
ivermec7n were healthy .geing healthy  .got off the ven7lator  
Is this arrogant  corrupt communist   government so power 
hungry Oscar

2021-01-15 
14:23:31

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have concern on roll out by Goverment, truthfulness on 
effec7veness and consequence informa7on, and therefor do not 
believe it should be compulsory Dalene

2021-01-15 
10:49:30

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Like any virus, people will get immune naturally as they will 
develop their own immune system. The actual situa7on is not 
the result of the virus but of the overreac7on from 
governments, which has been diminishing the immune system of 
people making them more vulnerable and hit harder by any 
bacteria or virus. The wearing of the mask amplifies the spread 
of bacteria and virus since cloth masks absorb humidity and by 
capilarity contaminate both side of the mask, transmiing 
bacteria and virus any7me people hold it then touch surfaces. Didier

Northern Cape 2

2021-01-20 
13:50:36

Norther
n Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that ci7zens must be given a choice in firstly the brand 
of vaccine and secondly if they want to be vaccinated.  
Health passport and mandatory vaccina7on take away my basic 
right to choose. 
I am a believer and choose not to be vaccinated. 

Marietha
2021-01-16 
10:57:58

Norther
n Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Leandri

North West 1
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2021-01-18 
09:11:49

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As with all things new and shiny, I am always a slight bit 
skep7cal.  I am no conspiracy theorist, and don't simply buy into 
every next theory flung around facebook or whatsapp, but I am 
always one to wait and test the waters first, even if something 
like the vaccine is poten7ally life-saving.  I would be more 
suppor7ve of the whole thing if the first vaccines produced 
legi7mate data on effec7veness, side effects, etc.  And to simply 
make it mandatory off the bat will have all the red lights in my 
head go screaming at the same 7me... Reino

Limpopo 1
2021-01-17 
15:48:50 Limpopo Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Werner

Free State 1

2021-01-15 
15:08:13

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should not be mandatory. 

Government must be 100% of what they are giving people and 
not just dismiss or brush away the concerns of the ci7zens and 
some social media content. Government must not view its 
ci7zens as children who do not know anything and dictate the 
views a just a few people. We understand that Governtment 
needs to keep people calm but at the same 7me truth must be 
told. Suleiman

student 24
Column B: Count:

North West 1

2021-01-27 
18:57:25

North 
West Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I cannot condone support the rolling out of mandatory 
vaccina7ons for several reasons: 
1) It is cos7ng the country way too much money - money the 
country can't afford to spend 
2) If the South African government was involved with mul7-
million rand corrup7on with the PPE and sani7zing schemes, 
how can they be trusted with delivering vaccines? 
3) The virus is muta7ng frequently, so the current vaccines might 
not even help in a few months 
4) As for saving lives, more livelihoods are at risk as a result of 
poverty due to the adverse economic effects of uncons7tu7onal 
lockdown regula7ons 
5) Quaran7ne and treat the sick, not the healthy.  If someone 
can recover without a vaccine, it is beper.  This is usually the 
case as many people recover within 10 days of repor7ng 
symptoms and being tested posi7ve.  Why then is vaccina7on so 
urgent? 
6) As of 27 January 2021 the recovery rate is approximately 88%, 
there are other illnesses/diseases that have been claiming more 
lives than corona for years - but no mandatory prac7ces have 
been ins7tuted to try curb those deaths (besides puing lung 
cancer warning labels on cigarepes). 
7) The vaccines should be voluntary - as an op7on for those who 
believe they are at risk (such as medical workers). 

Daniel
Gauteng 8

2021-01-26 
14:37:56 Gauteng Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Daleen

2021-01-26 
02:05:27 Gauteng Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think it is important that the ci7zens of this country can retain 
their rights to freedom; mandatory vaccina7ons would infringe 
upon that right. We should all be able to decide what happens to 
our bodies, how and when too. Thembeka

2021-01-24 
13:07:38 Gauteng Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine was developed in a rush and was not widely tested, 
and the possibility of making mistakes is very high. For this 
reason, it should not be mandatory to have the vaccine. Our kids 
at schools should not be forced to take the vaccine.  Those who 
want to take the risk are at liberty to do so - by taking it or not 
taking it. ZS

2021-01-20 
02:27:25 Gauteng Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I am strongly against the mandatory vaccina7on. Erik

2021-01-19 
18:38:35 Gauteng Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Airlines are already begin to suggest that you may not board 
flights unless vaccinated. This leads one to believe that 
mandatory vaccina7ons might be considered by the 
government. This is an infringement of rights. The right to 
freedom of movement is being trampled Kgalalelo 

2021-01-17 
23:55:17 Gauteng Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone should have the right to choose if they want the 
vaccine or not. I believe that the vaccine will help to curb the 
spread of covid as it has shown to be effec7ve in some countries 
that has rolled out already however I believe that it should be a 
choice. It is against human rights, right of safer and right of 
freedom to force a vaccine on people who choose not to have it. 
Should the vaccine be mandatory the government will be ac7ng 
agains the rights as ci7zens to choose what they want to put in 
their body.  I believe enough people know that they need to get 
the vaccine and the vaccina7on of majority of the people in the 
world will create a mass immunity which will be just as effec7ve. 
So roll out the vaccine to our presidents and ministers of 
provinces as well as our frontline  healthcare workers, elderly 
and people with co-morbidity then to the general popula7on 
however s7ll providing each person a CHOICE in the maper. Lowina 

2021-01-17 
00:19:57 Gauteng Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The virus only affects less than 20 percent of the popula7on. The 
majority get an7 bodies amer geing the virus. So I don't see 
why it's nessesary to vaccinte people who won't be affect by the 
virus. Just vaccinate to who are weak and those of willingly want 
the vaccine Philani

2021-01-15 
12:53:50 Gauteng Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Zharina

Western Cape 7
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2021-01-25 
00:04:22

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My top concerns are mandatory vac and the actual effec7veness 
of the vac. Given how long its taken to produce a flu vac, i don't 
trust that they have perfected the covid vac in such a short 
space of 7me. Also, as a healthy young man who has not 
received any vaccina7ons yet, i do not wish to start. Halen

2021-01-25 
00:04:22

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My top concerns are mandatory vac and the actual effec7veness 
of the vac. Given how long its taken to produce a flu vac, i don't 
trust that they have perfected the covid vac in such a short 
space of 7me. Also, as a healthy young man who has not 
received any vaccina7ons yet, i do not wish to start. Halen

2021-01-18 
18:05:04

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have no interest in receiving a vaccina7on, nor do I want 
anyone to be forced to take it or any other therapy/medica7on 
etc, regardless of their role in society. Make sure that 
vaccina7ons are readily available to those who want them; those 
who do not, let them go without it. It should have been blatantly 
obvious from the start that a significant popor7on of the 
popula7on would not wish to be involved in any kind of 
compelled vaccina7on programme and any intelligent 
government should have factored that into their plans from the 
start. Personally, I've found the vast majority of ci7zens 
supposedly highly at risk of severe infec7on are unconcerned by 
the virus, place liple to no faith in the 'safety' protocols imposed 
on us by the government and in fact only follow then when 
there is a risk they might be punished for not doing so. And I 
have encountered very few who have suffered greatly from this 
virus during the last year, but many who have suffered from the 
lockdown and its associated oppressive policies. The 
government for Southern Africa has done nothing to earn the 
trust or respect of its ci7zens with its conduct during this awful 
season; they should not expect us to trust them with our health 
and our liberty now. Jeffrey

2021-01-18 
15:28:43

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ikhuseleke kangakanani lento loyugonyo kwaye isakushiya 
neside effects ezithini. Mayiqala pha kumagosa 
karhulumente,uze siyikholelwe ukuba ayinabungozi. Ziyayazi xa 
sisonke into yokuba uba ibiphephele lento yongonyo 
besingazuyifumana siluluntu ibizakuphelela kubo nenzalelwane 
zabo njengayo yonke enye into ephucukileyo. Abantu bakuthi 
babangeziwa itest labs bethuna Mia

2021-01-18 
09:33:52

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the vaccine in order to assist in rapid recovery of the 
popula7on and economy, but I am concerned about the 
vaccine's long term effects on the body as this has not been 
studied extensively enough. I would like to request that the 
vaccine is not made into a legal obliga7on, but rather a choice 
for the individual to make. I will wait and see how it effects 
people ini7ally and if it is effec7ve enough, before going for it. Aimee

2021-01-17 
15:29:39

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Nabeelah 

2021-01-16 
11:53:33

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My major concern is if our government makes this vaccine 
compulsory! (In which case, I will be forced to disobey the/that 
'law'!) That would be extremely unethical, unfair, 
uncons7tu7onal and morally wrong! (FYI, I am not blatantly 
agents vaccines, I have gopen all my normal ones and there 
boosters, as late as in 2019.) This cannot and definitely should 
not ever, under any circumstances be made mandatory!!! Daniel

Limpopo 3
2021-01-23 
07:26:16 Limpopo Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Unarine 

2021-01-21 
18:01:45 Limpopo Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should not be mandatory. We should all be given the 
right to choose if we would like to be vaccinated or not. Silvia

2021-01-15 
14:47:15 Limpopo Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Pa7ent have right to choice. Mendatory vaccina7on is viola7on 
of that right and should never be allowed. The jus7fica7on that 
they will infected other people is stupid. If the vaccine is 
effec7ve then I being infected will not cause any pandemic. 
Everyone has a right to choose what happen to their bodies. Terris 

Eastern Cape 1
2021-01-20 
07:57:41

Eastern 
Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on John

KwaZulu-Natal 1

2021-01-19 
14:15:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I totally disagree with the fact that non-tax paying convicted 
criminals are going to get the vaccine in the beginning of the roll 
out, they deserve to be the last ones on the list. The vaccine 
shouldn't be mandatory either and should be voluntary. Ismaeel

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-18 
12:44:59

Norther
n Cape Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have strong reserva7ons against the mandatory vaccina7on. it 
looks like the views of the people will not be taken into 
cognisance, those that do not want the vaccine fearing probable 
side effects. there is a lot of uncertainty about the side effects of 
the vaccine, its effec7veness to fight the virus. even though the 
vaccine is meant to protect us against Covd, what has it passed 
all trials that is needed to go through and has its effect amer 
having been taken fully studied.  there are lot of uncertain7es 
around this covid-19 vaccine to the extend that millions do not 
trust the government about their lives. ONKARABILE

Mpumalanga 1
2021-01-15 
12:00:26

Mpumal
anga Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Dietrich

Outside SA 1
2021-01-15 
10:25:06

Outside 
SA

German
y Not fully student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Keneilwe

Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 517
Column E: Count:

employed individual 204
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 80
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2021-02-18 
22:30:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. I have the right to make an informed choice about which 
vaccine or preventa7ve medicine I take against Covid.  
2. Governments limits the choice, should I prefer a vaccine not 
on their list 
3. We do not know the long term effect of the vaccine 
4. I prefer Ivermec7n Brenda

2021-02-01 
13:39:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mabora

2021-01-28 
11:51:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Moscow

2021-01-27 
14:34:11 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't understand why alterna7ves are being shut off,  instead 
of being put out there as a choice to the doctor and pa7ent, 
instead of trying to get a vaccine we are not even sure about, we 
cannot even afford and which might be at cost of us Tax payers 
when are are already feeling robbed as we pay high taxes for 
poor service delivery.

Mmatholoan
a

2021-01-27 
14:00:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm not sure if the en7re thing legit. I need to see prove that it 
works well on others who had it already then I can believe it's 
well to use. My apologies but I can't just trust. William

2021-01-25 
23:21:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm concerned that the vaccine hasn't been given enough 7me to 
go through all the trials & that we'll be forced to take it. 
I know that COVID-19 isn't just a regular flu but at least in the 
past we had the op7on to get a flu shot if we wanted it & if we 
didn't then we weren't forced to. Margaret

2021-01-25 
11:19:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly there is no scien7fic evidence to prove that any vaccine is 
effec7ve against 501Y.V2 or any other variant. Opposi7on par7es 
are too blinded by poli7cal point scoring and should stand down 
from this issue because they do not put best interest of ci7zens 
first. 
Knowing that Covid-19 will con7nue to mutate and thus vaccine 
efficacy will be an ongoing ques7on, the SA government should 
focus on finding effec7ve treatments so that Covid pa7ents can 
all be treated and death prevented. This should be the priority. 
2nd priority should be inves7ng in an African developed & 
manufactured vaccine based on African samples, African data for 
the African popula7on. 
FDA is an arm of the US govt - we need to stop regurgita7ng 
what they say, as they have their own agenda. 
The vaccine roll-out can be done in the mean7me un7l we have 
our own vaccine, but it is not the be all and end all. Thoko

2021-01-22 
16:36:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is that there is not enough data to substan7ate the 
efficacy of the vaccine. I would wait at least a year to see what 
side effects are being experienced. Hajira

2021-01-22 
16:27:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The roll out of this vaccine should go to the high risk induviduals.  
It is an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine. We have no idea of the long 
term affects . It makes no sense to give it to a healthy person 
that will not be affected by the virus with an experimental 
vaccine. 

This nonsense that evermec7n needs to be approved by South 
Africa for human consump7on is so bizarre as 80-90 million 
people take it annually for over 40 years. A study came out today 
( Lancet ) by an independent trial that it decreases the viral load 
by 18 7mes on day 7 compared to the par7cipants that did not 
take it. Why South Africa needs to spend money we do not have 
trying to vaccinate 60% of the popula7on with an experimental 
vaccine that we do not even know if it will work on our 
supposedly new strain.  

Let herd immunity do the rest. No cure for the common cold, Flu 
but a cure for this... Got them jokes. 

Those who want the vaccine can pay double for it to sponser 
someone less fortunate. The government can cover the rest. 

I'll take my chances with Vitaman C,D, Zinc and Evermec7n. I will 
not put this experimental 
vaccine in my body. 

Jean

2021-01-22 
11:01:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The governments all over the world need to take a stand against 
big pharma and prevent them from pushing their agenda at the 
cost of lives all over the world. 
If there is a cure - Ivermec7n has been proven in more than one 
country as an effec7ve treatment, for example - then the vaccine 
should not be the priority. 
When it comes to the South African government, ALL the money 
that has "gone missing" needs to be returned ASAP so that 
South Africans (the people the government should be serving) 
can be treated with preventa7ve medica7ons. 
The vaccine should only be distributed once it's effec7veness 
and safety have been proven without a shadow of a doubt. Louise

2021-01-21 
21:40:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Daar is nog nie lank genoeg kliniese toets gedoen om die lang 
termyn gevolge van die enstof te bepaal nie. Johann

2021-01-21 
20:12:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There should b alterna7ve like every other vaccine. We do not 
know what the vaccine is made up of or it’s content. Some 
people react to some medica7on and we don’t know how we 
will react to this. Who has it been tested on , what side effects 
does it have if any how will they b counter acted. Hopefully this 
is not one of those things that government is benefi7ng from 
without thinking about its ci7zens Thuli 

2021-01-21 
15:48:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Valerie
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2021-01-20 
20:26:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sue

2021-01-20 
17:20:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Amina

2021-01-20 
07:21:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lionel

2021-01-19 
13:38:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It can not cost more to change the Ivermec7n for human use, 
probably less than the vaccine. 
I will not take the vaccine.  I rather take my  changes with the 
Ivermec7n. 

MARIEKIE

2021-01-19 
10:20:33 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In addi7on to the major costs of deploying a vaccine, we do not 
know the veracity of this vaccine. It was developed too soon and 
we cannot be assured it's safe.  
Why is the president not ques7oning the status quo, and 
exploring other tried and tested op7ons, Iverrmec7n and other 
approved pharmaceu7cal drugs. 
President Ramaphosa is simply following what everyone else is 
suppor7ng and this is ques7onable. Brendan

2021-01-19 
10:09:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Addi7onally I am concerned about: 
1. The efficacy of the vaccines intended for the ZA popula7on. 
Do we know what they are? 
2. Will the government respect my decision to not take the 
vaccine for whatever reason I may have? Angelique 

2021-01-19 
09:49:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jimmy

2021-01-19 
09:09:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been thoroughly tested to cure COVID and 
Norway is currently inves7ga7ng the deaths of people who were 
vaccinated. Nozizwe 

2021-01-18 
21:48:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concerns are making the vaccine mandatory and the 
associated cost to the taxpayer. especially where the are 
alterna7ves that are available and affordable - Ivermec7n and 
Chloroquine. It actually looks suspicious that Government is 
pushing for vaccine and not open minded to other possible 
alterna7ves.  They must allow all the possible op7ons to be tried 
and not ONLY limit us to vaccine. (By not restric7ng the use or 
availability of the alterna7ves as well.) 

Other natural remedies - steaming with eucalyptus or artemisia 
afra (lengana) or sagebrush (impepho), ea7ng or drinking garlic, 
ginger and lemon etc. 

Duduzile

2021-01-18 
20:56:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Procurment and distribu7on is a challenge. Is centralised 
procurement by government the best way to source and 
distribute the vaccine? What about public private partnerships 
and jointly working on sourcing and distribu7on.  Distribu7on is 
going to be one of our main challenges and the business sector 
can support government in this regard.  in the mean7me why 
not consider alterna7ves that are being rolled out in other 
countries such as ivermec7c and doxy, much cheaper per dosage 
and could possibly have an immediate impact on infec7ons and 
mortality rates. Tracey

2021-01-18 
18:26:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If you want the people of South Africa , the president and all the 
members of parliament  all of them must take the vaccine in 
public must take the vaccine before any of the people of South 
Africa does, and what will the vaccine cost to the people of 
South Africa, there are lots of conflic7ng stories of the vaccine 
even I would not take it I rather take the alterna7ve, one thing 
that is a problem how is this vaccine formed when they do not 
know what Covid base is Krishna 

2021-01-18 
17:26:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Yvonne

2021-01-18 
17:22:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccina7on is s7ll experimental. And there are no long term 
safety studies. Ivermec7n does work. It has been studied, it is 
safe and effec7ve for SARS Co-V 2 viruses. If the argument that 
Ivermec7n has not been researched enough and is not safe 
therefore cannot be used is true then the same is true of this 
experimental vaccine.  Once you have had the vaccina7on  you 
can never get it out of your body while a treatment like 
Ivermec7n flushes out. Ellena

2021-01-18 
16:02:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lethu

2021-01-18 
15:35:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Covid vaccines have not been tested properly and who knows 
what else is in these vaccines... Lynepe

2021-01-18 
14:42:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The so called MRNA vaccines are not even real vaccines. These 
were rushed to market without proper human safety studies 
which usually takes 3 - 5 yrs. They could poten7ally cause 
serious harm to people. These mRNA vaccines are "non 
sterilizing" which means a person who was injected with it, will 
s7ll catch Covid 19 and be able to spread it.   
There are many high  ranking scien7st and front line doctor who 
do not support the use of these so called vaccines as there are 
other trusted, safe medicines which have been in use for 
decades like Ivermec7n, Hydroxy chloraquin, etc. which can be 
re purposed to fight Covid 19 at a frac7on of the costs of the 
MRNA vaccines. 

Lewis
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2021-01-18 
11:03:32 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are so many fake news that a person do not know if you 
must support the vaccine at all. 
An approval from Government side to use Ivermec7n is of the 
utmost importance.  Other countries are using it - why must we 
lack behind.  It is every individual's right to agree to use 
Ivermec7n or any other product.  The Goverment is was7ng 7me 
and in the mean7me we are losing lives. 
I am not sure if I will take the Vaccine and it can take a few years 
before every ci7zen has been inoculated.  Switzerland bought 
enough for the whole popula7on.  How effec7ve will it be if you 
need to get it twice.  How many people will return to get 
vaccinated for a second 7me.  What control will there be or are 
we going to waste a first inocula7on without any follow ups.   I 
am not sure that the Government has a strategy in place to co-
ordinate the vaccina7on program.  Are we once again going to 
spend a lot of money which will go to waste at the end due to 
not having the follow up.  I have too many concerns and doubt 
that the Government  can do this effec7vely.  I even have 
concerns if the vaccine has passed the test of 7me and how 
many side affects will surface once they start with it. 
Sorry - at this point I am an7 the vaccine un7l trial runs are 
done.  Wake up and approve Ivermec7n or can Government live 
with their conscience for some many people are dying while 
they are dragging out the process to approve the medica7on. Hester

2021-01-18 
10:06:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Bernice 

2021-01-18 
10:02:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is such a massive plan in place here and there is more of 
an agenda that is being let on. We can get past this and a 
"vaccine" which has been developed with alterior mo7ves is not 
going to be allowed by me. Use natural and alterna7ve 
remedies, like Ivermec7n. Damian

2021-01-18 
09:56:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel there  must be a lot of choices to be given before the 
vaccine only to be rolled out. In light of all the theories about 
the vaccine I feel more research should be done on the 
alterna7ves like Ivermec7n so that everyone will have a choice. Thabani

2021-01-18 
09:03:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that poli7cians are not as keen to help people as they are 
more interested in full filling their own agenda. I've lost faith in 
the leadership in that they seem to be following the direc7on of 
the first world countries without ques7oning anything. I believe 
that this vaccines have been rushed and may have serious 
consequences to the health of the people, but I guess someone 
has the make money on this crisis. What worries me is the 
reasons why government finds it necessary to restrict certain 
medica7ons that may have a posi7ve effect on this virus. What is 
it that they stand to lose besides displeasing the first country 
friends who stand to make a lot of money with these vaccines. 
Poverty is a reality in South Africa but the government finds it 
very easy to send money outside the country to enrich other 
countries. Thapelo

2021-01-18 
09:01:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concerns are, the costs of this that taxpayers have to carry. 
as is I'm already paying for millions of people to go to varsity, get 
grants etc. now I have to pay for this vaccine again. YES give it to 
the elderly people for free. The Rest that does have medical aid 
can get it for free, those wo don't, can pay for it. How do I know 
this vaccine is Safe? amer decades there is s7ll no cue for HIV or 
Cancer, but in 1 year's 7me the world can develop a vaccine. 
Money Making business. Let the Chinese fit this bill, they caused 
this. What about Ivermec7n  - its proven to work, why delay the 
cure of your na7on with a vaccine when you already have 
something that works. what is being done on the millions of lives 
this government destroyed by implemen7ng a lockdown. you 
are doing more harm that good. and lastly please look at the 
Ethnic Races and determine the covid stats amongst those. and 
act accordingly! Juan

2021-01-18 
08:39:22 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think they are lying to us. They have not secured, and projects 
in play will not see the vaccine in the quan77es needed quick 
enough to prevent further deaths. 

To take  Ivermec7n of the shelves saying its not tested, one 
smells a rat. This is a drug that is approved for Human 
consump7on, and a trial to test its effec7veness will  not take 
long. I hear this is being used in other Africa countries helping to 
prevent the losses we are currently having. 

It possibly can be used as a preventa7ve drug whilst we wait for 
the vaccine which will serve as a more durable preventa7ve. 

Whilst we wait for the vaccines many more casual7es await us in 
a country that cannot afford total lockdown an further 
hemorrhaging of the economy. Roy

2021-01-18 
08:26:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

News are that only one vaccine may be used in south africa I 
would suggest that people have a choice what vaccine they 
would like to use Marcelle
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2021-01-18 
08:25:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have listened / read the news on the roll out of the covid 19 
vaccine 

I wonder where all the money went, which the ANC gov 
borrowed from the WHO/ and the Int Mon Fund. 
The vaccine they purchased should have been for all South 
Africans, to ensure that all people in the country gets the 
vaccine at the same 7me. This will get the ci7zens immune 
systems going and also start the economy 

Ivermec7n, is an op7on for those who will not be vaccinated 
now, because they will be side cared for now, our gov will not 
look into this op7on because someone in government will not 
benefit from this because this drug is already on the market, and 
no one will take this on because ROI for the pharm cpnys 
currently involve with development of the vaccine will be to 
small, to look into ivermec7n for human consump7on and Covid 
19 treatment 

The ANC,s track record , has shown that focus is not on the poor 
person because as funny as it is, PPE, must be purchased by all, i 
have not come across since the pandemic started, where the 
normal ci7zen can go to a place where they can just get access 
to subsidized free PPE,s, if you work from your home you will 
have to buy masks, sani7zers, you name it,  

The focus is not on helping those who are in the middle class, 
job crea7on was poor before the Pandemic, the economy 
suffered before the pandemic, crippled by policies such as 
affirma7ve ac7on and BBBEE.  

This country needs leaders who can do the right thing and to do 
the right thing will not always be a popularity contest. Poli7cians 
lie.... 

So no i do not have trust in the broader govmnt ,  

Francois

2021-01-18 
07:32:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why we don't have HIV & Cancer vaccine, why the coronavirus 
was done so quick, I don't have problems with vaccine as we all 
have vaccine in our bodies. I'm just worried that we might inject 
things in our bodies which might cause harm in the long run. I 
propose that we start with ivermci7n for 2021 and see the 
outcome and then if it doesn't work, we can go for vaccine Ishmael

2021-01-18 
07:31:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why does our government not allow alterna7ve medicines 
approved on the  list of WHO Juan

2021-01-18 
07:13:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is concerning to witnesses alterna7ve treatment of Corona 
virus being banned even if it has been deemed effec7ve. This 
looks like a forced vaccina7on and I am fully against it, 
furthermore the vaccines that is being sourced has not been 
fully tested on south African condi7ons which make it a huge 
risk for South Africans to take, we will be guinea pigs. I reject the 
roll out, but yet for those who are keen on taking the jab they 
can freely do so. Vutlhari

2021-01-18 
06:38:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Let the Minister be vaccinated first and all of parlement public 
where we can see they receive it - if there are no side effects we 
can see it through their reac7on to the vaccine.  yolanda

2021-01-18 
06:23:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccine has not been tested enough. What are the long term 
impact on the young and cancer? Why may it not be safe for old 
people yet safe for the rest? Why have 23 already died? Michelle

2021-01-18 
06:04:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Darsh

2021-01-17 
20:46:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This virus is not the deadliest virus. There's about 90% erecovery 
rate in South Africa. Who needs a vaccina7on on such a high 
recovery rate. People must just take care of their immune and 
take proper precau7ons. A herd immunity can be reached 
naturally. Rosinah

2021-01-17 
18:59:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Is this a vaccine?  Vaccines are made using the virus to build an 
immunity.  Doubt it has any covid markers in it.  This sounds like 
some synthe7c  injec7on.   

How will it eliminate COVI SARS 19 virus. 

Please explain what it is made of and what effect it will have on 
us Jennifer 

2021-01-17 
17:49:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

since there serious adverse effects seen from other countries  
including so many deaths from the vaccine in Norway its really 
worrisome  the government should allow use of Ivermec7on 
since other countries habe been using it with great results  and 
its main side effect is nausea and diarrhoea  mainly  and I dont 
think its a good idear to start with health care workers since 
theres a shortage what if we lose more of them from the very 
side effects  aggrava7ng the shortage, its best our leaders go first 
so we can see its really working and then the prisoners and 
illegal  foreigners and then the rest can follow Valen7a
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2021-01-17 
12:23:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is proving much more successful in preven7ng and 
trea7ng corona. Mul7ple studies from across the world is 
proving this. It is a frac7on of the cost. Is an exis7ng medicine 
(since 1975) and has won a Nobel prize. It is readily available. 
This should be our first line of defense. Individuals should have 
the right to choose if they want to use this treatment. Its use 
should be legalized ASAP! 

Vaccines are basically unproven and there is no long term data 
available. It may also only offer protec7on for a few months at a 
7me and those vaccinated can s7ll spread it to those who are 
unvaccinated. The government is conceding to interna7onal 
pressure and big pharma - they need to do what's right for our 
country & our people and not create huge debts trying to buy a 
basically unproven treatment - which is expensive to buy as well 
as needing to employ professionals and equipment to administer 
it - all these add unnecessary costs. The storage thereof is also 
an issue. - especially in a country like SA.  

If they do want to roll out vaccines for those who wish to have it 
- private medical aids and pharmacies need to have access to the 
vaccine so that it can be distributed correctly and administered 
efficiently. They have the experience and are not corrupt (as 
government has proven 7me and 7me again).  It should NOT be 
mandatory. Lorepe

2021-01-17 
11:34:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not gone through the clinical trials to ensure 
safety.  This is unprecedented in the field if vaccines.  I will not 
be taking the vaccine.  I am high risk and as I work from home I 
prefer to sani7se, social distance and work on strengthening my 
immune system.  There are also too many theories about this 
vaccine and the great reset.  I am not going to be manipulated 
by anyone to take a vaccine.  This ac7vity would be deemed 
illegal in any other situa7on.  Our government must do what is 
right for our country and not expose it's people to a greater 
agenda. Héloïse 

2021-01-17 
11:29:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has not been enough studies undertaken to ensure the 
safety of these vaccines.  
I personally feel  the use of the cheap alterna7ve being 
Ivermec7n should be inves7gated and given as an alterna7ve.  
We should have the right to choose our preferred treatment and 
not be forced to receive a vaccina7on which has not been 
proven or side effects known Georgia 

2021-01-17 
11:29:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has not been enough studies undertaken to ensure the 
safety of these vaccines.  
I personally feel  the use of the cheap alterna7ve being 
Ivermec7n should be inves7gated and given as an alterna7ve.  
We should have the right to choose our preferred treatment and 
not be forced to receive a vaccina7on which has not been 
proven or side effects known Georgia 

2021-01-17 
11:03:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is other op7ons which is not considered and some is now 
banned due to the effec7veness. That spells hidden agendas 
from governments Pieter

2021-01-17 
10:57:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't believe the pharmaceu7cals that this vaccine is as 
effec7ve as they claim, based on past evidence. It is being 
marketed as a silver bullet to cure the world of covid, but my 
view is that this will not occur; there is a long road ahead to fight 
covid/let it run its course. 

They may certainly try it out, but I believe it is ethically wrong to 
give the popula7on at large, false hope. I also do not believe 
mandatory vaccina7on should be implemented as this goes 
against our human rights, also enshrined in our cons7tu7on Jeremy

2021-01-17 
10:31:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hiw do  they decide who is going to get the vaccine ; is it Bee 
standards to follow . It probably will be majority for one race . Kevin

2021-01-17 
09:38:22 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned about the long term effects of the vaccine given 
the short 7me for its development. I can't trust it. Our long term 
health is important but our government seems not to have our 
beper and healthy future in mind. Tshepo 

2021-01-17 
09:32:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Come on SA, how about us being the pioneers in the world and 
treat everyone with Ivermec7n,Zinc, Vit D Etc... Drug companies 
have rushed through a vaccine which  killed  quite a few older 
people in Norway. Other countries aren't supplying stats of 
deaths from the vaccine but bad reac7ons are making their way 
into the public. All to make money and nothing as noble as 
curing people. Ivermec7n has been around since the 70's, is 
apparently effec7ve with liple to no side effects.  Let's give the 
finger to 'Big Pharma' and treat SA with a working, cost effec7ve 
and SAFE treatment.! Simon

2021-01-17 
08:38:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is alterna7ves available, that has been  in place for years, 
let everyone decide on his own, amer all this is not a communist 
state, although it seems to be with all your ridiculous rules 
around Covid19 Jakkie

2021-01-17 
07:49:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly SA should consider  manufacturing it's own rather that 
impor7ng medicines. Wits is busy with  covid trials can't SA 
con7nue with it's own without relying & empowering other 
countries too much dependency whilst SA has world class 
speciality. Mul7pronged approach is beper than focusing on one 
solu7on. Taxpayers money should  be used applying sound 
minds not giving pharmaceu7cals an upperhand to dictate 
pricing. Busisiwe

2021-01-17 
07:13:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough and convincing research has been done on the 
vaccine and it does not guarantee that you are immune Jenny
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2021-01-16 
20:31:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't agree with south African government to  vaccinate us as 
South African, we must establish the root cause of this Corona 
virus because our government is not allowing hospital to 
perform the post mortem. Sello

2021-01-16 
20:14:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are alterna7ves that can be used for this virus. But those 
willing to take the vaccine are welcome to do so. However we 
must not be forced to take it. Some of us have used natural 
herbs and remedies to treat our families and it worked. I have a 
concern with regards to the side effects of this vaccines they are 
not clear. Mandi

2021-01-16 
19:47:22 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All treatments should be explored. Ivermec7m is a good 
terna7ve in the interim while vacsines are s7ll explored. We 
must help everybody Annerie

2021-01-16 
19:47:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All treatments should be explored. Ivermec7m is a good 
terna7ve in the interim while vacsines are s7ll explored. We 
must help everybody Annerie

2021-01-16 
19:42:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There should be a roll out of the vaccine in conjunc7on with the 
op7on of receiving Ivermec7n treatment Vivien

2021-01-16 
18:13:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Waper poli7kus se familie maak weer geld uit die entstof, met 
hoeveel is die prys aangepas sodat familie kan geld maak, en ryk 
word soos met PPE en as hulle uitgevang word niks oorkom nie? Hennie

2021-01-16 
16:43:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have seen so many videos where the plan is to kill off a third of 
the popula7on with the vaccines.  How do we know the vaccine 
is true and its effec7ve.  Has it been tested propertly and 
approved by our own scien7sts?  Amanda

2021-01-16 
10:28:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The efficacy of Ivermec7n has been proven in many studies as a 
prophylac7c and early treatment of Covid. It is cheaper and safer 
than any vaccine that was concocted for  this purpose. 
I strongly urge the government to focus on the procurement of 
Ivermec7n and allowing the roll out of Ivermec7n as an 
alterna7ve to the vaccine.  
I strongly urge the government to have a referendum 
(electronic) administered by StatsSA or any big data company 
who can quickly and securely tally the votes to see hiw many 
people would want a vaccine and how many prefer Ivermec7n. 
This way we can plan the acquisi7on and prevent was7ng money 
and playing with people's lives.  
I also strongly urge the government that many ci7zens will 
support a case of murder against the ANC and specifically the 
President, if the government stands in the way of people 
obtaining a drug that was proven to save lives. 
Let those who want to take a vaccine have access to it - it is their 
choice. But let those who want to use Ivermec7n have that 
op7on.  

Mr President, think carefully! Who's opinion of you is more 
important now? You people's or the Global crooks you work for? 
Tough decisions in tough 7mes. You can make the right decision 
and stand up for your people. Lorraine 

2021-01-16 
09:33:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe that there are alterna7ve medicine that is used in 
Australia that is very effec7ve  and low cost and on the WHO list. 
Every person should have the opportunity to get medica7on. 
Concerned about the side effects of what we going to use as a 
vaccine. 
How do the government only choose certain people, some are 
younger with illness that should also be able get medicine...be 
transparent and show us the trials to proceed the vaccine that it 
is save. Lizelle

2021-01-16 
07:29:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think it should be a maper of choice. I don’t have anything 
against people wan7ng the vaccine, I personally do not. I also 
don’t trust our government and their agendas. As we’ve seen in 
the past over and over again, they are self serving. Nina

2021-01-16 
05:53:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe we should do as the south African  doctors are pleading 
with the president to use Ivermec7n as this has been around 
since 1975 and has been approved. With all the stories of 
conspiracies, we must avoid anything coming from other 
countries like Europe, USA, Russia, China etc. bondy

2021-01-15 
16:34:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don’t want to get vaccinated, I am more interested in 
alterna7ves for example Ivermec7n. This is something that can 
be rolled out NOW to save lives. People using it locally abs 
interna7onally have shown good results. Why has government 
not done a clinical trial? Furthermore, vaccina7on roll-out by 
government will lead to more corrup7on. I do however fully 
support anyone else who wants to take the vaccine. I do believe 
that different op7ons ito trea7ng the virus should be available to 
all. Every person is en7tled to choose what they want to put into 
their body. Ani

2021-01-15 
15:49:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lizelle
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2021-01-15 
15:30:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will not support a vaccine un7l the government can show 
comprehensive reasons for not using cheaper FDA approved 
drugs like Ivermec7n or Hydroxychloroquin  which have been 
safely used with MILLIONS of doses worldwide. It seems on the 
face of it that vaccine companies are going to earn trillions of 
dollars off an essen7ally new technology with zero 
accountability for any failures, when the above two op7ons are 
extremely cheap and scalable and have enough data to prove it. 
Why has the government banned Ivermec7n now when it has 
been used for the treatment of parisi7c infec7ons. In other 
words only now that it is a threat to the use of vaccines it 
suddenly gets banned..... SO what are doctors supposed to treat 
parasi7c infec7ons with now? And why was it not banned 
before? Finally,  I am not going to get the vaccine un7l I see what 
effects it has on a sufficient sample. By all means let the 
government test it on the most important people in the country 
(healthcare workers) and when that has been documented I will 
reformulate my opinion. Maphew

2021-01-15 
14:36:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

the government must not be the sole one to roll out the vaccine 
because where is our freedom to choose and it will be  corrupt 
complot and the tax payer must pay for that Markus

2021-01-15 
13:58:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South African government  has for the last decade demonstrated 
a culture of corrup7on without consequence , task forces set up, 
the presidents WORD on roo7ng this is falling on deaf ears and 
government is a failure when the public needs them most.  This 
culture of the tax payers being obligated to  ( blah blah blah ) 
enough is enough - this is a cri7cal part in our history,  many 
third par7es have come onboard to assist with rollout - its give 
them a chance ,embrace it and u7lize the help to best exercise 
the duty of carrying out what is required in the public sector.  I 
am seriously concerned that most of the vaccines will not make 
it to the designated people ,  why are we as a third world also 
shun7ng at the idea of using ivermec7n -a cheap alterna7ve 
op7on  ( India has a kit  at 2.65 USD in use -just - per individual ) 
this will save the government billions and offer a solu7on to the 
pandemic.  Might be a few cents more with the impor7ng of the 
product.  It is used in animals - which we consume , it kills 
viruses , I am no expert but that is the ra7onal there - take the 
flippin tablet.  What are we wai7ng for!!   Another fat cat to rise 
- government officials to get the vaccine,  their immediate 
families,  their 45th family members before it is taken to where it 
mapers most.  We are ul7mately a democracy - the third party 
service providers set them selves up, you want the shot , 
register, get a 7me slot and get the vaccine.  That simple. Kumar

2021-01-15 
13:21:08 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Karin

2021-01-15 
12:24:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is very limited proof of the safety & efficacy of the various 
vaccines while Ivermec7n has been proven to work.. Cornu

2021-01-15 
11:08:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Siegfried 

2021-01-15 
11:01:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Is the vaccine safe and why are people especially those who are 
on their death bed not allowed to at least try something like 
Ivermec7m? Hennie

2021-01-15 
10:11:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Please mo7vate more research into ivermec7n urgently!!! Cornie 

Western Cape 56

2021-02-18 
05:17:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Irina

2021-01-27 
08:38:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I've seen health care frontline workers  fain7ng and dying within 
minutes amer receiving the vaccina7on. Why is Government 
stalling on legalising the Ivermec7n? Surely, the drug we already 
have can save our people and save costs for our country. Warthieya

2021-01-27 
08:38:27

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I've seen health care frontline workers  fain7ng and dying within 
minutes amer receiving the vaccina7on. Why is Government 
stalling on legalising the Ivermec7n? Surely, the drug we already 
have can save our people and save costs for our country. Warthieya

2021-01-22 
14:04:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Main concern - other forms of treatment have been and are 
available, i.e. the Ivermec7n treatment. How many lives could 
have been saved and lockdowns avoided if we just allowed 
people the freedom to choose their form of treatment and 
whether or not they want to cut themselves off from society via 
isola7on/social distancing etc.  

The vaccine has not been properly peer reviewed or tested and 
it is uncertain how successful it will be as it is not yet even 
understood how long it remains effec7ve.   

Meanwhile jobs/businesses are sacrificed and school children 
and ter7ary students educa7ons severely hampered while we 
work our way to the inevitable outcome of herd immunity. Herbert 

2021-01-21 
17:50:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Concerns are the side effects. It should be a choice as we are a 
democracy. Vaccine is rela7vely new and why has ivermec7n 
been banned as it has been tried and tested . The fact that the 
vaccine could possibly have a tracing agent  is what concerns me 
and the long term repurcussions on ones health from having 
taken the vaccine. Shireen

2021-01-21 
09:47:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Pierre
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2021-01-20 
13:27:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hi i am concerned about the effec7veness and also lack of 
tes7ng. Why not use alterna7ves that exist and work 
eg.ivormec7n Yusuf 

2021-01-20 
09:08:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has 62% success rate and this is very worrying. 

It is a DNA vaccine which is rarely approved to be used by other 
countries. Zolisa

2021-01-19 
17:25:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine hasn’t been tested to its full capacity. It cannot be 
enforced onto the people of SA Tshireletso

2021-01-19 
15:03:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

That the government must have a look at alterna7ves aswell and 
not just follow blindly the vaccina7on route and not to enforce 
the vaccina7on on the ci7zens all parlementarians must be 
vaccinated first and we'll wait for the outcomes and results 
therefrom Nadeem

2021-01-19 
13:47:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alex

2021-01-19 
12:48:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There has been a prejudiced and one-sided focus on 
prematurely-developed vaccines as the only means of 
medica7on, dismissing other possible medicines and remedies 
out of hand. And, as always, even in the case of this cri7cal 
pandemic, the vaccina7on strategies and op7ons are subject to 
ANC-state control, at the exclusion of other providers and 
possible other avenues of  mass-vaccina7on. On top of it all, it 
now appears that the ANC state, due to its control of the 
vaccina7on process, has the power to decide that criminal 
prisoners will enjoy privileged early vaccina7on over law-abiding 
and tax-paying ci7zens. Just goes to show where the real 
commitment of this regime lies.   Arjan

2021-01-19 
12:48:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) igna7us

2021-01-19 
11:59:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This vaccine has not been properly tested to warrant rolling it 
out so soon. And there are alterna7ves to use, why not explore 
those?? 

For something where less that a few percent of the popula7on 
does, I dont agree with a vaccine being the answer. Keren

2021-01-19 
10:50:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I see no need for a vaccine when the covid 19 virus keeps on 
muta7ng. There are many many cures for covid 19 but pushing a 
vaccine to make money is the lowest of low. I personally won't 
take the vaccine, but to those who do, good luck. Shehaam 

2021-01-19 
09:34:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly the vaccine the government wants to implement is very 
costly and the unemployment rate is extremely high with the 
current lockdwn.  
There's no certainty that the vaccine will have side effects or 
even be detrimental to human life as it has not been tested 
globally.  
The vaccine Ivermec7n, a noble prize in 1975,much cheaper, 
quite effec7ve should have been used long 7me ago even prior 
the second wave.  
I also hope that the government will listen to the people as the 
people voted for this government so they'll listen, if they claim 
that South Africa is a Democra7c country, to use Ivermec7n and 
to roll out the vaccine to those who need it, like the frontliners 
not the prisoners but pensioners.  
Not the people in the shopping malls but those in the 
townships,maybe not the schools but those in old age homes.  
Schools can be rolled out in the second phase.  
Government must listen to the voice of the people, 
professionals, scien7sts in general not only those who serve on 
the government panel.  
Save lives by listening to all South Africans Mr President. Samsoodien 

2021-01-19 
08:05:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Local herbs like mhlonyane and steaming should be used as 
alterna7ve cure methods as they have proven to be working on 
larger popula7on Myezo

2021-01-19 
06:42:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My major concern is that none of the vaccines has been tested 
extensively. I want to know why Ivermec7n cannot be 
administered even though it is made for pes7cides in animals it 
obviously targets pes7cides and tested on animals like any other 
drug on the market...it is helping a lot of people out there plus 
its way cheaper and easily available. I also want to suggest that 
the medical proffessionals handle any type of rollout as the 
government is not fully equipt and those who knows should do. 
It was men7oned that prisoners together with the elderly should 
be geing the jab before us regular ci7zens...how do they jump 
the line in front of people with comorbidi7es...WOW Shiehaam

2021-01-18 
13:38:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm concerned that the government will consider new vaccines - 
with limited evidence of safety, ahead of drugs like Ivermec7n, 
which are known to be safe and are cheap. La7fa

2021-01-18 
11:21:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Noluyolo

2021-01-18 
10:30:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Concerned there are other alterna7ves (Ivermec7n) with much 
less side effects and people should be given the op7on (not 
mandatory) on how they would like to proceed medically to 
combat this serious health issue. Alterna7ves like Ivermec7n 
(more affordable) can prevent you from geing COVID 19 at all! 
Seriously! This needs to be made available too and people need 
to be able to choose how they want to protect themselves, in a 
way they can afford too. The vaccine is unfortunately not going 
to be the easy fix that people are is expec7ng it to be - you can 
s7ll get COVID 19 once vaccinated with poten7ally milder 
symptoms and some horrific side effects. Please consider what is 
best for all. Lindy
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2021-01-18 
10:26:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why doesn't government look at this alterna7ve as it's cost 
effec7ve. Our country is already in dyer straights, bankrupt and 
with this alterna7ve costs can be cut.  Proof of of it being 
effec7ve is out there. Please don't rob us of more money! Riana

2021-01-18 
09:25:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

People must not be forced or put under pressure to take a 
vaccine if they are fearful or truly believe in alterna7ves. The 
op7on can be presented but not forced!! Rosalyn

2021-01-18 
08:05:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are cheaper, alterna7ves with less side effects. I feel SA 
can come up with it's own solu7ons. We should not have a 
forced vaccine for a disease with 98% recovery rate. I don't trust 
Bill Gates either. Alison

2021-01-18 
06:50:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Scien7sts do don’t understand Covid19 fully and what’s more 
concerning is that a vaccine was developed in such a short 7me 
without being properly tested and determening long term 
effects on humans.  
The vaccine will put strain on taxpayers as taxpayers will be hit 
with increased taxes to pay for a vaccine which might make 
people sick a few years from now.  
Wait for a year to see what happens in other countries where 
popula7ons have been vaccinated before making it mandatory in 
SA. This virus will die out as quickly as it arrived but government 
has to ensure medical facili7es are available for the worst 
affected   Amer all, government started the first lockdown to 
prepare medical facili7es.  
The MRNA should definitely never come to SA nor should 
anything containing GMO’s Tony

2021-01-17 
23:35:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am a very healthy person, by God's grace, and never even get 
the flu. I rarely take medicine. If I get ill from Covid I will choose 
an alterna7ve, like Invermec7n, rather than the vaccine. I am 
against mass vaccina7on when there is a proven effec7ve 
approved and cheaper alterna7ve. Arlene

2021-01-17 
23:20:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

India one of the countries we are purchasing the vaccine from 
are giving ivermec7n  as an aded benefit to the vaccine to its 
ci7zens.  

Why are we not following suit?  The children the teachers  the 
nurses, doctors the aged should  be geing the vaccine first.  
Anyhow  to reach herd immunity it really needs to get to those 
who are unable to prac7ce proper hygiene whether by 
circumstance of work or just stupidity. 

SA has about 59million ci7zens not coun7ng aliens.  To reach 
herd immunity we need to immunise 40 million.  We have 
purchased 20 million vaccine and we need  2 doses.   

There's s7ll lot outstanding.  I will boost my bodies immunity by 
taking ginger, honey etc as it's way longer than What is led to 
believe before we will get anywhere close to herd immunity. 

Take care... Manoj

2021-01-17 
20:06:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) President and parlement van be vaccinated first. Marié

2021-01-17 
16:34:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Viruses by their nature mutate and all the focus has been on a 
vaccine rather than alterna7ves... it is as if they believe a round 
of vaccina7on and the problem will go away. Whereas it has 
been shown that certain medicines can work.  

For example if everyone was given an effec7ve an7 parasi7c 
medicine which prevented the virus it would die out and we 
would not need to worry about all the spreading of it...  

I will not take this vaccine for a number of reasons. Firstly i am 
young and healthy and i think there are several risks associated 
with the vaccine..  so i will rather take my chances against the 
virus. 

If all those who are afraid or at risk are vaccinated there would 
be no more reason for the rest of the popula7on to need to 
vaccinate.  

These vaccines have not been made or tested according to 
standard vaccine procedures... the way this en7re pandemic is 
being handled is sinister.... apempts to force people to fear 
merely to force a fast tracked vaccine made with new 
technology... doesnt seem right. I dont trust it at all. I am a 
biologist with scien7fic training and the way this is being 
handled is very worrying.  

Why would they use a gene7c marker - luciferase - in the 
vaccine? This fluorescent marker is to iden7fy whether gene7c 
engineering was successful under lab circumstances... why 
would they inject that into people? To see whether their gene7c 
engineering experiment was successful? There is no ways 
anyone can convince me of that being okay... it isnt... mRNA 
vaccines? Why? In biology the way to make an organism sterile 
or seedless is to alter its gene7cs a liple... i do not want to 
subject my body or that of my loved ones or children to 
something that may alter gene7cs... this is not right.  It goes 
against my religion as well as common sense. Julia

2021-01-17 
16:34:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine choice being finanacially driven and not quality 
driven, and then enforcing all of us to take the "cheapest" 
product chosen by the leasdt trustwothy people. 

I have money, let me choose my "juice" ! Guss
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2021-01-17 
16:33:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Aamaal

2021-01-17 
12:43:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The use of ivermec7n should be priori7sed, both as a 
prophylac7c and treatment op7on. This has the poten7al to save 
lives right now, lives which will be lost as we wait for the vaccine 
rollout. 
The vaccines should only be used for the most vulnerable, 
including health care workers, and only if they want them. 
Vaccina7on should not be compulsory nor should it be rou7ne. 
The cost of procuring vaccines for 40 million is not affordable 
and I have no confidence that the state will be able to administer 
them correctly. This will result in waste on an epic scale. We 
cannot afford this kind of experiment. 
Talk of the need to get achieve 'herd immunity' through 
vaccina7ons is misleading. Hundreds of thousands of South 
Africans have already been infected and were either 
asymptoma7c or have already recovered. Vaccina7ng them 
provides no beper protec7on than they already have. 
The long term effects of these vaccines is unknown and will only 
become evident years later.  
It is unknown whether vaccines will protect against new strains 
of the virus, so they may offer liple value in return for huge costs 
and significant risk.  
The response to the pandemic has been largely compromised by 
poli7cal interference, greed, incompetence, and undue media 
influence.  
 Susan

2021-01-17 
12:17:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Laurisa

2021-01-17 
11:48:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is used in Australia and other countries with good 
results.  It has been approved by FDA  and we seem to have 
stock of it in our country. 
Why can it not be used ...so many people are dying. 
Cyril should hang his head in shame for allowing so many people 
to have died. Debra

2021-01-17 
09:37:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think there should be more vigorous tes7ng of the vaccine and 
that alterna7ves should be looked at. Also although not 
registered in this country other countries have had success with 
Ivermec7n in the treatment of Covid and South African 
authori7es should be willing to look at alterna7ves as it is the 
lives of their ci7zens at stake. Beth

2021-01-17 
02:27:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die vaccines is nie genoegsaam getoets vir effek7witeit nie.  
Bestanddele in vaccines moet bekend gemaak word. Almal se 
keuse of hy inen7ng wil neem aldan nie, moet gerespekteer 
word en alterna7ewe middels soos Ivermek7en moet geweig 
en beskikbaar gestel word aan die breë publiek om profilak7es 
gebruik te kan word sowel as behandeling tydens infeksie. Beuhla

2021-01-16 
22:01:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I support vaccine as a health care interven7on however in light 
of where we are as a country on many fronts I think other 
interven7ons should be priori7zed as we wait to see if the 
vaccine will even work with the new muta7on.  If anything they 
should priori7ze the use and tes7ng something like ivermec7n 
that is cheap and safe and seems to be showing effec7veness in 
many trials. Something like this is far beper suited to our 
challenges as a na7on and therefore should be inves7gated and 
invested in ahead of an expensive and hard to procure vaccine 
that we don’t even know will work properly yet. Siobhan

2021-01-16 
16:45:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I want alterna7ves to be available. I want private companies to 
also have a chance to buy and distribute vaccines. Marsaan

2021-01-16 
15:20:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. I am very concerned about the unknown side effects of this 
vaccine. 
2. In my opinion WHO should take charge with this vaccine to 
ensure everyone who needs it can get it and not their country's 
ability to secure a vaccine. We all know how will that fair. Joseph

2021-01-16 
11:47:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

For those wishing to express their cons7tu7onal and God given 
right, go ahead and take that which you believe to assist you in 
healing however for those who wish to use alterna7ve medicine 
then let us allow them/us/me to express our cons7tu7onal right 
by ensuring our health using medicines such as 
Hydroxychloroquine or Ivermec7n, Vitamin A, C, Zinc and Vit D 
to treat such a disease. Charl

2021-01-16 
09:27:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Susan

2021-01-16 
09:01:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are there no alterna7ves. Feels like e being bullied. Where's 
the funds coming from. Why don't we have op7ons. How will 
the vaccine be distributed equally. How did a vaccine come into 
play so quickly. Was it a mastermind plan set in mo7on? Karen

2021-01-15 
19:41:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The rate of infec7ons and deaths due to Covid, is high. The 
vaccine is not a magic bullet, and costs too much. We can 
produce an effec7ve medicine here called ivermec7n. It is 
cheaper, known interna7onally to stop the virus and increase 
survivability. Greg

2021-01-15 
16:00:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A lot of people has died and more will die of covid-19. People 
should have the right to use Ivermec7n. 
It might not help all, but it could safe a lot of lives.  
At present there is no cure in South Africa.  
Give people the op7on to use 
Ivermec7n.  
Some hope is beper than no hope. Henry
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2021-01-15 
16:00:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A lot of people has died and more will die of covid-19. People 
should have the right to use Ivermec7n. 
It might not help all, but it could safe a lot of lives.  
At present there is no cure in South Africa.  
Give people the op7on to use 
Ivermec7n.  
Some hope is beper than no hope. Henry

2021-01-15 
16:00:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A lot of people has died and more will die of covid-19. People 
should have the right to use Ivermec7n. 
It might not help all, but it could safe a lot of lives.  
At present there is no cure in South Africa.  
Give people the op7on to use 
Ivermec7n.  
Some hope is beper than no hope. Henry

2021-01-15 
16:00:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A lot of people has died and more will die of covid-19. People 
should have the right to use Ivermec7n. 
It might not help all, but it could safe a lot of lives.  
At present there is no cure in South Africa.  
Give people the op7on to use 
Ivermec7n.  
Some hope is beper than no hope. Henry

2021-01-15 
16:00:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A lot of people has died and more will die of covid-19. People 
should have the right to use Ivermec7n. 
It might not help all, but it could safe a lot of lives.  
At present there is no cure in South Africa.  
Give people the op7on to use 
Ivermec7n.  
Some hope is beper than no hope. Henry

2021-01-15 
16:00:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A lot of people has died and more will die of covid-19. People 
should have the right to use Ivermec7n. 
It might not help all, but it could safe a lot of lives.  
At present there is no cure in South Africa.  
Give people the op7on to use 
Ivermec7n.  
Some hope is beper than no hope. Henry

2021-01-15 
16:00:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

A lot of people has died and more will die of covid-19. People 
should have the right to use Ivermec7n. 
It might not help all, but it could safe a lot of lives.  
At present there is no cure in South Africa.  
Give people the op7on to use 
Ivermec7n.  
Some hope is beper than no hope. Henry

2021-01-15 
15:31:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We need to look at alterna7ves vacccines and not be dependant 
on a few companies. Mohammed

2021-01-15 
14:10:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please inves7gate as a maper of urgency into different product 
like Ivermec7n. Danie

2021-01-15 
12:10:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Good day., 
Whilst I acknowledge that the virus is deadly, I believe that it has 
been vastly exaggerated. The numbers have been ar7ficially 
inflated (fact checked with personal knowledge) and the media 
have driven the fear. 

Some vaccines have been very effec7ve, and some deadly ( eg. 
VIOXX and some rolled out into india and Africa). The Covid 
vaccines do not have a long term test period, and there are 
already a lot of receivers that have died, or have suffered 
massive side effects. 

It is not acceptable that the Big Pharma companies are 
indemnified from prosecu7on. It's also not acceptable to 
mandate the vaccines. Like seasonal flu, let those that are fearful 
take it, and leave the rest of us alone. Why should I wear a life 
vest because you're afraid of drowning.... and why should I suffer 
persecu7on for my right to choose?  

Finally, why are countries figh7ng against the use of other 
alterna7ve - and successfully proven remedies - like Ivermec7n 
and Hydroxy? Again, I have irrefutable personal evidence of the 
success of these - even without that of many doctors. Ul7mately 
it's all about the adage "FOLLOW THE MONEY". Bjern 

2021-01-15 
11:20:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Chris7an

2021-01-15 
11:04:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine cannot be made mandatory. It must remain 
everyone's choice.  
Government should not only be looking at the vaccine as a 
solu7on. Ivermec7n has been shown without fault (all tests 
conducted in mul7ple countries) to prevent and treat Covid. This 
is a known drug for 30 years and 30 billion dosages given, has 
shown in prac7ce that it has very few side effects and kills Covid 
in 48 hours. It can save lives right now and the current ban on 
import is criminal. Everyday that government bans the import 
and usage of Ivermec7n, the government stands responsible for 
another few hundred deaths. This shows government has more 
regard for money making pharmas than it has for its own 
people. India (part of BRICS) has taken the lead and is dishing 
out an7-Covid kits which includes Ivermec7n. Why must South 
Africans be treated so badly? Andre

2021-01-15 
09:19:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine that is being rolled out has not been tested fully, 
and is now being forced on us with I'm sure another 
tenderpreneur kickback. Why has Ivermec7n, which is far 
cheaper, has been tested to be fully effec7ve in various 
independent trials been taken off our shelves suddenly. As usual, 
things don;t add up here. Cobus
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North West 2

2021-02-02 
11:33:58

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not understand the ignorance of our medical scien7sts.  
Ivermec7n according to SA authori7es had not been approved 
for human use because according to them there is not enough 
scien7fic studies on it to confirm its use. But there are many 
other countries who had studies done and they approved it. 
Why this type of reasoning when the wheel had been invented 
or are we so full of pride that we do not want to acknowledge 
others work on it.  
Thanks that the president did not make the vaccine compulsory 
because there would have been a ci7zens revolt if it was so and 
many lives would have been criminalized. That was wisdom from 
our president.  Yes and please do not in future discriminate 
against people who do not want it as the have alterna7ve 
effec7ve way to boost their immunity.  Also the fact that 
vaccines uses aborted baby fetuses to make vaccines is a 
problem for people who are pro-life and see abor7on as 
infan7cide or baby murder who has no voice to cry against the 
pain they endure in an abor7on.  Andre &

2021-01-25 
10:56:48

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Is the vaccine 100% safe? 
Will the vaccine makers take liability should things go south? 
How omen will people be expected to vaccinate? 
If more than once do we have the budget for it? 
Why won't the government allow for the use of ivermec7n? 

Mokete 
KwaZulu-Natal 39

2021-02-01 
02:52:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sheralee 

2021-01-25 
12:55:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have not been properly informed of this covid19. We don't 
know the origins of the virus. We've seen the movie Contagion 
and everything is happening exactly as played in the movie and 
its not fair to us that there are people who see us as pawns in 
their game. 

Our government is weak at protec7ng us. I don't trust them at 
all. R500 billion disappeared and no one was prosecuted. Bongani 

2021-01-25 
07:13:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Too liple, too late. Government will pay too much because of 
their dithering and vacilla7on on the maper. Their stubborn 
refusal to allow proven alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n and 
Colchicine shows the failure of decision making by 'the 
Collec7ve'. Shame on the Health Department and Minister of 
Health. Peter

2021-01-25 
07:13:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Too liple, too late. Government will pay too much because of 
their dithering and vacilla7on on the maper. Their stubborn 
refusal to allow proven alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n and 
Colchicine shows the failure of decision making by 'the 
Collec7ve'. Shame on the Health Department and Minister of 
Health. Peter

2021-01-22 
07:08:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a cheap, tried and trusted alterna7ve-others are 
unproven in the long term & I believe a complete waste of 
taxpayers money Susan

2021-01-21 
21:05:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sheila

2021-01-21 
10:47:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is SA not offering Sputnik V as an op7on? It's efficacy is 
equal to the other top vaccines and it has so far reported fewer 
reac7ons and side effects. Also the NIH in the USA have now 
approved Ivermec7n for use as treatment for Covid-19. There is 
sufficient data to suggest strongly that it kills the virus. It is 
perfectly safe if administered correctly and has been used on 
humans for decades. It is beper to take something that may 
work than to do nothing. Brigipe

2021-01-20 
07:52:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I highly commend that ci7zen should be given choices to try all 
medica7on they think can assist in trea7ng covid..why are our 
doctors not allowed to try other medica7ons  which they feel 
can assist us , but they are diregarded and govt is oushing by all 
means that we accept these vaccine as our only solu7on. Busisiwe

2021-01-19 
15:52:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is for all South Africans because major problems 
have been experienced by Pfizer vaccines concerning health 
impact, induced disability, severe allergic reac7ons that occurred 
in the thousands of the USA according to the CDC and FDA 
repor7ng system. REF: hpps://www.lifesitenews.com/news/
coronavirus-vaccines-sending-hundreds-to-er-according-to-us-
govt-repor7ng-system 

Not much is known about AstraZeneca  vaccines except that no 
long term effects have been monitored and that it is being 
rushed & mandated while alterna7ves like Ivermec7n of which 
the effects are known and work much beper - so why use the 
vaccines? And why enforce them? I would encourage SA 
government to reject these rushed vaccines and do what is best 
for all South Africans - use what is tested and known by experts - 
Use Ivermec7n.

Elizabeth 
Jean

2021-01-18 
22:24:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not feel that enough is known or even enough tes7ng is 
done to ensure that the vaccine is safe for use. Not enough 7me 
to allow for research into these drugs has been presented and 
their safety for human use or even the side effects Khumoetsile 

2021-01-18 
21:22:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jill
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2021-01-18 
18:47:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To many myths have been shared,  
1. As a Chris7an I’m unsure since I heard of “Luciferian drug” I 
don’t want a devil stamp,  
2.  What are  the side effects, circula7ng Pfizer drug at the back 
it said not to be distributed in US, EU countries & Canada. Why 
so?  
3.  This must not be made mandatory, there are gaps I don’t 
understand in this process ie Ivermec7n is known but new drugs 
are unknown, why promote it instead of what is known and 
cheaper? THABANI

2021-01-18 
16:49:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not against the roll-out of a vaccine provided it has gone 
through the necessary tes7ng for it to be deemed safe for the 
public. Currently, the roll-out of certain vaccines like Pfiza and 
Moderne have caused other health related issues in candidates 
(eg. bell's palsy) and even death. Furthermore, drug companies 
are exempted from any legal claims that may arise from the 
adverse effects of the vaccine on pa7ents. There is no incen7ve 
to create a vaccine  that has been through the proper tes7ng 
and trial period. 

Given the current situa7on in South Africa and the fact that it 
could take months to get the vaccine rolled-out to reach herd 
immunity, why are other alterna7ves not being considered in the 
mean7me? For example, the use of the drug Ivermec7n which is 
FDA approved and already being successfully used in other 
countries to treat COVID but is banned in South Africa. Lauren

2021-01-18 
13:38:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government has a long history of not delivering on its 
promises, squandering money, stealing and allowing tax-payer 
funded infrastructure to crumble, so I am not hopeful they will 
get things right on this important issue. 
By not looking beyond the silver bullep vaccine, which has huge 
poten7al for poli7cians to grease their palms, they are 
endangering our lives. Alterna7ves MUST be looked at and not 
regarded as FAKE news. Our immune systems need boos7ng. We 
need cheap and effec7ve boosters, treatments and protocols, 
and not an unachievable goal of defea7ng a virus which keeps 
muta7ng, making herd immunity a moving target. terrence

2021-01-18 
09:33:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It takes many years to roll out a new vaccine. We have no idea if 
it will even work or cause more complica7ons.  So many have 
Covid let's try the alterna7ve... what have we got to loose. Jayne

2021-01-18 
09:01:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marcia

2021-01-18 
08:19:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The roll out of a vaccine should be for everyone. Should there be 
vaccina7ons only for a specific group of people then the ones 
that are lem out will have no immunity from those that will carry 
the virus on them! Donavon 

2021-01-18 
06:59:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why has ivermec7n been banned when the drug is proving to be 
effec7ve on many countries worldwide. We are choosing a 
vaccine which has been developed in a few months over a drug 
which has been used since 1975.  Clearly all you care about is 
lining your pockets and and you couldn’t care less about keeping 
SA ci7zens alive. Donavan

2021-01-17 
21:27:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been effec7ve in other countries, has a high rate 
of effec7veness in South Africa yet it has been banned in South 
Africa and use allowed only with applica7ons that are extremely 
unreasonable considering the speed of the virus to cause 
extreme damage or kill a person. Invermec7n is accessible and 
much cheaper to come by however it is not being considered. I 
can't help but come to the conclusion that a deciding factor in 
not accep7ng the use of ivermec7n is because of the par7al 
payment of the vaccine that will be rolled out which needs to be 
recovered through the pa7ents use which would not be possible 
if ivermec7n is used instead. If this is so then our government is 
ac7ng against the cons7tu7on and should be held liable. Preesha

2021-01-17 
20:57:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Tes7ng should be done before mass rollout and govt should 
listen to doctors  as they are qualified to give answer's Fathima

2021-01-17 
16:07:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is 2 fold...1 being While the vaccine is yet to come, 
can ivermec7n be legalized in South Africa. It is available and 
used by people overseas...how does sahpra know whether the 
vaccine is 100 percent safe... the vaccine is Fairly new and videos 
are going around where people have died from it...similarly 
ivermec7n is used overseas. It is no miracle drug but it is some 
sort of hope for the people. Some people claim that the 
recovery rate is beper with ivermec7n. Whrn chloroquine was 
thought to help those with COVID 19- use of it proved there was 
no benefit to people...no studies where done then but doctors 
prescribed it. We are faced with unusual circumstances 
here...surely the government can step up to the plate....  
the second concern is i am a health care worker and I am also 
worried about taking the new vaccine....it is only natural to have 
some sort of trepida7on against it Raeesa

2021-01-17 
11:30:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) S
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2021-01-17 
09:12:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not everyone can take the vaccine. For now we do not have 
enough informa7on to determine if the vaccine make up violates 
our faith prac7ces. Not all tradi7onal or faith based leaders or 
community leaders nor the people of South Africa are being 
consulted adequately with regards to ac7on that government is 
taking. At the moment government is presiding over our lives in 
a forced manner. We are not being given an op7on to choose 
alterna7ves of using treatment either than being told of vaccine. 
We are afraid of our government now as we do not understand 
their inten7on and the authoritarian rule that has been adopted 
by South African government. Sithembile 

2021-01-17 
06:32:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ashnee

2021-01-16 
21:35:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are we not using Ivermax. It is cheap been around for a 
long 7me and people that have used it have benefiped from it. Lynepe

2021-01-16 
18:44:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All South Africans should have the vaccine or medica7on that 
will combat the virus at the same 7me if only the Government 
had taken or budgeted from the  R500 billion they allocated for 
municipali7es. 

Sagie

2021-01-16 
18:14:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If Ivermec7n works why delay. Its readily available  in our 
country. People are dying yet they can be saved with Ivermec7n. 
Why wait for the vaccine? Bilkish

2021-01-16 
16:50:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) LeAnn 

2021-01-16 
13:04:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Goverment has chosen to criminalize Ivermec7n on the basis 
that trials were not done in SA for covid, but neither were trials 
done with any vaccine. Government and the so-called powers 
that be need to put an end to this genocide in South Africa.  

Other countries have results that are contrary to what 
government has alluded to for both the Ivermec7n and the 
vaccine.  

We as the ci7zens of South African reserve the right to choose 
our op7on of treatment, either the vaccines or Ivermec7n or 
both, under the guidance of health care prac77oners. 

I am not an an7vaxer, but will not be jumping first in line either, 
all ministers should be saved first with the vaccine. 

In the interim, let Ivermec7n be used to treat out people and 
prevent them  from dying...  

God bless South Africans, in our 7me of need. Dhiren

2021-01-16 
10:19:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would suggest that cheaper alterna7ves be used to treat the 
sick such as ivermec7n, garlic etc. or even bronchoscopies to 
clear out the phlegm that builds up etc. rather than using such a 
costly immunisa7on programme which is not yet fully proven. Muhammad

2021-01-16 
09:03:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. Has this vaccine been tested?  as there is a new strain 
iden7fied as indicated. 
2. I s7ll say that ivermec7n should be used as it has shown 
results. 
3. Let the country not get into another unsavory diploma7c deal, 
we have  ivermec7n that has 
      proven itself as to be working.   

Suren

2021-01-16 
07:39:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are we not useing ivermec7n if it is safe, why are we using 
drigs that are experimental and can caise cauncer or other side 
effects later on 

Logan

2021-01-16 
06:59:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) ross

2021-01-16 
06:54:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South Africa is third world country and that is understandable. 
The pandemic is real, that's a fact, but we cannot solely rely on 
our Government to focus on first world countries for solu7ons. 

People in this country have home made remedies that work and 
has been saw for decades. Why is our government neglec7ng 
that part as an op7on to the situa7on than just focus on the 
vaccine as the ul7matum answer. This makes people wonder if 
are there now alterior mo7ves to this situa7on, therefore the 
spread of conspiracy theories and fake news.  

Personally, South Africa and its people can add value to the 
situa7on if our government can stop being poli7cians, stereo 
types and narrow minded. People are dying, any possible 
assistance would do just fine at this point un7l we get a 
permanent solu7on. Sandile

2021-01-15 
17:50:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine must be rolled out with alterna7ve op7ons for the 
use of Ivermec7n. Premika 

2021-01-15 
17:27:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Piet
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2021-01-15 
13:50:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I was firstly concerned that prisoners would receive the vaccine 
before the general populace. I am not against them being 
vaccinated but I do not think they should be a priority group.  

Also, there seem to viable and effec7ve treatments available 
that are not being considered. I also do not support mandatory 
vaccina7on, despite being willing to be vaccinated myself.  

Further, I believe the vaccine should be rolled out WITH a 
programme that promotes boos7ng immunity and general 
health. Micah

2021-01-15 
13:29:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think that other alterna7ves like Ivermec7n trials must be fast 
tracked and if they prove to be beneficial as a prophylac7c and 
in the treatment, these must be used first.  This will save our 
government and country a lot of money and since it has been in 
use for many years and has a proven safe track record, it is to be 
preferred over the vaccines which have not been tried and 
tested and could have some very nega7ve side effects. 
With regards to the vaccines that have already been purchased, 
these should be offered on a voluntary basis only and not 
mandatory.  Let each ci7zen make the choice whether to take it 
or not.  Sandy

2021-01-15 
13:01:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Private sector should be allowed to source their own vaccines, at 
least it will be rolled out efficiently without corrup7on! If 
immunity from covid only lasts a few months, why bother with a 
vaccine, is it all about the money? Ceciel 

Eastern Cape 11

2021-01-27 
23:11:45

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Florah

2021-01-21 
16:46:59

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Fred

2021-01-20 
16:38:25

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe Ivermec7n should be freely available for prophylac7c 
and early care. To deny this is tantamount to manslaughter  in 
my opinion.  Forcing the desperate to buy from unscrupulous 
fraudsters instead of a pharmacy or doctor. The vaccine should 
only ever be voluntary, as it is s7ll experimental. Claire

2021-01-19 
13:29:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It would be much more cost effec7ve and available to prepare 
Ivermec7n for use in SA. It smells ropen to burden the tax payer 
further (for the money to be just stolen by poli7cians and 
cronies amer the govt has added their profit) and we already 
have a camel-back-breaking payback burden for loan already 
received - for which the govt cannot give account of. BRANWELL

2021-01-19 
08:15:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To me there was not enough 7me to check its 
effec7veness.,moreover there are other alterna7ves available 
which I think need considera7on Vuyolwethu

2021-01-18 
14:57:17

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It takes years and years of clinical trials before vaccinates are 
approved.  I just don't see how they could possibly have done 
enough tests and trials on the Covid vaccine for them to know 
whether it will be  effec7ve or not, and what the side effects will 
be.  They are s7ll learning about the Covid disease itself (It's only 
been around for just over 1 year),  and what the symptoms and 
long term side effects are.  How could they come up with a 
vaccine for a disease they know very liple about?  On the other 
hand, Ivermec7n has been clinically tested and is approved for 
human use in other countries and has had some success in 
trea7ng Covid.... why not give this a go before injec7ng ci7zens 
with something that could not possibly have been tested 
sufficiently. Tanya

2021-01-18 
12:18:29

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do agree with Government holding all the rights to a possible 
vaccine. 
It should be freely available AND manufactured by our 
laboratories. 
Roll out is too slow. 
We do not have enough doctors, nurses and our state hospitals 
already have a cri7cal shortage of medicines in general. Deborah

2021-01-18 
10:11:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As a microbiologist (virologist) I do support vaccina7on 
campaigns. However, we must not discount the use of other 
alterna7ves such as ivermec7n, which has potent an7-viral 
proper7es, and many studies confirm this. Susan

2021-01-18 
07:17:11

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Cost of the vaccines vs low cost of alterna7ves e.g. Ivermec7n. 
Government wan7ng to monopolise the adminis7ng and roll out 
of the vaccine. 
No faith that the government will effec7vely administer all the 
vaccines i.e. storage , logis7cs, trained people to administer , 
corrup7on etc. Neill

2021-01-16 
21:51:17

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe you should have the right to choose if you want the 
vaccine or not. I don’t trust the  government, as the system is so 
corrupt and devious already!  He has missed the payments for 
the vaccine and now he suddenly has the vaccine ...... too many 
lies and stories going on!!! Liz

2021-01-15 
07:44:43

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is according to the knowledge we have its too soon 
to produce a vaccine.Vaccine has not been properly tested.We 
need our own scien7st to test it.We had the vaccine is not the 
ul7mate solu7on will s7ll be wearing masks that are hindering 
peoples health also.Recommend to venture the local medicines 
that have been recommended to save our na7on Nomaza

Mpumalanga 7
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2021-01-24 
14:42:04

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My main concern ?Are we all geing the same vaccine or this is 
a trail on the poor . We need to be open and transparent about 
the vaccine and its effec7ve on the people.. are the ministers 
and their families geing a different vaccine? are the rich going 
to get a special vaccine.. Why is it a problem for the President  
and all the ministers to stand before the whole world and take 
the vaccine ..each party to administer the vaccine to the 
other...when it is vo7ng 7me the PRESIDENT is the first to cast 
his VOTE so lets set the same trend.. what is so difficult, this will 
give the whole popula7on confidence to have the roll out.. even 
those who are well off financially will start to pay for the vaccine  
then to sponsor  others who are less fortunate..in this way we 
will not have to borrow money so it can be looted. Dickie

2021-01-20 
07:26:20

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This ques7onaire does not allow for the full scope of the answer 
I would like to give.  
1.  This so-called vaccine is no vaccine.  It is not scien7fically 
tested  and PROVEN  as a real preventa7ve solu7on.   There are 
NO guarantees and the manufacturers do NOT guarantee 
anything whatsoever.   
2.  As individuals in SA we must have the choice whether to take 
it or nor not and we may not be discriminated against.  People 
with other diseases like TB and AIDS ,  etc with low immunity can 
be given the vaccine and those of us who prefer not to take it 
will "donate" our shots to those people.  
3.  There are medical solu7ons against Covid19 and we will take 
the medical solu7ons to prevent and cure this infec7on,  should 
it threaten us.  We will take the logical and scien7fically proven 
preventa7ve measures to safeguard us. 
4.  I just hope that the chaos that can develop when the 
expected effects kick in in the larger popula7on can be handled 
by the government. 
5. Be blessed.   

Daniel

2021-01-17 
14:44:14

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To counteract the  666  conspiracy theory, parliamentarians and 
their families must be the ones to get vaccinated first with the 
coming vaccine. The frontline care workers in the mean7me 
must be given the Ivermec7n. 
I am also worried about the scale of them by government 
officials of the money allocated for buying the medicine, what 
happened to the R500 ,000,000,000? 
South Africa has been doing trials on the Covid-19 vaccine since 
last year, what happened to those results? I have a belief that we 
are buying from outside companies for kickbacks, why not go 
local? 
Regards, 
Amos Amos

2021-01-16 
21:34:39

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We always do what European countries do, our weather is 
different and lifestyle and health issues. Government is forcing 
us to take a vaccine not tested on our local people yet they want 
to give an en7re na7on. This covid effect everyone differently so 
how can everyone use the same treatment. Give us an op7on to 
choose Farrel 

2021-01-16 
14:58:22

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Why don't we try alterna7ves... Khayalethu

2021-01-16 
11:05:37

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I've went through ma reach in the name of ivermac7on, then I 
realized that it should be tested than vaccina7on hence we seem 
doub{ul on it. Eally 1970s ivermac7on helped alot in not just 
one disease. Then am pleading with our government to double 
check this issue, as it happened that one from Dubai tried to and 
came with ivermac7on landed at Durban then he was arrested 
because he was unlicensed for transporta7on of it. Why on earth 
he would go fetch it if it's not going to help in anyway(it brings 
suspicions likewise of the Madagascar herb). Sono 

2021-01-16 
10:56:56

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine might have nega7ve effects which we not ready to 
deal it Isaac

Limpopo 5

2021-01-20 
08:41:03 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel that the vaccine may only provide temporary immunity. At 
this stage it is unlcear how long a person will have immunity and 
also whether they will s7ll be able to transmit the virus if they 
are infected amer vaccina7on.  These are major concerns as an 
immunized person might s7ll be bale to transmit the virus 
although not being very sick. Addi7onally we urgently need to 
explore alterna7ve treatments / prophylac7c op7ons that might 
be very helpful and cost way less than trying to vaccinate 67% of 
a hesitant popula7on. I believe some vaccines are mandatory 
but I think this vaccine should fall into the same category as flu 
vaccine, which is op7onal. Anita

2021-01-18 
15:16:45 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Any vaccinve that comes from abroad it must be fully 
scien7fically test by our team of science7st. If it does not qualify 
with our standard then we should opt for alterna7ve Thapelo

2021-01-18 
11:28:43 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is it that we hear about these drugs like Ivermec7n that 
have been around for so many years and when we use it on 
COVID 19 pa7ents it works and they recover and then 
government decides no it is dangerous to use and take it of the 
market. Are they again pushing their corrupt ideas and want to 
force us all to die of this virus. It is unacceptable and they should 
do in depth study of this drug before deciding to take it off 
because they have a sinister corrupt schem to control us all Francois

2021-01-17 
18:55:36 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is mainly on why Africa is using a different vaccine, 
whereas USA and UK use another. I am very skep7cal about this. 
And Dr's in South Africa have wripen to the South African 
president about the release of Ivermec7n which is currently 
banned, but the president is s7ll not vocal about it. We are being 
sold straight Fay
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2021-01-17 
18:20:45 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is all good and well, but they need to bring ivermec7n back to 
help the people that already got covid to help while they work 
on a proper vaccine, they Must Not rush to the first best thing 
available it will do more harm than good Daleen

Free State 3

2021-01-18 
08:47:08

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is where poli7cians need to show leadership. They should 
be first to be vaccinated and we will follow. At least that way if 
they perish we would be beper off. We can't gamble with the 
front line workers. Itumeleng

2021-01-16 
22:18:31

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dag se ek gaan nie die inen7ng vat nie om die rede dis nie 
ordentelkk getoets nie. Mense gaan dood. As die regerings 
amptenare eerste gespuit word en dit moet duidelik gewys word 
en hulle lewe  dan sal ek MISKIEN dit oorweeg. Entstof wat Bill 
Gates en sy gespuis gemaak het SAL EK NIE VAT NIE George

2021-01-16 
15:47:56

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hydroxy chloroquine cures people and why should vaccines be 
secured before even tes7ng them. Pakiso

Outside SA 1

2021-01-17 
08:13:59

Outside 
SA Not fully

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The long term effect of the vaccine has not been tested and 
known yet.  
There are alterna7ves that are working. 

Marius
business owner 90

Column B: Count:
Gauteng 31

2021-02-09 
12:33:15 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Given the lack of access to and dubious efficacy of vaccines they 
are not a silver bullet and the concept of herd immunity through 
vaccina7on is highly suspect. Government and medical fraternity 
should focus vaccina7on for fragile members of community and 
focus more on finding cura7ve measures for the disease.    Malunga

2021-01-27 
08:47:59 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Motso

2021-01-26 
15:48:57 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I DO NOT TRUST THE INDIAN GOVERMENT OF INDIA VACCINE AS 
THE QUALITY OF THERE MEDICATIONS IS DEFINITELY NOT 100% 
ALSO THEY ARE RACIST AGAINST THE MUSLIMS 
I DO NOT WANT THEIR VACCINES OR ANYTHING FROM THAT 
COUNTRY WHY IS CYRIL DOING BUSSINESS WITH PEOPLE OF NO 
INTERIGRITY  
I DO NOT WANT VACCINES FROM INDIA AND IT IS MY RIGHT TO 
OBJECT SORAYA

2021-01-24 
19:24:38 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Iverc7min has bee proven effec7ve. I don't understand the hype 
to invest on the unknown when we have not tested what we 
know is effec7ve.  Corrup7on or hidden u 
agenda maybe? Moroe

2021-01-23 
23:58:40 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Totally fed up  that this criminal  stealing  government  have 
stolen all the money and now expect us already overburdened 
taxpayer to pay more tax for a vaccine  that most of us will not 
take .. their stupidity in not make ivermec7n legal and easily 
available  is  ridiculous .. they could be stopping so many deaths. 
Dont think we should be forced  into a vaccine.. where are our 
human rights Colepe 

2021-01-22 
20:24:36 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Willem

2021-01-21 
10:49:25 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Of course the vaccine is a good thing 

But if the smartest people on this earth say that ivermec7n is 
the answer why don't we listen. 

Clever, educated specialists say use this drug  

We say no. That's just silly and makes me think someone wants 
to make money from the vaccine. Corrup7on once again  

I don't trust the Goverment. Armando 

2021-01-19 
10:46:02 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't know how effec7ve the vaccine will be against the 
mutated strain that we have in SA.  
I don't think it should be mandatory to be vaccinated but I think 
that those who are at risk, like the healthcare workers, elderly 
and those with co-morbidi7es. 

I also think that we should release the use of Ivermec7n, that 
has been used with very good results in other countries. It is not 
an expensive treatment, with very few side effects and fit for 
human use in a lot of countries. 

Saretha

2021-01-19 
08:44:32 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) WILLIAM

2021-01-19 
07:42:36 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

By all means  roll out the vaccine but do not think it is a magic 
bullet, do not make it mandatory and realise that there are other 
methods of dealing with this instead of blindly following the 
WHO/CDC who are holding everyone to ransom because they 
are being influenced by  Big Pharma and their shareholders.  
Stop being manipulated by people who should behave with 
more integrity and ethics. Tracy

2021-01-19 
05:39:50 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We don't know if this is the European policy of elimina7ng 
Africans, especially South Africans targe7ng our mineral 
resources, we have best scien7sts in the world, we can focus on 
our own manufactured vaccine Eugene 
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2021-01-18 
16:50:04 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The concern is that it takes years for a new vaccine to be tried 
and tested before being implimented.  This vaccine is rushed 
with no guarantee that there will be no serious side-effects, 
mentally or physically. Secondly, the Government had a budget 
available of R500bn. Why must the taxpayer foot this bill? There 
are alterna7ves on the market, such as Ivermec7n. Why don't 
they test this product first as it has gone through scien7fic 
scru7ny? Or is there more money to be made with a forced 
vaccine? Geoff

2021-01-18 
15:47:49 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Patrick

2021-01-18 
13:39:01 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government should be having a beper look at Ivermec7n 
and should be consul7ng veterinarians as well as well as 
considering that animal health workers are also on the front line Suzie

2021-01-18 
12:43:13 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would be free to. do it when its rolled out to leaders of our 
country first and health workers. Then to the popula7on at large.  
Thank you medicane

2021-01-18 
11:31:10 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont think people should be made rto have the vacine. It 
should be a choice. And Ivermec7n should be offered aswell, 
and if there are other meds that will work Debrah

2021-01-18 
10:15:26 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are proven therapeu7cs available, funny enough, all 
medicine for parasites (Ivermec7n, HCQ) that combats COVID-19 
effec7vely. If this was a real pandemic, equitable to Ebola for 
instance, let's try the vaccine. Unfortunately for now, in the 7me 
in which this was developed leaves one scep7c of severe side 
effects, for a virus with a 99% survival rate. Not worth it, and 
expensive to boot Henk

2021-01-18 
08:20:04 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) hayley

2021-01-18 
07:19:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

By banning  PROVEN effec7ve medicines like Ivermec7n and  
hydroxychloroquin  CLEARLY shows the intent of our 
government. And that is to keep the crisis going in order to 
maintain draconian rule over the people (destroy educa7on, 
destroy small business and destroy the family unit by allowing 
unnecessary deaths). If other African countries have clear 
success with above-men7oned drugs, why on earth would our 
government not want to save every life possible????????????? I 
wish there was a place or pla{orm that we could protest against 
this irra7onal government of ours. They (government and its 
employees) DO NOT bear the consequences - because they get 
paid no maper what. I am sick of it already. michele

2021-01-17 
20:53:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Good day, 

You are speaking to Makhosi Nkosiyezwe. I’m a tradi7onalist 
who has been able to heal my tribe and family for years. None of 
my family members have suffered from this virus because I feed 
them 2 herbs. One to drink and one to steam. You have to 
eliminate this virus with 2 herbs and so far you guys haven’t 
believed in the one where you drink it is because those foolish 
prophets and tradi7onalists forgot the most important 
ingredient.  

The reason I say this is because in my Father’s tribe in North 
Africa, none of the people in that country wear masks because 
He gives them the same herbs. These are grown in SA... 

My point is, you have alterna7ves but refuse to try the 
tradi7onal way? I’d like to let you know that some black people 
won’t take this vaccine because they will come to me.  

Does the government want my help? Nkosiyezwe

2021-01-17 
17:32:44 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

India has a low cost treatment package including Ivermec7n  
Private sector must have access to vaccine Daynia

2021-01-17 
17:30:05 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine should be at the discre7on of the individual. You 
should not be penalized if you do not take it. 

Duncan

2021-01-17 
10:51:23 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Unban and role out Ivermec7n Shane

2021-01-17 
10:08:50 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why can't the Government release Ivermec7n which is now to 
work instead of paying all this money for something there are 
doubts about. Is it all about money not the peole??? Nicola

2021-01-16 
16:54:24 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a very viable alterna7ve. 
Government must legalise this as it is already tested for years. 
Also private prac77oners must be allowed to obtain vaccine Sarie

2021-01-16 
08:25:37 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm concerned about being forced to use one vaccine only as 
Ivermec7n has already shown to be considerably cheaper and 
easier to acquire. Forcing people to use only what Government 
provides, limits which people will receive the vaccines first. The 
ANC government should be the first Guinea pigs in my opinion. It 
is also most unfair that only Government may purchase and 
distribute vaccines. It is bound to be chao7c and also leaves 
plenty of room for more abuse of the system and corrup7on and 
thievery. Vaccina7ons are not the issue, the type and availability 
as well as the price and methods of distribu7on, remain issues. 
What alterna7ves are offered where there is an allergy to a 
specific vaccine? How do we protect our children? C
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2021-01-15 
20:57:00 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

From available literature  the vaccine does not seemingly 
provide any immunity to infec7on and /or subsequent 
transmission.  So what's the point.  

Further since 99.7 % plus of individuals who get. COVID don't die 
what's the rush. In any event the state should have sorted 
Healthcare infrastructure well before the pandemic 

Why has the private sector had to alone flapen the curve 
whereas  govt and parastatal employees have not had to stand 
in unemployment ques or fight for TERS payments 

Ivermec7n has shown substan7ally more promise in metanalysis 
and nearly 40 peer reviewed studies. It is substan7ally cheaper. 
Restric7ons on nvermec7n by govt agency is woefully short on 
facts and seems to be an apempt to stall  a promising  cheap 
largely side effect free Nobel Prize winning drug readily available 
over the counter in othe r jurisdic7ons.  

Im extremely concerned about how our govt always finds an 
ideological plug for its ac7ons and vendors 

I'm opposed to the fact that in other jurisdic7ons such as US and 
UK damages claims and legal suits against vaccine  mnf  are 
limited and not in keeping with the actual damages suffered. 
With limited poten7al for damages claims, mnf have less 
incen7ve to enhance safety and efficacy tes7ng  since their 
primary focus is on compe7ng vaccines where most want to be 
first to market 

State owned or state procured vaccine via its tripar7te alliance 
and ideological partners has the hallmarks of chrony capitalism.  

The State has a poor track record  and repeatedly shown itself 
incapable of managing sophis7cated projects within budget on 
7me which generally don't represent value for money. Most  
parastatals speak eloquently to the state and ruling elites 
inep7tude  

I have no faith in Anban Pillay whatsoever.  

I am deeply concerned about the need to track vaccine 
recipients in any form whatsoever.  

Delta 

2021-01-15 
20:57:00 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

From available literature  the vaccine does not seemingly 
provide any immunity to infec7on and /or subsequent 
transmission.  So what's the point.  

Further since 99.7 % plus of individuals who get. COVID don't die 
what's the rush. In any event the state should have sorted 
Healthcare infrastructure well before the pandemic 

Why has the private sector had to alone flapen the curve 
whereas  govt and parastatal employees have not had to stand 
in unemployment ques or fight for TERS payments 

Ivermec7n has shown substan7ally more promise in metanalysis 
and nearly 40 peer reviewed studies. It is substan7ally cheaper. 
Restric7ons on nvermec7n by govt agency is woefully short on 
facts and seems to be an apempt to stall  a promising  cheap 
largely side effect free Nobel Prize winning drug readily available 
over the counter in othe r jurisdic7ons.  

Im extremely concerned about how our govt always finds an 
ideological plug for its ac7ons and vendors 

I'm opposed to the fact that in other jurisdic7ons such as US and 
UK damages claims and legal suits against vaccine  mnf  are 
limited and not in keeping with the actual damages suffered. 
With limited poten7al for damages claims, mnf have less 
incen7ve to enhance safety and efficacy tes7ng  since their 
primary focus is on compe7ng vaccines where most want to be 
first to market 

State owned or state procured vaccine via its tripar7te alliance 
and ideological partners has the hallmarks of chrony capitalism.  

The State has a poor track record  and repeatedly shown itself 
incapable of managing sophis7cated projects within budget on 
7me which generally don't represent value for money. Most  
parastatals speak eloquently to the state and ruling elites 
inep7tude  

I have no faith in Anban Pillay whatsoever.  

I am deeply concerned about the need to track vaccine 
recipients in any form whatsoever.  

Delta 

2021-01-15 
19:25:41 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Hanri

2021-01-15 
17:01:17 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Heelesh 
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2021-01-15 
10:26:17 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines should be MANDATORY, and other MUCH CHEAPER 
medicines are available.  We could have built hospitals and 
schools with this vaccine money.  It was a very stupid idea. Chantelle

KwaZulu-Natal 17

2021-01-27 
08:10:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

By the 7me, and if indeed the rollout is successfully 
implemented, many more front line workers and everyday South 
Africans will have had their lives threatened or have succumbed 
to Covid - 19. With clearly enough evidence that Ivermec7n 
works as a prophylac7c and a treatment to reduce viral load, 
faster 7me to clearance of the virus, what in the world is the 
government doing standing in the way? People who have died 
since the ban was implemented for a substance that is in fact 
registered with SAHPRA, have died on your watch. The 
implica7ons of that is a human rights viola7on. No 7me to wait 
for vaccina7on. Vanessa 

2021-01-25 
10:26:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

MY CONCERN IS THAT THEIR ARE MANY VACCINES AROUND THE 
WORLD BEING TESTED SO WHICH ONE IS THE RIGHT ONE. 
WHY DOES SOUTH AFRICA NOT PERMIT IVERMECTIN TO BE 
USED AS A PREVENTIVE AND TREATMENT FOR COVID 19. THIS 
HAS BEEN PROVEN THAT IT DOES WORK ON PATIENTS THAT 
HAVE COVID WITH NO SIDE AFFECTS AND IS CHEAP. WHILE THE 
GOVERNMENT IS WAITING FOR VACCINES TO ARRIVE GIVE THE 
PATIENTS IVEMECTIN AND SAVE LIVES.IT IS NOT A SCHEDUALLED 
DRUG SO I CANNOT UNDRSTAND THAT OUR COUNTRY WONT 
USE IT. PEOPLE ARE DYING HERE BY THE 100'S SURLEY WE CAN 
DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT.I AM SCARED AS THE 1st WAVE WAS 
BAD BUT NO FAMILY MEMBERS GOT IT NOW WITH THIS SECOND 
WAVE SO MAYNY PEOPLE YOU KNOW AND FAMILY MEMBERS 
ARE DYING.COME ON SOUTH AFRICA SOMETHING DRASTIC HAS 
TO BE DONE NOW. WILMA 
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2021-01-18 
12:11:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The maper's are all important and cri7cal yet are of different 
7me phases. 

The immediate challenge is to limit deaths and spread, to this 
end I fully support the vaccine roll out. 

However the problem then comes with the effec7veness of our 
decisions (government and stakeholders) so as the general 
public do not think they are taken for a ride. It's trying 7mes 
both economically and in the health front, so if other 
alterna7ves (Ivermec7n / herbal)  that could be looked at for the 
sake of curing the virus would also be of uper most importance. 

This is also with a heavy heart as a business owner myself I'm 
aware that investors would have spent tons of money to get a 
vaccine (research / produc7on / roll out) these are not easy 
decisions to make, but for the benefit of long term trust to the 
public, customers and the na7ons people it would be prudent to 
have efficient long term solu7ons rather than quick short term 
effec7veness then our decisions shall be challenged down the 
road. 

Also industry leaders should as specialist help by seeking long 
term solu7ons, an investor has an investment decision to make 
while the industry leader has the responsibility to drive the 
process, so it would be wise to always seek long term solu7ons 
so that investors and other stakeholders do not get caught with 
their pants down and having to make a choice between profits 
and lives. 

Alterna7ve medicines are available and are doing the social 
media rounds, whether true or not but as a state we have the 
onus to check these facts and also consider them to be available 
- both for health and economic reasons as some shall benefit if 
there is an affordability issue. 

These methods may be seen as threats but are also an 
opportunity (long term) to invest in the infrastructure and 
partner with industry leaders as well,  of course by nature 
(herbal businesses) are not at the same business acumen level 
as the market pharmaceu7cal companies so it would be prudent 
to be ra7onal and fair and not be driven by the bopom line to 
recoup loses or maximize profits. There is a short term sacrifice 
here but for a long term benefit if done right. 

This is not normal for any normal financial market but these new 
7mes / new norms require outside of the box thinking and as we 
evolve so will solu7ons and methods used to work shall also 
follow suit. 

It's an uncomfortable prospect but that's the direc7on the world 
as we know it is moving towards, so either we embrace change 
and learn or face difficul7es later which will s7ll force us to learn. 

I am not in anyway saying my sugges7ons are correct however 
with so much going on I understand that decision making 
becomes so crucial especially with limited 7me frames. 

As a na7on we need to be united in pulling towards one 
common goal and one solu7on  orientated environment (both 
people and environment). 

Thank You for allowing us to have an input into very difficult and 
challenging problems that our countries leaders face on a daily, 
much respect to our leaders and I am grateful and appreciate 
their efforts. 

Gra7tude goes out to all frontline employees, their support staff 
and industry partners and their families.  

Thuthuka

2021-01-18 
07:15:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n has been known to help covid pa7ents and is 
endorsed by hundreds of doctors. This is a cheaper alterna7ve 
and can treat those already sick.  South Africa needs to urgently 
look into its efficacy in addi7on to a vaccine Chantal

2021-01-18 
06:36:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe we should not be forced for one op7on vaccine.  
The government should allow the use of the well known and 
trusted Ivermec7n . 

There should be no Tenders involved  for distribu7on. 

Pharmacies , clinics and hospitals should be the one  distribu7ng 
the vaccine. Muzi

2021-01-17 
11:47:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The logisitcs of innoclua7ng 40 million people is staggering, 
especially in a large country such as South Africa, I'm seriously 
alarmed with the "targeing of people in malls and taxi ranks" - 
how on earth do you track who has and hasnt had? Surely there 
would be a controlled and targeped roll out, possibly 
alphabe7cally in age groups and risk groups, with much private 
input to store vaccines and ensure roll out is done correctly. 
In the mean7me, hundreds of people are dying every day, a 
cheap and incredibly effec7ve drug is available, stop the bullshit, 
it is licensed for human use, been around for 40 odd years, been 
given to some 3.5 billion people with much trouble, proven now 
in several countries to seriously impact the covid infec7on, it is a 
WHO endorsed drug. 7me to cut the poli7cs and start doing 
what is right for the health of the people of South Africa Adrian
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2021-01-17 
10:39:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Faith

2021-01-17 
09:26:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Mna ndithi akuqale kuvunyelwe the local pharmaceu7cal 
companies to provide their findings such as the Mpumalanga 
based biotech company, and the one that is circula7ng of 
Ivermec7n to be approved so that we as civilians choose to 
which one we opt for not being imposed on one vaccine but let 
there be mul7ple vaccines and cures to choose from. Lumkile

2021-01-17 
04:24:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is ivermec7n not made available when it has been more 
tested than the vaccine (hardly 6 months tes7ng)  and  
ivermec7n is shown to be 83% effec7ve  against Covid-19. My 
concern is what us the hidden agenda behind this ? Carol 

2021-01-16 
10:41:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why use an expensive vaccine, not tested when you can use a 
cheap effec7ve ivervec7m  made affordable to the en7re na7on. 
Why must every thi g only be for the rich. The masses are the 
people who cannot afford proper medical care. Since Covid 19 
we are all in the same boat. Crissy

2021-01-16 
06:19:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I  do not want the vaccine.  Not enough trials have been done to 
say 100% that the vaccine will work. I also very strongly oppose 
to being being forced into taking the vaccine. It's my democra7c 
right too choose whether I want the vaccine or not. Right now I 
will not have the vaccine. Jacqui 

2021-01-15 
15:44:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I support the need for a safe and affordable vaccine however I 
would like to see a more a progressive approach to alterna7ves 
and bridges in the form of high poten7al treatments such as 
Ivermec7n. I believe the risk to benefit of implemen7ng these 
alterna7ves based on the limited but posi7ve data available and 
their low cost and ready availability would be tantamount to 
murder if delayed. 

Please dont let policy con7nue to get in the way of progress as it 
does so omen in our country. 

Sincerely, 
Shaun J Shaun

2021-01-15 
15:03:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines do not stop infec7on, nor transmission, merely 
reduce severity of symptoms. At the same 7me there are several 
serious safety concerns and long-term effects of an experimental 
vaccine is not know. 
Government's priority should be (should have been since April) 
to repurpase exis7ng medicines like Ivermec7n or HCQ. Both 
have been used for many years all over the world, including SA 
and specifically excluding them for use against Covid is sinister in 
the least. 
PLEASE ALLOW IVERMECTIN USE IMMEDIATELY. Riaan

2021-01-15 
15:03:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines do not stop infec7on, nor transmission, merely 
reduce severity of symptoms. At the same 7me there are several 
serious safety concerns and long-term effects of an experimental 
vaccine is not know. 
Government's priority should be (should have been since April) 
to repurpase exis7ng medicines like Ivermec7n or HCQ. Both 
have been used for many years all over the world, including SA 
and specifically excluding them for use against Covid is sinister in 
the least. 
PLEASE ALLOW IVERMECTIN USE IMMEDIATELY. Riaan

2021-01-15 
14:02:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned about this whole thing there are too many 
unanswered ques7ons and too many odd things that don’t make 
any sense.  

Why ban a product that has proven to be effec7ve in preven7ng 
and curing the so called disease.  

Seems to me there is more to all of this than we are being told. 
And now they want to rollout an untested vaccine. I for one am 
not sure I would take part in the rollout.  

Is it going to be a free vaccine for everyone? 

None of it makes any sense at all. Robert

2021-01-15 
13:55:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why so set on vaccine when there is an alterna7ve to saving 
lives...Shouldn't that be the ul7mate plan....saving lives by any 
means that is tested to be safe.  Ivermec7n been around for over 
30 years...vaccine less than a year. We don't know long term 
damage vaccine may cause.  If we travel, is it going to be 
compulsory to take vaccine ie will govt be introducing a vaccine 
passport protocol.  No vaccine no airline 7cket.. Damned if you 
do and damned if you don't!! Tammy

2021-01-15 
12:15:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel ivermec7n should be considered as a treatment in the 
interim rather than the whole country wait for the vaccine. If 
Government cant afford it, it should be available to individuals to 
purchase themselves from pharmacies etc. And there are far 
more than 200 000 health care workers exposed daily to Covid. 
What about the doctors, physios, chiropractors, nurses etc 
trea7ng pa7ents in a private capacity every day Nicole

Western Cape 21
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2021-01-25 
16:17:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe government needs to do full due diligence  on vaccines 
that have been rushed. The  mRNA version is a novel type of 
vaccine and needs more trials, surely? 

Why do we not look at the mDNA Sputnik vaccine from Russia? 

Why does government drag its heels on alterna7ve 
therapeu7cs? 

Is it not against human rights to disallow doctors and their 
pa7ents to use therapeu7cs like ivermec7n and HCQ, both of 
which have received some good medical analysis. 

We are told we must accept rushed vaccines - but we are not 
allowed medica7ons that have been around for decades? 

Professor Didier Raoult of Marseille, France, STILL uses 
Hydroxyxhloroquine (HCQ) as an EARLY treatment protocol.  

Raoult is a world expert, a ra7onal man. He brings out a book in 
March, which will hopefully reveal the medical malfeasance that 
led France and other countries to ban HCQ and (in South Africa's 
case)  ivermec7n. Rita

2021-01-22 
09:27:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not enough test to safely roll-out vaccines and lack of evidence 
that it will be effec7ve and how long it will be effec7ve.  Rather 
look at ways to medicate if you fall ill.  That is inves7gate 
Ivermec7n, Hydroxychloroquine  and other meds already on the 
market.  Wilna

2021-01-21 
09:38:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not think the vaccine have been tested long enough and we 
do not know if this will cause infer7lity in future, nor if it's really 
safe to take it. Carla

2021-01-20 
13:54:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Serious lack of tes7ng of the vaccines. 
Other inexpensive treatments.  
Opens up a whole new avenue for back hands and corrup7on 
purchasing millions of vaccines. Sharon

2021-01-20 
13:37:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Has enough 7me been given to conduct proper tests/ side 
effects? Apparently some people have dies from the vaccine.  

Why are proven treatments not being supported? Is this a push 
to make vaccines the only op7on? 

If the vaccine is mandatory it imposes on individual rights. 
Marcel

2021-01-19 
12:41:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marius

2021-01-18 
15:06:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Speaking as a medical doctor the  priority should be trea7ng ill 
people, and avoiding illness. Ivermec7n can do this immediately, 
cheaply and safely whereas the vaccine is a delayed effect and 
does not help people who are ill.  We may have an extremely 
safe vaccine or it may have unforeseen complica7ons so its 
safety is not fully guaranteed, whereas we already know 
Ivermec7n will  also inhibit the progression of the illness and 
save people who otherwise might die.  Desmond

2021-01-18 
11:18:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Govt is being bullied.  Invermec7n works and has been around 
for more than a decade. 
Stupid not to give this as an alterna7ve. Colin

2021-01-18 
10:40:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Widely used, affordable medica7ons (such as Ivermec7n) with 
proven track record must be reconsidered for inclusion in the 
armoury in the baple against Covid19. Heather

2021-01-17 
20:16:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is a risk to take the vaccine as its not tested and is not going to 
work the same on individuals as every person is different. 
Already people have died taken the vaccine which did'nt have 
covic.  This virus is to young yo say it will work. Stephanie

2021-01-17 
18:50:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. These vaccines are highly experimental and therefore WILL 
(this is a guaranteed fact) result in injury to the public. Some of 
the possible injuries are already known, many more will be 
discovered when millions of people are vaccinated. Most of the 
injuries will only come to light years later. This is known but is 
being hidden from the public so as not to damage "trust" in the 
vaccines. That's shocking. You MUST be transparent and honest 
with the public about the possibility of injury resul7ng from this 
vaccine. 
2. Who is liable? Who will foot the bill in the event of vaccine-
mediated injury? 
3. There are many known medica7on alterna7ves to vaccina7on 
that are being quashed so as to disallow any conversa7on that 
isn't about vaccina7on.  
4. Don't even try to mandate vaccina7on. This MUST be elec7ve 
on the part of the pa7ent - every pa7ent! Forced vaccina7on 
(given the risks) is a crime against humanity and will (and must 
be) resisted. 
5. Do not use the mRNA vaccine in South Africa. This is not a 
vaccine at all. It is gene therapy. Those that have had the mRNA 
vaccine are then, themselves, gene7cally modified organisms! 
This too is a crime against humanity. Happy
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2021-01-17 
17:11:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our government slept and chased people on beaches and 
banned cigarepes and alcohol while the rest of the world were 
sor7ng out their vaccina7on programmes. All because of greed 
and corrup7on.  

And then not allowing medicines like ivermec7n which increases 
the survival rate from the virus and lessens the need for herd 
immunity and lockdowns. 

We have been failed and I am disgusted by our leadership. They 
would be brought up on criminal charges in my view. Lo-Anne 

2021-01-17 
16:52:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don’t trust the efficacy of a vaccine that has been tested in 
under a year nor do I trust the origin and safety of the vaccines 
that SA is procuring Gally

2021-01-17 
09:40:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These drugs need to be tested, do not want to be a test subject, 
and we need to know the side affect. Richard

2021-01-17 
06:22:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why do we not allow the use of ivermec7n a cheap drug that 
from all accounts is very effec7ve in combaing the corona virus Craig

2021-01-16 
17:49:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please stop preven7ng us from using Ivermec7n on our own risk 
by allowing pharmacies to stock and sell safe for human 
consump7on. Actual studies and real life posi7ve results against 
Covid DO exist. Johan

2021-01-16 
16:07:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Noel

2021-01-15 
17:30:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am encouraged the government has secured the first shipment 
of vaccines from India, however, these are my concerns; 
1) The effec7veness of the par7culars of this specific vaccine and 
how this specific vaccine works. 
2) The amount of vaccina7on doses this first shipment of 
vaccines allows - in my opinion, not enough . 
3) Government should have procured far more doses of vaccine 
and also different vaccines from different major interna7onal 
pharmaceu7cals for the public to be able to chose alterna7ve 
vaccina7ons. 
4) To elaborate on my point above - government put 'all it's eggs 
in one basket' and also at too late a stage, when most other 
countries had already procured vaccine deals with 
pharmaceu7cals - this will cause a delay in roll-out. 
5) The governments plan to roll-out the said amount of vaccines 
in it's first stage, sounds overly op7mis7c - make no mistake, I 
would love this to be the case, however, the logis7cs of having 
the  personnel available to administer these doses and the 
facili7es available and up-and-running effec7vely, would first 
have to be seen to be believed - if this is accomplished, only 
then can the public believe any other sta7s7cs given to us by 
government, as regarding the roll-out plans. 
6) The government should make vaccina7ons compulsory, as 
with the public-use of masks - this, I believe, will be the only way 
to eventually apain 'herd/popula7on immunity'. 
7) Lastly, to be able to vaccinate 60% of South Africa's 
popula7on, by the latest 7me, being the end of this year, will be 
a monumental task for government and the South African 
public, however, the people of this country have shown that we 
can accomplish great things if we all work together as best we 
can for the common good - it will also require government to be 
true to it's words and ac7ons. Trevor

2021-01-15 
15:02:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Accept that vaccine is solu7on, given safety and efficacy is  
certain - an7body retainment not certain, and wai7ng period 
ford herd immunity way too long ( es7mates of one year to 
vaccinate 2/3 popula7on 
Impera7ve to have ivermec7n ( example ) as adjunct treatment 
to reduce infec7on and lower mortality while wai7ng on vaccine 
( 1 year) - also would possibly be usefull as adjunct amer vaccine Willem

2021-01-15 
13:33:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jared

2021-01-15 
11:58:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We need to use other more cost effec7ve as well as proven 
alterna7ves instead of wai7ng on vaccines that are not fully 
efficient and need two doses.  
Also covering prisons as first or second wave vaccina7on is not 
acceptable Hanno

Mpumalanga 6

2021-01-20 
14:39:34

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South Africa has scien7sts why could they not have a locally 
manufactured vaccine that would be cheaper to roll out. The roll 
out process must start with the head of state before it comes 
down to the front liners to see its effec7veness.  The vaccine 
must be op7onal. elizabeth

2021-01-19 
11:28:35

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Vaccine has not been thoroughly  scien7fically tested and 
proven . The fact that other alterna7ves are vehemently not 
given as an op7on but only the untested vaccine which  makes it 
more suscep7ble to suspicions and conspiracy theories. We do 
not have vaccines for many viral infec7ons that have been 
infec7ng people for over  decades. How come that the new 
Covid 19 virus gets a vaccine within a year whereas the others  
do not have vaccines. Why are other alterna7ves not also tested 
and used?  Calvin 
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2021-01-17 
17:11:00

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe very strongly that the FLCCC RECOMENDATION AND 
PROTOCOLS  for Ivermec7n as both a prophylac7c and a 
treatment for Covid -19  should be rolled out countrywide @ a 
subsidised cost to all.Govt is prepared to commit the country to 
billions of Rands for vaccines which have been acknowledged to 
cause deaths ( Norway & UK ) WHEREAS IVERMECTIN IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH DOXYCYCLIN ANTIBIOTIC HAVE HAD VERY 
LITTLE  SERIOUSE SIDE EFFECTS IN HUMANS SINCE THE 1970'S 
WHEN USED TO ERRADICATE River Blindness.      Further to this 
DO YOUR OWN FURTHER RESEARCH ON THE POSITIVE RESULTS 
ON VARIOUSE CANCERS USING IVERMECTIN . Mark

2021-01-17 
16:52:01

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mark

2021-01-16 
11:20:30

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) South African inverted vaccines Or herbs can be tried and tested Thokozani 

2021-01-16 
08:32:09

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gerda

North West 3

2021-01-20 
11:10:28

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Effec7ve alterna7ves are available and the public should have a 
free choice between the vaccine and alterna7ve treatments. For 
instance Ivermec7n has been proven to work. I personally know 
people who used this with success. Our freedom may not be 
taken away. 

The immune system can also be strengthened by a healthy and 
balanced diet. For example fresh vegetables and fruit. This will 
increase changes for recovery. 

The vaccine development 7me was too short and rushed and 
the vaccine pose the risk of possible long-term side effects. 

Adriaan

2021-01-18 
12:00:33

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1. Mandatory vaccina7on is wrong. All people who have had 
Covid 19 already are to a certain extent naturally immune. 
2. It worries me that the Government does not want to allow 
mediacl aid companies to source the vaccine as well. So the 
Government has an agenda which is suspicious. 
3. We are not able to make 100% sure the vaccine can be stored 
and transported at sub-zero temperatures, making it useless. 
4. Ivermec7n is cheaper and should be tested / made freely 
available. Klaus

2021-01-15 
20:58:53

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are several issues I am grappling with: 1) With the ANC 
government in control of the rollout, there is 1000% certainty of 
large scale corrup7on, wastage and inefficiency. 2) Ivermec7n is 
an extremely cheap "stop-gap" solu7on un7l heard immunity is 
reached. This is being ignored by the ANC. 3) Vaccina7on should 
never be mandatory. I'm not an an7vaxer but personally, I'll wait 
un7l side effects are beper understood over longer trial periods. Jacques

Limpopo 2

2021-01-18 
13:55:02 Limpopo Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

People around me, we treat this as type A or B influenza, 
because WHO failed to provide proof for Covid 19. We had flu 
synptoms last year 2020, we treated the problem with flu 
medica7on. 

Currently the alterna7ve informa7on"fake News" make sense 
than what we being told by our leaders. Peter

2021-01-18 
09:00:24 Limpopo Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) MODISE

Free State 2

2021-01-18 
11:22:51

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This is very concerning as there are reports that the said vaccine 
that has been ordered has been found to have adverse side 
effects on the  people  that have received it and some later died, 
we understand the urgency and the risks involved why are those 
vaccines being cohesed on the people, what happened to 
human rights, if the dangers of the vaccines are not being 
throughly communicated and there exists a risk of being 
infected, and the people are dying in scores due to the vaccines 
who are we to trust, let the people vaccinate with what has 
been proven to be safe rather than these rushed vaccines the 
government seeks to inject people with and has killed and 
causes more illnesses than before one got vaccinated, also the 
other concerning issue is the fact that it seems as if there might 
be discrimina7on  as to who is vaccinated and who is not, with 
this unsafe vaccine... Zola

2021-01-16 
06:36:33

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 
Make Ivermec7n available to all. . I will use it.  It is immediately 
available and safe using the correct dosis. 

Please be transparent about the tenders and financial issues.  

PDV
Eastern Cape 5

2021-01-18 
10:21:43

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Please give the vaccine first to the ministers en goverment 
working staff they are important. Give every one els the right to 
decide  for them selve. D

2021-01-18 
01:39:40

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust the  vaccines. South Africans are  used to vaccines 
made the old fashion way. Don't give us vaccines containing 
RNA... I would opt for the sinovac or sinopharm vaccine if I have 
to take it.  Mr president, give us the safer op7ons. Nadia
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2021-01-17 
13:53:27

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jakkie

2021-01-17 
13:25:25

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why roll  out a vaccina7on programme that hasn’t been 
sufficiently trialled, is not promised immunity, masks s7ll to be 
worn if you’d had the vaccine, social distancing s7ll applies, what 
on earth have the vaccine then??? Judt a big money making 
racket, when cheap cer7fied meds like Ivermec7n and 
Hydroxychloroquine can save lives. Dawn

2021-01-17 
09:29:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Govt has not demonstrated to have looked at alterna7ves e.g 
ivermec7n. We seem to be following the world and have no 
stand of our own. Take 7me to engage with things and study 
their effec7veness hard. Africa is different from the rest of the 
world, so is its DNA Busi

Northern Cape 3

2021-01-17 
20:18:35

Norther
n Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermek7en is 'n veilige, goedkoop middel om Covid-19 te 
behandel en te voorkom. Maak die gebruik daarvan weig en  
koop sodoende tyd sodat die entstof deeglik getoets kan word. Dorepe

2021-01-16 
09:16:11

Norther
n Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is much cheaper and is effec7ve. The people how are 
going to pay the bill at the end of the day should have the last 
say. Those who chose the expensive vaccine, should pay for it. 
The tax payers are fed up with having to pay for any and all, but 
have no say in the maper, even worse, there rites at being 
denied, and the rest just do as they please. Herholdt

2021-01-15 
23:19:05

Norther
n Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc) 
Natural Immune System 
Freedom of CHOICE to be vaccinated or not at own RISK. Phemelo

re7red 171
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 42

2021-01-31 
21:16:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Susanna

2021-01-30 
15:12:27 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Sarah

2021-01-25 
11:55:49 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Willie

2021-01-25 
09:55:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With all the work that has been done through the years with 
Ivermec7n, it has been proven by WHO and other organiza7ons 
to be a very safe product. My family is using the animal product 
with great success for preven7on. Our experience with people 
that we know that  have had Covid 19, is that there chances of 
survival was greatly improved! Preven7on is beper than cure! 
Our whole popula7on can be dosed for a frac7on of the cost of 
the Vaccine! Why can we not approve a product that has been 
approved all over the world for human use! Then we can safely 
dose our na7on to create a herd immunity! If SAHPRA insists 
that all the trails must first be done for Covid, so mode it be, but 
at least approve it for deworming of people so that they can 
improve their immune system! What about the poor souls out 
there that do not have the right to make a choice  to use 
Ivermec7n? Malcolm

2021-01-24 
11:30:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not persuade about the roll-out - 40 million need to be 
covered - twice! The cost and the logis7cs of that is almost 
insurmountable!  A much quicker and cost effec7ve way to go 
would be to get the medicine Ivermec7n approved for human 
usage!! It has been proved to be so effec7ve - as a preven7on as 
well as a cure!! Please Mr President!!!! Zona

2021-01-22 
09:42:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Not Minimal interested in the vaccine. Henrique

2021-01-19 
09:29:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Best  gree7ngs, 
Do not trust the Poli7cal Govt.  to manage the "process"- I do 
smell a hidden agenda. 
Please see(as an example) Drugs.com for "Ivermec7n" - FDA 
approved for "Safe for human use" 
Why do they use medical officials and others to lie to all via the 
poli7cal controlled media ?. 
The Covid process should be controlled and managed by an 
independent  Board manned by professional qualified and 
experienced members - never as appointed by poli7cians. 

Yours. 

Niels. Niels

2021-01-19 
00:29:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It's all happening too fast as if this was a deliberate plot to 
subject us to this vaccine what about other tradi7onal ways to 
cure the illness? There are cases of people who have recovered 
without the vaccine the body is capable to generate it's own 
defence given 7me let's focus on preven7on the virus will burn 
itself out unless there is other factors? Mphumza

2021-01-18 
21:15:04 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Effec7veness of vaccine. However wld suggest that u give people 
the op7on of trying an alterna7ve like ivermec7n. It is their 
choice to partake or not partake.. Emma

2021-01-18 
12:11:55 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is obvious  that the ANC will not be able to line their own 
pockets if they allow Ivermec7n et al to be used which is cheap 
and easily accessible to all.  Amer all, its effec7veness has been 
proved in other countries so far.  
The way the ANC is managing this Covid pandemic speaks  of 
personal greed rather than the long term well-being of the 
people overall.  Why is the government only allowed to import a 
vaccine? Monopoly?  Personal gain? 
Remember there is elec7ons coming up. Louis
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2021-01-18 
11:32:19 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is much concerns of the reality of any vaccine especially 
from abroad and when our own scien7sts have not par7cipated 
in its research and development. Since this virus is manmade 
and thus the vaccine seems to be a ripoff and a poten7al mass 
suicidal as none of its source may be trusted and verified. Let the 
President and his cabinet first have it publicly so as to lead by 
example. If then they do not die or have any side effects, it may 
be rolled out. 

 Vusumuzi

2021-01-18 
09:05:19 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Amer reading numerous concerns from Professional people 
regarding the vaccine i started to wonder how safe it is and what 
are the amer effects of the vaccine. If its that safe, the first 
person to be vaccinated should be the Minister of Health, the 
President and the en7re Cabinet.  Under normal circumstances, 
it takes  years to research and test but this 7me its a quick fix. 
we are not even told the cost of one dose and where will the 
funding come from. Are these pharmaceu7cal  companies going 
to give us discounted prices for the roll out. A lot of money went 
down the drain with PPE's and what assurance do we have that 
this 7me there will be no maladministra7on  of funds? Annah

2021-01-17 
17:03:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Liz

2021-01-17 
16:47:31 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are over 60 million people living in South Africa. Who will 
be the priviledged 20 million be to receive the vaccines? Will the 
ANC be selling it to the people? Pay back the R50 billion (or was 
it R750 billion?) So that everybody can be part of the scheme. 
The second strain comes from South Africa. What are our 
researchers doing? 
Use Ivermec7n - it works! N-M

2021-01-17 
10:57:04 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe we gaveva 7ght to choose. This vaccine seems highly 
poli7cised and expensive to a country which is crippled 
financially. Ivermec7n should be used as a less expensive 
alterna7ve and produced again , as before, for human 
consump7on. Anne

2021-01-17 
09:55:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is the government blindly following the dictates of the 
WHO and not showing an indica7on of applying their minds? 
 What have the authori7es done to verify the effects of 
Ivermec7n as a cura7ve product? 
 To date I have not seen any feedback in this regard. This lack of 
ini7a7ve lends support to the widely held opinion that the 
pharmaceu7cal companies are calling the shots. If a rela7vely 
cheap and recognised drug such as Ivermec7n can relieve the 
situa7on in the short term why has it been ignored and 
withdrawn from circula7on? 
This ac7on adds weight to the argument that the pharmaceu7cal 
companies, the WHO and the governments would lose this 
measure of control over the populace and the revenue 
generated by the manufacture and applica7on of the vaccine. NG

2021-01-17 
09:46:19 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die veiligheid van die inhoud van die inen7ngs is nie bewys nie.  
Newe efekte  kan blywende skade laat aan mense en selfs  dood.  
Om inen7ngs te ontwikkel moet dit  behoorlik getoets word en 
daar moet bewyse wees  dat dit werk en veilig is vir menslike 
gebruik en ook geen verband hou met die tot stand koming van 
die nuwe wêreld orde nie. Riana

2021-01-17 
06:53:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concern of the corrup7on of our govermet that this will not 
be done legally. There for i surgest that ALL POLITICIANS 
(PARLEMENT) SHOULD RECEIVE THE VACCINE FIRST and in 
PUBLIC for every ci7zen to see.  There amer, all medical 
personnel and al people working in the medical field. Their Amer 
truck drivers, siek people, people at high risk illness, old age and 
so forth. Prisoners LAST. Riki

2021-01-17 
06:37:20 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Many people have already been infected especially in 2nd wave. 
The cost of ivermec7n which has been on the market for a long 
7me has been proven to be an effec7ve drug to fight this 
disease.  Yet we are forced a vaccina7on that firstly is much 
more costly than ivermec7n and yet we are told the vaccine is 
not going to solve the problem. We s7ll have to wear our masks 
and do the social distancing amer taking the vaccine. Where is 
the solu7on in that? And why is it that our Drug council is 
prepared to give us a vaccine that has t been proven to be safe 
whereas ivermec7n has been on the market for a long 7me and 
has been used on humans in other countries. Fa7ma 

2021-01-16 
23:14:43 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) There is so many stories hoing around it has become confusing Farida

2021-01-16 
23:00:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

None of these vaccines have been sufficiently tested. Ivermec7n 
on the other hand is a proven medica7on  Why is govt so set 
against it? Much cheaper and can save lives. Theresa
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2021-01-16 
21:26:58 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

First to all Healthcare workers 2 doses each 
Essen7al service workers  
Teachers 
School children 

The following are last 
Old age over 70.. They have lived their lives already  
Pridoners. They have a debts to society 
Poli7cians.. The managed this poorly 

We have to unban and use all alterna7ves Adolph

2021-01-16 
18:50:17 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To honest fact I am fearful due to the flying news of the vaccine 
not reliable, why should  I repeat amer 5mnths. Joan

2021-01-16 
17:59:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Will wait and see do not trust vaccine that has been developed 
in such a short 7me. Would rather trust Ivermec7n. Tom

2021-01-16 
15:47:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government has been totally ineffec7ve in handling the 
"pandemic" to start off with. There are prophylac7cs and 
alterna7ves that are available, that have been ignored and 
banned for no good reason whatsoever. The deciding bodies are 
not qualified to deal with medical disasters, but they con7nue to 
flaunt their ignorance to the disadvantage of the ci7zens. So 
how can they be trusted with saving lives in the country, when 
they are consumed with their own greed for power and money, 
with liple or no regard for the people who they are responsible 
for?? Bev

2021-01-16 
12:32:56 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The private sector and especially Medical Aid Funds must be 
allowed to be ac7vely involved to ensure all possible vaccines 
are obtained as a maper of urgency. 
Certain decisions by Government are ques7onable already and 
they cannot be trusted to handle this on their own successfully. Marius

2021-01-16 
10:58:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine from India has not gone through clinical trials. 
I saw on France24 news that  obese people will be given top 
priority . 
This leads to specula7on that the  black popula7on will benefit 
more because according to clinical studies, obesity is a problem 
in the black community in Africa. 
Is this Government's way of excluding white folk? Paul

2021-01-16 
08:56:53 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Johan

2021-01-16 
06:01:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Undesirable side effects - there have even been reported deaths 
Virus muta7ons that vary from country to country and changes 
in 7me would render the vaccine ineffec7ve and therefore a 
waste of money. 
The  implementa7on is not supported by adequate scien7fic 
evidence through scien7fically conducted trials to measure its 
effec7veness. 
Would prefer freedom of choice as to the route ci7zens  can 
adopt to maintain health (Ivermec7n, etc.) 
This whole "pandemic" has become a poli7cal tool of 
manipula7on, has destroyed the economy and created far more 
misery than a virus ever could.  Badly and illogically managed 
and not based on true medical and scien7fic evidence and the 
WHO is unreliable and untrustworthy.  I would prefer to take my 
chances and if I die so be it.  Ian

2021-01-15 
20:08:15 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Rene

2021-01-15 
17:02:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It was only amer the Na7ona Health Dept received a huge 
backlash from not only the public but respected medical experts 
about the efficacy of Ivermec7n that they backed down on their 
militant stance. The NHD said it would wait for the wide tes7ng 
results being done by Dr Hill to the W.H.O. at the end of January, 
before making a final decision on Ivermec7n. This wonder drug 
has been around for years and is used effec7vely for numerous 
ailments, similar to Penicillin or Cor7sone and it is very cheap to 
obtain. I think we are are all becoming increasingly frustrated at 
the incompetence and despo7sm of a government that treats 
it's ci7zens like naughty children. Malcolm

2021-01-15 
15:56:55 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Covid treatments should include indigenous remedies like 
Artemisia afra which have proven effec7ve in trea7ng Spanish flu 
(1918). It has been used for centuries and is natural remedy  
Problem with the rushed covid vaccine is that it is the exclusive 
monopoly of the giant pharmaceu7cals and its efficacy is 
untested. Humans are the Guinea pigs  
Though it is claimed that it is not compulsory,  travel bans on 
those who've not taken the jab are a major coercive force to all. Alice

2021-01-15 
15:01:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

W have to pay massive sums for expensive drugs when there is a 
proven one available. Big pharma companies are trying to 
debunk medica7on which the WHO has approved. Secondly  
why do we need to be vaccinated with a drug that is s7ll in 
experimental stage? Ronald

2021-01-15 
14:52:09 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government must NOT be the only buyer of the vaccine, as it 
has a proven track record of incompetence, corrup7on, inability 
to plan or manage anything to the benefit of ALL. There are also 
cheaper and equally effec7ve medicines available, like 
Ivermec7n, available. Why did the health "authori7es" prohibit 
the use thereof in December 2020. Clearly they want to create 
an illegal monopoly with the vaccine, to financially benefit a few 
people/anc. Fanie
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2021-01-15 
13:32:59 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

currently we have a possible cura7ve op7on like ivermec7n. 
are the vaccines having same quality as in europe and usa..wiil 
we be able to check for quality..to see the adjuvants are not  
added with hormones and heavy metals. 
will we sustain the cold chain..are all clinics avke to maintain 
cold chain with the current load sheddings...whats is the cost...of 
the vaccines .is it about 1000 rands? feizal

2021-01-15 
12:57:25 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Make alterna7ves available for those who do not want to be 
vaccinated. Kevin

2021-01-15 
12:35:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

From what I have read this and the Johnson and Johnson vaccine 
are the best op7ons as they are using the older vaccine 
technology.  Less likely to have side effects. 
I do believe that we should have both an7gen and an7body tests 
before being forced to be vaccinated as some of us are totally 
immune to the Covid virus already. 
We all have our rights and I would rather go with Ivermec7n 
combo. I thought we had a right to put what we want into our 
bodies. 
Also would like to see the poli7cians at the front of the queue 
for the vaccine. Please will they ensure that the cap is off the 
needle when they are doing it publically, not like the US Senator! Pam

2021-01-15 
12:33:51 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Do more tes7ng on Ivermec7n as an alterna7ve and also see 
how people overseas that has been vaccinated respond. 

Johan

2021-01-15 
11:54:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vacina7on should be fully voluntary. Alterna7ves should also be 
delivered. Johannes

2021-01-15 
11:04:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Elsabé

2021-01-15 
11:02:00 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There have been numerous posi7ve reports of Ivermec7n having 
an excellent success rate in treatment of COVID  -  including 500+ 
reported "unofficial cures" achieved in the Free State / Karoo 
areas alone.    It is a cheap drug that has, for decades, been 
approved for trea7ng parasites in both animals AND humans  -  
the vaccine(s) is / are s7ll too new to have been thoroughly 
tested. 

Furthermore:  The choice of treatment should be the decision of 
the pa7ent and / or his / her family, and not dictated by 
government.  Government should in fact be charged with 
murder where they deny pa7ents their cons7tu7onal right to 
freedom of choice by irra7onally decreeing such drugs illegal. Ray

2021-01-15 
10:56:53 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I cannot support the use of a product that has just popped up 
out of the blue and of which the true effec7vesness has not 
been proved an that for a virus of which the true origen has not 
been established and is not found anywhere else in any living 
thing than humans. David

KwaZulu-Natal 45

2021-01-30 
01:23:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

First thing...I don't trust the  western countries. We're the guinea 
pigs for their experiments..  
Next thing is we have no idea what's in the vaccine.. .not for me 
Ivermec7n is the way to go. 

Jairaj

2021-01-29 
19:15:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust the government at all... now i must have a vaccine 
selected by them... i feel its a death sentence. 
Our president and all his side kicks should be the first to have 
the vaccine done.., in public and absolute proof that its the one 
we will be given.. 
Why cant we be given Ivermec7n...or isnt our president geing a 
hand out from that. 
Its already been published that one tablet is R3000.00.. always 
their pockets before life. 
If all the ministers survive then i agree the health workers should 
be given the vaccine first. Ann

2021-01-29 
13:22:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are hundreds of tes7monials that ivermec7n and hydroxy 
chloroquin have been 100% successful in curing covid. The WHO 
and big pharma are commiing a huge crime against humanity 
by preven7ng these proven and age old remedies from being 
available to the public by our own choice. John 

2021-01-27 
18:18:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Transparency Cynthia

2021-01-27 
08:56:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is enough evidence that Ivermec7n works best,. Why 
doesn't the minster of health read the proof sent by leading 
experts that it works 99% Anita (Ann

2021-01-27 
07:36:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Courtney

2021-01-22 
21:32:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Invermec7n should be trialed fairly not anecdotally. 
The flu vaccines are developed annually and distributed around 
SA maintaining the cold chain to the private sector on individual 
request.... to good effect. 
The cold chain should be well maintained by public health 
carers. 
21,5million doses does not apain a herd immunity Karen

2021-01-22 
16:56:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no way I will be vaccinated for Covid!  
What, they put the vaccine together in a few months - get real? 
Other vaccines that we had as children took years even decades 
to perefect. Lincoln
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2021-01-21 
21:52:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am  in AMANZIMTOTi ( not sure of another name.)  I've been a  
Spinning Instr in JHB  for 7 years before moving to KZN.  I s7ll 
taught 9 Spinning Classes in a week at age 71.  Must be fipest in 
in my age group anywhere 
I happened to take  supplements for years 
These were  amongst others Vit D3 and Zinc.  My new dr here 
took all tests plus blood. She tells me that my fitness level & 
supplements give me COVID immunity. WHY MUST  I TAKE A 
DANGEROUS UNTESTED VACCINE? Laurienne 

2021-01-20 
22:22:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The development of a FIRST "new-genera7on" vaccine at such 
alarming speed definitely raises concerns. Despite all the media 
"noise", I personally am hesitant to take it. (I believe this feeling 
is shared by majority of our ci7zens.) Reason - from my personal 
experience: at 20years of age I took my first ever Flu Vaccine 
offered freely by the company to all staff soon amer I was 
employed. With no history of flu in my youth, I SUFFERED THE 
MOST SEVERE REACTION AND HAD FLU SYMTOMS THAT LEFT 
ME BEDRIDDEN FOR A WEEK. Since then, 1980, I have NEVER 
taken another flu vaccine.  I believe preven7on is beper than 
cure and  would rather be diligent about the promoted  
protocols and a DEVOTED daily nasal sinus flushing/steaming. 
With the media apen7on on Ivermec7on and its FACTUAL global 
use for many decades BY HUMANS, I cannot understand the ban 
in SA. Please explore this op7on .    MERLYN

2021-01-19 
14:20:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Explore Ivermec7n for a cure and forget about external vaccine. 
South Africa has it right in this country. It's not rocket science Frank

2021-01-19 
14:20:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Explore Ivermec7n for a cure and forget about external vaccine. 
South Africa has it right in this country. It's not rocket science Frank

2021-01-19 
05:52:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Short 7me for experimenta7on,public think as capitalism is 
pushing to make money than to prevent health of people Punzi 

2021-01-18 
17:41:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek sit nie op my louery omdat ek 'n pensionaris is nie. Ek sorg 
dat ek ingelig is oor wat om my en elders aangaan. Ek is lankal 
ingelig oor ivermek7en en neem dit op my om te gebruik indien 
nodig. Dit is verregaande dat alles in SA 'n leemyd neem om te 
gebeur. Inen7ngs is NIE bewys as veilig of effek7ef nie. Ek is 
gekant teen inen7ngs en vertrou medikasie wat al donkiejare 
gebruik word sonder dat ek enigsins horde begrafnisse sien soos 
tans. Dit is my eerlike mening en het niks met besware teen 
inen7ngs te doen nie. Is nie my keuse nie asb regering doen wat 
reg is en kry ivermek7en sodat die diere nie hoef te lei oor swak 
besluite nie. Soos ek verstaan is ivermek7en wel baie lank gelede 
reeds goedgekeur vir menslike gebruik. Annepe

2021-01-18 
10:59:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why not make IVERMECTIN available to everybody? It makes 
absolutely NO SENSE whatsoever that an hugely inadequately 
tested and problema7c  vaccine for the ORIGINAL virus be made 
available for a strain that keeps muta7ng! ? Annie

2021-01-18 
10:21:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Current new vaccines are not reliable they can change your DNA 
and unknown. Consequences Linepe

2021-01-18 
09:36:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) John

2021-01-18 
07:55:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Distribute Ivermec7n first amer medical check,wait for reac7on 
from other countries for another three months ,then if,ok mostly 
,then start vaccina7ons but do not make them mandatory! Ebrahim

2021-01-17 
21:44:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust the vaccine , all of them. There are other alterna7ve 
medica7ons , but the "big boys" are not making mega bucks on 
those. Auri

2021-01-17 
21:18:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why are prisoners to be injected before law abiding ci7zens. 
They should be last on the list. 

Loganathan

2021-01-17 
20:07:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our main concern that the vaccine has been proven safe and 
effec7ve.. What about reports that we will be forced to take 
vaccine or be subject to Govt. rules of preven7on to travel .. 
finance freedom etc etc.. We demand clarifica7on of the 
absolute truth in this maper .. John

2021-01-17 
15:44:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In principal, agree that vaccine is necessary but it depends on 
which vaccine the government decides to import, effec7veness 
of their trials, and if par7cipants will have a choice as to which 
one to go for L

2021-01-17 
13:36:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Derek 

2021-01-17 
10:56:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Winifred

2021-01-17 
10:49:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I cannot trust a vaccine that has not stood the test of 7me. We 
do not know the long term side effects and the refusal to give us 
an alterna7ve like Ivermacin reaks of fraud. 
I will not get this vaccine Susie

2021-01-17 
09:09:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gary 

2021-01-17 
08:39:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Tony

2021-01-17 
06:13:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermic7n is Distributed in India and it is cheap and affordable. 
Which part do they do not understand Suren

2021-01-16 
21:20:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

India Amican na7ons are using a blister pack containing zinc 
Doxycycline and ivermec7n which is cost effec7ve at rupees 
150.People dying.The medical profession are begging 
government  to allow this Chitra
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2021-01-16 
19:32:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why haven't the government tried Ivermec7n on pa7ents who 
are dying. I believe it's because they are indebted to WHO.  Johan 

2021-01-16 
16:56:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Concern re vaccine storage and safety. Why no choice for 
Ivermec7n treatment? No for young children as side effects  
unknown.  People over 70 Ok, we’ve lived. Yvonne 

2021-01-16 
10:52:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

When all alterna7ves are explored correctly, there will a greater  
solu7on to the problem. At present Ivermec7n is an issue. But 
there are great promises that this drug can be effec7ve. A low 
cost solu7on that could be given to all of the popula7on by the 
end of the month, never mind end of 2021. Therefore 
minimising unnecessary deaths and pressures on the economy Jean-Francois

2021-01-16 
09:17:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We all go by what we read & are not involved in the research & 
use of a par7cular drug. If ivermec7n hasn't killed anyone so far, 
then why disallow  
A drug from being used. It's probably all about profits Daleepnand

2021-01-16 
08:09:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) the vaccine must be op7onal . belinda

2021-01-16 
07:55:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n should be made freely available to whoever wants it.  
You will never ensure 100% of popula7on vaccinated. So will 
always be a risk of infec7on. 
 I do not trust the safety of any of the covid vaccines yet, 
insufficent trial 7me for a totally new type of vaccina7on. We 
need accurate unbiased stats on the effects of these vaccines on 
people first before I think about having it. 
The vaccines do not remain effec7ve for more than a few 
months - can't last - viruses mutate. So how on earth does the 
government intend to ensure 100 of the SA popula7on is 
vaccinated every few months? They can't maintain power and 
water to us, never mind vaccines. 
Answer:- By all means vaccinate those who want it but make 
effec7ve treatments freeley and cheaply available to those 
diagnosed with covid. Ivermec7n geing very posi7ve reviews 
for highly qualifies doctors... go with it! Or is the government so 
under the thumb of  Big Pharma, the medical aids,  and its own 
greed.? 
And make the medical aids cover the costs of covid tes7ng in 
full. Current price of R800 a 7me appalling and unacceptable. Cherry

2021-01-16 
06:39:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine has not been tried on humans. 
It may kill even more people in the future. 
Government officials should try it first. 
Use alterna7ve s like ivermec7n. Ramesh 

2021-01-15 
20:22:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Due to the urgency of the Covid situa7on in SA, it is impera7ve 
that the private sector be involved with the procurement and 
roll-out of the vaccines. The Govt will not manage this 
mammoth task alone. 
It is even more impera7ve that SAHPRA stop ac7ng in the rigid, 
beaurocra7c fashion that it has been with regard to Ivermec7n. 
This is a life- and-death situa7on. Extreme 7mes call for extreme 
measures! They should allow the use of Ivermec7n ( the one for 
human use) under strict monitoring condi7ons.  It should be up 
to the pa7ent to decide whether they want to risk any side 
effects, which by all accounts, are minimal compared to the risks 
of Covid. Lyn

2021-01-15 
18:02:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is world re-known and therefore should be  more 
cost effec7ve.  Secondly NOT enough 7me  has been given to 
perfect a vaccine, however Oxford University vaccines seem  
NOT to have any side affects as other vaccines have proved to 
have.  Panic situa7ons  cause unforeseen problems and 
therefore much delibera7on on the correct vaccine should be 
given.  Our health workers, front line workers, doctors & nurses, 
plus those who are cri7cally ill should be the first to receive 
treatment. The elderly & those with underlying problems next. 
China should be held responsible if proved to have 'let out' the 
virus deliberately to cause world havoc, or to gain global 
financial control. Patricia

2021-01-15 
16:12:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is overwhelming evidence that tests on the efficacy of 
Ivermec7n in the treatment of and even the cure of Covid 19 are 
conclusively posi7ve. The drug has been available for years and 
we should have the RIGHT to con7nue to use it if we so choose.  

The Vaccines being rolled out are dangerously premature in their 
tes7ng protocols and we have the RIGHT to refuse vaccina7on.  

It is immoral, and indeed evil, to use the excuse that billions 
have been spent on the produc7on of suitable vaccines to jus7fy 
a dictatorial public direc7ve to be vaccinated.     

Our diminishing RIGHTS as free people is being severely 
compromised. History proves that you invite revolu7on when 
you restrict mankind beyond reasonable limits. Michael

2021-01-15 
15:58:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine could not have been tested and proved safe i n such 
a short 7me. To bring a safe vaccine is of utmost importance and 
tes7ng of such vaccines takes approximately 10year before it is 
declared as safe Kath

2021-01-15 
15:24:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

RNA vaccine is HIV in reality. Astra Zeneca vaccine is much safer, 
but lets see what the complica7ons and side effects are first.  I 
think Ivermec7n will be the final ,best and safest treatment.  
Coronavirus will mutate each year meaning last years vaccine is 
useless  anyway  But Ivermec7n will always be there.  I guess 
some top ANC members were going to make a lot of money 
from Med Aids paying for vaccine so hence ivermec7n banned.  
But with 7me it will become available. John
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2021-01-15 
13:31:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Good Day,  I would fully support the alterna7ve medica7on of 
Ivermec7n, that is already available and which has been 
approved for human consump7on.  It is also cheap and have 
very liple side effects, like a Head Ache, or runny tummy,  rather 
have this than another death. 

Please advise, as to why this drug has been banned, when 
overseas have tried this drug and it is proving to to a cure. ?? 

Is there an underlying mo7ve not to use this drug, because it is 
cheap and freely available.  
Has our government  gone out and secured an order that will 
more lucra7ve for the manufacturers than our sick and dying 
ci7zens ?? 

Rogers

2021-01-15 
13:29:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Support first line workers, nurses, police, shop assistants, then 
children, people over 75 should be last on list Maurice

2021-01-15 
11:43:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

To roll out a brand new vaccine that is already showing 
weaknesses, is in my view irresponsible. People have died and 
others become seriously ill. This is not yet a proven, safe 
vaccine! Why are you not allowing Ivermec7n which is 
completely safe at the correct dose, proven and readily available 
at a very low cost? You are impor7ng a vaccine from India which 
has not been registered so you obviously trust their protocols 
and yet they are distribu7ng Ivermec7n to their popula7on and 
you don't follow suit? So hypocri7cal. Sharon

2021-01-15 
10:49:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Esther

Limpopo 6

2021-01-29 
10:29:13 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines need to be by choice and not mandatory. Our freedom 
to choose is paramount. Marilynne

2021-01-21 
09:07:58 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Government is not trust worthy and I can guarantee there 
will  be fraud again. ALIDA

2021-01-18 
07:27:14 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would like to see government considering the cheaper 
alterna7ves., which we already have. available.The quicker the 
people are treated the quicker we can recover as a na7on and 
the economy can start to revive itself. Jenny

2021-01-17 
14:03:29 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It  is important to be innova7ve as a country and produce our 
own vaccine that will not have side effects to destroy our 
people.our country is rich in herbs like moringa,African 
potato ,lengana,, tshiumpeumpe,blue gum,big tree ect  that can  
produce something beper and healthier. The country should also 
value the knowledge of African healers.both medical and African 
doctors knowledge can make us concor any disease. Ndwamato 

2021-01-17 
12:54:26 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why did the Helth department treat the front line and workers 
with Ivermecten as wel as allthe COVID-19 pa7ents Regards. Theunis

2021-01-16 
10:36:42 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My body, my choice! Definitely am NOT GOING TO BE jabbed 
with a product that has not gone through rigorous tes7ng over a 
period of 7me. Poli7cians have already &*%$d our livelihoods, 
the are not going to do the same with my body - mandatory or 
not!!!!! Jaji

Western Cape 57

2021-01-29 
07:30:06

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not willing to take the vaccine for safety reasons as I have a 
lung disease.I am planning to rather take Ivermec7n as a 
precau7onary measure as it's been tested and is safe. Trixie

2021-01-27 
17:36:45

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

While the scien7fic world apempts to keep up with the sly and 
shape-shiming virus, OUR GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE PROVIDING 
SOUTH AFRICANS WITH FREE VITAMIN D - which is incredibly 
cheap and would go a long way towards boos7ng our immune 
systems. Not everyone can afford to eat healthy food or vitamin 
supplements or spend half an hour in the sun every day, and 
those with darker pigmenta7on are most suscep7ble to Vitamin 
D deficiency. 
OUR GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE LAYING IN STOCK OF 
INVERMECTIN AS A MATTER OF URGENCY. 
INVERMECTIN appears to be more effec7ve and reliable than the 
vaccine purchased by SA, costs a frac7on of the price and would 
cost rela7vely liple to distribute to the masses. 
South Africans who wish to take INVERMECTIN should be 
allowed to do so without puni7ve measures. 
South Africans of advanced age should be permiped to decide 
whether they wish to be vaccinated or 'donate' their vaccine 
dose to a frontline worker instead.  

peggy

2021-01-27 
08:51:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek sal slegs die inen7ng neem as dit behoorlik getoets is en 
nadat dit bewys word dat dit wel effek7ef is. Leonora
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2021-01-25 
16:08:31

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government has yet to divulge a fully comprehensive 
comparison table of the different vaccines available, the clinical 
trial comparisons,  effec7veness of vaccines, las7ng effect of 
vaccines, costs of the vaccines,  side effects, alterna7ves to 
vaccines, alterna7ves record as profilac7c or cura7ve or 
symptonma7c benefits recorded locally and interna7onally, side 
effects of Ivermec7n and other alterna7ves. 
We the public, are facing a poten7al conflict situa7on, where the 
rights and best interests of the ci7zens is compromised by a 
blanket decision by an untrustworthy corrupt government, 
based on  undisclosed facts. Media reports indicated that the 
vaccines come with 'disclaimers' and a long list of unknowns. 
This becomes more apparent  daily. 
Recent public disclosure by UK government during the past few 
days, indicated they DO NOT KNOW THE EFFECTIVENESS,  OR 
LASTING ABILITY OF THE VACCINES they are using,  yet.  So, does 
this also apply to the Indian derived vaccines? We have a right to 
know all facts,  before we subject our bodies to blanket 
vaccina7on programs. I would prefer to make a choice  myself, 
and probably take Ivermec7n in preference to an unknown 
vaccine, given Ivermec7n seems to be cheaper, easily 
distributed, and has more evidence of effec7ve treatment than 
the vaccines themselves. I expect full disclosure before I  make 
my choice, as a democra7c right. Pat

2021-01-22 
11:51:16

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In Australia Ivermec7n is successfully used whereas the Pfizer 
vaccine has resulted in 23 deaths in Norway.  I feel the 
Ivermec7n route should be more explored. Helena

2021-01-22 
08:43:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

These vaccines are not tested enough .. one can not see clearly 
the full danger and side effects in years to come. Although some 
side effects, (bad ones) are already seen now. 
There are alterna7ves, it is clear as daylight that  Ivermec7n is 
more than sufficiant in figh7ng the virus oce in body. with no to 
very liple side effects. There is enough research that backs this 
statement up. 
The rollout of vaccines is a money maker by the view powers in 
this world. Also clear as daylight. Enough proof there.  
Also mandatory vaccina7on goes against any freedom of life and 
individual expression.  

irma

2021-01-21 
08:44:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There is no proof that the vaccines are long las7ng like smallpox 
and polio etc. At best it will be needed every year like the flu 
vaccines. I believe that it is therefore very important to have 
addi7onal medica7on to prevent or fight covid infec7ons, else it 
will be a recurring scenario, to some degree, every year. At the 
moment data is showing excellent results with Ivermec7n, so 
why won't the government legalize it and it easier for clinical 
trails to be done to prove it use  for human consump7on. It will 
save lives in the short and long term. Is that not what they are 
wan7ng to do. SAVE LIVES!!! Lesley

2021-01-20 
11:03:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I strongly believe that Ivermec7n should be used as soon as 
possible to prevent hospitaliza7on .. the doctors and nurses are 
exhausted .. it is a safe treatment and we are wondering if there 
is an ulterior mo7ve? This will save lives immediately and it has 
nothing to do with vaccines!! That is a separate issue with its 
own ques7ons. Corel

2021-01-20 
10:34:18

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Johannes F

2021-01-20 
09:36:29

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My husband & I thik they should make Ivermec7n legal & 
available 

Margaret 
Mirtle 

2021-01-19 
11:33:24

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Too many reports about the non-effec7veness of the men7oned 
vaccine. Perhaps Ivermec7n should be given considera7on. Sally

2021-01-19 
10:30:57

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are s7ll ques7ons regarding the safety of the vaccine! 95% 
 is not good enough!. People should be given a choice between 
vaccine 
or Ivermec7n. Millions of people have already used Ivermec7n  
without any serious  
Side effects for many years! Why must we use, be forced, to use 
a product with high risk 
and where scien7sts all over the world advise not to use the 
vaccine.  
We have not had the vaccine for the first strain for COVID-19 yet 
and the next strain is here already! How many strains s7ll to 
come? 
This will make our country bankrupt as it is! Marius

2021-01-19 
07:33:24

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Kat present I did not do any research on the vaccine to come to a 
conclusion as to if it would be advisable or not, but from all the 
comments and rumors going around, I personally would not take 
the vaccine because firstly it has not been tested enough to 
prove that it is of benifit. Whereas the Ivermec7n has proved to 
help cure and prevent the deseased. Then secondly Although 
you have opted to take the vaccine, you s7ll have to wear your 
mask, sani7ze and social distance, so if what use is this vaccine? I 
personally feel that it's a total waste of money that we ask much 
need to be spent in beper direc7ons. Thanks 

Nazier 
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2021-01-19 
06:37:36

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our very corrupt ANC government is totally mistrusted to 
achieve ANYTHING they feed the public. They are all too busy 
filling their own coffers to be concerned about their ci7zens. The 
roll out will be delayed due to incompetence and thieving. there 
are cheaper alterna7ves but we will be sold down the river to 
the Indian and Chinese. 
The vaccines are untested and all legisla7on has been thrown to 
the wind as a result of greed! Pharmaceu7cal companies and 
their shareholders stand to lose millions if the cheaper already 
approved drugs are used. Wake up people!!! Sharon

2021-01-18 
21:04:05

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Any medical procedure should be voluntary and there should be 
alterna7ves available. Contents of the vaccine should also be 
made known. 
Why can we not procure INVERMECTIN.  Has been proven and is 
cheap. Johann

2021-01-18 
13:55:53

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The ANC have a DREADFUL track record which does NOT inspire 
trust. I have NO faith in a roll-out working without massive 
problems & possibily yet again more corrup7on. The vaccine is 
NOT the silver bullet either. TREATMENTS are equally important. 
UNBAN Ivermec7m IMMEDIATELY. A treatment such as 
Ivermec7m is a beper alterna7ve to death!! Every minute the 
ANC keep Ivermec7n from the people - more die. This is TOTAL 
ABSURDITY.  The ANC have failed to remember that they are 
servants of the people - not the other way around!! UNBAN   
IVERMECTIN   NOW!     WE   DEMAND   IT!! Marina

2021-01-18 
12:06:47

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What is the government's concern with regard to Ivermec7n? 
Apparently Ivermec7n proved in studies to be effec7ve against 
Covid. Freddie

2021-01-18 
08:18:18

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly I am very suspicious of the government not allowing 
Ivermec7n have googled and has been tested have numerous 
video clips showing that they work. I know of 2 cases one in 
Zimbabwe that used it no side effects and he is healthy again 
Another friend of mine son contracted Covid  before Christmas 
got access to Ivermec7n and an7bio7cs and recovered . 
Everyone  thought  he would die.  

The government not giving detailed plans to roll out Have got a 
proper plan?????????????? If they have tell don't keep us in the 
dark. Also think the supply/purchase is open to corrup7on and 
kick backs from pharmaceu7cal companies in the running to 
supply Graeme 

2021-01-18 
07:35:04

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Insufficient tes7ng, it is being rushed by the pharmaceu7cal 
companies to get their product on the market quickest.  This will 
result in the lions share of the market leaving safety of the public 
secondary.  
Profit at any cost.

Sivaprakasen 
Naidoo 

2021-01-18 
05:56:54

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why vaccinate if there are far cheaper alterna7ve cures?  
Africa has the worlds lowest infec7on rate.  
Why fix something that isn't broken? Rob

2021-01-18 
05:29:04

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

vaccines not tried and tested. should be administered to all for 
free like in the past for polio. Too many uncertain7es about 
vaccines and the cost implica7ons Mervyn 

2021-01-18 
04:57:35

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Zubaida 

2021-01-17 
22:03:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

 Daar  is te veel nega7ewe insae  re die vaksine ivm 5G  en 
 nega7ewe  gevaarlije teenkan7ng 
 Mariaan

2021-01-17 
20:44:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Many elderly die amer the vaccine. It wasn't properly tested. 
Invermec7n is arround since 1975, won a nobel prize. Drs have 
proof that it is making a difference in their pa7ents.

Hermanna 
Martha

2021-01-17 
13:06:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) E P 

2021-01-17 
12:50:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I simply don't trust the ANC GOVT. This exercise must be done by 
experts,not Mrs Kopdoek & partners 

Mar7n 
Eckard 

2021-01-17 
12:27:07

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Safe vaccines are most welcpme, but in the mean7me, 
alterna7ves should be made available to each and everyone who 
contracts covid 19 Johanna

2021-01-17 
11:17:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government should also rollout Ivermec7n immediately 
while we are wai7ng for the vaccine. why are prisoners  geing 
priority over law abiding ci7zens ?   How much of the funds will 
be stolen by government officials and their cronies. The 
government should allow any origina7on to  to also precure the  
vaccines directly from the manufacturers.  There should be no 
3rd party involvement in the government process as this leads to 
addi7onal costs and open to them. Presheen

2021-01-17 
07:20:01

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am against mandatory vaccina7on while alterna7ves are 
available, ie Ivermec7n, et al. Karin

2021-01-16 
21:11:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The WHO and governments throughout are stalling the use of 
alterna7ve such as Ivermec7n. There is too great an investment 
worldwide into developing vaccines and if an alterna7ve is found 
that is not a vaccine they will be forced to use it (by their own 
rules). If that happens there will be billions lost. 

I do not believe our government can roll out the vaccine 
medically or cost effec7vely.  It needs a two pronged approach. 
Use Ivermec7n in the short and medium-term to save lives right 
now and use vaccines later for those that need it. It's no use 
vaccina7ng people who do not need it. The cost incurred is 
absurd to do so. 

 Brian
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2021-01-16 
20:14:23

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccines have not been tested sufficiently - why are old 
established medica7ons and treatments being banned - the big 
pharma have too much invested to allow simple treatments to 
save lives.  A crime against humanity Noeleen

2021-01-16 
19:34:02

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

i Dont mind going for the vaccine ,but like they say  everything 
starts at t he top like star7ng with the president then all anc 
poli7ons then the DA POLITIONS  then the EFF then everybody 
that is in goverment and everybody that cashin from the corona 
virus before you come to the lower on the ground and let Bill 
And Linda Gates and Anthony Fuchi also take the vaccine and 
the Rothchild familys and all the Super rich before you come to 
us as the ordanary people abrhams 

2021-01-16 
19:01:13

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Very liple truth is available in the public domain about the 
contents of the 'vaccine'.  Very liple tes7ng has been done on 
the 'vaccine'.  Why, when there are effec7ve alterna7ves  that 
are cost effec7ve available, has our govt not explored the op7on 
of using them?  Why has the SAHPRA not approved the use of 
Ivermec7n.  Those doctors on there have surely done their 
research?  There is ample evidence from the rest of the world 
that it does work. Diane

2021-01-16 
17:54:33

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Stop was7ng 7me and money and allowing more stealing and 
corrup7on. 
Just give the people ivermec7n. It has been checked and proven 
to help. The patent is expired so it's cheap and easy to 
manufacture.  
The big pharma companies are out to fleece the governments all 
over the world. Those who refuse to use it are dishonest and 
wasteful. 

Ahmed

2021-01-16 
17:45:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We are not part and parcel of the agreements that the 
government made nor have the government our approval to 
vaccinate us as South Africans with a newly invented vaccine to 
which there is no guarantee of our safety and long term well 
being. Cyril  Ramaphosa and the rest of he's party must be the 
first to be vaccinated and this must be done by a people that we 
fully trust. We the people of South Africa are not idiots. We have 
the right to refuse the vaccine manufactured and introduced by 
Pfizer because it is printed on the containers that it is not meant 
to be used in USA,EUROPE  or Canada, what does this mean ? I 
repeat that we are not idiots neither are we unaware what is 
acceptable and what is not. We say an empha7c no to this 
vaccine which was manufactured by Pfizer and we say yes to the 
Ivermec7n vaccine because we are of it's minor side effects and 
know that it will not kill us. Cyril Ramaphosa you have no right to 
force on us South Africans that which we do not want, that is the 
bopom line , we do not fear man , we only fear God and in Him 
we put our trust alone. Vernon

2021-01-16 
17:30:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would only have vaccines made by a reputable pharmaceu7cal 
company injected into my body. Nothing from India; they do not 
have my trust Hazel

2021-01-16 
12:21:40

Western 
Cape

South 
Africa Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government should allow Provincial Governments to obtain 
vaccines to speed up the process. 
The vaccines obtained by the SANDF should have been tested, 
and if found valid, been used instead of destroyed; those who 
imported it illegally should be charged.  Herman

2021-01-16 
11:45:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm not against the vaccine but wonder if there is something we 
are not being told. Why spend billions to rush out a new 
treatment that has not been tested, long term, for safety when 
there exists a medica7on with a proven long term safety record 
(over 300 million people have used this medica7on since the 
1970s), it garnered the Noble Prize, is regarded in the same light 
as aspirin and penicillin and its effec7veness in trea7ng covid us 
rapidly being proven. I'm talking about ivermec7n. The people of 
this country, the doctors, nurses, want access to this medica7on 
and those who deny us will have blood on their hands. Nicola

2021-01-16 
11:33:46

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am  very unsure of having a vaccina7on  it has been  issued 
very quickly .No research has been done on long-term side 
effects  young people can get all sorts of issues later in life  I 
personally won't be around and a lot of the people involved 
won't be  .There are much cheaper alterna7ves like Ivermec7n  
which is cost effec7ve and it worksunfortunately it8use is being 
blocked WHY ? Rosemary

2021-01-16 
10:35:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marié 

2021-01-16 
09:50:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gail

2021-01-16 
09:48:54

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our government officials & poli7cal par7es should lead by 
example and be vaccinated first publicly to give us more 
confidence in the Covid 19 vaccine.   Margaret
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2021-01-16 
09:29:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As a reasonably fit adult of 68 who has had two doses of flu 
(uniden7fied) in the past 12 months, I consider myself 
immunised already - naturally. So no, I would NOT consider 
having an untried and tested vaccine. But if I became extremely 
ill I would certainly take Ivermec7n, and a pharmacist has 
recommended Previnar and Pneumovac.  There DO appear to be 
other alterna7ves to the untested vaccines, but the medical 
fraternity and helath officials worldwide do not seem to be 
interested in them - perhaps because they are cheap and 
everyone can afford them? I am a great supporter of common 
sense, and the responses to this virus outbreak - such as the 
endless and destruc7ve wait for miracle cure - seem 
uncommonly insensi7ve, uncaring and downright callous to me, 
about as far removed from common sense as one can possibly 
get. It puts "health specialists" in the "most despised" category 
for millions. Tragic is the understement of our civilisa7on. Marianne

2021-01-16 
08:51:18

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are many concerns about the long term effect of the 
vaccines on the human being.  Though the urgency thereof is 
not being disputed.  But, the basic human right of Freedom of 
Choice should be respected by Goverment, as well as the right to 
Freedom of Informa7on about all aspects regarding the product, 
as well as transparancy in the process of obtaining it. Possi7ve 
evidence is moun7ng about the product Ivermec7n, and 
personally I would choose this path  - though many would 
disagree; it's my body and my future - my whole existance. 
Having a disabled person in our  family, the fault being DNA 
related, I am seriously against any form of  injec7on that have 
anything to do with DNA or RNA, or the long term effects being 
unknown - defenitely not when there is an alterna7ve solu7on 
right in front of my eyes. I'm sorry, it's simple and clear to me, 
and nothing would change my mind.  And I regard it as a 
Cons7tu7onal  Basic Human right to decide about such a serious 
maper. Augusta

2021-01-15 
22:40:22

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are medica7ons available that assist with handling covid. 
These have not been explored properly, and many are cheap and 
have been used for many years. 

The vaccines have not been proven and are expensive - but the 
government has not disclosed the price being paid. Some 
vaccines are once off, and others require two shots. So the 10 
million doses will handle how many people? Our government is 
NOT being open and honest with SA ci7zens, which casts doubt 
on the en7re issue. john

2021-01-15 
21:08:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Give it to all poli7cians first - if they survive the vaccine is safe - if 
they die then at least the country is safe! Not taking this vaccine. Hans

2021-01-15 
20:57:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) I think the government should visit all possibili7es. Annatjie

2021-01-15 
18:04:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned that the vacines have not had 7me to be 
thoroughly and safely tested and that Ivermec7n, which has had 
reports of posi7ve results from some medical people, is being 
disallowed. moira

2021-01-15 
16:52:27

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Surely the number one step should be to detect who has the 
an7-bodies.  If you have the an7 bodies you do not need a 
vaccine. 

Janet

2021-01-15 
14:02:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm concerned that enough tes7ng of the vaccines have been 
done. I will wait and see. Give it to poli7cians first. ethne

2021-01-15 
13:59:52

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I will wait a few years to see how mant die or have nasty side 
effects. In the mean7me please bring back Ivermec7n into the 
country. The government should not have the right to ban the 
drug or force us to have the vaccin. Eline

2021-01-15 
13:02:45

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) As long as the vaccine is not the gates, WHO or china product   

Rose-
Marie(Ricky )

2021-01-15 
11:28:29

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

First of all most of the money will be stolen .as the ANC will push 
ahead no maper what ( because of the profit to be made ) they 
should receive the drug first .  Ivomec  is already here and 
recommended by many so why not use it ( no profit for the 
ANC ) Daniel

2021-01-15 
11:18:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What about general health  
Eat clean, Exercise, take daily supplements, nb Zinc, Vit C 
Vit D,  
of course many don't have this luxury and they should be 
vacinated hoping that it will help un7l the net strain comes that 
is resistant to the vacine....? louw

2021-01-15 
10:07:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm glad it is the Oxford/Astra-Zeneca vaccine that uses well 
proven innocula7on technology  vs the fragile Pfizer/Moderna  
completely new  method with no long term knowledge of its 
possible side effects. 
I also need assurance that Ivermec7n (seemingly already proven 
in many African countries, at low cost) will be allowed vs the 
more expensive, less effec7ve Remdesivir.  We seem to be hyper 
cau7ous in this case, but are agressively and widely  pushing 
vaccines with no long term evidence?? Willem

2021-01-15 
09:59:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would like to see what is happening  before I commit myself. 
There has been a lot off concern on the side effects of the 
vaccines. Is the vaccine effec7ve or is it going to kill me? I should 
be the person who will decide if whether this vaccine is for my 
own well being.

Walter 
Richard

2021-01-15 
09:32:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Does the vaccine cover the new strain? Hannah 
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Eastern Cape 9

2021-01-28 
22:57:51

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Die regering  moet mense die reg gee om te kies waper entstof 
hulle wil koop. Ivermec7n is baie goedkoper en word al baie jare 
vir miljoene mense gegee met goeie resultate. Dit is ook meer 
koste effek7ef. Die entstof wat aangekoop word , is die vir baie 
jare getoets nie en is nupeloos na n sekere tyd. Ons het nie die 
geld om vir elke mutasie van die virus nuwe entstof aan te koop. 
Dit maak nie sin nie.  
Elke provinsie kan sy eie entstof aankoop en solank begin 
toedien. Dit lyk of die regering skarrel om aan die gang te kom. 
Baie ander lande het al miljoene mense ingeent. Ek sou ook as 
verpleegkundige  mense in my fimilie wil inspuit en nie van 
klinieke gebruik maak nie.  
Verder vertrou ek natuurlik nie die regering want korrupsie sal 
voorkom en entstowwe sal op die swartmark verkoop word. 
Hulle het nie 'n goeie reputasie vir organisasie en uitvoering 
daarvan nie. Dit gaan lank vat voor mense almal ingeent is. marieta

2021-01-26 
18:31:27

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am an 81 year old woman living in a small holiday 5own with a 
small government hospital & wonder what the op7ons are of 
receiving help like oxygen & treatment at this small hospital. No 
one seems to be sent by the doctors to Buffalo city or Port 
Elizabeth hospitals. The doctors just send their pa7ents home 
with an7bio7cs. What chance does an 81 year old living alone 
have if I cannot receive a vacina7on speedily to cover me? Vici

2021-01-18 
09:53:44

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

This  medica7on is cheap, easily available, does not need to be 
administered by medical staff and has been shown to be 
effec7ve. A friend took it when she couldn't get over the effects 
of Covid and was beper the next day. It works. We shouldn't 
have to take the one for animals. There is one for humans. Diane

2021-01-17 
09:12:34

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Henry

2021-01-17 
06:55:27

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Government incompetence and corrup7on. Les

2021-01-17 
03:09:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Amer what has happened in Norway (23 elderly died amer being 
given the vaccine) I will not take the vaccine un7l more studies 
are done!! The vaccine should NOT be forced on any person!! Barbara

2021-01-16 
11:55:42

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is essen7al- NOW!! Big pharma vaccines will be 
‘adjusted’ in the future. Popula7on Control is needed. BUT Must 
be done Humanely. - ie NON PROFIT Bernard

2021-01-16 
11:06:40

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It needs to be clarified that this vaccine is not puing a tracker 
or any foreign DNA into recepients 

Brenda 

2021-01-15 
11:39:55

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Any trust I may have had in the ANC government evaporated 
years ago and they've done nothing to change my mindset! 
They are dishonest, corrupt and in competent and I don't see 
that changing - I'm on Ivermec7n for cows and happy about it - 
I'd rather have a chance to stay alive than dying for Mkize to 
vaccinate me!! 
I really wish they'd go away - like Trump! Stu

North West 1

2021-01-25 
09:44:42

North 
West Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Arthur 

Free State 4

2021-01-19 
10:41:42

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Hester

2021-01-17 
15:21:55

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

while wai7ng for vaccines to arrive.............people are dying , 
while there is a very effec7ve alterna7ve in Ivermec7n.  Just go 
to YouTube and see the posi7ve results already achieved with 
this amazing drug.  I am taking Ivermec7n myself and I believe  it 
is a excellent prophylaxis against Cov19 especially if there is 
going to be a loooong wait to get vaccinated.  
COME ON GOVT .................WAKE UP PSE. ........You are cos7ng 
lives to be lost by. banning Ivermec7n.. Dennis

2021-01-16 
22:57:07

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Government officials first then other people. Deirdre

2021-01-16 
12:46:29

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe the roll out in principle is ok, but it cannot be done in 
isola7on. A campaign of symptoma7c treatment must be 
combined which should include alterna7ve treatment as well as 
supplements necessary to assist with immune strengthening. 
Health service suppliers must be allowed to procure vaccina7ons 
as well to ensure quick vaccina7on and to ensure transparency 
from the government. Johan

Mpumalanga 6

2021-01-17 
18:22:11

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) No no no Hennie

2021-01-17 
18:19:34

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) No thank you Chris7en

2021-01-17 
07:08:00

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Let the poki7cians  have it first. It's nor tested properly.  Bernice

2021-01-16 
16:57:43

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Theo 

2021-01-16 
10:10:53

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n helps to prevent. And cures. Give the clearance to 
our scien7sts and suppliers to go ahead to roll out the medicine. 
Then there is ample 7me to work on a vaccina7on that has been 
tested and found to work. Nerine
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2021-01-16 
10:10:52

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n helps to prevent. And cures. Give the clearance to 
our scien7sts and suppliers to go ahead to roll out the medicine. 
Then there is ample 7me to work on a vaccina7on that has been 
tested and found to work. Nerine

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-16 
06:15:36

Norther
n Cape Not fully re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ek vertrou  nie die effek7witeit van die inen7ngs nie.  Gaan dit 
ook nie neem nie. Die medisyneraad moet vinniger Ivermek7en 
beskikbaar stel wat n beproefde geneesmiddel is. Ek sal dit neem 
as ek sou siek word. Linda

unemployed individual 49
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 23

2021-01-27 
14:42:19 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n should be available. Before a 
vaccina7on is seen as the only op7on, it should be considered a 
last resort. Medical prac77oners should be able to prescribe 
what they consider as an adequate treatment for their pa7ents. Johan Van 

2021-01-25 
07:59:35 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My concern is why cant we make our own vaccinne like other 
countries because we also have doctors and scien7est like other 
countries or if that vaccinne arrive our scien7sts must recheck it 
before people take it. 

Mmakhumal
o 

2021-01-22 
13:44:02 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

1) Alterna7ve medica7ons and have welfare farms so people can 
eat healthier than just pap, rice, tea and 7nned food ! 
2) Those who already had COVID19 and built up an7bodies or 
those who is Asymptoma7c that does not suffer any affects and 
children that hardly gets it should be excempt and rather make 
kids aware if they don't feel well ...EVERY SCHOOL MUST BE 
EQUIPED WITH A Quilfied NURSE ( MAYBE about 4 schools can 
share a NURSE)...  If The kids see the Nurse at school , they will 
feel comfortable approaching her and expressing themselves if 
they dont feel well... 
3) People with pre-diagnozed problems not suitable for the Vax - 
not mandatory 
4) People who choose not have it , have the freedom to so 
choose, and if they get sick it is there choce and need to self 
quarinteen. 
5) Vax ID ? 
6) why are we not informed what is in the Vaccine ?  Including 
the codes given to certain substances ? Why are we not told 
what is the difference in the vaccines ?  or did they get "copy 
right" to reproduce and Royal7es will be paid over to Moderna 
or Pfiser  ? 
6) If we are so concerned about saving lives, who do we have so 
many abor7ons and hungry and unemployed ? ... why should 1 
be concerned to stay alive if you can't make a living by working 
for our money ? 
7) AS far as i understand the Vax must be controlled at a certain 
temperature.. how do you plan to do this quality control so as to 
make it affec7ve ? 
8) If our borders are not controlled , how do you plan on dealing 
with foreigners entering SA ?  
 Should claim the cost  (Vaccines produc7on, distribu7on, Labour 
and storage) back from there country of origin ?   
In our prisons those who will get deported needs some 
iden7fica7on as they probably don't have any papers etc...  what 
will you do when they come into our borders again, will you Vax 
them again  which poses a health risk? Ursha 

2021-01-20 
11:40:19 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Engela

2021-01-19 
19:35:02 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why our government that we voted since 1994 they prefer the 
western medicine than our tradi7onal medicine

Khabonina 
Khabo

2021-01-19 
08:37:59 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It's not a well tested non is  well known or tested   
Jaquesse 

2021-01-19 
08:05:32 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The country is financially challenged. It would make more sense 
to roll out Ivermec7n as it will curb the rising number of 
infec7ons and deaths and would not cost them as much as the 
vaccines Yasmeen

2021-01-18 
21:18:53 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Whereas the roll out of the vaccine is a huge cost to the fiscus 
and will take months to reach suitable numbers of people, we 
have at hand a drug which is far cheaper and shown by scien7fic 
meta-analysis of various reports to be effec7ve in reducing the 
rate of deaths; reducing the length of stays in hospitals and 
reducing the dura7on of the illness in Covid-19 pa7ents.  This 
drug can have an almost immediate impact on reducing deaths 
and freeing up hospital capacity.  It can also be administered as a 
prophylac7c to frontline workers in hospitals, schools and 
security clusters - on a widespread basis within a maper of 
weeks.  Ivermec7n should be authorised for use on 
compassionate grounds, under clinical supervision.  The known 
side-effects are minimal (except when trea7ng parasites) and are 
known, unlike the unknown side effects of the rushed mRDNA 
vaccines, which side effects may create a future drain on our 
medical resources. Alan
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2021-01-18 
19:39:17 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I was very invested in all the different theories around being 
vaccinated, and was very an7 vaccina7on, however the 
onslaught of media and the rise in death toll as well as the 
devasta7ng effect that Covid has had on individuals, families, 
jobs and the whole world, I had to retreat and actually not 
engage anymore for my own mental well being, I have not 
listened to any further discussions on  vaccina7ons for or 
against, I am unsure given our countries notorious ability to turn 
anything into a form of corrup7on, and how it is all going to play 
itself out will remain to be seen, sadly I have lost faith in South 
Africa, and choose to not  play an ac7ve role in this whole saga, 
globally or locally, except to con7nue behaving like a responsible 
ci7zen and sending love and light to the planet in this 7me of 
terrible suffering. Karen

2021-01-18 
19:11:04 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not using or approving medica7on that has been tested for 4 
decades.  The vaccine has only been tested for a few months, 
already we reading people dying of it . The cost of the vaccine 
will make it impossible for everybody to get it, in the mean7me 
Invermec7n is cost effec7ve and would assist in the mean7me 
while gov is procuring the vaccine for all ci7zens. Janine

2021-01-18 
15:36:18 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dear sir Madam without Prejudice  

The apached reported cases of 23 individuals dying due to 
having taken the Covid vaccines which has been supposedly 
endorsed and approved by their  own health care system does 
leave a lot to be ques7oned....and desired in my view. 

It must be clearly understood that both the authori7es have 
recognized and acknowledged the mortality rate and nega7ve 
side effects in this case and are looking into the cases amer the 
event also has a lot to be desired ......as in many cases most 
vaccines were not fully tested approved and endorsed by WHO 
and related authori7es . 

Within this context the WHO has not commented which is 
seriously alarming  
As to how many more fatali7es need to occur for decisive ac7on 
to be considered or taken. 

It is with the above in mind  we urge you and your team to 
immediately  inves7gate the side effects mortality and safety  
standards for the vaccines that which our SA authori7es have 
procured !and well publicized 20 million doses to begin rolled 
out for administra7on in the current quarter 2021 . 

Dear/Sir madam further off recent SA health authori7es have 
denounced any risks related to the vaccines however much 
needs to be desired ...  

With the above being stated we now turn to you and your team 
to immediately obtain study ,research ,interview ,gather data, 
hold accountable ,audit ,ques7on all organiza7ons ,state health 
ins7tu7ons and governments and producers to produce a well 
documented and researched public document and make an 
announcement prior to the first SA individual receiving his or her 
vaccine whereby as the SA  Public Protector ( Chapter 9 )you 
have served every individual there right to beper health care 
and protec7on . 

I would like to firmly state that this request  
Is due to various reasons not men7oned above . 
I would further like to reserve my rights as a SA ci7zen on the 
content  and request in order to protect every SA ci7zen not 
being afforded the right to the appropriate health care measures 
amid the Covid pandemic. 
We await your informed response and report on the coming 
days/weeks ahead . 

The above has sent and addressed to the PP Mavine

2021-01-18 
15:13:48 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Everme7n, which is on the WHO list of essen7al medicines. Is 
available, please use it in right doses to help medical 
professionals who seems to have 'hit' the rock to give us hope 
against COVID -19. The lives at is of ordinary people not the 
'thieves' and 'capitalists'. We are already dying and nobody 
cares.  
Keep and provide the vaccine to the 'thieves and Capitalist' 
anyway we do not have money or reasons to live if not to slave 
for the advantaged individuals. Mavovo

2021-01-18 
14:52:29 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

At least  try Ivernec7n instead of wai7ng so long for  vaccines, 
especially as people  are a bit suspicious about the vaccine. Mary

2021-01-18 
12:53:18 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As all off the above men7on things, I DON'T  need to have it, and 
this have not been proven that it will help and cure the virus. To 
me just another money making scheme from government  Elizabeth

2021-01-18 
10:08:12 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Liz

2021-01-18 
07:10:10 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why has ivermec7n been banned when the drug is proving to be 
effec7ve on many countries worldwide. We are choosing a 
vaccine which has been developed in a few months over a drug 
which has been used since 1975. Clearly all you care about is 
lining your pockets and and you couldn’t care less about keeping 
SA ci7zens alive. Annetjie
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2021-01-17 
23:36:21 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why have the government been so compliant with the lies about 
masks and social distance ,it is all lies. The lies and corrup7on by 
ANC is what has killed alot more people than covid.  Their are 
alot of ways to prevent people from geing sick but the ANC 
have not men7oned these other op7ons. All because they don't 
have money they stolen most of it. John

2021-01-17 
17:44:19 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Kay

2021-01-17 
11:21:17 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Amernoon 
I have nothing against saving lives but a lot has been said about 
the Vaccine which makes it difficult to accept it, we not sure how 
safe it is, what economic impact does it come with, does it leave 
more people dead or alive, has it been tested? all those 
ques7ons if they can be classified 
And unemployed fathers like me are really concerned about 
losing Jobs under this Covid new normal nonsense.  
Many thanks 

Bhekuyise 
AKA Yise

2021-01-17 
10:48:37 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Vaccines should be voluntary 
Ivermec7m is proven to work, therefor why is SA forced to use 
inferior vaccines? ARE THEY PLANNING TO INTENTIONALLY KILL 
PEOPLE? L

2021-01-17 
10:15:39 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have had Covid and recovered, and therefore have an7bodies.  
I would MUCH RATHER see the invermec7n being used as both a 
preventa7ve measure (once a week) and for treatment once you 
start showing any symptoms (daily for 5 days) where the 
solu7on is rubbed into the upper arms and upper legs, and taken 
together with an an7histamine. 
It retails at about R5 and is therefore not only an already proven 
method to combat Covid-19, but also cost effec7ve FOR ALL 
SOUTH AFRICANS. Clarice

2021-01-16 
20:20:11 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Liakat

2021-01-15 
10:55:02 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I do not trust government or the vaccine.  Ivermec7n has been 
proven to work and is cheaper.  Let the private sector be 
involved.  This is just a money making and control scheme by 
governments of the world. Diane

Western Cape 12

2021-01-26 
10:00:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We need to consider alterna7ves that have proven to be 
effec7ve. 
The companies who develop these vaccines cannot be held 
liable when things go wrong, and that in itself is wrong. 

I'd rather take my chances and isolate myself un7l this blows 
over. David

2021-01-25 
11:07:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ve routes need strongly be considered as we need every 
chance and opportunity to find op7ons for preven7on & 
treatment 7ll such a 7me that a vaccine is available for all.  
Once vaccina7on is rolled out, health workers should have first 
op7on. Sabine

2021-01-24 
19:36:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) STOP MEDICAL DISCRIMINATION AGAINST INOCENT PEOPLE Gert

2021-01-24 
19:33:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Believe me freely these vaccines are by no means trustworthy 
because they were tampered with, by the Biotech firm, which 
deals with Bio Nano experiments, these vaccines are formulated 
with three types of substance for the following purposes, ... 

According to the Court proceedings' witness, the following 
aspect was brought up by Dr Jan in the witness bench ... 

Namely: 

Sis7ma7c Poisan 
Steriliza7on 
and further more Nano Bots Par7cles, 
and Derma gel. with 14 weeks aborted fetal DNA. 

Because these PHIZER VACCINES and others were not by SA's 
sovereign watchdog labs for transparency, these vaccines were 
not suitable for human use, 

For that, Imvermec7n is being called as the sovereign vaccine in 
place of Phizer / Bill Gates scandal. 

I completely refuse to surrender if the Vaccines are transparent 
and correct Gert

2021-01-23 
13:32:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Will everyone be able to afford it.  
If a cheaper alterna7ve is available why not.  
Is it going to be a fight of who is going to be in control of things.  
Certain people get richer because they are linked same as PPE. Surayah 

2021-01-19 
21:43:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are many more cost effec7ve and long studied effec7ve 
treatments not being used such as the currently illegal 
Ivermec7n which is having great success elsewhere trea7ng the 
virus effec7vely !  
So why all the money on a new  not throughly tested op7on ?  
And how about focusing on educa7ng people about managing 
health and suppor7ng a healthy immune system and providing 
people with access to good nutri7on and resources . Rather than 
all this money to vaccines ? And enforcing a vaccine in my books 
is not ok. Tarynn
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2021-01-19 
21:23:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would only have the vaccine if it is required to travel overseas 
because my family lives overseas. I have serious doubts about 
the efficacy of the vaccines, and their side effects. 
I think each person should be able to decide whether to 
vaccinate or opt for alterna7ve medicines such as Ivermec7n or 
CDS. 
I also think the government hasn't got enough funds to vaccinate 
everybody as fast as possible. Claudia

2021-01-18 
15:45:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is reported to be effec7ve in preven7ng the 
contrac7on and also the figh7ng the infec7on of Covid. 

There are also other alterna7ves that are being tried and tested. 
The MEDICAL AUTHORITIES should allow this tes7ng and then go 
by the results to give people the choice of treatment for the 
condi7on. 

Vaccina7ng or not should be the people's FREEDOM of  CHOICE !  
South Africa  is not DICTATORSHIP!! 

Abby

2021-01-18 
07:04:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Helena

2021-01-17 
05:15:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is not fully tested and I think the government is 
rushing by rolling it out already. There are other alterna7ve 
vaccines that could be used instead. The new vaccine has 
already fatali7es since its incep7on. Kgodisho

2021-01-16 
10:28:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marlene

2021-01-16 
07:04:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I don't trust a vaccine that was rushed into crea7on and is not 
fully tested and proven to be effec7ve. Maybe we are the test 
subjects Magda

Limpopo 3

2021-01-24 
10:55:49 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is much cheaper and more effec7ve. I don't trust this 
government, the vaxine will be stolen and sold on black market Basie

2021-01-21 
14:09:48 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Moipone

2021-01-16 
22:40:25 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Lawrence 
Lamudi

KwaZulu-Natal 9

2021-01-22 
00:34:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would support the vaccine if there was no other op7on.  The 
same could be said before the vaccine was put into produc7on, 
and in this case whilst people are dying by the thousands in 
South Africa, the op7on of ivermec7n exists and is supported by 
so many highly educated and experienced medical experts but it 
was Banned in SA. 

The arguement was that it would cause more harm, and was 
thus banned and confiscated. It was said that other drugs such 
as Hydroxychloroquine had given the same hope ini7ally as 
ivermec7n so it would probably also not be the wonder drug as 
Hydroxychloroquine was not. 
Now this doesn't make sense as Hydroxychloroquine was not 
banned as ivermec7n has been. It does not make sense that a 
world looking for any sign of hope in this pandemic decides to 
outlaw something that has the poten7al to save lives. It also 
doesn't make sense that it does so, knowing very well that the 
black market to promote illegal, uncontrolled use and super 
exorbitant prices. Why not give a warning that it is untested for 
use as Covid 19 treatment but leave the drug as a normal supply 
drug, by not cuing the legal procedure to acquire the correct 
drug.  

Even with all this, and the evidence for posi7ve results as well as 
pressure from medical experts to legalise the use and allow 
supervised use, the government remains stubborn on not 
allowing the people a chance to prevent death. 

I am scep7cal on the vaccine that has no guarantee and even has 
a 2% risk of causing death. If SAHPRA cannot allow a drug that 
has not caused any death to be used in SA, how can they 
sanc7on vaccines that have a 2% chance of causing and death 
and no proper backing to prove it works? Hence I will not take 
the vaccine. I would rather take the ivermec7n drug under 
medical supervision. Shivesh

2021-01-21 
16:23:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am sorry, I am not gonna be part of a genea pig to another u 
man who created this covid to kill  certain amount of people just 
for money, are those people involved willing to kill their loved 
ones, if yes then let them take the vaccine under  strong 
supervision, that f......ken Bill Gates all the F.......ken money in 
the world , I hen wht the fu......k he wants to ruin our lives, if he 
is bored then he must start off by injec7ng all of his family's first 

Shamim

2021-01-20 
07:31:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If there is an alterna7ve that has been seen to work effec7vely 
against the virus, it is crazy to have our government spending 
precious funds on a vaccine, vaccines that have not been placed 
in the final test stage nor have been said as effec7ve as the 
alterna7ve sources. Our government is in massive debt, can we 
honestly afford to add more debt to this sinking ship and chance 
this vaccine that has to be administered more than once that 
could or could not work to be bought with money we don’t 
have. Rosalind
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2021-01-19 
14:08:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There are cheaper alterna7ves for treatment than the cost of 
trying to prevent. I fully support leing those with Co 
morbidi7es, elderly and front line workers geing the vaccine. 
Government should focus money on improving lives of ci7zens 
through food schemes that have loads of fruits and vegetables 
than spending money and forcing individuals that are healthy 
enough to fight the virus into having a vaccine. Fish

2021-01-18 
18:40:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I dont support the prisinors being priori7sed as there as many of 
our poor people living in just as cramped quaters as prisinors 
who ave not broken the law and through no fault of their own 
are forced to exposure  by their living and transporta7on 
situa7ons. Prisoners have commited crimes and are living in 
fairly isolated situa7ons and their enviroment can be controlled 
far beper than these poor people who are exposed to the 
general popula7on. Irene

2021-01-18 
06:06:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Has govt taken into considera7on the needs of the physically 
challenged. Have trials and tests been done on children or 
persons with disabili7es? Many children with special needs are 
unable to take certain vaccines, how would govt deal with this 
maper? Shantal

2021-01-17 
15:21:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

More affordable alterna7ves that have been tried and tested for 
A LOT longer should be looked into first. Also, the vaccine has 
not been tried and tested for long enough to determine long 
term effects.  It also doesn’t guarantee long term protec7on. Eden

2021-01-16 
23:36:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Can we also look at India, they 2nd on worldometer, something 
they doing right. Deaths are lower than SA, daily infec7ons 
dropped almost equivalent to SA. How did they bring the 
numbers down? Let's follow India's treatment, many say 
ivermec7n works. So why is it illegal in SA. Please leave WHO out 
of advisory, look at working alterna7ves. Please Mr President we 
lost an en7re year, even in my home, we got no income, 
husband entrenched. Save US, your people Hajira

2021-01-16 
09:14:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ves such as ivermec7n should be allowed. Many doctors 
have come out in support of this drug. Suvashni

Free State 1

2021-01-18 
21:15:47

Free 
State Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I'm not into this vaccina7on thing it's sounds very creepy the 
doses is made available to cure only two 3rds of South Africa? 
Do u really think this two 3rds will be cured or will it kill two 3rds 
of the popula7on think wisely people I will rather choose to die 
fairly with Covid than to be vaccinate to death I'm sorry but i 
trust no one anymore that exist as living I only trust in God he 
will forsake me or rather safe me from this virus thank you Arthur

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-15 
12:14:49

Norther
n Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

WE WILL NOT ALLOW MADATORY / ENFORCED VACCINATION. I 
reject that fully. 
Rather leave the decision with me to ensure my free will and 
choice is respected.  
The above alterna7ve op7on of Ivermec7n role-out with Zink 
and other important vitamins, as done in India, is the answer. 
We see this as the way to go forward. 
WE DO NOT TRUST THE VACCINE, NOT ANY OF THEM.  
THIS OUR CHOICE NOT TO TAKE ANY VACCINE.  
No vaccine is 100% effec7ve and will never be. The +/- 10% RISK 
OF THE VACCINE NOT BEING EFFECTIVE, IS NOT GOOD ENOUGH  
AND STAYS A RISK WHICH WE WILL NOT ACCEPT.  
HENCE WE REJECT VACCINE AS AN SOLUTION. 
Our HEAVELY FATHER will protect us from this pes7lence as He 
promised. Ockert

student 3
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 2

2021-01-18 
12:51:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Dear SA, 

SA has run a major loss due to the rapid spread of the various 
strains that Covid has imposed. SA has lost so many and so has 
the vast regions of Africa. As seen on Carte Blanche we have our 
very own Lab that has been supplying other countries before our 
own con7nent. Why is this? Tes7ng for this virus should be free 
to all. Teams should be dispatched with haste and everyone 
should tested- no race or creed should be apotheosized or 
discrimated against. 

Seeing that we have something that is widely available- why 
aren't the FDA or health regulators not looking into this? If 
animals can take human medica7on then why cant human take 
in animal medica7on- the dosage would be different!! Save SA 
economy and use money wisely. Seeing that you are also taking 
Vaccines from India- I hope I don't hear people of different race 
groups advising the Indian Race group that they should return 
back to India- that would be pure Racism and that very person/s 
should be charged and sent to prison like those who commit 
fraud/murder. 

Sharlene
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2021-01-17 
17:37:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The rise in number of infec7ons and deaths is uncontrollable, I 
would suggest the use of ivermec7n be distributed to those 
infected by professionals including communica7on of correct 
dosage according to weight to curb covid 19. 

Vaccines might have been tested for use within a small number 
of people  
And covid is apparently muta7ng more than we know, how sure 
is government that the vaccines will be proven 100% effec7ve ? 

Whereas ivermec7n is used in other countries and is proven to 
be 80% effec7ve with increased recovery and declined number 
of deaths.  

Considera7ons of vaccines  

Vaccines will be given to whom first? 
......... Definitely not you and I.........  

When will the vaccines be available?  
....... Within the next couple of months to a year or two.... For all  
South Africans that is........  

Effec7veness percentage of vaccines?............ Unknown 

South Africans are already trying ivermec7n and geing saved 
from covid (with correct doseage) .... Government is losing out 
on profits from ivermec7n, its in demand and effec7ve.... 

 Front line professionals have wripen numerous lepers to the 
president for legalising ivermec7n and he is silent.... Why?  

Is it because it is cheap and vaccines will run a profit loss?  

Is it because government does not have the 7me to adjust and 
regulate safety in ivermec7n ?  

The public wants to know, I want to know... Amer all we have a 
right to know as it is our family members that are dying and it is 
our loss, that is added to your death toll percentage. 

Simone
Western Cape 1

2021-01-15 
11:31:19

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The effec7veness and safety of the vaccine have not been 
proven, especially with reports from RT news that it causes 
severe side effects that have led to death of a young healthy 
doctor. The Australian vaccine has also been withdrawn because 
it causes people to test posi7ve for HIV. The Covax vaccine also 
have not been tested on the new variant, thus, it seems that the 
government is gambling because it cannot provide proof that 
the Covex vaccine will effec7ve, for this reason we should look at 
alterna7ve treatments such as ivermec7n, that the observa7on 
trails prove that it in fact is effec7ve in the preven7on and in the 
treatment of covid 19, however, Saphra and the government 
bans the compounding of this schedule 3 drug (which make it 
legal for compounding pharmacies to produce), under the guise 
that it is not well researched, however they approve a vaccine 
that has been developed less than six months ago but bans 
ivernec7n which have consumed by humans since 1975 and 
which is considered by the WHO as one of the safest drugs. 
Thus, by this deliberate act to prohibit ivernec7n, South African 
government is denying the right to possible treatment for covid 
19, and thus this lead to the ques7oning  of the integrity of the 
government and Saphra. Damian

other 444
Column E: Count:

employed individual 157
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 36
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2021-02-18 
11:16:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

RE:     Religious / CONSCIENTIOUS concern regarding the use of 
(historical) abor7on-derived fetal cell lines in the development 
or produc7on of certain COVID-19 vaccines 

Freedom of Religion South Africa (FOR SA) is a legal advocacy 
organisa7on working to protect and promote the cons7tu7onal 
right to religious freedom in South Africa. 

In the maper of COVID-19 and the impact of the regula7ons on 
the religious community of South Africa, FOR SA has been 
mandated by religious leaders and organisa7ons represen7ng 
between 15.5 million and 18.5 million people from a cross-
spectrum of churches, denomina7ons and faith groups, to 
engage with Government and make submissions on their behalf 
(as we have been doing since mid-March 2020 when the 
na7onal state of disaster was first declared).   

We now write to you with regard to the roll-out of the COVID-19 
vaccina7on programme across the country, and in par7cular to 
bring to your apen7on a concern shared by various members of 
the faith community of South Africa and that may make them 
reluctant to take the vaccine. 

The concern relates to the use of (historical) abor7on-derived 
fetal cell lines in the development, produc7on and/or tes7ng of 
the vaccines. Many people of faith, who typically are “pro-life”, 
have a religious / conscien7ous concern regarding taking any 
vaccine developed or produced from abor7on-derived cell lines. 
As a result, they may well – on this basis – object to taking the 
vaccine (whether on a voluntary basis, or if imposed for e.g. by 
their employer). 

In this regard, we understand – based on factual, scien7fic 
research put out by the Charlope Lozier Ins7tute – that both the 
AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson vaccines used (historical) 
abor7on-derived fetal cell lines in the development / produc7on 
of the vaccine, whereas other vaccines (including for e.g. Pfizer / 
BioNTech, and Moderna) did not use such cell lines. 

In view of the aforegoing, we appeal to Government to – in its 
delibera7ons regarding, and implementa7on of, the roll-out of 
the vaccine programme (and in par7cular which vaccines to 
procure) – have regard to the religious / conscien7ous 
convic7ons and beliefs of millions of South Africans, whose 
conscience, religion and belief are protected by s 15 of the 
Cons7tu7on as a fundamental human right. 

We believe that, if presented with choice (including therefore 
vaccines that were not developed or produced with (historical) 
abor7on-derived fetal cell lines), many more South Africans – 
who are currently resistant to taking vaccines because of their 
religious / conscien7ous concerns – would poten7ally be willing 
to take the vaccine. 

We trust that our leper will receive your favourable 
considera7on. Nadene

2021-01-22 
21:00:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Transparency concerning which manufacturer: The public should 
be able to establish which vaccine they are geing (Moderna, 
AstraZeneca, etc). A number of vaccines u7lize immortal fetal 
cell lines from abor7ons done around 40 years ago during either 
their tes7ng, produc7on or both. This raises a ethical or moral 
dilemma for many, especially in the religious sector. Some 
vaccines currently in development and trials do not use these 
cell lines. Therefore people need to be able to decide which 
vaccine (if available) they're comfortable taking. Petrus

2021-01-22 
13:32:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

I truly believe that this vaccine was rushed and not tested 
properly. I have seen and heard that people are either lem dead 
or with illnesses that they did not have before amer they have 
taken the vaccine.  As someone who has co-mobirdi7es I am 
fearful that the vaccine may trigger my underlying health issues 
(as has apparently happened in Norway) and I'd end up dead.  

Let the vaccine proof itself and I may be willing to take it next 
year. LINDA

2021-01-22 
12:27:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

The Government should not apempt to be sole distributors and  
should partner with private en77es in the distribu7on of the 
vaccines Margot

2021-01-22 
09:52:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Hello, given the health concerns we're now seeing in people who 
tested posi7ve for Covid, many of whom have been diagnosed 
with Long-Covid, such as myself, should also receive the vaccine.  
Long-haulers have been ill for many months post infec7on, with 
worrisome symptoms such as heart damage, shortness of 
breath, extreme fa7gue, neurological issues and more.  I am in a 
long-haulers support group on Facebook and many of the US 
group members have reported their long haul symptoms liming 
amer taking the vaccine.  For many, work is an impossible 
proposi7on when you are suffering from Long-Covid and with 
hundreds of thousands of Long-Covid pa7ents becoming 
incapacitated this has a direct impact on the economy and then 
there is the considera7on of reduced tax payments from this 
sector of the popula7on.  I think if you have a medical cer7ficate 
diganosing you with Long-Covid, you should be given the vaccine 
as soon as possible to prevent death months post live infec7on 
and to ensure a return to work as well.  Marijke
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2021-01-21 
10:47:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Safety concerns of these experimental SARS CoV-2 vaccines are 
being disregarded.  These safety concerns turn the concept of 
mandatory or coercive vaccina7on into a gross viola7on of 
human rights and poten7ally a crime against humanity.. 

1) The CDC in USA reports a 2.8% rate of anaphylac7c  shock 
following vaccina7on with the Pfizer vaccine (ACIP COVID-19 
Vaccines Work Group, Anaphylaxis Following m-RNA COVID-19 
Vaccine Receipt, Thomas Clark, MD, MPH, December 19 2020). 

2) All COVID-19 vaccines may result in an7body-dependent 
enhancement (ADE) which could worsen the immune response 
to COVID-19.  The risk of ADE is important enough to require 
specific reference in vaccine recipient consent (Cardozo 2020, 
Informed consent disclosure to vaccine trial subjects of risk of 
COVID-19 vaccines worsening clinical disease, hpps://
pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33113270/) 

3) The  adenovirus type-5 vectored vaccines - such as the 
Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine - have been shown to increase 
suscep7bility to HIV in men.  This was shown more than a 
decade ago - but has been ignored.  (hpps://
www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/ar7cle/
PIIS0140-6736(20)32156-5/fulltext)  (hpps://
pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19012954/)  (hpps://
pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26368824/) 

4) The mechanism of ac7on of this vaccine has never previously 
been tested in humans or licensed for use.  Animal studies have 
resulted in deaths. 

These are legi7mate safety concerns.  The fact that safety 
concerns are relegated to "Other" in the list of "What is your top 
concern?" on this dearsouthafrica site is disturbing. 

Howard

2021-01-21 
08:59:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

The rush in the development of the vaccine and the new “type” 
of RNA vaccine which I don’t believe has been widely used 
before and the poten7al long term unintended consequences.  

Also, I lack trust in the government and would prefer to have the 
vaccine sourced and administered by my medical aid. Marlies

2021-01-19 
21:07:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Where is my right to refuse this vaccine, why I'm i obligated to 
take it as far as I'm concern clinical tes7ng was not run long 
enough to convince me that it is safe in the long run Jacqueleen
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2021-01-19 
18:31:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

These experimental vaccines cannot be mandated either by 
government or as company policy because of the almost 
negligible benefit and the iden7fied safety problems and 
unanswered safety concerns.  People claiming to be legal experts 
are sugges7ng, in mainstream media, that companies have the 
legal right to mandate vaccina7on of employees with this 
experimental vaccine as part of their 'Health & Safety" 
responsibili7es.  They do not.  Government needs to make it 
very clear that threatening and coercion of employees in this 
regard and mandatory  vaccina7on is scien7fically unfounded 
and illogical and a gross human rights viola7on. 

Why scien7fically unfounded and illogical? 
1) The first incorrect premise is that vaccina7on is necessary to 
achieve herd immunity to SARS CoV-2.  The government's own 
advisors predicted that natural herd immunity would level off 
COVID-19 deaths at 43 000 (with uncertainty between 50 000 
and 34 000).  We are currently (18 Jan 2021) at 37449 COVID-19 
deaths.  This means that our natural herd immunity (unless our 
hospitals have been allowing people to die unnecessarily or have 
been coun7ng other natural deaths as COVID-19 deaths) is 
already in the region of 80%.  If we assume the worst case of the 
government model (50 000) we already have a natural immunity 
in the region of 75%.  With the first SARS CoV-2 variant the NICD 
calculated an r0 value of 2.6.  This r0 value translates to an 
approximate requirement of 62% for natural herd immunity.  
The 2nd SARS CoV-2 variant will raise the r0 value and herd 
immunity percentage requirement - but going on deaths, we are 
already well past the government target of 67%.  Vaccines will 
contribute almost nothing to SARS CoV-2 herd immunity in 
South Africa. 
2) 75% to 80% of humans (including South Africans) already have 
heterologous T-cell immunity to SARS CoV-2 from having had the 
common cold.  (Nelde et al 2020; Sekine et al 2020; Le Bert et al 
2020; ...) and this is why the government modellers an7cipated 
that 75% of infec7ons would be asymptoma7c.  The government 
models also presumed that approximately 0.1% of infec7ons 
would result in death.  This leaves the other 24.9% where 
infec7ons would ranging between slight flu symptoms and 
serious but non-lethal illness - depending on age and 
comorbidi7es.  The idea that South Africa is not already largely 
immune and needs a vaccina7on to become immune is incorrect 
and at best misinformed. 
3) The vaccine (Oxford-AZ) is said to have some efficacy in 
reducing symptoms.  The trials have not shown that 
transmission is prevented by vaccines.  The idea that the vaccine 
will prevent transmission of the disease is unfounded.  At best, 
the vaccine can reduce a small amount of deaths and 
hospitaliza7ons, so old people and people with comorbidi7es 
can be  given the choice of vaccina7on.  It is therefore uperly 
illogical to suggest that coercive (effec7vely mandatory) 
vaccina7on of the healthy popula7on is a solu7on to this rapidly-
ending pandemic. 
4) The latest claim on Oxfor-AZ vaccine efficacy is 62%.  In the 
study of 11629 people  
(Informa7on for Healthcare Professionals on COVID-19 Vaccine 
AstraZeneca), the vaccine is claimed to have prevented 5 
hospitaliza7ons and 1 severe disease (no deaths were recorded 
in the study group).  This is not a result that can jus7fy the 
expense to South Africans and the human rights viola7on of 
coercive or mandatory vaccina7on that some are proposing. 

Why a gross human rights viola7on? 
1) The SARS CoV-2 vaccines are experimental.  The mechanism 
of ac7on has never been used in humans before and  animal 
studies have reported failure and deaths.  Long-term effects will 
only become known in future years and decades.  Every code for 
human rights recognizes that medical experimenta7on on 
humans can only be done with their consent. 
2) The Oxford-AZ vaccine has a known safety concern.  The 
Oxford-AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine uses an adenovirus type-5 
vector (hpps://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/ar7cle/
PIIS0140-6736(20)31605-6/fulltext) ... and from studies done 
more than 10 years ago, scien7sts are now warning that  
COVID-19 vaccines that use adenovirus type-5 vectors in areas of 
high HIV prevalence could lead to an increased risk of HIV-1 
acquisi7on in the homosexual and heterosexual male vaccinated 
popula7on.  hpps://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/ar7cle/
PIIS0140-6736(20)32156-5/fulltext 
3) Medical specialists have warned that the mechanism of ac7on 
could result in longer-term auto-immune disorder and this has 
not been studied.  Mandatory/coercive vaccina7on with an 
experimental vaccine with known and unresolved safety 
concerns is more than a human rights viola7on - as a 
descrip7on, it tends towards genocide. 

The government needs to act swimly in stamping out any idea 
that CEO's and company boards have the authority to impose 
coercive/mandatory vaccina7on in their companies as it is 
scien7fically unfounded, illogical and a gross human rights 
viola7on. Howard

2021-01-19 
18:15:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Why do people die of the vaccine and why must tax payers 
suffer? Lower income is already struggling as is and 
unemployment levels increased. Colepe
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2021-01-19 
12:07:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Is it really safe as there is so much controversy over the vaccines. 
How ill the public feel safe to take this. 
Show how it is safe and put concerns to bed. Petulia

2021-01-19 
07:36:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

My answer of the above ques7on is E all of the above 
men7oned.  One that was not considered was: Did anyone 
including the government,  thought to ask God the Creator of 
the universe , if these vaccina7on is a good idea? Lucie

2021-01-18 
22:27:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

What is in the vaccine and If it is mandatory must everyone have 
it Jonathan 

2021-01-18 
15:44:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

I am unsure if enough research and tes7ng has gone into the 
vaccines to ensure they are safe in the long term. We also don’t 
know how they will react to our na7on. I think the tests were 
rushed. Barend

2021-01-18 
12:59:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other It doesn't make sense at all. Basambombo

2021-01-18 
11:07:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Yes, funds (yet again) from the tax payer is concerning. So is the 
effec7veness of the vaccine. How many people had the vaccine 
and had serious side-effects, not men7oning a few deaths?  It 
shouldn't be mandatory - we should have the choice. If this 
vaccine cannot be 100% guaranteed, I don't want it. I work with 
the public every day since last year May and thank God, I haven't 
apracted the virus yet. If I am forced to take it and I have serious 
side effects or die, who will take responsibility of my family's 
finances? Will the Government support them for life? I really 
don't think so. Sarie

2021-01-18 
09:47:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

The poli7cians should receive the the vaccines first,including the 
President. 
Put your people first by tes7ng the vaccine on yourselves and 
not making your people the test subjects, if it works great if not 
well I guess you all will have to go back to the drawing board. C

2021-01-18 
09:24:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Who is going to show us that the vaccine works? I want evidence 
and we must be shown on love television with one of our 
leaders in the cabinet using the vaccine and monitor it and we 
need feedback with scien7fic oroff  from the person who will be 
the first to use it. It is so sad that we are already suffering but 
our tax has to be stretched further and further and we don't get 
any money. I work in a wastewater treatment plant as an 
essen7al worker we have not been given any risk incen7ves. Nosisa 

2021-01-18 
09:06:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

My concern is mostly the specula7on that's rife within the 
communi7es.  I feel that the Government and everybody 
concerned with the roll out of this vaccine should speak out 
clearly to the popula7on. There is so much fear / myths about 
the effect of the vaccine on humans. People are going to refuse 
the vaccine based on scuple bup and not knowledge.  So, I 
would suggest that BEFORE the roll-out, educa7on of the people 
would be impera7ve.  Lilian

2021-01-18 
08:41:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

The vaccine must be giving to all our ANC and EFF poli7ans first. 
If they survive the vaccine, we will know it is save. Herman

2021-01-18 
08:34:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other Not sure how a inmate gets the vaccine before us tax payers??? Stuart

2021-01-18 
07:54:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

I definitely support health care and emergency workers/first 
responders first and to my mind, poli7cians last. I also support 
the over 60's, but what about those of us who care for our 
elderly parents? Will we be vaccinated along with them to 
maintain safety in the home? And what about cost? What about 
those without a medical aid who probably can't afford to be 
vaccinated? Do we get pushed aside? And quite frankly, if you 
don't want the vaccine, step aside for those of us who do. I don't 
see anyone forcing you to take it.  What I would like to know is, 
who decides and how is it decided on just who will be part of the 
67% to be vaccinated? What right does ANYONE have to decide 
for me when or if I get the jab? Beverley

2021-01-18 
07:07:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Ek stem saam gee vir mediese werkers eerste en dan skole en 
bejaardes. 
MAAR hoekom tronke eerste?.  Gee eers vir publiek - dit beteken 
almal nie net die rural areas nie. 
Gaan almal betaal vir die vaccine  - of kry sekere mense verniet.  
As jy n cell kontrak en dstv kan bekos7g kan jy vir die inspui7ng 
ook betaal. Marelize 

2021-01-18 
06:22:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Why was this vaccine used?  Are we even sure this vaccine won't 
have any side effects? If most of our healthcare sector gets 
inoculated with an unproven vaccine and it backfires who will 
help the various non-innoculated then ? 

Wouldn't it be more prudent to have mul7ple versions of the 
vaccine that can be administered accross the healthcare sector. 
If anyone shows a vaccine related injury (as I have for a flu 
injec7on) then that variant of the vaccine will only have affected 
a smaller percentage o f the healthcare professionals out there. 
That way they can be given a choice? 

Amer 2/3's of the popula7on have been inoculated when will the 
rest be done? Sweden has already shown heard immunity is not 
effec7ve against this virus? Stephan

2021-01-17 
22:08:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

So, are we going to allow ourselves to be injected with 
experimental  biotech, pharmacies, and a virus, that has not had 
a proper trial and error phase, that has not had adequate 7me 
for tes7ng and analysis by our own smart scien7sts that are not 
in it for the money.  
Think about it people, you will become a guinea pig, and you will 
not be able to blame any one, if and when something goes 
wrong, because you have given your consent.  
Don't become a sta7s7c, for a lack of knowledge... Daz
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2021-01-17 
19:06:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

As a registered nurse I would like to be given the most effec7ve 
vaccine e.g moderna. The laboratory scien7sts that have 
developed the most accurate vaccine eg 95 or 96 percent. I 
would recommend the best vaccine for all south Africans and 
myself. I would suggest that South Africa has friendly rela7ons 
with usa and Israel, so that we can opt for the best most 
effec7ve no one vaccine. I don't want to have any doubts. Our 
country should opt for the very best. I would like each and every 
south African to opt for the safe one,  we do not want to lose 
any lives in this country even if we have to  wait for the best 
vaccine like moderna. I like  Mogoeng Mogoengs  concern about 
the vaccine. I am sure that we deserve the safest and the best. 
We also deserve to know the ingredients of the vaccine,  as most 
people are pro life, an7 abor7on,  we don't need any ingredients 
used in the vaccine that is against our beliefs. We want to feel 
comfortable when receiving the highest quality vaccine that they 
take each person's feelings into considera7on.  

Catharina 

2021-01-17 
18:28:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Has this vaccine been tested over a period of 7me?What are the 
side effects?Why do we always opt to procure as opposed to 
manufacture or invent? Why do we have these 
ins7tu7ons(universi7es,laboratories and hosipitals).How much is 
this going to cost  tax payers? Mninawa

2021-01-17 
18:01:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

I don't believe enough trials & research has been conducted for 
this vaccine. We are in a "rush" to get rid of this virus and so I 
am not convinced that all the necessary tests have been 
performed. Therefore I'm not convinced of its safety Cindy

2021-01-17 
09:36:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

There are cheaper solu7ons like ivermec7n, which can be 
manufactured locally. Also, those persons which are in prison 
should not get the vaccine first, but rather the people who are 
contribu7ng to society. Greg

2021-01-17 
08:30:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

It does sound suspicious that a vaccine was so quickly developed 
where there are illnesses (HIV, malaria....) with no cure?  
Secondly the government cannot roll-out the program because 
there is NO guarantee that it will end up in the allocated places 
and the funds will not just go missing.  By all means it should be 
available to those that want to use it but NOT forced on the rest 
that don't believe this is a real solu7on. Carina

2021-01-17 
07:56:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

I am par7cularly concerned about geing Vaccines from other 
countries.  There had been too many stories circula7ng on social 
media regarding the mo7ve for this vaccine and such  has made 
me doubt the purpose of the vaccine and  the contents in it. I 
would advise the Government to first get our local Scien7sts 
involved in verifying the contents of these vaccines before 
immunizing  South Africans. If our Scien7st are not fit to do that 
we cannot use those vaccines owing to the issue of  trust. Mhle 

2021-01-17 
07:48:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

I am ok with vaccina7ons but I would prefer the public be 
allowed to choose what vaccine to use. I would like to be able to 
trust and know the regula7ons of the country where the vaccine 
is manufactured and in doing so be able to decide based on all 
the informa7on. Considering the vaccine is 1 every 2weeks with 
70% effec7veness has plenty of ways causing issues with a large 
scale mandatory roll out. Nikita

2021-01-17 
06:39:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

The government should not control the roll out because they 
can't do something this big property. There is too much 
corrup7on. 
Second of all we should have  a choice of the vaccine we want. I 
personally will not take a made in China anything. Nadia 

2021-01-16 
22:27:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

I don't know what to believe. So many arguments from people 
each one with their perfect explana7on of why the vaccine is 
effec7ve and why not. As the roll out was explained people with 
vaccine will be easily traced etc. As a Chris7an these things 
perils, pes7lence, lies, people will be lovers of money etcl., are 
unfolding as the Bible says.   Many Chris7ans fear God and are 
careful to make hasty desicions and are wai7ng on God for 
answers. I believe world leaders are deceiving the na7ons and 
that's why it's a 7me for Chris7ans to pray without ceasing so 
that God make a quick end to ungodly leaders J

2021-01-16 
07:53:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other This vaccine is too young. I will not risk having it Priscilla

2021-01-16 
07:13:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

My concern is the roll out process, effec7veness of the vaccine 
and using alterna7ves. We not able to afford lockdown level 5, 
the government do not have sufficient funds to secure  vaccines 
for the en7re popula7on,who will be infec7ng who will it be the 
disadvantage who will not get, one life is not more important 
but elderly must also be prori7sed and an alterna7ve must be 
used. The process is not clear but if we don't vaccinate our 
people will be dying at faster rate. Government must ensure that 
all get vaccinated we are paying the taxes as required they must 
now come to the table, by not vaccina7ng they are also affec7ng 
economic sectors and traveling. We have  been failed but hope 
that the best decisions will be made for all our ci7zens.  

Marilyn
Gauteng 74

2021-01-29 
22:29:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I'm an an7 vaxxer so do not care how the government does the 
vaccine roll out. Barbara

2021-01-27 
10:13:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

It has not been proven to be effec7ve, when it becomes like the 
Polio vaccine that actually stops the virus. Also when, as 
someone aptly put it. "When the Government starts stealing it 
then I will believe it to be effec7ve"  
Personally, I will not have it. 

Ethel May
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2021-01-26 
17:25:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

What about the people over 65. Our older Ci7zens.  They should 
be added and receive it. Audrey

2021-01-25 
07:42:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

As long as vaccine is not compulsory i dont have a problem i 
have not been sick for the last 10 years . Lewiton

2021-01-24 
20:21:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

We are no{ unding this as we are bearly survivoing ourselves , 
government  must find the funds elsewhere or get it back from 
the people who have squandered the fund Gunter

2021-01-24 
14:20:33 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

My concern is that, globally there is not tes7ng done on the long 
term effects of the vaccine. Whist I understand the urgency 
given the number of deaths,  and the urgency of stopping the 
spread of the virus, no one has  given any outcome indica7on of 
the long term effects the vaccine may have. Marianna

2021-01-24 
07:46:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I believe the vaccine should a choice for all south Africans  to 
take the job or not. I myself will not take the jab. Thabiso

2021-01-22 
21:42:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Oversight for  the whole rollout process. We know how much 
opportuni7es there will be for corrup7on. Arno

2021-01-22 
21:07:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

What are the side effects? Other risks involved 
Bianca 

2021-01-22 
20:08:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

The fact that the government wants to roll out to the prisoners 
and there is a tablet available but our government makes it 
illegal Arishka 

2021-01-22 
19:21:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Id like the ones that have been tried and tested not generics,  eg 
the death of the old folk on norway amer the Pfizer vacc Julie 

2021-01-22 
14:24:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

The Government will be the only importer and distributor of the 
vaccine. That is total control over the people of our country. I 
cannot trust the ANC government on anything least of all, my 
health. Marietjie

2021-01-22 
10:10:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Let nature and God Handel this one! Spend your money and 
energy and mee7ngs and resources on life issues... Improve 
educa7on and medical facili7es, housing op7ons and care for 
the elderly and disabled. Give everyone a bople of honey, some 
ginger and a Bible. This will be a lot more effec7ve  and sooo 
much cheaper.  Vaccina7on will  only make way for new 
corrup7on... Rich geing richer,  poor geing poorer. Samantha

2021-01-22 
09:34:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Human rights is a priority no one should be forced to get the 
vaccine and no one's rights should be taken away just because 
they refused the vaccine, We should be given freedom of choice. 

No mandatory vaccina7on for something we have 98.98% of 
figh7ng naturally. 

The safety and effec7veness of the vaccines has not been fully 
tested or validated, the vaccine have not been tested extensively 
and it is to soon to roll it out. No need to vaccinate in any 
case,there is more effec7ve more safe alterna7ves without any 
side effects or mortality rate.With a 82 % recovery rate in SA,it is 
totally unacceptable to inject people. 

 All Medical Aid/Insurance companies must be able to buy 
vaccines for their members.   

Ivemec7n have been researched and is available already for 30 
years and used on humans as well as animals without adverse 
effects. 
People must stand up for their BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS and stop 
being manipulated by Poli7cians and business people. 

Before we must talk about the taxpayer foo7ng this bill on top of 
all the other bills can we discuss that 500 billion that just went 
"missing.  

I have a problem with the Government having full control of the 
roll out.   

My concern is the cost that will be rolled down to the tax payer. 
Tax payers (which are so few in SA) are already overburdened. It 
seems as if we work to just pay taxes. This will place even more 
pressure on us. msimelelo

2021-01-22 
09:26:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I have MG and is not allowed to just take any medica7on. I asked 
my Neurologist if I can use the vaccine and she said it depends 
on the one they want to give me, I first have to consult them 
before I will be able to just take the vaccine. Cornelia 

2021-01-21 
20:53:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

The person who has convinced the dominant coali7on ((be it a 
researcher, medical doctor, business person or whatever the 7tle 
he/she holds) to accept and order the vaccine mus allay the 
public's fear by explaining what does the vaccine do and what it 
doesn't do,  its effec7veness and the side effects. currently there 
are so many theories and clarity is needed to dispel other 
formulated no7ons. Me

2021-01-21 
16:01:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Most of the above op7ons apply here:  effec7veness and safety 
of the vaccine, corrup7on and nepo7sm on the part of 
government, cost to the (already robbed and raped) taxpayer, 
the inability of the government to manage anything effec7vely 
and properly without corrup7on, mismanagement and looking 
amer themselves first. Vanessa

2021-01-21 
15:58:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other The vaccine has not had enough 7me to be tested in full Carol
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2021-01-21 
15:21:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

1. Roll out for essen7al workers seems to only concentarte on 
medical fields, which is important clearly, however no men7on is 
ever made of essen7al workers in other departments and 
specificall many persons working in magistrates courts  where 
very liple or no complinace to safety has ever  been checked or 
monitored. 
2. Prisoners have been listed above law abiding ci7zens and the 
younger popula7on who are s7ll contribu7ng to the economy 
and the country under difficult circumstances. 

Leonie

2021-01-20 
11:35:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

In lieu of historic use of black people as guineu pigs by 
mul7na7onal in conjunc7on with African governments, coupled 
with secrecy about the contents of this vaccine by the South 
African government, as well as its high handedness, South 
African Government should publicly guarantee that this specific 
vaccine is not another test upon black people of Africa to either 
hurt, sterilise, control or infect black people and their future 
genera7on.  If  South African Government undertake this, it will 
assure most black people that Government is not conniving with 
the interna7onal community whom we do not believe cares at 
all about black people. Sandra

2021-01-19 
17:51:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Just let us buy it out of pocket, or through our health insurance 
providers. But  if taxpayers have to foot the bill for all of this, 
shouldn’t taxpayers be the ones who get offered the first round?  
I mean, I know that’s quite harsh, but if I pay taxes  to provide 
life-saving vaccines, then it seems fair that I would be included in 
rollouts before people who don’t pay taxes.... Kate 

2021-01-19 
17:51:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Just let us buy it out of pocket, or through our health insurance 
providers. But  if taxpayers have to foot the bill for all of this, 
shouldn’t taxpayers be the ones who get offered the first round?  
I mean, I know that’s quite harsh, but if I pay taxes  to provide 
life-saving vaccines, then it seems fair that I would be included in 
rollouts before people who don’t pay taxes.... Kate 

2021-01-19 
15:56:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

The vaccines are not safe and proven yet. If India cannot even a 
vehicle (basic technology) like the Tata vehicle, how on earth can 
they suddenly become experts on such a complex virus 
solu7on!! And we are to stand in a queue for this?! One vaccine 
does not fit all, there are already different strains of the 
virus....... Healthy people (in the UK) died amer receiving the 
vaccine! The whole vaccina7on program is a money making 
business!! Jamie 

2021-01-19 
13:38:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I do not agree that Government should be the sole purchaser of 
the vaccine in South Africa. SA Governments should allow 
private health organisa7ons as well as Corporates to bulk 
purchase vaccines for greater distribu7ons. People would then 
have the op7on to vaccinate through the medical aid schemes 
and/or pharmacies such as Dischem and/or Clicks. Corporates 
might also choose to purchase the vaccines on behalf of their 
workforce, thereby ensuring their staff are safe. Restric7ng the 
procurement to Government only will create a backlog and delay 
in the vaccina7on process as proven by SA’a already dismal 
service delivery process. Furthermore, the already 
overburdened tax payers should not be forced to pay addi7onal 
tax to cover the vaccine costs, since government had the funds 
and squandered the billions collected towards figh7ng the Covid 
pandemic. If  the procurement process was made more open 
and available to other interes7ng par7es, Government could 
focus on procuring the vaccine for the members of the 
popula7on who are unable to afford the cost. They can raise the 
necessary funds by curbing unnecessary government spending 
and save lives rather than bailing out en77es. They can also 
delay salary increases for non essen7al staff. They also need to 
7ghten their belt rather than always expec7ng the taxpayer to 
bail them out. Anthea

2021-01-19 
08:56:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Other op7ons must be used because vaccina7on in its current 
state is seems to have an adverse poli7cal agenda against 
people. celiwe

2021-01-19 
01:51:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Our government seems to  force down  respect rather than 
earning it. The ban on alcohol and cigarepes was according to 
me the most idio7c, nanny state idea that I can think of. 
Lawlessness is our big problem but the government just keep on 
blaming alcohol.  People are starving of hunger rather than 
Corvid  because of this wrong decisions taken  by the 
government  yet they just get more stricter and more spiteful  
with every new speech we hear from them. With a very blind 
eye that  they turn to the real problems like lawlessness and   
taxis that just do what they want to do on the roads killing 
innocent people, they just keep on blaming alcohol  and 
whatever else they feel like blaming.  Our economy is going 
down the drain and people are losing jobs on wine farms  but I 
think its more important for the government to deliberately hurt 
the wine beer and alcohol industry as it is mainly DA supporters 
in the Western Cape  that gets hurt by this alcohol ban and that 
is the people that they want to suppress. I  can not trust any 
decision this government is making     Frederik
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2021-01-18 
22:52:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Concerns: All of the above are concerns. 
The biggest concern is uncertainty.  

There is not enough research to know exactly what the vaccine 
will do. We do not know what the long term effects are or will 
be. This vaccine can not be made mandatory. This will cause a 
rebellion.  

Ivermec7n can be used as an alterna7ve.  

With everything happening around us and how quickly things 
escalated - we have to take into considera7on if this is part of 
the "new world order".  

I do support something that will heal and prevent diseases from 
spreading in the future but everything about Covid-19 is 
suspicious.  

There was no need for a hard lockdown, there was no need to 
sink and damage the economy. Our government has given away 
R500 billion. Where is it? I do not see new hospitals, I do not see 
masks being given out freely, I do not see hand sani7zer for free, 
no new hospitals, no new hospital beds, not enough oxygen or 
ven7lators, not enough oximeters - everything that is needed to 
treat Covid-19..  Our government can't get the basics right, how 
will they get the vaccine right? How will they roll this out?  

Solu7ons: 
First test the effec7veness on cri7cal Covid-19 pa7ents figh7ng 
for their lives.  
Do not make this mandatory. Give vaccines to those who want it. 
The front line workers need it first... Do not discriminate by age.  
Give alterna7ves to those who do not want the vaccine 
(Ivermec7n) 
Do not use this as a tool for more corrup7on. The country has 
already lost faith in government.. 
Find some of the R500 billion that was stolen to pay for this... Do 
not use (or steal) more of our tax money.  

Keep in mind that we are a third world country - we can not do 
things the same as first and second world countries. Our 
popula7on is not advanced enough to follow in the footsteps of 
first and second world countries.. Jarlene

2021-01-18 
21:38:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

My concern as a ci7zen, is that do we have our own scien7sts to 
verify that those vaccine are safe for the ci7zens, or we'll just be 
injected and trust words of the manufactures that those vaccine 
are safe. Goodman 

2021-01-18 
19:59:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I'm concerned because presently there is no proof of side effects 
and effec7veness of the vaccine. All informa7on should be made 
public for us to make an informed decision on whether to take 
the vaccine or not. Til 

Lawrence
2021-01-18 
17:50:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

The vaccine should not be forced on anyone since there are so 
many mynth and theories that comes with it. Si

2021-01-18 
16:50:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I am just concern  about the exempted liability are given who are 
producing the vaccine.Will the government take full responsible 
if they are going to be severe side effects  amer taking the 
vaccine.Will they have Na7onal compensa7on funds for vaccine 
injuries if people developed unreversable side effects.They 
should guarantee that before rollout. Phumlani

2021-01-18 
15:56:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

1] ALL Government officials MUST lead by example & be 1st in 
line 
2] Prisoners' are in confined spaces, vaccinate them asap 
3] Miners are in confined spaces, vaccinate them asap 
4] Vaccina7ons are created for 1st strain of Covid NOT the 
current muta7on 
5] Vaccina7on alters a Humans DNA Isabel

2021-01-18 
11:58:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I think the government can not trust other countries so they 
have to test every vaccine that they buy before they can inject 
our people in south Africa they cannot just buy and not test 
it .we are talking about millions of people who can die if they 
dont test it, look at United kingdom 23 people died amer taking 
the vaccine so I plead with our government to do the right thing 
by its people 

MAHLATSE 
MADIMETJA

2021-01-18 
11:52:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I would like to know what is the con7ngency plan for those who 
react to the vaccine. I have a daughter who is living with seizures 
as  a reac7on to the 32rd DPT vaccina7on. 
 She is 33 and has had a very difficult life  with many challenges. 
 There is no acknowledgement / responsibility from Dept of 
Health or the pharmaceu7cal companies nor  any assistance 
offered  in the care and apen7on to such 
individuals .Considering the huge profits made on the sale of the 
vaccina7ons a beper system need to be implemented for such 
assistance. 
 Further the vaccine is not fully tested and  yet it is being rolled 
out to the most vunerable with no alterna7ves being offered to 
those who have already shown adverse reac7on to vaccines. 

ROWEENA
2021-01-18 
10:05:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Why give vaccina7on to people at the malls and taxi ranks, why 
aren't they star7ng with poli7cians do we can see that it is safe. Zulu 
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2021-01-18 
09:36:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

1. I think the government should first get a sample of volunteers 
and run a test to check effec7veness and side effects.  It is a 
fu7le exercise to  roll it out and later source funds again to deal 
with its repercussions.   
2. The government should come clear and be open on the 
selec7on of the source for the vaccine. What are the kickbacks/
rewards promised for choosing those suppliers and who is the 
middle man. Don't we have ins7tu7ons within our country and/
or con7nent with the intelligence to come up with such vaccine 
from our natural resources? 
3. The vaccine should not be mandatory just as flu vaccine is not. 
Only those infected should receive it. Zeru 

2021-01-18 
09:18:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

There should be buy in from all possible stake holders, if private 
companies and medical aids want to be involved then they 
should be allowed to be involved. I don't think it should be 
dictated, managed and implemented by government alone 
because of the issues of ever present corrup7on in the supply 
chain but then can we also trust that private companies won't 
try to make a profit from the acquisi7on and roll out of the 
vaccine either? It would be good if we could support the 
pharmaceu7cal companies who signed up with COVAX and are 
doing what they can to get the vaccine to poorer countries. I 
don't want to support companies like Pfizer who quite clearly 
are in this to make a profit both from the sale of the vaccine as 
well as their share price. Their race to be the first to have an 
approved vaccine seemed to be driven by profits over people 
and this is not something we should support. Our response 
should be measured and researched and based on science and 
NOT a knee jerk reac7on based on fear, scare tac7cs and 
corporate greed. Nicola

2021-01-18 
09:15:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

The issue of vaccina7ons is mul7faceted.          
 The SA cons7tu7on in sec7on  12 (2) (b) and (c) states ... 
"Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, 
which includes the right—(b) to security in and control over their 
body; and (c) not to be subjected to medical or scien7fic 
experiments without their informed consent."  With the fact 
that the vaccines have not passed long enough trials, it can be 
concluded that they are s7ll in the experimental state. 
Notwithstanding the above it is the ci7zens right  per point (b) to 
reject vaccina7ons.    Further more the above does empower the 
individual to choose the alternate treatment of "Ivermecton" as 
it has proved to work... Government are compelled to legalize 
this alternate treatment and as per the cons7tu7on allow the 
individual to choose a cheaper op7on. Ivermec7n per the 
manufacturers website is compa7ble to the human body and has 
long been proved.   The SA government must meet it's 
obliga7ons to the ci7zens.   The word minister actually means " 
servant of the people"   and no the other way around. craig

2021-01-18 
08:15:11 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Government needs to give people choice to choose where to get 
vaccinated and stop being the sole purchaser of vaccine. Too 
much informa7on has been circula7ng that make me be very 
much concern and skep7cal about this vaccine. catherine

2021-01-18 
08:13:33 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Let private Medical Aids, Chemists, Private Doctors etc get 
involved to vaccinate to get the roll out to happen faster and 
save our Government money! 
We need to protect all our people and economy! Ralf

2021-01-18 
07:50:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other Safety of the vaccine Lucia

2021-01-18 
07:17:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Several concerns 
1 . The effec7veness of  the vaccine  when we are geing it from 
several different sources, hence several different vaccines 
instead on of standard for the country - unknown manufactures, 
unknown tes7ng standards, unknown side effects. 
2. The effec7veness of a vaccine that has not been tested as per 
interna7onal standard for a min of 3-4 years - What are the long 
term side effects ?  With Wikipedia sta7ng there are currently as 
least 7 confirmed major variants, how many of those  are 
currently prevalent in South Africa and will the vaccine work on 
all of  these ?   
3 . Will mandatory vaccina7on be implemented with a untested, 
no idea of the long term side effects and several different brands 
of the vaccine coming into the country ?  Will the government 
force these vaccines on its ppl without knowing the long term 
side effects or was  surrendering the ppl of South Africa as 
guinea pigs for the vaccines part of a larger deal ? 
4.  What will the cost to the country in economic turmoil be ?  
What has been promised under the table to obtain the 
"dona7ons", what will the true cost to the country and the 
people be ? 
5. There are es7mated 60 mil ppl in South Africa , to get 60% 
coverage with a double dose of the vaccine recommend - 72 mil 
doses min would be reacquired.  With us struggling to get 1.5 mil 
at the moment with who knows what the actual cost is to the 
country and what promises been had at the cost of the people in 
exchange for the dona7ons, so the how are we expec7ng to get 
the other 70.5 mil doses with a country currently on the brink of 
economic collapse with over 21 mil ppl unemployed ? 

Riaan

2021-01-18 
07:13:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I'm concerned that other treatments, such as Ivermec7n, are not 
being allowed. 
Further, I think that private companies and medical aids should 
be allowed to procure the vaccine.  
Also worried about the actual working of the vaccine. I'm not 
an7 Vax but not sure if it will actually work. Vanessa

2021-01-18 
06:37:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other What are the long term side effects Diane
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2021-01-18 
06:19:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

In previous ar7cles I read the vaccine would be given to the 
elderly. Children, government and prisoners. I am not sure if that 
is the plan however I think thought needs to be given to who will 
con7nue to contribute to the success of the country in future. 
The answer is none of the above. People that contribute so the 
economy, the successful small businesses. Up and coming 
graduates and school children that will actually have an impact 
on society, are the ones that should receive the vaccine first. 

And yes, as a tax payer that does contribute to society, I do not 
want to vaccine someone that does not deserve it. Astrid 

2021-01-17 
22:01:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Let the Parlement take the vaccine FIRST before giving it to the 
health care workers or public  We will know if it is safe or not. 
We cannot lose any health care workers due to an ineffec7ve or 
dangerous so called vaccine.  Wilmien

2021-01-17 
20:53:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I would strongly advocate for a South African vaccine and not 
some vaccine bought somewhere including India or any foreign 
government. We have enough capacity in South Africa to 
develop and roll out an effec7ve vaccine Siseko

2021-01-17 
20:05:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Stop conforming to the standard of the world. Give indigenous 
medicine  a chance. Let us as Africans create our own cure. 
Tradi7onal medicine is our cure as Africans.  

Nonku

2021-01-17 
18:49:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

The last flu vaccine I had  was 10 years ago ...and it made me 
extremely ill  ...  
I never get a cold or the flu... due to family pressure they said my 
age was about right to now start geing the yearly vaccine...  
it knocked me down for 2 weeks ! 

The only flu I’ve had in over 20 years was inducted by a vaccine Pamela

2021-01-17 
10:49:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I agree, healthcare  gets it first. Amer them?  
There is already such a high financial burden on the taxpayer / 
ci7zen man(woman) in the street. I hope and pray that we donot 
have to pay for the jab. If I have to pay then I will skip the jab. 
Thank you 
Des Des

2021-01-17 
10:27:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

My concern is the long term effects later on. What is going to 
happen to our bodies years down the line as a result of this 
vaccine, as no one has had it and obviously we cannot for see 
the future to warn us of the possible side effects in the future. It 
feels like it is going to be a gamble. I think children should not 
have the vaccine as they are quite safe if they get the virus and 
they have a longer life to live, we do not want them to get nasty 
health issues for the rest of their lives as a result of this vaccine. 
Thank you Noeleen

2021-01-17 
06:16:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I wish the specialists could inform us how it works, what are the 
possible amer effects. 
I think that would help us to comment well Max M

2021-01-16 
18:30:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

* Studies have shown that high numbers (up to 80%) of people 
already have immunity to sars cov 19 based on prior 
coronaviruses of which it is an individuum (60-80% the same). So 
it seems that vaccina7ng 2/3rds of the popula7on therefore 
seems to be a waste of money which we don't have.  
* The vaccines are causing a number of deaths (23 people out of 
25000 in Norway on the Pfizer vaccine) and lots of problems for 
people who have allergies.  
* Ivermec7n is showing great results around the world but is 
banned by SAHPRA in South Africa who received R45 million in 
funding from the Gates Founda7on who are known to be big 
promoters of vaccines around the world. Its difficult not to see 
this as a conflict of interest. Ivermec7n seems much more cost 
effec7ve and less dangerous than improperly tested vaccines. Gregor 

2021-01-16 
11:49:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

It is vital that the roll out begins with all frontline workers, 
followed by essen7al workers, and then immediately the 
vulnerable (over 60's etc ) Donald

2021-01-16 
09:10:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Prisonsets shoud be dead last to receive a vaccine. 

Why are they in a priority group. 

Look At Türkey as an example.  

Alchol sales only barred on weekends. 

Curfews mandatory Friday night 8 pm to Monday 5 am 
Weeknights same 

Resuatants only packet service... 

Goverment wants money right so just fine people for not 
wearing masks it's great they are being arrested but how does 
an arrest affect some ones live longterm, rather take them to the 
police sta7on to pay an admission of guilt.  

Same with Taxis cap thee load factor  
Churces, funerals etc laod factors need to be lowered.  

But then again SA has a long way to go its called behavior 
something the people have very liple of.  

Who is paying for this in the end ?  Tiaan 
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2021-01-16 
09:02:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Please allow other organiza7ons to import the Covit vaccine in 
the same way as they currently source other vaccines. 
Inocula7ng the en7re popula7on, or 80%, is a massive exercise 
and a huge expense. Medical Aids, pharmaceu7cal companies 
etc. should be allowed to source and distribute the vaccine to 
assist. The government can then focus and providing for our 
popula7on who don't have access to these commercial outlets.  

And please use exis7ng and experienced organiza7ons to 
manage the logis7cs. I know that there is a drive to promote 
new organiza7ons and opportuni7es but this is too important for 
inexperienced and corrupt individuals or organiza7ons to mess it 
up like happened with the PPE 

 Coral

2021-01-16 
08:08:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

If the vaccine is not by any means tradi7onal, that is, it does not 
change or alter human DNA, then I refuse to use it. 

Since when did we agree to our DNA to be changes by some 
man regardless of his standing!!! Hodi

2021-01-16 
07:08:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Firstly..... Ivermec7n should be available. 
Secondly..... Prisoners should be the last to get the vaccine. It's 
not fair that taxpayers n law abiding ci7zens should get it last. Varsha

2021-01-16 
06:58:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Variety of concerns: 
1. Vaccine effec7veness must be known  to ensure good 
successful outcome and the cheapest op7on is not necessarily 
the way to go. 
2. It follows that alternate vaccines that have proved outcome 
should be allowed. 
3. Convicted criminals serving 7me in prison have no more rights 
than any other ci7zen, and the proposed roll-out is not well 
planned in terms of priori7za7on order. Our government 
allowed cri7cal funds to be squandered and stolen during their 
watch; they failed to react 7mely concerning vaccina7on 
procurement planning; now everything is a rush just to say that 
they have a vaccine! 
4. Ci7zens should be afforded the opportunity to chose more 
suitable vaccine op7ons that are made available independently 
of government in cases where those ci7zens have planned for 
medical con7ngency like this. Therefore, ci7zens cannot be 
denied the op7on of making use of beper, vaccine op7ons that  
non-governmental medical en77es can provide (if a ci7zen is 
willing to pay his GP to administer an alterna7ve proven vaccine 
then it should be allowed). Angus

2021-01-16 
05:18:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

My concern is that government is once again making sure they 
have the monopoly on procurement of the vaccine,  leaving the 
door wide open for stealing & corrup7on.  Stealing & loo7ng is 
one thing that the ANC has never failed to deliver.  People's lives 
are at stake & they s7ll dont give a damn, as long as they can fill 
their pockets. I say that others should be able to procure the 
vaccine  & not only our useless government. Carla

2021-01-15 
21:33:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I believe the vaccine should be made available on first come first 
served basis.  
No one deserves beper treatment.  
We are all the same. Alix

2021-01-15 
19:43:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

1) Prisoners should receive the vaccine last.  The number of 
infec7ons in prisons can be contained and managed by simply 
not allowing any contact with the public.  Prison personnel 
should be vaccinated as part of the first roll-out. 
2) Not enough test have been done on the effect of the vaccine 
on people with a compromised immune system, especially 
people whose immune systems are chemically and deliberately 
suppressed as part of treatment for a medical condi7on.  
Example:  cancer pa7ents and people with auto-immune 
diseases.  I am one of these people.  You can give my vaccine to 
someone else.  I will NOT be vaccinated. 

Annepe
2021-01-15 
17:24:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I don't know enough about this vaccine ... it's not been tried and 
tested for long enough ... in my opinion ...  so I am nervous !!  Robi

2021-01-15 
16:58:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I think all of the above-men7oned concerns (roll out by 
government, cost to the taxpayer, effec7veness of vaccine and 
its consequences, as well as mandatory vaccine) are concerns for 
me.  
As many others, I am not convinced that government can do a 
na7onwide roll-out effec7vely and without corrup7on. I think 
the private sector, medical aids and hospitals need to be 
approached to assist in this roll-out.  
The cost to us as taxpayers is concerning and government should 
use government funding wisely to ensure the majority get the 
vaccine, instead of using it for bail outs of failing SOE's.  
The effec7veness of the vaccine is a concern, but it is not in our 
or the governments hands. Because of the uncertainty regarding 
the vaccine and unknown long-term effects, I don't think the 
vaccine should be mandatory, to give the choice to ci7zens 
whether they will take the vaccine or not. Jana
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2021-01-15 
15:48:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

If you give somebody the virus through vaccina7on, are they 
contagious? Wana give 1mil people  a pandemic virus. 

Will that leave all the rest of 50 something million at risk of 
infec7on by the 1 million? 

And nobody can infect me mandatorily with a life threa7ng virus. 
Agains my human rights. How many cases of death do you want 
to be accused of? How many claims against government. 

When flu came out, the world was smaller. The repercussions of 
a vaccine was not so great. People could build immunity or die 
without affec7ng millions.  

Europe, black death killed how many. Survivors got immunity. 
Wana vaccinate it? See if this world survives? It died out cause 
of lack of popula7on and transport. 

Immunity must be cul7vated in isolated invironments. 
An7bodies transfered. Amer Darwin will come to play through 
reproduc7on. Steyn

2021-01-15 
14:24:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I support vaccina7on and will definitely take a vaccina7on. 
I do not support the priority list for the vaccina7on roll out 
programme. 
I think to get the economy going the priority list for receiving the 
vaccine should look like this: 
1.) All Front-line workers, doctors, nurses and medics.  
2.) Essen7al services like the police, fire-fighters, municipal 
workers and all immune compromised people with medical 
proof from a doctor. 
3.)All old people over the age of 65, all children under the age of 
18  and all registered students. 
4.) All people employed and paying taxes (private and 
government sector) 
5.) All people employed part 7me and all people retrenched. 
6.) All the unemployed people. 
7.) All the people in jail. 

Pieter

2021-01-15 
12:34:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

They should give vaccine to all people in the parliament so that 
we can see if it working and that must be live on TV so we can 
see if it is working or not Nobantu

2021-01-15 
11:37:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

I am not opposed to the roll-out of the vaccine per se.  However, 
I do not think that it should be mandatory as ongoing 
discussions and tests prove that the vaccine may not be as 
effec7ve as envisaged.  The fact that there are so many vaccines 
that are currently available that have been developed 
independently by different countries and laboratories is of grave 
concern for the reason that the formulas used most probably 
have not been shared across the board.  Some are cheaper 
versions and others are more expensive.  To roll out vaccines 
according to what can be afforded is poten7ally dangerous to 
the countries who cannot afford the more expensive versions as 
they are clearly geing a substandard product.  This is not to say 
that the more expensive version is the beper product.  I am not 
prepared to received the vaccina7on for the reason that my 
immune system is different to another persons and while I have 
not contracted Covid-19, I am wary that as with all other 
vaccines that I have been subjected to in my life, I will have to 
get sick in order to stay well.  That is a huge concern. 
Regarding the method of roll out, it is my view that the 
ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE ci7zens of the country should be given 
TOP PRIORITY as they are the people who are moving the 
country forward and the loss of these people due to Covid-19 
would be detrimental to the economy of the country as a whole 
as we are already bapling to move past a recession. Chantalé 

2021-01-15 
11:14:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

goverment officials needs to take it first and amer few months 
give it to the public, plus where is all they money they got ? now 
they want private sector to pay for it.. no no stop giving out 
grants for doing nothing and being a burdan to society. work for 
what you want .. nobody ows you anything PM

2021-01-15 
11:00:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Teacher should also be included with essen7al workers. Exposed 
to lots of kids any many have co-morbidi7es.  Vaccina7on must 
start asap Susan

2021-01-15 
10:34:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

Our concern is as follows: These vaccines have been developed 
at the speed of light. What guarantee do we have that the 
medical trials werent rushed..........and we have NO factual data 
on the long term effects of these vaccines. 

Simply taking someone's word for it is not good enough in my 
books........especially if that surity comes from someone in 
government Anton

2021-01-15 
10:05:32 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

1) Roll out by government. 
Very simple really, we cannot trust an ANC government not to 
steal/enrich ANC cadres. Plus the ANC has proven 7me and again 
it cannot do anything effec7vely or efficiently. 

2) Effec7veness. 
The vaccines long term effec7veness is not proven. Rather 
ensure hospitals have the capacity to handle medical problems. 

3) Alterna7ves. 
Why is government not looking at cheaper alterna7ves? 

4) 2nd Scien7fic Opinion. 
Why has differing Scien7fic opinion not been requested? Steven
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2021-01-15 
09:46:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

My top concern is that no long term tes7ng has been done of 
the vaccine. Therefore it is not known what the long term effect 
of the vaccine is.  The vaccine should therefore be given on a 
voluntary basis and not forced upon individuals.  And individuals 
op7ng not to take the vaccine should not be discriminated 
against. Genevieve

2021-01-15 
08:38:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual other

All concerns play a role, Private sector can have a roll out plan 
and say in buying and distribu7ng the vaccine as we as tax 
payers are funding the vaccine. Don't trust Gov fully with access 
to the correct vaccine as we don't yet know which is most 
effec7ve and the rollout. It shouldn't be manadory but when the 
most effec7ve vaccine is pinpointed then that type should be 
purchased and distributed - at this stage in at least a partnership 
between Gov and the Private sector Pierre

KwaZulu-Natal 27

2021-01-28 
12:22:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I have  a few concerns such as: 
a) choice of who gets the vaccine - taxi drivers and not bus or 
train drivers?  those with co-morbidi7es and not the healthy 
working person? - whereas healthy and unhealthy alike are dying 
and healthy are needed to keep economy going. Surely heath 
incorporates phyiscal wellness, social wellness and financial/
ability-to-source-provisions wellness? 
b) Unfortunately I have no confidence that the roll out will be 
done smoothly and efficiently and I believe corrup7on will rear 
it's ugly head 
c) The speed on bringing the vaccine to the market - I hope 
down the line there are no side effects that are not evident now 
d) Too much of the focus for a cure was placed  on developing a  
vaccine whilst not paying much emphasis an finding other 
methods of treatments 

Colleen

2021-01-26 
12:29:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I want to know why the Govt wishes to be the sole provider of 
the vaccine. Given the history of the Govt, it's hard not to think 
that they are busy nego7a7ng bribes with the 
suppliers ,par7cularly the Chinese. I should have the right to get 
the Vaccine from whoever I want e.g. my Medical Aid. Paul

2021-01-25 
14:23:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

Tenderizing of the process,  there won't be quality checks and 
ethnicity control.  Fika

2021-01-25 
14:14:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I am concerned the government wants to roll out the vaccine to 
schools when the trials were for adults and so no safety data has 
been collected for children. Surely only adults should be 
targeted? Shaun

2021-01-25 
10:33:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

The elderly should be included in the first rollout, but more 
importantly, IVERMECTIN should be approved to treat and 
control the amount of covid vic7ms satura7ng our hospitals and 
dying form this virus Hayley

2021-01-24 
14:07:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

The government needs to provide vaccines for all South African's 
immediately and not just 20 million. I do understand the cost 
implica7ons, but surely life is more important than money and 
the government needs to therefore do whatever it takes for 
them to get all South Africans vaccinated.  If they need to 
borrow more money, contribute a por7on of their own salaries, 
even ask the people to contribute. We are all aware that the 
government does have money and the government officials are 
wealthy, so use the power and get all the people of SA vaccines. 

We pay our taxes, we adhere to government. At a 7me of crises, 
it seems like government has turned their backs on us, which is 
very dissapoin7ng. Naren

2021-01-23 
08:58:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other Ashley

2021-01-22 
18:11:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other Would fully support if it was piloted on parliamentarians first Smangele

2021-01-22 
12:16:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I feel that more op7ons need to be put on the table and possibly 
explore the op7on of manufacturing our own vaccine. We must 
not loose faith in the people of our country. We have great 
minds here like in other countries so we need to use them to 
come up with a uniquely South African solu7on/approach to this 
pandemic. It's 7me for risks to be taken. Kash

2021-01-22 
10:37:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

The single factor which always concerns me about any 
vaccina7ons is the carrying agent. If it has lactose or shellfish or 
any other agent to which some people are highly allergic, this 
could adversely affect the recipient. I think vaccina7ons are an 
excellent way to help the health of a na7on, but there are 
certain factors, as I've stated, which are dangerous for some 
people. Vanessa 

2021-01-20 
17:35:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I have read of the deaths in England on their roll out of the 
vaccine due to anaphylaxis. How will this vaccine affect persons 
with allergies? The only 7me I have had a vaccine was for swine 
flu I was ill for over 3 months. I do not trust vaccines that 
supposedly can cure an illness developed in so short a period.

barbaragelde
nhuys9@gma
il.com

2021-01-19 
15:28:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I have read and heard from friends abroad who took the vaccine 
yesterday, that they started feeling unwell straight amer taking 
the vaccine,  this worries me. Jenny

2021-01-18 
14:18:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I do not think this vaccine is going to help our country as there is 
no surity that once you have been vaccinated you won't contract 
this visurs and we need to get the reports of this vaccine being 
tested here in SA before being given out to people as there are 
reports that in some other country that I won't men7on that 
when they did their tests there were some side effects this 
vaccine was coming with so our government do not put us into 
trouble. I do not support this thing. Let us die if we die than give 
us something which is going to kill us more. Nozipho
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2021-01-18 
11:28:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

The vaccine distribu7on needs to be transparent as to the 
content and possible side effects of it. 

What tests were conducted on it and the results of the tests. 

There must be a debate this would allow for people to have their 
voices heard abd it must be done publicly. 

Regards, Lizwi

2021-01-17 
20:34:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

How safe is it to give the vaccine to a person who has already 
contracted Covid virus but not tested or is asymptoma7c? 
If not safe, how will we  ensure that the vaccine is given to Covid 
free popula7on. Nokuthula

2021-01-17 
18:10:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

Two minded when it comes to the vaccine, we have varies 
comments that this is the work of the devil and the governments 
want to implant ci7zens with a chip.  
Should this man made virus be a plot to get people chipped and 
get the World rid of people, is a Uper Shame of the World we 
live in. 
Why not get the Poli7cians vaccines firstly and if it should work, 
the Essen7al Workers require, so they can assist with Saving 
Lives of the people of the World. 
Social Media is really causing people to be scared to take the 
vaccine, with all this Evil talkers and as well showing people were 
Healthy before taking the vaccine and amer they have taken the 
vaccine, they are sick and dying. 
WE REALLY LIVE IN A SICK WORLD!!!!!  

Don’t know what to believe anymore, but I Loving a Loving God. Westley
2021-01-17 
15:29:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other Joseph

2021-01-17 
14:19:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

Firstly the cost to the taxpayer.  What is this going to cost each 
individual? 

Secondly, I disagree with prisoners being part of the second 
batch of the vaccine, if anything they should be the last.  
Pensioners/old age persons should be part of that second batch 
of people to receive this vaccine. 

The are other concerns regarding the side effects of this vaccine 
to some.  What if people with underlying condi7ons have severe 
side effects worse than the virus itself? Akesh

2021-01-17 
11:57:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I agree with most of the roll out but disagree that prisoners will 
get before me. 
Kind regards Dawn

2021-01-16 
21:24:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

There has been insufficient 7me for adequate tes7ng and 
documenta7on of side effects. Rushing an incomplete 
vaccina7on is a bad idea. Quin7n

2021-01-16 
17:54:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I think the Medical Aid Companies like Discovery and 
Momentum and other large medical aids should be able to 
source and buy their own vaccine and roll it out to their 
members.  As well as the Government doing all the people who 
rely on them for medical apen7on gaylene

2021-01-16 
13:26:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

It is my considered opinion that educators are frontline workers 
and must be given the vaccina7on in the first batch or atleast 
before educators return to school. as of recent about 2000 
teachers have died... the DBE not the DoH have not provided 
much informa7on as to  the source of their infec7on in terms of 
when ; where; who and how .  Educators fall in  the group of 
those vulnerable. Besides under Level 3 groups are to be of no 
more than 50 and schools even with half its learner popula7on 
would be more than the required 50 people. Schools have the 
poten7al to become  super spreaders... The virus with its new 
variant is far more infec7ous and young people -children  are 
also suscep7ble to the new variant . The matric rave  events and 
the Tin Roof pre matric bash proved to be super spreaders .  
In light of the above school learners should be also vaccinated 
before they return to school.  
The vaccina7on of all school personnel and learners would be 
essen7al in the fight to ensure safety however this cohort must 
be priori7zed for vaccina7on in the first level.  
and schools can open with a greater degree of safety.  
The second issue relates to the unbanning and usage of 
ivermec7n  - recent studies and case history support the use of 
ivermec7n as a poten7al treatment for covid.  
Ivermec7n is a WHO approved drug that was freely available in 
South Africa; un7l very recently - when SA decided to ban it . It 
begs the ques7on why? If it can help in the treatment why is SA 
preven7ng its use?  it has not proven to be harmful to human .. 
The use should be at the discre7on of the medical Doctor  

  
Vishi 
Nanmathie

2021-01-15 
22:21:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

It’s a double edged sword. The vaccine was developed too 
quickly compared to other tradi7onal  vaccines , so it’s safety, 
efficacy and side effects will not be fully known......on the other 
hand , a lot of people are dying and there seems to be no other 
proved alterna7ve to to curtail the deaths. 

Also, the current  distribu7on networks and logis7cal processes 
are inadequate  to control the roll out of the vaccine, which will 
open up the doors to corrup7on.... but the roll out s7ll has to 
happen to save lives Deenesh
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2021-01-15 
18:14:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

Firstly does the vaccine actually work or is it a case of the cure is 
worse than the illness.  At present it seems to be the laper also 
the vaccine seems to have been formulated very quickly and no 
long term studies have been conducted re side effects and so on, 
honestly to me look's like just a money making sceem and long 
term going to be more problema7c.  Off the topic the R350 covid 
aid is also a big issue and unfair and puing people at even 
higher risk as I see how people que in long queues for days and 
sadly most of those are young healthy people and I have seen 
with my own eyes no social distanceand many not wearing 
masks in the queen and have also seen many alterca7ons 
between those collec7ng covid grant and those doing normal 
post office related services. I feel a more safer and fairer assisted 
approach whereby all people would have benefited with no 
chance of wide spread corrup7on would have been to reduce 
vat on all items purchased with exclusion of luxury items , maybe 
drop vat from 15% to 5% for period of 1 year and that would 
alleviate the long queues at post offices with less risk of infec7on 
and the post office staff would actually be able to concentrate 
on post office related work. Mar7n 

2021-01-15 
15:06:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I would like to know when a vaccine will be found for the 
common flu virus. Is the vaccine for covid virus really going to 
work. Rozana

2021-01-15 
09:31:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

I have already had Covid and have no symptoms or co- 
morbidi7es. I therefore am either already immune or have an7 
bodies or just fought it off with no symptoms. I do not need a 
vaccine. I was locked down for 14 day with 4 people who had 
tested posi7ve as well and I didn't get it. If it is SO CONTAGEOUS 
I most certainly would have been infected but had no symptoms 
then either . I do not need or want a vaccine. I am a teacher and 
I will not allow someone to inject me against my will. Brigipa

2021-01-15 
08:27:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual other

Regre{ully this will be seen as another way to enrich themselves 
by those in power. 
Being vacinated should be up to the individual - not compulsory 
Healthcare / Educa7on workers should be first - thereamer the 
aged Kim

Eastern Cape 8

2021-01-27 
16:35:16

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

My Concern are: 
Not all adults will take the vaccine, preven7ng the cri7cal herd 
immunity. 
The slow pace of the roll-out, may result in new strain variants 
making the vaccine ineffec7ve. 
Minimal media "educa7on" about vaccine safety. Vincent

2021-01-25 
12:04:35

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

All off the above concerns are valid.  
Please give it to members of parliament first. Desiree

2021-01-23 
12:31:27

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

I would prefer the medical aids to administer the vaccine, should 
you be a member. The government could aquire the vaccine for 
non medical aid persons. I do not agree with the fact that the 
government has the only way of acquiring the vaccine,as they 
cannot be trusted. Look at their record. Ann

2021-01-19 
12:01:28

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

My conscern is the undocumented long term side effects. The 
efficacy. Due to power cuts and keeping the vaccine  a few 
degrees to several below freezing point.  The cost to the tax 
payer and the poten7al for fraud by goverment. Ronelle

2021-01-18 
15:22:04

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

My concerns are the side effects of this vaccine that are 
currently unknown........ Who knows maybe 5 years down the 
line amer having received this vaccine people start "growing 
unexplainable masses or tumors...... This vaccine thing is very 
scary for........ Namhla

2021-01-18 
12:13:56

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

The vaccine is a brilliant achievement. The use of mRNA seems 
to be the future of vaccine development. However, we do not 
have sufficient research on the long term effects of these "fake" 
mRNA cells that are injected into your body. I am a staunch 
supporter of vaccines, and I would much rather get an injec7on/
vaccine that was developed in a tradi7onal fashion, un7l the 
long term research has been conducted. It is also irresponsible 
to inject our health care workers with this vaccine. Tiaan

2021-01-18 
12:04:04

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

Basically all of the concerns listed. I will not be vaccina7ng 
myself or my children un7l further tes7ng has been done and we 
have knowledge of the possible longer-term effects. I also 
believe that we should be making use of medicines currently 
available (such as Ivermec7n) instead of pushing the country 
into even more debt over a vaccine that hasn't actually been 
proven to be effec7ve against all Covid strains. Meghan

2021-01-18 
11:17:39

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other Masibulele 

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-23 
08:32:34

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual other

They must let the medical aids of south africa buy their own 
vaccine for their members; it will make the rollout faster and it 
will save the tax payers alot of money ; then the government can 
concentrade on the unemployed and those who doesnt have 
medical aid. Oswald

Mpumalanga 4

2021-01-21 
10:42:12

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual other

This will just be another opportunity for government employees 
to commit corrup7on but because people will be dying due to 
the delay in their ac7ons it will be murder

Georg 
Frederick

2021-01-16 
13:37:53

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual other

My concern is that there so much informa7on out there but so 
liple confirma7on from our large pharmaceu7cal companies that 
government is indeed on the right track and that the 
vaccina7ons on offer is really working and a solu7on to the 
problem.  Government fails us on so many levels on basics how 
are we suppose to trust them with something as life altering as 
this? Wilma 
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2021-01-15 
12:51:37

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual other

The safety thereof is my concern, also the fact that the effects 
(especially long term) is not complete proven 100% safe.  Also 
the mandatory implica7on thereof, taking away a persons' right 
of freedom choice. Stephanie

2021-01-15 
09:47:42

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual other

This vaccine is it realy working and the scource of it can it be 
trusted? Jaco 

North West 2

2021-01-20 
20:19:35

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual other

I ques7on everything. It feels like entrapment. Feels as if we are 
pressured into something devious without having 100% 
knowledge about it. Suzepe

2021-01-16 
22:48:39

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual other Mohamed

Free State 2

2021-01-20 
10:26:16

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual other

Dear South African government,   

My concerns around these vaccina7ons are the following: 
- Who made them 
- What ingredients were used 
-Did they only test on animals = anima research has been proven 
ineffec7ve as animals react differently to chemicals and such 
ingredients than humans 
-Where is the trial period of the vaccina7ons 
-Why is the public not given full clarity and transparency on 
these drugs 
-Did they harm animals in the making of these vaccina7ons = as 
harming animals will cause karma = a spiritual apack on humans 
on a new level due to gross misconduct, gross suffering, sin. 
- The public needs full disclosure on the where, how, who, what 
and when of these vaccina7ons. 
-Previous so-called miracle vaccina7ons has caused extreme pain 
and suffering and even death to humans. 

I trust this will be taken in deep considera7on, as a vegan and 
animal rights ac7vist, we need to know if animals were harmed 
in the making of these products. 

Truthfully and extremely concerned, 
Frantzeska Tyrannes 

Frantzeska

2021-01-18 
16:02:11

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual other

Educa7on of side effects 

Each and every medicine has side effects. People should be 
educated about the side effects Nthabiseng

Limpopo 3

2021-01-17 
13:40:31 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual other

Government opted for the cheaper LESS EFFECTIVE vaccine, they 
should have gone for Pfizer vaccine which is 90% effec7ve 
compared to AstraZenica's 70%. I am also VERY concerned about 
the SAFETY of the vaccine and that is why i will NOT BE taking 
the vaccine. Lizanne

2021-01-15 
16:01:24 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual other

Vaccina7on should start at Parliament  and later to the masses  
to ensure the safety. That's when government will realize the 
importance of health care system Eunice 

2021-01-15 
11:23:13 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual other

What about the pensioners I think they shoul also be first in line 
Kathleen

business owner 63
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 21
2021-02-09 
07:19:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other John

2021-01-28 
08:57:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

SA is in a crisis, the largest crisis ever experienced. 
Government try to control everything and every person's life and 
that is completely unacceptable. 
Allow the private sector to take part in the management of 
vaccine  and the vaccina7on of the people of SA. If not, the crisis 
will just escalate. 
Government has shown that they cannot  manage anything 
successfully and that corrup7on and BEE waste most of the 
money allocated for a specific purpose. Stefan

2021-01-25 
06:38:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

Please urgently provide Ivormec7n to all ci7zens who request it. 
This is a resource with virtually 100% efficacy and is very safe. I 
fear the vaccine is not tested sufficiently and will harm some 
ci7zens. 
Ivormec7n if administered early enough is highly effec7ve and 
affordable. 
I do not trust the mo7ves of Bill Gates who wishes to reduce 
world popula7ons especially in Africa. Althea

2021-01-22 
11:27:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

There is one undisputed fact and that is people are dying 
everyday in big numbers. Therefore, there is a pressing need to 
secure a vaccine to stop this death. My utmost concern is the 
President's silence on poli7cians being in the fore front of taking 
the vaccine before it is rolled out to the general popula7on.  

My sugges7on therefore is that, The first dose of this vaccine 
should be administered to the President in front of the whole 
country then to his Ministers, then the Health workers and so 
forth and so on.  

We are ready to follow suit provided our leaders have led us by 
an example. 

Regards Sicelo
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2021-01-21 
17:56:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

Firstly - and the ANC cadres have already proven that they 
cannot be trusted even in the midst of a pandemic with PPE 
corrup7on how will we trust them with the vaccine rollout 
The numbersare not adding up - 60/40/20 million popula7on/
herd immunity/ aquired vaccines for the rest of the year and 
what about the follow up vaccine ? 20 million vaccines is 
somewhat short for the herd immunity and even even more so 
for the popula7on 
Why can the Western Cape not arrange for its own supplier to 
speed mapers up . 

michael

2021-01-21 
12:05:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

Not researched enough. Causes deaths. New research seems to 
indicate that new strains will be Vaccine resistant. Not worth the 
risk in my opinion Sarah

2021-01-21 
10:09:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

I am not confortable that enough tes7ng has been done on the 
long term effects of the vaccine. Jen

2021-01-21 
07:29:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other That we are being used as lab rats to test out their vaccine 

Jo-Anne 
Rebecca 

2021-01-20 
20:08:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

We cannot afford to pay for a vaccine that will not fix the 
problem.    There are easier and quicker solu7ons to Covid. Jose

2021-01-18 
12:24:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

The Pfizer or Moderna "vaccines" are not vaccines. They are 
experimental mRNA injec7ons that modify your DNA and they 
do not protect you or offer immunity.  

I am not against vaccines, but I will not sign up for an 
experimental injec7on that has not been tested. No vaccine to 
date has been tested with double blind placebo tests, FACT. 
If you want proper medicine that will put SA on the map, call 
me. I have a solu7on that no one else has. Completely unique 
and 100% effec7ve. 

If you don't contact me then I know you don't care about our 
popula7on. Craig 

2021-01-18 
06:03:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

I select other because I would like to select numerous on the list 
as a top concern. 
Nothing like this should be mandatory especially given how liple 
research has been done. There should be alterna7ves and it 
should be made available to the private sector. Michele

2021-01-17 
14:23:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

As our defunc7onal government failed to do it's bit we are no 
longer geing the vaccine from India. 
With past and present track records billions will disappear into 
the unknown and no vaccine will be available, if by some miracle 
we do get it it will be to liple to late. Stephen

2021-01-17 
12:00:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

Whilst I am fervently pro vaccina7on, there are serious and 
par7cular concerns to the exact form and nature of the vaccine 
to be disseminated. 
Firstly there is a moral concern about aborted foetal material 
being used in the development of a vaccine. For a disease with a 
1.2% mortality rate immoral sources of research take on a 
par7cular weight against a par7cular vaccine. 
Secondly as certain vaccines are RNA vaccines or that otherwise 
influence and affect the pa7ent's DNA, this is completely 
unacceptable. Mandatory gene7c changes cons7tute an 
invidious change to a person's individuality, right to privacy,  
right to iden7ty and are by far not researched enough, 
par7cularly over the long term. Ockert

2021-01-16 
14:46:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

My answer covers ALL the op7ons... efficacy, roll out, cost and 
the fact that it is 'mandatory'! Like so many others, I do not trust 
this Government - with anything, products or money - they steal 
both. The 'vaccine race' around the world cannot be a good 
thing. How can they guarantee the safety of their products when 
they were made under intense pressure? They can't - and the 
"Gov" must not lie to us... again! As for cost - why is ONE PAGE 
of a 43-page-long PDF document dedicated to briefly and very 
vaguely touching on (not explaining) the costs of the vaccines 
and lis7ng a bunch of 'add-ons' that "Gov" can increase or 
change at will? That is not right, nor fair. Where is the 
transparency in that? This whole idea s7nks like a dead rat! 
Alterna7ves? Absolutely - yes, I agree. Why not allow RSA 
ci7zens, no maper who they are, to make their own minds up as 
to what they want put inside their bodies, or not. (And.... NO 
discrimina7ng against those who don't get the vaccine..... ) Jean
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2021-01-16 
10:43:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

I have no problem with the vaccine as it is being undertaken on 
large scales in Europe, USA and other parts of the world. 
However amer speaking to ci7zens of other countries I was 
informed that they get vaccinated twice and this is done 10 days 
apart.  
Whether this is throughout the world that the vaccina7on has to 
be administered twice I am not sure but all the people I have 
spoken to have informed me that the vaccina7on is administered 
twice with a ten day period between vaccina7ons. 
If this is the case then all subjects being vaccinated will have to 
be vaccinated twice. 
It will then be the process that has to be correctly planned and I 
think this should be done as follows; 

Health workers ; 
Each Hospital whether private or Government owned should be 
informed of the technical standards of the procedure such as the 
temp the vaccine should be kept at in a refrigerator and the ml 
per kg that has to be administered. 
A responsible person per shim be appointed at all hospitals 
"Private as well as Governmental including clinics " for the 
vaccina7on process . This Vaccina7on can be administered 
Na7onally to all health workers per shim and notably this way it 
will take four days to undertake this for all health workers for the 
first round and ten days later the same process can be 
undertaken. four days is because of the days off and all those on 
annual leave to be informed that they have to go to the nearest 
clinic with their relevant internal work I.D. to be vaccinated on 
the days that have been arranged. 
The logis7cal supply must be undertaken by a proper medical 
supply company and not on a procurement basis as this is of 
Na7onal interest and concern as u7lizing local distributors the 
door for corrup7on will be opened. 
Once the health workers, doctors and internal personnel have 
been vaccinated, the process to balance of the na7on 
vaccinated. 
This is most probably the biggest area of concern as it will be 
best to either get this done through established centres , " 
shopping, community halls local clinics and where necessary 
vehicle units set up for this purpose"  
A number of methods can be set up but we must understand 
that this is something that cannot be taken lightly and the 
SANDF if correctly planned can assist in in ensuring that this is 
done. 
In bigger ci7es drive through centres can be established and 
vaccina7on is linked through the I.D document and cell phone 
number, this will allow the medical tracing agents to determine 
what clients have missed their appointments for the second visit 
and allow them to determine percentage of popula7on 
vaccinated.  
The Department of Human seplements app could be used for 
this through the central data base at the CSIR presently being 
used to determine approval of beneficiaries or the internal 
affairs system that could include a mandatory sec7on which 
allows Government to determine if these people have been 
vaccinated. 
As we know that in certain countries yellow fever vaccina7on 
have to be kept up to date thus COVID 19 vaccina7ons  could be 
made a regula7ons for all visitors coming and those leaving to 
have when entering or boarding a flight or bus or train or boat to 
ensure compliance with the requirement. 
However we can be nega7ve but the fact is we have to 
undertake the process as it will posi7vely impact the economy 
once done and we must stop looking at the nega7ve aspects as 
this will ul7mately nega7vely impact our economy and mental 
state of the people and this should be avoided at all cost. 

Kevan

2021-01-16 
09:31:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

I am not in full agreement re the vaccine. 
I am of the opinion that it it is far too early to have a vaccine for 
a brand new virus, that has only had less than 12 months to trial. 
No vaccine for the common cold, Influenza, HIV etc. A virus 
mutates so any vaccine will only be temporarily effec7ve.  Not 
for me thanks!!! 
Give it to the poli7cians first,  as if there are any complica7ons 
they will be the first to reap the reward of their decision.  If they 
die, no problem, the country will s7ll be safe. 

Peter
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2021-01-15 
22:07:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

As a medical professional I am concerned regarding many of the 
above points. Vaccina7ng 1/3 of the popula7on with a vaccine 
that has not gone through rigorous longterm medical tes7ng is a 
high risk endeavour. We do not know enough about poten7al 
side effects to inject the bulk of the healthy workforce and know 
it will be truly in our best interest. It seems that many people 
have a blind faith in vaccines, while it is based on a science 
finetuning itself through feedback provided by various different 
clinical studies. If we have effec7ve drugs like Ivermec7n, then it 
makes sense to use this more un7l we know more about these 
vaccines. I need longterm  data on the different vaccines and 
would like to choose the one with the best outcomes for myself 
and my family. Not just take whatever product that the 
government signed a massive contract for. Also, who is paying 
for all these risky vaccina7ons. If it is a government mandate 
then surely those 20 million doses will be paid for primarily by 
the few in our country who pay taxes. 

 We are not  solely dependent on vaccines for survival as a 
species. Why is there not massive scale awareness drives being 
funded to teach people how to bolster their immune systems in 
stead of clinging to the hope of a vaccine saving us all. Dyani

2021-01-15 
15:48:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

I have no faith in our government rolling out vaccines with the 
best interests of the people being their focus. 
I would prefer to purchase  my vaccine via an honest and 
transparent organiza7on - eg Dischem or Clicks. Sally-Anne

2021-01-15 
12:56:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

I would like to know why private medical aids cannot procure 
the vaccine privately.? What is the cost to the taxpayer for the 
vaccine which is going to be rolled out? Why are prisoners top of 
the list? Georgina 

2021-01-15 
11:33:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

Why do we not hear anything about side effects experienced so 
far per vaccine? Other countries are far ahead an surely have an 
obliga7on to publicize this globally. 
What about risk of long term adverse effects? 
is there any proof that the first genera7on vaccine is effec7ve 
against second (or later) genera7on virus strains? 
Why is government not giving reasons why alterna7ves like 
Ivermec7n are not are seriously considered? Ivermec7n is 
apparently on the WHO list of essen7al human medicines, so 
how can it be banned? 
I doubt I am going to have access to any vaccine any7me soon. 
Once I have I would want to have answers to above first. 

Marc

2021-01-15 
10:18:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

The safety of the vaccine!  Not enough research! The 
government wan7ng full control. Corrup7on!  My choice to have 
the vaccine or not... Althea 

North West 1
2021-01-30 
16:14:01

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner other

I think vaccina7on will be good to those who need it, but should 
not be forced on people.  Petrus

Gauteng 28

2021-01-26 
11:04:53 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Whilst I am generally very favourable to vaccina7on, my great 
concern with the current vaccina7ons available is two-fold. 

Firstly I am deeply apprehensive of RNA and DNA affec7ng 
vaccines. These are not old-school, they are not supported by 
years and years of clinical study, trial and error. They are marked, 
radical, invasive,  and their long term effects are simply 
unknown. Furthermore they touch on an individual's right of 
iden7ty and dignity. What will the effect be of invasive vaccines? 
Will their effect be felt in one's offspring's DNA?  Will there be 
proprietary issues in one's own DNA? Such concerns leave me 
deeply apprehensive. 

Secondly means do not jus7fy the ends. Within 7mes of great 
crisis one might perhaps pass over an immoral research 
methodology to apain a survivable end, such as if a disease had 
say a 60% mortality rate. But at a 98.2% covid-19 does not fall 
within this category.  The research methodologies strongly draw 
on aborted foetal material, a prac7se which is morally abhorrent 
to a great percentage of the populace.   

There are vaccines being developed that do not draw on such 
material and research methodologies.  Imagine for a moment 
vaccines developed from experimenta7on on black people or on 
Jews during the holocaust. To the degree that one can avoid 
immoral means to apain a moral end, one must do so. Ockert

2021-01-26 
09:04:07 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Concern of health amer taking a vaccine which has zero to none 
track record, developed by a company with a huge track record 
in making wrong medical decisions.  

The deaths of mul7ple people taking this vaccine is a concern 
too. And they are just con7nuing the rollout.  

It’s all about making money. And gaining control of the masses. Piet

2021-01-25 
10:49:20 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Am not convinced about the healing by  vaccine since WUHAN 
never rolled any vaccine out for their ci7zens and they are 
currently living their normal lives when we have to take vaccine Boyce 

2021-01-22 
10:10:14 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

* Procurement and rollout has to be done working with the 
private sector that has a wider and more efficient infrastructure.  
Government cannot try to control everything.  
* Government cannot be using the vaccine to make money  from 
it's ci7zens and fund either corrup7on and/or other projects 
*  Please do not provide the low cost/free vaccines from China 
and Russia before RSA Medical scru7ny guarantee their safety 
and efficacy J
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2021-01-21 
18:24:46 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

I have a number of concerns with the vaccine. Firstly, the 
procurement and cost of the vaccine by the ANC cannot be 
trusted. They will corrupt the system again and no doubt steal 
millions of Rand through corrupt deals. 
Secondly, there is no informa7on on the vaccine and no clarity 
which vaccine we are sourcing. We have heard that the vaccine 
does not guarantee that we won't be infected or die for that 
maper. Where is the mo7va7on to take it? 
Vaccines should be tested for 10-20 years. I don't trust a vaccine 
that has been tested for weeks or months. What about side 
effects and those who have died since taking the vaccine? As a 
cancer survivor, I will need all the informa7on before considering 
a inocula7on.  
A vaccine cannot be made mandatory. That is a human rights 
viola7on. Every ci7zen should be allowed to make their own 
decisions and while I accept the concept of a vaccine, its efficacy 
needs to be tested and proven. 
We need transparency with sourcing, cost, distribu7on etc. etc. 
because we do not trust our government with our money or 
lives. Tracy

2021-01-20 
17:32:49 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Chief Jus7ce raised a concern in his prayer and this is nor just a 
mickey mouse figure. This is the Chief Jus7ce. This thing should 
be tested first by our own scien7sts and give it a go ahead. I 
came across SAHPRA's financials and showing all of a sudden a 
huge dona7on I think it was from WHO, this is concerning 
people. We all know of the agenda to rid the con7nent of its 
minerals, prosperity and its people.  
Please let's open our eyes and see this thing for what it is. It's  
unfortunate that the government has proved 7me and 7me 
again not to be a credible one.  
Nkosi sikelela iAfrica! 

Mziwakhe

2021-01-19 
09:17:45 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

all of the above, we cant trust the government at all in any way, 
what have they done the past 25 years  nothing at all. what they 
have done is destroyed our beau7ful country due to corrup7on 
and incompetency. which  government department is s7ll 
working sufficiently none. the private sector is also chaos why 
because people are employed who are not competent. BEE is 
the biggest problem implemented by government.  we have 
criminal rights in SA not human rights because the criminals 
have all the rights.  the laws must change and be implemented 
correctly with competent people not corrupt people Johan 

2021-01-18 
20:38:03 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

I think that all oncology hospital pa7ents should be first with 
front line workers to get the vaccine. Cheryl

2021-01-18 
14:04:32 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

I agree that vaccina7on is essen7al as part of the fight against 
covid19 and understand that there are logis7cal challenges 
around some of the newer (pfizer or moderna) vaccines due to 
the need to have these at controlled temperatures but the 
vaccines iden7fied for use in South Africa has not yet been 
proven effec7ve or safe. 

The covishield vaccine currently has not documented proof for 
efficacy in adults over 55 and those results that have been 
published were mostly for white females - so there is very liple 
proof that if will be effec7ve or safe for the majority of the South 
African popula7on. 

The covaxin vaccine has been approved for emergency use but 
no trails confirming the safety and efficacy of the vaccine has 
been completed yet. Why risk the South African popula7on with 
unproven products?  

How will the current proposed roll-out - which seems confusing 
and geared toward people in malls, public transport etc - be 
managed to ensure that the required second dose is 
administered to reach the efficacy levels touted in the research? 
This seems like a severely flawed approach that might have more 
detrimental implica7ons outweighing the poten7al posi7ves of 
introducing a vaccine. If not administered correctly these 
vaccines will have limited impact. 

The government has demonstrated throughout the covid19 
pandemic that it is s7ll dealing with significant issues around 
state capture - with many links to India (Gupta's) - do we have 
confirma7on of any sort that this is not s7ll linked to those 
individuals in any way. A significant amount of money earmarked 
for covid19 relief, the purchase of PPE's etc have also gone 
missing - or was blatantly stolen - what guarantees do we have 
that this will not just be another corrup7on filled endeavor? 

Why is the administra7on of the vaccine adjudica7on and 
administra7on of the roll-out process not entrusted to medical 
aid or private medical services providers? 

There is a huge lack of trust in government to get this done in a 
way that ensures our safety and ensuring that the correct doses 
are administered correctly to improve or support the efficacies 
of the vaccines.  

More informa7on must be made available for review - these 
must be front reputable, third party sources to allow ci7zens to 
verify the content shared. Adrie
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2021-01-18 
12:02:38 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

1) Presently approx. 12,5% of popula7on has been tested, of 
those 22% were diagnosed with COVID, of those 2,8% 
supposedly died from COVID; thus 1 in 200 tested have died, or 
99,5% of the tested popula7on have either not been infected 
(78%) or  have recovered.  
Based on the above only targeted sec7ons of the popula7on 
require vacina7ons e.g. elderly, those with comorbidi7es, health 
workers etc.; there is no need to vacinate 100% of the 
popula7on when the mortality rate is 0,5%. 
  
2) Vacina7ons must be voluntary 

3) The current vacina7ons have undergone limited trails and the 
full effects of the various vacina7ons have yet to be determined;  
the press have reported that some of those vacinated have had 
nega7ve reac7ons with the occasional death; the roll out needs 
to be monitored and those vacinated monitored for an extended 
period; in addi7on, clinical trail results are different to what 
actually occurs when a vacina7on program is undertaken  

4) The effeciency of the vacines are in ques7on; why vacinate if 
poten7ally the vacinated person could infect others or be 
reinfected i.e vacina7on may not stop the spead of the virus 
vacina7on; in addi7on, why vacinate and insist the popula7on 
con7nues to wear masks; this means the vacina7on will not have 
the desired outcome  

5) The parmaceu7cal companies need to accept liability for 
adverse consequences as a result of the vacina7on 
    
6) There are alterna7ves which should be considered e.g. 
Ivermec7n Guy

2021-01-18 
10:50:38 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

The vaccine was developed and tested in a very short 7me. I do 
not believe it has been trial tested enough for use. Rudene

2021-01-18 
09:59:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

My top concern is all that are men7oned.  Cost to taxpayer, govt 
roll out, effec7veness of vaccine, mandatory vaccs , alterna7ves.   
Govt corrup7on needs no more men7on, govt ineptness re 
anything they do.   I dont trust a vaccine that suddenly is found 
so quickly and where big pharma are not held liable to side 
effects. I have never had a flu shot and dont intend taking this 
vaccine.  So any plan to force vaccines onto people i totally 
disagree with as i do the mask issue.  Why wear it if its of no use 
anway incl having a vaccine within your body.   I would rather 
take my chances if need be with Ivermec7n doseage that has 
shown posi7ve results.  I dont agree with the PCR test which is 
only 3% accurate and which all the global stats are based on - 
INACCURATE AND FEAR-BASED TOOL. 
Bopom line is if i get this covid thing then i fine , if i dont i dont - 
its life, we have NEVER locked down economies because of a 
disease, sickness, virus.  Deal with the symptoms as they arise 
and dispense meds accordingly - even Ivermec7n !!  There are 
more peoples lives being destroyed by losing their income and 
livelihoods than damn virus. 
LIFE IS A RISK, ALWAYS HAS BEEN, ALWAYS WILL BE. Paul 

2021-01-18 
09:05:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Not enough 7me for tes7ng trials. Too dangerous and only 
gambling with innocent lives. Unknown 

2021-01-17 
21:51:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Vaccine should be op7onal not mandatory. Poli7cians should 
take them first via live streaming. Heather

2021-01-17 
08:14:02 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

The government as sole procurer of the vaccine?  It will be 
stolen, watered down, given to ANC cadre only, be the wrong 
stuff etc, etc. The ANC government is completely incompetent 
and corrupt - private en77es such as medical aids and registered 
medical companies must be allowed to procure the vaccines.  
These companies will ensure that the most important sector of 
society is vaccinated - the economically ac7ve one that 
contributes to the economy, taxes etc.   Subsidised doses 
secured by these en77es for the non ac7ve is also a good thing, 
but should not receive priority. The economic  future if the 
country needs to be protected  and the government is too venal 
and useless to do that. Let the private en77es do that, just as 
they have done with security, medical etc etc for decades now. Phil

2021-01-17 
07:56:21 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Vaccina7ng persons who are not at risk is a serious mistake, this 
is most likely being done to vastly escalate the costs to the tax 
payer in order that the anc criminals can steal more of our taxes. 
Only the persons at risk and those that have not had covid 19 
are to be vaccinated. Younger and  healthy individuals have a 
miniscule mortality rate no higher than conven7onal flu. 

A proper risk model showing the ages and reasons for higher risk 
persons requiring the vaccine must be developed and 
communicated before the madness con7nues. 

dion

2021-01-17 
06:49:15 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

The vaccine side effects have not been disclosed in a transparent 
and simple language.  There has been too much rumour and 
specula7on.  Other more natural remedies have also been 
discussed and used.  A public debate, on na7onal live TV is 
proposed, and involve different cultural, religiouus and 
professional par7cipants as an7cipated in the Cons7tu7on Act Phindiwe

2021-01-17 
05:39:06 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Iam not sure if this will help or its a popula7on control 
measure .Some ppl have contracted the virus despite having 
been vaccinated  .what the use Sekgele 

2021-01-16 
19:15:06 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

ACCOUNT FOR THE R577 billion the ANC stole and nothing to 
show for it!!!! You are all guilty of high treason and should be 
executed.  You are mass murders fuck the vaccine you cause 
more death than Covid will ever cause D
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2021-01-16 
14:11:20 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

What happened to the roll out that would include over 60’s with 
underlying condi7ons Maria J

2021-01-16 
12:23:25 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

I am happy with the roll-out for the most part and should 
include all ci7zens not covered by medical/homeless. I believe 
Medical Aids must fit the bill for their members and member 
dependents not government. I also believe herd immunity can 
only be reached at 80% not 60%. I also believe that all illegal 
immigrants, legal immigrants and any other person who sihed to 
receive the vaccine but is unable to afford should be given 
access to the vaccine and this should be funded by CHINA who 
are responsible for the pandemic Anita

2021-01-16 
09:46:27 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

The roll out scheduled is much too slow. As the economy cannot 
afford any further lockdown restric7ons the dispensing of the 
vaccine must be dras7cally speeded up. The authority that 
checks the safety of the vaccine should do so right away and the 
roll out should begin immediately thereamer.  
Countries like Canada have secured 6 X as many doses than they 
need and SA should nego7ate with them to buy their excess and 
replace it later with our alloca7on. This will allow SA to start the 
roll out in February and complete it by  early May. At the same 
7me the govt should ac7vely and comprehensively enforce the 
lockdown rules rela7ng to  wearing of masks etc instead of just 
making empty  undertakings to do so. Ivan

2021-01-16 
07:55:44 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

The Johnson and Johnson vaccine and the Astrzeneca vaccine is 
in order. I will however not take any vaccine which makes 
changes to a persons DNA like the Pfizer vaccine. Crystal

2021-01-15 
19:13:04 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

I do not trust the ANC government to properly acquire and 
distribute the vaccine. . 

The vaccine's effec7veness and safety is not well enough 
established.  

We would do beper to allow young and healthy people to get 
infected and take us closer to herd immunity. Beth

2021-01-15 
18:58:00 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other Not enough proof that it really works What is the side effects Lomy 

2021-01-15 
17:21:03 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

I have a major concern and that is with regard to giving the 
vaccine to our elderly popula7on who have developed health 
problems such as Hypertension, Diabetes, Parkinson's, 
Emphysema, Heart Failure etc. There is a lack of evidence on the 
implica7on that the vaccine will have.  I am not in that category 
but also have Diabetes and Hypertension. I myself do not take 
the flu vaccine because I got severely ill from it and had to take 
medica7on in order to recover.  I am of the opinion that the 
proposed vaccine will have the same effect.  
I am not willing to be forced i.e. it is mandatory for every ci7zen 
to be vaccinated. 
I do not want to stand in queue to receive a vaccine and want to 
have a choice of where and when and the service provider. I 
would prefer to make an appointment with a doctor of my 
choice.  Ursula

2021-01-15 
13:40:20 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

Honorable President Cyril 
Thanks for allowing the public to share some viewpoints in this 
very important maper. 
I'm also a representa7ve of Aco Party with the Holy Spirit as 
main leader, under the wisdom He gives to Dr Convy 
represen7ng our country to you. 
My personal top concerns is The Effec7veness of the Vaccines & 
Mandatory Vaccines. 
As Dr Convy in a video to you have men7oned - It's beper that 
firstly the REPRESENTATIVES of the MAIN LEADERSHIP of our 
country, all the 400 of them be firstly vaccinated against corona. 
It's really true that if you can show proof to the na7on, all 400 
that it really work without any side effects & it really don't cause 
any deaths between you, then it can really be trusted by our 
na7on. Set therefore the example. 
And then the way it must be done - Please show us on television, 
all of you, with what type of vaccine you are done, how you are 
vaccinated & leave a report to the na7on amer 10 days' 7me, 
Please-Please! 
Then the reason why I say this is the best procedure to follow is 
that from overseas there are 2 videos I personally received from 
personal friends of professional drs who spoke against a 
vaccina7on in ques7on. It's said that some of those are not 
qualified medical staff - How would we know? 
Then there's obviously another from a dr in America, a South 
African who's busy with tests with various other researchers 
who shared about the posi7ve side of the vaccina7on they are 
busy with. 
The best will s7ll be, before you start with other people in the 
frontline, namely drs, nurses, other men7oned let the 400 
representa7ves of government first take their vaccina7on, to be 
shown on camera for the na7on, show what vaccina7on it is, 
then share your views amer 10 days & if it's save with your report 
to the na7on, then it can further be taken as discussed. 
May God Almighty be with you in Jesus Name. Jacobus

2021-01-15 
11:49:00 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner other

The 2021 roll-out goal announced earlier in January (and 
subsequent goals)  are patently not achievable given the 7ming 
which is geing 7ghter as the days pass and the lack of capacity 
and competence in the public sector. The announcements reflect 
a wish list. MALCOLM

Eastern Cape 2
2021-01-24 
16:44:20

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other jus7n lambo
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2021-01-15 
13:04:51

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

Insufficient research has been concluded on this vaccina7on! 
Tests in the past have taken years to complete as they  need to 
be thorough .I have also no faith in our Governments there is a 
lack of intelligence  there. Also, to make it compulsory is not 
going to be accepted by educated persons. PATRICK

KwaZulu-Natal 8

2021-01-22 
10:53:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner other

All of the above men7oned "concerns" are very concerning to 
me.  

The ongoing mismanagement of Covid 19 funds and lack of real 
transparency leave me with no choice but to ques7on how any 
vaccine roll out would be different.   The fact that the 
government is considering taking more funds from tax is 
unacceptable when so much money has already disappeared.  
This way of doing it is simply not sustainable and will surely lead 
us into further economic ruin.  I don't believe that the 
government will be able to roll out a vaccine efficiently from a 
logis7cal and opera7onal perspec7ve either.  

I don't believe that the vaccines have been proven to be safe 
over the long term or even effec7ve in the long term. More 
concerning to me is that I don't believe that Africa and South 
Africa will be given quality vaccines by producers. I will refuse to 
take a substandard 'for Africa only' vaccine and would rather 
take my chances with covid.  

I find it unacceptable that the government are not taking our 
doctors' sugges7ons of inves7ga7ng the benefits of Ivermec7n 
seriously. This is a drug which has been used for years, safely, 
which costs less and is readily available. Governments 
unnecessary delay in allowing doctors to use this drug is 
testament to the fact that they are more interested in filling 
their pockets with funds and personally beneficial deals than 
trying to save our people. I will take Ivermec7n before a vaccine. 

I refuse to be labeled and tracked through a covid passport /ID - 
this is absolutely  unacceptable to me! We do not treat HIV in 
this way, or any other illness. This goes against my human rights 
and against my cons7tu7onal rights.  
  

Gina

2021-01-22 
06:23:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner other

should this an7 virus work why have they not looked at ini7a7ng 
these to the blue collar industry. this is where most employment 
is at. these are the people that build the buildings that support 
the rest of the country. ??? DAVE

2021-01-20 
21:49:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner other

No one it is another way to bankrupt our state by those  who 
knows are not returning.Secondly why cant we make our own 
vaccine give our science capacity.I  am also concern about the 
real purpose of this mandatory vaccine and its Lucifer links as a 
chris7an I am concern.  We have not even recocered from the 
R500 billion where money was spent  by high level staff and we 
s7ll have not seen a staff mee7ng but we have a daily family 
mee7ng.The way the President allow the Minister of Police to 
occasionally or seldom address black people as though they are 
his monkeys is a great concern.Why is this 5g issue not address 
as more claims seems to make sense that there is a link with this 
plandemic.Why are you forcing the vaccine to us ? Why cant 
cabinet together with department of healt  staff take  without 
forcing us.This is not democra7c.We are not owned by the 
state.We are our own people.Our government is ordering this 
vaccine so we can pay more taxies to bite the bullet.This is an 
abuse of public congodence.I am not taking this vaccine period. HRH Prince

2021-01-18 
09:31:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner other

I am mostly concerned that Government is trying to get a 
monopoly on the  vaccine.  Why not let private prac77oners 
such as Discovery, procure and vaccinate their members?  This 
will assist with people geing the vaccine and cash flow for 
Government and take a huge burden off Government cash flow 
and logis7cally, with making the private sector and medical aids 
responsible for vaccina7ng millions of South Africans.  It will also 
ensure vaccina7on of the required 67% of the popula7on will be 
done quicker and we can all get back to living life normally. 
In addi7on, we dont get flu vaccines every year due to it having 
made us sick 3 years in a row.  We are also both very allergic to a 
variety of things and my partner is asthma7c and has gone into 
anaphylaxis twice in this 52 years due to allergies.  Professionals, 
including our own private Doctor, have advised that we dont get 
the vaccine due to our allergies.  We do business outside the 
country - how will not geing the vaccine affect us travelling.  In 
addi7on, it is totally uncons77onal to dictate to me how I run my 
personal health and body. Adrienne

2021-01-17 
07:47:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner other

There's a lot of distrust I have with the government and the 
vaccine itself. I think all poli7cians should be the first vaccinated 
before the ci7zens. This will be done to see if the effects are 
nega7ve or posi7ve. They must lead in all things including the 
taking of vaccine Musa
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2021-01-16 
17:04:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner other

If private companies are  not allowed to buy in?  ans so very liple 
tes7ng done,? 

Who in their right mind will just allow a serum to be injected 
into you, because of "fear not to die" from  this bad flu virus that 
has a new name.  
No.  
I am very happy to be one of the non herd%  lem over popula7on 
not to receive it.  

My faith and trust is in heaven, not on earth. 

I believe everybody must have the right to accept or reject this 
vaccine as a personal choice. crisna

2021-01-16 
06:55:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner other

I am concerned that the vaccine may have repercussions on 
pregnant females and their unborn children, if this vaccine is so 
new,it cannot have been tested sufficiently to be safe to 
pregnant mothers and unborn babies.  If there are 
repercussions,  this would be a life7me problem for the parents 
and families together with unwanted costs and expenses.  Gillian

2021-01-15 
16:13:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner other

I think a win-us-over approach would be best. We dont need 
everyone, just enough. We need medical aids, medical 
professionals etc to buy in and influence as much as possible. An 
inclusive ini7ate rather than it being seen as a poli7cal one Karren

Mpumalanga 1

2021-01-18 
07:56:09

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner other

The vaccine doesn’t have enough evidence based , test trials.  
We have not given enough 7me to alterna7ve medicine and 
tradi7onal holis7c medicine that could be a remedy without 
causing side effects on a physiological system. 

More research is needed before we regret an irreversible 
damage on our health .  

It will take great though{ul leaders to consider other op7ons 
than rushing to a vaccine.  

Africa is known for Phytocare or Phytotherapy  , Phytomedicine , 
tradi7onal healers , homeopathic medicine ( we have Dr ‘s who 
qualified as homeopath to assist in remedies that are currently 
helping in Covid 19)  

Can we consider alterna7ve medicine as well as much as we 
pushing innocent people to have a vaccine ? that doesn’t 
provide any evidence base that they will be protected from the 
virus ?. 

We have universi7es in South Africa that offers alterna7ve 
medicine.  

Hlengiwe lisia
Limpopo 1

2021-01-16 
23:16:34 Limpopo Not fully

business 
owner other

Covid relieve for all small busines owners  first then We can help 
our government with the roll out of the vaccines. Silas

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-16 
12:47:47

Norther
n Cape Not fully

business 
owner other

Vaccine is a total SCAM!!!!! I will not put that into my body. It is 
not tested as for all other caccines. The people don't realise that 
they are actually the test bunny!!!! A lot af people have already 
died of the vaccine and complica7ons as well. Danie

re7red 163
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 53

2021-02-02 
17:12:57

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

There are several concerns about the vaccine issue. 
1 The tender process - fraud is alive and well in SA. What is going 
to make this different? 
2  Why have the private medical aids not been allowed to 
par7cipate 
3 Must not be compulsory.  
4 Vaccina7ng site in shopping centres??? What facili7es for 
adverse reac7ons will be available? What trained staff will be on-
site. Advanced life support must be easily available. 
5 It is not clear who will be the first recipients amer the front line 
workers.  

Jennifer

2021-01-31 
12:11:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

There is a poten7al risk of liver, kidney and other damage to 
organs which have has not been tested. This could seriously 
affect the elderly. Janet

2021-01-29 
15:37:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Anyone has their own thoughts about roll out of the  vaccine or  
the effect/s of it.  Those who want  the vaccine should  
registered before the 7me. The register should contain the 
name, ID number and contact details of the person.  The person 
should be contacted when the vaccine becomes available. This 
would help with the vaccine distribu7on. Jack 

2021-01-28 
21:22:40

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

In the first place they do not know what cause the virus, so how 
do you fight it. The second place the president is not worried 
about lives being saved, he is worried about Black 
Empowerment and we all know where that has landed South 
Africa amer 26 years.  Me myself no vaccine, give it to the people 
who wants it but not at the cost of my medical aid that I must 
pay for. Martha

2021-01-28 
10:27:57

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

AS HULLE DIT GAAN UITGEE BY TAXI RANKS EN 
WINKELSENTRUMS WAT DAN VAN ONS GEHOORSAME BURGERS 
WAT TUIS BLY OM ONSSELF TE BESKERM?  WANNEER EN HOE 
GAAN ONS IN AANMERKING KOM DAARVOOR? 

HESTER
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2021-01-27 
12:35:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I do not belive  in mandatory vaccine its a persons choice ,also 
am concerned to the safety of the vacccine , I  cannot take the 
ordinary flu vaccine due to allergies  so we don't know whats in 
it people have had bad reac7ons to it ??? So meny ques7ons not 
answered  are we being told the truth !!!.  Also I dont think it 
should be the tax players problem using this as extra tax... 
I would need a lot  of informa7on about what is in the vaccine 
etc ,EXTREMELY concerned. Sheila

2021-01-27 
12:35:02

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I do not belive  in mandatory vaccine its a persons choice ,also 
am concerned to the safety of the vacccine , I  cannot take the 
ordinary flu vaccine due to allergies  so we don't know whats in 
it people have had bad reac7ons to it ??? So meny ques7ons not 
answered  are we being told the truth !!!.  Also I dont think it 
should be the tax players problem using this as extra tax... 
I would need a lot  of informa7on about what is in the vaccine 
etc ,EXTREMELY concerned. Sheila

2021-01-26 
16:55:44

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other Shirley

2021-01-26 
15:23:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

1.   I would like to get the vaccine from my local doctor. I do not 
want to go to possibly contaminated places like shopping 
centres.  I have not been to a shopping centre for a very long 
7me. 
2.  I would like to buy Ivermec7n (in case I contract Covid-19). 
3.  I would be happy to donate the cost of the vaccine, for me 
plus one other, to the Western Cape Health Department.  
4. I am pleased that healthcare and health-related workers will 
receive the vaccine first. Dolores

2021-01-25 
18:34:45

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I haven’t seen any detail of exactly how the ques7on of allergic 
reac7ons to the vaccine will be dealt with. 
In a mass vaccina7on scenario how will the 30-60 minutes amer 
each vaccina7on be managed to observe for allergic reac7ons. 
How will such observa7on be managed within covid protocols? 
Will a trained doctor en7rely familiar with allergic reac7on 
reali7es be immediately accessible at each vaccina7on  event? 
Will the full range of allergic reac7on medica7ons for all known 
allergic reac7ons be immediately available at each vaccina7on 
point? 
Are arrangements firmly in place at all vaccina7on venues to 
accommodate urgent hospital admipance for those who suffer 
severe allergic reac7ons? Bernard

2021-01-24 
16:15:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other Developed too quickly and not tested enough Adele

2021-01-23 
09:13:30

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I am concerned by reports that there have been  increasing 
reports of severe reac7ons and even deaths due to the side 
effects of the vaccines available at present. 

While the research and development process has been 
successfully speeded  up, the one aspect that cannot be speeded 
up is the study of post vaccina7on and long term effects. These 
of necessity can only be done over a period of 7me. This is one 
aspect that makes the roll out of vaccines take much longer than 
has been allowed in the case of COVID vaccines. 

I am also concerned about the success rates apributed to the 
vaccines that have been obtained for distribu7on in South Africa. 
The vaccines made in India are only listed as being 70% effec7ve 
as opposed to the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines which are listed 
as 90-95% effec7ve, but also seem so have more severe side 
effects. 

I, as a senior ci7zen, would fall into one of the categories for 
earlier vaccina7on, but that means less 7me to study the above 
concerns. It also means that my resistance to side effects would 
be lower. 

Personally I would rather wait 7ll more studies are done before 
risking the vaccina7on and it's effects. 

Another objec7on I have is the vaccina7on ID card. I feel it will 
become a discriminatory tool when wan7ng to do day to day 
things like shopping, as I can foresee shops refusing admission to 
anyone who can not produce such a card. Travel would become 
almost impossible to non card holders. This despite the fact that 
there are valid excep7ons to geing the vaccine, and takes away 
your right to choice or delay for whatever reason. 

While I agree that records need to be kept to control the 
distribu7on and follow up procedures, issuing a card/passport 
opens this up to abuse. It is also very reminiscent of the pass 
laws under the apartheid regime. Has history taught us nothing? 

I understand the sense of urgency in this regard, but at the same 
7me feel that the measures put in place are arbitrary and ill 
thought out, and the need for further study should be given 
grave considera7on. Lorna

2021-01-21 
14:12:58

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other The over 60 years of age should also be considered Juliepe

2021-01-21 
07:59:01

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

With the government not being completely honest with us 
regarding the stolen money  and not manning up for their 
ac7ons/wrong doing, screwing us over every moment and with 
anything they can; how can i trust this en7re process 
completely? If the poli7cians and especially Ramaphosa and 
Zuma come forward and publicly take the vaccine, i would 
recommend anyone not to allow them to get injected with 
something that might kill them. Leon
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2021-01-20 
10:49:40

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I am over 70 yrs old with mild hypertension, atrial fibrilla7on and 
sleep apnoea which causes my oxygen satura7on levels to fall 
below 70 during an episode.  Presumably I am considered having 
comorbidi7es.  How do the government know that I need the 
vaccine sooner rather than later and who would administer it, 
via my GP ??? or someone else. 

Also I am aware of Ivermec7n and the research going on which 
seems to be a posi7ve way of trea7ng Covid but it isn't a vaccine 
so one would presumably have to have Covid before you could 
receive this medica7on?? Colleen

2021-01-19 
13:25:18

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I object to criminals in jail geing preference over law-abiding 
ci7zens.  
I object to mandatory vaccina7ons. Mare

2021-01-19 
12:52:36

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

My major concern is the acquisi7on and use of the vaccine. 
For the last 25 years tenders have been given to 'cadres' or those 
who bribe more efficiently. It is frightening to have something as 
untried as this going to the 'best' supplier. South Africa made the 
vaccine why could we not have made it for ourselves and cut out 
all the middle men who will demand payment and complicate 
the storage and transport of the vaccine. Selling to other 
countries and then buying back is NOT cost effec7ve. Who is 
controlling the purse strings, making sure we are not over-
charged and do not receive an inferior product, harmed by 
incorrect manufacturing or storage. The Government should 
have learned by now but s7ll seem to be caught out by 
fraudsters. 
A  commipee needs to be set up with knowledgeable people on 
it who can ensure the correct vaccine is bought, correctly stored 
and transported and correctly used within the country.  
Many clinics do not have proper electricity supplies. How are 
they meant to store the vaccine correctly? Meriel

2021-01-19 
11:58:23

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

It is becoming increasingly clear from reports from medical 
professionals on various of the bodies involved with managing 
the virus and securing the vaccine that the ANC government has 
in fact not secured any vaccine for the country and that all the 
talk around the acquisi7on of said vaccine is no more than 
smoke and mirrors designed to placate an already dissa7sfied 
popula7on Liesl

2021-01-19 
07:48:52

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Ek is allergies vir skulpvis. Bv Jodium. My keel trek soos dadelik 
toe.   Amanda

2021-01-18 
12:17:01

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other Concern is whether it is safe and effec7ve. Jane

2021-01-18 
11:44:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

There are several issues here. 
Discovery said they would vaccinate 67% of the country using 
the three widely tested and approved vaccines in the world. 
They said you do not have to be a discovery member. 
I don’t understand  why when government gets in on it, it will 
take a year to vaccinate us? 
Is this a slow African thing? We cannot go slowly. We should all 
be vaccinated by the end of April. At least the most vulnerable of 
us.  Just like the western world is doing. And it’s working.  
I can’t get my head around some 
of the decisions that are being made here. 
The longer it takes to vaccinate us the longer it’ll take to get our 
economy back on track. I refuse to be vaccinated by some inept 
organiza7on’s vaccine. Only the three top ones will do. Why 
should we seple for anything but the best? 

Lana

2021-01-18 
10:39:47

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

The vaccine has not been tested sufficiently to determine the 
safety and the effec7veness of the vaccine.  Alterna7ves like 
Invermec7n should be inves7gated as they could be effec7ve 
and more cost effec7ve for the taxpayer. Lyn

2021-01-18 
10:03:29

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I would add to the list all essen7al workers (Police, prison 
guards, teachers , to the list of  of medical providers (including 
lab technicians) 

Then elderly and people with underlying condi7ons Herman

2021-01-18 
09:27:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

The vaccine that will be used for rollout program was  fast 
tracked . Why not fast track alterna7ves like Ivermec7n as well? 
I understand that health workers should be the first to be 
considered . But please , I fail to see why inmates in jail should 
be considered for preference. 

It seems to me our hospitals are crowded because of alcohol 
abuse. If we expect doctors to choose between dying pa7ents , 
and government introduce lines of preference for vaccina7on, 
refuse treatment for drunks in the hospitals. I know this sounds 
inhumane , but it is the lessor of evils. 
Vaccina7on   should be by choice . 

Makes me wonder why I as a 70 year old should receive 
vaccina7on before the youth. The young people will build our 
country.  I will gladly exchange my preferred place ( as elderly) 
for younger people. Hendrik 

2021-01-18 
08:34:25

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I do agree with giving the vaccine to the people s7pulated but 
my consern is the effec7veniss of the product,why don't they 
include the people that live on the street &the hotspots.My 
reason for this is that majority of these people don't adhere to 
the basic precau7ons eg.social distance. 

 If abovemen7on is not take into considera7on the vaccine will 
be of no use . GEORGINA
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2021-01-18 
04:52:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

'Covaxin’ does not inspire any confidence in me at all. Its 
development seems to be incomplete at best. They (India) will 
pay compensa7on if this vaccine incapacitates you! No thanks.  

Regarding the other' brands', why are they authorised under the 
term "for emergency use authoriza7on"? Isn't this a term for 
dire 'life or death' situa7ons, a last desperate response to a 
pa7ent at death's door? 

And what of the plan to roll out the vaccina7on program to 'taxi 
ranks, shopping malls etc'. Is the plan to vaccinate people on the 
street? A sterile fresh needle with every shot? Trained and 
cer7fied medical staff......Gaurenteed? Ron

2021-01-17 
17:54:12

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I would prefer a brand name I have heard of like Pfizer or 
Johnson & Johnson. Need more proof that it is not a dodgy 
Vaccine. That is my only concern. Jillian

2021-01-17 
17:28:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

There have been reports of adverse effects on some and deaths 
in the over 80 popula7on (Norway). I would like to see 
Ivermec7n inves7gated and used as it's proving amazing in 
Zimbabwe. 100 doctors in SA have pe77oned for it this week. Patricia

2021-01-17 
12:41:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I support the roll out of vaccina7ons to SA's adult popula7on. 
My concerns are: 
1) As is so omen the case the governments plan was rushed 
(mostly because they did not start early enough) and appears to 
have a number of flaws, especially regarding age demographics.  
The worst of these is that there are almost exactly 40 million 
adults in SA  and many of these will evade the vaccine either 
deliberately, unwiingly or through force of circumstance e.g. 
they live too far away from a vaccine centre  and are unable to 
get there for one of many reasons.  Therefore if two thirds of the 
popula7on is indeed correctly required to achieve so called 
heard immunity there plan is fatally flawed.  Draming yet another 
bit of legisla7on, which government has demonstrated 7me and 
again they are unable to enforce, would be a waste of 7me and 
tax payers money at a 7me when every last cents could be 
beper spent.  I propose that a the only way to get close to the 
two thirds number will be through incen7visa7on to get 
vaccinated rather than through punishment for not being 
vaccinated.  Government should be working on a strategy to 
issue unforgeable vaccina7on cer7ficates (maybe via driver's 
licenses or ID documents or both) and then prohibit 
unvaccinated people from partaking in per7nent ac7vi7es amer a 
reasonable 7me frame.  e.g. deny access to air travel, access to a 
shopping mall, the crossing of the border on SA etc, etc . There 
are many possibili7es and the ones that will be most widespread 
and capable of implementa7on should be chosen. 
Secondly the government should concede that the present roll 
out plan is unlikely to be achieved and that way try to buy-back 
some credibility with SA ci7zens. 
Regarding the order of vaccina7on, and I say this as a 72 year-old 
person, I agree with front-line medical staff being top of the list.  
Second should be the police, or at least those police who 
interact with the general public, followed by taxi drivers (whose 
licenses should be revoked pending vaccina7on), followed by all 
staff in service industries who are constantly exposed to the 
public. Thereamer I am less fussy but personally would 
recommend younger working people being elevated above the 
aged as they are more likely to be in contact with children who 
are Covid posi7ve but asymptoma7c.  The older you are the 
closer you are to your natural death date and therefore 
vaccina7ng the old saves fewer "years of life" than vaccina7ng 
the young.  In this case saving years of life is more important 
than saving the greatest number of lives. Ian

2021-01-17 
12:14:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Too liple detail at this stage. 
Is this a single dose vaccina7on or two dose? 
If not a single dose, must both doses come from the same 
source / batch? 
If so how does government intend to assure that the follow up 
dose is compa7ble? 
Norway has already reported nega7ve outcomes especially 
amongst the elderly. Comments please? 
Would prefer vulnerable people considered amer "first 
responders" and those at risk professionally. 

Derek

2021-01-17 
11:49:57

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Why aren’t you using Ivermec7n? 
Cheap, over the counter& proven safe by Nobel prize winners. It 
has been proved to treat Covid 19.  
It could have been used for months now!! 
Give back the kick backs  for spending millions on the vaccine.  
This money can be used for our health system, housing, road 
repairs- you name it Gay

2021-01-17 
10:57:47

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

The vaccine has not been tested over sufficient 7me and may 
well not be effec7ve against the new variant.  I never have the 
'flu vaccine  and believe in a healthy immune system. I regularly 
take omega 3,  cold-preven7ng homoeopathic  products and 
vitamins A, C, D. Gill

2021-01-16 
21:34:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I do not agree with making people take it against there will.  I do 
not believe in having the vaccine my self. if other people want it 
then they can have it . at my age. i don’t have any vaccine s what 
ever it’s for. not even the Flu one. Thank You Rosemary 
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2021-01-16 
18:51:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Some of the areas targeted for vaccina7on purposes, are 
poten7al breeding grounds for the virus. Vaccina7on without 
prior tes7ng seems to be a waste of 7me and money. Would it 
eg be worthwhile to vaccinate people who are already posi7ve. 
Pre-tes7ng would require feedback to taxi commuters and what 
are the logis7cs to achieve this. 
I suggest that, in general, people tested nega7ve should be 
issued with a wripen cer7ficate indica7ng pa7ent name, date of 
test, place of test, method of test, etc. René

2021-01-16 
18:00:20

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

The  fact that people allegedly and/or possibly involved in covid-
related and other corrup7on will be involved in administra7on of 
roll out is disturbing. Vaccina7ons are put into the body of the 
individual and there should be stringent checks on the content 
and all stages of administra7on.  Where are the people who will 
be doing the vaccina7ons that are not done in a registered 
health care facility by a registered health care worker?  Effec7ve 
communica7on and  
 TRANSPARENCY at all stages iare essen7al as is full 
involvement.of all health related NGOs (e.g. TAC) Annemarie

2021-01-16 
16:53:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Top concern is not knowing possible side affects.  I do however 
feel the vaccine needs to be given to health workers ( with their 
consent ) and also to school children with parental consent.  Wendy 

2021-01-16 
10:28:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other James

2021-01-16 
10:26:55

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I do not trust this corrupt government.  They will probably buy 
vaccines of bad quality so that the can further steal like they do 
for the past 27 years Struwig

2021-01-16 
10:02:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Hierdie regering tot op hede het hulle self net onbevoeg in alle 
departemente bewys en alle sentrale beheer wat hulle voorstel 
is net nader aan n totalitere bewind en verykking van self. Die 
land en sy mense is slegs tot voordeel van die heerende party 
(sien oa. N Korea ens.) dus alle bewese werkende middels moet 
verkrygbaar deur ander kanale as net die regering en siende dat 
die n pandemie is, mag daar nie geheimhouding van enige deel 
van enige transaksie wees nie. Jakobus P H

2021-01-16 
08:59:16

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I believe the govt will use the vaccine rollout for selfish 
profiteering which will once again facilitate more them and 
corrup7on  
Certain “obvious” groups will receive it for free, but the other 
group will be forced to pay exorbitant prices for the vaccine K

2021-01-16 
08:25:09

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

My feeling is that not enough research has been done.  Surely it 
takes years to produce a vaccine.  Marje

2021-01-16 
08:20:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I do have a problem that Government want to be the only ones 
involved with the rollout. 
Government already showed they could not be trusted with all 
the corrup7on and rasist aitude towards the minority. 
Get all the medical insi7tu7ons invold even the private medical 
aids. Rita

2021-01-15 
18:51:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

They rollout is to slow and the lookdown Must be limed.  We all 
will get cv19 anyway.  99 % will be fine so just let us get on with 
life. Goverment does not care about people anyway so why 
pretend all of a sudden . 

hugo

2021-01-15 
18:24:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

In view  of the corrup7on in the government, how will we know 
the vaccine is what it should be?  
What is the possibility the vaccine is not fake? 
Give the vaccine to the government first and in the view of 
transparency, tell the public which one it is - please provide 
proof it was not brought in "under the counter" .  

DIRK

2021-01-15 
16:13:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Why are prisoners more important than law abiding ci7zens? 
Should they not be at the bopom of the list? It is also impossible 
to obtain herd immunity with only 1.5 mil vaccines...that is not 
rocket science. Charlene

2021-01-15 
14:35:44

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

In most countries in the world health care workers and the 
elderly are the first to be vaccinated. 
The most vunerable. 
Not the random people standing at taxi ranks!!! Or 
supermarkets. 
How hygienic is that??? Melanie

2021-01-15 
13:21:13

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

The vaccine should be made availaible to 100% of the popula7on 
at an earlier date. I suggest that the private sector be involved  
to buy, distribute and expedite Covid vaccina7on. MA

2021-01-15 
12:47:27

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

In have heard that taxi drivers and their assistants want to be 
first in the q as they feel they are as important as health 
workers??????  Uperly ridiculous. We also need to wait for 
proper test results 

KELVIN 

2021-01-15 
12:00:35

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I am furious about the fact that prison inmates get preference to 
other. Medical staff first, then defences ie police, then teachers, 
then the vulnerable such as aged and people with  comorbidi7es 
.  Prisoners last, many of them  seriously infringed upon the 
rights of others, raping murdering etc. Hildegard

2021-01-15 
11:53:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

The people who have made many mistakes so far to administer 
the covid problem will just con7nue to do it again. Give it to the 
private sector to deal with. Smit

2021-01-15 
09:46:02

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

We do not fully understand the amer-effects of the vaccine.   And 
taking the vaccina7on must be by personal choice, not forced on 
us. Jill

2021-01-15 
08:25:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Too many strains for 1 vaccine to be effec7ve  for all strains. In a 
few months 7me a new vaccine will have to be developed FRANK

2021-01-15 
07:59:05

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Government cannot be trusted, corrup7on will result. Private 
companies  e.g. Discovery etc plus W.C government must order 
their own and do the roll out. Alison
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KwaZulu-Natal 27

2021-02-02 
14:38:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

The effec7veness of the ‘approved’ vaccines are a concern. 
Are they safe, any side effects or long term issues from their use, 
I don’t feel that sufficient trials have been conducted as they 
have been developed so quickly. Especially as the vaccines are 
being supplied by numerous manufacturers. 

Why isn’t Ivermec7n being considered as an alterna7ve, 
with its published low cost  and especially with the problems 
trying to procure enough of the ‘approved’ vaccines to meet the 
country’s need. 

I foresee the rollout of the vaccines being another opportunity 
for corrup7on, on a large scale, by persons in posi7ons of power 
and government. 

Are the taking of vaccines going to be compulsory, or will people 
be discriminated against for feeling unsafe by not taking the 
‘approved’ rushed vaccines. 

Michael 

2021-01-28 
15:59:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

All of the above especially temperature which would not be 
suitable for our climate. I am in the category which show allergic 
or adverse reac7ons. Don't think all the countries offering the 
vaccine are safe. 
Every old age home has nursing staff on one day all people in 
these homes can be vaccinated in one day if vaccine is available. 
Records should be easy to do as they have staff to do a  system 
with all info pre done which  would ensure a smooth opera7on. 
The same could be done with schools with a supervisor and 
volunteer nursing sisters which already assist in the schools. 
Done before they all go back to school would be a good idea.  
Most pharmacies have a sister on duty with regular pa7ent/
customer records and medical aids who no7fy them that a 
pa7ent can receive the flu jab so the vaccine should apply also 
done in a day. 
Mobile clinics plus assistants to make copies of ID and data 
would keep things moving. Rosemary

2021-01-25 
14:46:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

The corrupt ANC government has bankrupted the country, 
depriving the people of access to health care.  The health service 
has offered one vaccine, but 2 are required to be proved 
effec7ve, perhaps immunity for a few months only. In addi7on, 
numerous muta7ons occur frequently - which may prove 
ineffec7ve with every muta7on. Many medical personnel are 
recommending the medica7on ivermec7n, administered to dogs 
infected with parasites. This prac7ce is incomprehensive. Virus 
replicate, by infec7ng the host with its own DNA, hence the host 
cell produces virus cells. The virus RNA replaces the host RNA 
(Protein). A parasite is a completely DIFFERENT ORGANISM to 
the microscopic virus. Are those recommending the ivervec7n 
cogni7vely impaired! Jeanne

2021-01-24 
16:41:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

My top concern actually embraces all concerns listed. 
I am not a scien7st and I rely on the likes of professor Linda Grey 
to guide us. 
I am sure some vaccines are beper than other given 
development 7me frames and tes7ng protocols. I am not sure a 
more expensive one is more effec7ve. Please can medical 
specialists advise. 
Mandatory immunisa7on later but not now.  
Increased taxes, no we pay to fill too  many peoples pockets 
already. The NEC and other Cabinet Ministers can make 
contribu7ons as well as Heads of Government Departments 
before anything else. 
Other alternates I am sure the correct medical teams can advise 
accurately. 
A Covid-ID, what about other diseases then? 

Lynne

2021-01-24 
14:40:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

Roll out should be phased  like the UK at sta7ons like the 
elec7ons.It should be further priori7sed by surname alphabets 
for control purposes during this virus 

Poobendiran

2021-01-19 
09:05:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

The proposal to target shopping malls, taxi ranks etc leaves out 
the vulnerable and elderly who are sheltering in place at home 
and do not frequent malls. Margie

2021-01-19 
08:06:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

Not enough research, too risky, specifically when my husband 
and I both have reac7ons to medica7ons.. Valerie 

2021-01-19 
06:45:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

I have no confidence in the effec7veness of the vaccine. 
I have no confidence in the government to rollout anything 
effec7vely other than favoring themselves and their partners in 
crime.  Will there be backhanders charging people for the 
vaccine? 
I fear the vaccine being made  mandatory, I do not wish to have 
the vaccine but will not having it interfere with my freedom to 
travel? 
Give the vaccine to the teachers who currently are proving 
themselves in cahoots with their unions too darn lazy to-go back 
to work.   

Norma

2021-01-18 
21:59:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

1) to prep vaccines can take years to research and develop 
2) Vaccines have never agreed with me as I hv very serious 
allergic reac7ons and also to various meds 3) I need more info ... 
what modus operandi can I follow to NOT get vaccine 

Maria

2021-01-18 
20:05:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

Regrepably, I do not have a posi7on on the maper as the 
government has not taken the na7on into its confidence. There 
are many stories out there and the government is not taking any 
ini7a7ve to dispel any of the stories. Fumanekile 
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2021-01-18 
16:46:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

I'm concerned about what is in the vaccine and whether it is safe 
and not going to harm the public - I do not want any baby DNA 
or animal protein or any such strange things injected into my 
body and this hasn't been properly tested yet and with the new 
strain of Covid-19 will this s7ll be effec7ve - I'm worried about it Mary-Ann

2021-01-18 
12:46:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

I have no trust in this government & even less on the claims that 
this is NOT the beginning of the New World Order :-(     I WILL 
NOT be taking it under ANY circumstances. Peter

2021-01-18 
10:45:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

I share the concerns of many medical professionals who say that 
insufficient tes7ng has been done to ensure effec7veness and 
safety of the vaccine.  I would not want to be coerced into using 
the vaccine. Colleen

2021-01-18 
10:33:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

 too many health  issues and allergies at age 70 , rather yse for 
health worker's Neil

2021-01-17 
23:11:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

I am not sure if it is tested properly. If not then we stand to loose 
many frontline workers. This will be huge loss to the medical 
far7nity Romela

2021-01-17 
15:21:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

Government stupidity and out right lies  
They think that popula7on is totally stupid, the government 
does not accept that we can think for ourselves. 
We can draw our own conclusions. 
The government stupidity is unbelievable, they are the ruling 
party and nobody is en7tled to ques7on their deeds Mark

2021-01-17 
13:20:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

A few months is insufficient 7me to fully test any vaccine. It 
should be 5 years or longer.  Nobody knows what the long term 
side effects will be.  
I would rather advocate healthier living with plenty of exercise 
rather than the very unhealthy fast foods and supermarket foods 
with added sugar, salt, transfats and palm oil in them. Desmond

2021-01-16 
20:36:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

Very concerned about the reac7ons in the body.Have seen some 
videos circula7ng showing people who received vaccines having 
severe reac7ons.not enough 7me spent on development of 
these vaccines etc etc. Gail

2021-01-16 
11:30:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

DOH can't do tes7ng of covid swabs on 7me. I had a test done 
on 6 01 21 today is the 16 01 haven't received results as yet. 
How will they reach the masses and do herd immuniza7on when 
they fail with a basic issue. Jay

2021-01-16 
09:38:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

The Vaccine shld be here already and being u7lised if the Powers 
that be are really sincere about their concern for their people. Mike 

2021-01-16 
08:37:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

We have had so many health care workers that have lost their 
lives. I would think that a conserted effort should be to vaccinate 
health care workers and support staff. Teachers and school 
children and the rest. Will it be random at shopping malls or 
discriminatory. Influencers need to dispell the myths around 
vaccina7ons. Nielda

2021-01-15 
17:30:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

I am not convinced of the safety of the vaccine. I have real 
concerns about its ability to s7mulate unwanted autoimmune 
responses invivo. This has not been studied long term as the 
rollout has been to quick.  
The other fact that we will face here in SA is that the rollout will 
be corrupted and certain people will make vast amounts of 
illegal money from the process with no consequences. Garry

2021-01-15 
17:13:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

All the above are of concern.  
Firstly, the uncertainty of the degree of effec7veness of each 
different make of vaccine and the long term effects, especially to 
those with exis7ng chronic condi7ons. 
This then leads to the second concern which is Mandatory 
vaccina7ons bearing in mind the possible effect on the people in 
my first concern. Have any tests been done on persons with 
chronic diseases? 
Then the cost to taxpayer. The majority of recipients do not pay 
tax. Will they be told to pay or given free vaccina7ons leaving 
only the 'wealthy to pay exorbitant fees 
Lastly the logis7cs. The government couldn't even organise the 
efficient distribu7on of food parcels to the needy. How will they 
distribute the first 2 million in the next 6 months and how long 
will it take to complete 40 million vaccina7ons? By then the virus 
would have mutated several 7mes rendering the vaccines 
ineffec7ve Rodney

2021-01-15 
16:20:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

Guarantee that the vaccine is first checked by our researches 
that it is not a variant from those given in the western world. 
Efficacy  and gurantee that the tes7ng and usage  is reliable.  
It is individuals choice . 
Further if there are alterna7ves  e.g drugs etc than individual  
have a choice to opt for their preferences. Hoosen  Mia

2021-01-15 
16:16:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

To all high ranking poli7cians, ministers, the president, the big 
six...:  as leaders of the people, you must must set a good 
example. Step forward, and in front of the T.V. cameras, for all 
ci7zens to see, have yourselves vaccinated. Then invoke the 
powerful tool of adver7sing, and each announce , " either this, 
or Covid 19!" How about it? You can do it ! Anthony

2021-01-15 
16:14:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

Prisioners  have higher priority have working ci7zen 
you toiled for this country Mervyn

2021-01-15 
13:07:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red other

1. Effec7veness of the vaccine;  
2. Effec7veness of alterna7ves;  
3. Empower private enterprise and medical schemes into the 
process of obtaining supplies and administering the vaccine;  
4. Give the popula7on assurances that there will be NO 
corrup7on and fraud by Government. David

Free State 2

2021-01-26 
15:06:19

Free 
State Not fully re7red other

There are no evidence of this vaccine working or being tested 
I'm not interested in taking the injec7on not even if it's free and I 
feel it's my cons7tu7onal right to decide if I want to take the 
injec7on Peet
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2021-01-15 
15:01:44

Free 
State Not fully re7red other

There is always the suspected role of those involved in 
corrup7on regardless of what Mr CR says, it will happen as it is 
inherent in the ANC .  Private company's like Medical Aid 
Schemes should be allowed to purchase vaccines as well! Kevin

Gauteng 64

2021-01-25 
19:52:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

What is going to happen to the  over 70s snd those with 
underlying condiitons. Should not they be given priority  amer 
the health care workers. That seems to be the prac7ce in the 
majority of overseas countries. 
Also we know nothing about the vaccine from India, details 
please !!! 
Why are we only vaccina7ng 60% + of popula7on.  Overseas 
countries are vaccina7ng 80- 100% of their popula7on,. This 
'herd ' immunity has by no means been proven!! I know it will 
take 7me  but surely we need to do our UTMOST to vaccinate 
the en7re popula7on. It is so  important 
and we cannot afford to put the  other 30% of the popula7ons 
lives at risk! 

Diane

2021-01-25 
19:52:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

What is going to happen to the  over 70s snd those with 
underlying condiitons. Should not they be given priority  amer 
the health care workers. That seems to be the prac7ce in the 
majority of overseas countries. 
Also we know nothing about the vaccine from India, details 
please !!! 
Why are we only vaccina7ng 60% + of popula7on.  Overseas 
countries are vaccina7ng 80- 100% of their popula7on,. This 
'herd ' immunity has by no means been proven!! I know it will 
take 7me  but surely we need to do our UTMOST to vaccinate 
the en7re popula7on. It is so  important 
and we cannot afford to put the  other 30% of the popula7ons 
lives at risk! 

Diane

2021-01-24 
14:43:36 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

My understanding is that "herd immunity" was tried in Sweden 
and it didn't work. 
I support immunizing health care people as they are vulnerable . 
I believe that the vaccine should be available to all race groups 
equally and  should be free from corrup7on. Cynthia

2021-01-23 
09:47:22 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Before I make any commitments I want to know what the ANC, I 
dont call them the government  because they are not a 
government, has done with all the money they received? We 
need to be shown a set of books detailing where all the money 
has gone.  The people need assurances that kick backs are not 
going to be paid by manufacturers to ANC members. 
Unfortunately we cant reply on the DA to find the answers as 
they are prepy well useless. Bruce

2021-01-23 
08:28:47 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

As a member of BRICS we should easily have obtained vaccines 
from Russia, China and India even if we did not have ready cash. Shan

2021-01-22 
17:08:51 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I do not wish to be vaccinated with anything from Russia or 
India. I don't believe they have adequate quality control.  I would 
however take the Pfizer vaccina7on. Merle

2021-01-21 
17:58:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I have two concerns, the one is I do not feel it has been tested 
long enough to know the long term effects.  I am a cancer 
survivor and am concerned that it might have bad side effects 
long term, look what happened with Thalidomide (spelling).  
Whilst it might be good short term, what about long term. 

Secondly I am not sure sure of the efficiency and how strict the 
control of the virus made would be in India that is my concern.  I 
do not know anything about this, it might be cheaper than the 
others but some 7mes cheap is expensive when you are looking 
for something that will be good, efficient and has no bad side 
effects, what is the story with the vaccine South Africa has 
purchased, will they tell us the truth????!!!!!! Madelaine

2021-01-21 
17:53:01 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I have many concerns and I'm also siing on the fence.  On the 
one hand, I don't believe people should be forced to take the 
vaccine, it should be a life choice.  I think they should be able to 
choose the vaccine that they have the most trust in.  On the 
other hand, I don't support prisoners being pushed to near the 
top of the queue when ci7zens making posi7ve contribu7ons to 
society want to be vaccinated.  I also oppose the ci7zens being 
taxed for this vaccine - we're already being highly taxed and yet 
do not reap any benefits from our contribu7on.  I would not 
trust the government to administer this fairly or without puing 
their hand in the cookie jar. Audrey

2021-01-20 
16:25:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Ek aanvaar GEEN Vaccine nie en sal nie vir myself dit laat toedien 
nie. Rede daarvoor is dat daar GEEN WAARBORGE is dat enige 
vacine VEILIG op die kort en lang termyn is nie.  Daar is alreeds 
mense oorsee  wat aan onderliggende siektes toestande gelei 
het en agv die Vaccine toedienings oorlede is. Laat die wat dit 
wil ontvang dit kry en die wat nee sê  gelos word. Dis 
onaanvaarbaar dat mense  op hul  Paspoorte en ID dokumente 
gemerk moet word of hul die vacine ontvang het! Dis 'n sending 
van mense regte!!!! Lynepe
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2021-01-20 
15:30:48 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Firstly the cost to the tax payer is going to be ongoing and how 
will we ever find funds sufficient  to inoculate 60% popula7on. 
The effec7veness of the vaccine is ques7oned as it was 
developed so quickly that sufficient trials are in ques7on too. 
The vaccine is virtually experimental and the people will be the 
Guinea pigs with ques7onable side effects. The one  vaccine in 
California has been halted due to severe allergic reac7ons. Then 
there is the ques7on of it causing infer7lity as a side effect and is 
it life long? 2) I do not believe in mandatory vaccina7on . As a 
democracy we should have a say as to what goes into our 
bodies. A big no no. 3) Why is our Health Dept not using 
Ivermec7n and Hydroxychloroquine more freely as an ini7al 
treatment  to avoid hospitaliza7on of pa7ents. 4) a covid 
passport is a huge no no. It violates every  democra7c process 
and personal liberty. It would stop us from moving around by air 
or car or town. We are being led like sheep and controlled like 
sheep 

 Gail

2021-01-20 
10:56:32 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I am concerned as the vaccines ate experimental, and have not 
gone through the due processes for medicines, I already have SB 
auto immune disease, I do not need this to 
Get worse ! As I have flare-ups all the 7me, I am worried that a 
vaccine will exacerbate my RA Glen

2021-01-19 
22:20:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I want to have a choice which vaccine  I get. If we tax payers and 
medical scheme holders have to pay for it I want to be sure we 
get a vaccine. I'm all for sponsoring another person but don't 
want to stand last in the que or not at all. For me its the same as 
polio or measles we all need it to stop it! Willemien 

2021-01-19 
21:46:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Why is our own  virology Dept not rolling out a vaccine. Our 
virology Dept is known as the best in the world. It would surely 
be cheaper and our people in SA would be far more coopera7ve 
having a vaccina7on made hear 
. We need interviews with these Virologists thstvare here like Dr 
Linda Gray and Prof Barry Schoub to inform us how SA is colla 
bora7ng with other countries  and how close we are to making 
our own vaccine. Gail

2021-01-19 
21:28:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

South Africa  is  recognized world wide as the best in virology.  
Our Virology Dept has knowledge in Tropical diseases too.  They 
know the physiology of our na7on and it's people. Our Virology 
Dept.is working towards a vaccine and collabora7ng with other 
na7ons so why are we not making our own vaccine. This would 
surely be cheaper in the long run and ins7ll confidence into our 
people . Please interview top Drs from the Virology Dept. I am a 
re7red Medical Technologist so I do have medical insight into 
medical mapers. Let us know what is happening with South 
Africas Virologists and how far they are from a vaccine. Gail

2021-01-19 
13:45:56 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

With the speed with which these vaccines are developed, there 
might be lapses in terms of tes7ng of the efficacy in par7cular 
circumstances and side effects of the vaccines.  I wouldn't mind 
the rollout of the vaccine, I have received many throughout my 
life, but I need informa7on so I can make an informed choice.  
My family has a history of serious allergies, including Steven 
Johnson Syndrome.  I have allergies to normal things like Savlon, 
Depol, Iodine and others.  Given serious side effects reported on 
the use of Pfizer vaccines, especially on people with  a history of 
allergies, is there any informa7on in this regard on this par7cular 
vaccine, has it been tested on people like us and what is the 
result?  Will I have a choice of whether to take the vaccine  and 
will there be exemp7ons (for health reasons) should it be 
mandatory e.g. with travel (health) passports, as reported in the 
media. Nomathemba

2021-01-19 
11:38:31 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Rather allow people to use a combina7on of Ivermec7n, 
an7bio7cs and a Zink/mul7 Vitamin Immune system booster for 
treatment and by following the natural processes SA can build 
up a Herd Immunity. Not by forcing people to be injected with 
vaccines that is NOT properly trilled.! That is criminal to say the 
least! S

2021-01-19 
11:37:05 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I want to know what ingredients are in the vaccine and how it 
works in the body. 
Why a vaccine from India? 
Did goverment consult with other suppliers to see which vaccine 
is best or do they try and get the cheepest. I do not trust 
goverment. Joyce

2021-01-18 
22:12:38 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I have not been able to ascertain whether I should have it or not. 
I an a 77 year old cancer survivor who is prone to severe chest 
infec7ons.  
Every 7me I had a flu shot I got the infec7on, for the last 4 years 
no shot no flu. iAn

2021-01-18 
19:04:20 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I suffered Hepa77s A  from long-term an7bio7cs and have 
developed high liver reac7on to most medica7ons including 
Sulpha drugs. The only an7bio7c I can take with no reac7on to 
my liver is Penicillin. 
 I fear I will suffer a hepa7c reac7on to these vaccines as there is 
no certainty as to what drugs  they  are composed of and could 
prove  detrimental if not fatal to make condi7on. 
What are my alterna7ve  
choices? Maria
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2021-01-18 
17:52:47 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Not  tested first so how sure you know that it will work 

China first not SA 

  

Gaseboe

2021-01-18 
17:21:54 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I believe the poli7cianc must get vaccinated first then we see 
and can know it is safe then do the majority of popila7on ie 
blsck people first as they are the disatvantage.  
Who di not have medical aids Ben 

2021-01-18 
12:44:22 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

This country has not learned from the Cuptas....Indian vaccine 
not. 
Any other country like Germany or Uk would be accecptable Lolita

2021-01-18 
12:38:54 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

My concerns are the following: 

1    we are not given any choice in what is to be injected into our 
systems 
2    why on earth has our government chosen a vaccine that is to 
be given twice at intervals of three or so weeks apart.  Surely it 
would be more efficient, more cost effec7ve and less 7me 
consuming to vaccinate the popula7on of some 60 or so million 
persons  once only! 
3   when will the vaccine be available in drop form as is the polio 
vaccine which would be even more suitable to administer to the 
popula7on especially to children, the sickly, the elderly and 
those who hate needles being stuck into their arms? Stan

2021-01-18 
11:26:09 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Not interested in a vaccine developed in India. Will accept a 
vaccine from Pfizer. Eric

2021-01-18 
10:05:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

 A vaccine normally only gets approved amer several years of 
tes7ng.  These vaccines have not been sufficiently tested and 
may not be safe. I wli definetely not take a chance with them Bert

2021-01-18 
07:22:09 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I feel produc7ve people.that is the work force  (everyday 
employees)in any employment should receive the vaccine earlier 
as they are bring in income to the country,which we sorely 
need.At the moment they seem to be way down on list. Kerry

2021-01-18 
02:24:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Will South African popula7on that is poor and vulnerable be 
protected from being used as guineypigs. Will we be given the 
same vaccine as President, their families, rich, poli7cians etc. 
Will the government be accountable if anything goes wrong. 
Why vaccine not treatment? Lindiwe

2021-01-17 
20:18:57 Gauteng Not fully re7red other Shannon 

2021-01-17 
19:41:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I am not sure about the safety of the vaccine that's going to be 
rolled out in SA as it applies to the elderly with commorbidi7es 
especially the diabe7cs.  I wish there was some research in this 
area. With the excep7on of Norway,  where according to CNN, 
there have been problems,  are there other countries repor7ng 
the effects of vaccines on this group? Thanks Nomazizi 

2021-01-17 
18:30:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Needs to be applied quicker and medical aids to assist in geing 
the vaccine as well Kay

2021-01-17 
16:04:23 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

All the concerns are serious but my biggest concern is that the 
vaccines have been rushed out and not properly tested. I am 
happy to go to the back of the queue and get vaccinated when a 
couple of million have been vaccinated at least 6 months ago 
and we know what side effects have come to light. The problem I 
see is that governments track record of actually delivering on a 
big project like this is abysmal so I believe the only way to actual 
achieve the numbers vaccinated as promised will be for the 
government to pay companies like Clicks and Dischem to do the 
distribu7on and the vaccina7ons. Charles

2021-01-17 
13:04:35 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Let the private sector get involved in impor7ng and also 
administering the vaccines. 
This would surely op7mise the roll out in terms of reduced 7me 
to herd immunity? Craig

2021-01-17 
11:44:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I am no expert on vaccines but I am concerned at the reports of 
side effects and DNA engineering. I do believe we need to be 
made more aware of what can go wrong and the chances of it 
happening before we are made to have it. In fact there should be 
no pressure placed on people to have the vaccine it should be 
100 pct voluntary.  Keith

2021-01-17 
10:36:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

My concern is "All of the above" and it seems S Africans as a 
whole do not read overseas newspapers to see how the rest of 
the world is reac7ng to their vaccine roll-outs.  Also history 
shows that their are ALL ways naysayers with regards "new" 
ideologies, technical advances, etc.  But this 7me around the 
social media apps make it so much easier for those naysayers to 
get their ill-informed messages out there. And it is the ill-
informed who will accept any old rubbish because it is so much 
easier for them, than to do their own research. 
So where do I stand....The medical aid companies should take 
the lead, & those of us who are not on a medical aid, then  the 
government is totally responsible for.  Do I believe the fake 
news..I do Not as that would puts me in the same class as 
Trump, who started all this nonsense. Total blame for this mess 
is A.N.C who dont have the ability throw out every single ropen 
apple in their barrel. So the chances of this vaccine program 
going belly up is 100%. God Save Us All  

S.
2021-01-17 
10:28:18 Gauteng Not fully re7red other Barbara
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2021-01-17 
08:40:38 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Why did the government not get on top of acquiring  vaccines 
earlier, they knew they would be available early this year, 
instead missed payment and now we are playing a wai7ng game.  
Where are the 1.5 mil supposedly promised vaccines from India. 
It does not take weeks and weeks to transport them, we were 
promised January and its mid January where are they, these 
should be used on health workers. What are the government 
doing about employing extra medical personnel to be ready to 
start the vaccina7on of the 20 million doses coming in. MARILYN

2021-01-17 
06:22:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red other What about the re7red  people aged homes and childrem Rita

2021-01-16 
20:23:38 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I think that people who  have recently recovered from Covid, 
need not be vaccinated - at least not during the first roll-out. I 
don't know if it is prac7cal to test for an7bodies before 
vaccina7ng, or how expensive this would be.  If not too 
expensive, then government should consider leaving those 
persons who have recovered from covid, or who already have 
an7bodies against it,  for last during their vaccina7on campaign. Hildegard

2021-01-16 
14:59:28 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

 Most countries  give free vaccina7on to the people and have a 
definate plan. However to reach herd immunity is almost 
impossible if done by government  alone.Thus produc7on by 
South African pharmaceu7ca should be permiped. Astra Zeneka 
is 70% effec7ve which is beper than nothing. But is the producer 
in India to be trusted? 
 .Private companies should be allowed to import and produce 
the vaccine as was always the case. This would aid to reach the 
target of 67% herd immunity. Gerhild

2021-01-16 
14:51:24 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

The cost, the effec7veness, and the fact that government the 
main organiza7on for acquiring the vaccine and main 
distributor.. Too many loopholes for fraud and corrup7on. 
Vaccine should have been made available much sooner.. 
Somewhere somebody is dragging their feet. Every day that 
passes without the necessary medica7on etc, is  a heartbreaking 
situa7on for someone that lost a loved one. Sussan

2021-01-16 
12:56:24 Gauteng Not fully re7red other DAPHNE

2021-01-16 
12:23:20 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Not nelly enough, too liple too lat 

Solu7on is for them to be proac7ve, use our taxes efficiently and 
stop throwing our taxes to SAA, DENEL, etc. Lives are more 
important 

Do not hold everybody at ransom, hold people who do not 
comply to the regula7ons accountable. In places like Soweto, 
people do not even wear masks, what is this government doing 
about it???? Lulu

2021-01-16 
12:15:49 Gauteng Not fully re7red other the elderly and the most vulnerable should have precedence. Zwi

2021-01-16 
10:50:37 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Not properly tested for all possibili7es, people and age groups. 
Don't trust the roll-out and distribu7on. 
There are once again too many fingers in the pie. 
I will not take the vaccine. Anton

2021-01-16 
10:22:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

First of all it will be impossible to roll out. 
The vaccines will be stolen or sold. 
Vaccines should be first given to working people, praying people 
and people who do to have proper homes. 
Re7red people mostly are content to stay at home . 

Beverly

2021-01-16 
09:18:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Private sector must be allowed to procure vaccine and vaccinate 
people.  We demand freedom 
We do not have confidence in the government to do anything 
important as their track record is appalling. Peter

2021-01-16 
09:15:31 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

While vaccines could be effec7ve in the struggle against Covid 19 
they have been negated by adverse news that they could be 
used to further the agenda of those who've wanted to 
depopulate Africa. Except to say people should not "listen to 
rumours" they've said nothing more ensuring to allay jus7fied 
fears thereby exposing their own ignorance on a subject so vital 
to the lives of the na7on Mopale L

2021-01-16 
09:08:28 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

With the ongoing corrup7on in the government & the total 
collapse of the public health service I believe that the roll out 
will be handled in the way all government departments & SOE's 
have been handled. that is chao7c. 
I believe that the private sector should handle the management 
of the rollout and the government should not be involved with 
anything to do with the  vaccine other than the sourcing from 
the WHO. We have already seen that even allowing this is not 
efficient and whilst all other countries are already vaccina7ng 
their popula7on whilst SA government is already saying 2nd 
quarter. 
The plan to use it on frontline workers , & any person working in 
hospitals, clinics, schools etc. is fine but at the same 7me as a 
vunerable person I should be able to make my own decision as 
to whether I pay for the vaccine or not. Charles
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2021-01-16 
08:30:59 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

The following issues listed below should be of concern to each 
minister in government , and thereby each point MUST be 
addressed by each one as it pertains to their respec7ve 
por{olio. The concern and the method of addressing each 
concern must be made public because it is each ci7zens right to 
receive the  affordable vaccine with INFORMED CONSENT :- 

Alterna7ves - Ivermec7n . Provide facts . 
Efficacy of each vaccine ,and providing them in comparison to 
rate effec7veness among other things. 
Roll out by government- each minister must iden7fy and provide 
their role, scope of work and ac7on plan, incl it’s safety, security, 
logis7cs, manpower to administer, freedom to choose whether 
or not - and between op7ons incl alterna7ve which should be 
made available . 
Last but not least - the cost for all of this DOWN TO THE LAST 
CENT PLS. 
The fact that is has never been done is not the crutch to be 
used .Rather say that this will be the showcase to raise the 
ci7zens respect, confidence , trust, pride and to raise the na7ons 
benchmark through educa7on , infrastructure - both of which 
are far below what the ci7zens deserve. 
To aspire to, and to achieve any of the above will take 
coopera7on, consistency and commitment by government 
together with the private sector , corpora7ons and individuals. 
This is not a one-party show for votes. 

Ha

2021-01-15 
19:44:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

No one can organise a piss up in a brewery in SA. What do you 
expect?  Sorry to say but ANC destroys everything it touches. 
Organised ignorance with a sinister purpose.  So sad.  It suits 
them to play ignorant. Big jail 7me will put a stop to it. Nothing 
else. Chris 

2021-01-15 
18:42:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Why not vaccinate all poli7cians first ...if they survive we know 
vaccine ok for 55 million south africans  
Firstly  they say vaccines will be here end of January ,now its  in 
first half of year ...please do not centralize the issue ,distribu7on 
of vaccine ...let province get their own supplier and do own 
vaccina7on and distribu7on.  
We need the best vaccine  not the cheapest ... henry

2021-01-15 
18:32:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Must make sure that the vaccina7ons are captured on a truly 
accurate database... ensure that even foreigners are recorded... 

Have to ensure delivery points do not become super spreader 
loca7ons. 

Agree healthcare workers need priority as they are exposed to 
danger every day. Helen

2021-01-15 
16:17:16 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I do not trust govt to act in the best interests of the people 
I fear huge corrup7on and vaccines not going to the most 
deserving  
If govt has total control , loyal people will be first in line 
COVID has shown that we cannot rely on govt to care about our 
health Caron

2021-01-15 
14:23:19 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

The vaccines have not been fully tested so that is a worry. 
I don't think it should be made mandatory at this stage as 
people are very wary of the side effects as it has not been in 
circula7on long enough to see these. 
 SA is taking its 7me to get the vaccina7ons going when 
countries like the UK have already started them. I wonder if the 
money for the vaccine has been pilfered as well?? 
Definitely health workers and I think teachers should be top of 
the list.  
I'm sure all the government officials will rush to the front of the 
queue to have it, which is wrong. 
Amer the health workers and teachers, I don't think a set of 
people should be targeted as being next in line. 
The vaccine should be available and if you want to be 
vaccinated, regardless of age, then you should be able to have it. Margaret 

2021-01-15 
14:19:43 Gauteng Not fully re7red other I would like to know where the vaccine is from? Which country? TERESA

2021-01-15 
13:46:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I dont understand why the Elderly will be vaccinated before the 
Youth. I am over 70 years old, in my Twilight Years....beper to 
vaccinate a 20 year old to add 50 years to Their Life, far more 
sensible, as this country needs New Leaders to move Foreward 

Olga
2021-01-15 
11:57:32 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

Allowing medical funds to acquire and distribute the vaccine 
would speed up the process substan7ally. EAMON

2021-01-15 
11:18:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

The proposed roll-out schedule includes prisoners in Stage 2.  I 
agree that prison OFFICIALS should be high on the list, but there 
is NO WAY that criminals should have preference over law-
abiding and tax-paying ci7zens! Ray
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2021-01-15 
10:58:29 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I have 2 major concerns. The fact that the government is in 
control of this is worrying. They have proved so many 7mes that 
they are totally incapable of controlling anything. The door will 
be open for all kinds of corrup7on, preferen7al treatment and 
just plain them. I do not trust this useless government of ours 
one bit. The control should be at provincial level using highly 
competent people without a poli7cian in sight. 
They have no right to make vaccina7on compulsory. Insufficient 
tes7ng leaves many unknowns. 
We do not yet know the long term effect. 
About 20 years ago, I took a flu jab. Straight amer, I was so sick 
that it put me off work for about 3 weeks. I have never taken 
one since and I have never had flu or even a cold. 
Although lots of people have caught the virus, it is no different 
to other illnesses such as flu, TB, diabetes etc. A few people will 
die. This happens with any illness.  
There are more people dying daily from the illnesses I 
men7oned above, not to men7on heart disease and cancer, than 
this virus that is geing people so excited. 
How can prisoners get preference over law abiding ci7zens? 
They are in there for a reason and it is their problem. Will they 
catch the virus? No idea. Don't really care. Jeff

2021-01-15 
10:35:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

I am an elderly person and a diabe7c and on insulin  so i am a 
liple weary Rosemary

2021-01-15 
09:29:23 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

WHY is the Government saving the ropen egg that is SAA and 
only buying an ini7al vaccine quan7ty for 750,000 people ? (1,5 
million doses and everyone needs 2 doses each. MAKES NO 
SENSE WHATSOEVER. LET US BE SURE that the money for 
vaccines does not fall  into the hands of crooks again (as did the 
PPE debacle). Government BE TRANSPARENT - tell us the truth 
about your vaccine purchases - the manufacturers thereof etc., 
COVID 19 is a CRISIS of unprecedented propor7ons.  It needs 
HONEST and CONSIDERED management. Marge

2021-01-15 
09:29:23 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

WHY is the Government saving the ropen egg that is SAA and 
only buying an ini7al vaccine quan7ty for 750,000 people ? (1,5 
million doses and everyone needs 2 doses each. MAKES NO 
SENSE WHATSOEVER. LET US BE SURE that the money for 
vaccines does not fall  into the hands of crooks again (as did the 
PPE debacle). Government BE TRANSPARENT - tell us the truth 
about your vaccine purchases - the manufacturers thereof etc., 
COVID 19 is a CRISIS of unprecedented propor7ons.  It needs 
HONEST and CONSIDERED management. Marge

2021-01-15 
09:28:03 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

As can be seen by other answers, the general public, thanks to 
fake news and the inability of government to communicate 
effec7vely, do not have a clear understanding of the process that 
is required to get ANY medicine registered. Post registra7on 
reports of side-effects and interac7ons with other medica7ons, 
are the only way ANY medicine can develop a long-term picture 
of efficacy, side-effects, etc. I do not subscribe to the various 
conspiracy theories about vaccina7on in general. Those who do 
not wish to receive the vaccine should be able to opt out. 
However, I see a future where each ci7zen of the world will be 
issued some form of health passport, without which your ability 
to move freely will be curtailed. The current flu vaccine is 
changed annually to include new viruses/muta7ons and that is 
why it is to be administered annually. The same will probably 
hold for covid vaccina7on. My biggest concern with the roll-out 
is that the inept government will not be able to cope. Also, 
excluding private firms from sourcing and impor7ng their own 
stock of the vaccine (of course, a vaccine registered in South 
Africa), is unacceptable and will be challenged in court. There is 
probably some cadre or other who intends geing a kick-back in 
the procurement process. Trudi

2021-01-15 
09:03:46 Gauteng Not fully re7red other

There will probably be chea7ng again on the distribu7on and 
alloca7on of this med. Also I do not trust the vaccine to be safe 
yet. There is no fair expecta7on that it will immunize the system. 
I would rather, for the 7me being and as far as possible, live as a 
hermit. 
Why not inves7gate the "caple meds", so far only the dosage 
seems to be problema7c or unsafe? Many people claim it to 
work! Test it! 
Also the fact that only adults seem to be affected, points to 
reasoning this might  be because of hormone levels that lack in 
Kids. Has anybody looked at that? A hormone driven cure? 
For now I do not want the vaccine administered to me, thank 
you. Norman

Outside SA 3
2021-01-24 
10:38:40

Outside 
SA Israel Not fully re7red other

I would imagine that Seniors in re7rement homes should be high 
on the list to receive vaccina7ons. Surely amer Medical staff? Shirley

2021-01-18 
01:59:17

Outside 
SA

New 
Zealand Not fully re7red other

I 7cked other to the previous ques7on, but I actually have issues 
with all of the choice answers provided. Covid is a farce. Yes it 
exists, but remove the fear associated with the virus and the 
body will develop its own immunity. Treatment with alterna7ve 
medicines(ivermec7n and hydrochloroquine) already on the 
market and at a reasonable cost as well as to remove the fear 
factor and no one should die. Vaccines normally take years to 
develop and then go into an extended trial period. These 
vaccines are being rolled out in 8 months. How is this possible??  
Can they we veped as safe....I think not. The vaccines are 
unstable and contain ingredients not meant to go into a human 
body. The side effects are horrific and should not be ignored. But 
it is too late now....all the brainwashed people believe that the 
answer is a vaccine!! They are wai7ng for this miracle cure! It is 
all unnecessary. It is a lie! CindyLou
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2021-01-15 
18:11:04

Outside 
SA

South 
africa Not fully re7red other

No ins7tute or country has been able to isolate  the covid virus 
to date, trials have not adheard to the normal 7me line for tests 
to have conclusive results, if our goverment is adiment it works 
prove it to us it works with the members of Parliament (those 
that demand that we take it ) be first to recieve it and amer 21 
days if there is no adverse effects then the roll out can begin. 
Why do we not get ivermecin which has been out for 40 years 
and been administered to humans in many studies with posi7ve 
results at a very cheap price. These are documented facts we 
don't know what to expect from the proposed vaccine but we 
know what ivermexin can do and has done, no human has ever 
died from Ivermexin compared to recorded bad side effects and 
death from the proposed vaccine. Barry

Eastern Cape 10
2021-01-21 
10:54:03

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other Xoliswa

2021-01-19 
16:46:01

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I agree with targe7ng health care workers, the elderly, people 
with co-morbidi7es and people at taxi ranks. I DO NOT SUPPORT 
PRIORITISING PRISONERS, WHO ARE ALWAYS FIRST TO GRT 
FOOD, SHELTER, HEALTH CARE, EDUCATION & OTHER "RIGHTS" 
THAT ORDINARY ,AW-ABIDING CITIZENS DON'T GET Pamela 

2021-01-18 
13:46:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other

We need more evidence of genuine inocula7ons and seeing 
individuals surviving. In addi7on we need categoric disclosure of 
exactly what the inocula7on ingredients are and the reason for 
their inclusion. How reliable are the products from different 
manufacturers. I have heard the the efficacy of the Indian 
product is only 50%. 
Furthermore Mr Ramaphosa is smoking his socks if he believes 
that he can get 60% of the country's popula7on inoculated this 
year.It is simply impossible knowing the inep7tude of his party. John

2021-01-18 
13:25:47

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other Nozi 

2021-01-18 
11:23:50

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I feel strongly that there has not been  enough 7me, in the 
tes7ng of the vaccine, these things take 7me,and to say that 
within such a short space of 7me,that this is what will work,to 
my mind is giving the public at large false hope!  
Secondly the vaccine should be given,to those who want it,this 
pandemic has taken lives and made many very sick,but by the 
same token,a lot more are healthy and have shown no signs or 
symptoms of  civil: what happened to " if it's not broken,whybtry 
and fix it" therefore leave well alone those who are enjoying 
good health..... Sheraleen

2021-01-18 
08:34:37

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Our country is not yet a dictatorship nor is it a police state. We 
are a democracy and therefore the people have a choice in any/
all maper/s concerning their livelihood. It is our choice whether 
we take the vaccine or not. There has not been enough 7me or 
experimenta7on given to the vaccine's that are suddenly 
available to the public. The government has decided to inoculate 
the popula7on at their own discre7on without public opinion/
permission. I do not believe it will be as effec7ve as they think it 
will  nor will save lives as this virus mutates at a rapid degree and 
it is difficult to have only one inocula7on to cover all muta7ons.  
If it is mandatory then every civil servant should be inoculated 
first, wait 7 days then the medical fraternity and so on. Should 
there be any adverse side effects, it will quickly become evident 
and can be acted upon. I am not interested, I am happy to carry 
on isola7ng and taking the precau7ons set at the beginning of 
this pandemic and con7nue taking the annual flu vaccine as it 
has proven to be very effec7ve. Charmaine

2021-01-16 
23:16:13

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I do feel strongly that a vaccine may not be forced to be taken ... 
it must be a vaccine like the yearly flu vaccine ... eack person has 
a right to decide what vaccines and medica7on in any 
circumstances they would feel comfortable taking themself .... it 
can nit be an inforced decions!!! Amanda

2021-01-16 
21:15:58

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I am not against the vaccina7on process. I want to know what is 
in the vaccine. There has been a lot of different views on what it 
does to your DNA and what it is made from." Lung 7ssue of 
aborted babies etc". I do not trust the vaccine . Please give us 
more informa7on. Leon

2021-01-15 
14:39:04

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other

I strongly suggest that medical aids vaccinate their members, 
that way more funds will be available for the unemployed 
masses.  This will also lighten the burden on the loyal tax payer. I 
will also prefer to have my clinic or GP administer the vaccine. Vanessa

2021-01-15 
14:37:07

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red other

Another chance for more corrup7on, and the poor community  
suffer. Mike

Mpumalanga 3
2021-01-18 
13:54:54

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red other

I prefer locally produced vaccine. I do not trust western medicine 
100%. They are not trustwothy. Dan

2021-01-16 
12:01:02

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red other

The vaccine South Africa and Africa is about to receive is 
imported not manufactured  and tested by our own scien7sts  at 
our own  laboratories to prove its effec7veness nd healing of the 
covid 19 pandemic.  
Please before vaccina7ng our brothers and sisters (South 
Africans nd Africans)  thorough  scien7fic tests must be 
conducted and proven. People may suffer from side-effects 
caused by these medicine.  
Why do we mostly rely on foreign  discoveries ; what hsppened 
to those invented at Wits and other Universi7es? One beaten 
rwise shy. Charles 

2021-01-15 
11:12:54

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red other

I have a great number of allergies and have experienced 
anaphylaxis/near death due to 3 medica7ons. 
I would take the vaccine IF I AM TESTED BEFOREHAND in case if 
a dras7c allergic reac7on. 
In all reports to date, no provision has been  men7oned for the 
above 

Jan 
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North West 1

2021-01-18 
08:01:33

North 
West Not fully re7red other

There does not appear to be provision for the elderly?? Suggest 
that local doctors be given vaccine to administer to their elderly 
pa7ents. Jack

unemployed individual 56
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 22
2021-01-31 
13:25:59 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Will this rollout create herd immunity Carl

2021-01-31 
13:22:14 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Carl

2021-01-31 
13:22:14 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Carl

2021-01-25 
15:54:27 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Is there any clinical proof that this has been tested thoroughly 
and normally vaccines need top up doses to keep them working 
e.g. yearly so have the powers in control thought about the long 
term effects of an untested/properly tested vaccine (tes7ng 
normally takes 3-5years before rolle out) and the amer effects of 
misformed babies, babies born with disabili7es, people dying 
from untested or rushed vaccines.  

Also have they looked and found out what the top up 7me and 
dosage will be and cost once again to the paying taxpayers.    

Channepe 

2021-01-25 
15:24:25 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I would like to know if the vaccine we are geing is as good as 
other countries like the USA. Is the vaccine free?  I dont agree 
with the Covid ID thing at all. I think it is ridiculous. Are all South 
Africans being treated equal or not, like usual. Leizle

2021-01-25 
08:21:05 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I am very concerned as we are not all fully informed about this 
vaccine. We see on social media that Africa is being used as a 
guinea pig. This is very unsepling and our government should 
first take the vaccine so we can see how they react to it. 
Thereamer, can we then take the vaccine. Mariam

2021-01-21 
18:15:24 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Corrup7on during the roll out Cracious

2021-01-20 
12:40:20 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

If only 2 thirds of the popula7on are vaccinated by the "END OF 
THE YEAR", how is this going to stop the "curve"?  How many 
people are going to be infected or re-infected or die,  by the end 
of the year?  Val

2021-01-19 
16:26:57 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

How effec7ve is this? 
Will this affect travelling to other provinces not having the 
vaccine.  
Side effects of this vaccine. AMORIE

2021-01-19 
06:43:11 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

The Anc has never done anything to help any fellow person 
there is always something in for them. And all you know this 
vaccine will kill us 

caroline

2021-01-18 
21:02:03 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Not enough research to proof efficacy for humans. Huge risk to 
our healthcare workers.  Doub{ul to have a safe and effec7ve 
product in such a short 7me. What will the longterm and short 
term effect be? Elsa

2021-01-18 
05:34:21 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I feel  the Government is doing it in a forced way and that is a 
concern as we are supposed to be a democra7c Government.  

What happened to elected by the people for the ? 

Many of my friends are also concerned it could change their 
DNA structure. Stephany

2021-01-17 
23:00:33 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I don't have enough informa7on to trust or distrust the vaccine 
or the method of administra7on Khanyiso

2021-01-17 
12:36:17 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

The secrecy and conspiracy around covid-19 is disturbing.  
We have poli7cally connected people selling "covid-19 curing" 
medicine without being arrested. Yet, some drugs that seem to 
work, get doctors arrested.  
Its difficult to trust government ini7a7ves, going forward. Sandile

2021-01-16 
18:44:54 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

The fact that I do not trust what the ANC Government says. How 
do we as South Africans know for a fact where and what 
vaccines will be used.  

I will most definately will not take the vaccine. Freda

2021-01-16 
11:47:28 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Buy vaccine from reputable manufacturers NOT China and 
Russia. 
Don't steal the money Karen

2021-01-16 
11:27:10 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I have a concern with all the op7ons,  the vaccine was made far 
to quickly to have been fulle tested, more alterna7ve treatments 
should also be encourage,  no one should be forced to take it 
and the distribu7on should be shared Cornelia

2021-01-16 
08:01:43 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I find quite ridiculous that with all the experts in epedemiology 
and virology we as South Africa are just going to roll out a 
vaccine that we have not tested ourselves prior to rolling it out. Welile
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2021-01-15 
19:35:00 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I do not fully support the roll out of the vaccine. There are two 
reasons: 
1. A) cost to the taxpayer - someone's got to pay for it...in the 
end, the bill will be passed on to the taxpayer, or individual 
recieving the vaccine. 
    B) effec7veness of the vaccine - we don't know how safe these 
vaccines are as research and tes7ng have been rushed in my 
opinion. We know it can take decades of research to formulate 
effec7ve and safe vaccines. 
    C) roll out by government - government's handling of public 
health care facili7es speaks for itself. It is 7me government 
called on the private sector to chip in in what ever way they can 
and to share the burden. This IS the perfect 7me for the private 
sector to par7cipate in what I would call a na7onal community 
uplimment project. 
    D) mandatory vaccina7on - freedom to choose to be 
vaccinated or not, taking point B into account. 
    E) alterna7ves - I'm not a medical man, hence I am unable to 
comment on this, my thinking is surely with all research done 
over the last two centuries there must be something out there in 
existence that  works -  look deeper, dear scien7sts. Think out of 
the box. Quin7n

2021-01-15 
14:00:30 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Why believe in a vaccine from outside Africa has got excellent 
scien7sts and doctors how do I know that we as black Africans 
are not being poisoned enough is enough #African Unity Refilwe

2021-01-15 
11:30:12 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

personally I will be taking the vacine , on such a short tes7ng 
7me, there may not be enough known about the side effects or 
effec7oness.  
 trials and their outcome needs to be varified first,, especially for 
the eldery or people with cronic illneses.  DESIREE

2021-01-15 
09:40:36 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Most / all that want vaccines need access to it, even though it is 
said only 67% of popula7on needs vaccina7ons to achieve herd 
immunity. 
Rollout of vaccines needs to be sped up and regarded as super 
urgent. 
Over six7es and elderly in care need vaccines first, and those 
with comorbidi7es.  

But an aggressive campaign needs to start ASAP,  
Medical Aids and private sector must be part of the large scale 
distribu7on. ASAP. 

Cost of not vaccina7ng is greater than vaccina7ng. 

So, my recommenda7on is to acquire mass vaccines ASAP and 
start roll out without delay, and for ALL! Sandra

Western Cape 16

2021-01-27 
10:36:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Firstly. Will this vaccine need 2 doses. If so will the second dose 
be available and how will it be rolled out. Secondly if iverme7n is 
cheaper why can't it be endorsed and  freely prescribed. One of 
our expert blak doctors have a way to extract the bloody mucus 
from the lungs. Proven . Why can't these procedure's be made 
available. So can you please answer theses ques7ons  Lorraine

2021-01-24 
13:10:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

My concerns are:::: ALL OF THE ABOVE. 

Let the sheeple who believe this farce, get the vaccines. But 
leave us God-fearing, levelheaded, wide awake people in peace, 
to con7nue our journey through this life with our God, for He 
built our bodies with everything it needs - He is the only One 
Who is Qualified. 

Government fails us. Mr Ramaphosa fails us. But God - not. I'm 
good, thank you, you can keep your transhumanizing dna-
altering poison for those you believes this sham. These viruses 
has a survival rate of 99.8%. They are lying to you dear sir/
madam - THERE IS NO PANDEMIC. Mary
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2021-01-24 
09:05:22

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

This is indeed an unprecedented situa7on. Trust in government 
leadership & integruty by ci7zens is very important during such 
7mes. Unfortunately trust in our government is very low, hence 
a strong reluctance to par7cipate in any government rollout 
plan. Very liple faith in the covid advisory commipee as well - 
too many people more concerned with turning a profit that the 
welfare of the people.. 

Truust in big pharma is also at an all-7me low. There is so much 
profiteering occurring that many people are not convinced by 
efficacy claims. This is more about big pharma profiteering than 
a distrust in the scien7fic method. 

Various research ins7tu7ons were quick to start work on a covid 
vaccine, but slow on the study on alterna7ves even when 
qualified doctors are desperately calling for just such assistance. 
This is also very telling about the state of our medical oversight 
bodies - also inept it seems.  

I am unemployed so I can't afford to purchase a vaccina7on, let 
alone two.  Vaccina7on is not an op7on for me, mandatory or 
not. 

In any case, anyone involved in the healthcare profession etc 
needs it first. Then people dealing with the public (teachers, 
retail staff etc). Then anyone who is working (they pass it on to 
family members at home).  

I think by the 7me all these people have been vaccinated there 
will be no more doses available so the issue will be moot. 

Our country is broken. The government only wants to make a 
profit. I don't think they have the competency to do anything. 
Tracking vaccine hisotory of 60 million people? I'm not 
convinced they will do a good job. Nor do I think care enough to 
want to try. Instead there's some poli7cian ploing how thay 
can, once again, fleece the SA public. W

2021-01-22 
16:06:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

This vaccine was rushed and not fully tested to be safe, other 
country has put it on hold cause more than 40 people showed 
side effects, and another thing, don't forget who's running South 
Africa yes corrup7on B

2021-01-19 
14:22:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Nega7ve side effects not yet fully known. Elmien

2021-01-18 
17:45:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

We have a lot of informa7on about this vaccine that make me as 
an African skep7cal  because there are boxes clearly sta7ng that 
some vaccine are only for use in the African con7nent and not 
Canada, America and Europe, my ques7on is why because we all 
have the same Covid19? I don't trust African leaders they can 
easily sell us out to be used as rat's or our DNA to be tempered 
with by the whites in the West coz they don't see us as human 
anyway. SO GOV MUST START WITH BRING A PROOF TO SOUTH 
AFRICANS THAT WE WILL BE INJECTED WITH SOME THAT WILL 
SAVE US FROM COVID19 AND NOT MESS US UP AS AFRICANS. Sipho

2021-01-18 
13:45:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

There is no proof that this vaccine is safe 

Louise
2021-01-18 
09:24:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Chris7na

2021-01-17 
21:56:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

The mucus build up on the lungs is the killer. 
Try to remove tht and the pa7ent will survive. The is exercises to 
remove tht tht must be applied if not too far. 

ABDUSAMAT

2021-01-17 
10:54:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I believe that a good vaccine is essen7al for all front line 
workers. 

I also think it is very good that all vaccines are thoroughly tested 
before entering South Africa for public use.  

I also think that preven7on is beper than a cure and that a cure 
is beper than a vaccine.  

Thank you.  

Helen

2021-01-16 
22:38:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I think the vaccine should be administered to your government 
officials before our healthcare workers.   If theres an issue with 
the vaccine then at least we will find it before destroying  what is 
lem of our health system. Clare

2021-01-16 
19:40:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

1- Vaccines take years to test for efficacy and secondary and this 
ones were no tested enough. I WILL NOT TAKE A CHANCE.    
2- Virus mutate and the vaccines will not be good enough. 
3- The mortality rate is no so high as they want us to beleive. 
4- The test used give false posi7ves. 

Alicia

2021-01-16 
17:47:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I would accept only if the vaccine have been Clinically tested by 
the Scien7sts of Oxford University,as they will be able to ensure 
"legally accepted standards " to guarantee no harmful side 
effects to the human organs from the Brain to every sec7on of 
the body. Assurance that no rushed and destruc7ve elements 
are added that can cause death or crippling of movement. Angelique
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2021-01-16 
10:08:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

My grootste vrees is die feit dat dit nog nie behoorlik getoets is 
nie en dat jy dit op eie risiko neem.   Ek het Januarie 2020 
Ur7caria ontwikkel deur die drink van Champix om op te hou 
rook.  In 'n erge graad.  Het 'n leemyd en 'n half se kor7soon, 
an7-histamien en nog ander "gif " gedrink om dit onder beheer 
te hou.  Begin Desember het ek toevallig gesien dat die nuwe 
formule Eltroxin mense siek maak en nou oorgeslaan na 
Euthyrox en dit wil voorkom nadat ek die medikasie vir Ur7caria 
gelos het, die 2 pille het nie met my liggaam akkordeer.  Ek het 
iewers gelees mense met allergie moet nie die entstof neem.  So 
ja ek wil nie weer so 'n jaar beleef met uitslag en swellings.  Ons 
het nie medies, so dit was 'n aardige bedrag aan Dokters ,  
Dermatoloog en medikasie. 

Ek het nog nie Covid gehad, maar sal glad nie die entstof 
oorweeg.  Kan hulle dit sommer net lem right en center spuit?   
Glo nie almal kan die entstof sommer net kry??  Romien

2021-01-15 
19:58:31

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I feel that while the vaccines may be incredibly important, I 
strongly disagree with the ini7al roll out ideas. I do not believe 
that th prisoners of South Africa should be granted the privledge 
of geing the vaccine before the law abiding ci7zens. I feel it 
would be much more beneficial to inoculate hospital workers, 
including janitors and any non medical employees of hospitals 
along with the elderly and those with severe comorbidi7es 
before people who have ignored our laws and cons7tu7on. Candice

2021-01-15 
18:34:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Chris7na

KwaZulu-Natal 6

2021-01-26 
18:58:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

As a democra7c country I am shocked that our government has 
not given us the right to choose between ivermec7n and a 
vaccine.  

The fact that there is no cure why not allow us the opportunity 
to try ivermec7n?  

It's our right to choose, it's our body and most importantly we 
were made to believe our South Africa is a free country.  I don't 
feel freedom as I and many others are not given the right to 
choose what we want for our own bodies. Raziah

2021-01-26 
18:11:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Let government officials be first to be given and those in 
parliament, then the masses

Sikholwayink
osi

2021-01-21 
10:27:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I feel that many people have died from the pheizer vaccine and 
should not be an op7on. 

  I am also very angry  that since my husband is an essen7al 
worker  and a samwu member that only samwumed families  are 
allowed to get the  asra zeneka vaccine  during first rollouts and 
because we are not at the same medical aid we cant get the 
vaccine . samwumed members already got lepers. my husband 
is an employee  and essen7al worker for more than 20 years. 

also if you look at asra zeneka trail data 1/2 a dose in the first 
inocula7on is more successful.  More people can at least get first 
dose.   

why cant medical aids buy vaccines. i will even pay a R1000 rand 
for one. Emma

2021-01-17 
16:51:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Govt officials, their families & associates as  well as 
tenderpreneurs can go first. especially 
the ones who blew the R500billion and we hear of no 
repercussions. 
why did the govt not use the funds to rather control the spread 
of the virus during full lockdown 
by deploying the army in the townships, they knew people there 
were not complying. we never saw any soldiers in KZN 
townships, this could have been controlled and govt allowed it 
to' 
get to this level and affect & infect all of us including those who 
were complying now you want a once again costly but quick fix. 
why is Govt not controlling the prices of Ginger 
Garlic & lemon & other natural supplements- is that because you 
are wan7ng us not to afford  
them so we cant even access to the natural way of figh7ng this 
enemy?? why do you go for quick solu7ons which are costly and 
not sufficiently proven to be effec7ve and not causing damage in 
the long run. Are we being sold out? are we being used as 
guinea pigs in AFRICA?? Norma

2021-01-15 
14:04:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Vaccines are not safe. They contain heavy metals like aluminium 
and mercury which cause brain damage.  Cannabis is effec7ve 
for all forms of flu and can be used for Covit 19 Malcolm

2021-01-15 
09:50:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

How are they going to keep track of who has had the injec7on 
and what is the 7me span between the first and second 
vaccina7on? Heidi

Mpumalanga 4

2021-01-26 
18:13:42

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

The lack of studies done on the said vaccines.  It usually takes 
years to gather informa7on on the effects it has on the human 
body.  Un7l studies become available to back up the vaccines 
efficiency then I can not support such an untested vaccine Marlene

2021-01-26 
17:44:50

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual other There should be other alterna7ves besides the vaccine Sifiso 

2021-01-23 
23:27:27

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Elsabe

2021-01-22 
21:16:32

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Will it really help to place comments as everything about the 
ANC is corrupt. Say no more.  Gatvol of everything and 
everybody.  South Africa will never be a land in u nion ever again 
we  are the next Zimbabwe MJ
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Limpopo 4

2021-01-20 
17:31:51 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

I dont feel that we as a people should be put in a posi7on where 
we MUST this or that and on top of that, it be put into 
documenta7on where the full extend of such a document is not 
fully trustworthy eg could be used for future agendas.  

Most vacines takes years to developed, how well has this vacine 
been testes and how safe is it. 

Cost to goverment, if this money were soend originally tk beper 
living condi7ons and provid ebasic sanita7on maybe we could 
have been hit les hard. 

In the same breath other medicine has been used for different 
disease in sub saharan countries for similar type condi7ons with 
success now however that same medica7on is being denied Robyne

2021-01-18 
12:39:09 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

No one should be forced to be vaccinated, it should be a choice 
of a person to be vaccinated. Allow people to have a say about 
the vaccine a d educate people more about it. Poli7cians should 
never be allowed to talk about the vaccine because they bring 
more confusion to the people, even the so called expects should 
stop contradic7ng themselves about the whole covide19 thing. 
Please I repeat don't force people to take the vaccine it should 
be by choice Rafael 

2021-01-18 
02:28:07 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

If vaccine is so much important in South Africa for the good of 
our country and her people, why is SA in todays life not capable 
of crea7ng her own vaccine and if that is not an issue, why are 
we so much believing in other peoples vaccines to the level  of 
India  don't like take me wrong. America was badly stroked by 
Covid 19 but so much willing to test their vaccine in us. Stop 
undermining our capability and create our own vaccine for our 
own good. Start vaccina7ng with government officials and in 
public Patrick

2021-01-15 
23:08:01 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

My concern is that  South Africa is not developing its own 
vaccine to alleviate fears in society regarding foreign developed 
vaccines. 
African medicine not considered at all. Walter

Eastern Cape 3
2021-01-17 
06:32:28

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Jean

2021-01-16 
08:21:19

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

South Africa must create their own vaccine for its people. We 
know not inten7ons around these vaccines let alone anything 
outside the country must be first tested for Side effects and 
credibility for use by humans. It must not be compulsory for 
anyone as there are s7ll concerns about where this virus comes 
from how and who is responsible for it. Jus7n

2021-01-15 
13:05:01

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual other

Feel that there has not been enough tes7ng for adverse 
reac7ons . With the muta7ons just found,  how sure are they 
this vaccine will work or are they thumb sucking again? 

Geraldine 
Free State 1

2021-01-15 
12:27:27

Free 
State Not fully

unemployed 
individual other Wuanits

student 5
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 3

2021-01-29 
10:19:41

Western 
Cape Not fully student other

While I thinking  the vaccine available is a good idea in general, I 
have mul7ple concerns. I think inves7ga7ng alterna7ves is a 
good idea, especially as the virus is so new and will obviously s7ll 
develop into new strains as humans develop immunity. I 
disagree strongly with mandatory vaccina7on. Certain people 
will be more likely to actually die from the virus, and those 
groups should have the opportunity to get the vaccine over and 
above those who are less likely. Gabriela

2021-01-25 
17:16:45

Western 
Cape Not fully student other

The vaccine should be free. It should not be compulsory. Please 
stop robbing our country, thanks. Taylor
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2021-01-18 
14:47:38

Western 
Cape Not fully student other

I am concerned about all the op7ons offered on the list: Cost to 
the tax payer, Efficacy of the Vaccine - especially when 
considering the new variants appearing, Roll-out by the 
government, Mandatory vaccina7ons, and  Alterna7ves. 
I agree that those most likely to expose and be exposed due to 
working with people in number daily should be the first to 
receive the vaccine. I believe strongly that those most at risk 
should be considered first, but with the assurances that the 
vaccine is also safe for those of an immuno-suppressed 
disposi7on.  
It is clear that there will be risks involved in the early stages of 
the vaccine roll-out, as already witnessed in recent fatali7es 
among the elderly in Norway. However, the risk should not 
outweigh the benefit. The government should therefore be 
transparent with us as ci7zens to the risks and benefits of 
vaccina7on, with campaigns running in such a manner that 
people understand the importance of the vaccine nevertheless.  
 As such, I also think ci7zens should at first be allowed to 
volunteer for vaccina7on against COVID-19, provided that they 
are fully counselled on the considerable risks of not being 
vaccinated, to themselves, their loved ones, and their 
communi7es.  
Manda7ng vaccines at this point may prove wreckless. As the 
year unfolds and our knowledge of the available vaccines grows, 
talks can move toward parameters where vaccines will and will 
not be required. This should, however, not be aimed at 
protec7ng religious freedoms, but the Right to Live - those who 
are at greater medical risk of the nega7ve effects  of the current 
COVID-19 vaccines should be excused.  
 Government roll-out should allow for regula7on and fair 
distribu7on. As such, State Officials should be at the forefront of 
distribu7ng vaccines. Slashing the inflated salaries of state 
officials and state-linked individuals and their families, regardless 
of their posi7on, will secure the necessary funds for liming South 
Africa out of the dirt and devasta7on, exacerbated only by this 
pandemic sweeping the globe. Let's expropriate those who have 
bled South Africa dry for decades - those with houses and cars 
bought and paid for by taxpayer money, those who have 
exploited through every avenue known to them - apartheid and 
post-apartheid era scoundrels - the Steinhof implicated and the 
Zumas. The Guptas and the Agrizzis. Every last one of them and 
every State Official of whatever standing who has taken money 
and looked the other way. Alice 

Gauteng 2

2021-01-22 
01:09:58 Gauteng Not fully student other

According to qualified medical doctors and research from other 
countries there is alterna7ve medica7on that helps fight against 
the virus, such as Ivermec7n and over a 100 doctors pleaded 
with the government ( The commander in chief) to allow this 
drug to be prescribed to pa7ents. This drug would not replace 
vaccina7on but would help curb the high mortality rate. 

Vaccines should not be mandatory to anyone, however it is quite 
concerning that even with the new strain of the virus, the 
vaccine is s7ll deemed necessary. Ques7ons that come to mind 
are: When did the vaccine tes7ng end and is it tested against the 
new strain? At whose expense is the vaccine liable? 
The number one priority for any head of state is to ensure 
ci7zens safety, and thus I believe that vaccines for the poor (rural 
areas, low income and underprivileged) should be subsidized by 
the government and they should be free for the youth (as they 
are the future of the na7on) and people with comorbidi7es/ 
underlying condi7ons such as asthma or tuberculosis should 
take the vaccine last. 

For employed youth, their employers should pay the balance 
that remains amer the government subsidy. For the youth that is 
s7ll in Higher educa7on and training, their bursars and/or NSFAS 
should cover the balance. 

With the na7onal lockdown and the exponen7al spread of the 
virus, I believe vaccine rollout should begin with our country 
leaders, high profile individuals such as former heads of state 
and former government officials and they should publicize when 
they take the vaccine to set an example for the majority of the 
popula7on that are s7ll skep7cal about it. If that is done, more 
people will opt for vaccina7on and it will help the country's 
struggling economy to recover sooner rather than later. 

The people that refuse to vaccinate should not be forced or 
discriminated against (Covid19 passport/ID) as long as the 
country reaches herd immunity and those individuals s7ll adhere 
to the health protocols such as sani7zing and socially distancing. 

I personally believe, from the core of my being, that this 7me 
around the government should not mone7ze this pandemic and 
vaccina7on. For once, let the government put the people first!!! 
BATHO PELE... 

Another issue the government should be addressing is 
conspiracy theories surrounding the vaccine and COVID-19 
because that will be the death of us all. The government should 
be educa7ng the ci7zens every opportunity it gets. Zamani

2021-01-16 
20:41:09 Gauteng Not fully student other Tumelo

Cost to the taxpayer 129
Column E: Count:
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re7red 38
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 19
2021-02-18 
07:09:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ingrid 

2021-01-31 
21:11:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Susanna

2021-01-27 
17:02:19 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Seeing is delieving and who is paying the bill.???? Robert 

2021-01-26 
18:16:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

the roll-out will doubtless prove to be a well-"planned" 
government SNAFU. To my knowledge, NEVER has any ANC so-
called  "plan" produced any tangible result, except uncontrolled 
spending/loo7ng of the treasury. ANTHONY

2021-01-26 
00:40:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Marie

2021-01-21 
11:46:32 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

At the end of the day when all is done, the only way the 
government can eventually fund this and addi7onal projects is 
via addi7onal taxa7on. (There will be very liple foreign 
investment forthcoming) Even if they reallocate from other 
budgeted areas e.g.  Transport, SOE's etc.  the taxpayer will 
eventually foot the bill. They need to stop all the useless bailouts 
that have been taking place and re-priori7se their spending. 
Anyway you look at the situa7on, the government is on a hiding 
to nothing. They have very liple room in which to manoeuvre.  I 
am also concerned about the actual roll-out programme, given 
governments dismal past track record, which in turn has 
destroyed the South African economy etc. Keith

2021-01-20 
19:32:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Amber Joy

2021-01-20 
12:34:18 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Please note that Specialist Surgeons who have taken care of C19 
pa7ents during 2020 - have been in the trials for the Oxford  
vaccine - that is the one which works.  All South Africans should 
be en7tled to that vaccine - the Government received sufficient 
funds from IMF last year - recover the funds which were diverted 
elsewhere to provide the vaccine at no cost to all South Africans.  Sharon

2021-01-19 
07:30:10 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I feel that the elderly and pepple with morbidi7es should be in 
the first rollout of the vaccine Bridget

2021-01-18 
07:29:25 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

In my opinion the vacine has not been sufficiently tested ie for 
approximately 10 yrs. The cost to the tax payer would be to high 
if the vacine does not work. The side effects of the vacine cannot 
be fully established. 

Vacine should be tested before use for a longer period especially 
as the virus constantly changes. Nellie

2021-01-18 
07:29:22 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

In my opinion the vacine has not been sufficiently tested ie for 
approximately 10 yrs. The cost to the tax payer would be to high 
if the vacine does not work. The side effects of the vacine cannot 
be fully established. 

Vacine should be tested before use for a longer period especially 
as the virus constantly changes. Nellie

2021-01-18 
07:29:17 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

In my opinion the vacine has not been sufficiently tested ie for 
approximately 10 yrs. The cost to the tax payer would be to high 
if the vacine does not work. The side effects of the vacine cannot 
be fully established. 

Vacine should be tested before use for a longer period especially 
as the virus constantly changes. Nellie

2021-01-18 
07:29:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

In my opinion the vacine has not been sufficiently tested ie for 
approximately 10 yrs. The cost to the tax payer would be to high 
if the vacine does not work. The side effects of the vacine cannot 
be fully established. 

Vacine should be tested before use for a longer period especially 
as the virus constantly changes. Nellie
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2021-01-16 
16:49:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government does not have a good record of Financial 
Management and the cost of this vaccine will be a lot higher 
than they claim as money will disappear  instead of paying for 
the vaccine.  They should also allow Medical Aid Schemes,  
Unions that have resources,  Private Hospitals and Welfare 
Organisa7ons to buy the vaccine to enable bigger access to the 
vaccine. 

The base if the vaccine that is announced, to be purchased for 
RSA, is related to our current Flue Vaccine.  This flue vaccine is 
and the Covid vaccine will not be safe for all people as many 
people have allergic reac7ons to the ingredients of these 
vaccines.  My wife being one of these allergic pa7ents, so we will 
not use it. 

The deadlines stated by Government has changed already and 
will change more than once, which will cause delays.  The fact 
that Prisoners will receive vaccines before other residents that 
are more in need of this vaccine, is unblievable. 

Mandatory vaccinan7on cannot be enforced due to people with 
allergies and other condi7ons which  may affect them adversely, 
and may cause their premature death. 

RSA have an alterna7ve medica7on, registered many yaers ago 
that could have been inves7gated and redeveloped at a lot less 
cost than buying a new vaccine from countries abroad.   RSA 
have our own Medica7on Research Facility that have developed 
medica7onn for our country in the past with great success.  Why 
were they not give an opportunity to develop a vaccine ? 

Our Government have failed to reach the lomy goals set for both  
TB and HIV projects , to reduce the affect of these illnesses, but 
did not achieve them as it appears the funds set aside for the 
medica7on required, has been re-allocted and the ci7zens are 
suffering. 

Regards. Johann

2021-01-16 
11:01:48 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern rela7ng to the cost of this vaccine. Where did the 
money originate from. Our countries Bank is at virtually zero. 
Now they the people in charge of these finances are going to 
purchase X million doses and from who??? The media should 
first find out where and how is it going to be paid for afore one 
singe dose is administered. Anthony

2021-01-15 
10:10:34 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Donald

2021-01-15 
10:05:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

to liple 7ne  taken to test vaccine  should be an individual choice 
to be vaccinated as no two persons reac7ons to it will be the 
same  , let the.poli7cians test it first Janeth

2021-01-15 
09:39:57 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why shoud prisoners be vaccinated before the general tax 
paying public.  
The ANC have messd up everything else in SA why would they 
get the roll out right.  Another  chance  to steal the tax payers 
money.  Let medical aids make all arrangements for their 
members. 
Now we have load shedding again.  How are they going to 
ensure the vaccine is kept at the correct temperature. 
Members of the ruling party are wearing ANC branded clothing, 
including leather jackets etc. don't they earn enough to buy their 
own ? Janepe

2021-01-15 
09:10:18 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The anc government is bankrupt. They’ve stolen all the money 
they could lay their hands on. How is 2 million vaccines going to 
be adequate for 40 million people!? It’s a joke!  As with 
everything they do it will not be managed or measured. Annie

KwaZulu-Natal 6

2021-01-26 
17:11:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Definately Teachers, Medical staff, police, and people with  
health problems must be first in line.   I do not agree with a 
previous broadcast that prisoners  should be innoculated.  They 
are in jail because of horrible things they have done and a lot of 
them should be hanged, they are cos7ng taxpayers money that 
could be used elsewhere Norma

2021-01-23 
18:56:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Ivermecton would be a cheaper solu7on but too many of our 
corrupt leaders would not be able to get their s7cky hands on 
money "back hands" so  so it wont happen. Very sad as so many 
more people would be healed quickly and the hospitals and staff 
would be able to cope with the pandemic and put themselves 
out of danger. Liz

2021-01-21 
14:39:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Once paid for, taxes will stay there so the corrupt goverment can 
syeal some more money. Fouche

2021-01-19 
17:04:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Tax payers are already over Taxed. 
Medical costs are high at the moment 
Vaccina7on  should be free to all those reques7ng it 
Corrup7on by government employees Clive

2021-01-18 
10:50:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Roslyn

2021-01-15 
22:20:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Lots of people believe and trust it will bring a end to the virus. 
So for those lets do it properly. This government has no but no 
idea what it is and how to obtain it how will they be able to 
"roll" it out correctly and swimly. No here comes another disaster 
please let one or other private concern do it. Then the cost we 
can see where the money comes from petrol price is already 
shoo7ng stars and if I do not want it, maybe can't afford it, I will 
pay for it thru the souring petrol price Elza

Western Cape 10
2021-01-26 
16:41:30

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Jean
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2021-01-21 
12:55:47

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Ramaphosa & the rest of Government can't count! To achieve 
herd immunity, we need 80 million doses of a vaccine given 
twice. Why are they chest bea7ng that they have done such a 
wonderful job securing (supposedly) 20 million doses????? And 
late at that. And more expensive than they were last year when 
we should have been puing in our Order!!! 

The next step in this fiasco is the corrup7on coming our way. I 
remember our President saying that the Govt would be on top 
of PPE corrup7on. How did that work out??? Dave

2021-01-20 
13:59:57

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why must 10%of the working class have to pay increased taxes 
to subsidise the people. 
Open up the economy and recover taxes from sale of alcohol 
restraints and businesses.  We are 7red of pouring money into a 
mismanaged ANC wais7ng money get the money back from the 
corrupt and looters of state fund get them to court and 
prosecute them urgently. 
Wais7ng money in SAP fuel Bill's metering beaches. #openupsa. Gavin 

2021-01-20 
13:59:55

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why must 10%of the working class have to pay increased taxes 
to subsidise the people. 
Open up the economy and recover taxes from sale of alcohol 
restraints and businesses.  We are 7red of pouring money into a 
mismanaged ANC wais7ng money get the money back from the 
corrupt and looters of state fund get them to court and 
prosecute them urgently. 
Wais7ng money in SAP fuel Bill's metering beaches. #openupsa. Gavin 

2021-01-19 
15:00:23

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Before the honest worker and tax payers should be made to pay 
for the vaccine the money taken by corrup7on should be repaid 
and that money used to vaccinate the whole country. If that can 
not be obtained then all poli7cians and wealthy business men 
and women should take a massive pay cut to enable every poor 
person to have the vaccine John

2021-01-19 
11:31:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not trust this ineffec7ve government to roll out the vaccine 
without them, fraud, corrup7on, not to men7on tenderpreneurs 
and minions geing their claws into more taxpayers’ hard 
earned cash.  Any misappropria7on of money will result in fewer 
people being vaccinated. Furthermore, has the government the 
skills and capacity to organize a roll-out?The government loves 
to talk but rarely manages to deliver on its promises. Janet

2021-01-18 
21:51:53

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

First of all, our current Government can not be trusted. The 
whole system is corrupt! 
I suggest vaccinate all the murderers and rapist, if they don't die 
from the vaccine, give it then to all the Heath workers. 

Marlene

2021-01-17 
19:37:32

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

1. Who is going to pay for it? Since the borrowed money is 
nowhere to be found 
2. Prisoners should be the LAST to get the vaccine  
3. Government should be just before prisoners  
4. Community pharmacists must be allowed to give the vaccines, 
not the monopolies of this country  
5. This is an eye opener for the proposed NHI.....it’s going to be a 
disaster! 
6. I hate this country but am to old to immigrate !!!! Elsie

2021-01-16 
14:25:40

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I agree that health workers should get top priority, then teaching 
staff, police and then pa7ents and older ci7zens.  
Government should not be sole supplier , private companies 
should have equal opportunity to to alleviate further corrup7on 
possibili7es. 
Immediate past scandals have proven they cannot be trusted at 
all. August

2021-01-15 
11:27:52

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ginny

Free State 2

2021-01-22 
09:41:13

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine should be delayed  to ensure that it is effec7ve 
against mutated strains. The science is lagging. I am totally 
against providing this vaccine free of charge and then increasing 
tax on the already overtaxed  formal sector which are a 7ny 
minority of the popula7on. Gordon

2021-01-18 
07:47:08

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Om 'n Covid19 toets te laat doen is R850 wat gaan die  inen7ng 
kos?  Ek sien of Lees dat as jy dit nie vat nie jy nooit weer winkels 
of plekke mag besoek nie want dis glo soos 'n  Disc wat in jou 
liggaam gesit word en word mens oral gemonitor. Ek self sal nie 
inen7ng vat nie na die land se swak hantering van Covid19  en 
leuens het ek besef ons as mens beteken niks vir ons land nie. 
God het die dag wat ons as mens in ons moederskoot gevorm is 
reeds geweet hoe ons eendag tot sterwe gaan kom. Ek is streng 
met Covid19 reëls was hande dra masker en vermy samekomste. 
As gevolg van Covid19 het ek alles verloor tot my menswees. Ek 
is Autoimmune disease geiden7fißeer maar my menseregte is 
verwoes.  Ons word soos kinders behandel terwyl die regering 
saans kan aansit vir ete het medies motors salarisse maar ons 
word finansieël geruineer en verneder. Glo my baie mense het 
selfmoord gepleeg en nog baie gaan. God sal my veilig hou.tot 
Hy my kom haal. Geen inen7ng vir my nie. Marlene 

Mpumalanga 1
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2021-01-20 
13:55:42

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern is that tax payer money , pension fund money,  
savings and or any other money of ci7zans will be used to fund 
the vaccine. 

Misplaced Covid- and Goverment funds must be retrieved and 
used for the intended purpose. 

People must have the right to decline the offer to receive the 
goverment funded vaccine including children and students. 

My sugges7on for sequence of vaccine roll out is the following 
based on impact on decision makers, influence and risk of 
spreading the virus: 

1.  High profile leaders (Goverment) 
2.  Front line Goverment staff eg. SAP, the army, the navy, 
medical staff of state hospitals and clinics 
3. Ins7tu7ons where lots of people are forced to share limited 
space eg. prisoners and correc7onal services staff, farm workers, 
public transporta7on staff 
4.  All people receiving any goverment grants eg Sassa, disability, 
UIF etc  
5.  Any other Goverment funded organisa7on eg old age homes,  
6.  Then any other person thats willing  to be vaccinated no 
maper what age. Elmarie

unemployed individual 10
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 4

2021-02-02 
09:26:56 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine should en paid from state funds, not more tax. 
People are unemployed and immigra7ng there is no more taxes.  

Rozanne

2021-01-21 
12:34:42 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think government officials should be vaccinated first as they are 
leading the country, simultaneously they can clear any doubt of 
the vaccine making people ill etc. Then health workers and so 
on. 
General public may not afford the vaccine so why push the 
vaccine onto them if it doesn't actually prevent you geing 
covid, only making your symptoms less severe. Faghma 

2021-01-18 
10:11:59 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Leteka

2021-01-17 
23:11:56 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer They do not have the funds and the people s7ll thinks it's a joked Nico

Western Cape 2
2021-01-25 
11:44:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Rayghana

2021-01-23 
13:55:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Where is our bankrupt government going to get the funds to pay 
for the vaccines for a popula7on that couldn't care less about 
just behaving properly in a pandemic? Gert

North West 1
2021-01-20 
07:51:18

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer I don't trust the anc one bit! More tax payers money to pocket? Maria 

Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-19 
17:19:06

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am not comfortable with the idea that a corrupt government is 
involved with the roll out.  I also believe that the vaccine has not 
been trialed in a more controlled environment.  It is not fare that 
taxpayers have to pay for a large sector of the community who 
believe that life owes them Karen

KwaZulu-Natal 1
2021-01-19 
15:12:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Tesmika 

Limpopo 1
2021-01-18 
12:59:20 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

What about people at home and i am not paying for other 
people!  Best to not do it then. Marina

business owner 18
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 8

2021-01-30 
18:51:43 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Not enough informa7on has been given to the public. For 
instance, what are the side effects of the various vaccines,  are 
all the vaccines safe for all age groups, how does the govt intend 
rolling out the vaccine, etc. It remains uncertain whether the 
govt is carrying out plans in secret (which has marked the en7re 
lockdown) or they do not know themselves. They cannot expect 
us to buy into something if they conceal informa7on. Genevieve

2021-01-21 
13:09:50 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I dont think that in this 7me of a pandemic that the ci7zens 
should pay for the vaccine.  How are the low income groups 
going to afford it or are the tax payers just going to subsidize 
their inocula7ons? 
Not right. The Government should make it free for everyone. 
I cannot afford to even get tested nevermind pay for the 
inocula7on. Cindy 

2021-01-20 
21:17:11 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Peter 

2021-01-18 
15:25:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine is going to be a super spreader of corrup7on on all 
levels at the expense of the taxpayer. Restricted supply and 
unlimited demand will only push up the price plus the cost of 
logis7cs and implementa7on. The details are scant on who is 
paying, who gets a free ride and who is going to benefit 
financially. 

Tender 7me AGAIN to enrich family, friends and party members. Allan

2021-01-16 
22:21:07 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I honestly don't trust this vaccines...its here to finish up south 
Africans..I know there's so many conspiracy theories regarding 
to Cobid 19 and I s7ll believe is a man made disease to kill most 
Africans. Our government sold us big 7me ?. Godfry 
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2021-01-16 
10:05:42 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

20 billion is the price given, which is 5 7mes higher than the 
answer given by arithme7c. All government work is performed 
on the basis of illegally making a profit for pre selected 
individuals, not on the basis of what is actually required by the 
ci7zens. 

Trust can only be restored when a proposed ac7on is 
determined on the basis of widely accepted facts and can be 
shown to be beneficial to the widest group of people in the long 
term.  Independant approval of all procurement is essen7al. Roger

2021-01-16 
08:34:37 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Juanuepe

2021-01-15 
11:56:46 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

actually all of the above are a concern. we cant trust 
government at all due to corrup7on and incompetency.  due to  
government incompetency and corrup7on the tax payer must 
subside them again.  when will  they be held accountable for 
their ac7ons the past 25 years. be locked up in prison no maper 
your age, gender or colour.  we cant trust them at all,  ci7zens 
should decide for themselves how to handle the covid,  
regula7ons, vaccine  etc.   government should pay for the 
vaccine but only for SA CITIZENS,  AMANDA

Free State 1

2021-01-22 
09:28:18

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I just have a feeling that this is going to be another way for the 
government to squander the taxpayers money on something 
they don't even know will work! L

KwaZulu-Natal 4

2021-01-21 
16:33:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

There are so many concerns that it's hard to choose just one!  
I am concerned that the roll-out will not be done effec7vely, 
resul7ng in a half-baked roll-out that will end up causing more 
harm than good.  
I am concerned that  corrup7on will rear its ugly head (as we 
have already witnessed with the PPE scandal) and that the 
cadres are already lining up and licking their lips in an7cipa7on 
of a nice contract and inflated pricing of the vaccines.  
I am concerned that there is a sugges7on by the finance minister 
that taxes will be raised to pay for the vaccines, while failed SOEs 
like Eskom and SAA con7nue to be bailed out.  
Finally, I'm very concerned about the idea of a Covid passport - 
the Department of Home Affairs already cannot fulfil its 
mandate to the ci7zens of South Africa so how does government 
expect to be able to competently issue Covid passports?? I 
foresee a situa7on where an individual has had the required 
vaccine doses and desperately needs the Covid passport in order 
to be able to travel or go to work, but has to wait weeks or 
months before it is issued. John

2021-01-21 
12:28:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

IVERMECTIN  WOULD BE A MUCH BETTER OPTION TO MAKE 
AVAILABLE IN THIS COUNTRY. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN BY OTHER 
COUNTRIES TO BE EFFECTIVE IN THE TREATMENT OF COVID, 
AND ALSO AS A PREVENTATIVE. IF IT WAS AVAILABLE THE 
PRESSURE ON  HOSPITALS AND FRONT LINE MEDICAL WORKERS 
WOULD BE SUBSTANTIALLY EASED.  IT IS ALSO A MUCH CHEAPER 
DRUG THAN A VACCINE THAT WE ARE NOT EVEN SURE IS 
COMPLETELY SAFE OR BE EFFECTIVE AGAINST THE NEW COVID 
STRAIN. GAIL

2021-01-15 
20:01:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The Government secured a 4.3billion dollar emergency loan in 
late July 2020 from the IMF. This was given inorder that south 
Africa could have the funds immediately available from the 
Treasury to secure covid vaccines. Based on the popula7on of 
south Africa at around 67 million it is therefore feasible to 
vaccinate the en7re popula7on.  Pfizer and BioNtech has said 
the cost for the course of Injec7ons is $19.50. (R297). Given 4.3 
billion shared amongst the popula7on that's $64 per 
person...more than enough to cover the cost of vaccina7ons and 
staff to administer.  So why is there a delay,  why didn't the 
government secure our vaccines on 15 December 2020? Has the 
state pension fund been used as guarantor? Our Treasury has to 
start paying back this loan from February 2021... Bob

2021-01-15 
11:24:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

All the money has been stolen so the tax payers is going to have 
to pay for this over and above the escala7ng Eskom costs while 
we are s7ll having load shedding.  
We don’t know the effec7veness of the vaccine or if it will do 
harm. Shanna

Western Cape 4

2021-01-19 
00:22:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I will not be paying to vaccinate myself. If this global pandemic is 
such a threat, well then the pharmaceu7cal companies can take 
the hit - for all the bs they sell but I don't use.. Alexander

2021-01-18 
20:47:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am not an expert and have never taken any form of vaccine.  
How ever the effec7venes will only be proven over 7me.  I do 
not trust our Government.  It should not be mandatory.  Poeple 
should have a choice.  It should not have an adi7onal affect on 
tax payers.  The chosen catagories should be revised to be fair.  
Front line staff and high risk indifiduals should have preferance 
but not limited to industries.   The fact that taxies is included 
which make you think who is the majority they want to protect.   
We are a rainbow na7on with more than one sector that needs 
to be considered to save our economy.  Not preferance on 
posible poli7cal gain and agenda.  I agree that both goverment 
and the private sector with credable status should handle the 
roul out.  Equality for all. Adele
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2021-01-16 
13:48:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Ivermec7n is an effec7ve treatment against COVID. You don't 
need to be a genius to understand this.  

 90% of all donor funding for the South African Health 
Regulatory Authority (SAHPRA) comes from the Bill & Melinda 
Gates Founda7on. See here: 

hpps://rumble.com/vctvfx-ivermec7n-is-legal-in-sa.html 

Doctors across SA have added their names to the Open Leper to 
Ramaphosa to allow Ivermec7n as a treatment NOW> 

Brep 
2021-01-15 
11:56:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This is nothing but a money-making moment for big 
interna7onal pharma Kobus

Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-17 
10:27:59

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not have faith in our government to "manage this rollout", 
as it will be flawed with corrup7on. The government must stay 
out of the rollout 
The government received billions of Rands to support Covid-19 
(which "we" have to pay back) ... so why is the vaccine not in 
that sum, why must those with medical aid cover fund the 
scheme for the na7on.  
Whilst I believe all governments are bapling with COVID and 
decisions, ours too, there is no place for corrup7on, and our 
leaders are omen involved (as we hear from the media) but there 
is never consequence. 

..... how can we trust them to manage the rollout, and how can 
they MANDATE that each ci7zen must accept the vaccine or else 
"carry a penalty" 

We have a government which says "close the beaches", but yet 
allows overloaded taxis, packed malls and shopping centres ... 
who is fooling who! 

Ramaphosa and his friends on the gravy train must go! ... or start 
leading the country with all 60 mil;lion at heart, not just the ANC 
members. A president and government should be for the 
people, not a party. Richard

employed individual 60
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 7

2021-01-27 
09:58:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Let it be voluntarily to vaccinate because I believe there is no 
need of this vaccina7on because this virus it can be curable with 
many African herbs. The ancient way of healing it working in this 
Corona thing. 

Let government look the African ways of healing. Mphikeleli 

2021-01-26 
14:32:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Don't see the need of the tax payer having to pay more tax to 
fund this and then s7ll be expected to pay for the vaccine.  

2nd why should prisoners get the vaccine before tax paying 
people? Mike

2021-01-25 
12:58:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government must help people who are not working and the 
medical aid must support their members, by doing 
that ,government  must not carry the load alone.working class 
must be the first to get this vaccine Blessing 

2021-01-23 
20:13:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The ci7zens of sa should have a choice take the vaccine or not 
and not be funded at expense of tax payers. Food pricing will go 
up even more. 
Middle income earners live on 7ght budgets already. Covid is a 
virus. Body can build immune amer 1st infec7on without a 
vaccine. 
Government must stop trying to milk the people. Let life carry 
on. Covid is here to stay with or without vaccines for many years 
to come. Leanne

2021-01-23 
11:45:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This virus appears to kill less than 1% of those who get ill. Many 
who die seem to have co-morbidi7es- obesity, smokers, diabetes 
etc. Healthy people like myself have experienced   flu like 
sysmptoms and have recvered 100% . 

A natural herd immunity is cheaper for SA. I  am of the opinion 
thet schools should be opened, lock down must end so that 
people can start trading and earning money again and we need 
to get SA back to work to tackle the debt  that will eventually kill 
our country if we don't pay apen7on closely. Robyn

2021-01-19 
15:29:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Eward

2021-01-15 
08:24:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

it is ones ones choice to take the vaccine. ivermec7n has been 
on the market for many a year . they take it off ,the market to 
quad Trippel the price to line their own pockets. 
we use to take it whist inocula7ng the caple on the farm. and we 
are s7ll alive.     SHANE

Gauteng 36

2021-01-25 
17:25:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

How can vaccines be procured if the government has no funds 
except for increases in taxes? Increased taxes will decrease 
consumer spending alongside a decrease in disposable income. 
Our economy and people can not afford this at the current rate. Oscar

2021-01-24 
11:12:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

With all the funding that the government already has, why are 
they looking at cos7ng the tax payers for the vaccine, but then 
giving our criminals access to it before the tax paying ci7zens? Cleo

2021-01-24 
10:29:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

There is always mismanagement and corrup7on  when is comes 
to handling this covid issues .So the gov needs to address that 
before engaging into this mission. Alvey
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2021-01-22 
10:08:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

R500 Billion was loaned from IMF to priori7se these SARSCov2 
Pandemic State of Disaster eesen7als yet the President deceived 
the country of available funds amer his ANC cronnies stole them. 
Doctors, Nurses and Health workers were issued compromised 
PPE infec7ng and succumbing to the Pandemic yet they have not 
been paid their due salaries by the President with the deceit 
they shall no longer need them once they are vaccinated. There 
is a lot of dishonesty by the government related to this State of 
Disaster health procedures. Elvis 

2021-01-22 
09:25:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government has stolen R 700 billion from this country in the 
last year alone. All the covid funds received from the world 
bank, the entrepreneurs that contributed R 1 million and SASSA 
funds. You now want to hike our tax when we're already 
struggling our asses off just to make it through the month, 
though your cadres demand a 10% salary hike. Your municipality 
workers are being paid exorbitant salaries. Cut those salaries in 
half, and every single minister can donate their salaries for the 
next year to pay for the Covid vaccine. Don't you dare take it 
from us, you put us in this posi7on for being greedy corrupt 
thieves. If you hike our taxes but s7ll get nice fat salaries, this 
country will revolt and you had beper be ready, because it is 
your last term in power. You've proven your incompetence and 
corrup7on 7me and 7me again over 27 years and have not done 
a single thing to strengthen the country and the economy. All 
you've done is spread racial division and broken down 
EVERYTHING that worked, Eskom as example. You fucked it all 
up. Don't you dare pay for vaccines with OUR hard-earned 
money. Bianca

2021-01-22 
09:14:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Stephan

2021-01-22 
06:09:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I'm not against a vaccine roll out but to increase our taxes to pay 
for this vaccine is ridiculous, especially amer the government got 
a loan of R500000000. 

Government knew a vaccine would eventually be created, why 
did they not put money aside for this?! 

Also, they are disrespec7ng the middle class (forgopen class) by 
even men7oning this.  We are already paying so much taxes. 

If you give the pinky, they will eventually grab your en7re hand. 
This foolishness of Government not respec7ng their cons7tuents 
must end now! Waldo

2021-01-21 
19:43:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We are already struggling to make ends meet as it is, because of 
the long periods of Covid-19 lockdowns without income. How 
can us law abiding tax paying ci7zens be expected to carry the 
costs for the vaccine roll-outs, amer so many billions of overseas 
funds was donated to South Africa, and embezzled by corrupt 
poli7cians? Neels

2021-01-21 
15:42:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why do the government have to control the roll-out? 
Individuals who can afford the vaccine (or has medical aid) 
should be able to obtain it themselves. This will save the 
Government money. 
And it should be an individual's choice if they want to take the 
vaccine or n to. It's a personal choice. Anne

2021-01-21 
15:42:07 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The medical aids have sufficient surplus, we cannot get more 
money out of the tax payer Tienei

2021-01-21 
11:39:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

THE VACCINE HAS NOT HAD A PROPER TRIAL PERIOD.  VARIOUS 
VERSIONS ARE AVAILABLE. CERTAIN VACCINES WORK AT THE 
GENETIC LEVEL - ALTERING THE PERSON'S DNA.  THIS IS NOT 
ACCEPTABLE. THOSE CONTAINING WEAKENED CORONAVIRUS 
VIRUSES - LIKE THE ANNUAL FLU SHOT - MAY BE ACCEPTABLE.   

WE PAY SECURITY FIRMS TO PROTECT US, BECAUSE THE POLICE 
SERVICE IS CORRUPT AND INCOMPETENT. 
WE BUY GENERATORS BECAUSE ESKOM IS CORRUPT AND 
INCOMPETENT. 
WE PAY TV LICENCE FEES TO SABC, WHO IS CORRUPT AND 
INCOMPETENT. 
WE PAY EXORBITANT MEDICAL AID FEES BECAUSE OUR 
HEALTHCARE SYSTEM HAS COLLAPSED DUE TO CORRUPTION 
AND INCOMPETENCE. 
WE PAY TO DRIVE ON THE HIGHWAY VIA E TOLL; BECAUSE OUR 
TAX MONEY IS MISAPPROPRIATED.  OUR ROADS IN GENERAL 
ARE IN GREAT DISREPAIR. 
WHO IS MAKING MONEY FROM THIS VACCINE? THE SAME 
INDIVIDUALS WHO STOLE WITH THEIR PPE CORRUPTION? 

Karin

2021-01-21 
11:29:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I don't see why the middle class people who are already taxed to 
death have to pay for the cost of these vaccines through the 
addi7onal suggested  "once off" tax.  NOT okay when there is so 
much corrup7on in government - especially around PPE.  What 
guarantee is there that there wont be corrup7on around the 
vaccines?  Also, as I do not live in a "high density area", i.e. most 
of the non-tax paying areas, I will be one of the last to benefit.  
Also, not okay if I am paying.  I am happy to contribute towards 
frontline worker vaccines, but not towards the non tax paying 
masses. Tracy
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2021-01-20 
22:47:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Increasing taxes to buy the vaccine seems ridiculous when we 
are already paying such high taxes and alot of jobs have already 
been lost to the pandemic. Government has done a poor job 
with suppor7ng its people on grants and pensions, drivers 
license renewal are a disaster and many other things have no 
run smoothly during this pandemic. How will we know 
vaccina7ng such Large amounts of people in phases wont be a 
disaster too and cause more spread due to the governments lack 
of preventa7ve ac7on and measures? This country is not well 
organised enough to roll out the vaccina7ng process and the 
vaccine is s7ll not 100% a cure since the virus is s7ll muta7ng 
and adap7ng which means its dependent on individual immune 
system since everyone is different and might have different 
reac7ons to this vaccine. Michelle 

2021-01-20 
20:10:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The misappropria7on of funds and corrup7on should be 
addressed and resolved before raising honest people’s taxes to 
foot the bill for vaccines that should have been considered when 
we received R500b in funding Leanne

2021-01-20 
13:48:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Due to covid I agree that a vaccine must be provided but not at 
the expense of the tax payer. Money was given in the billions but 
has been spent reclessly - not by public choice. Loads has been 
stolen to say the least. I feel government must find another way 
to fork the bill of the vaccine and not rely on the ci7zen who has 
already incurred enough financial damage (loss of jobs, pay cuts, 
etc) Chantelle

2021-01-20 
09:08:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

how come the tax payer must fund this, we already stretching 
our money as it is now we must just bite the bullet and pay for 
those who do not pay tax. also this vaccine has not been fully 
tested so not enough findings on  the effec7veness of this 
vaccine, how do we even know this is safe to take. Sonja

2021-01-19 
17:13:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Apart from increasing our taxes to pay for the vaccine, the 
targeted selec7on of who will be receiving the vaccine needs to 
be addressed ie prisoners so my tax money is going to pay for 
criminals to vaccinated..... 

H

2021-01-18 
22:41:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My recommenda7on is to first do a an7-body test, before 
immuniza7on. The reason for this is as follows: 
Healthcare workers are in constant contact with covid pa7ents, 
and could have had the disease but could have been 
asymptoma7c. These Healthcare workers may already have 
an7bodies, and would thus be a wastefull expenditure if they 
received the immuniza7on.  
Alot of Healthcare workers are contracted re7red nurses, 
because of the current burden on our Healthcare system. These 
nurses may have very bad reac7on to the vaccine because of the 
Mechanism of Infec7on of the covid virus. 
The type of immuniza7on and ac7ve ingredients have not been 
published and this in itself is a concern.  
Will everybody get the vaccine or only the Healthcare workers?  

Secondly I believe, as a Healthcare worker myself, that our 
pa7ents at Primary Healthcare Level should be priori7zed as 
they have the highest probability of spreading infec7on, and 
would get a quicker heard-immunity effect by priori7zing them. Jacobus

2021-01-18 
14:33:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern is more on the economic influence that it is having 
on people's lives. How can you live if you can't eat, work pay 
medical aids. What is the vaca7on then for if the na7on is going 
to stave to death...... we can't afford to pay debt and electricity, 
schools insurance and all that if the government can't even give 
the government officials their increases and everything has gone 
up. So all government officials are paying tax and we can't even 
live on what we earn. Marie-Louise 

2021-01-18 
13:54:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Our country cannot afford to pay extra taxes for a vaccine that 
may/may not work. There are other cheaper alterna7ves that 
have been proven to alleviate symptoms if Covid which are bring 
ignored Wanda

2021-01-18 
12:20:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

why do prisoners come before the non prisoners?  
this is not fair at all . 

if all dr and nurses get vaccine at once what if many  get ill due 
to side effects zelia

2021-01-18 
09:43:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The rollout is not going to reflect correctly if  it is to be done at  
taxi ranks and malls. 
The doses will not reach the  intended  individuals as planned, 
only a frac7on  will receive 
the vaccine Abrahm

2021-01-18 
09:18:48 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The fact that the government has their finger in this pie is 
worrying. This vaccine should be controlled and monitored and 
imported and administered by medical & pharmaceu7cal 
scien7sts who actually know what's going on. One also assumes 
that foremen7oned scien7sts are also in it for their love of their 
work, and not looking for loop-holes - like a lot of poli7cians are 
alleged to be - where there is money to be stolen and 
squandered on fast cars and Johnny blue. 
Regarding the vaccine itself : so far I have been unexposed to the 
virus, so do not feel I should be first in the queue. I do think it's a 
good idea and think as many front line and essen7al workers 
should be the first to be innoculated. Bridget
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2021-01-18 
08:43:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am concerned over the R20 Billion required for the vaccine and 
the poten7al tax hike to raise these funds. Where is the R500 
Billion for the xovid that the government put aside for covid? 
Why is the government bailing out SAA for R10 Billion  when 
that money could be used towards our vaccine? 
Why are we wai7ng vaccine on the prisoners? They should be 
the last to get vaccinated.  

If this government were serious about protec7ng the ci7zens it 
wouldn't be so corrupt.  

I'm against the current Government roll out and thr tax payers 
cost of this vaccine  

Kelvin

2021-01-17 
20:18:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am deeply disturbed that we are having to import vaccines 
from other countries when we have companies in South Africa 
who are producing vaccines. Why cant South African companies 
do the right thing and benefit South Africans at lower cost. Why 
do we always have to be on the receiving end of greedy business 
people who want to be rich today. This in my mind is treason on 
the people of South Africa and an out right abuse of their 
posi7on. I am happy to take the vaccine but locally produced. Royden

2021-01-17 
13:35:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think private ins7tu7ons should be allowed to purchase the 
vaccine and give it to whoever is willing to pay. 
I am also extremely concerned about the vast percentage of 
people that are against geing the vaccine. Tracey

2021-01-16 
18:08:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Tired of the private sector and small tax paying group being 
responsible for the cost of others siing back and receiving 
grants and have never contributed towards the economy Peter

2021-01-16 
10:00:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My biggest concern here are: Government plans to have the 
private sector medical aids subsidize the rest of the popula7on.  
TO ensure this, they have declared themselves the sole central 
procurement point for vaccines. Why? Why am I being taxed if 
not for this type of thing? If government wants to go this route I 
want some tax money they wasted back. This is a stealth tax and 
is very dangerous, think of the implica7ons if one takes this logic 
to its conclusion. You want to buy a cell phone, but the guy on 
the street corner can't afford one, one problem, you pay double, 
problem sorted. The pandemic has bought out the government's 
worst communis7c steak, and we need to fight this tooth and 
nail or we will end up like all other commie countries, in the dirt.   Hendrikus

2021-01-16 
08:19:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Nina-Lize

2021-01-16 
08:08:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The affordability and accessibility of the vaccine to ordinary 
South Africans and feel the Parliamentarians led by the 
President should be the first to take the vaccine Thabisa

2021-01-16 
05:16:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Gea

2021-01-16 
05:16:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Gea

2021-01-15 
13:23:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This is a gamble at the expense of the "Missing  Middle" 
taxpayer! Whereas our tax goes into the bopomless pit that is 
called the Health Department who are not effec7ve in the least 
on a good day; now Govt invests our tax rand into an untried 
product that creates a false truth and when the window period 
between vaccina7ons become a festering ground for virus 
muta7on and  product side-effects, the same Health Dept will 
once again be overwhelmed. Previn 

2021-01-15 
10:47:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Roll out must be controlled, no loo7ng, stealing , 
mismanagement etc to take place Nic

2021-01-15 
10:03:33 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Shayne

2021-01-15 
08:52:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Louisa

Western Cape 10

2021-01-25 
06:15:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

With so much corrup7on in this country hiing the tax payers 
pocket  I find it concerning that another door is open for the 
corrupt to steal whilst industries that contributesto the economy 
and to governments income has closed doors. Rolene 

2021-01-24 
17:31:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Die klein groep belas7ngbetalers in Suid-Afrika betaal reeds te 
veel belas7ng om die miljoene te onderhou wat nie werk nie.  
Genoeg is genoeg.  Waarom moet ek meer belas7ng betaal ..... 
en indien ek die covid vaccine wil he, sal ek as belas7ngbetaling 
ook seker nog self moet betaal om dit te kry.   Ek weier volstrek, 
sal nie daarvoor betaal nie en sal ook nie die vaccine kry nie.  
Vertrou nie die ANC regering nie. Adri

2021-01-23 
06:26:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Joshua
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2021-01-20 
20:17:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

A couple of things needs to be taken into considera7on.  
1. Human right to choose whether he/she wants to take the 
vaccine or wait liple longer to see what the outcome will be and 
which of the number of vaccines actually works. No enforcing 
through law or indirectly via prohibi7ng access or work related 
issues should you choose not to vaccinate.  
2. Cost to the middle to higher income bracket. Due to COVID 
and all other addi7onal costs government and local 
municipali7es, medical aids, Eskom, cost of living etc have 
burdened onto us, we are running out of our own funds. It is 
actually at a point where you no longer want to work hard and 
urn a good salary because most of your income is spend on 
government, municipali7es and just basic requirements. Rather 
work less, small income and have government take care of me.  
The solu7on to funding the vaccine can easily be taken from sin 
tax. Government have been able to live without most of it 
through COVID. When the alcohol and cigarepes' bans are limed, 
use these funds to purchase vaccines un7l it is no longer 
needed. 
3. Liability.  Who will be taking the liability should something go 
wrong because we were forced to take vaccines?   
4. Trust in the product.  Since a lot of tax payers have no trust in 
our government, we cannot believe that they will actually be 
purchasing the correct stuff, or that the funds allocated will be 
used properly.  Employ an private respectable research company 
with no poli7cal members, links or influences  to research, test 
and manage the vaccine process. GOVERNMENT CAN PROVIDE 
THE FUNDS AS STATED ABOVE, BUT NOT BE INVOLVED IN ANY 
PROCESSES FURTHER. 
We as tax payers needs transparency, not promises. And the 
current government cannot provide this. Erik

2021-01-20 
10:29:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Where does this vaccine come from? 
Where was it created? 
Will it also be adminstered to the people who created it? 
Will the President and Gov. Officials be taking the vaccine or are 
we being fooled into thinking thay they will?  
What dire consequences might this vaccine have for the body. 
Is it going to be compulsory? If so, why? Because that will raise 
concerns. 
These are my ques7ons. 
Government must pitch the vaccine to  its ci7zens especially for 
the sake of the layman, so that we may know what it consists of, 
how it will help the body, whether there are allergies and threats 
related to the vaccine etc.  
Why must I pay for a vaccine when the gov. officials of my 
country live lavish lives with huge salaries. That's  also because 
of my small salary, and in the mean7me I suffer together with 
my 3 children and husband who lost his job. He has been jobless 
for 5 years, coun7ng.  Because of the unemployment rate in our 
country. 
We are unsure of our future as SA ci7zens and our Gov is not 
making it very easy for us to trust them. Petula

2021-01-19 
15:41:40

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Private sector employees and self employed small business 
owners  have been hardest hit and can not afford to be more 
heavily taxed. Government employees should all take a salary 
cut and poli7cians should take the biggest knock. Corrup7on is 
the first slush fund that should be used to pay for vaccines Vivienne

2021-01-19 
12:08:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I already pay a large por7on of my salary to tax. This excludes 
VAT and ever increasing excises on fuel.  Why should the 
taxpayer bear the brunt for governments poor alloca7on of 
funds. Why should SAA get R10 billion before cash is set aside 
for a vaccine. Surely that money should go to the procurement 
of a vaccine. No-one is going to fly on SAA un7l this virus has 
been dealt with anyway.  Why should government be the sole 
purchaser of the vaccine? Why not let private medical schemes 
procure vaccines to remove part of the burden from the state? It 
strikes me that making the state the sole purchaser it just giving 
the corrupt  another opportunity to loot from state funds as has 
been amply demonstrated in all government procurement. Nicholas

2021-01-19 
10:45:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Jackie

2021-01-16 
21:21:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Jean
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2021-01-15 
15:22:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I wanted to select all of the op7ons for concerns.  This ar7cle 
summarises the challenge very well. hpps://www.pandata.org/
covid-19-the-vaccine-and-the-betrayal-of-sub-saharan-africa/  
Everything in life is a trade off. Making foreign pharma 
companies richer is most likely not in the interests of South 
Africans. In the long run the money spent on vaccines will not be 
spent on other cri7cal health services and may cause a higher 
loss of life.  
We HAVE to ques7on why more funding and sharing of 
knowledge has not been priori7sed to look at TREATMENT 
op7ons.  hpps://youtu.be/Tq8SXOBy-4w  This video should get 
us all thinking.  Most people are being kept in the dark and lied 
to through omission of informa7on. 
We HAVE to shine the spotlight on the FACTS: 1) mainstream 
press is being used as a PR machine to influence society. 
Knowledge that should be shared is being buried. 2) It cannot 
possibly be good science for a doctor or Health dept to confirm 
that the new 'vaccines' are 'safe and effec7ve'.  a) none of the 
vaccines was tested on animals b) we do not have data from the 
phase 3 of the trials as THIS IS NOT YET COMPLETED c) We do 
not know what the long term (8 mnths +) OVERALL health 
outcomes are for someone who has the vaccine d) when they 
tested previous mRNA vaccines for MERS on Ferrets they 
stopped the trial because so many animals had a sever adverse 
reac7on when they were exposed to the wild virus. (An7body-
Dependent Enhancement) hpps://www.lewrockwell.com/
2020/11/joseph-mercola/how-covid-19-vaccine-can-destroy-
your-immune-system/  

The only people that it may be ethical to recommend get the 
vaccine are those who are high risk for severe illness. The risks of 
the experimental 'vaccine' may be worth taking for them. To 
spend precious tax payers money on vaccines for healthy, low 
risk popula7on sub-groups would be criminal.  Nathalie

Free State 2

2021-01-24 
13:56:12

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government has used so much money on SAA and other 
en77es and now want more from the tax payer. They can reduce 
cabinet. stop grants for having many kids. get rid of the foreign 
doctors and stop guarding the beaches. Jaco

2021-01-20 
16:37:48

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The tax payer base in South Africa is small.  
The vaccine will be given to firstly health workers and other 
personal like police etc.  
Then it would be given to the criminals in jail.  
By the 7me that 67% is reached, everyone but the small base of 
tax payers will be vaccinated. Thus the cost will be on the 
shoulders those who will not get the vaccine and would be at 
risk. Those who earn the money to pay for schools, medical aids 
etc will be the last to get the vaccine. What is the use of 
vaccina7ng every non tax payer if the taxpayers die out? Could it 
be that government want to use this opportunity to use covid as 
a genocide mechanism to destroy the majority of the tax payer 
base (White males between 30 and 70)? Mar7n

Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-23 
22:30:56

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Firstly why must the taxpayer have a tax hike now to cover for 
the vaccine let us start with the 500 billion please people we 
watch tv why couldn't gov use some of those monies to pay for 
the vaccine...they can't because most of those money was stolen 
PPE contracts and some of it is not counted for just 
missing.....now you fall back on the people that s7ll have jobs to 
pay for it....guys we cannot go on like this and all gov say we 
blame apartheid for all of this.....almost 27 years later and the 
apartheid gov is s7ll to be blame for the way things going in SA if 
we as people s7ll looking at apartheid then we lost as a 
country.we say we must unite as one but the same people saying 
that is not doing anything to make that work it is sad to look at 
things almost 27 years later and see that not much has change 
for their own people and the reason for that is once again they 
can't find away pass apartheid.so come to the vaccine yes you 
will implement this tax hike to get the vaccine that all people in 
SA needs to survive covd 19 but how can the gov assure us that 
all the logis7cs around procuring and roll out the vaccine be 
successful guys to put it plain those vaccines will go missing we 
will see and read about it on the news people find ways....look 
the people that was implicate in the ppe scandal is s7ll walking 
freely some might paid back that money but there is s7ll people 
that walk free.this gov has failed its people or shall i say many 
people and that will not stop now with the vaccine roll out. This 
gov is yet to prove themselves to the na7on they haven't really 
done so for 27 years yes lots of things good things happen for 
people but covid is big and gov has failed on a lot regards to 
covid 19.i s7ll have hope for SA but for that to change for the 
beper gov need to make big changes if they will s7ll be the 
ruling party to this country.it is 2021 make it count i know its not 
easy as covid 19 has caused a lot of trouble.best of luck is what i 
can say with rolling out this vaccine to us all of us. chandre

2021-01-21 
11:24:44

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government needs to priori7ze beper as to what is best for 
its country and its people. Salvaging a sinking business like SAA is 
squandering our money as tax payers. The ANC government is 
running this beau7ful country into permanent junk status. Why 
is all this greed & corrup7on persis7ng? One day we will all give 
an account for the way we have lived on this planet. The 
momentary pleasures by this country's leaders will all fade. Their 
fate for the rest of eternity will be most bleek. Si
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2021-01-18 
09:37:31

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This would have been an opportunity in the old days to develop 
our own - when sanc7ons were put against SA in the 60- 80s we 
made a plan and developed the best weaponry .Agri machines / 
hospitals ect - why do we not use our skilled people and develop 
our own vaccines - or at least start a program training people in 
that field to start a facility to manufacture our own on an 
ongoing basis - because this pandemic will be with us s7ll for a 
very long 7me - due to the nature of our popula7on and the 
disrespect for life and laws and rules that was created by our 
present government . We do not have funds in the state coffers 
-all stolen !!!- now the group that can generate some money will 
even be more under fin stress-and will leave this beau7ful 
country - Lets try and manufacture our own - we have what it 
takes ……………………………...  Ian

Limpopo 1

2021-01-19 
09:31:47 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

From publica7on in Journals it takes years to make and test 
vaccine for its safety and efficacy.  How can a vaccine so soon 
proof to be effec7ve. Hendry

North West 1

2021-01-15 
09:57:05

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I don't understand why has to start to health care workers and 
related care workers as all South African are affected by this 
pandemic... 

And the reason why it take too long while people lost life and 
Jobs. Joseph

student 3
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 2

2021-01-20 
21:04:01 Gauteng Not fully student

Cost to the 
taxpayer

With how places have shutdown the concern of taxing 
individuals is large.  What happens to those that suffer from the 
tax? Jarod

2021-01-19 
08:37:46 Gauteng Not fully student

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I feel that there is a huge burden on our tax payers and that this 
vaccines should have been tried in other countries, why start in 
SA? And if it should start here the first person to get it should be 
the president and all his cabinet. I feel we are treated as ginny 
pigs.i have no trust in this vaccine. Mamello

Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-15 
23:38:55

Eastern 
Cape Not fully student

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We as South Africa are what is called a developing country that 
is somewhat projected as a hard stricken country by western 
union's  it is believed this pandemic seeks to depress Africans as 
per its rate ,now my concern is if the state has money for  these 
million vaccines why is it ard for it to direct such funds for health 
services or even provide employment opportuni7es for our 
people  because in our reality our real pandemic is hunger not 
corona the government must use the same energy to fight 
hunger ,already our people have a weak immune system 
because of the food they eat. Now amer you somewhat exhaust 
millions of tax payers money on people it doesn't take care of 
what it aims Zenixole

Effec7veness of the vaccine 859
Column E: Count:

employed individual 385
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 185

2021-02-15 
16:27:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

South African funds were wasted on a vaccine that is ineffec7ve 
against the strain we have. Not sure how much faith I have in the 
government to spend the country's funds wisely or to find a 
vaccine that will be safe and effec7ve against the virus in our 
country. These vaccines have also not had extensive tes7ng, 
which is a major worrying factor. Katherine

2021-01-28 
16:06:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I AM WORRIED ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THE VACCINES AND 
ALSO WONDER WHY THE GOVERNEMENT WANTS THE SOLE 
MANDATE FOR THIS. Samantha

2021-01-28 
07:57:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I recently had a very mild Covid, despite having 3 comorbi77es. 

My concern is, if the vaccine we get is only manufactured on 
dead bodies of the virus in order to ac7vate your immunity, just 
like with the normal flu vaccine, it means nothing. 

Because they say, if you had it, like me, your immunity against it 
just last for a short period of 7me.  If they inject you with small 
safe amount of the virus to ac7vate your immunity against the 
virus, it will have the SAME effect.  Your immunity will just last a 
while. 

No one, not even those working at public health facili7es, 
frontliners, etc., must be forced to take this. 

My take is, people who will get this thing, will get it.  And that Dr 
Angelique didn't tell people this yet, confuse me greatly. Louise

2021-01-27 
11:55:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are concerned it has not been tested properly. Vaccina7ng is 
the way forward but it needs to be a well tested, proven safe 
Vaccina7on. Concerned it's crea7on was rushed. More tes7ng 
should be done before its rolled out. It should not come at a 
extra cost to tax payers. Sam

2021-01-26 
20:50:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve will it be and what impact  will the vaccine have 
on people. 

Fanyane 
George

2021-01-26 
14:21:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With South Africa having a more aggressive version of the Covid 
19 strain, it concerns me that the available vaccine does not 
have any effect on this virus. This should be given to all 
government officials including the President before the roll-out 
is enforced on the Doctors and Nurses that are suposed to be 
looking amer the sick. If there is no side effects, then only 
innoculate them. Jocelyn
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2021-01-26 
10:16:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the safety and efficacy of the vaccine. 
Will having it administered to 67% of the popula7on eventually 
kill off the virus? As has happened with other diseases. 
I believe the very people expounding the virtues of mass 
vaccina7on, should be treated first, very publicly, followed by 
their children and grandchildren., also publicly, to allay fears and 
concerns. I'm thinking par7cularly poli7cians. 
Stats should be released of worldwide results.  
Source of SA vaccine to be revealed. 
To say 'China', is inadequate. We need to know it's from a 
reputable source. 
Where is Africa in the research race,?  Should we not develop 
our own vaccine, due to the  muta7on of the virus? RJ

2021-01-25 
19:01:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like the government ministers and all poli7cians to get 
the vaccine first Terence

2021-01-25 
12:06:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not in support of the roll out plan, there hasn't been any 
form of communica7on to the people of the country on what is 
the vaccine for, how will it be administered  and what will it do 
to one's body.  
The current program is a follow up from scaring people on 
Covid-19 and making the vaccine the only way. How is it the only 
way when I am not aware of what it is meant to correct, protect 
and prevent against. Thapelo

2021-01-25 
09:23:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned that the vaccines are not properly tested, and for 
too short a period. There are daily reports from different 
countries of people that died amer receiving the vaccine, or 
having severe reac7ons to it. I saw an ar7cle on Friday of 10 
people that died in Germany in one day. This is not acceptable. Drina

2021-01-25 
08:17:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

They are lot of nega7ve comments  about it  how it was 
generated its not good for human consump7on. Bepy

2021-01-25 
00:05:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Linah

2021-01-24 
20:36:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine KB

2021-01-24 
12:22:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine we are not guinie pigs ntuthuko

2021-01-24 
11:46:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How is it that we read and hear that scien7sts and doctors don’t 
know the side effects and as to how many shots of the vaccine 
one has to take in order to not get infected? Why do we read 
reports of people who died amer taking the vaccine?  It think the 
release of the vaccine was premature and that this vaccine will 
wipe us out faster than Corona. People should s7ck to taking 
their vitamins, exercising, social distance, sani7ze, steam, eat 
right and rest. Lebogang

2021-01-24 
07:18:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sammy

2021-01-24 
06:53:08 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do we know the amer effects of the vaccine? It should not be 
mandatory for people to take it, as people react differently to 
medica7ons. I don’t think ANC led government should lead the 
vaccine roll-out, I suggest they delegate non poli7cal-comprising 
of doctors, judges, pastors etc as we are led by corrupt leaders. Mangalani 

2021-01-23 
16:04:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Its s7ll early and not enough 7me spent on tes7ng. The vaccine 
will be a danger to the society because of that. I will not take the 
vaccine as I belive there was not enough 7me to test it. 

I would rather have the government push for proven tradi7onal 
medicine or rather natural medicine to manage the spread of 
the virus and keep on promo7ng posi7ve social behaviour un7l 
7me is right for effec7ve and proven vaccine. THULANE

2021-01-23 
08:25:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Well my concern with this vaccine is that this virus has already 
showed us that it can mutate and adapt and my concern with 
this vaccine is that it might only be effec7ve for the first strain 
which wasn't as bad as the next one. What if we're all inoculated 
and the virus mutates in it's host once more and becomes 
something more dreadful. Personally I think that this vaccine 
requires more study before it is rolled out in such mul7tudes Rather keep

2021-01-22 
22:11:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My only worry is tbat this vaccine has not been tested and 
trialed enough. It normally takes around 6 years to find a proper 
vaccine. This has been done in months and a lot of nega7ve 
feedback has come to light from the people whom have already 
received the vaccine. Lorinda

2021-01-22 
12:51:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel all government officials should be the first to be vaccinated 
so that we can see how effec7ve it is. For the health care 
providers to be first is rather stupid, what if it is not effec7ve and 
we end up without any care workers. Government officials to go 
first Alicia

2021-01-22 
12:47:36 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not posi7ve at all regarding the vaccine.  How sure are we 
that its the real deal? Is the whole world using the same 
vaccine? Cindy

2021-01-22 
12:14:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been properly tested yet, so please do not 
vaccinate our health workers first. If the poli7cians are so sure 
that it is safe, let them publically take the vaccina7on, wait a few 
weeks and the an educated guess can be done if we as the 
popula7on will take it or not Basil

2021-01-22 
12:09:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If you get COVID-19, your body builds an7bodies (IgG and later 
IgM) amer a few weeks the an7bodies are broken down. Is this 
vaccine going to prolong the period of which the an7covid IgM 
will be in your blood? If so, for how long? What’s the point of 
vaccina7on if there’s a new strain?  

Secondly, amer geing all the doses of the vaccine can I walk 
around without a mask? Am I going to be immune against covid 
like I am against polio? I work in a hospital, so can I freely walk 
without a mask? Dr. Albert

2021-01-22 
12:00:39 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel the vaccine has not been tested enough, there are also no 
results on the effec7veness of the vaccine for public viewing Chantelle
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2021-01-22 
11:32:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Sugges7ons that the current available vaccine may not be 
effec7ve for the new variant in SA is a cause for grave concern. 
Are manufacturers such as Pfeizer crea7ng vaccines that also 
cater for the variant or are they a blanket dose for everyone?  
Yes we are pressed for 7me regarding securing a vaccine, but it 
would be fu7le and a waste of serious money if we aqcuire one 
that is ineffec7ve. Keneilwe

2021-01-22 
10:39:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not a Ginny pig , please provide stats that this vaccine 
works and don't have any nega7ve effects.  Also provide more 
transparency on how this will be rolled out, without any 
poli7cian or government official involvement.  This should be 
distributed to medical facili7es and prac7ces and clinics, for 
people to choose where to get the vaccine while consul7ng with 
the medical prac77oner.  Jacques 

2021-01-22 
09:54:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Although it has been tested , I s7ll have concerns regarding the 
effec7veness and also  the  side-effects it might have.  I know it 
would not have been rolled out and distributed world-wide 
without tes7ng and the necessary organiza7ons approving it,  
but I am sure not all scenarios can be tested. I am concerned 
about the most vulnerable (with comorbidi7es and the elderly 
and the essen7al workers) that will receive it first, and the 
effects it might have on us all in the long run. If it does have 
more side-effects than an7cipated, there will even be more loss 
of lives and the essen7al and healthcare workers assis7ng us in 
this 7me and puing their lives on the line in the first place, will 
not be there to assist anymore, which will ul7mately cause even 
more loss of lives. 
I know that e.g. California wants to stop the distribu7on of the 
vaccine because of allergic reac7ons to the vaccine.  Was this 
not tested for?  This again raises concerns about the tests that 
the vaccines were exposed to. 
My personal feeling is that I don't want to get the vaccine and I 
definitely don't think that it is fare to make it mandatory.  
Everyone should have the right to decide if they want to expose 
themselves to the risks and side-effects, especially while it is s7ll 
in the early stages of the roll-out. 

Esmari
2021-01-22 
09:07:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why does the Health Department not just approve Ivermec7n.  
Studies have shown that it is effec7ve against Covid-19. Tersia

2021-01-22 
08:14:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The safety and effec7veness of the vaccines has not been fully 
tested or validated. In addi7on, making it compulsory in order to 
travel seems excessively restric7ve, a way of forcing mandatory 
vaccina7on.  Finally, the decisions around who should be eligible 
for vaccina7on first has not been made in the best interests of 
the long-term growth and stability of the country and it's skilled 
workers. Natalie 

2021-01-22 
07:19:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Muvhuso washu u fanela u ṱo ḓi sisa, ma si a ndoitwa a vaccine 
kha vhathu. Huna nyambo nnzhi dzi ne dza sumbedza uri huna u 
7ma 7ma arali matshilo a vhathu a nga sivhe khomboni. 
Zwenezwo ri khou tea u vha na ndivho yo telelaho arali lushaka 
lwo tsireledzea na Murato u ḓa ho u siho khomboni. 
Ri zwifuna vhathu vha tshi tshila vhu vhuelela nga ku tshilele kwa 
kale. Mbudziso ndi ya uri HIV Virus na ṋamusi a i na Mushonga. 
Hu khou tshiliwa nga ARV nahone a hu tsha lalamiwa. Zwino 
masia ndo itwa a iyi Vaccine ndi a tio nga 2030.  

Ndaa Thilivhali 
Johnson 

2021-01-21 
22:08:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hema

2021-01-21 
17:39:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ezekiel 

2021-01-21 
16:15:50 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not fully tested Sonepe 

2021-01-21 
15:36:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine There is liple known about the effec7veness of the the vaccine Richard 

2021-01-21 
14:09:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Flu vaccine DOES NOT WORK. How do we know for sure that 
this vaccine will work. On their "heresay". I will not have it. Marlene

2021-01-21 
09:13:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the vaccine we are geing only has an efficacy of 65% then 
shouldn't the whole be required to get vaccinated?  
A large number of people will already refuse the vaccine - 
religious reasons, an7-vaxxers and also for health reasons.  
It should be mandatory for all those that can. 

Why has the SA medical board approved the 65% efficacy 
vaccine and not the 95% efficacy one? Kerry-Lee

2021-01-21 
08:14:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccines should go through our Health system, should be 
checked and tested to be approved that its safe and there is no 
amer effects or DNA altera7ons as what has been going on the 
rounds on social media. People are willing to take the vaccine, 
only if its safe. Arthur

2021-01-20 
21:52:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has only been tested for a short 7me. I wont accept 
it unless i know that its safe Leon

2021-01-20 
21:15:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not comfortable with effec7veness of the vaccine and dont 
believe sufficient tes7ng was complete. Pfizer vaccine rollout 29 
are dead. Why did SA ban ivermec7n if it can help if correctly 
prescribed by doctor. Check Australia death stats zero for the last 
3 months. I believe there's lot of money to be made of the 
vaccines worldwide, SA included and strongly don't believe 
human beings are the top concern. Very sad and disturbing Annepe

2021-01-20 
20:51:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I haven't found a lot to read but I don't believe it's been 
extensively tested with regards to side effects and interac7on 
with other medica7ons. I don't believe it should be mandatory 
or if one opts not to have it, that it will impact nega7vely in the 
future. Frances
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2021-01-20 
16:07:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Just like the flu vaccine, once the COVID virus mutates further 
the vaccine will only protect recipients against specific strains, 
not all strains. By having the vaccine ci7zens will believe they are 
protected, but they would be protected only against a certain 
number of strains. 

However this plan is in progress, but is not the solu7on to this 
epidemic. When recipients are priori7sed, teachers should also 
be at the top of the list with healthcare workers as  our country 
is at huge risk to have a gap in educa7on due to this ongoing 
issue of school closures, that could con7nue (as the peaks roll 
through the country)  indefinitely Tamsin

2021-01-20 
15:48:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Emergency laws must make Invermec7n availability through 
Pharmacies asap. 

All must return to produc7ve work (remotely where possible) & 
keep distance & screens where possible.  

Alcohol must be banned as an addic7ve destruc7ve substance.  

Everyone's right to disagree must be respected, as must all laws. 

Broad consulta7on with SME, civil society & the people is 
essen7al.  

Prayer & Goodness must be promoted - Ethics & Spiritual 
Consciousness is our link to Nature - which can overcome all 
viruses & bacteria IF we take posi7ve ac7on. (All faiths teach this 
too) 

Faizel.Katkodia@gmail.com 
+27 832637862 Faizel

2021-01-20 
15:24:25 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will the 200000 be sufficient for the health workers.If there is a 
problem with vaccine we may lose a lot more health 
workers.Why dont they inject the parlement first it wont be such 
a loss if they die we can always replace them, but we cant 
replace Doctors and nurses. Rina

2021-01-20 
13:55:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please review the medical evidence of those currently receiving 
any vaccines. I am disturbed by reports of adverse reac7ons.  
As a maper of extreme urgency,  rather review the medical trials 
around Ivermec7n, it's use administra7on and effec7veness on 
humans with the Covid-19  disease! Gary

2021-01-20 
13:25:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My biggest concern is that Covid-19 (and its most recent variant 
which is highly infec7ous) mutates very quickly. What’s the use 
of vaccina7ng for one strain only for a completely different strain 
to develop a few weeks later? That will be cause for a completely 
new vaccine to be developed. So are we going to keep procuring 
new vaccines each 7me a new strain develops?  

My 2nd concern is there are local companies that have 
developed vaccines that are being completely ignored by the 
Dept of Health. Why the need to procure vaccines from foreign 
companies when we have our own scien7sts here who are not 
being given a chance to present their own inven7on? Very 
curious. 

 Thirdly there are effec7ve treatments that have successfully 
cutely people and gopen them out of ICU. Why the fixa7on on 
one solu7on which has very short lived efficacy? All solu7ons 
should be on the table and treatment protocols that include 
effec7ve drugs like Remdesivir should not be discounted by 
government as they have done but should receive equal 
apen7on and resources.  

It would also be highly irregular for this Covid vaccine to be 
made mandatory as that would make us believe what has been 
touted to be a conspiracy theory around Bill Gates’ eugenics 
agenda. Azola 

2021-01-20 
09:05:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vulnerable parts of the popula7on should be vaccinated to 
ease the load on the health system. Results of vaccine research 
with all risks and side effects should be shared with the public. Nerishia

2021-01-20 
06:22:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A lot of people died due to vaccine uncertain7es. Not properly 
tested for reac7on amer elapsed 7me as the need for it don't 
allow it to. A lot of stories for steriliza7on of African people due 
to over popula7on. Time needs to be taken to test vaccines 
properly. Thinus 

2021-01-19 
16:41:20 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

One of my concerns over and above effec7veness is that of 
funding? 
Government say they have no money? So I guess we the tax 
payer middle class majority will be paying or fiing the bill. 
I was unemployed for 3 years in and out consul7ng and due to 
BBBEE I was deprived of a lot of jobs. 
I was not compensated for my UIF and is now for fiped. 
I don't have a problem saving a life if it means me contribu7ng, 
however I have a problem being unfairly treated.  
I hope we inevitably get vaccinated and it works, again we with 
medical aids will have to pay... Jordan

2021-01-19 
14:50:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Igna7us

2021-01-19 
12:22:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ivermec7n should be immediately tested for human 
consump7on. It's readily available and cheep. It's a beper op7on 
than the jab. Brian

2021-01-19 
12:12:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I don't trust the vaccine Kay

2021-01-19 
10:14:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Majil’andile
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2021-01-19 
10:09:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hilda

2021-01-19 
07:47:14 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why can't the suppose to be non profitable medical aids import 
the vaccines themselves and supply to their overpaying 
members as part of the solu7on ? My monthly contribu7on to 
my medical aid is a third of my salary amer taxes. They should be 
part of the solu7on. Derek

2021-01-19 
07:13:22 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a Life Science teacher and with contacts that live in other 
countries that already got the vaccine i have my concerns that 
the government does not understsnd how the vaccine works. 
That a person needs to be vaccinated twice in 2 weeks 7me and 
tested 3 7mes in those 2 weeks. Also the vaccina7on has a lot of 
nega7ve effects on the human body. The vaccine will also not 
work since it was designed for the first varia7on of the virus and 
we now have a second varia7on because the virus mutated. Like 
the flu which is also a virus it mutates every year. Also if the 
government feels so strongly about this vaccine why dont they 
vaccinated themselfs first and leave the health care workers, all 
the front line people and old people out of it. The government 
has never put its people first so why should we go first for the 
vaccina7on. The poli7cians should start leading by example let 
them get vaccinated first and if it works then they can do it for 
the people, we can survive without poli7cians but we cannot 
survive without healthcare workers, firemen, policemen, 
teachers, garbage disposal men all the essencial workers. So i do 
not believe the vaccine will be effec7ve because our government 
does not know how to use it. Minepe

2021-01-19 
06:33:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is whether there has been enough research to 
guarantee this vaccine, it's side effects, etc. kim

2021-01-19 
04:27:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are concerns of people that have taken the vaccine who 
has passed away and this is a great concern. As government 
stands behind the vaccine they have selected for the na7on I 
think parliamentarians should be the ones vaccinated amer the 
front line workers or even before them to show that they trust 
what they have selected to go with to ins7ll confidence in the 
vaccine. We are all at risk and since everyone doesn't react to 
everything the same way this should be taken into considera7on 
as well. Some people have strong immune systems while others 
don't. Why is it necessary for everyone to take the vaccine. Anc 
should show us the confidence and they should all take this 
vaccine first. Ones we as the public are confident in the result 
maybe that will result in us being open to what has been set out. 
Government is too private and secre7ve and they do not report 
deaths around people who have taken the vaccine. If something 
is not working don't use it. Learn to be open and honest. Hiding 
the truth makes us scep7cal. It makes us think that you're out to 
kill us. It result in rumors and incorrect informa7on being 
spread. Rather be transparent be honest and volunteer yourself 
to be the first to be vaccinated and once the results are effec7ve 
it will boost our confidence to go for it as well. Right now I am a 
scep7c and with a choice as my poli7cal right with all the rumors 
and incorrect details around vaccines and alterna7ves I will not 
take. Once President Cyril Ramaphosa has been vaccinated and 
it alive and kicking with the en7re cabinet than I might consider 
it 
But for now..... Its a big NO GO ZONE FOR ME Roxane 

2021-01-19 
02:47:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zandile

2021-01-19 
01:29:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With new variant in SA, scien7sts are s7ll not sure of impact it 
will have  on the effec7veness of the vaccine. Kelebogile

2021-01-18 
21:19:42 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine have possible other side effects. Not all persons are the 
same. 
How safe is the vaccine?  
If you encounter side effects like uncontrollable convulsions and 
you are unable to do your work, who is going to tale take 
responsibility or compensate you for loss of income? And take 
care of such a person, and pay for rehabilita7on or Medical 
expenses. It is unfair to expect that the individual must pay for 
anything even if they have a medical aid.  

Esme
2021-01-18 
20:37:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Silke

2021-01-18 
20:02:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Effec7veness of the vaccine that has only been around for less 
that a year, what are the long term side effects.  

Roll out plans, who determine who gets the vaccines? Cheryl
2021-01-18 
19:22:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Roschan

2021-01-18 
18:09:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not too sure if the vaccine was properly and thoroughly 
tested to make sure that it is safe for human consump7on and 
health. Lerato 

2021-01-18 
17:31:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If Ivermec7n has proven so successful against Covid-19, and is so 
much cheaper and easier to administer, why is it not a 
considera7on in lieu of an expensive (and poten7ally useless) 
vaccine? Leon

2021-01-18 
17:21:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The South African Government will obviously wand to put a 
good amount of money in their own pockets, this is a very good 
excuse. My problem is, is  the vaccine they chose is it save and 
good pr did they go.for the cheapest op7on. People lost jobs and 
do not have any money. How do this government expect the 
ci7zens to pay for this vaccine? Leizle
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2021-01-18 
17:02:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Short term tes7ng undertaken only and long term impact 
thereof not understood.  
People who already have had covid and have an7bodies should 
not require the vaccine.  
If there is any risk of severe symptoms or death, health care 
workers should not be given the vaccine.  
Those at high risk of severe illness or death should be priori7sed 
for the vaccine.  

Prav

2021-01-18 
16:41:33 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't have any objec7on that the government must roll out 
vaccine. My only concern how safe it is. What are the side 
effect? Amer all videos that has been circula7ng in social media 
one white doctor said they have to kill atleast 3 billion people 
especial in Africa cause we as Africans we do not play any role in 
the economy of the world.  

How can we be sure if our leaders are not bought by Europeans 
to reduce the number?  My worry is not 666 coz the bible is 
clear when 666 will be implemented in the world. 

Our leaders have been swimming in corrup7on now it is difficult 
to trust them anymore if really they are doing this for South 
Africans or there is an agenda behind. I urge our comments to 
be incorporated and give to the ruling part before they roll out 
vaccine if they are selling out the na7on they must know that 
the blood of people who put them in power was shed not by the 
struggle but their greedy and selfish ambi7ons.  If we have 
assurance that the vaccine is okay let them role out 

But all poli7cians must lead the na7on by taking the vaccine 
first. Xolani 

2021-01-18 
16:30:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The issue with something like this is: What will be or are the long 
term effects of this? For a pandemic rushed this way, are we 
really prepared for what the implica7ons of this are should it not 
work or as well as we would like it to? And is making it 
mandatory really the best solu7on? I sincerely have my doubts. Jay

2021-01-18 
15:41:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine is not supposed to be rushed, under the pressure, 
because can cause more harm than help if it is not properly 
developed and tested.  In a mean 7me other measures can be 
applied Jelena

2021-01-18 
14:23:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Leshika 

2021-01-18 
14:14:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This "vaccine" is not a vaccine as we understand it from the past, 
it is a biotech development; ie gene7c engineering/modifica7on. 
This process that has not in any way been appropriately 
evaluated or tested. It is also not appropriately disclosed by the 
"vaccine" proponents. The feedback on side effects has been 
very unclear - ranging from no side effects to very serious side 
effects and death having reached the news. 

Mandatory vaccina7on - the implica7ons for a democra7c 
society are clear-human rights are violated on many fronts. 

Alterna7ves- the government keeps telling the popula7on that 
the only solu7ons is a vaccine. This is simply not true - in the 
medical field itself, there are many other op7ons (Ivermec7n 
being only one), and if one include the complementary and 
alterna7ve fields, the choices are abundant. 

The processes of tenders around the produc7on and supply of 
the "vaccines" are already fraught with corrup7on. Conflicts of  
interest are rife (SAHPRA clearly has a conflict which they have 
not openly declared for instance); the "vaccines" that are being 
purchased seem to be purchased on price rather than efficacy. 

Natalie

2021-01-18 
13:32:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

as we all know this whole vaccine situa7on is going to be a 
poli7cal thing again (EFF Protests and all) I just wonder if the 
government that is "running out of money" did not go for the 
cheaper vaccine that might not be be so successful or have very 
nega7ve side effects. 
As we all know by now South Africa is a big joke to all the other 
countries in the world and decisions made, are made with 
GREED apached. Leizle

2021-01-18 
13:25:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that the vaccine has not been thoroughly tested 
to prove that it is effec7ve. Zephred

2021-01-18 
13:12:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My major concern at the moment is the fact that the vaccine has 
not commenced as yet and there are no cases to make a 
judgment on. I understand that these types are vaccines are 
usually trialed and tested before it is rolled out. Therefore I 
cannot state fully if I support the vaccine or not, un7l such 7me 
that people have been vaccinated and there are proven records 
that the vaccine is working or not. Melba

2021-01-18 
13:07:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We don't know how safe the vaccine is, other vaccines takes 
years to be approve but this one has just taken less than a year. 
South African scien7st should test it whether it is good for our 
bodies. Our lives cannot be put in danger by a vaccine which will 
have serious side effects in future. Sibanda

2021-01-18 
12:50:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maryke
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2021-01-18 
12:29:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First,  I think the government acted a bit late to secure the 
vaccine and I am also concerned about it's effec7veness to 
people.  Also, my concern is how come south Africa is unable to 
make their own vaccine.  Remember people from the past were 
given syphilis disease in the name of vaccine so I don't really 
trust this vaccine. What if they will be given this vaccine and only 
to find it's got serious side effects that will kill or complicate 
people's lives. All these factors put me in an uneasy posi7on. We 
unfortunately live in a cruel world where people can be fooled 
and be given something that is not what will help them as it is 
said. I really don't know what to think of this vaccine really.  I will 
really have to pray about this vaccine and hopefully God can give 
me some clarity and heads up. Dudu

2021-01-18 
12:11:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

While I do support the rollout of the vaccine, I am very 
concerned about the effects of the vaccine including death, 
causing HIV+, and many other side-effects. Our Government 
needs to be honest and give us full details regarding the vaccine. 
Also, people should be given a choice regarding whether they 
want to take the vaccine.  Government should record details of 
people taking the vaccine to monitor effec7veness and 
complica7ons... Hoosain

2021-01-18 
12:05:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has been widely discussed that Pfeiser developed the vaccine, 
now the SA government was to bring vaccines from India and 
who knows where else, its rediculous, how can they get vaccines 
from who knows where, who knows if its really a vaccine, who 
knows if it works, when Pfeiser is the only pharmaceu7cal 
company who has proven vaccines. I dont want vaccines from 
who knows where its coming from Edward

2021-01-18 
11:33:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have serious concerns about the effec7veness and safety of the 
vaccine. The informa7on that is available is sketchy and a proper 
report by a reputable medical ins7tu7on is necessary. 
That being said a proper plan needs to be put in place to make 
sure that everyone is included and this should be discussed with 
and communicated properly.  

Stan

2021-01-18 
11:20:08 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A lot of research says the vaccine has not yet been tested, so we 
will be Guiney pigs? If maybe it was tried and tested and we are 
all sure that it will be effec7ve.  
Another concern, i see people will be targeted at shopping malls, 
taxi ranks e.t.c, i am worried about our nyaope addicts who will 
be preying on the used syringe for their own use, we will now be 
dealing with another pandemic that the government will not be 
interested in combaing.  Lebogang

2021-01-18 
11:11:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

i AM CONCERN ABOUT THE SAFETY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 
VACCINE, SOUTH AFRICA MUST ALSO CHECK WHETHER THE 
VACCINE IS SAFE OR NOT. SO THAT IF THERE ARE UNSEEN SIDE 
EFFECTS, THEY CAN BE DICTECTED EARLY. Sandile

2021-01-18 
11:11:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A lot of research says the vaccine has not yet been tested, so we 
will be Guiney pigs? If maybe it was tried and tested and we are 
all sure that it will be effec7ve.  
Another concern, i see people will be targeted at shopping malls, 
taxi ranks e.t.c, i am worried about our nyaope addicts who will 
be preying on the used syringe for their own use, we will now be 
dealing with another pandemic that the government will not be 
interested in combaing.  Lebogang

2021-01-18 
11:03:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Clement

2021-01-18 
10:39:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My understanding is that the vaccine takes long to be available 
for roll out for the following reasons: 
1. It takes 7me to understand how the virus works. 
2. Then the possible vaccine  must be approved by the 
professional board.  
3. Then once approved the vaccine must go on trial.  
4. Only then can it be rolled out.  

So when did all these steps take place, because the Covid 19 
virus was only discovered around November 2019? It sounds 
very suspicious to me that we already have a vaccine which is 
already available for a roll out within a space of one year. The 
Government can allay our fears and scep7sm  by taking us 
through the processes which were followed and the 7me frames 
thereof. We should also be informed as to which professional 
body approved the roll out. Nokulunga

2021-01-18 
10:38:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not comfortable with the jus7fica7on of the vaccine. What 
are the long term effects on the immune system?  How effec7ve 
is the vaccine on all different variances of the virus? Stevens 

2021-01-18 
10:13:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that the vaccine is untested and it's long term effects are 
not known.  
I, personally, will not be taking the vaccine and will not force my 
family to par7cipate either un7l such 7me as effec7veness and 
long term effects are proven. Ian

2021-01-18 
09:53:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not sure if this is tested enough - side effects are a concern, as 
they  may also kill someone! Heidi

2021-01-18 
09:38:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Thisn is far too quick, cannot have tested properly, no side 
effects noted yet as too early., Wendy

2021-01-18 
09:20:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We don't have surety that the vaccine will be effec7ve since the 
test shows the people dying globally amer taking the shots, need 
to be tested thoroughly before it can be roll out and MPs must 
take it first. Fikile

2021-01-18 
09:01:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

According to my knowledge other vaccines were tested for 
about 2 years before being rolled out. My concern is that the 
vaccine hasn't been tested enough and therefore I don't feel 
comfortable taking it. More tes7ng and research should be done 
so that we can be sure that the vaccine works effec7vely and is 
safe. I don't yet feel comfortable that this is the case. Melissa
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2021-01-18 
09:00:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that this vaccine and any others have not been fully tested.   
What about the DNA this can affect the popula7on in years to 
come which is a huge problem.  We have not had any feedback 
of how affec7ve these vaccines are.   I feel we are all taking a 
huge risk with the vaccines. PAM

2021-01-18 
08:54:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are too many unknown factors with the vaccine s7ll being 
in experimental stages. Rahema

2021-01-18 
08:33:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not sure if the vaccine has been tested for long enough and 
im concerned about side effects and the foreign substance in my 
body i know nothing of besides that its a vaccine. The vaccine 
was hurried of course due to the urgency of the situa7on world 
wide but it doesnt make it fool proof. Also the fact that we have 
new strains would this vaccine counteract that too? Too many 
unanswered ques7ons and risk for me. Natasha

2021-01-18 
08:25:36 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I personally think the vaccine should be tried and tested first 
before it can be injected to our people more especially to our 
front stuff and kids. sello

2021-01-18 
08:16:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

i am not sure , if the vaccine is made for the right purpose .  

My concerns rise from the fact that it was developed ( too 
quickly ) Mahendran

2021-01-18 
08:15:57 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hoeveel studies is gedoen en hoe veilig id dit werklik Zeldine

2021-01-18 
08:14:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The SA Government is geing vaccines from india. According to 
the apached documents these seems to be 2 very dangerous 
vaccines. One example: "Covaxin - Covaxin consent forms state 
that the beneficiaries will be provided care in government-
designated and authorized hospitals in case of any serious side 
effects due to the vaccine, a Times of India report said. 
Beneficiaries who receive Covaxin will be paid compensa7on if 
they suffer adverse events due to the vaccine. The compensa7on 
was among the points highlighted on top of the consent form 
shared with the vaccina7on centre on Friday. According to 
reports, “the clinical efficacy of Covaxin is yet to be established 
and it is being studied in phase 3 clinical trials”. This statement 
alone should be alarming. I understand vaccines comes with 
some form of risk, but to sign a consent form and offer 
compensa7on if you have a reac7on is very very alarming. I 
understand that they use a killed virus but surely then you need 
to test it properly before you actually give it to countries to use 
on their ci7zens?  
My second concern is what is going to happen with corrup7on? 
The president has not even addressed the corrup7on that has 
taken place and all the money that was stolen! Why should we 
believe that this 7me around it will be different?  They seems to 
not keep anyone accountable for any form of corrup7on, yet 
south africa is bleading because we have been stolen ropen! 
Where is the research on how the vaccines was developed, how 
long they have been in trails, what you can expect etc etc etc. 
There is so much conspiracy going around that no one trusts the 
government anymore. They were late geing on the band wagon 
to get the vaccines, which i believe is due to them not having any 
money.  
Why are they pushing on the vaccines so much? Why not look 
into alterna7ves that has been found to be effec7ve but bit 
available in South Africa? Is he purpose not to safe lives? Seems 
more like government is wan7ng people to die. No hospitals was 
upgraded,even with promises to do so on na7onal tv. No proper 
PPE has been given to the front line workers. Industries that 
have been closed due to lockdowns, the people cannot feed 
their families. Crime increases. UIF is a joke. they give them a 
R350 grant, please come and show me how you live of R350pm. 
Pathe7c. So no, I do not trust government to s7ck to this plan of 
the roll out, I do not trust government to give us proper 
educa7on on the vaccine so we can make informed choices. I no 
trust government to protect our lifes and livelihoods.  I do not 
trust our Government at all anymore. They have proven that 
they are a bunch of lying, theving, corrupt individuals only 
having their own pockets and own agena's in mind. If i get given 
proper informa7on regarding the vaccines, I will decide for 
myself if I am willing to take it or not. Susan

2021-01-18 
08:02:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I really think that we should wait to see how effec7ve the 
vaccine is in other countries, especially those countries that 
developed the vaccine. Another thing are we as South Africa 
unable to develop our own vaccine that we can take to the 
world. Why should we give first world countries more money 
and we become more indebted to them Nomfundo

2021-01-18 
07:58:18 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Loyiso

2021-01-18 
07:51:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned regarding the cold chain (if vaccine is the one that 
needs to be kept all the way at minus -80 degrees - apparently if 
broken the vaccine is worth nothing .  We all know what's going 
on in SA - fraud/corrup7on - watch this space. 
I will not be taking it . Mariet

2021-01-18 
07:51:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will gladly take the vaccine if it has gone through the proper 
tes7ng that all other vaccines go through, with limited side 
effects Halinka
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2021-01-18 
07:46:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is rushed it has not been tested for long run side 
effects it also worries me that the rollout program is rushed, it is 
going to be administered to unsuspec7ng uneducated – 
understanding of medical side effects to our country’s  ci7zens, 
many / majority of South Africans believe this vaccine has ill 
inten7ons. 
I am concerned about the unknown side effects of the vaccine  
More educa7on about the vaccine needs to be rolled out.  
Without apacking any one our Government or spoke persons 
addressing the na7on on this cannot start to explain the 
medical / science of medicines they cannot even read a report 
properly nevertheless get the na7on to understand what is the 
right thing to do. 
Professional educated people on the medical / science of 
medicines and healing needs to address the na7on on what is 
the right thing to do. 
Another concern is the cost and who will pay for it, (it’s just 
going to become another bopomless pit  for officials to enrich 
themselves, we have once again experienced this with all the 
moneys that were allocated for COVID-19 projects, to date the 
Government talks about it but I am s7ll to see who has actually 
been prosecuted for their deeds its just another fact the 
Government talks and the na7on people / popula7on are the 
vic7ms    

Luigi

2021-01-18 
07:40:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our poli7cal leaders must have it first. Let's determine with 
them if it works. Because if you are going to try on us health care 
workers and it's not effec7ve, then the healthcare system will die 
with us. 

Be an example as leaders Tshepiso

2021-01-18 
07:27:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been tested long enough to ensure the 
success of this vaccine. we do not yet know what the side effects 
are of this vaccine. 

I wont risk my life and kids life if this vaccine fails and kills half of 
the worlds popula7on due to insufficient tes7ng and research. 

there is hundreds of diseases that kill people daily, no vaccine or 
cures has been found, yet within less than a year you telling the 
world we found a vaccine that will cure you against covid? bit 
suspicious and hard to comprehend.. Jenique-

2021-01-18 
07:25:41 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Due to the fact the the vaccinces were produced in haste and 
there are disclaimers associated for most vaccines, and where 
there is not,  the concerns are the affects of what the outcome 
could be of the vaccine.  

Since the government is pressing the rolling out of the vaccines 
to schools and other avenue etc, We should not be obliged to 
take the vaccine un7l we are gauranteed, personnally that the 
vaccine is safe. The only way to do this I beleive, and this is not a 
joke, that the vaccines should be rolled out on all government 
officials, star7ng first with the president, then the cabinet etc.  
to show the people that the vaccine(s) are safe to use.   

A period of a year should pass to ensure that the vaccine has 
worked and is fine for the rest of the popula7on to use. 

Should the health workers decide to receive the vaccine then 
they should be given first choice to government officials. 

Should the vaccines have any side effects or dangerous 
conceques the government and the Company that manufactured 
the product(s) are responsible and shall pay dearly for the 
mistakes made.   

One, should also have the right to choose whether to take the 
vaccine or not.  

I hope and pray that no lives are destroyed due to ill informed 
officials and untested unsafe vaccines.  I do pray that we do find 
a suitable vaccine that does work and is safe for all.  

My God bless us all.  

Xen

2021-01-18 
07:23:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would suggest that it be given to those who are vulnerable, eg 
people who are already sick, pensioners, and those in the 
frontline du7es especially medical staff. But it must always be 
voluntarily, not compulsory. Mandlenkosi

2021-01-18 
07:19:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Simply dont trust Skylar

2021-01-18 
07:10:11 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not sure how effec7ve is the vaccine was it tested first to any 
human being like ArV or is only be going to be given to people. I 
am sugges7ng that iit was suppose to be first tested and see the 
side effects of the it before it can be given to people. I am not 
against it but I am just concern. Allina Suzan

2021-01-18 
06:56:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have a concern with regards to the vaccine, because of the 
numerous videos circula7ng on social media. Will the 
government be able to test the vaccine efficiency and if so how 
will that be done? Because there is already a challenge of 
developing our own vaccines. I am really anxious about the 
vaccine. Churchill
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2021-01-18 
06:43:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I applaud all the effort of all the scien7sts that tried their best to 
develop the vaccine.  However, listening and seeing the effects 
of the current vaccines  and people are dying from it, is very 
concerning.  I am really leaning to the point of not taking it at all.  
Scien7sts have been trying for years to get a vaccine for HIV and 
Cancer for example and they have not got it right, yet for covid 
they developed them in a few months. Perhaps that's one of the 
reasons people are dying from the vaccines?? Vaden

2021-01-18 
05:41:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has this Vaccine been tested and the results seen on its 
effec7veness and impact on livelihood assessed? China’s 
numbers have been on around 80,000 for over 10 months, what 
is China doing right? Cant we learn from them? Elisha

2021-01-18 
04:43:28 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nhlanhla

2021-01-18 
04:34:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Danel

2021-01-18 
00:37:49 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough trails done and virus can mutate and this vaccine 
means nothing Joanne 

2021-01-17 
22:54:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lorinda

2021-01-17 
21:31:27 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Scared of adverse reac7ons and that new strains won't be 
included in the vaccine at the 7me. San-Mari

2021-01-17 
21:28:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I want to first see how our people react to the vaccine. I'm not 
sure if our government is aware that we have a different climate, 
our immune system compared to overseas countries. I 
personally will not take the vaccine and believe there is more to 
this Covid virus than we are all lead to believe. Clothilda 

2021-01-17 
21:24:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the only focus is on a vaccine, that might 
only give short-term protec7on (there is no evidence of how 
long the immunity will last; I have read that an7bodies from 
having been infected, only last around 6 months) and will not be 
readily available or affordable, especially if everyone needs to 
have bi-annual shots etc. 

I think there should be more focus on iden7fying/developing 
effec7ve treatment programs as this will have much beper long-
term impact. As more and more people get infected whilst we 
wait to obtain enough vaccines, the level of community 
immunity is rising in any case (albeit at the cost of some people 
losing their lives). It thus makes much more sense to find 
adequate forms of treatment, to decrease the death rate and 
increase the recovery rate. It would make sense to vaccinate, for 
example, health care workers and those with chronically 
depressed immune systems, but I do not agree that mass 
vaccina7on of the whole popula7on, is the best approach 
against a virus that is here to stay and will keep muta7ng as 7me 
goes by. Elizmarie 

2021-01-17 
21:12:40 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

i have been following this vaccine issues,and came accross a 
couple of videos from the people who are crea7ng this vaccine 
sta7ng that this vaccine is ony 65% effec7ve and they are not 
even sure if it is going to work.My ques7on is since when do we 
as South Africa allow to give people a vaccine that is not fully 
effec7ve ? Where are the test samples that where used to 
support the  fact that thid 65% effec7veness will not affect other 
part of the human body?Why are we so eager to buy this 
vaccine without gibving out ouwn Doctors  7me to come p with 
our own vaccine? We have capable and qualified scien7sts 
whom i am sure that they are working 7relessly but not give 
enough credit for all the good work that they are doing.We need 
to trust our doctor abili7es ,and allow people to use other 
natural remedies that can assist. Nkateko

2021-01-17 
20:54:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government should by example. let the president get it first 
immediately followed by his cabinet. Once we are sure that it 
works we move to frontline staff members and the list goes on. 
We have a serous problem in South African of corrup7on and 
this 7me we need to be careful that it does get into waste  and 
compromise the lives of the people. A proper roll out strategy is 
needed and we are available as volunteers to assist the 
department of health. We need a proper roll out  for the rural 
areas and Amakhosi should be  involved.  

feza 
2021-01-17 
20:07:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concern that it will actually kill people or make them eveb 
sicker !!! Esmarelda

2021-01-17 
19:24:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mike

2021-01-17 
18:47:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sylvia

2021-01-17 
18:04:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Andries

2021-01-17 
18:01:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the general vaccines takes 6years full to be produced,,tested 
and rolled out,,why is this covid vaccine is rushed without giving 
us the pros and cons or long term effect??how are we gonna 
trust that it's really what's best for our people? Rhulani

2021-01-17 
17:03:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have read several reports whereby it had nega7ve effects on 
individuals. Queen 

2021-01-17 
16:43:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gary

2021-01-17 
15:27:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tharina

2021-01-17 
14:48:51 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

what guarantees are  there of : 
1.efficacy. 
2.Long term safety. 
3. Preven7on of reinfec7on. 
4. Safety for the age group 70 upwards. sidney
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2021-01-17 
14:20:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel like the research has been rushed, short trials and i lack 
enough info; how many people par7cipated in those trials and 
how many where affected nega7vely ? Sheila 

2021-01-17 
12:24:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not sure about the vaccine or that I even want it. Do not 
have full trust in the government and and that the roll out will 
be well controlled or not. 
I prefer to sani7ze, wear mask/ shield and follow a healthy diet 
and take zinc, vitamin c and other supplements. Michele

2021-01-17 
10:02:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mildred

2021-01-17 
09:22:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly your choice of answers don't give one room to explain the 
way thru would like to 
Secondly where was this vaccine trialed and yielded results in 
less than 12months of this Pandemic when we now expected to 
use it 
Currently it's been said that the virus is coming with different 
strains, has the vaccine been proved to help in such cases 
There is more than what we hear and see, and I think 
Government must come clean 

Sami

2021-01-17 
09:22:16 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My biggest concern is how effec7ve is the vaccine and what are 
the side effects. We are not being informed of the possible side 
effects and if it a once off or it has to be repeated. Makgopa

2021-01-17 
08:57:46 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should not be mandatory for all, the spread of the 
pandemic is related to human behavior which will persist. 
Evidence shows that it can be controlled with measures in place 
and alterna7ve treatment and medica7on which should s7ll be 
encouraged with the vaccine roll out Lebogang

2021-01-17 
08:55:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I don't know how safe the vaccine is. Lydia 

2021-01-17 
08:37:11 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ques7ons to Government we all should be asking.... 

If I get vaccinated: 
1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 
- No 
2.- Can they reopen restaurants etc and everyone work 
normally? 
- No 
3.- Will I be resistant to covid? 
- Maybe, but we don't know exactly, it probably won't stop you 
geing it 
4.- At least I won't be contagious to others anymore? 
- no you can s7ll pass it on, possibly, nobody knows. 
5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 
- No 
6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 
- No 
7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  
- No 
8.- If I vaccinate myself and my grandfather, can we hug each 
other? 
- No 
9.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 
- No 
10.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 
- No 
11.- What is the real benefit of vaccina7on? 
- The virus won't kill you. 
12.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 
- No 
13.- If sta7s7cally the virus didn't kill me anyway ... Why would I 
get vaccinated?" 
- To protect others. 
14.- So if I get vaccinated, the others are 100% sure I'm not 
infec7ng them? 
- No 

So the shot does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
So...what the hell is it actually doing? Sipho

2021-01-17 
08:24:26 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is this vaccine.... Does it mean amer the vaccina7on we 
won't get covid 19...... Why is there so many controversy on this 
vaccine...... Is the government not going to loot the funds and 
s7ll get people who are not vaccinated because of corrup7on Nyams 

2021-01-17 
08:22:45 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cobie 

2021-01-17 
08:07:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would have preferred a method were the government helps 
people heal themselves with natural herbs 
 Where we go back to plan7ng and ea7ng healthy. A nutri7on 
bootcamp. Amanda

2021-01-17 
07:58:00 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is with the reports of auto-immune diseases from 
the vaccine as well as allergic reac7ons being reported. I am 
really undecided as this virus is geing more serious with 
variants and spreading fast. I am hearing of more and more 
friends geing seriously sick. Koman

2021-01-17 
07:42:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It mustn’t be mandatory, Ecomec7n works much beper than the 
vaccine Pierru
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2021-01-17 
07:38:32 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is a lot of confusion to this vaccine people talk a lot and 
we dont know who to follow  some tag Obama.s photo and 
pretend its him saying people must not take the vaccine so its 
really confusing but myself l wont take it. Trust

2021-01-17 
07:05:33 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine has not been properly tested. We are puing our most 
crucial ci7zens at risk by vaccina7ng them first. Imagine having a 
total breakdown in educa7on, medical services and protec7on 
services due to a toxic vaccine. Melissa

2021-01-17 
06:00:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Only in 7me will effec7veness be established as the real res7ng 
only now begins ! Dolores

2021-01-17 
04:02:52 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Corrup7on is the order of day with our leaders mark my words 
like that 500 billion . Kgomotso

2021-01-17 
00:01:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maliske

2021-01-16 
23:19:47 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If it was manufactured directly from South Africa and tested by 
South African scien7sts. It must not be compulsory but op7onal 
because some  of covid pa7ents are recovering without the 
vaccine. Grace

2021-01-16 
22:33:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the African/South African Scien7sts need to test that 
vaccine first before being vaccinated to people of our country to 
see how effec7ve it will be and they must know the side effects 
of it. Hope this vaccine is not going to open up a door for 
corrup7on to our leaders as they did in the first wave with the 
PPE. Tsakani

2021-01-16 
22:00:53 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The people would like to know môre about the vaccine, is it safe, 
what are the side affects, and what are alterna7ves to the 
vaccine Natasha

2021-01-16 
21:06:03 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that not enough clinical trials have been done to 
support this vaccine Anne

2021-01-16 
20:49:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly, it takes 3 to 5 years for the development of a vacine. How 
is it that a vaccine for Covid is available amer 1 year? 

Has the efficacy of the vaccine been proven beyond doubt?  

If our government cannot dispense simple aspirin in government 
hospitals, how do they expect to rollout a vaccine to the en7re 
popula7on?  

Ridhwan

2021-01-16 
20:46:01 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I personally won't be going for vaccina7on as I don't fully trust it. 
I am concerned about the long term side effects which at this 
point no one knows what they will be. I will wait to see how it 
affects people who have taken before making a decision Boitumelo 

2021-01-16 
18:44:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine What  will be the side effects as the virus strain keeps changing. Cooban

2021-01-16 
18:18:02 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It should be be done by choice.  Also, I feel that we shouldn't 
only have one type of vaccine available.  There should be a 
variety of vaccines offered so individuals can select which 
vaccine they wish to have.   Also, it should be monitored by a 
select commipee so that funds provided therefore are not 
pilfered as with everything else  in this country.  Olga  

2021-01-16 
18:00:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Are we sure the vaccine will cover all especially the people 
without medical aids and money to pay for that vaccine .Will the 
disadvantaged gonna benefit equally like us with medical aids ?

Mabotha 
Cleopas

2021-01-16 
17:58:23 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Effec7veness of the this vaccines is my main concern. If our 
medical professionals can scru7nise and verify this vaccines 
before they are injected to our people I’ll be okay with it. At this 
point none of the vaccines have  been confirmed to be effec7ve. Patson

2021-01-16 
13:30:59 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What precau7ons does one need to take amer being vaccinated? 
Can one become a carrier of the virus even amer vaccina7on. I 
believe all South Africans must have fair access to the 
vaccina7on and know the pros and cons of this vaccine. In my 
opinion, all health care workers and elderly should get free 
vaccina7ons. Those that are below a certain income, should get 
cost free vaccina7ons  from the government. People must be 
treated fairly. Rich can afford to pay for their own vaccines 
especially those who can afford medical aid. It must be done 
fairly. Government needs to play their part. 
Thank you Tirsha

2021-01-16 
13:08:34 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concerns are it might become like ARVs a money making 
scheme, instead of a once of solu7on. And end up cos7ng the 
tax payers an arm and leg to maintain. Sylvanant

2021-01-16 
10:23:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is not tested  . There's no guarantee that those who take it are 
99% safe Gugulethu 

2021-01-16 
09:48:56 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not certain of it’s safety, long term or short term effects. 
The flu vaccine made me so ill and I have never taken it again 
since so this scares me. The trials and tes7ng periods were too 
rushed and brief. There’s not enough informa7on available to 
assist us to determine it’s safety and effec7veness. Also I should 
be able to choose whether or not I want the vaccine Maureen

2021-01-16 
09:35:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lerato 

2021-01-16 
08:54:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Clinton

2021-01-16 
08:40:58 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

somebody should tell us when was this vaccine tested and the 
results. I am not interested in this vaccine if I die its fine other 
than make someone rich bill gates and his cronnies. David

2021-01-16 
08:35:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Govt should not have sole control- everything they touch is 
captured or turns to junk status! Also, not enough clinical trials - 
we want the Truth, not fake news! Peter

2021-01-16 
08:31:30 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has not really been a full trial on the poten7al long-term 
or immediate risks to my body that this vaccine could cause. I 
am not 100% comfortable with puing this into my body un7l I 
know for certain what it could poten7ally do to me. Nicole
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2021-01-16 
07:36:43 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Proposed vaccine has been researched for only one year and has 
not been fully tested. Un7l such 7me that we have assurance 
that it is efficient in comba7ng the virus, the vaccine should not 
be compulsory.  No cure has been found for cancer and the 
common cold or flu inspite of being researched for longer than 
50 years. Heidu

2021-01-16 
06:06:35 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no proven science of  the  long term effect that this 
vaccina7on will have.  Karen

2021-01-15 
22:48:24 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is the exact side effects, will it become a vaccine that must 
be taken once off or annually. If you don't take the vaccine will it 
hamper your chances of traveling without it becoming a 
necessity to show that you had the vaccine. Does it guarantee 
immunity against the virus once taken? 

Elizabeth
2021-01-15 
18:50:08 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Caron

2021-01-15 
18:08:06 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No proper research in such a short 7me? Side effect on the long 
term. Is the vaccine really trustworthy. Marna 

2021-01-15 
16:34:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Can we get 100 Vaccines urgently? Please vaccinate Parliament 
1st. They are mostly elderly and our leaders. Amer 30 days roll 
out the rest star7ng with Health Care Workers and Teachers, 
Police etc. Frontline Workers. If the Cabinet is willing to take it, 
star7ng with the President, then we can see how it affects them 
amer 30 days. If one of them is not willing, I am not willing. Johan

2021-01-15 
15:16:12 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Neo

2021-01-15 
15:07:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the effec7veness of this vaccine. If it is 
proven effec7ve and safe then it should be considered by those 
most at risk. A vaccine should never be compulsory and it should 
be a personal and well informed choice to take it or not to take 
it. If it is effec7ve enough then one should not worry if there are 
those that choose not to take it. 

I am also concerned that by the 7me the roll out happens, 
natural herd immunity would’ve taken its course and we are 
throwing millions of Rands that we do not have down the toilet. 

New strains of the virus may inevitably develop which means the 
vaccine will never keep up in its advancement and therefore 
natural herd immunity will be our only survival. 

I am concerned that humanity are leveraging all their bets on a 
pharmaceu7cal drug to help them against the virus instead of 
humanity focusing on ways to ensure their own bodies are 
healthy enough to create its own immunity to this virus and any 
strain thereof or any new strain of any virus that may develop as 
a risk to humanity in the future. Let’s change our behavior first. 

Drugs are not and should not be the only answer and not 
everyone will need  the vaccine.  

Sandra

2021-01-15 
15:06:15 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As long as its op7onal and we are not forced to take it i have no 
issues with it. Some of us put faith  in other things not on the 
vaccine itself.  Also our children should not be compelled it must 
be their choice or parents choice if they want their children to 
take it.  Also our leaders should lead by example and take it 
before ordinary ci7zens are given this vaccine.  Monica

2021-01-15 
15:00:05 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned about the integrity of the vaccine. Is it 
trustworthy and if the government is transparent enough to tell 
us about the dangers of this vaccine and future implica7ons on 
the people. Kopano

2021-01-15 
13:20:55 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vacine from India is only 70% effec7ve, furthermore it is 
required to be kept at a certain tempreture to be effec7ve. We 
can't even keep the electricity on in SA. So when the fridges go 
off, no-one will say anything, but the vacines will  have been 
compromised and vacines will get nega7ve feedback as they 
won't work. Total waste of money. The Chinese vaccine is 95% 
proof and not tempreture dependant. Why does SA always do a 
half ass job. We must buy what is most effec7ve and suitable to 
our unstable load shedding condi7ons. Get it right first 7me. Karen

2021-01-15 
12:42:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine i am not convinced that the vaccine  has been  tested in full Cobus

2021-01-15 
10:54:04 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Young and healthy people are not at a high risk, and do not need 
the vaccine. 
People who previously had Covid is most likely immune, and do 
not need the Vaccine. 
Vaccine should be reserved for older people, and people at a 
high risk to Covid. 

Pieter

2021-01-15 
10:28:17 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust the current vaccines. Not even experts are sure 
about their effec7veness yet. Not to men7on how effec7ve (or 
not) they might be against the SA variant. Furthermore, I don't 
see how this government even hopes to get their roll-out going. 
The few vails of vaccine they managed the scraped together will 
probably expire before the first jab can be given. Conrad

2021-01-15 
09:36:32 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Robbi
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2021-01-15 
09:02:31 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

UNTILL I AM SURE THAT THE VACINE IS ACTUALLY EFFECTIVE,  I 
WILL NOT BE PUTTING MY HEALTH OR MY AGED FATHER THAT 
HAS EVERY CO MORBIDITY YOU CAN MENTION, INCLUDING 
ONLY 30% USE OF HIS HEART AT FURTHER RISK.   WE PRACTICE 
EVERY CAUTION THAT WE CAN TO AVOID GETTING THE VIRUS.   
THIS VIRUS IS STILL MUTATING, IT IS HERE TO STAY FOR A LONG 
TIME CHANGING LIFE AS WE KNOW IT.  THE GOVERMENT MUST 
HEED THIS EARLY WARNING AND JACK UP ITS ACT UPPING OUR 
HEALTH SERVICES ABILITY TO COPE WITH THIS PANDEMIC.  WAIT 
THE ANTIBIOTIC RESITANT BACTERIAL INFECTION IS THE NEXT 
PANDEMIC TO HIT THIS WORLD.  WE ARE NOT HEEDING THE 
WARNINGS STARING US IN THE FACE.  WE CONTINUE TO TREAT 
OUR PLANET LIKE A DUSTBIN.  NATURE IS FIGHTING BACK.  JUST 
LOOK HOW FILTHY AN POLLUTED OUR COUNTRY HAS BECOME 
OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS.  WE ARE GOING TO EXPERIENCE 
PANDEMIC AFTER PANDEMIC IF WE DO NOT START LOOKING AT 
THINGS DIFERENTLY  . Michelle 

Mpumalanga 13

2021-01-28 
10:27:14

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The various vaccines have so many more side effects than it does 
good and the vaccina7on effec7veness itself is extremely iffy. If 
the poli7cal leaders are so keen on having the popula7on 
vaccinated, they should stand in line for it first, supervised by 
trusted third party individuals to eliminate the possibility of 
misleading the public. Theo

2021-01-21 
18:54:06

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Their is allot off news foing around off people whom received 
the vaccine and died of the vaccine or gof very ill. Their is also 
news that the vaccine can render women not to have children 
any more. 
This is all big concerns. For me as we are planning on star7ng a 
family and i would not like it if this vaca7on prevents this. I 
cannot see how the doctors and labs got to a vaccine this quick 
as it takes them years to develop other vaccine for other 
illnesses around the world. Morne

2021-01-18 
18:42:57

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will like the South African government to run a quality control 
of the vaccine and that we are also told what the side effects of 
the vaccine will  be. Sibeko

2021-01-18 
08:49:18

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In reference to the research i did myself on the vaccine, I found 
out that not enough research has been done in the development 
and effec7veness of the vaccine. I do not fully support the roll-
out of the vaccine. Lastly i think it should be a personal choice to 
take the vaccine, it shouldn't be forced on people. Ntombikayise

2021-01-17 
13:23:46

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Too many different companies  who will supply. No substan7ve 
test results. Don't trust the Government to distribute due to 
corrup7on. Charles

2021-01-17 
13:21:29

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We as individuals react differently to medicines/vaccines. I 
personally do not want it, I once took a flu vaccines and got 
more sick from there I never took it again and have been 
handling flu beper on my own with homemade remedies. Some 
of the medica7ons prescribed to make feel beper makes me 
worse, so in some cases I trust in my body to heal itself. Macdonald 

2021-01-17 
10:40:39

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A virus is changing his form everyday. So know you have a 
vaccine for  covid-19. Don't you realize that the second wave's 
covid is different than the first wave? Who is going to pay for it? 
Taxpayer? The only thing that can beat a virus is a healthy 
immune system. Make the vitamins cheaper so that everyone 
can buy some - vitamins that can booz the immune system. 
Majority of Sout Africans don't even have jobs or food and yet 
the government use the money on a vaccine that propably won't 
work. Stop was7ng money and feed the South Africans and build 
there immune systems. If the vaccines come, let the poli7cians 
and their families be the first to use it. Yvonne

2021-01-17 
07:26:04

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

South Africa must make sure the effec7veness and side effects of 
the vaccine before it can be distributed to the public Simanga 

2021-01-17 
01:19:36

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should be easy to roll out by first targe7ng 
Parliament and cabinet,  then business people and doctors. And 
finally the ordinary person Jabu

2021-01-16 
18:00:16

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Doctor

2021-01-16 
06:26:48

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that  research was not done thoroughly, its a strategy of 
implemen7ng the new world order by inser7ng micro chips into 
our systems using the vaccine.If they performed thorogh 
research why is it so difficult to find a cure or vaccine for HIV? Its 
a strategy for depopulaza7on and introduc7on of the new order. Velaphi Suzan

2021-01-16 
05:07:43

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Por7a

2021-01-15 
17:38:01

Mpumal
anga Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'd rather have the vaccine tested and tried before using it on 
everyone without knowing the possible side effects.  

 Let's say everyone gets vaccinated and it works, that's perfect! 
But what if it does not work as it should, what are the 
complica7ons?  
What if everyone gets more sick than what they already are? 
Our health care system cannot handle the current situa7on we 
find ourselves in, so why risk puing more people in danger.  

I'd rather wait a liple longer and keep prac7cing social 
distancing, super cleanliness and take the necessary vitamins 
religiously than using an untested vaccine that possibly could 
make things worse Jaunrie

KwaZulu-Natal 53

2021-01-27 
21:28:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

People should be given the freedom to  choose whether to take 
the vaccine or not. Public should be informed if there are people 
that should not take vaccine ie with allergies/pregnant woman/
children of certain age group.Government has not done enough 
to educate people about the vaccine(s).The virus is not fully 
understood therefore vaccine effec7veness  is  ques7onable. Delyse
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2021-01-27 
14:53:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

hpps://youtu.be/kf6NDIiE3Tw 

I don't believe the vaccine is safe for EVERYONE Riaan

2021-01-27 
09:43:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We not sure if the vaccine will be effec7ve against the new strain 
of the virus.  Us poor taxpayers having to pay so much tax for 
such poor services. Jackie

2021-01-26 
08:46:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Which vaccine are we geing ? The phizer vaccine has very 
difficult storage requirements and it is necessary to  have two . 
The logis7cs of geing this frozen vaccine to proposed 
sites ....twice is near impossible . I fear an unscrupulous dealer 
broking a dud vaccine and pocke7ng the money  

These vaccines cannot be mandatory , because of the dis trust in 
Government and structures below  

There is no men7on of rolling out to high risk groups first , so yes 
All health workers / essen7al serivces staff irrrespec7ve of age .  

The elderly are more at risk then children  

There are so many other issues i could think of however have to 
say that these are fueled by an intense distrust of poli7cians and 
heads of departments  going right down to municipal level . 

Nic

2021-01-25 
09:10:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are many specula7ons with regards to COVID vaccine and 
in some countries people have died amer taking the vaccine. how 
is governt going to make sure that the one they choose is safe 
for us South Africans? Don't we have scien7st in the country to 
develop our own vaccines? why do we always have to depend on 
other countries yet we have professionals too? If the 
government decides to welcome this vaccine, I hoppe it will be 
tested here in SA first before the ci7zens are given. Phindile 

2021-01-23 
08:46:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concerns are actually all of the above in the previous 
ques7on, but the most concern is the effec7veness of the 
vaccine, its certainly not 100% proven to prevent coronavirus, 
there are other drugs that can be looked into i.e. Ivermec7n, 
which can be used in the interim un7l a safe effec7ve vaccune is 
developed. Making the tax payer foot the bill is ridiculous as 
well, the health of the country should be a governments prime 
concern, so I don't believe that there is no money to procure 
vaccines, the corrup7on needs to stop. Sharmaine 

2021-01-22 
21:13:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I argue that the results of human clinical trials needs to be 
broadcast to get the real efficacy  and more fair discrimina7on of 
the ages of people who should get it. It shouldn't be compulsory.  
I have heard some instances of these vaccines being used then 
the person dies some short 7me later.  If this is common in 
clinical terms then no don't get it. If its benign in a way then ok 
get so you don't get full blast covid 19 when it comes around. Natalie

2021-01-22 
17:58:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There's no definite proof that the vaccine is effec7ve, it is being 
rolled out worldwide and no confirma7on of its purpose has 
been published. Does it work on the variant? Can you s7ll get a 
forms of covid amer taking it? The people have not been 
informed that they are going to get a mild form of covid given to 
them so that their bodies can build an immunity to it. No one 
has explained the whole process to the people, just you have to 
have it or you can't go anywhere. This all needs to be explained 
so that everyone understands the need, the reason and what 
they will be taking. You can't discriminate against those who 
choose not to take it. It is their cons7tu7onal right to choose. Kate

2021-01-22 
11:47:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It's too soon to think a vaccine will be a solu7on in a virus that is 
constantly muta7ng Sophia

2021-01-21 
09:02:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zama

2021-01-20 
20:17:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would prefer if the vaccine is tested for a lon 
longer period of 7me on those affected by the virus.  I'm a 
chemist and develope paints as im based in research and 
development,  we experience so many problem under 
development  and it takes a while to perfect  
the paint,  in saying so this vaccine are based on human life, how 
sure are we there are no long term effects. A proper vaccine 
should undergo atleast 5 to 10 years clinical trials for the full 
effects. Leanne 

2021-01-20 
16:47:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Make sure that the vaccine is effec7ve Bongiwe

2021-01-20 
14:39:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We cannot be certain that the Vaccine will work and we cannot 
be certain of how it will nega7vely affect each individual 
therefore, before we spend so much money on the acquisi7on of 
the vaccine, can we first explore the op7on of safer and cost-
effec7ve alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n. Carl

2021-01-20 
11:21:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Is the vaccine safe will it work against the new variant Strinivasa

2021-01-20 
08:17:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We would like for the government to start by educa7ng the 
ci7zens more elaborately about the COVID-19 vaccine. It is not 
enough that we are told that it will combat the virus. Nabintu
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2021-01-20 
07:34:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We don’t know if the vaccine are safe or not ,there’s no enough 
scien7fic data  to prove safety and effec7veness of this vaccine .I 
suggest the government should stop relying on WHO for 
everything .We have reputable scien7sts in the country that can 
really help with this if given the opportunity.Let’s not let the 
poli7cians decide our fates ,let’s not let the 
corrupt ,compromised scien7sts decide our fate .Let’s focus on 
the effec7veness of other drugs like hidroclouroquine  and other 
effec7ve drugs.Let’s buy this drugs ,buy oxygen ,ven7lators and 
improve our health infrastructure rather than spending this 
billions to vaccines that might not be affec7ve but rather cause 
more harm Sean

2021-01-19 
13:57:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

should you contract the virus, it is es7mated that you have an 
immunity for 5 months. how does the vaccine improve on this? 
if it does not, we are not going to get to the magical 67% 
immunity in our popula7on if we cant do it in under 4 months. 
further, if the global popula7on doesn't follow suit, we will 
remain at risk even if we did effec7vely inoculate two thirds of 
our popula7on.  
I am also not in favour of a mandatory roll out and i think 
economic contributors should be given some priority while 
recognizing the need to alleviate the pressure on the health care 
system . Alex

2021-01-19 
08:32:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are very far away from a true vaccine. If you read the science 
based research on the progress of crea7ng a vaccine for 
COVID-19, you will understand just how far away we are from 
actually developing a safe one.  

Further more, once these companies have their payment of the 
vaccine by our government, the responsibilty rests solely on our 
government and not the comapnuy/university that created the 
vaccine. The companies get paid and with draw from the whole 
process. Therefore, anything that goes wrong in the roll-out is on 
the shoulders of our government. John

2021-01-18 
15:43:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine David

2021-01-18 
14:00:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Shaun

2021-01-18 
13:27:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let the goverment officials be the first to get it. Let them lead by 
example. Cancer research has been going on for decades - No 
cure. HIV / AIDS research has been going for decades- no cure.  
The common cold - No cure. Now suddenly there is a cure for 
Covid - Ja right. 

Neil

2021-01-18 
10:02:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Obviously Vaccina7on is the solu7on, this is not the first Virus to 
hit us. My concern is that it seems too soon to have an effec7ve, 
working vaccina7on. Not enough trials have been done globally 
and not enough 7me was given to see the long term affects of 
the vaccina7on. Why does it seem like a new product launch 
that is hiing the market and trying to get as many sales in? 
Seriously this is not something that you can rollback if it has 
serious side effects, people will suffer for the rest of their lives. Radley

2021-01-18 
09:47:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thabisile 

2021-01-18 
09:37:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why are we not geing the vaccine from Pfizer as it has a 95 
percent immunity.... People of ss. A deserve this.... There's no 
excuses not to get this.... We had the money to warehouse and 
ship.....all the monies taken must be recovered... Commission is 
just a process to delay....while our countries people suffer.... The 
vaccine we geing is not guaranteed.... What if the virus 
mutates and become even stronger... Venzil

2021-01-18 
08:12:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Susan

2021-01-18 
06:25:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The trial period has been too short and the virus has mutated 
god knows how many 7mes!

Nontobeko 
Nonkululeko

2021-01-18 
05:57:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is the vaccine safe to use and are there no other hidden agendas 
to the vaccine like altering our DNA structure or controlling 
fer7lity (popula7on control). We have our own capable scien7sts 
in this country who can test these vaccines and either approve 
them to be safe or not like they do with other vaccines which 
comply with the SABS. Sabelo

2021-01-18 
05:57:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is the vaccine safe to use and are there no other hidden agendas 
to the vaccine like altering our DNA structure or controlling 
fer7lity (popula7on control). We have our own capable scien7sts 
in this country who can test these vaccines and either approve 
them to be safe or not like they do with other vaccines which 
comply with the SABS. Sabelo

2021-01-17 
18:16:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust the vaccine at all 
Yanathi

2021-01-17 
15:25:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Khanyi

2021-01-17 
13:28:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How is the current vaccine going to assist if we have a new 
variant Covid virus.    What are the side effects.  No evidence 
how the vaccine will effect a person in future Niri

2021-01-17 
13:17:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Serisha

2021-01-17 
12:04:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Aas a person with a chronic immune disorder, I am worried 
about its proven effec7veness, as well as the cost to the 
individual. As it is, the cost of a covid test is beyond most 
people's means. I think that if the government wants us to do 
this, they must be the ones to put the vaccina7on to the test 
first. Jacqueline 

2021-01-17 
10:30:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has not been near enough tes7ng done on the vaccine to 
just start injec7ng it into everyone. Some people might have 
allergic reac7ons. The effec7veness of the vaccine has not 
adequately tested. Coenraad
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2021-01-17 
10:09:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vanessa

2021-01-17 
07:41:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government is trying to enforce a vaccine that has not been 
tested properly and has no proper trials that prove effecasy 
against the virus and yet treatments that are being used word 
wide with great results are being ignored and they want double 
blind studies. They will rather have people suffocate to death 
than allow doctors to try save them with cost effec7ve 
treatments so that they can push a vaccine that could poten7ally 
do more harm in the long run. I am pro vaccina7on but am very 
scep7cal of this covid vaccine as it was a rushed vaccine with 
trials running close together therefore no evedince of long term 
effec7veness and long term side effects. If this was a true 
vaccine why would you s7ll have to social distance, wear a mask 
ect. Geoff 

2021-01-17 
06:35:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is it safe? Where was it tasted ?  I know I won't receive a reply 
thou. Sbonelo 

2021-01-17 
00:51:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine What is the side effects of the vaccine Maganathan 

2021-01-16 
17:50:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My worry is the effec7veness of the vaccine. i.e. side effects .  I 
dont believe it should be mandatory.  Gaye

2021-01-16 
17:40:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The dura7on it has taken to develop the vaccine, is a liple bit a 
maper of concern and I'm  wondering if side effects have been 
observed and analyzed.  
What will happen to people with comorbidi7es eg high blood 
pressure and maybe the side effect is high blood pressure.  

Every thing that people need to know about this vaccine should 
be communicated with the ci7zens through trusted broadcas7ng 
pla{orms. 
It should not be compulsory since there is a lot that has been 
said about it which is not true, some cannot differen7ate 
between fact and opinion. 

Due to corrup7on places which will rollout the vaccine should be 
centralized like tes7ng for covid-19 and be monitored. Martha

2021-01-16 
10:53:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A lot has been said about vaccines, it has now became too scary 
to take vaccine. Even if it can be rolled out, but I think I will wait 
whilst others take it, just to observe the effec7veness of vaccine 
and its side effects, if working then maybe I will opt for it. Gabisile 

2021-01-16 
10:47:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My main concern are side effects of the vaccine and if there will 
be proper screening of the community before taking the vaccine. 
Another concern is roll out in such huge numbers of people. 
If possible vo7ng sta7ons can be used to ensure proper reach 
out. Victoria

2021-01-16 
09:57:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve is this vaccine if, according to experts, there is now 
a new mutated strain in South Africa.? It doesn't fill me with 
confidence to take the vaccine & have the government spend so 
much of tax payers money if it's ineffec7ve.  Also are we taking 
away freedom of choice by insis7ng on people taking the vaccine  
if they don't want to.? Alison 

2021-01-16 
08:18:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have a ques7on of why as South Africans we didnt develop our 
own vaccin instead of depending on other countries. Other thing 
i would like our reseachers to do a research on people who took 
a normal flue vaccin last year if they had ever constracted this 
virus. People who are taking HIV/AIDS medica7on all that i know 
of no one have been killed by this.  We need to do more reseach 
as coubtry on this rather than wais7ng money on other 
countries. Derrick

2021-01-16 
06:33:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Derick

2021-01-16 
04:00:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Every vaccine should be a solu7on to lower the risk of the virus. 
We don't know yet if tests were conducted on any pa7ents in 
South Africa as yet. The roll out programmed seems to be fair. I 
s7ll have some myth about the vaccine with so many topics 
going viral social networks about the vaccines. The people of 
South Africa needs to know what chemicals the vaccine has. selvan

2021-01-15 
18:46:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government needs to also review alterna7ves, like ivermec7n, 
to help reduce deaths and infec7ons, whilst wai7ng for these 
LARGE doses to eventually arrive. Ryan 

2021-01-15 
17:37:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am in favour of the roll out of vaccine, as long as it is offered as 
an op7on & not enforced by law. Yutesh 

2021-01-15 
13:28:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have co morbidi7es and my understanding of a vaccine is that 
the virus is part of the vaccine, so how is it going to help me if I 
get sick from the vaccine. Geeta 

2021-01-15 
12:36:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have great concern that any of the vaccines have not been 
adequately tested. I do not believe that this government can roll 
out any vaccine without corrup7on entering the process. 
Government messed up embarrasingly when banning 
Ivermec7n, how do they know if anything alse works or can 
work. The power kick our rulers are on will not diminish, no 
maper what happens and an enforced, compulsory vaccine is 
just another suppressive move. Roelie
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2021-01-15 
11:20:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government has not been completely honest with us in that 
we are not being told what the actual cause of death is.  Are 
people dying of Covid pneumonia, heart failure, conges7ve lung 
& heart disease or opportunis7c infec7ons apacking already 
compromised immune systems?  We do not know, so we cannot 
make informed choices, and lack of knowledge engenders fear 
and panic stories. 
 We do not know enough about the vaccine that our 
government is preparing to use. Every website has a different 
spin on the effec7veness of the different vaccines, depending on 
who the manufacturer is.  Are we buying top of the range, or 
bopom of the range medica7on? Are we being used as guinea 
pigs? Is this a repeat of the furore that greeted the first an7- 
retrovirals that were introduced when AIDS was the "worst 
plague known to man".  Amer 40 years AIDS is s7ll one of the 
biggest worldwide killers and we s7ll have no cure or 
preventa7ve vaccine, yet nobody seems to be par7cularly 
concerned.  How concerned should we be about COVID-19?  MARGUERITE

2021-01-15 
11:12:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus is like the flu....strands changes and the vaccine needs 
to be updated each 7me. I do not take the flu vaccina7on and I 
am doing fine. The one 7me the injec7on was taken (+20 years 
ago), the sickness nearly cause my death. There is so much said 
about Ivermec7n and this is one item that can control the 
sickness. Likewise, man will adjust to take greater care and 
become more conscious for the greater good. Why are the 
manufacturers, poli7cians and leaders not exposing themselves 
to the vaccine first. They cannot be trusted. Mr B

2021-01-15 
09:31:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine ELSIE

Western Cape 93

2021-01-27 
05:58:30

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern comes from reading an ar7cle about the 
70%effec7veness of the vaccine.So I will respect my elders and 
let them go first.How can the government provide taxpayer with 
a substandard second grade vaccine and paid twice as much for 
it from India of all places.For all I know it could be Made by n 
China shipped to India and send to SA. Reginald

2021-01-26 
21:51:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am  not against vaccines, it just normally takes years to 
develop..this feels a bit rushed. Perhaps it shouldn't be 
compulsory. I will get vaccinated, but only amer proper clinical 
trials and research has been conducted. Carin

2021-01-25 
16:06:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With  the new strains  of the virus, how effec7ve will the vaccine 
be?  Also, by when will the second jab be given? will it be within 
the alloped 7me? can i trust that we have the capacity to do so?  
teachers (especially high school) MUST also be considered as 
frontline/ vulnerable workers as the youth we work with  are 
most probally assymptoma7c/ more resilient in most cases. Terence 

2021-01-25 
11:35:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is one of those mapers where 'Time will tell"is appropriate.  
In my opinion, I am low on the list of even being offered the 
vaccina7on, I will reserve my judgement for now and see what 
happens with the other people. 
I think that vaccina7on id is a crock, just another way for the 
ANC government to try and get money out of people.  Susan

2021-01-25 
11:25:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gillian

2021-01-24 
21:18:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The biggest concern is the unknown side effects . Who can say if 
we will be beper off or worse off amer taking the vaccine. There 
are no guarantees and we are each  responsible for our own 
well-being.  

There are no easy answers. But when in doubt approach with 
cau7on.  

Spend more money on doing more tests on side effects  and give 
people more assurance . Trevor 

2021-01-24 
20:40:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am very concerned about the effec7veness of this vaccine. The 
only safe solu7on that had been proven to be very effec7ve 
regarding the Covid-19 posi7ve public is 5000 units of Vitamin 
D3 and Zink. Those who had tested posi7ve to Covid-19 whom 
were very close to me got cured with the Vitamins.  

nondumiso
2021-01-24 
16:46:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Will it work for all the different variants, amer effects of injec7on Sonja

2021-01-24 
13:54:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government is completely silent on the devasta7ng news 
that the vaccines don't work against the so-called SA variant. I 
agree with vaccina7on in principle, but now millions will be 
spent on something that doesn't work for our virus variant. Marica 

2021-01-23 
18:36:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Are we keeping up with muta7ons Theresea

2021-01-23 
10:53:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have read that certain vaccines are des7nec for distribu7on in  
Africa and South Africa only and NOT for the US and European 
countries. The ques7on then arises "WHY" 
Is it experimental and is Africa now the WHO's  guinnee pig Lanvin

2021-01-23 
08:15:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is great concern that this virus was designed to kill off 
popula7on of 3billion people. First world countries have 
targeted African countries to die saying that we don't contribute 
meaningfully towards the economy.  There are fears that the 
vaccine given to african countries are different to what is given 
to first world countries with the aim of killing off people in africa. Cherie
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2021-01-22 
12:42:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With all the news circula7ng on social media on how the vaccine 
is killing people we now don't know what's true and what's false. 
No one really know how this virus works. Rather use method 
used by China to curb the virus without the vaccine roll out 

Allie
2021-01-22 
10:48:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to put forward Ivimec7n as an alterna7ve cheaper 
and more effec7ve solu7on. Kate

2021-01-22 
10:44:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is why do we not have a choice to choose if I want it 
or not why must it be mandatory. I do not even take the flu shot 
yearly. I take my vitamins and try and be healthy. This is a 
democra7c society and we must be treated as such. Yasmina 

2021-01-22 
09:56:13

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Wesley 
Anslin

2021-01-22 
09:30:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not gone through the required 7me for tes7ng 
and I ques7on its effec7veness on the 2nd strain.  I am also not 
in agreement with a forced vaccina7on process as it infringes on 
human rights. Stacey

2021-01-22 
09:20:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the vaccine has to guarantee to protect me from the virus, that 
I may not be infected and infect others, that I may not die then 
what is the point? If everything amer the vaccine is the same as 
before the vaccine why should I put myself at risk if it is possible 
that I die with or without the vaccine. I am concerned Carlynn

2021-01-22 
07:56:16

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hallo , 
My concern is this ....  (1) if we vaccinate health workers are we 
not at risk if there are complica7ons that we loose our first 
defense.  thus also only vaccinate 67% of planned first people 
group to be vaccinated.  then we can vaccinate more people 
than planned with 1,5mil dosages.  ( 2)  All should pay to be 
vaccinated, if you work you have money then you are contribute 
to the economy of South Africa - thus you should be vaccinated 
and you can pay your own!  Look to our future of rebuilding.  (3) 
do we vaccinate against "South African 501..." and what is the 
effec7veness.  (4) Open up all sectors and close provincial 
borders. Job losses and economy boost more important to 
return tax money, instead of puing more TAX. (5) IMPORTANT: 
every morning we receive detailed number of new infec7on , 
BUT NEVER every morning a detailed breackdown of the 500 
BILJ that we spend during this 7me>>>>>> Where is IT? Rudolf

2021-01-21 
16:55:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I wont take this vaccine for at least another 5 years,  as I feel the 
vaccine has not been tested long enough. I want detailed history 
stats on the posi7ve and nega7ve effects that the vaccine may 
have both short term and long term.  
For example, I have Hashimotos Disease which was the direct 
cause of my hypothyroidism and I will need facts on how this 
vaccine may affect me directly by having a history of tes7ng and 
effects to refer to. 
Say I want to get pregnant 3 years from now but I cant as a result 
of the vaccine and this was only brought to light 2 years amer the 
roll out. 
I am 100% in support of vaccines that have been tested correctly 
and over a long 7me, this however is too soon for me. I 
understand that the Worlds resources may have been pulled 
together in order to get it out fast but I want to know the long 
term effects on my health as a whole and not only for Covid. - 
The conspiracy theories of the "microchip" being in the vaccine 
also raises concerns...in my experience where there is smoke, 
there is fire.... so this also contributes to my decline in the 
vaccine. ANGELIQUE

2021-01-21 
10:12:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With all the resistance from other countries due to the side 
effects and also not being a guarantee that you won't get the 
virus, why is South Africa s7ll going ahead? This tells me that 
government is really not concerned about the people, especially 
the poor ones. The poor people must rely on herd 
immunity?????... Maraldea

2021-01-20 
23:11:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Trial of vaccina7on of humans needed  and outcome monitored. 
Earlier sugges7on by President Ramaphosa to vaccinate  long 
term prisoners is a good op7on. 

Front line staff should be given the op7on to decide if they want 
the vaccine or not and that decision must be respected. 

Cost of vaccine must be borne by the state and private health  
insurances needs to contribute to the cost 

Desiree

2021-01-20 
22:53:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned about the 7me - or lack thereof - spent 
developing and tes7ng the vaccine. Further concerns arise due 
to rumors of a Covid passport and a mandatory vaccine which 
should not be allowed. Conrad

2021-01-20 
19:13:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is too much scep7cism around the vaccines available 
regarding it's safety and long term effects. Social media doesn't 
make it any easier as there are ar7cles and videos all the 7me 
regarding the nega7ve effects of the vaccine. Mohammed 

2021-01-20 
16:21:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough 7me to formulate a safe vaccine. If I refuse to take it 
will I be branded? The roll out to teachers...as a teacher who has 
had covid I choose not to have the vaccine and my wishes should 
be respected...if not...why...why would you need a covid I'd if the 
State is trying to control you like a communist country? We ate 
supposed to be a democracy...let's see... Douleen
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2021-01-20 
11:08:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

what is covid really. What strain is this vaccine really for. I work 
in health service as technician from day one in very close contact 
with covid pa7ents throughout my region and no7ce that every 
pa7ent  symptoms  vary from the next. Why ?  If I have not 
showed any  symptoms why who I inject myself with Covid. 
I agree with one thing only, there is no right or wrong with the 
treatment of the Covid infected pa7ents. 
I am 70% in doubt to take the vaccine. Frank

2021-01-20 
11:02:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Where is paying for the vaccine going to influence its 
effec7veness.  The medical professionals  should be the ones 
making the decision if the available vaccine is safe or not, on 
behalf of all South Africans.  If they are happy with the standard 
of the vaccine (as an industry) the vaccina7on of people must be 
made available to all who choose to take part.  Money should 
not be the disqualifying factor  for not receiving the vaccine.  
Medical Aids (and other companies) should work with 
government and assist with funding and roll out plans. 

There should be VERY STRICT POLICIES and counter SAFE checks 
to ensure that this is not yet another opportunity for our 
government officials to benefit themselves.  THIS MUST BE 
STICKLY PLANNED AND GOVERNED by Trustworthy Organiza7ons 
(private) in order to make sure this is done for the benefit of all.  Priscilla

2021-01-20 
08:41:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't believe that this vaccine has been tested enough and 
might actually make those with comorbidity's sick. Tracy-Lee

2021-01-19 
23:22:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is the vaccine based on the 1st or 2nd COVID wave. Why role out 
to medical staff first? If it doesn't work it will wipe out those 
people who have been on the Frontline since the beginning. 
Who will then be the front liners? People should be given a 
choice to have or not have the vaccine. 

Jeanelle

2021-01-19 
15:13:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

One of my concerns is that will this vaccine work for different 
strains - if it works at all ? And if you've already had Covid, what 
is the point in receiving a vaccine? I know of children who have 
been vaccinated against measles and then s7ll get measles.  Ansune 

2021-01-19 
15:01:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Poli7cians must take the vaccine first, in fact the ANC cabinet. 
That is leading by example. Monse

2021-01-19 
14:42:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are too many reports of people having side effects and 
even die of the vaccine.  I don't want this vaccine for my family 
before it has been tested properly and for a longer 7me .  Rather 
try alterna7ves such as Ivermec7n etc.  Sounds like it has less 
side effects.  Liezel

2021-01-19 
14:19:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Sureta 
Luzaan

2021-01-19 
14:16:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not believe that our government is capable of rolling out a 
vaccine at this scale. They will no doubt be stolen and replaced 
with water. My other concern is that we are geing a vaccine 
from India, maybe if it was a reputable company they were 
coming from but from what I understand all the vaccines from 
different organisa7ons are completely different. 
Ivermec7n and Hydroxochloroquine should be tried on pa7ents. 
Simple, cheap alterna7ves which have been shown to work. Not 
the cow Ivermec7n but there is a human varient. Lianne

2021-01-19 
13:26:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Charmaine

2021-01-19 
12:11:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not convinced that a vaccine that has been developed at 
such speed can have been properly tested – for efficacy or side-
effects. There have been so many instances of scien7sts 
realising, decades later, when the damage has been done, that 
certain drugs produced very unwanted side-effects. 

On top of that, I'm afraid my faith in our system to deliver 
vaccina7ons justly, equitably AND WITHOUT further enriching 
those who have already looted and plundered public funds, is 
somewhat lacking. Lynne

2021-01-19 
11:50:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is all good and well un7l it has been tested and 
results are shown. I am not for it since I have not come to the 
likes of Covid-19. Yes it is very much present the life we live 
however, a lot of informa7on and beliefs amount to judgment of 
what it actually is and what its made to look like.  

Dont get me wrong, it is killing Millions but with the band of 
smoking and drinking (Which I think is good for Cape Town - Very 
irresponsible with consump7on) the likes of other countries 
don't do it, so what is the understanding in banning it for us? Is it 
just arouse or an assump7on.  

I am not for the vaccine because it hasn't been proven to work 
and I honestly believe being injected with it will result in a 
change within our DNA and RNA going forward. Just my 
thoughts.  

Let the test begin and ill consider taking it amer a few months 
have gone by to see the outcome. Dean James

2021-01-19 
11:40:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gaylene
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2021-01-19 
10:26:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not sure if all people taking will get well as DNA and immune 
system might refuse it and one start having side effects like 
chemotherapy which kills a lot of people. It is reported that 
scien7sts took the blueprint for the asshole protein on COVID 
and made mRNA version of it. It is a test which not all bodies will 
pass. 

In summary effec7veness will depend on response of our 
immune system and it not plug ang play. Matome 

Kgaugelo 
Johannes

2021-01-19 
09:10:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not an an7vaxer and I am quite prepared to believe that , 
with the global focus and large injec7ons of money, vaccine 
op7ons are possible to develop swimly.  What I am less certain 
about is whether we've had enough 7me to really evaluate the 
data from clinical trials and also how effec7ve they may be 
against the latest and future variants.  Not saying I would never 
get it but I am happy to let the rest of the world go first . Dorothy

2021-01-19 
08:21:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has been developed in record breaking speed, from 
an ill-reputed company.  Be very careful when making your 
choice whether you need it or not.  Annorien

2021-01-19 
07:46:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If you want people to vaccinate give them a choice of 
vaccina7on they would like to use don't just force one type  of 
vaccine because South Africa had a hand in helping create the 
vaccine. The government don't want doctors to administer giving 
Ivermec7n because they think it only works in animals. Let 
people choose. I would choose Sputnik  V has the least side 
effects. South Africa always trying to make the Americans and 
Bri7sh richer. Why must the government choose for the people. Zubair

2021-01-19 
06:34:14

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned about the side effects, informa7on about the side 
effects s7ll  leaves me unsepled. I would rather like to wait and 
see and make a decision  by end of March. Adré

2021-01-18 
23:03:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What prove does government have that can make us at easy that 
the vaccine is going to work and what will the cost be to the man 
in the street. And why is it not possible that every one can 
recieve the vanccine before end of year. Kevin

2021-01-18 
15:56:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kerry

2021-01-18 
15:18:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We need to get a vaccine that  is specifically developed for the 
SA muta7on.  We cannot go on living in fear with lock-downs 
and restric7ons that is killing the SA economy. We need to get 
the right vaccine and get everyone vaccinated.  

The SA Government just do not have the exper7se, money and 
knowhow to manage this pandemic and the urgency in acquiring 
the correct supplier and product. Government needs to get the 
private sector (with the knowledge and skills) involved with the 
decision making process. Get the vaccine privately funded, and 
managed if Government does not have the money. 

The private funding could linked to a tax-rebate in favour of the 
funders. We have many individuals that could fund the vaccine if 
government does not have money.  

Cut 50% of the  parliament members now and use that saved 
money. Act now and do not  wait any longer. We are not your 
family. We are the people of SA that is paying tax for a serviced 
that is supposed to be delivered by Government. John

2021-01-18 
12:36:28

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not fully convinced regarding the safety of this vaccine as 
this was in a very short period of 7me approved.  What will the 
effect of this vaccine be on pa7ents using chronic medica7ons?  Amanda

2021-01-18 
10:35:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is the long term affects of this vaccina7on? Has any clinical 
trials being carried out yet? 
Also what is the ingrediant in the vaccina7on? There is so much 
secrecy around all this and World Health need to be more 
transparent 

mary

2021-01-18 
09:54:46

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccines.  It was 
developed in a too short 7me.  I am of the opinion that it is 
money driven and not really to for obtaining real immunity. 

The government is also trying to have a monopoly on the roll-
out. Government has proofed  over and over its inability in doing 
things like that.  Risk of fraud is also big with government in 
doing it. 

Vaccina7on should not be mandatory and no one should be 
forced to get it Piet

2021-01-18 
09:45:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

On who was the vaccine tested.for most major illness theres no 
vaccine yet.where did they even get the formula for this 
vaccine.and why is a certain brand des7ned for south africa,and 
on the vaccine box is printed only use in africa countries,why?.i 
dont trust this whole process.alot of things doesnt make 
sense,when covid started it was covid19.now theres more 
names given and waves how do they know when the 2nd is 
gonna hit us in their words.know they preparing for a 3rd 
wave.this all sounds to me as a conspiracy. Marlon
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2021-01-18 
09:41:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The various vaccine variants have not been tailored to South 
African strains. The effec7veness is seriously in ques7on. I would 
much rather see a controlled pilot group of people who agree to 
be vaccinated from across the country. Then they need to be 
assessed over a period of at least 2 months amer vaccina7on for 
effec7veness and side effects. Amer an independent report the 
go ahead may be given for a country-wide rollout. Otherwise, a 
major level of distrust is being built up against the government 
and interna7onal big Pharma who already have a bad name! 
Also, one must have a choice like all other vaccines, this is a right 
in our cons7tu7on is it not? Yaseen

2021-01-18 
09:37:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine should NOT be compulsory i.e. no one should be 
forced to have it.  I do not trust the speed with which it has been 
processed.  Many people have lost their lives or have been 
disabled by this vaccine.  These are things we do not hear or 
read about. Judy

2021-01-18 
09:37:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine should NOT be compulsory i.e. no one should be 
forced to have it.  I do not trust the speed with which it has been 
processed.  Many people have lost their lives or have been 
disabled by this vaccine.  These are things we do not hear or 
read about. Judy

2021-01-18 
09:09:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has been many stories, (both fake & true) about the 
vaccine - about the vaccine's efficacy, about the vaccine's 
composi7on, about the vaccine's developments & about the 
vaccine's origins. 

It is important for the SA government to EXPLAIN TRUTHFULLY & 
IN LAYMANS TERMS, to the public the following: 
1) how the vaccine was made and from what? 
2) where the vaccine was made? 
3) what is the vaccine's composi7ons? 
4) dispelling the fake stories (with facts) 
5)  proving the facts with more facts 

These answers should be relayed on public television channels, 
on news pla{orms, & pamphlets (all done in various languages). 

It is THIS government's responsibility to be completely OPEN & 
HONEST with the TRUTH to the South African public. If it fails to 
do this, it will have a VERY frustra7ng and difficult 7me in 
HEALING THIS country from the covid19 virus. 

BEFORE VACCINATION BEGINS, FIRST & FOREMOST, THIS ANC 
GOVERNMENT WILL DO WELL IN REALISING THAT WE THE 
PUBLIC ARE NOT STUPID. Glenn

2021-01-18 
09:03:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A few reports from overseas have men7oned people dying amer 
receiving the injec7on.  
Due to the urgency of this vaccine I am afraid that not enough 
7me was allowed to provide a vaccine that is 100% effec7ve on 
all individuals. More 7me is required for more tes7ng. Lauren

2021-01-18 
08:45:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Detailed descrip7on of all the ingredients. Complete study and 
their effects on the human body. Effec7ve trail run to study the 
effects on the human over a reasonable period. The freedom to 
receive or not, thanks. Gerald

2021-01-18 
08:18:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alta

2021-01-18 
07:45:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As someone with comorbidi7es I am scared the vaccine might 
make me ill or kill me. 
The government should first do more tes7ng regarding the 
effec7veness and safety of the vaccine. Does the vaccine work 
for the first and second muta7on of COVID? Was there any 
studies done on this? There are too many unanswered quesions. 

Why are we not geing the Pfizer Vaccine the UK and USA 
received? Instead we are geing an unknown vaccine which 
might not be safe.  

The roll-out must start with the Cabinet to ensure we can trust 
we wont get sick , and then to all the frontline workers and all 
those dealing directly with COVID. Fehrzaana

2021-01-18 
04:55:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do believe that everyone should be vacinated free of charge, 
but only once the vacines have been fully tested  It was stated 
on the news that the vacine from India has not completed phase 
3 trials todate. 
I for one would not want this vacine and would prefer the bri7sh 
vacine that passed all of its trials. 
Once it is known these vacines work, the medical profession 
followed by the teachers needs to be done first.  Pregent women 
should not be done as no results are available to what can 
happen to the child. KEVIN

2021-01-17 
22:28:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please make the vaccine voluntary because there are people 
with different medical  issues, chronic health issues, motor 
neurolog diseases etc. who cannot take the vaccine. Louisa 

2021-01-17 
21:56:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Very concerned that essen7al workers are first. What if 
something is wrong with the tests.  
If Gov insist on the vaccine being genuine then Poli7cians should 
go first. Jes

2021-01-17 
21:36:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no evidence that the vaccine "secured" from India can 
combat the reported S.A strain...  which will con7nue to mutate 
as per research files. Yes, the vaccine is to prohibit further 
infec7on... but too liple is known on the efficacy of this. Also, 
prisoners receiving the vaccine before paying ci7zens??? Indeed 
the prison staff should be vaccinated so as not to spread any 
virus to the inmates, who are not  allowed out un7l release of 
course,  thus perhaps should only receive the vaccine at that 
stage...how was this decision made? Carmen
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2021-01-17 
21:35:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

News has reported that the virus which south africa is 
experiencing is stronger than the ini7al virus which was 
reported. How will the vaccine manufactured outside of south 
africa be able to stabilize let alone be effec7ve against a stronger 
virus which is being experienced in south africa. Khomotso 

2021-01-17 
21:03:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I for one will not be stepping forward for the vaccine.   Normally, 
it takes years to ensure that any vaccine will be safe and not 
have long term nega7ve effects.   This process has been rushed 
to save countries economies not lives.   If the world needs to 
stand s7ll for a number of years, prices, bonds, loans and the 
stock exchange suspended or frozen then so be it.    We may 
think we can do both, but imagine a major side effect in years to 
come.   What effect would that have!!!!!  It would have more of 
an impact on our lives than the current pandemic.   Least of all 
the money the amount of money the pharmaceu7cal companies 
are making!!!!  Which I note no news outlet has really 
commented on....... Faried

2021-01-17 
20:15:41

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Insufficient tes7ng of the vaccine,  explora7on of possible side 
effects not adequately measured. Governments refusal to even 
entertainment the possibility of alterna7ve treatment. Claudia

2021-01-17 
20:12:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To many people have died due to side effects subsequent to 
being vaccinated Wilhelmina

2021-01-17 
18:52:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My fear of this vaccine, is it tested and proven to really effec7ve, 
there so many theories around it and it scares me and another 
this , is the dose of vaccine that is going to be given to the 
frontline workers the same that will be given to the public and 
poli7cians Jongikhaya

2021-01-17 
18:51:51

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As long as it is people in the health  department  that gives it. 
Not the army. 
 If you are allergic do you have to take it 
What if you don't want to take it 

Elmare 

2021-01-17 
18:14:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will rather wait and get the virus. The vaccine is only 70 to 90%  
effec7ve. The virus survival rate is 99%. Give it to those that 
want it but you shall not infringe on my right to choose. Fernando

2021-01-17 
14:24:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The tests have not been proven to work yet or what side effects 
it might have in the future. 

I also believe that the government officials truly believe in the 
drug, let them receive it first. 

But, doctors from different par7es must give the injec7on to 
officials from the other  
 par7es. 

Like EFF give it to the ANC, ANC give it to the IFP, IFP give it to 
the DA, DA give it to the EFF etc. etc. etc. 
So that there is no fraudulent injec7ons been given. 

If we all see our leaders willing to take it, the start distribu7on as 
you have indicated. JACQUES

2021-01-17 
13:58:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines have been rushed and are largely untested. As 
there are no studies on mid to long term side effects, it is a huge 
concern. They should only be given to those who want them - no 
mandate at all. Thilo

2021-01-17 
13:45:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kamini 

2021-01-17 
12:47:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

False posi7ves increase the number of cases and therfore create 
fear. Not a single person who fully supports the vaccine is not 
sacred for their own life. No care for future genera7ons.  

The government and individuals like Bill Gates.. . Will not take 
the vaccine, but will have record of taking it. The rest will be 
compliant sheep out of fear for their own life.  

The measures will be put in place for extreme control (virus or 
not) and those who begged for the government to look amer us 
(the same government that people constantly complain about)  
will be the ones who created the dystopia we all await. The point 
of no return is close. And the blind followers are sprin7ng for it D

2021-01-17 
12:08:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is huge uncertainty as to whether current vaccines will be 
effec7ve against new strains of the virus and it will be some 7me 
before we will see the results of mass immuniza7on. 
In the mean7me people are dying by the thousands and there is 
an immediate solu7on by way of releasing Ivermec7n, a 50 year 
old safe drug that is showing remarkable cure rates in trials so 
far. For the Govt to hold back on this is criminal to my mind - 
instead it should step out of the way and listen to the desperate 
pleas of front line Doctors to immediately legalize the drug. Mike

2021-01-17 
07:39:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The side effects of the vaccine will cause another diseases. South 
Africa must make it's own vaccine. Richard 

2021-01-17 
07:06:58

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Would prefer if our own doctors & scien7sts breakdown the 
vaccine & do their own tests on the vaccine to make sure it's fit 
for human consump7on... It should be given voluntarily & not be 
made mandatory.. Fareez

2021-01-17 
06:01:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is not a vaccine, it does not qualify to be a "vaccine" 
by defini7on. The content and the efficiency and amer effects are 
not known. Too liple informa7on is available to the public. The 
side effects of the "vaccine" seems worse as just geing covid at 
this stage. I will not take a vaccine that is not properly 
researched. Non-disclosres signed and informa7on  being 
witheld from South Africans is unethical. There are too many 
deaths in Norway, USA and other countries amer the vaccine was 
taken, it might be 'fake news' but then the contrary needs to be 
provided so that we can make an informed choice.  Supply 
ci7zens with more informa7on regarding the "vaccine". Alida
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2021-01-17 
03:26:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Thrtr are so many conspiracies. I don"t trust the government.  
Why dont they  share the dr of Johannesburg method to cure 
people. Unnecessary death of family and friends. Roulene

2021-01-16 
23:51:49

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The AstaZeneca/Oxford vaccine only has a 70% efficacy amer 2 
doses, to be given 3-4 weeks apart. This has to be taken into 
account when planning rollout (people need to be followed up 
amer 3-4 weeks for the second jab), and quan7ty to be ordered 
to achieve herd immunity Pietro

2021-01-16 
16:27:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My top concerns are all of the above.  The cost, mandatory 
vaccina7on, alterna7ves and effec7veness. 
    If we have been gimed so many million vaccines - why should 
we have to pay to get it.  Also the government has been telling 
us for a while now, how much vaccines they have sourced?  Now 
again we hear that the government is geing 20million doses fro 
the WHO? what about the 1.5 million doses that we  are 
apparently geing from AstraZeneca? 
    My concern with making it mandatory to get the vaccine, is 
that we really don't know the long term effects on the body that 
the vaccine has.  I feel that we have the right to decide for 
ourselves. 
    Same goes for the effec7veness of the vaccine.  How do we 
know that the vaccines that we are given/source are effec7ve 
against the strain that we have here in South Africa.  I also feel 
that there has not been enough 7me to test the vaccine for long 
term effects. 
    I am not sure about alterna7ves,  but if they can be proven to 
help, then I think it is our duty to try them Susan

2021-01-16 
14:58:02

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Megan

2021-01-16 
13:00:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the vaccine will not be effec7ve against new 
stranes of the virus one of which is found in South Africa. Marian 

2021-01-16 
12:11:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel government must first try the vaccine and first test it on 
themselves. Our government could've get a vaccine long 7me 
and are suppose to get this vaccine for free,why must we pay 
that is on medical aid. Melany

2021-01-16 
10:08:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly, government lied about securing vaccine from Astra 
Zeneca so who can trust the outcome of the vaccine? Not 
enough research has been done with regards to long term side 
effects Liandra 

2021-01-16 
10:04:50

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What I put into my body is my choice and must be done with my 
consent. This vaccine has not been around long enough to be 
thoroughly tested and I'm wary of the nega7ve side effects I 
could end up with should I take the vaccine. Considering there is 
a new strain of the virus I ques7on the vaccine's ability to 
combat it and if it will even work on the new strain. People must 
be fully informed and given a choice. I don't trust the 
government's ability to handle the rollout of the vaccine either. 
The private sector should be more involved. Meghan

2021-01-16 
10:03:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Will it help as it has not been tested Imraan

2021-01-16 
08:14:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dit is reeds wel bekend dat die huidige regering met niks vertrou 
kan word nie en dat die regeerende elite en amptenare enige 
geleentheid sal misbruik om hulself te verryk. Hierdie 
aangeleentheid moet daarom aan mediesie en die privaatsektor 
oorgelaat word, om entstowwe te bekom en toe te dien. E7enne

2021-01-15 
17:43:52

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines have not been tested as thoroughly as they 
should have been, due to the urgency. Effec7veness, dura7on of 
immunity, number of doses to be given per individual ie how 
long will immunity last, side effects, long term nega7ve effects 
are all concerns. There are so many variables and uncertain7es 
about this virus (and the muta7ons). Jannie 

2021-01-15 
15:14:12

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned that there has not been sufficient tes7ng of the 
safety of the vaccines if  and also concerned whether a vaccine 
will work if the virus keeps muta7ng. Will we need a new vaccine 
for each mutatuion? 
it should not be mandatory. Brenda 

2021-01-15 
14:11:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is s7ll to liple informa7on available what could be 
expected from the vaccines, especially where it is developed in a 
very short amount of 7me. Will it be reliable? Could it create 
other unknown long term health issues? Could individuals have 
the choice not to take the vaccine? How about inves7ga7ng 
other way out approaches to combat this situa7on other than 
masks, social distancing, lockdowns, vaccines, etc. but rather 
focus more on healthy lifestyles? How about inves7ga7ng 
alterna7ve medicine op7ons like Ivermec7n that could cost a 
frac7on of the vaccine's price? Isak

2021-01-15 
14:00:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not take vac....NOT 100% tested...to much of a RUSH!  

And actually a money making business.   

ANOTHER FRAUDULENT ac7on by INCOMPETENT government!  
More...and More stealing...it will never end with this thugly 
government!   

Commission for this...commission for that....And NOTHING EVER 
happen with these commissions...NOBODY end up where they 
belong...BEHIND bars. 

Human  created virus to control masses. W
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2021-01-15 
12:41:37

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We do not have enough informa7on on the vaccine. 
I don't see how they can force people to have the vaccine when 
scien7sts, virologists etc can not even iden7fy the virus. It seems 
to me it will become another form of control to add to the 
dictatorship that is now established!  "First create a disaster then 
be the saviour".   
My concern is the Government controlling it and then the 
corrup7on to feather ons' one nest. 
The ANC has paid out billions in the apempt to refloat SAA. 
Where will they get the money to pay for the vaccine? Debora

2021-01-15 
10:41:54

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough 7me has passed to determine the side effects of the 
vaccine.  I also have liple faith in the government in terms of 
their mo7ves and their care for the well-being of ci7zens. Gillian 

Free State 5
2021-01-26 
17:38:50

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gerda 

2021-01-18 
08:35:40

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There was such a rush in coming up with a vaccine and many 
countries have come up with their own vaccine. Although these 
vaccines were tested it only shows short term side-effects. What 
are the long term side effects it will have? Has anyone done 
research on that yet?  My other concern is whether the new 
strains of the virus will have resistance against the vaccine. We 
need some interven7on but rushing things through which will be 
detrimental to our health in the long run, is not the answer. Just 
on another note, people who abuse alcohol must not be fined or 
imprisoned when found driving drunk or abusing their family. 
Send them straight to undergo forced rehabilita7on. The 
banning of alcohol is a big problem and not the solu7on. We 
need to help people get over this addic7on and help them find 
out why they are trying to solve their problems by abusing 
alcohol. Mara

2021-01-16 
17:44:46

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines to be used by goverment are only around 70% 
effec7ve, therefore the full popula7on should be vaccinated, and 
not only two-thirds,  to acquire anything close to herd immunity.  

Secondly, private companies must have the freedom to acquire 
their own vaccines to improve both the amount of people to get 
vaccinated and to hopefully get more effec7ve vaccines into the 
country.  What good reason does the government have to 
prevent more people from geing vaccinated at their own 
costs??? Wouter

2021-01-16 
12:08:35

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that this vaccine has been developed in a rush, 
how well has it been researched? I would suggest that the 
cabinet, the government officials first receive this vaccine that 
they want to give to the people of South-Africa. Leon

2021-01-16 
03:19:24

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please start the vaccine roll out with the whole Cabinet, then all 
the Poli7cal par7es, and then the prison inmates. Lets wait and 
see the results first. Why using the health care workers as guinea 
pigs???? We are already in a crisis, physically and emo7onally, 
why put a bigger burden on us. We need full proof to see the 
"outcome". Monica

Limpopo 10

2021-01-25 
20:23:27 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How do we know about the side-effects of the vaccine chosen by 
our Govm. It has not been probably tested on  different pre-
exis7ng condi7ons on the public. Not sure if we can trust 
competance of govm to  distribute it properly. Mari

2021-01-24 
17:39:27 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

China defect this virus because of strict measure. Vaccine is not 
sliver bullet to solve this Rudzani

2021-01-22 
09:57:15 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

i am most concerned at the speed the vaccine was created and i 
ask myself if enough clinical trials were ran  in order to confirm  
if it is safe for ci7zens to take it. 

and again i need to know what kind of side effects will it have on 
our bodies . manoko
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2021-01-22 
06:34:05 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hamilosa. Firstly I would like to thank you for the opportunity 
that you gave me and fellow South Africans  on this cri7cal 
vaccine. 

It is very true that this virus is not doing any good to us, 
government officials, bread winners, academics  and many more 
are perishing  because of the very same virus. 

It is said that we now in a second wave, this varient is said to be 
much stronger than the first one.  It spreads very easily and is 
very resistant to heat as we are told.  

Some countries are said to have already received and conducted 
the vaccine to the needy ones. Yet few days amer being 
vaccinated, rumors has it that about 23 people died.  

I want to believe that the very same country has the Regulatory 
Organiza7on for all the health products, like SAHPRA in our 
country.  

My concern is that should the similar mistake be made in South 
Africa, our Frontline will perish and this will deverstate the 
country even wors.  

I believe that in our country, we have the best scien7sts, why can 
we produce our own vaccine that will be tested and verified by 
SAHPRA as per the requirements and then we shall take from 
there.  

It can not be correct that we have to rely to western countries 
for the remedy or vaccine while we have our own academics and 
the resources in Africa.  
Let us, as African countries come together and produce our own 
vaccine. And prior to the rollout, the vaccine should be anaylised 
thoroughly it it does meet the requirements and on the 
effec7veness of it.  

Once again, thank you so much for this opportunity. Indeed 
together we are taking South Africa forward.  

Mkhacani 
Leonard

2021-01-21 
11:37:15 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The trial period to test any side effects of the vaccine is far to 
short. It seems to be a disease that came with it's very own pre-
designed cure. I do not trust the hasty 7melines. Maria

2021-01-21 
09:57:25 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I wish to have marked all the listed concerns as they all have 
merit.  Although vaccines for other diseases are saving lifes, 
especially that of children, the Covid vaccine is not the miracle 
solu7on. Its effec7veness and immune response in individuals 
are not known yet and it will have to be repeated annually just 
as we do now with other flue vaccines. I am concerned about 
the cost (especially for me as taxpayer) and the monopoly of the 
SA government on the acquisi7on and roll-out of the vaccina7on 
programme, only a very ignorant person would not realise their 
inefficiency.  Ivermec7n can be an alterna7ve solu7on in the 
treatment of pa7ents and this should at least be looked into as 
soon as possible. History taught us that it is always the  helpless 
and vulnerable that suffer the most, it will not be different this 
7me. Heleen

2021-01-19 
17:09:03 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the ini7al concern that everyone has is the effec7veness 
of the vaccine mostly looking at side effects. The government 
needs to be transparent and communicate these so that people 
are afforded the opportunity to make an informed decision 
concerning their own health. Kagiso 

2021-01-19 
09:16:14 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Want to know how effec7ve the vaccine will be. 
When are we going to get it and  why is it taking long to teach 
South Africa.? 
Is it going to be free for all  or are we going to pay ,and  if we pay 
how much will it cost? 
We heard that the vaccine is having site effects  and how long do 
they last? 

Dieletseng

2021-01-18 
09:24:17 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a mother, wife, daughter, employee and ci7zen I'm personally 
worried about whether or not enough trials and tes7ng has 
been done on these vaccines to ensure that there are minimal 
side effects. Having my son's vaccines up to date I've seen how 
some of his vaccines have made him feel under the weather and 
cause fevers the first few days amer the vaccina7on. These 
"regular" vaccines have been around for years and s7ll have side 
effects. We live in a country with a lot of immuno-compromised 
individuals, administering a vaccine to those individuals might 
cause them to become ill as their immune system is weak. I'm 
open to the idea, but I'm very skep7cal that it's being rolled out 
to soon amer development. L

2021-01-17 
22:45:57 Limpopo Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I’m just not sure if at all at the moment.  I guess I’m concerned 
about long term side effects and the ul7mate effec7veness of it 
and how the body responds to the vaccine Chantal

Northern Cape 5

2021-01-22 
09:30:53

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will the vaccine  help , if the people don't listen or even bind 
them to the law.  Wearing mask, distance, sani7ze now they are 
been vaccine what then. More partying because I am vaccined. 
Give the vaccine to people how really needed it. Old people and 
sick people John
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2021-01-18 
09:03:29

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think its great that the government wants to procure a vaccine 
but the trails have not even passed a year and we do not know if 
this vaccines will give us immunity from contrac7ng the covid or 
not. What are the long term effects of the vaccine.  We should 
have more studies to regarding the efficacy of this vaccine. Lets 
wait and see what happens in other countries who took the 
same vaccine. Moe7 

2021-01-18 
06:14:21

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have never even taken a flu shot. Too many ques7on marks and 
uncertainty as to what they are injec7ng into me. Françoise

2021-01-18 
01:25:17

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern with the vaccina7on is the effec7veness on people 
with underlining deseases such as cancer, HIV and others. Antonia

2021-01-15 
12:29:53

Norther
n Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maria

Eastern Cape 18
2021-01-21 
19:04:17

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that it is too early to introduce the vaccine as we 
don't know how safe it is. Candice

2021-01-21 
15:05:50

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has definitely not been tested enough to ensure the 
safety and real effec7veness thereof. Alice

2021-01-19 
10:30:16

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zelma 

2021-01-18 
15:27:21

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If all health workers get vaccinated in the first batch and 
something goes wrong, there will be even less medical people to 
look amer the sick.  I think we should spread the first batch of 
vaccines to others as well like those in retail or transport.  JENNIFER

2021-01-18 
15:27:19

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines have side effects that have led to deaths in Europe 
and these are not given as much air7me by NGOs and media 
agencies. 

There are also natural (umhlonyane) means of dealing with flu-
like diseases that sadly have not been explored by Government. 
When Madagascar claimed their Mhlonyane based remedy, we 
paid no apen7on but quickly jump to the band wagon of 
vaccines without fully unpacking the efficacy nor the side effects 
of these. 

Addi7onally, we have been informed of a mutated strain, which 
is more efficient in spreading and no evidence yet of being more 
deadly. This new strain is largely assumed to be driver of the 
second wave. However, we are in a hurry to acquire and roll-out 
vaccines based on another strain's behaviour without 
inves7ga7on.  

Give people the choice and access to umhlonyane with as much 
vigour portrayed in acquiring lab based vaccines.  

Masibulele 

2021-01-18 
13:15:30

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the 7me the vaccine was researched or tested 
before it can be used to human beings. And also if it can fight 
the new type of Covid-19  virus. Ntsoaki 

2021-01-18 
08:07:53

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government must ensure that the  vaccine is  tested and 
passed the required standards set by authorized approval 
bodies. The country must avoid any vaccine that will make you 
sick Siphiwo

2021-01-17 
22:19:40

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Stephanus

2021-01-17 
19:27:15

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not certain about the safety of the vaccine. Why can't our 
government trust our scien7sts? What is the reason to educate 
our people and undermine them when it comes to their inputs 
in saving our na7on. Zukisa

2021-01-17 
19:27:15

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not certain about the safety of the vaccine. Why can't our 
government trust our scien7sts? What is the reason to educate 
our people and undermine them when it comes to their inputs 
in saving our na7on. Zukisa

2021-01-17 
18:24:39

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned with the liple involvement of health 
professionals especially academics (medical universi7es and 
their laboratories) in doing research on the effec7veness of this 
vaccine and the lack of informa7on on the side effects of this 
vaccine. Zoleka

2021-01-17 
14:47:31

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Generic vaccines might be given to South Africa while the 
government being charged  
the price of original ones and defec7ve factory rejects thereof 
might be given to the unsuspec7ng ci7zenry. Luyanda

2021-01-17 
07:37:38

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have no clear complica7ons of the vaccine when it reaches the 
poor of poor, are there any side effects. It is silent about any 
health hazards that may be available. We need transparency and 
that the vaccine should be sold in by other private companies 
not only by government as we know the challenges we are faced 
with when it comes to government mapers . Poor management 
of this vaccine will have nega7ve consequences. Liple trust to 
our government ins7tu7ons. Gcobani

2021-01-16 
10:37:14

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Boyce 
Thandolweth
u 

2021-01-16 
10:16:32

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm scared once the vaccine has been administered to our health 
workers there will be hick ups side effects. I'm a essen7al worker 
but is very scep7cal. On the other hand no country I'm speaking 
under correc7on had problems with the vaccine cause we 
desperate. What if our vaccine makes total crap with our health 
care workers but what can we do we've been crying for. I'll wait 
for the response our health care workers then I'll take from 
there. I just hope and pray rsa can get and produce there own 
potent vaccine with no red tape just for us to get and no side 
effects nothing amer that. That's my wish. Riaan 

2021-01-16 
08:37:37

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Louise
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2021-01-15 
23:57:58

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm  not convinced about the effec7veness of the vaccine. If 
government as our leaders can first test it on themselves than 
maybe and just maybe if it works, it can be rolled out to the 
broader society. Abraham

2021-01-15 
10:47:57

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe we all wish this would be over already, the only way 
would be vaccina7on,  rumors about people being paralyzed 
from using the vaccine or geing more ill from these vaccines 
are making it difficult to trust what people are saying.  There is 
no guarantee that there will be 0% side effects.  I can look amer 
myself and be vigilant or play Russian roulepe and take the 
vaccine?   Maybe if these stats are shared with regards to the 
likelihood of    experiencing side effects are shared then it might 
be easier to take on the vaccine. 
Also once again who is ensuring that government is crossing 
their t 's and doing their i's in respect with correct measures 
for handling and storing and preven7ng corrup7on? Monica

North West 2

2021-01-21 
11:10:09

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All of the listed concerns weigh heavily for me. 

Our government is incurring extremely high debts to roll out and 
implement the campaign without any guarantees about the 
effec7veness of the vaccines.  I tried to find clinical trial results 
that was peer reviewed but only scant informa7on is available 
on the internet. 

I hold the opinion that since government advocates that the 
vaccines are not expensive individuals that want to take the 
vaccine should foot the bill for their vaccines. 

If taking the vaccines is compulsory, government must be willing 
to give individual wripen undertakings that government will foot 
the bill for any damage suffered following from taking the 
vaccines ( such as adverse side effects, pain, suffering, loss of 
enjoyment of life  and maintenance of dependents in the case of 
death. 

Un7l the effec7veness of the vaccines have been proven the 
serving poli7cians should be the first recipients and guinea 
pigs...   

Petrus Jan 
Albertus

2021-01-15 
12:28:12

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have been covid free from the start. I do not have a need to get 
the vaccine as we are far from ci7es and towns Pip

Outside SA 1

2021-01-17 
12:36:10

Outside 
SA Israel Not fully

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am an Israeli born South African ci7zen, who have sympathy 
towards Janusz walus. I currently live in Poland, and I trust the 
Russian vaccina7on only and I want to be vaccinated with it only. Avner Eliyahu 

re7red 242
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 40
2021-02-09 
10:02:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Krish

2021-01-27 
07:09:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Johan

2021-01-26 
16:28:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My main concern  
The vaccine has not been researched enough and proven to be 
100 percent effec7ve  
Who is bearing the cost Wayne

2021-01-25 
09:43:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is too new and as the virus is constantly muta7ng it 
may not be effec7ve with the various new muta7ons. KATHLEEN

2021-01-21 
11:16:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Insufficient trial data - refer the Thalidomide "safe" issue. HIV 
vacs only just being trial tested amer much more info and much 
more 7me and indica7ons are that the muta7ons dodge the 
an7bodies anyway.  The greater difficulty seems to be medical 
facili7es and medical personnel along with sanita7on and 
employment.  It seems that the actual death rate is similar to 
other flu-like illnesses  -  the infec7on rate is the issue 
(accentua7ng the need for non-pharmaceu7cal interven7ons 
rather).  Over-supply of offices and malls seem a ready answer to 
hospital sites with droves of young people unemployed and able 
to help at least with the prac7cal side of crea7ng clean spaces 
and beginning their medical training.  Kim

2021-01-20 
01:35:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The effec7veness and possible side effects and how the role out 
will take place and will the people giving the injec7ons know to 
give them and where to give them Elizabeth 

2021-01-19 
13:46:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine SA should explore alterna7ves like Ivermec7n in saving lives Peter

2021-01-19 
11:29:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In my opinion the vaccine has not been sufficiently tested, it 
should be tested for a much longer period to ensure its 
effec7veness and safety.  The side effects of the vaccine cannot 
be fully established. The cost to the tax payer would be to high if 
the vaccine does not work.  
The order of priority of giving the vaccine should be revised. In 
other countries older people are given priority, then medical and 
care personnel. Prisoners should be last on the list. 

Another concern is the effec7veness of Government to ensure a 
orderly deployment of the vaccine to the intended recipients. 

Vaccina7ons should definitely be on a voluntary and not on a 
mandatory basis. Heidi
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2021-01-19 
11:06:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to have seen it being tested more thoroughly and if 
its mandatory, I guess I'd go for it. I would like to see that 
teachers are vaccinated but prisoners have too many rights, they 
should not be included as they are criminals and should handle 
their punishment. The tax payer is stretched to the limits. Jen

2021-01-18 
20:46:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus is muta7ng. No guarantee that the vaccine will be 
effec7ve. May help for an older strain. Like the influenza vaccine 
we may have to be vaccinated  annually. Cost versus 
effec7veness must be considered. Need to also research  
alterna7ves for a long term solu7on. Kubi

2021-01-18 
13:37:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Having had Covid mildly and recovered from it I am worried that 
the vaccine will cause a health problem for me.  Therefore  I am 
not happy to have compulsary vaccines for the popula7on made 
law.. Jenny

2021-01-18 
10:42:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government wants to be the sole supplier of vaccines.I do not 
agree with this as we as medical aid payers require our medical 
aids to do proper research on the efficacy of the vaccine as they 
ul7mately are responsible for our health and payment thereof in 
the event that there are side effects.I do not trust that the 
government will ensure that we receive the best vaccine for our 
strain due to their track record of corrup7on.I fear that a bribe 
will be paid to purchase and distribute any kind of vaccine to the 
popula7on with terrible consequences.Please allow other 
par7es to procure and supply vaccines.I will not support 
vaccina7ons un7l this is approved. Erika

2021-01-18 
09:11:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I consider full apen7on must be given to the informa7on that 
shows that the vaccines using messenger RNA need at least 3 
years of monitoring in pa7ents who have received them before 
they can be regarded as safe. The danger of having huge 
numbers of people rendered extremely vulnerable to cytokine 
storm and death when developing a later viral infec7on are 
simply too high. The danger of their developing infer7lity from 
an7bodies to placental trophoblas7c cells and later abor7on and 
s7ll birth are also far to high. Animal work suggests interference 
with immunity, allowing an increasing incidence of later cancers 
and immunity diseases. When you add up all these possible side 
effects of a vaccine which has not been tested for any of them in 
humans it becomes absolutely essen7al that our na7on should 
not be exposed to them, either in the public sector or in the 
private sector.  
I THEREFORE MAKE A PLEA THE THEY SHOULD NOT BE LICENSED 
FOR IMPORTATION AND USE IN R.S.A. 

I do not consider that the same embargo should be placed on 
vaccines coming from the work done by the the Oxford group or 
Johnson and Johnson. their technique has been proved safe in 
the development and distribu7on of the Ebola virus, and it is 
likely their use does not carry these risks. 

In addi7on, it is essen7al that the research on 
hydroxychloroquine be reviewed following the recogni7on that 
the Lancet ar7cle on which its rejec7ons as a useful agent for 
preven7ng and trea7ng COVID 19was in fact fraudulent. And the 
status of Ivomec7n also needs urgent review. Jonathan
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2021-01-18 
08:32:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

So the vaccine has not followed the normal tes7ng protocols and 
therefore cannot and would not under                "normal " 
circumstances be signed off as safe by the WHO, therefore it has 
been insufficiently tested and has a high degree of " unknown" 
risk. 
If I agree to be vaccinated then... 

1.- Can I stop wearing the mask? 

2.- Can they reopen restaurants, pubs, bars etc and everyone 
work normally? 

3.- Will I be resistant to COVID? 

4.- Could I s7ll be contagious to others? 

5.- If we vaccinate all children, will school resume normally? 

6.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop social distancing? 

7.- If I am vaccinated, can I stop disinfec7ng my hands?  

8.- Will cinemas, theatres and stadiums be reopened thanks to 
vaccines? 

9.- Will the vaccinated be able to gather? 

10.- What is the real benefit of  being vaccinated? 

11.- Are you sure it won't kill me? 

12.- So if I get vaccinated,  other people would then be  100% 
sure I could not infect them? 

So to summarise, the Covid19 vaccine... 

Does not give immunity. 
Does not eliminate the virus. 
Does not prevent death. 
Does not guarantee you won’t get it. 
Does not prevent you from geing it. 
Does not stop you passing it on 
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans. 
Does not eliminate the need for business closures. 
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns. 
Does not eliminate the need for masking. 
Then why????????? Dave

2021-01-17 
18:51:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would rather opt for Ivervec. It is cheaper, available and long 
7me ago approved by the WHO. 
It might br less risky  and less side effects Thomas 

2021-01-17 
18:33:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust anything this government does - they would not buy 
the most suitable vaccine, they will buy the one that gives them 
the biggest kickback to put in their pockets. Look at the debacle 
over IVERMECTIN!!!!! Useless bunch we have ruling this country! Lilian

2021-01-17 
16:19:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If I agree to Be Vaccinated and have a fatal reac7on  = problem           
If I don’t  have   vaccine I might contact the virus  and snuff it  = 
problem  ? Kathy 

2021-01-17 
12:25:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elna

2021-01-17 
10:36:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I really don't know what to think about the vaccine as só many 
videos and WApps going around.....i  suggest we ALL PRAY for an 
answer..... Lientjie 

2021-01-16 
20:12:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Can't trust this government under the ANC Roelina

2021-01-16 
19:09:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think that without the immediate availability of the vaccine the 
Government cannot ignore the ability of a drug such as 
Ivermec7n  to save people's lives un7l such 7me that  the 
vaccine is available. Robert

2021-01-16 
16:04:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Christopher 

2021-01-16 
15:31:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough tests and proof of the success of the vaccine that 
were given to uman Sias

2021-01-16 
07:09:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe more research needs to be done before rolling out a 
vaccine that might or might not be effec7ve. People are dying 
because they do not comply with the rules set out for their 
safety.  Eventually like the Spanish flu of 1918 it will go away. Vivienne

2021-01-15 
20:48:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

IT IS NOW PRETTY OBVIOUS THAT THIS VACCINE MAY NOT BE 
EFFECTIVE AGAINTS THE MUTATED VIRUS.  THERE IS CURRENTLY 
NO CONCRETE PROOF THAT IT WILL GIVE YOU IMMUNITY CHRIS

2021-01-15 
19:14:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about puing a disease into my body that does 
not currently exist.  I have never used the flu vaccine for the 
nearly fimy-six years  I have lived on the planet. Clare

2021-01-15 
18:53:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has this vaccine been tested properly;  is it safe to have?  This is 
my biggest concern Ellene

2021-01-15 
18:44:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I really think that the suppor7ng evidence for the effec7veness 
of the vaccine is very scant to say the least. This is by no means a 
cure for the virus. 
Nothing changes amer vaccina7on as far as state controlled 
control is concerned. 
It hasn't been tested sufficiently. 
The flu and common colds haven't been cured by vaccina7on so 
why should this. 
Rather spend a frac7on of this huge wasteful spend and apply a 
cure i.e. Ivermec7n or similar. PATRICK
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2021-01-15 
18:05:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine You would need a booster 4 or more 7mes a year. anton

2021-01-15 
16:14:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bridget 

2021-01-15 
15:51:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no proof yet that this vaccine will stop one geing the 
virus, nothing will change, all restric7ons will 
s7ll  remain in place whether you have had the vaccine or not ,  
not  enough informa7on has been given about it. Is the 
President and all his ministers going to be the first to be 
vaccinated , I doubt it,I wonder why Margie

2021-01-15 
15:39:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I won't  consider  having  it because it has not been tested 
against the  virus.  Side effects? 

It is a live vaccine designed to implant a mild dose of the virus. 
No one can guarantee the  

recipient will NOT develop a worst-case version and die from it!!     Michael

2021-01-15 
14:49:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have the vaccines been tested properly and for a  serious length 
of 7me. 

Vaccines are not a magic bullet. 

Ci7zens  need to observe  rules.   WEAR MASKS:   keep distance 
as required.    

Wash hands   and clothing regularly . 

Of course this is difficult  in crowded   seplements  and areas 
where water is scarce. 
The Government needs more careful planning  about the 
distribu7on of vaccines. Yvonne 

2021-01-15 
14:27:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am very concerned about taking any vaccine such as the Covid 
19 vaccine, due to all their dealing with China. They cannot be 
trusted! The other thing that worries me, is can we be certain 
that this is not a placebo, or something that is fraudulently 
made, saying that it is the real vaccine, when it is not.   Lives are 
at stake. Billie

2021-01-15 
12:33:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My worry given the known fake goods supply from states such as 
India and  China is that they are expert at manufacturing meds  
that do not work as intended. The near perfect copy of fake 
medica7on makes hard for the expert to tell without trialing the 
medica7on first.  It is with this in mind that I will not accept a 
vaccine that has not  been fully tested on South Africans. Hugh

2021-01-15 
12:22:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Concern about the side effects. Sue

2021-01-15 
11:44:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All procured vaccines must be stated as follows efficacy, side - 
effects and availability. Ci7zens should have the right to choose 
to be 
injected and the right to choose which vaccine is their 
preference.  Medical Aid Schemes should be given the right to 
procure vaccines  
their members prefer . Kay 

2021-01-15 
11:40:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The origins of the Vaccine concern me. Hugh

2021-01-15 
10:50:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We don’t yet know of the side-effects of this vaccina7on. It could 
be absolutely fine for most of the popula7on, but in only years 
to come will we know if it has been truly effec7ve. We are all 
experimental guinea pigs in taking and accep7ng this new 
vaccine. Jennifer

2021-01-15 
08:14:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should be administered to all health workers first, 
followed by the working popula7on and only then the aged. Kevin

Gauteng 86

2021-02-02 
10:52:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the vaccine was developed too quickly and 
not tested properly. 
some people show serious nega7ve reac7on to the vaccine.  
Even though I am old, I will not take it.  

the Corona virusses change quickly and the vaccine is developed 
for a specific strain, which by the 7me the vaccine comes on the 
market, has changed already. Annatjie

2021-02-01 
16:03:15 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am definitely at this stage not interested, do not know if it 
really works, or is it efficiently tested Rosa

2021-01-31 
21:14:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Susanna

2021-01-27 
11:26:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How can we be sure that  the vaccine will be effec7ve against 
the new strain? No proper research material available to support 
this.  The logis7cs behind this is massive....do we have enough 
manpower for the roll-out and then to follow up with the 2nd 
vaccina7on? Jacoba 

2021-01-27 
09:07:49 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die middel is nie lank genoeg getoets nie. Nie genoeg inlig7ng 
wat dit bevat en hoe lank, indien wel, dit effe7ef gaan wees nie. 
Te min inlig7ng hoofsaaklik. Anneke
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2021-01-25 
14:21:37 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

hpps://www.astrazeneca.com/media-centre/press-releases/
2020/covid-19-vaccine-azd1222-showed-robust-immune-
responses-in-all-par7cipants-in-phase-i-ii-trial.html 
nterim data showed strong an7body and T-cell responses 
  
Interim results from the ongoing Phase I/II COV001 trial, led by 
Oxford University, showed AZD1222 was tolerated and 
generated robust immune responses against the SARS-CoV-2 
virus in all evaluated par7cipants. 

COV001 is a blinded, mul7-centre, randomised controlled Phase 
I/II trial with 1,077 healthy adult par7cipants, aged 18-55 years. 
It assessed a single dose of AZD1222 against a comparator 
meningococcal conjugate vaccine, MenACWY. Ten par7cipants 
also received two doses of AZD1222 one month apart. 

The results published in The Lancet confirmed a single dose of 
AZD1222 resulted in a four-fold increase in an7bodies to the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus spike protein in 95% of par7cipants one month 
amer injec7on. In all par7cipants, a T-cell response was induced, 
peaking by day 14, and maintained two months amer injec7on. 

Neutralising ac7vity against SARS-CoV-2 (as assessed by the 
MNA80 assay) was seen in 91% of par7cipants one month amer 
vaccina7on and in 100% of par7cipants who received a second 
dose. The levels of neutralising an7bodies seen in par7cipants 
receiving either one or two doses were in a similar range to 
those seen in convalescent COVID-19 pa7ents. Strong 
correla7ons were observed across neutralisa7on assays." 
Will follow ups be conducted to test the effec7veness  of the 
single dose vaccina7on in the en7re popula7on? Frans

2021-01-24 
17:39:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alain

2021-01-23 
10:36:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm worried about having  comorbidi7es  and the reac7on with 
medica7ons and vaccines Farida

2021-01-21 
15:41:22 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I will only take the vaccine if prove to have no side effects Barbara

2021-01-21 
11:04:59 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If my own Dr can do it he will give me the correct answer to take 
or not if it will effect us or kill us Ri

2021-01-20 
14:14:42 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government not open to the ci7zens on all aspects of the 
pandemic. No comment on tradi7onal treatments. Falaza

2021-01-20 
09:56:55 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Die koste vir belas7ng betalers.  Sal hulle dit verkoel kan hou 
soos bepaal?! Tina

2021-01-20 
06:37:09 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concern:  
1.  The original outbreak mortality rate was very low and with 
new strains considerably higher. Vaccine is around 90% effec7ve 
for original strain. No vaccine available for new strains. 
2.  The vaccines have not been tested with a lot of specula7on of 
serious side-effects, including death.  
Alterna7ves:  
1. Require serious research on virus and control 
2. Revise measures for social restric7ons according to what the 
main causes are. I see videos of mass street par7es up to arrests 
for surfing. Most rediculous waste of man power. 
Problems facing all communi7es: 
1. Delays to get test results and associated high cost of 
accommoda7on to cross border. Fred

2021-01-19 
19:45:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine As we are in the fimh mutant the vaccine will not help Paul

2021-01-19 
15:49:00 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I strongly feel that the President and his cabinet including all 
ministers from other par7es must be first to get it. They must all 
set up an example as leaders of the community. Evelyn

2021-01-19 
14:11:10 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not quite sure if this vaccine is effec7ve against the new 
strain of the virus that we are seeing right now. I do think health 
workers and doctors should be amongst the first to receive the 
vaccine and those who are at risk with other health issues as 
well. Paying for this vaccine is another big ques7on that remains 
unanswered with the Government trying to put more on to the 
tax payer again. What about all the money that has been stolen 
through corrup7on and greed - come ANC get those who are 
guilty to pay back and stop targe7ng the tax payer. Also you have 
people who do not want to be vaccinated - do they pose a real 
threat to those who have been so is it effec7ve against these 
people? What are the side effects of the vaccine on people over 
the age of 70 - is the vaccine safe? Shireen

2021-01-19 
13:06:29 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I unfortunately do not agree with the haste of the vaccina7on. 
Not enough research has been done regarding the product. 
I receive various social media messages  indica7ng the 
consequences of the person amer receiving the vaccina7on. 
this is a Democra7c Country, if I understand this process 
correctly, should a person not receive the vaccina7on, he/she 
will be prohibited to enter certain stores, banks, etc. 
Confirma7on of this must be given, in order to prevent the 
Government from controlling normal ci7zens  in the country as 
in Communist States. Mervin

2021-01-19 
09:30:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek sal net wil weet waar dit toegedien gaan word en hoe 
higienies gaan dit gedoen word. 
Het hulle genoeg spuitnaalde vir elke inen7ng wat gedoen gaan 
word? Koos

2021-01-19 
02:10:01 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We do not know the side effects as well as long term effects this 
will have Elleanor

2021-01-18 
22:59:09 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine MAGARETHA

2021-01-18 
16:37:14 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am 100% in favour of a  PROVEN effec7ve vaccine - I consider 
95% effec7ve to be sufficiently effec7ve. Anything less I would  
like the right to refuse. Clyde
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2021-01-18 
12:55:10 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Isabel

2021-01-18 
12:49:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Unknown and therefore uncertain Frikkie

2021-01-18 
12:42:57 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have as yet to hear any defini7ve research and science that 
states the vaccine provide prolonged immunity and that will 
prevent a person from being re-infected a month or two or three 
later? 

So think about this... if you receive a dose and the rest of the 
popula7on may take a year or longer to receive the vaccine ... 
what's the point? Unless of course you need to be vaccinated 
every three months? How would the sheer logis7cs and costs of 
this be possible? 

I can't see the government doing away with lock-downs or social 
distancing or face-masks... all of which have not stopped 
contamina7on.... so we will be vaccinated, locked-down, masked 
and we do not know if we are immune or not or for how long. 
Vaccina7on may be life-saving for those already infected or 
those on the high morbidity scale. 

I have yet to see defini7ve science that wearing masks prevents 
contamina7on... I believe it is just a straw poli7cians and medical 
"experts" cling to in the vacuum of lack of SPECIFIC RESEARCH 
science re how effec7ve masks are. David

2021-01-18 
10:43:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

afraid that there may be bad side effects for people who are 
elderley and are on chronic medica7on, what proof does the 
government have that this will be safe as research on this 
vaccine has not been proved to be sucessful yet? it is too soon 
and what are the side effects before  people consent to have the 
vaccine.   It will be truly amazing and many lives will be saved 
once this has been researched enough. june

2021-01-18 
10:04:05 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Does it protect you just against Covid 19 or will it protect you 
against other possible strains as well. Already new strains are 
developing worldwide... 
Already we wait for vaccines every year for different flue strains, 
what makes Covid different, can one vaccine cover all the 
strains? 

Belonging to the white minority group, will any approved 
vaccine ever reach to us? Mariepe

2021-01-18 
09:36:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Personally I think not enough has been done to test any of these 
vaccines on the long term side effects it might have on people 
taking it. I am also concerned with corrup7on during roll out of 
vaccine. Government has proved to us that nothing they touch 
does not end up to be fully corrupted. I would rather trust the 
private sector on obtaining the best and have an affec7ve roll 
out of vaccine Dawid

2021-01-18 
09:06:58 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My biggest concern is that vaccines normally take years to be 
properly tested before it is approved and confirmed safe for us. 
This vaccine took a few months therefore I'm very worried about 
it's effec7veness Iven

2021-01-18 
08:47:36 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that not enough proof has been proved that this vaccine is 
safe and that long term effects can prove fatal. Helene

2021-01-18 
07:17:58 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Like all other vaccines Our Leaders should be proud to vaccinate 
themselves first, to show the country how patrio7c they are.  
This ac7on will encourage the ci7zens to take it without doubt or 
fear. There are to many stories around this vaccine. My ques7on 
is. Why target people at a taxi rank. They'r on their way to work 
and in a hurry. It gives me the impression that our leaders or 
who ever came up with this idea does not care about "poor" 
people and want to get them out of the way first . I think OUR 
LEADERS should show caring and respect and be proud of what 
they allow into our country; by taking the vaccine first and be a 
great example. Specially to show the ci7zens of S.A. how much 
they trust the vaccine also  to  those who believe and pray for 
them. Or be men amongst men like me Mogoeng Mogoeng who 
said. "it is my democra7c right to choose not to take the 
vaccine"  I dont think that our children at the taxi ranks should 
be harrested and forced to be inoculated against their will. They 
to have their rights. Let our leaders lead and show no side 
effects amer taking the vaccines. I'm sure everybody will feel 
more at ease to give their arms for the needle. God bless. Juliana 

2021-01-18 
06:41:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am of the opinion that the big countries have produced this 
vaccine with the right inten7ons. I think the vaccine needs 
further tes7ng, and while this tes7ng takes place people 
con7nue to die . Amer taking the vaccine are you then immune 
to get the virus, I understand not. What then is the point??? Tommy

2021-01-18 
06:28:40 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Coen. 

2021-01-17 
21:54:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not yet tested on South Africans...and was a very quick vaccine 
to be found Joyce

2021-01-17 
20:14:56 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Like all viruses they evolve so will this vaccine work or will new 
ones have to be evolved every few months as the virus changes? 
There are already different strains so what next? Bruce

2021-01-17 
18:11:12 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

there is ample evidence in the past about the ANC government 
being incompetent  and lacking the convic7on of their inten7ons 
to deliver services to ci7zens. 
This is a massive project that require exper7se in logis7cs, the 
facili7es, and correct personnel to carryout this project 
successfully. 
this is going to be another ignominious failure like the Medupi 
project! Bogosi
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2021-01-17 
17:19:23 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the safety of it and the preserva7on thereof.  Will 
it be stored, transported and preserved under the correct 
condi7ons. Does it really work? What are the side effects? Andre

2021-01-17 
16:05:52 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Martha

2021-01-17 
13:44:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sophia

2021-01-17 
10:41:52 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel there is far too liple knowledge known about the side 
effects of the vaccine,  as a layman I would rather I was given 
that informa7on that I could understand. Then given the op7on 
whether I would accept the vaccina7on or not. yvonne

2021-01-17 
10:06:01 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not be taking the vaccine as the savety there off can not be 
guaranteed. I suggest the vaccine gets tested on people who are 
jailed for murder and rape. If something goes wrong with there 
health, it will be sad, but no loss to society. I am no guinipig. Lorayne

2021-01-16 
21:09:10 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Presently early days re effec7veness and side effects ‼

However in about 12 months from now when RSA will probably 
start mass inj ec7ons more info on above will be available to 

make beper informed choice ‼Definitely not Phizer proto 

type ? ‼ ‼ Barend

2021-01-16 
19:11:12 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccina7on should NOT be mandatory. It imus to early to know 
all the side effects and even deaths. Vaccina7on is not a silver 
bullet. Does it cover other muta7ons of the virus, Eduard

2021-01-16 
18:44:11 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Amer effects Irene

2021-01-16 
18:00:51 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am very hesitant on vaccina7ons that are being forced on us 
which have not been conclusively and fully tested.  As human 
beings we do have a choice.  Amer vacinita7ons have been fully 
tested they should follow the route of all previous vacina7ons 
via medical aids, pharmacies, clinics and hospitals. Mobile clinics 
can be u7lised to reach the masses. Marco

2021-01-16 
17:27:10 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am very concerned that the vaccine proved its efficacy on the 
original covid 19 virus.  We are currently in the throes of a larger 
pandemic of the SA mutant version of the virus.  We do not yet 
know how effec7ve the current vaccine will be on the mutant 
virus, if at all. We may be was7ng a lot of 7me, money and effort 
and build unsubstan7ated and unrealis7c hope in the process.  A 
very disgruntled and disillusioned populace could be the 
outcome. Maybe we should run some clinical trials of the 
vaccine on old vs new SA virus strains before geing everyone’s 
hope up. Set up the distribu7on and vaccina7on channels in the 
mean7me. Neville 

2021-01-16 
17:22:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why schools.Only teachers to receive injec7ons.Children are the 
carriersThey are not dying.Target those  with healthproblems/
those with big bellies/those with low immunity eg 
cancerpa7entsLet sta7s7cs lead you who first must receive 
immunisa7on.+off coarse all healthworkers,,Health related 
jobs,hospital cleaners,hospital security,Police Cecile

2021-01-16 
17:22:43 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What are the long term effects. Test it on the prisoners first. 
Allow private companies like SAB  to help distribu7on. Taxpayers 
should not pay for it Cynthia

2021-01-16 
15:42:07 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Due to the fact that our government has not earned the trust of 
the people they should lead by example and take the early 
doses, administered independently, monitored and reported on 
weekly. Rob

2021-01-16 
15:40:08 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bill

2021-01-16 
14:17:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Awai7ng results of use of the medica7on either by trials or 
ac7ve par7cipa7on. Ian

2021-01-16 
13:47:30 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a child my parents inoculated me. It was the thing to do. ? I 
have 3 marks on my lem arm. Charles 

2021-01-16 
12:57:15 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will the vaccine be tested beforehand to be efficient against the 
new South African strain, before millions of rands and 
inocula7ons are waisted using a product which is not efficient 
against the new strain. Richard

2021-01-16 
12:42:01 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

first I think the children that are in grade 12 this year need to go 
to school they are the future and need to be at school 
then I do not trust vaccine from china Russia or India 
why cannot the medical aid import the vaccine a give it to 
doctors to inject any lem over can be given to the schools or 
hospital 
I thought that we could make the Johnson vaccine here , that 
was why we did the tests this seems like the best one when it is 
approved and the easy one to store 
we no longer trust the government so we need to be informed 
what vaccine we are having Evadini

2021-01-16 
12:05:41 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

On Camera let the president, all of the ANC followers and 
government officials have the vaccine first, only then will I follow 
suit. 

 Jack

2021-01-16 
10:38:15 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

the main concern is the way the government CHANGES THEIR 
OPINIONS AND WHAT THEY ARE GOING TO OBTAIN WHERE AND 
WHEN  -- it is so confusising . THEY HAVE A DIFFERENT STORY 
EVERY WEEK , OR RATHER EVERY DAY --AND IN THE END--- THEY 
DO NOT LISTEN TO DOCTORS --- THIS IS A WHOLE  ANC , 
SELFENRICHING AND VOTERS CAMPAIGN .  
AND CORRUPTION IN THE END IS GOING TO BE THE ANC'S MAIN 
AIM. pauli

2021-01-16 
10:33:21 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We supposed to stay indoors and vaccine rollout in shopping 
centers Kevin
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2021-01-16 
10:25:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

- Has it been adequately tested? 
- What could go wrong? 
- Let the government set the example! Michael

2021-01-16 
09:53:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe the elderly living in protected homes and villages (over 
80) do not need to be first in line. They are well protected in the 
homes, but the carers must be done along with other ci7zens in 
the work force (nurses, teachers,  doctors and those dealing with 
the public). Marilyn

2021-01-16 
08:51:55 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government should take their confidence in taking the 
vaccine first and not use its residents as guinea pigs. Hennie

2021-01-16 
06:56:18 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid vacinne - Conspiracy theories about the Covid-19 vaccine 
have been running rife from the 7me the vaccine was 
developed. Claims have circulated worldwide among an7-vaxxer 
groups which include theories that the vaccine will alter a 
person’s DNA and that microchips will be implanted amer a 
person receives the jab. 

 Ensure all ci7zens are informed clearly about the safety and all 
the safety monitoring that is in place for vaccines right from the 
trials through to the licensing and monitoring,, even amer that, Hennie

2021-01-16 
05:18:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will Not allow myself to be  vaccinated. 
Do not know the quality of the vac. Has or been tested? What 
was the results of the tes7ng.? Where was it made?  That is the 
vac that they want to use on  a  person. 
And so on.... Annalise

2021-01-15 
23:16:39 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cheryl

2021-01-15 
21:42:00 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the vaccine has not been tested enough. I 
am concerned that it will not be effec7ve for the other strains 
that mutate from the original covid-19 virus. I will not be 
standing in line to receive the vaccine. Elsa

2021-01-15 
21:30:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not convinced that the vaccine is save to use. Goverments 
are no longer ac7ng in the best interest of the people. Just look 
at the abuse of power with the lockdown regula7ons.  We are all 
adults. Give us the informa7on and let everyone decide for 
himself how to protect himself. Christo

2021-01-15 
20:43:56 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the process of crea7ng the vaccine has 
been accelerated in a panic-stricken manner, and that  
insufficient apen7on and 7me has been  devoted to confirming 
the safety and efficacy of the drugs. I have seen a report on 
television of test subjects dying from anaphylac7c shock amer 
being injected with the vaccine. Louis

2021-01-15 
19:58:20 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will donate my shot of the alleged vaccine available to any 
poli7cian who wants it.  
The term vaccine is a misnomer: a vaccine protects one for life - 
as did, for example, the polio vaccine of old. Having to have a 
number of vaccines in a short period is a load of hogwash. 
There has not been enough research done on the vaccine 
produc7on, it would appear to be unsafe (why are vaccine 
makers exonerated from lawsuits if there are problems?), and 
the vaccine makers are making unseemly profits from these sub-
standard and unsafe  injec7ons. Jan

2021-01-15 
19:31:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

S7ll too much uncertainty. The frontline healthcare workers and 
teachers should be immunized first to see if it works Faan

2021-01-15 
18:31:49 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine James

2021-01-15 
17:22:45 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Margaret 

2021-01-15 
15:30:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe the research has not had enough 7me to show exactly 
what the outcome will be.  It takes years for vaccines to be 
tested and approved.  
I will not be a Guinea pig. Wendy 

2021-01-15 
15:12:50 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines coming from all over the world. How do we as the 
p7blic known if they have been properly tested. Medica7ons etc 
normally taken years for approval.....So how can they confirm no 
long term side effects especially with people, like myself who 
have lung disease? Jackie 

2021-01-15 
15:01:05 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would be first in the queue if the vaccine was purchased and 
distributed by my  medical aid and administered in my doctor's 
consul7ng rooms or at a pharmacy by a properly trained nurse. 
I have no faith in this corrupt government to purchase the most 
effec7ve vaccine and administerister it in a controlled  
environment. Raymond

2021-01-15 
14:46:33 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Charlope

2021-01-15 
14:23:38 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to be posi7ve because so many need protec7on  but 
my biggest fear are the side affects.  Yvonne

2021-01-15 
13:50:38 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is not a vaccine. It is an untested biological agent that could 
have devasta7ng side effects. It’s efficacy is unproved and even 
ifs is safe, it should only be given to high risk over 70 year old 
individuals. Anyone younger than that are not at risk of dying. It 
does not maper if they are doctors, nurses, teachers, police etc , Pat

2021-01-15 
13:44:26 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As far as I know most vaccines have not been tested on enough 
human beings yet. This is my greatest concern which may be an 
incorrect assump7on on my part.  If I am incorrect then my 
support changes to full support. 
To overcome the resistance of some people to taking the vaccine 
then the Cabinet then MP's should publicly accept a vaccina7on 
together with  the ini7al roll out to those persons in the front 
line Shorty

2021-01-15 
12:56:25 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Yvonne 

2021-01-15 
12:43:01 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I    have allergies and could have side effects from the vaccine 
and that is my main concern. 

Beryl
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2021-01-15 
12:34:06 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has not been tested for long term side effects, 
which could end up being worse than the virus. Alan

2021-01-15 
12:17:46 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think that everyone should be vaccinated and  government 
should purchase as much as possible but private enterprise 
should be allowed to purchase as well . The more we can get the 
quicker we will get a herd immunity for all James

2021-01-15 
10:52:02 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do not believe what government is saying.  Insufficient evidence 
and informa7on being relayed to public. Robert 

2021-01-15 
10:39:55 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Have this stuff been tested!!!!! Wally

2021-01-15 
10:25:41 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

They should first target the elderly people in re7rement villages 
and homes, further we should be no7fied as to who controls the 
purse strings to purchase and have all poli7cal  par7es involved 
to control the expenditure Ke

2021-01-15 
09:44:29 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I personally wont take the vaccine as I think it was not tested 
properly and there were no feedback of the results.It is easy to 
provide percentages but I would like personal feedback from 
those on who it was tested.I saw on the newes that if you had 
covid and receive the vaccine it will only be effec7ve for 5 
months then it is not worth taking it. 
As far as I am concerned something did hastely is normally not 
so effec7ve. Koos

2021-01-15 
09:30:31 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This has not been tested well enough. And can we trust Govn to 
roll it out successfully. I think not Lynda

2021-01-15 
08:52:17 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please refer to cancer associa7on for registered pa7ents and 
start with these before the aged  

Ian
Eastern Cape 15

2021-02-01 
14:09:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a pensioner with comorbi7es. 
My biggest concern is the rumours that the vaccine could be 
harmful/not effec7ve if one is over 65. 
Also concerning is if Taxi's (presumably drivers) are placed 
before the most vulnerable in line for the vaccine. Herman

2021-01-24 
12:07:36

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to see verifiable test results, which prove the 
effec7vness, safety and viability of the vaccines which the Govt 
wants to use on the popula7on. I would also very much 
appreciate the leaders of our na7on taking the ac7ve lead in 
showing us their trust in the vaccines - this by means of taking 
exactly those vaccines which they intend for use in the general 
popula7on, into their own bodies.  

Neville

2021-01-22 
14:05:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why is govt reluctant to provide Covid pa7ents with Ivermec7n. 

Why is govt reluctant to hold clinical trials on humans to test the 
effec7veness of ivermec7n.  

Cliff
2021-01-19 
22:06:47

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I doubt the success of vaccines due to the vola7le muta7ons of 
the virus Allan 

2021-01-18 
10:20:43

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vaccina7on must be free to take injec7on. Johannes

2021-01-18 
07:24:43

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The rest of the world give vaccines to health care personnel and 
older people. Our government want to start with the people at 
taxis, malls etc. people who do not wear masks. The problem 
people. What a disgrace. They lost control completely. How well 
was the vaccine tested? 50%, or 90% .  
We will buy from India and China where its not been tested 
properly according to the last report I read. Why?  
Do they really want to prevent the na7on from geing sick or is 
it again an ANC no good money spending ac7on? John

2021-01-17 
20:14:15

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why spend billions  on vaccines have not been proven to work. 
S7ck with  Ivermectun  which is safe, inexpensive and already 
proved to work.  People should have a choice  to be vaccinated 
or not. Vaccine should be free and serious crime  prisoners 
should be last on the list except if it is for trial purposes.  I won't 
choose to be vaccinatef Wendy 

2021-01-16 
21:00:12

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am par7cularly concerned with a vaccine that has not been 
tried and tested for the length of 7me necessary to make 100% 
sure it is safe and effec7ve!  There are too many ques7ons and 
not enough ra7onal answers! Rita

2021-01-16 
17:42:45

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Richard 

2021-01-16 
17:23:38

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

So many vaccines was done by different ins7tu7ons and 
countries. Is it the same. Was it tested by WHO. 
What is it going to cost. Gerhard

2021-01-15 
14:33:55

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Keith 

2021-01-15 
12:57:03

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A further point, I feel the vaccina7ons should be open to all 
medical prac77oners to help administer the vaccine. The 
government cannot vaccinate the numbers they are alluding to 
by the end of the year.   Absolutely impossible with their track 
record! Joy

2021-01-15 
12:39:10

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly, why do went have the vaccine yet?? Other countries gave 
vaccinated thousands already. I feel the Government has 
dropped the ball badly! Instead of bailing out Eskom and SAA 
that money could have bought millions of doses of vaccine.  I'm 
not convinced how safe it is? Joy

2021-01-15 
10:43:28

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ronald

2021-01-15 
09:06:18

Eastern 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Graag wil ek weet ons plaaslike Dokters gaan hulle ook geklas 
word as die hulpwerkers? Ek dink hulle moet ook daar aan deel 
neem. Hulle is tog ook deel van die groep. Hoe weet ń mens dat 
dit wel gaan help is daar mense wat eerlik kan getuig hier oor? 
Daar is so baie dinge versprei deur die media wat is waar en wat 
is nie waar nie? Zooin

Western Cape 80
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2021-01-26 
20:19:26

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I've heard many stories of horrible complica7ons that have 
occurred in people who've had the vaccine. This makes me very 
nervous. 

Last year for the first 7me ever I had a flu vaccine and less than a 
month later had the worst flu I've ever experienced. I ended up 
in hospital.  

So I'm incredibly weary of vaccines Debbie
2021-01-26 
18:00:36

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This must be strictly voluntary. Michael 

2021-01-26 
15:53:42

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Adriaan

2021-01-26 
15:33:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lin

2021-01-24 
18:46:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We all know that virus's mutate and now we have the SA 501 
version!  Experts say they do not know if the original vaccine will 
be effec7ve against this new virus.  I, as a pensioner, will adapt a 
"wait and see" aitude. It appears that 501 is more contageous  
but less deadly? Herd immunity will thus be reached much 
sooner! Government is scared it will be stuck with millions of 
doses of vaccine decaying in storage!! Francois

2021-01-24 
12:56:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 My concern is my mother had a lung problem when she had just 
a flu jab and shortly amer that passed away. I have copd so it's a 
tremendous concern the same will happen to me.. i won't go to 
just any outlet for this vaccine jab I would first have to be 
examined by my own  doctor it's an important step for me as I 
am petrified of having just a flu injec7on. There is not even a 
guarantee that the vaccine will work on the SA Variant.  This 
Goverment needs to be absolutely certain we have the rjght 
vaccine otherwise we are doomed as a country. Carol

2021-01-22 
11:42:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concerns are the target group for this vaccine. It should not 
be given to the elderly, terminally ill , pregnant women or 
children un7l more studies have been done regarding the side 
effects of this vaccine. Susan

2021-01-20 
22:56:18

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The cost to the taxpayer and the fact that each person needs to 
get 2 injec7ons will not be followed through.   Our  government 
has shown 7me and again that it cannot step up to the plate so I 
for one will refrain.   elize

2021-01-20 
13:44:47

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sophia 

2021-01-20 
11:57:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has enough tes7ng been done?  How effec7ve is it?  Is it being 
done to allay fears of contrac7ng Covid. Myrtle

2021-01-20 
10:09:53

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please rather issue Ivermec7n. It’s been around for ages, and is 
cheap. Elma

2021-01-20 
09:28:31

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Apart from not sure of the effec7veness of the vaccine as we are 
not informed of the success rate of the different vaccines that 
the goverment apparently have secured for SA the government 
does not enlightened the public of the rollout strategy/plan eg. 
which shopping centres are iden7fied and their loca7on and the 
quan7ty for each province etc. Barry 

2021-01-19 
17:46:01

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that in S.A..we arent well inform enough..i do prefer that 
b4 the state make a decision to pls see that the ppl of this 
country is well educated   nd that  as a presiden put his life at 
stake for this country nd his ppl..he sudve been the first to show 
that he immune with this..nd yes bcoz he is the pres they can 
camouflage  the dose too but truth spoken is .. our ppl is dying 
nd gov wants economy to rise..but tell me ..wot is a child life 
worth without a breadwinner nd proper upbringing..nd 
educa7on..we tawk about roofing clothing ea7ng..a mum n dad 
provides .but wot is a child or a family with a dying or dead or 
parentless future..sassa???is that money wot can give our kids a 
decent educa7on? Go to full nd complete lockdown..no wrk no 
school no malls no nothing but a sensible decision to keep 
SOUTH AFRICANS ALIVE. DONT KILL OUR LAND ND ITS PPL 
BECAUSE WE HAV NO CHOICE ..WE HAV OUR DEMOCRATIC 
RIGHTS..I SAY NO TO THIS DRUG. Gouwah

2021-01-19 
15:06:06

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is acknowledged that the current vaccine may not be effec7ve  
for the virus muta7ons.  Nothing is known about the long term 
side effects of it. It is a very has7ly developed vaccine and even 
the  immediate side effects are not fully researched. People have 
died from the vaccine. How can you expect people to be forced 
into taking something that may not be effec7ve, but could cause 
serious harm?  

In addi7on to this, where is the funding supposed to come from? 
It is simply not sustainable to expect the very few tax payers to 
fund yet anther huge cost. They are already going be reeling 
under the strain of paying for the billions lost due to 
unreasonable lock-down regula7ons. Many people have lost 
their jobs, may people have lost their businesses. It is s7ll 
happening with the frankly insane regula7ons.  Urban alcohol 
sales immediately so that at least that tax can be collected. The 
black market is alive and well! Instead of closing off legal sales, 
loosing the tax but allowing a flourishing black market address 
the misuse which is probably less that 5% of the popula7on. 
Open beaches and rather put in crowd control measures so that 
people who make their living from beach tourism can survive.  

Stop being so removed from reality of everyday life in SA that 
you are ending up pushing people into starva7on. There are 
more cri7cal issues right now than a mandatory vaccine roll-out 
with a 'passport'. Marie
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2021-01-19 
13:35:06

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In my opinion firstly there is no vaccine yet to prevent aids or 
cancer of all sorts. Now in a maper of a few months they want to 
try different vaccines. People have died in Norway amer the 
Phizer vaccine. Other countries as well. Let us start with our top 
brass the ANC government to take it first and see what happens. 
If they are okay amerwards I will consider it to be vaccinated. Ann

2021-01-19 
12:43:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Muta7ons can provide other challenges. 
Meds like Ivermec7n must be  
tested and  if OK be prescribed. 
Stratege: Meds and Vaccine. Floris

2021-01-19 
12:43:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Muta7ons can provide other challenges. 
Meds like Ivermec7n must be  
tested and  if OK be prescribed. 
Stratege: Meds and Vaccine. Floris

2021-01-18 
22:51:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 I have children and family in the medical field and all of them 
are not convinced that this vaccine are going to stop the spread 
of the virus Michiel 

2021-01-18 
22:51:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 I have children and family in the medical field and all of them 
are not convinced that this vaccine are going to stop the spread 
of the virus Michiel 

2021-01-18 
14:56:45

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has been developed too quickly and has not been 
tested thoroughly.  What about long las7ng effec7veness and 
side affects? Pam

2021-01-18 
14:27:06

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government is very vague, not trustworthy... Poorest are the 
vulnerable? Sylvana

2021-01-18 
14:14:39

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 My biggest concern is the impact it will have on us as it seems 
impossible to have found the perfect vaccine. What are the side 
effects. People that have been fascinated are not doing well with 
the Pfizer vaccine. I will stand last in the queue. Why do 
prisoners get first, isn't there a reason why they are in jail Merlé

2021-01-18 
14:05:39

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If this vaccine was produce based on the ini7al variant  of the 
virus, how would it react to the new variant  of the virus that is 
going around now?  
Is this vaccine a quick fix? 
What is the short and long term side effects. 
Was enough tests conducted in this short space of 7me and how 
effec7ve was these tests?  

Fred

2021-01-18 
11:14:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would only consent to be vaccinated with the vaccine from 
Oxford University which my son in England gave me to 
understand has no side effects.   I am one of the unlucky people 
who, when they get the flue injec7on, actually get the flue.   I 
suffer from allergies and I am very concerned that if I do take the 
vaccine, I might get Covid 19 which I might not otherwise have 
picked up. Wilna

2021-01-18 
11:13:45

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do not know enough about vaccine being produced in India. Plus 
no long term studies re side effects. Jeanepe

2021-01-18 
10:41:32

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is the government leading us around the bush  re the roll-out ?  
have they paid upfront already ? 
Will the vaccine be sufficient for the two doses they say we need 
and will it be  effec7ve for the various new strains. 
If some people are geing the virus twice obviously their bodies 
are not buiding up an immunity are they checked to see if this is 
caused by a new muta7on ? 
Ivermec7n appears to have been tested  and proved to be 
effec7ve   but why then are we not given the free choice to 
select that it is used in some cases instead of being controlled by 
these greedy Poli7cians and possibly pharmaceu7cal groups. JILL 

2021-01-18 
09:53:44

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hierdie vaccine  was te vinnig ontwikkel, nie 100% getoets nie en 
beskikbaar  gestel. Heleen

2021-01-18 
01:27:55

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pat

2021-01-17 
22:05:10

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has been developed with the first virus and not the 
variant. Not enough tests have been done to really see what the 
long term effects will be.  This is not polio, measles, rubella or 
mumps. This 'thing' mutates just like the normal flu. I am 73 
years old and I have never taken the flu vaccine. I would like to 
see our President and his leaders who have so much to say be 
the first to take the vaccine.  Dont force this down on us. Stand 
up in your shoes and be brave Mr President , take the leadership 
with your cabinet . Antoinepe

2021-01-17 
20:50:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If I have the vaccine then I want all my freedom back. No mask 
no sani7zer can walk on a beach and can drink alcohol can fly 
without further tests. If not then I dont want to take the vaccine. Marilyn

2021-01-17 
20:50:02

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our President and his team are trying to do the best for an 
impoverished community THUMBS  UP to them.  The people 
need this kind of help through this pandemic. The vaccine 
should only be applied amer proper tes7ng .... it should be the 
choice of the individual weather it is given. It is impera7ve that a 
safe and proven vaccine is administered so as not to have any 
other unexpected  results.Val Valerie

2021-01-17 
17:40:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First of all I'm very scared. My mother died from a flu injec7on. 
She did have unlying lung problems. I'm in the same boat  I have 
COPD.  If I have this vaccine I certainly wouldn't  just dtand in 
any line and take a jab. I would have to be examined first to be 
sure I am well enough   if would gave to be my doctor and no 
kne else . 

Carol
2021-01-17 
17:29:32

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Diane
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2021-01-17 
15:17:18

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

You should have a choice and full informa7on about the vaccine, 
possible side effects,  possible alterna7ves. My first born died 
amer his MMR vaccina7on and I was told one in 20 000 might 
die.... acceptable odds. Not for me, if I knew of possible side 
effects I would not have allowed it. None of my other children 
received it.  Full disclosure is essen7al. Annelia 

2021-01-17 
12:54:27

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Other vaccines are tried and tested for many years before 
approved, I will not take the vaccine for covid, approved within a 
space of a couple of months! Also don't want to see pics of 
heads of states been vaccinated, means nothing!! 

Cancer, tb, HIV been around for years, and no vaccine for HIV as 
yet? 

If it is meant for me to die of the covid virus, the vaccine wont 
stop it. My God is greater than any virus Lynepe

2021-01-17 
12:35:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Brenda

2021-01-17 
11:46:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

has it been tested fully.  insufficient 7me to monitor side effects.  
waste of money to SAL - why was this a priority? 
why give it to prisoners? 
the whole pandemic should have been lem to run its natural 
course. Daphne

2021-01-17 
10:47:18

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maria

2021-01-17 
09:41:18

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has not been 7me to do clinical trials and no one knows 
the effects / long term effect the vaccine has on the human 
body. Rosemary 

2021-01-17 
07:59:26

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Development half baked , way to fast to do an effec7ve and save 
job  
Side effects especially over medium and long term not properly 
tested Hannes

2021-01-17 
06:40:03

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will wait un7l I feel sure of it's efficacy.  Must not be mandatory 
or only rolled out by government. Would be happier to receive it 
through my medical aid. Alba

2021-01-17 
02:06:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please inform us beper.  We want to know  how safe it is, how 
sure it is that it have no amer effects,  or can maybe dangerous to 
some people.  We know to liple . Want proof. Cathy 

2021-01-17 
01:13:03

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There hasn't been much tes7ng of the effec7veness of the 
vaccine. 
I've tried to be as informed about C19 as possible but haven't 
heard any posi7veness about people being inoculated. Glenda 

2021-01-17 
00:31:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine must be 95% effec7ve.  Govt only roll out open to delays 
and corrup7on, use private suppliers as well. 
Priori7es for govt supply 
govt health workers, govt clinics, squaper camps,  

Priori7es for private supply 
elderly, businesses, trainers and learners, workers using public 
transport 

R S
2021-01-16 
22:17:08

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Who knows if the vaccine works and what are the side effects Peter m

2021-01-16 
17:43:51

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think they are going to use South Africa as a tes7ng  
ground. this vaccine has not been tested properly. 

Barry

2021-01-16 
17:33:01

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly there is so many rumors going around  regarding the 
effec7veness and how safe is the vaccine. I personally would like 
to see the President and his family take the vaccine in the 
presence of the na7on. 
He's got to guarantee the safety of the vaccines and make it 
known which one is the beper one to take. I would also like to 
add that the bailout of SA Airways to the tune of how many 
billion could have bought us enough vaccine to vaccinate the 
country thrice, the en7re popula7on that is,not just a 
percentage. SA airways should be lem to drown they must be 
shut down. Beper things can be done with the money that is 
being wasted on them. They are des7ned to fail no maper who 
they put in charge and we know why. Isghaak

2021-01-16 
17:18:44

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel there has been far too liple 7me for any long term bad 
effects to become known. most vaccines take up to 10 years to 
be fully tested and approved. Even drugs like tholydimide  were 
passed as good un7l all the problems came to light, I also do not 
understand why we have to buy from India when Aspen 
Pharmacare are manufacyuring vaccines in Port Elizabeth Leslie

2021-01-16 
16:17:55

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel more research should be under taken with regard to the 
effec7veness and the side effects of the vaccine.. Graham

2021-01-16 
16:08:23

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Main concern ,is it going to work and at what cost to the 
public,considering the corrup7on going on at this 7me Victor

2021-01-16 
14:56:48

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine As long as it is not mandatory LINDA

2021-01-16 
13:20:24

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

From experience, I do not support sourcing from India.  Best get 
from Germany, Canada or Australia. They have more stringent 
quality controls.  Indian medica7on takes three weeks, that 
means three visits to doctor, three blood tests, and three weeks 
to get a handle on Malaria. or other illness.  Whereas  
medica7ons from Germany/Kenya and South Africa worked well 
in the past. Shahida
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2021-01-16 
13:11:55

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine  Leslie

2021-01-16 
12:19:54

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly, why is there no wide spread COVID-19 an7-body tes7ng 
being done to assess how close the popula7on is to herd 
immunity. Surely this will guide how many vaccine doses are 
needed to get to herd immunity to stop the spread of the virus. 
Secondly, why is nothing being done to address the comorbidity 
trifecta of diabetes, hypertension and obesity? These are 
lifestyle diseases that can largely be addressed by reducing 
carbohydrate intake and some exercise. These diseases have 
been responsible for a massive propor7on of bad outcomes wrt 
COVID-19 infec7ons, yet very liple is being done to reduce them. 
If they are not addressed, this problem will never go away. Peter

2021-01-16 
12:12:00

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the people in Government should maybe have it first then 
we can always see what is happening to them as we have seen 
none of the people the different vaccines were tried out on since 
the trials. Maybe update on those people first. 
UK don't seem to be having this problem. So lets see results of 
tests first. 

Chris7ne

2021-01-16 
10:06:38

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There's been so much said about the vaccine which in many 
instances  is much like the powers to be one cannot trust them. 
My sugges7on is that the ANC ministers take the first vaccine as 
they are the leaders of the country to set the example.  Then we 
as the people will have a beper idea of it works or not. This 
might sound s bit selfish but the ruling party's corrup7on  has 
placed this beau7ful country on the back foot.  Trust is 
something  you build up and unfortunately many have lost faith 
because of the greed of the some individuals  hopefully the law 
Will take its course but the damage is done. Dale

2021-01-16 
10:04:03

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I'm not sure how safe or effec7ve it is. Graham

2021-01-16 
08:02:19

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines have been developed for COVID-19 as it originally 
appeared.  We are now in a period where several variants have 
been seen around the world.   I am not confident that the 
vaccine we are geing will be effec7ve against these variants.  
Normally vaccines take many years to go through all research 
and tes7ng phases before being put into produc7on and 
administered.  Also, we are not geing enough to effec7vely 
cover 67% of our popula7on in one go and get that herd 
immunity that is needed.  To be told that all the lockdown 
measures are s7ll going to remain in place for who knows how 
long is very disappoin7ng.  Not to men7on the fact that 
government wants to centrally control the roll out and 
administra7on of vaccine to the whole popula7on, and we know 
how successful they have been trying to do anything during this 
so called pandemic.  Also, I'm thinking that I would rather 
depend on my own immune system to fight the virus.  I think my 
chances are fairly good! Dianne

2021-01-16 
07:07:47

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Alterna7ve medica7ons should be used for at least the next 
couple of year un7l a fully proven reliable vaccine has been 
tested  and is found to be effec7ve. 
Pharmaceu7cals  producing the vaccine  must be held 
responsible for the product they produce. 
Medical aids must pay for their members  vaccines Vera

2021-01-15 
23:22:56

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is to my mind not a vaccine it's basically a flu injec7on. I feel 
other avenues or alternate meds should be investgated like 
ivermec7n if suitable will be a lot more cost effec7ve. René

2021-01-15 
21:17:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think there should be another way of comba7ng this virus . 
Why can’t we use ivermec7n as results has shown to help in the 
fight of covid Chan

2021-01-15 
19:43:39

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly, my concern is about the effec7veness of the vaccine as 
well as the long term effects. None of which has bee tested fully 
Secondly, I do not think that the sate should be the sole 
distributor and that private hospitals, consul7ng rooms and 
clinics must be part of he role out 
Finally compulsory vaccina7ons are n no no jessie

2021-01-15 
18:37:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have no interest to put foreign medical, non natural products 
inside my body.   I have never taken a flu vaccine and very 
seldom get a cold or bad flu, probably once in 6 years only. 

I will take care of my body myself, un7ll the 7me comes for me 
to leave this earth peacefully. Lynda

2021-01-15 
17:49:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jean

2021-01-15 
17:46:42

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine My concerns are the same as Deborah's Jean

2021-01-15 
17:33:17

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

More informa7on should be provided since there are so many 
an7 virus stories  doing the rounds which makes one wary and 
fearful.  The leaders should be amongst the first to be vaccinated 
so that can ins7l the necessary confidence needed about this 
vaccine Deborah

2021-01-15 
17:08:11

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Being a 3rd world country, I am concerned that we may not get a 
good vaccine or that the government will purchase the vaccine 
from  an Eastern block country and it may not have been tested 
effec7vely. They should scrape bailing out  SAA and use that 
money to buy the vaccine from a reputable pharmaceu7cal  
company with tried and tested vaccines. Lynn
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2021-01-15 
16:56:33

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't feel confident that the AstraZeneca vaccine is the best. 
Maybe it's the cheapest and the recipient  is unable to choose 
another one, such as the Pfizer one. Why choose one which  has  
only 52-70% efficacy, when there are others which give 90% 
protec7on? I also would not take either the Russian or the 
Chinese vaccines - for obvious reasons. 
Plus, what guarantee  is there that the second dose will be 
administered  amer the correct  7me span. It's a pity that medical 
aid members are not able  to choose a superior product  
considering the high cost of the contribu7ons. 

Jill

2021-01-15 
16:11:21

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I fully support the vaccina7on program providing the correct 
vaccine is procured and has a 90% efficacy or beper. This 
certainly does not seem to be the case with the Russian and 
Chinese products at this 7me, and the result could well be 
money down the drain. 

Peter

2021-01-15 
15:01:02

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough 7me to confirm effec7veness and safety of any 
vaccine.Too much fear trying to force people into making a 
rushed decision 
Should be people's choice anyway as there is no guarantee its 
going to work. 
.

Murad Al 
Khabier

2021-01-15 
13:36:43

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We dont no if the vacine was approved by  WHO i think it is a 
risk to not know if it is really safe or not  

Johanna
2021-01-15 
12:56:14

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine To early to tell. Chris7e

2021-01-15 
12:51:32

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hugh

2021-01-15 
12:17:50

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

While I appreciate the need for a vaccine ASAP my concern is 
whether the ones being made available have been fully tested Hilary 

2021-01-15 
12:14:15

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will not take this vaccine immediately as I don't know what is in 
it. I will wait for a year before I will subject my body to this 
inocula7on. I will monitor to see what side effects it has on 
people. They must publish what is this vaccine made out of.  
My religious believe demands this. 

Ebe

2021-01-15 
11:52:40

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We need to be circumspect with the  vaccine and the roll out 
thereof.  A few vaccines are already available and being rolled 
out in other countries.  Government should get all available 
vaccines and not limit itself to one or two only. 
The government should urgently evaluate the efficacy of the 
vaccines already being rolled out in other countries and make 
decisions on those results for future roll out in SA.  What works 
in other countries should work here. 
Further, government should allow other bodies to also procure 
the vaccine and not want to have the monopoly on the 
procurement.  Hospitals and doctors should roll out the 
vaccina7on programme and not government.  Government has 
never been efficient. 
Frontline medical personnel should be the first to receive the 
vaccine.  My concern is that poli7cians are going to place 
themselves  and their families first.  Amer the frontline medical 
personnel, people with comorbidi7es and others who are daily 
exposed to crowds.  Thereamer the rest of the popula7on should 
follow in some priority order. John

2021-01-15 
11:10:34

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Philip

2021-01-15 
09:50:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm scep7cal. How can they develop a Vaccine in a few months, 
when other trials for other Vaccines over the years, took years of 
tes7ng before they found them viable to use. 
Already, the new Variant of the Virus has arrived, and I dont 
think the Vaccine will do the trick on it. Bepy

2021-01-15 
09:02:36

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine To liple to late Rodney

2021-01-15 
08:51:59

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pieter

Free State 7

2021-01-22 
08:52:00

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What are the benefits of this vaccine?  
Amer taking this, will I s7ll have to wear a mask?  
Will I s7ll have to adhere to all the other restric7ons, 
maintaining social distance etc. 
Will I be immune to the virus? 

If these measures will s7ll be enforced, what will the advantages 
then be of being vaccinated?  Nico
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2021-01-18 
17:39:21

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sharon

2021-01-17 
08:31:03

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Must be proved it comes from a well known, excellent, medicine  
provider Pat

2021-01-16 
12:31:59

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine is not fully tested,and the concern is ....each and 
every body wanted to get his products on the market. NO TESTS.      
Are we going to be the guinea pigs? Jacques

2021-01-16 
10:48:26

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Adolph

2021-01-15 
16:57:24

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are so many stories of how the popula7on of Africa MUST 
be reduced. The world popula7on is about 8 billion people, so 
25% is approximately 2 billion people must die. What number of 
people in Africa must die. 

The vaccine must first be used on ALL members of ANC in 
parliament. Henry

2021-01-15 
14:32:57

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Ek het erns7ge kommer oor die effek7witeit van die 
verskillende entstowwe. 
2. Ek het geen vertroue in entstowwe wat in Rusland of China 
ontwikkel en beskikbaar gestel gaan word nie. Ek wil weet of ek 
'n keuse kan uitoefen om nie die entstof uit hierdie twee lande 
te ontvang nie. 
3. Die moontlike newe-effekte van die entstof wat ek sal ontvang 
moet aan my bekend gemaak word. 
4. Die effek7witeit van geneesmiddels soos Ivermek7en moet 
dringend vasgestel word sodat dit amptelik onder dokterstoesig 
en voorskrif aangewend kan word om verdere stermes te 
voorkom. 
5. Die verkryging en verspreiding van entstof moet nie beperk 
word tot die regering nie aangesien dit deur en deur bewys is 
dat hulle pogings deur onbevoegdheid en korrupsie beduiwel 
word en dat hulle dit nie kan beheer nie. DANIE

Limpopo 5

2021-01-18 
17:23:03 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Who is going to get and at what cost and how many millions will 
be  going to be frauded   South Africa must made their own an7 
virus for this covad19 jakkals

2021-01-17 
10:29:15 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Volg aanbevelings van WHO. Emmie

2021-01-16 
11:17:31 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine has been rushed into the market,understandably 
so,but I’m very concerned about it’s 
effec7veness.Besides,greedy business people will always jump 
into the opportuni7es to make more money.We all know that 
virus has already mutated ,so how relevant is this vaccine? Rex

2021-01-16 
09:25:22 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine tess

2021-01-15 
18:33:57 Limpopo Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Possible long term side effects due to insufficient trial period and 
lack proper experimenta7on. Leonard

Mpumalanga 2

2021-01-18 
11:00:12

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Normally development of an effec7ve vaccine requires extensive 
tes7ng and 7me to record reac7on & effec7veness I am gravely 
concerned that the current vaccines available and the 
interna7onal government's reac7on is a PANIC reac7on ignoring 
normal acceptable, good prac7ce tes7ng and implemen7ng 
protocols  
We should demand that all test & reac7on informa7on is 
published for ci7zens to make informed decisions prior to any 
vaccina7on program is implemented Eugene J

2021-01-15 
14:24:02

Mpumal
anga Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As I understand the vaccine it will only afford effec7ve protec7on 
against the coronavirus for a few months at best whereamer re-
vaccina7on will be necessary every few months - it's not a once 
in a life7me cure nor preven7on. So, even if the en7re na7on 
(including all legal and illegal immigrants) gets vaccinated you 
beper just carry on with all the usual protec7on measures - 
masking, hand cleansing, etc. You surely won't get a vaccina7on 
cer7ficate to accompany your passport as this vaccine is quite 
different from small pox, yellow fever, etc. vaccines we used to 
get to allow cross-border, overseas, travel. Rob

Northern Cape 1
2021-01-18 
09:07:36

Norther
n Cape Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Are the peoples who do not have a medical fund going to pay of 
being vaccinated? Johannes

North West 4

2021-01-17 
09:37:00

North 
West Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine which appeared to have been ordered has 
registered casual7es in USA, UK and Norway. So, it is suspect. 
This thing of following the colonisers is killing us. There is a 
vaccine that has been proved to be effec7ve and casualty free, 
easy to handle and cheap in Russia, Sputnik V. Why can't 
Ranaphosa order it. We have been by WHO not to mix poli7cs 
and medicine but it does seem that he does not take heed of 
that. The other concern which is boggling my mind is, why is the 
impact of Covid 19 so severe in South Africa as is in rich 
countries. Why are different from our African brothers. Why are 
they not severely affected like us. One turns to be suspicious of 
this effect and impact. Keobone

2021-01-17 
05:55:10

North 
West Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Yes the government can start the roll out by having parliament 
having their shots first on TV followed by all the top members of 
the ANC from the Chinese and Russian supply. Should any of the 
above refuse trash the lot and wait 7ll we know more about the 
virus. The health care workers who want to take a chance can 
chose from where the vaccine comes. Daniel

2021-01-16 
04:41:08

North 
West Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Only God can save us..not a vaccine. Ethne

2021-01-15 
13:56:55

North 
West Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are not here for experimental purposes. Please make sure 
the vaccine is properly tested and cer7fied before release. Chris

Outside SA 2
2021-01-15 
19:18:55

Outside 
SA Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ronell
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2021-01-15 
13:08:39

Outside 
SA Namibia Not fully re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Yvonne

business owner 108
Column B: Count:

Free State 3
2021-01-29 
18:58:19

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jitesh 

2021-01-24 
17:47:19

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We're less informed about the vaccine, i will appreciate if the 
government can avail trainings or tutorials for our community in 
any form about the vaccine. Let's safe the na7on together. Thapelo 

2021-01-17 
09:07:19

Free 
State Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Cancer is been there for 100, years, HIV and other virus have no 
vaccines, how come they made vaccines so quickly within 
months? Khwezi

Gauteng 55

2021-01-28 
08:44:29 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is in these vaccines and what side effects are there to 
these.  I dont want to run on conspiracies if factually it will help 
then i would support it but can we trust what is inside these 
vaccines and risk the side effects that comes with it? Thats the 
ques7on of concern.  I personally dont trust what is going, how 
it started and why nor do i trust what is inside these vaccines. 
Has government got any idea? We need to be educated with the 
facts to these concerns. My next ques7on is will these vaccines 
be made compulsory where those who do not want it have to go 
against their will and have to have it. Ursula

2021-01-27 
18:06:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned about the effec7veness and stability of the 
vaccine in these ini7al stages.  What about those with allergies 
to the ingredients? Is a vaccine being pushed as a primary care 
without encouraging self care and immune boos7ng? For me it 
opens more ques7ons than crea7ng a sense of safety. Katrina

2021-01-26 
18:14:12 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly, the vaccine hasn't been tested successfully and protocol 
for the same has not been followed. Worldwide scien7sts can't 
find a vaccine for the common cold and flu yet they can master a 
C19 vaccine in barely 12 months. Bluntly put, it is rubbish I don't 
believe the vaccine works. Secondly, there is too much 
conspiracy theories going around in that microscopic tracers will 
be put into the individual making him/her forcefully and 
unknowingly compliant to whatever lays ahead with the so 
called intervene  world popula7on growth and global financial 
market stability. I sense a true-fic7onal story ready to be sold to 
the highest television market , likely Discovery channel's primary 
holding company. 

Give us the real facts, the real effec7veness, conclusive and 
successful tests on humans. Addi7onally, give us in no uncertain 
terms without lies that none of the conspiracy theories are true. 
And cover a lie with a lie and do not underes7mate the general 
public's intelligence. Nevelle

2021-01-26 
13:28:57 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the safety and effec7veness of the vaccines  being 
rolled out. Firstly, the 7me taken to produce this vaccines is very 
worrying in terms of safety. Secondly there's no assurances that 
the vaccines are effec7ve especially against the new variants of 
covid 19 virus. 
Lastly, SA seem to be sourcing vaccines only from the 
organisa7on's funded by Bill and Melinda gates Founda7on. Why 
not consider the Russian vaccine? Thabisi

2021-01-25 
16:59:38 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will only take the vaccine if I test posi7ve for COVID-19, I don't 
think enough study has been made to determine the side-effects 
of the vaccine on the human body. LESEDING

2021-01-25 
06:59:29 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Must wait to test all the vaccines effec7veness on the South 
African variant of Covid 19 
It would just waste 7me and money to use a vaccine that only 
offers only a low % of protec7on Grant

2021-01-24 
07:17:10 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What’s the point’ of rolling out this vaccine if it hasn’t been 
tested against the new « South African » Covid variant?  Do we 
really have a choice? I don’t think so! Bobo

2021-01-23 
14:52:14 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have concerns about the effec7veness of the vaccine on new 
strains of the virus. How safe is the vaccine longterm? I know it is 
too early to tell at this stage, but these issues really worry me. 
Given the PPE scandals around COVID I am also concerned about 
corrup7on around funds and cost of vaccine. I really hope that 
other alterna7ves such as the ivermec7n debate are fully 
researched to give more safe alterna7ves for treatment or 
prophylaxis. Brigepe

2021-01-22 
08:05:10 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not fully in support of the vaccine. The reaon for this is 
because I believe that we need to see impar7al scien7fic proof 
that the vaccine is indeed effec7ve and has no side effects on 
the pa7ent. 
Historically, vaccines have been developed over a period of years 
and not a few months as is the case with this vaccine. 
I am also concerned that once again, Africa is the tes7ng ground 
for Western countries for untested medicine. Stephen

2021-01-21 
12:52:41 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There controversy between health professionals regarding it 
being safe or unsafe.......maybe the scien7sts and the developers 
should have it first and tested amer perhaps 3months or so to 
monitor for side effects.  
How can we be dead sure if the whole popula7on gets the 
correct vaccine. There are so many nega7ve and scary rumors 
about the vaccine. Bepin 
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2021-01-20 
16:14:56 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How does a regular ci7zen as myself even able to make 
comment on something that is so frightening and daun7ng. This 
virus is wiping out families. Whether we agree or not that the 
vaccine is the answer, what realis7c choices do we have when as 
the human race we barely understand the virus itself. Yes there 
are experts but this virus is always one step ahead , so 
everything is a reac7ve situa7on to it. We feel helpless and yes 
probably will take the vaccine, we will grab onto anything that 
gives a glimmer of hope of survival to ourselves, loved ones. We 
will only know the true extent of our decision once we all have 
had it and then we will all have to be content with the decision 
we made. Terashia

2021-01-20 
14:06:08 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Effec7veness of the vaccine and it should not be mandatory rene 

2021-01-20 
09:56:56 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have been keeping to social distancing, I self-quaren7ned, it is 
not my nature to hang around in crowded spaces. 

Research on Covid is impressive, but the roll-out speed is way 
too fast. I am not confident that this vaccine will "save" my life 
any more than the current measures I ha e in place. 

No cure for the common cold or HIV, but all of a sudden in less 
than a year there is a vaccine for something "more deadly" than 
flu? IF you die from Covid, your experience is so much worse.  

And then the rest of the list... Covid ID, mandatory vaccina7on... 
And and and... I am safe, and I keep myself safe by these 
measures ghat government has put in place. Jean

2021-01-19 
18:51:46 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I suggest that the vaccine be taken to our laboratories for 
valida7on before accepted and used on our people 

Koketjo 
Ma7ldah 

2021-01-19 
15:13:09 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

From my research it appears that the vaccine may not be as 
effec7ve as hoped ( with being able to reach the target cells with 
the body) 

Safe, approved Preven7ve medica7on may be a beper op7on.  
Higher produc7on and distribu7on of these medicines may 
prove more construc7ve and life saving. Adele

2021-01-19 
12:18:07 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I suggest this vaccina7on be applied in phases star7ng with the 
poli7cians, comobili7es, elders & essen7al workers. 
In case of uncalculated eficacies then are sure the young & the 
healthy ones are safe. 

Jerry
2021-01-19 
09:58:45 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Delville

2021-01-19 
09:55:42 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine development has been rushed and effec7ve tes7ng 
is a concern on the possible effec7veness and possible side 
effects Neil

2021-01-19 
08:35:36 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has this vaccine been firstly analysed by SA sien7sts and medical 
experts to ensure the  ci7zens safety, have they passed it as SA 
for SAcans?  Is it compa7ble to our DNA structure and will not 
cause any harm according to them as medical experts ? LONDIWE

2021-01-19 
08:04:19 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I feel it should be tested more. Romano

2021-01-18 
17:06:40 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are other op7ons available however for some reason the 
worlds governments have a one track mind.. There have been 
many deaths & other severe reac7ons from people given the 
vaccine, it feels like we are playing a game of Russian roulepe at 
present. Michelle 

2021-01-18 
16:08:41 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am insis7ng that the roll out of vaccine to start with the head of 
state President Ramaphosa then followed by all his cabinet and 
all the Ministers , Premiers , Members of execu7ve 
commipees( MEC's ) , execu7ve Mayors and councilors , then it 
could go to first line operators reason being that we are not sure 
about effec7veness of the vaccine ME

2021-01-18 
12:22:37 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Has not been tested for long term effects Leon

2021-01-18 
11:47:58 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a very healthy person and I do not like taking prescrip7ve 
medica7on unless absolutely necessary.  I don't want to be 
forced into taking something I do not feel I need. 

I understand that those who are really bapling with Covid-19 or 
are at a great risk should be eligible to take it and indeed should 
possibly consider taking the vaccine. 

Allow the popula7on to choose whether they would like to take 
the vaccine. Dierdre

2021-01-18 
11:14:38 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

So much nega7ve news call it fake or not has gopen me thinking 
whether this vaccine will help the people or worsen the 
situa7on. So much so that I am of the opinion that we need to 
know exactly what this vaccine will do, including any amer 
effects. If the vaccine will make the country reach herd immunity 
and remove the risk of possible future infec7ons, with no amer 
effects, then I'm good. However if no proven effects of it can be 
furnished, then I do have an issue with rolling it out. Anything 
that is proven, with me, is good to be rolled out, but when there 
is uncertainty and doubt then I am not for it because I don't 
want people to suffer further complica7ons that are axercabated 
by unproven medica7on. Transparency is everything at this 
point, the people must know what will be injected into their 
bodies and how this will help them. Tshepiso
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2021-01-18 
10:21:44 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The efficacy of the vaccine haven't been proven yet. The 
Government must demys7fy the conspiracy theories that it aim 
to make us barren as a way of popula7on control strategy. 

Also, why is the vaccine not to be administered in Europe, USA 
and Canada? Some are clear in their label that it is only intended 
for use in Africa. 

A thorough independent analysis of the contents of the vaccine 
must be done by relevant South African medical prac77oners 
before it can be administered.  

Tebogo Motsaapheko 
Midrand Tebogo

2021-01-18 
10:10:11 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to know about the side effects especially for people 
with chronic medical problems Lungile Collin

2021-01-18 
09:58:03 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine IAN

2021-01-18 
09:08:29 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Well there is a lot being said about supplying to the aged. 
In my view the aged have lived their lives and should therefore 
be the last on the list. 
I'm in that bracket too, but i say give the younger ones a chance 
first and if we survive it all and everyone has had a chance, then 
apend to us. 

Ingrihid

2021-01-18 
08:30:45 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not so sure about this. Firstly you can get Ivermec7n and it 
works.  Do not agree with the roll out either, prisoners before 
the general public?????? Michael

2021-01-18 
08:26:13 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I want to know what the long terms effects are of the vaccine. 
We are seeing footage of individuals whose had it where it had 
terrible side effects like spasms etc. Mads

2021-01-18 
08:13:28 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine kathleen

2021-01-18 
07:30:32 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Richard

2021-01-17 
23:01:42 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Danisa

2021-01-17 
17:58:18 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sphesihle 

2021-01-17 
17:39:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the vaccine should be rolled out to prisoners last as they 
are not law abiding ci7zens. Its not fair to keep the prisoners 
healthy but allow law abiding ci7zens to die. 

I agree with the rollout to healthcare workers & senior ci7zens. Loshnee

2021-01-17 
14:49:23 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a supporter of vaccines per se, but not ones produced so 
fast and producing such contrary opinion. If the RSA govt wants 
to roll-out a vaccine(s) , let it be the recipients choice to receive 
it. These vaccines are 95% effec7ve - and Covid kills less than 5% 
of the populace - what are we doing, shuffling the deck? 
I believe the Cabinet should show the way and be innoculated 
first and transparently; we want to see the phial, break the seal, 
fill the syringe and see the jab.... no cutaways or camera swop-
outs. For all of them. 
Further,  I want to see a groundswell of world diplomacy 
including RSA (we are a member of BRICKS) puing the cost of 
this "Pandemic" on the Chinese Communist Party, because they 
released/allowed it to grab a foothold, and I want the Chinese 
Whistle blowers released from deten7on and given free passage 
to the west where that story can be told. 

Some disgus7ng rumours are sugges7ng the prisons will be 
innoculated in the first wave. Absolutely not to be allowed. The 
warders and guards of course be given the chance but "Awai7ng 
trial and convicted popula7ons" must get nothing.  

I have recently been made aware of alternate treatments ( some 
banned, some too homegrown for the ethical bandstanders) and 
these need to be added to the fight against Corona Virus 

Lets look at the "Long Game" this is not the last we will see of 
Covid..... Graham

2021-01-17 
14:14:53 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern in addi7on to the effec7veness of the vaccine is who 
will be monitoring the efficiency of the roll out and taking 
accountability for as when it is rolled out and not wait for an 
enquiry into inefficiency, corrup7on, etc that normally follows 
from virtually everything Government agencies are involved with 
being tasked to do? 

This situa7on does not seem to have changed since President 
Cyril Ramaphosa and his appointments have taken office, albeit 
markedly beper than being under the leadership of of the 
previous administra7on led by Jacob Zuma and his ill-gopen 
appointees which was virtually a Disaster in the making! 

I believe and maintain the Accountability and severity of 
Punishment (for not following due process) is Not being seen 
and the cost to bring perpetrators to book is too much of a cost 
to the Tax Payer who stands to lose again and again to the 
detriment to tax paying ci7zens and to fragile economy AC
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2021-01-17 
12:37:16 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

AstraZeneca has not been transparent as to the cause of death 
of several individuals who developed adverse reac7ons including 
neurological disorders and demised amer taking the vaccine.  
Even the UK is not rolling out this vaccine even though it was 
studied in Oxford University.  The vaccine has not been tested on 
our popula7on group in South Africa who vary gene7cally from 
test subjects in the UK.  I am in favour of an effec7ve vaccine 
that has had appropriate published results with minimal adverse 
reac7ons.  This seems rushed with approval being pushed 
through red tape without adequate tes7ng and evidence to back 
up mass vaccina7on with this par7cular vaccine. Preena

2021-01-17 
12:11:52 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Most vaccines take years to develop, small pox, etc. Suddenly we 
have vaccines within a year. Pharmaceu7cal companies are there 
to make money and not for charity. Thanks Garth

2021-01-16 
21:59:13 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It was produced to soon 
Let our poli7cians take it first. Dean 

2021-01-16 
17:43:31 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No guarantee of efficacy or side effects Mark

2021-01-16 
12:39:01 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is not only the affev7veness off the vaccine but also 
the idea that the government will be the only supplier. Why do 
they have to be the only supplyer. There will foresure be 
corrup7on because everything from the government is corrupt. 
Why buy the vaccine from India and not from Pfizer. Who gave 
them the right to buy where ever they want to. That is tax 
money and they have not the only say in this. The distribu7on 
off the vaccine will also be a big worry for me. I bet they'r friends 
and family will be the first. Neels

2021-01-16 
10:36:13 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

From all the false news being circulated around all over the 
world who can we believe, are these vaccines really working and 
able to cure this dreadful COVID-19 Virus or just another scam to 
make millions of Dollars for all the crooked Governments. Why is 
the SA Gov only procuring a por7on of the Vaccines what 
happens to the rest of the people not on this SA Gov list???

Anselmo 
Santos

2021-01-16 
10:32:06 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Main concern - is the vaccine effec7ve and have we possibly 
missed serious side-effects. 
Covid death rate in SA s7ll below 5%. 
How effec7ve can government roll out be ???? 
Very unhappy about mandatory vaccina7on !!! Lynn

2021-01-16 
09:05:51 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Provide vaccina7on for the vulnerable  only, such as doctors, 
nurses, health care workers, the elderly and those with co-
morbidi7es.  The vaccine will only be effec7ve in the short term, 
and will likely require con7nual update shots as the virus 
mutates.  Richard

2021-01-16 
09:00:32 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ivermec7n has shown some posi7ve results can’t understand 
why the government is not looking into this whilst people are 
dying there is no guarantee the vaccine will work Alley

2021-01-16 
07:44:20 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are yet again in a situa7on where our uneducated President 
and his team of misfits are forcing the country to follow them, 
while they lead from behind. If they believe the vaccine is so 
safe, they should all take it first to prove that.  
Money making scam, yet again. This is why they are confisca7ng 
the Ivemec7m everywhere! Shaun

2021-01-15 
13:56:43 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Warren

2021-01-15 
12:00:26 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine EDDIE

2021-01-15 
10:49:17 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no history to these vaccines, so it a bit of hit and miss as 
to whether it will work, but it's another opening for this corrupt 
government to steal money at our cost. Bruce

2021-01-15 
10:04:08 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not sure if enough research has been conducted to ensure this 
vaccine will in fact work on our strain as we can ill afford to 
waste money on a vaccine which may or may not be affec7ce. shaun

2021-01-15 
08:56:29 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The three vaccines available are a rushed roll-out. I understand 
the urgency in geing these to the public, but the longer-term 
efficacy and prognosis has not been established yet. Proceed 
with cau7on. If you can wait a while before being vaccinated, do 
it. Err on the side of cau7on un7l these products have been in 
the public domain for a couple of months first. Dave

2021-01-15 
08:56:27 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek is bekommerd dat ons as 3e wêreldland nie oor die nodige 
fasiliteite en geld beskik om die teen middel doeltreffend uit te 
rol nie. 
Ek is BESLIS bekommerd dat ons poli7eke elite verseker van die 
geleentheid gebruik gaan maak om geld te verduister en dat 
daar nie behoorlik kontrole oor dit gaan wees nie. 
Waper bewyse is daar dat die verskillende teen middels wel 
effek7ef is? Wat gebeur as die virus weer mupeer en daar moet 
weer teen middels aangekoop word? 
Ek stem 100% saam dat gesondheidswerkers eerste voorkeur 
moet kry, maar eers nadat die hoo�ommitee van die ANC 
hulself laat inent het. Hulle moet die vertroue skep in die 
middels wat hul aan die publiek wil verskaf. Pierre

2021-01-15 
08:35:13 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

History & Science has shown you do not need a vaccine for a 
disease that has a 99% recovery rate. 
Government has not provided the ci7zens with immune 
boos7ng op7ons, or preventa7ve treatments, shocking ! 
HIV/Aids , and TB kill more people per month in SA, yet we don't 
panic and have fear mongering regarding these. 

James
Western Cape 26
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2021-01-27 
11:54:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A man made vaccine for a man made virus? This vaccine that's 
proposed, besides all the concerns about it substance and 
formula7on, cannot be trusted.  This due to many  concerns 
raised by many medical professionals. Ques7on 1 should be, " 
Are we buying and rolling out old technology as there's already 
talk of a 2nd muta7on and a third coming. This sounds like over 
commercializa7on of "old stock" as we normally see amer 
Christmas with 1000's of turkeys on the rack at more than half 
the price. Governments clearly a favorite son with the WHO and 
will do anything to please the Master...............NWO.  In the 
same breath they again, ooooh they never disappoint when it 
comes to racial polariza7on, made it a race issue and wants to 
have the monopoly on the roll out. I will not be taking it and no 
government should even think about making it compulsory. 
Once again they are making a mockery of our cons7tu7on. 

Alwyn

2021-01-25 
07:17:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccina7on might cause more casual7es due to underlying 
illnesses, especially on low immune systrms.  Diffucult decision 
who should receive vaccina7on and when. Pieter 

2021-01-22 
21:23:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is a cure for Covid available.  
You do not need a vacine if there is a cure. 
The flu has been around for 100 years and s7ll the vacine is not 
effec7ve, it is s7ll around 100 years later. What make you think 
this vacine will be different. 

You focus on the wrong thing. DO NOT focus on trying to stop 
the spread. Focus on killing the virus and geing pa7ents healthy 
!!!!!  

Ivermec7n works, no doubt. STOP playing with people's lifes. 
Stop playing poli7cal games. 
Give our people the medicine they need. Pieter

2021-01-22 
16:18:17

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is a big pharma money making enterprise. No way could the 
vaccine exist amer 1 year unless it was started on 10 yes ago as 
part of a global plan of disaster capitalism. Jacqui

2021-01-21 
09:46:35

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do think more 7me and tests must be done for effec7veness 
and possible side effects of this vaccina7on,  Government must 
stop with its control and say over how and who and even the 
passport roll out plan Ter7a

2021-01-19 
20:05:36

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Governments neglect to adequately look seriously at the efficacy 
of ivermec7n and the ensuing loss of life causes one to seriously 
ques7ons its credibility. Waheed

2021-01-19 
17:29:10

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not want this vaccine at all 
We do not know very much of it and it is not very clear if it 
works or not 
Was any tes7ng do on our prime mates to see it's affec7ve nes 
or are we humans the guineapigs 
Over the news was said that over 20 people died amer geing 
the vaccine  
How do we know that this is going to stop the spread  
This is just mu thought on geing the vaccine Mariska

2021-01-19 
06:29:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We don't yet know if this vaccine kills people or not. It's too 
soon to tell. I'd rather wait un7l it's been extensively trialed for 
at least a few years. Ella

2021-01-19 
01:12:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the vaccine will work, but one thing I've learned is that if 
you get for example a flu vaccine, you are more prone to the flu, 
because the vaccine weakens your immunesystem a liple bit and 
you get the flu. 

other hand i would say the vaccine will work, because people 
just need to isolate themselves instead of hospitalized. 

So our hospitals wouldn't be so crowded. 

I thank you 
 Lindie

2021-01-18 
19:04:04

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel it will be a waste just like everything else the  communist 
ANC touched. 
Cyril and his corrupt cronies will surely just use this to line there 
own pockets one way or another with no regard for the people 
of this country. 
History always repeats itself. 
  
Give us the sea, the sun and the great outdoors to create healthy 
body and minds not senseless rules that cripple us  financially 
and physically.  

Will never trust this Government  

Jonathan

2021-01-18 
14:08:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would the government to make sure that they have all the 
documenta7on that details from which laboratory it was made, 
by who and from which country. Second thing that must be 
done, our own South African black scien7sts must do some test 
and verifica7on on the vaccine to make sure that my fellow 
South Africans receive the vaccina7on that won't kill them but 
cure them. Kabelo

2021-01-18 
06:46:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Werner

2021-01-17 
19:26:15

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The other top concern is the mandatory aspect of a untested 
vaccine.  Total infringement on basic human rights. Corne
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2021-01-17 
12:48:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I Hope the vaccine was tested 100.%, on Covid 19 pa7ents, and 
that they cured from it, otherwise the country will sit with more 
problems on there hands.The Government must first make an 
example of such a person before the people of the country will 
fully believe in the vaccine.People are dying why was it not given 
to them first? Just a ques7on! Fozia

2021-01-17 
12:07:48

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am Concerned that the vaccine  tampers with our  RNA  .  It 
may 
down the line result  in auto immune diseases . I think everyone 
should have a choice  Whether or not to have it. Alison 

2021-01-17 
10:47:26

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is going to be an enormous cost to the tax payers and or 
medical funds. Even then it is absolutely certain that major 
corrup7on will be present.  The useless government's track 
record speaks for itself.  There is no guarantee the vaccine will 
be effec7ve on new strains of the virus.  People should not be 
forced to take the vaccine either. We have a definite choice 
about what enters my body. Francois

2021-01-17 
06:39:01

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Dear forcément. In my opinion tradi7onale or home remedi are 
working quite good except for those who have chronicles 
disease. So if you want to roll out the vaccine it should be for 
people with chronicles disease. It them who are dying the most. 
That what I have no7ced. Guy

2021-01-16 
21:12:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Pfizer and western vaccine are not tested 
Sputnik ithe only vaccine without fatali7es  
s Simon 

2021-01-16 
20:40:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Un7ll the effacacy of the vaccine has been proven to have no 
side-effects, and the government purchases vaccine from 
reputable pharmaceu7cal companies I wiil be wary to take it. It 
is uncons77onal to force South Africans to take the vaccine. Ronel

2021-01-16 
18:10:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First ever (mandatory?) roll out of mRNA vaccine which has 
prac7cally skipped all trial phases and has been approved under 
immense pressure (hysteria) based on overes7mated fatality 
rates and does not provide any guarantee (nor liability) for its 
effec7veness.  
Important context and concerns: hpps://www.bitchute.com/
video/3vk12aPkNeRd/ S7jn

2021-01-16 
15:04:47

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is currently only one viable vaccine candidate for South 
Africa: AstraZeneca's ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine (AZD1222). It 
has an average effec7veness of 70,4% in protec7ng people from 
developing the symptoms that lead to severe COVID-19 disease. 
It requires two doses and can be stored at normal ambient 
medical fridge temperatures. It costs US$3 to US$4 per dose and 
two doses are required.  

This vaccine has a lower efficacy compared to the Pfizer/
BioNTech vaccine with an effec7veness of 95% and Moderna's 
vaccine of 94.1%.  

The government will not achieve herd immunity by vaccina7ng 
only 70% of the popula7on with a vaccine that is only 70,4% 
effec7ve. A much larger percentage - virtually all of the 
popula7on - would need to be vaccinated.  

This is problema7c and unachievable from a logis7cal 
perspec7ve and also from a medical perspec7ve. None of the 
current vaccines are approved for people under the age of 16. 
Almost 30% of South Africa's popula7on is younger than 16 
years old.  

That means that herd immunity by means of vaccina7on alone is 
impossible in the South African context. The government must 
therefore consider to what extent vaccina7on of the majority is 
an economically viable and prac7cally feasible objec7ve.  

It must also be considered how long the vaccine-induced 
immunity will last. If individuals have to receive addi7onal shots 
every year, then the goal of herd immunity vanishes further into 
the distance.  

It also currently unknown whether the exis7ng vaccines will be 
as effec7ve on the South African 501.V2 variant.  

It may ul7mately prove more prac7cal and beneficial in the long-
term to invest in upgrading and expanding South Africa's 
hospital facili7es, adequate PPE for hospital workers, adequate 
supply of oxygen, and adequate supply of life-saving medicines 
such as dexamethasone, remdesivir, tocilizumab and sarilumab. Randall

2021-01-16 
12:07:32

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the vaccine has not been fully tested and I 
am not clear on either its effec7veness or safety. 
I think old people should be priori7sed. Clive

2021-01-16 
10:35:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Moderna and Pfizer vaccines are based on a never tested 
before long term side effects technology and fir una.  
Let the people rather be the guinea pigs to Ivermec7n or 
Hydroxychloroquine if they are sick then take the healthy people 
and sicken them forever. This is a crime. Elena M

2021-01-15 
18:59:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Every new strain requires a new vaccine, just like the annual flu! 
Acquire the cheap  Ivermec7n rather. Deon
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2021-01-15 
11:35:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that it has not had long enough to be tried and 
tested.   I will not be going near this vaccine, for some 7me.   
Very omen when you have the flu injec7on, you actually get flu 
and are quite sick although they say it was already in your 
system. 

With so much covid around, to go and have that injec7on is 
crazy.  Thanks but no thanks, I will take my chances at being 
careful, sani7sing,  wearing a mask, and avoiding crowded places 
completely. Judy

2021-01-15 
10:07:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is firstly very concerning that vaccines are flying around 
without going through the rigorous tes7ng just to sa7sfy public 
outcry and to make billions. Vaccines for other diseases and 
viruses took decades to go through numerous trials and tests to 
be approved and available for safe usage.  

Secondly the percentage of having severe side effects to the 
vaccine is worse than having severe symptoms from the disease 
itself. Where the mortality rate for the virus runs under 1% but 
people affected adversely by vaccines runs around 3%, that 
doesn't make sense does it? 

Also any project run by the ANC government is bound to end up 
in shambles by ill equipped public servants, corrup7on running 
riot and no structure to speak of. I mean why has it gone so 
quiet regarding the R500bil procured from loans, IMF etc. for 
covid relief, ppe, ven7lators etc. People are so used to this 
government stealing everything they are desensi7zed to it which 
is extremely concerning. 

Willem
KwaZulu-Natal 10

2021-01-27 
07:42:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nelson

2021-01-25 
22:59:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The president must publicly take the first jab. Cassim

2021-01-24 
05:38:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is experimental and should not be rolled out un7l 
proper tes7ng and side effects are seen. 

The virus itself is new, and does not have a defini7ve cure.  

A vaccine at this stage is a bit presumious. Strigan 
2021-01-19 
06:20:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the long term effects of the vaccine is s7ll 
not known Carel

2021-01-18 
14:54:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not safe to be a Guinea pig Mariya

2021-01-18 
13:16:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jabu

2021-01-17 
13:43:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont see why we must be vaccinated if you are naturally 
immune to the virus and aside from that its taken many 
centuries to find cures for many other diseases, some of which 
they s7ll haven't found a cure for but within a few months 
they've found a supposed cure for covid which is similar to the 
spanish flu which they never found a cure for either and if you 
look back in history they doing the same thing now as what they 
did 103 years ago with the spanish flu, history has repeated itself 
with the same disease that came from America which they 
blamed on the Spanish and now they've done the same to china, 
so i suggest we as people need to start asking why America has 
bestowed this awful man made disease upon the world to try 
cull us like animals? We should hold the American government 
responsible for their negligent act on the world, its disgraceful, 
even more so than the corrupt poli7cians that run this country Devon

2021-01-16 
14:28:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nikki

2021-01-16 
09:00:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bernd

2021-01-16 
07:04:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am worried that the vaccine will be used to poli7cal ends - such 
as - if you do not take the vaccine - you will not be able to travel, 
go to the mall or shop etc - this is wrong and starts to take the 
free rights - human rights and freedom away from the ci7zen. 
Each ci7zen must be able to have the right to take it or not - and 
not be forced. 
If we are forced - then I will be the first in the queue to be 
arrested - because then I won`t take it at all. 
Second - with my medical condi7ons I won`t be allowed to take 
it - unless my physician says it is OK - and won`t affect my 
autoimmune system that is compromised at the moment. Dr John

Eastern Cape 5

2021-01-22 
07:24:08

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The early Vaccines- and certainly the ones out now- will not be 
as tweaked and beper as the vaccines- in 3 months- or 6 
months. 
It is a tricky dilemma, but the longer we wait the beper the 
vaccine will be- with less side effects angus

2021-01-19 
05:23:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccina7on is s7ll in its experimental stages and therefore its 
safety and effec7vity cannot be guaranteed. The vaccine should 
be available to those who wish to take it, but it certainly cannot 
be mandatory when there is s7ll so much unknown about it. One 
of the unknown side effects is the effect it has on fer7lity in 
women and scien7sts are worried that it can cause permanent 
infer7lity. More 7me is needed for the safety and efficacy of the 
vaccine to be developed Kate-Lynn
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2021-01-18 
16:06:46

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should be provided with first right to refuse, on a 
voluntary basis to all ci7zens with a clean police record and clear 
tax record. 
People at higher risk should enjoy priority. 
Government officials have to take it mandatory - the same doses 
and supplier offered to the polula7on. 
Any Covid tes7ng should be done free of charge. Many people 
have lost their jobs and the TERS fund has no benefit to those, 
yet they are charged R850 for a test, while the Covid benefit is 
only R350 - does not add up!!! Andre

2021-01-17 
07:34:17

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

really dont think there has been enough precau7onary tes7ng 
for side effects and long term effects.  
is it really neccessary?  
will our bodies not build their own immunity? 
too many uncertain7es. Does the old saying applly- if not sure  
dont 
i personally will not take it un7l convinced its effec7ve and 
perfectlly safe steve

2021-01-15 
09:18:49

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Plain & simple...I do not trust the government to handle this 
huge issue without there being some sort of corrup7on. 
Corrup7on is endemic in S.A. & the government has shown that 
they cannot control it. Most people/organisa7ons involved in 
corrup7on never get prosecuted. BRIAN

North West 2

2021-01-17 
11:27:52

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please first give it to oure presedent and cabinet minesters as 
they have to make life tretening desisions and manidge oure 
coutry to be healthy and well looksd amer then the medical 
personal and oure police so oure coutry can be safe and medical 
strong Jaco

2021-01-16 
06:57:36

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Really is don't know what will be the impact of the vaccine amer 
all because there's a lot of confusion.  I'm not too much concern 
about corrup7on that my colleagues indica7ng.  Is that 
corrup7on happen on distribu7on of vaccine then people must 
start  thinking otherwise Adolf 

Mpumalanga 7
2021-01-17 
03:48:42

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mboniseni

2021-01-16 
14:28:33

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Support the discovery of Cirona virus vaccine,however to pilot it 
were to be done on other con7nents. 

Africa is not a country to test effec7veness of medicine as if 
Africans is a  useless na7on and they must change that no7on 
and do the right thing. 

Doctor 
2021-01-16 
10:44:36

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Percy

2021-01-16 
10:44:35

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Percy

2021-01-15 
23:11:11

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Margie 

2021-01-15 
17:30:57

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Magoda

2021-01-15 
14:24:24

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the consistent VERY HIGH RECOVERY RATE worldwide 
without vaccine ( which is underplayed ) more should  be done 
and spent on understanding why so any bodies are quite able to 
fight this virus without drug company interven7ons. As of today 
1.3 million contracted the virus and 1 million have recovered 
WITHOUT A VACCINE. Programs focusing on lifestyle and health 
are way more important in combaing the next one, whatever it 
is, that comes along. We are being brain washed yet again by 
drug companies. MARLIZE

unemployed individual 109
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 20
2021-01-29 
13:31:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cos7ng  and Effec7veness of Vaccine is ques7onable . Wayne

2021-01-18 
22:00:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ishana

2021-01-18 
12:56:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why is the rush when there is no guarantee that the vaccine will 
be effec7ve. I think here were are being made lab rats. The 
government officials and their families must first take the 
vaccine for a 30 day trail and then be endorsed on everyone

Thembaninko
si

2021-01-18 
09:43:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not happy with the development of vaccine I feel there is 
secret behind this, there is a poli7cal game be played here, I 
want the vaccina7on to start with Poli7cians in the parliament 
and there down to us Imina

2021-01-17 
19:20:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

They must make sure this vaccine is save and properly tested. 
Otherwise people are going to get even more I'll. I am not even 
sure if I want this vaccine. Elsa 
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2021-01-17 
18:44:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not an an7-vaxxer but the unforgivable lack of transparency 
makes the rollout untrustworthy. Scared and subservient ci7zens 
will rush to get it. Conspiracy theorists will persuade some to 
die. But there are millions, like me, in between. The South 
African Government will gain more of our faith through 
educa7on.  

1. Name all vaccines that will become available in South Africa 
this year, via private or Public ins7tu7ons. State the launch date 
(or a target date where nego7a7ons for our lives seem 
promising). Provide a cost list. 

2. List all vaccines currently in the global market. Provide a 
summary of their efficacy backed by evidence. That must be 
updated as more is learnt e.g. Brazil use of China's drug found it 
to be 20% less effec7ve than China claimed. How can such 
important discrepancy not be debated publicly? 

3. As important as the posi7ves, the cons must be stated too e.g. 
no efficacy is truthful as trialists/subjects who are effec7vely 
socially distancing won't catch the virus yet are automa7cally 
added to the drug maker's victory list. 

4. To add weight to the above compliance, historical and current 
ommissions need filling e.g.  (a) a regular upda7ng on medical 
oxygen supplies (b) a list of covid infec7ons per major hospital 
(the breakdown including recovered, recovering and dead 
healthworkers) (c) an explana7on why there appears to be no 
coopera7on between our BRICS partners (d) why BRICS (Brazil, 
Russia, India, China and South Africa) include some of the worst 
hit countries  and (e) and an explana7on by our Government for 
the huge gap between official deaths and excess deaths (the 
laper double). 

Foremost in Government's mind must be its repeated failure 
towards us. It's intolerable that our corrupt self-serving non-
representa7ves now have more power over us. Equally, powerful 
is that unavoidability. However, the more informa7on we're 
given, the less responsible Government becomes, and the more 
we're responsible for our vaccina7on decision. Mike

2021-01-17 
11:20:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Individuals that test for Covid an7 bodies should not have to 
take the vaccine. Ahmad

2021-01-17 
08:11:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Daniel 

2021-01-17 
06:47:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine was made too soon and test were shortened 
because of despera7on. The government could not manage PPEs 
properly, how can they administer the vaccine without keeping it 
for their families and friends. Thandaza

2021-01-16 
23:23:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine approved too early can have adverse effects. What are 
the long term effects? Can we trust the vaccine? It is a relief 
though if it does work, too many people lost their lives due to 
Covid Hajira

2021-01-16 
23:10:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elderly should be priori7zed Fathima

2021-01-16 
18:10:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Don't trust this Government. Roelina

2021-01-16 
12:45:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We should ascertain the suitability of the vaccine by our own 
scien7sts. Preferably we could develop our very own vaccine 
rather than to be s7ffled into accep7ng agenda driven vaccines 
of foreigners W

2021-01-16 
10:01:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think Government must lead by example.  In other words,  the 
en7re Cabinet must be the first one to be injected.  The process 
must be Live TV  to watch them injected with the Vaccine. Then, 
later members of the Public must follow. Thami 

2021-01-16 
05:16:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that vaccines  cause more harm than good and  
for this reason I will not be vaccinated. Cynthia

2021-01-15 
21:53:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to see all the members of Parliament to be the first 
ones to be vaccinated. Thokozani 

2021-01-15 
15:27:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jacqueline

2021-01-15 
12:04:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't know whether this vaccine is really going to work or not. 
It was developed in a rather short 7me.  Was there adequate 
tes7ng done.  What about side effects. As to who should receive 
it first,  is one life more important than another Keshwanth 

2021-01-15 
10:23:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ray

2021-01-15 
09:55:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has anyone been tested with this vaccine and what are the 
results Wilhelmina 

Gauteng 45

2021-01-28 
08:45:54 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine is scare people of South Africa a lot. We don't know if 
this vaccine is a good idea to our people or it will course more 
diet in our society. I go around asking people on what is their 
take on vaccine and m 70 percent of our people are 7red of this 
covit19 they will put this vaccine because the fear  of life they 
want thier lives back trust me as for 30% they want nothing to 
do with this vaccina7on trust me on this one and am thinking 
vaccine will help lot of people. thank you Saulo 

2021-01-26 
12:16:42 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Are these vaccines effec7ve on the new muta7ons? 
2. The rollout must be supervised by righteous en7ty and 
not the government. 
3. It the vaccines are made available then they must be free 
of charge to everyone in South Africa; find the funds by way of 
expropria7ng and sale of assets of Jacob Zuma, Ace Magashule, 
Angelo Agrizzi, and others crooks. 

Howard
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2021-01-25 
14:26:28 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about this Vaccine coming from other countries 
with so many specula7ons and nega7vity around it.  I would be 
happy if it  was found in SA instead. For now I am so reluctant 
with this, regardless who is rolling it out being private sector or 
government corrup7on is everywhere in South Africa. Nos

2021-01-25 
09:59:09 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We should make our own vaccine and stop depending on other 
country for vaccines, i dont trust other countries to provide us 
with proper vaccines Pfarelo

2021-01-24 
12:56:22 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has not been adequately tested or alterna7ves 
adequately explored. Marli

2021-01-22 
13:02:35 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It must be Administered to all Government Officials first.!1!!  Not 
to the Front Line Workers!!!! George

2021-01-22 
10:26:42 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why would the government force people to get vaccinated when 
they themselves are not sure if the vaccine will cure the virus. 
It's so be an individual decision to get vaccinated or not. For 
instance, there is a flue vaccine but that  gives u horrible flue for 
4 days before you “don’t get flue” So if the laper is the same for 
covid, will I get covid before I'm immune to it? If I die during that 
window period of the vaccine? So I ask myself, what’s the point? 
Angina guarantee mos that I'll live or die? Mathapelo

2021-01-22 
06:55:08 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This hasn't been tested properly. Would prefer to see sta7s7cs 
first Gail

2021-01-22 
06:10:26 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are many conspiracy theories on who owns, reasons they 
have implemented, why alterna7ves are not being explored etc. 
Our leaders can't be trusted that it's our wellbeing they are 
looking amer.  I am proudly kullid unemployed because our 
government is corrupt, so I personally will not give permission to 
be culled for the rich to live a beper life. US never gave vaccines 
like SAs get at birth or Ebola or Spanish fly, and they were not 
stopped from traveling why must this COVID have an ID system. 
Why would you not be able to work, own, travel or whatever 
they say if you don't have the vaccine. This is a travesty of 
freedom of choice and democracy. Ray

2021-01-20 
17:22:02 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The effects of the vaccine are unknown. It has been pushed out 
too soon without proper tes7ng, although this understandable 
given the worldwide crisis and people being irresponsible and 
not socially distancing themselves when they are able to.  The 
vaccine must NOT be made mandatory as what is going into the 
vaccines is not being disclosed. If people are happy to have it, it 
should be made available to them. Donna

2021-01-20 
15:19:36 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let the whole cabinet of SA take the vaccine first and it must be 
mandatory and televised. Let them be the test subjects and then 
the ci7zens can follow Bergill

2021-01-20 
07:01:04 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First vaccine are it a breakthrough all solu7on. It is but one of 
the op7ons.  Medicine in South Africa must be produced in 
Africa for Africans by Africans for the health and economical 
benefit to the Africans.  Africa has endured a lot of suffering and 
injus7ce from other con7nents. We can collaborate on any 
issues with other con7nents but it me based on mutual 
recogni7on of each other as equal partners. Mpumelelo

2021-01-19 
16:14:41 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek weet nie of die inven7ng reg7g gaan werk nie. Watse bewyse 
is daar? Is dit genoeg getoets? Wat is die nagevolge?  Gaan dit 
by almal uitkom betyds? Hoe gaan die inven7ng mense affelteer 
in die toekoms? Wat van die ander oplossing?  Die invermerk7en 
wat mense van praat dit werk. Mense is gesond. Kan ons reg7g 
die virus en die inven7ng en die wereld vetrou. Nee ek dink nie 
so nie. 

Cherene 

2021-01-19 
10:45:19 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

this one is difficult because of the nature of the maper it is very 
difficult to agree on this vaccine issue unless or un7l or health 
ins7tu7on makes sure that this vaccine is safe for use in our 
communi7es my concern is that we must make sure we get the 
right vaccine not the one that will kill our communi7es with side 
effects that will cost our health department resources dumisani

2021-01-19 
08:38:07 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have heard on how this vaccine changes human DNA. If 
that's not a truthful fact, I Dare the President to be the first 
person to take the shot publicly and the shot must be randomly 
picked from the batch recieved as is not opened and inspected. Jo

2021-01-18 
22:45:59 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is the vaccine for the 1st or 2nd variant of the Covid 19? We 
need more info Tshepo

2021-01-18 
15:10:10 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government they supposed to consult with Russians to help 
South Africa about covid-19.why I said this is because Russian 
government they are the old friend of the ANC and the anc is the 
government.they are the first country to come up with 
vaccine.before another countries do that.and we hear that some 
of this vaccine they have side effect towards people. they have 
best scien7st.in the world.they produce the vaccine call Sputnik 
v. that vaccine many countries they ordered so Russia is supply 
them.and the is no complain or confusion about Russians 
Sputnik v vaccine.the government is part of Brics countries they 
must ask Russia to help them with Sputnik v. vaccine. tumi

2021-01-18 
13:50:28 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I personally think that vaccines should be tested before used 
they should check health issued that different blood types in 
reac7on to the vaccine and how it behaves on the body before 
mass distribu7on is done.  

Sakhi

2021-01-18 
10:20:32 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am most concerned that the gvt wants tax payers, who are 
already under great strain, to pay for this vaccine, which is - as 
yet - not proven to be effec7ve, and is poten7ally actually 
harmful. Any costs involved should be funded by gvt, especially 
that some of us do not believe in the vaccine. 

I strongly object to any vaccine being compulsory in the future 
and believe that only those who choose to be vaccinated should 
be. Virginie
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2021-01-18 
10:04:52 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The research and rill out of any vaccine the trial takes years 
before any approaval. But with the covid vaccine is quite unusual 
and pushed very fast. So i am not sure of the samey and amer 
effects of it. Papama

2021-01-18 
08:34:05 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We do not have a 100% answer if this vaccine will work or not. 
And the government did not provide a full story on how the 
vaccine will work or what it is made of. Is this vaccine the same 
as a Flu vaccine that we will have to get it every year or is this a 
once off vaccine? Thank you Elizbe

2021-01-18 
08:28:17 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine was created too quickly and according to me will be 
in an experimental stage when they are implemen7ng it for the 
public. Katya

2021-01-18 
08:15:58 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I know for a fact that Ecomac7n and Ivermec7n can prevent the 
covid infec7on completely. So why spend millions ons a vaccine 
that isn't 100% effec7ve against the new strings of this virus. You 
can get Ecomac7n and Ivermec7n at any Pharmacy. Why not 
make that public.  

Marius
2021-01-18 
08:00:10 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dintle

2021-01-17 
19:39:06 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I  think I will wait and see what happens to other people first.  I 
am not comfortable being a guinea pig who could possibly die 
from the side effects of the vaccine. juanita

2021-01-17 
19:20:18 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Was this vaccine tested to be effec7ve if yes let the countrues 
who developed it try it first then when we see the results then 
will also take it. Helen

2021-01-17 
18:46:21 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

people don't trust this vaccine that's going to be rolled out so 
we'd like the government to rather gain the People's Trust by 
geing vaccinated first live on TV and then we'll see if they don't 
get any sickness amer that then as a people we will go and also 
get vaccinated because they got vaccinated before us and we 
saw that nothing's happened to them so it's something that we 
can trust they need to gain our trust first especially going 
concerning the conspiracy theories that have been going around 
so the government needs to get vaccinated first on live TV and 
then we can go as a people. Lutendo

2021-01-17 
15:40:19 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Deenadaylan

2021-01-17 
15:11:36 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not too sure about the effec7veness of the vaccine and also 
specula7ons that the vaccine has side effects that can lead to 
death. 
I'm also concerned about how the vaccine will be rolled out to 
millions of South Africans with only limited number of health 
workers. Is the government going to source volunteers to assist 
in rolling out the vaccine? Marcia 

2021-01-17 
15:02:50 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With all the recent news around the world, it seems like the 
vaccines have a number of side effects.  People have died. 
People are experiencing strange reac7ons (palpita7ons, etc.) 
There is also no guarantee that the vaccine will be effec7ve in 
the longer term. There is no gauarntee that you will not get 
covid again.  
I would rather take medica7on like Ivermec7n which seems to 
be a tried and tested medica7on. I should have a choice of what 
I want to take - vaccine or Ivermec7n. 
They seem to be forcing the vaccine on people, even  though 
Ivermec7n could be a bteer proposi7on. Mahomed

2021-01-17 
12:48:01 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine More 

2021-01-17 
10:14:38 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly this is very strange that HIV & Cancer have been affec7ng 
people world wide to date we have not developed a vaccine for 
years but temporal  medica7on to slow down  these two 
sickness . 

How strange is it that within a months there are Vaccine that can 
treat COVID 19 yet for years we can not treat Cancer & HIV with 
a Vaccine yet ? 

More test must be done by our own scien7st local to give 
ci7zens assurance that they are safe for us to take them, may be 
we will be comfortable to change out views on these Vaccines . 

So far I have mixed views about the Vaccines. Saving people  
lives is important func7on of Governments World wide and 
should be transparent  process and have the concerns if ci7zens 
at heart by addressing our fears . 

This has lead a lot of people to fear these Vaccines as if there is 
an agenda special in Africa to reduce popula7on control 
targe7ng  black people world wide. 

The government will roll them out as planed , but they should 
not force people to take them must be a choice taken individuals 
to Vaccinate . 

Lives of people maper if its done for a good of humanity then its 
ok.  More informa7on around these vaccines should be given to 
people and not create fear that we all are going to die if we 
don't take these vaccina7ons ..... 

  Lucky
2021-01-17 
09:28:31 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Government has already taken a decision on roll-out. My 
comment here will only be for sta7s7cal surveys. Vanda

2021-01-17 
09:17:23 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It's would have been best if we have developed our own vaccine, 
why in 26 years of our democracy do we s7ll have to import 
medica7on or vaccine it just show that we can be easily de 
unpopulated. Thobile 
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2021-01-17 
06:51:12 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This vaccine was rushed without enough trials to support its 
efficacy - however the government needs to protect our 
frontline workers, thus they should roll out to them a vaccine 
and they the ANC should lead by example (for once) get 
vaccinated on TV etc. get the confidence of their people.  
Personally I do not have a flu vaccine yearly, my choice, thus I 
should not be forced to be vaccinated!! WHO & world leaders 
are all scrambling for touch. Mary

2021-01-16 
23:11:55 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will support only  if they will be manufactured and tested 
locally. There is a lot that is been said( dont know the legitness 
of this ) so we rather be safe then sorry MD

2021-01-16 
23:10:43 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not advise anyone to take what ever they call vaccine cause 
its not even guaranteed if its there to heal and prevent anything. 
This whole things is trap they gonna kill a lot of South African we 
must stand up against this to end.  

I am.not gonna take it, my family is not gonna take it it must 
start with the president and premiers and we will be the last to 
take it amer two weeks of confirma7on of non side effects from 
our leaders thanks Tshepo

2021-01-16 
16:18:51 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Good day.Thanks for allowing me to comment on the roll out of 
the  
covid 19 vaccines.I would also like to thank the government for 
their efforts in procuring the vaccines and expressing their 
concerns and care towards the ci7zens affected and infected by 
the virus.it is highly commendable. 
My concerns however relate to the effec7veness in terms of the 
ff 
1.The safe administra7on of the vaccines 
2.The effec7veness  
3.Any adverse reac7ons that may result causing other illnesses 
4.The cost of administra7on 

Logan
2021-01-15 
20:43:25 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mar7n 

2021-01-15 
19:26:58 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is too soon, there have not been enough tests done. The 
dangers of taking the vaccine outweigh the dangers of geing 
COVID, esspecially for young healthy individuals. Edin

2021-01-15 
14:52:40 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

my main concerns is, this is all about making money. we have 
HIV which it was declared not having a cure. the vaccine ARV's 
are tested for quite some7mes. This Vaccine which is rolled out 
its not for poor countries but richer countries. I start to doubt 
the genuine of it. Africa was not even given chance to produce 
their own vaccine however its of Bill gates and other rich people 
concerns. I'm very skep7cal if this vaccine is meant to protect us 
or its just money making scheme. the altering of DNA is huge 
concern why that? my recommenda7on  is we have professional 
on every country  why are we sidelining them and its only 
beneficial for the European countries? I believe we can do it 
ourselves. considering the fact that its come with some versions 
to accommodate  rich, power and vulnerable. this is the sign of 
segrega7on. if you are poor, u need cheap staff so you are on 
you own. WHO suppose to give this for free if its was effec7ve  
but its business as ussual Mashao

2021-01-15 
13:16:49 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

to many conspiracy around the topic, and again the resent 
leaked video of bill gates experimen7ng and killing Africans just 
to further his business interest is really scary to consider geing 
vaccinated. Gibraltor

2021-01-15 
12:19:17 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Government is only for majority groups same as BEE. I 
therefore suggest as long SA the purchased vaccines are SAHRA 
approved private ins7tu7ons may also role out the vaccine to 
insure equitability. Brep

2021-01-15 
11:36:41 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I've read that Australia canceled their order due to people 
tes7ng posi7ve fir HIV amer taking the vaccine. Did anyone 
inves7gate if it's true or not? Helena

2021-01-15 
10:11:47 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus is already muta7ng rapidly and proper vaccines usually 
take years to develop. It seems fu7le to me. Vaccines also have a 
bad reputa7on for being impure. Sweden did the right thing: no 
lockdowns just careful sani7sing and preven7on.  

Lawrence
Mpumalanga 7

2021-01-26 
17:35:40

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Wat die vaccine bevat en watse uitwerking dit op n mens gaan 
hê.....en of dit wel gaan keer dat jy covid kry.. Loraine

2021-01-25 
11:22:07

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Good day 

Dear Sir /Ma'am 

I trust You are well  

My top concern is how effec7ve is the vaccine,more especially 
because of, certain family members in my family who have 
exis7ng comorbidi7es,such as high blood pressure, diabetes, 
heart condi7on. What are the chances that the vaccine is 
actually really effec7ve to prevent covid 19? 

Secondly,to what extent is the vaccine considered safe. Not 
much tes7ng has been conducted. It seems like Africa is been 
using as lab rats to test how safe are the vaccines, then other 
countries will decide whether they get the vaccine or not? 

Kind regards 
Anonymous Muhammed 
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2021-01-24 
11:58:40

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This is Genocide. 86% of our ppl have recovered. Only 14% are 
s7ll sick. Why do we need a vaccine? It shows that we can 
manage without the vaccine.  Even worse the vaccine comes 
from the enemies of human kind. We do not need a vaccine. 
When they say first dose, that means there will be second or 
more doses of vaccine. What kind of ppl r we going to be when 
depending on vaccines? Thulisile

2021-01-24 
11:52:37

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel and see this vaccina7on as a genocide. Ppl in other 
countries have died just amer vaccina7on. In our country 86% of 
ppl tested + to vivid had survived and that shows we can manage 
without the vaccine. We only need to deal with covid pa7ents of 
14% which I believe we can conquer it. So why buy vaccine 
coming from the enemy of human kind? Thulisile

2021-01-21 
17:20:15

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the substance of the vaccine, especially 
because I'm  a hypertension pa7ent on medica7on. How is my 
medica7on going to co exist with a unknown vaccine that has no 
real proof of actually working. Some people die in ac7on of this 
vaccine. Sharon

2021-01-18 
12:05:33

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No informa7on regarding the ingredients of vaccine is available. 
News outlets report deaths amer vaccine. Masks are becoming 
more of a health hazard.  

Herbal medicines are not taken into considera7on. Loreal
2021-01-15 
09:19:49

Mpumal
anga Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Nomfundo 
Millicent

Northern Cape 3

2021-01-25 
13:55:31

Norther
n Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What is the point of vaccina7ng if you're s7ll gonna wear mask 
and do everything else you're doing now as if you don't have 
immunity? Oh yes, you don't because they say it doesn't protect 
you fully from contrac7ng COVID Gail

2021-01-24 
08:15:58

Norther
n Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus seems to mutate rapidly, as viruses do naturally, 
however, how can we guarantee an effec7ve vaccine if the virus 
mutates beyond the capabili7es of the current vaccine. 
Also, i would like to know why vaccines cannot be purchased 
privately, wouldn't it save the government some money if 
people who are able to, purchase their own Nicky

2021-01-18 
07:57:13

Norther
n Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I prpopose transperancy about the vaccine towards the ci7zens 
of South Africans. May there be no hidden clauses, or untold 
informa7on which will poten7ally harm South Africans, because 
allega7ons of health hazardous vaccines are circula7ng, and this 
becomes a grueso,e concern for myself - because my mother is a 
senior ci7zen above 60 years of age, and the difficult thing is 
"what if their body systems are unable to handle the enormous 
devasta7on of COVID-19's vaccine?".  

Secondly, how independent and how effec7ve will the 
@SA_Govt handle the enormous task of coordina7on of the 
vaccine, and ensuring that this vaccine is SCIENTIFICALLY 
consumable - for the benefit of an ordinary ci7zen. I do not slam 
the vaccine, we as South Africans - we only need and call for 
transperancy from President Cyril Ramaphosa about these 
vaccines, their contents and side effects ( which could be proven 
perhaps by our Minister of Health. Dr. Zweli Mkhize ).  

I thank you 

Lebogang Ditsebe Lebogang
Eastern Cape 5

2021-01-24 
12:54:39

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid vaccine has not been tested for it's effec7veness and it's 
side effects are not known yet our government wants to rollout 
the vaccine. We gonna end up being vic7ms as ci7zens if we 
agree with this madness. Nokubonga

2021-01-18 
09:37:16

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How did they find the vaccine so fast but they took 7me to come 
up with ARV’a . I’m just scared because most of the people die  
only 10 % go home walking from the hospitals while those who 
stay at home 95% don’t die. How do we know the vaccine won’t 
kill more people.  Who or which country came up with vaccine? 
China or South Africa Sisanda

2021-01-18 
07:48:23

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There's been news doing rounds of elderly ci7zens dying amer 
taking the vaccine. Can the Government together with the 
biochemists be open about the side effects of the vaccine and 
the efficacy, because it won't help taking something that's meant 
to give you immunity kan7 it will kill you at the end. Zandi

2021-01-17 
20:40:21

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the vaccine will reduce the death rate, then yes I'll support it, 
but our communi7es is last on governments list of distributors 
any yet we see they highest death rates amongst the poor. Leo

2021-01-15 
08:46:57

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Chris7aan

Free State 4
2021-01-24 
11:02:15

Free 
State Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jennifer

2021-01-18 
12:53:38

Free 
State Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will it provide instant immunity? I don't think so. 
The Government always sees to its own needs first so each 
government official should be made to receive it first!  
I feel no obliga7on to have one. Karen

2021-01-18 
00:25:54

Free 
State Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't trust that vaccine.  We have so much diseases incurable 
ones we haven't received the medica7on for it, but a virus that 
started last year already had a medica7on something is not right 
at all Kedibone 

2021-01-17 
16:18:47

Free 
State Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Conflic7ng literature regarding vaccine efficacy: 
new strains 
Side effects 
There are scien7fic studies s7ll currently underway which are 
based on the core  fundamentals of the impact of these various 
vaccines and the roll out programmes. 

Andrea
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Western Cape 17

2021-01-19 
12:18:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Why are there so many people dying in various countries within 
a short period amer being vaccinated? A woman I know from 
London became very ill amer the vaccine e.g severe headaches, 
vomi7ng extreme 7redness, etc... Does this vaccine cater for the 
second wave of covid 19?  Scien7sts across the world have not 
found a vaccine for HIV & Aids, Cancer yet, but in a very short 
7me there are various vaccines for Covid 19 already. What is the 
Long term effect on the human being once they took the 
vaccine? I am 62 years old with comorbidi7es and very 
concerned about what effect this vaccine would have on people 
with Diabetes, High blood pressure, high cholesterol, etc... hubert

2021-01-19 
11:41:20

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel it must start with the poli7cians rather than the health care 
workers, so that if it doesn't work we don't lose the already 
compromised life saving support system, rather the corrupt lying 
thieving heartless fat cats!!! 
I also am not comfortable about the vaccine as I heard that 
geing vaccinated doesn't  make one immune from the virus 
Covid, so am asking meself what exactly are we vaccinated for? Yalezwa

2021-01-19 
10:31:56

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There's no guarantee that the vaccine will prevent you from 
geing covid. No guarantee that it will cure you if you have it. 
Taking the vaccine should be an op7on for the people not a 
mandate. Everyone has different health issues and who knows 
what the vaccine can give birth to in each individual. So for me 
it's a personal choice to take or not. If you are a responsible 
person who respect life keep to the rules and do what is 
necessary to avoid contrac7ng the disease. Shamiela 

2021-01-19 
09:49:57

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Saving human life a priority at this stage,at what cost the 
ordinary unemployed, homeless person living on the street will 
those individuals be considered for the vaccine at this stage and 
phase that we are I have all lives should maper restoring not 
only dignity, economic recovery but most importantly restore 
health of all South Africans. Will individuals who are differently 
abled have access to the vaccine where do they stand in the 
queue for receiving the vaccine. I am calling on the President 
and his team to make decisive decisions with transparency Godly 
wisdom is what our leader's should pray for. Gail

2021-01-18 
12:27:00

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Eloise

2021-01-18 
08:20:06

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have an autoimmune disease and I am worried the vaccina7on 
(which induces covid an7bodies) will interfere with my exis7ng 
an7bodies which I have tried to get under control for 9 years.  

I do not think that this vaccine should be made mandatory as 
that goes against human rights. We should have the right to 
choose if we would like to have it - especially when it is s7ll so 
new and definitely needs a lot more tes7ng. Flu vaccina7ons are 
not always effec7ve and they have been around for decades. I 
don’t believe this vaccine should be seen as mandatory- not 
should it be unavailable to those who do want to take it. It is a 
CHOICE and I would choose to abstain un7l my specialist can 
assure me that it is effec7ve, safe and will not interfere with my 
current condi7on now or ever in the future  T

2021-01-18 
07:39:18

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mark

2021-01-17 
19:12:53

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The world is on a race to find THEE vaccine that will allow human 
life to return to normal but... 
1. The vaccine is being rushed with some vaccines last year 
causing other illnesses in the people vaccinated. Vaccina7ons 
were stopped. 
2. Not enough 7me has been given in the produc7on of the 
vaccine. 
Dr dies amer receiving vaccine in Brazil. (He has allergies) is it 
safe for people with allergies? 
Nurse gets covid amer receiving the vaccine 3 weeks earlier (UK) 
23 elderly people die in Norway amer receiving a covid vaccine. 
I could go on, the list is long. 
3. In the panic to find a vaccine it is not having the lengthy 
human trials it should undergo. 
4. The fact that thousands of ferrets were used and died to 
create one of the vaccines is worrying, how close in nature is 
ferret and Human DNA? 
5. All of the above should point to not making this vaccine 
mandatory.  How has India tested it? What are the side affects? 
We don't have enough informa7on. 
6. I will rather s7ck with a regime of maintaining a strong 
immune system which includes daily doses of vitamin - D and 
Elderberry. If I do feel under the weather, Oil Leaf Tincture and 
Propolis -although not approved by the FDA or any other 
ins7tu7on - helps to kill viruses. It helped eliminate the flu when 
I have had it. 
With all the above said, and not agreeing completely, I would 
s7ll like to commend Mr Ramaphosa on his apempts to find a 
solu7on for SA. 

Fern

2021-01-17 
11:35:43

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I suggest that the poli7cians should be given the vaccine first 
and then the rest of South Africa  can determine the 
effec7veness and/or side effects , if any. Amer all, to become a 
poli7cian requires no academic qualifica7ons, not even nursery 
school, so the country will not lose too much if they are all 
history! Neall
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2021-01-16 
21:07:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ander opsies soos Ivermek7en behoort erns7g ondersoek te 
word sodat mense n keuse kan maak tussen verskillende 
entstowwe. Volledige nagevolge van elke entstof behoort 
volledig beskikbaar gestel te word. Die privaat sektor moet ook 
betrek word met invoere. Dit kan dalk grootskaalse korrupsie 
verklein. ? Ciska

2021-01-16 
13:06:33

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine is against my/ religion. Christo

2021-01-16 
09:06:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccines that are going around has not been tested 
properly. What are the side effect or long term effects of the 
vaccine.  

If the vaccine is mandatory why is there a fee to it. Wedah

2021-01-15 
14:00:59

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not too sure about how this vaccine was prepared so quickly, 
what integrity is there in its efficacy. I will be wai7ng un7l I'm 
sure it is absolutely safe to take. Khalil

2021-01-15 
13:51:08

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough info about it, for people with allergies/ Asthma7c 
condi7ons. I should have the choice of what vaccine to use, not 
the choice of the ANC government. Also, this vaccine needs to 
be at a certain temperature, with all our Load Shedding SA has, 
there is no guarantee that the vaccine will be safe.  
Why are the Prisoners  geing preference over the people who 
pay tax, to get the vaccine. Should the tax payer who wants the 
vaccine have first choice!!! The people who contribute to 
society? Prisoners are oxygen thieves.  But the ANC and all it’s 
comrades are most welcome to go first and get the vaccine. Gail

2021-01-15 
13:12:24

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

the covid vaccines are unknown.  

Too many of safety protocols have been set aside and the en7re 
process to produce the vaccines has been rushed. 

We now know this “virus” is not as deadly to the general 
popula7on as we ini7ally thought it would be. 

We need to let nature take its course, stop the lock down and 
allow the popula7on to achieve a natural herd immunity. 
Feel that there has not been enough tes7ng for adverse 
reac7ons . With the muta7ons just found, how sure are t Wayne

2021-01-15 
10:36:45

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No long term tes7ng done yet.  How would I know how it will 
effect my loved ones and myself. 

Also lets look at gornment success rate.  Corrup7on will occur. 

I have a wait and see approach Pierre
2021-01-15 
08:14:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine not tested long enough and what about new strains developing chris7aan

North West 4

2021-01-19 
06:22:57

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine ordered requires a very specialized storage method 
and uninterrupted cold chain and must be administered in 2 
doses.  I would suggest cancelling this order and using the 
Johnson&Johnson vaccine as it is extremely stable at 
refrigera7on temperature for 3 months (making the cold chain 
easier to manage) and requires only one dose per person; 
therefore the vaccina7on process will go much faster for our 
popula7on. Marsha

2021-01-17 
23:01:03

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The uncertainty and effec7veness  of the vaccina7on and the 
Long term side effects concerns me the most.   
Government heads should be the first to be vaccinated including 
all other heads of poli7cal par7es. Thereamer all front line 
personnel.  

Paula

2021-01-17 
22:14:02

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My grootste probleem is verseker die effek7witeit van die 
entstof maar ook die langtermyn uitwerking daarvan.  As ŉ ma 
van ŉ 7pe 1 diabeet lees jy as ouer alle navorsing t.o.v.  TD1. 
Baie studies het bewys dat na ŉ inen7ng veldtog 7pe 1 diabetes 
met 45% gestyg het.  Gaan die effek7witeit van die entstof so ŉ 
groot inpak hê op die bevolking dat die langtermyn uitwerking 
aanvaarbaar gaan wees? Verder glo ek my seun se TD1 is a.g.v. 
varkgriep entstof....word ek verplig om my dogter bloot te stel 
aan TD1 sonder beves7ging dat die entstof haar lewe gaan 
verbeter. Mariepe

2021-01-15 
17:14:56

North 
West Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines are s7ll in the early stages and effects may not be what 
we want.  There are obviously stakeholders involved at a high 
level and I don't trust that everyone's mo7ves are pure.  Also, 
there are other op7ons, like Ivermec7n available that may prove 
effec7ve without a vaccine. Janine

Limpopo 4
2021-01-18 
21:10:53 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I really do not have a problem with the vaccine but I would not 
take it because of my belief. Joyce

2021-01-17 
10:11:58 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vukosi

2021-01-17 
07:22:09 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont support anything coming from outside the country 
especially labelled use only in Africa  
We do have doctors and scien7sts as well as tradi7onal healers 
why can't this people assist us here at home to do our own thing  

I dont trust WHO as well Lax
2021-01-17 
05:59:12 Limpopo Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Orapeleng 

student 15
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 4
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2021-01-24 
06:48:38 Gauteng Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would say why don't we wait for the vaccine to be tested 
thoroughly instead of trea7ng human beings like Guinea pigs for 
slaughter and just wait it out un7l proper tests of the vaccine 
have been conducted Thabo

2021-01-20 
19:29:06 Gauteng Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Can we atleast test the vaccine on our leaders, with Cyril 
Ramaphosa being the 1st to take it, let him lead us. He is our 
president. Kgosietsile

2021-01-19 
08:25:46 Gauteng Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is sad that theres alot of propaganda behind this vaccine and 
me saying this is because its scary that no country has yet had 
vaccines comfirmed to be working but we are given first priority 
to be the lab rats which is not fair at all, yes we need help but is 
this the help we really need? Boka7 

2021-01-18 
09:18:10 Gauteng Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is needed for the country to recover from the 
impact covid has already had here, but it is not worth the death 
of our Healthcare workers if it is untested or unproved. Even a 
1% death rate is too high to risk the people who take care of us 
(health care workers) , our children and our economic class. Lilu

Western Cape 2
2021-01-22 
23:07:49

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cayla-lea

2021-01-16 
18:05:11

Western 
Cape Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Altough the vaccine would be vital in stopping the coronavirus, 
there has not been enough tes7ng and regula7on around the 
vaccines. As well as the effec7veness it will have on newer 
strains. Overall more concrete evidence needs to be made 
available. Stephan

Northern Cape 1
2021-01-22 
17:23:13

Norther
n Cape Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sharne

Limpopo 1

2021-01-21 
20:10:32 Limpopo Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe to test if the vaccine is as effec7ve as the president 
said... 
It would be nice if those in power could be publicly get 
vaccinated first rather than star7ng with our ci7zens Tshepho

North West 1
2021-01-21 
17:32:45

North 
West Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not fully in because we don't know yet how effec7ve this 
vaccine is and how the side effects can affect people. Moleboheng 

Free State 1

2021-01-21 
09:28:55

Free 
State Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the government did not "lose" all those billions of Rands they 
promised. Then we could have afforded the beper vaccine that 
Americans get, having over 90% success rate. Now, we are stuck 
with on that has 60+- success rate. And the study on our vaccine 
was not very conclusive, thus, we do not have fixed results on all 
the nega7ve effects. 

So, at the moment, I am not sure. Stefan 
Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-18 
15:30:15

Eastern 
Cape Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Should we not be more concerned about the people living in 
poverty? Are they to receive the vaccine as well? Are they not at 
high risk? Amber 

Outside SA 1
2021-01-18 
11:51:31

Outside 
SA Finland Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Siphesihle 

KwaZulu-Natal 3
2021-01-17 
07:34:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Side effects are worrisome, we need to develop our African 
vaccine. Lindokuhle 

2021-01-16 
16:23:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

let the top officials, the execu7ve, parliament, judiciary test the 
vaccine on themselves first before it rolls out to the people  Thabiso

2021-01-16 
14:21:19

KwaZulu
-Natal

South 
Africa Not fully student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Roxanne

Covid passport/ID 51
Column E: Count:

employed individual 26
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 12
2021-02-01 
22:09:44 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Lerato

2021-01-26 
16:33:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I feel that the industry have not had enough 7me for trials and i 
do not agree 
that humans should be the genie pigs in this instance.   Rosa Maria

2021-01-25 
21:50:13 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

why do we have to carry Covid IDs, remember this country 
fought so much for pass law, people loose their lives but now it 
seems as if we are going back to apartheid 7me. To me this is 
discrimina7on. william

2021-01-25 
05:58:10 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

1) Will the COVID ID keep you from traveling of you do not take 
the vaccine? I personally are afraid of a severe side effect / 
allergic reac7on to the vaccine.  
2) The ini7al R500b was supposed to also assist with securing a 
vaccine, now the tax payer have to foot the bill. RSA people are 
losing income, businesses are failing with no support from 
government, this is unacceptable! Jolanda

2021-01-22 
11:22:29 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

If I don't want to take it I won't. And making new ID's can't 
exclude you from going about your normal lifestyle. Morne

2021-01-22 
08:57:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Although many have died, many more believe that they can care 
for themselves in terms of preven7on, and treatment if the 
should be a need. I believe everyone should have a right to 
choose how they care for themselves.  
The government has misused the funds made available to them 
and now they are going to make the taxpayer liable.  
The development of the vaccine was so hurried that it can't be 
trusted Neo

2021-01-21 
08:59:54 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Mlungisi 
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2021-01-21 
07:29:37 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It is dam to force people into a vaccine, especially if the vaccines 
have serious adverse effects. The fact that government's own 
communica7on indicate the presence of a resuscita7on unit on 
standby is a clear indica7on that these vaccines are not safe. 

Using the carrot and s7ck approach of covid passport/ID is 
irresponsible. To withhold service on any level because someone 
did not receive a vaccine is just wrong. 

Herd immunity would be reached soon, if not already. This 
includes cross immunity due to exposure to previous viruses in 
the same family (bird and swine flu). The science indicates a 
stronger and longer las7ng response than the vaccine.  

On top of this the PCR test is being debunked. This means that 
most of the numbers (cases) being thrown around is wrong. 
Making decisions using bad data is just plain incompetence. 

If the same effort and money was spend on improving our health 
system we would not be in this posi7on. Government need to be 
more transparent on: 
1. Real-7me and freely available sta7s7cs on all cause deaths. 
Covid deaths need to be put into perspec7ve. This will reduce 
panic. This will also allow proper comparisons with previous 
years to provide a clear indica7on of "excess deaths". 
2. PCR test cycles. Bumping test cycles to increase "cases" induce 
undue panic 
3. Be honest on the efficacy of masks. Science is clear (it does 
not work) 
4. Test only symptoma7c people. A covid case MUST be 
confirmed by medical diagnosis (non PCR test) 
5. Rather use rapid an7gen tes7ng for mass tes7ng (if you really 
must). This tes7ng is not only quicker but far beper suited to 
iden7fy infec7ous persons. 
6. Lockdowns do not work. Isolate the frail and vulnerable. No 
point in locking up healthy persons. 

The above will ensure that ci7zens trust government. Very few 
trust the government to do anything correct. Roelof

2021-01-20 
17:18:09 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

There are mul7ple concerns. The one selected is discrimina7on 
and also removing the right for us to choose. This should never 
be allowed. Worse than the blatant misuse of tax payers money.  
Having a science degree and deciding to teach the youth science, 
I worry about the long term effects of the virus since there are 
many tests that were bipassed. S7ll wai7ng to see the long term 
effects (5 and 10 years from now). Forcing people to have a 
vaccine, especially if you haven't tested to see if they have 
already had covid or not is irresponsible. If you have had covid, 
you are already naturally immunized to an extent. But it won't 
stop the brain drain from happening. This vaccine is just going to 
lead to more corrup7on, mistreatment and more biperness. Abi

2021-01-20 
13:59:39 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I understand fully why this is set out like this.  Why do we have 
to have a passport for the covid vaccina7on, the vaccina7on card 
itself will proof that you had the vaccina7on. 

Then the all the informa7on doing the round that by October 
2021 if you have not received the vaccina7on then you are not 
allowed to work? What is that all about? 

Also I think before the rest of South Africa gets the vaccine the 
Government must first be vaccinated and the their plan as 
follows so the SA can see the proof they Government officials 
have been vaccinated and it’s safe to get vaccinated Samantha 

2021-01-19 
20:28:19 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccine is s7ll experimental.  

There is far too liple known about long term side effects. 

There is also no data on long term efficacy. 

There is no data on efficacy against addi7onal strains.  

There is no data on its ability to prevent non symptoma7c 
onward transmission of the virus. 

Roll out should be strictly voluntary. Priority should be given to 
the elderly and immune compromised on a voluntary basis.  

Given the lack of data and its experimental status any apempt to 
introduce a passport that in any way inhibits the rights of 
individuals who have not been vaccinated would be a gross 
viola7on of their rights. 

If this vaccine is safe, why have all the drug companies that 
produce it been indemnified? Nigel

2021-01-19 
16:45:21 Gauteng Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

No body can force a person to be injected a tracking device we 
are not animals.  I have been using Enchinaforce since march 
2020 and i did not even caught a cold. I think there are 
alterna7ves to the Covid Vaccine.  I would only get it if proven 
safe with no side effects and if you receive a single shot like 
Johnson and Johnson is proposing. I will not use stuff that mess 
with DNA like RNA shots. Wilma

Western Cape 8
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2021-01-28 
12:08:44

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It would have been the first 7me seeing that government cares 
about its ci7zens and makes me wonder what is the mo7va7on 
behind this. Ci7zens have been dying due to violence in the Cape 
flats and elsewhere but had been overlooked at. 
Solu7on to the maper I think all cabnet ministers and poli7cal 
leaders should lead by example and get vaccinated first in public 
then the rest of us will follow suit. Harry

2021-01-28 
09:09:42

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Wendy

2021-01-25 
08:34:25

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I plan to travel to Europe in July and might require vaccina7on 
prior to flying. I am not part of the demographic due for 
vaccina7on by that 7me. 
Also... Why not involve medical aids in the roll out? They have 
paying members that may choose to purchase the vaccine for 
various reasons. Large companies may support/subsidise vaccine 
for their employees? 
Lastly.... What about teachers? They are very much front line, 
but no men7on of them being priori7zed. Broni

2021-01-22 
10:53:39

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not feel anyone should be obligated to vaccinate for 
Covid-19. Other alterna7ves should be offered to pa7ents 
including use of Ivermec7n.  It is discriminatory to enforce a 
vaccine ID and apach certain privileges to those who have 
recieved it and deny services or privileges such as travel who do 
not want the vaccine Chris7ne

2021-01-21 
23:03:05

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I am not keen on the idea of an underteasted vaccine becoming 
mandatory without knowing the full extent of the long term 
effects.  I believe more research (and 7me) is required to 
understand and guarantee the vaccines effec7veness. 
Considering that the vax is not proven to reduce transmission, 
only to suppress symptoms, I do not believe every person should 
be forced to have it. Steven

2021-01-21 
07:35:19

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

No one should be forced to present any form of iden7fica7on to 
prove they are Covid nega7ve or have had a vaccina7on. We did 
not do this with HIV and many other diseases, why now? I 
believe this extreme discrimina7on and goes against every 
human right we have. Joel

2021-01-21 
07:05:29

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Why would Vacxine status be part of your ID. I do not feel 
comfortable with that. Also not with the vaccine it self. How 
many tests were done, is it 100% safe and also effec7ve? 
I feel it must be a choice to vaccinate and not be tracked on your 
ID. I do not trust this rollout. Janine

2021-01-20 
16:50:38

Western 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

A "Covid passport" discriminates against people who choose not 
to be vaccinated with this experimental Covid vaccine.  A "Covid 
passport" implies that those people who get vaccinated are safe 
to travel with and those that are not vaccinated are dangerous 
to travel with.  This is a lie that is scien7fically baseless and 
illogical, because: 
1) It has not been proven that vaccinated people with 
asymptoma7c infec7ons are any safer than unvaccinated people 
with asymptoma7c infec7ons (which already makes up about 
75% to 80% of people). 
2) If the vaccines work, then there is no danger to vaccinated 
people travelling with unvaccinated people.  
3) These experimental Covid vaccines have a mechanism of 
ac7on that has never been tested in humans before.  Long term 
effects will only be known in years and decades to come.  Both 
the Nuremberg Code and the Helsinki Accord state very clearly 
that consent is required for experimental medical interven7ons.  
Discrimina7on and limita7on of human rights (freedom of 
movement) in order to coerce people into accep7ng an 
experimental vaccine will not stand up in a court of law. 

Stand up for human rights (as the cons7tu7on requires you to 
do) stop jumping to do what the globalists are telling you to do, 
and don't waste our money on rubbish like this. Howard

KwaZulu-Natal 2
2021-01-26 
16:27:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID ER

2021-01-23 
08:19:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Le vaccine why izothestwa la kuthina why ingathestwa la isuka 
khona and okunye bathi ayikuvikeli ukuthi ngeke usayithola le 
corona uzoqhubeka ugqoke le musk kan7 senziwani ngempela Sifiso

Eastern Cape 1
2021-01-23 
17:03:52

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Vaccina7on should be voluntary, with no nega7ve impact or 
prejudice for those who choose not to have the vaccina7on. Eloise

Free State 2
2021-01-22 
19:44:29

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Why should we be vaccinated when  more than 89% of people 
recover from it Pieter 
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2021-01-21 
14:06:57

Free 
State Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The apempt to coerce and possibly even force people to receive 
this vaccine is a contraven7on of the SA cons7tu7on and the 
Geneva conven7on. It is a viola7on of our most basic human 
rights. If a government can violate the sovereignty of an 
individuals body either through force or coercion, if we no 
longer enjoy this most basic and essen7al freedom, then we are 
no longer free.  Anyone who establishes or enforces such a 
policy should righ{ully be prosecuted for commiing a crime 
against humanity. 
If this is allowed then we are no longer a cons7tu7on but a 
prison:- 
"A dashboard system is also being developed to capture the 
reasons given for vaccine refusal.  The Department of Health has 
said that all South Africans who are vaccinated will be placed on 
a na7onal register and provided with a vaccina7on card.  Vaccine 
passports -  
A form of iden7fica7on and proof of a vaccine is likely to become 
increasingly important in the coming months and years, 
especially for South Africans looking to travel overseas." 

Shere
North West 1

2021-01-22 
07:11:12

North 
West Not fully

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It is my opinion that if the proof can be provided, that the 
vaccine is developed correctly and effec7vely tested, then it can 
be administrated. The administra7on  should in my opinion 
commence with the previously disadvantaged as they are s7ll 
accomadated in confined areas, thus exposing them to 
element's . Edward

re7red 4
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 2

2021-02-01 
02:07:41

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

I am concerned about my rights as a S A ci7zen. That I will be 
refused many benefits such as passports to travel, entry into 
many public places if I do not have proof of vaccine stamped in 
my ID. 
I am also concerned about effec7veness of the vaccine. Further, I 
do not trust the whole success of the roll out based on past 
failures of government. The health sector is already in a mess 
and was so even prior to the virus outbreak. Micky

2021-01-23 
09:09:37

Western 
Cape Not fully re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Gov must allow medical aids to buy vaccines because it will save 
the tax payer money. Why does Gov want to be the sole buyer of 
vaccines??? I gues that someone in gov will benefit from it. Pierre

Gauteng 1

2021-01-25 
10:04:13 Gauteng Not fully re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

At 82years of age I do not see the necessity to have the vaccine. 
to keep the elderly alive (what for)!! and everything our 
Government tackles is a disaster. Also not happy that they want 
to increase taxes the funds will just go into someone's pocket 
and the vaccine has not been tested effec7vely. It normally takes 
many years to test a vaccine Maureen

Free State 1

2021-01-25 
09:37:49

Free 
State Not fully re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

The elderly need to be vaccinated urgently amer the front line 
workers and BEFORE poli7cians,  so they can  come out of lock 
down in old age homes and frail care facili7es, and be reunited 
with family and loved ones amer being in isola7on since mid 
February 2020.  Sandy 

unemployed individual 7
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 3

2021-01-27 
12:11:11

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not agree with this hype about the mandatory vaccine or 
that we will have to carry "passports". 

I dont even take the flu vaccine so i do not see why i have to be 
forced to take this one. A lot of people dead from other illnesses 
like flu and there was not a big thing made of that. India is giving 
the ci7zens doxycycline and ivermec7n that is just as good and 
cheaper. Yolandi

2021-01-23 
14:01:21

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Another good idea that the government will be unable to  
execute/implement. Let's open the doors for another avenue of 
corrup7on!! Gert
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2021-01-19 
21:30:34

Western 
Cape Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Vaccina7on is an elec7ve medical procedure. Different people 
have different medical needs and concerns and have the right to 
bodily integrity-- my body , my choice.  Vaccina7on cannot and 
must not be mandatory in a free society. Vaccine ID & 'passports'  
are a terrible idea.  

According to Business Tech,  "Major business groups, including 
Oracle and Microsom, have already iden7fied this as an issue and 
set up the Vaccina7on Creden7al Ini7a7ve (VCI) which is working 
to enable individuals vaccinated for Covid-19 to access their 
vaccina7on records in a secure, verifiable and privacy-preserving 
way. Can someone please explain how my personal medical 
records suddenly became the province of Microsom? A company 
which co-incidentally has massive corporate interests in the 
manufacture and distribu7on of vaccines as well as a stated goal 
of world depopula7on. There is just far too much conflict of 
interest there and poten7al for abuse. Whatever happened to 
doctor-pa7ent confiden7ality? This "vaccine passport" is being 
created specifically for discrimina7on on the basis of medical 
procedures undergone. How is this any beper than other forms 
of discrimina7on? Unacceptable. And uperly ridiculous given 
that no-one can say with any certainty that these vaccina7ons 
(which are highly experimental and with respect to which,  
producers have total immunity from prosecu7on if they wreck 
the recipients health in any way) actually give immunity from the 
disease!   

In addi7on, many people with allergies or previous adverse 
vaccine reac7ons are advised not to take the vaccine. The UK 
government has advised its ci7zens that if they plan on falling 
pregnant, they should not take the vaccine, as its effects on 
fer7lity are unknown. How can something like this, which is a 
clear danger to a fair propor7on of the popula7on, be made 
mandatory for travel? It is absurd. 

And it is a terrible idea to make a centralised database of 
people's health informa7on. Such a database would be an 
obvious hacking target. And people's health informa7on is no-
one's business but their own. There are far more dangerous 
airborne and other preventable diseases in South Africa which 
are being ignored, while all the focus is on apemp7ng to prevent 
an unpreventable disease with a much lower case fatality rate! 

 Actual cures like Ivermec7n and  Hydroxychloroquine plus zinc,  
helpful immune boosters like high dose Vit C, Vit D and artemisia 
are ignored or called 'fake news' or ac7vely prohibited from 
being used (!) . Why is this?  These are so much cheaper and 
preferable to experimental vaccina7ons! The mRNA vaccine is 
untried, poorly tested, involves gene7c changes in the cells of 
the recipient with results unknown, and is being pushed on 
African na7ons by global corporora7ons who want to track the 
effects AFTER ADMINISTRATION because they didn't do enough 
research on the effects before! This is appalling and no poor SA 
taxpayer money should be paying for data collec7on for wealthy 
big pharmaceu7cal companies. 

Business Tech went on to say "VCI’ plans to give individuals the 
ability to obtain an encrypted digital copy of their immuniza7on 
creden7als to store in a digital wallet of their choice. 
Those without smartphones could receive paper printed with QR 
codes containing verifiable creden7als."  In other words we can 
have access to our own data, which we already know. How much 
will this cost? And does anyone actually believe that this 
seasonal sickness which is already weakening, and which has 
already picked off most good candidates for death,  really 
jus7fies this new, expensive and pointless system, UNLESS the 
system is actually being set up as the beginning of a social credit 
system like China's. Which South Africa certainly DOES NOT 
NEED OR WANT since we are a cons7tu7onal democracy and not 
a communist dictatorship!!! Linda

KwaZulu-Natal 2
2021-01-26 
16:08:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Iqbal
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2021-01-21 
14:10:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It is not only the Covid Passport/ID that is of concern.  It is the 
fact the this Vaccine has been produced in such a short 7me.  
Reports are coming in of serious side affects YET we have 
something that is way cheaper and more effec7ve 
IVERMECTIN !!!  We have companies here that can produce it 
right now !! YET the ANC have banned it WHY???  Are they the 
PUPPETS and their MASTERS are pulling the strings - BILL GATES, 
THE CHINESE, NWO, WHO, UN, etc.   
In the mean7me 1000's are dying because, instead of using the 
R577 Billion borrowed/given to the ANC for the prepara7on of 
our health systems and financially helping those in need because 
of LOCKDOWN, they instead resorted TO STEALING IT ALL and 
making their bank accounts faper (including themselves). 
What makes you think that this 7me around with the vaccine 
that things are going to be different - they will tenderpraneur 
this thing 7ll there is nothing lem.  As it is the GOVERNMENT is 
BROKE (as in no money).  Now they want to tax us even more to 
pay for a vaccine that does not work (s7ll have to wear a mask, 
s7ll have to social distance, etc).  Why get the vaccine if IT DOES 
NOT CURE/OR PREVENT YOU from geing COVID ??? 
Now we have this variant - and guess what - IT WILL NOT WORK 
BECAUSE OF THIS VARIANT - so ordering the millions of vaccines 
is just going to be a waste of OUR TAXPAYERS MONEY (AGAIN!!).   
Unban IVERMECTIN and get our people healthy and get the 
economy going again - WE CANNOT OFFORD THE LIFESTYLES OF 
THE ANC ANYMORE !!! 
#VoetsekANC  #VoetsekVaccine #BringonIvermec7n 
#UnbanIvermec7nNow Karen

Gauteng 2
2021-01-21 
23:41:02 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Why are they rolling out the vaccine from other countries why 
aren't we producing our own vaccines Jeffrey 

2021-01-20 
07:14:22 Gauteng Not fully

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Last hulle were die referring inent , malena en al die troep . Laat 
ons sien of dit veilig is , as hulle niks oor kom nie en daar is geen 
inen7ng id nie dan miskien. Dirk

business owner 13
Column B: Count:

North West 1

2021-01-26 
19:20:00

North 
West Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I travel for business  
If I can’t get the vaccine it may nega7vely affect my ability to 
generate income  
I also would like to know if a choice will be given as to which 
vaccine to use 

William R
Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-26 
18:39:15

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Ivermec7n is the answer Craig

2021-01-20 
18:50:01

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

We can use Ivermec7n to kill the virus. No need for mandatory 
vaccine. Dedre 

2021-01-20 
10:13:01

Eastern 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID COENRAAD 

Mpumalanga 1

2021-01-26 
02:22:32

Mpumal
anga Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

There’s absolutely no need for Covid passport/ID,. Who will be 
paying for all these things? Myself and most South Africans see 
no need in this as some countries like China we’re dealing well 
with the situa7on by reques7ng a nega7ve nucleic acid test 
rather than vaccine passport/ID, as much as there are people 
who want the vaccine there are some who don’t. Why should it 
be enforced that a person won’t be able to travel without a 
vaccine passport/ID. Why can’t those who don’t want it rather 
provide nega7ve nucleic acid test and days of quaran7ne before 
depar7ng. Kristline

Western Cape 5

2021-01-25 
12:43:23

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I do not believe in mandatory vaccina7on, nor a Covid ID / 
passport system. Offer the vaccine to willing people in the high 
risk age demographic and let’s move on. The government will 
waste more money with this rollout plan, and I can’t see most 
low risk people op7ng for the vaccine. Grant 

2021-01-23 
08:26:55

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The proposed vaccine ID is ripe for abuse and misapplica7on. 
The stated concerns and focus of this prac7ce for the follow up 
and monitoring of health informa7on is obviously not the only 
end goal. This is well illustrated by the fact that it also includes a 
registry of any who might decline being vaccinated as well as 
their reasons for doing so. This is a blatant viola7on of privacy 
and personal agency in terms of any medical interven7ons being 
voluntary under interna7onal law. When this vaccine ID 
inevitably becomes a barrier to access for other services it will 
finally clearly cross this line.  Furthermore the assurances of 
privacy concerning the pa7ents medical informa7on is flimsy at 
best. How does this government with it's track record in this 
regard and other proposed ID card roll outs guarantee that the 
very companies who are assis7ng them with this roll out would 
not also gain unauthorized access to the par7cipants medical 
informa7on? Hugo

2021-01-21 
08:10:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The % are too low for this to be mandatory. We are 57 000 
000.00 people 
Cases 1,36M 
Recovered 1,14M 
Deaths 38 288 

Health Care front line workers an absolute must but the rest 
should be by choice only. The cons7tu7on of this country 
s7pulates our rights and no government ESPECIALLY A CORRUPT 
ONE AS SUCH can remove that right! Michelle

2021-01-19 
22:01:09

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The government has no right to  interfere with freedom of 
chpoce Dorepe
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2021-01-19 
22:01:07

Western 
Cape Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

The government has no right to  interfere with freedom of 
chpoce Dorepe

Gauteng 3

2021-01-22 
07:00:41 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I agree with the majority of roll out.  However, vaccines cannot 
be made mandatory, although I fully support being vaccinated. 
Also, there cannot be a situa7on of discrimina7on against 
people not wan7ng the vaccine i.e. it cannot be marked in your 
Id or passport. Annemarie 

2021-01-21 
18:22:09 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

We have the right to decide over our own bodies.  Mandatory 
vaccina7ons and vacine passport/ID makes me believe that you 
wont be able to buy or sell. Locked out from bussinesse that will 
be forced to turn away those who do not have the ID. God made 
my body and I and only I HAVE THE RIGHT TO WHAT GOES INTO 
MY BODY!!!! Tanja

2021-01-19 
21:43:39 Gauteng Not fully

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Why would we need a passport for a vaccine whose efficacy is 
not tested Nomcebo

student 1
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 1

2021-01-25 
08:45:49 Limpopo Not fully student

Covid 
passport/ID

I am worried about the secrecy behind the vaccine and the role 
implica7ons it will have on my health and why companies that 
produce the vaccine are not willing 6take the blame if side 
effects occur amer the vaccina7on and also the way it was 
produced in such a hurry. 

I wish it starts being given to parliamentarians and we are given 
and op7on to take it or not amerall we are in a democra7c 
country.

Tabudi 
Thabang

Yes I do 4658
Column F: Count:

Roll-out by government 2370
Column E: Count:

re7red 838
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 314

2021-02-23 
08:21:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Rollout should not be confined to government alone . All doctors 
and medical Aids and clinics and private hospitals should be 
allowed to administer vaccine to speed up the process Alexandra

2021-02-22 
02:07:47 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Helen

2021-02-20 
17:30:47 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Louis

2021-02-19 
07:42:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

People not being fully informed of roll out.  Are there going to be 
places near to one's residence. Not everyone can afford to travel 
to get the vaccine.  Believe the government has no real plans in 
place. Make use of chemists, private & public hospitals and 
doctors Anne 

2021-02-17 
12:31:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government I hope  the elderly e. g. over 80 won't be forgopen. Marelyn

2021-02-02 
07:31:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Israel has vaccinated 55% of its popula7on.  Covid infec7ons and 
covid-19 related death have fallen accordingly -- especially 
amongst those groups (elderly . . . ) vaccinated. 

hpps://www.bbc.com/news/health-55706855 

Perhaps SA urgently needs a government that takes vaccina7on 
seriously -- instead of strangling healthy ac7vi7es and our failing 
economy. Bernhard

2021-01-31 
15:06:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why has any vaccine been approved in SA so late, while other 
countries are applying it aleady long ago? No money? Nonsense. 
Elderly people and those at risk for other health reasons  should 
get their jab early. This will also help to prevent hospitals from 
overflowing. Apart of that, a life of an elderly person does not 
count less than that of a younger one. Amer all, from what age 
onwards do you consider a person "elderly"? Arno

2021-01-29 
07:27:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Trafford 

2021-01-28 
15:54:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am just very  concerned that the roll out has taken  so long and 
so many may have died unnecessarily.  Is there no way to speed 
it up and get to the people sooner.  I hope  private doctors and 
pharmacies will be involved to get this moving forward faster.  
Vaccines are our life line. 

Joan 

2021-01-28 
13:55:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Sadly this wonderful Gov of ours mo7vates their incompetence 
regarding everything they touch - everyday in the 
(selected)media. 
The have mainstream media in their pockets anyway. 
For me to place any trust in their hands would make me a traitor 
of the people of this country. 
The most vulnerable, poorest and ill informed people of SA do 
not know or understand what this gov have kept from them over 
the last number of years. 
They could have been in a beper place. 
Mandela, bless his heart, with his promises. 
Mbekei with the HIV disaster and deaths caused by his/their 
incompetence 
Zuma, need I say anything? 
Ramaphosa who sat next to Zuma with his grin and now a 
puppet in the hands of others. 

Unfortunately they do not qualify for any of our countries 
requirements. 

PJ
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2021-01-28 
08:43:29 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I doubt the government's ability to roll out the vaccine in an 
effec7ve way. As an older person I also do not want to have to go 
into crowded spaces to receive the vaccine. I would think that 
large numbers of people could be vaccinated by allowing local 
doctors, who have the facili7es to store it, to administer the 
vaccine. Annepe

2021-01-27 
22:04:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Brenda

2021-01-27 
21:00:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This is far too complex and important to be lem to our inept 
cadres. 
The best solu7on might be for a consor7um of the private 
hospital managements supported by Home Affairs to manage 
the exercise. Louis

2021-01-27 
10:03:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment proofed that he cannot manage anything smooth 
and effec7vely with the appointed personal with no experience 
or the will to do anything to their best Tina

2021-01-27 
05:36:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Gauteng is the smallest province, yet has the highest popula7on.  
In all this 7me of Covid-19 , in my region Benoni Ekuhrleni.  I 
have not heard, seen , or aware of any tes7ng of Covid by 
government.  Now with vaccine I feel the same thing.  
Will they allow my medical aid to assist me to get my vaccine? 

Marjorie 
2021-01-26 
20:27:50 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government J. L. 

2021-01-26 
19:51:54 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It needs to be rolled out as soon as possible. They should do it at 
SASSA points, pharmacies, clinics and taxi ranks to reach the 
most people. 
 Payment: perhaps medical aids could ask members if they 
would be willing to sponsor one or two people who do not have 
a medical aid. (Let the medical aids work with the money, not 
government officials as the money might disappear into the 
wrong pockets. But check on the medical aids too .) Rose-marie

2021-01-26 
19:19:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Annatjie

2021-01-26 
17:10:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I want Government to move aside and let private enterprise 
handle the whole logis7cs of the vaccina7on.  The Command 
Centre or whatever they are called make lovely speeches , spend 
in the billions and don't actually ever implement anything. 

They must look to Israel to see how that country got organised, 
even if that country's  success s7cks in their throats.    

Estelle

2021-01-26 
14:55:54 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Main concerns:  
* Availability of the vaccine to all. 
* Mee7ng the requirement of a systema7c and controlled 
process to ensure a proper and effec7ve rollout. 
* Cost. 
* Uninformed people refusing vaccina7on, working against 
achieving herd immunity. 
* The success of the vaccine in protec7ng the community (short 
tes7ng period). 
Possible solu7ons: 
* Widespread educa7on by reputable par7es. 
* Development of a proper rollout process that includes 
monitoring by independent par7es. 
* Monitoring of the success rate of the vaccine. 

Elizabeth

2021-01-26 
14:29:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has reacted too slowly to acquiring vaccine. 
How much money allocated to Covid 19 is going to disappear 
down the corrup7on rabbit hole. Karl

2021-01-26 
13:38:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine  should be obtained by our private medical 
prac7oner and then the burden of roll out would not be so 
onerous on the public health system. Wasela

2021-01-25 
20:47:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Willem

2021-01-25 
17:02:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I unfortunately do not trust the government to do a successful 
opera7on in the roll out of the vaccine.  
I also do not support any addi7onal tax payments as it will most 
probably also land in the bopomless pit that most taxes went in 
the past.  The government should stop bailing out dead 
companies and use that money for the mass vaccina7on. 
Medical aid schemes and pharmaceu7cal companies must be 
allowed to obtain the vaccina7ons and distribute it to clients - 
even if the clients have to pay for it at that point which  am 
prepared to do. CATHARINA

2021-01-25 
15:40:38 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It its of utmost importance that this is done with transparency 
and rapidly Richard

2021-01-25 
14:22:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerns: 
1. to expensive (Milking the country of valuable resources) 
2. Government very slow and they will murder south africans if 
late implementa7on 
3. Government team selfish and corrupt socialism enforced to 
ensure all south africans are dependant on goverment officials. 
4. Implementa7on plan unrealis7c and too late. 

Solu7ons 
1. Ask private sector to assist with nego7a7ons 
2. Get skilled senior managers in place and not unqualified 
poli7cians 
3. Allow other organisa7ons (E.g. Medical Schemes to import 
vaccine as well) 
4. Add already qualified people to the plan. That is clinics, 
hospitals, doctors, pharmacies, etc...) 

Hennie
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2021-01-25 
12:50:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Avril

2021-01-25 
11:33:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that government is taking long to roll out the 
vaccine. My family and I will take chances with the vaccine. I am 
over 60 and have comorbi7es. I have taken other vaccines for 
the elderly already! Moipone

2021-01-25 
06:46:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Im concerned by the magnitude of the task of vaccina7ng so 
many people.  Perhaps school halls and parking lots at shopping 
centres could be used. Margaretha

2021-01-24 
08:45:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to comment on Ramaphosa's  men7on that he did 
not have enough funds for the vaccines. He said he was planning 
on taxing the public sector. It surprises me that when he needed 
billions of funds  to bail out a defunct SAA he didn't bat an 
eyelid. He even took money from Health budgets, Educa7on 
budgets and Police departments to pay for a failed SAA service. 
To find funds to save lives does not, however, seem to be an 
op7on? I ques7on the ANC priori7es?? Judy

2021-01-23 
21:46:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I live in a re7rement village. How will I know when and where to 
be vaccinated? Peter

2021-01-23 
15:59:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Monika

2021-01-23 
12:17:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

With Julius Malema's stupid comments I just hope this the 
vaccine is rolled out fairly to all South Africans in an orderly 
manner, regardless of color and creed.  And PLASE, no 
corrup7on. We are playing with people's lives Melanie

2021-01-22 
23:36:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the ineffec7veness of gov to roll out anything. 
Also the vaxx. And the dragging of feet to secure a delivery is a 
concern. Elizabeth

2021-01-22 
23:07:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is a worry that all ethnic groups will not be treated equally. I 
don't see why there is a roll out for malls? Is that for those 
working there as 'essen7al' workers. Should that not say 
Supermarkets.... I.e. where food is sold. Those people put their 
lives at risk for us every day.   
There definitely needs to be a serious roll out plan as I feel it 
should be done faster. Too many lives will be lost between now 
and December!! 
I always get the an7-flu inocula7on and 2019  the government 
took control of all the vaccine and there was none for months 
for the general public from pharmacies. There was eventually 
vaccine in September..... and I had tried from March .... which is 
the best 7me for protec7on during winter. Jeanne

2021-01-22 
15:08:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe the Government has the capacity or competency 
to correctly and more importantly, effec7vely,  roll  this cri7cal 
and necessary vaccine out fairly and expedi7ously to the 
popula7on. in addi7on the prevalence of Government 
corrup7on will  likely occur and increase the costs unnecessarily.  

As it is I believe we are paying the SERUM Ins7tute R75 plus for 
the vaccine whereas other countries are paying 50% less.  john

2021-01-22 
14:50:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

SA has not even confirmed doses and when the roll out will 
happen, by then more lives will be lost. There needs to be a 
complete plan with dates, hierarchy etc to ensure rollout is 
completed 7mely to ensure the country is protected to a degree 
against this disease. Rita

2021-01-22 
10:56:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that Governments responsibility is firstly approve 
vaccines. This should have already been done based on 
approvals already given by other na7ons that have more 
resources for this purpose. We really don't have to reinvent the 
wheel all over again. 

Secondly, as to the funding - there are many op7ons for this to 
sufficiently provide for all in RSA. (1) Government clinics, (2) 
Medical aids have already said they can cover their members as 
well as others, (3) Private individuals can also pay for their 
choice of vaccine if they so wish. 

Thirdly, rollout - it is not necessary that Government does the 
roll out - a mul7 pronged approach would be the fastest way - 
Clinics, Hospitals, pop-up centers, conference centers etc Charles

2021-01-22 
09:06:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

No7ng the history of Government in South Africa to plunder 
public money, I would be a lot happier if there was a system to 
allow Medical Aids to acquire vaccine directly from the 
manufacturers and then administer it directly to its members Kathryn 

2021-01-22 
08:56:04 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The level of corrup7on.  How the rollout will be managed.  Are 
we geing the genuine vacine Andre

2021-01-22 
08:06:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not support the roll-out to be centralized and monopolized 
by government.  They  do not have the competency and 
exper7se necessary for such a large project.  Currently there are 
unnecessary deaths in state hospitals, not because of Covid-19, 
but because of the failed health care system.  Government  have 
also delayed the procurement of the vaccine and have not been 
transparent with their roll-out plan.  Other countries (poorer 
than SA) are already well underway with their vaccina7ons. 
Corrup7on and loo7ng is also bound to happen. This process 
should be decentralized and medical aid schemes, private 
hospitals, pharmacies and doctors must be allowed to procure 
and vaccinate its members and pa7ents.  They have the 
exper7se and capacity.   The efficacy  of the vaccines must also 
be determined in light of the new variant driving the 2nd wave 
in SA.  The most effec7ve vaccine must be deployed, not the 
cheapest. Glenda

2021-01-22 
07:23:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

In order of importance 
- health and related workers 
- over 60s 
- other Martyn
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2021-01-21 
19:55:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Fawzia

2021-01-21 
17:45:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Unless the vaccine roll out is completely open to public scru7ny 
the roll out will, with certainty, be usurped by the criminal 
elements who wrecked the original roll out of COVID materiels 
and services. TheGovernment has a pathe7c track record of 
efficiency in planning and organising any service [witness your 
local municipality offices] and they will be incapable of 
delivering a sa7sfactory vaccina7on process. 
It should be planned by private business with the assistance  of 
qualified and experienced produc7on engineers [this is a process 
amer all]  and the public should be made aware of all steps in the 
process - possibly through a dedicated TV channel?. Medical 
personnel must be first in line but speed and efficiency are 
paramount.  
To allow this to happen correctly the government must step 
aside and only monitor and report on results. Jim 

2021-01-21 
14:12:54 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The distribu7on and administra7on of 40m vaccines is a 
significant logis7cal  challenge. The government has 
demonstrated historically that it is absolutely not up to the 
challenge of implemen7ng such ini7a7ves in an efficient and 
rapid manner. The communica7on of the mechanism and 
strategy for distribu7on also appears poor. The involvement of 
the private sector, medical aids, pharmacies, etc in the 
distribu7on and administra7on of the vaccine must be accepted 
and promoted so that an efficient roll out has a chance. More 
vaccine needs to be procured. The cost to the fiscus is irrelevant 
as the economy will not recover un7l the pandemic is brought 
under control. This can only be done through vaccina7on. James

2021-01-21 
09:54:57 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This government does not have the ability to acquire or roll out 
the vaccina7ons. The private sector must be involved. Let the 
Med Aids  do their members and the government can do the 
rest. Neels

2021-01-21 
09:38:21 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My greatest concern would be if only government would be in 
charge of the roll out.  They are not competent with anything 
much  and how will they become competent 
enough to control, store safely, transport and administer that 
many doses of vaccine? Unless private sector is involved we are 
doomed to fail.  That we have learned the hard way.  
Incompetance, unreliability and corrup7on is their trademark. Lydia

2021-01-21 
09:10:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government What if you get more ill from this vaccine Annie

2021-01-20 
17:08:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government I have no faith in the government's ability to do anything useful. Barbara

2021-01-20 
15:22:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should have a total apprecia7on of the following: 
1. People resis7ng the program which could lead to a situa7on 
that heard immunity is not achieved. 
2. That people may become lax in wearing masks, keeping social 
distance and washing hands. 
3. That COVID is muta7ng. This will most probably impact on the 
vaccine to be used and the vaccina7on program. 
4. Taking care of the vaccine throughout the whole process 
which ends when vaccina7on actually takes place. 
5. Children can not be vaccinated now. Tests are s7ll conducted 
to determine whether the current vaccines could be used to 
protect the young ones.  
6. Government should employ (contract) the services of people 
with the necessary experience and exper7se to take charge of 
this program which is huge. Government on its own cannot do it. 
There is no room for poli7cs and state capture in this project. 
With the recent bad experiences with food distribu7on for the 
poor and protec7ve clothing for health workers government can 
simply not be trusted with this huge project. Government should 
not use this vaccina7on project to try and demonstrate to South 
Africans that they can do it. The stakes are simply too high. Hennie

2021-01-20 
13:35:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the Government will not roll out in a 
transparent way and I am also concerned about the logis7cs.  Elizabeth

2021-01-20 
12:00:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the government to roll vaccina7on out in a sensible 
and efficient manner. Reina

2021-01-20 
11:13:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If we are to get 1,500,000  doses and only rolling out 200,000, 
whose geing the rest.?  Why aren't we trying out Ivermec7n 
andAsperVeniten? I think it's a definite NO NO to put up  taxes 
to pay for the purchase the vaccine. The government bailout of  
lots of  useless SOE,'s at billions of rands, could have paid for the 
vaccine last year already. Government has failed our country and 
her people. GOVERNMENT AND THE ANC HAS TO BE GIVEN THE 
BOOT. It' s all just talk, talk, talk and no ACTION ON ALL 
EXTREMELY URGENT MATTERS.  So let's wait and see when I, as 
a pensioner, get my vaccine? Thank you. Louise 

2021-01-20 
10:55:04 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The state of government hospitals was very poor before Covid 
hit us.  If they cannot run hospitals efficiently in normal 7mes I'm 
not confident in their ability to roll out the vaccine na7on-wide 
in the middle of the pandemic.   I think the opera7on will be 
open to corrup7on, similar to the procurement of PPEs,  unless 
government puts water7ght controls in place, which I highly 
doubt. Sophie

2021-01-19 
16:15:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Hillegonda
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2021-01-19 
14:49:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The sooner an effec7ve, tested vaccine is available the beper.  I 
will present myself as soon as I qualify to receive it.  I am 
concerned about the logis7cs of safely and effec7vely reaching 
67% of the country this year.  I have recently renewed driving 
licences and passports and the authori7es were badly organised 
and the process took far too long.  I fear the vaccina7on program 
will be similar so hope the private sector is used to assist 
government.  Those who can pay to use private facili7es should 
be allowed to and thus reduce overcrowding and bring in some 
funds. Jennifer

2021-01-19 
12:22:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There will be corrup7on again amongst the government officials.   
This should be run by "Gim of the Givers" Elaine

2021-01-19 
11:15:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am in agreement with the government roll out programme but 
my biggest concern is that it will not be effec7vely controlled. At 
the beginning of this crisis Mr Ramaphosa was empha7c that 
any corrup7on or irregular ac7vity around the covid aid would 
be severely and harshly dealt with yet inspite of that comment 
we saw rampant corrup7on and exploita7on which hugely set us 
back in dealing with this pandemic. I fear the same with the 
vaccina7on programme. I really have no input regarding a 
solu7on - other than Mr Ramaphosa must this 7me around put 
his money where his mouth  - checks and balances must be put 
in place and devia7ons must be immediately and effec7vely 
dealt with. donald

2021-01-19 
09:30:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It concerns me that the vaccine might not get to people that 
require it based on finance Carolyn

2021-01-19 
09:06:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

DO NOT GIVE VACCINE TO PRISONERS. 
THEY SHOULD BE LAST ON THE LIST.  
WHO GIVES A TOSS ABOUT THEM, LET THEM ROT. Angie 

2021-01-19 
08:58:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

That the vaccine reaches the people efficiently & with out 
corrup7on Rochelle 

2021-01-19 
07:58:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why is the government s7ll plowing tax payer’s money into 
South African Airways that could be used for the vaccine? Trish

2021-01-19 
07:16:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Fast track the approval to use Ivermec7n. Hennie 

2021-01-19 
06:42:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government honesty. Not being transparent enough. 
We need this vaccine yesterday and s7ll no clarity on a definate 
roll out date. People are dying Diane 

2021-01-19 
06:01:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Alta

2021-01-18 
20:52:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not agree with the government  making all role players , like 
med aids having to pool with government. I am a member  of a 
med aid and would be happy for them to bring in the vaccineI 
feel that we who can afford it should pay and that way it would 
free up money for more vaccine for the less fortunate Gleness

2021-01-18 
19:35:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As we have experienced  with  administra7on of most 
municipali7es, Escom, Railways, Inland Revenue, Police,  Jus7ce 
and many other departments,  the government is not capable of 
effec7vely administering a largescale undertaking effec7vely. To 
take for granted that it will succeed in handling of millions of 
doses vaccine effec7vely is a pipe dream. Schalk

2021-01-18 
17:36:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die ANC regering kan niks doen as hulle nie iets kan uitkry nie. 
Hulle moet eers vir hul eie sakke sorg en te hel met die res. Wie 
het vir die president vertel hoeveel entstowwe sal reg7g hier 
afgelewer word of is dit wensdenkery Johan

2021-01-18 
16:40:21 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Up to now it is all talk and no do with no vaccines  available as 
yet.The idea that criminals in prisons should get vaccines before 
others is  nonsense.Health workers should be priori7sed and 
then the elderly.If medical aids are going to purchase vaccines 
their paid up members must get preference. The government 
promises of vaccine rollout are not realis7c. David 

2021-01-18 
16:04:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Diana

2021-01-18 
15:26:57 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a poor record in healthcare: 
mismanagement, corrup7on and decision-making based on 
ideological plans rather than prac7cal considera7ons. 
This is one 7me when a transparent public/private plan really 
needs to be rolled out. 
The usual bungling as above could actually destroy the ability of 
the economy to recover - and lead to excess deaths. Maureen

2021-01-18 
15:10:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Govt needs to get going geing the vaccine to the 
people .............who urgently need it! 
The costs need to be out in the open so that corrup7on can be 
effec7vely defeated. 
Anyone who is out of line in the queue for vaccine is to be taken 
away  and protec7vely held.  
Official legal 7ckets are to be issued to observed miscreants to 
filter out the unauthorized persons not required for the smooth 
issuance of each dose of vaccine. 
Govt is late with this roll-out and so a serious and, for once, 
commiped, approach needs to be in place "before the sun goes 
down!!" 
I'm sure  that I represent a huge number of COVID-uncertain 
persons and ask for all qualified South Africans to support us and 
achieve a "herd immunity" in 7me to save our beloved country. Rob

2021-01-18 
15:04:52 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Eleanor
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2021-01-18 
14:55:45 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There are many problems with reliance on government to 
vaccinate our popula7on as cited below: 

1) Our government has already demonstrated it's inability to 
manage most of the important aspects of our country. The list of 
our government's failures is long and con7nues to be added to 
with the lack of prepara7on of medical facili7es for Covid-19 
pa7ents being just one related to the epidemic. The apparent 
dithering over a strategy for the acquisi7on,  roll out and 
delivery of Covid-19 vaccines leaves us facing many more 
unnecessary deaths,  further decima7on of our economy and 
increased despondency at all levels of our popula7on. 

2) Our government is corrupt from top to bopom and is more 
concerned with keeping the  ANC in power to enrich it's 
members than the welfare of our country. This corrup7on has 
already spread to monies iden7fied for figh7ng the pandemic. 
We dare not entrust the government to handle the purchase of 
vaccines or their distribu7on without total transparency and an 
independent private body to manage and oversee the process.  

3) Medical Aid organisa7ons are currently charging huge 
amounts of money in premiums to their members for medical 
insurance. However, the failure by government to manage the 
pandemic and ini7ate a fast vaccina7on program is likely to bring 
the health services to it's knees. There will be liple point in 
contribu7ng to medical aid insurance when much of the health 
services are overwhelmed, which will lead to the failure of 
another pillar of our society.  Medical aids should have the right 
to provide vaccina7ons for their members and assist public 
health organisa7ons  with the vaccina7on strategy - they are 
naturally mo7vated to see the end of the pandemic. 

We recognise the importance of providing a fair strategy to 
vaccinate all levels of our popula7on, without it we will not 
achieve herd immunity. However, wouldn't it be foolish to 
deprive medical aid members of vaccina7on whilst wai7ng for 
government to implement it's roll out. Not being a first world 
country there will always be a significant supply of goods and 
services that are available at a cost that drives a por7on of our 
economy providing taxes which can be used to support those 
unable to purchase such services.  We already have too much 
government regula7on and red tape superficially aimed at 
providing equality, but unfortunately too omen having the 
reverse effect by s7fling our economy, ul7mately to the 
detriment of the poor -  the vaccine scenario is likely to prove to 
be a similar fiasco. The medical aids, the doctors associated with 
them and the facili7es they support can be the driving force 
leading a successful vaccina7on acquisi7on and roll out.  

Keep the government out of it as much as possible, they have all 
too omen demonstrated their incompetence and corrupt 
methods. Steve

2021-01-18 
14:30:18 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government JOHN

2021-01-18 
14:24:23 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government No roll out to middle class Leon

2021-01-18 
13:50:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to get the vaccine program moving 
Urgently! We wonder if they have worked out how they will 
manage the process and if they will prevent 'friends' from 
stealing the funds. 

Yvonne

2021-01-18 
13:32:54 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Main concern : (1) corrup7on by greedy officials; (2) roll-out to 
front line workers ; (3) roll-out to persons over 70; (4)  
effec7veness of vaccine. Niki

2021-01-18 
13:09:50 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Taking into account how the Government handled the PPEs at 
the start of the COVID19 campaign, I am of the opinion that a 
very transparent approach should be adopted in the rollout of 
the vaccine. There are so many opportuni7es for corrup7on 
from the acquisi7on right up to the delivery of the vaccine to the 
individual ci7zens. I would prefer that the Auditor General must 
be involved in the process.  Above all, there must be 
accountability of all who will be involved. Vakele

2021-01-18 
12:56:29 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Jonathan

2021-01-18 
12:39:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Hope Clicks,  Dischem , NHC etc. will provide centers of 
vaccina7ons. Kosi

2021-01-18 
12:24:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out of vaccina7on to the people must not be 
compulsory.  Goverment must work with the private sector to 
ensure compliance  and be transparent.  Re7red personnel  
including all  ci7zens who are whether re7red or s7ll working 
from the age of 65 - 90 must be the first to get this vaccina7on 
including health workers as first priority. Rebecca

2021-01-18 
12:20:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I understand that medical aid schemes will be covering the cost 
of the vaccines for their members. I'd like to suggest that 
frontline workers like healthcare staff and teachers be offered 
the opportunity to be vaccinated first - vaccina7on should be an 
individual choice. Thereamer medical aid members should be 
offered the opportunity to be vaccinated - at least the 
government can recover some of the costs incurred. Amer that, 
the vaccines should be made available to those who haven't got 
the means to pay for it - free of charge. Noel
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2021-01-18 
12:11:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out of the vaccine should take place as soon as possible. 
I am against the government having control of the roll out as 
their track record with regards corrup7on and inefficiency is 
legendary. The private sector should be able to import the 
vaccine with the op7on of making the vaccine available to the 
public sector as well. Kathleen

2021-01-18 
11:33:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Let's get on with the job !!! 
Get it done CORRECTLY and let recognized private business carry 
out the proceedures. Alwyn

2021-01-18 
10:58:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The South African  Government will again use the roll-out of the 
vaccine to steal as much money as possible.  Our ANC 
Government is the most corrupt Government in the world. Jasper

2021-01-18 
10:46:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am in favor of vaccina7on against  the Corona virus. However 
my concern is around the ability of the government to roll out 
vaccines  efficiently and effec7vely! Shereen

2021-01-18 
10:40:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Nic

2021-01-18 
10:33:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government employees do not care about work ethics.  Leave 
this inocula7on to Medical Nurses, Doctors and their technical 
assistants.  All support staff in Old Age Homes, Medical Staff at 
Hospitals/Doctor's Rooms and TEACHERS should be inoculated 
first.. Taxi Ranks and Shopping Malls?? Really??  People 
protec7ng themselves should be considered for the vaccine, 
instead of the ones walking about without masks/protec7on Mary

2021-01-18 
10:17:47 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concern that there will be corrup7on 
Concern over an7-vaxxers 
Concern it will not be properly handled , logis7cally. That no lazy 
and incompetent pals will be deployed Cory

2021-01-18 
10:16:40 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Around 40 million people should be vaccinated, why private 
organisa7ons  like : Dis-Chem , Clicks, private Medical  schemes 
can’t buy  vaccines and start vaccina7ons? Grazyna

2021-01-18 
10:13:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It would be good if Ivermec7n will be made available whilst we 
wait for the vaccine, as I feel that the roll out might take longer 
than planned. We need to save lives, and help front line workers 
whilst wai7ng for it Brenda

2021-01-18 
10:08:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government lacks the competence and integrity to roll out the 
vaccine effec7vely and without corrup7on.  The private sector 
should manage this in co-opera7on with medical aids and 
hospitals.  It should NOT be centralised within government and 
be the responsibility of one government department. Margaret

2021-01-18 
09:56:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government roll out will be  costly and corrupt. 
They have proved to be incapable of effec7ve leadership and 
management. 
Private enterprise has to become involved otherwise we have no 
hope  
of a successful roll out. 
My and the family hope of being vaccinated as long as only 
government is involved is  
very slim. John

2021-01-18 
09:38:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

A system should be put in place whereas to recognise individuals  
who have received the vaccine so as to ensure that the second 
vaccine shot is also received by the individual. These vaccines 
should be made mandatory.  The aged should also  be included 
with the ini7al vaccines Desiree

2021-01-18 
09:37:46 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Leslie

2021-01-18 
09:37:17 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

So many things in SA that are run by the Government are so 
inefficient and badly organised that I am concerned that this will 
be yet another one of these .  People are dying and we 
desperately need the vaccine  to be rolled out to all South 
Africans as soon as possible.  Call on businesses and re7red 
medical personnel to assist in running an efficient and smooth 
roll out for the benefit of all . Elize

2021-01-18 
09:36:29 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

should roll out as soon as possible 
Michael

2021-01-18 
09:32:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Incompetence of government officials Patrick

2021-01-18 
09:12:37 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern is in the method of  me7ng out of the vaccine 
to the popula7on. As i am over 65 i  would prefer to receive my 
shot at a recognised facility rather than queue up in a shopping 
centre. Also I trust i will be monitored for the required 7me to 
ensure i do not have any bad reac7on, and that i would have a 
date given for administering the 2nd. dose. Jennifer

2021-01-18 
08:56:57 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that the Vaccine has to be here by Yesterday especially  for 
our front line workers. 
The whole of our pollu7on needs it so that we can get back to 
some form of normality as our unemployment is raising as at 
today we are siing at 40% that means that 40% of our pollu7on 
is starving in the 21 century , that is unacceptable and our 
government has no means to help with R350 a month people 
cannot live , and what happens CRIME .   Athina

2021-01-18 
08:21:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There are no alterna7ves to the vaccine. The government has 
dropped the ball  and now other groups and organisa7ons 
should  be allowed to purchase the vaccine and add to the drive 
to get everyone vaccinated 

Peter

2021-01-18 
08:13:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the government's priori7es in vaccina7ng health 
workers and related industries first. However, I do feel that they 
should allow extra competent authori7es (such as Medical Aid 
Socie7es and Pharmacies) to assist in this massive roll out 
situa7on. JOHN

2021-01-18 
07:06:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I’m concerned to hear that prisoners will be vaccinated before 
those not in jail.  
I disagree with this idea.  
We need to vaccinate those who are contribu7ng to the 
economy first. Thelma 
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2021-01-18 
06:11:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Lynne

2021-01-17 
23:32:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I hope that GOV will roll out vaccines in a logical proper method 
so that there is no corrup7on .  
That people who need vaccines will get it . Leone

2021-01-17 
21:06:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I actually believe that our government genuinely has the interest 
of the na7on at heart and will do its best to roll out the vaccine 
as efficiently and equitably as possible.  The government has so 
far done their best to protect lives and livelihoods  as best they 
can with the resources at their disposal Thembeka

2021-01-17 
21:05:17 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Marijke

2021-01-17 
21:00:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is the roll methodology which has not been 
clearly stated.  Wai7ng in long lines for the vaccine will 
a) possibly infect you with the virus due to lack of social 
distancing 
b) become near impossible to maintain for weeks on end with 
keeping the vaccine at the required temperatures 
c) result in some people geing 2 or 3 shots instead of a single 
shot ini7ally 
d) cause general chaos as the supply gets low 

This kind of reminds me of the elec7ons of 1994 that went on 
for days to get to all the people. 

My sugges7on would be  
a) to ask the medical aids to target their vulnerable 
b) at the same 7me the government can target those collec7ng 
their SASSA grant for old age to receive their shots however, the 
moot point is how to keep the vaccine at a reasonable 
temperature -  
c) perhaps through the baby immuniza7on clinics? 
d) in urban areas the loca7ons where vo7ng is done can be used 
by using the voters roll of that area 

Shopping centers are being avoided by those who have any 
sense as there are just too many risks and vulnerabili7es at 
these places. 

Lindi
2021-01-17 
20:58:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Involve the private sector to avoid corrup7on and delays in 
implemen7ng effec7vely due to ineptness of government. Daryl

2021-01-17 
20:43:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the vaccine would go to the majority and the 
ANC, instead to the taxpayers and the senior ci7zens of this 
country! Hilda

2021-01-17 
20:42:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I just hope the goverment knows the 'how' to distribute.  The 
crookery and corrup7on with the PPE was just the final straw. Do 
t have any trust lem. But with Dischem, Clicks and the medical 
aids we should be ok. Just look at  Gim of Givers excellent 
administra7on. Lawra

2021-01-17 
20:25:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Louise

2021-01-17 
20:08:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This drive requires all hands on deck  not Government  
monopolising the so-called rollout.  Their incompetence and 
corrup7on speak for themselves. Robyn

2021-01-17 
20:07:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Walter

2021-01-17 
20:05:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

So disappointed we don't have access NOW! The fact that no 
strategy was put in place early on, and no roll out plan by  the 
government, who seem to be groping in the dark, is 
unacceptable. We should have the vaccines from Pfizer and 
Moderna  NOW...already! Enough for everyone star7ng with the 
OVER 60's. This pussy foo7ng around that the government has 
done is totally unacceptable and dangerous. My family in the 
USA and other countries have all had their vax and here I sit at 
70 years of age, stuck and unable to visit my children and 
grandchildren. Dianne

2021-01-17 
20:04:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I sincerely hope that the vaccine will arrive in South Africa and 
that it will be distributed  in an orderly fashion. I am an elderly 
person with comorbidi7es and have been in lockdown since 
March last year.  I hope the government will make sure that 
corrup7on is not a feature  of the importa7on of the vaccine and 
that people will be treated fairly in the distribu7on of the 
vaccine. Jean

2021-01-17 
19:26:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to give clarity on "when" we can expect the 
vaccine - at the moment many conflic7ng reports. 

The CORRECT AND SAFE MANAGEMENT OF THE STORAGE 
CRITERIA, ETC  OF THE VACCINE, 
is of PARAMOUNT importance so as not to allow the vaccine to 
be totally ineffec7ve and a total waste!!!!!! 

ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY AND SPEED IS IS VITAL!!! 

Lorepa
2021-01-17 
18:03:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Jenny

2021-01-17 
17:49:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Shirley
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2021-01-17 
17:48:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

While I support the priority of front-line workers, those playing 
cri7cal  roles in the day to day running of the country - police, 
taxi operators, the public-facing staff of essen7al services (family 
prac77oners, food stores etc), the aged and vulnerable - in the 
first phase of the roll-out BY GOVERNMENT, I do not support the 
con7nued interven7on thereamer. They must hand over 
procurement and roll out to the private sector who are far beper 
equiped to handle the following phases both financially and 
logis7cally. 

In addi7on, from a trust perspec7ve, I believe only the Pfiser, 
Astra-Zeneca, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson vaccines must 
be considered because of their track records in pharmaceu7cal 
exellence. 

Thank you Anthony

2021-01-17 
17:46:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is the poten7al for corrup7on.  The 
corrup7on around the provision of PPE highlighted the endemic 
corrup7on in our country.  The good of the ci7zens seems not to 
be a priority. No middle men should be involved in the 
acquisi7on of the supplies and no tendering for services should 
be considered, 
Another concern is the lack of understanding by large sec7ons of 
the popula7on about vaccina7ons. Unfortunately there is not a 
lot of 7me or resources to undertake an awareness campaign lesley

2021-01-17 
17:36:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government ministers should be the first test run dummies. 

I do not see why people in prison are third priority. They should 
have no rights  
what so ever and ranked last to get vaccinated. 

  James

2021-01-17 
17:32:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly this is a very good thing for our country. Now the roll out 
is of upermost importance, I would suggest that the government 
not tender out the process but control the roll out themselves. 
Hire all the relevant people who will be needed and have total 
control of the overall project without private influence.. But yes  
everybody else even our opposi7on should be very involved  for 
the prosses to be truly open Siphs

2021-01-17 
17:32:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly this is a very good thing for our country. Now the roll out 
is of upermost importance, I would suggest that the government 
not tender out the process but control the roll out themselves. 
Hire all the relevant people who will be needed and have total 
control of the overall project without private influence.. But yes  
everybody else even our opposi7on should be very involved  for 
the prosses to be truly open Siphs

2021-01-17 
17:12:57 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel, as a ci7zen of this country, the government has let us 
down dismally with this pandemic and vaccine!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I 
think the corrup7on that has gone down shows how the 
government and their employees are not concerned about the 
holis7c well being of this na7on! We should have secured this 
vaccine, paid for it months ago! i think the government should 
hang its head in shame for what they have done to this na7on! 
We all need the vaccine NOW, to be able to get people back at 
work, to get the economy growing again! preferably with a new 
government! 

Denise jill

2021-01-17 
16:57:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too many people are geing infected and indeed affected by 
covid-19. Many are dying. Many are s7ll going to die. Very sad 
indeed. What would it take to follow my strategy? Simple as it 
is? Whilst s7ll awai7ng the vaccine, why can't we change our 
belief system. Once we have changed our belief system, only 
then can we change our behavior. 
CLARION CALL TO ACTION: 
With good Governance, covid-19 will recede. With bad 
Governance, covid-19 will be unstoppable. So, World Leaders, 
please turn to Good Governance to avoid a catastrophic 
eventuality that we are all facing.  
Kgosiemang Esau Moloko 
Auditor Ac7vist, Johannesburg  
South Africa Esau

2021-01-17 
16:43:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concern about the logis7cal process of distribu7on to those who 
are in need. People will not trust the management by the 
specific department who is responsible for the implementa7on 
there of Lodewyk 

2021-01-17 
16:12:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government is notorious for its inability to deliver anything 
effec7vely. We have already heard it’s ordering more vaccines 
than we have adults in SA. Why Marion 

2021-01-17 
15:51:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My husband and I hope that the roll-out 
will be efficient , fast not bungled or delayed. 

Elvira 
2021-01-17 
15:48:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the priority roll out to the ci7zens who most need 
it first Marilia

2021-01-17 
15:45:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is important everyone gets a vaccine and should be 
compulsory otherwise we never know who carrying it Denise 

2021-01-17 
15:33:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Well, they’ve proven themselves to be less than successful in all 
other areas of government, therefore I would like to see Medical 
Aid   Schemes being allowed to acquire and distribute vaccines 
as well. Lynepe
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2021-01-17 
14:59:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

South Africans need to be able to buy their own vaccines so that 
we have the opportunity to have access to the vaccine sooner., 
to protect ourselves. The longer we wait for the governments 
plan and for them to do anything, the more people will die. We 
need the op7on to be able to protect ourselves because the 
government does not have the funds or the correct strategy to 
roll out the vaccine as quick as is needed for South Africans. We 
cannot keep going into lock downs and damage our economy 
because the government cannot get us vaccines quick enough. Virginia

2021-01-17 
14:36:37 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Our government cannot distribute school books to those who 
need them - how on earth will they ever conduct this mammoth 
task efficiently?   Also,  the chosen  few and the fat cats will be 
first in line. 

Our government is willing to bail SAA out AGAIN  -the 10 billion 
could be  used to  
distribute the vaccine!!!!!! Audrey

2021-01-17 
14:22:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the Govt. Other countries have invac7na7ons. Our 
Govt s7ll had no roll outbplan.  I get the impresion that our dear 
Govt is wai7ng on the WHO to hand out free vaccine to S.A. 
Everything in S.A. is falling apart. Drivers licences, pass ports, 
ID'S, birth cer7ficates and desth cer7ficates. Cahrima

2021-01-17 
13:57:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Neeltjie

2021-01-17 
13:45:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private doctors and clinics should be allowed to order and 
administer the vaccine a s a p, to any pa7ent who will pay for it.  
We have a right to decide our own future, especially if we are 
elderly. We have lived long enough to want to carry on living !!! Genie

2021-01-17 
13:27:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Carel

2021-01-17 
13:24:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerns re Government a) finding sufficient funds, b) 
misappropria7on of funds, c) using funds for SAA for example, 
instead of vaccine Charlope

2021-01-17 
13:19:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government I dont think it will teach us in 7me Charmaine 

2021-01-17 
12:53:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out should be systema7c.  The priority should be 
focused on the super vulnerable and (poten7al and actual) super 
spreaders.  Everyone who is in the country, legally or not are 
both vulnerable and a poten7al risk for spreading the disease.  
For that reason ci7zenship should not be ques7oned nor 
recorded.  There should be no measure by the state to result in 
illegal residents not being granted vaccina7on as this would pose 
a risk for all other residents in this country. 
Super Vulnerable 
Health workers should be driven by the medical register and 
clinic and hospital payrolls, plus their contractors.  Including 
orthodox and alterna7ve health workers that need to touch 
pa7ents.  Iden7fica7on by ID number AND medical prac7ce 
number, if applicable.  
People by commobidi7es by age (from ID number), lepers and 
scripts from doctors specifying exact condi7ons such as diabetes, 
immune compromises, heart and circulatory system, lung and 
respiratory disease and obesity and ranked by illness defined by 
the medical board.  Should people refuse to prove commodi7es 
they should only be priori7sed by age from ID numbers. 
Superspreaders 
People forced to work in close proximity including taxi drivers, 
waiters and waitresses, food servers and preparers, prisoners 
and prison workers, airline staff and similar.  nursery school 
teachers and assistants.  This should also, at a lower priority 
because of their beper health include public facing police and 
military staff. 
Business and sport travellers that cross borders and visit sites, 
customers and suppliers.  Iden7fied by job descrip7ons and 
travel allowances on tax submissions.  Including truck drivers 
and assistants that travel with them.  On a lower priority 
outgoing visitors that are South Africa ci7zens and permanent 
residents. 
Iden7fica7on should be by ID number and using the age it 
indicates for SA ID holders and all passport holders regardless of 
residence rights.  The legality of residence SHAL NOT be 
considered.  Normal border controls should restrain foreigners 
from visi7ng just for immunisa7on. 
All those who refuse vaccina7on when eligible should present a 
signed document giving reason and dura7on.  Those who wish 
to delay vaccina7ons go to the end of the queue of the same 
priority group.  Those wishing not to be vaccinated should only 
be allowed if their status changes - e.g. their health deteriorates. 
Employers should be allowed to demand proof of vaccina7on  
for all occupa7ons that are poten7al superspreaders.  This can 
be done by using a government site whereby an ID number or 
passport number is entered and the ranking and result 
displayed.  In other words an employer can determine whether a 
person is listed as in a vulnerable occupa7on and thus on a 
priority list, whether they have refused or delayed vaccina7on 
and whether they have been vaccinated yet. 
Within each category the age should be a key factor, and 
vaccina7on should be made available based on that age.  This 
should be published each week in the na7onal media.  Thus the 
range of age for the following week should be given.  The 
vulnerable and superspreaders would be priori7sed and the 
categories published too.  All of those would be listed for 
eligibility under age too. Andreas

2021-01-17 
12:22:59 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It so urgent that we import the vaccine at all costs. Give the 
public update regularly. Accept that Government let the country 
down Thandi
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2021-01-17 
12:06:03 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private medical aids need to have access to the covid vaccine so 
that it can be distributed effec7vely and administered  
efficiently.  They have the experience and are not corrupt, which 
is a huge concern. This is far too serious to be lem in the hands of 
corrupt individuals as we have seen over and over again where 
self gain is the only and primary concern. Pharmacies must be 
involved in this opera7on as well, they have excellent healthcare 
workers and are not corrupt.  Healthcare personnel, teachers, 
lecturers and old people need to be the first to have the vaccine 
administered. OLWEN

2021-01-17 
11:52:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is seing up the vaccine purchase by government 
only with a similar approach to role out to enable the feeding 
frenzy we saw earlier last year and in fact for a number of years 
now. orlando

2021-01-17 
11:48:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government does not have the exper7se  to manage the roll 
out.It should be done in conjunc7on with the private sector 
medical schemes and other medical ins7tu7ons. THEUNS

2021-01-17 
11:22:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As usual  the Government  has not paid for enough vaccines and 
there will of course be corrup7on  in the administra7on  and 
administering of it.  Other countries are way ahead in 
vaccina7ng their ci7zens.  SA needs to wake if that is possible. It 
is a personal choice, if you don't want it that's fine but don't stop 
others from having it! Glyn 

2021-01-17 
11:18:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am 65 years old,am overweight and have diabetes and 
hypertension so I am a very high risk individual. I can't believe 
that I am in the same category as prisoners but am concerned 
that the government is not telling us the truth about vaccines. Irene

2021-01-17 
11:17:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The President guaranteed South Africa that there would be no 
corrup7on involved in the supply of PPE and then astronomical 
sums of money  and PPE are stolen. 

SO I DON'T HAVE FAITH THAT THIS WILL NOT HAPPEN WITH THE 
ROLL-OUT OF THE VACCINE, WHICH IS CRITICAL FOR SOUTH 
AFRICA. 

The more private channels like clinics, private hospitals, private 
doctor prac7ces and pharmacy's that are used, the more chance 
there is that the rollout will proceed without loss and risk etc. Aubrey

2021-01-17 
11:09:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

i think that vaccines will be the only solu7on to curb this virus 
which is out of control. Prisoners should NOT be given the 
vaccine under any circumstances before the general public is 
vaccinated and I think people over 60 and front line workers 
should be the ones to get the first vaccines . Tom

2021-01-17 
10:26:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please let other groups be involved in sourcing snd geing the 
vaccine. It will be a game changer for South Africa. We cannot 
leave it to the central government.  Please let medical aids or 
business be involved. Please spurned the SAA money on the 
vaccine. It will be far more valuable for South Africans. Rith

2021-01-17 
10:26:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please let other groups be involved in sourcing snd geing the 
vaccine. It will be a game changer for South Africa. We cannot 
leave it to the central government.  Please let medical aids or 
business be involved. Please spurned the SAA money on the 
vaccine. It will be far more valuable for South Africans. Rith

2021-01-17 
10:21:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Erdmann

2021-01-17 
10:18:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel we should inoculated the popula7on as soon as possible 
with front line workers first then we should introduce the samr 
system as the Israel government at the tsxi ranks a shopping 
center areas to get maximum throughput in as short a 7me as 
possible Mar7n 

2021-01-17 
10:13:28 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please Mr President GET the vaccine for us. The country is falling 
apart GET it ASAP so we can start to rebuild the country and stop 
the brain drain if our people. PLEASE robyn

2021-01-17 
10:05:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Yvonne

2021-01-17 
09:55:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is not clear the details of how  ci7zens will be selected for the 
ini7al roll outs of the vaccine. There is also the culture in South 
Africa of "corrup7ng" any good intent. How will the Government  
ensure that there is fair and equitable distribu7on of a 'genuine 
" vaccine  especially as there are many people in places in 
authority on South Africa who have corrupted the system and 
sold/delivered  inflated cost items or items that are not genuine 
or items that do not even exist. There are s7ll no prosecu7ons of 
PPE corrup7on by people in absolute authority or connected 
people. 

So there needs to be a solid partnership between Government 
and Private Sector in the Health space to ensure proper and 
effec7ve governance of the selec7on of groups for the vaccine 
roll out as well as the actual roll out program  delivering the 
genuine vaccine at cost without enriching those in authority or 
connected people.   

It is also important for the President and the Cabinet members 
to publicly receive the vaccine to show all ci7zens that they are 
commiped to the vaccine to stop the naysayers from promo7ng 
fake news/ false informa7on that it is not correct to take the 
vaccine.  Chris
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2021-01-17 
09:50:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As the pandemic has dragged on and become more serious, the 
Government has become more dictatorial in its approach. Turns 
a deaf ear to valid cri7cism/input, unless it is what they want to 
hear. They only pay lip service when talking about a collabora7ve 
approach. Unfortunately history has shown they are incapable of 
managing a roll out of this magnitude. SASSA springs to mind as 
do the special Covid payments etc. All talk, red tape and liple 
ac7on.  It  is through this inep7tude that we are the at the back 
of the queue. 
All stakeholders should be involved on an equal foo7ng with 
government playing a central co-ordina7ng role, instead of 
seeing this as a power trip. NCCC focussed on the wrong things. 
I also don't believe prisoners should be afforded preferen7al 
treatment. Roger

2021-01-17 
09:41:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Keith

2021-01-17 
09:37:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Gerald 

2021-01-17 
09:25:50 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Sergei

2021-01-17 
08:46:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Judith

2021-01-17 
07:35:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This is top priority and Government must deliver, act, execute 
this ac7on ASAP...we were lauded for our ini7al strong 
lockdown-this needs to be echoed with the whole vaccina7on 
process as well-no room for errors! Clive

2021-01-17 
07:20:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Whay must the inmates in jail get the vaccine before the tax 
paying citecins and persons that contribute to the ecconome . Abie

2021-01-17 
07:14:04 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Ian

2021-01-17 
07:04:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the 7ming and feel that the government 
has lem the roll out too late. They have only secured 20 million 
doses when they need 40 million to reach heard imunity.  They 
should have commenced roll out by now william

2021-01-17 
06:50:52 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I fully agree that the health workers should be the first to receive 
the vaccine but I feel the elderly should be the next to receive 
amer that. Carol

2021-01-17 
06:23:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out should be the sama as for the yearly flu vaccine , 
only difference it should be free. Andre

2021-01-17 
06:16:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Hilary

2021-01-17 
05:59:49 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

- Zero confidence in government’s ability to do anything 
effec7vely.  
- Skep7cal that the general public will be vaccinated before the 
end of the year.   
-  Equitability & corrup7on are  huge concerns 
- SA will not get the best vaccines available  
- Only hope is private sector interven7on Pamela 

2021-01-16 
22:19:04 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Jeannie 

2021-01-16 
21:41:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Not enough money for what is needed and that the right people 
will get it first Gisela

2021-01-16 
21:05:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to allow private enterprise to procure and 
assist via medical aids, private hospitals and GP's. to get going as 
soon as possible! Theo

2021-01-16 
21:05:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Magda

2021-01-16 
21:00:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think there is no transparency & I fear thriving & corrup7on will 
hamper the roll out. There is no urgency  in  obtaining the 
vaccine and  administering it.  No urgency in geing the country 
and economy back to normal. Desiree

2021-01-16 
19:24:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried due to corrup7oncthe vaccine will not be given  to 
phase 1 and 2, but to poli7cians. Alet

2021-01-16 
18:52:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Depending on the vaccine assuming it's not one of the ones that 
need  extra cold storage the roll out should be managed by 
trained military medical core so as not to put more  pressure on 
hospitals during the pandemic. As with the tes7ng medi clinics . 
Pharmacies, and mass drive through facili7es should be erected. 
Buses and taxis should be made available for those in the rural 
areas and for the elderly and vaccines can be administered on 
said transport. Rosemary

2021-01-16 
18:34:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs the help of the private sector to keep to cost 
down, to speed up the process, to prevent corrup7on and to 
ensure that the distribu7on of the vaccine is done fairly to all 
ci7zens of the country. Pieter

2021-01-16 
18:34:23 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven over and over that they are not to be 
trusted due to 
corrup7on, mismanagement  lack of skills and lack of funds. 
Get the private sector and medical aids involved.  
Start with vaccina7ng all frontline health  workers, the elderly 
and people with co-morbidi7es. 
Then essen7al workers on wich our economy depends, defence 
and security and then the general poula7on. Mariépe 

2021-01-16 
18:29:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I definitely agree that the first people to receive the vaccine 
should be medical staff so they can con7nue to treat pa7ents.  
School teachers should also receive vaccines early to allow our 
children to con7nue to be educated.  Then the older people, 
many of us have co-morbidi7es that make us very vulnerable to 
the virus, even though our condi7ons can be controlled with 
medica7on that allows us to live full lives. Then the rest of the 
general popula7on, allowing for the fact that individual people 
might have condi7ons that require them to be priori7sed. Carolyn

2021-01-16 
18:28:18 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Bring it on as soon as possible, as long as no Chinese or Russian. 
Absolutely no Government involvement at all due to rampant 
corrup7on in ANC/SACP citcles Klaus
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2021-01-16 
18:23:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government doesn't have a good track record. Other sectors to 
be involved and processes to be transparent  

Asnath

2021-01-16 
18:06:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why hasn't this government started yet again delays amer delays 
what is that this government can't seek to get right it already to 
late and then again seeing is believing we the people are 
demanding our vaccine PLEASE Derek 

2021-01-16 
17:36:56 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Previously thr elderly in old age homes were also included, as 
well as the elderly over 60 yrs. The vaccines totals are far too 
liple for the country.  
I also suggest that the hot spots be given amer the health 
workers Anita 

2021-01-16 
17:26:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Derek

2021-01-16 
16:20:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Govt has not been transparent enough. I do not trust the 
ANC Govt anyway. They are so incompetent and dishonest. 
Medical aids, pharmacy groups, hospital groups, etc should be 
able to nego7ate and import their own stock of vaccines. How is 
the govt going to pay for the vaccines I wonder?? Barbara

2021-01-16 
15:36:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe more of the community could be reached if the 
Pharmacies could also vaccinate the communi7es. Penelpe

2021-01-16 
15:32:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The president together with the minister of health and the covid 
command council will have to ensure that corrup7on is seriously  
cut down or completely illiminated  and no middle agents 
allowed. The repeat of PPE corrup7on  must be avoided at all 
cost.  The roll out plan and actual process  must be very 
tranparent.  

Mmantlebek
u

2021-01-16 
15:20:12 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should NOT be controlled OR STOLEN by the anc 
government. It should be made available through Doctors and 
pharmacies country wide.  it should NOT be given to prisoners. 
Keep them 7ll last.  
FIRST: Health care workers should be given it, then essen7al 
services. Amer that the elderly and pa7ents with commodi7es.  
Only then the government, the army  and the police. They have 
let the country down BADLY. Diana

2021-01-16 
15:11:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The President and his advisors clearly have no proper reliable 
planning document in place - in his last address to the na7on he 
was very vague and seemed to be struggling to try and convince 
people that everything was under control which clearly it wasn't 
- Govt priori7es with all Covit related mapers are simply 
laughable eg waste of 7me spent on a new defini7on for 
"beaches", definitely Banana Republic stuff - what a joke, then 
mastermind Cele's biggest achievement ie arres7ng some 
harmless surfers, clearly incapable of dealing with proper 
criminals and so it goes on. 
Govt has really stuffed up with everything specifically Covit 
related mapers because of geing their priori7es screwed up - 
spend 7me on more roll-out planning and saving the economy  
and arrest all corrupt looters and SA will be a beper place 
Lastly and quite frankly in general Govt has been hugely 
disappoin7ng and seriously  incompetent - their is supposedly 
the saving of lives forgeing that if they don't resurrect the 
economy more people will die from not having food to eat than 
from Covit - and the people of SA must put up with their 
incompetence and arrogance - - NO !!! Tony

2021-01-16 
15:05:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As far as I know the UK has already vaccinated over 2 million 
ci7zens; meanwhile  there is no real certainty when we will  even 
begin to inoculate  the people of this country. 
It is impera7ve we speed up the process., or hundreds more will 
die unnecessarily. 

 Joy
2021-01-16 
14:57:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Marlene

2021-01-16 
14:35:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is ac7ng too slow. Must speedup the process 
immediately M

2021-01-16 
14:26:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is going to be impossible for govt to do this alone. It's track 
record is deplorable and there is bound to be corrup7on.  Govt 
MUST allow private sector to assume responsibility for a large 
part of vaccine roll out. Let med aids, banks, etc do another of 
impor7ng vaccine from wherever they can get it and URGENTLY 
start doing the job. Also, Pres Rhamaphosa should apologize to 
all our ci7zens for the disgus7ng job the ANC has done and for 
placing this country at the.back of the queue and for.not being 
able to offer more help to its ci7zens because all the money has 
been stolen 

Elizabeth
2021-01-16 
14:10:47 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Priva7se the roll out ,less corrup7on. Irma

2021-01-16 
13:58:29 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccina7on of our popula7on is paramount. Health workers 
are the priority followed by ECD prac77oners,  school teachers 
and higher educa7on educators.  Thereamer other groups. Use 
all large venues as prac7cable.  I fully support private input and 
cross subsidisa7on by medical aids, NGOs and interest groups. I 
am willing to pay as An individual - also for my domes7c 
employee s.  I am willing to be in the last group- I am a healthy 
over 60. Our people and the future are at stake. Eleanor

2021-01-16 
13:18:38 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Jennifer

2021-01-16 
12:59:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Jeanepe 

2021-01-16 
12:19:49 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1.)The vaccina7on must also be possible from your prefered   
Medical Doctor  

2.) I think your paragraph in regard of the ini7al roll out is not 
correct H.F
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2021-01-16 
12:16:46 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Anna

2021-01-16 
11:50:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1) Corrup7on will be involved giving the governments recent 
past issues there is no doubt - this should be run by big business 
or medical aids and government should not have a say at all 
2) Front line workers and teachers should be first on the list in 
order for the schools to open and people like my husband who 
needs open heart surgery can have this life saving op. 
3) It should not be mandatory and we should have our own free 
will to decide. 

Rose

2021-01-16 
11:47:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private companies should also be able to procure the vaccine.   
Although not on a free -for-all basis.  Price control to medical 
aids and individuals should be controlled. Philip

2021-01-16 
11:42:21 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I Don't trust the government  to manage the rollout effec7vely. 
In addi7on, corrup7on will undoubtedly take place Reina

2021-01-16 
11:29:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The corrub7on which all projects managed by Government 
agencies is  of grave concern. Unless Goverment enlists the 
support and assistance of private ins7tu7ons we face another 
disaster. Gerrie

2021-01-16 
11:21:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Thank you for offering me this opportunity to voice my concerns. 
The Governments record of the organisa7on and control of 
anything and everything is dismal. This should have been done 
months ago. The delay of the roll out of the vaccine is due to :  
The Governments inability to co-operate with anybody - in 
par7cular the private sector. 
The ever present possibility of corrup7on and self enrichment. 
The Astra Zeneca vaccine as well as the J&J one is suitable for 
South Africans  but they s7ll fool around the Chinese AND 
Russian vaccines, for what? 
I suggest the following: 
Neil Froneman has suggested that he handles the vaccina7on of 
all mine workers and their communi7es!! 
The Medical benefits have offered financial aid as well as 
addi7onal vaccines for non- members 
Private clinics, schools and big business ie Clicks, Dischem and 
many more have offered that drive-thru vaccina7on sta7ons be 
reopened, like for the tes7ng for Covid. It worked well. 
Make use of all of these and get the vaccines through as soon as 
possible. 
The Government must stop trying to control the vaccina7on 
program. Allow the private sector to run this thing and stop the 
Chinese and Russian vaccines at all costs - they have been tested 
and is just bad news. 
This is NOT a poli7cal point scoring exercise it is a deadly serious 
pandemic. 

Janita

2021-01-16 
11:18:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think government were far too slow in obtaining vaccines and 
were riding on the idea that because we'd done so well we had 
7me to order vaccines. 
Now the 2nd wave and it's muta7ons have hit and hit hard and I 
do not think that goverment has planned properly for this 2nd 
"invasion' 
" Tessa

2021-01-16 
11:16:49 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As pensioners we try to limit our visits to shopping centres. We 
go out on average two or three 7mes a month. 
I'm concerned about mass congrega7ng in shopping centres for 
vaccines.  
I recommend that separate days or 7me slots are scheduled for 
pensioners. I am also asthma7c so I wish to avoid crowding and 
long queues.  

Heather

2021-01-16 
10:52:54 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

GOVERNMENT HAS MISMANAGED EVERYTHING THEY HAVE 
CONTROLLED TO DATE. 
ALSO  THEIR TRACK RECORD ON CORRUPTION ALAN

2021-01-16 
10:44:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1) the government, s  central control of vaccine purchases is 
undemocra7c, private enterprise should be able to nego7ate 
their own purchase,  keeping the government informe d to 
prevent  duplica7on  

2).  I have no faith that the government can  effec7vely. Run the 
vaccina7on rollout  

3). Given the history of government projects I believe this  
exercise with be corrupted  to the benefit of government thugs,  
a partnership with the private sector should  have been formed Raymond 
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2021-01-16 
10:43:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vacina7on of the popula7on is a massive task that cannot be  
mastered by the goverment alone. For effec7veness and for the 
sake and wellbeing of the whole country, please  take hands with 
the private sector in a coordinated effort to serve or country ! Dirk

2021-01-16 
10:19:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too liple too late. 
Medical Health companies should be allowed to take care of 
their members. Geoffrey

2021-01-16 
09:57:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government I’ll be first in the queue to get the vaccine. Alicia 

2021-01-16 
09:56:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Transparent accoun7ng of the doses administered. The 
Government must prove that there is no corrup7on involved. 
There should be no compulsion. Those who refuse the vaccine 
have made a clear choice to die. Andre

2021-01-16 
09:48:40 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is talk that the government might vaccinate prisoners first.  
I understand that the prisons are overcrowded but that is 
because of failure by government.  The rollout should be as 
follows:  frontline workers, people over the age of 70, teachers, 
policemen and others providing essen7al services, people over 
the age of 60, the general popula7on , prisoners, poli7cians. Anna

2021-01-16 
09:47:40 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't agree that the government should be in charge of the 
vaccine. It's going to be just as corrupt as everything else. Charmaine

2021-01-16 
09:42:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The incompetence of our Government to nego7ate and order 
vaccines is just unacceptable - we are way behind- shame on 
them . Lorna

2021-01-16 
08:56:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Schalk

2021-01-16 
08:54:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Will the government ACTUALLY be able to achieve this roll out 
without all the corrup7on that is endemic to our government 
becoming a part of this vaccine distribu7on. Lorna

2021-01-16 
08:34:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should have the right to import vaccines to 
treat people who wish to be vaccinated and have the means to 
pay for them. It is a simple pay for service exercise that will work 
well whilst taking  a lot of pressure off the government so that 
they can concentrate on vaccina7ng those who cannot afford 
the jab. 

In addi7on ivermec7n drugs must be released to the general 
public immediately for both preventa7ve and cura7ve 
treatments to cover people un7l such 7me as there are sufficient 
vaccines for them to be vaccinated.  

With the dismal history of corrup7on and them and inep7tude 
by this government over the last 27 years they simply cannot be 
trusted to roll out a vaccina7on program that will be fair, 
efficient, and without well-connected ANC cadres infla7ng costs 
and pocke7ng the difference. The banning of private purchases 
of the vaccine and ivermec7n is a clear indica7on that the 
government is ensuring themselves a monopoly on the 
treatment and preven7on of Covid19 in order to make a 
financial killing for individual ANC party cadres. 

Failure to do the above should result in criminal charges against 
government leaders. Graham

2021-01-16 
08:23:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It would be great to have a definite answer on availabilty, 
possible side effects, cost etc. Each person interviewed seems to 
have a different answer. Judith

2021-01-16 
08:21:23 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC  government's secrecy, incompetence, and long 
standing policy of them and corrup7on. 
Blocking private sector from doing it efficiently and cost 
effec7vely. ron

2021-01-16 
08:09:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried about the roll out by the government. I hope and 
pray that the corrupt government does not do what they did 
with PPE scandal. The roll out should be given to private 
companies. Inakshi

2021-01-16 
08:06:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Main concern: lack of organized roll out.  One should be able to 
go to GP for vaccina7on. No huge  queues, by appointment only. Alex

2021-01-16 
07:40:06 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe it is important to have the vaccine. It should be given to 
front line workers first and then the older and people who are 
most prone to catching the virus ASAP Dave

2021-01-16 
07:38:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Elfrieda 

2021-01-16 
07:37:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government is taking far to long with the roll out of the 
vaccine, why can't the private sector get involved. 

Kay

2021-01-16 
07:14:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The govt has delayed geing vaccine due to their tardiness. 

Why did they not secure in July when other countries were 
already making arrangements to get vaccine early Prem

2021-01-16 
06:41:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private medical aids should be allowed to purchase a 
vaccine for their members. It would eliminate the need for the 
government to provide for this sector and enable the roll out to 
be much quicker. High risk elderly people need the vaccine now 
not at the end of 2021 Penny

2021-01-16 
06:23:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This vaccine should be rolled out  much faster, targe7ng front 
line workers first.  
Random people at taxi ranks not ideal. How do you follow up 
with 2nd dose ? 

Lynepe

2021-01-16 
06:04:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Other ins7tu7ons  vz medical associa7ons should be involved.  
Possibility of corrup7on when this government is involved is 
high.  
The process should be transparent.  
Vaccina7on proof should be held with centrally as well as by the 
person vaccinated Ingrid
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2021-01-16 
06:03:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Other ins7tu7ons  vz medical associa7ons should be involved.  
Possibility of corrup7on when this government is involved is 
high.  
The process should be transparent.  
Vaccina7on proof should be held with centrally as well as by the 
person vaccinated Ingrid

2021-01-16 
05:43:49 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have no concerns except for the government geing this rolled 
out as soon as possible to help end this crisis in our economy. 
We cannot have lockdown amer lockdown. It is crippling 
businesses.  

Lynne

2021-01-16 
05:25:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

With the government's history of mismanagement and them I 
would like to see  a strict process of accountability to responsible 
dispensing par7es with new draconian legisla7on and penal7es 
for any them or  unaccountable reduc7on in vaccine stock. Bruce

2021-01-16 
03:17:54 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on is synonymous with ANC. How will they prevent 
people with influence/money jumping the queue for the 
vaccine. Temmy

2021-01-15 
23:13:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the Government appears to have waited 
un7l the last minute to secure vaccines and has no effec7ve plan 
to procure sufficient stocks (most vaccines require 2 doses 
within a specific 7me period), store, distribute, protect the cold 
chain, roll these out to the public,  and keep track of the people 
vaccinated.  There also does not seem to be a clear plan as to 
approval of the various op7ons by the Medicines Control 
Council, who will receive the vaccina7ons and in what 7me 
frame (age groups, occupa7ons, etc.), what parts of the country 
will be priori7sed, and how this will be communicated to the 
public at large and their trust and coopera7on obtained, 
par7cularly in view of the misinforma7on being distributed on 
social media and by other prominent individuals. 
The Government would seem to be more willing to divert funds 
to subsidise unproduc7ve, unnecessary, and inefficient SOEs 
than prepare to fund a cogent and well thought-out vaccina7on 
programme. 
The offer by the Medical Aid Providers to vaccinate their 
members and provide addi7onal funds to subsidise the 
vaccina7on of other non-members makes sense as these 
organisa7ons have systems in place to track the vaccina7on of 
their members and should provide beper controls against abuse 
and fraudulent ac7vi7es that would inevitably follow 
Government controlled programmes. This offer would also 
provide a complete range of people that would provide a good 
base throughout the country to start development of the base 
for the so called "herd immunity" that is stated as one of the 
main object of the vaccina7on programme. 
In addi7on, addi7onal tes7ng and research will be required to 
prove the vaccine's effec7veness against new variants of the 
virus that have developed and will develop in the future. 
However, un7l research proves that the current vaccines are 
ineffec7ve against the variants, I am of the opinion that the 
vaccina7on programme should con7nue with the current 
vaccines in the belief that they will provide at least some level of 
protec7on un7l, if necessary, the vaccines can be modified to  be 
more effec7ve against the prevalent variant. 

Malcolm
2021-01-15 
21:38:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Lorraine

2021-01-15 
21:22:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that there will be corrup7on with regards to the 
roll out and that it will be delayed and that because of the 
ignorant comment by Moegeng Moegeng not enough people 
will take the vaccine Peter

2021-01-15 
21:15:45 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Every person, including health, and those service providers in 
front, essen7al service folk, must be vaccinated first. 
Every person must be given the vaccine free, and as many 7mes 
as necessary urgently.  
Clean audit too Pursotham

2021-01-15 
20:54:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector must be able  to get hold of the vaccine so 
that it can ease some of the load. Are there 2 doses available for 
those that have had the first injec7on, otherwise it is a waste of 
money DP

2021-01-15 
20:47:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government cannot even  manage PPE.  How  will they ever  
handle a vaccina7on  programme  at minus  18 degrees  Celsius?   
Allow the private sector to do it for you please. Dewald

2021-01-15 
20:46:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll.out should be open to public scru7ny and no preference 
should be given to cadres and poli7cians,but to frontline workers 
first of All , then to People in order of necessity Monique 

2021-01-15 
19:13:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccines are safe and effec7ve as ascertained by various 
health agencies, deal with the immediate problem now to 
prevent further deaths/disabili7es. If medical problems  develop 
at a later stage, they will be dealt with then. Being vaccinated 
should be voluntary. Use the VOTER'S ROLL and plan the roll out  
like an elec7on day. Vaccinate health and emergency workers  at 
hospitals first, then school teachers,  then  use the voter's roll at 
hotspots to do the elderly/disabled/immune compromised first 
followed by the rest of the locals in that hotspot area and so on. 
But do it quickly, get on with it,  before further muta7ons 
develop. HELEN

2021-01-15 
19:11:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Minimise corrup7on by allowing private health care to procure 
and roll out. Karel

2021-01-15 
18:29:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Worried about corrup7on in the Government as in the feeding 
programme - we need the vaccine as soon as possible Jean

2021-01-15 
18:04:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see transparency to prevent corrup7on. Let the 
private sector run it. Arnold 

2021-01-15 
17:41:50 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government How the vaccina7on roll-out will be administered James
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2021-01-15 
17:08:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Number 1 concern is BIG corrup7on. Overpriced and 
middlemen, Inferior quality Serum. The private sector (e.g. 
Medical Service Providers and companies should be engaged, 
like Discovery as well as Large Pharmacies like Dischem and 
Clicks etc).  Need Monitors employed like they do for the 
Elec7ons.  Develop a solid process and Procedure. Even write 
Legisla7on/Regula7ons and Penal7es / Fines for criminals.  

Transport of Serum should be outsourced to Secure Security 
Services providers who are Registered with an Authority / 
Regulator. For example: Cash Delivery Vans like G4S, SBV etc. Yes 
that secure. You will always get those that disregard 
Procedures / dump the products like they did the COVID-19 
Results.   The PPE corrup7on is an example of a failed 
Government. NO person employed by Government or extended 
family members should be involved in the Roll-out progamme.  
Strict probity must be done beforehand, Beneficiary names and 
Bank account numbers and CIPC enquiries must be verified / 
undertaken first. etc. Criminal Checks as well. Even a Credit 
Check and Website check etc.  This will surface criminals.  All 
people / company involved in the Vaccine Rollout must sign a 
Declara7on of Trust and Honesty and understand the 
consequences beforehand. This is serious stuff.. South Africa will 
be made the laughing stock of the Globe again.  BE PROACTIVE. Natalie Helen

2021-01-15 
16:45:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This vacine should also have independant companies rolling out 
the Vacine e.g. Medical aids. Also they should be able to 
purchase for their members. This will help the country to get 
back on its feet quicker and be more organised as the 
Government have a very bad history re organising anything. Peter

2021-01-15 
16:36:17 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

To be done by persons who have experience in this type of 
opera7on. Lem to the government it will only result in a massive 
cock-up. Jonathan

2021-01-15 
16:27:55 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Subcontract the vaccine rollout and vaccina7on process to the 
private sector. Government can NOT be trusted with the 
procurement or vaccina7ons as corrup7on and incompetence 
will rear their ugly heads wherever the comrades are involved. Helen

2021-01-15 
15:57:23 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government's ac7ons regarding Covid-19 so far have been 
unimpressive, unprofessional and embarrassing. I would like the 
Government to be in consulta7on with other poli7cal par7es 
and to stop being so dictatorial and arrogant.  The private sector 
should take the lead in the vaccine roll-out. Malcolm

2021-01-15 
15:56:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government should forge PPP roll-out partnership for 
example with pharmaceu7cal industries,Medical aids & Gim of 
the Givers organiza7on to inoculate people in order  to have a 
proper & coordinated roll-out program . 
The public  inocula7on programs at shopping malls,Taxi ranks, 
streets etc will be open to many risks ( them, 
corrup7on ,manipula7on of drugs use etc Jerry

2021-01-15 
15:44:40 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Dispite assurances my main concern is the  unmanageable  level 
of state corrup7on. As with the supply of Covid 19 PPE's the roll 
out of the vaccine is a golden opportunity for massive 
corrup7on. 
I would rather purchase a vaccine from a commercial en7ty like 
Dischem or Clicks   

Patrick

2021-01-15 
15:29:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that the vaccine proposed for SA currently has the 
highest ra7ng for efficacy but I have no faith in Government's roll 
out of it.   There is too much scope for bungling and   for fraud 
and corrup7on.   Furthermore it should have been available to 
us already if Gov had not been so tardy.      I do not believe  it 
should be mandatory.   Each individual should take responsibility 
for his/her own health and welfare or that of their family.   This 
is not yet a police state. Davina

2021-01-15 
15:22:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Jeff

2021-01-15 
15:10:03 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Vaccinate everyone Louis

2021-01-15 
15:08:17 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

their track record speaks for itself.  The governemnt does not 
have the ability/competence to manage and implement this 
programme Kristeen

2021-01-15 
15:03:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The  government has not exactly covered itself in glory in 
mapers of service delivery. It is important to have departments 
with a proven track record iden7fied and given the task of rolling 
out the vaccines. That is, if such departments  do indeed exist! Cecilia

2021-01-15 
14:39:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Goverment incapable  of  inia7ng and completeing  a project. FD

2021-01-15 
14:37:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The  Government are not being upfront as to how they will 
manage the Roll Out of the vaccine - the DA are already 
preparing and are publishing as to how they will conduct their 
roll out in the Western Cape - I do not understand the reluctance 
of the Government in not being transparent with things that 
concern us - the Taxpayers - i.e. exactly when this vaccine will 
arrive , where the vaccines are being supplied from,  when they 
plan to distribute it , who will receive it and who will be lem out 
from receiving it, and, most importantly, how they will manage 
to finance it bearing in mind that, to date, they are pleading 
poverty. Barbara

2021-01-15 
14:33:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

South African researchers were involved in number of scien7fic 
vaccine efficacy tes7ng programs. Surely there should have been 
an agreement entered into between the relevant par7es which 
gave South Africa the ability to have first call on the vaccine 
produc7on together with other countries involved in the tes7ng 
before the tes7ng began. What a blunder!!!!!!   Seymour
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2021-01-15 
14:32:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Let Gov use private sector e.g. Doctors and pharmacies to help 
vaccinate people. I'm also concerned that Gov will only priori7ze 
themselves, their friends and families not to speak about 
poten7al fraud again with the vaccines, as the whole ANC is 
corrupt and cannot be trusted!!!!!!! Mariepe

2021-01-15 
14:23:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The lack of any credible plan for procurement, inocula7on and 
monitoring leads me to believe that the government doesn’t 
have a plan, and is only interested in following a path that will 
enrich the poli7cally connected. Peter 

2021-01-15 
14:18:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Not sure the Govt can handle it all and the private sector should 
be involved. 

Irene

2021-01-15 
14:06:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As with everything else this government has touched, there is 
bound to be corrupt ac7vity. What checks are there in place to 
ensure fair distribu7on of the vaccine and support for people 
who may react badly to inocula7on. 

Graham 

2021-01-15 
14:01:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is that by vaccina7ng the way the 
government is proposing, how can they follow up who has been 
vaccinated the first dose and who is up for the second one. 
There won’t be any list with the persons details , so it will be 
impossible to work properly. 
I am very very worried that this solu7on of vaccina7ng in taxi 
ranks, malls, etc is a big big No. Dina 

2021-01-15 
13:59:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Gary

2021-01-15 
13:59:23 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Gary

2021-01-15 
13:31:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Linda

2021-01-15 
13:30:55 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Zena 

2021-01-15 
13:29:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I trust the government will give this due apen7on to ensure it is 
rolled out efficiently and as quickly as possible.  Our economy is 
decimated and un7l we acquire herd immunity, many jobs will 
con7nue to be compromised. 
We cannot wait another 3 months whilst the vaccine is procured 
beyond the first 1,5 M comming in January and February   Maria

2021-01-15 
13:12:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government cannot be trusted to  roll the vaccine out for 
the following reasons: Corrup7on, Cold chain , refrigera7on /
electricity back up/ lack of organiza7on etc cecilia

2021-01-15 
13:10:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am unhappy about the slow pace of roll out. Medical aids 
should be able to speed up the process. If Government doesn’t 
have the money due to whatever reason private individuals 
should be able to pay for the vaccine. A once-off tax should be 
imposed to ensure a speedy herd immunity is realised. Joyce

2021-01-15 
12:41:17 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Pharmaceu7cal companies  or  General prac77oners should do 
roll- out to prevent  it being a  fiasco a nd steeling Elizabeth 

2021-01-15 
12:35:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think the Government should involve the Medical Aids to assist 
in the roll out of the vaccina7on, and if possible in them assis7ng 
procuring more vaccines. Janepe

2021-01-15 
12:31:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Nothing has been done right by the ANC government with this 
Chinese virus so I suspect the roll out to be badly mismanaged as 
well. This is the way the ANC tackles everything! Keith

2021-01-15 
12:21:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Claudia

2021-01-15 
12:19:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Very concerned about the slowness of the roll out compared to 
even 3rd world na7ons. Obviously the government dropped the 
ball. Peter

2021-01-15 
12:12:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have 2 points. The ignorance and lack of responsibility our 
masses seem to entertain. And the ineptness of Government to 
roll out the vaccine to those who are willing:  

It would appear that certain South Africans are the only people 
in the world who have a fear of the vaccine.  I have family in 
Israel and America who are only too happy to make  the effort to 
protect themselves.  Our poorly educated and God fearing 
majority seem to have liple cognizance of our modern  day 
scien7fic world. They con7nue to rely on nonsense  sprouted by 
uninformed leaders and thereby show a lack of responsibility to 
themselves and others. 
The examples suppor7ng this are the ridiculous gatherings for 
funerals, clubbing and other such fes7ve events where  the 
scien7fic evidence of covering one's mouth and nose, social 
distancing etc are totally ignored. Hence the increase in spread. 
I also strongly believe that our Medical Aid providers should be 
allowed to procure their own sources of vaccine as they have 
funds which our Family of Leaders seem to have lost on the way.  
Let the private industry source and distribute the vaccine to 
their members, thereby reducing the burden on the inept 
Government to vaccinate the populous. 

Michelle

2021-01-15 
12:08:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerns would be the efficacy of the vaccine. Hopefully the 
vaccine will be tested and be effec7ve against the SA variant! 
A major concern is the governments proven track record of 
corrup7on and how they will try and use this for further financial 
gain and a way to buy votes! 

Arthur

2021-01-15 
12:06:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerns are the speed of inocula7ons - there aren’t enough 
resources allocated for such a project and will be sorely affected 
by insufficient resources. Rob

2021-01-15 
12:04:18 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There exist no trust in the thieves and racketeering in the 
Government led by the ANC Malan
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2021-01-15 
11:57:55 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not have the exclusive right to buy the 
vaccine. 
The private sector should be involved in the roll-out! 
Alterna7ve solu7ons for example Ivermec7n should be re-
considered Danie

2021-01-15 
11:44:28 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The pharmacue7cal fims should take control of the complete 
vaccina7on process. Any ANC official should be kept  far away 
from this process to avoid any further  pilfiring and corrup7on Nico

2021-01-15 
11:42:49 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out of the covid-19 vaccine should be a supervised very 
carefully. The prospect  of corrup7on is a possibility. There 
should be oversight by an independent body to ensure that the 
money spent on the vaccine is not wasted, and the vaccine itself 
is distributed fairly to the most vulnerable. I support that health 
workers should receive the vaccine first as well as all first line 
workers in banks, home affairs, licencing departments, 
supermarket tellers, etc; so that these services can con7nue to 
operate. 
Co-opera7on is required betwen the public and private sectors 
to ensure that the roll-out is cost effec7ve and well organised. Chris7ne

2021-01-15 
11:34:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How many tests have been performed on the Vaccine, is India a 
reliable source of the vaccine, the roll out needs the occur much 
faster, who is accountable if the vaccine fails and or has 
detrimental side effects. Reynold

2021-01-15 
11:27:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Can Government be relied upon to actually secure the best 
vaccine, and deliver it to people as a maper of huge urgency??? 
Perhaps the private sector could also be permiped to assist. Antoinepe 

2021-01-15 
11:24:45 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am disgusted that the A.N.C. have been so slow and have 
placed the S.A. popula7on at such risk. Meanwhile Aspen 
Pharmacare/ Johnson and Johnson are expor7ng the vacina7on 
from where it is most needed. Please somebody wake this 
government up. Brian

2021-01-15 
11:18:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government johan

2021-01-15 
11:17:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Will the vaccine get to the right people at the right 7me and 
place. Will the roll out be done efficiently Nigel

2021-01-15 
11:13:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government’s credibility is at an all 7me low.   The poten7al for 
them and maladministra7on by government is of paramount 
concern. I think the procurement and roll out should be handled 
by a joint government/civil society commipee not chaired by any 
government official. Margaret

2021-01-15 
11:13:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Bob 

2021-01-15 
11:11:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have no faith in the ability of the current government to roll out 
the vaccine effec7vely.  The fraud and corrup7on we see 
everyday will result in the cadres receiving priority. 
The medical aids should be able to procure their own supplies 
for their members. I fail to see why the government needs to try 
and control everything but maybe they enjoy the power it gives. Terry

2021-01-15 
11:09:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government is not good at organizing anything. 
Private Sector(the Dischems and Clicks) should be involved in the 
roll-out of the vacine. Syd

2021-01-15 
11:05:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the delay in procuring the vaccine is anything to go by, I’m 
concerned about the govt’s ability to roll out the vaccine. I’m 
also concerned about corrup7on. I see already that black 
businesses are demanding 40% of the “pie” - it will be like the 
procurement of PPE - it will bring the worms out of the 
woodwork.  I’m also concerned about the misinforma7on 
around the vaccine. I know someone who worked on the Oxford 
vaccine and he would have it immediately if he could. Lastly, 
giving it to prisoners before others? Words fail me. Denise

2021-01-15 
10:56:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned at the conflic7ng comments coming from 
government.  One minute Dr.Mkhize 
states on TV vaccines will be available in the Feb then we hear 
something different and today "in the coming weeks"  I am an 81 
year old who has been in isola7on prepy much for 10 months 
apart from the odd foray to a shopping centre prior to 
Christmas.  Many are worse off than me I know and havn't been 
able to do even that. 

May we have a defini7ve plan published in the Government 
Gazepe and press showing when the elderly will be vaccinated 
and where they go to get that done.  This applies to other age 
groups as well. 

  When I see that  people at Taxi ranks, shopping centres and 
hospitals and the elderly. will be the next amer front line 
workers.  What does that mean? 
It gives no sense of security for anyone to feel that this is 
properly in hand. 

I applaud Mr. Ramaphosa for his family chats and think that he 
has a huge responsibility on his shoulders aided by many who 
are not too competent. 

Sandra

2021-01-15 
10:55:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust this useless government they will find a way to 
profiteer from the vaccine. 

Gunther
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2021-01-15 
10:42:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vacine chaos tends to confirm my inpression that  crisis 
management is the order of the day in ins7tu7ons at all levels of 
the state (na7onal, provincial and district/municipality).  I would 
have thought that with the head on each level's strategic plan as 
a point of departure, heads of func7onal departments would be 
held accountable for short to long term plans for rou7ne service 
delivery on their par7cular level of the state. This was obviously 
not the case.   At the onset of the pandemic, for instance, the 
func7onal head of the health department at na7onal level 
should have, based on a situa7on analysis, realised that the 
procurement of a vacine ought to be one of the immediate 
priori7es of the department.  Following this approach, the head 
would therefore have got the ball roling immediately.    
Management by means of plans for rou7ne service delivery in 
the short- to long term can, however, only be made possible if 
the approach of management by mee7ngs (an approach ideally 
suited for crisis management) is replaced by an approach of 
managing by means of integrated  decision-making processes.   
Enquiring into the manner in which top management in state 
ins7tu7ons  manage rou7ne service delivery will in all 
probability confirm my impression. Ben

2021-01-15 
10:42:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I want the op7on to get the vaccine of my choice from private 
medical ins7tu7ons if the government cannot provide me with a 
vaccine soon Cornelia

2021-01-15 
10:41:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved itself to be totally inept and corrupt Roll 
out should take place in conjunc7on with private sector and 
Medical schemes Helen

2021-01-15 
10:40:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It has been proven with previous pandemics that only 
vaccina7on can bring it under controll. I would suggest that 
Healthcare workers get it first,  then children at school, then 
people with compromised health and then all other people.  I 
think it is commendable that a vaccine was developed so quickly 
and I think everybody should get it just as we all got the vaccines 
for Whooping cough, Polio, Measles etc. Ris7ne

2021-01-15 
10:11:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As a re7red, senior pensioner with a diabetes comorbidity I am 
concerned bout how soon the vaccine will be available and how 
I will qualify, afford and/or apply to receive the vaccine. Chris

2021-01-15 
09:51:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Rachel

2021-01-15 
09:42:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern is long ques to access the vaccine.   Is it not 
possible for people with a Medical Aid to access it by making an 
appointment with their GP or at pharmacies like Dischem etc.  In 
the same way as the flu vaccine is done?? Kathleen

2021-01-15 
09:40:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As usual they have "fiddled while Rome burned" as nego7a7ons 
with the pharma companies started very late.  Those of us in the 
higher categories may have to wait un7l 3rd quarter for a jab. 
Might be too late for many due to the new virulent strain, GET A 
MOVE ON! Barry

2021-01-15 
09:34:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

No confidence that it will be done without corrup7on and 
was7ng of resources. ANGELIKA

2021-01-15 
09:30:57 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have extreme doubt that our inept mafia anc government can 
achieve a successful rollout without the input of the private 
sector.  
I'm concerned that the ruling kleptocracy is claiming sole 
purchase rights. The private sector has to be involved to avoid 
the usual corrup7on of any project ini7ated by the 
"government". 
If  the dept of educa7on cannot get schoolbooks to schools, the 
dept. of immigra7on cannot manage a border crossing what 
chance has the dept. of health got of vaccina7ng at least 40 
million ci7zens in a reasonable 7me? 40 million doses (single) in 
365 days means nearly 100000 vaccina7ons per day - staff? 
loca7ons? cold chain? PPE?  
Anban Pillay must be replaced or report to a private sector 
overseeing "command council".  Stuart

2021-01-15 
09:30:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Preven7on of corrupt prac7ces essen7al. Full transparency and 
accountability needed. The medical fraternity should control it, 
not a set of poli7cians. Ingrid

2021-01-15 
09:25:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government must allow the private sector to source and 
dispense vaccine independantly through clinics and pharmacies. 
Health workers and elderly to be vaccinated first. 
Israel's strategy is by far the most logical. We should do similarly.  

Mike

2021-01-15 
09:15:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The track record to date is not very impressive, although I do 
believe the inten7ons are excellent. It is a management issue, 
which seems to be lacking in some areas. Nick

2021-01-15 
08:40:45 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government has consistently failed to implement health 
solu7ons effec7vely. Create a special purpose vehicle 
administers by Gov, Medical AIDS and  Gim of the Givers. James 

2021-01-15 
08:22:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Luigi

2021-01-15 
08:12:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Should have been done sooner. Very op7mis7c to get 67% 
vaccinated by year end 

Raymond

2021-01-15 
08:08:49 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government response has not been good enough. They must get 
in there and purchase! Use SAA 10billion instead of was7ng 
money. James 

Western Cape 339

2021-02-23 
08:18:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out is embarrassing slow Co sudering how the virus is 
effec7ng health and the economy, this should be the number 1 
priority, we should be vaccina7ng around the clock. Shocking 
amounts of money is and has been spent on  absolute rubbish, 
we deserve beper than this! Anne
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2021-02-21 
16:51:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why can't  WP purchase  it's own J&J 
vaccines.  It will take a load off the Government 's shoulder. As 
an oldie in an oldie village I would like my  jab as soon as 
possible. Denise

2021-02-17 
10:42:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Assurance needed that the strength, capacity and organiza7ons 
skills of business, medical aids and Gim of the Givers are 
incorporated in the supply, rollout and administra7on of geing 
the vaccine out to all. I am extremely doub7ng in the 
Government’s overall ability and the smoking mirrors of their 
narra7ve. Janet

2021-02-14 
12:48:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the way this is being handled by the 
government.  (We saw how the PPE was handled).  These 
vaccines should be handled by properly trained personnel who 
know how to handle them (keep them refrigerated) and how to 
deal with any allergic reac7ons that might occur -- i.e. keep  
vulnerable people under observa7on for at least 30 minutes and 
have  ephedrine on hand if needed.  So they should be 
distributed by pharmacists, doctors  and trained nurses, and 
made available through pharmacies, clinics and hospitals.  Since 
immunity is not immediate, people should not be exposed to 
infected people at the 7me of vaccina7on.  Regarding the 
AstraZenica vaccines already in the country, though they are not 
very effec7ve at stopping people from becoming infected, they 
do prevent severe covid disease requiring hospitalisa7on  and 
causing death, so they should be used on people who want 
them as an interim measure un7l there are enough effec7ve 
vaccines for everyone who needs them.  I would take the 
AstraZenica vaccine tomorrow if I could get it -- I am 77 years old 
with co-morbidi7es.  The problem we have at the moment is 
"too liple, too late". Patricia

2021-02-14 
11:42:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Given the proven desasterous inefficiency, mismanagement  and 
corrup7on and them of state assets within  state run enterprises, 
including healthcare, the task of sourcing and rolling out of 
vaccines should be lem to private the private sector to manage as 
they alone have proven track records, capacity and ability to 
ensure success of the project in its en7rety. Stan

2021-02-14 
01:50:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Am concerned by ANC government excluding private sector, 
delaying the  
efficient roll out of vaccines. Elrina

2021-02-09 
11:15:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Celeste

2021-02-01 
21:10:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Amy

2021-02-01 
12:08:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have 2 main concerns. The first is that, with it's history of 
corrup7on and gross mismanagement, or worse, neglect,  of 
many of its mandated du7es, the SA government should not be 
in sole charge of the vaccine roll out.  It is like appoin7ng a wolf 
to take care of the sheep!  The private sector, mine health 
services, etc. should also be involved, but with strict checks and 
balances.  
My second concern is the amount of ignorance circula7ng about 
the vaccine itself - some of it too ridiculous for words.  If people 
do not want to take the vaccine, that is their right, but they have 
no right to try to influence other people with misinforma7on 
and scaremongering.  There are several vaccina7ons, i.e. yellow 
fever, which are mandatory for overseas travel to some 
countries, so this requirement is nothing new.  However, the 
difference is that Covid 19 has a global effect and because of this 
we believe that it a vaccina7on cer7ficate should be mandatory 
for worldwide travel. Jo and Ian

2021-01-31 
13:37:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't think the government is competent to roll out the 
vaccine, look at their record over the past twenty six years! No 
service deliver and massive them... Colin

2021-01-29 
18:11:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

At present, apart from knowing that our healthcare workers are 
first in line( as they should be) for a jab there is no ac7on plan on 
the logis7cs of vaccina7ng an enormous amount of people in a 
rela7vely short space of 7me.  This should have been planned 
already. 
I do also think that private hospitals should  be allowed to order 
directly from Manufacturers.  These vaccines can then be paid 
for  ( at a higher cost) by those fortunate to have  private cover. 
This will enable the State supplies to be used for those people 
reliant on Government healthcare.  I'm not sure about raising a 
tax for payment of  vaccines 
 It would be beper to ask for dona7ons to s specific vaccine fund 
with 100% transparency to prevent corrup7on. Wendy 

2021-01-28 
15:45:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Having read some of the other comments, I am somewhat 
alarmed.  Firsty, the vaccine is voluntary. No one is forcing 
anyone to have it.  Although I think they should.  We need at 
least 67% of the popula7on to be vaccinated to achieve herd 
immunity.  I know of too many people who have died of Covid to 
think it is not something more dangerous than the regular flu.  
My biggest concern is the  poten7al corrup7on and 
mismanagement of the process if lem en7rely up to the na7onal 
government.  If made available, my husband and I will definitely 
take it.  Almost a year later, and we are stll in full lockdown as we 
have serious health concerns.  Giving up visi7ng with family and 
friends, shopping, having large family gatherings at holidays is all 
worth it in the long run.  I do worry about businesses taking the 
brunt of the lockdown and people concerned about their jobs.  I 
know that we are very lucky to be able to stay at home, albeit 
somewhat financially stretched.  The vaccine should hopefully 
allow us all to get back to some sort of normality 

Karen
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2021-01-27 
12:20:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I really do do think our government can NOT be in charge of the 
roll out.  There is not one thing according to me  that they have 
done correctly with the covid  related deals. 
Best would be if a professional medical company with the 
medical aid schemes (together) are in charge of the roll out of 
the vaccine .   The government must not interfere .   The 
government is a total disaster.   They  are only worried about 
them selves and do not  really care about the very poor and 
ordinary person on the street.  The government is not capable to 
be in charge of something this big..     They must leave it to the 
people that specialize in medicine  -  People that can train the 
medical workers to do their jobs.   Wit NO GOVERNMENT  
INTERFERENCE Rachell

2021-01-27 
12:00:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the Government does not have a 
comprehensive plan for either obtaining a vaccine or for the 
distribu7on thereof or an inocula7on schedule. Haste and 
efficiency are of the utmost importance for all. Di

2021-01-26 
16:54:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the government is going to try to vaccinate all their 
friends and family and friends first.   I good idea would be to 
vaccinate all South Africans at the vo7ng sta7ons. They have all 
our info and addresses and id's etc.  If you want to be 
vaccinated, go and vote. Elizabeth

2021-01-26 
16:49:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that if only the government rolls out the 
vaccines then it will be chaos.  USA is having enough problems 
with it. Vaccina7ng at taxi ranks sounds crazy. Surely Doctors at 
their surgeries/ clinics should be the prime place along with 
pharmacies, hospitals and other medical places.  
What about the older genera7on and those in care homes. How 
will they get the vaccine? Lorna Virginia

2021-01-26 
16:01:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Ayesha

2021-01-26 
15:55:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't understand why we are so much behind other countries, 
the vaccina7on rollout should have started by now. I am also 
concerned that this will be another opportunity for government 
officials to line their pockets through 'tenders' for supply, 
refrigera7on and puing vaccines into arms. Linda

2021-01-26 
10:53:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Remove poli7cs from the roll out and allow large competent 
private businesses who have experience in handling a project of 
this size and magnitude . This should not be another failed BEE 
exercise . Errol

2021-01-26 
10:09:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is an enormous task, and, unfortunately we have a history of 
corrup7on and mishandling of funds and inefficiency at many 
levels.   
Surely it would make sense for the government to use medical 
aids, private clinics etc to help vaccinate? 
Also, I heard a lady caller on Cape Talk suggest that the Lopo 
money be used to pay for more vaccines-"as zhe said, if the 
Lopo can give one winner R100million  it can give R100million 
towards helping South Afficans get vaccinated. 

Janet
2021-01-26 
10:07:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Bernie Bernie

2021-01-25 
13:30:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

MY CONCERN IS THAT THERE MIGHT BE OPPORTUNITY FOR 
CORRUPTION AND THE BUYING OF VACCINE PRIVILEDGES.  THIS 
WILL UNDERMINE THE TRUST IN THE PROCESS.   
WE WOULD LIKE TO UNDERSTAND WHAT THE ROLL OUT STATUS 
WILL BE FOR UNDOCUMENTED AND ILLEGAL PEOPLE IN OUR 
COUNTRY.  OBVIOUSLY THEIR STATUS WILL PROVIDE THE 
OPPORTUNITY FOR CORRUPTION. WITH THE LIMITED AMOUNT 
OF VACCINES AVAILABLE TO SA IT WILL PUSH THE OPPORTUNITY 
FOR FRONTLINE AND SERVICE PEOPLE TO GET VACCINATED OUT. 
  IN A PANDEMIC ALL  PEOPLE NEED TO GET THE BENEFIT OF A 
VACCINE, BUT IT IS IMPORTANT THAT WE HAVE TRUST IN THE 
INTEGRITY OF THE ROLL OUT PROGRAM. LETICIA

2021-01-25 
10:53:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Ek is bekommerd dat die vaccine weer in verkeerde hande sal 
beland en die gene wat dit moet ontvang dit nie sal kry nie. 
Korrupsie is aan die orde van die dag Magdalena

2021-01-25 
09:32:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

IT WILL BE INEFFICIENT AND  ANOTHER GREAT OPPORTUNITY 
FOR GOVERNMENTAL  THEFT AND CIRRUPTION INA

2021-01-25 
08:13:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How much is this going to cost the tax payer...? Amer the 
government steals millions.. Set aside to pay for the roll out.. 
The government has proved its incompetence on all levels and 
should not be trusted to roll out this vaccine.. Leave it to 
competent ppl in the private sector.. If and wen the vaccine 
arrives. Haven't they stolen enough from us..???? Should we 
allow them to steal our lives too...??? willie

2021-01-25 
07:20:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is too corrupt to control the roll out of the vaccine. 
Other par7es such as private health insurance plus private 
individuals should be allowed to buy the vaccine if they so wish. Jean

2021-01-24 
12:25:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

At what stage will over 70’s and people with underlying health 
condi7ons be vaccinated? The informa7on keeps changing. Pauline

2021-01-24 
07:42:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Sandra 

2021-01-23 
22:21:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Emmie Pabst
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2021-01-23 
20:24:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the acquisi7on of  SARS CV-2 vaccine to bring an 
end to this aweful pandemic. Like any other immuniza7on roll 
out program please leave it to the Minister of Health and the 
Scien7sts to be in charge of the acquisi7on, control and 
distribu7on of the vaccine program. Na7onal Treasury like for 
any other Na7onal Government program is in charge of the 
logis7cs and financing and paying the bills of vaccines. There is 
far too much false informa7on being circulated and people of 
misinformed. I do have a concern for the rural areas of our 
country and the NDOH wan7ng to register and document on a 
na7onal data base. The speedy acquisi7ons of storage boxes, ice 
packs, specified fridges, temperature monitors etc needs to 
happen fast before the vaccine arrives otherwise there is going 
to be a lot of wasteful expenditure for the tax payer. Beverley

2021-01-23 
16:30:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Clearly the vaccine is the way forward . My concern is that we 
are way down on the list of countries to actually get the vaccine. 
The medical aids should be allowed to independently secure  
supplies of the vaccine and roll it out to their members. This will 
take the pressure off the government which is ill-equipped to 
handle the roll-out. janet

2021-01-23 
09:13:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe all private companies  and ins7tu7ons , should be 
permiped to vaccinate their members or staff. 
It should not to be lem to the government to vaccinate everyone  
The more  of  the popula7on who are vaccinated , the beper for 
SA.  
In the giving of vaccina7ons by private ins7tu7ons , there should  
be no discrimina7on related to race ,   gender   , social status 
. Shirley

2021-01-23 
07:17:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government The Government cannot be trusted Valerie 

2021-01-22 
19:58:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I, as a 62 year old female, am anxiously awai7ng the rollout of 
South Africa's vaccine  programme. I am 100% in favour of as 
many SA ci7zens and foreigners living in SA  accep7ng and 
having the covid vaccine. Only wish that our country had already 
started the vaccine programme.Feel that we are a bit behind in 
curbing the spread of this very dangerous and deadly virus. 
Please get the vaccine to SA soon!  Donné 

2021-01-22 
18:15:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die regering is  nie in staat om so 'n massiewe onderneming 
suksesvol uit te voer nie. Hulle het bloot eenvoudig nie die 
vermoë nie, en hulle rekord bewys dit. Die privaat sektor ( wat in 
elkgeval finansieel moet bydra tot die koste) moet betrek word 
by die verspreiding. Frederick

2021-01-22 
17:44:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is absolutely appalling that South Africa has been so slow in 
obtaining supplies of vaccines - many smaller poorer countries 
were much more organised and are already vaccina7on their 
people. It’s an embarrassment and a disgrace. 
I would like legisla7on to require anyone coming into our 
country in the future to show proof of vaccina7on in their 
passports as in the case of yellow fever etc. Rosy

2021-01-22 
16:37:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1.I think health care worker's should be 1st to get. 
2. Then essen7al workers. 
3. Followed by 12 to 18 year old. 
4 Then people who have to work. 5..Then the older genera7on 

I don't want the Russian or Chinese vaccine. I'm for the Oxford, 
Physer, Moderna Laura

2021-01-22 
16:11:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has  bad track record with very liple  management 
exper7se and proven them of covid relief funds.  Total acquisi7on 
and distribu7on of covid vaccina7on should be done by private 
sector. Jurie

2021-01-22 
13:38:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector MUST be allowed to procure and distribute 
otherwise it is going to be one unholy mess - just like the HIV 
and PPE debacle. The government and other organiza7ons need 
to embark on an educa7on campaign to ally fears about the 
vaccines and to educate the public. None of this is being done. 
Vaccines are the only hope for us to develop herd immunity 
(67%). Vaccines do not kill; the corona virus does! 
Sad to say but Government is incapable in driving and controlling 
any issue of importance or complexity without resul7ng in 
massive corrup7on from ANC cadres. Lourens

2021-01-22 
12:50:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Unfortunately our government is corrupt and incompetent.  
Their big plans sound great but they have proved their 
incompetence throughout their tenure. 
Where is the money coming from?   They have brought this fine 
country to its knees.  Lim restric7ons and monopolies  and let 
the corporate world assist before the economy completely 
collapses. Lesley 

2021-01-22 
11:15:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the roll-out of a vaccine, and the sooner the 
beper to save the lives of health and other frontline workers and 
the general public. Our economy has tanked - the sooner two 
thirds of SA is inoculated the sooner we can get the full economy 
running again.  I am angry and dismayed at government's 
apparent failure in securing vaccines months ago.. We should be 
vaccina7ng NOW, not in 18 month's 7me.  It is an absolute 
disgrace government has been so inefficient and incompetent. 
20 million doses they crow about geing is not enough for a two 
thirds coverage. Let the private sector play a much bigger role, 
let the medical aids provide vaccina7on for their members. It 
will be catastrophic if sole responsibility for acquiring and rolling 
out the vaccine is lem to the corrupt and incompetent ANC 
government. 

Linda
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2021-01-22 
10:14:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC Government has failed South African ci7zens miserably 
in delaying the purchase of the vaccine.  The government could 
have secured manufacture of the vaccine in SA but failed to 
react. 
I sincerely believe that the only way to ensure  South Africans 
get immunized is for the government to work closely with the 
Medical Aid companies in a joint venture. This will also ensure 
that corrup7on is limited. 
SA ci7zens should not be paying increased taxes to pay for this 
vaccine but should remove certain restric7ons on the sale of 
alcohol which will ensure that the necessary taxes start to flow 
back tot he government coffers. 
  John

2021-01-22 
08:57:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I totally support Pres Ramaphosa but I’m affraid that I don’t 
think that his ministers and their departments are capable to roll 
out this huge effort. History teaches us that there are so many 
thieves in the system who will steal the funds or bribe people to 
get their hands on the money  that I think that the private sector 
should play an overnight role to ensure that funds will  
be used and not stolen. Johan

2021-01-22 
07:45:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government have a track record of corrup7on and inefficiency to 
provide the much needed PPE, Hospital supplies and upgrades. 
The vaccine must be rolled out without Government monopoly. 
Large corpora7ons like Pick n Pay, Coca Cola and SAB could easily 
vaccinate their staff and their families Na7onwide. Private 
Doctors, hospitals and clinics should also be  able to vaccinate. 
WE CANNOT ALLOW THIS GOVERNMENT to control the vaccine Ruth

2021-01-21 
17:22:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am afraid the ANC government is totally dishonest about how 
the managed the procurement of the vaccines. The have not 
done anything about it because they have no money. Gordhan 
has squandered valuable and scarce resources on a bankrupt 
and mismanaged SAA. Now government is looking at the 
taxpayer to foot the bill. The taxpayer in effect will pay addi7onal 
taxes to save the SAA!!! 
Government keeps civil society in the dark all the 7me. The 
process is not transparent and suscep7ble to  bribery and 
corrup7on. Why do they not allow the provinces and the private 
sector to par7cipate. Merwe

2021-01-21 
11:27:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am high risk, with a high-risk daughter. The government rollout 
is far too slow, if all vaccines are bought through the 
government.  Medical schemes should be allowed to source 
vaccines  approved for South Africa. They have finances to 
vaccinate 2 million+ South Africans, and have  offered to pay 
higher prices for vaccines to provide many more for those who 
can't afford them.  This will provide 5 million+ vaccines fast, at 
no cost to government.  I support Western Cape's proposal to 
buy vaccines for those in the province, to get the economy 
running again.  Janet

2021-01-21 
10:20:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Heyla

2021-01-21 
09:23:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the fairness of the delivery of the vaccine.  
How will we priori7se and manage the process of vaccina7on? 
For example if the priority is : Health workers, teachers, 
customer facing, all older than 70, all in re7rement homes , etc, 
how will it be administered in the order expected - so that 
everyone understands where they are in the priority list - AND 
how can corrup7on be prevented - to ensure that the process 
stays fair? Gwen

2021-01-21 
09:03:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government can't do this alone. Medical schemes, Hospital 
groups and other groups like mines that can afford to get the 
vaccines must be allowed to get the allowed vaccines for their 
workers/members. 
The Government tract record regarding puing words into ac7on 
is  below zero to say the least. 
There is no hope for our beloved country if this is lem in the 
Governments hands alone. Cornelia

2021-01-20 
18:21:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am shocked that the government has : 

1. Neglected to secure an early supply of vaccine, while South 
Africa is the worst affected country in Africa and very high in the 
whole world list of affected countries 

2. Is insis7ng on centralizing vaccine procurement amer they 
have abjectly failed to perform over the last 10 months. 

Discovery Medical Scheme should make their offer of funding for 
30% of the required vaccines dependent on the government 
agreeing to Discovery privately sourcing the vaccines they are 
paying for - both for their own members and the 30%  funding of 
vaccines for non-members. 

The government’s lack of openness and transparency during the 
whole Covid pandemic has been extremely disappoin7ng. While 
they did rela7vely well in managing the outbreak itself, the 
damage to the economy could have been far less if the lockdown 
and associated regula7ons were beper planned and executed.  
In addi7on the undemocra7c way regula7ons were dramed and 
implemented are not acceptable in a democra7c country.   

Chris
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2021-01-20 
17:41:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The plan to have David Mabuza oversee the roll out of the 
vaccine would spell disaster - he is always missing in ac7on and 
not involved where he should be. One also has fears of 
corrup7on as there was with the procurement of PPE. 

Many large companies and mines have the ability and medical 
staff to administer the vaccine (when it eventually arrives) to 
their own staff. Let the private sector assist where they have the 
capabilty. Valerie

2021-01-20 
17:33:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Dit sal vir ons bejaardes baie help as die vaksine by die huise vir 
bejaardes beskikbaar sal wees,  waar die nodige opgeleide 
Verpleegpersoneel teenwoordig is en die kundigheid het om dit 
korrek toe te dien.  
Andersins, of ook by al die apteke, bv. DisChem, Clicks, 
Medicare, ens. waar die vaksine korrek hanteer en toegedien 
kan word deur Verpleegkundiges. Elna-Marie

2021-01-20 
13:41:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about government sole roll out. I would prefer 
my medical aid to contact me with a place close by to be 
vaccinated. Then I phone for a 7me. PATRICIA

2021-01-20 
12:17:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think a vaccine is a step in the right direc7on although I do not 
think that the present government is being honest in its 
asser7ons that it can vaccinate the en7re popula7on in the 
7meframe that they have given nor do I have any doubt that the 
roll out will be bungled.  There are bound to be underhand 
dealings and a slipshod, uncoordinated rollout system.    I hope 
that I am wrong but their track record says it all. Karin

2021-01-20 
11:09:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Our government/ANC has proved beyond any doubt that they 
are unable to organise anything effec7vely except organised 
stealing and this will just be another vehicle to plunder whatever 
they can.  
Vaccine roll-out  must be handed over to private sector/medical 
aid schemes in most cases. Government can handle the gaps 
remaining.  
The vaccine is a necessity. The one advantage is that with we 
being far behind in the queue, any problems with the various 
vaccines will already have been documented and could be 
avoided. 
The an7-vaxxers are a dangerous joke, but at least it will mean 
more vaccine for the rest of us. Des

2021-01-20 
08:28:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please act now on geing SA decent vaccines??I have seen and 
heard of too people geing very sick and others dying because 
of covid. So sad in this developed  world of ours? Evepe

2021-01-19 
21:51:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout should be coordinated between the private health 
care and govt. 
Govt alone is not capable of such a task, past has proven the 
similar incompetence. 
There is a definite requirement on the rollout and the monitored 
results on side effects to be published open and honest. The 
decision to hold the results under the lid is not acceptable, there 
should also be a choice on which vacs is more suitable to various 
people and their respec7ve age group. pete

2021-01-19 
21:26:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Amer the PPE debacle we do not trust the government to be the 
sole provider of the vaccine. They have also not secured enough 
vaccines and as a person who is 67 with comorbidi7es, I think it 
is grossly unfair that people like me have to wait months on end 
before we can get the vaccine and in the mean7me stand the 
chance of dying. The government should allow others like the 
medical aid companies to import the vaccine so we can get the 
vaccine sooner. Instead of spending 10 Billion on SAA , the 
government should swallow their pride and spend the money on 
saving lives instead. 

Hendrika

2021-01-19 
19:49:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned about all the people dying right now and lack of 
facili7es to treat all the cases. Also if the vaccine will be 
delivered 
In 7me and enough quan7ty. Helene

2021-01-19 
19:18:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If this roll-out is controlled by the current goverment, the 
funding will discriminate against a part of the popula7on to 
subsidise the majority that will just be considered as not being 
able to contribute anything. I would prefer to get it through a 
private company and pay for myself and my family. even though 
I have no medical aid. The goverment will handle this in their 
usual in-efficient way, meaning poor logis7cs, no control and 
definite corrup7on. Tiaan

2021-01-19 
18:20:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t think that the government should be in charge of the 
rollout of vaccina7ons as there would probably be another 
round of corrup7on.   Healthcare, teachers and front line 
workers should be first in line, then young adults with co 
morbidi7es.   Much as I would like to be protected as an older 
person with no co morbidi7es I should not be first in line. 
As a member of the genera7on that received the first Salk an7 
polio vaccine I count myself lucky.   Polio and other diseases 
have all but disappeared because of vaccina7ons and I would 
certainly be vaccinated against Covid.   I think that educa7ng the 
popula7on is the best to way to deal with doubters and 
an7vaxxers just put others at risk – vaccines are science not 
belief.    

Pauline
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2021-01-19 
17:27:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. Vaccina7ons must be free-of-charge for all  
2.  The rollout MUST be done in coopera7on with the PRIVATE 
SECTOR (doctors, pharmacies, chari7es...) as the public sector 
alone cannot handle the logis7cs of 2 x 40 mio vaccina7ons.   
3. Approx. 30% of the popula7on are children under 16 who 
cannot be vaccinated.  These  2 x 18000 doses must  be used for 
adults. Gisela

2021-01-19 
17:11:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Think the Government  need to use churches  parks and more 
outsidecarrpaks  and make sure it will be sterile  and  social 
distance  7ll all 7mes thete is no social distance in any form 
where the Government   is  opera7ng even in Roadblocks and 
arrogance  sould stop by officials  and nurses  must be trained to 
give injec7ons Susarah

2021-01-19 
15:28:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think that individual s who have medical aid should be allowed 
at access their vaccine through their medical aid. I sunset that 
this op7on is x 2 as expensive as the government vaccine and 
that the extra cost goes towards financing vaccines for those 
who cannot pay. I don't trust government to acquire efficacious 
vaccines and especially I don't believe they have the ability to 
vaccinate us all. I think the venue's will become super spreader 
events. Denise

2021-01-19 
14:58:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Dit bly 'n gegewe dat die regering (ANC)  oor amper 30 jaar 
onomwonde bewys het dat hulle onbevoeg , korrup en geen 
begrip het van die logis7eke omvang  van die "UITDAGING" nie. 

As die privaat sektor nie die 51% beheer oor die proses het nie  , 
sal ons maar weer 'n herhaling sien van wat sover die afgelope 
15 jaar plus gebeur het , veral onder KORRUP NR 1  
 ZUMA  .Titels gaan ook nie help nie.  Die paar dokters en 
doktore in die parlement en kabinet is voor in die koor as dit 
kom by WEET NIE DAT HULLE NIE WEET NIE. DEON

2021-01-19 
13:45:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't believe our President or Health Minister on the 7ming of 
the arrival of the vaccine. There are only 12 days lem in the 
month-where are the 1 million vaccines from India. I don't think 
anything has been done to secure vaccines for SA. It's almost as 
if the government wants thousands more to die, it will take 
pressure off the grant system and lighten the government wage 
bill. A disgrace!!!!!. We are run by a bunch of uncaring, greedy 
thieving , corrupt poli7cians. Coryl

2021-01-19 
12:06:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out as best you can but give us the op7on as tax payers to 
pay for our own vaccine.  Allow Clicks, or Diskem or our medical 
aids to roll out simultaneously and I will happily pay for it. Rene

2021-01-19 
11:59:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not have the monopoly over the 
vaccine. There are laws prohibi7ng monopolies. The private  
sector ie Minning  and private companies must be allowed to 
purches the vaccine of thier choice. thegovernmemt cannot 
have the monopaly and buy from one supplier. we must not be 
forced toe be vaccinated. Dennis A

2021-01-19 
11:45:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The sooner the beper.   I get the impression that the elderly are 
being pushed down the priority list, where-as in countries where 
vaccine is being distributed, it is first Health care workers, and 
then the elderly.  Surely the most vulnerable should be 
protected first.  One cannot help but wonder why so many 
teachers are geing Covid.  Surely not from learners but maybe 
lifestyle? Juel

2021-01-19 
11:14:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Start vaccina7on  roll out the moment the vaccin arrives in the 
country,the sooner the beper. 
The vaccin is not more dangerous than a flu vaccin and side 
effects are minor to prac7cally non existent. Anja

2021-01-19 
11:08:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern is the effec7veness of Government to ensure a 
orderly deployment of the vaccine to the intended recipients. 
Is there an effec7ve immuniza7on plan through the appropriate 
alloca7on and administra7on of the Covid-19 vaccine in place to 
ensure a safe, 7mely and efficient deployment. 
How will they inform recipients on the appointment date. 
Where will the loca7on be to receive the vaccine. 
Who should not take the vaccine. 
Will a cer7ficate be issued sta7ng that you have received the 
vaccine. Russell 

2021-01-19 
10:12:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I support the vaccine roll-out.  
However it should be possible for medical aid schemes to 
procure vaccine and ini7ate roll-out programmes. 
Limi7ng vaccine procurement to the government alone is short 
sighted.  
As shown already, this has incurred delays in access to the 
vaccine.   
Delays in access to the vaccine incurs loss of life. Mary

2021-01-19 
09:23:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

All People over the age of 65 should be amer Health care workers 
. neil

2021-01-19 
07:16:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is no feasable plan on the side of the government to 
obtain the vaccine. There is no money and the government is 
hiding this from the people of the RSA. They have no plan and 
are lying to the people again. 
The covid 19 pandemic is causing serious economic hardship and 
all the government  is just responding by further lockdowns. The 
answer now is OBTAIN the VACCINE. Why are they concerned 
about rescueing SAA at R10.5 billion, Rescue the countries 
economic future by geing vaccine now. We cannot con7nue 
with further lockdowns and business closures.   
USE the SAA rescue funds to obtain the vaccine soonest. SAA is a 
small loss compared to the en7re RSA economy. Once again the 
ANC government is playing games with the lives of South 
Africans. Johan

2021-01-18 
21:47:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Anja
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2021-01-18 
20:29:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government competence and ability, in being the sole 
distributor of the vaccine, to roll out efficiently, without 
corrup7on and cost effec7vely without making excessive profits.    andrew

2021-01-18 
19:13:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Elize 

2021-01-18 
17:47:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I has to be provided by gorvement people has lost their jobs it 
can’t be their responsibly others are not working Patricia

2021-01-18 
17:19:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Natasha 

2021-01-18 
17:09:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The SA government has shown itself to be incompetent on so 
many levels rela7ng to governance, corrup7on and 
mismanagement in the areas of educa7on, pensions, basic 
health care and, in the past year, the rollout of PPE for front-line 
healthcare workers. 

There is no indica7on that government has the capacity or the 
infrastructure to manage a roll-out of vaccines on a massive 
scale. Only with full, open and honest par7cipa7on with the 
private sector will this begin to be possible. And we have not 
found much evidence of this so far. Viv

2021-01-18 
16:50:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not be the only body sourcing the vaccine as 
that smells of corrup7on. Government should not decide which 
vaccine private and medical aid members can receive should 
they consent to be vaccinated. We should have a choice as 
Sinovac from China shows poor efficacy. Georgia

2021-01-18 
15:47:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would highly recommend that corporates take responsibility for 
vaccina7on of employees  
Then that old age and other homes do the same for their 
residents  
All medical aids must ensure all their members are vaccinated 
Then I would suggest that residen7al estates do their 
homeowners and tenants 
All the above with proper track and trace ability 
To start with all health workers including nursing sisters at 
private clinics must be vaccinated 
All medical students not placed yet must be u7lized for 
administra7ng the vaccina7on 
U7liza7on of track and trace technology must be used in the 
distribu7on of the vaccina7on 
NO ONE with ANY links to local or na7onal government may be 
eligible for alloca7on of an RFP in the distribu7on & alloca7on of 
vaccines Lou-Anne

2021-01-18 
15:23:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

no to a mostly gove rnment rollout. Them could be rife, as the 
vaccine  is expensive and limited, crea7ng a black market! Not 
sure of the effec7veness of the vaxine. Who would be at the taxi 
rank?  Their plan is dubious and trust of it being successfully 
rolled out by GVT is near non exhistant. To date the whole 
process is extremely vague and not properly thought through. 
Call in all possible competent, honest private companies to assist 
in the administra7on. THEY NEED QUALIFIED planning! Victoria

2021-01-18 
15:19:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Every municipality  has a clinic in it's area which can be used to 
roll out the vacina7ons. Taxi ranks for me is a no no. Malls 
people could get their 2 shots by lying to say that they have not 
recieved any jab yet. Edward

2021-01-18 
13:55:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about. 
1 Corrup7on , how many govt officials will get kickbacks, 
vaccines for pals ? 
2 The ability of Government to succeed in vaccina7ng before 
many more people die. 
3 The efficacy of the drugs they choose 
4 They have implied that people who have had Covid may not 
get the vaccine, WHY ? Patricia

2021-01-18 
13:13:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government need to offer vaccine to frail and healthcare 
workers so country can go back to normal. Instead of lockdowns 
they should inform the public on importance of healthy diet and 
exercise - they have done ZERO to inform public that obesity is a 
HUGE contributor to COVID19 hospital admissions. Hence, one 
can wonder what their agenda is - it certainly does not appear to 
be to protect their ci7zens Anna 

2021-01-18 
12:44:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see all private doctors being given the vaccines to 
cope with the demand  from private medical aid pa7ents at their 
prac7ces. I absolutely agree that first and foremost health care 
staff must be taken care of. BARBARA

2021-01-18 
12:27:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government WILLIAM

2021-01-18 
11:48:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Government needs to do vaccine rollout effec7vely and fairly. Helen

2021-01-18 
11:25:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine is the only way to curb the pandemic so some 
extent, although were are valid concerns. My concern is the total 
control that Government want to exert over the distribu7on and 
vaccina7on  thereof.  With a dismal and unreliable record for 
implemen7ng and managing services, I would be more in 
support of the Medical Aid Schemes and other private health 
services are part of the roll-out.  During the weekend the Depart 
of Health expressed their "Worry" over the maper that the PM 
of the Western Cape is trying to source vaccines for the 
Province, what is wrong with that? it is an ini7a7ve that should 
be welcomed.  Also 40mil adults? we don't have that many 
adults. Conradie

2021-01-18 
10:55:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Renee

2021-01-18 
10:48:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Margaret

2021-01-18 
10:35:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please  give these vaccina7ons every 24 hours  and do not wait 
for office hours to gve them. Delene
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2021-01-18 
10:22:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I DO NOT trust this inept government to handle such a complex 
logis7cal  issue on its own.   It can’t even run a power sta7on and 
the majority of its schools are dysfunc7onal. Why do they th8nk 
they can handle this life saving issue.  
Why not let medical aids , pharmacies  and relevant private 
companies help.  Sullivan 

2021-01-18 
09:52:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am not convinced that the maths  of the SA popula7on has 
been effec7vely managed.  Much controversy is being publicised 
about 40 million adults  as the vaccine has not yet been tested 
on children.  Do we have 40 million adults? 
Then, there is a big ques7on mark regarding the release date of 
these vaccines.  Another  ques7on concerns the origina7on of 
the spoken vaccines some from India and some from  another 
source?  Are these compa7ble? Rhoda

2021-01-18 
09:43:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Although I am happy that we  will get the vaccine, I do not 
understand why we  were so late in obtaining it. We were part of 
the research that was done. I also strongly object to the 
government giving  billions to SA air service, knowing what there 
track record  is. This money  could and should  have been spent 
on our  fellow South Africans to  help them. It should not be 
given to corrupt people to, yet again, line their pockets. Martha

2021-01-18 
09:17:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Govt should get the vaccine ASAP which they will be able to 
afford if they don’t waste billions of rand on SAA etc.  
We need this vaccine to get back to normality and to be able to 
travel again Sue

2021-01-18 
08:39:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel very strongly that the purchase of the vaccine should  be 
shared . Medical aids and pharmaceu7cal companies could 
definitely assist in this; it would make the implementa7on faster 
and more efficient and would allay the very real concern of 
corrup7on as we  witnessed previously in purchasing  PPE . Anne

2021-01-18 
08:04:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out must come sooner and must be free to everyone. 
This virus pandemic is  very serious, so as soon as we can 
vaccinate most people, we must do so soon. Patricia

2021-01-18 
07:58:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The way government has handled the maper right from the start 
is ques7onable, they say different things all the 7me, I dont have 
confidence in their ability to deal with the maper efficiently. Hester

2021-01-18 
07:20:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Allan

2021-01-18 
07:04:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Henning

2021-01-18 
06:52:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Jacob

2021-01-17 
22:41:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government M S

2021-01-17 
20:55:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As ci7zens, we are not being kept fully informed about 
agreements reached on sourcing the vaccine, which vaccine and 
at what cost, when vaccina7on will start , coopera7on between 
government and medical aids and the logis7cs and priori7es  of 
distribu7on. We seem to be way behind other countries in our 
roll out strategy and 7ming. Mary Ann

2021-01-17 
20:22:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It concerns me that because of corrup7on in this government 
the money for vaccines will be squandered or stolen and I see no 
evidence that older people will be priori7sed. Sally

2021-01-17 
20:15:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government I will be happy to receive this vaccine and I have no objec7ons Lina

2021-01-17 
19:50:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Sharon

2021-01-17 
19:36:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Endemic corrup7on. Dairmuid

2021-01-17 
18:43:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that amer Health Workers anyone  in the service 
industryshould be next in line to receive the vaccine ala police, 
teachers. Next the elderly and those with co morbidi7es. 
Lastly the politcians, so we ensure they fulfill their du7es  of 
serving the voters. 
The prisoners are last on the list 
Those who are awai7ng trial for pepy crimes can be included in 
those with co morbidi7es. Shirley

2021-01-17 
18:00:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Can we trust government with a speedy rollout system. Why 
can't private concerns like pharmacies and medical prac77oners 
administer the vaccine as is done with the annual flu shots? Patricia

2021-01-17 
17:47:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the vaccina7on is good for our Medical Workforce it is good 
enough for every other ci7zen in this country. Nicolene

2021-01-17 
17:46:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Erica

2021-01-17 
17:34:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Rollout should priori7se health workers,  senior ci7zens and then 
people in congested areas.dp Douw

2021-01-17 
16:46:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government As non medical aid pensioners how do we qualify Elsie

2021-01-17 
16:27:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is for government to ensure there is no 
corrup7on throughout the end to end supply chain with severe 
penal7es should there be. I am somewhat concerned that the 
vaccines have not been properly tested with adequate data 
available regarding long term side effects so I am willing to go to 
the back of the queue for about 6 months un7l there is further 
clarity especially what the impact of the mutant virus is on 
efficacy plus side effects.  
I do however support the government in pursuing all possibili7es 
with priority given to health care workers etc as per 
interna7onal trends and WHO recommenda7ons. Merlene

2021-01-17 
15:39:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please allow the private sector to be fully involved in the buying 
and roll-out of the vaccines.  We have suffered enough financial 
loss through government corrup7on and inep7tude. Eileen

2021-01-17 
15:19:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

want hulle kan niks reg doen nie  alles waar asn hulle vat misluk 
of hulle steel magret
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2021-01-17 
14:51:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The  stake holders  should  be  all Municipali7es,Large  
Companies,Local  clinics and  Community  organisa7ons  plus  
Government  in assis7ng  with  this  Mammoth  task  of  
inocula7ng  70%  of  the  popula7on within a short period  of  
7me. 

All  Major  businesses  and  relevant stakeholders should all be  
involved  in the purchase and  roll-out  of  vaccina7ons  and  The 
Sta7s7cs Department  of  Government  should  assist  in 
maintaining  success and  failure  records of  the en7re  process  
and  there  must be constant  monitoring  of  those  who  have a  
personal agenda  especially  those corrupt  officilas  who  just  
want  tgo selfishly  enrich themselves. Norbert

2021-01-17 
14:34:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned how government will manage the roll-out of the 
vaccine. They want to vaccinate 40 million people in the country, 
but that figure is more than all the adults in the country. How 
will they achieve this target? I believe that vaccina7on should be 
a voluntary op7on, but a large percentage of people have grave 
reserva7ons about having it.  
I am also concerned about the actual logis7cs of how to manage 
the vaccina7on programme. In theory, star7ng with the front-
line workers sounds good, but who will judge whether or not a 
person is  a front-line worker? The same goes for all the other 
categories. Karen

2021-01-17 
14:33:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think Medical aids should be allowed to import vaccines.  Many 
Aids will, for every member being immunised, also provide for 
those who cannot afford it or whom the government cannot 
help asap Elza

2021-01-17 
14:32:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that only the government can roll out the 
vaccine, due to the governments mismanagement  and 
corrup7on  in the past. The private sector should also be able to 
obtain and roll out the vaccine.  Patricia

2021-01-17 
14:22:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think that large corpora7ons and medical aid companies should 
also be allowed to purchase the vaccine.  This would lessen the 
burden on government. Susan 

2021-01-17 
14:11:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

First target Health workers 
then aged. 
Poli7cians last. Eastwood

2021-01-17 
13:55:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly I have my doubts if the vaccine is going to obtained by SA 
before year end 
Then amer healthcare, teachers  must go to old age homes and 
the plus 70's Hennie 

2021-01-17 
13:42:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Sal regering instaat wees om genoeg kan koop sodat kudde- 
beskerming verseker kan word Riana

2021-01-17 
12:57:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

No faith in the government's ability to do anything effec7vely, 
only way is to have the private medical sector  handle everything 
and for  complete  transparency - clear understanding of the 
drug and its source and effec7veness in rela7on to the virus 
muta7ng is needed Glynis

2021-01-17 
12:34:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think the government is capable of rolling out the 
vaccine to +-40 million people within a reasonable 7me frame. 
The help of the private and medical sectors should be sought to 
oversee and manage the roll-out. 
Needless to say, strict procedures / checks and balances should 
be in place to ensure that no corrup7on is possible. 
Thank you. 
David de Jongh. David

2021-01-17 
12:12:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Learn from the PPC disaster & the billions lost from fraud & 
corrup7on. Don't  allow private  operators to sqeeze in between 
the manufactures & those involved in delivery  to the end user. 
This is not a difficult to achieve & will keep the costs in check BILL & LYNN

2021-01-17 
12:05:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government are taking too long with the roll-out.  Your 
survey does not include the latest news that the necessary 
permissions and procedures in order to be able to import these 
vaccines has not even been commenced as yet.  Therefore these 
vaccines will be delayed....  Not enough TRUE focus and 
apen7on is being given to effec7ve deliver of the Government’s 
promises.  They are “Fiddling while Rome is burning”! Annie

2021-01-17 
11:30:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is ongoing corrup7on jn our country and I am concerned 
that some  government officials may use their status to usurp 
the process inabling them to make money illegally. Also worried 
about our tax being increased to fund the vaccine. Margaret

2021-01-17 
11:17:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is the incompetence of our government to 
do anything right. They have proved that they are incapable of 
running a country and like it or not, there will be some form of 
corrup7on involved I. The rollout of the vaccine. I for one want 
to leave the country and will be happy to take the vaccine so I 
can start a new life in a decent first world country. Graeme

2021-01-17 
10:44:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Rob

2021-01-17 
10:16:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Rollout should be allowed by private doctors and pharmacies as 
well. Wouter
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2021-01-17 
09:41:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned firstly that the Health Ministry is to be the sole 
department allowed to procure vaccines and not allowing the 
various provinces to obtain their own if they so wish. 
Secondly the priorisa7on of who will get it in the first group. 
Totally agree that all front line workers should have the jab first 
then then vulnerable and those with underlying health 
problems. 
Teachers, police, immigra7on and similar officials should also be 
atbthe frontb of the queue for the vaccine. 
I disagree with prisons being high on the list, especially for long 
term prisoners, maybe consider giving it to those  due for 
release this year and all new prisoners but not long term 
inmates. 
Care and nursing homes should also be high on the list. 
In the second group should be the rest of the popula7on star7ng 
with the elderly. 
The vaccina7on should be mandatatory to help stop the spread 
of the virus and all the various muta7ons. If a person refuses to 
be vaccinated then they should be put on a list that can be 
referenced by health officials so they know they have refused 
should they require treatment for the disease. Paul

2021-01-17 
09:41:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If we want rid of this dreadful virus, we need to do something, 
the best thing offered is the vaccine, it seems to be working well 
in other countries, so the sooner South Africa can get it, and 
make sure it is available for everyone, free of charge for the 
poor, the sooner it will be beaten. However I don’t think anyone 
should be forced to have it, but at 76 I will be first in line. Dee

2021-01-17 
09:17:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am of the op7on that private enterprise must partake in the 
supply and the distribu7on of the vaccine!! Unfortunately 
governments track record is not a good one when it comes to 
execute func7ons in prac7ce! Peter

2021-01-17 
09:13:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Dina

2021-01-17 
09:06:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Ons het mos al van 1994 gesien die regering (ANC) is korrup en 
sal enigiets doen om  nog geld beskikbaar te stel vir eie gewin. 
Daar is niemand in die ANC (Ramaphosa ingesluit) wat die 
logis7ek rondom die ''roll-out'' suksesvol kan beplan so nee ek is 
meer bekommerd oor die huidige regering & die korrupsie & 
misdaad in die land as oor Covid 19. 

sakkie

2021-01-17 
09:02:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

experience has shown that the present government is not 
capable of organising and controlling the issue of PPE, SASSA 
payments and such like. 
The roll-out will only work if  private health organisa7ons e.g.  
Medical Aid companies, Pharmaceu7cal companies, Pharmacys  
etc are fully involved in the acquisi7on and distribu7on  of the 
vaccine. phil

2021-01-17 
08:49:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why are we so far behind? Uk  is planning 24h vaccina7ons now 
and is delivering. I would not want vaccine that is not truly 
tested- India China and Russia. Etc.  But if effec7ve vaccina7on is 
here it must be offered to health care workers the elderly and 
educators quickly and efficiently. Julia 

2021-01-17 
08:46:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I just can’t see how they are going to effec7vely manage a quick 
and successful roll out for us all . Also securing enough to reach 
our 67% for herd immunity- possible?  
Ivermec7n should be looked at as another op7on Gail

2021-01-17 
08:33:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on that will take place during deliveries of this vaccine. 
We all know that our country is led by many greedy individuals 
who will use this as yet another opportunity for self enrichment. 
Proper repor7ng and tracking systems need to be put in place 
and monitored from the start. Marcia 

2021-01-17 
08:30:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

What is the business plan for the roll out?  Who is paying for the 
vaccine, its distribu7on and applica7on?  Can the vaccine not be 
obtained through a medical aid scheme  and given to their 
clients? Tol

2021-01-17 
07:12:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is to corrupt to roll this vaccine out. I don't trust 
them. Abraham 

2021-01-17 
07:01:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the government is insis7ng that they are 
solely responsible for the purchase and distribu7on of the 
vaccines. The government do not have a good track record when 
it comes to implemen7ng plans efficiently. We need private 
organisa7ons also  involved with the purchase and roll out of 
vaccines to ensure there is no corrup7on and that the 
vaccina7ons are distributed equally and fairly  throughout the 
country to all ci7zens who are willing to take the vaccina7on. Vanessa

2021-01-17 
06:57:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine must not be controlled by the government. It must 
be managed by the public sector in collabora7on with the 
government. It must be open and transparent. The government 
cannot be trusted with the distribu7on and roll-out of the 
vaccine. Their track record shows us why. Coenie

2021-01-17 
06:46:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot be trusted to distribute the vaccine 100% 
effec7vely thus the quality of the vaccine will be 
compromised.Allow the Medical Aids and privately owned 
hospitals and clinics to play a role here. A major concern to me 
is,how effec7ve will this vaccine be,is government just accep7ng  
any vaccine just to be seen to be doing something - poli7cians 
cannot be trusted. Kenneth 

2021-01-17 
06:06:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Amer the debacles with PPE corrup7on, will the vaccine rollout 
suffer the same in the hands of government? Peter
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2021-01-17 
05:36:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Insufficient informa7on 
What vaccine 
When will I receive it 
Where will I go to to get it 
What will the follow up be 
Solu7ons 
Be clear about what vaccines will be used 
(I will refuse the China or Russian ones) 
Give more accurate dates e.g. over 60s will be in April 
Give list of where I must go e.g. Dr,  chemist, school hall, church 
hall 
Follow up - when will I get the next dose. 
What must I do if I have a reac7on 
WC Dr K Cloete has given a fairly detailed plan of our planned 
roll out.  Due to lack of delivery dates by Na7onal Government,  
he has not been able to give more detail. But thank you to WC 
for all they have done so far. Colleen

2021-01-16 
23:53:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would prefer that the roll out of vaccines be done with private 
hospitals, doctors, clinics and pharmacies on  board. I do not 
trust the government with the roll out. I do believe that all 
medical workers should recieve the vac first and then the elderly 
then educa7on  teachers and lecturers and drivers in the 
transport industry,  etc. Then Frontline shop assistants and those 
who  work with the public. This needs to be well coordinated 
and there must be no opportunity for corrup7on by 
government. Brenda

2021-01-16 
23:03:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Rudi

2021-01-16 
22:37:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Chris7na

2021-01-16 
22:16:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Paulus

2021-01-16 
21:24:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Nell

2021-01-16 
20:55:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

In order to save many lives the Vaccine should be rolled out as 
soon as possible. Preference  is to be given to health workers as 
well as the elderly. All Drs for instance would know how many of 
their pa7ens are at risk. Nursing sisters re7red could assist in the 
administering the injec7ons. I beleive the  goverment has the 
capacity to ordely and effeciently vaccinate the popula7on. chris

2021-01-16 
20:49:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Support the planned priority to health workers 
The following groups should also get priority: 
Those who care for the sick and elderly, front-line teachers (not 
those in regional or managerial posi7ons, the elderly (above 65), 
people with underling illness, prison wardens, government 
workers servicing the public (not those in managerial posi7ons), 
then front-line workers serving the public. 
Non client facing worker should be the last in the line but before 
those unemployed. 
The mismanagement of the roll-out plan  must be dealt  with 
harshly - immediate suspension with no pay Muller

2021-01-16 
20:27:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am in support of speedy rollout of vaccines that have proven to 
be highly effec7ve like Pfizer, Moderna and AstraZenica. Possibly 
J & J if results are sa7sfactory. Astra Zenica and possibly J&J to 
be administered at pharmacies or by GP. I am willing to travel to 
receive the mRNA vaccines. 

Vaccina7ons to be made compulsory because people are sharing 
their misconcep7ons about vaccines and "miracle cures". We 
need to achieve herd immunity. 

I hope goverment will not import the Chinese or Russian 
vaccines due to inadequate scien7fic data.  I am also concerned 
that poor government services will break the cold chain. Louise

2021-01-16 
19:47:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is hard to believe that this process will occur without gram or 
bungling if it is handled by the government.  Gim of the Givers 
would be a far more reliable distributor. papy

2021-01-16 
19:09:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Marlene

2021-01-16 
19:01:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think this is a pathe7c apempt to vaccinate the country. 60 
million popula7on exclude the children and you will need at 
least 80 million doses.  Considering Indian has started today , the 
uk have been vaccina7ng for a month and SA where trials were 
done on the vaccine, can only start in months 7me!  This 
government is not fit to govern. Disgus7ng lack of foresight and 
planning. sandra

2021-01-16 
18:51:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think each Province should control their  vaccine rollout.  
It will be easier to control & organize.  We need to get this 
vaccine rolled out ASAP. Olga

2021-01-16 
18:46:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is that the correct people receive the 
vaccine at the right 7me. The mechanisms put in place to roll out 
the vaccine is my biggest concern and whether these vaccines 
would fall into the hands of the correct people. I would 
personally prefer to get mine at the doctor or chemist where I 
normally get my flu vaccine in safety.  Juliet 

2021-01-16 
18:17:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Given Government's past performance over the past 25 years it 
is unlikely to be able a to organize something this cri7cal  in a 
7mely and effec7ve manner. 
It is ludicrous that the government will not allow medical aids to 
source their own vaccines Michael

2021-01-16 
18:04:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout should be administered by the major medical 
organisa7ons in conjunc7on with recognised /reputable logis7cs 
service providers. Gavin
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2021-01-16 
18:03:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that we will  have to wait a long 7me before we 
get vaccinated.   
There is not going to be enough to go around and how is the 
government going to vaccinate 150,000 people a day?  That's 
the figure they need to do each day if they want to achieve their 
goals.  

Sandra
2021-01-16 
18:01:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Caroline

2021-01-16 
17:51:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government must allow regions to buy their own vaccines and 
then an order of first medical staff , anyone over 60  o r have 
other underline medical problems, teachers, police, fireman ect  
to receive first then the rest of the popula7on . Anthony

2021-01-16 
17:44:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think the concern is whether government can effec7vely roll 
out such a large immunisa7on and within the 7me limit they 
have projected. (the end of 2021) without the help of private 
concerns. All private Medical Aids, Large Corpora7ons, General 
Prac77oners, etc. should also be involved. I know there are 
concerns over the effec7veness of the vaccine, but do believe 
that this will be the most beneficial way to geing ''herd" 
immunity and returning us back to normal life again.   

Richard
2021-01-16 
17:44:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private and government partnership is required to speed up the 
rollout of vaccina7ons. Disa

2021-01-16 
17:42:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that all the vaccines apart from that of Johnson 
&Johnson have to be given twice. It will be much more efficient 
if  
government only have to arrange for each person to receive one 
injec7on. I also believe that this vaccine is fairly cheap and easy 
to  
store and dispense. I am solidly in favour of vaccines. 

Obviously medical staff and support personnel involved at 
hospitals  
clinics etc. should receive the vaccine first followed by the very 
elderly,SAPS,Teachers,Security Force Members Awai7ng trial 
Prisoners and Incarcerated Prisoners, then the popula7on in  
general. Jamie

2021-01-16 
17:12:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Virginia

2021-01-16 
16:56:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

When the government handled the purchase  of PPE's it was a 
complete shambles with people who hadn't a clue of 
manufacture being given tenders, what happens when people 
are given the right to administer and distribute the vaccine, 
much the same I think. 
  

ROY
2021-01-16 
16:55:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Many ci7zens can't afford vaccina7ons. Must be done at 
hospital's, clinics, etc. by qualified personal. Danzil

2021-01-16 
16:53:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government corrup7on & inefficiency is well known. Allow more 
efficient role players such as the WC government & private role 
players such as Discovery & the big chemist groups to import 
their own Lindie

2021-01-16 
16:51:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I see no men7on of the most vulnerable in the list of 
Government Priori7es - ie old peoples homes, re7rement 
centres and age priori7es. Anthony

2021-01-16 
16:45:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As with all government dealings there is going to be massive  

CORRUPTION  
INEFFICIENCY  

jim

2021-01-16 
16:33:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It seems that many countries with far worse economies than 
ours already have started rolling out vaccina7ons. What is the 
holdup and why, with our scien7fic exper7se and par7cipa7on in 
trials, have we not already acquired an effec7ve vaccine? The 
delay is unacceptable! Jacqueline 

2021-01-16 
16:32:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have faith in our Medical Profession  that they will give us the 
correct medica7on but I have reserva7ons about the effec7ve 
distribu7on with all the corruptness we've experienced in the 
past years. I would also like to know how are we, as  ci7zens 
going, to be documented  we have had a vaccina7on? Michael

2021-01-16 
16:19:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The are not competent to toll out anything. How can you focus 
on malls and taxi ranks. 
It is important to have data basis to know who has been 
vaccinated who not. We have idiots in our country who will 
make sure they get vaccinated more than once. 
Important to know whom are vaccinated. 
A retailer should take control of this process for government 
staff will screw this up or steal it and sell on black market. 
Corrupt to the core as well as incompetant Callie

2021-01-16 
15:53:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Effec7ve systems must be in place for the vaccine programme to 
be rolled out quickly and to the people who most need it.  
Suitably trained, informed and competent people, who can also 
allay the public's fears and concerns, need to be urgently 
recruited to administer the vaccine. 
Details on the programme, targets set, feedback on progress and 
targets achieved.  
Honest feedback on shortcomings and concerns and how they 
are being dealt with. Sue
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2021-01-16 
15:52:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Normally vaccines take a long 7me to be developed. That is 
because the companies developing the vaccines have to source 
funding. It take a lot of money to produce a safe vaccine. With 
Covid things were different. The companies were given all the 
resources they needed.  Consequently they were able to 
produce a vaccine much quicker.  
Young people cannot cope with the strict rules needed to control 
the virus. They have not learned self control, they have not 
learned about community spirit, their peer groupes are more 
important to them than anything else,  they are not so able to 
focus on the thing that are important to adults so I think they 
should have the opportunity to get the first vaccines. Helen

2021-01-16 
15:51:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I pray that the vaccine will be available to all. No corrup7on 
involved. Juanita

2021-01-16 
15:33:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government  never seems to be on top of any thing and 
would take  months to give any one the first vaccine jag, John

2021-01-16 
15:25:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think that ALL front line people should get priority (that is 
medical people of every type), police, teachers, ambulance, 
retail shop workers, etc.   

I think that people that pay private medical aid should get there' 
via their medical aid, and leave the government vaccine to 
workers and vulnerable people. 

Above all, I think this process needs to be accelerated as a 
maper of extreme urgency Pam

2021-01-16 
14:47:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. The private sector must be allowed to import, manufacture, 
distribute and apply vaccines. 
2. The strategic cri7cal capacity of vaccine research and 
manufacturing must be re-established  and strengthened in SA 
with strong governmental support as well as from the private 
sector.  

Johann

2021-01-16 
14:14:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is not yet clear where the 20 million vaccines doses are being 
sourced. Nor is it clear if this is to cover 20 million people with 
the two-doses required for the Pfizer and AstaZeneca vaccines, 
or is it only  enough vaccine to fully immunize 10 million people? 
 Immunizing 2/3 of the popula7on (40 million adults) is 
impera7ve for the vaccina7on program to be effec7ve.  
There is a large level of resistance to vaccina7on by the public. 
This must be addressed urgently with a massive effort by 
government to educate people about the vaccine to reduce the 
resistance to the vaccine. The key reasons for this resistance 
need to be iden7fied as soon as possible in order to begin  
addressing a strategy that will remove the resistance. 
It is also unclear to me how the immuniza7on program will 
deliver the required two  doses at the specified interval. The 
planning and implementa7on program needs to be made public 
as early as possible to allow comment. The vaccina7on program 
will take a lot of planning and work on the logis7cs of how to 
record people who have had the first dose and how to insure 
that they are able to receive the second dose at the correct 
7me. Perhaps some form of vaccina7on card would be useful 
that can be used to record the first dose, the date when the 
second dose is required, and the comple7on of the second dose. 
This will be useful for people who are unable to report to the 
same loca7on for the first and second doses, and may also prove 
to be a useful document for travel purposes. 
I have not seen much informa7on about how government is 
planning to achieve the goal of their vaccina7on program,  and 
efficient and robust delivery of the program remain my main 
concern at the moment. Keith

2021-01-16 
14:07:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Rolling out the vaccine must priori7ze health care workers and 
public services as police, army and essen7al workers in the  
electrical, water and sanita7on fields. I read that prisoners were 
on the list to be among the first to be vaccinated. I STRONGLY 
object to that as they are a menace to society as well as puing 
a huge strain on the economy.  
They should be LAST in the Q while other produc7ve and 
upstanding members of society should be afforded protec7on 
first. Chris

2021-01-16 
13:50:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the corrupt members of the Parliament etc cut their salaries 
by 50% and return the money they have "back pocket" over their 
"career"all the way up from the bopom to the President we 
could vaccinate the whole RSA popula7on very quickly.  The 
acquisi7on of these vaccines and distribu7on of such must be 
strictly audited so the same corrup7on that happened with the 
supply of PPE doesn't happen again...SOME CHANCE Howard

2021-01-16 
13:48:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the Govetnment logis7cally and historically 
will be totally incapable of equitably and efficiently rolling out 
this life saving vaccine - thus far amer 30 years in government 
they hage yet to privé themselves capable of managing anything 
let alone something of this magnitude Jacquie

2021-01-16 
13:47:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Gisela

2021-01-16 
13:42:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We are 7red of being herded and told what to do! Acquisi7on of 
suitable, reputable vaccine should be opened to everyone in the 
medical and pharmaceu7cal field and should NOT be 
monopolized and 'managed' by Government as they are 
incompetent at best. We all know that their 'plan' will simply be 
mismanaged by corrupt role-players. Lyn

2021-01-16 
13:37:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout should be done with consulta7on: chemists, Doctors, 
Hospitals, clinics etc. Ron
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2021-01-16 
13:36:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the government having total control 
which is open to corrup7on. I believe individuals should be able 
to choose if and when they want to be vaccinated. Given the 
limited number of doses though, I agree that preference should 
be given to those most at risk - something that could be 
ascertained when individuals "apply" for the vaccine. 

Sue

2021-01-16 
13:09:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is how long it is taking this government to roll out 
sufficient doses of the vaccine in order to achieve herd 
immunity.  For every month it takes to achieve this herd 
immunity there are people dying from covid-19 complica7ons. I 
believe that no vaccine would be released before the vaccine has 
been proven its effecacy. The sooner I am vaccinated,  the beper. Mike

2021-01-16 
12:38:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Ek behoort aan 'n mediese fons en verkies dat dit deur 'n dokter 
van my keuse gedoen word en nie deur die regering nie. Ek het 
'n bekommernis dat die grootste deel van die geld wat vir 
entstof moet gaan, weer deur sekere ANC-poli7ci en staatsdiens-
amptenare gesteel gaan word. Anthonie

2021-01-16 
12:30:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too liple too late? And the different communica7ons being put 
out.  
My concern: 
Are we really  geing the vaccine by mid Feb 2021? 
How many doses are we (really) geing? 
Will the distribu7on be fair, just and equitable (eg corrup7on 
free)? Sorry for this last  ques7on but I have lost faith in 
governments ability to manage our resources. We are a natural 
resourced rich country, yet our people are living  and dying in 
squalor!! 

Joan

2021-01-16 
12:21:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern is the control by a government that many 
South Africans no longer trust, and that unbridled corrup7on will 
once again impact nega7vely on our health and safety. We were 
part of the AstraZeneca studies, so why did government not 
nego7ate 7mely provision of vaccines? The billions wasted on 
the ban on cigarepes could have paid for advance investment in 
the vaccines. I am shocked by the an7-vaccine comments on 
your site; with rampant conspiracy theories, denial of science, 
and people not following the rules and protocols in place. Each 
one of us is responsible for the decisions we take - not only for 
ourselves but for our society. Marilyn

2021-01-16 
12:21:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

For decades the ANC government could not make a success of 
any undertaking, they have mismanaged, appointed managers 
who corrupted every department and ministry. There is no 
reason to hope that they will make a success of the vaccine 
rollout. John

2021-01-16 
12:19:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Theore7cally, there appears to be liple doubt that the faster the 
popula7on is vaccinated, the faster covid will be brought under 
control. 
The speed in geing started on this huge undertaking  is, 
therefore, vital as is the "truth" from the relevant ministries in 
the supply programme. Allan

2021-01-16 
12:17:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not be controlling the administra7on of 
the vaccine.  I understand that they want to ensure that 
everybody is treated fairly.  However, if Medical Aid Schemes 
want to secure vaccines for their members they should be 
allowed to do it. 

My concern is will it be done correctly! Debbie
2021-01-16 
12:16:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Taking too long. We need to get going with these vaccines. Claire 

2021-01-16 
12:14:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Taking too long. We need to get going with these vaccines. Claire 

2021-01-16 
12:13:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is very early to communicate my concerns aa, 1) we have  very 
limited informa7on , 2) we have not been offered an alterna7ve  
vaccine, 3) I have personally have only got informa7on from 
Department Of Heath wrt the AstraZeneca op7on, 4) has the 
efficacy been communicated , 4) side effects if any, 5) having 
been so late out of the star7ng blocks is this the best op7on, 6) 
with a health department stretched and severely understaffed   
can we expect success with the roll out, 7) do we have enough 
oversight to deal with the expected corrup7on, 8) how effec7ve 
is this vaccine in trea7ng the Covid variant, 9) do we have 
electronic  capability to keep track of recipients and note and 
reports side effects as per legisla7on  

Esme’
2021-01-16 
12:12:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that our government  has not ordered or paid for 
sufficient supply early enough for our country.  Bev

2021-01-16 
12:06:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on with the distribu7on of vaccine my concern. 
Frontline workers and elderly to be first in line. Carol

2021-01-16 
12:00:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that not enough vaccine has been requisi7oned 
to acquire the necessary “herd” immunity. Our hospitals are 
clearly at breaking point with the pandemic, we don’t have 
enough resources to make any meaningful  difference to 
effec7vely improving pa7ent and working condi7ons. I am 
concerned that we are not able to pay for sufficient vaccines to 
be fully effec7ve. Are the elderly also given priority on the list for 
those to be vaccinated? Thank you. Ann

2021-01-16 
11:55:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government must keep the public updated on a con7nual 
basis regarding the vaccine. We also need a detailed plan on 
when it will be available, where it will be administered and all 
other details. Communica7on is paramount. Dilys
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2021-01-16 
11:49:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. I am concerned about all educators. They must be on the list, 
with health workers, whom receive the vaccine first. 
All educators, from preschool up to the   Tersiary level. 
2. People with  TB, HIV, Autoimmune diseases  also must be first 
in line. 
I am a Mul7ple Sclerosis pa7ent, which is also an autoimmune 
disease and it's nit very known in South Africa, but I an pleading 
for all those pa7ents as well. Ria

2021-01-16 
11:47:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government have 7me and again showed themselves to be 
corrupt and incompetent.   Will 65% be enough for herd 
immunity?    It needs to be done quickly otherwise we will get  
more waves. Renee

2021-01-16 
11:44:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Parliamentary presenta7on is alarmingly vague in terms of 
7ming and management responsibility. We are already behind 
the rest of the world - over 6 million have been vaccinated in the 
US, over a million in both the UK and  Israel, and no clear 
indica7on is given as to when we'll be geing vaccines. 
The SA health care system is run largely on a provincial basis & 
the vast majority of the popula7on (over 80%) are served by the 
state system. The presenta7on gives no indica7on of how  things 
are to be managed other than via a  ministerial advisory 
commipee, and provincial commitees, apparently s7ll to be 
cons7tuted. Unless there are individuals with clear 
responsibili7es and accountability, this will prove to be a recipe 
for bureaucra7c failure to deliver, on which the state already has 
a very poor record. Government has proved managerially inept 
(and frequently corrupt) so the private sector should be used as 
far as possible, both for persons on medical aids and to assist the 
state sector. So use Clicks (702 pharmacies per their website), 
Dis chem (165), the private hospitals, pathology depots,etc  and 
we have a reasonable chance of success. Geoffrey

2021-01-16 
11:34:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

INCOMPETENCE/DELAY 
CORRUPTION KEVIN

2021-01-16 
11:33:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government I hope this happens fast and efficient without corrup7on.

Wolfgang U. 
Hanne

2021-01-16 
11:32:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned the western Cape is allowed to source own vaccine. 
We  are in a biological world war. Government must insist on 
loyalty and unity. Rich should not be 2st to benefit.  Government 
should call out for volunteers to build  capacity. Timeframes  for 
roll out must be  speedily.. Achmat

2021-01-16 
11:27:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would greatly prefer to have the medical aids involved in the 
procurement and roll-out.  I am concerned that the government 
is too inefficient to handle the roll-out adequately and am also 
concerned that there might me an opportunity for fraud as 
occurred with the PPE procurement. Elaine 

2021-01-16 
11:25:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have no faith at all in the government being able to distribute 
the much needed vaccines  
In our Presidents own words the corrupt will always find a way 
to be corrupt  soo what chance do we stand to get this 
right....country has NO money  lem  even in a pandemic money 
finds a way into back pockets of those in charge   My age group 
is in line amer the prisoners ..not contribu7ng anything to their 
country but trouble.  What about the tax payers!!!!!! 
I think medical aids need to be asked to help.  Government 
should take ALL the help offered  
And stop trying to be in complete control.  They certainly do NOT 
have a good track record 
All we can do is pray ..... Joyce

2021-01-16 
11:24:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

- The cost  to the economy is insignificant for providing vaccines 
to ci7zens compared with con7nued lock downs. 

- If I had a choice of geing vaccinated now from what I have 
read i would ask for Moderna mRNA then Pfizer mRNA. As i amin 
my seven7es and am given a choice between taking a vaccine 
approved by the UK, USA or European Union while wai7ng 
months to get a preferred mRNA vaccine, I would get vaccinated 
today with what was approved and available. 

- The Astra Zeneca strategy of using a full DNA weakened virus to 
get an immune response from ones body in contrast to mRNA  
against the corona virus may prove more successful in the long 
term. However as I am old I would prefer the mRNA types for 
now. 

Steven

2021-01-16 
11:21:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If na7onal government alone is responsible for the rollout of the 
vaccine inefficiency and corrup7on is sure to derail the process.  
The track record of the government is pathe7c, to say the least.  
Provincial government and private enterprise should be allowed 
to par7cipate equally.  This will ensure a more comprehensive 
covering of the popula7on  and we will reach herd immunity at 
an accelerated rate. This is surely what we want to achieve. Malcolm

2021-01-16 
11:17:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

For goodness sake allow the med aids to start buying the vaccine 
and distribute it, 50/50, to members and gov. ins7tu7ons. 
Otherwise it will not happen in 2021. Gov can not 
manage...don't have the will Pamela

2021-01-16 
11:16:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned regarding corrup7on  and that the cadres will 
benefit before others in the country.  Allow people to buy the 
injec7on not via the goverment.  This will also allow more free 
injec7ons for poorer sec7ons of the community. Richard

2021-01-16 
11:16:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned regarding corrup7on  and that the cadres will 
benefit before others in the country.  Allow people to buy the 
injec7on not via the goverment.  This will also allow more free 
injec7ons for poorer sec7ons of the community. Richard
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2021-01-16 
10:52:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I hope the government will enlist the  private sector to help get 
the vaccine out to all South Africans  as soon as possible.  This is 
the only way the country and the economy will be able to sail 
ahead on an even keel. Patricia

2021-01-16 
10:50:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried about corrup7on and inefficiency at government 
level if they tackle this challenge on their own without the help 
and oversight of the independent (not linked to government in 
any way) private sector. Jacques

2021-01-16 
10:28:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am definitely pro vaccine. It has been administered throughout 
western society, that is enough tes7ng. I want it rolled out 
earlier to elderly above 70. This group in hospital ate not put on 
oxygen when there is a shortage-too old! Therefore VACCINATE 
THEM EARLIER, NOT only in wave 3! Suzanne 

2021-01-16 
10:28:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

At a 7me like this poli7cs should step backwards and allow free 
enterprise to func7on as in a normal society. Absolutely the 
government needs to be involved and assist poorer people 
obtain a vaccine. However, qualified bodies should be able to 
obtain their own vaccines, and individuals should have freedom 
of choice as to what vaccine they want. Based on previous track 
records, I cannot help but think the the 7ght controls imposed 
by the ANC on vaccine procurement and distribu7on smacks of 
self enrichment somewhere along the way. Cliff

2021-01-16 
10:27:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Let medical aid and pharmacy groups also acquire. Medical aids 
can supply their members requirements. Lionel 

2021-01-16 
10:24:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Is the government using re7red, competent nursing sisters to 
assist with the roll out, and if not, why not? Hazel

2021-01-16 
10:20:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Too liple, too late!  My UK friends have already had the first 
injec7on of the vaccine.  The government is now on the back 
foot and should have approached the health insurance 
companies for help before this. 

The Oxford Astra/Zeneca is the only vaccine available that I 
believe this country can handle easily and can afford, providing 
of course they can secure it without a trail of corrup7on as is the 
norm here.  The government must now make every effort to 
secure it  with all haste.  The J&J vaccine may also a good choice 
but we don't know yet how much it will cost and when it will be 
available.  The government must make all haste to secure 
supplies! Sally

2021-01-16 
10:19:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Needs seamless planning and delivery. Paul

2021-01-16 
09:56:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If government does not enter into an agreement with reputable 
non-governental medical service providers, we can expect chaos. 
Govermnment has a bad record of poor service delivery, corrupt 
prac7ces and does not have the experience which the private 
sector has. This is due to compe77on which ensures ex cellent 
service  in a cost effec7ve manner. Accountability is highly 
important. Roy Gerard

2021-01-16 
09:55:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Janet

2021-01-16 
09:53:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Can’t be trusted to implement without corrup7on. Vanessa

2021-01-16 
09:49:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government cannot organise any thing . SAA ESKOM  
TELKOM. Health Educa7on  How will they organise vaccina7on? Bruce

2021-01-16 
09:29:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

David 
Micheal

2021-01-16 
09:27:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Barbara

2021-01-16 
09:18:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has failed in most prac7ces for 26 years (housing, 
security, SoE’s, municipali7es, Eskom, Land Bank, SAA, etc. Why  
should we expect them to succeed now with a world-wide 
pandemic that even the USA & UK governments can’t get right. 
The roll-out should be extended to private en77es like Gim of the 
Givers, OUTA, Afriforum, Western Cape Provincial Gvmt, other 
NGO’s etc to speed up the vaccina7ons. This will also lessen the 
poten7al corrup7on if only Gvmnt is involved. Barrie

2021-01-16 
09:15:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government should definitely not be the only agent for roll-
out. Medical AIDS , pharmacies, and GP’s should also be allowed 
to be involved in the roll-out.  
Ivermec7n should be properly tested and then used if proved to 
be effec7ve  
Besides the health workers , the elderly should be a top priority 
in the rollout  
I am also very concerned about corrup7on. The government has 
shown  that they are incapable of stopping corrup7on Barbara

2021-01-16 
09:13:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be involved ie.medical aids , 
Dischem ,Clicks 
One database must be used 
Shopping malls wont work 
Invermec7n should be given to pa7ents to save lives johan

2021-01-16 
09:04:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

For such a mammoth task the gvt is going to need the help of 
the private sector and big employers such as in the mining 
industry. I agree with priori7sing health care workers followed by 
key workers. My understanding is that it isn’t mandatory. As 
such, those with concerns won’t have to be vaccinated. I 
suspect, however, it will beCome mandatory for travel to certain 
countries.  A huge amount of research has gone into making this 
vaccine to ensure it complies with all regula7ons and is safe. Laura

2021-01-16 
09:04:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

For such a mammoth task the gvt is going to need the help of 
the private sector and big employers such as in the mining 
industry. I agree with priori7sing health care workers followed by 
key workers. My understanding is that it isn’t mandatory. As 
such, those with concerns won’t have to be vaccinated. I 
suspect, however, it will beCome mandatory for travel to certain 
countries.  A huge amount of research has gone into making this 
vaccine to ensure it complies with all regula7ons and is safe. Laura
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2021-01-16 
09:03:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government boudewyn

2021-01-16 
08:57:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There seem to be a problem in taking decisions by government 
on how to manage the roll-out and I would suggest that each 
province should assist in how they can manage their roll- out as 
well as procuring the  vaccine. Isolde

2021-01-16 
08:43:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government have already been negligent in procuring the 
vaccine from Covax. Can we trust them to organise the roll-out 
efficiently? The private sector have offered to procure vaccines 
and to subsidise the vaccina7on of those who cannot afford it. 
My husband is 83, I am 79 We want to be able to see our family 
in safety. Please follow the procedure of other countries: 
healthcare workers, essen7al workers (teachers etc) and then 
the elderly. Not shopping malls! pauline

2021-01-16 
08:40:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector together with medical aids should also be allowed 
to import the vaccine and arrange distribu7on and applica7on... Gavin

2021-01-16 
08:33:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

A vaccine  is the only way this pandemic is going to be stopped 
before countless more lives are lost. The government has 
spectacularly botched the procurement of proven effec7ve 
vaccines . I am 74 years old and do not want to have to live the 
life of a recluse for the rest of my years. As a final footnote, it 
disturbs me immensely to note the number of radical an7 
vaxxers on the comments here and on your Face Book page Jim

2021-01-16 
08:00:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I'm very concerned of the fact that government have decided 
that they will be the sole providers of the vaccine. I believe that 
this is not good for the country and the private sector must be 
allowed to source vaccine and distribute it. Peter

2021-01-16 
07:59:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am just concerned that we won't have enough vaccines for 
everyone and that it won't come soon enough. Elaine

2021-01-16 
07:31:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t trust the government to handle this. I would prefer the 
medical aids to handle this for those that belong to one. Gerda

2021-01-16 
07:09:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Should be rolled out by private en77es. Gim of the Givers 
Medical Aid companies. Heie

2021-01-16 
06:38:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Dorepe

2021-01-16 
06:23:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Without a doubt we have seen that whatever government does, 
is riddled with corrup7on.  Let us decide whether our doctors, 
pharmacies, hospitals etc should give the vaccine.  It should be 
our choice where to get it and definitely,  all frontline workers 
should be vaccinated first, followed by older people. It should be 
compulsory and a record kept of those who refuse to receive it. I 
agree that the masses I.e. at taxi ranks etc must be covered but 
how will it be done? The person must be observed for 20 - 30 
minutes amer receiving it. Doing it like that is not prac7cal and/
or safe Joan M

2021-01-16 
06:13:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government in South Africa is NOT an Efficient Capable  
organiza7on....Prefer Far Larger Private Involvement  with Roll 
out Ian

2021-01-16 
05:46:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Chris

2021-01-16 
04:37:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please advise complete list of roll out ie how will we be advised. 
What is your plan amer front liners/ medical staff have received 
the vaccina7on, and how will you advise us where/when we can 
receive the vaccina7on. Lesley

2021-01-15 
23:09:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Edward

2021-01-15 
22:33:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot do it on their own. They will have to get 
input from medical schemes and even private sector in terms of 
safe transport, safe storage and safe distribu7on. Willis

2021-01-15 
22:18:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Dave

2021-01-15 
21:47:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Insufficient vaccines purchased and planned to be purchased for 
roll out to all ci7zens by Dept. Of Health.  Isobel

2021-01-15 
21:47:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government This vaccine should be given to everyone. theo

2021-01-15 
21:40:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout seems too slow to achieve the main objec7ves and 
should be quick-stepped to occur within 6 months.  Addi7onal 
resources could be considered, such as students in the medical 
profession - other than only final year students.  Qualified first 
aiders could assist in the process.  It is suggested that teams are 
compiled from the various groups, e.g. doctor or nurse, assisted 
by final year students and other students in the medical 
profession, first aiders, administra7ve assistance, etc. 
Considera7on should be given to ensure data capturing is done 
electronically by an administrator working as part of the team, 
as above. 
Other loca7ons could include major passenger train sta7ons in 
Metropolitan Areas, such as Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, East 
London, Durban, Johannesburg, Germiston and Pretoria - 
operated by the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA). 
Airports and Toll Plazas could also be considered to reach more 
people. 
A more direct communica7on plan should be implemented to 
eliminate fear and let people understand the value of 
vaccina7on - also by comparing it with previous vaccina7on 
programs against polio, MMR for babies, etc. Mai

2021-01-15 
21:24:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that it cannot happen soon enough for our 
country.   The sooner the rollout begins the beper. Moyra

2021-01-15 
21:22:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Hope the logis7cs of the roll-out will be in place  and insure that 
as many people can receive the vaccine as soon as possible. Ingrid

2021-01-15 
19:36:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We need the. Vaccine urgently and Government needs to allow 
Medical Aids to offer it as well in order to facilitate and speed up 
the process. Elizabeth
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2021-01-15 
19:06:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I agree with the roll out of the vaccine, but so liple has been 
bought so far, so how  far is it going to go and who will be the 
first to receive it besides health care workers. Our government is 
so corrupt you just never know. June

2021-01-15 
19:03:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Barbara

2021-01-15 
18:58:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The clinging to the priciple of the distribu7on of the vaccine by 
the state smells of why the ANC bought a stake in Hitachi to 
benefit from the sale of the steam keples to Escom.  Allow the 
distribu7on of the vaccine through the private sector and allow 
the vaccine, approved by government, to be sold through the 
private medical enterprises. Henk

2021-01-15 
18:34:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Under no circumstances can the ANC government have anything 
to do with  the rollout. Everything they touch fails due to 
incompetence & corrup7on. This is far too important, we cannot 
risk failure. Flora

2021-01-15 
18:09:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Another opportunity for government officials to defraud. Anina

2021-01-15 
18:09:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Implementa7on is key. Government not known for 
implementa7on skills. Peter

2021-01-15 
18:06:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Randal

2021-01-15 
17:52:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

the only way to get rid of this mutant virus is vaccina7on, 
despite what misinformed people might think. Vaccina7on exists 
everywhere for all sorts of diseases, which killed millions. 
In South Africa many people s7ll die of tuberculosis, because 
they are not vaccinated. 
So just stop this stupidity and realise how much people who die 
from Covid suffer and their family who even can't say goodbye. 
Health workers should be the first ones, teachers and essen7al 
people who cannot avoid prolonged contacts. Then people with 
morbidi7es and old vulnerable ones.  
This is the duty of any government to first provide protec7on. Francine

2021-01-15 
17:08:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Total lack of accountability.,planning/organiza7on that will effect 
the roll out.  
 resistance to  vaccina7on due to cultural considera7ons  
(displeasure of ancestors) amongst  
the majority popula7on group. Its been touted that Masks be 
worn even at night as the ancestors will visit to show their 
displeasure over tradi7onal medicines of the Sangoma. This is 
further evidencd by the lack of responsibility in the wearing of 
masks which verges on contempt  by those with indifference to 
the problems of Covid. John

2021-01-15 
17:01:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

History has shown us that the S A government is, far too omen, 
incapable of doing anything without the corrup7on and 
incompetence beasts rearing their heads to screw everything up.  
Will this vaccina7on process be any different?  Where and when 
do re7rees fit into the vaccina7on hierarchy?  Who will pay for 
it? Phil

2021-01-15 
17:00:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is too incompetent to roll-out the vaccine and there 
will be hands in the Cookie Jar enriching themselves.  

Private sector must be allowed to roll-out as well. 

Regards Stephen
2021-01-15 
16:51:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Gail

2021-01-15 
16:48:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1) The private sector should be allowed to roll out the vaccine to 
medical aid members 
2) Our government is trying to use the roll out to get their dirty 
hands on the reserves of the medical aids; these reserves belong 
to members not the government 
3) The government is trying to use the roll out to push it's NHI 
programme 
4) The government is not capable of doing anything properly, 
what makes one think that this roll out would be anything 
different 
5) Again, this roll out, and the related funds involved,  would 
provide yet another opportunity to ANC cadres to line their 
pockets 
6) Crooks would get involved in trying to make money by selling 
the available supplies to those that could afford to pay 
7) What makes one believe that the supplies, referred to by 
government, will actually arrive and, if they do, arrive on 7me 
8) Why does the government do everything in secret; with which 
companies have the government been nego7a7ng and which 
par7cular vaccines are we supposedly to get 
9) I have no faith whatsoever in anything the government does Jiggs

2021-01-15 
16:44:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please hand over the whole process to the private sector and 
buy 40 million doses. 
The Government does not have the competency to handle the 
rollout and they cannot be trusted with the funds. COLIN

2021-01-15 
16:44:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Suspision of corrup7on and doubt about the ability to manage 
and implement such a large campaign. 
Allow private ins7tu7ons like pharmacies, hospitals and doctors 
to aquire and administer approved vaccina7on products. Cheryl

2021-01-15 
16:31:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Kathy

2021-01-15 
16:11:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Ate

2021-01-15 
16:08:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This government has proven itself as incompetent in just about 
everything it has tried to do from curbing  corrup7on (not to 
speak of eradica7on), through provincial and local government 
to runniing state owned enterprises.  I have serius doubts about 
its ability to handle the logis7cs of distribu7ng and administering 
the vaccine. Chris
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2021-01-15 
16:05:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government should admit that they were fast asleep when they 
should have started to book vaccines.  Government must now be 
honest with a weekly factual update on where we stand.  Private 
sector must be involved in procurement and rollout, other we 
shall face a another bungled fiasco.  Amer all that has gone down 
lately on what grounds does the government expect thinking 
ci7zens to trust them.  Berthold

2021-01-15 
16:04:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Janet

2021-01-15 
15:51:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Alan

2021-01-15 
15:51:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot run  anything of this magnitude. For 
instance Escom.Denel.S.A.A etc.etc. Tony

2021-01-15 
15:44:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC gvernment has a proven history of corrup7on and a 
poor governance record.  This government should not be 
allowed to control the roll-out of the vaccines when they 
become available because who knows who will receive 
(comrades and cadres), what the effec7veness of the vaccines 
will be (how long have they been stored before use and their 
storage condi7ons) and the ineffec7ve and incompetent control 
by the relevant government department(s). 
THIS IS A PRIVATE SECTOR HEALTH MATTER!!!  Back off ANC.  Bruce

2021-01-15 
15:44:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concerns are the following: 
1. Lack of a  detailed role out plan with dates and milestones to 
be achieved as well as a monthly report back to the  general 
public on the status. This will  ensure transparency which the  
government has sorely lacked in dealing with the COVID 19 
pandemic. 
2. Lack of the involvement/or consulta7on with  the  private 
sector and the GP'S in the role out plan. 
3. Lack of trust in the Government to deal with any maper 
involving the public  in a manner of tranparency and trust. 
4. No faith in the ANC governement to deliver any service to the 
public in an ethical manner and free of corrup7on Terence

2021-01-15 
15:33:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There are  55+ million people in South Africa yet  our 
government is paing itself on the back for being able to get 
considerably less vaccine shots within the next six months or 
so!! Wow what an inept bunch of palookas we have......spend 
R10.5 Billion on bailing out some pathe7c airline .....no money 
for the vaccine....despite what the President says to the contrary 
which I don't believe for a second.....thousands of poor 
unemployed starving people standing in long lines wai7ng to get 
some form of monetary relief...geing water cannoned by 
Police.....oh dearie me what has this country come to...???? 
I am thoroughly disgusted by this Government.......rampant 
thieves and dictators the lot of them. Stuart

2021-01-15 
15:24:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Another corrup7on 'gravy train'  wai7ng to happen. The 
government needs to bup out and let medical aids and medical 
experts deal with this medical life or death issue, their track 
record speaks for itself + the an7quated inapt medical system. Anne

2021-01-15 
14:52:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

South Africa has a Johnson and Johnson laboratory in Port 
Elizabeth capable of replica7ng  the Oxford University 
AstraZeneca vaccine.  In October last year it  claimed it could 
produce as many as 300 million doses of the vaccine by the 
middle of this year. Less than 20%  of this produc7on would 
immunise our popula7on. Why is the ANC buying it from an 
Indian based manufacturer when Oxford University has been 
amenable to allow India as commonwealth country to reproduce 
it, when it may also have consented to South Africa doing the 
same? Our surplus could then be used in neighbouring SADC 
countries less developed and fortunate than ourselves. 
Addi7onally,  2.5 billion Rand of government investment from 
SAB has been truncated because of the current alcohol ban 
during this unavoidable return to lockdown level three.  
Many believe the alcohol ban was unnecessary and alcohol 
related casual7es over-expressed to ban alcohol sales, thus 
crippling white monopoly capital in the hospitality industry and 
Cape wine farms.  
I believe the roll-out of the COVID-19 vaccine is a na7onal 
priority, where every financial effort has to be made to combat it 
and covert poli7cal agenda based play-outs should not be 
allowed  to capitalise on this pandemic.  All of SA's economic 
resources are cri7cally import to fight this war. The vaccine 
comes first! 
 Robert

2021-01-15 
14:45:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Each province should be allocated a number of vaccines 
according to their popula7on.  Then the roll out of the vaccines 
should be controlled by each district together with the private 
sector.    There should be checks & balances to rule out them, 
favori7sm. S

2021-01-15 
14:40:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am not convinced of the governments ability to roll out an 
effec7ve vaccina7on program, both logis7cally and financially 
They will need strong partnerships with the  private sector. 
I wish them God speed Cindy 

2021-01-15 
14:26:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Rural people will not be able to obtain this vaccina7on short of a 
miracle.  My concern also is the government has no money - 
how are they going to pay for it?  Scrap SAA immediately!! 
Try and find one man or woman who is HONEST and elect them 
to be CEO of the vaccina7on process completely. Peter

2021-01-15 
14:24:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

All public and private sector healthcare, pharmacies, GP 
surgeries at both na7onal and provincial level should be involved 
in rollout and central Gov. should NOT be the only purveyor/
distributor. The PPE corrup7on scandal says enough. Full audits 
should be done so we don't have every more corrup7on 
scandals and wasteful expenditure around the vaccine 
programme. Terri
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2021-01-15 
14:24:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Will the government beable to actually roll out the vaccine and 
not steal the money before then Colleen

2021-01-15 
14:23:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government have shown themselves to be incompetent & 
corrupt; they should partner fully with the Private sector. We 
don't want a repeat of the PPE fiasco! Philip

2021-01-15 
14:18:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government has proved it cannot handle any project 
efficiently without corrup7on and they are totally incapable of 
running anything at all.  The money being used to bail out a very 
inefficient and past it na7onal South African Airways could be 
used to vaccinate just about everyone who needs it. Barbara

2021-01-15 
14:11:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would prefer roll out by medical personel 
Frontline workers definitely should be first. Now with the new 
variant I feel we need to look at younger people geing 
vaccinated early as they are the workforce and the elderly are 
able to isolate themselves un7l there is more available Gillian

2021-01-15 
13:40:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Paulina

2021-01-15 
13:32:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This needs to be purely on. Humanitarian basis and not an ANC 
poli7cal drive. distribu7on on a fair basis and not preferen7al, 
excep7ons being health workers and front line workers  John

2021-01-15 
13:29:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Students who suffer from asthma should get the vaccine. Alice

2021-01-15 
13:27:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How will vaccines be rolled out? Will medical aid pa7ents be 
able to get the vaccine at their doctor's rooms? When would 
second vaccine be given and is there no7fica7on informing all 
South Africans in their home languages how to access the 
vaccine and who must do so and where and when? Glynis

2021-01-15 
13:16:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Gesondheidswerkers moet seker eerste keuse kry. Gee dit dan 
vir die wat dit wil hê.  Ek vertrou my dr om ook besluite namens 
ons  te help maak. Amanda

2021-01-15 
12:57:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

A Rapid and comprehensive  roll out is required for maximal 
efficacy... concern is that gov  will not have the exper7se ability 
and commitment to complete this enormous  task. it will be 
essen7al to plan the strategy carefully before blundering into 
this project. paramedics and even lay persons could be trained 
and employed to effect the roll out.  Slow roll out promotes 
increased risk of muta7ons  and reinfec7ons with a  result of a 
waste of investment 
There is hardly any place for objectors.. thats how polio and 
other infec7ous diseases were eradicated. johan

2021-01-15 
12:52:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government have a very dismal record of geing anything right 
the first 7me around and I don't think the Covid-19  vaccina7on 
program  will be an excep7on.  Already there is discernment 
from Unions, various government departments and  senior 
poli7cians regarding which  groups should get the vaccine 
first ....(except for health workers) . So personally I don't hold 
out much hope that , first of all there are 20 million doses on 
order, secondly that a workable and effec7ve distribu7on  plan 
will  be rolled out, and thirdly that  the en7re Covid-19  
acquisi7on, distribu7on and vaccina7on programs will  be 
corrup7on free. Ian

2021-01-15 
12:47:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

For what reason does the Government want to have a monopoly 
regarding the procurement and distribu7on of the vaccine? Why 
not allow the Medical Funds to assist and to expedite the 
process? We all know the answer: this is the next wave of 
corrup7on and them by the ANC and it's cronies. Leon

2021-01-15 
12:43:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why cant the private hospitals also role out the vaccine far more 
efficiently than government will ever do. 
Make both op7ons available and the cost is to be subsidized by 
Government wherever it is given. Andrew

2021-01-15 
12:42:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Gavin

2021-01-15 
12:34:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Need a detailed plan. The current one is far too vague. Plan must 
include confirmed schedule of vaccine deliveries and details of 
where and when it will be administered. R

2021-01-15 
12:33:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government The seniors (over70) should have some preference Dennis

2021-01-15 
12:33:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

India will not supply South Africa. 
The vaccine will only inoculate 16% of the popula7on. 
Nurses and doctors should have the highest priority. 
Private medical aids should be allowed to import the vaccine 
directly to avoid governmental bureaucracy, delays, commissions 
and other disbursements. Michael

2021-01-15 
12:32:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If PRIORITIZED  recipients INCLUDE prisoners in INSTITUTIONS , I 
STRONGLY OBJECT . They should get the vaccine LAST. 
(Murderers,  rapist, you name it , should be last on the list) CONNIE 

2021-01-15 
12:20:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government BC

2021-01-15 
12:20:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government BC

2021-01-15 
12:10:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I'd be very happy to receive the vaccine so that I can go back to 
living "normally". 
My concern is that the Government won't secure enough 
vaccines. Another major concern is the distribu7on of the  
vaccine. Marlen
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2021-01-15 
12:03:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government started too late! Real pro-ac7ve ac7ons should 
have ensured that we should have covered 67% of the 
popula7on by latest end of June ( December is far too late!). 
Unfortunately this cannot be changed now. 

Medical schemes cannot pay for non-members as well, as the 
rumours are going  around; otherwise our premium increases 
will be doubled next year.  

If proper preventa7ve measures not being implemented, 
government officials again will steal millions in the finance 
process of this vaccina7on project! The private sector must also 
be allowed to procure the vaccines, for the sake of effec7veness 
of the process. 

Hannes

2021-01-15 
11:55:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How is the government planning to arrange to get the vaccine to 
those elderly ones who are bound to wheelchairs, semi invalid 
or bed ridden? Surely there should be a plan to accommodate  
these folk? Raymond

2021-01-15 
11:31:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

When we acquire enough vaccine to vaccinate the general 
ci7zens, and it’s a very big WHEN. I can imagine the chaos at 
apempts to reach the rural areas. Urban areas will fair much 
beper if Discem and Clicks are involved. Un7l then adhere to the 
rules and stay safe. John

2021-01-15 
11:21:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I support the vaccina7on ini7a7ve, did anybody worry about the 
effec7veness of flu vac, yellow fever and other vaccina7ons, if 
you want to be healthy, do the Wright thing, why do you have to 
be scared for 
It stop this flippen covid shit now and ever, if you don't want it I 
don't want to know your sing song. Andre 

2021-01-15 
11:07:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Where is the distribu7on planned, surely it should include 
pharmacies who have medical consul7ng rooms and staff? Heidi

2021-01-15 
10:45:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Bureaucra7c incompetence William

2021-01-15 
10:37:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

if Government is to control the role out of vaccines I do sincerely 
hope that  they include private facili7es such as pharmacies etc 
to receive and administer both the first and  second doses as this 
will limit the over crowding of facili7es. Please, please ensure 
that you do not mess this one up as you have the whole country 
relying on you. I would so like to see you make a success of this. keith

2021-01-15 
10:33:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the government alone will be responsible 
for acquiring , distribu7on and inocula7on given their past 
record.  Private enterprise should be given the opportunity to 
see if they can acquire addi7onal  vaccines as they would 
certainly be more efficient. Michael

2021-01-15 
10:16:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am 61 yrs old, being treated for systemic lupus,heart disease 
and high blood pressure caused by SLE. 
I am science literate and will take the vaccine as I am totally 
housebound,living on my own. 
I would encourage all people to educate themselves in the safety 
of the vaccines and so protect ourselves and our loved ones. Addelle

2021-01-15 
10:02:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don't think government should be the only purchasers and 
organisers of the administra7on of the vaccine.  They have a 
history of being bad at following through on things. Private 
sector e.g. medical aids , large pharmacy companies, should be 
allowed to buy and distribute and record. 
So far no educa7on to the public has taken place and there are 
many who are uninformed, do not adequately understand,  are 
scared of being vaccinated and are listening to the 
scaremongering going around. Felicity

2021-01-15 
09:45:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC  has shown itself to be completely and uperly corrupt, 
self serving and incompetent. They have brought this country to 
its knees through sheer incompetence, mismanagement and self 
serving of their elected cadres.  I do not doubt for one second 
that the first vaccina7ons will go to the ANC cadres and officials, 
not to the health workers. They have undoubtedly already 
hatched some plan where a few cadres will get obscenely rich 
overnight by means of a tender which will exclude any private 
business from even being given an opportunity to tender. 
I am also not 100% convinced that the vaccines being punted are 
safe to use, due to the very limited trialling and tes7ng 7me. 
There are apparently other effec7ve means of trea7ng this 
pandemic which are much cheaper (thus less appealing to the 
ANC tenderpreneurs and probably why these other means are 
not being considered.) Ken

2021-01-15 
09:36:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel it is essen7al that the vaccine be rolled out to as many 
ci7zens as possible.  Although there are many scep7cs, there 
shall always be.  I feel that for interna7onal travel it should be 
mandatory...no immuniza7on no fly. My begins concern is the 
scale of logis7cs required for such a huge undertaking, 
(especially as it is a two dose program). How on earth are the 
powers that be ensure coverage and recording of those 
immunized ?  Will ci7zens  immunized be issued with proof of 
immuniza7on? I have my doubts if the government is up to this 
huge undertaking. Pray that I am proved wrong.  Frank

2021-01-15 
09:36:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I can foresee chaos  unless qualified, , capable health workers 
are involved. There has to be full organiza7on. Vaccines should 
be distributed equally between public and private prac77oners. 
And a liple less of the conspiracies please! Ank

2021-01-15 
09:31:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We, unfortunately,  cannot trust this government to not loot the 
money for the vaccine. Eric
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2021-01-15 
09:29:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government so far has no good track record so far regarding 
any mass roll out of anything where this pandemic is 
concerned!! Hester

2021-01-15 
09:26:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the Private Sector is not allowed to procure and adminster the 
vaccine it will be used as a poli7cal weapon by a corrupt 
government.  It will only reach supporters of the ANC. 

There is also the fact that no programme involving COVID-19  
has been successfully implemented by the ANC government.  
There is just too much corrup7on and inefficiency. 

Ivermec7n,  contrary to what South Africans have been told, is in 
use for humans in other  countries  and should at least be 
inves7gated by South African Scien7sts. (NOT government). 

We should have a choice of which country's vaccine we take. I do 
not want a Russian vaccine! 
I do agree that health workers should be the first to get the 
vaccine but feel that teachers should be included. Rosemary

2021-01-15 
09:26:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Helen

2021-01-15 
09:20:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Lets do it orderly. Issue numbered cards with due 7mes for 
injec7ons to eliminate low ques and wai7ng in line 7mes. F 
yeah, I wanna be chipped and tapooed. Hermann

2021-01-15 
09:11:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has never tackled a job this big and urgent 
before. On current and past performance this job wont get done 
efficiently, cost effec7vely, corrup7on free and with any 
transparency. Mike

2021-01-15 
09:03:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Vyvyan

2021-01-15 
08:50:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1.  Lack of transparency and hence credibility about the source 
and availability of supply 
2. Single channel procurement by na7onal government. History 
suggests inefficiency and corrup7on. Allow procurement and 
implementa7on by private sector, provincial governments, 
coordinated by a mul7 party vaccina7on task team Peter

2021-01-15 
08:20:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die regering het n rekord van onbevoegdheid en diefstal. 
Hoekom nou anders Andre

2021-01-15 
08:18:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please do not let the government get their hands on the money 
for the vaccine because of their inability to combat rampant 
corrup7on in their ranks. Rather give it to Drs, Chemists, 
Dischem, Clicks etc. Lorinda

2021-01-15 
08:13:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly transparency and truth will go a long way in gaining the 
trust and support of the popula7on. Secondly this corrupt 
government cannot plan or manage a roll out of this magnitude 
and MUST involve as many of the private sector specialists, ie, 
medical aid companies, health experts, security specialists etc to 
manage and assist in the administra7on process and keeping the 
supplies safe. In addi7on advance no7fica7on or some idea of 
where each ci7zen is in the queue! Barbara

Eastern Cape 43

2021-02-09 
13:07:07

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Is this going to be another corrup7on scandals? 
If all 1st world countries can do it, we need to pdq.  
Has anyone thought through the difficul7es in reaching far ng 
rural communi7es??  
Hold back on giving Zuma and cronies the vaccine. 
They've lived too long anyway. 
I'm only 70 and haven't reached my poten7al yet. As my friends 
will tell you! 

Suzepe
2021-01-27 
22:16:38

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government this survey is Stupid. we dont even have any in  the country yet. Mark

2021-01-27 
13:45:22

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This is not the 7me to make  millions,(as R431 million spraying  
of the schools )the vaccine should available  to all  ci7zens of 
South Africa as cost effec7ve as possible and as soon as possible PAT

2021-01-26 
14:57:35

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has lem the procurement of the vaccine far too 
late  - UK USA - etc have already efficiently and effec7vely rolled 
out the vaccina7on program . Once again we are way behind 
where we should be - funding is a huge ques7on mark - the 
pandemic budget having been abused has in fact compromised 
the health and safety of its people and this is an absolute 
disgrace and is unforgivable . Jill

2021-01-26 
10:05:05

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die verspreiding moet soos enige ander vaksine deur die staat 
en privaatsektor versprei te word. As die staat alleen dit doen, 
gaan dit nooit gebeur nie en korrupsie deur ANC kaders gaan die 
koste daarvan buitensporig verhoog. Petrus

2021-01-25 
21:55:51

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why can't the private sector be involved on the roll-out. They 
have the experience, equipment and logis7cs to do this 
effec7vely.  Government has too many delays and "protocols". 
Again the  contracts goes to people with no experience and will 
lead to  losses due to breaking  the cold chain. Anna

2021-01-25 
13:25:07

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Would it not be possible to make the vaccines available to 
Medical Aid Schemes and or Doctors and/or pharmacies for 
distribu7on. Doctors know their clients and could be more 
effec7ve in geing this to their own pa7ents beper than a 
general roll out. Peter
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2021-01-25 
07:47:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has been unable to get PPE to the state 
hospitals, get sufficient beds ven7lators and other medical 
equipment to state hospitals. they cannot get sufficient books 
and sta7onery to schools and SASSA grants to the needy food 
parcels to those who required it without them and corrup7on. 
The acquisi7on of the vaccine soley by the corrupt inefficient 
cadre staffed department of health and the roll out of the mass 
vaccina7on by said government will never happen. To inept to 
do anything properly and only the poli7cally connected will be 
vaccinated and the general popula7on, who are mainly their 
supporters, will not be vaccinated. 

Wilfred

2021-01-24 
21:37:12

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Biggest concern is government manipula7ng the roll out of 
vaccine. Every person must be able to buy or get vaccine 
through private channels/ medical aids too Hanna

2021-01-24 
11:01:49

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is how we fight the ignorance of many of those 
opposing mass vaccina7on. A neighbour of ours told us with 
convic7on that it (never mind that there are at least four) is 
made from the blood of aborted babies! Mike

2021-01-22 
10:21:48

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I fully agree and support that the first batch of Vaccine's should 
be given to front line health care workers those working with 
Covid 19 cases both in the private sector and governmental  
ins7tu7ons. 
The second batch or persons in line for the vaccine should be the 
elderly. People in old age homes and those who receive old age 
grants. 
The next batch should be school children in the classroom and 
workers who work in busy crowded environments such as 
factories etc. 
Thank you. 

Glenn

2021-01-22 
10:04:23

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

have already read in media that people over 65 are advised not 
to take the vaccine if they have health issues. In Norway an old 
age home vaccinated their 70 to 80 year olds who  had health 
issues and 13 passed away. So me, personally will not be taking 
any vaccine, I HATE NEEDLES! Heather

2021-01-22 
06:29:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government As a medical aid member I hope to get the vaccine ASAP Shirley

2021-01-19 
13:29:55

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

1. I don't see any provision for senior ci7zen and people with co-
morbidi7es  men7oned for vaccina7on. What about undertakers 
who are providing such an essen7al service? 
2. The government must spell out their strategy for the roll out 
e.g. where vaccina7ons will take place, how will people be 
advised to present themselves, etc. Everything  must be in place 
and ready when the vaccines arrive. We have seen a lot of 
scrambling up 7ll now because of ill preparedness. 
3. Please please please no corrup7on. I seem to remember we 
were assured with the acquisi7on and roll out of PPE, there 
would be no corrup7on, but reality to our everlas7ng shame,  
proved otherwise. 
4. Retrieve money from those who have wrongfully benefited 
from this pandemic, to pay for the vaccines. 
5. Focus urgently on geing enough vaccines for the country. We 
keep hearing that we have dropped the ball and every day that 
passes without the vaccine results in more illness, suffering and 
heart breaking deaths. Isobel

2021-01-19 
06:39:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that amer the first priority group have been 
vaccinated then vaccina7on will not be available to everyone 
else equally. 
Will there be enough vaccina7on points to speedily distribute 
the vaccine to the public.  
Can mobile vaccina7onclics be sent into the city suburbs to cater 
for those who want the vaccine quickly Julian

2021-01-19 
06:02:32

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How they will select those who have priority fir vaccina7on. I 
would like to see a clearly defined list.  As it has been told to me 
prisoners will get prioroty over people Iike myself who have  co-
morbi7es and are over 70. Toni
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2021-01-18 
21:25:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The novel corona SARS-CoV-2 virus is the latest and most deadly 
in a series of viruses in that it is airbourne and spreads by 
breathing in infected peoples breath and droplets. This is 
different from MERS, EBOLA and HIV.  
The N501Y (South African) variant is 50 % more contagious as 
the spike protein that apaches itself to the human cell has 
changed its ability to adhear and penetrate human cells  
has mutated  
hpps://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-condi7ons/coronavirus/in-
depth/coronavirus-vaccine/art-20484859 
  
Both the Pfizer/BioNTech and the Moderna COVID-19 vaccines 
use messenger RNA (mRNA). Coronaviruses have a spike-like 
structure on their surface called an S protein. COVID-19 mRNA 
vaccines give cells instruc7ons for how to make a harmless piece 
of an S protein. Amer vaccina7on, cells begin making the protein 
pieces and displaying them on cell surfaces. Your immune 
system will recognize that the protein doesn't belong there and 
begin building an immune response and making an7bodies. 

My big concern is the VAST amount of misinforma7on / 
Conspiracy theories spread on social media by pseudo religious 
groups,  and other nut jobs. Fetuses / 666 etc 

I am old enough to have had  the smallpox vaccina7on and I 
have the marks on my arm to prove it. As a rsult of this "mark of 
the beast by the popula7on of my age, smallpox has been 
eradicated and the subsequent genera7on no longer receive 
that vaccine. 
Likewise the much maligned Bill Gates has now ERADICATED 
polio through his phylanthropic work. I too remember the kids 
walking in irons with polio 

I think it is clear that I am pro vaccines 

Now the rollout in South Africa is my greatest concern 
1) Corrup7on soared higher than the covid cases did - This  will 
con7nue with the dis7bu7on of vaccines 
2) Incompetence by govt was unforgivable 
3) I fear that the  pathe7cally minimal vaccines secured were 3 
to 4 months too late and therefore the pandemic with 
restric7ons will be prolonged causing more deaths and damage 
to the ecomomy. I also do not believe we will have vaccinated 70 
to 80 percent of our popula7on EVER..nevermind by end 2021. 
(we cannot even keep the bloody power on during this 
pandemic which has major implica7ons for pa7ents being 
treated with oxygen at home FFS!! 
4) I am taking Ivermech7n (for animal consump7on) and I 
cannot understand why this government has banned the impot 
of the drug for human consump7on that has minimal side 
effects but has an7viral proper7es. Is this because they will not 
be opportuna7es to get their fingers in the 7ll as they would 
with the vaccines? Lawrence

2021-01-18 
15:56:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why can medical aids not administer the vaccine. 
I fear corrup7on by this goverment again. David

2021-01-18 
12:36:42

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My only concerns are that the rollout could be chao7c. 
Also that the Government will have it first before those who 
need it. 
I fear corrup7on  in the roll out. Gillian

2021-01-18 
10:43:31

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Not too sure if the right people will be geing the vacine first. Maureen

2021-01-18 
10:29:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Many people are either uncertain about the effect of the 
vaccines ( possible pysical reac7ons to it or have concerns about 
the origin of the vaccines, like India. We need a comprehensive 
educa7on campaign about the necessity of having the vaccine. 
Each town needs to know how the vaccina7on will work. So 
many people in our town, Graaff-Reinet are not wearing masks 
and no one is making them do so. I fear that they will also not be 
willing to have the vaccina7on or not obey the rules - then there 
won't be hear immunity. Elizabeth

2021-01-18 
09:25:36

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This process cannot be trusted to government alone, the private 
sector, private healthcare ins7tu7ons will have to be involved to 
ensure transparency. Marco

2021-01-18 
09:14:40

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Will the vaccine S.A. receives be the same as received by 1st 
world?  When will the elderly ie over 60 receive it? And schools? June

2021-01-18 
05:26:33

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why not include your dedicated primary health care provider - 
also private? Walter

2021-01-17 
14:45:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the economically ac7ve people of this country should 
be the second priority, not an age based priority list. To keep the 
economy moving forward, or more likely, to try to stave off 
economic collapse, vaccines should be provided to workers. 
Many corporates, mining houses, large employers etc have 
health  care departments or medical services on site and these 
resources should be used to vacciniate those trying to keep the 
economy afloat.  The elderly may be vulnerable but they do not 
move about on a daily basis as workers do, they do not meet 
with large numbers of people, as workers do, and it is not 
economically disastrous if they remain cau7ous about  who and 
how they meet people.  Relying on the health care system aloe 
to vaccinate individuals will be a major bopleneck and take 
resources away from the frontline of caring for the current 
pa7ents.  Private industry should be encouraged to do the 
vaccina7ons. Janice
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2021-01-17 
13:57:45

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Anything the government is on charge of is open to corrup7on.  
Private sector should be in charge of the roll out and it needs to 
be implemented immediately.  No 7me to waste, lives and 
livelihoods are being sacrificed Kathleen 

2021-01-17 
11:47:50

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Hopefully the use of shopping malls will include pharmacies 
through medical aid compnies. Brian

2021-01-17 
10:55:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I worry about the urgency of the rollout. It has taken too long to 
get such a small number of vaccines. I hope the government is in 
discussions for more. The private sector should also be involved 
in the purchasing and rollout. 
Corrup7on oversight is paramount!!! Glynis

2021-01-17 
07:19:26

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Taking into account the Histoty of the last 25 years, I have zero 
confidence in the ability of this ANC government to roll out this 
enormous task efficiently and without disaster of  some sort.  
A task team of the private sector should be engaged to lead and 
implement this  task  at all costs. Dennis

2021-01-16 
17:57:15

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has not shown itself to be very efficient in the 
past and there seems to be corrup7on associated with any 
government program. The private sector should be allowed to 
purchase and administer vaccines too. This will ensure more 
people get vaccinated in a shorter 7me. Caroline

2021-01-16 
17:16:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I believe a lot more educa7on is needed to persuade people that 
the vaccine is safe. Jenny

2021-01-16 
14:04:21

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This ANC government has not got a good track record in terms of 
organising large amounts of goods whether it be text books for 
schools,SASSA payouts or any type of infrastructure . 
I think they need to get the business and the private sector 
involved to ensure that this is properly rolled out. 
Lives are at stake here......forget the ego! Brian 

2021-01-16 
13:42:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

First I must state that I feel honored as a yearly visitor from the 
Netherlands to SA since the year 2020 to comment on this 
maper: 
-a very wise move of the government to involve their ci7zens in 
the procedure of dis7bu7ng the Corona-vaccin 
-My advice is to start with all the people working in the health-
care system-->followed by all people <65 years old;that means 
all people working and going to school 
-Amer that start with the elderly>65 years old  either living in 
their own house or elswhere 

We mainly stay in Plepenberg Bau/Oostkaap Hubert Gijs

2021-01-16 
09:55:37

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The present government has 7me and 7me again proven their 
incompetence. what ever they touch turns to SH one T. and  
corrup7on. Give this job to a private contractor or the medical 
Aids to drive this project. Roland

2021-01-16 
08:59:43

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The old people over 60 should be involved into first rollout. 
anton

2021-01-16 
08:47:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Must be done by the private sector EG medical aids doctors and 
pharmacies. Peter

2021-01-16 
07:45:19

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Anthony 

2021-01-15 
17:16:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

In comparison to elsewhere in the world we are pathe7cally 
slow and as a 78 year old with other problems I am not sure if I 
will ever get the vaccine. Stewart 

2021-01-15 
15:54:35

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Ed

2021-01-15 
13:38:06

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As I understand it, Government will handle the distribu7on. 
Where does my payment of the dose of vaccine go.  If 
Government handles the collec7on or ul7mately receives the 
payment, who will audit this process to ensure that no 
Government official or allocated private Company by 
Government does not benefit. I am very skep7cal about the 
control of the financial side of the implementa7on. Kelvin

2021-01-15 
11:07:22

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that corrup7on will take place!  If it does not 
then that will be a first for SA! 

The Givernment must wake up and get going as SA has already 
lagged behind in acquiring the vaccines!  That will be the only 
way to stop the spread of this virus as lockdown does not seem 
to be working - numbers are s7ll rising! Sheila

2021-01-15 
09:46:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Would like no7fica7ons when available in Gonubie. David 

2021-01-15 
09:19:19

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Invermec7n should also be used alongside the vaccine Shan 

Limpopo 6

2021-01-28 
07:55:11 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned they will favour themselves first .  Expect there will 
be a cost  and the money  for Covid (R500 billion) seems to have 
been spirited away.  Just like we are hearing in the Zondo 
Commission.    It should be free and compulsory, but let's see.   
Dont trust the ANC with anything anymore. Gael

2021-01-21 
15:52:00 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Lack of exper7se Michiel

2021-01-18 
14:49:18 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Health care workers indeed should be priority,but taxi-ranks? 
They are the people that is responsible for ignoring the laws as 
issues by government and I believe that old age homes should 
get priority above taxi-ranks. So many of the passengers at the 
taxi-ranks are illegal immigrants travelling con7nuously up and 
down spreading the virus and ignorance should not be tolerated 
at all. Susarra 

2021-01-18 
08:07:32 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Wilhelmina
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2021-01-16 
19:51:13 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not capable of doiing this.Look at the mess with 
sassa etc.they will be helping their buddies first and not the 
people that need it the most 
1 health care workers 
2police fire departments and ambulance personnel 
3 elderly sure not prisoners above the elderly.. 

Gerard

2021-01-16 
11:15:28 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think the Government has the capacity nor the exper7se 
to roll out this project. Private Medical aid schemes , doctors etc 
and private business ie DisChem, Clicks , should be involved as 
they will much more efficient! Rob

KwaZulu-Natal 91

2021-01-26 
17:10:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I cannot believe that our President can say that the roll out will 
be an opportunity for BEE.   this is so cri7cal that it must be 
handled by only the most competent experienced people.  BEE 
invites fly by night untrained incompetent inexperienced and 
omen corrupt people to take advantage of the system.....Will our 
government never learn from past mistakes and disasters such 
as the procurement of PPE. Barbara

2021-01-25 
15:37:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Glenda 

2021-01-25 
12:07:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think we have the acquisi7on of the vaccine far too late and the 
roll out will be too slow.   
Israel has recorded a 60 ° decrease in infec7ons in people over 
60 within 3 weeks of receiving the vaccine , it's the only way to 
defeat Covid 19 

Valerie

2021-01-25 
11:59:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have no problem with taking the vaccina7on. I'm just 
concerned with how long it will take to get everyone inoculated. 
I'm also low on the list so will await the results,  i.e  side effects, 
efficacy etc. Melanie

2021-01-25 
07:02:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the Government as men7oned plans to roll out vaccine 
through shopping centers, taxi ranks, etc, I am this ad-hoc 
manner will not prove very efficient and subject to failure.  
There must be some form of formality where record is kept as to 
whom it has been administered. Also those receiving the vaccine 
must be able to show proof that they have been vaccinated. A 
vaccina7on card similar to those issued to parents of new born, 
and those similar to those used for traveling should be issued.  
Priority must be give to health-care workers, frontline personnel 
and the elderly, and/or those who have an illness that makes 
them suscep7ble to contrac7ng the virus and a high risk of 
death.  

We must bear in mind that from what I understand is happening 
in Europe, is that 2 inocula7ons per person are given 10-12 
weeks apart, thus this excise is not only a once off, but requires 
to be repeated. thus the amount of vaccine to be made available 
must be doubled. Therefore formality in the issue of the vaccine 
is paramount. Supplying at shopping malls, taxi ranks informally 
will not work. 

"The na7ons that have ordered the 20 million doses to be 
shipped out to India’s immediate neighborhood and in the 
Middle East, are wai7ng un7l the end of this week for data on 
the adverse effects of Serum’s Covishield vaccines that India has 
begun to administer before placing final orders, according to the 
officials".  

Therefore by the 7me we get it there should be a clear sign that 
it is effec7ve, and that there are no adverse side effects. Paul

2021-01-23 
13:45:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

20 million doses in the first half of this year! What does this 
mean : 5 mio in June and the rest some7me in the future , 
hopefully before 2022? 
To reach herd immunity (40 mio people vaccinated) would 
require 80mio doses so that each person can receive the ini7al 
and follow-up dose. Pie in the sky for 2021 and even 2022! 
Why are the elderly (people in old age homes and those over 65 
or with co-morbidi7es) not being targeted as amongst the first 
recipients of the vaccine, as seems to have been done in most 
countries.  

MICHEL
2021-01-22 
12:37:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Linda

2021-01-22 
10:42:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As my husband and I fall into the over 65 and 70 year old age 
group, we are concerned how long it would take before we get 
the vaccine. What is the government’s  con7ngency plan to roll 
out the vaccine.? As we have children in the U.K. it is important 
to us to know exactly how this will happen and when we can 
expect to be vaccinated. There seems to be huge confusion 
about this. Marianne

2021-01-22 
10:05:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Concern with the levels of corrup7on within Government that 
will simply exploit this process for sheet greed and self 
enrichment at the cost of taxpayers and ci7zens Walter

2021-01-21 
10:04:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

South Africa needs the brightest and best and most competent 
people involved in sourcing and rolling out the vaccine 
programme. 
This competence has been proven not to exist in government. Michael

2021-01-19 
08:08:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Claire

2021-01-19 
03:48:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Will the vaccine be rolled out effec7vely, efficiently and fairly to 
ALL South African,s, especially those who are marginalized and/
or living in remote rural areas, and where  a second dose might 
be necessary, will follow-up be completed 7meously and at all? Sharon

2021-01-18 
18:39:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government VACCINE is supported to save life

Moses 
Dumisani 
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2021-01-18 
18:19:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has been very slow responding to the vaccine 
procurement and rollout plan ( as usual). I'm also concerned 
about the impact of procurement corrup7on. Michael

2021-01-18 
18:02:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the ANC wants to be in control of the 
procurement and the distribu7on of this vaccine. Their track 
record leaves much to be desired, and I fear this is yet another  
avenue for the ANC to enrich themselves. 

I am concerned that the Vaccine will be bought from China or 
India, I would be more comfortable if  the ANC bought the 
vaccine from UK or Israel. 

I am also concerned as to where the money is coming from for 
the ANC to procure 20 Million vaccines, and lastly who pays and 
who doesn't pay for the vaccine. Janice

2021-01-18 
17:48:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think the Oxford Astra Zeneca vaccine should be trusted. It's 
not one that alters DNA, like the Pfizer  or Moderna ones. I 
wouldn't trust one from China or Russia. 
I do think the vaccines should be a choice for people. Evelyn

2021-01-18 
16:42:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I have never had any flu vaccine and I am anxious about having 
this vaccine but if we want to travel anywhere we will not be 
allowed to do so, without having had the vaccine -I have 
concerns about the roll out from the government - has anything 
the government ever  promised actually come about ?  It will  be 
the same old story  of corrup7on and mismanagement. Yvonne

2021-01-18 
14:20:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Would appreciate this vaccine ASAP.  Please use  local  schools or 
religious centres as vaccine centres . Rajen

2021-01-18 
13:57:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Forget about saving SAA use that money. 
What happened to the relief funds?  Use that money!  

Go from village to village and give everyone that qualifies the 
shot  - same as they do every year with the Rabies vaccina7on . Cecelle

2021-01-18 
13:55:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Please do as they do for animals geing Rabies shots, go from 
village to village and do all those that qualify ASAP.  
Pennington. KZN 

Cecelle

2021-01-18 
10:17:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I understand the limita7ons under which the government has 
had to operate to date. Now that there are proven vaccines on 
the market, I believe government's best chance for procurement 
at the best price is by direct nego7a7ons with manufacturers. 
 My problem is with the arithme7c of the informa7on made 
available to the public so far. We are told we will be geing 1.5 
million doses in the next month with another 20 million to 
follow in the coming months. That is 21.5 million doses. Each 
person needs 2 vaccina7ons for maximum protec7on. So 21.5 
million doses will vaccinate 10.75  millìon people. Assuming a 
popula7on of 60 million, that comes to roughly 18% of the 
popula7on. The roll out plan states that government is intending 
to vacinnate 2/3 (roughly 67%) of the popula7on to achieve herd 
immunity. So far a veil of silence has been drawn over where the 
vaccina7ons for the unaccounted for 49% of the popula7on will 
come from, and how the government is going to pay for them. 
I also have concerns over the vagueness of plans for how the 
vaccines are going to get from point of arrival in the country to 
being injected into the arms of its people. Vials of vaccine in a 
warehouse do not protect anyone against anything. 

Nicola 

2021-01-18 
09:20:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the roll out of the vaccine will be 
compromised by corrup7on 
I trust that all protocols  of the UN and the SADC regions will be 
followed when it comes to best prac7se in our own country. 
I believe that front line workers  in the medical forum should be 
the first to be inoculated. The medical staff, doctors, nurses and 
carers or anyone who works face to face  with the public should  
be the first to receive the vaccine. 
Following which the teachers, and police and security  - they 
amer all, also provide an  essen7al service. 
Thereamer, civil society must establish the guidelines for the next 
in line. Chris7ne

2021-01-18 
07:51:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government  has allowed such them of Ppe equipment, that 
my primary concern is that this program is also open to abuse. 
We need the vaccine to be rolled out urgently and effec7vely, 
using recognized and reliable providers to do so. Linda

2021-01-18 
07:50:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If the government does the roll-out it could easily mean some 
skullduggery. 
The route seems to be ivermec7n but the government does not 
seem to want to allow this as they won't be able to make as 
much money to steal later on. NEIL

2021-01-18 
07:38:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Make it available at all pharmacies, if  government roll it out 
there is going to be mass corrup7on again like every thing they 
do. Pieter

2021-01-18 
06:12:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government should work with mefical aid schemes n other 
health NGO to vacinate the popula7on star7ng with front line 
workers essen7al workers n persons over 60 with comobili7es  
Pharmacies  private medical facili7es should also be used Naidu
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2021-01-17 
23:11:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We need to get people vaccinated as soon as possible.  People 
who don't want it now should give up their opportunity to 
people who do want. The results should encourage the 
an7vacers  to reconsider  within 6 months to a year meaning 
without forced vacs we will really h the required  numbers for 
immunity and the vulnerable will have the chance to be 
vaccinated early.  Hopefully there will not be too many sacrificial 
lambs in the health care sector. They should have 1st hand 
expierence  and assess the trade off easily.  

Jus7n 
2021-01-17 
22:01:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine rollout is far too slow. Millions more doses need to 
be purchased and a well planned rollout must be put into place. Anthony

2021-01-17 
21:20:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am extremely concerned that if the government is solely 
responsible for the rollout that poli7cally connected individuals 
will become greatly enriched (financially) by the process.  I think 
private industry especially medical aids and welfare 
organisa7ons should be involved to keep the costs down. 

I think prisoners should be very low down in the priority list for 
teh vaccines. 

If the government wasn't so incompetent , most of our front line 
health workers should due to receive their vaccines any day now.  Geremy

2021-01-17 
20:34:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My voncern is the inefficiency  and corrup7on in Govt. I would 
like the private sector to buy and do rhe vaccina7on at a cost. 
Govt can do it free for people who want it free. I dont want to 
cue like  the State pensioners every month. And the govt health 
sevices is  poor.  So if I can buy it myself and ask a doctor to do it 
for me would be the no 1 price  for me. Ben

2021-01-17 
17:32:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I worry that those already involved in corrup7on will make sure 
that they get the first shots.  My sister (over 80) and her 
husband (over 90) have both had both doses in England and 
were glad to get them. 

My worry too is who will be in charge. Mary

2021-01-17 
16:40:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe the government and its officials can be trusted 
to handle this roll out  - they just dont have the integrity or the 
ability. Vaccine of this nature can so easily be corrupted by inept 
handling '- think of the vehicle driver transpor7ng vaccine who 
stops on the side of the road in the heat of the day to have a nap 
or talk to a woman . Frightening indeed. Lionel

2021-01-17 
14:18:07

KwaZulu
-Natal ZA Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I don’t think this Government is capable of rolling the  vaccine 
out without the help  of the private sector. Corrup7on could be 
massive unless they are held accountable Margs

2021-01-17 
14:13:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This is a huge task. One understands that for the large majority 
of the country payment for a vaccine will be impossible - but I do 
believe that those who have the means should be able to go to 
their own GP and pay for a shot! This would take a considerable 
amount of pressure off those designated to inject in what one 
may call, the masses! Sadly this Government has not shown 
itself to be very organised in running many of the Government 
hospitals, Home Affairs, SOE’s etc 
And when it comes to the cost of the vaccines, the money used 
will come mainly from the tax payer, so why waste same money 
on trying to bail out SAA, SABC et al! 
Such efforts should be shelved - it is misplaced pride to try to 
restore them! 
The people, every single South African should come FIRST! Ray

2021-01-17 
12:56:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This govt has shown itself incapable of managing this pandemic. 
It must get the private sector involved especially in large ci7es 
and metro with high popula7ons to get as many vaccinated in as 
short a 7me possible. This would then enable the Dept of health 
to focus on rural areas. Lindsey

2021-01-17 
12:50:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

While state hospitals and clinics should provide the vaccine, it 
should also be allowed to be given at pharmacies and by GPs. To 
cope with the huge numbers, communi7y centres, school, etc 
should also be used much as is done during elec7ons to get as 
many as possible vaccinated as quickly as possible. There needs 
to be a HUGE educa7on campagne to debunk myths. Previous 
comments show how many of these exist. The President and all 
of his Covid -19 team should be shown on TV geing their 
innocula7ons. Linelle

2021-01-17 
12:47:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The next severe phase of the Covid 19 virus is on the way.  The 
provision of a vaccine by the government should be speeded up. 
You either take the vaccine or you choose to DIE.

Bunchiepersa
dh 
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2021-01-17 
11:58:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My wife and I are nearly 80 years old, we feel very vulnerable 
and are extremely doub{ul about when we will receive our 
COVID vaccina7ons. Dr Zweli Mkhezi has a huge responsibility as 
Minister of Health doubtlessly supported by some excellent and 
dedicated people going the extra mile to protect our lives. 
However despite their Trojan efforts, sadly we see immense 
corrup7on will occur in the distribu7on of the vaccine. 

We are extremely  cynical of Government's ability to control the 
roll out and we feel very strongly that the private health service 
should be allowed to cater for us. Yes we pay a lot of tax and 
that can go to the costs in the public sector especially for the 
health workers and those who do not have access to private 
health care. 

 We are in the fortunate posi7on that we can pay for private 
medical care and we trust the services provided; we want to pay 
for our vaccina7ons whether or not our medical scheme will 
cover the costs. We want the private health care service to be 
allowed to import their own vaccines and we hope that there 
will be a choice of vaccine. We do not trust vaccines of Chinese 
or Russian origin; we have followed in some detail the research 
and development of the AstraZeneca vaccine  and the trials both 
here in South Africa and in England and trust the processes they 
have adopted. 

Please let individuals in our posi7on receive our vaccina7ons 
speedily and through the private health service. Bob

2021-01-17 
09:04:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government & it's lackeys are incapable of rolling out an 
effec7ve vaccina7on program. I am also concerned about the 
opportuni7es for corrup7on, par7cularly with regard storage & 
distribu7on of vaccines. 

Will Govt. be able to store & transport the vaccines at prescribed 
temperatures ? Abe

2021-01-17 
09:03:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Karen

2021-01-17 
09:03:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Karen

2021-01-17 
08:09:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Terry

2021-01-17 
07:23:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Johan

2021-01-17 
06:17:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There are numerous examples that  government is not 
competent to handle this. For example, fiasco at Beit Bridge in 
January 2021, collapse of SAPO services, chaos with SASSO 
grants,  corrup7on with PPE,  loadshedding because of 
corrup7on, a bankrupt SAA, etc. Leonie

2021-01-17 
05:02:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Francois

2021-01-16 
19:31:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Dawn

2021-01-16 
18:29:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The cost as the state hadn't told us the unit cost and we must 
have people in place like IEC checking the states ac7on and 
monitoring the payments Archie

2021-01-16 
18:14:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Blaize

2021-01-16 
17:27:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Clare

2021-01-16 
17:24:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government has enough on its plate in dealing with the 
pandemic and should therefore, together with the private sector 
and in par7cular those of the private sector opera7ng in the 
medical and medical aid arenas, nominate an independent team 
to inves7gate, procure, administer and roll out the vaccines to 
every South African that should be vaccinated. I recommend 
that a pool of experts is drawn from the large medical aids as 
they not only have a network of hospitals, medical professionals 
and service providers, but they would/should have the capacity 
to determine and catalogue each and every government facility 
that can help with the roll out e.g. rural clinics.  
It is cri7cal that a website is started immediately whereby those 
that have the professional capability and qualifica7on to 
administer the vaccine, can register e.g. private frail care 
facili7es. These facili7es can facilitate the administra7on of the 
vaccine to those in the immediate vicinity that do not have the 
means to 'purchase' the vaccine but will rely on the free 
distribu7on thereof.  It is in the interest of every South African 
that can assist, financially or otherwise,  to ensure that as many 
are vaccinated in the areas around where they live so that the 
minimum 60% herd immunity can be achieved as quickly as 
possible. 
Government must stop trying to control the vaccina7on 
programme ! It does not have the capacity and has a very poor 
track record rela7ng to the misuse of public funds. Shirley
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2021-01-16 
16:59:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned by proposals to use taxi ranks, shopping malls, 
public health clinics etc for administering the vaccine.  I have 
seen the queues at public health clinics and post offices (grant 
week) and the number of people (usually with no social 
distancing) at taxi ranks.  The vaccine does not confer full 
immunity for several weeks and I have visions of vulnerable 
people all catching COVID whilst queuing for the vaccine.  I also 
very much doubt that proper records for call back for a second 
dose will be kept in these environments. 

As a medical aid member (yes I am lucky) I would prefer to be 
vaccinated at a pharmacy, doctors surgery or by appointment at 
a private hospital clinic.  My domes7c, who is not a medical aid 
member but does have HIV, would prefer to use (and especially 
for her elderly mother) a pharmacy clinic  or similar by 
appointment even if she had to pay a small fee.  Her second 
choice would be a public health clinic ideally by appointment or 
at least some way of limi7ng the queue, followed by apendance 
(ideally by appointment at local civic office/building).  Mass 
vaccina7on at busy loca7ons such as taxi ranks may work OK for 
healthy younger  people with no co-morbidi7es but  I personally 
would priori7se avoiding the queue over geing the vaccine. 

I fully support priori7sing health workers but please include 
agency health workers as well as employees.   

I have reserva7ons about the priority of some key workers and 
prisons.   
   I believe that vaccina7on for all people who need to apend 
hospitals ( in pa7ent or outpa7ents ) should be a priority.   

  Then workers over 40 years old who are teachers/ lecturers/
creche workers (because the unions will try to stop educa7on 
otherwise) and police/security officers/ jus7ce system workers 
(because of poten7al close physical contact) so they can do their 
work without fear of death.  Also (if vaccine reduces 
transmission) all school and student hostel inhabitants because 
it has been proven they cannot follow unsupervised social 
distancing. 

Then people in care homes/re7rement villages/ special needs 
hostels etc. but not prisoners who cannot go into the community 
to catch it or spread it. 

  Then I would move on to the wider popula7on of people 
(including prisoners) over 65 (me!!) and those with co-
morbidi7es known to be associated with severe illness.   

   Amer that it would be other key workers over age of 40 
followed by general public over 40 years of age.  Finally it would 
be anyone who wants a vaccine (except most of the vaccinated 
will probably need another round by then...). 

I think the government should reconsider trying to keep full 
control of the process.  They should use major employers, 
pharmacy and health chains to distribute vaccine.   They should 
consider allowing private organisa7ons to purchase their own 
vaccine if it is in addi7on to government orders.  For instance 
employers like big mining companies, major insurance 
companies, banks etc  have the  money to pay for the vaccine 
and vaccinators for their employees.  Pharmacies such as Clicks 
and Dischem also have the clinics and a customer base that 
would be prepared to pay for their own vaccine. etc etc  The 
major issue would then be keeping track who had been 
vaccinated.  Yes it does mean that some people I believe are less 
of a priority may get the vaccine before me but I can see rollout 
working more smoothly and efficiently and the overall aim is to 
vaccinate as many people as possible in a short space of 7me. Barbara

2021-01-16 
16:42:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Just stop dithering and get on with vaccina7ons.  We are months 
behind countries such as USA and Europe and we need to stop 
the rampant spread of the virus which is devasta7ng our 
popula7on and economy. Valerie

2021-01-16 
15:44:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out if done by the govt alone is doomed to fail like 
everything else they are doing 
The private sector especially the pharmacies must be involved in 
the roll out.  

Tommy

2021-01-16 
14:38:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Have liple confidence on the ability of the govt to organise 
distribu7on, administra7on (par7cularly of two doses), and 
maintaining cold chain especially with the vaccine which 
requires ultra-low temperatures. Helen

2021-01-16 
13:51:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There's a very low level of trust in government resul7ng in 
suspicion of integrity and mo7ves. Liple evidence of government 
commitment to spending money to save lives , seems theyd 
rather resuscitate that dead donkey SAA!! If they were genuinely 
determined to ease the suffering of S Africans they'd welcome 
involvement of private sector to undertake this mass vaccina7on 
campaign which is way beyond government's ability to make a 
success of both logis7cally and financially. Team effort using 
every available resource is the only way. If the government 
makes a success of this it will be a first, nothing short of a 
miracle. The result will be deaths, more deaths and even more 
deaths. Viv

2021-01-16 
13:04:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Greta
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2021-01-16 
12:57:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

South Africa needs to acquire the vaccines urgently, many 
people are dying while the rich countries are hogging up the 
available vaccines. 
President should work through the BRICS countries urgently. 
Also approve the use of Ivermetrin urgently, let the pa7ent 
decide whether he or she wants to take it. 
Save our people Mr President. Jakes

2021-01-16 
11:40:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Given the problems recently related to the PPE's with corrup7on 
and fraud in government as well as a evidence of incompetence 
in some sectors I am  concerned the vaccina7on process could 
go a similar way. It is impera7ve that everyone who wants it has 
access to it. I would therefore suggest that it takes on a 
mul7pronged approach in which Government,  private sector  
and Non governmental organisa7ons be given the mandate to 
distribute so that people have a choice. rules and regula7ons 
should be put in place to insure that the system isn't abused by 
any of these sectors. 

Robin
2021-01-16 
11:27:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I feel people are too ready to cri7cize government. Could anyone 
have done beper in such difficult circumstances? Kathy

2021-01-16 
10:47:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Due to an already over burdened public health service, it is 
essen7al that large pharmacy groups who already provide 
primary health care clinics in many centers, be allowed to source 
and administer vaccine. Furthermore, re7rement/old age 
villages having clinics of their own should likewise be allowed to 
source and administer vaccines to elderly residents, par7cularly 
those with co-morbidi7es. Ivor

2021-01-16 
10:42:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Availability of sufficient vaccine for the elderly (over 60) who will 
likely only receive the vaccine in 2022 
Corrup7on by government officials  
Incompetent government officials  

Rob
2021-01-16 
10:15:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government corrup7or and    them. george

2021-01-16 
09:44:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Peter

2021-01-16 
08:29:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think the government must take the vaccine  first a and his 
cabinets before the country did I don't trust Rammaphosa any 
more Margaret

2021-01-16 
08:15:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector medical aids should be allowed to procure 
and administer vaccines independant from government, whom 
we have seen cannot be trusted to perform effec7vely- lives 
depend on the vaccine. David

2021-01-16 
07:31:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Tony

2021-01-16 
06:47:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The governments procurement process is slow, it usually uses 
tender op7ons which are meant to be fair and transparent but 
which are omen corrupt. The health service is bapling due to 
above. The vaccine is urgently required Deborah 

2021-01-16 
06:07:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government has proved that it is incapable of managing 
anything as vast as this roll out will be. If solely the government's 
responsibility this will just be another opportunity for 
corrup7on. Medical aids must be included as they have exis7ng 
infrastructure capable of effec7ve rollout. The vaccina7on 
should be mandatory unless a doctor condones Individual's 
poten7al allergic reac7ons. Ray

2021-01-16 
05:55:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I would wish that it would be available to whom ever wanted it 
and that it would be a reasonable price Lynda

2021-01-15 
22:08:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector should also be part of admistering / health care 
workers should be priori7sed Nadarajan 

2021-01-15 
20:59:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Logis7cally, the roll out is a huge task and needs 7ght and expert 
control. I agree we must start with all health care workers, 
followed by other essen7al workers such as police , teachers etc 
then all people who work. Although I am re7red I think the 
elderly can wait as we are able to isolate and stay at home to 
avoid the risk of contrac7ng the virus from others - we don't 
have to go out and earn a living Susan

2021-01-15 
18:49:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Again this goverment is laging behind.They shoulve secured the 
vaccine last year. 
Wonder who got the back handers! bas

2021-01-15 
18:25:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

History shows us that the ANC government cannot be trusted 
with simple things. 
I don't believe we can trust them with vaccina7ng the whole 
country. 

Geoff

2021-01-15 
17:32:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government has an appallingly poor rack record for 
delivering of services to South Africans. Corrup7on, self 
enrichment, incompetence, lack of knowledge, lack of empathy, 
lack of urgency, lack of capacity, them and general inep7tude will 
impact very nega7vely on roll-out by government.  The private 
sector can and will do the job efficiently, expediently and cost 
effec7vely. Francis
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2021-01-15 
16:18:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It should be the "medical world" as a whole who administer the 
inocula7ons, not those individuals whom the government, at 
their discre7on, decide to appoint to the task. Their proposed 
method opens a way for further corrup7on by those 
administering the injec7ons, by "selling" them to those willing to 
pay the "required" bribe. 

Furthermore, there is sufficient evidence, from past experience, 
to indicate that the government lacks the ability to conduct such 
a task.  And I suspect that, as with so many of the other 
endeavours they have embarked on, this will simply end in a 
shambles, and many die because the government will not face 
its own inadequacies.  Th rolled out should be through the 
exis7ng medical world,  the doctors, pharmacies, hospitals and 
clinics that are already in place, which would obviate most 
corrup7on and mismanagement, and ensure the widest possible 
distribu7on. Trevor

2021-01-15 
15:56:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The government will NEVER be able to do this. It’s just another 
way to line their pockets. This will only be done if it taken care 
by the private sector. Jayarani

2021-01-15 
15:37:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This is the opportunity for government to proof to the public 
that could be trusted and greed and corrup7on  would not be 
allowed. Johanna M

2021-01-15 
14:47:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

It is essen7al that the private sector is involved in the roll out of 
the vaccine.   Valerie

2021-01-15 
14:25:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There seems to have been more than a liple confusion over the 
supply of vaccines, and one hopes that what the Govt. has now 
announced will in fact happen, and without any further delay.   
the sluggish handling of iden7fying and ordering suitable 
vaccines has been rather disconcer7ng.   Hopefully the 
vaccina7on programme will proceed according to plan and 
without further bungling. JOAN

2021-01-15 
13:15:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Wally

2021-01-15 
12:40:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Having recently re7red from teaching and having first hand 
experience of mix ups / mess ups / corrup7on and  racketeering 
etc, with the delivery of the PPE's - I am really concerned with 
the roll out of vaccines. 
Points of concern.. 
The possibility of corrup7on is HUGE and quite possible.  
The possibility of vaccine not being kept correctly refrigerated 
and therefore resul7ng in it being useless is another major 
concern-especially when being taken out into rural areas. 
It is very worrisome. I really do try and keep posi7ve but sadly 
our leaders have not done too much to ins7ll confidence in the 
people on the ground. 
  

Penny

2021-01-15 
12:13:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I think that Vaccine is neede to curb infec7on but the History of 
Government  it is always somehow gets involved wiyh 
corrup7on. Peter

2021-01-15 
11:00:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I ques7on the ability of our govt infrastructure to vaccinate 
enough people to avhieve herd immunity, quickly. My feeling is 
that govt should target rural areas and allow private company ie, 
includind Clicks and Dischem to work in urban areas.  This would 
mean, of course, that the private companies should either be 
allowed to source vaccines themselves or be guaranteed an 
equitable share of govt-sourced vaccine,  or both. David

2021-01-15 
10:58:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Already they steal food imagine what would have to the vaccines 
they would steal and sell on the black market. How does the 
government want us to trust them. Also they thinking of the 
prisoners in the first batch yet they are in prison for a reason but 
you want to take care of them. Sunjith

2021-01-15 
10:42:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

As usual the government has "fiddled whilst Rome burned" and 
has limited access to vaccines at this 7me.  A vaccine is the only 
solu7on to returning the country to a more normal economy. 
The so called  roll out of 40 m vaccines this year "by 
government" - who have yet to show competency in anything 
but corrup7on, cronyism and stealing taxpayers money,  is a 
noble thought with liple likelihood of happening by them alone. 
However where are they actually going to be coming from when 
most of it has been bought by the largest economies? Which 
ones will be obtained? Not all vaccines are equal and some less 
effec7ve, or not fully tested and therefore of possible liple value 
to use . Without the involvement of the private sector the roll 
out is doomed in one year, as the civil service lacks both 
competency and ethics - they shut shop if just one pesron is 
posi7ve for 14 days e.g. home affairs, deeds office, licensing 
etc.etc..  Funding should not be an issue - cost of 60  m vaccines 
is cheaper than the damage currently being done to the 
economy through lockdown, bloated civil service and corrup7on 
and them of funds that should be to assist the poor and heath 
sectors. Les

2021-01-15 
10:38:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Medical Aids should be involved and control must be 
monitored strictly so no corrup7on by Government allowed.  I 
agree with Health care workers first then the elderly. The vaccine 
should be free . The cost may be recovered from those that have 
benefiped by fraud and corrup7on. Anne

2021-01-15 
10:32:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Paul

2021-01-15 
10:16:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Will the government be able to do this fairly and efficiently?   
They don’t have a good track record . 

Why can private ins7tu7ons not also bring in the vaccine to 
speed up the process . Judy
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2021-01-15 
09:38:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Will definitely have the vaccine soonest hopefully advised by 
medical aid.  
It's the only way to stem the spread of this virus. 
I have to have it as my family is all overseas and I want to see my 
sons in Aus again. 
Put a vaccine in the beer you will soon have most of the 
popula7on  vaccinated. Nicola

2021-01-15 
09:16:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Huge possibility for corrup7on via tenders etc. Also the ability to 
maintain the cold chain. Chris7ne

2021-01-15 
08:34:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Richard

Free State 15

2021-01-26 
05:11:50

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The virus is spreading fast and our people are poor and 
vulnerable to this virus we have to protect their life's and their 
livelihoods Masole 

2021-01-25 
06:35:38

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Govt con7nues to lie cheat steal provide brain dead rules and 
answers. 
Vaccines rollout should be controlled by a group of medical 
professionals not govt or David mabussa . 
Govt and anc are clueless and uneducated. Should the vacinne 
arrive they will Inject themselves and their mates. Rest of people 
will not receive it. Connie

2021-01-22 
12:27:15

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

If this is exclusively handled by the Government, it will not 
succeed. We have learned by now not to trust most of them and 
if Councillors in municipali7es are involved, it will fail miserably.  
They are mostly incompetent. Elma

2021-01-21 
14:38:35

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die regering is bekend vir sy onbeholpenheid en kan nie alleen 
met iets so belangrik vertrou word nie.    Daar is tans nog geen 
konkrete beves7ging dat daar wel dosisse aangekoop is nie.  
Niemand weet waar die geld vir die aankoop van die teenmiddel 
vandaan gaan kom nie.   As dit belas7ng is moet 
belas7ngbetalers voorkeur kry na gesondheidswerkers en 
onderwysers.   Die regering moet die privaatsektor toelaat om 
aankope te doen ten einde te kan begin met immunisering. Carel

2021-01-18 
09:25:30

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Onatanklike Mediese skema moet verkieslik ook toegang tot 
die ent  stowwe kan bekom. Dit sal n kwade dag wees as die 
regering n monpolie verkry om die entstowwe in te voer en te 
versprei. Ek sou graag die inen7ng by my eie dokter wou kry. Gideon D

2021-01-17 
16:46:19

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The capability of the Government to manage anything is a 
concern. They must rather appoint somebody to do it on behalf 
of them as they can only corrupt. 
I also suggest that the Poli7cians had to be vaccinate first and 
then the frontline services. Wynand

2021-01-17 
09:42:39

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Die regeering het hopeloos te laat kasie geneem on 
lewensverlies te voorkom Brian 

2021-01-16 
19:18:00

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Like everything govt is involved in there will be corrup7on and 
7me frames ignored. State cannot control the  procurement 
process. Health providers should be allowed to aquire their own 
supplies and to vaccinate as required. Redge

2021-01-15 
18:27:28

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Sheila

2021-01-15 
16:20:15

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Does the infrastructure exist to effec7vely roll out the vaccine? Marianne

2021-01-15 
11:11:40

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Rosamund

2021-01-15 
10:17:04

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

COPVID 19 arrived from Europe. Why are the ports of entry and 
airports not 
included in the plans. How will the know if everyone is 
vaccinated and who is not.  
Will the public have to pay or government. Lawrence

2021-01-15 
09:28:26

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I note that the Government ONLY will source and decide the 
distribu7on of the vacine. 

This is not a free market principle . Government control over 
every ci7zen's right to decide for himself is  lost in the process. 

Private medical funds must  be allowed to source and import 
their own vaccine supplies . 

That is my concern . Louis
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2021-01-15 
09:25:58

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The first people to get the vaccine should be the people who 
have to be in harms way.  
The doctors, the nurses, and the paramedics. All medical people. 

Then the people who operate other essen7al businesses who 
are in close contact with the general popula7on.  
Shop assistants, taxi drivers, school teachers, police, and the like. 

Amer that those that the medical people say are most at risk.  
The old and the medically compromised. What comprises old, or 
medically compromised, the medical people will have to decide. 
We've already seen in USA that if you set the age limit of old too 
low then the medical facili7es will be swamped. 
So do a phased method. Summon, or access, and vaccinate all 
over 90, then all over 80, then all over 75, then 70, and so on. 

Amer that everybody else. 

Should vaccina7on be mandatory? 
Ideally yes. 
Prac7cally speaking I don't think it's possible.  

In theory I think childhood vaccina7ons are mandatory, and 
parents and schools should monitor it. But I've just encountered 
a 13-year old who missed her 12 year vaccina7on. Nobody 
complained. 

In this country I think the bogus vaccina7on cer7ficates and 
COVID-19 tests are probably already to be found 

Chris
2021-01-15 
09:00:22

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Fiona 

Mpumalanga 13

2021-01-25 
14:00:42

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Inen7ng is belangrik en moes alreeds begin het. Ek vertrou egter 
nie die regering met die program nie want hulle is onbekwaam. 
Private instansies soos hospitale, dokters se spreekkamers en 
apteke moet dit kry en toedien. Daar moet onberispelike higiëne 
en streng kontrole toegepas word. Geen partylid, rassegroep of 
staatsdiensbeamptes mag voorkeur kry nie. Mense in 
noodsaaklike dienste soos mediese dienste moet dit wel eerste 
kry maar ook in die onderwys en bv.in nooddienste soos 
brandweer. Elsie

2021-01-23 
07:30:33

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Given the dubious history of the current government, I do not 
feel that the proposed roll-out will be done efficiently and it will 
definitely feature corrup7on. Not all of South Africa's race 
groups will benefit from the vaccine 7meously. Watch this space 
to see if I am correct. Derek

2021-01-22 
14:58:27

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Give the private csector a change to roll out the vaccine Elsje

2021-01-18 
09:42:18

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Will it ever reach the right target audience as  there is a 
possibility of miss mng as usual. Emmy

2021-01-17 
10:59:12

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Why must we depend and wait for theANC Goverment. They 
only care for black ci7zens Joseph

2021-01-17 
09:45:06

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am excited about the vacine finally arriving in Sout Africa from 
India. My main  concern, though, is whether we have the 
resources for the rollout .  Who will be responsible for this 
func7on? The respec7ve  provinces' health departments?  God 
help us! 
  
1.How will government ensure  that the vaccines will go to its 
supposed des7na7on. 2. How will they prevent it being sold on 
the black market.?  3. How will government track the  safe, and 
effec7ve storage and delivery of these precious warriors. 4..Who 
will have direct oversight  of the delivery process? 

We need answers to these ques7ons. Rachel

2021-01-16 
08:16:16

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Department of Health does not have the capacity to protect, 
preserve and administrator the vaccina7on programme. It 
should be handed over to the private health care en77es in the 
Provinces to collect from central Provincial holding facili7es and 
administered by the health care facili7es. In rural areas the 
exis7ng mobile clinics could (with addi7onal SAPS or SANDF 
protec7on) provide the service Johan H L 

2021-01-16 
07:07:25

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out programme is too slow. Detail planning for the 
purchase, the vaccina7on logis7cs and the vaccina7on itself  is 
lacking. Ish

2021-01-15 
15:08:55

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Yvonne

2021-01-15 
13:32:31

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

How do we know that what we are receiving is the genuine thing 
and not another moneymaking fraud, especially at taxi ranks and 
shopping centre's? Priscilla

2021-01-15 
12:35:54

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The Government can not even organise a party in a brewry. How 
are they going to correctly roll-out the vaccine without massive 
friends first, whites last. Whilst I trust Ramaposa, I do not trust 
the rest in power. Ashley

2021-01-15 
11:57:41

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government nona

2021-01-15 
11:07:51

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Weens die talle mislukkings deur die Regering aangaande die 
Pandemie is ek gladnie oor7g dat die inen7ngs veldtog behoorlik 
beplan is nie en meen ek die privaatsektor sal n veel meer 
doeltreffende diens kan lewer. HUGH

North West 11
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2021-01-23 
14:43:25

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the procedures and the readiness of all 
clinics/hospitals, etc. where the vaccine will be given to the  
public , regarding the upholding of the cold chain and the 
preparedness as well as the training of the staff responsible for 
the  stock. doing the vaccina7on and  the distribu7on. How will 
staff ensure that the clients return for the follow up  
vaccina7on?? Elmarie

2021-01-22 
18:01:07

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The moment the government is involved, corrup7on and 
inefficiency is in the order of the day.  The government has no 
strategy and can not plan a program like this. Get the private 
sector involve and a program like this can be successfully 
launched. Pieter

2021-01-18 
12:41:21

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

This is a maper of urgency and to be treated as such. In the 
mean7me Ivermec7n should  be made available asap. Johan

2021-01-18 
10:47:47

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the government's vaccina7on ini7a7ve, which I ,  
as a pharmacist and an academic  believe is scien7fically sound. 
My greatest concern is the lack of concomitant educa7on to the 
lay public whose resistance to vaccina7on might stand in the 
way of reaching  herd immunity, so that many more people will 
die from Covid-19 before  adequate immunity is reached.  Public 
ignorance about an7viral  therapy in general, and  vaccines and 
mRNA in par7cular,  is astounding,  even dangerous . Aggressive 
public  educa7on in this regard should be part of the process. 

I trust the government will not stand in the way of private 
medical aid associa7ons to assist with vaccina7on of their 
members.  People who can pay for their own vaccine and want a 
vaccine should be allowed the right to obtain it. Government 
should not be in absolute control of the roll-out. 

Decisions about possible alterna7ve  intermediate  measures 
including ivermec7n therapy deserves to be fast-tracked  
according to the age-old risk-versus-benefit  principle. Catharina

2021-01-18 
07:23:15

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Johan

2021-01-17 
07:53:36

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Government is seriously inefficient - how can we possibly trust 
that they will get this right? D

2021-01-16 
20:14:28

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Wim

2021-01-16 
17:59:54

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

We cant trust the government to do anything. How can we 
assure our safety? Are we going to have to pay for it? What if 
someone makes fake jabs and sells them to government? Why 
cant medical aids provide for their members via pharmacies and 
doctors. Let the gov do non members. Linda

2021-01-16 
11:56:49

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

There is no   urgency  as to when the  whole popula7on will be 
vaccinated. Secondly only the Dept of health will be responsible 
for the acquisi7on of the vaccine. In my opinion this could lead 
to total disaster. Inefficiency and poli7cal interference will dog 
this process. Leave it to the medical professionals. Russell

2021-01-15 
14:40:15

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

In 1966 was die skole baie suksesvol opgekommandeer en 
kinders gevaksineer gedurende skooltyd tydens die Polio 
inen7ngsveldtog.  Daarmee sê ek dat plekke waar ordelikheid 
gehandhaaf kan word,  deur bestaande infrastruktuur 
ondersteun word en waar mense mekaar ken en mekaar 
vertrou, soos  byvoorbeeld skole, kerke, NPO's ingespan MOET 
word om gemeenskappe te mobiliseer en in te ent. Trudi

2021-01-15 
13:54:28

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

control by government has a disasterous track record  of 
inefficiency ,ineptude and corrup7on . Anthony

Outside SA 4

2021-01-21 
00:51:13

Outside 
SA Australia Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

Covid 19 is a killer disease. Un7l we have sufficient herd 
immunity, the whole world is at risk. 
My c oncern is that due to the level of corrup7on in South Africa, 
a government lead vaccina7on strategy can be abused. 
A reputable organisa7on like ASPEN or MSF working with both 
public and private health sectors should be made responsible for 
administering the vaccine to as many as possible to ensure 
people have a chance to develop immunity to this coronavirus. 
Note: Invermec7n and other untested drugs are a distrac7on 
and not a solu7on- I speak as a health professional trained in 
South Africa. Please waste no more 7me pushing alterna7ve 
methods of management- 2 Million people world wide have died 
as a result of this infec7ous disease, social distance and wear a 
mask. Look at how sucessful Australia and New Zealand have 
been following these simple rules of track trace and isolate . 

Donald

2021-01-15 
16:27:21

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

The SA government is right to priori7se vaccine roll-out. The 
restora7on of social and economic normality depends on it. Robin

2021-01-15 
11:19:47

Outside 
SA Thailand Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

My greatest concern is as usual the rollout by the government 
The anc can do nothing  without making a mess of it 
I would suggest that the government do the rollout for the 
people who are willing to accept it but that the private sector 
may  also purchase vaccine and vacinate their own members at a 
reasonable cost. 
I also beleive that the elderly and other people who are 
candiddates for major infec7on should have preference 
As far as i am concerend the taxi ranks should be the last as the 
more anc members die the beper as these people do not listen 
or adhere to rules 

Barry
2021-01-15 
09:54:21

Outside 
SA UK Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Peter

Northern Cape 2
2021-01-17 
21:09:18

Norther
n Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government Rudolph
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2021-01-16 
11:38:20

Norther
n Cape Yes I do re7red

Roll-out by 
government

I hope I'm wrong but this government isn't noted for efficiency 
or management of money in any sphere.  We shall just have to 
see if they've got their act together this 7me. Mary

employed individual 930
Column B: Count:

Outside SA 5

2021-02-22 
18:20:22

Outside 
SA Malta Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should not hold the monopoly on the 
procurement and distribu7on of vaccines. The private healthcare 
sector should have equal access. Sergio

2021-01-23 
09:35:00

Outside 
SA London Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lauren

2021-01-22 
20:11:47

Outside 
SA

SA 
ci7zen 
in 
Vietnam Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Govt should not be the only body responsible for vaccine rollout, 
private medical aids and other ins7tu7ons should be allowed to 
acquire and administer vaccines to avoid inefficiency and 
corrup7on. 

Priori7se people over 65 and people with medical condi7ons. 

Enable access to Ivermec7n. 

Please stop stealing everything. Shannon

2021-01-18 
10:17:38

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried about vulnerable groups and people that need the 
vaccine more than others. I would like to see a bigger effort in 
implemen7ng the vaccine for care and old age homes first in 
order to protect the vulnerable. Domaria

2021-01-16 
00:19:58

Outside 
SA

South 
Africa 
but I am 
working 
in 
Democr
a7c 
Republic 
of 
Congo 
at the 
moment
. Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think firstly as an ini7a7ve the government made the right 
choice trying to look amer it’s ci7zens during these hard 7mes 
but at the same 7me I think the roll out should be easily 
accessible to everyone irrespec7ve of where he/she stays within 
the country . Everyone is at risk here . I know there are theories 
going around about the vaccine but that should not be a big 
concern because no government can put it’s ci7zens at risk. 
Please we are in this together. Bongani

Gauteng 487

2021-02-22 
16:49:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the government is trying to do this without 
help from doctors , medical aids hospital groups etc , and will 
not allow any other en7ty to buy vaccines. The roll out would 
surely go faster and more efficiently if the medical Aids could 
buy the vaccines for their members , and if the hospital groups 
could vaccinate all their employees. This would relieve the Gov't 
of  vaccina7ng a good few million people. Why not ask 
Corporate SA to buy vaccines , and set up vaccina7on sta7ons 
around the country , to help get  those without M/As , 
par7cularly the vulnerable , vaccinated asap. We really need to 
open the country up asap. We cannot afford any more 
lockdowns. Ann

2021-02-15 
05:47:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is government’s inability to implement 
anything without corrup7on, competence and efficacy. Alan

2021-02-14 
23:36:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Vic

2021-02-09 
16:09:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We will never really have a say! We have never had a say in 
anything when the corrupt government is in charge. They never 
paid for the vaccines on 7me! There are millions of us and will 
never be enough vaccines.  If there comes a 7me when there are 
vaccines for all it will come from a corrupt tender! I have no faith 
at this point. But lets see....... karin

2021-02-01 
13:23:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Worried that a proper reconcilia7on of vaccines is not done and 
some will be sold, given to friends, instead of keeping to roll out 
plan.  
I also do not understand why prisoners will have preference in 
this roll out instead of law obiding ci7zens. Ana

2021-01-31 
15:15:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think SA should have got deals way before now, half of Europe 
and other countries have started vaccina7on and we s7ll 
wai7ng. Show how important SA people really are ? Jezine

2021-01-30 
09:50:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

THIS  ROLLOUT NEEDS TO BE WELL CO ORDINATED AND 
PLANNED. 
I DON'T BELIEVE THAT THE TAX PAYER SHOULD FUND THIS ,WE 
ALREADY PAY ENOUGH TAXES AND THE MONEY GETS STOLEN OR 
SQUANDERED. 

THIS GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO DO THE RIGHT THING FOR ONCE. Pauline

2021-01-28 
12:26:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This government cannot do anything without screwing it up 
completely. This is not my opionion nor a nega7ve posi7on. This 
is a proven fact, over and over and over here is the broken SOE's 
as evidence. SABC, ESKOM, SAPO, Prasa, SASSA, SAA and to top 
it all the Covid PPE corrup7on and not to men7on the day to day 
corrup7on in the government........need I say more. How many 
more things does the government need to screw up before 
everybody wakes up?  Oh, by the way, they are already screwing 
up the 7me table on this process! This needs to be handeled by 
the private sector and by companies that pride themselves on 
service delivery. If all the SOE's are priva7sed they to will begin 
to func7on and even be profitable. Reynard

2021-01-28 
00:46:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on by our government makes me wonder if we all ever 
get the vaccine look what happened with PPE tenders Lebogang 

2021-01-27 
17:55:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Poli7cians mast get the vaccine first so if something goes wrong 
we loose nothing cause what if goes wrong then we loose our 
health care workers Kagiso

2021-01-27 
14:10:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government We need the vaccine as soon as possible! Esna
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2021-01-27 
11:38:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Governments plan to use South Africa’s Covid-19 vaccines for 
BEE is completely racist against all non black people and they 
should be taken to task for this sugges7on. Its disgraceful that 
this is even a discussion. WHO may need to send personnel to 
monitor, babysit and administer the vaccines as our empowered 
poli7cians are corrupt and incapable of running the country 
fairly for all on a very basic level. But now when down to the 
most cri7cal global problem being faced at this 7me that could 
( lets hope not but the possibility is there) result in ex7nc7on if 
not managed and acted on properly with care and diligence for 
all, the ANC Government s7ll look for ways to kill off South 
African ci7zens and make a buck for themselves and their 
crooked friends. The world is crying for the people and laughing 
at the criminals dressed up as poli7cians all at once. No wonder. Tracey

2021-01-27 
09:50:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Most of it in place... just how do prisoners get priority to law 
abiding ci7zens with regards to receiving the vaccine??? Anita

2021-01-26 
22:08:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am afraid they cant get it to all the pharmacies and doctors and 
clinics. Most Government run ins7tu7ons are bad. Home affairs  
etc Lesley

2021-01-26 
20:23:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Dear Government 

My concern about the rollout is the order of preference.  I am in 
full support of frontline workers, teachers, public transport users 
obtaining this first.  However, the rollout to the elderly before 
the working popula7on is concerning.  In my humble view, 
ci7zens who contribute to our GDP, taxpayers, should receive 
this before the elderly.  It may sound crass, but the elderly, many 
of whom, have lived their lives.  We the working class s7ll have 
to support families, raise children, and are in significant need of 
earning a living.  The longer the working class are placed on the 
back of the line to receive the vaccine, it places addi7onal 
burdens, not only on the children and family that may have lost 
a family member to COVID, but do not help us geing out of the 
financial burden that we as a na7on are facing. 

Does it not make sense to proivde the vaccine to the 
contributors of the GDP?  For companies to regain a work force 
and prevent the bleeding of the many cost saving ini7a7ves that 
they are implemen7ng, namely retrenchment of staff, reduced 
working 7me and earnings?  

Families that loose a breadwinner or their ability to earn a living 
just places a bigger burden on UIF, social grants and increases 
the levels of poverty we are facing. 

As a person who has elderly parents, I do not see the value in 
providing a much needed vaccine to them.  

With the number of working class people loosing their lives to 
COVID, the elderly may need to step in and support the family 
and in some cases take over the raising of children.  I speak from 
personal experience, recently having lost a young family 
member to COVID who died, leaving behind her 2 year old 
daugher.  She was a single mom who lived with her parents, and 
unfortunately, we lost not only her, but her father as well.  It 
now falls on her mother who is 66 years old to raise a 2 year old, 
with no work.  Thereby increasing the need for her to claim child 
support as well as her old age grant, both of which are 
insufficient to accomodate their living needs.  We as a family 
now have to come together to help support them, and this 
would be fine, but not in the current environment we find 
ourselves in.  Many of us have either lost our jobs, or have had 
our salaries reduced, thereby adding more strain on an already 
difficult situa7on. 

All I ask is that a review of vaccina7on order be reviewed, to 
ensure that those who s7ll have life to live, families to support 
and other financial obliga7ons be given preference over the 
elderly.  We the working class can then beper provide for our 
elderly versus the other way around. 

Kubashnie
2021-01-26 
18:59:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tshepo 

2021-01-26 
18:51:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government are more concerned about BEE and s7ll enriching 
individuals instead of making sure that everybody gets 
vaccinated asap!  
Will vaccines actually being administered or is it also going to 
end up somewhere in an open fridge or in an secluded store 
somewhere? Luitha-marie

2021-01-26 
18:08:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Annene

2021-01-26 
16:04:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the first people to get the vaccine should be the people 
having the highest impact on the medical system and puing the 
most strain on the hospitals. THese are people above the age of 
60. Once these people are vaccinated the strain on the medical 
ins7tu7ons will subside. Also, we really need to educate people 
that when they are vaccianted they are s7ll able to spread 
COvID-19. The people need be informed about this when they 
get the vaccine.  They vaccine stops you fro dying, not from 
spreading it. CRaig

2021-01-26 
15:49:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This is cri7cal, the rest of the world has had great success, we 
don’t need to reinvent the wheel, we aren’t smarter.  The ability 
of the government to do so effec7vely is problema7c.   This 
needs a properly co-ordinated na7onal rollout plan . Deidré
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2021-01-26 
10:24:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is the level of corrup7on in the SA 
government and how this will affect the vaccine rollout Allyson

2021-01-26 
10:03:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I Just hope the government can do this job without corrup7on 
and try puing its ci7zens first for a change we need to work 
together to stop this virus , also have my reserva7ons about Mr 
David Mabuza being the person to arrange and co ordinate all of 
this as I find him incompetent and cannot be trusted 
Thanks Lets get this done for everyone to have a chance to 
normal life again Margaret

2021-01-26 
05:40:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am fully in support of the vaccine and using any means to 
deliver it to the people. I am however concerned Re corrup7on 
and added uneccessary costs because of the way the food 
parcels was handled during lockdown. I have no solu7on to this 
other than to iden7fy and arrest anyone involved in corrupt 
behaviour but I have liple hope of that ever happening. Gertruida

2021-01-26 
05:10:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Over above the Government rollout approached, the 
government should also spot the provinces and areas where 
they have iden7fy that it's a epic centers, I think if they can also 
target those areas that will be great way to go. Nomsa

2021-01-25 
23:08:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government services are very poor and how will they be able to 
run the program while they are failing to serve the public with 
dignity and the aitude of public servants is very bad. This 
vaccine will end up with nepo7sm and normal people without 
family members in the health system will never get it. The 
current private sectors kicked dischem, clicks and other 
pharmaceu7cal should be able to assist to to reduce long ques in 
public hospitals. Patricia 

2021-01-25 
20:49:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

In view of the corrupt history by officials of the ANC , I am 
concerned that the vaccine roll out will not reach its intended 
beneficiaries. I suggest that the Team entrusted to engage in the 
roll out be selected from Non -Profit , Civil Society to form a 
body with clear direc7ves on how the roll out will take place, 
immediate financial  accountability , be transparent and provide 
day to day updates on the roll out with immediate ac7on taken 
against any individual suspected of corrup7on and bribery ( not 
a delayed reac7on like the recent PPE's debacle). 

Beena

2021-01-25 
19:04:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concern about efficacy of rollout as well as our vaccine price 
being almost double that of EU. Concerned about 
tenderpreneurs being involved in a situa7on that could cause 
loss of life. Dave

2021-01-25 
18:04:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ideally the vaccine should be accessible to all those that want to 
have it. Please do not postpone vaccina7on of your ci7zens. 
Also, consider what will be the access to such vaccine to those 
foreigners residing legally in your country.  I hope everyone has 
access to it! Patricia

2021-01-25 
13:59:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that proper precau7ons will be taken to ensure 
the efficacy of the vaccine. Quality control is so poor in SA I will 
not be surprised if the vaccines are not stored and transported 
under the right condi7ons. Darin

2021-01-25 
12:38:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Obviously the cost of vaccine and roll out will be of major 
concern.  Private sector should be involved and one way would 
be to offer tax incen7ve : ie 
If I employ 20 people and am willing to bear cost of inocula7ng 
20 employees the cost of doing this should be a TAX DEDUCTION 
for the company.  By doing this I am ensuring that my work force 
is protected and business can con7nue and a tax deduc7on will 
be welcome to already over taxed and burdened entrepreneurs/
business owners. lynda

2021-01-25 
11:02:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My brother in the UK had his first shot on Saturday.  It was a 
painless exercise.  He says that UK government is running out of 
people to vaccinate because of the nega7ve publicity around the 
vaccine.  His other comment was that he will require a second 
shot....instead of the vaccina7on centre telling him that he will 
be called in for the second shot, they told him to listen out for 
when people will be called in for the second shot. 

The lessons from this are that: 
1. Government must have a clear campaign to encourage and 
convince people to get vaccinated. 
2. Taxes are already high for the employed...government should 
be able to find money somewhere else without increasing taxes.  
This must be a free vaccine for all. 
3. Government needs to have clear plan on following up those 
vaccinated and tracking them to ensure they are well informed 
on when they will be due for their second shot. Tsitsi

2021-01-25 
10:22:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Will the vaccine reach the homeland, will it cover all the 
humanbeings living in South African especially  those in 
homelands, when the start roll out plan start how costly it with 
be,  my deepest concern is in local municipali7es where the roll 
out plan will run through then and they will have full access of 
the vaccine, special training and qualified  healthy care worker 
should be first priority in local municipali7es. Tumisho
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2021-01-25 
10:17:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government's sole distribu7on of the vaccine is poten7ally going 
to result in disaster. Charging medical aids a premium to cover 
the cost of the vaccine for parts of the uninsured popula7on is 
fair, however limi7ng them to only purchasing through 
government and following the rollout plan of government is 
restric7ve and unfair. Furthermore, government wants to raise 
taxes or increase debt to fund the vaccine rollout when they 
could allow private individuals/companies to procure their own 
vaccines which would reduce the cost burden to the state - 
instead they insist that they will rollout to all forcing government 
to bear the cost burden. 
Finally, according to what I've read, prisioners fall amongst 
people to receive the vaccine before the rest of the popula7on - 
I believe this is totally unfair and will cost the country's economy 
more. Prisoners are in a restricted space and are not 
economically ac7ve. By giving the vaccine to prisoners before 
the rest of the popula7on, you are delaying the ability of the rest 
of the popula7on to return to becoming economically ac7ve and 
hence delaying the economic recovery of the country. Surely 
there should be measures in place to be able to keep prisoners 
isolated from exposure - they are in LOCKDOWN! Why delay 
keeping the majority of the popula7on in lockdown when you 
can make the vaccine available to them earlier and those who 
are in prison, let them wait! Yusuff

2021-01-25 
09:58:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If we belong to a Medical Aid that can assist with the Roll Out 
this should be allowed. Dawn

2021-01-25 
09:42:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This rollout cannot come fast enough. People are dying in droves 
from what could be a preventable disease. Immunize the front 
line workers first, then our pensioners and those who are most 
at risk. Then get cracking and rollout to the rest of SA. Stop 
was7ng 7me. Amanda

2021-01-25 
09:03:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Like many South African's my greatest concerns is that: 
- There  is no credible plan by government on the roll out (i.e. 
dates, 7melines, dependencies, resources) 
- Government does not have the capability or capacity to 
manage the rollout 
- Government seemingly does not have the controls / oversight 
in place to prevent widescale corrup7on and syphoning of of 
funds to the ruling ANC 
 Christopher

2021-01-25 
09:02:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

For us to reach herd immunity this vaccine has to become 
mandatory.  One individual refusing to have the vaccine may 
greatly affect our goal towards herd immunity.  We may have 
many concerns but effec7vely we no longer have problems with 
polio, measles etc due to the mandatory vaccine.   Lesley

2021-01-25 
08:32:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Pls include transport and logis7cs industry in the essen7al 
worker category who must be priori7sed.  So many people rely 
on home deliveries and ALL industry relies on transport sector 
for goods and services. Gary

2021-01-25 
08:23:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that this will turn into another corrupt scheme for 
the government to  make money off of like the PPE tenders. The 
despera7on of the South African people will be manipulated and 
the government will take advantage of those less fortunate. 
Those with connec7ons will use up the vaccines leaving those 
who need it most without. Stephanie

2021-01-25 
08:15:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This Government has prooved over and over again that they are 
incompetent in every facet of their duty to us South Africans.  
Hand over the responsibility to private sector like medical aids, 
or non profit organisa7ons that has a proven track record like 
the Gim of the Givers founda7on. Aubrey

2021-01-25 
08:10:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ruling government has not proven that they are able to 
address and stamp out corrup7on within its ranks.  The vaccine 
roll-out will result in tender processes for fulfilment and I have 
no doubt that many pockets will be lined rather than many 
people saved. Kerryn

2021-01-25 
07:11:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is important that there is an equitable roll out of the vaccine. It 
is also unfair that government is the sole procurer of the 
vaccine. If private corpora7ons (medical aids) and individuals are 
able to procure it sould be allowed. Ludi 

2021-01-25 
07:03:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The fact that the govt want to get Black buss. People on board. 
This is not needed. corrup7on will once again take place.  
No real plan on the table to do the vaca7ons.   
Government is dragging its feet. Desiree 

2021-01-25 
06:51:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that prisoners should be geing the vaccine 
before the rest of the hardworking popula7on. The guards 
should get it, and the prison should be in lockdown un7l the end 
of the queue. People who are required to go to work everyday 
and are contribu7ng members of society should be geing it 
amer the health care workers Colleen

2021-01-25 
06:20:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on... I would not leave such an important task to this 
government as meny members will see this as an opportunity to 
make something on the side. The possibility of funding this from 
tax is only viable if the vaccine is free to all members of society, 
and if the tax is dropped once the en7re popula7on got it, and 
herd immunity was achieved. Cornel

2021-01-25 
05:58:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kubalulekile ukuthi isizwe sithole vaccine ngokushesha, Renny

2021-01-25 
03:32:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government is not doing good at such projects Oageng
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2021-01-25 
01:59:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The  government has no success in doing any projects let alone 
to vaccinate the na7on. There is no money in the government to 
buy or to do it effec7vely  as with the PPE the money will land in 
the wrong hands.  

Why can I not donate for my self and family out of free will 
through my medical aid  for the cost of my family and at the 
same 7me donate for two other individuals  

This will  assist  lighten the burden on the  government and 
reduce the opportunity  for fraud as the money will be 
controlled by my medical aid Richard

2021-01-25 
00:46:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How will this rollout happen and will it be in an efficient 
respec{ul manner. Or will it be in a classic south african manner,  
filled with corrup7on, favori7sm, disrespec{ullness, greed and 
lies? We have seem all this bad behavior from top government 
officials right down to the lower ranking officials becoming more 
blatant over the years. Are there honorable people s7ll lem in 
governments that care about all ci7zens? Jeremy 

2021-01-24 
20:26:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I  WOULD  LIKE TO GET THE VACCINATION ASAP PLEASE. 
jUST HOPE GOVERNMENT IS ABLE TO DO THE ROLL OUT AS 
QUICKLY AND EFFECTIVELY AS POSSIBLE Silvi

2021-01-24 
19:39:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Khanyisile

2021-01-24 
11:50:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the lack is the small qty procured and how long it 
will take to get heard immunity. Another year of this ?? Also The 
cost to me the tax payer & that the  vulnerable sick & elderly 
have not been men7oned at all. Elaine 

2021-01-24 
10:56:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

More details need to be provided in respect of 7ming and the 
exact roll out plan. Nkosinathi 

2021-01-24 
09:41:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Luzelle

2021-01-24 
09:24:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should provide us with all the informa7on 
rela7ng to the vaccine first  ie. Effacacy, side effects, dura7on of 
efficacy, especially rela7ng to people with  comorbidi7es  like 
myself. Once we have all the informa7on we can then make an 
informed decision vof whether to take the vaccine or not.  It 
should be our personal choice, not to be mandated upon us. 

I am asthma7c I have a child that is dependant on me . Why are 
the people with comorbidi7es not included in the first batch? A 

2021-01-24 
06:15:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My issue with our government is corrup7on, during roll out, you 
will find out that funds are missing, or worse funds are depleted 
but there's no roll-out of Vaccine. I don't trust our Government, 
it has failed too many 7mes.  
Why can't private sectors or medical aids be allowed to obtain 
the vaccine, so that roll out can be fast, effec7ve and efficient. Sanelisiwe 

2021-01-23 
22:37:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please priori7se the elderly in the rollout - it would be really 
easy to do - while vaccina7ons are being provided to frontline 
health workers you could allow 80s and over, then 70s and over, 
then 60s and over, there wouldn't be enough really old people to 
use up the vaccina7ons and they'd just need ID books or cards to 
prove their age, not too much admin. It would save the most 
lives. Please. Lesley 

2021-01-23 
13:33:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern about government roll out is that , will it be able to 
reach the right target in our communi7es. I'm in support of our 
government to vaccinate everybody except for those who have 
medical aids. Government should be able to reach the rural 
communi7es because most of them have no access to 
informa7on about the vaccine, they should educate them on 
how they will administer the vaccine. I'm also concerned about 
that popula7on who doesn't believe that the vaccine is safe, 
who have nega7ve myths about the vaccine. Balilwe Rose

2021-01-23 
08:35:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not have a problem with the Oxford vaccine. Please listen to 
Dr. John Campbell.My problem is that they have other people in 
the first group that doesn't deserve the right to have it before 
others. Madelein

2021-01-23 
08:07:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1.healthcare workers and associated persons..first 
2. Persons with comorbi7es and elderly over 65...second Rory

2021-01-23 
07:22:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that there are departments, in government,  
capable of managing the logis7cs required, nor the capability of 
providing the security of assets required to meet this objec7ve.  
They couldn't launch a chicken farm in the Free State and have 
wrecked, previously viable, SOE's. 

There is simply no discipline or experience  to rely on. Private 
enterprise like Insurance/Medical companies, supported by 
pharmaceu7cal and established logis7cs  will achieve, and 
exceed the objec7ves set by government. Mark

2021-01-23 
07:02:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. We currently struggle to follow up TB and HIV pa7ents due to 
their high mobility and incorrect addresses, how are we goung 
to follow people up for 2nd doses? 2. When certain groyps ate 
priori7ted for the vaccine, will they s7ll be protected staying 
with those not vaccinated? Thobeka

2021-01-23 
06:41:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This process needs to be 100% transparent. It should NOT be 
administered or controlled by the Government. It should be 
audited, managed, implemented and controlled by a QUALIFIED 
team of professionals including medical professionals, scien7fic 
professionals, auditors, logis7c and project management teams. 
Government should be stakeholders but not the in charge. Jacqueline
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2021-01-23 
06:03:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm worried that the government will not be successful in 
administering vaccines, especially to the aged....the government 
has always bungled things up , stolen or mismanaged.  There 
are'nt enough skilled individuals to administer vaccines.  The 
sugges7ons of other role players to ensure a more effec7ve  
rollout will most likely not be engaged with ( civic organiza7ons,  
NGOs ) Tasneem

2021-01-23 
00:47:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If government is going to roll-out the vaccine at shopping 
centres I hope they are going to offer it to the staff in these 
centres who have been and will con7nue to work 7relessly to 
serve us. The public can then be vaccinated star7ng with the 
elderly and people with disabili7es. Some of the public is guilty 
of hanging around in Malls are those who could not care about 
spreading the virus. While the majority of the elderly and people 
with disabili7es/ co-mobili7es stay homeafraid to contract Covid. 
They will therefore not benefit from general immunisa7ons 
unless it is a drive to specifically immunise them Government 
will also need to make sure that they "market" these drives and 
their benefits effec7vely for the target groups. Lastly, and maybe 
most important is that Government ensure that people do not 
"flock" together infec7ng one another. Zelna

2021-01-22 
22:05:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I just want the roll out to be effec7ve, efficient, quick, equitable 
and corrup7on free. Simona

2021-01-22 
18:33:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout of the vaccine is taking far too long. The  slow speed 
of the efforts to procure the vaccine is unethical and 
unacceptable as citezens are helpless in geing the vaccine Evan 
if we are prepared to pay for it.  There’s is a solu7on but 
government is failing us forcing us to comply with measures 
when they are not providing us with life saving solu7ons. This 
borders on a dictatorship and is monopolis7c and borderline 
communism we have no rights as individuals or private sector to 
procure for ourselves.  I personally feel like my basic 
cons7tu7onal  right to life is infringed upon as I can’t get 
vaccines for myself and my family.  

As far as rollout is concerned the best is to involve all medical aid 
schemes that should hire nurses or graduate nurses to create 
their own vaccina7on pop up centers directly as well as rely on 
private sector and business ins7tu7ons. Mar7neque 

2021-01-22 
18:20:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As with the R500bn pandemic relief that did not relieve anything 
because it cost R500,000 for a single bed in a temporary 
hospital, I cannot imagine this process will not also be rive with 
corrup7on.  I think that this process would be beper handled by 
the private sector, seeing that the private sector (medical aids) is 
paying for the roll-out. The private sector will look for 
efficiencies, and ensure that the process does not get corrupted. 
The private sector might also reach the immuniza7on level 
required much quicker than government. I understand from 
friends in the UK that there will be pop-up clinics in grocery 
stores from next week to help with the process. This is the type 
of clever thinking the private sector can bring to the table. Lukas

2021-01-22 
15:20:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hi. I am delighted that South Africa now has a plan for the first 
round of vaccina7ons. I agree that those who are most 
vulnerable and essen7al workers are targeted first. 
As a person with co-morbidi7es, but definitely not the most 
vulnerable, I would like more clarity on when I can expect to 
access the vaccine. 
I would also like to know more about how the government will 
provide transparent reports on what the vaccine coverage has 
been over the next few months. 
I would like to know what op7ons there are for people who are 
willing to pay for the vaccine to obtain it through private 
providers rather than puing a burden on the tax system and 
government distribu7on processes. 

Penny

2021-01-22 
14:45:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Looking at the sta7s7cs, older people are the one's who are 
finding it hard to recover as compared to the younger 
genera7on. It would be very much important to consider first 
the older popula7on and some of the popula7on who are 
suffering from chronic illnesses because these are people who 
have a slim chance of surviving such a pandemic. Thulani

2021-01-22 
14:17:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Dale

2021-01-22 
13:26:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our government has proven corrupt and incompetent at the 
best of 7mes. This will be just one more thing they use to enrich 
themselves and the people will pay the price with their lives. Corne

2021-01-22 
12:18:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Amer listening to Dr Linda Gray I decided to have the vaccine. 
She explained that there are more benefits than only C ovid19 
protec7on. The vaccine can prevent cancer as well.  

Biggest concern is that government will not allow NGO or 
Solidarity or other groups buy as well and roll out. Anandi

2021-01-22 
11:16:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The medical aids have the funds to procure vaccines for their 
members and sponsor some vaccines in the country. 
Government should not na7onalise the vaccine and allow the 
medical aids to bring in vaccine for their members and 
accelerate the 7me taken to achieve herd immunity at no cost to 
government Maeson

2021-01-22 
11:07:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Everybody needs access not select few! Available easily and free Ronel
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2021-01-22 
08:46:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the  government will set about establishing 
special structures to rollout the vaccine and increasing the cost 
of the process.  I am concerned that the opportunis7c and 
corrupt will be lobbying for a slice of a pie.  Based on the cost 
calculated from the US numbers USD1.5bn for 100m doses puts 
the price per dose at USD15 per dose.  That works out to roughly 
R600 for two doses.  Any unnecessary 'Logis7cs' organiza7ons 
established t rollout the vaccine will double maybe even triple 
that cost.  the Pharmaceu7cal suppliers already have distribu7on 
networks with Cold Chain secured.  We should not be looking to 
create new tenderpreneurs. Mervyn

2021-01-22 
08:35:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the roll out needs to include school age children and 
university students (along with teachers) so that educa7on can 
con7nue and pupils and students can apend their ins7tu7ons 
and are not set back any further in their academic studies. 

This of course depends on whether the vaccine is safe and 
effec7ve  

For the rest of us, if Invermec7n is indeed a poten7al solu7on, 
let SA know and make this alterna7ve available at its regular cost 
.  We all want to be part of the solu7on. Anoshi

2021-01-22 
08:01:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Helene

2021-01-22 
07:24:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

i want the vaccine, but feel that the prisoners should not be 
more important than me a law abiding tax payer. 
they should get the vaccine but amer health care worker, 
doctors, care homes, vulnerable persons.  
municipal workers should also not  be on top of the list. i am a 
worker why no me 
will this be a fair roll out, or will i be discriminated against 
because of my ethnic group? 

helen

2021-01-22 
07:23:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Amer seeing how strained our emergency rooms are for myself, I 
think it’s vital that we ensure there are enough vaccines secured 
for our frontline workers. The lack of ven7lators is causing too 
much strain. They are also clearly short staffed and do not have 
the required PPE despite the news telling us otherwise. Phase 1 
should be all healthcare workers. I salute our doctors and nurses 
who are working in impossible circumstances. Sharon

2021-01-22 
07:11:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is to corrupt to trust ,look at what happened to ppe 
tenders , 
Their must be clear transparency, how much it costs , we the tax 
payers cannot foot the bill , Robert 

2021-01-22 
06:54:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Must reach as many people as possible. Annalien

2021-01-22 
06:16:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should  not be solely responsible to roll this out. 
They can hardly roll out drivers licenses, passports, ID's. 
Corrup7on of the money available for vaccines. More private 
en77es should be able to roll out as they have proven  they are 
capable of doing this. The priority should be to get as many 
vaccines administered in a short period of 7me. Our clinics and 
government facili7es are atrocious to say the least , they can 
hardly hand out panado now they need to be responsible for 
vaccina7ons of millions. I will not receive a vaccine through a 
government facility but will do it at my own clinic or doctor. Nadia

2021-01-21 
22:21:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Reading about the phase approach has caused concern. I believe 
convicted criminals are in line for the vaccine way before some 
other members of the public.  
Surely upstanding, honest tax payers should be near the top of 
the list. 
We should be looking to other governments for direc7on. Our 
senior ci7zens represent a sector whose hard work has built up 
our economy. It's well understood that a very small percen7le of 
our popula7on are being taxed to the max to support SASSA 
grants etc.  
I completely agree that any individual in the medical fields 
should be immunized as an absolute priority, but I don't 
understand why the ruling party has sole mandate as far as 
vaccines are concerned.  
By inves7ng in the private sector, surely the common good of all 
South Africans is addressed. 
I believe that first inocula7ons should be received via a tax 
reference number. 
The poor cannot uphold this economy that has already been 
subjected to lockdown consequences. 
Thank you for allowing comments on this maper! Annepe

2021-01-21 
21:13:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Judging by the PPE scandals,and considering all that comes out 
in the Zondo Commission,  any roll-out by Government will 
undoubtedly be a disaster. 

There are enough private sector facili7es which could do a much 
beper job. Naboth 
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2021-01-21 
21:10:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to recover the Covid Relief Funds that was 
looted by illegal tenders and obtain maximum amount of 
vaccines as soon as possible to have majority of South Africans 
vaccinated.  This will enable business and employees to start 
func7oning op7mally and to start with an economic recovery 
plan to salvage whatever is lem. 
Tax payers can not be further burdened by addi7onal tax to fund 
vaccines.  More than sufficient funds were obtained through 
various Covid  fundings to obtain enough vaccines as well as PPE 
etc for our frontline workers.  The guilty par7es need to start 
paying back the looted money immediately, not amer enquiries 
and inves7ga7ons have wasted another decade. 
Government can also legalise the use of Ivermec7n that will take 
the strain off the amount of vaccines needed. Alta

2021-01-21 
17:45:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We would like Government to spear head the vaccina7ons and 
communicate effec7vely in order to create the some awareness . 
peoples confidence is really worry some and unless they have 
faith in the process and the medica7on itself, there will be very 
liple uptake and forth coming individuals. 
Rural area are a big danger because they are far from most 
communica7ons and updates. Tami

2021-01-21 
17:11:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not really care about the vaccine, if you want it then get it, if 
you do not want it then dont get it, who cares,,, butnis 
goverment has anything to do with the roll oit, it will be a mess 
like everything else they do. Jacques

2021-01-21 
16:53:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Priori7se taxpayers in the alloca7on of Vaccine Courtney

2021-01-21 
16:19:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We have lost faith in the government and I don't believe that 
they will be able to manage the roll out effec7vely. I also don't 
believe that prisoners should be some of the first ci7zens to 
receive the vaccine.  The vaccine would be beper served on tax 
paying, law abiding ci7zens who make a posi7ve contribu7on to 
society Andrea

2021-01-21 
15:39:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The third rollout will only get to the majority of people right at 
the end!  It is crazy.  The economy will keep on suffering if we 
don't get the vaccine quick enough to everyone nevermind the 
lives that will be lost before the vaccine reaches people.  The 
goverment cannot be trusted.  How do I know that it the the 
friends and families of goverment will be vaccinated first.  They 
are corrupt and that we know is a fact as we have no money is 
this country from goverment fraud and corrup7on.  The same 
will happen.  Also like with the financial assistance will it only go 
to BEE first or some other excuse.  I assume that companies will 
buy the vacina7on for employees hopefully where possible.  
Maybe in that way it will go to more people irrespec7ve of who 
they are. 

I can unfortunately not choose more than one op7on because I 
am also for alterna7ve medicines to be made available e.g.  
Ivermec7n. It should be a choice of individuals.  Why not 
legalising it as it has been proven elsewhere?  Goes to show 
somewhere there is a snake in the grass.  Who is going to lose 
money from not buying vaccines if they make alterna7ve 
medicines available?  We all know the answer to this.... Jackie

2021-01-21 
13:39:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why don't they use the same method as used to mobilize the 
country for elec7on day and vaccinate methodically and 
alphabe7cally. Not neccessarely in strict alfabe7cal order, but 
Surnames beginning wit a tday, d, tomorrow, w theday amer as 
an excample. Don't discriminate against any group or age. Health 
workers first and then the rest methodically. And please wake 
up, get enough vaccines. Tell us if we have to pay upfront to 
guarantee our vaccine. Dorothea

2021-01-21 
13:31:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to make sure that those who cannot afford a 
vaccine and those in remotes parts of the country have access to 
innocula7on Miguel

2021-01-21 
12:52:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I worry about the efficiency and competence of the government 
to roll out the vaccine 7meously and to great affect, where all 
ci7zens are vaccinated and thus protected from future 
infec7ons, corrup7on and incompetence is a major concern as 
well. I also really hope it becomes mandatory that everyone 
especially all children are vaccinated. Gesenthree 

2021-01-21 
12:33:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

GOVERNMENT SHOULD ALLOW PRIVATE ENTERPRISE  TO SUPPLY 
VACCINATIONS AND NOT HAVE A MONOPOLY  
VACCINATIONS SHOULD START IMMEDIATELY JEREMI

2021-01-21 
11:56:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be by choice.  
The Government are aiming to vaccinate 2 thirds of the 
popula7on by the end of the year (app 40 million) but only have 
secured 20 million vaccines - South Africans have suffered 
enough, do not give them false hope. We have had enough 
disappointments and the Government should respect this and 
rather rephrase the sentence to what they will be doing instead 
of what they aim for.  The overstatements are unbearable 
nowadays.  
Healthcare workers should be priori7zed, only if they are willing. 
Even if the vaccine is not tested properly, they have their families 
at heart when they take the vaccine to avoid giving the virus to a 
loved one.  
The same with high risk individuals, they would take their 
chances with the vaccine.  
Start with hotspots.  
I see a lot of posts on the DOH page advoca7ng the safety of the 
vaccine, They should be the ones to do more case studies to 
prove the effec7veness and side effects of the vaccine.  
I would like to see it on their page.  

C
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2021-01-21 
10:42:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Produc7on of vaccine in SA to ensure all ci7zens have access to 
the vaccine and for the country to try and generate income from 
the produc7on: 
Government should look at aiding Pharma's in SA to obtain 
licenses to produce the vaccine in exchange for a minimum cost 
price for its ci7zens and visitors. Since SA was involved in the 
Oxford University Trials, they should pursue the Astrazenenca  
(One Dose, Room Temperature)  vaccine. I believe this would be 
beper suited for the wider popula7on in SA, providing a single 
dose as apposed to a 2 dose (highly temperature controlled - 
Novax 2 dose) version. 
Ivermec7n Alterna7ve: We should start the applica7on of 
ivermec7n (readily available at our disposal) as a treatment to 
people as an interim measure whilst awai7ng the vaccine.  
Future Vaccines: We will in all likelihood need to formulate 
vaccines in future that are tailored to variant strains of the virus 
for ongoing (annual) applica7ons to people in SA. Based on our 
climate, different strains that the virus will mutate into etc. 
Producing this in country will form part of a longer term solu7on 
that would secure our peoples health and access.  
I am in favour of the proposed roll out priority (Health and front-
line workers, aged and those with exis7ng co-mormibidi7es, 
etc.) before the wider 'healthier and younger' populous. 
However 7ming and accessibility to these vaccines are obviously 
key to the roll out. People are dying now! 
Social awareness: 
Knowledge of preventa7ve care and s7gma of the virus all have 
an important part to play in curbing the virus. I believe the SA 
government can do more to promote more holis7c (natural) 
preventa7ve knowledge and advice on immune boosters and 
general health care, in lieu of vaccine availability to the general 
popula7on. This should be priori7sed and at the core of ongoing 
na7onal addresses and mass media influences. Partnerships with 
private sector businesses, media and SA Pharmas should be 
leveraged in order to aid those less privileged that may not have 
access to supplements (vitamins), knowledge and awareness of 
such key measures. 
Thank you 

Kind Regards,  
Leroushka Leroushka

2021-01-21 
10:15:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Vaccine should not only be rolled out by government, it 
should be available to private doctors and pharmacies. Thembi

2021-01-21 
09:05:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government incompetence to roll out quickly. Marie

2021-01-21 
08:54:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With reference to the vaccine, we are now 21st January and not 
one drop of vaccine has hit our shores, which is shocking.  Up 
un7l now, the government's response to Covid has been good, 
but to delay the aquiring of vaccines that can allow our already 
struggling economy to recover, is not good enough.  Why the 
delay?  Who is delaying?  Get vaccines here, NOW.  Get South 
Africans working again, so that we can re-build.  

Re the order of recipients: 
Healthcare workers 
Teachers 
Aged 80 + 
Aged 70+ etc 

Re funding - Medical aids have money and should be made to 
fund it, NOT at members expense.  Tax the mega-wealthy, NOT 
the  middle income groups who are already financially bleeding.   

I am BEGGING government to start the vaccine rollout and to 
PLEASE ensure transparency and honesty in purchasing and 
rolling it out.  Do NOT steal our future Lorraine

2021-01-21 
08:51:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think that there should be a registra7on pla{orm, whereby the 
data can be used to roll out to people with comorbidi7es, older 
people, school children. The vaccines can be administered at 
schools with children, for the parents as well.  

I do not go to taxi ranks or shopping malls. I try to stay home as 
much as possible and do my bit with my family to control the 
spread. I myself have comorbidi7es, my mom in law that lives 
with us as well.  We don't know how covid affects all people, 
healthy people and kids are dying, for no reason. Now my kids 
have to go to school without a vaccine, to protect them or those 
around them.  

I feel roll out should be transparent and there should be a 
central registry. The info can be basic and you can know when 
your vaccine will be available and where. IE closest school. 
Families and grades can go in blocks of 7me to minimize risk.  

The roll out should be, front line workers inc teachers, people 
with comorbidi7es, school going children, then the rest. Olga

2021-01-21 
08:46:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need to fast track the rollout , and using the private sector 
for all that want to use their medical aid or pay, to leave less of a 
burden to the government Sabine

2021-01-21 
07:02:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree that all primary healthcare workers are first in line. 
However, I believe that prison staff should be next in line but not 
the prisoners themselves as the need to face the consequences 
for their ac7ons. Rather use those vaccines for the poorest of 
the poor as they cannot afford it and are extremely vulnerable. Erica
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2021-01-21 
07:02:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Can you please ensure that all clinics, including Occupa7onal 
Health clinics and travel Medicine Clinics, which includes private 
and on site clinics are included in the  vaccina7on of  ci7zens. As 
we as occupa7onal Health prac77oners see a lot of clients on a 
daily basis and therefor can assist in the process  of vaccina7ons, 
decrease the work load on other facili7es.  And to ensure that 
ci7zens receive the vaccines in a medical facility  by registered 
medical personnel. Louisa

2021-01-21 
06:32:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If the government cannot even go about purchasing the vaccine 
correctly, how are they going to roll it out and ensure that 
everyone gets the vaccine?????????????? Vanessa

2021-01-20 
23:02:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our government is increasingly corrupt and incapable of running 
any program or project. Almyne

2021-01-20 
22:12:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Good day, 
My comment on the vaccine rollout is that priority, amer health 
care workers and other essen7al workers, should be given to TAX 
PAYERS. Get the taxpayers and anyone who is employed 
vaccinated and the economy can con7nue. Those with jobs must 
stay healthy and keep earning and paying tax! The tax payers are 
essen7al in order to pay social grants, government employees, 
etc. and the government is rather in a pickle without tax 
revenue. Those that keep this country afloat should be looked 
amer.  
Many thanks. Karen

2021-01-20 
19:45:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It would be important to priori7se the roll out of vaccine. Aksi to 
ensure that vaccines do reach those it is intended to. I am very 
concerned that the majority of SA ci7zens are s7ll believing 
myths about vaccines and uneducated on how it work. 
Compains should be launched to provide public with accurate 
info. Majority s7ll think vaccine contains chip or us harmful! 
Right info to be shared with all to understand science and drive 
behind vaccine. A.R.

2021-01-20 
13:40:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government It is not happening fast enough! Judith 

2021-01-20 
13:39:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have very liple faith in the Government being able to do the roll 
out effec7vely, fairly, efficiently etc Sharron

2021-01-20 
13:03:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To know that Vaccine works let the Poli7an's and their families 
Start to vaccinate, once vaccinated a month later the whole 
na7on can be vaccinated by use of nearest hospital Mannya

2021-01-20 
11:43:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Concerned about tender fraud Cindy 

2021-01-20 
10:53:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

NTHETSHELE
SENI

2021-01-20 
10:26:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the government is far behind on the 
schedule with regards to the roll out of the vaccine and this will 
be further delayed by bad procurement plans and policies.  
The government should have already recieved enough vaccines 
to roll out phase 1 but there has been no movement on this or 
percentage there of for the people of South Africa to know what 
is happening and when the general populas is about to start 
geing the vaccine Dwaine

2021-01-20 
10:21:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I truly hope we come close to the government roll-out plan. It 
seems overop7mis7c to me. Danielle

2021-01-20 
10:17:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government has only tested a small por7on of the 
popula7on for COVID in almost a year! How are the vaccines 
going to be managed that it will be more effec7ve than the 
COVID-19 tes7ng plan, which failed. 
No middle men, from manufacturer to health facili7es to the 
public, therefore no corrup7on! Angela

2021-01-20 
09:23:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like more clarity on the roll-out of the plan. Time, cost 
and who will receive it when. 
Also, the process needs to be more transparent and move faster. 
Keep an eye on the cost. 
SA has the facili7es to develop its own vaccine. Why do we not 
do it? The private sector can do it. Adré

2021-01-20 
09:21:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I definitely want to take the vaccine as soon as it is available Rashmi

2021-01-20 
09:14:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our government has been plagued with corrup7on and I am 
concerned that funds will con7nue to be pillaged and not used 
effec7vely for the rollout of the vaccine. Colin DSA

2021-01-20 
08:08:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Warren

2021-01-20 
07:44:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Silo

2021-01-20 
06:46:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Helena

2021-01-20 
06:38:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think that government has been too slow in  aquiring the Covid 
19 Vaccine. But I hope that once it arrives in our country that it is 
rolled out efficiently. I do not have faith in our ANC led 
government Fulvia

2021-01-19 
21:50:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Its about geing a vaccine procured that is effec7ve with low 
side effects 
Most importantly I am concerned about the 7ming for the roll 
out- we need this sooner than later. The processes take too 
long.Also poten7al corrup7on in the roll out process. 
The vaccines are taken in 2 doses. Im concerned that the 
procurement of a specific vaccine is not enough to have a 
second/ follow up one of the same producer. J

2021-01-19 
18:53:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the government must do what they are doing but they 
must not prevent the private market to also access the vaccine Dalene

2021-01-19 
18:43:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I want vaccine ASAP. However with the small volumes on order, 
it will be nearly a year before I am vaccinated. 
There should be a roster of all willing to be vaccinated, and 
those that don’t want be replaced by those on the roster - 
irrespec7ve of ‘priori7za7on’ Barbara
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2021-01-19 
17:36:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am glad we have been able to secure a decent number of 
vaccines. I hope that the roll-out does target those that require it 
most, and that the system/process is not manipulated or abuse. 
I am concerned that the roll-out will be fraught with corrup7on 
and manipula7on, and as a result have an unnecessary impact 
on taxpayers. It would most likely be more effec7vely executed  
by a private organisa7on, or perhaps a JV between private and 
public organisa7ons. Gareth

2021-01-19 
16:29:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Biggest concern is that this roll-out will be done by Goverment. 
Goverment is not able to do this roll-out and just want to use 
this again as a tool to influence votes and enrich themselves. 
We need an organisa7on that is a-poli7cal to do this ; for 
example Gim of the Givers. Gerdi

2021-01-19 
15:53:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm all for vaccina7ng care workers and essen7al workers first. I 
just hope the vqccines aren't stolen or somehow hijacked for 
personal gain Lesley

2021-01-19 
14:11:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Die proses moet regverdig en wetenskaplik gefundeerd geskied. 
Die mate van bedrog en skandale wat reeds tydens die 
grendelstaat voorgekom het, het die breë publiek se vertroue in 
die regering en sy amptenare sleg geskend. Die uitrol van die 
entstowwe bied net nog 'n geleentheid vir sogenaamde en7teite 
om die proses te kaap vir finansiële gewin (m.a.w. bedrog en 
misdaad wat betrokke kan wees) en dat die entstof nie uitkom 
waar dit die nodigste is nie. Die proses moet korrupsieloos 
plaasvind. Linepe

2021-01-19 
13:27:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Govt. just needs to make sure it is done effec7vely. I support 
being vaccinated (in my turn - health workers and support 
individuals come first). Thank you. Nick

2021-01-19 
12:17:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe that the Government should have sole control 
over the vaccine roll out, the private sector should be involved. 
I disagree that prisoners should be on the list in the first roll out, 
yes vaccinate the prison officials but not the prisoners. Angela

2021-01-19 
12:13:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As it is we are short of health workers currently due to the Covid 
epidemic, so I am unsure how they will be able to do a sufficient 
rollout of the vaccine especially in the rural areas? 

Will they deploy voluntary re7red health workers to assist 
perhaps? Judy

2021-01-19 
12:10:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should allow private companies to buy the 
vaccine to vaccinate their employees and families.  This will take 
the pressure off government. Lisa

2021-01-19 
11:46:53 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How can we be sure government will roll out the vaccine 
effec7vely? Health care workers, the elderly and those with 
concerning comorbidi7es should be vaccinated first. Thereamer 
the vaccine needs to be rolled out in the informal areas where 
the is no access to clean running water and where the average 
ci7zen cannot afford to purchase masks and sani7zer on a 
regular basis. Private medical aid members must thereamer be 
given the op7on to get the vaccine.  

Vaccine will need to reach at least 2/3 of the popula7on in order 
to obtain herd immunity. Leola

2021-01-19 
10:45:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

In South Africa we have mandatory vaccina7ons rou7nely, I do 
not see how people are having an issue with the covid-19 
vaccine being mandatory. I do however have grave concerns on 
the roll-out of the vaccine. Our government have failed us in so 
many ways and by own admissions several BILLIONS of Rands 
donated for use towards PPE etc have been stolen. How do we 
guarantee that the vaccines won't be misapropriated by 
unscrupulous government officials and sold off to the highest 
bidder, leaving the vulnerable and tax paying ci7zens without. 
As for the safety of the vaccines, it is government's duty to stop 
the misinforma7on and scare mongering, our country seems 
made up of easily manipulated and gullible people who will 
believe anything they read or hear. Our economy cannot survive 
the stupidity! Philipa

2021-01-19 
10:40:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Please provide vaccines as soon as possible!!! D

2021-01-19 
09:59:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government have not been able to implement anything 
successfully and without corrup7on. Let the private sector rum 
this Richard 

2021-01-19 
09:49:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government We the government be able to deliver? Ka7e

2021-01-19 
09:28:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private industry, the Solidarity Fund and medical aids will be 
paying for the vaccines, so therefore they should be controlling 
the acquiring, storage, distribu7on and vaccina7ng Ann

2021-01-19 
09:16:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There has to be a partnership between business and the 
goverment to roll the vacine out successfully. Alone there will be 
many challenges and failures, corrup7on etc. We also need an 
independant body to oversee and organise this with the 
goverment for people to trust the process. It has to go smooth. johan
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2021-01-19 
09:07:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern and observa7on is the following and this comment 
is not about the haves and have nots but more about how the 
vaccine could have been secured by private sector in 
collabora7on with private healthcare sector and what the 
posi7ves would have been. It is fair to state that many 
healthcare workers, police, essen7al workers are on private 
medical schemes, medical schemes are obliged to pay for the 
vaccine so why not allow them to give the facts and figures on 
their profiles that meet the phase 1 and phase 2 envisaged by 
government then allowed them through government to 
financially secure these vaccines and  role them out , this would 
have allowed our front line workers to get vaccinated our 
vulnerable popula7on and chronic sufferers that are most 
vulnerable as well.    
This effec7vely would have been posi7ve for the government in 
the following way. 

Remove the financial pressure 
Remove the logis7cs for this part of the popula7on 
Medical schemes could have embarked on covering uncovered 
vulnerable members of the popula7on working at corporate, OR 
embarked on helping uncovered popula7on by collabora7ng 
with the same corporate  to vaccinate part of the uncovered 
popula7on within their community as part of their Corporate 
social responsibility in conjunc7on with public healthcare 
services.   

I do believe never before has collabora7on taken place so much 
between private and public as now and we need to push forward 
with this as its peoples livelihood at stake and the economy as a 
whole.    

If we asked every medical scheme member to do a voluntary 
dona7on of  R 70 per month for 1 2 months  it would mean each 
of us have contributed to 1   uncovered person being covered . 
this can be collected via the medical scheme and kept in their 
accounts to do these vaccina7ons for uncovered vulnerable 
popula7on  .  
We can blame and moan but lets rather be part of the united 
na7on we can be we can each play a liple part in figh7ng this. 
 Jacqui

2021-01-19 
09:06:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jacques

2021-01-19 
08:59:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine roll out is essen7al to return the country to as near 
normal as possible.  My concern is the corrup7on that will occur 
as with all other government run schemes.  Aphrodite

2021-01-19 
08:53:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do believe the Companies such as Clicks and Dischem should be 
able to access and retail the vaccine to individuals that can 
afford to pay for it and where possible pay extra to help pay for 
those who cannot afford it. 

Further to this i believe that the tax payer who is earning and 
income should be vaccinated first so that we can return to work 
and that we can increase the ability to earn income, and 
increase available jobs.  Individuals in the service industry should 
be looked at too. 

Where possible allow the Medical aids to do their own mass 
vaccina7on programs for members. Also allow organisa7ons 
such as the big retailers to create their own staff vaccina7on 
programmes, mines etc to do the same. Carey

2021-01-19 
08:51:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Who will be administering the vaccines?  Why are they targe7ng 
shopping malls as surely vaccines must be administered under 
proper medical guidelines in a safe and sterilized area?  Will my 
GP have access to the vaccine as I would prefer to have my 
vaccina7on done by my GP.  How are they going to monitor 
people that have already received the vaccine to ensure that 
somebody isn't vaccinated twice?  Will they also try and obtain 
the Pfizer vaccine? Fiona

2021-01-19 
08:51:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

concerns regarding 
- when the vaccine will be received 
- quan7ty 
- availability 
- how long it will take to reach herd immunity 

best regards 
Alison

2021-01-19 
08:48:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Spending money on saving unsaveable SAA instead of vaccines. 
With the uncontrollable corrup7on...can they do this without 
corrup7on. Also making sure the area that needs it the most get 
it...not sure how good the data gathering across the country is. 
Also the planning around geing vaccines into arms. Seema

2021-01-19 
08:29:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine rollout needs to be 7meous, accurate and well 
managed. The most vulnerable such  as those with co-
morbidi7es, healthcare workers, teachers, and the aged should 
be priori7sed. This process needs to be corrup7on free and 
absolutely controlled to ensure that the right  people get the 
vaccine, and any follow up jabs, as required. It is also vital to 
ensure that the vaccine is handled & issued as required and not 
overpaid for through corrup7on and kickback deals.  Done 
properly, this vaccine roll out can save lives and jobs. Done 
poorly, it would just be more money wasted by the government Fiona

2021-01-19 
08:03:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please decentralize the rollout. Planning can roll up to central, 
let the leaders of the communi7es plan the rollout. Reenu
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2021-01-19 
08:03:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Nothing that government has got involved in is a success. If they 
are involved a few will get rich at the expense of ci7zens lives. 
The corrupt are happily s7ll in government carrying on as 
normal. Why should we believe that they now will have a change 
of heart? Private must be involved in the procurement of the 
vaccine or we will land up being one of the countries with the 
slowest rollout of the vaccine on the globe. Already they have 
failed us with the procurement of the vaccine. Stefano

2021-01-19 
08:00:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment do not have the skill or trust factor to make sure that 
a fairly distribu7on of the vaccine will be follow.  
Medicial aid to be involved  with the proses with the inten7on to 
provide the same amount to the pour and people with no 
medicial aid.  
I do support  the idea to sponser vaccine for someone for each 
recieved.  
I do realize that the vaccine have a risk factor, but think ot os less 
than the virus have.  Full support for vaccine. Kinnie

2021-01-19 
07:55:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I imagine a good chunk of the vaccines will go missing and then 
find their way to the highest bidder. But I do support rolling out 
the vaccine, you'd be stupid not to get vaccinated. Gareth

2021-01-19 
07:52:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned with the amount of corrup7on and spending of tax 
payers money. Even during the lockdown criminal minded 
government connected people have gained unnecessarily from 
aid plans intended for the poor and needy. Private ins7tu7ons 
should be responsible for rolling out the vaccine. Geoffrey 

2021-01-19 
07:42:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Who is going to be vaccinated why only 20mil 67% why not 
vaccinated every ci7zen of South Africa. francois

2021-01-19 
07:32:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There is a history of mismanagement by government when it 
comes to projects like these. This is coupled with tendencies to 
collect bribe to put people on the lists for things that are 
supposed to be free. Worse this is about the health and/or life  
of the people. Manone

2021-01-19 
07:06:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As long as corrup7on isn't involved,  I support the vaccina7on 
programme Map

2021-01-19 
07:04:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that Medical ins7tu7on cannot procure the 
vaccine as well to support their members. 
It is like the Government hold them at ransom for them to do 
the best for their members. Laurence

2021-01-19 
06:51:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe government should not be the sole buyer, private 
ins7tu7ons should be allowed to purchase and rollout their own 
vaccines (i.e. medical aids). Government can barely func7on and 
we must trust them with such an important task which they 
already failed at. They couldn't even secure vaccines even 
though we were part of the trails. Big fail! Derrick

2021-01-19 
06:49:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

selec7on criteria of who’ll get the vaccines first! 
1. Agree with healthcare workers, teachers and police etc. 
2. Don’t agree with taxi ranks and prisoners as most of these 
people are informal workers not paying taxes Morne

2021-01-19 
06:22:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Graeme

2021-01-19 
06:22:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines, like PPE,s may be subjected to corrup7on by 
government officials. If they stock pile food parcels meant for 
poor people in their garages, what difference would vaccine 
doses make. I suggest that NGO,s, like Gim of the givers and 
other credible private sector ins7tu7ons be roped in for 
distribu7on, otherwise we are heading for the worst corrup7on 
ever. Prince

2021-01-19 
05:52:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please allow Corporates to roll out to their employees and 
families. This will cut out corrup7on,  and will be done more 
efficiently. Shan7

2021-01-19 
04:41:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that our government will stuff the roll out as they did with 
alloca7ng Tenders for the PPE's. They will allocate the vaccine 
rollout to people connected to them and the black market will 
be flooded and the poor will suffer Derick

2021-01-19 
04:18:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the vaccines will not even make it into the 
country due to corrup7on and missing funds. Should they arrive 
my next concern is management of the distribu7on and cold 
chain. Prepy hard to trust that things will be done properly.  

Bridget
2021-01-18 
21:45:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Malia

2021-01-18 
21:07:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government efficiency. What new fraud will we see and will the 
vaccine go to the right people. Their must be total transparency 
on ingredients, test results and alloca7ons Manda 

2021-01-18 
20:40:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see more detailed (or at least less vague) plans 
about hwo govt. will roll this out to service providers who can 
administer these vaccines. 

Who are going to be the service providers, how will they be 
selected, what the the mandatory requirements be for storage 
and administering of the vaccines? 

Who are the independent bodies who with audit the 
procurement and roll-out process to ensure the monopolis7c 
way in which the procurement has taken place was done in such 
a manner that it was corrupt-free. 

Taken the above into account I would also like to know who is 
not only responsible, but accountable (and can be taken legal 
ac7on against, i.e. criminal charges) if the independent audit 
recommends this be done. Werner

2021-01-18 
20:16:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Carol
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2021-01-18 
19:47:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am deeply concerned about the government ability to 
efficiently rollout the vaccine programme to the two thirds of 
the South African popula7on in view of their poor track record in 
terms of service  delivery.  The solely dependent on the 
government will fail dismally. The involvement of private sector 
is highly cri7cal and must take a leading role in this regard  if the 
vaccine is to be deployed successfully.  Especially general 
prac77oners and large pharmacies just to men7on a few. 

Butana

2021-01-18 
19:19:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

At this point the only way out of this pandemic and 
humanitarian crisis is to get as many people as possible 
vaccinated. Obviously top priority is for Front-line health-
workers, people over 18 with comorbidi7es and essen7al 
workers like teachers etc to get the vaccine. It is the only way to 
get the economy back on track and save lives and restore 
livelihoods.  Therefore this is the one opportunity that 
Government cannot afford to mess up. They need to be 
transparent, avoid any form of corrup7on and incompetence 
and get all avenues and stakeholders involved to ensure its 
success. Communica7on and teamwork is now essen7al, and no 
prejudices should be allowed or tolerated to hinder coopera7on 
and ul7mately this programme's success.  It needs all sectors of 
society ac7vely involved and working together. This will be a 
mammoth task, more so now that we are seemingly already on 
the back-foot with regards to geing enough vaccines procured 
let alone geing it distributed and administered. Aj

2021-01-18 
18:36:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Does the government have the capability to see this through?  
Why isn’t Invermec7n being considered? Carol

2021-01-18 
18:16:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Govt cant do this alone, pvt sector involvement is crucial. 
The above is proven to be true in the US. Federal govt has failed 
to meet targets yet states that decided to go independent have. 
Govt must enlist assistance of big chain pharmacies and in turn 
those chain pharmacies must allot  specific pharmacies who will 
cater for vaccina7on. 
Priority list must be transparent. If it's possible for govt to tell us 
daily death rate, they should be able to tell us vaccina7on rate 
and geographical areas where it has taken place 
Teachers must be priori7zed so schools can open Thandeka

2021-01-18 
18:00:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the vaccina7on will not be rolled out to all 
ci7zens - it is essen7al that the poorer areas are adequately 
covered and that EVERYBODY has access to the vaccine and that 
it is mandatory - this must happen  ASAP- the way the virus is 
spreading is frightening. Ann

2021-01-18 
17:52:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to not only the government be in control of the roll 
out but the private sector too Jitske

2021-01-18 
17:44:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There has to be absolute transparancy at every level, from 
sourcing to roll-out. The private sector needs to be part of the 
opera7on, as a partner and not in the usual dictotorial, 
authorita7on governmental style. Gorvernment needs lessons in 
implementa7on... urgently. Barbara

2021-01-18 
16:27:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If  medical aids and other organiza7ons are also allowed to 
obtain and administer the vaccine the roll-out will be fast and 
effec7ve. It cannot be lem to government to do. Incompetence 
and corrup7on will ensure that this roll-out fails.  
Why give it to prisoners who are not in contact with the outside 
world? As tax paying ci7zen who has worked very hard to get the 
economy back on its feet throughout all the lockdowns I have to 
wait for the vaccine but the prisoner is first in line? Jeanepe

2021-01-18 
16:26:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am honestly shocked at the amount of people not suppor7ng 
the roll-out of this vaccine so that we can return to normal 
sooner. There is a serious lack of scien7fic understanding in 
South Africa. My only concern is that the government won't be 
able to roll it out fast enough. Nadia

2021-01-18 
15:39:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do support the vaccine  privided if it is gonna save lifes and also 
our gaverment officials must lead by examples in order to 
mo7vate ci7zens to take it. luyolo

2021-01-18 
15:25:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC has proven itself to be corrupt through and through 
and cannot be trusted to prevent corrup7on and corrupt ANC 
officials and connec7ons to not steal these vaccina7ons. or make 
an obscene profit from them. The ANC councilors would make it 
mandatory that you need to be an ANC member to get a 
vaccine. ANC = corrup7on, the ANC is the MAFIA and the largest 
gang, seeing as they cannot even carry out their own rules and 
get their corrupt members to step down. 
The ANC government is so useless a liple country like Seychelles 
is vaccina7ng their people already and here we are facing major 
delays with the vaccine roll out. 
But they can find tax payers money to fund the corrupt and 
bankrupt SAA. George

2021-01-18 
14:48:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the tax payer money is spent properly and 
honestly to get vaccines as our government has the tendency to 
make money dissappear with dodgy deals, corrup7on to serve 
their own pocket and to enrich themselves at the cost of the 
country. It may not be everyone, but as proven with the state of 
the country, the many far outweigh the few

Willem 
Johannes 

2021-01-18 
14:39:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We will wait a year to get our 67% done, my aunt in German just 
received her first and the next in 3 weeks 7me ,  no money to 
secure anything in sunny S.A . Mar7n

2021-01-18 
14:36:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The fact that government can't even spend the covid relive fund 
transparently or even get books to all the government schools 
pre covid... How will they be the sole distributors for the vaccine. Chris

2021-01-18 
14:17:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Concerns when we will receive the vaccines Christopher
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2021-01-18 
14:14:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried about when the vaccine will be made available 
considering the high infec7on rates and death. My worry is that 
we might be too late by the 7me the government wakes up and 
sees that this is a human rights viola7on. Also the capacity and 
leadership of the department of health to rollout the vaccine- 
considering the incompetencies of the officials. I am worried 
that the ANC does not have the poli7cal will to see this through 
and corrup7on will impede the rollout of the vaccine Colwyn

2021-01-18 
14:13:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the governments abilityinten7on to roll 
out the vaccine properly and fairly. Ivor-John

2021-01-18 
14:12:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have read that incarcerated prisoners will get the vaccine in 
Phase 2 (before the general popula7on) to ul7mately aid in herd 
immunity. Even though they are in their own lockdown 
indefinitely... 

I don't understand or appreciate why tax paying, na7on-building 
ci7zens are not a priority in this regard? I'm glad that our hard-
working frontline medical professionals will be vaccinated as 
soon as possible, but SA's government is, yet again, sending law-
abiding, scared and exasperated voters the message that we are 
not a priority, that the virus spreading is our fault, and that we 
will be punished through uncons7tu7onal regula7ons in the 
mean7me - also indefinitely. 

While the presidency has not respected us enough to be 
transparent about the Solidarity billions that have gone missing,  
I hope that we are kept in the loop about the vaccine roll-out  
plan and that the South African government will have the 
decency to subsidise it. Lize

2021-01-18 
13:55:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Medical personnel and those over the age of 60 years and those 
with co morbifi7es to be first please. Dianne

2021-01-18 
13:43:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that money will be siphoned off due to 
corrup7on as always and that this will further nega7vely affect 
the economy, Carmen

2021-01-18 
13:36:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Roberto 

2021-01-18 
13:32:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern has to do with the widespread corrup7on shown by 
the South African government in response to the Corona virus 
pandemic so far. Tracey

2021-01-18 
13:22:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do believe we need the vaccine to contain further infec7ons 
and death which have brought misery to many families. 
The government should: 
1. Approve vaccines for use in South Africa. 
2.Procure the vaccine and make it available as a maper of 
urgency; for health care workers. 
3. Allow private sector to distribute the vaccine; this will ensure 
people who can afford are able to buy for themselves, thereby 
reducing the burden on the state. 
4. Legislate for the COVID to be added on the PMBs to allow 
vaccine to be available through medical aid. Thulisiwe

2021-01-18 
12:52:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

SA Government must s7ll proof themselves to conduct business 
without corrup7on. I am worried it will cost the taxpayers 
money and they fail to produce vaccines for majority of 
popula7on.  
They need to enable medical aids to procure their own vaccines 
for their members. Yvepe

2021-01-18 
12:37:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government The distribu7on must be flawless and transparent. Patricia

2021-01-18 
12:35:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried about the roll-out, and procurement of the 
vaccines. The experience over 7me is that the government is 
constantly dogged by stealing in it's ranks.  
I support that they want to centralize the procurement, with the 
aid/guidance of the Auditor-General. The extra step would be to 
get an external auditor as well, to monitor this process.  

This minute it is administered to the normal folk, then I will have 
faith we will get to herd immunity status. Kgotso

2021-01-18 
12:26:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are to many people geing sick and dying in hospitals 
without the vaccine that can safe everyone. As said that the 
Herd immune will help all south Africans. 
All South Africans must be able to get the Vaccine at no cost to 
South Africans. 
I see to may trauma in families happening Samuel 

2021-01-18 
12:18:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the vaccina7on plan and do hope that the 
government will be able to implement the roll out successfully 
without any fraud or unethical behaviour Liz

2021-01-18 
12:00:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Will older, vulnerable people be targeted at an early stage? Kopano

2021-01-18 
12:00:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Already noted that the state has taken strain, specifically the 
health care units. These ci7zens need to be thanked and given 
higher ranks in society. The roll out should have no financial 
benefits to tenderpreneures and businesses to avoid the norm in 
SA of gaining for own pockets Seitha7 

2021-01-18 
11:32:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that the Government didn't do enough to secure the 
vaccine earlier, like other countries have, we always seem late to 
the game.  Our Healthcare workers should have had this vaccine 
way before the second wave.  The teachers should be next in line 
to receive the vaccine, to allow our children to get back to 
school.  We are messing with their futures here! Astrid
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2021-01-18 
11:30:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hello,   
My main concern that the roll out is going to be a massive task, 
which is hugely suscep7ble to fraud and irregulari7es that 
government normally have. Why is the process solely being 
controlled by the Health Dept?  Why can't medical aids, private 
medical companies and companies like Dischem source the 
vaccina7ons as well? Surely this will aid government to roll out 
quicker? If 3rd party suppliers follow and are governed by the 
same procurement methods and checks the DOH are governed 
by why can't they get. 
The roll out plan for the +/-20 million that the Health 
department is adver7sing is going to take forever, and that's not 
even half of what is required. 
I would say, all hands on deck and  the more help the beper. 
It worries me with just the health department controlling 
everything, because, unfortunately our confidence in 
government is at an all 7me low because of the 
misappropria7on of funds, fraud and corrup7on, lack of hospital 
and staffing prep for the 2nd wave, and not to men7on where 
did the R500BN go? 

I really hope I am wrong and the the DOH and Government can 
safely and effec7vely manage this vaccine roll out of 2/3'rds of 
the popula7on this year. I am suppor7ng it, and looking forward 
to receiving mine. Donavene

2021-01-18 
11:27:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the vaccine is cri7cal for SA. However we need to know 
the planned rollout . The Government needs to be transparent 
on this ... we hear it will start in Feb ... but how and where . 
I think this is a good opportunity to show the world how efficient 
Africa can be -- but then we need to deliver on the strategy Yvepe

2021-01-18 
11:18:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I support Government roll out, it won't be easy for government 
to vaccinate every ci7zen , I have request that the cost of public 
workers and companies must be at  their medical aid, 
government should be concern only about poor people who 
don't afford this. 

The rolll-out must start at school l  
 andd teachers so we allow kids back to school as they are not 
safe at. Home. 

Second rolll-out must  must be forefront worker,soo they can 
help others,and third must be everyone.. 

Let's allow schools and  hospital works with not fear by giving 
dem vaccine. 

Muchipi
2021-01-18 
11:12:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government taking too long to procure and vaccinate people. Wilma

2021-01-18 
11:03:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

private sector must alsobeallowed to aquire and distrubute the 
vaccine willem

2021-01-18 
11:00:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hopefully the government does not steal funds meant for 
Vaccines like they did with the PPE and the missing 500 billion Beverley

2021-01-18 
10:52:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government does not have the capacity to do this centrally and 
alone. Allow the private medical industry to buy, distribute and 
inject willing pa7ents Jurie

2021-01-18 
10:44:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out of the vaccine to achieve herd immunity is quite simply 
the only way to end the pandemic and return our lives to some 
semblance of normality... whether science deniers believe this or 
not is immaterial. 

The vaccine should therefore be our first priority and 
government has thus far failed dismally at acquiring the requisite 
doses. 80million doses are required for 40million people and 
government has secured 21.5million. Furthermore, there is no 
concrete plan on how to roll them out. It is absolutely impera7ve 
that the private sector be involved in procurement and 
distribu7on, but measures need to be put in place to ensure that 
distribu7on is equitable. Perhaps every ci7zen who is able to pay 
and who wants a vaccine should be asked to pay for another 
ci7zen who cannot afford it? I am afraid I have few prac7cal 
logis7cal sugges7ons to make other than to state that the 
exper7se certainly does exist within the country. Exis7ng supply 
chains within the private and public sectors must be leveraged. 

This must be coupled with an educa7onal drive to explain what 
is in the vaccines and how they work. Katherine

2021-01-18 
10:44:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Any registered healthcare facility or prac77oner should be able 
to acquire and administer the vaxine 

Gerhard

2021-01-18 
10:43:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government due to corrup7on has been extremely poor on 
delivering to any of its promises. The concern is that we don't 
have the skill to manage the roll out efficiently and effec7vely. If 
you add that due to poten7al corrup7on we can expect in 
figh7ng and selec7ve delivery the roll out remains a real 
concern. I believe by u7lising Corporate South Africa including 
the medical aids we can roll this out quickly and effec7vely and 
help fund some of the vaccines for the Government to roll out to 
poorer communi7es. Stephen

2021-01-18 
10:35:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government H
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2021-01-18 
10:34:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There has been so much corrup7on around the tenders for PPE, 
and the issuing of grants, that should the dispensing of the 
vaccines not be priva7zed,  whereby no party who has a family 
member who holds ANY posi7on in a government organisa7on 
may be involved??   
I agree to dispense to healthcare workers and ANY person who 
works in a hospital / clinic facility including cleaning staff etc 
first. 
Next would be any frontline worker - police, teachers, fireman 
Medical aids and hospitals would have records of those on 
chronic care who are more at risk and add risk to  placing 
pressure on hospitals, I think they should be next regardless of 
age 
Perhaps Children in schools should be next,  they are placing 
addi7onal risk on families and the elderly by mixing at schools, 
but educa7on must con7nue, it is paramount to the countries 
future. Shirley

2021-01-18 
10:22:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government To be able to reach out all in need on 7me. 

Kunyula 
Stanley 

2021-01-18 
10:20:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The 7melines that the minister of health men7oned seemed 
very unlikely to be achieved. Would like to see more detail on 
the program and as always corrup7on is a big risk Aubrey 

2021-01-18 
10:07:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government The rollout needs to be fast to be effec7ve Luan

2021-01-18 
10:06:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need to distribute vaccines as soon as possible in order to 
allow the economy to start func7oning fully again. Government 
alone should not be solely responsible for this - private 
companies/partnerships should be brought on board to enable 
vaccina7ons to happen as soon as possible. Lauren

2021-01-18 
10:03:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that government is in charge of the procurement 
and roll out of the vaccines. I do not understand why the private 
sector is not allowed to procure the vaccine directly. 
Also, why would you priori7ze prisoners for vaccina7on? Armand

2021-01-18 
09:58:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is that the prisoners will get it before the 
general public, how is it that possible and why are the criminals 
being protected before the rest of the good decent law abiding 
ci7zens. I have had COVID and so has my husband and we pulled 
through, we were lucky. Is the vaccine available for young 
Children? Will it cause steriliza7on under the public? Who can 
confirm the side effects? We as a community do not have 
enough informa7on as we are not being communicated with 
fully, therefore many of us cannot make an informed decision or 
comment.  
I personally, if deemed safe, will have the vaccine. Think carefully 
about whom should receive it first. There are more important 
groups of workers and scholars than the prisoners. Jacqui 

2021-01-18 
09:54:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concerns are that well-educated people are spreading or 
buying into fake news about vaccines having adverse effects. It is 
beper to have a vaccine than not at all.  I don't think Gov is 
calcula7ng correctly about how many ci7zens we actually have, 
67% is too low to reach actual herd immunity. Gov is also 
op7mis7c about 7melines to get ppl vaccinated. We don't have 
the infrastructure for their plan.  Gov must be more transparent  
and include other sectors to solve issues. The only way so save 
lives and the economy is to vaccinate Tanja

2021-01-18 
09:47:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need careful and safe implementa7on that is not subject to 
corrup7on. Lorraine

2021-01-18 
09:46:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC as a government has shown without a douobt how 
useless they are at doing most things properly. There is not one 
state ins7tuion that is being run properly at this moment. 
Everywhere you look people are complaining about how 
innifec7ve the government is. Yet they insist on trying to do 
everything themselves. 

They have been elected by the people to represent the people 
yet the most of them in my opinion seem to be represen7ng 
themeselves for their own selfish gain.  

I think the government needs to seriously take a look at what 
industry brings to the and stop trying to kill the industry and 
economy. They want to increase taxes so that the people can pay 
for the vaccina7on yet the people have no say in this maper or 
about how the vaccina7on will be handled.  

The ANC might as well be an autocracy for all we care. The 
people seem to play absolutely no roll in the decisions The 
decisions that are made are totally ludicrous at most 7mes.  

I suggest the ANC does what they can and leave the rest to the 
industry to sort out. I am sure they wont make such a mess of 
everything as the ANC is doing. 

Everywhere in the world one can go online and renew 
docments, licences etc and yet in order to employ the masses 
these services are being done manually and at the best of 7mes 
are not efficient by any stretch of the imagina7on. 

Its 7me the ANC starts represen7ng the people of SA and stop 
loo7ng everything. John

2021-01-18 
09:45:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm very concerned about our parents. Our household has four 
elderly members, all of whom have co-morbidi7es. They live in 
Vereeniging and Newclare respec7vely. How can we ensure that 
they'll get the vaccine in an environment where they won't 
accidentally be infected? Kris7a
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2021-01-18 
09:44:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have already lost ppl who are dear to my heart because of 
covid19.  If the vaccine can work , please roll it out. I don't 
wanna suffer more loss. It is enough Florah

2021-01-18 
09:44:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the private sector should also be permiped to engage in 
nego7a7ons with pharmaceu7cal companies Leigh

2021-01-18 
09:43:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I am concerned that their will be more corrup7on. Robert

2021-01-18 
09:38:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think essen7al workers should also be included in the roll-out 
of the vaccine, as well as individuals who support the vaccine 
and want to get the vaccine. 
I am an essen7al worker and I support the vaccine and would 
like to get the vaccine. Laura

2021-01-18 
09:37:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government (ANC) has proven to be incompetent and corrupt, 
as seen in the PPE scandals and just about everything they 
touch. Now they want to be the sole procurers and control the 
process. I believe medical aids and independent en77es, such as 
the solidarity fund, need to be involved to ensure that vaccines 
get to the front line workers, elderly and other high risk persons; 
and then work their way down, fairly and efficiently, without 
corrup7on and fingers in the proverbial cookie jar. At the same 
7me, we should be rolling out Ivermec7n - it is a low risk 
alterna7ve, so why not. Again, government wan7ng to control 
everything. Johfrey

2021-01-18 
09:35:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that the processing of obtaining the vaccine is taking to 
long. How does government  hope to protect the vaccines and 
the sta7kns setup? What about plans for procuring more 
vaccines for the others, government needs to with the 
regulatory bodies consider ivermec7n. Nirvana

2021-01-18 
09:31:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am in full support of the vaccine rollout and, if permiped, will 
be the first in the queue to get it. I am, however, concerned at 
the lack of clarity and detail surrounding the government's 
vaccine rollout aspira7ons (I say "aspira7on" because the current 
"strategy" is thin on detail and does not resemble a proper 
strategy). I don't see anything in the strategy, however, that 
inspires any confidence that my family or I will be able to gain 
access to the vaccine in the near future. I am also very scep7cal 
that the vaccine process won't be marred by corrup7on like we 
saw with the PPE scandal and I am not of the opinion that 
government, alone, should be the custodian of the rollout plan.  
I am an employed individual with medical aid and I am willing to 
pay good money for private access to a vaccine for me, my wife 
and kids, if it means we can con7nue to contribute to the 
upkeep of the economy without fear of poten7ally dying from 
COVID-19, or passing it on to other family members or friends.  I 
am also concerned with the state of Eskom and how the grid and 
constant loadshedding will affect the storage and distribu7on of 
the vaccine and would also implore government to allow the 
private sector to acquire and distribute vaccines as well, of its 
own accord, to those who can afford it and those who need it.  
This will not only enable the economy to con7nue to operate, 
but also lessen the economic burden on government because it 
can focus on the indigent while the private sector can fend for 
itself. Nicolas

2021-01-18 
09:22:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concern is 7melines of vaccina7on, we are struggling to test 
people for the virus but yet the the rollout of vaccina7ons is 
double to triple the 7melines of tes7ng. Are we as South Africa 
ready for this mass rollout?? 

Pieter

2021-01-18 
09:13:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I dont think the roll out of the vaccine will be done 
systema7cally nor equally. I think the people upholding the 
economy must fist be vaccinated  and there amer the rest of the 
popula7on. Rickus

2021-01-18 
09:11:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not exploring other alterna7ves.  If genera7ons 
have worked and believe in animal meds' working why remove 
from the shelve???  

Not sure if government will be able to pull this off - as the 
corrup7on comes in all shapes and sizes!!!   Corrupt official will 
use as a power trip! Lame

2021-01-18 
09:06:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kim

2021-01-18 
09:05:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is important that structures are put in place to enable the 
speedy rollout of the vaccine  (to stop  the loss of lives of our 
loved ones) ,as soon as it is made available. It is vitally important 
for everyone to get the vaccine so that we can go back to our 
normal lives and for the economy to recover Tebello

2021-01-18 
08:52:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll-out by government is extremely far behind. We should have 
secured tens of millions of doses already and should be planning 
to vaccinate the vast majority of South Africans in 2021. Not 
doing so will have a massive impact on our well being and 
economy. 

Vaccina7ons should also be mandatory with ONLY a valid 
medical reason acceptable for not being vaccinated. Christof

2021-01-18 
08:49:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would prefer a much more aggressive rollout of the vaccine for 
2 reasons: 
We need to get ahead of the virus in terms of muta7ons - this 
latest one being so deadly.  Other countries are well into their 
programs and we haven’t even started.  
We need to get our economy going again and cannot do this 
under lockdown.   Seems the vaccine is the only real solu7on to 
stopping the pandemic  and must be our main focus.  
We also need clear and Reliable progress reports on the rollout. Deb

2021-01-18 
08:46:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree with the order of vaccina7ons however I am concerned 
regarding the prac7cali7es of administering the vaccine. Carla
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2021-01-18 
08:43:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need all of the help that we can get. Please allow businesses, 
medical aids etc. to procure addi7onal doses of vaccine 
independently to enable faster roll-out. The private sector has a 
greater logis7c capability to assist in faster roll-out and could 
also be sked to cross-subsidise public healthcare pa7ents to 
increase access. 

The sooner we can reach herd immunity, the sooner we can 
return to full economic ac7vity. 

Buy-in from both private and public sector will increase 
confidence in the program and lead to less vaccine hesitancy. Cathrine

2021-01-18 
08:40:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out plan doesn't seem clear yet. And I really think it 
should be communicated with more certainty to avoid a 
scramble leaving those who need it most in the dust. I also hope 
that government will leverage the exis7ng distribu7on channels 
is companies such as Dischem and Clicks. Lizanne

2021-01-18 
08:21:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Slow and inefficient Government response , coupled with 
possibility of corrup7on taking place. Ivermec7n to be made 
available for usage prn. 
Rollout could also be done in wards, using local schools, clinics, 
the defence force, GPs, and ID books ( when available) to be 
stamped as proof. 

Johan

2021-01-18 
08:14:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ability of  South Africa to pay for and reach 67% of popula7on , 
without corrup7on. i suggest a registra7on process run by 
Solidarity programme , for people that can pay for their and 
family own cost of vaccine and also make a contribu7on. such 
contribu7on wouldgo a long way for those who can afford to 
contribute. Ray

2021-01-18 
08:11:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hopefully the government get it right, it is extremely challenging 
for even first world countries  to roll out this vaccine. Corrup7on 
hopefully does not affect the rollout. Faadhil

2021-01-18 
08:07:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on has always been a huge issue with government 
officials.   Government has also known proven to be effec7ve in 
rendering of services for example, post offices, hospitals, 
municipal services, etc.  Expec7ng them to hold this complex 
task may be risky and is likely to lack a sense of urgency.  At the 
same 7me geing private sector to roll-out the vaccina7on 
process will be too expensive.  I suggest that in addi7on, 
Government use services of the NGO sector who are relevant for 
this services whom even if they were to be paid any money for 
the services will redirect the money to the communi7es they 
serve. No poli7cian or Councilors should be given a mandate to 
lead the roll-out as the services will be poli7cized and corrup7on 
will immediately jump in. Donald 

2021-01-18 
08:04:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Logis7cs and infrastructure concerns. Will the distribu7on of the 
vaccine be done cost efficient without corrup7on. Infrastructure 
and u7li7es such as Eskom cannot provide surety that power 
supply (if needed for storage) can be provided. Will the record 
keeping of individuals that received the vaccine be credible. I am 
doub{ul that a once off vaccine will eradicate or prevent 
reoccurrence. Would we require a yearly vaccine? Marco

2021-01-18 
08:02:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To date the government has been under extreme scru7ny for the 
handling of Funds related to Covid 19 breakout. With the rollout 
I fear that poli7cal agendas will come into play with what regions 
get more of the doses and how it will be distributed to the mass 
populace.  

Frederik
2021-01-18 
08:00:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I wish that doctors and chemists could be part of the rollout plan 
to cover most of the people. Mogale 

2021-01-18 
07:54:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that my son will have to have been vaccinated in 
order to proceed with his studies in Australia, and the vaccine 
may not be accessible to him here.  My son's future depends on 
him being able to produce proof of vaccina7on. Angela

2021-01-18 
07:54:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Once again the tax payer is last in the que for the roll-out, I 
cannot understand how I as a tax payer is last in-line for roll out, 
even the prisoners will get the vasccine before me. Me as a law 
abiding, tax contubi7ng ci7zen that dont dedpend on and 
goverment grant or any goverment funding.  I dont mind paying 
for other citzen vaccine that cannot afford it. however when 
they are listed to receive this vaccine before I can, That is not 
fair. Jaco

2021-01-18 
07:54:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government We need more vaccines! It should be implemented faster. Grant

2021-01-18 
07:43:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern would be who would be first in queue? 

In my honest opinion it should be: 
1. Healthcare workers 
2. People with serious illnesses 
3. Frontline workers 
4. People 70 years+ 
5. People 60 years+ 
6. People 50 years+ 
etc 

What i dont want to see happening is vaccines being dealt out to 
the government and their families and the families families first. Jean

2021-01-18 
07:43:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concerns is procurement and how quickly is the roll out going to 
begin. Who are the providers and where did the 20 million come 
from how will you be contacted to be vaccinated and so on. Morne
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2021-01-18 
07:40:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ek is bekommerd daaroor dat die regering alleenreg het om die 
entstof aan te koop en in die land in te bring. Waarom mag 
privaatmaatskappye dit nie doen nie? Dit maak my bekommerd 
dat daar een of ander poli7eke aspek of korrupsie ter sprake is. 
As die doelwit is om soveel as moontlik mense so gou as 
moontlik in te ent, laat almal wat in staat en beteid is die goed 
inbring en begin ent! Louise

2021-01-18 
07:36:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Peter

2021-01-18 
07:35:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Delays to mass rollout to cover majority of the popula7on. Sara

2021-01-18 
07:34:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Carol

2021-01-18 
07:33:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree that the essen7al workers should all receive the vaccine, 
however why does the Government not do as in Britain and do 
everyone else according to age, but I just foresee that it will be 
based on racial lines unfortunately. Margie

2021-01-18 
07:32:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines Roll out os going to be cri7cal for those that are 
deemed as high risk. Frontline workers( Nurses and other 
Hospital Staff, Retail industry, old age homes and people with 
underlining chronicle  condi7ons). Government cant do it alone. 
Big Business, Medical Aid Companies and private sector 
interprise must be part of the task team deciding when, where 
and how. Otherwise it would be a corrupt and  unproduc7ve Charles

2021-01-18 
07:31:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jurgens 

2021-01-18 
07:28:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lara

2021-01-18 
07:26:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think it will be open to corrup7on. They have not secured 
sufficient vaccines. They are not doing it quickly enough. I fear 
the truth and transparency of the informa7on from government ANDREA

2021-01-18 
07:25:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I suggest they start working on the logis7cs of this plan asap and 
get public volunteers organized asap in order to be prepared for 
the roll out. 
Contact community chari7es to assist with work on the ground 
and to share their experience and resources. 

I. E. Start a massive combined effort that makes use of the 
human resources, skills nd exper7se of all willing South Africans 
ASAP Sansha

2021-01-18 
07:16:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector medical aids etc needs to be allowed to buy 
the vaccine for their members who can pay for it. Centralised 
control by government has already failed in their late applica7on 
for the vaccine. Hermann

2021-01-18 
07:09:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on is a major problem for South Africa. The state has 
proven itself not to deal this seriously in the past. How will this 
transac7on involving large sums of money affec7ng the health 
and welfare of all South Africans be different? Vaughan

2021-01-18 
07:01:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Chris7na 
Jane

2021-01-18 
07:00:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Worried about how long I would have to wait as a healthy young 
non-essen7al worker. I understand that there are certain groups 
that need to 
get it first, but just how long down am I on the list? Will I even 
be one of the 40 million? André

2021-01-18 
06:59:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With the history (and current state) of corrup7on in SA, how will 
the government roll out the vaccine in a transparent way?  Can 
there be a mixed process of mass roll out (random people at taxi 
ranks and malls) as well as a volunteer registra7on so people can 
get on a wai7ng list to have the jab at (say) their local GPs? Stephen

2021-01-18 
06:55:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that the role out should focus first on front line workers 
and those working in essen7al service. Then I believe the woll 
out should focus on the poor in densely populated areas. I 
believe they have been the hardest hit and have the least 
support when they fall ill. I believe that the current 
communica7on around the vaccine should con7nue to address 
the concerns that individuals have.  

Also I believe there should be clear communica7on on the 
vaccines as the are acquired and to who they will specifically be 
made available.  

These plans should also be clearly  communicated and should be 
transparent. Any corrup7ons or irregulari7es should be dealt 
with openly and firm hand.  

The people of South Africa have sacrifice enough because of the 
pandemic and this is not the 7me for people to profit or do 
further damage to line their pockets. Johan 

2021-01-18 
06:54:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the readiness in implementa7on.  We 
need a mass reaching plan that will not  outlying people.  We 
need extra resources like mobile clinics to avoid massive qeues 
(super spreaders) . How do we rule out if a person is posi7ve or 
nega7ve before vaccina7ng ?  Proper planning is required. Lindi 

2021-01-18 
06:54:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Christoff

2021-01-18 
06:50:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Ronel 

2021-01-18 
06:43:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried about the effec7veness of the vaccine given the 
challenges such as maintaining the temp of the vaccine and 
keeping it cold when people are standing in queues at clinics , 
are clinics equipped to maintain the storage requirements while 
processing pa7ents as quickly as possible? michele
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2021-01-18 
06:30:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Beside the effec7veness or possible lack there of on the new 
strain of covid my main concern is the corrup7on in government 
and  will the vaccine actually make it to those who need it 
most...will the selec7on process be fair and structured??? Natalie

2021-01-18 
06:23:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Chelsea

2021-01-18 
06:21:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is notorious for being slow and rife with corrup7on. 
I fear that the vaccine will take precedence over effec7ve 
treatment. 
according to research there is an effec7ve drug on the 
interna7onal market but it is not available in south Africa. This 
drug should be made available in tandem with the vaccine 
rollout to further ease the burden on the health system. n

2021-01-18 
06:18:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Im concerned if government will be able to vaccinate at least 
40m in 2021 given that is local elec7ons. They must priori7ze 
human lives amd approach the electoral court now and ask for 6 
since extension un7l March 2022 to have elec7ons. All sphere of 
government should focus on vaccina7ng people not elec7ons if 
the government is serious about the 40m target. 

Sbusiso
2021-01-18 
06:14:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The way priori7sing is done.  Waited too long for vaccina7ons 
comparing to other countries annatjie

2021-01-18 
06:05:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to roll out the vaccine program for 
Covid19 as in yesterday. Government has demonstrated a level 
of incompetence which is criminal and a full disclosure of the 
process to acquire the vaccine should be made so that those 
responsible can be removed from office. Thousands of deaths 
could have been spared by an earlier expedited roll out. I’m a 
first line worker working in an icu with Covid pa7ents and it is a 
horror beyond compare. Seeing pa7ents die without family is 
next level psychological trauma. I am personally very 
disappointed in South Africa’s response and this will leave a 
legacy like Thabo Mbeki’s HIV humanitarian crisis. Shaun

2021-01-18 
05:49:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned that with everything the government touches, 
there will be corrup7on and the vaccines won't reach us this 
year. Janus 

2021-01-18 
05:30:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not known for its effec7veness. Whilst I 
understand healthcare & essen7al workers and the elderly & 
infirm being priori7sed in the roll out of the vaccine to the 
public; we all need access to the vaccine this year and preferably 
within the next 5/6 months. Government needs to get a move 
on with doing the roll out properly before Winter hits our 
country!  It also needs to ensure stringent controls in place to 
avoid any avenues for corrup7on around the en7re process. Joanne 

2021-01-18 
05:08:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please insure fair rollout of vaccines and partner with the private 
sector to assist with the rollout. 

Security of the vaccines are paramount due to the s7gma 
currently surrounding the specific vaccines. Them of the vaccines 
to destroy would be a stronger outcome.  

Recording of vaccinated should be recorded through a similar 
device as yellow fewer cards. Vaccinated travelers would need 
proof of vaccina7on in the near future. Wilhelm

2021-01-18 
00:38:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree that the essen7al healthcare employees and elderly 
should be vaccinated first but appose that prisoners should be 
vaccinated before tax paying individuals. I also have a concern 
that corrup7on could play a part in the rollout and not everyone 
who should get the vaccine will get it. Poli7cians will steal it for 
thier comrades. Julian 

2021-01-17 
23:23:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It seems to be a case of " Too liple, too late". 
Such a pity that the government has dragged its heels again, and 
that due to the massive corrup7on that has taken place over the 
years, funds are again not available in the quan77es required for  
this crucial exercise. 
One can only hope that the government will now understand the 
urgency of the vaccine rollout and no longer delay in purchasing 
the quan77es needed ( 40 million) for the country to reach 
popula7on immunity. Also perhaps to divert funds from other 
needless endeavours to this most crucial necessity. 
  Lynepe

2021-01-17 
23:09:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our current governments admin / processes are not defined and 
even when they have good sugges7ons and innova7ons, they fail 
to implement these due to the corrup7on levels and lack of 
infrastructure  Brenda

2021-01-17 
22:45:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How do health care  workers register to get the vaccine? 

Un7l randomised double-blind controlled studies are conducted 
on Ivermec7n and these studies show that it is safe and 
effec7ve. It should NOT be used for the treatment or preven7on 
of COVID-19. Chandre

2021-01-17 
22:28:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I hope there will be no corrup7on and that the correct 
procedures in vacinatuon of the iden7fied individuala will be  
followed. No preferences to family members of poli77ans who is 
not essen7al workers. We can all wait our turn if it is handled 
fairly. Beverly

2021-01-17 
22:18:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the roll-out will not happen fast enough and 
that the government might run out of funds.  I suggest that the 
vaccine be ordered and administered as and when needed.  Liezille 

2021-01-17 
22:18:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I suggest that government should regulate the price  of the 
vaccine to prevent abuse by pharmaceu7cal companies. It 
should actually be administered free of charge to all the SA 
ci7zens. Benny
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2021-01-17 
21:47:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This will present a good chance for the ANC deploys to help 
themselves steal and inflate the prices. This project should be 
given to private companies to dispense while the government 
overlooks and monitors. They don't have any record of success 
in running budgets  its always spend on the wrong and selfish 
things. michael

2021-01-17 
21:42:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I’m worried because of all conflic7ng informa7on regarding the 
vaccine roll-out.  
We don’t have 40million adult ci7zens in the country. Outside of 
the healthcare workers how is it going to be rolled out for 
ordinary ci7zens? The media reported taxi drivers will be 
priori7sed, however in terms of taxpaying ci7zens why is the 
health of a taxi driver priori7sed over someone who works in a 
private company or works for themselves; why are they being 
priori7sed over a construc7on site worker, a banker, a student at 
varsity- basically an average ci7zen? Keitsitse

2021-01-17 
21:40:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that government will not be able to effec7vely 
roll out the vaccine in good 7me. I believe they should allow 
medical aids, such as Discovery, to assist in rolling out the 
vaccine to members (also following a phased approach those 
most likely to be impacted are vaccinated first). Large corporates 
could also get involved. I am also concerned about resistance 
from people when it comes to geing the vaccine. If too many 
people believe the conspiracy theories or are just too afraid to 
get the vaccine, we won't achieve herd immunity. The 
government needs to embark on a strong campaign, using 
trusted spokespeople (not necessarily from government), in all 
official languages, explaining that the vaccine is not something 
to fear. Indeed, they should be doing more to communicate in 
other languages about the virus in general. It would be good if 
some of President Ramaphosa's addresses were done in Zulu or 
Xhosa, with English sub7tles, to work towards dispelling the 
myth that COVID is a white or affluent disease. Belinda

2021-01-17 
21:13:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe private companies (medical aides) must have the right 
to purchase and distribute the vaccine without having to go 
through the government. The government does not have the 
right to na7onalise something as vital as a vaccine or any life-
saving medica7on. Johan

2021-01-17 
21:00:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Maria

2021-01-17 
20:44:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tahne

2021-01-17 
20:41:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need more educa7on to the public at large regarding the 
vaccine, there a lot of s7gmas and misinforma7on being 
communicated against the vaccine due to lack of knowledge 
from our communi7es. I believe every South African must be 
vaccinated so that we can all live, but it will start by government 
and all relavent stake holders including community leaders and 
most importantly spiritual leaders to play their part and advising 
and educa7ng the masses about the benefits of the vaccine Tshepo

2021-01-17 
20:28:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Zandra 

2021-01-17 
20:18:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The pure fact is that government has been siing on our money 
and completely missed the boat with regards to securing 
vaccines .  

lennert

2021-01-17 
19:53:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Can the Govt adequately mange the vaccina7on program. Too 
many mistakes already made. Look what Israel has already 
accomplished with their program. The pace is too slow. Michael

2021-01-17 
19:36:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lucinda

2021-01-17 
19:25:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Darren

2021-01-17 
19:05:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccines are safe, as long as we don’t get the Chinese or 
Russian ones.  
People need educa7on on why they need the vaccine. There is 
way too much misinforma7on being sold as fact.  
The roll out is problema7c. The private sector needs to be 
involved to help the DOH and to prevent corrup7on. Dr Elizabeth

2021-01-17 
18:43:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to facilitate the roll out by using the 
private sector as the implementors of the vaccines because they 
do not have the capacity and resources. We are at present yet to 
hear who has been charged with the corrup7on on the PPE 
tenders, so the government image has already been tainted and 
they do not need more such irreparable damage 

Percy

2021-01-17 
18:43:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to facilitate the roll out by using the 
private sector as the implementors of the vaccines because they 
do not have the capacity and resources. We are at present yet to 
hear who has been charged with the corrup7on on the PPE 
tenders, so the government image has already been tainted and 
they do not need more such irreparable damage 

Percy

2021-01-17 
18:43:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to facilitate the roll out by using the 
private sector as the implementors of the vaccines because they 
do not have the capacity and resources. We are at present yet to 
hear who has been charged with the corrup7on on the PPE 
tenders, so the government image has already been tainted and 
they do not need more such irreparable damage 

Percy
2021-01-17 
18:43:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lize-Mari
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2021-01-17 
18:34:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

That the vaccine is rolled out in a fair manner and that 
healthcare professionals will be vaccinated first as promised. 
Government must not priori7se vaccines towards their cadres!  
Other major concern is that monies means for acquiring vaccines 
are not stolen and pocketed by the ruling part, as they have 
shown 7me and again to be dishonest! Gavin

2021-01-17 
18:17:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The sooner we get this going and the sooner the willing bunch 
starts taking it, the vaccina7on process will gain momentum and 
those previously apprehensive on taking it will eventually follow 
suit Chanean

2021-01-17 
17:50:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the vaccine won't be transported in the 
condi7ons that it needs to be to be effec7ve and that by the 
7me it reaches the popula7on it won't be effec7ve. Wendy

2021-01-17 
17:38:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about corrup7on whenever the government is 
involved in anything. JANLOUIS

2021-01-17 
17:28:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow private business to assist in procurement and distribu7on, 
mobile clinics etc Brian

2021-01-17 
17:19:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vacine should be made available to the private sector  
Deon

2021-01-17 
16:57:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We are unsure that the staggered roll out and categoriza7on of 
people is fair Shabir

2021-01-17 
16:41:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccine is the way to go. This disease is very contagious and it 
kills. Human kind has vaccinated for measles, polio, TB and other 
deadly infec7ons and we are alive today. Then we must 
vaccinate for COVID. Mncedisi

2021-01-17 
16:38:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

That their are not enough open and transparent nego7a7ons 
being done with vaccine companies and when medical aids offer 
to help treat and vaccinate the popula7on faster they are turned 
down. 

This feels like current government is not ac7ng in the best 
interest of all its ci7zens!

Willem 
Adriaan

2021-01-17 
16:28:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Corrup7on in the process should be eliminated or be guarded 
against. 
2.  I am conflicted when coming to prisoners. Should they be on 
top of the list? 
Instead of the law abiding ci7zens, giving the fact that prisons 
are full?  
3. Maybe a cer7ficate need to be issued to those who get 
vaccinated for monitoring and tracing purposes. 
4. Maybe PPP should be looked at to assist with the roll-out. 
5. Educa7on and awareness campaigns are a must before, during 
and amer vaccina7ons Ofentse

2021-01-17 
16:21:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This is open to further corrup7on by government officials.   How 
will this be  contolled and managed Clarinda 

2021-01-17 
15:54:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Start producing Vaccine localy to speed up dose numbers. 
Track down the money already given to pay for the vaccine. 
Start seing up vaccine centers. Tony

2021-01-17 
15:27:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe privat companies should have to tender to roll out this 
vaccine. This should be an open tender by only recognized 
medical en77es(hospitals and clinics). Leaving this to 
government will take years and years and will be subject to 
fraud. Private ins7tu7ons are much more efficient in such 
rollouts. Wikus

2021-01-17 
15:24:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned the government has no ability to effec7vely roll this 
out.  
This should be handed over to the private sector, with the 
contrac7ng being handled by the solidarity fund Private

2021-01-17 
15:11:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The role out of vaccines should be done via the private sector 
and issue an subsidy to them. 

In this way more people will be vaccinated. Very similar to our 
current Covid tes7ng. 

Gordon

2021-01-17 
15:11:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out plan seems to be too rigid.  I agree with the 
government focus to start with healthcare workers, However 
more work needs to be done to enable the broad based 
purchase of the vaccine to enable wide roll out of the vaccine.  
The second and third phases of roll out shouldn’t be rigid and 
should instead focus on ensuring the logis7cs are in place to 
ensure broad distribu7on quickly! Naseema

2021-01-17 
14:54:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As with anything else our government is responsible for, will 
they be able to effec7ve roll out the vaccine, without corrup7on, 
mismanagement, etc... Casey

2021-01-17 
14:37:53 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My Concern is that the vaccina7on process will take too long.. 
We need the vaccine urgently and as soon as possible. We need 
our high risk and front line workers to be vaccinated star7ng in 
February not first half of the year... Wai7ng so long for the 
vaccine is disgus7ng and very incompetent of the government. 
The government should give the public the choice to pay for 
their own vaccine so that we can get it as soon as possible and 
not wait for the government to find the money to buy vaccines.  
Let the public order the vaccine through their choice of gp and 
pay the Gp for the vaccine and each medical prac77oner can buy 
and order vaccines themselves. so that vaccines can start geing 
to the public and not rely on the government that is full of 
corrup7on... Wai7ng for the government just means we are 
wai7ng to die.... Roxanne

2021-01-17 
14:34:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Yasmin
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2021-01-17 
14:20:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think that Government must be in charge of the roll-ou t 
of the vaccines. It must be a Team from highly respected 
professionals /medical that oversee it. 
why do we not invest in Invermec7n - much cheaper or is it 
again we have to buy in because some one or a group is behind 
the curtain benefiing from the purchase? Corrie

2021-01-17 
13:37:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Glory

2021-01-17 
13:25:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As a healthcare worker (I'm a GP in private prac7ce) I am so 
concerned that we have no communica7on whatsoever from the 
department of health,not from our governing body the HPCSA as 
to how this roll out is envisioned to us as healthcare workers, to 
high risk individuals and then finally to the general public. 

How is the honest and efficient delivery of this lifesaving 
interven7on going to play out? Ei

2021-01-17 
13:14:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am just concerned about corrup7on in the proceedings and 
would appreciate more transparency in the process. Nomali

2021-01-17 
13:00:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe this is a war 7me situa7on, consequently to overcome 
this as soon as possible (as a priority) we need widespread 
ac7on. The fact that government delayed planning and ac7oning 
of a vaccine when it became available is unforgivable as each 
day wasted results in avoidable deaths. 

To have more control over vaccina7on it should have been a 
priority to work towards local produc7on of vaccines and not a 
reliance on COVEX. It is also a maper of affordability - not all 
vaccines would be affordable to the country. Naturally there is 
concern over vaccina7on-corrup7on!! 
Alterna7ve treatments should also be given due considera7on 
such as IVERMECTIN. We should make our own analysis and 
decisions on the coarse of ac7on and not be blind followers of 
the WHO (who has also failed in some respects when it comes to 
COVID 19). 

We should also not forget about neighboring countries in the 
planning and role-out of measures. Just closing door on them is 
not going to work. We have a well developed private medical 
sector, pharmacy networks - these should be used to implement 
vaccina7on programmes (in addi7on to what the public sector 
provides). Inocula7on passports is not new it is already part of 
requirements to travel to many developing countries. This 
should simply be added to it to allow for easier interna7onal 
travel. Johan

2021-01-17 
12:44:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government thuliswa

2021-01-17 
12:27:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on pure and simple Jus7n

2021-01-17 
12:12:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried about the vaccina7ons not being priori7sed 
accurately and being given to the wrong people. I don’t believe 
ins7tu7ons such as prisons should be vaccinated before the 
immunocompromised or elderly. I hope medical aid schemes will 
step up and do what they can to help their priority members get 
vaccinated as soon as possible.  Not to be selfish but I also feel 
that in a way, those that can afford it and who are desperate in 
terms of their health, should also get priority if they are willing 
to pay for it... Caylee

2021-01-17 
12:09:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

That it will take a while to immunize everybody and that herd 
immunity will only be reached  
later this year or maybe only next year. 
That we are not sure how many vaccines will be available. 
That a joint effort by the government and the private sector 
might be beper to ensure immuniza7on for everybody at a cost-
effec7ve price. 

antoinepe
2021-01-17 
11:34:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm worried on if they'll be able to roll it out effec7vely and at 
what cost to those that require it most. Bianca

2021-01-17 
11:28:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be allowed to procure vaccines like 
other medica7on. How can we trust the South African 
government to do this when they are blatantly corrupt, how will 
we even know if we are geing the correct vaccine and not just a 
placebo Dan

2021-01-17 
10:57:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Selahla

2021-01-17 
10:43:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

So my biggest concern is the roll out as a I have an imune 
deficiency disorder how safe are the vaccines and how long will 
the wait be, also do not agree that the vaccine will be 
distributed in shopping centers and taxi ranks, do however agree 
with them being administered at schools  
Thanks ? Ana 

2021-01-17 
10:41:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The longer it takes to get here immunity the longer the impacts 
of covid on our society - this needs to be done as efficiently and 
quickly as possible. Taryn 

2021-01-17 
10:22:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We should mo7vate all possible methods of vaccine roll-out 
ASAP, and spend more money to obtain larger number of doses, 
sooner. Government should not be sole source: public ini7a7ve 
should be supplemented by private sector along with medical 
aids to assist in maximal possible distribu7on and vaccina7on 
numbers and speed. 

We also need a mass informa7on campaign to combat the 
ignorant and unscien7fic resistance to life-saving and vital 
vaccina7on. Tyson
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2021-01-17 
10:19:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is so corrupt and without any involvement of 
private sector the vaccine availability will go the same route as 
PPE contracts. They do not care about health or wellbeing of 
South Africans- only self enrichment Christelle

2021-01-17 
10:05:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As long as we go the route of tested proven vaccine's or have the 
neccessary quality checking (producing it locally) then I believe it 
is essen7al to move past having COVID crippling the country. Marius

2021-01-17 
10:01:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Make sure all people who add to the economy receive it. 
Prisoners should receive it last.  

Get your act together ANC. Deom
2021-01-17 
09:47:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Govt is so corrupt that I have liple trust in an orderly process Beverley

2021-01-17 
09:17:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has already shown they have dragged their feet in 
securing any of the vaccines. Do not trust their word on 
anything. We should most definitely let the Medical Fraterni7es 
to order and secure the full roll out of all vaccines. Amer all they 
are mefical professionals and they should be funded by 
government on this but as we all know they never have money 
because of all the corrup7on. So government must leave it in the 
hand s of te Medical Associa7ons Diane

2021-01-17 
09:09:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I’m concerned that government has been nego7a7ng more 
closely with AstraZeneca instead of the Serum Ins7tute of India 
regarding vaccine procurement. 

Only having an order for health care professionals is not enough 
if we want to dras7cally reduce the mortality rate of this disease.  

We need to take swim ac7on before further more detrimental 
muta7ons to the virus occur that might render current vaccines 
ineffec7ve.  Prolonging a rollout plan will be devasta7ng for our 
country.  

We’re in the middle of mul7ple crises: COVID, energy, and socio-
economic. Without clear, decisive, transparent, and 
extraordinary ac7on for a vaccine rollout, we’re doomed to 
regress even further. Duncan

2021-01-17 
08:55:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government John

2021-01-17 
08:52:53 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I work in clinical trial industry thus understand the process of 
drug development. Concern is middle man used, this leads to 
corrup7on. More importantly, thos who choose to be vaccinated 
has to be awate that the dosing requires an ini7al dose and the a 
booster dose. Thus ig state says they are ordering 20 million 
doses, that covers only 10million people. Developed countries 
now baple to ensure that those who received the first dose, 
receive the second dose. Logis7cs should be sorted NOW. Suzaan

2021-01-17 
08:45:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I hope the vaccine is quickly and efficiently distributed as soon as 
possible to all who want it. Megan

2021-01-17 
08:36:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the vacvine programme announced by the government is 
excellent but it would allay fears if we had a detailed plan lis7ng 
when different groups would be vaccinated. I presume such a 
plan is in the pipeline and will be announced soon but I am 
impa7ent to know for example when my mom cam expects to 
be vaccinated and when younger people would be. Rebecca

2021-01-17 
08:30:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The way the government cannot effec7vely control, let alone 
adminster, the distribu7on is a major concern. 
The priority list needs to be published and known. Tax payers 
along side teachers, doctors and nurses should be the first to 
receive the vaccine as they are the life blood of the country.  
How does the government tend to cover the cost of the vaccine 
without crippling the country through debt and having this 
burden simply pushed to the small tax base! Jean-Pierre

2021-01-17 
08:16:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is taking to long to start vaccina7ng. This virus 
mutates quickly which could make the vaccine useless. I do not 
trust the government not to steal the vaccines, not to be bribed 
to sell them to people. I do not trust them at all. Julie 

2021-01-17 
08:09:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the pace of acquisi7on and rollout. As 
other countries forge ahead, we are lem without even a start. I 
cannot understand the ra7onale to block private sector rollout. 
This is a health issue and not equality issue. The quicker all 
ci7zens are vaccinated the beper however it happens. As a tax 
paying ci7zen with medical aid I have no issue with contribu7ng 
to the vaccina7on of my fellow ci7zens. We all need this or our 
country will be finished. We all know it too. Furthermore more 
unnecessary tax drains such as SAA need to be stopped. There is 
no way that will ever work. The money is needed for priori7es 
like vaccina7on. Lisa

2021-01-17 
07:58:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the greed sets in again and that ANC 
members once again eat at the table of corrup7on Hayley

2021-01-17 
07:49:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please include veterinarians  and and animal welfare services  in 
Phase II of the roll-out plan.  As per regula7on 43148 published 
on 25 March 2020, veterinary services and animal welfare are 
included in the defini7on of essen7al services, and I find this 
ini7al oversight surprising and disappoin7ng. In addi7on to 
caring for sick and injured animals, we play a crucial role in 
monitoring and ensuring that the animals in the food chain 
receive op7mal health care and are raised in humane condi7ons. 
In addi7on,  veterinarians are also involved with  the 
management of controlled diseases in South Africa,  of which 
some can also affect humans.  

“The greatness of a na7on and its moral progress can be judged 
by the way its animals are treated.” 
― Mahatma Gandhi Liesl
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2021-01-17 
07:25:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Zillah

2021-01-17 
07:11:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need mul7ple approaches in parallel because this 
government is a failure. Please permit private ini7a7ves such as 
medical aids to individually procure where possible. they will get 
it right much much faster than the government. Eshwar

2021-01-17 
06:47:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the roll out must be done without any 
preference to individuals. Government should take the 
assistance of private sector to ensure a smooth roll out to the 
en7re popula7on. Colin

2021-01-17 
06:46:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I will believe it when I see vaccina7on star7ng in SA. We have 
been told so many lies by the government and there has been so 
much corrup7on, that I do not believe a word that comes out of 
any minister's mouth,  including our president.  We are closing 
the stable door amer the horse has bolted. The government has 
really failed the people it is elected to serve.  I believe this is just 
talk to pacify a very angry popula7on.  Nothing will ever change. Rachel

2021-01-17 
06:33:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please add the over 60's with comorbidi7es to near the top of 
the list! Valda 

2021-01-17 
06:10:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government way to slow. Vaccine should have been ordered last 
year June already. ANC lack planning and will not be ablento the 
roll-out on their own.  10 months passed whitout being able to 
secure a vaccine. I have no confidence in them geing it right. Verna

2021-01-17 
06:06:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

History have proven that our esteemed Government  do NOT 
have the capability to plan and execute projects on this large 
scale.  It is very easy to make a plan at headquarters, its another 
story to execute that pie in the sky at ground level.    Call in the 
services of a Company such as  ProjectLink that specialise in 
Programme and Project Management to ensure that proper 
project management principles are followed and that a realis7c 
and executable plan is developed and properly executed. 
I foresee the following issues - unrealis7c 7me-frames caused by 
ignoring the following limita7ons - resource availability,  logis7cs 
required - procure,  safeguard,control, distribute whilst 
maintaining the cold chain , Change Management and 
communica7on process - ignore this and you will fail.   

Neil
2021-01-17 
00:13:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot be trusted; there should be significant 
oversight to insure compliance with agreed distribu7on. Craig

2021-01-16 
23:11:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government has proven inept  in the past. Carol

2021-01-16 
22:05:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The sooner the vaccine is rolled out in South Africa the beper. 

Pseudo-science and unproven ‘treatment’ op7ons should not 
even fall into the realm of discussion. Charne

2021-01-16 
21:31:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have diabetes and am very concerned about the governments 
ability to roll out the vaccine effec7vely. Our government 
certainly does not have a track record which ins7lls any level of 
confidence and that is my main concern. My mother also has a 
co-morbidity and is over the age of 60 but how long are we 
going to have to wait for the vaccine due to the governments 
seemingly inability to get anything done properly..... Jenni

2021-01-16 
21:16:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Prefer for the public to be given the choice on which vaccine 
they want. All vaccine should be made available. Efficacy plays a 
big role thus vaccina7on just for the sake of it should not be 
allowed All people should have a choice on which vaccine they 
want. 
Don't agree with rollout to prisoners in phase 2  but feel public 
should be priorri7sed. Niraksha

2021-01-16 
20:51:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would suggest that government involves the private sector 
(medical aids and Drs) in rolling out the vaccine because if we 
rely only on government it will never reach other areas. Perhaps 
private sector should be supplied by government so that we 
have confidence in what they are distribu7ng. Private sector can 
be very unreliable in their chase for profit as well Phelisa 
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2021-01-16 
20:41:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Government says they have cut out the middle men but this is 
not true because 
1.1 government had posi7oned itself as the middleman which 
leaves no room for other par7es to nego7ate with the suppliers  
1.2 by buying from the serum ins7tute of India, the government 
appointed it's own middleman - why is the serum ins7tute 
required in the loop if we are nego7a7ng directly with suppliers? 

2. The government has proved 7me and again that it cannot stop 
or manage corrup7on and it cannot run large scale projects 
which means the distribu7on, management of the vaccine 
program in terms of inocula7on and monitoring thereamer is 
beyond the capability of government i.e. simply look at sassa for 
examples of how poor this government is at large scale projects. 

3. Buy the vaccines in volume and ensure that if the efficacy 
turns out to be much lower than claimed, that a non 
performance clause is invoked and no further payment or 
liability exists. 

4. Choose a maximum of 3 vaccines - more than that becomes 
too complex to manage. 

5.  A simple sms system can be used for reminders of the 2nd 
dose and the whole process can be managed in conjunc7on with 
home affairs  
I.e. Id no or passport no or refugee number or permanent 
residence etc and 2 fields - vaccina7on status and type 0 0 is 
none, 1 A is 1st dose vaccine type A, 2 A 2nd dose type A  

6. Keep it simple, use exis7ng tools and technology and dont 
steal, it's simple  

7. Distribu7on can be via medical aids, pharmacies, clinics etc.  
As long as they meet the storage and security  requirements Bon

2021-01-16 
20:38:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is correct to start with old people and front 
lines workers. The medical aid insurance should also be involved. 
The preferred pharmacy provider for the scheme should be the 
ones who gives the vaccine. The mobile clinic should go to the 
community to vaccine people. They must be a register for 
people who have been vaccinated. Old age homes must have 
mobile units visi7ng them. Strict control of this project must be 
excersed. It must also transparent Fano

2021-01-16 
20:32:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

In typical fashion, our govt has completely missed the 
opportunity to have secured vaccines for all in SA. 

It has become abundantly clear that govt is only going to provide 
for those who can not afford to pay for a vaccine. Tax payers are 
expected to pay for their own avi Medical Aid Comapanies. 

So why should we con7nue to pay tax if we aren't going to get 
any benefit from doing so. 

It is also clear that our Medical Boards have agendas. The recent 
banning of Ivermicine because our poli7cians can't make money 
out of it is iniquitous. 

Expec7ng us to pay for our own  vaccines goes against the 
cons7tu7on. We are en7tled tp good health care. The govt 
handling of Covid has been appalling. It is more about 
controlling certain sec7ons of the popula7on and taking the 
opportunity to destroy the DA led economy of the Western 
Cape.  

I demand access to a recognised vaccine ASAP. not by mid year, 
when I may not have made it! Tim

2021-01-16 
19:48:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government and the private sector should do all in its power to 
ensure effec7ve roll out Marli

2021-01-16 
19:36:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Who will decide where and who will receive the vaccina7on  .? I Brenda

2021-01-16 
19:31:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Biggest concern is this will be another pla{orm for corrup7on. 
Government should allow private enterprise to purchase as well. Merle

2021-01-16 
19:15:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Allow the private sector to distribute the vaccine. Niel

2021-01-16 
19:07:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Rampant maladministra7on on all spheres of government.  This 
will be no excep7on. Phindiwe 

2021-01-16 
18:59:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Rolling the vaccine out and achieving herd immunity is crucial. 
The logis7cs and management of the process by government is 
of some concern considering its ongoing history of 
mismanagement and corrup7on. An integrated approach that 
includes the private sector, like (but not limited to) medical aid 
providers, community-based organisa7ons and which is 
characterised by transparency and independent, science-backed 
oversight is needed. Nora

2021-01-16 
18:21:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned that roll out would be delayed for the 2nd and 3rd 
fase Derick

2021-01-16 
18:05:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is notoriously inefficient. 
Collaborate with the medical aid companies and pharmacy 
groups to distribute  
Ensure healcare workers and economically ac7ve are vaccinated 
first Cristy
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2021-01-16 
17:53:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am a healthcare worker and I experience the devasta7on of 
Covid firsthand. To get herd immunity by everybody geing  ill 
will be too costly in human lives and suffering, so vaccina7on is 
the best alterna7ve. I totally support it.  
 Hanlie

2021-01-16 
17:10:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am personally not comfortable with government rolling out the 
vaccine due to all the corrup7on that takes place within the 
sector. Leanne

2021-01-16 
17:05:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Steven

2021-01-16 
16:50:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

More private and educated ins7tu7ons should be involved to 
assist with this monumental task. The government has proven 
7me and 7me again, due to incompetence and corrup7on, that 
they are ill equipped to deal with this alone. This process should 
be completely transparent, with public and private sectors fully 
informed and involved. Kevin

2021-01-16 
15:38:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Logis7cally this will be a very difficult process to manage. 
Some areas of government do not have the strongest reputa7on 
in terms of service delivery and even during the pandemic, the 
fact that it was possible to mismanage funds allocated for 
Covid-19 relief is of great concern. 
As such, measures need to be put in place and private and public 
coopera7on will be vital to ensure an effec7ve roll-out of this 
vaccine. Malibongwe

2021-01-16 
14:25:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the private sector, such as medical aids and pharmacies, 
should be able to source the vaccina7ons themselves, and we 
shouldn't have to depend on the government vaccina7ons.  
I am quite happy to pay for my vaccina7on, but want to be able 
to choose which vaccina7on I have - I am not happy with those 
from China and India for example. 

I believe the vaccine should be mandatory, unless there is 
medical proof that a person has a condi7on which precludes it. I 
believe that the vaccine is for the public good and the rights of 
society and that they should trump personal rights. Jacqui

2021-01-16 
14:03:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Michelle 

2021-01-16 
14:00:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sipho 

2021-01-16 
13:41:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Andrew

2021-01-16 
13:39:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I understand and agree that the front line workers, medical 
personal are first in line to receive the vaccine, but my concern is 
the working class people that are commiing every day to work 
and back and that is exposed to other people on a daily basis, 
those who don't have the choice to work from home? What 
about them, as it seems that they are the last on the list of 
people geing the vaccine, Yumna 

2021-01-16 
13:21:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need to get the vaccine as soon as possible and need to 
know how this is going to be done Melody

2021-01-16 
13:02:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Rollout is far too slow and endless delays. Businesses and 
employed individuals are struggling to survive financially... will 
probably die of hunger or cold in winter if there’s no roof over 
my head Emile

2021-01-16 
12:10:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This concern is nothing new to South Africans.  I am worried that 
this will be another opportunity for corrup7on by this self 
en7tled government.  Enough damage has been caused by this 
virus. Alex

2021-01-16 
11:32:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved to been corrupt and incapable in so 
many areas. We don’t want the vaccine to be another.  Also 
health workers, teachers and the over 60’s should be first to be 
vaccinated. Then the rest of the popula7on. If people are called 
for a vaccine and refuse it it should be marked on their record as 
they are then a threat to everyone else. Vaccine ‘passports’ 
should also be considered Chris7ne 

2021-01-16 
11:24:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Health care workers, teachers, persons over 60 years of age and 
persons with proven comorbidi7es should receive the vaccine 
first. Thereamer one can look at other frontline workers, such as 
members of the SAPS. Poli7cians should receive the vaccine 
along with the rest of the popula7on on a first come first serve 
basis, unless they fall within any of the aforesaid categories.  
The people do not trust government or their judgement and 
may refuse the vaccine on this basis. Focus on educta7ng people 
from reputable sources to promote the receiving of the vaccine 
by the majority of the popula7on.  
Lastly, use government spending wisely. Further bailouts of 
insolvent and failed SOE's are and should not be governements 
priority. They add no s7milus to the econony nor government's 
financial stability. It will not aid in ecenomic recovery now or 
post-covid. Anthea

2021-01-16 
11:11:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Johnson and Johnson have an alternate vaccine that can be 
made in SA but no one in Government has men7oned it. It is a 1 
shot op7on that can be manufactured locally!  Why do the 
prisoners get first dibs. There are far more people who deserve 
the vaccine. T

2021-01-16 
11:00:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that only selected  persons will receive the 
vaccine, I do not have a solu7on though Yvonne

2021-01-16 
10:33:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector should be allowed to manage element of vaccine 
rollout. Government will loot if lem to own devices. Brandon

2021-01-16 
10:32:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector should be allowed to manage element of vaccine 
rollout. Government will loot if lem to own devices. Brandon

2021-01-16 
10:01:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe private sector (pharmaceu7cal industry) should be 
allowed to get involved in impor7ng buying as well Make it as 
freely available as possible just lije the flu ans pneumonia shots 
Issue a document saying indevidual has been innoculated BUT 
let it not only be in hands of government Kim
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2021-01-16 
09:45:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Noel

2021-01-16 
09:26:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The  gov. heatlh sector is in a mess. Can they efficiently rollout 
the vaccine? Corrup7on is a great concern. Can they ensure the 
cold chain for the vaccine? However the vaccine is our hope for 
herd immunity and if people comply our hope for  the end of the 
virus. Ann

2021-01-16 
09:19:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am for the vaccine and will take it immediately when it comes 
available to me, however the fact that a criminal will have the 
opportunity to get it before me is concerning, how come they 
have a greater right to survive then me a tax paying South 
African?  They should be last in the line, give the wardens but 
not the prisoners! Corné

2021-01-16 
09:17:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs assistance. They cannot do this effec7vely by 
themselves. We the ci7zens will suffer from governments 
incompetence Maretha

2021-01-16 
09:11:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Timeline to roll out the vaccines across the country is a concern 
given poor track record of government rollouts and ini7a7ves. 
They need to partner with private sector to ensure smooth and 
swim delivery of the vaccine. Mukhtaar

2021-01-16 
09:01:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out must be controlled by an independent body made up of 
all the poli7cal par7es. 
All persons involve d in the roll out to be properly 
veped(criminal checks,business interests etc) 
We don’t want a repeat of the PPE saga) 

Collin

2021-01-16 
08:56:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why are prisoners being given priority over the rest of us who 
are law abiding ci7zens who contribute through the payment of 
taxes?  
What controls will be in place to ensure the two jabs are given as 
I’m aware that you need a first and second shot to be fully 
vaccinated? 
How do we prevent the ongoing corrup7on that is rampant in 
our government in affec7ng the cost and 7me of rolling out an 
effec7ve vaccina7on process? 
All pharmacies, clinics and school/vo7ng sites should be used to 
give out the vaccine. Tracy

2021-01-16 
08:55:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Too slow on roll out too liple too late. Government not 
interested in saving lives. How much money will ANC profit from 
vaccine? People die while ANC dithers. Bunch of idiots with no 
plan. Paul

2021-01-16 
08:55:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To secure the vaccines   , the transport ,to maintain the cold 
chain ,storage facili7es  .....at end users .. 
Local municipal cklnics  are all equiped and trained in 
administra7ng of vaccines..start with hotspots and hospital drs 
and nurses.then all clinics  in these municipal  clinics.... 
We cannot afford to lose  any vaccines due to cold chain 
failures!! Hilléze 

2021-01-16 
08:50:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The anc has proved over years that they  cannot successfully roll 
out or manage any ini7a7ve and will be unable to facilitate or 
successfully manage the roll out of this vaccine    
Private business needs to be brought in to manage the logis7cs 
and implementa7on  
Business already has warehouses, delivery vehicles and the 
infrastructure needed to maintain the cold chain and deliver the 
vaccine  
The anc should hand this over or face yet another disaster D

2021-01-16 
08:26:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I support the  government on vaccina7ng the  60 % of the 
popula7on , but my concern is how the vaccine will reach the 
ci7zens. 

As we know corrup7on is the  big problem in our country,   the 
vaccine will reach all popula7on ? caiphus

2021-01-16 
08:13:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Foreigners are not included in the number of the total 
popula7on, and they are a significant number.  Will we reach 
here immunity? More vaccines will be needed to cover this 
group, and we need to have a rough es7mate Rosemary 

2021-01-16 
08:13:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The anc should not be allowed to monopolise the vaccine roll 
out- they have proved incompetent venal & corrupt at even the 
most basic of service delivery tasks. They are untrustworthy and 
consumed with hubris and a need to control that which is 
obviously outside of their ability- private sector needs to have 
the mandate to roll this solu7on out Alex

2021-01-16 
07:53:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned that the government is not ethical and competent to 
fairly distribute the vaccine. It will probably be stolen or 
distributed to family and friends first before it reaches the 
people that actually need it the most. 
I unfortunately don’t trust the current government. Karin

2021-01-16 
07:44:53 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried that the roll-out will not be done sensibly or 
effec7vely.  Why is hospitals and health workers men7oned last? 
They should be the very first people geing it. And it is 7me that 
people start taking this seriously. The more people  are 
vaccinated, the sooner this pandemic will be over. Suzepe
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2021-01-16 
07:40:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to have the op7on for private medical aids to roll out 
the vaccine  which should help speed up the process if mul7ple 
organisa7ons are doing so. At the moment the process is too 
slow and we will never (in my opinion) achieve herd immunity if 
the virus con7nues to mutate and the vaccine is no longer 
effec7ve. I would also like to be assured that emergency 
protocols are in place for adverse reac7ons as there have been 
examples of this. I would also like to see a concerted educa7on 
campaign as already people are worried about it for the wrong 
reasons. I hope that the government has nego7ated the best 
possible deal and there will not con7nue to be corrup7on which 
has been the case so far with PPE. I also think that school 
teachers should be among the first to receive the vaccine as well 
as elderly people who are either s7ll working to support their 
families or living with family who are working. Margaret

2021-01-16 
07:22:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine is the best way to controll the spread of Corona 
virus and halt its devasta7ng effects on our economy.  The roll 
out of vaccina7ons in SA should be top priority. Everything 
should be done to ensure the CORRUPTION FREE  and rapid 
acquisi7on and administra7on of vaccines across the country. 
Health workers and educators need to get the vaccines first. Bronwen

2021-01-16 
07:04:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has shown, over the course of mul7ple failures, it is 
unable to manage complex and crucial issues. It bungled its HIV/
AIDS response, it failed catastrophically in managing Covid relief 
efforts, and now it is wan7ng to monopolise and control ci7zen’s 
right to vaccines? The sheer extent of corrup7on advanced 
through the procurement and distribu7on of PPE should be a 
red light to everyone: government is inherently corrupt and 
under-capacitated to manage this cri7cal task.  

Private sector involvement will lower burden on government, it 
will develop mul7ple acquisi7on and distribu7on mechanisms, 
and will offer ci7zens a number of ways to ensure they get quick 
and efficient access to vaccines. John

2021-01-16 
07:03:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The concern is the vaccine does not get rolled out in order of 
priority of the most exposed i.e. front line workers and the the 
most vulnerable to suffer from the effect such as the elderly and 
those with comorbidi7y and that we will see it distributed 
unfairly and even to the extent batch are unaccounted for. I 
believe it needs to be controlled  through upfront audi7ng by 
private audi7ng companies such as EY/PWC to control the 
process. Ian

2021-01-16 
06:50:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Teachers need to be part of front line. Private ins7tu7ons need 
to run this programme. Salome

2021-01-16 
06:43:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government douglas

2021-01-16 
06:35:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am scared that the vaccine will be rolled out and only given to 
certain races. The same thing happened last year when support 
was only given to non white people. This vaccine must be fairly 
distributed and first to vulnerable popula7ons such as older 
people and healthcare workers. Joalda

2021-01-16 
06:19:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Shaun

2021-01-16 
06:00:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Is this the best vaccine we can get and what is the true cost of 
purchasing it...how too will this not become another 
opportunity for corrup7on on a grand scale to happen. I would 
like to see more transparency around the planning of the roll out 
as well as a robust educa7on plan since currently there seems to 
be vocal resistance to the idea of vaccina7on by the average 
south african. Lolly

2021-01-16 
05:44:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a track record of failures., I  have no 
confidence  in their ability.  
The private sector is far beper equipped to manage this process.  
In addi7on the government has been dishonest throughout the 
Covid pandemic.. I sing trust them. Grant

2021-01-16 
05:14:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Rollout by a company with medical agenda not poli7cal Stama7s

2021-01-16 
05:00:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why do I pay tax for me to be considered last and the prisoner 
who pays nothing and does nothing for this country to get the 
vaccine first? Pre

2021-01-16 
02:04:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are people who stays at the rural areas who are not using 
taxis  buse or train  nor going to the mall's  are they not going to 
be vaccinated Tsepo  Paulos 

2021-01-16 
01:35:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should ensure that as many people are vaccinated 
as fast as possible. Get as many private companies as possible 
involved to assist!  
Given failure to provide basic services to those in need over the 
last 20 years, I am highly skep7cal, but I really hope they 
manage! Candice

2021-01-16 
01:08:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Medical aid to assist taking load from the Government by 
providing vaccine to their members. 
Private en77es to be part of the process. 
Give other pharmaceu7cal companies to produce not one 
company. WHO to be given formulas for manufacturing not to be 
profitable process Buyisiwe

2021-01-16 
00:24:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the rich will be the only people who will get 
the vaccine and poor people will s7ll suffer from the virus which 
came in via the rich. Mpho

2021-01-15 
23:17:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why can the private sector/medical aids not independently 
import the vaccine  and administer it to  thier clients? FJ
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2021-01-15 
22:45:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that Government should not be the sole body to 
acquire and distribute the vaccine, given their poor track record 
geing things done efficiently and urgently. Besides I believe 
that this would not pass cons7tu7onal muster. Private hospital 
and pharmacy groups working with the medical schemes should 
also be allowed to acquire and distribute approved vaccines, and 
not only to their members. It’s impera7ve that we get as many 
people vaccinated as soon as possible and engaging with the 
private healthcare industry will be the best way to achieve this. 
This will take pressure off the Department of Health and the 
sooner we can move on and get away from the devasta7ng 
effects of lockdowns on the economy, employment etc. the 
beper for all concerned. Michael 

2021-01-15 
22:09:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The state must involve more distribu7on op7ons to get beper 
coverage na7onally. Pharmacies can definitely help. Government 
is corrupt anyway and will not be efficient in distribu7ng to 
people far away from urban areas. Dali 

2021-01-15 
22:00:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am par7cularly concerned that the Government has not 
engaged with the suppliers of the vaccine 7meously. Through 
their ac7ons they have put many South Africans lives at risk and 
they are completely blind to the harm and destruc7on this in 
ac7on has caused Chris 

2021-01-15 
21:58:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Just get it and start the process jeez it’s just talk talk talk no 
ac7on. We want a normal life. Stop turning this pandemic into a 
business opportunity! Gerlinde

2021-01-15 
21:56:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This needs a hugely co ordinated response by Government to get 
the required results. Of course corrup7on and unequal delivery 
are concerns. Perhaps other vaccines should be caught up at the 
same 7me. These are just as important for outbreaks Beverley

2021-01-15 
21:47:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There needs to be a huge awareness campaign around the fact 
that this is a 2-dose vaccine. If there is roll-out in public places 
such as malls, taxi-ranks etc it's very possible that most people 
will only get one vaccina7on, which will not be helpful. The main 
concern seems to be around safety and the speed at which the 
vaccines were developed. People's fears must be addressed or 
this will not succeed. It should also be emphasised that each 
person who is vaccinated protects others Niki

2021-01-15 
20:47:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout must be done transparently at every step. There 
must be no wastage of vaccines and it is recommended that 
private partnerships are used as much as possible to ensure 
professional transparent and safe delivery. Once the essen7al 
workers are vaccinated then vulnerable people should be 
priori7sed and it is very important that they are not exposed to 
COVID 19 while being vaccinated. Very careful measures need to 
be in place to prevent this. Jessica

2021-01-15 
19:55:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government We need vaccines to all South Africans asap Miga

2021-01-15 
19:18:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Healthcare workers should be the main priority as they are at 
the forefront of the pandemic. High-risk individuals should 
follow this as they are the hardest affected by the virus. Michael

2021-01-15 
19:15:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree with the government's policy to immunize health care 
workers as a top priority,  and high risk individuals as the next 
priority, followed by the rest of the popula7on. Liam

2021-01-15 
18:26:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Cindy

2021-01-15 
18:12:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think healthcare workers need to get the vaccines first, then 
most vulnerable... Rebone

2021-01-15 
17:40:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As a 77 year old, knowing how the Government will roll-out the 
project, I hope to be vaccinated before I die. 
The Government also said that amongst the vaccines to be 
received in South Africa, the Pfizer vaccine was included. this is 
total nonsense as we don't have the facili7es to store the 
vaccine at -70 degrees Maurice

2021-01-15 
17:00:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Suren

2021-01-15 
16:01:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I’m 7red of being scared of this virus so will definitely have it. Ros

2021-01-15 
15:30:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Support the vaccine rollout 100%, but not by the incompetent 
useless government. To get it done properly private sector will 
have to take the lead. warrick

2021-01-15 
15:29:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Govt has run out of money and should step aside and let Pvt 
Sector take over this most cri7cal project. The private medical 
schemes and associated networks for health professionals have 
the means, experience and will to achieve a meaningful roll-out 
over the next 12 months.  Govt should not be allowed anywhere 
near this project as they've shown over the Covid-19 crisis that 
their primary skills are around corrup7on and them of desperate 
funds and resources needed by the Country.  The vaccina7on of 
the en7re country is of the utmost importance to allow the SA 
economy to recover urgently, and to secure the well being of the 
most vulnerable in our society.  The Govt track record in 
delivering on projects is extremely poor and should not be relied 
upon to achieve this. Andre

2021-01-15 
15:02:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out is far too slow. We need to speed it up as much as 
possible even if it means we have to pay premium prices. The 
government's ability to manage an effec7ve and corrup7on free 
programme is very ques7onable and the private sector needs to 
be more heavily involved. Barry

2021-01-15 
15:00:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

In view of the carnage being perpetrated by Covid, it is essen7al 
that we receive the vaccine as soon as humanly possible. This is 
an emergency situa7on and must be treated as such. David

2021-01-15 
14:48:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC Government  is not capable of handling anything of 
importance like this. Too corrupt and self serving. John

2021-01-15 
14:22:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Alexandra
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2021-01-15 
14:19:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that government may not be logis7cally 
prepared for this and I am also concerned that the vaccine may 
be used by corrupt officials to obtain bribes.  I am concerned 
that the government does not have funding in place and are 
dragging their feet.  It is too liple too late. Leigh

2021-01-15 
14:17:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are 9.5mio people on medical aid - the medical aids 
should be allowed to bring in vaccines, COVID should be a pmb 
and medical aids should pay for vaccina7ons. If people refuse 
vaccina7on they should also not be able to get free medical care 
should they contract covid. 

Provision in public spaces - how will this be controlled, will 
records be kept? Will people be able to get the vaccine more 
than the required number of 7mes? 

Approval of Ivermec7n off label use should be facilitated by 
SAHPRA  

Lea77a

2021-01-15 
14:11:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are not enough vaccines to be able to help everyone in as 
short a 7me as possible & who will be giving these vaccina7ons. 
Will Ivermec7n be an alterna7ve and if so can your Dr or 
pharmacy give it to you as with the flu shot. Craig 

2021-01-15 
14:02:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven it cannot manage large scale  projects 
or roll outs using the current civil service popula7on already in 
its employ.   Use of 3rd party sub contractors who cannot deliver 
against the requirement and are not held accountable for 
comple7ng the task. Chris7an 

2021-01-15 
13:46:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. A few weeks ago there was, as reported in newspapers, no 
vaccine available. Then all of a sudden 1.5 million and now 
suddenly 20 million  ........ so I call bulls.... on those figures. I 
think all the talk is Government PR to cover up their lack of 
planning 
2. 20 Million vaccines cannot be used to innoculate 40 million 
people, simple maths 
3. Even if we did get 20 million vaccines today, it would equate 
to around 114 000 innocula7ons every day un7l the end of the 
year to achieve the 40 million persons innoculated. Not going to 
happen - for example we are conduc7ng 75 000 odd tests a day. 
Where are the people to do this going to come from? 
4. The Government track record of doing anything succesfully is 
woeful - I can't see this suddenly changing 
6. Corrup7on ........ bound to happen 
7. I'm not concerned as to how quickly the vaccine was 
produced or any of the other conspiracy theories floa7ng 
around. I will happily take my place in the queue and be 
innoculated 
8. Persons who don't want the vaccine are en7led to that choice 
as well. But they should sign a waiver/indemnity in that case - 
why should the Govermnent (and by deafult the taxpayer) fund 
COVID treatment in such cases. Rob

2021-01-15 
13:45:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is corruptuon within the government. Perhaps the 
private sector should manage this. Melissa

2021-01-15 
13:24:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is NOT capable to ensure that the process will 
be done in an efficient way. There are too much corrup7on and 
the probability that the vaccine will be given to those who have 
poli7cal connec7ons or have the money to pay for it, is real. We 
can unfortunately not rely on government to manage the 
process. Private companies should also be allowed to obtain and 
distribute the vaccine. Louise

2021-01-15 
13:24:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't think prisoners should get the vaccine amer health care 
workers. I believe produc7ve members of society should be 
given the vaccine first. Nazarene

2021-01-15 
13:10:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Success stories where government is involved is limited.  
Corrup7on will win at the end of the day. Andre

2021-01-15 
12:56:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to partner with the private sector for the 
rollout otherwise it’ll be a disaster. Just look at any state run 
en7ty for evidence. Esme

2021-01-15 
12:32:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government MARY

2021-01-15 
12:20:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't see why the private sector should be prevented from 
securing any approved vaccines in addi7on to the vaccines the 
government has secured. Why prevent geing more people 
vaccinated sooner if it is an op7on? Angela

2021-01-15 
12:17:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not sure if RSA residents can trust our corrupt government 
with this fundamentally important role. 
Also, health care workers must be first 
Then teachers and other essen7al workers. Then old age houses. 
Discrimina7on on ethnic origin cannot be tolerated. Lastly must 
be criminals within prisons. Theron

2021-01-15 
12:03:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The number of vaccines required to achieve 'herd immunity' will 
not arrive in the country at the same 7me. My main concerns 
are: 
-How long will we have to wait to obtain 40 million vaccine 
doses and have them in the country?  
-Will we get it in 7me to be effec7ve? Keshav

2021-01-15 
11:53:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Safoora

2021-01-15 
11:23:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Main concern is the roll out of the vaccine, I do feel this will be 
open for corrup7on again. Especially the logis7cal part of it. No 
courier company should be making money in the transporta7on 
leg of the vaccines, it should be free in order to safe the lives of 
millions of people. Louis 

2021-01-15 
11:19:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is notorious for not managing things efficiently. 
A trusted, well established 3rd party should do the vaccina7on 
roll out Friedrich
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2021-01-15 
11:18:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Securing 20million doses. That will only serve for 10million 
people.  What about the rest? Gerda

2021-01-15 
11:16:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Veronica

2021-01-15 
11:07:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

A joint Public/Private roll out would have been more effec7ve, 
but I support a vaccina7on programme for this or any other 
Public Health issue.  We are not just individuals, but members of 
a society and should make choices that support that. Catriona

2021-01-15 
11:00:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

In anything they do, they bring on disaster, corrup7on and fraud.  
How are we to trust that the Government is not fiing the bill 
and puing the change in various back pockets. 
There should be an independent team puing together the roll 
out, procedures, etc. 

Vanessa
2021-01-15 
10:56:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Graeme

2021-01-15 
10:52:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The SA government doesn’t have a great track record of service 
delivery. I dont see them doing any beper when it comes to 
rolling out the COVID vaccine. A public-private partnership 
would probably have more success, provided that the private 
sector manages the process. Kyra

2021-01-15 
10:48:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Werner

2021-01-15 
10:46:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are no guidelines of the rollout process available on how 
will the vaccine be provided to selected recipients for the first & 
second doses. A list of which groups of persons (Health Workers, 
Elderly, Educators, etc.) will be first in line, must be made 
available to the public. Other concern is that the AstraZeneca Plc 
and the University of Oxford Vaccine are only 70% effec7ve and 
with the new virus strain what will the efficacy be with this 
vaccine? Where the Pfizer & Moderna vaccines are over 90% 
effec7ve. We need to make sure that we obtain the correct 
vaccine for all South Africans. Johan

2021-01-15 
10:46:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

i agree that the front line health worker should be the first to 
receive the vaccine. As always anything to do with Government 
is problema7c and it concerns me that whilst we have the plan 
the implementa7on of it might be challenging actually geing it 
done.  The validity and effec7veness of the vaccine s7ll remains 
a concern.   Cur7s

2021-01-15 
10:32:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out of the vaccine should be managed by the private 
health care industry, with support from the private logis7cs 
industry and government. Carin

2021-01-15 
10:17:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Johann

2021-01-15 
10:17:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Thavanasen

2021-01-15 
10:13:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Purchasing the vaccine should NOT be limited to government,  
medical aids should be able to par7cipate. Nobody trusts this 
government not to turn this situa7on into a money making 
scheme for a select few. Irene

2021-01-15 
09:46:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our Government has been dismal when it comes to money 
during this state of emergency. There are a lot of people who 
have yet to receive their UIF and others who are yet to receive 
the R350 benefit. The countless businesses that had to closed 
door permanently because the Government failed to assist. 

The PPE tenders were outright criminal. My worry is that once 
again tenders are gonna be issued for the distribu7on of the 
vaccine and given to companies who have never distributed 
even food parcels. 

I think the hospitals are a good place to distribute the vaccine 
and also Pharmacies, therefore instead of puing out a tender, 
appointed Hospitals and Pharmacies directly. I think even the 
SANBS can do the job as they are always accep7ng blood 
dona7ons around the country. Mthokozisi

2021-01-15 
09:40:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Filipe

2021-01-15 
09:36:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Brep

2021-01-15 
09:28:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This is a na7onal emergency and a mammoth task - well beyond 
the abili7es of a largely incompetent and endemically corrupt 
public sector - that has already messed up vaccine procurement 
and lies to us every day about it. 
The private sector medical aids and other private rollplayers 
must thus be encouraged and permiped to acquire and rollout 
vaccines, from any supplier at any price and outside of those 
covered by government processes - provided only that they may 
ini7ally only be administered to front line healthcare workers, 
people over age 60 and those with co-morbidi7es. Nigel

2021-01-15 
09:07:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Correct storage of vaccine and sufficient to cover all healthcare 
workers. Sharman

2021-01-15 
08:50:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government track record is dismal - open  to further corrup7on 
Totally against having the prisons at the near the top of the list Rob

2021-01-15 
08:18:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Mark

KwaZulu-Natal 90
2021-02-20 
19:35:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccines need to be rolled out faster we can’t wait this long. 
By now at least a third of sa should have been in vaccinated Cheree

2021-02-01 
08:22:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that members of the public who cannot afford 
private medical care will never get access to the vaccine once 
medical staff and frontline staff have been vaccinated. Debra
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2021-01-27 
15:51:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the 7me frame  it will take for all ci7zens of 
South Africa to be vaccinated.  There seems to be no sense of 
urgency in regard to geing the vaccines. There should have 
been a plan of ac7on in the pipeline from the getgo of covid 19 
and not be so complacent.  Vaccines should be offered to the 
private sectors and medical aids  so that they will have proper 
records and processes of the roll out. This is the same with load 
shedding.. Nobody had a plan of ac7on.. They refuse to foresee 
situa7ons  based on current circumstances and plan ahead. We 
cannot constantly use the excuse of South Africa being a poor 
country.. The Government should not use this term ever, un7l all 
those Billions that have been pocketed  are recovered and put to 
the good use of the Country and it's ci7zens and the tax payers. 
When these funds have been exhausted, but accounted for, and 
then if South Africa does not have funds for anything that is 
needed for the Country, then surely it will be accepted to say 
that South Africa is a poor country. 
As for tradi7onal healers being part of front line workers.. Come 
on now.. It has never been more obvious which side the scales 
are 7pping.. Why not include Pastors, Gurus and other Religious 
leaders to the front line workers and let them get vaccinated as 
well.? Lynepe 

2021-01-26 
19:32:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Cant wait for the vaccine Nontsikelelo

2021-01-26 
16:06:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am not surprised that we are so far behind the rest of the 
world when it comes to issuing the vaccine considered the 
governments extreme inefficiency. I am concerned that this is 
another ploy for officials to line their pockets and I do not fully 
agree with the priori7zed list of people who will get the vaccine. 
First and foremost it should go to the healthcare workers on the 
Frontline and secondly to all teachers and educa7on 
professionals who are ensuring the youth of today have a future. Mandy

2021-01-26 
14:48:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If Govt cannot manage basic day to day tasks how will they ever 
implement this effec7vely. Heather 

2021-01-25 
16:41:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am a nursing sister. Re7red but s7ll working .  I suggest that  
they test everyone for the rapid COVID an7bodies. If they have 
an7bodies they go into the wai7ng  line. We know there is no 
proof that an7bodies last for ever but at least they are protected 
for now. Give vaccine to everyone ( protocol excludes children)  
who don’t have COVID an7bodies first. Given they es7mate we 
already have a high percentage of popula7on immunity . ( as 
reported in the western cape where they do rou7ne an7body 
tests for pa7ents who come for HIV check up / repeat scripts as 
well as pregnant moms) it’s es7mated to be between 46 to 65% Anneli 

2021-01-25 
12:20:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We have had too many false promises  and loss of funds to have 
faith in the Government. 
We sincerely hope the government are doing all the can to 
efficiently procure the safest vaccine and once procured have an 
efficient roll -out plan. Hoping medical staff and volunteers have 
been trained on administering the vaccine ahead of it's arrival. 

Fiona
2021-01-25 
06:23:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Teachers and preschool teachers should also have the vaccine as 
we are dealing with small people lives. Jennifer

2021-01-23 
19:52:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The South African government can be extremely incompetent at 
the best of 7mes so the thought of the government being in 
charge of the vaccine rollout is extremely concerning to myself 
and 97% of the country. Dayne 

2021-01-23 
17:34:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Anton

2021-01-23 
16:45:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please let the private sector roll it out. That way it will get done 
efficiently Doug

2021-01-22 
08:49:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Reports that calls from Pfizer went unanswered for months does 
not inspire confidence. Please put medical experts and logis7cs 
specialists in charge of opera7onalizing vaccine roll-out, instead 
of poli7cians. Allow people with medical aids to obtain 
vaccina7on through their regular healthcare providers in order 
to reduce strain on already over-burdened public healthcare 
facili7es. In addi7on to speeding up procurement and roll-out, 
please make vaccina7on compulsory. We cannot afford 
conspiracy theories and an7-vax crackpots derailing out vaccine 
programme. Larissa

2021-01-21 
21:38:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Vaccine should be available to everyone immediately. Zibuyile

2021-01-21 
15:30:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned it will take so long that we will be shut off from the 
rest of the world for another 2 years. Kelly

2021-01-21 
15:19:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

 I support it whole heartedly.  The medical research is there 
suppor7ng the effec7veness.  I for one will most certainly get it 
as I have family in other parts of the world who have received it, 
5 of which are Doctors and nurses.  I also know folks in South 
Africa and the UK that were test subjects during 2020 and they 
are all dong well and said they would do it again.  

My concern is the manner in which it will roll out.  I think that 
the roll out should not happen with long q's at clinics etc.  I think 
that the gov should use clinics, hospitals, GPs and mobile  clinics 
to mi7gate many people standing in ques, especially the elderly 
and those with co-morbi7es. cleo

2021-01-21 
13:30:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Dayne

2021-01-21 
12:28:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the vaccines produced by Moderna, Pfizer and 
Astrazeneca. People need to realize it is the only defense we will 
have against this virus. It is the only way to ensure herd 
immunity. People who refuse to take it are being short sighted. 
South Africa already has a vaccine protocol for other diseases. 
Why are they rejec7ng something that will save their lives Arusha 
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2021-01-21 
09:11:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Most vulnerable people ,like the aged and people with 
comorbidi7es, shall be put up in the priority list . Developing a 
clear program for door to door visits in the rural areas will make 
a huge difference. 
To fight high unemployment rate ,govt should consider to 
employ staff to do this work on his behalf no tenders. Tenderers 
are a form of exploita7on and service non delivery wagons. Patrick 

2021-01-21 
01:18:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My prime concern is that of a delayed rollout, corrup7on by 
government officials, the great cost that will burden the 
taxpayers and possible side effects of the vaccines. The black 
market may also plague the whole system as well. I also am 
concerned that South Africans will abandon other ways of 
handling the coronavirus such as the steaming, sani7sing and 
masking up which should be enforced for the year to come... Lwazi

2021-01-20 
21:49:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Shirley

2021-01-19 
08:44:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government To heal the na7on. Mduduzi

2021-01-18 
22:24:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am for vaccina7ng as large a por7on of the popula7on as 
possible. To me, this has par7cular meaning as I am in the high 
risk group due to age and comorbidi7es. My concern is 
informa7on to people and the organisa7on of large scale 
vaccina7ons such that they do not create huge queues, like  
those witnessed for government grants. Ewa

2021-01-18 
17:57:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We the people of South Africa are just as important to those 
around the world. We have family that depend on us. We have 
lost some many lives. But our government dont see to care.  
They delayed the nego7a7ons to obtain vaccines for its people. 
Our Frontline works were extremely over worked and were 
dying yet we had no vaccine for them. We had to beg for vaccine 
from other countries. Then our government goes and ban the 
only drug that was promising to save lives. Know this drug 
Ivermec7n is sold on the blackmarket at a rediculis price. Sold by 
the Comen man who knows nothing about this drug.  The streets 
filled with fake ivermec7n. We're as our doctors who are 
qualified to prescribe ivermec7n which can be obtained from a 
pharmacy that sells the original have their hands 7ed.  
So can we demand our vaccine as soon as possible. Or lim the 
ban on Ivermec7n now 

Hussein 
2021-01-18 
14:15:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Rita

2021-01-18 
13:03:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our government seems to be very careless when using people's 
funds they need to appoint an independent organiza7on which 
will facilitate the program so it can be held accountable Thulani

2021-01-18 
12:42:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Zanele 

2021-01-18 
12:28:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sandra

2021-01-18 
11:16:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly I'm really happy that there is a vaccine. The worry comes 
in when rollout is done at public places such as clinics .... there's 
not much control there and omen even the nurses don't wear 
masks n its overcrowded. Most people can't or won't be able to 
afford the vaccine privately. People need to remember its not a 
cure, we need herd immunity to even have some normality but 
s7ll take precau7ons Tessa

2021-01-18 
10:32:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is that the South African Government has 
closed off all other avenues of acquisi7on and distribu7on of the 
Covid19 Vaccine. They are not permiing any other groups from 
acquiring and distribu7ng the vaccine and are reserving that for 
themselves. This is both unwise and uncons7tu7onal. It is 
unwise because it places the en7rety of the process in the hands 
of a government that has shown itself repeatedly to be clumsy 
and incompetent at best, and corrupt and exploita7ve at worst. 
It is uncons7tu7onal because government is bypassing the 
normal process by which medical supplies are procured and 
distributed in this country. By opening up the acquisi7on and 
distribu7on process, they could ensure much more rapid 
dissemina7on of an absolutely essen7al medical product. As a 
doctor, I have lost 19 colleagues in the past 2 weeks to Covid. It 
is absolutely unconscionable that Government has dragged its 
feet the way that it has. Johnson and Johnson had already 
approached government in August last year, but government 
refused to enter nego7a7ons and their excuse that they "did not 
want to agree to something which may not work" is one of the 
most stupid excuses I have ever heard. I believe that there 
should be a Commission of Inquiry into this whole process and 
that those guilty of mismanagement should be brought to 
jus7ce. Similarly, why should Astra-Zeneca not be permiped to 
sell the vaccines that are actually already being made in South 
Africa. It is beyond disgus7ng that the Government should 
prohibit the sale of a vaccine that is already being made in our 
country. David

2021-01-18 
10:12:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on and them at government level has been seen with UIF 
TERS and PPE 
There have to be strict measures in place to combat corrup7on 
Start with  
Healthcare workers , essen7al service providers, including 
teachers 
Then the elderley and those with serious co morbidi7es 
including old age homes  
Then the rest of the popula7on. We should NOT vaccinate 
randomly at taxi ranks, malls etc UNTIL the above categories 
have been vaccinated Indiran
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2021-01-18 
10:12:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on and them at government level has been seen with UIF 
TERS and PPE 
There have to be strict measures in place to combat corrup7on 
Start with  
Healthcare workers , essen7al service providers, including 
teachers 
Then the elderley and those with serious co morbidi7es 
including old age homes  
Then the rest of the popula7on. We should NOT vaccinate 
randomly at taxi ranks, malls etc UNTIL the above categories 
have been vaccinated Indiran

2021-01-18 
09:31:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government It will not be admistered fairly Meshack

2021-01-18 
08:32:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

i would like the government to roll out vaccines to all at no cost 
to the public . 
thats just my sugges7on. Vinmugam

2021-01-18 
07:41:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Stringent 3rd party audits on process to avoid corrup7on. 
2. Make sure the vaccine is tested and approved by world 
renown laboratories 
3. Target high risk areas first, e.g. old age homes, re7rement 
villages, hospital staff to be first recipients.   
4. Ensure roll-out to workplaces as soon as possible, to protect 
the economy 
4.Involve all stakeholders and be transparent in roll-out plan ian

2021-01-18 
06:29:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government We need the vaccines soon!! Daryn

2021-01-17 
21:53:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Pfizer and AstraZeneca are 2 shot vaccines. the 1.5 million 
will only do 750000. What is the strategy with regard to this? To 
use the 1.5mil vaccines all as a 1st shot then hopefully acquire 
enough to give a 2nd dose within the 21 day period. 
 Herd immunity is 67% or there about. The vaccine does not 
have a 100% success rate so more than 67% of the popula7on 
will need to vaccinated to achieve this. 
 More details and transparency are required in the roll out,  
How will we be no7fied of where and when to go get vaccinated 
we do not have a central health care system to track or even 
begin to understand where people live and how to contact 
them? Wayne

2021-01-17 
21:40:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Will there be honesty during this roll out and no corrup7on Gillian

2021-01-17 
20:33:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government  Cris7na

2021-01-17 
20:04:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines should be at the pharmacies as well. I am a teacher 
with asthma and diabetes. Ci7zens with commobidi7es and 
senior ci7zens should be priori7sed. And learners too . Marilyne

2021-01-17 
17:22:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The first concern is the roll out only by government .  There are 
always ministers or government officials that see this as their 
chance to make money, without any conscience that it may be 
fraudulent or corrupt. I am concerned that there will be 
overinflated prices,  some or other official will be paid behind 
the back and before we know it our country is even bigger 
difficul7es. Give the private sector also the right  to hand out 
vaccines as the people that can pay or where the medical aids 
can pay , will take off the burden from government.  
Secondly  allow other op7ons such as making trials in the big 
hospitals available to research treatments such as Ivermec7n. 
There will be enough willing people to go on the trial and 
enough who will not want to be put onto Ivermec7n.  

ute

2021-01-17 
17:01:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With history of our government, and the type of people that 
lead us. It is very difficult to believe that whatever being done is 
for the masses.  Its just going to be another way for the officials 
to make a quick  buck of of the misery of the Na7on.  

Mn

2021-01-17 
17:01:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With history of our government, and the type of people that 
lead us. It is very difficult to believe that whatever being done is 
for the masses.  Its just going to be another way for the officials 
to make a quick  buck of of the misery of the Na7on.  

Mn
2021-01-17 
15:46:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All health care workers and those who are vulnerable should be 
first in line for the vaccine, then essen7al workers and teachers. Laura

2021-01-17 
12:58:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I cannot say I trust the vaccine as no side effects cases has been 
proven but we do need it to save lifes and guarantees immunity.

Mandla 
Wiseman 

2021-01-17 
11:59:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be a priority. 
Forget SAA and put that money into procuring vaccines for the 
Whole popula7on.  

Make a register of people with comorbidi7es and priori7se them 
amer health workers.  

The sooner we end lockdowns the beper. Benjamin
2021-01-17 
11:34:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Go for it!!! We all need the vaccina7on to be rolled out to 
everyone. Hopefully it will finally stop COVID in its tracks. Gary

2021-01-17 
10:50:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government is incompetent, par7cularly when it comes to 
logis7cs. It is also full of opportunis7c individuals who will take 
advantage and steal resources. The roll out should be 
outsourced to private agencies/ medical aids/ chain stores etc. 
the South African popula7on does not trust government, 
municipali7es (who can’t even maintain our city 
Pietermaritzburg) Janine

2021-01-17 
10:41:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The President should lead by example and start by geing 
himself vaccineated and the cabinet and members of Parliament 
first. We were comfortable receiving everlast now why should 
we get the vaccine first!! Warden 
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2021-01-17 
10:27:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Who is nego7a7ng this deal? What is their history in nego7a7ng 
the best medicines for South Africans? Are they trying to find 
middle men to get a kickback for themselves and their cronies? Grant 

2021-01-17 
09:35:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I actually have two concerns. One is the risk of the tribally 
connected individuals who have captured and stolen the money 
meant to be spent on PPE already, doing the same thing with the 
funds meant for the vaccina7on. But just as big a risk are the 
millions of ignoramuses, many of whom are commen7ng here, 
who have drank the an7-vaxxer Kool-aid. It goes to a bigger 
social Ill, poor educa7on and ignorance of science. That has 
been a problem in South Africa for genera7ons and the ANC had 
a chance to undo the harm that Bantu Educa7on did. Instead 
they subs7tuted their own ideology and have made the situa7on 
far worse. Steve

2021-01-17 
09:06:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This needs to be carefully done with full transparency. We 
cannot afford further corrup7on with people's lives on the line. 
The country is losing tax payers to the epidemic. Veneil 

2021-01-17 
08:29:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Roll out of vaccines asap! Simone

2021-01-17 
07:55:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The capacity of government to ro roll out effec7vely. Will ci7zens 
need to  produce SA iden7ty documents.? Sipho

2021-01-17 
07:51:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on that will take place during deliveries of this vaccine. 
We all know that our country is led by greedy individuals so 
called "my turn to eat" other areas will receive fake vaccine 
where original ones have been off loaded somewhere so it will 
be on sale just for the purpose of self enrichment of those in 
power. Ndabenhle

2021-01-17 
07:44:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Njoko

2021-01-17 
07:28:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I suggest that the government should play a central role in the 
roll-out of the vaccine. Every ci7zen should have the right to 
choose whether or not they want to be vaccinated.  During the 
roll out, government must robe in civil society organiza7ons that 
are in the health sector to assist in vaccina7on on a door to door, 
or clinic to clinic roll out programme. Government must go 
where the people are in order to ease pressure and queues in 
hospitals and CHCs. Khayalethu 

2021-01-17 
07:06:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please work more intensively with the private sector to ensure 
faster and more efficient roll out- use the infrastructures and 
networks already in place and the trust that have been created 
within them.  Medical aids are ready and willing - the quicker we 
get this rolled out, the lower the nega7ve effect on lives and 
livelihoods. Please ensure transparency as this creates trust- you 
need the trust of the public and the support and help of the well 
established and well resourced private sector. Carol

2021-01-17 
06:56:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Just worried that it will be done fairly and that an already vastly 
bankrupt government won't find the money to reach everyone. 
Also I'm a priest so my work forces me to be among people just 
as much as 'official' essen7al workers like teachers and social 
workers but we're not included in vaccina7on un7l much further 
down the line. 
I've already had symptoms twice but had nega7ve tests. Andrew

2021-01-16 
20:20:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the hierarchy of individuals to be vaccinated, and 
the inclusion of prisoners within the top 7er of individuals to 
receive. Completely agree with vaccina7ng correc7onal service 
employees; however, prisoners have foregone their rights by 
commiing crimes against civil society. Prisoners should NOT be 
placed at a higher rank of receiving vaccines than law abiding 
ci7zens that are contribu7ng to the economy and effec7ve 
recovery of the country. Adam

2021-01-16 
18:29:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I also have concerns about SAHPRA taking too long to asess. 
Ivermec7n Gideon Peter

2021-01-16 
14:30:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This is massive and cri7cal exercise. We need to ensure that no 
corrup7on and other unlawful ac7vi7es 7nge this process, or 
people will lose faith in the process. In par7cular we need to 
ensure that the people earmarked to receive same in fact do. 
There is no room for favouri7sm and nepo7sm. The exercise has 
to be transparent and all informa7on put out in the public 
domain. 

We should also  strive to ensure that anyone who can procure 
the vacines are allowed to do so. Ray

2021-01-16 
14:02:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Neil

2021-01-16 
11:37:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government need to stay out of this and let the medical  
professionals take the reigns. Carol

2021-01-16 
11:09:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Johann

2021-01-16 
11:09:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is that corrup7on will once again rear it's 
head, and vaccines will disappear  and end up being sold to 
other bidders, or given to friends and family of the corrupt, as 
happened with the food parcels.  
I feel that the government's proposal is exactly right, as long as 
they are able to outwit the corrupt. It should go to health 
workers first, then to other essen7al services who deal directly 
with the public, like teachers, police, Home Affairs officials, etc. 
Then it should go to those who are ins7tu7onalized, including 
prisoners, then the elderly and those with comorbid condi7ons. 
Maybe the government could partner with medical aid schemes, 
where the medical aid subsidizes one vaccine for a random 
person for every one of their members that gets it. Frances

2021-01-16 
08:12:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

In the President's own words, this will be the largest undertaking 
in South Africa's history. South Africa has a very poor track-
record when it comes to large projects. Simple tasks such as road 
construc7on remain unfinished amer half a decade. We need 
proof that this will go ahead with no corrup7on. Adrian
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2021-01-16 
08:09:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Yes it’s a good thing , I think we should give Govt a chance, 
although they have habit of bungling things at the best or should 
I say worst of 7me, think  PPE George

2021-01-16 
07:43:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccina7on is a moral impera7ve and one that every 
government should provide for its ci7zens. In the long run, it is 
more cost-effec7ve to prevent diseases than to treat the 
devasta7ng consequences thereof.  

My concern is that the government does not have the 
administra7ve capacity or ability to effec7vely arrange 
vaccina7ons schedules. Ines

2021-01-16 
07:34:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned about the vaccine doses which will not be enough 
ini7ally. I wish adequate doses could be procured once and for 
all especially the first dose.  

Otherwise I'm excited available the vaccine and hopefully it will 
bring about the necessary immune response and people get 
protected

Silingene 
Joyce

2021-01-16 
06:31:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Due to the government's total incompetence this will be a total 
shambles and eventually a non event with the ci7zens lem to 
fend for themselves. Lindsay

2021-01-16 
04:42:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think Government should be the only supplier. Allow 
private and medical schemes to supply as well. Deb

2021-01-15 
23:16:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried that government has not received any covid 
vaccines whilst other countries are vaccina7ng. Somebody 
dropped the ball on that one.   
I do not agree that prisioners should be priori7zed over 
taxpayers for the vaccine rollout. Anousha

2021-01-15 
23:01:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not good at handling things so my biggest 
concern is that it reach our people quick no maper their  
financial status or circle of friends. Siyabonga

2021-01-15 
22:17:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

On how the vaccine will be made available to essen7al workers 
Debbie 

2021-01-15 
20:29:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To date there has been poor governance in the handling of all 
mapers related to covid protec7on... Such a ppe scandals.. 
Mismanagement of funds.. Etc... I have liple confidence based 
on previous behaviour of the leaders of this country., that roll 
out of vaccine will be done fairly... Morally and without 
corrup7on. Cressinda 

2021-01-15 
20:11:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government have shown how corrupt they are, esp during this 
pandemic, so the private sector must  be involved in the 
distribu7on and administra7on of the vaccine. We don NOT 
want any corrupt Government officials geing rich from this 
programme! 

Vaccine procurement must be speeded up and must be 
transparent and audited to ensure no kickbacks etc     Anne

2021-01-15 
19:24:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Lack of preparedness by the government  despite  the worldwide  
readiness for the vaccines that were  under tes7ng, even in their 
own backyard . Total incompetence.  
No excuse. People are going to die because of incompetent  
poli7cians who  are only concerned at their own well being and 
enriching themselves  and their supporters.  
A sad state of affairs. Andy

2021-01-15 
14:53:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that there won't be enough vaccines for at least 
67% to achieve herd immunity and the amount of 
misinforma7on and the ignorance of people surrounding the 
vaccine will mean that people won't take it and we'll never be 
rid of Covid-19. Jackie

2021-01-15 
14:40:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC should not be allowed to distribute the vaccine : it is 
too corrupt and incompetent. This should be given to the Private 
Sector and NGO's to do. Also we need more vaccina7ons here 
sooner. Wendy

2021-01-15 
14:37:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The past performance of the government indicates that they are 
not competent to achieve  67 recent by the end of the year Alastair

2021-01-15 
14:27:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Huge project. Needs planning by capable people. Use 
pharmacies etc who already understand vaccines. Use SAB to 
deliver vaccines. They get beer successfully to all over South 
Africa. The Gvt must see what is working and use it. Penny

2021-01-15 
13:25:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Brendon

2021-01-15 
13:21:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Keryn

2021-01-15 
11:51:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It baffles me why vaccines cannot be enrolled via the private 
sector also. We need all the vaccine sources we can get. Jordan

2021-01-15 
11:30:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Give the roll out to Health Professionals Trevor

2021-01-15 
11:22:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is frightening to see the misinforma7on that is out there 
regarding these vaccines. So many people are not willing to do 
this small thing to contribute to the well-being of the people 
around us. It's great that our government is preparing to 
vaccinate people, as this is the most responsible and logical next 
step. Arielle

2021-01-15 
10:59:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Does government have the necessary resources, including 
manpower, to roll out the vaccine in a few months? Rajendra

2021-01-15 
09:57:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I worry about corrup7on in the procurement process. 
Also why are municipal workers on the list to receive the vax 
first, they arent more important than the rest of us. Peter

2021-01-15 
09:27:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why has the government only secured 1.5 million vaccines when 
the country has 58 million people in it? They can bail out SAA, 
but can't get it together to get vaccines which will save millions 
upon millions of people. The only way to get rid of this virus and 
to return to some version of normality is to get people 
vaccinated, and build the herd immunity needed to protect the 
weak and vulnerable. Let's get the vaccines in, and get people 
vaccinated. Ashley
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Western Cape 254

2021-01-30 
15:04:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm not knowledgeable about these things.   i'm just worried the 
government can't control the rollout,  from securing funding to 
acquiring to distribu7on to actual implementa7on    My 
concerns are informed by how much government botches and 
the countless corrup7on instances.  We cannot afford this.   I 
don't have an alterna7ve other than sugges7ng we rely on an 
independent interna7onal 3rd party, or maybe an org like Gim of 
the Givers,  to run with the whole thing... take government out 
the picture.   But it's possibly too late in the day... Geraldine 

2021-01-28 
01:14:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jonathan 

2021-01-27 
18:26:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has in the past failed to successfully implement 
any of their programmes. There is no plan available on how the 
roll-out will be implemented, without a proper plan this is bound 
to fail. Government must include the private sector in the 
vaccine roll-out to ensure successful implementa7on. Buyi

2021-01-27 
13:47:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

More teachers have died from the virus than health care workers 
and SAP combined. In two weeks 7me we go back to facing 
children from communi7es all over the Cape. We do not feel 
safe. It is difficult to ensure social distancing and many parents 
make it difficult for us as they do not follow protocols 
themselves and act as poor role models for their children. They 
are not concerned that elderly teachers or those with 
comorbidi7es are at risk as long as we can take their children off 
their hands. If we die, too bad. There are loads of inexperienced, 
poorly qualified young teachers who want our jobs. Or how 
about the unveped "assistants" suddenly in our schools without 
so much as a police clearance, which is mandatory for teachers 
to be able to work in a school.  Apparently they can also take 
over the "supervision" of a class in the absence of a teacher. Oh 
my, what a joke. Louise

2021-01-26 
23:23:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not be in charge of the vaccine rollout. BEE 
should not play a role , tenderpreneurs will not be able to give 
the caccine effec7vely. Allow private companies like Dischem, 
Clocks and private hospitals to procure vaccina7ons and 
distribute it. The vaccina7ons need to remain a certain 
temperature to remain effec7ve and I do not trust government 
to get this right Luzanne

2021-01-26 
20:21:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Helen

2021-01-26 
17:47:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Has a considera7on been made NOT to start with the elderly but 
rather to target  the working class once frontline workers have 
been vaccinated? Elderly are vulnerable BUT are prepy much at 
home and self isolated anyway... Di

2021-01-26 
16:36:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

That it will not be controlled and that the vulnerable do not get 
their doses first. Why do we not know the plan yet of how to 
register as someone with co morbidi7es, etc.? A vaccina7on card 
will need to be given and  ID number provided to ensure 
everyone gets it at the right 7mes and there is no abuse of these 
vaccina7ons. Chris7ne 

2021-01-26 
13:15:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I want to know why the Govt wishes to be the sole provider of 
the vaccine. I should have the right to get the Vaccine from 
whoever I want e.g. my Medical Aid. Janepe

2021-01-26 
11:09:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Remove poli7cs from the roll out and allow large competent 
private businesses who have experience in handling a project of 
this size and magnitude . This should not be another failed 
exercise Juanita

2021-01-25 
14:55:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why dont the government include the Social work Profession as 
frontline workers and should also be included in the first group 
of roll out 

Brandon

2021-01-25 
13:50:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Governmement will need to involve other health stakeholders to 
rollout...to assist . 

or give por7on to each and every government legs eg Local, and 
Provincial , each will have to distribute it per its directorates and 
have dedicated health staff that will vaccinate and monitor that 
directorate.....it will be easier like that for implementa7ona and 
monitoring of the vaccine. 

If lem it just like that...it will only go to rich and white and 
colored first here in Cape Town.

Nomagcinaza
na

2021-01-25 
13:26:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Priori7sing just geing it done asap over everything else is what 
needs to be done here, but at this stage our expecta7ons of this 
govt are so low that we know the process will just be another 
feeding trough that'll get looted by all cadres involved. Hope that 
missing R577b funds this, but we know it won't. Ryan

2021-01-25 
00:37:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried if the government will be able to rollout the 
vaccine in the remote areas of the country and if it will reach 
those areas in a good condi7on so that it is effec7ve. Pumla

2021-01-24 
08:01:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

- agree that there should be a central body responsible for the 
rollout of the vaccine 
- do not agree that medical aid and private pa7ents cannot 
obtain the vaccine for themselves ... I would s7pulate that you 
can buy vaccine through your medical aid BUT you would then 
have to buy 5 or 10 or how many extra for those who cannot 
afford it. 

Nikki
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2021-01-23 
21:39:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I want the covid vaccine as soon as possible for everyone who 
wants it. The government should work with private pharmacies 
to roll it  so as to reach many people so we can have businesses 
up and running, people going to the beach and parks, markets 
open and especially the children go back to school. It is heart 
breaking that poor and vulnerable people in our communi7es 
con7nue to suffer because the government is too slow to act. 
Private and Independent schools do what they can for the pupils 
and government schools suffer because the government can't be 
bothered to find the best ways to help the pupils who do not 
have laptops ,television and internet!!! 

Sabina
2021-01-23 
20:22:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sue

2021-01-23 
15:35:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Interested to see how the roll out will happen, and whether 
corrup7on will prevent it from being effec7ve. It is impera7ve for 
the health of South Africa’s people and the economy that the 
majority is vaccinated. The effec7veness of the vaccine is not a 
concern, and neither is the short 7me in which they were 
developed. Just shows that when something impacts global 
north countries, they will find a solu7on as fast as possible. Katja

2021-01-23 
08:49:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccine rollout is supported but in order to be 7meous and to 
reach residents most rapidly, it needs to be supported through 
distribu7on by private sector actors: clinics, pharmacies, medical 
aids, hospitals etc.  

The scale and rate of vaccina7on required is too sig ificant for 
govt. to tackle on its own.  Distribu7on should be undertaken in 
partner with private sector role-players Andre 

2021-01-23 
06:20:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am in favor of vaccina7on to create herd immunity, thus 
allowing the country to resume its ac7vi7es. Also, I would like 
South Africa to be a safe des7na7on for leisure and business, so 
tourism, film industry and other industries can start recovering. Cín7a 

2021-01-22 
23:02:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government should not have a monopoly and be in full 
control of purchasing and distribu7ng the vaccine. Medical aids 
should be allowed to run the process of purchasing vaccines and 
overseeing the roll out to all South Africans. Vaccines for people 
without medical aid can be subsidised. The ANC Government 
has proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that they are both 
completely corrupt (PPE scandal) and incompetent and are not 
to be trusted. We reject their increasing totalitarian control  over 
all aspects of civilian life. The ANC Government's blind 
adherence to outdated ideology is killing South Africa. Marina

2021-01-22 
21:58:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am absolutely for the roll out of these vaccines. They have been 
proven to be effec7ve and have minimal side effects. I want this 
to be done as soon as possible so that we can mi7gate the size 
of the next COVID-19 wave. More treatments for people 
currently infected should be given apen7on, too. Cassandra

2021-01-22 
17:11:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not have sole acquisi7on and distribu7on 
rights. Ngo’s and private sector should be able to do this as well 
to ensure that  as many people can get the vaccine as soon as 
possible.  This is vital to protect lives as well as livelihoods so 
South Africa have a future to look forward to Juan

2021-01-22 
16:41:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Gary

2021-01-22 
15:38:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sandy

2021-01-22 
15:18:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Make it available to the private sector as well! So that those able 
to can go and get it from their dr etc. Even if they have to pay 
more for it. Keep the government stock for those who cannot 
afford it otherwise. Not a lot of faith that the government will 
make it available to the hole popula7on. Geing the private 
sector involved will mean a more rapid vaccina7on program! Catharina

2021-01-22 
15:01:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Barbara

2021-01-22 
13:21:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This government has been hopeless at almost everything they 
have apempted - including the Covid response with rampant 
loo7ng, malprac7ce, them - even of PPE. They have totally 
bungled procurement of vaccines and now that we are at the 
back of the queue, insist that only they can procure and 
distribute vaccines. Private sector MUST be allowed to procure 
and distribute otherwise it is going to be one unholy mess - just 
like the HIV debacle. The government and other organiza7ons 
need to embark on an educa7on campaign to ally fears about 
the vaccines and to educate the public. None of this is being 
done. Vaccines are the only hope for us to develop herd 
immunity (67%). Vaccines do not kill; the corona virus does! John

2021-01-22 
12:08:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the government officials to not be corrupt and allow 
countless close contacts to get vaccinated before essen7al 
workers. Ragmah

2021-01-22 
12:00:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Give the op7on for people to pay for the vaccine as well if they 
want it sooner!! Therefore private pa7ents who are able and 
willing to can contribute to funding  the vaccine faster and we 
reach herd immunity quicker in the country which benefits 
everyone. Mari

2021-01-22 
11:44:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned this roll out will take too long, be botched by the 
government and end up with thousands sick and many lives lost. 
I feel they are was7ng valuable minutes and days in geing it 
started and worry they will act in their own interests which will 
delay our safety. 

I feel at whim  to our government's incomometece. Get us the 
vaccine, now! Jason
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2021-01-22 
11:30:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concerns are about the states capacity to actually procure 
vaccines and then effec7vely roll them out - and limit the huge 
amount of fraud, in a 7meous manner. 

My sugges7ons are 
* get private industry involved, like mines and health insurers - 
courier companies. 
* let wealthy individuals fund large numbers of vaccines and get 
prior7zed (this is just pragma7c as this will happen anyway but 
money will land up in Dubai or Switzerland). 
* aggressively procure (and let private en77es/provinces 
procure) - the opportunity cost for vaccina7ng the economically 
ac7ve far outweighs cost - and it's those people that keep the 
rest of the country afloat. 
* if possible - nego7ate for local manufacture. Marcin

2021-01-22 
10:37:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There needs to a clear plan as to how the vaccine is going to be 
rolled out. The vaccine should be made available at more than 
local clinics and hospitals/doctors offices to ensure that there is 
ample availability and access to the vaccine. 
I would also like a strategy in place where those who can donate 
money to vaccines receive a report on how that money was 
used. A full detailed breakdown. We need to ensure that there is 
absolutely no corrup7on. I for one would like to pay for the 
vaccine for atleast my friends and family who aren’t able to do 
so. But I would want to know where my money is going and how 
it is being used. Simone 

2021-01-22 
10:21:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out of the vaccina7on should have utmost transparency. 
This pandemic has shown the mismanagement of funds with 
minimal transparency to how these funds were allocated, hwho 
it was allocated to, how much and why, etc.  

Public is unaware of where these funds went to albeit PPE, field 
hospitals etc, however there are s7ll shortages reported. In 
addi7on. a mandatory vaccina7on should be free to the public 
as Covid-19 is a public health concern. It should not affect those 
who cannot afford to receive the vaccina7on.  

The working class should not stand in long queues as it is 
dehumanising. A more effec7ve roll out should be implemented Leza

2021-01-22 
09:27:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proven they are not competent in the 
management of SOC. 

I am concerned about the ability to vaccinate the na7on based 
on the performance in SOC. SABC, ESKOM, PRASA, DENEL, SAA. 

This 7me round it is literally a ques7on of survival. The world is 
already ac7vely busy vaccina7ng and we have not even 
purchased vaccines yet. The start is indica7ve to f what’s to 
happen.  

Johnson&Johnson is reportedly manufacturing vaccine at the 
Port Elizabeth plant. FOR EXPORT! This is shocking that we 
manufacture and export vaccine and the na7on does not have 
any vaccine for Covid. 

The sourcing and distribu7on of the vaccine should be lem with 
Private Pharmaceu7cals. They must have the mandate to supply 
all health facili7es with the required amount of vaccines. 

Lastly the members of parliament, Cabinet Ministers and the 
President should be the very last to receive the vaccine. This will 
ensure efficiency of the role out. But I am sure they will be the 
first in line. 

Pieter

2021-01-22 
09:16:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that there is no real structured plan to reach 
people who are in informal seplements-The poor and those who 
can't afford medical care, who can't even get to a clinic without 
wai7ng days. Christelle

2021-01-22 
08:07:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe government is capable of the rollout of the 
vaccine effec7vely in any way. With all the corrup7on we have 
seem with PPE, Food Parcels etc I do not have faith that the 
vaccine will reach the right people in any of the phases of there 
planned roll out. They should rely on the infrastructure of the 
registered medical aids to be in charge of the rollout to members 
and non members alike. The Moderna and Phizer vaccines 
requires cold storage - how is govermnet going to manage that 
type of cold temperature for storage and distribu7on in that 
temperature seing if public hospitals is already figh7ng over 
oxygen supply and beds for the really sick with this deadly strain 
of covid-19. Personally any vaccine form China or Russia should 
not even be considered for the SA popula7on. I personally don't 
think there efficacious in any strain of the covid-19 virus and for 
obvious moral and poli7cal reason. The Western Cape premiere 
has indicated he will buy the vaccine straight form the suppliers 
for the province, I say let him and have at least 1 province lead 
the way and if it effec7ve and proven to work let the others 
follow suite. Kaashiefa 

2021-01-22 
08:04:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I truly believe the private sector should be allowed to secure and 
purchase vaccines in support of the roll out. I don’t believe any 
addi7onal tax should be levied as medical aids are already 
offering significant financial support. Mark

2021-01-22 
08:02:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am keen to see a vaccine as early as possible. Vaccina7on in 
shopping malls sounds a liple risky (indoor raising risk). Are 
there beper alterna7ves (mobile units?). Angharad
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2021-01-22 
07:54:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private companies (medical aids etc) should be able to bring in 
their own and do their own thing, over and above governments 
efforts. Everyone who can get involved should. 

Prisoners should not be priori7zed. Noud

2021-01-22 
07:51:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Governments con7nued inability to manage funds appropriated 
for public spending.  The sure misuse of the money and the 
corrup7on that may well see the vaccines not going to the 
correctly intended populace.  The control and command 
approach that seemingly excludes the private business sector in 
engagement (who have the will and the means) from being part 
of the acquisi7on and distribu7on as well as not considering a 
provincial procurement idea 'Government does it for everyone - 
not the provinces '.  This is a pandemic and not something that 
should be part of this regimes selfish poli7cal mandate to 
control and take power of the people - it requires collabora7on, 
engagement and transparency.  Most hold such liple faith in the 
ability of this ANC lead government to get anything right for the 
people - get the private sector, medical aids and the like involved 
in finding funding and solu7ons for a faster procurement to 
vaccine administra7on.  This is no 7me for this President and his 
merry-men to play this poli7cal power game with its people.  SA 
had a year to plan - this roll out plan 'is not a plan' it is a list of 
ideas because they have been caught unprepared - no funds and 
no planning during 2019 got us here. Nicki

2021-01-22 
07:51:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Shereen

2021-01-22 
07:49:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Adrian

2021-01-22 
07:13:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government How long will it take to reach rural areas Mari-Lu

2021-01-22 
06:08:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Medical Aids should also be allowed to source vaccines  for their 
members Mariepe

2021-01-21 
23:56:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The fact that the private sector cannot purchase vaccines and 
only the government. How long will we have to wait for the 
government to actually fully roll out the vaccine?? 
The private sector HAS TO HAVE access to speed up this process 
and get SA back to normality again. Juan-Paul

2021-01-21 
16:42:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust that Government should be in charge of the 
Vaccines . Private Health companies should be able to procure 
and distribute vaccines to anybody able to purchase it. 
Alterna7ves that work should also be made available to private 
health companies and  prac77oners. It should be my right to 
chose something proven been successfully in other countries. 
Time is of the essence and we should not be  dependent on 
government to be responsible for our health. Fritz

2021-01-21 
10:40:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Annemarie 

2021-01-20 
22:04:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I really do support the idea to roll-out the vaccine to Health and 
frontline workers FIRST.  Then  to workers and beneficiaries of 
child & youth care centres, old age homes, re7rement centers. Graeme

2021-01-20 
22:01:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Bjorn

2021-01-20 
16:14:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see the essen7al workers in eg. Checkers, Shoprite 
etc receiving the vaccine first, along with health-care workers Juleen

2021-01-20 
14:26:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I sincerely doubt that the Government can manage 100,000+ 
vaccina7ons a day, 7 days a week, in order to vaccinate 40 
million people by the end of the year.  It is just not feasible. 

Yolande
2021-01-20 
14:02:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government have never managed to co-ordinate or streamline 
anything, how are they going to do this? Jen

2021-01-20 
13:34:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To start with, let me make it clear that I am PRO vaccine's to 
eradicate this pandemic. 

I am very concerned that the South African government has 
taken sole control of sourcing and the distribu7on of the 
vaccine! Many countries are rolling vaccine's out at a speed of 
many hundred thousand per day, but here in SA, not a single 
ampule has been made available for use. It is clear that 
government have "missed the bus" with this.  

Private companies, and willing ci7zens can assist government, 
and fund their own vaccina7on. The reality is, that the more 
people that get vaccinated privately, the fewer that need to be 
vaccinated out of government coffers. 

I believe that government need to allow private companies to 
source and distribute vaccines, to willing buyers. Even if the 
vaccines get sold with a significant mark-up, to assist in the 
funding of vaccines for the less fortunate. If this gets priva7zed 
asap, it will work, and we will overcome this very difficult 
situa7on we find ourselves in as a country. 

Craig
2021-01-20 
09:44:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Ashley

2021-01-20 
06:29:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concerns lies with the roll out of vaccines to prisoners  
before law abiding ci7zens.  We, as law abiding ci7zens, that 
need to provide for our families  are being pushed aside for 
individuals that do not contribute anything to society. They 
made their decisions and do not deserve to receive a vaccine, 
when other, contribu7ng members of society are dying. Tax 
money paid by hard working individuals must now not just fund 
these criminals, but also fund their healthcare, while we are out 
there working and dying to provide for our families, they sit in 
prison and reap the reward. Rochelle 
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2021-01-20 
06:24:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government must target the most vulnerable people first then 
people important to the economy and not target ANC voters first Eugene 

2021-01-19 
19:06:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This need urgent ac7on and roll out.  Herd immunity can only 
happen if this happens in a short fast 7meline.  Not half in one 
half of the year, the other half when they feel Ike it.  Please wake 
up Angela

2021-01-19 
17:07:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As we have seen in the past, corrup7on always rears its head 
when it comes to these situa7ons. What assurance can the 
government provide that the roll-out process will be transparent 
and fair? What steps are being taken to ensure this? Tyrone

2021-01-19 
15:50:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

A more strategic and well thought out ac7on will be required. 
Targe7ng only these areas will miss older people who may not 
frequent any of these areas. They are the most vulnerable. 
Doctors like GP’s should also be included. It will be chao7c with 
thousands swarming to malls! Ingrid

2021-01-19 
15:17:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We know the na7onal govt is  hopeless at managing anything 
and to centralize the distribu7on and administra7on of the 
vaccine in their hands will be yet another disaster. 

Therefore more-competent en77es (e.g. W. Cape provincial govt, 
medical aid companies) should be able to independently procure 
and administer the vaccines outside of the na7onal govt's 
influence. 

Peter

2021-01-19 
15:09:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I`m all for the roll out of the vaccina7on. I support the 
projec7ons to cover 65/70% of the SA popula7on.  I`m 
comfortable that 70% get injected - I choose to be the 30% that 
don`t want to be injected. I will get my family vaccinated in 
2023. 

I actually believe Government officials are disconnected from 
what President Ramaphosa  promotes on all his state of na7on 
address. The roll-out plan promoted on TV sounded like a joke. I 
believe any business organisa7on would have done a beper 
game plan, had more clarity on a plan and would have made 
South African feel confident that we took this Vaccina7on 
process much more seriously.  
I wish our President & Government  all the best and strength 
with first dealing with what type of corrup7on will be started by 
corrupt Government officials - so God, Please Bless South Africa 
and her People - Because Corrupt Government will not. Amen   Deon

2021-01-19 
14:52:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With treasury's talk of again increasing taxes in order to cover 
the roll out costs - my ques7on is, why is this total cost of 20bn 
not being taken out of the 500bn loan that our genera7ons will 
be paying for years to come? Where is that money? We cannot 
keep paying for the same thing over and over because  of 
corrup7on and people filling their pockets.  
We are going through a pandemic, people do not have income 
or food, now the people who s7ll have a semblance of a job 
(mostly with pay cuts) will have to pay more tax, on top of tax 
increases that due to the original 500bn loan. How many 7mes 
do we have to pay for something? Even the first batch of vaccine 
was funded by the private sector.  WHERE IS THE PEOPLE'S 
MONEY??????????? 
Furthermore, you have not bothered to detail how the vaccine 
will be rolled out or communicated enough about the vaccine to 
allay fears of the people developing conspiracy theories. At this 
rate of misinforma7on you will not have 67% of South Africans 
willing to take the vaccine. Please stop was7ng our money 
sending tanks and police to empty beaches. Apend to the crime 
and corrup7on. You prove yourself to be unable to handle any 
money or roll anything out successfully (SAA, Hospitals, PPE, 
Eskom, SASSA etc etc etc) without stealing or even doing a 
proper job.  If you are incapable then allow the private sector to 
roll out the vaccine as they are being expected to pay for it in 
any case. Siobhan

2021-01-19 
14:19:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

private sector should be allowed to roll out the vaccine as well.  
The government is incapable to do it without corrup7on taking 
it's toll. Magda

2021-01-19 
14:17:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think they should allow the private sector to distribute the 
vaccine at cost so as to reach heard immunity as soon as 
possible.  It benefits everyone directly or indirectly. Jenna

2021-01-19 
14:17:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think they should allow the private sector to distribute the 
vaccine at cost so as to reach heard immunity as soon as 
possible.  It benefits everyone directly or indirectly. Jenna

2021-01-19 
13:49:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please also allow the private sector to assist in rolling out.  Make 
funds available for medical research so that we can do our own 
thing.  Restructure/ fill the medical posts in this country.  Get 
medicine and our hospitals back to be a world leader as it was 
25 years ago.  Ber7e 
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2021-01-19 
13:48:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that we do not have clear informa7on about the 
actual management and roll out of the vaccine. Where and how? 
I am in a unique situa7on in that I run a private prac7ce as a 
Clinical Psychologist, so in effect am an independent consultant  . 
If we have the vaccine soon, my doctor's recep7onists, I was 
told, cannot cope with giving appointments and informing all his 
pa7ents as soon as the vaccine arrives, because everyone 
apparently has made the same request and it would be too 
7me-consuming and costly to send out sms's to every pa7ent. I 
will be 68 years old this month, am a Mental Health Care worker, 
have co-morbidi7es ,Type 11 diabetes and high cholesterol 
which are controlled through diet and exercise, but I have not 
heard from the HPCSA, not the department of health about 
being one of the first in line, just general informa7on on the 
radio and in the newspaper. I see pa7ents in person and online 
(so am a front-line worker, but not in government service), 
because I need to do what is in the best interests of the pa7ent, 
par7cularly when dealing with anxiety (with all safety measures 
in place), yet have no clarity , nor assurance that I will receive 
the vaccine 7meously to afford protec7on. What is the 
government doing about those  in a similar situa7on to me, who 
fall into this category? Are they only looking at ID numbers to 
determine age, but do not know people's health condi7ons that 
make them more at risk, and how can they possibly know each 
person's medical history without access to medical informa7on, 
normally kept confiden7al? Katharine

2021-01-19 
13:02:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How will the rollout take place 
Which province will receive vaccine 
And how many doses Ighsaan 

2021-01-19 
13:01:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concerns (and solu7ons):  
-main concern is the government procurement and roll out of 
the vaccines in a failing public health system...  
-the current corrupt, failing government; how will the roll-out be 
priori7sed to reach at least 40 mill South Africans, and more 
importantly the designated priority groups (health care workers, 
essen7al service providers, elderly? 
-How can we be sure that vaccines secured from India is safe and 
effec7ve? Which and how many other types of vaccines will be 
considered and rolled out in SA? 
-Will vaccina7on reduce transmission? This needs to be 
monitored very closely during the course of the year 
-public skep7cism about the vaccine; alot of educa7on and 
awareness needs to be created to ins7ll trust among people (and 
that the vaccine is medically 'safe' to use at scale) 
-severe concern: Provincial Departments of Health are corrupt 
and incompetent to administer and store vaccines - how will this 
be addressed/ensured? 
-logis7cs and storage facili7es of the vaccine; government should 
start inves7ng in infrastructure NOW (not next year!) 
-efficacy of the vaccines given recent muta7on in SA; ongoing 
medical and scien7fic research should be priori7sed for the 
months and years to come 
-vaccines should not be mandatory - every person should decide 
-get private medical aid schemes on board asap!!! South Africa 
has a failing public health system that can not serve the 60 mill 
people of the country 
-government should invest much more in the (currently) poor 
public health system M

2021-01-19 
12:22:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jill

2021-01-19 
11:57:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

First priority should be healthcare workers . Second should be 
the general popula7on (workers).  

Healthcare workers to go out to places of work/companies to 
administer the vaccine.  Nobody has 7me to take off from work 
to get vaccinated. Standing in long lines for hours. F

2021-01-19 
11:51:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccines stopped many severe illnesses in the past. As a teacher, 
I know how important it is. Dorothy

2021-01-19 
11:41:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Prisoners should not get vaccinated first, The President should 
be first, then Doctors and Healthcare workers, then teachers and 
religious leaders, then senior ci7zens, then those with co-
morbidi7es Lynn

2021-01-19 
11:11:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Medical specialists and Medical aids should take lead and advice 
and explain SIMPLY that peaple can decide which way to go. 
Private sector businessmen and THINKERS must be included in 
the roll out and the logis7cs. 

San7e
2021-01-19 
10:03:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Catherine
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2021-01-19 
09:32:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Whatever this ANC government handles is a mess and generally 
goes hand-in-hand with corrup7on.  This idea that government 
should be the only par7cipant in procuring the vaccine for SA is 
idio7c - especially since they are not very competent in anything 
they handle nor do they have the funds. 
Involve other stakeholders such as the private sector health, the 
medical aids and business. 
This can only be of benefit to the people of SA and the 
government will then have more available for the public 
healthcare system. 

This centralist, control-freakish insistence that government does 
everything must stop. It is based on outdated Marxist ideology 
which should never again play a roll in any decision making. It 
equals oppression! 

With regards to the an7-vaccine brigade and 'their right' of 
choice, you need to educate yourself. The online ignorance is 
scary!! Vaccines have saved millions of people's lives - hence the 
current world popula7on of billions.  Never mind 5G, Bill Gates, 
or whatever. It is all we have.  Yes, Ivermec7n could poten7ally 
be of great benefit and should be considered, but it only treats 
and not prevents infec7on. One needs a vaccine for that. 
To those who don't get vaccinated  and want to say 'it is my 
choice/right', -  you are impac7ng on other people's rights by 
maintaining the infec7on within the popula7on. By exercising 
your right of ignorance you are denying millions of South 
Africans to live healthily  and have the economy running again.  
Your ignorance is selfish! Ralf

2021-01-19 
08:47:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that corrup7on and greed will delay the roll out 
the vacinne. More money will be loaned and tax payers will have 
to pay for it. Fahd

2021-01-19 
08:06:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The usual as in a great deal money meant for the vaccina7on 
program will most likeky "disappear"... Andre

2021-01-19 
07:30:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see other vaccines than the Oxford vaccine (which 
is not the most effec7ve at the moment) to be available in SA 
too (even if at a cost). Claudine

2021-01-19 
07:08:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do endorse the roll out if the vaccine asap yes , the elderly and 
frontline workers should be vaccinated first as to the prisoners 
dont see why the first in line , problem is there are to many 
propaganda going about   , and less truth par7ally the 
goverment are to blame for this , the corrup7on over the years 
its finally taking its toll and people are dying , due to no funds 
available it's a shame , I hope this will open the president's eyes 
as to the long term effects of gross negligence on his officials 
behalf and he can eradicate all corrupt and greedy perpetrators,  
so please roll out the vaccine asap people are dying , and to 
those with your propaganda and conspiracy theories,  get th 
truth first before spreading panic amongst the people ... like 
Mandela said if the ANC does to you what the apartheid 
government do to you remove them some you did the apartheid 
government Tashreeq 

2021-01-19 
00:52:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Louis

2021-01-18 
22:11:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned that the controls put in place to ensure the 
proper distribu7on of the vaccines will not be adequate to 
combat the expected corrup7on. Shelley

2021-01-18 
18:04:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With all the mismanagement & thievery of funds & money by 
the government, what South African ci7zen won’t be 
concerned? Can’t government just for Gods sakes leave any 
project, especially the corona virus vaccine in capable and 
competent hands/tenders. Geez! Joey

2021-01-18 
17:12:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The cost concerns me a 
The effec7veness of the roll out 
Quality of vaccine Robin

2021-01-18 
17:09:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jade

2021-01-18 
15:56:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Poli7cian must be the first ones to be vaccinated Nosi

2021-01-18 
15:47:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree with procuring the vaccine but it should not be procured 
exclusively by government. I have concerns about government's 
ability (looking at failing health-care systems) and integrity 
(corrup7on is s7ll rife despite our President's efforts to prevent 
it) with regards to procurement and successful distribu7on of 
the vaccine and vaccina7on of the popula7on. I would like to see 
Medical Schemes and private concerns such as 
Pharmacies,employers  etc being allowed to import and 
distribute the vaccine. Having researched the cost of the vaccine, 
it would be affordable to a large part of the popula7on and as 
such would relieve government of this cost and responsibility. Cecelia

2021-01-18 
15:46:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I will take the vaccine , the risks of Covid outweigh the risk of the 
vaccine , historically vaccines work and I have faith in the mass 
of trained scien7sts that have been working on this vaccine. By 
being vaccinated I lessen the risk of the virus muta7ng into 
another strain. Cathy

2021-01-18 
15:29:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The main ques7on is how we will be informed or assessed by the 
Department of health. I await this vaccine eagerly so that I may 
return to limited family prac7ce.  I am keen to even be allowed 
to administer and advocate the use of the vaccine.  
At the start of 2020 the influenza vaccines were virtually 
unapainable to private medical prac77oners. We were 
considered or deemed to have lower risk...?  
At 65 years some prac77oners s7ll choose to work and try to 
deliver a service via telemedicine.  Yet we are s7ll high risk 
within our families.  
 Ubuntu seems to mean that some are more equal than others. Dilshaad
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2021-01-18 
15:19:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Amelia

2021-01-18 
14:27:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Heidi

2021-01-18 
14:19:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Beverly

2021-01-18 
13:38:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has a history of benefi7ng poli7cians with these 
rollouts e.g. the PPE tender scandals. Medical aid companies 
should have the mandate to distribute to all its members and 
not just be dependent on government Mogammed 

2021-01-18 
12:51:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1) For government to consider a roll-out scheme that would 
allow health care workers and the rest of the working popula7on 
to be immunised before priori7sing frail and at risk. This 
approach to allow the economy to con7nue to operated.  
2) To provide long-term view as to how the vaccine will be made 
available/accessible post the first roll-out, bearing in mind that it 
does not create permanent immunity and individuals would 
need annual (?) top-ups.  

Katherine

2021-01-18 
12:35:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccines will be an essen7al part in figh7ng the pandemic 
and I fully support the roll out. I do think that there needs to be 
some coopera7on between public and private sectors to 
facilitate widespread roll-out and to subsidise the cost of 
vaccines, especially for poor South Africans who need it. Trish

2021-01-18 
11:22:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government is consistently failing to provide basic 
services, and now they want to roll out a vaccine to most of the 
popula7on in record 7me. I'll believe it when I see it. This is 
more than likely to be another failed ANC govt project. Rowan

2021-01-18 
11:00:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Disagree with the government controlling  the vaccine . They 
have been totally incompetent up to now and the PPE debacle 
shows inefficiency and widespread corrup7on . 
Allow any regulated partly e.g. medical schemes, 
pharmacies,doctors etc to import and dispense any approved 
vaccine.  
Inequali7es in SA will not be resolved by controlling who or 
when a person can receive a vaccine. 
Those that can afford to pay for it thru whatever approved 
stream  should be allowed to do so. As this can only have a 
posi7ve affect on SA as a whole as the goal with the vaccine  is  
achieve herd immunity for the country. Thus a person who can 
afford to pay for a vaccine is not only protec7ng themselves but 
many, many others who have not yet received the vaccine thru 
the governments typical inefficiency due to lack of will, 
infrastructure, commitment, money and leadership etc. P

2021-01-18 
10:40:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccine alloca7on should follow the methodology used by 
developed countries such as the UK and India, permiing high 
risk categories to have access to the vaccines first- naturally this 
includes front line health care workers, but should also include 
the aged, those co-morbidi7es etc.  

I have also not seen any evidence of the distribu7on channels to 
be used by government in transpor7ng and distribu7ng the 
vaccine, which will likely present major challenges. Andrew

2021-01-18 
10:34:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government What the cost will be and how long will it take to roll out Gina

2021-01-18 
10:28:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kathy

2021-01-18 
10:19:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not have major concerns about the vaccine roll-out in South 
Africa. If I had one it would be the speed for which we will get 
doses to get sufficient coverage of the popula7on to allow us to 
get back to a pseudo normal life. I trust the development of the 
different vaccines for which we have results from phase 3 has 
been conducted properly and followed all the rules of the 
vaccine development pipeline even though it was an accelerated 
process. V

2021-01-18 
09:32:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

if there is corrup7on or stealing or mismanaging of funds etc... 
the usual government BS. whoever is involved should be slapped 
with an apempted murder charge and sent to jail for life 
regardless of who they are.  

as for the vaccine itself i cant not comment on its efficacy or long 
term side effects but we also dont have 10 years to wait for our 
economy to be jeopardised while wai7ng for the long term 
effects Richard

2021-01-18 
09:28:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1.Journalists and bus/taxi drivers should be included in the 
frontline workers group.  
2.People do not trust the vaccine or government. An awareness 
campaign focused on the process of crea7ng, tes7ng, 
administering and the efficiency of the vaccine is crucial. 
Government must be transparent and open. 
3.Government must explain why nego7a7ons for acquiring the 
vaccine was ini7ated so late, why we only have 1,5million as a 
first batch, who and why they will priori7se as the first to be 
vaccinated and how will they safeguard the stock against 
corrup7on, them and breakage.  
4.I’m very skep7cal of government’s capacity to inoculate two-
thirds of the popula7on by the end of the year. We need to see a 
proper, workable plan on how this will be done.  
5.There is a viewpoint that younger people and school going kids 
must be vaccinated first (amer medical personnel) because they 
are the travelers and the ones mostly frequen7ng bars, clubs, 
concerts and other mass events. Careful thought based on 
research must be given to indicate who should be inoculated 
first to give us maximum effect soonest. Pauli
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2021-01-18 
09:21:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not really consider schools as children are 
less likely to succumb to Covid. Tachers should go to a clinic to 
get the vaccine. Instead, they should make it available to the 
elderly and those with co-morbidi7es, especially in townships 
and places where there are hotspots with a high elderly 
demographic. Marissa

2021-01-18 
09:19:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Marli

2021-01-18 
09:13:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the level of corrup7on in the government. I worry 
that vaccines will go missing or be given to the friends of 
government employees, rather than people who are in the 
correct category and should be geing it first...eg health 
workers. I suspect that a person like me, will simply never get my 
chance to get a vaccine, that I definitely want to get. Linda 

2021-01-18 
09:08:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern is whether the Government is going to be able 
to obtain supplies from manufacturers. Roger

2021-01-18 
09:06:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am in favour of the vaccine,  but not confident that the 
government will organise an efficient, and fair vaccina7on 
programme. P

2021-01-18 
08:59:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I support the roll-out of the vaccine wholeheartedly. My 
concerns stem from the government's capacity to deliver,  given 
our rampant levels of corrup7on, incompetence and broken 
infrastructure. 
We need it, desperately, but it's going to be a shitshow, just like 
PPE procurement, TERS and just about anything else you can 
think of. Sarah

2021-01-18 
08:54:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the process will be open to corrup7on yet 
again! You cannot have govt departments who cannot currently 
run anything sa7sfactorily in charge of  something as important 
and of this magnitude. They need to include private partnerships 
who can oversee both the alloca7on of funds and assist with the 
vaccina7on process. It is crazy not to allow the medical aid 
socie7es to provide and administer the vaccines just for the sake 
of looking good by 'controlling' the process Cheryl

2021-01-18 
08:42:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Deborah

2021-01-18 
08:39:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the vaccina7on process, I do hope and pray that it 
will be distributed fairly, to those most in need first, and that 
there is no corrup7on of the process whereby people with 
means "buy" their way to the front of the queue ahead of more 
vulnerable people. Kerry-Ann

2021-01-18 
08:32:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If people can afford the vaccine they should be allowed to buy it 
privately. We should not have to wait on this "government" to 
issue it. Not only will this allow a work force to get back out 
there sooner but it will also take a huge financial load off of the 
govt Guy

2021-01-18 
08:22:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

the  amount of vaccine versus the volume of people needing it  , 
teh effec7veness against all strains of the virus gigi

2021-01-18 
08:22:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am grateful for what government has done so far to fight the 
virus and obtain vaccina7ons. I'm concerned about corrup7on, 
and how it would affect the roll-out. I'm also concerned about 
the health system in general, and a lack of investment into 
universi7es in order to train more medical staff. I hope that this 
horrible 7me will be one that mo7vates the importance of 
medical staff to the government, and the importance of 
protec7ng those funds.  

Dalena

2021-01-18 
08:16:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The president announced  the securing of the vaccine  and the 
next day we hear that it is not secured and s7ll under discussion. 
The ANC government is corrupt and cannot be trusted to look 
amer the ci7zens of South Africa .  Securing vaccines for health 
workers and the elderly / vulnerable should be the top priority.  
We cannot afford any more disrup7on to the economy. This is 
the only way to protect people.  The rollout should be done 
through medical aids  as well as the health services, large  
pharmacies such as clicks, synergy and dischem  etc should be 
included. Tali

2021-01-18 
08:05:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government chris7ne

2021-01-18 
08:04:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Educa7on regarding vaccine - people take their new born babies 
for vaccina7on, but are afraid of this vaccine. 
Also, unacceptable that prisoners be given vaccine before 
hardworking South Africans. Yvepe

2021-01-18 
07:32:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should never be the only en7ty that procures a 
vaccine for the popula7on. Private ins7tutes need to be able to 
procure dosages for their e.g. workforce or medical aid 
members. Eugene

2021-01-18 
07:24:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All op7ons for procuring vaccines need to be considered - do not 
restrict who can and cannot procure. Tanya 

2021-01-18 
07:17:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As the government has failed to pay to secure the vaccine that is 
world wide rolled out - I am worried that the SA ci7zen won't be 
able to get the vaccine before the 3. wave hits our country 
Also the healthcare workers  should get the vaccine 
immediately . Karin

2021-01-18 
07:03:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The planned rollout does appear well thought through and 
organised. It should be executed accordingly to a plan which 
targets people in each phase, register each person who has 
taken the vaccine or not. Should be similar to people going to 
vote. This way you can track who has been vaccinated in a 
par7cular area. Also iden7fy areas that need to be priori7sed.  
Think working people should be priori7sed. Carmelita 

2021-01-18 
06:51:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is a huge concern that R10 billion is being used to prop up a 
failing airline that nobody wants when that same amount of 
many could solve all of our vaccine woes. Darryn
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2021-01-17 
22:26:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The procurement of vaccine doses is worrying since we will 
probably have to wait another year to achieve immunity at the 
rate that the government will be geing vaccines. Marcel

2021-01-17 
22:13:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm  very wary of government bungling on such an important 
issue.  
The private sector needs to be included, even if only to vet the 
process and ensure we dont have another PPE fiasco with the 
associated tenderpreunism at al. People's lives are at stake as 
never before. 
If govt does not get this right, we have killed the economy for 
nothing. This would be criminal.   

Sven

2021-01-17 
21:54:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

No one has men7oned teachers and educators in the proposed 
roll out. Schools being open seems to be an issue so I think it's a 
sector that's been neglected. PPE provisions for school is 
inadequate and not regularly supplied so I think 
schools( learners and staff) should be a priority if educa7on is 
considered important. The DA was very enthusias7c about 
opening schools last year without considering these 
implica7ons. Joel 

2021-01-17 
21:22:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the speed st which the vaccine is rolling out. It 
seems to be too slow, we appear to missed deadline & precious 
7me wasted.  Also, is there definitely a fair structured plan in 
place for the roll out & who receives the vaccine?  Also which 
vaccines are we going to receive? Lee

2021-01-17 
20:58:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is great that the government is looking to use so many areas to 
rollout the vaccine. They do need to allow the private sector to 
assist though else it will be chao7c. Karen

2021-01-17 
20:49:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't see the government's rollout plan. I would like to know 
whether it will be the local, provincial or na7onal government's 
responsibility to oversee the rollout.  Secondly, who will be 
vaccinated first. Thirdly, when will the whole na7on be 
vaccinated. Gerald

2021-01-17 
20:17:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine needs to be made compulsory in order for the herd 
immunity to be achieved. 
Government needs to move quicker to get the vaccina7on 
programme started so that the economy can apempt to recover. 
Teachers need to be in the first batches with health workers so 
the children of South Africa can be educated and not 
permanently lost to the educa7on system. kim 

2021-01-17 
19:35:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Concerned about corrup7on and management of roll out. Donna

2021-01-17 
19:14:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

vaccina7on needs to be rolled out yesterday. Its the only way the 
economy can recover and it will save thousands and thousands if 
not hundreds of thousands of lives. Even a vaccine that is only 
50% effec7ve at preven7ng infec7on but prevents severe covid 
in the other 50% is beper than no vaccine. I believe all of the 
vaccines approved by SRAs currently are safe. We need to start 
immediately. The cost is immaterial really in rela7on to the total 
economic and social impact of the ongoing pandemic. The 
vaccines could be triple the cost and s7ll it would make 
economic sense. Its a no brainer. Pay now, pass legisla7on to 
approve within days any vaccine approved by a SRA (bypass 
SAHPRA if they are going to delay the process - they are 
redundant in this context and we can rely on informa7on from 
other SRAs) and start vaccina7ng straight away. dave

2021-01-17 
19:07:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Roslyn

2021-01-17 
19:03:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Front line health care workers should have top priority,  sick and 
elderly. Hotspots should also be targeted  

Milne
2021-01-17 
18:31:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need the roll out to be swim and effec7ve. The private sector 
must be involved. Deborah

2021-01-17 
18:14:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't have any issues. 
Government is doing the right thing. 

Just some concerns over the logici7cs of the roll out and how it 
will happen. 
Health care workers are a priority and will give them a chance to 
work out how they will do it I guess. Peter

2021-01-17 
18:06:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

To slow us 60 year old people need it done ASAP we are trying to 
keep the economy going Chris

2021-01-17 
17:49:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We s7ll do not know how long the vaccine will be effec7ve in the 
body against Corona virus, so people might need to be 
vaccinated annually,  which will be costly and will need an 
effec7ve roll out process.  I do not think our government is 
capable especially if it becomes an annual vaccina7on project. 
Corrup7on, infrastructure and people not believing in the need 
for the vaccine. Bongiwe 

2021-01-17 
17:41:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think that our leaders should be one of the first to receive the 
vaccine, as all leaders are in the majority of 60 plus. 

Then if we can confirm it works, I think all health care officers 
should be given then vaccine next. Jade

2021-01-17 
17:27:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As a taxpaying,  posi7vely contribu7ng to society, law abiding 
ci7zen, I expect to be vaccinated before the gaol popula7on.  
Gaol popula7on should be last of the list. Hjalmar

2021-01-17 
17:19:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government seem to have missed 2 big deadlines to secure 
the vaccine. It should already be rolling out vaccines to 
healthcare workers. I really hope teachers make the list before 
prisoners and people in ins7tu7ons. Hayley

2021-01-17 
17:16:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Farah

2021-01-17 
17:08:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sheree
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2021-01-17 
16:13:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the roll out will take too long to start as 
procurement seems to have been delayed  and that it will be 
inefficient unless many sectors of society are involved - NGO'S, 
private health facili7es, business, unions as well as all 7ers of 
government. I would like to see health care workers vaccinated 
first. And an extensive educa7on programme to dispel myths 
about the efficacy or safety of vaccines. Amanda

2021-01-17 
15:31:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Nur 

2021-01-17 
15:00:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The only way to help the world get over Covid is for us to 
develop immunity - either by geing Covid - which is really not 
what anyone should want, or through geing the vaccine. Please 
people - trust the scien7sts and get the vaccine! Lisa

2021-01-17 
13:53:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Not enough has been done, allow other par7es to get involved 
in procuring the vaccine e.g Medical Aids, compamies. Does the 
government have the know how , to distribute,  how can  they 
guarantee there will be no corrup7on, why are we op7ng for  
the generic one, we should have a choice which one Ronel

2021-01-17 
13:14:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that of lagging behind other na7ons. I’m also 
concerned how so many people are  swayed by conspiracy 
theories and governed by fear, thus jeopardising the process. Dayle

2021-01-17 
13:13:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am fully suppor7ve of government roll-out. 
However, apart from the centralized acquisi7on of vaccines, local 
governments, NGOs, pharmacies and medical aids should be 
allowed to also procure vaccines independently. The 
government has a bad track record in terms of procurements 
(capability, speed, cost, corrup7on) so allowing private sector to 
also procure directly (i.e. in parallel) will speed up the roll-out 
and reduce overall cost for the government. Preven7on of 
deaths should override poli7cal mo7va7ons. Jean-Paul

2021-01-17 
13:05:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The SA government has proven to consistently fail in delivering 
either financial or food support during Covid-19 lockdown. All 
departments have been lax in planning or have allega7ons of 
corrup7on. The roll out of the vaccine needs to be planned with 
all logis7cs in place to avoid panic from the community if they do 
not receive the vaccine.   
The rollout of the vaccine needs to be strongly controlled free of 
corrup7on and them or chance of contamina7on, for it to help 
everyone in SA. Birgit

2021-01-17 
12:43:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment has a history of bad service delivery . Prefer private 
sector to ini7ate the rollout 

Paul

2021-01-17 
12:38:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the vaccine, but I believe to reach the targeted 
number of  recipients they will have to be  incen7vized (carrot 
and s7ck). IE.  Travel restric7ons without cer7ficates of 
vaccina7on, no access to crowded venues or places like SAN 
Parks. Plus maybe business opportuni7es where a fully 
vaccinated staff is given an advantage in the marketplace. Rob

2021-01-17 
11:59:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kyle

2021-01-17 
11:57:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government took too long to secure the vaccine especially when 
phase 3 of clinical trials of AstraZenaca happened in this country 
and news was widely published about it's success. 

20 million doses is too liple and taking a full year to reach herd 
immunity is too long. The government must hold thieves 
accountable for stealing relief funds and the tax payers money 
and give beper results. 

The lock downs with all the bans is killing the economy and 
people's livelihoods and crippling the poorest even further. 
When will we see thieving poli7cians go to jail? 

This vaccine should be rolling out already! South Africa is not a 
poor country. It is extremely mismanaged and people in power 
must work harder to save the community and the economy.  

The hospitality industry is big employer of low income earners 
and too many people have lost their jobs because of lock downs.  

Secure more vaccines, rollout faster, do beper! Aimee

2021-01-17 
11:39:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should allow private companies to purchase and 
distribute the vaccine.  Should not be controlled by government 
only as they will no doubly do it wrong, with corrup7on, 
mishandling and probably loosing half of the doses before it can 
get used. 

Secondly there is no men7on of where seaman are on this list, 
they are essen7al workers and need to be priori7zed.    

Government has a history of making a mess out of everything 
they tough, how will this be different.  All other countries are 
already vaccina7ng and we have not even received it yet.  Quantus

2021-01-17 
11:10:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Private sector to also roll out vaccina7on Yvonne

2021-01-17 
10:55:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I support the government's ini7a7ve to rollout the vaccine to 
everybody as efficiently as possible. Nelson

2021-01-17 
09:33:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The concern is that,  once again, the ANC will use this 
opportunity to enrich themselves at the expense of the most 
vulnrable. The private sector must be brought on board to help 
monitor and distribute vaccines - this is the only way to ensure 
trust in the system. The private sector must also be allowed to 
import and and administer approved vaccines of their choice. Frank
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2021-01-17 
09:17:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that because SA is bankrupt due to the corrupt 
nature of our government, thousands more will die in Surge 3 & 
4 before we acquire vaccines l. I am also concerned about a 
government roll out as they have proved themselves 
incompetent in everything they do....I do not trust our 
government & have no faith in Cyril.  I urge our Medical Aids to 
take charge of our rollout. Mersini

2021-01-17 
08:34:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Toby

2021-01-17 
08:15:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I support the government rollout of the covid-19 vaccine, and 
hope it will be done in a manner that priori7ses suscep7ble and 
high-rise individuals prior to the remainder of the popula7on. Dean

2021-01-17 
07:34:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lungisa

2021-01-17 
07:29:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Richard

2021-01-17 
06:59:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Morgan

2021-01-17 
06:17:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This program needs to be a govt. private partnership if it is to be 
efficiently rolled out. Private hospital groups, pharmacies like 
Pick n Pay, Dischem and Clicks  should be included in as well as 
medical aid groups. The load must be spread once the basic 
infrastructure has been put in place. There could also be 
‘subsidised’ op7ons to help ease the financial burden. Gail

2021-01-17 
05:28:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Bradley 

2021-01-17 
05:14:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This needs to be a coordinated effort between Government and 
the private sector. We need to get this right. Let's show the 
world what we can do if we work together. Gavin

2021-01-17 
00:17:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

They need to give the vaccines and be fair and do it fast. There 
are too many sick people and too many restric7ons and people 
cannot keep suffering. Daniel

2021-01-16 
23:38:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The South African Government will mess up the acquisi7on 
process .  Couldn't control PPE acquisi7on.  

Must allow medical funds to do their own acquisi7on. Gerrit 

2021-01-16 
23:26:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

please vaccinate the ci7zens as safely and as soon as possible to 
save lives based on the research and evidence and not on 
poli7cs or other agendas thank you JAY

2021-01-16 
23:26:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I cannot trust the government to safely, efficiently, or honestly 
roll out this vaccine on its own. They have only proven to be 
corrupt and incompetent in the past. Allow provincial 
government and private persons to buy vaccines. Wesley

2021-01-16 
23:24:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on Mike 

2021-01-16 
22:44:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccina7on should be made available asap to all who want to 
receive it. Government need not be the only supplier. In this 
crisis no power games should be played, about who has the right 
to procure the vaccine. Hans 

2021-01-16 
22:19:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As  a health care worker I am just hoping that we all get the 
vaccine as soon as possible.  Too many of us are geing infected. 
I hope that private health care staff are treated equally to staff at 
government facili7es  

Gail

2021-01-16 
21:44:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out of the vaccine should be in the best interest of ALL 
ci7zens of South Africa regardless of their poli7cal affilia7ons 
and should therefore not only be handled by government.  
My reason for this is that un7l now government has not been 
able to meet many if not most of the needs ci7zens as promised. 
Billions of Rands in relief funding toward Covid19 have gone 
'missing' while in the hands of government and government 
related tenders have charged exorbitant rates. Therefore manner 
that government has handled the pandemic funds un7l now has 
been appalling and makes them untrust worthy with the vaccine 
roll out.  
The AstraZeneca vaccine has a high success rate in the United 
Kingdom thus far, BUT there are two large drawbacks concerning 
the Pfizer vaccine that need to be addressed.  
1: it needs to be stored at -70 degrees celsius and I believe that 
South Africa has only two facili7es that can handle storage like 
this.   
2: This Pfizer vaccine that President Ramaphosa has secured 20 
million of, has not had as good a success rate among elderly 
people in other parts of the world. Given these two factors, 
would put the Pfizer vaccine at risk of not only being abused by 
authori7es but also harm ci7zens health. 
If however President Ramaphosa can provide sufficient proof to 
the contrary including proof of a sound rollout program 
stemming from the only two centres in the country that can 
store the vaccine at low temperatures, then by all means the risk 
is worth taking.  
In case of alterna7ves, I believe that due to the fact that the 
interna7onal Covid19 vaccine tes7ng has only had 6 months of 
trials, that alterna7ve drugs such as Invermec7n, that has an on-
going trial but that does not yet have the standard 7me of trials 
to render it medically safe for human consump7on, be made 
readily available at a ci7zens own risk and under administra7on 
of a qualified medical prac77oner.  

Robert
2021-01-16 
21:09:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Maxwell 

2021-01-16 
19:46:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Fiona
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2021-01-16 
19:12:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Thanks for the opportunity. 

I only have 2 concerns: 
1. That the government is playing monopoly and  
2. That people is prison is on phase 2. That is my biggest 
concern. They need to be in the back of the que and they also 
have to pay for it and not the tax payer. Let sociality get it first 
and then them... Riaan

2021-01-16 
19:01:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to authorize the usage of other alternate 
medica7ons including ivermec7n to supplement the vaccines. 
Given the circumstances, a prolonged study of Ivermec7n is 
unnecessary when people are dying daily, which can be avoided 
even if there is a slim chance. Rohith

2021-01-16 
17:37:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With the PPEs the government officials fapened themselves but 
once again the poor had to suffer.Public servants had to 
understand that due to Covid there won't be an increment but if 
you look at how these monies were spent it has not assisted the 
masses instead they are always used to get financial assistance 
which is laper misused. I wish the government won't use the 3rd 
Party in bringing the vaccine to the people. Even those 
pharmacies must not be part of it. In South Africa we are siing 
with diseases that are not a problem to other countries because 
they genera7ng money for the capitalists. That is why people 
feel that even this pandemic its capitalist ac7on.We really don't 
know what to believe in now because government officials can 
do whatever so as to earn more money. Nonzameko 

2021-01-16 
17:36:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not understand why the government  is controlling the 
purchasing of the vaccine  as this leeds to many ques7ons.  
Medical Aids and the likes should also have the opportunity to 
access the vaccine market. PS. The PPE corrup7on is an example 
of what happens when the government has full control Mar7n

2021-01-16 
16:53:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Only concern is that it might take too long and will end up in 
either corrup7on or a poli7cal game. Sharlene

2021-01-16 
16:41:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot deliver textbooks, never mind vaccines 
needed to save lives. Let Medical Aids source their own vaccines 
and handle the inocula7ons of their members. Let the 
Government handle vaccines for the masses not covered by 
medical aids. Ryan

2021-01-16 
14:36:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jus7ne

2021-01-16 
14:21:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jean

2021-01-16 
14:02:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has proved over and over again that they are 
incapable of managing anything. My concern is that the vaccine 
will be looted to be handed out to their family and friends, 
before it gets where it's most needed. 

Marinda

2021-01-16 
14:01:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It’s not really a concern. I would just like to see a more 
transparent program. I am 53 and fall into a higher risk category 
and would really like to know when I could expect the vaccine to 
be available to us. I have been paying medical aid contribu7ons 
for more than 15 years and would like to know why those who 
pay to ensure beper protec7on are not being priori7sed. I also, 
in normal 7mes, travel extensively and thus would be even 
higher risk. I guess we just want absolute clarity because the 
words upered by poli7cians are not trusted. Give us a defini7ve 
plan, so we can plan. Simon

2021-01-16 
12:50:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Terence

2021-01-16 
12:43:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government David

2021-01-16 
11:58:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My top concern is how the government will roll out vaccines 
effec7vely so that the necessary herd immunity can be achieved 
as quickly as possible. Lauren

2021-01-16 
11:58:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow private sector to par7cipate  
In procuring and par7cipate in the vaccine E

2021-01-16 
11:19:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on again gonna be the order of the day cause some 
people gonna take advantage of their social status and posi7on 
in government. The government saying that front line workers 
gonna get first and in same breath only men7on health workers. 
What about your law enforcement and the Saps. Again 
policemen marginalised and totally disregarded. Police health 
traffic firemen are the people that is 99% first on any scene. 
Remember that when some are saying health workers are 
frontline like they are the only Hulton

2021-01-16 
10:41:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to involve and allow private companies such 
as private hospital groups, medical aids and big pharmacy 
groups such as Dis-Chem to acquire vaccines and work together 
to inoculate our popula7on ASAP!  
We need to purchase from Pfizer too( there has to be a private 
refrigera7on facility in our country) Johnson & Johnson have also 
contracted Aspen in Port Elizabeth to “finish” and pack there 
vaccine. Once that rollout occurs we as a country should be 
en7tled  to purchase sufficient for our needs too! Our workforce 
( though employed) cannot next used for that and then it exits 
the country!  
Phase 1 must include healthcare workers, all essen7al services 
that assist healthcare and teachers! 
Phase 2 the rest of the popula7on Tracy

2021-01-16 
09:02:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Organiza7on, structure, and commitment is required to pull this 
off successfully. It's what we need. I truly hope they play their 
part. Kim
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2021-01-16 
08:58:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned that the rollout is not not happening fast enough 
and that not enough is done to secure doses of the vaccine. My 
husband is type 1 diabe7c and we would like to receive the 
vaccine as soon as possible. Being Medical Aid members and 
employed, we would even be happy to pay to receive the 
vaccine if that means more funding can be made available to roll 
it out faster to the larger community. Lizepe

2021-01-16 
08:50:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It concerns me that so many conspiracy theories are circula7ng 
especially through social media. Will enough people consent to 
the vaccina7on for herd immunity? 
Also the roll out is going to take long and we’ll probably be faced 
with a third wave before a significant number of people have 
been vaccinated.  
It annoys me that the government didn’t secure vaccina7ons 
earlier instead of bailing out failed SOEs Mandy

2021-01-16 
08:48:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Fairness. Will people that already had the virus be vacinated.  
They already have the an7 bodies.  
Who will receive it first.  
Will it be the vaccine that need two doses.  
If so Will it be provided within the required 7mes frame 
between first and second doses.   
It can become a fruitless expenditure if the second doses is not 
administrated within the window period. Andries 

2021-01-16 
08:24:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hoping the roll out goes beper than every other government run 
concern. So far they have not managed to do anything correctly. 
Pls make sure NKZ is nowhere near any vaccine management! 
Hoping the coffers aren't looted before the first jab is done!  
How will government ensure the second jab is done 7meously? 
How will refrigera7on happen if we have load shedding. 
Too many ques7ons to imagine this being a success.  
It should be handed over to the private medical aids and 
nowhere near Government!! Phillippa

2021-01-16 
07:33:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government corrup7on and inability to conduct such a huge 
program. Riaan 

2021-01-16 
07:18:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

People are dying. Please help country as the families are dying 
and roll out Lance

2021-01-16 
06:55:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government More ANC corrup7on Geoff

2021-01-16 
06:39:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is the rampant corrup7on. We all know that 
our government officials are so greedy and I would prefer a 
scenario where the process of procurement is carefully 
monitored and private sector individuals who are accountable to 
shareholders are responsible for the distribu7on and the 
administra7on of the vaccines. I would prefer the government to 
play an oversight role in monitoring any corrupt prac7ces and 
they can use their resources to prosecute and inves7gate.  

Lester

2021-01-16 
06:35:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government efficiency is always ques7onable and they must 
rope private sector in to spearhead the vaccina7on program. 
Corrup7on amongst government officials are a looming threat Lee

2021-01-16 
00:06:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

No 7me for mistakes. Do this & do it right.  Get the very best 
AND an experienced  team to head up roll out. The best that we 
can get from ANYWHERE in the world. C

2021-01-15 
22:19:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that all the care workers, health workers & 
professions, teachers, police, security, military, all transport, & 
any similar service provider should be first to receive. 
That I think will take months. 
Then I think it should be domes7c workers, and people who 
provide other services in homes,  such as: gardeners, pool care, 
refuse removal, any other security not already covered . 
Then persons living in the most deprived areas and street 
people. 
Then semi-formal housing. 
Then privately housed and privileged people.  sylvia

2021-01-15 
22:06:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I worry about endless corrup7on and government not being able 
to get the vaccines out as planned. This will take planning,  
coordina7on and ac7on without the greedy hands of the few 
who mess things up for everyone. Wendy

2021-01-15 
21:32:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please allow all Medical Aids and other Community bodies to 
source vaccines from different sources. Government is trying to  
exert so much control over ci7zens' lives whereas the private 
sector will do a far beper job. Government has no funds anyway 
and further opportuni7es exist for corrup7on. Dianne

2021-01-15 
20:46:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Many lives have been lost senseless,with all the enforced 
lockouts that have not helped with anything. It's about 7me and 
let's really hope this vaccine is the end to this senseless virus. Anele

2021-01-15 
20:16:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Unfortunately our government  has a proven and  poor track 
record of efficiency & integrity. This is a major, global  
catastrophe & we can not afford to jeopardize the health & 
future of 50million South Africans because of greed, corrup7on 
&  self-servicing interest at the cost of our na7on’s ci7zens. Desiree

2021-01-15 
20:14:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Annaline 

2021-01-15 
18:59:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Is everyone who has been vaccinated going to get a cer7ficate 
or something as proof? And how  are they going to prevent 
others from stealing it? Evidence like at vo7ng - mark on nail - 
maybe beper? 
2. How is goverm going to ensure follow up/2nd round? 
3. If you refuse you should be last in the queue at hospitals/
oxygen/any form of medical help. Louise

2021-01-15 
18:53:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

With the history of mismanagement in this country I'm worried 
that the vaccine rollout will be vic7m to corrup7on and 
discrimina7on. Izak
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2021-01-15 
18:52:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I just worry that first of all the ridiculously small amount they 
managed to procure isn't going to go far and secondly once you 
have the first dose who says you will be able to get the second in 
7me. I think its been  very poorly managed by the Government. 
They should have had enough now already to start the majority 
of South Africa on it. Its very disappoin7ng. We are all 7red of 
living like this. We need help. Kathy

2021-01-15 
18:21:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is around the planning, logis7cs and  
organising of the vaccina7ng.  
The vaccines need to be carried out swimly so that the second 
round of vaccines can be administered within 12 weeks, which 
means a large number of vaccinators need to be ready to go as 
soon as it is ready.  
There must be enough people to vaccinate when the 7me 
comes, training and communica7on needs to be happening now 
to ground level workers. The numbers of people who need to be 
vaccinated cannot happen with the rela7vely small number of 
nurses and doctors so more people need training to carry it out. 
I know the UK are using airline staff to carry out some of the 
vaccina7ng as well as pharmacists. These op7ons need to be 
considered as well as anyone else who can assist to enable 
everyone, or around the 60% mark to be vaccinated.  

Carla
2021-01-15 
18:13:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tasliem

2021-01-15 
17:15:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Gail

2021-01-15 
17:06:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to engage major retail and pharmacy outlets 
to offer vaccine, including pick n pay, dischem, shop rite etc... 
plus allow private health to buy and distribute. Government 
should not try to do this itself - it will fail and more people will 
die in the queue wai7ng like at SASSA than will get vaccinated. 
Townships need drive through special vaccine food parcel roll 
out. You get a vaccine with the food parcel ! No vaccine no food 
parcel. Andrew

2021-01-15 
17:05:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow the private sector, medical aids etc to bring in and 
distribute vaccines.  

Do not priori7ze prisoners over the rest of the popula7on. Mel
2021-01-15 
16:55:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Olga

2021-01-15 
16:51:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The  acquirement of tenders and deals  were up to now always 
accompanied with corrup7on and poli7cal elite geing kick 
backs. Tell me one single reason why we will not read about 
corrup7on with the purchase of the vaccine in the press. I am 
totally for  vaccina7ng every single possible person, because 
whatever the cost , it is a killer disease.   The government must 
find ways to get as many dosages of vaccine as possible and the 
sooner the beper. deon

2021-01-15 
16:25:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has proved over and over again that they cannot be 
trusted with the simplest of tasks. And how many batches of the 
vaccine will be destroyed during power cuts? Lisa

2021-01-15 
16:04:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government must take control of all funds in all provinces  to 
prevent the money from being wasted on things like land 
redistribu7on, SAA, Eskom and so forth. 
Be Open and stop lying to our people. They should stop all 
spending and spend the money on geing the vaccine ASAP and 
vaccinate  the en7re popula7on. 
All the other stuff must take a back set now , forget about 
poli7cs now , poli7cs won't save lives. 
For once ANC do the right thing and stop trying to rule with and 
iron fist. We are a democra7c country so we as a people should 
stand up to this that we are forced to tow the line or face the 
barrel of a gun. 85% of  our people are God fearing people and I 
stand to be corrected with this figure, never the less what the 
figures are God is on our side and He will never forsake or deny 
our cries for Him to save our country and its people from this 
deadly virus Covid 19, so my call to our na7on is to Unite in God 
The Almighty and pray for healing of our country and all its 
people. 
God Bless South Africa. Jerome

2021-01-15 
15:35:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Several concerns: I'm concerned that the roll-out will be too 
slow and the virus will have wreaked havoc before we even get 
going on vaccina7ng. I'm worried about the many who seem to 
be wary of the vaccine. It will need an ongoing educa7onal 
campaign.  Also what is the end purpose? Is it to have the virus 
die out en7rely? Or will we have to be vaccinated every year? 
Another concern is the AstraZeneca vaccine, which is not as 
effec7ve as the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines. We need to acquire 
at least some of these, especially for health care workers and at 
risk individuals. Shelley

2021-01-15 
15:11:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is that government does not have the 
competence to manage the administering of the vaccine 
effec7vely, and eliminate corrup7on that poses a threat by 
officials and companies close to the process seeing this as an 
opportunity to establish businesses to benefit. Patricia

2021-01-15 
14:15:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Government  should involve the private sector with the rollout Marion

2021-01-15 
13:45:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be rolled out to people where the most 
fatali7es was in their occupa7on. As I understand, more teachers 
has died than health workers and police combined. Thus 
teachers should be the first to get then health workers etc. Johannes
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2021-01-15 
13:10:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has shown is lacks the ability to administer a 
centralised programme of this magnitude. The list of failures 
apributed to lack of organisa7on ability is long (failing CoE’s, 
chaos of Home Affairs in issuing of passports, ID’s and travel 
documents, ill-conceived rules around lockdown, corrup7on etc. 
etc.) – there is no reason why the roll-out of vaccines co-
ordinated centrally will have any other outcome other than 
being a dismal failure if organised centrally by government. A 
more pragma7c solu7on is to de-centralise the roll-out. Let big 
business purchase vaccine for their staff. Let medical aid 
schemes provide for their clients.  Let NGO’s and civil society 
sponsor and provide for poorer communi7es who are not 
catered for by employers or medical aid. The state should look 
amer the health care workers in the public facili7es and high-risk 
people from poor communi7es. If the roll-out is poorly 
organised, the short and long term effects on the country will be 
devasta7ng. Mike

2021-01-15 
13:07:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It worries me that the govt is trying to keep full control of this 
process, ie, not allowing this to be a joint venture with Medical 
Aids, but yet wants Medical Aid money. As a journalist coined 
this morning - NHI by stealth. Mark

2021-01-15 
13:04:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Riaan

2021-01-15 
12:57:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Wonderlike roll-out planne maar daar is geen 
geld,mense,spuitnaalde of infrastruktuur in plek nie?Regering en 
privaat sektor kan nie eers byhou met die infeksies nie,hoe nog 
die imuniseering van 40miljoen in 11maande.Maak dit 
80miljoen want elke persoon kort 2 inspuitnigs.Almal weet dus 
nie haalbaar nie.Maak eerder n realis7ese skedule vir 
imuniseering en behou die bietjie geloofwaardigheid wat julle 
het minister. Emile

2021-01-15 
12:49:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Please dont mess this one up. Keri 

2021-01-15 
12:42:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Beper late than never, we sphould have started already to 
vaccinate our healthcare workers & first responders ie police, 
fireman etc Lin

2021-01-15 
11:51:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I want the vaccine and I don't feel that the government will get it 
for usu. Lianne 

2021-01-15 
11:43:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Is the Gov doing enough? We need to move faster, we are being 
lem behind and this will further damage our tourist industry and 
restaurants. Involve the private sector ASAP David

2021-01-15 
11:26:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Worried that the government officials tasked with this are will 
not have the competence or integrity to do it. Bradley

2021-01-15 
11:25:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My greatest concern is as usual the rollout by the government 
The anc can do nothing without making a mess of it 
I would suggest that the government do the rollout for the 
people who are willing to accept it but that the private sector 
may also purchase vaccine and vacinate their own members at a 
reasonable cost. 
I also beleive that the elderly and other people who are 
candiddates for major infec7on should have preference 
As far as i am concerend the taxi ranks should be the last as the 
more anc members die the beper as these people do not listen 
or adhere to rules 

Roslyn
2021-01-15 
11:18:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Clare

2021-01-15 
11:16:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the vaccine is the way to go to get on top of this 
pandemic.   However, I do have concerns about the government 
being in charge of the vaccine rollout.  There needs to be 
transparency and good record keeping.  Sadly, our government 
has a very bad track record of incompetence and corrup7on. 
I do not believe in mandatory vaccina7on.  That would be 
counter-produc7ve.   Honest, open dialogue and providing 
educa7on through credible, valid informa7on,  is key to winning 
over the an7-vaxxers.   
The an7-vaxxers need to consider the fact that entry into 
countries will be denied unless you can provide a COVID-19 
vaccina7on cer7ficate.   Yellow fever vaccina7on cer7ficates  are 
already a requirement in many countries.  Not only will this 
become a requirement for interna7onal travel, but it may even 
apply locally at inter-provincial level. Russell

2021-01-15 
11:08:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should aim to vaccinate those in the poorest 
communi7es, who do not have the luxury of social distancing 
due to employment, grant collec7on, highly-concentrated 
housing / shacks, etc. These communi7es are the most at risk, 
and are the least able to protect themselves. They are also those 
who are least able to get the required help should they contract 
the virus. Richer areas and suburbs should take the backseat, 
even if they are becoming hotspots, as the people in these areas 
are able to isolate and social distance with minimal 
repercussions - a lot of the suburban hotspoing is likely due to 
people flou7ng the rules and recommenda7ons, as is evidenced 
by my living in the burbs throughout the pandemic (Sea Point 
and Rondebosch, in that order) - there is no apempt to follow 
guidelines and I do not think that people outside of the risk 
categories from these areas should take priority. Chris

2021-01-15 
11:04:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Logis7cs will be the biggest challenge. The biggest threat would 
be corrup7on. NIel

2021-01-15 
10:46:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think Government should work together with the private sector 
to do the roll-out Estelle

2021-01-15 
10:43:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to set aside its addic7on to total control and 
it's animosity toward the private sector - allow private 
companies and individuals to procure and distribute vaccines! 
This will allow for much faster and more efficient vaccina7on of 
South Africans. Wade
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2021-01-15 
10:42:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The South African government has a history of not delivering on 
their promises. I am afraid that this is going to turn into 
administra7ve nightmare. The government needs to create clear 
and cut mandate on how they plan to logis7cally undertake this 
vaccina7on run to ease the mind of their ci7zens. Emile

2021-01-15 
10:20:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ar7cle states "would target people at shopping malls, taxi 
ranks, schools, clinics and hospitals", what about Pharmacies & 
Doctors? David

2021-01-15 
09:38:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private medical aids should roll-out concurrently to help us 
reach heard immunity sooner. Catherine

2021-01-15 
09:31:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jacqui

2021-01-15 
09:27:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The sooner people can get vaccinated the beper.  
Government probably also needs to educate about some of the 
an7vax rubbish that has gone so viral lately. 
Concerned about the efficiency or rather lack thereof in which 
the rollout is likely to happen in the hands of some of the 
incompetents in government, also the poten7al for corrup7on 
and thieving. 

Ruth

2021-01-15 
09:20:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe the government has the skills nor the planning 
capabili7es to roll this our successfully, on 7me and within 
budget. This will be just another government scheme to steal 
money from the tax payer through fraud. This should be op7onal 
and also rolled out by private medical aids. Julius

2021-01-15 
09:16:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern is that although our president has announced 
that the first roll out of the vaccine will be distributed amongst 
these groups of individuals,  How many of these vaccines are 
actually going to REACH these people. How do they stop the 
them and corrup7on of government officials to prevent these 
vaccines from going missing? Also how effec7ve is the vaccine 
against the new strand of the virus? Will this vaccine become 
mandatory?  Wardah

2021-01-15 
08:57:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lorin

2021-01-15 
08:03:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is too slow with roll-out. I also do not support 
the priori7sa7on of prisoners to receive a vaccine (they are 
convicted criminals who don’t pay taxes). Chris7na

2021-01-15 
08:00:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Roll out is too slow. Ac7on needs to be taken faster. Reece

2021-01-15 
07:44:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the 7me it’s going to take for the 
government to roll out the vaccine. I hope they are able to get to 
the figure of 67% as soon as possible.  

I also didn’t like that prisoners were so high up on the vaccine 
list. I feel that prisoners should be one of the last groups of 
people on the list to get it. Lisa

Mpumalanga 11

2021-01-28 
09:19:39

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm a mine employee and on the plan to roll out the vaccine they 
haven't men7on the mining industry.  We are always being told 
we contribute so much to the economy and we never stopped 
working while other sectors were working remotely.  We had to 
face the killer disease but now we aren't being considered on 
the first group of people that are going to vaccine.  Every day we 
seeing our colleagues die and it's painful.  So I am reques7ng 
that they consider the mining industry specially the essen7al 
workers who keep the mine running in predicament situa7ons. Thandi 

2021-01-22 
09:24:17

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All that government has shown for past months and for the 
period since 1994 is there absolute incompetency regarding 
anything that is being managed by a Government organisa7on. 
The reason being that everything is being poli7cide and that the 
FAT CATS of the ANC will always stand in front of any line. As one 
of the ministers has stated during the past week "ANC First - 
Then - Country" how can such an individual be an government 
employee. With that statement it says it all about the "roll out 
plan" by government. The ANC will first look amer it self and 
then the rest will follow whatever is lem. The roll out plan will 
not be successful due to the fact that no proper planning on how 
and by whom actually exist, because as we all know "Talk is 
cheap" but "Real ac7on buys the Whiskey".  

Before Government and our beloved President does not accept 
the incompetency of his Government Officials and get rid of all 
the bad apples we will not have success of any form.  

Good Planning of any project is of a cri7cal nature and this plan 
of Government is set up for failure before it even started. There 
are not set plan, nor clear direc7on by the President.   

The President of South Africa need to charge and take 
responsibility, in any Business it is the CEO and His Management 
Team that set the Pace and Policy, But the CEO is the person that 
has the final decision on everything.  

But it is with Sadness that we need to acknowledge that our CEO 
of Government )The President of S.A) is being informed on 
decisions by people that have no sense of what it is they are 
actually doing (AND THAT IS THE REAL PROBLEM). 

Therefor this roll-out plan of Government as I have stated before 
will fail before it even started, and it will fail due to absolute 
Arrogance of Government Officials. arno
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2021-01-20 
10:11:10

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Iam concern about the safety of the vaccine however because 
the vaccine is already phurchase, I propose that the government 
should priori7ze south Africans with bar codes iD's.  Every 
individual should go and vaccinate in a place of his or her 
country. Except those who are working  and those who are 
contribu7ng to the well being of the economy of this Country 
and of cos having necessary documents as proof of the above. 

Dolly 
Mtshweni

2021-01-18 
16:58:48

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All place earmatkef as potenciál sites for vacsina7ons are 
crowded and judging by the iniffeciancy of government (licence 
office, Grant payments) It seems it will be beper to stay away.  
Will wait 7ll my GP is  allowed to do what he is trained to do. Francois

2021-01-18 
13:53:30

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Priority of roll-out.  
Teachers and healthworkers should be first in line. Robert 

2021-01-18 
11:47:52

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is how the roll out will be managed due to 
government poor track record of roll outs (ppe etc). 

Otherwise I support the vaccina7on roll out. Morne
2021-01-17 
23:06:32

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

let the vaccine be offered to those that want it. yet no one 
should be forced to take it sandile

2021-01-17 
19:46:59

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Olusola

2021-01-16 
17:46:58

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please be transparent about the purchase to alleviate concerns 
about repeats in the corrup7on we saw in other areas.  
I feel that prison inmates should be further down the list. Rather 
vaccinate. Rather priori7se law abiding elderly and at risk 
pa7ents before prisoners. Wardens should be vaccinated in 
phase one. J

2021-01-16 
11:43:09

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout should include students doing medical degrees of all 
types who interact with pa7ents as part of their training, omen 
helping the qualified staff, in the healthcare worker category, to 
get vaccinated early on. Teachers should also be high priority. Andrew

2021-01-15 
11:48:18

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If the vaccine is controlled solely by government it will be, like 
everything else where there is money involved, corrupt and 
money laundering/stealing. Are we  become a communist na7on 
where government want to control our lives. The private sector 
must get involved to obtain and  distribute the vaccine. For 10 
months they have done nothing to safeguard the na7on. 
The president must get some backbone and lead the country 
and stop farming. Who are the so called government to tell me 
how to life my live. For 10 months they causing poverty with the 
bad decisions the are implemen7ng and s7ll they carry on.  BEN

North West 16

2021-01-27 
16:43:19

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government is aiming at Herd immunity but did not do their 
homework to secure vaccines at the best price possible. With 
the state of our economy, is the Government's plan a pipe 
dream?  Soothing talk to keep people calm and a ' fake it 7ll we 
make it' ? or hope to not have  to really s7ck to the commitment 
planned  if pandemic dies a natural death? .... or  keeping people 
calm to think we have their interest at heart ,  hoping  they'll  
vote for the right poli7cal party when the 7me comes.  
Chilling words I read in the media today as to a reason given by a 
Black African Woman, age 35-44 from Mpumalanga as to why 
she won't take the vaccine sums up my concerns: 
" Because I'm hungry I won't take medica7on without food" Isabella

2021-01-27 
10:05:51

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I definitely agree with the roll out to front line staff (medical) . 
Not sure if it will be effect on the new strain in SA. However any 
help for the medical staff must we tried, can not sit back any 
longer if there may be some relief. The rest of the popula7on to 
follow as per the government roll out.  avril

2021-01-26 
13:02:32

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is very slow in it's implementa7on of the roll-
out. 
It would be beper if private companies (for example medical 
aids) could also do it. Pierre

2021-01-22 
10:42:20

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There is strain on Government to pay for all and then co ordinate 
distrubu7on 

I have a Medical Aid. Why can I not order through medical aid 
They can Pay for the Vaccine 
And we can have it done at Dr Office , Dis Chem or Hospital. I 
think the Dis Chem or Clicks would work that is where we 
receive our medica7on. 

This would lessen financial strain and distrubu7on. Allowing 
Government to focus beper on areas that really need vaccines 
but does not have an exis7ng infrastructure. Tracey Lee

2021-01-22 
07:38:26

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Due the fact that our frontline support is over-whelmed  by the 
work due to this pandemic. They are 7red and we need to check 
pool of available doctors, nurses(re7red) that are willing to assist 
and new entrances must be employed now. 

All must be effec7ve less mee7ngs and roll in now. Engage 
mining sector to support, even with facili7es. 

I am posi7ve though. Victor 
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2021-01-20 
16:22:27

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the roll-out will be poli7cized, meaning 
government will use it to possibly secure votes, keep loyalty to 
the party etc. I'm concerned that they will discriminate against 
popula7ons that do not tradi7onally form part of their voter 
base.  

The state should not be have the monopoly on the buying and 
distribu7on of vaccines. I'm of the opinion that the private 
sector should be allowed to purchase and distribute COVID-19 
vaccines which would ensure  beper efficiency regarding 
distribu7ng the vaccine to those who want it, to prevent abuse 
of power by the na7onal government, as well as to ensure that 
government incompetence or corrup7on does not derail the 
process. Rineé

2021-01-20 
12:32:35

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My greatest concern is that the roll out will be sabotaged, and 
that government employees will use this as a  money making 
scream.   

The corrup7on in our government is astounding.  I want to know 
what measures will be put in place so the distribu7on will be 
done fairly. Nicolaine

2021-01-18 
11:43:24

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As president of the country said that they priori7ze essen7al 
workers it's a good idea and let them also be included so as to 
give courage to the public because of the conspiracy theory 
spreading around. 
I think our people need transparency when it comes to 
vaccina7on of our leaders, to lead in example, then it will be 
easy for us to volunteer in taking vaccine. Presley 

2021-01-17 
22:56:46

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government are siing with their hands folded while other 
countries have already started distribu7on. Solu7on, get rid of 
the useless anc Government S7aan

2021-01-17 
20:38:57

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Do we have the capacity to transport and store vaccines at 
correct temperatures. 
Will healthcare workers in private sector embrace receiving and 
administering vaccines.  It seems 7me consuming  monitoring 
pa7ents for at least 15 minutes for anaphylaxis. Will they be able 
to assist if there is an adverse reac7on if rollout is in malls and 
taxi ranks.  
There is a lot of social media nega7vity. Poli7cal party and 
church leaders need to get on  board.  
Will there be a traceable follow up programme to ensure the 
second vaccine is received. Rietjie

2021-01-17 
19:28:19

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I know  a pharmaseu7cal company that is offering the 
government  assistance to import 1 milj dosis  of vaxine  at no 
extra cost- The deparment of health refused  any assistance and 
it is prohibited from inpor7ng any vaxine. 
It seems that the government has a hidden agenda Pieta

2021-01-16 
14:34:59

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Another source to plunder by the ANC kaders. They do not have 
the capability to induce the system. Willem 

2021-01-16 
13:09:16

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our government, especially the health system, is not effec7ve 
enough. They must allow medical aids,private doctors and 
private hospitals to roll out. Mmalehu 

2021-01-16 
10:06:32

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow medical aids to procure vaccines for those that can afford  
this op7on in order to aleviate pressure on government who are 
already planning to supply insufficient doses to reach the 67% 
needed for herd immunity (and also to save 7me!) 

Nicola

2021-01-15 
10:55:00

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Got two concerns: 

Roll out by Government: 

Effec7veness of the vaccine: 

Is  Government going to be able to handle it and why do they 
not let the Private Sector also do this.  For more funds arrest 
people on the streets without a mask and give them a spot fine.  
Our Poli7cal Leaders must get the vaccine first and in Public.  In 
this way we can be certain that the vaccine will be effec7ve. Sonja

2021-01-15 
09:24:28

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government D

Eastern Cape 27

2021-01-27 
15:45:32

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our current government has proven 7me and again it cannot be 
trusted to act on what is best for it's ci7zens. Most recently with 
it's failure to prevent corrup7on with regards its handling of the 
pandemic last year as well as it's ridiculous regula7ons put in 
place over the course of the implemented lockdown. The most 
recent affront to it's ci7zens is being the sole procurer of the 
vaccine for the general public. With this one move they have 
effec7vely guaranteed corrup7on in it's roll out and most likely 
it's uper failure to implement it effec7vely. I propose the roll out 
be handled by a panel of medical and epidemiological experts 
who have a greater understanding of what the pandemic 
requires and who will actually put forth their best efforts in it's 
management, control and distribu7on. Christopher

2021-01-27 
14:29:27

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Will they be able to roll out the vaccines coherently and will they 
be able to have enough teams ,throughout South , to administer 
the vaccines? Lianne

2021-01-26 
10:43:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Monwabisi
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2021-01-25 
11:29:29

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see mass roll out of vaccina7on programme 
star7ng as soon as possible, as South Africa has been in 
lockdown for more than 10 months, with too many lives lost to 
the pandemic or livelihoods affected.  I have underlying 
condi7ons and am on a medical aid  and hope I will be able to 
receive the vaccine as soon as possible. 

I am appalled that government is taking so long to get going with 
the vaccina7on procurement, distribu7on and administra7on. 

Throughout history, vaccina7on has been effec7ve at combaing 
many diseases,  including polio and measles. 

My overriding concerns are not related to the vaccine but to the 
following: 
1) that government do not seem to have clear plans and are 
concerned about logisi7cs, when we already have clinics, private 
and public hospitals,  private doctor's rooms, pharmacies with 
na7onal footprints...these  could surely all begin vaccina7ng.  
Isnt this waht other countries have done?  They are far ahead of 
us.  Every single day that passes is a day longer before our na7on 
is protected and able to return to normaility. 
2)  that funding seems to be a concern for government, yet they 
constantly bail out SOE's that are not performing 
3)  government corrup7on possibili7es with regard to 
procurement and distribu7on 
4)  Eskom power outages that may affect the cold chain in terms 
of storage and distribu7on of the vaccine 
5) na7onaliza7on of the vaccine procurement - surely hospitals, 
doctors rooms, medical aids  etc must be allowed to procure 
their own/addi7noal supplies 
6) lack of transparency and communica7on by government on 
the advantages and safety etc of the  vaccine to address all the 
conspiracies and fake news etc.  

This country cannot afford another wave of Covid19 Gill

2021-01-25 
09:46:48

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not think Govt is taking this seriously enough.  They want to 
control the whole thing and past experience has proved that the 
ANC govt is unable to do implement anything properly - just look 
at the PPE debacle.  Their employees are incompetent and 
corrup7on is rife.   

Govt must allow medical schemes, private business and anyone 
who is able to to obtain as many vaccines as possible.  They 
should also make use of private companies like Clicks, Dischem 
and local pharmacies as well as govt health services to 
administer the vaccines.  This is no 7me for the ANC to think 
they need to be the only people in control -  history has proved 
their inefficiency - they need to make use of en77es which are 
efficient.  

67% of South Africans need to be vaccinated as soon as possible 
- we cannot waste any 7me at all.   

This is not the 7me for ANC arrogance and incompetence. Shirley

2021-01-22 
07:05:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Onderwysers moet voorkeur (na gesondheidswerkers) kry vir 
entstof aangesoen hulle met baie leerders daagliks werk wat uit 
verskillende huishoudings kom. C

2021-01-21 
19:28:52

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Main issue is the extent of making sure that the drug reaches all 
South Africans irrespec7ve of their social standing. My concern 
is on the plight of the homeless and street children who are not 
in designated ins7tu7ons. Will the vaccina7on plan reach them 
and how Sonwabo

2021-01-21 
11:32:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Clearly corrup7on and the ineptness of the government to do 
ANYTHING they say they will do. We are being told so many lies 
that one can not believe anything they say. They want to 
centralise the en7re process but they can't deliver basic services. 
Where will the money come from? You can't tax the wealthy into 
poverty in order to get the people in poverty to wealth.  
The government should allow all stakeholders to be involved and 
allowed to distribute the vaccine. More people means faster 
spread of the vaccine  private companies are suffering due to the 
lockdown and they will want to do their best in order to get all 
people vaccinated as quickly as possible in order for them to get 
back to business as usual as quickly as possible. Carl

2021-01-21 
06:57:09

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All vaccines were created to help curb pandemics. Covid-19 is 
another pandemic. Humans have survived through centuries of 
pandemics. My only concern is how the government will be 
ensuring all have an equal opportunity to receive the vaccine. 
Will the middle class (lower and upper) bear the brunt of having 
to pay an exorbitant amount, as we do for the Covid-19 test? Natasya

2021-01-19 
10:11:17

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government s7ll need to prove that they can do things without 
being extremely corrupt. I don't think they will be able to 
manage the logis7cs behind the whole process. Hendrik

2021-01-18 
15:14:46

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the gram , lack of exper7se and manpower 
within government to roll out the vaccine appropriately and in 
the categories intended. Strict inventories need to be kept at all 
7mes through the en7re supply chain. 
Medical aids should be able to purchase the vaccines directly for 
their members 
The roll out should broadened to include recognized logis7cs 
companies, private doctors and pharmacists. 
The above sugges7ons should help in distribu7ng and 
implemen7ng the vaccine without delay to get as many people 
vaccinated in the shortest possible 7me so the economy and life 
can get back to normal as soon as possible Clive
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2021-01-18 
12:35:07

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

NomondeNk
ukhu 

2021-01-17 
07:06:41

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine will be enough to meet demand. Howlong will it 
take to receive. Cold maintenance of vaccines will it meet WHO 
standards. Will there be enough resources to Rollout the 
vaccines. Mzukisi

2021-01-17 
06:40:52

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Cynthia 

2021-01-16 
21:13:58

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ensuring it gets rolled out and the right people get it. 

Also besides from the vaccine. The government needs to put in 
more measures for masks and cleaning of public places. Micaela

2021-01-16 
18:53:28

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is the capacity of the state to successfully 
roll out vaccine. Unfortunately, past experience in delivery and 
inherent corrup7on contributes  to scep7cism. Thabiso

2021-01-16 
18:36:19

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

vaccine must be available to all ci7zens plus MEDICAL AIDS  be 
given access , this working together will assist. The sooner the 
beper to save more lives, keep an eye to corrup7on pls its an 
embarrassment to all thanks Zukiswa

2021-01-16 
17:35:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government is sleeping, the first phase should have been 
completed by know Medical aid companies should be allowed to 
purchase vaccine to speed up the process David 

2021-01-16 
11:25:19

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Since day one the COVID pandemic has been clouded by 
corrup7on. Roll-out should be done by the private sector 
through medical aids, na7onal pharmacies. Private sector should 
oversee and assist with roll-out through state hospitals if 
required due to numbers. 
Cri7cally important is that medical aid schemes should be 
allowed to purchase vaccines to be made accessible to their 
members. Sonja 

2021-01-16 
10:28:22

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Has the government a plan to role the vaccine out to as many 
people as possible as quick as possible Tanya

2021-01-16 
10:09:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think government must be given a chance to roll out this 
vaccine  as the pandemic is killing our communi7es.  I would love 
to see Gov or those entrusted with the roll out of the vaccine 
being monitored or checked by WHO & other accredited  Health 
Organiza7ons making sure the vaccine reach  our health workers 
and the communi7es at large. Mzaidume 

2021-01-16 
08:39:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

That it will only be available for certain people and that 
Government may have other inten7ons with this vaccine. This 
vaccine should not be a mark of a person  but just another 
vaccine like the ones that we had as children and our yearly flu 
jab Michelle 

2021-01-16 
05:37:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Will the government do what they have said they would do in 
terms of the vaccine. Sharon 

2021-01-15 
21:34:42

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government must quickly start vaccina7on process to protect 
the live of our people especially rural communi7es are 
vulnerable in this killer virus. U therefore support our 
government to prauture the vaccine. Malungisa

2021-01-15 
17:41:50

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do believe that if there is no tendering to the rollout ots fine  
and it should be accessible to all have nots and the havescovid19  
had no rich and poor  so it would be beper to stard to the front 
health workers and goverment and private essen7als and the 
comobidity personel    that is my take to the vaccines Mzosumo

2021-01-15 
12:34:37

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government do not have a clear plan of ac7on and private 
medical should be allowed to obtain and vaccinate as well Amore

2021-01-15 
12:17:55

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly I have to say that, in the main I have to applaud our 
President and Minister of Health for their handling of the 
epidemic in South Africa.   Tough choices have had to be made  
and yes, mistakes have been made.   At least one person has 
publicly admiped a big mistake and apologised to the na7on 
(Thank you Prof  Karim - much appreciated). But the rollout of 
the vaccine (once we have enough doses!!) is my concern.   This 
has to be a collabara7ve  effort between the public and private 
sector so that our lives can go back to the "new normal" as soon 
as possible.    Everyone must also put on their big person pants 
and take responsiblility for their own and everyone else's 
safety !!!   Just the vaccine isn't enough and will not remove the 
threat of infec7on for many years to come. Janice

Free State 18

2021-01-26 
23:28:43

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Let the science lead the roll-out. Priority should be given to 
those most at risk. Vulnerable 1st, health workers 2nd, over 80’s 
3rd, over 70’s 4th, and so forth. Science and sta7s7cs clearly 
evidence those mostly at risk, and scale the roll out accordingly. 
And I think Poli7cians should be last depending on the 
effec7veness of the roll out. Louis

2021-01-26 
14:31:16

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I have lost trust in the government. Anne

2021-01-23 
12:58:02

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government M.J

2021-01-23 
07:08:42

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out needs to be fast to cover most people 70% of our 
popula7on as quickly as we possibly could. If government is slow 
then people will keep on dying. Libuseng 

2021-01-22 
08:41:42

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Use mainline churches to spread the true facts about 
vaccines, as some churches unfortunately spreads 
misinforma7on that turns many people against the program to 
vaccinate. 
2. Please use the private sector to a great extent in the roll-out. 
3. Centralized roll-out by the state opens the door to corrup7on.  
4. The state unfortunately also has a weak track record for 
efficiency. (e.g. ensuring no schools have pit toilets). 
5. Healthcare workers first, then police service, prison service 
(staff, not inmates), teachers, all who work with the public, next. 

Anna
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2021-01-20 
23:34:11

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Odepe

2021-01-19 
08:03:09

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Gerda

2021-01-19 
08:02:34

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government does not have a good track record regarding 
almost anything that requires foresight, logis7cs etc.  

Rather let private companies, medical aids and phamacies 
handle the logis7cs of vaccine roll-out. The government can't 
use such a serious issue to try and prove themselves with such a 
horrendous track record - this is not the 7me nor situa7on for 
that.  

Also, allow private companies to purchase whatever vaccines 
they can get their hands on - as long as its WHO approved. 
There's no reason why the government should meddle in this 
process if it will increase the chances of achieving herd immunity 
and subsequently save lives. Wouter

2021-01-18 
12:00:19

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

People must chose to be vaccinated. The government can roll 
out the vaccines but they must first give the ALL the healthcare 
workers the change to chose if they want it. Then give the 
change to people like police and security officers who protect us. 
Then to the rest of the popula7on and lastly to people who is 
incarcerated. Jaco

2021-01-18 
10:54:46

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government cannot be the sole distributor of the vaccine. 
The scope of the job is to big. 
Medical Schemes must have the right to provide their members 
with the vaccine. 

Don't try and force people to take the vaccine.  It will just be a 
waste of 7me and effort/ Michiel

2021-01-17 
20:43:51

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government We pray for a fast roil out Ben 

2021-01-17 
19:28:41

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Nna ke dumelana le hore vaccine e potlakiso hobane tswaetso 
Ena e ya potlaka ho bolaya batho, re tla mehile hore re be le se 
imollang boima ho maphelo a rona, ha hosanna le dibaka 
dipetlele, so thibelo e tla fokotsa tswaetso e na e ngata ebe le 
economy ya buleha, batho ba kgutlela mesebetsi ka tlwaelo, ebe 
mmuso Wa imoloha o tsebe ho aha economy le hontlafatsa 
services delivery. 

Ma7nte 
Chris7na 

2021-01-17 
13:26:06

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We really love our poli7cians, please let them start by taking the 
vaccine first as they're old age then go to the tender bosses so 
we can see that it's working, leave our doctors and nurses alone 
please Miya

2021-01-17 
11:40:53

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Good day 

I differ regarding the roll-out of the vaccine, I think poli7cians 
should be at the top of the list in receiving these vaccines 
because of the following reasons: 

1. Most of the poli7cians are vulnerable ci7zens that are 
suscep7ble to succumb to the virus due to their age and 
comorbidi7es. 

2. Poli7cians are decision makers in governance and their health 
is of prime importance to make sure they are alive to see all 
processes through without interrup7on and delays from being 
hospitalised and/or death. 

3. There is confusion in the country around vaccines produced, 
some say it is produced to depopulate the country and the 
con7nent at large, so if poli7cians are seeing taking the vaccine 
publicly, it will mo7vate the civilians to follow through. 

The government should ensure that they educate the people 
about the vaccine to eradicate the anxiety and false informa7on 
about the vaccine, transparency is of utmost importance in this 
regard. People need to be informed of side effects, how frequent 
would they may need to be vaccinated and measures to follow 
amer being vaccinated to make sure that the vaccine is not 
blamed for the irresponsible behaviour of the vaccinated few. 

Regards Phindile

2021-01-17 
08:17:00

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has never been efficient in doing anything. Will 
there be a fair distribu7on? Corrup7on is the worst weakness of 
the government. Johnny

2021-01-17 
06:58:51

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government was unable to manage a proac7ve,  speedy and 
efficient acquisi7on of the vaccine, meaning thousands of 
people wil now unnecessarily die. I therefore have absolutely no 
confidence in them rolling out the vaccine. The government 
seems completely inept. The private sector will need to be 
responsible for the vaccine roll-out if anything is going to happen 
responsibly without government corrup7on destroying our 
chance to immunize the popula7on. Richard

2021-01-16 
20:26:04

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government should priori7ze the availability of the vaccine 
as soon as possible as it should try the roll out to be more 
quicker and ensure that Covid19 leaves our shores. Sepatala

2021-01-16 
13:16:27

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government El

Limpopo 16
2021-01-25 
21:59:40 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Vera
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2021-01-23 
09:20:01 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is how is the government will go about rolling about 
the whole vaccine in cri7cal areas like the homelands and also to 
the most vulnerable communi7es in the country. 
The second one is the quick roll out to high risk individuals in our 
communi7es

Abisae 
Nkoshele 
Bombi 

2021-01-21 
18:02:00 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Mamahlogo 

2021-01-19 
08:50:01 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Good Day 

Rolling out such a great number of vacancies will be a huge task. 

Since we are going to be vaccina7ng people in droves, I suggest 
we use a marker similar to the one they use amer vo7ng, that 
way we will know who has vaccinated or not, because we run a 
risk of people wan7ng to be vaccinated twice. Also can we not 
take the roll out of the vaccine on tender, it will be a disaster.  
I am for the vaccina7on, I am just concerned about the lack of 
informa7on. Government always leaves it to us to figure out 
certain things which leads to misinforma7on and conspiracy 
theories. Starbo 

2021-01-19 
08:08:27 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

M in agreement that health workers should be priori7zed.  That 
should subsequently followed by the elderly persons and 
pensioners as the disease wipe out these category of  people  
harshly. We want to see a transparent process of vaccina7on roll 
out. No poli7cians must be vaccinated if they don't fall within 
categories of people men7oned above. All South African must 
be treated equally as per roll out plan which must be made 
available in the public domain prior to roll out so that South 
Africans can monitor and whistle blow  any shenanigans 
wherever they occur. Government must recover millions stolen 
by PPE tender fraud and procure more doses before the end of 
second quarter. This is feasible it just require leadership and 
expedi7ng process to follow in law to recover such monies. We 
also concerned that there is no transparent repor7ng on the 
solidarity funds. The funds should have came in handy in the 
procurement of vaccin. Government must be clear what is the 
source of their funding I.e. solidarity fund or treasury so that we 
can be able to ask proper ques7ons and hold it accountable. Brian 

2021-01-18 
14:21:00 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Let the 7metables reach everybody through all media in all 
languages Malose

2021-01-17 
18:09:25 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I support the rollout of vaccine to every South African Dakalo 

2021-01-17 
14:41:57 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out of the vaccine is likely to be marred by corrupt 
ac7vi7es which is likely to compromise the whole rollout...it is 
unfortunate that we are led by corrupt individuals who's only 
inten7on is to enrich themselves... I won't be surprised if the 
logis7cs of this are shared amongst the corrupt elite.. David 

2021-01-17 
13:44:03 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out should be done as at schools/shops/clinics/all 
government offices/tribal offices etc. Start before schools 
reopen as teachers are dying in large numbers, teachers are the 
people essen7al as they educate the na7on, illeterate na7on is 
doom to the country so government must protect teaches and 
other people, thanks Maepa

2021-01-17 
13:01:32 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out by government is ny concern  
We are likely to run short of vaccine due to shortage of funds  
the department of health is failing to supply simple vaccine for 
under five so this one is a bigger project for our country as 
whole . 
I think it would be beper if private clinics can also assist in rolling 
out the program . 

Tirhani

2021-01-17 
08:01:19 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why cannot Medical aid companies also secure vaccines for 
their members? They will be far more efficient in rolling out 
these plans to a huge part of our popula7on.  We also know the 
un-effec7veness of government by now,  as well as fraud and 
corrup7on. Sorry, but I just do not trust this government!  
Somewhere, along the line of the rolling out the vaccine , some 
will use this opportunity to enrich themselves at the cost of 
taxpayers and peoples lives. Tjaart

2021-01-17 
07:57:18 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the government, should rather roll out as per the high risk 
areas, yes of course, health care workers should on top of the 
list, followed by high risk people Lucky 

2021-01-17 
07:26:19 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think the rollout should also priori7ze the public transport 
drivers as they are also in the Frontline and lazy to comply with 
the safety protocols. Awelani 

2021-01-16 
18:43:33 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The process must be speed up and corrup7on avoided at all 
costs Onward

2021-01-16 
08:25:50 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not feel that Government is capable of managing this vital & 
mammoth task successfully , due to their previous poor track 
records. Private enterprises need to be involved. Marilyn 

2021-01-15 
13:02:37 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is a biper pill to swallow to think that prisoners will get 
preferences above law abiding ci7zens. Tjaart

Northern Cape 6
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2021-01-24 
18:28:24

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Whatever dose number you are receiving ini7ally, consider 
you only have half when deciding distribu7on  (e.g. only 750,000 
as opposed to 1.5 M) .... since 2 doses are required within 28 day 
period.  In case there is a delay from the vaccine providers. 

2. Hospitals is a generic term. Choose who in the hospitals you 
will vaccinate first. Eg doctors and nurses and employees that 
are in high contact with general public, and not young 
researchers and admins who have no contact. Rather uses these 
doses for your daycare teachers or other essen7al workers in 
frequent contact with public. 

Regards, 
Eni Eni

2021-01-24 
18:28:24

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

1. Whatever dose number you are receiving ini7ally, consider 
you only have half when deciding distribu7on  (e.g. only 750,000 
as opposed to 1.5 M) .... since 2 doses are required within 28 day 
period.  In case there is a delay from the vaccine providers. 

2. Hospitals is a generic term. Choose who in the hospitals you 
will vaccinate first. Eg doctors and nurses and employees that 
are in high contact with general public, and not young 
researchers and admins who have no contact. Rather uses these 
doses for your daycare teachers or other essen7al workers in 
frequent contact with public. 

Regards, 
Eni Eni

2021-01-22 
17:47:18

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Dit is belangrik dat die privaatsektor betrokke raak by die bekom 
en verspreiding van die entstof, anders sal dit soos alle 
staatsprojekte n ramp wees. Arista

2021-01-20 
13:04:06

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am  also concerned that those with  money will have more 
access  to Invermec7n than the poor who are the mostly highly 
subject to not be able to afford any media7on. 
Invermec7n will help protect those whose home circumstances 
severely restrict social distancing. 
The rich will go out to obtain this drug by any means and cause a 
radical shortage in supply. Chris7ne-Ann

2021-01-20 
08:30:02

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The NDoH must be able to ensure that remote and far flung 
areas can easily get the vaccine and that the transport logis7cs 
and cold storage facili7es are sufficient Lerato

2021-01-18 
12:22:38

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Those who are implicated in corrup7on nothing has happened to 
them. So expect new corrup7on from new individuals. Very 
indecisive on corrup7on from Cyril. Esaiah

business owner 407
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 122

2021-02-18 
19:16:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

When are we going to return to normal if our government have 
not yet arranged enough vaccines for all who wish to take them? 
300 000  J&J vaccines are not going to be nearly enough!! And 
why did government ministers get before all our health workers 
and most vulnerable got? The DA should go ahead and arrange 
its own vaccines for the Western Cape!!!!!!??? Zelda

2021-02-01 
11:50:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment should not be responsible for the roll out but rather 
the private sector,  goverment are notoriously corruptand 
incompetent and will be looking to enrich themselves.  Keep the 
process as far as possible from goverment.  Ian

2021-01-29 
06:51:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government I assume that this is going to be another cANCer cronie jackpot Mar7n

2021-01-28 
06:11:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Not enough seems to be done to share and advise on how 
effec7ve the vaccine is proving in other countries.  Par7cularly 
whether the roll-out will be done evenly and fairly. 
The biggest concern is that government has lots people's trust in 
the decisions it has already made, since the start of lockdown. 
Un7l this trust is restored, how do we take anything  else 
government communicates at face value ?  

Jacqui

2021-01-27 
20:37:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think the vaccine is essen7al to get us back to as close as 
normal again.The risk factors associated with any trials are less 
than those associated with Covid.We have  excessive 
unaccounted deaths that bring our Covid mortality even 
higher.Given the choice having had Covid badly I would not 
hesitate. to have a vaccine. 
My concern is the roll out.If we are going to rely on an already 
stretched medical fraternity to be the only ones to administer 
this we will take forever .They have Covid pa7ents and backlogs 
of less cri7cal issues that have to be nursed. Where is the 
training to vaccinate.? One could have volunteers who have 
immunity from Covid already trained for a few hours in all the 
protocols and procedures and these could be administered in 
suburbs at community facili7es.The roll out is my major concern. 
I hope too that it becomes mandatory for travel just has we have 
yellow fever or cholera for various African trips we make.We 
cannot risk cross border infec7ons with the many who refused 
to have the vaccine and therefore no herd immunity being 
reached.   
My doctor is expec7ng to be vaccinated in 10 days -that is 
encouraging.Instead of poli7cizing this lets act together and 
spend the energy on training people and organizing logis7cs. Carolyn

2021-01-27 
08:03:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

What about buisness owners who travel overseas for business 
purposes.  Surely they should be on top of the list?? Ulrich

2021-01-26 
18:13:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Osman 

2021-01-26 
08:13:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Kirs7n
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2021-01-25 
10:47:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Incompetence, corrup7on and politricking hampering an 
effec7ve roll-out by government. Monique

2021-01-25 
08:35:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Scien7fically (and factually) the only way we can protect 
ourselves is by geing vaccinated. I have 2 major concerns: 
1) Our government has a proven track record of destroying 
everything they touch. With their conduct related to acquiring 
vaccines so far, they are again showing that they simply do not 
have the capacity to do it successfully. They are incompetent 
crooks and will again mismanage and steal. They will probably 
also priori7ze giving the vaccine to black people first, just like 
they base everything on race (like they priori7zed giving 
assistance to black people during the hard lockdown). What is 
also absurd is the fact that they try to keep a monopoly over 
acquiring and distribu7ng the vaccines. Private firms (including 
medical schemes and hospital groups among many others 
organiza7ons) have already commiped to giving assistance. Why 
are they not being allowed to help?  
2) An7vaxxers and conspiracy theorists, having based their 
“knowledge” on fake news and an extremely limited 
understanding of science - how viruses and vaccines work - 
rejec7ng taking the vaccine to the detriment of others.  

Jan

2021-01-23 
13:59:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We have seen some countries like the USA and UK struggle to 
get the maximum number of people vaccinated in the shortest 
possible 7me.  We have also seen SA struggle with earlier 
rollouts related to the pandemic like geing enough PPE to the 
people who needed it and the same with Food parcels. Given 
that some developed countries have struggled and our own 
track record  I am concerned that the rollout will be slow and 
poten7ally chao7c and with the poten7al for corrup7on 
resul7ng in vaccines being wasted - or going to people  who are 
not in groups 1 and 2. 
I would like to see Government make full use of the help being 
offered by the private sector to manage all the roll- out logis7cs. 
Governments job is to enable as many people to get the vaccine 
as soon and effec7vely as possible. They do not need to do the 
implementa7on themselves. They can provide oversight and 
then let people who specialise in supply chain and logis7cs to do 
what they do best. 
We also need to have weekly rollout updates. Let us get excited 
about the fast growing numbers of successfully vaccinated 
people. Kerry

2021-01-22 
19:18:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The poor vaccine program planning is a shame on this  
government. For the sake of our people get the private sector 
involved. The ANC are uperly incapable of planning ahead. Patrick

2021-01-22 
14:24:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

2 pronged roll -out 
1] by government to all SA ci7zens free of charge who do not 
belong to medical aid- government cannot even deliver SASSA 
without backloggs/delays. 
1.2]they are not equipped to do it, cannot plan, will cause 
delays, and corrup7on [pay official to get mine first] 
1.3] use army etc to do the jabs for the majority 
2] by private sector medical aid companies to members paid by 
medical aids- they have surpluses, it will lighten the economic 
load on government, will ensure less of their members contract 
it, less expenses in med/long run.  
2.1] use Dischem, Clicks, private doctors, volunteers etc 
2.2] just forget the poli7cs AND get it done koos

2021-01-22 
14:19:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think the roll out of the vaccine may be very slow and we will 
not be allowed to travel abroad if the world decides on a 
"Vaccine passport". To assist with the speed and cost why not let 
our medical aids contribute both financially and by helping with 
the admin of this huge task. I know many people like myself 
would also be more than happy to sponsor our own vaccine plus 
some others, up to ten possibly if affordable. This way we can 
assist both with the cost and the admin of the roll out and take 
some burden off GOVT. Kathy

2021-01-22 
10:57:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It would be a huge mistake to solely rely on government 
decisions, planning and coordina7on, given how regularly 
disappoin7ng and ineffec7ve this has been.  This crisis requires a 
na7onal concerted effort between government and the private 
sector - to incorporate private exper7se and funds to drive the 
success of both the procurement  and roll-out of scien7fically 
veped vaccines. Amazon.com's recent offer to the US 
government for logis7cal support is a good example of how large 
companies can assist governments. South Africa has wealthy 
banks, financial ins7tu7ons, telecoms providers and other 
companies, not to men7on capable logis7cs firms which are in a 
posi7on to contribute both financially and opera7onally on a 
large scale. Where there is a will, there is most definitely a way. Dale

2021-01-22 
08:59:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government simeon

2021-01-22 
07:18:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Would be beper for the private sector to take charge Barry

2021-01-21 
11:44:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government JOHAN

2021-01-21 
11:30:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Based on media reports, Government has completely bungled 
the procurement of enough vaccines to vaccinate enough of the 
popula7on in a short space of 7me. I am furious with 
government's disastrous response. They need to urgently re-
allocate funds, stop SOE bailouts and get the damn vaccine!!! Damian
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2021-01-21 
10:08:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern is the competence of the government to get 
the vaccine into the arms of people, in the most cost effec7ve 
and efficient way.   
To date the na7onal governments lack of strategic planning on 
all levels, have  been glaringly obvious.  
I am confident that the WC govt, will be able to do it correctly 
but fear that poli7cs may incapacitate them. Zalia

2021-01-21 
08:12:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government do not have the  management ability to effec7vely 
roll out the project. Corrup7on and lack of skills are main 
reasons. 
Organisa7ons such as Red Cross and Gim of the Givers should 
assist. Leslie

2021-01-20 
22:45:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

WHY ARE OUR VACCINES ARRIVING SO LATE??? Other countries 
are vaccina7ng already! Again corrup7on and/or our 
incompetent government???!  

My biggest concern is that there is NO MENTION of vulnerable 
people living with co-morbidi7es? Diabetes, HIV, Auto-immune 
disease, etc. etc. 
Really?! Chris7aan 

2021-01-20 
11:17:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Lack of transparency with regards to the acquisi7on of the 
vaccine as well as 7me frames and the roll out plan. Lack of 
communica7on. 

Government need to show us the concrete plan of how this is 
going to work and put all the cards on the table. Communicate 
more omen with solid no nonsense communica7ons.  We want 
dates this is all going to happen, not just "some7me in the 
beginning of the year" Craig

2021-01-19 
19:27:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to roll out the vaccine as soon as possible to 
enable all sectors of the economy to start opera7ng again John

2021-01-19 
15:22:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We need the vaccine NOW 
We need to secure as many doses as possible URGENTLY 
Astra Zeneca, Pfizer, Moderna - Not the low efficacy vaccines 
Ensure they work for the mutated viruses 
For small businesses to survive we need a vaccine - the risk and 
expenses of opera7ng with the virus an ever present threat, it is 
not sustainable - Vaccine roll out should be PRIORITY 
Allow people with means to pay for their vaccina7ons AND their 
employees vaccina7ons Gigi

2021-01-19 
10:36:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Not  prodividing a vaccine in good 7me ie NOW is a crime 
against humanity and opens a class ac7on suit for 
mismanagement. We will not get this economy on track, stop 
the flood of skilled people out our country , get children 
educated and the crime rate  and mental health will explode as a 
result. Get people who are skilled and energe7c to be involved 
regardless of colour or poli7cal par7es. Time for a collec7ve  
approach to this crisis. The government has shown it is not 
capable.  DEBRA

2021-01-19 
10:33:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As someone who is part of the vaccine trial I am fully confident 
in its efficacy and would advocate ardently for its immediate 
rollout. I think with the way that the virus is spiking, the new 
more contageous loca  varient and the lack of effec7vely 
complying to lockdown regula7ons in South Africa the sooner 
we get the vaccine the beper.  This is not just a favor to our most 
at risk health workers but should be seen as an obliga7on on 
behalf of our government to get them vaccinated ASAP. They risk 
their lives everyday to save the lives of those who act so 
irresponsibly and worse those in denial of the seriousness of the 
virus. VACCINATE NOW> Neil

2021-01-19 
09:56:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don't think we have too much of a choice regarding the 
vaccina7on looking at the world wide pandemic but need to be 
informed fully of where this is coming from & how this is 
handled by the suppliers. I do not think that our Government is 
in a posi7on to roll this out & they should seriously appoint a 
capable company in the private sector. This should be done 
looking at the delivery of goods not undertaken properly in the 
past, corrup7on which is ongoing & the safety of all South 
Africans. Lloyd

2021-01-19 
09:46:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Wealthy individuals can afford to pay a premium for vaccines. 
The government should request that anyone earning more than 
R30 000 net per month, pays for the cost of their vaccine x2. This 
will facilitate the funding of a second vaccine for an individual 
who cannot afford it, and consequently facilitate the GVT 
purchasing more, more quickly. 

Their should be a transparent commipee to oversee the en7re 
process, consis7ng of representa7on from the judiciary, 
healthcare and all poli7cal par7es. All informa7on should be 
publicly available. Our corrup7on and inaccurate numbers need 
to be rec7fied by transparent oversight. Natalie

2021-01-19 
09:12:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The cost to the economy of a delayed  rollout will far out way 
the cost of an effec7ve and widespread and highly effec7ve 
rollout.    The cost in terms of loss in human life is immeasurable. 

We need fact to restore some real tangible HOPE of our 
countries being able to get on with our lives and restore the 
economy and apend to all the massive social needs of our 
popula7on.   The wealth gap has widened even further and 
millions are suffering far more than ever before . Edward
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2021-01-19 
07:23:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

- concerned that government will not reach targets in total 
vaccines purchased as well as the 7meframe in which they have 
to distribute and vaccinate.  
- concerned that lack of nego7a7on power as a result of financial 
constraints will limit the ability to purchase the best fit vaccine 
for south Africa 
- concerned that the government wants to control the financial 
side completely and private sector may merely contribute 
financially.  history of corrup7on including recent TERS 
corrup7on implies that corrup7on could be rife here too.  Funds 
missing equals less vaccines = people dying. 
- medical aids and private sector should directly assist and 
contribute in purchase, distribu7on and vaccina7on. 

Nick

2021-01-19 
06:55:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government has almost no track record of success in 
rolling out or managing any programme or SOE, other than 
facilita7ng corrup7on to a level unknown before to fund 
themselves (State capture). I do not trust them to do this now 
with an issue that is VITAL for our future. The roll out MUST be 
managed by the private sector who also stand to gain the most 
once herd immunity stage is reached and our economy can try 
to recover (I have my doubts).  I will also accept only a vaccine 
that has passed ALL the WHO standard tes7ng protocols, not 
some untested Chinese or Russian vaccine with an apparent  
compara7vely low efficacy. Desmond

2021-01-18 
22:01:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

If Brazil  (with poor leadership with regards to preven7on) can 
start vaccine roll out already then SA DOH has made a serious 
inexcusable blunder in ordering the vaccine for SA. Anban Pillay’s 
head should roll!! John

2021-01-18 
19:45:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned that government is trying to control the process 
instead of involving the private sector.  I'm worried about 
corrup7on and incompetence. Francois

2021-01-18 
18:17:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine will only be rolled out effec7vely if taking the 
vaccine is voluntary and if it is administered by the private 
sector, similar to how the normal flu vaccine is provided.  Allow 
medical aids through GPs and pharmacies to manage the roll 
out.  Steven

2021-01-18 
17:16:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

This government unfortunately has a dismal record of 
implementa7on.  Garth

2021-01-18 
16:48:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern regarding the roll-out by government is that 
it denies the ci7zens the right to choose which vaccine they 
want to take and it places too much reliance on government. 
The government has an obliga7on to provide vaccines for 
everyone however they should not deny other ini7a7ves to 
make vaccines available to the general public. The private sector 
should be able to offer different vaccines (than those on offer 
from the government) to people who are willing to pay for them. 
The private sector would be much more effec7ve at distribu7on 
and people would be more willing to vaccinate if they have a 
choice over which vaccina7on they want to take. There would 
even be opportuni7es for those able to afford their own vaccines 
sponsoring vaccines for those less fortunate. Removing the sole 
right to procure and distribute vaccines from the government 
would also eliminate the poten7al monopoly and the poten7al 
for corrup7on would be somewhat lessened. The government 
needs to earn trust and by denying the private sector they are 
destroying trust. Ashley

2021-01-18 
13:02:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

MAJOR CONCERN: As the government has been unable to supply 
electricity & jobs to the people & has been beleaguered by 
corrup7on from the start, they should not be trusted to be the 
sole provider of the vaccine. They HAVE to involve the private 
sector, to increase efficiency & transparency. This is our 
taxpayers' right. We are funding government, therefore we the 
people should decide.  
The inep7tude & lack of efficiency in rolling out the vaccine 
should be used as the basis of court ac7on against the 
government. It is literally killing its people.  

Nadja

2021-01-18 
11:17:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on and inepitudeness 
Jimmy

2021-01-18 
09:58:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I have concerns that the roll out by the government will take too 
long as the administra7on and logis7cal capabili7es of the 
government are known to be inefficient. I would prefer to see 
the medical aids and large corporates ini7a7ng their own roll out 
as soon as possible and assis7ng the government with their plan. 
Organisa7ons such as Gim of the Givers, Red Cross, etc.  should 
be included in the logis7cal plans. I have a strong objec7on to 
the government target of only 67% inocula7on. Why not 100%?  
Everyone should be vaccinated to stop the possibility of the virus 
s7ll infec7ng some people and developing the ability to 
overcome the effec7veness of the vaccine. By only choosing to 
vaccinate 67% the government is effec7vely declaring that it 
does not care for the 33% who will not receive the vaccine. This 
shows a government that does not care for the people of South 
Africa and one who will put more energy and finance into the 
ongoing support of corrupt and unprofitable SOE's and its self 
interests than ensuring that 100% of the popula7on is 
vaccinated. Michael
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2021-01-18 
09:47:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

With the ANC's track record as a government, it reads for a dire 
outcome! If the HIV debacle and other ANC government run 
ini7a7ves are not enough to go by! The ANC government must 
not have exclusivity in the distribu7on! How many more people 
must die!  Maphew

2021-01-18 
09:42:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Governmeny cannot organize a party in a brewery even if 
they tried! For once, Mr President, why don't you do put your 
pride in your pocket and understand that private enterprise 
needs to organize the roll out and immuniza7on of this vaccine, 
if it is to be effec7ve, transparent and free of corrup7on. The 
ANC's track record is shocking in every respect and it is about 
7me you realised this and let this very important undertaking be 
handled by the private sector (medical aids, private hospitals 
and even GP's) in the administra7on of the vaccine AND private 
courier compaines to ensure the safe distribu7on of the vaccine 
to each area and to each priority group. WE do not need another 
tender for this Mr. President, we all know where this will end up.  
If this is not done we will undoubtably see another "PPE" 
scandal emerge and the ANC will just shrug it off and hold yet 
another commission to inves7gate this with no consequences. I 
think the electorate is  fed up; this should not be discounted and 
will affect the next elec7on. Michael

2021-01-18 
09:23:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I welcome the vaccine and will be vaccinated as soon as it is 
offered to me.  
I am concerned about corrup7on in the procurement and roll 
out process.  
I believe massive vaccine educa7on is required for the country to 
vaccinate enough people to achieve herd immunity. 
I am concerned by the number of people who do not accept the 
science. Diane

2021-01-18 
08:36:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Candice

2021-01-18 
08:20:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I'm deeply concerned that our government isn't moving fast 
enough to roll out vaccines. Nerine

2021-01-18 
07:52:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

A more competent government would have acquired vaccines 
for our medical staff / teachers and frontline workers who are 
dying while we wait for the vaccine. Opinions on if vaccine work 
from non-medically trained people are useless, my opinion on a 
diesel engine should be irrelevant because I'm not a mechanic. Deon

2021-01-18 
07:06:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Jerard

2021-01-18 
06:48:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As with everything else corrup7on will take place as who funding 
to SA was not used for vaccines and suppose to be paid back to 
who which was not done. We dont have money for vaccines and 
the few we can purchase will be of low quality. Parliament must 
first be vaccinated to see reac7ons Yvepe

2021-01-18 
06:04:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Medical aids have indicated they would be trying to procure 
vacinnes on their own for their members and I certainly hope 
government jumps at this. They should in NO WAY be allowed to 
have monopoly on the procurement and distribu7on Lauren

2021-01-18 
05:20:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am a SA ci7zen, currently living in the UAE. Hopefully returning 
in 2 years. I have been vaccinated in the UAE with the Sinopharm 
(Chinese) vaccine, one of than a million people since December. 
There is no ques7on on whether to have the vaccine or not. It is 
the right thing to do, as soon as you can, irrespec7ve of 
manufacturer. The main requirement is the existence of a very 
clear plan and rapid roll out strategy. Costs should be borne by 
Government. I guess that won’t happen in SA Johann 

2021-01-18 
05:16:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The securing of the vaccine for the WHOLE popula7on, and the 
fast and efficient rollout of the vaccina7on process is by far the 
most important item on the agenda for the Government in 2021. 
The Government needs to be aggressively securing enough 
doses of the vaccine to vaccine 100% of SA's popula7on, not just 
67%. This also needs to be done with speed. Tony

2021-01-17 
20:22:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Here is another disaster in the making by the anc and history has 
now proven that if they touch something it turns into something 
that looks like cow dung 
Thousand will die unnecessary because these incompetent 
morons would not be able to get hold of the vaccine in 7me 
Either the money would be stolen that was meant to purchase 
vaccine or they would forget to order the vaccine and buy new 
BMW s for their cronies !! Hennie

2021-01-17 
20:14:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It seems as if the govt. has been very slow at entering into 
bilateral nego7a7ons for vaccine access, relying too heavily on 
Covax. This will mean delayed vaccina7on for many which will 
reap terrible rewards in unnecessary addi7onal COVID illnesses 
and deaths, and extended lockdowns (which have huge nega7ve 
economic implica7ons). Garth

2021-01-17 
19:39:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My only concern is government. They dont have a great track 
record. I would feel alot beper if private ins7tu7ons was part of 
the roll out Samantha

2021-01-17 
19:19:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I worry about government being solely in charge of the roll-out. 
We all know their penchant for corrup7on and inep7tude. I feel 
the private sector should be able to access the vaccine as well. 
This would take strain off the government services. Fern

2021-01-17 
16:14:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is impera7ve that there is zero opportunity allowed for corrupt 
officials to take advantage yet again. 
ACCOUNTABILITY is a curse word in the civil service and that  
must change. Quinton

2021-01-17 
14:30:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Front line workers, health and educa7on professionals as well as 
the vulnerable and pensioners should be vaccinated first.  I 
believe the vaccina7on is as safe  as any other vaccines we are 
obliged to have.  If the private healthcare sector is allowed to 
buy vaccines wholesale, there should be a mandatory price lock 
to enable it to be affordable to all. Cathy
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2021-01-17 
13:33:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think that the roll out should not be lem to government alone... 
op7ons for healthcare should be open to private companies, big 
pharma , medical aids and healthcare depots for impor7ng their 
own  and doing their own roll out. The more people that have 
access to the vaccine the beper. The less 7me we have to waste 
the beper.  The sooner we can go back to normal the beper and 
the faster we can get our economy back on track. Julia

2021-01-17 
13:18:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Governments monopolie over vaccine program.  Private en77es 
should have unlimited access to interna7onal vaccine companies Adriaan JH

2021-01-17 
12:19:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Same old lies, inefficiency, corrup7on. Philip

2021-01-17 
11:39:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Would like concrete answers with regards to exactly when and 
exactly how this roll out will be undertaken...would feel more 
secure if it was administered by the Medical Aid companies  as 
Govt is unreliable. 
We need the vaccine soonest Farhana

2021-01-17 
10:58:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Central Government has shown that they were tardy in their 
procurement process. 
Organisa7on & dristribu7on of PPE equipment has shown to be 
fraught with mismanagement, fraud, corrup7on and overpricing. 
What is Central Government doing that will ensure the COVID19 
vaccine propramme rollout will be any different from the above? 
The Western Cape Department of Health has a well formulated 
plan to roll out mass vaccina7on using Public/Private  
Partnerships. 
Central Government must leave the Western Cape alone to get 
on with their planned rollout, and be relieved that their burden 
has been reduced. 
Central Government must concentrate on cleaning up their act & 
formula7ng an efficient roll out plan which  delivers to the very 
people that have put them in power. Patricia

2021-01-17 
10:57:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on and vaccines going to unmarked popula7on Grant

2021-01-17 
10:47:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Diane

2021-01-17 
10:25:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that government will mismanage the roll out as 
they have done many 7mes in the recent past. Patrick

2021-01-17 
10:10:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern re roll_out of vaccines is that it is allowed by 
government ONLY.  As RSA economy is in dire straits all private 
medical aids and provinces should be allowed to purchase and 
procure  their own vaccines. This will significantly contributento 
rolling out vaccines faster and to more people simultaneously. 
Companies like Discovery has vowed to donate vaccines to 
people NOT on their books.  
2. All people in prison are already in isola7on. New prisoner 
should be isolated for 10 days. Vaccines should rather be 
distributed to goverment essen7al personnel and working 
people who contribute to tax revenue which is MUCH needed. 
3. Stop the ban on Ivermec7n immediately so that GP's and 
hospitals can feely use it as there is alot of Posi7ve outcomes in 
this regard. Especially when government is not able to vaccine 
en masse.  
4. Government should provide guidelines and oversight but NOT 
interference. Elizabeth

2021-01-17 
10:03:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

SA government has proved to be totally incompetent and 
corrupt and is likely to botch the vaccine rollout a. The private 
sector esp medical aids should dothe implementa7on together 
with government. 

Willie
2021-01-17 
09:27:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Tracy

2021-01-17 
09:18:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Given that our government is buried in corrup7on, I  hope they 
will not put themselves at the top of the vaccina7on list . Malcolm

2021-01-17 
09:12:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Adrian

2021-01-17 
09:07:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Apended an excellent lecture by UCT professor which gave a 
beper understanding of how the vaccine works and also looked 
at alterna7ves. I feel beper informed about it. My concerns were 
allayed. And he so looked at studies on alterna7ves and why 
many are not effec7ve 
 However it is clear that the government target of 67% coverage 
by vaccine by end of year is impossible. One other concern is 
that the vaccine needs to be tested on the new variant. If it is 
not as effec7ve it would s7ll give some protec7on which at this 
stage is beper than nothing if we are to reach herd immunity Maya

2021-01-17 
08:49:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government is not moving fast enough with the roll out 
program and this will delay South Africa achieving herd 
immunity and delay our acceptance back into the interna7onal 
community  
Other countries are streaks ahead of us with their programs and 
they will achieve herd immunity much earlier David

2021-01-17 
08:24:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should concern itself only with what is done 
through the public health service. 
Let the private sector look amer its own clients for a fast rollout, 
eventually through pharmacies who have a nurse on their staff. 
This pandemic is not something to play poli7cs. the fastest and 
most efficient way to vaccinate people should be the top and 
only priority. 

Peter
2021-01-17 
08:10:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector should be an integral part of procurement/funding 
and roll out/logis7cs. Anton 
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2021-01-17 
07:32:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The fraudulent behavior of anc is very scary. Will ci7zens receive 
the vaccine. Are we going to receive a vaccine that is a good 
quality. 
What happens to the 33%of the popula7on who will not be 
geing the vaccine? UK has already started it's rollout of 
vaccina7on why is our government so tardy on the maper. 
How will we be informed of when to expect to receive the 
vaccine and when can we expect to receive the informa7on. Beverley 

2021-01-17 
07:08:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Allow Medical Schemes to assist with rollout. Government has 
proven 7me and again to be corrupt, ineffiecient, inept. Ryan

2021-01-17 
07:02:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Medical aids and  chemists must be able to secure vaccines . For 
only govt to be allowed to  do is going to delay speedy rollout. 
Government is the slowest and most likely to lose to 
corrup7on..in addi7on Pamela

2021-01-17 
06:00:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

If ivemec7m passes the Trials and will be more cost effec7ve and 
efficient to vaccinate the whole popula7on then we should 
choose this route and leave big pharma industry. We need to put 
SA first and our not strain our economy Any further in debt. 

Nadia 
2021-01-17 
00:14:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Pierre

2021-01-17 
00:13:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Nothing that any South African won't say. The government's 
honesty at following through. Bev

2021-01-16 
19:49:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Kamal

2021-01-16 
18:25:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Adriaan 

2021-01-16 
18:07:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot achieve their objec7ve of herd immunity by 
the end of this year on their own. 
They need to get Private business & Medical Aids to step in . Let 
medical aids vaccinate their members, that will take care of 8 
million members that Government does not have to be 
responsible for. They can look amer the people who are not on 
medical aid Gail

2021-01-16 
18:03:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Due to our Governments track record with regards to corrup7on 
the inevitable issue of funds going missing or a cadre receiving 
kickbacks during the procurement process does not engender 
much hope of the vaccine reaching the required numbers. If 
private medical aids where able to procure vaccines for all their 
paying members and the government was solely responsible to 
vaccinate the balance of the popula7on I would have more 
hope. The amount of an7 vaxxers is also a huge concern with the 
amount of conspiracy theories being flouted on dubious media 
pla{orms and via the religious groups as we are reliant on 
people accep7ng the science behind the drive and agreeing to 
allow the country to achieve "herd" immunity in the process Felicity

2021-01-16 
17:54:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The actual strategy on the ground is unclear. It is worrisome that 
govt is not communica7ng the roll-out strategy post the ini7al 
roll-out. Furthermore I am worried that govt does not allow 
private healthcare and other companies to assist with the 
aquisi7on of vaccines and the roll-out. It will definitely lighten 
the load on govt and save the govt on costs. Hubert

2021-01-16 
17:32:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Ok Aubrey

2021-01-16 
15:31:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Robert

2021-01-16 
14:34:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government has a track record of being very poor at organising 
anything. This process should be priva7sed. 

I am in support of the vaccine.  
I am in support of medical professionals and care givers, and 
emergency personnel such as police and firemen receiving the 
vaccine first. 
Other people high on the priority list should be people working 
with large volumes of the public, such as in grocery stores. Esther

2021-01-16 
14:00:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly I believe we should only buy the Oxford vaccine. Pfizer 
one needs to be kept below -70 degrees, we don't have enough 
freezers that can achieve this. And the Russian and China 
vaccines don't have reliable data. I would only trust and receive 
the Oxford vaccine. 

Secondly government needs to stop bailing out SAA and give 
that whole 10 billion to secure enough vaccines for the country. 
That is far more of a priority. Let SAA go now. Its 7me. Time to 
save your people.  

In terms of priority, naturally healthcare workers should be first 
in line. Then old age homes, immune-compromised (AIDS, 
cancer, diabetes etc) pa7ents, police and teachers. But I totally 
disagree with prisoners geing the vaccine before the general 
public. Why should criminals be priori7sed over law-abiding, tax-
paying ci7zens!!  

I also think there should 2 streams. One stream administered by 
the government, as above. But there should also be a 2nd 
'private' stream, whereby wealthy people can access the vaccine 
early on in the roll-out, by paying 10 x the cost of the vaccine. 
This then effec7vely pays for 9 other people to get the vaccine, 
so we can buy more vaccines sooner, and also gets wealthy 
people immune so they can start travelling, and spending again - 
which will help rebuild the economy. Jeanne

2021-01-16 
13:27:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned that the government seems to want to control the 
process and not partner with business to support the speedy roll 
out of vaccina7on programme. The government’s history of  
corrup7on and poor implementa7on is cause for grave concern 
as is lack of funding for securing sufficient supplies of vaccines. Corallie
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2021-01-16 
13:25:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am desperately concerned that the Government does not have 
an immediate roll-out plan and appears to have not nego7ated 
soon enough.    
This country need the vaccine NOW - not 'in a few month'.     
BUT NOW  ....otherwise there is no way we can get the country 
back up and running properly.  Every day/week/month - means 
illness and death.  And economic devasta7on. 
The vaccines are available. 
This Government must get the job done - i am afraid this has 
become poli7cised. Hazel

2021-01-16 
12:22:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Mine is not so much a concern but more a maper of who gets 
the vaccine and when.  I would propose that the first people 
should be ALL health care workers down to cleaners of hospitals 
etc.  The I would propose all teachers and students (creches, 
schools, colleges and universi7es) get the vaccine.  The parents 
of school going children. Then the police and military and then 
only the general public. Neal

2021-01-16 
12:03:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Based on the level of corrup7on we experience in South Africa 
and the biased uif benefit systems that were implemented, my 
concern is that this will be the same way the vaccine is rolled out 
if lem up to government. They have no clear cut plan in ac7on.  
Absolutely all healthcare workers should be 1st in line but 
thereamer.... who decides who gets the vaccine?  Diane

2021-01-16 
11:50:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Amer the elderly,front line the schoolchildren should be next Dennis

2021-01-16 
11:31:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I want the vaccine asap  so we can carry on with our lives.  

I am a medical aid member and Discovery confirmed that they 
have the funds  and can fund non medical aid members as well.  

The holdup is at government side - According to Discovery they 
are reliant on the Government to procure the vaccine and dont 
have a say in which vaccine the country will be geing. They will 
then buy it from governerment for double the price. This will 
enable government to use the   extra money to vaccinate non-
medical aid members. Mariet

2021-01-16 
11:11:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is patently clear that this government does not have the 
capacity or the know-how or the competence to engage in a 
project of this nature; the en7re rollout project needs to be put 
into the hands of competent suppliers in the private sector and 
the private health sector. If a government official accosts me in a 
mall or a public area insis7ng on inocula7ng me, I would refuse. I 
wish to go to my own medical prac77oner and be vaccinated by 
him. 
And then there is of course the curse of corrup7on – we've 
already seen fake vaccine being brought into the country; and 
based on past record, it's en7rely conceivable that this 
government and its cadres will engage in large-scale obfusca7on 
and corrup7on. Brian

2021-01-16 
11:03:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We do not believe the Government is competent to do the roll 
out. 
The private sector should be involved, and medical aid schemes, 
as well as pharmacies/clinics, etc. 
 I also have reserva7on about the priori7es. no men7on is made 
of the over 60s and those with comorbidity. MERVYN

2021-01-16 
10:44:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

All interested par7es should be allowed to procure vaccines so 
as to speed up roll out. This should not be only controlled by 
government. Geoffrey

2021-01-16 
09:58:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

THe ini7al number of vaccina7ons of 1,5 million is just not 
enough. Maybe 15million ould ber a  beper call. Then at least 
7.5 million ci7zen can have their 2 shots to reach immunity. 
Which 
 is s7ll a far cry for 67% of our popula7on. We would need 80 
million doses. Cut the government spending and corrup7on and 
get the vaccines required for herd immunity.   Antoinepe

2021-01-16 
07:43:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Laura

2021-01-16 
07:32:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned that the roll out is not fast enough and the 
government should not be the only one involved Mapeo

2021-01-15 
22:30:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Let the government go about the process of rolling out the 
vaccine to stop the spread of this virus which has disrupted the 
en7re world. If we don't get this process underway, people will 
remain without income, and many will starve. Poverty and crime 
will soar. The socio-economic consequences of not rolling out 
the vaccine will be devasta7ng. Michael

2021-01-15 
19:07:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Andrew

2021-01-15 
18:20:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Over 25 years the ANC mismanaged the healthcare system due 
to corrup7on, incompetence and uselessness. So then we had a 
lockdown because they were not prepared. Then they had 
months to prepare the system but again they failed so we are 
now in another lockdown. Again they failed to plan properly and 
now they say it will take another year to vaccinate the 
popula7on. Because of this we must sue the govt if there is 
another lockdown. We suffer because ANC is useless and there is 
no financial support. Priva7ze the roll out as the ANC has clearly 
demonstrated over 25 years that they are incompetent and 
corrupt.  Steven

2021-01-15 
18:01:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on has already dogged the management of this virus - 
PPE shambles. Govt needs to be monitored somehow in the roll-
out. I’m sure civil society orgs have good ideas about how this 
accountability could be ensured. Catherine
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2021-01-15 
16:11:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

If the first batch is rolled out to all medical, front line  people, 
then to school children, then highly populated townships I would 
have no objec7on - these are the hot spots for spreading. 
However, I am very strongly against puing prisoners in front of 
me. They are in jail for a reason and just need to follow protocols 
like everyone else. 
I am a 66 year old woman with a 70 year old husband, I would 
expect to be in a queue before common criminals. Shireen

2021-01-15 
15:31:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Given the government's putrid track record regarding everything 
related to total inefficiency, corrup7on and them, there is just no 
way that this na7onalized vaccine procurement and roll out will 
be successful. The only way is to allow private sector 
involvement in the procurement and vaccina7on process. Failing 
which many thousands of people will die from Covid 19 
complica7ons. Albert

2021-01-15 
15:05:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The pandemic has resulted in a human tragedy of unknown 
propor7ons unfolding before our eyes. While most governments 
in other countries  used their resources to procure  and 
distribute vaccines and  other  seemingly effec7ve medicines  
such as Ivermec7ne as a maper of urgency  - our government 
enriched themselves with available resources and lied to us 
about their so-called nego7a7ons on the procurement of 
vaccines. I do trust the  government of the Western Cape 
Province to procure and distribute vaccines as they have already 
drew up a plan to  just that and hitherto has managed the 
pandemic excellently.  Apart from the Western Cape 
government, I believe that the roll-out of vaccines should rather 
be handled by the  private sector as  na7onal government and 
government in provinces other than the Western Cape is 
ineffec7ve, corrupt and generally useless. Lianda

2021-01-15 
14:57:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don't trust the government, private companies and medical 
aids must get involved. 
Target front line workers first, then roll out  to hospitals, clinics 
and LABs where people can go at their own free will and 7me Emma

2021-01-15 
14:43:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Angela

2021-01-15 
14:06:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be allowed to acquire and administer 
vaccines to make sure the acquisi7on is not controlled by 
corrup7on and makes costs compe77ve. The vaccine roll out 
could be faster too Sarah

2021-01-15 
13:18:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see some of the assump7ons underlying the roll-
out program. I am inclined to think that there are many cri7cal 
assump7ons that have been made that may/will seriously 
compromise the effec7veness of this idealised roll-out scenario 
when they are realised. These assump7ons include, but are not 
limited to: (i) the efficacy of the JJ vaccine and its formal 
registra7on; (ii) the ability of the state, and partner ins7tu7ons, 
to procure the services of 6,300 full-7me vaccinators (also this 
should be considerably more, as these vaccinators cannot 
operate every day and all days of the week, so the program 
needs to increase this figure to around 10,000); (iii) that 
vaccina7ons will take place every day of the week (based on the 
calcula7ons made in the roll-out program); (iv) that vaccinators 
can vaccinate on average 50 people/day, and includes the 7me 
to wait for adverse effects (20 minutes) to show and to complete 
all the vaccina7on paperworks and digital registra7on; (v) that 
people need to be vaccinated within their district of residence; 
(vi) that the procurement of vaccines and the  delivery of 
vaccines to vaccina7on points runs ahead of vaccina7ons; (vii) 
that provision is made for loss of vaccines from inevitable 
fraudulent prac7ces and incompetence; (viii) that secure 
vaccina7on points can be secured and properly managed; (ix) 
that people have the capacity and the will to make pre-bookings; 
(x) that at least 23% of the popula7on do not want to, or do not 
need to, be vaccinated; etc. etc. (there are LOTS of others!). The 
roll-out program should - in my opinion, rather be premised on a 
roll-out scenario or strategy (not plan/programme), with 
incremental feedback loops which kick in when assump7ons are 
proved to be incorrect or misplaced. That way the adap7ve 
management approach can respond quickly when the reality of 
the scale and complexity of the logis7cs and human resource 
needs become apparent. James

2021-01-15 
11:48:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am not confident that Govt will get it right and would like to be 
able to get it through medical aid Michael 

2021-01-15 
11:24:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Annepe 

2021-01-15 
11:09:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on as always. 
Anyone commiing corrup7on should receive a life sentence for 
placing lives at risk. John

2021-01-15 
10:20:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

This is badly needed. Please make me proud and do it this 7me 
without corrup7on and /or nepo7sm- just ONCE. No more 
squandering of taxpayers money because of greed and the fact 
that most ANC poli7cians seek to enrich themselves at every 
turn to the detriment of the whole na7on 

I agree that front-line workers most prone to get infected and 
become themselves a source of infec7on must get the jab first Susanne

2021-01-15 
10:15:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I would like more informa7on and assurance on numbers of 
vaccine procured ; type of vaccine(s); 7melines of expected 
delivery and roll-out;  amount of finance allocated for both 
vaccine procurement and roll-out logis7cs; sources of finance 
( e.g  what mix of public / private / interna7onal finance) ;
(details on how roll-put will be opera7onalized; and more details 
on the scope and nature of partnerships between government 
and private sector on roll- out ( incl. current status of any 
discussions). Simon
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2021-01-15 
10:00:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I support the roll out of the vaccine with healthcare workers, 
teachers and other essen7al staff being priori7sed followed by 
those who have no choice but to be in crowds such as those who 
travel by bus or taxi. My concerns, as always, is government 
corrup7on or incompetence. Of the vaccina7on can be 
priori7sed over the feathering of nests, I support the roll out. Kirsty

2021-01-15 
09:59:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Joerg

2021-01-15 
09:34:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concerns as always are that government involvement on the 
maper because of corrup7on being rife in all mapers pertaining 
to them. . I agree that the medical aids should be given the 
project to handle Colleen

2021-01-15 
08:09:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a history of good inten7ons and bad 
implementa7on. 

While they can not yet guarantee that any vaccines are secured 
(and while hospitals are full with no addi7onal oxygen obtained 
since the first wave), government claim that 67% of the country 
will be vaccinated by the end of 2021. 

The en7re na7on know this will not be achieved. 

The na7on has the RIGHT to a more realis7c plan, which will be 
free of fraud and corrup7on. 

Sugges7ons for a modern world: 

1.) Government must make available / approve the distribu7on 
of vaccines via private channels to those who can afford it. 
Government can take profit on those channels / private 
distribu7ons ( not to be confused with stealing the profits) and 
use that to subsidize the vaccines for the people that can not 
afford to pay, or fully pay. 

2.) A large / huge / enormous pro-vaccina7on drive must be 
done, to convince the popula7on (including the conserva7ves, 
religious and an7-vaxers) that vaccines are safe and important. 

3.) Government must give weekly feedback on the process, gains 
and challenges with regards to the vaccina7on process. This can 
be done in public over television. By doing so, the people of the 
country will be informed and updated, and responsibility will 
have a face. 

Ernst

2021-01-15 
08:07:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout would be far quicker and more effec7ve is one 
allowed all main pharmaceu7cal groups (Dischem / Clicks) 
private hospitals, clinics and medical aids to secure their own 
vaccines and administer to anybody who wants to be vaccinated.  
Let the government focus on the  majority who can`t afford to 
pay and let the private sector cross-subsidize and assist by 
vacilla7ng  "government" pa7ents as well. 
The process will go much quicker and be far more effec7ve - 
instead of poli7cians trying to "control" a process they know 
liple about and do not have the quality of staff and equipment 
to get it right. Donald

Gauteng 203

2021-01-29 
06:28:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that where government cant afford vaccines, it should 
be imported by businesses and sold to those who want to 
purchase it themselves. 

Where are the big corporates of the Mediclininc and Netcare 
group, why are they not joining hands with government to do 
this and perhaps seek a tax break as incen7ve. 

Jeandre

2021-01-29 
06:28:10 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that where government cant afford vaccines, it should 
be imported by businesses and sold to those who want to 
purchase it themselves. 

Where are the big corporates of the Mediclininc and Netcare 
group, why are they not joining hands with government to do 
this and perhaps seek a tax break as incen7ve. 

Jeandre

2021-01-28 
09:26:39 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

By refusing to let the private sector distribute the vaccine, 
Government is delaying the roll-out of the vaccine, and thus 
puing many more lives in danger.  It is of pivotal importance 
that we reach heard immunity with administering the vaccine to 
as many people as possible, as quickly as possible, to save lives 
and livelihoods.  Allowing the private sector to procure and 
administer the Covid-19 vaccines will ensure that. Alet

2021-01-27 
12:50:44 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I'm just worried that they will take too long to get the vaccine to 
the health workers. 
It's so sad that we are losing so many of our doctors to this 
terrible virus. Kalay

2021-01-26 
17:40:59 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government is the least effec7ve way of doing anything. As seen 
by Eskom, SAA etc. Government should under no circumstances 
monopolize our health. Ria

2021-01-26 
15:32:47 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Registered religious leaders by Home Affairs should be on Phase 
1 as well as the health workers since they are also in the front 
line Andries

2021-01-26 
12:09:15 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Rollout and acquisi7on of vaccines should not be exclusively  
controlled by the state. Private healthcare should be allowed to 
acquire and distribute vaccines independantly from government. 
Vaccina7on should priori7se healthcare and frontline workers, as 
well as superspreader popula7ons, eg teenagers and students. Jaco
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2021-01-26 
09:05:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We need the vaccine, but we need it delivered more efficiently. 
Government cannot control this on their own or it will never get 
done - there isn't a good track record to prove government can 
pull this off effec7vely. Let the private sector help more Malcolm

2021-01-26 
04:18:30 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Similar to the PPE scandal, I am concerned that corrup7on will 
again raise its ugly head, unfortunately at the expense of the 
poorer ci7zens. 
The roll-out should be handled by Medical Aid companies or 
other "reputable" organisa7ons. They in turn will have to report 
back on how the money was spent exactly. 
Healthcare workers should be inoculated first, then teachers, 
police officers (any person that is very much in contact with 
other persons due to the nature of their profession).   
Then the poorer people should be vaccinated,  unfortunately, 
they do not have the possibility to keep social distance, living 
with large numbers of people in small rooms. Patrick

2021-01-25 
15:04:31 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

the government has hardly covered itself in glory in last 25 
years. I suspect that there would be corrup7on of sorts. I would 
prefer that government puts in place contract with medical 
groups for them to do the rollout. Also create the biological 
passport Phillip

2021-01-25 
14:10:17 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The  government is very poor on execu7on and has no capacity 
to be able to execute such a complex logis7cal opera7on.  Also 
the government is prone to  serious levels of corrup7on and 
mismanagement which  could have a massive nega7ve impact 
on the roll out.  Play poli7cs with people's lives yet claim to be 
serving the same people whose lives there are destroying. Andrew 

2021-01-25 
13:52:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that any company or medical aid that is prepared to 
foot the cost of vaccines should be allowed to roll out to their 
members or employees.  I don't understand why the 
government would not accept assistance with the roll out and 
thereby lessen the burden on government and ul7mately tax 
payers Colleen

2021-01-25 
10:13:41 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

A sugges7on I support is to roll-out as follows: 
1 - healthcare workers = non-nego7able 
2 - offer vaccina7ons at R10K per person. Restrict this to 100K 
people to start, but if demand is higher at this price then allow 
more. Many business owners would take this up at this price 
because it would pay for itself quickly. If R10K and 100K doses 
that will raise R1B, which can then be used to fund the 
vaccina7on of those less fortunate.  
3 - vaccinate taxpayers in good standing Gareth

2021-01-25 
08:54:57 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to roll-out vaccina7on for all as soon as 
possible. 
My concern is that the government is incompetent and may mis-
manage the roll-out of COVID vaccina7on. 
Unfortunately we have to rely on government because vaccine 
manufacturers will only nego7ate with governments and not 
with private medical organisa7ons. 
My solu7on is that the government allocates vaccines between 
private and public medical organisa7ons, and lets private 
medical organisa7ons such as medical aids and doctors vaccinate 
people. Craig

2021-01-25 
08:50:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

private should be allowed to assist and sponsor, for example if I 
can afford to buy 5 for my family and then sponsor another 5 to 
anyone who cannot afford them, then we will reach herd 
immunity faster. worried about government wan7ng to 
na7onalise it and stopping the proper roll out Diane

2021-01-25 
08:42:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government A

2021-01-25 
08:40:15 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We are the South African partners for a global appointment, 
queue and customer management solu7on in use by 
governments and companies all over the world 
(www.qnomy.com). 

In South Africa we currently support various local hospitals, 
traffic departments, and the private sector with our suite of 
solu7ons. 

Our product was recently selected by the NHS in the United 
Kingdom to manage the appointments for their vaccine rollout: 
hpps://www.qnomy.com/q-
flow_selected_by_uk_na7onal_health_service_for_covid19_vac
cina7on_campaign 

We have a lot of experience managing the en7re customer 
lifecycle, from appointment to customer feedback, and we can 
add a lot to this discussion, especially around managing social 
distancing, etc. 

We would love to be involved in this process Rinus
2021-01-25 
08:16:00 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Lynepe 

2021-01-25 
08:03:12 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Paul

2021-01-25 
08:00:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government must regulate and provide guidelines only - 
obtaining the best vaccine at the best price must be done by the 
private sector within prescribed boundaries.  The State is not 
equipped to do the roll-out. The private sector already has 
solu7ons and the infrastructure to distribute.  Assist and guide 
but do not try to implement.  

Funding - Give tax-breaks to company's and individuals who 
sponsors the vaccines that can be deducted in thirds over 3 
years to assist with the cost and loss of revenue. SARS can 
monitor this. Ockert
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2021-01-25 
07:25:42 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The quicker we roll out the vaccine the beper.  There's no 7me 
to deal with science denialists and conspicary theorists.  Lives 
are at stake! Peter

2021-01-24 
19:25:31 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is a overwhelming concern to have the Government in control 
of the Covid Vaccine roll-out for the following reasons: 
1. The Government's history of failure and incompetence in any 
State-Owned/Managed enterprise; 
2. The Government's  history of corrup7on; 
3. The Government's priority of holding on to power and doing 
what gets votes at all cost; 
4. No Government system in place for their accountability. 
The Covid Vaccine roll-out should be managed and administered 
by an independent,  private, suitably qualified Medical, 
Administra7ve,  Accoun7ng  and Management Team to prevent 
failure and ensure maximum return on 7me, energy and money 
in the interests of the people  - not the Government - of our 
beloved country. 

Sue

2021-01-24 
18:21:03 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

In 2019 about 18 million South Africans voted in Na7onal 
Assembly elec7on in one day!!! One day. Over 3 days you can 
vaccinate 39 million people to create herd immunity. You already 
have IEC roll out with their exis7ng infrastructure???? The 
sooner the beper the cpu try can’t afford another wave! Xenia

2021-01-24 
12:37:17 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Most people i have spoken to are worried on how government 
will deliver the vaccine. By now the should be a plan in place. I 
understand the medical aid will vaccinate their own members 
however over 47 million South Africans are without medical aid. 
If Poli7cians  involvement  in distribu7ng the vaccine this will not 
go down well, we currently dealing with the loo7ng of ppe by 
poli77ans.  

We have over 2 million civil servants and private sector that can 
help with logis7cal challenges however they need to be trained  
and be well informed. There is a database of companies at the 
uif and sars and this is another angle to use for vaccina7ng the 
work force. Schools,churches,community halls and other private 
and government buildings to be used to effec7vely reach 
everyone. Andrew

2021-01-24 
09:30:49 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

MY STRONGEST CONCERN IS THAT THE MR RAMAPHOSA AND  
HIS COVID COHORTS ARE TAKING MUCH MUCH TO LONG TO GET 
OUR PEOPLE VACCINATED.THIS TALK  OF ' NO MONEY' IS UTTER 
RUBBISH. GET THE MONEY FROM THOSE THAT HAVE 
DEFRAUDED THE COFFERS AND BUY THE VACCINATIONS. 
HUNDREDS ARE DYING BECAUSE OF SHEER NEGLIGENCE ON THE  
ON THE GOVERMENTS PART. MY FRIENDS IN LONDON HAD 
THEIR FIRST  INJECTION 3 WEEK AGO. COME ON RAMAPHOSA 
WHAT IS THE HESITATION ABOUT .... 
WHILE YOUR PEOPLE  ARE DYING AROUND YOU. Penny

2021-01-24 
00:57:08 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

A few weeks ago it was announced that vaccines will only be 
obtained through government. This will end in bad results...sorry 
to say. Open up buying and distribu7on for the private sectors 
and allow people who want the vaccine to go to their GP or 
nearest pharmacy to get it (regardless of what Stage they fall 
under) instead of having to wait for government to decide they 
now have the right to the vaccine. People who have done 
research on the vaccine want it and they want it ASAP and I 
don't think they should have to wait un7l end of year because 
they fall into a certain "health" Stage which doesn't seem too 
important by government. Think government has dictated 
enough. 

Andea
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2021-01-23 
10:25:42 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don't believe the ANC government is equipped to do the roll 
out especially since the vice president  is in charge of it he 
destroyed maphumalanga he destroyed eskom our healthcare 
gone to the dogs . We have 6 failed parastatels and this 
government can not govern we are a small country and we have 
a parliament  that is on a par with first world countries . Who 
has heard of a mec that needs security and ministers who think 
they so important  they need bodyguards.  President new 
venture on bee is also distorted since there is a brain drain in 
this country.  They are the highest paid government members 
and yet they do nothing . Arres7ng people 10 000 to be exact 
and can't arrest criminals and then brag about it . Now They 
want to roll out a vacine and I can tel you it should be over 80 
year old people to get it first then 70 then 60 and so on. The 
limited capacity of the ministers who are mostly uneducated 
riding the gravy train s7ll . The limited capacity  of neuro 
synapses is very apprent and it is a pity that most of the 
ministers are uneducated . Example dlamini Zuma now apperntly 
got her doctors degree in Russia she can't even speak Russian so 
how could she have got it in Russia in the 70s with the cold war 
s7ll ac7ve .  The ANC have ruined this junk status country and it 
does not maper how many solu7ons we put forward  the sheep 
will vote for them because they are promised free to shirts and 
bobs your uncle back to square 1 now the cost of living is 
increasing  we habe par7es that just want land and can't even 
create jobs the roll out of vacine will be a disaster like every 
thing else. Not one successful country in Africa and guess who 
run these countries. They have built nothing to advance the well 
being of the people in south Africa . The roll out of vacine will be 
shrouded in corrup7on just like everything else in this country . 
Let's face it the mind set is just not there . The can't even fix a 
pothole how on earth are they gonna roll out the vacine.  They 
can't even supply the country with power  so how the heck are 
they gonna vacinate the people.  Nothing will change  in this 
country only free stuff for the bee lot.  I don't buy the 
disadvantage stories in anyway because they s7ll have not 
changed riding on the infrastructure  that they have ruined . 
Now the vacine I don't think they have their priores right they 
want to use taxi ranks my goodness the filth and rubbish . 
I don't believe it will go smoothly nothing does in this country  
lack of neuro synapses and educa7on in government doe not 
allow it . 
Sorry but but fought a war in 1978an 79 to protect the borders 
of this country.  I see it go down an down . 
Unless they stop corrup7on start holding  people in government 
accountable and fire the people who don't work  there is no 
hope . Sadly they missed the deadline for the vacine why 
because they have no clue . 

I sadly tell you this because I have seen this country go down in 
the last 22 year that is a long 7me and nothing telly changed . 
Good luck ANC you have  ruined this country. Phillup

2021-01-23 
09:04:43 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We have been wai7ng for vaccine for almost a year we need 
some form of normality and only a vaccine will help to achieve 
this the sooner the beper we need to vaccinate as many as 
possible as quickly as possible. Please allow medical aids to roll 
out vaccina7on opportuni7es that will take some load off the 
government.  

Sue

2021-01-23 
08:23:12 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

it has been proven over and over. gvt needs to be removed from 
the procurement as well as distribu7on. if you want something 
done, leave it to the private sector. pieter

2021-01-22 
21:45:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has bankrupt this country and allowed 
wholesale loo7ng to take place without censure. 
Not a single person has been convicted of PPE fraud or 
misappropria7on of state funds. 

M
2021-01-22 
15:57:50 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on and incompetence Grant

2021-01-22 
13:58:39 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I fear the government will just steal the money, and or the actual 
vaccine and whole other nefarious black market wil be created.  

I don't think the government can be trusted to roll this out 
effec7vely. Gim of the givers will do it properly. 

I don't personally want to take it,  but will  be happy to donate 
my dose to someone else, will that be possible? 

Marianne

2021-01-22 
12:55:51 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government will not be able to roll out the vaccine on  their 
own. The Private Sector must also be able to import the vaccine 
- ie Medical aids / Dischem / Clicks. The vaccine will then be 
more easily distributed. Lynne

2021-01-22 
12:53:45 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

While I appreciate that it has not been an easy task to navigate 
the covid storm, the ANC government has dropped the ball on 
the 7meous acquisi7on and rollout of vaccines, and as ci7zens 
we have a cons7tu7onal right to have access to health care 
services. The longer it takes to successfully rollout vaccines and 
to create herd immunity, the more lives will be lost!!  Instead of 
risking a huge humanitarian disaster, why not work together to 
save lives, by collabora7ng with  other civil organiza7ons, 
poli7cal par7es,  businesses and anyone who is willing to assist 
to procure and successfully roll out? For the sake of all of our 
health care workers, loved ones and economy please consider 
puing ego aside and collabora7ng to avert a disaster. 

Natalie
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2021-01-22 
11:26:56 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

100% in favour of vaccine roll-out (I'm on one of the trials - 
wanted to do "my bit"). My biggest concern is twofold: 
1. Can the government manage it? Will we see corrup7on and 
mismanagement, e.g. PPE? Will there be a black market in 
vaccines (apparently there always is) and who will benefit - who 
will lose out? 
2. Educa7on. Although I personally can't see why anyone would 
not want this vaccine, given the terrible effect covid has had on 
society and the economy for nearly a year now, I know many 
people who are suspicious about the vaccine or at best re7cent 
to receive it. For legi7mate, historical reasons, many people do 
not trust clinical trials and therefore don't believe the data that 
emerges. It is vital that there is a concerted communica7on 
campaign to inform and educate about vaccine science, safety 
and efficacy. As Glenda Gray said on the Daily Maverick webinar: 
the individual benefits by being protected from serious illness 
and death, the public health system benefits by being able to 
treat other condi7ons and not being overwhelmed by covid 
cases, the community benefits by reduced transmission, and the 
economy benefits by people being able to get back to work. This 
needs to be consistently communicated in ways people can 
relate to, perhaps using community spokespeople. Ellen

2021-01-22 
07:53:33 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It goes without saying that we need to    g et this vaccine  done - 
top scien7st  encourage it Karin

2021-01-22 
06:41:16 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government seems to have a priority to control the 
procurement alone without the help of the private sector. A big 
mistake in my opinion. 
A big concern is poten7ally corrup7on during the roll out of the 
vaccine. 
I am of the opinion that most planning by Government officials is 
how to personally enrich themselves with vaccine distribu7on. 
Planning to actually procure the vaccine has been shown to have 
not taken place if media statements are to be believed. 
 Robert

2021-01-22 
06:23:08 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see a smooth process where there is transparency 
and coopera7on by all par7es including government and private 
sectors Jennie

2021-01-22 
05:53:53 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We just need to roll out urgently and effec7vely. I truly hope that 
corrup7on does NOT play a part here. Theuns

2021-01-21 
21:59:06 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Rjchard

2021-01-21 
17:17:44 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do think that the government of the day must roll out the 
vaccine as quickly as possible but i do believe that the private 
sector should be highly involved with the roll out like NGOs eg 
gim of thé givers, Medical aids should purchase there own 
vaccines and people that can afford medical aids should pay a 
por7on or the full amount to levitate the huge capital amount 
the government has to find ,medical aids could even say that for 
every client that pays in full for the vaccine they could sponsor a 
poor person to make sure we stop covid in its tracks and get 
herd immunity as soon as possible. Gary 

2021-01-21 
17:17:41 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do think that the government of the day must roll out the 
vaccine as quickly as possible but i do believe that the private 
sector should be highly involved with the roll out like NGOs eg 
gim of thé givers, Medical aids should purchase there own 
vaccines and people that can afford medical aids should pay a 
por7on or the full amount to levitate the huge capital amount 
the government has to find ,medical aids could even say that for 
every client that pays in full for the vaccine they could sponsor a 
poor person to make sure we stop covid in its tracks and get 
herd immunity as soon as possible. Gary 

2021-01-21 
16:47:14 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The present Government has an absolutely dismal success 
record when it comes to any ac7on.   

Imagine if the Government decides tomorrow to take Pick & Pay 
over and run it as an SOE - how long will it take them to turn it 
into a failed enterprise? 

I do not believe we can trust the Government with any roll out.   
First of all all the secrecy opens up the whole corrup7on 
channel.  Secondly I do not believe the Govt has the ability to 
control the quality of the process.  Thirdly I believe we are all 
going to pay twice for the Vaccine, once through a tax burden 
and then again for the applica7on.   
As already shown, the State procurement will be at exorbitant 
rates.  I will not be surprised if we are all forced to take poor 
quality unproven units, for example if the Russian or Indian 
versions are so good, why are their Coved-19 infec7on rates s7ll 
sky-rocke7ng? 

As already proven, the private sector hospital system can do this 
much more effec7vely than the failed state system (compare this 
with the SASSA debacle - will we all have to camp in front of the 
service centre?) 

The Private Health care sector in SA is well developed with 
proper infrastructure and supply chain systems and has been 
rescuing SA Ci7zens for decades - why not let that sector apend 
to this? 

Look at Covid-19 tes7ng, why is the private sector tes7ng so far 
exceeding the State effort? Pieter
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2021-01-21 
14:34:25 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

ANC have long shown they cannot be trusted  
Not with money, not with choice of person/s to implement 
various tasks, not with organiza7on .... who knows what could 
happen with government running the 'show' !! 

Elaine

2021-01-21 
14:16:02 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It seems like the Government does not want to allow the private 
ins7tu7on  to play a role on distribu7ng the vaccine while all we 
know that Government do things in slow mo7on! Salas

2021-01-21 
14:05:56 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The speed of the roll-out and to the  right people at the right 
7me Heinrich

2021-01-21 
11:58:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned as it once again looks as if the ANC are looking 
for ways to steal tax money by the covid rollout Deon

2021-01-21 
11:45:07 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

this is a criminal government and i dont trust them to milk a 
cow! Brendan

2021-01-20 
16:29:04 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The South African Government is extremely poor and 
fundamentally unable to effec7vely implement plans and 
strategy because of poor and omen non-existent leadership, pure 
incompetence, corrup7on by indicted officials who s7ll hold 
office etc. 

My sugges7on is that if the roll-out of the vaccine is to have any 
chance of surviving, that the roll-our be led and managed by the 
private sector in a collabora7ve rela7onship with Government. 
The role out should be led by experienced leaders who are 
skilled in strategic and opera7onal planning and most 
importantly, effec7ve implementa7on, execu7on and 
embedment. 

I also put my hand up should my skills and experience in the be 
seen to be of any value - see www.twfgroup.coza 

That is is my only comment. 
Tom

2021-01-20 
13:38:58 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Can we be sure that all healthcare workers will actually receive 
the vaccine and that they won’t go missing or get sold privately 
in a corrupt manner as with most things in SA Caylee

2021-01-20 
12:51:18 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government is not efficient in procuring these vaccines, and 
cannot be trusted with funds due to large scale corrup7on at 
mul7ple levels. Society-business forums should be allowed to 
purchase directly from vaccine suppliers and facilitate 
distribu7on to those sec7ons of society that medical aids and 
formal employment, will not reach. We don't have a problem 
paying a premium so that our medical aid can fund other 
vaccina7ons as well, but NOT if these vaccina7ons will be 
procured (=state captured or money stolen) by government or 
other third par7es via tenders - then we will opt not to 
vaccinate.  
Government should fund all vaccina7ons. When lockdown was 
introduced, many promises were made regarding spending 
required: we shall hold our leaders accountable to these 
promises. Louise

2021-01-20 
07:50:39 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Helen

2021-01-20 
06:48:51 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government have not successfully rolled out anything in over 25 
years (perhaps they have successfully rolled out load shedding) 
The whole ins7tu7on is fraught with corrup7on  
They should hand over the responsibility of vaccina7on to 
private business or it will be another ANC blunder Stuart

2021-01-19 
17:13:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Werner

2021-01-19 
15:17:45 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We need the vaccine's for those wan7ng to take it and all other 
alterna7ves Linda

2021-01-19 
15:02:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My biggest concern is the roll-out ... Will it be fare? My en7re 
family support the roll-out, and will take the vaccine if we are 
lucky enough to not be last in the queue. However, due to being 
part of the 7ny minority in SA, I do think that we will be passed-
over when the roll-out begins. Myra

2021-01-19 
11:41:31 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

 I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THE COST OF Vccine? 

if i am able i would like to offer it to my staff and teams, possibly 
even sponsor the families ores7

2021-01-19 
09:59:57 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe that the vaccine should be available at a higher cost in 
the second phase (to assist in paying for a number of people that 
cannot afford) to those that are in a posi7on to do so.  Those 
that are economically ac7ve and crea7ng jobs and income for 
families should also be priori7sed to get the economy up and 
running again.  It is no good for us to save the unhealthy and 
have them dying of hunger in a South Africa that is bankrupt Charlope

2021-01-19 
08:41:44 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I run a wellness business based in the township of Vosloorus, 
this side it's like COVID doesn't exist even with the death piling 
up, close family members of covid-related deaths are roaming 
the streets without masks, posi7ve people are not disclosing and 
s7ll con7nue with their daily lives as normal. My concern is that 
townships are undocumented hot spots and the government 
should priori7ze the roll out there as, we house a huge por7on 
of the popula7on and in doing so, local opportuni7es should be 
granted to small health businesses like mine and employe the 
youth from the townships, this will aid the acceptance of the 
vaccine in these areas, if it is administered by the people they 
trust, one of their own, especially knowing that their 
par7cipa7on feeds their families. Lindokuhle 
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2021-01-19 
08:41:19 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned that we will fall behind in the roll out of the vaccine, 
going too slowly and relying to heavily on an unproven concept 
of heard immunity rather than vaccina7ng the en7re popula7on 
quickly. Our pandemic will not end as quickly and will probably 
be extended by a few years because of our misadministra7on. Luci

2021-01-19 
08:30:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

good morning,firsly under categories their isnt a sec7on for 
teachers etc.I am the headmaster of a big all girls school.My 
biggest concern is the poten7al corrup7on and poten7al for 
generic products being rolled out that are either fake or  
faulty.also the poten7al that people recieve the first dose and 
not the second dose because of lack of funding ,corrup7on or 
misappropria7on. 
I think its a great idea to use schools as for the teachers and 
children but and their parents but it would worry me if schools 
were opened up for general public.This allows people to scout 
the school and as for elec7ons them always happens in the 
school amer the process. Roger

2021-01-18 
21:03:12 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think there’s a lot of holes or rather unanswered ques7ons 
regarding the roll out of the vaccine. I think administering 
vaccines in closed spaces such as hospitals and clinics or places 
of employment as suggested by government is a huge mistake. I 
think government is underes7mated the sheer logis7cal 
undertaking administering vaccines for a vola7le virus such as 
covid 19 will be. 

We need open air vaccina7on sites! In parking lots, stadiums and 
alterna7ve open space. We’ll need hundreds if not thousands of 
them. Especially if we aim to vaccinate the said percentage of 
the popula7on. U7lize the make shim outdoor hospitals which 
were meant for extra space for covid cases. Also the lack of use 
of technology to combat the virus in terms of public 
management has been non-existant. 

We wanted to submit proposals as young entrepreneurs in ICT 
technology industry 5months ago regarding Boarders and ports 
of entry and the spread of the virus. Simple smart helmets could 
be u7lized at all ports of which iden7fy using thermal heat 
signature etc.  

These proposals were sent to SAPS and the SANDF with the hope 
they’ll land on the NCC’s radar. Disappoin7ngly as young people 
we were not listened to and everything we had an7cipated has 
played out exactly that way. Its really disappoin7ng and 
government has failed the young people of this country by 
affording us space to contribute meaningfully. 

However we are here now. Wishing president Matamela all the 
best. God Speed. Bonele

2021-01-18 
18:14:15 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that the government might not be able to roll it 
out.Money for vaccine might be stolen. Lerato

2021-01-18 
17:41:54 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Yusuf

2021-01-18 
16:06:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not be controlling any of this roll out of the 
vaccines!  
Pharmaceu7cal companies and health care professionals should 
be "rolling out" the distribu7on and administering the vaccine.  
Government should pay for the vaccines out of Health 
department,  not out of any COVID-19 funding ini7a7ves 
originally set up by the private sector ! 

Tom

2021-01-18 
16:02:02 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Allow private businesses to pay to vaccinate their staff at their 
own cost.  

The cost of the vaccine is really not that much and as a business 
owner I would happily pay for all our staff to be vaccinated. 

They could make it an all or nothing in terms of if a company 
opts in then a nurse is assigned to the company and on a specific 
date they would come and the company would then be obliged 
to offer the vaccine to all their employees. The employees could 
choose if they want to par7cipate or not. 

The government should support this as their financial concerns 
should not dictate in a democra7c society who gets to or does 
not to get to be vaccinated. and when. Dylan

2021-01-18 
14:36:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The only thing that will stop Covid 19 is the vaccine. The sooner 
the beper Derek

2021-01-18 
13:01:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

There seems to be this false narra7ve about the vaccine. I trust 
our government and scien7sts to do what is right on behalf of 
the public.We are in a very horrible period in history. 
I just hope that they do it right for the benefit of all South 
Africans especially the elderly and the frontline workers. 
People should go and read up and not be fooled by YouTube 
videos created by an7 vaxers. Tebogo
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2021-01-18 
12:03:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Reading all these comments people have about vaccines and 
their conspiracy theories regarding the virus makes my blood 
boil! The amount of ignorant, mindless, ill-informed morons  
who believe the horseshit they are fed an Facebook and YouTube 
is embarrassing! It's clear, the masses are idio7c dimwits who 
think they are informed and have it all figured out but actually 
have no clue and have nothing figured out! Just a bunch of 
mindless sheep all regurgita7ng the same nonsense they see on 
social media. Of course the government should roll out the 
vaccines and it must happen as soon as possible! To all you 
morons out there who only get your informa7on from social 
media...please just keep your stupid damn opinions to yourself 
and learn to read! Tyran

2021-01-18 
11:40:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the vaccine will simply be given to our 
corrupt government to dole out to their families and friends and 
the public will have very liple chance of geing vaccine.  

I am concerned as I am 71 years old. In UK the elderly were 
vaccinated before younger people.  

I am concerned the government has given 10bn to bale out SAA 
just so the ministers can have free flights. This money should be 
taken away from them and used to procure vaccines for all our 
people. francesca

2021-01-18 
11:38:54 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government should let the medical aids import the vaccines 
and start administering them. All people not on medical aid 
should be vaccinated by the government. Karin

2021-01-18 
11:19:00 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

we need the vaccine  for health workers , vulnerable persons 
and the en7re work force and then the general popula7on as 
soon as possible . we need immunity to everyone can be back to 
work as quickly as possible so that our ruined and ravaged 
economy can begin some kind of recovery .  
the government must stop pissing around and get real ac7on 
under way . big business needs to step in and and assist as they 
are a bunch of incompetent and ill equipped non leaders . it is a 
disgrace . there should be a tax revolt un7l we all get the vaccine 
... a disgrace to the 7me effort and resources the government 
keeps was7ng ... people are hungry and jobless .. get the vaccine 
rollled out so we can heal the na7on and the economy !! Eliane

2021-01-18 
10:39:45 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that Government will mismanage roll-out, and 
corrup7on will result in preferen7al treatment for those who are 
poli7cally connected to the ANC, while those not connected will 
be discriminated against. 

I also do not believe that Government can professionally, 
efficiently and effec7vely manage roll-out, and thus believe that 
Government should NOT be the sole supplier. Private companies 
should be allowed to acquire the vaccine and administer it. This 
will speed up the roll-out and ease the burdone on Government, 
as well ensure that as many people get vaccinated as quickly as 
possible, thus facilita7ng the return to normal of our economy 
as soon as possible. Robin

2021-01-18 
10:32:33 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I support the science behind vaccines and the roll out in our 
country. My top concern is corrup7on around the acquiring of 
the vaccine and the funds allocated for the vaccine.  It is 
important that people have the opportunity to receive the 
vaccine in order to establish a herd immunity.  I think that while 
no one should be compelled to take the vaccine unless they 
travel that there is need a combat the an7-vaccine segment of 
the popula7on by a perhaps a campaign around the science of 
vaccinness. Diane

2021-01-18 
10:27:10 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government C

2021-01-18 
10:03:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Simon

2021-01-18 
10:02:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Shiona

2021-01-18 
09:54:21 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The sooner the vaccine is rolled out the beper for our country. 
The vaccines have been scien7fically proven to treat other 
diseases so not sure why all the fuss now. My only concern is the 
rollout and I don't understand why must prisoners be priori7zed 
over hard working and tax paying South Africans. Nokuthula 
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2021-01-18 
09:53:37 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government's track record with the horrendous corrup7on with 
PPE procurement (as well as it's horrendously corrupt prior track 
record) makes it highly unlikely that they will be able to procure 
and roll out the vaccines without a huge amount of corrup7on.  
At a 7me when our economy is reeling and government finances 
are 7ghtly constrained, it seems ridiculous to allow even more 
non-existant money to be wasted on corrupt processes.   
Government should not have a monopoly on procuring and 
rolling out vaccines, and there is a huge lack of transparency.  
The private sector should be allowed to procure and distribute 
vaccines as well (to make up for the disaster that government is 
going to make of it). 

It is also unconscionable that medical aids are being raided to 
pay for the virus but prisoners are going to be vaccinated before 
the people that are actually paying for it!!! This is insane! 

An alterna7ve that I propose is to auc7on off some ini7al 
vaccines and use the profit of that to fund procuring vaccines for 
those less fortunate (without vilifying the successful bidders).  I 
for one would be more than happy to pay 10x the cost of the 
vaccine to get it which would cover vaccines for 10 other people, 
but because I'm fit, healthy and under 65, I am unlikely to get it 
this year which feels like discrimina7on against the very people 
who keep this economy going despite the ANC's desperate 
apempts to flush it all down the drain! Mar7n

2021-01-18 
09:52:37 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is concerning that Government has a monopoly on the 
acquisi7on and distribu7on of the vaccine. It is my opinion that 
Government should proceed with the roll out of the vaccina7on, 
but the private medical sector should be allowed to source 
vaccines for distribu7on to private hospitals and medical 
prac7ces. This will ensure that the whole popula7on has an 
equal opportunity to be vaccinated if so desired. Hendrik

2021-01-18 
09:49:30 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that government officials may again corrupt the 
process and work out a way to fill their own coffers François 

2021-01-18 
09:44:20 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I have serious trust issues and cannot see this happening very 
soon... the communica7on is too vague. In my mind it would be 
great if Medical Schemes can get involved in also acquiring the 
vaccines and making sure people get it. Government can start 
with healthcare workers and teachers. Medical Schemes can 
start with their members, and then the rest can follow suit. Rianet

2021-01-18 
09:43:53 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Mar7n

2021-01-18 
09:24:10 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Possible repeat of the loo7ng of the state funds during the 
procurement of personal protec7ve equipment, if proper checks 
and balances and/or control measures are not implemented. Bassie

2021-01-18 
09:09:50 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government has shown repeatedly and incapacity to control 
corrup7on within its ranks. On top of this there are numerous 
worrying cases on inep7tude in the administra7on, decision 
making and execu7on of cri7cal Covid related responses and 
ac7ons.  

Put simply, our government is not trustworthy. Trust has to be 
earned and we cannot simply put the future and well being of 
our na7on in the hands of a Government who is yet to show 
capability to deal with its challenges decisively impar7ally and 
efficiently.  

The private sector has enormous capacity to assist and organise 
that cannot be discarded at a 7me like this. Rob

2021-01-18 
09:02:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Not sure government is capable of doing this - as they have 
shown us the last 20+ years that they are incapable of doing 
anything right Jaco

2021-01-18 
08:58:40 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The 7me line for the roll-out is unrealis7c.  To vaccinate two 
thirds of the popula7on we have to give two jabs to about 40 
million people, so 80 million injec7ons. At a rate of  one per 
second, 24/7, that would take 925 days or over 2.5 years. That 
applica7on rate is impossible in a country with such poor 
infrastructure and the government's inability to organize 
anything effec7vely. Even countries such as Germany are not 
able to administer the vaccine at such a rate. 

My other major concern is how corrup7on will affect all of this. Nils

2021-01-18 
08:47:21 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It seems that our Government is completely unable to curb 
corrup7on and therefore roll 
Out will most certainly be reserved for ANC cadres, family and 
friends if done by government Wilna

2021-01-18 
08:46:29 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support a COVID-19 Vaccine but it should not only be 
controlled by government, private sector, medical aids etc must 
play an equal role in the provision and distribu7on of COVID-19 
Vaccines. My concern with the control of vaccines distribu7on 
and roll out by government alone is that our government cannot 
be trusted. Historical and endemic corrup7on in government 
and  the ANC leaves me with grave concern about how ANC 
members will use this too as a way to lay their disgus7ng claws 
on funding. Alan

2021-01-18 
08:38:58 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The fact that the state has a monopoly on the procurement and 
distribu7on of anything this vital is a concern. Their track record 
thus far has not been such as to engender confidence in their 
abili7es and mo7va7ons. Nigel
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2021-01-18 
08:23:24 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the calcula7ons for "herd immunity" have 
not been done correctly. 40 million people will need to be 
vaccinated and there are currently less than 40 million adults in 
the country. That means every single adult will need to be 
vaccinated. There needs to be a concerted effort to curb the mis-
informa7on an distrust of vaccines long before the rollout 
begins. Stuart

2021-01-18 
08:16:54 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to have the op7on to privately pay for a vaccine that 
I choose.  I realise that vaccines are not easily available, and I am 
not trying to jump the queue.  But I am willing to pay for my own 
vaccine, and those of my family but I would also like to be able 
to choose which vaccine I am paying for. 

I am probably not the only one with this point of view, so I 
propose that a system of elec7ve vaccina7ons be put in place for 
those that would like the op7on Guy

2021-01-18 
07:55:32 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Please consider rolling out to the next of kin of frontline 
healthcare workers. Healthcare workers may be immune amer 
receiving the vaccine, yet the will s7ll be exposing their 
immediate family members at home. Jacobus

2021-01-18 
07:54:39 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

• The private medical aid should be allowed to offer vaccina7on 
to their members. 
• People that have been infected with Covid and have recovered 
should not be vaccinated because they have developed 
immunity.  This would make more vaccines available and allow 
us to reach hard immunity more rapidly. ARMAND

2021-01-18 
07:48:07 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that the roll out will take toio long. I am also 
concerned about organisa7ons that spread disinforma7on about 
the vacciner and what the govt is going to be doing about it to 
ensure that the roll out is as thorough as possible. 

I would also like a compulsory vaccine to ensure that the 
coiuntry gets herd immunity as quickly as possible and that laws 
are brought about that schools can deny children access if they 
are not vaccinated. Shops and employers can deny access and 
employment if people are not vaccinated. Christopher

2021-01-18 
07:46:50 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Brenda

2021-01-18 
07:42:15 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Phiwokuhle

2021-01-18 
07:25:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

the government should have put their names and a deposit  
down for vaccines as soon as the overseas pharmaceu7cal 
companies started their trials. this holding back, un7l SAHPRA 
'approves" of it is just another way for them to get their monies. 
if it was approved by reputable pharmaceu7cal regula7on 
authori7es overseas, they could have simply fast tracked the 
regula7ons through. there is no proper agenda or 7me frame for 
the vaccine roll out, it is all very vague. if he had any moral 
compass, the minister of health should resign for his 
procras7na7on. any overseas minister would have done so. Ophelia

2021-01-18 
07:09:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Lyn

2021-01-18 
07:00:15 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the Government’s ability to execute on what will 
be the largest and most complex rollout process. Further, the 
ability to do so without some members taking advantage and 
breakinv the rules by vaccina7ng other non-eligible people / 
groups for selfish reasons or even in return for financial 
gain.....Sad. But true.. Tony

2021-01-18 
06:51:48 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Health care workers and Teachers should get it first. Secondly 
everyone in the food produc7on industry and law enforcement 
personnel. Fourth people who are employed or business owners 
who contribute to the economy and the tax base. 
Last should be prisoners! Cornelius 

2021-01-18 
06:37:15 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government have over the years proved themselves tot being 
able to deliver on anything. It is all talk! Winky

2021-01-18 
06:32:29 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on is always the number one concern. Alexandra

2021-01-18 
05:54:17 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Private sector should also have the right to vaccine  ordering and 
spread Elsabe

2021-01-18 
04:45:59 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Siyabulela

2021-01-17 
23:28:22 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Ek is ‘n 7pe 1 diabeet.  
Ek is natuurlik ‘n hoë risiko vir Covid. Ek sal graag een van die 
eerstes wil wees wat die entstof kry. Anele

2021-01-17 
23:03:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Daniel 

2021-01-17 
22:23:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment alone does not have the logis7cs, capacity or skills to 
deal with this. Furthermore it is common knowledge that there 
is significant corrup7on and this will be no different. Pieter

2021-01-17 
21:26:51 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I have a concern as to why private people can not obtain access 
to the vaccine or why alterna7ves that seem to be working (like 
ivermec7n) is not allowed when individuals should be allowed to 
decide for themselves if they are prepared to take the risk.  

The same with the lung procedure (as premiered on Carte 
Blanche) that is now banned for treatment on covid19 pa7ents. 

Each person should be allowed to choose what risk they are 
prepared to take. Get then to sign an indemnity form if needed, 
but with all this uncertainty,  allow them choose for themselves. Christelle
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2021-01-17 
19:58:51 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Healthcare workers must be iden7fied via the health 
professionals council and vaccina7on must be monitored by 
them and the respec7ve subcouncils within the HPCSA. 

Thereamer healthcare students and interns in the various schools 
to be done, thereamer teachers and others to be done that are 
not in direct contact with the public 

JR

2021-01-17 
19:37:41 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government alone can't do this. You are not efficient enough. 
Give access to private companies to do it, medical aids, mines, 
everybody who can assist must do so. This is urgent. Stop talking 
about it and start doing it. Let's get on with it. The vaccine will 
help end the pandemic. This is not an opportunity for you to loot 
and steal. This is our lives you are playing with. Every covid death 
now while you delay the rollout is blood on your hands. Gaynor

2021-01-17 
19:29:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Karlien

2021-01-17 
19:25:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My greatest concern is how the vaccines will be distributed and 
to whom will be the ini7al recipients to receive the vaccines first 
I have an elderly mother who lives with me, and I would like her 
to be priori7zed in receiving the vaccines based on her age and 
medical history 
People who are healthy and fit should be given the vaccines as 
last preference, with the first preference going to front-line 
medical staff, people with pre-exis7ng condi7ons, the elderly, 
and lastly the youth 
As South Africans we require to be made visible a vaccine-rollout 
plan and how this will be carried out across the various regions 
in South Africa 

Yaish

2021-01-17 
19:14:53 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As a 60year old plus working in a restaurant in a large shopping 
center I am concerned that I don't get the vaccine in 7me  with 
all the people I get in contact with Pierre 

2021-01-17 
19:04:22 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I feel that the government should not be solely responsible for 
the roll-out.  We have an extensive private medical network of 
doctors in private prac7ce, dispensing pharmacies,  private 
clinics etc.  The Medical Aids should also have input. 
I agree that all medical personnel and first responders should be 
first to get the vaccine, but this should be followed by all 
educators.  I feel that the elderly in Re7rement complexes or 
community living should also be targeted in the early stages. 
However, I think the economically ac7ve should receive 
preference to those who have re7red.  The new variant of Covid 
seems to be targe7ng the younger  people so there is not really 
the impera7ve to priori7se the re7red.  Those who are s7ll 
employed/employers are keeping the economy going and in 
prac7cal terms are vital to South Africa's recovery. Susan

2021-01-17 
18:33:08 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Whilst the government have a litany of monumental stuff-ups to 
their credit, if they get this wrong it would make all the other 
problems they have caused become insignificant in comparison. 
This kills the country and the economy and any hope for the 
future in one go, it’s too important to be lem to them. Get out of 
the way and let the private sector secure and administer the 
vaccines , at least that way we know we’ll get it done, and 
without funding the corrup7on wai7ng to be unleashed like the 
last round of PPE procurement. They don’t have the money to 
pay for this anyway, it was more important to use that to keep 
our dead na7onal airline on the ground for now so maybe one 
day poli7cians can fly business class to Cape Town again.....There 
is nothing on their scorecard that says this 7me will be different, 
and this one is too important to give them another chance. mike

2021-01-17 
18:28:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out of the vaccine should be made a top priority by private 
sector and government ASAP to get the economy produc7ve 
again,  Vaccines for health workers should be done first then a 
mul7 pronged approach using both private AND government 
resources to cover all vulnerable people.  medical aids  should 
vaccinate 2 poor people for every member vaccinated . 

Companies should be allowed to buy the vaccine for all 
employees . 

An electronic  vaccine passport should be provided so that 
people can travel for work ASAP. both local and interna7onally.  
THIS IS URGENT _ ANC must not steal or waste 7me.            

Dr Kim
2021-01-17 
15:53:16 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Sandy

2021-01-17 
15:47:30 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As a solu7on I would love to see corporate South Africa buying 
vaccines- saving Taxpayers money and therefore allowing their 
businesses to get back on track 

In order for them to purchase they would need to donate 2 for 
every 1 purchased for their company 

Brep
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2021-01-17 
14:58:43 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We need the vaccine as soon as possible. The govt yielded to 
pressure from the unions and the policy did an about turn in 3 
days. 
We should not be a poor country, we have resources but what 
with all the loo7ng at SOE's there  is not money for necessi7es. 
Israel is a shining example for its people and within the first 4 
days had vaccinated 220,000  of its ci7zens. 
I applaud all the Frontline health care workers and the Minister 
of Health but people are contrac7ng the virus unnecessarily and 
also dying unnecessarily.  
My husband got the virus last week and TG had a mild case 
because he takes his vitamins religiously but we need less them 
and less people buying Louis Vuipon handbags with money 
meant for the health of the country's ci7zens. Linda

2021-01-17 
14:55:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned on the slow roll out of the vaccine and the 
effec7veness of the government itself. They will have to pull in 
the private sector to help distribute the vaccine. The 
government alone will not be able to to it. Herkie

2021-01-17 
14:43:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Our government is not capable of rolling the vaccine out Stephen

2021-01-17 
14:02:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Unacceptable that vaccine rollout so slow  - par7cularly as 1 
million doses per day of the COVID vaccine is being 
manufactured at present in the Eastern Caoe for EXPORT 
ostensibly for higher profits?? 
This is scandalous!!  
How can we manufacture this life/preserving vaccine in our 
country  for other countries and not benefit from a percentage 
DAILY ourselves.  
Our government are tacit accomplices to  genocide  and this 
act / omission to secure the vaccine immediately should be 
pursued as a human rights abuse against the South African 
people. Richard

2021-01-17 
13:42:10 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not trust this government to: 
A: Manage logis7cs effec7vely 
B: Secure the vaccines effec7vely to prevent them and corrup7on 
C: To even understand why they’re doing this Vivek

2021-01-17 
13:10:19 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think that our Government has been sleeping on the job again - 
they should have organized and already be rolling out the 
Vaccine. Benn

2021-01-17 
13:10:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am on the AstraZeneca vaccine trial and originally from the UK, 
so I am watching the roll-out in the UK with interest. Many of my 
friends have already seen their parents immunised. Vaccines 
save lives and is the only thing that will help us get back to 
normal and our economy back on its feet asap. I know that many 
people are re7cent about vaccines and there are many reasons 
for this - mistrust of trials, etc. but this is very sad. We need an 
effec7ve communica7on campaign to inform and educate 
people on the benefits and safety of vaccines. I am also 
concerned that vaccines will be more readily or easily available 
to those who can afford it, and my main concern is an equitable 
roll-out that happens speedily, efficiently, and without any 
corrup7on or tampering. Ellen

2021-01-17 
12:32:05 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Kobus

2021-01-17 
12:18:54 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Sheryl

2021-01-17 
11:43:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is alarming that the government wants to be the sole supplier 
of the vaccine. This, once again opens up avenues for more 
corrup7on by the so called controllers. I know that president 
Ramaphosa  indicated that there would be "checks and 
balances" put into place. However, this was also promised with 
the COVID - 19 funds that were slaughtered and moved to 
cadres.  private companies should also be able to procure the 
vaccine which would bring the cost of the vaccine down to 
acceptable levels.  
The most bothersome is that the criminals doing jail 7me will get 
the vaccine before the normal populace? Are they more 
important? Perhaps it should be given to the criminals before it 
is given to the health workers to see what the allergic reac7ons 
will be? Roy

2021-01-17 
11:02:56 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

SO, the taxpayer (the 10%) is liable for the cost of this, and waits 
un7l the end amer all the other beneficiaries have been 
vaccinated to be vaccinated. 
Sounds about par for the course. MARK

2021-01-17 
10:59:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government of SA is lagging WAY BEHIND with the 
procurement of the vaccine and roll-out of the vaccina7on 
process.  This is not only disappoin7ng, but irresponsible. They 
are not serving the people, but themselves - how much 
narcissis7c thievery of the taxpayers' money is going to take 
place?? The R200 million that went missing with the PPE roll-out 
is a prime example. The criminal thieves have caused the deaths 
of 1000's of people because of what they have done. They do 
nor care for what they have done to medical staff and their 
families: it is paramount to MURDER. The vaccine and the 
resultant herd immunity is the ONLY WAY that SA's economy is 
going to be rescued. Lockdown and resultant companies going 
bankrupt causes job losses and poverty. We were already in a 
downward economic spiral before the pandemic . Junk status is 
proof of it. Overseas investors have pulled out in their droves. 
We are on the road to destruc7on. Wake up people!  SAVE SA'S 
ECONOMY! SAVE SOUTH AFRICA! Albert

2021-01-17 
10:35:50 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The speed with which we can immunise the largest group 
possible. We need more, faster. Rose
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2021-01-17 
09:31:37 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Without the vaccine the Government will have wave amer wave. 
The economy cannot afford to keep closing down! Ivermec7n 
and other mainstream medicines are a total fallacy and only 
being pushed by Zimbabwe because they have zero health care 
system!  SA will become a pariah state to the world if there is no 
vaccine. In a year or two everyone will be screaming to be 
vaccinated. It’s the ONLY way to COMMUNITY IMMUNITY! Wake 
up SA! Jacqui

2021-01-17 
09:23:41 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Verspreiding wat effek7ef is. Met hulp van privaatsektor. Antonie 

2021-01-17 
08:48:00 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Ivermec7n should be made available for al 
Ci7zens  
Government does not have the skill. Or know how to roll it out Tracey 

2021-01-17 
08:12:24 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

1)Concerned the lateness of trying to secure vaccine. 
2)Concerned that it will just be another opportunity for 
government to loot funds. 
3) Speed is essen7al if we have any hope of saving the economy. 
Concerned that government has consistently shown that it is 
unable to organise anything with speed . As such we are going to 
be lem without a vaccine  far longer than if the private sector is 
involved.  
4)Concerned that at this stage, some months amer we should 
have started the rollout,  government is s7ll  showing a total lack 
of organiza7on and commitment of personelle and funds to the 
programme. Jennifer

2021-01-17 
07:22:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Brenda 

2021-01-17 
06:59:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government are not able to effec7vely and efficiently manage 
the 7meous acquisi7on and distribu7on of anything. A quick and 
comprehensive vaccina7on process is essen7al to save lives and 
open the economy again.  Involvement of our excellent 
distribu7on network and full medical sector is an impera7ve. Carollyn

2021-01-17 
06:55:41 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government cannot have the monopoly of covid vaccina7on  
It should be done by all stakeholders Werner

2021-01-17 
06:24:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to educate the people on having the 
vaccine. Start with CR having his done on na7onal TV. Lara

2021-01-17 
04:43:04 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Melissa

2021-01-16 
22:26:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Annien

2021-01-16 
21:02:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government corrup7on during distribu7on of the vaccine. Top 
Government officials must be first in line to take the vaccine, to 
show leadership. Also South  Africans ci7zens must be among 
the first to be vaccine. 

Omar
2021-01-16 
18:07:18 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government This bunch can't organize a puss-up in a brewery. Sabrina

2021-01-16 
18:05:17 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Govt needs to rollout the vaccine as soon as possible so that 
these costly lockdowns are a thing of the past. 
The cost of these lockdowns to the economy since last year 
march last year could’ve afforded govt to inoculate everyone in 
the country. 

Victor

2021-01-16 
16:42:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Goverment has proven in the past it can't do anything honestly 
without  huge amount of money paid to cadres and friends 
the Immuniza7on should be done by private contractors with a 
long track record in the medical field 
Open tenders, visible to everyone should be done to determine 
who distributes and does the immuniza7ons 
Public must be informed re reason, side effects, etc of 
immuniza7on 
People should be allowed to refuse immuniza7on if they wish 
and high risk groups should be immunized first Emil

2021-01-16 
16:15:12 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government David

2021-01-16 
15:56:53 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I would like a Fair roll out of vaccines in public and private 
medical spheres. Kirsty

2021-01-16 
15:17:18 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Health workers should be at front of queue. Those paying fees to 
private medical aids should  have the choice of paying for a 
vaccine.  The next category should be the 30 - 70 year old 
employed members of popula7on to keep the economy alive. 
The government and other state workers should take their lace i 
n the queue with everyone else  save for the President show 
should be vaccinated with the health workers Sandy

2021-01-16 
14:10:05 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe the private sector, such as medical aids and pharmacies, 
should be able to source the vaccina7ons themselves, and we 
shouldn't have to depend on the government vaccina7ons. I am 
quite happy to pay for my vaccina7on, but want to be able to 
choose which vaccina7on I have - I am not happy with those 
from China and India for example. 
I believe the vaccine should be mandatory, unless there is 
medical proof that a person has a condi7on which precludes it. I 
believe that the vaccine is for the public good and the rights of 
society and that they should trump personal rights. Sandy
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2021-01-16 
13:31:22 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government has to-date not demonstrated it's effec7veness in 
managing this economy and in providing proper health, 
educa7on, nor any other cri7cal  services at the local or na7onal 
level, nor preven7ng corrup7on in the provision of any of these 
services for more than  a decade. Just look at the current state of 
our public hospitals.  I do not trust their ability to roll-out an 
effec7ve and efficient vaccine program.  This has got to be done 
in partnership with "broad-based" private sector actors in the 
health sector.  By broad-based I mean irrespec7ve of race or 
colour of the service providers. As long as they have the right 
qualifica7ons and capabili7es these health professionals and 
services should all be marshalled to work hand-in-hand with 
Government. The health and welfare of ALL our people is the 
prime concern for our future and for the future recovery and 
welfare of the Country, and cannot be lem to targeted 
corrup7on-inducing procurement rules that allow Government 
to use un-qualified BEE ( fly-by-night) people who scam the 
system and don't care about what that does to the Country's 
long-term health and thus economic prospects. All Hospitals, 
Clinics, Pharmacies, Stadia, Public Halls, Churches, including 
mobile health units, should be used, with qualified Medical 
Prac77oners on hand, Army Medical Health,  medical NGO 
doctors, etc.,  This is TOO important to mess up.  Government, 
please wake up and realize you cannot do it alone nor can it be 
done only through BEE procurement. We have a popula7on of 
circa 65 million people. Keep that in mind. This is not a wealth 
genera7ng process. Do NOT take advantage of it for personal 
gain!  Save all our people. Ros 

2021-01-16 
13:29:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on with this will again be a big problem. Wimpie

2021-01-16 
13:28:30 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe the Government is able to roll out this vaccine. 

Government should allow the private sector and medical aids to 
procure the vaccine and roll it out. 

Every day Government delays, more people die. 

I am responsible for 7 000 employees. My company will procure 
the vacc8ne at our cost, amd arrange to have it administered. 
We employ the relevant qualified medical staff. 

Why is Government delaying? Annamarie

2021-01-16 
13:26:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government has the Monopoly on the vaccine. Just another 
way the capture the country.  The vaccine needs to be open for 
anyone to procure it as they want. Charmaine 

2021-01-16 
12:31:48 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Communica7on.  
Communica7on. 
Communica7on.  
CLEAR is KIND.  
Be specific. Be honest when something changes or gets delayed. 
(Personally I prefer true bad news above semi-truth that is 
intended to “keep the calm” but ALWAYS eventually just breaks 
trust) 
Short and to the point.  
Communicate DAILY.  

Inocula7on should be made compulsory in specific instances: 
front-line workers, elderly, people with co morbidity's that are 
not immune compromised,  teachers, leaders (private and 
public), people working in any form of shop (from shebeen to a 
mall). No one is allowed to travel  on an commercial airplane , 
domes7c or interna7onal, unless they have been inoculated.  

Idea:  
Make it available for private purchase.  That way you can buy 
more and get more people vaccinated. However, if you are 
privileged enough to be able to pay to be vaccinated, you have 
to sponsor someone who can’t pay ?. 
 I will gladly do that.  

♥ ?? Karien

2021-01-16 
12:11:14 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concerns are that the govt will drag it's feet and not get the 
roll-out going urgently. Also, I believe educa7on is reqd to inform 
the public of the urgency of all geing the vaccine FERN

2021-01-16 
11:38:51 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

How will vaccines be distributed fairly? How would health care 
providers be given fair advantage? Anisha 

2021-01-16 
11:26:06 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government and health department has proven that it is 
eminently incapable of handling vaccine procurement and 
rollout. Further, they are also incapable of preven7ng corrup7on 
to derail this cri7cal process as well. I do not agree that 
Government is the sole controller of this process and this should 
rather be given to the private sector who will be able to procure 
and distribute the vaccine more efficiently.  It it impera7ve that 
herd immunity via the vaccine is reached as soon as possible so 
that the economy can resume normal opera7ons and this cannot 
be lem to incompetent state officials to bungle it further.  If the 
private sector (eg Discovery) is allowed to handle procurement, 
then as a ci7zen, i would be happy to contribute as once of tax 
contribu7on to helf fund the procurement for the country. I also 
do not agree that prisoners must be priori7sed over law abiding 
ci7zens. Vinay

2021-01-16 
10:55:53 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Please get this done to as many people as possible in the 
shortest 7me frame so that we can go back to normal life. Dario
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2021-01-16 
10:32:44 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I aggree that the vaccines should be rolled out in the order they 
want it to be rolled out. My concern is that the government is 
not known for doing things within a 7me frame.  

I would like another op7on added to roll out. I would like to be 
able to receive it through my medical aid and my GP can do the 
jab. In addi7on I would like to be able to purchase it and let my 
GP also jab my dome7c, her daughter and my gardener.  I do 
think if we work together to try and get everyone close to us 
vaccinated it would go alot quicker.  

If you have received the vaccine, they can put a s7cker that 
comes with the dosage in your ID book to show that you got the 
jab. 

For us to be able to purchase it I feel that we might need the 
pharmacu7cal companies to also sell it at a recommended price. 

Talia

2021-01-16 
09:48:36 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

When rolling out the vaccine please put criminals right at the 
back of the queue and vaccinate all their vic7ms and families  as 
well as law abiding ci7zens before the prisoners.  Shireen

2021-01-16 
09:41:16 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Ramphosa inferred  that the next category to receive the vaccine 
would be the Civil Servants which in most cases is an oxymoron.  
Let the workers that keep the economy going have preference. Diana

2021-01-16 
09:40:23 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government David 

2021-01-16 
09:37:56 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Andre

2021-01-16 
09:18:08 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about roll out plans by government they are far 
too slow and am wondering how capable they are are in doing 
this. What success stories are there  in SA-  NHS and government 
overall - Look at that state of government hospitals? HIV 
medica7on roll out comes to mind ... i am just not going to say 
anymore more on that, far too upseing, except i for a thought 
here how many people died during this period ?  
The rigorous lock downs we had why did we have them to that 
extent? What difference did it make regarding NHS ? 
 I think private sector should get involved, we are doomed 
otherwise. 

On another note i think there are people in government that 
work really hard and face constant cri7sm due to the failings of 
others. This is really sad but unfortunately you are as good as 
your staff and i cant see government rolling this out successfully 
at all. Barbara

2021-01-16 
09:05:44 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The way our government handled the ordering of vaccines was 
totally irresponsible. Being a country that par7cipated in the 
tes7ng, we should have used that opportunity to secure 
sufficient supply which would have enabled the vaccina7on 
process at the beginning of the year. Puing billions of Rand 
aside to "rescue" an airline that has cost the taxpayer billions 
already, is irresponsible. This money could have been used for 
securing early supplies of the vaccine. Considering that 
immunity will only be achieved amer two vaccina7ons, the 
amount promised is a drop in the ocean and will no achieve herd 
immunity. Tes7ng of alterna7ves, e.g. Ivermec7n should be an 
absolute priority. Hermann

2021-01-16 
08:54:56 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be involved to ensure a  well managed 
roll out. maurizio

2021-01-16 
08:47:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Our Government failed the country by not obtaining  a world 
class vaccine as early as possible and miss informed the public as 
to when the they started nego7a7ons. How can you expect the 
pharmaceu7cal companies to contact the South African 
Government and expect them to nego7ate with you. Sound like 
the  ideal situa7on for control and corrup7on.  This proofs how 
they lie to the people and by their ac7ons this is going down in 
history as the biggest loss of life and injus7ce to our people. The 
roll out and supply of the vaccine is a huge concern as the 
Government does not have the logis7cs or proper planning in 
place to get the vaccines into the arms of the people as quickly 
as possible. Their inability to deliver  is open record to all.   Nico

2021-01-16 
08:44:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on,  Corrup7on,  Corrup7on,  Corrup7on,  
Let the medical aids do what they do best and then look for 
business to assist with the rollout.  
Keep the vaccine roll out away from civil servants,  because they 
neither serve nor are civil. Mike

2021-01-16 
07:36:41 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Kamina

2021-01-16 
07:25:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I hope the roll out is not marred by corrup7on and general 
inep7tude. Tshego

2021-01-16 
07:19:14 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about the number of people who do not 
'believe' in the vaccina7on. Some sort of publicity campaign is 
requireed to ensure that people understand how it works. 
To monitor who has had vaccina7ons, cound the IEC computer 
systems, which already have details of people in areas and 
equipment to scan barcodes be used to keep track of the 
rollout? Details of age and areas that people live in are all 
available there. Jean

2021-01-16 
06:27:53 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government is too corrupt and incompetent to be trusted 
with the roll-out, while people con7nue dying. WAY TOO LITTLE 
TOO LATE!. Andrew

2021-01-16 
04:32:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Slow government roll out of vaccine Lynn

2021-01-15 
22:49:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Carole
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2021-01-15 
20:30:36 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I’m already a par7cipant in a trial. Our main concern is why this 
vaccine which is being tested for local market is not among 
those being discussed as an op7on? Bash

2021-01-15 
19:54:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

If your doctor says take the vaccine, then you take it..........end of 
story. Denis

2021-01-15 
16:53:56 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Our government is corrupt !!  Senior officials like Ace Magashule, 
Gumede are king and queen of loo7ng yet s7ll hold a public 
post. When are we going to see convic7ons?? Rajesh

2021-01-15 
16:53:23 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Why does this corrupt useless government think it alone can 
mass vaccinate the popula7on when it is so useless it can't even 
buy the vaccine? Let the private sector do it Simon

2021-01-15 
16:44:51 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Gaetano

2021-01-15 
16:44:32 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is essen7al that every dose purchased can be used. I do not 
believe government has the ability or logis7cs to ensure the cold 
chain. They need to partner with private ins7tu7ons, hospital 
groups, large companies, pharmacists, universi7es and general 
prac77oners all who could assist. We needed to wait to get a 
vaccine that is prac7cal for our seing  hence the moderna and 
Pfizer vaccines not for us. Makes complete sense to use 
AstraZeneca vaccine. Front line workers must be immunized 
urgently..they risk their lives everyday. And for those who are 
saying we are guinea pigs...there are almost 2 million uk ci7zens 
who have already received vaccines  with many more across the 
rest of the world...our first person will be amer millions of doses 
dispensed. Kay

2021-01-15 
16:35:32 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government have proven that they cannot organise a piss up in 
brewery when their is no corrup7on involved. Jim

2021-01-15 
16:33:49 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Medical aids should roll out vaccines and private sector 
government incompetent and corrupt  Pietro 

2021-01-15 
16:28:29 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Corrup7on, exclusion of private sector (source of all funding, 
proven reliability), preference given to prisoners while placing 
deserving sectors of society at an unfair disadvantage, possible 
use of dubious products in exchange for bribes, lack of 
transparency Margaret

2021-01-15 
16:01:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I'm deeply concerned that as of the 2nd week in January 2021, 
most countries are well into their vaccina7on programme, while 
the ANC has neither a strategy, nor a programme, and we're 
unlikely to see a roll-out un7l the 2nd quarter of the year, six 
months amer everyone else. mark

2021-01-15 
15:42:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

When taking into account the number of vaccina7ons required, 
it appears it will be a monumental task to vaccinate the en7re 
popula7on.  At the same 7me, we can only pray that funds do 
not get misappropriated  once more. Renee

2021-01-15 
15:41:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

To administer only the 20 million units arriving by end of January 
(hopefully), the Government will  have to vaccinate in 11 months 
to reach year end predic7on. This means 1 818 182 vaccina7ons 
per month, then 83 903 vaccina7ons per working day for 11 
months. 
I think the Government is living in cuckoo land to think they will 
be able to reach even this target, what about two thirds of the 
popula7on by year end? 
It will not happen. 
The fat cats and connected people will receive the first 
consignment, then the bribes will be determined for us normal 
people to receive our vaccina7ons. 
Will be very curious to see what the standard rate of the bribes 
will be. 
Some Government officials are going to get even richer with this 
vaccina7on programme. 

Johann
2021-01-15 
15:22:03 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Ildiko 

2021-01-15 
14:57:32 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Its a huge task and requires great managerial capabili7es karin
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2021-01-15 
14:56:44 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My primary concern is the capacity of  Govt  to effec7vely, 
efficiently and 7meously rollout the vaccine.  SA needs a truly 
well coordinated vaccine rollout with a simultaneous, hyped up 
strategy of educa7on and awareness.  Govt cannot do this on its 
own.  We need to reach out to EVERY HCW in the country who is 
presently not working in a hospital or clinic. We need the 
assistance of psychologists, school nurses, gym HCW who may 
not be fully employed at this point. 

My secondary concerns are the following: 
1. Security  - nowhere in any presenta7on has there been any 
men7on of how the vaccines will be secured. We need to know 
if the SAPS/Army will be included in the roll out to secure the 
warehouses and in transit to vaccina7on venues.  Will we have 
security at the vaccina7on venues in the event the crazies/
conspiracy theorists converge on the venue? 
2.  I do not see a special category for Cabinet members.  Surely 
this should be a priority category from a  Govt con7nuity 
perspec7ve, the same way one would for business leadership? 
3.  Whilst we do have an awareness/educa7on campaign 
regarding vaccines/vaccina7on, it feels like its pitched to literate 
category of the popul7on. We need a campaign that reaches the 
grassroots and those who are not literate.  
4.  What about tracking of vaccine roll out? Do we have relevant/
updated technology to do this effec7vely? How can the large 
network companies be roped in to provide on the ground HCW 
with tablets/smart phones to upload informa7on about numbers 
that have been vaccinated ? 
5. Does Govt have the wherewithal to manage and organise 
large crowds of people who come in  to  be vaccinated. We do 
not want people to be water cannoned for being too large a 
group. 

I would like to suggest that large corpora7ons be used as a site 
for vaccina7ons.  Omen these companies have between 3-4000 
people on site. They can organise for the relevant categories of 
their staff to be vaccinated.  Peggy

2021-01-15 
13:43:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It is inconceivable that the government is trying to implement 
this without the  par7cipa7on of the private sector, it is 
guaranteed to fail George

2021-01-15 
13:41:16 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Goverment must appoint a independent organiza7on to 
over see the distribu7on like they do the Votes to be fair and 
accountable. 

Cannot be lem to the looters as they will steal it just to make 
money of it .  

Gus 

2021-01-15 
13:27:59 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Health workers and teachers should be the first to be vaccinated 
as this has a huge effect on the country to func7on. 
Returning students back to school  so they don’t miss out on 
another academic year. Dimitri

2021-01-15 
13:27:49 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Companies should be allowed to procure the vaccine for their 
workforce to assist in the roll-out and private prac7ces and 
clinics should also be allowed to procure their own stock of 
vaccine. 
Health workers should already be receiving the vaccine, so their 
vaccina7on needs to be expedited urgently. Prisoners should be 
the last group of people in the country to get the vaccine, 
although warders should be among the first to get it. Mark

2021-01-15 
12:50:18 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Anyone who doesn't want to have the vaccine is absolutely 
crazy.  

My concerns are that  
1) the Government is the sole buyer of the vaccines - corrup7on 
will enter the scene again , and 
2) that the rollout will be too slow and  with too few vaccines 

Peter Peter
2021-01-15 
11:11:58 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Karin

2021-01-15 
11:03:59 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government IAN
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2021-01-15 
10:57:08 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is not about the vaccine itself, its cost or even if it is 
100% effec7ve, but purely about my lack of trust in the 
government's ability to distribute it, and using funds available 
for the vaccine to be used for the appropriate use. The 
corrup7on surrounding previous COVID funds received is a 
prime example of why I do not trust the government to be doing 
the distribu7on correctly. I think this will be beper handled by 
chari7es and organiza7ons such as Doctors Without Borders, 
and the likes, as well as medical aid schemes. 

That being said... 

I understand that there are concerns about the vaccine perhaps 
not being fully tested, and some people feel they will be too 
expensive. While that may be true, it is beper than doing 
nothing. The economy is suffering, small business like mine are 
closing (luckily I am s7ll open), and even bigger businesses are 
star7ng to feel very uncomfortable. Something needs to be 
done, and rolling out the vaccine is beper than doing nothing. As 
a person with some underlying condi7ons that could make the 
effects on me worse, I welcome any apempt to try and stop this 
pandemic! 

While it may not solve the pandemic, or may not even work 
fully, and big pharma conspiracies are rife, the fact remains that 
we are in a pandemic, and we are in trouble, and making these 
medicines take resources and 7me, which all cost money, so 
they should be able to charge for these vaccines - but they 
should also be ethical and do not overcharge. 

I believe the vaccine to not be unsafe - as of date, the UK has 
rolled out millions of COVID vaccines, and so has the US. If the 
vaccine was inherently dangerous, the media would've reported 
it by now. 

Kobus

2021-01-15 
10:35:49 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not have control as medical aids & 
pharmacies all have a role to play & government should not be 
in control of due to their poor track record in running other state 
run facili7es Melinda

2021-01-15 
10:15:02 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

ANC couldn’t organize a piss up in the brewery !!! 
See how much of this gets stolen by the ANC cadres!!! 
Rhamaphosa, his health minister and all his ministers are a 
bunch of idiots. 
Even Mauri7us is vaccina7ng already but South Africa cannot 
because of incompetent ANC !!! Mike

2021-01-15 
10:14:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The cost of the vaccine is minimal compared to the disrup7on to 
business,  financial loss and loss of human life that has occurred. 
Focus should be on health care workers but government should 
be focused on maximising securing of supplies of the vaccine 
and roll out through all possible channels (private/government) 
as quickly as possible. It should be free of charge based on 
submission of your ID. There should be a central database/
applica7on linked to ID to reflect pa7ents who have been 
vaccinated and also to avoid duplica7on/corup7on. 

Key is central procurement and control of vaccine to avoid loss 
to corrup7on JUAN

2021-01-15 
09:05:52 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

They have very rarely done any thing successfully 
( SASSA),grants,etc. Thete is always corrup7on. Manlio

2021-01-15 
08:10:09 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine must be supply to all the private medical Aids first 
They will have a much beper roll out of the vaccine.  Phillip

Mpumalanga 14

2021-01-28 
08:21:47

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should allow private sector to acquire the vaccines, 
to reduce the burden of rollout.  It's known they are going to be 
corrupt in the rollout process. 
People are paying medical aids anyway. Lesego

2021-01-25 
08:25:41

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government promised transparency but it has been anything 
but open. My fear is that they will lose any credibility they 
ini7ally had with regards the pandemic. There appears to be a 
strong an7-democra7c element gaining trac7on within the NEC 
and Cabinet and a fresh re-shuffle might prove to be a game 
changer. Patrick

2021-01-21 
19:38:15

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My primary concern is that the vaccine is available to high risk 
individuals, primarily the elderly and those with underlying 
condi7ons. 
If the vaccine is free of charge it will also encourage mass 
adop7on without financial barriers.  

Nicholas 
2021-01-19 
10:22:51

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Ansel

2021-01-18 
22:13:19

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government harry

2021-01-18 
09:33:11

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government will administer the first dose and when it’s 7me for 
a person to get a follow vaccine, they will tell they have run out. 
Same thing that happened with HIV meds. Will the body cope on 
its own without the vaccine once it is used to it? Amina

2021-01-18 
07:14:39

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government proved to be not able to do this without corrup7on 
being part of it. Antoinepe

2021-01-18 
07:09:18

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Too liple too late. Daryl

2021-01-18 
05:15:55

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My sugges7on is to allow the private medical sector also to be 
able to purchase and supply vaccine by themselfs without 
government regula7ng it and public to be able to pay to have it 
without favour of age or not being a frontline worker ect. Ernst 
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2021-01-16 
22:40:08

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

They don't plan properly and don't follow through. If they can 
get that right the roll out will be great. I don't know how they 
will afford it, the government does not have enough money. Lynda 

2021-01-16 
06:26:46

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The government does not have the finances, nor the capacity 
nor the exper7se, to roll out a vaccina7on program successfully. 
Private sector needs to get involved. Paul

2021-01-16 
05:43:31

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Medical aids are alredy give pre-authoriza7on for the vaccine 
but they did that also for flu vaccines last year while there were 
none available throughout the country. I don't think goverment 
has neither the knowledge nor the will or man pwder to  
managed it. They can not even deliver school books! 

My further concern is that the virus keeps on muta7ng. I am not 
sure if can be trusted amer a few months of tes7ng while the 
virus keeps changing, not even in 7me but from affected person 
to person. I shall take the vaccine if available but I think 
goverment must allow the LAWFULLY use of Ivermec7n, not the 
one for animals that is mixed with poisonous oil, but the tested 
one in pharmacies Rika

2021-01-15 
17:49:11

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I'm against the prisoners receiving vaccines before ordinary.  
Disadvantaged communi7es in informal seplements and rural 
areas must be scheduled amer the Frontline Workers. Nthako

2021-01-15 
14:15:31

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I believe we need to get the vaccine out to everyone as soon as 
possible but beginning with frontline workers then high risk 
people. The poli7cians should actually be last to be vaccinated. 
This is the only way to ensure that everybody gets vaccinated. 
Put them at the back of the queue for a change and see how 
quickly they will get the whole process done. Gerald

Limpopo 7
2021-01-26 
21:03:12 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Allow other private organisa7ons to also obtain and distribute 
the vaccines. Daniel

2021-01-22 
08:45:29 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government BRETT

2021-01-18 
20:10:04 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My greatest fear is to allow this corrupt government to be in 
charge of the roll out. Since the first Lockdown, our country has 
become a one-party state with Cabinet made out of only corrupt 
ANC Ministers, being in charge with the opposi7on being 
sidelined, a perfect opportunity to steal more from us. 

I support the rollout but my wish is that NGOs and Private Sector 
should be involved. Raleigh

2021-01-17 
12:10:45 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

This virus is not going away any7me soon and it has killed too 
many people already who  did not have to die if only they had 
some immunity from being vaccinated. I would prefer to get my 
immunity from a vaccine that does not contain any live virus 
rather than risking geing the actual virus that might kill me or 
leave me with permanent lung damage as just one poten7al 
complica7on.  I am concerned that the SA government does not 
have a viable roll out plan and the result will be chaos.  The 
vaccine should be given to seniors in old age homes, care givers, 
frontline health care workers, hospital workers, first responders, 
police, firefighters, school teachers, farmers, food producers, 
essen7al service workers, people older than 80, then older than 
70, then older than 60, then the rest. Health care workers who 
refuse the vaccine should be banned from the work place unless 
they can prove immunity or the pandemic is over. The sooner 
that we reach herd immunity the sooner we can all go back to 
normal living Edward

2021-01-15 
19:07:13 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government's corrup7on  and incomptence will lead to total 
chaos as History has been dicta7ng for 25 years. Wilhelm

2021-01-15 
16:40:16 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think it is absolutely ludicrous that the corrupt ANC 
government aim to monopolize the roll-out and distribu7on of 
the vaccine. Furthermore it is absurd that a vaccine of only 70% 
proven efficacy (Astra Zeneca/Oxford) seems to be the preferred 
candidate. In my opinion the Pfizer vaccine (95% efficacy) should 
receive similar fast-track approvals by our medicines approvals 
and regulatory authority. The private sector should be allowed 
for parallel distribu7on of these approved vaccines and it should 
be the choice of the consumer to select which vaccine they want 
to take. The Pfizer vaccine 95% effec7ve at US 30 or the state 
supplied vaccine (< 70% effec7ve) at whatever cost. Given the 
state's track record I foresee major issues of fraud and 
corrup7on surrounding the state controlled roll-out of the 
vaccine similar to what we have seen 9 to 10 months ago when 
PPE's were "distributed". Johan

2021-01-15 
12:01:07 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Vicky

KwaZulu-Natal 38

2021-01-26 
18:30:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Will this so called government even get the vaccines ? and will 
the ci7zens of this country manage to be vaccinated before we 
all die and con7nue to loose family and friends. Sue

2021-01-26 
09:44:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I see the poten7al for lots of corrup7on.. Why can't the anc stop 
their members from stealing?  
People are dying  
500 billion already disappeared  
Where is that?  
Where is the siu, hawks etc Mikhil
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2021-01-25 
13:21:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Is Government equipped to handle this huge task? As a country 
we cannot afford any flaws on this project. The armchair cri7cs 
are wai7ng to publish bad news to the world.  

People need to be trained on what there roles are. This roll out 
process should be tracked and reported publicly on a daily basis. 
Clear daily targets should be set for all those involved in the roll 
out process.  

Key to the success of this task, is a strong leadership team. It 
should be set up independently to prevent any Inside 
interference.  

If you feel there's any value in the above comments, and please 
feel free to contact me for any further informa7on that you may 
need.  

PS. I would like to be a part of this roll out.  
Planning and execu7on. Sanjay 

2021-01-25 
06:27:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Insufficient vaccines to achieve the objec7ve.  
No talk of vaccines being made available in the private sector.  
No indica7on of how or when vaccines will reach people in rural 
areas where there is liple to no healthcare. Lana

2021-01-22 
10:17:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The Government has been doing a bad job in the past, and they 
might be doing it again. Mike

2021-01-21 
13:49:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Too slow to authorise medical aids acquisi7on and dispensing 
vacine. 
Vacine linked Smart ID is a waste of state resources and 
impossible to implement in any realis7c 7me frame. Vaccinate 
those that make themselves available. Those that don't must 
take their chances. 

Mar7n 
2021-01-20 
22:31:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Inkinga ukuthi imali ikhona yini nokuthi sizowathola ngempela 
noma azokhetha abantu ngoba behlobenr Vusumuzi

2021-01-20 
12:13:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The rollout to health care workers  is priority . However i dont 
agree with careless people at taxi ranks ,shopping malls etc . 
These people should not be around there .  Appropriate for set 
ups at school halls,church etc . by appointment.  Mags

2021-01-20 
11:15:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Marilyn

2021-01-19 
13:51:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Whilst I support the rollout firstly to healthcare workers & 
essen7al services people, I’m concerned that they see prisoners 
as a priority as well. I think elderly, especially with co-morbidi7es 
should be next. Ul7mately the taxpayers will also have to carry 
the cost. Tony

2021-01-18 
15:50:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As someone in the field of educa7on I hope the roll out will 
include those of us in the ECD sector and not only educators in 
the government schools and those governed by the DBE. I hope 
we will also be included as we are an essen7al service working 
with many front line service providers children. Chrisinda

2021-01-18 
11:13:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to expedite the process to procure and 
vaccinate the en7re popula7on in the shortest possible 7me. 
This must be governments priority! 

People will con7nue to die unnecessarily and businesses will 
con7nue to close un7l this is done. Gavin

2021-01-18 
10:51:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

  
 Why is the workplace not included in this?? 
Industry and commerce need to be able to purchase and offer 
the vaccine to employees  in order to keep essen7al services and 
supplies in place and save the economy from yet more economic 
and job losses. 
 Many workplaces have full opera7onal health services  in  place 
that could support the roll out and this is not even being 
considered? 

 The  Medicines control board is able to legislate mark up of 
medica7ons including  vaccines - this would prevent excessive 
profiteering and allow independent large pharmaceur7cal chains 
to also assist eg. Clicks and Dyschem. 

 We need effec7ve public /private partnerships now more than 
ever. Profiteering tenders and corrup7on  need to be seen to 
have consequences and not be just lip service. WENDY

2021-01-18 
09:51:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government mkululi
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2021-01-18 
08:39:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

We need to ensure now that we will receive the full delivery of 
vaccines to ensure 67% of our na7on is vaccinated.    The people 
must be fully informed of the vaccines - how it will be 
administered, side effects, efficacy, etc - before they are 
vaccinated - it is their right to know and will ensure a beper 
result. 
There must be alterna7ves where possible and safe.    Medicines 
such as Ivermec7n should be priori7sed for tes7ng now so that it 
can be checked that it does meet South African Standards.      
Government must roll out funding for such tes7ng.    Lives are 
precious and we need to ensure we are doing everything 
possible to give every pa7ent the best chance of survival.   We 
need these medicines now. 
The plan of the Government is to vaccinate health care workers 
first which is the best idea as without our healthcare workers we 
stand liple chance of coping with Covid 19.   We must ensure 
they are correctly vaccinated and fully informed before receiving 
their vaccine as we cannot lose even one healthcare worker to 
sickness.    All informa7on should be widely publicised in media 
so that all our people know what to expect. 
Let us stand together as a na7on of people to fight this virus 
together. Chris7ne

2021-01-17 
20:12:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Effec7ve and efficient roll-out — without corrup7on, and 
without increasing risk of exposure to COVID-19 in the process 
— is essen7al. Independent monitoring by appropriate civil 
society organisa7ons would be a good idea. Warren

2021-01-17 
13:19:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on by the government is a major concern. Shelley

2021-01-17 
12:36:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

THE GORVERMENT SHOULD THAT WITH THOSE WHO ARE A 
POLITICIAN IN PARLIAMENT 

Wandi

2021-01-17 
09:51:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Oxford/Astrazenica has proven efficacy overseas. Roll-out by 
Government agencies that oversaw the disappearance of Billions 
in Covid Relief Funds in the age of computers, the Internet and 
the best accoun7ng and monitoring tools in the history of 
mankind? Hmmm! SDS

2021-01-17 
09:32:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

There can be a long way from strategy to effec7ve 
implementa7on - and the underlying financial mapers could be 
more transparently shared - how was the first batch paid for and 
from where will the money come for the 80m doses we need in 
total? What will it cost us? When wi “phase 3” start? Lene

2021-01-16 
22:14:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The private sector should be allowed to access the vaccine as 
well 
Urgently Charles 

2021-01-16 
19:14:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is as to when the rest of the country will get the 
vaccine. As it's set for healthcare workers, and who else? Our 
lives maper aswell. Alain

2021-01-16 
19:01:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Steffen

2021-01-16 
18:13:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Government to start with first  front workers Philip

2021-01-16 
17:55:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The roll out of the vaccine is necessary in light of the seemingly 
uncontainability of this virus the world over. Our government 
has historically failed to manage projects of a lesser magnitude 
so it is indeed concerning when they are lem to manage a rollout 
of this cri7cal nature. mike

2021-01-16 
17:31:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government should not have exclusive control over procuring 
and rolling out the vaccine. Our government cannot be trusted 
to undertake such an important project efficiently or cost 
effec7vely. Bruce

2021-01-16 
17:16:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My main conern is the lack of Parliamenatry oversight in this 
whole process. These Ad Hoc and opaque commipees cannot 
take over the core func7on of our Democracy where Parliamant 
maintain oversight of the Execu7ve. That is the only way to 
demand and achieve transparency and trust in State ac7ons and 
ac7vi7es. Especially considering how the State has handled this 
whole Pandemic right from the start! Dave

2021-01-16 
14:35:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

If the USA cannot roll out the vacina7ons efficiently what hope 
do we have? Mike

2021-01-16 
14:07:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The approach by government has been terribly slow and vague! 
We need MORE vaccine provision soonest and a comprehensive 
and workable roll out plan! Involve the private sector soonest! Colleen

2021-01-16 
13:47:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I don't feel that the government will adequately be able to roll 
out the vaccine with all of the corrup7on, miss management of 
funds and crime in the country. There will most likely be them of 
the vaccine or misplacement thereof.  
I do hope they prove us wrong but already has been off to a bad 
start with the late arrival of vaccina7ons for majority of the 
country Taryn

2021-01-16 
11:23:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Kevin

2021-01-16 
06:09:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The rest of the world are rolling it out. We need to start. 
Healthcare and frontline workers definitely . Teachers, elderly , 
people working in shops and businesses do they can stay open. 
It needs to be controlled properly. I’ve seen taxi ranks , how you 
going to do it there. Giving to you them first because they the 
ones not listening !!!! No I don’t think so. Let hospitals , drs 
rooms, clinics role it out properly. Depending on what vaccine it 
is might need 2 shots. Needs to be monitored and controlled. 
My mum had Chinese vaccine in Abu Dhabi she had to wait 30 
minutes amer each one to make sure there was no reac7on. You 
not just going inject snd let someone walk away . Kim Joanne

2021-01-15 
19:29:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned about how and when the vaccina7on program 
will be conducted and also concerned about very possible 
corrup7on. Jacqueline
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2021-01-15 
19:07:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Tania

2021-01-15 
13:23:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Government neither has the poli7cal will or capacity to manage 
large scale projects. With a 100% failure rate: Escom, SAA, SABC, 
Health, Educa7on, PPE etc. they also lack the ability to 
understand their incapacity. Roll-out should be lem to the private 
sector: 1. Organiza7ons and businesses pay to have their 
employees vaccinated, 2. Medical aids roll out to their members, 
3. NGO's service the  poor, 4. Government supplies to healthcare 
workers, teachers and vulnerable people who cannot afford the 
vaccine (and expect them to make a mess of this as well which 
will then have to be undertaken by NGO's and the private 
sector.) Hennie

2021-01-15 
11:50:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out 7meframes are too slow; government needs to have 
the en7re country vaccinated before the end of the year. 
Vaccines should be allocated to those in most need of them: ie 
frontline hospital workers first, then elderly, then hospitality/
restaurant workers, taxi drivers etc. Those poten7ally exposed 
more frequently per day because of their jobs should be given 
priority.  
Government being in control of this roll-out will be a disaster, as 
is everything the ANC does. Funds will be looted; vaccines will 
"go missing" and re-sold illegally. Our government lacks the 
capability to do this properly. Mik

2021-01-15 
09:36:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

This is a mammoth task and one I do not think our Government 
is capable of.   No doubt there will be the usual corrup7on and 
stealing leaving those who need the vaccine without.  Also in the 
Presidents speech he men7oned vaccina7ng prisoners in the 
third phase with the elderly ahead of the general 
popula7on?????  They should be last as they do not contribute 
to society and are already a drain on the tax payer. Jane

2021-01-15 
09:09:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is lack of  transparency on public private 
partnership. Nonkqubela

Eastern Cape 6

2021-01-26 
12:15:10

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

It's not a concern but more of an ancouragement the sooner the 
vaccine is rolled out the beper just hope that government is 
busy with procurement so that this 7me around EME'S do really 
benefit so that unemployment can be eased on government. Lubabalo 

2021-01-24 
12:36:08

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Propose that Government  support local manufacturers eg 
Aspen Pharmacare to manufacture vaccines for exclusive use in 
SA (first) without needing to pay patent or royalty fees!!!  
Allow dual roll-out both private sector and government roll-out 
in parallel to reach more people more quickly.  
Propose addi7onal cost (not ridiculous cost) to private sector 
where the addi7onal paid is matched and at least doubled by 
government to assist funding the public sector. 

Noelene

2021-01-18 
12:52:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The delay of the roll-out of the vaccine  by the government is 
unacceptable.  All private pharmacies etc should be able to 
distribute and administer the vaccine..   Prisoners should be the 
last to receive the vaccine.   Why are they men7oned and not 
the hospitality industry which represents the tourism industry 
which is crucial to our country. Joan

2021-01-18 
06:05:30

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Our government is incompetant. They need to allow the private 
sector to procure and distribute the vaccine. 

Andrew

2021-01-17 
18:40:26

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I would like the private sector or private Healthcare to also 
independently procure vaccina7ons. I do not trust government 
to do so effec7vely on its own.  I also do not believe that 
government has the funds on its own for the required 
vaccina7ons. John

2021-01-16 
18:37:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I am very concerned about the delay in the roll out of 
vaccina7ons for our people. I totally agree that the frontliners 
need to be vaccinated first. But 1.5 m vaccina7ons are just not 
enough. Our leaders need to speed up the process of procuring 
vaccina7ons urgently and see to it that it reaches our people 
speedily. We are losing almost hundreds of people daily and our 
people are suffering. Businesses are closing down, which is 
affec7ng our economic sector. Let us do this!! Carisa

Free State 8

2021-01-23 
06:30:58

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think the government should roo out this campaign once it has 
proven that it is safe for us to use it because this pandemic 
seems more dangerous than we an7cipated Tankiso

2021-01-21 
15:51:08

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

The planning and implementa7on of the plan, I feel the medical 
aid must be part of the roll-out. Ben

2021-01-18 
12:09:04

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Goeiedag. My grootste besorgdheid is dat mense die inen7ng 
nie sal neem nie omdat soveel samesweringsteoriee die rondte 
doen.  
Groete 

Renate
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2021-01-17 
19:53:10

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I feel the completly wrong strategy is being followed.  

I would first vacinate the working class people usig public 
transport. Taget tax and bus ranks directly and vacinate these 
people. They have the highest contact with other.  
A person working  as an emergency worker that uses a private 
car does not nearly have the same risk profile.   Look as a risk 
and essen7al working as diffrent things. A private doctor using a 
private car seeing private pa7ents once again is actualy way 
lower risk.  

Who I think should be vacinated first. 
Hospital workers using public transport, people that work at 7ll 
is high volume stores. PNP, checkers etc. Tax and bus drivers.  

Also I dont feel you should vacinate people with co-morbili7es 
just because of that. Those that is able to work fromm home 
should be done last. Rather look at the families of worker class 
front line staff again.  Or on doctors reccomoda7on.  

I also dont feel it should be mandotory in anyway. First do the 
people that want it. We can get to immunitly level without those 
set agaiinst geing it.  

Reallyl hope my oppinion gets taken into account. Anneska
2021-01-17 
13:46:55

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Rene

2021-01-16 
17:22:27

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

There are very credible and reliable medical and pharmaceu7cal 
companies in South Africa. They should be allowed to work on 
their own roll-out systems and dispense the vaccines. Popula7on 
should have the choice. And Medical doctors and nurses in 
pharmacies should have the the right to administer theses 
vaccines too. Government call always work out a plan for their 
own ins7tu7ons. dirk

2021-01-16 
17:22:26

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

There are very credible and reliable medical and pharmaceu7cal 
companies in South Africa. They should be allowed to work on 
their own roll-out systems and dispense the vaccines. Popula7on 
should have the choice. And Medical doctors and nurses in 
pharmacies should have the the right to administer theses 
vaccines too. Government call always work out a plan for their 
own ins7tu7ons. dirk

2021-01-16 
16:32:24

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Eerstens moet die president en nie  LUR vir gesondheid die 
immunisasie in die publiek kry, sodat almal kan sien dat hulle 
dink die immunisering is veilig. Daarna moet al die 
gesondheidswerkers en diegene wat by hospitale, apteke en 
klinieke werk as algemene werkers en sekuriteit gepriori7seer 
word om die eerste immunisasies te kry. Daarna kan 
onderwysers en skoliere geimmuniseer word en laastens die res 
van die publiek. Thea

North West 6

2021-01-19 
10:38:45

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

past history and  data shows  government is not effec7ve to  
trust . Medical funds should also have the  chance to buy  the 
vaccine  . I  support the  private  ins7tu7ons to be part of this  
process , because the government do not have  the  trust of the 
ci7zens  to be in charge. It seams now also that  taxes will be 
implemented to  start  the further  process  of roll out . I prefer 
my medical aid to be my service provider  !!! Marietjie

2021-01-19 
09:56:23

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Please don't forget health workers in private prac7ce. We have 
also played a huge roll in the treatment and preven7on of the 
virus. I have seen first hand, with the HPV vaccine, how 
poli7cized and corrupt the rolling out of vaccines can get. Only 
people in the know and those with connec7ons or funds get the 
HPV vaccine. I hope that it won't be the case with this vaccine. Neo

2021-01-18 
09:02:08

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As a person over 70 and a asthma7c I hope to be able to get the 
vaccine soon .  
I do go for a flu shot every year and have never had any 
problems. I do believe that once the  shot is given you need to 
be monitered for about 15 min for any side affects. of the 
vaccine. The sooner we are all vaccinateed the beper it will be. ingrid

2021-01-18 
08:08:03

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

As long as the government is geing the best possible product 
for the country, I am happy. The vaccine needs to get to essen7al 
workers first to protect them. Lara

2021-01-16 
14:17:31

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Die regering kan met niks vertou word nie. Hulle is onbevoeg en 
korupsie sal weer soos met alles deel van die proses wees. 
Gebruik privaat instansies om die proses te bestuur Johan

2021-01-16 
12:58:08

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

These drugs have been in the background for years but have not 
been able to complete because of financing, now they have 
been given the funds to complete, that is why  they have 
managed to roll them out so quickly.  

chris
Outside SA 3

2021-01-16 
22:27:55

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government Carilyn

2021-01-15 
18:18:05

Outside 
SA Canada Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

I think that the vaccine should be given to health care workers, 
people in long-term care facili7es (old age homes) and to people 
over 70 before it's handed out at taxi ranks and schools. Give it 
to the health care workers that are on the frontline and the most 
vulnerable of society, the people over the age of 70 or those 
with weak immuni7es. May this happen asap. South Africa is in 
dire need of this vaccine. Caren

2021-01-15 
07:54:16

Outside 
SA Yes I do

business 
owner

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccina7on seems to be the only way to avoid corona virus in all 
countries... Milan 

unemployed individual 149
Column B: Count:
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North West 3

2021-02-15 
09:49:48

North 
West Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the roll out by government on whether it will be 
swim and uninterrupted by corrup7on & security concerns.  Also 
the lack of transparency by our government with regard to 
procurement, costs and effec7veness of the vaccine. T

2021-01-22 
12:28:44

North 
West Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

That it will take to long for every south african to receive the 
vaccine Judy

2021-01-18 
06:36:29

North 
West Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Good morning, this covid is effec7ng our economy ( Country ), 
we can't handle this, as a na7on we should stand up fight this all 
mo7vate on another, be healthy not reckless, sanita7on, 
concentrate on the main highly infected towns. Everyone has a 
brain they know what to do. I would like to start a few 
businesses and sell but its only necessi7es at lower prises, but 
unfortunate I don't have funds to help people. This lockdown 
must end alcohol should have a limit like only 1 bople of whisky, 
brandy, wine etc and only 2 quartz. And alcohol helps people to 
calm down try deal with this as a na7on. Help Cyril Ramaporsa 
cause government is loosing too much money it can't go on like 
this. The people must open their eyes to reality we need team 
work. Yes I suffer with no food and stuff but that doesn't get me 
down its the last of my worries I just make sure husband and 
kids have food before I will eat, this lockdown has effected the 
youth a lot took their lives my teenager son is highly depressed I 
know how to help my 2 sons and I are ADHD we need to be 
treated I have tried geing hold of government educa7on board 
to home school my kids I need help with books sta7onery I can't 
afford afford anything my youngest son is 9 he can't read so I 
have to work with him and lots of different tasks I can't get them 
both eye q to help its like R500 a bople. I had 8 breakdowns I 
only get Sassa no car and want to just help others. We can fight 
this if we all co operate stand together wear masks sanita7on 
omen amer being out take off clothes and mask bath or shower 
clean clothes be smart I do it. Then virus can go. Every morning 
and night drink hot lemon garlic water it will fight covid. This is 
my opinion! I think people should see this message. Team work 
South Africa. Please. Thank you, God bless this country. Clare Clare

Eastern Cape 9

2021-02-01 
17:08:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I understand the importance of ensuring that people who keep 
our economy running and frontline workers are vaccinated.  

What I don’t think has been accounted for are those, like me 
who work abroad and need to be vaccinated before returning to 
work. We are a liability to the economy, I’ve been siing, unable 
to go to work for a year now.  
  
How long must we wait before we can start making a living 
again? I haven’t seen this group of people being men7oned in 
the roll out strategy but I’m prepy sure we play a huge role on 
the economy being foreign currency to our shores! Yet we are 
lem behind. Zamani

2021-01-26 
15:48:56

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My main concern is that they won't deliver what they said.wr 
know the ANC.all talk no ac7on 
They should have accountability and transparency Hlonelwa

2021-01-25 
19:12:14

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am of the opinion that individuals who belong to various 
Medical Aid Schemes and will have 
to pay for it, should be allowed access to the vaccine once front 
line workers and law department i.e. Police force have been 
given their vaccine. 
I personally think that the roll out of the vaccine should be given 
to people who are working in whatever industry as this will keep 
the economy going!! Marcelle
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2021-01-20 
22:48:42

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

When will the vaccines be rolled out? Why is it so late? Other 
countries have been vaccina7ng for weeks to months already 
and nothing yet in SA. This is unacceptable. 
I would like to see vaccines rolled out immediately without any 
further delays. 
The Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine should be used since it is the 
cheapest of the so far approved vaccines where safety and 
efficacy has been established via full trials.  
It should be made available free of charge to all ci7zens who 
want it and at all clinics, hospitals, and doctor's prac7ces. The 
government must pay for it from the money they secured for 
COVID relief funds, and use the rich people's tax money to 
supplement if required. Everybody has a basic cons7tu7onal 
human right to decent quality health care and cannot be 
discriminated against due to economic status as is the case 
currently with all other medical ins7tu7on in this country. 
Human life mapers and has value. 
Furthermore, it makes more sense to first priori7ze those with 
comorbidi7es in the age groups 18 - 45 as they are the main 
drivers of infec7ons, disobeying lockdown regula7ons, having 
large social gatherings and par7es, etc which are super spreader 
events. The demographic is such that most of the elderly with 
comorbidi7es have already passed away sadly, and those that 
remain are obeying the lockdown regula7ons very well on 
average. 
The reason for not priori7zing health care workers is that by the 
7me pa7ents report to hospitals or doctors with serious 
symptoms, they are already passed the viral replica7on phase 
and are no longer infec7ous due to very high CT values on PCR. 
They are then already in the inflammatory phase due to the 
cytokine storm and cannot pass on any viable infec7ous virions 
to the health care staff.  
The next group to be priori7zed amer those between 18 - 45 
with comorbidi7es, is the teachers and students of schools who 
are not closed down since this is poten7al for large scale 
transmission, par7cularly of the new SA variants circula7ng.  
Thereamer, all others who want can get. 
It is not good enough to take a whole year to vaccinate 67% of 
the popula7on. Thousands of lives will be lost due to such 
tardiness, thousands already have been during the last 2 months 
due to no vaccines. 
The US is intending to vaccinate 100 million people in 100 days, 
why can't SA also match such dedica7on? 
We should make available at least 60 million doses (75%) of the 
popula7on to be administered in totality by the end of March 
2021. This should achieve herd immunity despite the more 
transmissible variants. 
The longer we stall and delay, the more probability of addi7onal 
variants and escape mutants being selected for which will result 
in more sufferings and deaths while vaccines get adapted. 
This pandemic is not over for anybody un7l it is over for 
everybody. 
Surely human lives are more important than money and 
profiteering? If more people in authority posi7ons were born 
again chris7ans, this would be obvious and not necessary to 
state. Trevor

2021-01-18 
23:12:23

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Alberton

2021-01-17 
15:55:50

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Lesley

2021-01-17 
06:52:08

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly people need to be educated about vaccines . All this crap 
about “Bill Gates , 5 G towers needs to end , let the crazies stay 
off The Internet !  
So before we start poin7ng fingers at the corrupt ANC 
government . They have proven themselves on that over and 
over . So we know they going to screw it up and have long 
fingers in the pie ,   
This is the job of all par7es to prevent corrup7on , and race 
selec7on . And should be transparent from the bringing . 
Preven7on is beper than cure .  
As a good part of the middle to very rich travel all over the world 
and  need a vaccine passport , nobody ask what is in the yellow 
fever , polio , small pox and so many mandatory vaccines you 
should have to travel . So the drama with COVID vaccine should 
stop . 
If the government get all it ducks in a row . Get a vaccine that 
has been approved by professionals   - don’t buy from Russia or 
China that rushed their vaccines .No tenders to supply PPE’s ,  to 
buy straight from supplies and cut out the middle man ,  Educate 
the public and stop the conspiracy theorist on vaccines . And 
don’t do selec7on on race  , and make it mandatory ,  
We can’t afford to go through this again as this is killing the 
economy and we will pay with taxes increasing ,  

 Johanien
2021-01-15 
20:10:35

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Armand

2021-01-15 
13:55:07

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Don't forget about teachers and police officers too. TEMBA

Gauteng 62
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2021-01-28 
23:46:40 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Have lost trust in the governments handling of the pandemic.  

I believe they are seriously behind with vaccine acquisi7on and 
will not be able to handle distribu7on. 

They have killed the economic outlook of the country.  

They have killed the restaurant as well as the tourism industry.  

It's a dire situa7on. Mark
2021-01-26 
16:11:32 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Who will be treated first. Sonja

2021-01-26 
15:49:59 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have no doubt that this is just another opportunity for our 
government and its ministers to get up to their usual 
skullduggery and loot and steal, while the ci7zens once again get 
the short end of the s7ck. Either all ministers should be 
inoculated first to see if it works, or none of them or their 
families should get un7l frontline workers - including teachers - 
have been made safe. Amer all, those are the people who are 
actually doing some work. Melanie

2021-01-26 
15:30:43 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

How will government ensure that corrup7on don't take place 
with vaccines and that no discrimina7on will take place Roeline

2021-01-26 
07:58:15 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Well, though I agree I s7ll believe that using our own scien7sts 
and also using natural herbs will s7ll be the alterna7ve.  

Our government has taken ini7a7ve to stop spreading of Covid 
19 by introducing this vaccine for free some of us we don't work 
we can't even afford tes7ng for Covid 19 

Mbu7 
William

2021-01-26 
00:27:05 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Fair roll out of vaccines and no corrup7on Anzel

2021-01-25 
19:25:06 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government George

2021-01-25 
09:27:37 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Government under the leadership of Pres Cyril Ramaposa do 
not have the in-depth management processes, skills  and 
business structures in place to have this massive task delivered 
transparently, corrup7on free and  7meously.  Government are 
playing with peoples lives and our economy to think they can 
manage this task independently.  The biggest problem we as 
South Africans are facing, is the huge influence of the ANC top 
structures to influence the system for their own wealth, and will 
be out there to destroy, manipulate and redirect vaccine within 
their own structures to make money for themselves.   Do Not 
Trust Local/Provincial Government with any procurement cycles, 
their own Internal Audits and their choice of Interna7onal 
Suppliers. China and India will bite the South African tax payer 
again with millions of Rands in coordina7on with Government. 
No, please let the Private Sector take the lead in all of these 
aspects under the supervision of the Department of Health with 
an Independent External Interna7onal Auditors company.  Johann

2021-01-23 
21:13:36 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hi, the government is concerned about the health of its ci7zen 
but the issue of corrup7on is my main concern. 
Who will be benefit from the roll out is it south african ci7zen or 
anyone who is in south africa?  
The pill will it be once off or does it need to be taken regularly? 
How much will it cost if taken from private clinic or will there be 
only the dedicated placed as men7oned 

Given

2021-01-23 
20:43:43 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is a goid thing for the eoll-out of the vaccine however the 
South African government can be extremely incompetent at the 
best of 7mes, so the thought of the government being in charge 
of the vaccine rollout is extremely concerning to myself and 
others. Simon

2021-01-23 
18:49:37 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Nizaamuddee
n 

2021-01-23 
13:27:23 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Morganathan

2021-01-23 
06:45:34 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am a white South African male with type 1 diabetes. Because of 
Covid-19 I was retrench from my sales posi7on as being high-
risk. I have no other underlining condi7ons.  I am not finding 
work because of the high risk category and the government 
strict implementa7on of BEE. The vaccine will allow me to 
support my family and prevent the bank's from repossess my car 
and house as I will then be able again to provide for my family. It 
is going to take quite a few years to recover financially... Gert

2021-01-22 
18:49:51 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Sarah

2021-01-22 
18:29:52 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not want only the ministers to be in the commipee to 
oversee the roll out of the vaccines.  They cannot be trusted, 
they already disappointed us in securing the vaccine so late, and 
SA is paying more for the vaccine compared to European 
countries. It is unfair that the last group phase 3 consist of 18yrs 
- 60yrs with no commorbidi7es.  Why are the prisoners part of 
phase 2. All lives maper! Why only vaccina7ng 40million of 
60million ci7zens. What about the 2nd vaccina7on are there 
enough funds? Vilencia

2021-01-22 
16:48:15 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I hope that the roll out will be handled by professional and 
NGO's  not poli7cians. Kopano
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2021-01-22 
14:55:33 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The country is technically bankrupt. Debt to GDP ra7o is nearing 
90%.  With its open border policy,I competent immigra7on 
control, how is it going to priori7se South Africans over millions 
of foreigners who their governments have outsourced to South 
Africa to receive free medical care at the expense of our 
taxpayers? 
The government couldn't distribute Covid UIF funds, it couldn't 
account for the proper usage of those funds.  
It was badly exposed. SA hospitals, municipali7es and SASSA all 
are carrying a huge burden of carrying ubearable loads of foreign 
na7onals on our fiscus. 
The health system fails to priori7se South Africans. How will 
ci7zens be priori7sed.  In a collapsing economy why should 
government lose billions on the medical care of foreigners? 
Can SAns go to neighbouring countries for free vaccines or 
medica7on as well? Has this government calculated the cost of 
providing free medical services and electricity to foreigners? 
Who will pay for them? SA taxpayers, the UN or their countries? 
We are extremely 7red of being used in this way, and being 
treated as second class ci7zens in the country of our birth and 
motherland. 
We demand priori7za7on of South Africans and not the millions 
of foreigners lying on our streets dailynlooking for non- existent 
jobs. 
We know that foreigners collect medica7on from our clinics and 
send them back home to their rela7ves. Is this going to be the 
case with vaccines as well. There is digi7sed system of pa7ent 
and stock control. Boxes of medica7on are stolen from 
warehouses for sale to health criminal syndicates involving some 
health personnel and foreign na7onals. How will this be 
prevented and managed. How will borders be managed to 
prevent droves of foreign na7onals coming into our country for 
medical freebies?  
What is the total cost of providing vaccines for the popula7on 
and undocumented foreign na7onals? Who pays the bill of a 
bankrupt state such as ours? 
What public accountability mechanisms exist apart from 
confused and contradictory versions of poli7cians?  
What are na7onal, provincial and local management and 
distribu7on structures? 
How are they cons7tuted? Do they have broad representa7on to 
prevent corrup7on 
How will fair distribu7on provincially and locally be managed 
given poor documenta7on, movement and distribu7on of 
people across the country? Andrew 

2021-01-22 
10:24:03 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concern with the levels of corrup7on within Government that 
will simply exploit this process for sheet greed and self 
enrichment at the cost of taxpayers and ci7zens Pieter

2021-01-21 
08:24:21 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think he will do a good job but if they so believe  two can he 
will can they get the vaccine  on tv before  the rest of South 
Africa Jonas

2021-01-20 
17:02:33 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Nicolepe

2021-01-19 
09:50:56 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Addendum to rollout, schools must be a priority. The 
government must also try to produce this vaccine in RSA to 
minimise costs. The government must never allow this vaccine 
to be sold by pharmacies, this will make them loose a proper 
rollout among communi7es. Jeremiah 

2021-01-19 
06:56:00 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I feel the government may find opposi7on from an7-vaccine 
groups towards tolling out a mass vaccina7on programme. Caryn

2021-01-18 
17:56:47 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why has the government been so slack in the vaccine roll out 
and why allow so many people to die when they can use 
Ivermec7n 
Seems like people lives are not a priority  
Use Ivermec7n to save lives... Be a step ahead not delay Halima

2021-01-18 
17:23:04 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Everyone should be vaccinated. Jeffrey 

2021-01-18 
13:05:50 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need the vaccine urgently so that we can get back to normal 
living and economic ac7vity. Yani

2021-01-18 
12:38:42 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government must supply the private doctors and health 
facili7es with the vaccine so that people can get it there. Erika

2021-01-18 
08:51:51 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would like to see the elders and people with underlying health 
condi7ons be part of the group of health care works to receive 
the vaccine first. I am one of them. And saw a few people die. 
I’m scared and feel that the group I men7oned should be 
allowed to be in the batch of people to receive the vaccine first. Relene

2021-01-18 
08:50:49 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The 7ming of the roll out is crucial and the spreading to all SA 
people Werner

2021-01-18 
08:42:48 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please let private sector own the process of the vaccine role out 
due to transparency, accountability, efficacy. 

Thank you Paulo
2021-01-18 
07:39:59 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Elsa
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2021-01-18 
06:07:54 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The 7me line of the roll-out is concerning as healthy individuals 
with no co morbidi7es will have to wait 7ll last to get vaccinated. 
This will likely have an impact on traveling interna7onally, which 
might be necessary for individuals who might be able to find a 
job and work abroad. These individuals will probably wait 7ll 
2022 while there are other ci7zens in higher risk groups who will 
refuse to take the vaccine.  
Health care workers first, then essen7al workers and then 
anyone who wants to take the vaccine should be able to get it. 
This way herd immunity would be reached faster. Lots of people 
don't want the vaccine and they will waste 7me.  

Milindi 
2021-01-18 
05:11:17 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Penny

2021-01-18 
02:50:01 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Giving The government full control over the vaccine will see a 
rise in corrup7on. they would priori7ze the vaccine to friends 
and families first and the people that really needs the vaccine 
would not get the vaccine. the vaccine will get lost or stolen. Paul

2021-01-18 
02:48:41 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Giving The government full control over the vaccine will see a 
rise in corrup7on. they would priori7ze the vaccine to friends 
and families first and the people that really needs the vaccine 
would not get the vaccine. the vaccine will get lost or stolen. Paul

2021-01-17 
22:28:58 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ivermec7n has not even been through a trial, and what liple 
evidence there is, hasn’t even been published in a peer reviewed 
scien7fic journal. You should not even list it here as an 
‘alterna7ve’, there is no alterna7ve to the vaccine, you are 
perpetua7ng horrendous and dangerous misinforma7on.  
I have zero concerns about any of the vaccines. Personally I 
would want the one which has been shown to be the most 
effec7ve, which I believe is the Pfizer one at 95%? But this one is 
obviously too expensive for our government to bother geing 
for its ci7zens. 
My only major concern is the rank stupidity of our general 
populace, 47% I believe, who have said they won’t take the 
vaccine and/or believe all the conspiracy theory crap going 
around. Normally I wouldn’t give a shit if they don’t get 
vaccinated, but if they don’t, we will all be stuck in lockdown 
forever. Besides that they will also con7nue spreading the virus 
because they don’t want to get vaccinated, and will be killing 
thousands of innocent people. Morons. Mike

2021-01-17 
20:37:05 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The ANC government has not demonstrated any capability since 
coming to power.  All they have managed to do is destroy all that 
used to work, steal all the money and put en7rely incompetent 
people in posi7ons of power because of poli7cal allegiance (or 
nepo7sm).   
How the ANC can be expected to deliver this without huge them 
and corrup7on - I just don't see it happening.  I agree the 
Healthcare workers need to be protected asap, then the 
vulnerable - but what defini7on of vulnerable will the ANC and 
cronies use? 
My fear is that the fat cat poli7cians and their friends - they will 
be 1st in the line - with nothing lem for the hard working 
healthcare workers lem over - never mind the ordinary SA ci7zen. Eldepe

2021-01-17 
19:32:36 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried that we will not get the vaccine as there are 
shortages every where worldwide  
I am worried that the vaccine will be stolen by people that want 
to benefit from the illicit sale of the vaccine as they did with the 
PPE  
We are afraid to trust the government hopefully the Dr’s in 
charge of the vaccine will be the ones who have the only access 
this will become our lifeblood Irene 

2021-01-17 
16:47:27 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned they will not s7ck to their rollout plan. 
That the vaccines may go missing.  
That money that has been set aside will be stolen. 
That it won't reach the people that need it most. Alida

2021-01-17 
14:31:42 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Front line workers, poli7cians, people with comorbili7es and the 
elderly should be first to get vaccinated. Alot of people don't 
trust the vaccine. If poli7cians lead by example and  get 
vaccinated live on tv more people will be willing to get 
vaccinated.  Lop of people believe the vaccine will kill them... Marinda

2021-01-17 
14:07:21 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The roll-out must start with doctors, nurses and all those dealing 
directly with COVID - NOT GOVERNMENT. 

Roisin 

2021-01-17 
10:36:15 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccine needs to target the low income popula7on 
urgently ,they are most affected and cant afford health 
care ,they infec7ng each other and we will have increase of 
deaths ,the old folk and people with co morali7es need the 
vaccine urgently  like the USA is presently doing and Israel Shaina

2021-01-17 
09:53:37 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Mpho

2021-01-17 
09:04:15 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I saw on the new that the Mediclinics need help.  I will go and 
help as soon as I have had my vaccine/s. 
At the moment it is just too dangerous. Wanda
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2021-01-17 
07:19:40 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I do not believe our government can successfully organise the 
roll out. I believe that the private sector would need to be 
involved. I believe full disclosure on where the vaccine was 
obtained and who it was produced by is important to have full 
buy-in by all sec7ons of the popula7on. There are many frontline 
workers not included in the ini7al roll out who are at risk and 
that needs to be re-evaluated. You cannot force people to be 
vaccinated but it should be strongly encouraged and if we have 
full disclosure on where it was obtained and who it was 
produced by it will save lives. There is an urgency to this and 
discussions must occur very soon between government and the 
private sector in order to obtain more vaccines!! V

2021-01-17 
06:50:34 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tammy

2021-01-16 
18:47:13 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government should allow private companies to purchase the 
vaccines as they dont have the capacity to roll out to 40 million 
people. Shaun

2021-01-16 
18:02:27 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The Vaccine should be rolled out as follows; 
The first batch to the essen7al frontline workers, eg DRS, Nurses, 
 etc 
Thereamer is should be split 50/50 between high risk and the 
working popula7on. 

it should con7nue being 50/50 between the next groups and 
always keeping 50% for the working popula7on. This is to keep 
the economy afloat 

What is the country going to be with no economy ?? Arlene

2021-01-16 
15:28:15 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I need to know the government will make the vaccine rollout  
transparent to all its ci7zens  and that there is no fraud and that 
the people who receive the vaccine 1st are our dr nurses and 
hospital staff  i do not think that criminals  should get the 
vaccine before law obeying ci7zens i think that would be a crime 
against hard working tax paying ci7zens 

Sharain
2021-01-16 
10:35:26 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Adriaan 

2021-01-16 
09:44:32 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I have concern  if the government will do what they are 
supposed to and wont sell of vaccines to high paying individuals 
and the real people who need the vaccines will not get them. 

In my opinion they should be given in the following order. 

1 health care workers and people who care for the elderly as 
well as the elderly 
2 teachers and school age children so they can apend school and 
have a proper rou7ne. 
3 people who work in shops and provide other essen7al 
services. 
4 those living in environments where maintaining social 
distancing is more difficult  
And then lastly those that have the ability to maintain social 
distancing measures and can work from home. Chantelle

2021-01-16 
09:11:31 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

South African Government is very Corrupt that's my concern if 
really the people who are most vulnerable to this virus will they 
be able to reach this vaccine. Also our government have proved 
it to the masses that they  an7 black and an7 poor, will poor 
black people be able to get the vaccine for free? Without the 
greedy government employees trying to exploit the people by 
having them pay for it. This government is a pandemic on its 
own,  so Chile you can imagine.

Bongani 
Lucky

2021-01-16 
07:46:30 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I don't  see any vaccine,just alot of talk.I don't think South Africa 
has the finances to get enough vaccines for everyone.People 
should be informed about the vaccine .There is alot of false 
informa7on being spread.There is just too much corrup7on 
going on.People doesn't trust the government anymore so they 
won't trust a vaccine from them either. Leilanie 

2021-01-16 
07:31:53 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Prisoners should be the last to recieve the vaccine ,  Not one of 
the 1st..... 

Michael

2021-01-16 
07:12:40 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Liple government does that is not tainted by corrup7on, 
inefficiency and bungling.   We should be able to choise which 
vaccine. Pamela

2021-01-16 
07:09:42 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There are numerous reports of the Government wan7ng to 
control all aspects of the rollout and procurement of the 
Vaccine, however  I feel that they should leave it to the Medical 
and Logis7cs companies who are beper suited to enable this to 
work. Ian

2021-01-15 
21:09:00 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kgeledi 

2021-01-15 
20:42:33 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The order in which vaccines will be given. Ci7zens should get 
before prisoners. How are Government going to decide who gets 
and who does not? This will seem like a logis7cal nightmare.  
The handling of procuring the vaccine is rather embarassing. Maryna
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2021-01-15 
15:57:27 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government has had since March 2020 to engage 
pharmaceu7cal companies and other stakeholders in acquiring 
vaccines but has instead exploited this 7me to make sweeping 
poli7cal  legisla7ve changes, entrench its power, created 
opportuni7es for corrup7on, wasted 7me on costly court cases 
over draconian lockdown regula7ons, etc when resources could 
have been beper u7lized in securing the vaccine, forming a 
vaccine roll out plan and working on the logis7cs (and associated 
infrastructure) of the vaccines roll out. Government has lost 
huge amounts of money due to corrup7on and tax revenue 
losses due to draconian lockdown regula7ons- yet government 
refuses to allow the private sector to purchase vaccines privately 
thus reducing government's burden. I as a ci7zen have no choice 
in which vaccine I want to take because government has 
centralized all control of the vaccines and so entrenching further 
poli7cal power and agendas. My other concern is why do 
prisoners (living off tax payers money for commiing crimes) get 
a higher priority in receiving vaccina7ons than the tax paying law 
abiding ci7zen? Vaccines are not mandatory but do I have a right 
to refuse medical assistance from any health care professional 
who has not taken the vaccine, or refuse to have teachers who 
have not been vaccinated to teach my son (since he is too young 
for the vaccine?) The idea of the vaccine is to achieve herd 
immunity. My sugges7on is that government needs to seriously 
consider these issues and begin a vaccine educa7on program to 
alleviate people's concerns and eradicate misinforma7on 
regarding the vaccines. Hina

2021-01-15 
15:52:59 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private health services like gps , medical aids and ngo’s like Gigy 
of the Hivers must be intensively involved otherwise it will be a 
corrupt disaster Tharyn 

2021-01-15 
15:52:58 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private health services like gps , medical aids and ngo’s like Gigy 
of the Hivers must be intensively involved otherwise it will be a 
corrupt disaster Tharyn 

2021-01-15 
12:21:55 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We have a large number of people that will need to be 
vaccinated in a short amount of 7me. Lood

2021-01-15 
09:39:49 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

If anyone that is qualified to distribute and vaccinate the 
popula7on can do so. 
Shurely the goal can be reached much faster.  Gouvernment 
does not have the infrastructure to cope with distribu7on. What 
are they going to do. Have us line up for days at government 
hospitals, maby home affairs etc.  They have done a million covid 
tests in a year. Nothing? 
This is just a ploy to make profit to steal at the expence of of the 
popula7on 

Edward
Western Cape 40

2021-01-28 
16:20:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

First and foremost, the total disaster that happened with the PPE 
I don`t think there is any reasonably intellectual person, like 
myself that believe the Government have any idea as to what 
should be done. Saying this I`m not referring to our medical 
ins7tu7ons which seems to at least liaise with the WHO, thanks 
God for that and not listen to some Government people! My 
reason for this is the fact that our President indicated that he 
want to make this, which is a worldwide pandemic, a BEE issue. 
What de fu..? He already lost R500B to people s7ll opera7ng 
whilst people like myself, highly educated and unemployed, 
regardless how Apartheid literally crippled my humanity, want to 
enrich his friends further. When I supported him and Roelf 
Meyer so many decades ago on a subcommipee for demarca7on 
in the Northern Cape, I truly belief that he is an absolute smart 
and humanly capable person. I`m afraid my view has changed. I 
believe and propose that you appoint an impar7al administrator 
from the WHO to ensure that these vaccines at least get to 
whom it`s suppose to. The priority is fine in that it will be guided 
by the WHO guidelines so that`s a given. I truly hope that you 
will give thought to my idea and view. Yours truly. Kennith R 
Daniels

Kennith 
Roland

2021-01-25 
15:19:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Daniela

2021-01-25 
06:53:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that we are buying the vaccine through a 
company based in India.  We could have purchased directly from 
the vaccine manufactureres.  South Africa paid over 5 dollars per 
vaccine, while other countries have nego7ated a much lower 
rate.  Based on years of corrup7on, we will assume that there is 
something at play here.  People are dying and we have to wait 
un7l the middle of the year for vaccines.  All other countries, 
with high infec7on rates like our own, are already rolling out the 
vaccine, we have to wait un7l June.  We will go into winter and 
the third wave of Covid.  Private Medical companies are being 
blocked from bringing in the vaccine, as the op7cs don't look 
good.   It's shocking to me that this con7nues even when we are 
enduring a pandemic.  So many are losing their lives and many 
more, their livelihoods.  This was the one 7me every individual 
needed to step up.  To actually hinder the process, of saving lives 
- it's shocking to the core. Tracy

2021-01-24 
15:10:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

There must be an organized way to effec7vely roll out the 
vaccine that avoids unnecessary queues, fees, and cancelled 
appointments. We must vaccinate healthcare workers first, but 
everyone deserves fair access to the vaccine. We cannot only 
vaccinate the old or those with comorbidi7es, we must vaccinate 
those who drive the economy. Mikaela

2021-01-24 
07:13:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Roll out program, when will we get it? Therese
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2021-01-22 
11:09:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Government got moving on the Astra Zeneca way too late – only 
when ci7zens started screeching. And it is at DOUBLE  the cost 
that other countries are paying. Moderna has confirmed to Peter 
Bruce from Business Day (it took ONE PHONE CALL)  that it can 
have 40 million vaccines here by mid year. What has the 
government got to show for its efforts - AFTER SUPPOSEDLY SIX 
MONTHS OF NEGOTIATIONS? Nothing! Their insistence on 
centralised control is what will ensure that it is a total failure. 
Think of ci7zens for once and not your own pockets and tenders. 
Allow Discovery and other major medical aids, Dischem and 
Clicks and PnP pharmacies to make the orders and do the roll 
out. ALLOW THE WESTERN CAPE GOVERNMENT TO SOURCE ITS 
OWN. Central Government has neither the know-how, nor the 
track record to do this thing right! Get out of the way of private 
business for once!!!!!!!!!!! Lizet

2021-01-22 
09:35:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My only concern with the vaccine is that the government have 
dragged their feet in procuring the amount we need.  This 
vaccine should have been rolled out already Bridgepe 

2021-01-20 
13:01:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government must allow private organisa7ons to assist with 
the vaccina7on roll out process so it reaches the  SA people as 
soon as possible.  Angela 

2021-01-19 
11:50:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

we should not let a single 20 to 50 old die as they are our work 
force and economy, we should vaccinate them as soon as 
possible, I dont believe the  over 75 and up should be first they 
should be isolated Vivienne

2021-01-18 
14:30:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Vaccina7on should be freely (without cost) available to 
everyone.  
Not only to the rich countries, but to the whole world. FREE! Cesco

2021-01-18 
13:06:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I  presume that GP's in their surgeries will be amongst the first 
health care workers to received the vaccine - they are screening, 
and have been for almost a year now, pa7ents with the virus. 
They are at the coal face of this pandemic, along with hospital, 
clinic and related personnel . I think their tremendous 
contribu7on in figh7ng this pandemic, never mind all other 
illnesses, is never acknowledged. They work extremely hard with 
liple recogni7on for less pay than is charged by electricians,  
security technicians and the like which is ridiculous as doctors 
have many years of academic and surgical training which 
ordinary technicians do not. I have had experience of these facts 
in this last week Ann

2021-01-18 
12:14:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

People who want vaccines not geing access in 7me. An7 
vaxxers in7mida7ng and or misleading others. A vaccine is a 
CHOICE. It is not mandatory.  This government has bungled the 
vaccine response. We must get faster roll out and access. 
Prisoners should not get vaccines before law abiding ci7zens. We 
can't have people suffering while others get what they need. 
More honesty from government. Daniela

2021-01-18 
07:30:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government needs to vaccinate the over 70s 80s.and 90s 
once health care workers are vaccinated.... Plus those with Co 
morbidali7es.... Then focus on shops assistants and who ever 
else.... Younger healthy people are fi e it is the elderly who are 
not... This is a no brainer. Come on. Man.... Catherine

2021-01-18 
00:03:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Jacqueline 
Elizabeth

2021-01-17 
22:20:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I fully support the fair & equitable roll out of vaccines, 
par7cularly to the most vulnerable (incl. the elderly, infirm & 
front-line health workers & teachers) to start with.  I would like 
the vaccine procurement process to be monitored by 
independent auditors, to prevent the tender corrup7on which 
occurred during the government's PPE procurement tendering 
process. I would also like the vaccina7on program to be handled 
by qualified administrators & medical personnel . Furthermore, I 
feel that Na7onal government should accept the Western Cape 
Government's offer to alleviate pressure on the system, by 
independently & transparently procuring  a vaccine to be 
administered to those in the province. This would surely speed 
up the roll-out & consequently save many lives, that could be 
lost due to inevitable delays.  Craig

2021-01-17 
20:52:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I think that we should take our cue from the scien7sts who are 
experts in this field. I just wish everyone could be vaccinated. 
There are so many messages and videos going around, but I 
choose to believe the experts. Naseema

2021-01-17 
19:01:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Ci7zens should have a choice which vaccine they prefer and also 
if they want it or not.  I would prefer the private sector, medical 
aids and other pharmaceu7cals to do the whole process as I do 
not trust the government at all in anything.  Jeanine

2021-01-17 
17:47:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Our government has a very bad history of corrup7on so I dont 
believe the people who should get the vaccine first will get it. 
Heath care workers, elderly and high risk individuals should get 
the vaccine first, but I will be surprised if the general popula7on 
even get the vaccine Leoni

2021-01-17 
16:01:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried that acquiring vaccine is too slow.  Medical Aid 
funds should be involved in purchasing and rolling out the 
vaccine. Belinda

2021-01-17 
12:36:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Train people to administer the jabs...find 

venues....PLAN ❗PLAN ❗.set up the  basics needed for a 
smooth roll out Gayroma

2021-01-17 
08:02:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Ian

2021-01-17 
07:50:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Given the governments track record of providing services my 
concern is inefficiency and corrup7on. Medical aids and big 
business must play an important part in ensuring  that the 
vaccines are rolled out as quickly and efficiently as possible. This 
will assist and enable govt to focus on schools, clinics etc Margriet
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2021-01-16 
18:06:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I hope our Government will be able to do this effec7vely for all 
the people of South Africa so things can get back to normal and 
the economy can recover and the whole of South Africa can 
flourish.  The ANC Government need to do something about 
SAA, Eskom, SABC, Telekom, and rule out corrup7on and STOP 
killing the farmers, we need to live in peace together...... Please Pamela 

2021-01-16 
14:53:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government J

2021-01-16 
14:08:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on by govt officials Nolubabalo 

2021-01-16 
13:00:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is that government is not geared to do the roll out 
independently - as with the handling of the covid 19 outbreak 
they need to engage with all healthcare providers and facili7es 
as well as employers to ensure a broader more efficient 
approach and satura7on. Celene

2021-01-16 
12:23:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Colin

2021-01-16 
10:49:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Inge

2021-01-16 
08:41:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

It is important to vaccinate 100% of the ci7zens of South 
Africans.  The vaccine cost must be carried by the taxpayers. 
People should not be given the choice to get the vaccine or not 
as this will lead to vaccinated and un-vaccinated ci7zens. The 
laper will be a cause for concern as it is believed that even if you 
are vaccinated it is not guaranteed that you will not get the virus 
again. My other concern is who will take care of all the non 
South Africans and illegal immigrants roaming around in our 
country. How can we the ci7zens be guaranteed the vaccine 
when our government have no clue who is illegal immigrants as 
they allow open borders. This is ludicrous to say the least. Last 
but not least.....we have to have an impar7al body manage the 
procurement and rollout as our government cannot be trusted 
because they are stealers and non leaders. Frederick

2021-01-16 
08:36:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Nina

2021-01-16 
08:19:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I would really like to see the roll out priori7sed as follows in my 
humble view. 
First roll out in all provinces 
1) Medical staff doctors and nurses in the frontline employed by 
hospitals and frail cares and old age homes 
2) Police men 
3) Teachers 
4) Pharmacist and employees 

2 nd Roll out  
Frail care and old homes 
Arrange by provinces sta7s7cal data  concentra7on of , people 
above 60 and with co morbiies. 
Compulsory vaca7on ( Health passport)of all people flying out of 
SA. 
Cabinet and ministers 

3 rd Roll out rest of popula7on Andelean 
2021-01-16 
07:45:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Nadia

2021-01-16 
00:42:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Allow medical aids to do their own clients, that way at least 
some of the job will be done efficiently without tender fraud, 
but enough of the popula7on will s7ll need ANC interven7on to 
allow mass stealing and cadre back slapping, gram and fraud. Robert 

2021-01-15 
19:28:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

"...Ramaphosa and his Corrupt Racist Thieving ANC will con7nue 
to enforce his Concept of 'Slowly Boiling the Frog' with his 
dictatorial NCVCC  by con7nuing to destroy White Monopoly 
Capital, as in all Whites and White Businesses by enforcing their 
narrow minded concepts and pepy rules/laws, which is all part 
and parcel of his 'Slowly Boiling the Frog' hidden behind the 
ANCs Disaster Management Act!! 
Ul7mately, Whites will NEVER receive the Vaccine - which is all 
part of why the ANC are so desperate to Control the Distribu7on 
of the Vaccine, to Control who Lives and who Dies, besides of 
course the 'norm' of enriching themselves with their never-
ending Loo7ng!!!! 
The ANC will ensure their is NO Vaccine for Whites for Years and 
finally achieve Ramaphosas 'Slowly Boiling the Frog'!!!! " Paul

2021-01-15 
18:52:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government will not provide equal access to those who 
want the vaccine and provide to their cadres, the taxi industry 
and those connected with the ANC before allowing the health 
care, elderly, sickly and South Africans of all  races equal 
opportunity.  

Also, funds that were acquired with the purpose of purchasing 
vaccines and vaccina7ng the public need to be monitored and 
any corrupt ac7vi7es in rela7on to these funds need to be 
severely punished immediately. B

2021-01-15 
15:54:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

ANC govt has a putrid record of  corrup7on ,cronyism and 
nepo7sm!The less they're involved  with  the  finances to afford 
the vaccine,the safer our popula7on is! Kevin

2021-01-15 
12:29:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

All the promises by top government.  We have all heard it 
before.  Spend your 7me doing ac7ons not promising that are 
always full of hot wind.  Private sector should be able to be 
involved as well.  At least they can trusted as they are more 
accountable. Nicola
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2021-01-15 
12:12:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Once again our government, while banning cigarepes and 
policing beaches, has failed us criminally. This 7me by not 
procuring  enough doses in 7me to protect its ci7zens and their 
livelihoods against this pandemic.  

Shame on you, ANC! 

Natasja

2021-01-15 
12:10:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I agree with the roll out of vaccine but it must not be only 
Government who carry the mandate and must not be forced to 
people, it must be by choice and also it must start at Luthuli 
House with President Ramaphosa. Phumla

2021-01-15 
10:53:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Due to the Government's inability to roll out fast enough and 
with systemic corrup7on, which has run rampant during this 
pandemic, it would seem prudent to form a Public/Private 
Sector partnership to speed up the roll out of vaccine doses. Karin

KwaZulu-Natal 29

2021-01-27 
22:04:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We have to allow private ins7tu7ons to administer the vaccine 
as well not just the state hospital. The state hospitals does not 
have the capacity to administer the vaccines to all South Africans Sarah

2021-01-27 
10:05:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

i personally feel that government do not know what they are 
doing when it comes to the vaccine roll out. all they interested in 
is looking which other way to loot and steal tax payers money. 
why wasn't money kept aside from the R500 billion for vaccine 
purchase.  now they talk about increasing income tax to fund the 
vaccine but all the money that was stolen from the R500 billion 
is now swept under the mat nobody is being held accountable 
for the them. 
also tradi7onal healers are to be vaccinated as frontline workers  
what a joke this government only looks at upkeep and wellness 
of the bkacks in this country all other race groups must take a 
back seat.  real bullshit nonsense.  looks like the rest of the 
public will get vaccinated next year or maybe we have to buy our 
own vaccines or anyone who has medical aid will have to get it 
from their medical aid provider.   well done to the loo7ng 
government of South Africa. navin

2021-01-26 
15:55:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on Mbuso 

2021-01-26 
15:03:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jon

2021-01-26 
12:19:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Robyn 

2021-01-22 
23:24:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Hi to all..   Well were does one start,  keeping it short thou..   We 
as the people of the na7on  are  truly trus7ng that the 
government will step on it n do what ever it takes to save his 
people,   by delaying it any longer what are you hoping for, cause  
you have already lost so many of your people and every day 
more and more,  this is not right it is very heart breaking plus we 
relay on you.  Why are we as South African's always moving on a 
short paste,   even right now when the country is losing lives  
every second...    Please save your people  this is the first 7me 
that we as the people are asking you our leader to save us and 
bring back hope to us all,  n stopping this devil of covid from 
taking another life..    We need this like we need air to breath so 
please make it happen...    PLEASE REMEMBER WE ARE ALL 
ONE , WE CAN AND WILL OVER COME THIS IN THE OF OUR 
HEAVENLY FATHER,    SO GET THE ROLL OUT GOING ASAP WE ALL 
NEED IT..   RESTORE LIFE BACK TO COUNTRY.. AMEN ..   Sharlene

2021-01-22 
08:27:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Why is the scien7sts leading these vaccines not in charge? With 
all the corrup7on I don't trust the government one bit Gabriella

2021-01-21 
18:41:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Who is deciding the rollout. Why are prisoners receiving the 
vaccine before the legal ci7zens. Prisoners are in an isolated 
environment already and should have the least danger. There 
are people who need it much more than prisoners. Also if a 
prisoner gets Corona then that prisoner has had some sort of 
illegal contact, so this is a chance to plug up the holes in the 
system. Mee7ng people at random in malls doesn't seem like a 
good way to keep the vaccine from being stolen and is a waste of 
resources because now you will have to hire security 
unnecessarily.  Vinal

2021-01-21 
14:17:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

We need a vaccine much sooner than the government is 
planning to provide us with. PVT bussines can afford it and their 
roll out should be more effec7ve as it is about money. Thus they 
should be allowed to purchase vaccines individually. The ANC 
corrup7on will come into play, and the accuisi7on and 
distribu7on will be affected. Friends will get first. Not health care 
workers. Unfortunately we know our own government to well by 
now. Hardly anyone person has been conflicted of the PPE fraud 
yet we lost several hundreds of million Rands. Nobody has learnt 
anything from their wrong doings. Best Private bussines SA takes 
over. Keith 

2021-01-21 
11:33:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Farid

2021-01-21 
09:56:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government I hope there will be no corrup7on in distribu7on of vaccine. Jus7ce

2021-01-21 
09:47:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

This has to be monitored closely, as we do understand 
corrup7on, MORESO in this 7me period. This should cover 
mul7ple status groups. I do agree that healthcare workers, and 
those who work in retail stores should receive it first, as my life 
depends on their service, whether I pay for petrol,  or go in to 
buy a hamburger, and the luxuries of groceries at stores. I would 
also like to see more service sta7ons, where the vaccine will be 
available, because we want to limit contact and making people 
queue is as good as saying to them group together. Rene
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2021-01-19 
15:45:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is the availability of hospitals to admit people who 
develop an allergic reac7on to a covid vaccine that they were 
given. I am assuming that people infected with covid will s7ll be 
occuping hospitals when the vacccine rollout begins so people 
being allergic to the covid vaccine places addi7onal pressure to 
accommodate them in hospital. 

My solu7on is for hospitals to prepare for a possible influx of 
cases of people that are sick due to the vacccine.  I also wish for 
covid vaccines to be given to people in open spaces because alot 
of people walking into closed offices to receive a covid vacccine 
increases the risk of contrac7ng covid. Philicia

2021-01-18 
15:19:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern in on the roll out of the vaccine, what process will 
Government followed and whom will this roll out benefit, we 
saw with the distribu7on of PPE's a few people benefited.  

Government should aim to empower small and medium 
business enterprises by automa7cally alloca7ng these tenders to 
Exempt Micro Enterprises to ensure equitable distribu7on per 
district. 

I would like to see procedural fairness and transparency on the 
distribu7on of a vacine. 

Sithembile

2021-01-18 
09:26:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Unfortunately we are led by looters, so I wonder how much 
money will government officials steal instead of actual 
vaccina7on that would have gone to people who need it the 
most. WANDILE 

2021-01-18 
08:38:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Concerned about the quality of the administra7on of the vaccine 
affec7ng the efficacy of it on the popula7on è.g. People don’t 
receive it but not properly documented.  

Uncle Cyril, you’re doing an amazing job.  
May God con7nue to bless you, government and our country Cassidy

2021-01-17 
08:58:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Tasneem

2021-01-17 
07:42:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Jenni

2021-01-16 
14:03:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Should be with an oversight commipee as is in place and no 
availability of funds beyond this small commipee who take 
personal responsibility.  
Purchasing should be directly with manufacturer.  
Each issue of a vaccine via various bodies should be 
accompanied by a fingerprint and ID number otherwise we will 
find we have nothing lem in the middle of the process. 
Prisons should not be in early rollout. Sends wrong message. 
Teachers should not be vaccinated un7l those with co-
morbidi7es and over 60/65s are, unless they are within that 
group. Focus must be on saving lives of those most at risk. 
Municipal staff amer the highest at risk are covered cheryl

2021-01-16 
11:28:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I fear that the corrup7on found in the government will result in 
an ineffec7ve roll-out. That the neccessary individuals will not 
recieve the vaccine but rather it will be redirected for their 
personal gain. Cullen 

2021-01-16 
09:56:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

The government has a shocking track record and cannot seem to 
organize anything properly, be it text books for schools,  or PPE's 
during a pandemic. I dont believe that the roll out will be 
effec7ve and efficient. Privately owned companies should be 
allowed to supply it immediately to all those who can afford to 
pay for the vaccine, leaving government funding for those who 
cannot afford to buy it.  This way, vaccina7ons can commence 
sooner rather than later.  I also believe that government is 
ignoring the fact that Ivermec7n, which is very affordable,  has 
successfully treated and cured Covid infec7ons and could be 
saving lives as we speak. As usual, no one has the people at 
heart because if they did, we would be rolling out Ivermec7n 
treatment right now. Ren

2021-01-16 
09:18:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Roll out by the government for all ci7zens  is a must !  
Ivermec7n must also be freely available for the public use. Jane

2021-01-16 
07:53:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Private medical Aids should do it for those on medical Aid,  
through private Doctors and cliniques and government hospitals 
need to have special sec7on created to do just vaccina7ons not 
burden running of normal day to day pa7ent intake register  
using  ID numbers to keep records of those vaccinated for those 
not on medical Aids  they should do it by Age system oldest first 
with  frontline workers and essen7al service people must be 
done first, then do thosewith high risk co morbidi7es like heart, 
diabetes and immune related health issues Michelle

2021-01-16 
07:52:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am concerned that we haven’t procured more vaccine. It is 
essen7al that we roll out vaccina7on of healthcare workers 
immediately and then the rest of the popula7on sooner rather 
than later.  Delays in vaccina7on will mean we keep experiencing 
waves of infec7ons, resul7ng in more lockdowns and economic 
hardships. The sooner the vaccine is rolled out the sooner we 
can achieve herd immunity and return to some sort of normality. Kelly

2021-01-16 
07:17:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Kim

2021-01-15 
20:28:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Independent party needs to control the roll out, not the 
government .  

Their incompetence of only receiving 1.5million doses is 
ludicrous. Rescind the bail out of SAA, SABC and the like and use 
that money to get more doses and save all South Africans. For 
once, do something for the all people of our beloved country. Tracy
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2021-01-15 
13:38:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Share the roll out of vaccines with the health industry of 
business SA like Clicks etc. Jorge

2021-01-15 
12:43:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

As much as i support the rollout of the vaccine i think it must be 
lem to each individual whether the want to take the vaccine or 
not Allimuthu

2021-01-15 
12:12:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Elaine 

Mpumalanga 3

2021-01-26 
13:01:49

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried that the most marginalized popula7on might be lem 
out. I will be happy if the government will roll out the vaccine 
equitably, to all South Africans regardless of their social or 
economic status. Morris

2021-01-18 
09:34:07

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government Corrup7on Sipho 

2021-01-15 
11:37:49

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government "Roll out by government" says it all!!  Corrupt and incapable! Michael

Limpopo 1

2021-01-20 
11:53:03 Limpopo Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

Please priori7ze health care workers, followed by retail workers, 
teachers, learners/students and hotspot places where the virus 
is superspreading.

Dingaan 
Ralele 

Free State 2

2021-01-18 
17:30:09

Free 
State Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

My concern is people living with disabili7es wont be employed 
or be given projects that comes with the roll out of the vaccine.  

I am 30 years of age living with disabili7es in rural place and I 
have matric.  

I know they will be lot of corrup7on instead of government 
giving opportuni7es to people living with disabili7es and young 
people. 

I support the distribu7on of vaccine but it must not benefit the 
few and the powerful Bongani Elvis

2021-01-17 
05:55:22

Free 
State Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Roll-out by 
government

People who have been living without loved ones for a long 
period should be considered as well for first or second roll out 
especially if they are separated and living in different countries. 
To allow them to leave. Hendrina H

student 46
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 2

2021-01-28 
18:45:07 Limpopo Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I'm concerned that the government will not roll-out the vaccine 
to those that need it the most, and that they will hoard it for 
themselves. corrup7on is real in South Africa and it is stressing 
out the whole country. Kemen

2021-01-19 
07:40:35 Limpopo Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

As they say but the end of the year 67% of the popula7on will be 
vaccinated what about the other 33% when will they be 
vaccinated cause we're talking about around 15 million people

Msesenyane 
Isaac

KwaZulu-Natal 7
2021-01-26 
14:57:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

The government is not doing nearly enough to reach herd 
immunity. Luke

2021-01-25 
16:55:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Tharish

2021-01-24 
09:47:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I fear that as an unemployed student the government may abuse 
their power and therefore the vaccine roll out may not be 
orchestrated as the public has been lead to believe this keeps us 
stuck in restric7ons as certain industries are not allowed to 
operate under Covid. If the vaccine does not work we don’t get 
to work either. Claudia 

2021-01-18 
08:23:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

South Africa already has a strained/inadequate infrastructure, 
especiallyin the health sector.  Any addi7onal roles it must 
perform will inevitably lead to more strain. My concern is that 
there is no plan to mi7gate the general shor{alls. I worry we will 
have vaccine that will spoil before we use it, vaccine that will 
spoil because of improper/inadequate storage, vaccine not 
geing to remote areas affected by the virus because of poor 
infrastructure and so on... 

My solu7on is that the government opens temporarily vaccine 
sites near schools, set up in mobile/modular labs. That way 
transport infrastructure exist and the route is popular with the 
community. The mobile labs can be kiped out with the necessary 
equipment for vaccina7ons,then once a community reaches 
herd immunity, the lab can be moved to the next place/school. 
This would also alow the lab managers to hire local field worker 
to encourage people to come out and get vaccinated. Asephelele

2021-01-17 
16:03:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

Government needs to do more to earn the public's trust with 
regards to vaccines. South Africa as a country rou7nely comes up 
bopom when it comes to scien7fic literacy and that can be 
clearly seen in cases where people believe any conspiracy 
theories they read/watch off the internet. The rollout strategy 
for the most part seems sound but it wont be successful when 
people are hesitant due to the enormous amounts of 
misinforma7on they are being fed online by armchair experts. Sahil

2021-01-16 
17:32:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Jacques 

2021-01-15 
09:46:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government let’s get this going sooner than planned!! Michael

Outside SA 3

2021-01-24 
12:20:51

Outside 
SA Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

The government should ensure that atleast  all healthworkers, 
people with chronic diseases and the vulnerable are vaccinated. 
These are the ones who are at risk. Vivien

2021-01-23 
12:20:48

Outside 
SA

German
y Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Sophie 
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2021-01-19 
05:46:40

Outside 
SA Japan Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I do not have any serious concerns. I am a scien7st and happy to 
take the vaccine as soon as possible. It is possible that there may 
be some difficulty for the government with the roll-out of the 
vaccine due to logis7cs or capacity issues. However, I fully 
support the government's plans and want it to be a success for 
the good of the na7on and to save lives. Edith

Western Cape 10
2021-01-23 
15:51:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government William

2021-01-23 
11:14:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Por7a

2021-01-22 
10:34:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Liam

2021-01-22 
08:34:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

Government always struggles to deliver on promises and 
implement their strategies. I think they should accept help from 
other par7es such as local government on a provincial level as 
well as the private sector. This is a maper of serious urgency for 
our health and economy and should be done without delays and 
problems. Shaun

2021-01-18 
19:51:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I’m in support of the rollout and the elderly should be targeted 
amer front line workers. Shayne

2021-01-17 
19:22:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Hannah 

2021-01-17 
14:58:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Needs to be done asap Francois

2021-01-17 
07:41:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

The task to do this efficiently and effec7vely is huge - that is a 
great burden to put on already strained government systems. 
Why not share the burden with private medical aid industry 
which is able and willing to assist? Ancois

2021-01-16 
16:33:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Ethan

2021-01-15 
17:55:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Leilah

Gauteng 21

2021-01-22 
09:14:13 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

It is a great thing that we are going to get the vaccines in South 
Africa. I just hope that the regula7ons and safety measures 
regarding the vaccines are beper than it was for PPE. If there is 
corrup7on regarding the vaccine, I think we will all be very 
disappointed in our government. I also believe that vaccines 
should be distributed to lower income people first, amer health 
workers of course. Since higher income individuals have beper 
means to protect themselves from covid, than those who live in 
rural communi7es. Jeanelle

2021-01-21 
20:28:43 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Calum

2021-01-21 
20:28:40 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Calum

2021-01-20 
19:50:27 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Werner

2021-01-20 
09:16:03 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

If it's taking too long. In many countries they are almost done 
vaccina7ng the majority of ci7zens l. Rochelle

2021-01-20 
01:41:34 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government yumna 

2021-01-18 
09:43:48 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I think the first batch of doses should primarily go to doctors, 
and old people. Susana

2021-01-18 
07:57:19 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I feel strongly that the vaccine should be made readily available 
for those on the Frontline of this pandemic first, and amer that 
point in 7me it should be made available in public and private 
health seings so that those who can afford to pay for it out of 
pocket do not increase the wai7ng period for those who will be 
en7rely dependent on the government to receive it. Shelden

2021-01-18 
06:17:01 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Franco

2021-01-17 
17:41:16 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I am worried that the government will take too long to roll out 
vaccina7ons Georgina

2021-01-17 
11:07:19 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

The vaccine should be readily available for all those that wish to 
take it. 
At this stage, the obvious concern is if the government is able to 
handle a roll-out on this scale given their known history of 
incompetence, corrup7on and inefficiency. 
One can only beg the current administra7on to please treat this 
with the utmost importance. Now is not the 7me to eat public 
funds and be illogical. The vaccine must be distributed fairly and 
equitably. Many livelihoods have been destroyed by the 
government's COVID-19 response we need the vaccines to be 
able to move past this Sameer

2021-01-17 
09:10:49 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Andre

2021-01-17 
07:12:14 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

Companies should be allowed to buy vaccines for their  
employees so the burden can be reduced from government. This 
will allow companies which have been hard hit by the virus if 
they decide to buy for their employees to quick y open again for 
business. Sydney

2021-01-17 
04:11:48 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

Kenya is gonna get 24 million vaccine doses by 2nd week of 
February, south africa 1.5. If thats not sleeping on the job i dont 
know what is Gontse
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2021-01-16 
20:42:55 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I think the government will overcomplicate the roll-out of the 
vaccine. An easy solu7on would be to use SABMiller's current 
distribu7on network and trucks with fridge capabili7es to 
distribute the vaccine across the country - which they should be 
compensated for since they lost millions of rands during the 
alcohol ban - rather than giving out tenders for the distribu7on. 
Since most towns have a liquor store, this will ensure that the 
vaccine is distributed across the en7re country and not just kept 
in the main ci7es.  
Also, how will healthcare workers be priori7sed in the vaccine 
roll-out? Will it only be "direct" front-line workers in big 
hospitals that will receive the vaccine? What about the 
anaesthe7sts that put pa7ents on ven7lators? And what about 
the GPs in small towns that do the same work as the front-line 
workers we hear of but don't receive a frac7on of the credit? I 
think all of the country's healthcare workers and other hospital 
staff should receive the vaccine before other people start 
receiving it. M

2021-01-16 
11:30:39 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Please u7lize professional organiza7ons to roll out the vaccines. Mandi

2021-01-16 
08:32:08 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government Jason

2021-01-15 
20:34:08 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

Firstly, the vaccine cannot be made mandatory as it infringes on 
the bodily rights of ci7zens and is uncons7tu7onal. 
Secondly, alterna7ves to the vaccine should be allowed 
especially ivermec7n as it has proven successful in India and the 
rela7ve low cost will make it easy to supply to the larger 
community, also, ci7zens will far more likely be willing to take 
ivermec7n, that has been on the market for years, than rushed 
vaccines. 
Lastly, government and centralized planning has been proven 
inefficient in South Africa and thus vaccine roll-out should be 
done by both government and the private sector. If government 
is serious about combaing the virus, it will open up all avenues 
for the treatment of the virus, and this should include, 
ivermec7n, hydroxychloroquine and the mRNA vaccines that 
have been recently developed. This should also extend to private 
sector and the government should not be the main source of 
treatment. 
This is the most cons7tu7onally sound way to handle this and to 
ensure that all races, cultures and creeds in South Africa have 
access to treatment they agree with. Wessel

2021-01-15 
19:10:04 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

Why does Government not allow private ins7tu7ons such as 
Medical Aid schemes purchase the vaccines. It would speed up 
the vaccina7on process and the government would be able to 
focus its vaccine efforts to the people who would not be able to 
afford it, such as more rural and poor areas. Jared 

2021-01-15 
12:21:47 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government support private accusi7on of vaccine Paul
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2021-01-15 
11:55:12 Gauteng Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

As a virologist, I know that the most effec7ve way to limit the 
number of infec7ons is for a significant propor7on of a 
popula7on to become immune through vaccina7on.  While I 
have to agree that the government has failed and con7nue 
failing us in many aspects, the leadership shown during the 
outbreak has been beper than I have seen in years.  While 
mistakes were made, at least a stance was taken and decisions 
were made....difficult decisions with enormous consequences.  I 
think the problem here is that the general public remains 
uninformed about the reali7es around the situa7on, because 
they would rather believe nonsense spread through social media 
pla{orms then listen to qualified professionals.  Someone slaps a 
"Dr" on a Whatsapp and everybody believes it, while nobody is 
willing to fact check and everyone believe the informa7on from 
people with nothing beper to do then sit and think of nonsense 
to spread to the masses.   
Thinking that this is an untested vaccine is ridiculous and shows 
that people aren't willing to look up the safety and efficacy 
informa7on that is made publicly available.  If they did, they 
would realize that these vaccines have been tested on thousands 
of people around the world.  The fact that so many are s7ll 
figh7ng over the use of Ivermec7n is sad, because they would 
not like to use a vaccine tested on thousands but is willing to use 
a drug tested on less than a hundred people without a proper 
study protocol.  You can trust the ruling of SAHPRA because they 
know what they are doing and ironically people have been 
trus7ng them for years for every other health interven7on 
approved by them that they put in their bodies but think that 
now they are suddenly wrong.  The truth is that while a lot has 
been done to apempt to educate people, they s7ll only believe 
what they would like to and unfortunately it seems that they 
trust nameless, faceless messages from people who are 
unwilling to share their qualifica7ons or affilia7ons usually 
because they have none.  Most of the fake news are illogical and 
can be easily refuted by simply doing a Google search but I guess 
people would rather use their data to spread fake news then to 
confirm whether it is true or not. 
My hope is that people would stop wri7ng their own made up 
narra7ve and look up the informa7on available on reliable sites 
rather then following these sites/social media/some media 
pages with no valida7on of informa7on.  Because at the moment 
ignorance is the biggest threat to us not the virus.  Ignorance 
and selfishness endanger many more lives than the virus does.  
How ridiculous do you think it is to insist on your beach holiday, 
drinking, partying, etc. when thousands are dying and have 
nothing to eat?  Makes you think about the use of the word 
'humane'.....we will have to change that to remove the 'human' 
from it, because it is no longer appropriate. 
I truly hope that the procurement and roll-out of the vaccine will 
be a success.  Many do not understand why the medical aids 
aren't just providing it, but fail to grasp that only around 15% of 
South Africans belong to a medical aid scheme.  While medical 
aid schemes should definitely contribute to the successful roll-
out of vaccines and assist their members with the cost of 
vaccina7on, which can reduce the burden on government, they 
cannot do it alone.  This needs to be a collabora7ve venture.  
Please con7nue, despite heavy cri7cism, because most truly 
have no idea what they are talking about.  We as South Africans 
need for this to be a successful venture, one from which we all 
benefit. Natalie

North West 1

2021-01-21 
18:42:18

North 
West Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

Why are students which include school and university students 
not placed on priority too? 
These places can be a breeding area for the virus, including the 
new variant of the virus, since it apacks the younger genera7on 
according to research. And just like the working sector, the 
educa7on sector should be equally important too, since all 
students cannot be at home, and the studies shoudl con7nue. Mohammed

Mpumalanga 1
2021-01-17 
13:28:28

Mpumal
anga Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

I support the ini7al rollout. Only concerned about the ability of 
the government to lead the process in a fair manner Zandile

Eastern Cape 1
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2021-01-16 
06:34:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do student

Roll-out by 
government

Government’s vaccine acquisi7on has been poor and the vaccine 
roll-out is s7ll due to start while numerous countries started 
weeks/months ago.  

The three-stage roll-out strategy is going to take too long and 
won’t bring a swim end to lockdown because each stage is 
dependent on the previous stage being completed. The private 
sector should be allowed to source and purchase the vaccine to 
reach more people and to speed up the process.  

Given that government is the only stakeholder in the vaccine 
roll-out and its dismal track record, it’s inevitable that corrup7on 
will be involved in the process which will compromise the whole 
of South Africa’s recovery.  

Vaccine hesitancy and an7-vaccine opinions are going to 
compromise the roll-out  hugely by slowing it down and  making 
it more unlikely  that we’ll reach the 67% target and we’ll be 
forced into con7nuing and never ending lockdowns. Give the 
damage corona virus has caused, mandatory vaccina7on against 
corona virus should be implemented and those that refuse 
should face penal7es or restric7ons.  

There has been no indica7on that once the vaccina7on target 
has been reach that lockdown and all its restric7ons will be 
ended. There needs to be a guarantee that lockdown and it’s 
restric7ons will be ended the moment the target is reached. 
Everyone who receives the necessary number of vaccine doses 
should be issued a cer7ficate of authen7city of their vaccina7on 
which should act as an immediate immunity pass absolving them 
from having to observe lockdown regula7ons and restric7ons to 
encourage more people to get vaccinated. James

other 449
Column E: Count:

re7red 163
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 9
2021-02-22 
12:53:10

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

How will I know when and where to get the vaccina7on?  I 
would like it sooner rather than later Thecla

2021-02-19 
09:23:35

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Can't wait to get my vaccine!!!! Lizet

2021-02-02 
14:06:28

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Cannot believe that the Govt does not consider Educators as 
'ESSENTIAL SERVICES'! Teachers are "frontline" workers, shaping 
the future of this country by being in constant contact with 
children/adults needing an educa7on! Where would we be 
without them being prepared to do this service for our country!! 
COME ON MR PRESIDENT- do honour them with appropriate 
recogni7on!! RENEE

2021-01-26 
14:13:35

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Please note that i do not agree with targeing people at taxi 
ranks etc. Need supervision of the pa7ent for 15 mins amer the 
jab to deal with any reac7ons.  Possibly a health tent set up near 
the taxi area would be good.  In UK all pa7ents have 
appointments at Clinics and are monitored amer the injec7on. Pamela

2021-01-22 
09:11:08

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

My only complaint  is that 20 million is not enough, it should 
50million .  Star7ng with medical people is correct. Rolfe

2021-01-17 
13:53:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I would love to suggest that the IEC CHECK LIST BE USE PER 
ELECTION AREA. 

Think it will help with speed of vaccine be given.   

So that each ward have a vaccine sta7on.  
Hope this help a liple Elsa

2021-01-16 
16:28:07

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I believe we all need to be vaccinated by a vaccine that is 
approved by the WHO and by the South African  medical 
authori7es. This should happen with the utmost urgency. 
Hopefully people who have medical aid will be vaccinated at the 
cost of the medical aid society, either fully or in part (with each 
member paying the balance of the cost). But for the poor and all 
others not covered by what I've suggested above, I believe the 
government will need to find the funds to cover the costs of 
vaccina7ng them. Perhaps SOME of this cost can be recoverered 
via an Income Tax levy, applied for say a year or two. Graeme

2021-01-16 
12:24:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

My concern is simply corrup7on as it seems to be the norm. This 
is a life and death situa7on. Anybody found guilty of corrup7on 
pertaining to the roll out of the vaccine or PPE’s should be 
sentenced to life in prison Gavin

2021-01-16 
05:15:24

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

How will we ensure, as elderly people, that we will get the 
vaccine. What system will the government install to ensure 
equitable and effec7ve rollout to all as quickly as possible. Michael

Outside SA 3

2021-02-21 
14:52:53

Outside 
SA UK Yes I do re7red other

Your economy is very dependent on tourism. We will not come 
to visit south Africa unless the majority of the popula7on is 
vaccinated, especially against the variant you have there. 
A global virus like Covid needs to be eradicated world wide, for it 
to be controlled. 

Marian
2021-01-25 
01:08:41

Outside 
SA Yes I do re7red other Alan

2021-01-17 
23:01:32

Outside 
SA France Yes I do re7red other

Here in France  people are 50/50 on taking it.My opinion is if you 
don’t have any health issues no need to take the jab. Jacques-Louis 

Western Cape 64
2021-02-18 
17:53:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

By the 7me vaccines are rolled out and completed some of us 
will be dead. Too slow!!! Micky

2021-02-09 
21:12:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Concerns regarding the efficacy Peter
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2021-01-26 
18:46:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I am a  77 year old female in good health.  I have applied my first 
dose of Ivermec7n together with a an7histamine and believe 
that like other people who have done the same, I am protected 
against Covid.    The health authori7es should use this drug to 
back up vaccines- if you can’t afford a vaccine, Ivermec7n is a 
great subs7tute 

Paddy

2021-01-25 
15:24:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

 In the rollout which is shown there is no men7oning of the old 
people and those with chronic 
illnesses like ashma and high bloodpresure ect. 
When will be their turn?????? Christel

2021-01-24 
13:30:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Comments on Ivermec7n are inappropriate in considering a 
vaccine roll-out plan. 
Private medical aid funds cannot legi7mately use member's 
funds to subsidize vaccine costs for non-members.   This would 
amount to a misappropria7on of member's interests. 
Vaccina7on cannot be made compulsory it must always be 
op7onal. 
Vaccine roll-out must be handled by Government for the 
na7onal health care system and by the private sector for private 
health care.   
If I pay for a vaccina7on I want to make sure the provider of the 
service and the vaccine itself is accountable for efficacy and the 
service provided.   If Government is involved in any way in the 
chain of vaccine provision for the private sector I cannot make 
them accountable and have no faith in them being able to 
safeguard either the vaccine's efficacy or safety. David

2021-01-23 
11:19:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I turn 70 this year and in the past were able to visit my children 
in Scotland and Netherlands annually. 
I have the following ques7ons:  
1.  For how long will a vaccine provide protec7on? 
2. Are  the vaccines available on demand, or will the rollout turn 
into the same mess as the tests, which was done in the next 
street, but not in mine? 
3. How much will  it cost to be vaccinated? 
4. Will the RFMCF (Health Care for re7red Defense Force 
Memebers and Beneficiaries) cover the cost, and if they do, will I 
be able to be vaccinated at a local doctor, or have to drive 
almost 200km to the nearest military hospital for it? (I need a 
colonoscopy once a year, but had to forego it in 2020 as 2 Mil 
was reserved for Covid overflow only, and I have not yet been 
informed whether this is s7ll the case.  

Hendrina

2021-01-22 
09:10:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Lack of transparency and communica7on. I would like to suggest 
that government publishes weekly figures, by phase and 
category,  showing targets and achievements and if targets are 
not met, reasons must be stated. I also think that there should 
be greater transparency about funding. The "trust us, we are 
your government" approach is not good enough. David

2021-01-21 
14:01:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Government must allow Provinces to import vaccines and 
private sector for help to reach herd immunity,otherwise it's 
useless. Adri

2021-01-21 
09:39:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

As a re7red registered nursing sister, I am able to help/ assist 
with actual injec7ng vaccine to people around my area. Is 
government reaching out for nurses to help with this, and if so, 
how 
Regards Marlene 

2021-01-20 
12:10:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Seriously concerned that the usual corrup7on by government is 
at play here. Assume they have been ac7ng so slowly in the 
hopes of bribes from China and Russia to buy their vaccines 
(Sinovac & Sputnik) as opposed to those that are far  more 
effec7ve. This would also be the reason that they are not 
allowing medical aids and provinces to take up their own 
nego7a7ons. At a 7me like this, as with the PPE story, it's above 
and beyond any sign of moral decency in terms of caring for the 
welfare for the people of South Africa.  Annabel

2021-01-20 
00:08:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

As a Virologist I do not have major concerns and am a supporter 
of figh7ng this virus by all means pharmaceu7cal and/or vaccine 
based. Sheila

2021-01-19 
17:06:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

If vaccines are administered in Shopping Malls and Taxi Ranks 
will there be a safe and sure way for this to be done in a 
completely sterile environment? 
Will there be provision for proper distancing? 
Will there be a system of tracking to ensure the vaccine is only 
administered once to each person, and then at the correct 7me 
for the second vaccine 

Dawn

2021-01-19 
15:23:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Given the inability of the government to manage anything 
effec7vely, except for the ini7al lockdown, I can't see them 
managing the type of military opera7on that will be needed to 
get the vaccine to the correct people in the correct order and 
the document it all.  That skips the biggest disappointment... 
disgust actually, that the government did NOTHING about 
ordering and then paying for the vaccine for 60 million people... 
yet they loudly proclaim their aim to vaccinate 57% of the 
popula7on by mid 2021.   I am not holding my breath.  i am 
keeping a safe distance from everyone and siing it out. 
I have no doubt that when the vaccine finally arrives we will all 
see the fat cats of Cabinet and government... and their families 
of course, being first in line to get it.   The government have lost 
the trust of the public at all levels. 

Patricia

2021-01-19 
10:25:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I believe that the various medical aids should be brought in to 
play and assist the Na7onal Health  Department  in seing up 
the correct rou7nes to follow. Reg
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2021-01-19 
10:16:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

My concern is that, as usual, the Government has been far too 
slow in buying sufficient quan77es of vaccine. We cannot wait a 
whole year for the popula7on to be vaccinated. That will negate 
the effec7veness of the vaccine. The rate at which situa7ons are 
changing, before the end of 2021 we will have to start 
vaccina7ng all over again and will not have killed the virus 
sufficiently to render it almost harmless. Andrew

2021-01-19 
07:03:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Katy

2021-01-18 
15:20:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Top concern is a repeat of the PPE  debacle. We want full 
disclosure and transparency,  we want to know where it comes 
from, who is paying for it and who is involved with the rollout.    
Are we assured that every south african will have all informa7on 
delivered to them  in their home language!! 
 Denise

2021-01-18 
14:42:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I am concerned at the amount of nega7ve response to the 
vaccine in this country and the amount of fake or distorted 
reports that are likely to make the effec7ve roll out of the 
vaccine to achieve herd immunity. The government needs to get 
its marke7ng act together. Alan

2021-01-18 
13:00:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Happy with plan and will be taking vaccine when my turn to do 
so. Mark

2021-01-18 
11:10:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I am concerned that there is a public percep7on resul7ng in 
people being more afraid of the vaccine than the virus.   I worry 
that a convincing mo7va7onal campaigne to us all is beyond the 
governments ability.   I hope I’m wrong. Judy

2021-01-18 
08:29:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Prisoners should be LAST to be vaccinated. Criminals should not 
be seen as more deserving than tax paying ci7zens. Everyone 
must show their ID's to receive the vaccine. Rollout should start 
as a maper of urgency. Medical Aid companies should be 
allowed to procure vaccines in order to get their members 
vaccinated. Government are too slow. Carol 

2021-01-18 
07:15:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Not available in 7me Elaine

2021-01-18 
06:37:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I have none. Please let the vaccina7on take place without leing 
all the 7nfoil hats and self declared social media experts 
interfere. The world needs to start turning again before Covid 
becomes the least of our concerns Sara

2021-01-17 
21:37:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Adults don't make up 67 percent of the popula7on so children 
would have to be included. Children have not been included in 
tes7ng so there is no assurance of their safety in having the 
vaccine. This must be sepled first. 
Certainly essen7al for adults as the virus must be killed off like 
smallpox and polio was. 
 BUT THE FIRST TO GET IT MUST BE MEMBERS OF THE CABINET ! Peter

2021-01-17 
17:43:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Only approved vaccines should be purchased.  Phizer or Johnson 
ans Johnson.  

William

2021-01-17 
16:36:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I’m 57 with comorbidi7es. How will I know when and where to 
go for the vaccina7on. Do I need to complete any paperwork to 
be placed in a queue . Caron

2021-01-17 
15:35:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Private sector must be involved in purchase and roll out of 
vaccines. Ken

2021-01-17 
15:06:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Patricia 

2021-01-17 
13:08:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I agree with the rollout plan but would include people in the 
covid-19 high risk  category. Ann

2021-01-17 
12:59:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I wont this vaccin so soon as possible to protect myself and all 
people around me ! Georges

2021-01-17 
12:24:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Just hurry up already! ZA was among the first countries to call 
for early lockdown- even before the USA and UK. 
Now we are lagging behind with vaccines! 
Exactly WHY? Judy

2021-01-17 
12:21:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I am an 83 year-old temporary resident, with SA medical aid. 
When will I be able to be vaccinated? Michael

2021-01-17 
12:06:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I have no concerns!  The sooner, the beper.  Begin with those 
people who are in close daily contact with other people eg 
health workers, police, educators, shop assistants and those 
persons who are in  close living condi7ons eg informal 
seplements. Janet

2021-01-17 
12:00:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I am of the opinion that people must first be tested before 
vaccina7on, because they may have had the virus without them 
knowing about it, as some people don't show symptoms. this 
may save a number of vaccines. Nico

2021-01-17 
11:46:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Its very concerning that many respondents do not believe the 
vaccines have been thoroughly tested.  Of course they have.  
These are reliable scien7sts and  Drug companies who have their 
reputa7ons on the line.  I would be very happy to be given the 
Astra Zeneca/Oxford one or secondly the Pfizer or Moderna 
ones.  However I would be reluctant to have vaccines from 
Russia and China (this has only 50.4% effec7veness and the 
Russian didn't have adequate 7mes for trials. 
Please think again you doubters so that we can apain the herd 
immunity. Gill

2021-01-17 
10:57:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Beper informa7on & educa7on about how the vaccines are 
created and what is in them & why they are safe with figures of 
the number of people safelt safely vaccinated in countries like 
the UK to limit misinforma7on  & ignorance around vaccines Heather 

2021-01-17 
10:47:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Apart from the government roll-out, I believe that a 
independent private ini7a7ve should be also considered as an 
important addi7on to fight the Corona virus. 
A cluster of all private Medical Aid Schemes / similar 
ins7tu7ons / and private individuals 
should be pulled together and collect the necessary funds 
urgently needed for the urgent vaccina7on !! Franz
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2021-01-17 
09:35:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Only in about 3 weeks 7me will scien7sts know if one of the 
vaccines works on the new variant, which is more prevalent now 
than the previous strain. Linda 

2021-01-16 
21:52:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

That there won’t be enough vaccines, soon enough to prevent 
many more deaths. Gertrude

2021-01-16 
21:08:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I am very concerned about allergic reac7ons ,anaphylaxis, Bell's 
palsy and other recorded incidents  of unexpected side effects 
following vaccina7ons, recently.  If these occur at taxi ranks and 
shopping malls, will there be anyone qualified to help people 
who have bad reac7ons to the vaccines? Who will be there to 
assist if a person goes into anaphylac7c shock or something 
equally bad, shortly  amer being vaccinated? And who will pay 
for the resultant emergency care necessary for people who have 
a bad reac7on to the vaccina7on? Colepe

2021-01-16 
20:40:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I do not want the Western vaccines but only trust Russian 
Sputnik V vaccine. Government must accommodate people like 
myself. Gcobani 

2021-01-16 
19:43:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

No concerns we do not want the 2 USA products due to cost and 
how they derived. We will use Astra zenica which has been tried 
here. Hopefully the J&J one will be approved - single dose and 
produced by Aspen Pharm in PE. We must remember the 
vaccine will not get rid of this virus just protect us from it. Peter

2021-01-16 
19:20:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I have absolutely no confidence in the poli7cal will of the 
goverment . They have no track record of success in anything but 
corrup7on. Sorry but this is the naked and tragic truth. Doreen 

2021-01-16 
18:34:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

this is a no brainer - please do not obstruct the rollout out of the 
vaccines! ANGELA

2021-01-16 
16:25:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

All pensioners living in frail care or re7red homes or elsewhere  
must also be included in the first vaccines rolled out in S.A.  

T
2021-01-16 
16:21:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Please get the best vaccine and start the  giving it to the health 
workers and elderly people ASAP. Patrick

2021-01-16 
14:36:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Jane

2021-01-16 
13:30:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Too liple too late. Private enterprise such as business and 
NGOsshould be allowed to get involved financially and otherwise 
as a maper of urgency. All resources necessary should be made 
use of to get the ball rolling and quickly. Too much 7me is and 
has been wasted! RD

2021-01-16 
12:54:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

What I can't understand is why we are vaccina7ng the elderly all 
over the world when they have had a good life and will die soon.   
Why not vaccinate the mothers fathers and children?   I am 75 
years old and if I die I leave no one who need s me in order to 
survive. Beverley

2021-01-16 
11:53:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

That too many people will refuse to be vaccinated, leaving the 
rest of us vulnerable and the healthcare system will con7nue to 
be overwhelmed Deirdre 

2021-01-16 
11:03:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other The private sector not being effec7vely included in the process. Robert

2021-01-16 
10:21:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I have no concern re taking the vaccina7on, I support it - wrote 
OTHER as there was no block that said NO CONCERN, I think the 
Astro Zenica Oxford University ? vaccina7on is an EXCELLENT 
CHOICE as it doesn't need to be stored at abnormally low 
temperatures, can be transported in refrigerated trucks  and 
stored in normal  refrigera7on  temperature fridges. I WANT TO 
BE VACCINATED and I trust this vaccine as it has been proved 
SAFE and over 90% EFFECTIVE. 

1⃣  I think the first to be vaccinated should be health care 
professionals , esp those Doctors and Nurses working in covid 
wards, working with covid pa7ents. No  health care worker 
should die from trea7ng pa7ents with an infec7ous virus. Then 
all those in danger like all health care professionals, den7sts, 
op7cians (both work with pa7ents faces) vets and those working 
on animal shelters child and animal rescue, as they work with 
people who live in informal seplements and don't bother 
wearing a mask or obeying social distancing rules. People should 
not die because they help irresponsible people who don't obey 
rules to keep themselves and others safe. 

2⃣ . Next should be all those who have legal jobs and pay taxes 
and rates. They keep the economy going.  In a first world 
country, I'd also say parents of young dependant children, as 
they are needed to care for their kids. But this can't apply in SA 
where people with no jobs, no homes, no income, not paying 
rates and taxes, have more children than they should, and so 
cripple the economy making the country one of dependants, if 
you priori7ze them, they will have even more children.  Working 
people deserve to be priori7zed.  

3⃣  People over the age of 60, as they are the most vulnerable, 
including re7red people who are s7ll contribu7ng to the 
economy by paying rates and taxes - paying their rates and taxes 
from their investments or pensions, esp those who volunteer, so 
are not taking a salary, but are contribu7ng financially by paying 
their taxes, and are puing their lives at risk by helping those 
who live in informal seplements and don't wear masks or social 
distance. This includes all those volunteering at animal rescues , 
child and animal shelters, protec7ng the innocent who are 
unable to help themselves. I am 67, so vulnerable, and I 
volunteer at an animal shelter, working with people from an 
informal seplement where covid spread preven7on is not 
adhered to, so I put my life at risk to help suffering animals, and I 
deserve a vaccina7on along with all my fellow  workers and 
volunteers, who are paying our taxes and helping people and 
innocent animals.  Ros .  

Rosalind Jean 
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2021-01-16 
09:39:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

How are we to prove we had the vaccine.  
How will illiterate people be able to prove they are vaccinated  
How will a record be kept of those vaccinated 
Who is foo7ng the bill 
How long is it thought it will take for the vaccine to be effec7ve 
Does this vaccine cover the mutated strain which is now so 
virulent. If so how come it was made with such speed.  
Will thisbe mandatory.  
What is the storage temperature. We live in Afica how is a cool 
box with ice packs going to be able to maintain the required 
temperature. 
Will any bodily fluids etc if any be able to support the virus for 
any length of 7me 
Is this a one off innocula7on of not when will the next be due 
What is the length of 7me the vaccina7on will keep one 
protected  

Virginia Jane 

2021-01-16 
09:18:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

In 1928 Alexander Flemming developed Penicillin. His peers and 
wider community was extremely critucal towards this discovery. 
History reveals how many lives have been saved by this 
discovery   
Too many people have become couch scien7sts today. Incorrect 
skewed informa7on are doing the rounds. Have your children 
been vaccinated in the past?  Have you personally had 
vaccina7ons for health/ travel?  Give this vaccine a chance Catherine

2021-01-16 
08:50:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Schools are my biggest worry at the moment. I have two 
teenage granddaughters in important school years. They find 
online teaching difficult and unfriendly. It is important for teens 
to see their peers and friends regularly. They tend to become 
depressed in a stay-at-home online school situa7on. The sooner 
vaccines are administered to 67% of the popula7on, the sooner 
schooling will get back to normal. I want the vaccines to happen 
quickly.  

Other countries have already started vaccina7ng. Why are we so 
slow?! Merle

2021-01-16 
08:44:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

My husband has been in bed with covid for three weeks and its a 
debilita7ng and scary illness.  I wouldn't want anyone to go 
through this. It turns out Ive registered nega7ve and didn't catch 
it from him.  My new email address is not being accepted below 
so Ive put in my previous email which doesn't work.  
sheilacoutouvidis@gmail.com works. sheila

2021-01-16 
06:42:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Private medical aids should also be able to acquire he vaccine. Derek

2021-01-15 
21:48:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I do not have major concerns, other than the speed of obtaining 
adequate volumes. 
I am 73 yrs old & fairly healthy. I have enough confidence in the 
developers & scien7sts to provide the best product available at 
this stage - improvement will take place, but I am prepared to be 
a "proef-koenyn"(!) , for the benefit of the younger genera7on. 
That is the benefit of believing in a living God, who keep me in 
His hand. 
May God bless SA & all her people. Frikkie

2021-01-15 
20:28:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Paul

2021-01-15 
18:44:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other Too slow. Not enough serum early enough Dieter 

2021-01-15 
17:47:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

I don't believe what the poli7cians are saying, give me proof. Are 
they banking on the Medical Aids to fund the vaccines? There is 
no money. They should vaccinate the poli7cians first, if they die, 
no-one will miss them. They have never had a plan that was 
successful. WABOW WIllie

2021-01-15 
14:57:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Centralised procurement/sourcing. There are so many other 
en77es that could contribute to the required volumes. This also 
applies to the rollout. Support the WC premier in his endeavors.  
Focus on the procurement of vaccine rather than using  
resources for pepy reasons and ac7vi7es. Janine

2021-01-15 
11:54:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other As I am in the 80 plus group I am all for it. Claudepe

2021-01-15 
11:12:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red other

Rapists and murderers should not be given the vaccine before 
the vulnerable, health workers, the elderly and those with 
comorbidi7es. Only old prisoners or those with comorbidi7es 
should be treated.  Armed robbers rapists  and murderers not. Richard

Gauteng 58

2021-01-29 
17:27:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Covid-19 has ravaged the globe in many ways than one. I am in 
full support of the vaccina7on rollout. I, however, have a few 
concerns as follows: 
1. Will there be a corrup7on proof rollout process? A repeat 
similar to the provision of PPE's that channeled state funds into 
the hands of heartless people lining up their pockets can never 
be forgiven. 
2. Have we sa7sfactorily informed the na7on on how to iden7fy 
bogus suppliers of the vaccine? I am concerned about this as 
unscrupulous pseudo doctors might go all out offering our 
people ingenuine medica7ons purpor7ng to be approved 
vaccines MOHUDI

2021-01-26 
17:02:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other Cost to me and where we will fit into the roll out. Patricia

2021-01-25 
10:05:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I Think we need to move quickly before more muta7ons take 
place.  We should source from more than one source and allow 
private business to get involved.  LIke Clicks or Dischem where 
one can get the flu shot.  We need to get it out as soon as 
possible.  More ac7on and less talking . Renata
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2021-01-25 
09:01:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I support the Oxford vaccine made the old way. 
Vaccines that tamper with the RNA are not well proven 
and could have consequences 

Jeannepe
2021-01-25 
08:48:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

My only concern is that, although I am 67 and have some 
chronic ailments, I will not be among the first to be inoculated. Vusi Paulus

2021-01-24 
14:21:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I would love to have the Astrovenica 
vaccine as I have some allergies. Marelyn

2021-01-23 
06:34:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Please ensure that ALL the Medical staff get inocculated before 
anybody else, before any Poli7cians. Ella

2021-01-20 
13:32:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other None David

2021-01-20 
11:01:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I congratulate the government on securing vaccine.  
 I need to have an idea when I will receive my injec7on. 

Your correspondence states vaccine doses will be delivered this 
month, great.  
Greater detail is needed. 
How many doses this month? Have 20 million or 1.5 million  
been ordered, the message is conflic7ng. I assume 1.5 soon, 
whatever that means, and 20 by year end. 
Thus in future correspondence concentrate on the detail and 
send as much detail as can inform the public abut when we will 
be in line for the jab. 

Robin

2021-01-19 
17:12:21 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I am not very keen on taking vaccines myself - got ill previously 
with flu vaccines while staying healthy when not taking any 
vaccines. Rianna

2021-01-19 
17:02:18 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I support the priori7za7on of healthcare workers, the elderly 
and people with co-morbidi7es. I trust that the vaccine will be 
provided free of charge to ensure that we reach herd immunity. Pinkie

2021-01-19 
15:38:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

My concern that we are not geing enough vaccines and not 
nearly early enough. Once they hit SA my biggest concern is 
corrup7on. This is always my first thought with the government 
we have. Waste of tax payers money to line the big wigs pockets. 
Never enough for the poorest of persons. Pamela

2021-01-19 
13:35:29 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

My main concern is the delay in obtaining  vaccine . Most of 
Europe , USA , Middle East , Asia have started their 
immunisa7on programmes and in SA we have to once again 
carry the can for delays presumably as a result of insufficient 
funds available following ongoing corrup7on. My concern is how 
many more South Africans must succome to this pandemic as a 
result of corrup7on un7l a meaningful immunisa7on programme 
has been completed Leon

2021-01-19 
10:27:45 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

To facilitate easy travel across the world,  just like Yellow Fever 
vaccine . 
World economies will not come right un7l this is available to the 
traveller. annegre

2021-01-19 
09:12:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Would like to know more about the details of this role out of this 
vaccine. And why is RSA so late in the roll out of this vaccine. 
Also who will be the first to have this, and how can people who 
do not have a medical aid plan afford this vaccine, and what will 
they have to pay. Pharmacist at All major outlets should be 
allowed to administer these vaccines.As well as our own 
Doctors. Why has the rest of the world been able to start the 
process of vaca7on and yet RSA have nothing. We are nearly one 
year into this pandemic and yet we are so slow in trying to 
secure a vaccine. But millions of ppe money has been stolen 
before...  

Priscilla 

2021-01-19 
06:27:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

All South Africans  must have access to covid vaccines. OUR  
people are dying daily. The  corrup7on and them at the expense  
of our ci7zens must stop. There is more than enough money  
being paid in taxes to cover a comprehensive  vaccine roll out.  
Stop using public money to bail out SAA.  Keep  the ANC 
poli7cians away from the funds and let the health profesdionals 
like  Prof Abdool Kareem and his team handle  the vaccine roll 
out.  Mari

2021-01-18 
17:29:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Very happy that it is the vaccine that is able to be sa7sfactorily 
stored (in a refrigerator, 2 - 8 degrees C) to ensure that stability 
is maintained .  Would like to see re7rement Villages added to 
the list of those receiving it early. Vanessa

2021-01-18 
12:23:56 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

All of the concerns are my concerns.  Added to this is the 
incompetence of this ANC regime and the fact that they are 
more interested to see how they can fill their own pockets 
instead of making sure it ends up where it is suppose to go. 
I am not convinced that the vaccine is going to be very effec7ve, 
this is going to be a wait and see situa7on. 
My other concern is that I don't trust this government, they have 
proven over and over they do what they want and if confronted 
they go in this denial mode, I am not convinced at all that the 
daily Covid figures in the media is correct, one way or the other I 
don't trust this government and the figures are cooked to suit 
them and make them the "heroes' of this whole situa7on. 

No I am sorry ANC regime you can do and say what you want, I 
don't trust you. Kobus

2021-01-18 
10:43:47 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other Wasela

2021-01-18 
09:25:40 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

My concern is that it is almist a tear since introducing "tes7ng"  
none of the tes7ng goals were met.  
So my fear here is that they want to take a year before herd 
immunity is reached.... some "urgency" needs to be put into 
geing everyone vaccinated and fast. Vivien
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2021-01-18 
09:25:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

My concern is that it is almist a tear since introducing "tes7ng"  
none of the tes7ng goals were met.  
So my fear here is that they want to take a year before herd 
immunity is reached.... some "urgency" needs to be put into 
geing everyone vaccinated and fast. Vivien

2021-01-18 
05:42:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Two concerns: 

1.  The side-effects of the vaccine were proven to be serious in 
singular cases. 

2.  As long as nobody is forced to take the vaccine, I have no 
problem with its roll-out.  Let everyone decide for himself. 

Thank you. Jacomina

2021-01-17 
22:32:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I will have the vaccine when it becomes available as it will open 
many doors for me, BUT, I  am concerned that the vaccine has 
not gone through a long enough period of trials and the 
resul7ng  possible nega7ve side effects. Jan

2021-01-17 
20:49:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

No problem with the vaccine  but think the cheaper op7on need 
to be inves7gated sooner rather than later. If it is safe and is 
really effec7ve, make it an op7on for oeople to choose for 
themselves what they prefer. Surie

2021-01-17 
16:48:59 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I would like to see Medical Schemes being allowed to source 
their own supply of vaccines for their members. We pay and we 
deserve to receive the vaccine ASAP!  Wilma

2021-01-17 
12:53:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Elderly people are at high risk yet are not men7oned  as high 
priority. Madeleine

2021-01-17 
11:44:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other The sense of urgency to get the vaccine to us all soonest ! Glenn

2021-01-17 
11:18:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

My concern is the priority groups. A normal civilized country will 
vaccinate the vulnerable amer the health workers, not people 
hanging around malls and taxi ranks. Even Malema has 
volunteered to have the first vaccine. Who the hell is he in the 
grand scheme of things. Elizabeth 

2021-01-17 
10:49:12 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

will the general popula7on get the vaccine on a fair basis,or will 
it go to the SELECT few? WAYNE

2021-01-17 
10:49:12 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

will the general popula7on get the vaccine on a fair basis,or will 
it go to the SELECT few? WAYNE

2021-01-17 
09:06:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other No concerns. Nico

2021-01-17 
07:59:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

My greatest concern is the complete lack of understanding by 
many of the respondents to this document.   
There has never been anything said about it being mandatory.  
In fact there have been several headlines clearly sta7ng it is the 
individuals choice. 
Too many people have read far too many FAKE news items and 
have decided this is the truth and we are all in danger of being 
"mindwiped", "injected with microchips so we can be 
controlled", "deliberately injected with substances that will 
change our DNA" etc., etc., etc. 
Un7l the popula7on of this country and probably the majority of 
the world is beper educated about the virus and what it means 
to mankind we will not get sufficient support for any type of 
world help. 
This vaccine is not a magic wand that will destroy the virus and 
let our lives return to "normal" but it will at least reduce 
symptoms and hopefully reduce the number of deaths.  We are 
s7ll going to need to wear a mask (properly), socialy distance (it 
is called personal space) and sani7se (hygiene), most of which 
we should be doing anyway, for some 7me to come. Clare

2021-01-17 
07:23:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Corrup7on, nepo7sm and the possibility that the ANC 
government will make sure they use the vaccina7on rollout to 
their own monetary fulfilment Ingri

2021-01-16 
22:37:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other The sooner the beper Izak

2021-01-16 
21:33:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Ignorance of the public regarding the safety of the vaccine. 
A huge adver7sing campaign should be rolled out to educate the 
public and expel the myths.... Val

2021-01-16 
21:10:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other Rani

2021-01-16 
19:10:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I want to decide for myself to have the vaccine or not. 

Younger able people should have vaccine rather than older 
people who does not apribute to our country any longer. Drienie

2021-01-16 
17:46:28 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Personally I have no real concerns, other than that the vaccine 
needs to be given to everyone.  Of course we have the nay 
sayers, cri7cal and nega7ve people who omen comment without 
substance and con7nue to cause unnecessary concern to others. 
We need to ensure that the possible corrup7on around vaccines 
is restricted. 
It is far beper to have the vaccine with possible minor side 
affects for some people, if this happens at all then to not be 
vaccinated which could result in a lonely death and hardship for 
ones family and con7nue to put a strain and pressure on all of 
our health and essen7al workers. 
Let’s all work together to ensure a safe rollout through our 
country.  This has been a devasta7ng year for lots of families 
who will con7nue to feel the pain for years to come. 
We need each other and we need to be kind, though{ul and 
suppor7ve to everyone. 

Cilla
2021-01-16 
16:41:17 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Concerns is the use of any product that was not tested on 
animals. Will not take a product that will change my DNA. Martyn
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2021-01-16 
16:11:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

My concern is that the vaccine that is used must have been used 
in the UK or America. All government personnel  to have the 
vaccine to prove  that it is safe. To be administered for all to be 
seen.  
In some countries a second shot of the vaccine I'd being given. Is 
this going to happen here? 
What about Ivermec7n for the start of the virus. It is very cheap. Lynepe

2021-01-16 
14:55:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Concerns are 
Availability of  effec7ve vaccines in a short enough 7me. 
Administra7on of rollout could be a concern. 
Buy in from the popula7on in general. 

Rosalind

2021-01-16 
14:28:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Johnson  and Johnson have developed a new vaccine which only 
requires one injec7on not two. It also does not have to be 
administered at such a cold temperature  as the AstraZeneca 
vaccine.  In view of the  logis7cs in geing the vaccine to rural 
areas it would make beper sense to get the Johnson and 
Johnson vaccine.  People over the age of 60 should be 
vaccinated amer front line workers as they are the most 
vulnerable .  Scien7sts should check that the vaccine is 
successful against the muta7ons of the vaccine. Stella

2021-01-16 
12:24:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other Janna 

2021-01-16 
11:09:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

The corect vaccine at corect temperature  important Hygienic 
condi7ons not overcrowding .Would prefer through my own 
med.aid scheme at a apointed date and my private dr. which i 
can trust. willem

2021-01-16 
10:31:18 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Long term effects of vaccine unknown. Also should be 
partnership between government and private sector eg medical 
aid schemes. Plans for roll-out vague. Educators are also front-
line workers and need to be included with those receiving the 
vaccine first. Annepe

2021-01-16 
10:25:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

How will I know when it is available and where to get it. I am at 
home 100% of the 7me and would like to know in advance if I 
can get this at my doctor's rooms Elsa

2021-01-16 
09:44:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I think the idea of a vaccine is great. I have faith that it will be a 
safe one, but I am not sure how likely it is to start on 7me and 
how well it will be rolled out fast enough to enough people in 
real need of it.  Very annoyed about all the fake news and 
"scaring off" to discourage people from being vaccinated.  

Hendrik
2021-01-16 
09:37:04 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other Lyn
2021-01-16 
06:59:40 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other The  urgency of the 7me frame Judy
2021-01-15 
20:41:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other I only want the AstraZenecca vaccine Cheryl
2021-01-15 
20:23:37 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Them of  funds by government officials  
Fritz

2021-01-15 
20:04:57 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other I am fully behind the vaccina7on program. Anna
2021-01-15 
19:05:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

How much fraud will again take place as the anc government can 
do NOTHING without some nitwit ea7ng a handout Brian

2021-01-15 
18:19:38 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

I can not understand why the government do not allow  doctors 
and pharmacists to buy the vaccine so that people who want can  
be innoculated. They do not seem to worry about the health of 
the na7on Susanna

2021-01-15 
18:07:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other Susanna

2021-01-15 
13:09:57 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

As a healthcare Prac77oner, although re7red, I fully support the 
vaccina7on roll out.  
I wish to add the priority groups to amended as follows. 

We know that when exposed to corona virus, a person develops 
an7bodies that may last anything from 6months to possibly 
longer (perhaps 9 months to a year) 
Given the limited vaccine supplies, my sugges7on is that 
vaccina7on for persons that have tested posi7ve  is delayed for 9 
months un7l sufficient vaccine stocks have been procured. 

The SIU must monitor the vaccine roll out as syndicates will 
profit from its them or that counterfeit will flood the market 

Lionel 
2021-01-15 
13:07:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other I am 70 Moyrs

2021-01-15 
08:16:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red other

Make available to pharmacies  so we can get vaccinated through 
medical aid. 

Chris
Free State 2

2021-01-26 
14:34:49

Free 
State Yes I do re7red other Side effects? I don't fully trust the vaccine. Elsa

2021-01-19 
12:43:09

Free 
State Yes I do re7red other

The safekeeping and keeping of vaccines cold and stable at all 
venues. 

Philip
KwaZulu-Natal 22
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2021-01-26 
09:25:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

Misinforma7on on social media. 

Informa7on about the vaccine available in all official languages 
and simple to understand.  
Celebri7es and influen7al people who are trusted to back the 
rollout.  
I hope private partners such as pharmacies, GP services are 
u7lised as we all know what queueing is like in SA.   
Also will there be a booking system and how easy would that be 
for those who don't have smart phones or can't go online.   
I do not believe in jumping the queue but feel that when it is 
your turn if you can afford to pay then you should.  Plus for 
myself personally I would be willing to contribute towards say 5 - 
10 vaccines to help alleviate the cost to govt. Chris7ne 

2021-01-25 
15:34:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

I want a vaccine that I know about not this new one they are 
talking about. Astrazeneca yes. First though we need to found 
out more about this variant we have and see what the efficacy 
the vaccine will have against this new variant Toni 

2021-01-19 
11:13:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

What is it going to cost us firstly and secondly how effec7ve is 
this going to be.  how will it effect people with heart problems , 
diabetes etc, has all this been taken into acccount or are people 
going to be used as lab rats to see if it will work on the elderly, 
the infirm and any othger illness that people may have. 

so i think i will definately not be a lab rat  as we dont know how 
this is going to affect us diabetes etc. 

the front line people should get it first to cover themselves  
against the virus.   is this going to be voluntrary or are we going 
to be made to have it. Rosemary

2021-01-19 
02:47:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

1. Unnecessary delays whilst thousands are losing their lives 
daily 
2. Preven7on of corrupt prac7ces in  the roll out given our 
history  
3. Need to urgently increase our quan7ty to halt further 
casual7es and loss of lives 
4 Failure to offer alterna7ves as an interim eg Ivermec7n given 
it’s on going track record  vs all the other red tape around it’s 
approval Shobana 

2021-01-18 
15:11:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

The vaccine requires 2 doses.  It will be a logis7cal nightmare to 
get the ones vaccinated to come back for the second otherwise 
the protec7on is going to be very liple.   If the second dose is not 
taken, we will be was7ng 7me and money as the protec7on 
leaves much to be desired. Farouk

2021-01-18 
08:42:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

It must not just be Government that supplies the vaccine , to 
much loss of monies this way , it must be open to legi7mate 
Medical ins7tu7ons to buy &  roll out as well , Alternate 
medicines  if tested to be allowed   ,  South Africa must produce 
a vaccine under licence   , we have the capability to manufacture   
,  we must speed up the vaccine opera7on  to take less than 9 
month ( E Cape ) so that the Herd immunity becomes effec7ve , 
otherwise this 7me next year  South Africa will s7ll be in 
lockdown ( that is another subject needing urgent answers ), we 
should also be looking to source / manufacture  vaccines for roll 
out 2022 / 2023 because Covid is not going away  if ever , Steve

2021-01-17 
15:03:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other Anthony 

2021-01-17 
12:55:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other Making it compulsory. I do not wish to be vaccinated. lynn

2021-01-17 
02:45:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

This should be given to all front line workers, the vulnerable and 
then start from oldest and work your way down Maryanne 

2021-01-16 
22:26:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

I believe that the rollout should be made by the government in 
tandem withe private companies such as hospitals and 
pharmaceu7cal companies not forgeing  medical prac7ces.The 
country needs to unite on proceeding with the absolute value of 
geing the key workers vaccinated as soon as possible.    I 
As a person approaching 90 years l would like to see the 
ques7on of when the aged May receive the vaccine as  they are 
extremely vulnerable.  
May we have a united and well considered plan with the 
government and private sector working in the best interest of 
all.  
Thank you. Anne 

2021-01-16 
19:30:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

People must get vaccinated. I am 60, have bipolar and pre 
exis7ng condi7ons.  Take the vaccine. In 6 months or 1 year we 
will have several vaccines i  SA. So vaccinate now and again with 
j and j or another one.  
Please don't be nega7ve ???? Toni 

2021-01-16 
15:38:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

MY CONCERN IS THAT OUR HEALTH ORTHORITIES, WITH 
LOOKING AT THEIR TRACK RECORD, ARE NOT CAPABLE OF 
RUNNING SUCH A MAMMATH TASK AND THERE WILL BE A LOT 
OF WASTEAGE OF THE VACCINE AND THE USUAL CORRUPTION. 
IT MIGHT BE BETTER IF THE MEDICAL AIDS HANDELED THE 
DITRUBUTION  AND PRIVATE AND HOSPITAL DOCTORS DID THE 
VACCINATIONS.. GORDON
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2021-01-16 
14:15:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

Frankly I am appalled at the lack of urgency given by the 
government. They blow money as if it were going out of fashion 
with any lack of forethought on people without jobs, tobacco 
restric7ons, absurd restric7ons on the sale of liquor at 
restaurants, people running ministries who are not competent to 
run a corner store. However where we need  priority to save 
lives we are opera7ng so slowly it beggars believe. The vaccine  
should have been on order months ago. Distribu7on should have 
been in place before now. 
Please get some competent people into sor7ng out distribu7on-
use the private sector, private hospitals. Use SABS for 
distribu7on. 
Stop long winded TV announcements. People are dying while 
you fart arround!!!! James

2021-01-16 
10:44:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

20 million doses "secured"- no idea when - but to vaccinate 40 
million people twice.  The  sums simply do not make it!!  Katrina

2021-01-16 
09:41:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

people with comorbidi7es ought to be inoculated with a 
qualified health professional in apendance Nandlal

2021-01-16 
06:03:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other Jabulani Alex

2021-01-15 
12:38:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other Lyn

2021-01-15 
12:26:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

Has the government got a signed and sealed agreement with the 
distributor in India?  Why India and not another country?  The 
government was in talks with Johnson and Johnson last year.  
Why was this not followed up in 7me?  I believe that they let this 
agreement slip through their fingers.  The ANC is leing SA 
down.  No actual date has been given for the start of the Astra 
Zenica vaccine.  Why not?  Are the ANC s7ll playing games with 
SA?  The ANC has paid out billions in the apempt to refloat SAA.  
Where will they get the  money to pay for the vaccine? 

Joan
2021-01-15 
12:22:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

The rollout is far too late to save thousands of lives-should be 
happening now! Geoffrey

2021-01-15 
11:59:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other

I am concerned in the where and how this is to be done.  If I am 
told to report to a par7cular roll out centre which has long 
queues such as seen at post office or home affairs I would rather 
risk not having the vacine.  My medical aid advises me yearly 
when I can get my flu injec7on and I take this authorisa7on to a 
pharmacy nearby where I feel comfortable and have it done.  I 
would  like the same convenience and freedom of choice in 
having the vacine done.  I would also like to know that there will 
be 2 vacina7ons done and not only one AND that both will be 
the same vacine and not a mix of two different types. Des

2021-01-15 
10:04:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other TAKOORAJH

2021-01-15 
08:08:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red other Choice of which vaccine you will get Clifford 

Mpumalanga 4

2021-01-25 
14:32:56

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red other

Why doesn't the private health sector get the vaccine why is it 
mandated to be a government ini7a7ve. They want to be seen 
as the saviours of the country when in fact they broke this 
country down to where it is today.  Lies and deceipt is there 
mandate. Brian 

2021-01-17 
11:14:39

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red other

Again, I trust Ramaposa, but I do NOT trust our government. 
They are open to corrup7on and manipula7on! This is a proven 
for all to see.  The rollout should be for: 
. the elderly 
. children 
. key func7on employees 
. women (more than half of our popula7on don't have fathers!) 
the mothers need protec7on! 
. middle aged 
. the young genera7on. Men not contribu7ng to their children's 
upkeep should be lem to the very last! 
. there should be absolutely NO DISCRIMINATION, on race. Take 
responsibility out of ANC hands into more responsible  hands. 
Avoid corrup7on!!!!! 
I am an elderly person (80 years) and I personally object to the 
fact that the whole popula7on has to be punished by 'lockdown' 
across the board, for the sins of the few irresponsible young 
people who flout the rules. Be more specific in the rules - 
discriminate against irresponsibility.  I wish the more responsible 
well in their efforts!!!!!   Brian 

Norman
2021-01-16 
00:12:04

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red other Avoiding lockdowns at all cost MARK

2021-01-15 
19:54:20

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red other

Difficult to comment because the informa7on from my medical 
aid communicate of three stages for vaccines.  
Frontline workers ect. 
Persons above 60 and persons with a cronic condi7on. 
Rest of persons above 18 years of age. 
They also will keep me updated with all new informa7on and the 
vaccine will be a PMB. Koos

Limpopo 1
2021-01-17 
08:03:18 Limpopo Yes I do re7red other

Corrup7on around purchase and distribu7on.  I suggest that 
everything be done openly with press and TV monitor.

Ntshengedze
ni

employed individual 181
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 37

2021-02-21 
19:49:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

That the vaccine will not reach the people who need it most - 
the elderly, those with mul7ple chronic condi7ons and those 
who are immune compromised. Desiree

2021-02-01 
20:22:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other I have no concerns. Molatelo
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2021-01-25 
17:32:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My concerns are as follows: 
Fraud and corrup7on has increased in our country. 
The government has run out of funding for Covid 19 relief 
grants, the vaccine etc.. Which ul7mately means our taxes are 
going to increase. We the ci7zens of South Africa are already 
struggling financially and there have been significant job losses. 
What independent body will  be established  to monitor the 
rollout of the vaccine... Juliet 

2021-01-22 
09:50:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

According to research, the vaccine needs to be administered in 2 
doses 28 days apart.  I have not seen this informa7on provided 
anywhere on the pla{orms announcing the roll-out. 
My ques7ons are: 
Will 2 doses be administered as has been proven to be the 
correct way? 
Are we being misled and given a false sense of security?   
Or does our health minister not know how to use google? 

Rhonepe
2021-01-22 
07:03:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other My concern is if I'll be able to get the vaccine and when. Kenley 

2021-01-20 
17:46:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

given what happened to PPE, what’s going to stop the vaccines 
going to the criminals? dave 

2021-01-20 
08:16:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Bring it on asap please. I'll even pay for myself and 3 other 
people's doses directly out of pocket. Though not mandatory, I 
do believe their should be consequences for those that choose 
not to get vaccinated, such as school op7ons, travel, etc. Your 
individual freedom stops where it infringes on the health of 
others. Petri

2021-01-19 
15:37:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am all for the vaccina7on of the na7on. I am somewhat 
concerned with the very lomy and ambi7ous goal that has been 
set. A lot has to happen correctly, on 7me, and be accepted by 
the general public in order to reach it. I have liple faith in the 
government's ability to organise and manage such an endeavour, 
as well as worry about those that will refuse a vaccine based on 
circula7ng conspiracies of their efficacies and side effects. I feel 
it should be made mandatory that every able bodied individual 
who can get the vaccine, has to get it, regardless of one's 
presumed right to choose: in order to protect and safeguard 
those who can't, and the rest of the community at large Stefano

2021-01-19 
13:22:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The elderly should not be vaccinated ahead of parents who are 
necessary to be alive to raise their children. Most elderly people 
agree to this, no one wants to be in their 80s, raising a 5 year 
old, because the parents died instead of the grandparents. 
Amer healthcare and essen7al workers, primary caregivers of 
children aged 0-16 should be next. 
Mandatory vaccina7on is morally wrong, however, having proof 
of vaccina7on before being permiped to integrate in society is 
100% brilliant. IE you don't have to get your driver's licence, but 
if you choose not to, you may not drive in public. Simple to do 
the same with vaccines. No vax, no public school access, no 
airport access, and private businesses can choose to bar entry as 
well. Karen

2021-01-19 
10:41:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

None. The quicker we can get this the beper for everyone. 
Worldwide. Llovonne

2021-01-18 
18:02:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am very pleased that we as health care workers will get the 
vaccine. I am however aware that we have significant corrup7on 
in our government and im an7cipa7ng release much later if at 
all. I am concerned that it will not happen due to corrup7on. Giselle

2021-01-18 
12:13:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Only concern is uninformed campaign against vaccina7ons. 
Vaccina7ons have been one of the major advances in 
medicine.Also studies of 30 and 40 thousand have demonsrated 
efficacy for covid.  
When people are dying daily, the an7 vaccine campaign is highly 
problema7c and you could opine that it   borders on the 
criminal. 
Ivermec7n is  promising but dosages and exact indica7ons need 
delinea7on by further study. Yakoob

2021-01-18 
10:33:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other Anita

2021-01-18 
09:07:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other I don’t have concern !!! Not vaccina7ng is killing people !!!! Cecile

2021-01-18 
07:54:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

We are to slow to roll out this vaccine it should be priori7zed this 
will be the only way we can get our economy going , far too 
many unemployed people. Norma

2021-01-18 
07:08:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Concerned that the majority of South Africans believe this 
vaccine has ill inten7ons, especially among the poorer or 
religious communi7es. They believe god will protect them and 
believe this vaccine will kill them. More educa7on about the 
vaccine needs to be rolled out. Isabella

2021-01-18 
04:14:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Why  is this an issue. My rela7ves and aquan7ces are dying daily 
and now it's becoming a poli7cal ploy. I.have always given input 
when requested but  I'm simply taken back and disgusted. The 
covid response is weak and lathargic, it's not rocket science who 
needs to be taken care of first , this is not a chicken or an egg 
scenario. If we can't take care of our frontline staff first then God 
be with us all. Paul

2021-01-18 
02:00:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other I have no concerns. I’m in favour of the vaccine. Lee-Anne

2021-01-17 
17:07:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other Side effects

Amanda 
(Anna)
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2021-01-17 
16:45:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I believe prisoners would get the vaccine before the majority of 
the people. I am a firm believer that as a convicted criminal, you 
should be last on the list for any benefits regardless of the 
situa7on. 
Crime is a choice they made and therefore do not deserve any 
preferen7al treatment. Some will say the close confinement of 
prisoners makes it a super spreader environment but people 
living in informal seplements is also one so then rather give 
them preference. Wayne 

2021-01-17 
13:26:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Ndingathanda ukubona kufumaneka indlela yokulwa 
lobhubhane, uloyiko lwam yi corrup7on apho abantu vazifunana 
anathema okuzufunabwla ubdlwla you wenza imali njengoku 
sibonile okwenzekileyo kwiPPEs Nozuko

2021-01-17 
08:06:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

School teachers-ALL  and health workers should not be expected 
to pay for the vac. as they are working for the good of the Na7on 
and many teachers have already lost some form of income due 
to Covid. Catherine

2021-01-17 
00:57:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The risks of a vaccine are far less than the risks of geing the 
virus.  
A vaccine is the only way out of this mess, back to a degree of 
normality.  
While I do believe it should be a choice, I think it is a very selfish 
person who would choose not to vaccinate. Lynn

2021-01-16 
20:22:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My only concern is mismanagement by the ANC, I would be very 
surprised if those vaccines ever made it to the people who need 
it. Adam

2021-01-16 
15:00:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other Middlemen charging extraordinary amounts to the government. Dominic

2021-01-16 
14:40:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other Mandy

2021-01-16 
14:18:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other NO CONCERN. THE BEST SOLUTION AT THIS POINT IN TIME. Altus

2021-01-16 
04:43:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am concerned about the quality of the vaccine.  I am concerned 
whether the process of the rollout had been transparently and 
democra7cally followed; gram is a great concern in South Africa. Rholda

2021-01-15 
16:13:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

That an7 vaxxers are selfishly trying to stop people being 
protected. E J

2021-01-15 
16:00:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Will addi7onal funding improve the vaccine rollout 7meline?  
Could we get more doses sooner?  More full-7me vaccinators 
working to innoculate people?  I'm not sure what the bopleneck 
is, but assuming that addi7onal funding will improve mapers, 
please consider the following posi7on. 

How many billions of Rands are we spending on bailing out SAA 
this year?  I believe it's around R10bn.  How much are we 
spending on buying Coronavirus vaccine doses?  I believe it's in 
the region of R20bn. 

The two problems (SAA failing financially vs. impacts of Covid19) 
seem to me to be of vastly different scales;  If our flag carrier 
fails, it would be embarrasing.  People would lose their jobs.  
Pilots and other technical people would find jobs in other 
countries and it would take 7me to recover those skills.  
However... these impacts are all limited to the avia7on sector. 

The impacts of leing Covid19 drag out for much longer are 
vastly broader, affec7ng the whole country and all economic 
sectors.  If that wasn't enough of an argument, thousands of 
people are dying! 

Please rather cancel the SAA bailout in order to increase the 
vaccina7on rollout budget by 50%, if that will indeed help the 
vaccina7on program  move along faster. Johan

2021-01-15 
15:57:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I cannot understand why prisoners /criminals get vaccinated 
before honest tax paying ci7zens! Sanet

2021-01-15 
14:27:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other Barend

2021-01-15 
13:13:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Sugges7ons:  
Make use of polling sta7ons as vaccina7on sta7ons, as is done 
during voter registra7on campaigns. 
Allow private doctors, clinics and hospitals to procure vaccines 
independently, if they choose to, as this will ease the burden on 
the state. 
Issue vaccina7on cer7ficates, to give vaccinated people access to 
public areas and travel that would otherwise be prohibited. Colin

2021-01-15 
13:09:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

That is is not quick enough and more people die, and the 
economy suffers further due to employee absenteeism. Lisa

2021-01-15 
12:01:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

the vaccine must be made available to all as soon as possible.  
Medical Aids must be authorised to purchase the vaccine as well Dawida

2021-01-15 
10:37:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am pro the vaccine program. I believe we need to rely on 
science and not religious and conspiracy theory nupers.  

Herd immunity is essen7al to managing he devasta7ng 
consequences of this outbreak and moving our economy 
forward. We cannot afford any more lockdowns! It is crippling 
businesses across the board but especially SMMEs - which are 
the life blood of this country.  

My concern is that the cost of vaccina7ng people will fall on the 
tax payer when the govt has mismanaged the COVID19 relief 
funds. Debra
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2021-01-15 
08:54:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

A vaccine is a useful aid. However, people must also understand 
that herd immunity occurs as a natural process .  The impression 
is being given that a vaccine is the only way to achieve herd 
immunity. This is an extremely dangerous belief. It puts huge 
power into the hands of governments. Natural herd immunity 
would almost certainly have been achieved by now had it not 
been for the lockdowns, which represent  stupidity on a massive 
scale.  Diana

Gauteng 99

2021-02-18 
00:16:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

There have been people geing covid from the vaccines in other 
countries and deaths or Bill Gates saying hecwants to cull the 
popula7on Robyn 

2021-01-28 
20:30:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

How are they going to administer this vaccine? Hopefully the 
taxpayers in this country will get first op7on! Hilda

2021-01-27 
22:47:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am concerned about us not receiving enough vaccines 
7meously.  
I am also concerned about the corrup7on that will no doubt go 
in-hand with the roll-out. I, like the majority of SA ci7zens, do 
not believe anything can be carried out by the government, 
without them having a finger in the pie. The poor will suffer 
more, yet again. So many more lives will be lost.  
...and they will con7nue to do so, because they can! Natalie

2021-01-26 
18:18:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I really do not have qualms about the vaccine. The sooner it gets 
here the beper so that a lot of lives can be saved. I am 100% for 
it. David

2021-01-26 
15:31:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

1 My concerns is  what is my government posi7on in dealing 
with these misleading voice clips and those videos out there. 
Because those things have a huge impact on our country.  
2 I am convinced by his approach in puing health workers 
first ,poli7cians, police teachers   every essen7als worker  so 
what is his plan when it comes to us ordinary ci7zens.  What 
about those foreigners that we are stuck with here.  
3 I believe in our president, he has immarge vigorously strong 
even through the first scandal of young ladies even during the 
bosasa thing he was unfazed I hope even this Eskom  saga he will 
put it aside and deliver to the people of this country.  I love you 
president. BoBongani 

2021-01-26 
14:58:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

No concerns, 
We need the vaccine, and I support the vaccine Id register. Andrew

2021-01-26 
14:47:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Please use ra7onal processes to roll out e.g. schools as well as 
clinics, and please DO NOT require appointments. It won't work. 
Just deliver to schools or wherever and get people to receive it 
and get a stamp on their ID document/s. That's all. The more 
complicated you make it the longer it will take. This

2021-01-26 
12:34:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Please we just need to get this going.  Too many lives being lost.  
We as a family are for the vaccine but please make it cost 
effec7ve to all - we all need to get it in a phased approach. 

Terri
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2021-01-25 
12:05:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

COVID-19 Brief Synopsis: (Will the Vaccine save lives? What 
saves lives?) 
Finance/Funding and management of the Covid -19 seems to be 
a challenge for South Africa. 
Government should con7nue with trying to procure the Vaccine. 
The efficacy of Vaccines is not proven as yet. 
The IVERMECTIN is proven to save lives, so why is Government 
was7ng 7me with tests/trials. They (Government) can remove 
the “banning”. Pass immediate legisla7on: a) to assure 
protec7on for those who have already survived using 
IVERMECTIN; and b) to assure protec7on for those who have 
supplied the IVERMECTIN; and c) to request them to come 
forward(if they so wish based on their democra7c rights) on an 
“open-free-protected-democra7c-pla{orm” to share their 
success stories for South Africa/Africa to see.  This will be true 
democracy where people are exercising their rights to save lives, 
based on legal means that are available.  
This will give every South African “Hope” because at the 
moment there is “NO-HOPE”.  This is a ‘life and death” situa7on. 
This will relieve the pressure on Government Resources and the 
Economy. This will elevate the confidence of the PEOPLE of 
South Africa in the Government. 
Based on general informa7on available my understanding is that 
the vaccine will give an individual immunity. Whether it will save 
life and prevent the spread of COVID-19, I don’t have the 
evidence and knowledge. 
According to informa7on freely available regarding IVERMECTIN, 
there seems to be enough evidence that IVERMECTIN helps 
recovery from Covid-19 and saves lives.  
SO, Government should embark on a THREE pronged strategy 
being a) Con7nue to get the Vaccine; b) allow the prescrip7on of 
IVERMECTIN; c) Accelerate the produc7on of the local Oxygen 
Device as presented on Carte Blanche. 
I believe this is a simple strategy to Manage and Save Lives. 
ACTION:  
Priority 1: Based on Human Rights / Democracy, the Government 
should uplim the ban on IVERMECTIN and exonerate every en7ty 
from past, current and future episodes regarding IVERMECTIN, 
with immediate effect…. Because Lives are being Lost by the 
minute…. Make IVERMECTIN available at the same price that the 
medical fraternity was originally selling.  Make it easily available 
based on absolute requirement by the pa7ent/doctor through 
Prescrip7on (Doctors should prescribe free and Government 
should pay the doctors). 
Priority 1: Accelerate the produc7on of the local Oxygen Device 
as presented on Carte Blanche on the 24 January 2021.  Make it 
possible for every household to have a minimum of 2 devices at 
hand. Subside by Government. 

Stash

2021-01-25 
10:58:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

A roll out that will reach people that are intended in the first 
phase of the process .  
the number of adverse events that we may get following 
vaccina7on of the targeted group ? 
if the healthcare workers get ill from the vaccine and what 
happens to the healthcare service that they are providing if the 
majority is sick as well ? 
I am for the idea of a protected community and my approach if I 
were to make a decision would be to use the Primary Health 
Engineering groups, a concept that was introduced to the health 
system years ago , if this groups are capacitated and the 
approach be of a block in a par7cular area ,at the end of the 
week it can be confirmed that households in that par7cular area 
have received the vaccine and those that are at work could come 
to the clinic and have a fast que , in a way not missing work and 
adding to the economy of the country . 
the school health structures are established and the children in a 
specific school within a region could be apended on the days 
that they are coming for classes. be it in group A or B. 
I would like to see a na7onal data base that will cater for 
con7nuity of care if people have to move to other Provinces or 
district . in this way if the individual have lost their cards ,it could 
s7ll be verified that they have received the vaccina7on  Maneo 

2021-01-25 
10:58:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Our am gravely concerned that it is the end of January 2021,  
and we are s7ll deba7ng the vaccine,  and do not have any in 
country yet. That in itself is a travesty, and highlights how 
COVID-19 will become a socio-economic weapon in future, 
further eroding Africa's people into poverty. 

In addi7on, it is very clear from past government roll-out 
programs (CV19 PPE, as example) that  Government cannot be 
trusted to ensure that all funds go directly to the vaccine: 
purchase, storage, distribu7on and administra7on. This should 
be done by transparent, and objec7ve processes, with the same 
level of oversight the IEC carries over an elec7on - if not, the 
funds will be looted,  and vaccines will find their way onto the 
black market in out country. Cathleen

2021-01-25 
08:25:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am just concerned about the side effects it can have on 
pregnant mothers or women who will be pregnant soon Marlé
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2021-01-24 
18:14:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

1. Concern with government competence on such a huge 
project(based on history). Government hasn't done anything to 
assure the na7on that corrup7on will not mess the programme 
( PPE corrup7on is s7ll fresh on our minds and the cultures are 
s7ll roaming the streets) 
2. Poor communica7on from government concerning the vaccine 
(concerning safety, efficacy and effec7veness), procurement and 
roll out (government could do beper in communica7on during 
such 7mes) 
3. Mi7ga7ng plans for administering to the elderly based on the 
unfortunate events in Austria and general adverse events that 
may arise. 
4. Not much has been done to allay fears from some quarters 
due to misinforma7on, adverse events and failure by 
government to convince those against the vaccine as to why 
people should be vaccinated. 
5. Overall, I look forward to a near smooth roll out that we may 
achieve herd immunity, however, a lot of work has to be done to 
undo the harm poten7ally caused by the sec7on of the 
popula7on that does not believe in vaccines. Lawrence

2021-01-23 
18:18:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My concern is the vulnerable persons in informal seplements 
might be to week/ immune system compromised to receive the 
vaccine.  In Sweden 23 persons aged 80 and up died of 
complica7ons due to hart mussles not strong enough to take 
impact of vaccine. Cost burden on general ci7zens also a 
concern. As a essen7al worker SAPS I will take the vaccine. Theo

2021-01-23 
08:02:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Corrup7on by officials and individtals throughout this process of 
vaccina7on Thandi

2021-01-22 
21:55:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Dee

2021-01-22 
20:39:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other We want vaccine urgently Morongwa

2021-01-22 
15:46:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Mfulathelwa

2021-01-22 
15:42:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The sooner the beper. 
COVID 19 has impacted the lives of so many already. I am a 
Cambridge scholar who has been closely following research on 
the vaccine and believe it is the best op7on  to  stop the fast 
spread of the virus in South Africa. Alison

2021-01-22 
15:42:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The sooner the beper. 
COVID 19 has impacted the lives of so many already. I am a 
Cambridge scholar who has been closely following research on 
the vaccine and believe it is the best op7on  to  stop the fast 
spread of the virus in South Africa. Alison

2021-01-22 
11:56:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Give Dischem and Clicks the right to buy and sell the vaccine, 
they have the recources and infrastructure to do it quickly Dian

2021-01-22 
08:35:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am fully in support of this vaccine, the sooner the beper. Then 
we can all stop suffering in our different ways and get on with 
our live Linda

2021-01-22 
06:56:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The cost is a concern. And avaibility by the 7me myself or my 
family's turn coms around. 
Will there be more available when this batch is finished? 
If there is an alterna7ve available why can't the other 33% have 
the alterna7ve op7on.  While they wait for vaccine. 
I'm woried about side effects. 
And i don't understand the covid passport.  If there is no vaccine 
available you are basically keeping me hostage what happend to 
my right of freedom? Thats why you should consider the 
alterna7ve aswell. 
Even though i have concerns about my health amer having the 
vaccine i an willing to have it if it available to me if not gibe me 
an alterna7ve op7on.  
As traveling is something i need as my family is in another  
country and they say i can't travel if i dont get vaca7on. Bit what 
if they don't have any by my turn. That's not fair! And what if my 
child or husbind has it and i don't now I'm is stay at home jail 
because i dont have covid id. And it's not my fault! Mareke 

2021-01-21 
12:52:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Sophia

2021-01-21 
11:29:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Cost as well as the way the people are chosen, as to why the 
prisoners are above law abiding ci7zens. Only in a country ruled 
by the an7christ can this happen. Howard 

2021-01-20 
19:51:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Paula

2021-01-19 
19:01:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The sooner the vaccine is rolled out the beper, 
Infec7on Rate has risen ten fold  which requires the vaccine to 
be rolled out urgently!! Amos

2021-01-19 
16:41:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Reuben
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2021-01-19 
13:29:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My concern is two fold 
 - Cost to the taxpayer 
- Effec7veness of the vaccine 

Government has already wasted billions of Rand during this 
pandemic which we now need an enquiry to ascertain as to 
what happened with all the money and then government wants 
to tax the few taxpayers there are even more.  This government 
needs to stop corrup7on that goes up all the way to the highest 
level of government and they need to stop was7ng our hard 
earned taxes. This is WRONG.  Use the funds there are and re 
direct funds from bailouts like SAA to fund this.  Why does 
government not take 25% paycuts like most people in the 
economy needed to do.   

I am worried that there was not enough 7me to effec7vely test 
the vaccines to ensure that they are effec7ve and that they will 
provide sufficient protec7on against COVID-19 

Willem

2021-01-19 
11:31:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am strongly against prisoners being put ahead of honest 
ci7zens of this country.  Many of these criminals have taken lives 
why should theirs be saved?  I feel that the prisoners should be 
last in line to receive the vaccine. Front like workers such as 
health care workers and those dealing directly with covid 
posi7ve people should be first in line and then teachers, police, 
essen7al workers and so on. I don't see why we should even 
consider saving the life of 1 criminal against that of any other 
ci7zen of this country. I also feel that our ci7zens should have 
top priority over any foreigners that are here either illegally or as 
refugees. Diane

2021-01-19 
10:05:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The vaccine should rolled out fairly with no cost to any 
individuals.The government should able to cover this.why do you 
want to tax individual s who are financially strained with no 
increase on their income.I ask myself what kind of minster is Tito 
Mboweni he promised people that SA will be ready for vaccine 
now he wants  to tax the people.The corrupt Anc shouldn't be 
allowed to control the vaccine give this to Pharmacies at 
reasonable prices.Eg clicks,dischem and clinics and hospitals 
including accredited doctors with one s7pulated price.no need 
to tax individual who are already cash strapped.The problem 
with Anc corrupt government is that want to take take from 
people and not give back back.You can't tax your ci7zens to 
prosperity. Vaccina7on has always been free at clinics.Why 
should people pay.This country is going no where with this 
capitalist corrupt government. Nighty

2021-01-19 
09:01:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am concerned with all the lies circula7ng and scary people 
about the vaccine’s untruths. Vaccines have been in our lives 
since we were babies and we trusted the scien7sts and doctors. 
Now all of a sudden we say they’re out there to kill us or control 
us or put chips in our bodies. Ask yourself, what do they have to 
gain to do that? This vaccine is there to save lives. I will 
volunteer to be first in line to have it if that was possible.  You 
won’t only be saving your life but those of your loved ones. 
Come on South Africa, you are beper than this. Do the right 
thing and let’s show this virus who’s boss! Vuyiswa

2021-01-19 
07:00:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Corrup7on, stealing, self gain by people in power, misuse of 
power, bad regula7on Walter

2021-01-19 
06:35:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other I have no concerns. Roll it out to everyone ASAP Riana

2021-01-18 
22:56:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other The sooner the vaccine is rolled out the beper. Mzwandile

2021-01-18 
19:51:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

More studies need to be done on the the effec7veness as well as  
for how long an7bodies last. Vaccina7ons are the only real 
solu7on. Natasha

2021-01-18 
16:18:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Prisoners should be last on the list. Elderly people should get 
vaccinated as soon as possible. Annelie

2021-01-18 
14:33:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Possible Side effects need to be explained beforehand.  
Would like to be able to go to a local clinic to get my vaccine, and 
not in a public place. Erich

2021-01-18 
14:14:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The Govt should not be spending R10b for SAA. That money 
must go for vaccines which must be obtained urgently! In order 
to get our economy back we need people vaccinated so we are 
not scared to go out.  

Also the elderly must be vaccinated with Healthcare workers. I  
am and will do all to protect my elderly parents who are s7ll 
good members of the community. Jeanne-Marie

2021-01-18 
14:08:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I see that in other countries where the vaccine is being rolled 
out, people make appointments for vaccina7on slots. When 
some people do not show up there are not enough 
replacements, so many vials of vaccines are discarded because 
they have been thawed, and cannot be stored for longer than 
the specified 7me. 

What arrangements are being put into place so that we do not 
discard batches of vaccines, because bad planning means that 
not enough vaccine recipients are scheduled to receive the 
vaccine in the 7me period where the vaccine is safe?  

For example, if 100 healthcare workers are scheduled to receive 
the vaccine on a specific day, and 100 vaccines are thawed, and 
only 92 people show up for their appointments, what plans are 
there to ensure that the remaining 8 vaccines are administered 
to other people, and not thrown away? Jackie
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2021-01-18 
10:16:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The number of persons to be vaccinated by each health care 
professional per day (50) is unrealis7c considering that the 
health care sector has always had a dire shortage of staff mainly 
nurses which I believe would be the driving force to this 
campaign.  As much as we desire a broad coverage  in a maper 
of urgency our health care workers will not manage.  Not anyone 
can give a vaccine, we need well trained competent cadres. Mosehle

2021-01-18 
09:18:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Since the vaccine is a 2 step process, how is the government 
going to make 100% sure that everybody gets both of the 
vaccines, and from the same company. Carin

2021-01-18 
08:59:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Religious concern regarding the use of vaccines derived from the 
use of aborted fetuses. I am however, aware of alterna7ves that 
will be acceptable. Jacques

2021-01-18 
08:49:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Once we have achieved heard immunity, vaccines should be 
available to help individuals who would also like to take the 
vaccine for extra precau7on. Marlize

2021-01-18 
08:34:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The vaccine needs to be rolled out sooner rather than later and 
should be compulsory for everyone to take. All ci7zens 
regardless of age and status should have the vaccine. Once the 
vaccina7on programme has been rolled out we will be in a 
beper posi7on to work on economic recovery. Diane

2021-01-18 
08:20:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My only concern is how far we are lagging behind other 
countries in ini7a7ng vaccine rollout. This will have economic 
consequences for us, as other countries begin to impose travel 
restric7ons on non-vaccinated individuals. Maphew

2021-01-18 
08:09:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Government needs to give people choice to choose where to get 
vaccinated and stop being the sole purchaser of vaccine Daniel

2021-01-18 
07:54:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

What is the efficacy of the planned vaccine rollout on the 
different strains of COVID. How will the side effects affect those 
who consent? Gugu

2021-01-18 
07:52:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I agree that the rollout should be as wide as possible. 
 My first concern is however for our ci7zens currently in other 
countries and vice a versa. 1) The alloca7on of vaccine numbers 
should be based on the actual bodies in a country. 2) a bilateral 
agreement must be signed with most of African countries that 
we vaccinate on behalf of the other countries but this is 
accounted for and there should be eventually some sort of 
seplement either as a grant from the more affluent countries or 
as a gim from an unknown donor.  I also think it is not a good 
idea to make a central place for vaccines as this could create a 
super spreader as people could go an swamp these sta7ons. I 
would rather suggest mobile clinics travelling on a rollout 
planned date to certain areas and allowing people at mul7ple 
dates to go from that area to the clinic. This would prevent 
people from travelling across boundaries and ensure possible 
already infected do not cross or travel boundaries . Marius

2021-01-18 
07:44:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Not enough is done to communicate and seek buy in from 
communi7es. This gap is allowing fake news to fester in 
communi7es which may make the planned rollout difficult.  

A regular mass open and honest communica7on is required on 
the technical specifica7ons of the vaccine, procurement status 
and  need for vaccina7on. Let's avert resistance when rollout 
ul7mately takes place. Charles

2021-01-18 
07:41:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Prisoners will get the vaccine before young working adults, 
adults that contribute to the economy. 

I don’t value one life more then the other but it is beper for the 
economy for healthy workers then healthy prisoners Heidi

2021-01-18 
07:40:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I do not understand this madness with bea7ng vaccines down. 
We pride ourselves with the level of technology that the human 
race has achieved. Now that we put this very same acquired 
technology to use, it is not good enough? Wake up and smell the 
roses. We are not stuck in the middle ages. mRNA never enters 
the cell nucleus to make so called changes to our gene7c setup! 
It operates in the cytoplasm as a messenger from the DNA with 
the recipe to build proteins. Now that we have got the 
technology to decode the sequence of these invaders (Covid-19 
virus in this case), we can effec7vely engineer a defense 
system...the vaccine in a very reduced amount of 7me. Rather 
embrace the historic human achievements  now used to out 
own advantage for survival!!! TJ

2021-01-18 
07:16:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

We have scien7sts in SA why are we not u7lizing their skills to 
develop our own vaccine instead of paying other countries? Is 
the vaccine has the same ingredients as theirs or are they selling 
us something different to change our DNA? We see influen7al 
people like Joe Biden taking the vaccine on live TV. How sure are 
you that they will bring the same in South Africa? We have 
capable Scien7sts let’s invest in them  Lesego

2021-01-18 
07:02:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Vacines are our best hope in the fight against Covid19. But, if 
less than 50% of the popula7on takes the vaccine, we won't be 
able to apain herd immunity. Therefore, I believe that 
vaccina7on should become mandatory. NOvaccina7on record = 
NO school apendance, NO local or interna7onal flights, NO 
apentance of large public events, etc, etc.  
Government and the Department of Health should shut their 
ears to science denialists and an7-vaxxers. Now is not the 7me 
for pseudoscience to derail our best chance of life returning to 
normal.  

Mariepe
2021-01-18 
06:48:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

When will i be able to get the vaccine. Healthcare has to be the 
first to get the vaccine. Anthoni

2021-01-18 
06:42:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

We need vaccines and we need treatments for COVID. Dying 
pa7ents are happy to take experimental drugs to save their 
lives.... Farzana
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2021-01-18 
06:21:53 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My only concerns are, firstly that it might take too long for the 
general popula7on to have access to the vaccine. Secondly, I do 
not support the idea that prisoners should get the vaccine 
before the law abiding ci7zens have access to it. Han7e

2021-01-18 
05:35:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Will it really work will it stop covid 19 100 percent if not not 
interested  or any  other variant  will  require a new dose.   

Michael
2021-01-18 
01:38:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other All points men7oned above.  Eliana 

2021-01-17 
23:43:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Health care or frontline workers should be vaccinated at their 
workplaces for proper iden7fica7on and the rest of the public 
can be targeted at malls and other most apended public areas. Thipitle 

2021-01-17 
20:45:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I fully agree with the roll-out plan. The correct groups are being 
targeted for the phases.  

I do think NGO and NPO organisa7ons can be involved to ensure 
smooth roll-outs. 

We will need all hands on deck and not some hands in court 
figh7ng over nonsense. Landie

2021-01-17 
20:10:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I fully support the rollout of the vaccine and believe it is cri7cal 
that this is posi7vely supported by all par7es.  
Scaremongering and fake news are dangerous weapons, 
par7cularly with uneducated and easily scared communi7es. It is 
our duty to educate, encourage and share FACT around the 
safety and efficacy of vaccines. Beth

2021-01-17 
20:02:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My biggest concern is the intellectually challenged conspiracy 
theorists who are spreading misinforma7on at an alarming rate 
about the virus and vaccine, all of which is uper horse manure. 
My second biggest concern is the current government's inability 
to be effec7ve in almost anything, including rolling out the 
vaccine. They've looted the pandemic funds, implemented 
nonsensical regula7ons and all but destroyed what was lem of 
the economy. Doug

2021-01-17 
19:29:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I have every few concerns.  Some of the comments on this list 
are ridiculous. 
These vaccines are well-tested. Some7mes people have 
reac7ons yes. Most people don't. I agree that they should 
vaccinate those who cannot work from home as early as 
possible. If a person had private medical aid, their medical aid 
should cover the vaccine. Simple. Sarah

2021-01-17 
19:16:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Refilwe

2021-01-17 
17:13:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

the side effects of the vaccine which have not been properly 
researched Paul

2021-01-17 
15:33:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I support geing everyone vaccinated as soon as possible. Our 
daily deaths have reached yearly flu deaths at this point which is 
a really bad situa7on. There is a challenge though and its that 
people in SA are so easily tricked by misinforma7on which 
spawned an alarming amount of an7-vaxxers  which might 
hinder apaining herd immunity in the end and by extension 
allow the virus to circulate for longer and giving it more chances 
to mutate into strains that would need adjustments to vaccines. 
Something needs to be done to educate the average South 
African on basic scien7fic mapers and cri7cal thought so that we 
can stop the other pandemic that is rampant misinforma7on. Hannes

2021-01-17 
12:23:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My  main concern is corrup7on. The fact that the government is 
the sole body able to buy the vaccine opens the procurement 
open to corrup7on. I feel the present delay is caused to a large 
extent by  kickback nego7a7ons.  There have already been too 
many people in pos7ons of power who have benefiped 
financially by procuring PPE and other public needs. Why can't 
medical aids/ hospitals also procure the vaccine ? Charlope

2021-01-17 
11:50:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Does this vaccine require 2 doses like the others I have heard of? 
In that case, it will be hard to keep track of who got the first 
dose and some people lack common sense and may think two 
doses of the same will be more effec7ve. Damaria

2021-01-17 
11:05:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Just concerned that it might take longer to reach every ci7zen Colle 

2021-01-17 
08:56:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

For me shol staff - 7ll workers are at the MOST risk, and essen7al 
workers. They should alsi receive it amer te medical 
prac77oners AS ESSENTIAL STAFF, sooner than the general 
popula7on. Birgit 

2021-01-17 
08:48:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other I have no concerns Richard

2021-01-17 
08:24:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Adri

2021-01-17 
07:36:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I have no concerns. I support the roll out. It’s will help ease the 
pressure on our health system. Vulnerable, poor, mostly black 
ci7zens will be helped by the vaccine rollout as they are mostly 
affected. Nontobeko 

2021-01-17 
07:24:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My biggest concern is misinforma7on having an impact on 
people's decision whether or not to accept the vaccine. I think 
that fake news and conspiracy theories pose a danger to 
everyone. Nadine

2021-01-17 
01:10:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Good day, my concern is hat I work with a large group of people 
as I am a health & Safety Officer. I wear my approved face mask 
and change the filters every 8 days. With the amount of staff in 
our organiza7on that I have t o assess and the large corpora7ons 
where my people work, has to be checked and their 
temperature must be taken by a approved temperature reader. I 
would like to request a vaccina7on as I am in the front line. 

My main purpose is the health of my staff and the contractors 
they come into contact with. Riaan 
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2021-01-16 
23:05:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am all for it. Health-workers first . Then people over 60 and 
then the rest of our popula7on. Michael

2021-01-16 
19:25:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other bharesh

2021-01-16 
18:27:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

What is the government doing about people who are already 
covid posi7ve? Can they rollout the cure for it also. Tebogo 

2021-01-16 
17:40:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other What is the cost   Elizabeth 

2021-01-16 
16:54:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Lesley

2021-01-16 
16:24:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

A government ini7ated rollout is good but there are several 
concerns: 
1. Which vaccine are they planning to roll out and what are the 
valida7on steps that have been taken to ensure its efficacy? For 
example Brazil is finding the Chinese Sinovac is only 50.38% 
effec7ve instead of the 78% claimed. 
2. It would be preferable if private companies e.g. medical aids 
were able to source and roll-out vaccines in parallel to 
government reducing burden and dependence on government. 
3. The priority on the vaccine roll-out should be to enable 
produc7ve live to return closer to normal, with that in mind I 
would expect the roll-out priority to be; 
 a) front line health workers 
 b) the aged >65 (i.e. follow the UK model) 
 c) produc7ve society that can pay taxes if working, hence 
enabling more resources for government to do its work. 
Government needs to face the fact that a socialist agenda is only 
possible if it has a broad enough tax base to sustain it, and 
should be modifying its social dreams to fit the resources it has. Ian

2021-01-16 
15:32:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Get the vaccine urgently, but make it affordable for all South 
Africans.  

It should be FREE Alvin
2021-01-16 
13:31:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other The quicker the vaccine can be rolled out the beper Chanene

2021-01-16 
11:45:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My top concern is that the acquisi7on of the vaccines and the 
rollout will be the target of corrup7on. Also I don't think the 
government will effec7vely be able  to roll out a vaccina7on 
programme or that they actually have acquired  enough doses 
for SA. Susan

2021-01-16 
10:20:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Not enough evidence of research to test efficacy. The  
rollout proposed is so biased.  Honestly noone who is keeping 
the economy going has been priori7zed  to receive the vaccine, 
instead we focus on prisoners and government and municipal 
officials who are not even at work and are all at home so where 
is the logic? Gov depts and municipal offices are dysfunc7onal! Rene

2021-01-16 
09:30:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other I strongly approve. Chris

2021-01-16 
09:29:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Government must work to secure sufficient supply of the vaccine 
for all South Africans. Sian

2021-01-16 
08:30:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Since the virus became known, experts all over, have reiterated 
that a vaccine would be the only way out of the crisis. It is cri7cal 
for the vaccine rollout to start Cilly

2021-01-15 
23:12:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other I  do not have any concern Wisani

2021-01-15 
22:11:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Has the vaccine been adequately tested?...I agree Healthcare 
workers should be vaccinated first as well as old people,but 
prisoners?!...vaccinate the warders...let the prisoners get the 
disease and die,they're scum of the earth...this country values its 
criminal prisoners before their tax payers!...Why do medical aids 
and private enterprise need to sponsor the vaccine?because our 
corrupt govt have blown all tax payers money on 
corrup7on!..need i say more?Fed up with this govt. Allie

2021-01-15 
21:21:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other This is an urgent issue requiring urgent and focused apen7on Andrew

2021-01-15 
21:13:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I’m concerned about the procurement of the vaccines  
We can’t even purchase toilet paper without corrup7on and  
We need reputably tested vaccines Claudio

2021-01-15 
18:11:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other Centralized procurement of vaccine is a problem. Wizz

2021-01-15 
16:20:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Not fully studied, rushed through medical trials to FDA, long 
term effects uncertain but this virus is killing people and 
resources are so limited. 
We need something to help turn the 7de! Melissa

2021-01-15 
13:52:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My concern is that too many people oppose it. We need these 
vaccines, urgently. Keryn

2021-01-15 
13:00:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other My only concern is that it has taken so long. Melanie

2021-01-15 
11:34:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

There should be a mechanism for en77es to obtain doses in a 
private capacity  to enable more people to be vaccinated sooner. 
If Clicks, Dischem etc. can also offer a vaccine, it would relieve 
pressure on government and speed up the vaccina7on process. Helen

2021-01-15 
09:06:53 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I fully support this and hope the government is able to 
administer and roll out effec7vely and efficiently, avoiding the 
misinforma7on, fake news and so on as well as corrup7on.  

With a brutal pandemic devasta7ng the country there is, for me 
no ques7on this must be done. I hope that all necessary support 
in the right ways to ensure there is no them or waste. Jean

North West 4
2021-01-28 
13:33:52

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual other Will the vaccine be effec7ve for all the the new variants.. Dossie

2021-01-21 
20:56:23

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Dangers of the vax. We do not know if there is any long term 
dangers to the human body. Apart from the effec7veness not 
being proven, how do we know that it is even safe without long 
term bodily harm? Sanjay
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2021-01-17 
15:35:40

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Why is our government not saying anything about the Russian 
and Chinese vaccines?  

The Russian vaccine was the first to go clinical test and it doesn’t 
require struck handling condi7ons.  

We need an open market so that we all choose preferences and 
not poli7cally mo7vated western agenda Kaelo

2021-01-17 
08:54:28

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual other

No concerns, must be rolled out to the masses that do not obey 
covid protocols and to prevent stopping of the economy every 
three months. Eben

Free State 8

2021-01-28 
10:27:40

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I'm a Child and Youth Care Worker who has been working 
through no maper how dangerous it was for me personally. I 
dedicated my life to care for children that are in need of care. I 
therefore request CYCWs to be included in the first group of 
ci7zens who are going to be vaccinated. Thank you.

Monganenya
na

2021-01-27 
08:07:52

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual other My concern ke hore e fihla neng re phele Puseletso 

2021-01-26 
14:55:27

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The roll needs to be volunteering for now so that those who are 
not sure can not be discriminated  
I also think it's best that the elderly and the people with chronic 
illness must get first preference so that they can come out of 
hiding and be able to see their loved ones also voluntary  
And lastly people needs to be educated and needs transparency 
when comes to this I thank you 

Tshepiso 
Kenneth

2021-01-21 
21:09:59

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My concern is that the sooner the beper the vaccine hit our 
country we will go back to normal and businesses be opened 
moreover the schools because the kids roam around the streets, 
and I feel like their freedom to educa7on has been deprived to 
them,  they are the future of tomorrow! Mapule

2021-01-20 
22:06:43

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual other Monique

2021-01-18 
12:48:15

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I do not have any concerns.  I will take the Vaccine without 
objec7on, Doctors and Scien7sts created them not the everyday 
Guy on the street. 
If any other Vaccines for new strains become available, I will take 
them too. 

I view Corona the same as the Flu Pandemic in the 1800's, and it 
only makes sense to get vaccinated. 

Chantel
2021-01-17 
13:23:34

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Private health should also be allowed to  source and distribute 
approved vaccines. Barend

2021-01-16 
21:41:17

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual other It's not a choice,we all have to take it. Palesa

KwaZulu-Natal 18

2021-01-26 
17:20:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Prisoners need to be vaccinated as a priority amer frontline 
health care workers as they are amongst the most vulnerable to 
this disease and a concentrated popula7on like prisons become 
heading grounds for rapid viral muta7on Julian

2021-01-26 
15:23:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

We must vaccinate in order to save our na7on and to fight 
covid19. So as a concerned ci7zen I encourage my fellow 
brethren to be posi7ve. And to fight this virus by  vaccina7ng. Siyanda

2021-01-22 
15:18:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Why is private sector not allowed to procure and sell vaccine to 
esse pressure and cost to government Senzo

2021-01-22 
12:04:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Roll out by the government  
Cost.  
All of the concerns  

Avril 

2021-01-20 
19:45:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I have no concerns, and the people who do have concerns are 
only concerned because they believe in debunked and baseless 
conspiracy theories. These an7-vaxxers (or plague rats, as they 
should be called) are total idiots who should be barred from 
par7cipa7ng in democracy because they are literally too stupid 
to take decisions about their own lives. Shut the fuck up and 
take the vaccine so we can go back to our normal lives again you 
fucking selfish morons. I'm sure you have no issue taking 
an7bio7cs (even though you have no clue what's in them) for 
bacterial infec7ons (caused by bacteria that you can't even see), 
and yet your 7ny brain reels in terror at the thought of taking life 
saving medicine to protect you against a virus that has literally 
brought the world to its knees. 

Vaccines should be mandatory, and people who refuse to take 
them should be thrown in the fucking ocean. Get fucked you 
idiots. And bring on mandatory vaccines. Duncan

2021-01-19 
13:00:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other People are dying out here I suggest a fast tracking of the vaccine Siphesihle

2021-01-19 
12:33:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I'm so concerned about conspiracy theories/fake news  
domina7ng social media. This  brings confusion in the minds  of 
people while the na7on and the con7nent is supposed to be 
focusing on geing available help in the form of vaccine to deal 
with the pandemic. People are dying like never before and 
people should stop spreading lies. Mtokhona 

2021-01-19 
12:33:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I'm so concerned about conspiracy theories/fake news  
domina7ng social media. This  brings confusion in the minds  of 
people while the na7on and the con7nent is supposed to be 
focusing on geing available help in the form of vaccine to deal 
with the pandemic. People are dying like never before and 
people should stop spreading lies. Mtokhona 
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2021-01-19 
12:33:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I'm so concerned about conspiracy theories/fake news  
domina7ng social media. This  brings confusion in the minds  of 
people while the na7on and the con7nent is supposed to be 
focusing on geing available help in the form of vaccine to deal 
with the pandemic. People are dying like never before and 
people should stop spreading lies. Mtokhona 

2021-01-18 
18:20:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

 The roll out needs to be fair , medical people should be given 
the op7on first , then followed by the registered tax payers . Nicholas 

2021-01-18 
16:36:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My main concern is about the side effects of these vaccines 
especially the Pfizer one which in Norway was proven to be fatal 
to the most frail. Please make sure that people know about the 
side effects of these vaccines before taking them. Samukelo

2021-01-17 
09:30:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other I have asthma7c and high risk and require the vaccine. Nischal

2021-01-17 
08:42:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other I have no concerns, let’s get this done as quickly as possible. Andries

2021-01-17 
06:19:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Protec7on of lives must come before protec7on of livelihoods 
since there can be no livelihood if we are all dead. 

Thambolenyo
ka

2021-01-17 
05:37:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I need vaccine.  Government of the Anc must con7nue to source 
vaccine for our people.  Urgent and we are dying Bonginkosi 

2021-01-16 
17:20:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My concern is more on the false news that are spreading in the 
social media. Sibulele 

2021-01-16 
06:34:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Members on medical aid should be vaccinated by medical aid to 
reduce load on Government. Also vaccines should be 
compulsory. Merril

2021-01-15 
16:46:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Stringent measures by government to ensure that there is no 
corrup7on to vaccine provision 

Bornagies 
Nkululeko

Mpumalanga 4

2021-01-24 
22:52:00

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The major concern might the centralised procurement and 
supply of the vaccine to the public sector only which is a bit of 
monopoly. However, the might be other ra7onal reasons behind 
the decision of not opening up the supply to private health 
ins7tu7ons for further distribu7on and even for retail purposes.  
"Equal access to healthcare services for all regardless of socio-
economic status/backgrounds" I'm not going to deliberate a lot 
on this point. However it is said in a context of "others" (the 
have and the have not). 

We've all vaccinated to strengthen our immune system to fight 
against fatal contagious diseases. Unlike an older genera7on, 
almost 90% of the younger genera7on has been vacinated 
against a number of these fatal and contagious diseases. It is a 
known and common phenomenon. It can't be ques7oned and 
debated today. Perhep the debate might be based on the 
credibility of suppliers and the supply processes.   

It is not mandatory to vaccinate but necessary. And mind you 
that vaccines will never prevent you from being infected. You'll 
s7ll be infected but your will be beper equipped to fight and get 
rid of  the infec7on before it causes harm to your body. I think 
the proximity of/to the covid tragedy is  determining factor to 
whether  the vaccine is necessary or not. Wait un7l its strikes in 
your family or nearby, then debate the issue of neccesity. 

I'm for the vaccine? Brian
2021-01-18 
21:59:45

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Let people who want to be vaccinated to be vaccinated at their 
own choice not to be forced MANDLA

2021-01-18 
12:45:19

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Time, the sooner we get the vaccine the beper for all, yes it will 
cost tax payers money but nothing is worth ones life.  who know 
what was to happen if we did not get the vaccine for polio. I 
support it 100%. cathrine

2021-01-16 
22:21:15

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual other

1. Locally conducted Quality Assurance of the sample Covid-19 
vaccine by local scien7sts and inform public   health for use in 
health educa7on.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

2. Ac7ve Public health educa7on on Covid-19 vaccine 
(misconcep7ons, risks and benefits and how it works in the 
body) and the vaccina7on campaign.  
  
3. Vaccina7on is a good move by the government to save our 
lovely rainbow na7on. We have lost too many already. Por7a 

Eastern Cape 5

2021-01-22 
18:56:53

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Schools and universi7es need to be given priority amer health 
workers. This is absolutely necessary. Medical aids should be 
allowed to procure the vaccine for their members 
INDEPENDENTLY of government. This would add a degree of 
efficiency to the roll out and hopefully minimise corrup7on. Paulepe 

2021-01-18 
16:02:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other Please start vaccina7on sooner than later. Mar7e

2021-01-18 
09:26:12

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

My concern is too much interference by everyone, seemingly 
everyone wants to run the country, giving a breather and space 
its a rare thing in this country of ours. You some7mes unable to 
even catch yourself think. Lindelwa 

2021-01-17 
16:15:58

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other

The sooner we start to be vaccinated the beper, we are 7red of 
myths and cri7cism which are trending around the vaccina7on. I 
need it asap, I have been vaccinated many a7mes before Fiola

2021-01-17 
09:39:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other Zolani

Northern Cape 1
2021-01-19 
07:36:54

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual other How safe it is to the person taking it. Marie

Limpopo 3
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2021-01-18 
07:45:05 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual other

I am worried that we might see a repeat of the PPE corrup7on 
scandal. Government has to put stringent measures in place to 
prevent this from happening and fast track severe punishment 
for any perpetrators. The lives of South Africans are at stake as 
wellas our economic survival. Byron

2021-01-17 
07:00:24 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual other I don't have any concerns the government is doing a great job Mpho

2021-01-16 
23:12:25 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual other I have no problem with the vaccine Tlou

Outside SA 2
2021-01-17 
01:12:50

Outside 
SA

Guernse
y Yes I do

employed 
individual other Bruce

2021-01-16 
09:21:36

Outside 
SA UK Yes I do

employed 
individual other

Over 75 year olds need to be a priority along with health worker 
s Gavin

unemployed individual 34
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 10

2021-02-02 
10:16:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

The current dualis7c economic system that polarised our people 
into modern economy and a reserve economy  is the blockage of 
everything that the government seeks and plans to do to 
safeguard and protect the ci7zens from the spread of Covid 19 
The Poor 44 district municipali7es vs the 8 wealthy  Metros 
demonstrate  the dispari7es that divides this na7on  
If this dualis7c economic system where the minority owned the 
country's economy as a majority and the majority are the 
reserve economy  for the benefit and advancement of the 
minority group of FW deklerks tac7cal exercise on the 17 March 
1992 white referendum and it's manifesto to secure the future 
of the white minority group that owns the economy of this 
country today  
The current cabinet of the ANC led government will be 
mistrusted in everything it does for this country  
The measured taken by the President to protect our lives and 
health since Covid 19 infiltrated this country will be net with 
skep7cism  and with resistance by the very modern economic 
system that economically owns this country's economy  and the 
reserve economy will equally be skep7cal too about the vaccine 
toll out  
The government must bring an end of this dualis7c economic 
system that divides and rule ,decimate and assimilate our people 
into this oligarchic ,class mechanis7c approach that con7nues 
not only with the systema7c racism but slavery as sampled in 
the 52 regions of this country where 8 Metros are advanced 
modern economy as a powerful nodes and subnodes regions vs 
the domirtory subject poverty driven slim and ghepo informal 
seplements even of brick and cement ,high illiteracy 
rate ,formant human capital status ,where even educa7on fails 
our children and people ,high rate of crime and corrup7on and 
the working class poor reigning in the 44 subject poverty driven 
economic reserves fir the modern economy to reign supreme . 
As long as this is the case in this country the government 
especially the ANC led government will not be trusted . The 
vaccine and to buy the vaccine from other countries has become 
a burning issue because it involves money But why should our 
government reinvent the wheel? 
In its diploma7c rela7ons and trade it can sell or buy 
commodi7es  
Why is it ques7oned when it exercises it's right when it comes to 
providing vaccine for our country's people or ci7zens  
Obviously the opposi7on wanted to be the one domina7ng  and 
controlling here by being the one that should provide the 
vaccine  
Just as they are doing in their private sector  
So let the government con7nue its work for all of us and not to 
ignore the serious socio-economic issues I raised in this 
comment  
We need a South Africa that has Peace with itself  not this one 
that is at war with itself  

Mpho

2021-01-22 
18:11:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

In the implementa7on stage of the vaccina7on program I 
suggest to involve widely the Social Workers deployin its forces 
in task of supervision , control and accountability of the whole 
process. 
This can provide the local authori7es as well the Central 
Administra7on about the sta7s7cs and incidences during the 
process. Ray

2021-01-22 
10:12:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

1.   67%is not enough to reach herd immunity (more realis7c 
90%) check with interna7onal studies  
2. Medical insurance companies should be permiped to import 
covid 19, vaccin,  separate from the state. There are a lot of 
people who are able and willing to pay for a vaccin and this will 
make more funds available for the poor.  
3. More transparency regarding the procurement of vaccins. 
Which brands and when will be available  
4. Start vaccina7ons with medical personnel,  while other 
countries have already started phase 2 of vaccin rollout , S.A. 
government did nothing yet  and medical personnel  dies every 
day although they should be vaccinated already.  Stop talking 
and start doing Alina

2021-01-22 
10:11:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

My main  concern is possible side effects.  I also worry that it will 
not be given to enough people but people will become 
complacent believing that the vaccine is saving everyone and the 
virus will spread faster.  And will those that recieve the vaccine 
just not become symptoma7c themselves or will they not be 
contagious either? Eugénie 
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2021-01-19 
06:48:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

Currently 2 vaccines have been tested interna7onally with 95% 
success rate. The President announced plans to procure a 
different vaccine from India with an unknown success rate.  
(1) Will one be able to choose which vaccine you get? 
(2) South African Government Hospitals are infamous for poor 
handling of medicines. With cold storage requirements, can one 
insist on Private Sector distribu7on where legal ac7on can be 
taken if not stored at correct temperature? Johan 

2021-01-17 
23:47:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other None Johan 

2021-01-17 
22:06:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

Worried that some people will refuse to take it. I can't wait to 
get it myself. Nanika

2021-01-16 
12:53:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

We dying lem and right. The no 7me for mind games. It should 
be given forcefully to all the Ci7zens. We must go away with all 
 These theories and allow the Government to roll out to save 
lives Nosisana 

2021-01-16 
08:24:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

Although I in principle support the vaccina7on program, I would 
like to see open and public sharing of the efficacy and safety of 
the vaccine. Any safety concerns regarding side effects or long 
term health effects need to be made public immediately, so that 
everyone can judge for themselves if they would like to the get 
vaccinated or not. Forced vaccina7on should not be considered, 
ever. Fabian

2021-01-15 
13:00:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other What about the elderly  people over 60 yrs of age Charles 

Limpopo 1

2021-01-25 
06:08:36 Limpopo Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

People with underlying chronics and the elderly people should 
be given first preference.. Because you are claiming that they are 
the ones who are vulnerable to the Dis-eases Jones

Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-24 
08:06:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

The government should roll out the vaccine with the help of 
chemists. The churches in par7cular Chris7an should stop 
in7mida7ng people. avoid corrup7on. Lubabalo 

Gauteng 15
2021-01-22 
11:59:30 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other Will it be free, or an exuberant cost? Waseela 

2021-01-20 
14:28:11 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

As many as possible must be given the vaccine so we can protect 
the people and infants who medically cannot receive 
vaccinarions. Especially, medical and medical suppirt staff should 
be protected ASAP. All I worry about is the cost to individuals, 
and how govt will handle the follow-up booster two weeks later. 
That must be done to be effec7ve, and I hope the plan is 
sufficient. Tessa

2021-01-19 
09:12:22 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

Roll of the vaccine is very important for things to go back to 
normal. Kids need to experience school life without the fear of 
being carrier of the Covid virus. Smita

2021-01-18 
07:54:29 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

As someone how has had Covid and seen the effects of Covid.  
Please roll this out ASAP.  Health Workers first and then the 
popula7on by age.   
Just please get it going so we can carry on with life.  What 
people don't realise is even though most recover from Covid.  it 
is 2 to 3 weeks of hell for some people and I never want to feel 
that way again, plus even although my mom has recovered - I'm 
not sure she will ever be the same again.  That is something the 
sta7s7cs or recoveries don't tell you. 
As soon as the vaccine is available I will be in the queue Janet

2021-01-17 
21:50:07 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

I am a severely immunocompromised person, as are many many 
others, and there has been  no communica7on about the risks 
involved when many others are being vaccinated and shedding 
virus (if it is the live virus vaccine that will be rolled out) This 
could be the most dangerous 7me of the pandemic for many. 
Help is desperately needed and the vaccine is an essen7al part 
of our recovery but it cannot be as mismanaged as most of the 
essen7als during this crisis have been. The private sector must 
be involved, if not at the helm. Melissa 

2021-01-17 
07:40:20 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other Abel

2021-01-17 
07:32:58 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other Lack of informa7on and no specific dates for the rollout Dimitri

2021-01-17 
07:13:05 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

Goverment must con7nue  with their program and  as country 
we  must manufacture  our own vac ine

Jeremiah 
khdhla

2021-01-17 
01:04:17 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other I support the vaccine rollout in order to decrease the spread Nomathemba

2021-01-16 
22:03:27 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

All  poli7cal  party  must  be  party  must  be  part  of  rolled  to  
avoid  corrup7on  of  the  ruling  party  ANC Muthivhi

2021-01-16 
19:48:43 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

All government members  and officisls should get vaccinated 
first. Chantelle

2021-01-16 
15:49:13 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other Helga

2021-01-16 
08:31:22 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

Rollout as per WHO priori7ses helathcare workers.Whilst I 
support saving the brain trust and vulnerable persons,  
Vaccina7on tes7ng on African popula7ons, who are young with 
no herd immunity, has not been established as effec7ve. As such 
cost and 7me to get vaccine to the majority of people who are at 
risk for spreading infec7ons despite a lower mortality rate, 
seems out of reach. As such hard lockdown will apply to people 
who need to be out there earning a wage and living their lives. 
Although children have lower mortality and parents might have 
concerns about vaccine safety, a na7on that would expose it's 
children without protec7on and as a lower priority, is one that 
makes us vulnerable for genera7ons to come. Shallun

2021-01-16 
07:13:47 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

I just would like to have the vaccine available for everyone, if 
possible. Anneli 

2021-01-15 
23:26:24 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

Gilium 
Jacobus

KwaZulu-Natal 4
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2021-01-19 
15:45:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

I would like to thank our president to come up with a solu7on to 
these deases we don't axacle what happen, I also like to thank 
him for the vaccine , but they are areas he didn't men7on rural 
areas where theres no clinics around them what how they will 
survive this deseas,thank you. Ningi Bonani

2021-01-17 
09:14:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

Now that we are on the second wave of the virus will the virus 
help .Has it been tried n tested. What will be the cost of the 
vaccine and will the poor man on the street be able to afford the 
proce of the vaccine. Charmaine

2021-01-16 
06:31:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

I’m pleased that we are doing something about this pandemic 
but I’m concerned about it’s effects and sequelae Jean

2021-01-15 
21:04:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

The only way we can combat the coronavirus outbreak in this 
country is by vaccina7ng most of the popula7on....lockdowns 
clearly do not work in this country so why we are s7ll in one is 
beyond belief as the economy is now vastly beyond recovery; my 
concern is that the government has been far too slow in 
procuring vaccines and the rollout will also be on 'Africa 7me' 
with of course the usual dose of corrup7on. Jill

Northern Cape 2

2021-01-18 
07:57:22

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

I fully support  the rollout vaccine by Government  at malls taxi 
ranks etc, with the involvement  of civil society.  With all 
Government shor{alls i think Government is doing a good job so 
far. Fanisa

2021-01-16 
05:57:02

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other Semakaleng

North West 1

2021-01-16 
19:50:50

North 
West Yes I do

unemployed 
individual other

My only concern is that too many South Africans are displaying 
the same behavior as the Trump supporters. Have faith in our 
President people. The man is doing his utmost to protect us. My 
only other concern is that our President must be exhausted and 
must please look amer himself. What will become of us without 
him. We need him so much. Maria

business owner 65
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-26 
22:09:03

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

I never thought there are s7ll reliable loan lenders un7l I met 
Mr.David Kirchheimer, who indeed helped with the loan and 
changed my belief. I don't know if you are in any way in need of 
a genuine and urgent loan, Be free to contact Mr.David 
Kirchheimer of oak tree capital management at 
(ocmloans@yandex.com) and whatsapp +1 401 314 2365 Sophia 

2021-01-26 
04:31:36

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

I have NO CONCERN at all....I support government's 
procurement and roll-out of the Vaccine 1500%---the sooner the 
beper. I will be amongst the first ones to queue to be vaccinated. 
We have taken vaccina7on for the beper part of our lives, this is 
overdue. Too many lives have been lost and the vaccine will 
assist with an7bodies and resistance against this deadly Corona 
Virus....Bravo to Our Government under the Leadership of 
President Ramaphosa and Minister Zweli Mkhize...The EC 
Government has already communicated the Phased roll out of 
COVID-19 Vaccina7on for 3,7 million people and this is MUCH 
APPRECIATED. Thandeka

2021-01-15 
13:06:32

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

This is heading towards a rerun of the Aids debacle, and will be 
seen as president Ramaphosa's legacy.  
Without total transparency (which is glaringly absent at parent) 
there will be ins7tu7onalized gram and fraud, coupled with 
disregard for quality and safety if government is the sole 
importer and distributor of the vaccines. 
This is what happened / is happening with PPE and, with the 
same people in charge of the procurement of vaccines, there is 
no reason to believe it will be any different.  
Government can also save the taxpayer billions and speed up 
the rollout by allowing medical aids to source and arrange for 
the inocula7on of their 9 million + members.  This is around one 
in four of the 40 million people who need to be inoculated to 
achieve herd immunity.  
When the inocula7on is rolled out it should be priori7sed for 
super-spreaders (the youth) and the economically ac7ve. Edward

KwaZulu-Natal 8

2021-01-26 
06:56:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner other

I'm concerned that the vaccine we have chosen in this country 
requires 2 injec7ons otherwise it is ineffec7ve. I don't see the 
majority of South africans (esp those in the poorer areas for 
whom travel to clinics is difficult & costly) going for the 2nd jab/
follow up vaccine. So they won't get immunity. It would have 
been beper to go for a vaccine requiring one injec7on. Also, the 
government has done too liple too late it feels. By the 7me they 
get the vaccine going we may well be into Winter & a 3rd or 4th 
wave of covid infec7ons. This could have been avoided if the 
government had been organized & secured vaccines for us last 
year already. They were very short sighted. Amy

2021-01-25 
08:05:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner other

The fact that dear south africa is facilita7ng the an7 vax 
conspiracy bullshit surrounding the vaccine rollout has just lost 
my support for this pla{orm, which I thought was doing good. 
Now I see it is just used to further the personal agenda of the 
people at dear south africa. What a shame. Timothy

2021-01-17 
13:45:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner other

I have no concerns at all. I can’t wait to get vaccinated and stop 
worrying about the health of friends and family. Jimmy

2021-01-17 
12:52:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner other

All of the above  reasons.  I wouldn't touch anything made in 
China or India for that maper and because of its close  
associa7on,  I would not trust the South African  government to 
both administer and roll it out fairly and effec7vely.  
It's all a maper of trust. I'll get my proper vaccina7on made in 
Oxford when I leave this God forsaken country. Phillip

2021-01-17 
08:25:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner other

Please roll out the vaccine ASAP so that life may return to 
normal. Imraan
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2021-01-16 
11:07:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner other Priori7ze people working in malls and people 60+ Nella

2021-01-16 
10:52:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner other Rouff

2021-01-15 
14:48:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner other I would like to know exactly where the vaccines are sourced. Barbs

North West 3
2021-01-24 
08:27:13

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner other

Not enouht vaccine for all, to 
Late Mar7nepe 

2021-01-21 
17:48:07

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner other

Vaccina7on technology has been with us for 30+ years, we don't 
have to reinvent the wheel with every new vaccine. The 
technology has matured me7culously to one of the safest and 
most effec7ve life saving tool we have as humanity. The deadly 
effect of Covid19 is clear as we hear the millions of new voices 
crying for help from hospitals as suffering has reached levels we 
have not seen for a 100 years when humanity bapled the 
Spanish flu pandemic.. 

The biggest problem we have with vaccina7on rollout, is the 
disinforma7on apacks on social media about an7 vaxing, deep 
state ideology. This will greatly hamper the 2/3 vaccina7on 
target unless we can effetely get proper educa7on on vaccine 
technology to people as fast as they get the newest viral 
sensa7on wrapped in conspiracies and disinforma7on. This 
disinforma7on is designed to invoke a basic human response,  
which ignores reason unfortunately. 

Not taking the vaccina7on due to a belief based on 
disinforma7on is extremely irresponsible to the health of others. 
We have a mutual responsibility to each other with regards to 
the safety of our lives. 

Dewald
2021-01-16 
04:51:20

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner other

The nega7ve stories spread at the backdrop of ignorance even 
by most influen7al persons in the society. Thabiso

Gauteng 29

2021-01-23 
21:16:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

We have never in my life 7me seen a pandemic like this which is 
damaging the world economy. 
Any vaccine or other solu7on we must support or risk loosing 
too many lives here and other Countries in Africa. The huge 
increase in cases since the Christmas Holidays is proof in my 
mind that a roll out is cri7cal . I saw when a young guy in U.K. my 
cousin suffer and have to wear braces on his leg due to polio . He 
survived and is s7ll alive , had the polio vaccine been available  
when he was stricken it would have saved him many years of 
pain and bullying. All life Mapers so we must start with the 
vaccine. Disgrace we have not done so already too many have 
already died. May they R.I.P. Michael

2021-01-21 
13:48:20 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

My concerns are mul7faceted. who will supply the vaccines to 
the Health Department, will it be a tenderpreneur or will 
government do it themselves? I see, as is the norm in South 
Africa, that some connected Cadre will be allocated a quick 
Billion Dollar deal. 
2. Give all business owners and taxpayers the vaccine first as 
they the ones going to be taxed addi7onal money to get the 
vaccines, so protect your golden goose laying the ZAR 
government  is con7nuously allowing to be stolen. 
3. Government will vaccinate its card carrying members first 
then delay the rest, give the vaccine to Nurses, paramedics and 
Doctors as well. 
4. vaccinate Policeman in the second group. 
5. Obtain the vaccines at the lowest cost or allow private 
businesses to obtain them and resell at cost, all under strict 
control as we know the cost of the vaccine. Government can 
subsidise the Logis7cal costs thereof. 
Poli7cians should be last in line. Mar7n

2021-01-20 
13:48:07 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

Very happy that this is happening and will definitely par7cipate.   
Daughter is a doctor as is son-in-law and both his brothers and 
their partners.  All 6 doctors STRONGLY recommend going this 
route. Lynne

2021-01-19 
21:35:47 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

We need to have a choice of which vaccine we can take. I for one 
will refuse the pfizer vaccine for medical reasons. Jackie

2021-01-19 
17:12:22 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

My top concern is around corrup7on - that vaccines wont be 
delivered because of someone greedy in the pipeline. My doubts 
over state competency are severe. Aimee

2021-01-19 
06:22:07 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other Long-term side-effects unknown Liezel

2021-01-18 
16:02:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

It's beper to try the vaccine than to die of covert. I think all the 
people who died would have rather tried the vaccine.! Karel

2021-01-18 
12:08:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

We need to vaccinate as many people as soon as possible, the 
current cost to the county and our lives outweigh the cost of the 
vaccine. Markus 

2021-01-18 
08:58:12 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I am concerned that people would have to pay for their own 
vaccine. ( I have heard a figure of R700 per dose ) 
Not everyone is on medical Aid ( I believe Medical Aid are 
prepared to cover vaccines ). 
A family with 4 kids will have to pay  R8400-00 !!!  This is more 
than the House rent or car payment. 
I fear that certain parts of the popula7on will be expected to pay 
this while others will qualify for free vaccina7ons as with all the 
other Covid relief measures. 
I myself cannot afford medical aid  & I am not allowed to use 
Govt hospitals because I am            " Employed". 
The president has been silent on this issue and that makes me 
worried. keith
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2021-01-18 
08:05:33 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

With all the conspiracy theories there is a lot of scep7cism about 
the vaccine, unless more is done to educate people on the need 
for vaccina7on we will not achieve the level required to ensure 
herd immunity as recommended by medical experts.  A degree 
of coercion may therefore become necessary which is going to 
excacerbate the scep7cism.  Although I am not an an7-vaxer I 
have never had the flu vaccine because I believe that it is 
unnecessary.  I also have concerns that nobody yet seems to 
know how long the immunity lasts amer having a vaccine.  If it is 
only 6 months then I think that we are was7ng our 7me and 
money. Brian

2021-01-18 
07:49:14 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

We don't might Vaccine but Start with the President and his 
Family and the Cabinet to see the safety as they approved it. 
Then the rest will follow. Amer seing how its react. Karabo

2021-01-18 
07:40:02 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I have no concerns other than our ability to roll it out fast 
enough.  
Get it done Craig

2021-01-18 
07:32:49 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I do not understand why the government is not allowing private 
companies (i.e. the medical aids etc.) to procure their own 
vaccina7ons and deal directly with their members.  We are 
forced to comply with the government 7metable, which if I 
understand correctly means that a prisoner will be vaccinated 
before an under 60 SA ci7zen!   The priori7es are a liple skewed 
here (I do, however, believe that front line workers should have 
the first vaccina7ons, they are the most vulnerable).   
I do not believe that this should be compulsory, but I know that 
if you want to travel interna7onally, you will have no choice, not 
necessarily because of the SA regula7ons, but because of other 
countries regula7ons. 
I am not sure that the long term effects of this vaccina7on have 
been totally explored, but any side effects will have to be dealt 
with when they occur, and this will be a problem the whole 
world faces! Sarah

2021-01-18 
07:17:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

Beper educa7on / communica7on to public is needed as counter 
point to false informa7on coming from (especially) social media. Vera

2021-01-18 
05:13:16 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

Time period it is going to take. 

I would suggest that people need to do an an7body test and if 
they don't have any an7bodies then they can get the vaccine. 
We will be able to then get to the people that need it quicker. Melani 

2021-01-17 
20:03:03 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I do not have any concern and would like all the ci7zens working 
in crouts to have the vaccine first Juandre 

2021-01-17 
16:43:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

Why are prisoners so high on the planned stages. They should be 
last to get the vaccine. I agree with all the rest. But prisoners 
should be amer the working class of the popula7on. And amer 
our children. Tegan

2021-01-17 
15:53:22 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I believe that the government should guarantee that the vaccine 
would not change your dna Raymond

2021-01-17 
14:26:33 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

Thank you to the government for procuring this much needed 
vaccine.  Your leadership during this pandemic was 
heartwarming.  Please can you also make the vaccine  available 
to private healthcare and doctors so that there are more 
avenues to get this vaccine to people. I would prefer to receive 
the vaccine from my GP so if it can be made broadly available it 
will be great.  Thank you again for buying this vaccine it is the 
only way this horrible disease can be stopped.  

Susanna 
(Sue)

2021-01-17 
11:58:30 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I am a liple worried about corrup7on in the vaccine supply 
chain,  but I do not think this procurement is readily corrup7ble 
nor can it be opaque (vaccine providers are public companies, 
hence the records will be available). 
I am of the opinion the sooner we get the vaccine the beper, the 
suffering and damage caused by the disrup7on is beyond 
anything we have experienced in our country's history. 
"Voluntary" is only applicable if there are no consequences on 
your neighbours rights by your decisions. Because nobody is 
naturally immune or capable of regula7ng if they are carriers or 
not, everyone needs a vaccine. Your rights are a social contract, 
refusing a vaccine to endanger others is breaking this contract. Gerry

2021-01-17 
09:03:03 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

If government allows medical aids to secure the vaccine, as the 
companies have said they will bring in double the amount and 
by doing this nearly 40% of the popula7on would be vaccinated 
without the government having to pay. I don’t trust our 
government to have secured enough vaccines,  I don’t trust they 
won’t steal the money meant for the vaccines and I don’t trust 
they have the capability to ensure a smooth roll out. The them of 
the R500 billion covid aid has lem me with ZERO trust or faith in 
our government. Martha

2021-01-17 
07:31:44 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

Get it done as soon as possible to reduce the loss of lives. The 
vaccine is proven effec7ve and trusted by first world countries. 
Government please partner with private sector professional 
health organiza7ons for fast and efficient roll out. Trina

2021-01-16 
18:43:41 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I would say people in africa are less travelled, hence misleading 
informa7on regarding safety of vaccines.  I do understand some 
vaccines can't be used in  Canada and USA. We need to be aware 
that medica7on used in our African countries is considered to be 
for third world countries.  Hence some vaccina7ons are not used 
in the USA Ida

2021-01-16 
12:11:42 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

No one has presented an Implementa7on Plan detailing the 
number of  Healthcare Workers per Province, how they vaccines 
will be distributed,,Who will be in charge of the implementa7on- 
COO, when are they going to be delivered and where,the 
repor7ng system, the budget per line item,in a Nutshell, the  
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND SYSTEM need to be beefed up to 
prevent CORRUPTION BY THE ANC ELITES AND WMC AND THEIR 
BEE CRONIES. Mighty
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2021-01-16 
10:38:59 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other I don’t really have concerns. Just start the programme asap Elaine 

2021-01-15 
23:25:08 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I'm concerned about the disinforma7on founded on faulty 
thinking masquerading as science. marc 

2021-01-15 
19:15:37 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

How will the recipient know that the cold chain has not been 
broken and that they are receiving a truly viable dose? There 
must be a marker to show this on the vial - like the dot on 
Debonairs pizza or the snowflake on castle light. If at any point 
the cold chain has been broken then the indicator strip should 
change colour and not be able to return to the “safe and viable” 
colour. Anne

2021-01-15 
15:32:37 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other No concern... Charles 

2021-01-15 
14:03:37 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner other

I believe that our healthcare workers and teachers should have 
first op7on on the vaccine and that this must be done urgently. I 
am not convinced that the rollout will be done with urgency or 
without significant corrup7on. I worried that we'll end up with a 
vaccine black market and that our frontline workers will yet 
again be treated like unimportant people. Joy

Western Cape 18

2021-01-23 
11:49:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

There are 2 credibility issues at stake. One relates to the vaccine 
itself. The fact that people are even considering not taking the 
vaccine, in my mind, inter alia, talks to poor messaging, an7-
vaxers notwithstanding. The second credibility issue relates to 
the concern of government's capacity and capability to run an 
effec7ve vaccina7on programme. There is liple in its track record 
to suggest that the roll out programme will be effec7ve, efficient 
and free of corrup7on. It concerns me that only 40million people 
are being targeped through the programme. I heard it said that 
we need 60% to achieve herd immunity. Dr Fauci suggests that 
the figure should be closer to 80%. The difference is 12 million 
people. I  believe in the science, albeit somewhat contested real 
estate. I just hope that the decisions are being made on a cost-
benefit basis. Finally I wish that the government would take the 
people into its confidence and is more transparent. Warren

2021-01-21 
09:28:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

My concern is that people who refuse the vaccine will take up 
beds intended for other seriously ill pa7ents. Danie

2021-01-20 
13:11:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

My biggest concern are the  an7 vaxers who are using social 
nedia to create a stumbling block against the vaccine Julie

2021-01-18 
18:06:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

Personally I am not sure if I will be vaccinated. I suffer from a lot 
of allergies and am afraid of an adverse reac7on to it. Vivienne 

2021-01-18 
16:52:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other Poli7cing and conspiracies Steve

2021-01-18 
11:47:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

Any vaccine used must go through normal controls that any 
other scheduled medical vaccines would go through to ensure 
the quality  of vaccines. Stephanie

2021-01-17 
22:57:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

Just get people vaccinated ASAP 
Meanwhile wear a fucking mask and keep your distance. T

2021-01-17 
21:01:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

I’m not so sure how safe this vaccine is .. I’m siing on the fence, 
not sure if I’d take it or not. The alterna7ves like Ivermec7n 
should 100% be allowed,. Why would a country halt this drug if 
proven to work in so many other countries. Our government can 
not be trusted it is corrupt and greedy. So would people trust 
the government on this vaccine? I don’t know. They ban 
Ivermec7n? Why? To many ? And with a government you cannot 
trust make it difficult to have a strong decision in your mind. Diane

2021-01-17 
17:46:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

This virus is virulent and the new strain more especially so. We 
have a large por7on of the popula7on who are either willfully or 
done unknowingly non-compliant. We have people who buy into 
the conspiracy theories spouted on social media. All of this 
increases the likelihood that I may become infected. I have 
comorbi77es that will hamper my ability to deal with the 
infec7on. So, for me, the vaccine is a life saver. I believe in the 
science of the vaccine. I understand how the vaccine works. I will 
con7nue to be very vigilant, to wear my mask, to socially 
distance, to sani7se and to wash my hands regularly. I have lost 
too many people close to me. I take care. I will need the vaccine. 
I can wait, but the longer I wait the more likely it is that through 
the smallest of margins the virus can find me. That said, I am 
deeply concerned about this government's ability, technically, 
economically and with a sense of jus7ce, to roll out the vaccine 
efficiently and effec7vely. My son is a healthcare worker. Warren

2021-01-17 
08:20:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

I do believe that there is 1.5mill units on the way. The 
distribu7on is fair if it is for essen7al workers only and not 
prisoners or poli7cians. Poli7cians should be vaxed last similar to 
a sinking ships captain. I however think thank that the 
government is lying regarding the procurement of the balance of 
the vaccines. The Western Cape is on the correct route to 
procure their own vaccines. Frederick

2021-01-17 
00:15:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

If people keep booking off sick every 7me they sneeze or cough 
or have a runny nose because they swear it is covid and insist 
they must self-isolate, this country will not have any staff lem to 
work at the surviving businesses. It's difficult enough. Take the 
vaccine like your flu shot, cough syrup or pain pills and get on 
with life. You can't keep running away from Covid forever. Mike

2021-01-16 
21:26:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

We should fight from both sides ivermec7n for preven7on and 
recovery and mandatory vaccina7on. Marieta

2021-01-16 
17:49:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

Get a move on  
We should have already started !! A

2021-01-16 
17:49:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

Get a move on  
We should have already started !! A
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2021-01-16 
09:07:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

Please roll this vaccine out as soon as is possible. Get as many 
vaccines as  is required to get popula7on immunity.  Without 
this we will not survive emo7onally or economically.  We will 
have a n impact of this for years to come if we don’t start the 
program ASAP. The private sector must must be involved as well 
with this rollout. Janine

2021-01-16 
08:22:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

I think Aspen should be compelled to produce locally for South 
Africans and not only export its vaccines which seems immoral. Pieter

2021-01-15 
20:18:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

I speak of experience as a survivor whos been in hospital. We 
need to trust WHO and those who approved the vaccines thus 
far. Lets not be naive that because of the fact that 95% plus have 
survived, its beper not to have the vaccine. Tell that to families 
of ppl who died who never thought it would affect them. My 
prayer is that the mentality of ppl's be more posi7ve & that of 
poli7cians esp. Put all poli7cal differences behind & for once 
stop figh7ng & going to court to fight baples while we all live 
with fear & anxiety of who's next to die that we know. Let's 
please all work together with a posi7ve approach & mindset Cedric

2021-01-15 
13:29:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner other

I'll buy my own vaccine of my choice! 
The Government can pay gor those who can't pay for 
themselves. Helene

Mpumalanga 1
2021-01-22 
09:53:19

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner other Speed up the vaccine Phindile

Outside SA 1

2021-01-18 
08:05:39

Outside 
SA

United 
Kingdo
m Yes I do

business 
owner other

Biggest issue is misinforma7on from conspiracy theorists and 
naysayers.  We need to ensure that as many are vaccinated as 
possible.  The government must restrict movement of 
unvaccinated people, e.g. no boarding planes or crossing 
borders without a vaccina7on cer7ficate.  This will require strong 
poli7cal will. Richard

Limpopo 2

2021-01-17 
14:18:29 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner other

The only concern I have are regarding side effects that can be 
expected..Will they be easy to manage eapciallyvin young 
children and babies.Other than than ,the sooner we get the 
vaccine the beper for all of us. Peggy

2021-01-16 
21:00:06 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner other

Nne ndi khou 7kedza mutuso uri u wane hedzo vaccine uri ri 
kone u tsireleldza matshilo a vhathu. 

Zwauri dzi ndingo dzo tavhanyesa ndi u amba ha vhathu zwa 
zwino dzi thekhinolodzhi dzo no vhesa phanda.  

Phanda nga vaccine phanda!!  

Ndaa! Rotiwa
student 6

Column B: Count:
Gauteng 4

2021-01-24 
11:21:42 Gauteng Yes I do student other Corrup7on Leslie
2021-01-18 
14:36:08 Gauteng Yes I do student other

Helping people to prevent corona.for the people to get the 
vaccine Anna

2021-01-18 
10:30:33 Gauteng Yes I do student other My main concern is long term side effects Motshidisi
2021-01-17 
20:52:28 Gauteng Yes I do student other Everyone must be given a choice whether to vaccinate or not. Jacob Tumelo

North West 1

2021-01-18 
22:51:01

North 
West Yes I do student other

I strongly trust that we need a healthy society however this 
vaccine should be tested by our local scien7sts and ppl who hv 
more knowledge in that field. 

Secondly goverment should make sure that it is not by vaccine 
only to live we need to create our own staff nd we should not 
depend outside medicine to help us course now in any corner of 
this country the is doubts about this vaccine nd such will creat 
unstable society that will end up not trus7ng it's own 
goverment. 

Our youth should be protected as the incoming future leaders. sfiso
Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-17 
11:23:17

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do student other

This is the only way we get through this. The livelihoods of 
people in this country desperately need this pandemic to end 
and this is the only way to do it. Conspiracy theories like tracking 
chips are completely unfounded and ridiculous. This is our best 
shot (no pun intended) at bea7ng this virus. Let's not let some 
wild conspiracy theories and feamongering stop that. Could 
there be side effects? Sure. But it's s7ll beper than living in a 
pandemic and having the economy and people's lives experience 
widespread collapse. Just get vaccinated. Seriously. Brianna

Effec7veness of the vaccine 1032
Column E: Count:

employed individual 451
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 76
2021-02-21 
15:48:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sue

2021-01-29 
21:52:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Side effects and legal recourse and or compensa7on should I be 
adversely affected in a manner that leaves my health in 
worsened state amer having taken the vaccine Zanap

2021-01-28 
14:06:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Charmaine

2021-01-27 
19:29:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I dont have concerns, I hope we cam be successful in this vaccine 
program as this is what we asked for a long 7me ago Dylan
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2021-01-25 
20:50:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Adri 

2021-01-25 
18:15:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe if we want some kind of return to a normal life we need 
to be vaccinated against COVID-19. My concern is whether there 
will be side effects & the efficacy of it.  I believe  that those who 
can afford to pay for it should, to help those that can't afford to 
pay. I also believe that Ivermec7n should undergo further tests . Bryan

2021-01-25 
10:19:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I support the vaccine but do worry about a few things. How 
much will it cost for people to have the vaccine? Many people 
won't be able to afford the vaccine. Will the vaccine be effec7ve 
against all the different strains of covid we have. I feel the 
people in townships and impoverished areas should be 
vaccinated first and also the elderly and people at the highest 
risk. it does not help if half the popula7on is vaccinated and the 
other half is not vaccinated . Ideally everyone needs to be 
vaccinated in order for it to work perfectly. Clare 

2021-01-25 
09:41:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Those in a posi7on to provide subsidised complementary 
funding for vaccines in the form of a social ci7zen compact 
should be enabled to do so.  i.e. when I get vaccinated the 
service provider asks me if I would like to pay for another 1, 2, 3 
4 people etc. from indigent communi7es to receive a vaccine. Chantal

2021-01-25 
08:04:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is this vaccine effec7ve to the new strain also and can chikdren 
be vaccinated. 
I don't think you must target shopping malls. Rather start the roll 
out all hispitals clinics and doctors. The doctors know which 
oa7ents must get first . We trust in God Our Father that this roll 
out will be rolled out peacefully. I thank you. Marietjie

2021-01-24 
13:38:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concern weather it will be effected against the new covid stain.  
Affordability to the public  
Is it safe  
Side effects aaqilah

2021-01-23 
19:25:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jason

2021-01-23 
19:22:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Want to know if my medical aide will cover the cost. Will we 
need a follow up vaccina7on. Will the virus mutate and make the 
inocula7on not effec7ve Natasha 

2021-01-23 
19:12:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Corona Virus changes the strain so I'm concerned about the 
effec7veness of the vaccine as it has just been created. My 
recommenda7on is that there be con7nuous  research to keep 
up with the strain of the virus Zola 

2021-01-23 
16:47:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jevon 

2021-01-23 
13:14:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are different vaccines, but the strain is evolving. Will the 
corrup7on amongst government and the greed of entrepreneurs 
prevent the vaccine from reaching the people. I habe liple faith 
at this point. Desire

2021-01-23 
09:08:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Side effects and costs. Will  it be free of charge to the public? 
The roll out... Would it cause chaos? Raymond

2021-01-22 
21:37:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not only am I concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccine 
due to the fact that it already have mutated, but also because 
the vaccine have the ability to cause people with low immunity 
to get sick amer being inoculated. 

Then the fact that the present government is stealing every cent 
out of the treasury and the fact that there is no stopping the 
corrup7on. There are no urgency from the government to go to 
trail and convict the people that stole Billions of Rands during 
lock-down. 

 If  freezers that freezes the vaccine down to Minus 80 degrees 
Celsius are needed to store the vaccine the following ques7ons 
are relevant: Who will get the tenders to store and distribute the 
vaccine? At what cost?  

Does the government have any idea that a 28 days follow-up 
inocula7on is needed ? How are they going to achieve that?  

The government have no idea what the current popula7on is, 
because thousands of people cross our imagina7ve borders 
every day.  They rather pay out social grants to millions of people 
siing on their back-sides doing nothing. 

Bopom-line: The rainbow na7on is f¥<€*}... 

 Ludwig

2021-01-22 
18:46:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about compliance with a two dose vaccine. 
I have also not seen confirma7on that this is a once of vaccine or 
should this be repeated at some stage of your life.  
I am concerned about the liple 7me it took to bring the vaccine 
to market Alida 

2021-01-22 
06:38:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Granville

2021-01-22 
03:03:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dougan 

2021-01-21 
21:14:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tania 

2021-01-21 
10:55:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about whether or not the vaccine will be 
effec7ve against all strains of Covid. Brandon

2021-01-20 
19:58:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek wil graag weet of die vaccine genoegsaam getoets is. Dit sal 
jammer wees as so n groot klomp vermors sou wees . Kan die 
toets resultate beskikbaar gestel word en gewone Afrikaans 
asseblief. Janie
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2021-01-19 
16:55:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is we need to get the bes/ most effec7ve vaccine. If 
the Pfizer one has 95% effec7veness and the cost is 15 USD and 
we have the storage facili7es (right temperatures to store the 
vaccine), then we should not look at cost, we should give our 
ci7zens and residents the best. If cost is a major concern, please 
allow private sector to procure, so that those people who can 
afford to pay the 15USD in the private or public sector do so, 
then those who cannot afford can s7ll get it for free from pubic 
sector facili7es. I  do not understand why we should procure  a 
vaccine with 70% effec7veness when there is one that has 95% 
effec7veness. Please procure the best, those who can pay will 
pay for it; those who cannot pay will get it for free. Leah

2021-01-19 
14:04:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve is this vaccine on people of south africa. 

What will happen if the vaccine is not working, will there be 
addi7onal treatment or vaccines? Zanodine

2021-01-19 
12:49:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We need a vaccine im not saying which vaccine of cause, but we 
need one desperately, there's way too much infec7ons and too 
much deaths in our country and don't let me start on the 
economy that's suffering where people are losing theit livelihood 
on a daily basis which to me is really sad and heartsore just 
thinking about it. I do not agree with anything government does 
but im also not someone that will just want to bad mouth and 
blame the government for everything - im hopefully that we'll 
get through this part of life for many. Eon 

2021-01-19 
12:05:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Aisha

2021-01-19 
07:44:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have more than one concern... 
1. Cost and will medical aid cover it 
2. Has it been tested properly  
3. What are the guarantees and  
4. Will it be a compulsory vaccina7on Karen 

2021-01-18 
15:50:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I totally support any form of interference to curb the death toll 
of covid-19,  however there are always elements of evil in South 
Africa. Any vaccine that is of danger to human being must not 
see the light. Ditsoanelo

2021-01-18 
15:47:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ntombi

2021-01-18 
14:06:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Michelle

2021-01-18 
13:22:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think they should approach the Brits and look at lessons learnt 
when rolling out the vaccine. Also the Government should get a 
reputable private company to run with it. Roger

2021-01-18 
12:04:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine S

2021-01-18 
09:08:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My only concern is the effec7veness of the vaccine and how the 
Government should ensure that they take full responsibility to 
protect the ci7zens from harmful vaccines. Sivuyile 

2021-01-18 
08:05:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine rollout we need it more in SA as the second Wave is 
uncontrollable, why would we deny the Vaccine. Bongikaya

2021-01-18 
06:38:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jason 

2021-01-17 
20:11:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My enigste bokommernis is dat party mens gaan weier om 
ingeent te word en so die hele storie omver te werp maar in 
konsep aanvaar ek dit. Hendrik

2021-01-17 
19:27:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am very concern that is not clear which vaccine we are geing 
in the country and that we are geing different vaccines so 
which one will I get? Paula

2021-01-17 
18:58:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Claudepe

2021-01-17 
18:21:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gregorio

2021-01-17 
17:22:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I agree that we need to roll out the vaccine program as soon as 
possible. I just want to be reassured that the vaccine is safe and 
has passed all interna7onal safety standards. Wendy

2021-01-17 
16:22:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Raman

2021-01-17 
13:42:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

So along with the tes7ng period issues, how long does our 
anitbodies last and take to develop? Medical staff have come out 
that an7body dura7ons are completely unpredictable at this 
point, so if this is true then how effec7ve will this vaccine be? 
Vaccine's are extremely effec7ve and have saved millions of lives 
with other diseases however maybe this virus is one step ahead 
and vaccines will either be useless or need to be taken more 
omen to ensure immunity.  

I hope the vaccine is also safe from corrup7on and crime. 
Unfortunately I would not be surprised if I read about poli7cians 
stealing vaccines and distribu7ng them among their families 
selfishly. I might also read about trucks with vaccines being 
knocked off the road and raided for vaccines or smuggled 
around.  

The faith I have in this rollout is very low. It's sad but also a 
reality. Done right, these vaccines could save and turn the 7de of 
this pandemic around. Tristan

2021-01-17 
13:33:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine david

2021-01-17 
09:39:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Shaheeda

2021-01-17 
08:52:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Although this vacine has been rushed through the system unlike 
many other vacines in the past, I feel that we should vacinate 
the public as this virus will keep on changing and killing more 
people that "might" be affected by taking it. Jeffrey
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2021-01-17 
08:42:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

concerned about long term side effects that cannot be tested 
now 
other than that i am in favour of rolling out a vaccine to create 
herd immunity. 
i believe if properly rolled out - if we could get to 40 million and 
create herd immunity it would be favourable for all South 
Africans - alleviate the poverty by ressuccita7ng the economy 
again - the effects of poverty and hunger currently experienced 
in SA are exponen7al and the sooner we can stem this civid 7de 
te beper  
i hope cancer a7ents ans survivors and school teachers will be 
next in line amer health workers rosanne

2021-01-17 
07:52:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Annepe

2021-01-17 
07:21:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccine that was 
bought, but 60 - 70% is beper than nothing.  We should also trial 
other medicines if they are not harmful to the popula7on Taryn

2021-01-16 
22:25:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No guarantee re effec7veness of the vaccine.  
This government cannot even manage the pandemic effec7vely 
with some of the Rollie’s which have no ra7onale behind them. 
HOW WILL THEY EFFECTIVELY MANAGE THE ROLL OUT ?? Debi

2021-01-16 
22:15:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jose

2021-01-16 
21:05:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I support the roll of the vaccine by the government.  However,  I  
am concerned about its effec7veness and seriousness of its 
adverse reac7ons. Lucy

2021-01-16 
20:36:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Wilma

2021-01-16 
14:34:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is essen7al to get the vaccine to as many South Africans as 
possible. It is the responsibility of the South African government 
to ensure the safety of the vaccine, as well as to monitor how 
effec7ve it will be against all the various strains of the 
coronavirus. Healthcare workers should be provided immediate 
and free access to the vaccine as a maper of urgency. The SA 
government MUST stay on top of supply and demand. Michelle

2021-01-16 
13:55:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please do amit as soon as possible people are dying in large 
numbers Xola

2021-01-16 
12:00:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Graham

2021-01-16 
10:35:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Noel

2021-01-16 
09:25:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Have that v proposed vaccine have side effects? Mandla 

2021-01-16 
08:54:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Long term efficacy of vaccine. Of people that had a mild form of 
covid should be vaccinated.  How long will it protect us? Saskia 

2021-01-16 
08:43:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If we can get a vaccine that will not side effects to our fellow 
South African,  I  would like our government choose carefully the 
right vaccine, more importantly the way  it will be distributed to 
our provinces and to our hospitals , it must highly escorted by 
the South African Defence Force due to high corrup7on rate in 
our country, this has to be done accordingly. I thank you Monwabisi

2021-01-16 
08:38:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Just a bit concerned that we will have a false sense of security 
when the vaccine is not guaranteed to be 100% effec7ve. Lesley

2021-01-16 
08:33:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Roll out to 
1. health care workers, hospitals, doctors etc is essen7al. 
2. Schools our future 
3. Businesses (to keep the economy going) 
4. Townships ( the largest popula7on) 

many thanks Jennifer
2021-01-16 
07:54:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Heather

2021-01-16 
07:21:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kate

2021-01-16 
07:19:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We need to make sure that health care workers receive the 
vaccine as soon as possible and that they receive the most 
effec7ve one. We cannot waste money on products that are not 
effec7ve. Nicola

2021-01-16 
06:32:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First things first essen7al workers all of them must get the 
vaccine.these are the people who risk their lives.including super 
markets workers . Khumalo

2021-01-16 
06:32:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Any 7me spent looking for an alterna7ve is more 7me allowing 
people's lives and livelihoods to be at risk. There's a good chance 
that this will help and we should take it. Adrian

2021-01-15 
16:58:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nosisa

2021-01-15 
15:06:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine David 

2021-01-15 
14:25:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It depends on the vaccine, but the ones targeted so far have 
been shown to be effec7ve with minimal side effects Gerard

2021-01-15 
13:30:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We need to get the economy working again, we have too people 
unemployed and the longer we wait the worse it will become. 
My concern is how long will the immunity from the vaccine last, 
If its only 12months then its going to be a vicious circle as we 
vaccinate the last person we will have to start again.  Will we as 
a country be able to sustain this. 

Diane

2021-01-15 
12:10:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I fully support the roll out of the vaccine.  The more people get 
vaccinated the beper. However, my concerns are the efficacy of 
the vaccine and the length of immunity acquired by the 
vaccina7on. Also whether the vaccines will be stored at the 
correct temperatures and administered correctly by trained 
health care professionals. Meryl
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2021-01-15 
11:57:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the difference in Covid-19 virus strains this vaccine might 
be ineffec7ve as the trials and tests were done on other 
Covid-19 virus strain. The side effects to some individuals must 
also be addressed scien7fically. Victor

2021-01-15 
10:52:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Francois

2021-01-15 
10:15:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have recovered recently from covid-19 which was very nasty - 
although I am now nega7ve I have extreme fa7gue and other 
symptoms which may last months For me personally I do not 
want the form of the virus injected in me as a vaccine any 7me 
soon and risk further damage or side effects. Amer a year or 
more, I will consider geing the vaccine from the private sector 
only where I fully understand where the vaccine was 
manufactured and which health regulatory authority passed the 
use of the vaccine. Steve

2021-01-15 
08:37:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Therusha

Gauteng 223

2021-02-01 
21:30:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think that we need to be vaccinated to be protected from being 
infected by the virus much as we were vaccinated against polio, 
TB, measles, etc.... I think also ppl need to  be educated towards 
understanding the importance of vaccina7on to eradicate the 
false ideologies emerging from  those who claim to know the 
facts about the vaccine.... Who never studied Science... Regina

2021-01-31 
20:42:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Will it help? Malinda

2021-01-29 
23:14:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If we 
Don’t have enough people interested in geing the vaccine 
there’s no point to it.  
We need to get as many onboard as 
possible, not sure if that is happening. 

Angela

2021-01-28 
08:29:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm very much worried and concerned about our government. 
Poli7cians are our first line of defence. There is no where I'm 
hearing about them being vaccinated, without them there is no 
country to leave for. They are our eyes, ears , they are our mouth 
piece. When are they going to be vaccinated. Are they being 
vaccinated in secret? If so, there is no transparency in this whole 
issue of saving life. "Which vaccine was administered to our 
poli7cians"? If not when are they going to be vaccinated. Ephenia

2021-01-27 
12:20:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am very concerned that we will get our vaccines from China. 
Already proven to be effec7ve at only 51%. Nothing medically 
related imports should be considered from China. PIETER

2021-01-26 
21:54:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines stop viruses so we should all take them. If people don't 
want to take them that is selfish but it's their problem. Andrew

2021-01-26 
19:01:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

For now i feel like there is no transparency in all that is 
happening. And again the numbers are wrong to tell you the 
truth. I do beleive covid is alive but its being overrated. What we 
need to do is take care of ourselves. No vaccine will help us. Cos 
now if you introduce a vaccine to people then we will stop taking 
care of ourselves knowing that im going to be healed or get the 
vaccine. Kabaza 

2021-01-26 
17:37:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Does this vaccine really work,  what effect does it have  on high 
risk individuals. Crystal

2021-01-26 
16:08:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus is muta7ng fast and there is no surety that the vaccine 
will cover all known (and unknown) virus types.  this could incur 
further cost to the country of a second round of vaccines must 
be conducted Suzanne

2021-01-26 
16:05:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My only concern is that it is not here yet and I have to wait.I 
would like the vaccine as soon as possible. Anna

2021-01-26 
14:20:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zanele 

2021-01-26 
08:12:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

At this stage, let's hope it will work and drop the total infected 
people. 
There's is hope, I believe  

Thanks Ezelda

2021-01-26 
07:24:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have 2 concerns, the first is how ineffec7ve our Government 
has been with handling mapers of this magnitude, I foresee 
many issues/corrup7on and these vaccines landing up in the 
wrong hands. Secondly the vaccine chosen by Government 
requires 2 doses, this essen7ally means double the work, in this 
case I see major delays and also people ending up being 
vaccinated once (which would be ineffec7ve) Ramodibane

2021-01-25 
14:30:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

While the effec7veness of the vaccine is top priority its safety is 
equally as important. The cost and access must be reasonable 
and affordable to all ci7zens. Government must use these 
factors for their COVID-19 vaccine selec7on criteria Tshepo

2021-01-25 
13:36:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Enough research needs to be done in order for the vaccines to 
work on different strains of covid-19. I don't think the 
manufacturers have done enough due delligence Maanda

2021-01-25 
13:09:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine must have limited side effects and save lives Mampuru

2021-01-25 
09:18:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nomakhosi 
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2021-01-25 
08:57:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is all the corrup7on in this country and the effect it 
has on our combat against COVID-19.  Our leaders are selfish 
and greedy as a result we as taxpayers end up suffering as they 
loot the money that our country could be using to save lives.  It 
is clear that as a country we do not save for rainy days 
otherwise, we would not be suffering like we do.  The state of 
our health-care system is also not geared to handle the 
COVID-19 incidents and many people are losing lives which could 
have been saved.  Our educa7on system is so poor which lead to 
our country not having skilled individual to perform proper 
research and come up with solu7ons and treatments for this 
virus. Africa is a wealthy con7nent but we always outsource 
resources, why?  We need to start fixing our house.

Kebogile 
Phyllis

2021-01-25 
07:12:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Long-term efficacy 
Long-term safety 
Government efficiency in geing it rolled out fast Elizabeth

2021-01-24 
17:00:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccine was made par7cularly for the strain SARS-CoV-2 now 
there is a New strain.. So people are s7ll not safe.. Lucia 

2021-01-24 
15:21:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bongeka

2021-01-24 
15:08:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rouchelle

2021-01-24 
11:32:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine J

2021-01-24 
10:16:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the variant that has been picked up, it becomes a concern 
if whether the vaccine we are wai7ng for will be effec7ve or not.  
Another main concern for me is the conspiracy theories around 
COVID-19 which some people believe. I think this may jeopardize 
the safe transporta7on and delivery of the vaccines to other 
areas. The government must look into it to help avoid hijacking 
of the transpor7ng vehicles just as it has happened with 5G 
towers. Sellina 

2021-01-24 
09:09:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As it has not been tested for long enough so cant be 100 percent 
sure no long term side effects but we need to do all we can ton 
ry avoid this pandemic taking more lives and killing economy  Amulda

2021-01-24 
07:18:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine will in help on numbers of people dying.

Robert 
Mzwakhe

2021-01-23 
21:22:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I hope the vaccine will be effec7ve and no heavy side effects to 
individuals. Thandi 

2021-01-23 
19:50:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a country we saw how this covid is crippling our economy and 
families are suffering so geing it quickly will help a lot. Plus I am 
diabe7c I need it quicker Lucky 

2021-01-23 
16:50:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I am just hoping that this vacine will be very effec7ve. Jacques

2021-01-23 
09:54:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I support the proposed rollout schedule. Let's get the people 
who are most at risk vaccinated first. 

Anyone who does not want to be vaccinated should be isolated 
un7l herd immunity has been achieved. Charles

2021-01-23 
07:47:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Since we have most cases from the new strain which is said to be 
the deadliest, has our Government ensured the effec7veness of 
this vaccine. 
Am concerned that, cash strapped as our country is, we might 
end up paying for something that is not effec7ve. Mpho

2021-01-23 
06:42:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rughsheen

2021-01-23 
06:36:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zahira

2021-01-23 
06:25:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mohamed

2021-01-22 
17:05:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With co mobility I’m concerned that I will not get the vaccine 
faster enough 
The gov must let the private sector doctors assist in distribu7on Carey

2021-01-22 
15:43:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Lately there have been many deaths throughout the country 
irrespec7ve of financial posi7on, age,  race,ethnicity or even 
your mariatl status. Covid -19 sees no boundary and as such 
there is need to fasprack the Vaccina7on process. Either way 
lives are being lost without any protec7on, hence there is need 
to be protected. If it works out good the beper. In as mush as we 
not sure of the efficacy rate of this vaccine, we just hope there 
will be less side effects. Joniwa

2021-01-22 
10:45:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Shouldn't be mandatory. Also prisoners shouldn't get it before 
everyone else. Andrew

2021-01-22 
09:48:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I’m looking forward to having the vaccine available. It will bring 
peace of mind Rose

2021-01-22 
09:39:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I wanted to find out how much it will cost and when I as a 
normal standing ci7zen will be receiving it? Daniela 

2021-01-22 
09:35:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My main concern would be due to the short 7meframe that this 
vaccine has been manufactured in - have there been adequate 
tests conducted to be sure  of no side effects? Carolyn 

2021-01-22 
08:13:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cashandra

2021-01-22 
06:21:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I’m concerned that the vaccines have not been tested properly. I 
supported the principle from the beginning and I even registered 
for trials but was never contacted again amer my ini7al interview. 
It seems all rushed and not properly inves7gated. I have no 
problem with the planned roll out just not sure how you intend 
to manage and control as the COVID app is not working 
effec7vely. Helena

2021-01-22 
06:18:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is it a once off vaccina7on or will we have to be vaccinated every 
year? Kutlwano

2021-01-22 
06:02:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rebecca

2021-01-21 
19:46:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'll be first in line when the vaccine is supplies to the general 
public Mandi
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2021-01-21 
19:41:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the effec7veness of the vaccine , the government 
took 7me to prepare for the vaccina7on .I just wonder if it wont 
be a liple too late when we start rolling out the vaccine ib RSA 
seeing the increase in number of new infec7ons and 
deaths .What will be the procedure to poor and vulnerable 
communi7es Khululiwe

2021-01-21 
18:08:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ci7zens with underlying health condi7ons need to con7nue to 
isolate and stay free from  the virus because it's not like these 
individuals would benefit greatly from the vaccine. Thulani

2021-01-21 
14:13:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have more true scien7fic, credible facts available to ci7zens for 
beper understanding of how the vaccine works. Margie

2021-01-21 
12:01:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Astra-Zeneca vaccine has only been shown to have a 70% 
effec7veness which is not sufficient to achieve anything like herd 
immunity where as the Pfizer vaccine has a 95% efficacy so why 
use a cheaper vaccine with less efficacy unless it’s to line 
someone’s pockets at the expense of the popula7on? Richard 

2021-01-21 
10:40:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Effec7veness of the Vaccine is very cri7cal. The USA and UK 
Vaccine it should be the one used in SA because of the level of 
transparency on how it was developed through out all its 
processes.  

On Rollout, I fully support the inten7on of government to first 
rollout on frontline staff, followed by essen7al, the elderly and  
risk ages downwards. However it needs to be speeded up 
because this virus damages organs of people and  destroys 
families. It must be done expedi7ously.  

In future SA must use its capabili7es to develop its own vaccines. Makgatle 

2021-01-21 
10:23:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the side effects of the vaccine - there's 
insufficient tes7ng on this.  Also ques7oning the effec7veness of 
the vaccine in providing immunity against the different strains. Diana

2021-01-21 
08:56:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our health system, must make sure that this vaccine is effec7ve 
and safe for South Africans. Further more with the new strains of 
the virus muta7ng so fast, the effec7veness of this vaccine is a 
concern. Seoka

2021-01-20 
23:12:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned about the 7me spent developing and tes7ng the 
vaccine.  People should have a freedom to choose if they want 
to par7cipate or not.  

Hangwanie

2021-01-20 
21:42:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have  concerns speculated about the  side effects of these 
vaccines been checked and verified  thoroughly by our local 
scien7sts to ensure their long term safety to the vaccinated 
individuals. Dakarai 

2021-01-20 
17:17:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will this vaccine prevent the virus, or is it going to make people 
worse Rhonah

2021-01-20 
12:07:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please allow private ins7tu7ons such as medical aids and other 
organisa7ons to also procure vaccines for their members (with 
SAHPRA approval obviously). This could help more people get 
vaccinated sooner, reduce the financial burden on the state and 
allow people to have a choice in which vaccine they want to 
take. If people can choose the one they feel most comfortable 
with, they might be more willing to get vaccinated than they 
would be if they feel the choice was made for them and now 
being forced upon them. Herine

2021-01-20 
10:32:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Harish

2021-01-20 
07:41:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tania

2021-01-20 
07:31:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

All these upcoming vaccines have been expedited. These has a 
poten7al to miss some of cri7cal long term health issues. 

Tebogo

2021-01-20 
07:26:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How do we know that the vaccine will work in South Africa? Has 
it been tested on the new strand of the Virus or do we only 
assume that it will work. We also see on media that people die 
from the vaccine.  How will we be protected? or os it a shot on 
the dark? If you had covid, will the vaccine work for you? Karen

2021-01-20 
06:37:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has been said that if a person has had covid 19 previously they 
can s7ll contract the new variant, & that they’re not immune... 
how is then that this vaccine will give one immunity when it’s 
only one strain vaccine?  
i.e the flu vaccine, each year we get a new strain from the 
previous year... Refiloe

2021-01-20 
01:45:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No concerns with the plan to roll out. Just hope that rollout is 
done effec7vely. Mandisa

2021-01-19 
22:34:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dikeledi

2021-01-19 
17:04:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The way government  is handling the whole situa7on is going to 
cost the country alot. Government must involve the private 
sector also and have a minimal of tender supplier's doing the 
tender. The government must first do a proper sensors in the 
country because our country is full of undocumented 
immigrants. The government should target all the areas where 
the infec7ons is very high first and target first line workers and 
the elderly first than the prison popula7on and the essen7al 
staff from grocery stores etc. I think government should be more 
transperant when coming to this role-out of this vaccine in order 
to have it effec7vely distributed as possible. Robert

2021-01-19 
16:43:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Loraine

2021-01-19 
16:21:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Laurel

2021-01-19 
14:18:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Precious

2021-01-19 
13:46:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Donnevan
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2021-01-19 
13:33:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Good amernoon.  Since we are in the second wave/high rising of 
daily infec7ons per day and of course more number of deaths 
are also sky rocke7ng daily, we really need  this urgently vaccine 
to minimise the spread of Covid-19. The first batch must go the 
hospital staff and doctors, school teachers must also follow 
because we are loosing future genera7on leaders as our kids 
becoming redundant bit by bit from staying at home for a longer 
period thereamer, other essen7al workers such as stores/shops 
staff as they are dealing with different idividuals daily and the 
public at large before winter or the third wave. More especially, 
we need a team of experts/educators/ workshop leaders to 
teach the public about the importance of vaccina7on as we have 
wrong supers77ons about it.  Lastly, we are really sick and 7red 
of living in fear. Tebogo 

2021-01-19 
13:28:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virus is at war and it is here to kill. The sooner the vaccine 
rollout the beper. That is our priority. Paula 

2021-01-19 
11:36:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine MOIRA

2021-01-19 
11:18:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Charles

2021-01-19 
11:17:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It has never happened before in South Africa that so many 
people have been killed by a pandemic disease like now. There is 
no doubt that the best op7on available for us to rid this 
pandemic is through vaccina7on of our people star7ng from 
essen7al service providers in that order un7l we win the war 
against COVID-19.  

We can't afford poli7cs of vaccina7on for now at the expense of 
South Africans who are already losing their lives as a result of 
COVID-19.  

It is during this 7me that true leaders must show leadership and 
put the interest of the people first and rollout vaccine to safe the 
na7on.  

Propagandists must seat down and leave science to scien7sts. Godfrey

2021-01-19 
09:45:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not only concerned about the effec7veness, but also cost to 
taxpayers. 
I don’t believe it is fair towards taxpayers to pay more tax due to 
government failure en debts. 
We have medical aids to cover the costs. 
We cannot provide for everyone in SA, just because we are 
working individuals and some or many are not working... 
Then if they were not working, they should stay indoors and stay 
safe from the virus... how dk they get the virus if their whole 
household is not working for example 

JC
2021-01-19 
09:15:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Randon

2021-01-19 
08:17:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vanessa

2021-01-19 
08:00:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not enough long term tes7ng has been conducted 
(effec7veness, side effects); but due to the nature of the 
pandemic it is necessary  for the mass vaccina7ons, failing which 
the world economy is set to collapse and create even more 
poverty than already blights the world. Get with the program! Keith

2021-01-19 
07:56:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lindi

2021-01-19 
07:31:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine has been produced quite quickly.  More tes7ng 
would have been beneficial as we do not know how the vaccine 
will affect people long term. Belinda

2021-01-19 
07:13:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Unlike other vaccina7ons that we get as South Africans, the 
Covid vaccine has not been tested over the many years that 
vaccines like the polio and small pox vaccines have. Roy

2021-01-19 
06:14:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sharon

2021-01-19 
05:49:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Agnes

2021-01-18 
20:37:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Sien vreemde goed oor die inen7ng, en weet nie of dit al goed 
genoeg getoets is om n gesonde of effek7ewe inen7ng te wees 
nie. Hulle kan maar reg7g begin deur ons Poli7eke leiers in te 
ent en dan die gevangenes,  Maar dan nou weer daar sal seker 
selfs oor dit vir ons gelieg word. Maar ja ek sal die inen7ng kry 
maar beslis nie heel eerste in die ry staan nie. Gaan die ding eers 
mooi bekyk voordat ek sal gaan vir myne.  Maar sal so dankbaar 
wees indien dit reg7g die oplossing sal wees vir Covid wat ons 
lewens so kom omkrap het.!!! Hanlizepe

2021-01-18 
19:42:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As a healthcare worker I am eager to receive the vaccine and set 
an example for the rest of the popula7on. Simone

2021-01-18 
19:34:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the vaccine is roled out I prefer it is done with a vaccine that 
has the highest efecacy rate and not the lowest. Johan

2021-01-18 
19:31:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am almost 59 years old (April 2021) and disabled and use 
chronic medica7on for blood pressure but it seems that i will not 
receive vaccine once all the others has received it - i do belong 
to a medical aid who contribute for vaccine Rayno

2021-01-18 
19:08:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Esme

2021-01-18 
18:39:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Too many specula7ons on the effec7veness of the vaccine, it 
actually makes me nervous about the allega7ons of G5 network 
which is allegedly to control the popula7on, I'm confused John
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2021-01-18 
17:44:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concerns: 
1. Side effects: while i believe the vaccine is necessary to safe 
lives, I do not believe that enough 7me has passed for side 
effects to be understood and recorded . I would like to be kept 
updated of any side effects to-date and going forward  in years 
to come so that if I or my family were to experience them at any 
stage in our lives post vaccina7on, there would be no 7me lost 
and unnecessary cost incurred in trying to chase amer other 
possible causes.   
2. Effec7veness: the virus is muta7ng constantly and  the science 
world will have to  be adap7ng the vaccine in line with that on 
an ongoing basis. Key ques7ons around this  are: 
    a . will one have to be re-vaccinated every 7me a new strain is 
detected and  whether this  
         could  have to happen yearly or even more frequently  
    b.   cost of re-vaccina7on 

I understand that these are not necessarily ques7ons/concerns  
that can be answered now but if an honest and open forum is 
allowed on an ongoing basis then hopefully the ques7ons will be 
answered  in due course. 

Gail
2021-01-18 
16:24:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine HERMANUS

2021-01-18 
15:41:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Nkhangwelen
i

2021-01-18 
14:52:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccine. The short 
period in which it had been approved.  

The medical fraternal has largely been excluded from using 
known medica7on for the symptoms presented. While COVID is 
a new strain, drs are not allowed to have a voice. Only 
pharmaceu7cal company’s are allowed to drive the solu7on. Lynn

2021-01-18 
14:52:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccine. The short 
period in which it had been approved.  

The medical fraternal has largely been excluded from using 
known medica7on for the symptoms presented. While COVID is 
a new strain, drs are not allowed to have a voice. Only 
pharmaceu7cal company’s are allowed to drive the solu7on. Lynn

2021-01-18 
14:41:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concern if it will be effec7ve against the virus and how long it 
will take to get everyone in SA vaccinated. 
Most people have medical aids - the medical aids should ensure 
that all their members get vaccinated as soon as possible. Cornelia

2021-01-18 
14:39:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Naseera

2021-01-18 
14:16:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The control as it is rolled out could become a problem. How 
certain will government be that all that should get the vaccine 
first are South African ci7zens.  We also have important posi7ons 
in factories to be looked amer. It should be beper controlled e.g. 
workplace. Hannes 

2021-01-18 
14:05:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Most of the vaccines that have been developed so far are not 
100% effec7ve and require two doses. Does the government 
have a plan to effec7vely inoculate the people twice with the 
same vaccine? Terrence

2021-01-18 
14:03:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jus7n 

2021-01-18 
13:42:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine sade

2021-01-18 
13:18:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly my biggest concern was that we as a country talking 
procurement whereas other countries are already miles with 
vaccina7on. 

Secondly I am not a scien7st and my 2 cent thinking is that is it 
difficult for our country to look at securing infrastructure that in 
future pandemics we can be able to develop our own and not 
always relying on others. Zimbini

2021-01-18 
13:16:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine cheryl

2021-01-18 
13:04:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government must clarify how it's going to work and side 
effects must be clearly stated. 
We are not all of the same gene7c make-up and I would like to 
know if the vacine would be compa7ble with all ailments ie MS, 
Transverse myeli7s , Syringomyelia etc Lore

2021-01-18 
12:57:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve is the vaccine and what are the side effects 
thereof Linus Johann

2021-01-18 
12:35:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Brian

2021-01-18 
12:02:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have enough people been tested in the trials in order to be sure 
that the vaccine is effec7ve.  Have any people in the trial 
suffered from any side effects and if so what are they? O7liah

2021-01-18 
12:01:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I saw most countries started with their most vulnerable 
communi7es like the aged and high risk groups like those with 
cancers, severe immunosuppressiion etc.  I feel SA could do the 
same. Let’s take care of our most vulnerable.  Then we can put 
our health care professionals on 2nd group then advanced aged 
and comorbidi7es. Finally all the others Bernadepe 

2021-01-18 
11:12:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bert

2021-01-18 
11:02:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine It is suppose to be swim and effec7ve. Tinky Ronny 

2021-01-18 
10:56:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

it has not been said if the vaccines are safe, or wil work. so it is a 
concern if the safety has not been tested but the government is 
ready to rule out the vaccine. Maureen
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2021-01-18 
10:23:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think it will be beper to be tested in few numbers of those who 
are at risk first  or those who are already posi7ve before it can 
be rolled out to everyone to see it's effec7veness. Khali

2021-01-18 
10:17:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Prisoners should not be placed as a priority to receive the 
vaccine.  Medical aids must pay for their members Zama

2021-01-18 
10:16:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are well aware that the vaccine will be paid using the 
taxpayers money, we must make peace with that fact. My only 
concern is the reliability of that vaccine. I wont pay for 
something that might not even work or save lives. Thato

2021-01-18 
10:14:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

  I am in favour of vaccina7on, being in the medical industry and 
a person at risk.  This is really the only way we are ever going to 
get back to a reasonably normal way of life and avoid the fear in 
which we live.  There are various vaccines, one being made here 
in South Africa.  My hope is that South Africans will have access 
to the vaccine that has the broadest efficacy since muta7ons are 
already a reality.  I'm in favour of private enterprise assis7ng the 
government with the cost and the roll out of na7on wide 
vaccina7on. Louise

2021-01-18 
10:14:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Annah

2021-01-18 
10:10:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly, I welcome the vaccine and I'm not apprehensive hitherto. 

The only concern I have is the how the virus mutates. This may 
be a problem to the efficacy of the vaccine, but I'm sure those 
endowed with the experience and knowledge of diseases and 
vaccines are well capable to deal with this. 

Kgabo

2021-01-18 
10:00:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the virus muta7ng I'm concerned that this vaccine wouldn't 
be effec7ve in stopping the spread of the virus. 

I guess we'll have to wait un7l another vaccine is for the 
mutated strain is available. Paul

2021-01-18 
09:59:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My major concern about the vaccine is lack of informa7on/data 
to validate efficancy.  Is it possoble for South African gorvenment 
to provide research informa7on that was accumulated in South 
Africa by our own scien7st/doctors. Educate us how this vaccine 
works, what could be the possible side effects. share that 
informa7on to the public and let one to decide.  

To reach your goal, let the programe be 24/7 in the beginning. Klaas

2021-01-18 
09:59:14 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We all Know that the ANC has failed us all as hospitals are s7ll 
requiring beds and funds. We all know that the money set aside 
has been looted, its always the case with these money hungry 
poli7cians. We all agree that we need a vaccine. My biggest 
concern is that the ANC will buy the cheapest available op7on 
and we the ci7zens are concerned of the quality of the vaccine 
being used. Why does the vaccine that we will make use of have 
specific labels that say it is not intended for use in USA, EU etc 
etc? Should we not use the same Vaccine used in the UK and 
Italy since the first case came to SA via Italy and our new strain 
went to the UK? 
Are we tes7ng the efficacy of the vaccine or just accep7ng what 
has been reported?  
So many ques7ons, not a single honest poli7cian that can 
answer it.  

Tony

2021-01-18 
09:55:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I’ve heard that people who have had the flu vaccine experience 
worse symptoms when contrac7ng COVID-19. How will the 
COVID-19 vaccine affect my immune system for future strains of 
the virus? Yolanda 

2021-01-18 
09:52:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Adele

2021-01-18 
09:41:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Moipone

2021-01-18 
09:36:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No one really knows how effec7ve the vaccine is going to be at 
this stage.  So at this stage, its a wait and see, but overall I think 
the sooner we get it the beper. Sharon-Lee

2021-01-18 
09:32:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Wendy 

2021-01-18 
09:15:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Buyisiwe

2021-01-18 
09:10:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We need a vaccine. However, the vaccines iden7fied by the 
South African government only have a 60% effec7veness. This 
creates a risk of causing more resistant strains. We've gone 
cheap instead of effec7ve. I also believe we should inves7gate 
the use of Ivermec7n in treatment and conduct our own studies. 
It's a much cheaper widely available solu7on. 

I also don't trust our government to not be corrupt and line their 
own pack pockets in some deal with China or India. Their legacy 
of corrup7on speaks for itself. Jarrod

2021-01-18 
09:08:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Christo

2021-01-18 
08:56:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine GK

2021-01-18 
08:54:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My only concern is the las7ng effect of the concern, considering 
the an7bodies are disapearing so fast and the poten7al bad side 
effects. Natanya

2021-01-18 
08:45:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rotiwa
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2021-01-18 
08:43:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It should not be mandatory for for people to take the vaccine 
and educa7ng South Africans about this vaccine should also be a 
priority. And under no circumstances should the government 
ever allow for us to be charged to get this vaccine. My other 
concern is how do we know that it will actually work? And what 
happens to those who develop a resistance to the vaccine? This 
issue needs to be discussed in detail not only amongst the 
people in the government but with the ci7zens as well.. South 
Africans have alot of ques7ons that need to be answered. Tsholofelo

2021-01-18 
08:33:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anil

2021-01-18 
08:28:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Marélepe

2021-01-18 
08:21:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine is very new and in my mind not properly tested Johann

2021-01-18 
08:13:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Amber

2021-01-18 
08:06:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve will the vacine be? and secondly once vacinated 
will this keep you from contrac7ng the virus? Ray

2021-01-18 
07:58:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Henry 

2021-01-18 
07:44:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am worried about the ac7veness of the Vaccine,  though  I  
believe it the only solu7on  to this  deadly  pandemic.  People 
are dying like chickens.  If this Vaccine is not  delivered on 7me, 
more people will loose their loved ones Makhosazana  

2021-01-18 
06:29:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Fully support the roll out. Would like government to provide 
informa7on on safety of vaccine considering it can take up to 
years for clinical trials to be completed. How did they manage to 
conclude on the safety profile in such a short period? Dudu

2021-01-18 
05:59:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kiren

2021-01-18 
05:29:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tracy

2021-01-18 
04:46:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dawid

2021-01-17 
22:58:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Theresa

2021-01-17 
22:09:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There isn't much informa7on  about the vaccine. I need to know: 
- What side effects does it have? 
- Why are so many companies making the vaccine, are they 
duplica7ng one vaccine or each one makes their own? 
- How long will it remain effec7ve in a human body, do people 
have to take it annually, monthly? Kgaogelo 

2021-01-17 
21:45:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Also concerned about the roll out by government of the 
vaccines. Denise

2021-01-17 
21:15:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If vaccinated will I s7ll wear a mask? Why are petrol apendants 
and retail grocery staff and securi7es not given top priority as 
first people to get vaccine?

Mokgele 
Reuben 

2021-01-17 
21:11:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As this vaccine will not prevent covid or transmission what is the 
point? Marisa

2021-01-17 
20:48:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Darran

2021-01-17 
20:42:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As we all know that Covid 19 affects us all. It would be a good 
thing to get everyone vaccinated provided that the vaccine will 
do nothing but to protect humans against the virus Nomathemba

2021-01-17 
20:41:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Start by giving it to Poli7cians Mthoko

2021-01-17 
20:06:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine William 

2021-01-17 
19:30:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To do tes7ng on humans by using ivermec7n as well to see if it is 
safe. But i would rather prefer the vaccine if it works Jessica

2021-01-17 
19:15:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The sooner the vaccina7on the beper  
We can’t afford to just watch and do nothing Cedrick

2021-01-17 
19:03:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No serious concerns, let us all be vaccinated

Mmbangiseni 
Terrance

2021-01-17 
17:46:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The fear mostly is, can these vaccines be trusted. Too many 
conspiracy out there. A lot of educa7on needs to go in first. Amanda

2021-01-17 
17:38:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There have recently been news ar7cles of people who died amer 
they received vaccine. And people who became COVID posi7ve 
amer receiving vaccine. I am a nurse and had COVID last year and 
nearly died.  I have always been pro vaccine but dont want to get 
COVID again Tauhierah

2021-01-17 
17:23:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Makhosi

2021-01-17 
17:21:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anastacia 

2021-01-17 
17:13:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kevin

2021-01-17 
16:51:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Vaccine Roll-out should be start from the Top with the 
President and His cabinet. Khathu

2021-01-17 
15:17:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think it is about 7me that we get the vaccine and also 
government to consider the locally produced remedies as we 
seek solu7ons to the pandemic. Vumile

2021-01-17 
15:02:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was developed for the original strain. not the new 
strain. Developed very has7ly with no 7me to evaluate long term 
effects. Austrailia is a good example - started vaccina7ng then 
problems developed and now they quit altogether. I am a 
teacher but would not like to be a guinea pig no maper how well 
inten7oned Lizepe

2021-01-17 
14:54:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Felicity 

2021-01-17 
14:52:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine HemaJogi 

2021-01-17 
12:19:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Please give us more insight into Ivermec7n Tracy
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2021-01-17 
12:16:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Johann

2021-01-17 
10:58:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Shalendra

2021-01-17 
10:18:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ebrahiem

2021-01-17 
10:09:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern  is how  are they going to roll out the vaccine to the 
in7re country District

2021-01-17 
08:47:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Modibedi

2021-01-17 
08:23:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think most South Africans who can afford to do si would love 
the opportunity to partner with a RELIABLE AND RESPONSIBLE 
organisa7on (read not corrupt) and pay forward to another 
person/s to cover the cost of a vaccine for those leas fortunate.  
The cost of a vaccine is far more affordable than the economy 
shutdowns we have experienced not to men7on school closures 
which are destroying educa7on especially in the poorer sectors!  

My main concern remains that the government selects the most 
scien7fically effec7ve vaccine and not one that just suits their 
poli7cal ambi7on such as the less than tested Chinese and 
Russian versions just for poli7cal expediency! 

Agree with proposed rollout first to healthcare workers, then 
those that are shut in and then next to all with comorbidi7es. 
This must include children though as I see the plan is only adults 
with comorbidi7es which does not make sense as the new 
variant is affec7ng children too! Nicci

2021-01-17 
08:22:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Yolanda

2021-01-17 
08:10:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Are there any side effects ? 
Is this vaccine gonna be effec7ve against the new strain? Sbongiseni

2021-01-17 
07:57:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I can't wait for vaccines to arrive, the challenge that we have is 
the current conspiracies around what it will do, like death 
others. Government need to their part in making sure people 
dont believe that. Molamo 

2021-01-17 
07:19:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccinecan can  be rollout provided 
1. The government has a role to do an awareness drive to 
educate people of what the vaccines seeks to do and the inpact 
it will have.Those awarenss should be done on radios and TVs 
2. Government should be transparent to ascertain people there 
wont be corrup7on in the supply chain process 
3. Government must not hire fly by night people to vaccinate 
people. We dont want comebacks whereby people are sick and 
die from incorrectly vacilla7on process. 
Lastly, the whole process should be transparent. Correct data of 
people and area vacinated should be reported on a regular basis. Ndivhuwo

2021-01-17 
06:51:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have adequate tests been conducted and the side effects issue 
we see on social media from people in countries where the 
rollout has begun, been addressed?  Will the government take 
responsibility should there be adverse complica7ons on people 
amer taking the vaccine? Will I be forced to take  the vaccine or 
it’s on voluntary basis? Is it true that we will be given cer7ficates 
to show one has been vaccinated to gain access in some 
government facili7es or pupils places? If am vaccinated but I s7ll 
catch the virus can I sue the government? Ian Musa

2021-01-17 
06:46:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mar7n

2021-01-17 
05:53:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Veronique 

2021-01-17 
02:04:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jaco

2021-01-17 
01:27:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is on which varoent will the vaccine work as we now 
have 2 different variants to the various. Will there be different 
vaccines for the Corona like we do with the flu vaccine? Tebogo 

2021-01-17 
01:00:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Oh yes I definitely endorse the role out of the vaccine by the 
government par7cularly to those that are less fortunate, but to 
those that can afford to acquire the vaccine else where let them 
do so  because one thing for sure free beez they have never 
been a best solu7on to any problem or situa7on. Op7mally cure 
always comes at the cost. Zimele

2021-01-16 
22:07:30 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maphari

2021-01-16 
21:26:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The effec7veness of the vaccine is my concern. I feel  the 
registra7on is being hurried through due to the panic the 
pandemic has created. Other alterna7ves should be explored.  
There are other alterna7ves which should be tried e.g. 
Interferon  and ivermec7n. Peter

2021-01-16 
21:15:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines must be rolled out in the most cost effec7ve manner, 
with no middle-men, and as quickly as possible Jackie

2021-01-16 
19:40:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government is on track.  Roll out beginning in January. It's a step 
in the right direc7on. Government must not cut corners in terms 
of varifiying the effec7veness of the vaccine or else the point of 
this exercise will be useless, wasteful and decei{ull. Wandile

2021-01-16 
18:47:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tshepo

2021-01-16 
17:54:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am just hoping that the vaca7on is going to work against all the 
new strains. I am a teacher so I would like to have an effec7ve 
vaccine as soon as possible. Tania

2021-01-16 
17:17:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is it proven to be effec7ve enough to cue this disease. Is it 
scien7fically proven that can heal people at quickly enough 
because the number is increasing faster than our expecta7on. 
Yes they must start with frontline workers, teachers, prisoners, 
old people, taxi rank, shops and others. Njabulo
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2021-01-16 
17:07:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government should only purchase reputable vaccines  that are 
properly approved and tested. If government intends to 
na7onalise the vaccine as stated, measures will be needed to 
control black market / illegal trade as the vaccines will likely 
become a highly sought amer commodity.  The increased policing 
that would be required will likely deepen mistrust of 
government, which may be an unavoidable consequence. 
Another alterna7ve is to only control the ini7al batch for 
frontline workers and then let the market do the rest. Alexander

2021-01-16 
16:47:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No comment Sipho

2021-01-16 
16:25:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I just hope the government will get the most effec7ve vaccine. Robert 

2021-01-16 
16:25:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I just hope the government will get the most effec7ve vaccine. Robert 

2021-01-16 
16:17:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tshe

2021-01-16 
16:13:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No mo7va7on Avhashavhi 

2021-01-16 
14:37:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Given the reluctance by the popula7on to be vaccinated due to 
certain conspiracy type reserva7ons, it is important for 
government to roll-out awareness campaigns and over and 
above that to develop internal capability to develop own 
vaccines than to rely on external organisa7ons. this will build 
pride in Africa and beper take-on of solu7ons purposed to 
benefit Africa Stephen

2021-01-16 
14:24:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm not en7rely convinced that the vaccine will be effec7ve to 
curb the muta7ng strain of this virus. But nonetheless, it's beper 
than nothing. Myself, I will not be taking the vaccine due to 
personal beliefs. Thank you Mr President and our health workers 
for your commitment. Cobus

2021-01-16 
13:06:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hi, 

The pandemic is new as well as the vaccine is new. I am not sure 
whether the clinical trials were done correctly. I am of the view 
that due to the spreading of the virus, the clinical trials were 
done in a hush manner. in other words were rushed. Frederick

2021-01-16 
12:53:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I fully support the roll out of the vaccine and agree with the 
planned government strategy  in terms of administering it. I'm 
content  and more comfortable that the vaccine will be 
dispatched from India and  I suppose its purely to safe lives. 
Looking forward to the effec7veness thereof. Lovely

2021-01-16 
09:36:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Immuniza7on is vital!  
Agata

2021-01-16 
09:22:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is there is already a new strain and viruses 
apparently mutate and may do so because of vaccine/s.  Viruses 
have never been truly dealt with effec7vely in the padt as yet to 
my knowledge.  Will it be ewualky accessible to all and the cists 
are high. Storage and distribu7on are a concern and the risk of 
fraud and exploita7on and greed and fear promp7ng selfish acts 
and despara7on to get hold of vaccines or use it for not such 
pure mo7ves.  A big concern is that poli7cians have such a great 
say and stake in it all and who gets the vaccine and who does 
not etc. Ingrid

2021-01-16 
09:01:53 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Not sure if it will solve the spreading of virus. Kevin

2021-01-16 
08:39:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I completely support the vaccina7on and the proposed rollout. 
Conspiracy theories from facebook researchers should not stop 
the government from protec7ng the public. Gert

2021-01-16 
08:28:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I have selected the op7ons above. No need to say more. Kim 

2021-01-16 
08:14:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm hoping this vaccine is the solu7on we need to get us back to 
our Normal lives so we can stop living in fear. I just hope it's 
effec7ve Rennie

2021-01-16 
08:13:48 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fabisn

2021-01-16 
07:00:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Brandon

2021-01-16 
06:40:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Although I support the roll out of the vaccine, I’m worried about 
it’s side effects. I believe that all receptors of the vaccine should 
be informed of the side effects. 
We should also be fully educated on the effec7veness of the 
vaccine. Simon

2021-01-16 
06:16:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Yolandi 

2021-01-16 
05:24:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Yvonne

2021-01-16 
05:23:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines must be checked & double checked by our own 
scien7sts, the concern is the speed at which they were made 
which might have allowed errors 
So those errors must be eliminated before we roll out Mapaseka

2021-01-15 
23:56:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 The procurement of vaccine would ran parallel with the 
establishment  of a research that is focused on development of 
vaccines . If weve learnt anything from the vaccine scep7cs , it is 
that most are more comfortable with home grown vaccine . It is 
s7ll not late to  work towards a lab for the development of 
vaccines as we are most likely to confront something similar or 
even worse in the near future.  The long term benefits are 
anonymous 
The roll out of the vaccine should in a way that private sector 
exploita7on is eliminated as because the  protec7on of lives is 
part of human right , more so because of the  large number of 
poor people in the country.  
The program should not be based on herd immunity ,  because 
the efficacy of the vaccine on the general  and the muta7on of 
the vaccine   are  variables we do not understand  very well FN 
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2021-01-15 
22:45:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Abey 
Lawrence 

2021-01-15 
20:55:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Romy

2021-01-15 
18:25:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We don't have any scien7fic evidence if the vaccine is effec7ve 
and why the government is monopolizing the rollout? 
Government has failed implementa7on of many projects, I wish 
it was public/private partnership, but I do support the vaccine 
because either way we are dying of covid-19. Deleni 

2021-01-15 
16:50:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Test it first then we can be vacsinated Gabriel

2021-01-15 
14:53:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The informa7on circula7ng is contradictory.  Also the fact that 
full clinical trials have not been completed. That the companies 
do not take responsibility for any adverse reac7ons whereby 
they cannot be sued. Tandi

2021-01-15 
14:02:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Debby

2021-01-15 
12:26:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine we do not have enough informa7on on the vaccine. Lynepe

2021-01-15 
12:26:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine we do not have enough informa7on on the vaccine. Lynepe

2021-01-15 
12:05:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am not sure about / convinced of the effec7veness of vaccines 
against viruses. Anton

2021-01-15 
11:14:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pieter 

2021-01-15 
10:36:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I support the suggested roll out, it seems very fair and scien7fic.  
I am concerned that the vaccine might not be as effec7ve against 
the South African  variant. My other concern is that there will be 
corrup7on during the procurement process as it seems medical 
schemes will be subsidising a third of the popula7on.   
Lastly I am concerned that   du e to all the false informa7on  and 
conspiracy theories going around the vaccina7on process will be 
hi-jacked and South Africa will not apain herd immunity. Adéle 

2021-01-15 
10:01:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government must allow medical aids and other private 
ins7tu7ons to also procure the vaccines. 
We need to careful which vaccines are allowed into the country. 
Only vaccines that have completed all the required trials must be 
allowed in. As an example, latest news indicate that the Chinese 
vaccine from Sinovac is only 50% efficient and it is not that great. 
The use of other poten7al therapeu7cs like Ivermec7n should 
also be allowed. This par7cular one is being used around the 
world as preven7on medicine for Covid-19. Dio

2021-01-15 
09:41:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The private sector must be allowed to procure the vaccines and 
assist with the vaccina7on rollout. The government sector does 
not have the capicity to deal with this massive project. 
The sad reality is that the corrupt will somehow get their slimey 
dirty hands and mind into this and jeopordise the lives of the 
most vulnerable in our society. The sad reality is that the same 
vulnerable part of our society will vote these crooks back into 
power. 
The vaccina7ons must also be offered at no cost to everyone we 
have been ripped off enough by this government so its 7me that 
we take back what is righ{ully ours. 

Leonard
KwaZulu-Natal 77

2021-01-28 
08:52:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Was die  navorsing deeglik getoets. Marí

2021-01-26 
21:49:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the vaccines will not be rolled out quickly 
enough and how many people will die in the mean7me.  I'm  
also concerned that vaccines will be made available on the basis 
of race. Sean

2021-01-26 
14:35:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Please hurry, people are dying, the economy is failing. Jody

2021-01-25 
20:08:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hilda 

2021-01-25 
20:08:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hilda 

2021-01-25 
20:08:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hilda 

2021-01-25 
20:07:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hilda 

2021-01-25 
19:51:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ghilraen

2021-01-25 
10:12:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nomvelo

2021-01-25 
09:30:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nerrisa

2021-01-25 
07:46:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Buyi

2021-01-25 
07:29:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Buyisile 

2021-01-24 
19:03:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Melissa 

2021-01-24 
17:48:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rose

2021-01-23 
09:26:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thuli

2021-01-22 
11:47:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As much as I want the vaccine but my concern is the speedy 
recovery of it which brings doubts in my mind but am just 
hoping for the best. Noxolo

2021-01-22 
06:25:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mark
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2021-01-21 
20:33:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the virus muta7on might elude this vaccine. 
I see that the medical science fraternity is aghast at the muta7ve 
strand of the SA variant. My concern is that since everyone is 
learning on a trot, shall the two caccines per person arrest this 
mutated virus plus other future muta7ons. 

Having expressed the aforemen7oned, I commend the 
President, the Health Minister and the Na7onal Command 
Centre for holding firm in an environment full of mistrust and 
misinforma7on. Nkosenye

2021-01-21 
09:22:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rehana

2021-01-20 
21:58:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am s7ll hesitant about the effec7veness of the vaccine since 
there are new variants reported and the fact that there was not 
enough 7me for researching this vaccine. Sibongiseni

2021-01-20 
21:49:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Themba

2021-01-20 
08:03:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do support the roll out of the vaccine and my concern is of 
ci7zens being workshopped just to erase all this conspiracy 
theories have been trending in social media. Government must 
educate people especial in deep rural areas as of mine. Bongani

2021-01-19 
15:48:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jabu

2021-01-18 
21:57:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My company provides essen7al services so we need to be in 
contact with members families at the 7me of death. Help with 
re7rement and financial mapers. Penny

2021-01-18 
19:41:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Im 100% behing rolling out o  vaccine because our family 
members are dying everyday,but Government must ensure that 
corrup7on is taken care of during dustribu7on process. Thalent

2021-01-18 
17:20:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

That the supply chain of the vaccine is effec7ve enough that the 
vaccine when delivered is actually effec7ve.  
 That there are not many hands in the pot trying to profit from 
the event making it unapainable for many .  
That administra7on of the vaccine is not used as a power tool to 
apract personal funding.  
 That the vaccine reaches the appropriate people in need first 
and not the aristocracy and is controlled and administered in a 
fair  
and medically effec7ve way Gavin 

2021-01-18 
15:02:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ferry

2021-01-18 
13:32:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think a vaccine is a good move for South Africans,  we have 
used vaccines we dont even understand for many many years in 
our kids and ourselves, I have no reason to doubt this one, if it 
was up to me an injec7on will be in my arm right now, the 
rollout should hurry cos posi7ve people like me are wai7ng to go 
back to their normal lives.... Gugu

2021-01-18 
12:42:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nontuthuzelo

2021-01-18 
10:33:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Well with all the theories going around about the virus itself & 
the uperances of the people who are in the forefront of making 
this vaccine( Bill Gates), one wonders what will happen amer 
taking this vaccine but it seems as though we have no choice but 
to take & see what happens, I don't hear even a single leader 
from our country volunteering to take it 1st publicly,  it is ok 
though if this is our des7ny so be it! Thobani 

2021-01-18 
09:48:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a liple worried about corrup7on ea7ng away at almost 
everything in South Africa and hope there is a clear way to 
maintain transparency to avoid corrup7on undermining the 
government's apempts to get vaccine for everyone who wants 
it, enough for two doses of the right vaccine with the right 7me 
space between the dosages for op7mal protec7on. 

I am also a liple worried that some people feel that if they have 
the vaccine they won't have to follow the non-medical 
interven7ons put in place to halt the spread of the virus because 
they will think they are immune to it. Evelyn

2021-01-18 
09:36:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tholly

2021-01-18 
08:59:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concern is: 

Distribu7on and storage of vaccines.  Will the  chain of precisely 
coordinated events in temperature-controlled environments to 
store, manage and transport these life-saving products be 
governed? Vishal

2021-01-18 
08:39:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Sikhathazekile ngesiqiniseko sokuthi i vaccine izosiza na 
ekuvikeleni igciwane, nokuthi angeke yini isivusele okunye 
ukugula uma sesiyithathile, sinikwesaba ukubulawa iyo le 
vaccine, una nje singathola isiqiniseko sokuthi angeke isigulise 
singayithatha ngokukhululeka. 

Sibongile

2021-01-18 
08:30:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is too much corrup7on in the country,  I am worried of 
counterfeit vaccines development and distribu7on. Also,  the 
selec7on criteria. If health care workers and associates are first 
to receive the vaccine and it does not work,  we are doomed for 
if they die,  the cases will have no controller. Mildred 

2021-01-18 
07:22:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I fully support the rollout of the vaccine. My worry is how many 
people can be vaccinated to achieve herd immunity in the 
quickest possible period. Because we are dying ngeke kubi. Nolwandle

2021-01-18 
05:58:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Must be relevant for SA. Not just any vaca7on because its 
available from another country Grant

2021-01-18 
05:18:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kwanda 
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2021-01-18 
00:02:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the country needs this vaccine the most now so to 
eliminate the infec7on and death rate. It must be roolled out. Chulekazi

2021-01-17 
21:45:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We just need to ensure that we check the side effects related to 
these vaccines.   If they are detrimental to the people,  let us 
rather wait for the more effec7ve vaccine. Mbusi

2021-01-17 
21:34:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines are being ques7oned about true potency against covid 
19. Alterna7ve methods should be applied Tommy 

2021-01-17 
19:41:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not sure how it can be effec7ve if people who have had Covid 
can be reinfected Jane

2021-01-17 
19:15:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sa 

2021-01-17 
18:12:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Patricia 

2021-01-17 
17:31:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jyo7h 

2021-01-17 
15:50:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to ensure that South Africans receive vaccina7ons 
from a reputable source, not one manufactured in China or 
Russia.  Otherwise I fully support the rollout of the vaccine Debbie

2021-01-17 
13:27:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My major concern is side effects. The rush to have the Vaccine 
may cause ignorance to terrible sides effects. I wish Govt pays 
apen7on in choosing the best Vaccine with considera7on to 
sides effects this Vaccine can cause (batho pele & country ship/
business rela7onship last). Enock

2021-01-17 
11:50:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the effec7veness of the vaccine and that everyone  
is inoculated with the vaccine and that not only certain chosen  
people  are vaccinated  

Nina
2021-01-17 
11:44:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The president ,ministers must take the vaccine live on tv so that 
everybody will be at ease with the vaccine Bongumusa

2021-01-17 
10:22:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The roll out is strongly supported since such an approach is the 
only hope people have to safeguard against the deadly virus 
even though evidence suggests of its muta7on. South Africa is 
known for its endemic acts of corrup7on and it my only concern 
that every measure be made by the authori7es to guard against 
them and pillaging and wrongdoing trevor

2021-01-17 
08:46:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think that the president is doing us best to keep south Africa 
safe and together we can beat this awful disaster 

Sadha 

2021-01-17 
08:25:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My wish is that this vaccine may be effec7ve and yield results by 
reduc7on of the rate of COVID 19 infec7ons. This can only be 
seen amer the vaccine rollout. Hope no corrup7on and fraud will 
occur in the rollout process Nkosindiphile 

2021-01-17 
05:04:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Juggie

2021-01-17 
00:31:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Norma

2021-01-17 
00:02:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I hope and pray that this vaccine is going to help us all to get rid 
of this pandemic. For humanity to succeed we all need to be 
posi7ve. Jason

2021-01-16 
21:22:26

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Reshma

2021-01-16 
20:09:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My plea would be that the government makes it a point that our 
people receive the vaccine and that it reaches the masses 
irregardless of race, gender and any other social barriers. 
Tes7ng of the vaccine should be done in order to check reliability 
and authen7ca7on of the vaccine.  

Loyiso 

2021-01-16 
20:09:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My plea would be that the government makes it a point that our 
people receive the vaccine and that it reaches the masses 
irregardless of race, gender and any other social barriers. 
Tes7ng of the vaccine should be done in order to check reliability 
and authen7ca7on of the vaccine.  

Loyiso 
2021-01-16 
19:29:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Makhosini

2021-01-16 
19:03:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please take note government, must do its best to have the 
vaccine roll out with out any  corrupt ac7on by members of 
parliament. Government must do its best to make sure the 
disadvantaged are not lem out. Danny

2021-01-16 
19:02:48

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine All lives maper , get on with it .less talk and more ac7on Garth

2021-01-16 
14:46:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a healthcare worker. I work in a pharmacy and dispense 
covid scripts. Will this injec7on be safe to take. Will healthcare 
workers have to pay for it he injec7on or not. I already had covid 
once and really don’t want to get infected again as I know what 
this virus do to your body. Anita

2021-01-16 
14:28:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Brenda

2021-01-16 
09:32:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lyn

2021-01-16 
08:12:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have alot of other vaccines that have worked, so why not try 
this vaccine, scien7sts have spent long hours, days and nights, 
producing the vaccine, if it wasn't effec7ve it would not have 
been approved, geing sick with covid is much worse, death is 
worse, so to protect my family, i will gladly administer the 
vaccine Vanessa 

2021-01-16 
07:48:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Since most people are not sure about the vaccine, , ,  it gets 
everyone scap7cal about the vaccine. TSHEPO
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2021-01-16 
07:27:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The virant has heat us which make me think whether the vaccine 
wil be s7ll effec7ve going forward hence it was developed 
without virant knowledge. Secondly I will be sa7sfied if this 
vaccine can be free to any South Africa and Africa  people at 
large . South Africa must make sure this vaccine is  tested 
properly  before given to our fellow African . South African 
Scien7sts  must not drop a ball on this one we relied on them to 
make sure this program achieved it objec7ves. 
Elderly must be on the front to receive the vaccine and vaccine 
must be distributed fairly regardless of whether you have money 
or not. Medical Aid must also given a chance to distribute to it 
members but they must procured themselves.  Government 
must make sure the have not get priority by all means. 
Employers must also get involved by organising the vaccine to 
their employees. Jeremia

2021-01-16 
06:56:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The country need to develop herd immunity. Mdumiseni

2021-01-16 
06:56:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The country need to develop herd immunity. Mdumiseni

2021-01-16 
03:51:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mduduzi⁸

2021-01-15 
21:10:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Couldn't have come sooner. Vishant 

2021-01-15 
16:25:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sean

2021-01-15 
14:01:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Happy that this is happening. Praying that it is effec7ve so that 
we can con7nue with our lives as per normal and that the 
economy can be s7mulated into growth. Thank you. Taryn

2021-01-15 
13:37:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have 2 concerns:   a) What are the side effects of the vaccine 
chosen by our government    and  b)  Is the vaccina7on 
compulsory or can I choose NOT to be vaccinated? - Note, I am  
45 years old and in good health, not in any of the "high  risk" 
categories. Simone

2021-01-15 
11:08:58

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Frederick 

2021-01-15 
10:14:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I want to know whether the vaccine will be effec7ve to prevent 
Covid-19 Goodwill

2021-01-15 
09:43:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Bombardment on social media that the vaccine contains dna 
from other people which may cause further problems in the 
future is my only concern. 

Healthcare workers should be first in line in receiving the 
vaccina7on. Jenny

Mpumalanga 16
2021-01-27 
06:59:35

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine This program can only bennifit our country. Jan De Bruin

2021-01-26 
16:15:49

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concerns would be: 
- effec7veness of the vaccine due to the limited amount of 
research 7me 
- impact the vaccine may have on health of those taking them 
going forward.  

Solu7ons: I don’t think there really is a solu7on except for 7me 
and maintaining the wearing of masks and sani7zing of hands at 
all public places.  

I believe the laper two should even con7nue for as long as 
possible, if not even forever to assist with keeping healthy! Carla

2021-01-24 
19:19:33

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the side effects of the vaccine.  I also 
support the vaccine that is manufactured here in South Africa, as 
we have capable pharmaceu7cal companies that can produce 
vaccine as adapted in South African environment. William

2021-01-21 
07:00:33

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The vaccine will prevent more deaths and ill people Ernest

2021-01-20 
23:33:04

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine None Khosa

2021-01-20 
06:23:48

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Louise A.

2021-01-19 
21:08:56

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I wish government can spend money wisely by stopping 
corrup7on. Administer the vaccine to health workers and 
educators first. Part of the 500 billion should be used for the 
vaccine. Business should also assist voluntarily with finance Nelton

2021-01-19 
16:57:05

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

According to my opinion it is necessary to vaccinate for ths 
pandemic to go away, i believe it will go away as soon as we can 
u7lize the vaccine, yes some of us won't react the same on ths 
vaccine, as we all know all vaccines has a living organism in order 
for yo body build immune system for yo body to fight against 
that illness in future( of which i understand south african 
concern regarding vaccina7on of covid 19, nobody has ever 
vaccinated against it yet, so as a na7on we've got fear of unkown 
origin, if us who wants to vaccinate we also scared on how r we 
going to react amer vaccina7on!  I wish all people can take ths 
with a posi7ve mind, that the vaccine is brought to help us not 
to kill us! But also i believe once people sees others who 
vaccinated post vaccina7on, definitely are going to vaccinate, 
just now every 1 is scared to be the first 1 to vaccinate, im 
looking forward to it n i am going to vaccinate ! Im a health 
worker i understanding very well about vaccines, just let those 
who want to vaccinate, vaccinate first so others would follow, i 
thank you Ncamisile

2021-01-18 
13:20:53

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve is this vaccine? If the government is sure of the 
effec7veness of the vaccine let it be first taken by our poli7cal 
leaders and the leaders in our healthcare fratenity. Raymond 

2021-01-18 
05:34:56

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would suggest 7 include frquent traveling across borders 
people and put a priority to hot spot areas. If one hotspot is 
eliminater another will become a hotspot Gustav
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2021-01-17 
22:32:48

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Deidre

2021-01-17 
07:31:10

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Many 7mes before that  our government has been providing 
vaccines  that saves lives of our people. I personally don't have a 
problem with government rolling out the vaccine to our people 
because it will curb the death scourge. If it can saves lives why 
not. People are loosing their family members in numbers, some 
the virus has finished the en7re family. Andile 

2021-01-17 
05:17:39

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm worried about the effec7veness of the vaccine, as well as the 
side effects. As an At-Risk person, when and how will I be able to 
get the vaccine? Will it be safe for me? How will I be able to get 
it when I can't go to malls or be exposed to others by standing in 
a queue. Not to men7on that I am  too weak and ill to spend any 
7me queuing.  (I have cancer and I'm immune compromised. I 
also have co-morbidi7es including diabetes and high blood 
pressure. ) Bronwyn

2021-01-16 
13:57:08

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccina7on is long overdue. People are dying in numbers.The 
process is agile. Sipho

2021-01-16 
09:58:09

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fenter

2021-01-16 
04:55:33

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I want government to make sure they aquire effec7ve vaccine 
and make it available trough general prac7ces via medical aid 
funds Kenneth 

Free State 16
2021-01-26 
21:07:41

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine My concern  is the safety and effec7veness of the vaccine Alfred

2021-01-25 
12:36:01

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There's much nega7ve statements about the vaccine for 
Covid-19. 

I remain posi7ve and I will vaccinate because we're all relying on 
the scien7fic evidance gathered by the scien7sts. Other than 
that there's no other way to surviving this virus.  

A wish I have to see the social media removing all the nega7ve 
messages about the vaccine as it affects the people's decision 
making (vaccina7ng/not-vaccina7ng) Kabelo

2021-01-24 
06:45:36

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Silent

2021-01-23 
08:01:04

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe that all doctors, nurses, teachers and all other frontline 
services should be vaccinated first. Then all the elderly people 
and those staying at elderly homes and those with 
comorbidi7es.  It will be difficult with people at malls as people 
of all ages go daily to malls. I am not sure whether the current 
vaccines will be effec7ve enough against  the new variants as 
can be seen in England and other countries. Karien

2021-01-20 
12:19:07

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Do I have a choice which of the 2 vaccines  available? 
If you have comorbidi7es how will these people know and then 
who will do the vaccina7on.? Carin

2021-01-19 
03:23:39

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I fully support the idea of the vaccina7on however with 
reserva7ons. My biggest gripe is on effec7veness of the vaccine. 
If its possible we need to be given proper educa7on on the 
cons7tuent chemicals involved in the development of the 
vaccine and when administered what could be the side effects 
on people with various health condi7ons. We also need 
educa7on on what should people do in case par7cular side 
effects are experienced. My concern is fueled by the myriad 
percep7ons perpetuated out there by people who claim to be 
health workers that the vaccine is a killer dose intended to 
annihilate human beings in par7cular Africans here in our 
con7nent. You see as an individual belonging to the scien7fic 
con7nent of social and historical thought, no stone should be 
lem unturned in providing proper guidance and insight to the 
masses lest humanity is plunged into another man made 
genocide.   Sello

2021-01-18 
22:00:10

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will there be guarantees that we will be immune amer the 
inocula7on?.  When will it be available for me to get inoculated. Gavin

2021-01-18 
14:49:28

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lesala

2021-01-18 
07:46:01

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The main concern is that will the vaccine be constantly available 
to the society.  
What will it cost an individual  
The is so much nega7vity arround the vaccine why government 
is mom about teaching us. 

Is it going to be 1 dose once off or something that we have to 
take regular Jemina 

2021-01-17 
20:41:34

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Moeketsi

2021-01-16 
15:20:04

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nobantu 

2021-01-16 
13:48:59

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I s7ll believe the companies where to quick to roll out. They 
could have spend more 7me running tests on the vaccines. Thabang

2021-01-16 
05:19:53

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I just wish the vaccine does what is expected and more over 
state doesn't repeat it's corrup7on habits. AK

2021-01-15 
20:54:25

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Effec7veness of the vaccine. The sooner we get immunized the 
beper. Let's hope the vaccine is effec7ve. Thabo

2021-01-15 
19:53:44

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The sooner we can get the vaccine, the beper. Suzanne

2021-01-15 
13:16:26

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Have the vaccines been fully tested on animals and people? 
What if they  have amer effcts? Or they speed the muta7on of 
the virus? 

There has been a video of  Bri7sh men saying they need to 
reduce African popula7on, how then do we know that we have 
been sold the right vaccine? Matjatji

Outside SA 2
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2021-01-26 
14:37:48

Outside 
SA

United 
States Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Enke-Mari

2021-01-17 
15:34:31

Outside 
SA

Netherla
nds Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gavin

Eastern Cape 14

2021-01-26 
07:23:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It's good that the vaccine is made available. Im also happy with 
the roll-out as well. I'm just hoping other front-liners are also 
included in the ini7al roll-out. My worry is that here in SA theres 
a new variant in the virus. Will the vaccine be effec7ve? Babalwa

2021-01-25 
07:38:43

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is will the vaccine have any side effects and will it 
stop or slow the process of infected and affected people? Reyaana

2021-01-24 
17:11:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ncedisa

2021-01-24 
10:43:40

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I'd like more informa7on on sputnik vaccine Cindy

2021-01-21 
22:10:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anele

2021-01-19 
07:34:30

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I support the implementa7on of vaccine because presently there 
is no solu7on but people are dying.As much as I understand 
there is no vaccine which can be given to people without proper 
research. the vaccine is not given to only South African but is 
world wide. I therefore think that vaccine is the only solu7on to 
overcome this pandemic at the present moment. I know that the 
social media scien7sts are always misleading the people about 
spreading the myth. Matsosa

2021-01-18 
19:01:21

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There have been many messages claiming that the vaccine is 
unsafe but I think the government should do everything they can 
to save lives Nomahlubi

2021-01-18 
10:06:05

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Fearing a situa7on of people dying from the vaccine itself .And 
also prisoners to be the first in line is unacceptable Mandisa

2021-01-18 
09:19:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Covid19 is killing many many people. Vaccines are currently 
being administered to many people around the world. So why 
does SA have to wait so long to receive it.? We need it 
yesterday!! We cannot compare the 7me taken for this vaccine 
to be developed to previous vaccines which took longer. 
Scien7sts are far more  updated regarding informa7on which is 
why this vaccine  has been developed quicker.  We cannot afford 
to doubt this. Regarding the rollout in SA, if the government 
could immediately put a halt to the them and corrup7on of PPE,  
perhaps our medical people would be beper protected to help 
sick people, thereby resul7ng in less medical people dying or 
being ill and further resul7ng in more people receiving the 
treatment they are en7tled to in hospital. There are no 
consequences for those guilty of stealing PPE - these people are 
directly responsible for the state of medical care in this country 
and for the  excessive deaths we are currently facing. Lyn

2021-01-17 
23:51:57

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The conspiracy theory that this vaccine is designed to 
depopulate black communi7es is disheartening.We need to see 
that when the medical fraternity at the forefront of this 
epidemic get the covid19 vaccine they will not die from it.The 
black community is also going to need the roll out of this vaccine 
to be monitored by the world health organiza7ons since most 
rural areas aren’t even understanding whats covid19. Lindelwa

2021-01-17 
06:34:50

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It maybe that even amer vaccina7ons since this is a new virus, it 
may need more mi7ga7ng circumstances to accompany it. E.g. 
social distancing. Lindokuhle 

2021-01-16 
19:48:04

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

So many 7mes we as the consumers has to carry the burden of 
everything that comes us. adwin

2021-01-16 
10:29:36

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mzonzima

2021-01-15 
20:26:35

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned with the effec7veness of the vaccine, has it been 
properly tested as there are s7ll people dying even though they 
have been given the vaccine david

Limpopo 14

2021-01-24 
08:18:42 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Great Vaccine will be highly appreciated as it will lower the cases 
and deaths around our province and South africa.Should be 
delivered as soon as possible. mashao

2021-01-21 
10:04:41 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will the vaccine be effec7ve ? Since the an7bodies formed when 
people get infected are not effec7ve to prevent reinfec7on. 
The virus is muta7ng constantly, does it mean the vaccine will be 
con7nually given? Grace 

2021-01-19 
13:42:35 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm concerned because people are dying everyday but 
implementa7on is too slowly, those 20 millions doses should 
have been vanishing to those front line worker already now. Why 
must we wait will our people are dying.  Let's quicken the 
process Ministre Mkhize. You have our support in this.  
Thank you Matome 

2021-01-19 
09:07:40 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are aware of the variants will the vaccine prevent the 
varia7ons as well ? 
What about the loss of life that we heard about in other 
countries amer vaccine were administated?  

Jozua 

2021-01-18 
11:32:44 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

my concern is how effec7ve is the vaccine? 
the vaccine needs to be as soon as possible our people are dying 

Sesekiseng
2021-01-18 
04:28:35 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ab

2021-01-17 
21:08:39 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mike

2021-01-17 
18:05:16 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jim
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2021-01-17 
13:03:45 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that the people who need it most will not get the 
vaccine and there is also n big concern under the youngsters 
that they do not need the vaccine. I also feel Government is 
doing the best for the people but the People are not taking it 
seriously because the youngsters do not take it seriously and 
Government are not doing anything to meke them listen. Ruzelle

2021-01-17 
09:51:25 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is currently a new variant in the country, which means the 
makeup of the virus has changed. I’m only wondering if the 
vaccine will be effec7ve for this as well. Hopefully teachers will 
make it to the front line workers and receive the vaccine earlier. Dikeledi 

2021-01-16 
17:15:50 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ngaka 

2021-01-16 
17:08:40 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine which is to be rolled out should be clinically tested 
and be of acceptable standards for all countries in the world .  
Secondly the government should first take a extreme deeper 
look into the components of the vaccine and it's contra 
indica7ons, look for any possible uniden7fied components and 
those which are not men7oned( hidden components) just like 
with foodstuff and other medicines.  The should proof test 
everything that went into the vaccine.  

The tes7ng should also start with all parliament officials, 
especially the president and the ministers and all cabinet 
members na7onally and provincially and allow for reac7on 7me 
to be monitored before they can roll out to any members of the 
public. 

Dithole 
Joseph 

2021-01-15 
23:07:06 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe all the vaccines would be pre - approved by the World 
health organisa7on and therefore safety would not be 
ques7onable. The president has handled the maper very well as 
the decision was 7meous as South Africa is currently facing a 
crisis . Precious

2021-01-15 
20:18:10 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mashiba 

North West 11

2021-01-18 
13:38:11

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My main concern is that how long does it last is it life7me or 
once off and will the side effects  clearly be specified to prepare 
individuals  in 7me.Lets safe lives  !!!let the programme 
unfold  ,kick start rightaway  and be visible .Amandla!!!

Arabang 
Patricia

2021-01-18 
11:07:27

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government should make sure and leadership are not benefi7ng 
unfairly on this. All parliament should keep eye on ANC official 
not to corrupt this Tebogo

2021-01-18 
08:29:51

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine John

2021-01-18 
06:46:02

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the amer effect of the vaccine. How true it is to 
cure the virus. Didimalang 

2021-01-17 
16:55:59

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The amer effects thereof  of  the vaccine and its suitability 
according to age groups. 
If the vaccine is effec7ve to all age groups according to the 
scien7fic research, let it be accessible to the rest of the 
popula7on. Sekie

2021-01-17 
15:39:05

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine must be given to the members of parliament first or 
the country's leadership, so we can see how effec7ve it is before 
it can be given to the members of the society. Tsakani

2021-01-17 
07:08:25

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Is the vaccine tested  enough to see whether its effec7ve Boitumelo

2021-01-17 
06:54:57

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This virus will not go away sooner, we a very ac7ve society with 
overburdened health system, the sooner most get tested the 
beper. People need to go back to their normal life, and this will 
not just disappear. The fact is people are dying and including 
people who look amer their families and economy. Johannes 

2021-01-16 
20:54:47

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Considering the product created to the veriant of viral infec7on  
at this 7me and in the future. 
Will the receiving product be up to standard for the newest 
variant of Covid-19. 
Apparently the variants changes fast, and the uncertainty an7-
virus  product might not be adjust fast enough to prevent newer 
variants. Gert

2021-01-15 
21:48:38

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concern 1: effec7veness and risks 
concern 2: costs Marijke

2021-01-15 
20:58:26

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Will the vaccine be effec7ve? Paseka

Northern Cape 2
2021-01-17 
22:00:13

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Caroline 

2021-01-16 
23:20:44

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Willem

unemployed individual 90
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 2
2021-02-20 
12:14:11

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ntuthuko

2021-01-24 
13:53:18

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mbube

Gauteng 53
2021-02-02 
13:39:01 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Can we take 7me to test and see that the vaccine is working and 
is good for us Bernard 

2021-01-31 
19:02:24 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Morake

2021-01-28 
07:49:04 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the rich people are doing like the Rupert, then it should be 
safe unless if we given a different one. Covid does exist and my 
brother survived it, though some of my rela7ves didn't Lincoln 

2021-01-26 
15:15:18 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jo

2021-01-25 
09:21:08 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kenneth
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2021-01-25 
09:20:57 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kenneth

2021-01-25 
09:20:56 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kenneth

2021-01-24 
20:25:29 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccines have been rushed and have not been done 
according to Koch's postulates. Many in the last 40 years have 
died, from vaccines, millions have mental and physical illnesses 
due to them, including sterilisa7on of woman unbeknowingly. 
Robert Kennedy Jnr has been figh7ng against vaccines for a long 
7me. Vaccines also caused over 700,000 children to have au7sm. 
I am not an an7 vaxxer but will not take a vaccine that has been 
rushed into without knowing what damages they would cause 
and have no desire to be their guinea pig to find out. There are 
many alterna7ves that work just as well just like the preven7on 
of the FLU Virus, Ivermec7n with good results and what 12,000 
Scien7sts and over 500,000 Doctors saying against this virus that 
is only dangerous to those with compromised immune systems 
just like the Flu that can kill them. Most have been the elderly, 
diabe7cs, old age (where many elderly suffer from all sorts of 
illnesses and die (not from Covid). Mask wearing, (that has been 
proven to not stop the virus and is pushing up the level of 
carbon dioxide to harmful levels,  contribu7ng to bacterial lung 
infec7ons, social distancing, that restric7ng herd immunity, 
which is totally against what one needs to have a good immune 
system. More people will get sick from these measures. Good 
healthy food, exercise, and plenty of sunshine. I have not had 
FLU in years.  People need to change their lifestyles. This is not a 
virus that is deadly. 99.9% recovery world wide. I have done my 
research.  I do have some allergies, yet I am fit and healthy. Beryl

2021-01-24 
16:24:06 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think everyone need to get the vaccine and not pay for it  
I lost my job coz covid and i was posi7ve for covid  
It was very difficult year 
Im s7ll trying to cover mentally because covid is very scary  

Sharon 
2021-01-23 
20:54:16 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The authori7es should make sure that the vaccin is safe. John

2021-01-23 
12:08:31 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please ascertain the effec7veness of the vaccine. Do the right 
tests and don’t rush to roll it out un7l you are sure. Also give 
private companies a chance to distribute. Empowering 
businesses will also alleviate poverty BUT guard against 
CORRUPTION. COVID 19 has devastated communi7es, give 
businesses to the people to wipe their tears. BETHIWE

2021-01-22 
19:55:47 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

When will the average tax payer be able to get the vacine and 
how much will it cost? Karen

2021-01-22 
17:02:31 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Celeste

2021-01-22 
10:35:12 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is absolutely great that we can get the vaccine, we should 
embrace the roll-out so that more people can be cured and 
factual clarity must be provided so as to best prepare for 
whatever side effects there may be for the younger ,middle and 
especially the old aged that have been infected. Clive

2021-01-22 
06:04:21 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have concerns on side effects of the vaccine... And whether it 
will be effec7ve in stopping the spread of covid.. The vaccine 
was developed in a short 7me... I know that highly educated 
doctors and scien7sts and chemist have worked 7relessly on 
developing this vaccine. So to a certain axtent I feel it's safe to be 
vaccinated... Also everything happens with the will of God... So I 
pray and have faith in God... That this vaccine will work... And if 
it does not work then that is also God's will.. Safira

2021-01-21 
18:18:21 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A vaccine has been produced for Covid but what about the new 
strains?  Why create a vaccine for Covid when we can’t  even 
cure/prevent aids  and in such a short space of 7me? How do we 
know it is going to be effec7ve?  How do we know the 
government is going to be fair in distribu7ng the vaccine to all in 
South Africa? Coenraad 

2021-01-21 
13:53:56 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly thank you so much for this opportunity. A million thanks 
to the government for the vaccine.  
I pray that the vaccine is effec7ve and will save the lives of 
everyone in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth. Amen.  
God bless our President.  
God bless everyone.  
God bless South Africa. Esther 

2021-01-21 
06:39:24 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a pro vax mom but am concerned at how fast the vaccine 
was created. Cheyna

2021-01-20 
21:52:21 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines should already have started in this country but once 
again our government failed us!! Karen

2021-01-20 
21:13:12 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I welcome the vaccine which will have 95% and above efficacy. Leonard 

2021-01-19 
09:27:49 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned with the speed at which it will be rolled out  
I  don't believe that it Will be rolled out according to their plan 
I am concerned about the effec7veness of the vaccine for our 
strain of the virus  
I am concerned about the very many poor people who live up to 
10 people in a room that are Not covered by phase one and 
phase two  
How will the homeless receive the vaccine?  
Will one dose of the vaccine be sufficient?  My understanding is 
2 doses needed but this is not men7oned 
Who carries the costs? Roulla 

2021-01-19 
09:06:37 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe we need it for the old and the people who are 
predisposed to being badly apacked by this virus. My concern is 
will it stay in the body for long enough or will it only last for 6-8 
months and then we will need more inocula7ons? Also will it 
fight the 2nd /3rd/4th strain.?  Nadia

2021-01-19 
02:24:25 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

One needs to know the effec7veness of the vaccine and it's side 
effects. Sihlangu
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2021-01-18 
22:07:50 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I hope the vaccine is effec7ve as I have already lost 5 people 
close to my heart through this pandemic Malesela 

2021-01-18 
22:06:40 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Tango

2021-01-18 
19:38:45 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sharon

2021-01-18 
19:22:25 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the effec7veness of the vaccine and that won't it 
be too late for the people of South Africa by the 7me every 
ci7zen is been vaccinated (looking at the morality rate) Tshegofatso

2021-01-18 
18:48:27 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe it's all in God's hands. We must have faith and stay in 
earnest  prayer!!! JAPAN

2021-01-18 
12:38:00 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

At no point was hospitality workers men7oned considering it is 
one of the largest employs in the country, providing revenue 
from tourism and the like. the knock on effect from having 
hospitality shut down is a lot larger than anyone giving it credit, 
this includes events etc. hospitality workers are more on the 
frontline than any industry bar that of health workers. Richard

2021-01-18 
08:49:41 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Side effects are a concern and effec7veness Nicole

2021-01-18 
07:31:17 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bennie

2021-01-18 
03:14:38 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Adelle

2021-01-17 
22:12:49 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Soraya

2021-01-17 
20:55:08 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Wilma

2021-01-17 
19:49:21 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Natalie 

2021-01-17 
17:11:55 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I wouldn't wan't to take any Vacine made in China as China don't 
comply with interna7onal audi7ng standards Edwin

2021-01-17 
16:01:30 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My  biggest fear is the vaccine might not be effec7ve or might be 
harmful to the human body Ngoanamontl

e 
2021-01-17 
12:53:26 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Din

2021-01-17 
09:33:10 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Doryn

2021-01-17 
08:25:45 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mar7ens

2021-01-17 
07:53:10 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lehlohonolo

2021-01-17 
05:14:54 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thembinkosi 

2021-01-17 
03:31:32 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine will be for South Africans only and how is it going to 
be controlled. What would happen if some people will be found 
selling this vaccine or something similar to it and killing people. I 
know of a certain Na7on that is in our country for making money 
and undermining our laws at all 7mes. They are now busy 
seeking ways of doing something about this and we need to 
warn them up front. South African first on this vaccine. We sick 
and 7red of people abuse our resources without agreement. Ta7 

2021-01-16 
20:21:42 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rose

2021-01-16 
18:33:58 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Are we geing the same vaccine as they are in UK.  I would like 
to get one that us 100%safe Belinda

2021-01-16 
15:28:33 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Let it start with gov official's we will be next. Nozipho

2021-01-16 
11:15:00 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine must be firstly tested by our South African health 
body before it administered to infected ci7zens. Marang

2021-01-16 
10:52:30 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hello South Africa  
As we are all aware of the covid vaccine being a rela7vely new 
vaccine we are all anxious to see if it realy does work and also 
very anxious because we nor sure if it will have any side 
effects .....however this is something that everyone has to  take 
to save the people of our world basically.... some may have an 
immunity towards this disease but what I’m concerned about is 
what happens if some people opt not to vaccinate will this not 
just alllow this disease to mutate further and make the currrent 
vaccine useless again .... I will have to take it because I have an 
underlying diabe7c so let’s pray for the best ?????I think take it 
everyone let’s not allow muta7ons to occcur thus rendering this 
vaccine null n void ???? Umra

2021-01-16 
08:18:53 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

SA is  reac7ve iso of being proac7ve. How effec7ve is this 
vaccine.  Are we merely Guinea pigs?  What happens If  it 
doesn't work? Imagine AL da money down the drain. We can 
feed  our less fortunate Jasmin 

2021-01-15 
16:49:49 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ngicela lemijovo anikezwe abantu abagula kakhulu kuqala ukuzi 
basinde kulisifo esibhudlange kulolonke izwe. Lesisifo siqade 
isizwe. Uhulumeni akazame ukufundisa abantu ngalesifo. 
Kubekhona emikhankaso emakhaya nasemadobhenionke Vusi

2021-01-15 
16:00:48 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Valerie 

2021-01-15 
12:33:27 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

At the end of the day ..there has to be a solu7on. We are already 
taking various vaccines snd we are doing fine.so many people 
have died? 
May God forgive us and strengthen the leaders . Ramokone

2021-01-15 
12:33:24 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

At the end of the day ..there has to be a solu7on. We are already 
taking various vaccines snd we are doing fine.so many people 
have died? 
May God forgive us and strengthen the leaders . Ramokone

Western Cape 15
2021-01-31 
14:40:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Wat is die newe-effekte van die entstof? Jenny 

2021-01-23 
09:16:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bev
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2021-01-22 
09:04:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Oxford vaccine only has a 70% effec7veness rate so why are 
we going for the weakest one? Phillip

2021-01-19 
15:31:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I want to know only the best quality vaccine will be distributed 
to South Africans and not some low level quality vaccine. And I 
would like guaranteed safety with this vaccine. When it comes to 
all South Africans health and well being, no cost should be 
spared when selec7ng the best vaccine available. Gaynor

2021-01-19 
12:27:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There has been many concerns regarding the effec7veness of 
the vaccines and a lot of cri7cism and specula7on.  

Since the vaccines has been rolled out in other countries, there 
has been no transparency to prove that the vaccines are working 
or not.  Even China has vaccinated its people and there has been 
no reports sta7ng that its working or not.  

I understand news like that might scare people more to take the 
vaccines but we need to know all the risks and defects of the 
vaccines.  There are so many vaccines being developed that i 
dont know which ones are effec7ve and which ones are not.   

People should be given the op7on to either agree or deny the 
taking of a vaccine.   

Lara
2021-01-18 
21:58:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Start with government !Ciryl first and then the rest. Dion

2021-01-16 
22:12:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is it effec7ve? 
Is it safe to be inoculated? Jenny

2021-01-16 
19:23:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is the side effects of the vaccine. Once it rolls out is 
our safety guaranteed and secondly are we going to go back to 
our normal lives. I am one of many that have lost a job due to 
the pandemic. Noxolo 

2021-01-16 
18:05:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Edwin

2021-01-16 
17:40:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maretha

2021-01-16 
14:59:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a bit worried that the vaccine tes7ng was a bit of a rush job 
and the secrecy behind pricing and rollout. I am  also concerned 
about the immunity some vaccine manufacturers have. Andre

2021-01-16 
10:41:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine guy

2021-01-16 
06:41:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine LeeAnn

2021-01-15 
16:28:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

the SA strain has already mutated more than once so how do we 
even know the vaccines will be effec7ve and whether sufficient 
research has been done on them regarding side effects like 
cancers or growing a third ear on your face? it's good that the 
vaccines are coming but even moreso, the govt needs to ins7l in 
its people the importance of staying away from large gatherings 
like funerals, weddings and worshipping, social distancing, using 
common sense when sick, and increased hygiene. only when 
that discipline is followed can vaccines be effec7ve. you cannot 
vaccinate a person with flagrant disregard for pandemic 
protocols and expect the country to be covid-free amerwards. 
these vaccines aren't a miracle. you might as well s7ck a peg on 
the nose of babies near smokers and use that as a cure. Dominique

2021-01-15 
15:39:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government needs to end all lockdown regardless of when 
vaccine rollout is complete. These do not work and have 
impoverished millions of South Africans and resulted in 
futmrther lost genera7ons of undeclared minors. Vaccina7on 
should be a priority rollout and no further spend allowed on 
failed enterprises such as SAA. Vaccina7on should remain 
voluntary. Diane 

Free State 1
2021-01-27 
10:34:43

Free 
State Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pitso

KwaZulu-Natal 11
2021-01-26 
17:04:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rochelle 

2021-01-24 
20:01:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Governor's have done all their best to promote the vaccina7on 
around the country, now it's 7me where the vaccine is 
discovered so I suggest the use of the vaccine must be the first 
to get published. Sibongiseni

2021-01-22 
18:20:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Belinda 

2021-01-22 
11:35:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I personally think we should be pos7ve n give the vaccine a 
chance to work befor crea7ng unnecessary doubt ... 
It's all about saving lives . 
Personally I think president should lead by example n should be 
first to receive the vaccine so that peoples minds will be at ease 
n start taking the vaccine. It's working in the UK even with 
second variant . 
Theres much panic people need calmness. 
So yes I'm all for the vaccine roll out program. Raazia

2021-01-22 
10:17:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine will it work Noasheen

2021-01-19 
10:16:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My main concern is the nega7ve feedback of some individuals 
claiming to know of people that have died amer taking the 
vaccine. However, I support any efforts to try and fight this virus. 
In saying that I have also heard of posi7ve feedback of pa7ents 
that were treated with Ivermec7n  and strongly suggest that if 
these reports are true to please assist those that are infected 
with Covid-19. My thoughts are that  we should try anything to 
help keep them alive even if we do not fully understand how the 
drug works on humans at this stage, rather than just leing them 
die. Nolita
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2021-01-18 
21:46:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hlobisile

2021-01-18 
12:48:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government must clarify how it's going to work and side 
effects must be clearly statef. Lungisani 

2021-01-18 
09:37:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The  sectors that are targeted by government to have the 
vaccine  first  I agree but  it will sound unfair to the families that 
have been experiencing the death of their love ones because of 
this pandemic they will fill supposed to be treated first  like the 
above sectors 

Secondly Government must speed this process of geing vaccine  
people are dying in daily basis giving us dates is not good 
enough we need it like now  and it s not right to hear some 
other countries  in our con7nent  already  have the vaccine that 
not fair to us  as South African Christopher  

2021-01-18 
08:29:39

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hope the side effects won't be harmful as nothing has been 
spoken about them Teddy

2021-01-17 
13:31:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My biggest concern is that this must be implemented as soon as 
possible  especially to our health-care  professionals and  
workers before more and more of them die. Hazel

Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-19 
11:59:12

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I fully aggree with  our gorverment to provide the us with the 
Vaccine, but it must be  tested by our Scien7st the effec7veness 
of it to our blood  as humans. Sindile Joel

2021-01-17 
08:24:30

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Think private healthcare should be able to purchase their own 
vaccines and thus those on higher incomes could pay for the 
vaccines to lessen the burden on the rest of the popula7on and 
government who  cannot afford it.  The roll out needs to be 
faster, we need to train many more people who would be 
suitable to carry out the delivery of the vaccina7ons.  We need 
to know that that we choose  the  more reputable vaccine  
companies and not base it on cost.  As this will seriously have 
implica7ons for our economy recovery.  We should follow or 
look at other countries deliveries programs to see which would 
be the most effec7ve way of vaccina7ng the public.  Jane

2021-01-15 
12:56:28

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nicholas

North West 3
2021-01-18 
16:54:38

North 
West Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Omphile 

2021-01-18 
10:06:10

North 
West Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Business is going to run amock at the possibility of making 
billions or even trillions of income at this juncture. Some will 
quickly put some ineffec7ve products just to rake in millions 
while people suffer and die. 
Government has the responsibility to o ensure that whatever 
they are procuring is safe, effec7ve, efficient and affordable.  
They must consider local companies first and foremost. Yes all 
Frontline workers, the current frail and sick  the most vulnerable 
must be top priority. God bless people of the world in general 
and people of our country in par7cular. Raboleme

2021-01-17 
09:53:16

North 
West Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What about the people like me suffering from high blood 
pressure and heart problems and blood sugar will I be assist 
immediately Frikkie

Limpopo 1

2021-01-17 
16:49:16 Limpopo Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Our governments must ensure that the vaccine is effec7ve 
enough to combat the spread. Also to develop our own vaccine 
from South Africa. 

Morwamofo 
Lesley 

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-15 
11:49:23

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As long as the vaccine is safe and it is effec7ve don't I have a 
problem to use it. There is a lot if viral social media videos with 
mo verifica7on about the vaccine. But what I know and see is 
that people are dying daily infec7ons rise daily. At some point do 
we need to be mature to look at the facts and not social media 
frenzy. Of people who get paid to ins7gate panic. Let's stop 
being so narrow minded and look at the facts. It's good that 
Government will role it out and not let it be rendered. This 
should've been done with PPE also. Nic 

re7red 339
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 12
2021-02-01 
16:59:04

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Josephus

2021-01-22 
06:06:04

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gail

2021-01-18 
17:34:29

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fanie

2021-01-18 
17:11:54

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like the assurance that the vaccine is going to be 
effec7ve even against the latest strain of the virus.   With that 
assurance, I will certainly take part in the vaccina7on 
programme. Marilyn

2021-01-18 
11:09:04

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My greatest concern is the publics percep7on of the vaccine. 
Media does not help to assure the public of the effec7veness of 
the vaccine and yesterdays media report that 23 people had 
died amer receiving the Pfizer vaccine just helps fuel the 
paranoia.  
Inocula7ng the popula7on is going to be a huge task as the 
vaccine has to be kept at a certain temperature. Private doctors, 
medical facili7es and private ins7tu7ons will have to step up and 
help in this regard. I do believe that the highly populated areas 
should be vaccinated firstly and then focus on isolated and rural 
seplements.  
Thank you and good luck. 

Monica 
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2021-01-18 
08:52:29

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My medical Aid has confirmed they will cover our cost of Covid 
19 vaccine. 
Governmet will obviously sell the vaccine to pharmacies etc who 
will vaccinate and claim from medical aid companies. 
Why have they only secured a number of vaccines. 
Don't they have the money. 
Should start with first line medical workers, police, elderly. 
Our government ANC has let the country down again.  
R500 billion Covid 19 money corrupted by ANC. Alex

2021-01-17 
07:29:17

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Helen

2021-01-16 
18:55:31

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Medikasie en entstof in SA moet eers deur n goedkeurings 
proses gaan voor gebruik.  En ons het maatreëls in plek. Elisabeth

2021-01-16 
07:59:30

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Too much talking just start!  Soon!  Maureen

2021-01-16 
07:59:29

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Too much talking just start!  Soon!  Maureen

2021-01-16 
06:53:06

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Nothing in life is perfect. Respect the work that  were put in to 
get a vacine that could saves  the lifes of the medical personel 
working directly with the infected pa7ents. Only if you were in 
the same situa7on you would consider vacina7on to stop the 
spread of the virus. God want us to take responsibility for our 
ac7ons. Martha

2021-01-15 
13:35:24

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do not have a problem as long as I do not have to pay for this. 
We as Pensioners can not afford to pay for this, we are already 
suffering. Jan

Western Cape 128
2021-01-30 
12:12:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fiona

2021-01-27 
07:26:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I will take the vacine if it helos to eradicate the virus worldwide. 
I have some concerns this vacine is sourced in India and not from 
a reputa7on interna7onal company. Jennifer 

2021-01-26 
18:21:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

These vaccines are seen as the silver bullet that will end the 
Covid crisis .  Sadly this isn’t true . It’ll take many years before 
the true effacy of the various vaccines become known .  The 
same applies to possible long term side effects ......rushing a 
vaccine through inside a year has never been done before , 
ever .  Who is to say what the long term side effects will be in 5 
years , 10 years 7me ?   The world popula7on is with back to the 
wall it seems , with no op7ons really .  It’s a case of damned if 
you do and damned if you don’t .  It’s a flip of a coin in the end 
as noone actually knows the final outcome . Colin

2021-01-26 
16:53:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is long past 7me for the government to provide this vaccine - 
they have been very slack about this issue and that is just not 
good enough.  Why the delay? Ken

2021-01-26 
14:24:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lack of complete trust in the manufacturers and their claims. Elinor

2021-01-26 
11:01:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We need more clarity about the effec7veness of the planned 
vaccine types against the new South African variant of the 
corronavirus. Johannes

2021-01-25 
15:19:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine ADELE

2021-01-24 
17:13:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Megan

2021-01-23 
18:46:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hepap

2021-01-23 
09:26:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hilbre

2021-01-22 
21:19:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I will stand in line for the vaccine Max 

2021-01-22 
15:20:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Astrazeneca vaccine is known to only be 70% effec7ve 
whereas the other vaccines  are 94/95% effec7ve? 
We are concerned that the vaccine will be effect against new 
variants including our own SA variant, UK, Brazil variants, etc. 
Two vaccines are essen7al for Astrazeneca.  Will we be 
guaranteed to get the second vaccine within the 7me period 
recommended to have the second jab? 
My other concern not related to the vaccine is that it is 
impera7ve that South Africans improve their immune systems, 
most especially, the elderly!  Beaches and parks must open to 
allow people to first and foremost increase their health and their 
vitamin D levels otherwise the 3rd and 4th wave will be even 
worse!!!!!!!!!!  If the Government can't open for all then they 
must at least open for the over 60's.  Margo

2021-01-22 
15:18:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Daniel

2021-01-22 
15:15:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine George

2021-01-22 
11:27:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concerns 
1. fairness in distribu7on 
2.that the government alone is responsible for obtain the 
vaccine 
3. Strict controle  in light of unethical behaviour and money-
greed that could result in manipula7on an exploita7on, even 
hijacking the rolling out with fake vaccine amongst the ignorant 
and illiterate Karel Thomas

2021-01-22 
07:44:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek het geen beswaar teen die entstof nie. Hoe gouer ons dit kry 
hoe beter. Andries

2021-01-21 
20:16:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To put yourself at risk and it is not effec7ve. 
Suppose you has had contact and without symptoms, the risk of 
then gein sick? 

Anna
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2021-01-21 
17:52:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Another way for corrup7on.  CORRUPTION in so many ways.  
Who gets the vaccine, cost, what's going to happen with the 
money government so collects.  I would say the safest way 
would be if the medical aids purchase a good brand of vaccine 
and it gets distributed in an honest way. Jeanne

2021-01-21 
17:08:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe there must be op7ons,  and individual should be able to 
choose.  
All prac77oners/medical doctors should be able to administer. 
Invec7ve has been accepted interna7onally & must be included 
promptly!!! 
WHO isn’t very reliable, so expand horizons . Barbara 

2021-01-21 
14:04:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am sure the vaccines will be made available to all and hopefully 
S. Africa will be assisted to recover not only medically but 
commercially and financially too. Ceridwen

2021-01-21 
13:14:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thom

2021-01-21 
13:14:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thom

2021-01-21 
12:05:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Valerie 
Margaret

2021-01-21 
07:53:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the vaccine is effec7ve, I think it should be given to 
economically ac7ve middle aged people before the elderly.  
People with families who depend on them should be protected 
first along with health professionals and other essen7al workers. Constance

2021-01-20 
08:21:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Salome

2021-01-20 
08:05:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have no par7cular concerns. However I do feel more clarity 
about the vaccines composi7on is required. I hear people being 
upset by cells from aborted babies being used. True or false 
clarity on this is important to the public.   
As for the cost. I can see no reason why  taxpayers should foot 
the bill.  Had the loo7ng and of our resources, widespread 
corrup7on and pouring money into the bopomless SAA pit not 
been condoned, there would be more than enough money to  
pay to vaccinate our popula7on twice over.   
As for those who should be first in line obviously all medical 
personnel in hospitals and private prac7ces MUST be first. Then 
teachers.  South Africa cannot afford another genera7on of 
uneducated people.  If  the new strain affects children more 
widely they should be next.  Thereamer everyone in posi7ons of 
authority and essen7al services Sheila 

2021-01-19 
15:29:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Melanie

2021-01-19 
14:40:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maggie

2021-01-19 
10:57:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Private sector to be involved! Izak

2021-01-19 
10:55:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Private sector must also be involved. Hester

2021-01-18 
22:31:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Desiree

2021-01-18 
17:42:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I hope the government has really researched the different 
vaccines and used the top medical people to determine the  best 
vaccine to use . 
I am concerned abt vaccines out of China , Russia and also India. 
Have these vaccines undergone stringent  tests and been 
approved by the WHO . 
I feel vaccines  from the USA and UK undergo a lot of checks and 
have to be approved by major medical professionals . 
I feel a lot more secure abt a western coun7es vaccine for our 
ci7zens . Barbara 

2021-01-18 
16:50:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Worried about it's  effec7veness and the cost.  Carroll 

2021-01-18 
16:42:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I s7ll dont know enough about it and would like to see more 
people on tv who have had it describe the amer effects ELENOR

2021-01-18 
15:55:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Francois

2021-01-18 
15:37:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Besides not knowing yet whether the vaccine(s) SA will end up 
geing will be effec7ve - especially against the new strain(s) that 
we have in our country, I think all of should be concerned about 
the vultures who will look for ways to make money out of the 
rollout. Wayne

2021-01-18 
13:39:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Met die nuwe steain van die virus is ek nogal bekommerd of dit 
reg7g voorkomend gaan wees. Daar was geen toetse ivm nuwe 
'strain' nie. Karel

2021-01-18 
13:13:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

will this vaccine be as good as they say, even if there are all 
these different strains coming to the fore and who will they be 
injec7ng first 
to my mind it should be the health workers, who have to look 
amer us, then the elderly and then all the others, especially 
those with medical aid, who then can be paid from their medical 
aid which will fill the coffers to buy more vaccines so the poorer 
people without medical aid can also be vaccinated marie

2021-01-18 
12:26:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

my main concern is the reliability of vaccines been produced 
with out the normal 3  to 5 year test period ,  what will the side 
effects be if any?. 
the mere fact the producers are demanding immunity from and 
charges , alerts us to poten7al side effects which in normal 7mes 
would require major class ac7on suits. 

as a 74 year old person i may , am willing to accept vaccine when 
offered , but for younger folk , my children and their families i 
am very concerned. 
the behaviour of producers to demand money up front 
inadvance  is to me immoral as it sides with the haves against 
the have nots , unethical , should be stopped. leslie
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2021-01-18 
11:04:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am happy for the health care workers , police and teachers to 
get the first vaccina7ons Elizabeth 

2021-01-18 
11:03:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Biggest hope is that the vaccine really do help at the end of the 
day, because i think that is the only way that this epidemic is 
going to be resolved. Also that the money thats been set aside 
for this not be stolen again as previously done by certain 
individuals in the government. Dorepe

2021-01-18 
10:37:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Somerset West does not appear on the list of areas covered Arthur

2021-01-18 
09:48:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concerned about the side effects of the vaccine and the cost of 
the inocula7on Kobus

2021-01-18 
09:42:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine No comment, let roll-out begin as soon as possible Genevieve

2021-01-18 
08:40:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Geing the right vaccine backed by scien7fic approval. Sharon

2021-01-18 
08:07:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Doctors, nurses and medical staff that are likely to be in contact 
with the virus must receive priority treatment  
Whilst I agree that staff in large shopping centres should also be 
high on the list to receive the vaccine - I am very conscious that 
many elderly, some with underlying illnessses, have self isolated 
now firvalmost and effec7vely live in a bubble - totally isolated 
from life, friends and even family. Maybe they should be moved 
further up the list to receive vacine sooner than later.  
I believe doctors GPS might be given the discre7on to decide 
who is most vulnerable in their community.  
Here’s to improved circumstances fir us all but accep7ng the 
virus will be with us in diffferent forms - for ever, might make a 
strategy of herd mentality for controliingbout breaksbon the 
future so the human body can create its own immunity.  
Good luck to us all.  

Geoff

2021-01-18 
07:31:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the new muta7ons of the virus I do not think that it will be 
effec7ve....how long will it last and I don't trust the ANC to  
provide vaccines as they are incompetent, unreliable and 
corrupt. I have no faith in the ANC Government and pray that 
the DA will be able to source and supply vaccines. Avril

2021-01-18 
07:07:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Josee

2021-01-17 
23:29:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think President Ramaphosa has handled the Covid problem in a 
very professional and  effec7ve way - tough but also fair. Our 
government also has stepped up on so many levels to control 
and curb the virus and  from the beginning I was proud and 
thankful that we had a hard lockdown and so on  otherwise we 
really would be in a very worse place right now. I am fully 
commiped to wearing masks for as long as it takes and sani7zing 
and being  careful when out and about. I commend the 
government for the roll out of vaccines  and I hope and pray they 
work and we can get on with our lives and making SA a winner.  
I have a lot of gripes but when it comes to handling this 
pandemic the Government gets my full support and thanks . God 
bless our President and South Africa. . Emerpe

2021-01-17 
22:38:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Derick

2021-01-17 
21:30:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Mrdical aids and the private sectorshould be allowed to procure, 
and administer the vaccine in partnership with the Goverment. 

Pieter
2021-01-17 
20:49:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jean

2021-01-17 
19:45:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine  South Africa should produce our own vaccine sarah

2021-01-17 
19:25:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I back Cyrils decision to give the vaccina7on to all the health 
workers and people who are helping the popula7on in this fight 
against Covid. I also think that we should then start vaccina7ng 
the school children and than all the people who are working and 
have And can make a difference to this country. 
The re7red and older genera7ons should remain unvaccinated 
un7l such 7me as there are vaccines to do so unless they are 
contribu7ng to the welfare of the people as they are doing in the 
Asian countries. Sally

2021-01-17 
18:39:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sandra

2021-01-17 
17:48:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Coerie

2021-01-17 
17:21:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dianne

2021-01-17 
16:10:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Janet

2021-01-17 
16:05:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Biggest concern is  that the government ensures that there is NO 
CORRUPTION as happened with the roll-out of protec7ve 
equipment. Government must cut out middlemen of dubious 
and poli7cal affilia7ons. Best to nego7ate directly with the 
suppliers, and this should be handled by reputable people/
organisa7ons and not poli7cal characters. 

Vaccines should be affordable and easy to transport and store. Ute
2021-01-17 
15:32:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maria

2021-01-17 
13:21:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think the government is capable of rolling this out quickly 
enough. private sector need to be ac7vely involved. Caroline
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2021-01-17 
12:28:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No evidence has been published by the government that the 
medica7on was tested, medically effec7ve and safe. If done, 
how  an when was such informa7on shared? 

There is much contrversy about cheaper alterna7ves - What has 
government done about this and when and where was the 
informa7on shared ? 

What has been done to ensure that another colssal fraud is not 
commiped by those in goverment? ANTONIO

2021-01-17 
11:10:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I  need more posi7ve informa7on. Anntesia

2021-01-17 
11:06:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Various countries, (including RSA), have made vaccines. 
However,  the vaccines that our Government wants to roll out, 
will they be suitable for the South African popula7on? 
We have 58 Million people in our country but the total vaccines 
are not enough to supply 58 million people. Rosa

2021-01-17 
10:53:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If the vaccine men7oned above are used, I have no objec7on 
being vaccinated. As I suspect other less effec7ve products may 
reach the market, other products will need proof of quality/
effec7veness,  before I will expose myself to it`s applica7on. Maphys

2021-01-17 
10:42:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do hope that a lot of tes7ng has been done on this vaccine. I do 
believe that the roll out should begin with the Heads of State, 
meaning the Government to show us that they believe in this 
vaccine and that it is safe. Once they have had it then more 
people will believe in it. It was said that each poli7cal party 
should watch over each other while having this injec7on to make 
sure that it is not water being injected. Then if all is safe it should 
start with the elderly and work it's way down the line of age. MaryAnne

2021-01-17 
10:19:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Basically I support the roll out but feel that the focus should be 
on: all hospital staff ( like the kitchen workers and the cleaners) 
not just the health workers. School teachers and the police next. 
The Army and Navy.  Staff at airports and harbours who work 
with the public. Wardens at prisons ( not the inmates) and only 
then the elderly. 

Alwine
2021-01-17 
08:00:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I have had covid. My concern is may I have the vaccine? James

2021-01-17 
07:40:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm 77 years old and have nothing to lose  by having the 
vaccina7on.  My only concern is the effec7veness  as it seems to 
have been developed very quickly and doesn't have a long track 
record.  I,m sure that it can't be any worse than a flu injec7on 
that is quickly modified each year according to the strain of the 
flu. Being in the vulnerable age group, I say YES. Gordon

2021-01-17 
07:10:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cornelia

2021-01-17 
00:10:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concerns are : has anyone verified with Astra Zeneca  that 
our government  have in fact been granted alloca7on of 
vaccine ? Where is scien7fic evidence that this vaccine is 
effec7ve against the virus mutant stain in SA / is the vaccine 
efficacy indeed 98% as reported against mutant strain ? I 
support vaccine if it is the correct vaccine for SA and scien7fically 
proven . Thank you Gail

2021-01-16 
23:23:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the safety and effec7veness of the  
vaccine.  
Considering vaccines usually take years to develop my 
ques7on.is are these vaccines safe?  What do they contain?  
Please educate us by means of social media etc as to the safety   
The public needs more informa7on and reassurance.  Beverley 

2021-01-16 
22:37:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don’t think government should have complete control of the 
obtaining of the vaccine. Concerned about possible corrup7on. 
Different provinces should have a say where, what and how the 
vaccine is obtained. Erns7ne

2021-01-16 
20:09:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would like to have more informa7on about the planned 
vaccina7on roll-out. I am not sure how vaccines are to be 
distributed. I would like to know if would they be available at 
clinics, private hospitals or  only at certain centres. Once health 
workers and other essen7al workers have been vaccinated 
would one be  able to  access them easily. Margaret

2021-01-16 
18:48:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anne

2021-01-16 
18:30:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am disabled , a lupes and lung pa7ent. I am concern of the 
effec7veness of the vaccine and that  lupes and lung pa7ents or 
at a higher risk for infec7ons. Dulecia

2021-01-16 
18:14:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As my husband and I fall into the group of those who have more 
than one comorbidity, I welcome the fact that we can now begin 
administering  the vaccine in the near future. 
I am just worried about how it will affect us on the long run. I 
have watched worrying videos of people who were vaccinated 
and have terrible side effects. 
I am not sure who will be liable for the cost of each and every 
vaccine. Those with medical aids who are willing to pay for the 
vaccine is fine, but those without a medical aid will get it "for 
free"? Who will be liable for that payment? I presume the 
already cash strapped taxpayer? Cecile

2021-01-16 
17:30:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Brenda

2021-01-16 
17:05:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elizabeth

2021-01-16 
17:03:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I agree with the vaccine but as has been stated that prisoners 
will, amer health care workers , receive the vaccine I totally 
disagree. The fact that they live in close proximity to each other 
is of their own doing. The people living in squaper camps live in 
even worse condi7ons and they have done nothing wrong. They 
are insulted , in my opinion, if prisoners receive treatment  
before them. Linda
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2021-01-16 
16:32:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jennifer 

2021-01-16 
16:26:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Just worried that the vacine will not be as effec7ve on the new 
strain of covid in South Africa 

Arabel
2021-01-16 
15:19:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Just speed it up effec7vely and posi7vely for the preven7on of 
further lives lost to the pandemic. Valen7no 

2021-01-16 
13:38:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Laura

2021-01-16 
13:33:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Marthinus

2021-01-16 
12:48:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elaine

2021-01-16 
11:28:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cedric 

2021-01-16 
10:45:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We already have the flu vaccine annually; we hope that the 
administrators of the vaccine will keep at the correct temp; can 
they be trusted? Monique

2021-01-16 
10:37:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Janet

2021-01-16 
10:35:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The sooner the beper. 
As someone said on Cape Talk - if the government would stop 
pumping money into SAA - which may end in disaster anyway - 
and use the money for the people of South Africa such as 
vaccines - food for the poor and towards medical care!!!!! Marion

2021-01-16 
10:32:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Caroline

2021-01-16 
10:28:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine rowland

2021-01-16 
10:09:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bruce

2021-01-16 
08:37:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is based on the current strain of the virus. In less 
than a year it has mutated with a strain that differs from the 
Northern hemisphere. If, as has been suggested that this vaccine 
may not be effec7ve with new strains.  
This vaccine is not a panacea, in the UK there is a vaccine against 
flu but 17000 die of it. 
The vaccines only chance of being effec7ve if everyone has  it at 
the same 7me. If some choose not to have it then its open to 
mutate . If 12 months is the 7me span between the first  and the 
last inocula7on.  The virus has the opportunity to mutate and 
make this vaccine ineffec7ve. 
So the vaccine will help some but not others. We need to know 
why. Richard 

2021-01-16 
08:15:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine should be administered firstly to all front line 
workers, i.e. includes all  staff, all training professionals in all 
places of learning, all taxi drivers, pilots of planes, trains and  
crews and air  
and sea crews thereamer whatever government proposes Ann

2021-01-16 
08:09:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With the new variant will the vaccines be effec7ve? Will it be 
costly to the popula7on?  All people should be given a chance to 
choose vaccina7on but if it is expensive how will lower income 
groups afford it?  The country is already groaning under a 
mountain of debt will the government be able to afford to roll  it 
out? Joan

2021-01-16 
06:36:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maria

2021-01-16 
06:33:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Doug

2021-01-16 
06:23:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elria

2021-01-16 
05:47:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Robbie Hazel 

2021-01-16 
05:37:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Linda

2021-01-16 
01:02:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am worried about Johnson and Johnson vaccine, which is not 
approved by anyone, most importantly no one hear about it 7ll 
now, and our government wants to inject it on people. Second 
they want to purchase vaccines from India. All doctors know that 
their medica7on, can not be trusted, because they don’t go to a 
proper Chanel’s of research. So it’s a big concern what the SA 
people will get. As usually the cheapest ravished. Sorry , I don’t 
trust that  Anelia

2021-01-15 
21:40:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hopefully we will get the vaccine very soon and that it will also 
cover all mutated variants. Irmgard

2021-01-15 
20:54:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dawn

2021-01-15 
18:47:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I support the roll out of the vaccine as long as SAHPRA has 
approved it. I will have the vaccine. Pascal 

2021-01-15 
18:05:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Just afraid all these vaccines have been made in a hurry. What if 
they harm us rather than create immunity. Also being 65 what if 
I have a bad reac7on. I have COPD. I am afraid to have the 
vaccine. Dawn

2021-01-15 
17:36:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I hope the roll out will start soon and that it will be effec7ve. Walter

2021-01-15 
17:26:52

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am in favour of the roll out of vaccine, as long as it is offered as 
an op7on  & not enforced by law. The Health Minister has 
already declared that "no one will be forced",  so hopefully we 
can rely on the Government to s7ck to their guns. It is every 
ci7zen's right to choose whether or not he/she wants to be 
vaccinated. jack
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2021-01-15 
17:16:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is no alterna7ve, at present, to stopping this virus which 
has very quickly learnt to mutate more effec7vely at great cost 
and concern to na7ons all over the world.   If some people are 
religiously adverse or have been professionally /medically 
advised not to accept it, they must form part of the 53% who 
will not be in line to receive it anyway and who will benefit from 
the possible herd /popula7on immunity.   They must also accept 
they may not be able to righ{ully travel anywhere outside of the 
country as many na7ons will not accept them in future and this 
could also affect their employment.    Hopefully the Government 
and/or commercial sector will be providing proof of 
immunisa7on as part of the deal such as we've always had for 
yellow fever, typhus, cholera, etc.   Linda

2021-01-15 
16:59:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jennie

2021-01-15 
16:31:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine The side effects. catherine

2021-01-15 
16:28:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cecilia

2021-01-15 
14:17:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

if it is from a reputable country or organisa7on it will be fine. 
As it is we have no idea where it is going to come from or if it is 
the truth 

Magda

2021-01-15 
13:56:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

They should start by telling out the vaccines to medical staff 
teachers and young working adults in order to keep the 
economy going . Older people can stay indoors un7l its available  
and safe to go out. Isabel

2021-01-15 
13:50:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maureen

2021-01-15 
13:02:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fa7ma

2021-01-15 
12:51:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hopefully these vaccines will help with the new strains as well. Mar7n

2021-01-15 
12:40:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is a bit soon to be able to assess the effec7veness of the 
vaccine. Jill 

2021-01-15 
12:39:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As been proven by sta7s7cs and proof that everything our 
government (ANC) touches or even just think of becomes a 
travesty and failure oozing with corrup7on. I cannot even agree 
to give them another chance. The liple boy who cried wolf for 
the thousandth 7me now is even proof of their uselessness Sedick

2021-01-15 
12:25:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am worried about any side -effects.  I have never had a flu 
vaccine as I heard it can  give you symptoms.   I am happy to get 
the vaccine as long as it is safe.  
 Vera

2021-01-15 
11:05:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In addi7on to vaccine effec7veness, my main concerns are with 
delivery from manufurer to pa7ents, its speed and efficiency.  A 
system to deal with problems needs to be established. Gordon

2021-01-15 
11:05:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In addi7on to vaccine effec7veness, my main concerns are with 
delivery from manufurer to pa7ents, its speed and efficiency.  A 
system to deal with problems needs to be established. Gordon

2021-01-15 
11:05:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In addi7on to vaccine effec7veness, my main concerns are with 
delivery from manufurer to pa7ents, its speed and efficiency.  A 
system to deal with problems needs to be established. Gordon

2021-01-15 
10:24:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mary

2021-01-15 
10:00:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine What is the nega7ve about the vaccine and what is the cost Jan

2021-01-15 
09:41:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rose

2021-01-15 
09:30:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Oleg

2021-01-15 
08:13:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sal die huidige entstof geskik wees vir die nuwe varient in RSA? Bessie

Gauteng 129

2021-01-29 
05:58:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The sooner we get the vaccine the beper, there is no 7me to 
waste e. Obviously it must have been tested and must be able 
effec7ve. A friend of mine in England has just had hers, very 
happy.  Israel is vaccina7ng the whole country.... We MUST have 
professionals, medical specialists conduc7ng this rollout and not 
people in the government, sadly  corrup7on s7ll reigns Sheila 

2021-01-26 
20:02:55 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Valerie

2021-01-26 
16:10:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are mul7ple vaccines on the market. I am concerned that 
SA have not researched the best vaccine for our country. My 
take is that the Johnson and Johnson vaccine (when approved - 
in the next two weeks) would be the ideal vaccine for our 
country.  You only need one dose of this vaccine and  it’s not 
constrained by cold storage requirements.  Let’s hope we get 
this one on board as soon as it’s approved. Keith

2021-01-25 
15:51:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

At this stage I strongly feel that South Africans of all races should 
shove pepy poli7cs up their you know where and join hands 
together to collec7vely fight this pandemic before we lose many 
more people because if we don't then there will be nobody to 
vote and this country of ours will be taken over by foreigners 
who will survive the pandemic. Antonio
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2021-01-25 
12:21:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

In a statement the President said that black businesses  will be 
used to supply the vaccine. How can he use peoples lives to yet 
again try and promote BBBEE?? I worked as a orocurement 
manager at Eskom and the black companies add up to 1000% to 
the price of goods because they know they can. There was a 
court ruling agains the PPPFA and  even in this human crisis he 
yet again tries to disenfranchise all whites. It is shocking and 
unacceptable. This country is bancrupt because of these policies. 
The most efficient organiza7ons must handle this otherwise you 
will find thousands of spoilt vaccines and it will be sold on the 
black market. Cornelia

2021-01-25 
10:17:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is this vaccine a preventa7ve mechanism or curing way, please 
explain Lungi

2021-01-24 
16:10:37 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Edwin

2021-01-24 
14:29:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How effec7ve is the vaccine for people previously infected and 
how safe will it be for them.  Sandra

2021-01-24 
12:32:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are in a worldwide pandemic. Wich is solely depending on 
informa7on coupled with  diligence and transparency, so as to 
enable individual par7cipa7on since the weapons to fight are 
dependent on following  guidelines personally.  Templeton 

2021-01-22 
22:39:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The SA Government must rank who has priority in receiving the 
vaccine. 
The vaccine may provide some immunity to individuals geing 
Coronavirus but the vaccine recipient but may s7ll get Covid19 
and then s7ll be a carrier and a transmiper .  
No one seems to know. 
But first publish the ranking and priority of the grouping who will 
be first to get the available vaccines.  
At the moment each vaccine has TWO doses. So 20m doses is 
10m people! 
The popula7on of South Africa is at least 60m! 
40m by 31 December 2021 will be almost impossible unless 24hr 
a day vaccina7ng. The maths must be done and of course 
logis7cs of the vaccine will be challenging when it must be kept 
at such a cold temperature. 
So the list goes on! 
A detailed Risk Analysis needs to be undertaken. Rob

2021-01-22 
17:48:06 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Chris

2021-01-22 
09:46:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fiona

2021-01-22 
09:46:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fiona

2021-01-21 
18:11:46 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am eagerly wai7ng for the vaccine. I wish the roll out can start 
as soon as possible. People are losing loved ones daily.  Vaccines 
have been there for ages preven7ng diseases.  I believe the 
effec7veness has been proven and we should stop doub7ng. 
# down with poli7cs and fake news. People's lives maper Makgadiki

2021-01-21 
15:05:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 I am a member of Discovery Medical Aid and as such I should  
be en7tled to go to my own doctor for my vaccina7on and not 
have to stand in a queue at a shopping mall or clinic or 
elsewhere and risk actually being infected. Discovery should 
no7fy all its members accordingly Linda

2021-01-21 
15:05:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 I am a member of Discovery Medical Aid and as such I should  
be en7tled to go to my own doctor for my vaccina7on and not 
have to stand in a queue at a shopping mall or clinic or 
elsewhere and risk actually being infected. Discovery should 
no7fy all its members accordingly Linda

2021-01-21 
15:05:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

 I am a member of Discovery Medical Aid and as such I should  
be en7tled to go to my own doctor for my vaccina7on and not 
have to stand in a queue at a shopping mall or clinic or 
elsewhere and risk actually being infected. Discovery should 
no7fy all its members accordingly Linda

2021-01-21 
14:39:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Romilla

2021-01-21 
11:17:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Gov need to start rolling out the vaccine asap. Do it through 
ones own GP or for the masses all hospitals. Personally I would 
be happy to pay so that money could be used to vaccinate those 
that cant pay and in that way we get more people vaccinate 
quicker and save lives. Lesley

2021-01-21 
10:11:03 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Romilla

2021-01-20 
21:59:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek is 78en sal graag die entstof wil ontvangm maar ek weet nie 
van die koste nie . Hoe sal dit ons raak? Pieter

2021-01-20 
14:38:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Corrup7on 
Wether is compliant 
Favour7sm 
Them of vaccines Henry joseph

2021-01-20 
12:28:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Olivia 

2021-01-20 
11:06:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My husband and I trust that the Govenment knows best and we 
will certainly take the vaccine. Anna-Mariè

2021-01-20 
07:00:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gilbert

2021-01-19 
19:53:45 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Please get a vaccine as soon as possible. Elsabe

2021-01-19 
18:47:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I really support the vaxx drive but has it been tested 
thouroughly. That is my concern. Elizabeth
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2021-01-19 
15:17:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I recollect schools being closed for the polio scare and receiving 
a vaccine later: when it was invented. And obviously like most 
people i had BCG vaccina7ons with repeats when it was 
required, and vaccina7ons for other things when traveling.   

So i have no issue with vaccines. 

I  have, over the past decade, found vaccines for flu though, to 
be a cause of  deep discomfort:  and have not taken them now 
for the past five years. This means  i shall wait to establish that 
the early rounds of this rapidly produced vaccine will not impact 
nega7vely on large numbers before considering joining the 
line.... 

I live a profoundly socially isolated life by choice, and have done 
so since i re7red in 2017.  i have no significant comorbi77es  and  
have become accustomed to wearing a mask when out and 
about... In fact i am surprised we never did it before it is so 
obviously such a powerful health support.  

I am however concerned that we are at the back of the line 
when it comes to supply; and find it odd that our much lauded 
BRICS partners, Russia and China [for instance] have been 
supplying vaccine material to many country's other than their 
BRICS partners ... and do wonder whether the economic 
transforma7on agenda is being given preference. ..or do they 
not trust us? Even India i note is not rushing to let us receive 
more than a meager supply 

I am also puzzled that our country, with such an excellent history 
in preven7ve fields of medicine , did not move to create a locally 
produced Vaccine... and have to assume that we have lost 
cri7cal pharmaceu7cal competence in this area ...  or alternately 
that there was no opportunity there for the unchecked criminal 
behaviour to which we have been witness, through the range of  
PPE scandals...  

I would also note that the loss of approximately six years worth 
of Tax revenues to scandalously thieving behaviour has 
undoubtedly come back to haunt any flexibility we may have had 
in this area....   

My reading of the five Covet related outbreaks of the past 
century suggests that we are currently about 40 % of the way 
through this pandemic.  So: assuming some vaccines eventually 
arrive at the end point of the injec7on needle. And then that we  
somehow manage to keep enough of it, plus the associated 
equipment necessary, to vaccinate the 40 million people  
needed  for [possible] herd immunity: only then shall  i take my 
place at the back of the line.  

This means that I  do not realis7cally expect to move to the front 
before the second quarter of 2022... and even then i shall let 
someone go before me... mainly because i am old, go nowhere, 
unless I'm totally out of food and the delivery guy got hijacked:  
and really don't care. Nicholas

2021-01-19 
13:53:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Chris

2021-01-19 
12:58:03 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Cynthia 

2021-01-19 
12:04:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alan

2021-01-18 
20:30:03 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We are geing frightening messages,videos of people who are 
dying amer being vaccinated,if you can tell us why are people 
dying amer geing the vaccine,I tried convincing people that this 
vaccine is going to help us,but most of them don't agree with 
me,they say the government wants to kill us Jane

2021-01-18 
17:02:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

People 's lives need to be serve, this vaccine will rescue many 
from this pandemic i thnk you Carol

2021-01-18 
16:56:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am aware that there is a notorious biochemical virus in our 
midst. Whoever is quilty of maliciously releasing this germ is 
highly should be chased amer and brought to book. With so 
many conspiracy theories floa7ng around social media, it is a bit 
difficult to comment objec7vely. Nonetheless I support the idea 
of vaccine rollout with so much care any mistakes must be 
strictly followed up with consequences. BS

2021-01-18 
15:49:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Control of vaccines and availability!   
Fairness of distribu7on  
Cer7ficate issued upon vaccina7on? 

Terry-Ann
2021-01-18 
15:16:28 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Make sure that it went through the correct trials. Mynhardt

2021-01-18 
15:07:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Joyce

2021-01-18 
10:52:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It was reported on TV that 23 elderly persons in the USA had 
died amer receiving the Pfizer vaccine. Has the cause of death 
been determined as the vaccine itself? Derek

2021-01-18 
10:40:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would prefer the roll outs to be done in pharmacies, doctors 
rooms, don't like the idea of queuing at shopping malls with 
hoards of people. Wendy

2021-01-18 
10:27:06 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that the government should have started to obtain the 
vaccine when trials were conducted and we would probably 
have had them by now lessening the consequences that this 
second wave has had on the country Jacqueline

2021-01-18 
10:16:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the effec7veness of a vaccine against a 
poten7ally rapidly muta7ng virus. Mike
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2021-01-18 
10:13:37 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Whether we like it or not, Covid-19 is a killer and don't care who 
you are. Therefore I believe the vaccine  is a necessity. Dalene

2021-01-18 
10:00:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

ENTSTOF MOET VEILIG, EFFEKTIEF EN BESKIKBAAR WEES VIR 
ALMAL. MOET VOLLEDIG GETOETS WEES. Gerrie

2021-01-18 
08:45:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Walter

2021-01-18 
08:00:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have noted a concern from the people about the efficacy of the 
vaccine and I believe that as the trials have done prior, the 
effec7veness might not be able to sustain immunology. At the 
same 7me the scien7sts should be looking into the herbal 
remedies as in addi7on to the vaccines. The people who says 
they won't take a jab, they should then have to ask for a reversal 
of  the likes of polio vaccines that they received when they were 
children.  The 4IR technology has accentuated the speed of the 
vaccine R&D. Anthony

2021-01-18 
07:50:52 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First dr's, nurses,Sapd, children, people with underlined  
afflic7ons 're diabetes etc Anna-Marie

2021-01-18 
07:30:18 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dries

2021-01-18 
07:21:10 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine SUSAN

2021-01-18 
02:07:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hercules

2021-01-17 
22:54:46 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Agness

2021-01-17 
20:08:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Tes7ng has been done as quickly as possible obviously to help 
slow the rate of infec7on.  I am concerned that the side effects/
effects when take with other medica7ons/or with various less 
common comorbidi7es have not been sufficiently researched 
due to lack of 7me.  Jenny

2021-01-17 
17:29:54 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Charles 

2021-01-17 
17:02:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't have too much concern  receiving the vaccine. Hopefully 
the rollout will proceed smoothly  once ini7al logis7cs are sorted 
out. John

2021-01-17 
16:24:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I feel that all poli7cians in Parliament should be vaccinated first.  
If the vaccine has any adverse effects then they must die first . 
Only amer three months should the general public accept the 
vaccine.  anguth

2021-01-17 
15:02:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pietro

2021-01-17 
13:14:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine San

2021-01-17 
12:42:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I UNDERSTAND THAT IT IS NOT 100% EFFECTIVE.  IF WE HAVE 
BEEN VACCINATED, CAN WE GO OUT WITHOUT A MASK? Gerda

2021-01-17 
12:29:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hyla

2021-01-17 
10:26:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dorothy

2021-01-17 
10:22:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ek sal wil he dat elke belas7ngbetaler die entstof moet ontvang 
en dat ras finansies en geloof nie n rol moet speel nie FRED

2021-01-17 
09:49:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Antoinepe

2021-01-17 
09:35:04 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sarah

2021-01-17 
09:15:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Velma

2021-01-17 
09:02:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine mervin

2021-01-17 
08:58:19 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. The cost to the taxpayer is very important. 
2. Do we have the medical staff to implement this ambi7ous 
exercise. 
3. Will there be a penalty for those who do not wish to be 
inoculated? 

Raymond
2021-01-17 
08:56:23 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will the elderly also get preference? We are more likely to pick 
up the Covd19 than our younger counterparts? Bill

2021-01-17 
06:51:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine As I am 60 years. I should be given the vaccine Avril

2021-01-17 
05:05:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Do we know the side effects? Desiree

2021-01-16 
20:31:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I am allergic to prepara7ons made by using ducks egg medium Gerald 

2021-01-16 
19:22:58 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine howard

2021-01-16 
17:58:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think this should be free just like all vaccines done to children! 
Or the government must pay as they have given themselves the 
taxpayers money! So why should we all suffer because of their 
corrup7on Naledi

2021-01-16 
17:54:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hennie
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2021-01-16 
17:45:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have tried to keep myself as well informed as possible about 
the processes the government is employing for the benefit of us 
ci7zens of Mzansi.  I believe that, especially considering the 
serious economic situa7on in our country BEFORE this pandemic 
started, the government has performed well. To  me it seems as 
if as much considera7on as possible has been given to this 
world-wide situa7on as the developing informa7on and research 
about the pandemic have allowed. The pandemic is s7ll in 
process.  The virus is developing numerous variants around the 
world.  Modelling has proven not to be as effec7ve as scien7sts 
have been hoping it would be. Consequently all governments are 
forced into crisis management. Nobody can expect anything 
approaching perfect answers/treatments at this 7me. I agree 
with the approach to have our relevant screening processes/
services approve any medica7on/vaccine before they are used in 
Mzansi. I am also sa7sfied with the input and support of the 
medical aid companies. Both the government and my medical 
aid have very sa7sfactorily communicated with me throughout 
this pandemic - also with friends of mine who have contracted 
this virus. I wish all concerned in government, and especially our 
front-line medical staff, wisdom, strength and good health as 
they con7nue their arduous tasks. God bless. Cornelia

2021-01-16 
17:32:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alex

2021-01-16 
17:18:28 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the vaccines may get mixed.  For example 
1st shot AstraZeneca and then a different one for the second if 
we can't get more of the same. Also I can aggord to vaccinate my 
family and staff. If chemists/private doctors are allowed to 
vaccinate private pa7ents at a cost it would help the government 
to give my vaccine to someone needy. Sarah 

2021-01-16 
17:06:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lydia

2021-01-16 
16:06:21 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Effec7ve systems must be in place for the vaccine programme to 
be rolled out quickly and to the people who most need it. 
Suitably trained, informed and competent people, who can also 
allay the public's fears and concerns, need to be urgently 
recruited to administer the vaccine. 
Details on the programme, targets set, feedback on progress and 
targets achieved. 
Honest feedback on shortcomings and concerns and how they 
are being dealt with. Abraham

2021-01-16 
16:05:52 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concern for Invermec7n being used as farmers use it to kill 
worms 7cs and fleas. Animals complain and a needle prick on 
the farmer "burns like hell" don't need that people will refuse to 
have that jab. Lynepe

2021-01-16 
15:47:59 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gary

2021-01-16 
15:21:22 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Marieta

2021-01-16 
14:59:28 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Number of the vaccine doses secured by the government 
will not be enough to combat the coronavirus. You neet at least 
80 million  doses to fight the corona virus. Every body needs 2 
shots to be save. Even the big Nr. of the Illigeal people staying in 
SA have to be vaccinated. Otherwise it is not doing any good. 

Horst
2021-01-16 
14:38:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

That all safety protocols are observed. Wearing of masks, safe 
distancing.  personel administering vaccine wear gloves. MARGERY

2021-01-16 
13:43:26 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Victor 

2021-01-16 
13:04:55 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are a number of vaccines available now and the most 
effec7ve one should be obtained. 
Government has been slow in ordering sufficient vaccines, so we 
have not secured a steady supply. I hope that the Government 
does not select the Russian or Chinese vaccines just because 
they are available! Clinical trials on these have been sub-
standard. 
The AstraZeneca vaccine should be the preferred choice. Bernard

2021-01-16 
12:09:45 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Halina 

2021-01-16 
11:47:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As the professional team of doctors and virologists who are 
advising the government are so knowledgeable  and experienced 
(eg Prof Karim who is respected by his interna7onal peers), I 
have trust that they would not endorse an unsafe vaccine. Karen

2021-01-16 
11:45:47 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jeanepe

2021-01-16 
11:34:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

One is concerned about the pre tes7ng of the vaccine due to the 
pressures under which it has been developed . Will sufficient 
tes7ng be allowed for to ensure that the product that used is 
safe and with a full understanding by the developers of any side 
effects which may occur in the short and longer term. Gordon

2021-01-16 
11:08:55 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have liple doubt that a vaccine is the only solu7on to 
elimina7ng the virus and fully agree that health workers should 
be the first to benefit.  However, I do have concerns regarding 
the efficacy of the vaccine and any side effects.  Only 7me will 
tell but we need to get this under way asap. Carol 

2021-01-16 
10:31:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Reports indicate that the max. effec7veness requires two 
consecu7ve injec7ons. Will this be available also in SA? Gerhard

2021-01-16 
10:24:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Elisa
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2021-01-16 
09:36:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Allow the private sector to import/ buy the vaccine 
Why should the medical scheme members cross-subsidize the 
public sector. The same people pay the taxes anyway. 
One of the mine houses offered to inoculate their workforce. 
Many will follow if government  allows this. john

2021-01-16 
09:30:28 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Patricia

2021-01-16 
08:46:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are a number of vaccines that have worked so why not try 
this ? Especially for the vulnerable and elderly, but the 
goverment should not be allowed to monoplise the vaccine roll 
out. Christopher

2021-01-16 
08:08:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Big concern is the roll out of vaccine by the government and 
again government using the money for themselves in stead of 
looking amer ci7zens.  The government is making bad decisions 
to benefit themselves. Zuma lady is not at all competent and not 
trusted by the ci7zens. Side affects of vaccine big concern. It 
should be roll out to healthcare workers first and then elderly 
people paid by the government. We cannot keep the economy 
closed. Government should focus on vaccine first before 
anything else. We cannot fight the virus otherwise. Ansa

2021-01-16 
06:55:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It does worry me that we do not have any experience of the 
vaccine.  However we do have to start somewhere.  Only hope 
the Goverment is able to roll it out effec7vely Maureen

2021-01-16 
06:02:03 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We should select the right people the youth the health  
personnel the age. The last should be the prisoners William

2021-01-16 
05:57:54 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is this vaccine has it been checked by  South African 
Health system before. And when are we going to use our 
Pharmacitcal Companies to create our own Vaccins.  We import 
everything from a teethpick ,  and every day you  will hear  the 
President saying  we are going to create jobs.

Pheladi 
Stanley 
Herman

2021-01-16 
05:00:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lorraine

2021-01-16 
00:07:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As we are is the 2nd wave with a new strain present how 
effec7ve will the vaccine be? My other concern is the price and 
will you need a second vacinaion to be sure you have some 
immunity against the virus. The issue is s7ll why are we dragging 
our feet in geing the vaccine and have a proper plan as to how 
it will be rolled out. Just say that acquired some and it will be 
rolled out does not tell anyone who is going to get it when and 
how. Willie

2021-01-15 
23:50:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I hope there won't be any corrup7on, we the poor people given 
the fake vaccina7on whilst they keep the real thing for 
themselves and their families. This government is really not 
trustworthy when it comes to serious issues, look what 
happened to the PPE funds whilst people were dying they were 
loo7ng. Hellen

2021-01-15 
23:45:40 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Norma

2021-01-15 
23:36:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

A few people are saying once they have had the vaccine they 
won't get COVID 19. It is not a cure but just a preventa7ve 
measure. Like the measles vaccine children get. They s7ll get 
measles but to a lesser degree. Janet 

2021-01-15 
21:55:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am a registered nurse. 
How can I assist in the vaccina7on administra7on in my city? gillian

2021-01-15 
20:57:57 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Len

2021-01-15 
20:50:46 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Palesa 

2021-01-15 
19:08:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine must be effec7ve and be of the same standard 
provided worldwide. Thabiso

2021-01-15 
18:27:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If it happened the vaccine is health risk the government must 
take full responsibility German

2021-01-15 
17:34:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Johnson&Jonson vaccine is produced in PE. The government 
must first supply south african popula7on before expor7ng it to 
Europe Valen7na

2021-01-15 
17:16:38 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Steph

2021-01-15 
16:55:47 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I and my husband are over 70, we are very healthy and would 
like to have the vaccine. As long as it has been tested. I will not 
hesitate.  The sooner the beper. No 7me to waste Sheila

2021-01-15 
16:55:21 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

As long as the efficacy of the vaccines has been proven this 
makes a lot of common sense. Although I do feel if someone is 
healthy and lives far away from built up areas, or from human 
habita7on I feel it would be wasted. Why take a vaccine to make 
oneself ill, if one is 100% healthy and disease free? 

Roberta
2021-01-15 
15:15:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gaan almal dit kan kry? Gaan dit die verspreiding stop? Heila

2021-01-15 
14:55:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

is the vaccine going to help people so that tyey do not get the 
viras graeme

2021-01-15 
14:36:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nombulelo

2021-01-15 
14:28:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Health workers and old people first.  If you look the younger 
people don't care to them it's a joke they share a cool drink a 
sigarepe no masks at all and no safe distance. 
Virus, if we don't try we will never get anywhere. The world has 
tried other vaccines for polio and all went well, in fact we have 
almost eradicated polio. I would like to remain posi7ve as sooo 
many as always are soo nega7ve! It really irritates me. Christa

2021-01-15 
14:19:35 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I do believe the only answer is this vaccine. I understand how 
the vaccine works and truly hope it will be as effec7ve  as 
expected Shirley

2021-01-15 
13:51:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine If not stored correctly we have no vaccine Daniel
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2021-01-15 
13:13:50 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am just wai7ng to hear if the various vaccines we may be 
geing will be effec7ve against the new mutant dominant strain 
of the virus. It would be nice if over 65s are also put highish on 
the list for vaccina7on. It would be nice to know if the various 
medical aids would pay  apart from Discovery. June

2021-01-15 
13:08:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I am concerned about any vaccine coming from China or Russia. Annemarie

2021-01-15 
13:03:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine David

2021-01-15 
12:24:04 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lizelle 

2021-01-15 
11:32:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Although the vaccine is not being tested over a 4/5 year period 
the world is in a chao7c situa7on and all apempts to find a 
"Killer on the virus"  not yet  I support the ac7on as stated the 
sequence on the roll out to "protect" us against the virus. Christo

2021-01-15 
11:31:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Marion

2021-01-15 
10:58:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Danie

2021-01-15 
09:42:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bleonie

2021-01-15 
09:19:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the rollout is fine BUT prisoners should be last on the list 
why should they come before law abiding ci7zens 
 Gayl

2021-01-15 
08:50:29 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I definitely believe that EVERYONE should eventaully get the 
vaccine. I agree that the healthcare workers should be first but 
them the older people in Re7rement Villages or old age homes 
and then the rest of the popula7on. Lynepe

2021-01-15 
08:12:51 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I'm concerned that lhe bio-availibility will not be good enough. Marius

KwaZulu-Natal 40
2021-01-27 
17:00:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Really wish and encourage everyone to take Covid19 
vaccina7on. Nozipho

2021-01-25 
09:52:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I understand our vaccine of choice has 70% efficacy, compared 
to others up to 95% efficacy, why chose a lower efficacy to put us 
at risk? Is it affordability or availability as an African country? Maruapula 

2021-01-24 
22:05:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The decision by the President comes out of much consulta7ons 
with qualified people in the medical world. Hence i surrender to 
his decision.

Arunjalam  
Naidoo

2021-01-22 
11:15:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Beverley

2021-01-21 
22:35:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Unban Ivermec7n with immediate effect as it has proven to be 
very effec7ve in figh7ng this virus and is cheap....it has been 
approved in USA so why not here? David

2021-01-21 
15:16:21

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine YANEE

2021-01-21 
15:08:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

People all over the world have died from this vaccine-that is my 
concern- what guarantees do we have it's not also going to 
happen here? Debbie

2021-01-21 
13:41:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned about the side effects of the vaccine. 
 I would be happy for health care workers, transport providers, 
teachers, shopkeepers etc to receive it first as this could protect 
elderly folk from being intemected by those that  care for t Myrna

2021-01-20 
06:34:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Health care workers are in frontline . Afford them the 
opportunity to be given the vaccine first Sithara

2021-01-18 
17:02:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Concern is with the virus muta7on, it makes one wonder if the 
flu vaccine to be rolled out will be effec7ve? or on the third wave 
we will be having a new strain. 

Sandra
2021-01-18 
13:46:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Anna

2021-01-18 
13:35:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine If is was tried and tested,i want it please Ockert

2021-01-18 
09:13:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Bring the vaccine that was given to the future president of the 
US, Joe Biden. 
Bring it now. 
Thank you. Alberto

2021-01-17 
20:57:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am convinced that vaccina7ng the popula7on is the best 
possible way to control the Corona virus., star7ng with the 
healthcare workers, who have risked their lives con7nually since 
the virus was first reported in SA.  
In SA I'm concerned about the logis7cs of geing the vaccine to 
the hospitals and clinics without interference - the carriers , 
distribu7ng the vaccine need police protec7on to ensure  safety. 
Teachers and learners also need the vaccine a.s.a.p. helen

2021-01-17 
19:51:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maria

2021-01-17 
17:49:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine JEANNIE

2021-01-17 
17:21:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Has it been tested for all to have if you are diabe7c, asthma7c or 
have seizures, high blood pressure etc Olwen

2021-01-17 
16:06:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Christo H

2021-01-17 
16:06:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

roll out of vaccine supported,  provided efficacy has been 
scien7fically & clinically proven 

Colin
2021-01-17 
15:25:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ivan
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2021-01-17 
11:37:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Firstly it would appear that once more we are being lied to. 
What Company is providing the vaccine as the Company that the 
Government state that they have been in talks with now state 
that they cannot sell to South Africa.  WHERE ARE THEY GOING 
TO GET THE VACCINE AND WILL THE CHOSEN VACCINE 
WORK?????? 

Where is the money coming from ? Have they  scraped the SAA 
DEAL as that was another lost leader and bopomless pit for 
taxpayers money. George 

2021-01-17 
11:32:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is that for how long will this vaccine  give us 
immunity and will it make us ill or give us side effects  that may 
impact badly on the elderly.  The other concern is who is paying 
for this? Sharynne

2021-01-17 
11:02:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Devi 

2021-01-17 
08:19:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Olga

2021-01-17 
08:01:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Neil

2021-01-17 
04:15:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is hike the ruling party is s7ll figh7ng amongst itself 
for tenders it will takes long to reach its des7na7on, government 
should let chapter 9 ins7tu7on to run the process of vaccina7on 
and monitor empa7allity transparent and accountable, Gladstone

2021-01-16 
18:14:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe it is for the Medics to  priori7ze depending on age, 
vulnerability etc. They would know best Bridget

2021-01-16 
16:50:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fathma

2021-01-16 
15:21:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Biggest concern is that our government did not start the process 
of procuring the vaccine six months ago and also did not plan  
how the vaccine would be distributed and administered. 

Merryl
2021-01-16 
12:15:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ivan

2021-01-16 
11:59:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Safety of vaccine Kathy

2021-01-16 
10:45:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rob

2021-01-16 
08:09:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lindsay

2021-01-16 
07:56:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

If not effec7ve...a huge waste of tax payers money that could 
have been u7lized effec7vely elsewhere Dorepe

2021-01-16 
07:46:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Guard against corrup7on, them, profiteering.  
Monitor amereffects of each dose. 
Systema7c roll out necessary. 
Keep cost low.. 

Jayaseelan

2021-01-16 
05:57:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is there any concrete proof of the effec7veness of the product? 
Has it been clinically proven to combat the virus? 
Just like many things in our country, the government have 
dragged thier feet in combaing this virus with, thus far, no real 
solu7ons! 
Closing bople stores, as an example, it not the answer! John

2021-01-16 
05:39:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Whether it will work safely Nomusa

2021-01-15 
13:50:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

First & foremost, the poli7cians should get it last. Money for 
covid has disappeared under their watch. Half the country could 
have been done by now, if the funds were not pilfered. Rajendra

2021-01-15 
13:02:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm in favour of a vaccine although I don't want it for myself. I'm 
scep7cal about the Ivermec7n vaccine as the SAHPRA says it is 
registered for use in the treatment of internal and external 
treatment of parasites in animals such as mange and worms in 
dogs, nasal bots in sheep and worms in pigs, but never used for 
viruses or for use in humans. There's currently no Ivermec7n-
containing medicines Registered for use in humans in the 
country. Lyn

2021-01-15 
09:20:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zelda

Limpopo 7

2021-01-26 
20:01:29 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

How certain are we that the vaccine s will he effec7ve against 
the new  Corona strain . 
How safe is the vaccine? Casper

2021-01-18 
17:12:15 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Who will receive and where? 
Will they come to the old age re7rement villages? Hennie

2021-01-18 
17:01:40 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hennie

2021-01-18 
09:51:04 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is whether the vaccine will be effec7ve. We were 
told COVID-19 does not survive heat, but it seems to stand South 
African heat. We are told there is now a new strain of the virus 
that is more infec7ous than there first. This new strain was not 
present when the vaccine was developed. How can we be sure 
that it will not withstand the vaccine? Kabang 

2021-01-16 
20:53:21 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I fully support the vaccine roll out provided the effec7veness and 
efficacy of the vaccine is guaranteed and confirmed by credible 
research ins7tu7ons. Gandi

2021-01-15 
17:04:43 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not sure if the solu7on is effec7ve as no one has never used it 
before Margaret 

2021-01-15 
13:22:47 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Kindly provide more informa7on concerning the amount of 
vaccines you are impor7ng from India. Specifically, their 
vaccine's effaecy, research protocols, and clinical trials. 
Please don't forget the elders in your roll out. Thank you. Donna

North West 5
2021-01-25 
20:57:04

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

This has not been tested if evidence of effec7veness.however it's 
worth it than allowing people to die without trying. Kesekwaile
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2021-01-24 
16:31:39

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think that Ivermec7n should be made available for human use 
in South Africa. From what I read it can help people and doesn't 
have any side-effects. It has been used overseas for many years 
with success and without complica7ons. Therefore I cannot 
understand why it cannot be made available  in tablet form in 
South Africa if it can help with allevia7ng the symptoms 
associated with Covid-19. Nicci

2021-01-16 
16:08:41

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Private impor7ng must be allowed, anc has proofed they are net 
capable of any major project's Peter 

2021-01-15 
12:52:24

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Leonora

2021-01-15 
08:26:33

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine S P

Eastern Cape 14
2021-01-24 
22:04:59

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am hoping that leaders both poli7cal and medical have not put 
their own selfish needs before the needs of the society Ndileka 

2021-01-17 
18:49:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It is direly necessary to ensure the vaccine is effec7ve to jus7fy 
all the 7me and trouble in developing it. Washington 

2021-01-17 
18:41:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I'm first in line for the vaccina7on even though I' m s7ll not sure 
how effec7ve it will be.  I hope the rollout will happen soon Vicky 

2021-01-17 
14:10:20

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine house dr or poli clinic jefreys or re7rement jefreys rus peter

2021-01-16 
18:37:53

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

For years we have all been vaccinated against one thing or 
another; TB, polio, yellow fever, hepa77s, measles, mumps, 
rubella, tetanus, flu, pneumonia, shingles etc.  These vaccines 
are considered desirable to prevent some prepy grim diseases, 
and have been around certainly most of my life. I think I've  had 
all of them except Shingles. There is always debate about 
vaccina7on, and in the main they are completely reliable as they 
have been developed over 7me and well tested. I'm ok with the 
vaccina7on as it will no doubt require boosters as do the above 
and each booster will be refined and updated. So in an apempt 
to return to some sort of normal life, I will have the vaccine. 
What may it cause 20 years down the line? No one knows the 
future. But I do wonder about the roll out. We may contract 
Covid wai7ng in the long line to get the jab.  Marilyn

2021-01-16 
16:52:25

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine is vital for everyone to have. The false informa7on 
that some have been spreading is ghastly and will cost lives. I am 
wholly in favour of the vaccine roll out and believe our 
government has handled the whole pandemic well within our 
constraints and it has handled it much beper than several richer 
countries. Howard

2021-01-16 
16:12:08

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Norma

2021-01-16 
15:13:36

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Patricia 

2021-01-16 
14:26:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Pam

2021-01-16 
07:22:02

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Judy

2021-01-16 
04:49:49

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Johan

2021-01-15 
23:14:55

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think domes7c workers should be there amer health care 
workers, as they are vulnerable to get the virus by using public 
transport and working with public, people need to keep working 
without fear of contrac7ng the virus. Personally I want to be able 
to travel freely, I will take the vaccine. Wendy

2021-01-15 
20:07:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

No long term tes7ng has been done. It took years to get other 
vaccines approved and this one has been approved in a very 
short period of 7me. Joan-Louise

2021-01-15 
13:24:51

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

To stop this killer organism, RSA at least has to reach herd 
immunity asap. My main concern is whether the current 
developed vaccine on order will be effec7ve  iro mutated strains 
now surfacing  rapidly - eg the one currently iden7fied in RSA as 
well as others globally. Charl

Free State 4
2021-01-24 
16:06:00

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The covid rollout is a primary concern, in my opinion I believe 
the roll out should be organized. A.S.

2021-01-21 
13:15:47

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mabatho

2021-01-18 
10:24:53

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The sooner every one receives the Covid Vaccine the beper it 
will be. I pray it will help ,prevevt the spread of the decease. Benjamin

2021-01-15 
15:32:30

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hary

business owner 122
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 57
2021-01-30 
14:50:00 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Vivianne

2021-01-28 
07:29:18 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1.Considering thr vaccine came about in such a short space of 
7me how effec7ve is it? 
2.Whats the likelihood of not contrac7ng the virus amer taking 
the vaccine? 
3.Whats the difference  between the vaccine that was produced 
by Pfizer and the one coming from India ? 

Nazreen
2021-01-26 
20:33:14 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I'm pro vaccine Judipe 
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2021-01-26 
10:50:36 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It quiet important that worker at the fore front and elderly 
people get vaccinated as  early as possible.  People who will 
under go vaccina7on need to be monitored closely to iden7fy 
any short fall of the vaccina7on. Con7nua7on in research to 
counteract the effec7ves of the vaccina7on. Ideally health 
workers and elderly should get a free vaccina7on.  

Nick 

2021-01-24 
17:07:43 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would be happy if the vaccine can be checked by our health 
ins7tu7ons that approves medica7on and there amer if okay it 
can be roll out. I am worried about the fact that it seems the 
vaccine companies have made one specially marked for Africa in 
terms of the reports. So that is scaring many south africans Mpho

2021-01-23 
14:57:33 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The most worrying factor is the failure implica7ons. Should 
something go wrong who are we to blame? Should the masses 
react and die as a na7on and leaders what are we going to say to 
the next genera7on? I'm of the view that instead of priori7sing 
frontline work we need to reassess because it will disastrous for 
the na7on if they die. Leo Thabo

2021-01-22 
06:47:23 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nichola

2021-01-21 
18:21:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Personally no sugges7ons as such.  

I believe old folks and people with comorbidi7es should receive 
it first then healthcare workers. Amer that any frontline workers 
dealing with the public as they are also at higher risk.  

People in prisons and ordinary folks should then be next in line.  

Personally my issue with the vaccines is the lifespan of the 
protec7on it offers. To get herd immunity you need to get to 
around 40m people in the country. Will the vaccine actually 
provide protec7on un7l the percentage has been reached?  
Government should allow any medical industry player to also 
provide the vaccine in their own capacity. Government alone 
shouldn't tackle this as there are too many shortcomings in their 
supply chain management.  

I would rather trust a private company that can be held 
accountable than dealing with a government department to 
provide the vaccines.  

Paul
2021-01-21 
13:39:03 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

so gou moontlik  begin met in en7ng , met die hulp van die 
privaat sektor zak

2021-01-21 
08:40:09 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

With new strains of the virus muta7ng so fast, i am concerned 
that the vaccine will be ineffec7ve. Michael

2021-01-21 
04:26:30 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have no qualms about the vaccine rollout....it's for the best 
interest of the health of the na7on 

Greaterman 
Mxolisi 

2021-01-19 
11:31:17 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thandi

2021-01-19 
11:10:02 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

For myself I really don't want the vaccine. Thinking of the 
"varkgriep" vaccine I nearly die. Thanks but no thanks I do not 
want it for myself. Helena

2021-01-19 
07:28:47 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine was not tested enough to determine the 
effec7veness to human being

Azwifaneli 
Calvin

2021-01-19 
07:01:29 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would prefer Moderna and PfIzer vaccines to be available. 
Seem to be more effec7ve.  I understand produc7on is not high 
enough for Africa to also purchase these vaccines.  I have 
recovered from covid infec7on recently so not so concerned 
about myself but SA desperately needs a highly effec7ve vaccine. Chantal

2021-01-18 
19:31:25 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Maud

2021-01-18 
16:31:08 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Por7a 

2021-01-18 
14:36:52 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the working class between 40 and 55, esp 
males all races, that are dying everyday will be the last one to 
get the vaccine because they will not be seen as cri7cal or poor 
and therefore not deserving. I really don't think people over 70 
or 75 year of age need to be  priori7sed, they are not cri7cal to 
the economy, not as much as the working class of all colours. I as 
the tax payer in my early 40's have very liple hope that the 
vaccine will come to me and so I support that the private sector 
be allowed to order and distribute the virus together with 
government. I think the scale to do this efficiently will be too 
much for Government alone, hence the assistance of the private 
sector is cri7cal...especially for the groups that are not likely to 
be priori7sed by the Government.  Sisanda

2021-01-18 
11:32:54 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Let them roll it out, i s7ll have "Motempo", Vaccina7on from my 
ealry ages in primary. It was a preven7on for polio and others. 
I'm s7ll alive, who know many of us would have been dead by 
now if havent taken the vaccine. mongezi

2021-01-18 
11:06:00 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thornton

2021-01-18 
11:02:53 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

From what I read, the Astrazeneca vaccine is the most stable and 
suitable for the job. The rollout is taking too long. We should 
have our our pharmaceu7cal company, Aspen on board to 
expedite manufacture, and also u7lise the distribu7on power of 
our retailers like Clicks and Dischem, to be involved with the 
vaccina7ons. By the 7me we get vaccinated, there will be ample 
knowledge of the vaccines' side-effects on the popula7ons that 
have been receiving the vaccina7ons before us, so we should 
expedite the rollout and cut the red tape to get moving on this. 
And use Ivermec7n as a prophylac7c before vaccina7on. It's 
approved in other countries for human use, so why the problem 
with giving us an informed choice? Mike
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2021-01-18 
09:51:59 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The biggest problem in S. A. is that people do not trust the 
government or the President. Now those in power is saying take 
a vaccine, millions are saying No, Id rather take my chances 
without it because we dont believe nothing you guys say. People 
are dying but all the drug addicts are not, they should look into 
that. Maybe the drugs has made their immune systems so strong 
from always figh7ng to keep them alive that this virus does not 
affect them. Give this country something to believe in and its 
people will do anything the President says. We need a new hope Stephanie

2021-01-18 
08:00:20 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Daniel

2021-01-18 
07:27:00 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Mar7n

2021-01-18 
07:21:07 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I need us to go back to our normal lives, but my main concern is 
the effec7veness of the vaccine. I think the majority of our 
people are scared of it.  How do we just just that it's safe for us? Lutendo

2021-01-18 
07:20:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Long term side effects is a worry. Kirsten

2021-01-18 
06:50:49 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Eddie 

2021-01-17 
21:41:07 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the vaccine will be effec7ve in preven7ng 
the spread of the new or different  strains.  
I would like to know if a posi7ve an7body test could ‘replace’ the 
vaccine in achieving herd immunity.  
I am also concerned about children having to take the vaccine 
although they are low risk individuals. Cindy 

2021-01-17 
17:22:10 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is around the 40 million South Africans who will be 
Vaccinated to reach immunity. Does this include children 
because i dont believe that there are 40 million Adults and only 
20 million children in the country. I am.not a sta7s7cian however 
the math does not make sense to me. Marcia

2021-01-17 
12:00:20 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Not sure how effec7ve and for how long the vaccine will give 
immunity.  
Also 
How safe is the vaccine ?  

I would like government to consider the use of ivermec7n as a 
treatment op7on as well. Cathy 

2021-01-17 
09:19:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Number of doses available Norbert

2021-01-17 
08:53:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Chris7ne

2021-01-17 
07:15:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I’m concerned about the possible side effects of the vaccine. 
Further Throughly inves7ga7ons should take place on the 
vaccine before it is given to the people. 
It doesn’t sit comfortably with me that we are vaccina7ng 
people that are healthy with  no apparent COVID issues. I feel 
there’s a chance their problems may start amer vaccina7on. 
Not en7rely comfortable. Even though I understand we are 
trying our best. Siqaliso 

2021-01-17 
06:52:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think the vaccina7on programme is impera7ve and have 
minimal concerns about integrity. I think that the vaccines have 
been produced on the back of decades of learning and research 
and assume that the best science has been applied in a vola7le 
context. My hope is that the current vaccine will work against 
different emerging strains and that people will be responsible in 
taking all required doses. I know that NO medical interven7on is 
without risk and hope that the ul7mate outcomes will be 
posi7ve. Janet

2021-01-17 
06:26:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Don’t know the efficacy and long term side effects. Especially 
with new strains. We do need it to curb the viral spread Arno

2021-01-17 
01:30:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Amadoi

2021-01-16 
21:17:57 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Hurry up with the vaccine so we can enjoy life again! Kaelene

2021-01-16 
18:20:50 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government competence to manage this undertaking. I strongly 
believe incompetence & corrup7on will cost more lives & tax 
payers this year.  
Effec7veness of the vaccine is ques7onable. 

Carl

2021-01-16 
14:57:00 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We have smart doctors and scien7sts across Africa. We need to 
produce our own vaccine. Our President would do anything for 
money. If he killed people in Marikana just a call away, and faced 
no chargers. Why would he hesitate this 7me. Jacob 

2021-01-16 
13:46:48 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Estelle

2021-01-16 
13:37:24 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The AstraZeneca Vaccine is based on a conven7onal vaccina7on 
method and does NOT interfere with your gene7c material - 
however - vaccina7on need to be and remain absulutely 
VOLUNTARILY ! If ci7zens are not comfortable to get vacinated 
this decesion needs to be accepted - now and forever ! Herd 
immunity is supposed to be reached above 50% - already now 
many ci7zens had the infec7on and have natural an7ebodies - 
the rest will come with voluntary vaccina7on ... Siebi

2021-01-16 
09:52:30 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Its too soon to say 100% that the vaccine would be effec7ve. 
There are also different types of vaccines been developed. How 
do we know which one is most effec7ve? Also the vaccine 
should NOT be forced on anyone. And it should be FREE. Nerisha

2021-01-16 
07:58:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will the vaccine help in curbing the virus and how long will it 
take for the government to roll it out. Gim 

2021-01-16 
06:21:58 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Government have a huge task ahead but my fear is that this will 
once again become a corrupt situa7on! Our personal influence 
will be 0. Let medical aid systems be of help with his and not 
government alone. Will whites be last in line as we are with 
everything else now. If so I will personally take the government 
head on our rights as humans. Vivienne
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2021-01-16 
06:16:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think to be honest our has worked very hard, regarding this 
maper let's wait and see the day of delivery William 

2021-01-16 
05:19:19 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

South Africa has a new trend of Covid 19. We need a vaccine 
paculia to us, possibly  produced locally,I'm concerned about 
geing a vaccine which is not effec7ve in our country.. Gracious 

2021-01-15 
23:36:13 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

SA is said to have a different variant of Covid19, will the vaccine  
be effec7ve as it's been produced by other countries with a 
different  Covid 19? 
2. Why can't we produce our own vaccine  and have to depend 
on other countries? 
3. How far are they with the vaccine  that was tested here in SA? Arabella 

2021-01-15 
23:34:49 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Joey 

2021-01-15 
23:22:13 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Propaganda on the main objec7ves  of vaccines. 
Can they really work given their short development cycle  
The longterm effects of the vaccines  on humans and 
genera7ons to come  
Corrup7on during the administra7on of the vaccines especially 
in the rural areas  

JANTJIES 
2021-01-15 
21:41:22 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There are concerns about the side effects of which some are 
fatal eg Anaphylaxis. Lydia

2021-01-15 
18:15:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe are doing their best in trying to fight the disease and i 
will not cri7cise their efforts in this regard. Eugenia

2021-01-15 
16:41:54 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lloyd 

2021-01-15 
12:47:57 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am concerned that the vaccine chosen has a much lower 
efficacy rate than some of the others, but do understand that as 
its cost is far lower it is perhaps a more viable op7on. Jen

2021-01-15 
11:59:15 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Roll-out should be 
Hospital , Medical and Healthcare workers 
Teachers 
People working in retail 
Airline personnel 

Marlene

2021-01-15 
11:41:50 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My greatest concern is the long-term effect of this vaccine. 
If a more deadly virus should come up in a few years, would it 
make people who have had this Covid vaccine  more susceptable 
to death as they have not built up a natural immunity against the 
virus. Lois

2021-01-15 
10:51:02 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Margaret

2021-01-15 
08:50:01 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The sooner vaccina7on is implemented, the sooner we will be 
able to return to doing effec7ve business, not only i n SA but 
worldwide. Hester

Mpumalanga 7
2021-01-26 
15:30:02

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Lets take the vaccine people and stop mourning. Its not the first 
7me we get vaccinated, so I am fully behind our government. Lungisani

2021-01-20 
07:31:17

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will prefer to buy vaccine from a private en7ty like Dischem than 
having to wait for our government Christelle

2021-01-18 
06:39:08

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine It may help us to get back to our normal lifes Godfrey 

2021-01-17 
09:36:59

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I would prefer a once off vaccina7on and safety against Covid at 
vaccina7on sta7ons as well as ease of access to these sta7ons   Leon

2021-01-16 
07:02:49

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine I have a trust in our Medical fraternity Thabo

2021-01-16 
05:43:17

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Yvonne 

2021-01-15 
16:52:18

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Pse make sure it is a 2 dose vaccine and that storage is at normal 
temperatures not minus. Make sure there is No corrup7on and 
that there is an orderly rollout at hospitals, pharmacies, clinics 
and Drs rooms. Not just any place, like a taxi queue... What 
about social distancing? Margi

Western Cape 28

2021-01-25 
10:07:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

1. Every day lost with vaccine, people die unnecessarily as it was 
preventable. 
2. SA medical system of private and public, func7on the best 
alongside each other as they complement each other and create 
compe77on to be competent and prevent corrup7on.  
3. Na7onalising of vaccine to prevent corrup7on a paradox, as 
shown by the Zondo Commission. Gert 

2021-01-25 
06:59:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I work with children in pre-schools. Would I also be first to 
receive the vaccine? Sunet

2021-01-22 
13:17:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I believe the vaccine must be supplied - if only to minimize the 
amount of total cases in the country.  
I do worry about the vaccine's capability to counter both strains 
of the virus, however. 
It would be prudent to try and assess in choosing the vaccine so 
that we do not end up will a high-cost low-benefit situa7on. Arno

2021-01-21 
21:41:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I cannot wait for the vaccine.  I Believe its the only way forward. 
Tessa

2021-01-21 
10:20:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Gary

2021-01-21 
07:00:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My main concern is the effec7veness of the vaccine, and that 
people who are out there working and coming into contact with 
different people on a daily basis be vaccinated with their families 
first. As retail business owner you can’t work from home and 
you and your family is at risk on a daily basis. You need to work 
to provide food for your family and staff. I think that those 
people in retail should also be included in the first batch on 
immuniza7on. Pieter

2021-01-19 
17:40:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine John

2021-01-19 
15:55:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Bryan
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2021-01-19 
13:40:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Good amernoon, 
I hope this vaccine gets us back to work and interac7ng with 
eachother again. I believe vaccines work and can help us.  
But perhaps this was very rushed so I'm not sure how effec7ve it 
will be. I mean is there even a vaccine against HIV!?  
That has been a thirty year fight . And perhaps I find it hard to 
believe it would be ready . But I  say we have to give it a try. 
What other op7ons fo we have ? Stay at home for the rest of our 
miserable lives ?  Hospitality, tourism, entertainment, events so 
many industries are wai7ng to start up again.  But they won't be 
allowed to un7l we are safe . Fiona

2021-01-19 
12:58:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Glynis

2021-01-19 
07:49:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Effec7veness and cost of the vaccine. 
Not enough research on side-effects  
Vaccine needs to be ready before winter when flu season is rife 
and must be  available at minimum cost  for those wan7ng it. 

Please make a na7onal TV adver7sement detailing vaccine 
informa7on. Bianca van

2021-01-18 
17:48:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Shane Blight

2021-01-18 
11:41:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Fazlin

2021-01-18 
08:11:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine tony

2021-01-17 
21:57:02

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Amy

2021-01-17 
21:23:32

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Melanie 

2021-01-17 
09:17:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

President Cyril Ramaphosa announced earlier this week the 
country had secured 20 million vaccine doses to combat the 
coronavirus, which were to be delivered mainly in the first half 
of the year. Give him a chance to prove it Charles

2021-01-17 
07:54:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Ingase nje kuqinisekiswe ukuba ayinaziphumo zimbi ebantwini 
kwaye futhi ikhenes7 mazisetyenxiswe ukuqinisekisa ubunyulu 
bayo . Samuel 

2021-01-16 
21:33:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lampies

2021-01-16 
20:49:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Peter 

2021-01-16 
20:39:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Rina 

2021-01-16 
16:57:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Is there a mass media public informa7on campaign happening so 
that the public are educated about the vaccina7on process?  
If the vaccine is to be rolled out at shopping centers and taxi 
ranks, are the health care officials going to ensure that whoever 
gets the vaccine will come for the second booster amer 12 weeks 
(or whenever it is)? If not there are going to be people who will 
get par7al immunity and scien7sts are concerned that this will 
give the virus an opportunity to mutate. In which case the whole 
vaccina7on strategy will not work. 

I think that the if there are only 1 million vaccines available, they 
should be target to front line hospital staff  and people working 
in care at old age homes first, then to people with co morbidi7es  
who are over 55. The million vaccines would not be enough for 
this sector of the popula7on. Jenny

2021-01-16 
15:21:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Mohamed 
Hanif

2021-01-16 
11:03:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Heidi

2021-01-16 
08:55:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine it self is not the end all. 
At the moment my concern is the aitude of the public. They 
have no concern to their own or other people's safety and 
health . They do not wear masks (correctly), do not keep a save 
distance, wash their hands regularly etc.  Short more educa7on 
and discipline of the public had to be enforced.  Bern

2021-01-15 
17:07:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Eugene

2021-01-15 
16:11:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Keith

2021-01-15 
12:19:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Vaccines  seem to be the best op7on we have right now. The 
efficacy  and possible side effects have been noted and accepted 
however we obviously do not have long term studies.  Although 
vaccines are a concern I support the rolling out because it is the 
best we have right now. Andrea

Free State 7
2021-01-25 
06:49:08

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hope the vaccine is safe and effec7ve , my concern is really 
efficacy on the new what is called SA variant Mothibedi

2021-01-18 
10:34:22

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My Concern is these made in China, Russia and India Vaccines 
could kill more than it would save. I hope the government push 
for the Oxford Vaccine. Phillip

2021-01-18 
10:07:46

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The vaccine are a necessary interven7on as this pandemic is 
ravaging peoples lives Mzwanele

2021-01-17 
12:29:34

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Nna kene ke nahana Vaccine e tshwanela ho fuwa batho bohle 
ka potlako, hobane ntho ena ya ho kwala ha country ena le 
kgahlamelo empe muruong wa naha. Marven

2021-01-16 
20:33:49

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Zafrullah 

2021-01-15 
16:24:06

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Andina luvo malunga nalo mcimbi. Mna andinakuwusebenzisa. 
Andizithembi ezizinto. 

Eli chiza malisetyenziswe ngulowo ofuna ukwenza njalo.
Pat 
Zanemvula
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2021-01-15 
15:14:06

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I King Letsitsa III of Bakgolokoe Na7on., As a South African 
ci7zen I don’t agree on the vaccina7on because the President 
Cyril Ramaphosa is the one who take the decision for us as the 
ci7zens for this vaccine, so I don’t  support this vaccine thin as it 
seem as he is taking advantage on us. He should came back to 
the ci7zen to explain and hear their concerns before he came to 
the conclusion. We fought for democracy as South African and 
today he’s taking decision on his own, why can’t he go back to us 
and ask for a way forward about this vaccine and again 5 Years 
from now he won’t be the president and he will be doing all the 
damages himself.

King Letsitsa 
III

KwaZulu-Natal 12
2021-01-24 
13:45:07

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

We just hope it works and has no side effects that are harmful 
and defeat the purpose in the long run Nondumiso

2021-01-22 
19:48:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Will the vaccine serve its purpose and for how long?  
Will all people get access to the vaccine? Verushka 

2021-01-21 
18:28:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I am afraid of the effec7veness of vaccine since some of them 
are said to be on 68 % George

2021-01-20 
14:07:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hopefully it will be effec7ve. I will take it anyway. It's the right 
thing to do. Heidi 

2021-01-18 
07:21:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I don't think it was given enough 7me to test the side effects. My 
worry is, what if  the side  effects are irreversible.  Zanele 

2021-01-18 
06:17:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Brep

2021-01-18 
00:02:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I hope the vaccine will se less deaths and iminity for the 
popula7on. Has the vaccine been proven to cure the illness. 
Make the vaccine available to the most at risk first and children. 
Make it available to those that want it. Put it down to a lopery 
for the one that what it and there is not anough. Roland

2021-01-17 
11:43:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

MOONSAMY  
Dan

2021-01-17 
07:26:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

there is an air if panic surrounding the vaccine - the delays will 
prove costly in terms of saving lives. i would like the choice of 
which vaccine to use - not have the government dictate jenny

2021-01-17 
05:37:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Can the ANC  be responsible with the state funds please.We are 
7red of nepo7sm and corrup7on.Please  use the funds properly 
and distribute the vaccine to the most vulnerable.Remember our 
teachers are the first line workers too. Mzwa

2021-01-16 
21:45:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

It should start from parliamentary members/ leadership and 
down to government employees and councilors to all ANC 
structures to see effec7veness. All food parcels receipients and 
R350 receipients should first benefit on the vaccine. Siyabonga

2021-01-15 
11:13:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My concern is how effec7ve the vaccine will be will all the 
different verents. I also think our health care workers must be 
vaccinated first. Graham

Outside SA 1
2021-01-24 
09:39:26

Outside 
SA

Botswan
a Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Lindelwa 
Vanessa S

Eastern Cape 6
2021-01-21 
21:41:11

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nolita

2021-01-21 
21:41:11

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Nolita

2021-01-18 
06:20:33

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alex

2021-01-17 
08:02:06

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Lindelwa

2021-01-16 
10:16:19

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I encourage the Government to quickly roll out the Vaccine as 
we are now losing people we personally know to this killer 
disease, the only concern is the Effec7veness of the Vaccine, we 
can only hope everything goes well with it. TEMBALETHU 

2021-01-15 
20:48:07

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ilze

North West 3
2021-01-18 
13:13:32

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine HECTOR 

2021-01-18 
11:40:45

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The track record of the vaccine and how it performed in India 
should be available to authori7es to determine whether or not 
the vaccine did what it was designed to do.   
Has it been rolled out in India? 
Was it effec7ve and are there any records available to determine 
the effec7veness> Bill

2021-01-16 
14:03:47

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Ek het asma en wil so gou moontlik inge-ent word Lourens

Limpopo 1

2021-01-18 
07:56:53 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Astrazenecea vaccine is currently only approved in the UK. 
The effec7veness is far behind the 2 other approved vaccines, 
namely at only 70% 
Why does SA want to work with this vaccine? sabine

student 30
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 13

2021-01-30 
11:55:25 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The biggest concern about the vaccine lies in the effec7veness of 
it therefore making ci7zens scep7cal about it. If more 
informa7on about the vaccine's crea7on and its safety can be 
available, it will make the popula7on feel at ease about u7lizing 
it. Transparency and comments from the companies making and 
rolling out the vaccines, the scien7sts and health prac77oners 
behind its conceptualizing would help.  
Thank you for allowing my input Siphesihle

2021-01-27 
10:34:36 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Kiarra

2021-01-25 
08:00:15 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine William
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2021-01-22 
07:21:28 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Siobhan 

2021-01-18 
21:40:32 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The Corona virus ? has proven to deadly and it is a hassle to fight 
such an illness without a vaccine ? as it makes it impossible to 
cure. This vaccine must be given a chance as we cannot conclude 
it as ineffec7ve if it hasn’t been tried we would rather give it a 
benefit of a doubt than just to watch people die without any 
means of help.

Nompumelel
o 

2021-01-18 
20:26:12 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

There is a lot of misinforma7on amongst the South African 
community about the vaccine, with conspiracy theories inci7ng 
fear amongst our ci7zens. Clear informa7on by South African 
scien7sts and medical experts should be given to the public 
about the vaccines safety and effec7veness, coupled with 
further tests of the vaccine, or the blind will con7nue leading the 
blind into a pi{all and we will never see an end to this pandemic. Sbongakonke

2021-01-18 
12:39:10 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Hi  
do we have a screening checklist for contraindica7ons to 
vaccines, for vaccina7on of persons with known and/or 
unknown underlying medical condi7ons? 

Contraindica7ons and precau7ons recommenda7on 
I, think administering of COVID-19 vaccines should include 
screening recipients for contraindica7ons and precau7ons, and 
having the necessary supplies available to manage anaphylaxis, 
implemen7ng the recommended postvaccina7on observa7on 
periods, and immediately trea7ng suspected cases of 
anaphylaxis with an intramuscular injec7on of epinephrine. 

Vukani

2021-01-18 
10:54:22 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

my concern is vaccine to be tested and checked by south African 
scien7st. to check if that vaccine doesn't have any side effect to 
human body. as you have indicated that this product is coming 
from outside of Africa. they are cruel people who want to use 
this chance to archive their goal. to those group of people they 
are saying they want to reduce popula7on of the world by the 
number of three billion people and their first target is Africa, 
because Africa we are poor .those people are speaking public in 
social media, so imagine if that vaccine is not tested by south 
African scien7st and we find that our first roll out vaccinated 
group are nurses , doctors and scien7st. 
South Africa will be dead all of us. by using vaccine coming from 
group of those cruel people.  
please parliament do what ever that can protect your 
people(country), we can be rather be poor country but be alive. talton

2021-01-18 
10:16:07 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Jan-Dirk

2021-01-17 
16:45:49 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

MOSHABI 
MICHAEL

2021-01-16 
18:56:04 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Though the vaccine might have been proven to work, my 
concern is that the virus seems to mutate in this regard, will the 
vaccine be effec7ve against different muta7ons of the virus? Will 
the vaccine assist in muta7ons of some strains of the Corona 
Virus? 
The other concern is that there's a shortage of health workers, 
also including Environmental Health Prac77oners that are 
capable in traceability and have skills that might assist in further 
spreading the virus. Since there's a growing increase in 
conspiracy theories on the vaccine many people might opt not 
to take it, decreasing herd immunity. So it will be beper to also 
invest in preven7ve health to help minimize the spread of the 
virus. Tuduetso

2021-01-16 
00:27:55 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Afika

2021-01-15 
15:24:28 Gauteng Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Alice

Limpopo 1

2021-01-29 
09:08:55 Limpopo Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The covid vaccine has a posi7ve effect because it helps people 
from geing ill only if u are not tasted posi7ve. It does not 
prevent covid but it increases our systems  in our bodies Tshegofatso 

KwaZulu-Natal 3
2021-01-26 
19:08:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

What exactly does the  vaccine do? Does it treat, prevent or cure 
covid 19?  Or it's an immune system booster? Sindi

2021-01-17 
18:07:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The roll out of the vaccine should only begin once there are 
more trials done.We can't  do observa7ons on just a few 
trials,what if the vaccine  causes  changes  within our DNA in a 
nega7ve manner? 

If the President  wants to roll out the  vaccine  I suggest  that all 
poli7cians  from the ground level going up right to our President  
should be the first group of people that are vaccinated. Karson 

2021-01-15 
15:22:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Netania

Western Cape 9

2021-01-25 
16:10:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I have a feeling that the COVID-19 is over-publicised. In many 
African countries, we have killer diseases such as ebola, 
Malaria,...etc which have not been given this kind of apen7on. 
Also, the fact that some of these vaccines are meant to be used 
only in Africa makes me scep7cal. Nzabamwita

2021-01-24 
15:15:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The covid rollout is a primary concern, in my opinion I believe 
the roll out should be organized. Thandiwe

2021-01-18 
09:14:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I support the vaccine roll out and I feel the sooner the beper 
however I can’t deny that I don’t have a slight concern about 
Side effects that may happen long amer but we can’t let the 
unknown get in the way of saving millions of lives Mbavhalelo

2021-01-17 
21:39:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Sonia
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2021-01-17 
17:00:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please can you allow people who can affird it to purchase their 
own vaccine from the government thereby offseing costs  and 
allowing government to purchase more. Deborah

2021-01-17 
13:38:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Catherine

2021-01-16 
07:32:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I think if this vaccine is bought by the government, why cant 
they be vaccinated first? 
This should be the right thing to do. 
Our medical staff is commended for their sacrifice and effort, let 
the government officials show their solidarity by being the first 
in line for the human race. Gasant

2021-01-15 
16:41:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

Please make sure when the vaccine Es are rolled out they 
contain natural health products in order to kill Covid 19. This can 
work out and it’s a beper solu7on to have. Steven

2021-01-15 
13:49:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

My wish is for our government and health researchers to find a 
meaningful solu7on to this problem Bunga

Free State 1

2021-01-20 
12:36:11

Free 
State Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

The government is not fully sure of the effect that the vaccine 
will have on people with different types of blood types, 
sicknesses and  health diets. 

Katleho
Eastern Cape 2

2021-01-18 
13:30:13

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Thina

2021-01-15 
21:06:44

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine Dee

North West 1

2021-01-16 
11:40:36

North 
West Yes I do student

Effec7veness 
of the vaccine

I fully support the vaccine program and think that it is an 
important step in comba7ng the spread of COVID-19, but it 
seem somewhat short sighted to expect that the pandemic will 
be under control once 2/3 of the popula7on have been 
vaccinated for two reasons: 

1) There does not seem to be a lot of data on how long the 
vaccine is effec7ve. Given that natural immunity amer infec7on 
only seem to last 5 months on average (acknowledging that we 
do not yet know the role of so-called T-cells in immunity), can we 
expect that the vaccine will be effec7ve 6 months or longer amer 
vaccina7on? Are there any long term plans for a possible second 
vaccina7on campaign to re-vaccinate vaccinated people amer 6 
months/a year/whenever deemed necessary? 

2) There are also reports of previously infected people with 
immunity being infected with a different muta7on, but not 
showing symptoms (i.e. they are protected by their immunity) 
and therefore being possible asymptoma7c spreaders. Can a 
vaccinated person be an asymptoma7c spreader and if so, how 
would this influence 1/3 of the popula7on which have not been 
vaccinated? Could this create an environment for more robust 
muta7ons to flourish in? Jabus

Cost to the taxpayer 301
Column E: Count:

re7red 70
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 28
2021-02-20 
06:47:56 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Delicia

2021-01-27 
13:49:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I trust the government will do their best.  I am most concerned 
that my grand children get back to school. Kevin

2021-01-26 
18:49:59 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Must ci7cens pay for the the vaccine? And if, what is the cost  
Is medical aid going to pay for the vaccine? 
How long is the vaccine ac7ve? 

Stephan
2021-01-23 
13:45:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer ADRIANA

2021-01-21 
15:28:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My daughter who lives with me immune compromised. We need 
this vaccine soonest. Genevieve 

2021-01-21 
09:30:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think it’s a disgrace that there is money to support SAA which 
will never fly again nut no money for the vaccine  
Where is the grant from the WHO and IMF? 
Lining the anc pockets I’m sure 
Please show transparency Gabriel 

2021-01-21 
09:02:18 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

vacina7on should happen,a card should be given for follow=up 
injec7on as soon as possible...malls,schoo;s and churches should 
be involved as soon as possible!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

stefan
2021-01-20 
11:57:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Elsie

2021-01-20 
07:29:50 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ida

2021-01-19 
12:17:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Die feit dat ons belas7ngs alreeds so hoog is en so baie van die 
belas7nggeld vermors is  op reddingsboeie. 
Privaa7nstansies kan genader word vir skenkings. 
  Gerhard

2021-01-18 
14:56:37 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why exclude universi7es?  Also this should be done according to 
risk profiles. South African na7onals alone. Public and private 
sectors should both be allowed to do. Johann
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2021-01-18 
12:53:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

  is Firstly, I feel that the vaccine  should be made compulsory  as 
we have been vaccinated for the various child diseases since 
birth and lately for other adult diseases and nobody eve 
complained about those. These vaccines have been developed 
by responsible scien7sts and medical professionals and have 
been thoroughly tested prior to release. Oxford University would 
not put their track record on a line by releasing untested and 
unproven vaccines to the world with the inten7on of culling 
humanity. Covid19 is a very dangerous virus which needs 
immediate ac7on. The world is unable to wait for a 3 year test 
period before implementa7on. 
I personally have no problem in going for my shot. I  have too 
much to live for knowing that I did not take the chance and risk 
at avoiding contrac7ng the virus.  THOMAS

2021-01-18 
12:31:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This vaccine should be a free vaccine to all  people especially 
pensioners and over 60 years of age regardless of employment 
or not, health and emergency workers.  This should be 
monitored as per the elec7ons out and should be precisely 
documented and controlled thus avoiding corrup7on and deals 
for cadres.  Perhaps it should be monitored by the WHO / OUTA/ 
INDPENDENT AUTHORITY that can be trusted.  

Beverley 

2021-01-18 
11:05:06 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am very happy to see that they are geing a vaccine.   
1)  I am happy it is going to Front line workers first. - They are at 
such a risk at the moment.  
2)  I feel that to the front line workers, Pensioners (both private 
and Government ) it should be  
      FREE 
3)  WHY are prisoners'   geing it before the  general public. 
Prison Wardens or any one working in the Prison - Yes but the in 
mates NO.  
4) Lets hope the vaccine they have precured is a good one.  

Maureen 

2021-01-18 
10:57:15 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The front line workers must get the vaccine first! 
My concern is what it will cost me as a re7red ci7zen. 
If there are side affects, who will pay for the other medicines? selwyn

2021-01-18 
08:32:25 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Has the vaccine been tested and are we as tax paying ci7zens 
going to pay to receive the vaccine? Clive

2021-01-17 
19:52:20 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As all the funds so far received by South Africa seem to have 
been misappropriated, I am concerned that the tax payers are 
going to be expected to fund this, which would be unacceptable. 
Those found to have misappropriated government funds should 
have all their possessions confiscated to pay for the vaccine, not 
be given ongoing chances to appear before commissions that 
never get to a conclusion. Steve

2021-01-17 
14:17:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Hugh

2021-01-17 
11:39:56 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Glyn

2021-01-16 
18:02:52 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As result of various the government' s coffers are empty. 
I recommend a double-pronged approach: 

a.  all South Africans with an income of less than ??? are en7tled 
to a free vaccina7on. 
b. all South Africans with an income above  R .... shall pay R 
2,000 for the Covid-19 vaccina7on. 

This would generate some income for the Dept. of Health - 
"cross-subsidisa7on" Eberhard

2021-01-16 
17:02:32 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Sal daar spesiale reelings wees vir ouer mense om op n 
spesifieke plk en tyd aan  te meld vir inen7ng sodat dit nie nodig 
is om in lang rye te wag en bloot gestel tewees aan die virus Eric

2021-01-16 
09:33:49 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Eskom power loadshedding does not help those that require 
Oxygen to recover from COVID 19 amer discharge from hospital. 
Vandalism of power infrastructure is also major concern 
resul7ng in long power outages. Bernard

2021-01-16 
07:40:17 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Hope it will be free Michael

2021-01-15 
22:10:00 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This could have been implemented sooner because this 
government has been discussing the situa7on for the last 6 
months and if this government had pulled its finger out of their 
ass we wouldn't be in the posi7on we are in. The country would 
be more or less back to normal. Thanks Robert 

2021-01-15 
19:57:48 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer I don't have any concerns Patrick 

2021-01-15 
15:25:59 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Alan

2021-01-15 
13:06:45 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer ROLF

2021-01-15 
11:08:50 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The taxes we pay have blundered and misused and during the 
covid look down there more squandering misuse and corrup7on 
going on the has lem the poor people and country in a shambles. 
I will not be surprised if I hear the the shipment and rollout of 
the vaccine goes missing and sold onto the black market. I read 
that inverec7n or whatever it's called can be obtained at a far 
beper price is being prohibited. Then our president that is part 
of the AU procures 27 million doses of vaccine for Africa. 
Blatantly goverment has no respect for it own people and trying 
to get our country working properly again. Willy 

Western Cape 16
2021-01-27 
04:48:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Lesley

2021-01-26 
20:11:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I'm concerned that government might not be able to afford to 
vaccinate everybody to create her& immunity Eileen 
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2021-01-26 
18:02:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do believe that the vulnerable should be first in line, regarding 
voluntary vaccina7ons. This would include the elderly (especially 
those in re7rement facili7es, where they have literally been 
treated like prisoners during lockdown); health care workers, 
teachers, and all other service personnel, whose job directly 
involves interfacing with people on a daily basis. These are 
society's most vulnerable people.   

I don't believe the already over-burdened tax payer should be 
expected to fund this unan7cipated crisis, given that so many 
have lost income during the past year and are really bapling to 
make ends meet. Rather, the Na7onal Lopery Fund should be 
considered as a source of funding for the vaccine. I understand 
the funds are aleady there and this would serve the original 
purpose of the lopery to fund chari7es. What greater charity 
that a na7on in dire need? Colin

2021-01-26 
16:27:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Peter

2021-01-25 
15:50:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Whilst the ANC has not recovered the squandered/stolen  
monies of the past years it is sugges7ng that we get a tax of 
sorts to pay for the vaccine. A bit of a cheek as these monies 
could have been used to pay for the vaccines.  Suggest they go 
amer the looters . 
However , I am prepared to pay or contribute towards the cost 
of my  vaccina7on  so I can get it asap. 
The sooner people are vaccinated the sooner we can get the 
economy up and running again. Peter

2021-01-21 
22:41:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Although I have asked my Medical Aid if they will carry the cost, 
they are not able to tell me at this stage . This is worrisome as 
figures baped around put the cost at between R800 and R1600 
per vaccine and it is likely that those who opt for the vaccine will 
require at least two over a period of three months . I suggest 
that people over the age of 65 be vaccinated at government 
expense. DAN

2021-01-19 
13:39:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Manuel

2021-01-18 
19:41:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As it should be a person's choice to have the vaccine (even 
though it can have an impact  on other vulnerable people) but 
loading it onto tax doesn't feel fair.  Rather have it as fee paid 
with some government subs or medical aid benefits. Medical 
workers should have it as part of their work benefits. 
The vaccina7on is important. elsa

2021-01-18 
08:10:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Verena

2021-01-17 
11:15:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Joanne

2021-01-17 
11:03:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Please state when the vaccina7on program will start and  use 
clinics  for convenience and to control amer effects. Stanley

2021-01-16 
10:40:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Gretl

2021-01-15 
22:44:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As the quan7ty of the vaccines is limited  to relief the SA medical 
care system  I suggest to vaccinate the vulnerable if u ps first. Antonie

2021-01-15 
16:14:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Stephanie 

2021-01-15 
15:38:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Glen

2021-01-15 
15:38:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Glen

KwaZulu-Natal 13

2021-01-26 
07:31:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I have learnt that Japan  vaccinated  people in Afghanistan  with  
100  percent success . The cost price  was 3 US cents per  dose .   
The current vaccine  has 95 percent  rate  of success . These 
giant companies  are ripping us  . Making huge profits .  Please 

look into more cost effec7ve vaccine . Thank u ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤Mariam  Bibi

2021-01-26 
06:07:08

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Concerned about future travel bans, killing the tourism industry 
completey should we not receive the vaccina7on. 
Surely medical aids can bring it out for their members which will 
then help the government finance the vaccine  for all their 
Ci7zens. Frances

2021-01-25 
05:25:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We barely have money for food. 
We now be charged for higer taxes Ronnie 

2021-01-25 
05:25:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We barely have money for food. 
We now be charged for higer taxes Ronnie 

2021-01-25 
03:41:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We barely have money for food. 
We now be charged for higer taxes Ronnie 

2021-01-25 
03:41:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We barely have money for food. 
We now be charged for higer taxes Ronnie 

2021-01-25 
03:41:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We barely have money for food. 
We now be charged for higer taxes Ronnie 

2021-01-22 
08:50:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Marzedt

2021-01-19 
09:41:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Irma

2021-01-18 
11:21:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Doug

2021-01-17 
16:17:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am of the opinion that medical workers first,  police force , 
teachers, people who are working (financially ac7ve) and only 
then us elderly, get  vaccinated . In prisons only the employed,  
guards, should vaccinated. Vivia

2021-01-16 
08:15:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Perumal

2021-01-15 
11:54:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ruth

Eastern Cape 6
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2021-01-24 
10:20:26

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The idea to ini7ate the first roll out to healthcare workers is by 
far the most important step and thereamer, I believe that those 
people in the working force and which contribute to the tax 
coffers should be next. For all those who do not add to the tax 
s7mulus or did not add to the tax coffers in the past, should not 
be allowed to partake in the rollout un7l such par7es willing to 
be vaccinated, have all received their vaccina7ons. No valid tax 
number, no vaccine. Bev

2021-01-24 
06:24:00

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Cost of this vaccine must be from the government . They have 
proven to be untrustworthy. Take a percentage of poli7cians 
salaries to pay for th vaccine. Dawn 

2021-01-18 
19:19:56

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Rodger 

2021-01-18 
07:19:54

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

A sugges7on:- People who can afford the vaccine can pay for it 
and nominate to pay for a few people who cannot afford the 
vaccine. Example their domes7c and their family or the people 
siing at the side of the road looking for pain7ng work etc. Vicki

2021-01-17 
08:33:41

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Michele

2021-01-16 
14:37:58

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer No real concerns Alan

Free State 4

2021-01-18 
08:21:21

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As I am re7red and are unable to enjoy the benefits of a medical 
aid.  
I would like to know how much is the vaccine going to cost ? Alouise

2021-01-17 
16:53:48

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Will it be free frim Givernnent to all Wilna

2021-01-17 
08:33:27

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Procurement should be  for local manufactured vaccine. Mike

2021-01-17 
07:05:49

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Our health system is not up to standard. Gov should focus on 
this as well. Ma7lda

Mpumalanga 1
2021-01-16 
17:33:45

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer Not really a top concern Cornelis

North West 2

2021-01-16 
11:10:47

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Omdat ek n pensionaris is en baie belas7ng betaal, voel ek die 
gesondheidswerkers en  polisie behoort eerste te kry.  
Dan al die leiers van die land  en  dan van 20 tot 50 jaar en dan 
van 50 tot 80 jaar Barnard 

2021-01-15 
10:54:23

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As a re7red person, if Discovery do not pay, how will me and my 
wife be able to afford it? Pieter 

business owner 34
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 9
2021-02-17 
19:20:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Sue 

2021-01-26 
16:07:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As a small business owner who had zero financial support from 
our government during mandatory close of my business for 3 
months during the ini7al lockdown, I do not support hiking tax. 
We (tax payers) are already breaking our backs to carry this 
country, for what... No support when you need it. 

Me and my whole family will take the Oxford vaccine, nothing 
else 

Ulandi
2021-01-20 
07:50:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Chantelle

2021-01-18 
11:14:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government is now moo7ng addiddional tax to fund this 
programme  ..  Not acceptable  - let  SAA and their other pet 
money pits be abandoned   ..    Richard 

2021-01-17 
12:59:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

If we buy the medicine expensive price the tax payment will be 
finished Livingstone

2021-01-17 
12:59:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

If we buy the medicine expensive price the tax payment will be 
finished Livingstone

2021-01-17 
08:59:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Cost .  The role put at $20.00 per course is R12 billion for 40m 
people. Where do we find the money considering that we’re 
struggling to bail out SAA at R10b John

2021-01-16 
21:41:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Kate

2021-01-16 
13:10:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Corrup7on will more than likely be part of this process to and 
the government seems to have no control on tenders been 
awarded to the right people! Too much nepo7sm and get rich 
quick mentality in the ranks!!! Barbara

Gauteng 19

2021-01-25 
14:54:17 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We have to get it - just worried that the cost will be crippling to 
an already struggling government.  Why not accept the help 
offered by private schemes?  This is not the 7me to fight  
socialism vs big business baples - we need to work together. Stefanie

2021-01-22 
09:35:25 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am all for the roll-out. However Priori7sing Prisoners that have 
been removed from society, Prisoners are already a massive Tax 
Burden and has no construc7ve contribu7on to this country and 
building it. Rather priori7se people that is a asset and has a 
meaningful role to play in  this country. Meyer

2021-01-20 
07:14:13 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Janize
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2021-01-19 
09:41:31 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Please get on with it and leave the poli7cs out of it.   Please 
don't lie to us  about anything in the process.   A beper 
sugges7on would be to seize the assets of those who have been 
involved in corrup7on, are, or will be, and to use those assets to 
pay for the vaccine.   (Personally, I would keep JZ close as 
although he s7ll has not been formally convicted, I personally 
believe that the legal process is going to end up with his name 
on that list.)   Somehow I think that most of those convicted 
would be siing in their prison cells under a certain (shared) 
three coloured  flag.   There should be enough money out of that 
lot to pay for it all - instead of geing it from the 10% of the 
popula7on who pay the tax for running the whole country. Bruce

2021-01-18 
15:34:33 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccines should be focused on medical personnel and teachers.  
Not municipality officials Hans 

2021-01-18 
09:06:56 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I feel like this should be a free offering.  There are millions of 
south africans that cannot afford even the test, let alone the 
vaccine.  I believe it's government's obliga7on to roll out the 
vaccines free of charge to all ci7zens.  It's actually 7me for them 
to give back for the health and wellness of it's people. Veronica

2021-01-18 
08:06:45 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

South Africa cannot afford business to be stunted anymore, we 
are not a first world economy with reserves to jus7fy such 
ac7ons on the part of government. Our tax base is too small and 
already grossly strained. Vaccinate all who are reliant on funding 
so the unneburden on the healthcare system can be minimised. 
The tax system is on the verge of collapse, we don't have a 
choice! Diane

2021-01-18 
06:50:22 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

How come it has taken the Government so long to secure a 
vaccine and why is it so expensive. Has the cost that South Africa 
is paying been compared to what other countries are paying for 
the same vaccine? Are any “middle men “ involved? Paul 

2021-01-18 
05:41:51 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My first concern: at WHAT cost to the tax payer? How many 
MORE fatcats are going to get faper because of this vaccine? 

My second concern: Why did it take SA so long to procure the 
vaccine? Why did so many more people have to die? Are the 
pockets lined & greased sufficiently to now let us as a people 
receive the vaccine? 

I find it absolutely deplorable that we were offered the vaccine 
LAST YEAR already, but not enough money had changed hands 
to make it acceptable for our corrupt government to bring the 
vaccine into the country. 

Despicable! That's what our leaders are. Spineless and 
concerned with THEIR OWN wealth first. Screw the man in the 
street. Stephanie

2021-01-18 
05:20:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I feel the  vaccine should be rolled out to front line workers and 
essen7al workers and those who have compromised immune 
systems free of charge, but I dont think it should be mandatory 
to take the vaccine or that we should pay for it, funds have been 
missed managed by government for years and tax payers always 
have to pay for it.

Dominique 
Kerry

2021-01-17 
18:05:10 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Salome

2021-01-16 
14:59:59 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

They should use the services of the IEC to help with roll out. If 
they can get 20 million people to vote in 2 to 3 days. I am sure 
they have the logis7cs to assist in this maper Flint 

2021-01-16 
11:02:21 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Corné

2021-01-16 
10:51:36 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As a concern  ci7zen my main concern is the effec7veness and 
the delivery of this vaccine to the majority of the poor South 
Africans mainly those who are staying in rural areas and the 
needy. We have witnessed some level of corrup7on where 
government must deliver services to the people, the measures 
that are in place to cap this mismanagement of funds and 
resources. Molao

2021-01-15 
14:49:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Is there any major hospital that has been built ever since the 
COVID has started .. it been almost a year.. yet you always 
complain about the hospitals being full .. If not ,are you planning 
to build one in all the hotspot areas Leon

2021-01-15 
13:44:58 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Cost must be absobed by the state and medical aids David

2021-01-15 
13:24:36 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Sa7sh

2021-01-15 
12:17:42 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am 100% behind rolling out the vaccine to as many people as 
possible. Would gladly pay for the doses of others! 

Zoe
2021-01-15 
12:08:05 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccina7ons  should be free and expedited as has been done in 
1st world countries like the UK. Alastair 

KwaZulu-Natal 4

2021-01-25 
07:11:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I pay for medical aid. The medical aids have indicated they will 
pay for the vaccine for members however they are being 
prevented from ordering them - WHY? 

Herman Mashaba has presented alterna7ve solu7ons regarding 
where to find the funds to pay for the Vaccine - star7ng with the 
dropping of the SAA Bailout. Drop the airline, fire the useless 
people that created the mess and use the bailout money to 
vaccinate the people!! Cheryl

2021-01-23 
06:57:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer Roshal 
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2021-01-18 
15:01:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

No 1 is Government corrup7on  -  non-disclosure agreements 
have a nasty corrup7on smell about them.  
No 2 Governments ability to manage the rollout and logis7cs 
doesn’t exist - government will be totally incompetent at 
managing the rollout.  
No 3 private logis7c companies  and private health care 
companies are best placed to do the roll out Howard 

2021-01-16 
09:32:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The Astra Zeneca vaccine is cheap to manufacture - cost of 3 
GBP ($4.00) works out to about R62 per vaccina7on. Should this 
remain the cost, I'd be fully in favour. What I do fear is that the 
vaccine will pass through a bunch of tenderpreneurs each of 
whom will add their "cost" and the person being vaccinated via a 
private medical aid will be paying some exorbitant cost and 
government appointed tenderpreneurs will scam a few million 
Rand from people simply wishing to regain normality in their 
lives. The vaccine doled our "free" to government health 
workers, prisoners & policemen will actually not be "free" to us 
the tax payer and we will be paying dome ridiculous amount of 
money for a cheap vaccine. This will impact on affordability and 
in reality will impact peoples lives.  Anthony

Eastern Cape 2
2021-01-24 
17:47:53

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer No turnover, increased taxes from people without incomes. Alastair

2021-01-19 
05:56:29

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Under no circumstance should this be the cost of a taxpayer.  I 
heard medical aid will provide the cost of the vaccine for it's 
members so Government need to use the R500B received to pay 
for the vaccines that will not be funded for individuals who don't 
have medical aid.  We've lost so much income already due to the 
pandemic and to expect us to pay through higher tax is just not 
fair.  Taryn

employed individual 162
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 8
2021-02-15 
21:38:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

UNFAIR THAT TAXPAYERS MUST PAY FOR THE VACCINES 
SICKENING TYPICAL ANC Armand

2021-01-27 
15:48:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Under the current economic crisis SA faces, the roll out of 
vaccines can only add greater strain on the fiscus. The Solidarity 
Fund should be u7lized to assist.  

Secondly, one can only presume the corrup7on that will come 
with roll out of vaccines considering how PPE was abused! Yet 
no money recovered from responsible officials! Mary 

2021-01-23 
10:12:50

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

i do support the roll out COVID Vaccines provided that there is 
scien7fic evidence of its effec7veness to the human body, 
secondly and most importantly i think its important that the tax 
payer doesn't suffer the consequences of ill governance, let 
there be accountability, integrity and transparency.  thank you Thembelani

2021-01-22 
20:00:17

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We must stop obsessing about all the garbage on social media.  
People complaining do not understand how science research 
work.  The vaccine is a must.  The medical field is correct in 
saying that herd immunity will be reached if about two thirds of 
popula7on receives the vaccine.  I have had it with nega7vity. Chris7aan

2021-01-22 
05:24:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The fear of   liquid microchip  disguised  as a vaccine is  at the  
back of every South African's  mind.  It would be appreciated if 
the President  can address this. It is an elephant in the room. It 
may  create some resistance from the na7on. Winnie

2021-01-18 
18:03:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

It is a good idea to get the  vaccine,  however it should not be 
the responsibility of the taxpayers.  It should not be compulsory. Noluvuyo

2021-01-17 
11:04:47

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As with all government ventures, there should be clear 
transparency when it comes to the cost of such vaccines, what it 
will cost us the tax paying ci7zens of South Africa. No doubt that 
this needs to be done so people can get back to being 
produc7ve again too many jobs lost too many families torn aprt 
by the virus. 

Thank you Ntobeko

2021-01-15 
23:10:49

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Corrupt business colluding with government officials, at the end 
the vaccine does not get to the people or the quality is 
compromised, e.g., case of fake "vaccine". Zuko

Gauteng 101

2021-02-01 
15:05:36 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not see why the already overburdened tax minority must 
fund this vaccina7on.  The government should stop the loo7ng 
and dig deep to find the criminals responsible for the R500+ 
Billion and then fund the vaccines from the stolen money. 

Another concern is that I have read that people with 
inflammatory diseases such as ME or Fibromyalgia may have bad 
reac7ons to this inflammatory vaccine which could kill them.   I 
do not believe enough clinical trials and research has gone into 
this vaccine and fear for the many lives we are going to lose in 
addi7on to those taken by Covid.  I am not an An7-Vaxer by any 
means but more must be done to ensure the efficacy of the 
vaccine is worth the addi7onal loss of lives. Lynda

2021-01-26 
15:43:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am afraid that if taxpayers need to carry the burden for this, it 
will not be a one-7me cost for the individual, but will increase 
the amount of tax we have to pay on a permanent basis. This will 
affect the possibili7es for corrup7on as well Leandri

2021-01-26 
15:10:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Business could contribute and affect the roll out, but 
government won't allow it, as there's nothing in it for them. 
Companies and doctors and Nurses could control the roll out, 
just NOT the thieves in Government. 
They would rather s7fle the economy and tax the few, and be 
able to control and steal. Deon

2021-01-26 
14:29:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Paul
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2021-01-26 
11:19:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am concerned that the costs will  be inflated by corrup7on in 
the procurement and distribu7on phases. History has 
demonstrated that the ANC does not manage costs and allows 
cadres to steal our taxes via corrupt tenders. I do not trust that 
the same will not happen again - despite President Ramaphosa 
assuring us that no corrup7on will take place. Brenda

2021-01-25 
17:52:02 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ramaroka 

2021-01-25 
16:47:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Phinda

2021-01-25 
11:08:16 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am in full support of the Goverment roll out of the vaccine but 
my concern is how payment of these vaccines will affect me. I 
am referred to as middle income individual which means i am 
the missing middle in that we are taxed to the maximum and do 
not qualify for any goverment assistance. I read that the 
aquisi7on of the vaccine will cost our country twice as much as 
other countries and that the Minister of Treasury is considering 
raising taxes to raise money for this. As stated we are already 
taxed to the maximum and cannot possibly afford another tax 
hike it would be unfair to us middle income individuals. 

So the Goverment needs to be transparent with regards to this 
roll out and acqui7on of the vaccine and it cannot be up to tax 
payers to pay when there has been so much wide spread 
corrup7on related to Covid-19 supply chain goverment 
processes. How long are tax payers who can barely breath 
because of tax expected to pay for all the corrup7on that goes 
on.  

i am in support of the roll out of the vaccina7on but i am against 
having tax payers pay for what was goverment clear delay in 
acquiring the vaccine let alone the corrup7on without 
consequences that has transpired by high ranking highly 
qualified individuals who are super connected.We cannot be 
punished for goverments neglegence. Tshegofatso

2021-01-25 
10:48:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Please look for other alterna7ves than always burdening the tax 
payer. We are only a small part of the popula7on that has to pay 
for everything. 
Rather seek contribu7ons from rich countries ( first world 
na7ons) and also the country where Covid 19 originated.
( China.) 

Thanks Jeremy

2021-01-25 
06:33:53 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Can government sell spectrum to fund the vaccine roll out? Sell 
SAA?  
Raising taxes or going into more debt isn't an op7on. Selling off 
assets which the government has to private and diverse par7es 
might be a good way to raise the needed capital. Andrew

2021-01-25 
06:26:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Willem 

2021-01-25 
00:36:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

If there was ever a 7me for our government to realize the true 
cost of corrup7on it is now. 

We simply do not have enough honest working ci7zens to carry 
the increasing number of the poor and also pay for the 
poli7cians that con7nue to loot without fear of consequences.  

Recover money stolen, with immediate effect. Nolwazi

2021-01-24 
16:19:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

During the three months that I worked from home (April - June 
2020) I "researched" the virus extensively, obviously very liple 
was known about it and there was a lot of false media doing the 
rounds.  However, I am a logical thinker,  yet I also trust my 
ins7nct (gut feeling), I marry the two together and ul7mately 
make a decision based on how compa7ble the two are.    I found 
the virus fascina7ng for want of a beper word, it had the world 
in a grip of fear, an invisible enemy that could strike anywhere at 
any 7me.  I wanted to understand it, but it's so elusive and 
changes so quickly that it was difficult for me (obviously not 
being a scien7st/virologist) to make sense of it.  I've kept a diary, 
quite fascina7ng. 
I contacted COVID in early July 2020, the symptoms were 
rela7vely mild - short spouts of fever, quite a lot of headaches, 
fa7gue very prevalent, metallic taste, but did not lose it 
altogether, complete loss of smell, short term memory loss and 
omen 7ngling of my face, arms and  knees.  I almost made the 
decision to sign up as a vaccine guinea pig.    What held me back 
was my lifelong decision not to be injected with vaccines (I never 
take the flu vaccine).  I don't regret my decision, but I have 
changed my mind, I will take the vaccine once it becomes 
available. 
My biggest concern is the government not telling us the 
complete truth.  When I hear them talking about acquiring the 
vaccine I get a gut feeling that they are withholding informa7on, 
that the vaccine will not arrive as quickly as they say and that it 
will take longer than before the end of 2021 for 60% of the 
popula7on to get vaccinated.  
The other concern is the cost, there is talk that taxes will be 
increased.  No, absolutely not!!  Most South Africans are already 
suffering, how can the government increase taxes.  They should 
look at their own pockets and especially empty out the bank 
accounts of those who have been involved in corrup7on.  That is 
where they will find the millions/billions that have gone missing! 
I am thankful that because I had Stage 2 Cancer in 2018/2019 
and I am over 60 and I have a medical aid, I will be in the front 
line to get it sooner. Ana Rosa
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2021-01-24 
13:48:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government has used so much money on SAA and other 
en77es and now want more from the tax payer. They can reduce 
cabinet.  stop grants for having many kids. get rid of the foreign 
doctors and stop guarding the  beaches. RUBY

2021-01-24 
12:14:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Introduc7on or proposal of new tax laws that hit directly into  
our already struggling households is a serious concern. The 
inconsistencies  by our president on mapers of financial capacity 
s7ll leaves an undesirable taste of doubts in our minds. 
Corrup7on and administra7on of these vaccines purely by our 
na7onal government is a worry-some. CHARLES

2021-01-24 
08:03:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Winners

2021-01-24 
06:54:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ron

2021-01-23 
23:33:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Eric 

2021-01-23 
23:31:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine will only work if we choose to put God first. 
It is most important for the frontline workers whose lives are at 
almost 100% at risk. 
Without God Almighty, that vaccine will be nothing. 
I strongly oppose imposing it on people. Japhet

2021-01-23 
22:23:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Samantha 

2021-01-23 
18:13:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My main concern is that we already heard that our taxes will 
increased, then also, we as taxpayers will most probably be 
forced to buy the vaccine for ourselves, because we can afford 
to, thus paying twice for something that we too, should get for 
free. 

Ashley 
Graham 

2021-01-23 
15:54:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccine should not be compulsory and should not be funded by 
tax payers.  Precious

2021-01-23 
15:03:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am afraid government will increase taxes to afford buying and 
distribu7ng vaccina7ons.  

My biggest concern is that government wants a monopoly on 
buying vaccines. If the private sector could also be allowed to 
buy vaccines independently,  there would be beper compe77on, 
leading to most cost effec7ve pricing for us normal people. Thea

2021-01-23 
12:13:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do not have any concerns regarding the covid vaccine apart 
from who will be paying 
for  these vaccine?  Its is a very good idea as vaccine was given 
to everyone for measles, 
polio and not to forget about  the flu injec7on which is like a 
vaccine. mercia

2021-01-23 
09:53:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Shan

2021-01-22 
18:34:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Maud

2021-01-22 
15:24:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am unhappy at the thought that we maybe charged extra tax in 
order to pay for the vaccines. My budget is stretched to it's limit. 
I am wai7ng to see what has happened to the R500 billion the 
country received. Monika

2021-01-22 
14:45:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am worrired of news that the taxes may be raised to fit the bill 
of the vaccine, this cannot happen to a struggling economy such 
as ours.  This will effect the middle and lower income earners. I 
will not stand for the tax increase. Patrick

2021-01-22 
12:07:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern the feedback from other country is this safe 

yes it can be fake news ,to avoid any problems  it should be 
control by 

independenant company for distribu7on 

n/a

2021-01-22 
12:07:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern the feedback from other country is this safe 

yes it can be fake news ,to avoid any problems  it should be 
control by 

independenant company for distribu7on 

n/a

2021-01-22 
12:07:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern the feedback from other country is this safe 

yes it can be fake news ,to avoid any problems  it should be 
control by 

independenant company for distribu7on 

n/a
2021-01-22 
11:53:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Sumari

2021-01-22 
10:48:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I AGREE ANY WAY HOW THEY WILL ROLL OUT VACINES, BUT IF 
YOU WANT TO G TO YOUR DOCTOR AND ASK FOR VACCINE 
YOUR DOCTOR MUST BE ALLOWED TO GET IT FOR YOU daleen

2021-01-22 
09:36:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer The government will undoubtedly be corrupt about it. anon

2021-01-22 
08:35:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This is all good and well but before we talk about the taxpayer 
foo7ng this bill on top of all the other bills can we discuss that 
500 billion that just went "missing" that everyone seems to have 
forgopen about? Seems like that could have kept the lights on 
during the literal f'ing pandemic and paid for vaccines with some 
spare change. Maybe help some of those starving children from 
all of the job losses or something, I don't know, I'm no 
"poli7cian" but those things seem a bit more important than 
private jets and more shiny stuff. Gareth
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2021-01-22 
07:25:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

S.A. is bankrupt only 5+/- million people pay tax here of which i 
am one of them. 
Years of corrup7on has lem our government treasury 
demolished. 
Now I have to fit the bill!!! No way!!! Michele

2021-01-21 
17:10:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Costs Le77a

2021-01-21 
15:20:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Andrew

2021-01-21 
14:55:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The informa7on out there is that we intend to pay almost more 
than 75% higher prices compared to other countries for vacines. 
To this end I believe that there are more corrup7on to follow 
We need to have clear transparent view on the actual costs for 
vacines and the effec7veness of those. 
Another big concern is the rushed to approvals for these vacines 
without proper tes7ng conducted. Who will know the side 
effects from these  over 7me? Wernfried

2021-01-21 
12:45:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government received 500 billion Rand for covid relief, the 
cost of the vaccina7on should come from there however seeing 
as the government was irresponsible by losing that fund, only 
poli7cians should be taxed. Let them fund the vaccina7ons. Megan

2021-01-21 
11:31:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The cost of the vaccine to the SA government is almost 3 7mes 
more expensive than most other countries e.g. EU countries, 
USA and UK. 
Our government has not been honest regarding acquiring the  
vaccine.  
The them of funds intended for PPE and other Covid costs is 
outrageous! These people should be in jail already.  
The lockdown has in many ways been problema7c. Nonsensical 
rules have been put in place with liple medical  or fiscal thought 
or logic. 
Huge taxes have been lost to the fiscus as a result of the ban on 
alcohol and tobacco  sales.  This is very shortsighted and puts 
our country in further debt. 
We are borrowing  R2Billion PER DAY! 
The health care system has been broken for 20 years.  Our 
government hospitals were NEVER going to be ready for or able 
to cope with a pandemic of this propor7on.  The whole health 
care system is a total disgrace. Many newly qualified doctors 
cannot find placements.  
Ivermec7n has not been properly researched by the SA 
government. It is a very effec7ve alterna7ve treatment for Covid, 
both as preventa7ve and in the treatment of very sick people. 

Janet
2021-01-21 
09:30:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ria

2021-01-21 
08:57:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Charmaine

2021-01-21 
08:27:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Karlien 

2021-01-21 
08:27:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Sifundo

2021-01-20 
22:07:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Werner

2021-01-20 
19:59:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think a lot of money haa been stolen from the taxpayers and to 
tax more for the vaccine is unfair. 

A sugges7on for the roll-out is to use the current IEC database 
and infrastructure. At least for the adults. And schoola and 
crèche's and vaccina7on clinics for children. Lene

2021-01-20 
16:44:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The people who pay tax are the ones who are last on the list to 
receive this vaccine. We cannot be taxed any more to support 
government corrup7on! Danepe

2021-01-20 
09:31:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My biggest concern is that the Government is considering asking 
the tax payer to pay for this which is completely unfair.  The 
Government have had ample 7me to find funding to pay for this.  
They received a R500 billion loan last year - what happened to 
all of that.  Why can't they divert the R10 billion from SAA  and 
pay for the vaccines with some of that as the  WHOLE of South 
Africa would benefit from the vaccines not just 4000 South 
Africans jobs  which may be saved (the avia7on industry right 
now is not in the strongest posi7on) and who may lose their jobs 
anyway due to Covid. Sarah

2021-01-20 
09:07:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I have a medical aid that will cover the cost for my vaccina7on. 
Therefore I will gladly sponsor an individual to get vaccinated. I 
do not , however want to give the money to the government. 
Maybe I can donate it to my medical aid, or even at the 
pharmacy or something like that. We are 9 million people that 
have a medical aid , so the government does not have to pay fot 
that vaccina7ons. I am sure lots of people,  will sponsor 
somebody for a vaccina7on. Every bit helps, doesn' t it? Elfrieda

2021-01-19 
17:08:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine must be made free for all because it is a pandemic, 
na7onal disaster. Just like all other vaccine such as polio, small 
pox, etc. Joyce
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2021-01-19 
15:16:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Govt proved many 7mes over that they cannot effec7vely 
manage any funding without involving themselves in corrup7on 
- even people's lives when the drought caused major havoc 
amongst ALL ci7zens of this country, millions disappeared an 
never reached their des7na7on to provide food for this country. 

This vaccine is costly and the money comes from the taxpayer - 
which is overbilled and milked in the process. Oversight by an 
impar7al authority in the total financial process is cri7cal to stop 
mismanagement! 

A huge concern is the poten7al much cheaper alterna7ves which 
gets criminalised without due diligence on the benefits of the 
popula7ons (AND the taxpayer!)  Making poor people poorer, 
rich people richer and bleeding the economy will eventual end in 
disaster - regardless of the economic system poli7cally 
deployed! You can't distribute wealth that doesn't get created! Ferdie

2021-01-19 
15:15:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Thendo

2021-01-19 
13:45:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Let the government use Taxpayers money appropriately to buy 
the vaccine that we all need and stop destroying this country by 
stealing from their people who put in power. We don't want to 
see what we saw with the Covid-19 relief funds and food parcels 
please we all need to have that vaccine for South African people. 
It mustn't be given only to the corrupt poli7cians and 
government officials and their families. We are 7ed Lesiba

2021-01-19 
09:08:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

There vaccine currently ongoing in South Africa.  Why the 
government did not nego7ate supply of vaccines with 
Pharmaceu7cal companies directly as part of post trial access.  
There is too much loo7ng in the government without any arrest 
of te thiefs and they think of increasing tax. Mohlabane 

2021-01-19 
08:35:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Tax, Tax and more Tax; where will it end, when all the Tax payers 
leave the country? RSA is amongst the highest taxed countries in 
the World and all we have to show for it is ins7tu7onal 
corrup7on, dysfunc7onal government at every level and 
dysfunc7onal SOE's. Cancel the immoral bail out's for SOE's, get 
to grips with corrup7on and there'll be more than enough to pay 
for the Vaccine, with what's lem to go toward  Educa7on,  
meaningful Job crea7on and social program's . Bill

2021-01-19 
08:15:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Sindy

2021-01-19 
07:46:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Common sense needs to prevail here Robert

2021-01-19 
06:15:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am part of the vacine trials too. 
No concern. People should not be so selfish. ALL people in SA 
should get the same vacine.   Financial standing or where you 
live should not influence when and what vacine you get. This 
form is not very fair. The ques7on about teh concern, does not 
give you the ability to say NO CONCERN. It is biast. Get your act 
together and stop influencing people with leading ques7ons to 
complain. Ques7ons should not be biast to influence  certain 
feedback. carlien

2021-01-19 
06:13:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government had billions to spend on Covid and as usual, 
compadres stole 99% of it, now they want to increase taxes 
again to pay for vaccines?? Find another way AND give the job of 
distribu7on to private companies and medical aids, because 
government is NOT capable or trustworthy Antoinepe 

2021-01-19 
05:50:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine ahould not be tested on human beings... your 
scien7st must test the vaccine. Khomotso

2021-01-18 
17:55:42 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer John 

2021-01-18 
15:58:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Funds have already been allocated towards a vaccine, it is not 
the ci7zens’ responsibility to re-fund this rollout due to 
corrup7on.  
I will be HIGHLY disappointed in our leadership should they elect 
for the taxpayer to fund this. Melissa

2021-01-18 
15:54:49 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am concerned that Government alone seems to want to take 
charge of the roll-out but rampant corrup7on and thievery gives 
on great pause in this regard.  I saw an ar7cle today that 
Na7onal Treasury wants to increase taxes to provide funding for 
the vaccine.  This is also cause for concern because Government 
has not shrowded itself in any glory in so far as procurement, 
ethical and efficient and effec7ve handling of this pandemic.  
Government also seems not to be transparent about what is 
going on .  Kim

2021-01-18 
12:49:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Pratheek

2021-01-18 
11:55:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

All the Covid allocated funds have been misappropriated,  
stolen,  and the ANC government 
expects the few taxpayers to pay the bill. Gerfried

2021-01-18 
09:49:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

some people are going to be vaccinated  free of charge like 
pensioners as we know they are fist  priority,and tax is going to 
increase asnath

2021-01-18 
09:22:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine should be freely available to taxpayers.  The 
pandemic have lem so many people unemployed and in great 
financial need. Maritha

2021-01-18 
08:35:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Such a huge campaign won't be without cost Julie

2021-01-18 
08:31:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Monique
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2021-01-18 
08:30:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine is obviously going to be cost SA taxpayers a lot of 
money.  Based on that, the administra7on of the vaccine should 
priori7ze South Africans and visitors to the country should not 
be allowed unless there's proof they have been vaccinated. We 
might also consider closing the borders during the period of 
vaccina7on to prevent "vaccine tourists" from entering South 
Africa. Mlungisi

2021-01-18 
07:28:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

There should be surety that this will not have large cost 
implica7ons to the taxpayer, because it would be a lot less 
effec7ve if lower-income families are unable to afford the 
vaccine. Carel

2021-01-18 
07:24:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am sure our government will use this program to steal more 
money from taxpayers.This create an opportunity for more 
corrup7on on their side.Who is going to benefit in the end? 
Where are they going to get the money? I lost faith in this 
corrupt government a long 7me ago.How effec7ve is the 
vaccine? Are government get vaccinated?Who will control the 
roll out. Linda

2021-01-18 
07:19:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Eileen

2021-01-18 
06:36:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Cherise

2021-01-17 
22:19:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern is the cost that will be rolled down to the tax payer. 
Tax payers (which are so few in SA) are already overburdened. It 
seems as if we work to just pay taxes. This will place even more 
pressure on us. 
I am also concerned that Prisoners seem to be on the list to 
receive the vaccine  before  other ci7zens?  
I am also not convinced at all that corrup7on will not take route 
as it has already done so in every other sphere of South Africa. leslie

2021-01-17 
22:02:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Corrup7on Arie

2021-01-17 
21:14:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I feel we are being taxed way to much slimming our chances at 
affordability Rates and Taxes and water and lights increase each 
year while most employees salary stays exactly the same which I 
feel is very unfair to us fellow South Africans. Sherwynne

2021-01-17 
18:57:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The vaccine must be free or very affordable. We cannot achieve 
herd immunity without this. We also need to provide proper 
vaccine educa7on to the people of this country, to chase away 
the fears and misinforma7on. Emma

2021-01-17 
18:46:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Marius

2021-01-17 
17:39:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Sidrick

2021-01-17 
17:38:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

cost. I have an autoimmunune illness and will be taking the 
vaccine. No wurm meds for me thanks Yolandi

2021-01-17 
17:01:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Kerri-lee

2021-01-17 
15:23:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I worry that the availability to reach herd immunity is a lot, and I 
would not mind knowing where on the list I fall to receive same. Elné

2021-01-17 
13:19:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Profiteering is always a danger by companies and connected 
individuals Rudi

2021-01-17 
07:03:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The government has a corrupt track record . Allow the private 
sector to be involved in procurement and distribu7on . 
Transparency and accountability across the board . This could 
easily be another ppe scandal. Stop corrup7on now . Everyone 
must be vaccinated . No op7on . We need herd immunity to get 
through this . John

2021-01-17 
06:10:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Abraham

2021-01-17 
00:29:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

South African Na7onals must be afforded the opportunity to 
vaccinate if they so wish Kholofelo

2021-01-16 
21:55:15 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am a healthcare worker. This is our only hope un7ll other 
alterna7ves have been discovered. The conspiracy theories and 
misinforma7on out there is so concerning. I am usually cri7cal of 
the government, with good reason, but this 7me I agree. Just 
hope they come soon enough before too many people die. Zuleike

2021-01-16 
16:43:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Mark

2021-01-16 
14:53:44 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I do agree that the proposed target of people get the vaccine 
first to reach heard immunity but then the vaccine should be 
administered to as many people amer that on a mandatory level 
once screenings have been done medically on a selected group 
in each province that had the vaccine administered. Main 
concern is the cost to the taxpayer as government hardly 
provides any feasible provision for healthcare on a normal day.  
Where is the money that was "lost" from the solidarity fund?? 
All I see is another opportunity and loophole for corrup7on 
somewhere down the line. The pi{all and main failure will come 
from the dirty and corrupt minds in parliament who are bopom 
line stupid. Lec

2021-01-16 
11:45:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We already pay a lot of tax and we dont benefit anything. Why 
are we also paying tax to benefit foreigners can they not be send 
back to their countries or pay for vaccines to pay towards geing 
more vaccine for poor SA ci7zens. Instead of night taxes Claud

2021-01-16 
08:51:25 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Annalize

2021-01-15 
20:07:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Stefanie 

2021-01-15 
19:05:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Andre
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2021-01-15 
18:08:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

If the country had money lem in its coffers I would argue that the 
vaccine should be administered to ALL ZA born residents paid for 
by tax money since this is a global pandemic which is crippling 
the world economy. Alas we don't have any money lem, so now 
someone has to pay for it.  

The vaccine should be administered to tax paying individuals 
free of charge since that is one of the things that, logically, our 
tax money would have been used for was it not squandered.You 
show your tax number, it gets verified, and you get the vaccine 
for which you as tax payer have already paid! If you're now 
re7red and no longer paying taxes but have/had a number you 
should also get the vaccine free of charge - for years you did 
your part in the economy, now its 7me for the economy to give 
back.  If I recall government had to fork out 320 million already 
to get some reserved.  

Health workers, police, military, basic services workers (garbage 
collectors, maintenance workers, etc) should get it first and 
foremost. Those that contribute to social coherence. Then 
probably the next highest at risk - the elderly. Following that, 
grown-ups with children/family units, then the rest of the 
popula7on. 

Violent crime prisoners and crimes against people/humanity 
prisoners gave up their human rights when they violated 
someone else's, so ideally they should be last in line to receive 
what is lem. Other prisoners can receive the vaccine amer the 
rest of the popula7on have received it.  

if it sounds like I'm a biper old bastard, it's because I am - zero 
return on taxes month amer month. Infrastructure is falling apart 
and our hands are 7ed. Taxed to death. The SARS website lists 21 
unique types of taxes, which im certain have many 
subcategories. It's ridiculous.  

Not sure how the vaccine was properly tested in such a short 
7me, so that's obviously another concern, for a different day. Riaan

2021-01-15 
17:03:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Rebecca

2021-01-15 
17:01:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Werner

2021-01-15 
16:48:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Zia

2021-01-15 
14:13:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We need to do something posi7ve to curb this terrible virus, if 
we don't try we will never get anywhere. The world has tried 
other vaccines for polio and all went well, in fact we have almost 
eradicated polio. I would like to remain posi7ve as sooo many as 
always are soo nega7ve! It really irritates me. Michele

2021-01-15 
11:33:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Top concerns includes roll-out. 

Largest logis7cal undertaking ever - far bigger than elec7ons. 
We cannot fix potholes, ditches or cut pavements or islands with 
weeds. 
We have huge electricity problems - ancient infrastructure and 
millions of illegal connec7ons. 
We have massive unemployment and crime. 
We have water infrastructure problems. 
How on earth will we accomplish the vaccine roll-out! 
Tell Government to ask Israel to help us when they are done! 

Ro
Western Cape 26

2021-01-30 
13:49:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Mantuba 

2021-01-26 
14:41:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Mandy

2021-01-25 
20:09:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The poor is geing poorer...people work hard but can't even 
afford the basics and necessi7es due to the cost of living in 
South Africa Johannes

2021-01-23 
13:54:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Michelle

2021-01-23 
09:08:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We need to raise founding to manage to buy the vaccine and not 
taking money from taxpayers.  There poor in this country already 
suffering from the cos7ng of living. Food, petrol, houses, etc.  
We need transparency right now. Our people's are suffering 
because of corrup7on and manipula7on and badly 
administra7on's  etc.   
This is the 7me for us to act together and working together and 
ac7ons together. Fonseca

2021-01-22 
17:27:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Yet more costs to be borne by already highly raxed small bracket 
of popula7on an no guarantees of protec7on against corrup7on. 
Please slap addi7onal tax on alcohol and smokes, then 
everybody can help carry it. Christelle

2021-01-22 
15:36:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccine should not be at an extra cost to tax payer. Ci7zens who 
can afford to pay should do so thereby adding to a fund to 
assis7ng the purchase of sufficient vaccines Hilda 

2021-01-22 
08:21:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think the government should use the money they've been 
loo7ng. Candice

2021-01-21 
22:19:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Andiswa 

2021-01-21 
14:15:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Every South African should have access to the vaccine at no 
extra cost. The country should cover the cost 100%. Robyn
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2021-01-21 
10:41:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am all for vaccines, but I do have a number of concerns: 
1. Cost to tax payer - it is infuria7ng that SAA gets R10billion and 
Eskom has had plent of bail outs too. Why should the tax payer 
be burdened with the government's corrup7on? The funds 
should be coming from cuing unnecessary expenditure - luxury 
cars, home improvements, VIP security, deputy ministers, etc. 
Government is way too big for our liple country. The money is 
there, it is just not being managed properly. 

2. Effec7veness: Reports in Norway have shown how many 
elderly have died amer taking the vaccine, so they have 
recommended those over 80 not to take it. Also, how effec7ve is 
it to the new strain? 

3. Roll-out by government: government has shown 7me and 
7me again that they are incapable of handling anything of this 
importance without corrup7on and inefficiency geing in the 
way. Private ins7tu7ons should be approached for help, like 
medical aids, pharmacies, hospitals and clinics. 

4. Mandatory vaccina7on: that is an ABSOLUTE NO. We are not a 
dictatorship, nazi government. We should all have the choice to 
put into our bodies what we want. 

5. Alterna7ves - some7mes it feels like there are different 
agendas at play. Many countries, even the US, are using 
Ivermec7n as treatment, so why are we not? What about the 
surgery where mucus plugs in lungs gets sucked out? Why are 
these alterna7ves not also being used? 

6. Covid passport/ID - another idea that will be almost 
impossible to implement. Every person needs to be responsible 
to them selves, and to their minors or elderly parents. Sending 
an sms / phone call for the follow up shot will be sufficient. 
Therefore it is important to get private ins7tu7ons involved. Monique

2021-01-20 
09:23:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government bailing out their state owned and failing en77es is a 
massive waste of tax payers money. We know this. 
Now asking for a tax hike to fund a vaccine? Pass.  
Perhaps if the ANC would do beper with funds they have for 
ONCE we might put a liple trust in them, but now, there is no 
educated person that could think they are the answer for a 
sustainable and viable South Africa Richard

2021-01-19 
15:16:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Why must the taxpayer fork out yet again? Where is all the 
billions stolen by corrupt cANCer members? Where is the 
500billion rand loan? What is Rama doing with our money?  

Further, why are taxpayers, the ones who carry this country on 
their backs, not 3rd inline amer essen7al workers, to receive the 
vaccine? I get that the elderly and those with serious condi7ons 
are at risk, but surely you protect your main workforce first? This 
idio7c govt will waste millions of vaccines in the 3rd stage while 
more of our contribu7ng workforce die. And why oh why are 
prisoners even on the list? Should they not be last? 

Another pathe7c plan with an even more pathe7c "funding 
idea" from the  world class clown party, cANCer. Dean

2021-01-19 
07:29:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Ek voel as die tax betaler moet opdok moet hulle na die 
gesondheids werkers 1ste vaccines kry. 
Tronke kry glad nie. Hulle is daar vir n rede en kos die belas7ng 
betaler reeds te veel geld. As hul regte belangrik was sou hulle 
nie daar gewees het nie Nelmari

2021-01-18 
14:18:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Dean

2021-01-18 
14:15:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Chelsea

2021-01-18 
07:13:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am posi7ve about the vaccine rollout, we as a na7on cried for 
this last year and kept saying "I can't wait for the vaccine", and 
now that it is within reach I hear some saying they refuse to take 
it and its govts way of controlling us. The mentality is strange. 
We cry for something then get radical when it's here. The only 
concern is the cost to us as tax payers - there was a budget for 
that and Cyril must account for that. Seshni

2021-01-18 
05:46:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Karen 

2021-01-17 
08:59:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Leanne 

2021-01-16 
21:45:01

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We have the ability to work from home and stay safe, health 
workers do not get that same luxury. They literally facing the 
possibility of geing covid each day that they are at work Dean

2021-01-16 
18:27:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My main concern is it going to cost an arm and a leg to obtain 
the vaccine? Like it was to be tested for covid 19. I feel the role 
out should start with those in the Frontline. Cause without them 
we will not be able to manage with those that are infected. 
Thereamer provide the elderly and those that have comobili7es 
with the vaccine as they are  most vulnerable. Maynard

2021-01-16 
17:34:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Our country is in deficit with a high unemployment rate. How 
will the government be able to afford paying for the vaccine. The 
middle wage earners (those who have jobs) will be expected to 
cover this cost. I do not have a problem with the vaccine, except 
that we should not receive the Sino-vac as it only has 60% 
efficacy. I heard from friends in Europe who received the Pfizer 
vaccine that they have experienced no amer effects from the 
vaccine. I do not mind paying to be vaccinated because I wish to 
travel overseas to visit family members and having proof of 
being vaccinated may very well determine if one can travel 
overseas. Shirifa
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2021-01-15 
14:34:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The cost to the tax payer and the economy of not geing a 
vaccina7on is far higher than the cost of the vaccine. Gerard

2021-01-15 
11:49:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer I don't believe that the SA tax payers should carry thus cost. Eienne

2021-01-15 
10:37:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Christoff

2021-01-15 
08:46:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Dennis

Free State 3
2021-01-27 
14:38:27

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The cost will take away a lot of social and economic 
development. Lekesi

2021-01-17 
08:35:33

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Raymond 

2021-01-16 
21:00:40

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer The vaccine is essen7al in the fight against COVID.  Tanya

Northern Cape 3
2021-01-26 
19:22:04

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I just wish that taxpayers will not be affected by this and be 
expected to pay for themselves to be vaccinated Nosipho

2021-01-19 
19:23:01

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

lets make sure we are not going to make ordinary tax payer on 
heavy scale end up failing to pay our medica7on. put our 
goverment on other stress because we will be on line together 
with unemployed ci7zens. our tax is heavy as we are now. please 
dont increase tax,know where you get money please motlamedi

2021-01-17 
09:43:29

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Christa

North West 3
2021-01-23 
09:44:23

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Nomvula

2021-01-18 
09:40:01

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

That most of the taxpayers are not  contribu7ng as they should 
due to their non-working as there are no income for some 
ins7tu7ons if the employees are not working. Kagiso

2021-01-16 
10:32:16

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My concern is that tax payers cannot foot the bill alone. Other 
stakeholders must also assist as this affect all of us. Lebogang 

KwaZulu-Natal 13

2021-01-22 
12:25:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am very keen to have the vaccine for Covid and would do so as 
soon as an opportunity is available. I would be happy to pay for 
the vaccine.

Annabelle 
Sara

2021-01-20 
22:45:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Concerns are priori7sing persons with disabili7es.  They do not 
feature as a priority group yet they are more suscep7ble to 
geing the virus than others.  
Their has to be an equitable way of ensuring poor countries get 
equal access to the vaccine. Liza

2021-01-19 
10:49:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Nobody has men7oned anything about the price of the vaccine.. 
I just hope they make it affordable.. But even that.. The first 
stages of the roll out should be free to get more people 
vaccinated quickly.. To curb the rate of infec7on.. Like the 
hotspots etc should be given the vaccine to control the spread 
and then move on to other areas.. Gesin 

2021-01-19 
09:10:16

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

the government has already stolen the R500 billion meant to 
fight covid 
i have a worry that the government will buy the fake covid 
vaccines on the market and administer this Dijen

2021-01-18 
12:21:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Would like to confirm the effec7veness of the Vaccine and the 
side effects. 

Sbongiseni 
Patrick 

2021-01-18 
07:28:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My biggest concern is how these vaccines will be funded. Are 
medical aid going to pay for their members, will the ci7zens 
without medical aids be expected to pay for themselves? if 
governement is paying, how is the state going to fund the 
procurement, should we expect a sharp increase in tax due to 
extra funding needed for COVID management? The increase in 
taxes will have a nega7ve impacts on livelihood, employees did 
not get increase in salaries due to COVID so it will only be fair to 
keep taxes at the current rate and do not burden tax payers. Smethembe

2021-01-17 
21:21:29

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Front line workers first, then teachers, poli7cians, aged people, 
then the rest Shaida 

2021-01-17 
18:45:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Daphne 

2021-01-17 
17:51:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I you belong to a any Medical aid you need to get vaccine for 
free. Herman

2021-01-17 
07:36:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I think Government would stop to pay the R350 or any other 
temporary allowances or support to individuals, but support 
and/or fund the vaccine costs. Zuziwe

2021-01-16 
12:08:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As a teacher i did not get my increment yet everything has 
increased even paying for this covid will strain my finances even 
due to tax increases. Nkosikhona 

2021-01-16 
06:55:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I believe government should think otherwise,according to me 
people who must be targeted first are teachers and healthcare 
workers.In December and now January  we have seen a huge 
number of educators dying because of this pandemic. Also at 
malls all cashiers and tellers at banks must be on the top of the 
list then amer that all working class because they are exposed on 
daily basis. Wiseman

2021-01-15 
22:55:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Taryn

Mpumalanga 2
2021-01-22 
05:38:47

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Tania 

2021-01-15 
14:22:40

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government must be transparent on all fronts, they should also 
let others import a vaccine if they wish.  With governments 
history, corrup7on and inflated prices are to be expected. Marli

Limpopo 3
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2021-01-20 
12:55:04 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccine should be free to any ci7zen since we're figh7ng deadly 
disease ? 
People should be also allowed or encouraged to use alterna7ve 
remedies that are naturally available like lengana, warm water, 
slightly steam...and others. Olando

2021-01-19 
13:09:04 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

There too much corrup7on from our government, and taxpayers 
shouldn't be responsible for the mistakes that the government 
makes! Kgaogelo 

2021-01-17 
09:01:12 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Vaccina7on will help in reducing the mortality rate in the 
country especially the second wave, it is deadly. Chronic people 
will be relieved as the y won't get infected by the virus. 

TUMELO 
RICHARD

unemployed individual 29
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 17

2021-01-26 
15:22:00 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I have no issues with the roll out of the vaccine or whether it has 
been properly tested, companies have managed to squeeze in 5 
years or work into a space of a year! This may not be ideal for 
most as there hasn't been sufficient 7me to do further tes7ng! 
But think about what the situa7on might he like if we have to 
wait another 1 - 2 years of tes7ng!  That being said our biggest 
concern is that this money being forked out doesn't come from 
those who pay their taxes. We pay enough as it is and really cant 
afford to pay more!!!! I also dont think those in power should be 
taking far bigger salary cuts than the rest of the country. They 
can certainly get by with a third of the salaries of some of our 
officials! And we can save some money too! Glen

2021-01-24 
15:14:41 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Harshada

2021-01-24 
12:55:16 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My vraag is hoe gaan ons vir dit betaal. Mense het al klaar 
minder vertroue in die regering na die 500 biljoen net so 
verdwyn het . Baie mense sit sonder werk en het nie noodsaaklik 
die geld om vir dit te betaal bie Henwill

2021-01-24 
12:44:22 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

As a newly unemployed graduate in SA, the cost of living is 
taking its toll. Basic needs are going up the roof and I am 
concerned that the procurement of this vaccine will dig an even 
deeper hole in our pockets. SA has lost a lot of money through 
loo7ng and its unfair to us tax payers that we must suffer those 
consequences. Government should find means to procure the 
vaccine at no addi7onal cost to its ci7zens AND free for all, if 
not, there can be "class"  in charging depending on the income 
level of individuals. Kamugelo 

2021-01-22 
11:19:50 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Tax hike is unnecessary where is the R500 billion ? Milano

2021-01-21 
14:02:33 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ramona

2021-01-19 
10:22:31 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Are we going to pay to get vaccinated in both public and private 
sector Georgina

2021-01-18 
14:29:22 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Zingisa

2021-01-18 
09:26:31 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

How will corrup7on once again be avoided. The Health workers-
Doctors Pharmacists-nurses should be first to be vaccinated. 
Then the over 60,s and anyone with a co-morbidity. 
Simultaneously old age homes. 
Then the general popula7on.  
Vaccina7ons can be given at clinics, pharmacies, hospitals, 
doctors rooms etc. 
 Not Taxi Ranks! Can you imagine the chaos? It will be best to 
have an appointment for 
your vaccine. Vaccina7on cer7ficates or passports are a must. 
To protect myself, I am in favor of mandatory vaccina7on. Errol

2021-01-18 
09:09:39 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer We need to save lixes Kenneth

2021-01-17 
23:39:12 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer I’ll take a bath in the vaccine Peter

2021-01-17 
11:16:29 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Elderly must be a priority group together with frontline workers , 
as most vulnerable Jeanine

2021-01-17 
09:49:28 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Government monopoly on roll out. Corrup7on and affordability 
impact for the tax payers JH

2021-01-17 
05:00:23 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

We must start with the rollout as soon as possible and start first 
with the medical workers and then the elderly and old age 
homes and anyone above 60 and then the teachers and essen7al 
workers like the police and then start with the 50 and 40 and 30 
year olds and so on Wendy

2021-01-16 
04:53:15 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Louise 

2021-01-15 
17:14:14 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I feel all south Africans must get vaccinated now only a  few 
people will and then the other later this virus deadly 
government should have got everyone vaccinated free of charge 
because most of us has lost our jobs Annelie

2021-01-15 
10:44:04 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

The public should not be liable for any costs. I know the 
government will say they have no money. But money is there 
only if they would stop stealing it. Bloody THIEVES!!! Legoale

KwaZulu-Natal 2

2021-01-26 
08:06:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I am in favor of the health workers, other essen7al workers, and 
the elderly non criminal ci7zens receiving the vaccine. Me and 
most of the country want to know what the hell is the prisoners 
geing priority priority for. Are they Flippin paying any tax, are 
they any good to society. Can the president please use his head 
for once and worry about those that actually contribute 
posi7vely yo this country. I am do pissed of with this forever 
failing ANC, ITS NOT FUNNY. Rachael

2021-01-18 
17:25:33

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Ria

Eastern Cape 3
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2021-01-24 
23:03:46

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Armand

2021-01-20 
08:04:02

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Sell our weapons we are not at war, sell SAA, recoop stolen 
money Tyrone

2021-01-16 
07:08:13

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Mthobeli

Western Cape 5

2021-01-23 
14:58:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I don't agree with the tax hike what do ever. Why must the tax 
payers be penalized yet again? The money that was given needs 
to be found. Otherwise everyone apart from health must pay an 
equal amount towards the vaccina7on. Lisa

2021-01-22 
21:06:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer Alison

2021-01-18 
07:18:10

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer pieter

2021-01-15 
21:52:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Interna7onal tourism made up how many % of SA's GDP. Winter 
is comming up which means people from India and the UAE will 
most certainly  pitch up for their holidays in SA. By Sept 2021 the  
vaccine has been used by +-60%-70% of the whole world 
popula7on  that makes it safe to travel.   
The SA tour guides and tourism businesses must be in the front 
row to start genera7ng an income for the economy!!! Jaco

2021-01-15 
20:26:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

This can not be done by the ANC have run everything the 
government does into the ground Michael

Limpopo 1

2021-01-17 
20:03:35 Limpopo Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

How is the government going to ensure that even foreign 
na7onals are vaccinated to ensure immunity to all the people 
within our borders and what are the financial implica7ons with 
regards to the taxpayers. Simon

Mpumalanga 1

2021-01-15 
19:23:11

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Cost to the 
taxpayer

Will this vaccine be available for free in order for everyone to get 
it? If it’s at a cost then the poor and unemployed will not be able 
to afford it Tereza

student 6
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 2
2021-01-20 
21:14:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Cost to the 
taxpayer Liorr

2021-01-17 
19:04:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Cost to the 
taxpayer

My main concern is that the country is not geing enough 
vaccines, and also not geing them quick enough. I believe it is 
absolutely necessary for majority of the popula7on to be 
vaccinated, and as fast as possible and the government needs to 
find a way to put more money towards that happening. I'm glad 
they are geing 20 million vaccines, but it really needs to 
happen as soon as possible. 

Another major concern is too many people refusing the vaccine 
(I don't any numbers on that for SA, but in other polls, the 
demographic that doesn't believe the vaccine is effec7ve is a 
large part of the SA popula7on) and so I think that there needs 
to be an ac7ve effort in educa7ng the en7re popula7on on what 
a virus is, what a vaccine is, and how the benefits way outweigh 
the risks. I don't think some people will respond well to making 
it compulsory, so maybe even incen7ves can help in some way 
with that. Cayla

Gauteng 3

2021-01-18 
09:36:24 Gauteng Yes I do student

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I support the Vaccine. 
Health Care Workers and Medical & Nursing students training on 
the frontline should also be part of the first roll-out. Mongi

2021-01-17 
17:53:41 Gauteng Yes I do student

Cost to the 
taxpayer

I would like to know how much this is going to cost and how 
exactly does the government choose who to give it to. Me and 
my mom both have underlying health issues. So who is to say we 
will get it? chandra-leigh

2021-01-17 
15:29:04 Gauteng Yes I do student

Cost to the 
taxpayer Phillimon

KwaZulu-Natal 1
2021-01-15 
13:05:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Cost to the 
taxpayer Mohamed

Mandatory vaccina7on 231
Column E: Count:

business owner 40
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 20
2021-02-19 
22:34:59 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Stuart

2021-01-26 
16:54:27 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have no problem with the govt rolling out a vaccine. 

Obviously I have concerns about the cost to the tax payer, 
especially when it seems like this could be yet another Avenue 
for corrup7on and fraud... 

My largest concern however is over the poten7al for this vaccine 
to be made mandatory. This could be done in roundabout ways 
like preven7ng people from traveling or geing a job. We 
worked so hard to remove obstacles for people with HIV why are 
we possibly going backwards and discrimina7ng against people 
because of a disease? 

If I choose not to take the vaccine then will I basically be stuck 
and forced to live a half life with no freedom?? Jaime

2021-01-26 
16:36:38 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Government must not force people to vaccinate, we are adult 
we can make our own decisions. I'm against mandatory 
vaccina7on ? Flora
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2021-01-21 
23:55:44 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mashudu

2021-01-21 
08:18:25 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't agree with mandatory vaccina7on but I think 
Government should ensure adequate supply for those who 
choose to take the vaccine. In parallel, government should relax 
access to alterna7ve medicines for those who prefer medica7on 
to preven7ve interven7ons. I am also concerned with the true 
effects of these new vaccines given that they've not been tested 
in the tradi7onal way (over 7me). Level the playing fields by 
allowing all known and erstwhile approved medicines as part of 
an expanded treatment offering. Peter

2021-01-18 
10:02:22 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should not have a choice.   The country cannot afford 
this.   The tax payer should not pay for it.   When all the monies 
that were stolen are paid back the government can use those 
funds to roll out the mandatory vaccine.    Like polio and TB and 
small pox, the people have no choice.   Give them a choice and 
we will destroy South Africa.   Only people lem will be the 
government and a few taxpayers to take care of the government. Susan

2021-01-18 
09:05:48 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I absolutely agree with mandatory vaccina7on for all who are 
eligible and medically able to receive. I think educa7on is vital 
and a massive drive to inform the popula7on on the benefits, 
risks and rewards that a vaccina7on rollout will achieve, is 
essen7al and will greatly enhance the overall effec7veness and 
successful coverage of  most of the popula7on.  
We have the 7me to do this before the drive starts, it will assist 
to make the buy-in/take up more effec7ve and more people will 
agree to be vaccinated.  
The alternate Health Care providers also need to be on board 
and part of the program in order to  ensure a successful 
outcome. 
I applaud the Government and the Private Sector for all their 
hard work and efforts to achieve this goal. 
If I have any concerns it is mainly around corrup7on of the funds 
being raised for this drive and would urge the powers that be to 
be extra vigilant and accountable. Tracey

2021-01-18 
08:15:51 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe the Vaccine should be Mandatory, you should 
have the choice. In addi7on the vaccine is largely untested as yet 
and giving an untested vaccine to front line works could destroy 
your medical helpers and then we have an even bigger problem. 
The roll out needs to be considered very carefully to make sure 
we don't compromise our medical system. 
Also I don't believe we should be giving it to prisoners first as the 
prisons are supposed to be lock down Covid free Zones, how did 
they contract it? they are prisoners for heavens sake, keep them 
locked down!! no one should be allowed visita7on at this stage, 
their rights to this are waived when they commiped the crimes. 
It's vitally important to be 100% sure this vaccine can do the job 
before administering to cri7cal health care workers. I believe the 
Poli7cians that approved it should be the first to get the 
vaccines, that will determine the efficacy of the Vaccine 

Barrie
2021-01-17 
20:43:50 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Sam

2021-01-17 
16:34:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ebrahim

2021-01-17 
10:37:32 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the governments decision to maintain their human 
rights charter  at all costs. It is impera7ve that the vaccine rollout 
and no future vaccina7on roll out ever becomes mandatory.  
We live in a free society and long may our freedoms reign 
supreme. 
Many people have chosen to live in this country just by the mere 
fact of our freedom charter and bill of human rights which far 
surpasses many of those repressed countries such as the USA 
and Australia. 
Please maintain freedom and the right to choose at all costs! 
Thank you! 
A grateful and Proud South African ci7zen Sue

2021-01-17 
08:32:21 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It's safest thing to, rather have itvbefore the virus catches you Mrs Shabnam

2021-01-17 
06:22:31 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be op7onal for people who are healthy and 
not high risk. Gloria

2021-01-16 
23:02:36 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Many South Africans are fearful and suspicious of the vaccine 
roll-out. All media forms (Facebook - Twiper - TV - Radio) need 
to constantly educate and encourage acceptance to vaccinate  - 
there is  it enough AirPlay at present Karen

2021-01-16 
20:28:45 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Candice

2021-01-16 
13:10:55 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government is not capable ( as previously shown to us) of 
being able to stop corrup7on, therefore  the vaccines will be 
taken by their comrades and then sold on at enormous profit, 
while those people who really need it will not be able to gain 
access to the vaccine.  
We are supposedly living in a democra7c country, and as such, 
the vaccina7on should not be compulsory.   
I love the sugges7on that all poli7cians be vaccinated first,  and 
they need to prove that they have actually received the covid 
vaccine and not a placebo or something else. 
 Linda

2021-01-15 
21:53:57 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Willie

2021-01-15 
20:09:11 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be allowed to choose if they want the vaccine or 
not. It shouldn't be mandatory.  

Those who preferred other treatments should be allowed. Kama
2021-01-15 
13:11:53 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It's 7me to start believing that this is a solu7on. People are 
geing very sick. It's the right thing to do. Harry
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2021-01-15 
12:26:16 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm concerned about forced or mandatory vaccine. If our people 
can be cured and this Bill Gates stops killing us with his Co-
Conspirator head of CDC go to jail for killing us biologically.  

Thanks Mpho
KwaZulu-Natal 8

2021-01-27 
08:18:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine should be mandatory!  People do not have the right to 
choose to infect and possibly kill others. My USA family have 
been vaccinated and all good  including a frontline Covid doctor. 
Those with means could offer to contribute towards others 
without. Megan 

2021-01-21 
08:29:18

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 Mandatory vaccina7on  will be the fastest and most effec7ve 
way to put an end to this pandemic, we need 67% for us to 
achieve herd immunity.  It makes no sense for a South African 
who has had 22 vaccina7ons before the age of 2 to be an an7 
vaxer.  We should be aiming to secure the mRNA vaccines. Daniel

2021-01-18 
12:54:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support vaccina7on provided that it is voluntary. I do feel that it 
should predominantly be rolled out at health care facili7es and 
clinics and only at other facili7es such as shopping malls, taxi 
ranks etc. where the health care facility in the area does not 
have the capacity to roll it out with the other du7es and 
responsibili7es they have. I don't think you can stop people from 
taking the vaccine because some people don't support it, people 
should be given their own choice with respect to their health. It 
is essen7al that our health care workers are vaccinated so 
protect them and their families.  
The distribu7on process should be controlled by an ins7tu7on 
not linked to government to ensure that vaccines are not stolen 
or over priced and that the process of obtaining them is above 
board Heather

2021-01-18 
07:48:54

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There's liple to say about vaccines. The pandemic leaves us with 
no objec7on but to accept what ever is given to us.  There's no 
7me to try and test the vaccine.  Nhlanhla

2021-01-18 
07:41:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A lot of our cons7tu7onal rights have been side stepped during 
this pandemic, we've seen an authoritarian like rule by the 
gorvening party. That concerns me a lot as democracy should be 
based on discourse and the freedom of individuals to choose 
what is best for them. Now it seems we have lost that freedom 
under the guise of curbing the virus. I believe we should all have 
a choice to choose, and not have the government use repressive 
scare tac7cs on us to steer us to their chosen direc7on. Malibongwe 

2021-01-17 
10:53:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine is c77cal at this stage.  We are loosing our people 
daily. Nokwanda

2021-01-17 
08:32:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I strongly believe it should be lem to individuals to decide 
whether or not they want the vaccine. Yes there have been 
conspiracy theories but it’s the government’s job to be 
transparent in order to dispel them. Apart from that the vaccine 
must come we can’t be waking up to news of another dead 
South African everyday because of this virus. Siyabonga

2021-01-15 
08:18:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm very happy for government to provide a vaccine to the 
people who need it and who want it, as long as it is a cost 
effec7ve thing and not a money making scam. This vaccine 
needs to have been tested properly and deemed as safe as 
possible before the rollout.  

It should NOT be mandatory, this is s7ll a democracy, and people 
can CHOOSE whether to vaccinate themselves or their families. Ashley

Western Cape 5
2021-01-26 
14:55:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mandlakazi

2021-01-18 
08:21:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

-I believe that vaccina7on should be voluntary. 
-Educa7on should priori7sed  
- Volunteers (appropriately selected) could be trained to assist in 
providing vaccina7ons to their communi7es. Jennifer

2021-01-17 
10:14:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

To date over 20 million vaccina7on have been done world wide. 
By now the side effects of the vaccina7on are well known and 
absolutely minimal! 
Just as smallpox vaccina7ons were mandatory, so this 
vaccina7on should be mandatory. 

Mica
2021-01-15 
17:08:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It shoulld not be mandatory. JOHANN

2021-01-15 
13:37:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Why only 1.5M AstraZeneca vaccines? Where are the rest 
coming from? This vaccine should be voluntary since it is not 
100% effec7ve and we have a high natural recovery rate without 
the vaccine. Amy

Free State 2

2021-01-22 
01:38:13

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day. 
I would say the vaccine should be distributed to health care 
facili7es and given to older people, children and disabled  first.  
The people should not be targeted by color.  Then they should 
be the responsible people wearing marks.  Not ghe irresponsible 
people. Than the people who has to work between provinces or 
borderline Johanna

2021-01-15 
11:13:28

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be mandatory to protect the general public.  
The babble of misinforma7on about vaccines must be 
strenuously rejected with the contempt it deserves.  People who 
can afford their own vaccina7on, should not be restricted in any 
way whatsoever. Brent

Mpumalanga 2

2021-01-19 
08:41:08

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is that people who may not be willing to take a 
par7cular vaccine may be forced to do so. Proposed solu7on is 
to allow people to choose from different vaccine e.g MRNA vs 
DNA vaccines. Makhosonke
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2021-01-17 
07:53:22

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the rollout but it must be voluntary. By now people 
know what the  consequences might be if they don't take the 
vaccine, so everyone can decide if he/she is willing to take the 
risk or not. Also, the rollout should start with government and 
scien7sts who claim that the vaccine is safe. Amanda

North West 1
2021-01-18 
11:31:02

North 
West Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Oupa

Limpopo 2

2021-01-17 
05:57:39 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The private sector MUST be involved in this large process. The 
public sector is incapable of running the vaccina7ons on their 
own. Doctors,  pharmacists,  medical aids and clinics should be 
involved. Robert 

2021-01-16 
12:49:41 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel we should not pay for this roll. It’s an epidemic and it 
should be mandatory so as to not have more people dying Boipelo 

unemployed individual 31
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 11
2021-02-15 
22:43:14 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on no neefld for compulsory vaccina7on anita

2021-01-28 
19:11:09 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine should be rolled out ASAP to all Ci7zens for it to be 
effec7ve... no use vaccines for some while others look on as half 
of the popula7on would s7ll be vulnerable to this disease.... the 
government should pay for this vaccine and shelf all other 
projects saa etc .... those that can contribute as in big business 
should also help government with funding projects if need 
be ...can’t sa manufacture this vacccine here or why is that we 
have to get it elsewhere???I need the vaccine ASAP for my 
elderly and my family ....have underlying.... Umra 

2021-01-25 
07:19:07 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The roll out should be aimed at South African ci7zens first, the 
elderly at malls first and should be announced prior. My concern 
is that immigrants will be the ones hindering the proper process 
as they are so many in the townships, there has to be a way in 
which the vaccines gets to south Africans first irrespec7ve of 
colour. Rosina Anona

2021-01-23 
10:42:22 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The Vaccine is paramount. Geraldine

2021-01-21 
16:52:33 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Individuals should not be forced to be vaccinated. Vaccina7ons 
should be given to individuals who have an adverse health 
condi7on they should be the priority especially those who are 
more likely  to contract the virus only if they willingly wish to be 
vaccinated. Haroon 

2021-01-20 
20:21:18 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Helene

2021-01-20 
08:14:22 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It is more important to safe life of yhe ci7zens. Mpho

2021-01-19 
17:24:38 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I agree with the government vaccina7on plan. I am a bit 
disturbed about how the government would priori7ze the 
vaccina7on to South Africans first when dealing with vaccina7on 
amid issues of vaccine shortages. Looking at how other 
Countries, in par7cular the rich Countries scrambled to get 
vaccines first for their Countries  against poor Countries. The rich 
Countries uses the doctrine of survival of the fipest & I wonder 
the WHO would succeed in media7ng on behalf of poor 
Countries on this. Will foreigners who came to South Africa to be 
vaccinated get the first preferences before South Africans or 
each foreigner would be allowed to go & vaccinate at their 
countries of origin or are there bilateral agreements with the 
government to be assisted with vaccine funds for such foreigners 
to be vaccinated in South Africa seeing that South Africa would 
get vaccines in stages. I am worried also that the number of 
South Africans in the Country might be more than what the 
government know due to influx of foreigners to be vaccinated in 
South Africa & the vaccina7on plan might therefore not tally 
with the exact 7me frame of the plan & thus delay certain 
groupings to be vaccinated in 7me or get finished before it can 
reach such group. It is obvious that this might happen because 
what the country is wai7ng for as per plan would cover about 40 
mil. What about the other 18 million or more. If one is not 
vaccinated & is infected there is a chance to spread the virus to 
others as we do not know even today where the virus comes 
from & how is transmiped to human. Is there a con7ngency 
plan. Is the vaccina7on going to be free, if not how much is 
gonna be for a jab. Peka

2021-01-18 
13:11:48 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Janice 

2021-01-18 
07:41:06 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We are in the process of immigra7ng. Our process has already 
been set back by 6 months because of Covid. We can't start 
working in Australia, our kids can't start school in AU's, our 
money here is running out. We need to get to AU's. If they make 
it mandatory for us to have a vaccine to enter AU's, how long 
will we s7ll wait for it? People immigra7ng also need to be 
inoculated as soon as possible. Candace

2021-01-15 
13:37:15 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As I get flu for 9 months amer a flu vaccina7on,  I fear that I will 
get covid amer the vaccina7on.  That is why I am op7ng not to 
get it. Will s7ll discuss this with my primary health care doctor. Jennifer 

North West 1
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2021-02-01 
03:04:10

North 
West Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Taking the vaccine should be a personal choice,  UNDER NO 
CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD ANYONE BE FORCED TO TAKE THE JAB. 

Secondly ALL the restric7ons should be done away with, for the 
mental wellbeing of the people. 

Thirdly if and when this pandemic ends, mental health should be 
one of government's top priority.  Lockdowns have resulted in 
job losses, high levels of stress due to being a criminal offence 
just to go out and have fun and socialise without looking at the 
7me due to this retarded curfew law. harry

KwaZulu-Natal 6

2021-01-26 
11:57:43

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should be rolled out through pharmacy throughout the 
country as a free vaccine. The government should bear the cost 
of it. Shanthi 

2021-01-19 
17:35:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Saroj

2021-01-19 
17:31:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Saroj

2021-01-18 
09:06:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Everyone should have  a cons7tu7onal right to freedom of 
choice just like flu vaccine. I dont believe in mandatory 
vaccina7on. We are not cows that govt has to think & make 
decisions for us. 
Proper educa7on has to be rolked out outside tge ANC 
tendering! I think it is very backward the way this vaccine issue 
has been handled. 1st educa7on & informa7on sessions were 
supposed to be rolled oud especially to the most vulnerable like 
the elderly, poor, disabled etc. Then let them vote for or against 
vaccina7on! The govt shoukd not secure the vaccine 1st with tax 
payers money! ANC is just dom, appalling & very condescending. 
Allow us to think for ourselves! Zaza

2021-01-17 
18:24:32

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Thobelani

2021-01-17 
07:59:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I kindly recommend that the Government declares to the people 
of the republic about the real course of Covid 19 because poor 
ci7zens are finding themselves in danger because they are not 
aware of the real course of this virus. Simiso

Limpopo 4

2021-01-23 
13:02:00 Limpopo Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Based on what we know about vaccines for other diseases and 
early data from clinical trials, experts believe that geing a 
COVID-19 vaccine may also help keep you from geing seriously 
ill but s7ll I think people should decide on their own. Monyewane

2021-01-21 
14:24:01 Limpopo Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This sickness from God let's pray fast  let's think to cured of 
viccine  coz if you think this viccine won't work it can't work for 
us let's think posi7ve always not nega7ve thants Osman 

2021-01-19 
09:05:29 Limpopo Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Hello, the vaccine yes mandatory for essen7al workers. What 
about informal traders? the hawkers on the street? the pakistan 
shops in the township where we got alot of our convience 
shopping. 

What im saying, is the vaccine meant for South Africans only? Victor
2021-01-17 
14:23:11 Limpopo Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on We have lost many people due to this pandemic, Raisibe

Western Cape 8

2021-01-20 
19:00:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I will GLADY donate mine to a forking flatnose in government, 
hopefully it is a shit vaccine that will cause instant death of that 
pig Fuckem

2021-01-19 
20:34:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I hope that the vaccine that the South African government plans 
to roll out is effec7ve and not a waste of resources. If it works 
then it should be made mandatory to be vaccinated so that the 
country may achieve herd immunity. Kiyan

2021-01-18 
18:56:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Olivua

2021-01-18 
16:44:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please vaccinate people that need to work that will get the 
economy going again.  Obviously medical staff first.  Tourism  is 
of utmost importance to get the economy going.   

Deirdre

2021-01-17 
21:43:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Firstly I think it is appalling that the import & use of Ivermec7n 
has been criminally banned... shocking, disgraceful & disgus7ng. 
My ONLY explana7on for this is that Boitumelo Semete & others 
are being offered significant bribes by the huge drug companies 
to totally squash & prohibit ANY other form of medica7on (most 
probably also much cheaper). 
It is also embarrassing how slow the procurement has been. I 
also do not want vaccina7on to be compulsory! Grant 

2021-01-17 
17:05:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Roll it out. Africa and South Africa are already behind. 
Vaccina7on must not become compulsory but lem a individual 
decision. Stephan 

2021-01-16 
10:42:20

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel very strongly that the vaccine should be mandatory for all 
of those medically able to receive it. The an7vax delusion has 
infiltrated this country alarmingly and it is killing innocent 
people. I did not volunteer for the trial so that an7vaxxers can 
spread misinforma7on and spout nonsense. Ashlea

2021-01-15 
10:10:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on René

Outside SA 1

2021-01-18 
07:39:34

Outside 
SA

New 
Zealand Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Full informa7on of risks and working of the vaccine should be 
provided. Alterna7ve op7ons / vaccines should be available and 
compared. Hendrik

student 6
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 2
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2021-02-09 
11:34:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Main concerns are those regarding to human rights. If health 
care professionals have said the vaccine is necessary, those who 
want it should be given access to it, and those who don't should 
not face repercussions if they don't take the vaccine. In 
Summary, if the inten7ons behind the rollout of the vaccine are 
good, go ahead. Also can we please see our poli7cians take it 
first. Furthermore any authori7es, government or healthcare, 
should be held legally responsible for any damages caused by 
the vaccine, or for the waste of 7me and money to the tax payer 
should evidence and study prove that the vaccine and/or 
restric7ons are unnecessary and/or more damaging than the 
disease itself to the economy and the health and wellbeing of 
the ci7zens of South Africa .  

Luke

2021-01-15 
10:45:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ci7zens should have a choice. Vaccina7on should take place but 
is uncons7tu7onal to be forced. 
Where possible people with the means and medical aid should 
be able to choose which vaccine they felt was the most safe. Anna-Mart

Gauteng 2
2021-01-21 
15:43:26 Gauteng Yes I do student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on shouldn't be enforced on people,  people should be 
allowed to make themselves  available willingly.  Thank you. Taofik Adam

2021-01-16 
08:29:55 Gauteng Yes I do student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Malisa

Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-20 
22:10:17

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Knowing very well that each of the priori7sed departments have 
people that are there on temporal bases and some aren’t even 
registered with said departments, how are these individuals 
gonna be treated during the vaccina7on process. Sinekhaya 

KwaZulu-Natal 1

2021-01-16 
14:24:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on ins7lls an environment of fear and 
ques7oning as to why the vaccine is mandatory. Language is 
important to how the public perceive the roll out. Natasha

employed individual 92
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 28

2021-02-01 
13:25:37

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Good day!  
I am only concerned that people will be forced to get vaccinated 
and if they eventually weren't vaccinated that they would be 
discriminated against. It is my health and I would like that 
decision to be in my hands. Vanessa

2021-01-27 
11:26:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think vaccina7on should become mandatory, to help combat 
it's spread. Amanda

2021-01-23 
14:39:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Health care workers and their immediate family should receive 
the first batch of vaccines. Logan 

2021-01-23 
05:47:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

We need to have the right to refuse if we do not believe a 
vaccine is safe. The rna based vaccines for example is not a 
vaccine that I am prepared to take.  

The insistence of the health professionals to refuse ivermec7n as 
a drug fit for humans in SA is a demonstra7on of how far behind 
we are versus the rest of the world. Ivermec7n is available and 
regarded as one of the safest drugs elsewhere. Whether it is a 
treatment for COVID or not is not the issue. The crea7on of a 
black market for a safe low cost possible treatment is. Thaaniya

2021-01-22 
11:45:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The choice should s7ll rest by the individual, I would also like to 
see the long term effects in the months amer people have 
started receiving the vaccines. Mari

2021-01-22 
09:00:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on David

2021-01-20 
10:55:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mense se oningeligdheid rondom die entstof. Kerke en gelowe 
wat gekant is teen die inen77ngs. Mense wat blindelings glo in 
die fake newes Charmaine

2021-01-19 
17:48:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine must NOT be Compulsory! Each individual should be 
allowed to decide and not be restricted to travel if they haven’t 
been vaccinated. Aziza

2021-01-19 
10:25:22

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that the vaccine is the only immediate solu7on to curb 
the spread of COVID.  I am concerned about the roll-out. I hope 
that it will reach its intended groups and that no corrup7on will 
infiltrate the process.  I too am concerned about the health and 
safety of teachers who are also frontline workers in a sense but 
are not acknowledged as such. Adela

2021-01-18 
20:05:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

A vaccine is only required for immune compromised individuals.  
Most of the popula7on (98%) does not need a vaccine, as our 
immune system is fully capable to fight of this virus.  Some of 
these individuals may need some help with op7ons such as 
Ivermec7n to get them through the bad spots.  Everybody can 
also benefit from supplements such a Zinc and Vitamin C to 
boost the immune system so that it can fight the virus and build 
up natural immunity.  Natural immunity should be preferred 
above vaccina7on, as it is much longer las7ng than a vaccine and 
is non-invasive.  Natural immunity leads to true herd immunity. Andre

2021-01-18 
16:23:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not have a problem with the roll-out of the vaccine, as long 
as it is not mandatory. People should be given the op7on/
freedom to decline the vaccine should they not be comfortable 
with it. Also, those that have refused the vaccine should not be  
disadvantaged in any way possible. Thato
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2021-01-18 
10:26:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The roll out must happen. The problems are how what with 
government mismanagement, middlemen and corrup7on. 
Government must not be the sole provider of vaccines and 
vaccine op7ons need to be available.  
The slow roll out is a major issue as by the 7me they are rolled 
out the majority of country may have already COVID. The official 
numbers are well below the actual. An7body tes7ng should be 
done in the broader community to ascertain more real world 
stats. Es7mates already put 30% of the popula7on already 
having had COVID so we may be a lot closer to hers immunity 
than official stats put us at. James

2021-01-18 
09:08:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Morne

2021-01-18 
07:55:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be mandatory. 
Chloe

2021-01-18 
07:37:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Apart from the health risk, are there consequences to those 
refusing to take the vaccine? Recipients must be informed of 
what this vaccine consists of and any possible side effects.  We 
must be given a right to decline or take an alterna7ve. The 
choice to decline should not be met with puni7ve measures Delia

2021-01-17 
19:28:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am pro vaccina7on, however it should be voluntary as with 
influenza vaccina7on.  If you do not want it you are welcome to 
take the risks, whether it is to yourself , family or friends .  I 
would let my family that is high risk take it if they wanted to but 
it should s7ll be their choice.  Healthcare workers should 
however, be force to take it as they are dealing with high risk 
people everyday and it would be irresponsible and unethical of 
them to refuse the opportunity to protect their pa7ents. Steven

2021-01-17 
18:25:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned about the fact that, I do not have  full facts 
about the expected effec7veness of the vaccine  and/ or if there 
would be any possible or likely side effects on humans posed by 
the vaccine. 
I would therefore be strongly against any compulsory 
vaccina7on exercise.  

Cephas

2021-01-17 
16:40:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am a School Nursing Sister at a Private School. I hope that I 
would be the first in line and I'm happy to immunize the staff 
and the pupils. 
The sooner the beper! Lynne

2021-01-17 
14:55:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Vaccine should not be mandatory, but encouraged.  The 
government will need help with the roll-out and needs to co-opt 
private enterprise.   I do not think that corrup7on will be too big 
an issue with this rollout.  I agree with the proposed sectors to 
be rolled out first.  I have confidence in Ramaphosa. Mark

2021-01-17 
14:44:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the securing of the vaccine & agree it must go to 
healthcare workers 1st adn the elderly and teachers.  
I however can't understand why they would not allow 
alterna7ves i.e. Ivermec7n to be used as well, at individuals own 
cost.  
I do not support mandatory vaccina7ons. Sandy

2021-01-17 
12:41:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

No vaccina7on should ever be mandatory. 
We own our own bodies. 
No one is allowed to inject chemicals into us if we don't want to. James

2021-01-17 
12:35:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Mandatory vaccina7on if required, it will cause a lot of conflict 
between people who taken the vaccine and those who have not.   
Also the government needs to do a lot of work to dispel the 
conspiracy theories linked  with the vaccine. Thabo

2021-01-16 
16:40:45

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should be mandatory to everyone, this virus must be 
know more. Sinalo

2021-01-16 
12:28:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Shireen

2021-01-16 
08:20:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe people should have the right to choose whether they 
want to take the vaccine. Obviously another concern is the fact 
that we have so many illegals in our country. How is this going to 
affect them and are they going to have access to the vaccine? 
The frontline workers such as medical should be first and not 
government officials and their extended families. Ilse

2021-01-16 
08:11:00

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that the priori7sa7on of high-risk groups is very important 
un7l the government has secured sufficient vaccines- which 
hopefully they will do asap. However, the vaccine should NOT be 
compulsory and individuals MUST be given the FREEDOM OF 
CHOICE. Janine 

2021-01-16 
07:36:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There’s a worrying amount of people who don’t believe vaccines 
are effec7ve, for some reason I can’t comprehend. We might 
need some simple educa7onal informa7on for those South 
Africans who don’t understand the benefits of a vaccine. Or 
maybe limita7ons on where you can go in public  if you refuse to 
take it once given the opportunity. Tricky one. Map

2021-01-15 
13:12:16

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The long term effects of the covid vaccines are unknown.  Too 
many of safety protocols have been set aside and the en7re 
process to produce the vaccines has been rushed. 

Feel that there has not been enough tes7ng for adverse 
reac7ons . With the muta7ons just found, how sure are they this 
vaccine will work. 

How mandatory will the vaccina7on be?  What if I choose not to 
vaccinate my family?  Will I be guilty of breaking the law? Tanya

North West 3

2021-01-28 
22:49:08

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am just concerned that people are going to be forced to take 
the vaccine. I am a young 30 year old male never sick or any 
comorbidi7es. Is poeple freedom and right to choose s7ll an 
op7on. Give the vaccine to those who want and need it. Give us 
a say on Yes or No. Dont force us, and then if we dont take, 
decide to put us on an ul7matum. Jonathan
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2021-01-18 
07:57:29

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on dawie

2021-01-15 
15:57:25

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Vaccines is anybodies own choice. Do not force vaccines Riaan

Gauteng 44

2021-01-26 
21:37:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have no problem with the vaccine because I have had vaccines 
before. My husband and I made a decision before we got 
married amer endless research that we will not vaccinate our 
kids. This vaccine is no different. We might get the vaccine but 
our children will not. Puseletso

2021-01-26 
15:09:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm quite happy with the manner in which the program will be 
rolled out.Definatly healthcare workers, old and vulnerable and 
then those with chronic diseases,educators etc....Our 
government has done a lopo save lives and  there will always be 
shor{alls which we really don't have to dwell on. Linda

2021-01-21 
12:59:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do support the vaccina7on from Covid-19, I however 
completely disagree with the mandatory vaccina7ons in any 
form. Public safety does not trump a persons right to decide 
what they put in their bodies. People have the right to choose. Cornel

2021-01-21 
09:19:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't believe that people should be forced to take it, needing 
to provide cer7ficates and so forth.  
Every one should be given a choice to vaccinate. Anna-lize

2021-01-21 
06:39:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Teachers should be considered in the first phase amer health 
care workers Jennifer

2021-01-19 
16:33:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is the Quality of vaccine we are going to acquire  
from India how safe it will be ,the isn't any other place we could 
have sourced the vaccine ?  
My other issue is can't we manufacture our own vaccine ,I 
believe we have the resources and exper7se to do so why we 
always look abroad for solu7ons ,I believe amer this first roll we 
should be done by developing our own vaccine. Penane

2021-01-19 
10:30:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

1. The first concern that I have is on the propaganda that is 
circula7ng on the agenda of vaccina7on. If that can be 
addressed by our scien7sts,  the fears that we have as the public 
will be allayed.  There are vials of vaccines that are labelled 
indica7ng that they are for use in Africa, why is that so?  If that is 
true, can it be addressed and an explana7on given for the 
reason. 
2. The second concern is on the mandatory aspect of 
vaccina7on, why is that so. This seems to feed on the no7on that 
there is a nega7ve agenda about vaccines 
3.  My sugges7on would be the considera7on of the use of 
Vermec7n if it has proved useful in other seings. Soneni

2021-01-19 
10:11:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine should not be mandatory. I think of we vaccinate 
the majority of the popula7on, those who wish to be vaccinated, 
that will already alleviate the spread of the virus ? Elle 

2021-01-19 
09:57:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe every South African should have the choice to take the 
vaccina7on or not.  It should not be forced upon people, rather 
strongly encouraged. Jaco

2021-01-19 
09:09:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe it's a basic human right to have control over your own 
body.  If you try and make vaccines mandatory, the global 
popula7on will push back..... hard!  I think even the people who 
want to get vaccinated would take a stand against mandatory 
vaccina7on - it's about freedom of choice.   I also have 
reserva7ons about where the vaccine is coming from.  I would 
have no hesita7on to take a vaccine, once I know it is not a risk 
to my health and it's effec7ve.  We need more informa7on on 
the type of vaccine, where it is coming from, cost etc.  I would 
definitely not take a vaccine that is procured from China - I 
wouldn't trust it.   I would definitely feel aggrieved if SA bought 
vaccines from China for a disease/pandemic that was started by 
them and cost the lives of South Africa ci7zens and destroyed 
our economy.     If the government thinks the taxpayer is going 
to pay for these vaccines, they are delusional.  The small tax 
base lem in SA will leave if they try to increase taxes when they 
are holding onto their every cent to survive in an economy going 
down in flames due to  inept decision making and corrup7on in 
the ANC.   The NCCC have thrown South Africa into a state of 
chaos and despair.    

Susan

2021-01-19 
04:05:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People must ne allowed to decide whether they need to be 
vaccinated or not, therefore they must not be forced. Tha 
vaccina7on should not be mandatory. Zwivhuya

2021-01-18 
21:24:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should be given a chance whether they want to be 
vaccinated or not. They should not be coerced into doing it. The 
government should also look at cheap but effec7ve vaccine for 
the na7on so that large numbers of people are covered.. Maria 

2021-01-18 
15:00:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on No other comments Thab'sile

2021-01-18 
13:59:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have a choice if they don't want to be vaccinated 
due to their own beliefs, health they should be given that right. 

I cant see why must all be vaccinated if we don't want to. Maria 

2021-01-18 
11:43:01 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

For me, it's really simple. AL medica7on has some sort of side 
effect. I am hoping these will be disclosed to people who chose 
to take the vaccine. How effec7ve is the roll out of the vaccine? 
Will the average south African be able to receive it even if they 
are not the Frontline? We are all scared and we all just want a 
solu7on. Nolundi

2021-01-18 
09:40:58 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the rollout but do not think it should be mandatory as 
everyone has a right to choose what is being accepted into their 
body. Monica
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2021-01-18 
08:24:21 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do have concerns about what affect the cost will have on the 
finances of the country. 

I also am concerned about government making the vaccina7on 
mandatory. 

I personally will not want to take the vaccine, and feel that it is 
not fair to be forced to take it. 

If someone wants to take it, by all means, have it available for 
them, though do not force it on someone else. Angelique

2021-01-18 
07:39:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Covid is no joke and we need to do anything in our power to try 
to stop this outbrake. 
Vaccina7on is the only answer to stop this sickness permanent. 
We can all try to be save and do everything to work save etc. but 
the only answer to get rid of covid in the end is to get this 
vaccina7on. Daphne

2021-01-18 
07:05:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Natasha 

2021-01-18 
06:28:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that the Government will not be able to live up 
to it's promises. They do not have funds to do so. Where will the 
Government raise the funds from? Why not allow private 
Medical aids to also procure the vaccine for their members? Jeremy

2021-01-17 
20:06:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the vaccine, my only concern is making this vaccine 
mandatory. It should be a choice, and not forced on anyone. 

Tarryn 
2021-01-17 
18:19:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Gareth

2021-01-17 
16:34:22 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Individuals who want the vacinne should have it freely available.  
It should not be mandatory..... my body my choice.   Schools 
should also not make it compulsory. Jo-Anne

2021-01-17 
14:51:45 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe as a chris7an  that I have the power to say what I have 
and to have what I say.  I am not asking anyone to believe with 
me it is what I believe.  
So I choose to believe that the virus will have no effect on me. 
That therefor want the right to refuse the vaccine without any 
prejudice against me.  The same way that other groups of people 
want their rights protected. James

2021-01-17 
10:09:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

It should not be mandatory and people should be given a choice 
to exercise their democra7c rights. Jerry

2021-01-17 
06:53:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Querie our government ability to manage the roll out of the 
vaccine  without corrup7on ?   Must be the AstraZeneca vaccine 
only. 
SA ID holders - health workers, teachers, the elderly, anyone 
over 60 years,  should be FIRST to receive. The roll out should be 
managed by medical aid companies with exact 7me slot 
bookings,  as they know the info of  their member base. The 
vaccine should be available at hospitals, clinics and pharmacies  
country wide on  a booking request basis only , similar to the flu 
jab, at NO cost. Jacqui

2021-01-17 
06:48:13 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have 2 top concerns, one that we will be guinea pigs of the 
vaccine and 2 that is is mandotary.  Mo7va7on1:  the % of 
deaths are not to alarming  and the world being over populated 
the way things seem to me it is quite natural. 2. Not being able 
to have a choice is  denying my inidividual human right. Regards Linda

2021-01-17 
06:41:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The vaccine should be op7onal. In case you want to first observe 
the downside before making an informed decision. Bongi 

2021-01-16 
20:12:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

being HEALTHCARE worker I'm supposed to get vaccine 85 yrs 
old will my wife 80 yrs old also get hers at same 7me keeping 
just one vaccina7on and leave other to  own to die of covid

Dr J ohanness 
Lodovicus 

2021-01-16 
18:56:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

As much as I think vaccina7on should be rolled out, people 
should be given a choice to be vaccinated and shouldn't be 
mandatory.  

Secondly people who have not being vaccinated should not be 
treated as second ci7zens and not be allowed to access certain 
services. Pa7ence 

2021-01-16 
18:11:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mark

2021-01-16 
17:45:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Tendayi

2021-01-16 
17:04:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This vaccine will destroy lives. Let government do their thing. 
Private is NOT beper. P

2021-01-16 
13:55:56 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This COVID-19 drama must end. If it means 22 million vaccines 
get us thru so be it. Lemogang

2021-01-16 
11:11:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Since there are people who do not want to take the vaccine, due 
to ques7ons around the effec7veness of it, I feel that they 
should not be forced. Desree

2021-01-16 
10:56:23 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

With the nega7ve inform7on on the vaccine, it will be difficult 
for the majority of the people to be forced to vaccinate. Amos

2021-01-16 
10:33:09 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Since we're facing this pandemic problem and doesn't look like 
we'll have cure soon, I think the vaccina7on of popula7on is the 
solu7on to reduce the spread of the disease. Felisberto

2021-01-16 
10:28:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The non-compulsory observa7on is scary because the non 
immunized may grow bigger and we find ourselves in the 
situa7on again when the disaster resurface. 
Can SA look into developing own vaccine as well? Godisaone

2021-01-16 
09:58:18 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do not believe that it should be mandatory to be vaccinated . It 
should be op7onal phumla
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2021-01-16 
04:40:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Globally these vaccines have been tested and are being rolled 
out. Any extremely small associated risk of an adverse reac7on is 
totally outweighed by the benefit of having society protected 
against the virus. 

We've already seen new muta7ons that make the virus more 
easily transmissible. We need to get everyone vaccinated against 
it before it mutates further and the vaccine could become 
ineffec7ve against it and it becomes more deadly!  

This is a good, necessary and logical step. Christo

2021-01-15 
11:29:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The government must not force people to vaccinate, and must 
be a personal choice.  The dept of Tradi7onal Affairs must make 
a list of tradi7onal medicine that must be used to combat the 
epidemics and not only focus of the Western medicine.. Maletsie

2021-01-15 
10:51:11 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

All should be vaccinated - have strong reserva7ons that 
government can handle this without the usual corrup7on, fraud 
and stealing. Each vaccina7on point should publish results as 
they come in as in general elec7ons. Also, vaccina7ons should be 
free of any cost to the public. Rudiger

2021-01-15 
08:46:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the roll out on condi7on that alterna7ves are also 
considered and the vaccina7ons are not made mandatory, as 
long as people have the right to choose what they allow in their 
bodies, the roll-out seems logical. Janine

2021-01-15 
08:41:52 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is the auxiliary staff at schools/colleges who are 
exposed to hundreds of staff members and students which is 
100's at any venue. Jeff

KwaZulu-Natal 8
2021-01-24 
14:00:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Thandazani 

2021-01-19 
11:13:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africans are a relaxed and complacent  na7on, they like to 
test systems by seeing is believing phenomenon, it is in this light 
that vaccina7on must be mandatory, like during the polio and TB 
7mes, if people are not forced to take this vaccine we will not 
reach the herd immuniza7on in any7me soon, Sipo

2021-01-17 
17:09:01

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Janice 

2021-01-17 
14:00:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Give to those in need and who want the vaccine. Louise

2021-01-17 
08:01:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Everybody must be vaccinated Siyabonga

2021-01-16 
06:46:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is a good ini7a7ve to curb the spread of this deadly virus 
that is killing our na7on and our economy. The vaccine should be 
mandatory for all South African ci7zens. Arish

2021-01-15 
23:55:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think as a 62 year old, the vaccine should be a priority for my 
age group, and the first dose must be provided before the end of 
February. I also believe that because we have been paying  our 
medical aid for decades,  these companies should secure the 
vaccine immediately for their members. Wai7ng for the months 
ahead could create a THIRD WAVE of the virus, which could be 
worse than anything before! Jean

2021-01-15 
16:13:46

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Just give it to me now so I can get on with life, if the majority 
don't want it I wish them good luck on their gamble. Should be 
mandatory so we can get life back David

Free State 2

2021-01-20 
16:25:49

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am concerned that not enough research has been performed 
on the vaccine, par7cularly long term effects.  I'm also highly 
sensi7ve to medica7ons and wonder if a medically supported 
pla{orm would be available during vaccina7on in case of a 
severe reac7on. Mavis

2021-01-17 
20:17:28

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Everyone must have a choice to choose to be vaccinated or not. Tholang

Limpopo 1

2021-01-18 
10:31:40 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

My concern is the efficacy of the government to deliver and 
inoculate effec7vely. Vaccines are highly sensi7ve and even the 
smallest error can cause it to not be effec7ve. This means that 
everything has to be done 100% correctly from the ini7al 
shipment to the actual inocula7on and I do not have faith that 
our government can ensure that. It is for this reason that I do 
not think it should be mandatory.  Or at least allow the people to 
have a choice as to whether they want to get it done privately or 
through government clinics/hospitals. Jacky

Mpumalanga 2
2021-01-17 
21:10:08

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on There was vaccine before this so why worry Joel

2021-01-15 
13:30:20

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Every working person must be priori7sed ( amer health workers), 
immunised as we keep the economy of the country going. Jo

Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-17 
18:03:45

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

If people would like to take the vaccine it is their preference, 
which I respect. As long as the choice is respected not to take it 
should someone choose not to. It appears however that the 
vaccine is a liple too late anyways (and a lot of money wasted), 
seeing that ivermec7n is proving successful in trea7ng the virus. Ricus 

2021-01-17 
15:04:21

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I don't think the vaccine should be mandatory,  people must be 
given a choice to chose whether they want it or not. Pumeza 

2021-01-17 
14:37:22

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on It should be mandatory as not all of us believe in vaccine. Chwayita

Outside SA 1

2021-01-16 
07:56:22

Outside 
SA Namibia Yes I do

employed 
individual

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have the choice to take the vaccine. To boost co-
opera7on, there should be a massive adver7sing campaign 
adver7sing benefits and addressing people’s concerns. I am 
worried about the safety of the vaccines however currently 
millions of people worldwide have already had it and there 
should soon be lots of data available on possible side effects. Jean
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re7red 62
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 19

2021-01-28 
15:56:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Please vaccinate heathcare workers first. We others will wait 
pa7ently for our turn. I want to thank the government for their 
response under difficult and changing circumstances. Magdalene

2021-01-23 
20:10:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Andrew

2021-01-19 
15:20:59

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marjorie

2021-01-19 
13:57:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People should have the choice to be vaccinated or not. Adults 
should be responsible ci7zens and adhere to the government's 
regula7ons concerning this pandemic. Parents should teach their 
children to be compliant also.  
Nothing has been said about people who have been advised by 
their doctors not to be vaccinated because of present and 
ongoing health condi7ons and treatment. 
It does not seem clear who is going to pay for these vaccines. Tax 
payers are stretched already and I am sick of seeing the way tax 
money is abused. 
The government must have a clear plan in mind before any 
rollout is announced and MPs and all necessary officials must be 
clear about the plan and their responsibili7es in it. 

Jennifer

2021-01-19 
11:26:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'm 76 years old and have not frequented any of the  venues 
men7oned to obtain the vaccine. 
Most people over the age of 70 are being very cau7ous about 
leaving their homes. 
So what chance will we have of being vaccinated if  it is 
mandatory. 
        

Patricia

2021-01-18 
14:06:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I would like to see urgent roll out of a vaccine - OTHER than the 
Russian or Chinese originated variants. What concerns me today 
is reading that TAX RISES are being considered as ONE of the 
methods of financing. As a contributor to a medical aid I am 
happy to accept that the cost of the vaccine for myself will also 
sponsor another non-paying ci7zen. However i will not accept 
addi7onal taxa7on on top of that. Wynton 

2021-01-18 
13:41:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Wearing masks and social distancing help reduce your chance of 
being exposed to the virus or spreading it to others, but these 
measures are not enough. Vaccines will work with your immune 
system so it will be ready to fight the virus if you are exposed. 
In order for the vaccine to be effec7ve al least 3/4 of our 
popula7on needs to e vaccinated. 

Margaret

2021-01-17 
06:40:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

People at high risk , as asthma, diabetes etc should get the 
vaccine but at no cost. Others should have the op7on to decide 
by themselves. 

Maria 
Elizabeth 

2021-01-16 
11:06:30

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on The sooner the beper & must be mandatory Na7onal,y !!!! John

2021-01-16 
08:15:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Ek dink ons regering is nie instaat om alleen die entstof te 
adminastreer of uit te voer nie weens oneindige korrupsie in al 
ons Staatsbeheerde en7teite. My voorstel is dat hulle die private 
sektor gebruik om daarmee te help, want die sektor het die wil 
en weet hoe om dit perfek uit te voer ter wille van alle 
landsburgers sonder enige rassisme toepassing of enige 
winsbejaag.  Ek is ook van mening dat die entstof in apteke 
beskikbaar gestel word waar landsburgers wat dit kan bekos7g 
kan koop soos die gewone griep entstowwe elke jaar tot nou 
toe. Dit sal baie help dat ander landsburgers wat dit nie huidiglik 
kan bekos7g nie deur regering asook privaatsektor gehelp kan 
word sonder betaling. Abraham

2021-01-16 
05:46:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am highly allergic to the simple  flu injec7on. I have tried on 
two occasions with nega7ve results. The injec7on made me very 
ill. And I s7ll got flu with complica7ons. Maureen

2021-01-15 
22:17:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Barbara

2021-01-15 
17:25:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Gisela

2021-01-15 
16:49:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think there has been too many illnesses incorrectly diagnosed 
as Covid-19 and I would definitely not pollute my body with this 
vaccine, there's no solid proof of it working, nor the side effects. Ian

2021-01-15 
16:43:05

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on George

2021-01-15 
15:49:31

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Gordon

2021-01-15 
12:14:41

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am happy that they provide a vaccine to anybody that wants it 
but I am concerned that it will become mandatory and that you 
will not be able to live your life or do anything without proof 
that you are vaccinated.  Therefore everyone will be forced to 
have it no maper what you want for yourself. Lynepe

2021-01-15 
09:39:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I do feel the poli7cians should have all been part of the trial as 
they are at the forefront of procuring it. 
Secondly i think its important to do healthcare workers  and 
perhaps the youth who are the future of our country. 
It must not be given to people with an sign of allergies. 
It must only be given by Nursing sisters ( who can monitor and 
fill in the correct forms) and have an epinephrine injec7on on 
hand.  
It must not be mandatory.    The government cannot take away 
our right to choose. 
Many people faint at the sight of needles how will they cope 
with that. nancy 
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2021-01-15 
09:23:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support the ini7a7ve, should be done by government at no 
cost, taxpayers have payed more than enough and s7ll paying. 
Why do you have to be scared, look at flu vac yellow fever small 
pocks, what have you, has any body been scared of 
effec7veness? 
If you want to be healthy do the Wright thing or suffer the 
consequences, why worry if you have no criminal record, stop 
this covid shit in its tracks which ever way, eish. Andre 

KwaZulu-Natal 10

2021-01-25 
07:08:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The delay is caused by the government officials and others filling 
up their pockets by supposedly doing a direct deal!!! Its a round 
about way of who is going to b the middleman and gain from it 
at the people's expense once more.. in the mean7me we are 
dying... Marie

2021-01-18 
15:46:22

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am 86 years of age. I have been married for 60 years and my 
spouse is Wheelchair-bound with Parkinsons and Demen7a 
(Lewes Body Disease) and with Carers  24/7.  I am terrified of 
contrac7ng Covid because her comfort and well-being is en7rely 
dependent on my func7onality in all respects. Yet I have to 
expose myself when I do shopping from 7me to 7me. I do not 
want to jump the queue but I would like to know how to state 
my case  and ascertain whether inocula7on could be done 
through my Medical Aid and how soon one could expect this to 
happen.   Ronald

2021-01-18 
09:07:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Impotent that as many as possible get the vaccin as soon as 
possible! Claes

2021-01-18 
08:55:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Marie France

2021-01-17 
11:30:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Current Goverment is not capable to firstly make 
commercial decisions and aquire the vaccines  fast enough ...this 
should be handled by iffecient private  companys .speed is 
vital ...this is not a poli7cal  vote gaining exercise ...useless and 
lazy......the roll out is vital ...not done by goverment departments 
.....they do not deserve to run this opera7on .. Bradley

2021-01-17 
07:38:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

South Africa is late in geing vaccines they should have started 
vaccina7ng the popula7on long 7me ago like other countries. 
When are they star7ng to vaccina7ng people????? Tish

2021-01-17 
06:39:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mark

2021-01-17 
06:08:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Let's just get the vaccine and roll it out. Medicals ais will 
probably pay for their members.  
Stop the conspiracy theories. 
These guys who make the vaccines are scien7sts. Trust them Helen

2021-01-16 
14:04:24

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Roy

2021-01-15 
12:22:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel for traveling the vaccina7ons should be compulsory. 
The aged re7red folk should also be amongst the first to get it, 
amer the frontline medical staff. Lydia 

Gauteng 21
2021-01-23 
13:06:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I will be first in line for the Oxford/ Wits , Astrazeneka! Please Gail

2021-01-21 
13:19:33 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccina7on should not be mandatory. Those who want it must 
get it and be part of the 67%. Those who do not want it will be 
part of the remaining 33% and face the risks associated with not 
having it, and possibly contract the disease with the possible risk 
of death. Frans

2021-01-19 
15:18:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I believe that it should be mandatory for all persons to be 
vaccinated, and that the government MUST elicit the help of 
private medical aids in the acquisi7on and roll out. The cost to 
the taxpayers also needs to be considered. If it is, indeed, a 
prescribed minimum benefit, then only the unemployed should 
have to be paid for by the state. Derek

2021-01-18 
20:36:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Ina

2021-01-18 
14:24:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Anne

2021-01-18 
10:37:41 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I'll take te vaca7on,  but not if is coming from China.  I would 
prefer the one from Oxford University.  I am worried about so 
many people that say now to the vaca7on Annatjie

2021-01-17 
08:57:39 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The Cost to The Taxpayer, only to line the coffers of Corrup7on 
The Incompency of the Useless bunch of Corrup7on Ar7sts who 
get away with Murder.  
The Incompency to be able to Strategize This Program...  
The list goes on and on.....  
They can do Nothing Competantly SJ

2021-01-17 
08:52:21 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This Govt cannot organize a child's birthday party how will  they  
PAY without geing ?? into More debt.  
How will they strategies the roll out? 
Where will they get the Skill?????, Who will they use?  
Who IS Actually Able e to advise on this major  Project., They 
can't even feed The People?  
We Have Freedom of Choice!!!!  

Sybil 
2021-01-17 
07:58:03 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I feel that  everyone should get the vaccine in order to protect 
all. Hannes

2021-01-17 
07:17:49 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Duncan
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2021-01-16 
22:24:53 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

 I am 63 and a South African and I wish the best for our na7on. 
 I think that Vaccina7on is mandorary even if it is 50%+ effec7on,  
rather this than having nothing/Zero.  
But again where is the money going the come from. 
If we/SA could get all the money back that was stollen........ then 
20Billion would not be a problem for SA.  
Why is nobody being prosecuted and locked up, an example has 
to be made. 
 "  Strange that lots of money/fund were also stollen.........  
during the lockdown period" 

Eddie
2021-01-16 
21:52:04 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I think  people should have a choice as to what is put in their 
bodies Jackie

2021-01-16 
17:10:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Should not be compulsory. Am also worried about how this toll 
out will be managed, it’s a huge project and I am not convinced 
we will be effec7ve in the roll out Gaynor 

2021-01-16 
16:06:46 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Helena 
Louisa

2021-01-16 
08:49:24 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

This is a serious virus that has affected lives, businesses, travel, 
educa7on sport plus much more and protec7on via vaccina7on 
is a really good solu7on.  Top marks to Scien7sts who have 
designed the vaccine so fast.  Roll out cannot come soon 
enough. Rose

2021-01-16 
08:46:07 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Vaccine is the only way to stop the virus as we have already seen 
with things like polio. Hannes

2021-01-16 
08:03:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The manufacturers of the vaccine can be sued out of existence if 
the vaccine in not good. I believe that like 
polio,smallpox,chickenpox,inocula7ons- etc etc- it will be safe. Corinne

2021-01-16 
08:03:01 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

The manufacturers of the vaccine can be sued out of existence if 
the vaccine in not good. I believe that like 
polio,smallpox,chickenpox,inocula7ons- etc etc- it will be safe. Corinne

2021-01-16 
07:52:44 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Is there sufficient proof that the vaccines are effec7ve 

Janice

2021-01-15 
13:29:52 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There must be a global effort to vaccinate as many people as 
possible. Rich countries should refrain from "hogging" more 
vaccines than they need and share with poorer countries, which 
includes South  Africa. Only once global immunity is achieved 
will the pandemic  cease to be a threat. 

The reason why vaccines have  been made available so quickly 
world wide is that more money has been made available by 
governments for research and manufacture than for any prior 
pandemic. Vaccines have taken long to develop in the past 
because not enough funds have been made available. Covid is 
more serious and life threatening,  not to  men7on the economic 
impact it is having on countries, than any  pandemic in the 
history of the world.  

It is foolish and uninformed not to make use of the vaccine when 
it becomes available. 

I am not sure if the government,  given its poor history of  
effec7vely managing almost all state departments over the past 
25 years, is the right organ to manage distribu7on of the 
vaccine. when it becomes available. There is bound to be 
corrup7on, nepo7sm and cronyism during the roll out. The 
government should be working with the medical aids to ensure 
fair and adequate distribu7on of the vaccine to all South African 
ci7zens. For every vaccina7on given to a medical aid member, 
there should be a number of free vaccina7ons made available to 
those who cannot afford to pay. 

Margaret 

2021-01-15 
08:55:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I fully support a safe and effec7ve vaccine, but the emphasis is 
on the word "safe". This is impossible to achieve in a few 
months, so it will take many more months before  any thinking 
person would take an untested vaccine. In the mean7me, there 
are treatments available that have proven to be effec7ve, and it 
is sad to see our governments resistance to well proven, safe 
drugs like Ivermec7n. Kids have proven to be basically 
unaffected by this virus and do not spread the disease, so they 
do not need a vaccine. The popula7on of young, healthy people 
will naturally build up community immunity, so the majority of 
the popula7on can spare the maximum amount of vaccines for 
those in danger of dying from the virus. Keith

Eastern Cape 5

2021-01-21 
12:23:37

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

There are talks about people reac7ng to the vaccine, as much as 
l have nothing against it, I don't think people should be forced to 
have it. 
The government should communicate side effects and many 
other risks associated with the vaccine so that people are able to 
make informed decisions.  
Currently there is very scanty informa7on for one to make these 
informed decisions. JFM
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2021-01-17 
14:42:46

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I am for a mass vaccine roll-out, but against mandatory 
vaccina7ons. I feel that, like abor7on or other physically 
intrusive procedures, the ethics of bodily autonomy should not 
be violated here in any way shape or form.  

I am very much for encouraging reluctant people through 
persuasive educa7on, but I think strong efforts to prove that 
vaccina7ons will not be mandatory will cool the heat of 
misinforma7on and ensure beper uptake as it would take the 
s7ng out of some of the misinforma7on that claims this vaccine 
is some kind of control tac7c.   

There are also many valid medical reasons to refuse vaccina7on 
and thus mandatory vaccina7ons or vaccine related penal7es 
would run into problems regarding the rights of certain people 
to determine their own medical management and threaten the 
health and safety of certain disabled /chronically ill people or 
discriminate against their human rights. 

I suggest taking advice from an immunologist well versed in 
chronic immunocompromising diseases like Mast Cell Ac7va7on 
syndrome or those managing Long Covid  and speaking with 
researchers specialising in combaing medical misinforma7on 
before formula7ng any policies around the roll-out of vaccines.   

So long as vaccines are wholly voluntary, believe many will take 
them up, and the efficacy will in 7me speak for itself. Christel

2021-01-16 
14:45:02

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on I will not be vaccinated  . I don't trust the Health department. Antje

2021-01-16 
12:52:56

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I have no confidence in the tes7ng process, afraid to be 
vaccinated I believe that I would get the covid Cyril

2021-01-15 
11:09:56

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Not enough vaccine. We need at least 60000000.  How to reach 
the isolated hamlets 
 How to  protect the elderly and the health workers and the 
teachers? Ora

Mpumalanga 3

2021-01-17 
09:06:41

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I agree that a tested, proven and acceptable vaccine should be 
made available to those that are at higher risk. The process 
should be voluntary and not mandatory on any individual 
concerned who should have the choice to be vaccinated or not. 
Only 7me will tell which of the present available vaccines will be 
safe and effec7ve. Till such 7me I rather take the risk of not 
being vaccinated by an unproven product! Johan

2021-01-16 
09:37:33

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

More vaccines should be obtained as soon as possible as the 
economy is in its glory!  Lim the bans that is straining the 
economic growth further i.e.  alchohol ban.   Emmy

2021-01-16 
09:37:32

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

More vaccines should be obtained as soon as possible as the 
economy is in its glory!  Lim the bans that is straining the 
economic growth further i.e.  alchohol ban.   Emmy

Free State 2
2021-01-17 
08:35:58

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on Mpu7

2021-01-15 
15:17:02

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

Our government is a corrupt en7ty, they will s7ll make sure their 
friends and families get the vaccine first,while front line workers 
at hospitals, police,soldiers  and schools dont get it! We need a 
government we can trust,and the ANC is not it. Zodwa 

Outside SA 2
2021-01-16 
23:01:30

Outside 
SA

Netherla
nds Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on THEO

2021-01-16 
15:41:14

Outside 
SA Namibia Yes I do re7red

Mandatory 
vaccina7on

I support mandatory vacchine. If one looks at the non 
compliance towards protec7on and a lot of people thinking their 
personal rights are trumping the rights of the community, I fear 
that heard immunity will not be reached in years to come. These 
days one missed summer is apparently a bigger sacrifice then a 
lost life. Chris7ne

Covid passport/ID 48
Column E: Count:

student 1
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 1

2021-02-18 
11:22:46

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Covid 
passport/ID

All South Africans should be required to be vaccinated. As this is 
not legally feasible, all ci7zens who refuse to get a vaccine that 
works to protect our country and our people should be 
iden7fiable by the lack of cer7fica7on confirming their 
vaccina7on status. People who are selfish and ignorant enough 
to refuse vaccina7on should be iden7fiable so that entry to 
venues, recep7on of services, and priority of treatment can be 
refused to them. Shannon

re7red 10
Column B: Count:

Free State 1

2021-01-29 
12:47:49

Free 
State Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

My concern is government to allow other health facili7es to 
procure and roll out the vaccine if it has no hidden agenda.like 
the Satanic 666.Let them give opportunity to other people eg 
Drs ; Pharmacists Medical Aid schemes to administer and roll out 
the vaccine.Government alone cannot do it unless the want to 
kill us We know a lot about their hidden agenda we have made 
our own research long ago. 
Thank you for this. 

Bandi
Gauteng 2
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2021-01-25 
21:13:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

My concern is that the Covid vaccine should take absolute 
priority by delivering vaccines immediately. Most countries like 
Israel and other Countries have already vaccinated many of their 
ci7zens already. It is unacceptable  to have to wait un7l the 2nd 
half of this year 2021!. We  need them NOW as in YESTERDAY. 
THEY NEED TO BE ROLLED OUT TO PRACTITIONERS  FOR SAFETY 
CONCERNS. ALSO TO PHARMACIES  AND CLINICS/HOSPITALS. 
The Government has a responsibility  towards it's CITIZENS Lynepe

2021-01-25 
12:52:46 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Health care workers and teachers over 50 should be among the 
first in line. Christoffel

Western Cape 5

2021-01-25 
13:45:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

My main concern is  
  1.  The processes vulnerability to them and corrup7on .  
 2 what about illegal immigrants . If South Africa vaccinates them 
it will cost a fortune  . If we don't,  there will be a massive pool 
of uncontrolled virus in SA Mike

2021-01-24 
17:02:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

Concerned that the vaccine will become mandatory for travel, 
work, banking and used to control all sectors of our lives. 
Why is our government not considering the use of the Chinese 
Sinovax vaccine where only one dose is needed and has been 
shown to have no serious side effects on people in countries 
where it's been used. China has offered their vaccine FREE to 
many developing countries.  
WE ARE ALSO PART OF BRICS for heavens sake.  

Karen

2021-01-23 
09:06:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

I do worry about the vaccine that is using m-RNA as i think it has 
not been tested enough and worry about the long term effects.  
As the virus mutates , it looks as though we will need to get 
annually a new vaccine. I think the scien7st should concentrate 
more on the 'healing' then the preven7on. See what medica7on 
prevents the bad reac7ons (blood clots, pneumonia ...) Due to 
masks and sani7zers, I think the normal flue and other virus/ 
bacteria will come back with a vengeance.  
The idea that a covid passport / ID can control the world scares 
me. Can be used by any bad government to control you 

Trienika
2021-01-23 
06:42:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

My biggest concern is the slow rollout compared to the rest of 
the world, as well as the inevitable corrup7on that will occur Linda 

2021-01-23 
06:42:13

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID

My biggest concern is the slow rollout compared to the rest of 
the world, as well as the inevitable corrup7on that will occur Linda 

KwaZulu-Natal 2
2021-01-25 
07:10:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID Margaret 

2021-01-22 
10:20:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Covid 
passport/ID SINGH

employed individual 28
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 20

2021-01-27 
10:03:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

One appreciate the system strategy , but this can be achieved via 
the integra7on of exis7ng systems, and in so doing, efficiently 
resolve the total vaccina7on mess that currently exist, especially 
on children vaccina7ons.  

During 2014 a  MYONLINEVAC.com  system proposal was 
developed and piloted to achieve accurate record keeping of the 
events and enable always available cer7ficates to clients. It  
managed the execu7on of the required schedule including 
reminders and follow up visits. The system validated 
prac77oner/ clinic details to retain authen7ca7on and data 
integrity. If the state will approve, support and allow integra7on 
to the exis7ng ID, birth cer7ficate and  relevant support systems, 
any similar vaccina7ons to adults can be incorporated and the 
cri7cal payment transparency can be resolved via the system to 
prevent the current different situa7ons and sales of government 
supplied vaccina7ons. The state would then be able to monitor 
on a macro and micro scale where and how many vaccina7ons 
were administered and where special apen7on, stock or 
assistance would be required to reach predefined target and 
objec7ves. Prac77oners were exited about the system, but the 
state never provided their approval, which caused hesitance at 
the 7me.  Marius 

2021-01-26 
20:11:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I support it but i want to know why our government are not 
suppor7ng the use of african indigenous herbs. Xitlama 

2021-01-26 
16:16:57 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Ke ID ya eng? Make cards like the kids clinic vaccina7on cards 
Nje. Me

2021-01-26 
12:53:20 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Neo

2021-01-26 
12:02:27 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

My concern is that the exclusion of undocumented individuals 
may lead to further discrimina7on of people and would 
obviously impact migra7on globally having a disadvantage for 
the poor. Also, if we exclude people who are undocumented 
would we be able to achieve herd immunity as we don't even 
know how many they are in South Africa. Kate

2021-01-26 
06:13:31 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Why should we have passports that indicate whether a person 
has vaccinated or not.  They should just vaccinate people and let 
our lives move on SIBONGILE
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2021-01-25 
09:00:32 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

My concerns are how will the covid passport work. Also, we 
should allow GPs etc to provide this service to get it done 
sooner. In addi7onal, if finance is a problem, engage a group like 
gim of givers to manage dona7ons from South Africans willing to 
sponsor vaccines to others who cannot be vaccinated. 
The vaccines should be made available to all living in South 
Africa - even if they here from other countries - legally or 
illegally. It benefits everyone if we reach herd immunity - which 
cannot just be calculated on census. 

Devaraj
2021-01-25 
07:08:46 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Pls ci7zens mst be given the right to say yes or no to the vaccine.  
Meaning no one mst be forced & threatened to take the vaccine Ruffas

2021-01-24 
16:37:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Lester

2021-01-23 
18:20:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The Covid Passport ID to prove vaccina7on will descriminate 
against people who choose not to vaccinate based on either 
religious or health reasons.  It will result in undue peer pressure 
and violate individual privacies. Den

2021-01-23 
13:16:08 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Covid passport/ID should not be a mandatory interna7onally 
travel requirement to & from RSA. Margaret

2021-01-23 
06:51:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Suraya

2021-01-23 
06:11:07 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Don’t want COVID passport, should be treated like any other 
vaccine and on voluntary basis Lindiwe

2021-01-22 
20:02:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It's important for ci7zens to be protected. 
Others may react nega7vely. it's normal. It's good to support our 
government, they are also devastated. They also need our 
support. Let's support them. It's for our own good Neo

2021-01-22 
16:44:12 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

As people will only reach immunity some days amer the second 
vaccina7on. How will government track those people to get the 
second shot? What about those who have died before a second 
shot was available.  
 These only 1 shot and not both of the 2 shot vaccine people can 
not be counted towards the 40 million target.  
Government should keep excellent record of vaccina7ons given 
on the first and second round.  
Therefore I feel it must work with the barcoded ID being 
scanned. Almost like vo7ng. These names should be made 
available to employers in order to see when your company has 
reached herd immunity to protect other non vaccinated 
employees. Marga

2021-01-21 
21:14:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Tanya

2021-01-21 
17:08:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

The vaccine, if proven effec7ve by qualified clinicians and 
scien7st, needs to be rolled out to all to the whole popula7on of 
the country. Walter

2021-01-20 
18:10:28 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID I'm hope this is fake news Roggers

2021-01-19 
16:37:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Colleen 

2021-01-19 
15:33:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Very uncertain with the process. 
Why must a chip be injected with the vaccine? 

Why can we not start with the very poor and biggest popula7on 
of South Africa. Johannes

Western Cape 3

2021-01-25 
11:19:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Please let other departments and private companies assist in the 
roll out . 
ANC led Government must look amer the poor and those geing 
Sassa and the Aged . 
DONT STEAL Scop

2021-01-23 
10:23:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Nick

2021-01-21 
14:14:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

I feel you should roll out the Vaccine like we do when vo7ng 
Start with the elderly, and so on.  Have your ID book on hand to 
confirm your vaccina7on. 

I honestly can't wait, We've been on Lock down since 20 March, 
so i'm looking forward to geing out and seeing my friends and 
family. LEE-ANNE

KwaZulu-Natal 1

2021-01-23 
10:59:51

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

If we are required to carry vaccine IDs it feels like the vaccina7on 
is compulsory and one wonders then what will happen to 
thwhat will happen to those who who chose not to receive the 
vaccine and creates fear and uncertainty amongst the 
popula7on at large. I think the idea to carry vaccine passports 
need to be clearly explained to us all Phindile

North West 3

2021-01-22 
15:09:12

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Vaccine is essen7al!!!!  
It should mandatory.  
Tax payers should get 1st batch as they are the ones keeping the 
economy going!!!!!  

Tarryn

2021-01-22 
14:06:50

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

My concern is mainly on the now myth that is being spread 
about the vaccine as a Microsom encraved to alter the human 
DNA, and promote a certain agenda of the so called 666 mark, 
which for some7mes we have been told about in a Chris7an 
version. Furthermore it now highlight the control system on the 
vaccine which is propagated by issuing people with ID cer7ficate, 
which increase the high level of resistant. Tshepo
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2021-01-20 
19:18:22

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

Wish that as the government knows that there is a propaganda 
machine at play, and that the machinists will go out to any 
length irrespec7ve of who gets hurt. A team of police with the 
iden7ty that can only be confirmed by our legi7mate team from 
health department, to be dispatched with the teams sent to 
vaccinate and should be monitored every three hours of the day, 
whilst vaccina7ng our people. Senior

Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-21 
14:07:18

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

As a government employee I think we should be given priority as 
we are also workind under health department inside the 
hospital so covid-19 pa7ent walk through th passages to get into 
wards where they will be assisted. So when anyone is entering 
the hospital premises an id book with a vaccine s7cker should be 
provided just for safety control. Lusanda

business owner 5
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 3

2021-01-26 
17:32:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

Due to lack of trust in our government, how do we know that we 
are actually geing the vaccine and not a few drops of sterile 
water.   
I also doubt the authen7city of the origin and truth about the 
origin of  the virus. 
Something is amiss Jimmy

2021-01-21 
07:38:49

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

I feel that it is uncons7tu7onal to make travel condi7onal upon 
having the vaccine. I support the vaccine but feel it requires 
more research 7me to see the long terms side effects.  
I feel it fair to only require a nega7ve covid test for travel. Mariella

2021-01-19 
19:35:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

How are you going to record who has received the vaccine in a 
way that is not open to fraud?  
How are you planning on reaching 67% of the popula7on if kids 
under 14 are not allowed to get the vaccine? I believe we have 
approx 30% in the age group 0 - 14 which means that 100% of 
the rest of the popula7on need to get it to reach this number., 
which is not going to happen. You are seing yourself up for 
failure. Fiona

Limpopo 1
2021-01-25 
07:50:50 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID Elias

Outside SA 1

2021-01-24 
21:02:52

Outside 
SA India Yes I do

business 
owner

Covid 
passport/ID

In India ,most of the people took regular vitamin c and zinc 
tablets throughout the last year and maintained social distancing 
and personal hygiene and we fought COVID very efficiently. 

I  was a frequent business traveler to SA in 2015 and 2016 and 
now I miss your beau7ful country as I am unable to travel due to 
travel restric7ons. 

I support vaccine roll out to people who need the most like 
heath workers, government departments , hospitals and rest of 
the people should keep maintaining good hygiene . Generally 
Vaccine are effec7ve 70 percent so rest 30 percent self  
immunity plays the role in protec7ng from COVID.  

People should keep enhancing immunity via other immunity 
booster and maintain social distance at least 7ll cases are 
negligible. 

My best wishes to SA people. Prashant
unemployed individual 4

Column B: Count:
Western Cape 2

2021-01-23 
15:01:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID Gerard

2021-01-20 
15:04:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID KAREN

Gauteng 2

2021-01-20 
07:30:03 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It's a must to vaccinate people who are in South Africa to protect 
and save lives of our people. Priori7es school pupils, public 
servants, Senior ci7zens, People who are on Chronic 
treatment,prisoners and make sure immigrants are properly 
monitored and vaccinate them as well.

God-save 
Rhangano

2021-01-20 
07:30:01 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Covid 
passport/ID

It's a must to vaccinate people who are in South Africa to protect 
and save lives of our people. Priori7es school pupils, public 
servants, Senior ci7zens, People who are on Chronic 
treatment,prisoners and make sure immigrants are properly 
monitored and vaccinate them as well.

God-save 
Rhangano

Alterna7ves (Ivermec7n, etc.) 227
Column E: Count:

employed individual 86
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 19

2021-02-14 
06:58:05

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Ayesha

2021-01-26 
20:07:41

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Junnie

2021-01-25 
08:29:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Kate

2021-01-22 
17:19:35

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I strongly believe that Ivermec7n should be tried in South Africa, 
as we are not sure if the vaccine works against the new strain. At 
the worst we will know if Ivermec7n works or not.  

Clinton 
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2021-01-20 
11:58:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is a far cheaper solu7on, and cna be manufactured 
here in South Africa, to create employment, and ensur ethat the 
economy is beign brought back to life.  Jolepe

2021-01-18 
21:35:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Thembisile

2021-01-18 
14:06:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine is crucial. but how long does the an7bodies last? 
people are re-infected so quickly amer their first infec7on. 
op7ons to treat should also be considered, rather than blindly 
saying yes to Ivermec7n or promo7ng illegal use by not giving it 
importance, urgently request review of the data and ini7ate a 
safe dosage. 
the vaccine together with a treatment plan will beat this virus.  
In roll out the vaccine is shown to be more efficacious if half 
dose is followed by full. If we follow this then on the 20 000000 
doses we get an addi7onal 2.5 000000 people vaccinated.  You 
want all those making up heard immunity to be vaccinated in a 
short as 7me possible to prevent the ini7al people an7body 
levels dropping before comple7on. we also don't want the virus 
to mutate again to establish infec7on because one avenue is 
blocked. kavitha

2021-01-18 
10:04:10

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe government should roll out the 20 million to willing SA 
ci7zens and then lim the baseless ban on ivermec7n  so to give a 
lifeline to the SA members that are reluctant to take the vaccine. 
Op7ng out must not be a death sentence. Other SADAC 
countries are using ivermec7n and it’s doing miracles. Dnt 
repeat history as SA government like Dr Tshabalala and team did 
in ARV roll out. Do not be rigid open both amer all we are 40+ 
million the  20 million is not enough. Thank you Dr Thandiwe

2021-01-18 
08:06:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine should be made available through private 
ins7tu7ons like Medical Aids through local Doctors and 
Pharmacies as well. Target group should include the Elderly from 
55 upwards. 

Also alterna7ves like Ivermec7n should be allowed in order to 
help combat the infec7ons as there is proof that people 
recovered much sooner when this drug was taken in advance 
and during infec7on. George

2021-01-18 
05:35:52

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Thule 

2021-01-18 
04:53:45

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Is this vaccine once off or must it be taken every year. 
Government should bear the cost of the vaccine. Sagren 

2021-01-17 
20:11:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hi. My greatest concern would be when the vaccine is 
distributed to the public that loo7ng and corrup7on will also be 
the influence behind the roll out. Not giving ordinary ci7zens 
chance to be immune to the virus. Ivermec7n is something that 
is working to treat people infected with the virus in other parts 
of the world. Why not here? It seems like our government has 
profit over people in mind. Banning this drug is saying that the 
government is partnering with the big pharmaceu7cal 
companies to think that the vaccine is the only hope for people 
infected. But the ivermec7n is because it has proven to work in 
treatment for covid pa7ents. Please unban this drug Mr. 
President. It will save lives and prevent more infec7ons m Chris 

2021-01-17 
10:56:25

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Effec7veness proven yet govt blocked medica7on causing harm 
to all in SA rich, poor Country is not a democracy 
Vaccines will again be a money making racket Get moving and 
assist us ALL with vaccines and this drug Gaby

2021-01-17 
00:31:34

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think that whilst the government is rolling out vaccine,  
alterna7ve treatments like Ivermec7n that are available be also 
made available to pa7ents 

Nontembeko  
Nothemba 

2021-01-16 
20:10:36

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermecten seems to be working in other countries, has liple to 
zero side effects and is cost effec7ve. Why is our country figh7ng 
it. Even the WHO approves of it. Kirsty

2021-01-16 
18:01:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Vishnu

2021-01-16 
09:15:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Shamain 

2021-01-15 
19:24:11

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n should be allowed. 
Prisoners should get the vaccine last Ashley

2021-01-15 
19:05:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) ashok

Western Cape 14

2021-01-26 
18:46:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not everyone wants the vaccine so why are we are we rolling 
out to people who do not really want the vaccine.  If some 
people want the IVM route allow them to do that and those that 
wan the vaccine let them do that. Chevon

2021-01-25 
15:18:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n shows incredible efficacy, is safe and should be rolled 
out at a mass level in conjunc7on with a vaccine programme. Brep

2021-01-19 
08:01:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Allow the use of Ivermec7n. Give is the choice to decide 
whether we want to use the drug or not. Ivermec7n is the 
solu7on un7l we can get the whole country vaccinated, which 
will probablybe another 2 years from now. How many lives 
willbe lost, familiesshapered because our Government did not 
give is the choice. Rather side effects than death. We beg of you 
to legalise Ivermec7n. In the absence of anything else, what do 
we have to loose......... Bernadepe 
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2021-01-18 
19:59:34

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Hubert

2021-01-18 
10:36:36

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Widely used, affordable medica7ons (such as Ivermec7n) with 
proven track record must be reconsidered for inclusion in the 
armoury in the baple against Covid19. Brenda

2021-01-18 
07:21:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is impera7ve that we get more informa7on on alterna7ves to 
vaccines 
Cost is a major issue and how cost will be managed by govt a 
very great concern Verna

2021-01-17 
17:58:44

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Eden

2021-01-17 
17:39:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) How would you know it's tge right vaccine Brian

2021-01-17 
13:45:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Would like to know what is in the vaccine and side effects. 
CLARISE

2021-01-17 
13:11:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I wish people can be allowed to choose for themselves if they 
want to use alterna7ves or not. Nokutula 

2021-01-17 
07:54:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Emily

2021-01-17 
06:32:18

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

More needs to be done by government to educate ci7zens and 
counter the fake news around the vaccine. Terence

2021-01-16 
18:34:12

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would love to get the vaccine (but the official vaccine). My 
worry is that some doctor is going to prescribe a drug that either 
hasn't been tested or has been promoted through false 
informa7on and this is dangerous. Having said all this, where do 
I sign up to get vaccinated. Kyle

2021-01-15 
15:53:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Hilton

Gauteng 38

2021-01-25 
14:06:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Adriaan

2021-01-25 
13:55:33 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As much as i support the vaccine roll-out, my biggest concern is 
7ming. i think our government is already late for the roll out and 
given that  our government has proven track record of 
inefficiency and indecisiveness i doubt we will receive the 
vaccine at the promised 7me. It is s7ll not clear to me why the 
government is not will to look at the alterna7ve like ivermev7n, 
people are dying and apparently this drug to have  efficacy. Joy

2021-01-25 
08:57:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would like alterna7ve medica7on to be available at affordable 
prices to boost the immune system un7l vaccines are available 
for all. Sunepe

2021-01-25 
05:57:38 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is ivermec7ne not considered in the fight against Covid19, 
as it is rumoured to be effec7ve, why has it not been trialled to 
see its effec7veness? Richard

2021-01-23 
14:28:34 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Many health professionals have been vocal about the 
effec7veness of ivamec7n in comba7ng covid 19. I believe this 
inexpensive op7on should be explored and is already available. 
This could save lives Now. Clive 

2021-01-22 
20:10:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n in the mean7me should be offered while wai7ng for 
a vaccine. There is enough data to show it would be effec7ve. 
The side effects are not harming and the benefits outweigh the 
risks. Developing an immunity post vaccine takes 7me and no 
vaccine is 100% effec7ve. 
I advocate the Astra Zeneca vaccine and oppose the Pfizer/
Moderna vaccine however the laper is not prac7cal anyway and 
deaths have occured from non allergenic events which is not 
promising etc. 
Furthermore, Minister Dlamini Zuma who I believe has good 
organisa7onal skills, should be heading the vaccine project and I 
believe the deputy President is not fit for office let alone heading 
the vaccine project. This is an irresponsible move. 
Supply of a second dose needs to 7meously guaranteed so as to 
avoid the failure of the vaccina7on campaign.  
Conscript non prac7cing nurses, paramedics etc to assist in the 
vaccina7ng of ci7zens and allow the regulatory bodies of the 
abovemen7oned prac77oners automa7cally reinstate the 
necessary registra7ons. 
It is vital that each vaccina7on hub have an emergency cart 
available in the event of anaphylaxis. Suitably qualified doctor 
should also be made available at this site.  This should be a FOC 
service and employers should by law release the applicable 
employees without forfei7ng any employment benefits. 
Full and effec7ve PPE MUST be made available. 
Approach quality suppliers NOW for adequate needles, syringes 
and alcohol wipes to avoid stock outs as they would need to 
import this. 
Finally it is important that the cold chain for these vaccines are 
fully maintained from the supplier to the pa7ent or ci7zen. 
Efficacy of the vaccine project is key and so is competence which 
is severely lacking in South Arica. Janine

2021-01-22 
11:57:43 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) David
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2021-01-22 
11:50:17 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel the government should legalize the use of ivermec7n due 
to the fact that the vaccine will only be available if we are lucky 
in June and ivermec7n could be saving lives in the mean7me.. 
The proof is available 
Just do it  

Lisa

2021-01-21 
21:23:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned that we have not fully explored alterna7ve 
treatment op7ons and there seems to  be a lack of will on the 
part of the government to consider other op7ons. It feels to me 
that the decision makers are playing a poli7cal game rather than  
ac7ng in the best interests of all ci7zens. I also believe that we 
cannot trust our government to roll out the programme. They 
may well sell the vaccines on for a profit and to our detriment Joan

2021-01-20 
14:53:10 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It would be appreciated if people had alterna7ve op7ons of the 
vaccine to receive. As it’s reported that some vaccines have less 
side effects (e.g. lesser chances of hospitaliza7on) to others. . M 

2021-01-19 
02:10:37 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am eagerly awai7ng my turn as in my industry you meet to 
many reckless individuals. Conrad

2021-01-18 
20:33:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I support the vaccina7on and also recommend those who can 
afford using Inverc7n be allowed to use it Boitumelo 

2021-01-18 
09:25:54 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am all for Vaccines however I don't trust the South African 
government to give us the best vaccine that has been tried and 
tested like the US has done. They always have their own agenda 
and some sort of kick backs. Is the vaccine from India the best 
for us Ci7zens or for their pockets? Caragh

2021-01-18 
09:02:41 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Alterna7ves are available and more cost effec7ve. Siegfried

2021-01-18 
07:52:19 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Hi, 

I have not as yet seen any definite plan on how this vaccine will 
be rolled out and when this will start. When can we expect the 
full plan on who will be vaccinated when..will elderly people also 
be first in line as per other countries? 

With all the talk on Iverme7n, why are we not also inves7ga7ng 
this op7on in South Africa..if this is a possible solu7on to 
effec7vely treat the virus, why is it not approved by our 
government, there is more than enough evidence to support this 
approach. Let individuals decide for themselves, saving lives 
should be first priority. Hilde

2021-01-18 
07:20:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Concerns about the tes7ng of the vaccines and the side affects 

Johan

2021-01-18 
06:59:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government should allow us to take alterna7ve medicines 
like Ivermec7n un7l the vaccines arrive. We have doubts 
whether the vaccine will arrive in 7me or if the money allocated 
to vaccines will be stolen like it usually is . Line up poli7cians 
pockets at the expense of peoples lives Reesha

2021-01-17 
23:03:05 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mari

2021-01-17 
23:00:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Eve 

2021-01-17 
20:56:39 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Our government must ensure that the vaccines are safe and 
effec7ve in the fight against this pandemic. Also the government 
must allow the use of Ivermec7n to save lives and not only 
depend on the vaccines.

Nompumelel
o

2021-01-17 
19:54:26 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It will be wise to look into other tradi7onal medicine 
Sthembiso

2021-01-17 
19:41:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have no concern about the vaccine. I do have a concern about 
nega7ve  people, video's, and Ivermec7n. We need to end fake 
news.  President Cyril Ramaphosa is the best President we 
could've asked for in this difficult 7mes and we need to listen.  Juan

2021-01-17 
19:27:03 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gawie

2021-01-17 
17:27:47 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Marietjie

2021-01-17 
16:15:06 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Presently people are sta7ng that ivermec7n is curing quite a few 
individuals. Why not roll it out if the alterna7ve is death and 
untested vaccines. Morgan 

2021-01-17 
15:09:59 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I’m concerned of the vaccine from India. I would prefer the 
Pfizer vaccine from Israel or USA or UK. Vaccines should be 
available to everyone not the selected public.. Liora

2021-01-17 
14:20:00 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Shirley 

2021-01-17 
11:12:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

 SAPHRA to priori7ze the review so that any available cure 
reaches the sick prior to more people dying. 
The rollout strategy to ensure head immunity,must be such that 
all HCPs can be supplied with requirements for cold chain daily. 
Every consulta7on by a Dr and by a Nurse must end with a 
vaccine being given.  
unless otherwise contra indicated. All HCPs encounter with 
clients can be a poten7al vaccina7on rollout. By so doing we 
reach required totals in 7me to prevent spread.  

Zuziwe
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2021-01-17 
08:54:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government moist encourage and embrace ci7zens who are 
happy to try ivermec7n, to do so. There are very very few safety 
concerns. There is nothing to lose, except a lot of lives if this is 
not made readily available. On the other had ci7zens are far 
more suspicious or scep7cal about a vaccine. Ivetmec7n has 
already been used for decades, is cheap, safe and effec7ve. Michael

2021-01-16 
15:12:40 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As an ordinary ci7zen:- 
1. Top Concern is Governmant banning Ivermec7n with rising 
LOCAL outcry from the medical fraternaty, as well as ci7zens, to 
UNBAN Ivermec7n.  The latest outcry by Dr. Nathi Mdladla 
summarises the current state. We have learnt nothing from the 
HIV/AIDS episode in our history, now beginning to cost as many 
lives as then. SAVING LIVES MUST BE PRIORITY 
hpps://www.dailymaverick.co.za/ar7cle/2021-01-15-poten7al-
to-save-lives-an-intensive-care-doctor-argues-for-
compassionate-use-of-ivermec7n-for-covid-19/ - the UK made 
Ivervec7n available for treatmen on 15 Jan 2021 - why can we 
not follow suite - not to replace vaccine, but augment our efforts 
to save maximum number of lives. 

2. 2nd concern is that Goverment will be sole agent of impor7ng 
Vaccines. With Governments history of corrup7on and inability 
to deliver, as well as limi7ng South Africans to the choices of 
vaccines imported by Government. As it is, Government is 
breach of the cons7tu7on in so many ways. This will further 
eradice our cons7tu7onal rights to have access to health care, 
exercise choice and as ci7zens, being able to par7cipate in  
efforts to overcome SarsCov2.  

As it is, our already collapsed health care is under tremendous 
strain, the fiscus is in a state of collapse, lockdown is not an 
effec7ve deterrent, people are dying from SarsCov2, untreated 
illnesses, unequiped hospitals (not geing care or treatment) 
and eradicated immune systems from NPI (Stress). The 
Government will have to put their money where their mouthes 
are and ENABLE the na7on to par7cipate to overcome the virus. 
Goverment must stop COMPOUNDING the effects by: 
1. Remove lockdowns and prohibi7ons - it is counter produc7ve 
and devasta7ng for countries like our own 
2. Make Ivermec7n available (as packs with addi7onal 
medica7on and vitamins to complement e.g. India, and to 
doctors and hospitals) 
3. Enable private sector to also bring in Vaccine, of wider choice, 
and more capable of delivering than Government - Private 
ci7zens will contribute towards vaccina7on for those without 
access 
4. Stop rtPCR tests - Massive move to retract Corman Droden 
PCR protocol to test for SarsCov2 due to massive flaws.  
hpps://cormandrostenreview.com/addendum/ 

Brenda

2021-01-16 
14:59:04 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermek7en kan teen heelwat goedkoper en in groot 
hoeveelhede in Suid-Afrika vervaardig en versprei word. Hoekom 
wag vir 'n entstof (waarvan die newe-effekte onbekend is) en 
teen 'n hoë prys kom, as ander lande alreeds begin het met 
Ivermek7en en daar alreeds beken7nisse gemaak is deur baie 
mense dat dit effek7ef is teen die corona virus. Die regering 
speel vir tyd en moet verantwoordelik gehou word vir alle 
lewensverliese. Yvonne

2021-01-16 
08:47:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

* Government should have considered proven alterna7ves like 
ivermec7n. 
* I'm concerned about the safety of this vaccine, therefore, I will 
not take it. 
* In order to obtain herd immunity, by the end of 2021,  150 000 
people will have to be  
  vaccinated everyday, including saturdays and sundays, star7ng 
today. Mohamed

2021-01-16 
08:47:35 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

* Government should have considered proven alterna7ves like 
ivermec7n. 
* I'm concerned about the safety of this vaccine, therefore, I will 
not take it. 
* In order to obtain herd immunity, by the end of 2021,  150 000 
people will have to be  
  vaccinated everyday, including saturdays and sundays, star7ng 
today. Mohamed

2021-01-15 
16:35:51 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) The corrup7on needs to be stopped. Barry

2021-01-15 
12:06:24 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If there are other treatments like Ivermec7n that work, use it. It 
is available now. Nikki

2021-01-15 
11:56:55 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

As much as the vaccine might assist people against COVID-19, 
my main concern is the choice that the government is making. 

It is very important to make it certain that we use exactly what 
the Western Countries use not some alterna7ve that can't be 
used in Canada, USA and etc. 

Alterna7vely the vaccine should start with poli7cians so that we 
see its effec7veness Kwena

2021-01-15 
11:30:29 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think alterna7ve vaccines should also be available for 
individuals to choose from. Hendi

2021-01-15 
08:23:50 Gauteng Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is Ivermec7n being outlawed by government? 
What are you hiding? Shrian
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Limpopo 3

2021-01-19 
08:35:59 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I CONCUR WITH THE VACCINE BUT SHOULD BE TESTED FIRST  T 
OUR POLITICAL LEADERS.  

tatuwani

2021-01-19 
07:50:23 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If there are alterna7ves out there to these vaccines, I think it top 
priority to explore them and maybe use these in conjunc7on 
with the vaccine. This way we can reduce dependence on 
expensive new products from  other countries (we ourselves 
have not managed to develop a vaccines by the way). Kamogelo 

2021-01-18 
10:23:22 Limpopo Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) This wll help in speeding up the roll to the popula7on at large, Derrick 

North West 2

2021-01-18 
18:45:16

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jonathan

2021-01-18 
06:05:53

North 
West Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Private sector should also have the right to vaccine ordering and 
spread William

Mpumalanga 2

2021-01-18 
06:45:55

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) If ivermectyn work why not try it Christel

2021-01-15 
21:32:10

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Janet 

Free State 3

2021-01-18 
05:52:24

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Make use of what we have currently to save lives un7l the 
vaccine has been rolled out 

Morgan 

2021-01-16 
12:02:09

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n can be used un7l such 7me that 70 percent people 
vaccinated.  In order to open up the economy fully now we need 
ivermec7n jasper

2021-01-15 
14:26:38

Free 
State Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If they bother to check the data by the group of doctors who did 
the tests with Ivermec7n and it pans out, why not use it. If it 
saves lives, use it. Philip

Northern Cape 1

2021-01-17 
21:47:23

Norther
n Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why do they not use Ivermec7n as it is approded as a level 3 
treatment for skin disease, but want to try something that was 
build in a laboratory, with not much case studies? Elana

Eastern Cape 4

2021-01-17 
10:13:34

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Yes I support the current roll-out of the vaccine. However, why 
are Schools and Educa7on Centers not a priority too? Surely 
Teachers, Lecturers, Educators and our children must also be a 
priority for the vaccine, as educa7on is the future of our country. 

There are also very posi7ve results coming from Ivermec7n in 
current studies. This medicine MUST also be made available as 
soon as possible. Especially for the elderly and people with 
underlying health condi7ons. It "appears" to work as a 
prophylac7c against this virus, so surely this must be made a 
priority, while we must wait for the vaccine to be available to all. 

I hope and pray that we can all be vaccinated as soon as 
possible, so that life can go back to our so-called "New Normal". 

Sincerely, 
Roderick Leviton. Roderick

2021-01-16 
12:01:48

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The vaccine  is long overdue as the second wave of Corona 19 
virus is doing havoc in our communi7es killing the young and 
old. Recardo 

2021-01-16 
08:15:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

that the vaccine is going to be centrally controlled by 
government - there does not seem to be a methodical method 
of rollout. lack of mo7va7on to explore invermec7n- Carole

2021-01-16 
08:15:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

employed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

that the vaccine is going to be centrally controlled by 
government - there does not seem to be a methodical method 
of rollout. lack of mo7va7on to explore invermec7n- Carole

re7red 81
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 25
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2021-02-02 
14:56:15

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ensure record-keeping of all who were vaccinated, by digital 
means  - scanning of ID document or legal document containing 
a bar code.  

 This together with the details of the batch number and name of 
the distributor to ensure that double dosis are not given or that 
of   conflic7ng distributors not administered as a follow-up, 
unless deemed to be safe by a proper authority in the field. 

 To precure Invermec7n as a support to reduse severity of the 
illness and to ascertain that the topical applica7on is a beper 
alterna7ve that the oral one given by tablet. 

 In the absence of Bar-coded ID, as in the case of illegal 
residents, or those  legal residents who have no iden7fica7on, 
the marking of the fingernails with indelable ink as for vo7ng 
purposes. 

The possible development of an oral remedy for those who fear 
the needle, when herd immunity had been reached.  

If the cost of precurement is too much of a burden on State 
Coffers to offer help to neighboring countries, and Local 
Governments are unable to contribute for its own, a once-off tax 
of R10-00 (Ten Rand) be levied on all taxpayers. 

To ensure a plan for follow-up vaccina7ons yearly or as required. 

Thank You
Frederick 
Wallace

2021-01-27 
20:53:27

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Gillian

2021-01-27 
13:01:04

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Maria

2021-01-26 
16:38:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Think teachers should be added to the list of people to be 
vaccinated in the first round. Sue

2021-01-25 
10:19:29

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Most countries can't access 100% of vaccines needed.       
Most vulnerable are normally given first access - trust SA will 
follow suit. 
Important to communicate process to SAs 

Presumably people are held responsible for mask wearing  -  
towards the end 
of the vaccine process in SA, it may be necessary for people to 
have a vccine ID in order to 
have access to public places heather

2021-01-23 
13:43:47

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Seems most preferred by medical professionals. Thando

2021-01-21 
12:42:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Anna

2021-01-20 
15:07:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Add it for quicker recovery, especially in the elderly and people 
with underlining health problems with low immunity. Dawn

2021-01-19 
19:02:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The longer the wait for regulated, approved vaccines, the 
greater the risk of people inges7ng non-regulated, harmful 
alterna7ve drugs.  

Cherry 

2021-01-18 
09:56:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The trials done on Ivermec7n since Aug 2020 should urgently be 
reviewed.  While millions if ci7zans will not receive the vaccine 
for  a long 7me and die from civid or have civid and all the 
longterm nega7ve effects thereof. WHY can they not have the  
Ivermec7n.  People should have their CHOICE to take Ivermec7n 
as preventa7ve drug or when having Covid.  It must  be their 
DEMOCRATIC preroga7ve  to choose for themselves and take it 
at their own risk.(if any at all)   NOT GOVERMENT  to  decide.  
Not Goverment to wait for ‘their’ vaccine to arrive late and 
ci7zens to pay up their financial responsibili7es - and die in 
months to come.  It is CRUEL for Goverment NOT to make 
Ivermec7n legal for ci7zens and deny them  a drug that can save 
lives and is beper than NOTHING. Cecilia 

2021-01-17 
22:30:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Freedom of choice is important!!! Christl

2021-01-17 
20:51:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is a concern  that with no effec7ve vaccine  for  HIV amer so 
many years,  are we really expected to trust a quick fix amer 12 
months?  O, and the flu vaccine is also only effec7ve for a season 
and then the virus mutates and a new vaccine must be 
developed. Will this be the case with covid? 

Dalien
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2021-01-17 
17:22:06

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am incensed by the fact that the government refuses to supply 
Ivermec7n as an interim measure. It is pathe7c that we are 
unable to secure the vaccine more quickly and in decent 
volumes to make a difference - but criminal that a drug exists 
which has been tried and tested on over 7000 people and 
nobody cares enough to distribute it when  the side effects are 
minimal at the correct dosages. I believe that banning this drug 
for humans is tantamount to murder when research shows there 
to be over 80 percent fewer deaths when it is administered. It is 
acceptable to test new drugs and take 7me over it- when 
thousands are dying every day and red tape stands in the way of 
possibly saving them, it is murderous. Not only is it prescribed in 
other countries, and is a cure for river blindness, causing its 
inventors to be awarded the Nobel prize in 2015, but vested 
interests and ignorance has the stupidity to speak out and warn 
that it causes blindness! 
The lack of access to the vaccine is criminally inept, but the 
barring of allowing people to take a harmless prophylac7c which 
can save lives and possibly avoid people contrac7ng Covid is 
selfish. WHAT DO WE HAVE TO LOSE??  
Where is the urgency of this government to make decisions?  
Weeks go by without any posi7ve ac7on or change in aitude.  
Those who have lost loved ones since the vaccine and efficacy of 
Ivermec7n is known in my opinion would not be remiss should 
they charge the department of health and the government with 
negligence.  
This is shameful behavior. 
Ditch SAABillions bailout and others, stop stealing the hard 
bargained for aid, and buy and distribute medicine to save the 
na7on.  
NOW.  
Not tomorrow or next week. 
Now. 

Vanessa

2021-01-17 
15:22:51

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Peter

2021-01-17 
13:04:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Not keen on vaccines from russia or china Stuart

2021-01-17 
08:19:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Could ivermec7n also not be used immediately to overcome the 
worst of the pandemic together with the vaccine? Gary Keith

2021-01-16 
19:10:33

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I have COPD so my only way of living a normal life is to be 
vaccinated against covid-19 Celia 

2021-01-16 
16:33:54

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think  Ivermec7n should be strongly looked at as reducing 
symptoms Ada

2021-01-16 
09:55:55

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It’s my legal right to use alterna7ve meds gov must allow use of 
ivermec7n by health professionals when they see fit.  I oppose 
gov be sole supplier of vaccine as medical aids and big 
healthcare retailers provide a vital role in the treatment and 
distribu7on of meds Ambrosia

2021-01-16 
07:48:25

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) dippenaar

2021-01-16 
06:36:35

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned the vaccine was pushed through so quickly , also 
how effec7ve will be be it you only covered for 4 or 5 months 
amer each dose Janice 

2021-01-16 
06:28:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Beverley

2021-01-15 
21:53:53

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Not to be used unless the vaccine  has been clinically proven and 
tested, as far as any Vaccine that has the WHO approval, I will 
gladly take the inocula7on David

2021-01-15 
13:00:07

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am very keen to take the vaccine one it has been adequately 
tested but am par7cularly annoyed that it will be forced on me 
before its effects are known. 
I would like the op7on of taking the well proven and harmless 
alterna7ves that have proved to be working very well without 
damaging our unique individual molecular components. 
I am annoyed at the costs of this instant vaccine when the 
alterna7ves as used in India are free.  Gareth

2021-01-15 
09:31:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

First concern is WHY IS IVERMECTIN NOT APPROVED BY S.A. for 
interim relief during infec7on of covid whilst most of the world 
has approved it and is using it for relief with enormous success? 
Secondly, why are the elderly and people with co-morbidi7es 
not being priori7zed for vaccina7ons? Freda

Eastern Cape 3

2021-01-27 
09:11:33

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Although I am not an ANC supporter, I nevertheless believe  that 
our South African government have demonstrated one of the 
best responses to the CoVid-19 pandemic when compared to 
the rest of the world. 
However acquisi7on of the vaccines has not been the best, 
although they seem to have made great strides over the past 
month with the likelihood of up to 40,000,000 doses by the end 
of the year. 
We must indeed ensure pressure is maintained to ensure 
performance does not slacken off in all areas of the roll out 
process.  One area that needs extra pressure and ac7on is 
con7nual inves7ga7on and authorisa7on to use alterna7ve 
preven7ve and therapeu7c treatments such as Ivermec7n. 
Overall I say "Well done, and keep it up" to the government and 
those involved in the process. John
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2021-01-17 
20:00:27

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We need to evaluate ivermec7n, as it seems to be the cheapest 
most successful solu7on John

2021-01-15 
14:00:59

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

In die verlede het inen7ng tog vele gevaarlike siektes bv pokke 
masels TB in n mate so beheer dat vele lewens wel gered is deur 
inen7ng. Mense moet self kan besluit oor inen7ng of 
alterna7ewe middels Ellen

Gauteng 21

2021-01-25 
14:49:36 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Concern is slow to educate, misinforma7on doing rounds at high 
speed. Remember ARVs, we were slow to implement and people 
died others are s7ll in denial to date. Allow private sector, 
government cant do it alone. Inform public vigorously. Xoliswa 

2021-01-23 
10:11:31 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Maria Paula

2021-01-23 
07:19:09 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have health clinics we have  medical centers, pharmacies. Yet 
no one men7ons disabled and old people as usual. Those that 
want Ivermec7n and Chinese vaccines your choice. Not me Geraldine

2021-01-21 
12:49:29 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Jacob

2021-01-19 
13:04:12 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Seeing that the vaccina7on is arriving in South Africa later than 
in many other countries, its rollout must be accelerated. Wai7ng 
to vaccinate all South Africans by the end of the year is too liple, 
too late.  Vaccina7ons should now be expedited and be available 
24/7 to the public at both state and private facili7es. We should 
also have a choice of vaccine and in the interim, we feel it is 
impera7ve to be given the op7on to use Ivermec7n. 
Govermnent should also subsidize the price for all its ci7zens. Athena

2021-01-18 
11:30:17 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

 There is plenty of media hype about Ivermec7n if we are not  
able to get the Oxford or Indian vaccine in this country why cant 
Ivermec7n be given  I believe it is cheaper and readily available 
according to the media   Our governement has let the people 
down yet again. WHY Lorna

2021-01-18 
11:30:02 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

 There is plenty of media hype about Ivermec7n if we are not  
able to get the Oxford or Indian vaccine in this country why cant 
Ivermec7n be given  I believe it is cheaper and readily available 
according to the media   Our governement has let the people 
down yet again. WHY Lorna

2021-01-18 
10:15:11 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why is Ivermec7n which is considered a very safe and effec7ve 
drug since the 70’s not registered for the consump7on by human 
beings in SA? It can only be that government officials are bribed 
by large vaccine Pharmaceu7cal companies. Hans

2021-01-17 
20:07:43 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lyn

2021-01-17 
19:20:34 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Dana

2021-01-17 
15:16:06 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Happy to pay should be available through private doctors and 
pharmacy Michael 

2021-01-17 
13:35:42 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

So-called miracle drugs like Ivermec7n (used for parasite 
preven7on in animals) that have not been properly tested in 
humans (and require huge doses) have the poten7al to result in 
terrible consequences such as Thalidomide in the 1950s (where 
fetuses were malformed) . Misplaced faith in untested drugs will 
interfere with the roll-out of the vaccines that HAVE been 
properly tested to date, using properly documented clinical 
trials. Allowing banned drugs like Ivermec7n to be used will 
open up the use to other such drugs for so-called COVID relief, 
resul7ng in chaos. Close on 40 million vaccine doses have been 
administered world-wide that in itself speaks of success, 
unfortunately this is a drop in the ocean. It is of concern that SA 
has not yet rolled out vaccina7ons and it will be some 7me 
before SA reaches herd immunity. Second and subsequent wave 
deaths will result due to the delay. It is hoped that social 
ins7tu7ons such as Irene Homes will receive vaccine priority, 
since residents and day workers there omen do not understand 
what a pandemic is or how to prevent virus spread. In summary 
- focus on expedi7ng vaccina7ons and avoid focusing on 'miracle 
drugs' since that strengthens the misplaced an7-vaccine lobby (a 
group that thrives on misinforma7on and if supported is likely to 
also thrive on corrup7on due to selling miracle drugs at inflated 
prices). Alexander

2021-01-17 
07:54:46 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Please get us a reliable vaccine..we cannot go on living like this! Elsabe

2021-01-17 
07:17:13 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

There should be a list of those against the vaccine , do that when 
they find out that it's doing its job and they then want to be 
vaccinated they are placed at the end of queue . That's what 
France will be doing and I think it's fair. Gedeon

2021-01-16 
20:51:05 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Individuals should make their own medical decisions based on 
good informa7on from the medical profession. Rory

2021-01-16 
13:23:40 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What about  people over 65 with  commorbi7dies. When do 
they get innoculated Ilse

2021-01-16 
10:53:08 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

With the grave situa7on covid has plunged our people in, I can 
not grasp the resistance to the use of invermec7n.  
Surely results here and interna7onally underwripen by credible 
experts should be enough to short track approval. 
Or is there personal interest in the dealings with current vaccine 
suppliers? 

Maeder
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2021-01-16 
08:05:27 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

South Africa is unfortunately going through a very bad patch in 
terms of corrup7on, bad management, etc. It is, therefore very 
important to appoint people that have the ability to manage 
such a roll-out effec7vely, without any traces of corrup7on and 
nepo7sm. Vaccina7on is, furthermore not the only solu7on. 
Preventa7ve ac7ons must stay high on the agenda and the 
development and approval of alterna7ve medicine must enjoy 
the highest priority. Poli7cs and business barriers may not play 
any role in these endeavours, Tobie

2021-01-16 
06:27:16 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Allow whoever want to use Ivermec7n. I will indeed. It is 
immediately available to those who want it. And safe using the 
correct dosis. Dana

2021-01-15 
21:19:30 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Check out Curevac. The concept sounds good and ideal for South 
Africa. Depends on how their tests turn out. Just worth 
watching. Dennis

2021-01-15 
11:38:14 Gauteng Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Have a lot of knowledge around Viruses and there effect . 
I believe that the use of drugs which  have proved there worth in 
the combat of the virus.  
And could have gone a long way to relieve the workload of the 
health care workers.  
And absolutely the vaccine must take place to eliminate the 
threat totally working in tandem with the drugs that could of 
controlled the spread of the virus saved countless of lives we 
would have world wide been in a beper posi7on than we are 
now.  
My answer is a definite yes Arno

Mpumalanga 4

2021-01-25 
06:42:27

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have the right to choose what we put in our bodies.  The 
vaccine was rolled out too quickly without tes7ng properly and 
people have died geing it. The state slept on the procurement 
of the vaccine and is s7ll lying to us about this. If we have to be 
forced to take the vaccine as they plan to it must be for free. 
How are the unemployed and foreign na7onals going to be able 
to pay for it.  Brian 

2021-01-18 
06:56:30

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Rudi

2021-01-17 
23:27:35

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Solank die inen7ng nie verpligtend is nie, ondersteun ons. Ek glo 
egter dat dit my demokra7ese reg is om te besluit of ek die 
inen7ng wil hê, of nie. Jannie

2021-01-16 
07:32:37

Mpumal
anga Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Wendy

KwaZulu-Natal 25

2021-01-23 
17:11:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Eleanor

2021-01-23 
12:30:57

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) ANTHONY

2021-01-19 
10:41:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am not a medical expert but believe that ivermec7n has its 
merits and should be considered especially since it is safe for 
animal consump7on, has been around for ages,  cheap 
alterna7ve and can be produced in large quan77es in a short 
space of 7me and  no trials are needed. It shoud be 
administered by trained professionals in carefully considered 
doses. Gones

2021-01-18 
20:01:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am over 70yrs of age and want to know how they will get to all 
the older people. They are less likely to be at shopping malls and 
if they do not live in a re7rement setup how will they be no7fied 
to come for a vaccina7on. I think the government must get 
enough money together to immunize the whole popula7on. we 
need to get rid of this virus and start working on geing the 
economy right. Mary

2021-01-18 
15:40:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government should allow the private sector  and Medical Aids 
to  procure the vaccine and roll it out.MM Margie

2021-01-18 
13:20:31

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The use of Ivermec7n should be authorized immediately. 
Availibilty of  Vaccine will take a long 7me and there will be a lot 
of deaths in the mean7me. 
The government SHOULD DO the right thing to save Ives " 
ALLOW THE USE OF IVERMECTIN TO SAVE LIVES" Pat 

2021-01-18 
11:31:03

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

An7bio7cs do not work against viruses.  We have no other 
medicines that will kill this virus. 
The best ac7on will be to vaccinate the en7re popula7on even if 
this is a monumental task! 
The restric7ons that are in force will help to a limited extent. Mervyn

2021-01-18 
09:20:13

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Agree with giving the vaccine to the front line workers first. Do 
not agree with it being given to Prisoners.  Concerned about the 
distribu7on controls.  Are we going to have the same issues we 
had with PPE? Accountability has to be carefully monitored. Roy

2021-01-17 
19:18:27

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The oxford vaccine as only one injec7on and  the cold chain 
managment is more feasible for Africas lack of adequate 
infrastructure and care of the process Margit 

2021-01-17 
18:21:28

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am concerned about reports coming from Norway and 
elsewhere about side effects and deaths from pfizer vaccine. Not 
enough 7me for tes7ng. Doctors should be able to use 
Ivermec7n if it has been approved effec7ve. Rosalind

2021-01-17 
18:09:00

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I think by wai7ng  for ur turn u might even  due.i don't 
understand whats the delay for our president  to get our supply 
earlier  we trust our lives and our loved ones in his hands we 
already lost so much of our doctors n n teachers n loved ones 
love please  make the ivermec7n  legal  as soon as possible. Shreen

2021-01-16 
16:28:20

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 
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2021-01-16 
16:28:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 

2021-01-16 
16:28:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 

2021-01-16 
16:28:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 

2021-01-16 
16:28:06

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 

2021-01-16 
16:28:04

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 

2021-01-16 
16:28:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 

2021-01-16 
16:27:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 

2021-01-16 
16:27:56

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Mike 

2021-01-16 
11:02:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) KRISH

2021-01-16 
10:33:02

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) ANTHONY

2021-01-16 
06:50:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government should make available all avenues to cope with 
this pandemic.  If more people die that could have been saved 
Mr Ramapoza should be held responsible and personally 
charged to compensate their families lem behind.  Inves7ga7on 
must start to find out who benefits from the supply of  the 
different vaccines.  We have the right to ask for ivermec7m 
because by law it is permissable.  This product has been tested 
over the world for many years  while the nee vaccines not even  
6 months.  We should go to court now and not later. Gerhard

2021-01-15 
15:39:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Howard

2021-01-15 
15:20:17

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Invermec7n not a good idea it had not been properly tested Marilyn

North West 1

2021-01-16 
23:35:41

North 
West Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I fully support the use of Ivermec7n and firmly believe that it 
should be made  more availlable . Piet

Limpopo 2

2021-01-16 
23:27:57 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Walter

2021-01-16 
09:34:01 Limpopo Yes I do re7red

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

It is great to see the ANC Government are trying to do 
something about the pandemic. 
However I do not believe they are trustworthy in dealing with 
distributors of the vaccine as their involvement in any ini7a7ve is 
and will be ques7onable. Look at their track record to see what I 
mean 
The Medical Professionals as well as Medical Aid companies as a 
group are more than capable of dealing with decisions and 
repercussions on their decisions based on knowledge and not on 
the greedy fingers of the poli7cians. 

Dawid
business owner 41

Column B: Count:
KwaZulu-Natal 14

2021-01-28 
11:50:50

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) GOVT CORRUPT WHERE THEY CAN  I T MUST HAPPEN

VINESH 
RABICHUN 
BADUL

2021-01-25 
07:33:09

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government has not been able to make a success of 
anything they touch and the vaccine rollout will be no different.  
The urgent approval of Ivermec7c is therefore required to save 
lives.  
Regarding the rollout, it cannot be done at taxi ranks and malls 
as there are people who  have severe allergic reac7ons to the 
vaccine and people must therefore be observed by medical 
professionals amer vaccina7on for at least 15 min.  
The vaccine has not been approved for children and school 
rollouts are therefore a problem, unless it targets teachers.  
Same issue with allergic reac7ons apply.  
Vaccina7on should not be made mandatory - no long term 
studies of safety of the vaccine.  
Government should allow medical aids to source vaccines  - not 
just the na7onal procurement.  Medical aids will also be able to 
assist by using their networks to get people vaccinated.  
Government can then focus on the non-medical aid people. Antoinepe

2021-01-24 
16:07:30

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Siva

2021-01-23 
14:16:55

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n is an inexpensive alterna7ve to support the  vacine 
roll-out. The  ins7tu7on that are siing on their hands should 
stop making first world excuses. We are a third world country 
and don’t have the luxury of 7me and money. Awake or we will 
perish !!! Rajen
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2021-01-18 
23:22:44

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I support a vacacina7on programme that is however, not 
mandatory. 
We need to roll out Ivermec7n and other tried and tested 
prophylaxis and treatments immediately. 
Vaccina7on can follow as the programme gets its required 
trac7on. 
Currently, with 2nd wave cases rising daily Ivermec7n must be 
made freely available for dispensing by qualified health 
prac77oners. 
NOW! not later. It has sufficient cumula7ve tes7ng around the 
world for its immediate authorisa7on. Len

2021-01-18 
10:00:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We have seen in the past that Government is not reliable in any 
mass work. I would likr thr Medical Aids / Private hospitals to be 
allowed to bring in their own and have their clients / pa7ents 
vacinated, even if it costs extra. Frans

2021-01-17 
19:35:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

At present the research on Ivermec7n seems to indicate that it 
successfully helps to prevent/ cure covid. Surely it should be 
used even before the vaccine Antonio

2021-01-17 
10:02:14

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I would like further inves7ga7on to be done into ivermec7n as 
an alterna7ve. I believe it can poten7ally save lives Robyn

2021-01-17 
09:46:47

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n dosed properly seems to be helping the people , why 
can’t we try it Jayshika

2021-01-17 
09:31:49

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ve such as Ivermec7n should be made available in 
conjunc7on with vaccines especially since vaccines cannot be 
rolled out to everyone immediately. Those who need to wait for 
vaccina7ons need to have some alterna7ve in the interim. Rene

2021-01-16 
12:50:42

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Why are we not able use Ivermec7n? This is a cheap alterna7ve Natalie

2021-01-16 
12:42:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

My problem is the Governments haste to try implement a 
vaccine purely on the basis of what they are geing out of it 
when other alterna7ves like Ivermec7n etc which have not been 
researched thoroughly simply because there is no financial gain 
for the Government officials.  

Ted

2021-01-16 
10:16:15

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Ivermec7n appears to be a viable solu7on to help those that are 
infected with results from studies flowing in from around the 
world and health professionals from every corner suppor7ng the 
drug.  Right now, if you are ill are deteriora7ng, what are your 
op7ons?  
1. Get onto some sort of meds that can help fight it 
2. Failing that hospitalisa7on and a ven7lator  
3. Death 
I think Ivermec7n is a viable answer. Me personally, if I were in 
that situa7on I would definitely take the drug. Yes there are side 
effects, however it is a Nobel Prize Winning drug used since 1975 
on humans. I do not know of anyone that has passed away amer 
taking the drug. I do know of a number of people that have 
passed away whom have not taken the drug.  Reetash

2021-01-16 
09:41:19

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Given that there Ivermec7n that could save millions of lives the 
goverment should be giving it to those less fortunate first. As 
many are the driving force in our community and businesses, it 
would help tremendously in keeping our people alive, 
companies open, less spent on tests and our economy the ability 
to start recovering. For the frac7on of the price that it is, why 
hasnt it begun rolling out in the clinics and those in seplements 
who are being most effected by this pandemic? Kim

Gauteng 17

2021-01-27 
12:56:24 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

the op7on of using ivermic7n must be fully explored along with 
vaccines aristy

2021-01-27 
03:37:57 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I believe Ivermec7n could have saved lives in 2020. it can s7ll 
save lives. If the elderly and frontline medical and emergency 
staff are being treated witb a vaccine first then we'll run out 
sooner than anyone thinks. Ivermec7n should be used in 
conjunc7on Rachel

2021-01-21 
15:20:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Very liple knowledge has been given out about PREVENTION 
(lifestyle, diet, an7viral proper7es of foods and easily obtainable 
substances like selenium, etc)  for those with non-compromised 
immune systems, and TREATMENT (eg ivermec7n ). There are 
many people who possibly would not need or want a vaccine,  
who are willing to apply themselves in alterna7ve avenues, thus 
leaving more vaccine units available for those who do need one.  
The need for a vaccine is obvious. But there is also a great need 
for good alterna7ve knowledge systems to be studied and 
publicized, especially as we can count on ever new variants in 
the future.   This thing is here to stay for a long while.  

Caroline

2021-01-18 
21:26:14 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

All my kids have been vaccinated and it has been a good 
programme Joana

2021-01-18 
17:58:26 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I feel we should have op7ons  
I think more Informa7on should be forthcoming about 
ivermec7n as I have heard very posi7ve results coming from this 
treatment combina7on Anthony 

2021-01-18 
09:52:58 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Vusi

2021-01-17 
18:31:34 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Why isn’t ivermec7n used in the interim to save lives?! Irmgard 
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2021-01-17 
12:53:41 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Worried that prisoners will get the vaccine before people with 
co- morbi77es. Concerned about corrup7on in the process. 
Worried that Government are not looking at alterna7ves like 
Ivermec7n which might help with the management of Covid-19 
whilst wai7ng for the vaccines. Shiralee

2021-01-17 
12:16:52 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The most effec7ve should be used. Compare to the Polio vaccine 
in the 1950's that was very effec7ve and the rate of infec7on 
was almost erradicated. Ben

2021-01-17 
06:20:35 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Rast

2021-01-16 
10:27:08 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Some alterna7ve give rise to fraud and dangerous drugs by 
crooks Nico

2021-01-16 
06:04:28 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If ivermec7n  is  used in australia  in one town there  and is listed 
there as fit  for human consump7on  it should be checked and 
listed here,the farmers here are using it for themselves not only 
for the animals why can't our doctors then prescribe it. Nic

2021-01-15 
21:06:07 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Clearly the COVID 19 Virus has caused  untold propor7ons of 
hurt, misery and physical & mental trauma. It has devastated 
economies.  
The Vaccine gives hope of stemming the 7de - 7me will tell its 
efficacy. 

GOVT HAS to allow people the freedom of choice during such 
unprecedented 7mes  o f uncertainty. 
PLEASE allow people to choose their treatment modality - DO 
NOT RESTRICT the use of Ivermec7n Pungie

2021-01-15 
20:01:05 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Alterna7ve "treatments" are wishful thinking based on 
anecdotal evidence. The history of successful vaccines goes back 
to the first smallpox vaccines. We know that vaccina7on works. 
The alterna7ves must be subjected to properly designed double 
blind clinical trials. If people don't want to be vaccinated let 
them alone - no mandatory vaccina7on.  Just don't waste 
hospital resources on them. They chose to take the risk so if they 
get sick they must sort tgemselves out. Liz

2021-01-15 
18:21:14 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government must use the large team of Community Health 
Workers to assist with the rollout Janine

2021-01-15 
14:46:17 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government must NOT be the only buyer of the vaccine, as it 
has a proven track record of incompetence, corrup7on, inability 
to plan or manage anything to the benefit of ALL.  There are also 
cheaper and equally effec7ve medicines available, like 
Ivermec7n, available. Why did the health "authori7es" prohibit 
the use thereof in December 2020. Clearly they want to create 
an illegal monopoly with the vaccine, to financially benefit a few 
people/anc. deon

2021-01-15 
11:43:54 Gauteng Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

 CAn they not urgently do more work on Invermec7n.  We have 
the facili7es at CSIR  to do tes7ng . Lets do it. 
Also, when will the roll out be and are we going to see another 
scandal regarding the vaccine corrup7on . Why not give it to DRS 
and medical aids to distribute . More transparencies. 
 Distribu7on of people :  From what we have being told  front 
line workers . Then who is next. I hope the elderly. or will the 
poli7cians jump the cue? 
Why can Medical aids not buy vacines direct from the  
pharmaceu7cal companies not via the government.  Or piggy 
back on the deal that the government is doing if it is good. 
Why are we not making our own cvacine at ASPEN or Johnson 
and Johnson. 

ROB
Western Cape 4

2021-01-19 
12:39:57

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Government to expedite vaccina7ons at a faster rate , by adding 
ivermec7n to the vaccina7on process in order for people to go 
back to their normal livelihood Omar 

2021-01-18 
10:11:26

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Urgent apen7on to be given to medicines before money is 
poten7ally wasted on vaccines that have liple track records Bernard

2021-01-16 
18:32:39

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I am more concerned that we can't roll out the vaccine because 
we can't afford to access enough doses, and then we end up 
using untested and unstudied drugs as a stop gap. We are 
already seeing that happen and I am scared that it will get 
worse. Megon

2021-01-16 
12:45:21

Western 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Pierre

Mpumalanga 1

2021-01-17 
12:33:52

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Let's have this ivermec7n as alterna7ve this vaccine is too costly 
besides our current health system is under pressure it will be 
long I don't support overseas vaccine Moses 

Free State 2

2021-01-17 
08:39:53

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Use Ivermec7n, it works and is save for humans Willem

2021-01-16 
23:54:04

Free 
State Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Allow the private sector to help with the vaccina7on ASAP. Th 
sooner we get all people in SA vaccinated the sooner we can get 
the economy up and running again. The cost of the lockdown on 
the economy outweigh the cost of vaca7on by far. 

Ivermec7n seems to help. Disband it ASAP. Andries 
Eastern Cape 2

2021-01-17 
06:28:08

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Pierre
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2021-01-15 
18:23:41

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Firstly I am so disappointed with people and their ideas of 
conspiracies. I wish that those people go and work with the 
health professionals for just one week and see if you s7ll think 
it’s a hoax. Clearly you are of the lucky families to not be 
affected by it. We, as well as many other friends and family have 
had out lived turned upside down because of the virus. It is the 
most sick we have ever been in our lives and my husband was on 
a ven7lator for 4 weeks. This is NOT a bad flu, this is very very 
bad. I would rather grow an extra ear because of a side effect 
than go through that hell again. This 7me we might not be so 
‘lucky’. Some people are seriously brain dead. Sonja

Limpopo 1

2021-01-17 
06:02:04 Limpopo Yes I do

business 
owner

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The virus is deadly all medicine alterna7ves should be available 
to the rest of the public incl ivermec7n while vaccines are being 
rolled out to health workers. Normal ci7zens need  to be healthy 
and figh7ng.  Tebogo

unemployed individual 15
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 7

2021-01-26 
06:07:32 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Fathima

2021-01-25 
11:37:58 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The Pharmaceu7cal Companys have chain stores to 
successfully inoculate more people at different stores 
simultaneously. Will help curb the spread. 
Regards 
Danny 

Danny

2021-01-22 
15:33:02 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) No concerns whatsoever- the sooner the beper Jeanne 

2021-01-18 
09:07:27 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Canduce

2021-01-17 
15:30:57 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Concerns over the trials of the vaccine and the side effects etc of 
not enough tes7ng Joanne

2021-01-17 
07:57:32 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I know that other countries have successfully used invermec7n, 
s7cking your in the sand and ignoring possible cheaper 
treatment does not help anyone.  The government being the 
only distributor makes me think that as per usual corrup7on will 
be rampant. Juanita

2021-01-15 
10:04:26 Gauteng Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Govt must allow the private sector i. e. Hospitals & doctors to be 
able to purchase or source the vaccine at their own expense to 
be able to reach more of the popula7on even if they charge for 
it. Govt cannot fully control the rollout as we will be 
disappointed with further corrup7on eg. Officials will be caught 
with millions of doses siing in their garages wai7ng to be sold. Farhad 

KwaZulu-Natal 6

2021-01-21 
18:11:40

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Plenty of concerns but top of mind is the idea that medica7on 
has never been and should never be mandatory. Khwezi 

2021-01-18 
19:22:23

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

If Ivermec7n is ueed its cheaper and effec7ve. Also it has been 
around longer than the vaccine and very minimal side effects Leena

2021-01-18 
13:09:38

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I support the roll out of an effec7ve vaccine. concerns naturally 
lie in whether the vaccine we have will be effec7ve against this 
virulent strain we currently have, namely the V501. I would like 
the powers that be inves7gate Ivermec7n as it is cheap, 
effec7ve, minimal side effects and is on a number of 
interna7onal Covid protocols as treat and prophylaxis Jodi

2021-01-17 
14:49:59

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

What is our problem as a country to create our own vaccine as it 
Will be cheaper Musa

2021-01-15 
22:02:53

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Abdul

2021-01-15 
17:25:12

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

We already have a cure  in Ivermec7n, use it so more peoples 
lives will be saved Leon 

Western Cape 1

2021-01-15 
20:40:50

Western 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

I’m concerned about all those issues, roll out, cost to tax payer, 
mandatory vaccine etc etc.  Personally I do not want the vaccine 
but it must be available for those that do.  Ivermec7n works-
governments have been dictated to by the WHO. As yet the virus 
has not been isolated.  The effec7veness is not established, trials 
rushed through.   
This government is not fit for purpose. Yolande

Eastern Cape 1

2021-01-15 
14:38:16

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

unemployed 
individual

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

The government should speed up the process of vaccina7on to 
all people.They must also do urgent inves7ga7on on the 
effec7veness of Ivermec7n so that if found effec7ve it can be 
used as soon as possible Zwelinzima 

student 4
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 1

2021-01-22 
16:47:37

KwaZulu
-Natal Yes I do student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Lisa

Gauteng 2

2021-01-17 
18:12:43 Gauteng Yes I do student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Covid-19 doesn't need a vaccine, it needs natural herbs, healthy 
ea7ng and exercising. All in all we don't need the vaccine. Ntandokazi
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2021-01-16 
07:07:19 Gauteng Yes I do student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.)

Why Indian vaccine?  
cheap things comes with serious consequences, government is 
taking chances with our lives.  Other countries are using Pfizer-
BioNTech, Moderna, Sputnik V and Sinopharm vaccines, why 
can't we also use those, but we opted for something else. Anza

Western Cape 1

2021-01-15 
21:14:09

Western 
Cape Yes I do student

Alterna7ves 
(Ivermec7n, 
etc.) Samantha
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